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500 MILE RACE AT BROOKLANDS. ^^

OTORnCLE
Circulation Exceeds 100,000 Weekly,\ ^^^^^^^^^ Founded

COVERS EVERV PHASE OF THE MOVEMjcvi^ t .y^
AND CIRCULATES THROUGHOUT THE WpR^XfeO

km.No. 954. Vo!. 27. Thursday, July 7th, 1921. Price

For Sport and Tour.
A fast and economical machine, the petrol consumption is ap-
proximately I20 miles per gallon, and the weight of 185 lbs.

brings the machine under the 30/- tax.

mAmavhY
-i. tp- 349 c.c. Single Cylinder {4. stroke) Sports Model. Price
80 Gns. Touring Model with upturned Bars and Footboards.
82 Gns. Send for illustrated 1921 catalogue.

TheRi'br CycIfiCo.. Ltd ,I>GDt. 1. Altrl^cham nr Manch«iter
SnoWTOoms ana Service Depot. 162. Dean=;srate Manchester,
where demonstrations aud visits to the works can be arranged!
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SENIOR T,T. RACE
TKe

again proved that the truest
test ol efficiency and speed is

RELIABILITY
5 STANDARD TRIUMPHS ENTERED
5 STANDARD TRIUMPHS FINISHED

AWARDS- 4 GOLD MEDALS.
A larger number than that gained by any other make.)

TRIDMPH FIRST In the T.T. Class S^ed Hill CUmb.

SPEEO RECORD. Mr. F. G. Edmond, on a Triumph,
brokf all previous T.T. Records at 58'4 m.p.h.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.
London—218. Great Portland Street, W.l.

Agents Everywhere.
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1921 Sportins Model.

Light underslung chassis of great strength. Li^ht easy working springs
5" wide mudguard with deep valance. Comfortable riding position;
ample leg room. Locker behind seat. Sprung back upholstery. Painted
any colour to order. Most economical on petrol and tyres, and most
enjoyable to drive. £2t> 10 O complete with coverall apron.

Catalogue free on request.

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS
Double your pleasure.*'

W. Montgomery & Co., Coventry.

"a
machine

for every

rider "

t/

M

^

AKE your choice trom

the extensive range ot

Omega models depicted in

the catalogue — a copy of

which IS yours for the asking.

OMEGA-VILUERS FROM . £90

OMEGA-J.A.P. FROM
. £G0

OMEGA-BLACKBURNE FROM £120

OMEGA COMBINATION FROM .. £90

Agents in et'erif town

W. J. GREEN, LIMITED,
Omega Works, COVENTRY.
London: Bartlett's, 93, Gt. Portland St.,

W

Birmingham r Cough's, 183A, Broad St.

COPYRIGHT—REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER FOR TRANSMISSION IN THE U.K
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Price

:

£180
COMPLETE TO

STANDARD
SPECfFICATION.

ANY EQUIPMENT
CAN BE FITTED.

fE are glad to say that the introduction of the " Matchless" Sports
Model has been joyfully acclaimed by all Motor Cyclists.

Briefly, this is the reason:

Everyone agreed that the "Matchless" Combination lead the way in

efnciency, economy, and above all, reliability, but many were desirous

of more speed. To meet this widespread desire the new " Matchless "

Model takes it's place on the market.

It has all the patented features of the 1921 model ; Spring Frame,
3-speed Qear, and Detachable Wheels, with these following amendments:

A low Sporting Sidecar Body, Foot Rests in place
of the usual Foot Boards, and suitable Handle-bars.

The well-known "Matchless" M.A.G. Engine will

be specially selected and "tuned up" to give
greater speed than that obtained on a Standard
Model. The Spare Wheel will be mounted on the
side of the machine.

In appearance and results there will be " nothing on the road to touch it."

The body is less expensive, and the purchaser benefits by this saving.

We are confident that the Sports Model will soon be as popular as the
1921 Standard Model.

Early Delivery is assured, ask you agent all about this Model.

H. COLLIER &
SONS, LTD.

44-45, Plumstead

Road, Plumstead,

LONDON, S.E.18

Phones: Woolwich 17 and 18.

'Grams: "Matchless, Woolwich."

Works

:

Burrage Grove and Maxey
Road, Plumstead.

tn answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle."
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EwroRiAL Offices : Hertford St., Coventry. Advertising and Publishing Offices: 20, Tudor St.. London, E.C.4
lehgmms: "Motorcycle," Coventry." Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, London."
lelephoiu: lo, Coventry (5 lines). Telephone: 2848 City (13 Hues).

IMidland Branch Offices: Guildhall Buildinjs. Navisation Stresl, Birralnjham. Northern Offices: 199, Deans^ate. Manchoter
Telearam, : "AutoDrcss Birtninglmm." Telegrants : "Ilifte, Uancliester."
lelevlume : 2970 and 2971 MidUnd. Telcghom : 6970 and 8971 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. lOd.; Canada, 23s. lOd.; other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annutn.
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The Five Hundred Mile Race.
EFORE an)- really important event there is

always a tendency to e.xaggerate the hard-
.ships of the test, and, on Saturday last it

was freely mooted that not 5% of the starters

would finish the 500 mile raCe at Brooklands.
However, , the progiiostirations of -the pessimists

came to naught, and thirty-three machines out of

sixty-four starters (or just over 50%) completed
one of the severest trials ever provided, and inci-

dentally set up many new records during the
process.

It was expected that a big tv.in would carry

off the premier award, and this type secured the

first three places. Next came a well tried 500 c.c.

machine. It was in the .smaller classes that the
greatest surprises .occurred, the 350 c.c. class

being won on a two-stroke with considerable ease,
after a magnificent display of consistent riding,

while the speed of the winning 250 c.c. machine
was within a fraction of the second 350 c.c.

Two-strokes ran with wonderful regularity, and
definitely refuted the suggestion that this type of
engine is unable to stand prolonged speed work.
On the whole, the race provided a marvellous

testimony to the endurance of the modern motor
cycle. Though the excellence of the British single

was demonstrated once again, the absence of a fast

British big twin was sadly obvious.
Brakes, valve gear, and lubrication are the

points which stand out as being most in need of
improvement.' Undoubtedly, the introduction of
a 500 mile tr^ck race has been justified, and,
just as certainly, it should become an annual
c\ent oF the first importance Though not
siiectacular from the viewpoint of the casual
observer, it is full of interest to the entrant and
manufacturer, who should acquire much valuable
information as to th-e capabilities of his mount.
While being, perhaps, the most strenuous event
of the year, it is by no means an event to. be won
by the freak speed machine; in fact, this type is

jieiialised by the regulations.

Reliability Trials on the Continent,

WITH the present year's glut of English
competitions, motor, cycle, manufacturers
find it diflScult to decide as to which to

support. For this reason, perhaps, the

International Six Days in Switzerland has
not received the consideration due to it. This
year organised by the Swiss Motor Cycle Union
for the cup presented by the British Cycle and
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union,
this old-established International event first saw
the light in the shape of a race between repre-
sentatives of different countries. As, hov.^ever,
the movement progressed, it was felt that when
the International Federation of Motor Cycle Clubs
was revived, it would be more beneficial to the
industry for manufacturers of different countries
to match their products against one another in a
reliability trial.

Up to the present time important races in France
and elsewhere have been fairly well .supported by
the British trade. These races take place on flat,

safe roads, and are all very well in their way; but,
if our manufacturers have any regard for overseas
trade, they would do well to consider the Inter-
national Six Days Trial, e.specially as this year it

will be held in Switzerland, a country which,- as
all the world knows, contains some of the longest
liills that can be encountered, which compare
favourably even with the highest in our overseas
dominions. We shall be. surprised if anything
in the nature of a freak hill is produced, but what
we all want to know is how the average British
motor cycle or sidecar outfit will behave on the
long, tiring gradients which abound in Continental
countries, and also in our own overseas dominions.
How British machines behave in English and
Scottish trials we know quite well, but here is

virgin ground, and the lessons to be learned from
this trial are, we think, likely to be exceedingly
valuable. The trial is in the hands of the Swiss
Motor Cycle Union, and it is safe to assume that
the organisation will be of the very b>est.L" -"t

../.j.y../ / ^ / > / / / /- / / / \. .\ \ \.A .\ V \ \ ^
^n index to the advert;s;ments in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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350 c.c. Sidecars.

TOW that the 350
c c. machine has
beaten the larger

type in the T.T., we
shall probably sec the
small sidecar outfit cata-

'logued by a laige number
of makers. So long as

it is not asked t o
accommodate a large
family it will p 1 o v e
a useful addition to

existing types ; but if too
much is claimed for it

it will glow into a " five

hundreder " again.

Toujoufs the A.J.S.

nN the T.T. theie is

only one place
where a racing man

gets the full benefit

of 500 c.c, viz., along
the straights towards
Sulby on the far side of
the Island. What he
gains on the swings, he
loses on the roundabouts. Over the bulk of the
Manx I'acnig route the longer wheelbase of the ^% h.p.
makes it inferior to a cobby 2% h.p. in corner work.
The extra weight of the 2,% h-P- tires out the riders
faster thanthe lighter zii h.p. I^don't think that a
350 c.c. will win the Senior next year if the present
conditions are maintained; for several of the bigger
machines which were very " green " this year will be
stauncher in twelve months' time. But it is certain
that the Manx course doesn't give the 3%: h.p. enough
rope. Thus a really good 2y^ h.p., ridden by a first-

class man, will always press the 500 c.c. hard, and
would occasionally win outright.

" The Alternatives.

THE line of least resistance will be to continue tlie

existing arrangement for another year, and see
what happens. (The effect would be to develop

the steering, reliability, brakes, etc., of the 3^^ h.p.
without demanding more h.p. from it.) If this solution
does not commend itself to the powers that be, there
are two others. One is to limit the Senior race to

350 c.c, in which case the most popular type of
Briti.5h engine will be abandoned to indirect methods
of development, and the Scott Co.—for example^—will

be tempted to build a special racing engine wholly

A26

distinct from their com-
mercial models. (This

would be a. pity, as

500 c.c. is still the

practical minimum for

sidecar work.) The
other plan is to dis-

cover a fresh course,

e m bo d y i n g more
straights and longer

straights. There is no
such roads in the Isle

of Man. There are

plenty of such courses

in England, but it is

doubtful whether the

legal preliminaries are

possible. There are

plenty of such routes

in France, and the

French municipal

authorities would sub-

sidise the A.C.U. to

cross the water, while

Ireland was freely
mooted in the Island

last month.

The A.B.C. at Le Mans.

THOUGH trade depression robbed us of the

delight of watching a racing A.B.C. in the T.T.,
some of us will see the French edition at Le

Mans. At Provins the other day this machine proved
itself appreciably faster than the cream of its com-
patriots, but one of the riders broke a valve, and the

other battered too light a back wheel to pieces. The
French racing A.B.C. machines do 5,200 r.p.m, under
load on the road. Nevertheless, my French corre-

spondent considers that o.h.v. motor cycle engines

should have an overhead camshaft, operating the valves

direct. The commoner type of o.h.v; entails in his

opinion too much weight for racing, revs ; moreover,

with a pushrod-rocker-tappet outfit you must us_e a

ridiculously heavy spring and a correspondingly sturdy

valve, or else everything "floats." (This objection

ultimately narrows itself down to the question whether
we can get a light valve which will stand a colossal

spring; tiie T.T. suggests that we can, but why not

fit return springs to the rocker gear?)

Ixion's "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES" have lately

been published in book form, price 5s. id. past free, frow
The Motor Cycle" Offices, 20, Tudor SlreU, E.C.4
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Oesasional Comments.

—

A Good Gfadomcter.

(^OME months ago I alluded to the Tapley grado-

^) meter as a ' good instrument for verifying

gradients. I originally made a special attach-

ment for mounting a car model -on my motor cycle,

but the inventor has now brought out a special motor
cycle edition. A clip is bolted to the top tube,

handlejjar, or special accessory crossbar, and this

clip is thin enough to clear the tank on any make of

machine. Th« instrument is iixed to the clip by a

ball joint, so that it can be accurately levelled u^)

before tightening in position. The needle is so

thoroughly well damped as to justify the makers' use

of the term "dead beat," and it does not flicker,

Ijeing as immune from acceleration or road \-ibrations

as any instrument can be. It is designed to work at

any lateral angle up to 40°, so that it is quite legible

when the owner is in his riding position, and a ^ariety

of dials can be obtained. The makers supply a book
oi graphs from which—with the aid of a speedometer

—

it is possible to work out the approximate horse-power
which the engine is developing on' a given hill. The
gradometer is thus a very fa.scinating toy, and of real

value in tuning up an engine, besides satisfying our

natural inquisitiveness about unknown hills.

Flywheel Lighting.

[ANY of us felt a thrill of joy quiver up our

marrows when Cyril Pullin announced that his

forthcoming two-sti'oke would have a flywheel

magneto, which .ilso provided current for the lamps.
Such a combination struck us as the essence of sim-

plicity and cheapness ; and it slew the main hoodoo
of the utility "baby" machine (let me explain in a

stage whisper that 1 mean lamps). I don't know how
Mr. Pullin has been faring^ but one or t\\«o of my
friends who conceived a similar brainwave about the
same period have - experienced unco' diflficulty in

coaxing a flywheel magneto to give enough current for

the two separate purposes. However, the other day,

I ran into Mr. A. P. Young, of the B.T.H., He is

always a cheery personage, but he was so exceptionallv

jovial on this occasion that I suspect his flywheel
magneto is distilling all the juice he
wants, and then some. «riil0 I hope so.

A Pessimist.

THE everyday definition of a pessiinist is a man
who wears a belt as well as braces. I met a
motor cycling pessimist the other day. In fact,

I discovered him by accident. He was mending a

puncture, and when I stopped to see if ever)'thing

was O.K., my startled eye fell on the contents of a

small suit case—or should I say, a large aUachc case

—

which lay open on his carrier. It contained more spares

and tools than my entire garage—two valves, four

sparking plugs, two complete chains, spare cover and
tube, endless tube spanners, a hammer, several files,

etc. I told him that I was touring with no equipment
other than the makers' toolkit, one plug, one chain
link, and a repair outfit. He looked- positively shocked.

Utility Tyres.
jN a big machine tyres present no special problem

in evei'yday business riding. You can make
room for a pair of 3in. tyres on a 3.^ h.p.

machine, and it is then long, odds that you will ride

punctureless for a whole year. Not so on the cheap
babies, which many of us affect for business purposes.
They often have 24in. tyres, with covers little thicker
than a safety razor blade; and any self-respecting

flintlet on the road can force such covers to emit a
sickening hiss. In pleasure riding a puncture can be
taken philosophically—it is at least an excuse for a
])ipe. But when you ai'e riding hard to nip some big
business before the otlier fellow gets in ahead of you,
or when you are scorching home in the dark to keep
tryst with Arabella, a tyre stop is the deuce and all.

T haven't solved the problem yet. At present I have
been driven to don the thickest 24in. cover going (it

isn't really very thick), to fit a sheath inside it, and
to add a self-sealing inner tube. This outfit is not
proof against broken bottles, but it will at least keep
nut tacks and pins.

Magneto Lighting.

UNTIL somebody devises a specific term, I use the

abo\-e crossheading to indicate those electric light-

ing systems which embody no expensive dynamo,
but use the surplus output of whatever ignition device
is fitted. I know I shall be accused of gross exaggera-
tion, but I am going to say that a perfected outfit

of this class revO'luti(jnises utility motor cycles, and
constitutes just such anotlter landmark in the industry
as the ailvent of the spray carljuretter or the high-
tension magneto.

A JOLLY FAMILY PAR'IY.

A Matchless tandem-seated outfit, the
owner of which derives not the least of her
pleasures in conveying her family from the
stuffy city to the green fields. Sometimes
the question is asked: "Why buy a bit,

sidecar outfit when the price is so near to
that of the three-wheeler or cheap fou;-
wheeler?" The query is well answered here '
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A Lady Molor Cyclist's Impressions of the Isle ol Man T.T. Week.
B r M LOCKWOOD TATH M.

Considering the number of ladies present at this year's Tourist Trophy rases, a woman's impressions should be of
great interest. Tlie "mere male with a mechanical mini" might consider thai the average lady would find little of
interest in a spectacle of speed. Our contributor {who, by the way, is a Douglas resident) reveals that there are minor
points which most men overlook. With men, machines perhaps come foremost; bat with ladies the personal
element takes first place.

siINCE the Tourist Trophy
races there has been so
much talk of such things as

overliead valves and gear ratios

and other mysteries chiefly of

interest to the engine£r that one
sometimes wonders whether tlie

motor cycles slcipped round the Isle

of Man course without liuman
assistance. Surely the riders had
something to do with .the victories ?

Of course, we all appreciate

that the event is organised by the

Auto Cycle Union to assist the

development of motor sycles, not

of motor _ cyclists; but, as a

woman, I cannot help thinking that

the human element and the social

side of the T.T. week is somewhat'
neglected. With so many ladies

now reading T/ic Motor Cycle, it

occurs to me that the time cannot
Our contributor with be far distant when the Tourist

her sketch book was a Trophy event will be likened to
ramuiar neure in the aVti.i-t *.i4.
o„^Uc,.,„ ,.,k»^» oi,« Ascot. By this I mean that, per-
enclosure, where she in ' •

obtained the thumb baps, we shJill See in the papers

nail impressions of some details of coming fashions;
T.T. personalities re- perhaps—and who knows ?—mahne-
producedinthisarticle.

^y;,.,^ ^jj, p^.^^e in the paddock,

and photographs will appear on the

back page gf the important dailies

depicting the latest creations worn by
important personages associated with

the blue riband of the motor cycle

world.

The Dominant Theme.
When the Editor of The Motor

Cycle commissioned me to write my
impressions of the T.T,, I was sorely

tempted to try to subordinate my

with the average woman's interests.

I find, however, that I am too much
a motor cyclist, and, having met
many of the riders and officials in

my temporary appointment as The
Motor Cycle artist, I iind that, after

all, the race comes first.

There were crowds at the_ start

—

on the grandstand,- -in the " pad-

dock," and all over the road—about

an hour before the race started.

Riders in their businesslike, and
sometimes quite gaily coloured kit

were surrounded by jvell-wishers,

including many charmingly garbed

pressed our artist ladies, all anxious for a handshake
sufficiently for her and "good luck," and, in some
to sketch him from cases, an even more effusive expres-
memory.

^j^^.^ of good wishes. Lucky dogs!

But, -poor boys, some of them
were very nervous, and the last cigarette could be seen

to tremble slightly between two fingers.

An R.A.C. scout

whose activities im-

and busy

Percy Butler—

a

former T.T. rider,

intere.5t as a motor cyclist, and to T^ " ^"'f"-'"^"
,

,
.,. i ,

I u u
hgure at important

remember that I was just a woman motor cycle events

A28 -

Clearing the Course.

Then came the " Clear the course

marshals hurried about with " Now
then, please," and " Come along,

ladies, huriy up now!" A rush

was made for the grandstand, and
competitors filed by to their

appointed places with their trusty

steeds. A little wait, and there was
a flutter on the press stand, a shot,

and the first rider was off.

Loud cheers came from the crowd
when their favourite competitors

started,, and the grandstand buzzed
with conversation as wagers were laid

and chances discussed.

When the last man had started a

string band burst forth into cheerful

music, and was reinforced later by Wood — tbe Scott
four gentlemen who gaily warbled exponent.

IVlrs. Lockwood
Tatham's impres-

sion of Clarence
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Through Feminine Goggles.—

" Caroline" and other jazzy

subjects, with a strong
American accent and beauti-

ful Odol smiles.

As the day wore on there

came a more and more
noticeable interest in the

refreshment tent, where one

lieard much . technical con-

versation, such as " Do have

a bottle of bread and
dripping, old thing!" be-

tween important people, wlio,

away from the Island, are

no doubt very sober-sided

business and professional

gentlemen.

It' took me quite a long

time to solve the mysteries

of machines referre'd to as

the " Flying Banana." '• St.

Vitus," and "The Organ."
To the initiated, however,

the long yellow tank, of the

NVooler makes the name
appropriate, and .Sun-Vitesse

is more obvious. T h e
'' Organ " is very subtle.

Anyone who knows a Scott

also knows that on changing gear the engine plays

the first few bars of a well-known hymn.

By the way, why w it that people fi(jck to a place

where there is a reasonable hope of somebody

crashing? Bloodthirsty brutes we are!

There were many amusing incidents at the grand-

stand as machines stopped at thsir " pits." It was

wonderful to see the clive made by a diminutive boy

scout to do his duty with a duster on number plates.

He frantically polished one plate while his eyes

remained adoringly on , the rider's

face, and his ears stuck out in the

effort to catch the slightest word fall-

ing from the hero's lips.

I wonder what were the secret

thoughts of the rider who, having

retired very near the. start, rode up
to his pit on a lady's push hicyrl'e and

demanded to be filled up?
The Junior rare got very exciting as

it went on, and much intere.st was

shown in the wonderful performance

of Whalley on a Massey-Arran. He
was among the lap leaders at the end
of the fourth circuit, and it was
awfully bad luck that he should

burst a tyre on his last lap. He

Fully equipped for long distance riding. Lady motor cyclists

who took part in a recently organised trial in Devonshire.

a

Eric Williams, after

his success m win-

ning the Junior race.

was runnnig Eric Williams,

the winner, vei7 close.

Eric Williams's victory was
a popular one. He was
seized and " chaired

"

through the enclosure with a

p e r f e c t army of photo-

graphers following and fight-

ing for snaps. He was in

the best of humour, chatting

and laughing with everybody,

but thankful to gain, the

comparative peace of tlie

refreshment tent. But en-

thusiastic as his reception

was, [ do not think it came
up to Howard Davies's on
'J'hinsday. There was some-
thing irresistibly humorous
and very sporting about a

little 2.^4 b.j). A.J.S. taking

the palm over the. heads of

all these wonderful big
machines—even the " hush-

hush merchants " — and it

appealed to everybody. I

think Davies was a little

more e x h a u s t e d than

WiUiams, but he stuck his

lionisation nobly.

Criiwds i.if people went to Keppel Gate. Hillberry,

Governor's Bridge, the Ramsey hairpin, and other

"thrill spots," .and they certainly got plenty of

thrills ! But everybody is much reliexed that there

were comparatively few accidents both dming practices

and the races. We were all very glad to see Alfie

Alexander on the stand on Thursday after his smash

on Tuesday. His eye was badly swollen and his arm

in a sling. There is no doubt that his crash helmet

saved his life. Whalley, too, had a

nasty spill, and Olsson, Fairweather.

Jones, Clarence Wood, Sutcliffe,

Shaw, Thorpe, all came off rather

badlv, bnt, taking it all round, the

casualty list was not largp. E\ery-

body, spectators, competitors, and

officials semed thoroughly to enjoy

themselves, and we are looking

forward to another exciting event

next year.

I wonder what effect the victory

of the A.J.S. in the Senior will have?
It will be diflicult to differentiate

between Junior and Senior. I

should not be surprised to see a three

days trial for all comers, with the
'• skv the limit."

" A Welshman

with an Italian name,

a sunny smile, and

a mop of fair hair
"

—C. S^onina, who

rode a Triumph.

Two more contributors to the problem of carrying

spare bulbs. One reader cuts a short length off a

dud- inner tube, pops his bulbs into it, ties string

round the tube between each pair of bulbs, and why,

there you are, looking just like the python which

crawled into the Sports Club at Rangoon and swal-

lowed three footballs. S. Smith and Sons announce

a special metal case, made for the purpose. Their

head tester has evidently had special experience; for

they propose to design it for carrying three spare tail

lamp bulbs, and no head lamp bulb on the ground that

the latter never gives trouble. I confess I have not

had many head lamp bulbs go dud, but surely he

would be a bra\'e man \vho would ti7 to ride from

London to Manchester of a winter's night with no

spare head lamp bulb? IxioN.

A2'9
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M"UCH has already been written on the subject

of carrying a passenger on' tlae carrier of a

motor bicycle, anil thus accommodating two
persons on a machine which is built to carry only one.

A- great deal of what has been said is simple non-
sense. For example, I read, not long ago, a serious

statement to the effect
,

that when a .passenger was
carried upon the luggage bracket of a motor bicycle of
the usual type, the centre; of gravity of the whole"
conveyance, complete with its human load, was
brought so far tO' the rear that it was in reality behind
the back axle, and thus interfered considerably >with
the steering and general balance. That it would .so

interfere I am perfectly willing to admit, for the effect

of such a displacement of the centre of gravity would
be not simply to take so much weight off the front

wheel that it would lose its power of steering and
-balancing the machine for lack of sufficient friction on
the ground, but even to cause the front to lift in the
air, stand on end, and, filially, fall backwards, and the
drive of the engine would assist in' this remarkable
evolution. .

An Argument Reduced to Absurdity.

Clearly this is so much piffle; for not only do we
s^e motor cycles daily proceeding upon their way with

two passengers on board, but a little calculation will

show that' the rear passenger who is capable of produc-
ing such a result must measure his weight in hundred-
weights certainly, if not in tons, and: although I have
both- friends and relations who are stouter than they
need be, I have yet to meet the. man or woman who
can turn the scale at half a ton.

This statement, then, . we may take as a piece of

grotesque exaggeration, and dismiss it as absurd.

Still, it is a fact that, on some- machines where the
AW

Some Comments on the Practice of

Accommodaiing Two Persons on a
Motor Bicycle designed for One.

centre of gravity is in the first place too far to the
rear, the balance is affected somewhat adversely.
Now to" approach the subject with an unbiassed

^ mind it must be admitted that pillion riding has its

risks like many another form of sport and travel, and
if we consider the matter carefully we shall easily see
that these lisks vary greatly in individual cases

;

n but in my opinion the risks are not so great as to

% ' be the subject of special legislation.

It is quite true that there have been accidents which
might possibly not have occurred had the carrier been
empty, and the presence of_an extra weight in the rear

jj
may perhaps make just that small difference which

2 exists between aji accident and a narrow escape, but if

due care is taken it seems to me that the risks are

-.hardly worth considering.

The Necessity of Taking Care.

The taking of due care means, of course, a con-

sideration of several matters. The combination of wet
weather and rutty roads should be avoided if possible,

so also should a passenger who will not sit still. Per-

sonally, I have never been troubled with sideslip or

wobbling on. good roads even when the weather has

been wet. Corners should never be taken, at a high

speed, especially those round. which it is impossible

to see; partly because the extra weight in the rear

makes it difficult to turn as sharply as might be wished,

and partly because it is generally when turning a blind

corner that the sudden emergency arises, and sudden
emergencies are among the things to be avoided.

.Further, the position of the pillion passenger has

a considerable effect on the general stabihty' of the

machine. Some prefer to sit astiide, others sideways,

and there are riders who assert, that each of these

positions is the safer. It is certainly desirable that

there should be some sort of rest for the feet, and

long footboards, combined with the astride position,

satisfy this claim fairly- well.

Lastly, it is very clear that a spring seat, if properly

designed and constructed, adds greatly not only to the

comfort, but also to the safety of the passenger. It

is, however, essential that the spring seat should have

some lateral firmness, by which I mean that it must

be so constructed that it cannot tip over sideways or

drop at one corner. Such a seat, while possibly add-

ing to the comfort and being fairly satisfactory where

the astride position is adopted, must most certainly

take from the security and steadiness of a passenger

sitting sideways. Steadiness is important in more
ways than one. First, a lack of it makes the passenger

feel very insecure, and secondly, sudden movement on

the part of the passenger is inclined to upset the steer-

ing and cause the machine to wobble.
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Pillion Riding.— It is far cheaper to carry a pillion passenger than to
fit a sidecar to one's motor cycle. This is a point of
considerable importance to many, though it may not
matter to the fortunate few. In the first place the cost
of the sidecar

—

£,i\o or so^is saved, and in" the
second place the running costs are kept lower all round.
As a sidecar imposes considerable side strain upon a
motor cycle more power -is required to drive it, and the
tyres suffer more. More power obviously means more
petrol and oil. Then again, under the new taxing-

arrangements, 20S. is saved in the cost of the licence.

Some little white ago a friend and I were running
identical machines (3 h.p. Enfields) both in good tune.

My friend fitted a light sidecar weighing about 70 lb.,

and found. that up a certain main road hill of moderate
steepness he was obliged- to drop his gear even when
the sidecar was empty, while 1 could carry a 140 lb.

passenger on the pillion up this' same hill at a fast

pace without having to change down.

Young people, I find, are very fond of pillion

riding ;' they say it is more sporting than sitting in a
sidecar. But let us be fair—a sidecar is far more com-

fortable than a seat on' the carrier. J.H.W.

In America and Holland

pillion passengers prefer to

ride astride on a saddle,

with footrests and pommel
as safeguards. •

No amount of argument will convmce the experienced rider

or the passenger that any particular method of pillion riding

is the best. An ordinary cushion and a stout strap are

considered by many to be not only the cheapest, but the best

method, while others insist on fully sprung seats with footrests

and backrest. It is a matter which often causes surprise that

pillion passengers appear to suffer no discomfort from the use of

a thm cushion, which, however, is more practicable when used on

a spring wheel mount, such as the Wooler, depicted in the lower

illustration. Despite the spring frame, however, we doubt the

success of the lady's jumper knitting efforts except when posed

for the photographer.

Ajt
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.

(A"r. :C.i^

An adjustable

stop and a hollow

cutter which does

not clog are use-

ful points about

the Pennant belt

punch. (The
Pennant Manfg.

Co., Ltd., Central

Works, Watery
Lane, Birming-

ham.)

Two specially-shaped fiat spanners have

been cleverly designed to lock together in

the manner shown and, with the addition
'

of a padlock, to form a thief-proof wheel-

locking device. (A. H. Hunt, Ltd., H.A.H.
Works.TunstaURoad, East Croydon. Surrey.)

Where 30 seconds

may mean the loss

' of the race, T.T.
' riders chose with

care siich items as

chain punches.

Weight and size

are also important

considerations, and

as the Carlton rivet

extractor weighs

only SIX ounces, is

but slightly larger

than an ordinary

belt punch, and is adaptable to any size of

niotor cycle chain, it is not surprising that it

was carried by many competitors this year.

It is sold by A. J. D„ Ltd., Clay Lane,

Coventry, for 4/6.

Consisting of a small

finned aluminium casting,

the O. and J. plug radiator

protects the plug from

moisture, and at the same

time dissipates heat from

the central electrode.

(The Star Equipment Co.,

9, Baronsmere Road, East

Finchley Road, London,

N.2.)

Not only is the Nesthill a speedometer

lamp, but it may be used to illuminate a

route card, as an inspection lamp, or even

in extremities, as a temporary head light.

Standard pattern four-volt bulbs are used.

(Ernest Hill, Ltd., Beta Works, 56,

Broomhall Street, Birmingham.)

Foiling the motor cycle thief by locking

the petrol supply is the aim of Boot's petrol

tap lock. Only when the holes in the cones

(in the sectional drawing) register is the

petrol on, and this only occurs when the

discs are in their proper combination. We
shudder to think of the unfortunate owner

who forgets the key letters ! The inventor

is Mr. G. H. Boot, 1 , Berridge Road East,

Nottmgham.

Somewhat heavy for the tool-kit, but

very useful for the garage where more than

one chain size has to be contended with,

this fully " adjustable chain rivet extractor

has just been introduced by Saxessories,

Ltd., George Street Works, Coventry,

Good features are the long tommy bar, the

convenient handle, and the ingenious self-

centring action.

Simply a cham and

padlock, the Dot thief-

f lock is marketed

byDunhills,

Ltd., 359-

361, Euston

Road, Lon-

don, N.W.I.

As the insulated portion

is merely a taper fit in the

body, only a sharp tap is

necessary to dismantle the

Over-all sparking plug for

cleaning. Explosion pres-

sure tends to keep the plug

absolutely gas tight.

(L. Duponte, 7, King
Street, Cheapside, London,

E.C.2.)

For workshop use, the

Elite valve-lifting tool,

which, as shown, is ad-

justable to practically any

engine, has much to com-

mend it. Great leverage

is provided by the long

handle, while the lower

link is self-aligning. It

is the design and product

of Mr. R. Ballingall,

Motor Cycle Agent,

Forfar, and is shortly

to be placed on the

market.

Quickly detachable rubber pads a^
used on the Massey-.^rran foptrests,

which are mainly made of polished

aluminium. (The Massey-Arran Motor
Co., Bell Bam Road, Birmingham.)
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A REMARKABLE 350 c.c, ENGINE.
Some Notes on the Engine that won both Senior and Junior T.T^ Races.

Section of the T.T. A.J.S. cylinder head.

The shapes of the head and gas passages

are clearly indicated. Holes are drilled

through the transverse web between each

pair of cooling ribs.

IT
is now

h o u .s e h 1 "d

news through-

out the world

that, in addition

to obtaining six

autof the
first seven places

in the Junior

Tourist Troph)',

a 350 c.c.
A.J.S., ridden

by H. R. Davies,

succeeded i n

inchned
head
The

defeating the pick of the world's 500 c.c. machines in

the Senior event. The performance naturally has

caused considerable interest and

curiosity wherever motor cycles are

known, and it was with the object of

ascertaining how much of the detail

of their engine the producers were

p r e p ar e d to divulge that w e

approached Messrs. A. J. Stevens

immediately after the race. The
brothers Stevens were very frank as

regards most of the important parts.

Not the Limit.

Possible because they realise that,

though their marvellous little engine

was good enough for this year's

races, it will not be fast enough for

the 1922 . events, they are already

at work " on improvements and
modifications. This is the right

spirit to adopt, for though at the

present moment the T.T. A.J.S. can
hardly be considered a standard
machine, the firm attach consider-

able importance to the lessons

learned in their racing experience,

and much of the knowledge gained
by this means is used when design-

ing standard productions.

At the beginning it may be said

that the

o v e r-

valves.

engine,

except for a

double row
roller bearing

big end, has
plain bearings

t h r O' u g h O' u t

.

Such in brief

are the chief

features, but
those w h o
desire to follow

closelv the

Section of the patented cylinder head

joint, showing the inclined lower seating

for the copper asbestos washer.

Valve side of the 2.

operating mechanism
push rods and tappet

overhead valve

engine contains

The hollow trumpet

valve and taper valve spring.

The valve guide has six

radiating ribs machined on the

exposed end'

A.J.S.
few very startling features,

but is the outcome of

excellent design and care-

ful experiment, and the

results of this year's Isle

of Man races are sufficient

to prove that their win was
no mere "fluke," but a

performance that can be
repeated with any similar

engine, given a good
enough rider.

A bore of 74 mm. and
stroke of 81 mm. (349
c.c, are the dimensions of

the cylinder, which has

development of the petrol engine will require much
fuller information. To begin then at the top.

The overhead valves are inchned at an angle of

40° to the vertical, they are hollow and trumpet

shaped, and are made from a special nickel

chrome steel. Having a lift of i^in. the port

diameter of each is i-^in. clear, and the stems

work in separated cast iron guides. These

guides are pressed into the cylinder head castmg,

and each has six cooling ribs formed on its

exposed surface. 'The valve springs taper up-

wards, and are secured by light but sturdy spring

cups and plain cotter fixings.

All rocker gear is carried by two steel plates,

attached to either side of the cylinder head, and

the inlet and exhaust rockers are

interconnected by a powerful tension

spring, which, ' by returning the

rockers and push rods, relieves the

valve springs from any duties other

than closing the valves. Push rods

of T^io. diameter and. of very hght

gauge connect the rockers with the

tappets, ball heads being formed on

the tappets and rockers, and sockets

being soldered into either end of the

push rods. • Adjustment is carried

out at. the tappets in a normal

manner. Separate cams operate

the tappets directly, and provide

the following valve timing: Inlet opens 15° early and

closes 58° late, exhaust opens 50° early and closes

25° late.

Of cast iron and having

deep vertical radiating fins,

the cylinder head is roughly

hemispherical in shape. It

should be noted that the fins

lie in the direction of the air

current when the machine is in

motion, and that the gas pass-

ages are carefully designed. A
single steel bar used as a strap

holds the head in position,

turnbuckles with right and left

hand threads being provided

on either side for tightening

down.

If h.p. A.J.S., showing

and return spring for

gear.

A light steel piston, liberally

drilled, and carrying four

narrow rings, is a feature

of the T.T. winner.

BI
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A Remarkable 350 c.c. Engine.—
In early days considerable trouble was experienced

in obtaining a first-rate compression joint between
cylinder and head, but' after considerable experiment
Messrs. A. J. Stevens designed and patented a simple
form of joint wherein a copper asbestos washer is

pinched between a
flat and a taper face,

and tliis constitic-

tion ^ has proved
absolutely satisfac-

tory. The cylinder

itself is of cast iron,

and is ground all

over, both inside

and out. Fins of

lin. depth and|j\in.

pitch extend from
the top almost to

the base, and both
cylinder and head
are - covered with
copper deposit

before blacking.

This is done with

the idea of im-

proving the cooling,

but since the
deposit is of no
great depth it is

doubtful if any
great gain is effected

in this way. Un-
doubtedly it is the

admirable design
and arrangement of

fins on the walls of

the cylinder itself,

and more particularly on the cylinder head that per-

mitted the little engine to a\'6rage 3,400 r.p.m. for 226
miles. A steel piston with conca\e head provides a
compression ratio of 5.5— i. This piston carries four
narrow cast iron rings, and is liberally drilled. In

design it is more or less normal except that the length

is slightly less than the bore, and that it is machined
from the solid billet ; nevertheless its weight complete
with rings and hollow gudgeon pin is no more than
12 oz. in all.

side,

i-iLin.

side,

crank

THE MEN BEHIND THE A.J.S.
From left to right, seated: Mr. A. J. Stevens, M.I.A.E., production manager;

Mr. H. Stevens, M.I.M.E., A.M.I.A.E., senior managing director. On ground : Mr.
G. Stevens, A.M.I.A.E., commercial manager; Mr. J. Stevens, jun., A.M.I.AE.,
manager experimental department
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Taper pins secure the gudgeon pin in its bosses,
and the light H section connecting rod is bushed wdth
bronze in the small end. From the small end the
connecting rod tapers out to a considerable depth at
the big end. A hardened steel ring is pressed into
the rod and forms the outer race for two rows of

fjj-in. rollers running

on the crank pin.

Parallel at each
end, the crank pin

is secured to the

yin. steel flywheels

by fine threaded
nuts, though the
crank axles are
secured by tapers

and keys. Bronze
bushes of -if x
i^^in. on the timing

a n d -^ X

on the dri-s'e

carry the
unit, and,

excepting that there

is ample clearance

between flywheels

and crank case to

prevent oil drag, no
very special arrange-

ments have been
made for lubrica-

tion. Suitable oil

holes are, o f

course, provided,

but the f o t-

operated oil pump
delivers directly into

the Crank case in a

perfectly normal manner. A chain-driven Lucas
magneto supplied the ignition, and the spark

at full advance occurred 13 mm. before top dead

centre.

It is worthy of mention that a new type of Renold
chain,' without rollers, was employed for the primary

drive.

There is little need to mention the workmanship
and general excellence of the A.J. ST, since the results

obtained speak for themselves.

THE INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL
FULL details are now available concerning the Inter-

national Six Days Trial, which starts from Genera on
August 1st. So far as Great Britain is concerned the
Auto-Cycle Union has nominated a team to rescue the

valuable cujj presented by the Britisli Cycle and i\fotor

Cycle Manufacturers and Traders, Ltd., to the F.I. CM.
from the liolders, the Swiss Motor Cycle Union. This team
is to be composed of Leslie Guy (Scott), H. S. F. Morgan
(Jlorgan), and Eric Williams (A.J.S.), with as reserves Hugh
Gibson (Royal Ruby), H. R. Davies (A.J.S. ), and J. A.
Newman (Sunbeam).
So as to ^'ive British manufacturers and riders a chance

of entering tor this interesting and instructive competition,
the Swiss Motor Cycle Union have postponed the date of
closing the entries until July 10th, at ordinary fees (which
cost in Swiss money 300 fr. for manufacturers, and 150 fr.

for private owners), and at double fees until July 15th. It

is best to send entries direct to JMr. T. W. Loughborough,
Secretary of the Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall, London,
S.W.I, who is also secretary of the International Federation

of ilotor Cycle Clubs, luider whose auspices the Trial will

be organised.
_„__

Such a course as has been .selected for this trial has never
been chosen before for any competition. It takes the com-
petitor round the whole of Switzerland, and includes' the
principal mountain passes, among which is the St. Gothard,
which reaches an altitude of 2,112 metres (6,900ft.), descend-
ing to Lugano through an absolutely different type of country
from what is encountered on the northern side. All the princi-

pal touring centres in the country are traversed, and practi-

cally the whole of Switzerland, except the cantons, which are

forbidden to motorists.

The Swiss Motor Cycle Union has prepared an extremely
interesting plan of the course with contours of the hills,- and
a most attractive programme, which describes each day's

journey in detail, and is copiously and beautifully illustrated.

One picture shows the zigzag road running to the summit
of the frrimsel Pass. No fewer tlian eighteen hairpin corners

are visible, each corner a comparatively easy curve and
practically dead fiat.
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MID-YEAR MODELS.
Touring and Sporling Solo Machines and Sidecar Outfits.

ALTHOUGH autumn and Olympia
Showtime sees the birth of the
greater number of new models,

there is- at present " certain liveliness

"

amongst manufacturers—a hopeful sign
considering the industrial situation gene-
rally. New designs are appearing under

• both new and old names to an unusual
extent for this season of the year.

Proving its Merit.

The first of these is the new XL motor
cycle, a machine embodying several in-

teresting features, and which recently was
subjected to an A.C.U. observed test

from John-o'-GH-oat's to Land's End.
Two standard models were entered—the
first a 4 h.p. Blackburne-engined mount,
and the other a similar machine equipped
with a 4 h.p. J.A. P. engine. Pressed
steel frame lugs are employed through-
out, whilst the lower ends of the engine
tubes are rigidly held by a sub-frame,
which, in conjunction with a cross
merpber at the rear of the engine, sup-
ports the gear box. The head is of sound
design, and is reinforced by steel webs

In some respects the XL
is reminiscent of American

design, e.^. the seat suspension,

carrier, and mudguard stays

be substituted by a brake ot the manu-
facturers' own design. A stand and
carrier, both of fiat-section pressed steel,

are used, Whilst a B.T.H. magneto is,

in the case of both machines, mounted
on an adjustable platform in fi'ont'of the

engine. The J.A-.P. model is equipped

with the new 85 x 95 mm. (539 c.c.)

side-by-side valve en-

gine, 'which, judging
from our brief run, is

possessed of remark-
able acceleration and
power. XL motor
cycles are manufac-
tured bv the Excel
Co., Norfolk En-
gineering Works,
Worthing, Sussex.

Frame ot the XL motor cycle, which is

struction of its rear and lower members;
are used throughout.

between the top and bottom tank tubes.
The possibility of whip in the engine-
supporting tubes and the rear fork is

gi'eatly reduced by virtue of the incor-

poration of the additional sub-frame.
A gravity-feed lubrication system is em-

ployed, the tank being tapped at the
base to receive a standard sight-feed

lubricator. A non-return valve is located

at the deliveiy end of the pipe, thus
permitting the vacuum in the crank case

to induce oil automatically. Pressed steel

front forks, set at 60°, are fitted, while
the tank, also of pressed steel, is of un-

usual shape, and has a somewhat de-

ceptive appearance, being capable of

holding two gallons of petrol and half a

gallon of oil.

Semi-enclosed Transmission.

All-chain drive is employed, and the

whole transmission is protected by cases

of very neat appearance. Three screws

only need be removed to release the plate

concealing the clutch.

Another commendable feature is the

provision of adjustable links on the foot-

boards. The mudguarding is excellent;

6|in. dome-shaped guards are fitted to

both wheels. Voitiu-ette (26 x Sin.) tyres

are standard, but the brakes, as em-
ployed on the model illustrated, will later

unusual in the con-

pressed steel lugs

A Single-speeder.

That there is still

a good market for

a single-speed light-

weight io evidently

the opinion of the Cal-

thorpe I\Iotor Cycle

Co., of Barn Street, Birmingham, for

this firm has just introduced a very neat-

looking new model complying with this

specification. And as Calthorpes have

been making lightweights almost since

the earliest days^, they should be able to

sound public opinion pretty accurately on

this point.

The new model is most attractive in

appearance, tut is quite distinctive. All

non-essentials have been eliminated from

the design, which, by its very simplicity,

promises" great reliability. The price will

be 43 guineas.
Other Galthorpe models ar.- (1) the

2J h.p. J.A.P.-engined machine with an

Enfield gear, which sells at 70 guineas

(kick-starter £3 15s. extra); (2) the 3

h.p. two-stroke at 60 guineas (kick-starter

£3 15s. extra) ; and (3) the 3 h.p. two-

stroke sidecar outfit, which is supplied

complete with a Maglita lighting set, at

105 guineas.

The Duzmo Revived.

Last year the Duzmo made quite a

creditable impression during its brief ap-

pearance in the competition world, and

the reintroduction of the 500 e.e. sport-

ing solo model is a matter of some in-

terest. The chief alteration in the design

is the return to a splash lubrication

system—ipreviously a pump was located

in the base of the crank case, and circu-

lated oil through the engine fyom a sump
in the crank case—oil being fed to the

crank case by a Best mechanical pump,
which is driven from an intermediary

pinion between the magneto and timing
pinions. The 3^ h.p.. four-stroke engine

(which has a bore and stroke of 88.9 X
79.2 mm. =491 c.c.) differs from the pre-

vious model in the combustion head and
crank case design. Overhead valves are

used, the casting round the valve pockets

now permitting the passage of air

between the two valves. The cylinder

and head are held to the crank case by
four long bolts, which
pass through the radi-

ating fins.

A two-stroke single-speed model Gilthorpe designed to meet the demand ot those who want

the very simplest form of motor cycle.

B5
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An aspirant to honours in speed events at Brooklands and elsewhere—

3J h.p Duzmo. The standard sporting model will have a direct belt drive.

The crank xase and internal flywheels A Powerful Solo Flat Twin.

form new features ; .
and the external Xo avoid an unusually long wheelbase

appearance of the case has been greatly j^g gear box of the new model Coventry-
improved. Two rockers are operated by a Victor is located beneath the rear cylin-

central timing wheel, and the exhaust (jgj, ^f (,jje (, h.p. flat twin engine. Be-
valve lifter is located in front of the yo„d this.there is little alteration. A Cox-
timing case.

The standard sports model will have a

direct lin. belt drive from an adjust-

able pulley.

A more attractive tank has now been

produced; as may be seen from the illus-

tration, whilst the straight-through in-

duction and exhaust pipes, combined with

a large and efficient silencer, give the

machine a distinctly sporting appearance.

Near and off side pedals operate belt

rim brakes above and below the rear

fork tube, and curiously-shaped blocks of

aluminium are screwed to the pedal

proper, which bring the latter just be-

neath the heel when the foot is in the

usual riding position.

Appealing to Speedmen.

For a sporting machine the mudguard-
ing is good, wliilst the price of £98 in-

cludes a tool kit, repair outfit, and pump.
In addition to the 3^ h.p. model, the pro-

duction of a 7 h.p. V twin sidecar

machine is in progress.

The illustration above is Of a special

machine, which will be entered in the

500 mile race at Brooklands, and to

which an especially large tank and a two-

speed Enfield gear have been fitted to

meet the requirements of this event.

Duzmo machines are manufactured by
John Wallace, Cedar Road Works, Hert-

ford Boad, Enfield Highway, Middlesex.
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and the induction pipe itself is not

curved at any "point, but makes only

sharp right angle bends and 45° bends.
Although no compression release of any

sort is fitted, the new model is au excep-

tionally easy starter from cold, as a short

test run proved. The machine steers

very nicely, and the engine is, like all

really good flat twins, almost vibration-

less. - There also appeared to be ample
power, although our short trial did not
give us much opportunity of really

plumbing its full capabilities.

Despite the fact that the short wheel-
base model has been evolved for solo

riding, it is nevertheless quite suitable for

sidecar work, as it has the same engine
and gears as the previous models ; indeed,
our illustration shows it in conjunction
with a light sidecar, such an attachment
forming a very pleasing outfit of moderate
weight. ^ With a high power-weight ratio

a machine of this type possesses excellent

accelerative powers, enhanced by the
smooth torque of such an engine.

Morton and Weaver, Ltd., Cox Street,

Coventry, are the makers.

A

Only four tubes are used in the construction of

the Wizard duplex frame.

Atmos carburetter is now fitted, and on
one model we noticed an unconvention-

ally-shaped induction pipe, which, it is

claimed, gives very good results. Instead

of being placed somewhere midway be-

tween the two cylinders the instrument

is actually in the rear of back cylinder.

By locating the gear box under the rear cylinder, the designers of the new Coventry

Victor have considerably reduced the wheelbase

Novel Frame Design.

Originality in frame construction is

exemplified by the Wizard motor cycle

recently introduced by the Wizard IMotor

Co., of Rhondda, Cardiff. Here we have
a machine following conventional out-

lines, but arriving at that end by un-

conventional means.
The idea behind the design has been

to produce a motor cycle "which would^ be
easy to construct and assemble, with
consequently a corresponding reduction

of cost. Tfie duplex frame consists of four

separate tubes which are bolted to the
steering head, and to the Tear fork ends.

Unit assembly of engine and gear box is

employed, for these components are bolted

to a steel plate cradle, which is completely
dropped into a Jower angle of the frame
and secui'ed by two widely spaced cross

bolts, thus making for rigidity. Although
this frame construction is not theoretically

correct, its possibilities and the ruthlessly

ingenious elimination of non-essentials

show disjtinct promise. Simplicity is also

the keynote of the front fork design, the
"blades" being straight and having en-

tirely enclosed springs. The appearance
of the Wizard is quite neat.

b6
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A direct driven magneto is one of the features <

ttie 2\ li.p. Liberty two-stroke unit.

ASSOCIATED witfi the motor cycle
industrj' from the earliest days, A.
W. Wall, Ltd., of Hay Mills,-Bir-

mingham, may justly claim- to be one of

the oldest purely motor cycle firms, for

they did not migrate from the cycle trade.

Moreover, they have been j-esponsible for

many striking innovations since 1904.

A NEW TWO-STROKE.
The Product of an Old-established Concern.

Latterly, tTvo-speed gear boxes,

frames, hubs, and other compo-
nents have been the firm's speci-

alities, but a departure is now
being made in the form of a

thoroughly up-to-date 2^ h.p. two-
stroke engine unit to be known as

the Liberty. e

Equal Bore and Stroke.

Having a bore and stroke of

70x70 mm. (259 c.c), the engine

is based on the three-port system,

and has a particularly cleanly

cast cylinder. The piston has a
streamlined deflector, and is ex-

tremely light. Roller- bearings
are used in the big end, which
works on a built-up crank pin

carried between small crank discs

or small internal flywheels. Plain

bearings of ample size are used
- for the mainshaft, and the large

outside flywheel has provision on

the boss for either a pulley or

)f sprocket.

Amongst details to be noted are

the concealed passage from the

release valve to the exhaust port, and
the special bracket which carries the

magneto on the side of the crank case.

The drive is taken directly off the

crankshaft.
The unit is to be sold complete with

engine plates, silencer with tail pipe, and
Runbaken magneto. A carburetter is not

Section ott the Liberty two-stroke unit,

manufactured by A. W. Wall, Ltd. The
cylinder dimen5icrs are 70x 70 mm. (269 c.c.)

supplied, but the makers recommend the
Cox-Atmos as being most suitable. We
had a short run on a machine fitted with
the Liberty engine, and found it to be
smooth in operation and lively. At
very slow speeds some little amount of
four-stroking was noticeable, but with the
least load on the engine the firing was
as regular as cpuld be desired. The firm
of A. W. Wall, Ltd., should well uphold
its prestige with the Liberty unit.

Two New
Royal Ruby
OutfKs of the

100 Guinea"
Class.

FOUR-STROKE
LIGHTWEIGHT SIDECARS.

A sidetar outfit that will appeal to the economist in original cost, petrol

consumption, and general upkeep, the 349 C.c. four-stroke Royal Ruby,
marketed at 107 guineas. Above is the sidecar of the 98 guinea outfit.

THERE are very few lightweight out-
fits available for those who prefer
the four-stroke engine, and the Ruby

Cycle Co., of Moss Lane, Altrincham,
have filled this gap by the introduction
of two new models.
Engined with the Royal Ruby 2| h.p.

engine of 349 c.c. {74.5x80 rimi.), the
motor cycle part of the outfits is prac-
tically the same as the solo sports model,
but the sidecars differ to some extent.
One has a side door and a body conform-
ing to accepted ideas of what a touring
sidecar should be, and the other is on
sporting lines.

As the weight of the motor cycle is

under the 200 lb. limit, the taxation on
either of these outfits is, of course, Onlv
£2 10s. Incidentally, the weight of

the sporting sidecar is 65 lb., and the
touring type 8 lb. extra. It .should also
be mentioned that the machines are
manufactured throughout (including the
gear boxes) by the Ruby Co., and are
finished in the characteristic colours of
black, ruby, and gold ; the Royal Ruby
adjustable laminated spring front fork is,

of course, incorporated in the design.

The prices are as follows : Sporting out-

fit, with two-speed clutch and kick
starter, 98 gns, ; with three-speed, 103

gns. ; touring outfit, 102 gns. and 107 gns.
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ROAD RACING IN FRANCE.
Motocycle Club de France 183 Mile Grand Prix at Provins won by an A. B.C.

The winner of the Grand Prix Motor Cycle Race, held last week at Provins, crossing the finishing line after riding 183 miles at an
average speed of 53 m.p.h. His mount is a French built A.B.C.

NAAS, riding a 500 c.c. A.B.C, won
the " Grand Pri.x " motor cycle '

race at Provins last week, after

a most keen contest, his average for the

183 miles being 53 m.p.h. The race,

which must not be confused with the

national Grand Prix, to be held at Le
Mans on the 24th of this month, was
run under the auspices of the Motocycle
Club de France, and was open to 250,

350, and 500 c.c. machines. There was
a simultaneous start for each class: but,

as there were only three in the 250 c.c.

section and two in the 350 c.c. division,

real interest lay in the 500 c.c. mounts,
of which eleven started.

Keen Rivalry.

Competition was exceedingly keen, par-

ticularly between the Alcyon, Peugeot,
and A.B.C. teams : and, not until the

beginning of the last of the sixteen laps,

- could the winner be forecasted with any
degree of certainty. For a time it looked
as if the real struggle would be between
Alcyon and Peugeot. The Peugeot is a

vertical twin, the two cylinders being set

very close together, and the eight over-

head valves beina' operated by two cam-
shafts with a train of pinions. The
general features of the valves and valve-

operating mechanism are similar to those

of the well-known Peugeot racing cars.

The Alcyons, on the other hand, are V
twins, with a couple of overhead valves
inclined in the head of each, and
op'erated by push rods and rockers. The
Griffons are also overhead valve twins,

while the A.B.C. machines were prac-

tically standard productions.

At the end of the first lap, Naas, who
was looked upon as the crack rider for

the A.B.C, came in excitedly, and asked
for a cylinder head joint. No such article

existed at the pits, but a man was sent

post haste to ]?rovins to get what was
required, while Naas, after grumbling
considerably, changing a plug, and look-

ing over his machine generally, went away
and rode hard without another stop. The
man who had run four miles under a

broiling sun to get the washers, came

back and then fell utterly exhausted,
while the washers he had brought lay un-
required on the bench.

Jolly (on an Alcyon) led at the begin-
ning, with Benoit (Peugeot) a close

second, and Desvaux (Alcyon) an equally
close third. All the machines having
been sent away together, it was a very
easy matter to keep a check on their

positions in the race. The Peugeot-Alcyon
duel continued with slight changes for

nearly half the distance, when Gillard
(Peugeot), who had been rimning second,
retired with broken timing gear. I'«an
was delayed by punctures, and Desvaux
(Alcyon) and Naas (A.B.C) came to the
front.

Desvaux's blue Alcyon was leading
yhen, on the hairpin tin-n near Provins,
the rider discovered he was out of fuel.

Desvaux, who would have been a wonder-
ful recruit for the Lifeguards, lifted up
his machine, and shook it to assure him-
self that the tank really was empty, then
ran back to the main grandstands—a dis-

tance of a mile—to .get a can of petrol.

Meanwhile, Naas, another giant, had been
driving hard, and, by reason of this in-

cident—for the Alcyon man lost eight

minutes—had no difficulty in getting into

the lead. Desvaux was soon in action,

but had to be content with third place
behind his team mate Jolty.

Good Team Work.

Barnard (on an A.B.C) came in fourth,
with Bartlett (an Englishman) fifth on
the same make of machine. Pean, the
Peugeot crack, only finished sixth. The
full A.B.C. team finished, and one of
them made the record lap at ah average
of 61i m.p.h. Bartlett ran with con-
siderable regularity, notwithstanding the
fact that his automatic oil pump broke
early in the race, and that his jets were
sucked up into the carburetter manifold.
The 1,000 c.c. -sidecar race was won by

Andre 'on a Harley-Davidson, foUpwed
by Bache on an Indian, with another
Indian in third place. Three Orials ran
in the 600 c.c. class, and, althoiigh there
was no outside competition, the men

fought among themselves, Guignet win-
ning over his team mate Moret with the

advantage of less than a length. Results :

500 c.c. (183 Miles)..

Naas" (A.B.C) ...

Jolly (AIcyoD)
Desvaux (Alcyon)
Bernard (A.B.C.)
Bartlett (A.B.C.)
Pean (Peugeot)

550 c.c.

Marc (Alcyon)
Meiinier (Armor)

(183 Miles).

m. s.

28 54
30 2G
34 10
34 38
44 50
52 09

45 16
55 02

.250 c.c. (149 Miles).

Sandrord (M.S.)
Reservat (Gratieux)

1,000 c.c. SIDECARS (183
Andr6 (Harley-Daviclson)
Vache (Indian)
Coquide (Indian)

4 47 27
4 59 35

Miles).
4 34, 57
4 43 04
4 49 26

A BUSY MONTH FOR COM-
PETITION RIDERS.

JULY is always a busy month for com-
petition riders, but this year there ifi

a particularly full programme. Open-
ing with the Arbuthnot Trophy two-day
trial and the 500-mile race at Brooklands,
the schedule of events contnins many
important trials in various places.

To-day (Thursday) the Essex County
and Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Club
hold their joint speed trials.

On Saturday there are the St. Andrews
speed trials, as usual preceding the
Scottish Six Days Trial, which starts from
Edinburgh on Mondav. Saturdav next
(the. 9th) is also the date of the Cardiff

and Associated Clubs' open hill-climb,

while the following Saturday the Ilkley

Club will hold its annual trial under con-
ditions which are perhaps the nearest
approach to those prevailing on the
frontiers of the Empire. Then on Satur-
day, the 23rd, the East Midland Centre
A.C.U. is to hold its open speed trial on
the eve of the Grand Prix at Le Mans.
The month concludes with an open

speed event to be organised by the New-
castle and District !\i.C.

In addition, of course,' there are the
usual number of week-end club events.
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Featheistone and District M.C.

Mr. J. W. Hemingway, Traveller's
Hotel, Purstoii, near Pontefract, is the
secretary of this newly-formed club.

The're is already a membership of forty.

Westbury on Trym A.C.

A new motor cycle club, as above, has
been formed. Mr. J. .

E. Skellern, of

310, Southmead Eoafl, Westbury-on-
Trym, is the secretary.

Wallington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The recent night trial attracted fifteen

entries. The start took jjlace from Wood-
cote Green, Wallington, at 10.30 p.m.,
the first man away being Capt. L. F.

-Peaty, who was mounted on one of the
new Hawkers ; R. A. Green, who figured
on an Ivy in the T.T., was riding a

B.S. A. sidecar. Result :

1, Capt. L. P. Peaty (Hawker), A'/om, error; 2,

G. H. Syruonds (Levis), 6-^.',m. error; 3, R. A,
Green (B.S.A. sc), 10m. error,

Eddderminster M.C.C.

For the third time the Kiddej-minster
Club has availed itself of the kind per-
mission of Mr, Brown-Westhead to use

.the drive of Lea Castle, Wolverley, for
its annual speed trial. Considering the

drive is only a quarter of a mile in

length; thus making a standing start

necessary, no very fast times could be
expected. The event was quite a success,

there being about forty entries. It is

interesting to note that, wliile some good
times were put up; they were not quite
good enough to beat those pitt up in

1913, when at least three of the winners
were on single-geared machines. Results :

CLASS 1 (Sidecar Machines, Unlimited Capacity,
on Time),— 1, F. Adam <3i:. Norton), 24a. = 37
m.p.h.; 2, F. W. Giles (2-i A.J.S.), 25!s. = 35
m.p.h.
CLASS 2 (Solo Machines up to 350 c.c, on

Time),—1, F. W. Giles (2=^ A.J.S,), 24|s. = 36.5
m.p.h,; 2, G, Hemingway (234 A.J.S,), 26ss. = 34
m.p.h.

CLASS 3 (Solo Machines up to 600 c.c, on
Time).—J. G. Nickson (3i.i Douglas) and F. Adam
(3'/.,. Norton), 21Ss. = 42.5 m.p.h., tied. Ke-ruu,
when Nickson proved the winner,
CLASS 4 (Solo Machines, Unlimited Capacity,

on Time).— 1, F. W. Giles (2-";4 A?J.S.), 21Js, =
42.5 m,p.h.; 2, J, G. Nickson (3V- Douglas), 22s.= 41 m.p.h.

For comparison, the fastest and second
fastest times of day in 1913 over the
same distance were as follows :

FASTEST TUIE OF THE DAY.-S. Wright (3't.
single gear Premier) and ,1. G. Nickson (3i.. Hudge
Multi), 19;s, = 45.5 m.p.h., tied,

SECOND FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY.—
H. Greatwich (6 single gear Wright) and H. C.
Rhodes (3i/o single gear Premier), 2043. = 44
m.p.h., tied.

Hartlepools M.C.

In spite of the severe thunderstorm
which raged until within an hour of the
start, the reliability trial on the 25th ult.

attracted . twenty-three entries. Limber
Bank was observed and accounted for all

the entries but eight. Results :

1, Cyril Walker (8 Kover); 2, J, Fetch (7 A.J,S,
sc); 3, J, Charlesworth (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).

Bath and West of England M.C.

A successful half-day reliability trial

w'as held on June 26th over a stiff course
around the hilly district of Bath.
The prize list for this trial was excep-

tionally good, and was augmented to the
extent, of a silver vase and a Brooks'
saddle, presented by the Manufacturers'
Union. These, with a prize (value three
guineas), given by Mr. Austin Speed,
were put up as awards for amateurs.
Results :

BEST PERFORMANCE OF THE DAY (the
Fery Cup and replica).—I, E. Gunning (4 Norton).
AMATEURS.-1, 0. B. Newman (314 Douglasi

;

2, A. O. Sheppnrd (3'/. Sunbeam) ; 3, F. .D Butcher
(7-9 Hurley): 4, A. B. Puller 12% Dougl.ns) ; 5, 0.
W. Greenwood (4 Triumph) ; 6, J. Carver (5-6 Rover.
TRAIIE AND EXPERTS.-l, E. Colmer (21/1

Levis] ; 2, Y. Anstice (3 A.B.C.) ; 3, A, E, Sims
(4 Norton sc).

Special prize given by Mr. E. G, Ferv for a very
good performance, but attended with bad luck, goes
to G, O, Si'.nmpton I'ii', llunelt sc).

i

A m^'?* of members of the Doncaster M.C.C. prior to a recent run. Such a big gathering denotes an enthusiasm which augurs wall for the
continued success of this go-ahead Vorkshire Club.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must bs addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must be aoeompaaied by the writer's name and address.

THE T.T. RACESi
Sir,—On asking several friende their opinion of the result

of the Junior T.T. their reply, in, every instance, was to the
effect that, though by no means surprised, they were very far

from satisfied to have such special machines "sweep the
board." That is just my own view of the affair. One is

advised (see advertisements) to purchase an A.J.S. for speed,
power, and ' reliability ; but ha_ve the makers really so little

confidence in this speed, power, and reliability that they
have to produce such special. Jnachines tor the T.T., the
very race that should be regarded as a proof of the makers'
claims for their standard bicycles ?

I do not expect the competing machines to have touring
bars, footboards, and lamps fitted, but let the alterations to
the standard bicycles be such as any private owner can effect.

Surely this is only fair. H. G. KELLEY.

CARRYING SPARE BULBS.
Sir,—i?e " Ixion's " appeal for information as to how to

carry spare bulbs, the method I have employed may be of
interest. I had
a wooden bo x
made to fit on
the carrier stays
of my 4 h.p.

Triumph, replac-
ing the usual
pannier bag. This
was divided into
two compart-
ments. The front
and larger com-
partment housed
three S.G. two-
volt accumula-
tors, while the
rear and smaller
com p a r t m e n t

had two S.B.C.
holders with bases

screwed to its
back wall. These
held the bulbs
securely and ob-

viated all packing.
Portarlington.

COMPARING THEORETICAL AND. PRACTICAL
PERFORMANCES.

Sir",—As an old reader of your valuable paper, there is no
more interesting page to me than " Questions and Rep.lies."

I . am all out for efficiency and take great interest in my
2^ h.p. Villiers two-speed O.K. 1920 two-stroke.

I have read all sorts of hints as to petrol economy, but
have never seen a technical reply on the theoretical petrol
consumption of motor cycles. By this I mean, assuming a
well-known brand such as Shell, giving a definite number
oi B.Th.U. per gallon, given the most effective air mixture,
at a speed, say, of 20 m.p.h., what mileage would a machine
like mine give? One could then proceed to eliminate the
theoretical for the practical, but I suggest such information
in tabular form, giving (1) theoretical mileage of well-known
machines, (2) best practical performance under official super-
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Showing " H.L.R.'s" accumulator and
spare bulb case, which he substituted for

one pannier bag on his Triumph.

H.L.R.

vision, (3) makers' guarantee, and (4) what the average rider

should attain, would be of immense value to those of us who
wish to get the best possible out of our mounts.
We hear so much about "tune." Can someone give us a

definition? Why not state what steps were necessary to give

such results, as shown last year by a Levis fitted with an

Amac carburetter, giving in one case over - 200 miles per

gallon and in the "twin" machine over 300? Why this

huge difference? It seems to me manufacturers ' are letting

themselves down, as an amateur can rarely get over 100

miles per gallon ill every day work.

Do give us more information as to what we (the average
riders) can do, rather than expert official tests which tell us

nothing in the long run

!

C. G. VOKES.
[Our reader's desire to know " what the average rider

should attain " is a natural one but" somewhat difficult of

gratification, for much depends on extraneous conditions,

such as the rider's method of di'iving, and especially the
nature of the road upon which the test is to be carried

out.

—

Ed.]

DANGERS OF HUMP-BACKED BRIDGES.
Sir,—The recent letter by " Longjump " left me regretting

that his forks only went through his lamp, for a cyclist of

his stamp is a continual danger to his fellow-beings. Any
one knows that hump-backed oridges are a great deal worse
than blind corners, for they are all exceedingly narrow,
and to take one' at the speed which resulted in such a jump
(even allowing for exaggeration) is not sporting nor plucky

;

it is pure idiocy.

Had a car been taking it from the other side when he
made his "magnificent" jump, what would have happened?

Dunfermline. TAKE A LOOK.

SIDECARS FO^ DISABLED DRIVERS^.
Sir,—I also have lost a; leg about 7in. from the hip (left).

I ride a 1920 5-5 h.p. James outfit with hand clutch. I always
wear my artificial limb when riding, and use the ordinary
-saddle without inconvenience. This machine as standard
had the brake on the left-hand side (this is what " 1914-1919 "

wants), but ilessrs. Grodfreys changed it to the right-hand
side without any trouble. The kick-starter is easily used,
either from the saddle or standing. "1914-1919" would
probably find a machine with the starter on the left more
convenient, e.g., Douglas. Shall be pleased to furnish any
further information. PH. BEOUGH.

FROM A MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S POINT OF VIEW.
Sir,—Refei-ring to the letter, of "Draughtsman" in a recent

issue of The Motor Cycle, he does not say it he will enclose
his cranks in cases, or design a special suit of untearable
overalls. And he evidently does not know that there are
shaft drive motor cycles on the market to-day. Again, if he
was a practical man, he would know that broken propeller-

shafts are known on cars ; and as regards the number of
cases of broken chains, these occur mostly, in my experience,
with the people who expect a chain to function indefinitely and
without attention, and then grumble when it eventually gives
up. AndHie finishes his letter with the remark that two-
stroke design is "a colossal example of sheer blind copying."
Can he explain the duplicitv of the Scott and any other two-
speed two-stroke? X PRACTICAL MOTOR MAN.

Blackburn.
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M.AX1M.VM SPEEU OF THE TRIUMPH.
Sir,—I hope you will forgive my spoiling your interesting

correspondence pages by returning to a subject which many
of yom- readers must be famihar with, but " Relkcub's " last

letter is irresistible. If his experience has been that most
Triumphs will not do SO m.p.h., it is _only fair to the
" daddy of motor bicycles " for those whose experience has

been the other way to let the world know it. I have had
tw-o recent date countershafts Triumphs, each of which 1 have
kept a couple of years, and you should see the present one

smile when I showed it " Relkcub's " letter ! I was not a

D.R., and have no special skill or assistance in tuning, but

both would do 50 m.p.h. in a few seconds almost, and on a

good road get near 60 m.p.h. I have no reason to believe

my speedometer is wrong. The gear is 4^ to 1, a suitable

jet, etc., being understood.

At present I get all tliis speed with the standard silencer,

very substantial legshields, accumulators, etc. ; total weight,

about 285 lb., which is very heavy for a Triumph. But the

weight and the legshields do not cause overheating. I myself

weigh 195 lb.
,

MOTOR TRAMP.
Birkdale, Lanes.

Sir,—I have read with great interest the discussion con-

cerning the speed of the 4 h.p. Triumph. I have owned
one or two of these machines, and the maximum speed that

I have ever obtained from one of them as standard was
55 m.p.h. (timed over a quarter of a mile, and with a 4.6

gear). _
_ _

In reply to Mr. Hartley, I would like him to know that
my present machine, which is the one I used in the inter-

'Vai-sity and other- events during the last year, is by no
means standard now. The main alteration is a high com-
pression engine, obtained by means of a new light single

ring piston. With this the machine once touched close on
66 m.p.h., and it is still giving excellent service, after

nearly 12,000 miles hard running.
In conclusion, I should like to state that I anr sure the

4 h.p. Triumph was never designed for speed, but as a dual-

jDurpose machine, to be used purely and simply as a reliable

touring mount. As this it stands pre-eminent among present-

day motor cycles. C. JNIOSER.

Sir,—With regard to Mr. C. H. Stephenson's letter con-

cerning the chain-drven Triumph in, your issue of June 23rd,

I must, as an owner of one of these excellent machines, write
a few words with regard tp his criticisms.

It is hardly understandable that a motor cyclist, and I

conclude that Mr. Stephenson is one, could write in such
strain about the Triumph gear box. He mentions that it is

impossible to change down without lilting the exhaust. 1

wonder whether Mr. Stephenson .has found such a lever on
his handle-bar as a clutch lever?- It is possible, yet certainly

not advisable, to change down without declutching or lifting

the exhaust. It is ridiculous to say that it is impossible to

change into neutral from, any gear without stopping the

engine first when the machine is stationary. For the machine
to be stationary when its engine is running it must either be
in neutral or have its clutch out, and, with its clutch out,

any gear, including neutral position, can be obtained by
operating the gear lever.

I am glad that Jlr. Stephenson has found out that to obtain
neutral position, when stationary, .

" the idea of lifting tlie

exhaust is hopeless."

When using the exhaust to change dcwn the action is only
momentary, and is too quick to cause any check in the

acceleration of the machine. - . .

The paragraph on the gear ratio is certainly very humor-
ous. To say that the top ratio of 4| to 1 is "t-oo^low for

comfort" is certainly extraordinary. It is only by-having a
very efficient cush drive on a chain-driven machine that such
a high ratio can be used. I certainly do not recommend a

higher ratio, or comfort will be a thing of the past on Mr.
Stephenson's machine.
With reference to the other items he mentions, the chain

drive is a wonderfully efficient job on this machine. There
is no snatch at all at low speeds. It is certainly as sweet
as a belt-driven machine. The chain case is very good.

!My machine has completed over its first 1,000 miles, ridden
just as it was delivered to me. I have had no need to touch
the engine with any tool for any mechanical fault yet. With,
the makers' setting of the carburetter it does 95 m.p.g., and
I have had 54 m.p.h. from it according -to my Bonniksen
speedometer, which. I think, can be trusted when speed has
to be measured by an instrument.

Should Mr. Stephenson's gear box be mechanicall.v wrong,
it is certainly unfair of him to criticise it in print, for there

is no doubt that the Triumph gear box is an excellent piece

of work, and certainly one of the best, if not the best, on
the market.

I have no connection whatever with the Triumph Co.

beyond being a very satisfied user of their ^excellent

production.
'

H. HEATH.

WHERE ARE THE SPRING FRAMES?
Sir,—As one travels about the country, one cannot fail to

notice how few motor cycles are fitted with spring frames. .

I should like to have some of your readers' opinions and
reasons as to whv thev do not ride spring frame machines.
Saxmundham. "

'

OLD TIMER.

ALL OPERATIONS BY HAND.

. SIDE BRAKE
LEVER

BRAKE ON
REAR
WHEEL

BOWDEN CABLE
TO BRAKE LEVER
ON HANDLEBARS

OF INTEREST TO DISABLED MEN. A Rover sidecar

outfit that can be entirely controlled without the use of pedals.

The sketch shows the dual operation of the rear brake, while
the photographic reproduction depicts the additional fitments

and alterations to the standard controls
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DAMAGE TO ROADS.
Sir,—I have followed with interest the articles published

in TJic Motor Cycle headed " Damage to Roads," and

should like to express my opinion also in your valu-

able paper.

As a motor cyclist, I have been appalled at the actual

amount of damage which a heavy steam tractor drawnig two

or three large trucks really can do on a smooth Tarmac

surface road. Recently I was riding from Stonejjridge to,

Castle Bromwich—a road which is really too good for

heavy haulage vehicles—when I observed a huge steam

engine coupled to three heavy trucks running towards

Stonebridge. The deep indentations caused by the straked

driving wheels on the Tarmac, and the badly cracked surface

of the waggon tracks, were sadly visible for a long way
' towards Castle Bromwich.

Even a road such as from Sutton to Taraworth has been

rendered almost unsafe for a rider on a motor cycle, and

this road no doubt has been carrying heavy vehicles for a

long time.

Could not a' special set of roads be set apart for these

road trains, and then leave us lightweight motorists at least

- a few decent surfaces to ride on? DOUGLAS RIDER.
Erdington.

AIR-COOLING OF MOTOR CYCLE ENGINES.
Sir,—Air-cooling of motor cycle engines appears to be a

much discussed subject at the present time, and no doubt,

judging from the articles which have recently appeared in

The Motor Oi/cle, there are various opinions regarding the

subject.
, T J t

A knowledge of air-cooling is nibre or less a knowledge ot

air currents, and, having had some experience in the latter,

this enables me to express the following views.

The efficiency of air-cooling depends directly on the amount

of cold air brought into actual contact with the outer surfaces

of the cylinder These air currents take away the heat by

convection. If air currents are absent, we depend on radia-

tion, and it is obvious that this method must retard cooling.

As pointed out by Mr. Granville E. Bradshaw, the air-

cooled engine of to-day is almost identical with those in vogue

eighteen years ago, and the same methods of cooling obtain.

Further, it was an established fact, from experiments carried

out about that period, that air-cooling was not as satisfactory

as it could be. It was proved that the rear, or leeward side,

of the cylinder attained a much greater heat than did the

front, or windward, side. This difference varied over 100° on

the Centigrade scale. Only recently I was informed that in

aero engines it is possible to see hail or enow clinging to the

front, whilst the rear is red hot, and "probably some of the

readers of these lines could say whejher this is an actual fact.

This means that the front temperature is below 0° C. (32° F.),

whilst the rear heat is over 500° C. (932° F.). A little calcu-

lation shows that the variation in expansion must be excessive

when this prevails.

It is easily understood, therefore, why the question should

be asked, " Is air-cooling satisfactory'? " • The answer^ is

evidently in the negative. The next question follows, " Why
is it unsatisfactory?" and I believe the following explanation

will be endorsed by thinking men.
Taking the ordinary type of vertical cylinder, when this

moves through the atmosphere either at one mile or 100

m.p.h., a flow of air is set up against the front of it.

This creates side currents which flow to the rear and there

.strike against each other. Now, before impinging against

each other,, they have left ax/iial contact with the rear portion

of^he cylinder walls, and, moreover, each side current has

set up an eddy current in the reverse direction. These two
eddy currents remove air from the immediate rear of the

cylinder, with the nett result of a reduced atmospheric

pressure or partial vacuum behind and down the centre of

the cylinder.

Now, as previously stated, an air-cooled cylinder depends

primarily on convection of heat by air currents in actual

contact,' and to a much lesser degree on radiation. We
therefore get the former at the front and sides, due to air

currents under a more or less increased pressure, whilst at the

rear, where we have a rarefied atmosphere, we depend on

radiation. To make the point more clear, I may say we have

at the rear of the cylinder exactly the same principle as

obtains in the Thermos flask, and its action is proportional to

the velocity of the prevailing air currents.
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Air deflectors between

cylinder flanges, suggested

by Mr. T. Hough.

Having briefly described what takes place behind a vertical

cylinder, no doubt the following metljod of overcoming the

defect will be appreciated.
Around the rear of the cylinder and inside each pair ot

fins is fixed (what I have named^ for obvious reasons) an
" antivac " (see sketch. This
leads each side current to the
rear, where it strikes a plate A,
and is deflected outwards. Each
current also induces its adjacent
current, and thus promotes the
flow of air around, and in contact '

with, the cylinder walls, with,
consequently, increased cooling
effect.

Apart from the cooling effect

of the antivac, there are ' two
• other incidental advantages, one
of which is a reduced wind re-

sistance, due to the disappearance
of negative pressure in the rear
of the cylinder. 1

The other . advantage is the
reaction set up by the issuing air currents on the back of

the cylinder.

As regards the invention, I believe it will be found most
effective from every standpoint, and will tend to fulfil the

requirements as set forth by Mr. Bradshaw where he states,

• " We must have adequate cooling draught, and in the right

place if we are going to stick to existing types."

The antivac is made from aluminium, and easily fixed to

most types of cylinders. When fixed in position, it is not

easily seen, ajid requires no further attention. It is always

effective at any velocity, and, when stationary, does not

detract from the ordinary cooling efficiency. It is unlike the

ordinary baffle, insomuch as it merely leads, or diverts, the

air, and, consequentl,y, sets rip little wind resistance.

In conclusion, I would like to point out that the position

ot the cylinder with regard to windshield leg-guards, etc.,

is a factor which should be closely studied it air cooling

efliciency is sought for. THOMAS HOUGH.

SUMMARY OF CDRRESPONDENCE.
Referring to a recent article by " Chinook," " Puzzled "

(JIanchester) comments on the difficulty of keeping chains

at the proper tension when the limit of adjustment has been
reached. He tried taking out half a link, but' the chain was
then too short.
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l\ selection ot questions of general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended fqr publication or not must be accompanred by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containuig legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects,

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desirmg routes may enjoy the heneSt

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed lo the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be

dealt with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the

roads m any particular locality.

COASTING DOWN HILL.

Can I with impunity coast

down liills in neutral with the

tliTottle completely closed ? If

so, am I right in getting straight

into top - gear when near' the

bottom of the hill merely by deokitch-

ing without touching the exhaust valve
lifter?—H.P.

'You will do no harm by coasting dowii
hills with the engine shut off and the gear
in neutral. The safest plan of re-engaging
the gears is to start up the engine by
means of the kick-starter before the
machine comes to a standstill.

BENDING SIDECAR WOODWORK.
How do sidecar builders get

g^l
the front of their sidecar bodies

^ narrow? 1 have some pieces
-2j sawn with a downward curve,

but I want to make it narrow
at the front.—T.W.H.

The usual method of bending sidecar
frame members is to steam the wood
until it can be> bent easily. When it

has assumed the required shape, it iii

clamped so that_ it cannot spring back,
and then dried. The process is one which
you will not be able to carry out very
readily yourself, and it would be bes'.

to get the work done by :i coachbuilder.

CALCULATING GEAR RATIOS.
Would you kindly inform me

^^1 of the correct method by which
^ one can ascertain respective gear
-iJ ratio, as in ignition and valve

timing, and also regarding the
pinions used on a lathe for thread-
cutting ? If you could let me know
of a book dealing with the above sub-
ject thoroughly I should be much
obliged.—A.H.d.

In the case of a gear reduction consisting
-'of two wheels only, you merely require
to count the number of teeth on each,
and dividing one by the other will give
you the ratio. In the case of compound
drives such as you get in the screw-
cutting gear of a lathe, count the teeth
on all the driving wheels, and multiply
these together. Then count the teeth
on all the driven -wheels, and multiply
th?se; divide the products to find the
ratio. Idle . wheels, such as those used
to change the direction of rotation or to

bridge a space between a driving and
driven wheel, may be ignored. Almost
every engineer's handbooli, mechanic's
pocket book, etc., contains instructions

in gear calculations.

A BROKEN GEAR BOX.
Could you give me any possirblo

^1 explanation of the following acci-

> dent? I was out with my .44 h.p.

-iJ Star,- aird, when approaching a

level crossing (witli the gates
closed), changed down, meaning to get
into low gear and go very slowly until

the train passed. When I tried to put
in the low gear from middle, a grind-

ing noise arose as if the teetli had not
meshed properly, so I stopped the en-

gine. I restarted in the usual way,
engaged low gear, and let the clutch
in slowly. When the clutch was pro-

perly in, there was a bang in the gear
bo.x, and on examination I found the
gear box case broken in several plaoest

'Taking the gear bo.x down subse-

quently, I found the gears and teeth

in perfect order, not a ifault anywhere,
yet something must have gone wrong.—
M,L.

From your description we are unable to

give a defiriite reason for the breakage
of your gear box. As the gears them-
selves, however, are still in good con-

dition, it would appear that- some such
part as a nut or bolt had been left inside

some time when the box was dismantled,
or that by some means two gears were
engaged at once, and that, instead of

breaking the teeth, the shafts were forced
apart, thus cracking the box.

A queer looking little vehicle—^the Lewis

Sedan—built primarily for invalid use, is

electrically propelled, and will, it is claimed,

run about fifty miles on one charge of the

accumulator.

A TWO-STROKE FOR A HILLY DISTRICT.

(1.) Which lightweight motor

[^1 cycle has the lowest driving posi-

j
y\ tion (distance from saddle to

LlJ ground)?.. (2.) Does a two-stroke
consume a larger quantity of oil

and petrol than the average four-stroke

lightweight ? (3. ) Do you think a

2^ h.p. powerful enough for all ordi-

nary purposes in the Derbyshire dis-

tricts? (4.) Would you advise me to

get a chain drive or belt drive

machine for solo riding only, my
weight being nine stones?—J.A.B.

(1. ) The average distance from the top

of the saddle to the-ground is 27in., or

28in. in the case of most lightweight

motor cycles fitted with 24in. wheels such
as the Connaught, Triumph, Levis, and
Cedes. (2.) A small two-stroke engine
usually consumes a, larger quantity of

petrol than a four-st.roke of similar capa-

city, but at low speeds the power is

generally greater. The average consump-
tion of the above-mentioned machines is

80 to 100 m.p.g. (3.) A 2^ h.p. two-

stroke engine will answer all ordinary re-

quirements if fitted with a two-speed
gear. (4.) Chain-cum-belfc or all-chain

drive is to be prefe^rred.

WEAK RUNNING OF TWO-STROKE
ENGINE.

I have a 2| h.p. T.D.C. two-

stroke motor cycle, which I cannot

get to start. It is brand new, and
timed with the . piston ^in.

from top of stroke when the con-

tact points are about to break with the

ignition cojitrol fully retai'ded, .When
one tries to start the machine there are

loud explosions in the silencer, but only

slight firing in engine, which lacks

power. Also there appears to be great

leakage at cylinder joints and carburet-

ter. Moreover when the plug is removed
from the bottom of the crank case

about halt a pint of .oil and '.f'trol

pours out.—J.M.
There should be no leakage at- the joints

between the cylinder and crank case, or

between the two halves of the crank case

itself. The latter joint should be remade,
smearing the joining faces with seccotine.

The cylinder base joint needs a thick

brown paper washer, also coated with
seccotine on both sides. The- spark should
occur when the piston is on top dead
centre with the ignition fully retarded.

Make quite sure that the piston is fitted

with the deflector side nearest the
transfer port.

?
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MISFIRING UNDER HEAVl' LOAD.
My machine is a 1919 New

Imperial (with 8 h.p. J. A. P.
engine), to which is attached a
heavy sidecar. I find that occa-
sionally when pulling hard on

hills on top gear the engine will misfire
on one cylinder. When the summit is

reached, if there is a slight descent, or
even a level road, it will again fire

correctly, and may not miss again tor
fifty miles or more. . This trouble is

not alw-ays in evidence, but the engine
never misses except under load, and it

will often climb the most severe hills

without the suspicion of a misfire. As
soon as I droiJ to second gear it imme-
diately fires normally.—H.P.

The trouble may be due to one of the
sparking plugs becoming overheated when
the engme is heavily loaded ; the misfiring
at very low speeds may be due to an
air lealc either at the induction pipe joint
or at the inlet valve guide,

MAGNETO TIMING.
I shall be much obliged if you

will kindly advise me as to the
best ignition timing for the 1915
5-6 h.p. Indian (used with heavy
coachbuilt sidecar). The mag-

neto is a Dixie, which I recently had
occasion to send to the makers' depot
for complete overhaul, and at the
same time I lowered the top gear ratio
"from 4J to about 5 to 1. I imagine
that this fact will allow of a slight igni-

tion advance with some advantage, also
considering that it is a long stroke
engine 70 x 89 mm. ; the original timing
was rather late. I am still using the
original setting with which the contact
breaker points begin to separate at

about gin. from the top of stroke on
full advance. On full retard they
separate at |in. down the firing stroke.

The engine never knocks and has
plenty of power, and will run dead
slow on full advance. If I advance the
ignition by only one tooth the firing

point on full retard is ^in. or so be-
fore top of stroke, and on full advance
about fin. before. I have tried this

for a short time on the road, but find

that quite easy gradients require .slight

retarding, not because knocking re-

sults, but merely because the road
speed rises perceptibly on retarding.

Incidentally, on this more advanced
setting the engine will not run half so

slowlj' in neutral. Carburetter three-jet

Binks, noted for excellent slow run-
ning possibilities. I should be glad to

know whether you consider the latter

setting too far advanced, as I do not
wish to ruin the big end bearings,
etc., by over-early ignition. I take it

that the spark does not actually occur
at the plugs until an appreciable frac-

tion of time after the contact breaker
points begin to separate, which will

make the actual ignition point later

than the moment of
,
opening.—R.A.G.

The spark occurs when the points first

separate. The ignition should be set so

that the spark occurs when the piston is

10 mm. from the top of the compression
stroke with the control fully advanced,
or alternatively use the setting which we
invariably recommend, viz., contact
points just separating when piston is on
top dead centre with magneto control

two-thirds retarded.
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important i>at(ts.

Thurs., July 7th—Essex County and
Southend A.C. and Essex M.C. Joint'
Open Speed Trials.

Sat, July 9th^St. Andrews Speed Tria's

Sal., July 9lh— Cardiff M.C.C. and
associated dubi Open Hill Climb.

Mon., July Illh. to Sat.. July 16th-
Scottish Six Days' Trial.

Sat.. July leth—Ilkley M.C. and LC,C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., July 23rd—East Midland Centre
A-C-U. Open Speed Trials

Sun., July 24lh—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race in France.

Eat., July 30th—Newcastle and District

M.C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon., Aug. 1st, to Sa\, Aug. 6th

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Sal., Aug. 6th—B.M.C.R,C, Open Brook-
lan:!s Meeting.

Sat. Aug. 6lh—North Wales M.C C
Open Reliability Trial.

Fri. Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Grand
Prix in Belgium.

Sit.. Aug. 1 3th—Cumberland M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat.. Aug. 20th—Western Centre A.C.U.
Opan Spead Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 25lh— Ystalyfera and
C3rmar;hen M.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

Mon.. Aug. 29th, to Sat., Sept 3rd
A.C.U. Six Days TriaL

Sat, Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Fri., Sept. 23rd, to Tues., Sept. 27th-
Anglo-Dutch Reliability Trial.

VIBRATION AND LACK OF POWER.
I have a 3^ h.p. Humber motor

cycle, which I think is a 1911

model. (1.) There is much vibr.i-

tion in the engine at anything

over 20 m.p.h., yet the con-

dition is very good : no loose bear-

ings, and piston and rings are in ex-

cellent order. The engine is not loose

in the frame. Is the piston too light

or too heavy to cause this, or is it due

to some other cause? (2.) The engine

does not pull well, and overheats in

three or four miles. Engine valve

timing : Exhaust opens fin. from
bottom centre, and closes on top ; inlet

opens just after turning top centre,

and closes a little up compression

stroke. I have tried the exhaust to

open earlier and later, with no better

results. Also I have tried the magneto
timing in all positions, but the trouble

is still there. I' have tried seveVal

different plugs, thinking that a faulty

plug would cause preignition, as, in

fact, I have had that trouble several

times. The- carburetter is a B. and
B., No. 31 jet, which, I believe, has

been enlarged a shade. I have tried

a smaller jet, but it will not run at all

on it. It now takes the air lever

slightly in advance of the throttle

lever,
' which leaves plenty in reserve

for more air. The petrol level is

nearly to the top of the jet. The
machine starts away easily from cold,

but in travelling the throttle is quite

ineffective if opened more than half

way.—H.P.W.
(1.) Excessive vibration may be due to

defective engine design : possibly the

reciprocating parts are not correctly

balanced. We are inclined to think,

however, that the trouble is accentuated
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by the engine bolts being worn; the

engine may appear to be quite rigidly

fixed, but if you withdraw the bolts you
will probably find that the holes in the

engine plates are worn slightly oval, or

that the bolts themselves are worn. (2.)

All the adjustments appear to be in

order, and it is therefore difficult to state

the cause of the trouble without actually

inspecting the machine. It would" be

worth while trying a larger jet, say No.

34, in order to find out if the opening

of the throttle beyond half way will

produce a corresponding increase in speed

or power. If it does not do so, it is

clear that the area of the inlet pipe or

valve port is too small. Try a gear of

about 5 or 5i to 1.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES
Hamfax to Se.ascale.—G.R.O.

• Halifax, Keighley, Skipton, Gargrave,
Hellifield, Long Preston, Settle^ Clapham,
Ingleton, Kirkby Lonsdale, Crooklands,

Milnthorpe, Hevereham, Levens Bridge,

Lindale - in - Cartmel, Newby Bridge,

Greenodd, Lowick Green, Grizebeck
Broughton, Whickham, Whitbeck, Bootle
iVIuncaster Castle, Holmbrook, Drigg
Seascale. Approximately 118 miles.

Gee.vt Malvern to Weyuridge.—C.E.H.
Great Malvern, Wynds Point, Malvern

Wells, Upton-on-Severn, Tewkesbury,
Coombe Hill, Gloucester, Birdlip, Ciren-

cester, Poulton, Fairford, Lechlade,
Faringdon, East Challow, Wantage,
Blewbury, Streatley, Basildon, Pang-
bourne, IPurley, Reading, Wokingham,
Bracknell, Ascot, Sunninghill^ Egham,
Staines, Chertsey, Weybridge. Approxi-
mately 124-^ miles.

East Fl^fCHLEY to Axmisster.—W.G.F.
East Finchley, Hendon Station, Kings-

bury Green, Kenton, Harrow-on-Hill,
Pinner Green, Eastcote, Ruislip, Icken-

ham, Uxbridge, Slough, Maidenhead,
Littlewich, Twyford, Reading, .Theale,

Newbury, Hungerford, Marlborough,
Beckhampton, Devizes, Seend, Trow-
bridge, Southwick, Beckington, Frome,
Nunney, Shepton Mallet, Wells, Priddy,

Cheddar, Westbury, Glastonbury, Comp-
ton, Somerton, Langport, Curry Rivel,

Hambridge, Puckmgton, Ilminster,

Peasemarsh, Chard, Tatworth, Tyther-
leigh, Axmin-ster. Approximately 192

miles.

SlTHNGBOUKNE TO CaRDIFE. R.M.
Sittingbourne, Key Street, Detling,

Maidstone, Wrotham Heath, Borough
Green, Ightham, Seal, Bat and Ball Sta-

tion (Sevenoaks), Riverhead, Brasted,

Westerham, Oxted, Godstone,- Bletching-

ley, Nuffield, Redhill, Reigate, Burgh
Heath, Ewell, Surbiton, Kingston-on-
Thames, Hampton Court, Hampton, Sun-
bury Common, Staines, Windsor, Eton,

Salthill, Maidenhead, Henley, Nettlebed,
Benson, Shillingford, Dorchester, Nune-
ham Courtenay, Littlemore, Oxford, -

Botley, Eynsh'am, Witney, Burford,
Northleach, Andoversford, Cheltenham,
Gloucester, Huntley, Lea, Ross, Wilton,
Goodrich, Whitchurch, Symonds Yat,
Monmouth, Raglan, Usk, Llangibby,
Caerleon, Newport, St. Mellons, Cardiff.

Approximately. 2354 miles.
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A NEW BIG TWIN.
Distinctive Features of the B, and H. Engine.

THE unusually large and unconvention-
ally shaped aluminium combustion
heads with which the new 10 h.p.

V twin B. and H. engine is equipped are
its most noticeable peculiarity, for they
do not accommodate valve caps, and, in

consequence, the
size of the cylin-

ders is deceptive.
The bore and

stroke are 80x99
mm. (996 c.c), and
side-by-side valves
of Ifin. diameter
are used. Many
new and distinctly

interesting features
are incorporated in

the design, for
which one of the
desi^Tiers of the
Metric engine is

responsible.

The timing gear

has a separate cam
for each inlet valve, while one only lifts

the exhausts ; the latter is positioned near-

est the cam wheel pinion and has a lift of

J^in. The acceleration of the rocker is

constant, whilst the device for raising

the exhaust valves is exceptionally neat.

Two pawls engaging a small shoulder on

the exhaust valve rockers are lifted by a

Bowden wire and hook. The former is

carried in a tubular fixing in the centre

of the timing case, and the latter lifts the

ends of the pawls, and consequently the

valves, via the tappets.

Adjustable Valve Stems.

The inlet valves are slightly off-

set in order that they may ride on the

two cams respectively located on the out-

side of the timing wheel. An unusual
pi'ocedure is the incorporation of the

Valve and tappet

adiustment of the new
B. and H. engine.

tappet adjustmenti with
valve spring retaining

washer. This design per-

mits the use of plain

rods for the tappets.
The complete valve

spring and tappet are en-

closed in a telescopic

cylinder, whilst the head
of., the valve is slightly

concave.

Very careful considera-
tion has been given to

heat dispersion and the
rapid expansion and exit
of the gas.

The cylinder head is

made with a number of
cooling fins, which com-
pletely cover its surface,
whilst air passes around
both valve pockets located
in the top of the cylinder.
The shape of the dome

inside the head has been
cleverly arranged to faci-

litate the passage of the
gas both in and out of the
inlet and exhaust valve
pockets, respectively.
Figures of interest are the
diameter of the pockets.
The inlet has a lin. dia-

meter, whilst the exhaust is l^in. wide.
The actual pockets, however, immediately
around the valve heads, are Ijin. in

diameter.

Six bolts hold the head to the cylinder
and are not continued to the crank case,

thereby allowing for expansion.

The piston is fitted with two thin, deep
rings. The skirt is, of course, grooved
to assist the distribution of the oil.

An elaborate bearing layout is used—
a most desirable feature—and it includes a

Detachable cylinder heads, which also give access to the

valves, are one of the most outstanding features of this new
10 h.p. V twin engine.

double row of Hoffmann rollers for the

big end, a roller bearing of the same
make on the pulley side of the main
shaft, and on the other side a Hoffmann
ball bearing.

Gear-driven Magneto.

Two ball bearings are also used on the

camshaft. It would be interesting here

to mention that the magneto, which is

bolted to a plate on the side of the

crank case, is driven by a bevel and
shaft from the cam wheel. In this posi-

tion it is accessible and is protected by
the large timing case.

Probably the most novel feature of

this engine is the lubrication system. It

Side view of the engine showing timing

gear arrangement.

Section of the power xm!t.

Plan view of the cylinder.

will be more readily understood if the

path of the oil be traced from its tank.

An oil. lead from the usual type of drip-

feed lubricator is connected to the front

cylinder wall, where there is an annular

groove. The piston, at the bottom of its

stroke, descends sufficiently low to permit

the oil entering the waist, from where
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A New Big Twin.—
it is spread around the cylinder by the
piston grooves. T?ie surplus oil, however,
drips into the crank case, and it is forced
therefrom by pressure on the down strokes
of the pi.;ton being carried via a ball non-
return valve into a large annular chamber
encircling the crank case.

Between these chambers, and in the
faces of the crank case, is a groove con-
nected by a small channel to the chamber.

Oil is forced into the groove, and
thence via a small hole to the annular

grooves around the base of each cylinder.

It would appear, then, that the front

cylinder is overfed, or the rear under-

supplied, with oil. This,' however, is

equalised by the splash from the flywheels

and the big' end, the front cylinder having

a loafile, whilst the rear is open. Two
drain taps are fitted—one for emptying

the annular chamber and the other for

releasing the waste oil in the crank case.

Other interesting notes would show

that the valve spring tension is 45 lb.,

whilst the weight of the piston is 14 oz.

It is possible that experiments with alu-

minium alloys, will be made at a later

date.

The raanufacturei-s, the B. and H. En-
gineering Co., Ltd., Napier Works,
Napier Road, Ponders End, Middlesex,
entered one of these engines fitted in a

Zenith frame, for the 600 mile race at

Brooklands. This really constituted a
trial from which the makers hope to gain
some useful data.

A limited number of engines will be
available shortly.

ALL-STEEL FRAME CONSTRUCTION.
New Beardmore-Precision Aodels.

OUR acquaintance with the Sports solo
model Beardmore-Precision dates
from the first ascent of the Screw

Road (near Carnarvon) by a party
organised by The Motor K.yde. On that
occasion the new model, which was still

in its experimental state, performed ad-
mirably.

Engined with the now well-known 350
c.c. Precision two-stroke, the new Sports
model, in its final form, differs in many
respects from the original Beardmore-
Precision, for it was decided that there
was a large demand for a light, ^ speedy
solo

,
mount* to sell at a lower figure

than was possible with the original spring
frame specification. With Sturmey-Archer
two-speed gear, clutch, and kick-starter,
the machine sells at £75 ; but it must be
clearly understood that, in reducing the
price, no inferior workmanship and
material are employed—in fact, the con-
struction throughout is scientific, and 'in

many ways superior to that of higher-
priced competitors.

No Frame Lug Castings.

Not a single casting is employed in the
short compact frame, which, of course,
embodies a steel tank in place of the two.
top tubes. Every lug is made up of steel

pressings, the bottom bracket lug form-
ing an admirable example of the general
construction.

The component parts are welded
together so as to form a box girder of

Weigh! and Price Reductions.

Lighter and cheaper than the spring Irame model, this new sidecar oulfit is fitted with the

combined engine and gear unit with which the Beardmore-Precision first made its appearance

section admirably suited to the stresses

imposed, yet without unnecessary masses
of metal. Throughout, the frame is

characterised by exceptionally sturdy
construction; but, in spite of this, the
machine weighs just under the 200 lb.

limit, and is consequently covered by a

30s. tax. The flexible leaf spring forks
of previous models are retained, but no
rear springing is employed, and the w"heel-

base is consequently considerably shorter,

50in. being the actual measurement.

In detail we find the samo careful con-
sideration of production costs, without the
slightest scamping of essentials. The
biake pedal, for instance, is formed of

bent strip steel of ample section, and
duplicated in the shank, a neat aluminium
foot plate adding the necessary finish.

Again, the carrier is formed of angle
steel welded at the joints, and yet a

third admirable feature- is the pressed

steel rear stand.

The whole machine is a good e.xample
of the manner in which weight and manu-
facturing costs can be reduced without
detriment, and even with improvement
to the machine.

A sports model Beardmore-Precision which is 701b. lighter than its spring frartie forerunner—
.
many of the features of which have been retained A Sturmey-Archer gear box is fitted,

No castings are used in the

Beardmore-Precision frama
construction. Above are

seen the steel pressings

which, when welded together, form the

bottom bracket

Naturally, the Precision automatic
lubrication system is retained.

Selling at £105 com'plete with Canoelet
Minor sidecar, the sports sidecar outfit
is slightly more elaborate. Except for
the gears, which in this case are of the
selective clutch type, anJform a unit
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All-steel Frame Construction

—

with the engine, the layout is similar

to that described above. Tl i engine and
gear assembly is already familiar to

motor cyclists, since it has been exhibited
at th_6 last two Olympia Motor Cycle
Shows, and is to be met on the road in

considerable numbers. Having a 55in.

wheelbase, this sturdy little passenger
outfit has all-chain drive, and, in addi-
tion, is fitted with such luxuries as com-
bined steel leg-shields and foot plates,

a pressed steel silencer, and many little

refinements. In spite of these, it is 70 lb.

lighter than the spring frame outfit, and
from our own e.xperience we can state
that it is handy and full of life on the

|j^OT(^ILE

Strip steel brake pedal

with aluminium pad is a neat

feature of the sporting solo

Beardmore-Precision.

23

road. During a short road test, the out-

fit, with an eleven-stone passenger,

successfully negotiated Weatheroak Hill

on the standard ratios of 5 and Hip to 1

^-no mean performance, as any Midland
rider will be aware. The little engine
responds quickly to the throttle, and will

pull regularly and- evenly down to a mere
crawl before low gear is engaged.
Braking power is good, for, in addi-

tion to the countershaft brake, a large

band brake is fitted to the front wheel,

and this feature is common to both new
models. 26x2^in. tyres are fitted, and
the performance of the machine is cal-

culated to surprise many an owner of

heavier sidecar outfits.

Front and end

elevations in sec"

ilon of the

White and
Poppe engine.

A New White and Poppe Two-stroke Engine.
A Small Engine produced by Pioneer Designers.

VISITORS to last week's Royal Agri-
cultural Show at Derby will have
noticed an interesting motor-driven

mowing machine shown by Dennis Bros.,

of Guildford. The mowing machine is

a wonderful
.
piece of work lunning on

ball bearings throughout, and being made
on engineering lines. What is of greater
interest to motor cyclists, however, is the
neat little air-cooled two-stroke engine
of 2ix3in. bore and stroke used to propel
the machine. This engine is the product
of the- famous White and Poppe works,
and we believe that we are correct in

.stating that in the near future it will

form the power unit of a novel motor
cycle. A cast iron cylinder, having ribs

of Ijin. in depth and a considerable wall
and head thickness, is of great interest

in itself. The ports are particularly

wide, and, in spite of the fact that a
circular transfer passage is east integral

with the cylinder, every port is arranged
in such a manner that it can be accurately
machined.

Roller Bearings.

At the present time a cast iron piston
is employed giving a compression ratio

of 5^ to 1. Two wide rings are fitted,

and the deflector is arranged to ensure
a high velocity to the entering gases.

Floating in the piston bosses, a hollow
gudgeon pin is secured in the split small
end of the connecting rod by a pinch
screw, which also engages a groove in

the outer wall of the gudgeon pin.

A single row of fin. rollers is ernployed
for the big end, and a heavy (l^in. dia-

meter) overhung crankshaft is used.
This crankshaft is one of the most in-

teresting features of an engine replete

with ingenious features. The crank web
is a circular steel disc, and attached to

its outer face is a small hollow flywheel

so constructed as to act as a balance
Weight, and vet to fill the crank case, and
provide high crank case compression.

Spring-loaded Compression Gland.

Roller bearings spaced nearly 4in. apart
support the mainshaft, a long steel

bush pressed and bolted into the crank
cas9 forming the outer race of each bear-

ing. The space between the rollers and
within the steel bush is occupied by an
ingenious system of spring-loaded pack-
ing, so as to maintain crank case com-

pression, whilst the driving sprocket (at

present used for magneto drive only) ex-

tends well back between the crank
bearings.

For Utilitarian Purposes.

As fitted in the mower, the outside fly-

wheel acts as a blower, drawing in air'
past the crank case, and delivering it lo

the cylinder, the drive to the blades and
wheels being through epicyclic gears and
chains, and providing a ratio of 36 to 1.

The clutch and controls are beautifully
an-anged, and all working parts are en-

closed and run in oil.

Experimentally, the exhaust gases are

led into a large silencer tangentially, and
escape through a drilled pipe, the inlet

ports which lie directly below the ex-

haust being connected to the carburetter

through a port which adjoins the silencer.

At the moment we are sworn to secrecy

with regard to further developments, but

our readers may rest assured that they

will receive early information should
these developments lead to something
more closely connected with motor cycle

matters.

CHAMPIONSHIP TRIALS,

The South-eastern Centre Inter-club

Championship Team Trial for the Wool-
wich Cup will take place on Saturday,
July 16th, at 2 p.m., from the Three
Horseshoes, Knockholt, Kent.

Entries, which close on July 9th, should
be addressed to the hon. secretary, Wool-
wich, Plumstead, and District M.C., 3,

Nightingale Places, Woolwich.
On the same date the South Midland

Centre holds an individual championship
trial over a circular course of seventy
miles, two non-stop circuits having to be
covered. Watford is the starting place.

C23
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Oimes to TLlg^t TLamps
July 7th 9.46 p.m.
„ 9tli 9.45 ''^^

„ lltli 9.43 „
i> 13tli 9.41 ,.

Motoring in Ceylon.

There are over 3,000 motor cvclists and
motorists in the island of Ceylon.

Royal Patronage.

His Majesty the King has graciously
consented to extend his patronage to the
Annual Cycle and Motor Cycle Show at
Glympia, which will be " held from
November 28th to December 3rd.

Screw Road.

Photographs of the now famous Screw
Road—the hill recently " discovered " by
The Motor Cycle—are now available'.
Unmounted prints, 9|x3Jin., cost 2s. 6d.,
or mounted 3s. 6d., from these offices.

Obituary.

We regret to announce the death as
the result of an accident of Harold
Parsons, champion motor cyclist of
Australia, and holder of most Australian
records. He: was the greatest rider
Australia has ever- seen , and a thorough
'sportsman to boot. The most wonderful

. performance to his credit was l,114i
- miles in twenty-four hours on the road
at Mortlake (Victoria).

Found, a Watch.
Mr. W. H. Wells, the captain of the

M.G.C., has in his possession a silver
watch lost by a competitor in the team
trial. The owner should communicate
with Mr. Wells, 366, Euston Pvoad, N.W.I.

A "Surplus" Rumour.
We have heard of a man who recently

bought a Government motor lorry for
£28, which in itself was somewhat of a
bargain. When, however, he found time
to examine it he discovered that it con-
tained six brand new motor cycles.
History does not relate what action he
took in the matter.

Bad Road Materials.

At a recent meeting of the Bromyard
District Council a discussion took place
on the materials used for road-making in
Herefordshire. The Chairman, Alderman
G. Crejswell, said if the Council could
not get more work done on the roads for
the mone.v they were now spending, he
thought they had better stop altogether.
Their expenditure was double what it

was last year.
The suggestion is made that the repair

of the roads should be done on a piece-
work basis. At present the roads were
not properly rolled, and loose stones
were found after the work was sup-
posed to be completed. It was stated
that in Worcestershire the roads were
150% better than in Herefordshire

Special 'yeatures.
MIDYEAR MODELS.

500 MILE RACE AT BROOKLANUS.
PILLION RIDING.

A 44 Ton Haul for a Sidecar.

Recently a reader (Mr. Hugh Sharrock,
of Melling) towed a 44 ton barge along
the Leeds-Liverpool -canal for the dis-
tance of one mile, using a 7-9 h.p.
Indian sidecar. A number of people
witnessed the feat, and now Mr. Sharrock
would like to know if it constitutes a
record haul for a sidecar outfit.

Re-union of Ex-D.R.'s.

For the third time since the war ex-

despatch riders of the 24th Division held

an annual reunion last week. This year's

venue was Chester. Thirteen of, the old

section motored to the Albion Hotel, and
to augment this unlucky (?) number an
ex-29th D.R. favoured them as guest. A
motor boat trip up the River Dee and a

visit to Eaton Hall were much enjoyed.

A SIDECAR GRAND PRIX AT PROVINS.

'^^f'SWSgs^^l^wP^^®^ w.„

L._

In England the A.C U. demand that

certain rules and regulations be observed

legarding the activities of the passenger-

in-sidecar events, consequently such

balancing feats as depicted are not now
seen in our Trials. The inset shows

the extraordinary attitude adopted by a

passenger on an Indian sidecar outfit

whilst cornering in the recent race at

Provins (France).

An Omission Rectified.

All our readers who are in possession
of registered motor cycles should bv now
have received a postcard from the local

taxation department requesting them to

Till in frame and engine numbers on their

registration books, and also to supply
this information to the department. This
step should certainly make more difficult

ithe traffic in stolen machines.
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CLUB NEWS. (Continued from
page 15.)

Leeds M.U.

The results of th© A. I. Greenwood
Eoyal Enfield trial, held at the end of

June, are as follows :

1 T W. Lancaster, 2. H. Gotliard, 3, A. Bayner,
1 P. A. Roberts, 5, T. Hardv, 6, J. S. White,
7, C. Keighley, B, C. Jackson, and 9, A. Levitt.

North London M.C.C.

In spite of all the counter attractions

iji London last Saturday, a flexibility

test was held near Eadlett.

The competitors covered a certain dis-

tance fast and slow, using the same gear

in each case. The results were as

follows :

SOLO.
350 c.c. AND EDDEn.—R. H. Baxter (2^4 Radco).
600 c.c. AND TJNUi:R.—L. P. Walter (4 Triumph).
Unlimited c.c—R. G. Smitli (Pearl-Jap).

SIDECARS.
650 c.c. AND DNUEU.—C. H. SulleBs (3V^ Ariel

sc).
UNLIMITED C.C—H. V. Bateman (10 Henderson

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Over forty members competed in this

club's trial last Saturday for the cup
presented by the president, Lieut. -Col.

J. A. Cole. The outward route to

Oxford included Edge and Tyso Hills,

which, well known as they are to the

majority -^of Coventry riders, were re-

sponsible for several stops. The follow-

ing apparently survived the trial with

clean sheets :

J. L. Hardy (4V. Dunclt), W. Brandish (4

Triumph), T. H. Meakin (4 Triumph), B. H.
Broughall (3i/. Challenge-Jap), C. F. Dyer (3i/j

Norton), 1^. E. Shanks (4 Triumph), S. A. Toniscn
(4 Triumph), G. F. Evans (S'/i; Sunbeam), B.
Clare (S'/. Rudge), R. P. Ransome (i'/j Lea-
Francis), T. Doyle (31/2 Lea-Francis), J. B. B.
Bramlev (3'/' "Coventry Challenge), J. Mathers (SVi-

Rudgel, W. L. Danskin (Sy. Rudge), C. Merrett
(41/, number), H. Whitten (4'/. Humbert, G. L.
White (5-6 Rover sc), J. W. Hazlewood (8 Hazle-
wood sc), G. Papin (4 Triumph sc), D. A.
Atkin (5-6 Rover sc), J. W. Astley (5-6 Rover
sc), H, S. Perry (414 B.S.A. sc), T. R. Gibbins
(8 Acme sc), G. H. Vernon (7-9 Rudge sc), F.
Yates (41,2 Humber sc), A. J. Elliott (5-6 Rover
sc), A. Edwards (4'/.j Humber sc), and G. Lee
(3V2 Sunbeam sc).

Among those reported to have stopped
in non-stop sections were :

L. Crisp (41.. Humber), Rev. S. B. Philpot (6
Martinsytle sc), H. F. Harrison (4 Triumph sc),

H. Finch (4 Triumph sc), C. Falconbridge (5-6
Rover sc), E. Poppe (7-9~ Rudge sc), and F.
Arbuckle (4^/^ Humber sc). The last mentioned
retired.

^(ieK-(in6 (Tlub lEvcnts.

Jii/u S.—'Sortli-Wcst London M.C.C. Surprise Run.
Jut!/ 8.—Luton and South Beds. A.C. Twenty-four

Hour Reliability Trial.

July 9.—Surrey M.C.C. Hill-climb.

July 9.—M.C C. Brooklands Meeting.

July 9.Seottish Speed Championships at St.

July 9.—South Wales Motor Cycle Open Competi-
tion Committee. Joint Open Hill-climb.

July 9.—Sutton Voldfi'M and North Birmingham
A.C. Reliabilitii Trial

July 9.—Stourbridge .l/.O.C. Hill-climb.

July 9.—Kidderminster M.C.C. Reliability Trial.

July 9.Surrey M.C.C. Reliability Trial.

July 9.—l'orkshirc Centre A.C.V. Speed Trials

at Saltburn Sands.
July 9.~North Wales il/.C'.-C. Speed-judging Con-

test.

July 9.—Liverpool M.C. Speed Trials.

July 9.—Coventry Triangle M.C. ^Clnb Run to

Naplon,
July 9.—North-West London M.C.C. Paperchase.
July S.-Public Schools M.C.C. Petrol Consump-

tion Test.
July 9.—Bristol M.C.C. and Bath M.C.C. Inter-

club Trial.
July !0.~Wcst Kent M.C. Hill-climb.
July 10.—Manchester M.C. ' Ferodc Cap Triftl Re-

run.
July lO.—North-West London M.C.C. Picnic.
July 10.—Sheffield M.C.C. Club Run to Lathkill

Dale.
July 10.—Central London M.C.C. Club Run to

Neicland'a Comer.
July 10.—Leeds M.U. Hill-climb.
July 10.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Hill-climb.
July 10.—Bridgnorth and District M.C.C- Rill-

climb at Copthorne.
July 10.—Woolwich, Plumstcad, and District M.C.

Club Run to Ham.pton Court.
July 10.—Bury and District M.C. Windermere

Reliability Trial.
Jiihi 10.—Barrow and District M.C. Hill-climb.
July 10.—Berwick and. District M.C. Club Rally

to Moor House, Rothbury.
July 10.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Social

Run to Malham.
July 10.—Newcastle and District M.C. President's

Cup Day.
July IQ.—Biirton and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Holt Fleet.
July 10.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.O. Club Run to

Branscombe.
July lO.-Halifax and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Filey.
July 10.—Rochester, Chatham-, and District M.C.

and L.C.C. Mereicorth Woods Hill-climb.
July 10.—Ivy M.C.C. (Wolverhampton). Captain's

Day.
July 11.—Birmingham M.C.C. Gymkhana.
July 11.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Evening

Main Road Trial for Novices.
July IS.—North-ll'est London M.C.C. Paperchase.
July 13.—Burton and District M.C.C. Papercliasc.
July 13.—York and District M.C. " Sealed " Trial.
July l!,.—Voncaster and District M.C.C. Speed

Trials.
July I't.— Worcester and District M.C.C. River

Trip.
July If,.- Oxford M.C. Paperchase.
July 1^.—Canterbury and District M.C.C. Speed-

judging Contest.

Proposed Club at Evesham.

A meeting was recently held at the

King's Head Hotel, Evesham, to consider

the formation of a motor cycle club.

Mr. F. C. Badham presided, and officials

of the Cheltenham and Worcester clubs

offered practical support by permitting
members of the new club to take part in

their trials.

Ulster M.C.C.

On Friday and Saturday, the 15tb and
16th inst., a series of speed trials and
races at Magilligan Strand will be held

;

a fifty miles championship of L'eland

is also included. This event is one of

the most important in the Irish competi-
tion world, and a large entry from
England is hoped for. Entries should
be addressed to Mr. W. Dowling, 48,

Candahar Street, Belfast.

Shepley and District M.C.C.

A successful hill-climb and slow speed
trial was held on the 26th ult. at Board
Hill, on the Penistone to Woodhead road.
Results :

SIDECARS (Open).—W. Dransfleld (6 Enfleld).
SOLO (over 3 h.p.).—B. Roebuck (5V' Norton).
SOLO (under 3 h.p.).—A. Townend (214 Enfield).

In the slow speed trial F. .Wallace (4

Triumph) was successful in winning both
the solo and sidecar classes.

Any motor cyclists in the Shepley or

Huddersfield districts are cordially in-

vited to communicate with the secretary

of this new club, Mr. Frank W. Brook,
Post Office, Shepley.

Manchester M.C.

The paperchase held at the end of last

month over about twenty-five miles of
good roads through Cheshire was won by
A. Whiteley on a 4 h.p. Dalton sidecar.

This is the first of three similar events
for the Taylor Bowl, awarded to the
competitor with the best aggregate per-
formance in the three trials.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xlvi.

THE 500 MILE RACE AT BROOKLANDS. Probably never before has sueh a field been seenatBrooUands for a single event. Here,

are the sixty-four competitors starting in the race which was destined to be a remarkable testimony to the reliability and speed of the

modern motor cvcle.
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Great Race at Brooklands rellec s Credit on Modern Motor Cycles of a'l Classes.

Wonderful Record Ride by H. Le Vack (Indian) at 70.42 m.p.h. Coventry-Victor,

Norton, Ivy, and New Imperial lirst in their Classes.

SEVEN a.m. is too early a starting

hour to attract a crowd, and few
except those most, intimately con-

cerned arrived at Brooklands in time to

see the great 500 mile race for Capt.

Miller's gold cuj]. The sun had barely

dispersed the dawn mists when the men
lined up in four rows just past the fork.

Each class was distinguished by flimsy

overall jackets of a different colour. The
front row was composed of the 250 c.c.

riders (white jackets) and the 350 c.c.

(blue). The big 500 c.c. class (yellow)

filled the second line. Next, came the

select 750 c.c. company—eight in number
—with green overalls ; and last of all the
big 1,000 c.c. twins resplendent in red.

The entire body of starters, sixty-five in

number, formed a most imposing array,
and the scene when, they all got away
simultaneously at a common signal
absolutely baffled description. The sharp
crack of so ma.ny well-tuned exhausts, the
clouds of Castrol mingling with the mists
of early morning, the semi-comic aspect
of so many running and leaping men,
formed a spectacle which repaid the com-
pany for its early rising.

For a few laps the procession was so
continuous that nobody could sort out the
riders who- forged ahead, and the .specta-
tors were able to appreciate the new
paddock at the fork, and to study their
programmes. There were notable
absentees. The A.J.S. cracks were
missing altogether. So were two Scotts
and Dance's Sunbeam, which as late
entries ranked as reserves, and could not
be found room on the track. The gold
cup promised to be "easy fruit" for the

American entries, as a 1,000 c.c. engine
can always beat smaller machines on
Brooklands, and our British twins mostly

emanate from comparatively small

tories. Nortons and Douglases
present in fair force. Triumphs

fac-

were
were

The winner, H. Le Vack, and the 7 h.p. Indian, on which he put up such a splendid

performance, being congratulated by W. Wells, of the Hendee Co.
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The 500 Mile Race.

represented by Edmond on a side valve,

and Shemans and Sgonina on the four-

valve Ricardo-engined model. There were
lots of interesting machines, and eke of

resurrected riders. PuUin's Zenith had an
Anzani engine, and Jepson's a Harley-
Davidson power unit in a loop frame.
The two Woodhouses' Matchless machines
were standard spring frame models
assembled on the previous day. It was
pleasant to see the two Bashalls and H.
H. Boweh out again; the smaller Jlartin-

Byde, ridden by the latter, is surely a new-
comer to the track? The' other
dihiitcuiies included the 6 h.p. Black-
burnes, R.W. Scout, Edmond, Coventry
Eagle, two Hobarts, and the Acme
Junior. The Ivy, destined to run so pro-
minently, was a standard sports model.

A Group of Flat Twins.

The cinema men naturally took a special
interest in H.E.H. the Duke of York's
Douglas, ridden by S. E. Wood. The
Coventry-Victor was the new short
wheelbase model, described in this issue.
Ni.\on's A.B.C. aroused special enthu-
siasm in the breasts of many clients of
thg Sopwith Co. The two Morris-Warne
machines have aluminium cylinders with
steel liners.

Presently the confusion of the incessant
procession began to tantalise the lookers-
on, and all eyes turned to the lap-scoring
stand opposite the fork, where number
cards were turned down as each man
completed a lap. Other visitors pushed
up towards the cages con.structed across
the end of the finishing straight for the
purpose of repairs and replenishments.
From the outset it was clear that

several terrific duels were being waged,
and that other machines had comfortable
victories assured in their classes if they
could add stamina to speed. In the big
cla.ss D. H. Davidson (Harley-D.) and Le
Vack (Indian) were plainlv the fastest,

and watching each other like two game-

Victor Horsman (3o- Norton), winner of the

500 c.c. class. His speed averaged 62.31 m.p h'

cocks. Of the 500 c.c. entry Horsman
(Norton) and the three Triumphs seemed
to be contesting the main issue. The
750 c.c. octette were rather more even

—

Parham, W. Bashall, and Jack Thomas
being fairly level. For a long while

Padley's Blackburne was supposed to be

heading the 2| h.p. class, until somebody
discovered the Ivy's number at the far-

thest end of the lap board, where it had
been put as a reserve entry.

Among the 250 c.c. lightweights

Milner's Levis. Kershaw's New Imperial,

and Jacobs's Acme looked most formid-

able. But the track was so crammed with

men—of whom the slowest were at th's

stage lapping at fifty odd, and the dozen

27

and a half of big twins at about 80 m.p.h.

—that it was extraordinarily difficult to

keep in touch with the positions. The
noise was almost intolerable, the light-

ning procession altogether bewildering.

The officials were just beginning to

hope the day would pass without accident

when Harry Reed's back tyre came oft

just beyond the Vickers shed, and threw

him rather heavily. He walked .back,

had his torn hands dressed, and pluckily

continued until a leaking tank put him
out several hours later.

For a while the spectators mostly con-

cerned themselves with studying the pro-

gress of their personal friends, but after

forty-eight laps there was a moment of

universal excitement—Le Lack did not

appear when he was due, and Davidson

went ahead unchallenged for the nonce.

It presently transpired that the Indian's

back tyre had come off down the railway

straight, and the Harley had snatched a

six-lap lead before Le ' Vack got going

again. Nobody wasted time changing

tubes at the dep'ots. Out came the wheel,

and a new wheel, complete with ready

iirilated tyre, was generally bolted up
inside a couple of minutes. When Le
Vack took the track again he began to
" drive " Davidson. The pair rode side

by side for laps, though Le Vack was, of

course, a dozen miles behind the Harley.

- His policy evidently was to chance the

Harley's breaking something before he did.

100 Miles.

Presently the timekeepers got out the

positions and speeds for the end of the

first 100 miles, and the leaders in their

respective classes proved to be

:

1,000 c.c.—Le Vack (Indian), SO. '27 m.p.h.

7.50 c.c.^—Parham (Coventry Victor), CO. 71 m.p.h.

500 c.c.—Horsman (Norton), tl.^.Ol m.p.h.

361) c.c.—Norris (Ivy), speed not worked out.

2.50 c.c.—Kershaw (New Imperial), 57.-1- m.p.h.

This announcement embodied several

surprises. Paddock experts had not

credited the big twins with trying to do
more than 65 m.p.h. average at the out-

side. The 5-6 h.p. class machines were

»^^^"H'*«^^B«SSP«

B. Kershaw (New Imperial-Jap), winner ol 250 c.c. class.

His average speed of 50.34 m.p.h. for the 500 miles is a fine

Iribute to the little machine

N. Norns (Ivy), whose performance really stood alone. This

standard two-stroke beat all the 350 c.c. four-strokes, as well

as capturing the 500 mile record

CI3
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The 500 Mile Race.

appreciably slower than the 3^ h.p., and
the latter were revenging themselves for

being outstripped by the 350 c.c. in the

T.T., though the A!J.S. was not here to

do battle for its class. The magnificent

showing of the New Imperial and the Ivy

occasioned much comment, as did also the

eteady speed of the Levis.

By 9 a.m. a long string of men could

be seen by the aid of binoculars repairing

along the railway straight. Presently

Edmond (Triumph) followed Le Vack's

unhapijy example, and lost a lot of ground
througli tyre" trouble. Shemans was
afHicted by slight clutch slip, due in part

to an excess of oil reaching the chain ease

from the crank case. So Horsman was
building up "a good lead in the 500 c.c.

class. By 9.30 he was two laps ahead.

C. F. Temple (Hai-ley), after riding most
daringly and brilliantly for thirty-four

laps, 'Went out with tyre and engine
trouble, leaving Davidson to act as un-
questioned first string of the team. Dixon
was also going excellently, leaning over a

little as he did on his Indian in the T.T.
At a quarter to ten Davidson had to

change his back wheel, which allowed Le
Vack to recover the ground he had lost

in similar fashion. Half an hour later

eight men had retired—not enough to
diminish the roaring stream at all per-
ceptibly. Of these, Greening (Coulson-
Jap) had been taken to hospital with
slight contusions due to a fall. After 200
miles the leaders were :

l.nnOc.c—F. W. Dixon (Harlev), 74.31 m.p.h.
751' c.c—W. H. Bashall (Martinsydc), 57.29 m.p.h.
i»UU c.c.—Horsman (Norton). 62.75 m.p.h,
j.'fO c.c.—Norris (Ivy), speed not given.
250 c.c.—Kershaw {New Imperial), 51.2G m.p.h.

Before 10.30 the leaders had passed the
half distance. Meanwhile Le Vack had
once more changed his back tyre, this time
as a precaution. It was interesting to see
how the varying speeds translated them-
selves into terms of distance. Thus, when

,
Davidson (Harley) had done 100 laps, the
approximate distances of the leaders in
the smaller classes were: 750 c.c., 80
laps; 500 c.c, 86 laps; 350 c.c, 73 lap«

;

and 250 c.c, 72 laps.

Changing Positions.

The 300th mile saw more changes in
leadership, for the positions now were ;

I.OOOc.c—D. H. Davidson (Harlev), 72.75 m.p.h.
75(1 c.c.—Parham (Coventry Victor). 55. SI m.p.ii.
5i)Uc.c.—V. Horsman (Norton), (12.5 m.p.h.
;i50 c.c.—N. Norris (Ivy), 51.G4 m.p.h.
2o0 c.c.—B. Kershaw (New Imperial), 51.20 m.p.h.

About 11.20 a.m. "the first British
machine—Horsman's Norton—completed
its one hundredth lap, five American
twins having already completed that dis-
tance. The Norton had outdistanced all

the British twins, and its feat indicates
where om' big twins might have stood
if we liad always given them as much
attention as our 500 c.c engines have re-

ceived'.

Presently news came that Dixon had
sustained a, bad crash on the railway
straight, where his front tyre came off,

and caused him to skid nearly the whole
length of the flying kilometre. Luckily,
he fended off the fall until his speed
was reduced considerably, and so he was
fit to proceed, though not a little shaken.
At about 11.40 a.m. there was a fresh

sensation, for the leading Harley failed
to come round when it was due,' and Le
Vack regained the lead, which he had
CI4

taken in the first hundred, and lost in

the second. On the one hand, no back
tyre would last long on a 7-9 h.p., driven

as the leaders were driving, though it

Avas noticeable that the Indian's back
tyres did not hammer so much as the

Harley's. On the other hand, Le Vack
had evidently risked engine damage in

his prolonged scrap with Davidson. Luck
was on his side in both cases : the Harley
first had tyre trouble, and then its engine

went wrong. So at the end of four hun-
dred miles the class leaders stood as

1 follows.:

1.000 c.c—H. Le \'ack (Indian), 71.40 m.p.h.

750 c.c—E. W. Parham (Coventry Victor), 55.98

m.p.h.
500 c.c.—V. Horsman (Norton), G1.7C m.p.h.

350 c.c—N. Norris (Ivy). 51.38 m.p.h.

250 C.C:—B. Kershaw ("New Imperial).

Relieved of his most dangerous oppo-

nent, Le Vack was now easing down a

little for safety's sake, and it was notice-

able that Shemans's Triumph was ahle to

hold the redoubtable Indian for a lap or

so. Repairs and stoppages grew more
numerous and lengthy as the interminable

racket searched out weaknesses ; but

both the -speed and number of survivors

do the industry every credit. Soon after

1 p.m. Dixon,' who had been riding like

a demon, on the off chance of catching the

leading Indian, found it wise to change
a wheel : including replenishments the

job took him less than three minutes.

A Great Duel.

As 2 p.m. drew near Le Vack looked

a certain winner, and there was a

tremendous sensation when he became
overdue oil his 182nd lap. Just as the

anxiety grew keen, Harveyson " passed,

and made an indistinct signal. The
braves in the Indian wigwam grew very

excited ; two of them commandeered a

sidecar and rushed oft with a spare wheel
down the road to the aeroplane sheds.

Just as the
,
Harley folk wondered

whether Dixon might yet win, a crouch-

ing red figure appeared round the far

banking, and as the tiny dot swelled in

size, a hundred pairs of glasses read off

the number "5"! Three miles from
victory Le Vack had managed to oil up a

pair of K.L.G. plugs which had carried

him since the start, and his stop had thus
been brief. He was. soon round- again

on his 5C0th mile, but the flagmen failed

to stop him till he had completed 186
laps. He finished wreathed in smiles and
apparently quite fresh. Dixon soon
annexed second place—he staggered a

little on dismounting ; and Harveyson,
who finished third, was positively

exhausted.
The rest of the 1,000 c.c. men were

handsomely defeated by Horsman's
wonderful ride, but it is worth noting
that the Zenith Company finished with
six machines out of seven starters. The
Martinsyde trio, consisting of two 750
c.c. and one 500 c.c. machines, put up a

level and consistent race, and all finished
well up.
Perhaps the most amazing performances

were registered in the junior classes. It

was bold of the Ivy people to enter a
single standard machine ; it was superb
to win with it at over 51 m.p.h. Simi-
larly the 250 c.c. New Imperial was
revving very very fast for nearly ten
hours, and sounded as crisp in the exhaust
at the end as it ' had done at the begin-
ning. A great race, and the honours all

went where they were thoroughly deserved
and pluckily earned. Finishing order :

CL.'VSS E.—3,000 c.c.

h. m. s. m.p.h.
1. H. Le Vack (7 Indian) 7 6 59} 70.43
2. F. W. Dixon (7 Harley) 7 15 37? 68. 8G
3. H. R. Harveyson (7 Indian) . . 7 « 43J 64.56
4. C. G. Pullin (7 Anzani-Zenith) S 32 36 59.69
6. J. E. Harwood (8 Zenith-Jap) 8 50 26 56.65
C. S. C. Woodhouse (8 Matchless) 8 51 44 56.41
7. F. C. Townshend (8 Zenith) . . 8 5S 16 56.26
8. Kaye Don (8 Zenith) 9 fl St 54.64
9. J. W. Woodhouse (8 Matchless) 9 35 6' 53.08

10. R. Dequin. (8 Zenith) 10 15 4-1 48.72
11. V. Ga>'ford (8 Zenith) 10 57 47 46.61

Retired : C. F. Temple (7 Harley), after 34 laps, engine
trouble. D. H. Davidson (7 Harley), after 122
laps, engine trouble. O. M. Baldwin (7 Indian),
after 137 laps, broken frame. H. Jepson . (8

Zenith), after hh laps, firing on one cylinder. G.
Packman (8 Sunbeam-Jap), after 57 laps, gear box
trouble. -A. G. Mfller (8 Martin), after 38 laps,
engine running badly. H. Reed (8 Dot), after 115
laps, tank leaking.

CL.\SS D.
h. m. s. m.p.h.

1. E. W. Parham (5.6 Coventry
Victor) 8 55 42 60.00

2. W. H. Bashall (GMartinsvde) .. 9 5 8 56.03
.3. F. A. MacNab (5 Trump-jap) . 9 44 39 61.31

. 4. J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde) . . 9 54 5 50.49

Retired : J. C. Watson (4 Harlev-Davidson), after 50
laps, piston trouble. H. F. Brockbank (6 Black-
burne), after Gj laps, val\e gear. J. Thomas
(0 Blackburne), after 28 laps.

CLASS C.

h. m. s. m.p.h.
1. V. Horsman (3.^. Norton) 8 1 35? C3 31
2. F. G.Edinond" (3! side, valve

Triumph) 8 35 Z'i 59.31
3. G. J. Shemans (3-', 4 valve

Triumph) 8 46 50 56.94
4. H. H. Bowen (3.'. Martinsyde) . 8 55 36 66.01
6. H. H. Beach (3.! Norton) 9 31 44 53.40
G. D. R. O'Donovan (3.1 Norton) . 9 40 47 51.67
7. J. D. Nixon (3 .\.B.C.) 10 21 69 48.33

Retired : J. Emerson (4 Douglas), after 143 laps, forl^s
failed. E. Longden (4 Coulson-Jap), after 131
laps. R. C. Chawner (t Blackburne), after 117
laps, broken crankshaft. J. .A. Watson-Bourne
(Rex), after 76 laps, damaged cylinder. F.
Roberts (4 Coventry Eagle), after 55 laps. S. E.
Wood (4 Douglas), after 79 laps, chain trouble.
C. Sgonina (3^^ Triumph), after 53 laps, seized
engine.

CLASS B.
h. m. s. m.p.h.

1

.

N. Norris (3 Ivy) 9 40 20 51 . 69
2. TudorThompson (2.;- Douglas) . 9 ,50 17 50.83
3. J. Holrovd (SJ Edmund) 9 50 22 50 . 81
4. Tommv Thompson (2J Douglas) 10 41 37 46.76
6. L. W. Clements (3J New Comet) 10 59 16 46.51
G. R. Weatherell (2J R.W. Scout) 11 5 34 45.07
7. ,J. F. Hull (33 Wooler) U 35 17 43.77

Retired : E. Kicldiam (2J Douglas), after 101 laps,
magneto. A. A. Prestwich (2J Dot-Jap), after 18
laps, engine trouble. A. .A. Swan (3J New
Imperial), after 68 laps, mechanical trouble. S.

M. Greening (Coulson-Jap), after 15 laps, accident.
A. Watson (3:i' Douglas), after 33 laps, leaky tank.
L. Padley (3» Blackburne). after 70 laps. H. J.
Line (3J Line), after 91 laps. S. E. Longman.
(2$ Wooler), after 9G laps, magneto and valve
trouble. F. A. Longman (2J Wooler), after 126
laps.

CLASS A.
h. m. s. m.p.h.

1. B. Kershaw (2i New Imperial) . 9 55 55 50.34
2. A. Milner (3,t Levis) 10 36 17 47.15
3. G. G. Savage (3i Hobart) 10 58 43 45.64

Retired : J. V. Prestwich (2J Massey-.Arran), after IS
laps, piston trouble. A. K. Smith (3^ Morris-
Warnc), after 9(1 laps. G. S. Smith (3J Morris-
Warne), after 79 laps. H. Martin (3i Martin),
after 130 laps. W. J. Lord (2J Hobart), after 59
laps, seized piston. W. .\. Jacobs (3J Acme-Junior),
after 3u laps, broken piston.

FIRST TWELVE TO FINISH, IRRESPECTIVE OF
CLASSES.

m.p.h.
1. H. Le Vack (7 Indian) 70.42
3. F. W. Dixon (7 Harley) 68.86
3. H. R. Harveyson (7 Indian) 64.56
4. V. Horsman (3! Norto n) 02 . 31
5. C. G. Pullin (7 Zenith) 59.09
6. F. G. Edmond (3! Triumph) 59.34 '

7. G. J. Shemans (3.1 Triumph) 5C.94
8. J. Harwood (8 Zenith! 66.55
9. S. C. Woodhouse (8 Matchless) ... 56.41

10. F. Townshend (8 Zenith) 56.36
11. H. Bowen (31 Martinsyde) ... 66.01
13. E. W. Parham (5 Coventry Victor) 66 . 00
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500 MILE RACE 'jT^^^^T,:
Mr. Victor Horsman, riding a Standard 31 h.p.

FIRST
In 500 c.c. Class, also

FIRST BRITISH MACHINE

Mr. Victor Horsman

and his Norton.

AVERAGE SPEED 62*31 m.p.h.

500 Miles of Perfect Reliability

3 NORTONS STARTED — 3 FINISHED

NORTON MOTORS, LTD., BRACEBRIDGE STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
-

In answerino this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor C.i/cle.' CIS
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AUDES'
lOaGREATPORTLANOSTLoNDON.W.I.

'Phone: Museum ^^7 and ^St. •Grains: "Abdicate, Wesdo."

1921 New iVIachines

S<)OX
J LfOitidoEas EKetes'c
, AND

Depots' \ ALL DEPOTS

iE47

£44
£65
£70
£84
£55

£44
. £89

£81

£73

ivy, 2\ h.p., 2-stroke, sinsle-speed £55
IVY j; h.p., ditto, 2-speed ... .... £65
IVY, 21 h.p., ditto, 2-sp3cd,K.S.,& clutch £69
IVY, 3 -h.p., 2-5tiolce, sin?le-;peed ..... £63
IVY, 3 h.p., ditto, 2-5pee'd £77
IVY, 3 h.p., ditto, 2.3p., K.S., and clutch . £84
J.E.S., 2 h.p., 2-stroke, lightweight .

.

". .

.

J.E.S., 1 1 h.p., 4-stroke, motor cvclette .

.

EKFIELD, 2i h.p.-, 2-5troke, 2-5p., clutch
ENFIELB, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, 2-5p., dutch
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p.. 2 speed ......;.
PORTLAND, 2} h.p. J..^^.?., 2speed . .

.

PORTLAND, 2'. h.p., 2-stxoke, single-sp.

MARTIN, 2; h.p., iiKhtivoight,J.A.P.,2-sp,
NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p., j-sp., clutch
NEW IMPERIAL, 2™. h.p., 3.SP., no clutch

FRANCIS-SARNETT, 2? h.p. J..\.P., 2-sp.

CLYNO, 2; h.p., 2-spced, 2-5troke
TRIUMPH, 2^ h.p. Junior, 2-sp., 2-stroke

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-5peed, ail on
DOUGLAS, 2; h.p., 3-speed. clutch. aU on £105
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-sDecd, clutch, K.S. £130
COULSON-3., 2} h.p., sprins; frame, 2-s'p.

COULSON-3., 4 h.p., spring frame, 3-5p.

COULSON-B., 2i h.p., sports model ....
N.U.T., 3; h.p. twin, 3-speed, standard .

N.U.T., 3; h.p., ditto, Lucas Magdyno .

.

N.U.T., 5 h.p., ditto, T.Mcas Magdjmo . .

.

N.U.T., 5 h.p., standard... , . . £136
B.S.A., 4; h.p., chain-cum-belt, 3 speed . £107
B.S.A., 4.1 h.r.. all-chain, 3-speed ..._-... £110
B.S.A., 6-7 h.p., all-chain, twin, 3-speed £133
SCOTT, 3'; h.p., 2-sp., 2-stroke, standard £130
SUNBEAM, 35 h.p., special sports model £152
RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p., flat twin, 3-5peed . . £147
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain-cum-belt, 3-speed £115
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. all-chain, 3-speed, K.S. £125
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-sp., clutch, K.S. £127

5 Tike ToT. Wi^Eaes-, «,

JWE CAN SUPPLY ALL MODELS S
NFROM stock, ex LONDON."
J AND WALSALL DEPOTS.

\f

J* 7-g h.p. Combination, standard £107 |P
7-9 h.p. ditto, Lucas dynamo £243 Ji

~m 2I h.p. Sports iModel £^05 5

£111

£126
£100
£131

£152
£157

h.p., 2.stroke, lightweight, 2-speed £70 ,

h.p., 3-5peed, all-chain drive £125
h.p., 3-speed, chain-cum-belt £115 '

h.p. ehain-cum-belt Combination £165 I

h.p. all-chain Combination £175 I

C EX LONDON STOCK.
,

1921 Combinations.

IVY, 3 h.p., 2--,pe-d, lightweight, K.S. . . £110
B.S.A., 4i h.p., alj-chiin. 2-5peed, K.S. . £153
B.S.A., 7-9 h.p. twin, 3-spaed, clutch, K.S. £175
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain-cum-belt, 3-speed £165
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all-chain, ditto, Gloria

Sidecar £175
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. twin 3-speed, clutch . £170
RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p. flat twin, 3-5peed, K.S. £184
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. standard H.2 Comb. £185
MATCH LESS 3 h.p. ditto, Lucas Magdmo £210
MATCHLESS, S h.p. ditto, 2-seater S-car £191
MARTINSYDE, 6 li.p., 3.5P £145
BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p.. 3-sp., spare wheel £197
QUADRANT, 4; h.p., 3-speed, standard . £125
SUNBEAM, 3 h.p., Lucas Magdyno, all on £286
ENFIELD 8 h.p. standard Combination . £170
ENFIELD 8 h.p. ditto, with Lucas Mag-

dyno £182
HUMBER, 4.1 h.p. flat twin, Montgomery £166
2ENlTH,-5 h.p._ Model C, Mon tgomcry Sc. £149
SCOTT 3} h.p. twin standard Combination £170
A.J.S. 7 h.p. standard Comb., spare.wheel £215

\ h.p., 2-stroke, single-speed, touring, sports,

^ or ladies' models £60
^ 2 1: h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed model £68 ]

^ WALSALL DEPOT.
,

4, chain drive, 3-speed £135 «'
- *3

'. h.p. T.T., single-speod £93 J" *3l h.p. B.R.S., single-speed £113 %
5 *3^ ^-P- ^•^' single-speed £123 ,
IT 3! h.p., 3-«peed. chain drive £132
^ " Dc Luxe " Sidecar £42
^1 " Sporting " Sidecar £35

*3-speed Models extra £31
E C WALSALL DEPOT.

REGISTERED TRADE MARK.

AiamsYi m.

.li:j

6 h.p. O.H.I.V. 3-speed kick-

starter all - chain drive and

luxurious sidecar. -

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

A LIMITED QUANTITY AT
THIS PRICE. I

7-9 h.p.)

starter.

,
-"------%r

iey-iJ^-Vic

E^visal t® Me-w.

i-

I

THE

OVERHi'
Chain - d

aj h.p

Plated
BRIEF SPECIFICATION. ENGINE — V type twmi
H.D., 85x81. MAGNETO—Berlins, Bosch or Dixie.,
CARBURETTER—Schebler automatic. GEAR BOX _—H.D., 3-speed. CLUTCH—H.D., hand or foot-^
operated. TYRES —28 X 3 Goodyear, Dunlop, etc.

7-9 h.p. model. 3-speed, solo £100^
7-9 h.p., with new Montgomery Sidecar £130_'

" All on." i.e.. lamps, horn, licence card holder included. |

CASH EXCHANGES OR
DEFERRED PAYMENTS

CASH.
EASY

EXCl
PAYMEMTS

^

. ARRANGED..

Vm'J^V^m'^J'm'V.rm'-Vm^V
C16 In cms

^ 3! h.p., 3-speed, K.S., all-chain 148 gns.
m" 3.1 h.p., 3-speed, T.T. model 145 gns.

1^ 8 h.p., 3-spped, K.S.. all-chain 176 gns.
J S-car, 3^ h.p. model, 47 gns. ; dyn. lighting. 24 gns,

% S-car, 8 h.p. model. 50 ?ns. : dvn. lighting, 25 gns.

\ EX LONDON r

iverini/ this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle."

aec
i

SiV«->iW-'^-»^1
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[•OR
IS St, Exeter.
333- Tdegnl>ns

:

"Combustion."

EFOT^ i Losa^©HS,
: AND

VALU

3-speed kick-

spring-frame,

£198
£241
£276

screen.

Popular Model .

.

Sfandard Model
"1 Stand.ird, with dynamo
% EX LONDON AND EXETER STOCK

5 "\Av^i%%n-%^vwu-s^

w

^
TwoStroke^

ar, two screens,

el and tyre.

^JIMSSy

SPECIAL AGENTS^EXETER AND WALSALL. '

SOLE LONDON AGENTS. A Model to suit every rider I

2A h.p., all purpose £55 I

2\ h.p., ditto, z-speed 7. . £65
i

2^ h.p., ditto, ditto, and clutch £69,
:'j h.p., ditto, ditto, lady's model £69

3 h.p., ditto, all-purpose £63
3 h.p., ditto, 2-speed £77 '

3 h.p., ditto, ditto, and clutch £84 1

3 h.p. de luxe Combination £110 I

THE WINNER OF THE IVY COMPETITION IS— I

MR. W. THOMAS, I

9, BEAUMONT ROAD, ILFORD. I

£48
£85
£30
£65
£65
£48
£58

£80

£40

£50

OOEkS

GUARANTEED
-speed, Clutch,

starter.

,
W.D. Finish,

aamelled

J Grand Prix Standard .. £218
? De Luxe, air-cooled . . 215
^ De Luxe, water-coj^led . . 228

Ji Aero Standard . . . . 250
f Family 4-seater . . . . 235
/ Dynamo, £25. M.A.G. Engine, £5
/ Alumiuium Dash, 30/- extra.

\ ex LONDON.

J
T.E.

I

ALL

-%--

£235?,

10 h.p. Blackburne, air-

cooled . . . . ....
10 h.p. Blackburne,

water-cooled . . . . 250
Dynamo Lighting, ;^2o; spare wheel,

£7 extra.
LONDON, WALSALL and EXETER.

Sole Distrilmtlni Agents for London. C
Middlesex, Herts, Essex, Surrey, Stat- f
lordshlre, Somerset, Devon and Cornwall. J

35 h.p., twin Standard,' s-speed 125 gns. i
3 h.p., ,, 130 gns. K

Lucas Magdyno, 20 gns. extra. r
Immediate Delivery ex stock.

*

SECOND-HAND MACHINES. Solo.
NEW IMPERIAL, :} h.p., 1919, J.A. P. £60
RUDGE-MULTI ;i h.p., 1919, clutch,

pedal starter £75
VERUS, 2 J h.p., 1920, 2-stroke, 2-speed . £65
VERUS, 2lh.p., 1920, single-speed £52
DOUGLAS, 2.} h.p., W.D., 2-5peed £65
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., W.D., 3-speed £70
ZENITH, 5-6 h.p.. 1920, ]..\.P., all lamps £90
TRIUMPH, sJh.p., I9i3,beltdriv;
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., W.D., 3-sp., clutch, K.S,
GRANOEX PRECISION, 4 h.p., 1914
DOUGLAS, 2 J h.p., W.D., 2-speed .....
DIAMOND, 23 h.p., 1920, J.A.P., clutch
METRO-TYLER, 2J h.p.,1921, 2-str.,2-sp.

WOOLER, 2i h.p.. 1920. 2-sp., ......
FRANCIS-BARNETT, 25 h.p., 1920, new,

shop-soiled only
PORTLAND, 2j h.p., 1920, new, shop-

soiled only
PORTLAND, 2.2 h.p., r920, new, shop-

soiled onlv ....'...';

VERUS-BLACkBURNE, 4 b.p., 1920,
new, shop-soiled only £92

N.U.T.. ^.l h.D.. 1920, L^icas Magdjmo .. £125
HUMBER 4i h.p., flat twin, 1921, shop-

soiled only £128
MARTIN 2} h.p.J. A.P., 1921, sh.-sld. only £74
CLYNO 2} h.p.. 1921. new £65
DOUGLAS 2j h.p., W.D., disc wheels ... £65
TRIUMPH 4 h.p,, 1915. 3-speed -. . £75
INDIAN 7-9h.p.,i92i,plec.lampsandhorn£120

Combineitions.
DOUGLAS, 3! h.p., 1914, 2-speed £95
ARIEL, 5 h.p., 1914, larnps, screen, etc, £85
RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., 1919, splendid condition £90
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1919, complet., £78
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 1919. Henderson £85
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1920, splendid condition £98
ZENITH, 6 h.p., 1920, J.A.P. Watsonian £160
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 1919, all access. £130
SUNBEAM, 3^ h.p., 1921, tirst-class

condition throui^hout £190
SUNBEAM, 3I h.p., 1920, 3-speed., Dinky £160
EXCELSIOR, 8 h.p., 1920, J. A.P.,*3-speed £160
MORGAN, 8 h.p., 1Q17, J.A.P., w.-c. .. £160,
MORGAN 8 h.p. 1920 de Luxe, elec. lamps £235''

s !)e

1921 MODELS
4J h.p., chain-cum-belt . .

.

4} h.p., all-chain drive . .

.

"Above, with No. 3 Sidecar
6-7 h.p. twin
6-7 h.p., with Sidecar

EX

v-r.

STOCK.

SEC0NC-H9ND MiSCHINES.
PREMIER, 3.', h.p., 1914, Bosch magneto £65
B.S.A., 4} h.p., 1917, Mills-Fulford Sidecar £77
CALTHORPE, 2} h.p., 1921, J.A.P., 2-sp. £70
SIMPLEX UNIT, 1,1 h.p. 1920, all lamps £25
RUDGE-MULTI, 3J h.p., 1920, good cou-

dition £77
VERUS-BLACKBURNE, .4 h.p., 1920,

new. shop-soiled onlv £92
MORGAN, 8 h.p., 1919, J.A.P., w.-c. . . £180
MATCHLESS, S b.p., 1920, Magdvnolight. £167
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 1920, 2-seater Sidecar .... £165
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4 h.p. flat twin,

new, shop-soiled only £130

£85 .

£110 »,

. . (extra) £42
£133
£175

Eseeter D

!ie«

h.p., 3 speeds and reverse,

spare wheel and tyre, hood,
screen, and electric lighting set

(ex works)

---V--J'„-„v-^-

3., with Sidecar £175 "
:X LONDON AND WALSALL STOCK. %
'-"----%-----%---w--. J

IDouglas
PRICE— All models actually in stock,

i 2j h.p., 2-speed £85
2i h.p., 3-speed £106

1^ 4 h.p.. 3-speed, solo £130J 4 h.p. combioation £170
Including all accessories.

\ EX LONDON STOCK.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 1914, 3-speed. Tax paid . £95
LEVIS, 2} h.p.. ig-o, 2-spced. Tax paid £48
A.V., 5-6 h-p., 1919, condition as new . . . £78
CLYNO, 2!^ h.p.,r92i,new,shop-soiledonly £65
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 1920, J..A..P £150
LEA-FRANCISf 3! h.p., 1920, new, shop-

soiled only £105

TRADE
SUPPLIED

-^--J^'V>iA--"bV^- -------^-«
In answering this advertisement it is

."rnVm-rn'm'

desirable to meritiori " The Motor
=i1.-----i

Ci/de C17
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500 Mile Race
BROOKL.AI^DS

THE WINNING INDIAN
was fitted with

RENOLD
STANDARD
- CHAINS -

purchased January, 1921.

THE FIRST MACHINES HOME in the

250, 350, 500, and 1,000 c.c. Classes were

RENOLD EQUIPPED.

The unparalleled successes of Renold Chains in

this race and the T.T. Races prove conclusively

their overwhelming superiority.

I|,|ll|jjj,™|||i|lll|,™^

HANS RENOLD LTD.,
:,||||||

''''"'''"'"''''''''"''''": DIDSBURY MANCHESTER. :'"""

: ^, __^^^^ ^^_^ .....„•

C18 In cmswerinr/ th>s<adi-ertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Sporting Two Days Trial for Naval Officers. Sixteen Starters, Four adjudicated Equal
Winners of Trophy.

EVEN more successful than its two
predecessors the third coiTipetition

for the Arbuthiiot Trophy has sliown

that for slieer keenness and sportsman-
ship the naval officer is without equal.

He is, and must be, the most genuine
type of amateur. He spends little time
ashore, and so must, of necessity, be
precluded from enjoying any of the
advantages by which the civilian rider

can profit. His mount may be of any
age, he can have )io axe to grind, and
he is made to follow a course he would not
dream of pursuing in the ordinary way and
covers it without a grumble. 'One of those
competing last Friday reported a stop on
a certain hill and happened to mention
that a cart was in the way. Said the
official, " Would you not call that a

traffic stop?" "Oh, no," replied the com-
petitor, " it was sheer bad driving on
my part." Several men who suffered
many troubles carried on purely for love
of the sport even though they knew they
had no chance of winning, while it is in-

teresting to have to record that all who
ciimpeted in the previous Arbuthnot
Trophy events have attempted to repeat
their efforts in the succeeding competition.

Keen Supporters.

So far Terence Back, who, with Kid-
stone, last year's winner, was in the
running for the trophy, has competed in

all three, but Derek Stephens, and Jame-
son, who ran in the first event in 1919,
and were prevented last year, turned up
for this year's competition. This goes to
prove that the trial is certainly appreci-
ated by those who have ridden in it,

while the enthusiasm of those present in

endeavouring to render it more popular
among their shipmates was quite remark-
able.

This year the headquartei-s were at
Sevenoaks, and it goes without saying
that the Auto Cycle Union chose a course
which was in every way worthy of this
body. Not only were the usual Surrey
and Kentish test hills in the programme,
but two new ones—Yorks Hill and Starve-
crow (locally known as Eook's Hill)—

-

were included.
Each competitor was credited with two

hundred marks at the. start, ten being
deducted for a stop on a named hill on

the first circuit, fifteen on the second,
and twenty on the third, while it must
be remembered that the course of fifty-

eight miles had to be covered non-stop
three times.

Of the twenty-one entries, five did not
start, and of these W. 6. L. Cooper
(Scott) had magneto trouble before reach-
ing Sevenoaks.
The first man, Wheeler (4 Coulson),

was despatched from Bligh's hotel at
9.1 a.m. by Major Dixon Spain.

On Paddledock Hill. Lieut. C. Plumer (3.1 Sunbeam), followed by Lieut. L. A. Heath (8 tatj.

ciy
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The Arbuthnot Trdphy Trial—

Although not the roughest hill, despite

*e loose patch at its base, Succombs,

aed by the A.C.U. in the One Day Tnal,

was probably the steepest, but it proved

to be no impediment for the better and

newer mounts, and excellent climbs were

made by Wheeler (Coulson), Back

(Triumph), Jameson (Sunbeam), James

(N.U.T.), and Davis (Triumph). Failures

were rare at this point, but Hovenden

(Zenith) was brought to a standstill.

The remaining hills not previously men-
tioned—Chalkpit, High Lane, Polesteeple,

and Cudham—presented no difficulties, but

Starvecrow at the end of the first lap was
the chief topic of conversation. Not only

has it a ponsistent gradient of 1 in 5 or

worse, but rocks project through the sur-

face and loose stones abound, while there

is only a narrow pathway which is

negotiable. Despite this fact, the first

lap performances were quite good, and
only Dibley (Indian), Hovenden (Zenith),

and Grogau (Zenith) failed, the latter

owing to not changing down early enough.

At lunch time there were two retire-

ments—Baker (Sunbeam) and Heath
(Bat)—both owing to tyre troubles.

Baker foolishly started with a worn back
cover. So far Back (chain-driven

Triumph), Jameson (Sunbeam), James
(N.U.T.), Chads (Triumph), Davis
(Triumph), and Wheeler (Coulson) had
made non-stop runs.

In the afternoon the performances on
Yorkshill were distinctly good, and
proved that the Navy possesses some
clever riders. Wheeler came up well as

usual, while Hovenden, Plumer (Sun-

beam)—one of last year's riders—and
Ford made good ascents.

Starvecrow or Rook's Hill was certainly

a terror. Wheeler swerved badly but
got up, Knox (Triumph) had his machine
somewhat damaged by its fall, but did

well, though he wobbled badly. Grogan
(Zenith) had to make a second attempt,

Stephens (Douglas) took a toss and failed.

ddt) Sib-Lt. H. B. Baker (IndianJ on

the stone-strewn surface of Sallbox Hill

(Right; Rough and narrow lanes were

included in the course. Sub-U. R. Oliver

Bellairs (Scott) on Starvecrow Hill.

trophy—Back, Plumer, James, and Chads.

All that remained to be done after lunch

was the first half of the course as far as

Caterham, and a fairly straightforward

run to Brooklands, where it had been,

arranged to see the finish of the 500 miles

race. Unluckily for the Ai-buthnot

trial, however, Le Vaek's fine perform-

ance had upset all caleurations, and they

arrived too late to see him finish. Up to

lunch time only one non-stop man had

been eliminated, but Stephens (Douglas)

had tyre trouble and retired.

There were no further retirements, but

Knox (Triumph) stopped to pull a piece

of wire out of his rear tyre, and Davis

(Triumph) stopped for petrol, but, not-

withstanding, arrived 15m. ahead of

minimum time. Nothing daunted, the

four non-stop men arrived to time and
with clean sheets, and on their case

being considered by the officials it was
The Second Day. decided that they had all earned silver

The dozen survivors lined up at 8 o'clock medals and the right to have their names

on Saturday morning to make a third engraved on the trophy, but to decide as

round of the course. By now they knew to who should hold the trophy lots were

the hills and the stony surafces ; but, drawn, and the draw was won by Back,

although the hills caused little trouble, Tne result was most popular, and thus

minor difficulties occm-red, and there were concluded the third successful and sport-

only four men left in the running for the ing Arbuthnot Trophy competition.

Rider and Machine. Remarks.

Lieut. T. H. Back, R..N. (4 Triumph) Joint mnner of trophy and holder.

Lieut. C. Plumer, R.N. (SJ Sunbeam) 1

Lieut. P. V. James, R.N. (5 N.U.T.) } Joint winners of trophy.

Sub.-Lieut. H. C. Chads, R.N. (4 Triumph) I

Eng Lieut.-Comdr. S. O. Wheeler, R.N. (i Coulson-B.) . Retired 3rd lap ; broken belt rim aTld ptmcture.

Eng. Lieut.-Comdr. A. K. Dibley, R.N. (7 Indian, 1913). Carburetter trouble and loss of power. Retired ind
lap.

Sub-Lieut. H. B. Baker, R.N. (3S Sunbeam) Retired 1st lap ; burst cover.

Lieut.-Comdr. D. C. Ford, R.N. (6 A.J.S.) Fell ou Friday and stopped engine accidentally on

Saturday. Finished to time.

Lieut. R. C. Hovenden. R.N. (8 Zenith) Retired 2nd lap ; faUed on most hills.

Lieut. L. A. Heath, R.N. (.1-6 Bat) Retired ind lap ; tyre troubles.

Sub-Lieut. R. T. Grogan, R.N. (6 Zenith) Numerous stops on hills.

Lieut. W. D. Stevens, R.N. (4 Douglas) Fell on Starvecrow Friday, tjTe trouble Saturday.
Retired 3rd lap.

Sub-Lieut. R. Oliver Bellairs, R.N. (E-J Scott) Failed on several hiUs. Finished to time.

Sec.-Lieut. T. E. N. ICnox, R.M. (4 Triumph) Fell on Hairpin Friday, stopped to pull wire out of tyre

Saturday.

Comdr. J. C. Davis, R.N. (4 Triumph, 1015) Sooted plug Friday, stopped for petrol Saturday

afternoon.

while Oliver Bellairs failed three times

and damaged his Scott's footboard clip.

At the end of tlie afternoon's run

Hovenden (8 Zenith), who had failed on
Chalkpit, the Haii-pin, Succombs, and
High Lane, retired. A puncture spoilt

Jameson's non-stop record, leaving only

Wheeler (Coulson), Back (Triumph),

Chads (Triumph), and James (N.U.T.)

with clean sheets.
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THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIAL.
131 En!ries for Next Week's Big Evenl in (he Norlh. Several New Routes Planned.

ON itonday next competitors in the
•Edinburgh M.C.'s classic Six Days
Trial will leave the Scottish capital

to cover the first day's route to Inverness,
via Stirling, Crieff, and Amulree. The
second day's route is to the famous

Applecross Hill on the west coast, and
back to Inverness ; and the third day
will be spent in the neighbourhood of

Loch Ness, two of the test hills being
Abriachan and a recent " discovery,"
Invertarigaig, a hill likened to the Welsh

Screw Road. . Thursday will see the com-
petitors journeying south again v\a Killin
to Oban : while Friday's route will lie

a circular one, returning to this well-

known Scottish resort. On Saturday the
route is over main roads to Edinburgh.

LIST OF ENTRIES, WITH OFFICIAL NUMBERS.
No. Rider and Machine.

1. *Watson-Bourne {8 Brousli
Sujierior).

2. George Broush (3 Brough
Superior).

3. *H. Karslake {8 Brough
Superior).

4. «D. Wright, Jlin. (4 Norton sc).
5. Hi^f^h Gib5on (2-?4 Royal

Ruby).
6. *.I. Beck (3 Boyal Ruby sc).
7. "Douglas C. Sangster (5^3

.Tame",).

3. *W. JI. Buchanan (41,4 B.S.A.).
9. F. J. Hutchison (8 Roya.1

Ruby sc).
10. R. S. Macrae (7-9 Harley-

Davidson sc).
11. II. Alexander (10 Calthorpe).
12. *A. B. Fairley (10 Calthorpe).
13. "B. Carirae ( ).

14. H. Nelson (7-9 Rudge sc).
15. T. Hunter (6-7 B.S.A. sc).
16. D. .S. Milne (6-7 B.S.A. sc).
17. ,-V. Shepherd (6-7 B.S.A. sc).

No. Rider and Machine.
18. *.). B. Richardson (8 G.N.).
19. G. Grinton (7-9 Harley-David-

son sc).
20. Norman Black (Omesa).
21. *W Westwood (4 Triumph).
22. G. Gumming (3V, Sunbeam).
23. •J. W. Morton (3V. Rover).
24. ±\ W. Viles (5-6 Raleigh).
25. A. , G. Fenn (5-6 Raleigh).
26. K Holden (5-6 Raleigh).
27. •J. Browne (2','4 Douglas).
28. J. T. Wood (10 G.W.K.).
29. ».M T. Calderon (2",i Velo-

cette).

30. •J. Richardson (5 Lea-Francis
SC).

31. *U. A. M-Keand (4 Harley-
Davidson).

32. *R. T. Bali (3% Scott).

33. A. L. Downie (5-6 Raleigh).
34. *H. .S. Heaton (8 Brough

Superior).

No.
35.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.

44.
45.
46.

48.
49.

50.

51.

Rider and Machine.
F. G. . Boddington (10

Morgan).
*R. K. Morrison (7 A.J.S. sc).
A. F. Downie (7 A.J.S. sc).

*J. Kish (4 Norton sc).
W. Brandish (3'/. Rover).

*C. Guthrie (8 Royal Ruby
sc).

W. L. Guy (3%i Scott).
C. M. O'Connor (8 Rover).
A. G. Cocks (31/. Beardmore-

Precision).
B. Alan Hill (8 Rover).
T. Peck (6 7 Ariel sc),
T. Sinclair (7-9 Harley-David-

son sc).
G. Featherstonhaugh (8

Rover).
L. Newey (6-7 Ariel sc).
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial

sc).
L. N. Bennett (8 Rover).
A. S. Guthrie (2i,i Metro-

Tyler).

I he route ot the Iscoltish Six Days Trials, which commence from Edinburgh on Monday next

No. Rider and Machine.
52. J. L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel sc).
53. "R. A. C. Rayner (7 A.J.S.

sc).
54. D. J. Cutler (3 Rover).
55. *A. Brown (3V" Sunbeam).
56. A. J. Sproston ( ).

57. *J. A. Hilger (5 Rover).
58 F. T. Sibley (7-9 Rudge 6C);
59. H. Gardner (8 Rover).
60. R. B. Clark (5 Zenith).
61. L. L. Sealey (4V, B.S.A.).
62. Neville Hall (25,^ O.K. Union).
63. B. L. Bird (4Vi B.S.A.).
64. *A. Conville (3Vi Lea-Pranci!).
65. L. A. Welch (4>/i B.S.A. 1.

66. '.-v. PeHers (4 Indian Scout).
67. W. Handlev (254 O.K. Union).
68. H. F. Edwards (4',4 B.S.-4..).

69. A. E. RoUason (4V'. Ariel).
70. A. Wood (414 B.S.A.).
71. J. H. Walker (41,4 B.S.A.).
72. H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan).
73. H. Langman (3-14 Scott).
74. Wm. Jowett (7 Jowett).
75 «J. E. Chisholm (5':. Ariel)'.
76. Len. Crisp (4V2 Hun-.ber).
77. E. H. Gitfovd (6 Marlinsyde

sc).
78. J. T. Bashall (6 Marlinsvde

EC).
79. Harrv Crisp (414 Hnmber).
80. P. Cunningham (3',- P. and

M.l.
81. B. Watson (4i:, Humberl.
82. G. M. Townsend (3V-' P. and

M.).
83. A. J. C. Lindsay (3'A Rover).
84. Harry E. Fairley (12 A.B.C.).
85. *Don&ld Parsons (8 Matchlejs

sc).
86. S. C. Hubbard (2"l4 Coulson).
87. '^Charles Moser (4 Triumph).
88. J. B. Miller (4 Bradbury):
89. W. G. Donaldson ( ).

90. *J. R. Fellows (3',^ Sunbeam).
91. «E. W. Choldcroft (4 A.J.S.).

92. *W. A. Davenport (5-7 Coven-
try-Victor).

93. J. Westwood Wills (4 Powell).
94. "John A. Leyland (3'l^ P. and

lU.).

95. "-E. S. Astley (.5 Rover).
96. -"Maj. J. D. Johnstone (7

Jowett).
97. R. Lewis (SV" P. and M.).
93. W. H. Bashall (6 Martin.syde

sc).
99. *G. L. White (5 Rover).

100. *D. A. Atkin (5 Rover).
101. 'W. H. Udall (6 Bradbury sc).

102. John VVallis (6 Bradbury sc).

103. Bert Kershaw (21,4 New Im-
perial).

104. •George Nott (7 Matchless sc).

105. W. Douglas Hawkes ( 10 Horst-
man).

106. nV. Moore (3";1 Scott).

107. R. N. Lochhead (31/.. Ariel).

108 'F. E. Marsden (31/- Sunbeam).
109. 'Donald S. Parsons' (3 Jlatrh-

less sc).
110. W. G. Donaldson (6 Rover sc).

111. K. M. Quaile (8 New Imperial
sc).

112. «B. Silence (4 Harley-David-
EOU 1

.

Hi. R. M. Wilson (254 Hobart).
114. C. H. Hanwell (21,4 Cedos).
115. J.R.Alexander (3i,i, Douglas).
116. Reg. Brown (SVi Sunbeamsc).
117. (2"!4 Hawker).
118. (2% Hawker).
119. George Dance (31/j Sunbeam).
120. (2% Hawker).
121. W. L. Cowan (2% New Im-

perial).
122. Rex G. Mnndy (8 B.A.C.).
123. W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc).
124. D. S. Alexander (31,^, Douglas),
125. *J. .^.hepherd (6 Campion).
126. (2'!4 Hawker sc).
127. J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea

sc).
128. S. Hall (8 Morgan).
129. (31.'. Douglas).
130. H. E. Mac-Gillivray (SV. .\riel).

131. J. A. Porter 214 Jlassey-
Arran).

* Indicates private owner.
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NO OBSERVED HILLS.
An Open Reliability Tria! in the Bournemouth District.

A Harley-Davidson rider—J. Caslake, Junr., followed by
H. M Brewer (2i Wilkin) and W. F. Arnatt (31 P and M.)
near Corfe Castle.

A couple of Martlnsydes near Stoke Hollow, on a hill

that was thickly strewn with big stones. The riders are

A. A. Symes and F. L. Soames.

EXCEPT for one timed climb there were
no observed hills in the first post-

war open trial organised by the
Bournemouth and District M.C. and
L.C.C. on Saturday last.

A'speed trial was included, and elimina-

tion
,
was effected by means of time

checks, both open and secret.

Weighing in took place at an early

hour, and a start was made in perfect

weather, at 9.30 a.m. ; the course, though
somewhat lacking in really severe hills,

was made difficult by the rough by-roads
traversed.

The course was by the main road to

Warehara, then by circuitous route via

Corfe Castle, taking in a very rough
chalky hill called Creech Hill, which gave
very little trouble, back to Wareham,
thence on by-roads to Bere Regis. Mil-
borne, Stileham, Dewlish, Lower Anstv,
Stoke Wake Hill, Turnworth, WooUand,
Winterbourne Stickland, and Blandford,
for lunch. Nothing severe was encountered
on the morning run e.Kcept Stoke Wake
Hill, and this only on account of sur-

• face. " The riding here was very poor.
It was a great pity that this hill was
not observed, for about 30% failed.

Perhaps this was .due to lack of e.xperi-

ence, for of the seventy-four entrants not
a dozen were well known in the compe-
tition world, most being local clubmen.
The" star performances were : R.

Thick (7 Indian sc), J. A. Newman (7
A.J.S.), D. T. Phillips (7 Harley-David-
son), J. E. J. Whitakftv (3^ Norton),
and H. F. S. Morgan (10 Morgan-)." W.
'Julian (tevisj had very bard luck, for

C12

halfway up the hill his leather coat caught
in his chain, and brought him to a sudden
stop. H. R. Kennedy also came to a

sudden stop, this being due to lack of

fuel. E.\cept for three watersplashes,
"

all rather shallow, due to continued
drought, and -miles of very flinty lanes

—

which made the thought of punctures
very prominent—there were no further

incidents to report in the morning run.

The Second Section.

In the afternoon Blandlord was left by
the Shafte'Sbury Road, through Iwerne
Minster and Sutton Waldron to St. John's
Hill, Shaftesbury, which gave no trouble,

and the run continued to the Zigzag
Hill. Here experience counted, and the
old handts rounded the hairpins with ease,

while others on .^similar machines had their

feet well out on all corners.

The next point of interest was the timed
hill at Fontmel Magna, an excellent wide
hill of about 1 in 6. The top being visible

from the bottom, the flagging system of

timing was used. This enabled the
officials to get the men off without any
undue waiting. No failures were observed,
and quite a number made fast climbs. E.
J. L. Strong and D. T. Phillips (7 Harley-
Davidson) being particularly fast. Some
of the 3^ h.p. solo machines would have
been much faster on their middle gears.
Prom Fontmel Magna the route con-

tinued to Tarrant Gunville, Tarrant
Hintoii, and Tarrant Launceston. Here a
watersplaeh some yards,wide,- but not deep-
enough to give trouble, was negotiated,
after which the run was fairly straight-

forward to Cranford Park, put at the

disposal of the Bournemouth Club by
Lady Wimborne for the speed trial. The
Park being only a few miles from Bourne-
mouth, some hundreds of spectators were
present. The Harleys oi Strong and
Phillips were again very prominent, as

also were 0. Goodman (3i N.U.T.), S.

Priestley (4 Triumph), J. H. Welch (4i
B.S.A.), the brothers Randall Jones on
Triumphs, and C. Volk (Sunbeam). The
two-strokes of Julian (2^ Levis) and
Handley (2i O.K.) also had a useful turn
of speed. In all, sixty-eight signed in

at the last check.

THE ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL.
The new date of the visit of the Dutch

motor cyclists to this country has now
been fixed as September 24th to 27th.

The Anglo-Dutch trial will be on the 26th.

A very complete programme is being
arranged, and briefly is as follows

:

Friday, September 23rd.—The Dutch
team leaves for England.
Saturday, September 24th.—Entertained

:

to breakfast by the Essex M.C. Run to

Coventry. Dinner as guests of the Coven-
try and Warwickshire M.C.
Sunday, September 25th. — Run to

Worcester, via Stratford-on-Avon. Dinner
by the Worcester M.C.
Monday, September 26th.—Anglo-Dutch

trial from Worcester to
:
BrooHands, in-

cluding speed trials on the track. ; Dinner
at.R.A.C, as, guests. oLthe A-CU.
Tuesday, September 27th.—R-ettirn to

Harwich.
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All British

Cost Lqss - Last LorL0Qr>
A few 3-pIy All-Rubber Prices.

£2 1 9

£2 4 3

£2 4 6
other sizes in proportion. All standard sizes mad-e.

26 X 2

26 X 2

26 X 2

Price List and Bookie! " Testimony," tree 011 jeguesl.

The Beldam TjTe Co. (1920), Ltd.,

Brentford, Middlesex.
Telephone: Ealing 125.

Manchester, District and North Wales : \V. Brigga & Co.,

Windsor Bridge, Salford. Nottingham : The City Rubber
Co., 106, Upper Parliament Street. Colne, Lar.cs : G. W.
Rushworth, Brown Street. Four Northern Counties : R. Y.
Mcintosh &Co., 13, Sha'cespeare Street, Newcistle-on-Tyae.
Scotland: Drysdale & Co., York Place, Dumfries. Ireland:
Messrs. Hill & Co., Motor Eng. Galway.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

THE "COVENTRY"

Standard

Motor Gycfe Chain

is still scoring.

There must be

a reason for it.

Why not investigate for yourself

by trying one. They represent

supreme quality, workmanship
and value.

= "THE COVENTRY" CHAIN CO., LTD.

= LONDON COVENTRY GLASGOW

= MANCHESTER BIRMINQHAM BELFAST

THE RECORD 5CORE
7 Worlds Records
14 British Records

16 TropKies
150 Firsts aJ^a 403eoavls

in. Motbrcxck eveivls

i921

-STILL SCORING
:m

486 zr

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

III aiisweriiiq thexe advertisements it is de&iwhlc to 'mention "The Motor C'liele.
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y—^^ 7— Haad Lishh

BaU'ery e.n<i Suiifch

Aul-om&Kc Cht^i-<5ina SuiUh.

BRITISH

MAGNETOS
'— Tjfe Besii'n

- tAe -worfd"

Write for list CM. 7721 on
the B.T.H. " Sparklight."

The B.T.H.
"Sparklight"
combined ignition and lighting

set for single-cylinder two-stroke

engines, supplies lighting from

the magneto without mcreasing

the power required to drive it,

or ajffecting its ignition in the

• slightest degree.

The Set comprises a B.T.H. high

tension magneto with attachment to

automatically collect the lighting

current; a non-spillable battery in

aluminium box with switch ; and head

and tail lamps complete with bulbs

wiring and fittings

Price complete, £15-0-0 nett.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
Lower Ford Street :: :: :: :: Coventry.

!l

Pedley PneumaticGrip

Obtainable from all Agents.

PEDLEY Pneumatid Grips are manufactured in two
models: Pattern 21 as illustrated, and pattern 20-

with two rings.

"WILL USE NO OTHER"
An unsolicited testimonial :

Sheffield.

"You will no doubt be pleased to hear that I have
had a pair of your Grips in constant use on my 7-9 h.p.

^'.T. INDIAN machine for a period of two years,

covering 32,000 miles, and, as the saying goes, 'in

future I shall use no other.'
"

P.E.R.

X PEDLEY & SON, LTD.,
OXFORD WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.

London Address ; 30, Holywell Lane, Great Castem Street, E.C
j

//<aVf/ P— Rather. I
use

,?NOWDRIFTi
OIL

Mr. M. Garson, riding a 4 ii.p.

Triumph Combination and using
SNOWDRIFT Motor Cycle Oil

Heavy, secured go marks and
a iarst class reward in the North
Western Motor Cycle Trials.

Write joy descriptive chart and price list to

SNOWDON SOMS & COMPANY, LTD.

Bept.I), 85, Graceohurch St., London, E.C.3

Or-
bnowdon, Sons & Co. (Manchester), Lil.

Cunard BuUdings, LIVERPOOL.

In (tnswerino these advertisements ii is disirable to /neniion "Tlie Motor Ctjdc.'
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enables the passenger behind a

/IDE CAR WIND JCREIEN
to make unl mited horizontal or vertical adjustmenl as
desired, simp y by utiscrewing wi h the finger^ the Iwo
buttertly nuts shown. The whole screen may th^n be
moved backwa d or forward, up cr down, end again
screwed to a firm pcsition. Th's tull ac^justabili y is a big
advantage ever o'her types of screens wh ch are fixed or
remi-fixed* Made of transparent cell iloid with a st^el

frame it is both i^ht and rigid, and never Icses i s original
shape. Ihaid3 wings are hinged, a' owi ig ihe whole
siren to sw ng asi:)e, giv'nT free access and exit.

The Bluemel Windscreen has aU the advantages

.

Can be obtained through any Cycle and Motor Agent-

If you desire further particulars send for illustrated

leaflet—posted by return.

Price 88/- each.
BLUEMEL
WOLSTON -

BROS. LTD.,
IVear COVENTRY.

"GRIPIO"
The Quickest

ADJUSTABLE WRENCH
the Worid.

Fits every size and

shape of Nut, Pipe,

or Bolt.

The Handiest Tool

for Motor-Cyclists

ever invented.

Fnstantly adjusted

by the mere pres-

sure of the thumb.

The las!: ounce of

power applied in a

fraction of a second.

The
Wrench
that

does not

Monkey
with the

Nuts.

Sin. size.

G? ey Finish or Plated

7III
post free.

Orders filled by return

Other sizes.

Prices on Application

Tested and Approved for 12 months.

"MONEY BACK" GUARANTEE
We undertake to exchange any Wrench bearing

our Trade-7nark, which proves unsatisfactory—or

to refund purchase price in full

DON'T DELAY
WRITE TO-DAY

The Patent '*Gripio'' Wrench
and Spanner Co., Ltd.,

12, Hackins Hey,

Dale Street, Liverpool.

1
In cmswcriiu/ these advertistmenis it w dcshablc to mciition "Tlie Motor Cycle.' C3I
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i.-^»..cj«

TYRE yA.i;vE

The spring "Inside" is the finest

air retainer in the world. The
slotted cap can be used as a key
to remove or replace "Insides."

Testing by pressure gauge is a most
simple operation. It is the only
Tyre Valve - made in one piece.

There are no j oints—no weak spots.

There is a " Schrader " Tyre Valve for

every type of wheel.

Extra " Insides " are obtainable in dust-
proof boxes of five from all good dealers.

CONVERSIONS
The valves on your present tyres—if not
already " Schrader Universals "—can be
adapted to the "Schrader Universal"
principle at a trifling cost. And then you
will have no inconvenience from leakages
arising from perished valve rubbers or othe
causes. Write to us for particulars.

I2lt{8!r(iled Booklet post free.

A. SCHRADER'S SON, Inc.
Victoria Rd., WUlesden Junction,

London, N.W.IO.
Manufacturers of the "SCHRADER
UNIVERSAL " Tyre Pressure Gauge.

Be sure it's a "SCHRADER."
Look out for the name.

hat should a

Tyre Valve be?
It should be airtight; }

It should be easily inflated

;

}

It should allow you to test the air }

pressure in the tyre
; 1

It should be simple in construction;

It should be dustproof;

It should be made in standard sizes

.

All of these qualifications are

embodied in the

CJodbolds.

C3^

unie

BRITINyL
TheTrouble 5aver

Every motor cyclist should inciude a
' Britinol " Soldering Outfit in his Tool Kit.
It is the most efficient and practical soldering
outfit on the market. There is no mess or
bother with fiuxorresin, "Britinol" issoldec
and flux combined in paste form, ensuring a
clean, workmanlike job in a few moments.
Used in the leading engineering workshops,
and acknowledged to be the only soldering
medium for high grade work. All accessory
dealers should write for Trade Terms of this
quick seller.

Price 9/6, or sample set post paid in he

. United tS-ingdom for "lO/-.

BI-IVIETAL.S, UTD.,
57, LANT STREET, BORO', S.E.1

Fit your
machine
with the

L.M.O.
Patent Suspension

Cuts out all saddle tiredness ; gives the

nearest approach to a full-sprung frame that

can be obtained ; fits any modem machine with

a top tube over the tank. Price €5 5

The L.M.C. Saddle suspension is

fitted as standard equipraent on the

6-8 h.p. L.M.C. Twin AUhaln
com'-ination. Ibis machin; is

uaiqus value at £160.

A si-' ilar combination (ilso includ-

ing the suspension) but with chain-

cum-be t drive n made at £150.

All delails from
THE LLOYD MOTOR
ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.,
132.MonumentRd .,B'ham.

To preserve the beauty of your new outfit or
smarten the appearance of the old " 'bus," use
' Derusta,' the Rust-Remover, and 'Corrosine,
iJw Rust-Preventer Dope. In i /6 & 2 /6 size
Packages of your Dealer or direct from

HnW<sF'<i "THE
llXJllOLi Of Rust Prevenler Firm.

Union Works, SMETHWICK.

SPEEOL0IIIMOTOR 01 LS
HIGH GRADE

AND
UNEXCELLED
FOR CYCLES.
John S. Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works. Manchester

In ansiverirtf) these advertisements it la desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,"
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Immediate Delivery
RE-PLATED.

RE-ENAMELLED .

RE-BUILT.

Perfect finish in 1920 Colours.

3i
2 h.p. P. & M.—2-speed, kick-start and

clutch—Solo

—

£30 down and 12 monthly

payments of £2-12-6, or Fitted with ~ well

upholstered and roomy new sidecar and chassis,

£40 down and 12 monthly payments of £3-10-0

Cash: Solo £60 Combination £80

LIMITED NUMBER ONLY.

Acetylene generator, bead and tail lamps, tools, pump, and
mechanical horn, £5 the set.

MOTOR VEHICLES (L"rr;i,1?) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

15, 16 & 17, Eldon Street, London, E.C.2.
'Phonj : Wall 5436.

filttllllllltlltm)lrlrlllll .iiiiiiiiiiiiiitili

a>-Z?r~~\ ' i"iii""i"iiii"iNniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliilllll L

,,,,£SSif^,.,:|;:;;;;iiii:

ASK your womenfollc about
."Luvisca." Ttiey will make

you glad to know that you can

obtain "Radiac Luvisca" Shirs,

Pyjamas and Soft Collars.

"Luvisca" looks and feels like

finest silk—yet washes better. Its

softness and freshness are per-

manent. It is admired for its

perfect weave and soundness, and
" Radiac Luvisca " designs have a

note of refinement quite their own.

SHIRTS, PYJAMAS
AND SOFT COLLARS
in this popular material are made
up by the makers of the famous
" Radiac " Shirts.

Obtainable frim leading

hosiers eveijwhere.

Mamfaclurers : McINTYRE, HOGG. MARSH & CO. LTD.
New Basinghall Street, London, E.G. 2 27 Portland Street. Manchester

!^i3c^

THE SADDLE
THAT WON THE

SANGSTER CUP &
3 GOLD MEDALS

IN THE LAND'S END TRIALS.

PATENTED

lllustration £4

ABSOLUTELY SHOCK PROOF.
Read what Mr. Short says

—

Having ridden your Tan-Sad "No Hurts" Saddle in the recent Land's End
Trials and being awarded 2 gold medals and the Sangster Cap, I feel it my
duty to tell you again what 1 think of the Saddle. Having covered well over
600 miles in 2 days' riding, / think it is the most comfortable seat I have struck
and I can honestly say I did not have.the least sign of soreness, or stiffness in

the back, nor did I receive a bad jolt tlte whole journey.
Wishing you every success,

Yours faithfully (signed) F SHORT.

And what Mr. Boynton says

—

J have pleasure in informing you that I used one ol

your "NO HURTS" Saddles through the Land's
End Trials this Whitsuntide and hawe much to thank
lame for. Although some of the roads were absolutely
vile, the comfort was a revelation unimaginable, and
unless one had the actual experience of riding one o!

your saddles is almost unbelievable.

THE FAVOURITE PILLBON SEAT
THAT GIVES JOY TO

EVERYONE-
BE SURE TO ASK FOR

TAN-SAD FOR

SAFETY AND
COMFORT.

TAN-SAD
Pillion Scat . . . . 38/-
Foot Rest . . . . 6/-
Back Rest . . , . 9/-

Handles 2/6

The Tan-Sad Insur-
ance covers Pillion

Riding without extra

charge.

Send lor tjsts to—

TAN-SAD
FREEMAN STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

Obtainable
from all

Agents.
ModelO, 2, 2&4 AQ / <

(aa illustration) ^«'/

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B27
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BRITISH

MAGNEIOS
—USe Be^tin
t£e wor-fcL"

3!%e €[ime<i

MAGNETOS
in the

SENIOR T.T.

A. Bennett (Sunbeam with "M-L" Magneto)
broke all lap records, only to be beaten later by

F. Edmond (Triumph), who lapped in 40 min.
8 sec, a wonderful record and also used an
"M-L" Magneto.

Sunbeam and Triuniph machines fitted with
"M-L" Magnetos gain 6 Gold Medals out of 14.

Out of 64 stjirters 20 machines were fitted with "M-L" Magnetos.
Each one of these demonstrated the efficiency of "M-L" Magnetos
and their absolute reliability under the severest possible conditions.

All etiquii'iss and correspondence relating to Overseas Trade and to Retail and Trade business in
this cotintry to be addressed to Ulessrs. .V. Smithand Sons (M.AJ, Ltd.. Central IVorks Cric}:lEwood,
IJ W 2. Sole Makers : The 3/-L Magneto Syndicate, Ltd., Cotfentry, to wltom all enquiries flom
Mann'ocfiirers slitnddl'C ^i>'t.

Godbolda.

B28 In answeriiip these advertisements it is clcsirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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^VHERBVBR YOU GO
be it seaside, the Lake District, or the moors and dales

of Yorkshire, if you purchase from

LAMB
you ensure a trouble free HOLIDAY.

NEW 1921
NEW SMPERIAL, 8ti.p £168
MATCHLESS, standard £185
MATCHLESS, dynamo lightiiin £207 10

£191-10-0 cash, or £51-17-3 down and 11 payments of £14
Dvnamo ^is^'tins £22 lOs. extra..

The l£t.r-g;er- tHe deposi-t, -tHe moi-e si.civEintEie'eously yOM buy;

RUNABOUTS^
MORGAN Grand Prix £218 MORGAN Family Model, dynamo lighting £265
MORGAN de Luxe, MagdMio lighting £262 MORGAN de Luxe. J.A.P £228
COVENTRY PREMIER ..' £250 ROVER Light Car £262 11) Q

IVIACHINES.
PARAGON Sidecars £31 10

ALLON, 2-specd, kick-starter ...-. £75
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric model £180
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, standard £175
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, sports £150
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar . £45
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Super Sidecar , £86 5

RUDQE, LO.M .... £85
O.K., 2-spced £59 17

O.K., sins?Ic-speed, semi-T.T £50 8

CONNAUGHT, sinele-speid £47 10

CONNAUGHT, 2-5pecd, semi-T.T.. kick-start £62 10

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., ::speed £69 6
CALTHORPE, special model £45 3
CALTHORPE, 2 stroke, 2-spccd £65
NEW IMPERIAL, 2ih.p., kick starter £80 17

NEW IMPERIAL, 2jh.p £73 10
B.S.A. No. 3 Sidecar £42
B.S.A. No. 2 Sidecar £35
B.S.A. No. I Sidecar ." £42
•INDIAN Powerplus Combination, electric £198
'INDIAN Powerplus, solo, electric £162
"INDIAN Scout Combination, electric equipment £186
'^INDIAN Scout, solo, minus electric equipment £132

' ^These machines arc slightly shop-soiled.

A.J.S., standard, spring seat
.^^ £215

A.J.S., dynamo lighting, spring seat £243
TRIUMPH, Model H, 4 h.p £115
TRIUMPH, all-chain, S.D £125
TRIUMPH Junior £70
TRIUMPH Sidecar (Gloria) £50
NEW HUDSON Popular £52 10
B.8.A, 6-7 h.p. Combination £175
B.S.A., (5-7 h.p., dynamo £195 15
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p.; all on : £170
CLYNO, 8 h.p £195
ENFIELD, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, spiing bars, c-seater

model £194 16
ENFIELD, 2{h,p £65
ENFIELD, 2j h.p., liick-starter £70
DOUGLAS, all on, 2? h.p. .-. £85
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 3-speed £100
LEVIS, 2i h.p., 2-speed £68
LEVIS, single-speed, semi-T.T .- £60
B.S.A., Model K2 £107
B.8.A., Model H2 £110
NEW HUDSON Ace, with spare alnraiiiium piston £75.

1920 NEW
1920 P. & M. Combination £130 10
1920 DOUGLAS, 2.? h.p., 3-spced £92 10
1920 NEW HUDSON, 2-spced £60

SECOND-HAND
1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar £100
19:1 MORGAN, dynamo lighting, hood cover, watch, speedo-

meter, dash lamp, spring gaiters, Klaxon horn, electric

hooter, and many spares T £240
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, lavishly equipped . . £210
LEVIS Popular, T.T. bars, and accessories £50

IVIACHINES.
IQ20 JAMES 4I h.p. Combination £150
1920 NEW IMPERIAL and Swan Sidecar £150

1920
1920
1916 DOUGLAS', renovated model £50
1920
1919

RUDGE, 7-9 h.p. twin, and accessories £85
(Dec.) TRIUMPH and Watsonian Sidecar £95

IVIACHINES.
1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric £95
1921 DOUGLAS I h.p. Com.. expensi\'ely fitted up, as new .. £165

1915 B.S.A.
I
{h.p. Combiiiatinn, as new £69

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, dynamo lighting £165

192: COVENTRY PREMIER Runabout, only soiled £230
1921 FORD Sedan, with nearly £50 worth, of accessories £390
1920 TRIUMPH a.nd Paragon folding Sidecar and accessories. . £125

1915 ENFIELD, fully equipped £85

WANTED.—1916 and lEiter Solo IVIact

LAMB'S
387, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 4978. 'Grams: "Lamocy, Eusroad, London."

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAWISTOW, LONDON, E.
'Phone: Walthamstow 169 (2 lines), 'Grams; "Cyclotomo, 'Phone, L' don."

50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.
'Phone: Hornsey 1956. 'Grams: " Doularaocy, 'Phone, London.''

In an.^werinr/ this advertisement it is desirnble to mention ''The Motor Cijcle. B31
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YOU AUTO CYCLE

!

A ten-mile radius round home covers all your walks!

Besides, walking in the sun is not pleasure, it's hard

work, and out of date at that.

New machines in stock for Immediate Delivery.

7: MAY WE SEND FULL LIST? 7:

200 BARGAINS IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

ilVlmED!Al£ IJELIVERY.

COVENTRY EAGLE, 4h.p., 3-sP<;=d, clutcii,

andK.S £103

B.SJL (H2), 4i h.p., all-chain £110

8.S.A. (K2), 41 h.p., chain-cum-belt £10T

ZENITH, 90 bore, o.h.v., T.T £146

GOULSON, 2j h.p., Blackbumj, 3-speed £117 12

ARIEL, 3* h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and K.S. . £100

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed £115

A.J.S. 7 h.p. dynamo lighting Combination . £243

ALLON, 2} h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and K.S. . . £75

ARIEL 7 h.p. twin Combination £150

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S. £127 10

CALTHORPE 3 h.p. 2 stroke 2-speed clutch

and K.S. Combination, dynamo lighting £110

COULSON, 4 h.p., Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch,

and K.S £128

DIAMOND, 2j h.p. J.A.P., Enfield, 2-speed . £84

DIAMOND, 2} h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey 2-speed,

clutch, and K.S £89 5

DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 2-speed, all accessories . £85

DOUGLAS, 2ih.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S. ... £105

HUMBER, 4 h.p. flat twin. 3-spced. clutch,

and K.S £140

INDIAN 4 h.p. Scout, 3-speed, clutch, K.S. . £172

LEA-FRANCIS, 3! h.p. twin, ^-speed. clutch.

and K.S .' .' £125
LEVIS 2J h.p. Sports Popular .-. i60
MARTIN'SYDE 7 h.p. twin Combination . . . €145
MATCHLESS 7 h.p. Combination, magneto.

standard £185
Dynamo lighting, extra £25
2-seater Sidecar, eitra £7 10

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination £168
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., 2-speed £73 10
NORTON, 3I h.p., T.T., 3-speed, all-chain . . £132
O.K.-VILLIERS, 2', h.p., single-speed £50 8
O.K.-VILLIERS, 2! h.p., 2-speed £59 17
O.K.-VILLIERS, 21 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S. £64 1

P. & M., 3'. h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and K.S. . . £115
RUDGE, 3Jh.p., I.O.M., Multi £85
SCOTT, 3? h.p., 2-speed, sports model £130
VELOCETTE, 2* h.p., 2-speed, clutch £75
WOLF, 4 h.p. Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch,

and K.S £110
ZENITH, 'ih.p., sports model £115
IVIORGAN, G.P., 90 bore, o.h.v. J.A.P., light-

ing, hood, and screen £241

Swan, Millford, Henderson, Montgomery
SIDECARS.

ALLEN-
BENNETT
MOTOR Co., Ltd.

The Motor Cycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,

W. CROYDON.
Phone—Croydon 2450. _

Grams

—

"Track, Croydon.

WAUCHOPE'S
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p., dynamo £182
A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p., dynamo £245 1

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p £160
A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p £215
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2 £107
Big Four. NORTON and de luxe Sidecar .^ £177
B.S.A., 4j h.p., Model H2, chain drive £110
NORTON, 3i h.p., 3-speed, all-chain £132
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., dynamo , £195
Big Four NORTON, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick start £135
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p. twin £175
BLACKBURNE, solo, 4 h.p £127 1O

LEVIS, 2} h.p., 2-stroke £60
BLACKBURNE twin Combination, 8 h.p £227 10

Deal direci wiUi customers lor EASY RAYMENTS, and not ' through a financial house.
Terms: ONE-FIFTH down and the remainder in twelve monthly instalments. EXCHANGES

also arranged with the balance payable by extended payments. Write, 'Phone, or Gall <

All the best makes supplied promptly. Below is a selection taken from our list.

NEW 1921 MACHINES.
ARIEL Combination, 4J h.p £150
MORGAN Grand Prix, w.c. M.A.G List price

WOOLER, 2| h.p,, T.T. model, all on £85
MATCHLESS, dynamo, with 2-seater Sidecar £216 15
WOOLER, 2} h.p., touring model, all on £90 15
MORGAN de Luxe, a.c. M.A.G., complete ^ith access., tax paid £240
GHATER-LEA Combination, No. 10 £160
COVENTRY PREMIER, dynamo £250
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., clutch, and kick-start, aU on £105
G.N. Cycle Ca'r, touring model £245
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., all on £130
BRADBURY, cj h.p £89
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on £170
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Combination £17J
DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., improved W.D., 2 speeds^ all on £85
BRADBURY, 6 h.p £135
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £125
BRADBURY, 4 h.p. £103 10
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p.. Model H £115
QUADRANT, solo, 4J h.p £105
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Combination £165
QUADRANT Combination, 4J h.p £125
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2J h.p 70 gns.
VELOCETTE, 2} h.p., 2-speed £75
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2^ h.p £65
SUNBEAM, 3) h.p £155 8
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p., kick-start £70
MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., standard, spare wheel and tyre,

screen £185

NEW 1920 MACHINES. Reduced price.

2j h.p. P. & S. .

AUTOPED Scooters, dynamo £25

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3 speeds £85
TRIUMPH Junior, 2} h.p., 1914
SCOTT and Sidecar, 3^; h.p., 1913
DOUGLAS and Rideezi Sidecar, 4 h.p.,

il.H. Combination, 7-9 h.p., 1915
GARDEN Mouocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 . . . .

A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p. (special engine)

£40
£45
£65
£75
£70
£160

SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 3.V h.p., 1915 £105
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1913
J.A.P. Engine, 8-10 h.p., 1920, w.c, magneto, new (engine only).

,

£60
£40

AUTOPED Scooter, dynamo, licence paid, 1920 £20

B B

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4
'Phone ! Holborn 5777. 'Grams : " Opificer, Fleet, London.'

BS2 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mexition " The Motor Cycle.'
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rriOTOR CYCLES
Bat.

5-6]i.p.

FOR SALE.

Combination, 1920, :

:; light; £150, ofiei's.
BAT.J.A.P.

conditiou, eleetrii

Bletohley.

T3AT-J.A.r.6h.p. Combination, 3

Q .splendid

-Gawley's,
[7352

peed, Mills-l'^ilfoid

Tan-Sad; £75, or offer.-47, High
[7734

idecar, Eastini
St., Merton.

£25.—Bat 5-6h.p.. Bosch mag., E.B. carburetter, good
tyres, perfect running- order.— 35, Sedgnicor Phice,

Caitjbeiwell Green. [7261

BAT-J.A.P. 4h.p., 1914, Miibon chitch, pulley,

"lamps, carburetter; variable. jet, all new, licensed;

£26; private owner.—George Smith, 268, Lavender Hill,

Clapham Junction. [7021

BAT 1921 8h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
spare wheel, fully equipped, only run a few hun-

dred miles, as new, privately owned, must sell; £160.
—Edward Loyd, 176, Piccadilly, W. Gerrard 2338.

[7462

BAT 1920 Combination, 8h.p., aluminium sidecar,

hood, screen, legshields, speedometer, lamps, etc.,

luxurious outfit; exchange tor late 2-seater polished
Rover or similar, or sell £185.—B., 123, Uxbridge Rd..
London.. W.lli. [7136

BAT 1921 8h.p. Combination, sprung frame, new;
delivery from stock; complete with spare wheel.

£185; exchanges or extended terms.
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile S^.

Avenue 5548.

-Elce
E.G.

and Co.
'Phone :

[0071

Beardmore.
BEARDMORE-PRECISION, S'/jh.p,

starter, little used, like new
Chelmsford.

2-speed, kick
tax paid; £70.—

Hora, Rainsford Rd., Chelmsford. [7836

BEARDMORE-PRECISIOK S'Mi.p., 1920, fully

e<iuipped, excellent condition, small m'ileage : £70.

—CoUins, Lister Lodge, Atherstone. Warwicks. [S4925

BEARDMORE-PRECISION 1920 3Vjh.p., perfect
condition, done about 1,000 miles, complete

with lamps, horn, tools; £60.—Ogle, Denstone College,
Staffs. ' - [7463

RIackburne.
8Ii.p, Blackburne and Canoelet sidecar, slightly shop-

soiied; £200, or nearest.—A. J. Young and Co..

Ltd.. Newmarket. [6794

1921 Bh.p. Sporting Outfit, very
lot ; bargain, £ 160.—Bartletts, 93. Gt.

Portland St., "W. [6938

OiBcial Blackburne engine
any make.—BuUoughs Motors, Ltd..

Waterloo St., Oldbam. [1099

Watsonian de luxe
creen, lamps, tools,

licence, etc.; 100 gns.—Jackson, 54, Victoria Rd., Sur-

biton. [7540

BARGAIN.— 1921 Blackburne combination, 4h.p., 3-

speed, hand clutth, S.S., fully equipped, tax paid
;

ready to ride away, onlv done 40 miles; £138, or near

( fier.—Holiday, Deddington, Oson. [706£

1 (h21 8h.p. Blackburne Combination, lamps, screen.
X*7 horn, spare wheel, insured, tax paid, recently
overhauled, smaU mileage; £160; owner going
abrocd.—Jenkins, Wroxtcn, Banbury. [7131

BLACKBURNE
special

BLACKBURNE Agents.-
repairs

-| Q20 Blackburne Combination,
-I- 1/ sidecar. Easting wind

BRADBURY
sidecar; £65

folk.

Bradbury.
with Bowden 2-speed and

John Aidrich and Co..
Henderson
Diss, Nnr-

[0629

BRADBURT 4h.p., Cane sidecar, N.S.U. gear, Eosdi
\ui\g., good condifion; £50.-58, Shirley Park Rd.,

Croydon. [7723

3ih.p. Plat Twin Bradbury C.B. Combination, 3-

2 speed, all on. like new; sacrifice £67.—Parson-^,
261, AYaterloo Rd., S.E. _ [7301

BRADBURY, 1921, 4h.p. and 6h.p. models, promi-i
delivery.—Agents. Bright and Hayles, 78, Chur. b

St.. Camberwell, London. - [2981

4h.p. Bradburv Solo Machine, tax paid, 2-speeil
N.S.U. gear, any trial; £38.—De Cort and Flynn,

39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [7890

1 Q12 4h.p. Bradbury, 2 speeds, F.E.. T.T. l>nrs,
At/ .splendid condition thrcinghout, all on, tax paid;
£40.-52, Ashburnham Rd.. iSr.W.lO. [7424

1 Q12 4h.p, Bradbury, Saxon forks, Bosch, long
-i-t? copper exhaust, excellent order; any trial ; tax
paid; £23, or exchange lower power.—5, Thames Vjfw,
E. Molesey. [7534

BRADBURY 1920 4h.p. Combination, 3 sx)CC(\a, elec-
tric lighting. Klaxon, speedometer, clock, 1921

tax paid, small mileage; 100 gns.-Broom, 88, Gt Port-
laud St., W.l. [7721

BRADBURY 4h.p.. N.S.U. coachbuilt combination.
tuUy equipped, in excellent order, spares, genuim;

bargain; £50.—Jenkinson, 6b. Grove End House, St
John's Wood Rd.. N.W. [7370
1 Q21 6h.p. Twin Bradbury Combination, 3-3peedJ-O C.S.. K.S., Grindiay de Luxe S.G.. hand, foot
dutcli. only done 600 miles; £125. or near; high-class
lot; cost £175.—Box 5,051, c/o The Motor C-iiTe.

[7942
WAUCHOPE'9, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.O 4

-

— Bradburys, nil new models in stock, ready to/
initncdiate rtelivery: 4h.p. solos, 6h.p. combinutions^ jmd
S^ib.D. IiEhtweighta. from £89.—Apply for our eaKip"* at
easy terms. [4541

T.T.RAGEI
The machines which made out-

standing performances were the

TRIUMPH
NEW IMPERIAL

LEVIS
We can give delivery

of all the above

FROM STOCK.
Also the following for

immediate delivery :

NORTON, 16H model.. ..

NORTON, No. 9 moael .

.

A.J.S., 7 h.p. combination .

.

ENFIELD, 8 h.p. combination

ENHELD, 21 h.p.,2-stroke.

.

MORGAN, De Luxe.M.A.G.
water-cooled

COULSON B, Sports

0.K

PHONE: 1024

£132

£98

£215

£160

£65

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

]Q21 4h.p. Bradbury Combination, complete with
*J [amps, etc., delivered five weeks ago. just done

300 miles, in perfect condition owner must realise:

£120, no offers.—Flynn, 19, Millfield Terrace, Gates-
head-on-Tyne.

' [7215

BRADBURY, 4i4h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed gear, free, new
Bosch, B. and B., new tyres and tubes, new

belt, just overhauled, many new parts, excellent con-

dition, tax paid, insured, trial; £58.—Luno. 14, Colby
Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19. . [7162

Brough.
31h.p. Brou^b, late 1917. 3-speed, countershaft, per-

2 lect : £75; ride 50 miles; exchange considered.—
Hatcher, 294, Rolls Rd., Bermondsey, London. [7930

B ROUGH, T.T., o.h.v.. Model H.C., SVch.p. twin,

3-speed Sturmey box, engine practically new.
very fast, all accessories; £63.—Lieut. Hogg, Rock
House, Cromford, Matlock. [7764

1916.
horn,

'

bsolute gilt, £45.-121.
[7850

BROUGH 3Vih.p. Sporting Twin, Model H,
o.h.v., 2-siSeed countershaft. Binks,^ lamp^,

tax paid, exceptionally fast;

Acton Laiie. Chiswick, W.4.

BROUGH 3i,.'.h.p. Model H, 3-speed. S.A., K.S.,

hand and foot clutch, electric lamps, footboards,

Klaxon, just completely overhauled, licensed, very fast

sporting solo; £75; seen or trial by appointment.—H.
J. Baker. 23, Cumberland Park, Acton, W.3. [7015

WE are now ready to deliver that fast sporting

Brough 3iAh.p. fiat twin in the 'following models :

3';.h.p. touring' model, guaranteed to do 60, the

sports model to do 65, the T.T. model guaranteed to

do a speed over 70 m.p.h. ; absolutely tlie finest

workmanship, wonderfully easy to liandle: £130.—
Send your orders along to the agents, G. and .1.

Dawson, 60 and 62, Regent St., Cambridge. [0599

Brough Superior.
tea(

early delivery
JULIANS of Reading for Brough Superior. Can give

early delivery of these fine machines. [0584

£240

97 gns.

48 gns.

1Q21 Brough Superior in stock, winner oE the 2'/j

-Lt? mile sprint at Pendin'e from 31 entries Wliit-

Monday.—South Wales Distributer : W. Luther J.

Davies. 71, Commercial St., Newport, Mon. 'Phone:
2488. [0640

WE are now giving delivery ol the famous Brough
Superior machine. 8h,p., overhead valves, made

to an ideal specially for the man who takes a piide

iu ownership and desires the best, specially tuned,

guaranteed 8 or 80 on top gear. Standard, £175;
electric, £195.—Agents, G. and J. Dawson. 60 and 61^.

Regent St.. Cambridge. -[0598

B.S.A
always iB.S.A.-All n:

where.

B.S.A. Replacements,
return.

B.S.A. Specialists : County Cycle and
Broad St., Birmingham.

tock; delivered any-

every part and pattern, by

Motor Co.,

[5248

B.S.A., all

Motories,

19=
ringt

B
NEW 1921 B.S.A.

—Bounds Garag

1919

delivery
Notts.

anywhere. -Cliiiord
[7811

H.JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.

models

:

Enstnood,

20 4V|h.p. B.S.A. and B.S.A. sidecar, lamps,

luggage grid, speedometer; £98.-Below.

20 4Vih p B.S.A. Combination, brand new, un-

used, fully equipped; £110.—Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. S.W.7. [7961

S A., all models, and Kudge, repairs, spares, side-

cars.—Alexander. Wallasey Village, Cheshire.
[8423

Combinations in stock; list price.

23, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.
[7145

BS.A. 1919 4'/ih.p., with Bowser sidecar; £75.-
R. P. Lloyd, 7, Kestor Lane, Longbridge, Preston.

3ih.p. B.S.A. Canoelet Combination, 2-speed. lax

2 iiaid; £50; evenings.-52. Sandyhill Rd.. Ilford.

1(r»14 B S A.' 3iAh.p., perfect throughout, tax paid, all

i.y on; J539.-Ashworth, Hallfold, Whitwotth, Eorli-

1914, Philipson, discs, fast, guaranteed; 48
exchange lightweight.—217, Belsize Rd..

Kilburn. -
'

rX4954

1 Q20 B.S.A. All-chain Combination. Easting, acety-

i.i/ lene lighting, lovely condition; £110.-21, Keppel

Ed., East Ham. l72o5

BSA 1921 Twin 6-7h.p. Combination in Stock;
'

£175; spare wheel, tyre, and luggage grid extra

£13/19.—Below.

B.S.A. 1921 Model H2. 41/ih.p., chain drive £110;

No. 3 1921 sidecar. £42; No 2 1920 type

sidecar, £35, in stock.-A. Rivett, 236, High Rd
Leytonstone. loato

SA 1921, chain-cum-belt ; £107; in stock.—

Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rdj.

S.E.I- f^^^^

1(Q20 BSA. Combination, mileage 1.300, lamps,

-1L«7 speedometer, horn, epnrea ; any trial; £125.-145.

Northcote Ed.. S.W. .

[7569

BS A 1914. 3i/2h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, splen-

did condition, tax paid; £40, or near offer.—

54. Grove Av., Hanwell. [7141

dale.

-O.S.A.,
iJ gns.

B

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol- the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlted (P).

B35
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MOTOR CYCLES
B.S.A.

FOR SALE.

TO 20 B.S.A. 4>4b.p. H2 Combination, lamps, Lucas
^

At7 horn, excellent runnins order, tax paid; ^100. i

—Malby, Woodford, E.18. [0660

B.S.A., 1921. Model H, i£110; B.S.A. sidecar, £35.—
Agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Bd.,

S.W.7. Exchanges arranged. [7982

B.S.A. 6-7h.p, Twin Motor Cycle, brand new, never

ridden; £120, a bargain.—Skerritt, 112, Arden
Rd., Acocks Green, Birmingham. [XISOS

LATE 1920 B.S.A. Alih.p., lamps, etc., and side-

car; £100, or nearest.-Borley, Fentnam Kd^
Hampton-in-Arden, Birmingham. [X4167

B.S.A. Models ior immediate delivery; exchanges.—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd

B'

B

\V.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7914

:S.A., 1919 (Julvl, Model K., with Montgomery side-

car, excellent condition, accessories, spares.—

Griffiths, Woodville, Bramhall, Cheshire. [7243

.S.A. 1015 Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, counter-

shaft sturdy and reliable.—Apply, Newholme,
Robin Pood, Hall Green, Birmingham. [7744

BSA, 1920, and B.S.A. sidecar, ridden 1,000, Lncas
dynamo lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, lug-

g.nge grid; £150.-245, Euston Ud., N.W.I. [7270

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., of Birmingham, have
several excellent B.S.A. machines and combina

Lions at very moderate prices; write for details.
[X4177

£85; B.S.A. 4V4h.p.. 1919, sidecar. Easting screen,

electric light, tax paid, spares, tools, splendid

touring condition.—Goss, L.E.P. Co., 196, Deansgate.

Manchester. [7860

B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin, Model A, with B.S.A. No. 1

sidecar; in stock; immediate delivery; £175;
easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite

Olympia, London. ' [7292

B.8.A. 1920 4V4h.p., All-Chain Combination, delivered

1921 Easting screen,, speedometer, lamps and
acpe,«sories ; £130, or best offer,—F. Smith, 207, -Vicar-

age Rd-, Watford. [7174

BS.A 1921 4i4h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting.

Cameo screen, etc., mileage 300, £160; also

new 1921 B.S.A. combination, £140.—Marston, 31,

Bridge St., Chester. [7937

B.S.A. Singles and Twins, early deliveries, fitted

with any model Sandum sidecars; B.S.A. twin

and dual sidecar in stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 356.

Graj's Inn Rd., W.C.I. [0541

B.S.A, Specialists. All models in stock; easy pay-

ments.—Authorised West End Agents, Vivinn

Hardie and Lane, Ltd. ("Phone: Mayfair 6559), 23, 24,

Woo<lstock St., New Bond St., W.l. [0657

B.S.A. Combination, Mills-Pulford S.C, all-chain

drive, K.S., 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, and spares,

splendid condition, tax paid; £75; seen any time.—
The Lodge, Windlesbam Moor, Surrey. [7479

B.S.A. 1914 SVoh.p., N.S.U. 2-speed. free engine, over-

hauled, repliited, re-enamelled by makers, as new,

new nunlops, tax paid; £60: exchange tor lightweight

and cash.—Luxton, Bourton-on-the-Water. [7237

B.S.A. Combination, 3V.,h.p., 2-speed, kick start, ex-

cellent running and appearance, roomy coachbuilt
sidecar, many spares, lighting complete, tax paid;

nearest £75.-30, South Rd., Faversham. [7012

1 Q21 Twin B.S.A. Combination, Lucas Magdyno.
J.*/ spare wheel, etc., not done 300 miles, cost £220
n month ago; £200. or near offer; owner bought car.—
Foster, Red Hatch, Kingsgate-on-Sea, Kent. [7026

B.S.A., 1921.—All models for immediate delivery

from stock on the best terms ; cash, exchange, or
extended payments.—City Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. [0066

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any B.S.A. Model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side. Clapham Common, S.V\^4, 'Phone: Brix
ton 2417. [0501

LATE 1919 4i4h.p. B.S.A. Model K Coachbuilt
Combination, lamps, horn, speedometer, watch,

luggage carrier, smart, powerful machine, very little

used: exceptional bargain. £85.—Braycot, Station Rd.,
Thames Ditton. [7434

~|Q20 B.S.A. 4%h.p. Combination, with EastingXv screen 3 electric lamps. Smith speedometer,
tax paid, all O.K.; trial, appointment; accept best
offer over £100.—Wood, 20, Howland St., Tottenham
Court Rd., W.l. [7487

B.S.A. 4%h.p., Model H2, with B.S.A. No. 3 side-
car, actually in stock for immediate delivery

at makers' price, £152; also Model H2 solo; inspec-
tion invited ; easy payments arranged.—Wilkins, Simp-
son, opposite Olympia, London. [7293

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C.4.-
B.S.A. K2, new 1921 models, just dehvered,

£107: Model H2, all^jhain, £110; 6-7h.p. twin com-
iiination, standard, £175; immediate delivery from
stock : cash, easy terms, or exchange. [4540

1Q18 B.S.A. Combination, Mills-Fultord, 3-speed,
-B-^ kick start in perfect condition, 68 gns, ; also
1S18 P. and M. combination, new magneto, lamps,
carburetter, etc., expensive turnout, 64 gns.; ex-
changes; evenings.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [7849

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langhatn 1257

1921 ModelsTn Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery

:

I92t NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed £73 10

1921 NEW IMPERiAL, 3-specd. clutch,
.

and kick-starter £80 17

1921 Model H. B.S.A. and No. 3 Sidecar £152
i92r Model K. B.S.A £107
1921 ENFIELD Combination £160
i92r 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, and

spare wheel -. £189
r92r 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination . . £170
1921 MATCHLESS Combination £185
I92t 8 h.p. NEW IMPERiAL Comb. . . £168
I92r2| h.p. 2-spced DOUGLAS £85
J92t 23h.p.3-sp. DOUGLAS with clutch £105
r92i 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £115

1920 SHOP-SOILED.
1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination £145
1920 6h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb.-. £150
r92o 3J h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £95

HIRE
Motor cycles and combinations.

Any period from one day.

GREAT SUCCESS
BY THE LITTLE

NEW IMPERIAL

WINNER OF THE T.T.

FLYWEIGHT GUP, 250 G.C.

Call and inspect latest models.

2f h.p., 3-speed Touring £73 10

2| h.p., 3-sp., with hand-
control clutch andk.s. £80 17

A large selection of Second-hand
machines always in stock.

for

REPAIRS.
Good Machines taken i

Sale on Commission.
A low Bulbons Back MM4 CANOELET SIDE

CARS, slightly shop-soiled, to clear, £35.

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
IVIACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED,

Large Stock of Powell & Hantner Lamps
and other Accessories.

Car Depot : 378, EUSTON ROAD.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. late 1920 6-7h.rj. Twin Combination, spare
wlieel and cover, luggage grid, Lucas lamps and

horn, Cowey speedometer, petrol can carrier, licence
paid. Quite new, never been ridden, bought car; £176/10.
—Pag«, c/o Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., London,
S.W.I. [X4966

B.S.A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name is the
B.S.A. yVe have always in stock at least three

models. Model K, Model H, and 6-7h.p. twin: imme-
diate delivery; all spares in stock; trade supplied.—
Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside
Parade, North Finchley.

'

[0379

Calcott.

CALCOTT 2i4h.p., 1914, Sturmey 3-sp«ed, clutch,
complete with lamps, licence paid, excellent me-

chanic.ll condition; £35.—White Swan, North Town,
Aldershot. ' [7670

Calthoipe.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2'jjh.p., a-speed, 1919 model,

- all on, beautiful condition; bargain £38/10.—
Below.

CALTHORPE 2-stroke 2-speed, 1920, equal to new,
all on; £47/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone ;

Hampstead 1353. [7972

]Q20 3h.p. Calthorpe Lightweight. Enfield, 2-speed,
t? lamps, tax paid; £55; exchanges.—H. Rock. Crad-

ley. Staffs.
' [X4891

GALTHORPE 2-stroke, excellent order, nearly new,

Avons, complete, tax paid: £33, ofiers.—Bull,

Blenheim Ed., Ramsey, Huntingdon. [7252

£63.—Calthorpe-Jap Z-iih.v-, BrfBeld 2-speed and
clutch, 1921, shop-soiled only.—Clifford Wdson,

177, Westminster rSridge Rd., S.E.I. [7950

CALTHORPE 2i/.h.p., 2-speed, C.S., 2-5troke,' con-

dition, as new; sell £48, or exchange 1915 Scott.

—Harrison, Melrose, King Edward St., Slough. [7908

QQ GNS.; Calthorpe-Jap 1915-16 2%h.p., 2-speed,
^ *y new tyres, lamps, horn, licence, genuine bar-

gain: photo.—Spencer, Potter St., Bishop's Stortford.
[7870

"IQ14 2^^4h.p. Oalthorpe-Jap, 2-speed BUrman bo.v,

At/ lami>s, horn, licensed, good condition; £25.-
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington,
S.W.7. [7957

33.h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed Enfield gear, P.H.
4 lamjis, TAn-Sad, tax paid, excellent condition;

£35-Smith,. Springdene, Kingsley. Rd., Limbury,
Luton, Beds. _

[7448

CALTHOBPB-J.A.P. 234h.p., 2-speea, 1921, purchased

in May: owner going abroad;, tax paid, insured

;

best offer over £50.-6, Warwick Rd., Anerlev. S.E.

(near Selby Ed.). ' [X4964

CALTHOEPE-PRECISION Junior, 2-speed, P.E., re-

bushed, lamps, footboards, enamel and plating

excellent: £30; oflers.-Croft, 84, Shortlands Rd.,

Kingston-on-Thames. .,
[7410

e;-6h.p. Caltliorpe-Precision, 1914 twin, C.B. sidecar,

O recently been overhauled and painted, new gears,

new tyres, splendid <.ondition : £75, or exchange.—Hope
,

Cottage, Flanlborough, E. Yorks. [6973

3 h.p. Twin Calthorpe-Jap, 30/- tax paid, last, suc-

cessful competition machine, Enfield gear, over-

hauled, replated, fully equipped, spares; £43.— -

Stanley's, 173-4, HaUway Approach, Shepherd s Bush, -

[7751 ;

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 23,4h.p., Enfield 2-speed gear,

good condition, overhauled, back tyre new, lamps, .

Klaxon, spares, reliable, economical, climb anywhere,

licensed insured; £45, or near.—Head, Station House
Ashford, Kent. [7199

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock

for immedite delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
^

-

Burlington Motors. Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4. I

'Phone : Brixton 2417. [0509 :

' CamDion.

TO 20 Campion-Jap, 2'Ah.v., Sturmey 2-speed, kick

X*y stait, hand clutch, new condition, unused this _

year, licensed: £50 lor Quick sale.—Challis, 11, All-

farthing Lane, Wandsworth. After 7. [7415

21.h.p. Campion 2-speed Countershaft Lightweight,
2 overhead valves, overhaul and refitting cost £15 -

last March, a splendid little machine; £33, or would
exchange for 3i,i!h.p..—83, London St., Reading. [7135

CAMPION Combination, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., all chain .

drive, Jardine countershaft gear box, clutch,

etc just been thoroughly overhauled and entirely

re-enamelled, Binks, P. and H. lamps, fast and
powerful 3 anywhere, any trial, tax paid; best offer

near £80 secures; a bargain.—Meanley, Shepherd's

Lane, Thurnscoe, near Rotherham. [7188

Cedos,

EKICKHAM for Cedos, sole agent for Bristol and
district,—Stokes Croft. Bristol. .

[3357

Chater-Lea.
7-9h p Chater-Lea Combination, licence paid; ride

away; £65, or offer.—106, Lillie Rd., Fulham.
[7192

CHATER-LEA New Model No. 10 Sidecar Combina-
tion, 8h.p., 3-speed, the best value on the

market; £160. Have you seen it? Write for leaflet.—

Chater-Lea, Ltd., Banner St., London, E.C.I. [5142

B36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas-

Oli-P- 3-speed Douglases, less hantlle-bLUs and clutch,

/V uew condition: what offers:—49, Kiuff Henrys
AV.iIk. Balls i'ond Ed., Islington. N. L7398

4b.p. Douglas, Cov.-e.v speedometer. lamps, tools,

licenee e'tc. splendid condition; £90, nearest^offer.

Oliver. Glanavon, Abersychan, Mon. [X4815

DOUGLAS 1915 2Sih.p.. 2-speed, re-enamelled,

licensed: 38 gns.—Smith's, 86. Chalk •Farm Rd..

opposite Chalk -Farm Tube Station. [0659

DOFGLAS 4h.p. Combination, excellent condition,

readv to ride away; price £80, l>arsain.—W. King,
27. Melbourne Ed.. "Wallington, Surrey. [7027

DOUGLAS 4h.p., reconditioned like new, new tyres.

belt, mag., chain, licensed, horn,~ pump; 73 gns.

—Deeming, Hadley, Highstone, Earnet. [S4940

DOUGLAS, 1919, W.D., complete with lamps,
licence, tools, mileage under 500; £55.—Martin,

59, Hodford Rd.,- Golders Green, N.W.ll. [7853

1 Q 18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-3peed. kick
At/ start, Saxe blue sidecar, in perfect condition
£80.—Watts, 417» Caledonian Rd.. N.7. [7160

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle. 1916, tax paid for 12
months.—Can be seen 135, Cricklewood Broad-

way, N.W.2. Privately owned; open to offers. {5898

DOUGLAS, 1917. rebuilt as new, does over 50
m.p.h., all on, including tax and speedometer;

^52,-tStevens, Louvencouvt, Ashtead, Surrey. [7617

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916. Bluemels, screen,
3-=peed, clutch, kick start, tax paid, tvres good;

£70.—Talbot, Headley Court, Headley. Epsom. [7642

1 Q20 2''4h.p. 3-3peed Douglas, clutch and kick start,
X«/ unscratched, new lamps, horn, licence paid; £80.
—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,

[X4728
r.O.C.H. have several good second-hand Douglas

combinations' and solos : bargains.— 5, Heath
St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station).

[7330
DOUGLAS Combination, late 1919, perfect condi

tion, lamps and screens. Tan saddle, new tyres;
sacrifice. £120.—Hammond, 100, High St., Cricklade.

rX4935
DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new, complete with

accessories, Lucas lamps, unused, good reason
for selling; what offers?—Cox, Lynwood, Uttoxeter.
Staffs. [7011

DOUGLAS 2S/ih,p., Sept.. 1919. 2-?peed, tax, acce>
«orie.3, splendid condition; £65, nenr offer.—Shil-

vot-k. 1, Osborne Cottages, Rydeus Grove, Her-^ham,
Surrey. [7562

DOUGLAS. 1918, 2%h.p., 2-speed, enamel, plating,
and mechani.sm splendid condition, fully

-quipped; £48.-30. Crystal Palace Park Rd..'
ham.

Syden
[7618

1Q21 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamp, horn, acces-
X»/ sories, etc., not run 100 miles, as new; £75,
or offer.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Te! :

E. 3155. [7997

OAh.p. Douglas, 1915, thorcnghly reconditioned
-^A throughout, l>eautifullv tuned, tvres nearlv new,
inlly equipped

: £55.—Clarke, 39. Holdeu Ed., North
Fiucliley. [7088
T\OUGLAS 4h.r. 1918 Combination. 3-speed, clutch,
--' excellent condition, lamps, tools, spares, tax paid,
nay trial; eeen evenings after 7.30; £85.-232. "VTelle^lev
Ed., Ilicrd. [7288

solo

„ _ _ _ . Motor
Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.S. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [7919

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Models; several second-hand
and combinations; from £50.—Newnham J

Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Han
smith 80.

[

BRAND New Douglas 2^4h.p., 3-Bpeed, cost £110,
completely equipped, unscratched. mileage 100.

lienntiful maeiiine, licensed; £78.-37, Canterbury
~'

l.talston.
^

T\OUGLAS 1914-15 2^ih.p., 2-speed. fully equi'
•*-' licensed, splendid condition, Binks, latest imp

lienntiful maeiiine, licensed; £78.-37, Canterbury Rd
Dalston. l8059

pped.
irovp-

£48.-74, Dollis I'ark.

[7263

irients, fast, economical ; -.trial
Fincbley, N.3.

T^OUGLAS 2.1/lh.p., 2-speed, 1915, lamps. Klaxon.
-"-^ aluminium discs, pillion, just overhauled and
Plated, tax paid; £56; after 6.—14. Beulah Crescent
Tliurnton Heath. [7112

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped.L^ including £5 unexpired insurance, excellent
condition; £93.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington, S.W.7. [7959

1 Q20 2^4h.p. 3-speed Douglas, Lucas lamps, condi-
-i-*' tion like new, overhauled, tax and insurance-
£70.-Pidcock. 17, The Tfirk, Golders Green. Tel.:'
260 Hampstead. , [7366

DOUGLAS 1919 2^.)h.p., 2 speeds, original enamel,
aew Dunlops, licence, lamps, Tan-Sad. acces-

sories, new condition; £55.—G., 63, Solon Rd

,

Brixton, S.W.2. [7777
40.-1915 2";ih.p. Douglas, just overhauled, new
T.T. bars and tyres, speedometer, accessories, tax

paid, splendid appearance and condition.— 3, Glencoe,
Stratfurd-on-Avon. [7514
piOUGLAS Combinatmn. May^^ 1919, iust_com

Mm'm'i^^^^'V^'m'^J'^m'm'^m'^'w^'^rJU

These Special Clearance Lines are sent

Carriage Paid on 7 days* approval against

remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day.

Our List

Size. JIake. Price. Price.

24x2 Wood-Mifne Special . 29/6 47/6
25x2 Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. 37/6 60/-

- Wood-Milne Special . 29/6 48/-

22>:2:1 Dunlop W.D. Heavy . 39/6 48/6

jj Palmer Cord 39/5 53 /S

Bates Soecial Heavy .

.

37/6 60/-

ji
Beldam Extra Heavy 37/6 Sl/'i

Clincher de Luxe Ex Hy 37/6 62/6
Wood-Milne or Spen-
cer-Moulton Ex. Hy. 34/- 68/-

Beldam Heavy 32/6 44/3

j^
Clincher de Luxe Hy. 30/- 54/6
Hutchinson T.T 30/- 56/6

,
Wood-Milne Special . 29/6 53/9

26 2:; Dunlop W.D. Heavy . 42/6 51/1

J, Palmer Cord Heavy .

.

39/6 62/-

jj
Clincher de Luxe Ex Hy 39/- 68/6
Beldam Ex. Heavy .

.

37/6 51/-

ij
Kempshall Anti-skid . 37/6 52/6
Wood-Milne Ex, Hy. . 3//- 1-3 /P

,,
Wood-Milne Special . 32/6 56/9
Hutchinson T.T. R.S. 31/6 59/9

26: 2; Wood-Milne Comb. .

.

57/6 102/-

Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. 44/- 87/6

^1
Hutchinson T.T. Rib. 32/6 65/-
Rodace R. Non-skid .

.

30/- 55/-

26 > 3 Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. 52 /6 86/-

28x2! Goodyear A.W. Tread 45/- 84/-
Goodrich Safety Tread 32/6 100/-

28x2; Goodyear Rub. Stud.

to fit 28 3 rims .

.

34/- 84/-
28x3 Pennsylvania R. U.S. . 45/- 80/-

1,
Goodrich Safety Tread 40/- 100/-

Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. 35/- Si/-

Goodrich Plain 30/- 88/6
650 X 65 Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. 40/6 83/-

Goodrich Safety Tread 45/- 67/-
Bergougnan 3-rib Hy. 35/- 58/-

Soly Rubber Non-skid 35/- 83/-
700 80 Partridge R. Non-skid 85/-

j^ Dunlop Steel-studded . 65/- 125/6

,,
Goodrich Safety Tread 50/- 76/6

,. Rodace Square 33 6 ()i /r.

k

M'

'uuLrAO uomoination, May, 1919, just com-
pletely overhauled. Klaxon, Easting, 1921 Binke,

Bpares, taxed; £110; evenings.—49, Princes Av..
Palmer's Green, N, [7855

The Fair-dealing Tyre House.

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX.

T/ieName

ORDER THE

ciins

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

8h.p. 1914 Williamson Water-cooled Combination,
pertect.-5, Tidy St., Brighton.

^ ,

[7490

DOUGL.\S 2';ih'.p., 2-speed, 1915; oHers.—Druitt,

47, Ordell Rd.. Bow. London, E. [7488^

Oih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, footboards, clutob, spcedo-

/C* meter, horn, spares, a.i.v., guaranteed sound:

£30; also Phoenix cane-built sidecar, £3.-3, Stratford

Rd., High Barnct, Herts. [7643

20 4h p. Douglas Combination, Easting wind
scree% legshields, lamps, horn, etc., y;hole

guaranteed m first-class condition; £128/10.—Gibb.
100, Northgate, Gloucester. L775S

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

to you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors. 196.

Cheltenham Rd.. Bristol. 1°°'-°

17 4h.r. Douglas Combination, in good ranni^ng

h!tv nnid one veur ; £65.—Scot"
Rd., London,

19^

l9"''ordei','' tST^'paid onT-yearT £65.-Scotia Motor

Works, 80, Upper Tootini

Phone: Streathom 2707.

4_h.p.
^^ scr

B'

spares.—52,
[7103

S.\V.17.
17553

Douglas 1920 Combination, electric lights,

screen, discs, leg guards, numerous spares; any

trial: £125; modern solo part exchange.-SansoTO, ^s.

Great Northern St., Huntingdon. lJi.403u

DOUGLAS 254h.p.V 1915. 2-speed, fine conditi™

throughout. £45: appearance, speed equal any-

thing, W.S.R. jet, 120 m.p.g.. all on, —"- -

Brookwood Rd., Southfields, S.W.

OUGLAS 2-/4h.p., 2-speed,
""""'f^

'ast Nov

— lamps, legshields, knee Srips, taxed, splendid

running, new appearance; nearest £53; even.n„s 4b

Avondale Rd., Harringay, N.15. '.'"'^

DOUGLAS 1921 2"!ih.p. 2-speed AU-on Models:

£85: delivery from stock; exchange or extended

terms.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo

mile St., B.C. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. iO""'

LATF 1919 4h Douglas Combination, splendid con-

^dmon" spare"- tyre and tube, tj*' 1='">I'^'„S''-
ometer, tax and insurance paid ; "00, "O otte<s

Brown, 203, Aneiley Ed., Anerley, S.E.20. l^iua

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Comljination dynamo light-

ing, raised dash and screen for sidecar, excellent

order offers.-Newnham Motor Co., 223 Hammer-

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. I79iu

60.-Douglas 23,ih.p., 2.speed, WD. model, ne". not

c^ recondrtioned. mileage 100, Klaxon, .new spaie

belt and chain, beautiful machine, tax paid.-Pennj,

S„i„„rf Villa Post, Office Rd.. Cobham, Surrey. [7018
Redport Villa, Post Office Rd., Cobham,

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Douglas Model; cash

or deferred payments: book your order now and

avoid disappointment later.-Burlmgton Motors Ltd.,

Q„..*i, cj/i,, r-iQi^h^jtii f:nmmon. S.W.4. Phone . Bnx-South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. Phone

ton 2417.

DOUGLAS Combination. 4h.p.. 1921, all on model. _
fitted xomplete, licensed, mileage under 500, un-

scratched, and absolutely as new; flM: ''e'erred pa -

ments arranged.-Hewin's Garages. Ltd., The RtaJ^Ser

vice Firm, Taunton,

[0505

[7458

TO 20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,

ly Easting, wind screen, spare tyres. beR.tnbes, m-
98

suranco and tax paid perfect condition trial

-Ayers, 112, Portobello Rd., Netting Hill, W 11.

'Phone: 643 Park. ,

[8020

A TIP-TOP 4h.p. Douglas (1920) for Sale, bought

Feb 1920 used three months, since then been

oiled and stored, full- set tools. Klaxon, spare belt,

snaia lube and 5-gninea lamp and generator, abso-

lutely new condition; what ofSers?-Allen. Gorey, Wex-

ford. (D)

ALL 1921 Douglas Models, 2y4h.p., 4h.p., and new

improved WD., at £85, all fully equipped: trade

supplied Extended payments taken at one one-fifth

down remainder inJ2
equal, monthly payments|^ ex-

changes arranged.-Wauchope s, 9, Shoe Lane, rieei

St., London.
[4538

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

Douglas motor _cycles and combinations.^ for

[0647

made-up

object.-R. Bamber and Co,

Southport. Tel. ; 607,

Ltd.,

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264 - 266. Vaxixhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria. S.W.I
relephoner Victoria 6553 i''4 —

DOUGLAS 1919 (Sept.), genuine, not

machine owned privately, all tools and acces-

f--r?S "^^^^^^ll^
^"^

Dreadnought.

LATE 1917 Dieadnought-ViUiers, 2-specd. .just over-

inmled and rebushed, uew tyres and belt, spar^.;

' £37.-Austiu, Shelley, Ougar. 170<!U

Edmund.
Edmund agent, Fallow-

[6093GOUELAY, the spring trame,]

field, Manchester.

EDMUND Spring Frame Motor Cycle, 2%h.p. J.A.P.

models £75 and £85. 2-!ih.p. Blackburne model

£98: immediate delivery from stock.—Marston, 31,

Bridge St., Chester. [7935

Enfleld.

JULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Enfields in stock.
[0473

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

^^otor Cycles' advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlted (P).

B39
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periect

:

[7238

MOTOR CYCLES FOR. SALE.
EnOeld.

EOTIELD 2>41i.p., 1920 Model, condition
i49.-Ne!(Te, Hoddesdon.

IQSl Eoyal Enfield 2-stroke, undated; £57/10-
-»«^ 272, Green St., Forest Gate. [5010

"1Q17 Enfield Si.p., 2-speed. K.S., excellent condi-
J-tf tion

: £45.-197, Park St.,, Luton. [6981
^h.p. Enfleld Combination, electric^ lighting, tax
'^ paid, all on; any trial; £80.—Below.
Oll.p. Enfield Solo, tax paid, lamps, etc. f any trial;
«/ £45.—De Cort and Plynn, 39, Essex Rd., London,
"-! - [7889

IQig 31i.p. Twin Enfleld; fSC-Slieplerd, 3nfield
-^tf Highway. Tel.: Waltiiam Cross 31. 10341

T?NEIELD Sir. p., 1916, overhauled makers, all on;
-L^ £43.—Rockhurst, Headingtou. Oxford. [7547

SHEFFIELD Agent for Roval Enflelds, all modelsm Etock.-J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573

pNl'IELD Combinations and Lightweights, Vickers
-•-' engines.—Clifford Jlotories, Eastwood, Notts. 17810

TV'EW 1921 Enfleld Combination in stock; £160.—
-L^ Bounds Garage, 223, High Bd., Kjlburn, N.W.

[7144ROYAL ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick start,
Bosch, good condition; £45.-183, Richmond Rd.,

.11 lord, E. [7081

"PNPIELD 8h.p, Magdyno Combination, late 1920,
„. perfect condition; best ofler over £150.—Fancourt,
Stamford. [7555
iqi6 Enfield Combinat:
-^ ^ Bkiemel screen; £1(
Ta uuton.

•1017 Enfleld 3h.p.,
J-tf new tyre, tube;
Croydon.

"IQ20 Enfleld Combinatio
-*- '^ meter, electric horn.
Station Rd., Taunton.

Iamp5, accessories, new
-Westlake, Station Rd.,

[7120

K.S., lamps, horn, tax paid,
£50.-74. Parsons Mead, W.

[7482

ENFIELD 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1921, in stock,
£65; kick starter- £5 extra.—Rivett, 236. Higti,

Rd., Leytonstone. [5951

1 Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, fully equipped,
-•-" licence paid; £90.—Jones Garage, The Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. [7691

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, Vickers 8h.p., Mag-
dyno, as new; best oner.-Piano Works, Wood-

Chester, Stroud,. Glos. [X4814

Magdvno. screen, speedo-
Claudel; £150.—Westlake,

[7121

1 Q19 2,i4h.p. Enfleld Lightweight, 2-speed. fully
-*-*-' equipped, in Al condition; £50.—Jones Garage.
The Broadway. Muswell Hill. [7695

ENFIELD Combination, 1921, 8h.p. Vickers, Mag-
dyno lighting, tax paid; nearest £170.—B., 136,

High Rd., East Finchley, N.2. [7993

NEW 1921 Enfleld Combination, 8h.p.. in stock;
list price £160. — Fowler and Brigden, 130.

Euston Ed., N.W.I. Museum 4827.
'

[0621

8h.p. Enfield Combination, 1918, 700, speedometer,
grid, lamps, accessories, splendid condition; £125.

or close offer.—37, Bonfield Rd., Lewisham. [7515

NOV., ,1913, Royal Enfleld 2i4h.p., 2-speed, clutch
model, with lamps and horn, thoroughly good,

order; £45.—Redler, Poplars, Bathpool, Taunton.
1:7755ONFIELD 6h,p. Coachbuilt Combination, June

1920. cost £212
Sad. any trial; £150.-
Hunts.

fully equipped, spares, Tan-
101, Archer's Rd., Eastleigh

[7169

ENFIELD-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, late 1920, small
.mileage, tax paid, horn, lamps, toqj;

coiidition
Tel. : 12.

etc., new
accept £120.—Hodson, Clothier, Bloxwich.

- [X4906

S,E. London Service Depot.—In stock 8h.p. Enfield
combination, £160; tandem sidecar, £164; 2''4

h.p. 2-stroke, £65.—Cleare and Co., 125, High St.,
Woolwich. [5201

mileage 2,000, 1921
tted - "

£140.

ENFIELD 1920 Combination,
Vickers engine, recently fitted Magdyno, wind

screen, t.ix paid, peifect condition
Ed., Eeading.

-23, Hamilton
[7397

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen, mechanical
horn,

,
electric lights, speedometer, Tan-Sad seat

licence paid; £75.-49, Annesley At., The
"

Hendon, N.W. 9. -

WAUCHOPE'S. _. ,

Royal Enfield models from stock.

Hvd(
[7909

9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.—
- i models from stock, combinations

and lightweights, from £65; supplied on our easiest
of easy payment systems. [4533
"1017 Enfleld Combination, electric and acetylene
-•-V lamps, hood, screen, Tan-f3ad, licensed, excellent
condition; 90 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed
South Kensington, S,W.7. [7955

E^^,'„^^°
^'^''P- 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand new

1921 model, just arrived from works, in stock-
immediate delivery; no waiting; £65; easy payments
arranged.—Wilkms, Simpson, opposite Olympia Lon-
<'""'• [7295
"C]NFIELD Combination, 1916, Lucas born, Luc.isJ-i head lamp and generator, radecnr lamp, rear lainn
excellent appearanceand condition; £85.-Herbert Eol.iit
son. Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995T.A. : Bicycles. |-735[j

NEW 1921

MARTINSYDE
6 h.p. TWIN

COMBINATION
SPECIAL PRICE

£145
A few only available.

Catalogue upon request.

DEFERRED
PAYMENTS.

Cash deposit of £37 and 12

monthly instalments of £9 13 6
each.

EXCHANGES
ARRANGED
Our stock of new and second-

hand motor cycles embraces

an excellent variety of all types.

All second-hand machines are

most carefully overhauled in

our own Works and tested

before sale, and a guarantee is

issued with each.

MAY WE SEND
YOU OUR LISTS?

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
,- Enfield.

Tj^NFIELD 1921/ 8h.p. Combination, complete win<l^ screen ond hood, Enfield fittings, acetylene liehlr
ing- set, Lucae liom, insurance, legistratiou, etc., iu-
cluclerl, new last month, guaranteed perfect; sacrifice
£168.—Dr. E. B. Gibson, Cynthfa House, Newmarket.

' [7552
1 (C|21 Royal Enfield h.p. Combination, dynamo electric
-Lfc/ lighting, Watford speedometer, Stewart and Lucas
horns, all tools, mileage 48, condition as new, delivered
28th May; cost £200, best offer above £175 secures;
owner buying car.—Hornsby, Kensington Houee, Chapel-
town, Sheffield. [7807

pNFIELDS.—The cheapest twin on the road. We
-Li are North London agents, and can supply Irom
stock standard models £160, electric £182. cash, or
deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup- -

phed.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Woodside
Parade, N. Finchley. [0380

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Royal Enfield motor cycles and combinations for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co.,' Ltd., 2. Eastbank St.,
Southport. Tel. :. 607. [0645

ENFIELD Colonial Model, 1920, J.A.P. 6h.p., Dun-
lop and Palmer tyre,s, P. and M. head, tail and

side lamps, 2 large generator:^, horn and extras, tax
paid, owner driven with greatest ease, and guaranteed
in most exceileiit running order ; trial by appointment

;

for quluk sale, £135.—Langhoira, Canford Cliff, Bourne-
mouth. [7185

Excelsior.

]Q19 Excelsior-Villiers 2V2h.p., 2-speed. clutch', -kick-
-•-' start, luUy equipped, long copper exhaust, tax

paid; £49.—Lees, 17, Fairbridge Rd., Highgate, N.
[7512

NEW 1921 British Excelsior Combination, 6b. p..

Lucas Magdyno, born, screen, dark sidecar, tax
and insurance; £175.—31, Broom Rd., Rotherbam.

[7854
F.N.

F.N. 5-6h.p., 2-speed, lamps, good condition, tax
paid; £35.—Fall, Priory House, King's Langley,

Herts. [7538

Bints, over-clutch, Bosch,

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U.. A.A., & M.U.

418, Romford Road, Forest Gate, E.7

Phone: 490 East Ham. 'Grams: *Egaraco. London.'

F'.N. 5-6h.p.. 2-^peed,
liauled; £25.—Avondale, Weymouth St., Apsley

End, Herts. [7553

F.N. Combinations in Stock; reduced price, £188;
call for a trial run.—Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton

Place, Bond St., W. Mayfair 4792. [6071

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any F.N. model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order now and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. [0500

SPECIALLY Tuned 4 cyL, 7h.p. Late Model J?.N.

combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, me-
chanical lubrication, electric lighting. Triplex screen,

hood, mechanical and bulb hoirns, tools, etc., 3in.

tyres all round, enamel and plating as new, many
extra plated jiarts. This machine is perfectly reliable,

and will climb anything, tax paid, ready for any tour,

open to expert examination, any trial, private ownei,
urgent sale; £105.—Seen at 5, Addison Av., Holland
Park, W.ll. [8009

FranclS'Barnett

JULIANS of Reading have 1921 Francis-Barnett in

stock. [0479

GORDON R. CROXPORD, main distributing agent
for Surrey for Francis-Barnett machines, all

models, from £66 upwards.; actually in stock; cash
or deferred payments ; trade /enquiries esteemed-.-
Gordon R. Croxford, East Sheen Garage, S.W.14.
Tel. ; 1142 Richmond. [7753

Harley=Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons ; from

£120.—Btacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

HARLEY Sports, brand new, equipped; ^£125, bar-
gain.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [7980

Harley Combination, fully equipped,
outfit ; £150 ;

photo.—529, Chertsey
Rd., Woking. [6989

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—All models in stock, new
and second-hand.—Sole Agents, Bamber's, South-

port, Lancashire. Tel. : 607. [5009

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1918,. fitted up
complete, fine machine, any examination; £110.

—Heighton, Elton, Peterborough. [X4415

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Solo, 1915, 7-9h.p., lamps,
horn, all in good order; £80, or nearest.—37,

Heathfiiley St., Evering Rd., Clapton. E.5. [7794

1 Q 20 Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., electric model, per-
J- tf feet" conidtion, many accessories; £140; Lan-
cashire.—Box 5,049, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7941

HARLEY Combination, 1918, fully equipped, recently
overhauled and enamelled; £140.—Smewin, 22,

Cambridge Gardens, North Kensington, W.IO. [7075

7-9h.p. Harley-Davideon 1917 Combination, excellent
condition, tax and insurance paid; £100, or offer.

—Tilly, 10, Lavender Rd., Wallington, Surrey. [7183

F.O.C.H. have a late model Harley-Davidson com-
bination; bargain, dynamo, tax paid.—5, Heath ,

St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). [7335

TjQ18 7-9h.p.
-H"*-' luxurious
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

JAMES 2-stroke 2;speecl 2'4h.p., Amac, Tliomson-
Bennett, lamps and horn, tax paid, condition

perfect, talce two anywhere; £45, bargain.—73, Green
ford Av., Hanwell. [7050

JAMES S'/oh.p. Twin, 3-speed, conntershaft, kick
start, hand clutch, enclosed cliain drive. B,

and B. pilot jet carburetter. Palmer cords, mileage
under 2,000, splendid condition; £70.—Irvine Smith
Bnttershaw, Bradford. [7818

J.A.P.
speedometer, nil on

- ,- -. -- ---. Crrstal Palace Ed.
S.E. [7177
8h,p. Twin J.A.P., 4-speed, kick-start, clutch, Biuks,

lamps, etc., licence paid, as new.—Rowbottom, 13,
Albert St., Brigg, Lines. , [7116

Qih.p. J.A.P. , Druid forks, drop frame; mag., var
'W 2 able ignition, lamps, horn, etc., mechanically
perfect, economical, tax paid, ride away; £23.—H.
Dooley, 5, Clarendon Ed., South Woodford, E.IS. [7507

J.E.S.

£55.—Sh.p. J.A.P. combination,
tax paid; after 6.30.—219,

T.E.S., late 1920, mileage 1,000; £35; cost with
accessories, etc., £55; appointment.—tluson, 125,

Pawnbrake At., Heme Hill, S.E;24. ^ [7621

Lea°Francis.

LATE 1920 Lea-Francis, standard touring model;
,

£95.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.. Newmarket.
[679S

"I Q 20-21 Lea-Francis. M.A.G., in flrst-class orderif throughout; £75.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[7767

LEA-FRANCIS, 2-speed, licensed two month's, un-
scratched; £100.-47, Hamilton Rd., Reading.

[7467
LEA-FRANCIS, 1921, 3Vjh.p. twin M.A.G. engine,

3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, quick detachable
A'heels. all the latest improvements, brand new; £125;
xchanges, or extended term's.—Elce and Co., ^5-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 'Phone : Avenue
3548. [0074

Levis.

JULIANS of Reading have all Levis models in stock.
[0483

DAIS GUY, Weymouth.-Levis 1921 models in stock;
£60. rn.qRa

1Q21 Levis, practically unused,
lAi/ Butler, Baldock.

[0554

licensed; £57/10.—
[5933

tax paid, accessoriesLEVIS 214'h.p., perfect order,

I

£34.—Wren, Station

LEVIS Popular. 2i4h.p., excellent condition; £35.—
6, Winn Rd., Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, S.E.12. [7014

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
models Levis.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

[X3819
/iX GXS.—1920 Baby Levis, oil on, -runs beautifully.
'^if —Clifford Bate, Tarporlev, Cheshire. 'Phone- 42.

[X4878T EVIS 1919 2-speed. chain drive, Lucas lamps, tax
-L" paid; £48; exchanges.-H. Root, Cradley, Staffs.

! rS4892
LEVIS, late 1919, guaranteed perfect, all lamps,

licence, new tank ; £40.—Clifford, Eastwood, Notts.
[7812

LEVIS 2Tstrok«, 2-speed, very good condition, had
little wear; £38. — Box 762, ci'o The Motor

-!"' [7290
£3S.—Levis, 2-speed countershaft, 1916, new Dunlops

and engine parts, lamps, licence.—34, Park Ed
;iford. E. [7023

LEVIS POPULAR, new condition, runs perfectly
£29.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. 'Phone'

'jKens. 4096. [6S42

LEVIS, 1916, tax paid, lamps, guaranteed; bargain,
£35. -Goad, 122, Maida 'Vale, W.9. 'Phone;

rlampstead 1353. -
[7976

tax, tools, disc, dynamoLEVIS, splendid condition
lighting and gas set, any trial

llVindior Rd., Denmark Hill.
£35.-21

[7842

LEVIS.—Sole Walsall agents; special exchange and
ileferred payment terms; immediate delivery.—

Urnrlci', Walsall Garage, Walsall. [2423

1 Q21 Levis, better than new, cost with extras £67;^^ bargain. £58, no offers; disallowed to ride; letter
iidy fir.st instance.—98, Markhouse Rd., Walthaoistow.

I [7201
ir EVIS Popular, 191 9-;^, Lucas lamp=, horn, foot-
jLi, 'toards. tools, perfect condition; £40.—A. Harper,
38, Hednesford Ed., Heath Hayes, Cannock, Staffs.

1 [X4946
ITN Stock, 1921 Levis, £60. Good wine needs no
\M. bush. Nuff sed.— Sole agents. The Headingley
Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd., 18, St. Michael's
Lane. Leeds. 'Phone : Headingley 480. [0494

1 Q21 Levis.—All models in stock for immediate de-
*-*' livery, despatched within 24 hours, carriage
)aid to any address; model S 2>ih.p., 2-speed Sturmey-
\rcher gear, handIe-bar-control!ed clutch, £68; 2V4h.p.
curing, £60; 2J4h.p. sports, £60; buy your new
nachine direct from the Levis specialists.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

ONLY 4% Extra lor Easv Payments on any new
1921 Levis model; write for full details'.—The

h'rrrn.er Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X4994

Beaa MOTOR FOH SALE.

She's proud to rid& in the
Burlington, and the comfort
of it completes her pleasure.

Have you 'written for full par-
ticulars of our Sidecars .' I'hey

are dainty, durable, and
moderately priced.

The illustration shows the

No. 2 Speedy Modsl
"The Birdcatcher,"

Complete with Apron :

£28-10-0
Just the Model jor Lightweight Machines.

Special Bargains
for this week only
We cannot repeat these offers, and shall deal

with orders and enquiries strictly in rotation.

jgar WOLF, Blackburne 4 h.p., jO-J i A
Sturmey 3-speed and K.S SlIM

1921 DIAMOND VILLIERS, 2} h.p., 70 _„.
Sturmey Archer 2-speed and K.S. • ** ""*

1921 CALTHORPE, J.A.P. 2J h.p., SyO
Enfield 2-speed and K.S 361 O

1921 CALTHORPE, 2-5troke, 2-speed, grk _„„

i92r CALTHORPE, sstrolic, 2.1 h.p., /lO -„.
single-speed .". '*«* ""S.

r92i COULSON-B, cj h.p., Sports
Model, Sturmey-.^rcher 2-speed A7 -„„
and clutch !»* '*"''

r92r DOUGLAS, 2-spced, ail-on £81
1920 .) h.p. ZENITH, Gradua gear, SCK

all on, tax paid SiOO
1920 PRIORY, 2j h.p. 2.st., ,\rden Eft ~„»
engine, lamp, born, etc **** *""®*

1920 SOOrr, Sports Model, brand C1 1 C
new owl iO

zgio COULSON-B, 4 h.p., 2-speed, £Qt\
very fast SOU

TYRES
(Ex W.D.)

HUTCHINSONS, 26x2-| 30/-
MACINTOSH, 26x2-1- 27/6

TUBES (exW.D.)
DUNLOP AND PALMER
26x2-^ .. ... .

28x3 .. ... 6/6

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAH COMMON, S.W.4

'Phone: Brixton 24\7.

Wires : Burlington Motors, Clapham.

(Jusi by Clapham Common Underground
Station).

CYCLES
Levis.

LE'VIS 2")4h.p. 2-speed, hand clutch, perfect condi-
tion throughout, very fast, tyres as new, tax paid

for year, mechanical horn; accept £33 for quick sale.—
K. Watson, Victoria Ed., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [7007

Lincoln-Elk,
T INCOLN-ELK 3i,i,h.p., Bosch. B. and B., tax paid;
;! ' £38.-6, Charlieville Rd., Northumberland Heath,
brith, Kent. [7061

LINCOLN-ELK 3V_,li.p., Grado gear, good condition,
with canoelet sporting sidecar (red); £35/10.—

Apply, S. K. Price, c/o Knight and Wheatley, *{~Pave-
men't, Conlsdon, Surrey. [7219

L.M.C.

L.M.C. 1920 6h.p.. Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
licensed, perfect, done 500, bought car; £130.—

Longney, Oswestry. [X4884
Martin.

MAETIN-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination, C.B. sidecar,
Bosch, B. and B., electrically equipped, including

Lucas. horn, perfect condition, tax paid; £70, or near
offer.—Q., 32, Clifton Ed., Finchley, K.S. 18041

Martinsyde.
MAETINSTDE Combination, in stock; £145; order

now.—The Moreton Garage, 2, Moreton Terrace
Meirs. Pimlico, S.'SV. [6495

TITAETINSYDE 6h.p. Twin Combination, Lucas
-l.*-»- dynamo lighting set, makers' hood, tax paid;
£140, no oflers.-Garlick, 46, Prebend St., Bedford.

[7200
MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, 1920, Lucas

iVIagdyno lighting, electric horn. Triplex screen,
in perfect condition; £150; deferred payments ar-
ranged.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., The Eeal Service
Firm. Taunton. [7459

Massey.Arran.
MASSEY-ARRAN.—Immediate delivery from stock

uf the popular sports model with 2^,4h.p. Black-
burne engine and Sturmey gear, 95 gns. ; J.A.P. engine
model, £90; exchanges or deferred payments.—P. J.
Evans, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [7342

I3IMEDIATE Delivery, 1921 234h.p. Massey--4.rran,

super sports model, Blackburne engine, Sturmey
2-speed, K.S., hand and foot clutch, discs, knee grips,

finished black and gold, specially tuned; 95 gns.; tax
30/-; exchanges or easy payments arranged.—Demon-
stration and full particulars with pleasure by the sole

.ngents for Stamford and Peterborondi : Aero Motor
Works, Stamford. Lines. [7735

ATCHLBSS.

JULIANS

M'"

Matchless.

M
DELIVERY Free tor 150 miles from London.

Don't forget, every outfit personally tested by
the (Matchless only) expert. I am now booking
orders for the new sports model, ready shortly, the
fastest and best combination on the road.—J. Tassell.

la. Bloomfleld Kd.. Plumstead, S.E.18. [5374

of Reading have all Matchless models in

slock. [0480

41i.p. Matchless-Jap, P. and M. 2-speed gear; £35.—
S. E. Pailthorpe, 46. Danby St., Peckham, S.E.15.

[7289

1 (Q21 Model H Matchless, shop-soiled only,, lamps,
i-V horn; £185.—Box 760, d/o The ?Iolor Cycle.

[X4931
MATCHLESS-J.A.P. C.B. Combination, 1913,

licensed, equipped; £65.-151, Slieen Rd., Eich-

I mond. [7867

ATCHLESS 1920 Model H., run 3,000 miles,

Binks, complete outfit.— Baldock, Gt. Missenden,
Bucks. [6968

MATCHLESS Combination, SB M.A.G. engine. Eood
order, tax paid; £95.-78, Rochdale Ed., Plnm-

stead. [7365 '

BRAND New 1921 Matchless Combination, 8h.r.,

MAG. engine; £162.-24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensingtou. ' [7709

MATCHLESS Combination, sporty, discs, condition
'Guaranteed; £53; or exchange lightweight.—217,

Belsize Rd., Kilburn. [X4953

ATCHLESS- Combinations, new, in stock, from
£174; 192'1 models. £205.—Sheffield Agent, J.

A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed. [0574

1 Q21 Matchless Magdyno Combination, brand new,
i-U unused, unregistered, owner must sell; £188.—
41, Madrid Rd.. Barnes, S.W. . [6786

MATCHLESS, Model H, Magdyno lighting, all on,

splendid condition ; cheap, must 5011.-23, Feder-

ation Ed., Abbey Wood, S.E.2. [7594

ATCHLESS 1921, delivery from stock; exchanges;
£185.—Geo. Smith (opposite Aiding and Hobbs),

'-
' ~

•

[4993

M'

11

Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction.

8 h.p. Matchless, overhead valve engine, in perfect con-
dition, exceptionally fast : a genuine bargain, £50.

-Clifton, 34, Windsor Ed., Sonthport. [7344

MATCHLESS 1921 2-seater Combination, M.A.G.,
run 1.000 miles; £160, or very near offer.—R. P.

Lloyd, 7, Kestor Lane, Longbridge, Preston. [7911

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8h.p., 3-speed, clutch, coach-
built sidecar, wind screen; best offer; appoint-

ment.—Newman, 48, Camberwell Grove, S.E.5. [7583

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

Matchless. I

MATCHLESS 1917, M.A.G., electric, Tan-Sad, hood, 1

screen, enamelled as new, splendid conaition;

£125.-39, Kyrle Rd., Clapham Common, S.W.ll.
[boUU

I

2-speed, Bosch mag.1 Q 12 or 1913 6h.p. ^.i»^^..,^o^, - -r— . -"- , - i

At/ in first-class condition throughout; S.^7, or best

offer.

Matchless,
.. ^.„._ idition thii

-Horswill, Indian Agent, 42. Bridge St. Chester.
[4779

MATCHLESS 4lAh.p„ 3-speed, clutch, and coach-

built sidecar; exchange lightweight and cash, or

sell £45; offers.—F. Bonner, Bridgeway, Wembley.
^ [YOOb

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, Easting

screen, spare wheel, horn, tools, etc., guaranteed,

tax paid; £145.—Feathersline, Sidley, Bexhill-on-SMi.

1 Q21 Matchless, all models igr immediate delivery,

Jl." exchanges and deferred payments ii required.—
. Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

[0(04

1Q19 Matchless Victory, Sh.p. J.A.P., electric light,

i.«7 tax paid, wind screen, spare wheel, luggage grid,

perfect order; £112.—Limby, 2, Kynance Rd., GJoyjr
Rd., S.W.7. 1-'°^°

MATCHLESS Combinations for immediate delivery.

Your present machine in part payment.-Newn-

ham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. Phone

:

Hammersmith 80. *-'^'-°

1 021 Brand New Matchless, JIagdyno, double sidecar,

Xif hood, step, shields, speedometer, tax paid, cost

£232- receipt shown; £210; seen London.—Box 5.0^_5^

c/o The Motor Cycle.
-[7946

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., accessories,

speedometer, screen, excellent _condition: 95 gns..

Garage,
[7322

1920

or exchange lower power.-34, St. James Rd.. Wands-

worth Common, S.W.17. ['5^^

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p M.A G
new carburetter, spare tyre, tax paid, last^ price

X79 owner bought car.—Baldwin, c;o may s

Crrain Rd., Twickenham.

H*4TCHLESS Combination, Model H, 1920, fully

IVl equipped, spare wheel, etc., Lucas lamps, unused

last 9 months; real bargain, £I3S.-35. Gartmore Gar-

dens, Goodmayes, llford. ussi

FO C H have a 1920 Matchless Combination,

dynamo, small mileage, kood, screen luggage grid,

spare v/heel, tax paid; bargain.-5. Heath St., Hamp-
etead (near Hampstead Tube Station). [7333

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., 1920, little used

and well looked after in every way, original

tvres in excellent condition, Cowey horn, Magdyoo
electric lighting; £155.-47, Streatham Hill, S.W;2.^^

1 020 Matchless Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P., Mas-

X" dyno, hood, electric horn, speedometer, perfect

condition, trial, owner bought car; SieO.—Gunary,
Primrose Farm, Goodmayes. .Phone: mora !''

L73DO

T 020 Matchless M.A.Q., hood, screen, spare wheel,

XU speedometer, Lucas lamps, horn, legshields, etc.;

bargain, £135, tax paid; property ot a ch;ent.-been

6 E Clapham (Motors), 27, Stoekwell St., Greenwich,

B.E.IO. 1°°^^

Matchless Combination, with step, screen,

Lucas horn, legshields, electric lighting, spare

wheel, licence paid, excellent condition; f 165 cash

-

West Kent Main Sewerage Board, 9, Durham Rd.,

Sidcup. [8046

MATCHLESS 1920 Standard Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, Easting wind screen, speedometer,

Binks carburetter, 70 m.p.g., tyres unpunctured, mile-

age 1,500, cost £250, perfect condition; £150.-116,
Maida Vale. [7476

MATCHLESS Combination; i£185; best value on
market; spring frame, detachable wheels in-

cluded.—Agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd., South Kensington. Kensington 4096. Exchanges
arranged. [7989

MATCHLESS, 1921.—Reduced price £185, 2-seater

body £6/10 extra; delivery from stock; ex-

changes or extended terms.—City Agents, Elce and
Co 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.
'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0069

1 Q 20 Matchlesa Model H Combination, carefullv

X*/ driven, small mileage, front band brake, and
many improvements costing £25, excellent condition;

£170; seen by appointment.—Holly Lodge, Windmill
Ed 'Clapham Common. S.W.4. 'Phone: Battersea

2131, \ [7551

1 020 Matchless M.A.G. Combination. Magdyno,
Xtf speedometer, hood, screen, leg shields, luggage
grid Tan-sad, brand new cover on spare wheel, fully

equipped, iierfect condition, year's tax paid; £155.—
Wood 69 High Rd., South Tottenham. 'Phone : Tot-

tenham 2074. [7472

complete with Mag-
. legshields, mirror,

and usual tools, an ideal outfit, mileage 3,000, tax
paid- £150; condition like new; owner taking delivery

of light car.—Can be seen at Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London.

~

[7244

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Matchless motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed: distance no
object.—R. -Bnmber and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St.,

Sonthport. Tel.: 607. [0651

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H.,
dyno lighting, speedometer, horn.

There are very definite rea-

sons WHY Motor Cyclists

send to us from a]l over

the Country, and why
YOU should be a Colmore

Customer, if you are not

already one.

Firstly

Our deferredpayment system
is in no way financed or

influenced by any society or

bank.

To Motor Cyclists who like

to "pay as they ride" this

fact will be greatly appreci-

ated, since it saves them

from the annoyance of

investigation into their

private affairs.

IVe contra our own deferred
payment system, and this is

at the disposal of all bona-
fide and approved customers.

Secondly

You get personal attention at

the Colmore.

You have the feeling that

there is nothing too much
trouble for us as long as

YOU get satisfaction.

And, it's the satisfaction

they get which brings cus-

tomers to us again and again.

And when you add to all this

our wide range of Machines,
Spares and accessories —
when you consider our many
years' experience in Motor
Cycling, and the enthusiasm
we share with all Motorists,

CAN YOU WONDER
THAT WE HAVE CUS-
TOMERS ALL OVER THE
UNITED KINGDOM?

Colmore
Depot:
31, Colmore Row,

Birmingham.
Branches at

Ljverpool, Manchester & Leicester
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Model H., J.A.P. Sh.p., Lucas Mag-
dyno, very little used, perfect condition, rear drive

speedometer, electric horn, watch, hood, screen, spare
wheel, luggage grid, legshields, electric light for side-

car; any trial; new 6 months ago; £185.—F., 47,

Plashet Lane, East Ham. [7664

MATCHLESS.—Brand new 1921 combinations at .

makers' latest reduced prices; with Magdyno
lighting, £207/10: without Magdyno lighting £185;
actually in stock lor immediate delivery; no waiting;
call and inspect; easy payments arranged.—Wilkins,
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [7296 -,

FOR Sale, Matchless combination, late 1920, Model i'.

H, M.A.G. engine, spare wheel, spring frame,
electric lighting, speedometer, hood, wind screen, mud-

\j

shield, sidecar step, full set of tools and spares, has
been carefully driven, and is in excellent order ;

price

£195.—Apply. Tinkler and Co., King St., Penrith.
[7041 .

PHONE: Greenwieh 751.—1921 Matclless, immedi- •;

ate delivery, sports, family, trade, combination;
;

cash or deterred terms. To secure Matchless service, '-.i

personal attention to every order ; free instruction by
Matchless experts, call, write, or 'phone Sam E. Clap- ^
ham (Motors), 27. Stoekwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.

[6832 ^

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practi-

cally designed Matcllless combination ; the Rolls-Royce
on three wheels ; immediate delivery from stock, for

cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;
all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,

N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Pinchley. (0381

Maxim.
MAXIM-DALM, Dec, 1920, Shj. 2-stroke, abso-

lutely new, Amac carburetter, E.I.C. mag., Albion
2-speed, Hutchinson tyres, accessories, £52; ditto with
clutch, kick start, £58/10.-224, Pentonville Kd., Lon-

,

don, N.l. [4292 i

Minerva.
MINERVA SWi.p., jnag., B. and B., good order;

£20.—Osgood, Manydown, Basingstoke, Hants.
[7184

Metro.
METRO-TYLER 2%Sh.p,, 2 speeds, perfect running

order; £38.-71, Pooles Park Rd., Finsbnry
Park, N.8. [7632

METRO-TrLEE, 1919 (August), single speed, decent
,

condition, equipped, tax paid; £35.—33, Eldou
St., Southsea. 17263

METRO-TYLER 1920 254h.p., 2-speed, Type S, new,,
shop-soiled only; £65.—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John

Bright St., Bi»mingham. [7341

-| 020 S Type Metro-Tyler, all enclosed, 2-speed, only
XtJ ridden 600 miles, licence, insurance paid, all

accessories; 52 gns.—Potter, 54, Victoria Rd., Sur-

biton. [7541

METRO-TYLER, 2y2h.p., single speed, 1917, just

overhauled, new piston, rings, cylinder, bushes,
,

cranitshaft, in good order; £38; tax paid.—A. Poore,

20, Malton St., Plumstead. [7163

METRO-J.A.P. 1919% 23ih.p., o.h.v. racing single,

very fast, 2 speeds, red discs, lamps, horn, new
Dunlop copper exhaust, muffler, new condition, photo;"
£65.—Bagshaw, High St., Glossop. [6986

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest

possible prices for cash or easy payments.—Mohawk
Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-8, Alexandra Rd., Hornsey. [3698

Monarch.

I Q20 Monarch-Villiers,' 2-speed, lamp, horn, tools,

Jl t/licence; expert inspection welcomed; £45.—F. W.
Fairbank, Summerfoird, Willenhall, Staffordshire.

MONARCH-VILLIiERS, 2y2h.p., 1920 model, 2-

sneed clutch, K.S., guaranteed perfect; £56,

quick sale.—Particulars, 128, Huddersfleld Rd., Old-

ham. [7013.

Motosacoche.
"OTOSACOCHE Lightweight, mag., spring forks,

-...-.. Al condition; £18, for quick sale.—Platts. 602,

King's Rd., Fulham, London. [7452

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, mag., light Druids,

go anywhere, tax paid, similar J.E.S.; £18.-6,

Burtas Lane, Otley, Yorkshire.
. ,

[6990 1

New Hudson.

JULIANS of Reading have all New Hudson models
in stock. [0534

NEW HUDSON SVih.p., 3-speed, splendid condition:

£33—65, Barnfield Rd., Plumstead, Woolwich,

S.E.18. [7298 1

NEW HUDSON 1919 4h.p., countershaft. 3-speed 1

and clutch, fine machine: £70.—Bartletts, 93,",

Gt. Portland St., W.
'

[6941

NEW HUDSON 2Vih,p. Single, perfect, lamps, .

spares, trial, ride away; £37.-1, Melody Rd.,

Wandsworth, London. [7152

1020 New Hudson, tourist, 2-speedB, perfect condi-

Xft tion, electric lighting, accessories; £55.-18,

.

Fulham Place, Paddington. [8036 •

each advertisement, and the date of the Issue,

desired, marked (P).

M^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
4*reniiei'.

PREMIER 2h.r.. rumiing ortler; £25, or ofler.-23,

Plevua Rd., Hampton. [7725

3JLh.p. Premier Motor Cycle, 2-speed, countershaft;
2 ride awav.—R. Copping, Osborne Farm, Ipswich

Rfl.. Colchester.
' £7154

Premier; 2''^h.p., aluminium footboards, tax paid,

excellent condition and appearance; £26; even-

ings.- 71. Ewhurst Rd., Crofton Park, S.E. [7104

PREMIER 4h.p. Combination, in good running con-

dition, Bosch mag., 2-speed countershaft, lamps,

horn tvres," good, tax paid; trial by appointment;
£60.-Walton. 28, Basinghall St., EC..2. [7122

PREMIER Combination, SV^h.p., Bosch, B. and B.,

Brampton variable gear, free ensiue and. clutch,

date about 1911. in very good condition, original

enamel and plating; £18, a bargain—R. Watson, Vic-

toria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk.
' [7719

Quadrants
QUADRANT 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination, all

accessories; any trial; £65, or offer,—636, Harrow
Rd., Paddington, W.IO. [7454

QUADRANTS.—A selection of second-hand models
in stock.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 177, West-

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. .
[7951

•|C|20 Qiiadrant 4i/ih.p. Canoelet Combination, all

Xt/ accessories, as new ; £85 ; any trial.—TJ.S., 14,

Swaton Rd.. Bow, E.3. Tel.: E. 3155. [7998

2 3.h. p. Quadrant, countershaft, 2-speed, and clutch,
-4 in.o.v., horn, licence holder, good tyres and

belt, thoroughly rebushed, fine running order; first

, £19/10 scures.— 9, Riversley Rd., Nuneaton. [7756

QUADRANT Sole Agents and Wholesale Distributers,
Loudon, Southern, and Eastern Counties. All

spares stocked. Olticial repnirers.—Clifford Wilson
Mfg. Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Tel.:

Hop. 210. [5703

Kadco.

RADCO 1920 2Vih.p., single-speed, as new, done
200 miles, cost £53; sell £47.—Longney, Oswestrv.

[X4887
Oih.p. Radco, 1916, 2-speed, clutch and kick-start;
/W2 £31.-134, Brownlow Rd., New Southgate.

[7405
RADCO 1921 Lightweight3 in stock; 42 gns.—Geo

Smith (opposite Ardiug and Hobbs), Lavendei
Hill, Clapham Junction. [4992

"I
Q21 2-speed Radco, fitted up regardless of expense,

X *y including Watford trip speedometer, Lucas
liorn, P. and H. lamps, aluminium number plate, tax
]i.i)d, etc., machine absolutely as new; £49/10.-37.
Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [7874

Raleigh.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

EASY Payments only 4% extra. We can deliver
to your address within 24 hours the new Raleigh

5-6h.p. flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; solo, 140
gns.; sidecar, 176 gns.; spare wheel and tyre, 6 gns.—
Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co..
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X4990

21 5-6h.p. Raleigh; £147.—Morriss and Co., I^td.,

139, Finchley Rd., N.W.5. [7658

NEW Raleigh Combination, ridden only 25 miles
for demonstration purposes; £160.—Virgo. 156.

High St., Hounslow. Tel. : 125. - [7831

RALEIGH Specialists. Demonstration machine
available for you to try. Solo or combinations for

immediate delivery. Your present machine in part
payment.-Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7915

WE can give delivery of this famous make of
machine from stock; there is no better quality

or finish possible; a perfect machine in every point
and detail; Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twin solo, 140 gns.;
combination, 176 gns.-G. and J. Dawson, 60 and
6:;, Regent St., Cambridge. [0600

Reading-Standard.

r>
EADING-STANDARD, 1920, dynamo lightiug,

^ Henderson touring sidecar, ample Inggnge capacity,
111 lllen(^e power; £165.-27, Camden Mews, N.W.I. [7269

BARGAIN; Reading-Standard 7-9h.p.. speeds,
clutch, kick starter, electric lighting, electric

hum. new tyre, splendid condition, exchange, tax paid;
£43.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7883

8h.p. 1915 Reading-Standard Combination, 3-speed,
kick ^>tmt .nnd clutch, perfect condition, ail on,

tax paid: £100, or near.-H. Pannett, Military Road
U.iinge, Hytlie. Kent. 'Phone: 114. [7712

READING-STANDARD Combination. June, 1920.
lOh.p., dynamo lighting, Bonniksen trip, elec-

tric horn, wind screen, all tools, licence, only ridden
800 miles take 3 anywhere; cost £230. price £165.—
19. i-Iighlcver Rd.. North Kensington, W.IO. [7493

Regent.

1C|20 Regent and Sidecar, small mileage.—Tilley
--•? and Moores, St. Albans. [7469
1 Q20 Regent Combination, 5-7h.p. Coventry Victor
Xtf „^ni?i,he^_ S.A.-_ gcar^^ _28>;3 tyre? ; must wll •

19

wh:.t offers?—30, Princess Rd., Leicester. [X4934

GRABTREES'
of WISBECH
SPECIALISTS IN THE REBUILD-
ING AND RECONDITIONING OF

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES.
We claim that our* pe-built
Douglas machines are
superiop both mechanically
and in finish to any other
re-built machines on the
market. They consist of
over 5T)% new parts, includ-
ing NEW carburetter, NEW
tyres, NEW chain, NEW belt,

etc., etc., are practical ly_ in-

distinguishable from NEW,
and are complete with NEW
F.R.S. equipment of lamps,
horn, and licence holder, and
also bags, tools, and pump.

2| h.p. 2-speed,

£65
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-start and

clutch,

£85
4 h.p. 3-speed k.s. Combina-
tion, with brand new Sidecar

in Douglas Saxe blue,

£105
Guaranteed for 3 months.

Each machine rebuilt in our
own extensive up-to-date
works.newly stove enamel led,

replated, tanks in makers'
colours.

Deferred Payments Arranged

TRADE SUPPLIED.

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office : 50, Pall Mall.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX .SVoh.p., running well; nearest; £17.-3, King
Henry's Wk., London, N.l. [7865

REX Combination, good puller and fast, 5-6h.p.

;

£30.—49a, Wellesley Rd., Cliiswick. [7056

BRAND New Rex-Blackburne Combination, spare
wlieel. 8Ii.p.; £185, or nearest offer.—Cleator,

Llangollen. [7010

1 Q21 HeK Combination, 8h.p. Blackburne engine,XU .spare wheel, beautitnlly equipped : cost £258, nr-

cept £140.-24. Balliol Hd., Nortli Kensiiigton. [7710

REX Combination, twin-cyl., 6h.p., guaranteed run-
ning order, licence paid, all on ; £65, or offer

;

seen any time.—Buelah Spa -Garage, Upper Norwood.
[7002

REX-BLACKBUBNE 1921 lOh.p., special dickey
seat sidecar, Easting, speedometer, hood, electric

lights, cost £250 last month; £225; London district.-
Box 766, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [7442

NEW 8h.p. Re.x-Blackburne Combination, detachable
wheels, spare wheel, makers list price £218;

offered at £175; easy payments only 4% extra.—The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X4995

Rover.

JULIANS oi Reading have 75 m.p.h. Rover model
in stock. [0585

I O|20 Rover T.T. 3y,h.p., single-speed; £85.—A. .T.

A"' Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [6793

1Q18 Rover, countershaft, perfect condition; price

i.i^ £79.- Welford James's St., Brighton. [7098

R'
OVER 31..I1.P.. 1919 model, in rust-class condition;

price £50.-Surrey Motors, Ltd., Sutton, Surrey.
' [7038

1 020 3Uh.p. Rover Combination, lamps, horn, East-

It? ing, Tan-sad; £120.-377, Barking Rd., East

Ham. [™=2

ROVER, 1914, 3',ih.p., 3 speeds, all accessories scr

vioeable machine; £43. — Peppin, Hillbrow

I
Rugby. ['IS'

i 1 020 Rover, countershaft, T.T. bars, licence paid,

\jiif as new throughout; £79.—Welford, James s&l.^

Brighton. t™^'

BRAND New 1920 S'ih.p. R"'" CTombination; a

gift, £130.-Jones Oarage, 4, Woodside raradc.

j

North Finchley. ['°83

ROVER 5-6h.p. ond Rover sidecnr, April, 1920, splen-

did coudition; £145, or near; owner buying .ir.

-11, Dover St., Cautcrliury. L'i»^

01 h.p. Rover, 1914, good condition, Mabon variable

02 gear ruled. £45; also coachbuilt sidecar, £10^

—Mudd, Bridge Garage, Bedale. !.<'='»-

ROVER 3l/..h.p., used 3 months <1™'= ^'OOO new

Ang., 1920, new speedometer, horns, etc., os iie»

what ofl?rs?-Ogle, High Welwyn, Herts. r7550

1 Q20 Rover SMIi.p., all chain, lamps, horn full tool-

IV kit, original tyres iinpunctnred, J.-T-
bars, £85.

-Down House, Hillbrow Rd., Esher. After 7 p.ni^^^

iai4 Rover Combination, 3',yi,p.. 3 sweds, ctntch,

lU exceptionally good condition; i.65; tria .-

Daley, 31, Cranbrook Rd.', Tottenham (nr. bpiu--

Ground).

i9-par"ecSr''i^i^, ^;Si?'p?S
under 500 miles; £125.-Grimes, 18, Biuton F^ace

Bond St., W.l.
'-'

FRANK WHITWORTH Ltd. 0I B<>'5;i"8'''"?,'„
'J^

commends the chain drive 3-speed SV^h p Rover

at £115 as one of the best value machines in the trade.

Delivery from stock. [X4176

K-6I1.P. Rover-.I.A.P. Combination, ^IiHsf"""J-l"'''',
car, all new Nov., 1919, guaranteed perfect 2,

spare tyres, full toolkit, lamps. Klaxon, etc., £115--

1 ovelt, Saiidycot, Walton-on-the-Naze. _ U^"''

ROVER Combination, 5-6h,p., new in 1919, Sunbeam

sidecar fitted with wind screen, hood, side cur-

tains,'idummium^lisc wheels, Tan-Sad saddle perfect y

eanipped, excellent condition; £120.-flard6 Bros., Asn

tead, Surrey.
'^"

RCVER 31/.I1.P. Combination, 1919. warranted in

soimd, perfect condition, with =1'"^ '>;''=, *"',^'

valve plug*. Tings, luggage carrier, 3 belts, lamps,

generators!^ tools r £138.-47, St. John's Park Man^

sions, N.19.
"^^-'

Royal Ruby.

ROYAL RUBY Sports Model; 80 gns.; in stock.--

Jobn Aldrich and Co., Diss. [0630

19 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, well equipped;

£95.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [7707

NEW Royal Ruby, 2";ih,p., sports model, in stock;

80 gns.-Virg6, 156, High St., Hounslow. Tel. :

125.
L/t3<!

ROYAL RUBY 8h.p., 1919, fully equipped, per-

fect: £95. - Braemar, 17, St. Quentin 3 Av.

19

North Kensington. [7656

ROYAL RUBY 1919 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination

excellent condition

Park 5541.
I cui.u..,^,.,, fully equipped.-'Phone :'

204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [7471

-ir»19 8h n Royal Ruby Combination, Indistinguish-

ly able from new, tax paid, ride 60 miles to pru-

chaser; 98 gns.-2, Portunegate Rd., Harlesden, N^W^

All letters relating to acivertisements shi

Motor Cycles a

uld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue. B17

Jvertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

KOYAL RUBY Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P 1919-20,
" unused, 3-speecl, lamp.-, horn, tax paid, reliable

machine; bargain, £125.—Davies, 471a, HoUowav
Ed., London, N. [7820

"I Q 20 3h.p, Royal Ruby, spring frame, done 600
J-*' miles, lamps, horn, tax paid, as new; £85, or
exchange for modern combination.—18, Broughton Av.,
Bentley Rd., Doncaster. [7581

ROYAL RUBY 8h.p. Combination, 1919, electric
lighting, wind screen, speedometer, punctureproof

tyres (all unpunctured), accessories, tax paid, excel-
lent order; 100 gns.—Summerall, Bird-in-Hand Forge,
Nailsea, Somerset. [7858

Rudge.

UDGE Multi, 3i/'h.p., 1917-18, lamps, etc.; £43.—
73, Sutherland Rd., Edmonton, N. [7992

20 3V2I1.P. Rudge Multi, T.T., nearlv new condi-
tion, licensed; £75.—Butler, Baldock. [5934

UDGE. 1921 model. I.O.M., T.T.. new, in stock;
£35.—Bartletts. 93, Gt. Portland St., W. [6945

RUDGE Multi 3V'h.p., 1914, good-looking, sound;
£44.-11, Hadley Gardens, Chiswick, W.4. [7433

]Q 19 Zy^ii-P- Rudge, splendid condition, all acces-
.«-' sories, tax paid; £50.—Rectory, Weymouth,

[7132
3ih.p. Rudge JMulti, splendid condition, enamel as

2 new, tax paid; £53.—Cross, 20, Caiey Place, Wat-
lord. [6978

jp 85.—Rudge Multi 3V.h.p., pedal-starter; In stock.
^' -Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.,
S.E.I. ^ [7949

1 Q19 sy^h.p. Rudge Multi, unscratched, in perfect
X«/ order; £70.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Mus-
well Hill. [7697

17 3iAb.p. Rudge Multi Combination, C.B. sidecar
with nood; ^60.—Wrenn, 9, Agnes Rd., Acton.

After 4 Saturday. [7506

RUDGE Multi 5V2I1.P. Coachbuilt Combination, hand
clutch, lamps, horn, Easting, good order.—Lewis,

12, Trinity Rd., S.W.17. [7393

RUDGE Multi, 3y2ii-P- 1916, combination, solo, per-
fect running order; £60.—Baylis, c/o 66, Gt.

Percy St., Islington, London. [7827

T.T. Rudge, 1913, perfect order, fully equipped, re-
enamelled 1921 colours, electric lights, tax paid;

£30.—Hancock, Twytord, Berks. [7436

1 Q20 3*/ib.p. Rudge Multi, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad,
J-U good condition; £50.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Rd.. South Kensington, S.W.7. [7958

RUDGE Multi 1918 3V2I1.P., just cost £30 for over-
haul, fully equipped ; £60.—James Bros. Dairy,

Tracey St., Kennington Cross. [7378

RUDGE 3i;^h.p. Combination, hand clutch, good
order, or exchange higher power and little

cash.—76, London St., Chertsey. [7775

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, wind screen,
speedometer, lamps, complete, tax paid, good

condition; £70.-51, Meath Rd., Hford. [7592

RUDGE Multi Sioh.p., late 1919, perfect order,
recently overhauled, licensed, fully equipped; best

offer.- Jagger, Claughton St., Kidderminster. [7406

"I
Q19 Rudge Multi 3'/2h.p., clutch and kick starter,

J-«/ lamps and hoin, all in good condition; £65.—
Apply, 46, Osborne Ed., Palmer's Green. Alter 6 p.m.

[7093

1 Q 19 syili-P- Jtudge Combination, speedometer,
Xt/ electric lighting, and several spares; a real
gift, £87/10.—Jones' Garage, The Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [7680

1 Q20 3l^h.p- Rudge, I.O.M., perfect mechanical
JLiJ condition, lamps, spares; view evening or by
appointment; £75.—Davis, Hither Deacons, Elstree.
Herts. [6138

1 Q20 Rudge Multi. mileage under 500, lamps, trip
Xi/ speedometer, knee-grips, equal new, tax paid;
nearest offer £75-. secures.—Stevens, 33, Central Rd.,
Leiston, Suffolk. [7523

Q Q GNS., or exchange, real bargain.—1920 Rudge
*/ O Multi 5-6h.p., special De Luxe Rudge side-
car, lamps. Klaxon, wind screen, tax paid, lovely
condition.—Garage, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwich. Syden
ham 2452. [7430

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, engine 11935, late model, over-
2 hauled, fast, long exhaust, tyres good, clutch,

Senspray, C.A.V. lamp, horn) licensed; sell £45, or
exchange higher power solo; trial until 7 p.m.—48a
Hawley Rd., Kentish Town, N.W.I. [6152

1 Q21 Rudge Multi, 5-6h.p., Rudge touring sidecar
Xi/ luggage grid. Easting, electric lighting, speed-
ometer, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, gpare belt, fully insured
beautiful condition ; total cost £200 ; first cash offer ovei
£120; want light car.—J. Gifiord, Staplefield," Sussex.

[7797

Scott

T.T. Scott, nice condition, £40; exchange 2-stroke.—
Wood, 79, Fernhead Rd., Paddington. [7466

1 Q 20 Scott (Aug.), low mileage, equal new, tax
Xe/ paid; £100.—Stebbings, Attleborough, Norfolk,

[X4905
33,h.p. Scott Luxurious Combination, 1920, £120;
4 3%h.p. Scott solo, - £75.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. [7615

oiflS^p^?-

iTYRElibuSE!^__^_j

A BRAND NEW
CLEARANCE
28 X 3

Goodrich Safety Tread
Cover and Tube.

With Manufacturers' Full Guarantee

OUR
PRICE 59/6

Special Bargsilns.

Brand New Covers.
From Government Stores etc.

. . 25/9
24 X 2j- Avon 3-rib Heavy ... 38/6

For 26 X 2i Rimo.
26 >. 2i Extra Heavy Non-stid .... 25-

... 28/6
Avon Sunstone
Rom Rubber Non-skid . .

.

Pedley Medium 3-rib

., Wood-Milne Extra Heavy .

Hutchinson T.T.

... 33;-

....35/-

. . 39/-
....38/3
... 35/-
. .32/6

35/-
35/-

... 34/-
Hutchinson Passenger
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy .

26 X 2I X2i Englebert Super Heavy
,.

" Hutchinson Rubber Studded

... 36,-

... 35/-

... 55/-

...,49/-
. . 42/6

For 26 X 2J Rims.
... 35

/

„ Extra Heavy Non-skid ....
Spencer-Moulton s-nb
Wood-Milne Combination ..

„ Ribbed, wired on
26 X 3 X 2i Skew Extra Heavy Non

... 39;-

... 41 (-

... 55/-

... 25 -

skid 42/6

28 X 2J ^

28 X2i Clincher Dreadnought .... ... .45/6 _

28 X 3

28x3 Wood-Miloe Extra Heavv 32/6 1

Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy. . 42/6 J

New Tubes.

26x2J, 26x2§, 26x21
Endless, 7/- Butted, 8/6

26x3, 28x3.
Endless, 8/6 Butted, 10/6

New Belts.

8'6''X i" £1 Is

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd,|

The TYRE HOUSE,
83, TheobEtld's Road,
HOI.BORN - W.C.I

'Phone: Museum 1543

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

1020 Scott, 45 en. B.S.A. sidecar, run 1,000 milcB,^^ iis new, licence paid; £120.—Friend, Saltioid,
near Bristol. [7091

SCOTT Combination, wicker sidecar, sound condi-
tion, good tyres, auv trial; £70.-47, St. John'^

Park Mansions, IN. 19. [7150

F.O.C.H. have several Scott?, solos and combina-
tions; bargains.~5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). [7334

I Q15 Scott, engine 2914, newly overhauled and re-
J*-*^ enamelled, new Palmer cord-?; £45 'ODly.—F.H.,
Serck Eadiators, Greet, Birmingham. [S4941

SCOTT Combination, 1921, delivery Irom stock; de-
ferred payments arranged.—Hewin's Garages.

I^td., The Real Service Finn, Taunton. [7456

£145.—Nearly new Scott combination, Sin. tyres,
tax paid, all accessories; would take Douglas

in payment.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., -V.l.
[7769

1020 Scott Combination, Easting screen, luggage
-«-' grid, electric lighting, Lucas horn, condition per-

fect; price £95 the lot.—Welford, James's St., Brigh-
ton. [7095

SCOTT 1916 3%h.p., just overhauled and re-enam-
elled, lamps, horn, tools, guaranteed 50 m.p.h,;

what offers ?—Mecredy, 310, Cricklewood Lane, Crickle-
wood. [7871

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2-epee<l gear, slightly

eihop-tsoiled, and unused; at £130.—Burlington
Motors, Ltd , South Side. ' Clapham Common, S.'W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
^ [0510

1 Q21 Scott, just ridden in, Godfrey's electric liglit-

-LtF ing, Sin. Palmers, Bonniksen trip, iorn, mirroi,

tiis pai-i, futiv icsiued; seen West End; £110.-24,
Hiileioft Crescent, Ealing. [736C

CJCOTT and Sidecar, new last year, condition perfect,
lO' electric light side and rear, small mileage, taz
paid, spares; £120; owner bought car.—Shirley Smith.

1, Park Av., Gilliugham, Eent. [6997

SCOTT Combination, 1920, small mileage, splendid
conditfon. Easting, electric lighting, spare chains,

tvres; £120, or close offer.—Voss, Malmsmead.
VVoodcote Lane, Purley. Tel. : Purley 98. [7955

SCOTT Combination, re-enamelled, engine over-

.hau!e<:l, new piston, lamps, horn, few spare pans,
tvres in good condition, tax paid, trial given; sell

£75, or exchange higher power.-Smith, 14, Monson Bd..

Wrottlesley Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [X4S63

GCOTT 1913 Twin, 2-stroke, all chain drive, 2-speed^ countei-shaft, kick start, water cooled, footbourd.'^,

nearly new heavy tyres, hae been c-arefully used, and i^

in very good condition, appearance almost as new; ac-

cept £34.—Watson, Victoria Rd', Aldeburgh, Sul-

folk. [7718

5ilver Prince.

I Q21 Silver Prince, Mark IV. Villiers engine,
Xv Sturmey, kick start, with Canoelet sidecar, tax,

well equipped; first" cash £66, or £56 and £10.—
Morris, Walker St., Eastwood, Notts. [7745

S

singer.

SINGER 1916 4^1i.p., couuterslioft 2-epeed, splendid
' condition: -wbat offers?—42, Eltbam Ed., S.E.12.

[7379
SINGER l^ih.p., good condition, running order;

£13: tax paid.—Peacock, 16, Ermine St., Hunt-
ingdon. [7702

1 Q14 4i,4h.p. Singer Combination, 2-speed, lamps,
Xtl liorn, speedometer: £45.—Fairmount, Brocliley

View, Forest Hill, S.E.23. [7428

SISGEE Combination, 4i4h.r., carelully overliaviled,

and worn parts renewed
;
private owner ; any trial

;

£55.—T\'est, Cbristchurcli St., Frome. [7253

Sparkbrook.
PARKBROOK, 2-speed, new 1921 model, unused;
£60, or near offer.—Johnson Bros., Spalding. [7006

8b. p. Sparkbrook-Jap 1914 Counterslialt Combination,
lirst-cla.ss condition and appearance, mileage 6,000,

engine in exceptionally good condition, lecently fitted

4 new -valvee, new Binks cfirburetter, new belt and
chain, new Brooks saddle, 2 nearly new tyres and 1

original, lamps, born, speedometer, and accessories,

eoacbbuilt sidecar, screen and luggage grid, licensed and
innnred; £90, no offers : any evening by appointment.—
Sayers, Tlie Poplars, Partridge Green, Sussex. [7029 (

Speedwell,

6h.p. Speedwell 2-seater, hood, screen, electric lamps,

dual ignition. Zenith, excellent condition through-

out, tax paid; £40, near offer; e.xchange motor cycle;

stamp, photo.—Cox, Chilterns, Bay Mill Ed., Maiden-
h«3d.

' [7416
Star.

STAR 1-916 4Kb.p., 3 speeds, clutcb kick starter, all-

chain drive, countershaft, perfect condition; part

exchange lightweight, Douglas preferred.—206, High
St., Poplar, E.14. [7601

Sun.

I

C!UN-J?EEOISION, O.B. sidecar, 3-speed, licensed: £45.
iO' --Butler, Baldock. [5932

3h.p. Sun-Villiers, lamps, tax paid; £27.—Cart-
I /iZ. Wright, Highwood Hill, Mill Hill, N.W.7. [8010

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and ftie date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

17 Suu-Villielsj
nj-wllcie; £3t

9

nil accessories, tax paid, puU two
, or oli'er.—20, Wyvis St., Poplar.

in. [7259

,'30; Sun-Villieis, 1916, 2V2h.p., "2 speeds, tyres and
' general condition excellent, complete lamps,
rn, licence.—Maynard. 8. Silver St., Enfield. [7856

lUN-VILLIERS, T.T.. 2:?'lh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,
' tax paid, perfect condition, everything as' new;
•gain, £32.-128, London Rd., King's Lynn. [7900

Sunbeam.
15 3\'..h.p. Sunbeam; £75.—Morriss and Co., Ltd.,
159, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [7660

^. KICKHAM for Sunbeam, sole agent lor Bristol
J and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3352

919 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., electric lipliting^,

born, tax, mileage 4,600; £180.—AVright, 2, Park
r., Rugby. , . . [X4981

921 (JVIarcli) 3V2b.p. Sunbeam, fully equipped, de-
tacbables, as new; f-137.—Tucker, Humber House,

t'bbridge. - [7267

UNBEAMS.—We are agents, and can ^deliver
promptly here, or at works.—Bunting's "Exchange,

saldstone.
, ,

..
;

[7902

TJNBEAM SVab.p. Combination, 1915, tax . paid.
' lamps, horn, tools, spares; £90, or near.— Box, 2
ike St., Brighton. - [626:

ih.p. New Sunbeam and sidecar, interchangeable
2 wheels; £200; from stock.—A. J. Young and

, ., Ltd., Newmarket. [6795

21 3i^h.p. Sunbeam, not done 50 miles, licensed,
all on. as new; £145 for quick sale.—Sower-9

tts, 1, South St., Bacup. [7761

921 {April] 3\<>h.-p. Sunbeam, mileage 1,300, perfect
condition, lumps, horn ; £135.—Graham, East

dge, Wargrave Manor, Wargrave. _ [6979

ITNBEAM 1919 SVah.p. Model, excellent machine
* complete- with lamps and horn; a bargain at IOC
8.-26, Kew. Rd., Sboreham, Sussex. [723C

ib.p. Sunbeam Machine, incomplete, only a few
'2 parts wanted, to assemble; £55, practically new.
?'lynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [7891

ATE 1919 3>^h.p. Sunbeam, absolutely as new,
J with Lucas accessories; a gift, £120.—Jones
irage, 4^ Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [7686

^TXNBEAM SVoh.p., 1919, T.T. model, guaranteed not
done 4,000 miles, owner bought c-ar, all aoces-

ries ; absolute bargain, £115.—Parkes, Castle View,
angoUen.

'

[7308

li.p. Sunbeam Combination, late model, interchange-
able wheels, hood, screen, electric lighting, etc.,

ignificent outfit; £180.—Smurthwaite, C. Binks.
d., Ecc;es. [X496S
UNBEARX 1915 sy.h.p. Model with Sidecar, com-

' plete . with all acceesories, excellent condition;
10.—Parker's, Eradshawgate, Bolton, also 245, Deans-
te, Manchester. [4915

919 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, excellent condi-
tion, mileage about 3,000, speedometer, hood.

d all accessories; best offer over £150.—Abinger
ctory, Dorking. [7138

919 (late) 3'/vb.p. Sunbeam, lamps, horn, tools,. ta::

paid; will ride 50 miles to genuine buyer; ma-
iiie iu splenrlid condition; 85 gna.—Wood, 8, Vale
1 . Bushey, Herts. [7663

UXBEAM SVuh.p., 1920, and Canoelet sidecar," leg
^liieids, Lucas lamps and horn, perfect condition,

c and insurance paid; £155.—Dr. Tighe, South
.u?e, Long Eaton, Notts. [7031

h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1914, thoroughly over-
hauled, condition perfect, speedometer, wind

eeii, Klaxon, complete; £115; any trial, after 7.

—

. Elms Rd., South Side, Clapham. (D) [6984

ATE 1916 8h.p. Sunbeam M.A.G. Combination, I

-J Lucas dynamo lighting, hood, screen, luggage
]

id. spare wheel, a real nice outfit and dirt cheap;
laS.—Jones Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill.

[7696
I

l.li.p. Sunbeam Combination, as now, unscratched.
'^ fully equipped, 1920 engine, complete, put in I

irrli, 1921, under 600 miles ; any trial; guarantee

;

v;iti- owner buying car; sacrifice £100.—4, Nursery
alk, Worcester. [7285

lUNBEAM, 1920 (late), SV^b.p., Lucas dynamo
* lighting, Lucas electric horn, oversized tyres.
exceptionally good condition; £125, for quick sale.

Parker's, Eradshawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Deans-
te, Manchester. [X4917

||7ANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
V Suubeijm motor - cycles and combinations, for
mediate delivery. Tour present machine t^iken in
rt exclianpe; fidl market value* allowed ; distance no

|

jert.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..

utliport. Tel.: 607. [0648 1

iT'XBEAM Combination, eh.p.,- 1914 (stored during
* \v:iri, super-Gloria sidecar, luggage grid, spare tyre,
jwe;. Hiieedometer, ' Klaxon, lamps, spares, everything

;

iKiiiftcent turnout, in excellent running order, tax paid
d iiifiured; any trial : £105, or nearest.-Churchill,

lYcrson Rd., Brondesbury, N.W.6. [7380

EXCHANGES QUOTED
1921 NEW LIGHT CARS.

STANDARD, ii.6b.p., 4-seater £610
STANDARD, ii.Oh.p., 3-seater MTS
AIREDALE, ii.gh.p., 4-seater £475
AIREDALE, ii.gh.p., chassis £400
LAGONDA, ii.gh.p., 4-seater £420
LAGONDA, ii.gh.p., Coup^ . ... £420
CALTHORPE, 2-seater. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE, 4-seater. Reduced price £450

1921 NEW MOTOR CYCLES.
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler .... £250
ROYAL ENFIELD S h.p. Combination £160
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, sp. frame . £93
ROYAL RUBY, 23 h.p., 2-speed. sports 80 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, S h.p., and Sidecar . 160 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2! h.p., c/shaft, K.S. 77 gns.

SCOTT Combination £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar . £155
B.S.A. twin Combination £175
B.S.A. 4} h.p. all-chain Combination . £152 10
SUNBEAM, 3! h.p., new type, Sporting £152 5
SUNBEAM, 3.V h.p., Touring £155 8
NORTON Big a, 3-speed, and Sidecar . £165
NORTON, 3.i h.p., single-speed £98
•D0UGLAS,"2i h.p., 2-speed £85
*DOUGLAS, '2} h.p., 3-speed, clutch .. £105
•DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170

Deferred Payments quoted.

•Including lamps, generator, horn, licence-

holder.

SECOND HAND MACHINES.

Guaranteed in Running Order.

NORTON Big Four. 3-5pecd £115
DOT-J.A.P. 1920 8 h.p. Combination . £14'! "

P. & S., 2-sp., 2;J h.p., clutch £55 "0

EDMUND, r\ h.p.. 1920, 300 miles iBS 10
ALLDAYS-ALLON, igi6, 2! h.p., 2sp. £47 10
BROUGH, 1916. 3-specd, countershafr £59 10
DOUGLAS 1919, 2'.' h.p., 2-sp., tax paid fctiS

ENFIELD, 1920. 2j h.p.. 2-sp., tax paid £57 10
CLYNO, 1920, 2-spoed, lightweight . .. £55
MINERVA, twin, spring forks £29 10
ARIEL, 1920, 3.', h.p., 3-speed, c /shaft £84 10
VINDEC, 7-9 h.p",, 2-speed, F.E £42 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
CALTHORPE, 1920, sporting 4-seater £365
HAZELWOOD-J.A.P., 6 h.p. Combina-

tion, only done 100 miles, tax paid £140
MORCiAN, .sh.p., sporting, fax paid £115
MORGAN, 1915, sporting £130
ARIEL 3'. h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £99 10
HENDERSON 10 h.p. 4-cylinder Com-

bination, very smart condition . . . £195
HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric . £175
HARLEY, 1916, and S/car, very smart £105
INDIAN 3-speed twin Combination ... £79 10
READING STANDARD 3-speed Comb. £100
BRADBURY, 3.'j h.p., 3-speed, Sidecar £59 10

TRIUMPH 3-spced 4 h.p. coach Comb. £75
ALECTO 1920 coach Combination £82 10
BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., 3-sp., countershaft

Sturmey, coach Sidecar £75
ENFIELD I9r5-i6 Combination £105
CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. 3-sp. Combination £85

NORTON Big Four, new sidecar £135
SCOTT, r92oCombination, very special £135

Deterred Payments Taken.

Cash offers considered for Second-liand Models.

SUNDRIES.

1920 Carburetter, shop-soiled £2 17 6

New Magnetos for Triumph, Douglas,

B.S.A., and other makes £5 17 6

New Army Knapsacks, I3^xiiin. ..£05 6
New Miller's Lamp Set £2 4
New " Perfection " Sidecar Body .... £6 15

New Perfection coach Sidecar (shop-

soiled only) for Triumph ...... £19 10

Second-hand Douglas Magneto £1 17' 6

Second-hand Amac Carburetter £0 15

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM Combination, late 1920, fitted 47 gB.
Sunbeam sidecar. Cameo screen, P. and II. lamps,

speedometer, tax paift, intfistinguishable from new, co^t
£240; accept £155.—Dentist, 216, Portobello Rd.,
North Kensington. [7079

SUNBEAM 3'/ob.p. (late 1920), tonring model, V. and
H. hiuip.'j, Lucas horn, Watford trip speedometer,

genuinely soiled only: exceptional value, £130.—Herbert
Robinson, -Ltd., 32-36, Green St.. Caihbridge. Tel.;
995. T.A. ; Bicycles. (734»

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p. Coiiibination, Lncas Magdyn*
lighting, spare wheel, electric horn, Bonnikseo

speedometer, oversized tyres, tax paid; £200, or nerilf
offer. — Parker's, Eradshawgate, Bolton; also 24,'?,

Deansgate, Manchester. [X4916
T.D.C.

33.h.p. T.D.C, excellent running ooudition, licensed,
4. over 100 ui.p.g., reliable; £20.—Brondfields. Leteh-

worth, Herts. (X4880

T.D.C. De Luxe 2^jih.p., 2-stroke, splendid condi-
lian, tax iiaid; £35, or nearest offer; evenings

after 5.30.—74, Bruclenell Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.17.
[7525

TrJumnh
pREJIIEB Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

NLY 0,% Extra for Easy Payments.o
WE can deliver to your address within 24 liours

2i4h.p. lightweight Triumph. £70; W.D.B. (reno-
vated). £95; Tvne H 4h.p.. S-speed. Pll.'i; Tvne S D..
chain drive, £125; sidecars from £20 to £50.—Buy
I'OUr machine direct Irofn the TriurnTih .^ip lalists.

The Prem.ier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
' [X4991

CROSS, Rotheiham, can deliver all model Triumphs
from stock.

]Q21 Cliain-driven, with Lucas dynamo lighting set,
t? complete; £146.'7/6.—Cross, Agent, Rotherliam.

[X4927
"1Q18 Countershaft Triumph, from £50.-24, Bailiol
i-U Rd.. North Kensington. [7706

TRIUMPH and Sidtvar, lamps, horn, excellent con-
dition; £50.-Sdlomon, Camberley. [7355

20 Baby Triumph, 2-speed, as new; £50.—Jones'
Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill'. [76S1

TRIUMPH 1912 Olntch Model, in good condition;

£33.—Apply, Flying Horse, Borough, S.E.I. [7179

17 4h.p. Triumph Combination, lamps,, etc. ; .-£78,

bargain.— 1, Bellingham Terrace, Catfoid. [7688

19

19
DAN GUY, Weymouth. -1921 Triumph al\-clmiii coJii-

bimition. £175. Biiliv 2-stroke. £70. from stock.
ro623

I1Q21 Tiinmph and MilWord Sidecar, Lucas lumps,

if complete, tux paid; £140.—Cross, Agent, Rother-

ham. [X4928

1 OlS Triumph, countershaft, fully eduipped; twenty.
io' from £50.—Park 5541.—204, Ladbroke Grove,

VV.IO.
.

f^O
TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, 4h.p., countershaft,

peifeot; £85, or separate.- 179, Brixton Rd.,

5 -^'.9. . [X4569

I 1 Q18 Triumph, good condition, licensed; £68, or

1-f near- 134, Godstone Rd., Caterham vallev,

Surrey. '
'

'
""IS

1 014 Triumph, 3 speeds, perfect; 50 gns.—Hamlet
I
If/ Court, Hamlet Court Rd., Westcliff-on-Sea.

Essex. [8037

1RIUMPII, 1914, 4h.p., S-speed, re-enameiled, plated,
^ "" " '-y Rd.,

ICatford. [7076

TRIUMPH
tax; a liy trial; '£62.—Crisp, 74, Bromley Rd^

TRIUMPH, 2-sneed, tax paid, faultless; £27/10.
gift — Banibridge, 43, Riverside, Kingston-on-

I'hames. [7156

1018 Triumph, engine 42601, licence paid, all

-ly lamps and horn; £77/10.-Wclford, James's Stj,

Brighton. [71°0

ini8 Triumph, countershaft, licence paid, condition

ii/ perfect, engine 46553.-Welford, James s St..

Brighton. [7°^^

£32/10.-Countershaft Triumph, nearly new, less

engine; gift.-Ball, 49, Riverside. Kingston-on-

Thames, l-'oou

T^RIUMPH 4h.p.. 1919. Sturmey 3-speea, K.S

i Canoelet sidecar, licensed, complete; £88.-Long-

nev, Oswestry. ,[X4886

TRIUMPH 1918, Swan sidecar. Easting, lamps, top-

ping condition; £90.-Pope, 106, Munster Rd..

Fulham, S.W. .
[765"

RENOVATED 4h.p. C.S. Triumph, indistinguishable

from new; £85.-Jones' Garage, The Broad«_ay

Muswell Hill. [7*^79

in 14 4h.p. .Triumph, 3-speed, averhauled and per-

19 feet; £46.-Jones Garage, 4, Woodside Para^.

North Finchley. .

1'™"

£65 -4h.p. Triumpli. 2-.speed, F E., enamel .and platmg

like new, fullv licensed; nde away; after 6-79,

Abingdon Villas, W. ['"""

rnEIUMPH, T.T,, single speed, new cylinder, tyres
^ and rims,, guaranteed perfect.-Greene s Motor
J. ...

Depot, Enniscorthy.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when de:

advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A33

sired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q19 Babv Triumph, fully equippetl, tax paid, new
J-«^ condition and tyres; £58, or nearest,—87. Roe
Rd., Northampton. [X4889

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, 3-speed, lamps, horn,
etc., perfect condition, any trial; £70.—33, Hack-

iord Rd., Brixton. [8025

run in, gnaiauteed,
fll2.—1. Bhn G.-ir-

[7248

Triumph Cnmbinatinn, fully

£120.—Jones Garage, The
[7699

"I
Q21 Triumph (Hiiy). perfectly

J-*' fully efjuipped, regi-.itcred

;

den^, Hanuu^rsmith.

LATE 1919 4h.p.
equipped, ail as new-

Broadway, Muswell Hill.

start. lutcli, Bosch mag.,
' " £40.-173.

[7036

LATE 1919 Triumph,
tion : £75.—Butterv

1 Q14 Triumph, kick
Xf7 Sturmey hub. recently overhauled
Kentish Town Rd., N.W.

. . lamps, liorn, splendid condi-
utterwortlis Garage, Brixton Hill.

'Phone : Streatham 2813. [7497

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch; any
examination ; 45 gns.—West. 420, Durnsford Rd.,

Wimbledon Park. S.W.19. [7991

TRIUJIPH, late W.D. model, thoroughly overhauled,
new coachbuilt sidecar; £76.—Clark, 7, Exhibi-

tion Rd., South Kensington. [7978

1Q21 Triumph, only ridden 100 miles, perfect conJ-" dition, tax paid: £105.—W. E. Blackwood, Pen
nous Hospital, Hednesford. Staffs. [7170

1Q19 Triumpb Combination, new Swan sidecar, un-
-»-*.' used 9 months, lamps, tools, etc.; 100 gus

—

Hora, Rainstord Rd., Chelmsford. [7337
fpRIUMPH Junior, latest model, unscratched, has
J- not done 500 miles, faultless; £50; no offers
Everett, Cliddesden, Basingstoke. [7447

1 Q20 Junior Triumph, registered, lamps, horn, per-J-" feet conflition; £60, or ueiirest.—.Shaipe, 63,
Elliot St., Hillhead, Ghisgow. (D) [7814
I^RIUMPH 4h.p., 1920 model, complete with sidecar
J- in first-class order throughout; price £120 —
Surrey Motors, Ltd., Sutton, Surrey. [7037
"|Q12 Triumph 3i4h.p., dutch model, Philipson, tax
-*-*' paid. Ttif.cli;im>!iUv Tiorfo..f. £37. call after 6paid, meclumfcally perfei-t-
42, Richmond Rd., ShepheidV Bush. [7302
fpRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, in
J- perfect order; £65.-Sraitira, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0658
A GOOD W.D. Triumph, in splendid order; will give
5«- eonil trial to pun-h.-iser : £65: it onlv wants stx-
iij;.'.— tj.ll., 66, Loaujpit Yale, Lewishnm. [7402
TTRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, Sturmey 3-3peed,
_J- clutch, kick start, nearly new, sidecar, tax paid;
£85.-Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [6993
'pRIUSIPH, renoviited W.D., Gloria, Cameo, spare

.^n ci'^i."' J"i!i?' ?'V°''
*'''> *"''^' '""r equipped

£80.-GjfI(ird, 29a, Alliert Rd., Chatham. [7715

A .I'^^ST and Reliable 1914 Sijh.p. Triumph,
.^ licensed, absolutely complete; £30 ; after 7 —
Rosemeath, Silvordale Rd., Buslicy, Herts. [7446
rpRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., countershaft model,
,T- .

1918.19, guaranteed mechanically sound; £85 —
Davies, 471a, Holloway Rd., Lbndon, N. [7821
fpRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p.. 3-specd S A hub
'- lamps, tlioroughly reliable; £62; offers- cvenin-'s'
week-ends.— 18, Dcansfleld Rd., Eltham, S.E. [7443
TRIUJfPH Junior, 1920, lamps, horn, licence paid,

mile.ige 200, splenilid cmdition; £65, nearest —
Apply, llamling, 69, Chandos St., Hereford. [7117

OXFORD.—Tnuuiph countershaft cnniliiniition 3-
speed .-luti:h, K.S., sportinR Canoelet, lumps, horn,

licensed; £75.—King. Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X4950
THRIUMPfl, 1910, 3i,ah.p.. Bosch mag., tyres excel-
J- lent condition, perfec-t running order; £55- after
6.—Waterworks, St. Edmund's Terrace, N.W. 8. [7989
TTIRIUJIPH 1918 4h.p., 3-speed, lamps, etc., lieaiiti-
-- ful condition, complete with new Ladbroke light-
weight sidecar, very smart outfit; £85.—Below.

in, guaranteed
Ma Ida Vale.

(7971

, tax
£65,

TRIUiMPH 1917 4h.p., 3-speed, all
condition; £58/10.—Goad, 122,

'Phone: Hampstead 1353.

4h.p. Triumpli, conntershait. lamps, horn, tools
paid, perfect running order, just overhauled- ..„„„

• or nearest.-The Laurels, Park Hill Rd., Ewell. [7749
rpRIUMPlI Countershaft Combination. 1918 reno-
-- vttted, overhauled at Triumph works, 1920 just
back from tour; £90.-70, Baring Rd., Lee, Kent.

[7223
-1 Q20 4h.p. Tiinmph, Glotiii sidecar, Ciimeo, liood
-Li/ Tan-Sad, Covvev horn, iill lamps, spares, tools, tax
paid; £125,-7, Pi.xlcy St., Buidett Ed., Bow, E.14.

[7242
/^On!SnV.4LL.-]-lxi-eptional 1920y. Triumph, 4h.p.
V-.* Model H., luxuiionslv cquipiied, as new- bar-
gain

: offers.-Piowse, I'olkiughorne: Gnlval, Penzance.
[7070

Tj^.O.C.H. are Triumph .\gents; combinations and
-•- solos, new and second-hand in stock.—6 'Heath
St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Stationl.

THRIUMPH Sporting Combination, countershaft 3-
-«- Sliced, etc., new tyres, disc wheels, fully equipped
tax paid, any trial; £115.-33. Hackford Rd., Brixton!

[8024

GENUINE SALE
of

SHOP-SOILED
and

SECOND-HAND

MOTOR CYCLES

6 hp. A.J.S. COMBINA-
TION, 1920. Dynamo
lighting, spare wheel,
clock, speedometer, hood,
screen.

8 hp. NEW IMPERIAL
COMBINATION, 1920.

8 hp. HUMBER COMBIN-
ATION, 1914. Fully
equipped.

4 hp. DOUGLAS COM-
BINATION. All on. 1921.

L.M. LIGHT CAR, 1921,
shop-soiled only.

NO REASONABLE OFFER
REFUSED.

LARGE STOCK OF
DOUGLAS SPARES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

DOUGLAS, LEVIS,
B,S.A., MATCHLESS,

in stock.

FIRST CASH SECURES
CALL OR 'PHONE FOR
FULL PARTICULARS.
SHOWROOMS (Wholesale and Retail)

23, 24, Woodstock Street
(off Oxford Street)

New Bond St., London, W.l.
'Phone : Mayfair 6559.

"tele&rams :,*'lvhardllan, Wesilo, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE,
Triumph, r

TRIUMPH 3M.h.p., countershaft 3-si»cd, K.S., fhifell

tJis paid, and Torpedo aluminiuiu sidecar, perlec
condition, all on; offers.—\nieildou, Ross, Hereford
Hfuro. [756!

TRIUMPH 3l(.h.p., N.,S.U. 2.speed, F.E. chitt-h, ad
justable pulley, very good order, exceptional bar.

eajn: £30, or offer. — 100, Spencer Rd., Orawlej.
Sussex. l764(

1 020 Baby Triumph, a; new, £45; 1918 Sun-Villiers
J-*^ splendid condition, take two anywhere, £28
exchanges; evenings. — 67, Fernlea Rd., Balham
S.W.12. [7S4(

1 018 Triumph Combination, splendid condition ant
At' appearance, lamps, horn, tax paid, ride 6(

miles to purchaser; £80.— 2, Fortirncgate Rd., Harles
den, N.W. [800;

TRIUMPH, 1918, 4h.p., countershaft, enamel
plating, and mechanism splendid condiliou

ham. [761!

equipped; 70 gns.—30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., .Sydeil

1Q18 Triumph, £60, apiiearant-c is perfect, as wel
Lif as engine, -which liad been thorouglilv overhaided
-.r. Hayues, 28, Church St., Greenwich, S.E.ia
'Phone: 1330. 17401

1Q18 Triumph 4h.p,, conntershait, rebuilt, nefl
.-^*^ parts W.f3. model, indistinguishable from bram
new; £75.—Barnett, 21, Rodborongh Rd., GoldeR
Green, London. [6L3fl

"I
19 Triumph Combination, indistinguislmble froit

J~iy new, Sunbeam s-idecar, lamps, horn, new Sen-

spray carburetter, tax paid; £95.—2. Foitlinegate Rd.
Harlesden, N.W. [8001

TRIUiMPH Late 1919 4h.p. Combination (Gloria),

lamps, speedometer. Cameo wind screen, new
condition, small mileage: £120.—Rawes, 2, Nicoll Rd,
Harlesden, N.W. 10. [715<

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, 1918, iieifeci

condition, little used, equipped, tax paid, in

surance; seen by appointment;
Hampstead, N.W.3.

£95.-13, Nona Rd.
[744!

BARGAIN; Triumph C.B. combination, 3',i.h.p.,

speeds, clutch, perfect order, all on^good tyres

seen except Sundays
Wimbledon, S.W.19.

£40 lowest.—46, Victory Rd.
[762:

B^

GENUINE 1919 Couateishtift Tiiximpli ami sideeai

larapa, horn, tools, tax pnid, eood niEH-liiiie; an,

trial : gmiraiit6e<l not W.D. : £90.—Fitt, near Pikei'

Church St, Chelsey. [772:'

TRIUMPH.—Best value in thorcushly overhauls
Triumphs, all late models, £58; speciajl

selected, £60.—R. B. Clark apd Co., 7, Exhihitio;
Rd., South Kensington. r68'4'

ARGAIN; 1914 Triumph, 3 speeds, new belt an
tyres, 1920 mudguards, taK paid, horn, tool bagi

excellent condition, perfectly sound; £37/10.—8f

East Hill. AVandsworth. [7S8

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, brand new Dvij

hill sidecar tost ii35, fully equipped uitlj liuiip

horn, etc., tax paid, guaranteed any trial; £110.-3:
Hackford Rd., Brixton. [802

CROYUON Agent lor Triumph motor _cyc!es. A'
models in stuck i-eady far immediate deJivery^

Moore's Presto Motor Works,. Ltd., 145, North Em.
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624." [13?;

TRIUMPH,- countershait,- 1918, excellent conditio
completely equipped: lamps,- born, spare vaiye

chain, belt, tyre; licensed; £68.—Dean, 98, UUswat'
Rd., Palmers Green, N.14. ' [731

AN Exceptional 4h.p. Triumph, 1920-21, mO'
elaborately equipped with accessories and t(i

paid, one of the smartest machines on the road;, £1(
—114, Brixton Hill, S.W. ^

"
[SOlt

1Q19 Sporting Countershaft Triumph,- special tan
J-iJ 28x3 tyres, wide guards, lamps, horn, tooi

tax paid, fa-st, condition
Rainsford Rd., Chelmstord.

Ijuarantecd; £85.- -Hor
!'78:

MUST be Sold; 3',Mi-p. Triumph. BoscJi, Mab-i
gears, good tyres, requires tinting properiy,, 51

vate owner; first money order £32 takes; carria
paid.—Baker, 49, Murray St., York. [781

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, believed 1917, -Luqi
lamps, new tyres, mechanically perfect, tax pa

any trial; £60, or offer. — Martin, 13, Sun '£

Waltham Abbey. 'Phone : Waltliam Cross 99. [77

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., comitersha
J-*' Millford sidecar, luggage grid, electric lighb^
just overhauled, new platijig and enamelling throur
out; £125.—Wayside, Horn's Green, Knockholt, Ke

[71

1 Q18 and 1917 Triumphs, 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
X.*y conditioned and overhauled, excellent condtiii

from £52 in makers' colours; new coachbuilb sidec

£17.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kena;
ton. [6*

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lano, London, E.G.'
Triumphs, iiU models in stock, new chain dxli!

new chain-ci\m-belt<9, solos and combinations ; immedj
delivery ; supplied on easiest of easy terms ; trade s

plied- [4ij

TRXUIMPI-is.-We are the North London agents, (

can give immediate delivery; chain di'ive, chf
cum-be!t, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, 10

well Hill, N.iO; and at Woodside Parade,: No
Pinchjey. (OS

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issUe.
IVlotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol an.v Triumph Model; cash
or cleferreil payments; book your order now, and

Old disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..
>uth Side, Ciapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
n 241:7. [0504

TRIUMPH, Model H, Sept., 1920, not renovated,
only ridden 300 miles, nnscratched, complete with

mps, horn. Tan saddle, etc., licence ijaid'; best offer
er £95.—T. A. Jarvis, 52. Christchurch Ed.,
eading. [7437

"RIUMPH 1914 3-speed Combination, C.B.. over-
liaule<l. leplateJ and enamelled, the whole as

w; any trial or examination ; £65. tax paid, or
.Hild separate.—Broomfleld, 8, Montague Mews North,
iker St., W. [7017

020 Triumph.- 4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft,
-«.' IxiJished discs, indistinguishable fiom new. jier-
rt running, 80 gns. ; or with new unused 1921 Mont-
;mcry sidecar. jElls.—35, St. Clements Mansions,
illie Rd., Fulham. [7666

U120 (June) C.S. Triumph, engine No. 69791, lamps,
. „ hola, knee grips, long straigbt-throu!;h eihaust,

mi-t.i. bars, several new parts, whole in first-class
ndition; trial; £90, no oaera.—Gardner, 14, St
rithms Terrilce, Lewej. ^ [ISTi
"'RltJMPH 1*914, 3-speed and clutch, lamps, horn,
- licence paid, engine and gears thoruughly over-
uled and guaranteed perfect; any trial; £56 —Her-n Robinson. Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambrid

^l. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [7347

tJ20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, perfect condition, tax
V paid, lamps, and all accessories, spare valves and

.rings spare belt, spare long exhaust if wanted, spare
ag, also repair outfit; bargain, f85.-S., ' Idlehonr

'

i,renue Gardens, Horley, Surrey. [6140

liQ 19-20 Triumph Combination, electric light, speedo-ly meter. Cowey horn, 28x3in. fyies new, les
lelds, spares and tools tax paid, insured to May.
22; any trial or expert examination: £110- r:een
ter 5 p.m. and iveek-eml.—Dale, 120, Sutton Court

[7566

for any model of new 1921
motor cycles and comliinntions, for

mediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
rt exchange; full market value allowed; di.itance
je<t.-E. liamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St ,

uthport Tel.: 607. _ [0646

"RIUMPII Combination lor Sale,, fitted with
luxurious polished aluminium sidecar, upholstered

,il leather, equipped hood, screen, lamps, Lucas horn,
ensed; the whole outfit is as new, not run 2,000
des; the smartest outfit on the road. £145; privately
I'ned; take Douglas part.—C. P. Wood. Tligh St"
|eyning. [yigg

fQ19 4h.p. C.S. Triumph (not W.D.) licensed, re-" oently overhauled, with 1921 Millford Corvette
lecar, P. and H. head lamps, electric side and rear,
ggage grid, tools, horn, speedometer, spare tube.
Its, plug, valve, et*. ; any trial; £95; appointment
ter 5.—Lieut. Bader. Great Lines Hutments, Chat
'11 IDi [7565
STONISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-

A. binatinns.— Brand new 1921 type H 4h.p. 3-

?ed Triumph, with new coachbuilt sidecar, Coverall
ron, 4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-
;nts only iiX extra, not shop-soiled or renovated
ichines, but brand new 1921 models direct from
ikers' works; free deiivery to anv address.—The
eniier I\lotor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X4992

Velocette
ULIANS, of Reading, have 1921 Velocelt^ in stock

[0486

j<TEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
l!' models Velocette.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
mpton. fS3822

921 Velocette, licence paid, run only 200, con-
dition as new in everv wav: nricp '

Plaistow. E.13.

\7ANTED, purchasers
' Triu

dition as new in every way; price £65
imes's St., Brighton.

Wei ford
[7096

''BLOOETTE, 1915, all chain drive, 2 speeds, sound
, mechanical condition, tax paid, lamps and horn

;

i8.—Pemberton, Tailor, Crewe. . [7568

Q21 Velocette.—All models, in stock for immediateV delivery; easy payments only 4% extra; 21^11. p.
(peed, £75; 3-5peed, £85; lady's open frame, £78;
y your machine direct from the Velocette specialists.
Phe Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham.

[X499.6

Verus. .

"EHU.T 1920 2i,lh.p.. as
Brown, -. Albany Rd.,

new, tools, etc.;
Hersham, Surrey.

£38.^ I

[6967
,

You can always

TRAVEL FIRST CLASS
if you buy you motor cyc'e
from the Service Co., Ltd.

We supply only the best makes of new
machines and every motor cycle or combi-
nation in our stock if; really overbauled in
our own worirsbops.

W'e are prepared to consider your present
machine in part exchange for a new one.
and if des-red arrange the balance on
Extended Payments.

Any machine from our stoc'c. either new or
second-hand may be purchased on our easy

"

payment system an initial payment of one
quarter of the cash price only is required^
and the balanc?, plus a small charge for the
accommodation is payabienvhile you ride.

^^'hy not get into touch with us at once.
Our present stock of new machines includes

:

1921 ARIEL, RUDGE MULTI. RALEIGH,
O.K. all models, TRIU PH, ZENITH,
SUNBEAM, CLYNO, VELOCETTE, COUL-
SON, METRO-TYLER, etc., etc.

A few selections from our second-hand
stock. i\lay we send you our full list ?

— Make. Particulars. Price zz.

Douglas ?*''-P-'^"'' over
re-enamel-

£65_ hauled.
ed, and plated.

Triumph Junior
1919-20. 2-sp., all accessories. CCT iA
Tax paid. . XO I IV

NewImperialJap
ig::o, 2J h p.. 2-sp-, acce.^sories, CC7 1 A
Tax paid. dtp/ lU
^OUiSOIl barne. 2-SDee

£120

AviaI 3^ hp.. 1915-16. and
*»* Id sidecar.sidecar, 3-sp.. counter
shaft, Tax paid. ....
PP^ TUt 1919 Combination,

• Ol 1t1* all accessories,
Tax paid. - - - -

A'^^l ^919. 6 h.p., Combina-
*»'**^* tion, lamps, horn,
speedometer

Sunbeam S^fei'iauo'n

Rudge Multwin
1920, 7-9 h.p- Combination, as new,
lamps, born, speedometer, discs,
Easting. ....

Etc. Etc.

920-21 Venis-Blackburne 4h.p.
£84:

. , o-speed Stnrmey

;

ncluding sidecar tax, or nearest offer.—
Fordel Rd., Catford. [7586

Q20 2^iih.p. Verup-Elarkbume, aluminium discs,
*^ enamelled black, ridden 250 miles, tax paid
0.—Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross

10656

MMEDIATE Delivery ol any Verus Model; cash or
delerred payments ; book your order now and

Did disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..
nth Side, Ciapham Common, S.\V,4. 'Phone : Bri-x-
a 2417. [050?

1^'lieQervice(ofnpaffl/.....;

&)289-293.HichHolbornI HOLBORN
LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams: " Admittedly, London."
Telephone: Holborn 6430.

FOR SALE.MOTOR CYCLES
Verus. y.

'
'

"yERUS-BLACKBURNE Z-'/ih.p., 1920'/^, 800 mile;,
» Burman 2-speefi, clutt-h, and K.S., horn, tax paid

condition new; £80, or near offer; genuine bargain.—
Grove Rd. InstituLiorr, Richmond, Surrev. [7052

Victoria.
3ih.p. Victoria-Jap Couibinatinu, 3-speed

52. gine, gears, etc., gnnrjinteetl perfect,' 1

requires new
Llangollen.

;*W4

back stay;

1 Q20 Villiers. 2-strcke, 2-sp;ed, li

-1-*' Jones Garage, The Broadway,

hub, e:i-

but frame
^25.—Partes. Castle View,

[7509
Villiers.

Oiii-R- Villiers, 2-stroke. lullv ec]uipped, tax paid;^'^ £27.-17, H-featOM Rd.. Mitcham. [7517

like new; £50.—
Muswell Hill.

[7694
Williamson

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8h.p., excellent condi-
tion; £90; exchange good ?olo.—Brown's Garage,

Bolney, Sussex (on main Brighton road). [7444

WILLIAMSON Combination, 1915, 8h.p., wnter-
cooled, luxurious sidecar, lamps, speedometer,

r-tii:., suaianleed mefhauically peifeot, tax paid;" owner
bought light cnr; £85, or near ofEer.—iJemings, Mendip
Lodqe, Godahning. [7246

Witall.

WITALL 1920 2Vj\i.\-}., 2-stroke, 2-speed, counter-
shaft, Bramoton Biflex forks, electric lamps^

brand new condition; cost £75, £40; exchanges.—
G., 63, Solon Rd.. Brixton, S.W.2. [7779

Wolf.

3ih.p. Wolf-Jap, 2-speed oountersluift, lioeusecl : £25.
4 -Hobbi, Gillingam, Dorset. [7780

or ex-
[7513

barne. 2-speed, and £7C
z:z clutch, nccessories, Tax paid. - 3tlO
rZ Tv^vvvMir-kV* 1920-21, 4 h p.,= iriUmpn all-ch.Crindlay C10C— i'car, accessories. Tax, nearly new XiOD

s Rudge Multi?a".p'd £4210
= P. & M. R-^.F. type, .-speed £65 =

I Enfield ^'eJ^'finl-^ord'er- £105
= f^lvnrt ^'^ ^ P' 3-speed, and— v^ajfllV sidecar, complete with
ZZ accessories, just over-hauled, re-

^ enamelled and plated, as new,— Makers' colours. -

~ ^ontl* ^^~'^' ^^^ Henderson— 01*011 s'car to match electric

^i light, speedometer, screen, Tax £1 OC

£70 I
£90 j
£115 1
£90 I

£140 I

WOLF 2.i4h.p., 4-stroke, overhauled; £15,
change.—17, Heaton Rd., IVlitc.iiam.

WGLF-J.A.P., 234h.p., S-spesd, C.S., as new, makers'
colonrs. taxed, tyres new; £45, near. — 21,

Fortunegate Rd., Harlesden. [7931

WOLF.— Sole agents for London, South of Thames,
and district. We are now fixing, sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side, Ciapham Common, S.W.4, 'Phone : Brixton
2417. [0508

Wooler.
"j <r>20 Wooler. brand new; a gift, £70.—Jones Gar-
X'W age, 4, Woodside Parade, JS'orth Finchley. [7634

WOOLER 2';4h.p., 1921, clutrh, horn, brand new:
73 gus.-Inglewood, St. James's Rd., Sutton. [7417

WOOLER, about 18 months, Al condition; £50.—
Pearce, Bramley Cottage, Haudsworth, Sheffield.

[-6985

OOLER, 1921; immedinte delivery all modeK—
Morgan, Eeuilworth Rd., Beikswell, Warwick-

shire ageut. [X4907

WOOLER. latest model, chain drive, 3-speed gear;

call and inspect its many good features.-Bunt-
ing's, Wealdstone. [7903

WOOLER, 1920, 2"jih.p., lamp, horn, accessories,

tax, insui-antc paid, perlect ;' £55; view Croy-
don.— 3. King's Av., Eastbourne. [7963

Zenith.

JULIANS, ol Reading, have Zenith 1921 5h.p. in

stock. [0482

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early delivery
all models. [0556

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Sporting Model, .shop-soiled
only; £100.—Tippen, Marden, Kent. [6345

1 O^l 8h.p. Zenith, Model II; £144.—Morriss and
At? Co.. Ltd., 139. Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [7657

20 Zenith Bb.p., sporting model, condition as

W^

19 new: £115.—Chatta'n House, Harrogate. [7222

1016 3V-.h.p. Twin Zenith, clutch and kick starter;

if 50 ens.—IMorris and Co., Ltd., 129, Finchley Rd..

N.W.3. [7662

ZENITH Combination, 5-6h.p., C.B. sidecar, excel-

lent condition; accept brst offer.—J3aniel, Station

Rd., Wealdstone. [7600

.T71 O.C.H. lor Zeniths: new and second-hand machines
-T '

in stock.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-
tead Tube Station). [7332

19 Zenith 8h.p., Cowey speedometer, electric

lamps. Swan sporting sidecar; £115.—Heather,19^

fc<i

83, London Rd., Bromley, Kent. [7544

6 h.p. Sporting Zenith iind Canoelet Sidecar^ ^}}^
w"

" . ., - ..--.
wind ticieen. etc., nil in perfect condition; £60,

complete.—G. Aylott, New Maldea, Sirrrey. [7228

FECIAL 90 mm. Bore Zenith. 1919, electric light-

ing, all accessories. Canoelet sidecar; 100 gns.—
Loveridgc. 58, Cambridge Rd., New Maiden. [7912

ZENlTir 5h.p. Sports Model, bought April, 1921,
cundiLiou as new; £95; mile.ige under 500 miles.

-Baker. 56. Elmwood Rd.. Ilerne Hill, S.E.24. [7047

-|Q19 8h.p. Clutch Zenith-Miltord Combinatlnn, com-
l.*J pletcly equipped, engine just overhaulea, excel-

lent condition; offers.—Clark, Trinity Hall. Cambridge.
[6350

h.p. Sports Zenith, 1919, discs, new tyres, tax

paid ; expert examination invited ; perfect

;

£74.—Lieut. Hogg, Rock House. Cromford. Matlock.
[7763

S^

8'

AH letters relating to a(lvert;senien:s should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the da;; oj the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised bv orivate owners are, wiien desired, marked (P).
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ZENITH 6h.p. _
£75, or exchange lightweight and cash.-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 1920 Countershaft 8h.p. CouiMufition. Ea.^t-

ing, laiuiis, siieedoiueter, insured, inn 2,500 miles,

hix paid; £155, or near ofler.—23, Plevna Rd., Hamp-
ton. [773^

ZENITH 5-6h.p., 1920, all on, perlect condition,
small mileage; £35, insurance and tax, no

offers. — E. Pugh, 201, Desborough Rd., -High
Wycombe. [7478

ZENITH 6h.p., clutch. K.S., Canoelet sidecar, all

accessories, splendid order; £68; take lower
power part.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. :

E. 3155. [7939

Sports Model, Binks, accessories

;

"ghtweight and cash.—Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7922

8-lOh.p. o.h.v. Zenith, mechanically perfect, new con-
dition througliout, mag. switch, Sin. exhaust pipe,

very handsome and exceptionally fast; £110; photo.—
Harton, Coin, P'airiord. [7277

^58; smart 5h.p. T.T. twin Zenith-Gradua, lamps.
^^ tax paid, tool bags, adjustable tappets, plated ex^

hausts, beautiful condition, guaranteed; exchange.—
89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7882

-QAx77V2 Overhead Valve Twin Zenith Combina-
nJ\j tion, very fast, niechanically perfect, lamps,
tax paid; best offer, or exchange smaller power.—72.

Cornwall Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [7429

ZENITH, 1921, brand new latest sporting Model
C, 5h.p. twin: £115; exchanges or extended

terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo
mile St., E.G. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0072

COUNTERSHAFT Zenith 6h.p. Combination, coach
built, kick'start, clutch, tax paid, lamps, pillion

new tyres, accessories, splendid condition, guaranteed
sound; £67/10.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7881

Sii.p. Zenith-Gradua, Inmpe;, horn, belt, new, Dunhip
tyres, tubes, re-enamelled, condition as new, £65,

tax paid, exchange for lightweight and cash; 1917
Sunbeam frame wheels. £7.-107, Greyhound Rd.,
Fulham. [8038

ZENITH 1920 Clutch Model Combination, Mills-Ful
ford sidecar, wind screen and luggage grid

F.R.S, electric lighting, tax and insurance paid,
splendid condition; £135.—Postance. 1, Austin Friars,
.Stamford. [7743

ZENITH 1920 8h.p., count-ei-shaft, lamps, tax paid.
Swan aluminium painted sporting sidecar, smartest

tiutfii on the road, and absolutelv as new; £145; ex-
changes.—Goad. 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1353. [7977

1Q14 Special Spoi-ts Zenitl], 23-4'li.p. eiugle, o.h.v.,
Xt/ E.I.C. mag.. Cox Atmos carburetter,- new iy»m
belt, new Palmer tyre on hack, and is very last but
easy to handle, perfect order and condition; £60, or
exohnnge 2?4h.p. Douglas to value.—Aero Motor Works,
Stamford, Lines. [IIZB

1 020 8h.p. Zenith Combination, Swan sporting
J-t/ sidecar. Easting wind screen, speedometer.
Low's patent generator, lamps, tools, etc., licensed
and insured, lias been carefully used, and is in splen
did condition: £140.—Write, Dubrev. Wilbraliam
Lodge, Hadley, Barnet. [7952

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

AS n Lady's Motor Cycle, the Ivy is It.— SenTl for
details from the Midland agents, Frank Whit-

worth, Ltd., Birmingliaiu. [X418a
T^OtTGLAS 2^,4h.p. Lady's Model, in good running
-*-' order, not been used for 2 year&, 2-speed gear,
Ipmps, and horn; £38.—Parkes, CastJe View, Llangollen.

[7310

Miscellaneous
3ih.p. Motor Cycle, Bosch, Triumph carburetter,

2 tax, running order; £14.—Prout, Canon St..
Taunton. [7806

1 Q20 Sunbeam S'^h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, mileage
-*- «^ 1,947, Cowey trip speedometer, P. and H.
lamps, mechanical horn, licence paid, very good con-
dition; £135.

"IQ20 Norton Big 4h.p. and Milford sidecar, all-Xtf chain drive, accumulator lighting set, licence
paid, mechanical horn, etc., excellent order; £l30.

INDIAN 1918 7-9h.p. Powerplus, licence paid, as
new; £85.

TRIUMPH, 1913, excellent condition, exceptional
engine, lamps, licence paid, etc.; £40,

TRIUMPH. 1914, clutch model, large lamp set, etc.,
thoroughly overhauled, guaranteed; £50.

WALLINGTON Motor Co., Ltd., 35, SUfford Rd.,
Wallington, Surrey. [7730

3ih.p. Premier, fixed gear, £20; 7-9h.p. American
2 X, 3-speed, sporting; £85.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. [7614

33h.p. Motor Cycle, T.E., Senspray, all on. excel-
4 lent condition; after 6.30 p.m.; £38.-53, York

Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [7140

O^h.p. 2-strokej done 100 miles, fitted with Albion
.
Ai'% 2-spced. footboards, tools, etc.. perfect; £55.

—

Mrs. F. Harvey, 31, Elenior St., Grimsby. [X4932

IF YOU WANT I

THE RIGHT I

TYRESI
AT THE I

RIGHT PRICES;
SEE OUR LIST BELOW.

Our List

Price. Price.

24X2 WooJ-MilrK Special 23/9 47 /S

26x2 Special 25/. io/-

,,
Extra Strong 30(- 60/-
CombinatioQ. 44/- 88/-

2CX21 Special 25/10 53/9
Extra Strong 34/- 6S/-
Combination

.

46/3 q2/t)

26X2j Special 30/- bnh
X2i

26X2.', Special 31/10 63/0
Extra Strong 36/1 7^/1

26X3 Special 32/- b4'-
X2.V Combination. 51/6 103/-

26X3 Special 33/4 66/5

„ Extra Strong 43/- 86/-

28X2! Special 32/4 64/9
,, Extra Strong 40/4 80/1

28X3 Special 36/1 7.!/3

Extra Strong 43/9 «7/l>

,,
Combination. 57/- rt4/-

650 X 65 Special 32/4 64 /P

,j Extra Strong 43/- 86/-
650 X 65 Dunlop Steel Studded 53/- —
28x3 Goodyear Diamond

Tread
60/- —

REALLY GOOD W.D. COVERS.
2bX23

26x2]
26 X 2I
26x21
26x2^
26 X 2.1

26 X 2g
28X3
26X2i
26X23
26X2J
26X2]
26X22

26X2^
26X2i
26X2.1
26X3

Uuiilop Heavy
,, Heavy

Palmer Cord Heavy
,, Cord Heavy

Clincher Extra Heavy .

.

„ Extra Heavy .

.

,, Extra Heavy .

.

Wood-Milne Extra Strong

„ Extra Strong

„ Combiaation.
Beldam Extra Heavy . . .

.

„ Combination . . .

.

Kempshall ". .

.

Tourist Trophy
Passenger
Moseley
Macintosh
Avon Sunstone

,, Tricar
Englebert Passenger

TUBES. W.D. REALLY GOOD.
26in. Endless .7/- Butted 9/-

28in. „ .8/6 „ 10/6

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. W.D.
8ft. ein.xiin., 16/-; 6ft. 6in. X ^iE. 10/6;

6ft.6in.X^in 12/-.

iFREE
WITH EVERY

ORDER,
A POCKET

COMBINATION
TOOL SET.

All .Goods Carriage Paid and
sent by return of post

St. Paul's Rubber Co.,
- T. J.\Y -

3, Amen Corner,
Paternoster Row,
LONDON, B.C.
TRADE SUPPLIED.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WAND3W0ETH Motor Exchange, London's lea<linj
motor cycle exchange, for real cheap tnacbine^.

—Below,

WANDSWOETH.-Easy terms, easy terms. Immeill:
ate delivery given with first payment.—Below. '

WAl^DSWOETH.-Eed Indian, 1915 clutch model.
7h.p. twin, very last ; 45 gns.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.-F.N., splendid coachbuilt cm-
bination, 5-6h.p., 4 cyls., Bosch, 2 speeds, clutch,

lamps, licensed ; 59 gns.—Below.

WAJSTUSWOETH.—Eei coaehbuilt copibination, 5
h.p. twin, 2 speeds ; any trial ; 49 gni;.-Below. I

WANDSWOBTH.-Humber coachbuilt combination, '

3',yi.p., 2 speeds, licensed; great bargain, 46 gns.'

-Below. . I

WAXnsWOETH.—Premier coachbuilt combination;
|

SV^h.p., 2-speed, only wants seeing 48 gns.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Triumph coachbmlt combinritim,,
3'/'li.p., 2 speeds; any trial; licensed; 48 f:ns.-

Below.

WASDSWOETH.—Eudge coachbuilt combination, 51.4 \i

h.p., 2 speeds, kick. Who wants? 46 gn*kT« (i

OETH.—I'reniier coaehbuilt
3 speeds, nice condition.

combmal
licensed

;

WANDSWOETH.
J.A.P., 2

WA^TDSW
SVah.p.

gns.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—1920 Triumph, almost new co.i

built combination, 4h.p., 3 sijeeds; 125 gi.

Below.

WANDSWOETH.-1920 Scott, almost new .on

built combination, water-cooled, fully eanipi"
118 gns.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.-1920 V. and M., almost n

coachbuilt combination, SV^h.p., fully eauirc i

110 gns.—Below.

1920 New Imperial, 2? ^ \

licensed; sacrifice 55 gns-

WANDSWOHTH.—1920 Eoyal.Euhy, 2y2h.r.. pratti „
cally new, little used

;
gift, 45 gns.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Eoyal Enfield 3h.p. twin, 2 speui

kick; going cheap; oilers.-Below.

WANDSWOETH. — Eover clutch model, 3\^i
\

waterproof Bosch, runs splendidly; only 38 kh---

Eelow.

WANDSWOETH.-Minerva 3',4h.p., mag., 2. sp

spring forks, runs well; 28 gns.-Below.

WANDSWOETH.-F.N. 2l/ih.p., mag., 2 sr.

wants engine, repaired; clearance 15 gns.- B.li >

WANDSWOETH.—Triumph 3V4h.p., mag., 3 s;i,'.^l

dropped frame, nice machine ; 56 gns.—B^jIo"

WANDSWOETH.—Triumph SVjh.p., mag., low drCM
frame ; only wants seeing ; 32 gns.—Below. .

WANDSWOETH.—Eudge with sidecar, Z'/Ai.^., mat
2 speeds ; great bargain, ^9 gns.—Below.

B^

WANDSWOETH.—Fafnir 3h.p., mag., dropped Irani

ready drive away; gift, 18 gns.—Below.

WANDSWOETH. — Exchanges.-Wandsworth Mot
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth iToi\m Statioi

'Phone: Latchmeie 4686. _ [75!

BAEGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels, Barleys, Omega.
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Boot

Motories, Halifax.

T> AEGAINS.—New 4i/4i.p. Quadrant and s^ec!

Motories, Halifax

AEGALNS.—1920 Indian Combination, dynar
lighting, screen, £145/10; G.W.K. light car, <

tachable wheels, £155/10.—Booths Motories, H«i

[ax.

BAEGAfNS.—8h.p. Matchless combination, coullti

shaft gear, £49/11: 4^ih.p. James, 3-8]

chain drive, £39/15.—Booths Motories. Halifax..

BARGAINS.—7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, £29/10; 61i

Chater-Lea and sidecar, £30/10. — Bool

Motories, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.—Sh.p. Enfield lightweight, 2-6pef

£35/10; 3i/.h.p. Triumph, £26/10: 3'Al

Ariel, £35/10; J.E.S. motor sot on cycle, £17./ll

Booths Motories, Halilax,

ARGAINS. - SMih.p. 1914 P. and M., £49/
nearly new 1921 2-speed Omega, £51/10; 1!

O.K., £35/10; 1920 Scott, £87/10.—Booths Motor
Halifax

BAEG-\INS.—4h.p. Douglas, 3speed, £59/10;. 1

2%h.p. Douglas, £37/10; new 1921 . Ru
Multi, £85.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

AEGAINS.—Shop-soiled 1920 models : 2?i)

OK £43/10; ditto 2-spced, £54/10; 2%
Omega-Jap, 2-speed, £67/10; Harley-Dayidson
sidecar, £139/10; 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/
exchanges entertained. Pay lis a visit.—Bc>o

Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel. : 1062. [6

Al Opportunity.—Exceptional bargains in s"

soiled motor cycles and combinations for casl

the easiest of easy terms, no extra charge.—

W

phone, or call at Wauchope's, Shoe, Lane, Londoi

B^

B^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

ICHMOND Park Garage. 110, Upper Richmond
' Rd., East Sheen. S.W.14 Cphonfe Putney 2622).
'0 the following machines for sale at bargain prices :

.P.G.—1920 Matchless combination, dynamo light-

' ing, hood, screen, speedometer, spare wheel, tax
d; £140.

I .P.O.—Douglas 2"jih.p., 2-speed, all accessories, tax

j'
paid; £37/10.

) .P.G.—4-cyl. T.M.C. water-cooled combination, 3-

j speed countershaft gear, spring frame, fitted

h all accessories; £45.

ICHMOND Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond
> Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Putney 2622.

[7700

iLLBER Garagei Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London
opposite Earlsficld Station, L.S.W.R.). 'Phone:

chm^n'e 4388. Exchanges and easy terms.

;LLBER.—Budge 3^^h.p., late model, good tyres,
'. lamps, horn, tax paid, in gcod running order;

JLLBER.—Triumph Sjgh.p., countershaft, 2-speeds,

I
clutch, and kick starter, all on, in good order,

j
paid; £38.

!:LLBER.—F.N. 2! jh.p.. 2-speeds, shaft drive, com-
I plete with lamps, tax paid, good order; £23.

'LLBER.—Neal-Dalm 1920 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp2ed,
good tyres, lamps, horn, tools, etc., absolutsly

new. tax paid; £48 .

: LLBER.—Scout 1920 3h.p-. 2rstroke. 2-speed. good
tyres, complete with lamps, in splendid condi-

1, tax paid; £45.

LLBER.—Edmund-Jap 1917 2i2h.p.. spring frame,
EHfield 2-speed, all lamps, horn, etc., speed-

ster, in good ordMi £45.

LLBER.—F.N~- 5r6t».ai„ 2-sp3ed, gear box, good over-

size tyres, cumujetely overhauled, new induction
e, splendid machine, bargain; £25.

LLBER.—Triumph S'gh.p. combination, Giado
gear, clutch, and kick slaiter, polished alu-

lium sidecar body, wind sQi'een, all lamps, horn,

j

paid; a real bargain, £45;'

iLLBER.—Triumph combination, 1920, counter-
shaft, 3-speed clu-tch, kick starter, all lamps,

[Q, tools, etc., tax jiaid, wind screen, absolutely in

i'
condition; £110.

ILLBER.—Indian ' 1919 Powerplus combination,
!, dvnamo lighting model, gocd tyres, all on, in

(utiful condition; £100. [7598

EVIS, 1917. perfect, £35/10; T.D.C. 4-cyl. 7h.p
engme. clutch, £15/15; gear bo-\, new, 3 and

rse carden shaft, £17 ; threshing machine, £35

;

rs.-E. J Radcliire. Fordingbridge. [7913

Wishing to Buy (tor cash or easy ])ayments), sell.

or exchange motor cycle or combination, ?tate re-

ements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance Im-
erial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

[7906
Lh.p. Ariel Combinntion. 1921 model, condition iif

; new. all in, litis not done 500 miles, anv trial,

haninnl or otherwise; also a 2Vih.p. New Hudson
iweisht. 1920 model; iil-henltli resison of sollinc—
Iv, A. ^Y. Sutton, Newsagent and Confectioner, His)'
Sandy, j-eds. [6075

O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, corabiuations, and
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged;
new motor cycle combination or car supplied.
or easy payments. — Fair Offer Car House. 5.

th St., Hanipstead (near Hampstead Tube Sta
). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. inrlud
Saturdays. [7337

ATCH^LOR'S Bargains.—1920 Metro-Tyler, 2-

speed, tax paid. £45; 1919 Douglas, 2-speed, ac-
ories,.,tax paid, £55; 1916 Douglas, accessories, tax
, £45; 1918 8h.p. Clyno combination, accessories,
; 1920 P. and M., tax paid, accessories, £90; 1920
Hudson. 2-speed. brand new, £55; 1920 Sun, 2-

d. kirk atiirt. brand new, £55: 1920 Spnrkbrook.
eed. brand now, £56; 1916 Enfield 3h.p.. 2-speed.
paid, £40; 1921 4h.p. Bradbury, chain drive, and
tgoraery sidecar, brand new lot, £l25; 1921 4h.p.
imph and Montgomery sidecar, brand new, £140;
L Clyno 8h.p., spring frame combination, brand
, £175; 1921 ah. p. Chater-Lea combination, brand
, £160; 1921 Douglas, all on, 2f4h.p. model, £85;
I Zenith sports model, kick start, £130.—Batchelor,
Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames. [6727

* MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
£6/10.
[7561

UTO-WHEEL De Luxe, splendid running order;
£8.—Manor Farm, Bracknell, Berks. [7795

'ALL Auto-Wheel, well overhauled, horn; offers.

10 Carlton Rd.. Stroud Green. N.4. [7637

HINT'S Bicycle with Young engine attachment,
almost new, licence i^aid; £19/10, or olTer.—106,

le Rd., Fulham. "

[7194

[JTO-WHEEL, in grand order, and B.S.A. cycle.
tax paid; the lot £12; after 6 p.m.—12, Orsett

i KenniDgton, S.E.ll. [7133

MPI-FK Attachment, complete with special rear
wheel, all new; birgain, £15.—23a, Khartoum
Garratt Lane, S.W.17. [7384

tJTO-WHEEL, cheap, good running order;
Keen, Leominster.

Seven

£50

€72
£77
£105

£135
These seven selections are real *' cut " cash
bargains, designed to attract the keen cash
bargain buyer, and to make more space in
our congested stockrooms for our varied

stock of machines, which include ;

NORTON
B.S.A.
IVY
A.J.S.
N.U.T.
LEA-FRANS.

ROVER
A.B.C.
ZENITH
O.K.
MARTINSYDE
FRAN-BARNT.

PREMIER RUNABOUT
ROVER " EIGHT " LIGHT GARS

FRANK

WHITWORTH
139, New Street,

(Repairs and Service Depot : 105-107, Bristol Street)

BIRMINGHAM
Telephone Midland 2221,

O.K., 2} li.p., 2-speed,

192 1 Model, shop-soiled.

Viper - Jap, 2| h.p..

2-speed, 1921, new,
special liiie.

Martin-Jap., 2|- h.p.,

2-speed. kick starter and
clutch, new; shop-soiled.

Coventry- Eagle, 2|-li.p.

J.A. P., 2-speed (Stur-

mey), kick start & clutch.

New Zenith, 5-6 h.p.

''Sports," very, fast,

slightly shop-soiled, 192

1

model.

£-€t%M B-S.A., 4|- h.p., three-

^^lMi .speed, new, complete with* *" ^ a coach-built sidecar, and
hand and foot controlled
clutch.

Rover and Sidecar (Mill-

ford). This is a real snip
all-chain drive.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 536, Gray's Inn

Rd., London, W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427.
1^0634

TTENUS Step Bodies ire the best for old chassis.

TtTEtStJS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light,

but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied,

direct. Catalogue free.

yENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Totteriham

COACHBUILT Sidecar Body; 35/-.-Darke, 2, War-
wicli Place, AV.9. [705S

All letters relating to advertisements stiould quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue A37

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (T).

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
3 h.p. Brings and Strntton Auto-Wheel, 1921. perfect

condition: Bpecinl reasons for sale: £25, includ-

ing tax and spares.— Fleetwood Paul, Boorley fireen.

Botley, Hants. [0643

J.E.S. Motor Attachment for ordinary cycle, complete
with all fiLtings, belt rim. belt, etc., ready to

fit, nearly new condition, less carburetter only; £7..—

R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, SutToIk. [7008

RALEIGH Cross Frame Tandem, uith Economic
motor unit, Lvcett de Luxe nan saddle, extra tank.

Klaxon, speedometer, etc., IJuolops (heavy 3-ply rear),

special front forks and wheel, flno condition : 30 gns.--

Apply, 135, Edgwarc Rd., W.2. [7001

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6; 1

week, 85/-; combination 62/6 and 110/-; write

or lurther inlormation.—Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland

St. W.l. IA2D72

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.

INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.-Rayuer,' 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
[A./Uoa~ "" • -- - - [X7038

\RGSON Hand and Motor-propelled T:

'

inralia and disabled. -Particulars A
ui-piutjciicL. .'ricyci'es. for

^ ,nraiiVl ^nd disabled-Particulars Argson Eng

Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [7354

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A.B.C. Skcotamota, 1921, new; £33.-Frank Whit
/a. worth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [X4173

1021 Skootamo'ta, just received from works, in

Iif crate; £31/10 - 54, St, James St.. A,shted^

Birmingham. 1X4179

MOBILE Pup only run 20 miles cost £48; 6ell

£30, or'^nearest offer.-Haseler, 88, Church

Lane. Handsworth, Birmingham. I'l'"^

CIKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C, perfect condition, mileage

less than 100; £30 J>r nearest oHer -A l.C^

24, Buckingham St., Strand, London, W.C.2. ,
17672

ABO Skootamotas, 35 gns.; mobile Pup scooters

A 25 OTS • all brand new at these special prices.

Mivered Tree anywhere ip Great Britam.-Egert™s

Northgate, Ipswich. 'Phone: 962. 1^"=

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.'

CAMEO Screen,
Vicarage Ud

side valance, almost new; 36/-.-3,

Teddington, Middlesex.
^

L7«lii

SANDHAM'S make thousands of hoods every year;

50/- each. First quality twill waterproof.

SANDUMS.-The Sandum Patent Wind Screen of 100

position^, a^ shown at Olymp.a^ Finest screen

tlie market; 90/-. =^

Ltd.,SANDHAM Engineering Co., —•.--
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427

EASTING Standard Wind Screen, 1--- -

£3110 fof ciuicU snle.-114, Osborne Rd.,

hill, ilirraingliam.

336, Gray's Inn
[0635

perfectly new

;

- ' Spark-
[7004

TOLEDO Hood, highest grade, brass fittings 47/6;

fittings, twill, eto.-Henry Jones. 778, High Rd

Tottenham, London. i'*iof

MATCHLESS Glass Wind Screen, with side sc:wns

and metal hinged flap; £3.-14, Veruham fid ,

Pliimstead, S.E.18. L/b^/

HERCULES Hoods. 45/- to 80/.; aprons, 1116, full

size: twill, 9/6 yard; sticks, fittings etc.
.
K-

covered, 25/.; write for list.-Hercules Hood Co., 698

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. 1363a

BODIES,

s
pOR

SANDUM. the largest and most renowned sidecar

body builders in country.

SANDOMS have put on the market oyer 10,000 side-

car bodies.

SANDUMS have the only adult 2-seater body on the

market which is not unsightly. Write for our

Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

SANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any make
with the use ol up-to-date mai

factories.

machinery in four
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BODIES.
SIDECAE Bodies, brand new. suit 8h.l). bulboHS

back; £10/10.-33, Hackford Hd., Brixton. [8030

STDECAK Bodies, coachbuilt; best quality £7/7.
original £12/12.-64, Bishopsgate. London. [0611

EDWAP^DES Bodies, to suit Triumph or Harley,

from £7: looker nt rear; fitted Jree.—277, Onu-
berwell- Ed., S.E. [7302

IilDWAElDES Sidecnr Bodies, £5, p.ninted any eolonr
li Htted free. Call and inspect.—277, Camberwell

Hd,, S.E. 4913 Hop. ['''601

CLYNO Bodies, unused, upholstered, from £3/15;
Douglas chassis, complete, £8/15.-57, Kenbury

St., Camiaerwell, Loudon. [7633

EDWAEDES.-BullJous back sidec.-ir bodies, £5/10, 01

made to order no extra. Fitted tree.-Edwardes,

277, Camberwell Ed., S.E. [7803

"1 Q20 Henderson Elite Sidecar Body, only done 600
J-t' miles, perlect, no ficratclles; seen any time:

£23, Trith SL-reen and .aiirou.—Parsons. Kibwnrtli,

Leicester. [7089

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, flrst-

clasF finish; have a few coachbuilt Ijodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

RENNOC Body, screen, large locker at back, apron,

side sliields; bargain, £7/10, cost £25.—Young.
22, Racton Rd., S.W.6. [7438

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt- bodies (no better or

cheaper house), sporting models, bulbous back and
step pattern. All at low prices. Call or send your re-

(luirements.—228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, Lou-

don, N.l. Tel.: 2481 Korth. [6851

SIDECAE Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to tne coach trade for oyer 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London-, E.C.4.

[0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

.
Q ANDHAM, tJie smartest sidecar specialists.

I

QANDTTM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Chassis.—Insist oh having our enclosed
wheel type of chassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns., and sports
26 gns., are..,of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar. 27 gns.; the smartest side-

car , on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Klite. l-.usurio\isly com-
fortable sealing for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to
cihit any make of machine, 42 gns.; bodies only,
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seater as
designed by us, and approved by the recognised
experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, emart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price' £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factories:

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N. ; and Britannia
Works, Britannia, St., W.C, [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars arc
guaranteed 3 years.

"lyriDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
-^"J- high-powered machines ; Zenith. Harleys.
Indians, New Imperials, Sunbeams. Blackburnes, etc.

NS with kick "starter on left pre
difficulty with Middleton's special model

COPPEN ALLAN & CO.,
Sole Distributors for

READING
STANDARD

The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

REDUCTION of PRICE
^1 ^ CAI t\ Complete with dynamo lighting, elec-

^^1^ OWkV trio horn, all lamps, pump. £1 CQ
tools, 3 months' guarantee *XUt#

(2) COMBINATION LTScLfngcant'-
ilever sprung M.P. sidecar, cover-all apron, jPIQfi
sidecar lamp aud bracket, stand **A*/U

COMBINATION incU&fng Se wonderful

"PLUS ONE", single or double seater at will, fitted

with hood to cover oneoi two passengers, tolding screen,

sidecar lamp and bracket, step plate, stand, £025
and cover-all apron **«*<**

Above prices include Dvnamo Lighting {not

combined with magneto), all Electric Lamps, Electric

Horn, Shock Absorber, Cover-all Apron, etc.

''PLUS ONE"
a SINGLE OR DOUBtE-SEATER AT WILL.

no

all

fork.

TNDIANS^ 'fiith^ kick ^^starter on left present

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of
kind=;. Twisted motor cycle frames and fi

promptly corrected.

CAMEO Screens in stock to suit ' all makes
Middleton's. Trade supplied also.

MR. RIDDOCK, riding 8h.p. Zenith, Middleton side-
car, won inter-'Varsity hill-climb. He also won

lOssex hill-climb with IMiddleton patent spring wheel
r^idecar.

Wheel Sidecars are hot cnlv
nfortable, but are faster on
They give to the bumps, not

-f=-j

Speciflcat'on, Pidecarbody and chassis {(Inibhed in any one

o£ the six stan 'aril colours) Coverall apron, comp'eto with turn-

Imttons. Adjustable lamp bradiet Aluminium st«p plate. Selt-

lockiii',' sidecar wheel stand. 26in. or 28m. wheel ty e. Four pomt
suspension, comp ete with atee' sidecar ugs for attachment to

ItKADlNG STANDARD. -UNBEAM. S.J Si 8 h.p ZENITH. EXFIELD
HArley-Davtdson, Triumph, iouglAs 4li.p. bl.\ckbtjrne,
8HP. B.rfA.. -1 & 6-7 H.p. liUDGE, C H.P HENDEHSOS, EX
CELsiOB (AimncaJ. liRiTisn Excelsior. Indian. Ace,
fiiATcuLES.'i, A J.S., James, Etc., Etc

In f\vo-3eater po&itioii as litted to 7 h p \ J t>

MIDDLETON'S Sprin;^
safer and more comfortable,

bad roads than rigids.
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S,
car makers, wholesale,

London'; oldest established side-
, retail, and export, 27.

-Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube).
Plione : Hornsey 1584. [0522

PJOUGLAS _ Sidecar new, bargain; £16.-33,
[8029

. . , excellent conditioli

;

Swan Hotel, Haslemere. [7182

Hackford Rd., Brixton

SUNBEAM Coachbuilt Sidecar
£16.—Wells '

SANDUM Featherweight, all fittings, cover-all apron,
complete; £6.—la, Oakwood Av., Mitcham. [7369

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BARGAINS.-Shop-soiled high-class coachbuilt -si-^lr

cars; cheap.—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Sliop-soiled underslung sidecar chas-is.
cheap.—Booths Motorics, Portland Place, Hali

(ax.

BARGAINS.—High-class coachbuilt bodies, anv
colour.—Booths Motorics, Portland Place, HaU

fax.

BARGAINS.-Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar. suit

Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/ 15.—Booths Motorics,
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, snit

Rudge, £16/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly
new, £16/10.—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker under
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-, — Bootlu

Motorics, Halifax. [6193

ClIDECARS.—MiUs-Fulford sidecar, as new, off P."

yj and M.; £16.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [8026

Id single hta er pcwtion as litteJ to fc 10 h p liead n^ btaudard

One of our Agents writes You will be pleased to hwit
that Die " Pitts One " has caught on, aitd customers are en-

thusiastic about it / can see there is going to be a bi%

demand for it.

RETAILERS AND WHOLESALERS, PLEASE NOTE.

TO THE PUBLIC. YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY.

89, GT. PORTLAND STREET. LONDON. W.I

DWARDES Underslung Sidecar Chassis, condition JD

as utw; £5/15.-277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [7805ji
[^

E
MILLFORD Sidecar, as new, suit Triumph or an}:

machine; £16.-53, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [8027'

COACHBTJILT Sidecar, painted green, in Bood
order; £4.—Heather, London Rd., Bromley, Kent.

[7546
TTEADESMAN'S Box Sidecar, complete, practically.

X new: oflers.-13, Nelgarde Ed., Catlord, S.E.6. .

[7571 I

SIDECAR Chassis, new enamelled and plated; £7,

complete.-277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. Hop. 4913.
[7804

COACHBUILT Sidecar, underslung, S points, [air

order; £11.-1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford.
[75901

ROOMY Wicker 2-seater Sidecar, good tyre, lube{ ;

-£5, or offer.—100, Spencer Rd., Crawley, Sussex.
[7647. /

DOUGLAS 1920 Chassis and Body, new condition;

£20. or offer.—Shailer. 61, Bedford HUl, Balb.im.
[7155

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar Chassis, complete witii

wheel and 3rd arm; £4.-179, Brixton Rd., S.W.9.
[X4557

MONTGOMERY. C.B., roomy, good condition; bar-

gain, £8.-50, Stocfcwell Park Crescent, Bri.-;- i

ton. [7371

NEW Metal Bulbous Sidecar, list £37/10; evenings; i

£15.-120, Marlborough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea,

S.W.3. [X495g

COACHBUILT Sidecar, with baby front seat, and

fittings; 10 gns. — 12, Rectory Rd., Barnes,

S.W.13. [7148
.

MILLFORD. P. and M., and Douglas chassis, new

tyre, etc., perfect; £8/10.-33, Hackford Rd^
Brixton. [8028

SWAN Wicker "Floater, as new, off Norton, 4-point

fixings, with tyre and apron; £22, cost £35.—
Below.

MILLS-FUEFOED 4-point Chassis, with wheel and

valanced mudguard, as new, ftt all makes cycle;

to clear, £7/7.—Below.

LARGE Coachbuilt Bodies, nicely upholstered, ami

cushion, as new, £3/15; sidecar springs, 10/.

pair' fittings for Mills-Fulford chassis, also spar!

wileels; stamp reply.—Beecher, 472, Archway Hd.

London, N.6. [719:

CAMBER Semi-touring Models, Dunlop tyres

£18/10.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.i

Camberwell.

CAMBER Lightweight Models, Dunlop tyics

£17/10.—Bright and Hayles. 78, Church St

Camberwell.

CAMBER Streamline Model, Dunlop tyres; £16/1(1
—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwel i

CAMBER Tandem Models, Dunlop tyres; £26.-1
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

J

CAMBER Utility Models; £25; Dunlop tj;res.-

Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Utility Tandem Models, Dunlop tyre

large locker space; £27.—Bright and Hayles, 7i

Church St., Camberwell.

GAMBER Harley and Indian Models, 28x3 wheel!

from £29.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church SI-

Camberwell.

CAMBER.—We undertake repairs, repainting, *.

upholstering to any make of sidecar.—Brignt ait

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER.—We are the largest makers of sideea

in- South London. Established W99.—Bright an

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, Ix)ndon. 'Phonei

Brixtf.n 2951. [29;

LIGHT Sidecar, 4-point attflchment, as new; £18,

Wright, Sidney House, Algere Rd., Loughtc
Essex. [70

SHOW Model Sidecar, new Triplex screen, luxu
ously fitted up; £39.—Gray, The Boulevai

Balham. [72

SIDECAR Chassis, with large tradesman's delive
box; £5. — 68a, Delancey St., Camden Tow

London. [73

5(.

/ 38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
AN Sporting Sidecar, off 1920 3<Ahv. Sunbeam.
good condition; , £20.-L. O. Taylor, LangPort

irset. 1-V4S2

ACHBUILT Side.'nr, excellent condition, new tyre

nnd M .iccessories ; £23.—Q. Arnold and Co..

ington. ['""a

lAND New Co-nchbuilt Sidecar, fittings for Nor-

ton, 650x65 Dunlop, heavy; £28.—Bert Terry,

am, Hants. [7772

[LLS-FULPORD Sidecar, as new, roomy body
with fittings; £15, or near.—Titmuss, Woodlands,

jnry. Beds. ,
[7449

LSTONE'S for sidecars and bodies ; no better or

cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before
basing elsewhere.

.STONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other model<
in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sidecars
£14/18/6. _

ISTONE'S.—Wc have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

LSTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latent 1921 sporting and

r models in stock ; trade supplied.

iSTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.). 228, Pentonville Ed..
King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. ; 2481 North.

[6850
DECAR, double seater, hood, storm apron, good
condition, adjustable tyres; £20.—Avery. 85,
ley Rd., Wallington. [7494

)ECAR. Mill.~-FulfOTd chassis, new, roomy, C.B.
body fit P. and M., Triumph, B.S.A., etc.—272,
n St., Forest Gate. [6009

.ADESiMAN'S Strong Coachbuilt Sidecar, com.
' plete. tyre impunctured, new condition; £6.-128.
Ion Rd., King's Lynn. [7901

W. Manufacturing Co., inanufacturers of Ladbroke
sidecars ; all-weather model, smartest on the road,
)pearing coupe hood, £38/10.

iV. Manufacturing, Co.—The Ladbroke lightweight
sidecar, very smart, suitable for Triumphs, £19/19.

liV. Manufacturing Co.—The Ladbroke standard, an
1 escelleut touring model, will stand hard wear.:
1°'

»V. Manufacturing Co. for sidecars of distinction,
quality, at moderate price. Particulars given by
a. , ,

tV". Manufacturing Co. have a few eliop-soiled
bodies, also nearly new Douglas chassis, cheap.—
24. Avenue Close. Poplars At., Willesden Green,

be: Willesden 2805. [6431

lECAR. coachbuilt, £10/10; another, £12/10;
lightweight, £8/10 ; Ulvno bodies, unused, from
5.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [7634

ORIA Sidecar Chassis, 28in. wheel, nearly new
Dunlop tvre, tube, complete all fittings, right
1915 Harley tank.—49. Crawley Rd., Luton. (D)

[7245
[[VBEAM Sidecar, coachbuilt, disc wheel, light
', iiodel. excellent condition, with luggage grid

;

I' ns.—.\. Davis, Tibberton, near Gloucester.
[X4904

i'^VARDES -Sidecar Chassis, to suit all makes, £7
6 £7/10, £8/10, £10. £10/10, for Harley or trades-

Call and inspect.—277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.
[7805

21 Gloria de Luxe Sid-e^ar, spring wheel, wind
screen, petrol, oil, and luggage carriers complete,

riumph; £30.—Fitt, near Pike'^. Church St., Che

-

[7729

LLFORD De Luxe and Swnn Sidecars for Harley,
American X, and Henderson machines; prices
£35.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St.,
IX. [7329
NNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest
stock in London, actual manufacturers through-
Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80

rations.

(ENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

{i>JNOO Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars lor Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets

Accessories. Specialities.

JNXOC Co,
^ sidecars, bodies, hoods,

have 50 second-hand and clearance
lies, hoods, etc., all to clear at

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance
I

5 NNOC Co. liave the finest selection of complete
sidtcars in the trade.

>XXOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of
* sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-

JVNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all
* makes, English and American.

INXOC Co. again ask you to send lor tljeir 1921
litalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any
iaciurers.

t'^NOC Motors, Ltd., Head Office and Engineer-
- Works, Victoria Works, "Victoria Rd., Stroud
>.4. 'Phone: Hornsey 850. Body Building
rngrers Work;, Marlborough Rd., Holloway,

„ i'lione : Hornsey 1589. [2931

[All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39

Large-Sized.
Model.

NOTE REDUCED PRICES
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.— Head, Side, and
Tail Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Cases, Switch;

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

fig- 895.
Codeword
"Daylite'

Hest quality
fin I s h
throughout.
Very mas-
sive and
strong.
Ad j ustable
locus. A d
iu s t a b le
hi ack ets.

S p e c i a I

dust and
weather-proof irom

Fig. 893,
Codeword
"Daylite."

MEW PRICES
Fig. S95

Nickel- plated
60/- each.
Fig. 893

Black- pla t e d
65/- each.

OLD PRICES
Fig. 895—Nickel

72/6 each.
rig. 893—BlacK

76/6 each.

medium Size Mode). Fig. 88i
Best quality finish throughout.
Totally insulated holder, with
switch and 4-voIt bulb,
adjustable focus, adjust-
able brackets, dus' and
weather p r o o(
front. As illu?

trated. Fig.8Si.
NEW PRICES
Nickel .. 36/-
Black .. 39/-
Old Prices

Nickel .

Black

Fig. 87a.
Similar to Fig. 895, but
smaller, and with special
"pullon" front. Rubber
ring castiQE for class.

New Price,
Black-plated, 40/- each.

Oifl Price, ^5/-

Bi

I'ig. ."ido. Sidecar Lamp.
As illustrated. Complete
iwitch, bulb, wire, nuts,

washers, e^c. Price 8/6
ach

Fig. 57H. Shows red
danger signal, lights No
plate. Complete with
switch, bulb, wire, clip,

etc. Price 9/6 each.
' Force " Heilesen Bat-

tery, 9/11
-86. Specml metal ci^e

for "Force," 8/6,
Complete rear set,

2?/S.

Postage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, UTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunsfall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams :

royd'^n 2225, 22-n^ " Keyape, Crovdon.

[6727»

B^

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAE, Henderson lightweight, new last summer,

not used, unscratclied, 4-point suspension, Dunlop
tyres; cost £21. sell £12/10.—Tel. : 4910 Padd.—Dr. 8..

130, H.nrley St., London. [7086

IDEOARS, several new and second-hand; wind
screen.;, hoods, aprons, mudguards, arms, clipA,

lugs, etc.—Geo. Smith (opposite Arding and Hobbg),

Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction. [4991

IDECAES Gomplete. Bodies and chassis supplied

separately; hoods, screens, aprons, repairs, and
repaints.—T. Willianis, Manufacturer, 9, Lower Chat-

ham .St., Oxiord Ed., Manchester. tX4966

T Q20 Montgomerv Sidecar, Harley colour and fit-

-Li' tings, 28in. wheel, brand new, £28; also 1920
Montgomery sidecar, 28in. wheel, brand new, £22
Batohelor, Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames "'"'

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made for comfort,

attachments for any machine; price 18 gns. up-

wards; haye few cars to clear at reduced prices; re-

pairs, repainting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co.,

Leicester. [0335

BRAND New.—Dinky sporting model sidecar.

£25; also Henderson sprung frame model, £25;
attings suitable lor any machine.—Elce and Co., IS-

IS, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. P"°°Ji
Avenue 5548. W07B

BAND New P. and M. Sidecar, model de luie
. complete with Kempshall tyre, apron, etc.; sell

£30, or exchange for lighter P. and M. chassis and

body; cash adjustment either way.—69, Church Rd.,

Heridon, N.W.4. [7313

SIDECAR Bodies, touring, tandem, bulbous back,

sporting, lightweight, stepped models : few clearance

lines cheap. Call, inspect, and be fitted same day.—T.
Williams, Manufacturer, 9, Lower Chatham St., Oxford

Rd., Manchester. [X4966

LANCASTER Superb Coachbuilt Sidecars smartest
designs, lowest prices, any colour, from £15

complete; bodies only from £5. Call and inspect at

The" Lancaster Motor Co., 158, Norwood Rd., West
Norwood, S.E.26. [6073

SIDECAR.-Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
7 years on motors up to 9h,p.—Hopley, Upper High-
gate St., Birmingham. [0152

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

G.N".. 1914; £95; overhauled; trial.—133, Clonitiell

Ed., Tottenham. [7069

A.C. Sociable.—48, Dartmouth Ed., S.E.23.—See Ex.
change Column. [7965

8h.p. Morgan, a.c, 1916, very good order, licence

paid; £120.—Heighton's, Thrapston, Northants.
[X4417

PKEMIEE 4-whcel Cycle Car; exchange Coulson ur

similar- sell £85.—Hobbs, Gillingham, Dorset.
[7781

ORGANS, second-hand, several In stock.—Reys,
378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum

6436. [7784

ill

M*^

weight part.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-
[7636

OVER Light Car, 8h.p., latest model; immediate

[7933

Av. Monocar, splendid order; sell cheap; take light-

don

R
Chester.

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., early delivery;

250 gns.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St^

London, W.l. .
["^SO

MORGAN 1919 Sporting Model, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine,

unusea lor last 12 months, hood screen, lamps;

£135.—Below.

MORGAN Grand Prix 1918 lOh.p., W.C M.A G
engine hood screen, lamps, speedometer, good

mechanical order, tyres, etc., wants painting; bargain,

£135.—Below.

MORGAN 1921 De Luxe and Family Model in Stock;

exchanges; extended terms.—Authorised agents,

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St

E.C. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [UU/b

«'-9hp. Chater Cycle Car, 4 speeds, gate, worm drive,

i wc streamline body; trial; tax paid; £75.—13.

North St., Barking. [7642

GN 1920, discs, dynamo, owner driven: best over

£200: accept modern motor cycle part.--Moas,

Blnndell, Huntingdon. 1^.4505

MORGAN 1919 Grand Prix, all 1921 improvements,

new tyres, repainted like new; £175.-Clark. 7.

Exhibition "Rd., S.W.7. [7983

GN Cycle Cars, latest models, always in stock:

£198 and upwards.-Drake and Mount, Ltd..

Motor Agents, Brncknell. [3696

MORGAN 1914, mechanically perfect, beautiful con-

dition, fully enuipped; nearest £100.—JcJinston,

Church W.ilk, 1-Iartle'pooI. [7072

TMMEDIATE Delivery.-1921 Morgan De Luxe,

1 MAG (W.C), full equipment.—Reys, 378-384,

Euston Rd. 'Phiine ; Museum 6436. [7782
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
TTIAN GtJY, Weymoiltb, Morgan ABent.—Family
JU model, M.A.G., £240. De Luxe M.A.Q. £233,
finnn Pris, M.A.G., i223. from stocl:. [0624

"I
020 Morgan Sports Model, M.A.G. engine, alwo-

-x-.^ lutelv perfect, two to choose from; price £165
eacSi.-WeHorrl, James's St., Brighton. [7101

TAMPLIN 1920 2-seater, small mileage, speedy, eco-

nomical; £100; would entertain exchange or de-

ferred payments.—Bunting's Wealdstone. [7905

G.N.'s.—All models lor immediate delivery; extended
paymci.ts : exchanges.—Reys, 378-384, Euston

Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 6436. [7785

HUMBERBTTB, 1914, water-cooled, excellent
order, new tyres, smart appearance; £165 lowest.

—69, Princes At., Palmer's Green, N.17. [7528

IMMEDIATE Deliverv.—1921 Morgan Grand Prix,
M.A.G. (W.C), full equipment.—Revs, 378-384,

Euston Rd,, N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 6436. [7783

G.I?., 1920, dynamo lighting, 5 wheels, hood, screen,
speedometer, nearly new ; combination wanted,

cash adjustment.—61, New Kent Ed., London. [7676

A .V. Monocar, 8h.p. J.A.P., Lucas accessories, in-

J\ distinguishable from new; £130.—Parker's, Brad.
shawgate, Bolton; also 245, UeansgaLe, Manchester.

[X4910
BRAND New 1921 £100 Garden, with wind screen

and hood, ready at works; £120.—Walbro Motor
Cycle Co., 49, High St., Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45.

[X4938
COVENTRY Premier Runabout, latest model, brand

new, in stock, at list price; £250; exchanges.-

-

Vv'albro Motor Cycle Co., 49, High St., Saffron Walden.
Essex [X4937

COVENTRY PREMIER Runabouts for immediate
delivery; extended payments; exchanges.—Reys,

373-384. Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
6436. [7786

KINGSBURY Junior, 1920, as new, with speedo-

meter, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, licence

paid; 200 gns.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High
Rd.. S.W. [6827

FOR Sale, A.C. Sociable, with box, suitable lor

business purposes, good condition, thorough
running order; price £65.—Norburn, St. Neots Rd.,

Sandy. Beds. [7846

MORGAN 1921 lOh.p., M.A.G., water-cooled, grey,

as new, mileage 1,600, spare tyre, all accessories;

£260; trial by appointment.—Williams, 6, Paxton
Place, Gipsy Ed., S.E. [7747

COVENTRY PEEMIBE Runabout, 3-speed and
reverse, spare wheel, screen, hood, dickey seat,

dynamo lighting; immediate delivery.—Marston, 31,

Bridge St., Chester.

COVENTRY PREMIER, as above, electric Klaxon,
3-speed and reverse, spare wheel, screen, hood,

dynamo lighting, licence paid, mileage 1,500, used
for demonstration only: £220.

COVENTRY PEEMIEE, 3-speed and reverse, siiare

wheel, screen, hood, mileage under 1,000, licence

paid; £200.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [7934

A.V. Monocar, 1919, polished aluminium body, 2-

speed and clutch, licence paid, electric lights,

mechanical horn, etc., in excellent order, competed at

Brooklands; £68.

MOERIS-OXFOED 1914 2-seater, excellent order,

just overhauled, lamps, detachable wheels, etc.;

£190.—Wallington Motor Co., Ltd., 35. Stafford Ed.,
Wallington, Surrey. [7731

1 Q21 Burney Cycle Car, 3 speeds and reverse,
X«7 small mileage, electric lighting ; exchange solo

and cash, or sell outright; offers considered.—Burney,
Northchurch, Berkhamsted. [7414

SAXON Light Oar, 1915, 4-cyl., 2-speed, reverse,

streamline bodv, all tyres very good, smart and
last, very reliable; .iccept £105 cash.—E. Watson, Vic-

toria Ed., Aldeburgh, SuSolk. [7720

CASTLE-THEEE, 1921 model, slightly shop-soiled,

4-cyl., water-cooled engine, spare wheel, dynamo
lighting, hoou, screen, etc.; £245.—P. J. Evans, 81-91,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [7340

WAUCHOl'E'S, 9, Shoe Lnne, London, E.C.4.-
1921 Morgan de Luxe, o.c. M.A.G. engine, fully

eonipped. hood, screen, etc.. not ridden 250 miles, tax

paid; £225; easy terms aiTanged. [4536

MOEGAN 1919-20 G.P. lOh.p. M.A.G., w.c,
finished dark green, acetylene, discs, Cowey

llorn, spare tube, jack, pump, tools; £170.-65,
Osborne Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [7527

SWIFT 13h.p. 3-seater, Bosch mag., new Zenith cnr-

Innettir, IJtatonson hood and wind screen, thor-
onglilv overli;iule(l, fully licensed and insured; price

£170.—Andrews, 41, North Walls, AVin'chester. [7746

A.C. Sociables, by the A.C. Co., dependable little

runabouts, mechanically sound, good appearance,
modern, fuUv equipped; from £55 to £85; trial.—29,
Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W. [6465

SMAETEST Morgan on the road, £195 or best offer;

1920 de luxe, w.c, electric and acetylene light-
ing, perfect, all new spares, photo, 200 miles trial
pleasure.—Hall, 54, Maygrovc Ed., Brondesbury.

[8013
'"TEUMBULL, 1916, 4-cyl., 13.2h.p., central gnt«
-i- change, detachable wheels, electric lights, new
tyres and hood, repainted and overhauled; £160; offers,

combination wanted.— 1, Towuley Ed., E. Dulwich,
B.E.22. [7714

'DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

The Headlamp supplied with this set is ovir 5ln.

Daybeam, a very powertul light-giver. The
brackets are ot exceptionally strong and hand-
some design. They carry the headlamp and also
the (die cast) aluminimn case. The accumulator
is specially made for motor cycle lighting, and
will brilliantly illuminate the head and the rear
lamp for 20 hours if used intermittently. The
tail lamp (our torpedo S.B.O.) is exceptionally
strong and well made, and has a very attractive
appearance. Each lamp is fitted witli a switch,
and one lamp may be used independently of the
other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and i volt bulbs are fitted. The
finish is ebony black and nickel plate.

Complete Outfit. List No. 30 /I, Price £5 5
(If tail lamp is not required, deduct 12 /6).

''DAYBEAM'' Combination Set

The set comprises Daybeam 5in. Headlamp, Ideal

Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.O Tail Lamp.
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch,

and is flmshed in ebony black with nickel-plated
relief. The Accumulator (oapaoity, 6 volt,

40 amp.) is specially made for motor cyoleligbting

and wUl give very satisfactory service in use.

Many have now been in use two or three years,

and are as efficient as when first purchased.

AU our Accumulators are specially made to stand

vibration. Ordinary accumulators are never
satisfactory for motor cycle work. The hard
wood case supplied with this set is finished ebony
black, and is specially treated to withstand acid.

This outfit is despatched completely assembled
with bulbs and all necessary wiring, etc.

Complete Outfit. List No. 30 I'Z, tl I 0.

DYNAMO & SWITCH BOX

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
WHIPPET, almost brand new, only used 600 mi

many extras, easy starting, smooth running,
lamps, Cowey horn, special valve litter; car ail

lutely faultless; £160.—Wallis, 23, Hartington Grc
Cambridge [7i

ROVBE 1921 Model 8h.p. Light Oar, bought J

April, mileage under 1,500, exf-ellent conditi
dyn.imo lighting, spare wheel, available 4th Api

price £240.—Capt. H. H. Gilbert, Kenilworth t
Fleet, Hants. [5

TAMPLIN-CAEDEN 1919 2-seater, 8h,p. .J.A,

speeds, seat kick starter, perfect com
throughout, just been completely overhauled, all

good: £80, bargain.—E. Watson, Victoria Ed.,
burgh, Suffolk. .E

G.W.K., 1914, as new, stored until August,
re-coaciijjainted, new hood, dickey, el(^

lamps, oversize lyres, speedometer : bargain,
. fi^

exchange War Bonds or combination.—Tretnsis, B
stone Lane, Pinner. ['

AGENTS for G.N.. Grahame-White. Coventry
mier. Kingsbury. Eover, and other light di

new and second-hand; always -a good selection

stock; cash or extended payments.—Service Go., j
High Holborn, W.C.I. [S

C'^OVENTR'S' Premier Runabout, brand new, W
^ model, dynamo lighting set, spare wheel, -di^

seat, £250; exchanges or extended terms arrange^
Hce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Avenue, Camoni
St., E.C. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. CO*

1020 (late) lOlT.p. De Luxe Morgan, M.A.G. eugr
Xt/ hood, screen, etc., electric lighting, speedomei'

mileage 1.000, absolutely as new, licence paid; a genu
liargaui at £200 ; exchanges entertained.—Bambers, L'

Eastbauk St., Southport. 'Phone: 607. -[7;

1 Q21 Morgan Runabouts, de luxe, family, and a
JL«/ models, ready drive away; complete stock,

spares, chains, sprockets, tyres, etc.—Main distribu

Monmouthshite : W. Luther J. Davies, 71, Comm
cial St., Newport, Mon. 'Phone : 2483. 10<

G.N. 1921 lOh.p. Latest Touring Model, brand ni

fully equipped: £241. Your present machine (

be taken as part payment. Extended terms arrangee

Authorised agents, Elce and Co., 15.16, Bishopsgi
Av., Camomile St., E.C. 'Phone; Avenue 5548.

[Oi!

MORGAJS" Eunabout, fitted new J.A.P. in 1920,

speed gear box, Lucas dynamo lighting, 5 laK<

Lucas electric horn, iietrol tin carrier, just overhau

and repainted, tyres 700x80 [nearly new); any trii

nearest offer to fl50.-W. G. Eaton, 373, St«
Stanton Ed., Coventry. [X4SI

BRAND New Laurence Jackson 2-seater Light Ci

all detachable . wheels with spare wheel !

tyre, 5 in all, lOh.p. J.A.P. water-cooled engine,

speeds and reverse, hood, screen, and large he

list price £275, faultless and guaranteed ; ace

£185, absolute gift.—191, Sweetman St., Wplv
hampton. ["f

CASTLE THEEE New 1921 2-seater Eunatil

actually in stock : detachable wheels all rou

spare wheel and tyre, 4-cyl. engine, hood, wind sore

beautifully sprung, dynamo lightiuR, fully equipp

beautifully flnisheil ; the finest runabout on the
-

speedy and most economical; £295; any good

cycle or combination taken in part exchange.-BamBI
Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport, '^-' ="" '"

'

Tel.; 607. [7'

CARS FOR SALE.

WOLSELEY 16-20h.p. ji Landaulet ; £125.,-77, A
Lane, S.W.2. - [71

10-12h.p. Unic landaulet, lamps. Stepney,*£ perfect.—44, Chapel St., Marylebone.

(Write lor List No. 7.)

t.6 volts 20 watts. List No. 30 IS, Price £7 1..

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by ail reputable agents.

T8!;

LANDAULET. 1910, 16h.p., £90; exchange me
cycle.—Dally, 31, Gatton Ed., Tooting, [7'

CADILLAC 8.oyl. Touring Car, perfect ;f295.-r-

Oarr, 94, Branksome Ed., Loudon, S.W.2. 17"

SIZAIEE-NAUDIN 2-seater, all on: £85, near oi

—T. Callard. 25, Conington Ed., Lewisham, 6

ABSOLUTE Bargains.-Sixty cars stocked;_postc

procures list. CalL-Douglas S. Cox, West t

wood. '

-16h.p. Gregoire 4-seater, fnlly OQuipped,

running order and condition; £145 "

combination part.—436,
Heath, S.E,

14
WhitehoTSc Rd., Thorn

17

SMART Little Car, wire wheels, differential, m
and sector steering, live axle, 2-speed, Sh.p.,

cooled twin, easy to drive; £70.-16, St. Mary Abb!

Ter., Kensington. t7;

FOR Sale, 1916 Trumbull 12h.p. 2-seater car,

spare wheel, hood, wind screen, and tot

£135; or would exchange for good combination:

solo machine.—Winn, Bentham [7

DE DION, twin-cyl., very nice comfortable far

5-3eater open touring car, complete, in excel

all-iound condition, tax paid to end ot year ;. barg

£115- ttial.-lla, Daflorue Ed., Upper Tooting. [5

£140.—idh.p. 2-seater 1915 Trumbull, 4-cyl.,

paid, water-cooled, 4 speeds, electru_^_^_^ . _^ light, detl

able wheels, "hood, screen, 'very good climber.—Ow
8, Eandolph Mews, Maida Vale, W.9. Appointm

[6

A40 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Motor Coaches.

THERE is no gainsaying that the motor coach
is becoming part and parcel of our national

life. Already its popularity is far greater

than the form of travel it has supplanted

—

the horse-drawn char-a-banc—and, therefore,

it has to be taken into consideration when road
faring questions are under discussion.

From the motor cyclist's point of view, the great

increase in motor coaches is regarded almost as

a nuisance, but it is realised that the '" day
trippers " have an equal right to the road. On the

other hand, there are many drivers of these large

pleasure vehicles who make no attempt 'to foster

goodwill between themselves and other road users.

With a little commonsense and courtesy, they
- could remove the chief cause for complaint on
the part of owners of private machines, who often
have difficulty- in overtaking the larger vehicles.

In fairness to the average motor coach driver,

it will be admitted that, on learning of the presence
of another and faster vehicle in the rear, he will

promptly "pull over" to the left. There are
others, however, who do not show this willingness
so readily, but need not now be discussed.

One can appreciate the motor coach driver's

preference for the crown of the road, and also the
difficulty of hearing the horn of an overtaking
vehicle, but it occasions surprise on the part of
other road users that all motor coaches and other
large vehicles do not carry a mirror reflecting a
view of the road behind, or, preferably, a '' look-
out " man at the rear.

The fitting of mirrors should be made com-
pulsor}' by law, and, until this is done, we cannot
expect the universal use of such a fitment, however
much its value is appreciated by the motor
coach driver. As a rule, the driver is not the
owner of his vehicle. If such were the case,
probably the majority of the.se large vehicles would
be so equipped. We understand that this and
other matters affecting the popular motor coach is

being considered by the Ministry of Transport.

As regards speeds, while perhaps the statutory 12
m.p.h. is a trifle too low to be of any real value,
we think that some of them are too fast. There
is also a feeling among all other classes of road
users that such large vehicles should not be per-
mitted to traverse roads which are only sufficiently
wide to allow their passage, and it has been
suggested that by_ law they should be compelled
to keep to those 'highways which have sufficient
width to allow two of them to pass. Certain
county councils have recognised the need for re-
stricting motor coach traffic in narrow lanes.

Reliability Trials or Obstacle
Races ?

ON
a recent occasion two team trials were run
on the same day, and out of fields of 68
and 162 there were 4 and 10 1 finishers

respectively.

The routes selected were of about equal
distance, and each was covered thrice, but the
natural difficulties of one were much greater than
those of the other. By artificial means the
difficulties on the route, already severe by nature,
were intensified to such an extent that the majority
of the entry was ehminated half way through the
first circuit.

Spectators thereafter on other parts of the route
lost interest, and the scene at the finish was dull
in the extreme. The organisation of a trial which
produces such results is, unintentionally no doubt,
working against the best interests of the movement;
far better to have a close finish between many
riders than cast a stigma on the reliability of
machines by setting them at some artificial obstacle
which eliminates all but the ultra-cautious.
A moral is drawn from the results of the other

trial over fairly ordinary roads: the finish was
close, yet absolutely decisive, the proportion of
those .surviving at least two laps was high, and
public interest was therefore sustained to the end.
The last item is most valuable from the propaganda
point of view.
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Early Birds.

DF I had been born into a feathered species, I

should certainly - have left the worm to others.

As it is, others are welcome to whatever is the

human equivalent of the worm. But July 2nd found
me many miles from Brooklands, and under orders
to attend the start of the 500-mile race at 7 a.m. I

rose with the dawn—ugh ! It. is astonishing' how
cold the dawn can be during a heat wave.' Fur gloves.

Leather sausages over my ears. And even then I

wished I possessed one -of those false noses our
Gallic neighbours wear at carnivals. 6.30 a.m. found
me tottering into Cobham in a frost-bitten condition,
trying to believe that the sight of the" pallid sun
fighting the mist over a Surrey landscape was worth
all I had suffered. The White Lion was full of other

suffereis, and it was with set teeth we rolled out to
the track, solemnly cursing the B.M.C.R.C. and all

its works.

Some Job.

THE pressmen were perched on the sort of wooden
scaffold on to which railway companies unload
sheep. We "had kitchen chairs to sit on, and,

ere long, the eternal roar of the engines, and, the glare

of the sun, reflected from the concrete before us,

set us all nodding. When we caught Secretary Lough-
borough, we strafed him for not giving us. an awning.
He took us into the roofed timekeepers' box for a
sample two minutes, and we rejoiced that our stand
was unroofed. The riders plainly found 182.98 laps

pretty exhausting, but they had a picnic compared to

the men with the watches, whose roofed box served
as a noise-catcher. Moreover, they had to "^spot every
man as he passed, and record somewhere about 13,000
separate lap times to a fifth of a second apiece. The
time and lap scores required very special organisation
under such circumstances, and I greatly admired the
system adopted, and the precision of the men who
worked it.

A28 '
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Wanted, a British Soper-twin.'

n
REALLY marvel that more of the firms who try

.

to carve out for themselves a notch in the

British motor cycle industry do not seek to

develop a British super-twin of the 7-9 h.p. variety.

In this type we are still absolutely outclassed by the

American Harleys and Indians. It was frightfully

humiliating to \vatch the Yankees romping away from
our own machines, and nauseating to watch two big

British twins slowly reeling off their concluding laps

several hours after our better singles had finished

the distance. The sales of the Harleys and Indians

prove that there is an excellent market in this country

for a good 7-9 h.p. machine of the s,ports or semi-

sports type. We have very largely neglected this

model. In the race our principal representatives were
the Matchless (a standard sidecar type, assembled on
the previous day, and necessarily quite untuned from
a tra.ck standpoint, even if it had been designed for

racing, which it was not) and the Zeniths—a' mixed
lot Avith a variety of engines, and all of them equipped
with the belt drive. When we take a particular type

of motor cycle seriously, we can lick creation with it.

We have never taken the 7-9 h.p. seriously.

A New T.T. Goorse.

in piHESE reflections influence me to hope that "a

-ii newT.Ti course may be found,.if not in 192^-

at any - fate by 1923. Perhaps in Trelana.

Perhaps in England. Perhaps in France, though only

as a. last resource, in case Parliament: and local

authorities prove obscurantist.- The ' 500-mile race

showed very clearly how the Manx course handicaps

the 35^ h.p. machine; relieved of the twists and

corners of , Mahxlarld, . it absolutely slaughtered the

350 c.c. class, which had. outshone it in the Island.

If we can only find a course which ;
permits, unfettered

speed, the 500 c.c. machines well be shown in their

proper colours, and we should have a chance to
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institute a 1,000 c.c. class. No doubt, the Indians

and the Harleys would fight it out the first year.

I In the second year we should see new models of the

i
Zenith and Matchless pres.sing the Yankees hard. In

I the third year we should see a British win. By the

fourth year British twins would be selling freejy to

those enthusiasts who prefer 7-9 h.p. for general road

work. At present, when the country is sinking to

! the level of what economists call - a " debtor nation,"

iwe are shovelling much good money out of the

country in pa)raent for foreign twins largely because

—

let us admit it frankly—imported twins are ahead,

just as British single-cylinders have held a lead

because they are the specialised products of single

factories.

The Sportsmouth Road.

COMMONLY called plain " Portsmouth " Road.
It always tantalises me. Its surface is so super,

its corners so "easy, its gradients so mild that it

simply shrieks for a blind. But what with the police

and the traffic, one generally has to burble along it at

just under twenty with muscles tense against throttle

and brakes, one eye on the speedo-
meter, and the other spotting hard for

men in blue. On July 2nd I struck
the Sportsmouth Road on something
very fast at an hour of the morning
when lighted lamps are legally obliga-

tory. Gadzooks, how I hummed up
it ! Here and there one saw a man in

blue, erect in some recess at the road-
side, and practising Avhat every con-
stable learns in his recruit's course, i.e.,

going to sleep standing up, whilst wear-
ing a deceptive appearance of alertness.

1 kneAV their eyes were numb with sleep,

and none of them got my number.
Couldn't we get Pariiament to close the
Sportsmouth Road for two days every
summer, and hold the T.T. on it?

Bobby-Dodgers.
NY old acetylene lamp gives enough light for a

not toO' keen sighted reader to maintain touring
speeds in strange country on a clear night.

The innocent takes it for granted that the same applies

to all systems of electric lighting. I think it only fair

to the public tO' remark that many of the cheaper and
simpler electric outfits only furnish sufficient light for

comparatively cautious travelling, and are therefore

known to the initiated as "bobby-dodgers." For
example, a set which depends on a dry battery or an
accumulator mmus a dynamO' must be designed for a
very limited rate of discharge. Limit the flow of

current, and you limit the light. Similarly, such out-

fits as my own B.T.H. Sparklight merely bottle up the

surplus output of the magnetO', and do not utilise a
spurce of electricity specially designed to provide
enough Ught for speed. In other words, one of these
compromise installations is simply ideal for local work,
where you know the roads, the corners, and any special

danger points, and where a good average speed is not
essential ; they fulfil the law.. But for serious riding on
a powerful 'bus in unknown districts a dvnamo outfit is

still desirable, and may long remain so.

f~~

PREPARING FOR THE ANGLO-
DUTCH INTERNATIONAL

CONTEST.

Dutch motor cyclists are leaving no

stone unturned in order to find the best

team to represent them in the forth-

coming Anglo-Dutch trial. The various

clubs have held eliminating trials, the

winners of which will constitute the

Dutch team. The above illustrations

depict incidents in the final trial held

last week in Holland.
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Information of Use to the
Motor Cyclist who intends
to Tour on ihe Continent, (o

witness ihe Grand Prix, or
to Journey to Switzerland
to see tile International Six

Days Trials.

THE touring season and the occunence
of . many important Continental
events combine to make desirable

some information regarding the costs

likely tfl be entailed and the formalities

to be gone through on taking a motor
cycle to the Continent.

In the first place it is necessary that
the intending traveller sliould become a

member of one of the motoring organi-

sations, either through a club affiliated

to the Auto Cvcle Union, as a direct

member of the Auto Cycle Union, or as

a member of the Automobile Association.
A motor cyclist who attempts to do with-
out the help of these organisations will

be worried by a number of tiresome
details.

As regards the formalities, these are
comparatively simple. First and foremost
the motor cyclist must get an inter-

national travelling pass, which costs 10s.

6d.. and takes the place of a driving and
machine licence in whichever country he
may be travelling. Ne.xt a passport is

necessary ; this costs 8s. A visa for

France costs £1, while the Belgian visa
has Lc-en done away with altogether. For
Ilialy and Holland the visa costs 8s., and
for Switzerland and Spain 5s.

Now, in Francs every motor cyclist

has to pay to the Customs a fee of twelve
francs, which licenses a motor cycle in

that country for one year.

Customs Formalities.

We now come to the question cf
Customs formalities. Motor bicycles are
introduced into France, Holland, and
Belgium free on presentation of a special
Customs card, but duties are payable in
adA'ance in the case of sidecar outfits in

these countries.

In France, when a sidecar is attached,
the accompanying scale will give the in--

formation required. Motor cycles of
British makes are charged 220 francs per
100 kilogs., American makes 250 francs,
and other makes 330 francs. Sidecars,
which are charged on the body only, and,
weigh less than 125 kilogs., are charged
123 francs for British makes, 150 francs
for American, and 180 francs for other
makes. These rates are minimum;
therefore, any machine or sidecar not

A30

turning the scale up to the specified

weights is chargeable exactly as above.
Those exceeding are dutiable proportion-
ately higher by the above basis. The
charges for motor bicycles must also be
multiplied by the co-efficient 1.3, while
the charges for sidecars mu.st be multi-
plied by the co-efficient 1.2. As f.n

e.xample cf thi.s basis of reckoning the
duty, v.'e quote the following : A British
m.otor bicycle weighing 100 kilogs. net is

charged 286 francs, American makes 325
francs, and other makes 429 francs. The
minimum payment on a British sidecar
weighing 125 kilogs, is 144 francs, on
American makes 130 francs, and on other
makes 216 francs. In the case of a side-

car outfit of non-European make, im-
ported through a European country, an
extra (entrepot ) tax of 3.50 francs per
kilog. net on both machine and sidecar
must be charged.

Belgium, Spain, and Italy.

Fortunately, in the other countries, the
duty is charged on a simpler basis: but
in Belgium the motor cycle and sidecar

are chai'ged at £7 4s. per cwt., and in

Norway and S\veden 15% ad valorem.
These two latter countries charge duty
at the same rat« for solo motor cycles

and also for sidecar outfits. In Spain a

solo machine is charged at the rate of

3s. 6d." per lb., but if a sidecar is fitted

at £5 17s. per cwt. Lastly, motor cycles

and sidecars are usually admitted into

Italy on^ paym.ent of a deposit of £3, re-

turnable on application when leaving the
country within three months. The
R.A.C., however, is endeavouring to make
special . arrangements with the Italian

authorities. Motor bicycles and sidecar

machines can be introduced into Switzei'-

land on payment of £2 per cwt.

Now, the sum of money demanded in

each case can be deposited with the asso-

ciation to which the rhotor cyclis-t belongs,

and is refunded to him on his return to

this country.
The following is the scale of charges

for the transport of motor bicycles by the
principal cross-Channel routes ;

Great Eastern Railway ; Harwich to the
Hook of Holland. Boat departs 10.15

p.m. Motor bicycles—accompanied by

owner, £1; unaccompanied, £1 2s. 61I.

Motor cycles and sidecars—accompanied,
£2 ; unaccompanied, £4 (plus 5s. trans-

mission fee). Vehicles to be alongside

at 3 p.m. for the 10.15 p.m. boat. The
rates for Harwich to Antwerp are the'

same as to the Hook, but the boat departs
at 10.20 p.m., and vehicles must be along-:

side at 3 p.m.
South-Eastern and Chatham Railway.;

Dover to Calais. Motor bicycle, £lj
motor cycle and sidecar, £2. Loudon; trt

Calais : Motor bicycle, £1 10s. ; motoij
bicycle and sidcar, £3. Vehicles requiredi

alongside at 9 a.m. for the 10.30 a.nii

boat, and at 12 noon for the 1.10 p.m.i

boat. The fares are the same in the cast,

of Folkestone and Boulogne, but machines
are required- alongside at 6 p.m. for thei

7.30 p.m. boat, While the fares for Dovfij

to Ostend are not yet available. '

\

London, Brighton, and South Coasf
Railway : Newhaven to Dieppe. Boal
departs 11.45 ' a.m. ; machines to bi

alongside' at 9.30 a.m. Motor bicycles
12s. .5d. ; motor cycle and sidecar, £}:

lis. 6d. In the latter case 300 lb. i

allowed ; excess weight charged at 9di

per 10 'lb., or part of 10 lb.

London and South-Western Railway
Southampton to Havre. _ Boat depart
11.30 p.m. : vehicles to be alongside a,

8.30 p.nii' Motor bicycle and sidecar, £,).

3s. 9d. at owner's risk, £3 2s. 6d. a:

company's risk: motor bicycle, lis. 5d'

at owner's risk, 14s. at company's risk!

tricars (not exceeding 7 cwt.), £4 Is. 3d
at owner's risk, £5 12s. 6d. at company'
risk. The rates to St. Malo and th)

Channel Islands are the same as thos
stated above.

Passengeis' FareSv.

The pa.ssengers' fares are as foUowsl
Harwich to the Hook, or Harwich ll

Antwerp, £2 first single; no reluril
Dover to Calais, 17s. lOd. first singltl
£1 15s. 8d. return. Folkestone to L'oul

logne, 15s. lOd. first single ; £1 lis. 8(1
return. Newhaven to Dieppe, £1 Xbf
5d. first single; £3 7s. lOd. rctur
Southampton to Havre, £2 2s. 9d. firl

single; £3 6s. 3d. retiun. Southamptr
to St. Malo, £2 Is. lid. first singlij

£3 4s. 7d. return.
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HOW TO REACH THE GRAND PRIX COURSE.
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'^^ ^"""^ ?"", ''^'^ °" J"'y 24th. For the benefit of those

'

travelling to the course by road, the above map has been prepared, showing the main avenues of approach.
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THE 4Jh.p. HUMBER.

ENGINE: 75 x 6S mm. = 700 c.c.

fiat twin.

CARBURETTER: Claudel-Hobson.

LUBRICATION : Mechanical.

SPECIFICATION.

TRANSMISSION: Jin. chains.

GEAR BOX: Himber three-speed

clutch and kick-starter.

TYRES: 26x2lin.

FORKS: Draid type.

FITTINGS: Touring or T.T.

optional.

WEIGHT: 375 lb.

PRICE: £140 solo.

THAT the 4^ h.p. Humber is a reliable and
powerful mount has been amply proved by the

results of this year's trials—particularly the

stock machine event, in which it was one of those

which gained a first-class award. How a machine
behaves, however, and just how it would or would
not appeal to the average buyer, can only be gauged
after an actual test on the road. Thus it was with

some interest that we seized an opportunity of a fairly-

extended trial of the latest Humber as a solo mount.

An Uneventful 400 Miles.

The test proved most successful, and seldom have'

we enjoyed as pleasurable a spell of riding. During
350-400 miles it never even seemed likely that the

toolbag must be opened (nor was it), and a second

or third kick never failed to start the engine.

The Humber cannot be regarded as -a lightweight

—

it weighs well over 300 lb. fully equipped—the wheel-

base is fairly long, and the riding position is unusually

far back. However, it quickly proved as docile as

any lightweight; indeed, possibly more so, and
steadier. A . single-lever Claudel-Hobson carburetter

allowed the well-balanced flat twin to tick over, with
the throttle lever in the sliut position, so nicely and
evenly that one could vault off the machine and walk
alongside, controlling by one hand, when in second
speed. This we demonstrated several times for the

benefit of unbelieving friends.

^32

Naturally, therefore, traffic riding in low gear b£'

came merely a matter of balance. And the balanci

of the Humber is excellent, so good at all speeds abov

12 m.p.h. that one felt tempted to all sorts o*

acrobatic tricks. On grease, too, the same feeling C'

security prevailed, and, -although some of our ridir:

was over treacherously wet roads, there was a notici

able absence of any tendencies to skidding
—

" notia

J

able " after two big singles minus efficient transmissiC'

shofk absorbere ! Possibly an inherent caution boi)

of riding many mounts in all weathers saved us, bii

undoubtedly our wet-weather averages on the Humb
were often as high as our normal dry-weather speec

on the same journeys.

No Vibration at Speed.

Regarding maximum speed, it is sufficient to Sf

that there are few touring motor cycles on the to;

to-day that are appreciably faster than the machii

under -review. At full throttle there . is the sar

absence of vibration that is so pleasingly evident

touring speeds.

Both the po'tterer and the hard rider will find thi

the engine is apparently quite tireless ; it runs wi
just a.s little effort at the end of a 200 mile jaunt

in the first ten miles. Indeed, like the luxurious

h.p.- car, its speed is inclined to be deceptive, and
speedometer is almost a necessity for the rider w
would keep within the law !
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lad Tests of New Models.—

Gear changing required very little practice, and

\& second neutral position in the gate (next to top)

joved very convenient more than once, especially so

i the clutch, delightfully delicate in engagement, was

•clined to drag very slightly.
'

. With footrests the^pedal for the rear brake seemed

ro far forward for comfort, but the rider soon finds

"at he can fling his

|;et about indis-

|iminately without

of wobbling

mplications. The
ake itself—acting

a dummy belt
— is amply

|>werful. but the

lacliine slows, down
well on the

irottle that it is

;ldom necessary to

-;e it.

Hill-climbing
Capabilities.

Edge, a well-

lown Midland test

jU, which not all

or 4J h.p. solo
ounts surmount in

)p. g e a r, w a s

imbed, with due
spect for a wet

end, at a speed

h i c h n e v e r

I'opped below 22

j.p.h. — according

Bonniksen—and
1 the way up the gradient on the highest ratio.

On a sixty-rhile run at a good average speed fuel

msumption worked out at approximately 75 m.p.g.
;

jt the engine was not spared.

Of course, the most distinctive, and almost pro-

?rbial, feature of this machine is its silence. .So

Hairpin cornering is a matter of great ease on the Humber, and although the

footrests in this case are unusuaUy high up, the balance of the machine gives one

perfect "confidence.

well known is this' quality even, and perhaps especially,

to the man in the street that it does not seem necessary

to emphasise it. Very, almost lamentably, few other

makes deserve to be classified with the Humber in

this respect.

Although the photographs in conjunction with the

opening specification should serve to refresh the

reader's memory regarding the general design, a few
words on some of

the meclmnical fea-

tures may not be

amiss.

Oil in tlie crank

case sump-normally
keeps the engine

lubricated, but
there is an auxiliary

drip feed for emer-

g e n c y use. We
found that, how-

e v e r ra u c h the
engine was flooded

with lubricant,
there was no ten-

d e n c y to oil up
the plugs,- nor did

there, on the other

hand, seem to be

any overheating

w hen the drip
was entirely shut

off. The oil tank,

by the way, is a

separate cylindrical

compartment set
across and inside the

main petrol tank.

An ingenious

assembly permits the valves, complete with their seat-

ings and manifolds, to be- removed without disturbing

the cylinder.

Miidguarding is good, and, as a further protection,

there is a large tmdershield, extending beneath the

power unit.

The 4i Humber flat twin, a mount that answers splendidly as a double purpose machine. The engine, which has a bore and stroke of

75 X 68 mm., is particularly smooth, yet sufficiently powerful for sidecar touring in any district.

BI
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TECHNICAL ITEMS OF THE 500 MILE RACE

j

Lessons (o be Learned from a Study ot (he Successes and Failures of tiie

Compeling Mactiines.

APART from those competitors who set out with

the intention of winning the Miller gold cup or

a "class" prize in the 500 mile race, (]uite

a number of manufacturers seized the opportunity of

frying out new or existing models under strenuous
conditions.

^

Amongst the most interesting of these entries were
those of the two standard Matchless machines, ridden
by J. W. andS. C. Woodhouse. These machines were
only erected the day before the race and received no
preliminary testing. Standard Matchless spring frames
were used, but all unnecessary fittings were removed.
It was very noticeable that this pair of machines held
the track well; they lapped consistently side by side,

and finished with an average speed of 53 and 56 m.p.h.
respectively.

An Anzani V T-?v:n.

Quite a collection of engines were fitted in various

Zenith machines. The standard 8 h.p. Jap, a Harley-
Davidson, and the new 8 h.p. overhead valve British

Anzani. The last mentioned engine has several inter-

esting features. Having a bore and stroke of 83 x 92
mm. (996 c.c), the valves are placed vertically in

the head, and are operated by rockers and push rods
in the normal manner. A large oil sump with trans-

verse radiating ribs form part of the crank case, and
a mechanical oil pump is driven from the timing gear.

In the particular machine used for the race a tacho-
meter, driven . from the crankshaft, was fitted in

addition to a speedometer—a combination of instru-

ments which should provide some 'interesting informa-
tion with regard to transmission and wheel slip at

high speeds. The heads of the Anzani cylinders are

B2

detachable, and the Zenith gear was fitted beyond tin

outside flywheel.

Two of the new Morris-Warne 250 c.c. engine

put in an appearance, both in attractive duplex tri

angulated frame.s. One engine was fitted horizontall

with direct belt drive, and the other vertically drivin

through a Moss gear box. In fhe .engine itself ther

are several interesting features, for the cylinder is c

aluminium fitted with a thin steel liner, a separat

aluminium head helping to secure the liner. A ca;

iron piston is employed. An aluminium cylinde

was also fitted to Milner's Levis, which was simiki

to the T.T. mounts, except that the primary driv

was fitted outside the flywheel.

Aluminium pistons were fitted to several machine

including Le Vack's winning Indian. On bein

stripped for examination after the event these pistoti

were in perfect condition—in fact, except for a trac

of carbon on one corner of the head, they might ha^

just come off the grinding machine and been run ii

The Indian, by the way, is a twin of the T.T. singli

and, except for a 3J/^, gallon petrol tank and duple;

down tube, resembles the standard product in almo
every respect; a gear ratio of 4.25 tO' i was employe!

A Fast Flat Twin.

The flat twin Coventry Victor in a neat short whee
base frame put up a Vei7 fine performance, and d

well to. win the 750 c.c. class. In this class tl

Trump-Jap, ridden by McNab, ran regularly, and tl

Bashall brothers on the overhead exhaust val'

Martinsydes put up a fine performance.

In addition to the distinctive twin torpedo tan

the Martinsydes were using a new fork of Martinsy
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einical Items of the 500 Mile Race.—

l.in-n, which is reported tO' Iiave admirable steering

jifities. Watson-Bcvirne spoke liiglrly of Iiis Blaclc-

, MIL engined Rex, with which he had the misfortune

bhiw out a valve cap.

The Single=cyUnder Machines.

v'. Horsman's 500 c.c. Norton was the first British

rchine to finish the race, running fourth to- two

.ilians and a Harley-Davidson. F. G. Edmond's

•)--by-side valve Triumph ran second in the 500-0.0.

;.ss, and was followed by- G. Shemaus's o.h.v.

[umph. The latter was dogged by clutch slip from

I early stage, and suffered a leaky petrol tank later

II
' Qui the 350 c.c. machines. N. Xoms s Ivy

rde one of the

rst oufstand-

•.\ g perfo-rm-

% c e s of the

JV, and led

; n s i s t e n 1 1 y
loui^hout ; the

: g i n e is a

.;ndard sport-

! production,

1 as in ex-

i mechani-

: 1 condition

I er tlie race.

Kershaw's
h,p. N e w
-'.ial had a

v.f^rtable win

tliL- 250 c.e.

ia s s. but A.

liner's Levis

|i m a r v e 1-

! u s 1 y. and
f. t u a 1 1 y ira-

pved its lap

aes after the

[st 100 miles.

age's Hobart
sofinishedwell.

Troubles are

t without
:erest, since
is from them
at experience is gained, and one or two causes

grief were rather unduly obvious. At least eighteen

Ive troubles of various types were reported. Two
imes and one handle-bar broke during the race,

tveral tyres blew off the rim.s at speed, and nearly

iused serious accidents. A very large number of

ligines refused to start properly after replenishment

;Dps, and many machines overshot their replenishment

ipots through absence of proper brakes. This last

)int is most importantj especially in an event of this

tture, ^nd a serious accident due to this cause was
Jt narrowly averted, two helpers and a competing
achine being knocked over. Valve caps, com-
ression taps, and sparking plugs, blew out of cylin-

srs, and several tanks developed leakages, but,

;yond these, most other troubles were confined to

ngle instances. It was noticeable that single-lever

jrburetters were fitted to the winners of each class,

ith the exception of the Binks on Horsman's Norton.

COMPETITORS IN THE 500 MILES RACE AT BROOKLANDS.
On the Byfleet banking. King Smith (Morri«-Wame) and Miller (Marlin) in tand;m.

It will be observed that these riders kept well at the bottom of the banking.

iJ

Reverting to the matter of leaking tanks, those who
have not visited Brooklands may consider that such

things should not happen on a track, under the mis-

apprehension that the surface is like a billiard table.

It is not. Far from it. There are roads much better

. in this respect.

Flexihle Oil and Petrol Pipes.

A new accessory, in the form of flexible .petrol and

oil pipes, appeared on one or two machines ; it is tlie

product- of the Petroftex Co., of Watford, and

resembles a rubber pipe encased in a wire spiral.

Petral resisting tubing of other type& was also in

evidence, and, judging from the number of broken

petrol and oil pipes, there were not a few who would
have done ' well

^^ to try some such

fitment.

Ir is hard to

blame fvres for

^vcar "luider such

tiyini; condi-
tions ; but it is.

j;erh.ni;;. .worthv
-

cf mention that

the D u n 1 op
- Magnum fitted to

the front wheel

o f .Shemans's

Triumph finished

the race W' i t h
the mould marks
still visible, in

spite of the fact

that it had pre-

viously carried

the m achine
t h r o u g h the

Senior Tourist

T r o p h v and
'

several practice

laps.

It was notice-

able that coiii-

parati\ely fe\y

riders rea-lly lay

d o w n to save

wind resistance.

Le Vack, Dixon, and Horsmaii were notable excep-

tions, and probably gained a considerable advantage
thereby, though the flapping racing jackets must have

been responsible for a perceptible slowing down of the

faster men. These flimsy racing colours are admirable
from a- spectato-r's point of view, fjut most unpractical

in their present form.

Organisers of future 500 mile races will have to

decide whether it is a test for man or machine. If it

is further to develop the motor cycle, the huinan factor

must be reinoved as far as possible. For that reason

each machine should be allowed tw'o riders, who might
change over at intervals, thus eliminating any liability

to failure as a result of the driver's weariness.

Altogether, the race was a decided success, and
Captain Miller is to be congratulated on instituting

a most useful and informative competition, which
must have influence on the development of the motor
cvcle.

B3
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Proposed Prestwicli and District EI.C.C.

Riders in the Prestwicli (near Maii-

. Chester) district who are desirous of sup-

porting a local club should get in touch

with Mr. H. Hannal'ord, 26, Deyiic

Avenue, Prestwicli, Manchester.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The winner of the president's trophy

trial, which was held on July 3rd, was

F. H. Smithies (4^ B.S.A. sc), who lost

210 marks; T. W. Monkhouse (4

Triumph sc), who lost 214 marks, was
runner-up : and third place was occu-

pied by G. Hill (2i Triumph). There

were twenty-nine entries, twenty-seven if

wdiom started.

Cardiff M.C.C. _

A successful reliability trial, over a

secret course, wa.s held on the last Satur-

day in June for the Ale.x. Thorn Trophy.

Fourteen competitors started, and. five

completed the course. The results areas

follows: Ale.x. Thorn Trophy and re-

plica, Ivor Thomas (3-i Sunbeam) : gold

medals, Alex. Thorn (3i Scott) and Jack

Salter (4 Bradbury) ; silver medal, E. H.

Bevan-Darley (4 Triumph).

Plymouth District M.C. and L.C.C.

Twenty-seven competitors took part in

the recent speed trials. Both flying and

standing starts were imposed, and the

course was about half a mile of the

Chillaton Road, near Tavistock. M.

Lucy, riding a 3^ Norton, made the

fastest time-of the day in 24.9s. Results :

500 c.c. SOLO (Novice).—A, Endicott (3 A.B.C.),

27 3s
250 c c SOLO (Expert). -F. Medlin (21^ New

Hudson), 37.4s. „ ,„, „
750 c.c. SOLO (Bxpcvt).-I. Spooner (3Vj Sun-

team), 26.8a. ^ ,„., ^ , ^

350 c.c, SOLO (Novice).—F. BrowD (2;i Douglas),

58.8s
500 c.c. SOLO (Espert).-M. Lucy (SVi Norton),

24 9s
350 c.c. SOLO (Expert).-H. F. Flower (2"'4

A.J.S.). 31.6s. .,, „
1,000 c.c. SOLO (Expert).—M. Dawes (3'/o Sun

beam), 26.5s. ,, „ ,

1 000 r.c. SIDECARS.—I. Spooner (31/2 Sunbeam
sc.), 30.7s.
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Taunton and District M.C.C. and L.C.C.

A "treasure hunt" was recently held,

and the route, which was given to each

competitor before starting, led over

some very difficult country. The treasure .

was located one and a half miles from
Taunton, but the route as mapped out

covered a distance of about thirty miles.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

The results of the speed trials held

last month are as follows:

TIMK CLASSES.
350 c.c. Solo.— 1, F. Wood (2^4 Verus) and T.

Ward (23i Verus). tie: 2, T. Weaver (2% Verus);

3. Gem. Smith (2'.'i Morris) and J. Doslier (21/4

Enfield), .tie.
, ,„.,„'

-600 c.c. SoLO.-l, W. E. Smith [5Vj Norton); 2,

Gem. S;nilii (3i,i Martin); 3, F. Simmonds (31/2

Norton). , ,

Unlimited Solo.—1, W. E. Smith (31/2 Norton);

2, T. Weavet (5-6 Verus); 3, F. Simmonds (31/2'

Norton).
750 c.c. Passenger.— 1, W. E. Smith (S'j

Norton); 2, T. Weaver (5-6 Verus).
Unlimited Passengek.— 1, W. E. Smith (3',j

Norton); "2, T. Weaver (5-6 Verus).
Unlimited Foue-wheel.— 1, J. Cave (8.7 G.N.);

2, G. Silk (8.7 G.N.). ^ ^ „,
Fastest Time of the Day.—W. E. Smith {6V2

.Norton).

FORMULA CTLASSES.

350 c c. SOLO.-l, J. Dosher (2i/l Enfield); 2,

T. Weaver (2% Verus); 3, T. Ward (2% Verus).

600 c.c. Solo.—1. W. E. Smith (31/2 Norton);
2, J. Dosher (2':.i Enfield) ; ^3, Gem. Smith (2%

' Unlimited Solo.-1,'.T. Dosher (21/4 Enfield)

;

2, W. E. Smith (SVi Norton); 3, C. Hull (21/4

I evis)

750 '

c.c. Passenger.—I, W. E. Smith (31/2

Norton); 2. T. Weaver (5-6 Verus).
Unlimited Passenger.- 1. T. Weaver (5-6

Verus); 2. W. E. Smith (S'/^ Norton); 3. S. Bright

(6 Enfield). , „ ,„ „ „ ,vt ,

Unlimited Four-wheel.-1, J. Cave (8.7 G.N.);

2. G. Silk (8.7 G.N.I; 3. P. English (11.9 Albert)

and C. Brown (9.5 Standard), tie.

Handicap.—H. Spencer (winner).

Freak Hill-climb.-I, W. Swiffen; 2, E. Kea,v.

The awards in the President's Cup Re-

liability Trial are as under :

President's Cup and Gold Medal (best per-

tormance).-J. Cave (8 G.N.). ,„,,,,, m
Gold Centre Medals.—J. Cave, (8 G.N.), T.

Weaver (21/1 Verus), and J. Dosher (8 Enfield).

Gold Centre Medal (for best performance by

rider not liaving previously won an award m a

reliability trial).—J. Cave (8 G.N.). .„,.,, ,
Silver Medals.-K. Holden (5-6 Raleigh), A.

Taylor (6-7 B.S.A. sc), H. Spencer (2V4 Enfield),

G. Baragwanath (3':. Sunbea-n). L. Hadle^
Enfield), G. Silk (8 G.N.), H. Poole (4%.M
sc.), C. Johnson (4 Verus), and C. MachmJ

Bro'n'ze Medals.-G. Keay (3V2 B.S.A so|

Smith (3',;. Norton), H. Perry (6-7 B.S.A.=?

S. Bright -(8 Enfield sc), G. IIill (Z'-.i SparH

H. Gibbs (3'A B.S.A. ^c), F. Jakeman (8 Mat

less sc), ,and"B. Kershaw (2"'4 Verus). •
I'

. North Lindisey A.C.

Speed trials were held in Holme Le

on Julv 2nd over a half-mile couv

which iiad a rising grade of about 1

159. The weather conditions were tavo

able, and a good muster of spectators ^^

nessed the event, which was electrica

timed. The result? were as follows

X;LASS 1 (up to 275 cc.).-l Mrs. M. C Jei

son (2V, Velocette), 35?s.; 2, H. A. L. Thurs

(2>/. Radco), 47s. '

, , ,, ,r r. t ,

CLASS 2 (up to 350 c.c.).-l Mrs. M. (:. Jel

son (2i'i Velocette), 31s.; 2, H. A. Robinson

''^LaIs°'3 (up to 600 C;0.).-1, R.'Towle.|

Norton). 28Ss.; 2, L. W. Sainton (31A Norton), J,

CLASS 4 (up to 1.00(3^ o.c).-l, P G. How
(8 Zenith), 27s.*; 2, L. W. Sainton (S'/o Norti

29s '

CLASS 5 (unlimited, on formula).— 1, Mrs.

C Jennison (21,4 Velocette), 869 (figure of mer

2, R. Towle (3"/2 Norton), 919.
* Fastest time of day.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The beach races at Portmarnock, tl

on July 2ud, were somewhat marred I

the condition of the sand, which 1

bumpy, and had a number of treacheru

soft places. Chief favourite at the ev.'

was S. J. Redmond, whose 3i h.p. ?infi

cylinder Indian was a winner, from
;

scratch line on two occasions. Resi-

with handicap tim'es are as follows :

SOLO (under 301 c.c), distance 6 miles—

1

E. Green (2V4 Enfield), 12s.; 2 T.Slevin-
Velocette), 15s.; 3, E. 0. Draper (21/2 Metro-IW!
15s '

i

SOLO (between 301 and 550 c.c), distano

miles.--., S. Redmond (sy, Indian), sor.; a
Cathcart (3V2 Norton), 555.; 3, J. McOullaglil

Norton), 55s. -

. , .,_ .. J
SOLO (over 301 c.c), distance 16 miles.—

1

Redmond (31/2 Indian) sor.; 2 J. A. CarvilM

Triumph), 2m. 30s.; H. J. Mclnnally (S IndB

2m.. finished first but was disqualified for cnB

inside the turning point flag on his last lap.)

SIDECARS (unlimited), distance 6 miles^l

A. Adair (41/2 B.S.A.), 2m 40s.;. 2, J. Hall

Harley-Davidson), 15s.; 3, P. Smith (7 Indii

scr.
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News.— ,

Birmingham M.C.C.

e annual hill-climb, which will be

to all members of clubs in the Mid-

Centve A.C.U., is to be held on

leu Hill, Ilmington, on Saturday

V^dftk-eni Club TEvants.
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Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.

?ld on Dartmcior on a recent Satui-

the reliability trial for the Ford

d resulted in- the following awards
T made :

"old Shield and sold medal). A. JI. Knill (4

3 sc.l, 2s. .error; 2 (silver cup), L. Peters
irton), 10s.- error; 3 (gold medal), E. Wood
llel, 15s. error; 4 (silver mcdal)j D. Physick
'Torton), 253. error; 5 (silver medal), G. R.
gej(4' Triumph sc). 23s. error. Additional
medals were also awarded to I.. Vicaxy (S

lless sc5), J. Eddy (4 Excelsior). L. Stagg (5-6-

trv Eagle). T. Williams (4 Triumph sc.).

)vd (4',i B.S.A.), and E. M. Chudleigh (6

ss).

Edinburgh and District M.C.

'le annual team trial for tha Dobson
ihy was held at the e;id of June over

. fty-mile course, -ivhich included . a

d "climb of Hartree Hill. Nine teams
I entered, but only sis faced the

(er, and of these the Edinburgh and
,;i'ict j\[.C. were easy winners. The
3lts foUo-w : V

^3dinburgh and District IM.C.C., J. R. Alex--
S' (2"J Douglas), G. M. Black (31,2 Norton).
35. Grintcn (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), 2s. lost

i!ll; 2, Clackmannan County I\1.C.C.. 35s. lost

ill; 3. Glasgow Wetern M.O.C. No. 1. 62s. lost

.(ill; 4. Glasgow Western. JM.C.C. No. 2, 89:.

jftn hill.

Jistest time of the day on the hill

Sis.) was made by 'G. JI. Black
[Norton).

in Coldiield and South Birmingham A.C

•suits of a well-i5U]5ported hill-climb

enlcridge Hill, on July 2nd, were as

v. The formula used was that re-

icnded by The ilolor Cjide (capacity
plied by time (squared) divided by

jht) :

CLASS 0.

Time, Fiffof
Riderand Machin?. 1 Sec. Merit

. Roberts (I'-l New Imperial) . -57..

S

21,37 _*7

TenninRS (2.', Cedes) 112.8 3jC5 Si
\y, Thrush (2 i Levis). (il.l 39J'l gD

CLASS 10. _

N. Roberts (2 1 New Imperial) . 5i;.2 21)2 GJ
E. IVgh (2.1 Levis) 52 2«5 51
W> Thrush (2* Levis) .57.1 il30 IJ2

CL^VSS 11.

S. Roberrs (2.'.- New Imperial) . ijli.l 2)10 54
W.Thrush (2', Levis) .53 2S71 73
C. Nichols, Junr. (25 Oniesa) . .50.1

" jajO (>5

CLASS 12.

S. Boston (2; A.J.S.) 39.

1

1 ^J2 7ii

E. Pu!?h (2.'.- Levis) 52 2 ,"^5 3^1

N. Roberts.(2^ New Imperial) . -05.2 -42 t

•Fastest time of Ihi? day. Special amid
CL.4SS fi.

M. Rot^?rts (2'. New Imperial) . 5(1 2-194 77
^W. Thrush (2; Levis; 55 2S7j 75
(Richardson (2^ Armis-J.i[il .. 5.3.2 Oil IS

CLASS IJ.'

' S. P-oston (25 A.J.S.) 11.2 2il0 U
'. U

. Thrush (31 Sunbeam) ... 14.2 2()7S 2

J
Richardson (2J Armis-Jap) .. 50. li 2751 19

Boa .Shield for fastest amateur S.C. and N B A C
;

I
member.

. CLASS 15.

N. Roberts (2i New Imperial) . 51 2of,o in
VV. Thrush (2.y Levis) 51 .e 2539 43
Richardson (2J .\rmis-Jap) . . 51 2794 8b

CL.ASS llj.

S.Boston (2; A.J.S.) .39.6 ] 061 52
N. Roberts (2! New Imperial) . 52 21)11
Hailam (.Ht Norton) 47.6 2874! 22

CLASS 17.
>ri Roberts (21 New Imperial) 57.

S

2657.72
.*. .Stamps (Norton) 46.8 2794. S375
Richardson (2J .Armis- Jap) . 51 2794.8633

CLASS 18,

S. Boston (3; A.J.S.) .10.

1

19-37.49
N. Roberts (2! New Imperial) . .51 2069.16
Richardson (2J .Aimis-Jap) .. 51.2 2816.82

JuJu
Julij

Jidy

Jnlij
Jnuj
Jutii

'Jiita
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•July

July

•July
Juhj
July
July

July

July

'Jultf

July

July

July

July

July

July
July

July

July
July

July

July
July

July
July

July
July

July

lj-16 —Ulster M.C.C. Magillan. Speed Tikila.

IS.SoutIc Midland Centre A.O.U. (,7mm-
2}ionship Trial.

lH.—JitTihoi) Auckland and District M.C. Jiill-

climb.
16.—liirminqliaiii M.C.C. Jlill-climh.

K.—Dcirsbury and District M.C.C. Picnic.

le.-South Eastern Centre A.C.B. Intcr-ctub

Team Trial for the Woolwich Cup. -

16.~ Ealiny. and District M.C.C. Broolclands
Meeting.

Vi.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Club
Team Trial,

is.—Saltcoats and District.M.C.C. Club Mvn .

to Oourock.
U.-Birmmoliam M.C.C. Hilhclimb. Open
to Midland Centre. A.C.V.

Pi.—Herts: County A. and .ie. C. Hill-ehmb.
l/l.— U'e^t Kent M.C. Captain's Speed Trials.

IH.— Kidderminster M.C.C Social Run.
n.— liridnnorth and District M.C.C. llelia-

binti) Trial.
ll.— J{ochester, Chntham, and District M.C.
aud L.C.C. Run to Eastbom'nc.

11'.— Basingstoke and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Club Run to Southsea.

D.-Stamjord and District M.C.C. and Peter-
borouglt M.C.C. Joint Reliability Trial.

17.—Northern M.C ' Gipsy Run to Carter
Bar.

17.— West Birmingham M.C.C. Annual Club
Run to Hereford.
17.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Social
Run to Sutton Bank.

17.-Mid,!!esln;-,uah and District M.C. Side-
car Reliabilittj Trial.
17.—Wolrrrhrnuplon .tuto Nomads. Club
Run to Church Stretton.

JZ,—Essex, M.C Club Run.
17.—Stafford and District M.C.C. Club Run
to Tamworth.

17.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Clvb Jtmi to
Lydford Grange.

T7.—JJuerpool M.C. Picnic at Llangollen.
17.—Lougi'.borough and District M.C.C. Club
Run to Belcoir Castle.

17.—Brighton and Hare M.C.C' Picnic Run
Alfriston, and Gymkhana,
v.—Sheffield M.C.C. Donglas-Vickers Trial.

17.— Central London M.C.C. Club Run to
Epplng^ Forest. ^~^

17.— Leeds M.U. Gymkhana.
V.— Woleerhampton M.C.C. Social Run to

Holt Fleet.

17.—Iry M.C.C. fWoluerhamptonj. Matlock.
^0.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C Evening Run
to Dau'lisli Warren.

».—North Wales M.C.C. Speed-judging Con-
test.

1 he £2U0 Deans-

gate Cup presented

by the Colmore

Depot, Manchester,

to the North-

western Centre

A.C.U., as premier

award in this

centre's team trial.

The holder is Hugh

Gibson.

'^- Surbiton and District M.C.C.

Over a course of forty-three miles the

evening trial for the Briller Cup was run
off on- Wednesday, the 6th inst. Bagdon,
White Do-vvns, and others of the Surrey
Hills were included, and forty-two com-
petitors faced the starter. Kaye Don,
riding a 3^ h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, secured
the cup, and made a non-stop run with
only |sec. time eiTor. The following were
awarded silver medals :

V. G;iyford (Zenith), K. C. Staunton (Triumph),
R. A. Green (Norton), J. S. Bennett (M.T.), 0.
D. Michaelis (Zenith), W. R. Preston (Sunbeam),
R- C. Charle^worth (Zenith), T. O. M. Sopwith
(Hawker), L. H. Wells (Hawker), L. Gummer
(Triumph). A. Love (Norton), W. H. Wells (Norton
sc.)-, L. Peaty (Hawker sc.)', R. B. Wiffln (Morgan),
L. J. Ereemnn (B.S..\. sr.), H. "W. Glendinninga
iRei: sc.). H. E. K. Saltell (Morgan), S. T. Green
(Indian sc), G. C. Griffiths (A.C). J. Abbott
(Zenith). E. N. Stewart (Trmup), and A. Ellison
(gnison).

-A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xlvi.

T. C. de la Hay winning the 500 c.c. sidecar class of the Kidderminster, Stourbridge, and

Wolverhampton iafer-dub hill-climb held at Hopton Bank, near Cleobury Mortimer.
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MORE MID-YEAR MODELS.

JULY I4tli, ig2i.

New Lighlweights. Low-priced Solo and Sidecar Outfits

IN last week's issue of ?7ie Motor Ci/ch
we gave particulars of several recently-

introduced models, and in some cases

it appeared that serious effort was being
made to market m,achines at a lower price

than those that have prevailed for some
time past. On this and the following
page we are able to illustrate a further
batch of mid-year models of which the
prices are certainly very attractive to

those wh'o have been waiting to purchase
comparatively low-priced machines.
The first of these is a genuine two-

speed lightweight of 112 lb., at present
unnamed, and which, it is expected, will

be marketed at thirty-eight guineas.
Mr. W. F. Hooper, 10, Genoa Road,

Anerley, London, S.E., who was re-

sponsible for the Superb Four, is the
designer.

The motive power is a small but effi-

cient 2 h.p. single-cylinder four-stroke
engine of 60x44 mm. bore and stroke
(125 C.C.), which gives the horse-power
stated at 5,000 r.p.m. The engine has
overhead valves and a detachable head,

Frame details of the little unnamed
lightweight

A real lightweight which it is expected will ce

marketed at 38 guineas with two-speed gear

On the road the machine behaved quite
well, and it was taken for a short run up
Sanderstead Hill, whicji is a long, tiring
pull for so small a mount; nevertheless,
two-thirds of it were taken on top gear.
We found the control to be veiy simple,

ever, that it is eminently suited for ladii

Arrangements have been made for-.;;

production of this machine in quantii

in a large and well-equipped w-orks «
to London >J

As Its name implies, the Hack miniature is mainly intenaea lu

fill a useful gap for utility work

while the gear-driven magneto is- bolted

behind the crank case.

Of the single-lever variety, the carbu-

retter is of a new type known as the

"Willis, details concerning which are not

yet available, c.s the instrument is the

subject of ;.n uncompleted patent. A
duplex frame and spring forks of rather

unusual design are used.

the carburetter to respond to the slightest

touch of the throttle opening, while the

gear was changed by. a lever similar to

a spark lever mounted on the handle-

bars. The machine steered well, and was
comfortable; but the " revving " of the

tiny engine' was somewhat disconcerting

to anyone used to the larger type of

motor cycle. There is no doubt, how-

The Sirrah solo mount, a £54 machine with

Union engine and Burman two-speed gear.

A Single- geared Miniature.

True to its name, the Hack minial

is mainly intended for short distf

work : it wovild also appear to be a i

suitable mount for a lady.

Its motive power is a Simplex cng
slightly modified and adapted to

scooter. _ The magneto gear wheels
enclosed, and the drive is by si)

chain to the rear wheel, the gear r

being 10 to 1. A clutch is used me'
to disconnect the engine from the i

wheels, and not for starting purpC'

After the compression release has 1

opened the clutch is withdraivn by mi

of the same lever, and consequently
engine cannot race when the clutch is

engaged. The frame is strongly
structedj but is designed to "give" £

ciently to render it just flexible.

A £70 Sidecar Outfit.

£70 for a sidecar outfit is surely

lowest-priced machine of its class on:

market. This is the Sirrah, a well-m
Union-engined niotor cycle producec
a well-known concern for several o

agents. R. 0. Jonss, of Bellbarn E
Birmingham, is offering it in Birn
ham, and with its very complete spjl
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ore Mid-year Models—

ition (including Brampton forks, Buv-

lan two-speed gear, clutch, and kick-

ai'ter, Avon tvres, and sporting sidecar)

, is becoming very popular. £54 is the

vice of the solo machine.

I Another Newcomer.
i The Mars is a newcomer, but is pro-

luced bj' an engineer who, up to quite_

ecently, has been Avorks manager of, old-

stablished motor cycle firms. One model

s made, but offered with Villiers, J. A. P..
1- Blackburne engine, single-geared, or

quipped with plain two-speed or two-

,

peed clutch and kick-starter.

Equipment and finish are quite, up to

he best standards. For example, Bramp-
01 , Bi-fle.K forks with two vertical spi'ings

if fitted, and all other proprietary items

no of the best class. The Mars machines

lie lighter than usual, 130 lb. being the

veight of the single-geared Villiers model
elling at £48, while with clutch and kick-

.tai-(er it is only 150 lb., and is offered

t £64. Tlie single-geared J. A. P. model

s £58, plain two-speed £64, and two-

ived clutch and kick-starter model £70.

Ilic fully-equiptJed Blackburae-engined

iiodel will be in the neighbourhijod fi

;80. The manufacturers ara ilars, Ltd..

jreyfrairs Lane, Coventry.

The rf.B.

Motor cycles bearing the distinctive

nitials H.B. are now-getthig fairly well

tiKHatn. They are made by Hill Bros.,

if Wolverhampton, a centre famous for

he quality of its productions, and this

irm is endeavouring to maintain this re-

jutation. The H.B. is a good-class pro-

luction, and quit© above the average

iiaihine built up of proprietary units.

The frame details are exceptionally good,

he mudguarding and brakework especi-

illy so. A saddle tank fits over a well-

leMsned frame having straight tubes.

I'lvo models are made, having 2| h.p.

tud 4 h.p. engine and two and three-

[speed gear bo.xes.

For Sporting Sidecarists.

Similar in general specification to the

standard 4 h.p. machine, the Sheffield

(Henderson is now marketed as a sporting

sidecar outfit. In this case ' the rear

'frame is rigid, and in. conjunction with

;a specially tuned Blackburne engine, a

jT.T. Amac carburetter, and a Sturraey-

'Areher close ratio gear box (if required)',

[it makes a very attractive sidecar mount.
A semi-streamline racing sidecar is fitted.

Henderson Motors, Ltd., 73, Fitzwilliam

,9treet, Sheffield, are the makers.

The Vindec Outfit:

Quite one of the handsomest sidecar

outfits on the market, although following

more or less standard lines, is the

Vindec, marketed' by Brown Bros., Ltd.,

.Qreat Ea.stcrn Street, London, E.G. 2.

The motive power is provided by an

8 h.p. J. A.P. engine (85.5x85 mm. =
376 c.c).

In the particular model under review,
the transmission is by chain to a

Sturmey-Archer gear box, and thence by
belt to the rear \yheel. An extension of

the primary chain cover serves to protect
the magneto drive. In future models all-

chain drive will be provided if desired.
Detachable and interchangeable wheels
are fitted, the belt drum running upon
a separate hub of its own.

.Pf^^gcJLH 45

Iffifc Two-stroke model of a newcomer among Coventry
makes—fhe Mars

A Wolverhampton production—the H.B.

A Sheffield-Henderson outfit possessing a thoroughly

sporting appearance

That exceptionally large mudguards do not always detract from appearance is evidenced

in the 8 h.p. Vindec-Jap sidecar.
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LITTON SLACK
CLIMBED

FIFTY TIMES,
A Successful Atlack on a

so-cailed "Impossible" Hill.

LITTON Slack, a mere track over the
hills near the head of Miller's Dale,
in Derbyshire, is one of those tan-

talising climbs which presents continual
difRculty to motor cyclists.

Comparatively few non-stop ascents
have been made, and its inclusion in the
Six Days Trial of 1914 proved an entire

fiasco. Recently in a well-supported trial

only one solo and one sidecar out of a

large entry reached the summit.
The gradients throughout the length of

the hill (appro.\'imately half a mile) are
severe, but it is doubtful if either on
the fii'st steep pitch at the foot or the
last rise at the summit they approach the
1 in "3 point something" claimed for

them. Drought had brought the hill into

its most climbable condition, the chief
difficulties to contend with being the loose

and shifting surfaces near the bottom and
again at the summit. For those not
familiar with the hill an indication of its

severity may be given when we say that
our representative's 4j h.p. single-cylinder
sidecar (with passe "er normally seated)
failed entirely through wheel slip.

This attempt was made on Thursday
last, our presence being due to the fact

that Mr. L. B. Henderson, the ma.ker
of the Sheffield-Henderson machines, was
intent on that day to test one of his

productions—the now sports model—in

rather an unusual way.

At the summit of Litton Slack. Miller e

times last -Thursday, by F. W. James

The proposed test v.-as to make iifty

ascents, these, with the corresponding
descents by way of the winding and less

direct " slip road." to be done as far

as possible without stopping. The
machine was standard pattern with
4 h.f). Blackburnc -engine, haviiTg a

lightened piston, flywheel, and connecting
rod. New Clincher tyres were fitted, and
the carburetter was an Amac. Runbaken
magneto, Sturmev-Archer gear box (gears

The descent of the slip road was purposely chosen as a test of brakmg power.

The Sheffield-Henderson is seen rounding the hairpin at the top, while over the valley

the ascent of the top half of Litton Slack is clearly shown.

Dale, Derbyshire, which was climbed fifty

on a 4 h.p. Sports Sheffield-Henderson.

5^; 8-3, and 14 to 1), Brampton chains,

and Enfield cush hub were also in con-

formity"with the usual specification, A
Sphinx sparking plug with air-cooled cen-

tral electrode was employed.
At 12.5 p.m. the' machine started 'ii

its first circuit, being ridden by F. \y.

James, son of the well-known Sheffield

agent, who handles this make. The cir-

cuit was approximately one and a quarter
miles in length,- and involved serious

braking tests as well as the demands upon
the power of the engine; for the "slip
road " has two bad hairpins, one abso-

lutely overhanging the valley below.

A Good Performance.

Twenty-five climbs were completed
witliout stopping, when the rider decided
to take some refreshments at two o'clock;
thus the average speed was approximately
15 m.p.h.
A restart was made at 2.33 p.m., but

the engine stopped firing owing to an
oiled plug at the end of tlie first descent.
In order to prevent any unobserved ad-

justments, the rider carried no spares or

tools, and a mechanic had to r-uu with
the necessary renewal to the bottom ; at

the end of the next descent the same
thing happened again. Probably the
trouble was caused by the drip feed" being
left open during the refreshment stop.

'

Thereafter the machine ran perfectly
until the fiftieth circuit was completed
at 4.21 p.m., the average speed over
the second period being 17^ m.ph.
At the finish the machine was in per-.|

feet condition so far as engine, brakes;
transmission, and cycle parts were con
cerned ; the tread of the back tyre, how<|
ever, was much worn by the loose stones,

Altogether, the test provided the manu-i
facturer with. much useful data as to the
capabilities of the new model and the
success of various modifications which had
been made to the engine. . -
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JitteM to^ GMor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

OOK TO YOUR LICENCES.
Sir,—I noticed in your issue of some two or three weeks

go, a case where two motorists liad been fined, their

f

umbers, etc., on the licences having faded by the sun. I

ave Just recently filled in the numbers and letters on ray

wn licences, as they had also faded. Why do not the
uthorities use parcliment ink when writing these, or Indian
ik? This ink lasts for some years, through wet as well,

lid would also stand the sun. DOUGLAS.
Paigby.

'ETTY POLICE PERSECUTION.
Sir,—I read witlr interest about the JIanchester reader

vho was stopped on the Wilmslow Road, Cheshire, for

laving one shoe missins; on his front brake. I was stopped
11 Haslingden for the same thing about eight weeks ago,

nd although the shoe was oil four miles previously, and
he brake In order^ I wa.s fined £1, including costs, the

"hairman of the bench remarking that they had let" me off

i^'htly owing to my youth, and tKat they hoped it would
ir a warning. .JUSTICE.
Waterfoot.

yRY BATTERIES.
Sir.—It occurs to me that mv^ experience with a dry

attery lighting set might be of interest to others who may
.ontemplate the use__of this system.

i Early this year I purchased a small three-volt dry battery

l.nd leather case from Siemens without the rear lamp, as I

(ilready had this fitted to ray machine, and, in addition to

he rear lamp, I also connected it to a

icetylene head lamp for town use only,

rhis arrangement was so convenient and
i^tisfactory that it encouraged me to

ise the battery in the London-Land's
End trial for lighting the rear lamp and
iilso an inspection lamp on the handle-

.pars.

jj
Since then I have used the same

battery for the London-Edinburgh, and,
'n spite of frequent use between the
;.wo event.*, it carried me through

;
LuccessfiUly. On the return journey
'he rear light failed for two hours, and
!pn investigating I discovered that the
vire to the rear lamp was chafed
hrough and making contact with the
,rame, to which the earth wire from
yhe battery was also connected.
i I feel convinced that for the whole
two hours the battery was shorted, and
L'et it gave a fair light after this ill-use.

;| . I must confess that I am amazed at
'he results, and congratulate myself
-m the amount saved by not using the
icetylene head lamp for town riding,
ipart from the trouble of recharging

;
he generator. I have no connection.

,;vith the makers of the batteries, but
consider it only fair to mention their
iiame. JAMES A. HOULt.

similar bulb in the

FROM THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S POINT OF
VIEW.

Sir,—As a constajit reader of your most, interesting paper^
may I crave illumination from such undoubted experts as
" Draughtsman " and the Pelican Engineering Co. on the
advantages of journal over, cup and cone bearings in the hubs
of motor cycles? Does the cup and cone type give much
trouble? If so, how, and how often? It seems to me as
the conventional type stands up to the T.T., and Brooklaiids
racing, one may say tha.t the motor cycle industry runs on
cup and cone bearings (and very smoothly at that). Unless
these experts can show that journal bearings are cheaper and
give less frictional resistance, why change them?

" Draughtsman " is of opinion that motor cycle designers
have not sufficient ability to design journal bearings. Doubt-
less, such firms as A.J.S., Sunbeam, Indian, Norton, Triumph,
and Scott will vie with each other to obtain the services

or someone who has that ability.

I quite agree with " Draughtsman " that, having seen one
or two lightweights, one has seen all ; but what other alter-

natives have the designers? One can hardly expect a seventy-
guinea lightweight to have "such startling and alarming
features as crank and connecting rod transmission. If

'Draughtsman" believes that cars are exempt from trans-

mission troubles, let him stay in the neighbourhood of notable
hill di.stricts in Greatk Britain. It is not uncommon for crown
wheels and bevel geai's in the transmission to strip their

tefeth, and for propeller-shafts or half-axles to shear, although,
happily, these troubles grow fewer each year. 6.M.R.

Dalmuir.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE THEATRE.
Motor cycles have an established role on the stage ; they are invariably used by heroes and

heroines when a thrilling "get away" has to be made. Here is a scene from the London

success, " Out to Win," now appearing at the Shaftesbury Theatre.
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i REAL FAMILY SIDECAR
Sir,—The enclosed photograph

shows one way of reaching the
seaside in comfort, with a family
(and luggage). Although tlir

sidecar is heavy, whatever side
drag exists it is not transmitted
to the handle-bars. It steers

beautifully. I have had no
experience with it so far on
greasy tram lines, but I find ii<

difficulty in winding count r;

lanes, muddy or otherwise. Yuii
will notice the "sidecar ' brake

;

this is connected with the
brake on the driving wheel.
iMr. Bischoff is quite right
about the " pull to the left"
feeling for the first few rides.
The sidecar * is well- sprung

and rides very comfortably.
The three children's seats in
front are removable, and another
adult seat may be used instead.

H. WOOLARD.
AN VLJRA-NARROW SIDE

CAR.
Sir,—Referring to " A.C.C.'s

"

letter enquiring for a sidecar
outfit that will pass through a
passage 53in. wide, I may say
that I have recently had a
sidecar fitted to my 3i h.p. 'Rudge, and the outfit- measures
only 48m. overall width. The sidecar is one of a new design
recently brought out by Henry Leslie, Ltd., Clifton Road,
South Norwood, and, in addition to being strong, simple and
light, can be bought for £15 10s. complete. The name of the
sidecar is the "Tritube." L. J. MOORE

PTOIg(af€LE JULY 14th, 1Q21.

The difficulty of accommodalmg a lamily of six in a sidecar has been overcome by our

correspondent, H. Woolard, by means of a special Acme outfit, adapted from the taxi side-

car made by the Coventry Acme Co

way may influence the steering. Such a fault does not exist

in the flat twin A. B.C. and is inappreciable in the little single

F.N., but cannot the torque in a big single or B twin engine

be felt? ABROAD.
Bologna, Italy.

ENGINES ACROSS THE FRAME _
Sir,—On several occasions recently I have seen men-

tioned in The Motor Cych (which is fully appreciated
here m Italy) the arrangement of a V twin engine trans-
versely in a frame of duplex variety. In view of the seyeral
advantages in the direction of cooling, compactness, and neat-
ness of an engine and gear box unit, besides the possibility
of adopting overhead valves, it would be interesting to know
whether such designs have any great disadvantages.

I am wondering whether the" imperfect balance presented by
the V engine, the influence of torque and vibration is to be
feared in thejateral balance of the machine, which in some

MOTORING IN SWITZERLAND
Sir,—I was pleased to read the letter in your last issue

from Dr. Paul Lang to the effect that Federal control of the

police in Switzerland is likely to succeed the present Cantonal
control. The proof of the pudding is in the eating, however,
and it remains to be seen whether motor vehicles, as apart
from their drivers and passengers, will be any more welcome
in Switzerland under the new a^uthority.

The first forms the required proofs sliould take are : (1)

That policemen should cease to draw a percentage of fines

inflicted in cases brought by them ; and (2) that the power to

demand, money from a motorist should be taken from all

policemen. J. STUART WHITE.

AT THE BIG A.C.U. EVENTS.
,
At Brooklands, in the Isle of Man, at every venue where motor cyclists foregather for a big event, cam::ra- of all sorts and sizes are

greatly m evidence. In addition to the expert press photographers, there are smill boys with little Brownies attempting the impossible with
fast moving riders as iheir object ; there are ladies who " snap ' their friends and their friends' friends, and there are other keen amateurs who
*'

°"LIiL^'^'^*
' ^""'^^ "''''^ definite objectives. These impressions have been selected from the Isle of Man films of Capt. N O Vlnter ot

the Scott Co., who collected " Smiles," which reveal the spirit of motor cycledom|^t theT.T ,;

races, and are typical of motor cyclists generally, for a more genial fraternity does not exiit

(1) A. Sapey, of the Lucas Electrical Co.. Ltd.

(2) A popular Amac representative
—

" the genial Mr. Clibbory.'

6) A well-known A.C.U. judge. Dr. A. M Low
(4) R. R. Coes, from the U.S.A., stable manager ol the Indian wigwam
(5) A. V. Ebblewhite. an official timekeeper and the friend of every man wl' j

allempls records at Brooklands.

(6) Prominent in Yorkshire I. Norman Longfield
I/) Norman Black, the Omega rider, who smiled ail round the T.T. course

(8) R. W. Slansfield a Scott speed man

, -2
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'UE CYCLE CAR OF MODERATE PRICE.

Sir,—I was much interested in the article by " Ubique

"

audei' the above lieading, and if a go-ahead mamifacturer'

eould be induced to venture on its production—ajid other

firrr.is would soon follow—the wants of a large, section of the

inotoring public would be catered for. From evidences ou
llie road, a considerable number of sidecar owners take a

[lassenger on the pillion, and often an extra child in the

sidecar, and it is for this class that " Ubique's " design

would. I think, immediately appeal.

: With regard to a suitable power unit, I am of the opinion

that an 8 li.p. twin engine would prove better than a 600 c.c.

'single ; also a three-speed gear box instead of two speeds.

Neither of these could be considered as unnecessary " frills,''

especially as we all do not live in level counties, and also

that Jhe proposed cycle car would have to do the same
serious work as is now done by high-class sidecar outfits.

As to price, it would seem that as some well-known side-

lai-s Avith an'8 li.p. engine and three-speed gear box can be

inuehased for about £160, " Ubiqiie's " cycle car should
not. with a large output, cost much more, and tours could be
undertaken in practically all parts of the country in far

more comfort and cleanliness than with a sidecar.

I I am aware that there is an enormous number of single-

cylinder sidecars doing all that is asked of them, but after

iten years' experience of all types I am driven to the con-

clusion that for a hilly country especially, and for serious

[touring, an 8 h.p. engine and three-speed g^ar box are a
'^i?ic qua von for the transportation of more than fine pas-
senger and a moderate quantity of luggage.

It must not be forgotten, of course, that this four-wheeled
cycle car would cost a few pounds per annum fnore in tax,

insurance, etc., which I should think, however, would
prove no detriment, in view' of the increased comfort and
cleanliness for the driver and pillion passenger in their
new positions. DUJIPLING.

Tavivjtock.

RIDING CONDITIONS IN IRELAND.
Sir,—In a run of about fifty miles (inside twentv

(?) to

mile

ourdius), I met the following "attractions'
already none too wanderfur roads

Fifteen trenches dug across the road and two felled trees-.

Nine of the trenches had heen filled in, but still' capable of

[giving one a considerable jar. Three others semi-filled about
nine to twelve inches deep. Three open trenches -were tliree

[feet across, and from two to three feet deep. One of these
'had a Ford in it, in ra.thcr an unusual position, and some
[parts of that Ford were "slightly" bent. I might also

;niention that I have been "held up" four times in one
evening. • T.C.D.
Dublin.

Sir,—As you no doubt know, motoring in parts of Ireland
is a very risky undertaking just now. It is quite common
to come on stone walls built across the road, trees felled to

block all traffic, and trenches cut. to impede military
operations.

I

A few,days ago I was running nicely along^ with my wife
'in my Sunbeam sidecar and another lady on the Tan-Sad,
when Ave saw a little roughness on the road in front of us.

It proved to be a trench, with a little line of stones placed
so as to hide the hole from anyone coming up the hill. This
I avoided by a foot, and
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over for the damage I found the stand of the back wheel
had slipped from its catch. The silencer, however, was
crumpled up, but not even a spoke was bent. The wheels
ran true, the springs of the sidecar were intact—in a word,
the Sunbeam was practically not a whit the worse for its

adventure.
I consider this very remarkable. I had a passenger -load

of about twenty-seven stone, and a heavy box and other
luggage, and to be able to say my machine was none the
worse is a very wonderful thing. It shows the excellent
stuff there must be in the Sunbeam.

EDGAR F. KEATINGE.
SIDECAR BRAKES.

Sir,-^Your contributor, Mr. P. W. Bischoff, is perfectly
correct in his assumption that the " swing to the right," when
a sidecar outfit is braked on the rear wheel only, does
actually take place. This is accentuated to a great degree
when a side-by-side two-seated car is fitted, as in the case
of our motor cycle taxi. It was the knowledge of this fact

that caused us to design our special Bowden-operated,
compensated rear wheel and sidecar wheel brake before we
marketed this vehicle.

In our system, upon which patents are pending, the com-
pensation is obtained by passing the cable over a pulley
between' two stops, the puUty being drawn forward by the
action of the foot lever.

We have found in practice, however,' that it is not neces-
sary to give a definite advantage in leverage to the rear
wheel as, owing to the much greater length -of the cable to
the sidecar wheel brake, a proportion of the forces applied is

absorbed by_ the compression of the outer Bowden casing,
with the result that the brake action is sufficiently reduced.
As otir outfit is fitted with the usual internal expanding

brake to the rear wheel of the B.S.A. twin in addition to
the compensated brake which operates on the brake drums
attached to the rims of the rear and sidecar wheels, it is

possible for us clearly to demonstrate that the theory is

correct.

It is found, when descending a steep hill, , particularly
if one takes to the wrong side of the road, that it the
standard brake be operated on the rear wheel only, with a

full load in the sidecar, i.e., two passengers, the "pull to
the right" is very marked indeed. If this brake be released
and our compensated brake then operated, this " pull to the
right " is immediately corrected and a straight course is

steered without effort. Also, the retarding effect of this
brake upon the two wheels will pull up the outfit in the
same distance with equal effort, as the single wheel brake,
and without skidding the wheels. With extra pressure the
wheels can be skidded and the outfit pulled np in halt the
distance. With the road smooth and greasy, experiments
show that it the rear wheel brake alone were applied the
outfit would skid obliquely down the hill.

These facts we have demonstrated to many police authorities
up and down the country in the course of our motor cycle
taxi crusade, and they have unanimously expressed their
unqualified approval of this' system of braking.

It jMr. Bischoff is at any time in Birmingham it would
give us great pleasure to take him to the local test hill in
our demonstration motor cycle taxi and prove his theories to
hi.5 satisfaction.

,

THE COUNTY CYCLE AND MOTOR CO.
Birmingham.

swung round a corner into

another road. A mile further
on a large tree lay in the
way, and by breaking a fe'W

boxighs and twigs I was
able to make a way
through. In a beautiful
place called the Scalp, near
Enniskerry, I ran round a
corner slowly, and, before
we could realise v-jhat had
happened, I ran into a
trench 2ft. 6in. deep by
18in. wide. My memory of

exactly what happened is

rather confused. Then
was a terrific crash, and I
felt sure the machine was
wrecked, but after hunting

JUST WHAT A LARGE
NUMBER OF OUR LADY

READERS REQUIRE.

Miss Bradley, daughter of The Motor Cycle Continental correspondent, in the smart little cyde car, which
engined with a 7-9 Harley-Davidson engine, has been found capable of 60 m.pih.
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DAMAGE TO ROADS.
Sir,—I would like to say. a few words to Messrs. Barnett

who passed such a great deal of time away "thinking"
about the traction engine before they wrote. I sincerely

trust they were not the pair in charge of the engine in

quests'on, or their " vast experience " in driving it comes
to nothing. I attempted to pass this machine on the road,

but had travelled some distance before I could make the

person in charge realise that he had not bought the road.

The damage extends as far as Trentham, and between Stone

and Trentham on three different stretches of road there were

THE OUTDOOR LIFE.

In these days of expensive hotels, a motor cycle

camping caravan, which can be fitted to a mclor

cycle and sidecar, cannot fail to interest those who
enjoy the pleasures of the open road. The motor

cycle t5pe of Eccles trailer depicted weighs but

2 cwt., and is constructed of weatherproof Cape
cart hood material, and costs £67 lOs. It can

be comfortably drawn by a SV h.p. sidecar.

1 he Eccles trailer is marketed by W. H. Bailev

S5 Great Portland Street Lcndon N 1

tor, both gettmg an even pressure according to weight. I
am able to pull up in a very short distance at speeds from
thirty to forty miles an hour without the sign of a skid.
The cost comes out at £7. If any of your readers are in-

terested I am willing to forward the address of the mechanic
who carried out the work. C. MAPLE.

MOUNTS FOR DISABLED RIDERS.
Sir,—With reference to the letter in the issue of June 23rd

from J. JIurray, I lost my right arm (at elbow) some two
years ago, and have lately been looking for a solo machine

that would not require a lot of altera-
tion for me to be able to drive. Most ,.. i

machines seem to have controls on '2

both sides of the handle-bars, some of

'

which would have to be altered for
foot control. I fail to see how a gear
change can be worked, unless a special
appliance is used in place of an artifi-

cial hand. I should be glad of some
iidvice on thi.* matter.

D. R. TOLLEr,.
[It should not be a difficult matter to

convert most gear change raechani.^n)

to' foot control. Several T.T. riders
used foot control on
Moss 'gears.— Ert.]

Sturniey and

in all eleven men working for three days after the traction

engine had passed ; with all their experience they may
possibly tell us hovif far the tax paid went in paying for

repairs. Also at Trentham I saw two solo riders thrown by
the rut caused through that machine. In one instance there

was a lady riding on the carrier. If j'our correspondents
require any more information the A. A. patrol at Trentham
could, perhaps, furnish them with it.

AN "INEXPERIENCED" DRIVER.

CHAIN DIFFICULTIES
Sir,—Referring to j'our correspondent Mr. Henry "Evans's

remarlts on the question of standard chains, may I be allowed,

through your columns, to state the following experience.
• During the third week in April I ordered through a local

garage some spare half links for my Enfield gear chains from
the chain manufacturer. At the end of a week -a reply was
received stating that two different types of the particular size

of chain were made differing by -reoin. in a certain dimen-
sion. My chain was accordingly accurately measured by
micrometer and the exact dimensions forwarded. No reply
having been received after a fortnight a second application

was made (over a week ago). Three days ago an advice
note was received referring to the despatch of the links, but
up to the time of writing they have not been received.

I cannot believe that a delay of over a month is in the

least necessary at the present time, when factoi'ies are almost
without exception working short time, owing to the universal
slump, to say nothing of the coal strike. I would add that
the spares were unobtainable in the t6wn, although of an
exceedingly common size. D.J.C.
Northampton.

BRAKES ON SIDECARS
Sir,— I have had a sidecar brake fitted on my iMatchless

combination. A compensator is fixed between the rear brake
lever and the sidecar brake lever. The control rod is fixed
Just a little towards the rear wheel brake, on the compen-
sator, there being more need of a better leverage on the
rear wheel than the sidecar wheel on account of the extra
w-eight of the bicycle. The brake and parts are so con-
structed as to allow the wheel to be changed in about seven
minutes. I have experienced no bad effect on the steering,
both brakes going on together and, owing to the compensa-

SU.MMARY OF CORRE-
SPONDENCE.

Referring to recent notes by
''Ixion,"'on the family sidecar, Mr.
J. P. Sowerby suggests that an old

A.C. Sociable may easily be con-

verted to render it suitable for quite

a, large family.

" Powerplus " complains of the "road hogging" of fast

cars. He asserts that certain owners of cars appear to delight

in steering dangerously close to a motor cyclist they overtake.

. Capt. tlie Hon. Eyre Jlassey writes in appreciation of the

treatment received at the hands of the makers of the Dunelt
motor cycle, and also of Jfessrs. Frank Whitworth, Ltd.,

tlieir Birmingham agents.

Mr. F. G. Bailey, 72, Malvern Road, Gillingham, Kent,
asks if any reader knows of a good second-hand motor-
propelled invalid chair for sale.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued io conjunction with T/:e Motor Cycle

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEIVI.' Tbs atan:Tard handbook on the motor
cycle. It deals witti every pnrt of the machine, Price, BooU
and with evecy type oi machine, and will be found net. post,

invaluable to all motor cycleriders. NewJiriition. i/6 2/10

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES"
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and cf

remedying them when found. Fourth Edition /. 2/- 2/3

"MAGNETOS." By A. P. Young.
A complete treatise on magneto ijinition foi motor
cars motor cycles, and aeroplanes. Second Edition 4/6 4/10

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-stioUes, from the rider^s

point of view 3/- 3/3

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES '

By '^ Ision," of Tlie Mold Cycle =/ 5/3

THE MOTOR CYCLE' ROAD MAPS,
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scot-

land. London {showing roads into and out of

London and avoiding London). Mounted on linen.

^;et of three, complete in case 5/6 c/jo

Set of Two Maps — Erg'and and Wales,
London {as above). Mounted on linen: set of

two complete in case 4/6 4/8

THE MOTOR CYCLE' ROUTE BOOK
With 32 pages of Rond Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the -ondon Oi^frr'cc ,. 5/. '/^

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and

Railway Bookstalls.
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! se-,ect:cn cl tiuestons ol ocneral interest received Horn readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be adtiresscd to the Editor, The Motor oycle,

JO, Tudor Street, London, E.C.i,, and whether intended Jor publication or not must bs accompanied Sy a 2a. stamped addresSed en»elope for reply. Correspondents

Ereurgfd to wrire clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legll

Questions should bo marked "Ljgal" in the top lefi-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on techiiical subjects.

Routes.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Un;on, readers of "The Motor Cycle desiring routes may enjoy the benea:

ci the Road Service Department ol that organisation. Queries should le addressed lo the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosmg a 2d. stamp), and Will bi

teaJl With by the A. A. cnj M.U., who are regularly ri. letcipi of reports Irom their representatives all i-yer the country as lo the eiristing state ot the

roads ji any particular locality.

?

FINISH OF ENAMELLED FRAJXIES.

(1.) Is the eiiamsi on a motm'
cycle varnished over aUer being

stoved to give it a giobsy appear-

ance? (2.) II: so, what vainish

I
is used, and where can it be

obtained?—R.E.
'(1 and 2.) The enamel is not varnished
after being stoved, as the finishing coalt

ihave a higli gloss without further
itreat.Tient.

RESPO.VSIBILITV FOR AUCI-OE.NT

I was riding a motor cycle

\gJi along the main road and had a

1 5 bad smash by running into a

LiJ motor car, which wae reversing.

On myjeft-hand side was a small

lane, not u=ed by motors, etc. The
driver of the car tried to turn at this

spot, with the front of his car on the
hijl. He must have heard me coming,
because he stopped a.s if for me to pass.

Vyiien close on him his car came across
- the rpad. I ran into him because there
was no room to pass.' (1.) Was that
driver allowed to turn on the by-lane ?

(2.) He has oii'ered to pay some little

towards expenses. Should I" accept?
-C.H.

(1.) It was quite permissible for the driver
cf the car to attempt to turn in the road

;

but he should have assured himself that
the road was clear. (2.) As he offered to

pay something towards the expenses of

.vour repairs, he evidently admits responsi-
bility, and your best course is to submit
a reasonable account to him.

GEAR RATIOS AND SPROCKET SIZES.
Having a 5 h.p. V twin?-'

I

machine of my own building, I

iirtend fitting a Sturmey-Archer
-2-1 gear box (chain-cum-belt drive)

and should like to know the size

of engine sprocket I shall need. There
is a Win. diameter belt rim on hand
of which I should like to make use
Please enlighten me on the following :

(1.) What number of teeth on engine
sprocket shall I require, using 14in.

diameter belt rim, to get a 5 to 1 to]5

gear? (2.) What is the pitch and width
of chain suitable for the Sturmey-
Archer gear box ?—P.P.

(1.) If you use a 14in. diameter belt

lim on the back wheel; it is almost impcs-

."ible to get a gear as low as 5 to 1, as

it is inadvisable to use a sprocket with

a smaller number of teeth than 12, and

even this size is smaller than that recom-

mended bv the chain makers. With the

present sizes of belt pulleys and 30 T.

clutch sprocket, it would be necessary to

use an engine-shaft sprocket of 10 T. to

obtain a 5 to 1 top gear ratio. (2.) - The
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box is

intended to- take § X fin. chain._

ADJUSTING HUB GEAR.
The Sturmey-Archer three-

speed hub in my 1914 Triumph
will not give second gear. I get

bottom and top, also free en-

gine, and can get second for

a few revolutions. Then it appears to

slip out down to low. I have tried

adjusting it in all positions. All the

pinions are in good order. Can you
tell me what to do, as nothing appears

lo be worn at all ?—W.H.
If the pinions and other internal parts

of the hub gear are in as good condition

as you state, there is no reason why you
shou.'d not get all three gears, provided

the control is correctly adjusted. Place

the control lever in the low gear position,

aud completely slacken off the adjustment
of the rod ; the low gear should now
be fully engaged. Gradually increase the

tension of the gear rod adjustment until

3mfiortatit /JDatas.

Sal.. July 16th—llk'ey M.C. and L.C.C.
Open Re!i bilily Trial.

Sal., Ju'y 23rd -Eaut Midland Cen'.re
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials

Sun.. Ju'.y 24lh—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Rac=^ fn France.

Tat.. July 30lh—Newcastle and D.'slrict

M C. Open Speed Trials.

Moil. Aus. Im, lo ?a'.. Au2. 6lh—
Inlernalional Six Days "1 rial in Switzer-
land.

Sal., Aug. 6tli—B.M.C.R.C. Open Brook-
Ian 3 Meatins.

Sat Ans. 6l'i—Norlh Wa'es M.C C
Open Reliabi'.ity Trial.

Fri.' Aul. 12tS—Motor Cycle Gran!
Prix in Belaiam.

S-.l.. Aue- 1 3lh—Cumbarland M.C.C
Open Reliabilily Tr;al.

Sal. A-'S. 20lh—Western Centre A.C.U.
0.32n Spe3d Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 25lh — Ysl-Jyfera an!
CTmar.hen M.J.C. Open Speed
Trials.

Men.. AuK. 29th, lo Sat., Sept 3rd

A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sal., SepL 17lb—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Fri., Sept. 23rd. lo Tues., Sept. 17lh-
Ang'io-Du'.ch Reliability Trial.

Mon.. Nov. 28th. to Sal., Dec 3rd

—

lh3 Olympi 1 Moor Cycle Show

it is just taut, then move the lever

towards the second gear position. About
midway between the two gears, it should

be possible to revolve the back wheel in-

dependently of the belt drum without
any grating somid from the pinions; _use

the adjuster until this position is foimd.

There should be a neutral adjusting posi-

tion on the control quadrant, also between
second and top gears.

REMOVING J.A.P. TIMING WHEEL.
How is the timing wheel on^ the engine-shaft of an 8 'h.p.

V o.h.v. J.A.P. air-cooled engine
-iJ removed? Is it screwed on, and,

if so, is it right or left-hand

thread?—W.O.F.
The timing wheel is screwed on to the

mainshaft with a left-hand thread.

VIBRATION.
Wlren running my 2| h.p. two-

stroke on the stand at a little

over a quarter throttle, a side-

to-side vibration makes itself

evident. By that I mean that

the whole engine bodily sways 'from side

to side. This, however, ceases at half-

throttle and over. This condition of

affairs is also evident on the road,

although not so markedly, both when
running light and also when running

fast up a gradient. (1.) Do you con-

sider that the above vibration is caused

by the balance weights being unequal?

(2.) Is it possible to find out which is

the heavier of the two with a view

to rectification ? The crankshaft is

made in one piece, and, owing to the

complicated shape of the bob-weights,

it is practically impossible to measure

them witli a view to finding their

\-olume and so checking them that way.

(3.) Can you recommend a satisfactory

jointing medium for making an oil-tight

crank case?—W.G.W.
(1 and 2.) It is most unlikely that the

vibration which you mention is caused by

the balance weights being unequal,

although- -without actual inspection it is

.'diificnlt to diagnose the trouble. Pre-

sumably, you have made quite' sure that

the engine bolts are a good fit, and that the

crank caSe is well secured in the frame,

also that the main bearings are in good
condition and that the flywheel and crank-

shaft are both running truly. (3.) 1

the faces of the crank case and cylindei

are in good condition, a packing made of

strong brown paper smeared on both sides

with seccotine should answer well.
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A Low Priced Monocar.
The price of the A.V. monocar is now

one hundred guir.cas, complete with wind-
screen and mechanical horn ; inadver-
tently we mentioned the figure as- £100
in a recent issue.

Flywheel Spanners.
A special spanner for locking up the

flywheels and driving centre of Villiers
engines is being marketed by the Villiers
Engineering Co., Ltd., Blakenhall, Wol-
verhampton. The average motor cycle
spanner is too small for this " rpose, and
the special spanner is of a very robust
character, and is sold for 3s. 6d. Inci-
dentally, it may be used, as a plug
spanner.

Transport to the Grand Prix.
A scheme for the transport of compet-

ing British machines to France for the
Grand Prix £}t Le Mans on July 24th is
being organised by the Hutchinson Tyre
Co. J 70, Basinghall Street, London,
E.G. 2. Briefly, the company will trans-
port any competing machine without
worry to the riders, provided that it is
delivered to them securely crated. They
also suggest that if all British manufac-
turers and riders coidd arrange to cross
on the same day, the Hutchinson inter-
preter would be placed at Ihe disposal
of the party.

^ British Tyre Trade.
A booklet published by the British

Hubber Tyre Manufacturers' A.ssociation
describes the position of the rubber tyre
industry in Great Britain. It is pointed
out how the British tyre trade is placed
in a difficult position owing to the cheaper
labour rates on the Continent and the fact
that foreign tyres are still allowed to
be imported into this country free of
duty. As regards tyre imports, the
gi-eatest number (12,045) come from Bel-
gium, while 10,027 covers have been re-
ceived from the United States. ^ The
largest number of inner tubes -was re-
ceived from France (325,151), America
coming second with 289,037.

The Powell motor cycle,

described some months ago
in The Molor Cycl^, is now
in production, and, as will

be seen from the illustration,

is a particulaily smait-looking
machine

American Machines in South Alrica.

In a recent Port Elizabeth M.C.C.

,

flexibility hill-climb, "^-^ h.p. Indians
were first, second, and tnird in the un-
limited solo class; while ic the unlimited
sidecar class the same makes gained the
first five places.

A Successlul North-country Rider.

Hugh Gibson, W'ho recentlv gained the
N.W. Centre (A.C.U.) Deansgate Chal-
lenge Cup probably has a longer list of
successes in reliability trials than any
other rider in the country. He still hold's

the John-o'-Groat's to Land's End and
the Irish End-'to-End sidecar records, and
has innumerable meritorious performances
in English and Scottish Six Days Trials
to his credit. A native of Lancashire,
it is fitting that he should be responsible
for the competition work of the Royal
Ruby machines.

Some T.T. Echoes.

R. E. Pugh, who rode a Levis, was re-

ported to have had trouble with his mag-
neto spindle. This idea no doubt arose
from the tact that when questioned bv an
official he said the defect was the " back
spindle," which/ was misunderstood for
" mag. spindle." His E.I.C. ^magneto
functioned perfectly throughout.

In addition to the amo'uiits alreadv
mentioned in connection with Blr. A".
Ross's I O.M. Hospital Fund, the sum of
£4 Is. 8d., being proceeds of the A.C.U.
" Tea-Tea " Gazette, has to be ack-
nowledged.
The fastest hn in the 250 c.c. class

of the Junior Race, which was accom-

The engine in some respects

resembles the Blackburne. The
rider is J. A. Watsori-Boume,
who incidentally owns a stud of
nine machines of different makes.
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plished by B. Kershaw (2^ New Imperial)J
was no doubt facilitated by' the Cox|
Atmos carburetter.
The following statistics regarding the

use of gear boxes in the T.T. races have'
been compiled : In the Junior Race*
twenty-three motor cycles were fitted with
Sturmej'-Archer gears, nineteen with
other proprietary makes, and the re-

maining twenty-four were fitted with
gears made by the manufacturers of the
machines. In the Senior race twenty
used Sturmey-Archer gears, one cf
another make, and forty-seven with gears
made by the manufacturers themselves.
During the actual races no machine t|
equipped with the Sturmey box had gear W-
trouble.

H, R. Harveyson. the unlucky member
of the Indian team, told us that his

troubles were entirely due to inner tubes.
On the second lap the seam in the tube
failed him at Bray Hill, and on the third
lap the butt-ended tube caused similar

trouble.

Ball bearings made by the Skefko Ball

Bearing Co.. Ltd., Luton,, were fitted

to the triumphant A.J.S. machines in the
' T.T. races.

The T.T. was a decided success for

Renold chains. Out of thirty gold medal
winners twenty-nine used this make..
The winners of all classes but the ISO't

c.c. in the 500 miles race alsb. used them.-.|

An American Four-cylinder.

The manufacturers of the Ace fourj
cylinder, which was introduced into thij
country last year, have now entirely gM
over the financial difficulties they havf
been experiencing, and are now working
on full time.

Review.
" The Handy Boy's Book " (WardS

Lock, and Co., Warwick House, SalisJ
bury SqiKire, London, E.G. 4, 6s.) :

book which will certainly delight thi
heart of the younger readers of Thi
Motor Cycle. It teaches the youngstel
how to use his hands, first, by simple
work, such as carpentry, then by more

.

advanced work, such as wood-turning, till

it comes to the question of motor cycles,

to which a particular chapter is devotedj
The clear illustrations showing the four-
cycle principle are taken from " Moto
Cycles and How to Manage Them.'
There are also a few notes concernihga
photography, the making of tents, afldl
camping.

Catalogues ReoeiveJ.

Ward and Avey, Ltd., Somerset Road,
Teddington, Middlesex : Folder describ-
ing the 5, 6, and 8 h.p. models of the
IOC) guinea A.V. monocar.

Ferodo, Ltd., Sovereign Mills, Chapel-
en-le-Frith : A loose leaf price list deal-

ing with the well-known Ferodo friction

materials.

Amac, Ltd.. Aston Cross,- Birmingham :

A list detailing the successes of machines
in the T.T. races equipped with Amac
carburetters. These carburetters were
fitted to the first three of the Junior, and
first, third, and fourth in the Senior,
Races. - " .

'

Douglas Motors, Ltd., Kingswood,
Bristol : Spare parts list of the 2f h.p.

Douglas models and a folder giving
the specification of the " completely,
equipped '' modejs
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SPEED TRIALS AT WESTCLIFF.
Inter-cIub Mid-week Event supported by Large Entry. Duel between Motor

Cycle and Car.

53

THE Western Esplanade at Westcliff

is a long and sticky stretch of

Tarmac, which is relieved at one
'point by a slight left-hand bend, but it

provided an excellent course for the open
speed trials organised conjointly by the
Essex M.C. and the Essex County and
Southend A.C., held last Thursday.
An entry list, including numbers of

well-known riders and machines, aided
by the rapid and unceasing sequence of

events, held the interest of the many hun-
dreds of spectators lining the route from
tlio first to the last event, motor cycle
and car classes being run alternately.

Some very fast times were made ; but,
since there were no fewer than thirty-

four motor cycle events, a record of each
cannot be attempted. Throughout the
event there were no untoward incidents,

and -the organisation was most efficient.

Unfortunately, wffat is usually the
most exciting race of the day—a duel
between the fastest car and the fastest

motor cycle—was somewhat disappointing.

H. Le Vack was pitched against J. F.
Duff on a 200 h.p. Fiat. The Fiat raced
home many yards ahead of the Indian.
The following are the place winners on
time. Formula results are referred to on
page 52.

Results on Time.
250 CO. CLASSES.

Any Type.—Flying start : 1, H. Newey (2',.'i

Levis), 42?3.-, 2, J. V. Prestwirh (2ij Diamond-
Jap), 425S.; 3, A. A. Swan (2i'i New Imperial),
14',s. Standing start: 1, J. V. Prestwich (2Vi
Di.'inond-Jap), 47ss.: 2, B. Kershaw (2i.', New
In.i'erial), 50s.; 3, H. Newey (21.', Levis), 50;s.
Standard Touring.—Flying start: 1, G. M.

Greening^ (2y Francis-Barnett), 44is.; 2, J. V.
Prestwich (2yi Massey-Arran-Jap), 46is.; 3, J.
Lidstone (2',.| .James). 47-s. Standing start: 1,

H. Newey (2'.'i Levis), 47^3.; 2, G. M. Greening
(2'.^ Prancis-Barnett), 50s.; 3. J. V. Prestwich
(2',.i Massey-Arran-Jap), SS^s.

A duel between a single and a twin. H.
Petty (3S- Norton) riding almost " neck

350 CO. CLASSES.
Ant Tvpe.—Flying start: 1, J. V. Prestwich

(2'4 Diamond-Jap), 41s.; 2. A. A. Prestwich (2';4

Dot-Jap), 42|s.; 3, A. A. Swan \,2\\ New Imperial),
44is. Standing start: 1, J. V. Prestwich I2^;i
Djt-.Iap), 48Js.; 2, B. Kershaw (21,4 New
Imperial), 49s.; 3, A. A. Prestwich (2i/i Diamond-

, Japl, 51s.
St.^ndard Touring.—Flying start: 1, A. A.

Prestwich (2'4. Dot-.Tap), 39is. ; 2. J. V. Prestwich
(2', JIassey-Arran-Jap), 48s.; 3. H. F. Edwards
I2''j Coulson-Jap), 48*s. Standing start: 1, H.
F. Edwards (2''4 Coulson-Jap), 62Ss.; 2, J. V.
Prestwich (2ij Massey-Arran-Jap), 53jS.

500 CO. CLASSES.
Any Type.—Flying start: 1, H. Petty (3JA

Norton), 314s.; 2, G. A. Vaudervell (S"/, Norton),
54;,s.; 3. B. S. Allen (3>;. Norton). 355S. Stand-
ing start: 1, H. Petty (3V2 Norton), 38ss.; 2,
B. S. Allen (Z\-, Norton), 42 js.; 3, J. V. Prest-
wich (21,4 Uiamond-jHii), 48is.

Showing the great public interest in the Speed Trials at Southend. G. G. Stobart,

5-6 h.p. James sidecar, finishing.

Le Vack on his 7-9 h.p. Indian and Harold
and neck " in the Southend Speed Trial.

Stanxiard Touring Flying- start: 1, G.
Strange (3i,i James), 374,s.; 2, H. Le Vack (3V2
Indian), 38Js.; 3. J. Day (31:. Norton), 40s.
Standing start: 1, E. A. Marshall (3 A.B.C.),
43;s.; 2, G. Strange (31,0 James), 45s.; 3, J. OJay
(31/2 Norton), 46s.

600 CO. CLASSES.
Sidecars (any Type).—Plying start: 1, B. S.

Allen (3'.-2 Norton sC), 46s. Standing start: 1,
B. S. Allen (3)2 Norton), 62;s.

750 cc. CLASSES.
Any Type.—Flying start : 1, G. A. Vandervell

I3i2 Norton). 37?s.; 2, H. Petty (3>^ Norton),
38;5. ; 3, J. V. Prestwich (2^4 Dot-Jap), 42;3,
Staniling start: 1. H. Petty (3', Norton), 37?s.; 2,
G. A. Vandervell (3; 2 Norton), 3953.; 3. J. V.
Prestwich (2J4 Diamond-Jap), 47is.
Standard Touring.-Flying start: 1, J, Day

3I2 Norton). ZV%.; 2, G. Strange (3)2 James),
39;.s. ; 3, D. Crawford (5 Zenith), 45s. Sta'nding
st.art: 1, G Strange (3)2 James), 43?s.; 2, A. A.
Prestwich (2I4 Dot-Jap), 4Bi3. ; 3, J. V.: Prest>-
wich {2J4 Massey Arran-Jap), 56iK.
Standard Touring Sidecars.— P*lying start: 1,

D. Crawford (5 Zenith), 54is. Standing start: 1,
GTE. Stobart (5-6 James), 50|s. ; 2, D. Crawford
(6 Zenith), lm.-21s.
Any Sidecar.—Standing start : 1, D. Crawford

(5 Zenith), Im. 8fs.

THE DNLIMITEID CLASSES.
Any Type.—Flying start : 1, II. Le Vack (7

Indian), 293s.; 2, H. Petty (3'/, Norton), 31!s. ; 3,
G. A. Vandervell (31/, Norton). 33Js. Standing
start : 1. II. Le Vack (7 Indian), 39?s.; 2, H. Petty
(31,1, Norton). 40s.; 3, D. 11. Davidson (7-9 Ilarley-
Davidson). 42is.
Standard Touring.—Flying start : 1, G. Strange

(314 James), 37fs.; 2, A. A. Prestwich (2^f4 Dot-
Jap), 43^3.; 3, J. V. Prestwich (2Vi IVIassey-Arran-
Jap), 46?s. Standing start : 1, L. McCardle (7-9
Ilarley-Davidson). 4I5S. ; 2, G. Strange (3'/2 James),
44s.; 3, A. A. Prestwich (214 Massey-Avran-.Tap),
4'6s.

Any Sidecar.—Flying start: 1, H. Le Vack (7
Indian), 37?s. : 2, D. H. Davidson (7-9 Havley-
Davidson), 42'jS. ; 3. F. C. Pead (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), 475S. Standing start: 1, H. Le Vack
(7 Indian), 43i.s.; 2, W. J. Barker (7-9 Zenith),
Im. IJ3.
Standard Touring Sidecars.—Flying start

:

1, G. E. Stobart (5-6 James) 3S.;s.; 2, P. C. Pead
(7-9 Harley-Davidson), 48?s. Standing start: 1.

W. Veasey (8 Hendeisun), 50?3. : 2, F. C. Pead
(7 Indian), 53js. ; 3, W. J. Barker (7 ZenitbT,
56?s.

'

CYCLE. CAR CLj\S.SES.
Touring Three-wheelers.—Standing start

:

1, E. B. Ware (8 morgan-.Iap), 52is. ; 2, K. G.
Cockerell (8 Morgan), 53?s.

Any Three-wheelers.--.St-anding start: 1.

E. B. Ware (8 Morgan-Jap), 54cS.
Any Four-wheeled Cycle Car.—Standing

.start: 1, H. R. Godfrev (G.N.I. 43;s.; 2, G. L.
Hawkins (G.N.), 45is. ; 3, H. W. Martin (G.N.),
Im 2is.
Touring Four-wheeled Cycle Car.—Standing

start: 1, H. W. Martin (O.N.), Im. 104s:; 2,

E. H. Alliott (Garden), Im. 17Ss.

CI
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Dimes [o TLlg^t Camps
July 14th 9.41

16th

18th
20th

9.39

9.37
9.35

p.m.

More Index Marks for Birmingham.
Ill artditiou to the iiide.x letters 0, OA.

OB, OE,' and OH, reserved for Birming-
ham motorists, there is now OK.

Motoring Visitors to France.
Having regard to the imminence of the

Grand Prix race in France, and to the
obvious necessity of getting all the money
possible into that country for the purposi

^ of strengthening her financial position, it
seems most unfortunate (says The
Autocar) that the French should have
selected motor cars as articles of pre-
sumed luxury, to be taxed unmercifully
on importation.

Australian Preferential Tariff.

According to Reuter's Trade Service '

the House of Representatives in Australia
lias.agreed to the followring changes in the
tariff :

Motor cycles, excluding sidecars. -
British preferential, 20% { intermediate,
25%-: general, 30%.

This new tariff represents a reduction
from £10, £11, and £12, or 30%, 35%,
and 40% ad valorem respectively to the
foregoing exclusive ad valorem rates.

Colouring Petrol.

For many years the only means cf
indicating to a motorist the grade or
quality of his petrol, apart from its per-
formance, has been by the use of differ-
ently painted cans. So many distinctive
colours of cans are now marketed that
the position is somewhat bewildering,
and with the advent of the roadside
pump a ready means of identification of
the various grades is of great benefit.
We hear that a method of colouring
petrol has now been perfected, and gives
results which are of a most convincing
nature. To know that Grade 1 petrol is
blue and Grade 3 red;' or any other com-
binatioii of colours, and also to be assured
that if water should by any chance be
present in petrol it will not absorb any
of the colour of the spirit but remain
water-white, will remove many of the
minor worries from the mind of the
motorist. JNIr. Knight, of the Air
Ministry, Alexandra House, Kingsway,
London, W.C.I, is responsible for the
invention of this method of colouring.

Motor Cycling in Ceylon.

The Ceylon Motor Cycle Club has come
to life a^ain', and has some sixty members
The clifb intends to encourage the sport-
ing side a£ motor cycling by organising
hill-climbs, short reliability 'trials, speed
competitions, etc. In due course the' club
will be affiliated to the A.C.U., with a
view to obtaining for the members the
usual privileges when they go home.

Arbuthnot Trial, 1922
During the recent Arbuthnot Trophy

Trial all the competitors and officials
mi?t to discuss next year's competition,
and some valuable suggestions were made.
As regards date, it was thought that
Easter leave would best suit officers in
ships and in barracks. It was also sug
gested that entries should not close tfll

just before the event. Entries must be
sent by postcard and paid for on arrival.
This would be a great boon to officers who
might not get leave till the last moment.
Several competitors pointed out that the
Navy possessed a number of two-stro!;e
riders who were afraid to compete, and
it was then learnt that these machines
were known in th:; service as " Splut-
terers. " Someone then suggested a
" Splutterers' Cup." The meeting was
finally found to be in favour of making
the competition a team trial between
teams'from various units, and it was sws
gested that the Admi-
ralty should be -ap-

proached and asked to
suggest which units
might send entries
It was also suggested
that the couri=e

might be easier, re-

pairs might le
allowed, but that
there should be
non - stop sections
and a, stricter time
limit.

(JpSCIi^L' WhArvws^s
MORE KID-YEAR MODELS.

CROSSING TO THE CONTINENT.

THE SCOTTISH TRIALS . j
~

i

A Rally m the Midlands.
~

The manufactuieis of Easting wind- JL

scieens aie holding a lally m the lecrea- a
tion grounds at Stiatfoid on Avon on «
July 23rd. Prizes will be given'in various ^
events, arid all motor cj'clists are invited. 1

An 80 lb. Miniature.

America's latest motor cycle is a

miniature on scooter lines embodying an
open pressed steel frame, which is sprung,

a vertical twin-cylinder engine, two-speed
and dutch, and disc wheels. It weighs "^

80 lb., and sells at 150 dollars.

COO Miles in 25 Hours.

Recently A. 0. Brett, of Scarborough,
eet out to do 500 miles in twenty-five

hours in order to qualify for a medal
offered by the York M.C, riding a 5-6

h.p. Coventry-Eagle sidecar. Starting

from Scarboi'ough at six o'clock one
Friday evening, the rider went to Bavnet,

then I'eturned via York to Great
Smeaton, and returned to Y'ork, having
covered 506 miles within the required ^
time. Total weight of the outfit was
8 cwt. 1 qr. , and consumption averaged
60 m.p.g.

Open Speed Trials at Clipstone.

After a lapse of about ten years Clip-

stone Drive, llansfield, is again to be
used for open speed trials, the event
being the competition organised by the
Loughborough and Mansfield Clubs for

the East ilidland Centre on July 23rd.
Clip.stone is probably the finest course
in the country, and on the present
occasion there is to be a standing and
flying kilo for the various classes. The
course - allows of a very generous flying

start with ample room for pull up. It

was here last year that H. R. Davies, the
T.T. winner, put up his pace of nearly
82 m.p.h. on a 2| h.p. A.J.S. over the
half mile in a closed event, and after a
few days iiidisputably confirmed at
Brooklands that the timing had been
correct. Full particulars may be-obtained
from the Centre Secretary, Mr. K.~ S.
Topping, 64, Frederick Street, Louo-h-,
borough

%

\

E, VV.Parham with

the short whetlbase

Coventry-Victor on
which he competed
in the 500 m le race

at Brooklands. He
was first in his classj

having covered the

500 miles in 8h. 55m.
42s. at an average

speed of 56 m.p.h.
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127 Starters in this Week's Big Event organised by the Edinburgh M.C,

Edinburgh, Sunday.
^ A RECORD entry and a record drought
' t~\ are the t^p spots of the 1921

" Scottish." I£ the rain does not
come speedily, the dust wiU baifle de-

scription, especially as thirty-five sidecar

j outfits, four runabouts, and fourteen light

; cars are sandwiched in amongst the
eighty solo entries. But if thunder rain

should come, it is liable to assume the
form of a cloudburst in these violent lati-

tudes, and floods may easily provide worse
going than a loose, dry surface. Mean-
while the officials blandly describe the
trial' as " easy." They have organised
it down to the last tack, and have already

A new single lever carburetter, the Wex,
is fitted to three of the Hawker machines.

A single jet with long narrow slit diffuser

is employed.

ordered the medals—fifty gold, thirty

silver, and iea bronze—which they hope
to present to the successful competitors

within three hours of the finish ne.xt

Saturday. An interesting proviso in the

rules deals with the question of wheel-
slip on observed hills. Plenty of ob-

servers are provided, and a rider who

suffers from officially observed wheelslip

is entitled to Hft his machine on to a

harder patch of road (if he can find one)

and score a clean ascent, provided he
does not stop the engine. There are eight

official hills, of which two—the Inverfari-

gaig Corkscrew and Ballochandrain—are

new. The Edinburgh sportsmen are

working like niggers to put the wind up
us about all the hills, but I believe that

Amulree and Glendoe will still provide
the real resistance. Amulree is the sort

of hill that one can never be sure of, and
Ulendoe is full of real gradient.

The New Hill—Inverfarigaig.

Ballochandrain — on Friday — 'is in-

tended to weed out any engines which can-

not hold their tune for a week. The Cork-
screw is a tes?t of driving. It includes

—

some say eight, some say fifteen—hair-

pins : anyhow, four of them occur almo.st

simultaneously. The grade is not fright-

ful, the edges of the road are smooth, and
its centre is very rough. As all good
motor cyclists know, hairpins should be
taken "on the outside. So the men will

have to cross and recross the rough road
centre very dexterously in order to tackle

the successive Z turns in good style. Z
to the jith power is the official descrip-

tion of this hill. Tornapress, of course,

will always take its toll.

There are plenty of interesting entries.

Jlost of the motor cyclists are yearning
with an unholy joy to see the fourteen
light cars perform on Tornapress ; seven
of these 'Cars are air-cooled. Possibly the
boot will be on the other leg—if it isn't,

the road threatens to become well and
truly blocked. Four Hawker baby two-
strokes, with sump lubrication and fly-

wheel niagnetOB, are entered. H. 6.
Hawker could not get away to drive the

sidecar, but T. Sopwith is handling one
of the solo machines : the sidecar has a

simple three-tube chassis, of which the

main member was once a Dolphin under-
carriage axle. " M. T. Calderon " is an
anagram in pseudonyms, this rider's

doctor having forbidden him to compete ;

nevertheless, he covered the 325 miles be-

tween his home and Edinburgh in one day.

A long pedal provides delicate clutch

control on the Zenith (R. B. Clark's), a

simple ratchet holding the clutch out

when required.

Watson-Bourne is still suffering from the
torn ear which resulted from his scrap

home to Ramsey after the T.T. ; but
Brough has pressed one of his Swiss cus-

tomers, Rudolph Banner, of Zurich, into

the service, and he will be number one,
never having ridden in a competition.
The B.S.A. people have three teams

entered (two solo and one passenger), whilst

ci8
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The B.S.A. passenger ream. (From left to right) T. Hunter, A. Shepherd, and D. S. Milne, all on 6-7 h.p machines.

Rovers divide their nine men into one
solo team and two pnssenger trios. C4ear

ratios vary incredibly. The Hawker side-

car has one of the coveted new Sturmey-

Archer lightweight three-epeeds, with

ratios of 54, 10^, and 17, whereas the

emergency gear of two of the Brough

Superiors' is 5.2 to 1. Eaton's Brough has

its Lucas switchboard and Bonniksen

speedometer very neatly mounted in an old

Harley tool-box on the top of the tank.

The solitary Cedos fxAxy has a jMoes

three-speed box. H. F. 'S. Morgan has

very wdsely brought up a machine with

a short wheelbase and plenty of ground

clearance—he is using a water-cooled

J. A. P. engine. The rules demand touring

head lamps, ilany riders have hastily

purchased lamps of the hen's egg variety.

The general opinion is that very little will

be seen of the sidecarettes afterthe trial once

enters the " doorstep " districts. One or two

machines are equipped with a very taking

little French speedometer—the Jaeger.

Cased in aluminium, its weight is far

below the average. The driving pinion is

fixed to three front w-heel spokes by hook
bolts Carfrae is driving his 1915 1\ h.p.

A..T S , havmg failed to get deh\eiy ol a

new model in time. Several machines are
fitted with the Dawson patent nail catcher,
quite the neatest device of this pattern
which I have seen. The Sletro-Tyler has
a Blackburne engine. The^Xew Imperial
outfit has a luggage carrier extending

are by w^ay of being " gadget merchants,''
and Fenn runs Harold Karslake close for

the championship in this department.
Fenn lias a pneumatic saddle cover, a

haversack holder on his rear forks, a

carbide tin container enamelled in Raleigh

The Martinsyde passenger team—J. T. Bashall, E. Simms, and E. H. Gifford.

forward of the sidecar, which is generally

mistaken for a'life-saving apparatus. The
beautiful running of the Raleighs arouses

much favourable comment >;othing has

a quieter tick-over. The Raleigh riders

colours, and drawers under his foot plates

containing spare chains embedded in

molten grease, not to speal-: of a vermilion
knob on his gear lever.

Karslake is quite depressed, for against
this f(|)rmidable list of extras he can
only muster on his Brough a complete
set of chain shields, a special rnirte card-

A Coventry sidecar and solo trio on 5-6 Rovers—G. L. White, E. S. Astley, and D. A. Atkln.

Carbide carrier enam-

elled to match the tank,

and an extra tool bag on

the leg shield of A. G.

Fenn's Raleigh.
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1

A very neat arrangement ot speed

indicator and Lucas switch-box lit by a

converted tail lamp on the tank of Eaton's

Broiigh Superior.

day or two. A number of entrants have

no conception of what is before them.

A certain car driver was asked what pro-

vision he had made for extra cooling

water in thp five-mile climb to Torna-

press. He was quite indignant, stating

,hat his car had come all the way from

(Left) A Scott trio. The riders are

:

W. F Scott, W. Moore, and H. Langman.

(Right) Little two-strokes to conquer

- big hills The Hawker team : T. 0. M.
Sopwith, P. R Dowson, and L. H.Wells.

Extra half-gallon petrol tank operated by air

pressure on Westwood Wills's Powell.

liolder, and handle-bar clips for the

giease gun. One of the Humbers mounts
a pair of spark ijitensifievs. R. B.

Clark's countershaft Zenith has a ratchet

loi liolding the clutch out, and its chain

is enclcsed in an oiltiglit aluminium case.

Tlie organisation of petrol supplies in

what a golfer would term the " tiger

country " is better than of old, thanks

to the ubiquitous motor lorry ; but several

riders will carry auxiliary tanks. West-
wood .Wills has a neat example under

the saddle of his Powell, and uses a tyre

pump to obtain the necessary pressure
the jmce to thefor transferring

main tank.

Route marking is to be carried on by

a Ford car specially fitted up for the

purpo.se. The floorboards on the near side

of the rear compartment of the body
have been cut out to accommodate a large
" powder mill," fitted with a shaking
grid and operating handle. Beneath the

hole is a tin chute. Thus the yellow
ochre can be laid without stopping the car
or staining its occupants. This year the
ochre will be in " blobs " instead of

streaks.

Tyres for Hill-climbing.

Unle.s.s rain falls early in the week,
dnst will play a notable part in the week's
work, choking carburetters and acting as

-an abrasive inside engines. If rain

comes, there will be a great deal of skid-

ding, ss the long drought has made all

the roads exceptionally loose. The sida-

car men in many cases speak highly of

the Stepney road grip cover for their

driving wheels on steep hills, as its sub-

stantial crossbars afford a good grip.. The
solo men are less agreed in their tyre

selections, but a good many tyres are too

small for their job.

There will probably be rather a
slaughter of the innocents during the first

London, and never lost a drop ! Several
m.otor cyclists, new .to a Scottish Six
Days, innocently await' similar disillu-

sionmenls. Meanwhile the heat is terrific.

There is always a light breeze in Edin-
burgh on the calmest day ; to-day's breeze
feels as if it came straight from the
Sahara, and our Scottish hosts find the
weather a noble ally in their annual work
of discovering how much licjuid refresh-

ment English motor cyclists can—should
we say "swallow," or "stand"? But,
whatever weather awaits us, with a sport-

ing course to follow, and a sporting club

in command, we are assured a jolly week,
and everybody is glad to see the British

factories supporting this event as it has
always de.=eryed to be supported. Until
this year the club has always lost money
on the trial, and has continued to spend
its funds for the benefit of the sport.

This year a record entry should imply a

small profit.

C9
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The Scottish Six Days Trial.—

HEAT WAVES AND ROAD
WAVES ON MONDAY.

VERY few of the competitors slept on
Sunday night. It had been one of

the hottest days of the yeai', and
those who were not tortured by dreams
of Amuh-ee were thinking of engines
cooled by hot air. Day dawned with a
dull grey sky, apparently full ofj'ain, and
for once it would have been welcome. A
light drizzle actually fell between seven
and eight, but it soon cleared off and
another heat wave was promised.
There were several alterations in the

list of entries. R. Banner (8 Brough

f^^^^ILS JULY 14th, iQ2r.

A Raleigh team, to demonstrate big flat twins on Scottish hairpin corners—F. W. Vlles,

A. G. Fenn, and K. Holden.

A steel drawer is fitted

under the footboards of the

Raleigh entry. Each drawer

contains a spare cham packed

in grease.

Superior) is riding in place of Watson-
Bourne ; Norman Black (Omega) fills the
No. 20 vacancy in the programme ; R.

_ Elliott (3i Rover) takes Brandish's
place; A. Farr (B.S.A.) rides in place of

A. Wood, C. Christie instead of W. C.

Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc), and, E. Simms has
taken over W. H. Bashall's 6 h.p. Martin-
Eyde sidecar. Bashall was struck by a
piece of concrete during the 500 miles
race, and was delayed in that event for
half an hour, hence his second instead of
first' place. D. S. Alexander was a non-
starter owing to injuries sustained while
practising for the Scottish Speed Cham-
pionships on Saturday.
The competitors started in pairs at

one-minute intervals, except that a gap
of three minutes was allowed after
each pair of four-wheelers had been
despatched. This was distinctly neces-
sary, in view of the probable dust and
the narrow roads. T4ve first forty miles
on Monday were extremely tedious, as
they lay through a grimy district with
many tramlines and much heavv traffic

on nearing Stirling. Sections of the road '

reminded one of the devastated areas, ;

for, although it is a main route, it 'S

ploughed into colossal. pot-holes and high,
ridges. Anybody attempting to tackle
it at ordinary touring speeds would in-
fallibly be thrown. The route marking
so far had been excellentlv done, the
yellow ochre .shoviing up well.

To-day (Thursday) the route is from
Inverness c'la Dalnacardoch, Kenmore,
Killin, Dalmally. to Oban, there being
no observed hills ; , but to-morrow
(Friday), in the run from Oban v'ni IjOcIi-

gilphea'd, Inveraray, Leanach, Otter
rerry, Inveraray, Cladich, Dalmally,
back to Oban, there will be Ballochan
drain (one of the new hills) to be nego-
tiated. Saturday's run is over main roads
back to Edinburah.

W. Peattey on a 2\ h.p. Hawker sidecar, the lowest-powered

outfit in the trial.

CONTRASTS.
Familiar figures in tKe big trial. H. Karslake and Geo. Brough

on 8 h.p. Brough-Superiors.
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400 ENTRIES IN SOUTH WALES HILL-CLIMB.
Successful Evenr at Calsash Hill, near Newport, Mon.

A. Jenks (3^ Norton sidecar) on the finishing mark after a splendid climb. Observe the "orchestra stalls' behind the hedsje

The Norton riders had a field day, for

G. W. Walker, Alex Lindeay, J. Thomas,

and A. Jenks were all outstanding per-

BROILING} heat and dazzling sunshine

sums up the weather conditions

imder which the open event A.C'.U.

took place at Catsash Hill, near Newport,

Mon., on Saturday last. The event had
been well advertised, and reaped the

reward, attracting no fewer than 400

entries, including many well-known riders

of the sporting motor cycling world.

A Popular Venue.

Catsash Hill is a turning off the main
Newport-Chepstow road, at the milestone

four miles from Newport and twelve from
Chepstow. Attracted by the event and
entries, huge crowds of motorists wended
their way" to this .'•pot for an interesting

and exciting half-holiday.

The organisation was excellent. All

motor traffic was ski'.fnlly piloted into

adjoining fields before reaching the start-

ing point, and these presented a tine
' spectacle.

The hill is straight and the whole course
could be seen from the stnrting point, and
was bordered by a grass verge and low
bank and hedge. The length was a
measured half-mile; average gradient.
1 in. 14. The start was on tiie level
and the finishing line was on the hill itself.

formers on this make. Fastest time of the

day and a number of both solo and side-

car wins fell to the first mentioned.

FINISH

Harry Church (2i Velocette) on the finishing line. He won several events.

RECORDS BEATEN IN THE 300 MILE RACE AT BROOKLANDS.
IN a race of 500 miles, such as the recent

event for the Miller Cup, when the
. winner averaged over 70 m.p.h., and

even the lightweights over 50 m.p.h.,

many long distance records were bound
to be beaten. The B.M.C.B.C. has now

. issued the official results, which are

identical with those given in last week's
issue of The Motor Cycle. It is, there-

tore, now possible to r,ecord the times
which broke records existing on that date.

They are as follows :

CLASS E.—1,000 c.c.

Rider. h. m. s.

II. Le Vack (7 Indian) . . 37 20

1 I't i'o

F.W. Dixon !7Hailev-D.) 2 41 23.G

H.LeVacli (7 Indian) .. 4- 9 Ol.fi

Mite.
00

100
200
300
dOO
600'

30 C.7

5 59.0

m.p.h.
80.03
80.27
74.31

' 72.01
71.40
70.42

llrs.

1

Mis.

11 III

jOll

lirs.

9
mis.
600

Rider. ml. vd.

II. Le Vacli (7 Indian) . . 80 nr.U

F. W. Dixon (7 Harlev-D.) 14.5 1,203

H. Le Vadc (7 Indian) . . 210 . 933
28G 232
358 27
431 1.181

496 l.lTli

CLASS C—500 C.C.

Rider. h. rn. s

V. Horsm.in (3\ Norton)

Rider.

Horsman (3

23
8 1 20.4

mis. vd.
Norton) 37.5 213

434 1,.3G4

49S 523

CLASS B.—350 c.c.

Rider. ml. yd.

N. Norris (3 Ivv) 300 1,470

„ ',. 404 OSG
Rider. ti. m. s.

N. Norris (3 IVy) 9 40 20

m.p.h.
so.39
72..S1

72.17"
71.53
71.0 1

71.9t

m.p.h.
01.04
02..^ t

m.p.h.
02.57
02.11
02.28

m.p.h.
OL.Il
.'•.1.59

m.p.h.
61.09

CLASS A.—250 c.c.

Rider. ml.

D. Ker^hnw (I'i New Im- 55

perial) lU
102

,.
208

",.
,. 560

30
1'

-
,. ., 357

„ „ 400
454

hrs. Rider. ml. yd. m.p.h

1 B. Kcrshilw (2] New Im- 55 1,l'12 55.09

iOL 65.53

1,453 64.27

\330 62. IS

1,100 61.21

781 .50.7 i

107 51 .Oi

370 .50.77

1,292 aO.aJ

h. m. s. m.p.h.

1 4 7 .32 65.79

3 49 49 62.21
-6 61 9 61.20

7 52 60 60.75

9 59 6 00.07

The Team Prize'has been awarded to the Martin5vde

riders, H. Bowen.'J. T. Uashall. and VV. H. Bashall,

1 1th, 13th. and 23rd to finish. respeciivcK'.

None of the other learns succeeded in

qualifying for an award.

mis.
' 101)

200
300
400
600

Rider.

B. Kershaw (2,1 New Im-
p.;rial)
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SCOTTISH SPEED CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Excellent Racing at St. Andrews.

On the sands at St. Andrews. 1 he start of the mediumweight championship, which was won by J. R. Alexander on a SJ h.p. Douglas.

"THE annual speed event promoted by
1 the Scottish Auto Cycle Union was

held at St. Andrews on Saturday
last under favourable weather conditions.

The condition of the sand might easily

have been better 'from the speed point of

view, but, nevertheless, some vei'y fast

times were recorded. Several machines
were making their first appearance in the

event, and after its many misfortuness in

the T.T. much interest was centred in

the Massey-Arran. In-addition three 2|
h.p. T.T. A.J^S.'s were on view, and
speculation was rife as to the ultimate

winner of the 350 c.c. class.

The Lightweights.

Class 1—the Scottish featherweight

speed championship—provided a keen race

between D. B. Calder (2^ New Imperial)

and E. M. Wilson (2^ Hobart). Up
to the last lap the former was lead-

ing, but to the surprise of the spectators

Wilson was first past the postj Calder
having plug trouble in the last mile.

Class 2.—The twenty mile 2| h.p. speed
championsliip was won l.)y A. L. Downie
(2| A.J.S.), whose riding was most con-

sistent, his lap times bemg 2m. 19s. for

nearly every Jap. At the end of the first

lap, George Kelby (2f A.J.S.) led, but a
choked jet let Downie into leading place,

which he never lost. It is singular
to record that the first lap from a stand-
ing start was in every event the fastest.

In the 3^ h.p. championship the sur-

prise of the afternoon was the riding of

G. M. Black (3^ Norton), who led from
the start, but was unfortunate in the last

lap by getting water on his plug, causing
him to stop ; thus first place was secured
by J. R. Ale.xander (3^ Douglas), with
R.. W. Loughton (3-L N.U.T.) second.
The heavyweight speed championship

was won by R. J. Braid (7-9 Indian), who
led from the start, with R. Boya*:k (7-9

ludianj second.

J. R. Philipps (2| Blackburne), in the
open one lap race, put. up a very fine

pei-formance in beating Downie and
Walker on A.J.S.'s. Had the winner not
had plug trouble in the championship
event, it was evident that Downie would
have had a harder struggle for his success.

The cornering of the majority of the
riders was none too good, and it was in-

teresting to watch the various methods
of rounding the turns. G. W. Glen (3^

Sunbeam), a past holder of the 3^ h.p.

championship, was very speedy at the
turns, but appeared to take them too

wide.
..- As usual in an event of this nature,

several minor mishaps prior to the race
prevented several of the prominent riders

from taking part. D. S. Ale.xander was
run into in practice, and, his hand being
severely damaged, was prevented from
competing.
The Edinburgh M.C. won the team

prize. Results ;

CLASS 1 (Scottish Featherweight Champion-
ship).—K. M. Wilson (21,4 Hobart), time 15m.
SOjs.

CLASS 2 (Scottish Lightweiglit Championship).—
A. L Downie (2% A.J.S.), time 23m. 35i!s,

CLASS 3 (Scott.ish Mediumweight Champion-
ship).—J. R. Alexander (31/2 Douglas), time 24m.
CLASS 4 (Scottish Heavyweight Championship).

R. J. Braid (7-9 Indian), time 21m. 51is.
CLASS 5 (Private owners, 360 c.c.).—J. W.

Walker (2% A..T.S.), time 7m. 37s3.
CLASS 6 (Private owners, 560 c.c.).—J.

McEwen (3'/j Norton), time 6m. 485S.

CLASS 7 (Private owners, 1,000 c.c.).—J.
Walker {Z-'A A..T.S.), time 7m. 13!s.

CLASS 9 (One lap, open, 350 c.c.).—J.
Philipps

(2-j'.'i
Blackburne), time 2m. 8s.

CLASS IC (One lap, open, 660 c.c.).—G, M. Black
(3V2 Norton), time 2m. 3s.

CLASS 11 (One lap, open, 1,000 c.c.).—R. Boyack
(7-9 Indian), time Im. 593'^.

G.

W.

R.

R. W. Wilson (2i Hobart), who
won the featherweight champion-

ship.

SCOTTISH SPEED CHAMPIONS FOR 1921.

A. L. Downie (2f A.J.S.), winner J. R. Alexander (il Douglas),

of the lightweight speed cham- winner of the mediumweight
pionship championship

R. J. Braid (7-9 Iniian), winner

of the heavyweight class.

C16
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O'Donovan's new racing

sidecar, in which his pas-

senger "goes to bed."

BROOKLANDS MEETING
FOR M.C.C RIDERS.

Nine Closed Events all carried off by
Prominent Track Exponents.

THERE were many close finishes, while
high speeds - were the order, at

Brooklands, on Saturday, when a
meeting organised by tire M.C.C. took
place. From the spectators' point of

view, however, the great heat, especially

noticeable in the neighbourhood of the
track, was almost unbearable.
Three handicap races for solo machines

not exceeding 350 c.c, 550 c.c, and 1,000
c.c. respectively, were first run off; the
first seven in each event being - eligible

for the "Harry Smith" Gold Challenge
Cup race.

Tudor Thompson (2| Douglas) with a

handicap of 2m. 9s. behind the limit
man ran into first place in the 350 c.c.

race, while H. Le Vnck (3^ Indian) won
from F. A. Longman (3^ Ariel) by twenty-
seyen vards in the next race.

In the third event C. F. Temple T7-9
"Harley-Davidson) made a splendid per-
formance, his machine lapping at over
90 m.p.h.
Three three-lap handicap races fol-

lowed for maciiines of. similar capacities,

and these were won bv S. E. Axford

(2J A.J.S.), H. Le Vack (3i Indian), and
C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
respectively.

A handicap sidecar race of two laps

followed, open singles of any capacity,

and this was won by F. A. Longman (Sj

Ariel sc.) with Im. 22s, start from the
scratch man, D. R. O'Donovan.
In the multi-cylinder three lap sidecar

handicap, H. I^S; Vack (7-9 Indian sc.)

won. from scratcli. The principal award
in this event was the. Starlev Cup.
The final event was the M.C.C. Cham-

pionship for the Harry Smith Gold
Challenge Cup, this being a five lap han-
dicap race ; the cup was secured by C. F.
Temple, whose Harley-Davidson was
again in fine fettle, and averaged over
91 m.p.h. Results :

HANDICAP HACE (3 laps, up to 350 c.c.).—1,
Tudor Thompson (2\i Douglas): 2. H. F. Brock-
bank |2''.i Brock-Blaikburne); 3, J. F. Hull (2%
\Vooler}. Winner's speed, 66 m.p.h.
Als3 ran; S. R. Axford (2% A.J.S.), Kaye Don

(2^4 Massey-Arran), A. Prestwich (2^4 Dot-Jap),
W. G. Churchill (2% Verus). A: F. Edwards
(2^;i Coulson-Jap), H. Brockbank (2^4 Brock), J.
.S. Holroyd [2% New Scale), F. A. Applebee I2K.
Levis). J. F. Hull (2-fi Wooler). F. A. Longman
(25,i Wooler), A. E. Gelder {2^. F.N.), H. W.
Harrington (2''.'t Douglas), R. L. Richardson (2)4
Alecto); S. Warne (2'/. Mflrris-W'arne), W, Julian
(2"/. Levis), D, J. Stone (214 Orbit), and A. G.
Prior (21/, Villiers).

"

HANDICAP RACE (3 laps, from 350 c.o. to
560 c.c.^1, H. Le Vack (31/. Indian); 2. F. A.
Longman (31/2 Ariel); 3, J, A. Peacock (3 A.B.C.).
Winner'.s speed : 74 m.p.h.
Also ran: Kaye Don (3'/j ^Norton), R. M.

Knowles (3"/- Norton), C. C. Labin (Si;, Indian),
C. Pearson (31:, Douglas). C. N. Green (3V;;
Rover), -P. Cunningham (SV- P. and M.), and H.
C, Nias (4 Triumphl.

HANDICAP RACE r3 laps, from 560 c.c. to
1.000 c.c.).— 1, , C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-
Davidson); 2, H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian); 3, Kaye
Den (8 Zenith-J^p). Winner's speed, 88.3 m.p.h.
Also ran : F. C. Townshend (8 Zenith-Jap), and

J. McBirnie (7-9 Indian).
SCRATCH RACE (2 laps, net exceeding 350

c.c).— 1, S. R. Axford (2^4 A.J.S.) ; 2, Tudor
Thompson {"iH Douglas); 3, Kaye Don (2?4 Massey-
Arran). W'inn3-''s speed, 67.7 m.p.h.
SCRATCH RACE (3 laps, not exceeding 560

c.c.).— 1, H. Le Vack (3V. Indian): 2. S. R. Axford
(2.li A.J.S.) : 3, C. Pearson (31/. Douglas). Winner's
speed. 68.4 m.p.li.

SCRATCH RACE (3 laps, 560 c.c. to 1,000 c.c,
for O. C. Godfrey Cup).— 1, C. F. Temple (7-9
Harley-Davidson): 2, H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian).
Winner's speed. 88.78 m.p.h.
HANDICAP R.ACE (2 laps, any single-cylinder

sidecar).- 1, F. A. Longman (31/2 Ariel ec); 2,
D. R. O'Donovan (3i,i Norton sc.) ; 3, V. Olsson
(31,2 Sunbeam). Winners' speed, 48.8 m.p.h.
HANDICAP SIDECAR RACE (3 laps, any

multi-cylinder, for J. K. Starley Cup).— 1, H. Le
Vack (7-9 Indian sc); 2, O. de Lissa (8 Moto-
sacoche sc) : 3. J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-David-
son sc). Winner's speed, 71.7 m.p.h.
M.C.C. CHAMPIONSHIP HANDICAP (5 laps,

for Harry .Smith Cup).- 1, C. F. Temple (7-9
Harley-Davidson): 2, F. A. Longman (31/2 Ariel);
3, H. Le Vack (3V. Indian). Winner's speed,
91 m.p.h.
Also ran : S. R. Axford (2% A.J.S.). Tudor

Thompson (2-:.i Douglas), A. H. Prestwich (2^4
Dot-Jap), J. A. Peacock (3 A.B.C.), P. Cnnning-
ham (31/, P. and M.). H. C. Lias (4 Triumph),
and J, p: Hull (2^4 Woolerl.

THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PARLIAMENT.
Policy of Auto Cycle Union Cr

AT the second meeting of the A.C.U.
General Committee at Taunton on
July 8th, at which some twenty-

four members attended, there was little

business to record which Avas really

interesting. The attendance, as usual,

•was mainly from London, but among
those present we noticed Mr. S. L.

Bailey from Bristol, Mr. Q. A. Nicol

from' Newcastle-on-Tyne, and' Mr. E.

Featherstone from Cheltenham. The
chair was ably occupied by Col. F. S.

Brereton, C.B!E.
In tlie minutes mention was made of

the membership of the A.C.U. , and in

reply to Mr. Thomas, Mr. T. W. Lough-
borougli (the Secretary) mentioned that

the niimber of members was some forty

•per cent, below the fig-ures for the corre-

sponding period last year—rather under
"30,000. The matter was discussed by
several members at considerable length,

aird" it was generally agreed that the

cause of the .
decline was due to the

increased subscription, or more probably

to the fact that the Union had failed to

convince its members of the benefits it

offered.

Messrs. S. L. Bailey and W. H. Wells

contended. that the A.C.U. should cater

iticised. 30,000 Aembars; Fewer Competitions Proposed.
more for the man in the street and on
the road, and not devote so much time
to competitions. Considerable discussion
then ensued, which concluded with a
speech by the chairman, in which he
pointed out that he noticed with regret
that all motor cyclists were not united in

one body.
There was little of interest arising

out of the minutes of the Competitions
Committee meetings.
One of the few important points re-

ferred to in the Competitions Committee
report was that the A.C.LI, had now
decided to insist that T.T. helmets must
be worn in all open speed events and
open hill-climbs, and it was also laid

down that all courses on which open
speed events were to take place should
be inspected to see if they are suitable

before a permit can be granted. Some
discussion ensued as to wliether the

coin-se in Clipstone Park, selected for the

E. Midland Centre speed trials, really

needed to be inspected, and it was
pointed out that a jilan of the course to

the scale of 25in. to the mile must be
submitted, on which the positions to be
occupied by spectators must be indicated.

Reference was then made to the cham-

pionship scheme, which had been con-

sidered by the Competitions sub-Com-
mittee, and was reported on as being

unworkable. Lengthy discussion ensued,

and i\Iajor Axford mentioned that six

centres iiad promised it support.

Mr. Loughborough said he thought the

_
scheme excellent from the Centre's point

'

of view, but there would be difficulties

in the organisation, and it would be hard
to tell how much the champion would
owe to his prowess or to his machine.

Mr. S. L. Bailey moved an amend-
ment to the effect that, instead of cham-
jpionship, the scheme should be known
as the reliability premiership ; this was
put to the meeting and carried.

The budget provoked some discussion,

as certain members felt that the organi-

sation was costing more than the result

in membership warranted. The Secretary

pointed out that the cost of looking after

the interests of motor cyclists was high,

and amounted to more tlj,an in the case

of car owners. The applications for affi-

liation from twenty-nine motor cycle

clubs were then accepted.

After tea the delegates were taken for

drives in the country by the local club,

and entertained to a smoking concert.
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CURRENT CHAT rforni.
"Six Days" go to Devon.
On August 30th and 31st this year's

Six Days Trials will follow routes in the
Taunton district. It is nine years since
the trials touched Devonshire.

A Midland Racing Track?
At a supp€r in honour of the T.T.

winners Mr. J. Howell, of the Wor-
cester and District M.C.C., foreshadowed
the possibility of a racing track, similar
to Brooklands, in the vicinity of

Worcester. They had - the ground in

Worcester, he said, which would provide
a two-mile course, and it was thought
that Jlidland manufacturers would sup-
port events at such a convenient centre.

An International Race.
Thirty-six entries have been received

for the Grand Prix race at Le! Mans on the
24th inst. Jolly (on an Aleyon) is No. 1,

de la Hay (Sunbeam) No. 2,' and Le Vack
(Indian) will be the third to start in the
500 c.c. class. In the 350 and 250 c.c.

classes the leading men are Meunier
(Aleyon) and A. Milner (Levis).

Out of fifty-seven entrants there are six-

teen British riders and twenty-seven
British machines. There are also twenty-
eight French machines, one Italian, and
one American, so that the race is of an
international character.

Imports and Exports.

As was to be expected, last month's
imports and exports were much below

" the average. ' Only seventy-one motor
cycles were imported, and these were
valued at £6,111. Compared with June
last year, this number is a reduction of
172 machines.

Exports.

June export figures show that we sent
out of this country half the number of
machines compared with the same month
last year. The figure is 722, and,
curiously enough, the comparison is simi-
lar if we take June, 1913, when we ex-
ported 1,419 machines.
The following table shows comparative

numbers and values of motor cvcle=: ex-
ported in June, 1913, 1920, and" 1921 :

1913. 1920. 1921.
Value of motor O'cles £62.416 £105,733 £54,792
No. of motor cycles 1,419 1,40.5 722

The value of parts and accessories ex-
ported in June amount to £19,374.

Efficient Silencers.

Recently several motor cyclists have
been summoned at Leicester for having
" a silencer that was inefficient." As one
of these riders Was the owner of a Villiers-

engined machine, the makers of this
engine took up the case in the interests
of the many riders using their engines.

Several other firms supported them, and
on the machine being tried on the road
for the edification of the court, the Chair-
man remarked that it was a stupid case,
and dismissed it without further comment.

THE QFfAND PRIX RACE.

A FEW more tickets are still available
for readers of The, Motor Cycle for
the grandstand for the Grand Prix

race. It will be recalled that a certain

number of tickets were reserved by this

journal on behalf of readers of The
Motor Cycle, a specially good position

being chosen for the block. Similar
arrangements were made by The Auto-
car, and in this case all the car tickets

have been snapped up by readers. There
remain, however, *a. few tickets for the
motor cycle Grand Prix at the price of

4s. 6d., and immediate application for

these should be made to the Editor of

The Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.G. 4, or at Coventry.
Garage tickets are also available for

the day of the motor cycle race at a cost

of 4s. 6d. An estimate of the cost of the
trip to the coast will be found on page
35, together with advice on how to reach
the course at Le Mans and other details

in connection with taking a machine
across the 'Channel.

CLUB NEWS. (Continued fra:n

page 43.)

South Midland Centre A.C.U.
The trial announced for next Saturday

will start from Berkhampstead at 9.30
a.m., instead of Watford at an earlier
hour, as previously announced.

Bristol M.C.C. and Bath and West of
England M.C.C.

On Saturday last the two clubs held a
joint trial for the challenge shield at
present held by Bath. A forty mile cir-
cuit of a most sporting nature between
the two headquarters was covered twice,
and on each round five observed hills
having extremely difficult surfaces were
encountered. There were six solo and
three sidecars in each team, and it

appears that the Bath M.C.C. will retain
the trophy, but the results are not yet
announced.

Bedford and District M.C.
A reliability run was held on July 3rd

from Bedford to Hunstanton and back,
and allowing for a certain amount of dust
due to the dry condition of the roads the

^
going was excellent throughout. The
results, decided on a secret check, were
as follows :

,7-V-y^'^
CTJP AND CLUB MEDAL.-J. George

''i'?r-?,^^ f?,-R?^"'=°° ^'^•'. 1 ™ark lost.

GS^rT?l?,^,S)% t^P.s'io^sY^
MEDAL.-T.

car)f'Pm''arkO°f
^-'- ""'"'"""^ '^"°''" '^^'»

" M^^S^,^^ MEDALS.-J. G. Hines and H.
±lartopXJ, 3 marks lost.TEAM PRIZE.-A. R. Lindley (Henderson 5c.),A. Bustowe tPi-emier cycle car), and T. Garner
( Hininpn).

A picnic is arranged at Filmersham
Vicai-age, at the invitation of the Rev.
L. R. Levett. Members desiring to at-
tend should notify the secretary to-day.
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Northern M.C. (Newcastle).

The most successful trial of the year
was held in the Lake District on July
3rd and 4th. The weather was perfect,
and the first day's run was to Keswick,
via Whitfield (where an observed freak
hill was included), Alston, and Penrith.
All the competitors checked in at Kes-
wick. The second day's run was about
200 miles, and included a number of ob-
served hills. A circular course led from
Keswick over the Winlatter Pass to
Buttermere Hause, over the Newlands
Pass, and back Jo Keswick ; all these
parts were observed. The course next led
to Grasmere, up Red Bank, then to
Ambleside, and over Kirkstone Pass to
Penrith for the lunch stop. This portion
of the course eliminat-ed a large number
of the competitors, but a secret check
was taken between Penrith and Alston
on the homeward run. The results are
as follows :

Anderson Cip.—S. Donkin (10 Henderson).
Zenith Medal.—H. Ellis [2% Douglas).
Gold Medal.—K. Dixon (3.^ Sunbeam).
SiLVEn Medals.—T. A. Carlile (7-9 Harley-

David^'-n) and H. Tanaka (10 Henderson sc).
Bronze Medal.—C. L. Nordman (7 A.J.S. sc).

East Midland Centre A.CU.
A championship trial was held on July

3rd over a thoroughly good course in
the Peak District. There were eleven
checks, each being, roughly, ten miles
apart; thus strict maintenance of
schedule was essential. One interesting
feature was the restarting and aocelera-
tion test made immediately after the
lunch stop ; machines had to be started
from cold, and cover twenty-two yards.
In this test the best time (5s.) was made
by H..Widdowson (3| Scott). G. Brough

(8 Brough-Superior sc.) was the best side-

car in 6|s. The awards are as follows :

1, G. Brougll (8 Brough Superior sc).
Best performance of Lincolnshire resident : J.

E. Harston (8 Campion).
Best performance of Leicestershire resident

:

\V. Chapman (7 A.J.S. Sc).
Best performance of Derbyshire resident : S.

Ratcliffe (8 Brough Superior).
Best two-stroke: H. Widdowson (31/2 Scott).
Team prize : Nottingham and District M.C.C,

consisting of W. E. Brough (5-9 Brough sc), A.
G. Fenn (5-6 Raleigh), and H. Widdowson .(31/2

Scott).

Gold medals were also awarded to :

A. Doughty (6 Martinsyde), S. S. Debenham
(31/. Brough), H. Karslake (8 Brough Superior),
T. L. Vicker.s (3 .\.B.C.), 6. W. T. Hartwell (3
Beardmore), E. A, C. Oliver (a Morgan), A. G.
Robinson (6 Sunbeam), and N. U. Jones (4
Norton).

SPEED TKIALS AT
WESTCLIFF.

ON page 53 we publish illustrations and
time results of the speed trials

organised jointly by the Essex
M.C. and the Esse.x County and Southend
A.C. In many cases the first, place

winners on time also took the formula
prize. The exceptions are as follows :

250 c.c. CLASSES.—/tnj/ Tyve, Flying Start:
H. Newey (2.'4 Levis). Standard Touring^ Flying
Start and Standing Start: J. V. Prestwich (2.i^

Massey-Arran-Jap).
350 c.c. CLASSES.—.^>i!/ Tyve, flying Start

and Standinq Start: A. A. Swann (214 New
Imperial). Standard Touring, Flying Start: J. V.
Prestwich (2 '4 Massey-Arran-Jap).
500 c.c. CLASSES.—yliti; Type, Flying Start:

A. A. Swann (2j.^ New Imperial). Standing Start:
F. W. Applebee (2K Levis) Standard T&uring,
Flying Start and Standing Start: J- V. Prestwich
to vx jVrasscv-A.rrs.n

t

750 C.C. CLASSES.—^n?/ Type, Flying Start and
Standing Start: J. V, Pre^wioh (2>^ Diamond-
Japl. StfLvdard Tourhtij, Flyinn Start and Standi
mff Start: J. V. Prestwich (2J4 Massey-Arran-Jap).
UNLIMITED CLASSES.—^ni/ Type, Flying

Start: A. A. Prestwich {2% Dot-Jap), StandinQ
Start: J- V. Prestwich (2*4 Diamond-Jap). Stan-
dard. Touring, Flying Start: J, V. Prestwich (2>i
Maasey-Arran-Jap )

.
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TYRE A^SlLVE

CONVERSIONS.
llie vahes on your present tyres—

if not already "Schrader Universais,"
can be adapted to the *' Schrader
Universal" principle at a trifling cost.

And then you will have no inconveni-
ence from leakages arising from
perished valve rubbers or other
causes Write to us for narticular^.

You cannot guess it

npHERE is a correct air pressure for your
tyres. Over inflation means discomfort

and the risk of bursts and blow outs ; vxnder

inflation means drag, rapid wear, and more
punctures. If you have a sidecar, unequal
inflation means wobble and an extra heavy
strain on tyres and steering.

You cannot guess the correct pressure, but you can be certain

it is right if you have "SCHRADER- UNIVERSAL" CYCLE
TY'RE VALVES, because you can test them easily. And tliey

keep the pressure right because they are absolutely airtight.

"SCHRADER UNIVERSALS" are one-piece jointless valves;

they are dust and oilproof and need no adjustment for inflation.
" Insides " are easily removed or replaced by using slots of valve
cap as key. They require less frequent inflation. Insist on
having them and ensure a minimum of tyre trouble.

" Insides
"—ih dustproof boxes containing five—obtai-nab/e

from at' good dealers. Illusirated Booklets post free.

A SCHRADER'S SON, Inc., Victoria Rd., London
N.W.IO

M.Tuufacturer^ ol Ibe "Scbrader Uaiversal'* Tyre Pressure Gau^e.

Be sure it's a SCHRADER—look out for the name.

Ciodboldt.

!iiii@ ii!@iiiie

i~
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VICTOR IN NAME- VICTOR IN DEED.
Brooklands, July 2nd, 1921.

COVENTRY VICTOR WINS t„e 500 m,le RACE
And SILVER CUP in the 750 c.c. Class.

One Standard Machine Entered, and V^oii-Ridden by an Amaiem.

THIS conclusively proves that in the COVENTRY VICTOR you have both SPEED
and STAMINA combined with the ideally smooth, silent, and vibrationless running of

THE PERFECT FLAT TWIN ENGINE.
No greater proof can be required of the absolute reliability of the

:: :: :: COVENTRY VICTOR Big Flat Twin. ;: :: :=

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Speed Model, £135. Standard Touring, £125. Combination, £155
3-speed, All-chain Drive, Kick Start, 28" x 3" Wheels

COVENTRY VICTOR MOTOR CO , LTD. - Coventry.

niiiiBiiiiBiiiiBiiiiBiiiiaiiiiaiiiii iiii^iiiii iiBiiiiaiiii! IIBII IB
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A FREE TIP
TO EVERY MOTORIST WHO REQUIRES A RELIABLE
INDICATION OF SPEED AND DISTANCE THE

" BONNIKSEN »

IS ESSENTIAL, RECENT SUCCESSES IN TRIALS
AND COMPETITIONS EMPHASISE THE ASSISTANCE
DERIVED FROM THE USE OF THIS INSTRUMENT
AND USERS (WITH SATISFACTORY MACHINES)

ARE PRACTICALLY

SURE OF A PLACE.
PRICES:

MOTOR CYCLE TYPE.

Trip. Non-Trip.

£6 5 £5 10

CAR OR CYCLE CAR
TYPE.

Trip. Non-Trip.

£8 5 £7 10

Sendfor Illustrated Booklet.

ROTHERHAM & SONS, LTD., COVENTRY.
Telephone : 752 and 753. Telegrams : Rotberhams, Coventry.

WHITLEY SIDECARS.
Produced for the MAN who must have the BEST.

Catalogues from all reoutable Garages.

CHAIN ADJUSTER. CLUTCH CONTROL PEDAL.

Price 6/6 post paid. Price 5/- post paid

For use with Sturmey-Archer Gear Boxes.

THE WHITLEY MANFG. CO., LTD.,
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

•Phone: No. 835. Wires: Whitcars."

A SPECIAL LINE IN MOTOe
CYCLING SUITS.

.* e h.ive no hesitation in cJaimln
that this '" Draperstyle" Motor
Cycling Suit has no rival n'

its price. Made from a special

stout dark fawn material, abso-
lutely dust proof, and specially

proofed to give adequate protec
tionagainstsbowers. Satisfaction

guaranteed >. r money refunde
lu full.

DeBcriplon of Model O50

:

Special line in Motor Cycling
Suits, made from stout dark fawn
material, which is absolutely
dust prooi, and which has been
specially proofed, so that if you
get caughL in a shower it wili
give adequate protection. The
jacket is double breasted, and
the sleeves are made with storm
straps at wrist. Slash pockets.
The Leggings are made with
tpeciai gusseted sides,

AU British" Factory Prices:

23/6
ttie Sul^ Complete.

Stocked i sizes :—Breast over Jacket, 34, 36. 38, 40, 4a, 4( ia

Carriage paid lo your door.
WEATHERPROOF BOOKLET FREE.

Our booklet ol wealhcrproo/s ana waterproofs should be
in the hands of every motor cyclist. Contains complete
range of garments at direct-to-wearer prices. Seiid post
card for a free copy.

ERNEST DRAPER & CO., LTD.,
54, "All British Works," NORTHAMPTON.

Don^t rely on Patches—
thev are only temporary, and hava a nasty way of coming off at the most
inopportune moment You can make a permanent vulcanized repair with the

B^lC Five Minute

Vulcanizer

—a repair that can't come off -as strong as the tube itself. It's as ea<:y as

lighting: a cigarette, saves endless trouble and much monsy in repair bills.

Price 10/6With 12 patch
and heat units,

Renewals ' 12 Round patch and heat units, 5/6;
12 Oblong. 5/6; 25 Extra Long. 18/-.

OBTAINABLE THROUGH ALL MOTOR DEALERS.

B.M.T. OIL.
Compare the price —
The quality is incom-
parable.

A. E. Newton, Ltd.
Albert E. Newton. Man. Director (27 years

with the Vacuum Oil Co.),

50. PaU MaU. London, S W.l.
'Pliom : Gerrard 8800.
*Grants: ** Anewtoyle, Charles, London.**

In answerino these advertisements it is desirable tojnention " Tfie Motor Cycle.

ei.Javtea't.^
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Another sensation — m™ IX.

O.K.-Jnnior
at Gns.

You know it — " the little machine with the big heart"
— the Lightweight which climbed Snowdon in 19 14

—

the GOLD JIEDAL LIGHTWEIGHT of the 1920 Six

Days' Trial— the machine with twenty years' manufacturing experience behin'l it— the

little mount that has been bought by thousands during the present season, but would have
been th? moimt of thousands more if we could have made this reduction earlier —yon know
it ! Well 400 Agents are selling it to-day at 38 Guineas. Ask us for name of nearest.

Humphries & Dawes, Ltd., Hall Green, Birmingham.

THESENSPRAYCARBURETTER

PERFECT
. FOR

TOURING
AND

RACING.

Standard £3-12-0
Postage II-

AUTOMATIC,
SEMI-

AUTOMATIC
OR

SENSITIVE
AT WILL.

J-

Lightweight £3-7-0
Postage II-

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET TO THE PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS :

CHARLES H PUGH L™
WHITWORTH WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.

In answoinr/ t/iese advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle.
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TYNESIDER
PILLION RIDING DE-LUXE.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER- Our oifer In take any rfier vial:: of scat in cxcTtnnge for our
'Ty?<Ef^IDER PILLION SEAT is witMraicn f»- a pari-ol..

li'e lave been compelled to dn this cjcino I0 ihe unexnecled minUier se}it Ui us. Wc have a gwi-nlitii of other
mik-s taken in excluirige. repahiled. pric 25'-, postage 1'6 exlru. irhci' vou parc'uise a sp..U frmn u? we are
alicaya prepared &> keep yoii np-to-date and exckinge uotir old seat for v.'io at 1. amall cost. No need to )uive

Model 64-D. is the aamo as B. with
double dress-Ruard and foot-reat at-

tached. DreKS-guards aiid foot-restii

15/- extra. Will Jit on B. at any time.

gfuibby or old type seat. Purchase fro>

All these seats are fitted with
Cantilever spring set. four
Cantilevers bein;? used. Ad
instable springs at each side
Adjustable for child or adiil'

Any part detached
m a few minutes.
Fits any carrier by
adjustable hooks and
screws. 8 different
seats can be inad.i
with model t>^H

\5 V loi Henderson s Tynesidei
Pillion Seat. Have no other or you
will be disappointed. Henderson
i5 the original inventor of pillion

seats.

Any good up-to-date tradei; will
supply you. Asl; Halford, Rudge-

Whitworth, etc.
Buy from the original mal:ers of

pillion seats.

Any part may be detached in a few
minutes. Folding back-rest,
bandies, folding dress-guards, may
be fitted to anyof our other models.

a}id we will see tluit you (let t'le best

Wodel 6.1.-B. very low seating
cosition, about lin. from car

^r er. A safe seat, no swaying'
andsomely finished, 45/-.
ilr.ndles 2/6'each extra.

H. Shows how the
^eat E. F. & G. fold
up and tucks sway
jn the carrier when
lot in use. Luggage
may be packed on
seat, thus maUn^j
i spring carrier.

C>. shows dress-guard of E. F.'& D.
alf folded, leaving the iootboard
or ciiild's use, or may be fully

-pencd for adult's use.

\11 seats finished m Black and
old. riated fittings.

We have a levv shop-soiled 192^
seats at --1 .-. Toese are supplied
lirect only.

Modfel6d-C. is the same as B. with
stirrups attached. Stirrups 7/6 per

rair extra. Fitted with rubber rt;sts

and are luljiistabla

Model 61 F is the same as E. show-
inK armrestts down if rpynired. Seat
samu as B. Folds up lilie G. and H,

Complete "3 10 O.

Model 64-E. is the same seat as B.

Tyneslder Seat Wks., 9 & 10, Union St., M.C., North Shields, Eng. ^S^^^Sl^^^'^t^' ' ' °
H. or G. Complete •- 3 lo o.

I

JUNIOR 3SO CLASS

T.T.
WHICH WE DID NOT WIN,
— BUT WE HAD THE —

FIRST STANDARD MACHINE HOME
AND THE ONLY ONE TO GAIN

GOLD MEDAL IN THIS CLASS
We DO supply this Model
to the Public. Price :

J.A.P. 2:5, 70 X go, 3-speed gear, AH Chain, Amac Carburetter, E.I.C.
Magneto, 26x2^; Hutchinson Tyres, Bramptoa Forks, Saddle, Height 28iu

DOT MOTORS
(HARRY REED, Proprietor',

ELLESMERE STREET, - HULME, MANCHESTER.

£95 - -

The ideal
lightweight
outfit.

rr
'~

A LL Dunhill Sidecar Chassis
'* embody the triangular
trame design of which w? were
the original patentees (No.

4784/15), Ihis design gives tbe
strongest possible chassis which is yet
exceedingly,light in weight. Dunhill
Chassis satisfactorily do the work of
othiiC chassis more than tuic'S their

weight.
bvionsW. ih.Mi, th^ Dunhill p itent tri-

an-'uUr OfSicn mat'.viaU reduces runiiii'e

ost and G ables you to g.jt Ije ter s;=rvic.^

from your sidt-car ( utfit The t irini.'Ulp.r

Eraine il'^!i'Hi is dcscibed aii-l illn-iiiMted

very ca'efuUy and rhoroiiKhlv in'our cati-

loHOpi. toiiy cl w:iich we shall be faappy to

send i>:i reatic ^t.

Iiiilh-'l Luihtncioht bridy, model B.36, suit-

able fir yit ckiii S II '1

J h p. S)niir;li/fiiiii!w

aiiraclive •csifju.

Send.now for the Dun
l Illustrated' at It-

\ ogui oj Skleca ra.

Simply tear oiU
\his a IvcriisC'

nicnt. wr.le ynar
name anl ad-
dress in the

margin, and
post to us

Ilht^'iationsJiowsou) Mi dH
A 33 Tjiidei u n Lurht
V eight Ciui'-.i^H 'ilustfta sis

i siiitnb L hi use With II ai,h It,' JivtoJihp.
The pi'eiitLii n laiiou ai nuupli' upon,

irli'h H lb uvist III Ld givis fiu-p ioinl

stit'i glh a d 1111 d!ly an ibiited u>i(/t 77uin-

mum w iijkt iiame df.loitwn i-; t ta l_il

impnss bi It gne)> a iw and tomforlable
1 idiiiy poi'^ioii

'Ihe III}'' lOLiit at nchmcn' fi izngs are
machined fI oni hi olid a lelb n ihuselim-
ina lug ail tisl ol bic hage at thc^a points.

Puce of dun s only £13.

tronglij male jMhI^H
re- 11 h'jht zn a

wei') ht. wit '-. i ^^^H^^H
avipl'. room f-o- \ inTMlinlffnn

tools (71! ' /' eiili/

-f earoum. With- r^H
or wvlmut door. ^t,md,ir-i r. hii-

4)rrfni iipJio'st red
eat ler cioih lo

milch
Price, ironntcd on .4.-5 chisds
asdesc-ib::.tabooe.. ..£33.

359-361. EusTON Road, N.W.i.
Glasgow : 72, St. Vincent St.

Fend now fo^ tli LnuihiU Il'iislrated

CalaloDiie of huluaib. Simply tear

out this adiertneiJi nt ictiie youi

name and ad-.'-retsiii Ihemargiii. and
post to us.

I

B26 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Write for List CM 147

on BT.H. "Sparkllght."

BRIITSH

MGNHOS
—Tjfie Best in
t£e fiv-orrd"

without increasing the power required to

drive it, or affecting its ignition efficiency

in the shghtest degree, with the

Sparklight
Combined Ignition & Lighting Set

This lightweight set for " two-strokes "

comprises a B.T.H. high-tension mag-

neto, with attachment to automatically

collect the lighting current : a non-spill-

able battery, in metal case, with switch;

and head and tail lamps, complete with

bulbs, wiring, and fittings.

Price complete £15 nett.

The British Thomson-Houston Co.,
Lim'ted,

Lower Ford Street - - - . Coventry.

Every motor cyclist who wants a machine for a definite purpose, who wants advice, courtesy, and every

facility for his convenience—comes to Laytons in the end—and goes away thoroughly satisfied.

The machine to suit your needs—light two-stroke or powerful combination—is at Laytons, and at the

right price. A square deal—a comprehensive motor cycling service—your satisfaction—that's what we
guarantee. We cordially invite you to come to Laytons. We will help you to realise perfect motor
cycling—will arrange a system of easy payments which will meet your pocket. Our service to motor
cyclists is based on business integrity. It is this service we offer you.

ARIEL, 3; h.p. combination £137 10
B.S.A. 41 h.p.. 3-speed model £107
B.S.A., 6 h.p., combination £175
ENFIELD, 8 h p., combination ' £160
ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Magdyrio Comb. £182
ENFIELD, 2} h.p.,Ughtweight2-sp. £65
ED1VIUND-BLACKBURNE,23 h.p.,
k Is. model £95

MATCHLESS. M.A.G. combination £185

19 21 MODELS IN STOCK.
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., combination,
shop-soiled only £193

INDIAN, 4 h.p.. Scout model, shop-
soiled only £132

NORTON, 31 h.p. 3-speod, Sports £133
NORTON, 3' h.p. .direct drive model £98
MASSEY-ARRAN. 2.1 h.p., Blaok-
burne engine £99 15

RUDGE, 3; h.p., multi models K85

SCOTT, 500 c, new sports model £132
SUNBEAM, 3i h.p., 3-speed, sports

model £152 5
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-sp., model H. £115
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all-chain model £125
TRIUMPH, 2{ h.p., Ughtweight,
2-speed £70

ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports model .... £115
VELOCETTE, 2i h.p., 2-speed .... £75

ife^y^ LAHON GARAGES,
Phones—581 & 734 Oxford.

90, HIGH STREET. OXFORD, and
LONDON ROAD, BICESTER.

'Grams—" Integrity, Bicester & Oxtord." 'Phone—35 Biiisst3f

In answerma t/tese advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. B29
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AC types are : AC Titan,

AC Carbon Proof, and
AC Two-piece.

Sparking
Plugs

Carbon Proof Plug

That Stays Clean

ISO annoying stops on the

road to clean plugs, if you
use AC Carbon Proofs.

The cross section of an

AC Plug reproduced here

shows why. The sharp

edges of the AC porcelain

bum away carbon deposits

as they form, and keep the

porcelain and electrodes

permanentlj' dry and
clean. Ask for AC Carbon
Proof Plugs atyour nearest

dealer. Made in metric

and inch threads.

Price 5/-.

AC Sparking Plug Co., Ltd.,
1-4, Thurloe Place, London, S.W.7.

XL-ALL SADDLES
were the first pan seats with parallel springing on
the market.. Being fully patented, they are the

only saddles made combining all the features

that produce the

LUXURIOUS COMFORT
for which they are known all over the world.

MODEL H27
Supplied with pillar.

Catalogue on Application.

Sole Makers

:

JOHN LECKIE & CO., LIMITED,
WALSALL.

When ordering saddles, please give make and year of machine.

rSILVER™RINCE 1^ ^
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLE. !4otVOTWNG BETTER IN THE WORLD, g * ^^

wnaaniniBHiBnHBHBHBHaBaaaaBBB Guineas

^''NO LIVE AGENTS?—BThen send direct to us."

_WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD

-

I NO ONE CAN TOUCH IT—
8 PRICES—The Lowest in the World

QUALITY-The Highest in the World

DO NOT BUY MOTOR CYCLES
if the AGENT WILL NOT GIVE YOU
PRINTED SPECIFICATION.AND EVEN
THEN SEETHAT everything corresponds

and EVERYTHING IS OF THE BEST.

Said for Lists Agents and Riders— it will pay yaa all.

Manufactured by
THE TRYUS CYCLE CO.,
Johnstone Street, BIrchfieMs,

BIRMINGHAM, England.

Particularly m ciut country, co and irom cne station,
town, or golf club, paying calls, etc.

CLEAN TO RIDE. RUNNING EXPENSES HALFPENNY
A MILE. WEIGHT 70 lbs. AVERAGE SPEED,
15 M.P.H. STARTS READILY AT A WALKING PACE.
WILL CLIMB A 1!n 10 GRADIENT with a 12 stone rider.

PRICE 46 GUINEAS.
HACK SIMPLEX IJ h.p. 2-stroke engine (baU bearings),

eountersbaft and clutch, 20in. wheels. Palmer tyres.

THE HACK ENGINEEMNG CO., LTD.,
VICTORIA ROAD, HENDON.

B30 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR CYCLES
Armls.

FOR SALE.

S^

Einks, Bosi^li. smait

SHOP-SOILED Armis SVjh.p 2-stroke, 2-speed,

clutch, Wck-starter; £75.-Saunders, Higb bt

Hampste-.J Tboue 8221. I'"'"'

Arno.

3J.I1.P. Arno, A.B„ Philipson, . - -

2 looking 'bus, splendid luiinins' order; rjiotos on

request; barenin, £38.-Gardner, 86, Coventry Ea.. Be'J;

worth. [X5=29

Bat

BAT Combination, 61i.p.. 1920 model, brand new;

genuine bargain, £150.—Seen Briggs' Ggros«.

Oiapel Ed, \Yorthiiig. [8458

fAT-J.A.P., 6h.p., black-gold, Swan sidecar, hood
wind screen, apron, cuitains, electric born, lights

topping condition; £80, oiftrs; fast.-378, Euston Bd.

just overhauled,
horn, speed-

Uall. Bromsgrove,
[X6373

T.A.P.

B^

8h.p. Bat Combination, late 1919
new tyres, perfect condition, lamps,

ometer, tax
Worcester.

paid; £115.-Tutnall

AT Motor Cycle and coaehbuilt sidecar, 8li.r

engine, Bosnii mag., Dunlop tyres; any tn
dirt olieap; any time after 6 o'clock.— Pawsey,

das Kd., Peekhara, S.E.

B

BEAXD New 6h.p. 3-spced Bat-Jap, seini-T.T.

bars; uwkers' list price £160, ottered '

B^

21, l>ii:

[8351

handle
; £120

cafih; esiiy pa,vnient,> only 4% estr.i-—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Bd., Birmingham. ,

[S5356

J AT, 6h.p., IWodel 4, 3-speed ckitoh, kick starter,

i makers' specifications, 1920 model, shop
soiled only; bargain, £110, for cash only.—Mebes.
156, Gt, Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Langham 2230.

[8284

Beardmoie.
BEAEDMORE-PEECISION 3i!,h p., 1921, as pei

makers' specifications, for immediate delivery from
.stonk; £30.-156, Gt. Portland St.. Wl, I,anpham
2230. [8288

BEAEDJIOEE-PEECISIOlSr, late 1920. spring wheel
sidecar. 2 bead and t.ail lamp, speedometer, born.

tax paid: hargaiu,^£60.—FlorLst, 28, St.

Soutbwark.

George'.s E<1.,

[8499

COMPETITION Rider's Well-tuned Beardmore-Pre-
cision, nearly new, last, economical, full in-

surance, copper exhaust, accessories; snip' at 68 gns.

—38, EUnbouruc Rd<, Balbam. [8878

Rlackburne

1 Q20 Blackburne 4h.p., fine condition
JL?/ licensed, equipped; £75; photo.

niileaL
Bn.\ 5.224, c/o

[9109TM Motor Cycle.

81i.p. Blackburne and Canoelet sidecar, slightly shop-
soiled; £200, or nearest.- A. .1. Young and Co..

Ltd., Newmarket. (6794

»L\C'KBURNK Agents.-Official Blackburne engine
- Ltd..

[1099

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, overhauled March.

B^ repairs in any make —BuUoughs I\rotor>,

Waterloo St., Oldham.
~

- new
chains, perfect condition, tax paid; £85 cash.—

EUiff, 11, Marlborough Grove, York. [X5317

"IQ21 8h.p. Blackburne Combination, lamps, screen.
X*J born, "Spare wheel, insured, tax paid, recently

oyerhaulcd, small mileage; £160; owner going
abroid.—Jenkins, VVroxton, Banbury. [7131

"I Q20 4h.p. Blackburne Combination, all lamps,
X*/ tool.s, electric horn, D.A. cylinder, guaranteed
perfect any trial, tax paid; £l 17/ 10.—Clennell, 4.

Station Buildings. Woodside, S.E.25. [9048

BRADBURY
sidecar; £65.—John Aldricb and Co.,

Bradbury.
with Bowden 2-speed ajid Henderson

Diss, Nor-
folk. [0629

BRADBURY 2-speed Gear Box, clutch, controls,
good condition; £6/10.—Desborough, Talbot Rd.,

Northampton. [8945

BRAIiBUEY 4li.p. Combin:ition, N.S.U. 2-speed,
tree, good condition ; £50.— Mngridge, 225, Fran-

ciscan Rd., Tooting. [8158

BRADBURY. 1921, 4b. p. and 6h'.p. models, prompt
delivery.—Agents. Bright and Uayles, 78. Church

St., Camberwell, London. [2981

1Q14 4h p. Bradbury C.B. Combination. 3-speed,
Xt7 Bosch, Hinks. lamps, tax, recently overhauled,
owner going abroad; £60.—56, Thornton Av., Chis-
wick. i;9088

6h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3 speed, countershaft,
Binks. Easting Royal, speedometer, lamps^

licensed, excellent condition; £105.— Bate, Brook Lynn)
Golboroe, Newtoc-le-vVillows. [8859

AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4 -
Bradburya, all new models in stoct, ready ioi

fmmedinte delivery; 4h.p. solos. 6h.p. corabinotions, nnd
2%h.p. lightweights, from £89.—Apply for our eaaiest ni

easy terms. [4541
£33.—Bradbury, 4h.p., original competition machine

patent variable pulley, Lucas lamps, trip speedo'
meter, new mudguards, tax paid, horn, reliable, fast
any test; privately owned; without accessories. £27-
Been any time Also 4-5h.p. Zenith twin, £55.-89'
East Hil). Wandsworth. [8651

W^

2 hours
after receiving your order, we
can have either of the following

Fully Licensed

Registered Numbers
Painted and

Ready to Ride away.

1921 NORTON, Model No 9. . £98

1921 TRIUMPH. 4 h.p ..£115

1921 ZENITH, 8 h.p Sports . .£128

. .£215

..£185

. .£105

. .£115

.. £60

.. £68

. .£100

70 Gns.

. .£160

.. £65

97 Gns.

.. £75

48 Gns.

50 Gns.

1921 A.J.S., 7 h.p

1921 MATCHLESS .

.

1921 A.J.S.,2| h.p .:

1921 P.&M„3|h.p ..

1921 LEVIS Popular .

.

1921 LEVIS 2-speed ..

1921 ARIEL, 3^ h.p .'.

192! NEW IMPERIAL,
2U.P

1921 ENHELD, 8h.p

192! ENnELD,21h.p
1921 COULSON, 2| h.p

Sports .

.

1921 VELOCETTE, 21 h.p

192! O.K. 2-stroke

1921 NEW HUDSON..

Mills-Fulford Sidecars
in Stock from £25

H.JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.
•PHONE: 1024.

MOTOR CYCI.KS FOR
Bioler.

2).'ih.p.. 2 speeds,

SALB.

1 tl20'/2 Broler 2;.',li.p., 2 speeds, kick-start, and
X*.' clutch, Bit!e;c forks, lleavy Dunlops, unpuncturttd,
semi-T.T. bars, only ridden 2 montha; sacriiice, £55.

~

tSostock, Byron St.. Ilkeston, Derbyshire. [8125

VV Brougll

Brough.
are now ready to deliver that last sporting

3'/'h.p. flat twin in the following models

:

3i/.h.p. touring" model, guaranteed to do 60, the
sports, model to do 65, the T.T. model guaranteed to

do a speed over 70 m.p.h.: absolutely the finest

workmanship, wonderfully easy to handle; £130.—
Send your orders along to the agents, G. and .1.

Dawson, 60 and 62, Regent St., Cambridge. (0699

Rrough Superior.

1 Q21 Brough Superior in stock, winner of the 2'/j

i-tJ mile sprint at Pendine from 31 entries Whit-
Jlonday.—South Wales Distributer : W. Luther J.

Davies, 71, Commercial St., Kewport. Mon. 'Phone:

24S8. 10640

WE are now giving delivery of the famous Brough
Superior machine, 8h.p., overhead valves, made

to an ideal specially for the man who takes a pride

in ownership and desires the best, specially tuned,

guaranteed 8 or 80 on top gear. Standard, £175;
electric, £195.—Agents, G. and J. Dawson. 60 and
62, Regent St.. Cambridge. [0593

Qlh.p.

Brown.
Brown; £18, bargain.-

well Terrace, Ealing Rd.,
Particulars, 3, Crora
Alperton, Middlesex.

[8644
Brown Combination, N.S.D. gears, Bosch;

£26; exchanges.—76, London St.. Chertsey.

£14.-Brown 3'Ah.p., Qrado, B.B., Bosch, ruumng
order- fidecar 70;-; offers, exchange.—334, Eil-

I'urn Lane, W.9. [8165

Oih.p. Brown, P.E., 3-speed, clutch, new tyres belt.

-WA enamel and plating good, ride away; £28.-85

Liltle Albany St., N.W.I. [8675

31h.p. Brown, h.b.c. clutch, semi-T.T. bars long e:;-

2 haust, modern appearance ; nearest i.6i).-

4. Byron Av., Sutton, Surrey.

-Rogers.
[8617

B.S.A
models alwaysB.S.A.-AU

where.

B.S.A. Replacements,
return.

in stock! delivered any

B.S.A. Specialists : County
Broad St., Birmingham.

B

every part and pattern, by

Cycle and Motor Co.
[3248

S.A., all models, and Budge, repairs, spares, side-

Alexander. Wallasey Village, Cheshire.

BSA 1921 Twin 6-7h.p. Combination in Stock;
'

£175: spare wheel, tyre, and luggage grid extra

£13/19.—Below.

B.S.A. 1921 Model H2, 4i/ih.p.. chain drive £110:

No 3 1921 sidecar, £42; No. 2 19.20 type

sidecar, £35 in stock.- A. Rivett. 236, High Rd
Leytonstone. I-^^^"

1921, Model K, and large No. 3 side,

in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X6302

condition; £63.—
[8624

B.S.A., new,
car

19''RosJf'8tHTgh-R'd..-iVeT8:E,
B.S.A., splendid

1 Rd., Lee. S.E

Combinations in stock; list price.NRW 1921 B.S.A. UomDinanoua lu sLvjutt, i.oi

Bounds Oarage, High Rd.. Kilburn, t^.W. [8263

BS A 4iAh D . Palmer tyres, 2-speed, splendid conrji-

to- £46!^ofler.-7. Hampton St., Walworth. [9069
tion

;

20
lug

4i/,h n B.S.A. and B.S.A. sidecar, lamps.

grid, speedometer; £98.-Below.

B.S.A. Combination, brand new, nn-

u..y equipped; £110 -^dwards, 50, Har-

Rd:, South Kensington, S.W.7. [7961

BSA 6-7h.p. Combination, mileage 200; £160;

•sunip repl?:-88. Vicarage Rd., Wolverhampton.^

Combination, new sidecar, splendid
-- • Wells House, Malvern

[9044

1. chain^:um-belt; £107; in^ stock.-

CUtiord Wilson. 177. Westminster Bridge^ Rd^

x-iRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., ol Birmingham, have

F several Scellenb B.S.A. machines and combina

tTons at very moderate prices; write lor details.^^^^^

ITTATTOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, _
London, _E.0.4.-

19
1 Q20 4'4h.p. ,

. ,

ill used, fully egmpped;^
rington

4* c'ondition.-Maclean,

Wells.

D.3.A.,, 192

Vs A K2 new 1921 models, just delivered,

Modii H2: all-chain, £110;. 6-7h p.. twin com

standard, il75: immediate dehvery

,tock- cash, easy terms, or exchasge.

41ho B.S.A. Combination, sound mechanical con

iSitlOT? complete; £85.-Squirroll. Jun.. Hitcham,

Ipswich.

T-»SA one only, 1921, chain-cum-belt, shop-soiled

15 ilOO.-Turner Bros.. 134, Upper

London, B.0.4.

n r»20 B.SA. 4%h.p. H2 Combination, lamps,

XU horn, excellent running order, tax paid;

-M.-lby, Woodford, E.18.

[8698

led;

Thames St..

[8862

Lucas
£100.
[066U

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

E.S.A. 4Vjli.p., 3-speecl, chnin drive, lamps,
horn, etc., tax paid, perfect condition ;~ £105.—

G. 0. Ford. High St., Sidmouth. [8392

B.S.A, Combination, A'^h.p., all-chain, all acces-
sories, tax and insurance paid,—Morley, 94,

Holland Rd., Harlesden, N W.IO. . [8231

"IQ15 E.S.A. Conchbuilt Combination, clinin-cum-helt,
J-^ tiilly/ ef|iiipiied, like neiv; what ofiers —Nelson,
145, Millbiook Ed., Sontlifimpton. [8319

B-S.A, 4i4h.p. JModel E, complete with special coach-
built sidecar, nil brand new; £123.—P, J. Ei-aiis,

81-91, John Bright St., Birmingiiam. [8405

B;S.A. 1920 6-7h.p. Twin, Montgomery sidecar, East-
ing wind screen, lamps, perfect condition; £145.

-Bos 5,191, t/o The Motor Cycle. (D)

B.S.A. 3'/-j!i.p.. T.T. type, variable, free:

and enamelled, reliable
nearest £36.— Lyilt'ord,

[8470

overhauled
ind powerful, tax paid

:

Ghilwortb, Guildford. [8178

"1019 B.S.A. jMillford Coiubination, excellent condi-
-i- 1/ tion, just overhauled; £110.—Write Dicksef,
Ilreudon Lodge, Lyudale, Childs Hiil, 3S^.^Y.2. [8153

B.S.A. 1919-4Vih.p., chaiq-belt, with this yeai's side-
car, liorn, Janips, tools, spare new outer cover, tax

liaid; £100.—Barker, Llemiel:, Bowdon, Cheshire. [8816

B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive, Lncas lamps,
born, and licence, not done 100 miles; £139

;

letters only.—54, St. James St., Birmingham. [X5298

1Q17 (late) B.S.A. 4i4h.p. All-chain Combination,
J-tf Canoplet sidecar, took, lamps, and spare, splendid
mnniiig order; £80.—Goldsack, High St., Sandgate.

. [8159
B.S.A. 4^41i.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, free,

clutch, kick start, electric light, wind screen, tyres
Hvd condition excellent; £75.—13, Chatsworth Rd..
riapton, E.5. [8768

B.S.A. Singles and Twins, early deliveries, fitted

with any model Sandum sidecars; B.S.A. twin
and dual .sidecar in stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 336,
Gray's Inn Rd,, W,Ca. ' [0541

B.S.A. 1920 (September) Combination, all-chain, 3-

speed laodel, Eaoting, 3 lamps, 2 generators, etc.

;

£145; or 1921 AJlon 2-stroke part exchange.—Oakley,
Stonnall, near Walsall. [8308

3ih.p. 1914 B.S.A., 3-speed, with B.S.A. sidecar.
2 lamps, born^ and licence ; £67/10.—The Lay-

B
ton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581
T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [9032

Model H2 Solo and Combinaticns for imme-
te delivery ; iilso tn-in combination; exchanges.

—Newnharn Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
I'hone : Hammersmith 80. [8952

GENUINE 4'4h.p. "B.S.A. Combination throughout,
1920, fullest equipment, vahrable accessories,

luxurious body licensed, mileage 2,000; 90 gus.—Fers-
field, Westbury Rd,, New Maiden. [8787

B.S.A. 4',.'|b.p. Combination, new March, 1921, Lucas
lamp?, liorn, licence, new spare belt, etc., mile-

nge -350, guaranteed, ride 50 miles; £150, offer.—
Bentley, Valley, Lyminge, Kent. [8238

B.S.A. Specialists. All models in stgct; easy pay-
ments.—Authorised West End Agents, Vivian

llaidie nnd Lane, Ltd. ('Phone: Mayfair 6559), 23, 24,
Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.l. [0657

NEARLY New 4i/ih.p. B.S.A.- Combination, all-chain
countershait, 3-speed, K. start, clutch, lamps, tax

jiaid; exchange A.lJG. solo ; sell £100, or nearest.-B.
Wright, Lcechpool, Lydney, Gloucestershire. [8301

4ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, late. 1916, coachbuilt
4 sidecar, engine as new, recently overhauled. 2

now tyres, 3 belts,

clutch; £95.—Gilts,
new tube, lamps, etc., 3-speed
Tysce, Kiueton, Warwick.

[X5351
IMMEDIATE Delivery ol any B.S.A. Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your cider now, and
avoid disappointment later.-Burlington Motors, Ltd.
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix
ton 2417. [0501

L> .S.A. 41/jh.p. Combination, 1914, machine reno-
-»-> vated 1921, new sidecar aird wind screen, 3-speed
gear box, clutcb, kick start, all on, tax paid, n<iv
appearance, uieclianically perfect; £80, or near offer,—
15a, Deansfield Rd., Eltham, S.E.9, [XG280

QA GNS.—1915 B.S.A. 4^4h.p. Combination, coach-
•J" built sidecar, 3-speed, countershaft clutch,
excellent condition, all on, insurance paid, or will
exchange for 2"^'i,h.p. Douglas and cash.—Oakes, 97,

, Prince ol Wales Rd.. Kentish Town. London, N.W.
[8211

41h.p. B.S.A., 1921, all chain, •i\1th Henderson
4 sidecar. Maglita electric equipment and Apollo

liorn, abuniiiium nuiuber plates, spring seat-pillar, Be<;t
jiief.liaiiic;i! jniinis many spares, licence and insurance;
£143 (cost £180).-Box 776, c/o The Mvtor Cycle.

[X5221
B.S.A.—A motor cycle worthy 0! its name is the

B.S.A. We have always in stoclc at least three
models. Model K, Model H, and 6-7h.p. twin; imme-
diate delivery; all spares in stock; trade supplied.—
Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside
Parade, North Finchley. [0379

Calthorpe.

IQ^S Calthoi^e-Jap, Enfield 2-speed. good condition

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Lan-gham 1237

1921 ModeisTn Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery :

1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed S73 10
1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed. clutch,

and kid(-starter £80 17

1921 Model H. B.S.A. and No. 3 Sidecar £152
1921 Model K. B.S.A £107 D
1921 ENFIELD Combination £160
1921 6-7 h,p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, and

spare wheel £189
1921 4 h.p, DOUGLAS Combination ..£170
1921 MATCHLESS Combination £185
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb. . . £168
I92i2jh.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £85
1921 2|h.p.3-sp.OOUGLASwithclutch £105
I92J 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £115

1920 SHOP-SOILED.
1920 5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination .... £145 1

1920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb. . £15C
192U 3i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £95

H IRE
Motor cycles and combinations.

Any period from one day.

GREAT SUCCESS
BY THE LITTLE

NEW IMPERIAL

WINNER OF THE T.T.

FLYWEIGHT GUP, 290 G.C.

Call and inspect latest models.

2| h.p., 3-speed Touring ~ £73 10

2| h.p., 3-sp., with hmd-
control clutch and k.s. £80 17

A large selection of Second-hand
machines always in stock.

for

REPAIRS.
Good Machines taken in

Sa.le on Commission.
A few Bulbous Back MM4 GANOELET SIDE-

CARS, slightly shop-soiled, to clear, £35.

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Slock of Powell & Hanmei" Lamps
and other Accessories.

Car Depot : 378, EUSTON ROAD.
Tdepfioiie—Museum 6436,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe

1 Q21 Calthcrpe 21-211. p. 2-stroke, new; 43 gns.; de-
-LiJ livery Irom stock.—Gray's Garage, Watford.

[8927
CALTHOEPB, 2"zih.p. J.A.P., brand new, 2.speed, ^

2-stroke
: £50 to clear.—Saunders Garage, Parade,

fjolders Green. [8189

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915 model, 2?4h.p. engine, ,

Enfield 2-speed gear; £27/10/6.—Wauchope^s, 9,
Shoe Lane, London. [9005

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1920, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, all on;
£48/10.—Goad, 122. Maida Vale. 'Phone:.'

Hampstead 1353. [8991

CALTHOEPE New 1920 2i^h.p. 2-stroke Enfield
2-5peed gear; £52/ 10.—Eagles and Co., 275,

High St., Acton, London. [8791

1 Q16 __2^fli.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield gear, horn,^^ tools, tax paid, ride away; £25.-5, Addison.
Ay., Holland Park, W.ll. [9092

CALTHOEI'B-J.A.P., 1916, 2%b.p., Enfield gear,
long iiolished exhaust, .inst oTerhauled, fast, sporty

;

£35.-H. M. Wadham, Cockernionth. [8820

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2%h.p., perfect condi-
tion, tax, lamps: £37/10.—Goad, 122, Maida

-

Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [3998

£68.—Caltliorpe-Jap 2^^h.p., Enfield 2-speed . and
clutch, 1921, shop-soiled only.-Clifford Wilson,

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [7950

3a.h.p. Calthorpe, J. A.P. engine, 2 speeds and free
4. engine, excellent condition; £42/10.~-Apply,

Picard and Son, Oxford Mews, Edgware Ed., S.W.I.
[8131

CALTHOEPE-PEECISION 2i,4h.i)., 2 speeds. F.E.,
lamps, born, all on; beat roa.«onable <,tfer: Satur-

day 2 to 6, or Sunday morning.—40, Goodwood Ed.,
New Cross, S.E. [8120

4ih.p. Calthorpe-Precision, cane sidecar, 3-speed re-

4 verse, clutch, kick starter, semi-automatic
lubrication, tax paid; £65.—Lawrence, 4, Eed Cot-
tages, Wilmington, Dartford, . [8660

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2H'h.v., 1920 Enfield, 2-speed,
clutch, lamps, tools, horn, complete, tax paid,

excellent condition, mileage 2,500; 60 gns.; by ap-

pointment.—Warner, 15, Castle St., Eeading. [8799

CALTHOEPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
for immedite delivery ; casll or deferred terms

;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.

—

Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common. SAV.4.
'Phone : Brixton 2417. _ [0509

Carfield.

GAEFIELD-UNION, late 1919, 2-Etroke, Albion 2-

speed, rnlly equipped, splendid order, tax paid:

£47. Also road racina' bicycle, specially built, little

nsed. £10.—Hilkin, 367, Garratt Lane; Wandsworth.

Cedos.

KICKHAM for Cedos, sole agent for Bristol and
district.—Stokes Croft, Bris(;oL [3357

£55.-
[8904

E-
FOR Sale, Cedos motor cycle, absolutely new-

Box 4,671, c/o Tltc Molor Cycle.

Chatei-.Lea
4h.p, Chater-Lea 2-speed Combination, perfect every-

where, tax paid; £32/10.-45, Walm, Lane,
Cricklewood, [8130

CHATEE-LEA 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

new tyres, lamps, all-chain, perfect running order; .

£80.-54, B:dlater Ed., Acre Lane, Brixton. [8349

C'tHATEE-LEA New Model No. 10 Sidecar Combina-
.^ tion, 8h.p., 3-speed, the best value on the

market; £160. Have you seen it? Write for leaflet.—

Chater-Lea, Ltd., Banner St., London, E-.C.l. [3142

Chatcr-l-ea-Fafnif.

CHATEE-LEA-PAPNIE, 3y2h.p., Bosch, B.B., Mabon ,

gear, running, carrier, lamps; bargain; left as

debt.-40, Haivey Ed., Ilford. [8335

Chater-Lea -Jap.

lOl* Chater-Jap 41/ih.p.. splendid condition ; £30.
±if —14, Phcenix St., Euston, N.W.I. [8809

Chater-Lea-Peugeot.

f~<HATEE-PEUGBOT 5-6h.p., handsome machine
y^ £22/10.—Eobinson, 91, Grove Ed., London, N

[8591

:

Chater-Lea-Precislon. ^

8h p Chater-Lea-Precision Combination, hood, screen,

Tamps, tax paid; £65.-28, Queen'- "^ r^-i-*—

Clement.

Ed., balston,
[8542

c
Barn'abus, 'New'Whittingto'n, Chesterfield.

-ILEMENT-BAYARD 8h.p., 1913, 4-cyl., electric

lights, fine condition; £140.—Eev Johnson, St.

Clyno.

C"tLYNO 23/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch

J Kogerson, Newtown, Wigan.

-I t\n Clyno Combiuation, 3 speeds, kick start; £78.

ly -27, Ohipka 'St., Cnbitt Town. [8821

1 fM4 6h.p. Clyno Combination spare wheel, lamps,

ly tax paid; eaS.-Boss, 86, High Rd., Lee. [8620

as new; £46.

—

[X6271

£30.—Ciewdson, 16, Carlisle Ed., Epmford.

B36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Usue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOCGLAS 1920 S'jh.p.. 3-speecl. completely
equipped and in splendid condition: £78/10.—

The Laylon Garage. 90. High St., Oxioid. Thons

:

581. T..\. : Integrity. O.vloi-d. [9033

DOUGLAS Combination, late 1918, 4h.p.,
eiinipyed, overh.Tuled, spares, tax, insurance

ELI CI..\RK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares: try nre. I may "be useful

to von.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196.
Cheltenham Hd., Bristol. [0016

4h.p. Douglas 1920 Combination, electric lights,

screen, discs, leg guards, iiiiraerous spares: any
trial: £125: modern solo part e.vcTiange. - Sansom. 25.

Great Northern St.. Huntingdon. [X4890

fully

,
per-

fect; £110: part e.KChange small car,. Singer, Rover;
Surrey.-Cmter, 13, Suffolk St., S.W.I. [8348

DOUGL.\S 4h.p. Combination, 1918, enamelled
and plated as new, new 3in. tyres and tubes,

new mag., carburetter, etc., perfect condition, tax
paid: £90.-81, Water Lane, Brixton. [8693

4b. p. Dougl.^is Coni'iination, 1918, 3-speed, clutch,
kick start, linnid new sidecar, condition splendid

throuiihout; a bargain. £88, or otter.—Blackmore, 769,
Eoinford Ed., Manor Park, London, E. [8250

4h.l>. Douglas Combination, new condition; £95;
part payment deals considered.—Light Car and

Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton
{hall-min. from Brixton Skating Rink). [8982

4h.p. ^oiijlas Combination, special sidecar, Binks,
3 lamps, horn, speedometer, scieen, new tvre.^,

spares, splendid condition, not W.D., tax paid; 'bar-
gain, fSO.—15, Dorset Hd., Wimbledon. [8494

"IQ19 Douglas Combination, in first-class condition.Xtf 3 acetylene lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, Easting, small
mileage, tax paid, owner going abroad; £100.—Apply,
E. C. Bosanquet, 16. Ranelagh Rd., Winchester. [8771

DOUGL.\S 4h.p. Combination, itay, 1919, mechani-
cally sound, lamps, speedometer (new), Binks.

Cameo, discs, tyres, perfect condition, tax paid; £100
^Apply, Slirigley's Garage, Poynton, nr. Stockport.

1Q21 Douglas,^ 2J;'4h.p., 2.speed
[8778

delivered jMarch.

e.xhauT.t. tax paid, not ridden many times
buying stronger horse-power. — Palmer.
Hitchin.

£75; owner
Shillington.

(8219
IJLMEDIATB Delivery of any Douglas Model: cash

or deferred payments: book your order now and
avoid disai>pointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd
South Side. Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone Brix-
ton 2417. [0505

OK
'J,^''';

positively must sell; .luxurious late 1919
*f ^^ Douglas combination, absolutely faultless, new
Dunlop:- all round, very little use, engine Ko. 8185 tax
paid, ready lor immediate use.—22, BuUer Rd.. Thorn-
ton Heath. [8947
lQ2d Douglas Combination, 3-speed, elntib, KSl-y lamps, Kla.\-on, toots, hood, wind screen, tax paid
mileaee 1,100, guaranteed as new; £130, or nearest
ofler; after 6 p.m.-Heathfleld, Morden, Surrey, iieai
\> imldedorr. • [8549
OAh.p. Douglas, 1919, 2-speed, lamps, horn, foot-'V4 boards, undershield, mileage 3.000. condition
as ne\v. carefuly ridden, many new spares and extras
sp^re tyre tax paid; £72.-0. H. Tutt, 39, Catford
HIU, London. S.E.6. [8758
T)Or&L.\S Late 1919 Combination, 4h.p., not W.D.J-' Ferodo dry plate clutch, 3-speed, kick starter
3 lamps 2 generators, spare belt, Easting, Klaxonany tnaU £105. — Thone : Hop 4969. - Surline'

/^y boy, these covers-
arc ^ciuiiKc^Kot 'duds

B;!SIIISIIIBBIIIIIIIIIIIIIBSilES:a
"ifJJ These Special Clearance Lines are sent ^^
!^ CatriEge Paid on 7 days' approval againstml

^aa remittance. Tr^iie supplied. Write to-d.. bb^

fS 26

.Size. Mai<e.

Mycena? Hd., Blackheath. [8523
OSb.p Douglns, 2.srieed, 1914, £10 new parts, in-z^* eluding cylinders, piston, tyres, lamns, hornpump, undershield. hrst-class running order and annear-

^™^i,!"'^^°,° 5"',™,*° P'Tfliaser; £43.-Erazier, Biu-
[X5335ton Rd., Aslihy-de-la-Zonch.

T)OUC,LAS 1918 Combination. 4h.p., 3 speeds cbit<-h.L* model, kick starter, acetylene lightinrall ro ndcoachbnilt sidecar. Easting wind screen, fully enuimied'

£85; tri.-d.-29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., N W. I.

ALL 1921. Douglas Models, Zy^h.p.. 4h.p and^nlw
^:^J'y"'°'^^^:P:. "' *85, all'fufiy equhped; tradesupplied. Extended payments taken at one oie:afthdown, remainder in 12 equal monthly payment? exchanges arranged.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
;
St., London. ,Y«'
/Ih.p. uougias Combination, 1918, condition and!^ appearance guaranteed perfect throughout. 3

Douglas Combinatic

1
lamps, 2 generators, horn, speedometer, fegshields'.
undershield, apron, tools, tax paid: any trial- ;€90 —
l._angloids, 37, Broadway, Cricklewood, N'.W.2. 'Plione
iHamjiilead 3616. [8847

object.

-

Soutliport. Tel.:

XIT'.VXTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
\lZl l^l'^f r

'°°*°'
J^"^^" ™'^ combinatione, foriiminediate delivery Your present machine taken in

pajt excdiange: full market value allowed: distance no
" "' "'' S''1'^'"'I i'°'5 Co-. Ltd., 2, Bastbank St,

[0647
J^Ii.p. Douglas Combination, late 1919, not War De-
'7,,""'*??°' machine, Rnsting wind screen, under-
Bhield and leg guards, spe«lometer, luggage grid patentnet adapter, 2 new full size tyres, machine ii Cel-
jlent condition, only done small milejige- £126—Fowler
Linley Xurseries, Cliesswood Rd., Worthing. ' [8152

,^350

is

24 X Z Wood-Milne Special .

23 2 ! Wood-Milne Ex. Hy.
Wood-Milne Special .

Ounlop W.D. Heavy .

Palmer Cord

,]
I

Bates Special Heavy .

.

„ Beldam Extra Heavy
„ I Clincher deluxe Ex Hy
„ j

Wocd-Milne or Spen-
cer-Moulton Ex. Hy.

„ ' Beldam Heavy
,, Clincher de Luxe Hy.
„ Hutchinson T.T

„ j

Wood-Milne Special .

26 2;l Dunlop W.D. Heavy .

„ Palmer Cord Heavy .

.

„ ClincherdeLuxeExHy
„ . Beldam Ex. Heavy .

.

,. Kempshall Anti-skid .

„ ' Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. .

Wood-Milne Special .

I

Hutchinson T.T. R.S.

26 2'.
I Wood-Milne Comb. .

.

„
I

Wood-Milne Ex. Hy.

„ Hutchinson T.T. Rib.

j Rodace R. Non-skid .

.

Wood-Milne Ex. Hy.
Goodrich Safety Tread
Goodyear Rub. Stud.

to fit 28 X 3 rims .

.

Goodyear A.W. Tread
With Lap. E. Tube

Pennsylvania R. N.S. .

Goodrich Safety Tread
Wood-Milne Ex. Hy.
Goodrich Plain

65' Wcod-Milne Ex. Hy.

I

Hutchinson 3-rib. Hy
Bergoug ai 3-rib Hy.

80i Dunlop Steel-studded

, Goodric'i Safety Tread

26x3
28X2!
28;<25

28 y. 3

Our
Price.

29/6
37 ,6

29/6
39/6
39,6
37/6
37/6
37/6

33/6
32/6
30/-
30/-

29/6
42/6
39/6
39/-
37/6
37/6
37/-
32/6
31/6
57/6
44/-
32/6
30/-

52/6
32/6

34/-
75/-
80/-
45/-
40/-
35/-
30/-
48,6
38/6
35/-
56 -

.^O -

iio/-

66/5 g|]i
58/- ™5
76/6 mm J'

ii OUR AGENT =J
JiS IS THE S*^

^1 PILLAR-BOX |j
^nillllBIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISS^

The Name

ORDER THE

EliTIS
iifl7i--nTirmg

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, Bosch, Lucas set, Tan-Sad
saddle, just overliauled; £45; evenings,-14,

Englewood Hd., Clapham Common, [8459

NEW 1921 8h.p. Enfield Combination, £160: also

Enfield lightweights, £65; in stock.—Bounds
Garage, 223, High Bd., Kilburn, N.W. [8257

1017 6h.p. Enfield Combination, wind screen, hood,
X*/ speedometer, lamps, etc.; £95; trial.—Pinn'3

Garage, 12, High St.,' I'ulham, S.W.6. [8930

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date 0! the issue. B39
iViotor Cycles advertised by Drivate owners are. when desired, marked (PI.

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
Z64-266.Vaiixhall Bridge Rdi.

\ Victoria. S.W.I
Telephoner Victoria 6555 ^4 —

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"|Q21 41i:it. Douglas and Montgomery sidecar, notXtf done 1,000 miles, ijcrtect order and condition,
\e<ir'8 tax paid, complete equipment, lamps, horn,
wind screen, aluininium legshields, spare tyre and tuhe,
his been carefully driven, and is equal to new; 130
gns. : seen London or Surrey.—Box 5,198, c/o The Motor
Cucle. - [8520

DOUGLAS 1916 2'!ih.p:T- 2-speed. P. and H. lamp
set, Stewart horn, oversize Dunlop tyres, back

new. front almost. New Dunlop belt, copper exhaust,
plating and enamelling perfect, engine in beautiful
onditlon, machine well looked alter, tax paid; £50:
by appointment.—61, Highbury New Park, Highbury.
London. [9062

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918, 3 speeds, smart coach coni-
hination, clutch, kick starter, splendid onttit.

bulbous back sidecar, fully eauipped, 3 L^mps, new-
tyres. Tan-iSad, extra seat, wind screen, not war -worn
reconstruction, but genuine outfit, tax paid; trial any
time; bargain, £84.—Stepney Garage, 77, Salmons
Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepney. [8823

Edmund.
pring frame Edmund* agent, Fallow-

[6093
GOURLAT, the

field, Manchester.

TO 21 2^h.p. Edmund, spring frame, shop-soiled:
-LO' £90.—Ross, 86, High Kd., Lee. [8623

EDMUND 2^h.p. J.A.P.. 2-sBeed, clutch, spring
frame, lamps, speedometer, good condition; any

tiial; £42.-136, Ravensbury Ed., Earlsfleld, S.W. [8970

Emblem.
AMERICAN Emblem. 1917, 4-5h.p. twin, o.h.y..

countershaft clutch, kick start, Berling Schleber,
weight only 198 lb., licensed for sidecar, exceptionally
smart and fast, a real hogbus, £38, no offers; feather-
weight C.B. sidecar, suit above, £7.-152, Peckham
Park Rd., Peckham. S.E. [8772

EnGeld.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Hoval Enflelds. all models

in stock.-J. A. Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Ed. [0573

ENFIELD 2>4h.p., 1918, in splendid condition, tax
paid:

----- . -.. - . _ ..£45.- 2, Prospect St., Caversham, Reading.
[8322

6h.p. Enfield C.B. Combination, good tyres; bar-
gain, £57/10.-74, Brighton Rd., Surbiton.

[8743
ENFIELD Combination, new (200 miles), £40 extras

;

£160, or offer.-39, Tottenham Court Rd. Museum
4853. [8154

ENFIELD 1917 3h.p. Twin, fully equipped, nice
condition; £49.-120, Fairbridge Rd., Highgate,

N. [8785

ENFIELD 2i/,h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1921, in stock,
£65; kick starter £5 _extra.—Rivett, 236. High

Rd., Leytonstone. [5951

I?N.FIELD 6h.p. Combination, excellent running
-J order and condition; all on, £75.-23, St. James'

Place, Plumstead. [8171

1Q19 Enfield, 2Vill.p., 2-speed, splendid condition,
-Itf anv trial, lamps, horn; £35.-11, Elms Rd.,
Dulwich Village. [8233

-1 Q19 Enfield, M.A.G. 6h.p. Oombinntion, all on, per-

A-U feet, tax, insurance paid; £150.-17, Beck Kd.,

Hackney, E.8. [8444

6h.p. J3nfleld Combination, 1914, tax paid, fully

insured, all on, perfect machine; £82.-84. Green-
side Rd.. Croydon. (8539

£57/10.—Enfield twin 6h.p. combination, over-
hauled, good condition, good tyres.—Rose's

Garage, Uxbridge. [8707

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, Bosch, Amac, splendid con-

dition; £30, or offer.—Gardiner, 61, Ohipstoad

St., Parsons Green. [8492

1 Ol'' fib.p. J.A.P .-Enfield Combination, electric

XtF lights, tax and insurance paid; £90, no offers.

-7, Gibson Sq., N.l. [8916

ENFIELD 2',^h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, late 1920, com-
plete lamps, tools, condition perfect; £49.-644,

Fulham Ed., Fulham. ' [8515

ENFIELD 8h.p. Latest 1921 Combination, in stock:
£160: exchanges entertained.—Eagles and Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London. [8793

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1918. fully equipped, like new,
tax paid: 50 gns.—Francies, 56, Smart's Lane,

Loughton, Essex. After 6 p.m. [X5175

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-specd, K.S., excellent ap-
pearance and condition, complete, any trial

;

£55.-99, Kingsland Kd., Plaistow. [8753

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., overhauled, lamps,
horn, tools, Easting, andtax paid; trial; offers.

75, Love Lane, Tottenham, N.17. [8679
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II^NFIEID 1919 214h.p., 2-sperf,
-* dition, lionis, tooJs, and kiuips

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
. Enfield.

clutch, eocki con-

___. „ . low mileage: £45,
Bnttion, Albert Terrace, Fincllley. N.3. [8457

311. p. Enfield Twin and sidecar. 1915, in splendid
condition : £45, or nearest offer.—Apply by letter,

Saunders, 45, Falkland Ed., Kentish Town, N.W. [8157

1019 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in good condition,
J-*^ all accessories. Easting wind screen, tax paid;
£120.-Boands, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W. [8258

2-speed,

, _ , . , " -Write
Shepperd, Welney, Tubbenden Lane, Farnborougb, Kent.

[8477
Enfield Combinations, with or without

31i.p. Eniield, good condition, kick start,

lamps, born, footboards; must sell; £42.-

8h.p.

herd and Co,
31.

Enfield Highway. Tel.;

19^^
Waltliam Crotfi

[0341

J.A. P., lamps, iioi'n, spee^l-

oineter,' T^'incI screen, child's seat, iusnrance, mile-
HRe 700; price £158.-41. Cbevening Ed., .

London,
N.W.6. [900S

C-E. London Service Depot.—In stock 8h.p. Enfield
t^ combination, £ 1 60 ; tandem sidecar, £164; 2\

ENFIELD, 1921. Sli.p.

o

MOTOR FOR SALE.

LATE
'lynanw

CYCLES

1920 Eoyal Enfield Combiuotion

2-5troke,
Woolwich.

ijiNFIEIJD Combination. 6h.p.. 1913,
J overhauled, enamelled and plated

toolbox, lamps, spares; £92.—Wrig-ht,
W. Norwood, S.E.

94,

£65.—Cleare and Co., 125, High St.,

[5201

thoroughly-
new, grid.

High St.,

[8'582

Enfield Combination, 6h,p., electric ligbting,

oversize tvres, :tiiUy insured, recently overhauled,
3 spare tubes; best over £85.-327, Upper Richmond
Ed., Putney. (P) ^ [8S74

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Combination, new, £160, de-
livery from stock; excbanges or extended terms.

- _Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phorre: Avenue 5548. - [0071

1Q21 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-5peed, speedometer, lamps,
- 1? etc., licence and 10 months' insurance, cost

nver £80, not done 100 miles; best offer over £65.-50,
Forest Drive West, Leytonstone. [8650

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, 9h.p. Viclcers, electric

L*7 light, Tan-Sad, "screen, tax paid, insured £185,
perfect, mileage 150. owner buying car; what oflers?-
Box 5,193, c/o The Motor Cycle.

'

[8472

9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
* cm s

supplied on ou.

WAUCHOPE'S. -.

Royal Enfield models from stock, combinations
easiest
[4559

and lightweights, from £65;
of easy payment systems.

1 Ql? Enfield Combination, electric and acetylene
aI/ lamps, hood, screen, Tan-Sad, licensed, excellent

condition; 90 gn^.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,

South Kensington, S.W.7. -[7955

ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination. 700x80 tyres, Binks,
Cowey speedometer, all lamps, Stewart horn, etc.;

nearest offer to £125.—Williams, 9. Dyson Terrace,

Blanmerle Rd., New Eltham, S.E.9. [8688

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., all

lamps, wind screen, and speedometer, in grand con-

dition- £90, or any offer, or exchange foreA.B.C.~W.,
45,, Wedt Sq.. St. George's Rd.. S.E.ll. [8266

-| Q21 Enfield CombiDation. Bh.p., brand new, not un-
JLt/ wrapped, iust received from makers; owner un-

able to use; win accept £147/10 cash for quick sale;

cost £160.-Box 5,201, c/o Ths Motor Cycle, (D) [8902

ROYAL ENFIELD 1919 6h.p. Combination, hood,
screen, lamps, etc., just been re-enainelled and

overhauled; seen by appointment at Ealing; no reason-

able offer 'eiused.—Box 5,230, c/o The Motor Cucle.
[9139

INFIELD 1919 (Dc.) 6h.p. Combination, hood,
screen, eide screen. Tan-Sad, D.A. lighting set^E'

P.II. lamps, new tyres, new chain;

(Dec), as new; £140, or near offer.

Graham Av., Mitcham, Surrey.

5,800, tax paid
-9, Elmfield Av.,

[8081

ROYAL ENFIELD 1921 Combination, 8h.p., nearly

new, complete with Lucas Magdyno electric light-

ing, Lucas bulb horn, Enfield patent hood and screen,

(Jowey trip speedometer, spare tube, chain, etc.; price

£175, or near oiler.—Box 5,179. c/o The Motor Cycle.

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1916-17, Binks, Druid Marl;

11. forks, warm air, handle-bar clntcli, lamps, horn.

etc 110-120 m.p.g., condition excellent throughout;

62 BUS., or offer.-Graham, 5, The Grove, Didsbury,

Manchester. [8988

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, Lucas horn, Lucap
. ii head lamp and generator, sidecar lamp, rear lamp,

excellent appearance and condition ; £85.—Herbert Robin-

son, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995
T.A. : Bicycles. [7350

ENFIELDS.—The cheapest twin on the road. We
are North London agents, and can supply from

stock standard models £160, electric £182. cash, or

deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup-

plied—Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill, and atWoodside
Parade, N Finchley. [0380

E^'

TTTANTED^ purchasers

EVIXRUDE,
order.

Harrods uniqueSystem otDeferredPayments

Details Free. Prices quoted are ex wor^rs

£95
£107
£110
£111 6

£117 12

£126
£85

£105
£65

£85

£65
£140
£78 15

£100
£60
£68

NEWSOLOMACHINES
ALLDAYS ALLON. 2| h.p., 2-speed_

clutch and kick-starter .... £75
BEAUMONT, 2 J h.p., Blackbume

engine, all-chain , clutch cS: k.-s.

B.SJV., 4i h.p., model K.2, c. & k.-s.

B.S.A., 4j h.p., model H.2, c. & k.-s.

COULSONs 2| h.p,, clutch & k.-s..

.

COULSON, 2.1 h.p., 3-sp., c. & k.-s. .

.

COULSON, 4 h.p., 3-sp., c. & k.-s.

DOUGLAS, 2f h.p., 2-speed
DOUGLAS, 2 1 h.p., 3-speed, c. & k.-s.

ENFIELD, 2l h.p., 2-speed
FRANCIS-BARNETT, 25 h.p., 2-sp.,

clutch and kick-starter ....

HOBART, 23- h.p., 2-speed
HUMBER, 4* h.p., 3-speed, c. &k.-s.

INVICTA, 2j h.p., 2-speed, c. & k.-s.

INVICTA, 3* h.p., 3-speed, c. & k.-s.

LEVIS, 2i h.p., single-speed £60
LEVIS, 2I h.p., 2-speed

NEW IMPERIAL, 2| h.p., 2-speed.

.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2| h.p., 2-speed,
'

clutch and kick-starter .... £80 17

R0YALRUBY,2p.p.,2-sp.,c.&k.-s. £84

O.K., 2-J h.p., single-speed £50

O.K., 2i h.p., 2-speed, clutch & k.-s. £67

RADCd, 2i h.p. , single-speed £44
SPARKBROOK, 2 Jh.p., single-speed £64

SPARKBROOK. 2^^ h.p., 2-speed . . £70

SUN, 2i h.p., single-speed £49 17 6

SUN, 2-1- h.p., 2-speed, clutch & k.-s. £6610
TRIUMPH, 2j h.p., 2-speed £70
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., model H.,c.& k.-s. £115

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., model S.D., all-

chain, clutch and kick-starter £125

WOOLER, 2| h.p., twin, sports model £94 10

NEW COMBINATIONS
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2, No. 3 sc. £149

B.S.A., 4-i li p., Model H2, No. 3 sc. £152
COULSON, 4 h.p., spring frame £165

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., flat twin £170

ENFIELD, 8 h.p., standard model .

.

£160

HUMBER, 4i h.p., smart sidecar.

.

£176 3 6

INVICTA, 3J.h.p., Classic sidecar .

.

£120

INVICTA, 3* h.p.. Mills Fulford sidecar £125

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., model H . . .

.

£185

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., chain drive £168

QUADRANT, 4^ h.p.. chain drive .

.

£125

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H £165

TRIUMPH. 4 h.p. Model S/D .... £175

MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p £145

61i,p., ma^
. . — liiiliting, hood and screen, speedometer,

lectnc .lud Lucas liorn.^, several spare.3, tax paid, £7.
insiunnre piid, guaranteed perfect; if160.—99, Shrubs
land Ed.. Dalston, E.S. [8483

IfNFIELD 1920 eh.p. Combmation, Magdyno aad •

J Lcraijlete equipmelit. tax paid, exceptionally fine"
tjrder, and better in all respects than many 1921 .

outfits; particulars with pleasure; price £140.—Dr.
Johnson, Ashurst Hospital, Oxford. 1 [9026

Evinrude.
SV'h.p.. little used, guaranteed good

Sun Lane Work , Blacklieath, S.E. 3.
[saiq^ I

Excelsior
20 9h.p. Excelsior Combination, . 3-Bpeed, kick,
starter, lamps, spares; offers.—Nodder, Asbover.

[X527S
' 1Q20 2;<h.p. Exceldor-Villiers, 2.5peea, clutch, K.S., ,'

.j-'-t' new tyres; £46; licensed.—Shaw, P.lrk St., Wel-
iinston, Salop. [X522S.J-

EXCBLSIOR (British) 8h.p., chain drive, electtio -x
lamps, 2-seater sidecar, tax paid, excellent con-

ditio: : £86.-73, Raglan St.. Coventry. (D) i:X5258 «,

F.N. ^
; and Hendersons overhauled and repaired: discs,
and other reflnements fltfed.—Bath Tavern,

Mitcham.
^

[8822

F.JM. 1920 7h.p. Combination, hood, screen^ elec-

t

£73 10

F-:

trie lighting, Cowev, etc.

hill Rd., Catford.
£140.-172, Bro,wn-

[8417

^haft drive, 2-speed, clutcli, lamps,
tax paid, excellent condition ; £35.—Rc-e

llin.ster,
,
Sheemess. - [8.587

Combinations in Stock; reduced price, £188;'
call for a trial run.—Grimes and Co., 18, Bryton

Place, BoncT St., W. Mayfair 4792. [6071

F.N. 5h.p., about 1913, 4-cyl., spring shaft drve,
good tyres, tax paid, property of an engineer;

£18.—F. G. Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. [83 38

4-CYL. F.N., 5-6h.p., clutch model, e:ccellent cim- ^
dition and order, new tyres, tank, and spe.ro

J
part:-, fitted all on; £35, bargain.—Smith, 1, Pensoy.i
Rd., :\[arlborough, VrLUs. [8875

'

F.N. 2%h.p. lightweight, Z'A

kick starter, hand clutch, a
tudy in detail and supreme workmanship; £60.-^
Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [8963.

of any F.N. model; cash or:^;

book your order now and
avoid disapijoiutment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd^,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ;..Brix-

ton 2417. - [0500

P'.X. 2i/4h.p..

-*- hom,
ViUa,

J. c

WORLD-FAWED, the
&peed;, shaft drive,

TMMEDIATE Delivery
X deferred payments;

,1

SHEFFIELD Agent
£120.—Stacey. 12,

Hrancis-Barnett

GORDON R. CHOXFORD, main distributing agent
''!

lor Surrey for Francis-Barnett machines, all •

models, from £66 upwards; actually in stock; cash '

or deferred pavments ; tra-de enquiries esteemed,— .',

Gordon R. Crdxford. East Sheen Garage. S.W.14; i^

Tel.: 1142 Richmond. . [7753iffl

Harley-Davidsoa. , ";:

for Harley-Davidsons ; from '

Ecclesall H<i. [0577-.';]

"I
Q17 Harley Combination, 7-9h.p., perfect mer^hauii'^

-1-^ cally, all accessories; £130.—Curd, Ches.sfagtort,^
Surrey. [8393'3

I 021 New Plat Twin Harley, sporting sidecar^

^

Jl«/ £140; also 1920 model, £140.-Ross, 86, Higte'-'
Rd., Lee. [8626-

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, guaran-
teed as new; £135.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd.*'

Upper Holloway. [X6326

LATE Model Harley-Davidson Combination an3 i

spares; £85; sound order.—15, Mervan Rd.;,

Brixton, S.W.2. [8495

.4RLEY. late 1918, enamelled, plated, and over-'

hauled, like new; £95.—Broomfleld, 322. Whitff.
[8078

Model Harley, horn.

horse Rd., Croydon.

IQie 7-9h.p. Sports
-It' tax 1

Church St.,

ORAND
Kingston.

New 1921

lamps,
"rowHi

'

[8077

HARRODS LTD
116-1 18 Brompton Road London SWl

19^
Latent lists and other parlic-iilars free on reguesi

^ for any model of new 1921
Royal Enfield motor cycl&s and combinations for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel.: eOl-!-
• [0645

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o» the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)

Harley Flat Twin, list price
£16.»; sacrifice for best offer over £115.-Reynolds,

Waterbeach, Cambs. [8137

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" Combination, 7-9h.p., 1913
electric model, in perfect condition; £140.-62,

Church St., Chelsea, S.W. [8486.^

1 017 Harley Combination, re-enamelled and over.

XU hauled, absolutely as new; £130.—Freeman, 27i,

Templars Av., Golders Green. [8713|

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 4h.p., 1920. speedomete^
lamps, and special tool chest, new condition

.—14, Moscow Rd., Bayswatcr, W.

16 Harley Combination, electric equipment, jusl^

overhauled; £105; by appointment.-F. Flowers,;!

68, Boundaries Rd., Balham. [914(|i

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1918. fitted w
complete, fine machine, any examination; £11W

-Heighten, Elton. Peterborougil. [X44:^

flQffl!

[8SqS(

1

B40
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MOTOR SALE.CYCLES^ FOR
James.

JAME.S 2iil).r., 2-stroke, 2-5peed. 1920 new; £55.-

301, GoUtawk Ed., SLephcrd's Bush, \T.12

5-6h.p. .Tames, 191S, Lncas Magdyno lightins set, tax

paid: £85.-Dee, Sutton Benger, Chippenham.

JAilES 2iih.r., 2-speed, 1920, delivered March. 1921,

mileage 1,700; f61.-E., IS, Madeira Kd., btreat,-

ham. S.W.16. -
_

Lsssa

15 S'.ih.p. Twin 3.speed Jame5_and_acces50ries,

19igood condition; £55.
Kilbarn, N.W.

—Bound? 223, High Rd..

;
[8261

liaiS 3-speed J.imes, Watsonian folding sidecar (save

JLt/ storage), new tvres, belt, tax paid; trial; bar-

saiu, £50.-105, Hemingford Ed., Harnsbmy. [8504

JAHES Combination, 5-61l.p., late 1919, insurance
and tax paid, splendid running order; £110, or

near offer; genuine.-l'allett, 20, I'ickets St., Balham.
- 18363

JAMES 6h.p., 1919 e.xcellent condition, lamps,
liience. ride 50 miles purchaser; £82/10.—Parker,

do Culvedren Garage, Standen St., Tunbridge Wells.
[8454

JAMES 1920 'Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,

5-6h.p. twin, new condition throughout; £125; de-

ferred terms.—Midland Garage, 7. Broad St., Birming-
ham. . [8374

5-6h.p.. James, new 1920, 3-speed, lamps, horn,
speedoriister, tax, very fast, in lovely ccndit'On;

£95; exchange lower power and cash.—Fitt, ur. Pik3s.
102a, Church St., Chelsea. [S725

NEW Mc>del No. 9 5-6h.p. James Combination, mcclcl
de luxe sidecar; list price £190; slightly shop-

soile^l; reduced-to £150; easy payments only 4% extra.
—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

> [X5357
I^I-MEDIATE Deliyery of any James l\Iodel: cash o;

deferred payments : book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington. Motors, Ltd..
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 2417. [0503

.I.A.P

Qlj.p. Combination, J.A.P. engine, nearly new; £95.—
G. Piece, Stephen St.,

J.H.

W.l. [8110

BRAND
M.A.G.

7-9h.i'. M.A.G. Twin J.H. Combination, titled with
handsome coachbuilt sidecar; £65.—Wauchope's,

9^ .'^hoe Lane, Londofi. '9016

Kingsbttiy.

KIXGSB'CrEY 2-stroke. 2-speed. clutch, lamps, horn,
tax paid, all brand new; £52, or exchange.—24.

Geraldine Hd., Chiswick. [9019

I.ea-Francis.
New Shop-soiled Lea-Francis. S^Ah.p.
£90.-198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8956

L.\TE 1920 Lea-Francis, standard touring model;
£95.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.. Newmarket

[6796
LEA-FRANCIS 5-6h.p., M.A.G. model, not done 50

mil-s. cost £I50; accept £133; licensed and fuUv
guaranteed; letters only.—54, St. James St., Ashted.
Birmingham. [X6299
LEA-FRAXCIS 1920. — Two shop-soiled models,

as makers' specification, at bargain prices of
flOO each for cash cnlv.-Mebes. 156, Gt. Portland
St.. W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230. [8287

1 Q20 3V2h.p. Lea-Francis, J.A.P. twin engine, ei
J-U closed chain drive. Palmer tyres, footboard

,

mechanical condition as new; £80 cash: easy payments
only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [X5360
LE.A-FRANCIS (Aug., 1920) Slib.p. Twin, H. and

F. clutch, kick start, lamps, horn, tax paid.
excellen~l condition, £90: 1921 C.B. sidecar for above.
£10.—Orpington. Box 5,232, c/o The Molor Cycle.

19142
IEAFHANCIS 1916 3l...h.p., twin J.A.P. engine, 3

^ .speeds, light .sidecar, all accessories, tax paid,
good order: £65.—Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate
Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0069
LE.A-FRANCIS, 1921, latest S'/jh.p. 3-speed model,

twin M.A.G. engine, in stock, £125. Your
present machine can be taken as part payment.

—

Official agents, Elce and Co.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Caniomilo St.. E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0068

Levis.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models
£60.

"I
Q21 Levis, practically uuueed, licensed; £57/10 —

-•.«/ .Butler, Baldock.

slock:
[0554

LEVIS, 2-speed, in good order: £32.—New
Farm, Egremont, Cumberland.

[5933

House
[8057

£48/10.-Goad. 122,LEVIS, 1920. 2-speed. as new
-Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [8992

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery ot .-ill

models Levis.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.
fX38I9

LEVIS Popular, excellent condition, all on, tax
paid; £39.—Parkstone, Blorland Rd., Crovdnn.

[8532
1C417 Levis 2',2h.p., 2'Bpeed, clutch, equipped, exnel-
-L^ lent conditiou "-- - • — - - -

Kent.
£45.-9, Avenue Ed., Olpin^ton,

[8433

SIDECARS

The Harley-Davidson

Mode! de Luxe - £35-10-0
Complete with Apron.

No. 1 Touring Model - £26
Complete with Apron.

No. 2 Touring Model -

Complete with Apron

No. 1 Speedy Model •

Complete with Apron.

'^=^=\

No. 2 Speedy Model.
The Birdcatcher - £28-10-0

Complete with Apron.

Write for full Specifications to

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.
7, South Side, Cupham Common, S.W.4.

Wires:
'Phone: Brixton 2417.
" Bxirlington Motors, Clapham.''

MOTOR CYCLES
Levis.

2',L*.p..

FOR SALE.

LEVIS. 1919, 2l''ll.p.. excellent condition, perfect

Tunning order, lamps, horn; £40.-174, NeaD;
St., Camberv\-ell, S.E.5. [8420

LEVIS 2i4h.p.. excellent condition, Bosch, Best an.:

Lloyd, good tvies, lamps, horn, tax paid; £32.—
103, St. 'Albans Av., Chiswick. [8493

LEVIS,-Sole Walsall agents; special exchange ani

deferred payment terms: tmmediato delivery.

-

.Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall. L242:>

1 Q16 Levis, perfect order and condition, lamp, horn,

i»/ speedometer, new tyres, etc, tax paid; £35,

or nearest.—Berwyn, Marsh Rd., Pinner. [843U

LEVIS 2i4h.r., single speed, h;mps. horn, tax paid,

"uaranteed mechanic;aly somid; £38 cash, •
nearest.

-Paiticttlars, Finch, 8, Pierrepout St., Bath. (818,

LEVIS POPULAR, i9195i, guaratiteed perfect, new

condition, fully eauippsd, tax, lady ovyned; £40.

—Mrs. Brookes. Mill House, Salters Rd., King s Lynn^

IN Stock, 1921 Levis, £60. Good wine neeas n.,

bush Null sed.-Sole agents, The HeadinEley

Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd., 18, St. Michaels

Lane, Leeds. 'Phone : Headmgley 480. [0434

21 Levis, supplied on deferred payments at only

extra; all models in stock for ''^'AXeiiaU!

delivery 2ilh.p. Touring or Sports model, £60;

Model S 2"4h.p , 2-speed, handle-bar controlled clutch.

i68—Buy vour machine direct from the Levis specia.-

tst: Itie Premier Motor Co., Aston Bd., Binmgh.am^

T FVIS 19''1 master 2-stroke, 2Vih.p., countershaft.

L'^^ 2.'speecl Shiimey-Archer, l'?"d,.«l"*'='{,Vannew
Model de Luxe, extremely fast ™d relmble, brand new

3 weeks ago, and absolutely u"?"''*'^,'?^' ,°°'
f.'itres

miles, equipped horn and knee-grips, "" t""!' r"; '
"iace

tax paid^ owner bought_combination:Jost^£68^^acn^^^

19^

owner bought combination

£60^ first deposit cliwine secures. ----

White, Olde English Hotel, Matlock, Derbyshire.^

£'

[X5198

Lincoln.Elk.

i
-4i/4h.p_ Lincoln-Elk, 2-6peed countershaft kici

start, iicomplete.-31, Andover Place,
'=--"™Kilburn.

[8318

^ 1 h.p. Lrncoln_-Elk Cpmbinati_on.__2;speed,^
:^^*a^.;io.-£42/10.-

[8514good Dunlops, excellent order

Miller, 151, Kingston Ed., Teddington,

L.M.C.

T M r 3V.h p 1920. 3-6peed. clutch, kick starter

,T/^';.'„,H"?.-'' Specifications, shop-soiled only
:

a.

f £85 for cash only.—See below.

1920. 3-speed clutch kick starter.
bargain price

.M.C:, 4l4h.p,
L-'^^te^1l^gde;s™;Brs\deSir:-^ron,^Iamps^e^^
£97/10; exceptional bargain for ca=li only.

6h.p., 19
on Bl 6idecar, apron, screen,

Hen
speedometer.

as new, done under 200 niilefi; £125 lor

below.

L.M.C.

tiorh, -

,inly.—See below.

T MC. 6h,p.. 1920. 3 speeds. <:l«t'^'^-.,^i'^'' 'f"'"i
1 Jai makers' specifications, shop-soiled only, at

bVrgai" pH?e%f fifol for fash only: al,^ su^pen.ion

ranio model. £10 extra..-Mebes 156. Gt. Portmn

St., W.l. 'Phone ; Langham 2230. 1°'°^

31b D LMC, good condition; must sell
;

bargain,

2 -£28 or neSrest.-Full particulars, write Pre^-

15, Lea St., Kidderminster. ioi.3-»

.M.C. 1920 6h.p.^ Combination, brand new, but

Phone ; 581,
[9036

2
land.

L' s'lTght'ly'sliop-s'oiled; bargain price,

LTytoii Garages, 90,. High St., Oxford,

T.A. : Integrity, Oxford.

Martin.

M^AHTIN-M.A.G., 3V.'h.p. twin, special racing engine,

all h V machine, unused, special 3-3peed fleai

box carburetter fitted to customer's requirements, chain

drive throughout, complete set of new spares, camshaft,

connecting rods, piston, cylinder, valves, gudgeon pins,

etc machine guaranteed perfect, special B.T.H. mas-

neto, certain winner anywhere; price 1-05 gns.—KC. E.

Bnrogwanath, 40, Murray Mews. Murray St., eamden
Town, N.W.I. „ ^^ _,

[9131

Martinsyde.

MARTIKSYDE.—New 1921 Sh.p. Combination, in

stock; special reduced price.—Moss, Wem_.
LA.5303

MAHTIXST.DE Combination, in stoct; £145: order

now"—The MoTeton Garage, 2, Moreton Terraca

Mews. Pimlico. B.W. [6495

21 Martinsyde Ck)mbination, delivered last week;
must realise through nnloreseen circumstances,

£135- appointment.—17. Gordoudale Rd., Wimbledon
Park.' ES^S^

MARTINSYDE 1921 6h.p. Combination, new, '

stock, at the remarkable price of
^

19=

ih.p. - .

^,^ suu\-n. ^. kable price of £145, com
plete comfcination. The results on road and track

nr^ive these machines to be a first-class production.—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St^

E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0070

Matchless

TITATCHLESS.

DELIVERY Free lor 150 miles from London,

Don't forget, every outfit personally tested by

the (.Matchless onlyl expert. I am now bookinl

orders for the new sports model, ready shortly, tM
fastest and best combination on the road.—J. TassslL

la Bloomiield Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [5374

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the issua.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

jVTATCHLESS Combinations.

"1^3'ARVELLOUS Value.

AGENT, T. J. Ross. 86. Ilish Rd., Lee, S.E.
'Phone: Lee Green 744.

T^AVEL in Comfoit.

das.

/CERTAIN to Ple;i.^c.

HIGHEST Marks Awarded in any passenger
to T. J. Ross iu A.C.U. 6 days trial 1920.

T UXUEIOUS Itidins.

I^COiS'OillCAL in Petrol.

^KCOr^D to None in Price and Woikmanslnp.

SATISFACTION Ouaranteed. Price standard;
model, £185, wini 2-seater sidecar £191/10, witli

sporting sidecar £180. lidsy payments and exchan;rL"; '

arraayed. [8976
,

1 QI9 Victory Mcdel Miitcl:'-^-:, grand condition,
-tt? tax paid; £i20.-U^:;, lo. II.^h ltd., Lee.

[3631
MATCHLESS H. fill mod-!.. i.o:n £150.-Priur,

Southfieids. SAV.18. 'hli^.i-.e : Putney 1694.
[8806

6h.p,. MatOhle^s-Jap Coach ^ r.jiii'.iin.ition, eqniprod,
tax paid; .nny tiial; 39 giti.—KiiLQEdeu's, 8, Mav-

beil Av., Blackpool. [8342

M.A.G... 3-spOGd ct'iiiitert^linft corn-

all on, si'leudid cundiiiou, licensed

;

90 gns,—250. Archway Ed., N.6. [8827

1 Q21 i\Iatchles5 Magdyno Combination, brand new,
Aw' unused, unregistered, owner must sell; £188.—
41, Madrid Rd., Barnes, SAV. ^ [6786

8h.p. Matchless, overhead valve engine, in perfect con-
dition, exceptioually' fast; a genuine bargain, £50.

*1 Q 15 Matchless,
-M-*7 bination.

—Cliftcn, 34, Windsor Rd., Southport. [7344

MATCHLESS Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speGd, kirk-
start, Bh.p., overhauled, enamelled, tax paid, all

on: £60.-72, Wiitwell Ed., Plaistow. [8&63
' OHEFFIELD Agent for ilntchless. All models iu
tJ* stock; sporting models £180, standard models £185.
-A'. J. Stacey, 12, Eccletali Ed., Sheffield. [0574

MATCHLESS Combination, .spring frame, fully
equipped, spare i*'heel, unused, unregistered, a^, de-

livered; 150gns.—136, Lambeth Walk, S.E. [8304

1 Q21 Matchless, all models for iramedia,te delivefry,

-!-«-' exchanges and deferred payments if required,—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd , South Kensington.

[6784
MATCHLESS Model H, 1920, fully equipped, me-

chanically perfect, tax paid, £135; or 2-speed
lightweight part exchange.—Wainwrigbt, Millfields,

Wolverhampton. [X5344

MATCHLESS,- H-2, electric, hood,- screen, speedo-
meter, fully equipped, done 3,000, in perfect

condition; £170.—Manor Arms, JacJcson St., AVool-
v,ich, S.E.18. [8704

MATCHLESS Late 1914 Combination, Sli.p. M.A.G.,
complete with all accessories and spares, splen-

did condition; £110, or near.—Pierce, 3, Hillcrest Rd.,
Acton, W.3. [8346

MATCHLESS 8h.p. J.AJ>., grand engine, Pullford
sidecar, new coach. Gradua gear, K.3., fast,

smart lot, tax paid; £55—Tavlor, 637, Seven Sisters
Rd., Totienham. [8720

n t "TRbinafion, cost £185, very
1 oii'V : cash price, £170.—The

r.avton Garages, 90, Hi-h St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581.
T A. : Integi-ity, Oxioid. [9037

J.A.P., new
practicnllv new, acetylene lamp; any

trial; tn.^ paid; cJieap, £95.-^Alchin, 75, Croydon Rd.,
Cnterham Valley, Suirey. [8252

Matchless, Magdyno, hood, screen, leg-

speedouieter, Pilliun seat,
spares, splendid condilioii; £175.—Smith, 175, New
North Kd., IslingLon, N.l. [823

h.p. MatohleiS Victory Combination, excellent con-
dition, spare wheel, acetylene lighting; owner

going abroad; £100, or lightweight ^nd cash.-Carter,
in. Dale St., L/^aniington Spa. [6S94

MATCHLESS Combinations fcr immediate delivery,

ca?b or deferred payments, your present maclunc
in part.-Newnham Motor Co., 223, I!flnini;;r^v.iiih

Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith ^0. [o954

have

MATCHLESS
slightly so

MATCHLESS Combination, twin Sh.p.
gears, tyies

1 Q20 tiu.p.
J-t.' shieius. sidecar st«p.

8"^

I?.o.c.n.
dynamo, snjall mileag

-5 020 Mode

1920 iMaichless Combinati"
iiood, screen, luggage griil,

spare wheel, ta.K paid, barpHin.— 5, Heath St., Hamt)-
et*jd (near Hampstead Tube Station). [7333

j

I'
ATE '1920 Bh.p. Matchless Combination. Magdyno

-i lighflnp, epaie wheel, wind screen, sidecar step,
,

le^shieli]-, trip speedometer, all tools, etc., low mileage; iB

£155.—'136, Whitehor.^e Ed., Thornton Heath. S.E.
[8570

;

ndel ir. Matchless Combiniition. M.A.G.,
:nd. speedometer, and other a'cces-

s( riP". rr.st-L'lass condition, mileage 1.000; £170; owner;
li.>U£lit car.-Write Tiuch, Hembsy, Kingswuy, Geirard'slB
C'o.-,-3.

' [8350 „

DOUGLAS
LEVIS
B. S. A.

LITTLE MIDLAND
UNIT ONE

'Phone :

'Granis :

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

SALE.

M^

CASH or EASY PAYMENTS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

DOUGLAS SPARES

DOUGLAS SPARES

DOUGLAS SPARES
We arc the Largest Stockists

in the South of England
venquiries re spares should enclose stamped

addressed envelope).

TRADE SUPPLIED.

SeveralSecond-hand Bargains.

rE57"'.WO,V/.4L.

Redcar, 26-3-21

Occr Sirs.

Reference my Douglas Molar Cycle,

1:1 me here say how very delighted I

have been icilh ihis machine. I have

co:c~cd over 2.800 miles during the past

]lnornh. with NO trouble.

1 hanking you for your courtesy and

ciienHon at all times.

Yours faithfully, D.R.B.G.

OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS •

(Wholcsaie and Retail)

23, 24, Woodstock St.
(off Oxford Street)

New Bond Street
(Bond Street Tube Station)

Works : DUKE STREET, W.l.
Mayfair 6559.

' Ivbardilan, Wesdo, London."

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Sll.p. twin, Lucas
dynamo lighting, spare wlieel and screen, tax

paid to end of year, mileage under 4,000, perfect con-
dition tnroushont; £155.—Midland Garage, 7, Broad
St., Birmingtiam: deferred terms arrangofi. [814L

WANTED, purcnasers lor any model ot new 1921
Matchless motor cycle^ and combinations, for

tmmedi.Tte delivery. your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed ; distance no
object.—R, -Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2. Eastbaok St.,

Southport Tel.: 607 [0651

FOR Sale, Matchless combination, late 1&20, Model
H, M.A.G. engine, spare wheel, spring frame,

electric lighting, speedometer, hood, wind screen, mud-
shield, sidecar step, full set of tools and spares, has
been carefully driven, and is in excellent order; price
£195.—Apply. Tinkler and Co., King St., Penrith.

[7Q41
ATCHLESS.—'Phone : Greenwich 751. The sales

agent, Sam E. Clapham (Motors). Greenwich;^
immediate delivery of the -sports model, no waiting.

Any model can be supplied from stock or few hours.

Write, 'phone, or call on the Matchless asent.—Note
address, Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St..

Greenwich, S.E.IO. [8965

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practi-

cally designed Matchless combination: the Rolls-Royce
on three wheels; immediate delivery from - stock, for

cash, deterred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;
all spaiea in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,

N 10. and at Woodside Parade. North Finchley- 10381

MATCHLESS 2-speed Combination, in perfect con-

dition, recently overhauled, gear overhauled,
screen, spare tube, spare belt, new front tyre, new
sidecar tyre, tube, all tools, 3 lamps, 2 generators-,

mechanical horn, tax paid, only reason for sale money
urgently needed for domestic purposes;, nodealers, but
any expert trial or examination; price £85.—Davies^
rudham Lodge, Biggin Hill, Bromley, Kent. !!;712

MAXIM-DALM,
lirtely new-.

Dec, 1920, Sh.p. 2-stroke,
Amac carburetter, E.I.C.

Maxim
abso-
mag.,

Albion 2-speed, Hutchinson tyres, accessories, £52;
ditto, with clutch, kick start, £58/10.-224, Penton-
ville Rd., London, N.l. [4292

Metro.

METKO-IY-LBR 2l/.h.p., 2-speed, brand new; £50 to

ilear.—Saunders Garage, Parade, Golders Oreen.

METRO-TYLER 2')4h,p., perfect condition, must
sell; bargain; £30.—Fisher, 24, Tremadoc Rd..

Clapham, S.W.4. ' [8669

METEO-TTLEE, May, 1921, 2speed, clutch, and
tick starter, De Luxe sports sidecar, Lucas elec-

tric, hood, wind screen; a snip, £85.-Bailey, Ashley

Else, Walton-on-Thames. [8376

METRO-T'YLER, 1919, new 1920, 2VA.p., 2-speed,

lamps, horn, tools, tax, splendid older through

out; after 6.30.—Burrage, Cornwall Lodge
Rd., Sutton, Surrey. £55.

Cornwall
[8083

Minerva.

«>3.h.p. Minerva, new tyres, oycrliiiulci], unregiste^red.

'W* guaranteed; £20,

Balham. -

ih.p. Minerva, rebushed
~ a.tnellpd_ tax , , „- - .

Hammersmith,

Greenfield, 16, Temperley Rd..
,[8371

Sih.p. Minerva, rebushed, new mag., tyres,

2 enamelled, tax paid, go anywhere; £W; alter
(.80706.-8. St. Peter's Sq..

Mohawk.
SHOP-SOILED Mohawk Combination, SVjh.p. K.

engine, 3-speed, kick start, hand clutch; £130
2, 4, 6. Alexandra Rd,

K.D.

N.8

new or- second-hand

3iAh.p.

[8281

at lowestMOHAWK Cycle., ...... -
IJOSiible prices for cash or easy imyments.—

Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-8, Alexandra Rd., Horn-
[3698

Monopole.

<Tl3hp. Monopole-Villiers, almost equal to new, tax

/CZ paid brand new heavy Dunlops. lamps, horn;
c/in. ovcha.nee Omega or Diamond-Jap.—Kemp, -Ivew£40; exchange Omega or Diamond-Jap.-
York, Lincoln.

Moto-Reve.

MOTO-REVE Twin Lightweight, mag., good running

order, tax paid; £17.-Carlile, 10, Glenferrie

Rd., St, Albans, Herts. 18844

Neal

1 rt20 Neal-Dalm, 3h.p., counfershaft, Erampton-iorks,

A-U electric lighttuB, brand new condition ; any trml:

£45.—James, Stewart St., Nuneaton. (D) 1X5336

New Comet.

E\T COMET, 1921, Climax engine (inside flywheels,

finest 2-strok6 single uianutactured], 2-speed, T.T

bars Cox Atmoa, complete with lamps, horn, spare

belt' new chains, licence, long copper exhaust, almost

new' tyres, specially tuned for competition work; any

trial or examination with pleasure; £48. or arrangement^

—Mannox, Henlow, Beds.

N^

[X5197

[8408

19
New Hudson.

14 3-speed New Hudson, fine condition; £36.-

Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. l86„.

E44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the; date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
New Hudson.

NLT £52.—New Hudson C.15.

SALE.

ONLY £52.-New Hml--oii C.]!. (•ombmation, 41i.r.,

3..-peell. K.S., SBleiulid condition.—Jams, Vir-

torio Cie~ceiit, Wimlilecion. - [t'-89

IQll New Hudson. 31/41. p., 2-speed, e.icellent condi

i-U tion, complete willi accessoneo: bargain, tbu.

7. Norwood Hd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [9005

EW HUDSON 1920 2i/,h.p. 2-stroke. S-sp^ed. all

[8070
N ,__._.

Biter. 163, Keimington Cross, .S.E.ll.

6]i.p. New Huflson Combinntion, like new, legshields,

screen, elertrif lights, licensed, uikUt '1,000;

£145,_28, Mumbcrstone Rd.. Leicester. [8839

TQ19 (November) 6h.p. New Hudson Combination,
J-t/ full pQuipment, Easting. Binks, luggage grid,

]pg shieids suund, powerful; £125.—Bray, 19,. Hcnicnd,
Ledbury. L8763

NEW HUDSON 1913 SVjli.p., 3-speed. r-lntdi, tlior-

ouglily oveiL.nuled and je-en.'iuielled. eleetiii' liglit-

ing- £40; eveuiu^^s. except Siiturday, Snndiiy.— E;iSfrDtt.

17, Ueathfield Nnrtlh Twiokeuliam. [8315

NEW HUnSOX C.E. Couil'ination, 3!l.1ip- 3-speed.

rel'uslied and leuplK-lstered. jierfeft nier-Iiamcal

order, speeddiuetcr. horn, tax iiiii<J :
l-arsiaMi. £45.—

M

60, Lea Hall- Kd.. Cbimdi Kd., Leyton, E.IO f8265

NEW HUDSON 1914 3|'.h.p., Armstrong 3-speed.
clutch, lamps, tools, speedometer, .tax paid, ride

away, excellent condition; £50.-, or near offer; pri-

vately owned.—Seen Welch's Garage, Evering Rd.,
N.16. [9067

1 Q19 (htte) 4Uh.p. New Hudson Combination,. Gknia
J-*y sidecar, 3-speed, liand clutch, kick start, speed-

ometer, large lauip set. Lucns horn, legshields, tax paid,

almost new appearance; 77 gns.—15, Summerbill Ed..
Dai^ioid. [8516

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view
Popular. 50 gns.; de luxe, 65 gns.; Ace, 75 gns

Spares for 2i/th.p., 3M;h.p., and 6h.p. machines stocked
Catalogues and any information by 'return. — Nev\
Hudson Depot, 45. Gray's Inn Rd.. Holborn. W02

£4756

New Imperial.

JULIANS of Reading have New Imperial 2'vih.p.
3-speed model ..in stock. [0638

33.h.p. New Imperial. Aug., 1920, equipped, tax
4 paid; £50.—Coalbrookvale House^ Nant-y-glo.

[8244
"I Q16 Imperial-Jap 2-;4h.p., 2-speed, accessories, good
JLt/ condition; trial; offers.— 174, High St., Tooting.

[8509
LATE 1919 Z^h.X). New Imperial-Jap. well efniiiiTi(^d

tax paid.; £47.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-
ton. [8610

33.h.p. New Iraperial-Jap, 1920, free ergine, 2-speed,
4 spring frame; £65.—Heighten. Elton, Peter-

borough. [X4416
4h.p. New Imperial-Jap Coach Conibinntion, 3 --=peed

couutershiil't, grand order; 49 gns,—RanisdenV, 8,

Maybell Av., Blackpool. [834.'^

EW IMPERIAL 1917 2^',ih.p., 2-f^pecd, splendid
cnnditinn, complete; £45; exdiange higher power.

—13, Scoresby St., Blackfriars. S.E.I. [9107

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2"^:,b.p., 2-speed, 1916. new
tyres, lamp.n. horn, tax paid, good order; £48/10.

—Futcher, Clarence Ed., Fleet, Hants. [8556

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.. 1919, 2^!.',h.p., 2-speed,
all on, tax. perfect condition; £50.—Goad, 122.

Maida Vale. 'Phone; Hampstead 1353. [8995

1 QtS New Imperial, complete, lamps, horn, speed-
J-«/ ometer. etc., good condition; bargain, £40.~A.

N

. ometer, etc
riiillips, Anznc Villa, Chandlersford, Hantt [8864

1016 New Imperial, 2>'ih. p., 2-speed, lamps, horn.
X«/ tax paid, good condition, running order; £35:
seen evenings.—321, St. Margaret's Rd., E. Twicken-
ham. [8069

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2"j.ili.p.. 1920, in splendid
condition, clutch, kick starter, tax paid; £40.—

Apply, Ralph Lucas, 10, St. Gerranin's Place, Bhick-
heath, S.E.3. [8321

FOR Sale, practically new 1920 New Imperial with
sidecar, twin Jack engine, 8h.p., in fine condition;

£140, or near oMer.—Apply, Gater^ 1, ArgvH St..
Oxford Circus, W.l. [8274

NEW IMPERIAL Motor Cycles for dependability;
all models for immediate delivery; exchanges.—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [8953

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick
starter, clutch, specially built. W.D. type, not

been 200 miles, many spares, sound touring outfit

;

accept £100 to clear.—Poulton, 43. Crawford St. W.
' [8845
NEW IMPERIAL.—Immediate delivery from stock,

23.,b.p. T.T. model with 3-speed gear box, 70 gn?.

;

clutch and kick start model, 77 gas.; 8h.p. combina-
tion. 150 gns.—P. J. Evand, 81-91, John Bright St.,
Birmingham. , [8407

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial Model;
cash or deferred payments ; book your order now

and avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,
Ltd., South Side. Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ;

Brixton 2417. [0506

NEW 1921
MODELS.
ALLON, :3jh.p., 2-speed^ clutch, and

kick-starter £75

A.J.S., 2; h.p., s-speed £105

A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £215

A.J.S. 7 h.p. Comtiinatiou. with dvnanio
lighting , S2«

ARIEL, V. h.p., 3-speed £100
ARIEL 3', h.p. Combination £135

ARIEL, 4'. h.p., 3-5peed.. all-chain ... £110

ARIEL .('. h.p. Combination £150

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Conibiuation, chain-

cum-belt .• £150

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination, all-chain £165

B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, with
dynamo lighting £195 IS

B.S.A.', .(} h.p.. Model K £107

B.S.A., t] h.p., Model H. and No. 3 Sc. £152
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2J h.p. Black-

bnrnc. 2-speed. clutch, and kick-

starter £88
LEVIS, 2I h.p.. Popular Model £60
LEVIS, 2[ h.p.. 2-speed £88
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination .. £145
MATCHLESS .'^ h.p. Combiiation £185
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting £207 10

MATCHLESS .s h.p. familyCombination £191 10
MATCHLESS S h.p. family Combination,

with d\Tiamo lighting £214
METRO-TVLER, 2', h.p., 2-speed. sports

model £70

NEW IMPERIAL, 2.', h.p., Model i . . . . £73 10

NEW IMPERIAL, 2'. h p.. Model 2 . . . . £80 17

NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination . £168
RALEIGH 5-f. h.p. flat twin. 3-speed,

spring frame £147

RUDGE, 3
'. h.p.. Mniti £85

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2111.?., 2-speed .. £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2) h.p., 2-speed.

with kick-starter £70
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £160
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination.

with djaiamo liehting £182
SCOTT, 3? h.p.. solo model £130
SCOTT 35 h.p. Combination £170

SCOTT 3} h.p. Squirrel £130
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H, chain-cum-

belt £115

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D., .all-chain t125
TRIUMPH, 2[ h.p.. Junior Model £70
ZENITH GRADUA,"i h.p, sports model S115
ZENITH GRADUA, 8 h.p.. Model H . . £144

SECOND-HAND.
' Overhauled and Guaranteed.

BROUGH, 1020, 3 h.p.. 3-spccd, clutch and
kick-starter, ?wan sportin? Sidecar,

lamps, burn, speedometer, wind-
screen. Ta.\ paid £115

COULSON, IQ20, 2'1 h.p. lilackbuvne engine,

::-speed. Tax paid £60
DOUGLAS W.D. 4 h.p. Combination,

3-^poed, clutch, and kick-starter, as

nc^v £105
DOUGLAS, J^zi. 2-} h.p.. 3-5pced. clutch,

and kick-starter, dynamo lighting.

Klaxon horn, handle-bar watch. Tax
paid ' £98

DOUGLAS, 1916, 23 h.p., 2-speed, lamps,
horn. Tax paid £50

ENPIELD 1917 Sh.p. Combination, 2-sp.,

clutch, and starter. As new £120
METRO-TYLER, 1920, 2-- h.p.. 2-speed,

lamps, and horn £55
RADCO, 191.1, 2'- h-p., 2-speed, lamps,

horn. Tax paid £25
ROVER, lO-'J. ,1 ii-P' 3-speed, clutch, and

kick-star Ur. and Empress Monitor
Sidecar, electric lighting, speedometer,
horn. Tax paid £148

ZENITH, 1914. 8 h.p., Gradiia gear, sport-

ing model, all rod S60

CASH, EXCHANGE,
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

Eastern Garage Co.

,

OfScial repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A., & M.U.

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7

'Phone : 490 East Ham. *Grams : Egaraco, L'don.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SAI.K.

New Ryder.

NEW EYPEE de Luxe 23/ih.p., kick starter, 2-si.ee I

genr, list 75 ens., shehtly shop-soiled ; 60 ens

;

deferred terms arranged.—Midland Garase, 7,
f'°"''

St., Birminsham. I7ibj

Norton.

>BEMIER- Motor Co. for 1921 Norlons.

ANY Model Norton delivered to your address, car-

riage paid within 24 houra; easy payments only

4% exlra.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd "U-^

mingham. 1X4989

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-Norton olBcial agent; earl

j

deliveries. lObSb

16 Norton S'/oh.p., very fort, as new. all on, spare

belt; £75.-20, Bounty Ed., Basinsstoke. i819b

vrORTON Motor Oycles.-Cap .deliver anywhere;

IN early dates.-Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublm^^^

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediiite a«'!,^;«;y P* ;',''

models Norton.-Chapel A.sh Depot, Wolverhami^

ton.
^^^^^°

NORTON 1921 Modele.-Sole district JB™t5 Wessex

Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury

Phone : 72.
LtiOUb

NORTON.-Sole Wals.all agents; ^changes or de-

ferred payments.-Maudes' Motor Mart, Walsall

Garage, Walsall. ''^^''^

NORTONS 16II and Big Four, and BR.S specials

from stoci.-Frank Whitworth., Ltd., i3?. ^|"
.St., Birmingham. lX41bU

NORTON SV'h.p., T.T., Philipson, good order, cPg'ne

No. 151063; £60, or lower power and cash—4',

Hamilton Ed., Reading. l"""'"'

1 O20 4h.p. Norton and de luxe sidecar, lamps, horn,

XU screen, perfect condition; reasonable ?Hers

-

Carder, Corsham, Wilts. [X640U

NORTON, 1919, sy^h.p., 3-speed, Venus sidecar,

lamps, tools, original tyres, licensed, any trial,

£115.—Kenwood, Launceston. tooou

TT. Norton, 3','.h.p., 1921, run 5 miles only: £90.

tax raid.-ApFly. Ralph Lucas, 10, St. GeriMm s

Place. Blackheath, S.E.3. I"''"'-

LATEST Big Four Norton and Grindlay Sidecar, as

new, exchange older machine and cash, Indian

preferred.-1, Grosvenor Ed., Rugby. 1^.55^4

BIG Four Norton and Canoelet Sidecar, Eastins

wind screen, all lamps, 1916 model very good

condition; £75.-Lambert, Gilsland, Mill Ed., DeaL^^

NORTON Big\ Four Combination, 1921, scaicel.*

used, Mills-Fulford sidecar, lamps, specdomett-i

,

tools, ovc/size tyres, tax paid; £130.-17, Sussex Rd
New Maiden, Surrey. LbOJb

NORTON 1921 Combination, Big Four, dickey seat

on sidecar, fitted with every conceivable accessory,

exactly as new; £175; deferred terms can be arranged^

Midland Garage, 7, Broad St., Birmingham. [814-

Ti\21 Norton Big Four Combination, Norton sidecar.

J. if with large lockers, practically new, Cowey, I'.E.h

hiinn set, snares; any trial; tax nnd insurance paid

;

£155.-Ha.Tey's, '47. South Lambeth Ed., S.W.8 (near

Vduxhall Station].
1""^'

NORTON Big Four (August 1920) Combination,

Watsonian sidecar, brand new, fully equipped,

tools, etc.. complete electric lighting, 700x80, tax

paid; £140, or near offer; must sell or solo, £115.—

C.II.H., Court Hill, Chipstead, Surrey. [9123

B.R.S. Model Norton. 1916.—This machine is the

winner of many competitions, is one of the fastest

Nortons in England, and is in beautiful condition;

£75; particulars with pleasure.-The Layton Garages,

90, High St..- Oxford. 'Phone : 581. T.A. : Integrity

Oxford. .
I-™^"

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

Norton motor cycles and eoinbinotions. tor

immediate delivery. Your present iiiacliine taken in

part excliange; full market value allowed; distance no

fibieot —E. Baniber and Co.. Ltd., 2, Eiistbank St..

Southport. Tel.: 607.
' [0644

-I Q21 3V>h.p. 3-speed All-chain. Norton, Model 16H,
Xt/ large Lucas head lamp, Lucas tail lamp, and
horn Watford trip speedometer, and A.K. knee grips,

also spares, indistinguishable from new, and excep-

tionally fast; any trial; a snip, no offers, jei26; ex-

change 7-91i.p. Harley.—Particulars, D. Thomas, 9,

Mostyn Orescent, Llandudno. [8642

L MITCHELL, our representative, rode his private

. 1920 S'.Ali.p. Noiton in the Senior T.T. to prove

his confidence" in the macliine he sells. Rer,ult, first

Norton first private owner, and sixth place in the

ereiitcst rnc.- ever contested. If the effort deserves en-

lOiuaeement, vou can do no less than place that Norton

order with him and watch him in the next big event.

—Bulloughs Motors, Ltd., Waterloo St., Oldham. [2060

1(1121 Norton 16H. Model, new 21st Miiy, absolutely

XtJ uiLscriltehcd. and in perfect condition, ivon fastest

time of day. against 70 Lines ill Oxl'iiHl ;ind IJ.aii-

bury Hill-clinib. 1st in 650 c.c. class, Oxford City

and 'Varsity Hill-climb, and 4 other firsts; has won
first place every time entered; Lucas King of Road
lamps. Klaxon, 'licensed, and fully insured; £130, or

best offer; owner going abroad immediately.— -V. D
Cruirksliank, Wheatley, Oxon. [8963

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, -.vUen desired, ci.Trlted (l'»

B45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U.

£20.—N.S.TJ. 3h.p., splendid condition; take piisla

cycle part.-57, Kenbiuy St., Oiimljenvcll, Loi'<i°"-

^Br-satii^ctmi,

"I^.S.U. 1914 Twin Combination,

_

-1^ overhaulecl.

NOT a Printer's Eiroi.
£8/19/9. N.S.U. '

cycle part. .., „. ,
^^^^^

all on, thoroughlif

excellent sidecar, tax paid; £52/10.-
Yates, 144, (JhurcU St., Kensington, W.8. [8279

Price risbt. First coiner Jor

2'!ih.p. twin lightweiglit, me-
cbanical ynlves, Binks, Boscli, Lyeetts fi.ifldle, Hatclim-

son shod, carrier and stand. Don'1; liesitate.—Butler,

Littleover Worlis, Derby. [X5174

N.U.T.

N.U.T.-J.A.P. 4-5I1.P. Twin, C.B. sidecar, new body,
|

3-speed, K.S., excellent condition: 54 gns.,

offer—48. Wellington Buildings, Bow, E.3. [8385
|

N.U.T 1920 SV'hP-, dynamo lighting. ta.x paid,

distinguislable from new: £120.—Parker's, Brad-

Ehawgate. Bolton: also 245, Deansgate, Manchester,
[X5262

N.U T.—Sole agents for nine counties; special ex-

change 01' deferred payment terms ;
immediate

delirery all models; trade supplied.—Maudes' Hiotor

Mart, London, Exeter, and Walsall. [2422
|

N.U.T. 3Hh-P-. 1920, with Magdyno and fully

equipped, licensed and insured, condition almost

as new. and a bargain at £110.—The Layton Garages.

90, High St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. T.A. : Integrity,

Osford. [9039

3ill.S. 1921 Model P. N.U.T., engine No. 9/613,
|

2 frame P451, Magdyno, set of lamps and horn,

Cowey trip speedometer. Palmer tyres unpiinctiued.

mileage 2,714, delivered Dec, 20th, original bill £159
[

shown, gold medal winner London-Land's End, special

mention for ascent of Porlock (sec " Motor Cycling
'

report], insurance included; would ride Newcastle, Edin-

burgh, or Carlisle to bona-fide purchaser; price £115.—
Ealph Leather, Belford, Noithumberlaod. (D) [8500

]

O.K.

FOUE Machines, O.K.'s, brand new (not -unpacked!
;

I

£40 each.-Wilks, atoekton, Uugby. [8842
|

O.K. 2yih.p., 2.«peed, 4-stroke, good tyres, licensed;

£23.-3. Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X5226
[

O.K. 2Vjb.p., 4-Btroke, M.A.G., 2-speed; £25, tax paid.

—Langtou, 53, Greenvale Rd., Eltharn, S.E.9.
[8553

O.K.-.J,A.P., Z?4h.p., 2
licensed, spares; £40.

E.ll.

speeds, new . condition,
]

-3, Eve Bd., Leytonstone,
[3425

.K.-VILLIERS, 1920, 2-speed, mileage 600,o
Tilehnrst.

taxed.
isdale.

[8942
1

LATE 1920 O.K. 2-stroke, lamps. Klaxon, . etc.

;

£37/10, or near.—AUston, Bergholt. High St.,

Harpenden, Herts. [8711

OSh.p. O.K., late model 4-stroke, 2-speed. all lamps
^4. and horn, tax paid, perfect; £32/10.-4.
Station Buildings, Wood-side, S.E.25. [9047

O.K. 21/Sh.p., 2-speed countershaft gear, good condi-

tion and appearance; £30: deposit system.—Snow.
Laurel St., Queen's Bd., Dalston, E.8. [9082

APPROVAL.-O.K.-Villiers, new 1921, 2-speed. full

equipment, licensed; this machine starts easily,

is very reliable, and runs particularly smoothly, suit ,

either sex; guaranteed mechanically and externally

faultless; £49.—S.V., 199, Unthank Rd., Norwich.
1

[7624
I

Omega.
/JMEG. 2-stroke, 2 speeds,Just overhauled; £29.-

WaryicK. Hinckley Rd. Leicester.

M.

[X5252

P
P
P
P
P

P. and
and M. Combination, all on, now in use :

£65.-2,
Canonbury Grove, N.l. (8357

and M., SVah.p., 2 speeds, K.S., replated ; £54, or

ofler.-20, CUaicnce Rd., Tottenham, N.15. [3352

and M., 1919, overhauled, le-enamelled. sidecar,

tax;; £35.-4, Waldegrave Gardens, Twickenham.
[8828

and M., 1918; £70; any trial; must be sold.—

Green, 60, Dewsburv Rd., Dollis Hill, Willesdcn.
[3175

and M., 1918, just renovated, stoved, plated, new
tyies, all on; £50.-106, North End Ed., W.14.

[8312

CTRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models P. and M.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-

hampton. [S3821

P.
and M., as new, K.S.. 2 speeds, perfect running;

£42.-35, St. Clement's Mansions, Lillie Rd.,

Fuiham. [8801

P.
and M., 1917, overhauled, perfect, lamps, horn,

complete; £50.-38. Sherrik Ed., West Hamp-
stead. N.W.6. [8590

P.
and M. Combination; expert examination invited

i£75.—&peechley, 86, Churcbfield Rd., Acton.
London, W.3. [8656

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, lamps, 23x3 tyres,

spares, licensed, any trial; £65.—3. Eldon Park,
South Norwood. [8429

P. and M., 1918, reconditioned, equal to new,
splendid sidecar; £72/10.—Yates, 144, Church St

Kensington^, W.8. [8273

EXCHANGES QUOTED

1S21 NEW LIGHT CARS.
STANDARD/rr.eh.p, .(-seator .. £610

STANDARD, lr.6 h.p., 2-iieater £575 C

AIREDALE, ir.Qh.p., 4-seater £475
AIREDALE, ir.9 h.p., chassis £400
LAGONDA, rr.9 h.p., coupe £420
CALTHORPE, 2-seater. Reduced price £420

CALTHORPE, 4-scatcr. Reduced price £450

1921 NEW MOTOR CYCLES.
COVENTRY PREMIER ^-wheeler £250

ROYAL ENFIELD ,S h.p. Combination £160
EDIHUND-BLACKBURNE, spring frame £98 6

ROYAL RUBY, 2.J h.p., 2-speed, sports 80 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar. . 160 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2! h.p., 3-speed 70 gns.

SCOTT Combination £170
SCOTT, new Sc|uirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and .Sidcc:ir. . £156
B.S.A. twin Combination £175

B.S.A. -iM'.P- all-chain Combination. . £152 10
SUNBEAM, 3I. h.p., new type, sporting £152 5

SUNBEAM, 3I h.p., touring £165 8
NORTON Big Four, 3-spced, and Sidecar £165
NORTON, 3.', h.p., single-speed £98
°DOUGLAS; 2? h.p., 2-speed £85
DOUGLAS, 2; h.p., 3-speed. clutch . .. £105

"DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170

Deferred Payments quoted.

'^Incjuding Lamps, generator, horn, licence-

holder.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

NORTON Big Four. 3-spced £115

P. & S., 2 speed, 25 h.p., clutch £55

EDMUND, A h.p,. 1920, 300 miles ... S69 10

ALLDAYS ALLON, 1911^. 2I h.p.. 2 sp. £47 10

BROUGH, roiS, j-sot-^d countershaft. 259 10

DOUGLAS, t'gig.cii h.p., 2-sp., tax paid £65

CLYNO, 1920, 2.speed, lightwcisht ... £55

ARIEL, 1920. 3.'. h.p., 3-specd c/shaft. £84 10

VINDEC, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed. F.E £42 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
SUNBEAM Sh.p. M.A.G.Xombiniition £145

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p. Combin.a-

tion, only done 100 miles, tax paid £140

MORGAN, 8'h.p., sporting, tax paid. . £115

MORGAN, 1915. sportuig £130

ARIEL 3'. h.p. 1920 3-5p. Combination £99 10

HENDERSON roh.p. -l-cyl. Combina-
tion, verv smart condition £195

HARLEY ig2o-Combiiiation. electric. . £175

HARLEY, rgifi. and S'c.nj, very sm.art £105

INDIAN 3-spced twin Combination . . . £79 10

READING-STANDARD 3-speed Com.. £100

BRADBURY, 3.', h.p,, s-speed, .Sidecar £59 10

TRIUMPH 3-specd 4 h.p. coach Com.. £75

ALECTO 1920 coach Combination . . . £82 10

REX 1914 5 h.p. Combination £72 10
ZENITH-GRADUA. 6 h.p., and Sidecar £57 10

ENFIELD iqr.'i-rS Combination £105

CHATEB-LEA S h.p. 3-sp. Combination - £85

NORTON Big Four, rievv Sidecar £135

SCOTT 1920 Combuiation, very special £135

Deferred Payments taken.

Cash offers considered for Second-hand Mo:^els.

SUNDRIES.

1920 Amac Automatic Carbmetter.

.

£1 17 6

1920 Shop-soiled Cap.ac, rj £2 12 6

New Electric Head Lights, ejin. dia.,

black nickel finish . usual price

£3 rr 6 •• £2 19 6-

New Army Knapsacks, 13IX Ilia..

.

5 6

New Miller's Lamp Set £2 4

New " Perfection " Sidecar Body .

.

£6 15

New " Perfection " Coach Sidecar,

shop-soiled only, for Trimnph .

.

£19 10

Second-hand Douglas Magiieto £117 6

Second-hand Amac Carburetter ...

.

-' 15

Second-hand B. & B. Carburetter .

.

£1 5

Coach Sidecar, for Triumph ... £14 15

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
P. and M.

J
019 P. and M., 2-speed, kick starter, perfect order,
..Ke hew, must be sold; any offers; seen 6-8 p.m.

—

61, High St., W.C. [3765

and M. Solo, rebuilt, as new, splendid machine;
50 gns.—Cooper and Chalk, 84, Holland Paik

Av., W.ll. Park 5108. [8426

5 new.., mileage 2,000, fully

unpunctured; £105.—Bradley,
London. [8578

P.
and M., 1920, a

equipped. Easting,
Furnishers, jZdmonton,

mips, speedom'eter,
horn, in perfect conditimi; 100 gns.-Fry, 39,— --

rSS72

M. Combination, like^ new,
tamps, horn, speedometer,

9, York Place, Newport, Mon. [8892

P.
and i\l. Combination, K.S., 2 speeds, lamps, smart
appearance, perfect running, licensed; £50.-—

Vlfarwiok, Hinckley Rd., Leicester. [X6250

1020 P. and M. Combination,
XX) \

' '

Walliscote Rd,, We..ton-super-Mare.

P.
and M. 1919 (late), not W.D., lamps, horn, tools,

spares, tax pjiid, splendid condition; £65.—6,

i^sylum Villas, Daren*h, Daitfoid. [8174

' "I Q20 (Nov.) P. and
I

-l-*7 aluminium discs,
I tax paid; £110.-

IQ21 P. and M. with 1920 Sidecar, cost with acces-
I-«7 series £165 a week ago; no reasonable offer

refused; registered.—Box 5,178, e/o The Motor Cycle.
' 18293

and M. Comijinatiou, 2-speed. clutch, excellent

going condition, must sell, owner going abroad;

I
beat over £32.-302, Ixindon Rd., Thornton Heath.

(8761

P.
and M., 1918, 2-speed, clutch, just overhauled,
re-enamelled, and plated; £55; lightweight parti

[exchange.—56, Coniugton Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13.

and M. 3i:.h.p.. 2-speed. ftne condition, overhauled

and re-enamelled, plating as new, tax paid, £35;
sidecar, MiUord chassis, £6.—M., 40, Pier Rd., Erith.

P^ and II. Combination, 1917. new tyres, electric

lariips, re-euamellt'd and upholstered lilw new;

1
£55 for uuick sale; no ofler.-E.A., 66, Church Bd

I

Acton. l°3°5

118 P. and M. Combin.ation, perfect condition, gas
' head, electric eideear and rear lamps, Cowey

I
-speedometer, new tyres, tax paid; £80.-54, CoUeBo

1
Rd., Isleworth. . . [8=56

1 Q\20 P. and M. Coinbillatiou, condition and appear-

fJLt/ anee as new. little used, speedometer; best offer

around £104; would separate, £90 and £14.-0.0., 291.

I'Iffley Ed.. Oxford. , [8436

kl9 P. and iVf. Combination, in good condition,
' Mills-Fullord sidecar, complete new chassis,

Oamac- wind screen, electric and acetylene lights; £65,
sell separately.—Rowland, Temple MoUnt, Belve-

I
dere. '

,
l^°^°

120 P. and M. Combination, excellent condition,

fully eciuipped, Lucas electric lighting, horn.

P-

accumulator, "spare'tyre, tools, etc., licence paid; £130,

or nearest olfer; a bargain.-'Apply. North Innchley

Motors and iMetals, Ltd. Finchley 611. [5S280 ,

19^
Paragon.

k20 3h.ii. Paragon, 2-6troke, 2-speed, spring frame,

f recently overhauled, in flrct-class condition; tax

I

paid, all on ;
£45.-0. 13. M. Smith, Drill Hall, Bnnn-

I
tree. 1°^°^

Peugeot.

31h p. Peugeot Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed, BcscK
2 Amac, Lucas lamps, etc., good tyres,_ excehont

22, Warwick Gardens, Har-
,[8550

1 condition, tax paid; £38.-

I

ringay, N.4.

Precision.

4ih.p. Precision, clutch, Bosch mag.. 2-speed, P.S.,

4, Klaxon, lamps, tip-top condition and appear-

lance. genuine; £45, or near.—The Haven, buthciland

I
Rd., Croydon. - -

-O""

'

PRECISION 1914 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,

3-speed aud clutch, lamps, wind screen etc.,

splendid condition and appearance ;_bargain,_£40_,

I oBer.—Kirkham. 26, Albert Rd.. Hendon, N.W.4.
" [3853

Premier.

31h p TT Premier, overhauled, will do 50; £55.— .

2 Win'debank, 40, Green Park, Bath. _ [8455

PREMIER 4h.p., countershaft, recently overhauled,

enamel and plating good; £39.-Warwick, Hinck-

ley Rd., Leicester. [Ab^bl

2"!4h p 2-speed countershaft model Premier,

nteed flrst-class condition.—37, Vicarage

I

St., North Shields. [8100

PEBMIEE Combination, 7-91.p., fnlly equipped ;
any

trial- 90 gns.; take lower power part-57, Keutary

j
St., Cambenvell, London. [855B

Plhp Premier, 3-speed, countershaft, and sidecar,
'" ' horn, etc.; bargain. £65.—Pinns Garage,

Fufham, S.W.6. [8931
12, High St.,

BARGAIN.-1912 Premier 3Mh.p.. single-speecl, new
cylinder, rebushed, splendid condition through-

out; £23.-51, High St., Chatteris. [8928

41hp. Premier. 1916, 3-speed countershaft, K.S., all

4 on, new tyres, perfect condition, Jax ^id. taka

sidecar;
N.

£63.-H.E.H., 44. Junction Rd., Highgate,
[8944

B46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number „t '.?i« end of each advertisement.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (f).

and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PBEMIRE 2'/il).p., S-apeed lub and clutch, for 6]i.l>

Brr-cli, B. and B., lamps new, overhauled,
mny; £30.-1, Crhiistchurch Ed., lU'oid.

rid«
[8495

1Q14 Premier SV.h.p. Combination, 2-speea clutrli,

-l-t^ lamps, genem'toT, horn, completely overhauled,
tank re.ennraelled milkers' rolcurs; best offer secures.—
Campbell, 29, Palmerston Ed., Acton, W.l. [8358

1 Q16 111.p. Premier Combination, oonntersbaft gears,
J-" kick start, wateiproof Bosch, B. and B., tax
paid, lamp.?, good order, recently overhauled; sell £50t
eschanse lightweight and cash.—J. Ogdeu, 11, .Tlmmas
St., King's Lynn. [8104

Quadrant,

"I O20 Quadrant Combination, nice order,LV Ross, 86, High Ed. Lee, S.E.

£85.—
(3622

QUADRANTS.—A selection of second-hand models
in stock.—OlifJord Wilson MIg. Co., 177, West-

minster Bridge Ed., S.E.I. [7951

4ill. p. Quadrant Combination, B.S.A. 3-speed.
2 countershaft, all accessories; trial; £70.—Finn's

Garage, 12, High St., Fulham, S.W.6. [8932

QUADRANT Combination, 1914, 4V,h.p., 3-speed,

cinoelet C.B sidecar, fully equipped, top-hole
'condition; trial; £55.—Richards, 5, Church Lane,
Lichfield. [8144

QUADRANT Sole Agents and Wholesale Distributers.
London, Southern, and Eiic^tern Counties. All

spares stocked. Olficial repairers. —Clifford Wilson
Mfg. Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Tel.:

Hojl. 210. , [5703

Raleigh.
•pREMIER Motor Co. lor 1921 Raleighs.

EASY Payments only 4% extra. -We can deliver
to your address within 24 hours the new Raleigh

5-6h.p. flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; solo, 140
gns. ; sidecar, 176 gns. ; spare wheel and tyre. 6 gns.--
Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Ed., Birmingham. [X4990

NEW 1921 5-6h.p. Raleigh; immediate delivery from
.stock; 140 gns.—Gray's Garage, Watford. [8926

1 Q21 Raleigh, 5-6h.p., flat twin solo, 140 gns.; com-XU liination, 176 gns.—Howard, 72, Cluiss Side, En-
field. [8360

RALEIGH Motor Cycles.—Demonstration machine
available for you to try; immediate delivery; cash

or deferred payments, your present machine in part
payment.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd.. W.6. 'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [8961

WE can give delivery of this famous make of
machine from stock; there is no better quality

or finish possible; a perfect machine in every point
and detail; Raleigh 5-6b.p. flat twin solo, 140 gns.;
combination. 176 gns.—G. and J. Dawson, 60 and
62, Regent St., Cambridge. [0600

Reading-Standard.

IQ 16 Reading Standard Combination;
J-if 36, High Rd., Lee, S.E.

Rex.

£90.—Ross,
[8627

T>EX 3l,4h.p., C.A.V., slight adjustmen
LX, Marsden, 43, Deynsford Rd., Camberwe

EEX
clut(

ent; flO.—
ivell. [8302

1912 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, hand
ntch, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter, just

done up; £47, or n&r offer.—Henderson, 41, Winston
Rd.. Stoke Newington, N.16, [8803
"VTEW 8h.p. Eex-Blackburne Combination, detachable
^J wheels, spare wheel, makers list price £218;
nrTered at £175; easy payments nnlv 4% extra —The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [X5361
TDEX 6h.p. Twin, 2 speed.?, free engine, handle start-
J-i; ing', Bosch mag., low, fast. Amac cnrburetter,
bulbous back coachlmilt sidecar, economical, guaranteed
perfect, simple lamps, tools; trial any time- bargain
S^/-':;?*'^'""^''

Garage, 77, Salmons Lane, Cbmmercini
Ed., Stepney, London. [8824

Roc.
£16.—Roc 31,'l.h.p., mag., Druid.s, good tyres, fastcy powerful, nde away.—Bedford Laundry. Whet-
stone. (-8775

"pOC, 3i,4h.p., Bosch, B. and B., new Dunlop andAl/ belt, good order throughout; £24.-Whitbourn,
Vicarage Ed., Chobham, Surrey. [3295

^ Rover.
1020 Eover T.'T. Si/jh.p., single-speed; £e5.-A. .7.J-" Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [6793
31h.p. T.T. Rover, excellent condition, very fast

—

.i Ashfield, Church Rd., Whitchurch, Qlam.. [8334
/'h.p Rover 2-seater £55 ; Argyll lorry, £60; near
«-» offer.—Pemsel and Wilson, Boxmoor, Herts. [9126
TQ14 Eover 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination, ready

,

J-y tor hard work; £45.-41, Regent St.. Wellington,
Salop. [X.6223
T ATE 1919 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, beautifully
J-i equipped, tax paid; £90.-24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensington. [8609

Si''-'-,-^'^- Eover, tax paid, fast and reliable; first^i 19 gns. gets it.—Ramsden'e, 8, MaybeU Av
Blackpool [gjj-^

BARBERS
FOR

BARGAINS
AND

EXCHANGES.
FULL MARKET VALUE ALLOWED
for your present maciiine in good condition

NEW 1921 MODELS.
7 9h.p, HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Combination £225

4 h.p. HARLEY - DAVIDSON,
complete - --.... £150

5 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £160
2-J h.p. ENFIELD, k.s., 2-speed £70
31 h.p. AEIEL Combination - £135
6-7 h.p. ARIEL Combination - £150
3.V h.p. NORTON, 16-H Model- £132
4 h.p. NORTON £135
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H. - £115
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, chain drive - £135
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb.- - £185
3-h h.p. N.U.T., dyna. lighting • £152 10
3J h.p. SUNBEAM, Standard - £155 8
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, all on - - £85
4 h.p. COULSON, spring frame £126
2| h.p. COUlSON.springframe £100 16

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1921 Big 4 NORTON, e.xcellent

condition, small mileage - - £109
1920 SCOTT Comb., lamps,

speedometer, etc., etc. - - £115 o
1920 6-8 h.p. L.M.C. Combina-

tion, all on £100
1920 2J h.p. METRO- TYLER,

S-type ------ £68
1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, Grind-

lay Sidecar, hood and screen,
excellent condition - - - . £105 o

1915 7 9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVID-
SON Combination, excellent
running order £ioo

Special 8 h.p. MATCHLESS-
J.A.P., overhead valves, ex-
tremely fast ----. . £50

SPECIAL.
~

1920 (late) 10 h.p. MORGAN
de Luxe, M.A.G. engine, elec-

tric ligliting. speedometer,
liood and screen, etc., licence
paid £198

WRITE NOW.
"HE WHO HESITATESa !"

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

R. BAMBER & CO., LTD.,
2, Eastbank Street, Southport.

Telephone 607

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
Rover

1Q14 Rover, lamps, etc., in excellent order; £30.—
LiJ Smith, 3, The Parade, Staines Rd., Btdlont.
Middlesex. [8091

3'^b.p., 3-FOE Sale, 1916 Eover
speed, clutch model.

motor cycle,
perfect condition.—Brook

Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset. [8705

5 h.p. Rover Combination, twin J.A.P., 3-speed,
electric lighting, wind screen, luggage carrier:

£110.-22, Leybotirne Ed., Lcytonstone, E.ll. [8691

"I Q19 Rover 3^^h.p., T.T., cvcrhauled Rover works,X^ cost £8, guaranteed perfect; £50, or ofTer.—

479, Bristol Rd., Bonrnbrook, Birmingham. [X5354

3 ill. p. Rover Combination, new, unregistered, mu.-t
2 sell : will ride any dfetance to genuine purchaser

;

£135. or offer.—Thornton, 5, Stonej-gate Av., Leicester.
[8462

OVER, 3V^-h.p., 1920 touring model. 3 .-peeds,

lutch. kick starter, shop-soiled only, as makers"
specifications; at bargain price of £100 lor cash only.
—.See below.

13 OVER, T.T.. Philipson pulley, shop-soiled only, as
-SX per makers' specifications; at bargain price of
£85 for cash only; 1920 model.—Mebes, 156. Gt.
Portland St., W.l. 'Phone : Langham 2230. [8285

ROVER Late 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speeds,
chain drive, new and unused;

R"

London.
Eagles and Co., 275,

offers or ex-
High St., Acton,

[8792

T) OVER, 3y2li.p., 1916 model, fully equipped with
Jl\i Campion sidecar and all accessories, perfect order;
j£85.—Ramsay, 6, King's Av., Greenlord, Middlesex.
Southall 12. [8639

BARGAIN, £30.— 6h.p.. Rover, 2-seater, w.c, mag-,
folding wind screen, hood, Stepney, runnintj order,

good condition, private owner.—Wall, Central Gitrage,

Warminster. Wilts. (8255

BRAND New Rover, S-s^eed, spring chain, cost
£115, guaranteed unridden, countershaft, ap-

proval anywhere; " first decent offer.—Postmaster,
Barnwell, Peterboro'. [8713

ROVER 5-6h.p. Combination, 1918, tax paid, me-
chanically perfect, 3-fipeed, kick starter, horn,

lamp, and tools; £90 for quick sale; trial given.—345.
Edgware Ed., W.2. [8481

1 Q19 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p., chain drive, 3-

At/ speed, kick start, god tyres, ^ electric lightin;

(accumulator), tax paid; £85
Rd., Twickenham.

Airen, 66, Whitton
[8533

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., o1 Birmingham, re-

commends the chain drive 3-speed 3'/jh.p. Rover
at £115 as one of the best value machines in the trade.

Delivery from stock. [X4176

1 019 3^h.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed counter-
J-i/ shaft" kick starter, tyres never punctured, Lucas
lamps, luggage grid, splendid condition; about £100;
open to offer; owner must sell.—34, East Sheen Av.,

S.W.14. [8555

1 Qia T.T. Rover, h.b.c. Phillipson, 650x65 Voitu-
X t7 rotte rims and tyres, will guarantee certified

speed 70 m.p.h., long plated exhaust, large P. and M.
lighting set, Lucas horn, special saddle fitting dropped
4in., perfect throughout, any expert -trial or examina-
tion; £70.-16, Jessaray Rd., Weybridge. [8637

in stock.—
[0630

-Greenfield,
[8370

Royal Ruby.
ROYAT. RUBY Sports Model; 80 gns.;

John Aldrich and Co., Diss.

ROYAL RT7BT 2-fltroke, 2-speed ; £35.-

16, Temperley Ed., Balhom.

1 Q19 Royal Ruby Bh.p. CombinatioUj fully equipped;
XtJ £95.—Braeraar, 17, St. Quintm's Av., North
Kensington. [8674

1Q17 2';4h.p. Royal Ruby, 2-speed, new chain and
-L«^ b^lt, lamps, Stewart, tax paid, good condition;

40 gns.—11, Pope Rd., Bromley, Kent. - [8087

pOYAL RUBY Combination. 1920, 8h.p., 3 speeds,
-tV lamps, honi, Tan-Sad, original tyres unpunctured,-
fn\ paid; trial; £130.-130, Northfield Av., Ealing.
W.13 [8853

ROYAL RUBY 1920 Combination,^_ 8h.p., ^ wind
screen, speedome'

Sturmey-Archer gears

;

Putney.

T> OYAL EUBY, 8h.p., gx-W.D. model, 3-speed gp;n-

Xv box, complete with Montgomery sidecar, all hinms.
running order, but requires overhaiiling ; clear at £62.
—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [9129

Rudge.
1Q20_3V2h-P. Rndge Multi. T.T., jiearly new ron.l

£160. 37, Dryburgh Rd..
[8228

tion," licensed; £75.—Butler, Ealdock, [5934

"j Q20 LO.M. Rudge, not used this year, in splendid
XtF condition; £68.—W. H. Hines, Castle Brewery,
Bedford.

OSS.^ludge Multi 3y2h/p., pedal-starter

[8065

p., pedal-starter ; in stoclc.

oW —Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.,
S.E.I. [7949

T> UDGE, SVoh.p., clutch, speedometer, lamps, horn,
tax paid, good condition; £35. — Goiffon, 26,XV

Mornington Rd., N.W.I. [8545

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B47
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MOTOR CYCLES
Rudge.

FOR SALE.

-j Q19 Endge Mnlti. SV^b.p.. I.O.M.,
J-tJ built sideoar.

toipedo conoh-
very good 'condition ; £75.—Siinous.

Hagley, Geinud's Cross, Bucks. [8354

RUDGE Mnlti 5-61j.p., fitted with T.T. bars, lamps,
iiorn, licence holder, etc., only done 20 miles;

owner compelled to sell through illness; £90—White's
Garage, Hinckley. [S5194

£65.—3y2h.p. Rudge Multi and coachbuilt sidecar,

fast, powerful machine, specinl Einks carbnretter.

as. etc.—Seen at Wripht's GaraRe, 249. Camber\<'e]l
[9000

starte

spares, etc.—Seen at Wright's Garage, 249,
Ed.. S.E. Tel.: Hop. 2890.

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, I.O.M. T.T., pedal
2 bought new 1920, excellent running condition

lamps, horn, new belt, and many spares; £65.—Smith,
30, Wharf Rd.. Stamford. [8640

1 ,Q 20 Rndge Mnlti SVsh.p. Combinatio-n, fully
SitJ equipped, only done 300 miles; bargain, £85.
James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd.
Tel. : Willesden 1744.

IQSl Rudge Multi SV-b.p., . -- -.

Xt/ on the market, defivery from stock; £85.—Elce

Paddington.
[8883

best value for money

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
'Phone : Ayenue 5548.

Camomile St.. E.C.3
^ [0067

-|qi3 Budge 3i,/.li.p., tax paid, 3-«peed Armstrong,
unused during war, overhauled, but shabby

through- neglect; best ofEer; any trial given.—Marsh,
Minden, Ash-vale, Aldershot. (8488

LATE 1920 T.T. Rudge Multi, fully equipped, speed-
omet«r, insured, new condition, mechanically per-

fect, small mileage* private owner; £80, or near.—
Frank Terry, Odiham, Hants. [8795

RUDGE, 3Voh.p., 1914, sporting model, unused
during war, condition, appearance as new, any

trial 2 up, equipped; £35, or exchange 2-stroj£e.~

80, Station Rd., Hampton, Middlesex. [8296

RUDGE Multi, 3V'h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, lamps,
speedometer. Klaxon, tools, 2 new Dunlops,

mechanically perfect, insurance and tax paid; £50,
lowest.—Seen at 357, High Rd., Ilford. [8052

JUST Purchased, a 5-6h.p. Rudge combination, late

1920, elaborately furnished, warranted better

than new; 100 gns. cash. Come and see it. Yours
m part if you wish.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.

[8959
1 020 3V2h.p. Budge Mnlti, engine No. 18596, sloping
A*' top tube, l:ond controlled clutch, meelianicnl horn,

F.E.S. lamps, Dunlop tyres as new, licence paid, perfect

condition; £75 cash; ea^y payments only 4% esira.—
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

. [X5362
Scott.

1 Q20 Scott Sport_inE,___Lucas_fittings,__ perfect; any

IF YOU WANT
THE RBGHT

TYRES
-AT THE

RIGHT PRICES
SEE OUR LIST BELOW.

don.

trial; offer's.—51, Cairns Rd.. Sheffield^

ITT S^/^h.p., 2-speed, water-cooled; £48; talie

weight part.—57, Keubury St., Camberwell,

[8797

Lon-
[8599

33.h.p. Scott and Coachbuilt Sidecar; £45; excellent
4 opportunity.—Wauchope's, 9,

don.

LATE 1920 Scott.
hum, lixe new; £90; excbanges.-

Shoe Lane, Ixin
[9013

T.T. bars, electric lamps, Lucas
iges.—S. Rock, Beecher

Rd., Cradiey, StatEs. [X5276

r.O.C.H. have several Scotts, solos and combina-
tions; bargains.—5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). [7334

I Q20 Scott Com-iination, special Montgomery side-

X *J car, hood , screen, lamps, complete, like new

;

£150.-Griffith Garage, Bath. [X5371

*1Q20 Scott Combination, Easting, all lamps, LuraL-

JLU horn, speedometer; £100; exchange.— 4, Thoin-
|20 Scott Combination, Eastiu!
* horn, speedometer ; ;

ton St., Kempston, Bedford,

SCOTT. 1919, and sidecar, with spares, Klaxon, lamps,

wind screen, licence pajd, just overhauled;
Watford.Thomas, 21, The Avenue,

|20 Scott. Combination,
_
hardly _ used,

ronid I „- --- '-'S
-GEimes and Co., 18,

£80.
[8507

"1 020 Scott. Combination, hardly used, 31n. tyre.-;

X «/ would exchange for lightweight and cash : sell

Bruton Place, Bond
[8369

£140, ofEer.-

Bt., W.l

CICOTT, late 1920, neq.rly new condition. 6-volt. set,

O* £4 tax paid; any trial; £100, offer; exchange
machine value £50 or less and cash.—James,^ Rose-
neath, Ilkeston. [8697

1 021 Scott Squirrel, with sporting Canoelet sidecar,
Xt/ Elaxou, speedometer, electric lighting, mileage
200. insured, licensed; £170.—Carpenter, 41, High St..

Baldock, Hurts. [8415

2-speed gear, elightly
at £1 30.—Burlington

Claipham Common, S.W.4.
- [0510

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920,
shop-soiled, and unused

Motors,
"Phone

Ltd., South Side,
Brixton 2417.

CCOTT Combination, 1920; bargain; perfect condi-^ tion, electric light side and- rear, small mileage,
tax paid, spares ; £110 ; owner bougiit car.—Shirley
Smith, 1, Park Av., Gillingham, Kent. [9006

1 Q 20 Scott, beautiful machine, original tyres un-
--«/ touched, lamps, horn, etc., tas paid; trial wil-
lingly; 90 gns., offers; exchanges considered. — 1,
Boundary. Rd., Netting Hill. 'Phone: Park 654.

[8680
SCOTT 1920^ complete with cigar-shaped sporting

sidecar, yexy good condition, complete with
lamps, horn, and licence; offered at £120.—The Lay-
ton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. 'Phcne: 581.
T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. r5C40

24x2
26X2

26X2J
X2i

26X2^

2S'x2i

I
28 X 3

650 X 65

I
650 X 6:

I

28x3

Wood-iMilQC

Dunlop
Coodvear

Special

Special . . . .

,

Extra Strong
CombinatioQ

.

Special

Extra Strong
Combination

.

Special

Special

Extra Strong
Special . . . :

.

Combination.
Special

Extra Strong
Special

Extra Strong
Special
Extra Strong
Combination.
Special
Extra Strong
Steel Studded
Diamond

Tread

our
Price.

23/9
25/.
30/-
44/-
26/10
34/-
46/3
30/-

31/10
36 /t

32/-
51/6
33/4
43/-

32V4
40/4
36/1
43/9
571-
32 14

43;-
53/-
60/-

List

Price.

47/5
50/-
60/-
88/-

53/9
68/-
.92 '/6

60/-

63 /9
'

72/3
64'-

103/-
66/9
86/-
«4'9
80/9
72/3
87/6

114/-
64/9
86/-

REALLY GOOD W.D. COVERS.

2t>X 2i
-26X^1
26X21
26 X Ti

26X2J
a6X2|
26X2S
:6X2J
28x3
26x2^
26x28
=6X2j
26x2!
26X2J

26 X 2j

26X2J
26X2J
26X3

Dunlop Heavy
„ Heavy

Palmer Cord Heavy
„ Cord Heavy

Clincher Extra Heavy .

.

„ Extra Heavy ,

.

,, Extra Heavy .

.

Wood-Milne Extra .strong

„ Extra Strong

„ Combination.
Beldam Extra Heavy . . .

,

,, Combination . . .

.

Kempshall
Tourist Trophy
Passenger
Mos?ley
Macintosh
Avon Sunstone

,, Tricar
Enclebcrt Passenger . . . . .

3&/6
37 /S
3S/-
35/8
33/6
36/-
37 /S

33/-
30/-
37/6
32/6
37/6
32/6
32/-
35/-
32 /S

32/6
35/-
33/6
37/6

,W/6
sSh
53/6
62/-
62 /6

68/6
73.'-

63/9
Si;-
72;-
53/-
56/6
52/6
59/-
61/-

56^-

5213

REALLY GOOD.
Butted 9/-

,
10/3

TUBES. W.D.
26in. Endless .

"7/-

2Sin. „ .8/5

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. W.D.
3ft. 6in. Xlin., 16/- ; 6ft. 6in. X |ia. 10/6;

6fl. 6in.x^in 12/-.

IFREE
WITH EVERY

ORDER,
A POCKET

COMBINATION
TOOL SET.

MOTOR CYCLES
Scott

FOR SALE.

"I
Ci20 Scott, splendid condition, Amac,

^ *J tion. Sin. extra heavy Dunlop,
1921 InbricET-

- ^ F.R.S. Major,
Stewart horn, Watford trip, etc.-,' licenr-e, iu'surance,
tools, many spares; bargain, £90.-1, Kiugfleld E<1.,
Eushey (Eakerloo). 'Phone; Dalston 48. [6558

SCOTT Motor Cycle and SideL^ar, iitt«d with speedo-
meter and all flcce:;flories, licensed to end of

192J, in excellent condition, only run 350 miles";, price
£130; owner bnyin:? car.—The Pytcliley Autoc-ar Co.,
Ltd., 216, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham
3 300-1. - [8461

SCOTT-SQTTIRREL, 1921, done about 400 miles,
' absolutely as new, 80 ni.p.^., and over ^0 m.p.b.,

complete with special low gear sprocket for hill-climbs,
:dl tools, and licehce for year, also large P. and H.
lighting set; owner must sell to make room for car,
and wilt acrept £95 : absolute liaiy:iin.~A. W. Bell,
Hillside, Laiighuhu. [8379

Singer.
.ih.p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter;'

"' ep St..

[X5268

Amae

SINGER 2-

arc
Rugby.

£22.—Singer motor i^ycle, 2";4ii,p., Bosch mag.,
carburetter, single gear, adjustable pulley,

running
Gray, 6,

order, licensed, lamps, horu,
Coleswood Rd., Harpenden.

and spares.—

-

[8073

SINGER 1912-13 4h.p.. 2 speeds, clutch, footboards,
iull P. and H. lamp set, horn, etc., tyres -and belt

very good, tax paid lor the year, in perfect ronditron
tlirougbout, very smart and fast; £29, bargain.—R.
Watson. Victona Rd., Aldebnrgh, Suffolk. [8776

Sparkbrook.
Qilti.p. Sparkbrook, 2-speeil, 1919 model, all on;
/W4 £46/10.-45, Walm Lane, Cricklewood. [8129

£78 Feb..
, Wigan.

[X5269
Combination, 1914, Gh.p. J. A.P.,

Easting, iierfect running con-
complete £95.—Echarbi, Bnrley, Brockenhurst,

[8664

SPARKBROOK 2''ih.p., 2-speed, cost
1921; accept £49.—Rogerson, NewLowi

SPARKBROOK
Bosch, coachbuilt,

d ition

;

Hants.

SPARKBROOK, latest 1921 models, ZV-.h-X^., 2-speedi
hand clutcii, kick starter, £72/10; also 2-speed

models, £65;_-cleferred payments or exchange.—Eagles
and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [8789

SPARKBROOK 2V'li-P., Aug., 1920, small mileage,
Villiers, flywheel mag.. Brooks saddle, 3 speeds,

Dunlops, lamps, tools new condition, tax paid;. £55.— .

1, Beacon Rd., Loughborough, Leiceitersliire. [8242

SUjS"-PRECISIO^*, C.E. sidecar. 3-speed, licensed; £45.
-Butler, Baldock. [5932

"I Q 14- Sun-Precision, 4h.p,, 3-speed, Willowbrook
-«-!/ raue sidecar door. licensed; £50;—Andreae. 54.
Brampton Rd., St. Alban"s. (D) [X5295

Sunbeam,
KICKTIAM for Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristol*

and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3352

combina-
[X5304

SUNBEAM.—Brand new 3Vl.1i.p. toming
tion, in stock; exchanges.—Moss, Weni.

1 (120 SnubeiTiu 3'/>li.p. Gombinatiou, lamps, born, tai
J-*^ piiid, euniil to new; highest offer.—Crawley,
Cliatteiis, C.imbs. [8194

3 ih.p. New Snnbeam and sidecar, interchangeable
2 wheels; £200; frora stock.—A. J. Young and

Co., Ltd., Newmarket.- [6795

3j_b-.r. .Sunbeam Comlnna^ion, blaok mid sold, S^speed,
2 periei-t order, tax paid; 89 gns.—Eamsden^c

M.nybelf Av., Blaciwol

UNBEAM 1920 Combination

[8344

loarlv n^w; il30

;

SI
dealers, no oft'Prs.—Write Alliert Harliug, 123, Gt,

Suttolk St., Borough, S.E.

GTJNBEAM 3y2h.p.," Der., 1915,

Ali Goods Carriage Paid and
sent by return of post.

St. Paul's Rubber Co.
- T. JAY —

3, Amen Corner,

Paternoster Row.
LONDON, E.C.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

[9068

3-fiiioed, ki'-k starter,

_ '75, or offer.-

Wrestlingworth, - f?andy, Beds. [8160

LATE 1915- sV^b.p. Sunbeam Conibinatiou, recently

overhauled, guaranteed order, complete with aeces-

sorit.;;, £105.-2, Glebe Ed.. Barnes, S.W. [8432

19 Sunbeam and Sunbeam sidecar, speedometer,
tamps, horu. licensed, excellent coirdition;19^

£108.-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensmg-
ton. [9130

TQ-19 3"ob,p: Sunbeam and Henderson spring frame
X«7 .sideuar (1920), lamps, speedometer,' Easting, etc.,

mileage small; £120.—Beattie. 25, Oastlemame Av.,'

Croydon. [8381

1920, Henderson Elite side-

horn, tools, tax paid, perfect

(inal to neiVL £195 cash.—Perry, Beoley.
[X5391

aUNBEAlI 8h.p., Sept.,
O' car, ele<*tri<' lighting

condition, .

Bedditch.

SUNBEAM Combination, S'/A.p., as new,
kick start, licence paid, Lucas accumulator light

3-speed,

any inspection

;

Walsall.
£ 135.—Cresswell, Westbourne

[8079

8h p Sunbeam Combination, Lucas Magdyno, spal'e

interchangeable wheel, fully equippeif, tax, hand.

some outfit.

Broudesbury.
nearly new; offers.—19, Streatley Kd„

'

-[902S

648 All letters relating to advertisements siiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM. 1915 SVzh.p. Model with .

Sidecar com-

plete with all accessories, excellent condition;
' £110,—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton, also_245. Deans-

gate, Manchester. '

. . -
l^-O'^''*

SUNBEAM,- 3i,Mi.p., Sept., 1919, bjack and gold,

fully equipped, T.T. or touring bars, specially

tuned, condition and appearance as new; £110.—43,
Grove Ed.,' Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X529Z

1Q20 (July) 3'Ah. p. -Sunbeam Combination, in ex-

Xt7 cellent condition ; and perfect _order, inter-

changeable wheels,' mileage negligible; £155.—F. T.

Smith, The' Stores, Twyford, near Winchester. [X6291

£140.-1921 S'/jh.p. Sports Sunbeam, fitted with
" Lucas h^mps and horn, tax paid, cost £162, abso-

lutely .IS brand .ne,w„ and, unmarked.-r-Pjirker's, .'Brad-

shawgate, 23oItou ; iilsb 245," Deoui^gate, Manchester
, . ,

-,' [X5265
MAGNIFICENT 1919 SJjh.p, Sunbeam ,Cdmbina;

tion," 3-speed, kick starter, clutch, tyres as new,
lamps, tools, etc, perfect condition throughout; £110,
—2,. Grenville Place, South Kensington. Western
2945. - [8633

SUNBEAM 1920 (late] 3i/.h,p,, lucis dynamo light,

ing,- Lucas electric horn, oversized tyres, in ex.

ceptiohally good coiidition ; £135 for quick sale,—
Parker's Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate.
Manchester. [X5264

1 Q21 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combinatiou, 900 miles, dynamo
-1-v ligljting, insurance and tax paid, luxurious outtit;

cost over £300 April, receipt shown: £225, genuine
bargain ; every accessory.—215, Richmond Ed,, Kingston-
on-Thames, ,

- , .
• ... [8552

SUNBEAM Combination, late 1920, fitted 47 gn.
Sunbeam sidecar. Cameo screen, P.^and H, lamps,

speedometer, tax paid, indistinguishable from new, cost
£240; accept £155.-Iientist, 216, Portobello Rd„
North Kensington, . , . . [7079

1Q20 3i,Mi,p, Sunbeam (Aug,), fitted with new Sun-
-i-t/ beam sidecar, fully equipped, Lucas fittings. Sun-
beam leg shields, Binkg, interchangeable wheels,' not doue
800 miles, licence and insurance piiid; £150.-14, Est-
court St., Devizes. [8163

SUNBEAM 3i/2h,r, (late 1920], touiing model, V. and
H, lamps, Lucas horn, Watford trip speedometer,

genuinely soiled only; exceptional value, £130,—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St,, Cambridge, Tel,

:

995. T.A, : Bicycles. [7346

3ih.p. (June) 1920 Sporting Sunbeam, Lucas eets.
2 Cowey, 700x80 Dunlop, improved steering,

special carburetter, 52 m.p.h,, 105 m,p,g,. owner,
driven throughout; £135; write appointment.—Capt,
Smyth, 114, Denbigh St., S,W,1. [8223

LATEST Model S'/jh.p, Sunbeam Combination, as new,
run 800 miles, spare wheel, all interchangeable,

sprocket for solo, Lucas lamps and horn, legshields. East-
ings wind screen, tax paid; cost £230, accept £170,—
21, Alexandra Rd,, Ansdell, Lythaui, [8329

LOOK!—Brand new unregistered 1921 8h,p, Sun-
beam combination, Lucas dynamo, electric horn,

legsliields, hood, wiud screen, siJare wheel, most
luxurious outfit, costing nearly £300; must sell,
uifers or exchange.—Maskell, 5, Brixton Hill, S.W,2,

[8850WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Sunljeam motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange: full market value .-illowed; distance no
object,—E, Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2. Eastbank St
Southport. Tel, : 607. [0648
8h.p, Sunbeam, J,A,P. engine, Mills-Fulford sidecar

de luxe, late 1919, small mileage, spare wheel,
speedometer, lamps, hood, screen : bargain ; owner must
sell; seen and tried Haig's Moti-r Co, Granada Ed
Southsea; price £140,-Particulars from Owner, 19,
Hamilton Ed,, Reading, [8117

T.D.C.

T.D.C., 1916, tax paid, condition as new;
388, Katlierine Ed,, Forest Gate.

THE LAST HALF HOUR
OF THE EVENING RUN
'when lamps must be used makes one appre-

ciate the convenience and reliability of

LIGHTING SETS.
H.A.H.

MOTOR CYCLE HEAD, SIDE AND TAIL LAMPS.
H A.H. COMPLETE SIDE AND REAR SET.

cflers,-
[8181

T.D.C. 4h,r. 3 speeds, clutch, kick start, perfect;
£28.-89, Dalling Ed,, Hammersmith. [8756

£26.—New, but badly shop-soiled, 1920 2%h,p. 2-
stroke T.D.C. do Luxe, E,LC. mag., Amac carbu-

retter. Brooks saddle, Dunlops, etc.—Bacon, Offlngton
Lane, Worthing. [8643

Triumph
"pRETillER Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs,

r^NLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments,

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hours
2l4h,p, lightweight Triumph, £70; W,D,B, (reno.

vated), £95; Type H 4h.p,. 3-speed, £115; Type 8,D,
chain drive; £125; sidecars from £20 to £50.—Buy
your machine direct from the Triumph Specialists
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd,, Birmingham.

[X4991
1Q18 Countershaft Triumphs, from £50.-24, BalliolJ.^ Rd., North Kensington. [8607

CROSS, Eotherhaui, can deliver all modeF Triumphs
from stock at list prices, [X5331

£63,—Triumph, 1916. perfect tune, good appearance
—71, High St., Witney, Oxon. [8788

1Q13 Countershaft Triumph Combinatiou; £75—9
if Church Bd,, Willesden, N.W. [8579

Codeword
-"Sideset."

- Price 32/- per set ; Metal Carrying Case, Fig. 386,

.8/6 extra.—.A, most convenient - form of lighting

when a large acetylene head lamp is used. Com-
prising fig; 573, Rear Lamp, complete, 9/6; fig.

566, £ide Lamo, complete, 8/6; fig. 3S6, metal
case, 8/6. ""Flash" Genuine Hellesen Dry
Battery, 14/7. Postage extra.

Have

you any

Lighting

Problems

Solving

them

is our

Business.

Fig. 428. I -way
Motor Cycle Type.
Price 2/- each.
Screw action.
Postage extra.

K.A H

Fig, 34;, ' Speedolite.'

H.A.H. Patent Speedometer
Lamp,7/6each, Clipsdirect
on to Speedometer, and has
coloured bulb to prevent
glare. Postage extra.

ACCUMULATORS.

CARRYING CASES.

Fig, 1162, Accumulator.
Size 4i|x35.\6J, Capacity

4 volt 40 amp. Price 31 /ti

each. Postage extra.

I'ig 379. Case lor 11O2
.Accumulator. Price

12/- each.

Inspection Lamp, 1

bulb, 8/6 each; Postage extra

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices from £6
Ai H^ HUNT, L.-rD;.

H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Enj.
Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225. 2226. " Ktyage, Croydon.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, new 1921 Type H, just arrived, no
waiting;_£116.—Moss, Wcm. [X5305

£38,—Triumph combiuation, good tyres, Mabou gt.n^.
all on.—169, Harvist Ed,, Kilburn. [8330

3ih,'p. Baby Triumph; 2-speed gear, 1915; £42/10.-
4 Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London., [9010

TRIUMPH, 3V>h.i)., clutch, equipped, licensed, per.

feet; £25.—17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [8682

1Q14 Triumph, 3speed, licensed, as new, guaranteed;
«? £45,-Shaw, Jeweller, Wellington, Salop, [X5227

TEIOMPH 4h,p",; perfect condition, lamps, horn:
£52, bargaiu,-119, Brecknock Ed,, N,19. [8476

1 Q14 Triiimph, 3.speed hub, sound and complete. I'ut

JlV shabby ; £48, —Oro,ss, Agent, Eotherham, [X5331

clutch,
refused permit; £28,-

Oiil.p. Triumph

£'

Philipson, topping order
King, Lismore, Waterlord .

[822'.

TRIUMPH-GLORI.i Combination, new, unused, in

stSck, lovely outfit; e-vchanges,-Moss, Wem,
.

. [X53C6
28/10,—Triumph SV'h.'p., ' just overhauled, good

condition, good tyres.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridgc,
. >- [8706

TRIUMPH 4h,p., 3-speed countershaft, in perfect

order, as new; £65,-4, The Square, Carshalton.
, - -- - ; - -• [8936

19 Triumph Combination; £85. — James, c/o

Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington.
- - [888331

TRIUMPH 3V'>b.p., perfect running order, lamp»
and tools; '£40.-J. G. Burbidge, Ketton, Stam-

ford. [8671

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph all-cbam

combination, £175; Baby 2-stroke, £70; from

stock. - ' [0^23

3ih.p. Triumph, just overhauled,' all on; ^0 gns

2 or near offer,
'" "^^ '"^'"

19^

Perfitt,

condition

The Leys, Chippinf
[823:'

£70.—'Phone
'I QIS Triumph, first-rate

-LtJ Wanstead 48.-374, Grove Green^Ed., Leyton
[838i;

less cylinder

;

I'ulham, lou-
[8654

licence, trial, like

mag.
Eel,

stoue. "

TRIUMPH, single gear, E.I.C.

first £20.^Platts, 602, King'

don.

4h.p. 1918 Triumph, renovated, ^

new; London; £68.-Box 5,212, c/o lie Mo/01

Cycle.
^^^"^

TRIUMPH, 1912, renovated, new cylinder, piston,

bushes, receipts shown; £45.—Lea, 224, Fore St^

Edmonton,
' [812S

30—Triumph 3',ai.p,, clutch, licensed; seen au;

time except Sinday,-D. Humphrey, Waltiertoii.

Sussex. L8116

ABT Triumph. 2-sFeed, mileage negligible, tax paid,

equipped; 39 gns.—Enmsden's, 8, Maybell Av.,

Blackpool. l"^^'

rrRIUMPH 3'ib.f.. clutch. K,S„ T.'T. bars, n?w

1 tyres, Tan-sId, all on; 40 gns,-92, Tennyson St

Battersea,
1-8782

Triumph Combination, 3-speed, many spares;

£75, or offers,-James, Bristol House, l'arl«ii;

Lyrtney, Glos,
^^Ibl

17 Countersliaft Triumph, lamps, etc., guaranteed

perfect; 60 gns. - Balcombe, Chobham, near

Woking, Surrey.
[f,386

TRIUMPH C.B. Combination, Milltord, excellent

condition, any trial;

Rd,, Coventry.

Triumph, tax paid, runninjoider;

Suss

19"

19^

O2 cept any reasona'ble oiier

-Murrell, Godstone Ed,.
[8576

£87.-374, Stoney Stanton
[X5193

£35: ac-

es,. Wood H'Hi c\

Brimpton" Berks, I'- '8=

TRIUMPH Combinaticn, 2-speed, all acctssories, tax

paid, perfect order.-Owen, 59, Scholefleld Rd ,

Upper Holloway. LA5327

•4 '

55702 : £95. or near ofler.

Caterham Valley.

TllIUMPH 3'/.h.p,, 1912, free engine, good runniug

order tax paid'; £25,-Pope, 161, Thornhill Ed
Tolworth, Surbitou. 1°=='

31hn Triumph, Mabon gear, tax paid, running

2 order; £25.-Owner. c/o Orange Tree Garage

New Southgate. 1= "'

OXFORD- £45,—Triumph combination, 1913^ 3-

speed clutch, good couchbuilt sidecar.—King,

Egrove Farm, Oxford [X5340

LATE 1914 Triumph, 4h,p., 3-apeed, clutch. Cowry

horn, lamps, ta-t paid, trial 2 up; £40.-Soo tock

78, Sloane Av., Chskea, 18724

RIUMPH Countershaft Combination,^ Millfcrd side.

[9120

amps,
.—88,
[8635

rpp

ford Rd,, Brixton, £> W.

-1019 Triumph and Sidecar, perfect order,
1" horn, lax paid; £85; would separate-J

Brampton Rd., St. Albans.

4b li Triumph, 1918, renovated,, splendid condition.

Ucence, Klaxon, lamps, any trial, guarantee; £73.

_60, JSaton Rise, Ealing. I904S

GTnRTA-TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, tax, aoces
'^

sprits. Triplex screen, luxurious outfit; £120.

—39, Warren Rd,, Wanstead. [854j

A33All letters relnting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 3i,f,h.p., clutch, complete, licensed, good
tyres, excellent condition; £23.—Garage, Temple

Fortune l^ane, Golders Green. [8273

TRIUMPH, countershaft, with Swan sporting side-

car, fully equipped and tax paid; £72/10.-—Hole,
129, Park Lane, Carshaltcn. [8534

4h,p. W.D. Model Triumph, electric lighting, not run
500 miles; £100.—Sutton, 120, Richmond Rd.,

Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. [8961

TRIUMPH 1912 aVih.P-, Armstrong S-speed, clutcli,

wicker sidecar, or separate, in daily rase; £40.

—

Tegg, Camille, Pangbcurne, Berks. [8323

TRIUMPH, S'/jh.p., 2-speed, F.B. clutch, adjustable
pulley, 2-seater wicker sidecar ; bargain, £26.

—

100, Spencer's Rd., Crawley, Sussex. [8653

TRIUMPH 1912, single speed, in excellent running
condition; price £35, or ofter.—East Grinstead

Motor Garage, Ltd., East Grinstead. [8113

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., splendid condi*>n, very
little used; owner been abroad; £75.—K.

Aynsley, Blurton, Lougton, Staffs. [8692

1 Q20 Triumph-Montgomery Combination, perfect^coU'
-*-«/ dition, all accessories, tax paid

"~
£110. Capt.

[8188

in splendid
any trial

;

[9118

Rushton, Maida Barracks, Aldersliot.

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination,
condition throughout, guaranteed,

£110.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.

1 Q16 4h.p. 3-5peed Countershaft Triumph and acces-

i-*f series, tax paid, in good condition; £75.—
Bounds, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W. [8262

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed, O.S., engine 72283, new
April, 1921, under 2,000, P. and H. lamp. Klaxon,

licence; £97.-2, Chudleigh Rd., Ladywell. [8608

T 014 lb. p. Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed

-Li/ hub clutch, lamps, horn, perfect condition, tax

unpaid; £57.-37, Green Walk, Crayford. [8502

TRIUMPH, late 1918 4h.p., 3-speed, wrth Dunhill

sidecar, electric lighting, excellent condition; £90.

—86, Broadhurst Gardens, Hampstead, N.W. [8564

31h.p. Triumph, clutch, believed 1913, overhauled
2 throughout, equipped, 30/- tax paid, splendid

condition.—Box 5,200, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8901

1021 Chain Drive Triumph, immediate delivery.—
l-fJ "Phone: Greenwich 751. Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,. S.E.IO. [8967

1014 Triumph, 4h.p., Bosch mag., B.S.A. carbur-

S-iJ ettcr, 3-3peed, clutch, overhauled and pointed;

f 65.—F. Marden, Layham's Farm, Keston, Kent. [8249

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., countershaft, thoroughly over-

hauled, enamelled, plated, as new, fully equipped;

£68.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. (8568

TRIUMPH Junior, 2i4h.p., May, 1921, complete

with lamps, licence, etc., owner going abroad,

aUnost new; fee-Box 5,177, c/o Tlu Motor Cycle.

COPPEN ALLAN & CO.,
Sole Distributors for

READING
STANDARD

The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle.

REW HUDSON, ACE, DUNELT (the £150

Comb.), B.S.A., TRIUMPH Motor Cycles.

PLUS ONE, M.P. SIDECARS
NEW WIACHINES.

NEW HUDSON, 2J h.p., Popular Model ..... - M-! '"

NEW HUDSON, ci h.p., de luxe Tourist Model,
^^^

new" HUDSON,' 2i'li.p.," de luxe Sporting isiodel, ^^

new" HUDSON ii h.p. Ace Racer, 2-speed special
^^^ ^^

Ex?nf for 2-speed Stlirmey-Aiolier gear, with

clutch and kick-starter

DUNELT, 4 h.p., solo, with electric lightmg set,

all lamps *""

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Triumpb.

K'NUTS or Tom Boy's Machine, as new, 3V2h.p.'

Triumph 1912 engine fixed. Premier loop frame,

light 60 P.H. ; £21 :
photo, stamp.-93, Oakly Ed.,

Redditch. [X5293i

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, excellent con-|

dition- any trial; tax paid; £65, or nearest; not.

Sundays.-Hichmond House, Crescent Ed., Shepperton-

on-Thames. ^°^^°

1Q18 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, rebuilt, new)
i.'J parts W.D. model, indistinguishable from brand;

new; £75.-Barnett, 21, Rodborough Rd., Gold«|j

Green, Loudon. L^'^^^j :

TRIUMPHS.-1916 C.S., £70; 1913 O.S,, £76; 191%
j

CS. £84; 3 months' guarantee given; several,

1914 3-speed S.-A. hub gear models, £43.—Ross, Bb,.

High Rd., Lee C8632.

4h.p Triumph Combination, 3-speed, fully oquipped.j i

with spares, new Gloria sidecar, spring wheel, .

screen, any trial, tax paid; £55.-35, Palmerston Rd^^

.

Forest Gate, E. LSOi*

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, type H, 4h.p., 3-«peM,

Moritgomery sidecar, perfect condition; £110 cash;

easy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.

Aston Ed., Birmingham.

£2 2

[X536.4-

[8291

FOCH are Triumph Agents; combinations and
solos, new and second-hand in stock.—5, Heath

St., Hampstead (near Hanjpstead Tube Station).

TRIUMPH, 1912, clutch, tyres new, head Kamp, in

splendid, cou<htion throughont; will dismantle en-

gine for inspection; £30.-105, Park Hill, Clapliam.
° [8156

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1918, countershaft, 3.speed, side-

car £4 tax paid, engine etc., excellent condi-

tion; £67/iO.—Edgerton, 19, Lewis Grove, Lewisham
g T? [X5090

TO 13 3i/,h.p. Triumph Clutch Model, waterproof

i-tJ Bosch, tyres and belt new, tax paid, all lamps,

good order; 29 gns.—W. Green, Southgate Court, King's

Lynn. [8102

TRIUMPH 1917, 4h.p., countershaft, excellent

condition, £58/10; with new sporting sidecar,

£75—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead
1363. [8996

TRIUSIPHj 1918, 4h.p. countershaft, engine No.

52178 »e(rfect condition; 60 gns.—Smith's, 86,

Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station),

N.W.3. t°^58

TRIUMPH, 1919 engine, S-speed, 3M!h.p., K.S., coun-

tershaft; £75, or with sidecar, new, £85; ride

away; bargain; West Ealing.—Box 5,210, c/o The

Motor Cycle. 19050

1 Q18 Tliumph Gloria Combination, sidecar 1920, as

XtJ new, complete in detail and perfect; will ride to

intending purchaser; tax paid; £95.-306, High Rd.,

Lee, S.E.13. [8562

rpRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920, electric

X lighting, perfect condition; any trial; £110; going

abroad.—Williams, 18, Charing Cross Rd., London.

Gerrard 8447. [8919

/I h p. Triumph Combination, May, 1919, Gloria sitle-

i car. Easting screen, lamps, speedometer, .tocls,

perfect condition; £105; owner bought car; last time
ised in December.—Allfrey, Chacombe Priory, Banbury.

[8199

TRIUMPH (late) 1919, Mills-Fulford sidecar, un-
scratched, perfect throughout, little used, new

lamps, speedometer, mirror, etc., T.T. bars; any trial;

aearest £110.—Box 5,126, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[8146

ail irtlltl^n , J
DUNELT 4hp- Combination, as above, and m-

eluding detachable wheels (1 spare) "™ "

ACE 8-10 h.p., solo, 4-cylinder »"™

ACE 8-10 h.p. Combinatiou, with bulbous back

cantilever sprung M.P. Sidecar .......
.

.
.

• *^1» >»

ACE 8-10 h.p. Combination, with Plus One smgle-

double-seater Sidecar "" "
Extra for Lucas dvnamo and all lamps .... .. «« «

ROYAL RUBY 8 h.p. Combination, with mter-

changeable wheels .-
.• • - *""

ROYAL RUBY 8 h.p. Combination with Plus One

Sidecar and spare wheel "™ "

Extra for Lucas Magdyno and all lamps . . .
.

tzo >»

TRIUMPH. 4 h.p., Model H, solo, 3-5peed, chain-
^

cum-belt ,'.' ' V- 'lu
TRIUMPH 4li-P- Model H Combination, Wh

cantilever sprung M.P. Sidecar - • tlM «

TRIUMPH, 4 h-P- Model S.D, solo, 3-speed cham
^^^_ ^

TRIUMPH 4 i'p-' Model 's.d' Combination, with

M.P. Sidecar -,
• ••.;• *"" "

B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K.2, solo, 3-speed, cham-
^^^^ ^

cum-belt .• •
;

•H.'^k -o

B.S.A. 4j h.p. Model K2 Combmation, with M.P.
^^^ ^

BS.A.' 4rh.p.\' Model H.y,Volo;ali-chain drive . £110

B.S.A. 4i h.p. Model H.2 Combination, with M.P.
^^^^ ^

B.S.A.fl-rii'p-. Mai'el a; solo,' ail enciosed chain

drive

B.

B.S.A. Sidecar v '
' L- ' ; •«, m p

B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Model A Combmation, with_M.P.

Sidecar
t/i' *

B S A 6-7 h.p. Model A Combination, with Plus
' '

One Sidecar (double-seater) . . .... . • - - •
•

Extra for Lucas Magdyno lighting and all

lamps

£133

S.A. l)-7h.p! Model A Combination, with No. i

1 Q21 Triumph, 4h.p., chain drive, brand new, nevei

lU ridden, with Lucas lamps, Eenerators, aj.d l"»n.

cost £132; Will sell for
,

£122.-W.M., 39, P^dmont
Rd., Plumstead, S.B.18. ^'^'^^

CROYDON Agent lor Triumph motor cycles. All

models in stock ready 1°^, '"'"'f^'i^*'^ ^L^'i'^Sj
Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End

Croydon. 'Phone; 2624. I"'"'

TRIUMPH countershaft, superb condition, foot-

boards e^shields, lamps, Lucas horn, many spares,

Brooks largestlSiury' saddle'; £60.-Leahurst, Priest's

Lane, Shenlield, Essex. L-S-="^'t

TRIUMPH 4h.p. C.B. Combination, Easting, Icg-
"^
shMds countershaft 3-speed H. and F etatch,

kick start, perfect condition, all on; £12S.-Anstey

Hanford, Stoke-on-Trent.
Loi='

rpRIUMPH 4iAh.p., countershaft, 191|. '™<'\^'||''

1 P and H lamps, horn, pump, tax paid 19'^'^.

with Watsouian sidecir; £75.-Tregear, The Home;

Btead. Bognor. Tel. : 140. [8294

mpTnMPH 1913 3V.h.p., 3-speed, kick, start, Bosch

T^^.?a=^.™ieiJ^i^ndi4o.,S;,ngi,ie^oveihau,ed^m*e^s^

nearest offer.—163.
[8754

£185 10

£20 15

MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Cornbmation |1«
MARTINSYDE, 6h.p., solo ,••''•, 'j-

'

'

READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p., solo, mcludmg

REAmNG^STWSDARDS-io h.p. (iombination, as

£163

above, with M.P. Sidecar ,

£198

READING STANDARD 8-roh.p. Combmation,

with Plus One Sidecar, hood, and screen . ... mt>

PLUS ONE Sidecar, single or double seater at will,

in any one o£ six colours •. • *« '"

M.P. cantilever sprung bulbous back Sidecar, in

any one of six colours ""
USED NIACHINES.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, tg^o, mag. model, P. & H.

acetylene equipment, Harley do lu.xe Sidecar,

speedometer; only shop-soiled ............. ""«

READING STANDARD, 1921. dynamo lightmg,

all lamps, M.P. cantilever Sidecar, coverall
^^^

ACE^Combiii'ation,' Vgir,' dyli'amo 'lightmg horn,

mirror, speedometer, C. & M. de luxe Sidecar

mth disappearing hood and screen, tax paid
;

cost f^20 ; Soo miles ,•;'
ACE Combination, 1921, ^yn^rbJi'^'Kl "^"th

horn, mirror, carrier tool box, fitted with

Plus One .Sidecar, hood, and screen; cost £320 £230

MEAD DEAKIN M.M.4 Sidecar, new, Harley green £33

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Sidecar, new, Hailey
^^^

M P.^aSilever 's'pni'ng's'idecar, 'shop-soiled .... £30

Siieiar Chassis, fo? fitting to 8 h.p. Sunbeam, smt-

able for tradesman's earner .

mag., new
£42/10- seen after 7 o'clock

Charnock Rd., Clapton, E.5. 1=-^-

T-RrUMPH 1914 SV-h.p., 3-6peed gear, not used during

war lamps, horn, tools, etc., in first-rate condi-

tion- price £47/10, or near oflier.-East Grinstead Motor

(larage, Ltd., East Grinstead. LBH^

-in 20 Triumph, with special Gloria coachbuilt side-

19 oar Tan-Sad, Stewart, lamps, etc., really nice con-

mt?on' tai paid;' sacrifice £105.-Solwarbank, Hayes

Kent. 'Phone: Bromley 532. 1-Oso'

JUNIOR Triumph, 1917. Bosch mag., 2 speeds,

maohine has b«n stored for two years, m perfect

order and condition; £45.
Stockwell Rd., Eixton, London,

TRIUMPH Combination, 1921, lamps coinplete,

Klaiorhorn, Easting wind '"'''''j,, f«='!,°°'«*<f„';

tax paid, not done 1 000 miles; P™? ±160'
°'^^^l

ofler.-119. Heme Hill, London, S.E.24. isaio

-fl #^in and iqi7 Triumphs, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., re-

19"eonditioned and o?erhaule"d, excellent condtiion.

, „ Ao in makers' colours; new coachbuilt sidecar,

'il?^-E'dwa?ds" 50"Harringt'on Rd., South Ken|«g^-

ton.

TRIUMPHS -We are the North London agents and

can give immediate delivery; cham;aTive, chain-

oum-be™, aid renovated models.-Jones Garage, Mus-

wen Hiil, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North

Finchley.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.p.4.—

Triumphs, aU models in stock, new chain drives,
^

new chain-cum-belts, solos and combinations; imiuedinte
.j

alllveT suppUed on easiest of easy terms; trade sup-

1

plied. -a

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash,

or deterred payments; book your order now, and •

avoid disappointment later.-Burlmgton Motors, Ltd

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. Phone. Brix^-

-f t\20 Triumph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, polished discs, guar-
1" anteed indistinguishable from new, and per ect

rum^ing 78 gis ; with unused 1921 Montgoinery side-

£110.-35, St. Clement's Mansions, LlUie Rd
Fulham.

rriRiuMPH _ , 3-speed,

A clutch, overhauled, replated; and euamelled

;

C.B. Combination, 1914,
1

ride 40 miles.

A34

NORTON SideSr:^rts;new,-for3-rt.p. Big Four £31 10

89, Great Portland Street, LONDON.
Lorto Telephone: Langham 1601.

All ..ners re.at.og to aa.en.seo.ents s.ou.d auote the ouo.ber at the eo4 ol
'^^^^^^^^^^^'^Z^.'""'

''^ '"'" '

Mot„r rv,.!^. arfvPrtised bv Drivate owoers »re, when aesirea, inar»

r ^J^^^^^^r^. "^nSS^^'^House. Hartley-

Wintney. Hants. loiua.

TRIUMPH Combination, Gloria sidecar, 1919, condi-

tion neiJect not reiovated, Cowey, Lucas lamp:

??iii.S£ir^i?St^Sbii°^dr^^^g
Vauxhall Station).

'^"^^

TRIUMPHS' Triumphs!-For prospective purchasers <

Tilease note we have only a few machines left that

have ?ot been overseas, in perteet condition; 65 gns.-

Tr'umph Specialists The Hackford Eng. Co., 33, Hact

ford Rd., Brixton, SW.9. Lam

Motor Cycles advertised by private
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10 19 (late) Triumph, countershaft 3-speecI,
itf 1920 No. 1 Montgomery sidecar, luggage

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|i Triumph.
TRIUMPH 1914, 3-3peed and clutcli. lamps, horn,

licence paid, engine and gears thoroughly over-

hauled and guaranteed perfect; any trial; £56.—Her-
bert Robinson. Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge.
Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [7347

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph. 3-speed, K.S., alu-

minium discs, copper exhaust, plating and
enamelling like new, polished crank case, etc., fully

equipped, excellent condition: £75.-88, High St.,

Collier's Wood, Merton, S.W. [8235

4h.p. 1914 Triumph Combination, 3-speed hub gear,

clutch, brand new sidecar, screen, tank, re-

enamelled, etc., splendid condition, only wants seeing,

must sell; £70. or near offer; no reasonable offer re-

iused.—76, Boyne Rd., Lewisham. [8604

1 1 020 (late) Triumph Combination, bicycle used 500
J^*y miles only solo, perfertly fitted witli electric

lamps and dynamo, tuultless. Gloria sidecar, brand new,
unused; £140: would sell sidecar alone £40.—Standley.
Whit* Swan, Southall, Middlesex. [8434

TRIUMPH 3i,yi.p. Engine, complete, £14/10; Arm-
strong 3-speed wheel, 26x2i/i, clutch and gear con-

trols, brake rim, pedals, also rear frame, just overhauled,
£9/10; B.B. carburetter, 15/-; fixed pulley, unbored,

;
2/6.—Monmouth House, Beckiugton, Somerset. [8327

with
_ . __ _ grid.

I

Lucas lamps and horn, spares, tax paid, everything in
perfect condition, (.utfit as new, and very little used;
£118, or offer.—L. Savage, 7, High" St., Sutton, Surrey.

[8941
WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

Triumph motor cycles and combinations, ior
immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange ; full market value allowed ; distance no
object.—K. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2. Eastbank St.,

Southport Tel. : 607. [0646

LATE 1920 Triumph Combination. be.iutiful condi-
tion, low mileage, tyre=i unpunctured. bine Wat-

;sonian sidecar, large Lucas head, electric side and rear
lamps, Easting wind screen, Cowey horn, lined helmet,
gloves, overall trousers tllrown in; £125.—Seen at 69,
|St. Mark's Rd., N. Keusiugtou, W.IOT' [8106

ASTONISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-
binations.—Brand new 1921 type 11 4h.p. 3-

• jpeed Triumph, with new coachbuilt sidecar. Coverall
ipron, 4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-
Tnents only 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovated
machines, but brand new 1921 models direct from
makers' works; free delivery to any address.—The
Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [X4992

Velocette.

VELOCETTE, brand new 1921 2-speed model, in
stock.—Moss, Wem. [X5307

CXRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Velocette.—Chapel Ash ]3epot, Wolver-
hampton. [X3822

VELOCETTE. 2.speed countershaft, 2-stroke, all-
_chain^ ]amps, perfect condition; £38.-154, Hack-

ney Ed.. E.2. [8815

03.h.p. Velocette, late 1920, -winner of hill-climbs^4 etc., fine condition, accesaories
74. Tulse Hill, S.W.2.

£60.—Richardson,
[8567

I1Q21 Velocette.—All models in stock for immediate
lit/ delivery: easy payments only 4% extra; 2i4h p
J-speed. £75: 3.spced. £85; lady's open frame. £78;
buy your machine direct from the Velocette specialists
1 The I'remier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham

[XS363
Verus

DON'T Pay £126.—Verus-Blackburne. 4h.p. done
500. uuscratched, only wants seeing; £105

jflers.—Box 788, do The Motor Cycle. [X5318

1Q20 2?ili.p. Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs
>-tJ enamelled black, ridden 250 miles, tax paid-
!J80.-Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross
j'l- [0655
IMMEDIATE Delivery ol any Verus Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now and
ivoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors Ltd
iouth Side. Clapham Common, S.W,4. 'Phone-' Bris'
',on 2417. [0502
l| 020 4h.p. Verus Blackburne, Sturmey 3-speed,

\ 7 v". .J""^,
''Bating. Cowey horn, footboards and

mdershield, also lootrests, solo and sidecar sprockets
lax paid, exchanges considered; £80.—Ton^ I43'
Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent. '

[8721

Villiers.

yiLLIEBS 1916 2-stroke. lamps, tax, perfect con-
» dition, tax paid; bargain. £28/10.-Goad, 122,Uaida Vale. Phone : Hampstead 1353. [8993

Werner.
re7ERNER Motor Cycle. 2%h.p.»" order: bargain, ;""-.'-•

I^adworth, Surrey. (D

Williamson
m-ILLLAMSON 8.10h.p.. A.C., with 2-seater sidecar
' » nooa, wina screen ciiio cr-roon^ i„™_ i

•

orderj^ bargain,^£19rietter"oniy.-R°D., CromM
'

[8218

J , . side screens, lamp horn'peedometer; must sell, £100, or sell 6eparate.-Bond'
93, Church St., Blackpool.

[g05(j

GRABTREES'
of WISBECH
SPECIALISTS IN THE REBUILD
ING AND RECONDITIONING OF

DOUGLA
MOTOR CYCLES.
We claim that oup i^e-built

Douglas machines are
superior both mechanically
and in finish to any other
re-built machines on the
market. They consist of
over 50% new parts, includ-
ing NEW carburetter, NEW
tyres, NEW chain, NEW belt,

etc., etc., are practically in-

distinguishable from NEW,
and are complete with NEW
F.R.S. equipment of lamps,
horn, and licence holder, and
also bags, tools, and pump.

22 h.p. 2-speed.

£65
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-start and

clutch,

£85
4 h.p. 3-speed k.s. Combina-
tion, with brand new Sidecar

in Douglas Saxe blue,

£105
Guaranteed for 3 months.

Each machine rebuilt in our
own extensive up-to-date
works,newly stove enamel led,

replated, tanks in makers'
colours.

Deferred Payments Arranged

TRADE SUPPLIED.

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVlotor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office : 50. Pall Mall.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON 8h.p. twin air-cooled coachbnilt
combination, guaranteed; £75.— 1, Townl y

Ed., East Dulwich, S.B.22. [8636

Wolf.
J.A.P., _2-speed, kick start, haii

Newtown,
[X5270

WOLF, 2'',h.p
clutch, as new; £<:I9.—Rogerson;

Wigaii.

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thames,
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors. Ltd., South
Side, Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone: Brixtun
2417. [0503

Wooler,
WOOLEE 1920 Model, fully ea.uipped. tax paid, as

new; £60.—Owen, 59, Schohfield Ed., Upper
Holloway. [X5328

WOOLEE, 1920, 2"r4h.p., lamp, horn, accessorie.^,

tax, insurance paid, perfect; £5d; view Croy
don.— 3, King's Av., Eastbourne. [7963

WOOLEE 2=ih.p. Tourist Model. 1920, shop-soiled
only, lamps, Cowey horn, at the bargain prico

o! £87/10 for cash only.—Mebes. 156, Gt. Portland
St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230. [8286

WOOLEE, 1921, as new, speedometer, lamps, liorn,

watch, tyres as new, insured, licensed; £85;
seen any time; trial; 165 m.p.g.—45, Pember Ed..
Kensal Green, N.W.IO. [6411

WOOLER, 1920, excellent condition, fully equipi.' J,

discs, Binks, spare tyre, tube, belt, cost £115,
run 1,000; only reason selling, bought car; bargain.
£85.—Carter, Fairmount, Olton, Warwickshire. [8084

Zenith.
"r\AN GUY, Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early

livery

NITH
only;

de-
[0556

ZF.XITH 1921 5h.p. Sporting Model, shop-soiled
01

~" " ' "£93.-Tippen, Marden, Kent. [8540

4 h.p. Zenith-Gradua, lamps, horn, good condition:
musf stll: £35.-106. Fawe Pail; Ed., S.W.15.

£32.— 41i.p. Zenith, Gradu.1
new tyres, tank le-enamelled.

Farm, Oxford.

[8431
:enr, engine overhauled,

' King, Egrovc
[X5341

Nelson, Staniwells,
[8740

Slh.p. Zenith-Gradua Combination; £45; all per.

2 feet condition; by appointment.—58, Boundaries
Rd., Balham. .

[9141

1Q16 5h.p. Clutch Model Zenith, £60; also new
'X*/ 5h.p. sports model in stock, £115.—Ross, 86.

High Ed., Lee. [8628

"IQ20 5h.p. Sporting Zenith, .as new, all on, tax
XJ/ paid; £95, or nearest.~J, ''^-'--

Sturton, Brigg, Lines.

FO.C.H. for Zeniths; new and second-hand machines
in stock.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-

stead Tube Station). [7332

1Q20 ah. p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, elec

i-iJ trie lighting, speedometer; £135; lightweight

part.-53, Brixton Rd.. S.W.9. [9089

ZENITH Combination, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P., Easting
wind screen and folding hood, as new; bargain.

fi55.—46, lialeigh Ed., Hornsey, N. [9106

1O20 Zenith Sporting Combination, 6h.p., excellent

i-tJ condition, fullv equipped, unscratched; sell or

exchange.—Mathias, Burwood, Formby. [8411

4h.p. Zenith, K.S. and clutch, perfect condition, tyies

and belt as new; 65 ens. ; any tiial.-Wiite ,1.

d'Enubonne, 4, Balbeo Ed., London, N. [90(9

-I 021 8h.p. Zenith, sports, tax paid, perfect condi-.

i-if tion, 6 weeks old; trial anywhere in South ot

Engl.ind; £110.—Witherow, 16 Camp, Laikhill. 18266

ENITH Sli.p. Conihimition. semi-T.T. bars, fast

and powerful, insured; £100, best oSer, or ex-

change with cash S0I0.-29, Selkirk Ed., Tooting. 1 84; 9

1020 Zenith Combination. 8h.p., clutch, kick start,

Jitf lamps, discs, Stewart. Tan-Sad, spares, perfect;

any trial; offers.—36, Alexandra Ed., Croydon. [8746

5h p. Spoils Zenith, discs, plating and enamelling

as new, all accessories, licensed, any trial; £65,
or offer—88, High St., Collier's Wood, Merton, S.W.

[8234

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination, K.S., clutch, luxurious

sidecar, hood, screen, etc., overhauled, licensed;

£110, or exchange 2-seater.—292, Wandsworth Ed..

S.W. [8475

ZENITH, 1920, 6h.p., Montgomery sidecar, nearly

new, complete with hood, screen, grid, horn,

lamps, and tools licensed; bargain £120,^Barker,
Sacorabe, Ware. [8221

ZENITH Combination, 1920, 8li.p., Model H, lamps.
fully equipped, little used, condition perfect;

Z''

any reasonable trial;

Salisbury. (D)
£125.—Holt, Lakedown Camp,

[8299

ZENITH 1921 8h.p., 90x77'/,, side valve, counter-

shaft, Canoelet li.4 sidecar, open for any expert

examination and trial; £150.—Stewart, Malvern, Up-
minster, Eseex. [8670

1 019 Sh.p. Zenith Sports Combination, electric horn,
J-O and Klaxon, Smith's speedometer, 3 lamps, ex-

cellent condition;
Rd., New Cross.

£90.—Lainson, 134, Jerninghain
[8424

All letters relating to advertisemenis should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the daii of the issue. A35
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked. CP'
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE,
Zenith.

8-lOh.p. oli.v. Zenith, mechanically perfect, nev.- con-
dition thronghout, mag. switcli, 6iu. ex]iaust pipe,

very handsome and exceptionally fast; £110; photo.—
Karton, Coin, Fairiord. [72V7

1 Q20 Sh.p. Zenith, complete with MilUord sporting
L*y sidecar, perfect condition, electric lamps,
mechanical horn, licensed ; trial ; £ 1 15.—Haisboro,
Baker St., Weybridge. [3939

"J
Q20 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft model,

J-«/ Henderson sidecar, Eastinp wind screen, lamps,
mileage 1,500, indistinguishable from new; £110.—37,
Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [8685

LATE 1920 Sh.p. Sporting Zenith, electric lighting,
special oiling, long plated- exhausts, Klaxon, etc.,

tools, spares, showroom condition; nearest offer £95.

—

13, Corn Market, Worcester. [X5372

1 Q17 4-5-h.p. Electric Zenith Sports Model, in per-
JL 1/ feet order, new belt, tyres good, just had new
crankshaft, all bearings, pullev, flange; at £60-

—

Upjohn, Stapleford, Cambs. (D) (P) [8717

1 Q19 6h.p. Sports Zenith, speedometer. Tan-sad,
J-t/ horn, lamps, and tools, tax paid and insured,
mileage 6,400 ; £98, or nearest.—Brazier, 16, Stroud
Green Rd., Finsbury Park. North 1799. [3595

Sh.p. Zenith Countershnft Combination, speedometer,
lamps. Easting, engine recently overhauled equal

to new, licensed, Bmart, fast ; £100 ; exchanges con-
sidered.—Chandler, 43, Hillfield Av., Homsey, N.8.

[8505

J C|14 6h.p. Zenith Combination, kick starter, clutch,
-»-*/ Gradua, fully equipped, spares, etc., insurance
and tax paid, special coach body; sacrifice, owner
giving up, £75.-11, Elmar Rd., South Tottenham,
N. [8934

ZENITH, late 1920. 8h.p., countershaft, K.S., with
very sporty R 34 sidecar, all accessories, abso-

lutely as new, anv trial; £155; lower power part ex-
change.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E.
3155. [9072

ZENITH Sporting Combination, 5-6h.p., 1919-20,
torpedo sidecar, discs, screen, apron, knee grips,

Ijelt case, etc., new tyres, belt, very smart; 100 gns.

—

.Tenkinson, 36, Avenue Rd. N.6. 'Phone : Chancery
7606. [8714-

ZENITH. 1920, Sh.p., sports model, brand new,
absolutely unsoiled, complete to usual specifica-

t ion
; particulars with pleasure ; approval anywhere

;

^euoine bargain, £100.—ToUady, Hemiugford, Bicester,
near Oxford. [9027

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p., countershaft, lamps, tax paid.
Swan aluminium painted sporting sidecar, smartest

ontfiL on the road, and absolutelv as new; £145; ex-
changes.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone:
Itampslcal 1353. [7977

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

AS a Lady's Motor Cycle, tlie Ivy is It.-Send for
details from the Midland agents, Frank Whit-

woith, Ltd., Birmingham. [X4180

LADY'S Model 1915 3-speed 2^4h.p. Douglas Motor
Cycle, perfect condition, very fast; £42; cheap.

—

Snewin, Barford Cottage, Little London, Bat^ingstoke.
[8715

Miscellaneous.

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys. Omegas,
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New 4',l.h.p. Quadrant and sidecar,
£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths

iMotories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 Indian Combination, dynamo
lighting, screen, £145/10; G.W.K. light car de-

tachable wheels, £155/10.--Booth3 Motories, Hali-
fax.

BARGAINS.—Sh.p. Matchless combination, counter-
shaft gear, £49/10: 4Vth.p. James, 3-5peed.

chain drive, £39/15.—Booths Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—7-9h. p. Indian, 2-epeed, £29/10' 6h p
Chater-Lea and sidecar, £30/10. — Booths

.Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—3h.p. Enfield lightweight, 2-6peed
£35/10; SVsh.p. Triumph, £26 / 10 ; Si/.h J

Ariel, £35/10; J.E.S. motor set on cycle, £17/io.—
Booths Motories, Halifas.

BARGAINS. - 3i^h.p. 1914 P. and M.. £49/10'
nearly new 1921 2-speed Omega, £51/10; 1920

O.K., £35/10; 1920 Scott, £87/10.—Booths Motories
Halifax

'

BARGALNS.-4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, £59/10: 1915
2^4h.p. Douglas, £37/10; new 1921 Rudge

Multi, £85.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

'rice complete

30/-

No.204. HEAD LAMP SET
Absolutely reliable, suitable for all makes of Motor

Cycles. W-itc for particulars.

.Sm^ fiOYAL
BUSY

^^fSj^ii^^^^ List No.
Ift^ T^ 19/3-

9 PiHce

TAIL LAMP .4/-

eacb.
List No. 19/1.
Price 5/6 each.

,=3a^"*?.™2?'' laser

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled 1920 models: 2^4h p
O.K.. £43/10; ditto 2-3peed, £54/10; 2l.,h.p.

Omega-Jap, 2-speed, £67/10; Harley-Davidson and
eidecar, £189/10; 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10;
exchanges entertained. Pay us a. visit.—Booths
Motories, Portland Place. Halifax. Tel. : 1062. [6195

NEW IMPERIAL 1921 8h.p. Combination, slightly
used for derann-stration, leg sJiields, etc., not run

100 miles, a magnificent combination at a reasonable
price; 135 gns

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p.. in beantilul condition, semi-
T.T. bars, etc., complete with lamps, et«. ; 79

gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024.
[8830

I

"IDEAL"

SIDECAR

LAMP.

Similar to construction to 19/+ Lamp, bat havm?
i^in. diameter lens, and aJso Ruby Lens in rear.

List No. 205. Price 8/6 each. Plated finish.

WAND3W0RTH.-
waterproof Bosch, runs

SIDE LAMP.
List No. 19/4.

Price 16/- each.
Ritht or left fitting

SIDECAR LAMP.
List No. 19/2.

Price 6 - each.

MADE
TO

LAST.
Made from solid braso, turned
and threaded at joints. Every
part of solid oonstrnetion.
These lamps may be talten to

i for cloaning. and will remain alight
in tlie Btronpest gale. Beat qaality lenaea
ara fltted, and can be easily replaced if

broken. These lamps will Last as long a-

tbe machines they are used on, aad are absolntely mstlesB

"DAY BE AM"
ELECTRIC LIGHTING CUTFTTS
Solo £5 5 0. Combination £7 7 0.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE.

Licence Holders
(For Motor Cycles).

Number plate fitting, as illustra*

ted, complete with nuts and
screws.
List No. 214- 3/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodwork oi

metal work. List No. 2i6. 3/6 each.

Westivood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, London's lead-
mg motor cycle exchange, for real cheap

machine^.—Below.

WANDSWORTH. — Easy terms. Easy terms.
Immediate delivery given on first deposit.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Enfield smaU twin, 2 speeds,
kiclr, chain drive, licensed ; 39 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—T.D.C. de Luxe 2%h.p., 2
speeds. llL-ensed, very smart machine; 39 gus.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Trinmph S'/oh.p., mag., spring
forlis, runs well; first cheque, 26 gns.—^Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Fafnir 3h.p., mag., spring lorks;
any trial; clearance, 18 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva Si/jh.p., mag., 2 speeds,
lamps, mechanical horn, licensed; 28 gns —

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva Wah.v. twin, n'ig..

F.E , clutch; any trial; only 25 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—P.N. 5-6h.p., 4-c.vl., Bosch, S

speeds; any trial; licensed; 38 gns.—Below.

Rover, clutch model, V/_h.v-
splendidly ; bargain

33 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Matchless, twin J.A.P., mag., i

speeds, clutch; cheap machine, 49 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph 3y2h.p., mag., droppec
tiame, licensed, runs well; sacriflce 32 ens.-

BeIow.

WANDSWORTH.-Bradbury 4h.p., Bosct, 3 speeds:

clutch, good tyres; bargain, 33 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber with coachbuilt side

car, 3y3h.p., 2 speeds; any trial; 46 gns.—Below

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph with coachbuilt side

car. 3yoh.p., 2 speeds; any trial; 49 gns.-

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier with coachbuUt sidecar

3V2h.p., 2 speeds, runs splendidly; 48 gns-
Below.

WANDSWORTH. — r.N. coachbuilt combination

5-6h.p., 4 cyls., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps; 69 gns

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph coachbuilt combina

tion, ay^h.p., 2 speeds, countershaft; very cheap

58 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH. —Triumph 3y2h.p., 3 speeds

clutch, dropped frame, very smart; 56 ens.-

Below.

WANDSWORTH. — r.N. 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., Bosch

shaft drive, runs well; ^9 gns.—Below.
|

WANDSWORTH.—1918 P. and M. coachbuilt com.

bination. sy^h.p., 2 speeds, practically new

79 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1915 Red Indian, road racrni

model, 7-9h.p., very fast; 46 gns.-Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva 3y2h.p., good tyres, sui..

learner; cheap, 13 gns.—Below. '

WANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth Moto
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Towj

Station). 'Phone I
Latchmere 4686. 1912

ALBION 2-speed Gear Lightweight, splendid condi

tion. Best and Lloyd drip-feed, new; any oflcis

-

Neave, Plumber, Forfar. lia^o

BRADBTJBY, mag., rruining order, suit beginnei

?in- also Donglas, Bosch mag., wants tmiinf

g«>d frd°er, sfs.^ibbons, 14. Aliwa! Rd., Whittles^

Cambs. , I

WE wish to clear our stock of second-hands, anrj

Jill take £10 each for some; others at £1!

"

and £2S!' inS" coie and see them.-Bunting's Ex

change, Wcaldstone. I-"^"

Al Opportnnity.-Exceptional bargains m shoi

soiled motor cycles and combinations for cash c

the lasiest of easy terms, no extra charge.-Writ.

'phone or ca°l at Wauchope's, Shoe Lane, LomSpir^

SAM E CLAPHAM (Motors), 'phone ;
Greeuwic

751 the leading agent for all high-class moto

cycles -Write, call, or 'phone your requLremente

-

slm E. Claphim (Motors), 27, Stockwell St.. Greet

wich, S.E.IO.
'"^^

31hii Ariel Combination. 1921 model, condition o

2 'ne^ all in, has not done 500 miles, any tria

meehanical or othcnvise; also a 2y4h.p. New Hn<lso

Fviiili.ht T>9n model' ill-health reason of selliue.-

Afpkriw.'lutto"," Newsagent and Confectioner Hi,

St., Sandy, l.eds.

-1014 Wiliamson 8h.^., water-cooled combmatioi

3%!

'< y

_ RIM & PATENTS LT?
LAWPEW RB BORDESLEV BIRMINGHAM.

rklfl Wiliamson 8h.p., water-coolea comoiiiaiioi

9 exce len?, Privatefy owned, £100;. 1915 Humbe

^-/Xv .3-speed Combination, sound, privately ownec

PRO- 1918 Harley-Davidson combination, all on, ba

Siin £90- 1915 Scott 3%h.p. combination, pist ove
,

hlul'ed £95; 1919 P. and M. Combination, a goo ^

Sutflt £90; 1913 Premier, 3-speed. and C.B. s.dcea

£45; 1915

§!^kM^^^^^ and^aunders.,H
Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds Bush, W.12,

2''jb.l
30'
900.

A36 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a^''"'*'''^'^"*; ^"^ *''* '*'"* "' * *
'^""'^'

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marsea ir;.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous,

.O.C.H. lor second-hand cycles, combinations, and
_ runabouts afc bargain prices; exchanees arraneed;
tny new motor cycle combination or car supplied,

!ash or easv payments. — Fair Offer Car House. 5,

ieatb St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Sta-

ion). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, includ-

ng Saturdays. [7337

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
A UIO-WHEEL, with shock absorber, tax paid: £9.
c\- —21. Swiss St., Accrington. [8352

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A.. excellent order; £8.-68,^ Gloucester Ed., Camden Town. [8812

AUTO-WHEEL, Al condition, new tyre, tax paid;
:^ £10, or clG^ offer.—81, Long Lone, East Finch-
'ey. [8212

SIMPLEX Unit on B.S.A. cycle, brand new, shop-
soiled ; £40.—Pemsel and Wilson, Boxmoor.

Herts. , [8115

WALL Auto-wheel de Luxe, in good order, engine
No. 41621; £10.—Farter, 39, Hallam Ed.,

-lOdalming. [8798

A UTO-WHEEL, new tyre; sell cheap, or exchange
^^ H.M.V. gramophone .^ and records.—Hordley Eec-
ory, Ellesmere. '

[8766

r ADT'S Cycle with Tonng motor attachment, practi-
'•-J cally new; £21/10; attachment only, fl4.-Lander,
Jhjlwell, N"otts. [8861
A UTO-WHEEL IVjh.p., spare tyre new, rear lamp
a J

and generator, licensed: £10.-106, Barlow Moor
ttd.. Didsbury, lilanchester. [8855

1
A UTO Wheel, good condition, brand new cover, tube.
.1^ can b3 seen after 8 p.m. Friday; £8/10.—
Alitchell, 82, Bravington Rd.. W.9. [8646
^IMPLEX Attachment, as new, Halcigh special 3-

, „ speed, wheel; £26, or separate; particulars.—Cun-
lell. Documents, Maresfield. Sussex. [8373

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
jlVTOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to TSfonday, 42/6;
, .. 1 "est 85/-; combination 52/6 and 110/-;
yrite for further information.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Port-

, and St.. W.l. [X2672

1[
TRICARS FOR SALE.

SpHATER-LEA Tricar, 3-speed and reverse, top-hole
1"^ running order, £45 or offer; Baby Peugeot
Cassis, less engine and gear box. £8; 4-.seat»r 13.9h.p.
J.S.A, S.K., perfect; £250.-J. Parry, Moreton. New-
ort, Salop. [8446

IRICYCLES FOR SALE.
rNVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricvcles; catalogueL free.-Rayuer, 10-12, George St.. Blackpool.

i X RGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for
Ci. invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng"

, -o., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [7354

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
i CCOOTEE. 2h.p., requiies assembling- £10.-77 AcreK L.ine, S.W.2. [8975
» U UTOPED Scooter, 1920, almost new dvnamo; £20.
!
*- —Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [9011

A UTOPED, clutch, electric, tax paid; 12 gns., ofler,
•^ —Lemon, Tew Cottage, Amcsbury. roon,n[8209
A.B.C. Skootamota, 1921, new; £33.—Frank Whiti worth, 159, New St., Birmingham. [X4178

'^KOOTAMOTA. overhauled and in good condition
»j^ £22, or near oSer.—Simpson, Share, Guildford.

[8443
[>AEGA1N.—Mobile Pup Scooter, splendid condition
-» feat, taxed; £2'!.—54, Melton Rd., Leicester.

i).|Q20 Kingsbury, perfect
'i'}-*^ sacrifice £20.-

.E.21.

"cH Q21 Skootamota,
'i'r" crate; £31/10

[8298'
condition, tax paid

;

Mills, 3, Croxted Hd., Dulwich,
[3583

just received from works, in
. — 54. St. James St., Ashted.

irmingham. [X4179
JKOnTAMOTA. A.B.C. ; ?4 gns.; after 6 p.m.-18,

,,
Be'levue Gardens, Clapham Ed. (2 mins. Stock-

ell Electric Station], S.W.9. [8220
wJKOTTAMOTA, never been used, in perfect condi-
Sf tion as delivered from makers; price £25.—East

rinstend Motor Garage. Ltd., East Grinstead. 18111

f
HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

JANDHAM'S make thousands of hoods every year;
50/- each. First quality twill waterproof.

;< ANDUMS.—The Sandum Patent Wind Screen of 100
' positions, as shown at Olympia. Finest screen

'>'i the market; 90/-.

;IANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
' Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. (0635
L .B.C. Skootamota, new condition, tax paid ; offersV wautcd.-Cook, 9, Bedford St., Ipswich. [873g
CASTING Standard Wind Screen, perfectly new;

*
.„ £3/10 for quick sale.—114, Osborne Rd., Spark-
ill, Birmingh.im. [7004

To tbe Motor Cyclist who lias

but once experieiiced the advan-
tage of dealing with the Colmore
Depot there is henceforth but
one place whenever he wants
anything "Motor Cyclish."
And when a chum asks his

advice as to the best place to get
a new machine—spares, access-

ories, etc., it is never a case of

"You might try the Colmore,"
but rather an unhesitating, de-
cisive reply— "Why, Colmore
OF COURSE."
For every customer oi the
Colmore Depot knows that theie
he gels a Httle more attention, a

ht/le more value for money, and
a lot more satisfaction.

THA Tis why we have customers
all over the British Isles.

WONDERFUL VALUE
NEW B.S.A.

4i h.p. 3 speed, fresh fi-om
works, complete with high
cl&ss sidecar.

Price £123.

COLMORE DEPOT,
24, Paradise Street,

LIVERPOOL,
and 200, Deansgate,
MANCH E STER.
Aho ai Bhmingham and Leiceder

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
TOLEDO Hood, highest grade, brass fittings. 47/5;

fittings, twill, etG.—Henry Jones, 778, Uigh Rd.,
Tottenham, London. [4754

WIND Screens Actually in Stock : Eastings, Baby,
Standard. Royal, Bluemels latest; Cameo hoods,

finest quality, waterproof, with curtains round; £3/5.
—64 Biiliopsgate, London. [0620

HERCULES Hoods, 45/- to 80/-; aprons, 17/6. full

eize; t^vill, 9/6 yard ; sticks, nttiugs. eto. ; re-

c'OTered, 25/-; write for list.—Hercules Hood Co., 698.
Seven Sisters Rd.. Totteabam. [3539

BODIES.

pOR

SANDUM, the largest and most renowned sidecar
body builders in country."

SANDUMS have put (5n the market over 10,000 side-
car bodies.

SANDUMS have the only adult 2-seater body on the
market which is not unsightly. Write tor our

Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

SANlDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any make
with the use of up-to-date machinery in four

factories. "
-

ANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., London, W.C.I. -Phone : Museum 3427.

!:0634
ENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

S

TTE^'US Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light,
but- not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

VENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Tottenham.
[0519

SIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality. £7/7;
original £12/12.-64. Bishopsgate, London. [0614

CAMBER Coach Bodies, from £4/17/6.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St.. Camberwell, London.

[9127

E DWAR DES.—Sidecar bodies from £4/19/6, painted
any colour, fitted free.—277, Camberwell Rd.,

S.E. [8911

bulbous back locker,
Hackford Rd., Brix-

[9119

SIDECAR Bodies, brand new,
' extra roomy; £10/10.-33,

ton. S.W.

CLTNO Bodies, unused, from £3/15; sideenr, ooncli-
Imilt, £10/10; nnother, £16; also liglltwoight, suit

2".,Ii.p., £8/15.-57, Kenbuiv St.. Camberwell, London.
[8601

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, fiist-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

EDWARDE3.—Bodies made to order, any size, any
colour, from £4/19/6. fitted with spring back

and spring cushion, suitable for Harley or Indian

;

£9/10.-277, Camberwell Rd.. S.E. [8914

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better or
cheaper house), sporting models, bulbous -back and

step pattern. All at low prices. Call or eend your re-

auirements.— 228, rentonville Rd., King's Cross, Lon-
don, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [6851

D. and F. Body.— We have in stock bodies to suit
all machines, a special design for Triumph,

Indian. Harley, etc.. from £12; arfy design to any
order in 10 days. Call and see them being made at
our works; a large stock of chassis always available.—
De Cort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [8837

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-'
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. established designers
to tne coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St.. London, E.C.4.

[0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

DOUGLAS Sidecar,
Brixtou.

nnd M. Sidecar, as new

;

Brixton.

ns new* ; £16.-33, Hiiclctord Rd..
[9113

Hackford Ed..
[9114

BEAMBLE, C.B.. of! Zenifli, lugsase earner, etc.

:

£12.-29, Selkiik Ed.. Tooling. [8410

ILLFORD Sidecar, o& Triumph, complete, a3 neiv

;

£16.-33, Hackford Hd., Brixton. [9115

OUGLAS Sidecar, blue, smart, ail fittings; £10.-
67, Little Heath, Charlton, S.E.7. [8886

EW Dinkj- Sporting Model, finished grey, or hlack
ivith gold lines; £25.—Beloiv.

NK^' Henderson Spning- Frame Model, finished green :

£25.-Belo\v.

NEW Mills-Fulford ' De Luxe Model, Harley-Davidson
finish, £30.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av..

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0075

SIDECAE. MiUtord. smart, complete, new hood,
screen; £14.-17, Hcaton Ed.. Mitcham. [8683

TVI

D
N

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
POR
CANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

OANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.
i

ANDUM Chassis.—Insist on having onr encloised

wheel type of chassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns., and eports

26 grs.. are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns. ; the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-aeater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to
suit any make of machine, 42 gns.; bodies only,
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seater as
designed by ns, and approved by the recognised
experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Ed., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factories;

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd,, N. ; and Britannia
Works, Britannia St., W.C. [0019
MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
high-powered machines : Zenith. Harleys,

Indians, New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no
difficulty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all
kind= Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

promptly corrected.

CAMEO Screens in stock to suit all makes at
Middleton's. Trade supplied also.

lY/TR. RIDDOCK, riding 8h.p. Zenith, Middleton side-
-Lj±. car, won inter-'Varsity hill-clirab. He also won
Essex hill-climb with TVFiddleton patent spring wheel
sidecar.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

TITIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established eide-
-i-TX car makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27,
Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube).
Phone.: Hornsey 1584. [0522

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled high-class coachbuilt side-
cars; cheap.—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled underslung sidecar chassis,
cheap.—Booths Motorics, Portland Place, Hali-

fax.

BARGAINS.-High-class coachbuilt bodies, any
colour.—Booths Motorics, Portland Place, Hali-

fax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booths Motorics,

HaJifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit
Rudge, £j6/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new. £16/10.—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker nnder
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. — Booths

Motorics, Halifax. [6193

COACHBUILT, underslung. £8; new sporting Canoe-
let, £18.-84, Ilex Ed., Willesden. N.W. fSaiO

SIDECAR, light, C.B., semi-sporting aluminium
body; £6/10.-9, Gibbins Rd., Selly Oak. [8546

"OURBERRY Sidecar, C.B., 3in. tyre, Harley colour;J^ £12/10.-27, Barrack Rd., Northampton. [8530
f^OACHBUILT Sidecar Screen, complete, bargain;

-76, Boyne Rd.. Lewisham. [8605V^ £10, or offer.

BARGAIN.—Good light sidecar, complete, side door,
cushion; £5/10.—Searle's Stores, Southborough.

[8871
EDWARDES.—Sidecar chassis, underslung, new,

from £7.-277. Camberwell Rd.', S.E. Hop. 4913.
[8912

DOUGLAS 1920 Chassis and Bodv, new condition;
£20. or oSer.-Shailer, 61, Bedford Hill. Balham.

[7155
£12.—Coachliuilt touring sidecar, sprung wheel, new

condition; exclismge streamline.—27, Corinne Rd.,
N.a9. f8512
COACHBUILT Sidecar, Indian red, 4-point coupling,

screen, apron; bargain, £12.-6, East View, Nant-
Wich. [8764

A Roomy Sidecar, complete, as new; £14, or nearest
offer; a bargain.—Lucas, Parkside Rd., Sunning-

dale. [8949
SIDECAR, Canoelet, 4 fixings, hood, lamp, good

Dinilop ; £10.—Write, 143. St. Margaret's Bd..
Twickenham. [8300

COACHBUILT SidecaT, 4-point, new tyre, lamp,
apron, smart; £12/10.-41. Gordonbrock Rd.,

ladywell, S.E.4. [8541

THE JOYS OF MOTOR CYCLING.

NO FAKED TYRES
At EMANUEL'S.
There are more pleasant holidays spoilt

by faulty tyres than anything else. So
look below before you go.

TYRES AND TUBES
IN PERFECT CONDITION.
1 win Pefuhd your mousy immediately

if you are not satisfied.

24x2
Woad-IVinne Soec'al 28,'-

26x2
Wood-Mllne lExtra Strong 32/9
Wooil-IVlilne Combination 44 /-

26x2J
Dunlop Heavy 36/6
Macintosh Chain 32/6
Avon Sunstone 37/6
ClincSer de Luxe Extra Heavy 36 /-

Rom Combination 42 /-

Avon Combination 38/9
Beldam Combination 35 /-

^ Palmer Heavy Cord 36/9

J Palmer Cord 32/6
Skew Rubber !ilon-skids 29/6

26X21
Palmer Heavy Cord 37/-
Palmer Cord 33 /-

Dunlop Heavy 37 /-

Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 34/6
Bates Special Heavy 37/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 35 /-

26x2i to fit 2'i Rims.
Hutchinsnn fiubberTStudded 33 /-

Wood-Milne Special 33 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45 -

26x2V
Dunlop Heavy 45 /-

Macintosh Chain 36 /-

Rom Combination 47/6
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 36 /-

Skew Heavy Ribbed 37/6

650x65
Heavy Rubber Non-skid 26/6
Wood-Milne Special 43/6
*Miche in Steel-sludded 52/6
Clincher Steei-studded 47/6
"Wood-Milne Steel-studded 45 /-

Burnett Grooved 41/9
Dunlop Steel-studded 55 /-

*Voitiirettp fitting.

700x80 to fit 650x65
Wood-Milne Special 50 /-

700 x 80 (for 650 x 65) Voiturette Rims
Wood-Milne Gruv Ribbed ,.. 60/-
Spenccr Moulton Ribbed 60/-

28x3
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 4-pIy 29/3
Palmer Cord Heavy 50 /-

Dunlop Extra Strong 4-ply 50/-

28x21
Wood-Milne 4-ply 40 /-

Hutchinson Heavy Rubber-studded 26/9
Hutchinson Heavy Ribbed 29/6

NEW TUBES, in ail Sizes, 7;- each.

Also Clearance TUBE$, with one small vul-

canised patch by Manufacturers, otherwise
quite new, 5/6.

The above goods are sent passenger train.

Carriage paid.

BELTS OF LEADING MAKES.
8ft. 6in. X lin each 21 /-

6ft. 6in. lengtlis of 5 and } ,, 10/-
Special Offer of 7ft. 6in., in any length, at

2/1 per foot.

The above lines are sent Seven Days on
Approval, and Forward Passenger Train

Carriage Paid.

REMEMBER—The reputation and guarantee
of Emanuel's is behind all we sen.

EMANBEL'S, Tyre Factors.
27, BELGRADE RD., STOKE NEWINGTON,
Telephone: Dalston 3161. LONDON, N.16.

Stares:

37a, BTalls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CAMBER Semi-touring Models, Dunlop tyres;

sei8/10.—Bright and Ilayles, 78, Church St.,

Camberwell.

CAMBER Lightweight Models, Dunlop tyres;
£17/10.—Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St.,

Camberwell.

CAMBER Streamline Model, Dunlop tyres; £16/10.
—Bright and, Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Tandem Models, Dunlop tyres; £26.—
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Utility Models; £25; Dunlop tyres.-
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Utility Tandem Models, Dunlop tyres,

large locker space; £27.—Bright and Hayles, 78,

Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER Harley and Indian Models, 28x3 wheels,
from £29.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.,

Camberwell.

CAMBER.—We undertake repairs, repainting, and
upholstering to any make ol sidecar.—Brignt and

Hayles, 78, Church St., CamberwelL

CAMBER.—We are the largest makers oi sidecars

in South London. Established 1899.-Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London. 'Phone

:

Brixton 2951. C2980

SIDECAR, C.B., off 1916 Scott, new tyre, in excel-

lent condition; £10.—J.C, 389, York Ed., 'Waii<l6-

worth, S.W.18. [8780

AW. Manufacturing Co.. manufacturers of Lad-
• broke sidecars, finest value in the trade ;

par-

ticulars by return.

AW. Manufacturing Co., manufacturers of ^ the

Ladbroke all-weather sidecar, patent disappear-

ing coupe hood, smartest on the road; write for .par-

ticulars.

AW. Manufacturing Co., for new or second-hand
• sidecars, actual manufacturers quality at mode-

rate price.—13 to 24 Avenue Close, Poplars Avenue,
Willesden Green. 'Phone: Willesden 280S, [8999

BASTONE'S for sidecars and bwlies; no better or

cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before

purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other motlels

in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sideouii

from £14/18/6.

BASTONE'S.—Wo have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famo«si,

Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and;

other models in stock ; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.), 228, Pentonville Ed.,:

King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.
[6860

GLOEIA Sidecar, complete, hood, apron, spare

cover, tube, spring wheel; bargain, £11.-41, Tot
terdown St, Tooting. [8663

SPORTING Torpedo Rennoc, apron, wind screen
grid, locker, excellent condition; £15.—Cox

London HospiUl, E.l. [854'

SIDECAR Chassis, 100 Douglas for disposal, £3/lC,

each.—The Central Motor Works, 14a, Lough
borough Rd., Brixton. [9056

CHASSIS, heavy underslung, fit any etaudord ma
chine, new 1920 ; £4/10.—Comfort, Havengorei

Tudor Ed., New Barnet. [8371

A.B.C. Sidecar, new, uncrated, complete with sideca

sprocket; £27/10, carriage paid.—54, St. .Tame

St., Ashted, Birmingham. [X529'

NEW Coachbuilt Sporting Sidecar, complete cbassii

wheel, tyre: £10; seen by appointment.—Baiief
Ashley Eise, Walton-on-Thamcs. [8371

EDWARDES.—Second-hand sidecar chassis, undel
slung, £5/10; bodies, £4/19/6 new.—277, Cam

berwell Rd., S.E. Hop. 4913. [89i;

BRAMBLE. C.B. 26x234, art green, new conditioD ,•

smart turnout, suit Triumph; 9 gns., bargain.-

i

Kemp, 25, Knowie Rd., Brixton. [913
'

QIDECAR, light, coachbuilt, good condition througl
(^ out, Milk-Fulford chassis: best offer over £10,-

Selby, 32, Honor Oak Park, S.E.23. [851

CLYNO Chassis, with 26in. wheel and Dunlop tvri

new, bargain £8/10 ; Clyno second-hand- bod:

30;.._Simpson, 71, Nova Rd., Croydon. [874

NEW Mills-Fulford Bulbous De Luie Sidecar, wit.l

lamps and bracket, suitable for 7-9h.p. Indiaal
£30.—Hicks, 32, Lena Gardens, Hammersmith. [902'|1

1Q20 Henderson Lightweight, black, gold line, dii I

JL«/ wheel, apron, mat, lamp, generator (Lucas), aba

lately as new.—233, Bingley Ed., Saltaire. (D) [88f

DOUGLAS 1919 Sidecar, complete, enamel ai.

irpholstery -in excellent condition, tyre aii

tube sound; £16.-11, St. Andrew's St., Rugby. [SSK

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, 1921, like new, all fitting!

carrier, apron, £25, or nearest; 2y2h.p. Olyn

1920, splendid condition, £40.—Beacon Garage, Pennti

SIDECAR, C.B., almost new, complete with wil

screen, hood, and attachments for Triumph; £1
bargain.—Compton, 47, West St., Marlcw, - Bucks.

A^iS All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Auto Cycle Union.

WHEN the membership of an institution like

the Auto' Cycle Union drops 40% in twelve
months—and this at a time when the num-
ber of motor cyclists has increased tre-

mendously—the question naturally arises

whether there is not something wrong with the
policy of the organisation. The Auto Cycle Union
is the governing body, of the motor cycle movement,
yet, as its membership roll shows, it represents but
10% of motor cyclists in this country—insufficient

to justify the position as dictator in so many vital

matters.

That a governing body is desirable—in fact, is

necessary—will not be denied by all Avho ha\-e at

heart the interests of the sporting side of the move-
ment. This duty the Auto Cycle Union fulfils

in a manner which has set a standard to the world,
and, to do this, even a membership of 30,000 is

sufficient. It is, perhaps, this side of the A.C.U.'s
good work which is responsible for the compara-
tively low_ membership. The competition Avork
of the Union, by its very success, overshadows its

efforts in other directions. The great majority
of motor cyclists, while appreciating the value of
competitions, do not feel disposed to pay subscrip-
tions 'to "improve the breed of motorcycles."
The Automobile Association, on the other hand, is

admittedly a business proposition, and probably
its popularity is due to the fact that its main object
is to provide service to the individual rider.

Elsewhere in this issue there appears a short
article by the Chairman of the Auto Cjcle Union,
in which the question of amalgamation of all

motoring bodies is discussed. As to whether such
an amalgamation would prove adA'antageous to
the motorist is a moot point, but certainly no
harm would come from an examination of the
situation. Probably a working arrangement
between the bodies concerned would be better
than to have everything controlled by one board,
but in legislation matters united action is an
absolute necessity.

The drop of 40% in the A.C.U. membership
synchronises with the raising of the subscription.
This was done at a most inopportune time, and,
if any organisation is to receive the support of
the majority, the subscription must be much less
than the present fee.

Spring Frames.

ONE of the most difficult problems that has
been set before the motor cycle designer is

that of constructing a spring frame which shall
be laterally rigid and flexible in action, but
not unsightly, heavy, or costly. The last item

has undoubtedly proved a severe handicap in recent
times, when all have been endeavouring to reduce
the selling price of their productions. Some riders,
who have had experience of unsatisfactory devices,
are inclined to stigmatise rear springing as un-
necessary and even undesirable, but with them we
cannot agree. There are rear suspension systems
on the market which are perfectly satisfactory, and
not only increase the comfort of the rider to
a very considerable degree, but also save the
mechanism of the motor cycle from many strains.
Such faults as leaky tanks, fractured frames, and
loosened nuts have been unduly prominent in recent
competitions, and good rear suspension would do
much to eliminate these troubles.

In the meantime, many forms of auxiliary sus-
pension for the rider have made their appearance,
and so excellently do some of these perform their
function, that both riders and manufacturers are
apt to be content with the substitute instead of
racking their brains in an endeavour to achieve
perfection. It must, however, always be remem-
bered that, no matter how perfect the saddle sus-
pension, the object in view, is the attainment of
the least possible amount of unsprung weight.
When this ideal is attained, the consequent pro-
tection of the major portion of the mechanism
from road shocks and vibration will permit the
maintenance of higher speeds with safety and
comfort.

An index to the advei-tiSBments in tinis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.

>^ i\ .\i'
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Lest We Forget.

T the moment the

keen interest lately,

shown in the matter

of riding comfort is declin-

ing. The Motor Cycle

campaign - in favour of

spring frames led to varied

results. On the one hand,
it bore fruit in a crop of

fully sprung frames, some
of which were decidedly

excellent. On the other
hand, various designers,

who could not or would
not evolve a first-class

spring frame, -circum-

vented the problem quite,

admirably by adopting
much larger tyres, and by
minor alterations in their

fork or frame design. At present the comfort ques-

tion is temporarily in a condition of stalemate.

Little, if any, pubhc emphasis is being laid on
the matter. Some makers have dismissed spring

frames from their minds. Others, after coquet-

ting with big tyres, have relapsed to the bad old bone-
shaker layouts, possibly because of increased costs and
a tight market, possibly because their experiments were
conducted with a flabby-sided tyre- which rolled. But
I hereby warn a section of the trade that there still

are machines on the market which a large and increas-

ing section of the public will never ride again, because

they are notoriously less comfortable than certain

better-designed rivals. If a sales manager finds that

his market is shrinking in spite of live agents, good
publicity, and ample competition successes, let him
ask -himself whether his 'bus is up-to-date in respect

of comfort.

The Ray of a Spai-klight.

I

NE or two correspondents have asked me privately

how much illumination is furnished by the

smaller and cheaper electric lighting sets. It

thus occurred to me to measure the ray of my B.T.H.
Sparklight set on a pitch dark night. As readers

will be aware, its illumination is obtained from a

four-yolt battery, which is charged by current obtained

through a pick-up brush off. the "idle maximum"
of the magneto. In delivery adjustment its head lamp
throws a duplex ray. There is a short-distance dif-

fused circle of comparatively faint light, which is 30ft.

in diameter at a distance of 15ft. ahead of the I^mp,

and sufifices to give one a general idea of the immediate
foreground. Penetrating distinctly through the centre

of this faint circle is a long distance beam of much
more concentrated and intense light, by which I can

A28

i^K Ixioii

read a newspaper when
standing at a distance of

85ft. from th^ lamp. Be-

yond that point the bright,

narrow beam extends in a

weaker form, which could

only be measured with

special instruments.

In other words, this in-

expensive outfit allows one

a distance of about thirty

yards in which to pull up

after sighting an obstacle,

besides supplying comfort-

able infoiTuation about the

foreground. Presumably a

battery of similar voltage,

ceding as good a lamp,

ivould give exactly the

same light at even lowei

- cost, and would be worth

consideration where special facilities for recharging

exist. The Sparklight is certainly adequate for use or

the baby two-stroke on which I use it.

The Innocents Abroad.

THE big trials are intended to give the public ai

index to thie reliability of motor cycles. The;

fulfil their purpose. But only the insidi

observer knows with what egregious folly some
the manufacturing firms "let down" the plucfc

fellows who ride for them. Competition, riding is ':

game which wants quite as much knowing as leagu<

football or international cricket or growing prize leek

or washing a canary for exhibition (I am credibl

informed that the last named job is the trickiest i:

the whole gamut of competitions
; you do it with egg

flip, and when, it is over the bird generally dies c

pneumonia or looks like a top hat whicTi has bee
brushed the wrong way). However, to our muttons

What is the use of paying a handsome salary to

crack competition expert, and then ignoring all hi

recommendations ? There are a lot of new men i

the sales departments of the motor cycle industry

Some of them fancied in 19 19 that selling mote
cycles was as easy as handing round cigars at Show
time. They know better now, and most of them an

beginning to regard competitions seriously. But som
of them have still to learn that success in competitioii

means engaging a man who knows the game, ani

paying close attention to what he says.

Some Object Lessons.

FOR example, .would W. H. Wells ever allow tb

Indian team to ride wafery 650 x 65 mm. bac

. tyres in a big road trial ? (Some British 7-9 h.]

machines do so.) What do you think of enterir,
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Occasional Comments.—

i sidecarettes in a trial which is notorious for smashing

up frames, and has led to the redesigning of every

I big combination which ever competed in it ? What
is the sense of entering two-speed gears of very low

ratio in an event renowned for its eternal hills and
prolonged stretches of " doorstep " road, in which
most failures are due to blinding necessarily indulged

in to recover inevitable losses of time?.. Or, if you
were pitting an expenditure of, say, ;£iS° "" trying

to get an advertisement in a trial which few solo

machines have yet completed without at least one
tumble, would you mount the magneto in much the

same position as a footrest ? Or, again, if wild weather
and watersplashes were impending, is it fair to send

II your men out with naked carburetters near the front
' wheel ? For success in the competition game, you

j
must employ an expert and trust hun.

Malti-wheelers in Trials.

"y^J^yHAT is the proper position of sidecars, cycleW cars, and light cars in a mi.xed trial ? The
A.C.U. and M.C.C. generally station them

at the tail of the procession, where their dust-raising

I
and baulking proclivities cause the minimum degree

of annoyance to the solo mounts. The Edinburgh

J--iJK>«SSa:_

M.C.C. attracted a little gsntle criticism in last

week's Six Day event, by sandwiching all four types

of entry together, and providing a three-minute interval

after each light car. In narrow lanes, up corkscrew
freak hills, and in dry, dusty weather, no motor cyclist

wishes to have any kind of multi-wheeler anywhere
in front of him. If the passenger entries are lumped
together at the tail of the procession, they suffer no
hardship—unless the chance to lie in bed half-an-hour
longer every morning be a hardship : but if the
passenger men dislike being '"orced to ride in a bunch,
they ought to agitate for a trial all to themselves,

with lengthy starting intervals. We may love them
intensely as individuals; but when they begin
prancing among us on a hiU like Porlock (in rain) or

Park Rash or Summer Lodge, we wish them some-
where. And even more heartily do we detest them
when six of them are scorching home along the level

with an inch of white floury dust on the top of the road.

Tyre Confidence.

nHAVE never done 100 m.p.h. on a motor bicycle.

I do not think I have ever done 80 m.p.h. on
less than four wheels. I have no wish to touch

either of these speeds. Once upon a day I burst my
front tyre when I was doing a measly 65 m.p.h.

—

and only a speedometer 65 at that. I
~ ^ still feel minute beads of moisture be-

dewing my spine when I recall the

occurrence. But when I read of Le
Vack doing 106 m.p.h., I feel all warm
inside to think of the sublime con-

fidence he must repose in his tyre
maker. Myself, I am a bit of a

fatalist about tyres. In ordinary work
I have grown to regard their freedom
fro m puncture as something of a

lottery. If I had to circle Brooklands

on an eight-valved 1,000 c.c, I should

probably fit solid tyres and Houdaille

absorbers, being a coward to my
marrows. The firms whose tyres are

selected deserve much credit.

BURNING COUNTRYSIDE.

The terrific heat of last week-end has

resulted in the destruction of many beautiful

expanses of gorse and heather. Where there

were masses of purple and golden bloom are

now in many cases desolate stretches of

blackened vegetation. The illustration on

the left depicts a competitor passing burning

vegetation during a trial organised by Messrs.

Pike and Co., of Exeter. The great column
of smoke shown in the illustration on the

right arises from the blazing Oxshott

Common on the Portsmguth road between

Esher and Cobham.
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TWO features of the ordinary motor cycle which
have been more adversely criticised than
almost any others are the built-up crankshafts

and the splash lubrication, yet these are still almost
universal after some twenty years' experience. Writers

on motor cycles have demonstrated that the built-up

crankshaft is quite wrong, and the inside flywheels

still more wrong. One writer has stated that " built-up

shafts are never used in any other type of prime
mover "—a statement which only shows that he is

quite ignorant of modern practice in stationai7, marine,

and locomotive engines. AVe are told that the drag
of the oil on the flywheels absorbs an enormous pro-

portion of the power of the .engine, etc., and that

with splash lubrication none of the oil ever gets to

the parts which require it, while other writers say

that, when a fresh charge is put in, the bearings are
" overflooded," though it is not quite clear hov/ a

bearing is damaged by having more oil than necessary.

After Twenty Years' Test.

Most motor cycle makers—English, American, and
European—use the inside flywheels and splash lubrica-

tion adopted by De Dion, twenty years ago. So it

seems worth while to investigate and see whether, after

all, there are not some advantages in the " despised
"

system.

The first point is to take the actual results. Here
w e may for a

moment go back to

the days when
single - cyhnder
engines were used
for cars, and see

how the bearings

compare with the

modern types
which have forged
shafts and pump
lubrication.

One of the most
successful of the
older types of car
engine was the 8
h.p. De Dion with
one cyhnder (loo x
r2o mm.). This
engine was used
for four - seated

Piston, connecting rod, and flywheels of a modern inside flywheel engine^

lead-loaded balance weights'

cars, and would take four people on occasion ova

twenty miles in an hour, the car with passengers weigM

ing well over a ton. The big end bearing was undg
lin. diameter and lin. long, the bearing surfaci

therefore being about a square inch. These big end!

would run 10,000 miles or more with no material wear]

Lubrication was by simple splash with hand pump.

Comparisons.

I do not think that anyone will suggest that engind

with as small bearings as this on forged shafts havl

ever done the same amount of work. The total area il

about equal to that of many of the fliat twin 2 ^ h.pl

cycle engines, and I think it will be generally admitted

that to put one of these shafts into an engine capable

of taking a ton twenty miles an hour would be asking

for trouble, and lots of it. Further, car'engines with

forged shafts have far larger bearings than this, and
yet the bearings require adjustment fairly frequently

—

in fact, many are not so very much more durable than

_ the old De Dion. These De Dion engines also ran

at a very high speed, probably in practice faster than

the large majority of modern engines, as the cars

had about 6^^ to 1 top gear ratios.

I think, therefore, we may take it that the built-

up shaft has been very successful even where it has
come into competition with the forged shaft on its

own ground in cars. Of course, it went out with the

general introduc-

tion of the four-

Cylinder engine,

for directly the

cylinders are multi-

plied the great

advantages of the

built-up shaft dis-

appear, as we
shall see, and the

construction be-
comes very
difficult.

Assuming that

the built-up shaft

is satisfactory, why

,

is'it?

I think anyone
who studies tlie

action of the
petrol engine w'ill

Observe the
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see that there are very great practical advan-

tages in having the crank pin directly attached to the

flywheels. The ordinary single-cylinder engine
_

is

driven by a series of impulses with a compression

stroke in between. That is to say that the piston

drives the flywheel and the flywheel the piston alter-

nately. Now, if the

flywheel is outside,

these forces have to

be transmitted
through the crank-

shaft, and there is

therefore a heavy
twisting and bending
stress on the shaft

both on the explosion

and to a less extent

on the compression

stroke, while the

inertia of the piston

causes stresses on the

two idle strokes
(fig. i). On tke
other hand, with the

goes direct from the

pin and vice versa.

Fig. 1.-(A) Fly-

wheel. (B) Con-
necting rod. On
every stroke a twist-

ing stress is put on
the shaft at C.

inside wheels the pressure

flywheel to the crank

Further, as the flywheels are

usually on both sides of the pin there is no material

bending moment at all (fig. 2). All shafts subject

to bending spring more or less unless very heavy, and

if the shaft springs in the least the wear is greatly

increased, as the brass does not bear properly the whole

length of the journal. For this., reason we might

expect that the forged shaft would have to be a great

deal heavier than the pin of the built-up one, and this

appears to be the case.

Advantage of Symmetrical Construction.

Even if the forged shaft is made heavy enough to

wear as well as the built-up one, it appears better in

practice to have the fly-

wheels as near the pin as

possible, and it should give

a sweeter-rrmning engine. -

It should also be an advan-

tage for sweet running to

have the engine s y m -

metrical, i.e., to have two
flywheels, one on each side

of the centre line of the

engine. This is usual with

the inside flywheels, but is

not easy to arrange with

tlie outside ones.

In construction the built-

up shaft has some distinct

advantages, especially when
we consider the fact that if

hearings are to wear well

the shafts should b e

hardened and ground.

With the built-up shaft this is absolutely easy, but

with the forged shaft it is not so easy to do it and be

absolutely certain of uniform hardening. In fact it is

so difficult that when we come to the four-throw crank

of a car engine it is vei7 unusual to harden them at all.

From what has been said about the alternating drive

Fig. 2.—(B) Connecting

rod. Forces are transmitted

direct from crank pin to

the flywheels.

between the piston and the flywheel it will easily be
realised that when the flywheel is outside, as in the

case of the forged shaft, there will be an alternating

drive on the key of the flywheel. In car practice

the trouble with such flywheels working loose has
caused the cone and key fastening to be almost entirely

given up, and the flywheels are now almost always
fastened on b)^ a flange and bolts. In a motor cycle

this would prevent ball bearings or unsplit bushes being

used for the main bearings, and they would have to

be split as in cars, and there is little doubt of the

advantages of the unsplit bearing—a point again in

favour of the built-up shaft, as the big end can be

an unsplit bush. According .to my experience, unsplit

bushes wear better than split bearings of the same size,

probably because they are more rigid, and it is

generally cheaper to put in a new bush than to let

together a split bearing and make a proper job of

scraping it up. It is for these reasons that unsplit

bushes are becoming increasingly popular in such engi-

neering as locomotive work.

Splash Lubrication.

With regard to the splash lubrication, this has at

all events the merit of simplicity, and it is Hot de-

pendent on any mechanical

device for action. Further,

it can be varied at will to suit

the conditions of running.

These are distinct advan-

tages, and it needs some
definite shortcomings to be
shown for its condemnation.
Now I take it that the test of

a lubrication system is simply

whether it lubricates, and
although we hear a great deal

of the " complete failure " of

the splash to do this, we do
not get so many instances of

actual failure, provided, of

course, it has been properly

used.

On the contrary, it appears
to me that when one takes

a well-designed splash lubri-

cation engine to pieces, all

parts appear to have been
amply lubricated. Even in.

tiie very early days of . the

^^^^^^LJ
;|^^j^

zi^

Fig. 3.— If there are

large cups over the mam
bearings arranged so as to

catch the oil thrown off

the flywheels the bulk of

the oil will always be in

them, and the only

difference between much
and little oil in the crank

case will be the oil level

In the cups.
car industry this was the

case, as w^as shown by the success of the motor cycle

type of engine on cars.

Amount of Oil Needed.
The fact appears to be that w'hen the engine is run-

ning at anything like the speed usual on a motor cycle

engine, the w-hole crank case is full of a fine spray of

oil. Let us remember that it only takes a few drops

of oil a minute to lubricate a bearing, and anyone

will see that no big end can go round in such a spray

of oil without the oilholes meeting all the oil the

liearing requires. Further, it will not make a very

serious difference whether the spray is a thick spray

or a thin one within fairly wide limits. The bearing

will get enough oil, and any excess will run out at

the end, as it does with forced lubrication. The main

bearings can be provided with cups to catch the oil

A3I
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running down the sides of tlie crank case, and unless

the engine is absolutely starved, these cups will always

be full, thereby giving the bearing oil under a uniform
head. If these cups are large the bulk of the oil will

always be in them (see fig. 3).

The only objection to the splash lubrication with

hand pump feed appears, therefore, to be that the

piston will get rather more oil at some times than

others. This does not appear so very serious.

Not for Universal Application.
On the whole, therefore, the splash lubrication

hardly deserves all the abuse it has had.

There remains one point, namely, the alleged drag
of the oil on the flywheels. If this were of serious

importance it is evident that no machine with inside

flywheels could ever win a race or make a -record.

As inside flywheels have a
fair share of success in such
things it is evident that any
drag is negligible. With
the coming of the four-

cylinder engine or even the

flat twin it is probable that

the built-up shaft will dis-

appear, as it has done in the

car. . It is evident that its

main advantage, namely,
having the whole of the fly-

wheel weight directly con-

nected to the crank pin,

disappears, as there are four

crank pins, and the whole of

the weight could not, there-

fore, be attached to the pin

of the cylinder which was
firing. Further, the torque

from the front cylinders has

to be transmitted through the

back crank pins, so that we get alternating stresses

on the keys in the shafts, and this appears to be a

thing to _ avoid.

So with the multi-cylinder the built-up . shaft will

disappear, no doubt.

With regard to splash lubrication, good as it has

been when well carried out, probably we shall come to

Fig. 5.—Crankshaft and connecting]

rod ol an outside flywheel engine.
-'

Fig. 4.—The built-up

crank, inside flywheels,

and connecting rod.
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something more automatic. If pump lubrication is

to be satisfactory, however, it must be very well

carried out. Some writers assume that there is never
any trouble with the bearings or lubrication on cars

and lorries, but this is not so, and there has been
quite a lot of trouble through the circulating system
failing. No doubt a
perfect system can
be made, but the

space in a motor
cycle is very much
more cramped than
in a car, and it will

therefore have to be
very well worked
out. To those who
think that plain

splash is quite
obsolete on four-

wheeled vehicles, it

may be news that

one make of lorry _
largely used in France had plain splash with no forced

feed or troughs. Further, that this lorry was probably

the greatest favourite for hard work of any make out

there.

No Sudden Failures with Splash.

It must be remembered that while splash lubrication

fails slowly, any circulating system fails without warn-

ing. That is to say, that with splash lubrication, if

one forgets to^ put oil in, or if one's supply pump fails,

the . engine runs harder for some time before serious

damage is done and attention is called. With a circu-,

lating system the first warning one usually has of any-

thing being wrong is a bearing seized or run out.

It mu^-t not be thought that I wish to imply that all

engines with forged shafts are bad, or that no system

but splash is successful for lubrication. I am quite

aware that most excellent engines are . made with

outside flywheels, etc., as well as inside. All I wish

to do is to point out some technical reasons which, in

my opmion, show that the balance of advantages is

still with the inside flywheel and splash lubrication;

as used by the large majority of makers of singles

and V twins.

I

THE SIMPLE SOLO SINGLE.

IN
pre-war days, when a young man bought a motor

cycle, he probably selected a 3J^ h.p. T.T. single.

On this he could—and did—go anyw^here, Svas as

fast as anything on the road, and his petrol consump-
tion was anything in the neighbourhood of 100 m.p.g.

In these degenerate times, when a young man's

fancy turns to motor bicycles, he purchases a baby
two-stroke, burdened with countershaft gears, a clutch,

and kick-starter.

The writer intends no slight to two-strokes—far

from it. They are fascinating little machines to drive,

and are verj' capable of serious work if one is not in

a great hurry. But they are not machines for " young
blood."

It is the opinion of many enthusiasts that the high
efiiciency 3J^ h.p. single-—fixed gear with direct belt

drive—is the_ finest type of motor cycle obtainable.

A32

It is simple, reliable, economical, exceedingly fast,

and weighs considerably less than many so-called
" Hghtweights."

One can never learn the fine points of driving from

the saddle of a geared lightweight. The rule amongst
many motor cyclists would appear to be—^" When in'

doubt, change down." TraflSc calls for no intelligence^

other than the ability to steer sufficiently well to avoii"

pedestrians. Hills now demand no skill.

The boy on his 3^ T.T. packs up his toothbrush

and cigarettes on a Saturday afternoon, and starts out

for a 250 mile week-end trip. There is no doubt

about his getting there—his bicycle is so simple that

there is practically nothing to go wrong. He may
puncture, certainly, but who does not ? A broken belt

may detain him for five minutes, but othfer-.vise an en-,

forced stoppage is most unlikely. P.S. V
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UNITY OF CONTROL
6g

Unification of Motoring Bodies. Possibilities of an Amalgamation of R.A.C.,
A.C.U , A. A., and tlie Scottisli and Irish Organisations.

I

WOULD submit that there is every reason for an
early unification of effort and of actual amalgama-
tion of motoring bodies—R.A.C-, A. A., Scotch

and Irish, and that the financial position of the

A. A. need not prejudice the issue. There is ample
work to keep such an amalgamation going and
to provide scope for present

officials. Overlapping of

effort would cease, resulting

-in enormous economies,
sections with well - defined

duties would work efficiently

for the movement, and united

effort oil the roads, in the

cities and towns, and in the

House of Commons, would
do incalculable good for the

cause of automobilism. The
A. A., with its healthy balance

sheet (amalgamation need not

of necessity rob it of a copper)

and its ven' excellent road

organisation, would improve
and expand that organisation

and be helpful to all road

users. The R.A.C. would
foster the social and the

sporting side, perhaps reserving its Pall Mall premises

;itp its club members, and, in the course of time, it

"might open country clubs for touring motorists. The
'A.C.U., with its motor cycle membership, would
conduct the affairs of all motor cyclists in the region

of sport, leaving the R.A.C. to pro^vide its members
with certain benefits, and the A. A. to wave them

along the roads and help them when touring this

and other countries.

"Unity of control—the lesson of the Great War is

urgently needed in the cause of antomobilism. . . . The
motor industry requires the immediate and serious attention

of a single influential body, representing the interests

of motorists as a whole."

The above is an extract from an article which
appeared the "The Autocar" in February 1919.
"The Motor Cycle," also has urged the necessity for

united action

Lack of unity among the various motoring organisa-
tions, allowed thi present taxation scheme to be foisted

upon motorists.

Following recent comments on the subject by "Owen
John" in "The Autocar" in last week's issue of our
sister journal, Lt-Col. F. S. Brereton, C.B.E., Chair-
man of the Auto Cycle Union, discussed the position

and possibilities of an amalgamation between the R.A.C.
(the parent body of the A.C.U.), and the A.A., from
which article the extracts given here have been culled.

Why should some such scheme conflict with financial

or personal interests? Compare it with the present
position. Smith is a member of the A.A., Jones a
worthy supporter of the R.A.C. They motor together.

They are the best of friends. They suffer from the same
vexatious taxation and restrictions. In short, their

aims and their views coincide.

But their respective motoring
organisations are at variance.

Their staffs do not fraternise,

they are in acute competition
with each other. There is

no attempt at co-operation,

no combination of effort is

possible, there is gross over-

lapping, and Smith and Jones
and thousands of others who
supply the golden eggs on
which the respective staffs

batten, sigh, and suffer and
give up the task, which is

rendered hopeless for the time

being by—" Owen John
"

surmises—that personal ele-

ment which can be alike the

making and the absolute
breaking of any movement.

If " Owen John " be right in his surmise, one asks

:

Brother motorists, why submit to such a position ?

Why not shake off an element so essentially selfish, and

seek, by free discussion in open committee, for a means
of unity or amalgamation which shall benefit all our

community. Why not, in short, accept the position that

the interests of members of the various organisations

come first, and that the vested interests of oflScials must

give way before them? , F. S. Brereton.

ON THE FOURTH DAY OF THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.
Outside the check at Dalnacardock : The riders, from left to right are:—J. W. Morton {3r} Rover), M. T. Calderon

(2i Velocette), R. T. Ball (3J Scott), A, G. Cocks (Beardmore-Precision), Norman Black (5-6 Omega). W. A. Davenport

(5-7 Coventry Victor), and W. F. Scott (3J Scott).

BI



A SINGLE SLEEVE
VALVE ENGINE,

Speed, Silence, and Accessibilily com-
bined in (he New Barr and Stroud 330

c c. Motor Cycle Power Unit.

SIXCE the introduction of the sleeve
valve engine in - the automobile
world, there have been -i-arious -

attempts to adapt this form of silent
\alve operation for motor cycle work.
Most of these efforts have proved fruit-
less, though the lure of tlie mechanically
silent engine is strong.
Amongst certain conservative motor

cyclists there is some amouiil of prejudice
against sleeve valves, probably owing to
their comparative novelty ; but the fact
must be borne in mind that some of the
highest class automobiles in the world
are fitted with sleeve valve engines.
Such names, for instance, as Panhard,
Piccard-Pictet, Daimler, Minerva, Mer-
cecles, Argyll, and Willys-Knight have
served to prove the reliability of sleeves,
both for touring and racing purposes.
It may be remembered that the team
prize in the 1914 Tourist Trophy car
races was obtained by sleeve valve
engined Jlinervas, which finished second,
third, and fifth ; while some twenty-
three long-distance Brooklands records
still stand to the credit of the single
sleeve Argyll car.

A Tried System.

This last fact has a special bearing on
the matter in hand, for the record-break-
ing Argyll and the new Barr and Stroud
motor cycle engine are both manufac-
tured under Burt patents, and the motion
of the single sleeve is similar in each case.
As long ago as November, 1919, we

were able to give details of an experi-
mental engine produced by Messrs. Barr
and Stroud, of Anniesland, Glasgow, and
since that time the firm has been acti%e
in perfecting the design and modifying
details for production purposes.

JULY 2 1st, ig2i.

The 350 c.c. B. and S.

engine with oil base and
cylinder head removed.
On the left will be seen

the ribbed aluminium
base, and on the right the

sunk cylinder head with
single piston ring. Crank-
shaft, piston, and connect-

ing rod may be removed
from the machine through
the base without detaching

he engine from the frame.

The first production engines have now
been completed,- and have unde;:gone pro-
longed road and bench tests, and towards
the end of the year a limited supply
should be available. Messrs. Barr and

Section of the B. & S. cylinder, showing

the arrangement of ports and gas

passaj»es.

Stroud, however, do not intend to market
their new production until they have
ample stocks, though it is intended that

large numbers shall be produced in 1922.

Before proceeding to describe the

engine, it should be ex-

^ plained that the manu-
facturers, whose name
is well .known as

makers of range finders,

Ire control mechanism,

Two views of the complete B. and S. engine ; the absence of

external valve gear is particularly noticeable, and the clean lines

obtained by combining the cylinder in the top half of the crank
case, are also apparent.

and other precision instruments, are '

accustomed to manufacturing to extra-
ordinarily fine limits, and from our own
observation we may say that the work-
manship of the new B. and S. engine is

superb.

Valve Operation Describe 1.

Though retaining the principle of the
single .oscillating and reciprocating sleeve,

the engine has been modified from its

original form to a very considerable
degree. The main dimensions are 70
mm. bore and 90.5 mm. stroke (349 c.c),

and the iron cylinder barrel is cast in

one piece with the top half of the crank
case. Within the barrel lies a semi-steel

sleeve about -a^-in. in tliickness, the base
of the sleeve being stiffened up and
carrying a pin, at right angles to its

a.xis, through which the motion is con-
veyed. It may be remembered that in

the early engines the sleeve was given a

combined vertical and semi-rotary motion
by means of a crank and link. This
ojierating gear has now been superseded
by a clever adaptation of a Skefko self-

aligning ball race set eccentrically (and
at an angle) in the half speed operating
wheel. The pin carried on the base of
the sleeve engages in the inner race of

The single sleeve valve of the B. and
S. engine, to which a reciprocating

and oscillating motion is imparted by
means of a pin engaging with a Skefko
ball race set eccentrically in the half-time

pinion.
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lA Single Sleeve Valve Engine.—

this ball bearing, and is a sliding fit

therein. Thus when the half time wheel

is rotated the sleeve is raised or lowered,

and at the same time rotated through a

considerable number of degrees, the self-

aligning ball race adapting itself to the

necessary positions. It will be seen that

any point on the sleeve follows an ellipti-

cal" path. A stroke of only 1.4in. is

given to the. sleeve, and the necessary

balance weight is incorporated with the

half time gear wheel.

The crankshaft is supported in ball

bearings, which are held up to the

fop half of the crank case in suitable

steel housings.

five ports of a form calcurated to pro-

vide the greatest possible area are cut

in the top of the sleeve, two acting as

exhaust poi'ts, two as inlet, and one as

both inlet and exhaust, . since the rotary

motion of the sleeve causes it to register

with an inlet port on one stroke, and
an exhaust port on the other.

Simple Head Construction.

Six corresponding ports are formed in

the cylimJer—three inlet and three
exhaust. Sunk inside the sleeve is the
cylinder head proper, which carries a
single ring at its lower extremity as an
additional gas seal, and also the spark-

A waisted piston, having two top rings

and one scraper ring, is connected to the

crankshaft by an H-section connecting rod

having a single row roller big end.

A light sporting machine in which a new B. and S. engine has been undergoing

road tests.

ing plug and release valve. Exliaust
and inlet gas passages are cast with the
cylinder, so that a single external pipe
is all that is necessary in each case.

A light cast iron piston of the Zephyr
type, having two rings at the top and
ail oil scraper in the skirt, is used, the
hollow gudgeon pin floating in the piston

After threading the connecting rod over

the crankshaft, the rollers are located end-

wise by means of split bronze thrust washers

held together by steel rings. The balance

weights are attached after assembly.

bosses and being fixed in the small end
of the H-section connecting rod. A single
row roller big end is employed, the con-
'necting rod being threaded over the
solid crankshaft, and located sideways
by split bronze thrust washers held in

place by steel rings.

Arrangement of sparking plug, and
release valve, A somewhat modified form
of piston i$ now in use.

Balance weights are attached after the
bearing has been assembled, aind' ' are
permanently fixed in position.

Both sides of the crank are carried in
large ball bearings, and these bearings
are held up to the four foundation bolts
by steel carrier rings ; a ribbed alu-

minium oil base covers the mechanism.

The sleeve operating half-time wheel
has wide fine pitch teeth, and is driven
directly from the crankshaft, and the
magneto, which may be carried either

in front or at the rear, is driven through
a train of gears.

Easy to Dismantle.
Great accessibility is a feature of the

engine. By removing the oil base and
four nuts, the whole piston, connecting
rod, and crank assembly may be removed
for examination without detaching the
engine from the frame, while by remov-
ing three screws the magneto and distri-

bution gears may be detached complete,
and the sleeve lowered through the base.

On the bench the engine has given
most satisfactory results, and the stan-

dard article produces over 6 h.p. at

3,000 r.p.m. This figure is by no means

Sectional elevation of the engine. Note

the sleeve operating gear, which runs on

ball bearings throughout.

B3
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tlie limit, as the power curve continues
to rise steadily to well over 4,000 r.p.m.,

and special engines with high compres-
sion and light reciprocating parts have
given a maximum power of approxi-
mately double that already stated.

After a thorough examination of all

parts, we were offered a trial run on a
light machine fitted with the standard
engine and an nil-chain drive Sturmey-
Archer^ two-speed gear. Accompanied
by Capt. Barr on another machine fitted

with a brand new engine, we set out,

having been warned that o.ur mount was
capableof a mile a minute under favour-

able circumstances.
The first noticeable feature was the

entire absence of noise from the engine,

with the exception of the exhaust. The
distribution gear is inaudible from the

saddle. There is not even a click to be

heard from any other part of the power
unit. A hum from the transmission

chains and gears ir noticeable, but not

unpleasant. Next comes flexibility and
top gear climbing, and it was found that

the engine could hold a top gear of

5 to 1 on quite considerable hills even
when these were approached at a crawl.

And finally, where road conditions were
favourable, we were able to "try maxi-
mum speed. Unfortunately, no speed

indicator was fitted, but we may safely

assert that the new B. and S. is one of

the fastest standard 350 c.c. engines

which we have had the opportunity of

riding. The engine was consistently

smooth and silent in operation at all road

speeds except the very lowest, when a

slight vibration from the sleeve was
noticeable; this fault, however, has'

already been corrected by a modification

in the sleeve balance weights.

We were particularly impressed by the

performance of the B. and S. engine,

and, though from our preliminary ex-

amination, we were inclined to expect
symptoms of overheating from the re-

cessed cylinder head, we were entirely

unable to extract a " knock '.' from the

engine under the most trying circum-

stances. We are informed that the
normal petrol consumption exceeds 100

m.p.g., and we were able to prove to

our own satisfaction that the oil con-

sumption is certainly not in excess of

the normal.
In conclusion, the opinion of the new

Barr and Stroud engine is that it is

an extremely high-class production which
is likely to carve out for itself a big

future on account of its undoubted merits

of silence, power, accessibility, and
smooth running ; it is adaptable to most
standard lightweight frames.

NEARLY 90 M.P.H. ON SALTBURN SANDS.
Well-known T.T. Riders win "Yorkshire Speed Championship" Cups

^EVERAL thousand spectators wit-

kJ nessed the Saltburn speed trials

promoted by the Middlesbrough and
District Motor Club, under the auspices

of the Yorkshire Centre A.C.U., which
were held in ideal weather on a beach
course two miles in circumference.

A feature of the event was that three

Yorkshire championships had to be de-

cided, and quite a number of T.T. riders

were entered. In the twenty-mile cham-
pionship for machines up to 350 c.c. the

challenge cup went to Hugh Mason on a

2| h.p. N.U.T. ; for machines up to 600

c.c. J. Whalley, of Lancaster, riding a

3^ h.p. Sunbeam, secured the trophy

;

whilst F. W. Dixon, the Middlesbrough
expert, on a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson,
captured the 1,000 c.c. cup, and also

carried off the trophy presented by Mr.

John Gyers, president of the Middles-

brough Motor Club, for the fastest time

of the-day, Dixon's record in the ^ying
kilo 1.000 c.c. event being 89.48 m.p.h.

The crowd was naturally delighted at

the success of the local man, who scored

the chief honours in cverv race he entered.

TBADEE.S' FOUR MILE RACE (for two-strokes
lip to 300 c.c.).— 1, S. Jones (2^4 Velocette), 6m.
28fs.; 2, L, A. Runton (214 Velocette), 7m. 8s.

Experts barred: 1, L. A. Rimton (214 Velocette),
7m. 58s.

TRADERS' FOUR MILK RACE (ior sidecars up
to 350 c.c.).—G. S. Boston (2"!i A.J.S. sc), 7m.
26|s.

TRADERS' FOUR MILE RACE (for sidecars lip

to 1,000 c.c.).— 1, F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harle.v-David-
son 6C.), 6m. 5s.; 2. A. Duchars (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc). 7m. 2s.

TRADERS' FLYING KILO RACE (up to 250
c.c.).— 1, S. A. Marlis (214 Diamond), 63.91 m.p.h.;
2, S. Jones (2M Velocette), S3.77 m.p.h.; 3. T.
Barrett (214 Levis). 47.80 m.p.h. Experts barred:
1, L. A. Runton (214 Velocette), 42.37 m.p.h.
TRADERS' FLYING KILO RACE (up to 350

c.c.).— 1, G. S. Boston (2% A.J.S.), 65.79 m.p.h.;
2, J. Jobborn (2^4 Sunbeam), »3.91 m.p.h.; 3, H.
Mason (2% N.U.T.), 58.56 m.p.h. . Experts barred:
1, J. Jobborn (2^4 Sunbeam), 63.55 m.p.h.; 2,

B. B. Bointon (2"4 Coulson-B), 55.92 m.p.h.; 3,

E. B. Young (2-14 Verus), 49.71 m.p.h.
TRADERS' FLYING KILO RACE (up to 600

c.c.).— 1, R. T. Cawthorn (W- Norton), 79.32
m.p.h.; 2, C. P. Wood (3'A Scott), 74.57 m.p.h.;
3, H. Mason (3V- N.U.T.). 74.07 m.p.h. Experts
barred: 1, J. Whallev (3'/.. Sunbeam), 69.47 m.p.h.;
2, C. N. Sadler (S'.i Norton), 68.20 m.p.h., and G.
Bethwaite (S'i Norton), 68.20 m.p.h., tied.

TRADERS' FLYING KILO RACE (1,000 c.c.).—

1, F. W. Di.\on (7-9 Harlev-Davidson). 89.48
m.p.h.; 2. R. T. Cawthorn (3<,<. Norton), 81.05
m.p.h. ; 3, T. W. Denny ( ), 80.47 m.p.h.
Experts barred: 1. C. N. S.idler (7-9 Indian),
74.07 m.p.h.; 2, J. Whallev (3>/o Sunbeam), 68.20
m.p.h.; 3, R. .4. Bonner (8 J.A. P.), 62.84 m.p.h.

TWENTY MILE YORKSHIRE CHAMPION-
SHIP (350 o.c.).-l, H. MasOn (254-N.U.T.), 26m.
37§s.; 2, G. W. Shepherd (2',4 Beaumont), 29m.
6?:; 3, S. Jones (2% Velocette); 4, G. S. Boston
(A.J.S.). .

- -
. •

TWENTY MILE YORKSHIRE CHAMPION-
SHIP (600 CO.).—1. J. Whallev (3'/- Sunbeam),
23m. 46|s. : 2. L. Mitchell (3'/o Norton), 24m.
23?s. ; 3. L. Geoflrey (3V2 Scott), 25m. 29is.

TWENTY MILE YORKSHIRE CHAMPION-
SHIP (1,000 c.c.).—1, F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), 21m. 365s.; 2, R. A. Bonner (8 J. A.P.).
24m. 15!s.; 3, L. Mitchell (31/, Norton), 24m.
43?s.

'
-

LADIES' TWO MILE RACE.— 1. Miss Gibbon
(31,(1 N.U.T.), 2m. 57ls. ; 2, Miss E. Armstrong (2%-
Triumph), 3m. 2055.; 3, Miss F. E. Dent (3%
Scott Squirrel), 5m. 56^s.

TRADERS' FOUR MILE RACE (350 c.c.).— 1.

G. S. Boston (254 A.J.S.), 4m. 37s.; 2, Hugh
Mason (234 N.U.T.), 5m. 2\l%.\ 3, S. A. M,arks (2'.4

Diamond), 5m. 25s. Experts barred; 1, J. Job-
born (2";4 Sunbeam), 5m. 20^3.; 2, B. B. Bointon
(2% Coolson-B); 3, E. B. Young (2% Verus).

TRADERS' FOUR MILE RACE (600 c.c.).-l,
L. Mitchell (3'/> Norton), 4in. 204s.; 2, Hugh
Mason (2% N.U.T.), 4m. 35s.; 3, C. P. Wood (5'/

Scott), 4m. 44s. Experts barred: 1. W. Wells (3%
Sunbeam), 4m. 49^s. ; 2, M. Robinson (3V2 Norton).
5m. 4i;s. ; 3, G. Wallis (4 Triumph), 5m. 18Js. ,

TRADERS' FOUR MILE RACE (1,000 c.c.).— 1,

F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harley-Davidson), 4ni. 8s.: 2,

R. A. Bonner >8 J.A.P.). 4m. 35s. Experts barred:
1. J. Whallev (3>A Sunbeam), 4m. 37s.; 2. R. A.
Bonner (8 J.A.P.), 4m. 37^,s.; 3, W. Wells (SVa
Sunbeam), 4m. 53li.

A lady competilor—Miss Gibbon (3J N.U.T.) crossing the tape ni the recent Yorkshire Centre A.C.U. Speed Trials on Saltburn sands.
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Lightweight Sidecar Records Broken.
Fine Performances by an " Under-size " Two-s(roke Machine in line 330 c.c. Class.

A SUCCESSFUL attempt at record-
'"

breaking was recently made at

Brooklands by J. F. Newey on a

2i h.p. New Comet and sidecar. The
outfit was fitted with a Climax engine,

70x76 mm. (293 e.c), and it was suc-

cessful in beatings the four hours, six

hours, and 250 mile records. The engine
is of considerably smaller capacity than
the highest limit allowed in Class El_
In the four hours 163 miles 106 yards
were covered, the average speed being
40.76 m.p.h. ; in the six hours Newey
travelled 234 miles 526 yards^^the average
speed being 39.09 m.p.h. ; wliile the 250
miles were covered in 6h. 34m. 29^s. , at
an average speed of 38.02 m.p.h. The
Climax engine works on the usual three-
port principle, but differs from most two-
strokes, in that it has inside flywheels.
The following accessories were used :

Dunlop tyres, Dunlop belt, Amac carbu-
retter, K.L.G. plug. Brooks saddle,
Pratts' petrol, and Renolds chains.

J. F. Newey at speed on a 1\ h.p. New &>met and sidecar, on which he broke the four and
six hours Class El records at Brooklands.

THE QUESTION OF
CLOTHING.

THE abnormal drought experienced in
this country during the past two
months natm-ally made everyone

take refuge in the lightest of summer
clothing ; but sooner or later oiir national
weather is bound to return, and motor

- cyclists will be again faced with the pro-
blem of keeping clean and dry so as to
appear presentable at the end of a long
journey.
A firm which for the past t«n years

has carefully studied the requirements
of motorists in this direction is the Velox

Rubber Co., Xitd., of 12, Jackson's Row,
I\Ianchester, which has a very complete
range of clothing to. suit both motor
cyclists and owners of cars.

A Practical Design.

A particularly serviceable outfit is that

illustrated and known as the Velox Eoyal.

A double-breasted coat with deep storm
collar is provided with a belt and excep-

tionally large military pockets—a feature

that will be much appreciated. The
trousers are of the seatless type secured

at the top by a waist belt, and having

a neat and efficient means of ankle

fastening, while the inside of the foot

is reinforced with leather.

The suit is made of a superior water-

proof material, and, from our examination
of a specimen, appears capable of the

hardest service. This model is priced at

£4 10s.

they would have emerged therefrom with
flying colours.

It is sad to think that Hawker's name
will be, missing from the movement into
which he had so recently entered, but
his memory will long survive a,s a daring
aviator, whose luck in adversity was little

short of proverbial, and it seems indeed
hard that, after so many hairbreadth
escapes, misfortune should have overtaken
him at last.

The Velox Royal—A practical garment for

the all-weather motor cyclist.

THE LATE
MR. H. G. HAWKER.

THOUGH best known as a pioneer air-

.

man, the late Mr. Harry Hawker,
who was killed while flying at

Hendon last week, was a prominent

figure, not only in automobile but in

motor cycle circles, and during the last

twelve'^onths gave his name to the in-

teresting and successful Hawker two-

stroke lightweight made by the company
bearing his name, the Hawker Engineer-

ing Co., of Kingston.

Neither Mr. Hawker nor his partner

Mr. T. 0. M. Sopwith can be described as

other than active motor cyclists. As soon

as their little machine was ready for the

market, both partners themselves entered

various reliability trials. In the A.C.U.

One Day Trial for stock machines, the

two Hawkers driven by Mr. Harry
Hawker and Mr. T. Sopwith made quite

excellent performances; and, had they

not run short of lubricating oil at the

end of the event, there is no doubt

The late H. C. Hawker with one of

the two-stroke motor cycles bearing his

name.
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TWO-STROKE PISTONS.

JULY 21 st, ig2i.

Some Considerations Influencing Ihe Design of tfie Deflector on Two-sfroke
Engine Pislons.

SUN-VITESSE. ViLLIERS. VELODEi'TE. CLVNO.

FROM a casual survey of half a dozen pistons,

extracted from as many different makes of -two-

stroke engines, one might be led to imagine that

anything with a hump in the middle will work. This

in effect is true, and even a flat-topped piston will give

results of a kind. On the other hand, deflector design

has quite an important effect on the performance of the

engine, as some of our readers, who have reversed the

piston, have discovered.

Actually, piston design is affected biy so many
e.xtraneous factors that the variations are easily

accounted for. Since the main function of the deflec-

tor is to prevent unburned gases from passing out of

the exhaust port it is desirable to maintain a high gas

speed so as to deflect the transferred charge upwards
with some force; but since, also, the volume of gas to

be transferred varies with the throttle opening the

ideal piston should have a variable baffle. Here we
come up against the limits of possibility, and, as so

often occurs in engineering practice, a compromise is

the result.

Weights and Lengths.

Two-stroke pistons have perforce to be somewhat
heavier than four-stroke pistons of the same bore,

since their minimum length is governed by that re-

quired to seal the ports, added to which is the weight

of the high deflector head.

Another feature which helps to increase the weight

is bound up with the liability of piston rings to gum
up in their grooves. To prevent this rather common
fault it is necessary to use a considerable body of metal

behind the rings to conduct the heat from the head.

The weight of a standard two-stroke piston of

64 mm. bore is about 14 oz., and that of a similar

aluminium piston of 67 mm. bore about iij^ o^-' but

certain difficulties occur in the use of aluminium pistons

for two-stroke engines. For, though it is desirable to

reduce clearances to a minimum, the high coefficient

of expansion of the latter metal demands rather large

cold clearances.

Clearances for Aluminium,
An aluminium piston has given good results in a

two-stroke engine with clearances as small as .oo^in.

per inch of cylinder diameter, but the design of the

piston was such that it was at least as heavy as a

corresponding cast iron piston, though it retained the

main advantage of improved internal cooling.

Owing to the peculiar shapes adopted it has become
the usual practice to cast the piston heads and trim

them up to suit with a file, but one or two manufac-
turers, notably the makers of the Cedos, machine the

heads all over,, and so are in a position to guarantee

uniformity, while effecting a considerable saving in

production costs.

Distortion is a not uncommon failing with two-
stroke pistons owing to the effects of intense heat on
unsymmetrical piston heads, and, sometimes, to uneven
expansion in the neighbourhood of the gudgeon pin

fixing. For this last reason not a few manufacturers
have adopted thj practice of allowing the gudgeon pin

to float in the piston bosses and locating it by a fixture

in the connecting rods. The two-stroke Clyno was one
of the first in which this method was applied in this

country.

brzizrf

METRO-TYLER. RADCO. ALLON. NEW HUDSON. TRIUMPH
B8
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Two-stroke Pistons.—

It is not uncommon to find the gases transferred

: through ports in the piston wall, and this practice re-

duces the volume below the piston head, and, in some
'

cases, assists in piston cooUng. One firm even goe^

so far as to pass the charge over an internal deflector

directly below the piston top, in order to improve

the cooling of this vital spot.

75

So much experimental work is. being devoted to two-

strokes at the present moment that a study of repre-

sentative pistons may be, of some value. This part

will undoubtedly come in for careful consideration,

though the most radical changes' in the near future are

Hkely to take place in other parts, and may even

eliminate the necessity for the baffle.

ROYAL ENFiELD. DUiNELT. DALM. BEARDMORE-
PRECISION.

RIDING TO SCHEDULE.
How to Make "Repetition'

THE writer is one of the numerous class of people

whose home and business interests are separated

by many miles. In his case the distance is

, forty-eight miles, by road, and cannot be achieved by

train in less than 3j^ hours, often taking an hour

longer. It is obvious that quite an ordinai7 motor

cycle should im'prove considerably on these times

;

in fact, it was hoped to reduce the journey time to

I Yx hours.

In the scramble of the early days of 1919, the

machine which fell to the writer's lot was a^.;^ h.p.

Allon two-stroke, and the first journey was undertaken

with high hopes.

Taking into consideration the condition of the roads

in the summer of 1919, and also the fact that the

standard 2^ h.p; two-stroke does not shine at pro-

longed speed work, a 20 m.p.h. schedule was deemed
:mibitious enough to begin with, the time allowed for

the forty-eight miles being 2h. 25m. This proved

well within the powers of the machine, and only once

was the allotted time exceeded, the cause being a

broken throttle wire. The best times recorded were

one of 2h. iim. on the outward, and one of 2h. 17m.

on the homeward journey.

Experiences ^trith a Douglas.

In the autumn of 1919 the writer parted with the

. sturdy little Allon—not without many regrets—and

.
purchased a W.D. pattern 2^ h.p. Douglas. The
first run with the new machine was made on a very

wet December clay, which made one sigh for the excel-

lent mudguarding of the Allon. So bad were the

conditions that speed was quite out of the question,

and, under the circumstances, the time of 2li. 19m.

.: cannot be regarded as bad.

The fact that this time was usually slightly exceeded
' must not be taken as reflecting on the machine, which

proved to be all that its makers claim for it. But at

that time the condition of the roads was very bad. On

Journeys More Interesting.

the first outward journey a loss of fourteen minutes had

to be recorded, as rather inconsiderate forcing of a

new engine resulted in "drying up" on a hill. The

best time in this direction was one of 2h. 3m. In the

opposite direction " schedule time " was usually kept,

a loss of four minutes on one occasion being the only

exception.

When the long-waited time arrived, and a motor

cyclist was able to choose his mount, the machine of

the writer's choice was the ^Yx h.p. sports model

Scott—a choice which he has never had occasion to

• regret. Most of the outward journeys were iiiade on

summer Sunday evenings, so that motor cyclists who

have travelled along the Birmingham-Stratford- road

at such times will not be surprised to learn that the

times for the initial eighteen miles to Shakespeare's

towil were usually rather slow, a loss of five minutes

being frequent. But the slowest overall time was only

two hours four minutes. Usually the scheduled time

was closely adhered to, while on one of the few runs

not made on Sunday, a saving of ten minutes was

easily effected. In the reverse direction the Scott, as

a rule, simply played with the schedule. Incidentally,

with this machine I obtained 74 m.p.g. when using

benzole and Spots.

Motor cyclists who have to make the same journey

frequently might do worse than adopt
,
a regular

schedule, as this practice considerably lessens the

monotony of a well-known ride. Probably many
motor cyclists who read this have long agO' adopted

a similar practice. The schedule adopted should not

be too "tight." Experienced riders know how
difficult it is to maintain an average of even 20 m.p.h.

over most roads. If roads are good, and no big towns

have to be negotiated, there is no reason why a

skilful rider should not average 24 m.p.h. with perfect

safety to himself and the community. It is a speed

which involves easy calculations, as it means an allow-

ance of 2^; mins. per mile. Midlander.

BII
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Olmes to TLlgbt Camps.
July 21st 9.33 p.m.

,, 23rd 9.30 ,,

,, 25th 9.28 „
„ 27th 9.25 ,,

Where the Bits go to.

A reader discovered a lost valve cotter
pin in his silencer.

Records.
More long distance sidecar records

have been beaten by a two-stroke. (See
page 73.)

Tornapress-Applecross.

This notorious '.' Pass of the Cattle
ha.s lost most of its terrors. Engines im-
prove year ^by year, but hills get no
steeper.

Light Cars in the "Scottish."

There were fourteen light car entrants

in the Scottish Six Days Trials, some of

th»m air-cooled. Details of the trial from
a light car owner's point of view appear
in The Autocar this week.

Next Sunday.

Sunday is the great sports day of the

week Lii France, hence the holding of the

Grand Prix on Sunday next. There are

fifty-seven entries. On the day follow-

ing, the great Grand Prix for cars will

be run. A description of the latter will

appear in The Autocar.

Silence.

A mechanically silent motor cycle en-

gine—an engine which has not even the

sewing-machine whirr of the quietest

twin, or the hum of the best two-strokes

—has been produced by a Scottish firm

of engineers. It is described elsewhere

in this issue.

Motorists and Hospitals.

In response to a suggestion that dis-

tinctive signs, similar to those usually

issued by the Automobile Association,

should be erected informing motorists

that they are passing a hospital, the

A. A. has provided two signs carrying

the injunction " Please do not hoot

for the Great Northern Central Hospital,

Holloway.

Power Alcohol.

In reply to a deputation who waited

upon hini recently in connection with

power alcohol, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer stated that he saw difficulties

in the way of adopting a different scale of

preference duties for power alcohol from
that applicable to alcohol intended for

other purposes. The subject, however,

was very complex, and he would consider

it further.

The Number of Motor Cycles in France.

According to the latest statistics, there
were some 37,761 motor cycles in France
in 1914, and at the end of the war (1918)
this number fell to 8,394, rising to 28,538
in 1919, and to 50,785 in 1920—the highest
number vet recorded.

Special "yealures
THE SCOTTISH TRIALS DESCRIBED

A SLEEVE-VALVE ENGINE.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the August Bank

Holiday, the issue of "The
Motor Cycle" for August 4th
must be closed for press earlier

than usual. Insertion of Mis-
cellaneous Advertisements in

that issue can only be guaranteed
if in our publishers' hands by
FIRST POST, Thursday, July
28th.

The Little Giants.

The " baby " two-strokes did remark-
ably well in last week's Scottish Trials

A Midland Bally.

There is to be a motor cyclists' rally

at Stratford-on-Avon on Saturday next. •

Thirty-eight Guineas.

We are getting down to popular

figures ! A well-known lightweight now
sells at thirty-eight guineas.

Belt Drive. :

Belt drive still has its many supporters.
.

At least, one vrould judge so from our

correspondence columns.

_
' •y-s-Tr'g!?'eTw™««sg^BftBgjZ3ig::i«aC:?aaiE3.SaMi'iMb'

THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIALS.

A group of competitors on the route near Achnasheen between Strathpeffer and Jeantown.
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All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street"Coventry, and must he accompanied by the writer's name and address.

FETROL TINS ON SIDECARS.
Sir,—With reference to the letter of Mr. R. C. Measures on

" Petrol Tins on Sidecai-s," I have experienced the same
trouble on a Triumph. I overcame the difficulty by fixing

Jthe ordinary petrol tin to the carrier of my machine by
means of clips somewhat similar to the way in which a
petrol can is fastened to the running board of a car.

The clips were made by a blacksmith, only cost a few
jieuce, and have given no trouble during six thousand miles
*n the road. E. BRIDGFORD.

Sir,—Referring to R. C. Measures's letter re petrol tins on
-sidecars, I never could see the necessity of carrying two
gallons of spare petrol on a sidecar.

Jly method is to obtain an empty half gallon tin of lubri-

cating oil, cleanse with a little petrol, cut two nicks in the
stopper and cut a leather disc as on a petrol tin. This can
then be screwed down quit« leak tight. I place this in the
sidecar just in front of the seat, and when the supply in the
•tank gives out I am all right for at least another twenty miles.
As a matter of fact I have often helped fellow motorists by
letting them have the contents of my spare half gallon tin.

Of course he could have a spare gallon in the same manner
.and enamel the tin in any colour. FREDK. TAYLOR.

- WHERE THE BITS GO.
' Sir,—The following may interest your readers. I have
a J. A. P. engine with overhead automatic inlet valves. A
month ago, during a journey of some thirty miles, one of
the inlet valve stems broke. I found the valve, spring, and
broken bit of valve stem, but the cotter pin was missing.
This worried me considerably, as I thought it might be in
the cylinder. However, I slipped a washer on the valve
stem, and riveted it well over ; this took the place of a
spring stop, and proved satisfactory. A few days ago I dis-
tnantled the silencer, and out fell the cotter pin.

R. B. MONTGOMERY SWAN.
MOTOR COACHES.

Sir,—Is it not time that some agitation should be started
to force chars-a-bancs and other heavy traffic to have a
man stationed in the rear of the vehicle, with a signal bell
to the driver? It is impossible for any horn usually found
on a motor cycle, or even on most cars, to attract attention
througrh the din.

Travelling between Brighton and Lewes on a recent
Sunday evening, I was overtaking a motor coach going
uphill. After hooting vainly for some minutes to get the
driver to take the left side of the road and give decent
room to pass, and craning my neck round to watch for a
suitable opening, I at length decided to pass. The motor
coach kept the middle of the road, and there was only just
room for me, and as the driver was going at a good speed
it took quite an appreciable time to get clear. Just as I
got level with the front wheels, a sidecar machine coming
f,ist down the hill appeared round a slight bend some way
ahead. There was no time to 'drop back and get behind, so
.my only course was to dash ahead and make a dangerous
•crossing between the motor coach and the approaching
«idecar.

Had the motor coach drawn off to the left to let me pass,
;1 should have been able to see far enough ahead to pick

the 'right time. As it was, if there had been an accident, I

should have been in the wrong in the eye of the law, although

the fault really lay with the motor coach driver.

This sort of thing is of constant occurrence, and one can

never feel safe in overtaking such vehicles. They sway

about all over the road, and you never know if the driver

has seen you or not, and, even if he has, you never get more

than bare room to pass. Having such little room, it is

dangerous to rush the passage, and, if you do not, approach-

ing traffic may be on you before you can .get clear. Traction

engines wiUi trucks behind carry a look-out, so why should

not the faster and more dangerous char-a-banc?
WILFRID M. BEAR.

[It has long been advocated by The Motor Cycle and its

sister journals, The Autocar 'and Motor Transport, that;'

motor coaches and heavy transport vehicles carry mirrors,

and, sooner or later, these efforts must bear fruit with the

Government.

—

Ed.]

THE T.T. RACES.
Sir,—As a keen follower of the sport on paper, I was much

interested in this year's T.T., and in the various articles on

the races that have appeared in your excellent paper. After

having read "Road Rider's" article on "The Future of the

T.T.," I cannot help thinkuig that the problem of capacity

limit for the Senior race could be solved by having three

races mstead of two. Under the present system genuine

lightweights have to compete in the same race as 350 c.c.
_

machines capable of astonishingly hi^h speeds, with the result

that their own very creditable performances are completely

overlooked by the general public; and in spite of the un-

expected result of this year's Senior race, the same thing

will probably happen to 350 c.c. machines if they are

included in future Senior events as " Road -Rider " suggests.

"Road Rider'' states that so far as 500 c.c. machines are

concerned, the T.T. has served its purpose. Now I con-

sider that all classes of motor c,ycles, although overwhelm-
ingly superior to their forerunners of eight or nine years
ago, are still far from perfect, and that until the time comes
when there are no cases of stoppage through mechanical
trouble of any sort the T.T. races should continue to be held.

I also think that it would be much more fair to the manu-
facturers as well as to the riders, if three races were run
in future, the first for genuine lightweights, the second for

machines of from 350 c.c. to 5O0 c.c, and the third for

machines over 600 c.c. LAY READER.
Sutton.

Sir,— I quite agree with "T.T. Aspirant" in Tlie Moioi
Cycle of June 30t.h, that " Mr. H. R. Davies deserves all

credit for Ijis masterful performance," but surely he is not
just when he says "one must not place too much admiration
on the motor cycle concerned (the 2| A.J.S.)."
Motor cyclists I have met since the race have been simply

bursting with admiration for the wonderful little machine
and the Stevens Brothers.
Has ''T.T. Aspirant" thought of the years Messrs. A.

J. Stevens and Co. have fostered and developed the 23?
Has he thought of the labour and expense it needed to
produce at last a 2| which has really startled the motor
cycle world? Let us give credit and admiration where due.

Wallasey. ADMIRER.
.Pi3
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,A fine pinorama from Trinalour Hill, which was incluJeJ in the tirst day of last week's Scoitish Trials.

and J. W. Walker, both on ^\ h.p. B.S.A.'s.

The riders are L. A. Welsh

TUE LAW AND THE MOTOR CYCLIST.
Sir,—Quite recently I saw a motor cyclist who, with a

lady on the carrier, was passing through the town (Newport,
I.W.). The police constable on duty noticed that the lady's
coat covered the back number plate ; the inevitable
followed. Similar cases are read of daily, and motorists
are often fined for not breaking the law.
No, one seems to know just how we motor cyclists stand

with regard to the law, and as yet I have been unable even
to purchase any printed matter on the subject. I believe
I am right in saying that there are no books on sale which
deal with motor cycle laws only. Why is it ? Surely such
a book would be eagerly sought for by nearly every motorist.

C. STAGG.
[A comprehensive summary of the law so far as it affects

motor cyclists is contained in " jMotor Cycles, and How to

Manage Them," issued by our publishers.

—

Ed.]

SIDECAR V. CYCLE CAR.
Sir,—There is a good deal in what JMr. E. Younger says

as to the advantage of the cycle car or light car over the
sidecar outfit, but the craniped position of both driver and
passenger in the former is a point he does not touch upon.

I know a man who has just given up his sidecar outfit and
bought a small car ; his wife, after a few rides, is talking
very regretfully of the extreme comfort of her sidecar as
compared with the new light car ! But when Mr. Younger
comes to the question of springing (especially as regards the
bicycle) I am with him. My present outfit is a 350 c.c. two-
stroke bicycle with light sidecar, and my two great draw-
backs are noise and vibration. At my age (64) I am quite
satisfied with the speed I get, but what I want is an outfit

which combines : Cycle and sidecar efficiently sprung, noise-

less engine, reliability and accessibility, and reasonable price.

F. COLE.

Sir,—I wondered on reading the letter on " Sidecar versu_^
Cycle Car," whether the writer ever had the privilege of
either riding in or driving the Matchless outfit. After being
the owner of an Indian and Harley-Davidson outfits, I have
now a model H2, which will take four up, and on a run
such as from the Midlands to CleetHorpes will maintain an
average speed of 30 m.p.h. non-stop, top gear throughout.
This machine is fitted with the Lucas Magdyno, and to my
mind it is the finest lighting set for a sidecar that could be
employed. As regards the lubrication, to my mind the Best
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and Lloyd drip feed is splendid, as it is possible to set this

e-xactly to a pumpful every five miles as advised by makers of

the machine. As regards the petty breakdowns, I have just

done 3,000 miles without ever having to trouble even a

spanner. On the machine in question a one-lever Amac car-

buretter is fitted, and this is the one and only lever that

has to be manipulated. The exhaust valve lifter is in-

corporated "with the kick-starter, and when the carburetter

is flooded I have never had to kick twice, even in cold

weather, to start up. As regards comfort, how many times

during the year do we have to face the wet and mud, and if

suitably clothed it does not trouble the motor cyclist. In
relation to the rear springing, I must say that the INIatch-

less with its coil springs and Brooks saddle is as comfort-

able as, and more so than, some of the light cars upon the

market. On bad roads I have been able to maintain 25,

m.p.h., when other vehicles, including sidecar outfits, had^-

to take their time. Y''our correspondent states that he is

passed by car after car, but I may say that I have yet to

see anything on the road, either sidecar or light car, in-

cluding " Tm Lizzies," that can show me a clean pair of

heels. Should I part with the machine I now own, my
next would be the INIatchless, fitted wiHi the M.A.G. engine,

which for speed and power cannot be equalled. I have no
interest i« the firm whatever except as a satisfied user.

London. SATISFIED.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Younger's letter in T/ie

Motor Cycle of June 30th. Has he tried a popular model
G.N.? I had one at Whitsun, and have now done 4,000-5,000

miles. I have not had a breakdown of any description as

yet, and though I have owned practically every sidecar

machine since 1907 I would never go back to one. I think

the G.N. is a marvel of reliability, comfort, economy, and
speed. C. PETER JACKSON.

ULTRA-NARROW SIDECARS.
Sir,
—"A. C.C." (London) desires a sidecar ,which will pass

through a passage 53in. in width.
I have a 4 h.p. combination with a Hopley folding sidecar

which will go through a doorway 30in. wide. I have used
this outfit for the last eighteen months with every satisfac-

tion. The sidecar is supplied with couplings to fit any
standard machine. The maker is F. Hopley, Upper Highgate
Street, Birmingham. .

Usual disclaimer. T. W. GOODALL.
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AVERAGE SPEEDS.
Sir,—Your correspondent "Eclipsed" is optimistic if he

thinks that most Douglases can do 55 m.p.h. He is pessi-

mistic when he imagines that averages of 28 m.p.h. are

difficult to obtain.

I have no wish to write adversely about the Douglas, but I

am convinced that very few 2f h.p. Douglases can do more
than 45 m.p.h. " Ixion," some time ago, stated that he

had never got more than 45 m.p.h. out of his Scott. Well,

my own machine is a Scott, and a 1912 model. It will regu-

larly do 55 m.p.h., and well over fifty with a passenger on

the carrier.

NORMAN WILLIAMS.

A REJUVENATED ANCIENT.
Sir,—Having noticed several machines are now being built

by motor cyclists, I am sending you a photograph I have
taken of one I have lately built entirely from pai-ts purchased

through the advertisement columns of The Motor Cycle, with
the exception of magneto, spokes, and nipples, which I

purchased in Cambridge. The engine is an old 3i h.p. Rex.

It was equipped with accumulator and coil. I have now fitted

up a Dixie magneto on a platform at the back of the engine.

The original sui-face carburetter was scrapped and replaced by
an Amac, and a new silencer was made and fitted with
flexible pipe for exhaust. The frame I cut down 4jin. The
top tube was bent and brazed in, also back stays. Tlie old

28iu. wheels were scrapped, and a new pair built up on
26in. D rims. 26x2|in. Clincher heavy tyres and tubes were
fitted, the old front forks were rebuilt to form spring forks,

~ the only new parts being two Druid springs. A new two-
' ga.llon petrol tank was made to fit under the top tube, also

/separate oil tank under the saddle, with hand pump for

• lubrication.

I think you will agree with me that, for the trouble taken,

I have a very serviceable machine.

ARTHUR H. SUCKLING.

FASCINATING BELT DRiyE.

Sir,—The T.T. is undoubtedly a ruthless selector of the

finest combination of man and machine. Other things being

equal, the race is won by superb jockeying and accphration

powers, and calls for a positive transmission. The T.T.

excites more public interest than any other motor cycling

event, and the lay mind, glancing down the transmission

column in the tabulated Ust, is apt to conclude, naturally

enough, that belt transmission is a thing.of the past.

Now, here is my grumble. Having been provided with

some of my most pleasant memories by Xlessrs. Zenitli Motors,

Ltd., I submit it must be a little irritating to them and
kindred excellent makers of belt transmission. The tourist is

provided with all the acceleration necessary by these firms.
' Incidentally, a Zenith driver has more time to devote to the

glories of the countryside, or to his companion, than the

perpetual wangler of three-speed gear levers and clutches, to

say nothing of a grateful engine. When the chain-drivers

'provide me with an equivalent to this, and as care-free, I

will cancel this growl. A. WOODMAN.

Sir,—I was much interested to read the letter from
" Medicus " re the . Rudge-Multi, and should like to add
my own experience with this most excellent mount.

I took delivery five months ago, and my mileage to date is

5,200. It is used daily to take me to and from business and
at week-ends for pleasure runs, and I cannot speak highly

enough of the service this machine has given me. I can iuUy
bear out the opinion of "Medicus" concerning the pleasure

. derived from using the most interesting multi-gear, a pleasure

totally debarred from gear box users. I cannot, however,

agree with him on the question of running with slack belt.

My pocket would not stand it; and, in any case, I do my
best to prevent slipping in any weather, wet or dry.

"Medicus" will find his belt will last very much longer if

he keeps it at a reasonably tight tension, as a slack belt
" whips " to a very great extent when running, as well as

the small amount of slip wearing the belt sides. If he does

not already do so, I most strongly advise him to fit those

belt fasteners which are provided with leather pads butting

up against the belt ends. My own belt seems to be lasting

- indefinitely since fitting them. These, in conjunction with
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the most Aex'Me belt obtainable, give a most satisfactory

transmission.

The machine as delivered had the touring handle-bars. I

had these changed for the T.T. bars, with a big improvement

in general controllability, and far less tendency to skid on

greasy roads and tramlines. For the first day or two the

new position seemed strange, but now it is obvious to me
it is the correct position. One feels part of the machine,

and not an accessory perched on top.

A 700x80 mm. tyre oa the rear wheel has increased the

comfort of an already very comfortable machine, without

making any noticeable difference to the hill-climbing powers,

although the gear is raised appreciably by the larger wheel

diameter. It is also much more satisfactory when taknig

a pillion passenger. This I have found perfectly satisfactory,

aiid safe, provided the following points are observed :

1. The pillion seat kept as far forward on the carrier as

possible.

2. The lady sits astride.

3. Footrests on the chain stays (very easily made or

obtained).

4. Hand rail on front end. of the pillion seat.

5. The passenger never, under any circumstances, puts her

foot to the ground until the machine has actually stopped.

If these points are observed it is as safe for two as for one,

even over verv bad roads, where the usual side position would

be highly risky. ,
RUDGE IT.

Marple Bridge.

CLOSE RATIO GEARS.
Sir,—I do not know in what sort of country Mr. Hartley

does his motor cycling, but here in South Devon I not only

require, but frequently use a bottom gear of 14 to 1 on my
4 h.p. Norton solo, on hills, too, that seem trifles when com-

pared to those around Lynton on the London-Land's End
route.

I am quite prepared to admit that this is on the " safety
"

side, but I should not feel happy unless my lowest gear was

at least a " double figure " in this district.

The Rudge variable gear question is summed up by Mr.

Hartley himself when he says that " on this same bottom

gear (about 6 to 1) I have climbed Edge Hill, two up, after

putting up a 50 m.p.h. average from Southam (w'dhoul a

stop at the foot of the hill)."

Exactly. As long as the hill can be rushed there is no need

of a lower gear than 6 to 1. If Mr. Hartley had had to stop

at the foot aiid then make the ascent, he would probably have

found the climb a little more difficult. It is just because of

possible baulking and consequent restarts on stiff gradients

that "double figure " low gears are supplied and appreci-

ated by the average rider. ^
Perhaps a good compromise to meet general requirements

would be to fit a four-speed gear box as standard, with ratios

of, say, 4i, 5i, 7, and 13^ to 1.

Newton Abbot. T.A. 744.
__
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BOOKS AND MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCaLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM "

The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. Book post, 2/10.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/- Book post, 2/3.

" TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise an Two-strokes from the rider's point

of view. Price net 3'- Book post, 3/3,

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of Ttie Motor Cycle.

Price net, 5 /- Book post, 5 /3.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, compliste in case. Price net, 5 /6.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London (as above). Price net, 4/6. Book post, 4/8.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Pricenet,5/- Book post, 5 /4.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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P. N. Lockhead (3^ Ariel) on the grass grown

F
IS seen on the hairpin bend followed bytrack o( Tomapress; he

E. Marsden (31 Sunbeam).

iI3 Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars in Edinburgh M.C.'s Annual Six Days Event
Splendid Performances by all Types of Machines over Difficult Course. Amulree
Applecross, and Inverfarigaig Account for Few Failures.

THE FIRST DAY, 183 MILES.
Route : Edinbuigh, Stilling, Crieft, Amulree,

Kenmore, Dalwbinnie, Kingussie,
Inverness.

Test Hills: Amulree (a.m.), Trinafour (p.m.)

THE two chief features of Monday's
run were the excessive badness of

the roads and the complete triumph
of the 1921 motor cycles over two hills,

which were once regarded as formidable.
Many of the main Scottish roads seem
to have been left unrepaired since the
war ; and near populous centres lilce

Stirling surfaces are tolerated on main
roads which would create a scandal if

they lay in

remote corners
o f England.
Several patches
were pot-holed
bin. deep, and
ridged Sin.

high. They
seemed first to

have melted,
and then to

have been used
as an exercis-
ing ground for
anks. The con-
sequence was
that such moor-
land roads as
that past Amul-
ree Hotel and

The Dawson spring

nailcatcher, an effec-

tive device attached to

the mudguards of

several competing

machines.

the cross road from Whitebridge towards

Struan came as a positive relief. In

ordinary years they used to seem rather

trying.

On Amulree everybody had heaps of

power. The majority of the entrants

literally toyed with 'the climb, merely

changing down to bottom gear for the

S bend, and changing up again above it.

The 2| h.p. Hawker sidecar made a star

ascent, and was loudly cheered. The two
commone.st blunders consisted of tackling

the hairpins too fast or too close in,

and practically all the fourteen failures

resulted from these causes. Where so

many did well, it is hard to particularise,

but all the "babies" naturally deserve

credit—the four Hawkers, Cowan's and
Kershaw's New Imperials, Wilson's

Hobart, Hanwell's Cedos, the O.K.'s,

Hubbard's Coulson, " Calderon's " Velo-

cette, Gutterie's M.T., Gibson's Royal
Ruby; Browne's Douglas, and last, but
not 'least, Carfrae's 1915 2J h.p. A.J.S.

Amongst the bigger machines star ascents .

were put up by G. Brough and H. Kars-
lake on their 5.2 to 1 geared Brough
Superiors, Cummini- (Sunbeani), Fenn
(Raleigh), Downie" (Raleigh), A. F.

Downie (A.J.S. sc.—perhaps the finest

of many fine sidecar climbs), Boddington
and Morgan (Morgans), Newey (Ariel

sc), Brown and Dance (Sunbeams—the

latter dodging a baulk cleverly), and
Peffers (Indian Scout). Some of the side-

cars skidded very clumsily.

The Second Test Hill. f
Trinafour has no special gradient, but

several sharpish corners—two covered
with six inches of sand, and two with big
flints. It is possibly a nasty climb on
a wet day, but on this occasion it was
dry and loose. There were only -five

failures, and of these only one was due
to lack of engine power, the others being -

ascribable to clumsy handling.
The first day naturally abounded with

incidents. Banner, the Swiss substitute

for Watson-Bourno. regarded the event
as a T.T., and
not infrequently

used the Con-
tinental rule of

ti. 3 road. Near
the foot of

Amulree he dry-

skidded in rac-

ing round a.

corner, and
crashed. His
ascent o2 Amul-
ree is perhaps
the finest on
record, for his

forks and frame
were bent ; his

bottom gear was
5.2 ; he steered
one-handed, for

the other wrist
was sprained or

broken ; and

Spark gaps, or " Intensi-

fiers," were fitted to the

plugs of H. Crisp's

4J h.p. Humber

BZO
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(Top) This illustration conveys an idea

of the state of the roads on some sections.

The rider in the foreground is A. Peffers

(4 Indian).

(Centre) F. W. Viles (5-6 Raleigh) and

\. W. Morton (3|- Rover) on the lower

hairpin bend of Amulree.

(Bottom) A. J. Sproston (3J Lea-Francis)

and A. Brown (3-^ Sunbeam) making light

of Trinafour,

'~^y^

blood was running into his eyes from a

cut ou his head.
Many people had bad tosses. Inverness-

shire roadmen are fond of covering

the road with three or four inches of

dust and grit, which is ill stuff to corner

on. Punctures were not numeroiis, but
Fenn pulled his back tyre right out of

the rim by braking hard." Motor cyclists

may be interested to hear that six 8 h.p.

Rover light airs climbed Monday's hills,

and finished on time. The air-cooled

A. B.C. car lost marks through catching
fire as the result of a back-fire through
the carburetter, but otherwise performed
admirably.

NOTES.

M. Fraser (8 Royal Ruby sc.) seized

.his engine at Trinafour.

The following lost marks mr the first

jiiay through being late at controls : R. S.

Macrae (7-9 . Harley-Davidson sc), 18;

'A. G. Fenn (Raleigh), 25; R. K. Morri-

823
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The Scottish Trials

sou (7 A.J.S. sc), 1; T. Sinclair (7-9

Haiiey-Davidson sc), 3; V. F. Sibley (7-9
Rudge sc), 11 : J. A. Leyland (3^ P.
and j\l.), 35; W. H. Udall (6 Bradbury
Bc), 70; and J. Wallis (6 Bradbury
EC), 64.

-

Arauli'ee took the following toll in

stops : D. C. Sangster (3| James), A.
Shepherd (6-7 B.S.A. sc), J. B. Richard-
son (G.N.), K. Holden (5-6 Raleigh),
J. T. Wood (10 G.W.K.). T. Hunter
(6-7 B.S.A. sc), R. T. Ball (3| Scott),

H. Crisp (4^ Humber), T. Sinclair (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc), J. E. Chisholm
(3^ Ariel sc. ), D. Parsons (8 Matchless
sc. ), W. A. Davenpol-t (5-7 Coventry
Victor), J. A. Leyland (3i P. and M.),
W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc), J. A. Porter
(2i Massey-Arran), and W. R. Bruce
(5-6 JMonopole).

On Trinafour the under-mentioned were
debited with having stopped : D, C.

Sangster (3^ James), A. Shepherd (6-7

B.S.A. sc), T. Peck (6-7 Ariel sc),

W. A. Davenport (5-7 Coventry Victor),

and C. Christie (7 A.J.S. sc).

After the competitors had gone up-

Amulree, a iion-competitor made a very
neat ascent with a girl on the carrier of

his machine.

The Kenmbre policeman wa-xed so

enthusiastic that he kept busy filling up
the riders' tanks with petrol.

The first day's retirements included :

Pi. Banner (Brough Superior), fell and was
injured; T. Sopwith (Hawker), burnt-out

magneto; N. Hall (2| O.K.), B. L. Bird

(4i B.S.A.), and J. E. Chisholm (3^

Ariel sc).

SECOND DAY, 183 MILES.

Route: Inverness, Strathpeffer, Achna-
sheen, Jeantown, Applecross, and back

by same route to Inverness.

Test Hills : Tornapress and Applecioss.

Another fine day greeted the competi-

tors on Tuesday morning, but a cool wind
was blowing, and the temperature was by
no means excessive. The surface as far

as Strathpeffer was of the main road type,

and for the most part in the wavy condi-

tion which precedes the formation of

pot-holes.

After Strathpeffer the going was more
or less of the moorland order, but usually

permitted of high speeds, the only diffi-

culty being to identify a rough patch
in time to avert a wobble. But a harder
section for timekeeping than that from
Jeantown to Applecross—in either direc-

tion—can hardly be imagined. It con-

sists of nineteen miles, viz., six miles

of rough, twisty lane, a terrific five-mile

climb, and an equally terrific five-mile

descent. Over most of thesj last ten

miles, it is impossible to pass a sidecar

or a car, and very difficult to overtake a
solo mount. Sixty minutes were allotted

for these nineteen miles. A. G. Fenn (on .

a Raleigh twin) actually rode them in

forty minutes, after repairing a puncture.
Naturally the entire interest of the

day's run concentrated on the two test

hills—the Pass of the Cattle, as the
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Tornapress-Applecross section is called.

Tornapress commences with four miles of
heavy collar work. The narrow road is

sometimes of -short turf from edge to
edge, occasionally of loose stone (of all

sizes), but generally composed of three
ruts, divided by really stiff clumps of
moor grass a foot high with reefs jutting
through _here and tfiere. To the right
is a grassy hill 1,500ft. high and very
steep ; to the left a series of gaunt,
gnarled crags, with wild deer grazing
beneath them ; below a splendid loch,

backed by a mountainous massif; above
a fantastically rugged sky line.
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accelerated without the least sign of a
knock. It is simply impossible to award
special praise; where nearly ^everybody,
performed perfectly. The following men-

,

tions are suggested by special circum-
stances : W. Peatty, on the little Hawker

,

sidecar, made a most miraculous climb,
and everyone was sorry that injuries to
his sidecar chassis and rear wheel ball
races were threatening to cause his
retirement.

The. smallest engine in the trial, the
Velocette, ridden by " M. T. Calderon "

(who is not H.R.H. the Duke of York,
as was rumoured), did splendidly, as

Fine scenery compensated for the rough going and stiff hills. The riders shown are A. G. Cocks
(Beardmore-Precision) and B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sidecar) on Trinafour.

For the fifth and last mile the road
goes mad, and resolves itself into three
major hairpins, all acute, and connected
to very rough grades of 1 in 5 or 6. There
follows the difficult and dangerous descent
known as Applecross, which is generally
considered a much easier climb than
Tornapress, though its stiff grade com-
mences near the foot. Both hills ai-e

" engine heaters " of the first order, and
Tornapress confronts one with three
wicked corners just when the engine, is

most inclined to conk.

Splendid Perfoimances.

The entry put up a truly magnificent
performance, almost monotonous in the

high level of its excellence. Man after

man went up fast, slowed at a corner,

cocked a wary eye at-+he lie of the

ground, slewed his machine round, and

did the next smallest. Hanwell's Cedos.^^
The small fry, as a class, covered them-
selves with glory, notably Handley's
O.K., the two solo , Hawkers; and Ker-
shaw's New Imperial. Hugh Gibson
put his feet down for a few yards at .

the second hairpin ; his engine has a
very light flywheel, and climbed well
where its revs, could be kept up. Cocks
(Beardmore) ran into the ditch at the
second hairpin." His front fork was
obviously most comfortable on ordinary -

roads, but was almost too springy on
boulders.
As the whole hill was an official non-

stop. Shepherd's Campion had to cover
several miles with t4ie' stand trailing.

J. B. Richardson on the G.N. is a sports-,

man of the first water. He had trouble

on Monday, and got in other people's
,

way on the narrow roads. To-day he



This illustration conveys a very good idea of the hairpin bend on Tornapress, and shows E. Simms (6 Martinsyde sidecar)

negotiating the stiff rise immediately following.

sked that he might start last. Fate
id not smile on him, as he deserved,

or he took Applecross in penny numbers.
R. B. Clark (Zenith) had miserable

rck : a few yards from the summit a

tone lodged in his back wheel pulley,

nd threw the belt off. Peffers (Indian
Icout) put up a model ascent. The
icotts did better than most of the water-

ooled cars, for- they did not steam,

hough they could not replenish their

adiators whilst in motion. Guthrie
Royal Ruby sc.) had a long stop two-

hirds of the way up the hill, but after-

wards took the top section in good style.

Shepherd's B.S.A. also conked out half-

vay up. Brough made a perfect climb,

:iut Karslake (on a sister machine) seemed
[ hang on to top gear too long : many
' iders could hardly spare a hand to

[ I

hange gear, owing to the jolting they

t Received from the surface. Carfrae's

1 1915 A.J.S. conked out just above the

Ijecond hairpin, much to everybody's
lurprise : an empty oil tank was the

)rinie cause.

J

The hill is so long that six car loads
' i>f observers were kept busy observing

,t with binoculars, and a detailed descrip-

tion is impossible. We can only say that

. jifter commencing to note details of each
' |nan's climb we soon exhausted our

nipply of superlatives. There were a
very few exceptions, mostly due to in-

experienced and clumsy driving. But
lien and machines, as a whole, displayed

supreme mastery of a terrible ascent

which one expert has dubbed " Great
• Britain's only hill." Knocking, over-

lubrication, and a hot, oily smell—which
until recently were the concomitants of

a severe hill—were conspicuous by their

absence. Over a hundred fine climbs

were made on the- longest steep hill in

these islands.

NOTES.
The unwisdom of sandwiching cars,

sidecars, and bicycles together was
proved on Tornapress, wliere much
serious baulking occurred. Four motor
cycles had to creep at 7 m.p.h. for over
a mile behind a cautiously driven Cal-

thorpe light car.

Browne's Douglas caught fire when
restarting after the Jeantown check. It

was put out by the Pyrene outfit from
the petrol lorry, and Browne spent the

rest of the day trying to coax partially

burnt rubber belts to grip.

Four of the official cars konked out on
Tornapress, including a brace of Fords.

On the way home one of the official

Fords hit a bridge. Allan Hay, the

veteran Scottish cyclist, was thrown o\it,

and was reported to be suffering from
slight concussion.

Gilford's Martinsyde collided with a

bridge near Jeantown ; the frame was
sufficiently damaged to c^se his retire-

ment.

The scenery round Tornapress is so

gorgeous that some of the competitors

propose to revisit with time to spare.

They dare not take an eye off the road

in the trials, so bad was the going.

George Brough has caravanned in this

outlandish region with a Ford van.

T. Hunter (6-7 B.S.A. sidecar) on the rough surface in the picturesque district near

Achanalt. The rutty nature of the course in places troubled some of the solo competitors,

who had to make up lost time.
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sc), 1; W. G. Donaldson (5 Rover sc),
55; J. A. Levland {3^ P. and M.), 16^
and W. H. Udall (6 Bradbury so.), 31.

In the interests of accuracy, we have;
referred to the hill popularlv known {x&
" Applecross " by its official nami
" Tornapress." Wlien motor cyclists tal
of Applecross, they mean the whole a
the " Pass of the Cattle," and the Torna-
press section on the eastern side, the more
difTicult on account of its hairpins, has;

become fixed in the minds of riders ai

Applecross, which title by rights, an
according to the official programme, i

reserved for the ascent from the hamlei
of Applecross, on the return.

Quite one of the best performances on Tornapress was made by W. Peatty. This 2|- h.p.

Hawker sidecar outfit surmounted the difficult hill in quite a surprising manner.

E. S. Macrae's passenger failed him
on Monday, so Macrae borrowed an
Edinburgh mechanic, complete with over-

alls, who was lieartbroken when the
official passenger duly arrived on Monday
night.

The following lost marks on Tuesdav :

D. Wright (4 Norton sc), 4; A. Shep-
herd {6-7 B.S.A. sc), 61: F. G. Bod-
dington (10 Morgan), 2; R. K. Morrison
(7 A.J.S. sc), 51: F. T. Sibley (7-9

Rudge sc), 19: J. E. Chisholm (3^ Ariel

TfflRD DAY, 74 BOLES.
Route : Inverness,. Abriachan, Drumna-

drochit, Fort Augustus, Glendoe, Foyers,

Inverfarigaig Corkscrew, Inverness.

Test Hills : Abriachan, Glendoe, Inver- -

Jarigaig. .|

Tlie bad going began to tell its in-

evitable tale on the third day, and many
machines showed signs of jury-rigging.

Shortly after breakfast, the news of

Harry Hawker's tragic end cast a gloom
over everyone. He would have been
there, riding one of his own solo

machines, but for the claims of the Aerial

Derby; and W. Peatty (his brother-in-

law) left at once for the South.

This day's run was limited to seventy-

four miles, nominally to give the men a

mid-week " easy " and a chance t(i

change their tyres comfortably in the

evening if they so desired; and many
of them did ! But. the " rest " was purely

nominal, for the seventj'-four miles in-

cluded several excru'sions' into the
" doorstep districts," and no fewer than

three test hills.

C. A. McKeand was using a 3iin.

tyre on the back wheel of his Harley-
Davidson. •

Among Tuesday's retirements were T.
Peck (6-7 Ariel sc), broken chassis; T.
Sinclair (Harley-Davidson sc), broken
chassis: W. T. Woodcock (6-7 Ariel sc),
magneto trouble; E, H. Gifford (6

Martinsyde sc), fell; W. A. Davenport
(Coventry Victor) ; and R. Spence (4

Harley-Davidson), broken frame.

Only twelve competitors were defeated
by the notorious Tornapress. They were
R. Carfrae (2S A.J.S. ), A. Shepherd (6-7

B.S.A. sc), J. B. Richardson (G.N.), C.

Guthrie (8 Royal Ruby sc), A. G. Cocks
(Beardmore-Precision), H. Gardner (8

Rover light car), P. Cunningham (3^ P.
and M.), W. G. Donaldson (5 Rover sc),
E. S. Astley (5-6 Rover sc), K. M.
Quaile '(8 New Imperial sc.), W. C.
Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc), and J. A. Porter

(2i Massey-Arran).

Four only failed to climb the return
hill from Applecross : R. K. Morrison
(7 A.J.S. sc), W; G. Donaldson (5 Rover
sc), and R. H. Lockhead (34 Ariel).

The Morgans made light of both
test hills. (For the performances of
the. air-cooled Rover light cars, see
The Autocar).

A big twin's debut the cliain-driven 7-9 h.p. Rudge, driven by H. Nelson,,at the side of

Loch Achanalt.
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T/T\R»oe<s
W. BRANDISH, Jun.,

used a

STANDARD PATTERNROVER
in the Isle of Man, when he won a

OOI^D MEDAI^
DID OVER

SO MILES an HOUR
and made the most

CONSISTENT LAP TIMES

£90
PROMPT DELIVERY.

Sole Manufacturers

:

THE NEW ROVER CYCLE CO., LTD.
COVENTRY

LONDON—18, Holborn Viaduct. CROYDON—9a, George Street

NEWfCASTLE-ON-TYNE— 15, Ridley Place, Northumberland Street.

Jn answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." c^
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Igdyno Lighting & Ignition Set.
COMBINED UNIT.

Specially suitable for Twin Cylinder Engines.

SET FOR COMBINATIONS.
£ !. d.

A.T. 17, Dynamo, Distributor and Coil, complete 16 O
Switcliboard with Cut-out 2
Accumulator, 6 Volts, 20 Amps, 'cel'u'oid) , . .

.

2 2
Alternative y Ebonite Type. No. 2591. sam- price

Junction Box .. ... .. 7
Head Lamp, 5in, G'ass. K, Type .. .. ,, 2 12
K, Type, Side Lamp, one ony.. .. .. .. 18 6
Tail Lamp, one on'y .. .. ,, .. ,. 146

TOTAL .

,

2S 4

Fittins charge at ovr Willesden Works. Birroinqham,
Manchester, or Taunton Service Depots, from . . 1 10

^»^ Solo Set. Price Complete. £23 15 6

1^ "ENFIELD" COMBINATION FITTED WITH
^. "IGDVNO " SET

Made on the same
principle as our

famous Car Sets.

ROTAX (MOTOS
ACCESSORIES) Li

Relax Works,
\ Willesden Junction,

\
N.W.IO.

'TRIUMPH" COMBINATION FITTED WITH >^^9^
BOTAX LIGHTING SET, >^^^^L-.

LIGHTING ONLY SET
fcr Combinations

>

£ s. d.

A.T.I. Dynamo, 6 Volts. 5 Amps. 7 12
Switchboard with Cut-out- . .. .. .. .,200
*Accumulator, 6 Volts 20 Amps. (Celluloid' 2 2
Junction Box .

.

.

.

7

Head Lamp. Sin. Glass •• •• .- .- ..2120
Side Lamp. K. Type, one only .

.

. . .

.

..186
Tail Lamp, one on'.y < .

.

. 14 6

TOTAL . 16 16

Fitting charge at our Willesden Works, Birmingham.

Manchester, or Taunton Service Depots from . . . . 110
•Alternatively Ebonite Accumulator can be supp'ied

at the same price.

SOLO SET. PRICE COMPLETE .. 15 7 6

STANDARD MACHINES
STILL MAKING

FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY"
3^ h.p , Model 16H Norton, as used in following events :

L.C.C. SPEED WESTCLIFF SPEED TRIAL, July Tf), 1921.

^L Lucy

PLYMOUTH & DISTRICT M.C. &
TRIALS, July, 1921.

Fastest Time of the Day made by Mr.
ridJn? a 3^ h.p. Norton.

REDOITCH & DISTRICT M.C.C., June, 1921.

Mr. W. E. Smith, riding a 3J h.p. Nortoa, won
4 Firsts and Fastest Time of 'the Day.

NORTH LINDSEY A.G. SPEED TRIAL, July Znd, 1921.

R. Towle, 3i h.p. Norton, ist ; Mr. L. W. Baiaton,
3!^ h.p. Norton, 2nd ia 600 c.c. Class.

EDINBURGH & DISTRICT M.C. ANNUAL TEAM
TRIAL for the Dobson Trophy, June 25th, 1921.

G. M. Black, 3^ h.p. Norton, was a member of the
winning team, and also made Fastest Time of the
Day on the Test Hill.

500 c.c. Class (Flying Start).

G. W. Walker, 3 1 h.p. Norton ist

G. A. Vanderveil, 3^^ h.p. Norton 2nd
B. S. .Allen, 3 1- h.p. Norton '.

. 3rd

500 c.c. Ci,.\ss (Standing Start).

G. W. Walker, 3^ h.p. Norton ist

B. S. Allen, 3V h.p. Norton 2nd
600 c.c. Sidecar (Flying Start).

B. S. .\llen, $} h.p. Norton ist

600 c.c. Sidecar (Standing Start).

B. S. Allen, 3.V h.p. Norton ist

750 c.c. Solo Class (Flying Start).

- G. A. Vanderveil, 3^ h.p. Norton ist

G, W. Walker, 3^ h'p. Norton sad

750 c.c. Solo Class (Standing Start).

G. W. Walker, 3J h.p. Norton ist

G. A. Vanderveil, 3^ h.p. Norton 2nd

750 c.c. Solo Standard Touring Class (Flying

Start..

J. Davy, 3'- h.p. Nortoa ist

SCOTTISH SPEED CHAMPIONSHIP, July 9th, 1921.

5G0 c.c. Private Owners' Class (6 Miles).

J. G. McEwea, 3^ h.p. Norton ist
* One Lap (Open) 569"c.c. Class (2 Miles).

G. M. Black, 3.V h.p. Norton ist

CATSASH (S. WALES) OPEN HILL-CLIMB,
Saturday, July 9th: 1921.

3V h.p. Norton won every Class, Solo and Sidecar,

from the 500 c.c. to unlimited.

G. W. Walker, 3\h.p. Norton, secured 5 Firsts,

Dr. A. Lindsay, 3V h.p. Norton, won 2 Firsts

and 2 Seconds.
Jack Thomas, 33 h.p. Norton, won 9 Firsts

and 2 Seconds.
Fastest Time of the Day, both Solo and Sidecar,

made by G. W. Walker, 3.V h.p. Nortou.

c6

NORTON MOTORS LTD., BIRMINGHAM.

In answenng these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'*
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A real corkscrew. W. G. Donaldson <5 Rover sidecar) followed by an Ariel rider on Inverfarigaig hill.
'

TTils hill tested

both engines and riders.

Once again we travelled through some
of the most gorgeous scenery in Great
Britain, but rough going kept our e_yes

sc^ glued to the road that we dared not
glance at the views.
Of the three hills, Abriachan is an easy

second gear climb, with one very dusty
hairpin ; it accounted for three men.
Glendoe is in two halves. The front

stairs are smooth and steep ; the- attic

stairs, after the landing, are fearfully

rough, and semi-vertical. Here twenty-
two good men and true gave up the

ghost, nearly all through pure crashes due
to the surface ; neither loss of power nor

clumsy driving was to blame. Mean-
while others had fallen by the way.
Moser's Triumph and Miller's Bradbury
were unrideable after collisions with

banks; and Milne's (5-7 B.S.A. sc.) gear

box had wilted at the very base of Abria-

chan. At lunch there was great " wind
up " about the new hill—Inverfarigaig

Corkscrew. Worse was to follow, , for a
special check was organised at Foyers

—

one and a half mile away—to reduce

baulking, and a five-minute interval was
allowed after each car was sent oft.

Inverfarigaig.

The hill is purely a test of riding, and
is easily described. Lay a sheet of note-

paper against your coifee-pot, dear reader,

at au angle of' 4^. Impose upon it three

capital letters D, turning the centre

one the wrong way round. Let these

letters be of the flat or squashed-out

type—not as square as those employed
by Tht Motor Ci/cle comps. Imagine a

road 6ft. wide, a surface composed as to

the centre of soft grey dust 6in. deep

and 4ft. wide, and as to each side of

hardish smooth stuff 1ft. wide.

The grade ..t the outside of the si.K-

hairpins is about 1 in 8 ; at the kernel

of each hairpin it may be 1 in 5^ for a

yard or so. Obviously, if a man went
up slowly, and took the outside of 6ach
hairpin, this would make an easy climb.

Everybody who adopted this plan went
up finely, but some hesitated to cross

the soft centre between each pair of hair-

pins, and all this class wobbled and
footed. Some appallinglv clumsy driving
was shown, and none ol the twenty-five

machines which failed appeared to do so

for mechanical reasons. It is emj^hatic-

ally a " rider's hill." Its difficulties can
be gauged from the following pointers :

(1.) One can stand at the top and pitch

a tennis ball to the bottom.
(2.) Two of the cars reversed on four

of the hairpins.

(3.) Quite a lot of the men drove on
their clutches.

(4.) Eeg. Brown upset his Sunbeam
sidecar.

(5.) S. Hall capsized his Morgan, tip-

ping out himself and his passenger,

(6.) 'J?he names of the fallen (see

below).

(7.) The writer had to put his helm
over so hard on two corners that his

T.T. bar pimred his thigh to the tank.

Star Performers.

The whole of the six hairpins cannot be
watched simultaneously, but if a prize

had been ^iwarded for the best solo ascent
it might have lain between J. W. Wills
(Powell) and G. Dance (Sunbeam). Both
picked the correct path to a bair ; both
accelerated without timidity between hair-

pins ; neither put a foot to earth. Wills

had no difficulties. Dance came up 119th,

H. S. F, Morgan, in a characteristic attitude, pil

portions of Tomapress. Observe

loting his little runabout on one of the steepest

the acuteness of the hairpin bend.
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as a sandwich. She said

. . . "—aiid then some!
Hech, sirs.

The G.N. is using a new type of shock
absorbers on its front axle.

Inverness boasts a motor cycle of

native manufacture. It is made by the
official garage people, Macrae and Dick,
and has a G.R.I, rotary and poppet valve
engine.

Wallis's Bradbury blew out the exhau.st

valve cap of its front cylinder, and i

"carried on" with it secured by a neat -J'

bridge of spanners, lashed down with wire. ?

Calderon's sparking- plugs had an evil

habit of growing metal whiskers on their

central electrodes, and thereby shorting.

He fell back on an old aero Lodge,

•^

In Carve. D. Wright, jun. (4 Norton sidecar) returning from Applecross.

when the fifth hairpin was- cut to ribbons.

His machine was almost stationary in the

soft stuff for a second ; but, like the past-

master in rough-riding that he is, he kept
his feet riveted to the rests, and jockeyed
the machine up. This pair were run close

by Gumming (Sunbeam), Fenn, Holden,
and Downie (Raleighs), Clark (Zenith),

Hall and Handley (O.K. Unions), Edwards
(B.S.A.), and Lindsay (Rover), none of

whom footed. The smallest engine of all

—Calderon's Velocette—went up surely

with a steady foot on one coi'ner, and
Hanwell's Cedos did finely, too. Perhaps
a dozen of the solos only extended a leg

once apiece.

Passenger Ascents.

It is harder to pick out the best

passenger ascents. The G.N. was superbly

handled ; but to reverse on narrow hair-

pins when one is over-geared and the

engine is out of tune spells trouble.

Perhaps the honour lay between Newey
(Ariel), who appeared to make, an abso-

lutely perfect ascent, devoid of front wheel
skid or back wheel spin, and Bladder (New
Imperial), whose methods were a trifle

more ferocious, so that he just grazed the
bank at the fourth corner. In any case,

this pair were run very close by Downie
(A.J.S.), Nott (Matchless), Quaile (New
Imperial), and Macrae (Harley-Davidson),

all of whom put up magnificent climbs.

The three Morgans differed perceptibly.

Hall upset, Boddington came up steadily

on a Parsons chain, and Morgan skid-

cornered in lurid fashion.

A veil must be drawn over 20% of the
climbs, in which good machines were
dishonoured by sheer bad driving.. But
several individuals registered rather
special ascents. Farr (B.S.A.), Lewis
(P. and M.), Wilson (Hobart), and Braid
(Douglas) elected to charge the hairpins
at speed, and their subsequent antics

earned them the soubriquet of " wild
men " from the crowd. Possibly their
gear ratios compelled speed : but their
climbs were more courageous than grace-
ful, and thoroughly scattered the specta-
tors. One unfortunate entrant was handi-
capped by a frame layout which simply
would not steer ! When he came up we
all took cover behind the nearest trees.

c8

NOTES.
There was a regular mix-up and a

wholesale baulk on Glendoe, towards the

end of the climb. In the midst of it a

lady passenger had a fit of hysteria.

When a Douglas caught fire at Jean-

town on Tuesday, another competitor

nosedived into an adjacent cottage, and
seized the door mat wherewith to put

out the flames. Later an ancient High- -

land dame appeared in search of the

missing mat. They solemnly handed her

a charred triangle of mat about as big

Archie Cocks was riding one of the new
Beardmore sports models with a rigid

rear frame. He did very well, barring
two hill stops, ascribable to vhe bouncing
which a light machine receives on
boulder-strewn surfaces.

In addition to the retirements men-
tioned in Tuesday's notes, there were
several other vacant places, revealing that
others had " given up." Among these
were J. E. Chisholm (Ariel), E. S.

Astley (5-6 Rovev sc), and Spence
(Harley-Davidson). Wednesday's retire-

ments "included D. S. Milne (B.S.A. sc),

C. Moser (Triumph), J. R. Miller (Brad-
bury),

The following lost marks on Wednes-
day : E. A. Rollason (Ariel), 7; Quaile

L. Newey (6-7 Ariel sidecar) passing The Motor Cycle photographer's Matchless near Kingussie.
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(8 New Imperial sc), 30; and Bruce
[5-6 Monopole), 7.

Hills a Stumbling-block.

The official list of stops on the test

hills on Wednesday is as follows :

Glendoe. — G. Brough (8 Biough

superior), H. Karslake (8 Brough Superior),

J. Beck (8 Royal Ruby sc), H. Nelson

(7-9 Rudge sc), T. Hunter (6-7 B.S.A.

sc), J. Browne (2| Douglas), C. Guthrie

(8 Royal Ruby sc), A. G. Cocks (Beard-

more-Precision), A. Peffers (4 Indian).

W. Handley (2| O.K.), G. M. Townsend

(3i P. and M.), D. Parsons (8 Matchless

sc), "W. G. Donaldson (5 RoYer sc), J.

'A. Leyland (3i P. and M.), W. H. Udall

(6 Bradbury sc), J. Wallis (6 Bradbury

sc), F. E. Marsden (3i Sunbeam), W. C.

.Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc), C. Christie (3i

Douglas), R. J. Braid (3i Douglas), and

J. A. Porter (2^ Massey-Arran).

Invbrfarigaig.—G. Brough (8 Brough

Superior), H. Karslake (8 Brouah Superior),

D C. Sangster (3^ James), R. Carfrae (2|

lA.J.S.), H. Nelson (7-9 Rudge sc), A.

Shepherd (6-7 B.S.A. sc), K. Holden (5-6

Raleigh), D. K. Morrison (7 A.J.S. sc),

C. Guthrie (8 Royal Ruby sc), A. Brown

(3i Sunbeam), J. A. Hilger (5 Rover), A.

Conville (3^ Lea-Francis), L. A. Welch

;(4i B.S.A.), G. A. Rollason (4^ Ariel), W.
iG Donaldson (5 Rover sc), J. A. Leyland

(U P. and JI.), W. H. Udall (6 Bradbury

isc), J. Wallis (6 Bradbury sc), R. W.
Lockhead (3i Ariel), Reg. Brown (3^ Sun-

i beam sc), W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc), C.

Christie (3^ Douglas), S. Hall (8 Morgan),

J. A. Porter (2^ Massey-Arran), and W.
Ri Bruce (5-6 Monopole).

In opin country near Carrbrldge. J. A. Leyland (3J P. and M.), followed by W. H. Udall

(6 Bradbury sc).

FOURTH DAY, 165 KOLES.

Inverness, Kingussie, Dalnacardoch, Ken-
more, Dalmally, Oban.

No Observed Hills.

A perfect orgy of protests was entered

against Wednesday's test hill failures,

aiul the following were credited with

clean ascents ;

Glendoe.—^Brough, Karslake, Beck, J.

Browne, Cocks, Peffers, Donaldson, Han-
well, and Braid.

.HrtM^'y**?"

Inverfarigaig Hill is in the midst of sublime scenery, but the beauly could not be

appreciated by all the competitors, the hill keeping them very busy. D. K. Morrison

(7 A.J.S. sc.) taking one of the many hairpin bends.

Inverfamgaig Corkscrew.—Brough,
Karslake, Holden, Wallis, Marsden, and
Reg. Brown.

it would be clean contrary to the

famous sporting atmosphere of the
" Scottish " for a compet'.^or to grumble
about official decisions : but a dispassion-

ate onlooker may be allowed to say that,

if men who capsize on hairpins are

awarded clean ascents, rivals who fail

through much pettier errors have an ap-

parent grievance. The organisers have
done their best to ensure uniform obser-

vation by transporting the same officials

from hill to hill. But the system has not

been an unqualified success. We know
men credited with clean ascents who
would have ranked as complete failures

under any other management. On the

other hand, if an e.xceptionally lenienl^

standard is to be adopted, it should be
applied with uniformity.

Thursday's morning's run was Monday
afternoon's trip, taken in the reverse

direction. We met a cold head wind,

ajid found the corrugations of the

Orampian road very trying, as they have

a very short pitch, which makes the back

wheel hammer.

Some Lightweight Misfortunes.

On the first section the youngest of our

family lost its gold, for the tungsten con-

tacts of the magneto on Calderon's Velo-

cette gave out, and the spare breaker did

not fit. So he had to change the points,

a finicky job which made him 3m. late at

Carrbridge.
J. Browne, on the 2| h.p. Douglas, met

a car on the wrong side of a corner just

before lunch, and looped the loop.
^
He

was unhurt, but his machine was in no

condition to continue. George Dance
arrived outside the lunch check half an

hour ahead of time. He e.xplained that

he had felt cold, on the Grampians, and
was in search of a warmer climate.

A hungry official, who arrived early at

the lunch "hotel, is said to have moved
round a table after the fashion of the

Mad Hatter in " Alice in Wonderland,"
and so to have consumed si.x plates of

ealmon.

CII
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From Kenmore into Oban we enjoyed
seventy-two miles of gorgeous scenery and
decent going. The Pass of Brander was a

revelation of beauty, and the newcomers
would have liked a longer stay there.

Several minor crashes resulted along the
curly switchback road, mostly as the

result of " blinding " after tyre trouble.

But H. S. Heaton, of the Cambridge team,
took a more serious toss. Having previ-

ously damaged the footrest of his Brough
Superior, he stopped to fell a young sap-

ling and construct new ones. The job

occupied some time, and he appears to

have fallen asleep during the subsequent
scorch. At any rate, he was found un-
conscious on the road at the end of a track

Avhich indicated a 300 yards wobble. The
G.N. took him into Ci'ianlarich, and his

injuries are, fortunately, not important.

The G.N. broke both its front springs,

which were cleverly jury-rigged with steel

plates and w-ire lashings.

Teams in the Running.

There are said to be eighty hotels in

Oban; anyhow, we were all very com-
fortably bestowed, and no longer sleep-

ing two in a bed, or one on a sofa, or

one in a bath,' as was the case at Inver-
ness. The drought still continued, at

which motor cyclists did not complain,
for Highland roads are enough to scare
a chamois when they, are dry, and when
they are greasy! But the lochs and
burns were very low, and some of the
great salmon rivers were represented by
a mere thread of water trickling through
an oasis of shingle.

The following teams still boasted three
potential " golds " apiece on Thursday
night.

Solo.—B.S.A. No. 1 team and Sun-
beam.
Passenger.—Rover.
CLrn.—M.C.C., Edinburgh, Eedditch,

Liverpool, and Glasgow Western.

CI2

(Left) Neville Ha
(2i O.K. Union; and

L. A.Welch (4iB.S.A.)

on the top portion of

Abnachan.

(Right) D. Pa,sons

(8 Matchless sc.) near

Newtonmore.

NOTES.
The luncheon cider at the Breadalbane

Hotel, Kenmore, was so lieady that a

certain teetotal rider is alleged to have
covered the first two miles after lunch
in Im. 59s.

Up to Thursday night only one machine
had failed on ar hill through lack of

power : all the other failures (and their

name was legion) were due to bad sur-

face or clumsy driving.

Under the latest Edinburgh Club regu-

lations, one '"ay upset a sidecar on an
observed hill, and yet score a " clean

ascent,", provided one keeps the engine

i'unning !

Thursday's official score board : JM. T.

Calderon (2-^- Yelocette), 3 marks (mag-
neto) ; E. H. Eaton (8 Brough-Superior),
retired; F. G. Boddington (10 Morgan),
12 marks (lost his waj') ; C. Guthrie (8

Eoyal Ruby sc), retired (broken chassis) ;

F. "T. Sibley (7-9 Rudge .sc), 10 marks;
J. Wallis (6 Bradbury sc), retired; K.
M. Quaile (8 New-' Imperial sc), 3

marks; and W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc),

.3 marks.

FIFTH DAY, 180 MILES.

Route: Oban, Kilmelfort, Inveraray,
StrachuT, Glendarnel, and back to Oban
via Dalmally.

Observed Hill: Ballochandrain.

The officials forbade J. Beck (8 Royal
'Ruby sc.) to start" on Friday jnorning.

His outfit had been
,
d.imaged in a spill

when cornering on Wednesday, and had
gradually become quite unsafe. The sky
was lowering w-hen the survivors started

at 7.30 a.m. for their 180 mile run over

what the map suggested might prove a

very rough trip. Actually 160 miles

consisted of main roads with only one

badly pot-holed stretch. It is only fair-

add that main roads in the Western Hig^
lands would be called serpentine switi^

backs anywhere else.

When we at last passed through th"
usual gate on to the usual moor, about
ten miles from Ballochandrain, the solo

machines had the time of their lives, for

the centre of the cart track was smooth
and firm, if the side ruts bothered the

passenger outfits at times.

Contrasting Scenery.

Once more we had a perfect glut of

marvellous scenery—glen and loch, and
moor and forest, and river and mountain,
the whole enhanced by diaphanous mist

wreaths, spears of sunlight, and occa-

sional palls of thick black cloud. Sky,
water, and distant hills furnished every
conceivable tint of blue from turquoise to

the deepest indigo. We rode through the
two most beautiful passes in Scotland, the
delicate sylvan prettiness of Melfort, con-
trasting sharply with the dour majesty
of Brander. Shaggy little Highland cattle

made a picturesque foreground to some
of these pictures—or so we thought until

we met a herd of 100 on a steep hill.

MacGillivray collided with one of them
so heavily that he was forced to retire.

Tortuous Going.

The roads were continuously dangerous,
as they twisted perpetually, and whatever
lay beyond the next corner was generally
hidden behind a steep little hump in the

road or a screen of trees. For some
reason the men drive much faster in the
" Scottish " than in the A.C.U. Si.x Days
—perhaps because the' country is thinly

populated, perhaps because they are
always expecting a piece of vile going,

on which progress must be slow. What-
ever the reason may be, the driving has
been decidedly rash on the average, and
the casualty list is absurdly lengthy;
many others have had the narrowest
escapes, scraping skew bridges with their

handle-bars, and so far forth.

The day's test hill, Ballochandrain,
bore two distinct reputations till we met
it. The officials said it was "easy";
some of the locals (and also The Scots-
man) described it as "the steepest hill

in Great Britain." The truth lies betwixt
and between. Being over two miles long
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i is bound to test cooling, especially
'hen a strong wind blows up it, as was
he case on Friday. The only hairpin
•ccurs 800 yards up on a grade of 1 in

0^ ; the road is wide, and the surface

.
;ood. Above the hairpin the grade varies
bruptly every few yards, and one or two
' landings " are flat or even downhill for

1 few yards. A Tapley gradometer
uccessively registered on the descent 1
u 4i, 5.4, 7.2, 11.3, 8.1, 5, 4.2, 11.0,
.nd 10.7. The hill owed its selection to
m official who went up it in a car on a
lark night. As there were only five

allures, it cannot be difficult ; and the
"omparative ease with_ which it can be
:limbed is doe to the brevity of the few
'steps."

AU Sorts of Hill-cUmbing.

Most of the men took the hairpin at

^peed, especially the two Scotts driven
by Langman and W. F. Scott. Ball's

.oat sleeve caught his throttle, and
stopped him quite low down. Shepherd
and his passenger were stopped by over-

heating beneath the hairpin, and had to

run and push most of the way up, finally

iseizing up the engine. Calderon fell off

for no apparent reason, and, having no
clutch, could not "keep his engine run-
ning "—a famous phrase in the rules

which has led to several ve.ry dubious
ascents ranking as officially " clean."
Welch (B.S.A.) and Rollason (Ariel) must
have stuck towards the top, for they
were going well at the hairpin. Christie
got his Douglas up, so breaking a long
run of hill failures. Hall's O.K. took
the hairpin on second gear. Clark's
•Zenith struck one as the fastest solo,

'with Sibley's Rudge as a very speedy
isidecar. Simms (on the Martinsyde) made
ia notably masterful ascent. Moore's
;
Scott raced up to the bend as if certain

to crash, but his bi-akes got him round.

J

But it is hardly fair to particularise, for,

as usual, all the leading men were ex-

Itremely workmanlike.
! On the return journey- there was a good
deal of injudicious scrapping, and it is

;a marvel that no smashes occurred in a

dust column, which was over thirty miles
long. Several unlucky individuals pegged
out on the home stretch. H. F. S.

Morgan retired with engine trouble ten

miles out, having previously lost no
marks. Farr broke the steering head of

his B.S.A. ; he jury-rigged this very

cleverly, and rode pluckily on, only to be
stalled with no compression near Dal-
mally. Reg. Brown's 3-^- h.p. Sunbeam
sidecar carried on well with a clean

sheet. Calderon broke his front chain
near St. Catherine's, and finally finished

on a flat tyre. Richardson broke all the
springs of his Lea-Francis sidecar, and it

had a queer, groggy appearance from
behind. The end of the matter is that

the average Scottish road is now in such
appalling condition that any machine
which does not drop or break a part is

fortunate.
Tourists who intend to go North for

their holidays this year should either

change their minds or consult the A.A.
as to the best routes. The road home on
Friday was littered with men busy re-

pairing lyres, and the majority of their

troubles were due to cuts from stones.

Road repairs over large areas of Scotland
take the simple form of harrowing
assorted rubble -from the nearest river

bed or quarry on to the road ; and they
do not object to flint, or use the ordi-

nary 2in. gauge.

SIXTH DAY, 123 ROLES.
Route : Oban, DalmaJly, Crianlaiicb, Loch-

earnbead, Callander, Stirling, Edinburgh.

Oban was awakened by the unfamiliar
sound of rain drumming down in torrents.

However, the weather cleared before the
start, and the road through the Pass of

Brander is too gritty to provoke sideslip.
'

Presently the clouds came down upon the
tops of the crags and showers began to

pelt us at brief intervals. Towards
Callander we ran into a regular deluge,
which rapidly flooded the roads, but after

lunch the sun shone out again, and the
water proved invaluable in helping us to

locate potholes.

The scenery was once more gorgeous,
but the track and the roads required
most of our attention. Nobody had
much trouble on the concluding lap.

Just as Sproston was riding in at Edin-
burgh, a car knocked him down, and ran
over his ankle; otherwise, apart from
the rain, the last stage was a comfortable
" blind " for most men. A. F. Downie
was an exception, however; his contact
breaker spring broke, and a helpful
stranger broke the spare spring, and
dropped two of the small screws in the
grass.

Thanks chiefly to the magnificent
weather, the 1921 Scottish may rank as

Hg

the easiest on record, though the roads

were perhaps rougher' than ever. The
Edinburgh Club and its genial secretary

deserve unstinted credit for their splendid

organisation. There has not been the

tiniest hitch in the arrangements from
start to finish, and the medals were all

ready, engraved for distribution, by dinner

time on Saturday evening, a feat without
parallel in such an event.

Apart from the usual handful of dis-

gruntled protests, the competitors im-

mensely appreciated the fairness and
sportsmanship with which they were
treated, and they all hope to come North
again in 1922.

NOTES ON THE AWARDS.
The Sunbeam and B.S.A. teams tied

for the team prize, and the judges de-

cided to award it to the former on account
of the smaller capacity of the engines.

The passenger team prize went to the
Rover light cars driven by Featherston-
haugh, O'Connor, and Hill (the only trio

to finish with clean sheets in their class).

The sidecars were thus defeated by the
cycle cars. The club team prize falls

to the Glasgow Western Motor Club.
This award was made on a tie at the
judges' discretion, the promoting club
being well in the running for it.

The chief glory of the trials unques-
tionably adorns the Sunbeam entry of si.x

machines, all of which won golds ; whilst
Reg. Brown's machine created a new
record, being the first 500 c.c. . sidecar
outfit to make clean ascents of all the
observed hills. Several single entries also

secured gold medals. The Powell is a
debutante, and was one of the outstand-
ing machines throughout, especially for

,

its neat, masterful work on hills. The
Cedos has not previously graced a Scot-
tish, and had the smallest engine in the
trial, except the. Velocette. It made light

of its job. The two O.K. Unions were
splendid, and Neville Hall is going to

be famous some day. Two of the three
Hawker " babies " romped home com-
fortably, and climbed excellently. In the
350 c.c. class the Coulson, the two New
Imperials, the Metro-Tyler, the Royal
Ruby, and the Hobart all defeated many
much more powerful solo mounts. It
need not be imagined that lightweight
riders had a very strenuous time. Most
of them pegged along very comfortably,
averaging 30 m.p.h., except along the
mountainous sections.

Easy going. A trio of solo riders nearing Carrbridge. The riders are fleft to right) C. S. Hubbard (2J Coulson), J. R. Fellows

(3i Sunbeam), and J. Westwood Wills (4 Powell).

"3.
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SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIALS RESULTS.
Complete List of Motor Cycle Competitors and Awards.

112 Motor Bicycles, Sidecars, and Runabouts Started. 86 Finished. 52 Gold Medals. 21 Silver.

13 Bronze. 26 Retired.

A.J.S.
A. F. Dounie (7 sc). Gold 7nedal.

R. Carfrae (2^4). Silver medal.
R. K. Morrison (7 6C.). Bronze viedal.
W. C Hemy (7 6C.). Bronze medal.

ARIEL.
h. Kewev (6-7 sc). Gold medal.
A. E. Kollason (41/2). Silver medal.
R. N. Lockhead (SV-). Silver mediil.

T. Poole (6-7 sc.l. Retired.
\V. T. Woodcock (6-7 sc). Retired.
J. E. Chisholm (3ii> sc). Retirrd.
H. E. MacGillivray (3'/2). Retired.

BROUGH SUPERIOR.
G. Brough (8). Gold medal.
H. Karslake (8). Gold medal.
R. Banner (8). Retired.
H. S. Eaton (8). Retired.

BEAEDMORE-PRECISIOM.
A. G. Cocks (Syo). Silver medal.

B.S.A.
W. M. Buchanan (AM). Gold medal.
L'. L. Sealev" i^V.i)'. Gold medal.
H. F. Edwards (41/1). Gold medal.
J. H. Walker (4i,4). Goid medal.
B. L. Bird (4Ji). Gold medal.
T. Hunter (6-7 sc). Silver medal.
L. A. Welch (41/4). Silver medal.
A. Shepherd (6-7 sc). Bronsc nied.d.

D. S. Milne (6-7 sc). Retired.
A. Farr (4Vi). Retired.

BRADBURY.
W. H. Udall (6 sc). Bronze medal.
J. Wallis (6 sc). Retired.
J. B. Miller (4). Retired.

COULSON.
S. C. Hubbard (2!i). Gold medal.

CAMPION.
J. Shepherd (6). Gold medal.

COVEN-TRY VICTOR.
W. A. Davenport (5-6). Retired.

CEDOS.
C. II. Hanwell (aij). Gold medal.

CHATER-LEA.
J. Chater-Lea (8 sc). Retired.

DOUGLAS.
J. R. Alexander (3V_»). Gold medal.
R; J. Braid (3'/o). Gold medal.
C. Christie (3V-'). Bronze medal.
J. Browne (274'j. Retired.

HUMBER.
L. Crisp (4V4). Gold medal.
R. Watson (414I. Gold medal.
H. Crisp (4I/4). .SitiTr medal.

HOBART.
R. M. Wilson (2>i). Gold medal.

HAWKER.
P. R. Dowson (2%). Gold medal.
L. H. Wells (2%). --.-. ;;-.•-::.

T. O. M. Sopwith (2ji). Retired.
W. Peatt.v (2% sc). Withdrawn.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON

.

R. S. Macrae (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
G. Grintcn (7-9 sc). Gold medal.
C. A. M'Keand (4). Gold medal.
T. Sinclair (7-9 sc). Retired.
R. Spencer (4). Retired.

INDIAN.
A. Peiiers (4). Retired.

JAMES.
D. C. Sangster (3'/i.). Bronze medal.

LEA-FRANCIS.
A. J. Sproston (3Vo). Gold meelal.
A. Couville (3Vi?). Silver medal.
J. Richardson (5). Bronze medal.

G. Boddington (10). Silver medal.
Hall (8). -Silver medal.

H. F. S. Morgan tS). Retired

-MATCHLESS.
G. Nott (81. Gold viedal.

Parsons (8). Silver medal.

MASSEY-ARRAN.
J. A. Porter (2Vi). Bronze medal.

METRO-TYLER.
A. S. Guthrie (2'^). Gold medal.

MARTINSYDE.
J. T. Bashall (6 sc). Gold medal.
E. Simms (6 sc). Gold medaU
E. H. GiHord (6 sc). Retired.

MONOPOLE.
W. R. Bruce (5-6). Bronze medal.

NORTON.
D. WrigUt, jun. (4 sc). Silver medal.

NEW IMPERIAL.
B. Bladder (3 sc). Gold medal.
B. Kershaw (2y). Gold medal.
W. L. Cowan i2-;'^). Gold medal.
K. M. Quaile (8 sc). Bronze medal.

OMEGA.
Norman Black (5-6). Gold medal.

O.K.
Neville Hall (2^/4). Gold medal.
W. Handley (2%). Silver medal.

P. AND M.
G. M. Townsend (31,41. Gold medal.
R. Lewis (3'/i). Gold medal.
P. Cunningham (3'/j). Silver medal.
J. A. Leyland (3'/';). Bronze m^dal.

POWELL.
J. Westwood Wills (4). Gold medal.

ROYAL RUBY.
Hugh Gibson (2^;4). Gold medal.
J. Beck (8 sc). Retired.
M. Fraser (8 sc). Retired.
C. Guthrie (8 sc). Retired.

RALEIGH.
F. W. Viles (5-6). Gold medal.
A. L. Downie (5-6). Gold medal.
A. G. Fenn (5-6). Silver medal.
K. Holden (5-6). Silver medal.

RUDGE.
H. Nelson (7-9 sc). Silver medal.
F. T. Sibley (7-9 sc). Bronze medal.'

ROVER.
J. W. Morton (3'/.l. Gold medal.
R. Elliott (3'A). Gold medal.
A. J. C. Lind'say (3',4). Gold, medal.
G. L. White (5). Gold medal.
J. A. Hilger (5-6). Silver medal.'
Yf. G. Donaldson (5 sc). Bronz^

medal.
E. S. Astley (5 sc). Retired.
D. A. Atkin (5). Retired.

SUNBEAM.
G. Cum^ning '(3V2). Gold medal.
A. Brown (3V->). Gold medal.
J. R. Fellows (31A). Gold medal.
R. Brown (3'A sc). Gold medal.
G. Dance (3V.1. Gold medal.
F. E. Marsden (3). Gold medal.

SCOTT.
H. Langman (3%). Gold medal.
W. F. Scott (3%). Gold medal.
R. T. Ball (3%). Silver medal.
W. Bloore (3%). Silver medal.

TRIUMPH.
W. Westwood (4). Gold medal.
C. Moser (4). Retired.

VELOCETTE.
M. T. Calderon (21,4). .'iilvcr medal.

ZENITH.
R. B. Clark (5). Gold medal.

A full illustrated report of the performances of light cars in the trials appears in to-morrow's "Autocar."

A TRIAL IN THE HOME COUNTIES.
South Midland Centre Reliability Trial. Non-stop Rules over Two Circuits of Sixty Miles.

'pWO unfortunate incidents were the

1 cause of a most disappointing finish

to the South Midland Centre Auto
Cycle Union Reliability Trial, for which
twenty-six competitors started at 9.30

a.m. from the King's Arms Hotel, Berk-

hampstead, on Saturday last, July 15th.

Two circuits were to have been covered,

of which the morning's run was com-

pleted with but little incident. During
the atteinoon however, the ariows i,t

various points en rofife were disturbed

by some unknown source, and a number
of riders lost their way.

Since the route was a secret one, this

was the cause of much trouble.

Secondly, ihere was considerable delay

at the finish which caused not a little

grumbling.
During the morning's run, Chesham

was the first village of any size through
which the course lay, and .driving was

',s?-«rxt;?«i«8«»^

At the start of the South Midland Centre Trial. W. Milligan getting

under way on his Sunbeam at Berkhampstead.

not easy, due to the large number of

sliarp bends on the bad surfaced road.

Turning sharp right in the village, a bee

line was made for the well known Kop
Hill. Few failures were recorded here,

A. H. Harrison's 10 h.p. Henderson side-

car seemed t« be troubled with a slipping

clutch. Some good ascents were made,
and R. H. Baxter (2^ Radco), although
using such a small engine, seemed to

enjoy the climb as did S. R. Axford's
big Norton.

Skirting, Chinnor, a section with ruts

inches deep provided much difficulty for

the sidecar outfits, whilst the two-wheeled
machines had a distinct advantage. A
northern road brought the riders back
to Little London, and thence, via Truig,

to the starting point.

None of the hills M'ere abnormally
difficult. The loose stony surface of the

twisting roads, however, was awkward to

negotiate at the schedule speed.

A similar route was, as stated before,

covered during the afternoon, but it was
difficult, owing to the inaccuracies of the

arrows, to trace the. whereabouts of a

number of the riders.

G. E. Cuffe (Metro-Tyler) was the first

to finish, with 45s. to spare, whilst 'C.

Bourlet (3^ Ariel) was trailing his exhaust
pipe.

A plucky ride was made by C. B.

. Smith (6 Zenith), who finished twelve
miles on a flat rear tyre.

It is estimated that H. H. Saddington
(5 James sc.) would secure the premier
award.
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AMIDST YORKSHIRE HILLS,
A Sporling Trial over SliH Country, including Park Rash, Harden Bank, and

Summer Lodge.

ORGANISED with the energy and
thoroughness characteristic of tire

Northern clubs, the open reliability

trial of the Ukley RI.C. and L.C. was
carried to a successful conclusion on
Saturday last.

Out of an entry of seventy-five and five

light cars, sixty-eight actually started on
the arduous run, which consisted of a

series of severe gradients and rough
surfaces., connected occasionally by more
or less normal roads.

. The first hill up to Keighley Gate is not
sufficiently severe in gradient to worry
the modern motor cycle, though two of

the light cars found it to be beyond their

powers. Onward then to Harden Bank,
famous for the villaiiry of its surface and
a couple of nasty corners. The drought
was responsible for the fact that the
surface was. looser than usual below the
rock outcrop, and the slight rainfall

during the night and early morning did
little to alleviate the trouble.

Light and Medium-weights Successful.

On the whole the performances were
wonderfully good, and, as is usually the
case on tricky hills, the failures were
mostly amongst the high-powered (and
high geared) solo machines.

Bradley (7-9 Indian) fell at the first

corner, and after restarting failed at the
second bend, but Fitton (8 Brough
Superior), who fell at the same spot, got
away well,' and made a good climb.

Slater (3^- Sunbeam) fell momentarily at

the second corner, but was quickly away
again. Gibbon (2^ Calthorpe) ran beside
his mount, and Batty (6 ilartinsyde sc.)

and Walker (2| Excelsior) both appeared
to be suffering from clutch slip.

Of the more remarkable climbs, the 2^
New Hudsons ridden by Munday and
Bou;ke, the Scotts ridden by Hill, Jloor-
house, Cloueh, Guy, and Miss Dent,
Shepherd (2| Beaumont), Naylor (3^
Sunbeam), Palmer (3 Ivy), Bointon (2|

Appalling surface formed tlie chief difficulty of the Stake. F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sidecar)

is here shown passing a less fortunate fellow competitor.

Coulson B), Walkington (2| O.K.), and
Hanson (3^ Norton) showed up best

amongst the solos. The sidecar machines
were good almost without e.xception, but
Runsome (5 Lea-Francis sc), Wilkinson
;S-6 Rover sc), C. P. Wood (3J Scott sc),
and Wilkin (6 Martinsyde) were perhaps
the best. Grange (6 Bi-adbury sc.) went
up well, but appeared to be troubled with
a slight miss, and the passenger of

Stacey's Harley gave a notable display of
unnecessary acrobatics. The best of the

three-wheelers were Bidley's New Hudson
with 10 h.p. water-cooled M.A.G. engine,
and Bracewell's Scott Sociable.

Park Rash.
Though there was plenty to be seen

and achieved in the next fifty-six miles
via Haworth, Sutton, Skipton, Bolton
Bridge", Kex Gill, Yorkes Folly, Green-
how, and Grassington, Park Ra6h
formed the next centre of public interest.

Owing to the extraordinary loose state

MOtms'ssm'.-

F. E. Palmer (3 Ivy) performing the usual balancing feat on Park Rash. Every solo rider had to do likewise, in order to

get over the boulder-strewn-surface
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Miss Dent, on a Scott, made a very plucky attempt on Park Rash, but found the surface too

great a handicap.

of the surface, which was considerably

worse than it was in the 1920 Six Days,
faifures were not penafised but bonus
marks were awarded for specially meri-

torious climbs. On reaching Kettlewell

the morning mists were dispersed, and
the sun shone on a considerable number
of spectators who gathered to watch the

test. Amongst the early arrivals Brad-

ley (7-9 Indian) enlivened the proceed-

ings by hitting one of the cross guUeys

at high speed ; his machine leapt high in

the air and crashed, and after struggling

to the summit he retired. It would be

idle to give a list of failures, since so

few made clean ascents, even Geoffrey

Hill (5| Scott), who made the best solo

ascent, took hiS-feet off the rests, though
it is doubtful if he ever touched the

ground. The little New Hudsons again

distinguished themselves and reached the

top with the aid of a certain amount of

foot slogging. Shepherd (2| Beaumont)
just kept going. Parker (3^ Sunbeam)
made a clean ascent, though an anxious
official attempted to assist him. Vickers

(3^ Norton) managed to get up. Batten

(3^ Brough) received slignt help on the'

lower slopes, but climbed steadily and
well. Whalley (3^ Sunbeam) made a very

good effort. Palmer (3 Ivy), and Clap-

ham, on his T.T. Scott, both made fijie

ascents and only used their feet for

steadying. Backhouse (4 Triumph) made
one of the best solo ascents, and Wheatley
on a similar mount gained the summit
without assistance. - Bointon (2J Coul-

son) was not assisted, though his wheel
stopped momentarily. Jackson (3^ Nor-
ton) and Devey (4 Bradbury) made good
attempts, but the former had slight

assistance and the latter ended by hit-

ting the wall. Of the passenger machines
only Wilkinson (5-6 Rover sc.) and Giles

(7 A.J.S. sc.) made clean ascents at the
iiret attempt, and they deserve special
credit. Giles's passenger even remained
normally seated. C. P. Wood (3|- Scott
EC.) tore off a rear sprocket at his first

attempt, but descended the hill and bor-
rowed a complete rear wheel from his
brother's machine, and made a wonder-
ful climb. H. Reed (8 Dot) received very
little help. Bracewell's Scott Sociable
arrived very late, having hit a wall in

endeavouring to pass another competitor

in a narrow lane.

At the lunch stop at Leyburn forty-two

solo riders arrived out of forty-eight

starters, fourteen out of fifteen sidecars

finished, and only Waddington on a four-

speed water-cooled Morgan was left to

represent the five three-wheelers.

The Aftemooa's Run.

After lunch solo and passenger machines
followed different routes to Bowbridge,
the former ascending the dreaded Summer
Lodge, while the latter made a detour v'ta

Appletree Thwaite. Summer Lodge, with

its carpet of loose stones, was a repetition

of Park Rash, and, under the prevailing

circumstances, there was some argument

as to which was the more difficult ascent.

Summer Lo'dge is the steeper of the two
hills. No single instance was recorded

of a really clean ascent with feet on the

rests, but the following were perhaps the

best performers on the hill : Boston (3|

Scott), Fincher (4 Triumph), Hawkes (2|

Excelsior), Hollyoak (2^ Federation),

Fitton (8 Brough Superior), Bourke (2-^-

New Hudson), Moorhouse (3| Scott),

Clough (3-J Scott), Palmer (3 Ivy), Back-'

house (4 Triumph), Johnson (Si Sunbeam),
Stanfield (3| Scott), Horsley (2J New
Imperial), Bointon (2| Coulson3-), Wheat-
ley (4 Triumph), and Devey (4 Bradbury).
Jackson (3^ Norton) made a gallant

attempt to keep his feet on the rests, but
fell, though he kept his engine going, and,

finally, got up. Miss Dent (Scott) had
trouble on the corner, but made- a fine

ascent of the top part of the hiU.

Kidstones and the Stake.

Kidstone's Pass is a good i
leliminary

to the Stake, and helps to warm up the
engines before the hardest rf the work.
However, the majority of the weaklings
wei'e now out of the running, and the
Stalce, though severe, does not compare
with Park Rash or Summer Lodge. Miss
Dent, who was pluckily continuing after

several falls, took the first corner on the
wrong side, and failed. Harry Reed at-

tributed a stop to magneto trouble, and
Gibbon (2^ Calthorpe) ran up. Except
for these few, there was little trouble,

and some of the big sidecar machines
took the opportunity of showing what
they could do, Watson (Harley-David-
son sc.) making a particularly fastjl

ascent. There followed Semmerwaterg
and Countersett Hills and then, on thai
hill leading out of Gayle, a flexibility!

test on unusual lines.

This picture conveys a good impression of what competitors had to contend with on the

Stake, and shows C. P. Wood (3j Scott sidecar) crossing the watercourse on the first

' of the hill.

^
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Amidst Yorkshire Hills.—

After' a warning notice, placed 100
yards before the start, came the 150
yards fast section, followed by fifty yards
of slow. The test took place' on a
gradient of 1 in 10, and introduced an
interesting deceleration factor.
On the homeward journey we noticed

a certain amount of tyre trouble in the
neighbourhood of Kettlewell, and then
came a most impressive thunderstorm,
which precluded all other interests than
those of attempting to keep dry. Thus

3 most successful trial concluded in a

torrential downpour, the country being
drenched within a minute or two of the
first drop of ,

rain. A special welcome
-was accorded to Miss Dent, who finished

to time over a course that anyone might
feel proud to have completed. The sur-

vivors numbered thirty-seven solos, thir-

teen sidecars, and one three-wheeler,

though not all of these were on time.

The final results are not available, but
we are able to append a list of special

prizewinners (siibject to confirmation).

Special Awards.
THE ILKLEY TROPHY (best individual per-

formance).—F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc.).

' THE SCOTT TROPHY (best solo performance).

—E. H. Whcatley (4 Triumph).
THE PALMER TROPHY (best passenger motor

cycle performance).—H. Pattinson (8 New Imperial

EC.). J

THE OLAI TROPHY (best amateur perform-

ance).—J. R. Wilkinson (5-6 Rover sc).

THE TRIUMPH TROPHY (best performance

by trade rider).—W. Backhouse (4 Triumph).
THE WATSON TROPHY (best performance by

1,000 c.c. motor cycle).-R. A. Stacey (7-9 Harley

THE TEAM TROPHY.—The Leeds Motor Union.

R. Horslev (2=i New Imperial), \V. Clayton

Russell (4 Norton sc). and H. Pattinson (3 ^e^v

Imperial sc).

THE SOUTH WALES HILL-CLIMB.
RESULTS of the open hill-climb, which

was held at Catsash, near Newport
(Mon.), on July 9th, are as follows.

As will be seen, it was a field day for

Nortons, which were ridden into first

place in every class in which they were
entered. Fastest time of the day in both
solo and sidecar classes was made by G.
W. Walker (3^ Norton).

EVENT 1 (Open), up to 250 c.c—On time : 1,

D. G. Prentice (2^4 New Imperial); 2, J. V.
Prestwich (2Vi Diamond-Jap); 3, J. Lidstone {zy^
.James). On formula: 1, J. V. Prestwich (21,4

Diamond-Jap).
' EVENT 2 (South Wales Centre), up to 250 c.c—
On time; 1, W. L. J. Davies (2^ New Hudson):
2, H. Church (214 Velocette). On formula: 1,

H. Davies (214 New Hudson).
EVENT 3 (Associated Clubs), up to 250 cc—

On time : 1, H. Church (214 Velocette) ; 2, W. L.
J. Davies (2^4 New Hudson). On formula; 1,

H. Davies (2^4 New Hudson).
EVENT 4 (Open), up to 300 c.c—On time : 1, D.

G. Prentice (2^4 New Imperial); 2, J. V. Prest-
wich (2'4 Diamond-Jap). On formula: 1, J. V.
Prestwich (2V4 Diamond-Jap).
EVENT 5 (South Wales Centre), up to 300 c.c.

—On time: 1, H. Church (214 Velocette).
EVENT 6 (Associated Clubs), up to 300 c.c—

On time: 1, R. Morel (214 Levis). On formula:
1, H. Davies (214 New Hudson).
EVENT 7 (Open), up to 350 c.c-On time: 1,

D. G. Prentice (214 New Imperial); 2, H. Davies
(2»i Cotton). On formula : 1, D. G. Prentice (2^
New Imperial).
EVENT 8 (South Wales Centre), up to 350 c.c—

On time ; 1, W. L. J. Davies (2Vi Cotton) ; 2. R.

Ware (2% Coulson-B) and F. Buckner (2';i

Douglas). On formula : 1, H. Davies (2^4 Cotton-
B).
EVENT 9 (Associated Clubs), up to 350 c.c—

On time: 1, F. J. B. Jones (2-;4 Douglas); 2, W.
Jj. J. Davies t,V-/i Cotton). On formula ; 1, F.
J. B. Jones (2-^4 Douglas).
EVENT 10 (Open), up to 50J c.c—On time;

1, G. W. Walker (3V> Norton); 2, C. Sgonina [ZV-,

Triumph); 3, A. Lindsay (3r;, Norton). On
formula; 1, W. L. J. Davies (3 "A.B.C.).

EVENT 11 (South Wales Centre), up to 500 c.c.

—On time: 1, A. Lindsay (3Vi Norton); 2, J.
Thomas (3V. Norton); 3, R. H. Jenks (S'A Norton).
On formula : 1, J. Marsh (3 A.B.C.).
EVENT 12 (Associated Clubs), up to 500 c.c—

On time: 1, A. Lindsay (3V2 Norton); 2, R. H.
Jenks (3yo Norton); 3. J. Thomas (3V, Norton).
On formula ; 7. H. Davies (3 A.B.C.); 2, W. L.

J. Davies (3 A. B.C.).
EVENT 13 (Open), up to 750 c.c—On time;

1, G W. Walker (3'/:; Norton); 2. C. Sgonina (3'/2

Triumph). On formula: 1, C. Sgonina (3Vj
Triumph).
EVENT 14 (South Wales Centre), up to 750 c.c.

—On time; 1, J. Thomas (3'/2 Norton); 2. W. I.

Thomas (3 Sunbeam): 3. J. Parker (3V2 Sunbeam).
On formula : 1, D. G. Prentice (2*4 New Imfierial);
2, H. Davies (3 A.B.C.).
EVENT 15 (Associated Clubs), up to 750 c.c-

On time: 1, J. Thomas (3'/= Norton); 2, R. H.
Jenks (3'/2 Norton); 3, W. I. Thomas (3V2 Sun-
beam). On formula : 1, H. Davies (3 A.B.C.).
EVENT 16 (Open), unlimited).—On time : 1, G.

W. Walker (3V: Norton) and C. Sgonina (3V.
Triumph); 3, A. Lindsay (SV: Norton). On
formula : 1. D. G, Prentice (214 New Imperial).
EVENT 17- (South Wales Centre), unlimited.—

On time: J. Thomas (3*', Norton); 2, H, Davies
(8 Brough Superior); 3, W. L Thomas (31/. Sun-
beam).

EVENT 18 (Associated Clubs), unlimited.—On
time; 1, J. Thomas (3y, Norton); 2, A. Lindsay
(31/. Norton); 3, H. Davies (8 Brough Superior).

On "formula; 1, L. O. Ramsay (3 A.B.C.).

EVENT 22 (Open), sidecars up to 500 c.c—On
time; 1, G. W. Walker (3V2 Norton sc). On
formula ; 1, G. W. Walker (31/, Norton sc).

EVENT 23 (South Wales Centre), sidecars up
to 600 c.c—On time : 1, R. H. Jenks (31/2 Norton
sc).
EVENT 24 (Associated Clubs), sidecars up to

500 c.c—On time; 1, J. Thomas (3Vi -Norton sc).

EVENT 25 (Open), sidecars up to 750 c.c—
On time : 1. G. W. Walker (3¥, Norton sc). On
formula; 1, G. W. Walker (3'/. Norton sc).

EVENT 26 (South Wales Centre), sidecars up
to 750 CO.—On time ; 1, J. Thomas (3V2 Norton
sc). On formula : 1, H. Davies (3 A.B.C. sc).

EVENT 27 (Associated Clubs), sidecars up to

750 c.c—On time ; 1. J. Thomas (3V-' Norton sc).

On formula: 1, H. Davies (3 A.B.C. sc);
EVENT 28 (Opeii), sidecars unlimited.—On

time: 1, G. W. Walker (314 Norton sc); 2, H.
Davies (8 Brough Superior sc). On formula ; 1,

G. W. Walker (31A Norton sc).
EVENT 29 (South Wales Centre), sidecars un-

limited.—On time; 1. J. Thomas (3V2 Norton 6C.J;

2, H. Davies (8 Brough Superior sc).
EVENT 30 (Associated Clubs), sidecars un

limited.—On time: 1, J. Thomas (3V2 Norton so;
2, A. Thom (7-9 Harlev-Davidson sc).
EVENT 31 (Open), cycle cars.—On time: 1, W.

L. J. Davies (10 Morgan). On formula: 1, \V,

1, J. Davies (10 Morgan).
EVENT 32 (South Wales Centre), cycle cars.—

On time: 1, W. L. J. Davies (10 Morgan). On
formula; 1, W. L. J. Davies (10 Morgan); 2, J,

G. Winter ( ).

EVENT 33 (Associated Clubs), cycle cars.—On
time: 1, C. V. Wood (10 J.A.P.); 2, W. L, J.

Davies (10 Morgan). On formula : 1, H. Davies
(10 Morgan); 2, J. G. Winter ( ).

T.T. MACHINES IN MIDLAND HILL-CLIMB.
EXCEPTIONALLY fine weather at-

tended the thirteenth annual hill-

climb of the Birmingham jM.C.C,
held on Camden Hill, Ilmington, on
Saturday. This hill has a very good sur-

: face with the exception of a slight rut

on the extreme left of the first right hand
bend. It is about five-eighths of a mile
long and has a maximum gradient of

approximately 1 in 8.

Amongst the various entrants were H.
E. Davies, the T.T. winner oi his o.h.v.

A.J.S.", and T. 0. Greenwood, on his

special long stroke 4^- h.p. Sunbeam, with

a capacity of 599 c.c. The B.S.A. T.T.

, model was also competing, together with
several other T.T. mounts.

In the first class H. R. Davies beat his

follower up, T. C. Greenwood, by the

margin of |s. The spectators on the

corner were really astounded at the excel-

lent cornering. H. R. Davies, never
attempted to cut out at all, taking the

bend "all out." In the ne.xt class, how-
ever, T. C. Greenwood reversed the posi-

tions, winning by |s.

' vAmateur riders put up very good per-

formances in their class.

In the last class some excellent -speeds
were recorded. Up till now H. R. Davies
had recorded the fastest time, but T. C.

Greenwood beat all his previous attempts
i, by 2s., thus winning his class and also

making the fastest time of the dav.

R. E. Pugh is worthy of special mention
for his performance. He climbed the hill

in 38s. with his 2^ h.p. Levis, and the
fastest time of the day was only a matter
of 5^s. less.

Full results on time follow :

CLASS 6.—750 c.c. Sidecars (open) : 1, H. R.
Davies (2-J4 A.J.S. sc), 43.4s.; 2, T. C. Greenwood
(41,4 Sunbeam sc). 44.2s.
CLASS 8.—Unlimited Sidecars (open) : 1, T. C.

Greenwood (414 tiunbeaih sc), 42.6s.: 2, H. R.
Davies [Z'i't A.J.S. sc), 43.4s.
CLASS 9.-250 c:c. Solo (amateur) : 1, W. F.

Smith (21/, Hobart), 45.2s.; 2, A. W. Thrush (214
Levis) and W. J. Lord (21/2 Hobart), 45.8s.. tied.
CLASS 10.-250 c.c. Solo" (open) ; 1, R. E. Pugh

(214 Levis), 38s.; 2. W. F. Smith (2i/. Uobart),
43.8s.; 3, VV. J. Lord (21;, Hobart). 47."8s.

CLASS 11.-350 c.c Solo (amateur) : 1, G.
Povey (2-'4 Massey-Arran), 41.4s.; 2, A. W. Thrush
(214 Levis), 43s.; 3, W. F. Smith (2i,!, Hobart), 44s.
CLASS 12.-350 c.c. Solo (open) : 1. H. R.

navies (2% A.J.S.), 35.8s.: 2, It. E. Pugh (214
Levis), 37.4s.; 3, G. Povey (2% Massey.Arran),
42.8s.
CLASS 13.-499 c.c. Solo (amateur) : 1, A. E.

Phillips (3',;. Norton), 40s.; 2. A. W. Thrush (31,:,

Sunbeam), 40.2s.; 3, T. Moiton (3V, Noiton), 41.8sT
CLASS 14.-499 cc Solo (open) : 1, H. R.

Davies (2'4 A.J.S.), 35s,; 2, G. A. Strange (3',!>

James) and A. E. Phillips (31,!. B.S.A. ), 37s., tied"
CLASS IS.—600 c.c. Solo (a'mateur) : 1, A. W.

Thrush (31/, Sunbeam), 39,2s.; 2, A. E. Phillips
(31,:. Norton), 41s.; 3, T. Morton (3'/™ Norton),
41.4s.
CLASS 16.-600 c.c Solo (open) : 1, IL R. Divies

(2-% A.J.S.), 34.8s.; 2. T. C. Greenwood (414 Siin.
b?am), 36s.: 3, H. Peltv (3V. Norton), 37s.
CLASS 17.—750 c.c Solo (amateur) : 1. A. W.

Thrush (3':. Sunbeam). 40s.; 2, C. Fisher (3"/>

James), 46s.; 3, L. E. Cox (3% Scott) and L. D.
Cuxson (3V' Sunb.^am), 55s.. tied.
CLASS 18.-750 c.c Solo (open) : 1, IL E.

Davies (2-!4 A.J.S.), 35s.; 2, T. C. Greenwood (41',

Sunbeam), 35.8s.; 3. G. A. Strange (314 James),
36.8s.

CLASS 19.—Unlimited Solo (amateur) : 1, A.
W. Thrush (S'/o Sunbeam), 39.8s.; 2, L. E. Co.x

(3% Scott), 45s.; 3, R. E. Newcombe (3'/, Ariel).

47s.
CLASS 20.—Unlimited Solo (open) ; 1, T. C.

Greenwood (4'4 Sunbeam), 32.8s.; 2, H. R. Davies
(2-i, A.J.S,), 34.8s.; 3, G. A. Strange (3V. James).
36. Ss.
Fastest time of the day.—T. C. Greenwood (41,

Sunbeam), 32.8s.
Fastest amateur of the day.—A. W, Thrush (3'.

Sunbeam), 39.2s.

A HUMBER TRIAL.
THE annual reliability trial for

employees of Humber Ltd., held last

Saturday, produced sixty -toui

entries. On the outward trip to Oxford,

a "new" climb past a quarry leading to

Avon Dassett was included, and most
competitors got up well, including the

large fleet of riders of 4^ h.p. flat twin
Humbers. Only three failed to check in

at Oxford, where lunch Avas taken at the

Buol Restaurant, presided over bv Lt.-

Col. .7. A. Cole, O.B.E., who was sup-

ported by the Mayor and Chief Constable
of Oxford.
The homeward run was via Woodstock

and Sunrising Hill, th? latter gradient as-

sisting in reducing the field, since several

failed, two due to gear troubles. Punc-
tures also v,-eeded out three riders, leav-

ing barely fifty to finish a very enjoyable

trial. The cup winner should be known
in a few days, when the various checking
sheets have been examined.
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Death of a Pioneer Motor Cyclist.

It is with great regret that we have
to announce the death of one of the
founders of the Motor Cycling Club, Mr.
S. H. Fry. He was a member of the
M.C.C. Committee for many years, and
worked hard in the interests of the club.

He had a ready
wit, and his

speeches at the
club's earlier

annual dinners
were always a
delight, and pro-

vided much
merriment. It

is to such pio-

neers as the late

Mr. Fry that
younger partici-

pants in the pas-

time owe far

more than they
can realise, and
it ie due to
their endurance
on the old

and uncomfort-
able mounts of 1901 and later that the

modern motor cycle has reached the

perfection it has now obtained.

Mr. Fry was a good sportsman and a

true amateur, as he rode for the sheer love

of the pastime, and was in no way con-

nected with the motor cycle trade.

His end was particularly sad, as ho

passed away just after he had found a

delightful cottage in Surrey, in which

he had hoped to Spend a well-earned

respite from the business from which be

had just retired. In company with many
pioneer motor cyclists we extend our

sincere sympathy to his widow.

The late Mr. S.H. Fry,

one of the founders of

the Motor Cycling

Club.

The Scottish Trials.

In this issue will be fonnd a fully

illustrated description of the Scottish
Trials, together with a list of official

awards.

BradJord-London-Bradford

A North-country classic, the annual
Bradford - London - Bradford Reliability

Trial, takes place this week-end.

The Two Hour Record.

Owing to a misapprehension, F. W.
.Di.xon (7-9 Harley-Davidson) was stated

on page 59 of our last issue to have se-

cured the two-hour record. This record,

however still remains in the possession

of H. Le Vack. who holds all the 1,000

c.c. figures up to seven hours, with the

exception of the 200 miles.

The 1922 T.T.

The A.C.TJ. has already accepted six

entries for next; year's 'Tourist Trophy
races.

Speed Trials.

On Saturday next the East Midland
Centre. A. C.U. holds its open speed trials

at Clipstone Park, near Nottingham.

NEXT SUNDAY'S GRAND PRIX RACE.

ON Sunday the classic French road

race at Le Mans will be decided,

and, as will be seen from the list

given below, the entries are fairly repre-

sentative. The race may be said to

be between Great Britain, America, and
France—^the same countries which were
to be represented in the car race on the

following day. We understand, however,

that the British car entries have been

withdrawn, hence the motor cycle race

promises to be the more interesting. In
our last week's issue, we gave. -details

of the course, which is a triangular cir-

cuit of a little over ten miles, to be
covered twenty times. A report of the

race will appear in next week's issue of

Tht Motor Cycle, while Th& Autocar will

contain a description of the car event, in

which very high speeds are anticipated^

liider .and Machine.
JoUey (Alcyon).
T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam).
H. Le Vack Indian),
Pean (Peuseot).
Duyerne (Janoir).
Pickering (B.S.A.).
Waas (A.B.C.).
Massein (Bianchi).

(Triumpli).^
V. Horsman (Nortonl.

li. Vnlliamy (Grificn).
12. A. H. Ale-icander (Douglas).
13. Delabre (Rover).
14. Trebla (Trebla).
15. Devaux (Alcyon).
16. A. Bennett (Sunbeam).
17. Gillard (Peugeot).
18. Gibbs (B.S.A.).
19. Bartlett (A.B.C.).
20. (Triumph).

10,

21. H. Hassall (Norton).
22. Bordotta (Driffon).
23. J. Emerson (Douglas).
24. Marc (Alcyon),
25. Benoit (Peugeot).
26, Poole (B,S.A.),
27, Minzi (A,B,C,),
28, (Triumph).
29. G, W, Walker (Norton),
30, JacqTlin (GriHon),
31, H, Thorpe (Douglas),
32. Cheppaz (B,S,A,),
33, Roily (B.S.A,),
34, Bernard (B.S,A.),
35, Verchault (B,S,A,),
36. Ragonnet (A,B,0,),

350 c,c, CLASS,
37, Nennier (Alcyon),
38. Isodit (Douglas),
39 Gard (Thomann),

40, Pierre (D,F,R,).
41, (Verus-Jap),
42, Schlee (Douglas),
43, Dubost (D.F,R.).
44, Dombini (Douglas).

250 CO. CLASS,

45, A. Milner (Levis),
46, Jolley, jiin, (Alcyon).
47, (Vvel),
48, Clech (Moto Solo),
49, (GriJfon),
50, Nel (Velocette).
51, Froment (Labor),
52, (Yvel).
53, Cottin (Moto Solo),
54, (GrHfon),
55, G, Denley (Velocette).
56, (Grlfion),
57, Runton (Velocett*.

CLUB EVENTS AT BROOKLANDS.

AVERY representative entry, which

included several well known riders

and machines, composed the pro-

gramme of the first annual race meeting

of the Ealing and District M.C.C, held

at Brooklands track on Saturday last.

Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson), the

winner of the club championship, rode a

wonderful race, winning at 91.10 m.p.h,,

his fastest lap being 94,07 in,p.h,

FIRST RACE (350 c,c,).— 1, A, G, Millar (2%
Martin, 48s, start): 2, S, E, Longman (2% Wooler,
Im, 15s,); 3, H, J, Line (2;4 Martin, 48s.),
Winner's speed, 57,48 m,p,li.

.SECOND RACE (600 c,c.),— I, W, H, Linnett
(3 A, B.C., 27s, start); 2, W, L, Gard (3% Norton,
im, 3s.); 3, F, A, Longman (SVj Ariel, 51s,).
Winner's speed. 67.75 m.p.h,
TinRD RACE (1,000 c.c,).—1, G. J. Read (8

Enfield. Im. 54s, start); 2, J, C. Watson (7-9
Harley-Davidson, 2m, 30s,); 3, C. F, Temple ,(7-9
Harley-Davidson, scr.). Winner's speed, 69,10
m.p.h,
FOURTH RACE,—1. G, G. Fowler (2% Martin,

2m. start); 2, E. A, Marshall (3 A,B,C„ 57s,); 3,
W. G, Boyer (S'/o Norton, 42s,), Winner's speed,
50.8 m.p,h, i.

SIXTH RACE (TEAM).—Ealing and District
M.C., winners on time :- A, G, Millar (Martin sc),
C, G. PuUin (Douglas), C, F. Temple (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), and S. E, Longman (7-9 Harley-
Davidson).
SEVENTH RACE (1,000 cc. Sidecars),—!, S, E,

Longman (7-9 Harley-Davidson so., 51s, start);
2, O, do Lissa (8 Motosacoche sc, 303,); 3, R,
Dequin (8 Zenith sc, Im, 24s.), Winner's speed,
63,20 m,p,h.
EALING AND DISTRICT CLUB CHAMPION-

SHIP RACE,—1. C, F, Temple (7-9 Harley-David-
son, scr,); 2, C, G. Pullin (Douglas, 2m, 25s,);
3. O. de Lissa (8 Motosacoche sc, 2m, SOs.),
winner's speed, 91,10 m,p,h,

C22

The start of the handicap for sidecars and three-wheelers witli engines not exceeding

1,100 c.c. This race was won by S. E. Longman (Harley-Davidson). W. H. Emery
(New Imperial) is seen in the foreground.
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On one of the best-known test hills in Yorkshire^Sutton Bank, on the Hambleton hills. Competitors in the recent Yorkshire Centre
team trial making light of this once formidable incline.

Aberdare and District MC.C.
The final results of the second annual

trial for the Illtyd Williams Cup are as
follows :

1, A. Crnnch (3'^ Eorer so.), Neath nnd District
M.C.C., 195 marks; 2, T. E. Eiclijirds (8 Brougli
Superior), liuilth Wells M.C.C., 193 marks r 3, W.
Boj-ns 14 Tiiumph), Abeidaie M.C.C., 199 marks
(also winner of the Illtyd Williams cupl ; 4, G. T.
Bishop 13!.. Sunbeam) and I. Porker (8.7 G.N.),
Aberdare M.C.C.. 189 marks each.

A remarkably good performance was
made by E. Colburn on a single-geared
Levis. The maximum number of marks
obtainable was 200.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

Organi.«ed by the Bradford M.C. and
L.C.C., the team trial of the Yorkshire
Centre (A.C.U.) was held at the begin-
ning of July, over a route which included
Sutton Bank and the difficult country in

the Pateley Bridge district. Fifteen
teams of four (two solo and two passen-
ger) were entered and all started. The
results are as follows :

Haggas Shield, gold medals to each rider, and
title of champion Yorkshire team 1921 : Bradford
M.C. and L.C. "B" team, consisting ol .T. C.
NeiJson (Harley-Havidsou sr-.}, W. Snowden (Match-
less sc). A. K. iS'aylor (Sunlieam), and C. B. Haigh
(Scott): marks lost, 31.—Silver medals; Leeds and
District JI.C.O. " J " team—W. T. Brand (Triumph).
R. J. Brown (Norton), S. Jepson (A.J.S. sc), and
T. Hardy (Enfleld sc.) ; marks lost, 33. Bronze
medals : Bradford Gipsy M.C.C. " D " team—P.
Shaw (P. and M. sc), A. Haigh (Harley-Davidaon
6c.), H. Barker (Triumph), and E. Clny (B.S.A.)

;

marks lost, 59.

The order of merit of the remaining
teams was :

4, Wakefield " H " team; 5, Bradford M.C.C.
"T"; 6. Sheffield and Hallamshire "S"; 7,
Wakefield "K"; 8, Harrogate "A"; 9, Harro-
gate "P"; 10. Bradford Gipsy "L"; 11, Ilkley
"W"; 12, Hkley "M"; 13, Leeds and District
"E"; 14, Ilkley "C"; 15, York " U " (retired).

A special feature of the event was that
a few days after it was held a complete
duplicate of the check sheet was for-

warded to every competitor, thus show-
ing exactly how many marks were lost

by each club and where.

^eek-en6 (Tlub Cvents.
Jalij St.—Bcnckk and District M.C. Flexibilitu

Hill-climb.
Jvhj M.—WcUcrn Centre, A.C.U. Team Trial.
Julu S3.—S.E. Centre, A.C.V. Speed Trials at

Brooklands.
July U.—Louahboroiigh and District M.C.C. A.C.V.

Speed Trials.
July S3.—Kidderm.inster M.C.C. Freak Hill-climb.
July is.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

and Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Joint Uelia-
bility Trial.

July SS.^l'orlc and District M.C. Social Ttun to
Kirkham Abbei/.

July 23.--WorcestCT and District M.C.C. One Day
Trial.

July S3.~Luton and Son^A Beds. A.C. Gymkhana.
July S3.—Bristol M.C.C. Gymkhana.
July i3.—Skefflcld and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C.

Rcliabilitt/ livn to Wales.
July S3.—Surbiton and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.
July l3.-Glasqoio M.C.C. Hill-climb.
July 23-2.',.—Liverpool M.C. Twenty-four Hour

Trial.
July 23.—Surrey M.C.C. Crow Cup Trial.
July 23.— Wolverhampton Auto Nomads. Club

Hun to Bewdley and Arlcy.
July 23.— East Midland- Centre A.C.V. Speed

Trials at Clipstonc.
July 2i.—Hatley-Daridson M.C.C. Hun to East-

bourne.
Julii l!,.-Slamjord M.C.C. Hill-climb.
July Si.—Ncu-castle and District M.C. Team Trial.
July 21,.—Sheffield M.C.C. Fishina Match.
July 2i.—Harrogatc and District M.C.C. Captain's

Competition.
July Si.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Hewelt

Trophy ncliabitily Trial.
July 'Si.-Burton and District M.C.C. Club liun

to Monsal Dale.
July 2i.—Woohrich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Club Run to Ightham.
July Si.—CovcHtry Triangle M.C. Club Run to

Oxford.
July 21,.— Halifax and District M.C.C. Reliability

Trial.
July II,.—Central London M.C.C. Club Ttun to

Wrotham.
July 2i..-Leeds M.V. Club Run to

July 21,.—Berwick and District M.C.
to Edinburgh.

July 2i.- Borrow and District M.C.
sumption Test.

July Si.—Canterbury and District M.C.C. Club
Run to Margate.

July Si.—Icy M.C.C. (Wolverhampton). Stourport.
July SS.--Bridgu-ater and District M.Q. and L.C.C.

Carver Cup Trial.
July 27.—Burton and District M.C.C. Run to

Manifold Valley.
July SS.—Donraster and District M.C.C. Ralhi.
July SS.-Canterbury and Dist. M.C.C. Speed Trial.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xlv.

Bridlington.
Team Trial

Petrol con-

Peterborough and Stamford M.C.C.

A joint hill-climb was held at Tix-
over, near Duddington, on July 10th.
There were several very fast machines
present, and the events were run off

without unnecessary pauses. Results :

250 c.c, FLYING STAET.—G. Brown (2%
Massey-Arron)( 193.; J. Belton (214 Levi.-), 25is.

;

A. Mason (2i/l Levis), 27Js.
250 c.c. STANDING STAET.—G. Brown (2V4

Massey-Arran), 2Sis. ; A. Mason l2Vi Levis), 31|s.

;

J. Belton (214 Levis), 32|s.
UNDER 350 c.c, STANDING STAET.—Q.

Brown (2i/i Massey-Arran), 26s. ; L. Mouls {2%
Douglas), 29is. ; H. Cragg {2'-A Douglasl, 31|s.
UNDER 350 c.c, FLYING START.—G. Brown

(2% Massey-Airan), 20s. ; L. Moulds (2M Doug!a«),
21?s. ; H. Cragg (2% Douglas), 233.
UNDER 500 c.c, STANDING STAET.—B.

Stapleton (3'^ Sunbeam), 21|6. ; H. Ludlow (31^
Norton), 21?s. ; A. Robinson (4 Triumph), 22Ss.
UNLIMITED CAPACITY, STANDING START.—

B. Stapletoa (31/2 Sunbeam), 21gs. ; H. Luulow (3'A
Norton), 223.; E. Viokers (3 A.B.C.), 24s.
UNLIMITED CAPACITY, FLYING STAET.-

H. Ludlow (31/2 Norton), 1553.; B. Stapleton (31/2

Sunbeam), ISis.; S. A. Cook (4 Triumph), 1716.

Bridgnorth and District M.CC.
The following is a list of results of a

liill-climb held at Copthorne on July
10th :

CLASS 1: TWOSTEOKES 'Oren).-l, L. Cooke
(3 Ivy), 462s.; 2, Miss Pickering (21^ Velocctte),
73Js.
CLASS 2: 350 cc (Amateurs, Club Members).-

1, H. Edward (2-",i A.J.S.), 51J«. ; 2. W. Williams
(2?i Douglas), 57J3.
CLASS 3: 350 c.c (Open) —1, H. F. Harris (2';i

A..T.S.), 36|s. ; 2, L. Cooke (3 Ivy), ills.
CLASS 4: 500 cc. (Amateurs, Oub Members).-

1, S. K. Eidlev (31/2 Norton), 353.; 2, A. Wotd
(3''b Norton), 37is.
CLASS 5: 600 c.c. (Orenb—1, F. Collnrd (3«.

Eover), 35i3. ; 2, H. P. Harris 12H A.J.S.), 35is."
CLASS 6: 750 c.c (Aiu.lteurs. Club Members).-

1, 8. K. Ridley (31/. Norton), 33|s. ; 2, A. Wood
(3i,i Norton), 37!s.

CLASS 7: 756 cc. (Open).—1, S. K. Eidley (3V,

Norton), 33?s. ; 2, H. F. Harris (2% A.J.S,), 35s.
CLASS 8: 1,000 c.c. (Open).-l, S. K. Ridley

(3ti. Norton), 32Ss. ; 2, A. Wood (8 Ivy), 36!«.
CLASS 9; l.OOO c.c. (Open).—'1, S. K. Ridley

(31/. Norton), 3253.; 2, H. F. Harrie (2% A.J.S.),
345s.
CLASS 10; SIDECARS & THREE-WHEELERS

(Open).-1. F. Collard (3i,;. Rover ec), 50s.; 2, S.

H. Rrder (8 Morgan). 67!s.

CLASS 11; CYCLE CARS (Open).— 1, O.

Williams (8 G.N.I, 43;.s. ; 2, C. Potts (8 G.N.I,

56Ss., and D. Stewart (8 G.N.), 56!s., tied.

'Faate-t time of the day.

r2 5
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Club News.—

Westoe M.C.C.

In the recent, speed-judging competi-

tion over a measured mile, with speedo-

meters covered, the winning macliine was
a Harley-Davidson sidecar outfit.

In the club's recent hill-climb at

Muggleswick Common a Brooklands-

engined Norttn was first on lime, with

a Triumph second.

Wakefield and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial over a course of about

120 miles to ' Grassington and back was
held on July 10th for the Club Trophy,
which resulted in a w-in for G. Smith

(4 Triumph), with H. Round {6:7 B.S.A..

sc.) and G. R. Grundy (3i Sunbeam)
second and third respectively: unfortu-

nately, several of the competitors went
off the course.

Bristol M.C.C.

An evening trial was held on July 13th

over a course of 17^ miles, which was

covered twice; there were two observed

hills in each circuit. The run was on non-

stop times, and only thirteen finished out

of twenty-five starters. The results were

as follows :

1 (Bax Silver Cup), P. G. Chugg (6 .James sc).

5m 155. ^rror; 2 (Beardmore Cup), P. A. Simp-
son (2% Douglas), 6m. 15s. error; 3, E. L. Smitli

(31:, Triumph), 7m, 30s. error; 4, H. J. Hobbs I3V2

Sunbeam sc). 8m. 15s. error.

Surrey M.C.C.

The results of the hill-climb, which was
held on July 9th, are as follows :

CL.'VSSES I., II.. and III.—Solo Machines.

Time, Fig, o\

scrs. Merit.

1. T. G. Meeten (2!! O.K.-M..\.G.) . . 44-8 418
2. G. H. Williams (^!- T.T. Rover) . . 33.4 481

3. W. J. Collis (3J Rudge) 37 402

4. P. M. Walters (3! Sunbe.am) ;7.2 362

s. C. R. Tenkins (4 Triumph) 40.3 343
6; K. H. bicliinson (3i T.T. Rover).. 40.4 321

7. W. P. Wiltshire (8 Jji.P.) 324 315

5. Miss Bewers (4 Triumph) 44.6 271

.g. H. H. Mallet (4I U.S.A.) 48.6 265

CLASS IV.—Any Machine.

1. W. E. Willson (12 .'V.B.C.) 49.8 304
2. Mrs. Meeten (2! O.K.-M.A.G.) . .

.

44.2 492

3. G. H. Williams (3J Rover) 34 463
4. R. P. Robinson (10 Buckingham).

.

."^3.8 420

5. C. R. Jenkins (4 Triumph) 38 383
6. R. H. Dickinson (3! Rover) 37.2 379
7. P. M. Walters (3! Sunbeam) 37.2 362

8. W. J. Collis (3! Rudge) 40.2 348

9. L. J. Mitciell (S Zenith) 32.8 345
10. R. Graham (S.7 G.N.) 55.4 337
rr. F. N^. Fdney (7-9 Indian sc.) .... 44.6 319
12. L. G. Willson (6 Bradbury sc.) . .

.

51.6 303

CL.^SS V.—Passenger Machines

1. W. E. Willson (r2 A.B.C.) 49.4 jri

2. R. P. Robinson (ro Buckingham) . . 55 406

3. R. Graham (8.7 G.N.) 56.6 326

4. L. G. Willson (6 Bradbury sc.) . .

.

49.8 321

5. C. T. Feeny (S Rover) 7r.2 290
6. F. N. Eduey (7-9 Indian sc.) 48.2 270

CLASS VI.—1914 or earlier Manufacture.

J. R. P. Robinson (10 Buddngham).. 54.6 411
2. R. H. Dickinson (3V T.T. Rover). . 36 406
3. W. J. Collis (3J Rudge) 39.6 351

4. L. D. Brown (3I Triumph) 40.6 334
5. L. G. Willson (6" Bradbury sc) ... 49 329
6. 'W. P. Wiltshire (8 J.A.P.) 32.4 3r5

7. T. H. Broadhurst (3i B.S.A.) 69.4 168

CL.'^.SS VII.—Standing Start, Stop, and Restart.

1. W. E. Willson (t2 A.B.C.) 6S.8 310
2. R. P. Robinson (10 Buckingham) .

.

89.4 207

3. F. N. Fdney (7-9 Indian sc.) 64 180

4. W. J. Collis (3* Rudge) 63 163

5. C. R Jenkins (4 Triumph) S4.2 359
L. G. Willson (6 Bradbury sc.) . .

.

61.S —
*Fastest time of the day.

The formula used was :

Total weight

Cu. cap. X. (time— .6 fastest time)

Bury and District M.C.

The principal awards in the trial to

Windermere on the 10th inst., were

allotted as follows :

CLASS A.—A. CunlifJe (2% Diamond).
CLASS B.—W. Ratcliffe (4 Triumph).
LIGHT CAR CLASS.— J. Pilling^ ;(Calthorpe).

Second-class awards were made to b. Graham {4

Norton), C. Major (7-9 Indian) and P. Crompton
(4 Triumph).

Surrey M.C.C.

At the beginning of the month a new
petrol consumption test formula, evolved

by Mr. H. G. Mansell, hou. secretary of

the Farnham Centre of the club, was
applied to a number of the members'
performances. The formula is aa follows :

of

[c.c
2M

m.p.g. X Vweight x

the undermentioned

Figure of merit

:,000 +0' ^'"^

results were obtained. The figure of

merit is added in parentheses, and the

total weight and miles per gallon are also

shown :

G. J. Heath (31/0 Rudge), 345 lb., 212.0 m.p.g. (491).

H. Mansell (8-10 Zenith], 598 lb., 117.0 m.p.g. (428).

F. Edney (7-9 Indian s<:'.], 787 lb., 90.5 m.p.g. (378).

W. Wiltshire (8-10 Jap), 530 1b., 109.5 m.p.g. (376).

P. T. Mitchell (8 G.N.), 1,448 lb., 57.5 m.p.g. (338).

J. S Mitchell (10 Horstman), 1,762 lb., 44.5 m.p.g.

(327).

E. Graham (8 G.N.), 1.316 lb., 57.5 m.p.g. (322).

R. H. Dickiuiou (214 Triumph), 277 lb., 162.0 m.p.g.

(300).

T Broadhurst [H\i B.S.A.), 420 lb.. 112.0 m.p.g. (286).

C. Feenv [2V, Triumpli), 277 lb., 150.5 m.p.g. (279).

G. Beweis (4 Triumph sc), 666 1b., 82.6 m.p.g. (271).

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.

At a hill-climb held on July 10th, the

principal events resolved themselves into

duels between the Nortons and Sun-

beam.';, there being no fewer than five

dead heats. The hill was 420 yards long,

average gradient 1 in 8, and the timing

was electrical. The following are the

results :

350 CO.-Amateur ; 1, G. Stacey (2?4 Royal
Ruby). 24!s.; 2, W. H. Sheraton (2=,i Coulson-B),

28s.; 3, W. Goodrich (2Vj Velocette), 295s.

General: 1, S. Dunford (2.?i Royal Ruby). 22gs.;

2. E. Jenner (2% Royal Emby), 24s.; 3, W. Good-
rich (2V4 Velocette), 28s.

600 CO.—Amatenr : 1, B. H. Wood (3'/L' Norton),
18s.; 2, A. B. Friend (S'/a Sunbeam), 19Ss. ; 3,

L. Watts (4 Triumph) and A. Koehler (3V2
Norton), 20is. General: 1, B. H. Wood (3%
Norton), 18is.; 2, W. H. Sheraton (31/2 Norton),
18|s.; 5, A. .N. Hewett (3M> Sunbeam), and 0.

Volk (31,4 Sunbeam). 19s.

Unlimited.—Amateur: 1, W. 11. Sheraton (3V2
Norton), IBs. (after two dead heats): 2, B. H.
Wood, (3'A Norton). 18is.; 3, A. B. Friend (3%
Sunbeam), 19is. General; 1, C. Volk {31/2 Sun-

]VLY 2iit:, JQ21.

beam), 18is. (after dead heat); 2. W. H. Sheraton

(3"A Norton), 18|3.; 3, B. H. Wood (3% Norton),

18is.

Unlimited (Novicefi, on formula).— 1, G. Stacey

(2% Royal Ruby), 2343.; 2, C. H. Kleinwort (31/2

Worton), 225S.

Sidecars (Unlimited, on formula).— 1, A. N.
Hewett (31/, Sunbeam sc), 25s.; 2, S. Dun-
ford (7-9 Harley-Dayidson sc), 23s.; 3, L. Watts
(4 Triumph sc), 31s.

Heaton Moor M.C.C.

On July 10th a reliability trial was
held, in which the premier award was
won by F. Slack (2f Verus), with F.

Bamford (3i Sunbeam sc.) as runner-up.

The course led through Cheshire and
Derbyshire, finishing at Buxton. The
weather and organisation being e-\cellent,

the run was highly successful.

Essex M.C.

In addition to 'the time and formula
results (given in last week's issue) of the

Westclifi Speed Trials, we have to record

the following awards in the classes re-

served for members of the two clubs

organising the event (Esse-x M.C. and
Essex County and Southend A.C.). As
will be seen, J. V. Prestwieh, on his two
J.A.P.-engined mounts, was particularly

fortunate. Summaries of the winners of

the members' classes are as follows :

J. -V. PrG.stwich (2l^ Dinmon<l-Jap}.. 7 firsts

J. V. Prestwieh (2i^ Massey-Arran-Jap) 9
S. M. Greening (214 Franci6-Baruet-Jap) 3
P. W. Applebee (2'A Levis) .. ..2
G. Strange (3Vo James) 4

H. Le Vaok (Indian) 4
G. E. Stobart (5-6 James) .. ..6
H. Petty (31A Norton) 3

A. A. Trestwich i2»i Dot-Jap) .. .. 1

G. A. Vandervell (S'A Nortou) .. ..1
A. A. Swann (21,4 New Imperial) .. 2

N. A. Lowe (214 Diamond-Jap) .. 2
" B. A. Marshall (3 A.ju.C.) .. ..1
W. Veasey (8 Henderson) .. ..1
S. Croneen (7-9 Harley-Dayideou) .. 1

1). H. Dayidson (7-9 Harley-Dayidson) 1

J. Day (31/2 Norton) 1

Worcester and District M.C.C.

A supper in honour of the club's mem-
bers, H. R. Davies, E. Williams, and

D. G. Prentice, who won the Senior,

Junior, and 250 c.c. T.T. Paces, was held

this month at the headquarters, the

Pack Horse Hotel, Worcester. H. F.

Harris, one of the A.J.S. team, was also

included amongst the guests. During the

evening two cups 'were offered to the

club, one by Mr. G. King, for the Junior

T.T. wimier, and one by Mr. G. Stevens

to be competed for as the officials might
decide.

«K^s^ -£ - jk ia;«»»%s5iii

Competitors in the Bury and District M.C. sporting trial to Windermere. The riders, whose :,^-

mounts are a Sunbeam and Triumph sidecar are negotiating a hairpin bend on Tow Top.
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P selection ol questions ol general interest received Itom readers and our replies thereto. Ail questions snould be addressed to th2 Editor, " The JVIotor C/cle,'*

10, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the "paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Lsgal " in the lop left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing On technical subjects-

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Un/on, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the henefic

cf the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will 1)3

cealt with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all ever \he toimtry as to the eiusting state of uie

roads ji any particular locality.

LIGHTING FROM FLYWHEEL MAGNETO
WANTED.

Sis it possible to run an electric

head lamp off a Villiers flywheel

magneto?—C.L.
As at present arranged, it is inadvisable
to attempt the running of a head lamp
from the Villiers flywheel magneto.

,
RELIABILITY OF HUB GEARS.

I am considering purchasing a

three-speed hub gear motor cycle,

and am somewhat puzzled by the

conflicting opinions current upon
hub gears. Some recommend

them, while others of my friends cou-

demn them absolutely. As I do not

understand the mechanism of a threc-

^ speed and clutch hub, I am unable to

see for myself whether they are a sound
engineering Job or otherwise.—D.P.D.

When properly fitted in a frame made to

withstand the stresses they set up, three-

speed hubs are quite satisfactory, especi-

ally on solo machines. It is very neces-
sary, however, that they should never be
allowed to get out of adjustment, as the
clearances between the parts are very
small and damage is easily done. The
manufacture of three-speed hub gears was
discontinued in 1914, owing to the advent
of countershaft gear boxes of less complex
and more robust construction.

WHICH IS ADVANCE ?

How does one tell, on any
^Tj magneto, which way the timing

> lever works? In various makes
-iJ of magnetos the timing levers not

only project either side, but the
armatures revolve clockwise and anti-

clockwise, so that I cannot find any
quick and ready test as to which way
is "advance" and which "retard."

—

M.J.

You can solve the problem by examin-
ing the contact breaker of the magneto.
Notice the direction in which the contact
breaker rotates and the jx)sition of the
cam in the contact breaker casing. Now
operate the control lever and watch the
direction in which the cam moves.
When the cam moves in the opposite
direction to the rotation of the contact
breaker the ignition is being -advanced,
and when it moves in the same direction
it is being retarded. Thus, the fully ad-
vanced position is that in which the cam
has moved as far as possible in a direction
opposite to (i.e., meeting) the direction of

rotation of tne contact breaker.

that

FOR A SINGLE-CYLINDER CYCLE CAR.

What maximum weight might

^1 a four-wheel miniature cycle car

> be if propelled by a new 4 h.p.

-2~i Norton engine, air-cooled ? Also
is there any water-cooled cylinder

would suit this 79x100 mm.
engine ? What speed and consumption
could I expect ? Is there any engine-

shaft gear oil' the market for chain
drive, with two speeds forward and
reverse? Also would a countershaft
differential drive be preferable to a

solid axle drive ? What ratio should I

require on top gear? What would be
the tax on such a vehicle?—A.W.

A machine to be propelled by a 4 h.p.

single-cylinder engine should not exceed
3 cwt. We do not know of any water-
cooled cylinder which would suit the
79x100 mm. Norton engine; incident-

ally, the Norton engine of this size is

rated at Sj h.p., and not 4 h.p. With a
machine of this type you might expect
about 40 m.p.h., and a consumption of
70 to 80 m.p.g. So far as we know, there
is no two-speed and reverse engine-shaft
gear on the market. On a very small

Umportant JPates.

Sal.. July 23rd -East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Trials

Sun.. July 24lh—
Motor Cycle Grand Prix Race in France.

Sat.. July 30th—Newcastle and District
M.C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon . Aug. Isl, lo Sa'.. Aug. 6lh—
International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Sat., Aug. 6th—B.M.C.RC. Open Brook-
lanrls Meeting.

Sat. Aug. 6tli—North Wa'es M.C C
Open Reliability Trial.

Fri.. Aug. 12lh—Motor Cycle Granl
Prix in Belgium.

Sit.. Aug. 13th—Cumbarland M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat.. Aug. 20lh—Western Centre AC.U.
Open Speed' Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 25th — Yslfdyfera anH
Carmarthen M.C.C. Open Sp3ed
Trials.

Mon.. Aug. 29lh, to Sat., Sept 3rd
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat, Sept. 17lh—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Fri.. Sept. 23rd. to Tues., Sept. 27lh —
Anglo-Dutch Reliability Trial.

Mo.n.. Nov. 28lh, to Sat.. Dec 3rd

—

The Olympii MoTor Cycle Show.

machine, especially if the traclj is

narrow, there is no absolute necessity

to. use a differential. Top gear ratio

should be about 64 to 1.

FITTING A CLUTCH.
Will you help me out of a little

difficulty? I have at present a

fixed gear machine, and find,

owing to having lost a leg in the

war, that at times I cannot exert

enough of the "toddling" business to

start away. I think I shall be
able to fit a handle starter all right on
a protruding shaft end of the timing
gear. What I want to know is: (1.)

Can a Triumph clutch wheel be fitted

in the ordinary rear stays 6in. between
the fork ends? (2.) What is the usual

belt rim size of such clutch wheels, also

belt line from spokes centre? (S.) Is

there any plain countershaft clutch on
the market?—W.P.

(1.) You would probably be able to get a

Triumph hub clutch into the back forks

of your machine if they are 6in. wide at

the ends. (2.) About 18in. diameter.
We cannot give the belt line definitely, as

this varies somewhat. (3.) We do not
know of any plain countershaft clutch.

SILENCER IMPROVEMENTS.
The exhaust of my 1913

Triumph is very noisy, and I am
desirous of quietening it down
a bit, BUt the silencer is so

awkwardly placed that it seems
impossible to get it off for alteration

without removing the magneto and
platform and chain drive. A long
fish-tail extension pipe is fitted, and
when I purchased it the machine
had also a small hole about ^in.

in diameter in the right-hand end plate

;

but I had this tapped and a plug
screwed in, but it is still very noisy.

—W.S.R.
You cannot remove the silencer of the
1913 Triumph without first taking off the
magneto w-ith its chain and case, as the
silencer itself embodies ' the magneto
platform. There is no reason why the
machine should be excessively noisy, and
we are inclined to believe that you are
driving with the ignition too much
retarded. No doubt the noise of the
exhaust would be considerably reduced
if yon cut several transverse slots in the
extension pipe with a hack-saw—about
six or eight at lin. intervals shoitld be
sufficient. These saw cuts will allow the
pressure to escape more gradually.



CONVERTING TO COUNTERSHAFT DRIVE
I have a 1914 2| h.p. New

^ Hudson motor cycle with a hub

^ gear which is very unsatisfactory.

-LI Can a countershaft gear be fitted

to this type of frame?—T.H.E.

It would no doubt be possible to fit a

countershaft gear to this machine, but,

in order to do so, the rear stays would

need rebuilding with a suitable bracket,

another rear wheel would be required,

JULY 3isi, igzi.

and a special sprocket for the engine-shaft.

CARBURETTER ADJUSTMENTS ON
SINGLE-CYLINDER SIDECAR.

My 1914 Triumph outfit, fitted

^ with three-speed hub gear, has a

% B. and B. carburetter with ad-

-Ll instable needle jet. As I was not

getting power and good running,

I fitted a standard No. 32 jet. Even
with that size it lacked power, so I

fitted a 34, which gives good running,

but uses a lot of petrol. The strange

thing to me is that it gives more power

and good running after I lowered the

petrol level about -.^in. With the needle

jet I adjusted it to lf| out of slide.

Do you think I should get better results

from this style of jet than the fixed

standard? I could not get it to take

much air, although the petrol consump-

tion was high. (2.) What size of

standard fixed jet should I use? Do
you think 34 too large? (3.) Where
'should the petrol level be? (4.) What
mileage should I get from this machine

per gallon of petrol? (5.) The driving

pulley is adjustable.
_

I have it five

I'evolutions of the engine to one of the

back wheel. Do you think this is about

correct? (6.) The dust cap of the
" carburetter is lost.—J.C.

(1.) You should get quite good results

with the B. and B. needle variable jet

;

but there is no harm in running a fixed

jet if you get the necessary amount of

powei-. (2.) A 32 jet should be quite large

enough, but there is nothing against using

a 33 or 34. (3.) The level should be about
-[Jgin. below the top of the jet. (4.) From
55 to 70 m.p.g., according to the condition

of the engine. (5.) A 5 to 1 gear is quite

in order on your machine. (6.) If the

gauze from the air intake has been re-

moved the carburation may be affected,

and this possibly results in your having

to use such a large jet.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"D.G." (O.xford).—Astra dynamo on

Zenith machine.

"R.H." (Ludlow).—Balata or any
belting other than rubber and canvas for

Rudge Multi.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Stockpokt to Oakamooe.—F.B.

Stockport, Macclesfield, Bosley, Har-
pens Gate, Leek, Bradnop, Oakamoor.
Approximately 26^ miles.

Oxford to Northampton.—G.W.
Oxford, Gosford, Weston-on-the-Green,

Middleton Stoney, Baynard's Green,

Brackley, Towcester, Blisworth, North-

ampton. Approximately 41 miles.

Birmingham to Islington.—J.G.
Birmingham, Stonebridge, Coventry,

Dunchurch, Daventry, Weedon, Tow-
cester, Stony Stratford, Fenny Stratford,

Dunstable, Redbourn, St. Albans, Barnet,

Tally Ho Corner, East Finchley, High-

gate, HoUoway -Road, Islington. Ap-
proximately IO65 miles.

CowES to Chatham.—R.A.H.
Cowes, Newport, Ryde, Portsmouth,

Cosham, Horndean, Petersfield, Liphook,

Hindhead, Milford, Godalming, Guild-

ford, Merrow, East Clandon, East Hors-

ley, Effingham, Great Bookham, Leather-

head, Swan Hotel, Ashtead, Epsom,
Ewell, Cheam, Sutton, Wallington, Wad-
don Station, Addington, West Wickham
Common, Hayes Common, Locks .Bottom,

Orpington Station, St. Mary Cray, Bex-

ley, Crayford, Dartford, Gravesend,

Rochester, Chatham. Approximately
112^ miles.

Wakefield to Norwich.—A.E.L.
Wakefield, Doncaster, Bawtry, Barnby

Moor, Retford, Tuxford, Newark, Gran-

tham, Threekingham, Donington, Quad-
ring, Gosberton, Sutterton, Fosdyke,

Holbeach, Long Sutton, Sutton Bridge,

Terrington St. Clements, King's Lynn,
Hardwick Corner, Middleton, East

Winch, West Bilney, Narborough, Swaff-
• ham, (edge of) Necton, (edge of) Wend-
ling, Scarning, East Dereham, Hocker-

ing, Honingham, Easton, Norwich. Ap-
proximately 172 miles.

028

J. Beck (8 Royal Ruby sidecar) on one ot the steepest portions of Amulree in the Scottish

Six Days Trials. Observe the passenger's effort to keep the sidecar wheel down.

More Price Seductions.

N.U.T. models, now made by Hugh
Mason and Co., Ltd., Neweastle-on-Tyne,

have been reduced in price to £110 for

the 3| h.p. type, and £120 for the 5 h.p.

model.
The single-geared O.K. two-stroke is '

now thirty-eight guineas.

A Sheffield Production.

The Nesthill speedometer lamp recently

described in our pages is made by E. H.
Hill, Ltd., of 56, Broomhall Street, Shef-

field (not Birmingham, as previously

quoted).

Triumph Successes on the Continent.

In the Circuit del Pino " Gran Premio
Italia," of 225^ kiloms., a Triumph
gained first position in the 500 c.c. class.

It was the only machine of this make
entered, and was ridden by INIr. Piero

Opessi. On the other hand, in the Liege-

Paris-Liege reliability trial six Triumphs
started and six finished, one gaining

second place.

Pride oi Ownership.

The average motor cyclist's pride in the

performance and record of his machine is

well exemplified in a letter we have before

us from D. S. Parsons, of the Essex Club,

to whom we recently referred as having
retired from the M.C.C. team trials. It

transpires that Parsons did not ride his

Matchless according to programme, but

gave up his number to another competitor. '

Racing Machines for the Public.

New Imperial T.T. three-speed models,

similar to those which performed so well

in the T.T. (winning Thu Motor Cycle

cup) and in the Brooklands 500 miles race,

will shortly be available in limited

quantities. The pi'ices are: 250 c.c.

model, £93; and 350 c.c, £96.
Another T.T. machine of which replicas

may be obtained is the 350 c.c. Dot

;

price £98. It is claimed for this model
that it was the first standard machine-
home in the Junior T.T.

For Club Secretaries to Note.

Half the prizes won by competition

riders have little value from a utilitarian

point of view, and this fact is now coming
to be appreciated by club secretaries.

Last year the Liverpool Club started the

fashion of presenting spoons bearing the

club' insignia. The M.C.C. has offered

links in lieu of medals, and the A.C.XJ.

centres are presenting similarly useful

souvenirs.

In a recent issue we illustrated the

sleeve links which were presented by the

A.C.U. at the close of the T.T. races to

certain of the ofiicials who rendered

yeoman service in the organisation.

These links were produced by the Bir-

mingham Medal Co., of 58, Vittoria

Street, Birmingham, and this firm

specialises in the supply of similar attrac-

tive articles suitable for club awards.

%

^
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56 hp COVENTRY-EAGLE
Special combination, 3 speeds, kick-starter £*| R^

3i hp COVENTRY- EAGLE
Special combinntion, 3 speeds, kick-starter ^-^ OC

*7h.p. INDIAN PowERPLus
Cradle spring frame, clutch, kick starter, jP'1 QQ

3-sp..full el ctrical equipment, speedo. ^ ' ^O

6 h p MARTINSYDE
Standard combination, 3-?pi>cd, clutch, and jp*| Aty

kick-starter. All chain-drive */ *t*^

8 hp. MATCHLESS
Spriiig frame, countershaft, 3-speed gear,

clutch and kick-starter. Detachable ^*J fl^
wheels and spare wheel */ I OO

8 h p. ROYAL ENFIELD
Chain-drive, c-spepcl, and free engine. ^^ (H\

bandlo starting *< "^
THE ABOVE ARE ONLY A FEW SELECTIONS FROM
OUR WONDERFUL STOCK OF SIDECAR OUTFITS.

CUSTOMERS IN WANT OF SIDECARS ONLY WILL
FIND A LARGE RANQE TO CHOOSE FROM.

YOU NEED NOT WORRY ABOUT REGISTRATION,
LICENCE, ETC., WE ATTEND TO ALL THIS FOR YOU.

INSTRUCTION IN DRIVING IS PART OF GODFREY'S
SERVICE FOR THE NOVICE.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES POST FREE.

2|hp. HAWKER
2-str6ke, 2-spoed

4 h p. INDIAN SCOUT*
Rigid Frame, 3-speed, kick-starter, clutch jp-l QO

and speedometer ^^ *^^

2ih.p. LEVIS
Model S. 2-strolie, 2-",reed. hand controlled .CCQ

c:«tch'
*'**°

2i h p ROYAL ENFIELD _g
Chain-drive, 2-speed. free engine. Model 200 *'Vi*

1 h p RUDGE-MULTI ^gg
Roadster

Slh.p. SCOTT
cstroke, 2-speed £130

3ihp SUNBEAM
3-speed. clutch and kick-starter, X?-! CC Qe

chain drive 3;* I OO OS.

4 hp TRIUMPH £..5
3speed. chain-cum-bclt. Type H (« <.*

5 hp ZENITH
Model D. Gradua gear, clutch and kick- X?*l 0*1

starter ^ I O I

DEFERRED F>AYIVIENTS.

' Slightly shop-soiled.

Godfreys, ltd.,
208, GT. PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.l.•PHONE

:

LANGHAM 1300 (2 lines).^BaMBBanaaBBBan' . i

f nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnrmnfHT
In answerinr/ this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.' C29
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"GRIPIO"
The Quickest

ADJUSTABLE WRENCH
in the World.

Fits every size and

shape of Nut, Pipe,

or Bolt.

The Handiest Tool

for Motor-Cyclists

ever invented.

Instantly adjusted

by the mere pres-

sure of the thumb.

The last ounce of

power applied in a

fraction of a second.

Sin. size-

Grey Finish or Plated

7III
post free.

Orders filled by return.

Other sizes.

Prices on Application

Tested and Approved for 12 months.

"MONEY BACK" GUARANTEE
We undertake to exchange any Wrench hearing

our Trade-mark, which proves unsatisfactory—or

to refund purchase price in full

DON'T DELAY
WRITE TO-DAY

The Patent '*Gripio" Wrench

and Spanner Co., Ltd.,

12, Hackins Hey,

Dale Street, Liverpool.

SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFERS

beMtfino
'The CITY'S OWN STORE'

Lycett Swag Bag.

AccumuSators.
SpeciaJ Purchase. Best English
Made Accumulators. Thick
Plates, in stout Celluloid Cases.

Wonderlul value. Strong and
well made. Carriage paid.

I
volt. 10 amp. ,

20 ,.

40
60

40
60

:!GTE.— Accumulators
be sent charged

12/6
15/-
20/-
25/-
24/6
30/-
40/-
caunot

An extiemely useful addition to the motor
cycle. This bag is made of Brown Mail
Canvas, with strong seams. Collapsible—can
be carried quite flat. Absolutely Waterproof.
Obtainable in two sizes.

Size 1 1 X f

Size 17 x£

SPECIAL PRICE 10/9
15/-,

SPECIAL PRICE
Post Free.

U-NEAD-IT

Waterproof Motor
Cycle Covers.

For use at Home or on the Road.
Light and very compact—quite

waterproof. The extraordinary
response to our advertisements
of theses Covers has convinced us
that this is a necessity and not s

luxury, and we have therefore

completed the purchast; of a
further huge supply of Govern-
ment Fabric, and shall continue
to :.ell this wonderful line while
stock lasts.

Solo size, 9ft. X 6ft.

Government Proofed 4 (E /

Cambric .. ^/
Eyeletted at end corners.

Combination size, 9ft. x 9ft-. or
12ft. X 6ft. - rt rt /£»

Post Free. ^ 4» / V»

TVRE
CEMENT

The finest tyre
cement sold.

Repairs t:yres

cut in a few
minutes, and
tyre can be
used immedi-
ately after.

Motor Cycle
Outfit Solution
and Cement in

spi-cial combi-
nation tins).

Price
~

Post free.3/

"SJgfE BELTS
By Best Makers. In Perfect Condition.

61t. 6in. X jin S/S
6ft. 6iD. X |in S/S
8ft. 6in. X lin.. IT/9

Postage 1/3.

AlVIAZi
OFFER

All
Size.

24 X 2

26 X 2

26 X 2

26 X 2:

26 X 2

26 X 2

26 X 2:

26 X 23
to fit 2i

26 X 2j
to fit 2i
26 X 2!.

650 X 65

NOOF
Buy YOUR Spare Tyre
NOW, an J save 50%.

Ex-Govsmment Stock, in Perfect Condition,
Make Our Price. List Price

WOOD MILNE, special .. 23/9
WOOD MILNE7 special 25/-

28 X 3

26 X 2j
26 X 3 X 2j
26 X 3
28 X 3

WOOD MILNE, extra strong 31/6
BATES, special heavy 31 / -

Heavy rubber studded .. 33/9
WOOD MILNE, special 26/1
WOOD MILNE, extra strong 3*/-
PALMER, cord heavy .. 32/9
Heavy best rubber studded 35/9
CLINCHER, extra heavy de Luxe .. 35/-
WOOD MILNE, extra strong 31/6
HUTCHINSON, rubber studded .. 32/6
WOOD MILNE, extra strong 36/1
WOOD MILNE, special 32/*
WOOD MILNE, extra strong 3S/3
Extra heavy, WOOD MILNE 29/9
INNER TUBES.

Endless .. 6/6
6/6
6/6
TiG

42/9
45/3
55/-
63/-
51 /S

48/6
55/-

79/

\

59/6
6z/6

54/6

65/-
64/8
5-6/6

79/-

io/-
10-
JO/-
10/-

C30 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

-'^

BENETFINKS, i?^,^^^!^^:
^
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WOLF MOTORS.
Ow^ing to Increased Production
we are enabled to supply—~

Model A 21 WOLF - BLACRBURNE
with Sturmcy-Archer 2-speed Kick-starter, Dunlop Tyres, etc., at

80 GUINEAS.
Only THE BEST materials used in the construction.

OTHER MODELS FROM £50.
$€nd for New List and Terms.

The WULFRUNA ENGINEERING Co. (1920), Ltd.
BRICKKILN STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER TO MOTOR CYCLISTS!!!
We have 1 05 3^ h p. (Precision Eng.) Two-strolie Motor Cycles to be cleared at the drastically cat price of

The Ideal

MACHINE
for

Solo or Sidecar.

£59 10s. each
for immediate Sale.

Fitted with

2-speed Gear,

Clutch, and
Kick-start.

These machines, which are BRAND NEW, are left over from our c:,-port order. They differ only from our standard

model (Retailed at /8o) . inasmuch as they are enamelled black and are less chain cover, front stand, and Licence

holder. They are also fitted with 2jin. tyres instead of 2iin.

THIS ADVERTISEMENT WILL NOT APPEAR AGAIN!
And as we confidently expect these macliincs ticjn.-^ cleared in a few days_
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT ONCE either direct or through our authorised agents'

Manufacturers-

Dtf^m^DT^C S nmUG Bank Street works,
KUDEjlild Cb IliDOi3, DROYLSPEN, MANCHESTER
*Grams: "Roberhibs, Droylsden, Manchester." 'PhoQe : 623 Openshaw.

In anawering these advertisements it is flesirahle to mention *' The Motor Cude,'' B25
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.

Cost Less— Last Longer

A tew 3-ply All-Rubber Prices.

26 X 2

26 X 2|

26 X 2|

1 9

£2 4 3

£2 4 6
OLher sizes in proportion. All standard sizes made.

Price List and BooKtei " Tjsttmony," tree on Tcgitest.

The Beldam Tyre Co. (1920), Ltd..

Brentford, Middlesex.
Telcphons: Eal'ng 125.

Manchester & District and North Wales : W. Brigga t"*: Co.

Windsor Bridge, Salford. Nottingham : The City Rubber
Co., 106, Upper Parliament Street. Colne, Lanes : G. W.
Rushworth, Brown Street. Four Northern Counties: R. Y.

Mcintosh & Co., 13, Shalcespeare Street, Newcistle-on-Tyne.
Scotland : Drysdale & Co., York Place, Dumfries. Ireland

Messrs. Hill & Co., Motor Eng. Galway,

OFFICERS' ABMY
TBENCH COATS
Brand new, interlined oilskin, and with detachable
tleece linings, at the remarkably low price of

65/- each.
about one-fourth of war-time value.
These coats are ex the Disposal and Liquidation
Commission, and are guaranteed to be as described
above. They are offered at above low price because
they have to be sold at a time when weather con-
ditions are unfavourable for their disposal.

When ordering, state height and chest measurements
over jacket. Delivery is generally made in from 12

to 14 days, and is guaranteed within 21 days.
Prepaid mail orders only are accepted and if the coat
does not give complete satisfaction, money will be at

once refunded, provided garment is returned un-
damaged within 7 days.
Purchasers of our 30/- reconditioned trench coats who
have not yet received delivery may, if they wish,

exchange into this offer on forwarding difference

in price.

ORDER NOW, Ts uu^T^fl
Enquiries from the Trade solicited.

G. WESTON & CO.,

'-*
I

Dept. M.C. HOUNSLOW,
Middx.

IN MOTOR CYCLES
NEW & SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Sunbeam, Indian, Martinsyde, Rover, B.S.A.,
Rudge, Royal-Enfield, Royal Ruby, Levis,
Connaught, Cedos, Sun, Villiers, Clyno, A.B.C.
-'nd MS voiir enquiries:—
^ BRAID BROS..^ MIDLAND GARAGE AND REPAIR WORKS,*^ 'Grams

:

"Midland"

PORTABLE
WOOD
IRON
ASBESTOS

EVERY DESCRIPTION.
BUILDINGS

Horticultural, Rustic,

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSES
FROM

£7 15

and Poultry Appliances.

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6

Send lor Illuslrated Catalogue No. 85, Post Free.

BATH & CO., LiD., london, w.c.2.

OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

B26 In answerina these, advertisements it it desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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The Standard Sparking

Plug of the World

AC Types are : AG Titan, AG
Carbon-Proof, andACTwo -Piece

AC Sparking Plug Co., Ltd.,

1-4. Thurloe Place, London, S.W.7

Why AC Sparking Plugs

are More Efficient
More than any other feature, the high quahty of AC porce-

lains contribute to the efficiency of AC Plugs in every

type of service.

Exceptionally massive and strong, AC porcelains not only resist

breakage, but possess remarkable insulating properties which

prevent electrical leakage and short circuits You can get

these superior plugs at leading dealers and garages everywhere.

Made for all threads in metric and inch sizes. Price 5/-

m^mmm^mmm^m^^^^m^mm^mm^mmm^mm^^mmmm§

That the Cox "Atmos" Single Lever Carburetters used in competitions are
specially made and different from those supplied in the usual course of trade.

We therefore beg to state that every Cox " Atmos " Carburetter, whether
supplied by a motor manufacturer, agent, or obtained from us direct,

whether for use in motor cycle, motor car, or motor boat racing or
competitions of any nature, are all standard productions taken from bulk
stock, and no variation is made between those used in competitions and for

ordinary touring.

is due to its delivery of a correct mixture at all speeds over the full throttle

range, thereby keeping the engine cool, clean, and in a condition to give off

full power for a prolonged period. Hence the wonderful acceleration,
Qexibility and power developed. The Cox "Atmos" also enables the rider to

tune his engine to the last degree.

BROOKLANDS, 9th JULY, 1921:

((ARBUTHNOT CUP"
COX CARBURETTERS, LTD., Lower Essex Street, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Vyde."

IT IS RUMOURED I

THE RAPID SUCCESS OF THE COX "ATMOS" I

m

#

Major S. R. Axford, riding a 2J h.p. A.J.S. fitted with a Cox "Atmos," won the scratch race and ^§
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DRY BATTERY
ELECTRiC
LIGHTINO
EQUIPMENT

SIMPLE COMPACT
ROBUST

DURABLE LOW COST

CHEAPLY MAINTAINED

Tlie side-car equipment is now supplied

ifl ao improved form having a rotary

switch affixed to the top of the leather

case (see illustration). Tliis switch con-

trols both sidecar and rear lamps.

Supplied with either the well-known
Siemens dry batteries or, if desired by
users in hot countries, with the equally

efficient Siemens "Inert" batteries.

The latter remain inert until rendered

active by the addition of water which
is eotircly absorbed.

Leaflet containing full particulars and

prices will be sent on application.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS.

MANUFACTURED BY

SIEMENS BROTHERS &C?iP
GeneralOffice.s &Works

WOOLWICH. LONDON. S.E.18.

B.M.T, Oils
banish

engine trouble

MOST engine troubles are directly traceable to faulty

lubrication. Your motorcycle will run better and
last longer if you use B.MT. oils for lubrication. Send
for B-M.T. Booklet and Price List—it will show you the

right grade of oil to use for your motor cycle.

A Gold Medallist in the London-Edinburgh Trial writes : "Ihavt
much pleasure in reporting the very satisfactory "iervice afforded by
B.M.T. oil on my 4h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle in the above trial

.... The return journey (430 miles) was undertaken without a
single hitch in two days, and, during the second day, 50 m.p.h. was
maintained for some miles on end. an average of well over 25
m.jt>.A. being put upfor 1 26 miles. This speaks Well for the oil, as

it was a hot and dusty day."

^HALiii lA. E. NEWTON, Ltd.,
VULCANIZERS

[

—compare the!

price—the results

:

are incomparable. : Telephone:

„ :. Cerrard 8800.

50,

Albsrl E. Newton. Man, Director
(27 years with Vacuum Oil Co.)

PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.I
/ etegrams :

'^^newhyle, Charles, London."

B30
St. James's 18

In answering these advertisements it

COUNTY
"^fie

-TAXI-
COMBINATION

—Complete with "County" Compensating Brakes—
(PATENT APPLIED FOR)

SrhL II ICAJION : B.S.A. li n lup. Special Taxi Model.
Slagdi/no ISlecti ic Lighting with Inside Roof Light, etc.

As Licensed m Birmingham, Brighton, Portsmouth, etc.

^^^"^ Write for full particulars, ^-^-~~"

COUNTY CYCLE and MOTOR CO.,
B.S.A. SPECIALISTS and
TAXICAR EXPERTS.

Also all B.S.A. Listed Models always in Stock.
B.S.A. Replacements dispatched by retorn of post.

307, 308, 314, Broad St., BIRMINGHAM

if ieeirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle.'

i
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(H4

B.S.A.
LEVIS
ENFIELD
DOUGLAS
NEW HUDSON

fan PCRFECT trijovMewr
RUNABOUTS IN STOCK-

MORGAN (All models) ROVER COVENTRY PREMIER
New 1921 Machines IN STOCK, all models of—

O.K.
RUDGE
CLYNO
ZENITH
MATCHLESS

A.J.S.
ALLON
TRIUMPH
CALTHORPE
HARLEY DAVIDftfiST*

NEW 1920 MACHINES.
p. & M. Combination £130 10 JAMES 4V h.p. Combination t140
DOUGLAS, i", h.p., 3-5pe?d £92 10 NEW IMPERIAL and Swan Sidecar £150
DIAMOND, single-speed — CALTHORPE, c-stroke, 2-speed . . —

SECOND
MORGAN, dv-iamo lighting,

hood, cover," watch speed-
ometer, dash lamp, spring
gaiters, KIa.xon horn, elec
trie hooter, and many spares £240

LEVIS Popular, T.T. bars, and
accessories £50

RUDGE, 7-9 h.p. twin, and
accessories £85

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combiiiation.
expensively fitted up as new £165

FORD Sedan, magniticentlv
equipped ". £338

ilARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb.,
l.avishlv equipped £210
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, ven'
eompletelv equipped '. £185
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Com-
bination, electric £95

ENFIELD, fullv equipped .. £85
(Doc.) TRIUMPH and Wat-
Ionian Sidecar xgs

-HAND MACHINES.
1921 TRIUMPH Junior andjiccess-

ories '..".. £63

1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., and folding

Paragon Sidecar £125

1919 RUDGE, 3V h.p., and sporting

Sidecar £85

1921 ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
lighting, speedometer,
2-seater Sidecar £150

1014 EXCELSIOR and Sidecar £45
1921 NEW HUDSON, speedometer,

lamps £65

1921 ENFIELD, electric lighting,

speedometer, hood, and
screen £150

1015 ARIEL 3'- h.p. Combination,
1921 gearbox... £60

191S DOUGLAS, renovated model £50

1915 B.S.A. 4i h.p. Combination,
as new £69

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR,
dyno. lighting £165

50, High Road, Wood Green, London, N.
'Phcae : Ilornsey 1156. Closed Thurs. i o'clock.

387, Euston Road, London, N.W.I.
'Phone : Museum 49;S. Closed Sat. i o'clo2'.c.

151, High Street; Walthamstow, London, E.
'Pboae: WalthaTiito 7 t5) (2 'm-h Closed Thurs. I o'cloc:;.

In answerinq this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B33
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ALLEN-BENNEH Motor Co., Ltd.

BRAND NEW 1921 MODELS.

O.K-Jumor J Matchless
2j h.p., Z-stroke, single speed,

38 Gns.
ALSO 2-SPEED MODELS.

5
Model H Combination,

£185
ALSO 2^SEATER & SPORTS IN STOCK.

Delivered by road up to 150 miles free of charge.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

May we send you Full List of New and Second-hand Machines ?

EXTENDED PAYMENTS ACCEPTED.

'Grams ?

"Track, Croydcn.'

9, lO, 11, Royal Parade,
WEST CROYDON.
OPEN ON SATURDAYS UNTIL 7 P.M.

'Phone :

Croydon 24SU.

WAUCHOPE'S
Deal direct with customers tor EASY PAYIVIENXS, and not through a financial house,

g Terms: ON E-FIF'TH down and the remainder in twelve monthly instalments. EXCHANGES J

also arranged with the balance payable by extended payments. Write, 'Phone, or Call.

All the best makes supplied promptly.

NEW 1921 MACHINES.
ARIEL Combination, 5-6 h.p £165
ARIEL Combination. 4'- h.p £150_ WOOLER, 2} h.p., T.t: model, all on ; . . . . .

.-. 85 gns.

WOOLER, 2j h.p., touring model, all on £90 15
RUDGE, 3S h.p., I.O.M. model £85m CHATER-LEA Combination, No. 10 £160" DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., clutch, and kick start, all on £105
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., all on £130
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on .<;170

DOUGLAS, 2.? h.p., improved W.D., 2 speeds, all on £85

H TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £125
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H £115
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Combination £165
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2| h.p £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p., kick start £70
ROYAL ENFIELD Combmation, 8 h.p. . .

.- £160
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p., dynamo 4182
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model K2 «107

^ B.SJV., 4} h.p., .Model H2, chain drive £110
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., dynamo , £195— B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., twin .- £175
B.S.A. Combination, 4J h.p £145
LEVIS, 2'c h.p., 2-stroke £60
BLACKBURNE twin Combination, 8h.p .^ £227 10" BLACKBURNE, solo, 4 h.p £127 10

_^ Big Four NORTON, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick start £135
NORTON, 3', h.p.. 3-speed, all-chain £132
Big Four NORTON and de luxe Sidecar £177 ,0

M A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p £215" MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., standard ._.

.

£185

Below is a selection taken from our list.

SUNBEAM, 3l h.p £155
VEL0CETTE,'2 J h.p., 2 speeds £75
QUADRANT Combination, 4! h.p £125
QUADRANT, solo, 4' h.p. .

.'. £103
BRADBURY, 4 h.p. '. £103
BRADBURY, 6 h.p £135
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Combination £173
BRADBURY, 23 h.p £89
G.N. Cycle Car, touring model £245
COVENTRY PREMIER, dynamo £250
MORGAN de luxe, a.c. M..\.G.. complete with accessories, tax paid £240
MATCHLESS, dynamo, with 2-seater Sidecar £216
MORGAN Grand Prix, w.c. M.A.G List price

KENILWORTH Motor Cyclette, 2 h.p £49 7

NEW 1920 MACHINES. Seduced price

2! h.p. P. & S £65
AUTOPED Scooter, dynamo £25

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
AUTOPED Scooter, 1920, dynamo, licence paid £20 .0

J.A.P. Engine, w.c, magneto, 8-10 h.p., 1920, new (engine onlj-). . £40
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-« h.p., 1913 £60
A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p., special engine £160
CARDEN Monocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 £70
J.H. Combination. 7-9 h.p., 1915 I £75
DOUGLAS and Rideezi Sidecar, 4 h.p., 1915 .£65
Big Four NORTON and Sidecar, as new £85 -»-

DOUGLAS and Wicker Sidecar, 3 J h.p., 1913 £65
DOUGLAS, 2? h.p., 1910 £30
BLACKBURNE and Grindlay Sidecar, 8 h.p £210
SCOTT Combination, 35 h.p., 1920 , £125

a& Ej

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4
'Phone : Holborn S777 'Grams :

" Opificer, Fleet, London, '

B.H4 In answering, these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

AT 5-6h.i). Twin, lamps, horn, tax paid; £26,

Denmark Rd., Camberwell.

JAT-J.A.P., Sh.p., spring frame; £50; exchange

i> loiver iiowor.-179, Earlsfleld Kd., \\ andswortj^.^^

9AT-J A.P. 3>Ah.p., Mabon gears, good coiidition.

'> tax paid; £20; offers.—Ashdown, 25, Aldejton

i., Addiscombe. [9752

920 S.ii.p. Jap-Bat and sidecar, perfect running cider,

tools, lainpt, and spares; price *120--lY™8.
icoinije Cottage, Wendover. [9268

i)AT New 4h.p. Solo Sports Model, twin J.A.P.

> engine, 3-speed gear, in stock; deferred payments
franged: £120.—Hewln's Garages, Ltd., The Real
Irvlce Firm, Taunton. [9367

ijAT 1921 Sh.p. Combination, dynamo lighting, spare

|> wheel, lully equipped, only run a few hundred
new, privately owned; must sell, £160.—

Iwa'rd Loyd, 176, Piccadilly, W. Gerrard 2338.
[9701

)AT-J.A.P. 1920 Sh.p. Combination, spring frame,

> Cowey speedometer, Cowey horn, thief-proof

trol tap. Cameo screen, tyres practically unused,

whole in first-class condition; present market
lue £160, accept .£140, in fact any offer within

ison ; cash urgently needed ; any test
; . seen North

aidon.—Box 6,326, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1017

Beardmore.
.lli-p. Eeardraore-Precision, 1920, good condition
*5 oversize tyres, new, inn only 200 miles; £S0.

—

iiUin^ton, The Nook. Grappenhall, Che.^hire. [9338

Blackburne.
h.p. 1920 Blackburne, in perfect condition, all on:

: £80.- Campbell, 63, Park Rd., Coventry. [X5765

ih.p. 1920 Blackburne, excellent condition, speed-
;4 oiueter, horn; £110; owner getting car.— Kirk-
trick, I'ewsej'.

,

[9329

JLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920, new sidecar, 3-speed,
kick, clutch, cost over £150; bargain, £110.—232,

ellesley Bd., Ilford. [9504

ffiARPER Bros., Wallasey, Cheshire, can supply
Blackburne machines to residents in pny part of

6 United Kingdom. [X5629

5LACKBURNE Agents.—Official Blackburne engine
repairs in any make.—BuUoughs Motors, Ltd..

aterloo St., Oldham. [1099

ACKBURNE 4h.p., 1921, small mileage. Lucas
lamps, tax paid; £115/ 10.—CoUumbell, 15,

;vonshire Sq., Loughborough, Leicestershire. [9419

»h.p. Blackburne and , Canoelet bulbous back side-
^ car, bought last Sept., cost over £200, mileage
000, condition excellent, insured, and tax paid,
mplete with all accessories; £130.—Shalders, Gart-
ore, Northwood. [1136

"AOK HOLROYD'S 1920 Record-breaking Machine,
- fitted with 4h.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed gear,

.ecial large tank and filler caps, fitted up complete
r touriug. in perfect condition, only done 750 miles,

IX paid; £98.-6, Warwick St., Regent St., London,
7.1. [9806

Bradbury.
DEAUBURY 4y2h.p., with sidecar, excellent condi-
J tion; £46.-0., 9, BuUaoe Row, S.E.5. 9956

DRADBUBY, 4h.p., 1912, good running order; £20.
J —Powell, Wilterjoo Lane, Chelmsford. [1008

I h.p. Bradbury Combination, recently overhauled: £45;
t trial allowed.—Bass, Colham Green, Uxbridge.

[9247
3RADBURY with Bowden 2-speed and Henderson
J sidecar; £65.—John Aldrich and Co., Diss. Nor-
Ik. [0629

3RADBTJRY 4h.p. Combination, N.S.TJ. 2-speed.
J free, thoroughly overhauled; tax paid; £50.-84,
ncrley Ed.. S.E.19. [9345

JRADBURY, 1921, 4h.p. and 6h.p. models, prompt
-> delivery—Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
:., Camberwell, London. [2981

? 45.—Bradbury 4h.p., 2-speed, speedometer, lamps,
^ tax paid, take sidecar anywhere.—Cramp, Church
t.. Great Missenden, Bucks. [9980
3BADBURY 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, coach sidecar, tax
-» paid, splendid order; £42.-28, Woodford Rd.,
orest Gate. 'Phone ; Stratford 2598. [9747

3BADBURY 6h.p. Combination, April, 1921. C.B.
-> Grindlay, latest improvements, 3-speed, lamps,
lares, tools, tax paid, perfect; £148.—Cave, Carholme
,d., Lincoln. [9812

BRADBURY, 6h.p.. latest 1921 twin, 3-speed, chain
drive, £135; sidecar, £25 extra

5 I

sferred payments.—Eagles
i.cton, London.

ind Co.,
exchange or

275, High St.,

[1093

DBADBURT 1920 4h.p., special T.T., 2-speed, belt
!-* drive : too fast for owner : evenings, or Satmdays

;

[65, or exchange sidecar mount.—Schofield, 237, DTin-
m iW., Tooting, S.W.17. [9666
ItTADCHOPE'a, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4

—

rV —Bradburya, all new modela in stock, ready for
nmediate delivery; 4h.p. solos, 6h.p. combinations, and
l^h.p. lightweights, from £89.—Apply for our easiest of
Hsy terms, [4541

BAMBERS
FOR

BARGAINS
AND

EXCHANGES.
FULL MARKET VALUE ALLOWED
for your present machine in good condition

NEW 1921 MODELS.
7 9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Combination £225

4 li.p. HARLEY - DAVIDSON,
complete - --..-. £150

8 -h.p. ENFIELD Combination £160
2i h.p. ENFIELD, k.s., 2-speed £70
3i h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed, etc. - £100
6-7 h.p. ARIEL Combination - £150
3.i h.p. NORTON, 16-H Model- £132
4 h.p. NORTON £135
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H. - £115
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, chain drive

8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb.-
3V h.p. N.U.T., dyna. lighting

3J- h.p. SUNBEAM, Standard
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, all on -

4 h.p. COULSON, spring frame £126
2j h.p. COULSON, spring frame £100 16

£125
£185
£152 10
£155 8
£85

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1921 Big 4 NORTON - - - £109
1920 6-8 h.p. L.M.C. Comb. - £100
1920 3IT.T. ROVER - - - £73
1920 6 h.p. B.A.T. Combination £155
1920 2i h.p. METROrTYLER - £68
1920 2| h.p. CHATER-LEA
1919/20 SCOTT Combination
1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb.
Special 8 h.p. MATCHLESS-

J.A.P., overhead valves,

very fast

£45
£110
£100

£50

SPECIAL.
1920 (late) 6 h.p. A.J.S.Comb.,

speedometer, all lamps, horn,

windscreen, spare wheel, etc.,

etc., mileage 2,000, excellent

condition, licence paid - - £155

WRITE NOW for full

particulars of the above.

R.BAMBER&Go.Lt(l.
2, EASTBANK STREET,

Phone: 607. SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Bradbury.

SALE.

B^ Waigrave Manor,
[9760

4 ill. It. Bradbury Coaolilmilt Combination, N.S.U. 2-

4 speed, new tyree, splendid condition ; sell £60, or

e.xeliauge 7-9h.p. combination, or complete set of watch-
maker's tools and accessories.—Mr. J. Biikett, 20,

Franklin St., Clithetoe [9265

Brough.

T.T. o.h.v. SV'h.p. Brough, 3-speed S.-A.., K.S., mile-

age about 3,000, all accessories, perfect condition -

throughout; £72; trial.—17, Blakesley Av., Ealmg.

WE are now ready to deliver that fast sporting

Brough 3'Ah.p. flat twin in the following models :

3'Ah.p. touring model, guaranteed to do 60, the

sports model to do 65, the T.T. model guaranteed to

do a speed over 70 m.p.h. ; absolutely the finest

workmanship, wonderfully easy to handle; £130.—
Send your orders along to the agents, G. aiia J.

Dawson, 60 and 62, Regent St., Cambridge. lOfSsa

Brough Superior.

EOUGH Superior, brand new and nnriddenj lUt

price.—Graham, East' Lodge,
Wargrave.

1 Q21 Brough Superior in stock, winner 'of the a'A

i-V mile sprint at Pendine from 31 entries Whit-

Monday.—South Wales Distributer: W. Luther J.

navies, 71, Commercial St.. Newport, Mon.
.

l n™?^
2488. - 1-0640

WE are now giving delivery of the famous Brough
Superior machine. Sh.p., overhead valves, made

to an ideal specially for the man who takes a pride

in ownership and desires the best, specially tuned,

guaranteed 8 or 80 on top gear. Standard, ^l-7o.

electric, £195.—Agents, G. and J. Dawson, 60 and
62, Regent St., Cambridge.

,

[0593

B.S.A.

B.S.A.—All models alwa.vs in stock; delivered any-

wliere.

B.S.A. --Replacements, every part and patterii. by

return.

B.S.A. Specialists : County Cvcle and Motor Co..

Broad St.. Birmingham. [3248

NEW 1921 B.S.A. Combinations in stock; list riice.

—Boull^l^' Gorago, High Ed., Kilburn, K.W.' [9333

B.S.A., all models, and Rudge, repairs, spares, side-

cars.—Alexander, Wallasey Village, Cheshire.
[8423

S A. 3V,h.p., F.E., 1914, good foiidition, tax paid,

iF £40.-Saunder Eiike, Chipping Preston.
[9227

1 Q21 4';;h.p. B.S.A., model H2, chain drive; £110.
±U -Morriss and Co., Ltd., "'" ^=--i-'— oi

N.W.3.

B

"D.S.A. 1921 Twin 6-7h.p.

139, Finchley Rd..
[9950

, ij. ^-.".- - - r-.
Combination in Stock;

£175; spare wheel, tyre, and luggage grid e.vtra

£I3/19.-Below.

B.S.A. 1921 Model H2, 4'4h.p., chain drive £110;
No 3 1921 sidecar, £42; No. 2 1920 type

sidecar, £35, in stock.-A. Riyett, 236, High Rd
Leytonstone. .

• .
' [5949

1iai2 B.S.A., 2-speed clutch, K.S., lamps, licensed;

LU f-- -- - ' T^^-'-' J..-i— rooo,!

B
£40.-56, Park Lane, Kidderminster.

)21 Chain-cum-belt 4i4h.:

£100.-177, Westminster

[9984

onlv; £100.-177, Westminster Bridge Ed.,

S.E.I. [9933

SA, one onlv, 1921 cliain-cum-Mt, shop-soiled;

£100.-Turner Bios., 134, Upper Thames St., Lon-
E.C.4. r9'?74

B'
don,

1ftl9 4',4h.p. B.S.A., excellent condition; £68; ex-

l-V change considered. — 17, Sussex Rd., New
Maiden, Surrey. [9913

BSA 1921 6-7h.p. Twin Combination, Magdyno
iigiiting, in stock; £195/15.-Huckleblidge, 133,

Slonne St., Chelsea. [X5681

BSA all mo<lels for immediate delivery.—Newnlmm
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed.. W.6. 'Phone;

Hammersmith 80. [9692

1 n20 B.3 A. Ii/ih.p. H2 Combination, lamps. Lucas

X.U horn, excellent running order, tax paid; £100

-Malhy, Woodford, E.18. [0660

SA., 1921, Model H, i£110; B.S.A. sidecar, £35.—
- ~ Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd..

arranged. [9193

new 1921, immediate delivery from

B"^A^ent5,''R.'B.''cia'rk and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd..

S.W.7. Exchanges

B.S.A. 4i4h.p., n., --- -.

stock- £107.—Morris, Sheppard and Co., South
-

[9349

mechanical horn,
£90, or offer.-54.

[9354

St., Bishop's Storttord.

S.A. Combination, new tyres,

lamps, splendid runnin;

Woodlands Av., Wanstead.

XJ.S.A. 1920 Coftibination, in Al condition through-

B
out, licensed for year; £110,

Ed., Streathom. 'Phone: 335.
-Sargent, 72, Lewin

[961»

1020 B.S.A. Model K, sidecar, Lucas lamp, h6rii,j

Xtf speedometer, spares, excellent condition; £115.-

Morton, Moybury Hill, Woking

21 B.S.A. 41/lh.p., 3-speed, chain drive,

[9221

1Q21 B S.A. 41/lh.p., 3-speea, Chain nnve, lamps.

J-«/ horn, etc., tax paid, perfect condition; £105.--

G. 0. Ford, High St., Sidmouth. [839',1

B.S.A. 4'/ili-P. 1320 model, periert, Lucas lamp
Terrys pillion. Klaxon,

Qneon Victoria St., " "
E.C.

tax; £73
City 3423.

-Jameson, 19,
[9520

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, anJ the dnte of ths issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

B37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAHi.
B.S.A. "

1Q20 4i4h.r. B.S.A. iind B.S.A. sidocar, lamps, lug-
At^ gage giid, speedometer; £98.—Edwards, 50, Har-
liiieton Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7. [7961

"1Q20 B.S.A. Chain Drive Model, fitted with Royal
J-t/ Leicester sidecar; £105; easy payments.—
Harrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Rd., London. [1046

B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive, Lucas lamps,
horn, and licence, not done 100 miles; £139

;

letters only.-54, St. James St., Birmingham. [X5298

"I Q19 B.S.A. Combination, absolutely like new, fully

M-.*J' eijuipped, Easting; £90, near offer; lightweight

J'iut ravment.—Ewers, Kewton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.
[9709

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., of Birmingham, nave
several escellenfc B.S.A. machines and combina

lions at very moderate prices; write for details.
rX417'7

31.h.p. 1913-14 B.S.A. Combination, 2-s-peed, new
2 tvres and belt', lamps, horn, etc., complete, ex-

cellent 'condition; 60 gns.-Jarvis, jun,, Grich, nr.

Matlock.
"

[1056

1912. 2-speed, clutch, hub, all thor-
oughly overhauled, §ood tyres^ lamps, tools, horn

B.S.A. 3ioh.p,
oughly overhauled, goi __ . .

tax paid; £40, or offersJ—Scrase, "234. Battersea Park
Rd., S.W. [9893

1 Q19 4'.,h.p. B.S.A., Gloria 1920 de Luxe sidecar
*-Zf perfect condition throughout, lamps, and ail

spares ; £100, or nearest offer

Hereford.
Pritchard, Butcher

[9622

1 Q 20 B.S.A. Combination, Lucas lamps, speedo-
Xt/ meter. Klaxon, Easting wind screen, spares and
insurance, tax paid; £110.-172. EUhorne Rd., Upper
Holloway. [9538

B.S.A., Si/.h.p..- free, clutch, nevp lamips, mechanical
horn, Tan-Sad, fast, reliable, perfect condition,

tax paid; £35.—Bacon, 10, Bagshot Rd., Bush Hill

Park, Enfield. [1156

B.S.A. -Singles and Twins, early deliveries, fitted

with any model Sandum sidecars ; B.S.A. twm
and dual sidecar in stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 336,

Gray's Inn Rd.. W.C.I. [0541

B.S.A. 4Uh.p. Combination, late 1919, speedometer,
P. and H. lamps, liorn, etc.. -mileage 1,200, tax

paid, perfect condition; 85 gns.—C/o_ Stevens Garage,
Hampton Hill, Middlesex.

^
[9427

B.S.A. Combination, 3-sreed couutereliaft gear, abso-

lutely unsoratcbwl, original tyres, hood and wind
Hc-reen- £90 for Quiok sale: triaU given.—Snow, Lourel

St., Queeu\^ Rd., Dalston, E.8. - [1171

1020 B.S.A.. 4Uh.p.. all chain, as new, Dunhill
X*7 eiclecar. all accessories, speedometer, tax, and
insurance (U months) paid; £120. — Cottage. 12,

Haringey Park, Crouch End. [9931

B.S.A. Model H2, brand new, with B.S.A. Mo<lel 2

eidecar. on which enamel is .slightly scratched;

f135.—Newuham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9691

B.S.A. Specialists. All models in stock; easy pay-

ments.—Authorised West End Agents, Vivian

Hnrdie and Lane. Ltd. ('Phone: Mayfair 6559), 25, 24,

Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.l. [0657

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any B.S.A. Model; cash oi

deferred payments ; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.
South Side Clapham Common. S.W. 4. 'Phone: Brix
ton 2417, __ [0501

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
E.S.A. K2, new 1921 models, just delivered.

£107: Model H2, all-chain, £110; 6-7h.p. twin com
bination, standard, £175; immediate delivery frouj

stock: cash, easy terms, or exchange. [454''

B.S.A. 6h.p. Combination, 1921, mileage 350, spare
wheel and tyre, Easting screen, lamps, horn,

registration, etc., as new, unscratched; £165; genuine
bargain.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23-24, Wood-
stock St., Bond St., W. Tel. : Mayfair 6559. [9923

B.S.A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name is the
B.S.A. We have always in stock at least three

models. Model K, Model H, and 6-7h.p. twin; imme-
diate delivery; all spares in stock; trade supplied.—
Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and at Woodside
Parade. North Finchley. [0379

Calthorpe
("^ALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, excellent condition

:

J bargain, £25.—Apply, 41, Holbrook Lane. Cov-
entry.

"
[S5764

1 Q19 4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap Combination, 2-speed En
XJ7 field, lamps, tax paid; £65.-25, Windmill St.

Gravesend. [9477

£39.—Calthorpe 2-slroke, 1920 engine, all on (Lucas)
spare belt, tube.—118, Clayton Lane, Clayton

Manchester. [9347

CALTHORPE, 2"^.'th.p. J.A.P., brand new, 2-speed,
2-stroke ; £50 to clear.—Saunders Garage, Parade,

Gulders Green. [8189

"I Q17 Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, lamps, tax ^excellent
X t? condition ; £ 37 / 10-—Goad, 122, Maida Vfile.

W.9. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [1032

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2";ih.p.. 2-speed, lamps, born.
spare belt, perfect; owner going abroad; £44.—

2, Barrow Rd., Streatham, S.W.16. [9640

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, 2-speed Enfield gear, lamps,
etc.. all brand new; £58/10.—Goad, 122, Alaida

Vale, W.9. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [1031

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257

1921 ModelsTn Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery

:

1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed £73 10
1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 3-specd. clutch,

and kick-starter £80 17

1921 Model H. B.S.A. and No. 3 Sidecar £152
1921 Model K. B.S.A £107
1921 ENFIELD Combination £160
1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, and

spare wheel £189
1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination . . £170
1921 MATCHLESS Combination £185
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb. . . £168
ig 21 2 J h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £85
J921 23 h.p. 3-sp. DOUGLAS with clutch £105
njt b .. TRIUMPH Mo,del H €11.'!

1921 TRIUMPH, Model S.D £125

1920 SHOP-SGILED.
1920 3J h.p. LEA-FRANCIS ^... £95

HIRE
Motor cycles and combinations.

Any period from one day.

GREAT SUCCESS
BY THE

NEW IMPERIAL

WINNER OF THE T.T.
MOTOR CYCLE CUP, 250 C.C.

Also WINNER in the 500 MILES Brook-
lands, Class A. July 2nd, 1921.

CALL AND INSPECT LATEST MODELS.

2| h.p., 3-speed Touring

2| h.p., 3-sp., with hand-

control clutch and k.s.

£73 10

£80 17

A large selection of Second-hand
machines always in stock.

for

REPAIRS.
Good Machines taken in

Sale on Commission
A lew Bulbous Back MM4 CANOELET SIDE-

GARS, slightly shop-soiled, to clear, £35.

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
MACHINES. AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Larse Stock of Powell & Hanmer Lamps
and other Accessories.

Car Depot : 378, EUSTON ROAD.
Telephosts—Museum 6436.

A'5h .p. Calthorpe-Jap Combination, 1916 spoi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

- 1916 .,..
model, Enfield gear, accessories, copjier discs a:

exhaust, perfect running order, little used; SlQ
seen by appointment.—5, Alexandra Rd.. East Twii
enham. [95

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in sto
for immedite delivery; cash or deferred teta

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists
Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W
'Phone : Brixton 2417. [05

Campion.
:|
QIS Campion-Jap 5-6h.p. Combinatic

-Lt/ countershaft, condition perfect; £.75, 1

42, Hyde Rd., London, N.l.

"lCfcl4 8h.p. Special T.T. Corapion-Jap, fully etimpp
-1-*' numerous spares, 65 m.p.h. guaranteed; any tri

£65.-Bowos, 28, Linley Ed., Sale. [9!

1-013 Campion-Jap Coachbuilt Combination, 1* >

'~*y Bradbury 2-speed, F.E., lamps,, perfect ord
'

£48.-2, Palmerstpn St., Oldham. [91

CAMPION-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, Jardine ^

speed, lamps, speedometer, Klaxon, hood, sere

and Tan-Sad, condition perfect; £120, or near ofl ,

alter 7.50 p.m.—Allen, 137, Lavender Sweep, S.W,
[91

FOR Sale, 3V'h.p, Campion Motor Cycle, free.engi

2-speed Roc gear, B. and B. carburetter, Ba^
mag., tyres in good condition, tax £3 paid" \

31/12/21.—Apply, Box 1, Geo. Green and Co., Ht
St., Market Harboro'. [L

Cedos.
KICKHAM for Cedos, sole agent for Bristol -I

district.—Stokes Crott, Bristol. iZ[E
Chater-Lea.

£18.— SV^h.p. Chater-Lea, Bosch, discs, reliable,',

condition.—Lynton. St. Albans Av., Weybr^'

CII.ATER-LEA 2-'3troke, 1920, tax paid, lamp, b'

etc., splendid condition; £45.-14, DevonSi
Rd., Forest Hill. Ef:

T 021 Chater-Lea Combination, only driven .

-B-t? miles, electric lighting, speedometer, hood, ij

screen; £135; tax paid.—13, Palace Gate Rd.. LoR
N'.22. Jl

CHATEB-LEA No. 7 8h.p. Combination, CHa"t@e

gine just thoroughly overhauled, handle start^
sirterav upholstered blue leather, tyres as new, 2S
spare covers, spare set chains and carburetter, Jffl'

horn, speedometer, tax paid, all accessories, ^
mital and reliable; any trial by appointment;

;

sale, £85.-W. Hadaway, 7, Melody Ed.,' T\andsl

S.W. '
- 1

Cleveland.

CLEVELAND, 3h.p., new, 2-speed, clutch, kickj
chain drive, taxed, Lucas horn, cost £85, u

sale; ofiers.—40, Gorsedale Rd., Liverpool. •"

Clyno.

T O20 Clyno 2-stroke, mileage about 150, all BSl

i-fj -Chappell, Sketchley, Hinckley. [.

-j Q20 Clyno -Lipitwei^ht, perfect, ejiuipped, Uce

—Chappell, Sketchley, Hinckley. U$

Clyno -Ligitweisht, perfect, etiui....— _
£55, or oners.—Davies, Dolgoch, Llanbryrmli

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed, h.b.c, tax, lamps, al|

£34.—Scott, 75, Richmond Ed., Barnsbury,-)

CLYNO Combination, late model, good orden

condition; £75.-14, BHra Parade, Water J
Brixton, S.W. J
CLTNO 6h.p. Combination, overhauled, reen^i

hood, lamps, accessories, tax paid; £70.—^
singham Ed.. Earls'fleld. |j

LYNO Lightweight, 2-speed, hand clutph, M
lights, Lucas horn; £46.—Scrase, 234, W

sea Park Rd., S.W. :|

1 O20 2'2h.p. Clyno 2-slroke, 2-speed, tax
'

LtJ excellent condition ;_ £50.—JMorrlss and^^;

C^

Ltd., 139, Finchley Bd., N.W.3.

18-19 6h.p. Clyno Combination, shock abi S
rpe. hardly used, lamps horn ;

bargau "

Fortunegate Rd., Harlesden, N.W. ^i

1 021 Clyno 8h.p. 3-speed Spring Frame Combm.: -D

i«J guaranteed as new, very small mileage; £, -

Marshallsay, Baker, Chickerell, Weymouth. fi'

r'-ehii Clyno 1917 Combination, 3-speed, c
JO KS spare wheel, and accessories; £9 «;

oHer.-Buck. 22, Rossiter Rd., Balham, London, i-

CLTNO 6h.p. Combination, special large si *
hood, screen, spare wheel, lamps, etc., in «

licence paid; £90.-10, Thombury Ed., Brixton Nil

S.W.
'

CLTNO 1917 Coach Combination, just overt »
in splendid condition. Sinks, Klaxon lainps»

tyres, spares; 90 gns.-E. Lindsay, ^\harl Kd-i.'iJ

mere, Salop. l

CLVNO Combination, late 1916, £35 overhaul
'

trie lamps, all accessories, Tan-Sad, ±.i

i£125; like new.—10, Eagle Mansions, Truman
Stoke Newington.

E38 All Utters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date ol the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (F).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Douglas.

13 Bouglas, 2<ih.i)., counteishalt, indistinguish-

able from new, tax paid, etc., absolutely corn-

unit; £19/10.-Danson, 34
!, but minus power

fthill Ed., Bedlord. [9tl

in Douglas Combination, bc|ught ..Oct., 1920, run

IsOO mile.^; perfect condition,- lamps, horn, mirror,

line wind screen aud apron; £130 for auiok sale

mitwcirtli, Llangollen. • [9332

-

I CL.\RK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be uselul

,r,n_The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196,

Itenham Rd., Bristol. [0016

flTGLAS 254h.p., 2-speed, uncrated August, 1919,

L very rowertul and as new, fully equipped
;
genuine

Ilia: no reasonable offer refused.—AToodridings,

laor Ed., Sutton, Surrey. [1180

"iH'GLAS 1915 .334h.p., 2-speed, re-enaoelled, over-

-i liauled. new extra wide mudguards, tax. all on.

trs' colours: £47/10.—Tilley, Brent Works, Hendon.
.t4. 'Phone: Finchley 280. [X5509

'17 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, overhauled, new
.1 C.B. body, Nov. 20th, fully equipped, insured,

^

liiiaid, owner away, cash wanted; £65.—Wells, Cen-

iXiarage, Dovercourt, Essex. [9715

^lUGLAS 1921 T.T. 2%ih.p., 2-speed, complete with
- Binks carburetter, lamps, horn, etc. ; £80, or near

Q: owner requires sidecar machine.—Bligb, Eleo-

j.iii, 2, North Lane, Canterbury. [9203

rilUGLAS, 2?4b.p., 2-3pe3d, 1920, engine recondi-
- tioned, re-enamelled, replated, electric lamps,

) , spares, tax paid, genuine machine throughout,
-enings, 53, Euskin Walk, S.E.24. [9410

tp.
Douglas Combination, 1918, 3-speed, clutch,

kick start, brand new sidecar, condition splendid

ighout- a bargain, £88, or offer.—Elackmore, 769,
:ijford Ed., Manor Park, London, E. [8250

21 25ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., lamps,
horn, tools, speedometer, mileage 700, tax
insurance: £100, or nearest offer; leaving

try.—Manuel. 1, South St.. Crewe. [9642

nAR Model 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, excellent
'1 condition, Dunlops, lamps, horn, pump, tools,

1 paid; first reasonable offer secures; evenings.

—

7|5outh End Rd., Hampstead, N.W. [9841

[iMEDIATE Delivery of any Douglas Model; cash
Lor deferred payments; book your order now and
vil disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
oil Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
o'2417. [0505

I

1 20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, mileage under
L 4,000, speedometer, lamps. Easting, luggage
Iter, pillion seat, spare tyre, tools, etc., perfect
3 ition; trial by appointmeiit; £125.-21, King's
lu Leytonstone, E.ll. [9641

rjUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., late 1919, as new,
L electric lighting, screen, pillion, luggage grid,
kl:on, new spare belt, valve complete, and chain
la;, etc., tax paid, and fully insured to 1922;
;:5. or near offer.—Winter, 234, Croxted Rd..
I'le Hill. [9643
*-L 1921 Douglas Models, 2%b.p.. 4h.p., and new
-: improved W.D., at fc85, all iuUy equipped; trade
U'lied. Extended payments taken at one one-fifth
foi, remainder in 12 equal monthly payments; ex-
b, ges arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet
It' London. [4538
jECIAL 2'fih.p. Douglas, 1915, hill-climb winner,
3 2-speed, kick start and clutch, Claudel-Hobson
a.Lu-etter, special low riding position and saddle
u unsion. new tyre, belt, and chain, all accessories,
dsed; £50; not W.D. machine.—Derrington, Graf-
Rd., New Maiden. ~

[1186
ANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Douglas motor cycles and combinatione, for

u;diate delivery. Xour present machine taken in
a:, exchange: full market value allowed: distance no
lit—E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,
o|hport. Tel. : 607. [0647

21 2%h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, K.S. and clutch,
engine No. 47791, Lucas lamps and horn, A.K.
grips, complete equipment of accessories and

. 'S, mileage 3,000, new rear tyre, an exceptional
jnie, in perfect mechanical condition; ^695.-Lloyd,
'4oms and Excise, Stourbridge. [9454
TE 1920 2Kh.p. Douglas, S-speed, clutch, kick

L st:irt, lamps, horn, tools, spares, speedometer,
.1 disi-s, aluminium number plates, tax paid, insured,
Ujr:iti-li.ed, engine perfect, verv eniart, owner buying
i| cost £130; be«t over £82 secures.—Johnson 23,
'[ifeoniuont Av., Waterloo, Liverpool. [9545

• i Duzmo
i"jIEAPEST 3VJi.p. machine on the market.—1921
J Duzmo models now available. Distributing agents
a.-d for vacant coiiuties.—John Wallace, Cedar Eo.ad
'l;~. Enfield Highway, Middlesex. [9865
,:ICESTEB and County.-Sole distributing agents
T for Duzmo sporting overhead valves motor cycles
'il.last; 3', 'jh. p., single speed, speed gear, and 8h.p'
''''?;,.•,.' '-"•P- .models in stock, £84, and fitted
^il Phihpson pulley £91.—Naylor's Garage, Ansiey,
iSiSler. Phone: 52. . [9292

' I Edmund.
j'^ELAY. the spring frame Edmund agent, Fallow-
-^ field, Manchester. [6093

Vi

THIS WEEK'S LIST.

i5-:i WOLF, Blackburne 4 h.p., fl 1 ft

Sturmey 3-speed and K.S. "A-l iv.

1921 DIAMOND VILLIERS,2jb.p^, 70 r^_
Sturmey Archer 2-speed and K.S. • *^ VIlIo.

i92rCALTHORPE,J.A.P. 2jh,p., .C79
Enfield 2-speed and K.S A. I J

1021 CALTHORPE, 2 - stroke, Cft p_.
2-speed ajh.p "" ""»•

1921 CALTHORPE, 2-st., 2! h.p., i-i r„.
single-speed ^•' V»ll».

1921 COULSON-B, 2| h.p.. Sports
Model, Sturmey-.^rcher 2-speed 07 fnc
and clutch " '-"'*•

J921 DOUGLAS, 2-speed, all-on.. £85
1920 4 h.p. ZENITH, Gradua Gear, X?CC

all-on, tax paid A.VJ

r92o PRIORY, 2j h.p. s-stroke, Cn P
Arden engine, lamp, horn, etc.. .

«'*' villa.

1920 SCOTT, Sports Model, brand fllC

1920 COULSON-B, 4 h.p., 2-speed, £ Oft
very fast €*.OU

ig2t WOLF, Blackburne 4 h.p.,

Sturmey-Archer 3-spced, clutch,

and K.S., Burlington No. 2 Model
Sidecar, complete with Easting
windscreen, and all accessories, ;£12'i

(This machine has only been
used for demonstration purposes.)

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS.—Convert your clutch
into Foot, as well as Hand-Control. Fitted in

a few moments by any -amateur. Price 4/-,

Postage 4d.

The BURLINGTON MOTOR
CYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone—Brixton 2 417.

'Grams
—

" Burtington Motcrs, C!apham."

(Just by Clapham Common Underground
Station.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield. -

Enfield Combination, excellent running , o_id_c

b 'f65':—Ho'pkTlis'," New-' St., 'Ledbury.. '[X56S1

ONE 6h.p. Enfield Combination, licence paid; £80.—
112, New King's Ed., Fulbam, S.W.6. [9496

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfields, all models

in stock.-J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed. [0573

ENFIELD 2y4li.p. Twin, Bosch mag., good condi-

tion; £20.—Cann, Essex Ed., Romford. [9400

ENFIELD Combination, 1921, absolutely new; £150:
evenings.^156. Drowning Rd., East Ham. [9458

NEW 1921 Enfield Combination in stock: £160.—
—Bounds' Garage, High Ed., Kilburn. N.\\.

[9334

ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p., 1915, late, excel-

lent condition; £90.-37, Wickham Lane, Plnni-

stcad. 13582

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, excellent coilrti-

tiou; £95.-0. J. Mead, 176, Berkhampstead Ed..

Chesham.' ,

19^13

ENFIELD 1917 Combination, dynamo ligl't'"?,;

£110; oJfers.-Mosedale, 30. Canterbury Rd., Kil-

burn, N.W.I. [^501

ENFIELD 6h.p., 1917. good condition; £75, or ex-

clKinge Triumph.—Buckland, Plough Lane, Wad-

don, Croydon.
- t-^^''

EiNFIELD 2y4h.p. 2-stroke, 2.speed,. 1921, in stock

£65; kick starter £5 extra.-Rivett, 2^6, Higl.-

Ed., Leytonstone. -
1^"^^

9 Enfield, 2l,ih.p.,TO 19 Enfield, 2i,ih.p., 2-speed spleiidid condition.

XU any_.trial, lamps, horn; £35.-11. Elms^Rd.
Dulwich Village.

1Q20 Enfield 8h-p.
XiJ screen, tax pai

Hamilton Ed., Eeading

ENFIELD 1921 2-strol;e, done 10 miles, tax paid,

guaranteed: £55. quieU sale.-36. New E»i |'l;;

Hampstead, N.W. L*"'

h.p. Enfield Combination, «^<^ellenl condition fully

_ equipped, tax. insurance paid; £120.-7, taiuej

Ed., South Hackney. '-"'"^

Com'-ination, 8h.p ,
late 1915., d!"™"

lighting, fully «,uirped: £1^5, or offer.-70, Eose-

l.eiy Av., Manor Park.
'-a'tto

6b n Enfield Combination, good condition, tax

paid, all lamps; price £65.- Phone

63, South End, Croydon.

6
-pNFIELD

IMagdyno Combination, wind

[9981

2431.-
(9650

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, 6h.p.,_1920 cylmdei_s,

pistons, condition as new seen after 7

;

£80.-9,
[9296

ENFIELD 1920 Combination, perfect condition, how ,

screen, lamps, horn, taxed: £118.-Clark, 7, Lxlu-

bition Ed., .South Kensington. L^ia-

ENFIELD, 8h.p., latest 1921 combinations, j?
stock

;

£160; exchanges arranged.-Eagles and Co., ..75

High St., Acton, London. 1'"="=

ENFIELD Combination, Bh.p., Lucas dynaino light-

ing, used 3 weeks only, owner bought car, £175

-Pollard, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [104 c

Qh.p. Enfield Twin, 1915, in splendid mechanfcal con^

O dition, e-xcellent appearance: ||™ S'^*}".*"\;„?

'

day. Monday by appointment.-8, Hadjn A^., Pm^e!^.

ENFIELD 1921 2y4h.p. Model, f«"y„|'l"'I'S^'il!, *??'

paid, indistinguishable froni new; £60 --Parker >,

Bradshawgate, Bolton: also 245, Deansgate, Mancl.e^ter__

1014 6h.p. Enfield Combination, including box

ly carrier, new tyres, 700x80, pil ion seat good

condition; £95.-Trigs, Newingtou, Sittingbourne^^^^

ENFIELD Combination; late 1917 Magdyno light-

ing, hood, screen, P^feet condition, tax pa d,

any trial; oflers.-36. Regina Rd., Southall, M ddhv

sex.

20 Enfield 6h.p. Combination. Lucas dynamo
19^ liEhtfnE, Easting screen, Lucas horn, etc.. tax

paid; £135 ca^sh^MerJer. Mill House, Capel, Paddock

Wood.
, .,, ,

-irk 21 8h D Enfield Combinations, with or without

19 lighting, in stock: £182 and £160.-D. J. Shep-

herd and Co., Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cr<>j

31.
'"^

EN'FTFTD 1920 2yh.p.. electric lighting, speedo-
^

meler! fully 'insured, licensed little used- £60;

appointSent. - Newell, 119, High St., Harlftden

N.W. 10. '^^^''

E. London Service Depot.-In stock 8h.p. Enfield

combination, -£160; tandem sidecar £164; 2>/4

troke, £65.-Cleare and Co., 125. High St.^
s
h.p. 2-s

Woolwich.

3b p 1917 Royal Enfield, 2-speed, K.S., lamps, hMn.
speedometer, spare -valves, new xoudition :

£52.—

W Howe, The Lord Kitchener, Coppermill Lai:e,

Walthamstow. [9760

6 h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, in splendid condi-

tion, fully equipped, with C.A.V. lighting set

:

any trial given: £95, tax paid.-47, Kingsley Ed.,

Wimbledon, S.W.19. [9276

WADOHOPE'8. 9, 8hoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
Royal Enfield models from stock, combinations

and lightweights, from £65; supplied on our easiest

1 of easy payment systems. [4539

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the isiue.

Motor Cycles advertised ly private owners ars, when desired, marked (Pi.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1Q17 Enfield Combination, electric and acetylene
XiJ lamps, hood, screen, Tan-Sad. licensed, excellent

"' '- ^" Harrington Rd.,
[7955

condition; ' 90 gns.—Edwards,
South Kensington, S.W.7.

Id 19 Enfleld
Jiij electric light.

ENFIELD Combination, total mileage 4,300, com-
plete with lamps, wind screen, speedometer, horns,

etc.. in first-class condition; pries £120.,—A.B., 62,

Southwark Bridge Ed., S.F. [9203

-1 Q21 Enfield 2.stroke, 2.speed, speedometer, lamps,
Jl*7 etc., licence and I'J months' insurance, cost

over £80, not done 100 miles; best offer over £65.-50.
Forest Drive \Vest, Leytonstone. [8650

"DOYAL ENFIELD, 6-8h.p., parts new, frame, tank.
-IX complete handle-bars, footlwards, complete foot

brake, £10/10; wheels and other parts in stock.—
Evans, Factory, Blackwood, Mon. [9998

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., Lucas dynamo
-L^ lighting, speedometer, wind screen, hood, luggage

carrier, etc., tvres good, condition excellent; trial;

£140.-209, Forest Rd., Walthamstow. [9683

Combination, 6h.'p., Boscli mag.,
hood, tools, speedometer, etc.,

new Palmer cord "tyres, condition as new; any trial;

£130, or nearest offer.—Clarke, 31, Amelia St., S.E.
[1192

6h.p. 1915 Royal Enfield Combination, lamps, tools,

Bluemel's wind screen. Klaxon horn; this com-
bination is in practically new conditon, guaranteed m
absolutely first-class running order and ready for any
distance tour; £90.—Motorist, 49, Stanley St., Roch-
dale. [X5704

ENFIELDS.—The cheapest twin on the road. We
are North London agents, and can supply from

stock standard models £160, electric £182, cash, oi

deferred payments. All spares in stock. Trade sup

plied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Woodside-

Parade, N. Finehley. [0380

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

Eoyal Enfield motor cycles and combinations foi

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part siclange; full market value allowed: distance no

object.-E. Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St.,

Sonthpoit. Tel.: 607. |0645

1 Q21 Enfield Combination, electdc lighting, hood
XJ/ and screen, speedometer. Klaxon, child s seat,

spares, and tools, 68 m p.g., mileage 1,400, m excellent

condition, and open to any examination; £185, or ex-

change with cash for 1921 O.N.; seen by appointment

-Searl, The Glen, Putney Heath Lane, S.W.15. [9624

Excelsior. -

1 O20 British Excelsior, Villiers 2-stroke, clutch and

LU kick starter, fully equipped, tax paid;- fc45.--

114, Brixton Hill, S.W. [9'32

EXOELSIOE, 8h.p. J.A.P., 2-seater sidecar, screen,

electric light. Klaxon, tools,

bargain, f lOO.-Cargill, 104,

Tottenham.
F.N.

F.N.. 4<'yl.. in good condition'; £18.-14, Phoenix St

Euston, N.W.I. ; l*^"

F.N. 5-6hp., Bosch, B. and B., last and powerful,

ride away; £20.-Kiad, 6, John St., Mayfoir,^\\^J.^

FN 1920 7h p. Combination, hood, screen, excellent

condition; il40.-l2b, Princes Parade, Church
WnnlilPV - latJll

elec-
Brown-
[8417

„^, oOod oondition

,

Northumberland Park,
[9772

End, Finehley.

FN 1920 7h p. Combination, hood, screen
"

trie lighting, Cowey, etc.; £140.-172,

hill Ed.; Catiord.

r.N 4-cyl , enamelled blue, newly Plated, tyres

new.all on, tax paid; £38.-Barry, 44, Hodwell

Kd., E. Dulwich. [9824

FN., 14-cvl., m.o.v., shaft drive, tax. spare cylinder

and valve; £38, first cash secures.-Neal 38

Bridge St., Derby. [3387

F.N. -Combinations in Stock; "duced price, £188;

call for a trial run.-Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton

Place, Bond St., V/. Mayfair 4792. [6971

r.N., S-6h.p., 4-cyl.. 2-sp?!d, hand clutch, in good

mechanica'
64, Mill Lane,
2813.

u,der; £42.—Butterworth's Garage,

Brixton HiU. 'Phone. Streatham

East Hill,
[9609

£18—FN 2V.h p., variable gear, Bosch, good tyres,

sound, reliable, tax paid, horn, really good, splen

did condition; genuine bargain; trial.—89

"VV.nndswoith.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any F.N. model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.VV.4. 'Phone : Brix-

ton 2417. [°™°

Grandex.
3b p Grandex 4-5troke, 2-speed countershaft, hand

clutch, complete lighting set, horn, etc., tax paid,

enamelling and plating absolutely as new, real smart

and fast, beautiful machine, price SSS.-Dentistry,

769, Romford Rd., Manor Parh, London, E. [9541
Harley-Davidson.

HAELEY-DAVinSON Combination, 7-9h.p. ;
£95.-

Hopkins, New St., Ledbury. [X5652
from
[0577

__„--- Harley-Davidsons
£120.—Staceyr 12, Ecclesall Ed.

CHEFFIELD Agent Jor

°ear Sirp,

""""nee (a . ij
' tha«jM

1

of yofifu.

ll^t MOUSE.

U SPORTING l-

OFFER -
i

i

In order -to increase our post-sale business,

we are prepared to refund the remittance

on every 100th order, and send the goods,

carriage paid, no matter the amonnt We
Iteep separate books (or post-sales, there-

fore this offer does not apply i« counter

customers,

A FREE OFFER
To all customers mentioning this advL when
ordering goods over £1 we are prepared to

give a first-class Motor Cycle Repair Outfit

entirely free of charge.

• WE ARE PREPARED TO SUPPLY ;

! ANY COVER AT THE LOWEST •

: ADVERTISED FIGURE OF OUR VAR- >

: lOUS COMPETITORS, CARR. PAID, i

TUBES NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Our
Price

28x2 6/6
26x21 7/-

26x2J 8/3
28x3, 9/6

26 X 2;

List
Price

rSls^x^ll"/'' '3/3

11/3I26X2.V.. 8/9' J2/9

:: 28x3 (lap-ended), 10/6

Our List
Price Price

8/9

BELTS—in Standard Lengths.

Silvartown, Lycett, Jin. Jin. -Jin. lin. ijin.

Bates, etc. Per Foot 1 /7 1/9 2/2 3/3 3/6 ^'

These soecial clearance lines are sent Carriage K
Paid on 7 days' approval against remittance, i

ORDER THE

TheJ/ame TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?iVICT0RlA.S.W1

AND AT
44, SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
*i P/msp dddresi allpost orders, to Vai/ilidll Bridge Rodd.

TELEPHONE :-VlCTORIA. 6553 £- 655*
OUR AGENT IS THp PILI.AR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

XTARLEY Sports, brand new, equipped; £125
-»-J- gain.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Bd., S.W.7. ; ;

1Q16 Harley 1920 Car, electric, any trial- £]
J-t^ Kimberley, Crescent, Leatherhead. 'Phorje

TTAELET-DAVIBSON Combination, 1919, .ly \AJ- lighting, tax jjaid, immediate sale; 105 \ -
binclair, East Molesey. 3

HARLEY (1918) and Canoelet MIVI4, good f

any trial; £110.—Post Office, Wbitehorse '

Croydon. .'Phone : 660. l

F.O.C.H. have several Harley-Davidson combinat
bargains; tax paid.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead ,'

Hampstead Tube Station).
; 1

HAELET-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p. Combiu,
mag. model, splendid condition; £110.—Aprlv

6, 101, Peckham Bd., S.E. "l ;

HARLEY Combination, new, any trial; seen r

6.30 p.m.; £115; exchange late 4h.p. com .

tion.—9, Yew Grove, Cricklewood, N.W.2.
1 )

1 Q21 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, el ,

J- *^ standard model, all complete, new ; no d(-
;

£210.—Write, S.B., 36, Alkham Rd., N.16. :

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric t

J-«^ Klaxon, speedometer, perfect condition;
Lancashire.—Box 5,324, c/o The Motor Cycle-

HARLEY-DAYIDSON Electric Combination,
large sidecar, in thorough order; £130—

1

Kingman, 6, Melrose Place," Wliit-eladies' Rd., B

HARLEY 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, 1918,
used, hood, screen, apron, disc, lamps, etc

,

tyres, tax paid.—6, 'Westwood House, Wood Lane,

"IQ20 Sports Harley-Davidson, 4h.p. flat twin,
it/ omcter, Klaxon, lamps, mileage 3,540, nei^ ;

dition
ford.

£105.—Denuison, 98^ Lower Oxiord St.. (

J Q20 Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Combination {Hen*
-Lt' sidecar), all ac<!es3ories, perfect condition;

H^

i

or near offer.—Apply, Pavilion Garage, Sloane Sq. 15. 1

don. »

ABUEY-DAVIDSON' 1918 7-9h.p. OomWt «. I

acetylene lighting, good condition ; f -

Parker's, Brtidfihawgate, Bolton; also 245, Derii

-Manch&rter. [-

HAELET-DAVIDSON, 1919, magneto model n

touring sidecar, mileage 3,900, lamps, horn, •

iug • £130 : evenings.—OUalien, 60, 1>5H6 Ed., Bi

bury, N.W.6.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1919, with 1921 bram f

MilHord 2-seater to match, cost £60; I «
car: sacriftce £126, perfect.— Doctor Gaeteen, GanliJ.

Sandy, Bedfordshire.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. IModel, with 11

sporting sidecar, electric lighting, excellen n.

dition; £175.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton
;

r

245, DeanJ?gate, Manchester. [.
'

1018 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., electric model, !

XtJ hauled and repainted, new tyres, scr^n, BO

horn, etc., magnificent combination, tax paid
; f .--

306, High Ed., Lee, S.E.13. i"

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 2-seiiter ;6i r

-L«7 electric lighting^ horn, speedometer, mir:

wind screens, excellent condition; 150 gns.—I^
'

and Co., Ltd., 139, Finehley Rd., N.W.3.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 Combination.

Sad, dynamo (Lucasl lighting, all tn« t

smart appearance, and in perfect condition ; f 150,

-Colonial Motor Co., 104a, Finehley Ed. Ham
7822.

£126—Harley-Davidson combination, mag. ig

Mills-Fulford sidecar, with luggage grid,

horn, legshields, beautifully equipped, as nev

paidJ-Porter, 1, Clifton Villas, Staines Ed., Su

on-Thames.

1020 (late) Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Electiii-,

it» iohn Mndd sidecar. 4 lockers, Auster .

disappearing hood, Tan-Sad, discs, spcaJometer

£300, accept £185, or near offei.—Box 5^318, c

Motor Cycle.

HAELET-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1920 Comln

electrical model, mileage under 3,000 ex i»"

Older, magnificent sidecar, i^''"i .J^'o^"'.:! t vr. »
speedometer, and tools; tax paid; £156.-1.. ve j

and Sons, Leatherhead

LATK 1918 Harley-Davidson Combination, mn

model electric lighting, tools, tyres in goo

dition liceice paid, the. whole '> «'i^"«S,* ^"^'f^
£110.-'Phone: 143 Kmgston.-E. A. Turner.-W

London Ed., Kingston-on-Thames.

HAELEY-D.AVIDSON Combination, electric "'

purchased new Sept., 1916, Easting wind
:

-
purciia,»ou ^ SJOO, mechamcally !- :•

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS Overhauled. Why P Ml

nrfees? Call and receive advice gratis. Ma. W
ovcrhfulcd aud

-='?'d'^iJlrs''rlno°vtTed=''l? S |
-l^r^Swe-S'^ald &-r1,ri9,'lcholefleld Rd..^^

Holloway.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marKea nj.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea-Francis.

FEANCIS 1914 Combination, lamps, horn,

needometer, spares, tax and insurance, just oyer-
^ 1 11^,1 . £Qr> nr ueiii Oiler.—Jeiiery,

[9553
, and enamelled; J90,
St., Guildford.

,-FRANCIS 3i,4h.p.. twin J,A.P., 3-speed, K^S

land and foot clutch, horn, clectnc lighting,

oiled condition; £75; offers.-Walker, Daisy

. Court Rd., Horfield. ^ [9382

\KD New Lea-Francis, 4h.p. M.A.G. engine, un-

ised unridden, the last opportunity to obtain a

new machine at enormous reduction; cash price

-Rhosha Motor Co., South St., Romford. TeJ^^

Levis.

N GUV. Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models in stock;

E60.
^°^^^

p Levis, in good order; £30, cSers.—32, Bir-

mingham Ed., StKitford-on-Avon. [X5636

as 4V.h.p. Flat Twin Engine, mag., carburetter;

£16.-2, Bassingham Ed., Earlsfleld. [9787

rlS I'opnlar, 2Vih.p., with lamps, good condition;

^30.-Hale, Riverside, Whitchurch, Hampshire.

illL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery o! all

Imodels Levis.-Chapel Ash Depot, WolverhamptOTi^

>A Levis, tax, lamps, all as new; £50.—Goad,
122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone: HampsKad

i7 2iAh.p. Special Levis, Enfield 2-speed gear,

pcrlectT £45; take sidecar.-194,iBaker St.^^f^-

Vis, 1916, good condition, lamps, Klaxon, 2 new-

spare tyres, licensed; *35, or ofler. — Lavant,

gton Ed., Hendon. [9385

|21 Levis 2i4h.p., 2-speed, piuchase__d new_ May
', ridden 25 miles, perfect;

le, Claygate, Surrey.

h.p. Levis, 1917," lebushed,. new tyre, taxed

pert examination invited;

(3ower St., Maidstone.

'VIS 1919 Type E., Enfield gears, all-chain drive

Lucas accessories, licensed, new condition

sfield, Westbury Ed., New Maiden.

ViS.-Sole Walsall agents; special exchange and

'deferred payment terms; immediate delivery.--

lles', Walsall Garage, Walsall. [2425

1 Stock, 1921 Levis, £60. Good wine needs no

ibush. Nuft sed.—Sole agents. The Headmgley
and Engineering Co., Ltd., 18

Leeds. 'Phone : Headingley 480.

what oSers? 7, The
[9316

best over f30.-Brown,
[9269

45 gns.

[9771

St. Michael's
[0494

Lincoln-Elk.
SCOLN-ELK 3>Ah.p., Bosch, appearance and me

-] chanical condifion perfect; £25.—Chandler, 70.

^court Gardens, TJpminster, Essex. [9658

ih.p. Lincoln-Elk Combination, 2-speed, clutch
7 start, good Dunlops, excellent order; £42/10.

151,

kick
iO.-
[8514Kingston Rd., Teddington.

N'COLN-ELK S'/jh.p.. 2-speea, kick start, Senspray,
. Bosch waterproof, Watsonian featherweight sidecar,
; perfect, tax paid; ride away; £40.-51, Chesuut
i: Tottenham. [1177

Jh.p. Lincoln-Elk, sports model, E.I.C., B. and B.,
lamps, horn, new tyres, splendid running condi-
tax paid; £30, or with Canoelet Minor sidecar
selling owing to ill-health.—Letters, 39, Tyumen

Cwmavon, Port Talbot. [9299

L.M.C.
S..0. 4'4h.p. 1919 Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,

lamps, licensed, perfect condition ; £80.-153,
iwell Rd., Peterborough. [9251

Martin.
''14' Martin, with 1919 3i/2h.p. o.h.v. J.A.P. en-

gine, not done 500 miles, 2-speed, new tyres,
sed; £52.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
^;ington, S.W.7. [1218

j

Martinsyde.
21 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination Irom Stock-

Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley
[9946

£145.—Morriss and
i, N.W.3.

il^ETINSYDE Combination, in stock; £145- ordei
now.—The Moreton Garage, 2, Moreton Terrace

[6495[s. Pinilico, S.W.

k21 Martinsyde Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3 speeds,
-f hand clntch, kick start, speedometer, and all
jssones, insurance, tax paid, only run 100 miles

-

l).-72, Longridge Ed., Earl's Court. (1205

Matchless.
ATCHLE33.

'..LIVERY Free for 150 miles from London
- Don-t forget, every outfit personally tested by
iM .Matchless only) expert. I am now booking
r-^s for the new sports model, ready shortly, the
.S3t and best combination on the road.—J. Tassell
liBloomfield Rd., Plumstead. S.E.18. [5374
114TCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., 2 speeds, V S -

<i £55.-43, Eussell Av., Wood Green. [9670

ENGLEBERT

Super-reinforced
The cover (hat has been designed to

withstand any strain that it is possible lo

put it to—that will stand the kick of any
motor cycle engine yet made—that will

last out any other make* These covers
are a combination of everything that is

best in tyre m^inufacture. The finest

possible rubber, the strongest possible
walls, and the bast brains lo make the
*' best out of them>"

ACTUALLY AT
HALF PRICE

Size.

26x2

26 X 2}

26 X 2J

26 X 21

x2r
28x3

Pattern.

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded ....:

Super-reinforced Extra
Heavy

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Racing Rubber Bars
and Studs

Our
Price.

23/-

26/6

24/6

27/9

26/6

32/6

27/6

50 /B

List
Price.

40 /3

53/-

-M/-

55,'6

53/-

6+/9

55/-

roo/9

Whatever tyre mileage you
are satisfied with, these tyres

are "good for more."
We guarantee these Covers to give a minimum
mileage ol 3,000 miles and will replace any
proving faulty on this basis. These goods are
sent on 7 days' approval against remittance.
Carriage paid. For particulars of our "sport-
ing oifer," see other advertisements appearing
In this issue.

ORDER THE

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

SALE.

jl/TATCHLESS Combinations.

, GENT, T.
'Phone :

J. Ross. 86, High
Lee Green 744.

Ed., Lee, S.E.

IVTARVELLOUS Value,

A
fTiRAVEL in Comfort.

r~tERTAIN to Please.

HIGHEST Marks Awarded in any passenger class

to T. J. Boss in A.C.U. 6 days t;rial 1920.

T UXURIOUS Riding.

pCONOMICAL in Petrol.

QECOND to None in Price and Workmanship.

SATISFACTION Guaranteed. PrifS standard

model, £185, with 2-seater sidecar £191/10, with

sporting sidecar £180. Easy payments and exchanges

arranged. [8976

MATCHLESS M.A.G. Combination, .3-spced, C.B.

sidecar, tax paid; £88.-254, Belsize R^., N^W.

1 021 M.itchless, all accessories, registered; £175.-
ItJ Smith, 268, Lavender Hill, Clapham Junrtiaii

MATCHLESS 6h.p. Coachbnilt Combination, splen-

did condition, tax paid: £80.-4, Stanton Ed-. Wert

Croydon. I-Sl '6

-| Q21 Matchless,
Xt/ and district

ton, S.W.

ATCHLESS 8h.p,

£55.-16,
[9424

for immediate delivery.—Brixton
igent, Arthur G. Daw, 114, Brix-

MATCHLESS 8h.p., double-seater sidecar, excellent

condition: flOO or near ofler.-120, Bat ersen

Bridge Ed., S.W.U.
;

^^'""

1021 Matchless Magdyno Combination, brand new,

LV unused, unregistered, owner must sell; «1|0-;t

41, Madrid Rd., Barnes, S.W. L6786

MATCHLESS 1921, delivery from stock; exchanges;

£185.—Geo. Smith (opposite Arding and Hobbs).

Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction. L4993

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., recently

overhauled, plate, enamelled, tax paid

St. James's Rd., Victoria Park, E.2.

CtHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless All models in

& stock ; sporting models £180, standard models £185

-A. J. Stiicey, 12, Ecclesali Ed., Sheffield. [0674

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. o.h.v. J.A.P. en-

gine, 2-speed, all on, good condition; £60; afte,

5.-King, 10, L.™gley Lane, Vauxlmll S.W.S. [9543

MATCHLESS 1917. M.A.G., electric, Tan-Sad, hood,

screen, just re-enamelled, splendid condition
;
£120

-39, Kyile Ed., Clapham Common, S.W.ll. 19730

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, Binks, hood, sereeii,

tax- any trial; £85.—Nennham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith TO^^

1 rt21 Matchless, all models for immediate delivery,

1«7 exchanges and deferred payments if required.-

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.^^^^

MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, spare

wheel, screen, horn, 3 lamps, gnoranteert: £135;

tax paid.-Featherstone, Woodfalls, SIdley, Bexlull-on-

Seo.
[°'^^

MATCHLESS Late 1914 Combination Bh.p. M.A.G.,

complete with all accessories and spares, splen-

did condition; £110, or near.-Pierce, 3, Hillcrest Rd
Acton, W.3.

-
- [8846

1021 Matchless Combination, M.A.G., Lucas dyualiio

Lit , lishtinc, double-sentcr, everything on, Uivisli y

equipped! £185, bargain.-150. Upper Richmond Ecl„

East Sheen.
" L^"'^

-1 Q20 Matchle5s.H2, M.A.G., Lucas Magdyno hood

ly speedometer, sidecar step, fully insured June

1922, perfect; £167.-McBain, 19, Hcnleaze Rd.,

Bristol.
[78I

MATCHLESS H., Nov., 1920, mileage 200, abso=

lutelv as new, used lew times only, horn, screen,

.,vi,e wheel, tools; £150, or offeis.-Bickmore, Cams
College, Cambridge. [9815

MATCHLESS Combination, 5h.p. J.A.P. twin, 1914,

2-speed ountershaft, Bosch, new tyre back, wind

screen, hood, sprung wheel sidecar; £90.-44, DunvcBai.

Gardens, Eltliam, S.E.9. [9180

O.C.II. have a 1920 Matchless Combinatiqri,

h dynamo, small mileage, hood, screen, luggage grid,

spare wheel, tax paid; bargain. -5. Heath St., Hamp-

stead (near Hampstead Tube Stationl.

The Name The FirmtBSEsmm
WAY

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.ll.

Telephones : Victoria 65S3 and 6SS4.

411 letters relating to advertlsemsnts should quote ttie number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

[9380

LATE 1920 8h.p. Matchless Combination, dynamo
lighting, spare wheel, wind screen, sidecar step,

le^shieldb, trip speedometer, all tools, etc., low mileage;

«!55, or near.-436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath,

S.E. [^'"^

MATCHLESS Combination; £185; best value on
market; spring frame, detachable wheels in-

cluded.-Agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd., South Kensington. Kensington 4096. Exchanges

arranged. [9194

B.l';
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. 1

Matchless.

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Twin J.A.P. Combination, 2
speeds, chain drive, all accessories, wind screen,

j

lusgage grid, excellent condition; £98; tax paid.—
,

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, London. [1096 1

SEE This.—Victory model 1918-19 Matchless com-

1

bination, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel, I

horn, screen, lamps, mirror, speedometer, etc^ any
trial; £93.-136, Dalmally Rd., Croydon. [9884 1

"I Q 20 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo
J-t/ lighting, all spares, perfect conidtion, any trial

or examination; £170. or exchange small car, par-

ticularly G.W.K. — Dillon, 133, Regency St., West-
minster. [9912

WANTED, purchasers for any model oi new 1921
Matchless motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate deHvery. Tour present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—E. Bainber and Co., Ltd.. 2. Eastbank St..

Snuthport. Tel.: 607. [0651

MATCHLESS Model H., J.A.P. Sh.p., Lucas Mag-
dyno, very little used, perfect condition, rear

drive speedometer, electric born, watch, bood, screen,

spare wheel, luggage grid, legshields, electric light for

sidecar, any trial, new 6 months ago; £185.—F., 47,

Plashet Lane, East Ham. [S'^S^

THE Matchless Agent, Sam E. Clapham. 'Phone :

Greenwich 751. Spend your holidays the Match-
less way ; free from trouble or care ; ride with plea-

sure and comfort, secure satisfaction and service; im-

mediate delivery all models.—Note address, write, call,

or 'phone, Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
St.. Greenwich, SE.IO. [1107

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practi-

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce
on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for

cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;
all spares in stock.—Jones'- Garage, Muswell Hill.

N.IO. and at Woodside Parade. North Finchley. [0381

MATCHLESS-M.A.G., late 1914, 3 speeds, stored

4 years, recently thoroughly overhauled, plated,
and enamelled, perfect order, double-seater sidecar, 2

wind screens, double hood, electric lighting, Tan-Sad
complete, Binks carburetter. Bosch mag., Jones speedo-
meter, full tools and spares, ideal family outfit; price

£130.—Tyler, Lynton House, Ewell, Surrey. [9591

MATCHLESS 1921 Model H Sh.p. M.A.G. Com-
bination, used 700 miles, new condition, nn-

scratched, Lucas Magdyno set. guaranteed faultless,

showroom condition, handsome turn-out, speedometer,
tools, wind screen, hood, spare wheel, tyre, tax paid;
trial- any time; bargain, £190.—Stepney Garage, 77,

Salmons Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepney, London.
[9886

Maxim.
MAXIM-DALM, Dec. 1920 3h.p. 2-stroke, abso-

lutely new, Amac, carburetter, E.I.C. mag.,
Albion 2-speed, Hutchinson tyres, accessories. £52;
ditto, with clutch, kick start, £58/10.-224, Penton-
ville Rd., London, N.l. - [4292

Metro.

METEO-TYLER 2iA.h.p., 2-speed, brand new; £50 to

clear.—Saunders Garage, Parade, Golders Green.
[8190

METRO-TYLER, 2S/ih.p.. 2 speeds, perfect condi-

tion; £35, or offer.—71, Poole's Park Rd.. Fins-
bury Park. [9916

METRO-TYLER, 2V2h.p., 2-speed. all enclosed. S
Type Model, complete with smart float sidecar,

very porty outfit; £65.—Cecil House, Hendon Lane,
Finchley. [9845

1 Q 20 Metro-Tyler, 2 speeds, discs, original tyres,
-l-t/ splendid condition; any trial; as new; genuine
bargain, £38/10; exchange.— 89, East Hill, Wands-
worth. 'Phone : Battersea 443. [9635

1 Q19 fNov.l Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, all red model,
X*/ discs, in top-hole condition, little nsed, lamps,

licence, insurance paid; £54; or near offer.—45.

Knighton Ed., Fore.st Gate, E,7. [9767

METRO-TYLER, May, 1921, 2-speed, clutch, and
kick starter, De Luse sports sidecar, Lucas elec-

tric, hood, wind screen; a snip, £85.—Bailey, Ashley
Rise, Walton-on-Thames. [8376

Minerva.

Oih.p. Mine/va, W.T. Bosch mag., smart lot.—44,
/W 4 Thorpe Rd:, Kingston, Surrey. [9861

027.—Minerva 6h.p., special model, tax paid.—Chap-
ot" man, Mendham, Harleston, iS"oTfolk. [9161

3ih.p. Minerva, Matchless frame, Bosch, Senspray,
2 new horn, bars, engine parts, etc.; £30, or offer,

—Hurst, 16, Alloa Rd., London. [9397

2ih.p. Minerva, new mag., B. and B.. very low
•4 and light, in good running order; £14, offers.—

52, Birmingham Rd., StratlordnDn-Avon. [X5639

Mohawk.
SHOP-SOILED Mohawk Combination, SV^h.p. K.D.

engine, 3-speed. kick start, hand clutch; £130,—
2, 4, 6, Alexandra Rd., N.8. [8281

MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest
possible prices for cash or easy payments.—

Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-8, Alexandra Rd., Horn-
sey. [3698

ff WHY WALK
or travel in stuffy trains

when for 38 guineas you
can buy a new 1921
Mark IX. 2i h.p. O.K.
motor cycle
which will transport you in comfort
anywhere at a minimum cost. This
machine can be supplied on payment of
£io, and 12 equal monthly instalments
of £2 14s lod. Other models, 48-gns.,

57 gn::., and 64 gns. Catalogue and
order form post free on application.

We can give delivery from stock of
new 1921 models of the following makes.

P. & M., B.S.A., Zenith, Enfield,

Sunbeam, Triumph, Ariel,
Martinsyde, Raleigh, R u d g e
Multi, Velocette, New Imperial,

etc., etc.

A liberal allowance made on your
present macTiine, and Extended
Payments if desired.
Should you be unable to afford a

new machine you can no doubt
obtain what you require from our
Second-hand Dept.
Every machine thoroughly over-
hauled in our own workshops and
is therefore dependable.

TRIUMPH JUNIOR, 1919 20.

all accessories. Tax paid . £57 10

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2? h.p., 3-sp.,

Tax paid ,
' £72 10

P. & M., s\ h.p., R.A.F. type,

o\-erhauled, in good order . £65

RUDGE - MULTI, 1919 - 20,

3! h.p., with accessories,

Canoelet lightweight Sidecar.

Tax paid '

J'JS

SUNBEAM 3.1 h.p. I9r4 Com-
bination - £85

HENDERSON 1916 10 h.p.

4-cyI. Combmation, electric

light, speedometer £115

ENFIELD 1917 6 h.p. Com-
bination, electric lighting,

hood, screen, speedometer,
horn. Tax paid £125

A.J.S. 6 h.p. 1916 Combination £115

NEW IMPERIAL 1920.6 h.p.

J.A.P. Combination, lamps,
horn. Tax paid £135

SCOTT, 1920, and Henderson
Sidecar,£lectric light, speedo-
meter, screen, nearly new.
Tax paid :..^- £135

Etc., etc.

FULL LIST POST FREE.

As our stock is constantly changinj,

it would help us if you will kindly let

lis know the type of machine you are

requiring, and the approximate figure

you wish to pay.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

*2)289-293.HighHolborn
LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams; "Admittedly, London.'
Telephone : Holborn 6430. J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

£18.—Motosacoche lightweight, aplendid condit
Platts, 602, King's Rd., Fulham, London.

Motosacoche, perfect condition, liceui •-.

lamps, born, etc.; £18.—Spark, 1, Sidnev >
bridge.

2ih.p. Motosacoche, in splendid condilir.n,
2 tyres, horn, licence paid, gnarantc.-d,

2 h.p.

la

climber, new saddle, spare belt;
St., Devizes.

£16.-14, E,

2ih.p. Motosacoche, mechanical Talveg, Biii^l:.

4 buretter, good order, electric lamps rnJ*;

£18 or near offer.—Peacey, Beechwood Hou^e, it.

pellier, Cheltenham. il9

New Hudson. i

1021 New Hudson, Ace, racing, 2-strote, 2(4,
*~*y spares.-Keene, 99, Uttoxeter New Kd., I -z

NEW HUD,SON 1914 S'/jh.p., 3-speed, good
dition; first offer, £47/10.—Geo. Fein, 92, I .

St., Eugby. . C ;>^

1 Q20 New Hudson Tourist, 2-speed, excellent i]}.

J-«7 tion, electric lighting, accessories; £52/li
J,

Fulhnm Place, Paddington, W.2. \t6

NEW HUDSON 1921 Lightweight, rims detac i;

£52;i&.—Geo. Smith (opposite AidinB and I J.
Lavender Hill, Clapliam Junction. r

1Q14 New Hudson 3V^h.p., 2-speed, escellent
A*/ tion, complete with accessories; bargain
—7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill. S.E.24. 84

NEW HUDSON, 2i4h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, -^
tool boxes, tax paid, perfect condition.—9, in

St., Shepherdess Walk, City Ed., London, N.l. \%

NEW HUDSON 1917 Lightweight, 2 specc llli

accessories, splendid condition; £42.—< «.

tioner, 43, Prince Regent -Lane, Plaistow, E.13. 'U

NEW HUDSON, 3-sp€6d 2SrJh.p., little ridd( -bI

carefully maintained ; expert examination i ;

price £28.—Apply, J. P. Williams, 87. Lancasti

Netting Hill.

"VTEW HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, 3

J-^ clutch, clutch and gear recently overhaiile

and tyres excellent, tax paid; £39; privately

—Seen Gray Levin, 5, Boulevard, Balham Hi&-

S.W.

6 h.p. New Hudson Twin Coachbuilt Combi
1915, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, chain cu

overhauled, complete with lamps, horn, speedi

wind screen, and luggage grid; a bargain.

Common, Station Hill, Kidderminster.

NEW HUDSON, 2Vih.p., sports model, ab'

unscratched, indistinguishable from new, ta

splendid running order, £28; or minus powt
iei7/10.—Dawson, 34, Ampthill Ed., Bedford.

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on
Popular. 50 gns.; de luxe, 65 gns.; Ace, :<'

Spares lor 2>/ih.p., 3y2h.p.,-and 6h-p. machines s k-i

Catalogues aud any information by return. ^-

Hudson Depot. 45. Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn. 1 2

New Imperial.

3Ah.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, reduced to

4 ditto, with clutch and kick" starter, red'

£77.

Sh.p, Combination; £163; in stock for ini

delivery: easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd
Brompton Rd., London.

NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. J.A.P. Combinalio
order; trial; £90.-177, Westminst..

Rd., S.E.I.

NEW IMPERIAL 1918 a'-ih.p., 2-speed.

horn; £50.—Fairmoui^t, Brockley View.

Hill, S.E.23.

1 O20 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, as new.

i-»f £52/10.—Goad,( 122, Maida Vale, W.9.
Hampstead 1353.

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 2?ih.p., all a.'c
;

condition as new; £58.—Healey, Ban l^'

Kearsley, near Bolton. )'

-1(1120 Sh.p. New Imperial, 3-speed, all^liai: jTO

J.tJ perfect condition, small mileage; *125, ti W»;

—131, Crescent Ed., Middlesbrough. 9»'

NEW IMPERIAL, 8h.p., 1918, Montgome Ir

Family sidecar, tax paid; nearest £i'.
,,

trial.—60, Cardigan Rd., Bow, E.3.

NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 1917, 6h,p.,

full accessories, spares, exchange ligl
:

part or sell.-Rees, 65, CTarendon Bd., Southse S-

-| 019 (Nov.) 8h.p. New Imperial Combin; '!»,

J." speeds. Easting, lamps, spares, tax. paid ^il-

condition; any trial; £90.-23, Station Rd., 1

Farnworth, nr. Bolton.

NEW IMPERIAL Combinations "at 160
worth looking at. We have them in -

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith E _

»Phone: Hamiuersmith 80.

BARGAIN.—1919 New Imperial-Jap, 2-:.,

speed, clutch, all accessories, several spa

trial- £60, or near offer, quick sale.—Pickett. '

Court Rd., Tunblidge Wells.

B4'5 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked ( I").
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\
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

New Imperial.

i;\V IMPERIAL. 1919. 2'!ili.p. J.A.P.. all acces-

sories, e.^cellent condition, about 1.000; £55.

I

offer-—42, Lillian Ed., Castlenau, Barnes. [9823

i'i

20 8h.iJ. New Imperial Combination. Sandum 2-

with hood, wind screen, lamps. Klaxon,seater, - . .^; ,

tax paid, condition as new; «140.—Fisher. 43,

k Orchard Crescent, HoUoway, N. [9363

]iW IMPERIAL 8h.p., 1920, tandem sidecar, wind
screen, hood, luggage grid, 2 spare tyres, engine

es Lucas lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, tools;

0—Scarfe, 23, Mandeville Ed., Enfield Wash.
[9942

MEDl.ATE Delivery of any New Imperial Model:
cash or deferred i>ayments; book your order now
avoid disappointment l^^te^.—Burlington Motors.

\, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ;

ton 2417. [0506

i'W IMPERIAL 1919 W.D. Sh.p. Combination.
)
tminted grey, carbide he.ld, electric side and t.iil

\nt, siieedometer, horn, screen, L,M.C. saddle, leg

als, engine overhauled; £130.— M.C.'s Office, H.M.
:yard, Portsmouth. [9147

New Ryder.
5W RYDER-J.A.P., 2"!4h.p.. 2-speed, kick starter,

1 clutch, 1921 (February); cost £78, accept ie55;
|er power required.— 6, Firs Av,, Ripon. [9399

jsw ETOEK de Luxe 25ih.p., kick starter, 2-speed
gear, list 76 gns., slightly sliop-soiled ; 60 gns;

irred ^rnis arranged.—Midland Garage. 7. Broad

i
Birmmgham. [7353

New Scale.
(5W SCALE Combination. 3;zh.p. 2-stroke Pre-

cision, Burman countershaft, lamps, licence. iTot

500 miles, perfect; £85.—Watton, 108, Upper
..Mary's Rd., Bearwood, Birmingham. [9586

Norton.
ilEMIER Motor Co. lor 1921 Nortons.

j^Y Model Norton delivered fco your address, car-

j
Tiage paid within 24 hours; easy payments only

. extra.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Bir-
jSlham. [0625

VAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton official agent; early
\ deliveries. [0595

5RT0N, B.R.S., condition as new; £60; evenings.—
.156, Browning Rd., East Ham. [9459

L)RTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere,
early rfates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

[4029
rBIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Norton.—Chapel Aah Depot. Wolverhnmp-
[X3820

(3RT0N 1921 Models.—Sole district agents. Wessex
j Motors. Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury.
:pne : 72. [5005

(ORTONS 16H and Big Pour, and B.R.S. specials
from stock.—Frank Whitworth. Ltd., 139, Ne»

t Birmingham. [X416r
I9RT0N.—Sole Walsall agente; exchanges or de-

ferred payments,—Maudes' Motor Mart. Walsall
iige, Walsall. [2421

li GNS.—Norton. 1916. B.R.S., Philipson, Stewart,
'J lamps, etc.; Baby Levis, £32.—Weybourne
'age. Farnham, Surrey. [9858

lAT. 1921, Big Fonr Norton, Henderson sidecar,
T as new, all acce.ssories

; £150, or near offer.—
rjives, 43, Lithos Ed., Hampstead. [9561

^)ET0N,16H 3'/:;h.p., 3-speed, immediate delivery
from stock, £132; Big FoUr model, £135.—P. J.

;is, 81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [XS633
lk20 Big Four Norton Combination, equipped, spares.

Y excellent condition; any examination; £135, or
i offler.-Gore, 65, Bath Ed., Wolverhampton. [X5675
(21 (June) 16H Norton, hardly used, mileage

J about 100, beautiful engine; £128. or exchange
Jtmo model A.B.C.—Kennedy, Hascombe, Surrey.

[9532
I

^21 Norton, 3-speed, fully eyuipped, perfect oon-
1^' dition; £100 for rjuick sale; owner touring pre-
itory returning abroad.—W. Carey, Poste Eeetante,
llifl. [9217

|k20Big Four Norton Combination, Henderson sport-
^' iiig widecor, all lamps, speedometer. Klaxon and
issories, tax paid; any trial; £120.—Luff, Woodbury
i|se, Axminster, Devon. [9876
<|3RT0N 1916 SVjh.p., combination or solo, Sturmey
A 3-speed, speedometer, horn, enamel and plating
If, excellent condition ; offer.— 1, Lunham Rd.,
^I'ler Norwood, S.E.

. [7430

|i»21 Norton Big 4, with Henderson sidecar de luxe!

Y Magdyno lighting, 5 months wear, better than
^; £170; particulars; trial; no dealers. — Major
'ilegh, 20, Spenser Rd., Bedford. [9398
«3RT0N 1921 Combination, Big Four, dickey seat
- on sidecar, fitted with every conceivable accessory,
Mly as new; £175; deferred terms can be arranged,
lland Garage. 7, Broad St., Birmingham. [8142

11)20 Big Four Norton, on road Jan, 1921, H.H.
t' electric lighting, Cowey, Sturmey-Archer gear,
r Henderson sidecar. Cameo, only done 1,500-
1 5.—Walker, Daisy Mead, Court Ed., Horfleld

[9883

1/ 1meant tobttt) I

|J aTyre from \

There are more pleasant
holidays spoilt by faulty

tyres than anything else.

So look below before
'you go.

TYRES AND TUBES
IN PERFECT CONDITION.
( will refund your money Immediately

if you are not satisfied.

24x2
Wood-Milne Spec:al 28;-

26x2
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 32/9
Wood-IVIilne Combination 44 /-

26x2i
Dunlop Heavy 36/6
Macintosh Chain 3216
Avon Sunstone 37/6
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 35/-
Rom Combination 42 /-

Avon Combination 38 '9

Beldam Combination 35 /-

Palmer lieavy Cord 38/9
Palmer Cord 32 6
Skew Rubber Non-Si(ids 29/6

26x21
Palmer Heavy Cord 37 /-

Palmrf^ord 33 /-

Dunlop Heavy 37/-
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 34/6
Bates Special Heavy 37/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 35 /-

26x2* to fit 2J Rims.
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 33 /-

Wood-Milne Special 33 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45 '-

26x2i
Dunlop Heavy 45 /-

Macintosh Chain 36 /-/

Rom Combination 47/6
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 36/-
Skew Heavy Ribbed 37/6

650x65
Heavy Rubber Non-skid 26/6
Wood-Milne Special 43/6
''Miche in Steel-s.udded 52/6
•Clincher Steel-studded 47/6
'•Wood-Milne Steel-studded 45 /-

Burnett Grooved 41/9
Dunlop Steel-studded 55 /-

•Voiturctte trltin2.

700 X 80 to fit 650 x 65
Wood-Milne Snecial 10 1-

Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 55/-
Dunlop Steel Studded —
700 X 80 (for 650 X 65) Voiturette Rims
Wood-Mtlne Gruv Ribbed 60/-
Spencer Moulton Ribbed 60 /-

Beldam Bulldogs 60 /-

Avon Sunstone . 60/-

28x3
Wood-Milne Extrn Strong 4-p.y 29/3
Palmer Cord Heavy 50/-
Dunlop Extra Strong 4-ply 50/-

28x2i
Wood-Milne 4-ply 40/-
Hutchinson Heavy Rubber-studded 26/9
Hutchinson Heavy Ribbed 29/6

NEW TUBES, in all Sizes, 7/- each.
Also Clearance TUBES, with one small vul-
canised patch by Manufacturers, otherwise

quite new, 5/6.

The above goods are sent passenger train.

Carriage paid.

The above lines are sent Seven Days on -

Approval, and Forward Passenger Train
Carriage Paid.

REMEMBER—The reputation and guarantee
of Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

EMANUEL'S, Tyre Factors,
27, BELGRADE RD., STOKE NEWINGTON,
Telephone: Dalskm 3t6i. LONDON, N.16.

Stores :

37a, Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N.•••••aBg,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

"I <Q21 Big Four Norton Combination, Lucas -Inmps,
-*-^ wind screen. Tnn-Sad, numerous spares, tyre, etc.;
exchange 1921 2*ili.p. A.J.S. or Sports Sunbeam, or
^ell neare.9t £150.—IJrandreth, Confectioners. High St.,
Biddulph. [9758

NORTON Sy^h.p., 1916 model, Sturmey countershaft
3-speed, clutch, engine overhauled makers £20,

splendid condition, tax, lamps, horn, will dismantle
inspection; sacrifice £75; genuine.—26, Brett St.,

Attercliac, Sheffield. [1030

WANTED, purchasers for any model o! new 1921
Norton motor (-ycles nud combination,^, for

immediate delivery. Your piesent maohine fallen in
part exchange; full mail:et value alloived; distance no
object.~R. Bamber Jind Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Soutbport. Tel. : 607. [0644

NORTON 1921 3'/.h.p., B.R.S., 3-speed, all-chain,
silver plated tank, polished aluminium mud-

guards, racing steel valves, 3 spare sprockets, Day-
beam electric lig'hting eet, horn, severiil spares, certi-

fied over 65 m.p.h. for lap at Brooklnnds ; £135.—
Chas. H. Littlewdod and Co., Motor Cycle Depot, Sher-
man Rd., Bromley, Kent. , [9491

L MITCHELL, our representative, rode his private
• 1920 SVih.p. Norton in the Senior T.T. to prove

his confidence in the machine he &ells. E*=ult, ft^:^t

Norton first private owner, and sixth place in the
greatest rac- ever oonte>teil. If the effort deserves en-
couragement, you can do no less than place that Noiton
order with him nnd watch him -in the next big event.
—BuUoughs Motors. Ltd., Waterloo St.. Oldham. [2050

N.S.U.
6h.p. T.T. N.S.U., 2-speed, splendid condition ; bargain,

£40, or exchange lightweight.—Cook, 2, Fulbrook
Mews, Tufnell Park. [9475

N.U.T.

N.U.T. 1920 S'l-h-p.. dynamo lighting, tax paid, in-
distinguishjible from new; £120,—Parkei's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate. Manchester.
[S5666

N.U.T.—Sole agents for nine counties; special ex-
change or deferred payment terms; immediate

delivery all models ; trade supplied.—Slaudes' MotoriTj
Mart, London, Exeter, and Walsall. [2422

O.K.

1 Q21 23ih.p. O.K. Junior; £50/8.—Morriss andXv Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., N.\V.3. [9947

1Q21 O.K. Juniors, single speed, brand new; 38 gns.—
-L «7 Kemp'a Garage, Oificial Agents, Louth, Lines.

[X5672
O.K., latest 1921 models in stock for immediate de-

livery, from 38 gns.—Eagles and Co.; 275, High
St., Acton, London. [1094

O.K.-VILLIERS, 1921, 2-speed. lamps, ryclometec,
full equipment, mileage 400, licensed, insured,

absolutelv as new; can be seen Young's, Kilburn ; out-
fit cost ^72, price .£52.—Brewer, 7, Clifton Av.,
Wembley. [9565

Omefla
OQ GNS.; 1919 Omega-Jap 2';4h.p.. 2 speeds, good

JT tyres, tax paid; bajcgain; exchanges.—Garage,
Hansler Rd.. East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [9917

OMEGA-J.A.P. 1920 2^fih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
starter, fully equipiied, licensed; £40; great bar-

gain.—Bunting's Motor Exchange. Wealdstone. [1077

Osborne.

OSBORNE-J.A.P. 4h.p., multi-geaic:, re-enamelle:l,

plated, a* new; £38.—Willetts, Rookery, Lane-:-

fteld, Ettingshall, Wolverhampton. [X5690

P. and M.

P.
and M., as new, K.S., 2 speeds, perfect running;
£40.-59, Greyhound Rd.. Fulham. [lOOl

20 P. and M., all on, tax paid, as new; £87/10.
-Inman, 1, Othello St., Liverpool. [9800

17 SV'h.p. r. and M., 2-speed clutch. K.S., ppr-

fect;' £47.—56, Park Lane, Kidderminster. [9985

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models P. and M.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hampton. rX3&21

.

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, overhauled, perfect, light

C.B. sidecar; £65.-38, Sherrifl Rd., West Hamp-
stead. N.W.6. , [9871

1 Q18 P. and M., blue enamelled, lamps, horn, tax
JL*' paid, excellent condition ; £55.-37, Treadgold
St., Netting Hill. ^ , [976.^

P.
and M., latest 1920 combination, cost £160. used
twice, equal new, guaranteed, trial; £125.-41.

Ashford Rd., Cricklewood. [9574

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, all accessories, h'tensed, ,

fast and reliable, good condition; £65.—Derring-
ton, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [1184

-| Q20 Sporting P. and M., complete trip speedometer.

-

X»/ and all spares; £90, or offer; approval against

cash.—Box 5,311, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9484

P.
and M. Combination, late, Cameo, lamps, horn,
etc.. tax paid; any trial; bargain, £56.—Grimes,

,

32, Fairlight Av., Willesden Junction, N.W.IO. [9679

P.
and M. Combination, fully equipped, licensed,

mileage 1.800; buying car; £90, offer; view
after 6.—Letters. 86, Norwood Rd.. Heme Hill. [9887

19
19

All letters relatinii to advertisements shuuld quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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19'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

£48.-1918 3V.hp. P. and M., E.I.C. mag., B. and
B. carbjretter, splendid condition, 40 m.p.h.,

95 m.ii.g.—Eae, 245, Hammersmith Rd., W.6, [9645

1Q19 P. and M. Combination, wind screen, electrii'

-i-*/ lighting, overhauled and re-enamelled March,
1921: bargain, £85.-163, Cromwell Ed., Peterborouph.

[9252

"I QIS E.A.P. P. and M., lamps. Klaxon, tyres nearly
-»- *y new, tax paid, running splendidly ; £50 ; seen by
appointment.—May, 60, Woodland Rise, Mnswell Hill.

[9444

1 20 P. and M. Combination, excellent condition,
electric lighting, Easting wind screen, licence

paid; fi85; owner buying car.—74, Copthall Gardens,.
Twickenham. [9432

P.
and M. Combination, splendid condition through-
oirt, fully equipped; £75.—Speechley. The Motor

House, 86, Cliurchfleld Ed., Acton, W.3. 'Phone :

Chiswick 1902. [1212

P.
and M. Late 1919 Combination, perfect, all tyres

as new. tax and insurance paid, lamps, separate
generators, wind screen, spares; £75: no offers.—100,

High St., Tooting. [9553

P.
and M., late 1917-18, newly stove-enamelled and
plated in makers' 1921 _ colours, new Dunlop

tyres, perfect mechanical condition: £65.—57, Firs

Hill Ed„ Sheffield. [9639

9"; GNS. or Exchange, real bargain; 1920 P. and
O M, combination, lamps, speedometer, horn, leg-

shields, tax paid, splendid condition.—Garage, Hans-
ler Ed., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [9398

P.
and M. 1919 Model, overhauled and re-enamelled,

splendid condition, beautiful finish, fully equipped,

]3inks carburetter, spares, etc. : £68.—Carpenter, 93,

I/eander Ed., Brixton Hill, London, S.W.2. [9655

P.
and M. Combination, reconditioned 1919 model,
bought March, 1921, from makers, complete

lamps, tools, etc., carefully used, splendid condition:

96 gus.-94, Southwark Park Ed., Bermondsey. [9515

1 Q18 E- and M., new Montgomery, Lucas lamps
-Lt/ and horn, Watford speedometer, new tyres, com-
plete tools and spares, tax and insurance, excellent

.^ondition and appearance; any trial; bargain, se75, or
offer.—Matthews, 13, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill,

S.W. [9629

P. and s

PEARSON and Sopwilh, 1920, ViUiers 2-stroke,

electric liRliting set, Albion 2-speed, exceptionally

faet and powerful, perfect; £45.-22, Eswyn Rd., Toot-

ing, S.W. [9656

Paragon.

TO 20 (£32) Paragon 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped;
Xtl bargain.— 181. Newton Rd., Eurton-on-Trent.

[9713

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT 2";4h.p., all accessories, good condition,

ride away; £28.-122, Brockley Rd., S.E.4. [9649

PEUGEOT 2%h.p., fixed gear, B. and B. mag., good
nrnner. suit beginner; £14.—Butterworth's Gar-

age 64 Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone ; Streatham
2813. [9723

PEUGEOT Sh.p. Twin Combination, 3-speed Stur-

mey-Archer gear. Bosch mag., coachbuilt sidecar,

runs beautifully; £32.—Butterworth's Garage, 64, Mill

Lane, Brixton 'Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813. [9726

Premier.

"PREMIER 3i/.h.p,,. _N._S.U._ 2-speed; £20.—Spee_ch-

M' satlsfactioa

S5 JfOJRTOH 5-

HAJL,JJFAX..

ley, 86, Churchfield Rd.., Acton, W.3

.p.

exchange 2-stroke,
Olh.p. Premier Twin, complete, ride awaj

-62

take push CTCle part

well, London.

[1213

^. £30:
Farmer Rd., Leyton.

... [9680
.ciplendid condition; £2&;
57, Kenbirry St;,' Camber-

[9776

•pREMIBE Lightweight,

, Lon

3ih p Premier, licence paid, I*, and H. lamp.s, new
2 Dunlop tvra front, very good order; £18.—Spark,

1, Sidney St., Cambridge. .. [9243

PREMIER Combination, 7-9h,p., countershaft, beauti

fnl turnout : 90 gns. ; take lower power part.—

57. Keubury St., Oamberwell, London. [9777

PREMIER 3iAh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed

countershaft gear, clutch, footboards; ^£48; tax

paid.—Eagles and Co.. 276, High St., Acton, London.
[1097

BARGAIN.—7-9h. p. Premier Combination. 2-speed,

overhauled, re-enamelled, renpholstered, spares,

accessories; exchange; £85, ofters.=-105, Balham Park
Rd.. S.W.12. ,[9644

PEEMIER, 7-9h.p., 3-speed countershaft, Bosch mag.,

double-seater wicker sidecar, S-fold w^nd screen,

cverhauled, powerful machiire, guaranteed ruhhing
order, tax paid: £70, or offer; photo.—2, Mascotte,

Ed., Putney, S.W.15. [1022

PREMIER. 1913-14, in splendid condition, 3'jih p.,.

.stored 4 years, Bosch mag., B. and B. carbu-

retter, clutch, pedal start, P. and H. lighting set,

tyres good, ready to ride away; £38; buying light-

weight.—27, Peabody Estate, Lordship Lane, Totten-

hali. [9498
Quadrant.

3-SPEED Quadrant Coachbuilt Combination, recently

overhauled; what offers ?—Pollard, High St..

[9468' i^ruDdel.

?/aa) 'F'ti^txliuti,

EXCHANGES QUOTED
1921 NEW LIGHT CARS.

STANDARD, ri.6 h.p.. 4 scater £610
STANDARD, 11.6 h.p., a-seater £675
AIREDALE, ir.q h.p., 4-seater £475
AIREDALE, lr.9 h.p., chassis £400
LAQONDA, r 1 .9 h.p., coupii £420
CALTHORPE, 2-seater. Reduced price £420
CALTHORPE, 4-seater. Reduced price £450

1921 NEW MOTOR CYCLES.
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler .... £250
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £1?p
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, spring frame £98
ROYAL RUBY, 1% h.p., 2-speed, sports 80 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar. . 160 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2l h.p., 3-speed 70 gns.

SCOTT Com.bination £t70
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £136
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £16$
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar. . £165
B.S.A. twin Combination £175
B.S.A. 4jh.p. all-chain Combination.. £152 10
SUNBEAM, 3.'. h.p., new type, sporting £152 5
SUNBEAM, 3-! h.p., touring £155 8
NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, and Sidecar £165 D
NORTON, 3I h.p., 3-speed, T.T £f32
NORTON, 3.t h.p., single-speed £98
*DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed ,. . . -£85

''DOUGLAS, 2f h.p., 3-speed, clutch ... £105
'^DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170 0'

'

Deterred Payments quoted.
- '^Includmg lamps, generator, horn, licence-

holder.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

NORTON Big Four, 3-spced £115

P. & S., 2 speed, 2^ h.p., clutch £55
EDMUND, 2I h.p., 1920, 300 miles ... £89 10

BROUGH, igrfi, s-specd countershaft. £59 10
DOUGLAS, rg 19, 2j h.p., 2-sp., tax paid £65
CLVNO, r920, 2-speed. lightweight ... £52 10
ARIEL, 1920, 3.Vh.p., 3-speed c/shaft. £84 10

ViNbEC, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £42 10

TRIUMPH, 3J h.p,, clutch, good £47 10

PASSENGER MACHINES.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. M.A.G. Combination £145
HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p. Combina-

tion, only done 100 miles, tax paid £140
MORGAN, Sh.p., sporting, tax paid.. £115

MORGAN, igrs, sporting £130
ARIEL 3.'. h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £99 10

HENDER'SON 10 h.p. 4-cyl. Combma-
tion, v^rv smart condition £195

HARLEY r92o Combination, electric. .. £175
READING-STANDARD 3-speed Com.. £100
BRADBURY, 3.', h.p., 3-speed, Sidecar £59 10

TRIUMPH 3-speed 4 h.p. coach Com.. £75

ALECTO 1920 coach Combination ... £82 10

R.EX 6 il.p. 2-speed Combination £52 10
ZENITH-GRADUA. 6 h.p., and Sidecar £57 10

ENFIEi.0 1915-16 Combination £1.05

CHATER-LEA 8 hip. 3-sp. Combination £85
- NORTON Big Four, new Sidecar £135

SCOTT 1920 Combination, very special £135

Deferred Payments taken.

Cash offers considered for Second-hand Models.
TRADE SUPPLieo.

SUNDRIES.
1920 Amac Automatic Carburetter.

.

£1 17

1920 Shop-soiled Capac, ij £2 12

New Electric Head Lights, 6Jin. dia.,

black nickel finish, usual price

h 17 6 , £2-19

New Saddles i usualpricc £3 39 . £2 9

Ne\v Army .KnapsacKs, ist-xirin... 5

New Miller's Lainp Set £2 4

New " Pei-fectioh " Sidecar Body .

.

£6 15

New " Perfection " Coach Sidecar,

shop-soiled only, for Trramph .

.

£19 10

Secdud-hand Dotiglas Magneto .... £117
Second-hand Amac Carburetter 15

Second-hand B. &• B. Carburetter .. £1 5

Coach Sidecar, for Triumph £14 15

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, all accessories
J-«^ new; £85, or offer.-C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., B" - Tel. : E. 3155 [1

QUADRANT 4y2h.p., 3-sre«d, clutch, overhauled,
placements, lamps, horn, tax; Sunday mom

£45.-33, Sandrock Rd., Lewisham. [c

QTJADRANT 1915 4y2h.p. Combination, 3-si
clutch, all accessories: any trial; £60.—TrJi

75, Princes Av., Alexandra Park, Wood Green, >

1 Q14 Quadrant Combination, 3-speed, clutoli.
1

-*-*^ tyres, tax paid, good running order; £45
nearest offer.—C. -- — -

Gambe.
M. Rolfe, Cheveley, Newui.n

[I

1 Q20 Quadrant Combination, late September, lai

^*y Easting, disc wheels, and tools, under 1

miles; £95.—Williamson, Oak Banlc, New Mills,

Stockport. [!

QUADRANT 1920 4l4hP- Combination, spc

meter, lamps, horn, front and side screens,

paid, overhauled: £90.—Clifford Wilson, 177, V
minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [!

QUADRANT Sole Agents and Wholesale Distribii

London, Southern, and Eastern Counties,

spares stock^. Official repairers.-OhfEord ^Y

Mig. Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.^ S.E.I. '

Hop. 210. [

Radco.

RADCO 1921 lightweights in stock; 42 .^ns.-

Smith (opposite Arding and Hobbs), Lavf

Hill, Clapliam Junction, [

RADCO, single speed, splendid condition, climb=
hill, electric lighting, new tyres, spare belt

cessories, will ride 40 miles; seen after Saturday;
—63, Calabrie Rd., Highbury, London. [

Raleigh.
•pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

EAS'V Payments only 4% extra. We can lii

to your address within 24 hours the new P3
5-6h.p. flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; solo

gns.: sidecar, 176 giis. ; spare wheel and tyre. 6
j

Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor
Aston Rd., Birmingham. I

i .

HE New Raleigh 5-6h.p. Flat Twin in stock at I. J

win Bros., Woking, Surrey. 1 9 I

RALEIGH Spring Frame Motor Cycles for fine ;

manship. Solo or combination. Best pri( ;j

,yonr -present machine.—Authorised agents: The 1 .

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., "W.e. 'Pi! : 1

Hammersmith 80. 8 I

E can give delivery of this famous malnt
|

machine from stock; there is no better qn;;

or finish possible; a perfect machine in every 1

and detail; Raleigli. 5-6h.p. flat twin solo, 140
combination, 176 gns.—G. and J. Dawson, 60 a ,

62, Regent St., Cambridge. 8

Reading-Standard. I

READING-STANDARD Oombin.ltion, June, '

cost £230, price £140.-19, Highlever Rd., K «

siugton.

EADING-STANDARD Combination,^ 1920, 1

dynamo lighting

rpi

W

RE— ..,-^. -
dynamo lighting, small mileage, perfect couii

£150.—Viner, West Mailing, Maidstone. 1

READING-STANDARD Combination, hardly r

dynamo lighting ;.-£a35, or would exchange f

power and cash.—W., 121, Sheen Lane, Mortla

Rex.

REX S'Ali.p., 1912, excellent condition throii;

what" offers?—Burstow, Ivories . Hpuse, He

1 014 Rex 4'4h.p., clutch, Bosch mag. ; £26,

X'3 pfler.—54, Duchess Ed., Edgbaeton, Bi
_

ham. "
s ;

"

31 h.p. Rex, Bosch, , B.B.,- long exhaust, adjo '!•

2 pulley, low sporty mount, m splendid rt Hi

order, ride away ;' £18.—20, Boston Rd., Han
^^

REAL Bargain.-Rex 5-6h.p. coachbuilt ,combi

2-sEeed, handle start, just had 2 new pistoi .

bearings in fine- going order, .with lamps, complc-

paid- 49 gns.-Carslake, Dcanshanger, Stony Str

» OVER S'/ih.p.

Rover
Couibination, clutch ^ I

R°.OTnStionT'Silere"-16i"Brewer" sT,''"pimlico7 ,8*

K-eh.p. Rover Combination, unissued Army Moi till

O on, tax paid; £110.-Inman, 1, Qtbello St., »^
pool.

-1019 TT. Rover, discs, lamps, born, guarah.t'i;

l-U new; ofleis.—Macarthur, Market . Sq., L^ ^i.

Buzzard.
LATE 1919 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, beai i'

equipped, tax paid; £90.-24, Balhol Rd.,

JCensington. ,

1014 Rover ZV-ix.V- Coachbuilt Combinatmu
1" new tyres; £55.-67, St. Ervans Ed..

,

Kensington, W.IO.

DOVER, 5-6h.p., brand new, 1920 combmat^,

Xi greiitiy reduced ptice.-Eagles and Co., 276 ±
St., Acton, London.

]

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marKea tr;.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Rover.

OOVER Combination, 1921. only done 500 miles,

<X tax paid; £125.-Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton

lace. Bond St., W. [9926

JOVEE S'/'h.p., 3-speed, complete irith special coach-

X built sideoarr £137/10,—P. J. Evans, 81-91, John

(right St., Birmingham. [S5635

;-6h.p. Hover Combination, late model, new condition,

f lamps, horn, etc., tax paid; £120.—Handshp Fire

tation. South Parade, Chelsea, S.W. [9479

I Q20 Hover 5h.p. Combination, little used, perfect,

Itf for 8h.p. 1920 or later, cash adjustment.—51,
lertford Ed., Freezyvvater, Waltham Cross. [9854

New Eover, 3 speed, clutch and kick

starter: reduced to £110: easy payments.—
larrods, Ltd., 118, Brompton Bd., London. [1041

OOVER Combination, twin, late 1919, perfect con-

lV dition, onlv 1,300 miles, speedometer, lamps, all

ccessories: £145.—Randall's, 12, High St., Tonbridge.
[9577

aOVBE 3V.h.p Combination, machine 1919, sidecar

1920 3 speeds, kick start, lamps, licence, excel-

int condition; £105.—Beaumont, Bishop's Castle,

hxopshire. [9273

ROVER S'ih.p., clutch, new tyres and belt, in splen-

did condition, mechanically perfect; £38.—Chas.
I Littlewood and Co., Motor Cycle" Depot, Sherman
id., Bromley, Kent. [9492

_. ct Birmingham, re

coinmends the chain 'drive 3-speed 3;/jh.p. Rover

W'-

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd.
commends the chain drive 3-speed 3'/jh.p. B

t £115 as one of the best value machines in the trade

)elivery from stock. [X4176

IQ19 3%h.p.
LtF Philipson,

DOVER Combination, 5-6h.p., W.D., new Feb., 1920,
LV all accessories, perfect condition throughout,
pare cover and tube; £95 lowest; bought car.—80,
iimrod Rd., Streatham, S.VV. [9734

T.T. Rover, delivered 1920, h.b.c.

^
J, , Cowey. lamps, speedometer, knee

rips, new belt, tyre, tube, insurance, spares, perfect;

269.-Hawthorns, Hoddesdon, Herts. . [9817

ROVER 3V7h.p., 1919, lamps, horn, speedometer,
mileage "3,500, excellent condition and appear-

ance, 75 gns.; Canoelet sidecar if required, 10 gns.;

ax paid.—Periman, 41, Grove Rd., Ohertsey. [9528

ROVER Combination, 1919. 3V'h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

kick starter, electric lights, splendid condition;

Z95. or offer;' also wicker sidecar, good condition,

Z6I10.—B, Rosemary Lane, Richmond, Yorks. [9465

ROVER Combination, 1917, 3M!h.p., 3-6peed, K.S.,
speedometer. Easting wind screen, lamps, etc., tas

;iaid, perfect condition; £90, or oiler; prepared to bring

'irospective buyer.-Dowusview, 'Warwick Ed., Coulsdon.
Phone; Pnrley 1238. [9204

I Q18 T.T. Eover, h.b.c. Philipson, 650x65 voiturette
JLJ/ rims and tyres, with guarantee over 70 m.p.h.,
ong plated exhaust, large P. and M. lighting set, Lucas
[lorn, special saddle fitting, dropped 4 inches, perfect
ihroughout; auv expert tri;d or examination; £60.-16,
lessamy Ed., Weybridge. [9873

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL RUBY Sports Model; 80 gns.; in stock.—

John Aldrich and Co., Diss. [0630

IQ19 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, splendid con-
.L*/ dition: £120, or nearest offer.—Marshall, 126a,
ligh St., Slough. [9590

ROYAL RUBY 1919 8h.p. Combination, fully
equipped: £95.—Braemar, 17^. St. Quentin's Av.,

!
forth Kensington. [9595

LATE 1919 8h.p. Royal -Ruby, splendid condition,
electric lights, Cowey speedometer, all acces-

ories, tax paid; offers. — Williams, Westbourne,
/;(itterne Hants. [9976

]
Rudge.

1|Q21 Budge Multi, SV^h.p., equipped, 2 mouths old
|l€/ —Milward, VT.O.S.E., Newmarket. [9191

l|Q21 Sijh.p. Rudge Multi; £85.—Morriss and Co.,
Xtf Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [9948

pUDGE, clutch model, 1913, in good condition, any
JLV trial; £27.-8, Hope St., Maidstone. [9535

£75.—3V2h.p. Rudge Multi, 1921, brand new; must
sell.-Box 5,325, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1015

RUDGE 1914 Clutch Model, fine condition, iax paid;
£30.-580, Wandsworth Ed., Clapham, S.'W.8.

[9343
5-6h.p. Eudge Multi, 1919, C.B. sidecar, as new, all

spares; £85; illness cause.—Edwards, Hayes End.
Middlesex. [9184

1Q19 T.T. LO.M. Eudge Multi, speedometer, all <

J-t/ £60; exchange twin Zenith or Norton.—. . exchangi
iiVell St., Hackney.

49,
[9497

THE LAST HALF HOUR
OF THE EVEIMiNG RUN
when lamps must be used makes one appre-

ciate the convenience and reliability of

LI6HTINfi SETS.
HAH

MOTOR CYCLE HEAD, SIDE AND TAIL LAMPS.
H.A.H. COMPLETE SIDE AND REAR SET.

Codeword
"Sideset."

Price 32/- per set ; Metal Carrying Case, Fig. 386,

8/6 extra.—A most convenient form of lighting

when a large acetylene head lamp is used. Com-
prising fig. 573, Rear Lamp, complete, 9/6; fig.

560, Side Lamo, complete, 8/6; fig. 386, metal

oase, 8/6. ""Flash" Genuine Hellesen Dry
Battery, 14/7. Postage extra.

Have

you any

Lighting

Problems

Solving

them

is our

Business.

Fig. 428. r-way
Motor Cycle Type.
Price 2/- each.
Screw action.

Postage extra.

Fig 347. 'Speedollte.'

H.A.H. Patent Speedometer
I-amp, 7/6 each. Clips direct
on to Speedometer, and has
coloured bulb to prevent
glare. Postage extra.

H.A H. ACCUMULATORS.
HA.H.

CARRYING CASES.

] Q14 S'ih.p. Rudge, T.T., Grade, kick start, with
*-*' sidecar, splendid condition; ^£40.—Burt, Wither-
aoor Rd.. Bournemouth. [9357

RUDGE Multi. 1920, I.O.M., excellent order, fast,
lamps, Tan-Sad, etc.; £65: must sell,—39, Oxford

td.. Putney. (Private owner.) [9505

RUDGE Combination, 2-speed, F.E., cluteh, over-
hauled, guaranteed perfect, tax paid; oSers.—

9

Troydon Ed., Beckenham, Kent. [9784

Fig. 1162. Accumulator.

Size 48x3tx6i. Capacity

4 volt 40 amp. Price 31 /6

each. Postage extra.

Fig. 379, Case tor 1162
Accumulator. Price

12/- each.

1ft 19 Scott Combination, complete, including speedo-

IH meter, engine No. 3682, overhauled •by Scott

expert; price 100 gns. or £60 cash and modern 2%
h p. Douglas.-H. T. Dale, Little Haven, Pemo. [1057

1ft 20 Scott Combination, Easting, Lncas acces-

ItJ series, spares, small mileage, appearance and

condition perfect; must sell £135 or offer -Boulton

Avenue Rd., Whittington Moor. Chesterfield. [9977

1ft 14 Scott Combination, tyres sound all round, un-

ity used one on rear wheel, Lucas lamps, mechani-

cally sound, tools, pump, and spares, ready to drive

awaT; £65, or near offer for uuick eale.-Munro, Ten-

boxy Wells. [3240

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A33

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlsed (P).

iig. 3,^9- inspection Lamp, lesa

bulb, 8/6 each; Postage extra.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices Irom £5-

Ae h. hunt, UTD;.
H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephone

;

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225. 2226. " Keyage, Croydon.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
Rudge.

I.O.M. Eudge, 1920^i, all accessories, tax paid; any
trial : £68, or offer.—Rudge, Fairview, Colindale

Av., Hendon. 'Phone; Kingsbury 43. [9285

3ih.p. Rudge, 1916, electric lamps and horn, Tan-
2 Sad, speedometer, clutch, insured £75 ; 55 gns.

—123, Bancroft Ed., E.l. 'Phone: E 1586. [9821

1Q19 Rudge Multi and coachbuilt Swan sidecar, in
JL^ perfect condition, all accessories; price £75.—
Dickins, 15, St. George's St., Northampton. [X5643

1 Q20 Rudge 5.6h.p. Combination, fine bulbous
XtJ sidecar, low mileage, excellent condition;
£100.-21, Sherriff Rd., West Hampstead, N.W.6.

[1164

5-6I1.P. Eudge Multi Combination, 1913-14, fully

equipped, good running order, tax, insurance (£100)

paid; nearest £55.—Davies, Middleyard, near Stonehouse,

Glos. [3165

1 ftl4 Eudge Combination, tax paid, 1921 cylinder.
-L" carburetter, cam, gear wheels; £55; separate,

exchange- excellent condition.-Langdon Barton, New
Kd., Bedfont. [9233

1 026 (Dec.) T.T. Rudge Multi, engine specially

XtJ tuned by makers, brand new condition, all best

accessories; £80, or nearest.-Buckingham, Underriver,

Sevenoaks. (P) [9828

£45.—Rudge Multi coachbuilt combination, hand
clutch, kick starter, tax paid, good tyres, clean

engine, new belt; bargain; trial; exchange.—89, East

Hill, Wandsworth. [9634

RUDGE Multi 3>/.h.p., and C.B. sidecar, wind screen,

speedometer, lamps, many spares, excellent appear-

ance and running order, fine climber; £55.— 3, Park

Crescent, Tonbridge. [9286

1 020 Rudge Multi 3Vch.p. Combination, fully

SifJ equipped, only done 300 miles; bargain, £85.—
James, c/o Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington.
Tel. ; Willesden 1744. [9920

RUDGE Multi, 1919 (August), new condition, original

tyres, done just over 3,000 miles, Lucas lamp,

speedometer. Klaxon, tools; £65, or near offer^York
House, Thames Ditton. [X5676

1 020 Late 3'/'h.p. Rudge Multi, T.T., pedal start,

-I iJ sporting "Canoelet sidecar, mechanically per-

fect, 85 m.p.g., lamps, etc.; best offer.-Wilkes, 1,

Naden Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham. L9885

RUDGE Combination, S'/jh.p., 1913-14 model. B. and

B. carburetter, 2 speeds, clutch, fully equipped,

sound condition throughout; bargain, £45; trial.—29,

Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W. [9403

SAOEIFICE.—1920 3V2h.p. Eudge Multi, I.O.M.

model, in perfect condition, Lucas horn, knee-

grips, tools, and many spares, including touring handle-

hars, tax paid; first cheque £68 seoures.-Apply, 43,

Pontefract Ed., Stourton, near Leeds. l»-oi

Scott.

SCOTT 1914 3%ih.p., S-speed, K.S., splendid condi-

tion: £38.-47. Edith Ed., S. Norwood, S.E.

33h.p. Scott and Coachbuilt Sidecar: £45; excellent

3 opporlunity.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. [^""

SCOTT Combination (engine 4403), 1920 Eashng,

electric; bargain, 100 gns.-Smith, 229, Mary Vale

Ed., Boumville. i-i-soi^

OOTT and sidecar, engine No. 2970, excellent condi-

' tion, electric lighting, accessories; £90.-33, M.Tn-

sell Rd.. Acton. ^^'- '"

1 Q20 Scott, Eennoo sporting sidecar disc fjeels just

ly overhauled; first cash £98.-Sellick, 13, Blacker

Ed., Huddersfleld. [X5565

SCOTT 3iih.p., excellent running order, fast, power-

ful, £60; also Bidecai, £7.-Langley, 29, Whit-

more Ed.. Beckenham. La^'"

1 ft 20 Scott Combination, electric lighting, Bonnik-

ly sen speedometer, tax paid; £120. - Cockell

Holly Lodge, Dalston. t^^^u

£90.-Scott, Dec, 1919, special sidecar, Binks,

Klaxon, speedometer, spares, perfect.—Thorpe,

92, Colmore Row, Birmingham. laao^

SCOTT 1920 3Jih.p. Solo. lamps, horn, and tax paid;

£90.-Newuham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitli

Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [3683

1020 Scott and Gloria Sidecar engine No. 4160,

ly mileage 600, Klaxon, Taij-Sad perfect condi-

tion- £120, or near.-2a. Lower Lichfield St., Willen-

haU.
lAbns

SCOTT Sports Model. 1920, 2-speed gear, slightly

shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.-BurlinBton

Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common. S.W.4.

Phone : Brixton 2417. [0510

S'
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MOTOR CYCLES
Scott.

FOR SALE.

33h.p.
<t bii

SCOTT Combination, 1920, about 2,000 miles, fnet
' and flexible, sweet running, great climber, newly

stove enamelled- 100 gns., including tax and insurance;
must sell.— 12, Hawliesley descent, Longbridge Estate,
iSTorthfleld, Birmingham. [9264

_ Scott 2K:yl. 2-stroke Water-cooled Com-
bination, equipped with electric lamps, batteries,

"speedometer, horn. Easting screen, tax paid for

1921; £125; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
Brompton Rd., London. [1045

1 Q20 Scott, splendid condition, Amac, 1921 lubrica-
J-tr tion. Sin. extra heavy Dunlop, P.R.S. Major,
Stewart horn, Watlord trip, etc., licence, insurance,
tools, many spares; bargain, £85.-107, Mortimer
Rd., N.l. 'Phone: Dalston 48. [9654

SCOTT Motor Cycle and Sidecar fitted with speedo-
meter and all accessories, licensed to end of

1921, in excellent condition, only run 350 miles; price

£130; owner buying car—The Pytchley Autocar Co.,

Ltd., 216, Gt. Portland St., W.!. 'Phone: Langham
3800-1. [8461

Singer.

SINGER Combination, 4^4h.p., 2-speed countershait,
just overhauled, rehashed, all on, tax paid, ex-

cellent order and appearance, splendid sidecar; X70,
near ofler.—62, Goudar Gardens, West Hampstead.

[9674

Sparkbrook.
SPARKBROOK, 1921 models, 2l/2h.p., 2 speeds, hand

clutch, kick starter, £72/10; also 2-speed model,
£65; deferred payments or exchange.-Eagles and Co.,

275, High St., Acton, London. [1099

Sun.

SUN-VILLIERS, 2-speea Albion, rebuilt, like a new
raachins, licensed, new tyre and belt; £39.—

Derrington, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [1185

"I Q20 Sun 2iAh.p., 2-speed, licensed, lamps, horn,
Xt/ tools, cyclometer, insurance, Sept., mileage 400;
£54; offer.—Whitbread, Ovington, Clare, Suffolk. [9581

SUN-VILLIEES, thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled,
tax paid, lamps, horn, pump, etc., very smart ma-

chine; £30.—Richardson, Abotsholme, Amersham, Bucks.
[9157

Sunbeam.
QUNBEAM Combination, Bh.p., as new; £175.—Hop-

kins, New St, Ledbury. [X5653

1;^. KICKHAM for Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristol
J and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3352

"IQ14 Sunbeam Combination, tax paid, any trial;

jL*y £105.—Kimberley, Crescent, Leatherhead.
[1199

-I Q20 Late Sunbeam, 3y2h.p., Lucas lighting, very fast,

J-" licence paid for year; £95.—Picton, Parbold, near

Wigan. 19144

1 Q IB 3i.^.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed and K.S., tax paid,
J.*/ fine condition; 65 gns.-Morriss and Co., Ltd.,

N.W.3. [9952

SUNBEAM 6h.p. Combination, Bosch mag., Senspray
carburetter, tax paid; £100, or near.—Skinner,

556, London Rd., Isleworth. [9422

-| Q20 SMih.p. Sunbeam, legshields, horn, perfect con-
JLu dition; cost £155, accept £119.—Sudbury, 34,

Goldhurst Terrace, Hampstead. [9686

1 019 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., electric lighting,

J- 57 electric horn, mileage 4,600, hood, screen, spare

wheel; £175.—Wright, 2, Park Rd., Rugby. [X5712

-1 Q21 SVzh.p. Sunbeam, fully equipped, licensed and
J-*f insured for this year; what oilers? Not done 300
miles.—T. Turner, 39, Steeley Lane, Ohorley. [9265

"I Q21 Sunbeam, perfect condition, mileage 1,400,
X*/ Lucas lamps, horn, any examination: £130.—
Graham, East Lodge, Wargrave Manor. Wargrave.

[9759

1 Q19 Sunbeam and Sunbeam sidecar, speedometer,

X»/ lamps, ho-n licensed, excellent cojidition-

£108.
ton.

-Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
[9130

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1921 (March), electric

lighting, most complete accessories; £260, or
•?«._ T-.; J 11 r^«^.^.^T,o,1a Russell Sq.,near offer

W.C.I
-Diamond,

31h.p. Sunbeam Combination,
2 "

11, Colonnade,
[9430

^. , 1918, mileage 2,500.

electric lighting, hood, speedometer, perfect order

;

£110, no offers.- Grose, 30, Elmbourne Rd., Tooting

Common. [9663

SUNBEAM 8h.p., Sept., 1920, Henderson Elite side-

car electric lighting, horn, tools, tax paid, perfect

condition, equal to new; £195 cash.—Terry, Eeoley,

Eedditch.
' [0668

LATE 1919 Sunbeam Combination, 3%h.p., tax paid,

electric Lucas lamps, perfect condition; bargain.

£110; after 6 o'clock.—133, Liverpool Rd., Islington,

London. N.l. [1039

SUNBEAM 1915 SVjh.p. Model with Sidecar, com-
plete with all accessories, excellent condition;

f 110.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton, also 245, Deans.

pate, Manchester. [S5667

NEW 1921 31/A.P. Sunbeam Combination, delivered

2 weeks ago, licensed; cost £210 ir^eipt shown),

UKiliers' guarantee; genuine bargain, £l75.—117, Claie-

mont Ed., Rugby. [X6514

CRABTREES'
of WISBECH
SPECIALISTS IN THE REBUILD-
ING AND RECONDITIONING OF

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES.
We claim that cup re-built

Douglas machines are
superiop both mechanically
and in finish to any other
re-built machines on the
market. They consist of

over 50% new parts, includ-

ing NEW carburetter, NEW
tyres, NEW chain, NEW belt,

etc., etc., are practically in-

distinguishable from NEW,
and are complete with NEW
F.R.S. equipment of lamps,
horn, and licence holder, and
also bags, tools, and pump.

2| h.p. 2-speed,

£65
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-start and

clutch,

£85
4 h.p. 3-speed k.s. Combina-
tion, with brand new Sidecar

in Douglas Saxe blue,

£105
Guaranteed for 3 months.

Each machine rebuilt in our
own extensive up-to-date
works,newly stove enamelled,
replated, tanks in makers'
colours.

Deferred Payments Arranged

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office : 50, Pall Mall.

s

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

UNBEAM, late 1919. Si^h.p., long exhaust. Lm
lamps and horn, like new throughout, all t

and quantity of spares; *105, or nearest otL
Pritchard, Butcher, Hereford. rag

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919, S'Ahj,., black a
gold, just been overhauled, not W.D. crock, smj

lot; £98.—Butterworth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, B^
ton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813. £97

SUNBEAM S'/ah.p., late 1919, Millford 1920 si
car. Easting screen, just overhauled, and

excellent condition, new rear tvre, lamps, etc.; £i;
—16, Ranulf Rd., Hampstead, N.W.2. [11

SUNBEAM, latest SVjh.p. touring model, £16»j
3V->h.p. sports model, £152/5; in stock/-©a'-

bridge agents, Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Gt<
St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [1!

O140.—1921 sy^h.p. Sports Sunbeam, fitted
<^ Lucas lamps and horn, tax paid, cost £162, iii:

lutely as brand new and unmarked.—Parker's, Bit
shawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Deansgate, Mancheate*

1 Q20 Sunbeam de Lu.xe Combination, 8h.p., -Ij

-ILt/ dyno, all accessories, luxurious outfit, insurM
tax paid, satisfactory reasons for disposal; £2a{,
Gold, 244, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Victoria, Lon*ai

[9«ll

GENUINE 1919 3>/-!h.p. Sunbeam Combination,
speeds, clutch, kick starter, fully equipped (

licensed, and absolntelv perfect throughout; 95 i

—CM., 113, High St., Clapham. 'Phone: Lalclim
4290. Ill

1 Q21 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, Lucas in;

--V dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedoine-

Tan-Sad, spare wheel, -etc., condition as new,
paid; £235, or near offer.—Smith, 93, Tib St., M
Chester. [9'

SUNBEAM 1920 (late) S'/jh.p., Lucas dynamo li|

ing, Lucas electric horn, oversized tyres, in

oepftonally good condition: £135 for quick sal

Parker's Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgi
Manchester. [X5

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, 1920, Lucas rtyn:

lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, spaie w
with new tyre, spare bulbs, in splendid condition : ir;i

able ofler entertained.-Wilson, 27, Queen St., i;

Harwood, Lanes. [9

3J.h.p. (June) 1920 Sporting Sunbeam, Lucas e

2 Cowey, 700x80 Dunlop, improved eteer

special carburetter, 52 m.p.h., 105 . m.p.g., ow;

driven throughout; £135; write appointment.—C.

Smyth, 114. Denbigh St., S.W.I. [8

"I 016 3V2h.p. Sunbeam, in splendid condition, c

J-«7 plete with all accessories; sound value

money at £80; immediate sale necessary; photogr

and particulars on application; no delay.—Percy Hi

Bradly, WyHm, Northumberland. fS

-| Q21 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, 3 Lucas acety

Xtl lamps and generators, Lucas horn, Cowey st

ometer, screen, luggage grid, waterproof cover, 28X
Dunlops, condition faultless; trial any evening affr

by iippointmejit ; £235--King, Ootlands, St. Jan

Bd., Sutton, Surrey. ['•

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1

Sunbeam motor cycles and combinations,

immediate delivery. Your present machine taker

part exchange: full market value allowed; distanc*

object.—E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Bastbank
Southport. Tel.: 607. I'

SUNBEAM (1918 guaranteed), black and gold

speed, kick, oil baths, handle-bar clutch,

boards, knee grips, Lucas large lamp set ami 1

splendid condition, appearance practically new, sp

tax paid; £115, oHers; inspection invited; Clit

ford.—Box 5,327, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [,

Torpedo.
£381.—Torpedo-Precision, 3-speed, clutch, coach t

sidecar, electric liglt.—King, "-•'

Oxford. _ .Triumph.
"DBEMIEE Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs. -° '

Egrove F ,

tXi.J

oNLY 4/i Extra tor Easy Payments.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 II

2i!lh.p. lightweight Triumph, £70; W.D.B. (!

vated), £95; Type H 4h.p., 3-speed £115; 'Type

chain drive; £125; sidecars from £20 to £50.^ if

your machine direct from the Triumph Specia i.

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Burmmghai
^

TO 18 Countershaft Triumph from £50.-24, Bi
,^

X«/ Rd., North Kensington. I

»

1 tfk20 Triumph Model H., new condition; £95'*

i-U Mann St., Wahvorth, S.E.17.
'"

2
19
19

Ih.p. Baby Triumph, 2-speed gear, 1915; £42/
4 Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. I

18 4hp Triumph, mechanically perfect; S-
Brawn, 94, High St., Beckenham. I

19 Triumph, in splendid order; £70; owner ;

abroad.-19, Wellington Ed., Charlton, i

TRIUMPH 3i'..h.p., splendid condition, lamps

tYxid; £20-^7, Heatou Rd., Mitcham.

£25—Sporting 1912 Triumph, discs, splendid '

tion; fast.-King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X

A^A AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each" Motor Cvclea adverUiied by nrlvate owners are, when desir

advertisement, and the date o! the issue.
|

ed, marlied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
-Triumph.

lEIUMPH 1913 Combination.

SALb.

nle
Sl(

Lu™.— plendid condition;

£48.—153" BoUnghroke Ed.,

914 4h.p. Triumpli, 3-speed hub „-

o?der; bargain, £40.-114, Bri.xton HiU, ^S^W.

Coventry.
[9463

14 4h.p. Triumpli, 3-speed '""b Bear,, in excenent

[9731

IRIUJIPH, 4b.p., No. 39242, 3 speeds, accesMTi^es,

condition perfect; 59 gns.-40, Aynhoe Rd., W,M^

ATE Model 4h.p. Triumpli and MiU'ord Sidecar,

I m first-class order; £65.-198, Gt. Portland St

J
L113i

£65.
.one

:

918 Triumpli, perfect order, good trial given-

-Haynes, 28, Church St., Greenwich. 'Phi

30.
[9436

)AN GUy. Weytaoutb.—1921 Triumph all-chain

combination, £175; Baby 2.5troke, £70; ^f^rMn

£70.—'Phone

:

1 18 Triumph, flrst-iate condition;

.ck.

9^°Wan8tead'48"-374r Grove" Green Ed., I^v*""-

lamps
Hol-

[9524

918 Triumph, countershaft combination,

etc.; £90; bargain.—249, Junction Ed.,
^
Hoi

ffay.

918-19 Triumph, almost as new, accessorie^,_and_£3

worth spares

:

Somerset Ed., New
[9J71

£69/10.-4,
ainet.

lEIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, discs, electric ligit-

- ing, fully equipped; £85.-38, Northampton Ed.,

roydon. [9278

"'EITIMPH, 1919 (late), not W.D., sporting sidecar,

- all accessories; bargain, 90 gns.-Carfax, Cobham.
;1.: 39. [9182

LEIUMPH 1921 4h.p., cbain-cum-belt, in stock;
?- £115.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge
i., S.E.I. [9937

HEruMPH Junior, 1920, accessories, splendid condi-
.^ tion ; £55.—Seen any time, 21, Barmouth Ed.,
i'andswortb. ^ 9279

921 Triumph Combination, electric lights. Easting,
, speedometer

COLMORE
DEPOT
Special
Motor Cycle
BARGAINS

£210, bargain at £180.—Sagar,
[9164(eatberstone,

919 Triumph. 3-speed, K.S., lamps, tax, tools, etc.,
perfect throughout; 75 gns.—20, Inkerman Rd.,

(.entish Town. [9818

jnRIUMPH, late 1918, done 250 miles since over-
it haul ; first over £60 accepted.—66, Loam Pit
(ale, Lewlsham. [9437

countershaft,
£68

licensed, new back
-Derrington, Grafton

[1193

Mabon gear, just had
perfect.—58, Cromwell

[9589

918 Triumph
tyre, new condition

jd.. New Maiden.

pRIUMPH 3J^h.p., Bosch,

f-
£7 overhaul ; 51 gna.,

f,d.. Upton Park.

918 Countershaft Triumphs, guaranteed, from £50,
fully pquipped.—204, Ladbioke GroTe, W 10.

•hone; Park 5541. [9769

. done under
Lmes, 18, Bruton

[9925

3-speed, lamp, speedometer,
C.S., 14. Swaton Rd., Bow,

[1153

pRITJMPH Combination, nearly new
L 2.000 miles, tax paid; £100.—Grimi
ilace, Bond St., W.l.

IhRIUMPH 1920 4h.p.,
I etc., as new: £90.-
.3. Tel. ; E. 3155

Jih.p. TriumiJli, also SVnh.p. C.B. combination, gear
' 2 bos, all-chiiin drive ; cheap for cash.—C. Fox.
ngley, near Wakefield'. [9229

917 Triumph, re-enamelled, replated, perfect,
eQuipped, Binks; £65.—Adeney, 8, Gloucester

prrace, W. Padd 7214. [9707

WrIUMPH, 1913, clutch, new piston, bush, pin, and
I- tyres, lamps, tax paid; £28; after 7.-43, Stock
;cchard Crescent, HoUoway. [9362

919 Triumph and Coachbuilt Sidecar, wind screen,
perfect order, lamps, horn,

^1

ustin, 14. Arcade, Chester,
tax paid; £85.—

[9869

pEIUMPH SVsh.p., h.b.c. clutch, fine condition, rc-
iL enamelled: £30, or near oSer; licensed.— 11, Deni-
>n fid., Brentbam, Ealing. [9660

918 Countershaft Triumph, engine 45509. 3-speed.
clutch, K.S., Klaxon, licensed; £70.-66, Perry

ale, S.E. (Forest Hill Station). [9668

914 Triumph. 3-speed, Henderson sporting sidecar,
'Cowey, lamps, horn, tax paid; £50.—Loean. 31.l-tJ 'Cowey, lamps, horn, tax paid; £50.-

wyther St., Pembroke Dock.
Logan, 31

[9588

919 Triumph, 4h.p.. 3 speeds, polished discs,
appearance and running guaranteed as new;

|;75.—59, Greyhound Rd., Fulham. [1002

rRIUMPH, Model H, immediate delivery; £115
, _ wants jecond-hand solo or combination; cash o;

cchange.—Bunting, Wealdstone,
cash or

[1075

ipRIUMPH, 1913, hub gear combination, good Dun-
jL lops, first-class condition, but dirty in appear-
!ice; £55.-8, Hope St., Maidstone. [9536
!"1RIUMPH 1912, single speed, in excellent running
j;- condition

; price £35^ or ofCer.—East Grinstend
jotor Garage. Ltd.. Enst Grinstend. [8113
919 Triumph Combination, perfect order, fully

eouiDned: anv trial : £87.—Braemar. 17. Rt:

uentin's Av., North Kensington. [9596

A

Here is a very special

lot of bargains out of

our huge stock, machines

we are offering at truly

remarkable prices.

Harley- Davidson
(electric model)

£160

A.C.E. (4-cyl.)

£150

Clyno lightweight

£52 10

Harley- Davidson
(flat twin) £120

Matchless (nearly

new) £140

A.J.S. (practic-

ally new) £175

Take advantage of this

opportunity before all

these bargains are
snapped up.

YOU v/ill find you get

absolute satisfaction,

civility, and attention

to your every need at

the Colmore Depot.

THAT is why we have
an appreciative and
increasing host of
customers all over the

British Isles.

r

COLMORE
DEPOT

3 1 , Colmore Row
Birmingham
also at : MANCHESTER

LIVERPOOL
LEICESTER

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

lQi4 Triumph, 3-spcpd hub gear, good condition.
JL»^ good running older, lamps, speedometer; £50.

—

66, Herrnon Hill, Snaresbrook, E.ll. [9408

1Q17 Triumph Countershaft, iterfect condition, acces-
JLt/ sorter, spares, low mileage r £65; exchange cycle

Dean, Barclay's Bank, Lingfleld. [9755

fyRIUMPH 3'/jh.p. O.B. Combination, Gradomulti
gear, overhauled, enamelled, perfect

£55.-106, Seely Ed., Tooting, S.W.
condition

:

[9978

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, 3-_speed, K.S.,^cJutch

new tyres, indistinguishabh ' " ""
Sibley, 106, Market Place,

,e from .new; £69/10.
Romford. [9895

nice condi-TRIUittPH, 1912-,13, _ T-:;, .' - IT 1 J
tion; what offers over £30 ?—Prmce, Holmwood,

Green Street Green, Farnborough, Kent. [1038

1Ckl4 Triumph, accessories, coachbuilt sidecar, luggage

JLO' grid, 3-speea. just overhauled by nuakers; trial:

f70, or nearest.-Blynne, Glyndyl, Bangor. [9310

TKIUMPH 3VJi.p., clutch model, kick start, Bosch

mag.j^ Stunney^
'

Jiauled ;

'

"

unregistered, countershaft Triumph,
' " niiinnpd- .£95: extended

[1147

„„., „.„ , hub, single speed, recently over-

437.—173, Kentish Town Ed., N.W. [9539

UNEIDDEN, unregistered, countershaft Triumph,

3-speed, K.S., etc., fujly equi.pped; £95; extended

payments.—33, Hackford Ed., Brixton, S.W.

TBITTIMPH 1918 4h.p. Countershaft, overhauled, en-

amelled, plated, splendid condition, fully equipped;

£68-30, Crystal Palace Park Ed.. Sydenham. [9794

TRIUMPH Combination.
Older throughout, lamps,

1917, exceptionally good

3, horn, licensed: £65.

—

Sargentr72, Lewiu Ed.', Strcbtham. 'Phone: 335. [9617

TRIUMPH, 1921 models, in stock for immediate de-

livery fexchanges arranged, or deferred payinents.

-Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, Loncion. [1092

FO.C.H. are Triumph Agents ; coinbinitions and

silos, new and second-hand in stock. --5 Heati

St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station^^^^

1 ni4 Triumph Coachbuilt Combination 3-speed,

19 clutch, perfect «'<!«, tax paid, substantially

tyred; £65.-64, Melbourne Av., Bowes Park. N.22.^^

OTrTrmir) • £55—Triumpli combination, about 191
J.

^^3°?e«i, dutih, decompressor, MiUs-mtord c^ch-

built sidecar, perlect.-Kmg, Egrove Farm, Ox^rd.^

TRIUMPH, 1918, renovated throughput, brand new

sTgfar box, plat^. exhaust P;j«vV7^'/,.l»/°t'ry
paid; £82.-Edwards, Kingston, Eadlord, C»'™W-j.j

mnlOMPH 4h p., 1913. countershaft, 3-speed, side-

T car £4 tax? paid, engine etc. excellent condi-

iL: £67/10.-Edgerton, 19, Lewis Grove, Lew^h^J,.

S.E,

k

[X5090

-I niJ Triumph, clutch, Tan-Sad, all accessories per-

19 feet condition, modern improvements ax paid

;

f42.-Webber. 68. Durants Ed., Ponders End, M^^k--

S.W.B.
4Ii.p. countershalt.

[9792

engine No.

T'^'^s'^Tts' peri^t ISn'ditionTWiivSmith'8 86,

Ollalk fI™ Rnojposite Chalt Farm Tube Station)

N.W.3. , .

mRITTMPH 1921 Chain Drive Combination, electric

T^\Fg5S;i Klaxon,^^sp_eedometer,^^spar^.^^ U^^^ P^id,
ghting,

ondition 33 new
N.W.3.

[9809

mnruMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft. Type H; £115.

T''ln''stock'-Cambr?dge agents, Herbert Eobmson.

Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. . 995. l.A^^

Bicycles.

rpRIUMPH 4h.p.,. S-speed ^o.™t<^7''i'«i/^^eW '™t'i dition: any trial ; tax paid; ^65 or
MJ^"\'rtm-

Sundays.-Eichmond House Crescent Ed., Sbeppenon^

on.Thames.

ini8 Triumph Gloria Combination, sidecar 1920, as

19'tew, co|plete i? ae^ ' and i«rf«=t : wr^ nde o

tax paid

;

£95.-306, High Kd..
[8562intending purchaser;

Lee. S.E. 13.

FflT! Sale Ttiumph combination, 3-speed, tax paid,

sidoca; newly i
upholstered, excellent running

order; 60 gn».-draham, Mining Dcpt., University

Birmingham. [X5768

TRIUMPH Combination, all accessories, December,

1920, about 1,200 miles, tax and insurance paid:

owner going abroad; nearest fl40.-Box 6,261 c/o

rU Motor Cycle. l^''^'^

TRIUMPH Countershalt Combination, 1918, perfect

condition, little used, eaulPPed, tax paid, in-
' ' ""'^ 13, Rona Rd.,

[7441

il

surance: seen' by appointment; £95,

Hampstead, N.W.3.

TRIUMPH. 1909, new piston and rings, rebushed

throughout, adjustable tappets, also 1920 Mabon

variable gMr; bargain, £20.-Piiest. Cleveland House.

Clifton St., Stourbridge. 19Zjj

TRIUMPH Combination, new October, 1919, electric

light, speedometer, Easting, legshields, tool kit,

complete outfit, fine condition, little used, licensed;

£105 lowest.-Simmona, Eoyal Parade, Blaokheath^

All letters relatiiig to advertisemen.s should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the daL

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALH.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH.—Best value in thoroughly cverhauled
Triumphs, all late models, £58; specially

selected, £60.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition
Rd., South Kensineton.

' [9197

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. All

modeJs in stock leadv lor immediate delivery.-
Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End,
Croydon. 'Phone : 2624. [1348

fT^lUUMPH 1914 3Vjh.p., S-epeed gear, not need during
J- war, lamps, hoin, tools, etc., in fiiit-rate condi-
tion; price £47/10, or near offer.—East Grinsteiid Motor
Garage. Ltd., East Grinstead. [8112

£85.—Sporting Triumph C.B. combination, 3-speed,
K.S., etc., aluminium discs, long exhaust, fully

equipped, tax paid, 1920 S.A. gear bo::, splendid condi-
Tion.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [1146

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, speedometer,
AV lamps, tax, absolutely as new, £90; sporting
sidecar, brand new, £19.—Goad,
\V.9. 'Phone: Hampstead 1553.

122, jVIaida Vale,
[1033

TRIUMPH late 1920 4li.p., 3-speefl, with nearly new
Sandum de luxe si^lecar. Easting, lamps, tax-, per-

tect; £120.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer.^niith
Ud., W.e. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9688

1 Q20 Triumph C.S. Combination, Dunhill sidecar,
J-*/ electric lighting, Lucas horn, tools, spares, a
first-class combination; any trial; £110; extended pay-
ments.—33. Hackford Rd.. Brixton, S.W. [1145

TRIUMPHS, Triumphs.—Models from £65, in stock,
good selection combinations or solo; deferred pay-

ments or cash.—Triumph Specialists, The Hacklord
Engineering Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [1145

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
Triumnhs, all models in stock, new chain drives,

ueAv chain-cum-belte, solos and combinations; immediate
delivery ; supplied on easiest of easy tenus ; trade sup-
plied. [4537

TRIUMPH 1920 Model H., with Kideei^i sidecar, fullv
accessoritd, Easting screen, luggage grid, lamps,

^speedometer, ^tc, tax paid, perfect condition, as new;
£120.—Forbes, 25, Flanders Mansions, Bedford Park.
London. [1179

TRIUMPHS.—Wo are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

jum-belt, and renovated models.—Jones Garage, Mus-
ivell Hill, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North
I-'inchley. [0382

TRIUMPH, 1918, W.D. model, 4h.p.. countershaft,
rebuilt, new parts, indistinguishable from brand

new, tyres, etc., have not been on road; lowest price
£78.—Bamett, 21, Rodborough Rd., Golders Green,
London. [9389

IT.IMEDIATE Delivery ol any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments: book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 2417. [0504

TRIUMPH, late 1919, with Mills-Eulford sidecar, 3-

speed countershaft, all lamps, born. Smith's trip
speedometer, nil tyres new, excellent condition, tax and
insurance paid; £87; ride 60 miles intending purchnyer.
—Fauseett, East House, Jesus College, Cambridge. [9616

TRIUMPH Combination, unscratched, Henderson
EUite sidecar, Lucas lamps, legsbields. Easting.

Bonnikseu, mirror, mileage 2,000: selling ill-health;
reasonable offer, cost £200, or exchange modern light
car; licensed; any trial.—14, South Terrace, Bosbam
Sussex. [9404

£75.—Triumph, combination, 4h.p., 3-speed counter-
shaft, kick start, electric lighting, electric horn,

new gears and tyres, roomy coachbuilt sidecar.
Bluemel's wind screen, machine 1915, sidecar 1920,
periodically overhauled; any trial.—Fairholme, Dollis
Park, Finchley, N.3. [9355

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchan ge ; full market value allowed; dietanoe no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..

Bonthport Tel. : 607. [0646

UNUSUAL Opportunity to secure smartest C.S.
Triumph on the road, condition inside and out

perfect, ridden and owned and eauipped by a previous
r.T. winner, going complete with all tools, Lucas lenips,

8 pistons, 2 carburetters, spare chain, new heavy Dunlop
cover, etc.; £115.—Box 806, c/o The Motor Cvcle.

tX5626
ASTONISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-

binations.—Brand new 1921 type H 4h.p, 3-

ipeed Triumph, with new coachbuilt sidecar. Coverall
apron, 4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-
ments only 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovated
machines, but brand new 1921 models direct from
makers' works; free delivery to any address.—The
i>rcmier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0667

Velocette.

1Q19 21/ih.p. Velocette, all-chain, tax paid, all on;
J-U £37/10.—Inman, 1. Othello St., Liverpool. [9801

VELOCETTE, fine machine, good climber, 120 imp.g.,
cash wanted; ^35.-92, Savernake Rd., N.W.3.

[9810
CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Velocette.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hampton. [X3822

PHlLlPsoTra
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAK ^.OMBINEO

A sweet, silent drive is only

obtainable with a

Philipson
No gear box friction

No grinding noises.

No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

The lightest, speediest, and
simplest gear on tlie market for

direct belt-driven 2-stroke and
4-stroke.

The weight of the Philipson
gear complete for ViUiers
Mark IV. is - - - - 71bs 4ozs

Allow lor Villiers pulley- - 2ibs 13ozs.

This is the total weight added
to your machine - - - 4Ibs.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Send for Illustraled Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-

ing machines . have been fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley

Triumph,
Rover,
Norton,
Douglas,
Singer,
Bradbury,
Ariel,
Swift,
Abingdon,
IVIinerva,
Precision,
IVIatchless,

Ivy Precision,

Arno,
Rex,
B.S.A.,
James,
L.M.C,
Lincoln Elk,
N.U.T.-Jap,
Humber,
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Aildays,

Villiers Mark IV.,

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write us.

UEDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carriag;

Paid

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

SALE.MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Velocette.

yELOCETTE 2>/4h.p., 2-speed, chain drive, all ac<
» sories, tax paid, perlect order; £40.-5, Norw(

Ed., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [1(

VEL0t3ETTE, 1921 model, open Irame, Lucas lam
Stewart horn, fully insured, legshields; wl

offers ?—Moore, Waterloo Rd., Widnes. 19'

Verua.
VEBUS-BLACKBUENiS 2%h.p., 2-8pced, tint

kick start, tax paid, almost new, ridden 1

miles only; £68.-95, Eichmond Ed., Twickenham. [9:

1 Q20 25/ih.p. Verue-BlacKOume, aluimnium dii
J- *J enamelled blaok, ridden 250 miles, tax pa
£80.-Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Ci
31. tO(

IMMEDIATE Delivery ot any Verus Model; cash
deferred payments , book your order now i

I

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, U
^ - ^ "' " " W.4, "Phone: BiSouth Side, Clapham Common,
ton 2417.

Villiers.

1 Q16 Villiers 2-stroke, eqaipped, perlect; licens
-i-«^ £25; exchange.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitchan

[9'

VILLIEBS 2V2h.p., brand new, 2-speed and 1

starter, H.B. clutch; £52.—Outram, Rectory I
Southpoit. tX5

1Q16 Villiers 2-stroke, overhauled, lamps, tax paXU £28/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Pho)
Hampstead 1353. [H

Wall.

WALL 2^/4h.p. 2-stroke Lightweight, 2-speed coud
shaft, lamps, horn, nice condition, excellent i

nine order; £38, tax paid.—Cable, 89, Grundy St., I'oi

[9

Wanderer.
WANDERER SV-li-P. Combination, 3:Speed conn

shaft gear, ki'ck starter, in splendid order,

cently been re-enamelled and plated; £47/10.—But
worth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Pho;

Streatham 2813. [9

Wilkinson.
7h.p. Wilkinson. T.M.G. Combination, C.B., 4-^

W.C, 3 speeds, shaft drive, 2 horns, lamps,
surance and tax iiaid.^Apply, Box 5,320, c/o
Motor Cycle. [1

Williamson
8h.p. 1

feci

914 Williamson Water-cooled Combination,

Wolf.
£39, 2-speed,1 Q20 Wolf-Villiers,

-L*3^ hill-climb. Douglas wanted.

W^

perfect, wi:

Airgyle Lodge, ;

ton Rd.. Bnrton-on-Tfent. [£

WOLF-J.A.P. 4h.p. 1914 Countershaft Coacht
Combination, wind screen, lamps, tools, spi

excellent condition; £50.-17, Carey Place, Wall
\i

OLP 2-stroke, 2-speed, K.S., clutch, lamps, h

new tyre, spares, licensed, completely <

hauled, excellent; £35, quick.—Swann, 38, Wellin .

Rd., Charlton, S.E.7.

.

P
-| Q21 Woll, 2%h.p. Blackhurne engine, 2-e

-L*/ Sturmey, clutch, kick start, lamps, horn, !

.

grips, licensed; £75.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
South Kensington, S.W.7. 'Phone : Kens. 3709. [:

'

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Tba
and district. We are now fixing sub-agen

and invite enquiries.-Burlington Motors, Ltd.. S.

Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Bri
2417. [I

Wooler.

BEAND New Wooler, equipped; 65 gns.; exch i

higher power.—61, Jephson Ed., Forest Giit

"1020 Wooler 2^4h.p., perfect running order:
i*/ owner going abroad.—2, Belmont Ed. Ga
Oxford E4., Beading. f i

WOOLEE, 1920'/., lamps, Clayrite horn, footboi ,

tax paid, excellent condition; £60.—Ne,
Barnsdale, Burneside, Kendal. [

*

WOOLEE 1921 Model, done 200 miles, lice

fitted complete; £70.—Hewin's Garages,

The Eeal Service Firm, Taunton. (

WOOLEE, latest flat twin, chain drive, 3-5]

95 gns.; also bargain in second-hand, £
Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [ f

BAEGAIN.-New nmiaed Wooler, mid 1920. 5

m p g., aluminium footboards; f.o.r. London
gns.—Owner, St. Bede'a, Eastbourne. (D) (

"

Zenith.

DAN GTJY, Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early <_

livery all models. 1 ^
1019 (Late) 6h.p. Zenith, good running ct;

XH nearest £80.—Osbo ne, 21, Norfolk Sq., BIJ;

ton. 1
'*

ZENITH 5h. p., clutch, coachbuilt, fully equi.M,

hood, Boreen, perfect condition; f75.— 51, I*

clif! Ed., Erith.- I P»

TO 21 8h.p. Zenith, clutch and K.S.,_immcdiat to-1" livery; £144.-Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139,.F
f;

ley Ed., N.W.3. I
!<»

A^e All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marKea tr;,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 1920 81i.p., nud Cnnoelet sidecar, splendid

coudition: aoceiit £120.-Ctii't. Findlayr 62, Ash-

ley Gnrdens, S.W. [9143

BRAND New Sh.p. Zenith Combination, shop-soiled;

will accept £150, ordiuaiv price £204.—Epbam
Motor Co., Egham. [9262

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths; new and second-hand machines
in stock.—5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-

stead Tube Station). [9379

8h.p. Zenith Combination, new Feb., 1921, 3,000
miles, every accessory ; quick sale ; owner bought

car.—Joy, Buxted. Sussex. [9680

1 Q21 5-6h.p. Zenith Sports, perfect, owner wants
At/ combination; bargain, £85.—Apply, Brynmaer,
Throwley Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [1088

^ENITH 6h.p.j first-class condition, complete with
ti lamps, speedometer, fast lot, tax paid ; £ 65/ 10.
!-198, King St.. Hammersmith. [9200

SPECIAL Racing 70x85 Twin Zenith; exchange light-

weight, cash; sell £58.—McCartney, Golden Cross
Cottages, Church St.. Woolwich. [9150

ilQ 14-15 3V'jh.p. Zenith-Gradua Gear, speedometer,
l.*y splendid condition, any trial; £45.—Rollinson,
162, South St., Ponders End, Enfield. [X5697

ZENITH Sb.p. Sports, late model, fitted special

racing cams and 3in. exhaust, very last; £78,
near.—Kenneth, Swabey, Ashtead, Surrey. [9449

ZENITH 5h.p. Sports Model 0, faultless condition
and appearance, as new; £90; exchanges con-

sidered.—54. Riverview Grove, Chiswick, W, [9838

ZENITH 8h.p. Sport-s Model, July, 1920, condition
perfe *t. mileage small, fnlly eouipped. original

tyres; £110.-80, St^ation Rd., Hampton, Middlesex.
] [9790
ZENITH-GRADUA 7-9h.p. 1914 Coach Combination,

newly finished, mechanically perfect, lamps,
screen, hood, grid; £90.-14, Cambridge Rd., Bromley.

[9805

AN 8h.p. Zenith-Jap Motor Bike and Torpedo Side-
car, Very fast, can be seen any evening by

iappointment.-40, Dyson's Rd., Edmonton, N.18.

I

.

'

rii55

JULY, 1920, 5h.p. Sports Zenith, as new, lamps,
speedometer, Klaxon," etc., any examination and

trial, tax paid; £85.—Capt. Reeves, Man and Saddle
Hotel. Dewsbury. [9974

ZENITH 5h.p., late 1920 sports model, special posh
machine, new condition,, mileage low, fast mount,

joomplete with lampa, speedometer, tax paid; £105.-190.
|King St., Hammer.smith. [9201

ZENITH 1916 6h.p., countershaft C.B. sidecar,
lamps, horn, speedometer, and tools, in excellent

icondition and running order; £80, or offer.—Fecher,
[7, Linthorpe Rd., Stamford Hill, London, N. [9526

1 Q20 4-5h.p. Sports Zenith Combination, electric
J-?/ light, iusnrani^e, tax, spare belt, tubes, luggage

Ijirrid, under ivOOO miles, mechnnical horn, car head
Jlight; genuine bargain, £135.-1, Sydney Av., Purley.
' r9153
LATE 1919 8h.p. Zenith, No. 5347, Swan sideear,

electric and acetylene lighting, speedometer, all

accessories, in perfect mechanical condition, tyres very
good, tax paid; £115.—Maoaskie, The Hvthe, Staines.

I [55695
4h.p. Zenith Coachbuilt Combination, re-enamelled,

overhauled, lamps (gas, electric), wind screen, any
;trial, £80; polishing lathe. 70/-; also Sin. headstock,
tailstock; evenings.—1, Bute Gardens, Petersham,
Surrey. [9453

ZENITH 8h.p. 1916 Combination, electric lighting,
speedometer. Easting, just overhauled, enam-

elled and plated, appearance and condition new: £95.
—Martin, 15, Sun St., Waltham Abbey. 'Pbone :

Waltham Cross 99. [9929

FOR Sale, Zenith 1919. 1920 engine, lamps. Klaxon,
knee grips, speedometer, F.E.W. valve attach-

nieots, front tvre very good eondition. rear tyre brond
'new, Dunlop Magnum oversize, Gradua gear; bargain,
j'£85.—Baddeley, Denham, Epwm, Surrey, (19783

I"! Q16 Zenith Combination, clutch, kick starter,
|-L»7 luxurious coachbuilt sidecar, electric light,
'horn, speedometer, complete kit of tools, perfect con-
Idition, tax paid ; cost £240. sacrifice £110.~Huin-
ipbreys, Auto Engineer. Hassett St., Bedford. [9409

!"|Q20 Zenith 8h.p., countershaft, kick start, superb
:X*/ combination, hardly distinguishable from new,
mileage under 1,500, Easting, Cowey horn and speedo-
meter, disc, lamps, and numerous accessories, cost
i£230; no reasonable offer refused; any trials.—Z., 36,
Alexandra Rd., Croydon. [9506

:Q/\X77V2 o.h.v. Zenith-Gradua Coachbuilt Comhina-
,

*7" tion. hood, screen. 3 lamps, generators, Lucas
horn, new Dnnlop rear, Perllev's knee-grips, long plated
exhausts, all enamel and plating like new, special ma-
chine, very fast, top pear 3-1 : trial willingly : £110,
offers; would separate: tax naid; photo ; exchange lower
power,— 1, Boundary Rd., Notting Hill. 'Phone.: Park
'654.

^ [9304

I

Ladies* Motor Cjcles.

AS a Lady's Motor Cvcle, tlie Ivy is It.-Send for
details from the Midland agents, Frank Whit-

|Worth. Ltd.. Birmingham.
'

[S4180
LADVS Model 1915 3-speed 2^h.p. Douglas Motor

Cycle, perfect condition, very last; £42; cheap.—
IBnewin, Barford Cottage. Little London, Basingstoke.
'

[6715

DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

The Headlamp supplied with this set is our Sia.

Daybeam, a very powerful light-giver. The
brackets are of exceptionally strong and hand-
some design. They carry the headlamp and also
the (die cast) aluminium case. The accumulator
is specially made lor motor cycle lighting, and
will brilliantly illuminate the head and the rear
lamp lor 20 hours if used intermittently. The
tail lamp (our torpedo S.B.C.) is exceptionally
strong and well made, and has a very attractive
appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a switch,
and one lamp may be used Independently of the
other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and 4 volt bulbs are fitted. The
finish is ebony black and nickel plate.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30/1, Price £5 5
(If tail lamp is not regtiired, deduct 12/6).

"DAYBEAM '' Combination Set

The set comprises Day beam Bin. Headlamp, Ideal
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C Tall Lamp.
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch,
and is limshed in ebony black with nickel-plated
relief. The Accumulator (capacity, 6 volt,
40 amp.) is specially made for motor cycle lighting
and mil give very satisfactory service in use.
Many have now been in use two or three years,
and are as efficient as when first purchased.
All our Accumulators are specially made to stand
vibration. Ordinary accumulators are never
satisfactory for motor cycle work. The hard
wood case supplied with this set is finished ebony
black, and is specially treated to vrithstand aoid.
This outfit is despatched completely assembled
with bulbs and all necessary wiring, etc.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30 /2, U 7 0.

DYNAMO & SWITCH BOX

(Write lor List No. 7.)

4.6 volts 20 watts. List No. 30 18, Price £7 10

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by ail reputable agents.

'Z 3"

RIM & PATENTS LTP
t-AWDEN R5 BDRDESLEV BIRMINCHftM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous,

RICHMOND Pnrk Garage have tlie foUowins machines
for disposal

:

R.P.G.-1916 Royal Enfield 6h.p. combination, fltst-

class condition ; £78.

R.P.O.-1917 Ponerplus Indian,- 7,-9h.p., 3 speeds, and
nice coachbuilt sidecar, hood, etc. ; £65.

R.P.G.—1917 2"Ah.p. Douslas, 2-speed, splendid con-

dition; £40.

TJ.PG.—1916 2^'4h.p. Douglas, excellent condition;

XV £38.

R.r.G.-1921 Isle of Man Eudge, only run 150 miles,

fully equipped, tax paid; owner forbidden to rioe,

doctor's orders ; £78.

RICHMOND Park Garage. 110, Upper Eichinond Rd
Bast Sheen, S.W.14.

, 'Phone; Putney 2622. [1209

CAM E. CLAPHAM (Motors). 'Phone : Greenwich

>> 751.-Immediate delivery lightweight models.

Edmund (spring Irame), Connaught, New Comet, Ex-

celsior, F.N., Arden, Douglas, etc.-27, Stockwell St.

Greenwich, S.E.IO
^ L^-^""

COMBINATION for sale, cheap; seen after 6.-33,

HolUngtou Ed.. East Ham. L^ofo

1 Q18 C.B. Combination, in perfect order, -wind screen,

i-if etc., all complete; £35.-26, Gunnersburs- Lane

Acton.
L^^b'uu

BARGAINS.-New-O.K.'s.Ariels, Harleys, Omegas,

Quadrants; exchanges entertained. - Booths

Motories. Halilax.

BARGAINS.-Kew V.ili.p. Quadrant and sidecar,

£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination—Booths

Motories. Halifax

BARGAINS—1920 Indian Combination, dynamo
M"hting screen, £145/10; G.W.K light car de-

tachable -<hecls, £155/10.-Booths Motorics. Hali-

fax.

BARGAINS.—8h.p. Matchless combination, counter-

shaft gear, £49/11; 4i,ih.B. James, 3-speed,

chain drive, £39/15.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAlNS.-7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed. £29/10: 6h.p.

Chatet-Lea anS sidecar, £30/10. - Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—3h.p. Enfield lightweight, 2-6peed,

f 1^/10- 3'Ah.p. Triumph, £26/10: SVjh.p.

Ariel £35/10; J.E.S motor set on cycle, £17/10.-

Bootlis Motories, Halilax

-i-»4ROAINS — 3'Ah.p. 1914 P. and M., £49/10;

B nearly new 1921 2-speed Omega £51/10- 1920

OK., £35/10; 1920 Scott, £87/10.-Booths Motorics,

Halifax

BARG\lNS.-4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, £59/10; 1915

"i'OiP Douglas, £37/10; new 1921 Rudge

Multi, £85.—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

T-> ARGAINB -Shop-soiled 1920 models; 25/411.?.B OK £43/10 ditto 2-speed, £54/10: 2^ih.p.

(T^B,.a ilo Pspeed £67/10: Harley-Davidson and
"2 .^,; f'^'sQ/lO- 6hr Ariel combination, £149/10;
'"'''£„„.. entertained Pay ns a visit.-Booths

Mofonef PorrS mce, HaliLx. Teh ; 1062. 16195

0.3h.p. Sporting 4-6troke, T.T. bara, kuee Srips, tax

4Z paid, perfect, fast, photo; £28.-264. Soho Ed
Handsworth, Biimingham. 1»°=^

K-6h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, Bosch, B. and B., Uniids,

O dropped frame; £12; photo; give cash lor hgl t-

weieht.-lSl, Newton Ed., Burton-on-Trent. [9711

31hn. Motor Cycle and cane sidecar, Enfield 2-speea,

i UXM. engine; price £35; trial any eveninp

after 6.-52, Plympton Ed., Brondesbury (two l^nmAs)^

rpRItlMPH, 3i/2h.p.. fixed J5f i"*^' , '=™';^'"^=^'
, <?}^

i- 'bus. . good condition, £32; also, W.p. l|ia

Dougla" 2 Speeds, F.E., £50.-Arscott, Mint St.

Lincoln.

-i rklS Triumph Combination, electric lighting,

1" Cameo tools, £92; Enfield combination dynamo

irgMing.%eedometer, £100.-81, Dundee Rd., South

Norwood.

IF Wishing to Buy (tor cash or easy pavnlentsl, sell,

or exchange motor cycle or eombiuat.ou state .re-

• rnontV Sntislactlon Kunranfeed. Distance 1111-

;;];S1 -iBuntinl'sMoto" Exchange, Wcaldstoue. [7906

Al Opportunity .-Exceptional bargains in shop-

soiled motor cycles and combinations for cash or

the easiest of easy terms, no extra charge.-Write,

phone, or call at Wauchope's, Shoo Lane, Londom^^

-I ft 21 Brand New 2-seater Combination, Magdyno
J-«7 lighting, horn, speedometer, Icgshields, etc., tax

paid, insurance: £210, cost £245. two weeks ago; re-

Mipts shown.-J. Miller, Builders' Arms, Longfleld St.

Southflelds, S.W.I 8. [SO""

VICTORY Garage, Victory Garage.—Douglas 2%ih.p..

as new, unscratched, £52; Rudge Mnlti, beauti-

ful condition, £45: Bat 5-6h.p., all on, tax paid, £26;

Quadrant 3h.p.. £25, and many others: write !or P^'^

ticnlars.-2B, Denmark Rd., CamberwcU. [9509

FO C H for second-hand cycles, combinations, and

runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged;

any new motor cycle combination or car supplied.

Si Sr easy payments. - Fair Offer Car Home 5.

Heath St., Hampstead (near Hanipstead Tube Sta-

tion). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, includ

ing Saturdays. l'*^"'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
leH; £10 Neamn, Ford-

19248
AUTO-WKEEL, B.S.A.,

ingbridge.

YOUNG, 1921, tax paid, perfect, electric lighting;
25 2ns.—21. Fordel Ed.. Catlord. [9350

£9/10.—
[•£97

ns.—21, Fordel Ed., Catlord.

_ . k'HEEL, B.S.A., new condi
Sibley, 106, Market Place, Romford.

A BTO-WHEEL, B.S.A., new condition

WALL De Luxe Auto-Wlieel, perfect, nittle nsefl;

£10.—Cliannon, St. Jleilion, Cornwall. [9246

WALLS Auto-Wheel, fitted to lady-back tandem,
good condition; £16/10.-84, Anerley Ed., S.E.19.

[9346

WALL AutOiWheel, -witli genVe cycle, good condi-

tion: £15. After 6.—L., 43, Manor Park, Lee.
[9905

J.E.S. Auxiliary Set, complete unit, -witla belt, tank,

dram, and jockey; £7.-15, Durban Ed., Becken-
tam.

'
[9442

1Q21 llib.p. Economic Motor Aattacbments ; 25i^
-L*^ gns.-Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd.,
N.W.3. [9949

QIMPLEX Attacbment, practically new. clutch
tJ model, licence; ie22/10.—Arscott, West Parade,
Lincoln. t9483

GENT'S Cycle, Tvith Young Attachment, thorough
good order, tax paid; £19.—W.H., 55, Minet Av.,

Horlesden, N.W. [9850

WALLS Attto-Wheel, splendid condition, £12; with
22in. bicycle. £18.-26, Morella Ed., Wandswordi

Common Station. [9446

AUTO-WHEEL De Luxe, splendid condition, double
control, iiiudshield, no plates, tax paid; £10.-10,

|

Park Hill, Richmond, Surrey. [9671

YOUNG Attncliments fitted to ladies' and gent's

bicycles, as new, all accessories, 220 and 320
miles, cost £70, tax paid; £47, or £25 each cash.—12.
Osberton Ed., Lee, S.E.12. [9562

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
jMOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42 / 6

:

1 week, 85/-; combination 52/6 and 110/-;

write for further information.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Port-

land St., W.l. [X2672

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
rX7038

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [7354

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
SKOOTAMOTi brand new; £45.—Hopkins, New St.,

Ledbury. [X5650

KINGSBURY Scooter, brand new; £20.—C.S., 14,

Swaton Rd., E.3. Tel.: E31S5. [1161

AUTOPED Scooter. 1920, almost new dynamo; £20,
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9011

A .B.C. Skootamota, 1921, new; £33.—Frank Wbr
worth. 139. New St.. Birmingham. [X417P

SKOOTAMOTA, overhauled, good condition; £30, or

near ofler.—Rogers, Bank, Marlborough. [9848

SKOOTAMOTA and licence. May; £30, for £28; Nor-
wicli.-Box 5,315, c/o r/te Motor Cycle. [9489

SKOOTAMOTA, late 1920, hardly used, in perfect

condition; what offers —Snow, Old Place, Sleaford,
[9318

A.B.O. Skootamoto, only done 40 miles; £27.-
Brownes' Garage, Loddou, Norfolk. 'Phone: 14.

[9238
ks, !!

Asbte'l

Birmingham. [X4179

UTO-WHEEL Soooter, iniunning order, tax p.ii

k- £22, or n< "
London, S.E.16,

t 021 Skootamota, just received from works,
Xi' crate; £31/10 — 54. St. James St., " '

A. £22, or~nearest oflei.—307, EotherhitlM New'Ed.
[9638

LADY'S Competition Skootamota, new, !;uaranteed;

£38; see Exchangee.—1, Station Pajade, 'Willesj

den Green, N.W.2. [1073

A.B.C. Scootnmota, almost new, £30, or near offer

also Whippet scooter, unndden; £35,

34, Forest Hill Ed.. E. Dulwich, S.E.22.
Neville,
[9450

A.B.O. Skootamota, not run 20 miles;
abroad; 25 gns..

., . owner gomg
for immediate sale.—Apply,

Cocksho't, Little Kingshill, Gt. Missenden. [9302

CKOOTAMOTA, never been used, in perfect condi-
O* tion as delivered from makers; price £25.—East
Grinstead Motor Garage, Lta., East Grinstead. [8111

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
SANDHAM'S make thousands of hoods %very year;

50/- eaoh. First quality twill waterproof.

-The Sandum Patent Wind Screen of 100
, as shown at Olympia. Finest screen

on the market; 90/-,

SANDEAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. [0635

WIND Screen for 1920 Douglas combination, com-
plete; £2.—Kent, 66, Hatton Garden, E.C.I. [9921

i:XERCtrLES_ Hoods and Aprons, Write for list.-

SANDUMS.- _

positions, as shown at Olympia.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

A.J.S. ARIEL
B.S.A. BAT
CALTHORPE
DOUGLAS
ENFIELD
LEA-FRANCIS
MATCHLESS
NEW IMPERIAL
MARTINSYDE
NORTON
QUADRANT
RUDGE
TRIUMPH
ZENITH

CYCLE CARS:
MORGAN G.N,
COVENTRY PREMIER

EXCHANGES
EXTENDED TERMS

15-16,BISH0PSGATEAV
: CAMOMLE STREET,ECS

Elcemoyca, London
A.venue

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
TOLEDO Hood, highest grade, brass fittings, 47/6;

fittings, twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd.^
Tottenham, London. [475'

COUPE Wind Screen, very latest, combined wint
screen, hood, cover apron, perfect protection

Write for folder.—Below.

BEST Twill, 72in. wide, 9/- yard; celluloid, 2/6 ui
foot; press fasteners, 1/10 dozen.—Coup6 Win

Screens, 66, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham. [X6511

WIND Screens Actually in Stock : Eastings, Baby
Standard, Royal, Bluemels latest; Cameo hood's

finest quality, waterproof, with curtains round; £3/5
—64 Bishopsgate, London. [062(

I

BODIES,

s
JpOR

SANDUM. the largest and most renowned sidMfi'
body builders in country.

SANDUMS have put on the market over 10,000 8U|e
car bodies.

SANDUMS have the only adult 2-seater body on Ud
market which is not unsightly. Write for ott;

Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

SANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any mak
with the use of up-to-date machinery in iou

factories.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Jul
Rd.. London, W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427.

[065
"YT'ENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

"\7'E2fUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and ligb.
but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplie
direct. Catalogue free.

yENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St.. S. TottenhMi

UIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality, £7/: j_>J original £12/12.-64, Bishopsgate, London. 1061*

CAMBER Coach Bodies, from £4/17/6.—Bright ai;

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.
[91!

TRADESMAN'S Box Body, suit any underslul
chassis, as new; £5.—Mjlam, 197, London Rti

Croydon. [99S

D.OUGLAS Bodies, brand new, 1919 tvpe, finishi.

in any colour at £8/8.-The EBra Motor Worl
11-14, Effra Parade, Brixton. [Hi:

SIDECAR Bodies.—New bulbous back bodies, n
any machines, good articles at the right pric

£10/10 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. Ill'

2-SEATER lOh.p., sports body, 3 speeds, tax paid,

good order; photo and particulars; £40, or *

change motor cycle.—18, Key Hill, Birmingham. CS57

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, fir

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, cla

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—

T

Willowbtook Motor Co., Leicester. [03

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better

cheaper house), sporting models, bulbous back a

step pattern. All at low prices. Call or eend your

ouircmcnts.-228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, I<i

don, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [6»

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. W»
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of ongli

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established design

to the coach trade lor over 80 years. Consult as wl«

designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.I,

[0(1

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
"VriDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis
high-powered machines : Zenith, Harle

Indians, New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, (

INDIANS with kick starter on left present
difficulty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of

kind' Twisted motor cycle frames and fo

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. T
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not o

safer and more comfortable, but are faster

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps,
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest esUblished i| I

car makers, wholesale, retail, and export J
Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near »»1|
'Phone : Hornsey 1584. l"'!

CANOELET Minor Sidecar, almost new; £llMl
22, Eswyn Ed., Tooting, S.W. Ef I

/CANOELET Minor _Sidecar, new; £10/10.—fi|
V-" Arms, High St., Winchester.Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Ed., Totten-

lam. [1109

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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The Motor Cycle Grand Prix.
jRITISH manufacturers and the British motor

_ cycle community in general may congratu-

late themselves warmly on their successes in

the premier French speed event of the year.

These Continental races do much good, as

they promote a feeling of friendly rivalry between
the two nations and also' tend to improve
design. What happier result could be desired,,

with British motor bicycles first, second, third,

fourth, and fifth in the 500 c.c. class, and with a

machine built of British component parts first

among the miniat -. ? One can only wish tliat

the French had set us a harder task in tlje senior

category. Our late allies took their heating like

sportsmen, and owned that they had much to learn

both as regards design and riding methods. One
well-known Continental rider of the old days, a

Czecho-Slav, whom we last met at Amiens in 1913,
told us he' was delighted to see that, while the

French machines had become more complicated
and less efficient, the English racing motor cycles

were enormously improved and very much simpli-

fied in design. This was distinctly interesting, as

our friend is an authority as well as an enthusiast,

and his remarks, after a separation from the

pa.stime for about five years, were very welcome.
'English makes hqye now proved their superiority

in speed on the Le Mans course, and it now
remains to be seen how they will behave gxi the
Alpine passes in the International Six Days Trials

beginning next week. . While the Tourist , Trophy
races have so far improved the breed' of racing
mounts to. enable these victories to be gained, the
English and Scottish Six Days have done their -

good work as regards improving reliability, but
there is just a chance that the Swiss trial may
teach other valuable lessons, and, if so, the mere
handful of English manufacturers who have entered
will profit by their enterprise. By continuing to

give public demonstrations of the capabilities of
British motor cycles our industry will maintain its

present position.

Mechanical Noises.
rOISE is the bugbear of motor cycles, and

much trade is lost through the fact that the
general public is under the impression that

motor cycles are essentially noisy vehicles.

On the subject of exhaust noises, opinions
vary, and many a machine which leaves the v.'orks

reasonably silenced is modified by its owner to

suit his p.ersonal tastes, but to the detriment of
public opinion. Even those who hold the most
heterodox opinions as regards exhaust sounds will

agree, however, that it is desirable to eliminate
mechanical noises. Apart from the fact that
noise is the outward and audible indication of wear,
a tap, rattle, or squeak is most aggravating to
the mechanically-minded rider. The average two-
stroke engine is moderately free from mechanical
noises, but is seldom eflficiently silenced. A short
time ago we were enabled to test an engine which
was tp all intents and purposes silent, except for
the exhaust which, in this case, extended well
behind the rider, and was not unduly noisy.

This trial emphasised the fact that, i'n addition to
engine- noises, there are many other sounds which
should be eliminated. The average mechanical
horn rattles badly, tanks are apt to "drum," and
primary drive chains are frequently a source of noise
unless adequately enclo.sed and lubricated. Most
motor cycle gears are fairly silent, but are still

capable of improvement, spring forks clash and
squeak, and speedometer drives often grind. All
these minor noises combine to form a considerable
volume of sound, and all, without exception, are
capable of considerable improvement. One has
only to take note of a high-class car passing, with
only the noise of, the tyres on the road audible,
to obtain an ideal which motor cycle manufacturers
are at present far from realising.

'The speed and power of the modern British motor
cycle are amply proved in competitions of every
kind, and_ manufacturers who now set out to
render their productions silent will score when in
sales competition on the open market.

^^-^^ .^
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0^r^ \SIONAL 0MMENTS
t,E-:_

Jets and Consum-ption.

THE other day I

took delivery of

a new 3^ h.p.

T.T. 'bus, and the first

trick it served me was
to leave me stranded— ; .

•

on the Fosse Way, of f?

all lonely places—with

an empty petrol tank,

for its consumption varied from 45-60 m.p.g. on the

makers' jet, a 36 Amac. Having a bagful of jets, I

began to experiment, and found that with a 32 I could
indulge in a fair amount of scrapping and fast hill-

climbing without exceeding a gallon in eighty miles.

But the most amazing discovery came when a Sunday
trip led me into regions where you cannot reckon on
finding the garages open. On this occasion, I installed

a 28 jet, and half a gall.on took me eighty-two miles =
164 m.p.g. Moreover, on this 28 jet, I got quite as

much speed and quite as good climbing as the average

man requires ; its main defects were that it stole away
the frantic acceleration which hall-marks this machine
on a standard jet, and, incidentally, rendered my
nickel-plated exhaust- pipe remarkably iridescent. I

begin to pine for a variable jet with handle-bar control,

and, on the whole I do not marvel at the popularity

of the W.S.R. variable jet attachment.

The Foot of a Test Hill.

nN the bad old long ago, we used to see riders making
a longish_ pause at the foot of a test hill in big

reliability trials, what time they unscrew-ed their

adjustable pulleys and fitted thinner belts to furnish

a lower gear. Time changes all things ; but if the hill

be a real corker, we still sometimes see a clever rider

halt. Should he do so, he drains the crank case,

replenishes with fresh, cool oil, and swops his running
j-et for a thirty-sixer.

'* Ta Gaelic."

ALL of us at the office are very bored with the

members of the staff who represented our
interests in the Scottish Six Days. They have

learnt a lot of new words, mostly ending in some such

combination of consonants as
'

' nchdgt
'

' or something
to that effect. - They throw them at us, and we do not

know whether we are being insulted or not. More-,
over, in 'this hot weather they retard the ardently

anticipated nioment at which the typical journalist's

thirst-quencher (iced lemon squash) is deli^»ered to

us, by ordering "a glass and a chaser," or " a wee
deoch an doris." They learnt these bad habits in the

Highlands, of course, and we are slowly weaning them
back to civilised ways. A " glass and a chaser " means
a tot of whiskey, followed by a pint of beer in a
separate receptacle, and is obviously unwholesome in

A2.&

a • heat wave. fe<'

always t h o u g hj
" deoch and doris

was Gaelic for whis^

key and soda, but it

apparently m e a ni
" last before door.?|

The worst of many ^
Scot is that it takesj

too manv deochs t^

get him outside the doris.

Gripping the Tank.

H0\\"
many of our readers grip the tank with theii^

thighs, or knees', or both? I know lots of keei^i

amateurs who consider that good riding iss

impossible without- such a grip, either in speed work

on a good surface or in rough-riding on a one-dayH

trial. Well, here's' a test of the matter. The next

time you witness a one-day trial, go carefully over^-j

the 'buses at the finish, and 'you will find that a Idfj

of the very best riders never use any leg grip at all.'-'

The reason is almost invariably the same—they began-7

life as factory testers, and got into trouble if their;

breeches rubbed the gold lining off the tank.

About Saddles.

SPRING frames may come, and 3in. tyres may be

adopted as standard ; but I rather fancy that <.

bigger saddles will bulk largely in the next year

'

or two—tlie leaf-mounted Brooks, the huge coil spring
,

Terry ,^. and suchlike. During my latest wandering 1

got into a county where they keep a type of road !

which is mercifully uncommon. Most of its surface

is excellent, and tempts you to speed up a bit..

Suddenly, without any warning at all, you encounter

an isolated but gigantic pot-hole—soft patches in the,-,

subsoil are possibly to blame. Bang goes your front'}

Avheel into it. If you are seated on one of the modern';*

super-saddles 5'ou do not feel the terrific impact more;-

than if you hit an ordinary bump on an ordinary:'^

saddle. But if you are perched on one of the cheap_^

saddles which are usually standarciised b)" motor cycle','

makers, your internal organs get almost as big a shock'

as if you had stopped a real vicious jab from Demp-j
sey. I saw a youthful tennis player put a well-known .i

'bus into such a pot-hole just as I met him. He '

looked quite old and grey when he came out of the,-

pot-hole. I struck a similar hole four hundred yard^^

on, so I know how he felt. Of course, the compara^
tively low-priced saddles soften down a lot in use, an(^
after the first year form tolerable shock absorbers."-

But when they are new ! Two of us had occasion to j

lower the saddle of my new "bus last week, and it-

took all out muscle to bend the leather back enough 1

to clear the nuts and bolts concerned, ^^'hen I next--,

change mounts, I shall keep my old saddle.
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LE MANS-THE NIGHT BEFORE.
Impressions of a French Town on the Eve of a Great Road Race

IN England it would- be impossible to

reproduce the atmosphere so appaieut
iu France on the night before a great

road race. For one thing, the national
fear of appearing absurd is a constraint,

while nearly every Englishman desires to

go to bed for at least a few hours during
.the night.

Far otherwise is it in France, where
0U6 may do just what one likes, even if

in the doing certain minor restrictions

of the law are broken. Manifestations
of glee or excitement may be indulged
in to any length one pleases, and, if the
thing be done properly, one does not go
In bed at all.

Advertising—Personal or Otherwise.

. For some time the little town which
is the centre of racing activity has shown
unmistakable symptoms of a coming fite..

Flags, many of them advertising oil cr

plugs, appear on every house or cafe;

ami even' on the tramway poles there are

mysterious placards, 6ft. high, vaunting
the claims of the accessory firms. The.-i

there are extraordinary pictures (

t'

quite ordinary mak-s cf

French cars proceeding
at incredible speeds,

and driven by young
women who usually

grace the pages of La
Vie.

Every third person
wears the tyiip. sport

clothes beloved by our
Gallic allies when
motoring, varying from
a goatskin coat to the
loudest checks. -Then
th3 cars are inimitable.

There are, of course,

no genuine racers, since

these are safe in bed

:

but every four-wheeled

vehicle which can bear a huge exhaust

pipe and four wicker seats is out, driven

by a man sincerely hoping to be mistaken

for one of the heroes of the past or of to-

morrow. The French counterpart of

Britain's motor cycle " knut," too, is

there in numbers.

toiTaRF"

CROSBY

. extraordinary pictures of quite

ordinary makes of French cars.

"

Every ea/e is brimful, the little iron

tables spread out to the kerb, and all the

chatter is about the races. At one table

a huge and burly Frenchman, bearded
as the original Poilus. holds forth on the

certainty of one machine winning, until

one is tempted to apologise for ever

having doubted the result. A few
seconds later, one hears a man on the

left divulging stale secrets about another

mount, which the designer himself would
learn with interest, and so the chatter

goes on, intermittently audible, amid the

tempestuous roar of open exhausts, as

cars, backed against the pavement, get

awav. In the streets, newsboys, incon-

ceivably ragged, emit shrill cries of
" L'Aiito " and " Lc Journal." It is the

Isle of Man over again—only more so!

In England nex-t-door neighbours are

regarded witli suspicion, especially if they

speak without an introduction; but here

one can—and does—talk to anybody as

fancy pleases ; and whether he under-

stands or not, he will be most entertained.

Indeed, the language does not matter

much, for if the genders of motoring

technicalities are a stumbling-block, it is

only necessary to discover in which sector

one's new friend served, and the argot of

the trenches will cover all grammatical

errors.

By midnight coloured streamers are

being thrown about in the principal

cafes of the town ; the cars, bearing twice

their normal load, are rushing here and

there to the continuous shriek of electric

horns, and everybody is supremely happy.

At a very early hour a stream of people

sets out for the course, each man, woman,

or child beai-ing a basket, in which,

covered by a clean white cloth, is bread

in long rolls and bottles of wine. What-

ever happens—cold cr

wet, or darkness of un-

usually pitch-like variety

—off they go, the throng

increasing every moment,
till the tramp of feet

rouses those optimists

wlio thought they woiUd
sleep a little. Men on

bicycles — the peculiar

scraggy French bicycles

—motor cycles, cars from
Paris, and even decayed
taxicabs, all pour out of

'iC town for the course,

becoming a rolling mul-

titude as the grey light

of dawn sprea is over the

scene.

WHERE ABSOLUTE CONCENTRATION IS NECESSARY.

A MEMBER of T/ie Motor Ci/de staff

had an interesting chat with George
I Dance the other day, and learnt

I the inner liistory of his failure to win
the Senior T.T.', which was such a dis-

1
"appointment to Sunbeam enthusiasts, and
no less to Dance's many personal friends.

Dance was riding a very careful race,

and, when he was leading at the end of

the fourth lap, he had never really opened

I

his engine out. Even on the straight

I towards Sulby he had not used more than
thrcequarter throttle on any lap, so that

111'- had a good reserve in hand if the

filial lap should prove tight. On a certain

bend in Glen Helen there is a partrcular

line whii-h must be taken if the corner is

to be rounded at the speed which Dance

considers the safe maximum. He struck

the desired line accuratelv enough, ,antl

got a tremendous ovation from the

crowd, with whom he would certainly

have been a very popular winner. The
noise made him take his eyes off the road

for the fraction of a second, and he was

in the ditch like greased lightning. A
large stone tore the bottom clean out

of his gear box, and bent the perpendi-

cular control rod, so that he was re-

stricted to top gear for the rest of the

distance. Dance says grimly that he will

not look off the road in 1922 even if

.somebody lets a maroon off. Under the

circumstances, Dance was naturally rather

proud of finishing, .-ind the fact that the

machine safely accomplished the remain-

ing lap and a half is much to the credit

of the Sunbeam gear box.

The Sunbeam exponent was not the

only rider in the T.T. to suffer through

the goodwill of the crowd, although

perhaps the consequences were not so

important. At several points we observed

that the sliouting and excitement of the

spectators caused many a man to wobble.

A29
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First-hand Impressions of Men, Machines, and Organisation in the
Scottish Six Days Trials. By B. H. Davies.

TO the stay-at-home reader one Six Days must
appear very like another; we, Avho travel

through most of them, recognise a profound
difference between the " Scottish " and the " A.C.U."
The northern event, naturally, has the better of any
comparison in air {what an appetite it gives us) ; in

hills (" Hech ! sirs! ") ; and in scenery (if only the

roads ever allowed us to deflect our eyes from the

going for more than a split second).

There are also differences of administration. The
English trials are managed by

a horde of ofificials with slide ^ 7-,.
•

rules and weird instruments.

The Scottish event is principally

bossed by two genial

amateurs, who listen to

your tale of

woe. look a t

each other,
and remark
blandly, "Och.
well, he's a'guid

lad, give h i m
h i s medal !

"

They know that

any 'bus Avhich

can do 900 miles

approximatel) to

schedule o v e 1

their appalling

roads cannot

have many flies

on it ; and, pro-

vided .you ride

like a sports-

m a n, d n '
t

cheat and don't

bring your
solicitor up with

you to f r a m e

windy protests—the) like

you and your 'bus to ha\e
every possible credit

The 'buses desened ciedit this

year. Perhaps our task Avas

lightened by the absence of rain

until Saturday—only the veterans
of the Scottish know what the

183 miles of the Applecross run

A.IO

On the upper reaches of Tornapress, showing

Loch Kishorn in the distance. J. T. Bashall

(6 Martinsyde sidecar) draws near to the summit of

the strenuous six-mile chmb.

are like when they are greasy. But there are others

who say the perpetual dry skids of this year's bone;^

dry going were worse than any grease. And the dust Wi

Unco' bad for engines, and unco' bad for the men-^'j|

at least one poor chap lost his "gold" because his|

eyes got so inflamed that he could hardly see the voad.sj

The high- spot of the week was the fact that thai

little 'uns ate up the roads and the gradients better
j

than the 500 c.c. machines were doing a year or two J

back. Low gear ratios, do you say, sir? Well, some
J

of the ratios were low ; ask tUe>i

two stioke merchant who took four '7

miles of Applecross on a 17 to i-?,

gear whether he had pinsj

and needles in all hi'sV;

fingers at the'5

top. But thai

technical feature^

is that the 1921'!

engine does Bot|

distort ,even if^

It is set to cover'-'-

four miles on a",

17 to I g e a r',1

under a blister-J

ing s,un.. Thei
contrast av i t h ='

the old days
was s i m p 1 y -.

colossal. The:
500 c.c. machines^
pobbled Tound^
the I in 5 hair-'i

pins with their
-^

throttles in sIcfvvJ

running pos i-^

t i o n on geaf;*!

ratios w hie h^"^

would have '^

seized them ".i

solid in 1914; and the|

babies " revved '

' eternally

g

on \o\s gears which would:'!

have Avelded piston and cylinder

into an integral mass before the

war. For roadster purposes dis- \

toriion has been elimmated.
\

Nothing proves this more for-
j

cibly than the feats of the Rover
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Round the 'Scottish."—

cycle cars. The
R o V e r drivers

were not too
confident at the

start. -Low be it

whispered, they

took spare cylui-

der heads to
Edinburgli just
in case. The
officials said:
'

' We have n o
wish to stall you
in the wilds

—

you may carry
these spare heads
lest evil befall

you
; JDUt we shall

seal your heads.

"

In the event the

six Rovers earned
-• • four "golds "

Photographed immediately on its return and a Silver

from the " Scottish," the rear Dunlop tyrs without distorting

of the Sunbeam. their original

hfeads. One little spot of extra luck ,, ,

would have given them six " golds "
;

for the car which retired did so

owing" to a steering mistake, and the
" silver" merchant had one of those

momentary engine stops which occa-

sionally occur in the best families.

Incidentally, the small car mopped
up the three-wheelers a TAllenby.-

Fourteen four-wheelers entered,

mostly of the cheaper types, and ten

won their "golds"—70%; thirty-

six three-wheelers entered, and nine

won " golds "—25%. The three-

wheeler (cycle car or sidecar) is not

quite in its element on roads which
are lx>th bad and difficult, and
chassis fractures were all ijut

universal ; in this dtbacli the 3J4 h.p.

Sunbeam outfit earned undying fame.
•The roadsters of 500 c.c. and over

were so obviously master 'of the conditions that the

dread of being reduced to a mere silver or bronze

award depended on two "ifs." The one was tyres,

and the other was driving skill. Crashes were
frequent—there must have been at least fifty of one
sort or another. Of course, the biggest " if " in

driving concerns the clean ascent of the. official hills.

None of them had quite such appalling surfaces as

the precipices which the A.C.U. loves. They were
altogether fairer and better hills—quite reasonably

climbable even by a total stranger, calculated to punish

any "dud" engine, and quick to impose penalties

if you did a bit of bad pathpicking or went up too

fast. I suppose the standard of driving was as good
as one can expect in a large entry over very trying

routes ; but the fact remains that at least another thirty

machines would have secured " golds " if they had
been handled by men of the calibre of George Dance,
or Westwood Wills, or Neville Hall, or young Downie.
There was much clumsy hilhvork, and lots of wildly

The Tapley gradometer, which registered

the gradients on the Scottish test hills for

the benefit of T/ie Motor Cycle readers.
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injudicious "blinding" on surfaces which were

dangerous and on roads which dipped and twisted in

a manner that shrieked for caution. li is just thai

extra 5 m.f.Ji. ivliich docs it.

The Element of LucK.

Once or twice I let myself be tempted by a horde

of scorching maniacs into putting up the pace a trifle,

and at such times I was in constant touch with danger

to myself and my mount ; but so long as I rested

content to let these fellows rip past me in clouds of

dust and small stones, a calm finish was a certainty.

Two of the leading trade teams consisted entirely of

riders .who failed to impress me by either their skill

or' their sense.

Then there is always luck to be reckoned with. One

man's coat sleeve caught" his throttle on a test hill.

Another who was tuned for petrol got a jug of benzole

in his tank, and could not find a mixture all day (the

fuel man had the juice waiting for us in jugs). Fenn
' had a back tyre which was oversize in the beads, and

came out of the rim if he used his brakes hard.

Shepherd's twin B.S.A. sidecar was brand new, and

its lubrication system had a wee defect which starved

the front cyUnder of oil ; so he had to over-lubricate,

and used from eighteen to twenty-five plugs per day.

'Fairley's A. B.C. car had a barrow-

ful of sand in the petrol tank; when
he was not taking his jets out, he was
scrapping at 50 m.p.h. over bleak

moors to catch up time.

In one such scrap along a six-inch

fairway between tw'O deep ruts my
horrified eyes spotted a huge roclc

shaped like 'a shark's fin projecting

clean across my path—its roots pro-

bably Went down to New Zealand. I

might have broken a wheel on it if

I had not seen it; having seen it, I

liiight have got a terrible wobble on

in the ruts, and buckled my frame

in the resulting toss. As it was,

more by luck than judgment, I

swerved into a rut and out again like

a flash ; but it is just such little in-

cidents which decide whether
" Gold " or "Retired " is to adorn

your name in

the final list.

I hate to say

it, for our
hosts are such

excellent
sports ; but I

soberly con-
si(jer that the

iudging went a

trifle astray,

to the benefit

of one or two

men and the

detriment o f

others whom I

deemed - more
d e s e r V i n g.

W i t h - m a n y
test hills o f

Looking at this kinked rim. one can only

marvel at the excellent condition of the

tyre in the upper picture.

-431
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Round the "Scottish."—

extreme length it is certainly next- to impossible to
ensure a uniform standard of observation, as every
harassed trials secretary knoAvs full well ; and in a
big trial which includes fifty three-wheelers and four-
wheelers the problem of " baulks " is added to the old
cruxes of foot-slogging and wheel slip. My personal
impression is that the penalisation grew more lenient

as the week wore on. On the first day or two hill

failures were few in number and more or less obvious
in character; a stern standard was applied. . On
Wednesday we had three hills, of which Glendoe was
the scene of a dreadful baulking mix-up, and Inver-
farigaig Corkscrew was a bit of a freak. Fifty-two
adverse reports were received from the obsel^'ers on
these three hills, and were officially posted that night.

A crop of protests immediately resulted, and the spirit

of genial sportsmanship led to some of them being
very favourably received. Then the men v.'ho had
sustained not too obvious stops on the earlier hills

chewed the cud a bit, and got out their pens. Yoii
know the first essential in entering a protest ?

'

' Make
a noise like a grouse." Some of them did.

" Reminiscing."
In between times Ave had lots of fun. especially at

night when, over the national drink, competitors de-

scribed the ardours of their day, or " reminisced "

about previous experiences in all parts of the world.
We chaffed each other. Calderon had a cigarette tin

fixed to the middle of his top tube ; it held fifty at

the start each day, and about three at the night check,
so the week cannot have been one long scorch for the
Velocette. The modern " baby " is capable of the

most astounding speeds. Harry Macrae and I re-

freshed Calderon after 'he had been stopped with a

broken chain. We pushed him off, topped the next
rise, beheld half a county, but no Calderon ! I never
saw a landscape vacated so rapidly. About Friday
three of us fell to bragging that we looked like com-
pleting a Scottish without a spill. That afternoon, on
a lonely moor track, Hugh Gibson overhauled Christie,

whose forks had bent in a crash, and rendered his

steering "serpentine." Gibson made the mistake of
steering a course which was a tangent to one of
Christie's arcs—both men flew. I myself was potter-

ing gently through the lunch check on Saturday on
the extreme right of the road .when young Downie
took a sudden dislike to me, and tried to turn his

Raleigh round under my front wheel. We both flew.

Sproston lasted longest. He was in the very act of
handing his card to the finish checker at Edinburgh
when a taxi resented the natty appearance of
" Spross " and his Lea- Francis. They both flew.

Repartee—assorted !

George Brough is one of the clever lads. He started

No. I on ^Vednesday, and, having heard fearsome
yarns about the Corkscrew, he decided to reach it early,

dismount, and walk up before he rode it. When
ochre and arrows diverted us through the usual gate,

the side track consisted of nine inches of loose sand.
This so occupied George that he never saw the placard
"Observed Hill Begins Here." So for the time
being he was posted as a failure. That night .

Kind Friend :
" Sorry you failed on the Cork-

screw, George."
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George (irately) :
" I didn't. I only failed on the

handle !
"

Saturday morning brought us a baby two-stroke size

in cloudbursts near Callander, and the dips of the

road were flooded. . In one of these ponds I met a
motor char-a-banc. When I emerged I resembled a
survivor from the Lusitania.

" How's your engine going, Tom? " was a frequent
query in one of the cigarette intervals outside a check
twenty minutes ahead of time. The prize answer was,
" Wouldn't pull the skin off a rice pudding."

If you should hear that an innocent Highland gillie

met a violent death at the hands of one of the Ijoys,

the verdict will be justifiable homicide. The boy had
just stuck on Glendoe, and the gillie asked, " WuU
she no tak' yon bit brae?" 'H

Who was Next?
;

The last contact with civilisation cii route to Apple*
cross is a Icchside village yclept Jeantown. But yot&i

must not pronounce it "JeantO'wn," or none of this,:

natives will be able to tell you the \\'ay. You must'*!

practise till you can articulate " J'n't'n,' with it.'S

strong flavour of peat and whiskey. A week ago til

could recommend Mr. Mackenzie's stores in that burgh's'

I ordered a large crate of sandwiches for the observe

on the hill. " WuU tenpence be ower much? " aske^l
the shy maiden. I carefully paid up before remarket-

ing, "Any hotel would charge me 5s." She repliedi.1

demurely, " I'll be knowing when the next one calls.,''-

Ballo'chandrain aroused mixed emotions. Some meit_

found this hill very easy, and circulated a yarn thatt

it owed its inclusion to the fact that a search part^rj'

from the Edinburgh club explored it in the dark-^:-

after a Highland dinner. Others regard it as a bettei r

engine heater than Tornapress. I took the trouble tij'i

put my Tapley gradometer on it, and found that the-

steeples ran as steep as i in 4.2, but the dips between 1

the steeples were numerous, so that a climb becomes a'

i

series of short rushes; I think a following wind AvaS'<

responsible for the only excitements which it caused. II

arrived on this hill hot, thirsty, and lunchless. AfteEr

a time I noticed that Harry Macrae, the genial O.C.',.

Hill Observation, had half a bottle of Bass remain-

ing-. 1 had never previously supposed that he was^:

so flinty-hearted a fellow. Presently I saw his brother^-

R. S. Macrae, ascending at speed on his Harley side-'-

car. Moreover, Harry had temporarily relaxed Iiis:i

guard on the precious bottle. " R.S." completed the^

hill rejoicing. Revenge is sweet.

How^ the Sunbeam behaved.

I had almost forgotten my own mount. Sunbeams-
are officially credited with six entries and six " golds. '''^

It ought to be eight " golds." I myself rode a brand!

new standard sports Sunbeam round the course, as'.'

did another knight of the pen. Both of us enjoyed-jl

a picnic. When A. L. Do-wnie bowled me over, h?.(

broke my inlet valve spring; and, oddly enough, th^i

corresponding spring broke on the other press Suii^

beam. Apart from that I did not have a mite (M
trouble, and the general conduct of the machine was'

such that Great Britain would have held no more^

astounded man than myself if any mishap had

occurred. The gears were approximately 5, 9, and

12 ; and the slow running position of the throttle on:

the lowest gear amply sufficed for all gradients. The
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lY MOPMTAEM AIMP LOOM M THE MIGMLAMP^
Scenes in ihe

Scottish Six Days
Trials.

(1) J. Richardson (5 Lea-

Francis sidecar) alongside the

liver Garry, ne^r Dalnaeardoch.

(2) 'Midst the silver birches.

G. Nott (7 Matchless sidecar)

on an easy portion of Inver-

farigaig. (3) A quartette near

Aviemore. G. M. Townsend

(P. and M.), R. Watson (%
Humber). J. R. Fellows (3i

Sunbeam), and C. Moser (4

Triumph). (4) Norman Black

(5 Omega) climbing Inverfan-

gaig in good style.
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Rounj the "Scottish."—

steering at speed is rock-steady, and at ordinary speed
on rough surfaces I managed to Iiold it up quite suc-

cessfully, though I had enjoyed no rough-riding prac-
tice for many months. The brakes and controls are
all admirably thought out, whilst the engine is remark-
ably well balanced for a "hot-stuff" single-cylinder.

I could not make the engine smoke, so that the Lodge
racing plug took me 1,500 miles without a misfire and
^\•ithout being looked at. There cannot be a better

'bus in its class, and if any novice wishes to begin
earning gold medals in the big trials, he can buy a
Sunbeam and be sure that if he fails to secure a
" gold " it will be his own fault. I feel almost equal
admiration for my Dunlop tyres, which were 26 x ,:^in.

heavy pattern. Never before have I got through a

Scottish without more punctures than Icare to remem-
ber. This year I went up from Coventry by road,
round the trials, and back by road to Coventry without

JULY 2Sih, 1921.

any tyre trouble. The accompanying illustration

shows the condition of the tread at the end of this

distance ; it is notably free from
,
stone cuts, though

another picture—showing a kink in the rim—indicates

how rough some of the going was.

Any tourists who purpose travelling north for their

holidays should consult the A. A., as road conditions

are very variable, and,, since repairs are, now in pro-

gress at many places, the surfaces vary from week to

week. The Great North Road- is, mostly' rough north

of Doncaster, though not so atrocious as it was last

year. The best way into Scotland is probably to cut

across Durham county (e.^., by' Bishop Auckland) to.,

Corbridge, and thence to take the Carter Fell route.
,;

The A. A. recently reported tliat this route was in bad ,

order. Doubtless they had the Newcastje-Elishaw '

section in mind, for, if one travels by Corbridge, one
dodges the Newcastle tramlines and gets splendid going

except for three miles.

LONG DISTANCES AT SPEED.
The Grand Prix, Tourist Tropiiy, and 500 Mile Races Compared.

ELSEWHERE in this issue will be found a

description of the Grand Prix Race over the

Circuit de la Sarthe—the P'rench classic event,

second in importance to the Tourist Trophy Races in

the Isle of' Man. At the time these notes are penned,

the results are not known, and they have been inspired

by speculation as to the speeds at which the various

classes will be won.

Whatever the speeds attained, they no doubt will

be compared with the performances of similar machines
in the Isle of Man and during the 500 mile race at

Brooklands. The cond;tions in the three events are

verv dissimilar. The Tourist Trophy Races are held

over a twisting course with many awkward bridges and
corners. In addition, there is a long trying climb " up
tlie mountain'' and then the descent.

The 500 mile race was held on the Brooklands
Track, where speeds of considerably over 100 m.p.h.
are possible. In other words, Brooklands places no
handicap on the machine on the part of speed, whereas

it is maintained bv many that the I.O.M. course is of

such a nature that much faster machines than these

which have competed in the races could not materially

improve the times.

Only Three Acute Corners.

The Grand Prix course at Le Mans is the third

proposition. , Roughly triangular, it has but three

acute corners, and therefore the speeds attained should

be higher than those of the T.T. winners, but lower

than those attained in the soo-mile race. As a means
of comparison, w^e give below some of the performances
put up by the various size machines in the two
British events.

Tourist Trophy Races.
250 c.c. (distance 188 miles 6 furlongs).—D. G.

Prentice (aj^ New Imperial-Jap); speed 44.9 m.p.h.

350 c.c. (distance 188 miles 6 furlongs).—Eric
WiUiams (2^ A.J.S.); speed 52 m.p.h.

500 c,c. (distance 226 miles 4 furlongs).—H. R.
Davies (234 A.J.S.) ; speed 54.49 ni.p.h.

100

.lOO

Five Hundred Mile Race.
c.c.—B. Kershaw (2^ New Imperial),

57.42 m.p.h.; 200 miles, 51.26 m.p.h.;

51.26 m.p.h.; 500 miles, 50.34 m.p.h.

c.c.—N. Norris (3 Ivy two-stroke), 300 miles,

51.64 m.p.h.; 500 miles, 51.69 m.p.h.

500 c.c.—;V. Horsman (3^4 Norton), .loo miles,

65.01 m.p.h.; 200 miles, 62.75 ni.p.h.; 300 miles,

62.5 m.p.h.; 400 miles, 61.76 m.p.h.; 500 miles,

62.31 m.p.h.

250
miles,

miles,

350

ON BRITAIN'S HIGHEST MOUNTAIN.
It is highly improbable that Ben Nevis will again be conquered

by a motor vehicle, as the bridges on the track have -been carried

away by mountain torrents. A local Beardmpre-Preclsion rider

discovered this on the occasion of a recent attempt. He is shown
on the lower reaches.

I
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COMPETITIONS ALL OVER THE WORLD.
The Motor Cycle Movement Expanding from " China to Peru."

As a sport motor cycle competition rid-
ing eiijays a world-wide popularity.
It

.
is only natural, however, that

"different countries, different methods"
should -be the rule regarding the best,
most enjoyable, and -most useful form
which these events should take. At the
same time, it is gratifying to note that
more and more are the other comitries
of the world following tTie lead set by
Britain.

Not only is this so in the case of reli-

ability trials ; it also applies to racing.
For example, America is now consider-
ing the formation of a central club on
the lines of The British Motor Cycle
Eacing Club. It is a project that we feel
sure will meet with success.
When all things are considered, the

leading position that Britain holds in the
world of competitive motor cycledom has

PICTURES OF WORLD-WIDE

INTEREST.

From every quarter of the globe

comes the news that the popularity

of motor cycle competitions is ort

the increase.

een gained simply by reliability trials
on sensible lines. If we except the T.T.,
road racing is unknown in England

; yet
abroad, in South Africa, Australia, and
New Zea;land, and on the Continent, in
France, Italy, Sweden, Germany, Austria,
and even Czecho-SIovakia, this branch of
the pastime is probably the more popular
of the two. Of course, in the majority
of these counti-ies the authorities do not
look unfavourably on using the roads for
speed events.

Trial and Road Race in Sooth Africa.

We give below a number oi reports of
important competitions held in widely
varying localities. They are doubly in-
teresting in that they illustrate the' uni-
versal popularity of motor cycling, and
indicate the form the sport most gene-
rally takes in various places.

An impoi'tant competition in South
Africa, the combined reiliability trial and
bill-climb for the Vacuum' Onp, was held
recently by the Cape Peninsula M.C.C.
Most of the competitors lost no marks

for reliability, and therefore the destina-
tion of the cup was decided by the for-
mula performances iir the timed ascent
of Sir Lowrey Pass. F. J. Harrison (7-9
Harley sc), winning for the second time,
secured the cup outright. Second and
third respectively were J. W. du Toit
(7-9 Hai-ley-Davidson) and L. M. Gran
(4 Harley-Davidsoii). J. W. du Toit
also won the special prize for fastest
time of the day. A Triumph and sidecar
was fifth.

The Pass is Z\ miles long, and in the
words of a South African correspondent,
is "just a good old grind all the way,
with two or three sharp bends."

(!) A successful competitor in a race

arranged by officers of the Japanese
army in Nahayana. Tke rider's mount
is a 4 h.p. chain-driven Triumph.
(2) A competitor at speed in a hill

climb near Prague, Czecho Slovakia.

(3) Swedish owned motor cyc!es lined

up at the Central in Orebro during the

trial which is described on the follow-

ing page. (4) The joys of camping.
Two American X's almost bogged in

rough going near Salt Lake City, Utah,
U.S.A.

B3
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Competitions all over the World.

—

Dniban-Johannesbarg Race.

Wliat is regarded as the South African
T.T.—a race from Durban to Johannes-
burg—attracted fifty-nine entries in the
solo (handicap) and twelve for the side-

car (scratch) - event. Locally built,

British and American machines were re-

presented, and the handicapping was
apparently on a very fair basis.

E. Blackburn, a nineteen year old
rider on a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson,
secured a very popular win in the solo

class in the net riding time of lOh. 12m.
19s.—an average speed of 40 m.p.h.,
breaking all "revious records.
A. Hildebrandt (2^ Hilda) was second,

and L. E. Cohen (4 Triumph) ran into
third place.

An 8 h.p. American X sidecar, ridden
by A. Long, was first in the sidecar
class with a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson
sidecar a good second.

British Machines In Toronto Hill-climb.

Triumph motor cycles made a good
showing in the recent hill-climb of the
Toronto M.C.C. In the 1,000 c.c. classes,

however, American machines had things
all their own way, and Kipp's ascent,
v.'hen he made fastest time on his Indian,
was spectacular to a degree. Results :

600 c.c—1, C. Tockey (4 Triumph), 13is.; S
Orange (4 Triumph) and W. St. George (4
Triumph), Ills., tied for second place.
PRIVATE OWNERS.— 1, W. Ward (7-9 Escel-

sior), 13Js. ; 2, T. Cassidv (7-9 Indian) 15!s • 3
T. Brown (7-9 Harley-Davidson). 15Js.

AMATEURS (Open).—1, G. Orange (7-9 Read-
ing), 10s. : 2, T. Brown (7-9 Harley-Davidson),
12Js.; 3, A. Shnttleworth (7-9 Jefferson), 14|s.

OPEN.—1, H. M. Kipp (7-9 Indian), 9|3.; 2, T.
Eisenbise (7-9 Reading), 10|s.; 3, A. O. Donnell
(7-9 Harley-Davidson), lOJs.

SLOW CLIlfB (Open),— 1, T. Eisenbise (7-9

Reading). 68s.; 2, C. Tockey (4 Triumph), sejs.

Hill-climb at Prague.

Post-war roads in Eastern Europe are

not all- that might be desired, but never-

theless Czecho-Slovakia is going ahead
with a strong programme of competitive

events.

Over the well-known Prague-Jiloviste-

Koeuigsal course the first annual motor
cycle race meeting was held on May
22nd by the Automobile Club of Czecho-

slovakia. An immense crowd of specta-

tors was attracted to the picturesque

course (of approximately three and a half

miles) on the hills just outside Prague.

It was splendidly managed by the pro-

gressive and enterprising club, which,

although its chief interest lies in the car

world, exerts every resource to make the

motor cycle classes a success and to pro-

pagate the movement. Results :

SCOOTERS.—Eeckzuegel (C.A.S. scooter).

MOTOR CYCLES.
350 c.c—1, Krzmar (2=4 Douglas); 2, Smikal

I2'''i Moser); 3, Deyl (2'-,', Diamond).
500 c.c— 1, Desensky (Frera); 2, Gerget (N.S.U.);

3, Michel (Orion).
600 c.c— 1, F. Marik (Indian Scout); 2, Gut

(Frera); 3, Spatny (Indian).
750 c.c— 1, Boehm (James); 2, Knapp (A.J.S.);

3, Wanek (Walter, a Prague make).
1,000 CO.—Chlad (Indian).
OVER 1,000 cc— 1, Hartmann (Sascha); 2,

Stibral (Henderson).
1,000 c.c. SIDECARS.—1, Pan Dietz (Frera sc);

2, Konecny (N.S.U. sc).
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Justice requires us to point to the fact

that the British-built machines partici-

pating in the race were all in the hands

of private owners, and mostly were war-

worn 1913 and 1914 models.

Four-day Swedish Trial.

Sixty competitors supported the big

event of the year in Sweden—the trial

organised by the Svenska Motorcyliel

Klubben. Approximately 1,000 miles

were covered in four days.

Although the intention of the ruling

club was to make the event an inter-

national one, owing to the difficulties in

getting the rules ready in. time only two
(Norwegian) riders supported the trial

from outside. A.B.C., B.S.A., Royal

Enfield, O.K., and Rudge machines were

represented, but American makes were in'

the majority.

Starting from Stockholm, the route

included many of the most difficult test

hills in Sweden, and, incidentally, practi-

cally all the country was visited by the

competitors. A 23 m.p.h. schedule vfas

set, and proved very difficult to main-

tain. Results :

250 c.c. CLASS.—Sarnmark (O.K.).

350 c.c CLASS.—Lnndgren (Wanderer).
500 cc CLASS.—Kleine (Invicta),

750 c.c. GLASS.-1, Larsson (Indian Scout); 2,

Westerberg (Harley Sports).

1,000 cc. CLASS.—Forssing (American X).

OVER 1,000 c.c. CLASS.—Lindholm (Hender-
son).

PASSENGER MACHINES (1,000 c.c. Class).-
Westerberg (Harley-Davidson).
PASSENGER MACHINES (over 1,000 CO.

Class).-Svanback (Henderson).

WEATHER PROTECTION ON TWO WHEELS.
Seeking Car Comfort on a Solo Mount.

l^rr^s,;^ w

In this illustration the driver's hand is reciting on the lever which
raises and lowers the side wheels.

Showing how the trailer wheels adjust themselves to road

inequalities.

FOR years the motor cycle has been
accused of lack of weather protec-

tion for the driver ; therefore, any
attempt, such as that we describe, to

give the rider something ap-

proaching " limousine comfort "

must be regarded seriously.

Messrs. Brown and Roper's
vehicle is rather difficult to

classify, but the design is easily
followed from the illustrations.

A 4 h.p. Douglas engine and
frame form the basis, but the
wheelbase has been lengthened
and a form of chassis attached to
take the two trailer wheels.
These wheels may be raised, or
lowered instantaneously by means
of a single hand lever. An im-

B4

portant point about these wheels is that
the axle to which they are attached }'s

pivoted centrally, thus allowing auto-
matic adjustment on corners and uneven

An impression of what the monocar illustrated above wil

hke when completed with bodywork, hood, and screen.

surfaces. The body is readily removable
to allow access to the engine or trans-

mission. A very low seating position also

tends to give freedom from skidding.
Steering is by wheel connected

by rods in tension to the front
fork. Beyond the fact that the
gear box is set further back than
usual, the transmission is the
same as on the original Douglas ^

machine. Side shields and foot-

boards are so designed that an
adequate current of air reaches
both cylinders. These shields are >

not shown in the illustrations.

The designers and makers are

Messrs. Brown and Roper, en-L"

gineers, 43, The Canal, Salisbury,--,

Wilts.

look
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Lack of Informa- That the majority of motor cycle and
tion ibr Overseas accessory manufacturers' advertise-

Buyers. meuts are far from informative is an

increasingly comrrion plaint from

readers in distant corners of the world. Yet it

should not be difficult for the advertisement writer in

his office in England to realise how irritating it is

for the motor cyclist m, say, Siam to see advertised

apparently just the article he requires, but with some

vital descriptive point omitted.

In six cases out of seven the missing factor will be

price; but the other may be any equally essential

item of specification. Most probably the makers'

catalogue contains all the desired information, but a

three months' wait for a list on the top of the inevit-

able three months' wait for the article itself is calcu-

lated to discourage the most enthusiastic potential

buyer.

This may appear a minor point, but the many
references to the Subject contained in our overseas

post bag indicate that a change would be much appre-

ciated by both exited British riders and the majority

of motor cyclists abroad. It has been suggested that,

say once a month, 'manufacturers should 'substitute

veritable catalogues for their present artistic, if bald,

page and half-page efforts to convince the public of the

supremacy of their goods.
., . . Cj) CS3 tj]

Steel Sidecar AUTOMOBILE manufacturers discovered
Bodies for the some time ago tliat coachburlt bodies
Tropics. were not ideal for cars intended for

tropical and sub-tropical areas. Ordinary coachwork
splits and ordinary varnish peels when subjected to

prolonged exposure to a blazing sun ; as a consequence

cars with aluminium and all-steel bodies are becoming
increasingly popular for export, particularly to India

and. the Far East.

What applies in this respect to cars also' applies to

sidecars, and already American sidecars with steel

bodywork are freely available on the near and far

eastern markets. Standard British sidecar outfits,

however, are almost invariably equipped with coach-

built bodies, and in most cases the makers are very

loth to depart so greatly from their catalogue speci-

fication- 'as to substitute a special weather-resisting

body.

I

Of course, British aluminium and steel sidecars can

[ be obtained, but the average buyer of a sidecar outfit

naturally prefers the attachment to be that supplied

; by the makers of the machine, and his choice is there-

fore limited to the one or two firms who offer steel

bodies.

Representative

British Machines

in a Six-mile

Climb.

It is in details such as this that the greater enter-

prise and closer study of specific condition by the

American maker gain for him a secure position in

many overseas markets.
CS3 IJ] Ij)

It is not miusual nowadays to hear it

remarked that tlifi average British

motor cycle engine of 1921 is no more

efficient than, and is no improvement

on its prototype of, 1914- How
erroneous is this widely held supposition was amply

proved this month, when the Scottish Six Days Trials

included the six-mile Tornapress-Applecross climb for

the first time for seven years.

In 1914 this long mountain pass—jjerhaps more

nearly approximating certain overseas conditions than

any other in Great Britain—proved the Waterloo of

more than 50% of the entry; this year it was
• monotonous to watch the long procession of machines^

including a 3J h.p. and a af h.p. sidecar—simply

toying with the gradient.

Those of our readers who have been somewhat

out of touch—except on paper—with the- progress of

the modern British motor cycle and who are now

riding pre-war machines in out-of-the-way corners of

the world do not realise how wonderfully efficient the

192 1 motor cycle is. Externally there may be little

change in pre-war and post-war power units ; actually

the improvement is immense.

Such comparative data as that referred to alxive

help to con^^ince even the most "remote backwoods

settler of the efficiency of the modern British motor

cvcle.
Cj3 ttl C93

Effects of the Visitors from overseas who were able

Tourist Trophy, to witness this year's Tourist Trophy

races in the Isle of Man agree that

it has been the finest test of the year, both from the

sporting and manufacturing viewpoint. They have

been much impressed by the amount of energy and

care displayed by both riders and entrants, and by

the lessons learned, which have a direct bearing on

the products of the competing firms. Parts which

have stood up to normal wear and tear at home and

abroad have given trouble in the Isle of Man, and

a rectification of these faults is all to the good of

the user, especially of the rider who dwells in out-of-

the-way places, where repairs are difficult and .spares

take many weeks to arrive. Engines and transmissions

which can stand 200 miles of race driving with

constant and violent accelerations and decelerations,

will withstand any work that is likely to be encountered
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Overseas Section.—

throughout the world. For the benefit of those who
are not famihar with the Manx course, it should be

explained that, roughly speaking, there is a corner

for ever)' mile, that there is a seven-mile climb, and

that two of the corners are real hairpins—the road

doubling back on its tracks in each case. Consider

then the fact that the winning machines averaged

about 54 m.p.h., and some conception may be obtained

of the strain on man and machine.

That a 350 c.c. A.J.S. should be able to defeat a

field of picked 500 c.c. machines is a wonderful tribute

to the- manufacturers, but, without wishing to detract

from this wonderful performance, it is only fair to

add that many crack machines experienced bad luck.'

The element of luck enters largely into a race of

this description, and Sunbeam, Triumph and Indian

were all close contestants for the lead at various points.

To cut an hour off last year's " Junior " times is no

mean performance, and gives some indication of

progress made ; but, when the lessons of this year's

race have been duly assimilated, it is safe to conclude

that we shall witness even better -speeds in the 1922

event. Overhead valves were successful in both

Junior and Senior events, arid it is to be hoped that

in the interests of eflficiencj' and economy, even more

attention will be paid to a study of this important

feature of design.
-

A Selection of Leiters from Readers scattered all over the World.
Conditions in Nigeria.

A Nigerian reader, " Wellwisher," speaking of tyre
siies, says ;

" I am very glad to note, in your excellent journal, which
I read constantly, that the English makers are fitting larger

tyres to their machines. There is a large and increasing

demand for motor cycles in Nigeria, not for racing, but for

getting about on business, and it would be an excellent thing
for them, and for us, if some of the makers specialised on
machines for the Colonies, bearing in mind, that riders are

generally many miles from any sort of garage or motor
mechanic ; and that large tyres are necessary for any degree
of comfort. There are many American machines in use here,

their chief attraction being the size of the tyres."

"Roads" at Mossel Bay, South Africa.

Writing from Mossel Bay, South Africa, "Jacobus" sends
the following interesting commentary on one species of over-
seas road :

" Having read various bewailings and bemoanings
in the correspondence columns of your paper, anent the
atrocious surface of the roads in England, I feel it encumbent
upon me to unburden myself of a monologue on real Colonial
roads.

"We have three kinds of roads in this country. (1.) Rotten.
(2.) Darn rotten. (3.) Asterisk, blank rotten. Most of them
are in categories (2) and (3).

"To state my own distressing case. One evening, while
riding the sturdiest of sturdy 4-i n.p. singles, a machine which

I have always considered the ideal mount for this country

—

j'onr readers have probably guessed the make, so I will leave

it at that—I experienced an unbelievable thing. I fractured

the fork in all four down tubes. I was travelling at about
25 m.p.h. on a lonely (and, therefore, atrocious) road, when,
wallop ! Mark you, it was no fault of the - bicycle. It has

been the faithfuUest of faithful friends, but it met a road
the awfulness of which the makers had never dreamed of.

"Seriously, though, your riders in England have nothing',

to wail about. Take any two miles of Colonial road and see"

what horrors it contains. First, drifts. Not nice polite water-

splashes such as figure in the big trials in England, but'"

perhaps thirty yards of water with a descent down a bankjS

of 1 in 3, of unknown depth and bottom surface, and an.ji

ascent of 1 in 5 on the other side. ';

" Take sand. Sometimes two miles of thick white sand,_t

which traversed on a real karx'oo, windless day, travels witlw
you in a species of smoke screen, filling your eyes and nos^
and ears and aggi'avating the skidding sliding tenor of youiijt

course. Take mud. A cousin of mine was recently bogged; J

up to his axles in slimy ooze. Your trials are, to us,
'

tours over our usual roads, and therefore to be laughed at.

One photograph in a recent issue tickled me immensely. The b

hill in a certain club event was in such good condition that 1

barricades of boulders had been •placed on the good surface?
to drive riders into the rough. Out here, barricades o£i
boulders would have to be placed on the sides of the roai

to prevent competitors taking to the smoother veldt."

3 K

'i

TYPICAL CONDITIONS IN THE ILKLEY OPEN TRIAL.

A characteristic panorama on the Yorkshire moors, showing C. R. Waddington (Morgan) on the lower portion of The Stake
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible Jor the opinions of his correspondents.

All letlets must ba aidressad to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must ba accompanied by the writer's name and address.

BRITISH MACHINES IN SWITZERLAND.
Sir,—In The Motor Cycle of June 30th you quote a corre-

spondent from here who says there are very few English
motor cycles in Geneva and only one agency. In town
recently I noticed the following makes, viz. : Hobart, Clyno,
New Imperial, Eoyal Ruby, Scott, Norton, Douglas, Enfield,

Omega, and three or four Triumphs, big and little, all

of which have their agents here in Geneva. Your corre-

spondent is not exactly au couranf. EBIIXJND CANBY.
Geneva, Switzerland.

W4SCINATING BELT DRIVE.
" 'Sir,—As a rider of a Zenith Gradua for the past two years,

I too, like " Medicus," have often wished for some form of

handle-bar control for this type of gear change, aud it may
be of interest to him and other users to know that I have
devised and partly constructed a means whereby tliis is

possible from a thumb and finger lever on the handle-bar.

At the present time I have not got the opportunity nor the

accommodation to complete the model lor experiment, and its

only drawback, so far as I can see, will be its costly

construction. ERNEST LEWIS.

BRITISH BIG TWINS.
Sir,—The 500 mile race was recently held at Brooklands,

and ho British big twin put up any performance to com-

pare with that of the leading American machmes.
I know many motor cyclists who have been waiting for the

Brough-Superior to distinguish itself, and they are surprised

that one or two were not entered. If they are guaranteed
to- do 80 m.p.h., as I understand is the case, surely they
should put up a good performance in expert hands. May we
hope to see some of these machines during this season's

racmg .' G. WAKE.

Sir,—In your issue of July 14th, " Ixion," under the head-
ing of "Wanted, a British Super-twin," laments that there
is. not a British-built machine able to come into this category.
;,• Possibly the heat wave is connected with the fact, that
ijl this instance, " Ixion's " memory is not "revving" up
to its accustomed standard. There is a British super-twin,
and its name is "Brough-Superior." A fledgling admitted,
but a remarkably precocious infant withal. Give it a season
in which to shake its feathers, and we shall then probably
.see"the Yankees leaving Brooklands somewhat depressed.

CLIFFORD WILSON.

WHERE TO GO FOR SUMMER.
Sir,—As a reader of The Motor Cycle, I should like to

take this opportunity of telling your London and district
readers of a county in England really worth visiting.

Residents of London most probably take their motor cycle
rides in such counties as Surrey, Sussex, Essex, and others.
Though I must admit that the scenery there is very beauti-
ful, yet I fully believe that Derbyshire stands foremost as
England's most beautiful county.
-_, ^ spite of its hills, Derbyshire is a very pleasant county
in..which to motor cycle; in fact, nearly all the hills have
ah "opposite," before and after, so they may be easily
"rushed."
Such places as Haddon Hall, Chatsworth House, and all

places round Buxton and Matlock are perhaps the best
parts of Derbyshire.

Finally, the moors are not, as everyone supposes, the

northern lands corresponding to the southern downs. On the

contrary, they are very picturesque, having a beauty of

their own. 'They are also very healthy, and have an ideal

summer temperature.
I strongly advise anyone who has not been to this count}',

prior to reading this, to go. A. R. INNES-SMITH.

HEAVY HAULAGE WORK BY A SIDECAR.
Sir,—Noticing in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle that

a 7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar, driven by Mr. Hugh Sharrock,

towed a 44 ton barge a distance of one mile on the Leeds-

Liverpool canal, it may be of interest to your readers to

hear that I recently towed a Sizaire-Naudin two-seater

motor car (having a broken shaft), weighing about 15 cwt.,

with its driver, "Mr. H. J. Palmer, weighing 13^ stone,

with my 1915 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson sidecar, from Fenny
Stratford to Streatham Hill, a distance of fifty-five miles.

We had to invite the kind assistance of motorists with

high-powered cars up four hills, but, with these exceptions,

the H.D. was quite equal to its difficult task, and is none
the worse for its "day out." My own weight is nearly

12 stone and the outfit over 3 cwt., so that' the entire

load was over 1 ton, and for a considerable part of the

journey we were doing twenty miles per hour, and at times

reached twenty-three.
I think the performance says volumes for the power

and reliability of the Harley-Davidson. I might mention
that I have no interest in the Harley-Davidson Motor Co.

FREDK. S. HENNIKER.

LEVER-OPERATED FLASH LAMPS.
Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " remarks on the repair

of lever-operated flash lamps, I experienced the same trouble

on dismantling mine, but found that if the lever is allowed to

remain out, instead of pressed home, the pressure on the

toni QUADRAI1T

This diagram explains Mr. Henderson's remarks in reply to
" Ixion's " query regarding hand-operated flash lamps.

spring inside will be removed, allowing the cover to be dis-

mantled easily without the movements jumping out. The
chief trouble is in the free wheel gear, which is of poor design,

no doubt for cheapness sake. I wear one out in a fortnight,

but retailers, I understand, repair these free for twelve
months, so buyers should see that they keep tlieir receipt.

The magnets used are of the permanent type, and after

much 'use may need remagnetising. The lamp has severe

usage due to, the excessive voltage at times when the lever

is worked hard, so a new lamp might, be necessary after a
time, otherwise candle-power should not drop with use as

batteries do. A new type of lever flash lamp has a flywheel

which keeps the light going for thirty .seconds after one has
pressed the hand lever. S. HENDERSON.



THE CHAIN DRIVE TRIUMPH ON THE ROAD.
Sir,

—

I fear Mr. Heath has misread my letter.

J have every reason to believe that my gear box is not
" mechanically wrong " in the sense in which your corre-

sjDondent uses the expression.

It is a fact that: (a) I found a clutch lever quite Boon

after receiving the machine.

(b) I cannot change down without using the exhaust

lifter. The Triumph instruction book definitely tells one to

use the exhaust.

(c) I cannot move the gears into neutral when the engine

is running and the machine stationary. Mr. Heath says the

last statement is "ridiculous," which is, I think, not very

courteous of him.

I must poi.nt out that your correspondent's ideas on

changing down are a little hazy. He .says :
" When using the

exhaust . . . the action ... is too quick to cause

"iny check in the acceleration of the machine."

Now,
. .

(1.) One does not change down when the machine is

accelerating,

(2.) The shock which occurs on changing down "on the

exhaust " is due to the sudden speeding up of the engine by

the machine. In order to change down without a shock the

speed of the engine must be increased about 70% whilst the

gear is being moved. It is obviously impossible to obtain this

increased engine speed by raising the exhaust. As I pointed

out before, it would be fairly easy to change down if a neutral

position could be obtained between the gears.

It would certainly appear that Mr. Heath's machine is of

later date than mine and that the obvious defect has. been

removed. It certainly was present in some of the S.D.

machines, and I still think it is incomprehensible that the

manufacturers should have overlooked it.

As to gear ratio, Mr. Heath misses the point entirely.

A 4.75 to 1 gear is not comfortable on a solo single-cylinder

machine. It is a question of. engine balance and not of chain

snatch. I feel sure that the Triumph drive is so excellent

that it would easily stand a 4.25 to 1 ratio, and, after all,

there is the gear box for very low speed work.

I think I expressed my admiration of the Triumph Co.'s

products (I have ridden them since 1906), but I do not think

that honest adverse criticism should be withheld or considered

unfair.

The use of the exhaust lifter for changing down (unless an

inter-gear " neutral " be possible) is absolutely wrong and in

direct opposition to the most elementarry principles of gear

box operation. C. H. STEPHENSON.

Sir,—Mr. Heath seems rather scornful^ of Mr. Stephen-

son's remarks re gear changing in the chain drive Triumph,

and I would like to support Mr. Stephenson in what he says.

I have ridden a chain-driven Triumph every day for the

last six months, pottering around mostly in hilly country

(I am a doctor). I find that gear changing with the clutch

may be managed occasionally, but is not to be depended

on, and until I found this out I was baulked on many a

hill and corner. The Triumph depot informed me that the

clutch is only meant for starting away on. One can change

through neutral into second on the clutch, but, apart from

that, one must depend on the exhaust lifter, which gives a

harsh change in changing down, so harsh sometimes (de-

pending on one's speed) that the spring drive will not

take it all up, and the tyre can be heard to "rip"

—

a

momentary skid. If one wishes to coast downhill one cannot

come from top to neutral without coming through second
;

the engine "revs." furiously then for a few seconds; then

the gears subside into neutral. This with the clutch well out.

I am sorry I have not been so fortunate as Mr. Heath

or Mr. Stephenson with my chain case, which leaks ' oil

steadily, and has done since the first day I filled it.

But even with these drawbacks I would not change my
mount for another. DOC.

Leeds.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. H. Heath's letter, I should

like to endorse tlioroughly his remarks re the absolute

reliability of this machine. I have now had my machine
some four months, having covered in that time nearly 4,000

miles Avithout any mechanical trouble whatever, and the

machine still runs as well as ever.

During Whitsun week I made the journey from Bir-

mingham to Aberdovey and back four times, including
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trips around some stiff portions of the Welsh roads, and -"'

the outfit took me there and back each time in five and a
'

half hours, without trouble or effort.
,

I experienced a little trouble with changing down the
gears when the machine was new, but by adjusting the
clutch to pull well out I can now change down very easily,

using the exhaust lever for starting purposes only. I'o

ease the gears when the machine was new, I always pulled
the lever from high to neutral and then into middle in one
back and forward motion, ?'.e., no stop in neutral.

I find, however, that my machine makes carbon very
quickly, although I only give it a half pump of oil each five

miles ; and shall be glad if any of your correspondents can
give me any tips re this. Possibly using the machine for
constant town work with much stopping and starting, and,.'

the resultant rich mixtures, may account foT this.
" Like Mr. Heath, I find the chain drive wonderfully sweet
and efficient, whilst the brakes are excellent, and such little

items as the decompressor, sprung footboards, absence of_.;

vibration, etc., are boons that can be thoroughly appreci-"',

ated. I may say that, pulling "a well-laden Cooper sidecar,

I average seventy-five miles per gallon. I have no connec-
,

tion with the Triumph Co. beyond being another satisfied

user of their productions. A. V. BASE.

THE T.T. RACES.
Sir,—Your correspondent Mr. H. G. Kelley, writing about

the T.T. races, makes the common error in condemning the :

races as valueless to the ordinary purchaser, simply because )

in many cases the T.T. models bear very little external I

resemblance to the model sold to the public.

The races are undoubtedly a means of testing the efficiency

and reliability of new designs, portions of which will find i

their way into the touring models.
Surely the firm able to produce a design capable of the

performance of the tittle A.J.S. in the T.T. races is also

capable of benefiting by such experience, and putting on the

road a touring machine of equal reliability.

Mr. Kelley would have our manufacturers stick in the

rut, and evidently conduct no experiments in public, which
is surely the correct use of the T.T. Usual disclaimer.

T. F. GROOCOCK.

Sir,—I have been keenly interested in the T.T. races, both
Junior and Senior, but have come to the conclusion that they

are I'ather more like speed races than efficiency tests.

In most cases the motor cycle entered is manufactured
especially for the occasion, and as soon as the race is over
the machine is forgotten (except for advertising purposes),

and the manufacturers go on making the same old type, with
no improvements whatsoever, which, points that they enter

their machines just for the advertisement. How, therefore,

can this make machines more efficient?

Why not fliake it a rule to have a stock machines only, also

have riders not quite so expert, but by all means capable of

the job? Then, perhaps, several machines will be improved.
CHARLES SANDERS.

MATCHING THE TANK—ON A SCOTT SIDECAR!
Sir,—In a recent number of TJte Motor Cycle there appeared

an illustration of a Wooler motor cycle with sidecar designed

A sidecar body " design."

(See letter from Mr. W.
Stanley Sykes.)

to match the tank,

applied to a Scott.

I enclose a sketch showing the idea

W. STANLEY SYIvES.
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JOVS.NAL BEARINGS FOH HUBS.
Sir,—We have been interested to read the letters in recent

issues of The Motor Cycle dealing with the question of ball

bearings in motor cycle hubs, and we are sure that your
correspondents will be interested to hear our experience as

bearing manufacturers with this particular type of application.

In the first place, there is no reason at all why the recog-

nised type of ball bearing as used in gear boxes should not

be a success for this purpose ; and, in fact, it is infinitely

superior.

The cup and cone type of bearing is wrong in design and
principle, and in addition to this is usually made of inferior

material and not made by a ball-bearing manufacturer.
We feel sure that if the average motor cyclist who takes a

personal interest in his machine once had standard bearings

fitted he would never consider buying a machine fitted in any
other way.
The results of our own experience will undoubtedly be of

iaiteiiest to your readers, and we give you as follows particu-
lars of an experi-

mental test which
we recently com-
pleted with a n
8 h.p. 1921 side-

car outfit.

This machine was
delivered . to our
works fitted up
with the old-

fashioned type of

cup and cone ball

bearings in all three
wheels. After 1,500
miles these had
worn badly, and
we replaced them
with the same type
of bearing which
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A journal bearing hub described by
Ransome and Maries.

;
tailed again at a further 1,400 miles. We then dismantled the

]

hubs in question, and fitted them up with our standard ball

bearings on the lines which we recommend to all our

I

customers Avho axe interested. This last set of bearings,

which wei'e of our standard single row type, have now com-
I pleted nearly 4,000 miles, and their condition is as perfect
' as the day in which they were put in.

In addition to this, we have, never oiled or lubricated the
' hubs in any way, and the amount of vaseline grease which has
worked out duinng this period is practically negligible.

I

We are endosing a drawing on which we «now the way
j in which we mount our bearings for this purpose, and in

conclusion we would state that there are tlrree main condi-
tions which are necessary to obtain good results, namely

:

(1) The bearings must be fitted correctly, both with regard
': to the inner and. outer races; (2) the thrust should be taken
' on one race only ; and (3) ample and adequate provision must
be made for excluding road dirt and water, and retaining the
original pure mineral grease which we use for ball bearings.

It these conditions are complied with there is no reaeon-

whatever why the hub fitted in this way should not run for

I the life of the machine without any attention whatever. Not
even lubrication is necessary, which frequently does more
harm than good.

If any of your correspondents would care to send their

;
bearing problems to us we are ever ready to give the best

i of our advice and experience.

.
RANSOME AND MARLES BEARING CO., LTD.

Sir,—Your correspondent "G.M.R." is, I notice, an ardent
supporter of the cycle-type design of ball bearing.

j

Applied to cycles, and made of the best materials, and to

fine limits and finish, this type of bearing will give good
service, in such an application. The design is all right.

This type often suffers because the nature of the bearing

—

with its adjustability and accommodating nature—is apt to

invite a degree of coarseness in manufacture, which would
either prevent assembly or give rise to an unacceptable
slackness in the journal type. It is not uncommon to find

unground cups on some of the cheaper cycles, cones are out
of truth relative to the spindle, hardening is " doubtful," and
the bearing is handicapped from the start. The journal
bearing, on the other hand, is most precisely made by
specialists who have evolved it and its manufacturing pro-

cesses through many years of tedious experimenting.

J 13

Your other correspondent "Draughtsman," in expressing
his view that the motor cycle designer has not sufficient

ability to design journal bearings, errs chiefly in the use of

the word "ability" in place of " exi>erience," although the
lack of ability, characterised by many designs, is certainly
apparent.
Every engineering and motor car firm, and even aero

engine manufacturers, are content to purchase their journal
• ball-bearings from specialists, and glad they haven't got to

make them.
tit is unfortunate for the arguments of " G.M.R." that, of

the firms listed in his very superior manner, the very first,

the A.J.S.—which was so consistently brilliant in theT.T.

—

was equipped with Skefko ball-bearings, and not with the
cycle type.

The extraordinary care and ability displayed in the pre-
paration and design of these machines appear to indicate
that their experienced manufacturers had their doubts about
the suitability of the cup and cone type.

I have no axe to grind for A.J.S. or Skefkos, neither am I

prejudiced against people from Dalmuir, but I have suffered
much from the defects of cup and cone bearings on push
bicycles, motor cycles, and the stub axles of cars. R.Sl.
West Hampstead.

FROM THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S POINT OF
VIEW.

Sir,—I agree with " Aileron's " remark about two-stroke
machines being a " breed" of "cycle." May I say that motor
cycles should be designed to be driven by the average man
along the King's highway, not coddled and driven by men
with technical knowledge. It is an advantage to have such
knowledge, but should not be a necessity.

I. should like to see a, 26in.x2yn. wheel standardised for

lightweights, using the new type Dunlop cover (with flat base
rim detachable
flange) and fitted

with the Schrader
valve, thereby
enabling the tyre

to be pumped to

the correct pres-

sure by using the

Schrader pressure
Fl&V na 2 F1Q3 FIG 4

gauge.
With the use of this rim comes the problem. Which spoke

system should be used? The illustration (fig. 1) shows the

round 'base pattern. This type supports the rim well, but is

not so strong laterally as the " cycle
'[

type (fig. 2), which

type, however, does not support the rim well.

Is it possible that it would be found better to construct the

wheel as in fig. 3, thereby making the wheel stronger.

Fig. 4 shows the R.W. detachable wire wheels.

Salford. DRAUGHTSMAN.
[Specialists- in wire wheel building have found the type

suggested to be prone to rim budding.

—

Ed.]
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/ selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle, \ \

so, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanUd by a 2(1. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Corresponaents 1

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal 1

questions should bo marked " Lsgal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subject, k

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Un:on, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benettt .

r

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should te addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will M.«

dealt with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of repofts from their representatives all tver the country as to the existmg state ot the ,.

roads in any particular locality.

CONVERTING MAGNETO TO DYNAMO.
Would it be possible and require

much alteration to convert an
ordinary single magneto into a

dynamo to change a six-volt 80

amp. accumulator ?—J.K.

Possibly the magneto can be converted
into a charging dynamo, but it is doubtful
whether it would be suitable for charging

a si.x-volt accumulator, as the H section

armature and permanent magnets ar* not

particularly efficient for this purpose. A
commutator would also be required in

order to rectify the alternating current,

and this has to be of special design to

avoid shorting the battery at certain

positions.

M.E.P.

Will you advise me what is

meant hy " the mean effective

pressure " of an internal combus-
tion engine?—W.J.C.

The expression " mean effective pressure
"

refers to the average pressure in lb. per

square inch e.xerted on the jjiston through-
out the complete cycle of operations. The
formula giving m.e.p. at any r.p.m. is:

16,520,000 X B.H.P.

D= X S X N X 71.

Where D = cylinder bore. Si = stroke,

N = r.p.m., and n = number of cylinders.

VALVE TIMING AND ADJUSTMENTS.
(1.) What is the correct timing

of the 1914 single-cylinder 3^ h.p.

Rover? (2.) The two cam wheels
which operate the rocker arms
are not quite alike; one lifts the

rocker arms for a longer period _than
the other. Which one belongs to the
inlet and which to exhaust? (3.) After
two or three miles running, a grating,
unpleasant sound develops in or about
the inlet valve or tappet. Could you
suggest a remedy ?—R.W.

(1.) Time the valves so that the exhaust
is just closing and the inlet just about.
to open when the piston is on top dead
centre. (2.) The cam which gives -the
shorter period of lift is the inlet. (3.)

The noise is probably due to the unlubri-
cated state of the valve stem or the
tappet; if the latter, a cure should bea cure
effected by introducing oil to the tappet
guide. If the noise arises from the valve
stem itself, it may best be lubricated by
the addition of a small quantity of lubri-
cating oil to the petrol ; very little should
be used, merely sufficient to give the
petrol a pale yellow colour.
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|TWIN FIRING ON ONE CYLINDER.

A 2| h.p. Douglas recently

"^ refused to run with the air con-

> trol open, and misfires on the
-U_ front cylinder, which makes the

machine noisy, excessively hot,

and lacking in power. I have had the

engine down, decarbonised cylinders,

piston heads, and inside piston, scraped

piston rings, reground all valves, ad-

justed tappets, and can confidently state

that there are no leaky joints. The
carburetter is a 1921 Amac, recently

fitted ; the magneto has been examined,
and the collector ring and carbon

brush cleaned. After reassembling,

the same misfiring and refusal to

take air occurred.—W.H.D.

If you are quite sure that there are no

air leaks between the carburetter and
the cylinders, it would appear that the

jet is too small, or that the fuel supply

is restricted. These details should be
carefully checked. We presume that the

carburetter is one specially made to suit

the Douglas engine, as it is very neces-

sary that it should have the correct size

of choke. The details you give are so

complete that there is apparently nothing

wrong with the engine, and it is, there-

fore, extremely difficult to suggest even

a possible cause of the trouble. You

r

might, however, verify the petrol su]^

and see that it is unrestricted. A ti|

fitting tank filler cap, causing air loc^:

a partially choked filter in either pS)

tap or float chamber union, woul^i

doubt cause the trouble.

GEAR RATIOS FOR SMALL TWIN SIDEO

What number of teeth^

required on an engine spraj'

of a 4 h.p. twin Precision ejoji

to get a 5 to 1 top gear wiV

Sturmey-Archer gear box, fx
chain, 8in. pulley, and 15in. belt w :

on a 26 X 2|in. tyre 1 I drive a coachi

sidecar, and if you think this gear

high or low, will you say what w
be best?—F.K.

Preferably, the top gear should be a

•5-i to 1 ; but if you must use the

belt pulley with back wheel you
require a 12 T. sprocket on the engine-;

in order to obtain a gear of 5 to 1, a: ^

is inadvisable to use a smaller spro .

We would recommend you to ui a

much larger belt drum on the back w
We assume, of course, that your geai J

has a 30 T. sprocket on the el 1,

although you do not mention
,

&

Instructions as to the ,
determinatici )l

gear ratios will be found in the .

edition of " Motor Cycles and Ho
Manage Them."

T "C Greenwood (4J Sunbeam) making fastest time of the day at the Birmirig

M.C.C. hill-climb at Camden Hill, Ilmmgton.
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HIGH PETROL CONSUMPTION.
At Easter I purchased a new

@2i h.p. two-stroke machine, and,
using a No. 25 jet, the petrol

consumption has been 50-60

m.p.g. throughout. Can you tell

me how to improve this ? There is no
flooding at the carburetter, and I

always run with the air fully open.

There is no undue friction in the
machine, and the compression appears
to be quite good.—F.C.W.

Two-stroke engines consume a greater

quantity of petrol than four-stroke

machines of similar size, and we do not
think that j'ou will improve matters by
using a smaller jet, as the one you have
is slightly smaller tl.^n the size usually

used to give maximum power. It is, of

course, necessary that the ignition should
be as far advanced as possible; belt slip-

ping also should be eliminated. Try the

effect of lowering the level slightly.

AN UNEXPLAINED BREAKAGE.
The engine of my 1916 Sj h.p.

outfit was overhauled at the

makers' works, and the machine
then went splendidly for 700 miles

with no trouble at all. I took the

machine to a garage to have two new
spokes in the back wheel. When
driving it home, about a mile from the
gai-age, there was a short preliminary

f
rating, and then the engine stopped,

pushed it home, and, after dismantling,
it was found that the ball bearing on
the timing side of the engine was dis-

organised (broken balls and ball races).

On e.Kamining the back wheel, it had
been replaced at quite an appreciable
distance behind the usual position, thus
tightening both chains. Do you think

I

this is the cause of the broken ball bear-

j
ing? There was plenty of oil inside the

I
engine.

—

Novice.

fWe fail to see how the readjustment of

ithe back wheel could in any way affect the
'tension of the front chain and so cause
Ithe damage to the engine, unless the gear
box also was moved. Probably the
trouble is one of the variety which
occasionally arises, and for which there
is no. satisfactory explanation. It would
(be best to return the broken ball race to
the manufacturers for their inspection.

I

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
I

":F.C.C." (Leeds).—A.B.C. (1920
iiodel), valve and ignition timing, most
•uitable gear oil and chain lubricant ;

bossibility of obtaining an mstruction
pooklet.

' C.V." (Highgate, N. 19) .—Raleigh
jsed with sidecar, especia'ly the comfort
jf spring frame.

READER'S REPLY.
VIBRATION .\ND LACK OF POWER.
Regarding "H.P.W.'s" query con-

cerning the 3g h.p. 1911 Humber, I am
ilso in possession of one, and I always
ide with one passenger (sometimes two),
ind often with a quantity of luggage in
he sidecar, which is coachbuilt. T never
;o out of my way to avoid a hill, and
lave had no overheating trouble ; only
ince, at midnight, on a strange hill,

lave I failed. I have never had the
lightest trouble with vibration. Are
our querist's ball races on mainshaft in

"Sntfjortant S>aX<i.s.

Sal, July 30th— Newcastle and District
M.C. Open Hill.climb.

Mon., Aue. Ist. to Sa'., Aue. 6th—
International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
lancL

fat., Aug. 6lh—B,M.C.R,C. Open Brook-
Ian:} 8 Meeting.

Sal,. Aug. 6lh—North Wales M.C.C
Open Reliability Trial.

Fri.. Aug. I2lh—Motor Cycle Grand
Prix in Belgium.

S»l.. Aug. 1 3th—Cumberland M.CC,
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat.. Aug. 20th—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 25th — Ystalyfera and
Carmarthen M.C.C. Open Sp>ed
Trials.

Mon., Aug. 29lh, to Sal., Sept. 3rd—
A.C.U. Six Days TriaL

Thurs., Sept. 8th—Norfolk M.C.C. and
L'C.C. Open Speed Trials.

Sal-, Sept. lOlh— Norlh.Western Cenlre
A.C.U. Open Speed Triads.

Sat. Sept. 17lh—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Fri., Sept. 23rd, to Taes.i Sept. 27lh—
Anglo-Dulch Reliability Trial.

Sat, Sept. 2 4th—M.C.C. Sporting Trial.

Mon.. Not. 28lh, lo Sal., Dec 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

good order ? I time my inlet to open
i-in. before top centre, and I use a
Senspray carburetter, paying no special

attention to the make of oil, and using
any brand of petrol.—C. Clark.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
GE.4.NTHAM TO GuiLDFORD.—J.H.B.
Grantham, . Colsterworth, Stamfordj

Wansford, Peterborough, Norman Cross,
Stilton, Alconbury Hill, Buckden, Eaton
Socon, Biggleswade, Baldock, Stevenage,
Welwyn, Hatfield, St. Albans, Radlett,

,

Elstree, Bushey Heath, Harrow and
Wealdstone Station, Sudbury, Ealing
Common, Gunnersbury Avenue, Gunners-
bury Lane, Kew Bridge Station, Kew
Bridge, Kew, Richmond, Petersham,
Kingston-on-Thames, Esher, Cobham,
Ripley, Clandon Ci'oss Roads, Guildford.
Approximately 148^ miles.

Leicester to Port Sunlight.—AY
5979.

Leicester, Groby, Hugglescote, Ashby-
de-la-Zouch. Burton-on-'Trent, Tutbury,
Sudbury, Uttoxeter, Longton, Stoke,
Newcastle-under-Lyme, Betley, Nant-
wich, Tarporley, Tarvin, Chester, East-
ham, Port Sunlight. Approximately 104
miles.

King's Norton to Catford,—P.E.P.
King's Norton, Studley, Alcester, Strat-

ford, Wellesbourne, Kineton, Warmington,
Banbury, (near edge of) Adderbury,
Aynho, Souldern, Bicester, Waddesdon,
Aylesbury, Wendover. Great Missenden,
Amersham, Beaconsfield, Farnham Com-
mon, Farnham Royal, Salthill, Eton,
Windsor, Staines, Sunbury Common,
Hampton, Hampton Court, Kingston,
Norbiton Church, New Maiden, Worcester
Park Station, Cheam Common, Cheam,
Sutton, Carshalton, Wallington, Waddon
Station, Coombe Lane Station, Addington,
Bromley, Catford. Approximately 140^

Sideoai Taxis Ida Northampton.
A County (B.S.A.-Canoelet) taxi-side-

car outfit has received the approval of the
Watch Committee and the Chief Con-
stable of Northampton.

Tyie Successes in Racing.

After successes in the T.T. and the 500
miles race at Brooklands, Hutchinson
tyres were used with success at St.

Andrews, when they were fitted to all

three machines, winning the various Scot-
tish speed championships.

Over One and a Half inillion Sparks.

A twin-cylinder machine which com-
pleted the SCO-mile race at Brooklands
would require approximately 1,698,750
sparks from its magneto. This quantity
was evidently delivered by the M-L mag-
netos on each of the three iMai'tinsyde
machines which comprised the only team
to finish complete. How was the number
arrived at? We did not count, but per-
haps the riders relieved the monotony by
working it out

!

Cliain Improvements.
Chains would not seem to be capable

of much improvement", but Hans Renold,
Ltd., of Manchester, have found means
to better their products, which are
already accepted as a standard of
quality all over the world. A consider-
able increase in the breaking strength of
all the chains has been effected, and a
much improved form of spring connect-
ing clip has been standardised. The latter
was illustrated in our Olympia Show
reports last December, when it was first

shown to the public. Chain users should
make application for the latest price lists,

and the recently published leaflet entitled
"Progressive Design."

A Lightweight Sidecar.

In response to requests from riders of
Silver Prince lightweights, the makers
(the Tryus Cvcle Co., of Johnstone
Street, Birmingham) have introduced a
suitable sidecar, equipped with apron,
small celluloid screen, and lamp-bracket;
quickly detachable fittings are included.
Legshields to suit these motor bicycles
also are now available.

Makers of a Popular Flat Twin.

The Coventry-Victor motor cycles are
manufactured by the Coventry-Victor
Motor Co., Ltd., of Cox Street, Coventry,
and not by Morton and Weaver, Ltd.,
who are associated with them in the
production of the Coventry-Victor flat-

twin engine only.

Catalogues Received.

Wulfruna Engineering Co., Ltd., Wol-
verhampton : A new catalogue of Wolf
motor cycles announces that the model
fitted with 2J h.p. Blackburne engine,
Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear, clutch,
kick-staiter, and long exhaust pipe, is

reduced in pi'ice by £15 15s.

B15
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A popular Midland "works" event is the Humber Trial, held annually for the

Humber Challenge Trophy. The illustration depicts some of the 69 competitors at the start.

Manchester M.C.

The postponed trial for the Ferodo Cup
was held on July 10th. There were
thirty-five entries for the run over a

course of seventy-six miles. Of the

twenty survivors the best performance
was put up by 0. .E. Carter (3^ O.C.-
J.A.P. sc.) with an error of 8s. ; E. F.
Gunton (3^ Duzmo) carte second with an
error of 21s. ; and M. Gavson (4

Triumph) third with an error of 50s.

The Orr gold medal for the best
" novice " was won by H. Scholes {4

Triumph) with rn error of Im. 39s.

Lewes and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial on the 13th inst.

followed a si.xty-mile secre' course.
There were several observed hills and
secret checks. Results :

1, Lewis Humphries Cnp, G. Patrick (3V2 Brad-
bury); 2, silver medal, E. Jenner (

2% " Royal
Ruby) ; 3, bronze medal, V. H, Danes {2-J4 AUdays
Allon).

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

A hundred miles reliability trial was
held on a recent afternoon. The course
was divided into two sections ; the first

included the famous Brendon and
Ehvorthy Hills, whilst the evening course
took the competitors up Snowdon and
across the top of the Blackdowns. There
were six checks, and the awards were
given on points. Twenty competitors
started, including one light car, and
fifteen checked in at night. Provisional
results : Silver medal, S. Goodman (3^
Sunbeam) ; bronze medals, S. H. Easton
(3

^
A.B.C.) and W. T. Drayton (3^

Triumph). Drayton was the only com-

.

petitor to ride a pre-war machine, his

mount being a 1914 hub gear model.

On the evening following the A.C.U.
general meeting, which was held at
Taunton, the members of the committee
were taken for a run by members
of the club, after which they were enter-
tained to an enjoyable musical evening
at the local headquai'ters, Col. Brereton
presiding.

Bi6

Scarborough and District M.C.

The results of the trial held at the

beginning of the month are as follows :

CLASS 1 (op to 350 e.c.).—1, G. Jackson (31/2

Benrdmore-Precision) ; 2, M. Huntrod (2Vj Sun-
Viliiers) ; 3, D. Brigl.im (2% OmegaJ^ap).

CLASS 2 (Solo Machines, any c.c.).—1, B. Wilson
'4 Blackburnc); 2, H. Bjackbuin (4 Triumph); 3,

P. H. English (4 Triumph).
CLASS 3 (Sidecars and Runabouts up to 1,000

c.c.).—1, F. Waters (8.7 G.N.); 2, W. Marriott

(4 Norton ec.) ; 3, J. Horner (3^^ Norton sc.).

Waters and Marriott tied, but the former wins

on secret check.

Jvhi 30.—Harlev-Davidson M.C.C. Ttnn to Margate.

Jvlv 30.—Saltcoats and District M.C.C. Sporting

July SO.—Bishon Aiichland and District M.C. Run
to A.C.tJ. Hill-climb. ^ ; ,

Jvhi 3C.—Tublic Schools M.C.C. Nignt Trial.

Jala 30.—Deivsbury and District M.C.C. Picnic,

.July 30.—North, Lindsey A.C. Jtun tO- Rosedalc
Abbey. ,, >. „,,

July SO-Aug. l.—Berwich and District M.C. Three
Days Trial. - ,,. ,

July 3e..iug. 1.—Northern M.C. (Newcastle). Week-
end at Edinburgh.

. „ „ „ „ ,.

'

July 30.—WalUnoton and District M.C.C. Kcli-

abiUty Trial. t. ,

Juhi 31 —Bridgnorth and District M.C.C. Bally. -

July 31.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Kun to

Morecambe.
July 31.—Central London M.C.C. Bun to Frcnsham

Ponds.
July 31.—Essex M.C. Picnic,

.lulu 3t.—Kidderminster M.C.C. Social Pun.
July 31.—Canterbury and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.
Jiihi 31.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Bun to Dulverton.

Juhi 31.—Helensburgh M.C.C- Club Bun.
July 31.—Shci>ley and District M.C. Club Run to

Snake and Glossop.
. July 31.—Wakefield and District M.C.C. Club Bun

to Skegness. .

July SI.—Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.
Club Run to Hastings.

July 31.—Basingstoke and District ?l.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Alms Hill.

Aug. l.—llkleii M.C. and L.C.C. Social Run and
Gymkhana.

Aug. 1.—Liverpool M.C. Impromptu Programme.
Aug. 1.—Bristol M.C.C. Club Run and Picnic.

Aug. l.—York and District M.C. York-Edmburgh-
York Trial. _'

Aug. 1.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Inter-club RcliabiUtu Trial.

Aug. l.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Third
President's Cup Trial.

Aug. 1.—Neath and District M.C. Reliability Trial.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xliii.

Surbiton and District Mi€.C.

On the 6th of this month, a? reported d

in our issue of the 14th inst., a reliability ^

trial for the Butler Cup was held. In'

the paragraph in question, the name off

this award was inadvertently referred to

as the Briller Cup.
„

Abergavenny and District M.C. and L.C.C.

On August 11th this club is holding a's

hill-climb at Plough Hill, near Aber-i

gavenny,' open to members of affiliateii'd

clubs of the South Wales Centre A.C.tJ,i.

Mr. W. H. Powell, The Garage, Aberga?>

venny, is joint hon. secretary for th^i

event.

West Fife M.C.

Over ninety entries were received foj

the very successful hill-climb, held undei

the auspices of the above club at Powmilli|l

The hill is approximately 600 yards long

with a gradient of 1 in 14. Some excgH
lent times resulted.

SOLO CLASSES.
350 e.c—Confined : 1, J. Inglis (2% H,B.); 2,'l

D. Dougal (2% H.B.). Open; 1, W. Peet (2JJ)
H.B.); 2, e; Cardosi (2%" Douglas).

600 c.c—Confiried : .1," J. Morgan Philipp's ^3^
Sunbeam); 2, J. Reid (3^,^ Norton). Open: J^.J,
Morgan Philipps (31/2 Sunbeam); 2, J. Reid (35S
Norton).

1,000 cc—Confined : 1, J. Morgan Philipps (3W
Sunbeam): 2, J. Reid (3V- Norton). Open: I, J.,

Morgan Philipps (31/2 SunSeam) ; 2, R. Stewart (3%'
Norton).

SIDECAR CLASSES.
Confined: 1, C. Cardosi (7-9 Harley-Dayidson scf.

2, M. Matron! (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc). Op'en'm

1, C. Cardosi * (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc); 2,

Matroni (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).

Humber M.C. (Coveiitry).

Results of the trial referred to lasli

week are now to hand, and are a"li

follows :

WINNER or CHALLENGE CUP.—C. Gorei
Brown (41^ James).
CLASS A: SOLO MACHINES.-1, W. Sleatli

(21A Sun-Precision): 2, C. MerreH (41/2 Humber);i
3, E. Marshall (4i<, Humber).

CLASS B: SIDECARS.-l, P. Arbuckle (4W
Humljer sc): 2, A. Edwards f4V> Humber s6Ji'

3, F. W. Norris (41/2 Humber sc). y-

MEDAL for Best Performance on a LightweigliT

—N. W. brake (2% Allon).

All decisions arrived at as results 6

two secret checks. Eighteen lost ii

marks.
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)lub News.—

Sheffield and Hallamshiie Itl.C. and L.C.C.

On Friday midnight sixteen competitors
started from SliefEeld for Holyhead and
back ; they were faced with a gusty wind
and a promise of rain, which rendered the
journey a strenuous one.

NorOi London M.C.C,

A merry little party left the " Cherry
Tree," Southgate, during last week-end,
for a run to Epping Forest. An enjoy-
iible picnic was held beneath the shady
jrees, and aft«r a " look round " the route
home was taken through Waltham Cross
and Enfield.

Ulster M.C.C.

The two-day open speed trials held on
Magilligan Sands on the 15th and 16th

inst. atti'acted a large entry, and some
very keen racing was witnessed. Friday's
three scratch races resulted as follows :

FIVE MILES SCRATCH RACE (350 c.c.).—1,
H. Chambers (2-}4A..T.S.) ; 2, J. Calder, Edinburgh
(21,2 New Imperial) ; 3, F. J. Newell (JSJ
Beaumont).
FIVE MILES SCH-\TCH RACE (UNLIMITED).

—1 J. W. Shaw (3ii Norton); 2, S. J. Redmond,
Dublin (3i.' Indian).

FIFTY MILES CHAMPIONSHIP OF ULSTER.
—1, H. Chambers (2'/i A.J.S.), time 5Sm. 25s.;
2, J. W. Shaw (31/0 Norton), 56m. 5s.; 3, J. Calder

(2V2 New Imperial).

On the following day H. R. Chambers

(2| A.J.S.) was again successful, winning

the 350 c.c. mile handicap. J. W. Shaw
(3^ Norton) won the other two events—tJie

unlimited flying mile and the fifty miles

handicap.

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C,

and L.C.C.

I

Among the 500 or so spectators who.

I
witnessed the recent hill-climb was a

' char-a-banc party, making it appear that

; thj day tripper is getting interested in

" things motorish." There were seventy

competitors, including one lady, Mrs.

Lawson (4 Triumph), who made quite a

i good performance: Results ;

CLASS 1; 350 CO.—1, A- Bumens (Ivyl, 36s.;

2. B. Ball IDouflas), 391s.; 3, C. Watson (A.J.S,),

40is.
CLASS 2- 600 c.c—1, E. Newman (Suubeam),

29^1:- 2, A. J. OInrk-e CEiiumphl, 32is. ; 3, E.

W.*.Jis (A.B.O.l, 32Js.

CLASS 3: TOURING.— 1, G. Skiniirr (Tiiumph),

33}s. ; 2, A. J. Olnrlic (Triumph), 34^3.; 3, H.
Bradley (Indian), 366.

CLASS 4: SIDECAES.—1, D. Potts (7-9 Harley-

DavidMin). 3949., and A. J. Clarke (Tnumph),
39!a., tied; 3, B. Ball (Indian). 40j(j.

CLASS 6: UNLIMITED SOLO.—1. E. Newman
Sanbeam). 28is. ; 2, G. Maund (A.B.C.), 29i6. ; 3,

B. Ball (Indian), 31Js.

Stafford and District M.C.C.

The results of the hill-climb held on

July 9th at Cromber Hill, Milwich, are

as follows :

275 c.c. CLASS.-1, N. Savage (21/2 Sun-Villiers),

3843.; 2, T. Venables (21/2 Sparlibrook), 44is.

350 c.c. CLASS.—1,: D. Amies (2li Hoskison),
36>s.; 2, K. Amies (2% Royal Ruby), 38is.

600 c.c. CLASS.— 1, E. H. Bunn (S'A Norton),
27!s.; 2, R. Simpson (4 Triumph), 32is,
UNLIMITED SOLO.—I, E. H. Bunn (31/2

Norton), 28eS. : 2, R. Simpson (4 Triumph), 30gs.

SIDECARS (600 c.c. CLASS).—1, R. Spooner
(4 Triumph), 51is.; 2, R. H. Leech (4 Douglas),
54is.
SIDECARS (UNLIMITED).-!, H. D. Clewlow

(4 Blackburne), 36S3.; 2, R. Bassett (6-6 Zenith), ,

381s.

The Pyrah Challenge Cup for two-
strokes under 275 c.c. was won by N.
Savage (Sun Villiers) in 38|s. Fastest
time of the day was made by E. H. Bunn
(Norton) in 27|s., thus winning the Presi-
lent's Prize, also the Attwood Challenge
Dup for solos mider 600 c.c.

North-western Centre A.C.U.

On the 7th pro.x. a hill-climb will be
held on Axe Edge, near Buxton, com-
mencing at noon. Mr. G. E. Watts, Bal-
moral House, Mottram Road, Staly-

bridge, is - secretary for the event.

Evesham M.C.C.

There were between thirty and forty

entries for the first reliability trial of this

newly formed club, held on Friday even-
ing. The course, which was over some
rough Cotswold country, included Sudeley
Hill and a watersplash, and was of about
thirty miles in length. The results were :

LIGHTWEIGHTS.-l, G. C. Hill (2=4 Spartan-
Blackburne), 95 points.
UNLIMITED SOLOS : 1, Tim Robbins (4',4

B.S.A.), 100 points; F. G. C. Philips (4 Triumph),
V. Morrall (4',4 B.S.A.), A. Haines (4>4 B.S.A.),
D. W. Knott (3';.,, Scott), and J. A, Chadwick (4
Wilkin-Blackburne), 99 points each.
SIDECARS UP TO 5 H.P.-l, A. Sharp (4

Triumph), 99 points.
SIDECARt5 OR LIGHT CARS UP TO 10 H.P.-

1, J. M. Bacon, (8 Enfield).

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

The club held its first speed trials at
East Eergholt on July 9th. There were
seventy-seven entries, but the electrical

timing apparatus failed at the last

moment, and this caused some delay.
The distance was 1,093 yards over a
straight and level course. The siu'face
was rather loose in places. Results :

600 c.c. SIDECARS.— 1, B. F. Fenn (3".-.

Triumph 30. ), 45s.; 2, E. C. Rose (3'i. N.U.T

'

J..\.P. so.), 45Ss. ; 3, C. O. Ro-e (4';:. Dnnelt
sc), 51s.
750 cc. SIDECARS.— I, R. F. Fenn (31!.

Triumph sc), 46i3. ; 2, E. O. Rose (3','2 N.U.T.-
J.A.P. so), 47s.; 3, G. Goddard (4 Triumph
sc), 50;S.
1,000 c.c. SIDECARS.— 1, C. Dansie (7-9 Harlev-

Davidson sc), 41s.; 2, A. G. Mann (5 Zenith
EC). 45s : 3. D. Cornell (8 New Imperial sc), 463.
SOLO TWO-STROKES.—1, .J. F. Rose (4>"

Dunelt), 47s.; 2, C. O. Rose (41/2 Duuelt), SOe. f
3, B. Adams (2';.'i E^fcelsior), 52,4s.
350 c.c. SOLO.—H. R. Keer (2% Douglas), 45s.;

2, D, Potter (2ii Douglas), 47|s. ; 3, H. B. Pick
(2??4 Douglas). 51Ss.
600 c.c. SOLO.— 1, B. A. Hatcher (4 Triumph),

34is. ; 2, L. C. Soloman (3'/' Norton), 35s.; 3,
F. K. Portway (31/. Norton), "36s.
750 c.c. SOLO,—1, B. A. Hatcher (4 Triumph)

and L. C. Soloman (3V" Norton), 34is. ; S, A. G.
Mann (5 Zenith), 37s.'
C. Dansie (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) secured tlie

special prize for fastest sidecar time, and L. C.
Soloman (3'^ Norton) was awarded the special
prize for fastest time on a -gear box model.
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Triumph Club (Motor Section).

Over 150 employees of the Triumph
Co. and their friends attended the in-

augural run of this club. Several inter-

esting competitions were hell during the
afternoon, which concluded with tea at
the Round Tower, Edge Hill. Mr.
Harold A. Smith is honorary secretary.

West Birmingham M.C.C.

Results of the trial for the Hereford
Cup, held on the 17th inst., have now
been confirmed.
THE HEREFORD CUP.-T. A. Mackenzie (3

.\.B.C.), with lOOZ marks and first on accelera-
tion.

OVER 450 c.c—Silver medal: 1, R. G. Smitl
(3'2 Sunbeam). Bronze medal : 2, J. A. AinscoM
(4 Triumph).
UNDER 450 c.c—Silver, medal : 1, T. A. Mac-

kenzie (3 A.B.C.). Bronze medal: 2, Mrs. H.
G. Gale (214 Velocette).
BEST SIDECAR PERFORM.ANCE. — Silver

medal: 1, S. H. Brand (4 Indian Scout).

Doncaster and District M.C.C.
Closed speed trials were held recently

on the Sandall Beat Road, Doncaster—
the same course as will be used for the
open speed ev?nt ou October 1st—with
results as under :

250 CO. SOLO MACHINES.-l, A. Dcdds {214
Levijl, 42|s. ; 2, H. Dodds (2i.4 Radoo), 47.'s. ; sT
T. Hillary (214 Triuuipli), 50|^.

-

300 CO. SOLO MACHINES.—1. A. Dodds !2li
Levisl, 44is. ; 2, E, Suyles .21?, Triimiphj, 46|£.;
3, H. Dodds (214 Eadool 47--.

S50 c.c SOLO M.4.CHIXE^.-l. E s G^ay (2';
New Scale), 34fo. ; 2, H. Tb.iuin^ ,2^^ Dougla=) 3Ss
3, C. Wilson ;23. Doiighis). 40< '

= /.
.

550 CO. SOLO MACHINES.—1, J. E. Clavbontn
(4 Tniimph), 28s.; 2, E. Keyzer (3V.. Sunbeam)
29s.; 3, F. B. Leaoh 3** Scott S.), 30i.-=.

760 c.c. SOLO MACHINES.-l. J, E. Clavbourn
(4 Triumph), 27is.*; 2, E. Keyzer (Sli Sunbeam),
2853. : 3, J. H. Wilkinson (31,^ Norton], 29s.
UNLIMITED SOLO MACHINES.-l, J. E. Clay-

bourn (4 Triumplil, 28=s. ; 2. E. Kevzer (S'A Suii-
beiiiu), 29s.: 3, V. B. Le.ioh (3^4 Soott S.), 30s.
550 cc. SIDECAR MACHINES.—1, H. Uppa-

dine (4 Triumph sc.l, 40is. ; 2, E. Sayles 4
Tmimph sc), 445^.; 3, J. L. Brown (31,!, B.'-Metrio
tc), 45^3.

750 cc SIDECAR MACHINES.-l, J. H.
Wilkinson (4 Norton se.), 38!,^.; 2, H Uppadine
4 Triumpli so.), 46s.; 3, E: Saylas (4 Triumph sc).
46?Si

UNLIMITED SIDECAR MACHINES.-l, J. H.
Wilkinson (4 Norton so.), 37;s.t; 2, H. Uppa-
<liiie (4 Tnuiuph sc), 38fs. ; 3, J. L. Brown [ZV-
B.-Metrio sc), 46is.
•Fastest solo time of the day.
tFaetest sidecar time -of the day.

A scene at last Saturday's rally at Slratford-on-Avon, which was organised by-the
manufacturers of the Easting windscreen.
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The Grand Prix for Cars

To-morrow's issue of The Autocar is a
special number containing a full report
of the Grand Prix race , in France.
Readers of The Motor Cycle, who are
also interested in this big event, will

recognise The Autocar by the artistic

three-colour cover.

Important Northern Hill-climb.

Next Saturday the Newcastle and Dis-
trict Motor Club will hold an open hill-

climb at Muggleswick Common, Stan-
hope, Co. Durham. S'ome excellent sport
is anticipated.

Careless Driving in Ealing.

An Ealing resident writes us drawing
attention to the increase of careless and
thoughtless driving through that place.

As the imposition of a ten-mile limit is

under consideration, it is in the interest

of all to exercise greater road caution in

future.

A Change of Mounts. -

One of the most successful riders in

the country, latterly on Royal _Ruby
machines, Hugh Gibson has now joined
the Raleigh Cycle Co., making his debut
with the big flat twin (and sidecar) in the
International Six Days Trial next week.

96 m.p.h. in Italy.

On the Monday morning, after the
Circuit di Cremona, describsd elsewhere
in this issue, Nazzaro, riding a 7-9 h.p.

Indian, attempted the flying kilometre
mean speed record. His best times were
23.2s. and 23.4s., an average of 23.3s.,

and equalling a speed of 95 m.p.h.
Although not a world's record, this is

certainly a marvellous performance for
a road attempt.

Scottish Trials Addendum.
K. M. Qnaile (8 New Imperial sc.) has

now been officially accredited a silver

medal winner.

Open Trial in North Wales.

No fewer than thirteen trophies adorn
the prize list for the open trial to be
held by the North Wales M.C.C. on the
6th prox. Entries nominally closed nh
the 23rd, but may be accepted at double
fee until next Saturday. Mr. J. Howard
Davies, 1, Ruthin Road, Denbigh, N.
'Wales, is secretary for the event.

"4

Invalid Vehicles.

There are now 240 _ invalid vehicles
licensed, bringing in a revenue of £60 to
the Ministry of Transport.

Another Welsh Hill.

A reader in British East Africa writes
that he knows of a hill in Wales even
more difficult to climb than ScVew Road.

Police Activity on the Nori;h Road.

For such offences (according to a local
newspaper, sent us by a reader) as
" allowing the exhaust gases to escape ".

a number of motor cyclists have recently
been fined at the Weatherby Police
Court.

87.76 Miles in an Hour !

At Brooklands on Friday last C. F.
Temple, riding a 7-9 h.p. Harley-David-
son, beat the following records :

50 miles, 33m. 6.8s. = 90.59 m.p.h.
100 miles, Ihr, 8m. 22.1s. = 87.52

m.p.h.
1 hour, 87 miles, 922 yards = 87.76

m.p.h.

C. F. Temple, who bro'ke three long

distance records at Brooklands last

Friday on a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.

Overseas Visitor..
"

Mr. W. Stewart Wilson, president _,

the Motor Traders' Association of Wel^-
lington,-New Zealand, -is on a six weeks-^'

visit to this country. Letters to thSi«

Overseas Club will reach him.

Body Design.

During this month a series of three long
1

articles by Gordon Crosby on the harmony
of outline in car bodywork has been pub-
lished in Th-e Autocar'. Many of the '

arguments advanced apply equally to 1

sidecar body design.

The Novice on the Koad.
" Every time a new licence is issued,.;

the recipient of the authority to driv&c
should also receive a list of instructions','!!

and hints clearly setting forth the ordi-'

nary rules of the road. It may soundjl

puerile to suggest this, but the fact re-,

mains that the majority of- the accidents;'

are caused either by indifference to or a
want of knowledge of the common rules

of the road."

—

Express and Star, Wolver-'
hampton.

Metal Discs for Licences?

Writing regarding the many cases re-

cently of faded licence cards, a reader,

Mr. Ian R. Maclntyre, of Glasgow, sug-

gests that if these were stamped on met^.1.

discs they would not become indecipher^i
able from prolonged exposure to thea
elements. Additionally, licence holders]

might be entirely dispensed with. The5
idea appears to be an excellent one.

Presentations.

The T.T. winners this year came in for^

even more than the usual amount- of

lionising. At a recent T.T. dinner, given'.'i

by the directors of the A.J.S. firm, H. B.',i

Davies, the Senior winner, received tf'ii

handsome dressing-case from A.J.S:^*

agents, a shaving set from Mr. H. TaylorS
a gold cigarette-case from Mr. Osborn^
(of Druid forks fame), and a silver rose^i

bowl from Mr. P. J. Evans. *.-'

Eric Williams, the Junior winner, re-

ceived an alabaster clock and ornaments i

from A.J.S. agents, a silver cigarette-case"'

from Mr. H. Taylor, and a goia;,l

cigarette-case from Mr. Osborne. Mt.>,

Alec Ross presented a cheque for twenty'
guineas, to be divided among the A.J.S.
riders who did not win
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All Records Broken in (he Qrcuil
di Cremona, British Successes.

The start of the Circuit di Cremona, British, French,

American, Swiss, and Italian machines lined up pre-

paratory to the most important Italian event of the year.

T raotoi- cycle race ever held in Italy

took place on the 10th inst., this

being the Circuit di Cremona, a road
race of ISO miles, run off on a flat, tri-

angular course of approximately, forty

miles. One hundred entries, representing

the products of five countries—England,
France, Italy, Switzerland, and America
^and Swiss riders besides the Italians,

gave an international character to the

event.
English machines were most numerous,

there being Douglas, Wooler, Verus, Cal-

thorpe, and Excelsior machines in the
350 c.c. ; Sunbeam,. Ariel, Norton, and
Douglas in the 500 c.c. ; and Hazlewood
and Douglas in the 750 c.c. classes

;

whilst the 1,000 c.c. class was a duel

between the two strong teams of Harley-
Davidsons and Indians, representing
America.

Italy's Most Famous Rider.

Great interest attached to the re-

appearance of Italy's most famous rider.

Carlo Maffeis. It was, therefore, ex-

pected that long-standing records would
be beaten, especially the one for the
fastest lap, which, established in 1914
by MacDonagh on a Rudge,_in 39m. 19s.,

had never been beateii, even by the
1,000 c.c. machines.
This prophecy was soon realised, be-

cause, a few minutes after all the riders

had started, Maffeis (3^ Bianchi), who
started twentieth, arrived at a tremen-
dous speed, having passed all the other
competitors who had left before him. In
a few seconds his time (37m. 15s.) went
up on the board, and was greeted, with
great enthusiasm by the public in the
stands. The long-standing record had
been beaten by 2m. 4s. at a speed of
63.3- m.p.h. This was the fastest lap
of the day for this class, but more sur-

prises were in store, for, in the second
lap, Winkler (on a 7-9 Harley-Davidson)

created another record by covering the lap
iu 31m. 25s. at a speed of 75 m.p.h.—
a speed never before attained during an
Italian road race.

The whole race was sternly contested
from start to finish, riders changing posi-
tions at almost every lap.- The final

results were as follows :

1. E-aTn C4 ImdinnJ ..

2. Tan^i [5 Motosncoolie)
3. Fiaccadori (5 Frera]

CLASS.
la. ra. s. Ave. ppeed.

. 2 46 \0l 56.7 lu.p.h.

. 2 57 8?
..3 8 25i

1,000 c.c. CIASS.
li. m. s.

1. Winkler (7-9 H.iiley-D.) 2 17 17
2. MaSeis !7-9 Harley-D.) 2 20 60
3. MalvHi (7-9 Hailcy-D.) 2 21 49

Ave. speed.
68.64 m.r.li.

Fastest lap : Winkler, 31m.
=75 m.p.h.).

Eighteen riders started in

and thirteen finished.

25s. (speed

this class.

Fifteen started, and six finished. Fast-

est lap : Rava, 39m. 44|s. (speed = 59.3

m.p.h.).
500 0.0 CLASS.

li. IB. s. Ave. *;peed.

1. Toilati (3'/' Sunbeam) .. 2 42 11 58 m.p.li.

2. Bas3ini (3V. tTolton) .. 2 42 39
3. MaBKi (3 A.B.C) .. 2 50 26
4. C Maffeis (31,2 Biancbi) 2 54 29

Fastest lap : Maffeis, 37m. 15s. (speed
= 53.6 m.p.h.). Both fastest lap and
whole distance times bettered the 750 c.c.

class. Forty-two started, and twenty-one
finished.

^^.v^'-sagawMusnr'

A characteristic Italian street scene, showing Vailati (3-2 Sunbeam) rounding a bend during

the Circuit di Cremona.
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The Italian T.T.—
350 c.c. CLASS.

1). in. s.

1. Franconi (2% Motosa-
coche) 3 10 6

2. Gambini (2% Douglns).. 3 19 12
3. Garanzini (2% Veru3) .. 3 22 Hi

Fastest lap ; Franconi, 44m. 19s. (speed
=53 m.p.h.).

Ave. speed.

50 m.p.li.

Despite the large number of competi-
tors and the dust on the roads owing to
the dry weather, no serious accidents
happened.

The Italian Championship.

This race was the seventh for the
Italian championship, a much-coveted

JULY 28th, ig2i.

honour, which is now decided on points
over twelve events, instead of a single
race as previously. All these events,
being officially supported by the Italian
Union of Motor Cycle Manufacturers and.
Traders, are naturally very keenly con-
tested and followed with great interest
by the press and public. ,

rassiSK

Franconi (2f Motosacoche), winner Vailati (3| Sunbeam), who won
of the 350 c.c. class the 500 c.c. class.

Rava (4 Indian), victor in the Winkler (7-9 Harley-Davidson), winner

750 cc. class. of the 1 ,000 c.c. class.

THE INTERNATIONAL SIX
DAYS TRIAL.

As the Swiss team last year won the

manufacturers' trophy in the Inter-

national trials, this year the trial

will be held in Switzerland from August
1st to 5th, starting from Geneva. The
following entries (thirty-three solo and
eleven sidecars) have been received :

MOTOR BICYCLES.
1. Morand (Condor).
2. Wuillemin (Condor).
3. Olerc (Condor).
4. Eiio Williams (A.J.S.).
5. Bally (Hobart).

- 6. A. Demont (New Imperial).
7. Magnin (New Imperial).
8. Jean Woltenlagel (Condor).

Tbree Viratelle^^ (flrivers not specified).

9. Dawson (P. and M.).
10. Guiguet (MotodacoLdie).
11. Robert (Mota-^acoclie).

12. J. G. Neher (Motosacoche).
13. Piotet (Norton).
14. Stanb (Norton).
15. Tscliudy (Norton).
16. F. P. Dickson trough).
17. E. H. Lees (Sunbeam).
18. Egger (Triumph!.
19. Cos<>etto (Douglas).
20. Huzli (Douglas).
21. Schlee (Douglas).
22. Gafner (Indian).
23. Wiedmer (Indian).
24. Nussle (Moto-Reve).
25. AlJter (Scott).

26. (Scott)

27. (Scott),

28. Leslie Guv (Scott)
29. Haseler (Triumph),
30. Zyfset (Triumph).
31. Bolthau.ser (Triumph),
32. Bersetti (Motofiacoche).
33. Rothenbach (Motosacoche).

SIDECARS.
34. H. Dinckel (Condor).
35. Henry (Indian).
36. Moebus (Indian).
37. Vcrlet (.Janoir).

38. Chappa/, (Janoir).
39. Peuet (Janoir).
40. Hugh Gibson (Raleigh sc).
41. Gex (Motosacoche).
42. Bonvin (Motosacoche!.
43. Rollnnd (Motosacoclie).
44. H. E. Davies (6 A.J.S. so.).

c8

S.E. CENTRE (A.C.U.) SPEED
TRIALS AT BROOKLANDS.
NO fewer than 4C0 entries were received

for the South-Eastern Centre A.C.U.
speed trials held at Brooklands on

Saturday last.

The Surbiton and District Club, who,
incidentally won the team race, were
responsible for its promotion, and may
be congratulated on its success.

Time results printed below show that
speeds over the kilometre were parti-

cularly good for a club meeting. Results :

CLASS 1 (Touring machines not exceeding 250
c.c. ) —Standing start : 1, S. M. Greening (2^
Francis-Barnett-Jap), 47gs.
CLASS 2 (Touring machines not exceeding 350

CO.).—Standing start : 1, J. Vivian Prestwich (2
Massey-Arran-Jap), 49s.
CLASS 3 (Touring machines not exceeding 500

c.c.).—Standing start' 1, G. A. Vanderrell {SV^
JNorton), dOs.
CLASS 4 (Touring machines not exceeding 750

c.c.).—Standing itart: 1, G. A. Vanderveil (S'/a
^'o^ton), 38is.
CLASS 5 (Touring machines, unlimited}.—Stand-

ing Etart; 1. 0. A. Vanderveil (31/2 Norton), 383s.
CLASS 6 (Touring sidecar machines not exceed-

ing 600 c.c).—Standing etart : 1, H. H. Beach
(S'A Norton sc), 48is.
CLASS 7 (Touring sidecar machines not exceed-

ing 750 c.c.).—Standing start: 1, H. H, Beach (SVa
Norton sc), 47is.
CLASS 8 (Touring sidecar machines, unlimited).
—S:;anding start : 1, B. S. Allen (3Va Norton sc),
walk over.
CLASS 9 (Sidecar machines not exceeding 600

c.c).—Standing start : 1, D. R. O'Donovan (3V2
Norton -ec), 47is.
CLASS 10 (Sidecar machines not exceeding 750

c.c)—Standing start : 1, D. R. O'Donovan {3M>
Norton sc), 475S.
CLASS 11 (sidecar machines, unlimited).—Stand-

ing start: 1, W. D. Marchant (8 Zenith). 40Ss.
CLASS 12 (Solo machines not exceeding 250

cc).—Standing start: 1, H. A. Reyre (2V2 Reyre-
Newson), 44is.
CLASS 13 (Solo machines not exceeding 350

c.c).—Standing start: 1, Kaye Don (2% Massey-
Arran), 41|s.
CLASS 14 (Solo machines not exceeding 500

cc.).—Standing- start: 1, G. A. Vanderveil (3"/'

Norton), ?8is.
CLASS 15 (Solo machines not exceeding 750

c.c.).—Standing start: 1, G. A. Vanderveil (SVa
Norton), 38kS.
CLASS 16 (Solo machines, unlimited).—Standing

start; 1, G. A. Vanderveil (SVg Norton), SBis,

CLASS 17 (Touring machines not exceeding 2501
c.c.).—Flying start : 1, J. Vivian PrestWich (2"-j

Massey-Arra;n-J ap ) , 43|s. ^
CLASS 18 (Touring machines not exceeding 350 3

cc).—Flying start: 1, A. A. Prestwich (2% Dot-;]
Japj and H. F. Edwards (2^^ Coulson). 40s. '3

CLASS 19 (Touring machines not exceeding 500-.]
c.c.}.—Flving start : 1, G. A. Vanderveil (SVa^
Norton), Sl^s. '{

CLASS, 21 (Touring machines, unlimited).— ?,

Flyiog start ; 1. G. Packman (8 Sunbeam-Jap),,

I

30s. ^ f.

CLASS 22 (Touring sidecar machines not exceed-
ing 600 cc).—Flying start; 1, H. H. Beach (3V2.'
Norton sc), 36^8. "-';

CLASS 24 (Touring sidecar machines, un- ',

limited).—Flying, start: 1, E. A. Bridgman (7 4
Indian sc), 41Ss. .'3

CLASS 25 (Sidecar machines not exceeding 6Q0J
c.c.).—Flying start ; 1, .D. R. O'Donovan {3^/i1
Norton sc), 37s. _'

CLASS 26 (Sidecar machines not exceeding 750 1

c.c.).—Flying start : 1, D. R. O'Donovan (3^ ?

Norton sc), 37s.
CLASS 27 (Sidecar machines, unlimited).—

Flying start : 1, W. D. Marchant (8 Zenith <

sc), 33s.
CLASS 28 (Solo machines nob exceeding 250 '

c.c.).—Flying start: 1, W-. Julian (2>4 Levis),-

i

32!s. "^

CLASS 29 (Solo machines not exceeding 380"}
c.c).—Flying start: 1 Kaye Don (2% Massey-
Arran), 33s.
CLASS 30 (Solo machines not exceeding 500

c.c).—Flying start : 1, G. A. Vanderveil (3%
"

Norton), 30^s.
CLASS 31 (Solo machines not exceeding 750 ^

c.c.).—Flying start; 1, C. G. Pullin (3V» Douglas), '^.

31Ss. ^CLASS 32 (Solo machines, unlimited).—Fiying .<i

itart : 1, F. C. Townshend (8 Zenith), 29^5. A

CLASS 57 (Ladies' class, sports cycle cars up to-Ji
1,500 c.c.).—Standing start; 1, Miss D. Addis- ~3
Price (10.5 Douglas), 49is. A
CLASS 58 (Ladies' Class, sports cycle cars up to ij

1,500 c.c).—Flying start: 1, Miss D. Addis-:j'
Price (10.5 Douglas), 40is. 5CLASS 59 (Three-wheeled touring cvcle cars up ^
to 1,100 cc.).—Standing start: 1. E. B. WarrfiJ
(8 Morgan-Jap), 60is. (walk over). -A

CLASS 60 (Three-wheeled touring cycle cars up'i
to 1,100 cc).—Flying start: E. B. Ware {85
Morgan-Jap), 36?s. (walk over), .^CLASS 61 (Three-wheeled racing cycle cars up g
^o 1,100 c.c.).—Standing start : E. B. Ware, 1
walk over. :'<

CLASS 62.—Ditto. 5
TEAM RACE.— 1", Surbiton and District W.CC.;.2

2, Brighton and Hove M.C.C.; 3, Ealing and 2
District M.C.C. 1
MOTOR CYCLE WINNERS* HANDICAP.-

J

Standing start: 1, Kaye Don (2% Massey-Arran)/.'>
19s. ' .i.

FASTEST CAR v. FASTEST MOTOR '

BICYCLE.— 1, A. F. Nash (8.7 G.N.) wins Hs.
ahead of G. A. Vanderveil (31/. Norton),
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A KILOMETRE IN 241 sees
North Counlry Norton Rider makes a Game Second (o G. Dance on the Sunbeam,

in Easi Midland Centre Speed Trials.

OUTSTANDING impressions given by
the East Midland Centre (A.C.U.)
speed trials in CUpstone Park, near

Mansfield, on Saturday, were tliat such
events tend to become unwieldy, and that
iliere appear to be few really top notch
^peedmen.
In a seemingly interminable succession

of contestants, running from 1.40 in the
afternoon until 9.30 in the evening, George
Dance, with his 2-| h.p. and 3^ h.p. Sun-
heanij was unquestionably the premier
rider of the day. His supremacy was
never seriously challenged, but K. T.
Cawthorne, a Yorkshire rider of a 3^ h.p. ,

Norton, struggled hard to equal Dance's
performances. Cawthorne did not even
make the second fastest time of the day

;

but his consistent attempts merit special
comment. H. R. Davies (2J A.J.S.)
.=eemed just short of the necessary "last
ounce "

; but it appears doubtful if the
jieculiar riding position he adopted in

the passenger classes had any serious
justilication.

In the matter of riding attitude. Dance
:
is- worthy of study. He sits his machine

1
to perfection, and, incidentally, his
manner of returning down the course is

\
exemplary. ilary Jenuison (2^ Velo-
cette), T. C. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam), and
R. Flint (3 A. B.C.) made good times;
the first mentioned rode her machine with
great skill and judgment. The remainder
nf. the entrants, who comprised the 550
and upwards, vvho ran during the proceed-
ings, were chiefly local riders whose per-

' forraances. while no doubt excellent in

;
club events, served to show by contrast

I how really fast the experts were; this is

specially true of the high-powered twins,
vi'hioh, with a single exception—R. Stacey

1
(7-9 Harley-Davidson)—were quite out-
classes! by the smaller single^.

First and second places are given below
in the classes which were run off before
darkness came on and ended the meeting.

I

A slightly falling gradient and a follow-
ing wind assisted the riders to some
extent.

.--7»i>jfgS(g»»«'

At the starting line in Clipstone Park. G. Dance (3i Sunbeam sidecar), who was hrst in

every class in which he ran. On the same machine solo his best speed exceeded 91 m.p.h.

over the flying kilometre.

Sidecar Classes (Standing Start).

CLASS 1 (under. 600 c.c.).—General : 1 L.
Padley l3''o Norton sc), 41Ss. ; 2, E. Searlc (3>/>
Sunbeam sc), 44s. Expert: 1. G. Dance {3i^
Snnheam sc), 37s.; 2. R. T. Cawthorne (S'A Norton
sc); 401s.
CLASS 2 (under 650 cc.).—General : 1, J.

Haslam (^'i Douglas sc). 43|s.; 2. L. Padley (3V'
Norton sc), 465S. Expert; 1, G. Dance (3'/.i Sun-
beam sc), 37|s.: 2, E. T. Cawthorne (3'A Norton
sc). 41?s.
CL-4SS 3 (under 750 cc).—General : 1, T. C.

Greenwood f4 Sunbeam sc). 40§s.: 2, C. Bullough
(3'.b Norton sc), 46s. Expert: 1, G. Dance (3Va
Sunbeam sc). 36|s.; 2, R. T. Cawthorne (3iA
Norton sc), 40Ss. >

0r..488 4 (Unlimited).—General : 1, T. C. Green-
wood (4 Sunbeam sc), 39^s. ; 2, P. Baron (7-9
Indian sc). 4i;s. Expert: 1. G. Dance (3'/. Sun-
beam sc), 37s.; 2, H. R. Davies (2'!4 A.J.S". sc),
42js.

Sidecar Classes (Flying Start).

CLASS 5 (under 500 cc.).—General ; 1, J.
Haslam (3i4 Do-uglas sc), 34?6.; 2, E. Searle (31/'
Sunbeam sc), 35|s. Expert: 1, G. Dance (3^/';

Sunbeam sc), 28ts. ; 2, R. T. Cawthorne (SV-
Norton sc), 31Js.
CLA.3S 6 (under 550 cc.).—General ; 1, L.

Padley (3"2' Norton sc), 34s.; 2. .1. Haslam (3'A
Douglas sc). 35s. Expert ; 1, G. Dance (3i/. Sun-
beam sc), 29is. ; 2, R. T. Cawthorne (3'A Norton
sc), 33s.
CLASS 7 (under 750 cc).—General : 1, L.

Paidley (S'i Norton sc), 368.; 2, C. Bullough (3'A
Norton sc), 35is, Expert; 1, G. Dance (3'/3 Sun-

beam sc), 29!s.; 2, H. R. Davies (2-^ A.J.!3. sc.)

and G. Stobart (5-6 James sc.) tied, 35|s.

CLASS 8 (Unlimited).—General : 1, T. C. Green-
wood (4 Sunbeam sc), 318s.; 2, R. Stacey (7-9

Haxley-Davidsdn sc), 32is. Expert: 1, G. Dance
(31/2 Sunbeam sc), 29:s. ; 2, R. T. Cawthorne (3'/2

Norton sc), 32i-s.

Solo Classes (Standing Start).
CLASS 9 (Two-strokes under 350 cc).—General:

1, J. R. Sylvester (2>4 Velocette), 46s.; 2, F. Wil-
kinson (2':, Cedos), 64ss. E.xpert: 1, R. E. Push
(2'/4 Levis), 42is.; 2, Mary Jennison (2'/4 Velo-

cette) 43s.
CLA.SS io (Two-strokes, unlimited) .—General

:

1. J. R. Sylvester (2',i Velocette), 46s.; 2, P. Wil-
kinson (2'^ Cedos), 64s. Expert: 1, G. Mills (3V2
Scott), 415s.; 2, R. E. Pugh (2^4 Levis), 43is.

CLASS 11 (under 275 cc).—General : 1, J. N.
Roberts (2'4 New Imperial), 43s.; 2, N. Black (2V4_
Omega), 445S. Expert: 1, B. Kershaw (2i,i New
Imperial), 39is.; 2, R. E. Pugh {2Vi Levis), 42|s.

CLASS 12 (under 350 cc.).—General : 1, R.
Lucas (2'i Coulson B), 41|s. ; 2, J. N. Roberts (2'!

New Imperial), 42^s. Expert ; 1. G. Dance (2.^4

Sunbeam), 341s.; 2, B. Kershaw (2i/i New
Imperial), 42|s.
CLASS 13 (under 500 cc).—General ; 1, R. G.

Flint (3 A.B.C.), 35}s.; 2, F. Hatton (S'A
Douglas), 37?s. Expert : 1, G. Dance (3'A Sun-
beam), 32?s.; 2, T. Simister (3'.4 Norton), 35s.

CLASS 14 (under 550 cc.).—General : 1, R. Flint
(3 A.B.C.), 36s.; 2, P. Stevenson- (3'A Brough),
37|s. Expert: 1, G. Dance (3'A Sunbeam). 32is.;
R. T. Cawthorne (3'A Norton), 36s.
CLASS 15 (under 750 cc).—General : 1, T. C.

Greenwood (4 Sunbeam), 34s.; 2. R. Flint (3

A.B.C.), 354s. Expert: 1, G. Dance (3'A Sun-
beam), 32is.; 2, E. T. Cawthorne (3',4 Norton),
35is.
CLASS 16 (Unlimited).—General: 1, T. C.

Greenwood (4 Sunbeam), 348s.; 2^ R. Carter (7-9

Indian), 36|s. Expert: 1. G. Dance (3'A Sun-
beain), 31!s.: 2, H. R. Davies (2%i A.J.S.) and H.
Petty (3'A Norton) tied, 36s.

Solo Classes (Flying Start).
CLASS 17 (Two-strokes under 350 cc).—

General: 1, J. Sylvester (2',:i Velocette), 36|s.; 2.

S. Clarke (2'A Levis), 44is. Expert; 1, Mary
Jennison (2V:, Velocette), 35s.; 2, R. E. Pugh (2',i

Levis), 36is. , ^
CLASS 18 (Two-strokes, unlimited).—General;

1, G. Mills 13'A Scott). 32ts.; 2, J. Sylvester (21.,

Velocette), 37|s. Expert; 1. Mary Cy;v----tcr (2'/:i

Velocette), 35is.; 2, R. E. Pugh (2'/; Levis), 40?s.
CLASS 19 (under 275 cc).—General ; 1. J. N,

Roberts (2'4 New Imperial), 34ss.: 2, N. Black
(2','4 Omega), 35{s. Expert: 1, J. N. Roberts (2',i

New Imperial), 345s.; 2, Mary Jenuison i2Y_i Velo-
cette), 35is.
CLASS 20 (under 350 cc.).—General : 1, R.

Lucas (23i Coulson B). 30Ss.; 2, N. E. Jones (2^i
Blackburne), 32Js. Expert ; 1, G. Dance (Sun-
beam), 26is. ; 2, H. R. Davies (2% A.J.S.), 23is.
CLASS 21 (under 500 cc.).—General : 1. E.

Flint (3 A. B.C.), 28s.; 2, H. M. Barron (3l,{.

Norton), 30s. Expert: '1. G. Dance (3'A Sun-
beam). 24?,s.: 2. R. Cawthorne (S'/o Norton), 27s.

•Fastest time of day (90.94 m.p.h.).

CLASS 22 (under 550 cc.).—Cancelled.
CLA.SS 23 (under 750 cc).—Cancelled.
CLASS 24 (Unlimited).-General: 1, R. Stacey

(7-9 Harlev-Dnvidson), 25|s.; 2,_ T. C. Greenwood
(4 Sunbeam). 26Je. Expert: 1, R. Cawthorne (3%
Norton). 27s.; 2, H. Petty (3lA Norton) and T.

Simister (5'/» Norton) tied, 28is.

THE OVERSEAS MOTOR
TRADE CONFERENCE.

T^HE universal preference for British-

1 made machines, which, by their high

quality, finish, and general design,

prove more suitable for overseas condi-

tions, was the ruling theme of the First

Overseas Motor Trade Conference, held

on Thursday last at the Hotel Cecil.

This innovation, which was heartily

appreciated by both the British manu-
factiu-ers and the overseas delegates, was

convened by our contemporary TJie Motor

Exiiort Trader, for the purpose of estab-

lishing greater co-operation between th«

Home arnd Overseas markets.

In his speech on behalf of the Depart-

ment of Overseas Trade, Sir Philip Lloyd-

GJreame, K.B.E., emphasised the great

importance of bringing the manufacturers

of home products in close touch with

the representatives of the foreign markets,

and wished to congratulate the conveners

of the conference.

From 1913 to 1920 the importation- of

motor vehicles had exceeded the export

figures, and that position must be re-

versed. To do this, he pointed out, it

was essential to .study closely the require-

ments of this particular market, and not,

as hitheiio, be satisfied with the identical

machine as sold in this country. Some
interesting figures were quoted, which
showed that to each British vehicle regis-

tered there were alsfo licensed thirty

foreign machinee.
Major H. E. Watling, whilst limiting

his views to those pertaining to motor
cycles, was convinced that we have
closely studied the requirements of the
overseas buyer.
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French Classic Race over the Circuit de la Sarthe results in Win lor Great Britain.

Record Lap at 62.48 m p.h.

FIFTY-TWO motor cyclists competed
ill the Grand Prix race, organised

by the Union Motorcyclists de

France on Sunday last. The circuit de
la Sarthe, over which the race was
contested, measures 10| miles, the 500
c.c. and the 350 c.c. riders being called

upon to cover eighteen circuits (193^
miles), and the 250 c.c. lightweight
rideis fifteen laps (161^ miles). Le
Mans attracted thousands of visitors

for the motor cycle race and the car

race on Monday. Although the course
had been excellently treated, it was,
perhaps, natural that the 100 m.p.h.
cars had cut up the surface badly in

practice, patches of sharp flints being
encountered at intervals. Except foi

half-a-dozen or so difficult turnings, the
course is extremely fast, with its long
straight stretches, higher gears being
possible than on the Manx T.T. circuit.

A striUing success was scored by
British riders and machines, represen-
tatives of the home country occupying
the first five places in the chief class
for 500 c.c. machines, France claiming
honours in the 350 c.c. event, and a
French rider mounted on a machine
assembled from British components
winning the 250 c.c. category.
The race opened in dull weather, a

southerly breeze tempering the atmo-
sphere. Interest in the race was strik-
ingly evident. The decision to start all

the 500 c.c. competitors in a bunch, the
350 c.c. men a minute or so later, and
the 250 c.c. class next will no doubt
cause consternation in Britain, particu-
larly ns the difficult bend came in three
kilometres. But the practice has much
to recommend it. Actually it worked
splendidly, tor at the fall' of the flag
all the riders shot away, and a most im-
pressive spectacle was the result, for all

but one rider got their engines going im-
mediately. There was a hubbub among
the crowd as the men jockeyed for posi-
tions, No. 7, Naas (A. B.C.), forging
ahead of the rest ; the unfortunate one

THE LE MANS CIRCUIT.

The Grand Prix course, each lap of which is

lOJ miles. The 500 c.c. and 350 c.c. classes covered
the course eighteen times—a total distance of 193|-

miles. The 250 c c. class went round fifteen times

:

16Ii miles.

left behind was Borgol^i (Griffon).
There were but eight in the' 350 c.c.

class, as against the twenty-eight senior
starters.

Another interval, a. ; the very fine total
of thirteen 250 c.c. lightweight riders

got under way, Milner (Levis) making
a sluggish start. But two or three

minutes elapsed before a procession of

rideis was seen proceeding at speed

nearly a mile distant. Twos, threes,

then a long string, followed by other

bunches sufficed to work up enthusiasm
thus early.

The first man past the grandstands
was Bennett (Sunbeam), followed at

100 yards interval by Edmbnd
(Triumph) and de la Hay (Sunbeam).
A further interval, and Naas (A. B.C.),

Finzi (A. B.C.), and Jolly (Alcyon)

passed at a good pace. The advantage
of a scratch start for all riders was now
appreciated, for there was no subtract-

ing of time or doubt as to the correct

order. Walker (Norton) was the first

to pull in at the depots for some
adjustment.
Of the 350 c.c. riders, Meunier

(Alcyon) led on the first lap, Gambini
(Douglas) being second, and Isodi

(Douglas) third, whilst among the 250

c.c. riders, Milner (Levis), notwith-
standing tlie seconds he lost at the

start, had forged ahead of his cun-

fr&res and led past the stand, closely

pressed by Bauer (Yvels) and Vernisse
(Yvels-Jap).
From the beginning, it was evident

that there was to be no flagging of

interest, for the riders in one or other
of the classes were almost continually in

sight, the leaders of the 500 c.c. class

by the eiui of two laps being on the
tails of the miniatures.

First Lap Order Maintained.

Bennett (Sunbeam), Edmond (Tri'-

umph, and de la Hay (Sunbeam) hadTil

maintained their order at the end o£^
two laps, and, indeed, Bennett was'i

virtually acting as pacemaker, for less-i

than forty yards separated the trio^r
Bennett's time for two laps—20m. 57s.—I?

' equals a speed of 61.54 m.p.h. Others^;
maintained their positions, except ITilssaUSI
(Norton), who, though speedy at tha^

CI2

f^OK/mum Gradient 1, in ^25
^

n I LES
Contour of the Grand Prix course, which reveals the totally different conditions from those prevailing on the T.T. course in the Isle of Man.
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Partez 1 It would be difficult to imagine a more animated sc^ne than the simultaneous start of 28 machines in the 5Q0 c.c. class,

stands, had evidently stopped, for . he A short interval, and once again six hundred yards away. After five laps

-was last. Le Vack (Indian), of whom machines appeared in sight on the red Bennett and de la Hay (Sunbeams), having

much was expected, despite a damaged ribbon of xoad in the distance, Emerson thoroughly grasped the position, shot by
leg sustained in practice, was well up. (Douglas) passing one or two. The two almost abreast, though neither apparently

n ^ J rr:
Ricardo-eugined Triumphs could always be was coaxing his machine to the full.

First Lap Order and Times.
. detected by their clean, soft note, and 0. Feeny (Verus-Jap) stopped at his

500 c.c. CLASS. ^.^^^ they, too, were running very consistently. depot for adjustments, but was soon oS
1. A. Bennett (Suttbeam) .. .. 20m. sVs. From the stand, the speeds wei-e not again. A French machine going well was
2. F. G. Edmond (Triumph) .. .. Mm. 58s. impressive, due, no doubt, to the very a side-bv-side twin-cvlinder Peugeot

I; SaS- Ia^B.C? '^. "'
;; :: IS: 2u: wide com'se. ridden by GUlard. Stops at this stage

5. F. W. Dixon (Douglas) .. .. 21m. 30s. „ , „_,„,., were infrequent. For instance, twelve of

4: a Le Vack'iliTan) :: ii. i: IS; les!
Speeds on the Fast stretches.

, the thirteen 250 c.c; riders had completed
8. Finzi IA.B.C.) 21m. 37s. The 500 C.C. leaders were averaging four laps, likewise six of the seven 350 c.c.

10: Pin?ey^'(T?timphj°°"^!^'' ::
'.'. 22^:42=; about 10m. per lap, so that, approximately, men. The missing 250 c.c. man, Cottin

11! Borgotti (Griffon) .'. .. .'. 22m! 435.' they passed the stands at 70 m.p.h. (Moto-Solo), fell without hurting himself

if' V 11 '^"'^j'qJIjj'^I™"'^^' 23m' 8s'
Bennett again changed places with de at Hunandieres and retired.

14! s^nin?^ (Triumph) '.'. '.'., '.'. 23m! 9s! la Hay for leadership after four laps, De la Hay and Bennett on Sunbeams
45. gesvaux (Alcyon) 23m. 28s. Edmond still Iving third, two oj three were now due on their seventh lap, and
16. Gillard (Peugeot) 23m. 49s. .- & 3 rj

17. Bartlett (A.B.C.) 24m. 7s.

18. Pean (Peugeot) 24m. 17s. W'-> .

'^
- ..3i^;7vSE5~"

19. Delabre (Rover) 24m. 54s. f,

20. RoUv (A.B.C.) 25m. 45s.
21. Perrin (A.B.C.) 25m. 46s.

22. Jacquin (Griffon) .. .. .. 26m. 205.

23. V, Horsman (Norton) 29m. 45s.

24. Walker (Norton) J2m. 47s. K
25. Agnero (A.B.C.) 36m. 29s. .^.m^ ' '*'»•

36. Hassan (Norton) 64m. 57s. mS^ltf ^ ^^ ^B^Wmi
350 c.c. CLASS. i|Pr ' '

-f^ IH^ Ij
1. Meunier (Alc.von) 25m. 38s. —

h. ,• ti "i''^ ^Hb f^ W1
2. E. Kickham (Douglas) .. 26m. 265., 1 ^ ^-' ^ ^ "H^dS^^. , v KS '9 •

3. Millard (Douglas) .. 27m. Is, ^..^Sl* i M 7S. «»•*>• Tl^ , . -...,1. IB. '^ /'
4. Dr.bost (D.F.R,) 28m. 55s. ' .j^ft^Hik '\ * ImASS^* - ' aJN» '^JbI *'

"

250 C.C. CLASS. t^^^BK 1 ri fe^'iSH' itil^jSf*'^^^m WL
'

" .*'
1, H. Milner (Levis) 26m. 35s. ^^^^M mt, «l£<i«.,^'*V -^M,^ ^^ jf^'vOK TB ,»- -
2. Froment (Labor) 27m. 36s. «i.^^^^™i»=«; /_nc -^^—m . „ - »,«^™. ...>

5. Bauer (Yvel's-Jap) 27m. 395. ^^^^^^HBL ^iBBfe. 7^^ "WW (L..jfSiSI^' 1
'

4. Vernisse (Yvel's) 28m. 37s. i^^^^^^^B). J^BBlll£jik-*j^tiSM^tmmF "^^T^KmBE' J
5. JoUv; jun. (Ak-yon) 28m. 46s, i^M^^^^HlE ^^^^Bl^^- ^HriUHHail^ ^^fv '»»P^K- # B •-'

6. Cleih (Moto-Solo) 29m. 17s.

7. Cottin (Moto-Solo) 29m. 34s. iia[iK^BHB^^^K>jna
8. Condert (Griffon) 29m. 389. KbBHI^HIV^B^wI
9. Nel (Velocette) 29m. 40s. B^WB^^HE W^^RfeVS^ '—^!i^_»i— lat, >

10. Denley (Velocette) 30m. 463. ^^^^^^Hfe,^ "S^^MM^fSV V».
11. Ruuton (Velocette) 31m. 3s. R^^^^H^Hk W BBBF^^'I^-J ^^-^ m ,
12. Colombel (Griffon) 33m. lOs. ^Mi^^^^^^%j%]^EI^B Wp^ W^-»^.. .•'^^"'^iJIMpiL "JTlimilT !

Gaps now began to appear, but were
, ^^B^^^f EMSiH.^..^iA^ M.^- '^S^^il'^ '* ^'^Slm v*^

not nearly so pronounced as in the T.T,, ^^^^^^m B^j^K^'-^ijJk .-r—w&/ |^^™*^--- ™*' ™
^r, with machines of such varymg speeds, ^^^^^H ^HBnF '^^^S^ "vlw
1& riders were bound to be scattered ^^^^^H ^^^St- TiBj*^t \ -• ljuijmjljiiiiiul j _ -.. ^ iJlim ,-».—. —
over the short circuit, and frequent ^KKKK ^^^»;rf^ l|PJiftt\ Ifet- ^"' ^lr^'|y^^g'y^a|Wl^^P^^i^
passing occurred. News arrived that ^K^P 9m ^\£ rME mm ^iBBwJlwA yW^^^^j^r^ ^^^ W.^^
Maffeis, the Italian champion, riding a ^^H M .gemuH I piP^^r' I ^^^MM?5^W*/

»

Bianchi, fell at the acute bend at Pont- ^^I^L 1 '-- «hO^S 1 Cl-^^^^i^i 'i .^^'^''V' "*
lieu, buckling his front wheel and hurting 3^^B '%' - ' • ^5^^^^'- ^WT'^SK'W' '9. '^Sii3- ~^^-

himself rather badly. ffl^^ftjea'" \ * "^'
The leaders on the third lap now k^^^^wa &. «'.

appeared in sight, and it was observed
that de la Hay (Sunbeam) now led the
procession, another Sunbeam rider, A.
Bennett, was second, and Edmond (Tri-

umph) ttiird, though he had lost but
200 yards or so. 'Vuillamy (Griffon) fef-ir'inMJT :^^v _^.. —..«.»,-» j
stopped twice at his depot in the first

three laps, experiencing difficulty in ' Bennett, on the right, and de la Hay (first and second, on 3| Sunbeams) exchange mutual
restarting. congratulations after the race.

C13
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The Grand Prix.—

jjulled in side by side for replenishments

;

but Edmond (eide-by-side Triumph), ever

on tlieir heels, elected to continue, and so

led the throng. The Sunbeam men were
away again in double quick time. Le
Vack (Indian) also halted a few seconds to

replenisli his tank. The telephone an-

nounced that Dard (Thomann) was in

difScuIties near ilulsanne corner. Later
he came into the depot to retire. Six laps

were evidently sufficient to cause an.xiety

about petrol, for Alexander (Douglas)

stopped, and then Walker (Norton)
wall\ed in, pushing his machine, with a
cigarett'e in his mouth, evidently having
retired. Meanwhile, J. Meunier (Alcyon)

was leading the 350 c.c. group, and
Milner, going strong on liis Levis, had
established a two minute lead among the
babies. Milner, ever dogged with ill-luck

in racing evente, had broken the platform

of his magneto clean off during practice,

and had arranged a clever makeshift
repair by fi.xing another platform for the
magneto behind the cylinder. Clearly,

it was serving splendidly. Mud on the
I'iders, considering the heat and sun,

caused some surprise, and it appears that
the calcium chloride used to prevent dust
•was so thick in parts as to resemble
porridge.

Edmond (Triumph) was round first

after seven laps, and, after he had gone,
one saw a pair of riders at full speed in

the distance. As expected, they were 2
and 16 (de la Hay and Bennett), riding
wonderfully and ready to take up the
leadership, when Edmond found it neces-
sary to stop for petrol. But they had
nearly a mile to make up. In another
minute, Le Vack (Indian) came along,

followed by Sgonina (o.h.v. Triumph).
Horsman (Norton) was hot on their trail,

but Alexander (Douglas) stopped for

petrol, also Deriley (Velocette) and Du-
pont (Griffon). Delabre (Rover with
Philipson pulley) was going well, always
conspicuous in hiis primrose " woolly."

Colombel's two-stroke Griffon was making
an e.xeellent impression. Agnero (A.B.C.)
toured in on one cylinder and stopped at
his depot, Perrin on another A. B.C. go-
ing great guns, though he was about to

be lapped by the leading men.

British Supremacy.
Again Edmond led, this time with

Bennett (a mile behind), having left de
la Hay a hundred yards or so. It was
remarkable that the same three had led

throughout, an excellent example of
British supremacy, which was not lost';

upon the spectators. In close company,'.
F. W. Dixon (Douglas) and Sgonina'J
(Triumph) dashed up. ttie latter halting.^
to replenish his tank. He was quickly
away again.

.iJJr-

,.*'•'

^*%»;.W

^

(Lett) Naas (A.B.C.), first away at the start from the big bunch of 500 c c. riders ; he had subsequently tyre trouble.

(Right top) Riding position of British and French riders compared ; short v. long wheelbase.

(Bottom) Bennett and de la Hay, first and second, rode abreast for many laps.

C14
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The Grand Prix.—

When Meuniev (350 c.c. Alcyon)
passed, still leader of his class, with eight
laps, Edmoud (500 c.c. Triumph) was hot
on his heels, leadiiip; the whole van aftei
ten laps accomplished non-stop. The
inevitable Sunbeams were as usual but a-
mile behind with tanks almost full.

Harveyson (350 c.c. Douglas) rod^ in

slowly, his back tyre flat, and reported
an accident to Kickham. Walker (Nor-
ton) was now creeping up. A. B.C. hopes
began to vanish when Verpault (A. B.C.)
toured in on a flat back tyre. There was
a thrill Avhen Le Vack (Indian), doing
nearly eighty miles an hour, passed Sgon'-
ina (Triumph) in front of the stands. In

. a minute or two Milner came along still

:
leading on his game little Levis—Frencli
official Lewis ! Pinney on his silent, run-
ning o.h.v. Triumph followed, at a faster
speed, of course. Vernisse (Yvel's)
seemed to be misfiring, but was going
e.f cellently.

After Twelve Laps.
' At the end of twelve laps, de la Hay
• led by quite a mile, so that he no doubt
knew the fate of Edmond, of whom news
had not reached the stand. Second in

I

order was Bennett (Sunbeam). Pean
(Peugeot) was in close company, though a
complete lap in arrears. Walker (Nor-
ton), occasionally misfiring, now passed,
followed by a trio composed of Dixon
(Douglas), Perrin (A. B.C.), and Sgottina
:(Trmmph)—who had crept; up to third
place.

[
After thirteen lap.s, with almost mono-

[tonous regularity, de la Hay came along

I

and in less than 30s. Bennett on the other
iSunbeam—thus, barring ill-luck, with'but

Winner ot the 350 c.c. class—Meunier, on
an overhead valve twin Alcyon.

A characteristic snap of C. Sgonina,

who piloted a 32' o.h.v. Triumph into third

place. His total time was 3 hrs. 24 min.

581 sees.—56.96 m.p.h.

five laps to go, a victory appeared to be
a certainty fur England, but the Sun-
beam-Triumph duel was clearly at an end,

as Ednrohd did not observe the signals

for him to stop for petrol.

Le Vack (Indian), much overdue, now
toured in, and proceeded leisurely to

remove his gloves, which suggested
abandonment; it transpired that an
exhaust roller had broken. Sgonina's
prospects thereby brightened consider-
ably, for he flew past, going better than
ever. The regrettable news was now
posted that E. Kickham (Douglas) had
fallen, breaking his leg at the turning
to Arnage.

Still leadiiig, de la Hay dashed in lo

replenish after tourteeii laps, his usually
inseparable companion, -Bennett, continu-
ing, and thus taking up the lead once
again. One of the French experts, Pean
(Peugeot) was still lapping consistently,

though noticeably more slowly than the
leading Britishers. Milland (350 etc.

Douglas) followed, with Peirin (A. B.C.)
hard on his heels. Emerson (500 c.c.

Douglas) halted for petrol.

Leadership Unchanged.

Bennett was round first again, and
Im. 35s. later de la Hay (Sunbeam) came
along. Some idea of the weeding out
process now proceeding may be gained
from the fact that of the fifty-two starters
forty-six completed two laps, forty-one
covered four laps, thirty-six six laps, and
thirty-two eight laps. Delabre (Rover),
going much better, completed a fast lap,

also Jlilland and Thorpe (Douglases).

t25

The leader of the 350 c.c. section,

Meunier (Alcyon) halted after thirteen laps

for replenishments. In five seconds

Bennett (Sunbeam), still ahead of the

field, came along, followed by Marc
(Alcyon).
Edmond (Triumph) now toured into his

depot with another competitor sitting on

his carrier. The hope of the Triumph
entry was thus dashed through nothing

more serious than running short of petrol.

Horsman (Norton) arrived on a flat back

tyre and retired, completing the Norton

cup of bitterness, for their team's chances

generally had been jeopardised by tyre

troubles. In this connection the numerous
sharp flints on the course proved a great

trouble to the riders. A record lap by
Bennett increa'Sed his lead over de la Hay
(Sunbeam), and there was great enthusiasm

and cheering when an official announced
that Bennett had beaten the record,

averaging over 62 m.p.h. French chances

rested with the Alcyon, A. B.C.," and
Peugeot riders. Their machines were
noticeably of mirch lighter construction

than the British mounts, and their short

wheelbsses did not enable their riders to

lie down along the top tube in the

businesslike way that Britishers adopt.

With the end near, Bennett (Sunbeam),
and a mile or so behind de la Hay on
a duplicate mount, formed the vanguard
once again, with their engines as fresh

as ever. Officials announced that they

were on their last lap, and two others

stepped forth with huge red and yellow

flags to signal them to stop.

Amidst a yell of cheering. Alec Bennett
dashed over the finishing line on his

Vernisse, who won the 250 c.c. class 6n

a 1\ h.p Yvels-Jap, a machine closely

following British lines, and constructed

from British units.

CI9
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J. L. Emerson (3i" Douglas) overtaking a French competitor at Le Maison Neuve. Emerson finished fifth.

3i h.p. Sunbeam, scoring a magnificent

Bi-itisii victory. Of course, he received

the inevitable embraces, and was imme-
diately surrounded by an army of photo-
graphers and cinema operators.

Sgonina (Triumph) meanwhile passed on
his last lap, and in three minutes or so,

T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam) finished

amidst cheering to occupy second place.

Both Sunbeam men enjoyed no trouble

I'uns, though Bennett fell once in passing

a French rider on a corner. Still another
rider of a British machine occupied third

place—Sgonina (on a Triumph with
Ricardo four-valve engine), who is a

Welshman, not Italian as many supposed.
The remarkably consistent running of the
Sunbeams, which we have indicated in

this narrative, is emphasised by the
fastest lap times, for de la Hay on the
second and third laps clocked 10m. 21s.,

A. Bennett recording precisely the same
time on the fifteenth lap, average speed
62.48 m.p.h.
Of the 350 c.c. riders, Meunier

(Alcyon), who rode excellently and, in-

deed led throughout, was 32m. Is. slower
than Bennett after the fourteenth lap.

First in the 500 c.c. Caass.

4' IT certainly is a wonderful old engine,

1 this Sunbeam," remarked Bennett,

as he dismounted and wij5ed the oil

and dust out of his eyes.

It was easier to get the winner of the

Grand Prix race to talk of his machine
,

than of himself. He quickly remarked,
however, "I am not an American, ae some
of you seem to think. I was born in

Canada, raeed an Indian on the Canadian
tracks, came over with the Canadian Army
in 1915, and, well, I married an English
girl, and that is sufficient reason for stay-

ing, even if I did not like the country so

well as I do."
" Yes. it is harder than the T.T., for the

speed is so consistent ; but I do not think
that it requires so much skill.

' Un-
doubtedly, it is harder on the engine, for

thefe is no ' let up ' from beginning to end.
I knew I was in the lead' for the first

six laps, but after that I was not qoiite so

sure of my position. Howe\^r, I was

C20

Albert Milner (-250 c.c. Levis) stopped on
the twelfth lap with a flint clean th*ough
the back tyre. A gaitered repair would
not pass the chain stays, and so he had
to withdraw. Jolly (250 c.c. Alcyon) now
assumed the lead in this class, having
an 8m. advantage over the next man

—

Vernisse (Yvel's). ISIeanwhile Dixon__ (3^

Douglas) arrived home in fourth position,

24m. behind Bennett, whilst Emerson
finished fifth on anothe:r Douglas.
The thinning out process was perhaps

naturally _ more evident among the smaller

mounts, for only four times were posted

for fourteen laps in the 350 c.c. class and
six in the 250 c.c. section. As was gener-

ally expected, Meunier (Alcyon) arrived

home a comfortable winner of the 350 c.c.

section, scoring a deserving victory, his

time, '3h. 55ra., being 42m. 36s. slower

than the winning 500 c.c. mount.
Vernisse Yvel's-Jap)—a French machine

of British components—was first home
of the 250 c.c. riders, Clech (Moto-Solo)

gaining second place, with JoUy (Alcyon)

as a close thitd.

Thus, Great Britain scored a decisive

victory among the 3^ h.p. machines.

France claiming premier place in

350 c.c, and a combination of interests' toi
the 250 c.c. categories.

Order and Time of Finishers.

600 c.c. CLASS..
Time.

. E. Bennett (Sunbeam) .. 3h. 13m. 24_,
C. de la Hay (Sunbeam) 3h- 15m^ 51^
Sgonina (Triumph)

4. F. W. Dixon (Douglas)
5. J. L. Emerson (Douglas)
6. Perrin (A.B.C.)
7; Jacquin (Griffon)
8. Delabre (Rover)
9. BoUy (A.B.C.) ..

10. A. H. Alexander (Douglas)

3h. 24m. SSa
3h. 38m.
3h. 48mi. _ . „

3h. 58m. 20*.^
4h. 3m. •338?',

4h. 18m. 24&Vr
4h. 21m. l'OiSDi>

2m. 12H.'5h.

350 c.c. CLASS.
Meunier (Alcyon)

-

Milland (Douglas)
H. R. Harveyson (Douglas) ..

" 250 c.c. CLA.SS.
Vernisse (Yvel's-Jap) ..

Olech- (Moto-Solo)
Jolly (Alcyon)
Condert (Griffon)
Denley (Velocette)
Colombel (Griflon)

3h. 55m. Ob?
4h. 14m. Oi8.'ii

41i. 38m. 40s.

3h. 44m. 49S.?
3h.. 48m. 39is'.,,

3h. 49m. ISi'

31i. 57m. 13s. V

4h. Im. Ois;
4h.. 6m. 22is.

'

After the race the leading mnchines
were examined and measured. The Sun-

beam riders used 4 to 1 gears and alu-

minium
,
pistons, whilst the four-valve

Triumph had a Ricardo aluminium piston.

A CHAT WITH THE WINNERS.
satisfied to run on threequarter throttle

until I had covered. fourteen laps, and for

the last four ran all out." His Sun-
beam was equipjJtd with Dunlop 26 x
2|in. heavy tyres, K.L.G. plugs, Amac
carburetter, M-L magneto. Brooks saddle,

Pedley knee grips, and used Castrol

oil.

A Popular Second.

De la Hay, who came in second a little

more than two minutes behind his team
mate, was bubbling over with enthusiasm

for his mount. " I blew a cylinder in

practice, you may be interested to know,"
he said', '' but had no trouble in the race.

I made two stops for petrol, but had no
need to stop the second time, and might

have won if I had gone on. But what
do I care, so long as a Sunbeam got the

Grand Rrix?"

Leader of the 350 c.e. KEounts.

Paul Meunier, on a twin-cyliiider over-

head vaWe Alcyon, remarlied that he led

the race from beginning to end. "&
though I do not think I was ever seriousfel

thi-eatened," he said, "I drove haijli

getting all the speed I could out of i^i
machine, according to the road conditioHSi:
Except when I overtook them I ne.izev

saw the competitors in my class. I ma
two stops for. petrol and oil, and ne\t«:

touched my tyres."

The winning Alcyon was equipped wJill

Dunlop 26x2^in. tyres,, used Claude! aaii

buretter, Renold' chains,, John Biiji

handle-bar grips, and Brooks saddle.';

Angio-ftitish 250 0*0. Success*

The Yvel's, which won the 250 C.^

class, is a comparatively new machine _^
the French market, and is built up <;

English components, the engine being-j

J.A.P. (side-by-side valve) with B. and I

carburetter, Enfield gear, and Druii
forks. Dunlop tyres, K.L.G. plBjl
Renold chains, and Castrol oil, weire ;

~

in the race.
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An impression of competitors at Le Tertre corner by "The Motor Cycle" artist on the course.
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Features of This Year's A.C U Six Days Trial.
Team Prizes for each Class Higher Speeds for 23 Laps at Brooklands.

PRELIMINARY regulations for this

year's Six Days Trial, organised by
the Auto Cycle Union, have now

been issued, and reveal that the trial will

be of a more technical nature than
hitherto.

Starting from Brooklands on Monday,
August 29th, there will be a preliminary

test on the track befo:ie setting out on

the first day's loute, which will be as

follows :

FIRST DAY.—Brooklands, Staines, Maidenhead,
•Oxford, CHIPPING NORTON. Ciiencft-iter, Malmes-
bury, Slaugirterford, Colerue (Dittcridgc), Bath—
138 miles.

SECOND DAY.—Bath, Weston {Weston Lane),

Toghill, Dursley, Wickwar, Chipping Sodbury,
Kcvnsham (UarUy mil), Whitchurch, Bishops-

worth (Uundry Hill), ChewStoke. CHEDDAR
GORGE, Bridgwater, Spaxtou (Collier's HillJ,

Kingston (Cothelatone Hill), Crowcombe, Stogum-
bar (Pitsford Hill). Wiveliscombe fAxford HiiTJ.

Taunton-1551/2 miles.

THIRD DAY.—Taunton. Wiveliscombe (White-

field Rocks), Haleigh's Cross, Luccombe /Porlocf:),

Lynmouth (Lvnmouth), (Lynton Station Hill),

fParrncoinhel, South Molton (Ash Mill), (Franh-
liiUI, TIVERTON, fXevtcs Hill), Honiton (Station
Hill), Sidford. Lyme Regis, Morcombelake (Baker's
Cross I, I Thistle Hill), Axminster (Sector Hill),

(Stammcni Hill), Marshwood, Broadwindsor, Chard
(Coontbe Head), Taunton—178 miles.

FOURTH DAY.—Taunton, Blagdon Hill, Wel-
lington Hill (Monamcnt H'dl), Dunkeswell, Honi-
ton, Crewkerne, YEOVIL, Sturminster Newton,
Shaitesbury, Warminster (East Knoylc), Frome,
Radstock, Bath—ISSVj miles.

FIFTH DAY.—Bath, Trowbridge, Maddington,
Castle Hill, WINCHESTER, Petersfield (Wheat-
ham Priors DcanJ. Alton, Bjnstead (Crooksbury
Payle Hill), Guildford, Ripley, Brooldands—13214
miles.

SIXTH DAY.—Twenty-five laps on Brooklands
at minimum speeds varying from 30 nup.h. . in

Class A to ^5 m.p.h. for the largest solo machines.
These spi^eds are approximately 5 m.p.h. faster

than those set for the corresponding test last year,

but are generally slightly below the average speed
that was reached by those who completed the test

in 1920.
Note.—The names given in italics and parentheses

are test hills over 1 in 7 gradient. Those in
capitals, 'luncheon stops.

The order of starting will be varied each

day, and all fuel and oil replenishments

will be carried out by the Union in tte-

presence of a member of the trade. ^Z
Five team prizes will be offered. OneTr

each for solo lightweights, solo medium-'
weights, and solo heavyweights, and also

'

'.

one each for light and heavy sidecar. J
outfits. .

•
J

The awards will be made on a machine's-'-l

general reliability, hill-climbing, sileuGE,,j^

brakes, economy, and condition, but thei
regulations arc so framed that it i»>l

deemed impossible for d machine tg^
qualify unless it reaches a certain stan^

dard on all counts.
,

Maximum rates of consumption of petrol '

and oil vary in each class,- from 100 m.p.g,

petrol and 1,800 ni.p.g. oil for solo ligm'

weights, to 45 m.p.g. petrol and
m.p.g. oil for tl 2 heavy sid«cars.

No freak hills such as last year's Pajf!

Rash and Summer Lodge are included

OFFICIAL RESULTS OF THE
ILKLEY TRIAL.

OFFICIAL results, of the one day

sporting trial of the Ilkley.M.C. and

LC.C, described in The Motor

Cycle of the 21st, have now been

announced. Tliey are :

ILKLEY TROPHY (to iM held for on?,
yf?'!.

together with gold medal and first-class certiflcate,

lor the best individual performance).—F. W. Giles

(7 A.J.S. sc).

SCOTT TROPHY (to be held for one year,

together with gold medal and first-class certihcats,

for the best individual solo performance).—IL. il.

Wheatley (4 Triumph).
PALMER TROPHY (to be held for one year,

together with gold medal and first-class certificate,

Jor the best performance with a passenger

machine).—H. Pattinson (8 New Imperial sc).

OLAI TROPHY (to be held for one year,

together with gold medal and first-class certificate,

for the best amateur performance).—J. B. wimm-
son (5-6 Rover sc.).

TRIUMPH TROPHY (to be held for one year,

together with gold medal and first-class certiflcate,

lor the best trade performance).—W. Backhouse

(4 Triumph).
. ,. , iv

"

WATSON TROPHY ( to be won outright, for the

best performance in the 1,000 c.c. classes).—K. A.

Stacey (7-9 Harley-Davidson).

TEAM PRIZE (solid silver cigarette caaes).—

Leeds Motor Union ; R. Horsley (2^4 New
Imperial), W. N. Clayton-Russell (4 Norton sc.),

and H. Pattinson (8 New Imperial sc).

GOLD MEDALS AND FIRST-CLASS CERTIFI-
CATES (FOR THE BEST PERFOItMANCES IN THE
FOLLOWING CLASSES).

Solo Classes.-260 c.c. : E. Monday (2% New
Hudson). 350 c.c. : P. E. Palmer (3 Ivy).

560 cc. : W. L. Fincher (4 Triumph). 1,000 c.c. :

A. K. Fitton (8 Brough Superior).

Passenoer Machine Classes.—Sidecars, 1,000

c.c. : 0. W. Wilkin (6 Martinsyde sc). Three-

wheeled runabouts : C. R. Waddington (9 Morgan).

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.
SOLO Classes.—G. Hill (3% Scott), E. Hawks

(2-yj Excelsior), A. R. Na.vlor (3Vj Sunbeam), G.

S. Boston (31/. Sunbeam), E. L. Boston (3>1 Scott),

R. C. Bennett (2'/. Federation), C. F. HoUyoak
(21/0 Federation), G. W. Shepherd (2-ji Beanmnnt),
O. B. Haigh (3% Scott), S. Parker (3'/c Surbjami,
J. P. Vickers (31/' Norton), J. Whalley '3i^ Sun-
beam). H. S. Moorhouse (3ii Scott), W. Ciough

Hanson iZV- Norton), and J. Whitley (4 Norton).
Passenger Machine Classes.—R. P. Runsome

(5 Lea-Francis sc), W. N. Clayton-Russell (4 Nor-
ton sc), W. E. Grange (6 Bradbury sc), H. Read
(8 Dot sc), and W. Marriott (4 Norton sc).

SECOND-CLASS CERTIFICATES.
Solo Classes.—W. Bell (214 Hudson), H. M.

Batten (3i/-, Brough), R. W. Stanfield (3% Scott).

W. .lohnsoii, iun. (31/0 Sunbeam), J. E. Slater (3V2
Sunbeam), A. Jackson (31/2 Norton), and G. A.
Cox (2~Y4 O.K.).
Passenger Machine Classes.—W. Mitchell (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc).

THIRD-CLASS CERTIFICATES.
SOLO Classes.—G. Clapham (SV- Scott) and Miss

Dent (3%. Scott).
POSITIONS FOR THE TEAM PRIZE.—1, Leeds

Motor Union, 595 marks; 2, Harrogate M.C.C.,
590 marks; 5, Scott Motor Cycle Co., 588 marks;
4, Bradford M.C. and L.C.C., 580 marks; 5, Ilkley

M.C. and L.C.C., 570 marts.

STIFF TRIAL IN IRELAND.
THE Leinster Club ran off a trial for

the Patland Cup on Saturday over

a course of exceptional severity in

the neighbourhood of Dublin. It was
significant that only two entrants elected

An ordinary side-by-side B.S.A. con-

verted to the overhead valve type by W. J.

Chambers, of Belfast, who made the new
parts necessary for the conversion, including

the cylinder head.

to run sidecar machines, and both we
non-starters. The proportion of noli

finishers was high. The following coni-'

pleted the course : Greene (Enfield), Hill!
(Douglas), McGlade (Triumph). ParkesJ
(Triumph), Carville (Triumph), Gilmonrj
(Douglas), Murphy (Triumph), RogJ^
( ),- Johnston (New Scale), Hemfrejj.^
shall (Rudge), Tracey (Sparkbrooiljj
Fagan (Indian), Slevin (Velocettejj
Woods (Harley), Thompson (N.U.T.ji
and Daly (Triumph).

WESTERN CENTRE A C iB,

ELIIVIINAT4NG TRIAL.

TO find a winner of the event, severMSi

interesting features were incluSid^i

in the Western Centre A.C.U. TrMi
on Satuiday. The object of the trial wasii

to find a " champion " for thj centre..

First, two difficult circuits, of approsi- i

mately fifty miles, and including eigfo

"

test hills, had to be ridden non-stop. 1

There were thirty-five entries, but onlyii

eleven qualified in the initial test. Thiyj
were: L. Blick (7-9 Harley-Davidson),
E. Jellyman (3^ Norton)-. V. Austie 'T2i

A.B.C.), S. Lewis (6 B.S.A.), F. gy<

Barnes (Sj Sunbeam), J. A. Newman: fX"I
Morgan (2| Cotton-Blackburne). Bgoi
Williams (3^ Sunbeam). C. H. Dick«#
(4 Dene), E. Colmer (3^ Nortoir),

'"

H. M. Goddard (4 Triumph.)
,^

Finding a Winner. ^
Next came six circuits of a shoit rou^i

with one test hill to be covered withof

removing the feet from the footre

Finally a formula, based on petrol

sumption, horse-power, and -Aveight, was

used.

J. A. Newman (7 A.J.S.) gained tht

honour, with L. Paynter (3^ Norton) ant

H. M. "Goddard (4 Triumph) as runners

up.
The team prize went to the Stymv

club, with Gloucester and Stourbiidu.

second and third respectively.

jMembers of the winning team were

L. Blick (7-9 Harlev-Davidson), E. Jelley

man (3^- NortBn),' H. M. Goddard ('

Triumph), and N. W. Smith (4 Triumph;
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'QLOT HING
malies or mars a

motor cycle tour.

See that you have

the very best, for it

pays in the end, and

the best quality costs

less at

GAMAGES

Tear this page out Jor future reference.

GAMAGES
THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' STORE THAT SETS THE STANDARD
FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY, AND LOW PRICE

The
Ideal Garment

for

Summer Wear

THE
SHOWER-DUST'
ctor Cyclists* Garment
le cloth from which these gar-
Jots are made is specially nian-
ictured for us. and is far more
rable thon rubber, and much
larter in appearance. It is

;o a great improvement on the
jlland garment.

IE JACKETS are fitted with
:stic windcuffs in the sleeves,
d the overalls are just slipped
,. there being no fastening at
'" side whatever. They are
pt in position by an elastic
ap und„r the boot, and can
irefore be put on and off much
uer, and in half the time of
jse made with buttons or
tent fasteners. All
zes in stock,
ttern and self-

; ^

.- -

asurement form5 {
^'-^ J^

fit free on request,
.ilined.

VALUE IN MOTOR
Brooklands

Motor Cyclist's

HELMET
Alatle ill fine quality soft skins,
v^ry durable. No ucly fixed rolls.
lint a nett fitting flip op ned or
clo;e.l ns desireii, and can be neat-
ly rolled. Fastens um'.er rhin
with buckle a- d strap. Flercy
ined. Post Jd. Our price

MEN'S
WOOLLIES

A really good cnrOigan coat,

slightly brushed, with two pockets
and ribbed borders. In Canary
and the new Maize shade. The
ideal golf coat.
Worth 30/-.

Post 6d.

zc iuaue. ixit;

19/11

SLEEVELESS WOOLLIES
(A3 iUust-ation abova).

A cardican coat without sleeves,
giving perfect floedom to the arms.
MaOewith Iwo pocIibis and woven
b rdu. in browa, canary, camel,
and fffey shades.
Special Piics Post 1 "7/1 "I

With contrasting coloured barder.
Well worth 25/6 to- 1 Q/1 1
diy. Post free.... 1 O/ 1 1

CYCLISTS'
The'TT"
Safety
Helmet

Succes-ifnllv used
nt tlie T.T. Itnces,
Tale of Man. 1014.
1920, and i 9-:;i.

ITice C e /
Complite ^yJI"
y r flyinc. motor
raoiiiir. etc , tliis

helmet is nnii railed
for itrutection

HELMETS.

Motor Cyc'.ist's'

HELMET.
Similar shape to

above. Made in Hol-
land. Crashmatcrial.
Light and comfort-
able, ideal for sum-
mer wear. Roll at
[ears, buckle J| *^^
fastening fw/ll -

under chin. / ^/

The Cycle Car

Fawn, Waterproof,
Light weight, Ear

Haps':'"" 10/6
Also in Holland
Crash Material 4- (G

t.\mi\v,\\ matte
s lected skin-*,

with pull on
a i c wrists,
i'rice. per pair,

4/11
Post 4 1.

GENTS
EEAL SCOTCH BROGUES.

ton or bbck leather. Wi ar

gua aniee'i. Excea '

ugly cimf iitftlilc. All
.i?;cs iTom | Q / 1 1

(liiall y 35/-
r pair.

CtoU

The "SUSSEX"
LADIES' RIDING

OUTFIT
Suitable for

Motor Cycling
(As illustration).

Comprising COAT and
BREECHES. Made
from Super Quality
G O V E R N M E N r
KHAKI PROOFED
DRILL. Unsurpassed
for real hard wear. Ideal

Garments for land worlc.

cycling, riding, etc.

COAT has 2 pocUets, all-

round belt, and finished

detachable buttons.
BREECHES laced at

knee. All perfect gar-
ments, but in some in-

sfances breeches are
slightly lighter shade
than coat.

izcs— Women s and Out-
bize Wome 's.

UaualP.iCi. Fp ciaiPrio^

c„„, 25/6 9/6
B,ccc„c,12/9 8/6
TheOuint 17/6

FOOTWEAR.
GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.
Fine cjuility black box calf nr
t in willow calf sh ji s. soli.l oaJt

ba k tjinm d fOes,
Wear and conifo t

cn rantve I. I'l nil

siz3-t f ora Q"7/ft
GtoH .,.. J//0

lost fiee.

fAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I.
In ansivering t/tis adveTtise.ment it is desirable to mention ''T/ie Motor Cude." C25
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THE SADDLE
THAT WON THE

SANGSTER CUP &
3 GOLD MEDALS

IN THE LAND'S END TRIALS.

PATENTED

Model 10 as Illustration, £4

ABSOLUTELY SHOCK PROOF.
Read what Mr. Short says

—

Having ridden your Tan-Sad "No Hurts" Saddle in the recent Land's En'l

Trials and being awarded 2 gold medals and the Sangster Cup, I feel it my
duty to tell you again what 1 think of the Saddle. Having covered well over

600 miles in 2 days' riding, / think it is the most comfortable seat I have struck

and I can honestly say I did not have the least sign of soreness, or stiftness in

the back, nor did I receive a bad jolt tfie whole journey.

Wishing you every success, „ ^ ^
Yours faithiully (signed) F SHORT.

And what Mr. Boynton says—
3 have pleasure in informing you that I used one ot

your "^NO HURTS" Saddles through the Land's
End Trials this Whitsimtide and have much to thank
same for. Although some of the roads were absolutely
vile, the comfort was a revelation unimaginable, and
unlesaooe had the actual experience of riding one ot

your saddles is almost unbelievable.

THE FAVOURITE PILLION SEA!
THAT GIVES JOY TO J

EVERYONE- ^

BE SURE TO ASK FOR

TAN-SAD FOR

SAFETY AND
COMFORT.

TAN-SAD
PUlion Seat , . . . 38/-
FootRest .. .. 6/-
Back Rest . . . . 9/-

Handles 2/6

The Tan-Sad Insur-

ance covers Pillion

Riding without extra

charge.

Send lof hsts to—

TAN-SAD
FREEMAN STREET,
BIRMINGHAM

Obtainable
from all

Agents.
Model 0, Z, 2 & 4 M.O I, ,

Cas illustration) ^"I'j

C26 In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tltz Motor Cycle.''
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Immediate Delivery
RE-PLATED.

RE-ENAMELLED .

RE-BUILT.

Perfect finish in 1920 Colours,

3| h.p. P. & M.—2-speed, kick-start and
clutch—Solo—£30 down and 12 monthly
payments of £2-12-6, or Fitted with well

upholstered and roomy new sidecar and chassis,

£40 down and 12 monthlypayments of £3-10-0

Cash: Solo £60 Combination £80

LIMITED NUMBER ONLY.

Acetylene generator, head and tail lamps, tools, pump, and
mechanical horn, £5 the set.

MOTOR VEHICLES (L"rs;t"^) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

15, 16 & 17, Eldon Street, London, E.C.2.
'Phon_ : Wall 5436.

WHITLEY SIDECARS.
Produced for the MAN who must have the BEST.

Catalogues trom all reputable Garages.

CHAIN ADJUSTER. CLUTCH CONTROL PEDAL.
Price 6/6 post paid. Price 5/- post paid.

For use with Sturmey-Archer Gear Boxes,

THE WHITLEY WIANFG. CO., LTD.,
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

Wires: "Whitcars."
I

j
"Phone: No. 835.

BENETFINKS
Motor Cycling can be made Economical if

you purchase your accessories from

'The CITY'S OWN STORE'
/^^ GENUINE YALE

MOTOR CYCLE LOCK.
A thoroughly dependable lock with
lin. steel shank. Will make any
machine thief-proof by passing
the shank through wheel and stays.

Complete with two keys "f O/Q
Post free r... Price t^' ^

SPECIAL LINE

Strong Canvas

TOOL ROLLS
with pocket. Size,

18 X? To take 10
tools. Post A/tt
free... . price ^/ ^

CLAYRITE
Observation Mirror.

Adjustable to angle. Big
field of vision. Black
Nickel Finish. •] O /

Price, post free O/ "

Celluloid

FACE
SHIELD

Special Purchase ot

IWOTOR CYCLE
BULB HORNS.

Very liyht and compact, bound
chenille Post free

AU brass. Very useful for priming and

Large
Very deep note.
Bulb. Nickel - plated.

double twist trumpet. T/fi
Post free. Price / **

PETROL
INJECTORS.

ushing out bearings. ^ /Q
Post free / ^

AMAZING OFFER OF

TYRES

!

Buy YOUR Spare
Tyre NOW, and
save 50%.

All Ex-Govarnment Stock, in Perfect Condition.
Size.

24 X 2

26 X 2

26 X 2

26 X 2}
26 X 2i
26 X 2i
26 X 2i

26 X 23
to fit 2,(

26 X 2.^

to fit 2j
26 X 2\
650 X 65

=8X3

26 X 2.1 or
26X3X2J
26 X 3
=8x3

Make
WOOD MILNE, special ..
WOOD MILNE, special ..

WOOD MILNE, extra strong ..

BATES, special heavy .

.

Heavy rubber studded .

.

WOOD MILNE, special..
WOOD MILNE, e.-itra strong ..

PALMER, cord heavy ..

Heavy best rubber studded .

.

CLINCHER, extra heavy de Luxe
WOOD MILNE, extra strong ..

HUTCHINSON, rubber studded

WOOD MILNE, extra strong ..

WOOD MILNE, special ..

WOOD MILNE, extra strong ..
Extra lieavy, WOOD MILNE ..INNER TUBES.

Endless .

.

Our Price.

. 23/9
List Price

42/9
25/- 45/3
31/6 . 55/-
31 /- . 63/-
33/9 . . 51/6
26/1 • 48/6
3*/-

. 55/-
32/9 . 79/-
35/9
35/. .

• 59/6
31 /6 , 62/6

32/6 . 54/6

36/1 . 65/-
32/* . 64/8
3S/3 . 76/6
29/9 . 79/-

6/6
6/6
6/6
T,6

10/-
10/.

jo/-
10/-

BENETFINKS, london. e.c.2.
107, CHEAPSIDE,

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to menfirm Mninr Cycle. C29
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SUCCESSES

London - Edinburgh—Gold Medal (One Entry).

P„e S"*®'" ^"P * ®0'^ Medal—^^raUE^st^r Sfon'd'i';)?'

l^nS. Paris-Nice, 1921 - - 2 Started - - 2 Awards.
E A. RADNALL & CO. - - Dartmouth Street

No. 1

BIRMINGHAM.

MAGNETOS
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

FOR ALL MAKES
OF MOTORCYCLES

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR PRICES

dopendi

'i=E-l-C MAGNETOS LT Sampson Rd. North, BIRMINCHAM=

iUlJ

^ Just in time

I for the Holidays.
m
m
m
GEl

m

You can go fart}i2r and fare

better by fitting a sidecar to

your motor cycle,, one in which

you can pack all your luggage

out of the way and so have the

appearance of travelUng hght.

gg The "Cooper" Lightweight Sidecar

n
SIS

oni

ss
on
ss

m

Fitted to your solo machine,

and a hohday for two, settles

the question of where to go,

the "Cooper" places the open

road at your disposal^—and there

is just time to fit one.

m
w
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
m
X
flffl

I
Cooper Sidecars, |

m BELGRAVE ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, i

C30 in answering these advertisements it

ALBION Lightweight
I

Two-speed Geai"

with Clutch and

Kick-starter.

Price

:

£12-0-0
ALBION
Eng. Co., Ltd.,

Upper Highgate St.,

BIRMINGHAM.
'Phoae: MicLioi?.
'Grams :

" Eastart." .

ji

THE^V^Abb USE

SPEED
MOTOI^ OlLiS
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

JohnS.Morris& Son (Oils), Ltd., Cross Lane Oti Works, Manchester

n,Wriqh
mossed AJuTnmium \s^ y^rmhossed Alummium

DOUBLE-SIDED,
FRONTS SQUAEE REAR.
NUMBER PLATES^

fa.
Motor Cycles
With or without
licence Holder.
Delivery by retam

WRIGHT & SON,
Dept. C2 .

Edgware, Mldd'x.
'Phone : "Edgware i^our."

Neat. Li^lit,

Clean,Bright.
Cheap.

nf6,
A PAIR
postage 8,

packm$pd2d

L ic lice Holder 5/- extra.

Hackney Car-

riage and other
plates supplied.

is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
,, PRICES.

DVER*FiSEMENTs" in these columns
— irst 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
dllnal word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

,u charged double rate. Each paragraph is

,;))ged separately. Name and address must
Demounted. Series discounts, conditions, and

spial terms to regular trade advertisers will

))euoted on application.

)stal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

adTtisements should be made payable__—T'co'
oJFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^—*—

'

Tt'sury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

("
sit, shoulii not be sent as remittances.

~tl adverus3.nents m tnis section should be

ac mpanied with remittance, and be addressed

toie offlces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Stet, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

C(3ntry. To ensure insertion letters should

boostel in time to reach the offices of " The
Mor Cycle," by the flrst post on Friday
mning previous to the day of issue-

U letters relating to advertisements should

qite the number which is printed at the end ot

m advertisement, anl the date of the issue

invhich it appeared.

he proprietors are not responsible for clerical

oiirinters' errors, although every care is (aken

tcivoid mistakes,

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
ir the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

acessed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

W n this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

re tratioQ and to cover postage on replies must be added
to he advertisement charge, which must include th^.

wis Bo-Kooo, c/o" Tlie Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
w'appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
acessed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tvidor Street,

El 4. Readers who reply to Box No. adveriisetnents are

tv led agamst- sending remittance through the post except in
reUered envelopes ; in all such cases the iise of the Deposit
S em is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

n.ked "'Deposit Departmen;.'''

tbe case ol motor cycles offered for sale onder a box
n iber, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

b< g iu^pected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

Efltate businsss by embodying in their advertisements
5(6 meatlor; ol the district in which the machine
ol-dd may be seen and tried.

2Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
arsons who hesitate to send money to ujiknown persons

n daal in perfect safety by availing tliemselves of our
Dosit System. If the money be deposited with "The
M^r Cycle,' both parties are advised of this receipt.

le time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
»(l3 i^ three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
iiant to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
t< le depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
wiage one way. Tor all transactions up to £10, 'a

a*)sit fee of 1/- is charged; on transactions over £10
launder ^50, the fee is2/6; over £50 and under^75, 5 /-;

3^' if75 and under £roo, 7/6; and on all transactions
y £100, k %. All deposit matters are dealt with ai

!.;.rudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and monev
>i:cs should be made payable to llifte & Sons Limited.
he letter "D " at the end of an advertisement is an

location that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot
tl Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
l(rou3, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readera who reply to advertisements and receive no

iwer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
i 1C9 as an indication that the goods advertised have
lady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
my enquiries that It is quite impossible to reply to
Eh one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

\ .B.C.. late 1920, little used, ful^
* licensed; £85, bargaiu.—Moss, Wem.

equipped.
[X6107

920 A.B.C., Lucas dynamo lighting, speedometer,
hcence; £100, or near.—8, Manor Rd., "Coven-

[X6104

, . ,_„, , dynamo lighting,
speedometer, horn, many spares, good condition,

|One 2,000 miles; £145, or offer.—Harrison, 21, Wicker
Sheffield. [X6157

\.B.C. Combination, Aug, 1920,

WHY (^
Godfrey's/
Exactly the same Machine I

Exactly the same Price I

Then why Godfrey's in preference

to any other agent ?

Because Godfrey's are experts

with achievements on road and
track behind them who can ad-

vise from practical experience.

Because of their all-ernbracing

service which includes instruction

in driving if required, attention to

registration hcence, and insurance

free of charge.

And after^vards—wilHng assist-

ance in any little difficulty which
the novice may experience.

Our stock o( 1921 models include—

A.B.C.

A.J.S.

Ariel

Allon

B.S.A.

Blackburne
Calthorpe

Chater-Lea
Coulson B.

Coventry Eagle

Douglas
Hawker

Indian

Lea-Francis

Levis

Martinsyde

Matchless

New Imperial

Radco
Royal Enfield

Royal Ruby
Scott

Sunbeam
Triumph

Zenith

SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS.
SECOND-HAND GUARANTEED

MACHINES.

EXCHANGES.
EASY RAYMENTS.

Write for jull lists and particulars ol special

values in passenger outfits.

Godfreys Ltd.,
20s. Great Portland Street,

LONDON. W.
Phone rLangham 1300 (2 lines),

imPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the August Holidays,

the issue of "The Motor Cycle"
for August 4th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.
Insertion of Miscellaneous Adver-
tisennents in that issue can only
be guaranteed if in our hands by
first post, Thursday, July 28th.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A.B.C.

brand new. £105; or with A.B.C.ABC
-^A £137.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd,
sington

sidecar,
South Ken-

[2321

A.B.C, 1920, equal to reir, only run 500 miles

;

owner abroad: £90, or nearest ofEer.—Box 821,
c/o The Motor Cycle. iS5862

1 020 (late) A.B.C. Combination, sporting, very fast,
--<-' ns new, Lncas dynamo, Cowey; £165.-43, Land-
guard Rd., Southampton. ; [1229

A.B.C, 1921. small mileage, perfect condition, fully
equipped, tax paid; Birmingham; £110.—Box

5.429, c/o The motor Cycle.
" "

' [1664

A.B.C. 1920.' dynamo lighting, fully equipped, tax
paid; £l00.—Davies, c/o Cha-se Engineering Co.,

Barras Bridge, Newcastle.- - [1960

1 Q21 A.B.C. Machines in stock, complete stock ol
Xtf spares stocked.—W. Lutlier J. Davies, 71, Com-
mercial St., Newport, Mon. 'Phone : 2438. [0639

A.B.C. Combination, 1920Vj, lamps. Klaxon, speed-
ometer, wind screen, licence, spares, perfect con-

dition, small mileage; £100.—Armytage, 2, King John's
Court, Great Eastern St., London. [1562

A.B.C Canoelet Sporting Combination, lamps,
Klaxon, licence, complete thorough overhaul,

1,500 miles, perfect order and appearance; £100; getting
car.—20, Cleveland B<1., South "Woodford. Essex. [1475

"I Q20 3h.p. A.B.C, best lamps, speedometer, horn,
-i-*' spares, including open copper exhaust pipes, T.T.
bars, etc., small mileage, perfect condition, very fast,

would ride to buver; £95, or offer; must sell.—Shaw.
5. Western St., Bedford. [2136

Abingdon.
AEINGDOX 3K'li-P-. 2-speed, overhauled June, cost-

ing £16. speedy, perfect condition ; 55 gna.—
Further particulars applv, Bennett, South View, Garden
Suburb, Uaihngtou. [1280

Acme
1 Q20 Acme-Jap 8h.p. Combination, spare wheel,
Xt' lamps, horn, hood, Tan sad, excellent condition;
£125.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. 'Phone: Ken. 3709. [2320

ACME 1920 Combination, 8h.p., detachable wheels,
sp.ire wheel. Easting screen, done 700, alt

accessories; £125, or offer.—Lloyd Jones, 75, March-
mont Rd.. WallingLon. Surrey. [1739

SPECIAL Offer of brand new Bh.p. Acme-Jap com-
bination, detachable wheels, spare wheel, 28x3

tyres; list price £213; reduced .to £170 cash; easy
' pavmefits only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham [1259

A.J.S.

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—1921 A.J.S. in stock; £215.
[0549

stock; no
[X6105

agent A.J.S.—.
[X6117

100 gns—
[X6140

Merrick's Stores,
[2219

£150.
[1307

£68.
[1373

A.J.S. 1921 2%h.p. Model actually in

waiting.^Moss, Wem.

J.
C PICKERING, Shrewsbury,
Immediate delivery all models.

23.h.p. A.J.S. Sports Model in Stock;
4 Cross, agent, Rotherham.

A.J.S., best after test, all models.-

174, Listerhills Rd., Bradford.

|(r|20 A.J.S. Combination, excellent condition;
J-tl —Mallett, Preswylfa, Portmadoc.

23.h.p. A.J.S., perfect, 3-speed. clutch, K.S.
4 —Hopwood, Rainow, Macclesfield,

1 O20 6h.p. A.J.S. Outfit, spare wheel, tax paid, etc.;

Xt/ £175.—Cross, agent, Rotherham. [X6139

A.J.S Spares; prompt delivery.-Cyril Williams,

Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.
[8592

AJ.S. 1913 6h.p. Combination, very sound order;

£75.—The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford.
[2170

A.J.S. 6h.p., solo, countershaft gears, kick-starter,

dual clutch, recent £30 overhaul, reliable; sac-

rifice £47/10.-53, Watiing St., Wellington, Salop.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOI^ CYCLES
A.J.S.

„ . ., 3-Epe
with dickey, in stock.—Crow Bros,

A.J.S,

FOR SALE,

A •J.-S.,^^2^4h.p., 3-Epeecler, ^nd 6h.p. combination,
, Guildford.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—A.J.S. 6h.p. combination,
1917, recently re-enamelled, splendid condition

throughout; £120. [0558
33.h.p. A.J.S., brand new, for
4 6rst cheque £105

teris. 'Phone : 34.

immediate delivery

;

secures.—Wilderspin, Chat-
[1087

35.h.p. A.J.S.. 1915, 2-speed. clutch, K.S., appear-
4 ance and condition equal new; £55.-13, New

St., Wellington, Salop. [X6075

A.J.S., 2'!4h.p., immediate delivery, £105; 7h.p. com-
bination. ^215.—Arthur G. Daw, A.J.S. agent,

114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [1889

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, perfect, tax paid; £95, or
near; seen alter 7 p.m. any evening.—206, Acre

Lane, Brixton, S.W.4. (T) [1485

A.J.S.—London and Walsall agents; immediate de-
livery; exchanges or deferred payments.—Maudes'

Motor Mart, London and Walsall. [2420
0'^-6h.p. A.J.S., only done 2,000 miles, take 4 any-

where, all on. wind screen; £140 lowest.—E. de
Cort, 39, Essex Rd,, Islington, N. [2130

1Q14 A.J,S., 2-seated sidecar, perfect order and
-*-*' condition; any trial or examination; spares;
accept £75.-33, Richmond Park Rd., S.W.14. [1652

BRAND New 1921 2^4h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, in
stock; £105; exchanges.—Walbro Motor Cycle

Co., Saffron Walden, Essex. "Phone : 45. [X6095
TO 16 Sh.p, A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, screen,
J-v overhauled; £110, or exchange solo Triumph and
cash.—Sutton, 97, Oxford Rd., Gunnersbury, W. [1310

1<[|20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 3 lamps, horn, spare
J-«/ wheel, etc., condition as new, not been used this
year; £165, cost £220.-F.E.W., 55, High St., Oxford

ri447
A.J.S. 1920 Sh.p. Combination, electric lighting and

full accessories, makers' demonstration model,
small mileage; £155.—Beney, 13. Spenser St., Victoria
St.. S.W.I. [0674

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—1920 6b.p. A.J.S. Combina-
tion,

.
purchased November, as new, guaranteed

condition, fitted Lucas Magdyno, small mileage, tax
paid; £195. [0596

A.J.S. Combination, 1919, as new, spare wheel,
lamps, speedometer, new tyres, tax, genuine bar-

gain; £132.—F. Lester, Manor House, Radclive.
Buckingham. [1517

A.J.S. Combination, late 1920, mechanical condition
perfect, tyres good, screen, spare wheel, luggage

carrier, Lucas lamps and horn; £150, or very near
offer.—Monro, Tenbury Wells. [1254

AJ'.S. 1921 brand new Combination, 7h.p., complete
with interchangeable wheels and spare, immedi-

ate delivery from stock; £215; no waiting.—Wilkins
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [1464

A.J.S. Lightweights, 2^h.p. Can now supply from
, stock. Book your orders now and save dis-

appointment. Official agents
weight.—F. E. Wootten. Ltd.

for this
High St.,

famous
Oxford.

light
[3695

*| Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo light-
J-t/ ing, spare wheel, speedometer, spare new chains,
valves, and lamp bulbs, done about 5,000, perfect for
any tour, iust insured for £200; lowest price £l75.

—

Snow, Laurel St., Queen's Rd., Dalston, E.8. [2258

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
A_J.S. motor cycles and combinationa, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange: full market value allowed: distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,
Bouthport. Tel.: 607. [0649

' Alldays.

"I Q16 Allon, 25,^h.p., complete;
J-i/ Ceylon St., Eattersea.

E. KICKHAM for Allon, sole agent for Bristol and
district.—Stokes Xroft, ~ '

-Symes, 22,
[1492

July 28th, iq2i.

[3356

Mid. 291 0. " Lytcar, B'ham.'

THE BIRMINGHAM
HOUSE FOR MOTORISTS I

-i-J lamps,
Eidered.-Bergbolt,

2^ h.p. A.J.S. Lightweight , . £105

1921 MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.
7 h.p, A.J.S. Combination £215
Ditto, with lighting set £243
25 h.p. A.J.S. lightweight £105
7 h.p. JAMES Combination £175
Sh.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination .. £160
Ditto, with lighting set £182
7-9 h.p. INDIAN Combination, shop-soiled £198
5-6h.p. ROVER Combination £167 10
3* h.p. ROVER Combination £152 10
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination . . £168
4 h.p. NORTON, with de luxe Sidecar . . £177
3i h.p. NORTON and sports Sidecar, with

Lucas Magd>'no £192
4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination £175

4i h.p. JAMES Combination £155

4i h.p. B.S.A., Model Ks, solo £107
Ditto, with Sidecar No. 3 £149
6-7h.p. B.S.A., twin, solo £133
Ditto, with Sidecar £175
4i h.p. B.S.A., Model K, with special Sc. £123
NUMBER Combination, shop-soiled £155
4} h.p. NUMBER, shop-soiled £125
4 h.p. INDIAN Scout, shop-soiled £132
4 h.p. TRIUMPH,3-sp., chain-cum-belt . £115
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all-chain drive £125
3l h.p. JAMES, twin, solo £120
3" h.p. CALTHORPE Com., M-L Maglita 110 gns.

3J-h.p. ROVER, 3-speed, chain drive ... £115
3,V h.p. ROVER, T.T., single-speed £90
3I h.p. NORTON, 3-speed £132
3J h.p. NORTON, T.T., single-speed .... £98
4 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, kick start .... £80 17
2j h.p. MA8SEY-ARRAN, J.A.P. engine. £90
Ditto, with Blackburne engine 95 gns.

2} h.p. EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, 2-sp.,

kick start £98
2j h.p. EDMUND-J.A.P., 2-speed £85
2j h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed . .

.

£73 10
2j h.p. CALTHORPE, single-speed 43 gns.

2} h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £65
2} h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-speed £70

2I h.p. JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £67 10

A good selection of Second-hand
Machines, Send for List.

MOTOR SALE.

19

CYCLES FOR
Alldays.

1ft ^i,
AlWfTs Matchless, VilUerg engine, lone 5.

tu ^"V''^?
metallic exhaust, T.T. bars, hom ^r

Mat^ir&dXi^.'^'- ^'°-'"''' ^'•"^
H<"^fi|

A LLDAYS, about 1918, just fitted, brand ncwj
71 s""'"^ engine, new magneto, new Amac

retter, new bars, controls, belt; bargain. £
Orchardleigh, Leatherhead.

18 Alldays Twin 5-6h.T)^ Combination, Stnii
3-speed countershaft. Sinks 3-jet, E I.C m<

leg shields, Lucas dynamo lighting and horn liand sound
; 80 gns. ; exchange considered.—47 BiBht

Rd., Peterborough.
18

A LLDAYS-ALLON 1921 de luxe Model, new Mi
.-r*; °°ie 50 miles, 2-speed, 2-stroke, hand cluti
kick starter, fully equipped with accessories, licenie
62 gns. for quick sale; new sidecar it required —1Chelsham Ed., Clapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 429C

A.L.P.
"'

"IQ12 ai^h.p. A.L.P. Lightweight, nice order: bLU gain, £16/10.-1, Billington Ter., Catford
"

.

tl8
American X.

AMEEICAN X. 1920 7-9h.p., with Swan sporti
eidccar, dynamo lighting, indistinguishable fti

new: £125.—Parker's, Bradshawgote, Bolton; also 21

Deansgate, Manchester. [Xjo

SPECIAL Offer of brand new 1921 American X, ',

h.p., 3-speed, Millford De Luxe sidecar, 27X;
Firestone tyres; list price £217; reduced to £175 «ii
easy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor C
Aston Ed., Birmingham. [12

DAN GUY,
dates.

Ariel.

Weymouth.—Ariel agent;

Cash, Exchanges, Deferred Payments

P. J. EVANS
THE Birminffliain Houee for Motorists,

81-91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.,

BIRMINGHAM

well Hill, and at Woodside "Parade, N. Fiochley,

Arno.

A UNO Sporting Combinntiou, _2_8peeds.

nine: order and condition; £37/10.
-215, Rictimond Kd., Kingston, Surrey.

Bristol,

ALLON" 2-stTolie, splendid condition; £40, tax paid.—
Frank Hall, Broughton Astley, Leicester. [X6069

ALLDAYS-ALIGN. 1917, splendid condition, acces-
sories, tax and insurance; £39.-328, Hither

Green Lane, Lewisham. [1716
ALLDAYS Allon 1919 Model, 2-speed gear, clutch,

kick starter; 50 gns., or best ofEer; apply after
6.—Eeflell, 17, Bankton Rd., Brixton. [1911,

X ATE 1917 AIldays-Allon, 2-speed, pillion seat,
horn, etc., as new; £46; ^exchange con-

High St., Harpenden. [2138

tf>3.h.p. Alldays Allon. 1919, 2-speed and clutch,
f^4: mechanically perfect, tyres as new, tax paid;
£50.—Stevens. Engineer, Davenham, Cheshire. [X6147

ALLDAYS 254h.p. 1920 Model, shop-soiled only
price £65.—Surrey Motors, Ltd., Sutton, Surrey.

[1450
ALLDAYS Matchless, engine perfect, new tvres and

belt; bargain, £27.-23, Plaistow Grove, Bromlev,
Kent. [1350
33.h.p. Allon, 2 speeds, fully equipped, new heavy

4 Dunlops; £45.-245, Lower Rd., Rotherhithe,
S.E. (3 minutes Surrey Docks Station). [1777

ALLDAYS Matcl'lese 1914 SV^h.p., T.T., splendid
order, everything on. tax paid, ride away; £26.

-Clarendon Works, Boidesley Green, Birmingham.
fX5867

, « t, •

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

early delive

[OS

"I Q20 Ariel 3V2h.p., all accessories, tax paid; £85
-Lt/ Ross, 86. High Rd., Lee, S.E. [16

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of
model Ariel.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamptt

[X37
ARIEL S'/ah.p. Combination, 1919, fully equippi

tax paid, first-class outfit; ^85.-114, Brixt
Hill, S.W.2. [18 i

"I
Q20 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, nice condition, £11

*-«/ also 1914 T.T. model, bargain, £54.—Ross, t

High Rd., Lee. [15 i

ARIEL-MINERVA, accumulator ignition, 1(

piston, cylinder, 26x2i4 W.E. Dunlop.—Phil!.
Ballinakill, Waterlord. [13'

ARIEL 1920 SVoh.p., countershaft, 3-speed, lami

horn, spares, licence, perfect condition ; must se!

£80.—Seen 8, Little Goodge St., W.l. [14

ARIEL 1920 Combination, fitted Ariel car, Lnc
accessories, tax paid, cost £175; accept £95,

The Surgery, 216, Portobello Rd.. W.ll. [19:

Ariel, 3-speed, clutch, overhauled throughoi
re-enamelled, tax paid ;

genuine bargain, £29.

Bernard, Jacques Court, Elham, Canterbury. [2li

5-6h.p, Ariel and Sidecar, hood, screen, oil aecessorii >

tax paid, 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-he!

£100.—Monk, Cycle Agent,. Waltham Abey. [X6P'.

AUTOVEYORS, Ltd., have in stock Ariel syA
model for immediate delivery; also other go

makes.—Service Depot, 4-12, Palmer St., S.W.I. [04

r gradual paymen
West Central Agenc

Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.0.1. [52

ARIEL 1921 SVSh.p. 3-speed Touring Model, qui'

new, but very sligbtly soiled, list price £10
offered for cash at £90; approval anywhere. T
Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [21

ARIEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking for t

new all-chain models, which are the Rolls-Eoy

of motor cycles. All spares stocked. Prompt atteuti(

—F Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Hr
purhey, Manclieflter. Tel.: 325- Cheetham Hill. [59

ARIEL.—This is the machine for reliability. We d

practical riders and gold medal winners wi

this wonderfully efficient and reliable motor eye

We can give you immediate delivery from stock, i

spares in stock. Trade supplied.—Jones' Garage,

Si"-^-

AKIEL.—All models, cash
Spares supplied from stock.-

Ml-
[03

perfect n
Phone: 24]

[20

Bat.

Combination, all accessories,

Ed., S.W.8.
tax pni

[20-
BAT 6h.p.

£75.-168, WandsAvorth

BAT-J A P. 61i.p. Combination, tax paid :
tr

airanBed; stamp for details; no dealers.— 2, Thoi

sett Ed., Anerley, S.E. [12i

4h p. Bat-Jap Enjinc Combination, ninning ord<

f45, or near offer; by appointment evenings-!

Kohat Ed., Wimbledon. [1»!

BAT New 4h.p. Solo Sports Model, twin J.A,

engine, S-speed gear, in stock; deferred paymer

arranged; £120^—Hewin'a Garages, Ltd., The Re

Service Firm,
—Hewin'a

Taunton. [93

BiS
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

-"M4 6h p. Clyno Combination, spare wheel, Inmps,

j7 tax paM; £85.-Eoas, 86, High E<5., Lee. [1597

(LYNO, 2-sp2ed, 2-stioke, hand clutch, ready for

' hard work; £32/10.-41, Regent St., Wellington,

f^op.
[X6077

,'ilh.p. CIvno, 3-8peed, clutch, kick start, splendid 1 on-

'1 rtitiou : oflers.—Fitch, Chrysantheiiium Nurseries,

;'.rsthaiu. [2062

,,ILTNO (Pec, 1919), 2-strot6, 2-speed, clutch, oil

' complete, tax paid; f40.—Frankland, Keswick,
'mberland. [1237

.1LYN0 2-stroke, in new condition, all accessories,
' licence paid; bargain at £40.—Thos. Booth. Main
.. Frodsham. [1928

^LYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., all chain, ?M on

;

' £70; particulars.—Newman, 1, Brantwood
irade, Wealdstoue. [1'18

IGHTWEIGHT Clyno, Sully equipped, clutch, gears,

speedometer; any trial; as new; £50.—12, Maida
ill West, Paddington. [1767

1LYN0 Combination, 1S18, 4 wheels re-enamelled,
V guaranteed periect, spares; offers.—iVIack, 81,
iwer Clapton Rd., E. LX6109
916-17-18 Clyno Combinations, lamps, ingood run

ning order, from 68 gns. to 75 gns.

GET IT AT

ite Ed., Harlesden, N.W.
2, Fortune

[1800

917 5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, stove enamelled,
overhauled, new condition, lighting; £97/10.

—

30a. Blackstock Rd., Islington. [2286

917 6h.p, Clyno Combination, all enclosed chain,
spfire wheel, lamps, tax paid, splendid condition;

5 gns.—Tiller, Coshill, Lymington, Hants. [1239

921 Clyno Bh.p. 3-3peed Spring Frame Combination,
guaranteed as new, very small mileage; £200.

—

iarshallsay, Baker, Chickerell, Weymouth. ' [0622

K.S., engine new
I
Q13 5-6h.p. .

. , .

Lt/ March; £48, or' exchange lightweight; cash
Clyno, 2-speed,
:48, or' exchani „ _ ,

ither way.—9, Red Hill, Bassett, Southampton, [2101

{
Q20 2y2h.p. Clyno, mileage 1,000, speedometer,

!-«-' Iamp6. all accessories, perfect condition through
at; 49 gag; after 5 p.m.—96, Gower St., Bloomsbury.

[1726
I Q18 6h.p. Clyno, new Lucas magneto, new Sen-
Li!/ spray, 4 interchangeables, 1921 sidecar, lamps,
peedometer, etc.; any trial; £85. —76, Western Ed,,
ioiithall, W. [1.660

CLYNO Combination, 3-speed, kick start, clutch,
chain drive, interchangeable wheels, any trial,

or lower power, cash wanted.—57, Kenbury St., Cam-
jerweil, London. [2022

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, K.S., all on,
spare wheel, tax paid, just overhauled, perfect

:on(3ition: £85.—Hazeldene, UUathorne Rd., Streat-
ham Park, S.W. [2035

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speeds, Binks carbu-
retter, tyres 700x80, spare wheel, tax paid, in

mew condition, any trial; £100, or near offer.—Audsley,
^202, Dereham Rd., Norwich. [1536

MISS DOOLEY.—1915-16-17 5-6h.p. Clynos, clutch,
K.S., renovated and complete from £55 each

;

seen any time during the day.—Please apply to E.
Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham. [1203

£67, Great Sacrifice.—About 1918 Clyno coach com-
bination, fully equipped, spare wheel, 3-speed,

8h.p., any trial; letters not answered.—Mr. Knights
'30, Legnrd Rd., Highbury, London. N. [1797

CLYNO Combination, 1917-18, 5-6h.p., overhauled,
enamelled and plated, spare wheel, all new tyres,

J

tools, and spares, spare tyre, tax paid, lamps, and
'horn; £120; after 5.—King, 10, Langley Lana, Vaux-
hall, S.W.8. [1779

Cotton.

1 Q 21 Cotton-Blackburne in stock, .fastest time and
-Lt/ record for hill 350 class Eastern Vallev
M.C.C.. June 9th.—South Wales Distributer : \V.
Luther J. Davies, 71, Commercial St., Newport,
Moa. 'Phone : 2488. [0641

Connaught.
COXNATJGHT 2-stroke, 1916, good condition, new

mag., lamps, horn; 32 gns.— 20, Cowley Mansions,
Cowley Ed., Brixton. • [1305

I

Coulson.
' f^OULSON B., 2%h.p., 1920, speciallv tuned, new
I V/ condition; 62 gns.—75, High St., Witney, Oxon.

COULSON B.—Sole concessionnaires London and 17
Southern counties.—London Motors, 61, Holborn

Tiaduot, London, E.C.I. [2158

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole Wiltshire
Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St

Salisbury. 'Phone : 72, [5007

"IQ20 Coulson B., as new, 2^h.p., clntch, K.S., leg-
-i-tJ shields, lamps, horn, a real speedster; £78/10 —

' Chequer, Yorks, Brinkworth, Wilts. [1559
33.h.p. Coulson, spring frame, export model, 2-speed,
4 clutch, kick starter; 80 gns.—Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. "Phone: Ken. 3709.
[2319

4h.p. Coulson B, 1920, fully equipped, lamps,
Kln.xon, etc., 70 gjis. ; exchange combination.—

Jones, 25, Fredericks Rd., Custom House, E.16. (P)

COULSON B 23ih.p. Sports Model, 2-speed, brand
new, clutch, 97 gns.

; also 2^-4h-P-. 3-speed Stur-

I

mey, clutch; 111 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd..
,

South Kensington. [2325

The BIG 100 page

TAYLOR
CATALOGUE

is now ready.
Get a copy at once—no motor cyclist can afford to be

without it. It is the most comprehensive ever issued in

coiinection with the motor cycling industry.

Everything from a COTTER PIN to a fully equipped
COMBINATION or LIGHTCAR is illustrated, described

and priced at :

London's Lowest Prices.
The nominal charge of i /- k made for each copy—this

sum being allowed in full ofi the price of your firs'

purchase.

LOW GENERATORS.
Motor Cycle size £2 17^ t

Light Car size £4 10 9

Carriage 1 /6. Full part culars sent free.

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Complete with Side Valance, 60/- ; or

without Valance, 55/-. Carriage 2/-.

EASTING WINDSCREENS
£4 tOs. Carriage and packing 4/- extra.

JOHNSON'S DECARBONISER.
will take the knock out . of the dirtiest

engine without dLsmantling. 6/- and 10/6.
Carriage 4d.

TAYLOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING
Set, comprising 5iin. headlight, torpedo
sidecar lamp, and tubular tail lamp, all

complete, black finish, with bulbs. £4 9s. 6d.

per set. Packing and carriage 2 IS.

STOP THIEF.
The Taylor thief-proof device, for attaching

to front forks of motor cycles. Complete
with Yale Lock and two keys. Price 7 /6,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

NEW Coulsona, 1921 spring frame models, 2*>ih.p.,

3-speed, clutch and kick starter, reduced to £110;
only one available; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118.
Brompton Rd., London. [1741

1 Q20 Coulson, 2^;ih.p. Blackburne engine, Albion 2-

L*y speed, lamps, horn, speedometer, spare belt,

chain and valves complete, perfect condition; £65.—
13. Atherton Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [1755

Oiiti.p. Coulson B, Blackburne 4-cycle engine, coun-
/V 4 tershalt 2-speed Albion gear box, T.T. bars,
spring frame, comfortable, fast, quiet, and reliable,

tax paid; sacrifice £55.—Solwaybank, Hayes, Kent
Phone: Bromley 532. [1339

COULSON B.—Most successful of all spring Irame
machines. We can supply any model from stock;

cash or deferred payments; ask for particulars of great
special offer; also few shop-soiled on very favourable
terms.—London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, London.
E.O.l. [2157

COULSON B 4b.p.; 120 gns.; an ideal solo or side-

car mount, as low and handy as a. Levis; in

stock.-Sole agent for Leeds and 15 miles radius, ex-

cladmg Bradford, The Headingley Motor and Engi-
neering Co., Ltd., 18, St. Michael'a Lane. Leeds.
Phone : Headingley 480. [0493

COULSON B.—Winner T.T. Junior Race, Brook-
lands, 2l3t May, London-Exeter. London-Land^s

End, London-Edinburgh, 7 gold medals. 4 silver

medals, and numerous local awards, holds world's
record for 2'^ih.p. and sidecar; 2';4h.p. sports model
with J.A.P, engine, 90 gns.; ditto, with Blackburne
engine, 97 gns.; standard de luxe models from 106
gns. to 120 gns.; sidecar combination, £165; also few
shop-soiled at bargain prices. Special offer of Export
Models, 2^/4h.p. 80 gns., 4h.p. 90 gns. We can supply
any of these models immediately either for cash or on
deferred payments. Write for " Book of the Coulson."
—London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, London, E-C.l.
City 4230. [2156

Coventry Eagle.

"IQ20 (Intel Coventry Eagle, 2^;4h.p. J.A.P., fast, £12
-l«7 worth extras, discs, etc. ; further particulars.—Bond,
Smith, Hatley, Sandy. [X5893

Coventry Victor,

COVENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine.—
Immediate delivery of standard touring machine,

5-7h.p., 3-speed gear box, all chain drive, £125; eleo

short wlieelbase sporting solo machine. KUiraateed 65

m p.h., £135. winner 500 mile race Brooklands (750

c c cla^s) ; send for catalogue. Agents w.n^.ad wLero

not represented.—Coventry Victor Motor Co., I4d., Cov-

entry. [^520

Dalm.
3hp Dalm. June. 1921, new, 2 speeds, lamps, etc.;

£55.-129, High St., Croydon. [1845

Dayton.

DAYTON 2-stroke iV-'h.p.. licensed, good order;

£14.-206, Osborn Rd., Sparkhill. Birmingham.

DAYTON 2-stroke, lamps, splendid condition; £22;

M.C. deposit system.—Platts, 602, King's Rd..

Fulham, London. [1685

Diamond.
KICKHAM for Diamond, sole agent for Bristol

and Bath district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3355E
CTRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Diamoud.-Chapel Ash Depot. Wolvertiamr-

ton.
(X3817

TO 19 Diamond-Villiers 2Vjh.p., lamp, horn tools,

LU etc.. new condition; £35; owner bought higher

power.—Penrose, 130, Thorold Rd., Ilford, Essex. [1678

TQ20 Diamond, J.A.r. 25ih.p., 2-fpeea, splendid run-

ly ning and condition, fitted speedometer Klaxo ,

lamps, etc. ; accept f 60.-Cooper. 66, Cecil Kd., EnflcW

Town. -
'

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol any Diamond Model; cash

or deferred payments; book your "der now. and

avoid disappointment later.-Burl.ngton .Motors Ltd.,

South Side. Clapham Common, S.W.4. Phone .
Brix-

ton 2417.
.

'"""'

Douglas.

,O0GLAS, Douglas. Douglas.
D^

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms

—

Mo'or Cyc'ei a d Cars

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington,
Accesscri 'fi. Spare Paris an < HepairJ.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,W C.I

Wholesale

—

3S, ALFRED PLACE, W C.I
Garase : Tottenhnm Court Road, W.l

'Pliones : Accessories and liepaiiB Museum lli '

Motor Cjc'es and Cars, I- ensinglon 726)
Teleeroms : "Dynamefro. ^Vesteeu', Lrnd n."

1Q21 Models in Stock: 4h.p. combination. £170: 4

la hp. solo, £130; 2;)ih.p. clutch model. £105,

25ih p. 2-speed model, £55 ; shop-soiled bargains
;

ex-

tended payments if desired- spare parts stocked: re-

pairs -Douglas specialists, Vivian Hardie and Lane

Ltd.!' 23 and 24. Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford St.), Bond

St.. London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. 10375

OITGLAS. 1916, reconditioned throughout, any

trial; £45.—Below.

OUGLAS, 1918, unused; £55, or near offer.—

Below.

DOUGLAS 1913 4h.p. Combination, brand new side-

car, renovated throughout, any test; i,85; no

offers.—14a, Loughborough Rd., S.W. l^ibi

GOURLAY, the great Douglas agent and expert,

FoUowfield, Manchester. \.°°^''

rrk20 New Douglas Outfit, shop-soiled only; £135.--

1/ Cross, agent, Rotherham. LAbiat)

POUGLAS 2%h.p.. single speed, in splendid order

:

f25.-Southey, Berkhamsted. Li:59au

D

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Bil

Mottr Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCtES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

E. KICKHAM tor Douglas and spares: trade mn-
phed.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3351

rQ19 2'i4h.p. Douglas, complete and tax paid: £59
'-' —Cross, agent, Rotherham. [X6137

"j Q19 Douglas, 2-speed, all on: £45: perfect, licensed.
-•-" —37, Cant«rljury Ed., Dalston. [2292
fljilip. Douglas, perfect condition, tax paid: ride'^« away; £26.-1, Julian Av., Acton. [1282

1Q16 2%ili.p. 2-speed Douglas, new condition: £40.
-'-«' —156, Stockwell Ed., Brixton, S.W. [1997

T\PUGLAS 2?41i.p., sacrtflce £38; exchange casli
-•-' Triumpli.-9i; Grove Ed., London, N. [1971
1")OnGLAS 1918 2")41i.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick
-*-' starter, Lucas accessories, tax paid; £50.—Below.

DOUGLAS 1914 2')4h.p., 2 speeds, tax paid, nice
order; £37/10.—Belosi-.

"TVOUGLAS 1921 2%h.p. 2^peed Atl-on Model; de-
-•-' livery from stock; £85.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0065

pjiOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, 2-Bpeed, accessories, ta.x
-•-' paid; £50, or nearest.—Barclay's Bank, Southall.

4h.p. Douglas Combination, like new, all on; £85.—
Do Cort and Flynn, 39, Essex Ed., Islington, N.

[2132^ 35,—2';ih.p. Douglas, 2-Epeed, kick starter, clutch,
<*' tally equipped.-King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

B.\RGAtN.—1919 4h.p. Douglas, only wants seeing;
60 gns.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith, W.6.

., „ [2010jQI9 2->4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, well eauipped, per-
-LfJ feet; £48.-24, B.alliol Ed., North Kensington.

[2074TWO 1916 Douglases, tax paid; £45 each.—59,
Palfrev Place. "nnrBPt. P.rl fTl-TTihnm TtA R wr RPalfrey Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham Ed., S.W.8.

(1925
£30.-1913 2';4h.p. Douglas, T.T., plain countershaft,

nev/ Dunlops.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[X6166

4h.p. Douglas, 1918-19, excellent condition, acces-
sories, complete; £100.-33, HeadstfJlie Ed., Har-

row.
_

[2264

CTEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Douglas.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-
ton. [X3818

DOUGLAS, 254h.p.. 1918, fully equippM, tax paid;
i£45.—Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's Ay., North Ken-

sington. [1900

~] QIS 2%h.p. Douglae, excellent condition, enamel
-*-«/ like new; £38.—Shewell, Chilcompton, Lancing,
Sussex. [1488

DOUGLAS, 1917, as new; accept 40 gns. for quick
sale.—Lambert, Goose Yard, St. John St., Angel,

E.C. [1618

23h.p. Douglas, running well, any trial, taxed;
4 £18/10.—Grove Milk, Burton Bradstock, Brid-

port. [1833

DOUGLAS 254h.p., 2-speed, with lamps and horn,
in stock; £85.—Eivett, 236, High Ed., Leyton-

stone. [5950

1 Q18 2^h.p. 2-speed Douglas, well equipped; £40.—
J-if 204, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. 'Phone: Park
5541. [1964

4h.p. Douglas, just been overhauled, tax paid, lamps,
etc.; £60.—E. de Cort, 46, Gumming St,

Cross.
King's
[2127

DOUGLAS. 2%h.p. models, fSO, £60, £S5, all fully
equipped, tax paid.—Douglas Agent, 114, Brixton

Hill, S.W.2. [1891

"I Q20 2^411. p. 3-speed Douglas, splendid condition,LfJ fully eauipped; £73.-14, Gffdivin Ed., Forest
Gate, E.7. [1238

DOUGLAS 4h,p., 1918, discs, speedometer, all on,
splendid condition ; £60 ; after S.—470, Caledonian

Ed., N.7. [1481

DOUGLAS, 1916, new condition, fast machine; £38
complete.—Johnson, 15, The Promenade, Palmers

Green. [1745

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination at i£145, makers' list
pricf £170.—Brandish and Sons, Folsshill Ed.,

Coventry, [X6161

DOUGLAS, 2')4h.p., 1916, splendid condition; any
trial; lamp, tools, etc.; offers.—17, Valnay St.,

Tooting. [2220

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, perfect, ready holiday
run; any trial; £35.-37. Leamintrton E.naHrun; any trial

Villas, W.2
Leamington Eoad

[2065

DOUGLAS 1919 2?4h.p., 2-speed, horn, lamps, in
perfect condition; £58.—Michell, Croydon Ed.,

Caterham. "

[1753

1 Q21 2^/ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick starter, hand
-Lv clutch, lamps, etc.; £93.—E. Hole, Broadway,
Burgess Hill. [2098

DOUGLAS 1916 254h.p., 2-spced, every accessory,
splendid condition, tax paid; £46.-365, King St.,

Hammersmith. [2116

1 Q^9 23^.p. 2-speed Douglas and acceseories, in good
LiJ condition: £65.—Bounds, 223, High Ed., Kil-
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A SPORTING
^« OFFER «^
On every 100th order, we
ar« prepared to refund the
remittance, no matter the
amount, and send the goods,
carriage paid. This offer

does not apply to. counter
customers.

IFREE OFFER
To all customers mentioning this advt when
ordering goods over £1 we are prepared to

give a first-class Motor Cycle Repair Outfit

entirely Free ot charge.

: WE ARE PREPARED TO SUPPLY ;
: ANY COVER AT THE LOWEST

:

: ADVERTISED FIGUREOFOURVAR- :

: lOUS COMPETITORS, CARR. PAID. ;

These stsccial clearance lines are sent Carriage

Paid on 7 days' approval against remittance.

BELTS—in Stantlard Lengths
savartown, Lycett, fin. Jin. Jin. lin. i^in.

Bates, etc. Per Foot, f/7 1/9 2/2 3/3 3/6

ARE YOU TYRED?
READ OPPOSITE COLUMN. 1^

ORDER THE

TheNaine The Firm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R°,V1CT0RIA.S.W.1

AND AT
44.SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES

*I P/e^se ddrltess all po:it orders to Vdiahcll Bf/d^e Rodd.

TELEPHONE -.-VICTORIA C533 6-l)55«.

OUR AGl-NT IS THp PILLAR-BOX

July 28th, iq2i .

[63.

- -, new croc
Melhuisli, High E<

[201

hor
Xorff.

[12'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dougloa

19^tr^',f''!' ¥£'-P- ^-o^^^. '"visMy ecjnippcd, u

tZonXAt "°-"- '*• '^'^''^^ ^-
'''^i,

f^lBU, Gloucester, can give immediate delive

r.1, ^^ Jln^^^^ m(.dels and spare parts from stoci^aone : 852. ~
iRi^,

"TiOUGLAS, 1911-12, 2-speefi, overlianled,
-i-' slMtt, etc.: 1,1%, or neorest.-MelhuislH Iietstoue, N. 20.

7?)-'^..'-'9P^'"»
ss/jh.p., rerlect condition, lamps,

^f tootboards, all .spares; £65.-Hare, ^Hotel, Arundel.

r)OCrGI,AS 2=.|li.p., 1919, 2^peed, accessories, lami

^1 iT^tV . ^^i^ellent condition; JB50.—Post OfflCowley, Uxtaidge.
[Jj,

nnWO 1915 25/4h.p. Douglases, good condition, i
•*- on, ready to ride away, no dealers.—53, Wyndha
Crescent, Cardiff. . [171

Ay^-V- Douglas Combination, 1915, 3-speed and clutc^ and kick starter model; *65.—Wauchope's,
onoe Lane, London. [go;

1 Q20 23{li.p. 3-speea Douglas and accessories, in ga
-^y condition, tai paid; £75.—Bounds, 223, Hii
Ed., Kilburn, N.W. [14

T)OUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1916 (October), 2 speeds, ye
^-^ fine condition, licensed; £48.-Bunting's Mot
Exchange, Wealdstone. [221

DOUGLAS 1915 2;ili.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick stai
perfect runninff order; s.^^.—lon_ Northurabtperfect running order

land Park, Tottenham.
£35.-100,

[15(

DOUGLAS 2'^h.p., 1919, lamps, tools, tax pai
perfect running; £55; after 6.30.—Lepage, 2

Holland Park Gardens, W. [20'

23.h.p. Douglas, just overhauled, tax paid, lamj
i horn, tools, etc. ; £45 ; alter 6 p.m. any eve

ing.—60, Cecil Av., Barking. [18;

KEMP'S Garage, Louth, Lines, Douglas agents ai

experts.—Immediate delivery of all models
revised prices. Lists free. [X61

"j Q14 Douglas, 2^h.p., recently new cylindet
-1-v pistons, tyres, perfect condition; ^£35.-Nee
ham, 38, St. Aubyns, Hove. [16'

3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, K.S. fully equippt

4 spar^, condition excellent; £45, oflers.--S-

Thrale Ed., Streotham. [14

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, Ifcensed, Binks, long e

haust, racing cams, overhauled makers; £46.

32, Mason's Hill, Bromley.
""'

3

[161

DOUGLAS Combinations, 41i.p., 1919, electric lig:l

ing, in perfect condition; any trial; £95.-1
Moscow Ed., Bayswatcr, W. [14

DOUGLAS 2?4h,p., 1919. 2 speeds, all accessorii

ride away, guaranteed; £50.—Champion,
Neyada St., Greenwich, S.E. [18'

4h.p. Douglas Combination, mechanical horn, all :

c&ssories, tax, oniginal transfers; 75 gns.—l
'

Windermere Bd., South Ealing. [1'

BRAND New 1921 25ih.p. Douglas, all lamp sc

in stock; £85.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Safiri

yValden, Essex. "Phona : 45. [X60

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, good as new, 19'

W.D., everytliing on; £110; any trial.— G.H.,

Dordrecht Kd., Acton 'Vale, 'W. [9'"

ALL-ON Douglas Models from Stock; 25/4h.p. 2-spe'

£85; 3-Bpeed clutch, £105; combintaion, £i:

—MoSat, Yeovil. 'Phone: 60. [50

-< Q15 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, all accessories, fir^

-Ltf class condition; :£28, or exchange lor 2-stroke

64, Church St., Edgware Ed., N.W. [22

DOUGLAS 2=Ah.p., 1914, Bosch, Tan-Sad, Stewa

Warner, good condition; £39, or near oHci

Birt, 339, Central Markets, E.C.I. [20

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920, eicellent jonilitii

licence and insurance, spares, at £105.-ApF
Brookes, Stationer, Oxted, Surrey. [11

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918 model, tyres unpnnotnred,

good condition, with sidecar chassis; fc65

Gregory, 157, Leander Ed., S.W.2. H"

DOUGLAS 23,ih.p. 2-speed AH-on Models, £1

exchanges considered.—E. B. Clark and Op.,^

Exhibition Ed.. South Kensington. 12<

DOUGLAS 2Jih.p., 1920, 3-speed, aU on, spleU'

condition; £68 cash required ; insured, tax pt

-15, Smalhvood Ed., 'Tooting, S.-W.IT. [IE

DOUGLAS 1921 25*..p,, all .°n ; £85; c.lsh eMlian

or deferred payments.-Clifford -Wilson, 177, W(

minster Bridge Kd., S.E.I. Hop 210. [li

DOUGLAS Special 25/ih.p., 1916 W.D., iincra

1920, butter forks, complete; bargain, £68.---v

kinson. Station Hotel, Oorbridge-on-Tyne. U-

33h.p. Douglas, 1916, all black, lamps, born, c'

* good condition; £40.-Johnson 18, Marlbt

Flats, Walton St., Chelsea. After 5.30. [IE'

TQ20 Douglas Combination, electric light, dii

ly screen, just overhauled : best over ^105;

part.-Oounty Medical Officer, Huntingdon. [i.5S

£43.-Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, late model in.

tinguishable from new, guaranteed, licensed
,
m

sell—20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. U'condition
burn. N.W. [1459 .

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Harley-Davidson.
3ULET-DAVIDS0N Combination, 7-9h.p. i

£95.—
JJIopkins, New St., Ledbury. [0677

iJiFFIELD Agent for Harley-Dayidsons; from
»£120.-8tacey. 12, Ecolcsall Rd. [0577

ft.p. Harlev-Davidson Combination: £55; tax
id.—373, Katherine Bd., Forest Gate. [1731

13LRLEY Sports, brand new, equipped; ^£125, bar-

.^Biiin.-CIail;, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. [9196

421 New Flat Twin Harley, sporting sidecar, £140;
.1 also 1920 model, £140.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
51 S.E. [1602

(19 Hnrley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, 00m-
-• plete: real bargain, £130.-30, Lansdowne Hill,
< Konvootl. [1478

lIiRLEY-DAVIDSON Flat Twin at £120, makers'
.- pri<-e to-day ^137.—Brandish and Sons, Foleshill
,d Coventry. [X6162
118-19 Harley Combination, as new, all on, tax

-• paid; £125.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd.;
liiam Rd., S.W.8. [1924

7.C.H. have' several Harley-Davidson combinations;
. ttargiiins ; tax paid.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

[flJStead Tube Station). [1582

I

20-21 Harley Combination, Rennoc sidecar, alu-
L minium discs, dissolved acetylene lighting;

.^rtrt^J

Whatever
tyre mileage

you have

obtained

vn«

These

tyres are

"good for

more."

WW-

I

1.—37, Arlington Hd., Suibiton. [1896

I

ii9 Harley-Dfividson and Sidecar, lamps, horn, tas
L'. paid; £110- ligbtbweight wanted.—J. Hanline,
1 Mt. Pleasant Kd., TottenLiim, [1733

LiULET-DAVIDSON M.O.
L sidecar,

I

.21 7-9h.p.
t; standard model.

S-Sh.p., witli Canoelet
. new M.C., 1919 make; £180, or near

Trillinms, Isallt, Portmadoc. [1295

Harley-Davidson Combination, electric
model, all complete, new; no dealers;

;£).—Write, S.B., 36. Alkham Rd., N.16. [9414

SENGLEBERTS

'J

C25, or near offer.-1918 Hurley-Davidson combina-
S tiou, Grindlay sprung sidecar, lamps and horn,
C!'- lor tour.—Foreman, 83, Blackheath Kd., S.E. 10.

[1289

L,18
Harlej. double-seater sidecar. Cameo screen,

D.A. lighting, disc, small mileage; bargain,
£;3.—Woodcote House, Norlington Rd., Leyton.

[1634
EARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, condi-

tion equal to new, guaranteed perfect, any tria/;
£:5.—61, Maylair Av., Ilford. 'Phone: Central
J2'. [X6037

flELET-DAYIDSON' 1918 7-9h.p. Combi&ation,
acQtj-lene lighting, good condition : £110.—

?; er's, Bradehawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Deanagate,
Mcbester. [X6056

BR. S. E. LONGMAN'S Winning Harley Combina-
tion is for sale; best offer over £150; condition

i&iew, and exceptional tune.—17, Bond St., Ealing.
r : 689. [2217

3AELET-DAVIDS0N Combination 7-9h.p., speed-
,
ometer, lamps, wind screen, hood, spares, ready for

tc iQg, and fine condition; £95.—King, Scotland Place,
Eishottom. [X6014

1 ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920. dynamo
J model, screen, Tan-Sad, speedometer, first-rate
c.iition, original tyres; ^£160.-Bunting's Motor Ex-
dige. .Wealdstone. [2204

TAELEY-DATIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., 1920,
-* iierfert runaiug order ; what offers? Entertain
li tweiRht in part payment.—Kirk, 40, Kathleen Ed.,
L Mills, Birmingham. [1255
1ATE 1920 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination,

very small mileage, speedometer. Klaxon horn,
li ting set. as new; £l50, or nearest.—Baston, Yeo's
Fill. Alphinton, Exeter. [1929

. with SwaD
ghting. excellent con-

flnn: £175.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton; also
2v lieansgate, Manchester. [56055
"|i|19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. and Matchless side-
*' car electric lamps and horn, wind screen,
BSdometer, fine condition; £116 lowest.—12, Lan-
caer Rd., West Norwood. [1642

"IklS Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., eiectric model, over-
-*' hauled and repainted, new tyres, screen, Apollo
hti, etc., magnificent combination, tax paid; £145 —
3'. High Ed:, Lee, S.E.13. [8563
1.119 Harley-Davidson Combination, dual electric and
-»' acetylene lighting, legshields, Tnn-Sart. new tyres.
sinrlid order, just overhauled, tax paid; £130.—Morriss.
8|Victoria Rd,, Finsbury Park, N. [1495
TARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920, electric
-!- model, all accessories, tax and insurance paid,
g|d as new; no reasonable offer refused; no dealers.
-54, Coombe Lane, Raynes Park. [1624
TAELET-DAYIDSON. new 1919, mag;, Lucas
-»- dynamo lighting, Easting wind screen, bulbous
sioar, new tyres, horn, tax paid, perfect everywhere;
£,5.—38, Lordship Lane, S.E. 22. [X5861
IfARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p. 3-speed Com-
-- bination, completely equipped, including licence,
Cfiition and appearance faultless; £110.—The Lay-
tc Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [2171

TARLEY-DAVIDSON (Nov., 1919) Combination,
-* new condition, hood, screen, speedometer, special
lah)s, mechanically perfect; £140; seen Oxford
Ci'us.-Wilson, 289a, Regent St., W.l. Mayfair
fi'5. [1666

1 ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Model.
sporting sidecar, electric lighting, exc

Super-reinforced J
"yHE cover thai has been de

signed to withstand any
strain that it is possible to put
it to—that will stand the kick

of any motor cycle engine yet

made—that will last out any
other make. These coverg

are a combination of

everything that is best

in tyre manufacture. ,

The finest possible rubber, 5
the strongest possible

walls, and the best brains

to make the " best out of

them."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

-1 Q21 Hurler Combin.ition, 2-seatcr, 2 screens, hood.
J-v ako trndesmaii's parcel carrier body, bought May,
£300, insured all risks, accept £250.-136, Upper Clap-

ton. E. 5. Eeason of selling, ill-health. [1317

7 O 20 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric liebts

JiU and horn, 2-«eater sidecar, 2 -nind screens, hood,

disc T\heels, Tan-Sad, real family man's 'bus; £180---

156. Walklcy Lane, Hillsboro', Sheffield. Ll^"^

th

H^

H^
these bargains.-

[1938

1 £125.—Picker-
[X6114

ACTUALLY AT
HALF PRICE

H^

26x4

;6x2J

16x2J

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Suoer-relnforced Extra
Heavy

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Racing Rubber Bars
and Studs

Our
Price.

23/.

S6/6

24/6

27/9

26/6

32/6

27/6

SO/6

List
Price.

46/3

53
•

roo /o

We guarantee tbese Covers ts give a minimum
mileage 0! 3,000 miles and will replace any
proving faulty on this basis. These goods are

sent on 7 days' approval against remittance.

Carriage paid. For particulars of our "sport-

ing offer, ^' see other advertisements appearing

n this Issue.

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX.
.ui^%i^IT PAYS TO

f WITH THIS

I
/ ORDER THE

TJte Name

DEAL „",
LINE. C

The Finn

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,
264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

Ji Victoria, S.W.I. ^
^. Telephones: .%
Victoria 6S53 and 8554. H

HARLEY, 7-9h.p., genuine 1915, mag. model with

Swan sporting sidecar, both just repainted and
all worn parts renewed, very last, smart, and complete,

tax paid; £110.—Engineer, Huntington, Chertses;,

Surrey. .

,

[2053

HARLEY 1918 Combination, 7-9h.p., Easting, Tan-

sad, electric lighting, speedometer, chams new,

tyres, condition inside and out perfect, tax paid;

£116; after 7 or week-end.-29, St. Albans Rd., Har-

lesden, N.W.IO. 1-2387

T-9h.p.
Harley-Davidson Combination, 1918, mag.

model, e:icelleut running order, new H.D. sidecar,

hood, wind screen, lamps, horn, tax paid, rnsured to

June, 1922: flSO.-Mess Secretary, St. Mary's Bar-

racks, Chatham. 1'™='

AELEY-D.4.VIDS0N 1919-20 Combination, Tan-

Sad, complete Lucas dynamo lighting, all tyres

perfect, smart appearance and in perfect mechanical

condition; £150.-Colcnial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd.

Hampstead 7822.
^''f"'-

ARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Bargains, brand new, only 3

left: sports model. £125; INIodel J, electric com-

bination. £199; Model F, solo, complete with lamps.

£159: first cheque secures any of

Mastin, Gosberton, Spalding.

T-9h V Harley-Davidson, Henderson Elite sidecar,

bought new March, 1920. magneto model, makers

recent overhaul, fitted Lucas lamps and horn, excellent

condition; .anv trial; as new; sacrifice £130, tax Pi>>a-

Manager, Co-operative, Ciynant, Glamorgan. Ll,iOi

in 19 Harley-Davidson Combination, luxarious

JLU bulbous back sidecar, lamps, horn. Easting,

tax paid, mileage under 4.000. guaranteed P"fect

throughout: £135. near offer.-^Langlord 3, 37 Orickle-

vvood Broadway. N.W.2. 'Phone: Hampstead 86^16^^

Henderson.

EKICKHAM for Henderson, sole agent for Bristol

and Bath districts.-Stokes Croft, Bristol.^^^^

4-CYL Henderson, Model Z, with all accessories and
Montgomery sidecar, £145; solo,

ing, Mardol, Shrewsbury.

ENDERSOT^ 4-cyL Combination, all accessories;

a'ny trial; £65; exchange.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd..

Bow, E.3. Tel.: E3155. [2051

1 O 20 Henderson 4-cyI. Combination, as new, will

ly ride 150 miles to purchaser; any trial; must

sell, sacrifice £165.-13, Victoria Rd., Sheffield. [1465

4-cyl., lata 1920. Capjon
ir. disappearing hood, elec-

tric li'-htiu'^ all accessories, tax, insurance paid; £160,

ofiers.-Majdr Bell, 191, Coleherne Court, S.W.5. [1324

19 4-cyl. Henderson and 65 gn. 2-seater Sanduin

spring wheel sidecar, 3-speed gear box, hand

and foot clutch, pillion seat, )??;?=,Klaxon wind

screen, tools, spares, luxurious outfit; ±130, or near

436. Whitehorse Rd., Thorntoir Jleatb, 8.B. L<i^03

1021 4-ctI. Henderson, with tandem sidecar, illus-

i-U tratecl in this paper on March 3rd and 24th,

and claimed to be one of tne most handsome trrrnonts.

electric mo<lel. reverse gear, disc wheels, electric horn.

2 electric lights inside sidecar, speedometer hood,

side curtoius and wind screens, grid, Tan-Sad, only

ridden 3 weeks, selling by doctor's orders ;
sacriflca

£240; cost £350; guaranteed perfect order.—iaplin./',

York Buildings, Hastiug.s, Sussex. lliBl

Hobart,
OBART-VILLIERS, 1921. 2-speed. fully equipped.

tax paid, nearly new; £55.-114, Brixton Hill,

S.W.2. tl°S'

HOBART-VILLIERS 2?fih.p., 1919, 2-speea leg-

shields, lamps, horn, licensed, perfect condition:

bargain, £45.-25, Great Kingwood Rd., lulham. [1483

Hockley.

IfklS Hockley 2-stroke, 2-speea. splendid condition,

X«/ tyres new, registered; £36,-2, Lowhall Farm.
Markhoiise Ed.. Walthamstr.w. [1956

OCKLEY Combination, 2?4h.p., 2-Bpeed, _Oanoelet,

Eiistinii, fully enuipped, as new; bargain, £55.—
134, Church Ed., Caiionbury, Islington. [1525

H umber.
HfMBER 4iih.p. Flat Twin at £125, makers' price

^£140.-Brandish and Sons, Foleshill Rd.. Cov-

entry. [X6164

1O20 4y-h.p. Humher Flat Twin, unscratched : £110.
Xtf -Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham
Cross 31. L0655

HUMBEE SV'li.p., 2-speed, handle start, excellent

Older- £32, or oiler; after 8 p.m.—108, St. Mary's

Ed., lUoid. [1438

HUMBEE Combination, 3V>h.p. flat twin, 3-speed,

clutch, handle start. larops, horn, spare chains,

excellent condition; £75.—Howard, 316, Stanstead
I Rd., Forest Hill. [1757

HENDERSON lOh.p.,

Mudd coachbuilt sidecar.

19^

H^

H'

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
number.

SALE.

Oli.p. HiiBiber Liglihreight, single^ speed, new poncli-

tiou, tax paid; £25, or offer.

Wnltbam Abbey.
Mont^ Cycle Agent,

|;X6053

"I Q20 Flat Twin Hiimber Combination, hood, wind
X«? screen, etc., gilt; 79 gns.—Ramsden's, 8, May-
bell Av., Blackpool. [1541

SPORTING Solo Humb&r, SVoh.p.,, tyres unpunctured
(Dunlops); exchange lightweight or sell; £35.-17,

Little Ealing Lane, W.5. [1868

3ih,p. Humber, 2-speed, overhauled, new belt, all on,
2 excellent condition; £55, or offer.—20 "

bridge Ed., Lavender Hill, S.W.ll.
Forth-
[1527

£19/10.~2h.p. Hiimber, splendid condition, good
tyres and belt, absolute bargain alter 6.-27

S.W. [1528Wardle Ed., Wandsworth Common
23h.p. Twin Humber, B.B., Grado, F:E. clutch, pedal
4 etnrt, lamps, tax paid, perfect order; £37/10.—

Green, Helston, Greenway, Gerrards Cross, Bucks. [1273

3ih.p. Humber, 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar^ guaran-
2 teed all perfect condition, lamps, tools, and

horn, tax paid, trial given; £45, bargain; stamp re-

ply.—Beecher, 472, Archway Rd., London, N.6. [1722

-| Q20 4V''h.p. Flat Twin Humber, condition as new,
JL*/ not run 3,000 miles, flexible, last, powerful, and
absolutely free from vibration, complete with liceilce

holder and bulb horn, tax pfiid to December; must sell

at once; list price £140, will accept £105, or near offer.

Write or 'phone for appointment.—J. Hutchings, Hills-

borough, Frod.sham. [1416
Indian.

ty-Sli.n Indian- Combination^ 1912; £55 cash.Indian'
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9015

E. KICKHAM lor Indian, sole agent lor Bristol and
district.—Stofces Croft, Bristol. [3353

7-«

£35._7-gii.p. Indian, 1914, clutch model, splendid
running order.-King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[X6167
c;-6h.p. Indian Twin Motor Cycle, going order, Bosch,
«> Biuks; £25.—Berry, Gt. Eissington, Gloucester-

, shire. - L1257

'-9h.p. Indian, 1915, clutch model, discs, fast,

equipped: £37/10.—Shaw, Regent St., Welling-

ton, Salop. [X6074

7-9h.p. Indian Sporting Combination, 2-speed, C.S.,

tax paid; 45 gns.—Ramsden's, 8, Maybell Av.,

Blackpool.
,

[1543

1 Q15 5-6h.p, Indian, 3-speed, clutch, just over-

X«/ hauled, fast 'bus, licensed; £50.—Warwick,

,

Hinckley Ed., Leicester. _
[X6034.

INDIAjS" 7-9h.p. Combination, electrically equipped.

hood, screen, tax paid; real bargain, £68.-69,

Femdale Ed., Brixton. [1440

1:Q16 5-6h.p. Indian, S^speed, good rinining order,

way.
just overhauled; £60.—Shepherd,, Enfield High-
Tel. : Waltham Cross 31, [0340

I]S!T>TA\~ S'Ah.p. Twin, 3-Bpeed, clutch, as new, under
4,000 " " """ *~~'" ""£60.-Apply, 213,

[2327
miles, all accessories

Bowes '

Ed., New Southgate, N-ll.

055.—7-9h.p. Indian, 1915, spring frame, 2-sp6ed,^ clutch, K.S., appearance and condition as new,

overhauled.—Gower, Bridport, Dorset. [1366

T.T. Indian 7-9h.p., clutch model, horn, speedometer,
lamps, and tools, almost equal to new ; £60.—

Howortb, Castle Mill St., Mumps, Oldham. [5:6066

INDIAN Combination, 3-speed, kick start, screen,

just overhauled, licence paid; don't miss it;

£65.-72, Mill Lane, W. Hampstead, N.W.6. [1736

t7'-9h,p. Indian Combination. 2-6pe6d model, with
* sporting sidecar, and and foot clutch, in good working

order; £75.—W., 30, Vauxhall Walk. S.E.ll. [1297

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Combination, completely
equipped; £120; full particulars with pleasure.

—The Layton Garages, 90, Hip'i St., Oxford. [2167

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, wants slight adjust-

ing, smart appearance; must sell, what offers?

—

After 8 o'clock, 52, Shamdean St., Catford. [2284

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 3-6peed, clutch, K.S., discs, fully

equipped, spares, excellent condition; best ofi'er,

or exchange lighter.—11, Elm Ed., New Maiden. [1920

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Combination, electric light-
ing, new tyres, all in new condition, tax paid;

5E140; alter 6.—Field, 448, Wandsworth Ed., Clapham.
[1778

INDIAN Combination, 5h.p., 1916, unused 2 years.
Easting screen, plenty spares, fine condition.

—

Grout, 25, Ashburton Av., Shirley Rd., Addiscombe.
[1502

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination. 3-speed, kick
startei*, spring frame, excellent condition, tax

paid; £90.-73, Alderbrook Rd.. Balham. S.W. 12.

[2301

"I Q16 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, electric
Xt/ lighting, in good running order, privately owned.
—Apply, Lankester Engineering Co., 63, Bxighton Ed.,
Surbiton. [2113

"I (C| 20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, electric, MillfordX *J bnlbous sidecar, legshields, luggage grid. Easting,
4,300 miles, perfect condition, tax paid ; offers over
£120.—Capt. Ives, 30. Preeton Ed., Tonbridge. [1227

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus^ Combination, complete
with dynamo lighting, speedometer. Cameo screen,

licence, etc., verv fine outfit at bargain price of £90.
i^—The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [2168

At vmipfttM nns fftOB ni.ii!9>
eonui. 3.>.
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THE
BURLINGTON

Re-condiUoned

DOUGLASES
Indistinguishable from new.

Fitted with New Carburetter,

New Tyres, New Belt, New
Chain, etc., and fully equipped

for immediate service on road.

1\ h.p., 2-speed. £65

4 h.p., 3-speed, k.s. solo. ."£85

4 h.p., 3-speed, k.s., comb.,

with Brand New Bur-

lington Sidecar £110

NOTE I

2J h.p. Reconditioned Douglases

are fitted with VICI Single Lever

Carburetter. All the above

machines are absolutely^ complete,

including licence holder.

The BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO. LTD.,

7, South Side,Clapham<Jommon,S.W.4

'Plixnie: Brixton ai^iy.

Wires : Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapbam Common Underground
Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAL^
Indian.

"1019 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination (J-y did condition, overhauled and recommended Mntted with wind screen, horn, and electric side L
best offers.-H. Kirbj-, North St., Bourne, Lines. [

BARGAIN; 1920 enained Powerplus Indian
frame, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, coach

sidecar, T.T:, splendid condition, Binks, hood, pci
£70; exchange or separate.—89, East Hill, Wi
worth.

[

INDIAN 7-9h.p., electric light, Cox-Atmos ci
retter, with special Henderson sidecar. Ea

screen, and luggage compartment, in splendid c
tion; bargain at £85.—Thos. Bootli^ Wain St., ]

sham.
[

1 Q,21 4h.p. Indian Scout and Milford de luxe sid
-- *^' dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedojB
driven 200 miles, unscratched, tax paid, insi
£170, or near offer.—Write, B,ox 5,433, c/o The-fi.
Cycle.

[

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., powerplus, ]

Mills-Fulford sidecar, all accessories, perfect
dition, tax and insurance paid, only done 2,30Q if

£110.—Latley, Ellesmere, Camborne' Ed., Su
Surrey.

[

*| <il9 7-9b.p. Indian Combination, dual elei^tric

X.iJ acetylene lighting, legshields, speedometer, <

tion and appearance as new, only done 500 n
£J30 ; tax paid.—Morriss, 8, "Victoria Bd., Fin
Park, N.

(

INDIAN, 7-9h.p,, 1919, spring frame. 3-speed,
starter, with coachbuilt sidecar, tax' paid,

£7/11/3 insurance policj* : £90.—Smith's, 86. 1

Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station),
don. 'Phone: Hampstead 2767.

[

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new
Indian motor cycles and combinations, fo

mediate delivery. Your present machine take
part exchange ; full market value allowed : dis

no obiect.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastban]
Southport. Tel. : 607.

!

INDIAN Late 1920 Powerplus Combination, big

engine, 3-speed, kick starter, hand and font •

dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedometer, ami
Easting wind screen, new tyres, tax paid. 11 mi
comprehensive insurance, recently overhauled I'v mi
£148.-53, Graemesdyke At., East Sheen, S.W. 14

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, N.E. 20 model, new
1920. mileage -6-,800, 3-speed, dynamo lig!

iJills-Fulford de Luxe sidecar. Easting wind e
eanvas cover, tyres good, perfect mechanical cone
open to any examination or trial, spare chains,
price £160.—Wright, Amberwood, The Avenue,-
borne, Dorset.

Invicta.

INVICTA-VILLIER3, 1919, 2-speed, lamps,
g^aranted perfect, £45 ; new light sideca

same, ,£19.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : E
stead 1353.

Ivy.

IVY 2-stroke, 2-speed, all on, perfect, tax paid;

—Leee, 17, Fairbridge Ed., Highgate, N.19.

Ivy, 2^h.p., 1916, Bosch, Amac, Albion 2-spee
bushed; £20.-82, Gough Ed., Edgbaston.

mingbam. [2 '

IVY- 1921 Models.—Sole district agents. W'
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St.. Sali;

"Phone; 72.

IVY, 1919, 21/ih.p., 2-speed; licence, insurance, 1

tools, good condition, going well;. £40, or n
Gould, 4, Bedford Place, London, W.C.I.

1 020 2iAh.p. I.O.M, Ivy, 2rspeed, disc wheei:
-1- *y shields, excellent condition, lamps, born '

paid; £50.—Almond, 33, Northgate. St., Oakba

Ixion.

IXION 2^4h.p., 2-stroke, only run 300 miles: i

clear.-Saundere Garage, Parade, Golders G

James.
T^AN GT7Y, Weymouth.—James agent, early de

£40

dates given.

JAMES 1918 2-6troke, just overhauled;
gain.—83, Union. Ed., Eoro,. S-.E.l.

JAMES 2y2h.p. 2-stroke, 1.920, little used, tax
fully equipped; £50.-114, Brixton Hill, i

JAMES 4h.p. G.B. Sidecar, good condition. 3-

all on. licensed; £50.-2, Howard. Ed.,

side, S.E.25.

5-6h.p. James Combination, Lucas dynamo lig

hood, screen, tax paid, etc.; £125.—Pick
Shrewsbury. V'

JAMES 1921 2iAb.p., 2-speed. 2-8troke, all on, it

insurance paid, ridden 300 miles; what on

Bysh. 2, Stafford Rd., Briston, S.W.9.

£147; 192OV2 4M.h.p. James Combination,
equipped,
—Bolwi

"

.^ ^^^..,^ , condition perfect, mileage 200 :

paid —Bolwell, Woodborough Ed„ Radstock, Son
^

JAMES 4^ib.p. 1916 Combination, 3-Bpeed,

hauled, splendid condition, new^tyres :
r

£65.-7, South Villas, Camden Sq., N.W.I. iAtt

JAMBS 4i^h.p. Combination, 3-ftpeed roniitc

hood, screen, epeedometer, mirror, lamps,

did condition, insured; offers.—21, Queen, b Rd..

tha-mstow. '

E26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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i MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

James.

rUES 41/.U r. OomMnation, 1915, n«w cylinder and

'm tou AilKust, 1919. hood, soreen, nil acoessones.

.uuh.tor ligMing, taK paid; 60 gns.-Broad, Qneen

t Stamford, Lines. [1566

18 James 5-6h.p., witii sidecar, racing model, fitted

L with disc wheels, painted srcr ;
any trial; will

, Morgan runaliout part excbanse.-Howard, 102a,

C, Henry Ed., N.W.3. 11191

"hii James, 1920, perfect order, luxurious side-

3 inr, tax, insurance paid, lamps, luggage carriei,

jins, leg guards; £125; a bargain.—36, Homefleld

i, Chiswick, London. L1631

IMES 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, Magdyno light-

i ing and general iull equipment, perfect condition

ranteed; appearance almost as new; £126.— ine
>on Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [2163

lil20 S-6h.p. James with De Luxe sidecar. Easting.

I' luggage grid, all accessories, not used since last

Vast, owner deceased, -mileage under 1,000: any

;r:
: £130.—Blackburn and Sons, Spalding. [X5877

C'ECIAL Ofler of brand new Model No.- 9 5-6h.p.
' James combination. Model de Luxe sidecar; list

IV £190. reduced to £150 cash; easy payments only

i .stra.—The I'lemier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birming-

Li; .

[1262

IIMEDIATE Delivery of any James Jfodel; cash or

J deferred payments : book your order now, and
ad disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

S'th Side, Olapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix.

t. 2417. [0503

''^MES 1920 414b.p. Combination, fitted James de

t luxe car, electric lighting, tax paid, wind screen,

nhine indistinguishable from new, mileage 300,

c £188; accept £115.—The Surgery, 216, Portobello

I, W.U. [1982

-^MES 4^.ih.p. Combination, 3-Epeed countershaft,
«- kick start, in first-class condition, thoroughly

o hauled and guaranteed; ;e70.—The Sulina Garage,
!<. Park IW., Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone:
S'jatliam 40. [2198

"AMES 5-6h.p. Combination de Luxe, late 1920,
«: iiiactically new, not ridden 100 miles, Lucas Mag-
diuuo lighting set, luggage grid, legshields, horn, and
t|;s, registered and insured; £160, bargain.—L. Baker,

2 St. Paul's Sq., Birmingham. [S.5894

~119 6h.p. James Combination, 3-speed, kick start,

-7 Cowev speedometer. Lucas lamps and horn,
I'gage grid, wind screen, new spare extra heavy
Lnlop tyre, and tools, fully insured ; SE125.—Rose-
Wry Foundry, Roseberry Place, Dalston, London. E.8.

f [2257

[
J.A.P.

A.P. 4h.p., B.S.A. 2.speed hub. Bosch, B. and B.;

£35; tax paid.—Eumsey, High St., Hornchurch.
[1936

J.E.S.

15. iJowest.—J.E.S. , stored war, mag., Druids,
licence, tyres perfect; ride away.—8, Gt. Southsea

|

, Southsea. [2014
J.H.

-9h.p. M.A.G. Twin J.H. Combination, fitted with
handsome coachbuilt sidecar ; £65.—Wauchope's,

Shoe Lane, London. '9016

Kerry.

916 3',!.,h.p. Kerry-Abingdon Combination, N.S.r.
gear, good condition, lamns, wind scicen, tax

id; £65.-Redwood, 22, Bioadfleld Ed., Cattoid, S.E.6.
[1534

Lea-Francis.
E.\-FRANCIS, 2-speed countershaft and K.S., low

' mileage, original tyres, accessories, perfect; £85.
;2, Courtland Av., Illord. [1749

EA.FRANCIS 5-6h.p., M.A.G. model, not done 50
i miles, cost £150; accept £133; licensed and fully
innteed: letters only.—54, St. James St.. Ashted.
mingbam. [X5299

jlOR Sale, 1920 Lea-Francis. 3iAh.p. M.A.G. . 2-speed,
all-enclosed chain, Amac. Tliomson-Bennett, per-

l;t order and appearance, tyres fair, must sell;
i'arest £90.-226, Frodingham Rd., Scunthorpe,
Incs. [1963
ATE 1920 Lea-Francis 4h.p. Combination. Hender-

iJ son sidecar, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, speedometer,
ne only 1,050, unscratched; bargain, £95.—James,
Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. Tel. :

illesden 1744. [1884
Levis.

\AN GTJY, Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models in stock;
-' £60. [0554

i' ATE Levis, nearly new. every accessory, tax paid

:

M £49. 365, King St.. Hammersmith. [2115
" EVIS, 2-speed, 2-stroke, tax paid; 28 gns.—Raras-
^ den's, 8, Mayb?ll Av., Blackpool. [1546

'EVIS 1919 Popular, all on. like new; 40 gns

—

^-t 46a. Duntshill Rd.. Earlsfield. S.W.18. [1663

;
'EVIS. 1921. all on, perfect; £48/10.—Goad, 122,

' ^ Alaida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [2235

f
EVIS 2>/ih.p., tax paid, good order; £28.—De Cort

! y and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., Islington, K. [2133
" li*25.—2Vih.p. Levis Popular, splendid running order,

' j^ fully equipped.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
;i [XBiee

' (TEIL 'WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
' !'' models Levis.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

i

[X3819

The Reason
Why--

THE

BURLINGTON

SIDECARS
are so popular is to be found in

the clever, distinctive design,

honest workmanship, and elegant

finish embodied in every model.

They are thoroughly sound value

and our recommendation is

backed by hundreds of satisfied

owners. Write for full particu-

lars of all models including

'THEBIRDCATCHER"
No. 2 Speedy Model

(Illustrated)

Price, complete with apron

£28 10s.

That Douglas Drawbolt

in the 1915-191S 4 h.p. Models

has a nasty habit of breaking.

Our Douglas clutch conversion

set entirely eliminates the "snag"

—ask us ho-vv.

Your TRIUMPH
will be handier if conveited

into a foot as 'well as hand
operative clutch model. We
supph' a neat, easily fitted pedal

to achieve this. Price 4/4 in-

cluding postage.

TheBURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO. LTD.,

7, SouthSide.CIapVamC.mmoii,S.W.4

^Phone: Brixton 2417.

Wites: Burlington Motots, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground
Statioa

MOTOR CYCLES
Levis.

FOR SALE.

EVIS, new, 2-3peed, nnridden, unnacked : Lanca-
shire; £57.-Box 822, c/o The Motor Cycle.

rX6070
LEVIS 1915 Popular, excellent condition, low mile-

age, accessories, licensed ; £36.—Newnham, Cadogan
Villa, Suibiton. [2079

2ih.p. Levis, good model, thoroughly overhauled
2 recently, new tyres, lamps, licensed; £38.—Hoe.

46. Highbury Park, N.6. 12099

LEVIS 2Wli.p., extremely fast, thorough condition

througfiout, lamps, -horn; £33; tax paid.—Eum-
sey, High St., Hornchurch. [1935

LEVIS.—Sole Walsall agents; special exchauge and
deferred . payment terms; immediate delivery.—

Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall. [2423

LEVIS, 1919^!4, little used, condition and appearance

equal to ncTv, original tyres, licensed, lamps, etc.

;

£40.-French, 201, London Rd., Croydon. [1232

LEVIS, 2-speed, ne%r March, 1921, tank toolhox,

liunp^. Klaxon, pillion (>eat, spare belt and chain,

tax paid; £57.-23, Tivoli Ed., Crouch End, JST.S. [2112

"I Q21 2';4h.p. Levis, single-speed, all lamps, and tax

-Li/ paid, nearly new, and perfect; £45.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45

[X6099

IN Stock, 1921 Levis, £60. Good wine needs no

bush. Nun sed.-Sole agents. The Headingley

Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd., 18, St. Michael's

Lane, Leeds. 'Phone : Headingley 480. [0494

TO 21 Levis, supplied on deferred payments at only

1«7 nx extra- all models in stock tor immediate

delivery. 2i4h.p. Touring or Sports model, £60;

Model S, 2i41i,p., 2-speed, handle-bar controlled clutch,

£68.-Buy TOur machine direct from the Levis special-

ists. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
l126o

Lincoln-Elk.

31 h.p. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch, B. and B. lamps, horn,

2 good running order; £28.—Kemp, Neyv York.

Lincoln. ^^^'^

39 —4h p Lincoln-Elk combination, 2-speed, clutch,

iii-k start, good Dunlops. in excellent ordeiv

-

151, Kingston Rd., Teddington.

Park Gardens.
[1656

£ ^_ ,_„ ^

Millel\' 15C°Kingston Rd., Teddington. [1735

LINCOLN-ELK SWi-P., new engine, new water-

proof mag., good tyres, excellent condition

bargain, £28.—Brewster, 63, Ealing

S. Ealing.
L.M.C.

LJfC 1920 6h.p. Combination, Milllord Corvette

sidecar brand new and shop-soiled only, unre-

iicatable at £100 cash.—The Layton Garages, 90, High

St., Oxford [2171

Martinsyde.

M4.BTINSYnE 1921 Twin Combin.ltion ; £145 cash,

or exchange.-Colliei's Motorics, Hoiton St., Hah

-

tax.
[1589

BRAND New 1921 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination

;

£134; Lincolnshire.-Box 5,434 c/o The Motor

Clldc.
[214b

BEAND New 6h.p. 1921 Martinsyde Combination,

just delivered; Lincolnshire district

5,383, do The Motor Cycle.

1 ft21 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, new; immc
1«7 diate delivery; price £145. Full speciflcat_ion

sent on request.—Duncan and Shepherd;

Parade, Golders Green, N.W.4.

£135.—Hox
[1334

33, Tlie
[2230

Matchless.

lyTATCHLESS.

ELIVERY Free for 150 miles from London.
"" -ersonally tested byD

(astest, and„ best combination on the road.-J. Tassel .

Don't forget, every outfit ri

Matchless only) expert. I am now booking

[5374

Bd., Lee. S.E.

la. Bloomfield Rd.. Plumstead. S.E.18.

A/TATCHLESS Combinations.

-IMTABVELLOUS Value.

AGENT, T. J. Ross. 86. High
'Phone: Lee Green 744.

rriRAVEL in Comfort on a Matchless.

p<ERTAIN to Please.

HIGHEST Marks Awarded in any passenger class

to T. J. Ross in A.C.U. 6 days trial 1920.

T UXORIOUS Riding on a Matchless.

piCONOMICAL in PetroL

QECOND to None in Price and Workmanship.

SATISFACTION Guaranteed. Price standard

model £185. with 2-seater sidecar £191/10 with

sportTng sidecar £180. Easy payments and exchan|^es

arranged. •

, ,..

15 Malchless-M.A.G. Combination, splendid con-

dition; £120.-Smith, Watchmaker, Thrajnstmi^

3 3 h.p. Matchless-Jap, tax Pa'^. 1^"1«, etc.; £28.-

4 E De Cort, 46, Gumming St., King s Cross.

19^

All letters relating to advertisements siiould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cvcles advertised by orivate owners are. when desired, marked (P).

[2129
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MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

BRAND New Matchless Outfit, shop-soiled, complete
with lamps, horn, etc.; £180.—Cross, agent,

Rotherham. [X6136

MATCHLESS. 1921.—The latest sports model
stock; £180. ™ "

, .
.

lars.—Below.
Please call or send for particu-

MATCHLESS Combination, J.A.P: twin engine,
overlianled, first-class condition, licence paid;

MATCHLESS, 1921.—We can deliver irom stock
on the m.ost advantageous terms; cash, ex-

changes, or extended terras,—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0068

"Vf'^'^^^^^LESS Combination, £185; sports, £180.—
- *A Arthur G. Daw, Matchless agent, 114, Brixton
Mill, S^.2. - [1890

'[V/jTATOHLESS H., liood, screen, speedometer, lamps,
,LtJL luudshield, step, spare wheel, licence; trial; £155.
—51, Raglan Rd., Plimistead. [1407

gear
condition, licence paid; £85,

or nearest offer.-Stroud, Hellingly. [1368

MATCHLESS, 8h.p. J.A.P., grand engine, Grado.
h.s., Fullord new coach, taxed; £55.—Taylor,

637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham, [1675

£60.—Matchless-Jap Sh.p., V.S. 2-speedi new coach
sidecar, tyres good, lamps, etc. ; exchange solo.

—52, Solon New Ed., Clapham, S.W. [1284

A/TATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p., 1914. M.A.G. en-
-LTX gine, fully CQuipped, lamps, epeedometer, etc.;
bargain, £80.—Fowlers' Garage, Cowes. [1463'

/~iNE Bh.p. Matchless C^E. Combination for sale;
'-^ £95, or exchange 2iih.p. Douglas and cash.—
2Ueldon, 110, Leyton High Rd., E.15. [1435

"I Q19 Victory Model Matchless Combination, in 1921
-i*^ colours, all on, tax paid; £150.-59, Palfrey
Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W. 8. [1923

MATCHLESS, 1920, dynamo lighting, hood, leg
shields, step, pillion, perfect condition, tTJal

;

£150.-17, Barnham St., Tooley St., S.E. ^ [1856

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in
' stock; sporting models £180, standard models £185.

—A. J. Stacey, 12, Ecclefiaii Rd., Sheffield. [0574

"ITATCHLESS 7-9h.p. M.A.G. Combination, 3-speed
•!»-- C.S., speedometer, lamps, horn, screen, tax paid;
any trial; £80.-10, Crowborough Rd., Tooting. [X6178

MATCHLESS.—Try R. B. Clark and Co. for your
Matchless; best price allowed for your old

machine.—7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [2247

MATCHLESS Spring Frame Combination, fully
equipped, spare wheel, unused, unregistered, as

delivered; 150 gus.—136, Lambeth Walk, S.E. [1476

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, just been thor-
oughly overhauled; trial run by appointment;

£75.-1, Malvern Terrace. ThornhiU Rd., London, N 1

[1429
,1 Q20 Matchless, perfect condition, electric lighting,
-*•*' rear drive speedometer, licence and insurance
paid, all accessories; £155.-183, Maida Vale, W.9.

[1737
MATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination, Binks, hood, screen

tax; nny trial; £85.—Ne\vnham Motor Co.. 223'
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith ffO.M[9690ATCHLESS 8h,p. Overhead Valve Sporting Com-

bination, multi speed, streamline exhausts, Canop-
let sidecar, complete discs ; 63 gns.—Cotton, Burtons,
Ledbury. [1557

1 Q21 2-seater Matchless Combination, dynamo li^ht-
-i-«^ ing, just delivered, unused; £20 under list.—
Thompson, 253, Munster Rd., Fulham, near Fulham
Cross. [1696

MATCHLESS-M.A.G., 1915, spring wheel sidecar,
detachable wheels, spare, dynamo lighting

improved Collier's 1920; offers.—64, Melrose Av.,
Mitcham. [1639

MATCHLESS Victory Model, eptire wheel, inter-
changeable wheels, enamelled, plated this vear,

eiccumulator lighting, tax and insurance paid; £110. nr
cfPer.—51, Gordon Rd.. Peckham. [1791

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Matchless combination, dynamo,
small mileage, bond, screen, luggage grid," spiire

wheel, tax paid; bargain.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube Station). [1581

MATCHLESS Model H2 Combination, M.A.G.. late
1920, small mileage, all accessories, speedo-

meter, tyres unpunctured, perfect, tax paid; £165,
Linnell. 57. St, Peter's Rd., Croydon. [2268

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, magneto lighting,
complete with all accev^soiies, mechanically perfect,

new B. and B. carburetter fitted; anv trial or examina-
tion; £150, or nearest offer.—Foster, 134, High St,
Chesham. [1406

1 020 Matchless M.A.G. Combination, Magdyno. speed-
-- *^ ometer, hood, screen, legshields, luggage grid, Tan-
Sad, brand new cover on spare wheel, fully equipped,
perfect condition, year's tax paid; £145.~Wood, 69,
High Rd., South Tottenham. 'Phone: Tottenham 2074

[1482

MATCHLESS Combination, 1921, Model H, M.A.G..
Magdyno set, showroom condition, guaranteed

faultless, unscratched,, used 400 miles, speedometer,
wind screen, hood, tools, leg shields, fnlly equipped,
spare wheel, tyre, etc.; bargain, £175; exchange
cheaper machine and cash.—Stepney Garage, 77, Sal-
mons Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepney, London. [1969 ,

Itmaiittobitti

aTyre from'
EMANUa&CQ'
There are more pleasant
holidays spoilt by faulty

tyres than anything else.

So look below before
you go.

TYRES AND TUBES
IN PERFECT CONDITION.
I will refund your money immediately

if you are n^t satisfied.
24: 2

y/ood-Milne Spcc:al S8 /-

26 y 2
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 32/9
Wood-Milne Combination 44 /-

26x21
Dunlop Heavy 36/6
Macintosh Chain 32/6
Avon Sunstone 37/6
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 35 /-

Rom Combination 42 /-

Avon Combination 38/9
Beldam Combination 35 /-

Palmer Heavy Cord 36/9
Palmer Cord 32/6
Skew Rubber Non-snids 29/6

26 X 2-J

Palmer Heavy Cord 37 /-

Palmer Cord 33 /-

Dunlop Heavy 37 /-

Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 34 /£

Bates Special Heavy 37/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 35 /-

26x2i to fit 2i Rims.
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 33 /-

Wood-Milne Special 33 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Strone 45 -

26x2i
Bom Combination 45/-
Dunjop Heavy 45/-
Macirtosh Chain .' 36/-
Rom Combinatioi 47/6
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 36/-
Skew Heavy Ribbed 37/6

650 65
Heavy Rubber Non-skid 26/6
Wood-Milne Special 43/6
•Michelin Steel-s.udded 52/6
•Clincher Steel-studded 47/6
'Wood-Milne Steel-studded 45 /-

Burnett Grooved 41/9
Dunlop Steel-studded ...: 55/-

*Voiturette filtinEr.

700 80 to fit 650 >; 65
Wood-Milne Special 50/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 55/-

Dunlop Steel Studded 70/-

700 X 80 (for 650 x 65) Voiturette Rims
Wood-Milne Gruv Ribbed 60/-
Soencer Moulton Ribbed 60 /-

Beldam Bulldogs ^ 60/-
Avon Sunstone 60/-

28x3
Goodyear Extra Heavy Diamo~:d Tread

and Tube 7S/.
Wood-Milne Extrtr Strong 4-r I < 29/3
Palmer Cord Heavy 50/-
Dunlop Extra Strone 4-plv 50/-

28 X 2i
Wood-Milne 4-ply 40/-
Hutchinson Heavy Rubber-studded — 26/9
Hutchinson Heavy Ribbed 29/6

NEW TUBES, in all Sizes, 71- each.

Also Clearance TUBES, with one small vul-

canised patch by Manufacturers, otherwise
quite new, 5/6.

The above goods are sent passenger train,

Carriage paid.

The above lines are sent Seven Days on
Approval, and Forward Passenger Train

Carriage Paid.

REMEMBER—The reputation and guarantee

of Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

B EMANUEL & Co., Ka^c?o?s,

27, BELGRADE RD., STOKE N£WINGTON,
Telephone; Valston 3161. LONDON, N.16.

Stores:

37a, Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N.

a«*••••«

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

IITATCHLESS Combination; £185; best value"* market ; spring frame, detachable wheels
eluded.—Agents, R. B. Clark and Co.. 7, Exhibi
Rd., South Kensington. Kensington 4096. Exchai
arranged. rg

"IITATOHLESS Model H., rear drive speedomot.^r
^*- lamps, accessories, spare wheel complete, sf i

hood, side onrtaina, luggage carrier, insured ±175 n
March, 1922, excellent condjtioij ; nearest £145-
Clupley St., New Cross, S.E.14. \\

"ITT"ANTED, purchaGera lor any model of new 1*
" Matchless motor cycles and combinations,

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken
part exchange; full market value allowed; dietanre
object—E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2. Eastbank
Southport. Tel. : 607. lo

]ITATCHLESS.-We are the recognised North Lon
-LfX agents for the delightfully sprung and pn
cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-R<
on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock,
cash, deferred, payments, or exchange; trade soppl
all spares in Btock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell I

N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. fO

TITATCHLESS.—August Holidaj's. Sam E. Clapli
-LTX the agent that never disappoints; immediate
livery sports modfel, £180; single-seater, £185;
seater, £191/10; cash, or deferred terms. To -r-,

satisfaction and unlimited Matchless service, writv, >

or 'phone Greenwich 751, agent for all hieii-i
makes- of motor cycles, light cars, etc.—Sam E, G
ham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.Bi!^

Maslm.
MAXIM-DALM 3h.p. 2-stiioke, absolutely j

Albion 2-speed, all complete with accesMj <

£48.-224, Pentonville Rd., London. [1

1Q20 Masim, Dalm engine; 5h.p. 2-stroke, Albiat
J-*/ speed sear box, E.I.C. mag,, fully equipped,"'!
condition; £45.-42, Cheap St., Newbury^ fSK

Metro.

METRO-TYLEB aVoh-P., 2-speed, brand new; jBS-
clear.-Saunders Garage, Parade, Golders Gret

ra

IQie Metro-Tyler 2b.p.^ 2-speed, new condiii
-Lt/ £38.-131, Clover Rd., Lodge Lane, Well'
Kent. XY
METRO-TYLER 1920 2^4]i.p., 2-speed type S., %\

new, shop-soiled only ; £60 ; exchanges or defi

pnymeuts.~P. J. Evans, 81-91, John Bright St.,. .

ijiingham. [1 [

METRO-TTLEE, May. 1921, 2-8Deed, clutch/'

kick starter, De Luxe sports sidecar, Lucag -

trie, hood, wind screen; a snip, £85.—Bailey, Afl^

Rise, Walton-on-Thames. t*

Minerva.
3ih.p. Minerva, E.LC , variable gear, F.E., tax \

2 £25.-27, Ladbroke Terrace Mewe, Ladb
Grove, Notting Hill Gate, W, [1

,

MINERVA 3V'b.p.. with new coachbuilt sidf

Mabon chitch, low frame, all accessorie?, e:

lent condition, tax paid; price £48 lowest.—Bi

188. Blythe Rd., West Kensington. ]

Mohawk.
SHOP-SOILED Mohawk Combination, SVoli.p. 1

engine, 3-speed. kick start, hand clutch; £i:

2, 4, 6, Alexandra Rd., N.8. [I

MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lo

possible prices for cash or easy paymen
Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-8, Alexandra Rd.. B
sey. [;

MonoDole.
-| Q21 Monnpole, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, K.S.. ok I

JLtF £75, complete with all accessories, unregistt-i

£75.—Blackburn and Sons, Spalding. [X!^

3
Motosacoche.

rib. p. Motosacocke, ovei-hauled, Amac, new .

^ t2 variable gear, licence paid, good order, afijl

16.-34, Baronsmere Rd., East Finchley. b

19

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a

Alotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired,

New Hudson.
14 3-speed New Hudson, fine condition;

Ross, 86, Higli Rd., Lee.

-1 021 New Hudson, Ace Model, uuresistered, >lS

XJ7 demonstration only, complete ivitli all acc^

and carriage paid; £65.~Belo\v.

1 021 New Hudson, single speed. 2-stiol;c, j
J-f soiled; £48, carriage paid.-Blackburn an^
Spalding. 1^^

TT 3'.<h.p. New Hndson-Jap, last, sporty, accessc-

must sell; sacrifice £60, close offer.—Ryder f

dermere, Westmorland. I*'

O ah p. New Hudson 4-stroke, 3 speeds, clutch

/i'i K.S., tax paid; £33, no offers.—Maehen

Priory Park Rd., Kilburn. I

NEW HUDSON OomWnation, special machine,

trial, eyerything on, tax paid; £4€, dnre a

-Clarendon Works, Bordesley Green, BiiminghM

NEW HUDSON, 1914, Z^h-P- JA.P., Ainistroi

soeed, enuipped, oyerhanled : £22, or m-ii '

-Can be seen and tried at Ohiiney's Garage, Hairei

idvertisement, and the date of the Issue,

marked (P).
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IHTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

20 Tew Hudson, 2Vjh.p.. 2-speed, lamps, horn,

Cvey speedometer, tax paid, appearance as

O.—S. Worsley, Collier St., Marden, Kent.
[2045

WSttTDSON 61). p. Twin Combination, 3-speed,

Ivroughly OTerbiuiled, perfect condition ; ivould

,u( Liter model.—Herbert, Vale Ed., Parkstone.

f
[1266

(VIDDSON 41i.p., 3<peed, clutch, K.S., perfect

edition, fully equipped: bargain, £55, offers;

lUt-Phillips, 25, Claybon Mews, Sloane Sq.,

;. [1390

;wrtJDSON, 2%h.p„ 3-speed, Bosch, B. and B.,

ty? and lamp set nearly new, splendid condition,

lui ride away; £32; evenings.—47, Iverson Rd.,
.icary, N.W.6. [1765

.WIUDSON 1920 6h.p. Combination, good con-
d 3n, lamps, screen, grid, speedometer. Klaxon,
,e alt gear box, Atmos; £115, or near offer.

—

it,- on Hd., Hendon. [1867

« HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p.,
mtershaft, S-speed, kick, hand clutch, expeit

jiliion invited, fully equipped, electric lighting,
la'; £75.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton,

[1613

p. hain-cum-belt New Hudson Coach Combina-
!0 3-speed clutch, kick, lamps, tools, hood,
n.iillion, "ood mechanical order, trial; £80, or

er.—Gill, 51, Nassington Rd., Hampstead,
.3 [2095
IWEIUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view ;

Tiular. 50 gns. ; de luxe, 65 gns. ; Ace, 75 gns.
M r 2^h.p., 3V2h.p., and 6h.p. machines stocked,
[0 is and any information by return. — New
« Depot. 45. Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2.

[4756
New Imperial.

i;<IMPEEIAL 2?^.p., 2-speed, re-enam«llsd, all

(; £35.—Chestnuts, Byileet, Surrey. [1805
;VIMPERIAL, 1919, 2?4h.p. J.A.P., condition as

1 •: £55, or near.-22, Craigeme Ed., Blackheath,
[1775

h New Imperial, 2-speed, reduced to £69;
tto, with clutch and kick starter, reduced to

p!?ombiLation: £168; in stock for immediate
civery; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118,
n]n Rd., London. [1740

|l2l41i-p. 'New Imperial, 2 speeds, all on; £32/10.
IX paid.—'Ward, South Western Garage, New

le Surrey. [1974
hi Imperial, 2-epeed, electric lighting, Klaxon
(rare belt, tnbe and case; £38/10.—Prancis Keys,

lr!:e. Grange Rd., Norwood. [1474
.1. New Imperial-Jap, 1917, 2-speed, clutch,
l:ick-starter, tax paid. Klaxon, fine condition

/.;—7, Newbury Rd., Ilford. [1516
i:i' IMPERIAL 1921 2\'h.p., 3,^pecd, clutch,
•ider 500. taxed; £70; ride away; bought 00m-

li.-Gray, Burniiy Lane, Pocklington. [1913
jJ New Imperial 25ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S

,

'I
amps. Klaxon, Tan-sad, licensed; £60 —Ed-

is 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [2323

)
New Imperial Sh.p. Combination, Klaxon

':amt«, splendid outat; £105.—C/o Bradmore's
tarroiv RJ., Pad^ington. Tel.: Willesden

' [1883
|1 New Imperial Combination, dickev seat to sidc-

ir, lamps, Bastines, and Tan-Sad; £140, or near
Murch, 31, Manor Park Ed., Harlesden

[1342
New Imperial-Jap Lightweight, 2-sp«d

(
ountershaft gejir, recently overhauled bv makers

-''ost equal new; £55.—Wait and Co., Ltd., Queen
cester. |-j337

IMPERIAI,, 2^ih.p. J.A.r., 2-speed, perfect
irtition, climb anything, many spares, tax paid •

't; particulars willingly.-Huggett, 19, VictoriA
^gntOn. (iggj
5 IMPERIAL Combinations at 160 gns. areuth lookins at. We have them in stock.-
"jM Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W6
»»: Hammersmith 80. [9700
i IMPERIAL 1920 2%h,p., clutch and kick
idrt, completely equipped, including electric

ti;, speedometer, etc., almost new; £60—The
U Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [2177
3 IMPERIAL Combination, 6-8h.p. Jan 1920
lOdel complete with lamps, tools, ctc.^ goodsmachine well looked after, bought car; £100-
jal.-Shnker, Dincdor Ceurt, Hereford. [X6036
-iDUTE Delivery of any New Imperial Model;
!=n or clelerred payments; book your order now
_.'^,,t], a-5''''°A?'T''*

l?ter.-Burlington Motors,
+""50 Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Ph'one

New Ryder.
? RTDEE fle Luxe 2?ih,p., kick starter, 2.speerl
ear list 76 gns., sligMly shop-soiled; 60 gns
.1 terms arranged.—Midland Garage. 7, Bro.id
limingham.

[7353
Norton.

GUT, Weymouth.—Norton official agent; early
'
'""•

(0595
deliveries.

iSANDUMi
DUAL PURPOSE

SIDECAR
(PATENT.)

Approved by all the leading

manufacturers, and suitable

for any make of motor cycle.

Finished m colours to suit.

A scientific production of a

Single or Double Sidecar at

will. By moving the seat back

to the forward position and
opening the back locker-lid a

further spring back and spring

seat are disclosed, suitable for

a six-foot passenger.

The only family sidecar

which is at the same time

comfortable, elegant, inexpen-

sive, and carries the weight in

correct position, i.e., over the

rear axle.

Insist that both your pas-

sengers shall ride m comfort,

and not on make-shift dickey

seats. A six-foot man can

occupy either seat.

42 Guineas (complete),

TO FIT ANY MOTOR CYCLE.

Body only, 21 Guineas.

When ordering your Sidecar specify

SANDUM Patent SCREEN
for comfort, protection against rain,

and simplicity of movement.

Ask /<" <"" Catalogue, which gioes a com-

plete range of SIDECARS, and prices, from

£16-16-0 upwards,

SANDHAM ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
336, Gray's Inn Road, LONDON, W.C.

'Phone—Museum 3427,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

"DREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Nortons.

ANY Model Norton delivered to your address, car-
riage paid within 24 hours; easy payments only

4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Bir-
mingham. • - "

[0625

NORTON 1917-18 Big 4 Sporting Combination: £95.
-3, Ashley Park, Bristol. .

[1288

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere;
early dates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin.

[4029
CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Norton.—Chapel Ash Depot, \Yolverhamp.
ton. tS3820

B.R.S. Norton, absolutely as new, hot stuff;
evenings: £60.—156. Browning Rd., East Ham,

E.12. [1654

1Q16 3!-2h,p. Norton, Sturmey gears, ride away; 50
JL*' gns.—Watts, 2, Sunnyside, London Rd., Ton-
bridge. V [2306

NORTON 1921 Models.-Sole district agents, Wessex
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St,, Sali3_bury\

Phone : 72. [5005

NORTONS 16n and Big Four, and B.R.S. specials
from stock.—Frank Whltworth. Ltd., 139, New

St., Birmingham. [X4160

NORTON.—Sole Walsall agents; exchanges or de-
ferred payments.—Maudes' Motor Mart, Walsall

Garage, Walsall. [2421

BIG 4 Norton (Dec, 1919), Swan sporting sidecar,

small mileage, good condition; any trial; £125.
—4, Endless St., Salisbury. [2037

NORTON 1921 3V2h.p. 3-speed Sports Model, very
fast and almost as new, fully equipped; £120.-

The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [2175

"I Q20 Big Four Norton, de luxe t^idecar. Hunt's elec-

Ji*y trie lighting, speedometer, hood, screen, spares,

mileage 2,000; £140, or close offer.-Lloyd, Stapel-

grove, Taunton. [1955

1 Q21 (June) 16H Norton, 3-6pecd, kick starter, etc.,

JLU very little used, mileage under 200, unscratched,

beautiful engine; for Quick sale, £122.—Kennedy, Has-

corabe, Surrey. [1727

1 O20V> Norton Big Four Combination, electric light-

Xif i£g 'Watford, born, mirror, tools, spares, gallon

oil licensed and insured, very fast; £140.—Wearing, 19,

Fr'ant Rd., Tunbridge Wells.- [2114

NORTON 1916 3!4h.p. B.R.S. Model, winner of

many competitions, maintaine dregardless of ex-

pense, capable of very high speeds; £75.—The Layton

Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [2164

NORTON 1921 Combination, Big Four, dickey seat

on sidecar, fltted with every conceivable accessory,

exactly as new; £175; delerred terms can be arranged

Midland Garage, 7, Broad St., Birmingham. [814.!

NORTON 1920 3Voh.p., 3-speed, T.T., Lucas Ma g-

dyno electric lighting, Canoelet sportin^ sidecar

to match tank, luggage grid several spares, beaut'ful

condition, genuine; £l50.-32, Bristol Rd., B rming^

ham. [X6144

ORTON Big Four, Henderson de luxe sidecar.

Lucas lamps, horn, etc., special wmd screen, tax

paid milea?^ 2,000; £155, near oHer; evenings.-32,

Mcrton Hall Rd., Wimbledon. 'Phone: Wimb edon

632.
[1S11

ANTED, purchasers for any model o! ^new 192^1

Norton moto:
mmedinte delivery.

N'

AV Nort'on' m'ot"or"'cycfes and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed: d'stance no

obj6ct.-R. Bnmber and Co., Ltd., 2. Eastbank St

Soiitliport. Tel.: 607. [0644

1 020 4h.p. Norton, with new Douglas sidecar, lamps.

Ltf speedometer, horn, insurance, £20 spares, in-

cluding straight-through exhaust, chains, solo sprocket,

valves, tyres! etc., low mileage, fast and powerful,

perfect condition guaranteed; £135 or olfer; must sell;

would ride to buyor.-Shaw, 5, Western St., Bedford^

1020 3-Bpeed T.T. Norton, perfect condition, Sen-

ly sprnv or B. .and B., M.L. mng. with cnt-ouf

standard aid close ratio gears, tyres good, separate oil

tank with foot operated pump, speedometer, ta'". •"'<'

Vn lamps winner of numerous medals in sliced and re-

ii^hiliTy'^ 'eients; letters only; £90.-J. Goodenmigh.

Filkins Hall, Lechlade. t^^"'^

L MITCHELL, our representative, rode his private

. 1920 3i(,h.p. Norton in tlie Senior T.T. to prove

his confidence" in the m.achine he sells. Result, first

Norton first privatfl owner, and sixth place in the

greatest rac- ever contested. If the effort deserves en-

courageinent, you can do no less than place th.^it Norton

order with him and watch him in the next big event

—BuUouehs Motors, Ltd., Waterloo St., Oldham. [2050

N.S.U.

S tr. 3h.p. ; £12; 3-speed countershaft, C.A.T.. B.

and B., running order.—76, Sbaftesbury Bd.,

Hornsey Rise. [2123

N.S.U. S'/ah.p., 2-sreed, Bosch, Scnspray, Triumph
pattern tank, nearly new tyrcH, lamps, horn ; £25.

-Knight, Church St., Beigate. [2001

N.U.T.

1 Q20 N.U.T. , Lucas Magdyno lighting, licence pajd
Xtf price £95, as new "" ^

''

Brighton.

N-

Wellord, St. James's St..

[1426

All letters relating to advertisements stiuuld quote tiie number at tlie end of eacli advertisement, and the date of tiie issue, B2C)
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

N.U.T.

19"n,ifJli'; SFT- ^"??' ^MagdTOo, alectric horn,

-Gnwf^,^ if
500, tax pa.d, splendid condition; £135.-(lOwmB, Spixnorth, Norwich. [1409

N•''AL"^°,^^^P ''•™^°"' liShti^S. tax paid, in-V '''/t'DETiusliable from new: £120 -Parker's Brad-Bhawgate. Bolton; also 245, Deansgatr Sn^hesle?.

'N-^'^niZf^t ^'''^^r-
''^»™° '^"'^g ^'-'d'^'wi^i equipment, including speedometer, electric horn,

High^SrO-^ord.™- -^"0-1^= L^yt™
""^'^^tilfs

]V-U.T.—Sole agents for nine counties; special ex-

deliverv alf ™L5"*^r'',.
''*^'""'"* t"""^: immediate

Mart f„^iL?-*'f' '"'l^,"'P""<='i—Maudes' MotorMart, London, Exeter, and Walsall. [2422

S'^'^°n^L?-''-r- ^°"S^ 5rU:T., complete with speed.

^™rf. f^ ®^; ^""P*' """'• aluminium discs and es-

nhSto dhf^
" °^^' Ti'ter than the modern flapper

;

Braml™ w™ „'"?.,"u^^,^"-' °*^^ ignored.-GoddtnrdBrandon House, Cheltenham. [1:308

N'^f3i7^i™Jte'' ™'yl"ies for sportsmen, both caie-

NTT-r t,„ 1 ^'S*' ,""'^, '" e™6llent condition; anAh.p.

fiio 'nS^J?',"'^ ¥'i^ih *''>^ P"''3. aj-namo lighting,±110: and 2fih.p. N.TT.T., picked T.T. ensine and iIPeed stiumey gear box, fBr'-Edwards, IJf KiiilworthCourt, I'ntncy.

O.K.
[2313

0-^4'™S'*'ViS?^H l^^O-.S^oi condition; must.eu.—as, Willes Rd., Leamington. [X61S6
~lQ^°.?,'^-'^?}™'1>eTiect, as new; £35,' or near

-

J-*' Allston, Bergholt, High St., Harpenden. [2139

19 ^VS;'?""*''^ "™J 2-speed, clutch, kick starter; 55J-f gns.; tax paid.-Westgate Cottage, Lichfield.

ID^In'i'?-'^'"!.^'^' '''™I>^' ^°"^- li'-ence, splendid

t7n
™°'l'*'™'- f30.-50, Merridale 2d., Wohe?hamp

., „„ „ IS6200

19 A,?„,,=;
J°°'°''. 2-speed, as new. stored since

St. CaFdm
'^' abroad; £50.-41, Tewicsbnry

19^°r,°,;i^'i
J""'?' condition nearly as new, tax

Oafagc^^u'^tr'fd^'!-''
"""• ^^^"^ '^"^^ ''

-"^-ffl^l
B-^'^-w'^li,'*^'^ i?^,° °-S-

,J"°'°''' single-speed: £35J^ —Walbro Motor Cyde Co.. .Saffi-nn w,ij™
Essex. Phone : 45.

Saflron Walden,'
[X6097

19^°fS?-^-,,°-^- 2-strote, C.A.T., Amnc carburetter,
^^. ?''S,,™'3'='

"<"" condition, tax uaid: £30-23Bedford Ed., -ft est Ealing, Middlesex. [1234

0"'^t'i„S^;?,;^„^'?"'^''
countershaft gear, good condi-^ tion, pump, horn, and spares; £25; higher nowerrequ,red.-40, Thanet Ed., Erith, Eent. [mi

£^''vTi?-^-
2V?!l.P.. 2.6r6cd, 4-stioke, heavy Dunlops,cV fiiiiy equipped, good rnnning order; seen anytime.-Jones, 36, Eiplingham Ed.. Sonthflelds, S.W

L^™.o„'fl^ll S?- ^''^-fr 2-^'*<'' i" exceptiSSy
-!n°l '^™?.'*'.™= «5:ohange With cash for 4h.p.countershaft Triumph

Oxpn.
no dealers.-Ostler, Witney',

n ^ [1278
Omega.

39 ?™-' ?^'® Omega-Jap 2->.4h.p.. 2 speeds, good
pr. 1 '^ifj' ^''.P?;"^,: bargain; exohanges.-GarageHansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452 [9917

0*'S?rt''^"*-^- f'*-P- 1920, 2-speed clutch, kick
r^,A ?'i\- '-iy°-^'' ^'\' so^iinteed perfect; £48/10—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Kampstead isss!

19^°cl^?S'-al?'^'='^-^''P' f !P^^^^' ''"='= star[^i^d
r;*T

clutch, aU lamps, and tax paid, disc wheelshttle used, and quite new; £60.-WLlbri Motor CvcleCo., Saflron Walden, Esses. 'Phone: 45. [X5100

P. and M.

P- '"'r,;^'-.'^g?'=Sl'»t?™',t="^„P'"id; £35, near offer.-L —Cripps, 95, Wellmgton St., Luton. [1876

19^4-ln^f- K-ir'""l ^J^'i Chassis, overhauled;-L^ £60.-1, Bellmgham Ter., Catford. [laso

P' efc^'.-'^-Bn'-'i;?-'.,'''!™'','^
condition, tools, lamps,-^ etc.; £60.—Richards, 37a, Duke St., Piccadilly

^ ^ ,„„„,„„ ,

[2261

hauled
Maiden.

July 28th, e
:

..- car
N.W.6.

P l"''i'?" J?i^' .,.^'''^?""t running order, over-J-
• hauled: £48.-Ilerrmgton, Grafton Rd., New

[2304
and M., 1918. oyerhauled, combination, light ^ide-nav: *K^ -,» gherrifl Rd., W. Ha£pstead,

[2026
/^TRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all^ models P. and M.-Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-hampton. "

[X3821
p. and M. Combination, 2.speed, clutch, excellent

M., !JS.Lr^'"°"^
*^«'"' bargain.-3d2,^LS

p. and M. Coachbuilt Combination, expert examina-

na.. Ttori^'Tt ^'=--^P-="=^. B6. Churchfi|d

T>. and M., latest 1920 combination, cost £160 used
« i,.'^"^?;^'"'".?'. P,™' guaranteed, trial; £125—41Ashford Ed., Cricklewood. [9574

P- ??i' ^, "." (late), good tyre.-., mechanical horn,

rfce,*Sj:?it'^'^,,=rTf.^' '"'-' ''
°™^^*'^„i-i

p. and M. Coachbuilt Combinatiion. good condition-- and_ appearance, tax paid- r*;n _-d,>..i-„- _,.
Powell, Swillet, Chor'ley Wood.

£60.- -Parker, c/o
[1940

THE LAST HALF HOUR
OF THE EVENING RUN
when lamps must be used makes one appre-
ciate the convenience and reliability of

LIBHTING SETS.
H.A.H.

MOTOR CYCLE HEAD, SIDE AND TAIL LAMPS.
H.A.H. COMPLETE SIDE AND REAR SET.

Coileword
"Slcleset."

Price 32/- per set ; Metal Carrymg Case, Fig. 386,
8/6 extra.—A most convenient form of lighting
when a large acetylene head lamp is used. Com-
prising fig. 573, Rear Lamp, complete, 9/6; fig.

560, Side Lamp, complete, 8/6; fig. 386, metal
oase, 8/6. ""Flash" Genuine Hellesen Dry
Battery, 14/7. Postage extta.

Have

you any

Lighting

Problems

Solving

them

is our

Business.

Soc'ryoleT^pe': „l%-3f;
'SP^IolHe.'

Price !/. mch H.A.H. Patent Speedometer

Sc^ew 'action
L^mp 7/6 each. Clips direct

Postage pxtra °° *° bpeedometer, and hasi-oscage extra.
coloured bulb to prevent
glare. Postage extra.

H.A.H. ACCUMULATORS.
HA.H.

CARRYING CASES.

Fig. 1162. Accomulator.
Size 4^X3§x6J. Capacity
4 volt 40 amp. Price 31 /6
each. Postage extra.

Fig- 379, *ase tor 1162
Accumulator. Price

12/- each.

Fig- 359. Inspection Lamp, iesa

bulb, 8/6 each; Postage extra.

Complete Solo and Sidecar Sets. Prices from £5
Ai H« HUNT, LiTD^

H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225. 2226. "Keyage, Croydon.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAlfi
P. and AL

~p. and M Oast Aluminimn Chain CoversJ- guard for back chain, 4/9; magneto chTu(Complete, 4/6; carriage extra.-^elow.
iPOOTBOARDS, aluminium, P. and M.. fim-JU bolts; 10/6 pair, carriage I/-; trade ani
Towler, 22. Thorn St., Burnley. ' ' ' *°^ ^^

T>. and AT. Combinations from £50 : with new
r" J, ^^^^^^\H^ ^^^ plated throughout, £70
tord, 16. Lydhurst A7., Streatham Hill, fe.W.
T>. and M. Syah.p., 2 speeds, tick start, lS2i
-*- perfect, with lamp3 and horn; price j
quick sale.—Tupling, Ltd., Whitchurch, Salop

I q'21 P. and M., slightly soiled, unregirterpd
-*-*' complete with lamps, horn, and ali acp(
ciiiTiage paid.—Blackburn iind Sons, Spalding.

1 Q20 Late P. and M., C-owey trip, DA-L^ mecha-nical born, h.b. watch, tools, Pti
age under 2,500, perfect condition; reasonable
Mason, Moor Lane, Gomersai, nr. Leeds.
lyjirESSES. Phelon and Moore, Ltd., of q
-»-»'• St., W.l, trom time to time can oif«;
secondrhand machines Ti-hich haTe been tnteti 1-

in part payment lor new ones. The lollo^mg
examples

:

T>. and M., R.A.F. model, fully equipped, ove
J- and enamelled by the makers, and luUy
teed

;
price £75.

p. and M., 1920, foUy equipped, overhauled
J- makers, -carrying a fall guaxantee, in e
runnmg order; price £90.

P. and M., late 1917-18, newly stove enamfl
plated in makers' 1921 colours, new Dunlo

perfect mechanical condition; £65.-57, Tir^ 11

Sheffield.

13. a.nd M. Combination, 1917, sidecar as n(
J- tyres, lamps, horn, etc., nice conditioi
gain, £57/10; licence paid.—Edwardes, 277, (

well Ed., S.E. ,

1 Q 18-19 P. and M. Combination, with lamp
-L*' and horn, dark blue Mills-Fullord body,
new Renold chains, tyres, <:ondition as new, not
£75.-43, Leavesden Ed., Watford.

95' GNS. or Exchange, real baTgain; 1920
tJ M. combination, lamps, speedometer, hci

shields, tax paid, splendid condition.—GaragCj
ler Ed., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452.

Pand M. 1919 S'ah.p., net "Vt^.D., tati
• equipped, including lamps and licencBic

nice condition, thoroughlv recommended ; -*)
1

The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford.

P. and M. 1919 (December) SVsh.p., not .-^

speed, kick starter, Montgomery BidetBfa
tax paid; bargain, £75.—Elce and Co., 1S-1^^(,
gate At., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
5548.

EXCEPTIONALLY Fine P. and M. Coffibn
1919, mechanically perfect, as Bew, •.

colonr.s, 2 speeds, K.S., clutch, new tyres, tMl,*
offers wanted.—Captain, 11, Albany Rd.,
Essex. 1

P.
and M. (late) 1918 Combination, overhat
enamelled -and plated as new, tyres, chains A

and coachbuilt body absolutely new, comple' A
lamps and accessories, tax paid; £80, or near '.-

224, Pentonville Rd., N.l. n'.

P. and S.

PEARSON and Sopwith, 2V2h.p. Villier.'s en f*
speed, lampa and horn, delivered Aprilff'^

very little used; price £45.—Seen at 35, Gbf^

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT 2%h.n., fixed gear, B. and B. maiJ

Tunner, suit beginner; £l4.—^Butterworflri
age, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone : 8m
2613.
6h.p. Twin Peugeot 2-speed Coachbuilt Comfei

hood, screen, speedometer, lamps, tax jffli

order; £45, or near offer; after 6.30.-135,4
Rd., Ealing, W.13.

PEUGEOT 5h.p. Twin Combination, 3-s;

mey-Archer gear, Bosch mag., coachbuilt '•

runs beautifully; £32.—Butterworth's Garage,
I^ane, Brixton Hill. 'Pbone : Streatham 281

Precision.

PBECISION 2-stroke, grand little bike; 1.

Ramsden's, 8, Maybell Av., Blackpool.

Premier.
31h.p. Premier, good tyres, and mns well; 1

2 Ramsden's, 8, Maybell Av., Blackpci i.

3ib,p. Premier 3-speed Combination, new ;v

2 paid; £43.-25, Hughenden Rd., High T\

2 ill. p. Premier, hardly used; genuine bar: >

2 —W. Yard, Llanarth Sq., Pontyminst-i

Worthing.

>2 £19.—Warwick, Hinckley Rd., Leicest
31h.p. Premier, clutch, licensed, in mnnint

2 £.' -^- . . - . ^ .

Premier, SVoh.p., fully equipped,
condition, taxed; £30.-37, Arlington J\

biton.

3iib.p. Premier, good condition ; ride awav : m
4 sacrifice £18.-Chapman, Parkfield, Pnu

borough.

ld'\

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should ^uote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the ^ate of the Issue.
Motor -Cycles advertised by, private owners arCj when desired, marked <P).
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lOTOR CYCLES FOR
Premier.

SALE.

IIEE Wh-P-, 191*. K.S., Bosch, B. and B.,

leiuiid condition, stored during war, little used

B.res; cash needed; £38.-45, Clayton Ed., Peek-

Pis' 11271

'.IIEE Lightweiglit, 3-speed hub and clutcl:, en-

.16 nnd gear overhauled, -perfect, new tyres and

up, horn, Ucence ; ride away; £28.-Ne\ine. Mil!

lliugham, Dorset. L15bl

], r,T., J.A.P. twin, spring frame, lamps

;
speedoun^ter, like new ; . £35, tax poid.-

iliiVestern Garage, New Maiden, Surrey.

horn

,

Ward,
[1973

Quadrant.

jTOKD WILSON Mfg. Co.—Quadrant official

'lole-wle distribut-er-?.

L'DRANT Oombinntions from stock, 4V2h.p. £125,
I. p. £135; cash, eKChange, or deferred pay-

it All spares. Official repairers. Second-'hand
,diits fiom-£60.—Clifiord Wilson Mfg. Co., 177,
)iinster Bridge Rd.. S.E.I. 'Phone: Hop 210.

[1813
)' Quadrant Combination, nice order; £85.—Tl03s,
36, High Ed., I/ee, S.E. [1598

Lp- Quadrant. B. and B, mag., engine rebushed,
2 tax paid, lamps, tyres good, running order,

a: £25.-20, Scott St., Derby. [1869

LDRANT 1920 4V'U.p. Combination, in very nice
der; £85«—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate

, .amomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
[0067

I DRANT, 1916, 4Vch.p., countershaft, 3-speed
,id kick starter, tvies as new, mileage 2.300,

I! for last 4 vears; SO gns.—Smith's, 86, Chalk
iRd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station), N.W.3.

[0679
Radco.

JCO 2-stroke, tax paid, splendid crder; 19 gns.
> i-Ramsden's, 8, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [1544

ij)CO, 2-speed, tax paid, perfect order, tools, spare
^;elt, trnaiers, new DunIop>s; nearest £30.-3, Lady
id Walton, Preston, Lanes. [1414

, Radco 2-3troke, fine order, go anywhere, good
lamps and tyres, must sell; £20, or near offer;

131, Manvilla Rd., S.W.17. [1836

Ralelgti.

MIER Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

!iY Payments only 4% extra. We can deliver
I p your address within 24 hours the new Raleigh
lb, flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; solo, 140
5. idecar, 176 gns.; spare wheel and tyre, 6 gns.—
lefBirmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co..
t<| Ed., Birmingham. [0626
'Ij; New Raleigh 5-6h.p. Flat Twin in stock at God-
jdu Bros., Woking, Surrey. [9989

i (LEIGH New Combination in stock, delivered free

:

k''i76 Kns.—Frank Hall, Aatley Garage, Broughton
iti, Ivcicester. [X6067
1\L Snip.—3h.p. Raleigh motor cycle, fr(

5.B., h,t. mag., Dunlop. stand carrier;
B'or, Wade Av.,

COPPEN ALLAN & CO.,
Sole Distributors for

SENSATIONAI.
READING STANDARD

OFFER
17

Slightly Transit Soiled Tourist Solos

with "Full Standard Guarantee."

£140 NETT CASH.
Inclusive of usual Reading Standard equipment,

Dynamo Lighting, Electric Horn, Luggage Carrier,

Front Stand Pump, Tools, etc.

THE NUMBER CANNOT BE INCREASED.

Dunlop.
Derby.

ree engine.
£17/19.
[X6015

>;!LEIGH Combination, 5-6h.p. flat twin, only done
I30 miles; own«T buying car; 150 gns., tax paid;
> i^Ts: seen any time.—A. Rayner, Victoria Ed., Stiin-
rf -Hope, Esses. [1290
1|iEIGH Spring Frame Motor Cycles for fine work-
fiiiauship. Solo or combination. Be^t price on

ui; 'resent machine.—Authorised .agents: The Newn-
milotor Co., 223, Hammersmith K4., W.6. 'Phone:
m crsmith 80. [9696
17 can give delivery of this famous make of
»! machine from stock; there is no better quality
lish possible; a perfect machine in every point
d.-tJil; Raleigh 5-61ij). fiat twin solo, 140 gns.;
iiiiation, 176 gns.—G. and J. Dawson, 60 and
:. .?out St., Cambridge. [0600

THE OFFER CANNOT BE REPEATED.
The guarantee given with each machine is precisely

that given with the perfect machine at the ordinary

price. There is /w reservaiiou of any kind.

The machines are complete m every respect and,

except that the enamel and plating have suffered in

appearance from the action of sea water and faulty

packing, the machines are in no way below that pitch

of excellence, efficiency, and durability which has made
the Reading-Standard predominant in quality and
performance.

17 Machines only. £140 each nett cash.

CALL AND INSPECT REPRESENTATIVE
MACHINES.

CURRENT PRICES.
/"i \ CAI f\ Complete with dynamo lighting, elec-
\^t ) OVkV trie horn, all lamps, pump. £1 CQ
tools, 3 months' guarantee AtLvO

(2) COIVIBINATiON ^rSdi^'ngtX
lever sprung M.P. sidecar, coverall apron, £1 QQ
sidecar lamp and bracket, stand A.XJO

COIylBlNATION .ncTudhig lie wonderful
" PLUS ONE " single or double seater at will, fitted

witli hood to cover oneoi two passengers, folding screen,

sidecar lamp and bracket, step pUte, stand, CO^K
and cover-all apron ^id£dv

Above prices include Dynamo Lighting {not

combined with magneto), all Electric Lamps, Electric

Horn, Shock Absorber, Cover-all Apron, etc.

PLUS ONE" SIDFXAR
A SINGLE OR DOUBLE-SEATER AT WILL.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX 6h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, free engine, handle start-

ing:, simple, -last, powerful, new tyres, low and
coachbuilt bulbous back sidecar, perfect euaranteeti.

lamps, etc., trial anv time: bargain, £48.—htepnej
Garage, 77, Salmons Xane, Commercial Ed., Stepnej\

London.

,

Ll^^^

Rover
31h.p. 1919 Rover Combination, tax paid; £90-;

2 Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [A61H

T>OVEE 3i/.h.p. 1919 Mwlel, in first-class condition;

-tt price £50.—Surrey Moton, Ltd., Sutton, Surrey.

1Q20 Eoyer 6-6h.p.. small mileage, every aocesscry

;

i-tJ wants seeing; f98.—365, King St., Hammeremith.

ROVER 5-6h.p. Combination at £150, maksrs'

price iei67/ 10.—Brandish and Sons, FoleshlU Kd
Coventry. .

[X6163

1Q14 Rover Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed, must
i-if sell; bargain, £42.—Shaw, New St., Wel.mg-

ton, Salop. [XD076

ROVER Combination, 3y2h.p.. late 1919, fully

equipped, spares, as new; £100.-Pomeroy, 92a.

Loampit Vale, Lewisham. S.E. 1173A

ROVER 1914. 3-speed hub, clutch, splendid condi-

tion, mechanically sound; £60; write appoij"-

ment.—Jull, 14, Melford Rd., E. Dulwich. [1857

"DOVER 5-6h.p. Combi;iation, 1920, Easting, lamps.

±i tax paid, chain drive, £20 spares, Eunranteed per-

fect ; £120.-1, Siiowbury E<1., Fulnam, S.W.6. [1443

RAND New 1921 3i'2h.p. Hover, 3 speeds, alMiain
tly shop-soilei

Motor "Cycle Co., Saffron
a drive, slightly shop-soiled; special price, £105.—

Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden, Esses

Phone: 45.
[X6096

FRANK WHITAVORTH, Ltd.. of BirminBham, re-

oommends the chain diive 3-speed JVoh p. Royer

at £115 OS one of the best value machines in *tie trade.

Deli-.-crv from stock. L-^*' '°

ROVER Combination, 5-6h.p., W.D., new Feb., 1920

all accessories, perfect condition throughout,

spare cover and tube; £95 lowest; bought car^—30^

Nimrod Rd., Streatham, S.W. Streatham 1984. [2168

18 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. twin en-

gine, enclosed chain drive, 3-speed gear kick

starter, clutch, lamps, spare tyre, Mills-Fnllord side-

car. meckanicaUy perfect; alter 6 o'clock; i£65.-Coote,

8, Mildmay Park, Islington.

OVER Combination, 3%h.p., coachbuilt

j-«/ count«r3haft 3-5peed, clutch.
_

with Lucas dynamo lighting set and electnc hom^jplen^-

did condition; ^130,
Bridge. Coventry.

EoTcr. h.b.c. Philipson, 650x65 voiturette

19

W
[2215

sidecar,
;nesdoraeter, fitted

V...B --- plectric horn,
,

nearest.—Eobinson, 12. Goffford
[S6179

19

C6
Reading-Standard.

Reading-Standard Combination;
6. High Bd., Lee, S.E.

.j2J«*^-

JAliING-STANnAED Combination, 1918
excellent condition; £135, or near oiJer.

1., Elmers End, Beckenham, Kent.

£90.—Ross,
[1603

lOh.p.,
6, Lang-

[2058

Re>
5 Sb.p. Combination, 2-speed, in running order,
tax paid; £40.-Yarde, Bere Regis, Wareham.

C!0 Rex Combination. 4 2Bx3in. interchangeable
;* wheels, coachbuilt sidecar, cantilever springing
in screen; £135.-45, Baxter Gate, Loughborough.

3K 5-6h.p.
; £28; ride away; Grade, Bensinay,

*. Hoscli. n'-w tvre. tubes, pistons, excellent condi-
onJiccnsed.—76, Shaftesbury Ed., Hornsey Rise.
J [2122
WCIAL Oiler of brand new 8h.p. Eex-Blackhurne
' loinhination, detncUahle wheels, spare wheel;
at-i' list price £218, reunced to £175 cash; easy
ivuits only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co., A«ton
il.,;Jirmingham. [1264
?J.p. 1914 Sporting Single Rex, polished crank
'^ease and copper exhaust, Bosch, new Amac,
Dl; horn, tax paid, stored during war, perfect
^0 ready ride away ; £40, nearest.-Beauchamp,
taie Rd., Egham. [1658

\

rinis 'and'tyres,'' with 'guarantee over 70 ni.p.h.,

long plated exhaust, large P. and M. lighting set, Lucas

horn, special siulclle fitting, dropped 4 inches perfect

throughout: any expert trial or examination; f60-16
Jessamv Rd., ^Veybridge. L^BM

OPECIAL Competition 5-6h.s. Rover, new July, 1920.

k5' unused from September, 1920. to May, 1921.

gained gold medal Scottish and English Six Baj<=

Tna solid condition, specially tuned by Kover Co. :

ha gain, 100 gns.. cost £182 lO.-Apply, Cranch, Radio-

grapher, Hospital, Neath, Glam. U355

Royal Ruby.

ROYAL RUBY Sports Model; 80 gns.; in stock.-

John Aldrich and Co.. Diss. lU'i-'"

OYAL RUBY 2Hh.p., new engine electric lisht-

ing; £35.-31, Bosack Rd., Balham. [1670

38—1915 Eoval Rub.v. 2=ili.p. Villiers. 2-speed,

clutch, Dunlops ; trial.—HiUier,

Speclflcat on. sidecar tiotly aiul cliassis Uiiii lii 1 iii uu\ one

o[ tliG six standard colours). Coverall apion, coiop eto witllturn

buttons. Adjustable lamp bracltet Aluminium step plate Self

lockint.' sidecar wheel stand, 2Gin. or aain.wheel t^^e Tour point

suspGiisioii complete with ateel sidecar lugs for attachment to

HEADING STANDinn. SUXBEAM. Sj & S h.p. ZENITH. ENFIELD
HAiiLEY-Davidson, TRluarpn. Douglas dh.p. blackbuene,
8HP BSA -1 &6-7n,P. RUDGE, 6 H.P. HENDERSON, EX-
CELsioB (American), BnniSH EXCELSIOK. INDIAN. ACE.

MATCHLESS. A J.s,. .Tames, etc., Etc.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Wilton,

1019 Sli.p. Royal Ruby Combinatjon, well equipred,

JLt7 original tyre;

North Kensington
any trial; £95.-

Wilts.
[1784

24, Balliol Rd ,

[2073

-111^20 Eoval Enbv Bh.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo

19 ligMng Srieage under 500 l«?"t«"l>>;„«l"'''?S''

'

North Kensington. [2005

I O.M. Model, 2-speed and

first offer over £85: fast:

Andolus Ed., Stockwell. [1921

£150.-17, St Charles Si

ROYAL EUEY 3Vlh.!i.

clutch, sidecar new
after 5.30.—Mitchell, 19,

-nOYAL RUBY Combination, 1920, 8h.p., .3 speeds,

R°tamps,'^Scumuh,tor, horn Tj-^Sacb origin;, tvres

unpunctured, tax paid; £130.-130, BounneiQ^ av.^

-I^'oYAL RUBY 3h.p., 1920 model, spiing frame,

R°lttS.ier.-r, in;perf_ec^ o.ndUion,^tax 1.^^^^

"^1577bargain,

M.P." SIDECARS. Rudge.

"THE SIDECAR WITHOUT A CHASSIS." X»75-3y.hp Rudge >!""],., .19?,1„',

3S Guineas.

89, Great Portland Street, LONDON. 19
Telephone : Langham 1601.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

'* Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (n.

little used: „
.

Blight St.. Birmingham.

OYAL RUBY 3h.p., spring frarae, 2-sPeod, kick

starter, clutch, 1920 model, electric lanips, Binks,
:,„. i,„ronin f.n5.—24, Page St., West-R^

new condition; bargain, £85.-

minster. Tel. : 1977 Victoria

1 Q19 Royal Ruby 8h.p. Combination, f""!;' e<!»'PP'=^

•

19 3 new Dunlop tyres and tubes; snH)'„^,9=' ,«•

exchange for lower ,,ower combination, -T*-"— "
St. Quintin's Av., North Kensington.

Braemar. 17.
[1901

£75^3i.:,hp Rudge Multi, 1921, br.and new; must

sell -Box 5,325, r/o Tl,e Motor Cycle. [1015

beauty; 49
Blackpool.

[1540

B3I

20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, tax paid,

-Eamsden's, 8, Maybell Av.,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

1Q17 E^Klg6 Multi, really splendid condition, little
J-*/ used, IniQi^; £49.—M. Prntt, High St, Eeigat«.

[1595
RUDGE Multi. lumps, discs, Tan-Sad, etc.: best ofler

over £30.-71, Paignton Ed., St. Anns, Tottenham.
[1291

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. 1920 Combination, nil on, tnx
paid, iusiued; offers.— S., 33, Portland i3t., Brigh-

ton. [1223

1 Q16 3'/)h.p. Rudge Multi, perfect condition, lamps;
J-tf bargain^ ^45.—Latham, 114, Junction Rd.,
Highgate. [1905

1 Q14 Rudge Multi Coach CombinationL, tax paid;
J-*' first 39 gns. gets it.—Ramsden's, 8, Maybell
Av., Blackpool [1542

£70.—Rudge Multi, SVoh.p:, 1921, only 'ridden few
times, equal new all respects, tax paid.—15, Ebury

iiiidge Rd., S.W.I. [2015

j fi21 Rudge Multi, I.O.M., new condition, acces-
X t? series, licensed, unpunctured; 70 gns.—Fersfield,
Westbnry Rd., New Maiden. [1773

1919, and Gloria sidecar

;

-Major, West'Close, ATenues
Estate, Faitowu, Huddersfield. [1267

RUDGE Multi 1920 7-91i.p. Combination, equipped,
including lamps and licence; £90.—The Layton

RUDGE Multi 3iAh.p.,

£65; fine condition.-

Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [2176

RUDGE 3^h.p., very fast, iust overhauled; £35;
privately owned ; trial.—Silverthorne Garage,

Broughton St., Queen's Rd., Battersea. [1922

Rudge Multi Combination, 3i^h.p., acoes-
iries, perfect; £69; would exchange higher

power.—LyntoE, Park Crescent Finchley. [1640

RUDGE Multi 1920 5-6h.p. Touring Combination.,
luxuriously equipped, would pass for new; £110.

—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [2205

1Q17XV sories, perfect

;

coachbuilt sidecar. East
i; £60; after 6.30 p.m.—

26. Dynevor ltd., Stoke Newington, 17,16. £1433

"I014 Rudge Multi 3Vjh.p,.
-M-*y ing, speedometer, lamps; £60; after 6.30 r.ni.—

3ih.p. Rudge and Watsonian Sidecar, lamps, horn^
2 running order ; price £45.—Duncan and Shep-

[2229head, 33, The Parade, Golders Green, N.W.4.

-| Q21- 5-6h,p. Rudge Multi Combination, lami
,

-Lt/ purchased Mawh, small mileag'e ; too powerful for
owner; £125.-88, Levtonstone Rd., Stratford, E.15.

[1245

RUDGE Multi 1920 SV^h-p., I.O.M., T.T. bars, lampi
mechanical horn, kuee-gripa, spare beJt, excellent

I'onditiou; £70.—Bird, 188, Westbourne Grove, W.ll.
[1396

1 0)21 Rudge Multi S^^jh.v-, Lucas lamps and horii,
JL iy delivered Ji.ne, absolutely as new -and in perfect
oonditiou, all on, tax paid; £90.—Bayles, Owmby,
Lincoln. \

. [1384

1021 Rudge Hulti, only done 500 miles, guaranteed
-fi-*y perfect; seen an-d; tried any time; genuine bar-

giiin, £75.—A. Hadlow, High, St. ~ "
^' '^

Ktone, Kent.
Uenliam, near Maid

[1393

"OUDGE Multi Combination, delivered August, 1920
Xt Easting screen,_lamp set, tax_ paid, under 2,000
100 gns.— 18, South Bruton Mews, Bond St., W.
Mayfair 4282. [1265
"1 (t>21 I.O.M. Model Rudge MHlti, with pedal start
-i-iy and clutch, unregistered, slightly soiled, complete
\vith all accessories, and carriage paid ; £88.—Black-
Imuu and Sons, Spalding. [X5874

SXh.]). Rudge, clutch model, C.A.V. raag., B.B.
2 buretter, variable jet, long flex exhaust, fast,

linble, tax paid, tyres good; price £33.—Apply, Westroyd,
Weydon Hill, Farnham, Surrey. [1371

BARGAIN; 3V,h.p. Rudge Multi, wide tank, foot
oiler, clutch, kick start, tax paid, lamps, horn,

toolbags, sound, reliable, fast; £42/10; with sidecar
£48; exchange.—89, East Hill, Wandswortli. [2093

£45.-1916 3'/>h.p. Rudge, recently overhauled, stove
enamelled," new tank fitted, etc., condition per-

fect, lamps, horn, pump, tools, spare belts, et-c., tax
Iiidd; London.—Box 5,373, c/o The Motor Cyd-t. [1293

I.O.M. 1920 PirUdge Multi, new condition, £10 acces-
sories, F.R.S. Major lamps, Stewart trip speedo-

meter. Klaxon, Brooks belt case, pan seat, and full

tool kit, fast and 100 miles to gallon; £70, or offer;

appointment.—214, Castellain Mansions, Maida Vale,
[2252

4Q GNS.—3V>h.p. Racing T.T. Rudge Multi, 1916,^ O very fasl, low petrol consumption, all aooes-

sorieg ' including Cowey speedometer, mechanical horn,

Biuks carburetter, long exhoirst. rear wheel respoked.

mechanically perfect, tax and, full insurance paid.—R.
I'ettyJev, Cleveland House, Portsiade, Sussex. [1300

Scott.

SCOTT 1920 Sports, Cowey, mileage 900, as new;
£95—12. Aberfan Rd., Merthyr Va:le. [2012

1 CI 21 Scott Squirrell, brand new, unused ; price
-L*' £110.—'Welford, St. James's St., Brighton.

[1422
1Q20 Sports Scott, all lighting, licence paid; price
J-tJ' £87/10.—Welford, St. James's St., Brighton.

[1423
35.h.p. Scott and Coachbuilt Sidecar; £45; excellent
4 opportunity.—Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. ' [9013

SCOTT 1920 Combination, fully_ equipped, including
licence, fine condition "

"

' ' ' ' "

ALEXANDER'S
FOR THE LEADERS.

DOUGLAS

MATCHLESS

ENFIELD

NORTON

INDIAN

B.S.A.

P. & M.

LEVIS

N.U.T.

VELOCETTE, ZENITH, NEW
IMPERIAL, CALTHORPE, DIAMOND,
ASLETT-COULSON, MARTINSYDE,

Etc., Etc.

a,ges, 90, Higli St.,

£1M).—Tlie Layton Gar-
Oxford. [2178

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH,
272-274, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

QCOTT 1920 3^.4b.p. Solo, lamps, horn, and tai^ £90.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammei
Hd., W.e. 'Phone: liammersmith 80.

SOOTT Standard Combination, October, 1919
chanically sound, perfect order, many e]

nearest £120.—Jones, Bushmoor House, Craven
.

S€OTT, 2-speed, kick start, 3^Ah.p., excellent
tion, perfect sidecar machine, climb any

any trial; £58; lightweight part.-28, BonriH
Bexley, Kent.

SCOTT Sports M-odel. 1920, 2-speed gear, «|

shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Bnr)
Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, i

'Phone ; Brixton 2417.

SCOTT Solo, speedy machine, excellent cent
plating and ena.mel new, tools, lamps, lift

£65; view and trial.—18, Junction Rd., Brent
Essex (nr. station.).

1 Q19 Scott Combination, complete, inchidinc s

X«7 meter, engine No. 3682, overhauled By
expert; price 100 gns. or £60 cash and modei
h.p. Douglas.—H. T. Bale, Little Haven, Pemb.

SCOTT Specialist, B. W. Ball 6, Wheeley's
Edgbaston.—Buy your Bew or second-liand

,'rom the Birmingham agent, who knows
thoroughly. Genuine Scott spares in stock, f

SCOTT Sports Model, late 1919, and light Hem
sidecar, speedometer, lamps, Tan-sad, Bin!

spares, tools, etc., perfect mechanical condition;
or ofier.—^Penn, Charlton -House, Old Charlton,
(D)

Singer.

3ih.p. Singer, clutch mwlel, as neiv ; .£30,-
* a Hall, Broughton Astley, Leicester.

perfet-t

s,w:8.
SINGEE 214IJ.P., lamps, tools, ii

£27/10.-168, Wandsworth Ed.,

3ih.p. Singer, special racing "model, tax paid
2 tyres, very smart; 26 gns.—Ramsden's. 8,

bell At., Blackpool.

SINGEB 1914 23^11,5., new Scnspray, Grade,
lent condition, discs; £25.—Garage, Temp!

tune Lane, Golders Green.

SINGER ^V^h.p., 2-6pe'ed, clutch, pedal start,
' sories, good order, licensed ; £38.—OckenOi'

Winc^ham Grove, Clapham Common, S.WJll-

3ih.p. 3-speed Singer Coachbuilt Combination,
2 mag., everything complete,, ready ride awar

-Hamon, 373, High Ed., Willesden, N.W.IO.

*?45.—1913 Singer 3V2h.p. motor cycle and^ built sidecar, 3 speeds, hood,^ screen, all

speedometer, 2 horns, new tyres, in perfect ri

order; £45.—Wright, 12, Albert St., Poplar, L

Southey.

SOTTTHET. 2i/4h,p. 2-strol;e, 2-speed. Cbater-l
' Sturmey-Archer gears, clutch and kick 1

lamps, horn, lice-rice holder, to61s; '£67.- Sontli.

Co., Berkhamsted. . , _ .
'

'

Spa'rkbrook.-

SPABKBROCK -2V2h'.p., light touring moJel;
to clear, £60: brand new, fully guar;

slightl^ soiled.—89. Wigmore St., W.

Srni

33.h.p. Sun 2-stroke, as new; £28.—E. de Coi

4 Camming St.,' King's Cross.

1.018 Sun-'Villiers, perfect; must sell, 27 gns.

At/ ings.-;-67, Fernlea Rd., Balham, S.W.12.

1 Q16 Sun-Vitesse, equipped: ^35, offers; ex.

X«J Watsonian.—43, Bushey Grove Rd., Wa

"I 021 Sun Vitesse, 2-speed, accessories, licent

iO' mileage, fast; offers,—Prout, Ganon St., Ta

T Q21 Sun Vitesse 2-stroke, brand new, neye

i-ij used, unregistered; £45.-53, Leslie Par

Croydon.

SUN-VILLIERS, 1915, 2-spsed, new condition,

oughly overhauled, new tyre and belt, lie

£36.—Derrington, Grafton Rd^ New Maiden.

2-speed, very fast, electlic

overbaule

take 2 anywhere; £56.-7, Southfleld Ed., Tui

Wells.

SUN-VILLTERS, splendid condition; neailj,,

Dunlop covers, tubes, belts, fully i e(

licenced; first cheque nearest £30 secures.-

146, Tluish, Yeovil.
Sunbeam.

21 3«,h.p. Sunbeam in Stock; list price'.^ ^
ent, Rqtherham.

^020 Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed,
-Lt/ -jug, Tan-Sad, tax paid, recently overl

anvwhere; £56.-7, Southfleld Ed.,

•[r„19=
SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., as new; £175.

kins, New St., Ledbury.

Sunbeam, 2 speeds; £50.-1^
'^

SITNBEAil 244h.p., 2-speed, new condition I'i'f

365, King St., Hammersmith. ^-31

E

1014 2%lh.p.
JLi/ Wadworth Bar, Donoaster

KICKHAM lor Sunbeam, sole egcnt tOI;!l

and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol.

1 021 SVah.p. Sunbeam, new April, Luca8.>i

J-U horn; £130.—Graham, East Lodge, Waw

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the lasSMi.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

I ! p Sunbeam Combination, black and BoM, tax

rv paid, only 85 gns.—Ramsden's, 8, Mayball Av..

la'^ool. i-'-^'*^

II Sunbeam Combinntiou, 1919 Trench Military

fci Model, chain-cum-l)elt :
price £U0.-l5(.utliey.

ernuisfcd.
" 1X5991

i'O 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Bbow model, mag-

.! uiHcent turnout.-Particnlars, Leatll, 23, Sleepers

Lii Liverpool. [1427

irBEAM eh.p. Combination, 1916, very good C(n-

^ lition; what fair offers?—W, P. Smith, 5, God-

n d.. Croydon. [1851

||6 sr-'rh.p. Sunbeam, good condition, accessories;

Li £65, or offer: wiU send pboto.—Box 5,430. c,o

»C/o(or Cycle. (D) [1638

3\rHEAM 1920 3',:.Ii.p., mileaue 600, baldly ,.oiled,

XLucas accessories: f 120.—Beaglcy, 43, East 1 ml-

k'.IA.. Loudon, S.E. [2315

OANn New 8b. p. Sunbeam Sidecar Combination,
Jiiaridden, unregistei-ed; £175.-Fitt, Near Pilies,

K Churcli St., Chelsea. [1563

\it HE LA HAT'S Eelinbilitv Sunbeam Couibina-
VJf.iii 31..I1.P.. late 1919: fl25, or neaie.st.—K"' "'•"

igh'Ed., "Wolverhampton. [X6Q72

? ,h.p. Suirb?ara Combination, overhauled, re-

:imelied and plated, all new tyres; £120.—
Bellingham T:T., Catford. [1853

AM 3V..h.!i,. 3-^(PCcd, 1914, re-enamelled, mile-

50 since 1917; over £78; evenings.— 120.
ugh Flats, Walton St., Chelsea. S.W.3. [X6160

:.\M Combination, new appearance, 81i.p.

l^., completely overhauled by makers, spare
r ; £165.—Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury.

[X6120
1921) Suube.-im 3Vv,h.p., eeuii-sports, luu in

luUv, Lucas Masdrno, Bates: cost £181. best

secures.—Wheeler, 145, Sultan Ed., Ports-
[1236

r.AM 1919 3ijh.p., Hack- and gold, all-cliaiu

live, 3-speed countershaft, splendid condition

:

-,im.—Pike, 102a, Church St., Clielsea. Tlioac:
7. [1413

i^.VM 8h.p., Sept.. 1920. Henderson Elite side

electric lighting, born, tools, tax paid, perfect

etiual to new ; £195 cash.-Terry, Beolev.
[0668

.;-\M 1920 3',Mi.p. Combination, 3-spGed, kick
Tcr, Kotax electric lighting eet. mileage under

- paid- £165.—Xichol, 1, Hogarth I'lace, Earl's

J.uudon.
• [1301

JivBEA?.! 1915 Si/^.h.p. Model with Sidecar, cnm-
-^i:lele with all accessories, excellent condition;
1; Parktr's. Bradshawgate, Bolton, ^Iso 245, Peans

rati il.mchester. [X605E

£1; 3b^h.p. late model Sunbeam, in pieces, perfect
engiiie, requires tyres and sundries to complete;

od^heap for postal entiuiries.—Snow, Laurel St.,

Jun's Rd., Dalston, E.8. [2266

Luc;i
iueter. liceuce, knee grips.

xix: Mst £168, nccept £154.-Heath, 168, Welling
MM. South, Hcunslow, Middlesex. [138:

J ;bEAM Combination. 1919, 3l,:.,h.p., black and
-J, old, just been overhauled, not \V.D. crock, smart

C,-\"BEAM 1921 Sports- Model, mileage 100,
^accessories imuserl. speedo

marked

MOTOR CYCI.KS
T.D.C.

FOR SALE.

T.D.C.
£25..

1916, tax paid,
-Xeades, South

new tyre.?,

Petliertou.
good conditii'ii;

Somerset. (1391

conclusion of

Tei-i'ot.

very fast, sporty, take 2 anywhere:
or exchange anything.—L. Britton.'

[1934

[1632

Oah.p. Tcrrot,
'W4 sell £25.
Pitt's Farm, Shepton Mallet, Somerset

Torpedo.
TORPEDO Precision 3i:,h.p.. 3 speeds, ride

£32.-46, Wellington St., Camden Town.

Triumph.
pREMlER Motor Co. lor 1921 Triumphs.

/~kNLY 1% Extra for Easy Payments.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hours
2y,h.p. lightweight Triumph. £70: W.D.B. (reno-

.. . nAnt^-rasEJ :

vated). £95: Type H 4h.p., 3-3peed, £115: Type S.D..

another strenuous Scottish eham dnve; £125; sidecars rrom £20 to £50.-Buy
—--^. _ _ ;

vour machine direct from the Triumph Specialists.

SIX DAYS TRIAL. ,

The premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham.
^^

^ . . ,, ^ r r TiRIUMPH iSew 1921 Type H actually in stock: no

One can imagine the reiiei ol; -'- waitmg.-Moss, wem. [X6io6
' "" " ' ' m. can deliver all model Triumphs

list prices.each Competitor when our lastj C''?,^t''stoira?

Milestone was in view, and the;192\?;;;»"'|,';/™;;^\'-'^,!^^^^^^^^^^^

goal reached.

While making clue acknow-
I 1 Ch20 T.T. Tiinmph,
' JLJ/ -28, Mottlam

[X6135

.accept £63.-365,
[2117

, condition, verv fiist ; £86.
Barnsley, [1277

i Triuinplis, ccur.tersliaft, perfect, from £50.-24.
, -, , , r 7 T> n n^ i

-^" r.idliol Ed., North Kensington. [207.'")

ledgment to John Bull 2 yres^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^.^^,^^.^^^^_ ^^^^,^^^. ^^^_

from whom we got the idea at|^^f'^-^;f""-,^'-";^°''/'''-"^'"''"'>'-^.,. ^'f"'^
r -^ -r T~J^ 1 Q20 Triumph, Model H, new condition; £89.-84.

Isle ol Man Races, we trust^^^ Mann st.. waiworth, s.e.i?. 12094

,1 , T\T-i J 1-1 m.RIU.MPH Gloria. Combination. Tvpe H, in stock,

that our Milestones, wnicn were 1 Limbed; exchangcs.-Moss, wem. [xeios

J- X •!..., -j-^^l ^-.-iTOT- 1-1-10 r-r\Tircti! TKIt'-Ml'tl, C.S., equnl new; £60: cash wuuteil.-
alSLllDUtea over ine COUlbej l wuton, white Swau, Cryst;il Piilace. [2299

parVl f\::i\^ WPrP of ^nn~iP Slip"ht OHi-P- ^aby Triumph, 2-spced gear, 1915; £42/10.-
tjaCIi Uci\

,
UCIC Ui SUHiC ^311^11.1^4 Wauchopes. 9, Shoe Lane. London. [9010

service to Competitors in this 4?22.-Decent Sii-h.p. Triumph, in splend.d running

. , . . ^
, • r- 1 '<

^^ order.—King, Egvove

OD lill.

-Butterworth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane. Brix-
'Phone: Streatham 2S13. [9720

2'rBEAM 1921 3',2li.p. Sports, fitted vitli Lufiis
lips and hum, tax paid; cost £162; a'.'sohitelv

new and unuiarked : £140.—Parker's, Jtrjid-

Bolton ; also 245, Deausgate, MnucliPstcr.
[S60R0

3' ^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, mileage 500.
I'.dition perK'ct, appearance a= new, inter-
ile wheels, insured, tax .paidj accept £140

;

!, owner buying ciir.—G.H.M., 86, ElThaiP Ud..
[1511

i:AM 1920 (late) 3'/l.h.p., Lucas dynamo light-
- LuCx'is electric hom. oversized tyres, in ex-
\y good condition ; £135 for (luifk siile —

- Bradshawgate. Bolton; also 245, Deansgate.
<i;i iiester. [X6059

I f21 Sunbeam Combination, S'.^h.p., new April,
*-' appearance, condition perfect,' -lamps, complete
at Cowey horn, Stewart speedometer; cost £218.
cot £175.—Plowmaa, 6, Clarence Crescent, Wind-
er (See Triumphs.) [227<

a^'BEAM Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine
^! interchangeable wheels, fitted with bsst Gloria
•pis wheel sidscar, complete with hood, 3 lamns,
;pi]orneter, and Stewart horn, tax paid; £150.-53,
Le.i Park Rd., Croydon. [1849
C'XBEAM 1920 8h.p. Combination, completetv
--'.ijuipped. including wind screen, speedometer,
'leiic lighting, detachable wheels, etc., not usedm October, 1920, possibly the best 1920 Sunbeam
mi obtainable ; £ 180.—The Lavton Garages. 90.
11; St.. Oxford. [2181
nVNTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

l^'iDbeam motor cycles and combinntions, ior
lie deHvery. Tour present machine taken iu
iianse; full market value allowed; distance no

-P.. Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St .

t. Tel.: 607. [0648

Trial, if so—we are satisfied.

MILESTONES
are Eike chapters m a book,

or events in a lifetime.

ALEXANDER
MILESTONES
will continue to be stepping

stones towards that goal of

perfection in

SERVICE TO OWNERS
which we are ever aiming lo achieve.

iuniph.
Farm, (X6169

TRIUMPH ComV'in<^tion, \erj' sood oulei, himiis;

£38.-46. Chun-hflelU Efl., Acton, \V.3. [1795

TRIUMPH, 1911, sood running order; £19.—Adams.
14a, The Promenade, Palmers Green. (1744

Triumph, good condition, running order,

licensed; £28.-10, Briscoe Rd., Merton. [1852

running order, new M.L. uini;.. 15. B..

£12: want ciisli.—Young, Bedworth.
!X599-l

1QH Triumph, nice order, lamps, speedometer.
J-J7 licensed; £23.-1, Bellingham Ter.. Catford.

[1S6S
1 Q17 4li.p. Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

J-3 speed; £7<:.— 1, Bellingham Ter., Catford.
[1859

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., lamps, speedometer, siiares;

£85.—Write, 107, Richmond Park Rd., S.\V.14.
[1672

OLD Triumph,
good t.fies

:

f?30.— Si'ortiu'^ Triumph, good .npiiearauoe aud^ reliuUle.-LiiH. 1, Pewsey Ed., Matlhorough, ^^ dt.'i.

rai9 Triumph Combination;
^ Bradmore's

£85.
Harrow Rd.,482

Combination

123,";

— James, c/o
Haddington.

fiasci

periect throughout;
Princes Av., Chester.

[X6038

TRIUMPH, 1913. chltch. lamps, horn, and tools: a

liareain, £-38.-19, Wellhall Parade, Eltham, S.E.D-
" ' .^Z0S.3

18 Countershaft Triumph, engine 55415, fully

equipped; £60.-204, Ladbrokc Grove, W.IO.
[1965

„ , , 'jj- "
it, l\/r-l I

rriRIUMPH 1921 Models in stock, immediate de-

Each day we are adding another Mile-, 1 iivery; exchanges.- Rose's Garage, Uxbridgo.

stone, and presently, extensive build- 1 -j~..jj ^uy \veymouth.-1921 Triumph aiicnai:.U combination, £175; Baby 2-stroke. £70; Ironi

-| Q18 Triumph
X*y £83, or near offer.—25,

19'

ings in workshops and showrooms are

bsing erected with the one aim oi

giving satisfaction to our many clients.

MEANTIME—CAN WE BE

^tock.

Baby 2.stroke. £70;

3Mih.p-, 2-speed, free.

T- order, Tan'Sad; ie30.-63,SulTey Sq., Walworth,

FURTHER SERVICE TO

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road. EDINBURGH.

272-274, Gt, Western Rd., GLASGOW.

Bosch, perfect
vorlh,

S.E. [1887

y^rr 1 Q18 Triumph, lamps, horn, tax paid, splendid con-
Lff , i_U dition, as new; £70.-37, Canterbury Rd.. Pal.

[2289

£50, oflers.-Trower,

ston.

Xy feet condition
Epsom.
-« Q20 Coimtetshaft 3-speed ^Triumph Comljinntiou,

Sq

South St.,

(1532

sorntched, ivell eiiuippcd ;
100 gns.-

W.IO.
17, St. Charles

[1292

1 O20 Triumph Combination, Lucas accessories, bett t
i-V than new; £110; after 6.-56, Malyons JRd.
Lewisham.

4h.p. Countershaft Triuinph,£48.-
splendid

BriKton, S.W.
running order.— 156,

[1931

3-speed, olutch.
Stockwell Rd.,

[1998

\U letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at tile end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1918, Sandum 1920, all on, tax paid;
£110 ; escliaage liiglier power.— S., 33, Portland

St., Brightou. [1222

~jO20 Triumph 4h.p., couuterslmft, perfect condition,
J-*^ well equipped; £80.-17, St. Charles Sq., North
Kensington, W.IO. [2004

COUNTEESHAFT Triumph, 1916, Bosch, late decom-
pressor; £55 cash.—Simpson, Orchard Kd., Sun-

[1573

Bosch, offer;

t)ury-ou-Thames.

TRIUjMPH, 1914, perfect condition,
also Amac carburetter, 2 new tyres,

iiock Rd., N.19.
119, Breck-

[2134

1 QIS Countershaft Triumph, 1921 Sturmey gear
J-iy box, all accessories; £55.-64, Church St.,

Edgware Rd., N.W. [2279

1 Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-.speed hub gear, fully
J-*? equipped, perfect; £40.-155, Ladbroke Grove,
'Phone : Park 5541. [1966

TRIUMPH.—Wonderful value in overhauled W.D.
models, from £57.—Clark. 7, Exhibition Rd.,

South Kensington. [2246

BRAND New Countershaft Triumph for dispasal,_in-
complete.—Particulars, Simpeou, Orchard Rd.

[1574Suubury-on-Thames.

£45.—S^^h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed hub and
clutch, lamps and siwres, tax paid, any trial.—

153, Terry Rd., Coventry.
' [X6201

TRIUMPH 3Vjh.p. Clut<3h Model, 2nspeed gear, good
condition, .sidecar, tax paid, accessories; £40.

—

Bostock, Mission, Eawtry. [1387

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p.,
complete with sidecar

countershaft, lamps, tax,

; £90.—Goad, 122, Maida
Vale. Phowe: Hampstead 1353. [2238

TRIUMPH 4h.p., single geared, gusrriinteed to lap
Brooklauds at 60 m.p.h., tax paid, lamps; £80.—

AA'averley, Spring Grove, I-sleworth. [2063

3ih.p. Triumph, fixed gear, also crank case, com
!2 ]ete with flywheels, etc., must clear.—c/o Mrs

Jones, 8, Edgar St., Hereford. [1843

npRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., countershaft, mechanically
-l« peri'ect, tax paid; £75; no dealers.—33, Hayden
Park Rd., Wimbledon, London. [1630

1915. 6.000 miles,

. lid; first offe:

Preston, Curlew Hope, Weybridge.

BABY Triumph,
horn, tax paid; first offer £35 accepted.—

E

lamps,
d.-E
[1806

1Q20 T.T. Triumph, low mileage, benufiful condition,
J-iJ fully equipped; low price auick sale; ofiers.—Bent-
ley. Glenholme, 'Shenfield, Essex. [1531

TRIUMPH 1918, C.S., as new; £70; owned by me-
chanic, tas paid, sporting; Oiill or appointment.

—

76, Cornwall Rd., Bay^water, W. [1912

LATE Countershaft Triumph, lamps, horn, tax, ex-
cellent condition, trial 2 up; £70.—Eitt, near

Pike's, 102a, Church St., Chelsea. [1564

1020 Triumph 4h.p,.
-tt? tinn, registered £4, all on; must have cash: 84

31h.p. Clutch Triumph, excellent running- order;
2 nearest offer to £30, tax paid.—C. H. CoUis. 59.

Longlield St., Southfields, S.W.18. [2312

splendid appearance and condi-
A, all on; mi "

ens.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.
. [1439

. 1 Q13 Triumph 3'/jb.p.. clutch model, all acces-
J- tf series ; any inspection ; excellent order.—47,
Shakespeare Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [1877

TRIUMPH Gloria Combination, late 1919, new condi-
tion, fully equipped, screen, etc. ; £130, or offer.-

15. Stoueley's Rd., Tottenham, N.17. [1523

TRIUMPH 1912. single speed, in excellent running
condition ; price £35, or offer.-East Grinstend

Motor Garage, Ltd., East Grinstead. [BUS
TRIUMPH Junior, as new, latest model, used demon-

stration, perfect, licensed; £60, or offers.-Southern
Cycle Co., Church St., Basingstoke. [1489

TRIUMPH, Armstrong 3-speed clutch, new bulbous
back sidecar, smart lot; £55; bargain.—Taylor,

637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [1676

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
-B-t/ huh, clutch, all on, tax unpaid; £53, offers,, ex-
change.—37, Green Walk, Crayford. [1730

TRIUMPH, 1918, excellent condition, speedometer,
lamps, licensed, new Dunlop, trial willingly;

£70.—Hov.ard, Broad St., Chesham. [1514

"j Q 16-17 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, and coach-
J-i? built sidecar; £85 ; tax paid; any trial.—
Burley, 14, Mason Terrace, Heme Bay. [1772

1 Q 19 Triumph 4h.p., 3 speeds, polished discs,
-M-*y appearance and running guaranteed as new;
£75.-59, Greyhound Rd., Fulham. [2105a

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1920 Model, complete with sidecar,
in firt^t-C'Jai* order througliout

; price £120.—
Surrey Motors, Ltd., Sutton, Surrey. [1452

TRIUMPH, 1919, indistinguishable from brand new,
new special sidecar; 100 gns.; will separate;

any time.— 69, Stanley Rd., Coventry. [56094
1 014 4h.p. 3-speed Sporting Triumph, lamps, discs,
--*' 3in. tyres, perfect throughout, licensed; £60;
{see Exchange.)—Hockin, Rectory, Hayle. [1758

TRIUMPH. 4h.p., 54459, 3 speeds, countershaft, all
on, spare tube, with C.B. sidecar, tax paid:

70 gns.—22, Estelle Rd., London, N.W.3. [1907

GOLMORE DEPOT

The Crowd at
the Colmore

Some are merely inter-

ested, some are potential

buyers, some come to see

about repairs, others about
accessories, but ALL are

impressed by the wonder-
ful variety of machines we
give, and ALL are impress-

ed by the extreme courtesy
and attention to their
every motor cycling need.

7-9 h.p. Matchless Comb. £185
Ditto, Family Model £191 10
4 h.p. Douglas Combina-
tion, Complete .

.

3.V h.p. Douglas, Sports
iVfodei, 3-speed .

.

2J h.p. Douglas, Ail-on
Model
Ditto, 3-speed, Clutch .

.

4> h.p. Ariel Combina-
tion, chain drive. . . . £150
6 h.p. Ariel Combination £16S
6 h.p. Martinsyde Comb. £145
3^ h.p. Norton, Sports M. £132
4 h.p. Triumph, Model H. £115

3i h.p. P&M., chain drive £115

2^ h.p. Levis, 2-sp. Clutch £68

2f h.p. Baby Triumph,
2-speed £70

A few 1920 shop-soiled and
second-hand bargains going
at the right price. For In-

stance^-

£160

£150

£85
£105

1920 Brand New 2 J h.p. ayno,
2-speed- hand-control Clutch,
£55. Ordinary Price, £75.

And remember , we have
customers alloverEngland,
and remember that we con-
trol our own deferred pay.
ment system and that the
satisfaction we have given
to others we can also give
to you. There's notliing
too much trouble, no gn.
quiry too small at THE
house for Motor Cyclists.

Colmore Depot
I

31, Colmore Row. I ^
Birmingham. 'LAIso at I

Liverpool, Manchester, Leice,ter. I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
TrJumpti.

fTTOIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Combination, fully cqnir;

':%

livery expected in
.—Ho" ~

4 h.p- Triumph, 3-speed, chitch, kick start, all a

so
"

J- electric lighting, tax, insurance paid: £6S
near.—12, St. Paul St.. Kew North Rd., N.l. ,[i

TRIUMPH Combination, countershaft, kickXJl
splendid condition throughout, tax paid;

Alsop, 58, Wyatt Rd., Forest Gale, E.7.

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph-iVIontgomery Combinatiop^
J-v feet condition, all accessories, tax paid; J5M
Capt. Rushtou, Maida Barracks, Aldershot. ^
UNRIDDEN, unregistered, countershaft Tciljft

3-speed, K.S., etc., fully equipped; £95; e^ff
payments.—33, Hackford Rd., Brjxton, S.W.

1 Q19 Conntershaft Trinmiih, coachbuilt
,

-L*^ lamps, horn, tax, original enamel, not WvL
trial; £90.—Scoltock, 78, Sloane Av., Chelsea..^

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p.. chain-cum-belt ; fllS
exchange, or deferred payments.—CUHord I

177, Westminster Bridge Ed, S.E.I. Hop 2ig

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, chain modeL
-*-*.' ridden 500 miles, cost £170, tax paid;^
—Holland Coach Inn, Adderbury, Banbury.

1 018 Triumph Combination, with practicj._
-B- *y underslung coachbuilt sidecar, perfect -

. _

tax paid; £78.-33, Tunley-Rd., Harlesden, N.W.

TRIUMPH 1912 Si/oh.p., fully equipped, mm/
cently overhauled, good condition : £27.— Par):

Bradshawgate, Bolton ; also 245. Deansgate, ilancie
(X(

£65; Triumph combination, 3-speed counters
gear, kick start, electric lighting, any tri

Fairholme, DoUis Park, Finchley {Church End),

OXFORD.-£75 ; Triumph countershaft combina'
3-speed, clutch, K.S,, Mills-Fulford,

equipped, perfect.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford

1 Q21 Countershaft Triumph, belt drive; £125;
Ji*y livery expected in a few days, owner be
Sunbeam.—Holmes, Hart's Head, Giggleswick, Se

[:

a

series, first-class' running order; £35, or escb

for a lightweight.—64, Church St., Edgware Rd., 1

TRIUMPH Late 1918 4h.p, Countershaft, T.T.

accessories, splendid order, any trial; £68;
change.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, B.3. Tel.

3155 [

TEIUMPH 1918 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed,

hauled, enamelled, plated, splendid condition,

equipped; £68.-30, Cryjital Palace Park Ed., S:

ham. [

TEIUMPH C.B. Combination, S-spced hub,

Duulops, lamps, tools, carrier seat, splendid

dition. licensed; £62.-112, Amyand Park Ed., Twi'

ham. [

TRIUMPH, 1918, 4h.p. countershaft, engine

52178, perfect condition; 60 gna.—Smith's,
Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Stat

N.W.3. . [

1 Ol^ ^^i.v^ Triumph, Gloria, Easting, speednu

X.tJ Klaxon, spare chain, tyre, tools, valvi?, lii

paid, perfect; £125; after 6 p.m.— 1, Tu.am Ed., 1

stead. .

^
^

TRIUMPH 191B 4h.p., 3-speed, kick start, spli

running order, all accessories, tyres nearly

tax paid; £65.—Terry, Hampden Club, King's ( ^
N.W.I. I

1 Q18 Triumph Gloria Combination, sidecar 1920

i«/ new, complete in detail and perfect; will riii

intending purchaser; tax paid; £95.-306, Higll_'

Lee. S.E.13.

TRIUMPH Combination, C.S., renovated, new b

wheels, bars, bearings, lamps, horn, tyiea^

beam sidecar, etc.; £85.-10, Forest Rise, near Wfi

Cross, E.17.

TEIUMPH Combination, late model, splendid <

tion. Cameo, speedometer, fnlly eduipped, »!

90 gns. ; exchange runabout.—Ansell, 184, New I

Bd., Islington.

TRIUMPHS.—1916 C.S., £70; 1918 C.S., £75:;
CS £84; 3 months' guarantee given. Se

1914 3-speed S.A. hub gear models, £43.—HOK"
High Rd., Lee, S.E. _-^
31hp Triumph, in excellent condition; tt»

2 £38 —Light Car and Motor Cycle Englffli

Co., 26 and 26a, Tulse Hill, S.W.2, half-minute-i

Brixton Skating Rink. - -^

TRIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3*1

clutch, lamp, tools, stored during war, Uj*

perfect condition, smart appearance; £70.—84isJj

bridge P.d., Barking.

TRIUMPH 1920 Lightweight, 2-speed, con

equipped, including licence, one of tij)

examilles possible; £55.-The Layton Garag

High St., Oxford.

CROVDON Agent for Triumph motor cydrf

models in stock ready for immediate^ deK

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, Nortll;|l

Croydon. 'Phone; 2624. \_' I

TRIUMPH Combination, new October. 1919;clii

li-ht, speedometer. Easting, legshields, tW'

complete outfit, fine condition, little used, 1106'

£105 lowest.—Simmons. Royal Parade, Blacknel

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oj the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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JIIly 28th, 1921. THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. Advertisements, xxix.

dOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

01 Triumph 4h.p.. C.S., 3-speed, clutch, K.S..

Hi prated tank, speedometer, lamps, horn, licence

;

•7Edwards. 50, Harrington Ed., South Kenslng-

1. Phone: Ken 3709. [2322

rBJMPH 1914 3'/'h.p., 3-speed gear, not need during

ar lamps, horn, tools, etc., in flrst-rate condi-

n-rico £47/10, or near offer.—East Grinstead Motor

.rt, Ltd., East Grinstead. [8112

93 4h.p. Triumph 3-speed Combination, recently

overhauled, meihanically peitect, lamps, horn
Brighton, Sussex.

[2314
rnnce, tax paid, sidecar new

' '45. c/o Thz Molor Cycle.

near offer.—Triumph 3,'-2h.p., 1910, clutch,
1'^. horn, siieedometer. tcHils, just overhauled,
Warwick Garage, 259, Warwick Rd., Ken-
Phone: Western 946. [2191

Triumph and quick detachable C.B. sidecar.
do, Boseli, Amac, all on, spares, splendid
reliable, licensed; Ijargain, £50: after 7.30.

„ 1 .liiiham Ed., Seven Kings. .. [1431

'E^MPH late 1920 4h.p., S-speed, with nearly new
indum de luxe sidecar, Easting, lamps, tax, per-

' 1. 20.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammensmith
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9688

CH 1913 Slih.p., 3-speed, clutch. Bosch
splendid condition, engine overhauled

ery powerful: £40; after 7 o'clock, 2 o'clock
-3, Charnock R<J., Clapton, E.5. [X6110
PHS, Triumphs.—Models from £65, in stock,
selection combinations or solo ; deferred pay-
cash.—Triumph Specialists, The Hackford

-„, -:.iii; Co., 33, Hackford Ed., Bri.xton. [2295

01 Triamph Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed huh,V clutch, hood, lamps. Klaxon, spares, new tyres,
t jid, absolutely sound, little used; trial; £68.—
eu Scnell, 47, Mount Pleasant, Hastings. [1351
'RTMFH, Model H, November, 1920, mileage

^' C, not used since March, appearance, condi-
new, spare belts, valves, cones; £85.—Plow-
inrence Crescent, Windsor. (See Sunbeams.)

[2275
HOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
umphs, all models in stock, new chain drives,

^ cum-belts, solos and combinations; immediate
v

;
supplied on easiest of easy terms; trade sup-

-^ [4537
rt Triumph Combination, all-cliain drive, sprung" iootboards, Gloria sidecar, petrol can carrier,
fnl. mileage 700, imiK)ssible to distinguish from
y;',160, cost £182: private owner.—C. F. Wood,
>'"S. [2232
Oils Triumph, clutch model, Philipson pulley,
*'|i03Ch mag., complete witli lamps, horn, new
nl( tyres and latest pattern handle-bars, recently
lOved and overhauled; £38.—Talbot Garage
>u-idge [2047
iRtMPHS.-We are the North London agents, and

n give immediate delivery; chain drive chain-
n-it, and renovated models.—Jones Garage Mus-
II, nil, N.IO; and at Woodside Parade, North""" [0382
M^3DIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
.' delerred payments; book your order now, and
Jiq.isaplpointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd
ltl',ide, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
' •

'
[0504

?""? J.^* '"'P- ^" '^'"''n drive, brand new
t siigntly soiled, an exceptional bargain at

06 usual price £125; secure now and save £20;
ini be repeated.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olvm-
, jodon. |-14g3

RMPH, 1917, W.D., renovated April, 1921,
only 500 miles, canoelet, P. and H. head

-'"'S„S°^'"^ °'^*' April, splendid condition,
3 . £90 ;

.
seen any time.—Thomson, 3, Kes-

- !'"'»'=>• •
'[1506

') ^liP. Triumph, 3-speed, kick starter, complete
-' vith Canoelet sporty sidecar. Easting, lamps.

barg o-r,n -. - ' 'S' lamps,
am, ^74; tax paid; property of a

, —Seen at Sam E. Clapham (Motors). 27,
bt., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [2250

i| i^iumph and coachbuilt sidecar, 4h.p., 3-speed
-'llutch, all l.-unps, etc., machine in splendid con-
or.-md oerlect rnuning order; £60, complete, or
ilcell aepnrately.-246, Cambridge Ed., N.B. (Oppnblee Heath Station, G.E.E.). [I567

9i '"i'l!"'"!!'''
.3-speed, clutch, K.S., aluminium

I „^i„i ?
'*'

"l'^' i"?'^
re-enamelled and plated,

1 npletcly overhauled, with new parts, new tyres
1 bes at cost of £30, tax paid, guaranteed per-

Mn' .?' V,9V^ offer.-Chandler, 10, New St.,
'el Oarden, W.C.2. [2iod
^^iTED purchasers lor any model ot new 1921
n.;!""?^-

™otoi^ ^cycles and combinations, tor

tiif^l "?"[', ^';" "f?^"* machine taken in
t -haiige: full market value allowed; distance no

S=J' ^"1"^£„;""' ^°- ^^^- 2. Eastbank St.,
thirt Tel.: 607. [0646
SINISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-
iiations.-Brand nerf 1921 typo H 4h.p 3-

.0 riumph, with new coachbuilt sidecar. Coverallon4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-iisjnly 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovatedau. but brand new 1921 models direct fromW works; free delivery to any address.-The
mi Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0667

PHIUPsonI
PATENT AirrOMATlC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAK COMBINED

A sweet, silent drive is only

obtainable with a

Philipson
No gear box friction'

No grinding noises.

No wheels or pinions
to cliew up.

The lightest, speediest, and
simplest gear on the market for
direct belt-dri'ven 2-stroke and
4- stroke.

The weight of the Philipson
gear complete for 'Vlliiers

Mark rv. is - - - - 7Ibs, 4ozs.

Allow lor Villiers pulley- . 21bs, 13ozs.

This is the total weight added
10 your machine - - - 41bs. 7ozs

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-

ing machines have been fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley;.

Triunnph,
Rover,
Norton,
Douglas,
Singer,
Bradbury,
Ariel,
Swift,
Abingdon,
n/Iinerva,

Precision,
Matchless,
Ivy Precision,

Arno,
Rex,
B.S.A.,
James,
L.M.C,
Lincoln Elk,
N.U.T.-Jap,
Humber,
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Alldays,

Villiers Mark IV..

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write

rjEDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carrlag:

Paid

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(.Establiahed over 40 yeara.)

Amac carburetter.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Union.

3 ah. p. 2-stroke, C.A.V. mag
4 plated flywheel, absolutely orana new, guaran-

teed perfect; Union make; bargain price to clear,
£12/10.—The Midland Supply Co., 1, Gosta Green,
Birmingham. [X6145

Velocette.

VELOCETTE, new, 2-speed, nniidden ; Lancashire

:

£65.-Bos_ 823, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6071

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of nil

models Velocette.—Chapel Ash Depot, 'Wolver-
hampton. [X3822

VELOCETTE 2i/ih.p., 2-speed, chain drive, all acces-
sories, tax paid, perfect order; £dO.—5, Norwood

Rd., Heme Hili; S.E.24. ' " '
. [2211

4h.p. Veloce 3-speed, countershaft, K.S., excep-
tional condition, identical with Triumph; £68.—

52, Crouch Hill, London, N.4. [1665

VELOCETTE 1921 2-speed Touring Model, used once
only, indistinguishable from new; £67/10.—The

Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford. [2^-84

1 Q21 Velocette supplied on deferred payments at only
Xt/ 4% extra, delivery within 3 dayc! from receipt of

deposit: 2i4h.p. 2-speed £75, 3 speed £85, ladies' open
frame £78; no enquiries made, no guarantor required.

—Buy your machine direct from the Velocette special-

lets : The Premier Motor Co., Aston K4., Birmingham.
[1265

Verus.

1Q20 2^4h.p. Verus-BIackburhe, aluminium - discs,
-i- «7 enamelled black, ridden 250 miles, tax paid

;

£80.—Shepherd, Enfleld Highway. Tel.: Waltbam Cross
31. L0656
TMMEDIATE Delivery ot any Verus Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now andJ.

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.*^ 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. [0502

1 Q 20 Verus 2i/ih.p., single speed, practically nc-w,
J- 1'' Hunt's electric light outfit, mirror, good horn,
extra Lycett toolbag, tax paid, privately owned; £50;
would consider exchange bigher powered single-cyl. 2-

speed lightweight mth cash adjustment, must t>e very
low riding position; London district.—Write Bos 5,417.
c/o The Motor Cycle.

VILLIERS. 1916,
£26/10.—Goad,

Hampstead 1353.

Villiers.

lamps, guaranteed;
122, Maida Vale.

Wanderer.

[1586

bargain,
'Phone :

[2237

WANDERER 3';^h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft gear, kfck starter, in splendid order, re-

cently been re-enamelled and plated; £47/10.—Butter-
worth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone :

Streatham 2813. [9722

Whiteley.
WHITELEY-VILLIERS Late 1919 2U'h.p., 2-stroke.

2-speed, discs, electric lamps, horn, tax paid, ex-
cellent condition; £38/10.-57, King Sq., Goswell Rd..
E.C.I. [2090

Whitney.
3ih.p. Whitnev Combination, variable gear, just over-

2 hauled: first offer £47/10.-Budd, 38, Warwick
Rd., New Southgate, London. [1311

Williamson.
"1 014 Williamson Water-cooled Combination, 8h.p.
J^^ Doufflas engine, guaranteed first-class order;

offers.—Lenth, 23, Sleepers Hill, Liverpool. [1428

£70.—Water-cooled Williamson combination, kick
start, Easting, all on, tax paid, take 4 any-

where.—89, Highland Rd., Earlsdon, Coventry. [X6209

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8-lOh.p., W.C, splen-

did condition, dynamo lighting, Easting, tax
paid, fast; £90.—Hall, Laughton, Thcddingworth,
Rugby. [1930

WILLIAMSON Sh p. W.C. Combination de Luxe.
3-speel gear bos, limousine sidecnr, any test;

a real genuine outfit; £95.—Chnrendon Works, Bordes-

ley Green, Birmingham. [S5866

Wolf.

-2"'ih.p. Wolf-Jap^ tax j)aid, equipped; Jfcriali^bar^

W^
£28.- -,„.,. ,. —

Bniu.-42, Naylor Kd., Peckham. S.E.15. [1497

OLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thames.
and district. We are now fi.\lng sub-agencies,

...... .nvite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton
2417. [0508

VVooIer.

lQ19-'.i Wooler, licensed, lamps. Klaxon, must sell,

J-«? financial; sacrifice £47/10.-36, Watling St..

Wellington, Salop. [1B18

WOOLER 1921 Model, done 200 miles, licensed,

fitted complete; £70.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.,

The Real Service Firm, Taunton. [9369

WOOLER 2';ih.p.. twin opposed, 1920. mileage
nnder 400, perfect condition; sacrifice £65, or

near offer, or exrhan(»e for good sidecar, cash adjust-

ment.—Taylor, 155, Kirkstall Lane, Leeds. [1466

Zedel.

ZEDEL 5-6h.p. O.B. Combination, 3-speed, clutcli,

tax paid; offers; ride away.—Bird, 91, Pelham
I St., South Kensington. [18B3

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

1920, countershalt model; £116.-

1920, srorts model; £10E.—Below.

MOTOR

ZENITH 8h.p.
Below,

7ENITH Sh.p.,

7ENITH 2ilh.p., 1920, flat twin; 69 gns.—Below.

7BNITH 6h.p., 1920, countershaft; £116.—Below.

ALL the above machines are brarwl new, just re-

ceived Irom the works, and fully guaranteed.

7ENITH Service Depot, 89, Wigmore St., W.

ZENITH Soare Parts lor all machines supplied
on the shortest notice.—Write, 'phone, or call.

Zenith Service Depot, 89, Wigmore St., W. 'Phone :

Maylair 5598. [2189

Zenith agent, early de-

[0556

countershaft, £116

BORE o.h.T. Zenith, 1921 model, only ridden

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-
livery all models. .

ALLAN GRTJZELIEE, now trading exclusively ir

Zenith motor cycles.

EVEIfyTHING for the Zenith is my speciality,

and with 10 years' practical experience of these
machines I am in a position to give the best possible
service,

ALL Spare Parts and Accessories. New 1921 models
for immediate delivery. New 1920 models at

exceptionally low prices, as follows :

OJlh.p. Flat Twin, 69 gns. ; 8h.p. standard, £108;

*J y} twice in competition^ winning on each occasion,

absolutely as new; £135, list £146.

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 3l,th.p.—I am in a position
to give you very early delivery of this excellent

production, and also information from practical

riding experience of the machine.

PRESENT and future clients may rely upon the
Gruzelier service as in the past.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Zenith -"Specialist, 605,
Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent St., W. (Elevator,

7, Beak St.) [1743

ZENITH Sports 6h.p., as new, fully equipped; £80.
—41, Kensington Rd., East Ham. [2318

ZENITH Combination, countershaft. K.S., 6h.r., tax
paid; £70.-373, Katherine Ed., Eorest (Jate. [1555

4h.p. Zenith, Gradua gear, splendid condition, any
trial; £38.—Ward, South Western Garage, New

Maiden, Surrey. [1972

ZENITH O.B. Combination, 61i.p., J.A.P., clutch,

speedometer; £80, bargain.—Crane, 62, Methley
St., Kennington. [2308

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths; new and second-hand machine:
in stock.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp

stead Tube Station). [1580

IQie Sh.p. Clutch Model Zenith, £60; also new
XtJ 5h.p. sports model in stock, £115.—Ross. 86,

High Rd., Lee, S.E. (1604

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Sports Itodel. Quite new; will

accept £90 cash; approval willingly.—50, Buck-
ingham Rd., Bicester. [2185

ZENITH 6-8h.p., 1916, good condition, luUy eriuiprcd,

ride 40 miles; £65.-10, Allfarthing Lane, Wands-
ivorth Common, S.W.I 8. [1274

ZENITH-GRADUA Special 8-lOh.p., o.h.y.. Sinks
carburetter, lamps, etc., perfect; £70.—Dewhirst,

Great Baddow, Chelmsford. [1827

ZENITH Sh.p. Eacer Cycle, 1920 T.T. model, little

irsed; £85, or best offer. Harper, Phillips -ind

[1978

£115. Con-
R. B. Clark, 7,

South Kensington. [2248

ZENITH.—Townson and Ward, Ltd., Barrow-in-Fur-
ness. Immediate delivery irom stock clutch model

Co., Ltd., Eastgate, Grimsby.

ZENITH, all models.-Sporting Sh.p,
suit the man who^ rides one.

Exhibition Rd.,

H., £131, sporting model G. £128. [1335

-| 020 Zenith Combination, 8h.p., clutch, kick start,

Xt/ lamps, disc, Stewart, Tan-Sad, spares, perfect;

any trial; offers.—36, Alexandra Rd., Croydon. [1626

ZE.NITH 1920 Sh.p. Sports .Model, sold new 1921.
mileage 700 only, scarcely soiled, licensed; £as,

bargain;-The Layton Garages, 90, High St., Oxford.
[2173

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination, K.S., dutch, luxuriou.i

sidecar, hood, screen etc., overhauled, licensed:

£110, or exchange S-seater.—292, Wandswoi-th Ed.
S.W. [1441

£35, bargain; 1914 4h.p. Zenith, Gradua gear, tax
paid, knee grips, discs, T.T., fast, sporty, sound,

excellent condition, trial; exchange.—89, East Hill,

Wandsworth. [2092

5-6h,p, Sports Zenith, excellent condition, new tyres
."nd tubes, long plated exhaust. Binks, ^stremely

fast and economical;
Maiden, Surrey.

£50.-17, Sussex Rd., New
1781

ZENITH Late 1920 Countershaft Combination, abso-
lately as new, all accessories; £135; exchange

14, Swaton Rd., Bow,
[2053

Model, quite new and
_ _ . , will accept £90 cash; in-

di6\)Uta"ole bargain; approval anywhere with pleasure.

Tollady, Bicester, nr. Oxford. [2182

lower power and cash.—C.S.

E.3. Tel. : E3155.

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Sports
unused, must realise;

GRABTREES'
of WISBECH
SPECIALISTS IN THE REBUILD-
ING AND RECONDITIONING OF

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES.
We claim that our re-built

Douglas machines are
superior both mechanically
and in finish to any otheic

re-built machines on the
market. They consist of

over 50% new parts, includ-

ing NEW carburetter, NEW
tyres, NEW chain, NEW belt,

etc., etc., are practically in-

distinguishable from NEW,
and are complete with NEW
F.R.S. equipment of lamps,
horn, and licence holder, and
also bags, tools, and pump.

'zj h.p. 2-speed,

£65
4 h.p. 3-speed, kick-start and

clutch,

£85
4 h.p. 3-speed k.s. Combina-
tion, with brand new Sidecar

in Douglas Saxe blue,

£105
Guaranteed for 3 months.

DELIVERY.
Owing to a rush of orders, we
regret the 4 h p. models are avail-

able 10 days from date of order
only. 2J h.p. models from stocl<.

Deferred Payments Arranged
' TRADE SUPPLIED.

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office : 50, Pall Mall.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.4h.p. Zenith^ Coachbuilt Comhinutiou, recent^

enamelled and overhauled, new tyres and belt,
cessories, splendid condition and running order £78
-23, Clnrendon Ed, Putney, S.W.15. [2

1 Q16 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, recently OTerhau
-*-«/ complete witli speedometer, horn, Lucas Im
Easting wind screen, etc., belt and tyres in good en
tion: £95.— Glanvile Goraee, Burnham-on-Sea. [l

ZEjMITH 4h.p., twin eii&ine just overhauled
J.A.P., K.S. and clutch, tyres and belt aln

new, all accessories and speedometer, tax paid,

trial ; 65 gns. ; after 6 p.m.—B., 11, Ple.nsimt I'la.

I:

"I Q 19-20 Sh.p. Zenith Combinatio'n, excellent .

J-*y dition, lighting outfit. Klaxon, spare tyre, \

etc., Tan-Sad, licence paid; trial by appointmi
£130, or near offer.—Wade, 9b, Andrews Sq., 1

biton. [1

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Sports Combination, Cane
racing sidecar,, lamps, horn, licence, etc T

outfit has had very little use, and is an undonl
bargain at £110.—The Layton Garages, 90, Hijb
Oxford. (2

ZENITH 1915 4h.p., speedometer. Limps,. fonl..

minium disc wheels, recently paiuted, in •>:->

mechanical condition, also sidecar tu go with uiui li

will sell both separately; offers wanted.—Box 5,408,

Tlte Motor Cycle. P

ZENITH 6h.p. Clutch MMlel and bulbous hack

car new April, 1920, fitted with Eastms *i

all lamps, horn, speedometer, f^pare?, too).^. appear

and condition as new-, open to any expert examina

mileage under 3,000; £150, offers.—^Tilcotks, I'liti

AmpthiU,. Beds. , I

rT-BjSITH Sh.p. Sporlins, 1920, exceptionally Sei

Zi and easily handled, Bonniksen speedom

Cowey horn, P. and H. lamps and generator,

"rips, mileage under 3,000; reason for scllmg, o

wounded, unable to ride; £95; sidecar for above;

ticulars on application.—Box 5,426, c/o 2/.c J

Cycle.

PECIAL Model Sh.p. SSporting Zenith, lale )

fully equipped; cost £163; alnmmiumi
Bonniksen speedometer, Tan-Sad, special compel

tank, with exrtra drip feed, horn, knee-grips, Binka,

need three months, electric lighting, guaranteed bew

appearance and really fast; fl05.-Eeiss, 28, i

Ed-, Bournemouth. ^

JULY (1919) Sh.p. Clutch Model Zffliith, and

sidecar, thoronghly renovated and in perfect

dition throughout, unused retread on sidecar, an

spare extra heavy Dunlop (also unused), Pahncts,

Dnnlop belt, makers' kit with many extras and s;

etc., 2 spwe tubes. Miller, Klaxon aluminium siil.

tail pair Brooks gaiters, Ucence paid. Owing to ilH

the machine has not been used since the end ol

year, and the owner is consequently desiroiis of a

the outfit, which is therefore ofi;ered at £120, or

Sein any' time Brainsby's Garage, Pe ertmioiiglL

machine will be a genuine bargain at this figuie. I

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

A S a Lady's Motor Cycle, the Ivy is It.-SeuA detaila from the Midland agents, Frank

worth, Ltd., Birmingham. i-"

Miscellaneous.

LONGMAN Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing I

639), have the foUowtng great bargains:-

S^'

LONGMAN
£38.

Bros.—191S P.M., absolutely pe

LONGMAN Bros.-1921 2V:;h P Omega-Jap, e,

lighting. 2-speed, kick starter, clutch, as

45 gns.
.

LONGMAN Bros.-Magnificent Triumph r

tion, excellent condition; £lou.

LONGMAN Bros.— 3Vl.h.p. countershaft Atij

speed, etc.; £45.

LONGMAN Bros.—In stock: Brand new
;,

Rudgl, £35; Triumph, £115; Ariel.,

Wooler, 79 gns.; A.J.8., £215. etc. .;

LONGMAN Bros, make best allowances J
machines for new ones. /'

RICHMOND Park Garage, 110, Upper Biffli

Ed., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone; Putney^

Special bargains below-

X> .P.G.-Donglos 23/lh.p., 1916, 2

-K. condition; £36, tax paid,

-p .P.G.-Levis, 2 speeds, tax paid; £32.

R.P.G.-2%h.p. twiii-cyl. Humbei 3 spee<

real sporting machine, very fast; £25.

RP.G.-1921 Kndse Mnlti SVA.P.. I-O.M..

niileage under 200, new last May; £755

R P.G.-Eudge Multi SVih.p.. excellent condi^

.P.G.—Eoyal Enield^combination, 6h.p., .

3, countershaft.-.^
XV'^liandle starter; £60

Rp G-—Triumph 4h.p., 1
' £60. 1,

-i-«TrHMOND Park Garage, -110, Upper »»
E,™,S Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone ;

Putn^

the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.":

^36 All letters relating to adyertisements ^_ho"ld auote the_«umb«^at^..„^^
-^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^p,

Motor Cycles advertised by
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AIOIOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

pNDSWORTIi Motor Exchange, London's leading

V motor cycle exchange, for real cheap machines.

VNDSWORTH.—August holiday bargains; August
holiday bargains; motor cycles from 12 gns.—

'U

ITMBSWORTH.—Ea?y terms; easy terms; imme-
V diate delivery given on fir^t deposit.—Below.

VNDSWORTH.—1920 Triumph nearly new coach-
built combiuation, 3 speeds, lamps; 125 gns.—

it

VNDSWORTH—1920 Scott almost new coachbuilt
combination, water-cooled, runs beautifully;

8 1=.—Below.

VNDSWORTH.—1920 Triumph -^lightweight. 2
jlie^ds, fraternally new machine; 55 gns.—Below.

VNDSWORTH.—1918 P.
coachbuilt combination,

c, 3 gns.—Below.

VNDSWORTH. - B.S.A., almost brand new
machine, 4V4h.p., 3 speeds, unscratched ; 89

h. Jelow.

TPNDSWORTH—F.N., latest 5-6h.p.. almost new;
V cost £125, great bargain, 85 gns.—Below.

JONDSWORTH.—Zenith, 4h.p. J.A.P., overhauled,
f' disc wheels, newly enamelled, plated; 58 gns.

—

•Ic

X?NDSWORTH.—Red Indian 7h.p. twin, 3 speeds,
» spring frame; only 59 gns.—Below.

17 NDSWORTH.-Red Indian, clutch model, 7h.p..
V speedometer, guaranteed 60 m.p.h. ; bargain, 45

IS. ielow.
^

1920 magnificent red Indian
. dynamo lighting; only

I9ns.—Below.
(7 NDSWORTH.—Premier fine coachbuilt combina-

M, S'sh.p., 3 speeds ; any trial; 52 gns.—

and M. nearly new
lamps, licensed ; sacri-

V.NDSWORTH.-
coachbuilt combination.

:-L'^WORTH.—Chater-Jap coachbuilt combina-
V- tion, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, licensed; 49 gns.

—

^NDSWORTH.^Bra'dbury, 4h.p., Bosch, 3 speeds,
lamps, licensed, runs splendidly; 38 gns.—Below.

NDSWORTH.—Royal Enfield lightweiRht, twin,
2 speeds, kick, chain drive; 42 gns.—Below.

NDSWORTH.—Rudge coachbuilt combination.
3'-_.h.p., 2 speeds, kick, runs splendidly; 48 gns.

VNDSWORTH.-Zenlth, 4h.p. J.A.P,
,
kick starter; very cheap, 45 gns.—

, Bosch mag.
Below.

VI
NDSWORTH
mechanical

Minerva, sy^h-p,, mag
horn, lamps, licensed

;

speeds

V/'iNpSWORTH.—F.N.. ^>4h.p.

jf? NDSWORTH.-Chater, 3h.p.,
V irame, spring forks, drive away:

mag., 2 speeds,
halt drive, wants crank case; 16 gns.—Below.

mag., dropped
12 gns.—Below.

V NDSWORTH.—Minerva. Z'ih.ii.. ma", dropped
frame, drive away; only 13 gnf.—Below.

NDSWORTH.—Exchanges.--Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town
1, 'Phone : Latchmere 4686. [1811

2-sr)eed Models, lamps,
£60.—Souther and Co..

[X5993

HET'S a'ih.p. 2-stroke
' Til, licence holder, tools;
rk Misted.

i'l. C.B. Comljination, countershaft 3-speed.
2 i-lendid order; cheap.—64, Smith St., Warwick.

[X6093
>; GAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels. Harleys, Omega..
* iLiadrants: exchanges entertained. — Booth.'
iU'Si, Halifax.

1^ GAINS.—New 4Vjh,p. Quadrant and sidecar,
* 1135; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths
vtces. Halifax

J/lGAINS.—1920 Indian Combination, dynamo
:igbting. screen, £145/10: G.W.K. light car. dc-

jhlle -vbeels, £155/10.—Booths Motorics, Hali-

'•JMGAIN3,—8h.p. Matchless combination, counter-
» [shaft gear, f49/n- 4"/,h.p. James, 3-speed
aildnve, £39/15.—Booths Motorics. Halifax.

/GAINS.—7-9h.p. Indian. 2-epeed. £29/10* 6h p
* !5hater-Lea and sidecar. £30/10. — Booth-

Halifax.)t^es,

>fGAlNS.-3h.p. Enfleld lightweight.
:35/10; 3V.h.p. Triumph. £26/10; 3«,h p

lei £35/10; J.E.S. motor set on cycle. £17/lo'_
of' Motorics, Halifax, ' "•

'AOAINS. - SVsh.p. 1914 P. and M., £49/10-
»: early new 1921 2-speed Omega. £51/10* 1920
C.,:35/10; 1920 Scott. £87/10.—Booths Motorics,

I'^GAINS.—4h.p. Douglas. 3-specd, £59/10: 1916
.i'^-P- Do'ielas. £37/10; new 1921 Rudge
Itl £85.-Booths Motorics. Halifax,

'AGAINS.-Shop-soiled 1920 models ; 2%h p
;.K.. £43/10; ditto 2-speed. £54/10: 2«h pfigJap, 2-speed, £67/10; Harley-Davidson and

2Cl £139/10; 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10-
iniges entertained. Pay tjs a visit.—Booths'
to:;. Portland Place, Halifax. Tel. : 1062 [6195

'ricecompleti

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET
Absolutely reliable, suitable for all makes of Motor

Cycles. W*itc for particulars-

"IDEAL"

^ SIDECAR

LAMP.

Sinuiai m construction to ig/4 Lamp, but havina
]:^in. diameter lens, and also Ruby Lens in rear.
List No. 205. Price 8/6 each. Plated finish.

SIDECAR LAMP
SIDE LAMP. L,^l-No.rg,,

r . J.T ,
rr.ce b - each.

L'^si No. 19 /4.

Price 16/- each.
Rij,ht or left fitting

MADE
TO

LAST.
s from solid brass, tiirnec]

i threaded at joints. Every
part oE solid construction.
Those lamps may lie ta'teo to

T>iecos for cleaninc, and will remain aliehl
in the atronsest gale. Dest quality lenses
aifl fitted, and can bo easily replaced if

broken These lamps will last as long a^
the machines thoy are need on, and are abaolutety rnatlest

"DAY BEAM"
ELECTRIC UGHTING OUTFITS
Solo £5 5 0. Combination £7 7 0.

ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE.

Lieence Holders
(For Motor Cycles).

Number plate fitting, as illustra-

ted, complete with nuts and
screws.
List No. 214. 3/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodwork 01

metal work. List No. 216. 3/6 each.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

•z y-

RIM & PATENTS LT"
LAWDEN Be BORDESLEV BlRMlNCHftM.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each adv
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Miscellaneous.

5h.p. Motor Cycle, new tyres, lamps, etc., gfaod run-

ning order; b.Trgain, £20.-292, Wandsworth R<1..

S.W. • [lAOS

LIGHTWEIGHT 1920 2y.h.p., 2-speed, Villiers

engine, all on, Tan-Sad pillion seat, back and
footrest, splendid bargain; owner bought light car;

50.—49, Callcott Rd., Brondesbury. [2039

ALLDAYS Allon. 1917. splendid condition, 27 gns.;

also 1920 Excelsior Baby Triumph, 2-speed,

kick start, unscratched; 38 gns.; evenings; exchanges.
-67, Fernlea Hd., Balham, S.W.12. [2270

Al Opportunity.-Exceptional bargains in shop-
soiled motor cycles and combinations for cash or

the easiest of easy terms, no extra charge.—Write,
phone, or call at Wauchope's, Shoe Lane. London.

(4535

IF Wishin.i? to Buy (for cash or easy payments), eell, _

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-

quirements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance irn-

uiilterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7906

LIGHT^VEIGHT Combination for sale, new April
last, 2-<i)eed Enfield geare, chain-driven through-

ovit, all on, C.B. Montgomery sidecar, Camep-screen and
apron; would separate; trial given.—Jarvis, Tanner St.,

lirirking. [1299

S.\M E. CLAPHAM (Motors). 'Phone : Greenwich
751.—Immediate delivery lightweight models,

Edmund (spring frame). Connaught. New Comet. Es^-

celsior. F.N.. Arden. Douglas, etc.—27. Stock»-ell St.,

Greenwich, S.E.IO [1108

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged;

any new motor cycle combination or car supplied,
cash or easy payments. — Fair Offer Car House, 5.

Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Sta-
tion) 'Phone; Hampstead 3752, Hours 9-7, includ-

ing Saturdays. [1584

MOTOR Cycle Liquidation.—Ariel combination,
brand new, £120; new shop-soiled Lea-Francis,

£90; new Coventry Eagle, £50; new Cedos light-

weight, £50; new P. and M. combination, £110:
second-hand Triumh and sidecar, £80; second-hand
Indian and sidecar, £60. Don't delay.—Apply, 198,
Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1979

MOTOR Cycles at bargain prices.-Mebes and
Mebes, the original' light car specialists, have a

limited number of 1920 motor cycles, popular makes,
all brand new, for which they are prepared to accept
any reasonable offer. Call and inspect, and make your
offer. They are relinquishing this department owing
to limited space being required for light cars.-154-6,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230.
[1445

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
MOTOR Cycles, solo, Saturday to Monday, 42/6;

1 week. 85/-: combination 52/6 a.nd 110/-;
write for further information.—Maudes'. 100, Gt. Port-

land St., W.l. (X2672

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Aulo Wheel, quite new; sacrifice £10/10.—

Fairview, Barming Heath. [1306

AUTO-WHEEL, rnnning older; flO.; nice condi-

tion.—14, Botrndaries Ed., Balham. [1918

SIMPLEX Attachment, complete, shop-soiled, in per-

fect condition; real barBnin, 12, or nearest offer.—

73, Bewdley Ed., Kidderminster. [X5891

SIMPLEX Attachment, cycle, complete, new, cost

£42; accept £26; licence.—Forster, 2, Jesmond
Terrace. Barras Bridge. Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1801

YOUICG Cycle with Attachment, perfect, new- condi-

tion, ll4h.p.. free engine; £21, iiicluaing tax.—

Parsons, 49, Kensington Place, Brighton. [1515

lO^I Young Motor Attachment .-ind Cycle, new
X*y February, perfect, cost with tax £33; take

£22.—Bussey, 'i'ranmcre, Goodmayes Lane, Ilford.

JOHNSON Motor Wheel, complete with new bicycle,

new Binks carburetter. 26x2 Dunlop tyre. Klaxon
horn, licence paid; £37. or near offer; buying car^
Tibbitts, Stunuinster Newton, Dorset. [1276

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.

INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.-Rayner, 10-12. George St.. Blackpool.
[X703o

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for

invalid and disabled.—Particulars. Argson Eng.

Co.. Ltd.. 3, Kendalls Mews, George St.. W.l. [7354

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
SKOOTAMOTA. brand new; £45.-Hoiikins, New St..

Ledbury. [0675

KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—3, Ken-
dall Mews, George St., W.l. [1442

A.B.C. Skootamota, 1921, new; £33.—Frank Wliit-

worth. 139, Neiv St., Birmingham. [X4173

AUTOPED Scooter, 1920, almost new dynamo; i£20-

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, [9011

AUTOGLIDER. 2'ih.\^., bargain, £21; nearly nevi.

Model A.—2, Onion Terrace, Torquay. [1359

MOBILE Pup, new, with seat, tax paid, electric

light; £22.-27, Victoria St., Redditch. [X5985

ABC Skootamota. 1920, hardly soiled: quick sale,

£29/10; perfect.-Webh, Warmley, Bristol. [1503

ertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
. marked (PI.
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MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A.D.O. Skootniiiota, in perfect condition, liardly used;

£30. 01 neai oflei.—Walton, Bohemia, Mailow.
-^

[19S2

1 021 Skootamota, Just received liom works, in

Xt/ ,-rafe; £31/10. — 54, St. Jamea St., Aslited.

nimiinsham. [Xan9
AtJTOGLIDER, 2'ili.p., new condition, carry 2, not

ilcrae 100 miles; Ijargain, £25.-Hmit, 12. Kii.rt

Quay, Bridgwater. > [1394

.B.C. Skootamota, good condition, licence paid,

owner purchased car; reasonable offer-.—Mrs.

Goldstone, Malmesbury, Wilts. • [1380

£28.—Campling Skootamota, perfect condition, done
only 50 miles; cost £52.—H. How, Compass

Observatory, Ditfon Park, Langley, Bucks. [1397

2K00TAM0TA, never been used, in perfect condi-

tion as delivered from makers; price £25.—East
Giinstead Motor Garage, Ltd., East Grinstead. [8111

AUTOGLIDEE, 1920 model, 2iili.p., licence and in-

surance 1921, good condition; no reasonable^ offer

refused.— 68, Grovelands Rd. "" ' '" "

A-^

S^^

Palmer's Green, K.13.
[1645

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

SANDHAM'S make tliousands of hoods every year;

50/- each. First quality twill waterproof.

SANDITMS.-Tlie Sandum Patent Wind Screen of 100
positions, as shown at Olympia. Finest screen

on the market; 90/..-.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd.. W:C.l. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0635

HEKCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write lor list.—

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-

ham, [iios

MOTOR Hoods, every description; hoods re-covered,

tiuickast. oheapest, and best.—Coventry Hood
Co., 23, Chapel St., Coventry. [XeOSO

WIND Screens Actually in Stock : Eastings, Baby,
Standard, Royal, Bluemels latest; Cameo hoods,

finest quality, waterproof, with curtains round: £5/5.
—64 Bishopsgate. London. [0620

HOOD Materials.—3 hoops 10/-, brass fittings 3/3,

extensions '2/6 pair, turnbuttons' and eyelets 4/9

doezu, best twill 13/- yard 72in.-H6my Jones/ 778,

High Ed., Tottenham, London. [2316

ABANDON Ugly Goggles. Waynham's patent eye

screen, perfect visability, steampreof, unbreakable,

invisible; instantly raised or lowered; each P.O. 21-

—

Radio Corporation, City Stock Booms, Bnmingliani.
[S6013

BODIES.

s
TPOR

SANDUM. tlie largest and most renowned sidecai

body buildors in country.

SANBTJMS have put on tlie market over 10,000 side-

car bodies.-

SANDUMS have tlie only adult 2-seater body on tlie

market which is not unsightly. Write fox out
Dual-purpose Body cata.logue.

SANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any make
with the use of up-to-date machinery in four

factories.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd.. London. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427.

[0634
VTENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

TT'E^tJS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and verj' smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light,

but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in
direct. Catalogue free.

yENUS Sidecar Co.

factory and supplied

6-14, Gourley St.; S. Tottenham
[051£

WIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality. £7/7;
lO original £12/12.-64. Bishopsgate, Loudon. [0614

Morgan, short chassis, bonnet,
235, Victoria Rd.,

[1720

NEW Body Built fo:

wings, etc.; £5.:-Thomas,
Wood Green, London.

GOOD 2-3enter Body, suit 6 or 8h.p. uiacliine, new,
blue, rear locker; genmue bargain, only uante

teeing, £8/10; after 6.—Sayer, 10, Oourcy Rd., Hornsev.
[1329

EDWARDES Sidecar Bodies, £5; painted any colour,

bulbous back, from ^E6; other models, £7; call

and inspect my value, all fitted free.— 277, Cambevwell
Rd., S.E. [2020

> OYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, -clear-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

MARTINSYDE Coachlmilt Commercial Box Body
and pair of semi-elliptc springs, width 24\2in.,

height 32in., length 59in., splendid condition; £5.—
Spiickman, Manchester Ed., Swiudon. [1402

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better or
cheaper house), sporting models, bulbous back and

step pattern. All at low prices. Call or send your re-

quirements.—228, Pontonville Rd., King's Cross, Lon-
don, N.l. Tel.: 24S1 North. [6851

W

LIGHTING SETS
for

Cars and Motor Cycles

REDUCTION
IN

PRICES
OF DYNAMOS

4 volt 3-4 amp. Type from

£6-10-0 to £5-10-0
6 volt 5 amp. Type from

£8-10-0 to £7-0-0
Complete Motor Cycle Sets with all

necessary fittings for most machines

include 4 volt Dynamo, Accumulator

in Case with Sv^fitches, Head Lamp
with bulb and brackets. Tail Lamp
with bulb. Wiring, Special Pulley,

Dynamo Bracket, Belt with Fastener

£11-2-0
Very easily fitted without alteration to

Douglas, Zenith, A. J. S., Norton,

Blackburne, etc., and all Outside

Flywheel Machines.

Total Weight of complete set is under 1 lbs.

more than the average acetylene set. The
'Power to Drive the 4 volt dynamo at

maximum speed is Less than tb h.p.

Therefore, the sets are equally suitable for

lightweights or large machines.

Fully Illustrated Catalogue free

on request.

We specialise in repairs to MIRA Dynamos

ALL KINDS OF MOTOR LAMPS
AND ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED.

THE

ASTRA DYNAMO Co.
110, VICTORIA ST., S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 75.15.

BODIES.
SIDECAR Body. Designs lor the trade only. Wo

ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings ol origi

designs, also workins drawings, lull-sized or to scah
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established design
tn hhe coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us wl
designing new ideas.^20, Tudor St., London. E.C.

IOC

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

ANDHAM, tbe smartest sidecar specialiita.

ANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia SUow.

ANDUM Cliassis.—Insist on having our enolot

wheel type bi cliassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 .^ns.. and epo
26 gns., are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the smartest «i

car on the road; highly recommended in "1
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A sin

or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. 6
of body as our single-seater Elite. Lnxuriousiy «
lortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in c

reot position over rear axle. Finished in colours
suit any make of machine, 42 gns. ; bodies oi

2! gns. The latest development of the 2-seater
designed by us, and approved by the recogni
experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, emart

;

racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHA."\I Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Cray's :

Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factorr
162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britan
Works. Britannia St., W.C. [Oi

MIDDT.ETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars
gua.ranteed 3 year.s.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis
high-powered machines : Zenith, Harli

Indians, New Imperials, Sunbeams. Blackburnes,

INDIANS with kick starter on left present
difficulty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs ol

kind- Twisted motor Ci'cle frames and Ii,

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various mnke^ for sak. 5

old sideciir taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not <

safer and more comfortable, but are ia^tei
bad roadi than rigids. They give to the bumps,
bash into them. ^

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established *

car makers, wholesale, retail, and export,
Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tn
Phone : Hornsey 1584, [C

£22.—Few 2-sefter side-by-side sidecaxs.—Bo.'jwf
591, FoleshiU Rd., Coventry. [Xf

Paud M. Millford Chassis, good tyre and or

• £6.-1, BeUingham Ter., Catford. [I

COACHBUILT Sidecar, new, underslung, comp
£12/10.-2, Appiou Rd., Bow, London.

SIDECAR, wicker, all complete, good condition :
' —Mugiidge, 225, Franciscan Rd., Tooting

EDWARDES Sidecar Chassis, under.=lung. sei

hand; £5/10.-277, Camberwell Bd„ S.E. [l

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled high-clas3 coachbuilt
cars; cheap.—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

ARGAINS.—Shop-soiled underslung sidecar clu

cheap.—Booths Motorics, Portland Place, I

fax.

BARGAINS.—High-class coachbuilt bodies,
colour.—Booths Motorics, Portland Place, 1

(ax.

BARGAINS.-Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar.
Triumph or B.S.A. ; £18/15.—Booths MoU

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sideca.r.

Rudge, £36/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, ii'

new, £16/10.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker n

seat, £6/3 9/6; cane body, 25/-. — B(

Motories, Halifax. [

SEVERAL Sidecars for sale, cheap; room wani

57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. \

EDWARDES Sidecar Chassis, new, complete wit

fittings; £7.-277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. I

SMART Sidecar, off Zenith, roomy, spiiiis upholst
' £7/15.—Pearston, 1, Station Rd., Epsoni. I

B

4h.p. Douglas, special bulbous back sidecar, i

body; £18.—Osbourn, Campbell.Rd., Bedford. I

UNDERSLUNG Coachbuilt Sidecar, 5-poiiit co

tion; bargain, £9.-1, BeUingham Ter., Ca

E
S.E.

IDBOAB CDouglns] for siile, excellent <
""'

bargain, il5.—Slater. Addlethorpe, Burgh, I-

DWARDES Sidecar Chassis, underslung, new

A38 All letters lelatinj: to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

IT
is unfortunate in many respects that this

year's A.C.U. Six Days Trials will not receive

the full support of motor cjcle manufacturers.

It is the most important event of the year,

and the pubUcity accorded it brings before

the public the capabilities of the modem motor
cycle. For this reason, it is natural that the manu-
facturers hesitate when the regulations are con-

sidered to be of a nature tending to place their

productions at a disadvantage.

It is the feeling that A.C.U. Six Days Trials

have become too technical, and awards have been

lost on technical grounds which are not under-

stood by the public. We refer to this matter more
fully on page 156 of this issue.

A Paradox.

ALONG letter from a prominent manufacturer,

which appears elsewhere in this issue, shows

very clearly in what way speed trials may
become, from a spectator's point of view,

the " slowest " of competitive events.

Such affairs do, indeed, tend to become un-

wieldy, especially if they are open to all, as the

usual multiplicity of classes in which the same

riders figure in each becomes a monotonous pro-

cession in which interest rapidly wanes ; while,

if the meeting is marred by defective organisation

or unwillingness to undertake a proper share of

the work on the part of officials, the affair may
rapidly fall into chaos, and the results be valueless

or the continuation of the meeting dangerous to

riders and public.

The latter state of affairs may easily arise if

the spectators become bored and restive, for it

rapidly becomes increasingly difficult to keep them

off the course ; the lack of value in the results

likewise may easily be the result of a protracted

meeting, especially if hand timing be employed,

for no one can expect a timekeeper to remain in

the state of mental activity necessitated by his

duty when at his post upwards of eight hours.

A wise ruling in all open speed trials would be
that no rider should make more than three attempts

on a machine of given capacity, no matter what
number of classes he enters ; his best time would
then be counted. The running of both standing

and flying start classes is surely unnecessary.

Too Much Running-in Required ?

THAT every new motor cycle should be

delivered to its buyer in a condition in all

ways ready for road use is an ideal that is

becoming daily more generally fulfilled.

Only in rare cases nowadays is " delivery

tune " a legitimate subject for complaint by dis-

gruntled riders who have discovered slack nuts

or tappets out of adjustment during the maiden
voyage of a glittering outfit, just uncrated. Care-

ful workshop inspection systems, rigorous road
tests, and, usually, the maker's keen regard

for his reputation, save the 1921 rider from most
of the post-delivery tuning that, rather less than
a decade ago, formed the common lot of the

enthusiastic buyer.

There is one detail, however, that still calls for

improvement if motor cycling is to be the pastime
of the million. We refer to the somewhat pre-

valent practice of delivering engines with very

tight pistons and bearings, and relying on the

commonsense and patience of the buyer to run

them in with care—a process that may extend

over nearly a thousand miles before the risk of

seizure is entirely absent.

Admittedly, an engine made to fine clearances

eventually becomes a far more efficient unit ih'in

one which is sent out in a condition popularl"
termed "sloppy"; the point is, however, that

the running-in should be done, preferably, by
some external mechanical means, before the engine
leaves the works. One or two firms do this ; but
others, just as highly placed in the industry, are

notorious for the long period of careful driving

that must elapse before the throttle of one of

their new machines may be opened with impunity.

~.^.^. < ^ / /. ^ . ,,/., y , / ,/. /..y ./. y /.y y / //../.. J \ \ .\ A \ . V. v \ \ \

-

V A..A ..A.. \ ^ A. .N....?.,...S....

An index to the advertiSBments in this issue will be found on the page facing the baci< cover.
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A Prop Stand.

SOME wliile ago I pointed out that many utilitarian

riders, especially doctors, would appreciate a

single-leg prop stand for their solo mounts. Mr.

Alfred Chater, of 90, President Street, Johannesburg,

manufactures such a stand, employing a ball joint at

the top of the near side rear fork, and a spring clip

near the fork ends to hold the stand when out of

use. Does any South African reader know this stand?

Instep Straps.

EKEEP a special cubby hole for motor cycling

garments, which are normally too filthy to be

stored in an ordinary wardrobe. The other day

I sorted them over in search of wear for a trip which

promised to need protection. The corner contained

half a dozen pairs of waterproof leggings, and every

single pair had at least one dud instep strap. Manu-
facturers still make these straps of leather. The strap

is subjected to much friction in every case; to the

maximum of wet whenever ^rain falls ; and very often

to heat and oil as well. No sane man would advise

leather for such conditions; and the result is that the

straps always give out long before the leggings them-

selves need' be written off. Can no genius devise some

more durable method of hitching the leggings to the

insteps?

The Temple of tlie Sword.

AN old Roman religious cult maintained a solitaiy

temple in a lonely grove, where an armed priest

lived alone, sleeping and eating with a drawn

sword ready to his hand. It was the law of the cult

that whoever could vanquish the priest in fair fight

might succeed to his post and the offerings of the faith-

ful. Which things are a parable. There was a time

when the Excelsior motor bicycle had the British

market at its feet. Then came a time when Quadrants

easily outnumbered all their rivals alike in competition

entries and in private sales. Even to^ay there are

firms who, because their market has been good for a

year or two, fancy that the agents will always compete
frantically for their output. The real fact is that a

A20

short period of unparalleled competition is at hand

the motor cycle industry, and that some of the younf

and newer firms are evincing unsuspected brains a

enterprise. No -firm's, market is assured for m

summer. Let them sleep- with a drawn sword acn

their knees, or their temple will fall to another.

Those Long Exhaust Pipes.

THERE is a painful burn across all my finge

50 manufacturers will pardon the somewhat a

tone of this paragraph. I have been ridinj

trade 'bus of first-class make, and for some mile;

was worried by a grinding squeak which defied lo

tion. Ultimately (I hke that word, it can cove;

lot) I found that the long exhaust pipe had a lot'

" give " in it, and was designed to clear (a)

leg of the stand and (b) the belt rim by J^in. resp

tively. Needless to say, it waggled against one

the other, against the spinning belt rim for preferer

whereupon the friction created a whining suggestior

a main bearing on the verge of seizure. No rem

was possible, except to wire the fishtail to the st

leg for the period of the loan.

Pot-holes and Backache.

HAM no longer a blithe boy of twenty, and,

paragraph, must be taken as the opinion

weak, timid old man. I arri sitting hunchbac

to WVite it. I have just done 210 miles of pot-hi,

main roads on one of our best standard tou ;

machines—that is to say, a machine with a first-c *

fork, a standard saddle, and a rigid rear frame. E,i.f

tv¥enty-five miles my spine developed such an a\ 1

ache that I was fain to dismount and smoke a ]:«

whilst my vertebrae settled back into their socl|'-

This is not good enough. Our roads are not li'li'

to get better. Keen surveyors do their best, ami

taxpayer finds millions of money, but the fast, hi;

traffic of to-day only takes three months to batter le

best road we can make into the semblance of a f

beach after a short-ripple tide has ebbed. The ft «

of motor cycling will be largely restricted unless le
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(casional Comments.—

ade tackles the comfort problem good and hard. I

ould go so far as to say that it is the outstanding
oblem of motor cycle design. It is not for me to

y whether ive need spring frames, or softer saddles,

bigger back tyres. But I am quite emphatic on
;e principle—the modern road is far too rough for
'ie modern machine.

WantecJ. a Freak Hill for Practice.

WONDER if any hotel proprietor in the home
counties has a really steep hill-side at the back
of his hou.se ? What fun we cO'uld have if some

.terprising person would lay out a short fancy freak

II with about eight hairpins in quick succession in

jme locality easily reached by the big clubs. Club
jeets could then include a pattern ascent by one of

ir rO'Ugh-riding experts, followed by a sweepstake

fmb among the ordinary members. If such a hill

iuld be laid out at Brooklands, say up to the popular

tnds
near the members' bridge, we should be able

add a fresh attraction to club meets on the

inous track.

Clean Ascent " "With Palms."
N the war various wanglers secured sundry foreign

decorations with such extras as palms or oak
leaves or crossed swords. When 1 see a trial go

Ij)
a freak hill, I always think that the 5%' of the

itry who go up with their feet on the rests ought

have a little extra credit. The common or

rden motor cyclist plunges and wobbles about,

jth his legs waving madly and thrusting his machine
lick to- the perpendicular. The super-expert steers

1) with his feet where they ought to be. In the

fecial results both climbs figure equally as " clean

[cents. " The difficulty of distinguishing between
foting (to steady the machine) and foot-slogging (to

[sist a weary engine) is eternal, and made for trouble

I

the Scottish Six Days. So did the old bugbear of

lying to differentiate between wheelspin and a good
Jd-fashioned conk out. To my mind, whether a side-

Lr or a, solo mount is concerned, there are just

*f'0 sorts of climbs which are fit to be recognised, viz.

.) Any old way of going up, provided your machine

never becomes even momentarily stationary. (2.) An
ascent with your feet on the rests from start to fimsh.

The first might qualify for a gold medal; the latter

desei-ves a gold medal with palms. Wheelspin ought
not to be accepted as a mitigating circumstance. It

is always due to one of three things—bad driving (too

much throttle), bad path-picking, or bad design of

the machine. In eitlier case it deserves no mercy. If

it is acute enough to bring the machine to a standstill,

let the climb be recognised for what it is—a failure.

If a club adopts, some such principles, it will save
itself no end of trouble, it will set its observers a
simple task, and it will encourage good machines and
good riding.

An Old Problem.
BEGINNER has written me a rather priceless

letter in which he enquires what road troubles
he may expect. He has done pretty well

in his first three months, except that his magneto
switch shorted one day

—

why do people fit magneto
switches anyhow? They are not the least use, and
can puzzle a novice tremendously if they go dud. His
main, trouble has been lamps—of the gas variety, with

side and tail specimens which jolt out at the least

provocation. He has my hearty sympathy, especially

as they now compel him to terminate his trip before

moonrise, and convey his fairy to her parental

domicile two miles away on the back step of his push
bicycle. Does anybody know a really guar-anteeable

method of keeping these tiny gas burners alight on
rough roads ? I once got so- pessimistic on the subject

that I converted all my small lamps to the dry batter-y.

On the other hand, I have had fairish sei-vice from
D.A. and eke from using three separate generators

—

a big fellow for the head lamp, and toy sizes for the

small lamps. But I have now been on electricity so

long that my memories are rather blurred. Will
somebody give my young friend sound advice ?—that
push bicycle step business is too heartrending, especi-

ally in a heatwave. [Yes. Let your friend fit one
large generator for all lamps. At least two members
of The Motor Cycle staff u.se gas lamps, and are just as

keen on them as " Ixion " and others are where elec-

trical installation is concerned.

—

Ed.]

ENTHUSIASTS IN ADEN, where roads are few and far between, where riding is done at night because of the Intense heat during the
day, and where vegetation is so scarce and the only example in the neighbourhood is so prized that the riders shown insisted upon It being
Included in the picture ! The motor cyclists shown are members of the Eastern Telegraph Co.'s staff. Their names, from left to right, are

:

Salt (4 Triumph), Taylor (4 Douglas sc), Wilkinson (6 Zenith), Chambers (4 Triumph), Insall (2^ Royal Ruby), Blunder (2| New Imperial),
Fox (2i Douglas), Laycock (4 Triumph), Redman (Triumph Junior), Gordon (2i Indian), Moores (3^ Norton), Wilkin (4 Douglas sc),
Dobie (4 Triumph), Saunders (2J Douglas). Jeffery (2i Wolf), Kime (3i Indian), Drucquer (Triumph Junior), and Loveday (2i Royal Enfield).
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A 350 c.c. Lightweight for Go-anywhere Service—Its Charms and Advanlages. |

SOME weeks ago the writer "covered " the Western

Centre Two-day Open Trial in Wales on a

350 c.c. two-stroke machine Avith much less

fatigue than would have been experienced with any

but the most manageable of higher-powered mounts.

That experience made a great impression, and, when

another occasion presented itself wherein the advant-

at^es of a small machine Avould be desirable, he

decided to avail himself of the opportunity of testing

a four-stroke of similar capacity.

The opportunity arose during the recent T.T.

.

Races in the Isle of Man, for the writer's assignation

in connection with

that event was to

be responsible for

The Motor Cycle

photographs over
the " far " side
of the course,
from Kirkmichael,
through Ramsey,
and up to the

Bungalow on the

summit of the Snae-
fell Road. Such a

roving commission
demanded great
mobility, for, as the

races promised to

be run off in shorter

time than ever, as

Ihe actual machine mentioned in this article was piloted through the

Scottish Six Days, and obtained a gold medal. As a "one factory

product, the 2i h.p. Royal Ruby appeals to those who do not tavour

machines assembled from proprietary components.

little of the precious hours as possible would,

to be lost in moving from point to point, thus

" foot-slogging " out of the question.

To shorten a long story, it suffices to -say

2.;^ h.p. sports model Royal Ruby with three-| .

gear box was taken out from Liverpool to Dougljl

where it commenced a really hard week's sendee.

Exploring Forgotten Tracks.

In order to determine the best plan of campaia

two days were spent in exploring the various rO"

over the Snaefell mountain : there are two ro

normally used, bi'i

having severe gn

ents, bad surfac

and a number
gates to be oper-

and closed, but.i'

addition to thi:

the ordnance m
indicate a nuir

'

of tracks now fa 1

into disuse, ^

every one of tlSj

was tried.

The buffeiJE

which the E If

received . on '

t

tracks was eqi I1

lent to the roug s'

of " find-a-wini

f
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The Possibilities of tlie Liglitweight Four-strolte.—

trials, and on one particular track, over which it is

doubtful whether a motor cycle has ever been before,
there was great danger of the machine being lost alto-

gether, because the road had degenerated into a watery
morass, into which a plunge was made in the effort

Xo get across by sheer impetus. The machine stopped,
'>f course, and commenced to sink until even the hubs
showed signs of disappearing beneath the sur-

face. Standing on a tuft of reeds, frantic

fforts were made, and, in hauling out the

nachine by main force, both hands on the left

landle-bar, the latter was pulled so far up that,

inally, it cracked ; however, the machine was
escued and dragged to firaier ground, but the

lext mile, driving with one hand, over boulders
md moss and stopping every few yards with

he footrests wedged at each side of a deep rut

md the back wheel spinning high and clear (not-

ivithstanding that the Ruby's clearance is greater

han most) was a nightmare. In all, that par-

jicular stretch of road, five miles in length,

ccupied about threequarters of an hour, during
diich the engine revved continuously on low.

133

the machine was by no means new, being a works
"hack," which was destined to go through the Scottish
Six Days, in Hugh Gibson's hands, as soon as it had
served our purpose.
The only points we can criticise adversely are the

possibility of missing the middle gear, and the lack
of flywheel weight, which makes a generous throttle
opening necessary when starting from a standstill. In

THE FOUR-STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT GOES EVERYWHERE.

As described, a 23 h.p. Royal Ruby was used for visiting

many points during the T.T. races. (Top) Sulby River,
easily forded, despite belt drive. (Left) A hairpin bend
on the Sulby .Snaefell road. (Bottom) Garwick Bay, reached
by a rough footpath of severe gradients and hairpin bends.

t-)u^ normal roads, the speed of the 350 c.c.

nchine need be little short of that of mounts
ith larger engines, and it was found that, on
\e-and-take roads, an average of 30 m.p.h.
liuld be attained when desirable, and that the
Jaximura speed was about 42 m.p.h. ; curiously
jtough, too, the steering improves as the speed
icreases.

[Such an engine, too, is very economical, both
Jjtrol and oil consumption being extraordinarily
|X)d. The three-speed gear worked 'admir-
)ly, but the control is too low to be conveniently
verated by hand, and so the foot was invariably used,
•Ad it was brought home to the rider that the middle
gar location on - the - quadrant w^as not sufficiently
.{sitive.

i Not a New Machine.
-jln all, some 250 miles of roads were covered, many,
llobably a third, being of the freak variety, and, beyorid
joairing the damaged handle-bar, nothing was done to
ti machine in any way : this is satisfactory, because

other respects, the machine was as fast, reliable,

smooth running, powerful, and economical as one
could wish a solo machine to be.

Standard Gear Ratios,

Incidentally, the gear ratios are 5;'4, 8, and 12 to i,

and the chain-cum-belt drive is smooth and apparently

trouble-free ; no belt slip was experienced even after

crossing the many watersplashes which were encoun-

tered during the various explorations described.
A2.^
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nplUI GRAND PIK m EETE0SPECXinii

Successes by British Machines leave a Lasting Impression in the Minds
of French Enthusiasts. A Mile-a-minute Average on Loose Roads. I

QUITE the most convincing demonstration of

British motor cycle efficiency occurred in the

French Grand Prix race last week. Tlie event

was described and illustrated in The Motor Cycle last

Thursday, and of which the outstanding facts were
that the

500 CO. winner averaged ... ... 59.9 m.p.h.
350 c.c. „ „ 49.4 ,,

250 c.c. „ „ 43.0 „

In the two larger classes eighteen circuits had to

be covered— 193,^/2 miles—and in the 250 c.c. section

fifteen circuits—161^ miles.

Throughout the ,long race three or four British

500 c.c. machines led the field, Bennett and de la

Hay, though riding within twenty yards of one another,

alternating for first position. After two laps only

four seconds separated Bennett (Sunbeam), EdmondEi

(Triumph), and de la Hay (Sunbeam). The pace was

hot at all times, many of the fastest men. averagingi

a mile a minute for the laps, notwithstanding three

difficult corners and two "S " bends.

In the 350 c.c. class jSIeunier's twin Alcyon early

forged ahead, and maintained its position to the endi

His average speed was 10 m.p.h. less than Bennetfsl

(49.4 m.p.h. for 1935-^. miles to be exact); but hg

performance was none the less a fine one_. This ^^

the first time for quite a considerable period thatj

small V twin has scored _ such a distinct success^,

a classic speed event. It was also a victory for oVia

head valves. Douglases were second and third,_ tt|)(

were unfortunate in losing Kickham comparativeli'

early in the race, due to a bad fall as a result

which Kickham will remain in France for threi

months. H. R. Harveyson (third) is the erstwhilr

successful rider of Indians; he crossed the Channe

as a spectator, and only decided to ride at the las

moment, and had not, in fact, seen the course befor

the day of the race.

Small British Engine Does Well.

A. Milner (Levis) led the "two-fifties'' for moi

than ten laps, but fate in the shape of a very larg

flint eliminated him on his twelfth circuit. The Yvel'i

J.A.P., which won this class, however, is as Britis

as its name is not—being assembled almost exclusive!
j

from British components ; the engine, in fact, weh

transported by aeroplane a few days before the raci I

It averaged 43.0 m.p.h.

Scot nasus Frenchman—a duel between A. H. Alexander (3J Douglas) and a Gallic competitor on an Alcyon. (Inset) An impression of Le Va

(3J Indian) at speed. . >

A2<1
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I wo French lightweight competitors rounding the acute bend at Pontlieue. The leading

rider has slowed down, so much so that he has found it necessary to assist with his feet.

Note the artificial banking on the right.

To return to

the big event of

the da\', both
Sunbeams rode a

vvonderfully con-

i i s te n t race—
lO'ticeable even to

.he most dis-

nterested spec-
,

': a t o r — and
{ihoroughly d e -

ierved to win

;

out had Edmond
Triumph) not
ipparently f o r -

,'Otten that the

argest tank does
lot hold sufficient

oetro'l for nearly

wo hundred
' n i 1 e s at 60
|n.p.h. " there
(night have
;)een " the closest

:inish known in

ino'tor cycle racing history. Neck and neck finishes

(

|ii long road races are a rarity, and it requires little

imagination tO' picture the excitement of the French
:rowd had the twO' Sunbeams and the side-valve

Triumph entered on their last lap in the same close

ormation that they held for so long. (What a pity

hat it is not possible to start the T.T. riders simul-

aneously as in the Grand Prix
!)

Nortons at one time were well in the picture, but

uiluckily experienced tyre troubles, though one rider

hanged a piston during the race. Douglases, too,

ivere handicapped by tyres due to the stony nature

!)f the course. A.B.C.'s were greatly fancied in

l^rance, as they had performed so- well

n practice. Actually their first man
—Perrin—was sixth at the finish.

Fast Side^valve Engines.
Although fitted . with aluminium

istons, the engines of two Sunbeams
nd Edmond's Triumph were of the

tandard side-by-side valve type, and
le impression their exhibition made
n the French spectators cannot be

over - estimated,

but Sgonina's

mount was fitted

with the o V e r -

head four - valve

Ricardo engine.

He was somewhat
slower than
Bennett, de la

Hay, or Edmond
—as a matter of

fact, he was but

fourteenth at the

end of the first

lap, but he rode

verj' consistently,

and should suc-

ceed in carrying

off premier
honours one of

these days. F.

\V. D i X oi n did

well to gain
fourth position in

his first appear-

a n c e O' n a

a back wheel bearingDouglas, since trouble with

caused him several stops.

Apart from the Franco-British nature of the event,

additional iuternational flavour was supplied by the

presence of a fast American machine—Le Vack's T.T.
Indian. He was well in the running for third place

when he broke an exhaust roller. Maffeis, the Italian

Bianchi rider, met his Waterloo at Pontlieue quite early,

which minimised the international interest of the event.

Next year it is to be hoped that there will be an
even larger entry from all four great nations, although,

in that case, it is tO' be regretted that it might not be
possible to employ the excellent simultaneous start

!

(Left) Competitors lined up a few
minutes before the start, of the "Senior"
class.

(Above) Replenishment depots for men
and machines—the majority appeared to be

fully licensed bars, but both J, Emerson
01 Douglas) and H. Hassall (3J Norton)
are wisely intent on their mounts.

A25
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The Grand Prix in Retrospect.—

Noteworthy this year, also, was

the large representation of 250

c.c. lightweight machines ; France

continues to appreciate and

specialise upon the true light-

weight, and that i^ why Milner's

lead was so pleasing.

Many British readers and some
British manufacturers do nO't, even

now, realise the importance of

the Grand Prix, the intense
interest taken in it, and the

enormous amount of preparatory

work carried out on the course.

For instance, very substantial

barricades were erected by the

mile, and literally regiments of

soldiers kept the roads clear of

casual civilians.

THE
France has always shown

miniatures being exemplified

seven for the 350 c.c. class.

100 m.p.h. cars

Practising Cars Maul the
Roads.

It was not the fault of the

organisers that the roads were

covered with stones at many points

practising for the car race on the succeeding day were

responsible for that. Some idea of how rough the

surface was in places may be gathered from the fact

that the winning Sunbeam's back rim had one kink so

huge as to show light under one side of the tyre bead-

ing! Apart from Bennett's one fall, the two Sunbeams

enjoyed no-trouble runs. One well-known rider

expressed the opinion that large tyres, ridden soft,

were best for the existing conditions.

The spectators included many prominent Con-

tinental motorists—we noted Count Kolowrat, the

well-known Austrian sportsman, following the proceed-

ings keenly—and all were impressed by the sturdy and

symmetrical appearance of the British machines in com-

parison with the squat and comphcated - lookmg

French mounts, no less than by their remarkably

superior reliability as evidenced in the results.

* * *

BREVITIES.

Sunbeams used transparent filler caps ; Edmond's

Triumph did not ; Edmond ran out of petrol. Is this

a case of cause and effect ?

* * *

Heard a little way down the course, the mingled

sound of the exhausts in the massed start suggested an

imminent attack by a very large swarm of bumble bees

about the size of elephants

!

* * *

How the race progressed may be gathered from_ the

following tables of lap positions at various periods

during the cpntest

:

START OF THE 250 c.c. CLASS.
affection for light motor cycles, the enthusiasm for these

n the entry of thirteen machines for this class as against

TENTH LAP.

SIXTH LAP.
500 CO. CLASS.

1. A. Bennetb (31/2 Sunbeam) ...

2. T. C. de la Hay (3V> Sunbeam)
3. 1'. G. Edmond (SVz Triumph)

550 CO. CLASS.

1. Meuuier (2^4 Alcyon)
2. Milland (2>4 Douglas)
3. Dubost (2?4 D.F.R.)

Time.
Ih. 3m. 33s.
Ih. 3m. 38s.
Ih. 3m. 47s.

Time.

... 111. 16m. 448.

... Ih. 19m. 51s.

... Ih, 27m. 33.

600 CO, CLASS (AU under two hou rs).

Time.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

F. G, Edmond (31/. Triumph)
A, Bennett [S^/- Sunbeam)
T, C, de la Hay {31/0 Sunbeam) „.

Marc (31/. Alcyon)
F, W, Dixon (31/2 Douglas)
C, Sgonina (31/j o,h,v. Triumph) .„

H. Le Vack (31/2 Indian)
Pinney (3V2 o.h.y. Triumph)
Pean (3V2 Peugeot)

350 CO, CLASS.

Ih,
Ih,
Ih,
Ih,
Ih,
Ih,
Ih,
Ih,
Ih,

46m,
47m,
47m,
51m..
52m.
53m.
54m.
55m,
58m,

Time,

42s.
563.
57s.
23S.
47s.
59s.
OS.

58s.
463.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Meunier (2% Alcyon) ... .,,

Milland (25,4 Douglas)
Dubost ( 2% D.r,R.3
H. B. Harveyson (2% Douglas) „.

FOURTEENTH LAP.

2h,
2h,
2h,
2h,

10m,
16m,
33m,
48m,

34s.
43.
63.

473.

1.
2.

3.

500 0,0. CLASS,

T. C, de la Hay (3% Sunbeam) .,

A. Bennett (31/2 Sunbeam) ..

C. Sgonina (31/2 o,h,v. Triumph) ..

350 CO. CLASS,

2h,
2h,
2h,

Time,
31m,
31m,
39m,

36s.
39s.
12s.

1.
2.

3.

Meunier (2% Alcyon)
Milland (2% Douglas)
H, E, Haryeyson (2% Douglas) ,.

3h,
3h,
3h,

3m,
16m,
40m,

40s.
323.
49s.

E IGHTEENTH LAP.-FINAL POSITIONS AND
TIMES.

500 c,c, CLASS,
Time

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

A, E, Bennett (31/2 Sunbeam) ,,

T, C, de la Hay (3% Sunbeam) ,,

T, Sgonina (S'A o,h,T, Triumph) ,,

F, W-, Dixon (3y2 Douglas)
J, L, Emerson (31/2 Douglas) .,

J, Perrin (31/2 A,B,C,) ,,

.Tacquin (3V.> Griffon)
Delabre (S'A Rover)
Roily (31/2 A,B,C,)
A, H, Alexander (31/2 Douglas) ..

3h,
3h,
3h,
3h,
3h,
3h.
4h,
4h.
4h,
5h,

13m.
15m.
24m.
38m.
48m.
58m.
3m,

18m,
21m,
2m,

24s.
51a.
58s.
Is;

9s.
20s.
328.
24s.
10s.

'12s.

1
2
3

350 CO, CLASS.

Meunier (2% Alcyon 1 ,

Milland (2% Douglas)
H, R, Harveyson (2% Douglas) .,

250 c,c, CLASS.
FOURTH LAP,

3h,
4h,
4h,

Time.
55m,
14m,
38m,

Time

OS.
OS.

408.

1.

2.

3.

A. Milner (2y Levis)
Bauer (21/4 Yvefs-Jap)
Vernisse (2% Yvel's-Jap) ,,

EIGHTH LAP,

53m.
55m,
56m,

Time.

7s.

59s.
39s.

1.

2.

3.

A, Milner (2y Levis)
Jolly (21/4 Alcyon)
Vernisse (21/4 yyefs-Jap)

2h,
2h,
2h,

17m.
24m.
29m.

25s.
7s.

21s.

FIFTEENTH LAP.—FINAL POSITIONS AND TIMES.
Time

1.

2.

3.

Vernisse (214 Yvel's-Jap)
Clech (2V4 Moto-Solo)
Jolly (214 Alcyon)

3h,
3h,
3h,

44m.
48m,
49m,

49s.
393.
Is.
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EMPIS )E©MS OF TMIE GMAMP PHUX IRAOE^

.S-(^!.^&1^£l||^^M
lBnfi"nL°V,''' '?mV*f ^x"'

"^ out orpeirof on'^hTeWenth cTrc^S".' Mmond .s seen at
I

Bottom) Froment (2i Labor) negot.atmg the hairpin bend at Pontlieue at the Le Mans end o? t"e course

Edmond is seen at his depot Tfter his unfortunate retirement!
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SO much have two-

stroke lightweights

improved of recent

years that they are no

longer regarded as purely

solo mounts . Last
Olympia Show revealed

that many makers had
sufficient faith in their

little valveless engines to

exhibit them fitted in small

^iDE^aja

Through Nine Coun
Two-slroke

lies on a Small
Oulfit.

but sturdy frames to render them suitable for attaching

a sidecar- : what was more, they staged complete
outfits at figures in the neighbourhood of ^loo.

All this was not due to any recent discovery on the

manufacturers' part—private owners had tried the

little machines with sidecars and had not found thern

wanting. The writer was one of these, and this

spring a fortnight's tour through nine counties,

including Devon and Dorset, was undertaken with

success. This, I would rernind the reader, "with a

motor cycle equipped with one of the much-maligned
three-speed hub gears.

Unnecessary Luxuries Discarded.

Naturally, with so small an engine, we refrained

from carrying spare tins of fuel and such luxuries as

spare wheels. Nevertheless, there was quite a large

amQunt of luggage in

addition to the camera and
its etceteras.

The weather—wet up to

half-an-hour of ,
starting

—

turned out gloriously, and
we enjoyed complete

immunity from even the

smallest shower.

Our route from the Mid-
lands was via Bromsgrove,
Worcester, . Tewkesbury,
Gloucester,, Cain's Cross,

missing Stroud by bearing

right for Nailsworth, where
we purchased petrol at the

only garage we encountered
open that day (a Sunday),

and very thankful we were
to obtain it.

A delightful place is

Nailsworth, with its terraced

houses quaintly situated

amidst trees of many hues

;

place necessitated dropping into second (8j^ to i).

At Bath we took the Newton road, turned left at the

Globe Inn for Marksbury, Hallatrow, and , Chewton
Mendip, where we turned right for Cheddar.
The entrance to the Gorge from above was en-

thralling, the great towering rocks providing an in-

A28

Tlie writer and his passenger on

but the climb out of the

spiring spectacle. One goes

down and down without a

'

break for about three

miles. Great care has tc

be exercised in rounding

some of the sharp " S
'

and '

' hairpin,
'

' bends

and we confess to a feeliiif

of relief when at last wi

arrived at the delightfu

village nestling at th(

base, where we noted that the cyclometer registered

ir3 miles for our first day's run.
i

Off the Beaten Track,

The way out of Cheddar was nothing to be coro^

pared to the entrance via the Gorge, and nine milel;

soon brought us to Wells and its cathedral, at whicl

we halted for some time before setting off again foi

Taunton and Exeter. About five miles beyond tlr

latter town I took the wrong turning, and later, b

means of Bartholomew, found that we were _ on

Roman by-road, which eventually led us up 700ft

over Great Haldon Hill, and, fearing that bottom gea

(11 to i) was not low enough for the diminutive enginei

I jumped off near the top and ran for about thirt

yards.' It was the first occasion the engine ha«
S

required assistance, and I realised that a lower bottor,)

gear would have been bette

for touring in Devon. Th
glorious five-mile run dow
into Newton Abbot, how

ever, was ample compenss

tion for the climb.

Our second day's run c

ninety-two miles ended ;

Torquay, and as it was 01

first visit to this Devot

shire resort we gave tb

engine a rest and thoroughl

enjoyed a lazy, day. TH

coast scenery, viewed froi

high up above Ansty's fait

cove, was magnificent. Wit '

coloured rocks varying froi ! i

white , to deep red, int^i'i

spersed with thick foliagu'

and, above all, the greii

expanse of English Chanm
-—truly, the scene was oif,

to be remembered.

From Torquay our direction was north-east, ar:|

we hugged the coast as much as we could, thence alon

the cliff road to Shaldon, across the long wooden brid|

,

to Teignmouth, then on through Dawlish, foUowin,

the broad estuary of the Exe.
!

Near Exminster we crossed the river, and aft

passing through many charming villages we reach(

I

the two-stroke Regal-Peco.

II
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Touring with a Lightweight Sidecar.—

Exmouth. Beyond this coming resort we managed
to lose ourselves, and, in the process, discovered what
must be Devon's loveliest village—Littleham. There
was a long halt in that Devon Arcady.

Failure without Disgrace.

After pursuing our journey for some eight miles,

we encountered Peak Hill, near Sidmouth. The pas-

senger walked this—at least the last fifty yards of the

jiill. It was rough as well as steep, and the descent to

Sidmouth on the other side was even worse. It will be

remembered that this road, in the reverse direction,

•aused considerable trouble to competitors in the last

London-Exeter-London Trial.

139

I may say that this portion of our tour was not
according to the route provided by the A.C.U., but
I have no regrets and would go the same way again,—but with a lower gear !

Trow Hill, the other side of Sidmouth, another
of the "London-Exeter" test pieces, proved to be
the steepest hill of all, and its hairpin bend halfway
up made caution necessary—a hill I think I should
omit from any future tour in that district, no matter
what I am astride.

On reaching Lyme Regis we decided to cry a halt
with only sixty miles to our credit for the day. It
was here that a resident fell in love with my outfit
and expressed a desire to purchase it, but there was
no business done. My Regal-Peco-Watsonian is one

of the family. He marvelled at the engine's
capabilities, yet really wondered whether we should

1 get through our tour! It was evident that his
- education on the power of modern two-stroke engines

I

had been. neglected.

SwitchbacR Roads.
Rain fell in the night, but when we were ready

to start at 9.30 next morning it had ceased, and',
shortly after, the sun came out gloriously. The
climb out of Lyme Regis was severe with a very
greasy surface, but the Peco roar-ed up tunefully.'
To Bridport the road was of a switchback char-
acter, after which there was a steady five-mile
rise to 716ft., followed by the most enjoyable
" coast " of our run, down to Winterbourne Abbas,
a Dorset village gem, that forced us to halt.

(1) A short stay to aditilte the fine facade of Wells Cathedral. (2) In the lovely village of Winterbourne Abbas. Dorset.
(3) 'Midst the crags at Cheddar.
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Touring with a Lightweight Sidecar. .

.

^

The usual crowd of village children gathered while

a " snap " was being taken, and only one of them
was not impressed with our junior passenger machine

;

tliis was a little boy whose father possessed " a

Hindian," as he proudly informed us.

After an al fresco lunch, our route was through
Dorchester and Bournemouth, to Lvmington, and, after

another toll, we crossed the silent Solent to Yarmouth,
I.O.W. Although only 4J'4 miles across, the fare

was 3s. 6d. each for machine and sidecar and 2S.

each for passenger and myself—ris. in all. Surely

this will rank as the dearest four-mile journey in

England ! ^Vithin fifteen minutes of landmg on the

Island, we had reached the home of friends, with

another ninety miles to the credit of our machine.

Three Up in the Isle of Wight.

Many of the Island's best " bits " were visited
" three up," and having lowered the gear to 13^^
bottom no shedding was necessary. To Yaj-mouth
(still another toll), Totland Bay, Alum Bay, Brook,
Brighstone, and on to Carisbrooke was a wonderfully

varied run. Yet the best is, without doubt, along the
' Undercliffe to Ventnor, Bonchurch, and the coast to

Shanklin, Sandown, inland to Brading, and Ryde, re-

turning via Old Newport and older Shalfleet.

The Island was destitute of motorists, and it is easy

to guess the cause with such heavy fares staring

one in -the face at the docks ticket offices. The
Island roads were wonderfully improved since my
previous visit, many bad corners having disappeared
and the surfaces tarred.

We were sorry to leave the Isle, and sorrier still

to part with another iis.—for the crossing was rough!
Our return was through the New Forest, Salisbury,

Amesbury, Park House, CoUingbourne, Duels,

Savernake Forest (where we had to shelter from our

first shower), Marlborough, Swindon^ and Highworth—
a total of ninety-two miles for the day.

Next day's route (and the. last) was via Stow-on-the-

Wold, Broadway, Evesham, Alcester, and home, the

day's run being eighty-two miles.

Our total mileage was 600, and 75^ gallons of petrol

were used, working out at 80 m.p.g. ; three pints of

Vacuum A served for lubricating.

There were no punctures to record, but I used no

fewer than four rear brake blocks ! The original one

1 lost on the Wight, and three others I purchased

proved absolute " duds," by the time home was reached

the last one being a mere shred.

The desire to see those lovely Devon scenes agair

is very k-een. We had no difficulty in finding suit-

able accommodation, and the charges were most

reasonable. The Peco engine behaved splendidly, anc

once more proved the joy and success of touring 01

a hghtweight sidecar. • A.A.S.

A 20 M.P.H. CATERPILLAR.
A Remarkable Machine Capable of Cross

country Service.

AT the conclusion of last year's
A.C.U. Six Days Trials dis-

gruntled competitors sarcastically

oi)ined that to emerg'e successfully from
such a severe trial, a caterpillar track
was a necessity. Little did these critics

imagine that e.xperiments were being
made by the Department of Tank De-
sign and Experiment, with a view to
ascertaining whether it were possible to
steer such a machine by deflecting the r

track. The principle adopted is that by '

laying down the track in a curve the 1

machine follows the track. I

A Flexible Track.
,

A pair of ordinary handle-bars are
fitted, the centre line of which passes
through the track near the point where
it ceases

'
to be in contact with the

ground under normal conditionST The
handle-bars control the movement of a
front fork which carries the forward
pulley wheel of the track, which is of
flexible rubber, and it is obvious, there-
fore, that when the handle-bars are
moved the track is deflected, the front
portion of the track forming an obtuse
angle with that portion of the track in
conta,ct with the ground. Actual demon-
stration has proved that the machine is

easily steerable.

Balance, however, proved to be some-
what difficult at first, but once mastered
the rumiing of the machine was particu-
larly smooth even over rough meadow-

A.30

A USEFUL
PROSPECTING

MOUNT FOR
TRIALS

ORGANISERS I

A caterpillar " scooter," engini

with a 2f h.p. Douglas unit ai

capable of running at 20 m.p,

meadowland or brolc'

country. It has been evolved i

the Dept. of Tank Design ai

Experiment for the purpose i

testing out the possibilities :

employing flexible tracks, stcerair

without braking and skidding

land at 20 m.p.h., while small hard
obstacles could be negotiated without
transmitting any shock to the rider.

As a novelty the motor cycle cater-
pillar is distinctly interesting, and

might offer certain possibilities for :i''

tary purposes, although the machine i,"

built as a preliminary experiment in
'

'

nection with larger vehicles of the c V
pillar type.
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GEE MACHIME TOPICS,
JoUings on Matiers of In(erest (o Owners of Sidecars and Cycle Cars, not (o

menlion their Passengers. Collafed by " Vedette."

IF
sidecar owners

are to be judged
by the majority

of sidecars on the

road,, one must
chissify them as

four distinct types :

(i) The "sport-

ing
'

' owner, who
has an occasional

passenger and a

:
featherweight side-

car
; (2) the more

sedate driver with a

wife and, perliaps,

! one child
; (3) the

family man with a

large number of

ju\'eniles, for whom
he has to provide

accommodation ; and (4) the man who buys a sidecar

outfit purely for utilitarian purposes.

A five-seater outfit. The 8 h.p. Vindec-Jap with a sidecar built for three adults

With a pillion seat, five adults can be accommodated on the outfit.

of six without re-

course to the ijillion.

Brown Bros., Ltd.,

of Great Eastern
St., E.G.:;, are also

offering a " full size
"

Vindec outfit, which
is illustrated. As
will be seen, the

outfit is very com-
plete in its equip-

ment, which in-

cludes hood, screen,

side curtains, lug-

gage grid, petrol

tin carrier, rear
locker for tools,

Magdyno lighting

and ignition set,

and interchangeable

wheels with spare. The chassis is of pressed steel, and
the sidecar body accommodates three adults.

(Top) A new 8 h.p. Trump-Jap sporting model.

(Left) The Tritube sidecar chassis used on a Hawker
lightweight in the Scottish Six Days.

(Bottom) The "X" Company's limousine taxi.

In all these four main divisions there are
the experienced and the inexperienced, the
iCastidious faddist, and the happy-go-lucky,
knything-will-do enthusiast, the comparatively
jvealthy, and the man to whom the cost of a
|iew tyre or belt is a serious item.

There are now side-

cars on the- market for
every class of buyer,
including the man who
pquires seating accom-
modation for his wife
'and four or fi\e

bhildren. We recentlv
llustrated an Acme out-
it which comfortably
accommodates a family

Before the war Trump
motor cycles were as well-

known as most makes then

on the market, and the re-

vival of the old name is

not without interest to

motor cyclists of to-day.

The newly re-formed com-
pany is located at Wey-
bridge, and, among other

models, markets a fast,

J.A.P.-engined twin, which
no doubt will appeal to the

sporting sidecarist.

* * *

A lightweight chassis,

consisting of three straight
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stered, whilst the V shaped windows at the

front can be opened, as also can those at the

sides. Either the complete outfit or the

sidecar and body can be supplied.

* * *

From time to time there apjjear in the

pages of The Motor Cycle particulars o^

motor cycles assembled by readers, but ver^

few have had the pluck to tackle the coii3

plete outfit. Mr. H. W. Beaumont, oi
Ipswich, has not only done this, but he has'i

ideas of his own on methods of construction.'.'!

His very praiseworthy effort is illustrated^

on this page, wood being used extensively.!-

Wood is largely used both in the cycle frame

and sidecar chassis of this remarkable home-

built outfit. (Above) How the timber frame

is arranged. (Right) Mr. Beaumont's sidecar,

with its full complement of passengers.

tubular members, was used in the little

Hawker two-stroke in the Scottish Six
Days. It is known as the Tritube.^ The
lugs are of mild steel, and there are no
bends in the construction, while the a.xle is

of 2in. X 14 gauge tubing, provided with a
spring and ball joint taking the front end
of the body. The rear part of the body
is suspended on two helical springs. The
weight of the chassis is only 25 lb. and of
the body 20 lb. It is manufactured by Messrs. Henry
and Leslie, Ltd., 133, Clifton Road, South Norwood,
London, S.E.25.

A- * *

The general use of the motor cycle and sidecar taxi
in London has not yet materialised, although vehicles
of this kind are being employed with success in the
provinces. The "X" Motor Cycle Co., of Parkfield
Road, Torquay, S.7, has, since July, 1919, carried
2,500 passengers in each of its taxi-sidecars, and
has found this form of vehicle extremely popular. A
large percentage of this mileage, however, has been
covered on trips into the beautiful country surrounding
Torquay. This firm has now produced the comfort-
able vehicle illustrated on the previous page. The
body is mounted on a special chassis, marketed by the
United Aircraft Co.
A special feature of '

~

this chassis is the
link plate which,
connected to the
rear fork of the
motor bicycle, ter-

minates the rear end
of five tubes which
form the main struc-

ture. The interior

of the body is

luxuriously uphol-

A32

The last in sidecar protection

—

the Coupe combination hood and screen

The wood used is ash, with steel plates and bands ti

strengthen the joints, while the sidecar body is thref(

ply over a cedar frame. Sprung fore and aft, aiit

with the sidecar wheel also sprung, the outfit, we ar

told, is roadworthy and comfortable. It has an 8 h.p

Rex engine, fitted with a Philipson pulley and a t^vfr

speed hub gear. Not the least interesting feature.

f

its equipment of two carburetters—a small one fc

traffic driving Avith an ordinary B. and B. with W.S.B.
jet for general running. So far the outfit has coverei

about 600 miles without trouble. Its weight is 460 it

* * *

A new type of windscreen known as the Couf

,

has recently been introduced by T. A. Simpson, 6(

Gravelly Hill, Erdington, Birmingham. As will t'

seen from the illustrations, it may be used as an aprc

when the sidecar
"^***-4 empty, and forms

hood when in pes

;

tion. Side curtail

are provided f( \

stormy weather, aii'

it appears to giij

most of the a(

vantages of an ei[

closed vehicle witll

out its weight. Til

hood is constructel

on tempered sprirl
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Passenger Machine Topics.—

steel, capable of straighten-

ing out when released from
the semi-circular formation,

and of sufficient strength to

keep the hood perfectly

rigid. The price with

two side curtains is four

guineas.

There are two kinds of

sidecar bodies equally well-

known as "sporting." The
first of these is the slipper-like affair, usually fitted to

lightweights. The second is much more commodious,

and generally follows the outline of a torpedo. I have

before me illustrations of two of the latter type, the

first made by the well-known Bowser firm, and the

second a Rennoc model No. 448, which is specially

designed for heavyweight
machines. Incidentally, a third

sidecar' following these outlines

A sporting Rennoc sidecar specially

deagned for heavyweight machines.

14-3

the illustration was photo-
graphed on the I in 4 sec-

tion of the Brooklands test

hill, where it was held by
its brake without assistance

from engine compression.
X * *

The present state of some
of our roads brings the

quality, or otherwise, of
sidecar comfort into the
minds of both driver and
passenger. With a well-

sprung sidecar, well upholstered, the passenger rarely
has cause to suggest to the driver that it is advisable to
slow down for the very good reason that the driver,

with only a pair of saddle springs between him and the
road shocks, is the first to recognise the need. Pro-
bably 90% of drivers will be unanimous that the
passenger has the best of it where shock-absorbing'
devices are concerned. Personally, I have found it

so until quite recently, when I took delivery of one
of the new Terry spring saddles. Now it is- my pas-

A roomy two-seater Bowser model, and an attractive4boking sporting mode! sidecar by the same makers.

comes to my mind in the Watsonian R34, of which
many are now seen on the road.

* * *

As multi-seated sidecars are now so popular, it is

not without interest to know that Messrs. Bowser and
Go., of Leeds, claim to have been the first firm to

place such types on the market.

This firm, therefore, should have

had experience in the require-

ments of owners of this type of

vehicle. An illustration is given

on this page of one of the latest

Bowser two-seaters, from which
it will be • seen that quite an

attractive body has been pro-

duced to accommodate two •

adults.
* * *

Very few standard motor
cycles are fitted with a brake

which is held on permanently
When required. The P. and M.
is one of the exceptions. Such a
brake is particularly handy if it

is found necessary to leave the

machine at a standstill on a A P. and M. outfit held
gradient. The outfit shown in gradient by the

'*:>.,

senger who regulates the pace over pot-holed roads,
for, to date, I have never enjoyed such real saddle
comfort on a sidecar outfit.

« * *
It may be recalled that the Terry saddle consists of

a number of light coil springs on a frame approxi-
mating in shape to tliat of a,

large leather saddle. These
springs are covered by a felt pad
with a leather cover. At present

,
I am wondering how the pad
will wear, but the prospect of
having to renew this does not
unduly worry me—the comfort
provided makes it worth while.

When purchasing a proprietary

sidecar, care should be taken to

specify a wheel of the correct

size; two cases of bad steering

recently were traced to the use

of 26x2^^ (o'.s.) sidecar wheels
alongside machines with " 26 x

2j^ for 2j<; " tyres; the latter

are approximately 2'j%m. in dia-

meter, therefore good vertical

alignment is rendered difficult.

E3

stationary on a

ratchet brake.
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The Future of the British Motor Cycle Overseas.
Exiracis from a Paper Read at the First Oversea Motor Trade Conference.

By MAJO:? H. R. WATLING, General Manager of the British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Unicn.

I
SHOULD like to say at the outset

- that there is now a strongly developed
view that although there will still be

a steady demand for British cycles and
motor cycles in the United Kingdom; yet
the real future (especially of the motor
cycle industry) will lie in the ability of
the British manufacturer to recapture the
markets he had prior to the war, and
the success with which he is able to estab-
lish himself in fresh markets.

What has been Done.
It must not^^e thought that the British

manufac^rers heretofore have been un-
mindful of the overseas markets, but
one must be i-eady to admit at once
that much ought to be done to improve
trade practice so that the competition of
foreign manufacturers may be adequately
met. Lest we should depreciate our
efforts too greatly, it is well to remind
ourselves that in 1920, a year during
which there was an abnormal demand
for cycles and motor cycles . for home
consumption, the total value of the export
trade of cycles, motor cycles, tyres, speci-
alities and accessories thereof amounted
to not far short of £10,000,000.
Another important point to remember

is that, as far as can be ascertained, the
approximate value of the overseas trade
of the American cycle and motor cycle
industry during '1920 amounted to
£5,000,000. When it is remembered that
American motor cycles and parts to the
value .of approximately £1,500,000 were
imported from the U.S.A. in 1920 it can
be seen that the British cycle and motor
cycle industry as opposed to the Ameri-
can is yet in a fairly sound position.
Nevertheless, we are not satisfied with the
present position.

An Individual Industry.

One of the ditficulties which has to
be overcome is that, speaking generally
of the British road vehicle industry, it

is a young industry, and for that reason
is yet a very individual industry, and
manufacturers therefore find a larger
number of points of individual interest
than they do of collective or common
interest, but I must approach the
subject from the point of view of the
Union, the only organisation in the cycle
and motor cycle industry which represents
a collective interest. 'Therefore, I am
touching to-day upon the points which
are being emphasised by the Union, and
to which the earnest attention of British
manufacturers is being called.
The following points are being urged :

(a) A definite allocation of pro-
duction for the overseas markets.
(h) Proper agency representation.
(c) Personal investigatioii of the

special condition of the markets.
(d) Proper appreciation of the

trading points on which local agents
lay stress, e.g., discounts, publicity,
support of competitions, etc.

(e) _ The carrying of stocks and
adequate service to the user.

(f) Making the best use of the
Department of Overseas trade and
the local consular officers.

B,1

The development oi the overseas trade
by the British motor cycle industry
affects every motor cyclist—the more
machines that are sold, the cheaper
they will be; the greater our overseas
trade, the better will be the nation's
credit, and cost of living will be
reduced. Apart from these two main
facts, every patriotic rider wishes to
see British motor cycles pre-eminent
overseas—he likes to think that sister

machines to his own are being used all

over the world. This being so, the paper
by the general manager of the British
Cyde and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
Union will be read with interest.

Mafor Wailing is himself a keen motor
cyclist, and attends most of the big
trials to obtain first hand knowledge of
their conditions, and the capabilities

of the modern motor cycle.

I am pleased to be able to say that
the last twelve months has shown a great
stimulation of interest amongst all classes
of manufacturers, and there is a real in-
tention to sell in overseas markets.

Colonial Models.
The export trade is realised to be cf

such importance to both the technical and
commercial aspects of the industry that
the attitude of the designer has sus'tained
a distinct modification in what is known
as the " Colonial " model, for use where
road transport and road facilities are less
than they are in Western Europe.

It is often assumed that a large engine
with heavy frame and equipment are the
absolute essentials for what are popularly
described as " colonial " conditions.

I freely admit that competitive
machines from other countries generally
achieve their purpose, principally because
very heavy materials are used in a frame
in which a very weighty and large engine
has been incorporated.

I venture to suggest that the result
has been to produce an unnecessarily
heavy, over-powerful, and thoroughly un-
economical machine. Strength and power
are not necessarily adequately obtained
solely from weight and size.
At any rate, although this is my own

personal opinion, I venture to think that
the^ lighter, better constructed, smaller-
engined British machine will in most cases
achieve all that is required.

Selling versus Running Costs.

Perhaps somewhat too much stress is
laid upon the question of the original
selling price. I think that this point
has become too much of a fetish, and too
little regard has been paid to the sub-
sequent running costs.

The British designer produces what I
think is a thoroughly satisfactory and
economical machine, and has not iii mind,
the objective of producing a machine
from the standpoint of cheap manufac-
ture and low initial cost alone. I believe
in the long run his view will be accepted

as right, and that the world's markets
in due course will pay such attention to

accuracy of design, finish, and low run-
ning costs as never before.
The day is rapidly passing (even in

the countries where the spending power
is still high) when the user will be con-
tent with paying the e.xpenses entailed
by the use of an unnecessarily powerful,
weighty, and uneconomical type.
That the smaller British machine is

capable of doing all that can be reason-
ably required of it under really bad con-
ditions is amply shown by various com-
petitions, including the recent Inter-
national Tourist Trophy Races.

The Aims of the Manuiactuiers' Union.

May I, in conclusion, mention that
although, as I say, we are an individual-
istic industry, and although we must at
present leave individual manufacturers
with power to deal with this matter as
each thinks fit, yet the Union is not itself

idle in the matter of overseas trade, and
in connection therewith, may I say it is

functioning in the following way :

(a) It is constantly in touch with
the Department of Overseas Trade,
the Foreign and Colonial Offices, etc.

(h) It represents the views of
British manufacturers in connection
with tajfation, tariffs, and the general
development of British interests.

-

(c) It works closely in touch with
the Federation of British Industries, .

the press, and sister associations.
(dj It has sent representatives

abroad to discuss with British repre-
sentatives and foreign Governments
the incidence of foreign tariffs.

(e) It is compiling a list of agents,
clubs, garages, and similar societies
and interests overseas who are likely
to buy British products.

(f) It organises an annual show,
to which foreign buyers are invited,
and particulars of the show are cir-

culated broadcast throughout the
world in four languages.

(g) It disseminates in various
ways information as to current prob-
lems of the industry for insertion in
the technical and general press
throughout the world.

(h) It distributes trade catalogues
of interested manufacturers to cham-
bers of commerce, foreign trade
buyers, and the like.

(ij It has under consideration a
scheme of general publicity by means'
of newspaper advertisements, posters,
and the like.

(j) It has. under consideration co-
operative Dublicity abroad, and co-
operative selling schemes by a group
of non-competitive manufacturers.

(hj It prepares reports upon
general trading conditions in foreign
countries, distributes particulars of
tariffs, trade opinions, etc. )

Amongst other schemes which are under \

consideration, but have not yet been '

definitely formulated, is ".e proposal to
send, a trade ambassador to various of
the world's markets.
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Cooling the Plug.

TO cool the plug of a two-stroke engine
is the aim of the deflector designed
by S. Oddy, 48, Sussex Street,

Middlesbrough. Although somewhat

A device for cooimg plugs of two-stroke

engines.

clumsy in appearance, it has proved most
efficient in action. It is made of sheet
aluminium.

Detachable Sparking Plug.

WITH a brass body copiously drilled,

the MoUa plug, it is claimed,
cannot overheat. It has two porce-

lain insulators (the main one being also

drilled), which are taper fits in the plug
body, and are held together by a small

An easily dismantled

sparking plug

—the Molla

hut and spring washer on the certtral .

electrode. The plug points are adjust-
able, and the whole assembly is easily
dismantled. (E. James and Co., 24,
Regent Street, Piccadilly, London,
W.l.)

A beetle mascot

for sidecars
or cars sold

by A. Gough,

Broad Street,
' Birmingham.

A useful route-card

holder sold by the

Ashgate Garage and

Engineering Company,

Ashgate Lafie, Glossop

Road. Sheffield.

A spare bulb

case sold by the

English Electric

and Siemens
Supplies, Ltd.,

Brook House, 191.

Tottenham Court

Road, London.

W. I . The case is

suitable for any

type of bulb pro-

vided with small

bayonet caps.

The neatly-made "Celerio" pedal for

converting the clutch of Sturmey-Archer

gear boxes to both foot and hand control.

It is sold by Brown Bros., Ltd.. Great

Eastern Street, London, E.C.2.

The Victor tyre pick, a handy little tool

for digging flints out of outer covers. Sold
by the Victor Tyre Co.. Ltd., New Maiden,
Surrey.

Shock Absorber for Cycle Cars.

LIGHT cycle cars present difficult sus-

pension problems, and auxiliary

shock absorbers on simple lines are

certain to command the interest of

owners. The M.P. device—shown in de-

The M.P.

shock

absorber.

tail : (below) 'dis-

mantled, (above) in

position, and (in-

set) sectionally

—

has been designed
specially for the
front axle of the
G.N. by Murden,
Page, and Co., 2,

Halkin Place, Bel-

grave Square, Lon-
don, S.W.I. It is meeting with con-

siderable success.

Compression Tap Design.

EXTREME simplicity is the chief point

of the M.P. compression tap, which
consists of the usual plug and cup,

the valve being a vertical screw, grooved
for a portion of its length. When this

A simple

design of

compres-

sion tap.

is screwed right down, the tap is sealed.

Two models are shown. (Murden, Page,
and Co., 2, Halkin Place, Belgrave
Square, London, S.W.I.)

B7
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertlord StreetrCoventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address,

POUNDU, SHILLINGS, AND PENCE PREFERRED.
Sir,—Walking through Manchester last week I heard a

curious conversation between two youths who were evidently
bent on buying a motor cycle. In the window of a depot
several motor cycles were displayed and marked in guineas.

One of these youths turned to the other 'and said, "Let us
see, how much is that?" meaning, I suppose, how many
pounds, shillings, and pence. How idiotic this system of

marking in guineas seems.
'

£. S. D.
Blackpool.

VENUE FOR THE 1922 T.T. RACES.
Sir,—I notice, with much surprise, that "Ixion," in his

" Comments," urges a new T.T. course, where 500 c.c. mounts
can indulge in unfettered speed.
Why not Brooklands? The T.T. is not merely to find the

maximum speed of a machine, but also to test it. What
better course than the Manx for such a purpose? This year
a 2| h.p. machine won because of 'the phenomenal accelera-

tion : compact, low frame, excellent brakes and steering
qualities. Next " year much more attention will be paid to

these features in Senior and Junior races alike.

Isle of Man. BALLA-HAIR-NECK.

MILESTONES IN THE "SCOTTISH."
Sir,—I should be extremely grateful if you would allow

me, through the medium of your columns, to thank Messrs.
Alexander and Co. for the valuable assistanceWhich they
rendered myself and other competitors ^n this year's Scot-

tish Six Days Trial, by placing "milestones" all over the
course.

I admit the arrowing of the course was splendid, but it

was a very cheering sight to see every few 'miles an imita-

tion milestone, informing us how far we had to travel to a

check, and sometimes valuable hints on observed hills, etc.

Edinburgh. ONE OF THE COMPETITORS.

POLICEMAN AND SPORTSMAN.
Sir,—Whilst touring with a sidecar last week, in Devon,

it was my fortune to come across a really good-hearted
policeman. The valve rubber on my back wheel had split,

when this gentleman of the Devon Constabulary came along
on a bicycle and at once took the valve out of his own
machine for me, offering to walk to the next village (one and
a half miles) to replace his own. Luckily help came from
another source, and I was able to give it back to him. In
addition to this he was quite anxious to pump my tyre

up, notwithstanding a temperature of something like 85°

in the shade. I thought it was a really good turn, and
worthy of note, hence this letter. CE 5254.

Saff'ron Walden.

AIR-COOLING AND OIL-COOLING.
Sir,—Anent your readers' comments on air-cooling, they

all seem to forget that a petrol engine's best running tem-
perature is not stone cold, but rather in the region of
100° C. It would follow that, if air-cooling is "too hot,"
water-cooling is "too cold." I am waiting impatiently for
the wholly oil-cooled engine.
Kegarding the present cylinder, if the fins were produced

so that the outside shape became streamlined, the air at the
rear of the cylinder would cease to be static, and would
assist to cool that part. .

In some rotary aero engines an f shaped aluminium
obturator ring is fitted to the extreme top of the piston to

b8

assist in taking up distortion caused by uneveii cooling.

Such a ring would be quite simple to fit to any piston, aiid

would at least do a little towards retaining compression in

our too easily distorted cylinders. C.C.C.
London, E.16.

Sir,—In Mr., Bradshaw's interesting article on oil-cooling

he says : "The cylinder head for the time being must be
'

cooled in the usual manner." Would it not be possible to

have the valves in the head driven by an overhead camshaft '.

and circulate the oil over the head, thus cooling the head
and lubricating the valve gear at the same time? W.H.A.

Holt.

ANOTHER DISABLED RIDER'S DIFFICULTY.
Sir,—I am a disabled rider ("crocked" left leg), and

possess a 1921 standard 2^ h.p. Levis! I can paddle this

machine away quite easily (when warm) with my right leg,

and in every way manage it quite satisfactorily ; but I am
sorry to say I have had a left-hand side-slip, in which my
crocked leg came off rather badly.
As you may imagine, I can ill afford to injure this member

further, and wondered if any of your readers could tell me
of a stout leg shield which would enclose this leg up to the
knee, and to a certain extent protect it in case of a similar
accident. I presume I should also require strong adjustable
footboards instead of the standard footrests now fitted ; in

fact, 1 should prefer them. DISLIP.
Liverpool.

Sir,—May I tender my thanks to the many correspondents
who so kindly gave their encouragement and experiences, in

answer to my enquiry re a suitable sidecar outfit for a dis-

abled rider, in a recent issue ?

I may say that it has helped me to a . decision, and I
hope to be on the road again before the end of the present
month. 1914-1919.
Walthamstow, E.17.

H. R. Davles—the winner of the

Senior T.T. race—mounted on a 16

h.p. Anzani-engined pacing machine,

which, however, it is extremely doubt-

ful would equal the speeds of the

-little 2-J h.p. A.J.S.—at least on the

Isle of Man course.
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OPEN SPEED TB.IALS AS A CURE FOR INSOMNIA!
Sir,—I took the opportunity of going over to the open speed

trials at Clipstoue on the 23rd ult.

The start was at 1.30 p.m., and at five o'clock twelve classes
had been run off. Up to this time some half-a-dozen or so
riders had been racing in almost every event. Then came
the solo machines, events Nos. 9 to 24. Up to this point
there had been no solo event in spite of the fact that the solo

competitors were there from 1.30 until five o'clock and 135
riders had been on the course.
By running the events in this way the organisers did their

best, ill my opinion, to kill the interest in the trials.

It was one wearisome stream of sidecars, the same people
going up and down. A much better idea, it seems to me,
and one which would sustain the interest more, would be to
run a few sidecar events, and then a few eolo events, inter-

spersing them, so as to make the events more varied, and, at
the same time, it would give men who had travelled a long
distance with their machinee some opportunity of racing,
isistead of hanging about for hours before they were called
upon to take any part whatever in the trials.

For an event such as this I would suggest that

:

(a) The men should get' away quicker at the start.

(b) To save time in coming back, they should- get back
to the start on a circuitous road.

(c) Some accommodation should be made for spectators on
an advantageous spot, by the way of seats, or a small stand, -

and that opposite should be recorded the winners of the
various classes as they take place.

(dj That refreshments should be provided, even if not of a
high-class character.

(e) There should be a definite starting time for each event
or class, so ttat people who have come long distances' may
know what time they should be there and get away.
At 5.30 p.m. on Saturday last some riders, who had

travelled a considerable distance at considerable expense to
themselves and their firms, had taken part in one event only,

although they had entered for half-a-dozen events, and, owing
to the time of waiting, had to take their departure in spite

of the fact that they had incurred heavy expenses both in
travelling and entry fees without taking part in other events.

As stated above, these trials started at 1.30, and at 5.30
approximately 136 competitors ha^ covered the course, and
there were still about 380 to go up, so heaven only knows
what time they finished. [Some weary pressmen left at

9.40 p.m. !—Ed!]
I think that these events, if well handled, are splendid

sporting competitions, calculated to stimulate and encourage
motor cyclists, but if handled in the apparently loose manner
in which this event was handled on the 23rd ult.' they become
most wearisome. It surejy should have been a matter for

easy calculation for the organisers of these trials to know that

500 competitors would take a certain length of time to go up,
and they should have limited the number of classes or entries.

I write this letter with the best of feelings, and with the
best interest of the sport in mind, and the few suggestions
I have made, if adopted and carried out in a thorough
manner, would make such- trials as these an exceedingly
interesting, instructive, and pleasurable afternoon's sport.

NORMAN T. DOWNS, Managing Director,

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd.

TWENTY-THR^E YEARS AGO.
Sir,—The accompanying photograph was taken in the spring

of 1898—twenty-three years ago. "The machine was one of a
liret batch of three Werner motocyclettes imported into
lEngland, and consisted of an ordinary type of pedal cycle
iwitn stiffened frame and front forks. "The motor was a single-

icylinder air-cooled with tube ignition, and designated as | h.p.

It was -attached by' clips to the crown of the front forks and
to the stem of the handle-bars, moving with the latter.

Carburetter and tank for petrol were in one, and consisted
Dt the small circular tank attached to the top tube of the
frame. The carburetter was known as the " surface type,"
he inside being a plain cylinder with a horizontal diaphragm

prevent the petrol splashing about, through which were
ix'ed several pieces of coarse fabric, one end of each being >

II the petrol and the other ends protruding into the upper
]ortion of the tank. By capillary attraction the petrol
aturated the upper portions of the fabric, and the main air

itake was so arranged that the air drawn into the engine
assed through this, licking up a certain amount of petrol

vapoui- in its passage, and thus provided a carburetted mix-
ture. Tliere was, in addition, an', independent air supply
controlled by a lever on the handle-bars.
At its best, and on the level, the machine was capable of

about 16 m.p.h., but had to be assisted by the pedals up even
the slightest gradient.
The tube ignition was a constant source of trouble, owing

to the wind either blowing the burner out or directing the
flame away from the tube, and one got quite used to covering
the burner case with one's cap to keep the tube hot.

I rode the machine several hundreds of miles, including one
run from London to Brighton and back (which took me three
days), pedalling for more than half the distance.
One outstanding feature, I remember, was the good balance

of the machine, which enabled it to be ridden with the
greatest of ease without using the handles.

A relic of long ago, when motor cycles and the fraternity ot

motor cyclists were young. Mr. Percy Richardson on his

1898 Werner.

The ultimate fate of this motor bicycle was that it became
a martyr to the cause of the present motor 'bus services in
London, as on its last day of this life it skidded under a
horse 'bus, taking me with it, and, as usual in those days,
burst into flames. As it was found impossible to get it out
from under the 'bus, the passengers and horses were taken
off, and the bicycle and 'bus just burnt themselves merrily
out. PERCY RICHARDSON.

WHERE ARE THE SPRING FRAMES?
Sir,—Referring to the remark of "Old Timer" (in your

issue of July 7th) about the considerable scarcity of spring
frame motor cycles on the road, I think that the following
are the main reasons why the average motor cyclists do not
ride spring frame machines :

(1.) Greater cost of these machines.

(2.) Extra weight is not negligible, especially in the case
of medium or lightweights.

(3.) The doubt that the rear spring fork may present
failings during its use, i.e., deficiency of lateral rigidity,

rapid wear of parts, and inconstant tension of the drive.

Therefore super-saddles and larger size tyres are generally
used. This is actually a solution of compromise, not
theoretically and mechanically sound, whereas a really

correct design must be produced, eliminating any incon-
venience. This is not impossible.
As a rider having hard experience of the worst roads of

this country, I wish that the motor cycle, well sprung fore

and aft, may receive hereafter greater care by makers and
lesser diffidence from the public. ABROAD.
Bologna, Italy.

B22
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Sir,—Your correspondent "Old Timer" asks for riders'

oiJinions and reasons as to why they do not ride spring frames.
My opinion (that of an " Old Timer " also) is not formed so

much from jjersonal use of spring frames as from very close

observation of men who have been riding with me on such
machines, and I may say at once that I have not been
inspired with confidence. The inherent whippiness or

elasticity of the spi'ing frame is least noticeable to the
observer, and is felt least by the rider when used with a

sidecar combination, and I must say that my experience of

the 1920 spring frame Matchless was, on the whole, satis-

factory. Beyond rolling a Ipit at speeds, it was very comfort-
able, and after some considerable mileage there was no
apparent wear. But for solo use the spring frame is a

dift'erent matter, for in most instances it seems to cause un-
steady steering, in some instances it creates bouncing, and
sometimes I have noticed the two faults occurring simultane-
ously. Where roads are furrowed with longitudinal ruts, as
so many are in these days, the rigid frame scores every time.

I have ridden the Bat type of spring frame solo,, and ^yas

obliged to Jock the spring and use it solid. The only
spring frame which appears to me from its behaviour on the
road to have its rear springing acting in entire unison with
the front springing is the A. B.C., but opinions of riders vary
very considerably as to the merits and demerits of this spring
frame. As a veteran rider I look forward to the ideal spring-
ing, but so tar it does not seem to have matured, and so long
as I am able to-do 200 miles comfortably in the day on my
Triumph fitted with a Brooks B170 saddle with ]ight springs
to suit my weight, I am not worrying about spring frames.
London.

~

ENTENTE.
hED HORSES ON THE ROAD.

Sir,—May I venture, as a very old cyclist, to seek the
publicity of your columns in an endeavour to put an end to
one of the gravest dangers on our roads, viz., the led horse
on its off side. This danger is increased tenfold after dark,
as the law still allows a horse to be ridden or led without
showing a light at all. Serious accidents continue to happen
week after week, and yet this absurd old law is allowed to
hold good.
The remedy is simple. Every horse should be led by the

off side of its head, so that it may take its proper place in
the traffic, and every horse, whether led or ridden, ought
to carry regulation lights. CONVALESCENT.

Cockermouth.

ROAD CONDITIONS IN SCOTLAND.
Sir,—May I ask some space in your columns for a gentle

•counter-attack on your Scottish Six Days representative ?

As a Scot, his opening paragraph has stmig me to the
quick.

I spent all last- winter in London, and frequently had
occasion to traverse the Uxbridge and Barnet roads. The
Falkirk-Stirling road, notoriously the worst in the Lowlands,
is a very poor second to the former, and the latter had pot-
holes which could nearly accommodate the whole of Stirling.
Memories of Croydon, too, still keep me awake o' nights.
75% of my kinks in my long-suffering rims camg from that
favoured clime, and although a rider of several years' ex-
perience, I had more falls in 'that five months than I have
had in the rest of my life.

Such surfaces may not be tolerated in remote parts of
England, but appear to be accepted without comment round
the Metropolis.

Please do not designate me a mad Scotsman trying to
prove black white. I admit the blackness where alleged,
but desire to point out that it may be found South as well
as- North of the Tweed. . A.H.S.
Edinburgh.

Sir,—Your otherwise excellent report of the Scottish Six
Daiys, Trials was, in my opinion, marred by an unjustified
attack upon the present condition of the roads in the
northern kingdom. To designate the average road in Scot-
land as appalling and impliedly dangerous, is to propound
an unwarrantable proposition which is calculated to create
an erroneous impression in the minds of your English
readers, and might deter many from experiencing the joys
of touring in Scotland.
Evidently your trials reporter has been too prone to

generalise from the condition of particular districts which
lie, as, for instance, Jeantown and Gleudarnel, far from
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the beaten track. In such districts, apart from trials, motor-
traffic is few and far between. ^

It must be borne in mind that the policy of the organis-
.

ing club has always been to lay the six days' Boute over
mountainous, and coiisequently comparatively uninhabited,
parts, and to provide a difficult route which will eliminate
the unwary without having to rely on split second methods.

It would be idle, of course, to deny that there are somp.

pretty bad roads in Scotland, but the prolonged drought,
and the abnormal road traffic during the recent strike,

should be considered before making such a sweeping con-
demnation.
As it is, the roads in Scotland are already better on the

average than they were before the war.
Despite the odium attached to comparisons, I would men-

tion, as a parting shot, Lord Montagu of Beaulieu's recent

letter to Tlie Tim ex, in which he hails the main approaches
to Edinburgh as the finest in the British Isles.

Edinburgh. WEATHFUL SCOT.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.

Several eulogistic letters upon the running of various

machines have reached us this week. No fewer than three

Matchless owners endorse the previous letter of "Satisfied,"

and in each case give instances of long journeys covered at

a high average speed without discomfort. Two lightweight

owners, of a 1915- 2^ h.p.. Ivy and a Velocette respectively,

also claim exceptionally satisfactory performances for their

mounts, the Velocette rider, incidentally, asking if the

term " baby " as applied to small capacity two-strokes is not'

somewhat of a misnomer.
"FH1926" recommends " Punkho " as a satisfactory

puncture-preventing medium. -
.

^

Signing himself " Badly Treated," a reader complains of

lack of attention to a small spares order by the London depot

of a well-known. firm.

If the motor cyclist who received assistance from a G.N.
at Ferrybridge on the 12th or 13th ult. will communicate with

the D.R. Engineering Co., Ltd., Hospital Hill, Dunfermline,

he will receive the inflatpr which was left in the car.

Letters on the subject of mounts suitable for disabled

drivers continue to reach us. Mr. .F. 0. Edney, a disabled

(left leg) rider of a 4^ h.p." Humber sidecar, thinks that

"many disabled men would take up the sport if they knew
how easily modern machines are handled." "H.V.H.," a

one-armed rider, expresses great satisfaction with his Levis.

Over the signature of " Public School Boy," a correspondent

states the case for the formation of a Public Schools M.C.C.
exclusively for boys still at school.

The Autocraft Board appeals to motor cyclists to give

greater attention to correct compliance with iegistration and
driving licence regulations. Police raids in main roads around
London recently have revealed an extraordinary number of

cases of carelessness in this respect.

aDnnnDnnDDDDDDDonDDnnnD-DDDnDnoDonDnDD
a BOOKS AND MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS, d

Issued in coniuDction with The Motor CycU. ^
n " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO IMANAGE THEM " D
O The standard handbook on the motor cycle. n
n

, Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10. D

n "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." °

Q New Edition. Just Published. ' ^
O 'TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." g
n A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying q .

:

n them when found. Fourth lidition. p
n Price net, 2/- By post. 2/3. p

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." O
D A reliable treatise an Two-strokes from the rider's point D
D of view. Price net 3'- By post, 3/3.

' D
° "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES," ^

By "Ixion," of The. Motor Cycle, ^
Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3. ^

D "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. n
n Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, D

London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. D
Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and D

O Wales, London (as above). Pricenet, 4/6. By pest, 4/3.

^ " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
^ With32pagesofRoadMaps. Priceuet,5/. Bypo3t,5/4. '-'

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE cSt SONS Ltd., H
20, Tudor " Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and n

Q Railway Bookstalls. «
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A selection of questions of general interest received irora readers andour replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle, ;1

:o, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d, stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

queEtioos should be marked " L^al " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope^ and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects^

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desirin^^ routes may enjoy the benefit

cf the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosmg a 2d. stamp), and will ba

dealt with by (he A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all ever the country as to the existing state oi the

roads in any particular locality.

KICK STARTING.
When using the kick-start of

^ my 2j h.p. J.A.P.-engiiied light-

y weight, I find ^reat trouble in

.iJ -dropping the exhaust valve at

the right moment, and the result

is a nasty kick back. Could you tell

me the cause and remedy for this?

—

A.E.E.
'robably the ignition is slightly too far

dvanced. You should also drop the ex-

aust valve just before the kick-starter

edal reaches the end of its travel.

LIGHT SIDECAR WORK.

^ Could you tell me if a sidecar

^ weighing 90 lb. fs too heavy for

-U a 2f h.p. two-stroke used in the

Midlands?—H.G.
rovided no severe hill-climbing is at-

impted, and that the load carried is not
icessi've, you should obtain reasonable
itisfactiou from your machine if thd
decar fitted does not exceed 90 lb. in

eight. This is assuming, of course, that

le machine is a two-speed model.

RIGHT IN STOLEN MACHINE.
Nearly twelve months ago we

^ purchased a second-hand motor

^1 cycle, and sold it soon after-

-iJ wards. It has recently come to

our knowledge, through the
police, that the machine was a stolen

one, and it had to be given up to the
owner, the result to us being that our

customer claims the return of the full

amount he paid for it. We have learnt

that our customer, after having had the
machine some months, sold it for less

than he gave us for it. What we wish
to know is to what extent we are
legally responsible to our customer

—

whether for the amount he paid or

for the amount he resold it. Having
bought the machine when trade was
good, after using it for some time, and
reselling it when trade was quiet,

should the loss of the difiEerence

be borne by our customer or not,

—

M.N.
the machine were a stolen one, the

,t;ht in it remains with the person from
horn it was originally taken ; therefore,
iie person who bought it from you might
smand that the money he paid be re-

iined to him, also you might make the
me demand from the person who sold
lu the machine, and so on. The ques-
in of the fall in value of the macnine
ed not concern yorrat all, since legally,

the machine were stolen, neither the
isOn who bought it from you, nor you

i selves, have any right to it.

CONVERTING ACETYLENE LAMPS TO
ELECTRIC.

(1.) What voltage and amper-
age or candle power of bulbs
shall I require for a moderately
powerful head lamp, a small

sidecar lamp, and a tail lamp
(preferably flash lamp type of bulbs for

the two latter)? (2.) What voltage and
amperage of accumulator shall I require,

how long will it last on a charge, and
will an unspillable one do? (3.) Can I

obtain clips to fasten the bulbs to the
existing gas burners? (4.) Do you con-

sider accumulator electric lightuig

satisfactory?—E.K.
(1.) Four volt bulbs should be sufficient

if you do not require an extremely
powerful light. Use a four volt two

. amp. in the head lamp, and four volt

half amp. in side and tail lamps. (2.)

A four volt forty amp. (ignition) accu-

mulator will run these about six hours.

<3.) Most manufacturers of electric light-

ing accessories supply conversion sets for

acetylene lamps. (4.) Accumulator light-

ing is perfectly satisfactory, providing

you keep the batteries well charged ; even
if the lights are not used the batteries

should be charged every six weeks.

ADAPTING A CINEMA DYNAMO.
(1.) I have a small dynamo or

generator—I am not sufficiently

versed in electricity to know the
difference—off a small bioscope.

It was geared off the pulley
worked from the film wheel (by hand),
and I want to know if I could run it

off the flywheel of my 4 h.p. Douglas
to supply electric light. The voltage
is about six. (2.) Should I have

- to run accumulators ? The pulley on
the dynamo (?) is of the "slipping
variety."—A.J.W.

(1.) The terms " dynamo " and " genera-
tor " are sjmonymous. You might be
able to use the dynamo for motor cycle

lighting, but it is doubtful whether it

will stand up to the variations to which
a motor cycle lighting generator is sub-

jected. (2.) As you do not state whether
the current generated is continuous or

alternating, we do not know whether you
can use it in conjimction with accu-

mulators or not. Presumably the slip-

ping pulley is to prevent the dynamo
being driven above the speed required
for its normal output ; but on a motor
cycle the device might not work satis-

factorily for any length of time.

Taking- left-hand bends at speed. S. King (4i Humber sidecar) making a spectacular

climb of Northend Hill, near Nightcote, in the recent Humber trial.

I3I5
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KNOCK IN A NEARLY NEW ENGINE.
A 1920 2i h.p. two-stroke

I

engine which was delivered two
months ago, lately developed an

-iJ amazing knock when climbing
hills, and I have to change gear

on the slightest gradient. 'I think it

unlikely any part of the engine is worn
as the machine is almost new.—K.L.S.

From the details you supply it is im-
possible to state definitely the cause ol

the knock which has developed, but it

may be due to excessive carbon deposit,
or to one of the piston rings becoming
burnt in its groove. It would be as well
to remove the cylinder in order to look
into these matters and also to find out
it the big end has slackened. If this, or
iny other, mechanical defect has arisen,
it would be well to return the machine
to the makers for attention.

SPARKING AT CONTACT BREAKER'.
A new motor cycle, fitted with

Villiers flywheel magneto, which
I bought- in June has given
trouble since I took delivery. I

find that when the engine is run-
ning a spark (more or less continuous)
occurs between the platinum points.
Naturally, the points soon bum, and
have to be refaced. When i-efitting new
points, I made the gap of points

yJ§Tjin., and gap of plug electrodes
. I^fjyin. . This cured sparking at mag-

. neto points for the time being, but a
spark again- appeared at the platinum
points.—D.P.E.

The trouble is apparently due to defective

action of the condenser ; it is probably
short-circuited either internally or exter-

nally. Such symptoms are not usual with
this magneto, which normally is particu-

larly free from contact breaker sparking.

A new condenser may be fitted quite

.easily, as it is a detachable component.
The contact points of any magneto in

good order should not require renewal
until the machine has completed at least

iO,OOu miles.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Beaders' reiilies to questions publisJied

under t/iis lieading sliovld be sent to the

Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 19, Hert-
ford Street, Coventry,, when they will

. be forivarded direct to the querists con-

cerned.

"W.J:S." (Deptford, S.E.)—Auto-wheel
fitted into an ordinary cycle frame.

"A.K.G." (Blundellsands), — Scott
Sociable. Reliability, comfort, starting,

consumption, and ease of handling.

"A.F.J." (Lee, S.E.).—Sports Sunbeam.
• Maximum speed, hill-climbing and general
reliability.

" G.F." (Rotherham).—^Degory carbu-.
retter on Scott. Consumption and flexi-

bility.

"C.B." (Warrington).—Grado gear on
early model Triumph ; also most suitable
belt for Rudge-Hulti.

" G.P." (Charlwood).—A.V. monocar.
Steering, ease of chain and gear adjust-
ment, reliability.

" G.H.G." (Manilla).—Indian Scout.
Particulars required of the electrically
equipped model, and data as regards run-
ning and performance generally.

Bi6

Umportant £>QXi.s.

Mon., Aug. 1st, to Sa\, Aus. 6lh

—

International Six Days Trial in Switzer-
land.

Sat., Aug. 6lh—B.M.C.RC. Open Brook.
lan^s Mesting,

Sal. Aug. 6lh—North Wa'es M.C C
Open Reliability Trial.

Fri.. Aug. 12th—Motor Cycle Grand
Prix in Belgium.

Sat.. Aug. 13th:—Cumberland M/C.C.
Open Reliability Tr.'al.

Sat.. Aug. 20th—\yeslern Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 25th — Ystalyfera and
C<%rmarihen M.C.C. Open Spsed
Trials.

Mon.. Aug. 29th, to Sal., Sept 3rd -

A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

ThuTs.. Sept. 8lh—Norfolk M.C.C. and
L C C Open Speed Trials.

Sat-, Sept. 1 0th— North-Weslern Centre
A.C.O. Open Speed Trials.

Sat, Sept. 17lh—
Grand Prix Race for Cycl3 Cars.

Fri.. Sept. 23rd, to Tues., Sept. 27th-
Anglo-Dutch Reliability Trial.

Sat, Sept. 24th-M.C.C. Sporting Trial.

Mon.. Nov. 28th, to Sal., Dec 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Melton Mowbeay to Ilfkacojibe.—

W.H.T.
Melton Mowbray, Syston, Leicester,

Lutterworth, Rugby, Blue Boar Corner,

Bubbenhall, Leamington, Warwick,
Stratford - on - Avon, Bidford, Abbots
Salford, Harvington, Evesham, Benge-
worth Bridge, (edge of) Sedgeberrow,
(edge of) Beckford, Ashchurch, Tewkes-
bury, Gloucester, Bristol, Sidcot, Ax-
bridge, Cheddar, Highbridge, Pawlett,
Bridgwater, Canningtcin, Nether Stowey,
Williton, Watchet, Washford, Carhamptoii,
Dunster, Minehead, Porlock, Lynmouth,
Lynton, Parracombe, Blackmore Giate,

Combe Martin, llfraconibe. Approxi-
mately 242 miles.

Wood Green to Worcester.—W.K.
Wood Green, Barnet, St. Albans, St.

Michael's Church, Leverstock Green,
Boxmoor Church, Berihampsted, 'North-
church, Tring, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury,
Hartwell, Stone, Thame, Wheatley,
Oxford, Woodstock, (edge of) Enstone,
Chipping Norton, (edge of) Little Comp-
ton, Moreton-in-Marsh, Bourton-on-the-
Hill, Blockley, Broad Campden, Chip-
ping Campden, Weston-sub-Edge, Wil-
lersey, Broadway, Evesham, Pershore,
Defford, Baughton, tJpton-on-Severn,
Hanley Castle, Great Malvern, Powick,
Worcester. Appr( nmately I365 miles.

Peckiiam to Bristol.—J.G.
Peckham, Camberwell New Road,

Kennington Oval, Harleyford Road,
Upper Kennington Lane, Vauxhall Bridge
Road, Victoria^ Grosvenor Gardens,
Grosvenor Place, Hyde Park Corner,
Knightsbridge, Kensington High Street,

Kensington Road, Hammersmith Road,
Chiswick High Road, Kew Bridge
Station, Brentford, Hounslow, Coin-
brook, Slough, Maidenhead, Littlewich,
Twyford, Reading, Theale, Newbury,
Hungerford, Marlborough, Beckhampton,
Calne, Chippenham, Pickwick, Box,
Bath, Keynsham, Bristol. Approxi-
mately 123 miles.

Helping the PetroL

There are still riders who believe in

the possibility of increasing the power

obtainable from petrol ; for instance, we

learn that L. Mitchell, the Norton rider,

who was first in the 600 c.c. four miles

race, second in the 600 c.c. twenty miles

,race, and third in the twenty miles 1,00C

c.c. event at the recent Saltburn speed

trials, used Spots in his petrol.

In the Air.

British magnetos were primarily de

veloped for aircraft work, and hav<

performed with unfailing success in thf

upper elements as well- as on sea anc

land. The record of success is beinj

continued," for the" first three places ir

last month's Aerial Derby were gainet

by machines equipped with B.T.H
magnetos. In the same " race, in botl

1919 and 1920, these magnetos were usee

on the first aiid second machines. " sj

In the Scottish Trials. ^!

As a rider substituted at the las

moment in. the Scottish Six Days Trials

A. Symes piloted one of the Martinsydi

sidecar outfits with success, beiiijj

awarded a gold medal. Unfortunately

Symes's name was announced as E
Simms, and so appeared in our report.

A Belated Amendment.

The -award of the Sangst'er Cup in th«

Birmingham M.C.C.'s reliability- trial a

Whitsuntide has been changed from F
Short (5-6 James sc.) to F. W. Giles ('

A.J.S. sc), in consequence of a re

checking of the results.

Front Forks and Brakes:.

The makers of the now well knowi

Webb internal-expanding front brak

have acquired the sole licence to manu'

facture the Maplestone spring fork'

Such an amalgamation of interests wil

be beneficial to users of both com

ponents, as the forks -will be speciall,

made to suit the application of th

Webb brake.

Price Reductions.

In consequence of the anticipated f(

. duction in wages and lower costs of rai

material, Chater-Lea, Ltd., have mad
reductions as follows : Lightweigb
model, with Chater-Lea engine and twc

speed gear box, from £70 to £(ii; light

weight model, with "V'illiers Mark III

engine and Chater-Lea two-speed gea

box, from £65 to £58 ; while the price

of motor cycle and cycle car componeii

parts have been reduced by 15%.
The price of the 8 h.p. Royal Rub

sidecar outfit, with patent _ adjustabl

spring frame, and equipped with Eastin

windscreen, spare wheel, and complet

tool kit, has likewise been reduced t

£185; while that of the 3 h.p. spriii

frame solo machine, _ with three-spee

gear, clutch, and kick-starter, has bee

reduced to 95 guineas.

J
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Olmcs to TLlgbt TLamps
Aug. 4th 9.12 p.m.

„ 6t.h 9.9 „
' „ 8th 9.7 „

., 10th 9.2 ,,

Currcitl7
Chat*

ecial

Poiioh Engines

!

Phonetic spelling would undoubtedly be
eeful on occasion. The peculiaa- name in

his paragraph heading appears in the
dvertisement columns of a daily paper,
nd we assume it refers to Peugeot.

bUy of Bradboiy Riders.

It is proposed to hold a rally of

Jradbury riders during August, at some
jiopular rendezvous near London. Mr.
jlustin F. Godwin, The Homestead, Bel-

Ittont Road, Twickenham, London, will

i>e pleased to hear from riders who would
iike to take part in it.

IVell-supported North Wales Trial.

At the time of going to press nearly 120

•ntries had been received for next Satur-

llay's open trial of the North Wales
M.C.O., but it is expected that there will

be about 130 starters. There are twenty
':eanis, including one of three Powell
machines. The start and finish will be at

iDenbigh, and the route, of approximately
-50 miles, will include some of the most
eautiful scenery in North Wales.

Faded Licences.

Licences that have become illegible
owing to e.xposure to the sun, but through
no fault of the licence holder, will in
futm-e be replaced free of charge. Should
the fault be due to a defective holder,
however, the usual fee of 5s. will be
charged. Licensees are warned by the
Ministry of Transport that faded cards
should on no account be " touched, up."

The A.A. and M.U. Annual General
Meeting.

An improved road service and a great
increase in the membership. These were
two chief points of Sir W. Joynson-Hicks's
speech at the general meetmg of the Auto-
mobile Association and Motor Union held
at the Savoy Hotel, London, on Wednes-
day, July 27th.

Signposting of roads had now been taken
over by the Ministry of Transport. It was
the duty of the Association, however,- to

see that the existing high standard of

signs was maintained. Ihe work of the
route section had been greatly increased,

and they were now supplying motorists
with over 91,000 routes per annum. A
balance sheet showing the sum of over

TOURINC
B^eatures.

WITH A LIGHTWEIGHT
SIDECAR.

INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL.
PASSENGER MACHINE TOPICS.

£99,529 caiTied to the reserve funds was
presented by Mr. Charles McWhirter, who
pointed out the excellent financial position

in which the Association now stood.

Important Trial in Cumberland.
Established last year as an event of

importance, the second annual open relia-

bility trial of the Cumberland County
M.C.C. will be held on Saturday, the
13th inst. The award list includes the
Alan trophy (value sixty-five guineas) and
three other silver cups. Mr. J. J. A. Bias,

24, Bank Street, Carlisle, is trials

secretary.

British Power Alcohol.

Finance Bill amendments include a new
clause dealing with power alcohol, which
increases the existing allowance of 3d.

per proof gallon on British distilled power
alcohol to 5d., and removes the net sur-

charge of 2d. per gallon on power alcohol

imported from British Colonies. This
means that Empire-produced power
alcohol is now not only free from duty,

but has a pieference amounting to more
than 2s. a gallon over foreign spirit.

The start of the 350 c.c. class in the Grand Prix race. Paul Meunier, riding a twin-cylinder Alcyon (No. 37), the winner of this class,

covered the distance of 193.07 miles in 3h. 55m. (49.4 m.p.h.).

C3
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In the U.S.A.

In America, it is said, the unemployed
are using their private cars to earn them-
selves a living. We understand that this
class of motorist no longer .employs a
chauffeur

!

Disregarded Limit in Lincolnshire.

Complaints have been received by the
Lincolnshire police of riders passing
through the ten-mile limit in the village
of Colsterworth, on the Great North Road,
midway between Grantham and Stamford,
at an excessive speed. The Chief Con-
stable, in corresponding with the A.C.U.
on the matter, gives the assurance that he
is very undesirous of establishing anything
in the nature of a police trap, but that
unless the limit at Colsterworth is ob-
served he will be compelled to take
action in the matter.

Police Activity in Essex.

On Sunday evenings a police trap is

usually being " worked " in Ingatestono
on the London-Colchester road, six miles
West of Chelmsford.
Yet another trap is reported in the

same county. This is in the High Road,
Woodford Wells, where motor cyclists
arc stopped to find out if their machines
are properly equipped as regards brakes,
etc.

Belgian Grand Prix Race.

The most important speed event in
Belgium this year is the Grand Prix,
organised by the Belgian Motor Cyclists'
Federation. Twenty-one entries have been
received, of whom the following are of
British nationality : G. W. Walker
(Norton), H. Le Vack Indian), and F. W.
Dixon (Indian). British machines are

AUGUST 4lh, ig2i.

represented by the . Rudge, Triumph,
James, B.S.A., and Sun makes. The race
takes place on a course near Malm&iy in

the beautiful Ardennes district on August
12th.

Handbook o£ the F.I.C.M.

There has just been published tiaa-:-

annual handbook (1921) of the Federation
Internationale des Clubs Motocydisfes. It

contains much useful information as to the
aims and scope of the Federation, and also

its general and international eompetition
rules, which have already been dealt with
at some length in Tlie Motor Cycle.
Appended there is a complete table of
world's records as approved at the Brussels
conference of the Federation in January.
The handbook, price 2s. 6d., may be
obtained from the general secretary,
F.I.C.M,, 83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.L

EFFECT OF RACING SPEEDS ON ROAD SURFACES.
_
The top illustration shows the state of the road during the motor cycle Grand Prix race. Although bad in certain places,

It was not to be compared with the course during the car race which took place the next day. As competitors passed along

im '^"''VP
^"''f^'^?' showers of stones were flung in all directions. The lower illustration conveys a good idea of what the

lOOm.p.h. car drivers had to contend with. (Copyright photograph from The Autocar)
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THE MOTOR CYCLE IN HIGH ALTITUDES.
Iniernalional Six Days Trial in (he Swiss Alps. Climbs of 8,000 feet.

DN Monday morning last there started

one of the most interesting and in-

structive reliability trials which has

jver been held, namely, the Internatioiial

MX Days event, organised by the Swiss

Motor Cycle Union for the International

•"ederation of Jlotor Cycle Clubs.

intries are composed of private indi-

liduale, and international teams compet-

ng for the trophy presented by the

British Manufacturers' Union, and indi-

idnal trade entries from Great Britain,

France, and Switzerland.

Representative British Entry.

Unfortunately, the support for this

'ompetition has not been so good as was
expected, but the number of entries may
36 accounted as a fair one, and the

Sritish entries, though few in number,

u-e representative.

As far back as 1913, an international

earn trial was held—on that occasion in

England, and in conjunction with the

English Six Days Trials-. We say team

rial advisedly, for not until the follow-

ng year were true international six

lays trials organised

—

i.e., trials which

r"

attracted individual entries from various

countries as well as teams for the 200

guinea International Trophy.
The 1914 event was to have been held

in France, with Grenoble as a centre,

but owing to the outbreak of war the

event was cancelled. Many of the

British competitors had a very exciting

time, being stranded in France during

the first stirring days of mobilisation.

Several had to abandon their" machines,

which were for ever lost to them.

Therefore, the first trial on this year's

lines was held last year, Grenoble again

being selected as the starting point.

Summary of Past Results.

In 1913 two teams, English and French,

competed for the Trophy in the A.C.U.
Six Days in the Lake District. The
English team, consisting of W. B. Gibb

(2| Douglas), W. B. Little (3i Premier),

and C. R. Collier (8 Matchless sc), won
easily.

There were four team entries for the

cancelled 1914 event : Great Britain,

France, Switzerland, and Germany.
Last year's event, on the other hand.

only attracted two international teams,

France and Switzerland, and a total of

but fifteen starters for the trial. The
Swiss team, all on Motosacoches, made
the only non-stop performance, and thus
secured the Trophy, and, incidentally,

the allocation of venue and routes for

the following year's (1921) event, which
is now taking place.

In the course of this year's competition

the whole of that part of Switzerland
which is open to motor traffic will be
covered, and the principal mountain
passes will be surmounted.

The First Stage.

The first day's run is from the starting

point at Geneva to Chaux-de-Fonds.
The first hill-climb is some fourteen miles

from the start, and rises to a height of

3,500 feet, giving an excellent view of

the Alps and looking right into France,

where Mont Blanc can be clearly

seen if the weather is fine. A little

farther on another climb is encountered,

where the gradient reaches 1 in 65 and
an altitude of 4,950 feet is reached. The
road then descends to the luncheon stop.

./•..-,.=? -^'t;( ' ^"i.S>"',V-.''--'",SAT,*5S' T™:

A STUDY IN HAIRPIN BENDS.

A scene on the fifth day of the International Six Days Trial, which started on Monday, August 1st. On the rigk the route traverses the

Furka Pass (7,500 ft.), descending by degrees in order to cross the Rhone at Gletzch (4,300 ft.); it immediately rises over the (-.rimsel fass

(6,900 ft.) by a series of hairpins. In the centre of the picture is seen the Rhone glacier.

c.S
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The course of the International Six Days
Switzerland. The total

Vsllorbe, after which other passes o£ the
Jura are traversed over heights from
which excellent views can be obtained,
extending from the French frontier to

the Austrian Tyrol. The total journey
is 76 miles, and terminates at the most
famous watch-making city in the world.

The Second Day's Run.
The next day's run from Chaux-de-

Fonds to Basle marks the entry into the
German-speaking part of Switzerland, but
again includes beautiful scenery, and, of

course, necessitates the climbing of more
of the Jura passes.

Basle to Zurich.

The , third day's run from Basle to
Zurich runs along the Rhine, traversing
more of the Jura country with the usual
ascents and descents, and finishes the
first stage at Laufen, close to Schaff-
hausen, where are the famous falls of

the Rhine, and though the road is

undulating there are apparently no serious
nscents until the end of the journey, at

Zurich, is reached.

Over 8,000 Feet High.

We now come to the fourth stage,
Zurich to Lugano, quite the most inter-

esting day's run, involving a climb to

6,440 feet over the Klausen Pass, the
road rising about 5,000 feet in fourteen
miles, followed shoi-tly afterwards by an
even higher climb to nearly 7,C0D feet,

with a descent to 700 feet above sea level
in forty miles to Lugano.
On the fifth stage of the trial, 8,030

feet is reached (Col de la Furka) by the
wonderful serpentine road illustrated on
the preceding page. Continental engi-
neers, however, differ from the road
makers of this country, insomuch that
the hairpins are made level—the easiest
instead of the most difficult portions of
the hills. Here the competitors will see
the Glacier du Rhone and a view which
alone is well worth the journey.

c6

Trials, which encircles almost the whole of

distance is 1,081 J miles.

SOME OF THE GRADIENTS TO BE
ENCOUNTERED.

First part of the first day's journey.

Second part of the first day's run.

7J M

Some of the peaks In the second day's run

A series of climbs in the afternoon of the

second day.

In the afternoon of the fourth day the

famous St. Gothard Pass is climbed. ""%

The contour of the last day's rout<r
suggests some difficult steeplechasing, and
at two points the height of 5,000 feet ia

reached, while in one section the com-
petitors will descend from 3,820 feet to

1 240 feet in five miles, to the shore of

Lake Geneva, with a comparatively level

lun to the finish at Geneva.

A remarkable contour of the fourth

morning's route.

20 TO M ^0 60 70 ao . 90 m"

The setond part of the last day's journey.

Below we give a list of the machines
entered in the different categories, from
which it will be seen that many well-
known British competitors are riding,
while quite a number of British motor
cycles are in the trial in the hands of
Continental riders.

The British team competing for the
Manufacturers' Trophy is composed of
Leslie Guy (33 Scott), Hugh Gibson (5-6
Raleigh sc), and J. A. Newman (3^

'

Sunbeam).

MOTOR BICYCLES (250 cc).
Morand (Condor).
Wuillemin (Cnndor).
Olerq (Condor).

MOTOR BICYCLES (350 o.c.)

Eric Williams (A.J.S.).
Bally (Hobart).
A. Demont (New Imperial).
Magnin (New Imperial).
Jean Woltenlagel (Condor).
Three Viratelles (drivers not specified).

MOTOR BICYCLES (500 cc).
Dawson (P. and M.).
Guiguet (Motosacocne).
Robert (jlotosacoche).
J. G. Neher (Motosacoche).
Pictet (^Norton).
Staub (Norton).
Tsciiudy (Norton).
F. P. Dickson (Brough).
E. H. Lees (Sunbeam).
J. A. Newman, (3V2 Sunbeam).

MOTOR BICYCLES (750 CO.).
Egger (Triumph).
Cossetto (Douglas).
Huzli (Douglas).
Schlee (Douglas).
Gainer (Indian).
Wiedmer (Indian).
Nussle (Moto-Reve).
Alrter (Scott).

(Scott).
(Scott).

Leslie Guy (Scott).
Haseler (Triumph).
Zysset (Triumph).
Bolthauser (Triumph).

MOTOR BICYCLES (1,000 CO.).
Bersetti (Motosacoche).
Rothenbach (Motosacoche).

SIDECARS UP TO 1,000 CO,
H. Dinckel (Condor).
Henry (Indian).
Moebus (Indian).
Verlet (Janoir).
Chappaz (Janoir). ,

Penet (Janoir).
Hugh Gibson (Raleigh eo.).
Gex (Motosacoche).
Bonvin (Motosacoche).
RoUand (Motosacoche).
H. R. Davies (6 A.J.S. so.)
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RACING AT BROOKLANDS.
H R Davies on his 2| h.p. A.J.S. beats (he Five Mile Record at (he Fourth

B.M.C.R.C Members' Meeting. Averaging 74i m.p.h. Good^peeds by 230 c.c.

Lightweights.

r n

^s^^^r=-::kssiai

S. M. Greening (Francis-Barnett), who won the lap scratch

race for solo machines not exceeding 280 c.c. at a

of 56.5 m.p.h.

ANOTHER Ia-:rel has been added to

the wreath of victories now standing

i to the credit of the 349 c.c. A.J.S.

H. R. Davies, in the three lap scratch

race at the B.I.I.O.R.C. members' meet-

ing at Brooklands on Wednesday last

week, raised the speed of the five mile

irecord in Class B to 74.50 m.p.h.—an
i additional 4.68 m.p.h. over Kaye Don's

j

previous speed; the time for the five

I miles was 4m. :.6s. , Eight races were
• run off, the first of which was secured

by C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson),

who again put up a fine speed. The

\
distance was three laps, and limited the

j
starters to 1,000 c.c. The winner's speed

was 79.67 m.p.h. F. C. Townshend (8

Zenith) and G. Packman (8 Sunbeam-

Jap) finished second and third Respec-

tively.

A victory for the Massey-Arran was

obtained by Kaye Don in the second race

R. N. Stewart,

between 350 and

58.73 m.p.h.

for 350 CO. solo machines. His speed

was 69.96 m.p.h., while H. R. Davies

(2| A.J.S.) did not give him much rope.

Third place fell to Tudor Thompson (2|

Douglas).

Fast Times in Scratch Event.

Victor Hovsman on a- Norton led the

field in the tliree lap scratch race for

500 c.c. machines, and covered the dis-

tance at an average speed of 75.14

m.p.h. C. G. PuUin (3i Douglas) and

F. B. Halford (on a 3^ h.p. Ricardo

Triumph) followed in that order.

A large field started in the three lap

handicap for machines between 350 c.c.

and 1,000 c.c, and, curiously enough, a

long handicap man, R. N. Stewart {4

Trump-Jap) romped home at 58.73 m.p.h.

Reyersbach, a newcomer, had bad luck

on his Norton, which caught fire en route.

THREE-LAP SCRATCH RACF, (Solo, up .to

1.000 c.o.).-l, C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Dav.d-

I

FLAT TWINS IN THE
GRAND PRIX RACE

neck and neck with
Naas, the French rider of an A.B.C. (on left), riding ..

F. W. Dixon (Douglas). Naas assumes a fine riding attitude, but fell out between the

fourth and sixth laps. Dixon finished fourth in the 500 c.c. class.

winner of the handicap for machines

1 000 c.c. on a Trump-Jap, averaging

son)- 2 F. C. Townsliend (8 Zenith); 3, G. Pack-

man' (3 SuBbeam-Jap). Winnet's speed, 79.67

""three-lap HANDICAP (Solo, up to 350 c.c).

—1 Kaye Don (2^^ Massey-Arran), 12s. start; 2,

H 'r Davies (2% A.J.S.), sor.; 3. Tudor Thomp-
son (25i Douglas), 24s. Winner's speed, 69.96

™THREE-LAP SCRATCH RACE (Solo, up to 500
c ) — 1 V Horsman (3% Norton) ; 2, C. G. Pullin

(Svt Douglas); 3, P. B. Hallord (31/2 Triumph-
Ric'ardo). Winner's speed, 75.14 m.p.h.

THREE-LAP HANDICAP (Solo, between 350
c.c. and 1,000 c.c.).— 1, R. N. Stewart (4 Trump-
Jap) 3m. 3s. start; 2, E, Remington (4 Black-

burne), 27s.; 3, W. L. Gard (S'A Norton), 2m.
Winner's speed, 58.73 m.p.h.
THREE-LAP SCRATCH RACE (Solo, up to 350

CO.).— 1, H. R. Davies (2% A.J.S.); 2, Kaye Don
(2% Massev-Arran); 3, Tudor Thompson {Hi
Douglas). Winner's speed, 73.45 m.p.h.

THREE-LAP HANDICAP (Sidecars, up to 1.000

c.c; cycle cars, up to 1,100 c.c),— 1, W. D. Mar-
chant (8 Zenith sc); 2, O. de Lissa (3 Moto-

sacoche sc.) ; 3, R. Dequin (8 Zenith-M.A.G. sc).

Winner's speed, 70.30 m.p.h.
THREE-LAP SCRATCH RACE (Solo, up to 280

c c ) —1, S. M. Greening (2Vi Francis-Barnett-Jap)

;

i. J. V. Prestwich (2V, Jap); 3, C. Fairweather

(2'/i Blackburne). Winner's speed, -66.5 m.p.h.

THREE-LAP SCR.\TOH RACE (Sidecars, up to

1000 cc).— 1, H. F. Marohant (8 Zenith sc.) ; 2,

.S' E Longman (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) ; 3, 0.

de Lissa (8 Motosacoohe-M.A.G.). Winners speed,

69.78 m.p.h.

A SHORT CUT TO EXPERIENCE.

THE phrase above describes in a nut-

shell the latest edition of " Hints

and Tips for Motor Cyclists " fSs.

net, Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., SO, Tudor

Street, London, E.C.I,), and it admir-

ably expresses the qualities of this useful

handbook of wrinkles, which has now
reappeared in its eighth edition.

An extensive revision of the matter

has taken place, and it has been

thoroughly Irought up-to-date, but, in

view of the fact that thousands of motor

cyclists follow the sport on more or less

obsolete machines, references to older

models have been by no means entirely

deleted.
From the selection and purchase to the

final selling of a machine is the field

covered in the 400 odd paragraphs, and

legal requirements, driving, maintenance,

repair, lighting, tyres, accessories, and

touring are all touched upon.
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.

AUGUST 4th, 1921.

A Section of Manufacturers Dissatisfied witfi the Regulations. Fear of Sparse Entry.

So far about thirty entries have been
received for tlie annual Six Days
Trials of the A.C.U., August 29th to

September 3rd next. Information from
various sources would suggest that manu-
facturers will not give the trial the sup-

port usually accorded this important
annual event.

It appears that a large number of

prominent manufacturers are dissatisfied

with the regulations, and make no secret

of the fact. Especially do they object to

those points—extraneous to reliability

—

which depend entirely upon the personal
opinion of A.C.U. officials.

Outstanding among these is the pro-

posed marking for silence, which this year
will be effected by ear alone. It will be
remembered that in previous A.C.TJ. Trials

competitors have objected to the use of the
audiometer, and particularly the marks
lost under the heading of silence compared
to other features considered of far more
importance. On the other hand, one
regrets that any test of silence would
not be popular among a certain section of

the trade.

Points Criticised.

The fuel and oil consumption test is

deemed unfair to lightweight machines

;

and, as much as we desire to see every
encouragement extended to matters of

economy, one is incUned to agree with
the view expressed that the A.C.U. Com-
petitions Committee has not fully taken
into consideration the conditions under
which the competing machines will be
running. For example, the 250 c.c. light-

weights are expected to average 100 m.p.g,
of petrol and 1,800 m.p.g. of oil. and one
mark will be deducted for every 2% below
these figures.

Fifty marks are credited at the com-
mencement of the trial for each of these
tests, and a small two-stroke which may
climb every hill, arrive on time at every
check, gain full marks on all other counts,

but which only gives 89 m.p.g. of petrol,

would lose its gold medal. That is but
one bone of contention.

Considering the nature of the course

—

although no freak hills are included,
there are over tw-enty hills with 1 in 7
gradients included.

Oil consumption, too, is regarded as

being too ambitious. Again, to quote
the 250 c.c. lightweights, 1,800 pi.p.g. is

probably the oil consumption of the aver-

age rider who uses his machine for ordi-

nary pottering about, but to average legal

limit over 700 odd miles, including the
worst hills in the West of England, in

addition to twenty-five laps of Brook-
lands at speed on less than half a gallon

of oil, is regarded as grossly unfair.
Another test which is much criticised

by traders interested in this essentially

trade trial is the final examination.
Marks will be deducted at the discretion

of the judges if any vital part of the
engine, transmission, or frame be fouud
broken, and if any undue wear or tear

is discovered in the steering, valve
tappets, cycle parts, controls, and engine
bearings.

It is the remark " at the discretion of
the judges " which forms the definite

stumbling block, since it may conceivably

mean so much when awards are under
contemplation. For this the A.C.U.
has only itself to blame, for in past

events decisions in this connection have
been far from fair, and exhibited a desire

to dictate design, which, it is claimed,

not without reason, is outside the scope

of the A.C.U., which is a body to test

rather than design machines.
Altogether there are eight separate and

distinct tests in the trials.

(1.) General reliability (running to

schedule) (100).

(2.) Hill-climbing (100).

(3.) SUence (20).

(*.) Brakes (25).

(5.) Fuel consumption (50).

(6.) Oil consumption (50).

(7.) Speed at Brooklands (100).

(8.) Final examination (100).

The number of marks credited at the

commencement of the trial is shown in

parentheses.

In order to obtain a gold medai a com-
petitor nlay not lose more than 10% of

marks on any one test. Thus, the loss of

three marks in the silence test alone is

sufficient to place a competitor in the

silver medal class ; this is considered a
hopeless handicap by manufacturers of

single-cylinder machines in particular.

A. Bennett and the 3i h.p. Sunbeam,
on which he won the Grand Prix in the

record time of 3h. 13m. 24:|s. (=59-9

m.p.h.). This retrieves somewhat his hard

luck in the T.T., when he finished fourth.

It is to be regretted that these facts will

be the cause of many manufacturera

abstaining from entering, as the A.C.U.
Six Days Trials of the past have been
productive of much good, and have indeed

claimed the representative trials entry for

many years . past.

Itinerary of the Route.

As announced in last week's issue, the

A.C.U. Six Days Trial this year will

start on Jlonday, the 29th inst., from
Brooklands, and will include five routes

in the South and West of England as

follows :

FIRST DAY.—Brooklands, Staines,

Maidenhead, Oxford, Chipping Norton,
Cirencester, Malmesbury, Slaughterford,

Colerne (Ditteridge Hill), Bath—138
miles.

SECOND DAY.—Bath, Weston (Weston
Lane), Toghill, Dursley, Wickwar, Chip-
ping Sodbury, Keynsham (Darley Hill),

Whitchurch, Bishopsworth (Dundry Hill),

Chewstoke, Cheddar Gorge, Bridgwater,
Spaxton (CoUier's HOI), Kmgston (Cothel-

stone Hill), Crowcombe, Stogumber (Pits-

ford Hill), Wiveliscombe (Ixford Hill),

Taunton—155^ miles.

THIRD DAY.—Taunton, Wiveliscombe
(Whitefield Eocks), Haleigh's Cross,

Luccombe (Porlock), Lynmouth (Lyn-
mouth), (Lynton Station Hill), (Parra-

combe), South Molton (Ash Mill), (Franks
hill), Tiverton (Newtes Hill), Honiton
(Station Hill), Sidford, Lyme Regis, Mor-
combelake (Baker's Cross), (Thistle Hill),

Axminster (Sector Hill), (Stammery Hill),

Marshwood, Broadwindsor, Chard (Coombe
Head), Taunton—178 miles.

FOURTH DAY Taunton, Blagdon
Hill, Wellmgton Hill (Monument Hill),

Dunkeswell, Honiton, Crewkerue, Yeovil,

Sturminster Newton, Shaftesbury, War-
minster (East Knoyle), Frome, Radstock,
Bath—135^ miles.

FIFTH DAY Bath, Trowbridge,
Maddington, Castle ,Hill, Winchester,
Petersfield (Wheatham Priors Dean),
Alton, Binstead (Crooksbury Payle Hill),

Guildford, Ripley, Brooklands—132^
miles.

Twenty-five Laps at Speed.

SIXTH DAY.—Twenty-five laps on
Brooklands at minimum speeds varying
from 30 m.p.h. in Class A to 45 m.p,h.

for the largest solo machines. These
speeds are approximately 5 m.p.h. faster

than those set for the corresponding test

last year, but are generally slightly below
the average speed that was reached by
those who completed the test in 1920.

The names in parentheses indicate test

hills. Entries close at ordinary fees on
Saturday next. So far the following,

entries have been received :

ENTRANT AND MACHINE.
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd. (three New Imperials).--
R. C. Winn (one 31/2 Douglas).
Norton Motors, Ltd. (three Nortons).
— Compton (not specified).
Thompson Bros., Bilston (one 8 h.p. T.B.-Jan).
\VarIand Dual Rim Co., Ltd. (one 2V3 h.p. Con-

naught).
A. G. Wall (one 2M h.p. Cedos).
H. J. Wilkes (one 3V2 h.p. Rover).
New Hudson, Ltd. (three 2% h,p. New HuiJsons)„
Phelon and Moore, Ltd. (three 3^! h.p. P. and"

M.'s).
R. C- Davis (not specified).
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. (four Rudges).
Arden Motor Co. (not specified).

M. Chereau (one Bleriot AVhippet).
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Essex M.C.

Three motor cycle races, each 8^ miles,

:are included in the programme of the
Brooklands meeting of the club to be held
on Saturday, the 13th inst.

i
Abergavenny and District M.C. and L.C.C.

[

Next Thursday a hill-climb, open
;to members of the South Wales Centre
A.C.U., will be held on Plough Hill,
near Abergavenny.

I
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C.

j
Open to clubs in the Yorkshire Centre

' A.C.U. , the sporting trial postponed from
May 7th will be held on August 7th.

Useful prizes of Sheffield cutlery are a
feature of the award list.

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.
Five teams of four riders each competed

in the team trial held in the latter half
of July, the winning team being :

A. Jempson (8 Blackburne sc), J. Mason (4
'Blackburne), who each lost no marks; A. Craddock
'(4 Triumph), 7 marks; and P. Hobden (4
Triumph).

Fontefract and District M.C.

This newly-formed club's hill-climb at
iCastle Hill, Stapleton, resulted as
IfoUows :

CLASS 1.—Machines up to 275 c.c. Flying
-start: 1. A, Ward (Silver Prince), 50s.; 2, A.
Maud (Ixion), 57.25s.; 3, G. Wright (Hobart),
S8.4S. Standine start : 1, R. Curtis (New Hud-
son), 61.6?.; 2, J. Dawson (New Hudson), 62s.; 3,
J. Ellis (New Hudson), 63s.

' CLASS 2.—Machines up to 350 c.c. Flving
jstart :. 1, H. England (New Imperial), 46.6s.; 2,
!A. Sanderson (Excelsior), 47.6s.; 3, —. Brook
(Omega), 48.2s. Standing start : 1, — . Brook
(Omega), 55.6s.; 2, A. Sanderson (Excelsior),
56.75s.; 3, H. England (New Imperial), 57s.
CLASS 3.—Machines up to 550 c.c. Flying

start: 1. A. J. Campy (Sunbeam), 30.6s.; 2, C.
Keyzer (Sunbeam), 31s.; 3, G. W. Shepherd (Sun-
beam), 31. 6e. Standing start : 1, C. Keyzer (Sun-
,beam), 35.4s.; 2, G. W. Shepherd (Sunbeam), 38s.;
)3, —. Richardson (Norton). 41.8s.
CLASS 4.—Capacity unlimited. Flying start :

1, A. J, Campy (Sunbeam), 30s.; 2, O. W. Shcp-
lierd (Sunbsam), 30.8s.; 3, C. Keyzer (Sunbeam),
31.25s. Flying start bv request of competitors :

,1, G. W. Shepherd (Sunbeam), 31.8s.; 2, —

.

iRichardson (Norton), 33.4s.; 3, H. Wordsworth
((Norton), 38s.

Stocksbridge and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Results of the reliability trial held on
the 23rd ult. have now been confirmed,
and . are as under :

PLADDEY CUP AND STACEY (VLEDAL.—Hugh
Thompson (4 Triumph).
SILVER MEDAL.—C. W. Hayward (5-6 Clyno).
BRONZE MEDAL.—W. H. Clarke (3y, Coventry

Eagle).

"^eek-and (Tlub Cvcnls.
S^ccd Trials at Porth-

Speed Trials.
Speed Event

Avg. C—Cardiff M.C.C.
cawl.

Aug. 6.—Yorlcaliire Centre, A.C.U.
Aug. 6.—Glasgow Western M.C.C.

and Hill-climb.
Aug. 6.

—

Dewsbury and District M.C.C. Picnic.
Aug. li.

—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C Picnic.
Aug. 7.—Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Pun to Petu-orth Parle.
Aug. 7.—Middlesbrough and District M.C. Social

Run.
Aug. 7.-^North-Westcm Centre, A.C.U. Hill-

dim b.

Aug. 7.—Leeds M.U. Club Run to Wenaleydale.
Aug. 7.—Burton and District M.C.C. Club Run

to WarJoick.
Aug. 7.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Treasure Hunt.
Aug. 7.—Sheffield M.C.C. Club Run to Matlock.
Aug. 7.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Club

Run to Bodiani.
Aug. 7.—Central London M.C.C. Social Run.
Aug. 7.—Berwick and District M.C. Club Run to

Xetholm.
Aug. 7.— Wakefield and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Kirkham Abbey.
Aug. 7.—Woohvich, Plumstcad, and District M.C.

Club Run to Com shall.

Aug. 7.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C.
Sporting Trial, open to Yorkshire Centre,
A.C.U.

Aug. JO,—Bishop Auckland and District
Speed 2'rials.

Aug. 16.—Harrogate avd District M.C.C.
Run.

Aug. 11.—Canterbury and District M.C.C.
Run to Dymchurch.

Aug. 11.—Worcester and District M.C.C.
Trip.

Aug. 11.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Treasure Hunt.

Aug. 11.—Abergavenny and District M.C. and
L.C.C. Hill-climb, open to South Wales
Centre, A.C.U.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xxxvi.

M.C.

Social

Club

River

Bridgwater M.C.C.

Results of the recent Carver Cup trial

are :

CARVER CUP.—H. W. Pollard (3lA Sunbeam),
NEXT BEST SOLO PERFORMANCE.-V. G.

Tucker (3>A Norton).
BEST SliDECAR.—H. Milton (4 Triumph).
BEST LIGHTWEIGHT.—F. Hewin (2% Black-

bird).

Okehampton M.C.C.

It has been decided to form a motor
cyclists' club at Okehampton, and the

following officers have been appointed :

Captain, Mr. J. Everard Hosking ; vice-

captain, Mr. R. Hawken ; and secretary,

Mr. W. H. Newman. Fifteen riders

joined in the first evening run.

Leeds and District M.C.

Results of the speed trials held on the

24th ult. are as follows :

600 c.c. SOLO.— 1, C. Keyzer (31/2 Sunbeam);
2, A. G. Ridgeon (3i/, Sunbeam).
1,000 c.c. SOLO.—1, O. Keyzer (3^4 Sunbeam)

;

2, A. C. Thornton (6 Ariel) ; 3, W. Backhouse
(4 Triumph).
UNLIMITED CLASS.— 1, C. Keyzer (3>/2 Sun-

beam) ; 2, A. C. Thornton (6 Ariel).

1,000 c.c. SIDECARS.— 1. A. C. Thornton (6

Ariel); 2. A. Smith (8 Stanhope).

Central Cornwall M.C.

Over fifty riders competed in the recent

hill-climb on Tregolls Hill, and great

keenness was displayed for the medal
awarded for the fastest time of the day,

which was eventually won by Reg. Dyer,
of St. Austell, on a 3^ h.p. Norton.
Results :

NOT EXCEEDING 250 C.C—J. Jenkin (Baby
Triumph), Im. 26s.
NOT EXCEEDING 350 CO.-Open section : A.

Assheton-Salton {2% Douglas), Im. Amateur sec-

tion : H. J. C. Cornelius (2% Douglas), Im. 65S.

NOT EXCEEDING 500 CO.- 1, A, Assheton-
Salton (31/2 Brough), 47s.; 2, P. Phillips (31/2 Nor-
ton), 485.
NOT EXCEEDING 650 CO.-Open : 1, R. Dyer

(31/2 Norton), 46gs. ; 2, A. Assheton-Salton (3V2
Brough), 48s. Amateur : 1, R. Dyer (31/2 Norton),
46!s. ; 2, J, J, Kelly (4 Norton), 57ii5.

UNLIMITED,- 1, A, Assheton-Salton (31/2

Brough), 46;s,; 2, P, Phillips (31/2 Norton), 51|s,

SIDECARS NOT EXCEEDING 650 CO.-H. F.

Benny (4 Triumph), Im. I63.
SIDECARS UNLIMITED,— 1, H. F. Benny (4

Triumph), Im. 14s.; 2, C. V. Hooper (8 Zenith),
Im. 22s.

CI3
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South Midland Centre A.C.TJ.

It is now possible to publish tlie award
list of the recent championship trial, in

which so many of the eompetitQi-s lost

their way.
CENTRE CHAMPION—H. H. Saddington. (7

James EC.).

GOLD MEDALS.—W. H. Hines (3V. Norton),
W. N. G. PliiUips (4 Indian), W. F. Johnson (7
A.J.S. sc), and N. C. Dear (3V. Sunbeam).
SILVER MEDAL.—H. B. Sliutes (8 Matchless

sc).
BRONZE MEDALS. — C. Broom Smith (8

Zenith), G. E. Cuffe |2i/a Metro-Tyler), S. B.
Axford (3% Norton), and 0. Bourlet (31/2 Ariel),

Leinster M.C.C.

The following awards are announced
in connectioji with the trial held on the

23rd ult.

GOLD MEDALS (full marks at all controls).—
T. B. Green (ZVi Enfleld). T. F. Sleyin (214
Velocette), C. Johnston (2'4 New Scale), G. Thomp-
son (31/2 N.U.T.), J. A. Carville (4 Triumph), and
P. J. McGlade (4 Triumph). The committee was
unable to determine an individual winner, and
consequently the six riders will be asked to re-rua
the trial on Saturday next.
SILVER MEDALS (90% marks).—G. Daly (4

Triumph), R. Murphy (4 Triumph), W. J. Fagan
(4 Indian), and F. S. Woods (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
BRONZE MEDAi (.55% marks)-—W. E. S. Gil-

mour (2^4 Douglas).

Exeter M.C.

An entry of forty was attracted by
an inter-ctub reliability trial held on the

23rd ult,.

Twenty-five per cent, of the competitors
were eliminated before lunch, including

many e.xperienced riders, and only

twenty-three were timed in at E.x.eter at

the finish. This number included Miss
Phillips, the only lady competitor. To
,idd to the strenuousness of the trial,

torrential rain was experienced, on Dart-
moor. Several members e.xperienced

troubles. A. M. Knill {4 Indian Scout)

burst a front tyre in the morning on a
non-stop section, and rode thirty miles on
a flat tyre, which eventually came off

and threw the rider, who finished on a
bare rim. Resslts :

TEAM PRIZE.—Plymouth No. 1 team : J. Baker
(3V' Sunbeam), lost no marks.; M. Dawes (3V2 Sun-
beam), lost 24; S. Snell (8 Sunbeam), lost, 0. No
other complete team finished.
SOLO LIGHTWEIGHT (Silver cup and silver

medals).—T. Browning, E.xeter M.C.C. (2% Dia-
mond), lost 5 marks. Special silver medal : Miss
Phillips, Plymouth M.C.C. (2V2 Connaught), lost
16. No other lightweights finished.
SOLO (Silver cup and gold medal).—G. Morrish,

Veovil M.C.C. (3V' Sunbeam), lost no marks, error
19s.
GOLD MEDALS.—G. Claridge, Elteter (4

Triumph), lost no marks, error 31s.; J. Baker,
Plymouth. (3^: Sunbeam), lost 0, error 60s.; E.
Chudleigh, Exeter (4 Indian), lost 0, error 61s.;
F.- Wheeler, Plymouth, lost 0, error 161s.; P.
Hare, Taunton M.C.C. (S'A Douglas), lost 0, error
169s.; O. Ford,. Exeter (4>4 B.S.A.), lost 8, stop
on non-stop; J. Durrant, Exeter (3V2 Norton), lost

8, stop on non-stop.

SILVER MEDALS.—H. Clarke, Plymouth (JH
B.S.A.), lost 8, failed on hill; T. Pnllin, Exeter
(31/2 B.S.A.), lost 16; H. Flower, Plymouth (3

A.B.C.), lost 18; M. Dawes, Plymouth [Vk Sun-

beam), lost 24. - , ,, jit:,
SIDECAES.—Silver cup and gold medal. It.

Williams. Exeter (4 Triumph so.), lost no marks,

error 16s.; gold medal, L. Peter, Exeter (4 Norton,

sc ), lost 0, error 23s.; S. Snell, Plymouth (8 Sun-

beam sc), lost 0, error 98s.; sUver medal. J.

Mercer, Exeter (4 Norton sc.J, lost 5.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

Full results of the speed trials held on

July 25th are now to handL, and. are as

follows :.

TIME GL-A.SSES.

,250 CO. Class (Solo).—1, B. Kershaw (2% Ne.w
Imperial): 2, G. Povey (2^4 Velocette); 3, 1.
Weaver (2^4 Sirrah).
350 CO. CLASS (Solo).—!, B. Kershaw (2^4 New

Imperial); 2, 6. Povey (2'/i Velocette); 3, A.
Taylor (2^4 Levis).
600 CO. Class (Solo).-l, W. E. Smith (31/2

Norton); 2, A. Taylor (3i,i B.S.A.);, 3, A. Wood
(31/, B.S.A. ).

Unlimited Class (Solo).—1, W. E. Smith (3%
Norton); 2, A. Taylor (31/2 B.S.A.); 3, T. Weavej
(5-6 Verus). „ , ,. ,.,,
600 CO. Class (Passenger).—1, C. Jenkins (414

B S.A. sc); 2, C. Brown (4 Triumph sc); 3, H.
Poole (31/2 B.S.A. sc). „ , , -

UNLiiaTED Class (Passenger).- 1, O. Jenkins
(414 B.S.A. sc); 2, L. Perry (10 Morgan) and O.

Brown (4 Triumph 60.); 3, H. Poole (Z'k ES.A.

Fastest Time op Day.—W. E. Smith (3'/2

Norton).

FOEMDLA CL-'ISSES.

250 c.c. Class (Solo).— 1, B. Kershaw (2'4 New
Imperial); 2, G. Povey (2% Velocette); 3, T.

Ward (214 Verus).
350 c.c. Class (Solo).—I, B. Kershaw (2% New

Imperial); 2, G. Povey (2'4 Yelocette); 3, ff.

Wood (2% Verus).
600 CO. Class (Solo).— 1. B. Kershaw (214 New

Imperial); 2, A. Taylor (31/2 B.S.A.); 3, F. Bick-
nell (2% Enfield).
Unlimited Class (Passenger).—1, H. Poole (3^/^

B.S..A.. sc): 2, E. Radnall (21/2 Radco sc); 3,.

L. Perry (10 Morgan).

East Midland Centre A-CU.

Owing to several mistakes and omis-
sions in the division of certain competi-
tors into expert and general classes, the
following alterations and additions to the
results of the open speeds are announced
by the organising clubs :

CLASS 4 (Unlimited sidecar, standing start).

—

Expert class : P. Baron (7-9 Indian), 41is., second
in place of H. R. Davies (2^4 A.J.S.), 42gs.
CLASS 10 (Two-strokes, unlimited).—General

:

1, G. Mills (3J/. Scott), 41iE.; 2, J. R. Sylvester
(2»4 Velocette), 46s. Expert: 1, R. B. Pugh
(214 Levis), 43is. ; 2, Mary Jennison (2% Velo-
cette), 44s.
CL4.SS 14. (Solo under 550 c.c).—General

:

Oliver Hodgson (3V2 Sunbeam), 375S., second in
place of F. Stevenson (sy-. Brough), 371s.
CLASS 16 (Solo under 500 c.c).—General : K.

Flint (3 A.B.C.), 35s., second in place of R.
Carter (7-9 Indian), 36!s.
CLASS 21 (Solo under 500 cc).—General : P.

Hatton (3V2 Douglas), 29^s., second vice H,
Barron (3V2 Norton), 30s.
CLASS 24 (Unlimited solo).—Expert : 1, G.

Dance (2% Simbeam), 26|s.: 2, R. Cawthorne (3'/2

Norton), 27s.
CLASS 22 (Machines under 550 c.c; times taken

from 500 c.c. class).—General : 1, R. Flint (3
A.B.C.), 28s.; 2, F Hatton (3V. Douglas), 29is.

Meet of members of the Stocksbridge and District M.C. and L.C. Club, preparatory to

their first reliability trial, held over difficult countrv in Yorkshire.

Expert: 1, G. Dance (3^,^ Sunbeam), 24?s.: 2, R.
Cawthorne (31/2 Norton), 27s.
CLASS 23 (Machines under 750 c.c: times taken

from unlimited classes).—General : 1, T. C. Green-
wood (4 Sunbeam), 26?s.; Z, R. Flint (3 A.B.C.),
29s. Expert: 1, G. Dance (2% Sunbeam), 26is.;
2, B. Cawthorne. (3I/2 Norton), 27s.

Bia^ord M.C. and L.C.C.

Official results of the Bradford-London-
Bradford trial have now been announced
as follows ;

CLASS B (EXPERTS).
Beiggs Cue and Gold Medal.—H. Moore (3i/^

p. and M.).
Gold Medals.—S. M. Haigh (6 Ariel sc), A. R,

Naylor (31/. Sunbeam), W. A. Dovener (3% Scott),

W. Marriott (4 Norton sc), G. Townsend (31/2 P.
and M. sc), and C. B. Haigh (3% Scott sc).

CLASS A (NOVICES).
ABTHua. Hodgson Cup and Gold Medal,—G.

Allen (3V2 P. and M. sc).
Gold Medals.—Miss I. Pickles (3% Scotfc sc),

W. E. Anderton (3V2 P. and M. sc), G. R. Grundy
(31/. Sunbeam), R. Turner (2yi Douglas), S. Jepson
(6 A.J.S. sc). R. A. Bonnet (31/2 N.U.T.), and J.

H. Leyland (3',i E- and M.).
Silver Medals.—H. Askham (4 Douglas sc.)

and A. D. Thornton (3'/2 P. and M. sc),

Bhondda Valley M.C.C.

The first reliability trial of this club

will be held this month. Particulars may
be obtained from the secretary of the

event, The Landlord, The Farmers'
Arms, Trebauog, Forth, Ehondda,

Westmorland M.C.C.

At a very successful social run and
speed-judging competition held recently,

Percy Hoggarth (4 Norton) made the best

performance, thus gaining the silver vase

presented by the I'anufacturers' Union.
B. Hill (2i Velocette) won Mr. West-
wood's prize, while. Miss Pickles (3|

Scott) was third.'

North-west London M.C.C.

During a recent " conducted tour
"

round the byroads of Herts., the

secretary introduced tests comprising

speed and distance judging, fast, slow,

and flexibility hill-climbing, acceleratdpn,

brake tests, and some surprise queries,

which caught not a few. Prizes were,

awarded on the combined performance.

1, G. J. Thompson (3 A.B.C.); 2, H. James (314

Norton); 3, D. F. C. Fitzgerald (4 "Norton «c.};

4, W. P. Cooper (3V, Sunbeam): 5, E. T. Pierce

(3 A.B.C.).

Kelso and District M.C.C.

Lanton Hill, Jedburgh, presented a
scene of great activity on Saturday,:, the

23rd ult., when the open hill-climb ar-

ranged by Kelso and District Motor Cycle

Club, and held under the open competi-

tion rules of the S.A.C.U., took place.

The hill presents a climb of 1,250 yards,

with a gradient varying. from 1 in 12 to

1 in 6-7. The surface here and there

is certainly rough, with large stones in-

evidence, but on the whole a good track

is presented and the negotiation of the

two turns does not call for outstanding

skill.

CLASS 1 (Jlotor cycles not over 350 c.c^. Ex-
pert barred.—1 (gold medal), E. R. Jacobs (2-'4

Coulson B); 2 (silver medal), D. Robb ^2% N.U.T.);
3, W. B. Richardson [2% N.U.T.).
CLASS 2 (Motor cycles not over 600 c.c).—

1

(gold medal), E. R. Jacobs (2% Coulson B); 2
(silver medal), Alfred Downie (2=4 A.J.S.); 3.

(bronze medal), J. H. Lindsay (3'/» Norton). Gold
medal for fastest time; Hugh Mason (3!^ N.U.T.)'.

CLASS 3 (Motor cycles of unlimited capacity).—
1 (gold medal), E. R. Jacobs (254 Coulson B); 2

(silver medal), Alfred Downie (2% A.J.S.): 3
(bronze medal), J. H. Lindsay (3V' Norton). Gold
medal for fastest time: R. J. Braid (7-9 Indian).

CLASS 5 (Motor cycles and sidecars cf unlimited-

capacitv). Expert barred.— 1 (gold medal), J. O.

Turnbuli (7-9 American X sc); 2, Robert Mathie-
son (3'/2 Norton sc); 3, T. Gillies (3i/» Simbeam.
sc).

:i4
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SALTBURN SPEED TRIALS.
8 FIRSTS. 9 SECONDS. 5 THIRDS.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIALS.
SGOLD

MEDALS. 3 SILVER
MEDALS.

2 BRONZE
MEDALS.

Mr. Victor Horsman.

500 MILES BROOKLANDS
RACE.

Mr. Victor Horsman, on a Norton, was
FIRST IN CLASS C (500), beating
the whole field irrespective of
class, except the first three, averaging a

speed of SIXTY -TWO MILES
PER HOUR on

He also broke the 6, 7, and 8 hour and the 400 and 500 mile records

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD..
119. 121. 123. Shaftesbury Avenue. LONDON. W.C2.

Cycle & Molor Cycle Depot : 103. St. John Street. Clerltenwell. E.C.I.

BELFAST— 75. Ann Street ; BIRMINGHAM -Broad Street Chambers

:

BRISTOL—4. Victoria Street; CARDIFF—Pi rhead Chambers. Bute

Dock; DUBLIN— 15. Sl Andrew Street; GLASGOW— 6. Royal-
Exchange Square; LEEDS- 1. New York Road; LlVEKPOOL—5*. Castle

Street ; MANCHESTER- 16. John Dalton Street ; NEWCASTLE-ON-
TYNE— 59. Westgate Road; NOTTINGHAM—Grey'riar Gate:
PORTSMOUTH -49. High St.; SHEFFIELD—80-90, Queen Street;

AMSTERDAM—Stadhouderskade. 91.

THE SADDLE
THAT WON THE

SANGSTER CUP &
3 GOLD MEDALS

IN THE LAND'S END TRIALS.

PATENTED

Model 10 as Illustration, £4 10 O.

ABSOLUTELY SHOCK PROOF.
Read what Mr. Short says-
Having ridden your Tan-Sad "No Hurts" Saddle In the recent Land's End
Trials and being awarded 2 gold medals and the Sangster Cap, I feel it my
duty to tell you again what 1 think of the Saddle. Having coverfed well over
Coo miles in 2 days' riding, / think it %$ the most comfortable seat I have struck
and I can honestly say I did not have the least sign of soreness, or stifiaess in
the back, nor did I receive a bad jolt tlie whole jouniey.

Wishing you every success,

Yours faithfully (signed) F SHORT.
And what Mr. Boynton says —
1 have pleasure in informing you that I used one ol
your "^NO HURTS" Saddles through the Land's
End Trials this Whitsuntide and have much to thank
fame for. Although some of the roads were absolutely
vile, (he comfort was a revelation unimaginable, and
unles? one had the actual experience of riding one of
jour saddles is alaost unbelievable.

THE FAVOURITE PILLION SEAT
THAT GIVES JOY TO

EVERYONE-
BE SURE TO ASK FOR

TANSAD FOR

SAFETY AND
COMFORT.

TAN-SAD
Pillion Seat . . . . 38/-
Foot Rest . . . . 6/-
Back Rest . . . . 9/-

Haadles 2/6

The Tan-Sad Insur-

ance covers Pillion

Riding without extra

charge.

Send toy Hsls to—

TAN-SAD
FREEMAN STREET,
BIRMINGHAM

Obtainable
from all

Agents.
ModelO. 2. 2&4 49/,

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' BI7
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Buy Your Tyres At

Benetfinks
"The City's Own Store"

SO°lo
Ex-Government and Clearance Stock OF TYRES In

Perfect Condition. SPECIAL NOTICE—Stocks of

W.D. Tyres are now becoming exhausted, and we
strongly advise Motor Cyclists to Buy at least One

Spare and effect a saving of 50%
Size

24x2
26x2
26x2
26x2i
26x2i
26x2i
26x2i

26x21
for

2i

26xiV
for2i
26x2J
650x65
650x75
to fit 65

28x2J
28x3
28x3

Make

WOOD MILNE, Special . . .

.

Extra Strong .

.

PALMER, Cord
Heavy Rubber Studded
WOOD MILNE, Special .. ..

,, „ Extra Strong .

.

PALMER, Cord .. .. ..

Heavy Rubber Studded
CLINCHER De Luxe, Extra Heavy
WOOD MILNE, Extra Strong . .

HUTCHINSON T.T, Rubber
Studded
WOOD MILNE, Extra Strong .

.

„ „ Special .

.

Extra Strong.

.

(15 only) BATES Extra Hy, Ribbed
Carriage 1/3 extra.

Our price

23/9
25/-

31/6
33/-

33/-

26/10
34/-

List
price

42/9
45/3
55/-

48/6
55/-

31/6 62/6

32/6
36/1

32/4

43/.

40/4
29/9
47/9

54/6
65/-

64/8

86/-

80/8
79/-

110/-

INNER TUBES
Endless. 26 x2i

26x2'J
„ 26x3
„ 28x3

Butted 28x3
Postage gd. extra.

6/6
6/6
6/6
7/6
8/6

9/9
10/3

11/3

12/9

18/-

This Week's Special Offer

to Douglas& Triumph Owners
4 h.p. Genuine Triumph Inlet and
E:diaust Valve, complete with Wood
Protector, Spring, aftd Collar

Pric 7/9
2| h.p. Genuine Douglas Valves,

complete with Wood Protector, Spring,

and Collar, Price . . • • C /Q
Post Free. O/ *J

GENUINE

"CLIPPER"
MOTOR CYCLE BELTS
W.D. In Perfect Condition

6ft.6in.X|in. .. 8/9
6ft. 6in.X|in. .. 9/9
8ft.6in.Xlin. .. 17/9

Post l/j

An opportunity not to be
missed.

Celluloid

FACE SHIELD.

THE "HATTON" GOGGLE.
Constructed on sound and scientific lines.

Long, narrow, detachable glasses, edged
Chenille. Light, yet strong. Invaluable
protection for the eyes.

Price per pair ...
Post free 2/9

Very light and com-
pact, bound chenille.

Post free 1/6

BENETFINKS, iS"No^<?l.^^l!?.i:

AND THE x\«J*iJ*

\Y/E have received the following letter from^ Messrs. A. J. STEVENS & Co. (1914) Ltd.,

of Wolverhampton, in response to a simple

message of congratulation on their fine results in

the recent I.O.M. T.T. Trials.

CHEKKO Brake Linings were used exclusively

on the AJ.S. Machines in the Isle of Man Senior and
Junior Tourist Trophy Races, with outstanding success.

*' Our very best thanks for your hearty congratulations.
We may say incidentally that CHEKKO Brake Lining

was used, and this proved indeed a triumphant success.
As y.iu know the braking on these machines is of the
utmost Importance. It is usually the back brake that gets
it all, and the braking strain must have been so terrific
that our metal brake shoes got to such a heat that they
were turned blue This fact alone, so far as^the suc-
cess of the Brake Lining is concerned, speaks for itself."

Sole Makers of CHEKKO :

CRESSWELLS, LIMITED,
Wellington Mills, BRADFORD.

AND ALL GARAGES.

cti ComhinatioTi Cosi:
Here is a compact, comfortable, economical and speedy

little two-seater, costing little more than a Motor Cycle
Combination, either in first cost or upkeep.

You can reach your destination free from dirt or
mud, protected by an ample windscreen and a weatKer-
proof hood on a UNIT No. i.

It can do 40-45 miles per g;allon and 40-50 miles
per hour. Its efficient 8-9 twin engine and its general
design embrace many unique features which only a trial

run could enable you to appreciate.

Why not call at our new Showrooms for a trial run ?—no obligation. Or shall we send you a descriptive
pamphlet ?

ROTARY UNITS. LTD.
107, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.I.

4:^^
bJ
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A Remarkable Offer

You want a perfect ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SYSTEM for your

Motor Cycle at a moderate cost.

YOU WANT IT NOW, because

while Autumn provides splendid

riding weather, the nights begin

to draw in rapidly.

The M-L MAGLITA has been well

tried and has proved thoroughly

successful.

IT CAN BE FITTED READILY
to all types of single and two-cylinder

horizontal, or side by side engines.

AS FROM AUG. ist WE OFFER :

1

.

Considerably reduced prices,made
possible by rapidly increasing de-

mand & reduced production costs.

2. On each of the first 2,000 sets sold

through Motor Cycle Agents and
Garages a definite allowance for

the magneto replaced, as follows :

Forany ' M-L" K type Magneto £4

For all other makes and types

—

{45 mm. centre height)

(35 mm. centre height)

£3

£2
For full descriptive pamphlel and details ol to-day's reduced

prices (£17 upward) apply. to your motor cycle agent or to

Messrs. S. Smith& Sons {M.A .) Ld., Central Wks., CHcklewood, N. W.2

Sole Manufacturers : The M-L Magneto Synd. Ltd., Coventry.

ALL —
BRITISHm^m.w^ ^ni^ \Gr\\T\OV\

Fit the

Bowden Wire

Extra Air Inlet

. and get

Increased Engine Efficiency.

More Miles to the Gallon.

A Cleaner and Cooler Engine.

An Efficient Auxiliary
Engine Brake.

Ask for our folder, it

tells you all about it.

IT is pleasing to record that two of the greatest motor cycle riders of

modern times- are believers in the principle of "Extra Air."

BIr. H. R. DAVIES'S winning 2| h p. A.J.S. in the T.T. races was fitted

with" an extra air inlet.

Mr. H. Le VACK, who secured the magnificent victory on an Indian in the 500 miles
race at Brooklands, said in an interview with Tlie

Dfli7_y'Mai/ correspondent :" The carburetter is stand- aJt t^..u ..... .iH l.^ 8 1. lAi
ard, the only special fitting being an e.rtra air inlet."

No fitment is used in two such important events

as an experiment.

Boiudep Wire fc

Willesden
N.W.io.

ii5, Victoria Road,
Junction, London,

: 0:iginal Patentees k Mauufacturor:
ol Bowden Wire Mechanism. ^

In answerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyele.

Codbolds

B2I
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THE BEST RESULTS, SMOOTH RUNNING, INCREASED SPEED and
MILEAGE ARE ASSURED BY USING THE BEST OIL, AND THE BEST IS

44 DRAGONFLY 99 THE
LEADING

LUBRICANT.

"The oil with the greatest body when hot."

"Dragonfly" Ai Cycle Oil (Extra Heavy) for Summer Use. "Dragonfly" W3 Motor Oil (Light) for Light Care.

^? ,?
(Heavy) for Winter Use. „ Fojrdfly Oil (Light) for Ford Engines.

Wi Motor Oil (Extra Heavy) for Summer Use. „ Gear Oil (Thick) for All Seasons.W2 Motor Oil (Medium) for Winter Use. „ Motor Grease for AH Seasons.

CAN BE HAD IN ANY QUANTITIES AT MOST GARAGES,

*Plione: 4120,

Grams : "Oils,
Sheffield."

R. D. NICOL & CO., LTD.,
PRUDENTIAL BUILDINGS - - SHEFFIELD.

Workt:
Dronfield,^

Nr. Sheffield

SPEEDWELL
Paieki 33617/20.

VLEG SHIELDS
TO SUIT ALL MACHINES.

EXHAUSTIVE TESTS PROVE
Complete Protection, Increased Power, and
Fuel Economy, Tbrougb ^Engine Cooling
Without Wind Resistance.

7; unobtahuibl^ throtigh your agetit apply direct;

SPEEDWELL GEAR CASE Co., Ltd.,
Broad Street, Birmingham' Lamb Street, Coventry

In answerinQ these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,**
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Why don't you motor in comfort on a

MORGAN RUNABOUT ?
from

lAMW
De Luxe, water-cooled, £228 cash, or £61 5 6 down

and 11 payments of £16 12 5.

If account paid in 2 months, no charge for terms ; if within 4 or 6 months,

liberal discounts allowed off easy payment price.

The larger the deposit, the more advantageously you buy.

RUNABOUTS, IN STOCK.
MORGAN (aU models) ROVER COVENTRY PREMIER

NEW 1921 MACHINES. In Stock, most models of
B.S.A. NEW HUDSON CLYNO ALLON
LEVIS MARTINSYDE ZENITH TRIUMPH
ENFIELD O.K. MATCHLESS CALTHORPE
DOUGLAS RUDGE AJ.S. HARLEY-DAVIDSON

Second-hand Machines.
1921 MORGAN, dynamo lighting, heap spares ..., £240
IQ20 LEVIS Popular, T.T. bars, and accessories . . £50
J920 RUDGE, 7-9 h. p., twin, and accessories £85
J920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, lavislily

equipped £185
1921 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric . £95
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, completely equipped . £185
1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, dvnamo lighting . . £165

1921 NEW HUDSON, speedometer, lamps £65

1921 ENFIELD, electric lighting, speedometer, hood,

and screen £150

IQ2I TRIUMPH Junior and accessories £63

1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., and folding Paragon Sidecar £125 8

1915 DOUGLAS, renovated model . . ., *JS <S
1916 B.S.A., 4i h.p., and Sidecar £'9 10

Second-hand Machines at BARGAIN PRICES,
needing slight oveihaul.

1916 LEVIS £29 10 1915 IVY-J.A.P. and 2-seater Sidecar, redecorated £75
J913 INDIAN and Sidecar (a snip) £30 1914 EXCELSIOR and Sidecar *''

..X 7,

1916 DOUGLAS, 2-speed ... .' £35 1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model J, and Sidecar . £8910

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Our Deferred Accounts are not handed out, and are strictly confidential.

151, High St., Walthamstow, LONDON, N.E.
'Phone : Walthamstow 169 (2 lines), Closed Thursdays, 1 o'clock.

50, High Road, Wood Green, LONDON, N.
'Phone : Hornsey 1956. Closed Thursdays, 1 o'clock.

iinnnninimnniiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiinHmiiiiiiniiniiiiiiHiiii iiii

jmj.ii.i."i.iu."iuj], iiiJiiininiimuMiiMiMi!

In ansivering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
^' B25
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BRAND NPW 1921 MODELS IN STOCK.
A.J.S., 7h.p. dynamo lighting, combination .. .. ,.

ALLON, 2j h. p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter
ARIEL, 4 h.p., combination .

.

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-^speed, clutch and kick-starter
CALTHORPE, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter, com-

bination, dynamo lighting .. ..

COULSON, 2i h.p., Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch and kick-
starter

DIAMOND, 2j h.p., J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed
DIAMOND, 2j h.p., J.A.P., Sturmey 2-speed, clutch and

kick-starter

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed, all accessories

DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter .

.

Grand Prix MORGAN, o.h.v., J.A. P., 90 x nl, fully

equipped
HUMBER, 4 h.jj., flat twin, 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter.

.

INDIAN SCOUT, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter.

.

LEA-FRANCIS, si h^p., twin, 3-speed, clutch and kick-
starter

LEVIS, 2i h.p.. Sports Popular
'

MARTINSYDE, 7 h.p., twin combination
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., combination
OJK., 2jh.p., 2-stroke

£243
7S
135
127 10

lie

117
84

89
85
105

240-
140
145

125
60
145
168.
39 18

NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., 3-speed
NORTON, 3! h.p. T.T., 3-speed, all-chain
NEW COMET, 2jh.p., 2-s^eed, clutch and kick-starter ..

O.K. VILLIERS, 2ih.p., 2-speed
O.K. VILLIERS, 2.1 h.p., 2-Epeed, clutch and kick-starter..
P. & M., 'si h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kici-starter .

.

RUDGE, 3lh.p., I.O.M, Multi ..

SCOTT, 3i h.p., 2-speed, clutch
X'ELOCETTE, 2-;, h.p., 2-speed, clutch
WOLF, 4 h.p. Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter .

.

ZENITH, 5 h.p.. Sports Model
CALTHORPE, 2i h.p., single-speed
COVENTRY EAGLE, 3! h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-

starter ,

.

CALTHORPE, 2jh.p., J.A.P., 2-spced, all-chain drive
ARIEL, sSh.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p.. electrically equipped, speed-

ometer, and horn
B.S.A., 4j h.p., chain-cum-belt, kick-starter
B.S A., 4-^ h.p., all-chain^ kick-starter
WOOLER, 2|h.p., variable gear, Brooklands Model, ssm.pih.

guaranteed . . . . . .

MATCHLESS, Model H., combination

£70
132
69 6

B9I7
.64
116
85
130
75
110
115
45

10218
70
100

ISO
107
110

94 10
185

TRADE

*Phone

;

Croydon 2450*

SUPPLIED. EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

9, lO, 11, Royal Parade,
WEST CROYDON.

'Grams

:

Track, Croydon."

NEW 1921 MACItlNES.
Ariel combination, 5-6 h.p £165
ARIEL Combination, 4J h.p £150
WOOLER, 2} h.p., T.T. model, all on £82 19

- WOOLER, 2} h.p., touring model £99 IS
RUDGE, i': h.p., I.O.M. model £85
CHATER-LEA Combination, No. 10 £160
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., clutch, and ktak-start, all on £105
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., all on £125
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on £160
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., improved W.D., 2 speeds, all on £85
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £125
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H £115
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Combination £165
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2J h.p £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., kick-start £70
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p £160
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, S h.p., dynamo £182
B.S.A., 4.1 h.p.. Model K2 £107
B.S.A., 4} h.p., Model H2, chain drive £110
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., dynamo £195 15
B.S.A. Combination, C-7 h.p., twin £175
B.S.A. Combination, 4J h.p £149
LEVIS, 2j h.p.. 2-strok3 £60
BLACKBURNE twin Combination, 8 h.p £227 10
BLACKBUt!NE, solo, 4 h.p £127 10
Big Four NORTON, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick -start £135
NORTON, 3! h.p.. 3-speed, all-chain £132
Big Four NORTON and de luxe Sidecar £177
A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p 7T. .

.

£215
MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., standard £185

CARDEN Monocar,
J.H. Combination,

5-6 h.p., 1914 £70
7-9 h.p., 1915 £75

DOUGLAS and Rideezi Sidecar, 4 h.p., 1915
Big Four NORTON and Sidecar, as new ....

DOUGLAS and Wicker Sidecar, 3^ h.p., 1913
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., I9J0 '.

BLACKBURNE and Grindlay Sidecar, 8 h.p.

SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 3* h.p., 1915
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 1920, clutch model

£65
£85
£65

. £30

. £210
'£190

£85

WAUCHOPE'S I
Deal direct with customers for EASY PAYMENTS, and not through a financial house.

m Terms: ONE>F'IFTH downand theremainder in twelvemonthlyinstalments. EXCHANGES I
also arranged with the balance payable by extended payments. Write, 'PhonCf or Call,

I All the best makes supplied promptly. Below is a selection taken from our list. |
SUNBEAM, 3.V h.p £156 8
VELOCETTE, 2J h.p., 2 speeds £75 J
QUADRANT Combination, 4i h.p , £125
QUADRANT, solo, 4i h-p £105
BRADBURY, 4 h p. ". £103 10
BRADBURY, 8 h.p £135
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Combination £173
BRADBURY, 2| h.p £89 D
6.N. Cycle Car, touring model £245
COVENTRY PREMIER, dynamo £250
MATCHLESS, dynamo, with 2-seater Sidecar £216 15
MORGAN Grand Prix, w.c. M.A.G List price

KENILWORTH MotorCyclette, 2h.p - £49 7

NEW 1920 MACHINES. Reduced price

2.1 h.p. P. & S £65
AUTOPED Scooter, dynamo £25

SECOND-HAND MACHINES (Cash only).

AUTOPED Scooter, 1920, dynamo,. licence paid £20
J.A.P. Engine, w.c, magneto, 8-10 h.p., 1920, new (engine only) .

,

£40 6
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1913 £60
A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p., special engine £160

I

i
1

-!

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, EXlA
'Phone : Holborn 5777. 'Grams: " Opificer, Fleet, London.

626 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

¥
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JpTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

;.,. Alodel H2, 3-speed, chain drive; £110; ex-

c Qges arranged.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

bi>n Rd., South Kensington. [2245

;,.t,S.A. combination, 2-speed, Ire&t all acces-

Eies. Cameo screen, tax paid, perfect order.

—

ODod Rd., Heme Hill. S.E.24. [2209

• 1921 6-7h.p. Combination, accessories, tax,
\ only.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-

I \V.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2722

mbination, aH chain drive, Lucas lamps,
ind licence, net done 100 miles; £139

;

-54, St. James St., Birmingham. [X5298

>:v wniTWORTH, Ltd., of Birmingham, have
. i;il excellent U.S.A. mnohiues and combinn-
;
viMr moderate prices; irrite for detiiils. [X4177

M'del H2, in stock for immediate deliYery;
^vin combination.—Newnham Motor Co.,
r=mith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith

[2721

3.J Singles and Twins,- early deliveries, fitted

ijih any model Sandum sidecars; B.S.A, twin
d.l sidecar in stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 336,
'Binn Rd., W.C.I. [0541

il-4i.ih.p. B.S.A. Combination throughout, lamps.
'.nu, speedometer, hood, wind screen, in escel-

iiuing order; £96.—Hudson, 14, Conway
Imstead, B.E.18. [2490

h. B.S.A. Combination throughout, new Diuilop
tras nil round, also belt, electric light, speed-

pi lOO*,!. screen, in thorough condition; £98.—Cos,
r; n Park, Harlesden. [2555

1921 Twin Combination, as new, bought March
li, fleotrio light, spare wheel, screen( bulbs,

-, I.; rwt £212, ficcept £190.—Furlonger, London
Merlooville. 'Phone : 55. (2468

3.. Specialists. All models in stock; easy pay-
i.enta.—Authorised West End Agents, Vivian

3U'od Lane, Ltd. {'Phone: Mayfair 6559), 23, 24,
Asrk St., New Bond St., W.l. [0657

1!)IATE Delivery of any B.S.A. Modet; cash or
dirred payments; book your order now, and
i ^appointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
,h de, Clapham Common, S.W.4. "Phone: Bris-
2f'. [0501

3., 4ijh.p., Dec, 1919, chain-belt, 3-speed, etc.,

r sidecar, luggage grid, wind screen, horn,
inii5, mechanically perfect; £100, or offer,
Uv, must sell.—Didsbury, 18, Park Rd.,

.n-Tees. [2499

i5.,tiite 1914 B.S.A. Combination. 4i4h.p., all-

t^in 3-speed, electric side and tail. Miller head,
:v erhanled, 90 m.p.g., first-class running condi-

-s good, and one spare.—Rose, Manor Rd.,
. i:<l.. Wtitford. [2434
7 -A motor cycle worthy of its name is the

We have always in stock at least three
<lol K, Model H, and 6-7h.p. twin; imme-

. ory; all spares in stock; trade supplied.

—

.3 .d^rage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside
iid North Finchley. [0379
^ACHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.—

,S.A. K2, new 1921 models, just delivered,
i7:.Iodel H2. all-chain, £110; 6-7b.p. twin com-
iti - standard, £175 ; immediate delivery trom
k;ash. easy terms, or exchange. [4540

Calthorpe
.h., Calthorpe-Precision Combination, 2-speed,
:, ec engine.—King, 45, Gordon St., Colne. [2713
kit Calthorpe-Jap 2'>4h.p., Enfield 2-Epeed,
'ri^cnsed; £33.-23, Radipole Rd., Fulham.

[2702
tfiHORPE-J.A.P. 1916 234h.p., 2 fipmls, ride 50
aies to purchaser; £32.-38, Daubeuy Ed.. Clap-

[2482
^lOBPE 4-stroke, brand new, 2i4h.p.

; to clear
. 57/5.—Sa undo rt!, 32, High St., Hampsteadm 8220 Hampstead. [1304

L^. Calthorpe, Dunlop Magnum tyres, good coudi-
« i.m. tax paid; ride away; first £23 secures.—
, Blnmouth Rd., Dorcheeter. [X6382
ih Calthorpe^np, Enfield 2-speed,- lamps, tools
t nx paid), first-chiss running order; £37/10.—
ed St. Mark's Rd.. Bush Hill Park, N. [2402

Lhi Calthorpe, 1916, 4-stroke. 2-speed, B. and B.,
- i.'ir miulRmiTd sHghtly broken, tax paid- miist
; ik-0'Xeill. 87, Abbott Rd.; Poplar, E.14. [2409
itIORPE Combination, 1916-17, 4-5h.p. twin
J .1'.. Enfield gears, handle starter, splendid con-

511 eeO; 2-!4h.p_. Douglas part.-G., 63, Solon Rd.,
^*f> [2761
VLTOEPE, brand new, Enfield 2-specd, 2-stroke,
£'10; Ciilthovpe-Jap, 1917, Enfield 2-speed, 2^^
f fUent cnnditiou, £37/10.—Goad. 122, Mnida

^ Phone: Hampstead 1353, [2515
HIT Bargain for quick sale.— Genuine 1920 Cal-

t rjie, 2-speed model, 2-stroke, little used, original
'^Iv worn, fast, powerful: owner bought" car;

79, no offers.-Miss Richards, Ouslow St.,

[2410
RPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
jmedite delivery: cash or deterred terms;
orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W 4

JU' Brixton 2417. [0509

COPPEN ALLAN & CO.,
Sole Distributors for

SENSATIONAL
READING STANDARD

OFFER

Slightly Transit Soiled Tourist Solos

with "Full Standard Guarantee."

£140 NETT CASH.
Inclusive of usual Reading Standard equipment.
Dynamo Lighting, Electric Horn, Luggage Carrier,

Front Stand Pump, Tools, etc.

THE NUMBER CANNOT BE INCREASED.
THE OFFER CANNOT BE REPEATED.
The guarantee given ^"ith each machine is precisely
that given with the periect machine at the ordinary
price. There is no teservaiion of any kind.
The machines are complete in every respect and,
except that the enamel and plating have suffered in
appearance from the action of sea water and faulty
packing, the machines are in no way below that pitch
of excellence, efficiency, and durability which has made
the Reading-Standard predominant in quality £md
performance.

17 Machines only. £140 each nett cash.
CALL AND INSPECT REPRESENTATIVE

MACHINES.
CURRENT PRICES.

/•| \ Q/)l ^ Complete with dynamo lighting, elec-

\ ' / wwfcw trie horn, all lamps, pimip. CIC^
tools, 3 months* guarantee *±D*>

(2) COMBINATION ^&^i^
lever sprung M.P. sidecar, cover-all apron, £1QQ
sidecar lamp and bracket, stand ....' 5XI70
nnn/IRIN ATiniU complete as No. i, andWITIDII1MI IVIl including the wonderful
" PLUS ONE " single or double seater at will, fitted

with hood to cover one or two passengers, folding screen,
=idecar lamp and bracket, step plate, stand, £OOC
and cover-ail apron X««iJ

Above prices include Dynamo Lighting {not

combined with magneto), all Electric Lamps, Electric

Horn, Shock, Absorber, Cdver-all Apron, etc,

'PLUS ONE" SIDECAR
A SINGLE OR DOUBLE-SEATER AT WILL.

-r=

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Campion.

1 Q20 Campion, 2"fih.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed Sturmey,
J-i/ clutch, kick start, electric lights, absolutely un-
scratched, cost new £85; £49/10, guarfinteed.—Goad.
122, llaida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [2516

E
Cedos.

KICKHAM for Cedos, sole agent lor Bristol and
district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3357

CEDOS, 2V'b.p., 2 speeds, lady's or gent.'s: in stock;
deferred payments. — Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6544

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA Sh.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft, handle start. Binks, speedometer, lamps,

Csmeo screen, tax paid; £45.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Han>mersmith Rd., \V.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. [2729

Cleveland.

CLEVELAND 1920 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch,

kick starter, all-chain, lamps, licence. Klaxon,
brand new condition; cost £95. £48.—G., 63, Solon Kd.,
Brixton. [2732

Clyno.

CLYNO Combination, complete, not running; open
for offer.—11, Effra Parade, Brixton. S.W. [2736

1 Q 16-17 Clyno Combination, lamps, hern, good order;
-t^ bargain, 65 gns.—2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harles-

den. N.W. [2668

"I (£420 eV'h.p. Clvno 2-stroke. 2-speed, tax paid, ex-
-Li/ cellent: £50.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finch-

ley Rd., N-.W.3. [2467

5-6h.p. Twin-cyl. Clyno Sidecar Outfit, in good con-
dition; a bargain, £50; London district.—Box.

853. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6555

CLTNO Combination, 1917, 3-speed, spares, tax paid,

mechanically perfect; any trial; £90, near offer,

-47, Ruthin Rd., Elackheath, S.E. [2368

CLTNO 2-stroke, 1920, condition absolutely perfect.

all accessories, Buxton to London on top, 17 stone

up ; £55, or nearest, immediately^.—1 5, Grange Rd.

.

Ealing. . [2383

1 Q21 Sh.p. Clyno 3-speel Combination, very little

Xt/ used and guaranteed perfect, must be cleared;
Marshallsay, Baker, Chickerell, Wey-

[0692
cash offers,

mouth.

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 2^4h.p., 1920, 2-speed, clutch, 'kick

stnrter, 26in. wheels, dual plated exhaust, nppeai-

ance hke new, all on; £55.-9, Earlshall Ed., Elthani,

S.E. [2563
Cotton.

1 Q21 Cotton-Blackburne in stock, fastest time and
it/ record for hill 350 class Eastern Vallev
M.C.C., June 9th.—South Wales Distributer : W.
Luther J. Davies, 71, Commercial St., INewport.
Mon. 'Phone : 2488. (0641

Coulson.

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole Wiltshire
Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St.,

Salisbury. 'Phone : 72. [5007

-| Q20 Coulsnn-B 2^^.-p. Lightweisht, condition eaunl
X«7 new; £55.—Joseph Bhind aud Co., Stone Place,

Rusholnie, Manchester. f2421

Speclflcat'on, Sidecar bodi and chii^ i- iihu-IimI in'anv one
of the six standard colours). Coverall np.-on, complete with turn

-

buttons, Adjiistal)le lamp bracket Aluminium step phite, Self-

lockiufi sidecar wlieel stand* 2Cin. or 28in. wheel tyre. Four point
bUBpcnsion, complete with steel sidecar lugs for attachment to
Kkadis'g Standard. Sunbeam, a.) & ah. p. Zenith, Enfield,
HAllLEY-DAYIDSON, THIOMPH, UOUGLAS 4h.p. BLAOKBURNE,
8HP, B.SA., 1 itG-TH.P. RUDGE. 6 H.P HENDERSON, EX-
CELSIOR (Amsncii'i), BRITISH Excklsior, Indian, Ace,
Matchless, A J. 8.. .Tames, etc.. Eto,

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
"M.P." SIDECARS.

"THE SIDECAR WITHOUT A CHASSIS."
3S Guineas.

(COULSON B.—All models in stock; deferred pay-

J meqts:—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton: also

245, Deansgate. Manchester. [X6647

33.h.p. Coulson. spring frame, export model, 2-speed,

4 clutch, kick starter: 80 gns.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rineton Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709.

[2319

COULSON B 23jh.p. Sports Mode]. 2-speed, brand
new, clutch, 97 gns.; also 2'jh.p., 3-speed Stur-

mey, clutch; 111 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed.,

South Kensington. [2325

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine.—

Imme4iate delivery of stlindard touring m.lohiDe,

5-7h p., 3-speed gear box, all ch.Tiu drive, fl25i r.lso

short wheelltaae sporting solo machine, t^nuaatee.! 65

mph £135, winner 500 mile race Brooklands f750

cc ci'assi; send for catalogue. Agents oMiiid where

not represented.—Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Cov-

entry. ['^620

Dayton.
-9h.p. Dayton Combination, beautifully eauipped,

lamps, tools, tax paid, wind screen, etc., spare

tyre and tube; £65.-Rhind and Co., Stone Plac?,

Piusholme, Manchester, ^[2418

Diamond.

E KICKHAM for Diamond, sole agent for Bristol

. and Bath district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3355

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Diamond.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-

ton. (X3817

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Diamond Model; cash

or deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-

ton 2417. [0507
89, Great Portland Street, LONDON

Telephone : Laogham i6oi.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue,

Motor Cycles advertised by orivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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ood order

;

Id., Snntb
[2842

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

T\OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglaa.

1 Q21 Models in Stock; 4h.p, combination, £170; 4
J-*/ h.p. 60I0, £150; 2^h-p. clutch model, £105;
23^h.p. 2-sp6ed model, £85 ; shop-soiled bargains ; ex-
tended payments if desired ; spare parts stocked : re-

pairs.—Douglas specialists, Tivian Hardie and Lane,
Ltd., 23 and 24, AVoodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond
St., London, W.l. 'Plione: Mayfair 6559. [0375

GOUELAY, the great Douglas agent and expert,
Fallowfleld, Manchester. [6094

"P^OUGLAS 2^/4h.p., single speed, in splendid order;
J-' £25.-Southey, Berkhamsted. - [X5990

E. KICKHAM for Douglas and spares;, trade sup-
plied.—Stofcea Croft, Bristol. [3351

-| Q19 2^4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, well equipped; £47.—
J-t/ 24, Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [2678

D,OUGLAS 234h.p., 1916^ 2-speed,- accessories, tns
paid; £50, or nearest.—Barclay's Bank, Sonthall.

[1357
i^TRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
Vy models Douglas.—Chapel Ash Depdt. Wolverhamp-
ton. [X3818

DOUGLAS 1921 Models; cash, exchange, or deferred
pa3-iXi«nt6.—Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St., Hali-

fax. [2525

1 Q18 2^^1i.D, Douglas, tax paid, fully equipped;
-'-•^ £42.—Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's A v.. North
Kensmgton. [2611

1 Q19 Douglas SS^h.p., 2.Epeed, lavishly equipped, un-
J-t^ scratched; £50.-17, St. Charles Sq., North Ken-
sington, W.IO. [2003

4h.p. Douglas Combination, tax paid, good order, oil

_ on; £90.-48, St. Barnabas St., Pimlieo, S.W.I.
Victoria 668. [2440

1 Q 15 23/4h.p. Douglas, horn, licensed,
J~ */ £37.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Kensington, S.W.7.

"P|OtrGLAS 23^. p., 2-speed, splendid miming order,
-»-' spare belt, cbain, all tools; £22/10.—Willmott,
Brafield, Harpenden, [2477
4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1915, 3-speed and clutch,

and kick starter model; £65.—Wauchope's. 9.
Shoe Lane, London, [9014

"r|OUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1916, esceHent order; £55.—
*-^ Rigby, Hawkesyard, Rugeley. On view, Pendle-
bury's Garage, Rugeley. [X6476

ALL-ON Douglas Models from Stock; 2^4h.p, 2-8rjeed,
£85; 3-speed clutch, £105; combintaion, £170,

—Moffat, Teovil. 'Phone: 50. [5043

"I
Q19 4h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, excellent condition,

-*-*' just ryjainted; any good offer entertained.—
Bury, Arden Hall, Accrington. [2504

1019 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
-L^ jxist overhauled, tax and ineurance paid; £95
—11. Sydney Rd., Muswell Hill. [2338

DOUGLAS 25ih.p. 2-speed All-on Models, £85;
exchanges considered.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [2244

^40.—234h.p. Douglas (late), 2-speed, makers' colours,^ footboards, lamps, licence, accessories, new condi-
tion.—35, Ferrers Rd., Hammersmith, [2784

-| Q20 23^h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., lamps.
-L«7 Cowey horn, licensed, excellent condition; £70.
or near.—10, Hickeys Grove, Richmond. [2592

D.OUGLAS 2';4h.p., 1915, 3-speed. in perfect rnn-
ning order, Binke, spare belt, insured ; £ 50.—

March, Bowerhill, St. Andrew's Ed., Deal. [2435

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-spe6d, new Miller's lamp set,
tubes and back tyre, good going order; £36.—

Pinnoek, Gas Works, Boreham Wood, Herts. [2788

r.O.C.H. have several new and second-hand Douglas
combinations and solos; bargains.— 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead {nr. Hampstead Tu,be Station). [2691

DOUGLAS 1917 2%h.p., 2-speed, enamel, plating,
and mechanism splendid condition, lully equipped;

£46.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [2644

DOUGLAS, 1915 (uncrated 1919), fully equipped,
copper exhaust, speedometer, fully insured; £48;

Saturday afternoon.—45, Easton St., Portland, Dorset.
[2346

23.h.p. Douglas, 1920, 3-speed, kick start and clutch
4 model, includes accessories; take £75, new price

£105.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
[9012

D.OUGLAS 4h.p.. 1920, engine 8347, every detail
new, special finish, £75, as combination £87/10

lor quick sale.—Wilton, White Swan, Crystal Palace.
[2298

DOUGLAS.—All models in stock at new reduced
prices: deferred payments.—Parker's Bradshaw-

gate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate, Manchester.
- [X65334h.p. Douglas Combination, late 1919, splendid cou-

ditioD, very complete, hcod, lamps, spares, screen;
£110.—Mackenzie, Leatherhead. View Kains' Garaee.

[2514
DOUGLAS 1920 2^,4h.p., 3-speed, unscratched, like

new, splendidly equipped, licensed; £70, no offers;

perfect throughout.—Caygill, 17, Hyde Vale, Greenwich,
[2405

r

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257.

1921 Models in Stock.

Following for Immediate Delivery

:

1921 »EW IMPERIAL, 3-spMd £73 10

1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speed, clutch,

and kick starter , . . £80 17

rg^i Model H B.3.A. and No. 3 Sidecar. £151
1921 Model K B.S.A £t07
1921 ENFIELD Combination £160
1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, and

spare wheel £183
1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170
1921 MATCHLESS Combination £185
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Com £168
1921 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £85

1921 2J h.p. 3-sp. DOUGLAS with clutch £105
1921 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £115
1921 TRIUMPH, Model SD £125

1920 SHOP-SOILED,
1920 3i h.p. LEA-FRANCIS £95

HIRE
Motor cycles and combinations.

Any period from one day.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1915 25 h.p. 2-sp. DOUGLAS, all access. £42

1919 NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 2-seater

Sidecar £125

Z919 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all

accessories £125

J916 3lh.p. SUNBEAM and Sidecar,

electric fighting £90

1920 ilAMES, 2-stroke, a-speed £59

rqig ZENITH and sports Sidecar £105

1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £85

1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Gloria Side-

car, all accessories, £110

1919 A.J.S. Combination, dynamo light-

ing, Cowey, etc £110

1920 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, all

accessories £130

1914 M.A.G.-MATCHLESS, 7-9 h.p., 3-sP- £70

1914 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £38

for

REPAIRS.
Good Machines taken In

Sale on Commission

A few Bulbous Back MM4 CANOELET SIDE-
CARS, slightly shop-soiled, to clear. £35,

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
MACHINES, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Large Stock of Powell & Hantner Lamps
and other Accessories.

Car Depot : 378, EUSTON ROAD.
Telephone—Museum 6436.

D°

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALl
Douglas.

£50.-1918 2i4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, maltets'
,,c^ original enamel, lamps, accessories, hcenc

condition, unscratched.— 63, Solon Ed., Briiton
i

1 Q15 254L.P, Douglas, 2-speed, good runnlni /
--*' Innips, horn; expert inspection incited: no u

able offer refused.— 4, St. John's Wood Parti ,1

Cottage.
[:

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, c 1

guaranteed, fully equipped, fast, powsrft
I

trial; £75, tax paid.—H. Scott, opposite
I

Sonthall.
;

"I
Q16 2%h.p. Douglas Motor Cycle, in good 1 1

-L«/ order, tax paid; *37/10.—Scotia Motm-
80, Upper Tooting Rd., Lo'hdon, S.W.17. , "1

1

Streatham 2707. i

DOUGLAS Late 1919 4h.p. Combination, la .

clutch, Easting, lamps, tax; £90.—Ifc
[

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. '1
t

Hammersmith 80. r

ELI CLARK can give you good service both .

machines and spares; try me. I may be '.

to you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motor '

Cheltenham Rd., Bristol.

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920, licensed t
sured, mileage 3,000, hood, screen,

speedometer, excellent condition ;. £110.—inc
The Bungalow, North Weald.

Q*h.p. Douglas, engine No. 30432, brand oei

-^4 neto, gear box, tyre, mechanical horn,

enamel unscratched, plating perfect, very laat;

2b, Denmark Rd., Camberwell.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, thoroughl

hauled, with new sidecar body; lowest Drii;

no other offers considered ; seen by appointment-
Box 5,522, c/o The Motor Cycle.

OUGLAS 1920?/i 25^1.?., 3-«peed, K.S., 1

1,500, tyres unpunctured, all acoefsorie

scratched ; bargain, 70 gns. ; buying higher i

Wandle Court, Beddington, Croydon.

4h.p. Douglas Combination, late 1918, mecbo
perfect and excellent condition, lamps, hor

tyres and belt, tax paid; i87/10.—Brierley, 20, T
Rd., Skemersdale, near Ormskirk, Lancashire.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combination, 3 si)eeds,

starter, lamps, compressed acetylene iighti

cently thoroughly overhauled, owner, bought ear

tax paid.—Catteshall Grange, Farncombe, Sun I

IMMEDIATE Delivery of. any Douglas Model

or deferred payments; book your order no

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motorfl

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone:

ton 2417.

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, engim

7239, in first-class condition, hand and^foot • „

dissolved acetylene lighting, speedometer, all toplM]

any time; price £100.—Lieutenant ThornfcMj
H.M.S. HeiTUione, Southampton. 1

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., late 1916 T.T. model. jlH

overhauled, very fast, lamps, Cowey horn,

belt in leather case, long exhaust, etc. ; can be se*

time by appointment after 6; £45.—W. Mow!

Upper Tulse Hill, Brixton Hill, London, S.vf.

ALL 1921 Douglas Models, 2%h.p., 4h.p., ai^

improved W.D., at £85, all fully einipped;

supplied. Extended payments taken at one-fifth

remainder in 12 equal monthly iiayments: excl

arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.

don.

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new

Douglaa motor cycles and combinatione

immediate delivery. Your present machine tab

part exchange; full market value allowed: dietai

object —R. Bamber and Co.. Ltd., 2, EastlMli:

Southport. Tel. : 607.

Duzmo.
LEICESTER and County.—Sole diatribnting

for Duzmo sporting overhead valves motor

very fast: 3y"h.p. single speed, speed gear, and

models. S'/ih.p. models in stock, £84, ana

with Philipson pulley £91.—Naylor's Garage, A
Leicester. 'Phone : 52.

Dot.

DOT-JAP. 8h.p. T.T., clutch model, believeil

newly stove enamelled, replated. absolotel.t

new, Binks, new tyre and tube, adjustable piiBej

reliable, powerful.-Best ofler to Truefitt, Hotel

ville, Scarborough. 1'

Edmund.
GOUBLAT, the spring frame Edmund agent. I

field, Manchester.

[.'

EDMUND, 2%t\.\i. Blackburne or J.A.P. gie"

stock : deferred payments.—Parker s Bra.

gate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester

EnBeld.

6h p Enfield Combination, excellent runnftig

£65.—Hopkins, New St., Ledbury.

SHEFFIELD Agent for Eoyal Enfields, all '

in stock.-J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, dynamo, Eastinp

(late).—Eldrick, Ayr Ed, Fouldhouse, Unli

j?30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

>. Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
James.

\AN GUY. Weymouth.— 1921 4l/ih.p. James Com-
bination from stock

;

-6h.p. James Combination,
hood, screen, tax paid

rewsbury.

price £155. [0690

Lucas dynamo lighting,
etc.; £125.—Pickering,

[X6115

920 James Combination, hood, screen, m.nny extras,
tax paid, as new; £125.—Eolls. 4, .Little Cadofe'au

ijace, Belgrave Sq., S.W.I. Victoria 2914. [2414

''"AIMES 4',:lh.p. Combination, all chain, late 1919,
Easting, all accessories, excellent condition; £95.

Newnham jVIotor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
hone ; Hammersmith 80. [2724

MMEDI.iTE Delivery of any James Model; cash or
deferred payments : book your order now, and

Old disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
- I>uth Side, Clapham Common, 3.W.4. Thone : Brix-
|ln 2417. (0503

. ("AMES 1920 4lfih.p. Combination, fitted James de
j' luxe car, electric lighting, tax paid, wind screen,
'achine indistinguishable from new, mileage 300,
list £183; accept £115.—The Surgery, 216, Portobello
d.. W.ll. [1982

.I.A.P.

,>ilh.p. o.h.v. J.A.P., special machine, short wheelbase,
iJi winner 2 gold medals and cup last few weeks,
iiaranteed sound condition, many spares, will do over
): for quiik sale nearest to £65.—J. M. Heath Motor
ut'ineer, 276-8, Chatsworth ltd., Chostertield. [X6409

J.E.S.

f.E.S. 2h.p. 2-stroke Model, C.B., as new, not run 50
miles, special 26in. wheels; lowest 38 gns.—Doctor

I'empleton, Peel, Isle of Man. , [2390

J.E.S., ly^h.p., brand new, mileage 30, carrier,
horn, electric light, tax paid, ready to ride; £35.

I-Apply, 6, Trevor Rd., Wimbledon. [2556

J.H.
r-9h.p. M.A.G. Twin J.H. Combination, fitted with
• handsome coachbuilt sidecar; £65.—Wauchope's,
,
Shoe Lane, London. '9016

I

Kerry.
DTERRY 3^,oh.p., mag., spring forks, low dropped
LV frame, runs splendidly: must sell, bargain,
U4/15.-53, SwafHeld Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18.

[2598
Kingsbury.

I Q21 Kingsbury 254h.p., 2-speed, all-chain, ta.^c paid.^O fully insured; £39. After 7.-38, Westbere Rd.,
Vest Hnmpstead. ("2444

I^ea=Francis.
r EA-FRANCIS 5-6h.p., M.A.G. model, not done 50
t-i miles, cost £150; accept £133; licensed and fully
;uaranteed; letters only.—54, St. James St., Ashted
Jirmingham. [X5299

Levis.
AN GUY, Weymoutti.—Levis 1921 models in stock-
£60. [0554

LEVIS 2y2h.p., 1915, single speed; £30, or offer

-

Maycot, Alexandra Rd., Epsom. [2652

flC|20 Levis, as new, all accessories, tax paid- 50 gns
|J_i/ -Maitland, 40, Fleming Ed., Kennington, S.E I7'.

lIpjTEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
V^' models Levis.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.
L„,„,, ., . , [X3819
||€|19M; Levis. 2 speeds, new tyres, .all on, perfect-
r"-" £46; 4-stroke wanted.—Wood, Wainfleet, Lines.'

[,„„,_ . „ [X6298
lt|^l Levis, all on, as new, guaranteed perfect; £45
!-»/ —Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead
1,353. |-25j7

;i Q19 Levis, Enfield 2-speed, lamps, tax, guaranteed
[•-tf perfect; f4_8ap^—Goad,
fPhone: Hampstead 1353.

122, Maida Vale.

[2518
LEVIS.—Sole Walsall agents; special e.vchange and

deferred payment terms; immediate delivery

-

[Maudes', Walsall Garage, Walsall. [2423
LEVIS, late 1920, tax paid, ridden 70 miles for

delivery purposes only, as new and unmarked- £50
-Torcross, Hillborough, Heme Bay. "[2590

1021 Levis, practically unused, in perfect condition
-•«/ tax paid, Lucas lamp, horn, tools, etc.- £60 —
I'cnam, c/o Spence, High St., Helmsley, Yorks. [2659
"T EVIS 1915 2'iih.p., 2.«peed, just been thoroughlyLJ overhauteV, iamps, liorn, .speedometer, reliable
ui.l fast bike; £S8.-L. J. Hooley, 1, First Avenue,
luLsIey, Sheffield. [2801

Limited.
"IQ19 Limited, 8h.p., complete accessories, variable
!--«/ gear, clutch, discs, pillion, just overhauled,
lonamel new, guaranteed perfect; best offer under £88—Dalziel, Prestwick, Ayrshire. (D) [2332

Martlnsyde.
1021 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination; f 145.—Morriss
-»-«' and Co, Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd.. N.W.3. [2462
MARTINSYDE 1921 Twin Combination; £145 cash,

or exchange.— Collier's Motorics, Horton St., Hali-
I'fax. [2524
MARTINS'YDE Combinations tor immediate delivery

from stock; £145.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[2723

/v\y boy, these covers

-

arc ^ci\\iir\e^i\ot*d\ids

These Special Clearance Lines are sent

Carriage Paid on 7 days' approval against

remittance.

s
El

Our List

Size. Make. Price. Price

24x2 Wood-Milne Special . 29/6 47/6
26x2 Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. 37/6 6o/-

,^ Wood-Milne Special . 29/6 4»/-

26x2J Dunlop W.D. Heavy . 39/6 .18/6

,,
Palmer Cord 39/6 53/6
Bates Special Heavy .

.

37/6 6o/-

„ Beldam Extra Heavy 37/6 .;i/3

^,
ClincfierdeLuxeExHy 37/6 62/6

,, Wood-Milne or Spen-
cer-Moulton Ex. Hy. 33/6 63/-

Beldam Heavy 32/6 44/3
,

Clincher de Luxe Hy. 30/- 54/-
Hutchinson T.T 30/- 56/6
Wood-Milne Special . 29/6 53/9

26 X 21 Dunlop W.D. Heavy . 42/6 51/3

,,
Palmer Cord Heavy .

.

39/6 62/-

Clincher de Luxe Ex Hy 39/- 68/6
Beldam Ex. Heavy .. 37/6 53/-

Kempshall Anti-skid . 37/6 52/6

,j Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. . 37/- 63/9
Wood-Milne Special . 32/6 56/9

1
Hutchinson T.T. R.S. 31/6 59/9

26x2,1 Wood-Milne Comb. .

.

57/6 102/
Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. 44/- 87/6

1^ Rodace R. Non-skid .

.

30/- 55/-

28x2), Goodrich Safety Tread 32/6 100/-

28x2J Goodyear Rub. Stud.

to fit 28 X 3 rims .

.

34/- 8t;-
23x3 Goodyear A.W. Tread 75/- iio/-

or with Lap. E.Tube 80/- —
J,

Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. 35/- 8r/-
Goodrich Plain 30/- 88/6

650 X 65 Englebert Square 45/- 60/-

700x80 Goodncn Saiety Tread 50/- 76/6

in

TUBES IMEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Our List
Price Price

25x2 6/6 10/-

26x21 7/- 10/3
26x2| 8/3 II /3

28x3, 9/6 :: 2

Our List
Prico Price

=^^Jl}8/9 13/3

26x2i.. 8/9 12/9

28x3 (lap-ended), 10/6

TRADE SUPPLIED.
WRITE TO-DAY.

ORDER THE

TheName TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?.VICT0RIA.S.W.1

AND AT
44. SURBITON ROAD, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
*\ Pkise dddress allpoit orders to Vauxkll &ridp Rodd

.

TELEPHONE : VICTORIA 6553 6- fc554-

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLUS FOR SALE.
Matchless.

JITATCHLESS.

DELIVERY Free lor 150 miles from I^ndon.
Don't forget, every outfit personally tested by

the (Matchless only) expert. 1 am now booking
orders for the new sports model, ready shortly, the
fastest and beat combination on the road.—J. Tasseli.
la. Bloomfield Rd.. Plumstead. S.E.18. [5374

MARVELLOUS Value.

AGENT, T.
'Phone

:

J, Ross, 86, High
Lee Green 744.

Rd., Lee. S.E.

rpRAVEL in Comfort on a Matchless.

r~(ERTAIN to Please.

HIGHEST Marks Awarded in any passenger class
to T. J. Ross in A.C.U. 6 days trial 1920.

T UXURIOUS Riding on a Matchless.

TJlCONOMICAL in Petrol.

sECOND to None in Price and Workmanship.

19=

MATCHLESS.-Try R. B.
Matchless: best prict

machine.—7, Exhibition Rd.

SATISFACTION guaranteed. Price standard
model, £185, with 2-seater sidecar £191/10, with

sporting sidecar £180. Easy payments and exchanges
arranged. [8976

MATCHLESS Coachbuilt Combination, 8h.p. M.A.G..
3-speed, tax paid; £83.-234, Belsize Rd., N.W.

[2615
21 Matchless, Magdyno, brand new; owner cannot

take delivery; £189.— St. Bruce, Oriephnnis,

Buxted, Sussex. [2820

MATCHLESS Combination, 1921, dynamo lightins

set, detachable wheels; £120.—Apply, Martin
Winser, Ltd., Folkestone. [X6299

1 Q21 Matchless Magdyno Combination, brand new,
i-*y unused. nnrPKistered. owner must sell; £180.—
41. Madrid Ed., Barnes, S.W. [2843

SHEFFIELD Agent {or Matchless. All models in
' stock; sporting models £180, standard models £18b.

-A. J. Stacey. 12. Ecclesali Rd., Sheffield. [0574

MATCHLESS, Model H, dynamo lighting, in stock;
deferred payments. — Parker's Bradshawgate,

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6537

MATCHLESS Electric Model, M.A.G. engine, equal

new, speedometer, screen, spare wheel unused

;

£165.—Cope, Upper Hagley Kd., Birmingham. [2375

Clark and Co. for your
old

South Kensington. [2247

MATCHLESS Electric Model, M.A.G. engine, earnil

new, speedometer, screen, spare wheel unused;
£165.—Cope, Upper Hngley Ed., Birmingham. [2375

FOCH. have a 1920 Matcliless Combination,
dynamo, small mileage, tax paid; bargain.—5,

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station).

to 31 Matchless, all models for immefete dehyery,

Ai/ exchanges and deferred payments if required.—

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

ATCHLESS Combin.ltion, 8h.p. M.A.G., 3-6pi'ed,

K.S., electric lighting, perfect condition; £95.—

Clarence Garage, Riclimond, Surrey. 'I'lione: Rich-

mond 431. [2536

MATCHLESS H, iSTov., 1920, mileage 200, giinrnn-

teed ns new, used Jew times only, horn, screen,

spare wheel, tools, tax paid; f146.-Biclnnoie, Cuiu^

College, Cambridge. [2621

MATCHLESS Combination; iE185; best value on

market; spring frame, detachable

eluded.—Agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7,

Rd., South Kensington. Kensington 4096. Exchanges

arranged.
L9iaa

.ATCHLESS.—Immediate and early deliveries of

11 models, with Magdyno lighting, £207/10;
Standard, £185; sports model (standard), £180;
double sidecar £6/10 extra.—Wilkins, Simpson, oppo-

site Olympia, London. [2768.

ANTED, purchasers lor any model of new 1921

Matchless motor cycles and combinations, loi

.mmediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

cart exchange; full market value allowed; distance no

object.-R. Bamber and Co.. Ltd.. 2.
'^-••""i' s*

Southport. Tel. : 607.

M'

wheels
Exhibition

M^

W
Eastbank St.,

[0651

MATCHLESS.—We are the recogniwd North London
agents for the delightfully sprung and practi-

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce

on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for

cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied;

all spares in stock.-Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,

N.IO, and at Woodside Parade. North Pmchley. [0381

MATCHLESS.-August Holidays. Sam E. Clapham,
the agent that never disappoints; immediate de-

livery sports model, £180; single-seater, .£185; 2-

seater, £191/10; cash or deferred terms. To securo

satisfaction and unlimited Matchless service, write, call,

or 'phone Greenwich 751, agent for all high-class

makes of motor cycles, light cars, etc.—Sam E. Clap-

ham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, 8.B.10.
[2249

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue-

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)-

A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

19 Metro-Tyler, single speed, accessories; £35;

August 4th, 192]

r; ,,-,""="^"Se with cash for Douglas, 1916. later.-
11, Kilmartin At., Norbury. [2690 I

Minerva.
^5.—2%h.p. Minerva, m.o.v., minns carburetter, .

|=» saddle, belt.—King, Egroye Farm, Oxford. [X6448
QAh.p. Minerva, D.A.2 M.A.G., tax paid. Klaxon,yti running order; £18/ 10.—Wright, Hollyhouse,
Langmere, Scole, Norfolk. |D) [2347
T IGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle, Minerva, m.ngneto,
f-J Broolis. Bronn-Hnrlow; bargiiin, 47/19.-Thomas
Uutler, Engineer, Littleover, Derby. [X6379

1

Mohawk.
lY/TOHAWK Cycles, nev? or second-hand, at lowestJ-Ti possible prices for cash or easy payments.—
Moha-wk Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-8, Alexandra Rd., Horn-
^<^y- [3698

I

Moto=Reve.
£27.—Moto-Eeve twin, overhauled makers, receipt^ shown, not unpacked, carriage paid.-Smith, Castle
Kd,, Ofiantown-on-Spey. [S6378
"\fl"OTO-EEyE 23/4h.p. single, o.h.T., drip feed, cylinderXTX reground, S.A. 3-speed, hand clutch, lamps, horn,
licence. 45 m.p.h.: bargain; trial; £25.-37, St. Lnks's
lid., Maidstone. 12399
"]\/rOTO-REVE Twin, chain-cum-belt, Jnckes gear
"•'-. box, B. and B. carburetter, electric lighting,
mechamcal horn; best cash offer.—IIL, Kramer Mews
\\est Brompton, London. [2710

Motosacoche.
piOE Sale or Part Exchange, for good push bike and 1

-- cash, 2V2h.p. lightweight Motosacoche, engine re-

1

bored and new piston, all in perfect order.-Apply,
Walker, Bradenham, Thetford, Norfolk. [2648

|

New Comet.
"lyEW COMET 2i/2h.p. 2-6trok6, 1921, Climax engine
-1-1 (inside flywheels, similar 350 o.c. record holder),
Albion 2-speed, T.T. bars, Cox-Atmos, new chains,
nearly new belt, tyres, enamel shabby, but everything
guaranteed absolutely perfect and highly tuned for com-
petition work, lamps, horn, pump, number, discs, licence
spare sprockets, chains, belt, tube, gold medal winner-
best offer over £45, or arrangement.-Maunox, Henlow'
Beds. [2640

New Hudson.
"lyEW HUDSON.-2l4h.p. de luxe models in etock;
^^ deferred payments. — Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6538
"(UEW HUDSON 1914 4l/4h.p., 3-speed. clutch, kick
-^' start, splendid condition; £40.-43, Lower Ted-
dington Ed., Hampton Wick, Middlesex. [2681
^h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed Armstrong gear, clutch,^ all on, spares, excellent condition throughout;
£40, or near offer.—Box 5,506, c/o The Motor Ciiclc.

12502
"]>JEW HUDSON 2?4h.p., 3-speed clutch, Bosch, B
J-1 and B., new lamps, tyres, speedometer, perfect
condition

:
trial; £38/10.-5, Marjorie Grove, Bnttersen

(near Town Hall). [2443
•VTEW HUDSON 6h.p. Twin Combination, delivered
.,\ ""^K J''" l^iP' '""y equipped; TS99.—Newnham
Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. Thone •

Hammers,-Qith 80. [2726

NEW HUDSON 2i4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick I

starter, recently overhauled, chains new, belt and
tyres good; £38; after 6 p.m.-87, Clarence St
Southall, Middlesex. [2585

"lyEW HUDaON Ooachbuilt Combination, 1915 6
,

h.p., 3-epeed, clu'ch, kick start, lamps, speedometer
wind screen, luggage grid, very smart and ideal for
toanng; nearest US gns. secures.—Adkins, Builder, Eoe-
hampton, S.W.15. [2656
T^EW H jDSON J.ightweights. all models, on vieiv :

^1 PoiJUlar 50 gns.; de luxe. 65 gns. ; Ace. 75 gns
Spares for 2^4h.p., Si/ih.p.. and Sh.p. machines stocked
Catalogues and any information by return — NewHudson Depot. 45, Gray's Inn Ed.. Holborn, W.C.2

[4756
New Imperial.

TUEW DVIPERIAL-J.A.P.. 2%h.p., 2-speed, tax paid,
-1-^ all on; £35.-248, Righ Rd., Willesden Green.

1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap Combination, Sh.p., well-tt/ equipped; £120.-24. Balliol Ed.. North Ken
Eington. |-2679

"NJEW IMPERIAL, 2%h.p., 2-spced, good condition
-I-' lamps. and spares; £40.—Davies, Gonerbv
orantham. [2458
-ISJEW IMPEEIAX-J.A.P., 1915, in good running

, °i?"' l?™ps., horn, tax paid; £40.—Morcar, Hoi
ton-le-Moor, Lincoln. [2450
-|ni6 New Imperial-Jap 23/,h.p., 2.(ipeed, lamps, horn,-Lf tools, etc.

; £40, or near ofler..-Everard, H M S
Witherington, Portland. [2475

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Sh.p. Combination, excellent
condition, lamps. Easting, Klaxon, tools- £135 —

Wyatt, 2, Jasmine Grove, Aneiley, S.E. ' [2581

"I Q21 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, kick starter, hand-•-^ clutch, full equipment, licensed, fa,^t, smart- 53
gns.—Fersfleld, Westbuiy Ed., New Maiden. [2635

M' satis^ctJon

Z5 JffOJRTOH S'^
f£AJUtPAK.

EXCHANGES QUOTED
1922 CALTHORPEjLIGHT CARS.

NEW MODELS AND PRICES.
De luxe, a-seater, dickey seat £410
De luxe, 4-seater £435
Popular, 2-seater, dickey seat £355
Popular, 4-5eater £375

1921 NEW MOTOR CYCLES.
MARTINSYDESh.p.tivinCombination £145
COVENTRY PREKIIER 3-wheeler .... £250
ROYAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination £160
ROYAL RUBY, 2? h.p., 2-speed. sports 80 sns.NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar. . 160 ens.NEW IMPERIAL, 2! h.p., 3-speed .... 70 Ins.
SCOTT Combination £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar. . £165
B.S.A. twin Combination £175
B.S.A. 4jh.p. all-chain Combination.. £152 10
SUNBEAM, 3I h.p., new type, sporting £152 5
SUNBEAM, 3 V h.p., tourinK £155 S
NORTON Big Four 3-sp. Combination £170
NORTON, 3i h.p., 3-speed, T.T £132
NORTON, 3.', h.p., single-speed £98
•DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed £85
•DOUGLAS, 35 h.p., 3-speed, clutch . . . £105
•DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £160
DOUGLAS, 3* h.p., 3-sp., sportsmodel £150

Deferred Payments quoted.
^Including lamps, generator, honi, licence-

holder.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

NORTON 1920 Big Four, 3-5peed £110
P. & S., 1920, 2 speed,

2:i b.p., clutch £55
EDMUND, 2} h.p., 1020, 300 miles . .

.

£69 10
BR0U6H, 1916, 3-specd couotersh.ift. £59 10
DOUGLAS, 1919, 2j h.p., 2-sp.. tax paid £65
CLYNO, 1920, 2-speed, lightweight ... £49 10
ARIEL, 1920, 3ih.p., 3-speed c/shaft. £84 10
VINDEC. 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £42 10
TRIUMPH, 3} h.p,, clutch, good .... £47 10
NORTON, 1920, 3J h.p., sporting .... £80

PASSENGER MACHINES.
COVENTRY- PREMIER, 1921, disc

wheels, small mileage, tax paid . . £235
SUNBEAM S h.p. M.A.G. Combination £145
HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p. Combina-

tion, onlv done 100 miles, tax paid £140
MORGAN, 8 h.p., sporting, tax paid.. £105
MORGAN, 1915, sporting £120
ARIEL 3* h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £99 10
HENDERSON 10 h.p. 4-cyl. Combma-

tion, very smart condition £185
HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric. £168 10
READING-STANDARD 3-speed Com.. £110
BRADBURY, 3! h.p., 3-speed. Sidecar £59 10
TRIUMPH 3-speed 4 h.p. coach Com. . £75
ALECT03Jh.p. 2-sp, 192c coach Comb. £79 10
REX 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination £52 10
ZENITH-GRADUA. 6 h.p., and Sidecar £57 10
ENFIELD :gi5-r6 Combination £105
CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. 3-sp. Combination £75
NORTON Big Four, new Sidecar £135
SCOTT 1920 Combination, very special £125

Deterred Payments taken.
Cash offers considered for Second-hand Mo'eis.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

SUNDRIES.
r92o Amac Automatic Carburetter.

,

£1 17
rg2o ShoD-soiled Capac, r^ £2 2
Douglas Carburetter, used 19
Mew Saddles, usual price £3 3s £2 9
I\ew Army Knapsacks, r3lxriin.,. 5
New Milter's Lamp Set £2 4
New " Perfection " Sidecar Body .

.

£6 15
New " Perfection " Coach Sidecar,

shop-soiled only, for Triumph .

.

£18 10
Second-hand Douglas Magneto .... £1 17
Second-hand Amac Carburetter .... 15
Second-hand B. & B. Carburetter .

.

£15
1920 Triumph Carb., nearly new .

.

£2 16

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

BRAND New Sh.p. New Imperial Combinatioi
seater sidecar, fully equipped; any trial

paid; £125.—Braemar, 17, St.' Quintin's Av., N
Kensington. -

[;

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Models (2), combinat:
fully equipped; £125 and £135; exchan

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[;

NEW IMPERIAL Solo and Sidecar, immediate
livery; liberal allowance on your present m^^

—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd^
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. '«

IMMEDIATE Delivery 0! any New Imperial iS
cash or deferred payments; book your orde^.i

and avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Mofi
Ltd.. South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'BB
Brixton 2417.

NEW IMPEEIAL 1920 Sh.p. Combination,
lamps, ?pare cover, tools, recently com^

.overhauled by Vnakers, in beautiful condition;

j

privately owned.—Colonial Motors, 104a. Finchleyl
N.W. Hampstead 7822.

New Ryder."
IVTEW ETDEE de Luxe V/Ja.V; kick starter, 2i
-1-* geor, list 76 gns.. slightly ehoD-soiled; 60j|
deferred terms arranged.^Midland Garage. 7,

I

St., Birmingham.
Norton.

>REMIER'Motor Co. for 1921 Nortons.P^

N

&34 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desii

ANY Model Norton delivered to your address,!
riage paid within 24 hours; easy pavments ,3

4% extra.—The Preraier Motor Co.. Aston Rd„ 1
mingham. [01

CYEIL WILLIAMS for immedinte deh'very of

,

models Norton,—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhai

I

ton. [X3i:.]

NORTON 1921 Models.—ffole district agents, West-!

. Motors, Ltd., 6Q, Catherine St., Salisbni' 1

"Phone : 72. [5C

NORTON.—Sole Walsall agente; exchanges or
ferred pavments.—Maudes' Motor Mart, Wale

I

Garage, Walsall. [24

NORTONS 16H and Big Four, and B.R.S. speci

from stock.—Frank Whitworth. Ltd.. 139, K
St., Birmingham. [X41

NORTON.—All models in stock; deferred paymen
—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 2'

I

Deansgate, Manchester. [X66

ORTON, 1919, SVih.p., 3-speed, Venus sidec;

accessories, licensed, any trial; offers over £1(
-Henwood, Glencoe, Launceston. [23

NORTON 1920 Big 4 Sporting Combinatiou, )

scratched, low mileage, very last, perfect, elect:

acetylene, horn, 700x80 ; best ofler over 120 gns

I

Holioway, White House, Aldiidge Rd., Walsall. [X62

T ICENSED Brooklands Special 1920Vo Nort
-Li S'l'h.p., largest Lucas lamps, horn, BonuikK
A.K. grips, perfect, 70 m.p.h.; £90; ca«h urgent
required.—Morris, 81, Huntingdon Rd., Coventry.

[X65'
\7"ERY Fast 1921 1611 Norton, spare sprocket ai

V chain, tools, horn, Cowey speedometer, just ovi

hauled, grips and knee pads, guaranteed perfect, t;

[paid: best offer over £115.—H. Laddington, Wallin
ton Hall, Downham Market. [24'

TTTANTED, purchasers for any model of new 19i

I VV Norton motor cycles and combinations, i

I

immediate delivery. Your present machine t^ken
port exchange; full market value allowed; dietance ;

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbaok S

Southport. Tel.: 607. [06'

L MITCHELL, our representative, rode his priva
• 1920 3Vjh.p. Norton in the Senior T.T, to pro

his confidence in the machine he s^Ils. Reeult, fir

Norton first private owner, and sixth place in tl

[greatest rac:; ever contested. If the effort deserves e

oouTagement, you can do no lees than place that Nortt

]
order with Jiim and -watch him in tJie nest big even

-BuUoughs Motors. Ltd., Waterloo St., Oldham. [2C;

N.S.U.

N.S.U. 1914 Sh.p. Twin, o.h.i.v., Biuks, 2-speed. F.E
spring frame, tax 30/- (paid}, fully equipped, faa

reliable, good appearance; £35.—J. Walker, 51. TI

Avenue, Goodmayes.. Essex. [239

N.U.T.

iJ Q21 N.U.T. Si/^h.p., dymimo lighting, condition:
!Xt/ uew, tax paid; £110.—L.S.T. Engineering C^

\\ Medway St., Chatham. [24£

|"IQ21 sy^h.p. N.U.T.. special racing model, overier
I
J-tf valves, hand-operated gear, complete for the tracl

[very small mileage; first cheque £90.—Maudes', lOi.

Paris St., Exeter. [255"

N.U.T. 1920 SV^h.p., dynamo lighting, t.ix pnid, ii

I

distingui-^hable from new; £120; deferred pa:

meuts if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton : ali

I

245," Deansgate, Manchester. [X646

N.U.T. Combination, 1920, new, Lucas Magdyi;
lighting, electric horn. Easting, A. A., fully ii

.^ured, owner buying car; £150,—Chapman, 323, Tii

Mile Hill, Kingswood. Bristol. [239

advertisement, and the date of the issue,

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

n'.TJ.T.—Sole agents lor nine counties: special ex
-1 change or deferred payment terms; immediate
elivery all models; trade supplied.

-

[art, Ijondon, Exeter, and Walsall.
Motor
[2422

O.K.
2-speed,3.K.-TILLIEES. 1980

103, Clock Honse Ed.,

IQ21 2?ih.p. O.K. Junior;
L«/ Ltd., 139, Pinchley Bd., N.W.3.

IQ201/, O.K.-'
'-£' licence; £42. to 6 p m.-

£50/8.-

little used; £48.-
Beckenlam. [2553

-Morrisa and Co.,
[2464

.-Yilliers, 2^4h.p., as new, lamps, linrn,

£42. to e p m.— 7, Brewers- Ed., N.7.
[2398

I Q20 O.K. 2-stroke. lamps, tax p.Tid, heavy tyres
ItF as new, fine condition.—^Eose's Garatje, tJxbridge.

[2629
~k.K.-nNION 1920 2-stroke, sc4ircely used, perfect,
' tax, accessories; ^36.-164, Broadfield Rd., Cat-

ird. [2792

LATE O.K. 4-stroke, 2-speed Albion, lamps, acces-
sories, licence, new condition; £38.-63, Solon Ed.,

Iriston. [2785

3.K. Lightweight, countershaft, almost new; 32
gns. ; money wanted.—57, Keubury St., Camber-

cll, London. [2604

~k.K.-J.A.P., 1917, 2%ll.p.. 2.speed, kick start, clutch,
-J acetylene lamps, licence paid, suit lady; £35, or
earest offer; apply after 6.—Barnes, 33, Headway
'curt, Golders Green. [2716

rj.K.-VILLIEES, 2-speed, 2-stroke, late 1920, new^ tyres, lamps, horn, very little used, guaranteed

;

largain, £43. or exchange combination and cash.—217.
ielsize Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [X6301

Omega.
234h.p. J.A.P., kick start, 2
ch, just overha

-Go,ad, 122. Maida Vale.

.w

1020 Omega.
Lt/ hand clutch, just overhauled, lamps, tax paid;
!45.-

353
'Phone

;

Hampstead
[2521

P. and M,
nxKIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all^ models P. and M.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wqlver-
lampton. [53821

P.
and M. Combination, late 1920, lamps, horn,
and licence paid, in excellent condition.—Hull,

150, Tarvin Rd.. Chester. [2331

Ji Whatever

tyre mileage

I you have

! obtained

These

tyres are

"good for

more."

^ENGLEBERT

v^x Super-reinforced

P. and M
raents,

Solo or sidecar in stock; deferred pay-
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton ; also

M5, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6536

P.
and M.. late 1920, very little used indeed, mag-'
nifieent condition, solo and sidecar gears; £90.—

lAiford, Rosedene, Camberley. [2559

"jftlS P. nnd M., 2^peed, clutch, K.S.; £55; new
-- tf Dnnlop bnck, excellent condition, tax paid.~A.
King, Peaslake, Gomshall, Surrey. [2483

IQIS P. and M. Combination, very fast, in excellent
J-*y condition, licensed, all accessories. £60; as solo,

£50.-Derrington, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [2815

P.
and M., late 1917-18, newly stove enamelled and
plated in makers' 1921 colours, new Dunlop tyres,

perfect mechanical condition; ^65.-57, Firs Hill Rd.,
.Sheffield. [1701

MESSES. Pheloa and Moore, Ltd., of 4, Berners
St., W.l, from time to time can offer sound

second-hand machines which have been taken by them
•in part payment lor new ones. Tbe following are two
.examples

;

P.
and M., R.A.F. model, fully equipped, overhauled
and enamelled by the makers, and fully guaran-

teed; price £75.

P.
and M., 1920, fully equipped, oveihauled by the
makers, carrying _a_ full guarantee, in excellent

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Quadrant.

SALE.

ruoniug order; price £90. [1444

PARAGON
c^sh wanted.

Paragon.
2-stroke, 2-speed, brand new ; £40

;

Downs, Sudbury, Suffolk. [2601

Precision.

PRECISION Combination, 3-8peed, all on, conditiop
perfect, tax paid; no reasonable offer refused.

—

13. Flaxton Rd., Plumstead. [2367

Premier.
'T>REMIER Lightweight, 3-speed, nearly new; £28;
-t take push cycle part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-
well, London. [2603

COVENTRY PREMIER 3'/i;b.p. Motor Cycle, 3-

speed S.A. and clutch, condition, appearance as
iiijw; exchange lower powered and cash; sell £40, offers.

-Box 5,532, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2597

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co.—Quadrant official

wholesale distributers.

QtTADRAJ^T Combinations from stock, 4»/oh.p. £125,
5h.p, £135; cash, exchange, or deferred pay-

ments. All spares. Official repairers. Second-hand
Quadrants from £60.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 177,
Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. 'Phone: Hop 210.

[1813

T^HE cover that has been
•* designed to withstand

any strain that it is possible

to put it to—that will stand

the kick ofany motorcycle

_ engine yet made—that will

last out anyothermake.

These covers are a combin-
ation of everything that is

best in tyre manufacture. The
finest possible rubber, the

strongest possible walls, and
the best brains to make the

"best out of them."

ACTUALLY AT
HALF PRICE

i

Size.

;6x2}

iiX2k

26x2i
X2i'
28x3

Pattern.

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-pIy Rubber
Studded

Super-reinforced Extra

Heavy
Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Racing Rubber Bars
and Studs

Our
Price.

23/. 46/3

2S/6 53/-

24/6 -t9/-

27/9 53/6

26/6 53/-

32 /S 6+/g

27/6 53'-

50/6 100 M

List

Price.

We guarantee these Covers to give a minimum
mileage ot 3,000 miles and will replace any
proving faulty on this basis. These goods are

sent on 7 days' approval against remittance.

Carriage paid. For particulars ot our "sport-

ing offer,'' see other advertisements appearin>

jn this issue.

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX:
.JL«LJ^IT PAYS TO DEALtiVVVL"!!^^ 'with this line •- " '

i

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE,
264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

^Victoria, S.W.I.
J^. Telephones: .%

Victoria 65S3 and 6SS4. H

QUADKANT Conibinntion, 1914, 3-speed, clutdi, 41/2

b.p., stored 4 years, nice appearance; £45; ex-
change solo.—Priest, Cleveland House, Clifton St., Stour- .

bridge. [2769

QUADRANT Combination, 1920 (Septemberj, 3-8peed,
clnteli. Easting, lamps, horn, tools, disc wheels,

under 1,000. tax paid; offers.—Williamson. Oak Bank,
Newton, New Mills, near Stockport. [2386

QUADRANT, 1916, 4y;h.p., countershaft, 3-speed
and kick starter, tyres as new, mileage 2.300,

unused tor last 4 years; 50 gns.—Smith's. 86, Chalk
Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station), N.W.3.

10679
QUADRANT O.B. Combination, S'Ah.p., Enfield

gear.s, lamps, etc., splendid condition; £65 quick
sale, or exchange Powerplus Indian combination with
slight cash adjustment.—105, Stonefleld Terrace, Hast-
ings. [2478

Radco.

RADCO 2V4h.p., 1919, any trial, guaranteed •perfect,

tax poid; £34.-Joslin, 68, Smallwood Rd., Toot-

ing. [2437

Raleigti.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

EASY Payments only 4% extra. We can deliver

to your address within 24 hours the new Raleigh
5-6h.p. flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; solo, 140
gns.; sidecar, 176 gns.; spare wheel and tyre. 6 gns.—
Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier IJotor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0626

RALEIGH 6h.p., 1921, condition new, any trial;

accept £136.—Parry, Beddgelert, North Wales.
[2714

-1 021 5-6h.p. Raleigh, used for demonstration and
J-^ test.s onlv, registered; £138; sidecar extra.—Roe'3

Motor Cycle Depot, West Bridgford, Nottingham.
[X6406

RALEIGH Solo and Combinations for Immediate De-
livery. Purchase your machine from the author-

ised agents; liberal allowance on your present machine.
—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [2720

WE can give delivery of this famous make of

machine from stock; there is no better quality

or finish possible; a perfect machine in every point

and detail; Raleigh 5-6h.p. flat twin solo, 140 gns.;

combination, 176 gns.-G. and J. Dawson, 60 and
62, Regent St., Cambridge. [0600

Reading-Standard.
£70.—Reading-Standard, 3-speed clutch, .speedometer,

just been overhauled, excellent condition and ap-

pearance. 3'/>h.p. Precision, 3-sp6ed, very fast, tax

paid, £30.-39, Ruskin Rd., Kingsthorpe, Northampton.
[2352

Rex.

8h.p. Eex-Jap Coachbuilt Combination, good condi-

tion ; £80, or near offer.-Carver, Hnvnnt, Hants.
[2385

8h.p. Rex Twin, 3-speed Sturmey countershaft, K.S.,

new condition; what offers?—257, Brockley Ed..

S.E. [2594

Rover
3ih,p. 1919 Rover Combination, tax paid; £90.—

2 Pickering, Mardol. Shrewsbury. [X6119

"D OVER Combination, S'Ah.p.. 3-speed. countershaft,
Xl, Swan sidecar, lamps, accessories.—72, Gordon
Rd., Ealing, London. [2809

-| Q18 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., chain drive.

J-v 3 speeds, kick start, mechanically perfect; £65.

—Cooke, 8, Mildmay Park, Islington. [2750

"I Q19 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p. twin, Easting
X«J screen, lamps, tax paid, in flrst-class condition.

—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Eusholme, Manchester,
[2417

ROVER 4h.p. Combination, 1920, 3-speed, good
condition, recently overhauled; accept £100,

or nearest. — Furlonger, Portsmouth Rd., Liphook,

Hants. [2360

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., of Birmingham, re-

commends the chain drive 3-speed SV^h.p. Rover
at £115 as one of the best value machines in the trade.

Delivery from stock. [X4176

ADVERTISER through ill-health having to give up
motor cycling, wishes to dispose of his 5-6h.p.

1920 Rover combination, guaranteed in perfect condi-

tion and as new, ready for any trip ; first reasonable

offer accepted.—Box 838, c/o The Motor Cycle. [S.6377

Royal Ruby.

ROYAL RUBY Sports Model; 80 gns.; in stock.—
John Aldrich and Co., Diss. [0630

OYAL EUBY-VILLIER, 2%h.p., new belt, mud-
guards, overhauled, Al condition, any trial;

£36.—Warwick House, Somercotes, Derby. [2333

t Ck20 Royal Ruby 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
J.*y lighting, mileage under 500, beautifully equipped

;

£150.-17, St. Charles Sq., North Kensington. [2005

19 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, fully equipped,
nileage only 900; £92; or f

-- '-' ' -"

cash.—Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's Ay., North Kensmg-

R°

J-tl mileage only 900; £92; or exchange late solo and
cash.—Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's Ay., North Kensing-

ton. [2612

A35All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES .FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

ROYAL RUBY 1919 8h.p. Combination, electric

lights, speedometer, horn, screen, very powerful;
£115.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2731

1 Q20 Royal Rubv, with Dunhill sidecar, lamp, horn,
J-O' and speedora'eter ; cost £240; will accept £110
lor quick sale.—Can be seen by appointment at The
Grange, Hendon Av., London, N.3. [2342

Rudge.
1Q21 3Vi>h.p. Rndse Multi; £85.—Jlorriss and Co..i^ Ltd." 139, l^iiichley Rd., N."\V.3. [2465

RUDGE Multf, 3'/.h.p., 1915, tax paid; £36; seen

after 7 o'clock, 2 o'clock Saturdays.—5, Charnock
Kd., Clapton, E.5. [2363

7-9h.p. Rudge Multwin, neT?er ridden; owner bought
light car; list price £120; accept £110.—Box

850, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6490

LATE Rudge Multi, clutch, Tiiek starter, lamps, acce<>-

sories. licence; £55.-65, Solon Rd., Brixton.

Exchange 2^h.p. Douglas. [2778

-|Q19 Rudge Multi, 3Voh.p", I.O.M., torpedo coach-
Ji*y built sidecar, very good condition; £75.—Simons,
Hagley, Gerraid's Crose, Bucks. [2432

7 -9b. p. Rudge Combination, brand new, only ridden

5 mil&?, tax paid; list price £202, accept £190.—
19, Forest Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [2489

RUUGE 1913-14 SVsh.p., Philipson, discs. Klaxon,
large lamp set, tax paid, excellent condition ; £35,

or offer.-Seymour, 251, Woodstock Rd., Oxford. [2564

1Q20 Rudge Multi Combination; tax paid; £85; only
-«.*' riddeu 1,600 mileii, all accessories; any time by
appointment.—Hale, 12a, King's Av., Clapham.
'Phone: Brixton 2582. [2626

1 Q21 Rudge Multi Combination, lamps, tools, tax
J-v paid, uuscratched; bargain, £98710.-Joseph

, ^ ,. -r.,
.

.
-.,. . _,.._ 'Manchester,Rbind and Co., Stone Place,

'Phone : 776 Rusholme.
Bu£hoIme,

[2419

LATE 1920 Rudge Multi, LO.M., done under 2,500
miles, perfectly sound, nearly new condition, big

Lucas acetylene head lamp, electric rear, Cowey horn,

Stewart speedometer, tyres right, spare belt, and all

tools, tax paid; owner going abroad; £75, or best oiler.—

Sym, 12, Aha St., Edinburgh. [2661

T.T. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, engine No. 14157. mag-
neto overhauled by C.A.V, 1920 Senspray, 1921

juudguards, carrier, toolbage, forks, fork spring, and
wheels, new lin. belt, long exhaust, touring and over-

lap cams, miller set, leather knee-grips, black and goW
tank, licensed, private owner; £60.—Write, AW., 263,

Bridgend Rd., Maesteg. Glamorgan. [2469

Scott.

33.h.p. Scott and Coachbuilt Sidecar; £45; excellent
4 opportunity.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon~

don. [9013

SCOTT 3^4h.p., water-cooled ; sacrifice, £48 ; take
lightweight part.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell.

London. [2605

F.O.C.H. for Scotts, combinations and solos.

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). [269S

SCOTT, 3%h.p., 2-speed. in fine condition, recently
overhauled, tax paid; £50.—Goodman, Hillmor-

ton Paddox, Rugby. [X6474

SCOTT.—In stock, solo or sidecar; deferred pay
ments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245^.

Deansgate, Manchester. [X6540

1020 Scott, splendid condition, fast, £20 worth.
XZf equipment; only £75.-107, Mortimer Rd., N.l.
'Phone : Dalslon 48. [2701

1 ftl5 Scott Combination, 2-6pe6d. kick start, sport-
J-*' ing sidecar, in excellent condition.—Joseph Rhind
and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [2423

"I O20 Scott, Luca*; head, electiie tail, mechanical horn.
-LJ/ Watford speedometer, new tyres tmd chains, just
overhauled; £90.—Knox, The Chase, Nuneaton. [X6471

"IQ14 Scott, new cyls., rear tyre, drip feed, lamps,
A«? and horn, Binks, K.S., good condition, trial by
appointment; £55; offers.—69, Upper Fant Rd., Maid-
stone. [2688

1 Q20 Soott, lamps, horn, Binks. compression taps
JLt/ fitted, mileage 3,000, licensed^ £105. Wanted,
T.T. dynamo A.B.C.—Bxown, New Inn, Silverton,

Devon. [2627

SCOTT 1920 S^.'ih.p.. solo, Lucas lamps, born, tax
paid, really good condition; £87.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. Phone
Hammersmith 80. [2732

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920. 2-speed: gear, slightly
shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Burlington

Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone : Brixton 2417. [0510

SCOTT, 1919, and MiUs-Fulford sidecar, just finished
complete overhaul, replating (Goflfrevf;), equal new

spare Palmer Coid tyre, tax paid; £120.—J. K. Dunlop,
33, Exeter Rd., Brondesbury, N.W.2. [2620

1 Q21 Scott Squirrel, fitted with special gear for I

-L*7 hi

SATISFACTION
based on Reliability

is ensured to every
purchaser of The

' BURLINGTON
Re<cond!tioned

DOUGLASES
Indistinguishable from

new. Fitted with New
Carburetter, New Tyres,

New Belt, New Chain,

etc., and fully equipped

for immediate service

on road.

2f h.p. 2-speed ....

4h.p., 3-speed, k.s„

alo

£65

£85

4 h.p., 3-speed, k.s.,

comb., with Brand
New Burlington

Sidecar....."...£110

NOTE !

2J h.p. Reconditioned Douglases

are fitted with VICI Single

Lever Carburetters. All the

above machines are absolutely

complete, including licence holder.

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

hill-climbing and racing, extra air control, very
last, also mauve Canoelet sidecai to match, with wind
screen, easily detached, posh turnout, small mileage,
all on; cost £170, will accept £150.—Catt, Jun.,
Thanet, Abington Park, Northampton. [2330

The BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,
7; South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT 1913 3';4h.u. 2-stroke, twin, 2-spced, elate ,_
kick start, all-chain drive, enclosed Bosch, Bin! ^|

carburetter, splendid condition throughout, runs lU
a HoUs-Royce, nearly new tyres, enamel and platlr
perfect, has been most carefully used; £34 cash.—]
Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [27!

singer.

SINGER 4h.p. C.B. Cnuihiuiition, Bosch, B. and I
P.M. lighting set, 2-speed, perfect running orde

all tyres uew : £65.—Woodhay, Blackdowu, near Fan
borough, Hants. [263

Southey.
SOUTHEY'S 2',l.h.p, 2-stroke 2-speed Models, lomjii

horn, licence holder, tools; £60.—Soutliey and Co
Berkhamsted. [S599

SOUTHBT 2yob.p. 2-stroke, 2-Bpeed, Chater-Lea o
Sturmey-Areher gears, clutch and kick etartei

bimps, horn, licence holder, tools; £67.—Southey aii>

Co., Bcrkhamsted. [X599:

Sparkbrook.

"I
016 Spaikbrook-Villiers, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, engiue a

J-if new; £30.—Kenneth Webb, Home Mill, Heitfoiii

[237:

Sun.

1 Q21 Sun Vitesse 2-6troke. brand new, never beer
XJ7 used, unregistered; £45.-53, Leslie Park Hd.
Cj-oydon. [185C

Sunbeam.
CUNBEAM Conibination, 8h.p., as new; £175.-;Hnp

kins. New I5t., Ledbury. [067i

KICKHAM lor Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristo

and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [535i

1919 French Slilitni)

price £110.—SoutUer,
[S5991

E-
4ii.Ii. Siuibeain Coiubiuation,

Model, cliaiii-L'iim-belt ;

Eeikhalusted.

3ih.p. Suabeam Combination, lamps. Klaxon, £120,
2 and cabinetmaker chest and tools, value £40,

[or higher power.—31, Iloghton St., Southiiott, [2800

SUNBEAM - Combination, new appearance, 8b.p.

J.A.P., completely overhauled by makers, spare

wheel, etc.: £165.—Pickenng, Mardol, Shrewsbury.-
[X6120'

SUNBEA-M SL.p., Sept., 1920, Henderson EUte side-,

car, electric liehting, horn, tools, tax paid, perfect

<ondition, equal to new ; £19.5 ciish.—Terry, Beoley,'

Redditch. [0668

1014 8lLp. Sunlwam Coiubimition, with 1919 J.A.P.-.

Xtl engine, tax, spiues, and well eauippe'l. -^i"- goo^

tyres; genuine, £110.—Scantlebury, 163, Desboro" Rd..;

High Wycombe. [2807

lOl9 (June) Sunbeam 3Vi.h.p., low mileage, ready to

-Lt/ ride away; owner bought ear; solo £100, or with

Canoelet sidecar complete £110.—Capt. Eusher, Tbe:

Avenue, Amesbury, AVilts. [2401 -

~| O^l Sporting- Sunbeam, Xuoas lamps and horn,

-Lv Bonuikseu si>eedometer, Brooks tube case con-

taining new tube, etc., mileage under 300
Bowker, 21, Manchester Rd., Bxiroley.

S>^

£155.-
[56380

1 Old Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, Lucas Magdyno,
At' speedometer. Klaxon, wind screen, spare wheel,

leg shields, licensed; £165.—Edwards, 50, Harringtoa'

Rd-, South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709. [3845

SUNBEAM 1915 3Vah.p. Model witb eidecar, com-

plete with, all occeseories, excellent condition;

£100; deferred payments if deeired.—Parker's, Btad-

shawgate, Bolton; ako 245. Deansgate^ Muuche^ter.
[S:6467-

1 Q20 3!.^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, mileage 500,-

i */ condition perfect, appearance as new, JttteT-
•

changeable wheels, insured, tax paid; accept £140; i'

anv trial, owner buyiug car.—G.H.M., 86, Elthaui M,
S.E.12. [151^

SUNBEAM 1920 3%h.p. Combination, Lucas elec-

tric lighting, mud.«hield3, tow mileage, indistin-

guishable from new; £170; deferred payments if de-

jijred.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deans-

gate, Muncheiiter. [X6468

UNBEAM 8h.p. 1920 Model Combination, delivered

._' end 1919, small mileage, 28x3 tyres, fully ana

elaborately equipped, in perfect condition, ready for

tour- bargain, £175, tax, insurance paid.—69, Bvyn-y

Mor " Kd, , Swansea. [X6405

SUNBEAM Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine,

interchangeable wheels, fitted with best Gloria

spring wheel sidecar, complete with hood, 3 lamps,

speedometer, and Stewart horn, tax paid; £150.-53,

Leslie Park Rd., Croydon. [1849

SUNBEAM Combination, aii.p., late 1919, in firet-

class condition, electric light from aocnmnlator,

extra large Gloria sidecar with shock absorber, hood,

wind screen, and apron, tax paid: £175; omier hiiyins

car.-Lewellen, Chattanooga,. Clacton-ou-Sea. [2378

-| Q21 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, new April, oiile-

X«t/ age 3,000, all Lueas accessories, cantilever Biookb

saddle, Cowey speedometer, wind screen, luggage carrier,

perfect condition, been well kept; £230; trial given.-

Richar<:lson, Itoeslyn Hill Mews, Hampstead (near Tabe

Station). .
L'i-''*

WANTED, purchasers lor any model of new 1921

Sunbeam , motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken m
part exchange; full market value allowed: dietance no

object.—R. Bainber and Co., Ltd., 2, Easthank St.,

Southport. Tel.: 607. [0648

^Phone : V/ires :

Brixton 2417. Burlington, Motors, Clapham.

just by Clapham Common, Undefijround Station.

A36 All letters relatiag to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are> when desired, marked (F).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

JREMIEE Motor Co. lor 1921 Triumphs.

\NLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

¥E can deliver to your address within 24 hours
2i4h.p. lightweight Triumph, £70; W.D.B. (reno-

.ted), £95: Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £115; Type S.D.,
jm drive; £1-25: sidecars Irom £20 to £50.—Buy
'ur machine direct from the Triumph Specialists,
le l-*ieiiin:-r Motur Co., Aston ltd., Birmingham.

r0627
1KIUMPH 3V'h.p., all on, perfect, licensed; £20.—

17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [2804

'Xh.p. Triumph, ;

»2 Earnnhas St.,

11 on, tax paid;
I'imlico, S.WM.

£24.-48. St.

[2442

918 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; from ^£50.—
24, Balliol Ed.. North Kensington. [2675

IGHTWEIGHT Triumph, 1920, complete; £60.-
J Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X6116

1EIUMPH, C.S.. equal new; £60: cash wanted.-
- Wilton, White Swan, Crystal Palace. [2299

Hh.p. Baby Triumph. 2-speed gear, 1915; £42/10.-
^4 Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. "[9010

*27.—3^,'2h,p. Triumph, new engine parts, tyre3,
^ licence.—Sidey, Pebmarsh, Buree, Essex. [2538

"'EIUJMPH, 3-speed, clutch and K.S. ; owner going
- abroad; £65.-19, Wellington Ed., Charlton.

[2812
)AJS GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph all-chain

comljination, £175; Baby 2-stroke, £70; from
ock. [0623

921 All-chain Drive Triumph, ridden_ 100 miles
only, registered

arby.
£120, offers, 15, Wilfred St.,

[2539

"'EIUMPH 3 921; all models in stock for immediate
I- delivery; exchange arranged.—Rose's Garage, Ux-
'idge. [2630

"iRIUMPH 3Vjh.p., clutch, kick start, T.T. bars, new
tyre^s, licence, all on ; £36,-92, Tennyson St.,

ttttersea. [2370

rEIUMPH 4h.p., renovated, 3-speed, lamps, horn,
tir^t-L-lass condition ; any trial ; £56.—Hayes,

nilder, Malvern. [2379

"^KIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Countershaft mth sporting
- sideoar: £90.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, 'Phone
aiupstead 1353. [2519

920 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, perfect condition,
well equipped; £80.-17, St. Charles Sq., North

tensington, W.IO. [2004

nRIUMPH.—Wonderful value in overhauled W.D.
'I models, from £57.—Clark, 7. Exhibition Ed.,
3uth Kensington. [2246

tj^OE Sale. 3i/L'h.p. Triumph, enclosed Bosch; £40, or
nearest : all spares ; any trial.— Brigg**, 3, Bvani

t., Fulharn, London. [X6381

919 Triumph 4h.p., 3 speeds, polished discs, appear-
ance, running, guaranteed new; £75.-59, Grev-

3und Ed., Fulham. [2805

I
itkl2 SVjh.p. Triumph, Henderson sidecar, fully-V equipped; anv trial; £50, near offer.—GoU)y,

outh Mimms, Middlesex, [2395

1 (Q13 Triumph, 3-speed, lamps, accessories, good run-
L«/ niug order, tax paid; £35, lowest—Harvey, 10,
:'adley Gardens, Chiswick. [2551

Q17 Triumph Countershaft, all accessories, tax paid,^ insured, just overhauled; 55 gns. ; after 6.-66,
lehusford Ed., Woodford, [2743
1R1UMPH, 4h.p., countershaft, in stock; deferred

payments.—Parkers', Bradshawgate, Bolton; also
[5. Deansgate, Manchester. [X6532
nRItJMPH, with Dunhill sidecar, latest model, fully
L equipped, only done 100 miles; what offers?-33,
ackford Ed., Brixton, S.W.9. [2826

918 Triumph Combination, licensed, lamps, iust
been overhauled. £72; as aolo, £62.—Derring-

in, Grafton Ed., New Maiden, [2816

921 fApril) Triumph Combination, cost £220, take
£185; 2-stroke in exchange.-Bacon and Wyna,

70, Stratford Ed., Birmingham. [X6367

918 Triumph, unregistered, but in absolute per-
fect condition ; accept £57/ 10.—G.H., 66,

oampit Vale, Lewisham, London. [2811

918 Triumph, appearance and mechanically per-
fect; £60; any trial.-Haynes, 28, Church St.,

reenwich, S.E.IO. 'Phone: 1330. [2810

pEIUMPH 3i/-4h.p., 1913. 3-speed hub gear, in good
h condition, lamp set, horn, mirror, etc. ; £40, or
Bar offer.-Triumph, Savoy Hotel, Buxton. [X6403

>ih.p. Triumph, new 2-speed N.S.U., new cyl.. pieton,
'2 belt, tyres nearly new, rebushed. overhauled,
ensed; £39.—Apply, Cos's Garage, Holywell, Oxford.

[2460
nniUMPH, in excellent condition; bargain, £38.—
L Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26
ul.ie Hill, S.W.2 (V2 minute from Brixton Skating
ink). [2795

rEIUMPH, 1918, 4h.p. countershaft, engine No.
52178, perfect condition; 60 gns.—Smith's, 86,

halk Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station),
.W.3. [0658

SATISFACTION
based on Value is

ensured to every
Burlington Bargainer

THIS WEEK'S
BARGAINS

1921 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke,

2jh.p. .single-speed. . . .43 Gns.

X9C0 COULSON B, 4h.p., 2

speed, very fast £80
1920 SCOTT, sports model,
brand new £115

1921 DOUGLAS, 2 spd, aU-on, £85

1920 PRIORY, 22 h.p., 5-

stroke, Arden engine, lamp,
horn, etc 50 Gns.

1920 LEVIS, fully equipped,
tax paid £45

1921 WOLF - BLAGKBURNE,
4 h.p., Sturmey - Archer
3-speed and kick-starter , .£110

1921 DIAMOND - VILLIERS,
2^ h.p., Sturmey -Archer
2-speed and kick-starter 78 Gns.

1921 CALTHORPE J.A.P.,

2J h.p., Enfield 2-speed,

and kick-start £73

1921 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke.

2-speed, 22 h.p 60 Gns.

T921 COULSON B, 23 h.p.

sports model. Sturmey-
Archer, 2-speed & clutch 97 Gns.

1920 4h.p. ZENITH, Gradua
gear, all-on, tax paid ....£65

1921 WOLF -BLAGKBURNE,
4. h.p. Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed, clutch and k-starter.

Burlington No. 2 model,
sidecar, complete with
Easting Windscreen and all

accessories, tax paid ....£125

(This machine has only been
used for demonstraiion purposes.)

The BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,
7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4

'Phone: ll'jV^s;

Brixton 2417. Burlington Motors, Claplutm.

Just ly Clapham Common Uodertraund Station.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., countershaft. 3-speed. enamel,
plating, and mechanism splendid order through-

out, fullv equipped; ^70.-30, Crystal Palace Park
Rd., Sydenham. [2645

TRIUMPH Countershaft Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

speed. kick start, splendid throughout; seen

Saturday afternoon or Sunday.—Hart, 153, Upland
Rd.. East DulKich. S.E. [2685

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. All
models in stock ready for immediate delivery.—

Moore's Presto Motor Works. Ltd.. 145. North End,
Croydon. 'Phone ; 2624. [1348

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p.. C.S., 3-sp6ed, clutch, K.S.,
-t-t/ plated tank, speedometer, lamps, horn, licence;

£77.—Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. 'Phone: Ken 3709.

' [2322

TRIUMPH Combination. 1914, 3-speed clutch, large
P.H. head lamp, Stewart speedometer, full

a-ccessories, carefully handled, excellent tune. 80
m.p.g. ; £60.—Redroofs. Cishott. [2357

TRIUMPH, renovated. 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed C.S., D.R.
b.Trs. Klaxon, lamps, spares, guaranteed perfect

condition, very f.^st: owner buying car; l«st offer over

fSO.-Elmscott. Winchmore Hill. N. [2413

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., countershaft, as new, licence,

fully eauipped. Klaxon, new Dunlops, full tools,

specially tuned engine, new S.A. gear bos; £85, or

ofler.-Walker, 9, The Butts, Brentford. [2365

TRIUMPHS.—We -are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cum-belt models.—Jones Garage. Muswell Hill, N.IO:
and- at Woodside Parade. North Fiuehley. [0382

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.—
Triumphs, all models in stock, new chain drives,

new chain-cum-belts. solos and combinations; immediate
delivery; supplied on easiest of easy terms; trade sup-
plied. [4537

1Q19 Triumph Combination, not W.D., engine No.
JLt/ 61747. lamps, horn. Easting, tools, etc., first-

class condition guaranteed, any trial, licence paid;

flrt^t reasonable offer.-Worboys. Saffron Rd.. Biggles-

wade. [2673

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now. and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4, 'Phone: Brix-

ton 2417. [0504

~|Q18 Triumph, reuovate<l, fitted new 1921 Sturmey-
Xt7 Archer 3-speed countershaft. H.B. clutch, kick

start, new sidecar, absolutely as new, fully guaranteed;

£95.—Joseph Rhind and Co., Stone lace, Eusholme,
Manchester. [2420

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., all chain drive, brand new
but slightly soiled, an exceptional bargain at

£105; usual price £125; secure now and save £20;
cannot be repeated.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olym-
pia. London. [2765

TRIUMPH, 1919. coachbuilt Canoelet sidecar, all

lamps, horn, licence, tool kit, pump, etc., over-

size rear Miller tyre, recently overhauled and in ex-

cellent condition; £105.—Taylor, 3, St. -Guthbert's

Place. Durham. [2361

TO 1-9 ^-S. 4h.p. Triumph, overhauled, replated, enam-
1.U elled, new tyres. semi-T.T. bars, Bonniksen trip,

Lucas horn, F.R.S. Major, all accessories 1921, tax

paid- by appointment, after 6; 485.—J.B.I., Magarana

Qtrs.'. Abey Wood, S.E. 2. [2547

llTilS Triumph, late model, countershaft, kick start,

A«7 electric lighting, tyres good, tools, C.A.Y. mag.,

engine 45411. in absolutely tip-top condition: £75. or

ofler —The East Grinstend Motor Garage, Ltd., London

Rd.. East Grinstead. Sussex. [2425

1 Q18 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed. kick starter, complete

-L" with Canoelet sporty sidecar. Easting, lamps,

horn, etc.; bargain, £74; tax paid; property of a

naval officer.—Seen at Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,

Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [2250

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Tour present machine taken la

nnrt exchange; full market value allowed: distance no

object -E Biimber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbonk St.,

Soithport Tel.: 607. [0648

TRIUMPH Combination (1919, July), smartest on

the road, driven by owner only, disc aluminmm
wheels aluminium mudshields. Tan-Sad saddle and

carrier' electric light, hood and screen, several spares,

top gear everywhere: £115/10. 'Victorta 6564.—Kearey,

41, Maraham St., Westminster, S.W. [2380

TRIUMPH Comliination. 1918, 3-speed, clutch, K.S^
engine, gear box just overhauled by makers. 3

lamps, generators, speedometer, unused spare tyre, 2

belts, £10 spares, new mudguards with aluminium

side
'

valances, detachable alumminm engine shield and

leg guards, very fast machine, tax paid: 100 gns.;

consider exchanges, higher power or A.li.O. combina-

tion.—Box 5.484. c/o The Motor Ciicle. [2382

ASTONISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-
binations.—Brand new 1921 type H 4h.p. 3-

speed Triumph, with new coachbuilt sidecar, Coverall

apron, 4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-

ments only 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovated

machines, but brand nH«- 1921 models direct from

makers' works; free delivery to any address.—The
P'Oinier Motor Co., Aston Ed.. Birmingham. [0667

A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q21 Triumph-Glori!! Combination, aii.p., 3-6pee<l
JLt' counteriihaft, Model S.D.C., all-chain drive.

Triumph new potent gear bos and shock absorber, hand
clutch, kick start, Gloria de Luxe sidec.ir, coachbuilt,
painted purple, lined black and gold, upholstered light

blue crocoflile. large lockers back and front, floor xugs,
aluiuiuium covered luggage grid, patent spring wheel,
black rubber covered apron and Easting Koyai wind screen,
petrol carrier and tin. Ace aluminium discs and Dunlop
extra heavy tyres on all wheels, Triumph leg ghielde,

all Lucae lamps, Cowey horn, handle-bar mirror, knee
grips, Tan-Sad seat with patent back rest, full kit of
tools, new spare valve, driving chain, tyre vulcaniser,
and many other spares, maps, route guides, goggles,
overall:;, etc., etc., magnificent outfit, only 3 months
old. mileage less than 500, absolutely as new, tax
paid, cost new vith accessories £220, owner botight
houses and must realise; accept £157, remarkable bar-
gain—Write, Lt. St. John White, Olde Englishe Hotel,
Matlock, Derbyshire. [1609

Veloeette.

CTEII, WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Veloeette.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hampton. [X3822

VELOCBTTE, 1915, all on, speedometer, tax paid
and insured, good order; bargain.— 160, Boundary

Ed., Walthamstow. [2372

VTELOCETTE 2-stroke, 2-speed, chain drive, cond
' tion, almost new; rare opportunity, ^£39/10; tax,

licence.—288, Sangley Rd., Catford. [2791

Verus.

VEEUS-ELACKBUBNE 4h.p., 1920, 3-speed, etinal
new, horn, tools; £70.-Cope, Upper Hagley Ed..

Birmingham. [2377

£68.-1920 234h.p. Verus-Blackburne, 2-speed, K.S..
cV horn, accessories, licensed, like new.—19, Saxon
St., Wrexham. [2509
"1 Q 20 2^4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs.
0.1/ enamelled black, ridden 250 miles, tax paid-
fSO.-Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross
31- [0656

TMMEDIATE Delivery ot any Verus Model; cash or
-L deferred payments; book your order now and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd
South Side, Clapham Common, S.VV.4. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 2117. [0502

1 20 Verus 2i4h.p., single speed, practi.'ally ni-w.
' Hunt's electric light outfit, mirror, good horn,

extra Lycett toolbag, tax paid, privately owned- £50-
would consider exchange higher pow-ered single-cyl. 2-
speed lightweight with cash adiustmeut, must be very
low riding position; London district.—Write Box 5,417
c/o- The Motor Cycle. [1586

Victoria.
T/'ICTOEIA, Precision engine and 2-speed gear,

guaranteed good order and condition; £27/10- first
ihcone secures.—Samuel Reed and Sons, 136, Gt. Dover
St., S.E.I: 168, Hither Green Lane, Lewisham, S E 13
Phone: Hop 2537, Lee Green 794. [9456

VilUers.

I
016 Villiers, lamps, tax paid, guaranteed sound;A*/ £20, bargain.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:

Hampstead 1353, [2520
Wilkin.

WILKIN.—.\U models in stock; deferred payments.
Parkers, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245

Deansgate, Manchester. [X6545
"ITTILKIN, shop-soiled only, 4h.p. Blackburne engine,
'' 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, finished all black-

makers' prrce £132, our price £120: deferred pay-
ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate; Bolton: also
245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6469

Wolf.
£32.—Wolf 2-6troke, in splendid condition, go any-

where, reliable.-Holdstock, Church Cottages
Eynsford. [2485
"yj70LF.—Sole agents tor London, South of Thames.
'» and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd. South
hide. Clapham Common. S.W.4. 'Phone : BrLxton
^''17, [0503

Zenith.
rvAN GUY. Weymouth.—Zenith agent, earlv de
---' livery all models. "[0556

-1Q21 8h.p. Zenith, clutch and K.S. ; f144.—Morriss-L*/ and Co., Ltd., 139, Pinchley Ed., N.W.3. [2461
I7ENITH 6h.p. Combination, 1913-14; £70- any
'-t trial.—Molton, S, Hatchlands Ed., Eedhill, Surrey.

ZENITH 4-Sh.p., clutch model; £88, offers kick
start.—Coniston. Alfriston Ed., Sealord, sii.'isex.

-| ia20 8h.p. Sports Zenith, low mileage, condition as
-Li/ ne-w, tax paid; £110, or nearest.—Chattan House
Harrogate. [2508

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths; new and second-hand machine-
in stock.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamr^

stead Tube Station). [2692

ZENITH 8h.p. Eacer Cycle, 1920 T.T. model little
used; £85, or best ofYer.-Harper, Phillips and

Co., Ltd., Eastgate, Grimsby. [1978

••••a
DON'T WAIT

Get your mount now. The
best of the summer's still to

come ! If you haven't all

the cash we can help you.

Cash, Exchange, or Ex-
tended payments.

1921 Models in Stock for Immediate
Delivery.

ARIEL, 4! h.p., 3-speed £110

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. 3-speed alt-chain
Combination £165

A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £215

B.S.A., 4l h.p., Model H £110

Ditto, with B.S.A. Sidecar £152

B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Model A twin Com. £175

DOUGLAS, 21 h.p., all-on model. . £85

ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, Mag-
dyno lighting, and horn £182

ENFIELD, 2} h.p., 2-speed £65

METRO-TYLER, 2! h.p., 2-speed,
sports model £63

MATCHLESS Model H Combina-
tion, spare wheel, etc £185

NEW IMPERIAL, 2jh.p., 3-speed,

clutch, and K.S £80 17

MARTINSYDE eh-p. Combination £145

NORTON Big Four, 3-speed £135

O.K. Junior, all models, from . . . £39 18

P. & M., 3J h.p., 2-speed, etc. . . . £115

RUDGE Multi, 3! h.p., LO.M. ... £85

VELOCETTE, 2J h.p., 2-speed . . . £75

ZENITH, 8 h.p., Model H £144

CLYNO 8 h.p. Combination, spring
frame, and spare wheel £180

RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. 3-speed spring
frame Combination £184 16

BROUGH 5-6 h.p. flat twm 3-spced
Combination £170

Etc., etc.

We have a good stock of

up-to-date second -hand
machines, overhauled in our
own workshops and guar-
anteed in good order.

Please send far full list.

Extended Payments if

required.

LEVIS Popular, re-enamelled and
plated £42 10

DOUGLAS, 2? h.p., 2-speed £50

A.B.C., 1920, 4 speeds, dynamo
lighting £105

A.J.S. 1915 6 h.p. Combination .. £115

ENFIELD r9i6 6 h.p. Combination £105

SCOTT, 1920, and Hendei-son Side-

car, electric light, screen, speed-
ometer, only done 500 miles . . £135

NEW IHPERIAL-J.A.P. 1920 6 h.p.

Combination, access., tax paid £130

A MISTAKE,
Last week the price of our Super Lamp was
stated at 8 /-, this beiog a printer's error for

38/- We apologise to readers for any trouble

they may have been occasioned.

ilieQervice (gmpaffl/w.., k^

S3289-293.HichHolborn
LONDON, W.c.

Telegrams : -'Admittedly, Loudon."
Telephone : Holborn, 6430,

i«aaaasaaaaaaasaaa«««aBaaaBaaaaBBaa«Baaaaa

I MOTOR CYCLES FOR"*SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH.—All models, solo or sidecar; deferred pay-
ments. — Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also

245. Deansgate, Manchester. [X6513

ZENITH, all models.—Sporting 5h.p., £115. Con-
sult the man who rides one.—R. B. Clark, 7,

Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [2248

ZENITH 6-8b.p. 1914 Combination, coachbuilt side-
car, spring wheel; ^65; perfect running order.—

Walker, 168, Upland Rd., E. Dulwich. [2448

ZENITH 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, enamelled
red, perfect order, take 3 anywhere

;
genuine bar-

gain, £40.—Dunkley, Brackley, Northamptonshire. [2532

ZENITH Combination, all lamps, re-enamelled, new
bushes, gudgeoufi, rings, tyres, and new epare belt

at a cost of £30; £90, or accept solo Douglas as part.—
Barker, 10, Elaine Grove, N.W.5. [2510

ZENITH 1915 4h.p., speedometer, lamps, tools, aln-

minium disc Trheels, recently painted, in excellent
mechanical condition, also sidecar to go with machine;
will sell both separately; offers wanted.—Box 5,408, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [1453

5 h.p. Twin Zenith Combination, clutch, kick starter,

Henderson £24 sidecar, as new, overhauled, "new

extra heavy back tyre, front nearly new, spare belt

and tube, mechanica-lly sound; best over £70, bargain.

—57, Church St., Dunstable. [56475

£* O GNS.—8h.p. Zenith C.B. combination, 1916-17,
vlO wind screen, speedometer, brand new frame,

wheels, etc., plating, enamel unscratched, new tyres all

round, tax paid.—I. D. Hardy, 8, Breams Euildinge.

Chancery Lane. Holborn 4752. " [2663

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

AS a Lady's Motor Cycle, the Ivy is. It.—Send for

details from the Midland agents, Frank Whit-

worth, Ltd., Birmingham. [X418Q

"VTEM IMPERIAL, 2'^h.p. J.A.P., lady's model, 1917,
1^ clutch, kick starter, etc., good condition.—
'Phone, after 7 p.m. : Dalston 1560. [2415

GREAT Bargain.-Genuine 1920 2-Epeed 2-stToke Cal-

thorpe, lady's model, used" very little, fast, power-

ful; owner bought car; will sacrifice for quick sale £39,

no offers.—Miss Richards, OnsloAv St., Guildford. [2411

MiBcellaneous.

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys. Omesa=,
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Bootba

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.~New 4V2h.p. Quadrant and sidecar^;

£125; new 7h.D. Ariel combination.—Booths
Motories, Halifax

BARGAINS.—1920 Indian Combination, dynamo
lighting, screen, £145/10; G.W.K. light car, dfr

tachable wheels, £155/10.—Booths Motories. Hali^
las.

BARGAINS.—8b.p. Matchless combination, counter-
shaft gear, £49/n • 4'4h.p. James, ' 3-speed,

chain drive, £39/15.—Booths Motories, Halifax. •

BARGAINS.—7-9h. p. Indian, 2-epeed, £29/10; 6h.p.
Chater-Lea and sidecar, £30/ 10. — Boothi

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—3h. p. Enfield lightweight, 2-6pe6d,
£35/10; 3i/2h.p. Triumph, £26/10; S'/sh.p.

Ariel, £35/10; J.E.S. motor set on cycle, £17/10.-^
Booths Motories, Halifax

BARGAINS. - S'/sh.p. 1914 P. and M.. £49/10;
nearly new 1921 2-speed Omega, £51/10; 192(L

O.K., £35/10; 1920 Scott. £87/10.—Booths Motories,
Halifax

BARGAINS.—4h. p. Douglas, 3-speed, £59/10-1915
2%h.p. Douglas, £37/10; new 1921 Rudga

Mnlti, £85-— Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled 1920 models : 2^.p.
O.K., £43/10; ditto 2-speed, £54/10; 2'^h.p.

Omega-Jap, 2-speed, £67/10; Harley-Davidson and
. idecar, £189/10: 6h.p. Ariel combination, £149/10;
exchanges entertained. Pay us a. visit.—Bowths
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [6I9S

MINIATURE Motor Cycle, Wall engine, 20in. wheels,
pan saddle, exfellent^ mnning^ order

offer.—12, Hemingford Rd., Barnsbury.
£20, or near

12641

IF Wishing to Buy (for cnsh or easy pnrments}, sell,

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-

fiuiiements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance im-
material.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7906

Al Opportunity.—Exceptional bargains in shop-
soiled motor cycles and combinations for cash or

the easiest of easy terms, no extra charge.—Write,
phone, or call at Wauchope's, Shoe Lane. London.

[453S

SAM E. CLAPHAM (Motors). 'Phone: Greenwich
751.—Immediate delivery lightweight modelB»

Edmund {spring fram&), Connaugbt, New Comet, Ex-
celsior, F.N., Arden. Douglas, etc.—27, Stockwell St...

Greenwich. S.E.IO [1108 -

VICTORY Garage. Victcry Garage.—Douglas 2Xh-P-t

'

unscratched, £52; Indian Powerplus, brand new
sidecar, all on, £120; J.A.P. monocar. 2-speed, lamps,
etc., £95; Quadrant 3h.p., £25; machines overhauled
and tuned; estimates free; write or call.—2b, Denmark
Rd., Camberwell, S.E. [2839

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

jiTTANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, London's Leading
[rV Motor Cycle Escliauge, for re^l cheap machines.
-Below.

ITAKDSWOETH.—August holiday bargains. August
'V lioliday Uirgaine. Motor cycles from 13 gns.—
elOT!^.

TrANDS\yOETH.—Easy terms. Easy terms. Im-
'V mediate delivery given on first deposit.—Below-

ufTANDSWOKT^H.—Humber fine coachbuilt combina-
rV tion, 3i:;h.p., 3 speeds, kick, lamps; S8 gns.—

JfTANDSWORTH.-
'V tiou, 5-6h.p..

-F.N", splendid ooachbuilt combina-
4 cyLs., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps,

[ensed: 59 gns.—Below.

Premier beautiful coachbuilt com-
biuation, 3Vi.'h.p., 3 speeds, kick, licensed; 52

T7ANDSAV0KTH.
rV biuati
lis.—Below.

/V 3V2h.p,
Rudge coachbuilt combination,

2 speeds, kick, nin.s splendidly ; 48 gns.

iX7"AND.BW0ETH,
V» tion, 4h.p.,

—ChotoT-Jap coachbuilt combina-
3 speeds, lamps, licensed; 49 gns.—

!£TTANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuilt combination,
VY h.p. twin, 2 speeds; any trial; 49 gns.—Below.

ijTtrANDSWORTH.—Triumph coachbuilt combina-
'V tion, SVsh.p., 2 speeds, countershaft, lamps; only
8 gns.—Below.

TfTANDSWORTH.—1920
ri coaclibuilt combination,
as.—Below.

Triumph, almost
3 speeds, lamps;

new
125

1920 magnificent Red Indian
dynamo lighting ; gift.

T7ANDSW0RTH,
I'

» coachbuilt combination,
i29 gns.—Below.

TTANDSWORTH.—Zenith, 4h.p. J.A.P., Gradua
»» gear, clutch, kick starter; bargain, 45 gns.

—

elow.

TTANDSWORTH.—1918 P. and M. nearly new coach-
'T built combination, lamps, licensed; gacriflce 79
w.—Below.
;X7ANDSW0RTH.—P.N., 5-6h.p., 4 cyls.. Boech, 2

vV speeds, clutch, runs beautifully: 45 gns.—Below.

ntTAINTDSWORTH.—Royal Enfield lightweight, twin,
'V 2 speeds, kick, licensed; cheap, 42 gns.—Below.

TTANDSWORTH.-T.D.C. de Luxe, 2y.h.p., 2 speeds,
'VV looks like new, licensed ; 39 gns.—Below.

intTANDSWORTH.-O.K., nice little lightweight, mag.
yy 2 speeds, runs well; 38 gns.—Below.

nSTANDSWORTH.-Bradbury 4h.p., mag., 3
l» V kick, lamps, licensed ; only 38 gns.—Below

jrn"ANDSWORTH.—Triumph sy^h.p., mag., spring
|VV forks, runs splendidly; "very cheap, 26 gns.—Below.

ifXTANDSWORTH.-Minerva 4y2h.p. twin, mag., F.E.
VV clutch; great bargain, 25 gns.—Below.

ntTANBSWORTH.—F.N. 2y|h.p., Bosch, 2-speed. shaft
VV drive, waut^ crank case; 16 gns.—Below.

[XTANDSWORTH.—Minerva 2V2h.p., mag., dropped
VV frame, drive away; gift, 13 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Exchanges. — Wandsworth Motor
Exclianpp, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

Phone; Latchmere 46R6. [2837

VfORE Bargains to Clear.—A.C.M.E. twin 3Mh.p..
-VX running order, £15; Quadrant 3!^h.p,, 2-speed
,',oc. £18; Matchless-Jap S'-^h.p.. 2-speed. £25; Bat-
lap 6h.p., £20; several lightweights.—Bunting's Ex-
nange, Wealdstone. [2833

[Ti.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, ant^

I. runabouts at bargain prices; exchanees arranged,
ay new motor cycle combination or car supplied,
ish or easy payments. — Fair Offer Car House, 5.

leatb St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Sta
on). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, incline

ig Saturdays. [2696

919 7-9h.p. Indian. 1919 5-6h.p. Rover combina-
tion, 1920 Coulson-B 234h.p., 3?.^.p. Scott

915 combination, 1914 Indian combination; 7-9h.p.

>ayton combination, laqipe, screen, etc., £65; Bradbury
imbination, C.B., lamps, wind screen, 2-speed gear,

:tc., £50 ; 1914 Humberette, screen, hood, lamps, all

^ new.—IJelow.

'>-SEATERS, combinations, or solo machines bought,
'y sold, or exchanged.—'Phone: 776 Rusholme.-
ioseph Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Man-
lieater. [2424

\TTE have at bargain prices, needing .flight repair,
VV igie Levis, £29/10; 19J.3 Indian combination,
30; 1916 Douglas 2-8peed, £35; 1915 Ivy-Jap 2-seater
>uibinatioh, £75; 1914 Excelsior combination, £35;
915 Harley-Davidson Model J combination, £S9/10.—
.amb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow; 50. High Ed.,
rood Green; and 387, Euston Ed., N.W. [2742

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
921 I'Ah.p. Economic Motor Attachment; 25'/" gn-i

—Moriiss and Co. , Ltd., 1 39, Finchley Ed.,
.W.3. [2466

J(7ALL Auto-wheel, condition perject.suit invalid
rV chair or bicycle; £10
heffield.

Judd, 51, Wadsley Lane,
[2775

FOR
BARGAINS

AND

EXCHANGES,
FULL MARKET VALUE ALLOWED
for your present machine in good condition

COMPARE OUR
PRICES.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
i92r Big 4 NORTON, horn, licence,

excellent condition £105

ig20 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, lamps,
horn, speedometer, spare wheel,

licence, e-\.cellent condition £155

1920 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Combination, electrically equip-

ped, -speedometer, mileage 2,000,

excellent condition £135

I :)20 6-8 h.p. L.M.C. Combination, lamps,
horn, speedometer, noirror, East-

ing, licence, e.xcellent condition . £100

1020 5 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Com-
bination, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter. Easting, licence, excellent

condition £135

1920 3^ h.p. T.T. ROVER. Philipson,

licence, horn, perfect condition . £73

r920 2ih.p. METRO-TYLER. S T>'pe,

2-speed, lamps, horn, licence, only
run 50 miles, as new £68

1919 2I h.p. CHATER - LEA, 2-speed,

"horn, licence, small mileage .... £38

1919-20 SCOTT Combination, lamps, horn,

speedometer, aluminium pistons,

exceptionally last,, beautiful con-

dition £105

igiO (late) 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Grindlay
Sidecar, hood and screen, horn,

licence, excellent condition, small
mileage £98

tgis 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination,
lamps, horn, licence paid, exel-

lent condition £67

Special 8 h.p. overhead valve MATCH-
LESS-J A P, very fast, excellent

condition £50

Now A.B.C. Skootamota Offers.

Our Stock of New Machines includes

:

HARLEY - DAVIDSON, ENFIELD,
NORTON, ARIEL, MATCHLESS,

Etc., Etc.

SIMPLEX MOTOR ATTACHMENTS
for Push Cycles.

We can suppSy that NEW
MACHINE. WRITE NOW.

R.BAMBER&Co.Ltd.
2, EASTBANK STREET,

Phone. 607. SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
SIMPLEX Attachment, complete, shop-eoiled, in per-

fect condition; real bargain, 12, or nearest ofter.—
73, newdley Rd., Kidderminster. [X5891

1 Q21 Young Motor Attachment, complete with
J-t/ lady's special cycle, only ridden fe\v^ miles, brand
new, guarantee tax paid;
St., Rochdale.

what offers?—14, Castlemere
[2790

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
[X7038

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for
invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argaon Eng.

Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St.. W.l. [7354

MOTOR
SKOOTAMOTA, brand new

Ledbury.

SCOOTERS.
i45. Hopkins, New St.,

[0675

KINGSBTJllY Scooters and Sparc Parts.-
dall Mews, George St., W.l.

-3, Ken-
[1442

A.B.O. Skootamota, 1921, new: f33.-Frank Whit-
worth. 139, New St., Birmingham. [X41'78

AUTOGLIDER, 2Hli.p., bargain, £21; nearly new.
Model A.—2, Union Terrace, Torquay. [1359

AUTOPED Scooter, 1920, almost new dynamo; i£20.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9011

A.B.C. Skootamota, new condition, tax paid; offers

wanted.—Cook, 9, Bedford St., Ipswioli. [8738

Oili.P. Scooter, handle start, clutch, etc., lor quick
* 2 sale ; oflers.—D. Bower, Crich, Matlock. [2452

F'OR Sale, A.B.C. Skootamota, only used a lew times.

—Apply, Miss Marsh, Glengyle, Woburn Sands.
[2359

1 021 Skootamota, just received from works", in

J-iJ crate: £31/10. — 54, St. James St., Ashted.

Birmingham. [X4179

AUTOGLIDER, new, carries 2 any hill; 47 gns.;

take old motor part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-
well, London. [2602

£30, Ol

North
Finchley, London. [2614

AUTOPED, practically new, with electric lighting,

perfect order; first £10 secures.—Bunting's Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [2832

A.B.C. Skootamota, good condition, licence paid,

owner purchased car; reasonable oHer.—Mrs.

Goldstone, Malmesbury, Wilts. [1380

. ^_ ^,^ , 1920, just overhauled and all

necessary replacements made; £15, or near ofler

-

Andrews, Devonshire Garage, Buxton. [X6404

Immediate delivery. What offers

one type B.. two type D, each

25,ih.p., by Autogliders. Ltd., Birmingham.-Philrot,

Engineer, Buckie. [2340

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

SANDHAM'S make thousands of hoods every year;

50/- each. First quality twill waterproof.

SANDtfMS.—The Sandum Patent Wind Screen of 100

positions, as shown at Olympia. Finest screen

on the market; 90/-.

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd.. 336, Gray's Inn
Kd.. W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. [0635

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list.—

Hercules Hood Co.. 698. Seven Sisters Ed., Totten-

ham. [11°^

CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut to any size,

2/- per sq. ft.; carriage paid for cash^The Essex

Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Ed., Leyton-

stone, E.U. ^"680

IND Screens Actually in Stock; Eastings, Baby,

Standard, Royal, Bluemels latest; Cameo hoods,

Biiest quality, waterproof, with curtams round; £3/5

-64 Bishopsgate. London. LUO,iu

HOOD Materials.-3 hoops 10/- brass fittings 3/3

extensions 2/6 pair, turnbuttons and eyelets 4/9

dozen! best twill 13/- y'ard 72in.-Henry Jones, 778
" Tottenham, London. L^-^io,

A.B.C. Skootamota, practically new;
nearest offer.—Owner, 73, Woodgrange Av

\ .B.O. Skootamota.

ii

AUTOGLIDEKS.-
lor three, new.

W

BODIES.
High Ed.,

s
TflOR

SANDUM, the largest and most renowned sidecar

body builders in country,

SANDUMS have put on the market over 10,000 side-

car bodies.

SANDUMS have the only adult 2-seater body on the

market which is not unsightly. Write for our

Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

SANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any inako

with the use of up-to-date machinefry in four

factories.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
Ed., London, W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427.

[0634

I

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39

Motor Cvclea advertised by private owners are, when desired, markert 'PI.
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V

BODIES,
rENUa step Bodies are the best for oli4 chaesis.

EIJUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and veil smart.

VENUS Tandems bold 2 persons. Strong and light,

but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a iactory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

\/"ENUS Sidecar Co, 6-14, Gourley St., S. Tottenham.
[0519

^JIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality,
^^ original £12/12.-64, Bishopsgate, London.

£7/7;
[0614

MILLFORD Corvette Body, good condition; £6/10.
—Campbell, -32, Devonport St., Stepney, London.

[2494

GOOD 2-seater Body, suit 6 or Sh.p. machine, new,
blue, rear locker; genuine bargain, only -wants

seeing, iE8/10; after 6.—Sayer, 10, Gourcy Rd., Hornsey.
[1329

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class fini.=h; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better or

cheaper house}, sporting models, bulbous back and
Btep patteru. All at low prices. Call or eend your re-

quirements.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, Lon-

don, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [6851

SIDECAR Body Designs lor the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.-
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult ns when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
JjTOE

s

ANDHAM, the smartest eidecar specialistB.

ANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Chassis.—iDsist on having our enclosed
wheel type of chassis ^or safety.

SANDTJM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns., and sports
26 gns.- are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of hody as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to
6uit any make of machine, 42 gns. ; bodies only,
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seater as
designed by us, and approved by the recognised
experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
ricy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
Ed.. W.C-l. 'Phone : Museum 3427. Factories

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britannia
Works. Britannia St., W.C. [0019
MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
high-powered machines : Zenith. Harleys,

Indians, New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present nc
difficulty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all
kind^ Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of vnrious makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oldest established side,
car makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27,

Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube)
"Phone : Hornsey 1584. [0522

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled high-class coachbuilt side-
cars; cheap.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

-Shop-soiled underslung sidecar chassis,
cheap.—Booths Motories, Portland Place, Hali-

TJARGAINS^*

fax.

BARGAINS.—High-class coachbuilt bodies, any
colour —Booths Motories, Portland Place, Hali-

f«x.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar suit
Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booths Motories

Halifax.

ARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit
Rudge, £]6/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker under
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. — Booths

Motories, Halifax. [6193

B

THE RIGHT

TYRES
AT THE

RIGHT PRICES
• our Lise"

Price. Pries.

26X2 Wood-Mihie Special 25/- 10/-

,, Extra Strong 30/- 60/-

,, ,, Combination. 44;- "88/-

26X2J „ Special 26/10 IT/O

„ Extra Strong 34/-
Combination

.

46/3 Q2;a

26X2i
X2i

26X2i

.. Special 30/- 60;-

Special 31/10 61/1
,j

Extra Strong 36/1 72/1
26X3 ,, Special 32/. 64'-

X2i ,,
Combination. 51/6 101/-

26X3 ,, Special 33/4 66 /g

,j ,, Extra Strong 43/- 86/-
28X2i Special 32/4 64/9

„ Extra Strong 40/4 ao/g
28X3 Special 36/1 72/1

„ Extra Strong 43/9 87/6
„ Combination. 57 (. 114/-

650 X 65 Special 32/4 64/')

,, Extra Strong 43/- 86/-
650 X 65 Dunlop Steel Studded 53/- —
28x 1 Goodrich Guaranteed

(with tube)
.60/- —

24x2 Hutchinson Brooklands 22/9 —
REALLY GOOD W.D. COVERS.

26X2j
26X2J
26X2i
26X2J
26X2}
26X2I
26 X 2*

26X21
28X3
26X23
26X2J
26X2}
26X2J
26X2I

25X2}
26 X2-
26X3

Dunlop Heavy
„ Heavv

Palmer Cord fieavy

,, Cord Heavy
Qincher Extra Heavy ,

.

„ Extra Heavy .

.

„ Extra Heavy ,

.

Wood-Milne Extra Strong
Extra Strong

„ Combination

.

Beldam Extra Heavy
.
, Combination ....

Kempsball '

Tourist Trophy
Passenger
.Macintosh

,, Tricar
Englebert Passenger

36/6
37/6
35/-
35/6
33/6
35/-
37/6
33/-
30/-
37/6
32/6
37/6
32/6
32/-
35/-
32/6
33/6
37/6

53/6
56/9
53/6
62/-
62/6
68/6
75/-
63/9
81/-
72/-
53/-
56/6
52/6
59/-
61/-

TUBES. W.D. REALLY GOOD.
26in. Endless . 7/- Butted 9;-

28in. „ .8/6 „ 10/u

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. W.D.
8ft. 6in. X lin., 16 /- ; 6ft. 6in. X Jin. 10 /8;

6ft. 6in. Xjin 12/-.

FREE
WITHEVERY

ORDER,
A POCKET

COMBINATION
TOOL SET,

WARD & GOLDSTONE'S
: Electrical Goods Stocked. :

All Goods Carriage Paid and
sent by return of post.

All sizes and makes of tyres and
tubes stocked.

St. Paul's Rubber Co.,
- T. JAY -

3, Amen Corner,
Paternoster Row,
LONDON, E.C.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CIANOELET Sidecar, in good order, and fittings cc

^ iilete; £9/10.—Brocklehuret, Gosberton, LincF.

[2H
£10.—Mills-Fulford coachbuilt sidecar, underslui

all connections, 26in. wheel.—King, Egrove. (

ford. [X64

OIDECAE Chassi.;, suitable 4h.p. machine, sound ci^ dition
; £4.— la, Paradise Rd., Green Lanes, Hi(

Ijury, N.5. [25

CANOELET Sporting Sidecar, 4-point attachmei
winfi screen, perfect; £10.-69, Kingston R

New Maiden. XZT.

BASTONE'S for sidecars and bodies; no b6tt«r

clieaper bouse. Kindly inspect our models befc

purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other mofli

in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sideco

from £14/18/6.

BASTONE'S.—Wo have a few soiled sidecars s\\

bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the fame
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting ai

other models in stock ; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept), 228, Pentonville E<
King's Cross. London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North

[68E

BARGAIN.—1919 Indian, new £40 sidecar, electr

light, tax paid> luxurious outfit.—Hedges, Ea
End Farm, Pinner. [242

COACHBUILT Sidecar, without tyre and few sinn

parts; 50/-. Before 7.30 p.m.—29, Elthiron E<i

Parsons Green, S.W. [256

SIDECAR, light* suoity, black, complete, apioi,

etc., as new: £10; after 6.—Flat 1, 91. Sout

Side, Clapham Common. \2^

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, new. Triplex screen nc

hood: £40, or Offer.—The East Grinstead Motf

Garage, Ltd., London Rd., East Grinstead, Sussex. [242

HENDERSON Sidecars to suit A.lS.C. motor cycles

£40 'sidecars for £25 to clear; a limited supplv

Order one at once.—Colinore Depot, 1, 3, 6, Peter St

Manchester. [066

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, larges,

stock in London,, actual manufacturers througl

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 8i

illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare-parts in stock by th

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise m sidecars lor Indiai'

motors, with left-hand kick starters, and cai i

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and ctearanc'

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear a

knock-out prices. Note ; Write for special clearanci.

list.

RENNOC Co- have the finest selection of complet4

sidecaig in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make o

sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit ftl

makes, English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921

catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by ani

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., Head Office and Engineer

ing Works, Victoria Works, Victoria Rd.. Strouc

Green, N.4. 'Phone : Hornsey 850. Body Buildipf

Dept., Progress Works, Marlborough Rd., Holloway,

N.19. 'Phone: , Hornsey 1589. [2931

tf?3/10 will find you a sidecar chassis, not under^ slung, but in good condition. Bodies from 10/-.-

Bunting, Wealdstone [2831

VERTEX, the finest value ever offered in coachbuilt

sidecars; £12 (less tyre); call and see them.-

Vertex Sidecar Co., Providence Place, West End Lajie,

Kilburn, N.W.6. [805£

SPORTY Sidecar, metal body, new Magnum, featLer-
* weight body for same chassis, £7 ; Pillion seat,

tootiest*=, dress guards, £1. After 7 o'clock.—18, Almii

Rd., Canonbury, N.l.
_

[2365

B.S.A. No, 3 Sidecar, suitable for 1921 4Vihp.

B.S.A., brand new, just arrived from works, "i

stock, no waiting; at maker's price, £42.—Wilkina
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [2765

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made for comfort,

attachments for any machine; price 18 gns. up-

wards; have few cars to clear at reduced prices; re-

pairs, repainting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co.,

Leicester. [0333

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Savc3

garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested

7 years on motors up to 9h. p.—Hopley, Upper Higli

gate St., Birmingham. [0152

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388^

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAH ATTACHMENTS.
lEPPBLTHWAITE and Watkins.—Chassis and

J siil.'cors all makes; Douglas, Clyno, P. and M.,

e-ne!led and repainted as new, £4/10; complete ivitli

Bins wheel and Rnard, fittings, etc.. or fitted ivitli

liid new bodv, £13/13. makers' colours. We can

nlr best value in country, having purchased the entire

d IP of chassis at Slough. Write and you are sure of

:i eply, but oblise with stamp, please. Closed till

Jiday for holidays. See Miscellaneous columns.—19,
Vcox Rd., Wandsworth Ed., London. [2540

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
]A.\ GUY, Weymouth, G.N. official agent.—Popular

model irom stock; £198. L0691

"lOTER Light Car, 8h.p., new; immediate delivery;

J 250 gns.—Shaw, Engineer. Koyston, Herts, [2337

10RGAN.S, second-hand, several in stock.—Reys.
i 378-384. Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum
6 6. [9373

Tj20 Morgan, a.c, in-excellent condition throughout;
J' £165; any trial.-13, Watts Ed., Small Heath,
I uingham. [S6302

lOV'ER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., early delivery;
i 250 gns.—Godfrey's, -Ltd., 208, Ct. Portland St.,

Ldon, W.l. [0350

1(GHT Car. wire wheels, live axle, air-cooled V twin

;

J first oHer over £55.-16, St. Mary Abbotts Ter.,

Kisington. [2770

Til9 G.P. ^Morgan, exceptionally fast and smart,
J/ equipped regardless; iei55.—24, Balliol Rd..

Mh Kensingtotr. - [2674

(.N., 1914, belt driven, just overhauled, fit for any-

thing great bargain, £90 : yours in exchange.—
Iiting, Wealdstone, [2830

.B.C. Sidecar, new, undated, complete with sidecar

i sprocket; £27/10. carriage .paid.—54, St. James
B Ashted, Birmingham. [X5297

(.N. Cycle Cars, latest models, always in stock;

£198 and upwards.—Drake and Moimt, Ltd.,

Jor Agents, Bracknell. [3696

TLEEIOT Whippet 2-seater, 8h.p., side starter,

J almost new; bargain, £150.—Myles, 145, West-
Dister Bridge Ed., S.E. [2412

rOEGAN, sporti.ig, 1916, M.A.G.. fully eguipped,
J- as new, liceuce paid; £125.—Earwarker; 15, I'itt-

te Lawn, Cheltenham. [2548

1'L'MBEEETTE, 1914, in perfect condition, engine,
J- gear box, axle overhauled, lamps, horn ; £95, offer.

S79, Brixton Ed., S.W.9. [X6434

<.N.'s.—All models for immediate delivery; extended
paymei-ts; exchanges.—Revs, 378-384, Euston

i, N.W.l. 'Phone; Museum 6436. [9374

iiAN GUT, Weymouth, Morgan Agent.—Familv
J model, M.A.G., £240, Do Luxe M.A.G. £233,
t'nd Prix, M.A.G., £223, from stock. [0624

"irOEGAN, 8h.p. J.A.P., a.c, hood, screen, licence
-i paid, overhauled; anv test; £99, lowest; photo.—
£', Cavendish Ed., Balham, S.W.12. [2187

iJYCLB Car, 6-8h.p., water-cooled, streamlined.
> bulbous, Ijody finished grey, smart and sporty

;

:10.-T.W., 254, St. Ann's Ed., Tottenham, [2511

914 6.W.K 8h.p. 2-seater. little used since recent
overhaul, new tyres, lamps, bought 4-sefiter

;

i'SO.—To be seen at Bunting's, Wealdstone. [2407

jOVE^'TEY PEEMIEE Super Runabout, showroom
' model, spare wheel, speedometer> not shop-soiled;

S! price £230.—West, 42, Cranbrook Ed., Ilford. [2481

'"roEGAN' G.P. Aero Model, M.A.G. engine, Lucas
-L dvuamo lighting, electric horn, discs, smart, fat^t

;

J 5 -Wright, 8, Dalling Ed., Hammersmith, W.6.
[2351

"lUO 8h.p. 2-seat6r, hood, screen, variable gear, re-

- painted, smart little car; £70; several others;
1 fs in exchange.—Bunting, Wealdstone. (Closed Sun-
cs.). [2829

TOEGAN, ©-lOh-p. w.c. J.A. P., neat aluminium
Jl body, last, economical, lamps, and horn, etc.;

r-onable offer secures.—57, West Park, Eltham.
E:.9. [X6458

ioVENTEY PREMIER Runabouts lor immediate
" delivery; extended payments: exchanges.—Reys,
H-384, Euston Ed.. N.W.l. 'Phone ; Museum
t>6. [9375

"EW and Second-haud Light Cars and Cycle Cars,
ail makes: good selection, in stock; cash, easy pay-

juts, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
'C'.l.

.

[0673

"ATE 1920 G.P. Morgan, special lOh.p. M.A.G.
- engine, exceptionally smart and fast; £170; ex-
t'.nge combination and cash.—24, Balliol Rd., North
Insington. [2680

"UMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Morgan de Luxe, M.A.G.
-I (w.c). full equipment; extended payments; ex-

emges.—Eeys, 378-384, Euston Ed., N.W.l. 'Phone;
Jiseum 6436. [9371

. 45, or nearest.—5h. p. cycle car, Bosch, B. and B.
f carburetter, belt drive, hood and screen, licence

rd, ninning order.— 1, Bellenden Rd., Peckham, S.E. 15.

t-n after 8 p.m. [2445

[ONOCAR, A.y. type. Triumph engine, friction,

chain, differential, body, mudguards, nearly
reuibled: £20, leas eugiue £12.—Lee, East Hill,
?.iii!litc.n, Dunstable. [X6400

i

I
l\

YOU
ought to have

known by this time
that the only place to get really

RELIABLE TYRES is

EMANIJSL.S"
24x2

Wood-Milne Special 23/-
26x2

Wood-Milne Extra Strong 32
Wood-Milne Combination 44

26x21
Dunlop Heavy 36
Macintosti Chain 32
Avon Sunstone 37
Clincher dc Luxe Extra Heavy 35
Rom Combination 42
Avon Combinnt.on 38
Beldam Combination 35
Palmer Heavy Cord 36
Palmer Cord 32
Skew Rubber Non-skids 29

26x25
Palmer Heavy Cord 37
Palmer Cord 33
Dunlop Heavy 37
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 34
Bates Special Heavy 37
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 35

26 X 2i to fit 21 Rims.
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 33
Wood-Milne Special 33
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45

26x2i
Rom Combination 45
Dunlop Heavy 45
Macintosh Chain 36
Rom Combination 47
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 36
Skew Heavy Ribbed 37

NEW TUBES, In all Sizes, 71- each.

Also Clearance TUBES, with one small vul-
canised patch by Manufacturers, otherwise

quite new, 5/6.
The above Koods are sent passenRer train. Carriage
Paid. The above lines are sent Sevyn Days on
Approval, and Forward PnsaB"Ker Train. Carriage

Paid. Money refunded if not satisfied.

REMEMBER—The reputation and guarantes
ot Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

i

i
I

HEMANUEL6G)
TYRE FACTORS

27 Belgrade Rd
STOKE NEWINGTON ^'i^H!'

Telephone: Dalston 3l6t

LSforesf37a, Balls and Rd '^^^:^°^

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1Q 19-20 A.V. Monocar, 6h.p. .T.A.P. twin, 2 speeds,
J-i/ electric lightins, beautiful condition; any trial;

£60. or exchanse.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [2619

KINGSBURY Junior 1921 2-seatcr, dynamo light-

ing, spare wlieel, small mileage, tax paid; bar-
gain, £175!—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1921 Morgan Grand Prix,
M.A.G. (w.c.}, lull eauipment ; extended payments,

exchanges. — Eeys, 378-384, Euston Ed., N.W.l.
'Phone: Museum 6436. (9372

"IQ14 Morgan de Luxe, A.C, lamps, hood, screen,
JL^ discs, speedometer, recently overhauled and re-

painted; £89.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. 'Phone: Ken-. 3709. [2324

-| Q21 Coventry Premier, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,
X«7 dickey seat, indistinguishahle from new, not done
300 miles: £220, tax paid: owner bought big car.—H.
W. Miller, 1, Ngng Quay, Wisbech. [2404

MORGAN, 1921 G.P. M.A.G. engine, discs, dynamo
lighting, etc., only run tew miles, absolutely as

new ; any trial ; £225 : good combination part.—C.S.,

14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E. 3155. [2821

A.C. Sociable, 1914, good condition, fully cauipped,
tyres good, also A.C. carrier, large box body, run-

ning order; £100 the two, or would separate; exchange
entertained.-Stonecot, Cedar Av., Chelmsford. [2591

BARGAIN.—1920-21 Bleriot Whippet, practically

unused, electric lighting, unpunctured, hood,

screen, spare wheel, absolutely perfect; £135, no offers.

—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. Batteisea 443. [2617

£35.—Brand new Grahame-White Buckboard, 2

speeds, clutch, starter, unregistered; any trial;

tax paid; 25 lE.p.h., 100 m.p.g. ;
genuine bargain.—

89, East Hill, Wandsworth. Battersea 443. [2618

1 020 A.V. Jfonocar, 8-lOh.p., Capac carburetter,
XJ? electric lishting. discs, Avro wind screen, abso-

lutely good as new; £80, or near offer; can be seen any
time.—Apply, C. H. Jarvis, 47, High St., Aylesbury.

[2777

MORGAN 1920 Sporting Model, lOh.p. M.A.G.
engine, complete lamps, tax paid, wants a lew

adjustments made; £100.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. Phone

:

.-Vvenue 5548. [0066

MESKALL-BEOWN light Car, lOh.p., 1919-20,

hood, screen, spare wheel, discs, jack, pump, horn,

only done 500 miles; any trial; £160, or exchange for

Model H. Matchless or Blackburne.—Brown, 71, Iwilley

St., Wandsworth. [2429

1Q20 A.V. Monocar, 8h.p., as brand new, mileage
-LV small, beautiful engine, special spnngrng, elec-

tric and acetylene lights, dickey seat, new spare

tvrcs, spares, and tools; £85, offers.—1, Thorpe Mews,
Ladbroke Grove, W.ll. [2749

MORGAN 1921 Models, delivery from stock.—Grand
Prix £218. De Luxe £228, family £235, Aero

£223. Authorised agents. Trade supplied.—Elce and
Co , 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.0.3.

'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0065

A v., paint, tyres excellent, dickey seat, unusually

smart, powerful electric, 5 inspection lamps,

special lubrication, just back from makers' oTerhaul;

they value £130, price £78/10; tax paid.—A. V.

Cat'teshall, Grange. Godalming. [2704

1 Q21 Morgan Runabouts, de luxe, family, and aero

X^ models, ready drive away; complete stock of

cpares, chains, sprockets, tyres, etc.—Main distributer

Monmouthshire ; W. Luther J. Davies, 71, Commer-
cial St., Newport, Mon. 'Phone : 2488. [0642

COVENTRY Premier Owners Note.— Get maximum
economy bv lifting the Dixon hand jet control to

your Cox Atmos carburetter; 15-20 increased m.p.g.

euiiranteed: a genuinely good sound fitting. Price 35/-;

fitted in ten minutes.—Dixon-Bate. Dee Banks, Chester.
[X5510

CARS FOR SALE.

£50 down and 12 payments of £5 monthly secures

reliable landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£50 down and 12 monthly payments £7/10 secures

reliable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£225 Cash secures 1917 Napier chassis. 4 cyls.,

worm drive, detachable wheels.—Palmer s Garage,

Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures

12-14h.p. Fiat landaulet, cheap running car.—

Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10
secures 18h.p. Oakland open touring car, 7-seater.

self-starting.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£75 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures

Sheffield-Simplex landaulet. — Palmer's Garage.

Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures

15.9h.p. Benz landaulet, 4 speeds, monobloc—
Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£150 Cash secures 15h.p. Darracq torpedo 4-seater,

detachable wheels, extra good.—Palmer's Garage.

Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10
secures Piccard-Pictet "/i landaulet.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£50 down and 12 monthly payments £5 secures

very fine 20h.p. N.E.C. % landaulet.—Palmer s

Garage, Tooting.

£75 Cash secures lOh.p. Swift 2-seater, gate, hood,

screen.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [1992

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date o( the issue. A41
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CARS FOR SALE.
FORD Landaulet, in perlect order; £125.-77, Acre

Lane, London, S.W. [2707

ADAMS lOli.p. 2-seatGT, good running order: £50.—
Fry, The Firs, Chertsev Ed., Windlesham, Snrrey.

[2554
ABSOLUTE Bargains.—Sixty cars stocked; postcard

procures list. Call.—Douglas S. Cox, West Nor-
wood.- [4488

NEW PICK 141i.p. 4-cyl. 2-seater, dynamo light-

ing; £85; appointment only.—8, Crowhurst Rd.,
London, S.W.9. [2708

CADILLAC 30h.p. 8-cyI. Touring Car, little used,
perfect; £295.—Dr. Carr, 94, Branksome Hd.,

Brixton, London. [2705

MAESHALL-ARTER lOh.p. 2-3-seater, Baby Roll«,
1914-15, 4-cyl. monobloc Chapuis-Dornier engine,

enclosed valves, waterproof Bosch. Zenith, disc wheels.
Lucas dynamo lighting set with 5 l.imps, Wallis side

screen, mechanical horn, hood, screen, etc., special
very luxurious body fitted, painted dart blue with
black wings, nearly new tyres all round, runs most
beautifully, any trial given, a real snip; £140.—R.
Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldebnrgh, Suffolk. [2740

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
X*100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secure
cW a magnificent 3-ton lorry. — Details. PalniAr'

Garage, Tooting. [1986

A.C. Tradesman's Box Carrier, 1916 late model, re-

verse and hand brake, excellent condition; any
trial; bargain, £55; would e?:chanKe for motor cycle or

combination.~l, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24.
[2210

TAXICABS.
£100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £20 secures

London taxicab. — Details, Palmer's Garage.
Tooting. [1985

SIDECAR Taxi Combinations.—Consnlt ns, the
originators an-l experts.—County Cycle and Motor

Co., B S.A. Specialists, Broad St., Birmingham, [3694

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
FOK Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, oi motor cycles of any make, new or
second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Eolborn,
"W.0.1. L0672

ENGINES.
4ih.p. I*vis Engine, 2-stroke, flat twin; £6.—Thorn-

4 clifEe, Eastbourne Rd., Seafoid. [2345
"1 Ah.p. 4-cyl. w.c. Engine, complete

;

£25.—Capt.
-LU Jackson, c/o 77. Acre Lane, S.W.2. [2706

LEVIS 4V'h.p. Flat Twin Engine, mag, carburetter;
£15.-2, Bassiugham Rd., Earlsfield. [9787

f>3.h.p. J.A.P. Engine, mngneto and silencer, oil brand
-^4 new; what oHers?—Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lints.

1X6457
D0T7GLAS Engine, Z^/^-V-i carburetter, rhagneto,

silencer, complete ; £ 14.—Rayoer, 1 , Baker St .

.

Sheffield. [2657

'•PRIUMPH Engine, B. and B., M.L., adjustable
J- pulley, all in order; £10, or eepaiate.—44, Bnins-
wick St., Cardiff. [2546

PRECISION 4i4h.p., 1916. unnsed, perfect, -with

Bosch magneto; £10, or nearest; gift.—233,
Western Bank, Sheffield. [2487

5h.p. Twin J.A.P. , complete, less mag., perfect con-
dition, faultless throughout; accept £6/10 owing

to unemployment.—Hood, 15, Totteridge Lane, Whet-
stone, N.20. [2599

INDIAN.—A few I'owerphis 7-9h.p. engines at the
remarkably low price ol 15 ens.—Smith's, 86, Chalk

Farm Rd. (opposite Cbalk Farm Tube Station}, London.
'Phone: Hampstead 2767. [2550

3ih.p. 2-stroke Engine, new cylinder, with chain
4 sprocket, overhauled and in perfect order, fitted

with new O.A.V. magneto, complete; best offer over
£10.-Box 834, c/o TJie Molor Cycle. [X6207

^ifS^ll-^gEi-

iTXREJioysE

M
IGNITION APPLIANCES.

AGNETOS to Trade Only.

C.AV. 2-cyl. Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Magnetos,
platinum points, the workmanship is of the

finest: all working parts interchangeable with C.A.V.
type KU2.

CAN Be Converted for use on any 1 or 2-cyl engines
of lees than 5h.p.

WNE Carriage Paid 25/-; special price for quantity.O^
TERMS.—Firm sole against cash.—Brown. Gardnei

and Co., 8, Bevis Marks, E.C.3. [0664

K.Ii-G. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 for 5/-,

post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolver-
hampton. [S5995

MAGNETOS, Dixie, clockwise, twin, unitsed, perfect,
£3/3, must sell; Thomson-Bennett, single, as

new, £3/15.-64, Bishopsgate, London. [0615

>i K / _ , Thomson-Bennett 180° twins and singles,
rx.ij ' suitable Douglas, V. and M. ; also Clyno twins,
£3- all brand new.—Banister and Botten, 341, Upper
te., Islington, N.l. 2480 North. [2748

A BRAND NEW
CLEARANCE
28 X 3

Goodrich Safety Tread
Cover and Tube.

With Manufacturers' Full Guarantee

OUR
PRICE 59/6

Special Bargains.

Brand New Covers.
From Government Stores, etc.

24x2 Avon Druid 26/9
24 X 2j Avon 3-rib Heavy ,. 35/6

For 26 X 2i Rims.
26 y 2i Wood-Milne Special 28 /6

Avon Sunstone 33-/-

„ Rom Rubber Non-skid 35/-

Pedley Medium 3-rib 39 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 38/3

., Hutchinson T.T 35/-
Kempshall Anti-skid 32/6
Palmer Cord 35/-

26 X 2§ Palmer Cord Heavy 35 /-

Bates Special Heavy 34/-

Hutcbinson Passenger 36/-

/ Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 35 /-

-6 X 2I X 2i Englebert Heavy 47/6
' Hutchinson Rubber Studded ... 49/-

" Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 49/8

For 26 X 2i Rims.

26X2* Heavy Non-skid 35/-

„ ' Extra Heavy Non-skid 39/-
Spencer-Moulton 3-nb 41 /-

", Wood-Milne Combination 55/-
" Ribbed, wired on 25/-

26X3X2J Skew Extra Heavy Non-skid 42 /6

28 X 2i

2Sx2i Clincher Dreadnought ._. 45/6

28 X 3

28 X 3 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/6
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy.. 42/6

Nsw TubeSi

25x2i, 26x2|, 26x2*.
Endless, 7/- Butted, 8/3

26x3, 28x3.
Endless, 8/6 Butted, 10/5

New Belts.

8'6"xi" ...,- St is.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd.,

The TYRE HOUSE,
8 3, Theoba-ld's FtOEicI,

HOkBORN • W.C.I
'Phone: Museum 1 543.

M
IGNITION APPLIANCES.

AGNETOS 60% Below Original Cost.

C.A.V., suitable for any 2 or 1-cy!, enfin<x of
than 5h.p., height 4^4in., breadth 2%in., d

from armature driving end to contact breaker c
4>/jin. They are efficient, and yet have the
vantage ol being the smallest magneto that ou
thoroughly relied upon for the purpose recommeu
Variable ignition and short circuiting terminal, 5
magnetos have platinum points, and the workiao
is of the fine.'^t, 2-cyl. fires at 180°; provisional

j
47/6. All working parts are standard and interoha
able with C.A.V. Types K.U. I and 2.

THOMSON-BENNETT 4-cyl. or 8-cyl., varj
ignition, clock or anti-clock, £5/5; carriagft .

packing, 5/-.—Below.

BOSCH 1-cyl., clock or anti-clock, as new, "&
variable ignition, 10/- extra.—Below. -^

THOMSON-BENNETT and M-L'g of Coventrv.'l.
A.D.S. or P.L.R. types, clock or anti-clock: 5

variable ignition 10/- extra; suitable lor statfon
engines.—Below.

THOMSON-BENNETT, types A.M.I and 2, varis
ignition and short-circuiting terminal, clock

anti-clock; 50/- each; type A.M.2. fires at 180
Below. -

N.B.—State whether 1 or 2-cyl., clock or anti-clc
when looking at the driving end. Sj^ecial net pi

will be made for contract orders to deliver so m;
per week xir month: carriage and packing 1/9 per m
neto on 1 and 2-eyl. magnetos.

GUARANTEE.—These magnetos were manufactn
in anticipation of Government contracts, i

have been some time in stock; it is therefore n«
sary to throw out any damaged by rough handii
and to remaguetise and thoroughly overhaul all otht
All our single-cylinders are guaranteed one spark y
revolution. We guarantee that the work nag bf
thoroughly done by experienced mechanics, and tl

all magnetos are despatched in perfect working order
Vale Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Brown's Buildin
St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. f05

./BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

TITAGNETOS, Magnetos, Magnetos.

GOVERNMENT Surplus (new). Having purehag:
the entire stock of the following makes of ms

netos,. we are able to offer them at huge discounts:

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3/10; Thomson-Be
nett, single or twin, 42, 45, 50, 55, and 180'

clock or anti, £2/15; O.A.V., single or twin, £2/1
Postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra,

ALL These Magnetos are fitted with variable ignitio
and leads, and are fitted with baseplates. Pka

state make of engine when ordering.

r^OITNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

T>LUGS, high tension wire, plugs.

GOVERNMENT Surplus. New plugs in box*s; A.(
(Titan), 1/9; E.L.G., type F7 and F5, detachaWi

2/6: Lodge Aero, 2/6.

HIGH Tension Wire [new, unperished}, 7 mm., 4(

per yard, 25 yard coil 6/-, postage on coils 9<

All OUT m^agnetos are sent out with our six montti
. guarantee.

EE Other Goods under Miscellaneous.

MAGNETOS, High Tension Wire, Plugs.

COUNTY, of London Engineering Works. Ltd.. 5l£

New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W. Tel.: Streal

hiim 2898. T.A, : Ignitionac. Brixstret, London. [232:

H.B. Ignition Co. for unused W.D. Thomson-Beonet
magnetos, 500 in stock.

H.B. can supply from stock single and twin T.B,

42, 45, 50, 55, and 180 degrees, clock and anti

with baseplate and bolts for fixing on Triumph, P.M.
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc.; £2/10, postage 1/6.

H.B. sends all goods on approval per return pos

on receipt of cash ; every magneto sent oui

I carries H.B. 12 months' guarantee.

TT.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. can offer you large discount for quantities o:

A.C. Titan plugs in boxes, 1/6 each. Send youi

|l eziquiries to an old-established firm.—H.B, Ignitioi

; Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [230S

MAGNETOS. The real thing, not converted start*)

magnetos. Genuine Bosch 1914 trpe, waterproof

nnti-clock, ZEl, £3/15.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange
135, Edgware Rd., W. 'Phone: Padd 789. [161(

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Bosch,

i U.H., Eisemann, Mea, SpHtdorf, Dixie, and Berlins

magnetos, we can naturally give you better service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platiiiunJ

screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6

slip rings 6/6. H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price fo'

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/

,
and 35/-, and.never exceeds the latter figure. Guaran

i teed for 12 months, and redespatched to you in 2 days

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hardwicl

Rd., Chiswick, London. t861'

^^2 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
iTAGNETO Repairs.-
J. Garage, Tooting.

-Send your magneto to Palmer's
Reply paid, quotation tele-

'aphed on receipt; quick, efficient repair guaranteed

from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.—Palmer s

irnge, Tooting. [1987

T.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
J netos and can be relied upon to give you good

rvice. Al. Bl. AO. KBl, KB2V, KZ2V type spares

ocked ;
prices moderate; 12 months written guaran-

e.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton,

jndon. [7623

iTANDARD Magneto Co.—For 8 years we have
) specialised on magneto repairs, during which time
3 have liandled every make and type. Here are 3
rong reasons why you should send that magneto
. ns and avoid iuture failures and the consequent
;pense

:

(I, .—The greatest care and most expert workmanship
i' is nut into every repair, and, before despatch,
1 magnetos are tested lor 5 hours at 2,000 revs.

,nder compression and 120 revs, full retarded for

ow running.

).—This test justifies us in giving a 12 months'
•i written guarantee with every repair. (Remember
I ill-repaired magneto might easily cost you pounds

'[ hotel and rail expenses.)

.—Unnecessary delay in executing repairs is elimin-
|> ated by us holding a large stock of spares for

iOSch, Dixie, Splitdorf, U.H., Eisemann, Mea, M-L,
iid E I.e. magnetos, which we can re-despatch in 3
3ys, or 24 hours when necessary.

STANDARD Magneto Co., 55, Churchfield Rd.,
y Acton, London. "Phone: .Chiswick 1518. [2762

ITAGNETOS.—Thomson-Bennett, clock or anti-clock-
,tX wise, 42, 45, 50, 55, 180°; and single-cyl. en-
,lnes, 4-stroke 50/-, 2-stroke 45/-. All above have vaii-

ole ignition and are new, waterproof and guaranteed.
7rite for illustiated particulars.—Super Power Co., 81,
i'orth Side, Clapham, S.'W.4. [2712

'kTISCOt Ignition Specialists to the trade. Actual
;^ manufacturers of spare parts for magnetos,
iynnmos, etc. Repairs to all makes of magnetos, cnr
ffhting equipment, electrical and scientific instruments.
!1 work guaranteed —National Ignition and Supplies
0. , Pugh Works, Shirley Rd. , Addiscombe, Crovdon.
'hone: 435 Croydon. [2381

i^UNBAKEN Repair Service.—Thorough and efficient
iX repairs to any make of dynamo, starter, or mag.
re liave the spare parts, plant, and skilled labour tum-
!ig out guaranteed work only.—Enclose inatructiona and
ijnd by rail to The Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., 115.

H. Portland St.. London. W. ('Phone: Mayfair 3586).
'orth of England; Derby St., Cheetham, Mancheister
Phone; City 8266). [0258

rHE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,
Fnd officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-

)lble prices, and strictly guaranteed. Ws can mostly
eturn them within 24 hours. We have several new
nd second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,

II guaraniced.—Thj Magneto Repairing: and Winding
]o., 78, Ilampstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.W.I.
(Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad,
!'jondon. [6015

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos,
Jplitdort anJ Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

'rical servic3 station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
r2res. All repairs ar- tested on an approved A.I.D.
^est bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
uarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest sock

[ guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;

lare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
itors, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,

ibles, Vc-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages.
_
We

ive vou real live service always.—Euston Ignition

::o.. 329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. "Phone:
luseum 5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London.

[0263

PHILIPSORS
PATENT AUTOMAHC GOVERNOR

PULLET

TYRES.

rWO Brand New 28x3 Palmer Coid Covers, not W.D.
or clearance; iiccept 55/- each.—Millards, Ohester-

jeld. [2453

l/TOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard
i-'i- makes; list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Shel-

. [eld. [0589

BASTONE'S for covers and tubes, ^o better or

cheaper house for eenuine bargains. See displayed

,dvert. [6852

'PHE Difference between a good retread and a bad one
!l- is its mileage; try us; V7atch results.—Melton
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636

'SCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to pur
J chase their tyre.s from MoArthur. HiU and Co..

7, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [7677

A PEW Real Bargains for Scottish Readers surplus
.."X Government, etc., covers and tubes. Write for

ist.—McArthur-Hill, 47, Carrick St., Glasgow. [7678

njE Retread and Repair all makes of tyree: tube re-

VV pairs guaranteed. Satisfaction ensured. Carriage
taid.—Tyre Repairing Co., Buxton, Derbyshire. [8182

RKAx 65 Clincher De Luie, extra heavy, unused,
00\J 42/-, original cost 80/9; 650x65 Oylen,
leavy, 38/6, original cost 65/-.—64, Bishopsgate, Lon-
:lon. ^ [0618

AND GEAR COMBINED.

A sweet, silent drive is only

obtainable with a

Philipson
No gear box friction

No grinding noises.

No wheels or pinions
to cliew up.

The lightest, speediest, and
simplest gear on the market for

direct belt-driven 2-stroke and
4-stroke.

The weight ot the Philipson
gear complete for VlUlers
Mark rv. is - - - - 71bs 4ozs.

Allow for Viiliers pulley- - 2Ibs, 13ozs,

This is the total weight added
to your machine - - - 41bs.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-

ing machines have been fitted with

PHILIPSON PuUey

Triumph,
Rover,
Norton,
Douglas,
Singer,
Bradbury,
Ariel,
Swift,
Abingdon,
Minerva,
Precision,
IVlatchless,

Ivy Precision,
Viiliers

Arno,
Rex,
B.S.A.,
James,
L.M.C.,
Lincoln Elk,
N.U.T.-Jap,
Humber,
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Aiidays,

iVlark iV.,

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write

REDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carrlag

.

Paid

Philipson & Co,, Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
CEstabllshed over 40 years.)

TYRES.
£>Qx3 Tubefi, brand new Bates and St. Helens, guar-

di O anteed iierfect. in original boxes, 4/6 each, post-

i;-.—Below.

TAAX85 Tubes, Moseley and Clincher, brand new,
< UtFin boxes, 10/-, postage l/-.-Marblo Arch Motor

Exchange, 135, Edgware Bd., W.2. 'I'hone; I'add 789.
[I(jl7

HERBERT EODINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambriaee.
—Special manufacturers' clearance and \\ .11. stock,

every cover guaranteed and sent on 7 days' approval, car-

riage paid.

OfixSVi Dunlop Heavy 37/-, Palmer cord 36/-, Clin-

/CO Cher extra heavy 35/-, Matchless 20/-, John Bull

heavv 39/-, Cutlibe 42/-, Pedley specials 36/-, inner

tubes 6/11.—Robinsons. -

fji£i x2% Duulop Heavy 37/-, John Bull rib stud 48/6,

^O Hutchinson T.T. 32/-, Moseley heavy 30/11, Chn-

(her 35/-, Bates heavy 50/-, Beldam heavy 30/11, inner

tubes 7/11.—Robinsons.

0/1x21/2 John Bull Heavy 48/6, Bates special heavy
40 50/-, Matchless 20/-, inner tubes 7/11.—Robinsons.

i)/»x2y2 (to fit 2Vil John Bull 60/-, Outhbe 48/-.

40 inner tubes 7/11.—Robinsons.

0x2'/. (to fit American rims) Dunlop steel studded

/WO 39/6, Dunlop extra heavy rubber studded 48/-.—

Robinsons.

O Ox3 Moseley heavy 30/11, Cuthbe 63/-, Avon extra

4 O heavy 3-ribbed 50/-, inner tubes 7/11.—Bobin-

sons.

X3 lor American Rims, Dunlop extra heavy,

52/-.—Robinsons.28^

650
700

56/-.—Robinsons.x65 Cuthbe Cycar

X80 Cuthbe; 70/-.—Robinsona.

f>/»x2. Special Bargain in Dunlop inner tubes, new,

fiXi uiused: 6/-, post free.-Herbert Robinson, I-td.,

Green St., Cambridge. \2.0ii

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special ofler of Wood-Milne
Keygrip covers, new and in perfect condition, at

50% off list prices. All goods carriage paid, on ap-

proval against remittance.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milno 24x2 heavy, 23/9; 28x2
heavy,-26/-; extra heavy, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x214 heavy, 26/10;

26x2% heavy, 23/4; extra heavy, 34/3.

ECONOMIO.-Wood-Milne 26x21/2X21/4 heavy, 30/-;

extra heavy, 35/-; 26x21/2 heavy, 33/-,

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x3 extra heavy, .720x
80, for 650x65, 46/6; 700x80 special, 43/6;

28x21/2 American special, 32/4.

ECONOMIC—The following are W.D. clearance,

new, and in perfect condition.

ECONOMIC—26x2i/i Bates special heavy, 33/-;

Clincher de Luxe extra heavy, 33/9; Beldam
combination, 35/-.

ECONOMIC—26 X2ya best make heavy rubber-stud,

37/6; Hutchinson T.T., 30/-; Hutchinson Pas-

senger, 35/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy, 36/5;
Beldam extra heavy, 32/6; Clincher de Luxe

heavy, 30/-: extra heavy, 34/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber-stud,

24x2 26/3, 26x2 28/9, 26x21/4 30/-.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14.

•Phone : New Cross 1393. [7892

BURST Motor Cycle Tyree, chafed beads, remoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray. [0347

BALE and Co.—Special offer of Wood-Milne covers,

new and condition perfect, at prices approxi-

mately 50% under list; all goods carriage paid against

remittance; money refunded if not satisfied.

BALE and Co.—26x2>J 26/6, extra heavy 32/6; 26
X2%, e.Ytra heavy 33/-; 26x3 (to lit 650x65),

40/- extra heavy 45/-, 650x65 32/6, 26x3 34/-, extra

heavy 42/-, 26x21/, .34/-, extra heavy 36/-.

BALE and Co.—Hutchinson T.T. 26x2Ji. 35/-; paa-

senger, 36/-; Clincher de luxe, extra heiivy, 34/-;

Palmer 26x21^ and 2%, 35/-; Avon rubber studded
26x21^x2%, 32/6: Dunlop heavy rubber studded 26x
2i',x2-y8, 37/6.—126, High St., Croydon. 'Phone; 1882.

[8380

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.P. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tnbes in 24 hours, retreads in 4

days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 65, High St., West Brom-
wich. [6068

TYRES, brand new, in perfect condition; 26x2i,i

heavy 26/6, 28x3 heavy 30/-. 28X3 extra heavy
33/-, 26x2% Dunlop heavy, 37/6.—Light Car and
Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill, S.W.2 (i/j

minute from Brixton Skating Rink). [2796

EMANUEL'S have a special line of real live 26x2'A
and 2% rubber-stucfded second-hand covers, guar-

anteed sound and never been repaired; inner tubes to

I

match, 20/- the pair; a few other sizes on application.

_H Emanuel, Tyre Factor, 37a, Balls Pond Rd.,

I Dalston. N.l. [0235

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. a4.^
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TYRES.
T^tTRTHER Bargains.—N'ew Dunlops, Avons, or Wood-
-- Milne steelTstudded covers. W.D., 650x65 oi
700x65, 35/- each; new Beldam cle.nrance covers, all
sizes 50/- each, cxcert 23x3 and 650x65 aol- each,
700x80 50/- each: new motor cycle tubee, all sizes, 5/-
each.—Homerton Rubber Works, Brooksby'e Walk,
Homerton. E.19. r0531

0^X21/. New Beaded Covers, 2^1-; new best quality
ivV tubes, 24x21/;, S/-; 26x2, 6/-; 26x214, 6/6;
26x2i/n, 7/6; 26x2iAx2l/l, 8/-; 26x3, 9/-; 700x80,
9/6; 750x75. 10/-; 23x3, 10/6; new rubber belts,
6ft. 2in.xlin.. 10/6; 15in. inflators, 2/3; sent
approval; carriage paid receipt remittance.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting, S.W. [1933

EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity.—Nearly 50% ofl list
price; 7 days' approval; Wood-Milne Keygrip

covers, new. 26x2',i. 29/6, list £2/13/8; 26x21/2. 35/
list 57/6; 26x23.5, 33/6, list 62/-; 650x65 motor cycle
bead, 35/6, list 65/6; Englebert heavy rubber-studded
passenger, 33/6. list 46/3: tubes 6/- each.—Arm-
strong, 17, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London.
_ [2771
f^ENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath, Croydon.—
Vy Owing to the phenomenal success of our free
vnlcaniser gift last week, we have decided to distribute
a further 500 machines. A complete outfit with any of
our covers, which is entirely for the purpose of bring-
ing to your notice the- value we offer, invariably met by
repeat orders. Despatched immediate and on approval
Brand new Wood-Milne covers, '26x214, 26/6, extra
heavy 32/6; 26x2% 27/6, E.H. 33/-; 25x2i/,x2M 30/-,
E.H. 35/-; 26X21/2 34/-, E.H. 36/-; 26x3x21/, 32/-
E.H. 40/-: 26X3 34/-; E.H. 42/-; 650x65 32/6^ E.H.
37/6; 700X80 or 26x3 (to fit 650x65] 40/-, E.H. 45/-;
heavy tubes, 5/6; carriage 1/6.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage.—Special line of 28x3 extra he.nvy
Wood-Milne, 30/- each, listed at 87/-; tubes, 7/6,—Below.

CENTRAL Garage.—Dunlop covers, all sizes, heavy,
_
estra heavy, and combination steel stud. Send

cutting of lowest advertised, and we will supply, to-
gether with free vulcaniser, on approval.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage.—Bates 3-ribbed covers, 34/6;
Palmer. 35/-; Hutchinson, Avon, or Macintosh,

34/-: 26x214 or 2%; all approval against cash: carriage
1/6. Anyone going elsewliere does not know how to
buy.—London Rd., Thornton Heath, [2222a

TANKS.
'fANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class workX only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At^
kinson St. Deansgate Manchester, Established 25
years [3601
'T'ANKS Repaired, re-enamelled, partition leakage,
J- drip feeds fitted, damaged and burnt tank^ re-
built, etc. ; re-enamelling makers' colours, designs and
transfers guaranteed.—Park Works, la, Paradise RJ
Green Lanes, Highbury, N.5. [2699
TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and

re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of
fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges
—Send postage for illustrated price list to A. GreenWater St., Chapel St., Salford, Manchester, Tel

'

2191 Central.

BELTS.
[0256

MFEET Whittle Belting, %m., as new; sell cheap,
whole or m parts.—Box 5,538, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [2760
BALATA and Chrome Combination Belts, splendid

for variable pulleys; special trial offer, Jiin. 1/3
lin. 1/6 per foot; postage 1/-; fasteners 9d.—W. Pollin
and Son, Hollington, St. Leonard's-on-Sea. [1417
OENTEAL Garage.—Most of this belting is all thevy same stuff, although there is little doubt we had
the first pick. Brand new Pedley, Dunlop, or Clipper

-

6ft. 6in. ?iin. 12/6, 8ft 6in. lin. 18/6, %in , any
length, 1/9 per ft.; carriage 9d. ; approvaL—London
Rd., Thornton Heath, Croydon. [2222b

T.-^J?,?^ Quantity of New Belts, not clearance;
-•-'Clipper, gft.xlin.. 22/- each; 8tt. 6in. ditto, 21/-
each; surplus by leading makers, %in., any lengths
2/1 a foot; special offer at 6ft. Bin. of %in. at 10/-
each, %in. ditto, 12/6.—H. Emanuel, Tyre Factor, 27
Belgrade Rd., N.16. Stores : 37a, Balls Pond Rd

'

Calston, N.l. "Phone ; Dalston 3161. [0348

BELTS.—Clincher, unused, not W.D., Kin., 6ft. 61n
9/6; 7ft. 6in., 10/11; 8ft., 11/9; %in., 7ft. 6in

12/9; 8ft. 6iu., 14/9; lin., 7ft. 6in.! 16/6; 8ft
18/6; li/sin., 7ft., 18/6; 8ft. 21/-; 8tt. 6in., 23/-;'
Bates, short lengths, Wn., 5ft., 5/-: 5ft. 6in 5/6-
%in., 41t. 6in., 5/6; 5ft., 6/3; 5ft. 6in., 7/6- lin
41t. 6in

, 6/9; 5ft., 7/3; 5ft. Bin., 8/3; leather belts]
%in., at 2/6 per ft.; belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/- each—Bancroftian Co., -64, Biahopsgate, London. [0617

PATENT AGENTS.
.T 1- ?,'

LOCKWOOD. Motor Specialist.-Guide free.
^-^ • 3, INew St., Birmingham. [7103

pONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Rd.,
^.^ London.—Aero and aircraft engines. l2416
PATENTS Advice, handbook free.-King, Registered

Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E C
35 years' references. [0129~

WBRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
• Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings

London, W.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 3651. [1049

^m^^

TAYLORS
AND GET IT NOW
Sole London& DistrictAgent for

BRITISH EXCELSIOR AND

Immediate Delivery of both Models.

A.J.S. 7 h.p. 1921 Combination £215

A.J.S., 2jh.p., 1921, sports model £105

MATCHLESS 1921 8 h.p. Combination £185

NEW 1921 COMBINATIONS.
ARIEL, 3\ h.p £135
MARTINSVDE, 6 h.p £145
ARIEL, 4'. h.p £150
B.S.A., 4rh.p £152
P. & IW., 3'. h.p £155
TRIUMPH, 4 b.p £165
B.S.A., 6-7 h.p £175
ZENITH, 8 h.p £177
ENFIELD, 8 h.p., dynamo £182 10
RALEIGH, 5-6 b.p £184 16

EXCELSIOR, 8 h.p., de luxe £187

NEW 1921 SOLOS.
O.K. Junior, 2! h.p £39 18
EXCELSIOR, 2 V h.p., sports model £48 6

O.K. Junior, si h.p., 2-specd £59 17
EXCELSIOR, 2! h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £63
ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-speed £65
EXCELSIOR, 2^ h.p. Blackbume engine, 2-sp.,

clutch, and kick start £38
A.J, S., 2^ h.p., sports model £105
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports model £115

Shop-soiIed&UsedMachines
ALLON, 1916, 2-speed, clutch £35
DOUGLAS 1915 4 h.p. Combination £85
INDIAN T916 7-g h.p. Combination £105
A.J.S. rgrfi 4 h.p. Combination £100
ENFIELD r9r8 8 h.p. Combination, Easting. £125
TRIUMPH 1920 4 h.p. Combination £125
A.J.S. r9i9 6 h.p. Combination £150
ENFIELD 1921 8 h.p. Combination, as uew.

,

£150
ZENITH 1920 8 h.p. Co!al>ir!ation £155
A.J.S. 1920 6 h.p. Combination, dvaamo . ,

.

£185
P. & M., 1920, 3J h.p., solo £85

WATSONiAN SIDECARS
All models supplied at makers' lowest prices

From 20 guineas upwards.

TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycles and Cars.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington,
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

213, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.l*
Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W-CL
Garage : Tottenham Couit Road, W.l

Telephones ; Accessoriea and Eepairs. Museam 1240.

Teleerams
Motor Cycles and Cars. Kensington 7260.

" Dynametro, Westcont, London."

PATENT AGENTS.
FLETCHER WILSON, of Coventry, Charter

Patent Agent and Registered United Stat
Patent Attorney.—Tel. : Wilpat. Coventry. 'Phoni
356. [X41.

AGENCIES.
THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole aget

lor their celebrated motor cjcles in distric
Tvhere they are not already represented.—Write ior hi
and terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra B,i

Hornsey, N.8. (ggl

WANTED, by a large firm of motor accessory xaga
facturers, repreeentative for Bristol, Weat '

England, and South Wales district, -with good conM
tion amougst motor cycle traders ; preferably one <§
knowledge of Maglitas, and also running own bibe d
sidecar; also same type of representative for Scotl^
—Apply, Bos 5,412, c/o The Motor Cycle. [Of

INSURANCE.
COMPREHENSIVE 4h.p. Policy. £3; otheJL_

proportion.—Ernest Bass, Insurance Brobe^
Chancery Lane, W.C.2.
T> OYS, Ltd., invite enquiries for insurance ojQ
XL kinds. Competitive rates for motor

s' pr<

170. Gt. Portland St., London.
" rpHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy ie the

j

JL authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and (.

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for pri
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maxia
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and
Bpectusee on application. The Autocar Fire and ,'

dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside. Loud
E.C.2. [Oi

PATENTS.
^WE Buy, sell, and finance patents, and advise 1d''

inventions and their marketing; send postcai'
for particulars.-The Inventor's
C, Cow 1-a.ne, Coventry.

Agency. Dep
[204

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT on Works Efficiency, production, costs, d

velopment of inventions and esperimeutal wori

—W. H. Sumner, A.M.LMech.E., JI.I.A.E., 28 and 31

Victoria St., Westminster, S.W.l 'Phone; VieUiri'

7573 and 1702. [950'

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etv'

Train by post for this paying profession. S\^f
a busi ness of your own . Prospectus free.—A priop

tura] Correspondence College {Dept. T.). Ripon. [03&:

SITUATIONS VACANT.
TRAVELLERS Wanted, call on garages, factors, iron

mongers, engineers, factories, all districts, cajr

excellent selling lines on good commission.—Bos 5,39S

c/o The Motor Cycle. [137^

MOTOR Cycle Chauffeur wanted for touring fffd

vinces. State age, experience, salary reqiiired

good references essential.—Handicrafts, Ltd., 264, Holl

loway Rd., London, N. [ISOU

WANTED, by well-known cycle and motor cyel

mauufaeturer^s, 2 or 3 first-class representatives ett

travellers, thoroughly acquainted with trade. Only |Ciei

having good connection, and who can introduce Mdi*
business, need apply. All applications will be tie^
in strict confidence.-Write, stating area worked vf
lull particulars, to Box 847, c/o Tlte Motor Cycle. ->

[X643f<

SITUATIONS WANTED.
YOUNG Man seeks Situation in motor or cycl

trade, some experience; work board and lodging

—Long, Stone Green, Mersham, Ashford, Kent. [184;

WANTED, a chance !—Advertiser has all-roant

experience I.C. engines, thermo dynamics, cai

buratiou, etc., keen on power per capacity experi

mental design, forced induction, etc., work done t-

micrometer, no rusty foot rules employed, qualifid

to use his head as well as hands, capable rider ani

tuner, will undertake anything, Public School educa

tion, a real live wire.—Box 5.533, c/o The Mpto
Cycle. [2751

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

MOTOR Cycle and Light Car Business for Sale, goc(

position, South London, two workshops,
Box 5.544

[284]

garage, stock includes three cars; £900.-
c/o The Motor Cycle.

MIDDLESEX.—Cycle and motor cycle business, pre

sent owner 12 years, living accommodation, ver

low rent; stock tools and workshop, £1,200 inclusive

—Box 5,537, c/o The Motor Cycle. [275i

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
THE Old Barn Teahause, Stocks Green. Hildeni

borough, beyond Sevenoaks, lor real good larmhojiwc

fare. Double bedroom; garage. [8673

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer'3 Garage, Tooting, j>bi

oldest solely motor auction rooms in Lonqoof

Terms 7\'2%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Moto'

cycles and cars bougbt and sold for cash. Nearest

goods stations: Falcon Lane. L. and N.W.R.; Wjni

bledon, L. and S.W.R. .and G.W.E.—Sole addieBB

Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [198'

A44 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets

,:CESSORIES. SPECIALITIES
NOTE REDUCED F>RICES.

,

H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and Tail

Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Cases, Switchj
' Wiringi etc. Ready for installing.

I Fig. 893-

Codeword
"Daylite.

NEW PRICES
Stem or Handle-
bar fixing. Best
quality finish,

adjustable,
strong, weather-
proof.

Nickel-plated,
60/-

Old price, 72/6
Black Plated,

65/-
Old price, 76/6

Medium Size Model. Fig. 881
best quality finish throughout.

,
Totally insulated holder, with

' switch and 4-volt bulb,
adjustable focus, adjust-

j

able brackets, dust and
I weather -proof
i
front. As illus-

I trated. Fig. 881. i'TtTp

NEW PRICES — ^^-^

;
Nickel

I-
Black
Old prices

;

Fig. 878.
Similar to Fig. 895, but
smaller, and with special
" pull on " front. Rubber
ring casting f^r glass.

New Price,

Black-plated, 40/- each.

Old Price, 51/-

I Fig 660. Sidecar Lamp
, screw holder, bulb, switch
r wire complete, price 7/6
i' each ; old rrice e'6

' F.g. 561 Ditto, bayonet
holder, less Bwit.h. wire, etc

Price 6/6

< Speedolite ' H,A.H,
Patent

Speedometer
Lamp.

Fig. 573- Shows red
danger signal, lights No.
plate. Complete with
switch, bulb, wire, ciio.

etc. Price 7/6; old
price 9 /6.

"Force" Heilesen Bat
tery, 9/11

Speclftl metal case for
Force " 8/8- Complete

rear set, 25/6

H.A.H. Switches

FiR. did. 1-wav
Motor Cycle type.
Price 2/- each

Fic 3i7 Srrmc Screw ActioD, both
clip switch conCacta ill ulated.

wire, coloured Fig, 29. Ditto

bulb, etc., complete 7/6 each. Dash typa 3/6,

Fig. d49. 2-way 3/-. Fig. 410. Ho.n Tapper 2/-.

A. H. HUNT. kTD..
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road. CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams ;

Croydon 2225, 522b. " Keyage, Croydon.'

WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Ga-rage, Tooting.—You will he sure of a
good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's

Garage.

DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of menGrarage, Tooting.-
sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction eala every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction fee lor motor
cycles under -£50 reserve, 5/-; over £50 re-

serve, 10/-. No garage charge ia incurred until 7
days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any LrondOD railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.
£1991

£65 ofiered for reliable late model Norton, Philipson.
—Liddle, Etterby St., Carlisle. [2394

A.J.S. Spare Wheel, with or without tyre, 650x65.—
Box 835, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6208

WANTED, late model motor cycle or combination.—
Scott, St. Martin's Rd., Canterbury. [2436

TRIUMPH Countershaft Model, solo, not
Church Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19.

ZENITH Wanted, solo, not earlier than 1915.
for cash.—139, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO.

1915-21, also
63, Solon Rd.,

W.D.—86,
[2665

cheap
[2628

i\ater-cooled Morgan,
Brixton. [2779

1911 3y.h.p. Humber,
Morton-on-Tees. [2387

LORXA Spring Wheel Sidecar, for C.S. Triumph.-
Schlinger, 64, Harleyford Rd., Vaushall. [2589

TRIUMPH, clutch or T.T. model, 1914 or later.—
Write 14, Park At., Palmers Green, N.13. [26651

SPEEDOMETERS and Ports, Stewart
preferred.—Rob?ns, 97, Latchmere Rd,

33.h.p. Douglas,
4 oheap.-H.,

WANTED, Roc wheel, suit
good condition.—Atkins,

G

Tel. No,
Museum 3971

Watford
Battersea.

[2403
jlj"ORGAN, immediately, any_condition ^cash, or com-

bination exchanged.-23, Rathbone Rd., Liverpool.
[2600

.\NTED, first-grade combination and solo; im-
mediate.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[2676
WANTED, P. and M. or other countershaft combina-

tion ; near £40.—Hazelton, Star, Ropley, Hants.
[2687

SIDECAR Wanted, suitable Indian Scout, good con-
dition ; reasonable price.—Pawsey, Rayne, Essex.

[2670
.S.U. and other gears, magnetos, tyres, belts,

anything cheap.—Bos 5,536, c/o The Motor
Cycle.. [2758

£4 for J.E.S., or similar lightweight, with spring
forks, minus engine.—Blackburn, Sunnyside, Lee,

Devon. [2470

W

N-'

WANTED.- goc
cash.—C.S.,

E.3155.

motor cycle or combination, for
14, Swaton Ed., Bow. E.3. Tel.:

[2825

WANl^D, higli powered combination.—Full particu-
lars and price, 28, iiusliey Ed., Harlington,

Middlesex. [2584

WANTED, unconditioned W.D. Tiiumijh. any mi.s-

repair; cheap; particulars.—Box 5,539, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [2761

ANTED, 4-cyl. P.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.O.'s, Hender-
sons. Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsw-nli. [3151

MOTOR Cjcle for disabled soldier ; £25 1 clntcii, iick
sturt, 3'/.h.p.—No. 1, Chapel Rd, West Thurrock,

[2336

in good condition.
N.W.I. 'Phone :

[9376

WANTED, Red Indians, Harley-Davidsons.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandaworth

(Town Station). [3152

ANTED, Morgan, not earlier than 1920, or Baby
Peuijeot. State lowest cash price.—79, Ayresorne

St., Middlesbrough. [X6402

WANTED, coachbuilt sideoai,
reasonable price.—Mason,

Crouch Hill, N.19.

W'

Grays, Esses.

WANTED, second-hand Morgans,
Revs, 378-384, Euston Rd.

Museum 6436.

W
suit S'/oh-p. Rudge,
80, Sparsholt Rd..

[2606

COMBINATION or Solo; good prices given; cash
waiting, no dealers.—Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's

Av., North Kensington. [2613

F.N., 1914, 4-cyl., wanted; .£25 for best machine
offered.—Write, or call after 6.30 p.m., 95,

Grosvenor Rd., Highbury. [2622

URGENTLY Wanted, good lightweight, also com-
bination; cash waiting.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [2241

ANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle
acce-swries ; state particulars and price.—Service

Co., 292. High Holborn. W.C.I. [0671

WANTED, 4-cyl. F.N. frame, forks, wheels, tank,
drive, etc.; cheap.—Full particulars, R.C.S., 11,

Junction Rd., Brentwood, Essex. [2649

Fl RST-CLASS
GOODS ON I. V
Sent on 7 days'approval against remittance,

Carriaga Paid.

700x80 for 650x05 Rims.
Dunlop Steel-studded Voiturette .^ 55/-
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 4-ply 46 /fl

Goodrich Safety Tread 45 /-

28x3.
Dunlop Extra Heavy .-. .

.

50 /-

Bates Extra Heavy 50 /-

Wood-Milue Extra Strong 4-ply 28/6

650x65.
Dunlop Steel-studded Voiturette 47/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 38/3
Wood-Milne Special Heavy ,. 32/4

28x2!.
Wood-Milne Extra Strong ,

40/4

26x3 for 650x65.
Wood-Milne Special Heavy ^, 42/-

Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45/-

26x3 for 2Sx2i Rims.
Wood-Milne Special Heavy 32/-

26x21 for 2h Rims.
Dunlop Heavy 39/6

Wood-Milne Special 31/10
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 36/1

26x2! for 26x2.1 Rims.

Wood-Milne Special Heavy 30/-

26x2"3.
Dunlop Hfavy 38 /-

Palmer Cord Heavy 33 /-

Clincher Extra Heavy 28 /-

Avon Rubber studded 28/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 32/-

Beldam Extra Strong 29/6

Hutchinson Passenger 30/-

Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 25/6

Moseley Extra Heavy 32/6

26x21.
Dunlop Heavy |' /-

Palmer Cord Heavy .» 36 /-

Clincher Extra Heavy 28/6

Avon Sunstone » . • 32/6

Macintosh Chain •"•"«2v;
Wood-Milne Special » 26/10
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 34/-

Wood-Mihie Combination ; 46/3

26x2.
Wood-Milne Special <. 25 /

Wood-Milne Extra Strong. .«; 30/-

24x2.
Wood-Milne Special j 23/9

w BELTS.
6ft. «in. X Jin. Belts 10/6

Jin. Belts {any length) per foot 1 /9

6tt, 6ia. X rin. Belts 16/-

We give nothing away with our tyres

except satisfaction.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o{ each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A43

INNER TUBES.

Dualops, Palmers, Clinchers, etc.

All sizes, 6/6 each. Butt-ended, 1(-
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I
GRABTREES'
of WISBECH
OUR RE-CONDITIONED

jDOUGUSj
" MOTOR CYCLES

j
ARE THE BEST.X

2| h.p., 2-speed .. *rWO

4 h.p. 3-speed, k.s. and 1>QR
Clutch *»Oil

4 h.p. ditto, and new
Sidecar in Douglas />inR
SaxeBlue 3&IU<J

Practioall) indistinguishable from
new. Complete witPi full F.R.S.

equipment Over 50% new parts,
including new tyres, belt, chain,
carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all parts of the country.

Deferred Payments Arranged.

Trade Supplied.

NEW SURPLUS
W.D. DOUGLAS PARTS

FOR DISPOSAL.

The following are a few items.-—

23 h.p.—Pistons, 5/-; Vr-lves, complete, 2/3;
Valves only, 1/9; Valve springs, 3d.; Fork
springs, 1 /6 ; Front brakes, complete, 13/6

;

Carburettei control levers, 7/6 ; Plain pulieys,4/6;

Lubricator glasses, 1 /-.

4- h.p.—Chain covers, 7/6; Rear stands, 9/6;
Drip feeds, 1915-16, 10/- . Fork springs, 1/6;
Ratchet pinions, 2/6; Camshaft and wheels, 6/-;

Fork spindles, 1 /- ; Silencer barrels, 10/- ; Front
exhaust pipes, 10/- ; Hub spindles, 2/6.

Send for full List,

NEW EX-W.D. COVERS.
28 xSins. Kempshall and Macintosh

for English Rims only.

22/6 each. Carriage paid

CRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVIotor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London OfRce : 50, Pall Mall.
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WANTED.

WANTED, countershaft triumph; 6.\;change new
3h,p. twin Enfield, perfect, and\A.C. Sociable

3-wheeler.—King, Egiove Farm, Oxiord. [X6446

ANTED immediately, Grado or N.S.U. 2-.'ipeed

gear, to flt 61i.ii. N.S.U. motor cycle; good S.H.

preferred.—Domaille, Cycle Works, Guernsey. [2683

WANTED, countershaft Triumph, front fork girfleis,

bottom back stays, Sturroey gear box.—Prices
and engine number to Hiilliiltou, 5, The Villas, Athloue.

[2700

C1ASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices
^ given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards. 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.
. [0604

MOTOR Cycles, combinations, or sidecars bought fur

cash or sold for small commission: send details

first—South Eastern Garage, 1-7, Norwood Ed.. Heme
Hill, S.E.24. [2212

WANTED, engine. 2»4h.p., 4-stroiie, complete with

magneto and carburetter, also clutch if po.saibie.

—State make, condition, and lowest price to Hill, 13,

Eastgiove Bd., Sheffield. [2427

WANTED, good class modern combination or solo

capable sidecar work, cycle car considered

;

must be reasonable, immediate lor cash.—R., 49,

Queen's Rd., Finsbury Park, n: [X6177

ENGINES, singles nnd ttfins, J.A.r.. Triumphs,
M.A.G., Clvno, etc.; also gears and magnetos, hub

or O.S. ; cheap, "state price. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—
19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [1646

WT. DUNN, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I, re-

« quire unlimited quantity modern solos, com-
binations, Morgans, light cars, etc.; top prices paid;
cash on sight.—'Phone ; Museum 5391, write, or call.

[0332

WANTED to purchase outright for cash, bankrupt
stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares ;

pur-

cliased outright. Send full particulars.—McNeille and
Piatt, 57, Great George St., Liverpool. 'Phone; 1092
Royal. [2391

CASH on Sight lor new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-

493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

F.O.O.H. pays highest prices for sound machines.
Bring the 'bus along and take the cash away ; ex-

changes arranged.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath
St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Stiition). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[2697
SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and

Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash
offer telegraphed iimnediately on receipt; nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale i!

desired.—-Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[1990

Douglas.—
[2780

EXCHANGE.
O.K. fsee ad.) and cash for late 2^h.r.

H., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

C.B. Sidecar, Talue £25, and cash for DouglaB.— 46
"Weninpton St., Cprnden Town. [2596

WOULD Exchange 14-c-wt. Ford Iot motor cycle
£40.—Mullev. Builder. WelliuK. • [2681

-|Q20 8h.p,
J-^ Scott.

Mulley, Builder, Welling. • [2689

A.V. Car, electric Ughts, for Indian or
-Price, Ashley, Scunthorpe. [2572

T 019 Sporting Morgan and cash for tv.c. Morgan.—
Xt/ 28, Admiral Seymour Ed., Well Hall. [2496

A .C. Sociable, 3-wheeler, suit traveller,

I?-J Particulars, 25. Noitham Kd,

combination.—King, EgroTe, Oxford.
for solo or

[X6451

I?XCHANGE or bcU 3-6peed countershaft gear hox.-
^ PrirtiViiinrH 9R TVTni+iinTii "Rri _ Southampton.

[2506
FAST Twin 4V2I1.P. Minerva, m.o.v., waterproof mag.,

for lightweight.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[X6445

AS New, 3h.p. Royal Enfield twin, 2 speeds, perfect,

lor countershaft Triumph.—King, Egrove Farm,
Oxiord. [S6452_

GRADO Gear, kick start; £6/10; anything useful

part exchange.—Box 5,534, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2756

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917-18, fully equipped,
and cash- for higher poM'er; sell f80.—Coulson,

Welwyn, Herts. [2374

1 Q19 8h.p. Enfield Combination for SVoh.p.- Sun-
Xt/ beam combination, or would sell.—25, Oak Rd.,
Horfield, Bristol. [2573

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p, J.A.P. Combination [1920),
for first-class lightweight, or sell il 30.—Roberts,

Phmimers Plain, Horsham. [2537

EXCHANGE. P.M. combination, in good condition,

for last solo, Indian preferred, any condition.—-

551, Holloway Rd., N.19. [2819

3ih.p. B.6.A., 2-t5peed, good reliable bike; exchange
2 for higher power, or sell ^40.—Schneider, Filbert

House, Castlemorton, Malvern. [2539

33.h.p. Precision Model de Luxe Motor Cycle, 1914,
4 2-speed, good order, Binks^ carburetter, for 2%li.p.

Douglas, or 2-speed 2-stroke.—Below.

8 h.p. 1919 Carden-Tampliu 2-Beater, 3 speeds, kick
started from seat, discs, very fast, any trial, for

pood combination.—Mead, Oeborn Hcuse, Station Rd.
Ameraham, Bucks.

'

[2479

BASTONES^
No Better or Cheaper Ifouse*

COVERS.
New Clearance and ex-W.D. Stock,

against remittance.
Approval

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINE.

Brand New GOODRICH SAFETY TREAD
COVERS. Extra Heavy.

28 X 3,
'

With Makers' Guarantee.
List price, £5. Our price, £2 Us. 6d.

'

Tubes, 7/9.

fl26 X r;i British Made 15/-
,

24X2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded 22/8-^

z6X2 Clincher de Luxe, Extra Heavy .. 32/-

26 X 2j Hutchinson Brooklands 23/-

., Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 27/9
„ Goodrich Safety Tread 30/-

„ Clincher de Luxe, Extra Heavy ., 35/-
Rom Rubber Non-skid, Heavy ... 32/-

,, Rom Combination 42/-

,. Macintosh Chain Pattern, Heavy . 32/6
,, Avon Sunstone 33/-

,, Wood-Milne 3-ply 26/9
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/6

26X 2§ Clincher de Luxe, Heavy * 34/6
., Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded . 30/-

,, Hutchinson Passenger Rubber-stud. 35/-

(f5ii"i / Hutchinson r.T. Rubber-studded. 33'-
for26x
2} rim I

Goodrich Safety Tread 38/-

Michelin Fine-ribbed 21 /-

26 :: 2 i Hutchinson T.T. Rubber studded 30/-

iorcGx Hutchinson Passenger Rub.-stud. 32/-

2i rim Macintosh Chain Pattern 36/-
Goodrich Safety Tread 37/-
Englebcrt Raised-rib {wired edgej 25 /-

( Englebert Rub.-stud, (wired edge) 30/-

650 x65Goodrich Safety Tread 44/-

,, Hutchinson 3-ribbed .^ 45/-

28x3 Hutchinson 3-ribbed 45/- ..

,, Englebert, Hy, Racing Rub. Bars 47/-.
*

,, Goodyear AII-^veathe^ Tread 65/-

IT^ ^Z i Hutchinson 3-ribbcd 50 /-
ht 650 X < Goodrich Safety Tread 45 /-
65 run 1

TUBES.
26X2J Hutchinson .' 5/9

„- Michclin 6/6

26 X 2J Michelin 6/6

28 X J Hutchinson 7/9

„ Goodyear (butted) 9 6

The above are sent carriage paii.

BELTS.
The Improved Buffalo Hide 'V Belting. Extra

Strong. Recommended for heavy work.

Jin. at 2,'4, lin. at 2/6, IJin. at 2/8 per foot.

SIDECARS AND BODIES.

We have a large stock of complete Sidecars and

Bodies. All at low prices. Inspection invited.

Complete Sidecars from £14 18 6

Coachbuilt Bodies from £4 13 6

Soiled Bodies from £3 10

SPECIAL. L.INE.
Coventry-made Bulbous-back SIDECARS.

with Luggage Carrier, to fit Triumph.
£25 each.

Montgomery No. 1 Sidecars.

List price, jC36 5s. Our price, £31 10s.

MISCELLANEOUS
La Grande Pan Saddle 25/.

P & H. Motor Cycle Lamp and Generator 35/. ^

p! & H. Tail Lamp Sl-h.

Bowdcn Front Brakes eaci 13/4^.

Bowden Magneto Controls, complete „ 15/-

H. & B. Plated Motor Cycle Bulb Horns „ 16/6

Sidecar Auxiliary Arms 14/-

K.L.G. Sparking Plugs, new, in boxes,

ex-W.D. stock „ 2/»

Hours oi Business, 9 till 6. Saturdays, 9 till 1.-

228, Pentonville Road, '^

King's Cross, London, N.l;
Telephone—2481 North,
Telegrams—"Bastones, London.'

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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A Scottish Shew.

FOR
the first time motor cycles are to be

exhibited in Scotland in a manner com-
mensurate with their importance. The pro-

moters of the Scottish exhibition next Janu-
ary have agreed to devote a certain amount of

space to members of the British Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' Union, and the decision, nO' doubt, will

be welcomed by many who desire to interest the

Scottish public in tlieir goods. While a goodly

number of Scottish motor cycle agents always

visit the Olympia Show, only a comparatively

small number of northern riders ha\e been able

to visit London in order to e.Kamine all the latest

iTiodels under one roof. The Scottish Show, if

well supported, should be of immense value to all

interested in the motor cycle mo^'ement in the

North.

The Manufacturers and the Law.

NOW that the police have abandoned their

old practice of trapping on safe and open
roads, it would appear that they ha^e re-

doubled their efforts to secure prosecutions

of- motor cyclists for other alleged offences.

Chief among the.5e is the strict observance of the

regulations concerning silencing arrangements.
Needless to say, as with most other demands of

the Motor Car Act, different districts interpret

the law in their own way, and, while some authori-

ties are satisfied by a compliance with the letter

if the law, no matter how noisy a machine may
be, others insist upon that degree of silence which
the law was framed to produce. In other words,

the police in certain districts are satisfied if an ex-

pansion chamber is fitted; others examine motor
jycles—with the aid of a stick—to ascertain whether>

a baffle is fitted. Again, the opinion as to what
constitutes an "expansion chamber" is far from
unanimous; therefore, to secure immunity, a motor
cyclist who intends riding over a large area must
not only have a reasonably quiet running machine,
but must be in a position to prove that it con-

forms to the law. To do this, it is usually neces-

sar)- to have a silencer which is considerably larger

than the cylinder capacity of the engine.
This should not be so, for the law as it stands

does not specify a definite size for the expansion
chamber, nor does it make a bafSe compulsory.
Theoretically, a long exhaust pipe is an expansion
chamber within the meaning of the Act, and if it

rendered the machine reasonably silent no prose-

cution on this count could be successful.

As everybody knows, however, no long exhaust
pipe secures " reasonable silence "

; and, as there
are many motor cycles on the market to-day, thus
fitted as standard, every week sees a fresh crop
of silencing prosecutions.

The manufacturers are to blame in many of the

cases, and it is quite a moot point whether they
are not laying themselves open to legal actions on
the part of those who have bought their machine
in good faith and afterwards been prosecuted. In
any case, it is incumbent upon them to protect their

customers by equipping their machines in a manner
which fully confoiTns to the requirements of

the law.

Guineas and Pounds.

SINCE guineas no longer exist as coin or paper
money units, it is passing strange that so

many manufacturers of motor cycles continue

to quote guineas in pricing their produc-

tions. At first sight an article priced at,

say, forty guineas, appears cheaper than at forty-

two pounds, and it is for this reason that guineas

retain their popularity with those who have goods
to sell and are equally unpopular with those who
buy.

The practice, however, deceives no one, and
certainly serves no useful purpose, since the public

has to convert the figures into pounds, shillings,

and pence. In fact, instead of being at an
advantage, goods marked in guineas are at a dis-

advantage, for the reason that the real price is

more than that originally suggested.

^

>

An index to the adverti83ments in this issue will be found on tlie page facing the back cov2r.
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Ctiriosities of the Road.
iNE generally encounters some strange equipages

on a Bank Holiday. This August the two turn-

outs which most tickled me consisted of a push
tandem fitted with an Auto-wheel, i which was being

propelled down the Portsmouth Road at a great pace

with the aid of a high pedalling gear by the man and
the girl who occupied its two saddles ; and a pedalling

sideca'r combination, complete with a third passenger on
the carrier, which I met travelling up hill at a snail's

creep. The saddle of the latter was filled by a very

devoted papa, who will surely have a jewelled crown
hereafter for his self-sacrifice, but whose complexion

suggested that his earthly reward might be apoplexy.

Scottish Roads.

N I read our report of the Scottish Six

ys, I quite expected that some Hielan'

laddies would take umbrage—they are a

patriotic race. To some extent I sympathise with- the

critics, for it is perfectly true that here and there one

still encounters magnificent surfaces north of the

Tweed, Avhile candour compels us to admit that some
of^;he English roads are appalling. But our reporter

did not go beyond his brief. He stated that most of

the going included in the trials was bad—I have

chatted with many of the riders, and their terminology

is much more lurid—and he- advised intending tourists

in Scotland to obtain road reports from, the A. A.
Surely a wise precaution !

T.T. Venues.

EAI\I son^f to differ fundamentally from " Balla-

Hair-Neck " on all his points. Brooklai^ds is

all very well in its own sphere, but it is no sub-

stitute for a road race, for the obvious reasons that it

does not test brakes or engine flexibility at all, whilst

it furnishes very hiferior data about acceleration, steer-

ing, and the behaviour of a lubrication system under

A28

roadster conditions. On the other hand, the Manx
course is quite unsuitable for the i.ooo c.c. twin,

which we need to develop in this country, and ?iso

camouflages the^superiority which a 500 c.c. engine

possesses over a .350 c.c. For these reasons many

good judges hope to .see a future T.T. contested over a

course roughly resembling the Le Mans circuit.

Would You Believe Jt?,

nNCREDIBLE as the news may seem, a motor

. cycle race was organised in broad daylight on the

Portsmouth Road last month. Fifteen entries

were received, and, escorted by a fleet of attendant

motor cars, the event was run oft" over twenty-one miles

on full throttle, most of the machines finishing non-

stop. Most marvellous of all. the police did not

interfere, though the race started at Putney- Hill and

the finish was at Wisley Hut.
No, there is no catch. Everything occurred exactly

as I have described it, dear reader. -

The competing machines ? Certainly. They were

all converted push-cycles, equipped with an auxiliary

motor known as the Cyclotracteur. It is of French

manufacture, is attached by clips to the handle-bar and

front spindle, and drives by means of a rubber-covered

pulley pressing on the front tyre. As it cannot exceed

20 m.p.h., the " race " vvas perfectly safe and le_L:;il.

The Rudge Returns.
^

FEW people noted that an interesting feature of:

the Scottish Six Days was the return of the

Rudge to competition work. The staff o^tri-als ex-

perts, which S. A. Rowlandson collected and" captained

in the old days, dispersed to the four winds during th?

war, and the two men who rode the big Rudge outfits.^

up north were both absolute novices at the game.

Sibley, I hear, is one of the factory testera, ajid

Nelsoai looks after Rudge interests north of the

Tweed. Both men did well, Sibley being delayed' by
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Ctasional Comments.—
{inctures, several of which befell him on observed

Ills,' whilst Nelson found the Corkscrew too much

fr 1-um, or he would have got the coveted Scotch gold

i his first effort. I wonder if these twO' are to be

.t; nucleus of a new Rudge medal-winning team^ and

\iether next year's T.T.—but that is a long way off

). Anyway, we all used to marvel at the uncanny way

i which Rudges used toi produce a small regiment of

iknown youngsters on big occasions, and help them-

s \'es to most of the fat.

The A.C.U. Six Days.

]
HAVE studied the preliminary regulations for this

J year's Six Days Trials, and, though I am aware

that the " trade " have discovered objections, I

prsonallv see little wrong with them.
,

Last year the

tals tried to find out what the motor cycle -cannot

(. This year they will show what it can do; and
.1 the same time the standard is set quite as high as

t; public requirements demand. There are two
f \'ious blots of a minor character, however :

1. The brake test is on the first day instead

of the last. Durability is surely the prime need

in a good brake.

2. Petrol consumption is to be measured, but

there is no rule against ehanging jets.

In Th.e Motor Cycle for July 28th I described how
ti single substitution of a 28 jet for a Tfi jet raised

li consumption of my own 'bus from approximately
. m.p.g. to 164 m.p.g. The general putjlic want a

iisonable consumption without the fag of changing
js, and they will be hoodwinked if the Six Days
ilers are allowed to use tiny jets for 95% of the

(istance and to insert a racing jet for the hills and
te speed trial.

P'
Dust Mulching the Roads.

\URING drought, the expert kind of gardener

"dust mulches" his roses, .sweet peas, onions,

and other flora. Having no water for external

application, he keeps the natural moisture in the

ground by perpetually scarifying the ground surface

into dust, thus decapitating all the evaporation

passages. After the Scottish, the Midland competi-

tors complained bitterly to us that some Scottish road

surveyors treat their roads in similar fashion by spread-

ing from two to six inches of fine grit across the full

width, and thereby tempting the unwary scrapper to

dryskid to his own destruction and the great enrich-

ment of repairers. The A.C.U. ought to keep a wary
eye on this matter. It is not only in Scotland that

such measin-es are rife. To name only two examples
further south, much of the Winchester-Petersfield and
Newbury-Basingstoke roads have been treated after the

same fashion.

Sauce for the Gander.

DDO not know why this dust-mulch' business has
been adopted—probably because it is cheap, and
with an occasional raking postpones the day

when 23ot-ho'les must be retarmacced. Probably
it is quite unexceptionable from the standpoint of

a horsed driver or a car owner, except that it

is rather dusty. But it is quite distinctly un-
pleasant for all two-wheelers, and especially fast two-
wheelers. I am informed that in Scotland several

men took nasty tosses when cornering on it, and I

personally took some nasty wobbles last week on the

two southern roads named in the last paragraph. If

the malpractice spreads, motor cyclists will have a

lot to say about it ; and I imagine that for once in

their lives push cyclists will be ready to make common
cause with us.

-^s*trf»3

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE ON MOTOR CYCLES.
Something like a hundred motor cycles are used in the new Fox film, " A Yankee at the Court of King Arthur," where Sir Lancelot leads

'a motor cycle army over several hundred feet of film, to the interest of all motor cyclists who see it, and, incidentally, shows the non-motorist
how controllable are modern machines, even in the hands, of knights in armour.

A.29
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IK Yorkshire Tesl of a Sidecar Substitut;

ON account of its startling originalit_v, tlie Scott

Sociable has succeeded in creating an immense
amount of interest. Some motor cyclists are

inclined to fight shy of unconventional design, but

there are many who welcome originality in' an)- form,

provided, as in the case under review, it leads to an

advance.
Some years ago, Mr. Alfred Scott set himself to

the task of evolving a mechanical form of passenger

machine which should combine the light weight and
ease of handling of the sidecar outfit with the com-
fort and stability of the car, and to achieve this end
along sound engineering lines. As might be expected,

the result is unorthodox in appearance, though

eminently satisfactory in practice.

It was, therefore, with pleasurable anticipations

that we accepted Mr. Scott's invitation to view the

points of interest in the recent Ilkley Trial as a

passenger in his machine.

At an early hour

we were picked up
in Bradford by one

of the little vehicles,

and immediately set

out for Harden Bank
with the intention of

reaching the spot

before the competi-
tors.

Mr. Scott contends
that the public will

soon accustom them-
selves to the unusual
appearance of the

Sociable, and his

theory is borne out

by the fact that

scarcely 'a curious

glance was directed

at the quiet little
The complete unit with gears and clutch is easily detached, being held

to the chassis with four bolts only.

three-wheeler as it slipped- along over the cobbled

streets xA its nati^e town; When clear of the town, \

speed was increased as far as the morning mists would

allow, and we had time to appreciate the roominess

and excellent .springing before arriving at the atrocious :

surface of Harden Bank. The >hill w-as taken with

consummate ease on the low gear of 13.5 to i, and, in

spite of the surface, no discomfort was experienced, the

shocks from the rocky surface being converted into easy

oscillations by the ingenious tension-spring suspension. >

After watching the performance of the competing

machines, we short-circuited the trial route by making
straight for Park Rash. A run of an hour and a

quarter over twisty and undulating roads formed as

good a test as could be devised for a vehicle of

this description, and in no point did it fall short of

the ideal.

Except when racing the engine on low gear, the

presence of the power unit was only noticeable by its

smooth propulsi\€
' effort ; corners can be

taken without un-

pleasant rolling, and

wdthout any tendency

for the wheels to lift

;

springing is better

than on most light

cars, and there '\%

plenty of room for'

two large passengers.

The 578 c.c. twin

two-stroke engine is

practically inaudible

from the passenger's

seat, and will hold on

to a top gear of 4.5,

to I on all ordinary

hills. Middle gegi

provides a ratio of

7.03X0 I, and issuS-
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The Scott Sociable on the last of the difficult " hairpins

near Keighley.

The Stake.
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'le Scott Sociable—

ieirt for any but

e steepest gradi-

its. Both brakes

e powerful and
iiooth in- action,

id our sole
r i t i c i s m was
rected towards
le bevel drive,

hich was rather

.isy.

With regard to

lefd, it may be
entioned that it

jiossible tO' ex-

•ed the legal limit

! low gear up -

.lite considerable

Qp€S=

On reaching Park Rash, the first of the competitors

111 already arrived, sO' an attempt on the hill had
1 be postponed till after the trial. Never have we
!en the dreaded hill in more difficult condition

;

1 )se stones and thick dust covered the whole surface,

id not even the usual narrow track of fairly firm

irface was to be found. Some of the solo motor
tclists scrambled to the top without actual assistance,

Lit scarcely a man made a really clean ascent.

A "Mix up" on ParK Rasb.

Of the passenger machines, three sidecar outfits made
iMiderfuI climbs, but no light car or three-wheeled

-inabout got further than the first bit of gradient.

£ven Mr. Scott, who informed us that he had never

et failed in his many attempts on the hill, had qualms
iinut the existing conditions. These fears proved
I be well grounded,
11, though the Soci-

lile got at least as

ar up as any of the

inpeting light cars

II d runabouts, it

amc to a standstill

ith the driving wheel
;\ -living merrily.

iiice most of the

assistance " had by
ijw left the hill, we
ai.l somewhat of a

ramble to get the

I hine off the hii:,

nil, in the general

mix up," the
liildle gear was un-

II Innately damaged,
dthough this mishap

on Thwaites Brow,

The engine of the Scott Sociable is instantly accessible by the moving of a
" roll top" cover.
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did not put the

machine out of
action, it was de-

cided that The
Motor Cycle repre-

sentative should be

transferred to an-

o t h e r machine.

This provided an

opportunity for
even more_ strenu-

ous testing, f o r

Mr. Frank Philipp,

whose dickey
seat we occupied,

already had his

wife and " Peggy,"
a very sporting

little Scottish
terrier, on board,

which was next visited, if too easy an
ascent to worry the Sociable, and we were content to

climb to a convenient observation post well above the

lirst steep section and watch the performances of the

competitors. On the homeward journey, a terrific

thunderstorm caused us to forsake the dickey for the
comfortable interior, wherein diree and a dog managed
to find room \vithout any considerable discomfort.
Naw indeed were we able to appreciate the V fronted
windscreen and the very easily manipulated hood,
which can be raised, and fastened in position with-
out slowing the machine. A slot in the windscreen
enabled our pilot to carry on in spite of the drench-
ing -rain, which caused many cars tO' halt by the road-
siile on account of poor visibility.

The Scott Sociable is now in production, and we
are not siir|)rised to learn that it is in considerable

demand. It is par-

ticularly well suited

for a lady driver, for

the carburetter may
be flooded, and the

engine primed, if

necessary, from the

driver's seat ; the hand
starter within the

body is also an excel-

lent device. It should
be added that every

detail of the machine,
from the engine to the

door catch, shows
evidence of an engi-

neering brain behind
it, and we at any' rate

were charmed with

its excellent running.

CYCLE CARS OF
A N impecunious and disabled friend of mine, whose

^* damaged limbs render solo work impracticable,
'' * invested in a very cheap cycle car. In his early

rips the steering of tiie 'bus scared him stiff, and,

laving been a manufacturer in a small way during a

irevious era of health and wealth, he began to study
he layout to see what could be done. Illumination

OLDEN DAYS.
came when the cycle car was poised outside a house
on a steeply cambered road. There was so little

give in the front springs that, whilst the off side front

tyre reposed securely on the road, the near wheel was
suspended i^in. above the roadway. It followed that

occasions arose in cornering over pot-holes Avhen neither

front tyre touched the road at all! Ixion.

A3I
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'A FASCINATING SOLO
MACHINE,

The 500 c.c. Oil-cooled
Zenith-Bradshaw now in

Production.

UNDOUBTEDLY one of the attrac-
tions at the last OI}'mi>ia Show was
the flat twin engine exhibited by

Mesbis. Zenith Motors, Ltd., and de-
signed by Jlr. Granville E. Bradshaw, of
A. B.C. fame. For many years Mr. Brad-
shaw has been regarded as a revolutionist
where design is concerned. His last

year's effort somewhat startled the oldafe
school of designers and riders bv the fact
that all but his cylinder heads were en-
closed in the crank case, and that- the
cylinder walls were cooled by oil.

The design was the outcome of ex-
tended e.xperiments made with aero en-
gines diu'ing the war, when it was found
that with the average so-called air-cdoled
engine a great deal of the heat was being
dissipated internally through the oil.

The success of the engine's running under
such conditions prompted Mr. Bradshaw
to make proper provisions for oil-cooling
by mechanical means rather than by acci-
dent, and the oil-cooled Zenith-Bradshaw
at the last Show was the outcome.

Clean Design.

Since the exhibition of this neiv model,
tliere has been a great deal of refine-
ment introduced, for, as with all new
things, it was hardly to be e.xpected
that the first des-gn would be unaltered
before production. There was also the
question of frame design to be considered,
and the chief point of criticism—the ex-
ternal oil tank—to be removed.
The result of these months of w-ork

is one of the nicert sporting solo machines
it has been our pleasure to ride, and now-
that deliveries are commencins. it will.

AUGUST nth, ig2i.

Klywheel side of the Zenlth-Bradshaw, show-
ing how the engine is suspended in the frame
Observe that the tank rests on platforms at

cich end.

soon be in the hands of the public in

numbers : of that we are convinced, pro-
vided - the cjualities of reliability and
durability are in keeping with its many
good points, and we see no reason why
they should not be so.

'\'\1iile retaining the essential features

the lower half of the. crank, case. A
single rotary pump is now used for cir-

culating the oil, instead of the two pumps
governing the supply in the original,

machine.
The oil is pumped up to the drilled

crankshaft, and pa.sses vm the crank web.s;

In the "produc-

tion" model of the

3| h.p. Zenith-Brad-

shaw engine, the oil

tank has been
eliminated. The oil,

which is used for both

lubricating and cool" 'J

ing, IS carried in a
\

sump sufficiently ^'

large for 500 miles

running.

As will be

seen, the new
Zenith - Brad-
shaw is quite a

small mount.
Mr. F. Barnes,

however, de-

. monstrates that

it IS not too

small for a tall

of the original design, the ne-nr engine
differs in many respects. First of all,
the auxiliary tank under the engine has
been eliminated, and the oil—sufficient
for 500 miles—is carried in a sump in

to the big ends, and is thrown off by these

and from an orifice in the second outside

crank web, whence it is distributed over

the whole of the interior of the engine,
j

From the upper side of the cylinder

;

barrels, the oil passes, by a series of

holes, to the piston, finally draining back
j

to the sump.
j

Hemispherical Cylinder Head.

Another alteration is the fitting of
'

hemisphericar~cylinder heads witfi in-

i

clined valves, operated by more or less

!

conventional rockers via pxish rods placed

close together under the cylinders. This

position, however, is not so inaccessible

as one might imagine, as, by -leaning the

machine on its foot-rests, it is quite~aii

eas.y matter to effect adjustments.
A double row ball bearing supports the

crankshaft on the clinving side, and a

single row at the other end. Aluminium
flat-topped pistons are used.
The cylinders are 68x68 mm. bore aad

stroke (494 c.c).

The accommodation of a flat twin in

a motor cycle has not been the easiest

task of designers, . and the Zenith-Brad-

4-J2
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t Fascinating Solo Machine

—

ihaw proved to be li" exception. x;.;se

.lifficulties have, however, been overcome

I'cry successfully by a frame following

oii'veiiliorial Zenith outlines, but which

liffers ill many respects at minor points.

K(ir example, the horizontal tube imme-
hiitely below the tank is eliminated, the

auk being supported on platforms at each

Mid. Some distance below the tank a

ube binds the frame together, and from
his the engine is hung.

The provisions made for operating the

ell-known Gradiia gear also are new*,

iiid consist of a vertical shaft carrying a

level at its lower end, meshing with
similar bevel on a longitudinal shaft

xtending rearwards. At the end of this

halt is Htted tb? sprocket for the chain
pcratiug the mechanism of the sliding

ork members.
Fitted with 25x2^-in. tyres, the machine

; delightfully easy to handle, due to the
act that the engine is carried below the
iheel centres ; and this, combined with
he low saddle position, the position of

he footresfes, and the design of the

handle-jaars, gives that feeling of security

specially appreciated by those who are
short in the leg. On the other hand,
the tallest rider is not cramped, for Mr.
Fred Barnes—whose name is always asso-

ciated with Zeniths—is a tall rider, and
the machine could not be more comfort-
able for him had it been " made to

m^easure."

Mud and Skid Protection.

Guards are to be fitted to protect the

carburetter and the pulley, while, as a
safety- guard to protect the engine in the
case of a spill, two longitudinal tribes are
fitted, which carry auxiliarv footrests at

tJie fore end. We term thera footrests
for want of a better name, for they will

rarely be used for the feet, even by the
tallest rider. '

It was our pleasure to try the machine
on the road. Incidentally, the present
writer has never been fully converted
to all-chain drive, even for sidecar work,
and has fully appreciated the recent
correspondence in The Motor Cyeh on the
fascination of belt drive. The use of
all-belt drive, however, has been con-

fined to lightweights, so it was necessary,

first of all, to attempt io analyse our
impressions in order to apportion cor-

rectly the good points of the Zenith-

Bradshaw—to decide, in other words,
whether it was " Zenith " or " Brad-
shaw," which produced such refined

motion.

The engine is practically vibrationless

—

silent save for the burble of the exhaust.

In fact, first impressions are of motion
aione. One can neither hear nm' feel

machinery in motion. One just opens

the throttle and -leaps forward.

The gear range is that usually pro-

vided by the Gradua gear, and. unlike

the majority of flat twins, the new
Zenith pulls well at low speeds. It is

possible to slow down to a crawl and to

accelerate without reducing gear. With
the Gradua gear it is possible to find just

tile right ratio for the moment.
To "summarise, t' e new Zenith-Brad-

shaw is a most fascinating machine, and,

when it becomes known, it will be very

popular as a sporting mount. The price

is £118.

HILL-CLIMB ON A DURHAM FELL-SIDE.
Sirong Wind Prevents High Speeds in NewcasUe Club's Open Event.

^.\>

An old fell-side milestone made an excellent starting post in the recent Newcastle and District M.C. open hill-climb. G. S, Boston

(2J A.J.S. sidecar), who made several excellent climbs, both solo and sidecar.

)VER a kilometre course on iluggles-

wick Common, a wild stretch of

moorland road between Stanhope
III Ednumdbyers, Co. Durham, the

I .U. open hill-climb, organised by the

castle and District ilotor Club, took
< on Saturday, the 30th ult. The

cut attracted 168 entries, the principal
'vavd being the Alan Robson Challenge
lield for the fastest time of the day.
The hill has a gradient of about 1 in 13,

practically straight, and, as the surface
IS good, some remarkable times would
ive been put up had it not been for the
ny stiff head wind which almost
iiounted to a gale. The effect of the
iiul was plainly noticeable as the com-
I itors breasted the fii-.st rise and .got the
II blast from the moors.
Throughout the whole of the day G. S.

Eton's 2| h.p. A.J.S. ran remaj-kably
i-ll, annj'xing many firsts both in the
Io and sidecar classes, Hugh Mason was
(ride an all-chain drive N.U.T., and.
it for clutch trouble, in Class 3, would
• doubt have carried oil the premier

I' I'd, the liveliness and acceleration of

his engine up to the time of this trouble
being most remarkable.
The results, subject to A.C.U. contirma-

tion, are :

CLASS 1.—Solo machines up to 250 c.v. Srrfion
A. On time: 1, F. J. Price (2', Diamond). ISIs.

;

2, D. Prentice (2I4 New Imperial); 3, 8. A. Marks
(2'i Diamond). On formufa : 1, D, Prentice: 2,
F. J. Price; 3, F. Tin-vev (2ii Vclocctte). Sirrlion
n. On time: 1, H. F. Broclibanlt (2":4 Brock-
Blackburne). 43is. ; 2, J. Joynson (2";i N.U.T.) and
Davison Hi»ll (2->i Dot-Jap) tied. On formula :

1. n. F. Brockbank; 2, D. Hull; 3, J. Joynson.
CLASS 2.—Solo up to 350 c.c. Section A. On

time: 1, C. S. Boston (2'jl A.J.S.), 38Ss.; 2, C.
Fairweather (2'/4 Blackburne), 3, D. Prentice (2)4
New Imperial). On formula: 1. G. S. Boston; 2,
D. Prentice; 3. F. J. Price 12'., Diamond).
CL.\SS 3.—Solo up to 500 c.c. Srctioii A. On

time: I. G. S. Boston I2)i A.J.S.), 383s.; 2, H.
JIaaon (31,!. N.U.T.); 3, 0. N. Sadler (3>/. Norton),
on formula': 1, G. S. Boston; 2, D. Prentice; 3. C.
N. Sadler. Srrtion B. On time : 1, W. HoUiwell
(31-1 Norton), ^ICs. ; 2. C. N. Sadler (S\:, Norton);
3. R. W. Loughton |3i,i DousUs). On formula ; 1,

H. F. Brockbank (Brock-Blackburne) ; 2, C. N.
Sadler; 3, R. W. Loughton.
CLASS 4.—Solo up to 750 'cc. Section A. On

time: I. G. S. Boston (2% A.J.S.), 37!s.; 2, W.
Holliwell (31.. Norton); 3, C. N. Sadler (3',<, Nor-
ton) and R. \V. Loughton {3V-2 Douglas) tied. On
formula: 1, 0. S. Boston; 2, D. Prentice (2-»4 New
Imperial); 3. C. N. Sadler. Section B; 1, W.
llolliwell (31/. Norton); 2. C. N. Sadler (3l/o Nor-
ton); 3. J. Lee (3'A Sunbeam).
CLASS 5.—Solo, unlimited. Section A. On time:

1, G. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidson), 36!s.; 2, G.

S. Boston (2-4 A.J.S.); 3. W. llolliwell (3i,<. Nor-
ton)- and Hugh Mason tied. on formula : 1,

C. S. Boston; 2, D, Prentice; 3. F. J. Price.

Section B. On tiiiie : 1. G. Grinton (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), 37s.; 2, P. Baron (7-9 Indian); 3, W.
Holliwell (31;, Norton). On formula : 1, H. F.

Brockbank (2"i4 Brock-Blackburne); 2, S. Bell (314

Norton) ; 3, R. W. Loughton (3% Douglas).

CLASS 7.— Passenger machines up to 600 c.c.

Section A. fin time: I, G. S. Boston (2)4 A.J.S.),

48)s. ; 2. J. Whallcy (3i;, Sunbeam); 3, G. Clapham
(3'.4 .Scott). On formula: 1, G. S. Boston; 2, J.

Whalley; 3. G. Clapham. Section B. On time:
1, G. Clapham (3"i4 S.-ott), 55is.; 2, J. Whalley
(31... Sunlream). On formula: 1, J. Whalley; 2,

G. Clapham.
CLASS 8.—Passenger machines up to 750 c.c.

.Srcfion A. On time: 1. G. S. Boston, 48iis.; 2.

J. Whallev. On formula: 1. G. S. Boston; 2, J.

Whalley. Section B: J. Whalley, walk over.

CLASS 9.—Passenger machines, unlimited. Sec-

tion A. On lime: 1, P. Baron (7-9 Indian), 473s.;

2, G. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidson); 3, G. S.

Boston (2>4 A.J.S.). On formula: 1, G. S. Bos(;on

;

2, P. BaroJi. Section B. On time; 1. P. Baron
(7-9 Indian). 46; s.; 2, G. S. Boston (2)4 A.J.S.);

3. R. F. Prilchard (8 Morgan). On formula: 1,

J. Whalley (3i/. Sunbeam); 2, G. Grinton (7-9

(Harley-Davidson); 3. R. F. Pritchard.

The Alan Robson Challenge Shield was

won by G. (irinton (7-9 Harley-David.son),

whose' fastest- time was 36is. Owing to

insufficient entries. Class 6 for passenger

machines up to 350 c.c, had to be

abandoned.
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TOPIC

Jottings on Matters of Interest to Owners
of Sidecars and Cycle Cars, not lo mention

their Passengers. Collated by "Vedette."

WHAT is a passenger machine tliese daj's? There

are readers who will say that every motor ^

bicycle on which the carrier is' utilised as a

pillion seat is a passenger machine, and the designer of

the Reynolds Runabout evidently appreciates this. It is

one of the few machines intended for tandem riding, al-

though its utility is not confined to economical motor-

ing for two, and it certainly has many points to com-

mend it to those who desire a single track runabout

providing protection for the attire. For tandem riding,

it is supphed with two seats, the second passenger

being accommodated on the rear part of the sprung

platform, which, with the seat removed,~may be used

for luggage. A commercial traveller might carry quite

a useful amount of samples. At first sight this little

machine strikes one as being a glorified scooter, but

as it is fitted with 550 x 65 mm. tyres (the size used

on the Baby Peugeot car), has a Liberty two-stroke

engine, a clutch, kick-starter, and two-speed gear,

the specification is that of a motor cycle. The
general layout that the designer knows

The Reynolds Runabout, a machine distinctive in design and comfortable to

ride. The long lever operating the rear stand is clearly shown.

On 'the road the Reynolds Runabout is simple to

handle at the lowest speeds, but is capable of a maximum
equal to the average lightweight.

gotten one minute later) she retained tlie

knowledge that the operation of the single

lever of the Cox carburetter made the

machine go faster or slower, and that by lift-

ing one of the levers (the compression re-

lease) the engine stopped. ^Vith this scanty

knowledge she glided away with her friends

watching, and expecting that she would stop

at the first corner for some one to turn the

machine round for the return journey. This

lady did a circuitous ride lasting over half

an hour, on low gear, for the reason that it

had not been deemed necessary to explain

the functions of the gear lever. Sighting

a friend walking on the pavement, she

ranged alongside and slowed down to walk-

that there 'is a vast public that requires a vehicle

on scooter lines which is not a toy. People

jibe at motor cycles for some reason or

another. Having recently had one of these

machines in my possession, I was much
impressed by the interest displayed by
people who certainly were not motor cvclists

or even potential motor cyclists. Ladies

and elderly people particularly seemed to

think that, it was the type of vehicle they

wanted. I will give an example of the

attitude of these good people by citing that

of a lady of my acquaintance. She has
never felt confident to ride or drive a motor
cycle, yet when the Reynolds drew up at

the door, she at once exclaimed that it wa.s

" what she wanted." After a -few minutes
explaining the functions of the levers (for-

mg pace, discussed the rnerits of motor

cycles, and afterwards proceeded on her way. At

no time did she feel nervous, and one more lesson

The spring frame Matchless as a sporting sidecar

position of the spare wheel.

outfit. Observe
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passenger Machine Topics—

' Avould have' fitted her to undertake the longest journeys

and through town traflic. As regards the speed

of the machine, I can mention that on one thirty-

mile journey it led two big twin sidecar outfits at

a speed which the latter do not as a rule exceed

—and this, also, in the

hands of a lady. Comfort ?

The long wheelbase, large

tyres, and Flexiforks give

the impression that the

frame is sprung. Of
course, the seat is on long

: leaf springs. Tractability ?

It is as easy- to handle as

a lightweight motor cycle,

is even easier to move
. about, and placing the

. machine on the stand is

facilitated by a long hand
lever. Ware and de Fre-

ville, Ltd., of 288, Regent
,; Street, Oxford Circus,

W.I, market this fascinat-

ing machine.
* * *

The popular Matchless-
M..\.G. machine appears
most attracti\'e in its new
guise as a sporting big-

]ii)wered twin. Although
the machine itself is, with

•. the exception of the new footrests and the wider
! handle-bars, identical with the model H, the low
(, racing sidecar completely changes the general appear-
», ance of the outfit. The sidecar body is carried low
*- down on the standard chassis, and is suspended on coil

and laminated springs at the rear and front respec-

tively, yet the sociability of the outfit has not been
lest, and, owing tO' the quiet running' of~ the engine,

conversation can be carried on without undue raising
• of the voices, for a long plated pipe carries the

.exhaust gases well to the rear of the machine, where
they are almost inaudible. The spare wheel has

been robbed of its usual housing, and is now mounted

167

Jiealthy turn of speed developed was "found to be
far ahead of that obtained en the big standard outfits.

* -K- *

There are few things made that are not capable of

improvement. Take the Ford for example. It is

said that the indusiry that provides for improvements
tor this well-known Ameri-
can proposition employs
more men than the Ford
Avorks themselves. Then
we have leg-guards and
footboards for Triumphs,
hand-controls for the
clutches of B.S.A.'s, and
foot - control attachments
for Sturmey-Archer gears.

Xow Mr. A. E. Tansley,

of 162, Lenton Boulevard,
Nottingham, has intro-

duced a set of adjusters

-for Cameo windscreens.

Known as the Sunorain,

this fitment appears to

overcome a small dis-

advantage of the excellent

Cameo screen ; it provides

fore and aft adjustment,

so that the screen may be

used to advantage when a

juvenile is carried. The
price of the Sunorain

is 27s. 6d.

I think the majority of sidecar passengers will agree

with me that an apron no longer serves the require-

ments of our sidecar passengers. On my own
machine my passenger has frequently complained,

after a long run in the rain, that a pool of water

collects in the apron, and finally percolates through

and allows water to drip on to the knees. Several

sidecar manufacturers have recognised the need for

something more permanent than an apron of hood
material, among them the A.J.S., Excelsior, and the

Sunbeam. An illustration of the 8 h.p. outfit of the

latter make accompanies these notes, from which it

will be seen that a well-shaped dash is fitted. There

A Cameo screen fitted with the
" Sunorain " adapter, enabling the

screen to be used when an extra

passenger is carried

8 h.p. Sunbeam outfit owned by a northern reader. Observe
the curved dash m lieu of an apron, mentioned by the writer
of this article.

a jjlate on the off side of the carrier—a convenient
isition—whilst its weight is of use to the back wheel
en freak hills and the like have to be negotiated.
ie passenger literally lies in the sidecar, whilst the

revision of a pad to support the knees makes the
"fflfort of the seating position complete. A short
rial spin on the new model was enjoyed, and the

is, however, one little point which most makers of

this type of sidecar overlook, and that is that the

hinge is not water-tight. A member of The Motor

Cycle, staff has o-vercome this by fitting a strip of

rubber over the hinge from one side of the body to

the other. The ^inbeam outfit mentioned is owned

by Mr. G. G. TliOTapson, of Wooler, Northumberland.

B3
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A REFINED SPORTING
MOUNT.

Now that 250 c.c. lightweights so
often attain the once-magic figure

of 50 m.p.h. in speed events, it is

not surprising that it should strike some-
body that there is a market for what
may be called a cle hixc, vitesse baby
machine, to be guaranteed capable of
reaching the mile-a-minute gait.

Such a machine is now being intro-

duced by the Coventry Eagle Motor
Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, and the

.

designer, Mr. P. C. Mayo, has been
guided by the same general principles as
he used when evolving a growingly suc-

cessful British sporting big twin, to

which the latest production bears some
detail resemblance.

Price will not be Excessive.

While no attempt has been made to

build the new lightweight down to a price

—it possesses an almost " regardless of

cost ' finish—it is not expected that the
price will be prohibitive ; indeed, £85
is mentioned as a tentative figure for the

two-speed model.
Turning to details, it is quite impos-

sible to describe the exact shape of the
distinctive dull black saddle tank, beyond
saying that no photographs can fully

convey just liow attractive it is. It

holds over two gallons, and feeds the
- Amac two-lever carburetter by a separate

pipe from each compartment. One tap
only, therefore, need be turned on, the

other half of the tank acting as a spare
petrol container.

The frame is neat and strong, and
distinctive because of the way in which
the cradle engine plates form integral

lugs with the down tubes. Modified
Brampton forks, with solid links sub-

stituted for the horizontal -coils, are

fitted, and here, again, lugs are cast

for the Webb front brake mounting and
a special bracket for the baby LucTis
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A New o.h.v. Coventry-
Eagle Lightweight.

•^<«*iafca«Mi«iia«*»-»«-

Broadside view of the single-geared model which will be sold fully equipped, as shown,

with the addition of a chain guard but without discs.

head lamp (which will be supplied with
each machine).

Braking Arrangements.

At present the rear brake is of the

simple heel-operated dummy belt rim
type, but later it is proposed to embody
a Webb internal expandnig brake in the
rear wheel.
Although the engine is a proprietary

unit—a 70x64.5 mm. (249 c.c.) o.h.v.

J. A. P.—it has so many points of interest,

some of them modifications by the

present designer, that we have reserved
its description to the last. Externally,
the most striking point must be the
exhaust arrangements. To design a

clean and neat passage for the gases on
an o.h.v. engine is not an easy task : in

this case the difficulties have been over-

come in an admirable way. A finned

aluminium casting, projecting well out
into the oncoming air draught, and of

at least 1^-in. internal diameter, acts

virtually as a primary expansion cham-
ber. Then a short length of plated pipe

Showing the clean engine design, the "streamlined " silencer, and the standard position fw
the Lucas generator.

extends down to the large streamlined

aluminium silencer, another large bore

tail pipe reaching well beyond the

bottom bracket and ejecting the gases

outwardly instead of directly to the rear.

The engine is an exceptionally nice-

looking design, and besides the special

"buffed" finish of the crank case,

it embodies several departures froir

standard J,A. P. practice. Double tapei.

valve springs are employed, internall}

This sketch illustrates the finned primary

exhaust pipe, and also the cradle frame lugs.

coned washers and taper split bushe:

gripping the valve stems in such ;

manner that the cotter pins become

merely a safeguard. Hardened stee

rockers are fitted, and the valve-operatinj

mechanism has been refined in one o

two other details.

Transmission.

Single all-chain drive, by means of ;

double roller Coventry chain, is employe(

in the present model, but it is intende(

to introduce a two-speed countershaf

machine at once, and possibly a mode

with the new lightweight Sturmey three

speed box in the future.
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JlV&Cl^l, FE^TVRB^
A SCOTT SOCIABLE ON THE ROAD.
INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL.

NEW SOLO MODELS.

Oitnes to Cig^t Camps
Aug. 11th 9.0 p.m
„ 13th 8.57 „
„ ISth 8.52 „
.. nth 8.49 „

C Cooling.

fow a marketable proposition—

a

j)?hine fitted with an oil-cooled flat twin
,« iiie (see page 164).

Itor Cycles Replace A.A. Pedal Cycles.

.\i the si.xteenth annual meeting of the

i\.. and M.U. it was stated by the
firman that the road patrols were now
I rly all provided with motor cycles,

I ead of pedal cycles, as in pre-war

t luteiuational Six Days.

he Si.x Days Trial organised for the
I CM. is little more an international

t!l than any other Six Days Trial.

Cy>two teams competed for the Inter-

B onal Trophy—Switzerland and Great
i ain.

1 Public's Point oJ View.

etters received from readers regard

-

i' the stringent conditions of the Six
I s Trial indicate that modern motor

are expected to emerge from such
! with honours, and that to refuse

•o support the trial is an admittance
t the conditions are too severe. As

" than one reader points out, the con-
are the same for all entrants.

li Immediate Reduction in Taxation.

» the recent Parliamentary discussion
(Ihe Finance Bill, Lt.-Com. Kenworthy
'red a new clause to reduce the duties
c motor cycles and the like by 50%.
Ir. Neal, Parliamentary Secretary to

t' Ministry of Ti'ansport, in resisting
V proposed new clause, said that the
c ies had not been in operation for a
fl year, and it was too soon to begin
i ising them. The whole of the motor
tation, including-'the duties on motor
c Ies, was the result of most careful
e mination by a committee representa-
1 3 of all classes of motorists, including
i:tor cyclists, who had investigated the
Fblem in every aspect, and who had
K le vmanimous recommendations, having
lard to the cardinal principle that it

Ti the use of the roads that was_ to
1) taken into account. The new clause
1 rejected by 177 votes to 58.

Thie A.C.U. Six Days.

There is still time for manufacturers
to amend their decision regarding the
A.C.U. Six Days. Entries do not Anally
close until Saturday. Over sixty entries
have already been received. Last year
133 competitors took part.

To Ex-D.R.'s of the 15th Division.

Ex-D.R.'s of the 15th Division Signals
have formed a " 15th Division D.R.'s Re-
union Circle." Potential members may
obtain further particulars of the scheme
fiHim Mr. W. W. Manley, 6, Franklin
Street, Belfast.

Seventy-six Entrants in a Local New
Imperial Rally.

Social or competitive events confined to

riders of any particular make of motor
cycle are becoming quite popular, and
such an event oij|;anised recently in Black-
burn for New Imperial owners attracted
no fewer than seventy-six entrants.

Bournemouth Undercliff Drive.

Bournemouth Corporation Beach Com-
mittee has decided that if motor cyclists

do not more satisfactorily observe the

speed limit on the Undercliff Drive it

will consider the advisability of prohibit-

ing motor cycles altogether on the Drive.

The Roads Department.

The Roads Department of the Trans-
port Ministry employs 108 persons at

salaries totalling £57,887 as against
twenty-one persons employed by the old

Road 'Board at a cost of £10,447; yet,

says the Sunday Pictorial, the main road
grants to various county councils have
been simultaneously reduced.

Open HiU-dimb near Bath.

There are nineteen motor cycle classes

on the programme of the Western Centre
A.C.U. open hill-climb, to be held at

Kingsdown Hill, near Bath, on Saturday,
the 20th inst. Fastest time of the day
will gain the "John Bull" Challenge
Cup. Entries must reach the secretaiy
for the event, Mr. H. W, Jacobs, 4,

Ravenswood Road, Redland, Bristol, by
ne.xt Saturday, at ordinary fees, or the
following Tuesday at double fees;

'•^^•r

RATHER MORE THAN A "SPLASH."

An Incident In the recent Neath and District M.C. trial to Llandovery and back. Ivor Thomas
(3i Sun beam) in difficulties in the swollen watersplash at Sennybridge.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Al! letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

BRAKES ON SIDECAR TAXIS.
Sir,—As a motor cycle taxi owner and driver" I was in-

terested in the County Cycle Co.'s letter in a recent issue.

My machine was built by the Campion Cycle Co., and is, I

believe, the largest on the road ; it will take two passengers
and 2 cwt. of luggage. Only one brake is fitted to the back
wheel—of the internal e.xpansion type—and is actuated by
pedal and rather a long rod. The action of the brake is

smooth and there is no apparent side pull with or without
load. The machine is beautifully balanced, and I consider
this balancing in heavy sidecar outfits most important ; the
lack of it probably has a greatfdeal to do with any pull to the
right when braking. L. A. SAKER.

PETROL TINS ON SIDECARS.
Sir,—I am obliged to Jlr. E. Bridgeland and j\lr. Taylor

for their replies to my letter on the above subject. In reply
to the former, his suggestion is not of much use, as I use
the carriers on both sidecar and cycle to carry my luggage :

hence it does not answer my question as to vibration.
In reply to Mr. Fred Taylor, he has missed the point

altogether. Why it_is necessary to carry two gallons is that
so many dealers refuse to split a can." Moreover, I have
tried the smaller tin, and found that it is an extremely
difficult proposition to make such a can leak-tight, even
with a leather washer.

I am, however, having a special can made now, which I
think will solve the difficulty. R. C. MEASURES.
[That "many dealers refuse to split a can" is a statement
that does not bv anv means bear out our recent experience
—Ed.]

'

Sir,—May I reply through your correspondence columns
to a letter from Mr. R. C. Pleasures, published in your
issue of June 30tli^ on the unsuitability of the petrol- tin
carrier on the Triumph sidecar ? •

I should like to state that, having a 1920 Triumph and
Gloria, I ha\^e found the petrol tin carrier everything that
could be desired, as I have driven the outfit from" Alexandria
to Cairo and back over mud roads which have never seen
a steam roller, during the week's run covering close on
five hundred miles without the slightest trouble, and have
always found the petrol tin in perfect condition. Possibly
the tins supplied abroad are of thicker metal than those
at home. H. HARVEY GEORGE.

Alexandria, Egypt.

TO PREVENT SKIDDING.
For dirt track racing in America—its original purpose

—

this rudder, which is said to banish rear-wheel skid when
cornering at speed, may possess advantages, but we do not
think it very likely to become popular with British speed-men.
It is operated by hght cables attached to the front fork, the
rudder turning in the opposite direction to the wheel.

LOOK-OUTS FOR HEAVY MOTOR VEHICLES.
Sir,—With reference to your article headed " ilotor

Coaches " in your issue of July 14th, it may be of interest

to know that in Uganda it has been the law for several

years that " all heavy motor vehicles shall carry a ' look-out'

behind, whose duty will be to signal to the driver warning
him of the. approach of faster overtaking traffic." Com-,
pared with home roads, the roads in Uganda are certainlyi

much narrower, but the "look-out" business works exceed-d

ingly well, and I should certainly like to see something of
the sort introduced in Great Britain.

Jly own experience in England has been that the great-

majority of drivers of heavy vehicles do "pull over"
promptly, but, unfortunately, one does meet those whoii

refuse to budge and keep one crawling behind for loilgi

distances. W.M.Y.
Birmingham. ;

Sir,—Referring to your leading article on " Motor Coaches,", jt

I should like to add another suggestion, and that is that ill
'

motor vehicles capable of travelling at over 5 m.p.h. ehouldl
j

be compelled by law to fit pneumatic tyres. In my opinionV I

it would save the owners a considerable amount in repairs,
I.

and also the roads could be kept in decent order at aboub
half the present cost of upkeep. No char-a-banc or 'bns
should be allowed to carry more than twenty persons. ;

.

I am living in a district where the heavy motor traffic is ;

enormous. Consequently, the roads are in a terribly bad'Snd.
j

dangerous condition. I have got to go at least twenty mile^.

before I can get on what may be called a decent road-,'

B.roken frames and chassis are a common occurrence.
What do we pay a big tax for? To keep our motor cyclesi

and light cars in the garage? What pleasure is there in get--!

ting bumped about and waiting every minute for somethirigi

to break? Many of my motoring friends have declared thaii

they are going to give it up altogether, I think it is a cryingi

shame that these transport 'buses and chars-a-bancs, carryingi

anything up to forty persons, should be allowed to tear upi

the roads and travel at such a speed as they do, to the^

danger of their passengers and also other users of the road, i

I quite understand that people living in areas where heavy
motor traffic is seldom seen are unaware of the state of things.-

Glamorgan. D.T.W.

NOISE—MECHANICAL AND EXHAUST.
Sir,—My motor cycle is a Sj h.p. single-cylinder of a well-

known make, holding numerous records on Brooklands track.

Recently I was summoned and fined for riding an excessively

noisy machine.
The silencing arrangements consist of a pipe about 5ft.

by 2in. diameter, and having a device called a "muffler"
on the end. The " muffler " and pipe have not been enlarged
or altered in any way, and are in exactly the same position

as when I first bought the machine.
- Naturally, on buying the machine I understood it was
available for ordinary road use, but -evidently this is not so.

The manufacturers are turning out machines having exactly
similar silencing arrangements as mine at the present date;

so here we have a standard machine which the manufacturer.?
state to be suitable for touring, whereas the rider of such

a machine renders himself liable to prosecution if venturing
on the road. This seems a breach of faith with their clients

on the part of the manufacturers. Personally, I am dis-

posing of mv machine for one that is rideable.

Kenilworth. FED UP.
b6
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Sir,—Have any of your Jinmeroiis readers noticed a llolls

iiHiviiic along a good road at 50 m.p.h. ? Have they also

hoticea any high grade motor cycle performing the same
feat? What is the chief difference? Silence on the part

of the former ; noise on the part of the latter.

The Rolls approaches with no audible sign of its power
and speed, and passes in a swift silent rush, so that one is

liardiy aware that it is doing more than 20 m.p.h. The
motor cycle proclaims to all and sundry by the high screech

of its valve gear, the grinding' of its gear box, and its

reverberating exhaust, that it is doing 50, and probably
imagines it is doing 60 m.p.h.

Is this necessary ? Personally, I would willingly pay an
exVa twenty-five to thirty guineas and sacrifice 10-15 m.p.h.

from the maximum speed of any motor cycle for the silence

of-any medium-priced car, much more for the dignified and
deceptive silence (to the police as well as others) of a Kolls,

a Daimler, or a Lanchester.
When so much care and designing skill go to the produc-

tion of such machines as the Sunbeam, A.J.S., Brough
Superior, and Noi'ton, all of which can give a performance
equal tn that of a IWls in speed and hill-climbing power,
wny is it that they cannot compare in the matter of silence ?

I am sure that there are many of like mind with myself,

and that an enormous market awaits any manufacturer who
can supply this want, even at a slightly greater cost and
lesser performance, provided he does not impair the reli-

ability one expects from the modern motor cycle.

I should like to hear other readers' views on this sub-

ject, and also their opinions as to which is the most silent

iimchijie at the present time.

As you are once more reopening your campaign for

pliysical comfort, will you not endeavour to obtain for us

riiPHtal comfort as well—in the form of silence?

Fermoy. THE OWL.

POLICE PREJUDICE AND THE SWISS SIX DAYS.
?iir,—.4s there seems to exist some misapprehension on the

.ilif've-named subject in England, I feel prompted to say that
' iiditions for touring in Switzerland are not half as bad as

yMH correspondents and many others seem to imagine. I

I
have always found the police very tolerant, and, besides,

' policemen are few and far between out in the country, and
police traps do not exist at all. Of course, the general
popirlation want that the authorities here insist on reasonable
and considerate driving, which I find only right. Also speed
limits of 4-5 kilometres do not exist at all. The smallest I

iiave come across yet was 10 kilometres (about 6^ m.p.h.),
and these only through towns and villages. There is at
liiesent a lot being done by motoring and other interested
circles to brijig about the abolishing of Sunday afternoon
prohibition, but what will come of it nobody knows just yet.

So, considered generally, and with a bit of care in driving.
itzerland, with its grand and ever-changing scenery and
tuty spots, is still a very attractive touring ground for

> ign visitors on motor cycles and cars, and I can assure
British colleagues that on the occasion of the International
Days, as well as on all other opportunities, they will

.'.ys 6nd a most sportsmanlike and hearty welcome here.

>ursee, near Lucerne. WINDY.

JOURNAL BEARINGS FOR HUBS.
Sir,—May I have the ijleasure of quoting a statement

made by tire Pelican Engineering Co. in a recent issue :

"It is simply a matter of finding a ball race of the same
iit-side diameter as the hub shell, and having fitted the

'S, hub troubles end."-
I liis is a very serious statement, as in most cases tiiis is

'II the trouble starts, for an application of journal bear-
-5 under road conditions requires far more consideration

iiwn as stated above.

Generally, in a conversion of this type an under-sized ball
!oiirnal bearing would be used ; thus the bearing is put under

iilitions which it was never designed to carry out.
riie following sketclf (fig. 1) was made up from a friend's

front wheel (3^ h.p. mount). Now the standard ball journal
hearing that would correspond -to the outside diameter of
l|in. would be of Igin. outside diameter X;jVin. wide X |in.
bore, and could be efficiently mounted as in fig. 2, but this
Ivpe of bearing is only suitable for "light steady loads as

small electric fans and spinning spindles, and is not

designed to carry any journal load to speak of." This is a
statement made by the manufacturers, therefore if the
designer only recommends this type of bearing for light
steady loads, such conditions as are found on the road would
surely ruin it in a sliort time.

5TM1DAM) SMALL n-PE

IIAH Of SORE
'/s"

%' %'
^6 1"

OUTSIDE DSAM
l'/8 i%" m 1%" 2"

TH1CKI1I56 K %1 % % %
Fig. 1.

STMIIARD- MEKUH TfPE

DUK OF BOEE '4 ¥ '/z % ¥
OUTSIDE BUM 1% \yi \% 1% Z'

THICKSESS % X % %• %
. Fig. 2.

May I mention that ray statement is based on a conver-

sion such as stated by the Pelican Engineering Co., and not

on a new hub design for journal bearings, as a detachable

spindle can be very easily incorporated, leaving the bear-

ings and wheel all one unit. I have at present a design of

this construction, but using roller journal bearings, which I

must say is verv satisfactorv and most efficient.

Pieddish.
' "

ACME.

WHERE ARE THE SPRING FRAMES?
Sir,—The question asked by the correspondent in your issue

of July 7th, under this heading, seems rather to suggest that

he is not among the keenest ol observers. Spring-fiance

machines, whether in the lighter types or heayy sidecars, afe

on the roads in sufficient numbers to be seen without any

trouble at all. Of course, seeing that the spring frame is a

comparatively recent development, it is only to be expected

that machine's of this category should, at present, be consider-

ably outnumbered by rigid mounts.

Another factor is that spring frames have hitherto involved

additional cost, and probably a good proportion of riders have

been compelled to deprive themselves of their undoubted
advantages on grounds of economy in first cost. As against

this, it may be remarked that the" use of a spring frame has

been shown materially to lessen running and upkeep expenses,

so that the e.xtra initial outlay is sooner or later recouped.

Given a reduction in prices, however, bringing the cost of

a spring frame machine down to the level of the most ordinary

rigid type—a movement that has already been initiated—the

only remaining reason for using an unsprung motor cycle

will disappear. Bitter experience—and commonsense—over-

whelmingly suggest that the motor cycle should not continue

to share with the pedal cycle the distinction of giving to its

rider less protection against road shocks than anything that

goes on wheels. '

' FRED A. C'ftULSON.
F. A.SLETT-COULSON ENGINEERING CO.

Sir,^" Old Timer," in your issue of July 7_th, inquires

where the spring frames are. Most riders, I imagine, are

not convinced of a necessity for isolating engines fjjpm road

shocks, and realise that spring seat pillars and such saddles

ns the Tan-sad No-hurts give the driver the comfort of a spring

frame without the complications and liability to trouble

inherent in tlie additional mechanism of a spring frame.

I personally am much more interested in front fork design.

I should like to know the justification for the Triumph type
of fork. I allude to all forks hinged at the foot of the

steering column in such a way as to allow the wheel a
circular back and forward motion round the hinge, a move-
ment calculated in my uninstructed mind to accentuate
rather than to absorb road shocks. Yet its incorporation in

recent machines, e.g., the XL, Hawker, Beardmore Preci-

sion, suggests that there may be something to be said in

defence of this type. At the .»ame time it is significant th.at

the T.T. Triumph machines were fitted with the parallel

link type of fork. WARUM.
Barlinnie.
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Sir,—In reply to "Old Timer's" query in your issue of

July 7th concerning the absence of spring framed machfnee,
if my case is the example of the average spring framed
machine, I am not in the least surprised that we see so few
about nowadays.
As I live in the Manchester district, where good roads are

only dreamt of and jiaid for, I decided to buy a spring frame
machine. I was still feeling very shaken after riding a

2| h.p. 'bus fitted with li^va.. tyres. So, last September, I

chose one of the best spring framed machines going, for which
I paid a ridiculously high price. The machine ran perfectly

for a few weeks, but then troubles arrived thick and fast

!

Naturally a spring frame needs oiling very frequently. The
only means of injecting oil was through microscopic holes,

without dust caps I After these had been discovered, it

became obvious that no oil could possibly soak thi'ough the
solid plug of mud which had found its way there. After
much trouble and expense grease cups were fitted. Soon after

this lateral play became evident, making the machine rather

dangerous at speeds over 30 m.p.h.
Now I would like to say a word in fairness to English

manufacturers against Mr. Mursell's letter in the Overseas
Section, June 30th, p. 822. He states that the only English
agency in Geneva is that of the Hobart. I fear he would
have a rude surprise if he took a' walk to the Rue Muzy,
Geneva. Here two very enthusiastic and enterprising brothers
hold agencies for Nortons, New Imperials, and Omegas. They
also "race" these machines, with great success, and have
sold many of the first two mentioned. Also, I know there are
agencies here for Triumph, Zenith, Scott, B.S.A., and
Douglas motor cycles. Also, I consider the 3^ h.p. machine
by far the most suitable for average touring purposes here,

as the roads are too bad and the hills too long for a 2| h.p.

'bus. English quality is realised here

!

Hoping you will find space for this protest against an
unjust statement, S. N. TURNER.
Geneva, Switzerland.

PAINSTAKING MODERNISATION.
Sir,—I enclose a photograph and a few details of an old

I4 h.p. Motosacoche that I have modernised. Being a
moulder by trade, and model engineering being one of my
hobbies, I have effected the alterations myself. I became a
motor cyclist early in 1919, and, securing a good conditioned
1914 3^ h.p. Premier, have since then been a regular reader
of The Motor Cycle, and look forward to it each week.

AUGUST mil, ig2i.

Much painstaking work has been carried out on this

modernised iVIotosacoche by " A.R.," who describes his eflorts

in the accompanying letter.

Coming across an old 1-| h.p. Motosacoche some time ago,
which I bought cheaply, I decided to improve it if' possible.
I discarded the side shields and cut away the triangle frame,
clipping the tank to the top tube. The oil reservoir I fixed
to the side of the tank. I scrapped the accumulator ignition
and substituted a T.B. magneto, the platform for it being of
alummium, and acting as an extra clip between the engine and
the frame. The 2 to 1 gears are made in phosphor-bronze,
the small pinion on a steel pin being driven into the end of
the crankshaft. The larger pinion is riveted to the chain
sprocket on a sleeve that revolves on a pin screwed into the
orignial gun metal plate that carried the contact breaker
mechanism, which, being eccentric, allows of chain adjust-
ment. I replaced the old carburetter by an Amac having
an adjustable jet. The pedals were dispensed with, the
bottom bracket carrying a countershaft for a chain-cum-belt

b8

drive. The axle was extended to take the chain wheels on
one side and the belt pulley on the other. The belt pulley
itself was made from sheet steel plates, dished with an
aluminium boss cast on for lightness. Of course the back
wheel had to be reversed.
A foot brake was fitted to act on the belt rim, an aluminium

bracket clipped by a U bolt holding the footrests to the back
forlcs. The chain sprockets were made from steel blanks,
turned, and holes drilled round the blanks to form the teeth,

the surplus metal being filed away ; then the wheels were
hardened.
The gear is about 6^ to> 1, and I found it necessary to

employ a tension pulley to take up chain slackness ; also chain
guards are being fitted. The results are very satisfactory, and
the machine runs well and will climb a fairly good hUl.

Wellingborough.
,

A.R.

PETHOL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—May we beg a little space to reply to Mr. C. G.

Vokes's letter in a recent issue, as this 'gentleman
appears to be under some misapprehension. The two
machines which we submitted to an A.C.U. observed con-

sumption trial were fitted with Senspray carburetters, and
the results were 164 and 226 m.p.g. respectively. The former
was an absolutely standard machine selected by the A.C.U.'s
engineer from our stock at random, and was not tuned in

any way. The one that did the greater mileage was an

equally standard machine, but we ourselves did a little tun-

ing to the carburetter. A rather smaller jet was fitted, as we
were aware of the steepest gradient on the course which
was used, and were able to de-tune the machine slightly

accordingly. ,'

The 300 m.p.g. to which your correspondent refers wa.«

not obtained by us at all but by Messrs. Amac, Ltd., using

the 225 m.p.g. machine referred to above, and fitted with one
of their carburetters specially tuned for the occasion. -We
believe that their actual figures were 320 m.p.g. in the

observed test, but wo know that Messrs. Amac, Ltd., did

obtain 361 m.p.g. privately on a day when the conditions

were rather more favourable than . on the day the actual

test was held.

Mr. Yokes may not be aware that we are giving a petrol

consumption guarantee of 120-150 m.p.g. with our standard
single-geared models. To our knowledge, quite a number
of our riders are getting considerably more, which is quite

comprehensible in the case of machines in a flat district,

ridden by light enthusiasts, who drive their machines
intelligently.

We may say that when considering entering the aforemen-
tioned tests we purposely refrained from entering a special

machine with freak tuning, as we are well aware that the

exceptional figures which can be so obtained under favour-

able conditions are not believed by the majoritv of riders.

W. S. BANNER,
Fob Butterfields Limited.

DDDnnDDnDDnnaDnnnDDnnoDnnnDDnDDnnnnnnn
D BOOKS AND MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS, n

^ Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. ^
"MOTOR CYCXES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM ' O

The standard bandbooli on the motor cycle. Q
D Price net. 2/6. By post, 2/10. D
° "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.' °

t^ New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3. p
"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES. •

q
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying o
them when found. Fourth Edition. q

Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3.

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." D
n A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the rider's point D

of view. Price net 3'- By post, 3/3. ^
° "MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."

"
^

H By "Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. ^

^ Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3. §
n "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. p
D Set ot Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, a
D London. SetTif three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. D
a Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and - D
n Wales, London {as above). Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/3. Q

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. n
^ With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/- By post, 5/4, D

n Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE&SONS Ltd., 2
n 20, Tudor Street, Loudon, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and q
Q Railway Bookstalls. p.
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/.selection ot questions of general jnterest received Irom reaters and our repties thereto, Au quescions snould be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'^

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2(1, stamped addressed envelope Ici reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the top left-hand corner of the envelope,- and should be kept distinct irom questions bearing on technical subjecta,

ROUTES.—^By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cyde " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

cf the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will o:

teall with by the A,A. and M.U., who are regularly «i receipt of reports from their representatives ail over the coimtry as to the existing state ot ih j

roads m any particular locality.

A QUESTION OF BALANCE.
(1.) On dismantling my W.D.

^ _ I'riiimpli engine I find that some

^1 of the lead weights in the fly-

-U wheels are missing, namely, the

four nearest the connecting rod

—

tw'O in each wheel. Should this be so?

(2.) Should I replace them?—G.L.S. ;
and 2.) The weights are omitted for

ilancing purposes, and they should not

: replaced.

LICENCE FOR SALE OF PETROL.

^JTl Is any licence required before

\ commencing to de ' in motor
LU spirit?—G.H.
)U require a licence to deal "In motor
irit, and you can obtain one from the

arest collector of Customs and. Excise.

will also be necessary, that you have
properly constructed and licensed motor
iiit store. You wfll be able to obtain

information regarding this from the

.ef constable's office of your county.

MISFIRING ABOVE 25 M.P.H.

Some months ago I purchased a

ol ^J *'-P- -"-^^^ Douglas, and for

V ' about the first ten days was able
-iJ to run on full air. Later, how-

ever, the engine commenced back
ling and missing, and I found the only

iiiiedy wa.? to shut off my air until it

as about a quarter open only. I am
ill experiencing the same trouble, and
>ve tried: every remedy I can think of.

Iiave bound the joints of the induction
ipe with adhesive tape, but with no
fnM. I am using a 25 jet, and if I try
larger the cycle takes less air than ever,

p to about 25 m.p.h. it takes full air,

id only when I open the throttle
• ond this have I to ehut off the air

'st completely. As a result of this

iljle I am only getting about seventy
ilee to the gallon, which is far too
Ule. • I can discover nothing wrong
ith the carburetter.—G.R.F.

^ithe machine now" refuses to take extra
1R beyond a certain throttle, it would
itlisar that there is some restriction in
.tt fuel supply ; this may be between the
ta; and the carburetter, between the
iflt chamber and the jet platform, or in

if^t itself. You should dismantle the
ind thoroughly clean them, speciaDy

L the state of the filters in the petrol
' nd float chamber union. We assume
'1 the sparking plugs are in good

a broken inlet valve spring often
erratic running even when it does

Mup the engine. The coasuraption
jl "Ui machine is not e.xcessively high.

AGE QUALIFICATION FOR DRIVING
LICENCES.

What is the minimum age of

persons to whom licences for

driving motor cycles may be
issued ?—A.J.N.

A motor cycle driving licence is issued

to anyone over the age of fourteen years.

FRAME MODIFICATIONS.
My 34 h.p. Triumph, nf

rather old type, has a straight

top tube. 1 wish to lower the

saddle position, but I am unable

to get anyone to inidertake the

job. Is it possible for me to bend the

tube without breaking it, and which
is the best way to loosen the tube
joints?—H.W.B.

Unless you have access to a brazing

hearth, and have bad considerable experi-

ence in frame building, we do not advise

you to attempt the frame alteration your-

self. The existing frame lugs are

pinned and brazed, and the necessary

heat to loosen them may easily damage
the tubes if carelessly applied:

PROTECTING A MAGNETO.
Is it possible to make my ol<^

IqI type Bosch magneto weather-

> proof by fitting end plates of
L-^ aluminium and having a small

bolt made of the same material
going through the magnets, thus
pulling them close to the latter?

(1.) What insulation should I require
between end plate and magnets, also

bolt? (2.) Would insulating tape be
good enough? (3.) Would there be
any harm whatever done to the mag-
neto by the aluminium bolt going
through the magnets? (4.) What
would be the best material to make
nuts of for ends of bolt?—A.A.D.

The arrangement you suggest would do
very tittle to protect the magneto, and
one of the rubber covers sold by the
accessory dealers would be far more
effective. (1 and 2.) It would not be
necessary to place any insulation between
the end plates and the magnets. (3 and
4.) There is no necessity to use an alu-

minium bolt; steel would do.

In spite of the bother entailed m a sea passage, a large number of motor cyclists

choose the Isle of Wight for their holidays, although their runs must necessarily be
circumscribedn The illustration depicts a scene on one of the cross-Channel steamers

during the Cowes regatta week.
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A SINGLE-TRACK CAR WANTED.
As a reader o£ your paper, I

should be pleased if you" could
tell me why the eingle-track

monocar or cycle car ou motor
cycle lines has not made its ap-

pearance, as it obviously has so many
advantages over the motor cycle and the
monocar, yet one never hears of one
having been built or experimented with.
Of course, for traffic and slow running,
I suggest that two wheels should be let

down each side of the body by a lever
controlled from the seat, and the steer-
ing should be by cables running over
pulleys from very short handle-bars
about 2ft. wide to a control of the
Maurice Farman aeroplane type, or
another pair of handle-bars on the
dashboard.—D.S.

Vehicles designed upon the lines you
Euggest have been tried in many cases,
and experiments have never been brought
to a successful end. Obviously such a
machine would have great disadVantages,
except upon good wide roads. In con-
gested traffic, or where the road surface
was very bad, such a machine would be
positively dangerous, as the driver is in a
helpless position. Moreover, .in many
cases, it would be impossible to bring the
subsidiary wheels into operation suffi-
ciently quickly to avert disaster.

TIMING AN A.I.V. ENGINE.
Having recently taken over an

?' old machine with automatic inlet
valve, will you kindly put me

L-^ right as to the timing of the
valves and ignition? 1 have

timed it as follows : -Piston top dead
centre, contacts just about, to open. (I
am using an old twin magneto with
one brush and one cam removed. Is
this right?) I get a good shock from
the magneto, but no spark at the plug,
which is a new one. There is a screw
missing that holds the contact breaker
to the armature. What difference will
this make?—E.A.G.

(1.) In the case of an automatic valve
engine, the exhaust valve only has to be
timed. Set it so that it is just closing as
the piston reaches the top of the 'stroke.
The spark should occur on the top dead
centre of the compression stroke when
the ignition control is two-thirds retarded.
(2.) There is no reason why the magneto
should be unsatisfactory when used on a
single-cylinder engine if you have re-
moved one brush and one cam, but the
remaining cam should be lengthened so
that' the points are kept open for at least
180° of revolution. It is absolutely
essential that you do not remove the con-
tact breaker centre screw, as this provides
the lead for the primary current to the
Hisulated portion of the contact breaker.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' reidies to questions jmhlkhed

under tins headmq should he sent to the
Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
btreet, Coventry, when they will be for-
warded direct to the -querists concerned.

_
" J.H.E." (Bristol).—Bowden extra air

mlet on 4 h.p. Douglas.
"N.N." (Masham).—Binks carburetter

on 8 h.p. Matchless-Jap. Consumption,
startmg, jet sizes.

"K.C.B." (Knutsford).-3i h.p. Rudge
Multi especially hill-climbing.

BI2

important 4)ates,

Fri.. Aus. IZtli—Motor Cycle Granl
Prix in Belsiiim.

Sal.. Aug. 1 3th—Cumberland M.C.C.
Open Reliability Trial*

Sat.. Aug. 20lh—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Spesd Trials.

Thurs. Aug. 25th — Ystalyfera an<l
Carmarthen M.C.C. Open Spsed
Trials.

Mon., Aug. 29th, to Sat., Sept. 3rd
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Thurs.. Sept. 8lh—Norfolk M.C. and
L'C.C. Open Speed Trials.

Sat-, Sept. lOlh— North-Western Centre
A.C.U. Open Speed Tria's.

Sat, Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars.

Fri.. Sept. 23rd, to Tues.. Sept. 27lh-
Anglo-Dutch Reliability Trial.

Sat, Sept. 24lh-M.C.C. Sporting Trial.

Mon., Nov. 28th, to Sal., Dec. 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

READER'S REPLY.
HIGH PETROL CONSUMPTION.

Referring to "F.C.W.'s" query in the
issue of the 28th ult., I notice that you
consider a 25 jet quite small enough for

a 2i h.p. two-stroke
; perhaps you will

be interested to learn that I am success-
fully using a 23 jet in the Amac car-
buretter, on my 1920 2^ h.p. Ivy, with
most satisfactory results. I get 120 to
130 m.p.g., averaging about 20 m.p.h.—
A. E. Gordon.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
LoUGHBOROrrCH TO BUEUNGTON LaNE.—

H.S.G. - . .

Loughborough, Leicester, Oadby, Kib-
worth, Market Harborough, Brixworth,
Kingsthorpe, Northajnpton, Hackleton,
Stoke Goldington, Gayhurst, Newport
Paguell, Woburn, Hockliffe, Dunstable,
Markyate, Redbourn, St. Albans, Rad-
lett. Elstree, Bushey Heath. Harrow and
Wealdstone Station, Sudbury, Ealing
Common, Gunnersbury^Avenue, Turnham
Green Church, Chiswick Station, Burling-
ton Lane. Approximately 111 mile3.

Halifax to Highgate.—W.E.H.
Halifax, Doncaster, Wadworth, Tick-

hill, Oldcoates, Carlton, Worksop, Wel-
beck Abbey, Cuckney, Market Warsop,
Mansfield, Nottingham, West Bridgford,
Plumtree, Normanton-on-t.ie-Wold», V/id-
merpool Inn, Six Hills Inn, Thui-maston,
Leicester, Oadby, Great Glen, Kibworth,
Market Harbopough, Brix\vor''i, Kings-
thorpe, Northampton, Hackleton, Stoke
Goldington, Gayhurst, Newport Pagnell,
Woburn, Hockliffe, Dimstable, Mark-
yate, Redbourn, St. Albans, Highgate.
Approximately 200^ miles.

Kidderminster to Windermere.—W.A.L.
Kidderminster, Quatt, Quatford Bridg-

north, Stockton, Norton, Brockton, Shif-
nal, Crackley Bank, Newpoi't, Hinstock,
Ternhill, Bletchley, Sandford, Whitchurch,
Beeston Castle Station, Tarporley, Cote
Brook, Cuddington Station, Weavcrham,
Acton Bi'idge, Stretton, Warrington,'
Sankey Chapel, Bold, Hockface, St.
Helens, Rainford, Ormskirk, Burscough
Bridge, Rufford, Longton, Penwortham
Bridge, Preston, Garstang, Lancaster,
Slyne, Bolton-le-Sands, Carnforth, Bee-
tham, Milnthorpe, Levens Bridge, Kendal,
Windermere. Approximately 174^ miles.

New Avon Home in London.

The Avon India Rubber Co. has move
into large and splendidly equipped pr

mises at 343, Euston Road, N.W.I.

Keally Helpful Hints.

Again "Rudge Wrinkles" runs in

another edition, this time embodying d
^

tails relating to the new three-spet

chain-driven gear box models. This pa
ticular handbook has long been regard(
as just what a maker's instruction bookl ;

should be, and every Rudge rider neei i

one by him. Some useful hints on ge:

changing with the three-speed gear b(

will be useful to users of any make
three-speed machine.

A Tempting Offer.

Riders who have hesitated to insl;

any of the new, lighting and ignition se

on account of the scrapping of the exi;

ing magneto will be attracted by t:

offer in connection with the M-L Magli
outfit for singles and flat twins, wherel
a generous allowance is to be made f

the discarded magnetts off the first 2,()

machines converted.

Two-stroke Tips.

-A verj' thorough handbook, combin
with spare parts list, dealing with t

running of the 2^ h.p. Royal Enfield t\\

stroke, has just been issued. It is

keeping with all the excellent instri

tional matter previously prepared by t

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd. ; and users

the machine mentioned who are witho
a cop,y in their garage should send a i

]

quest to Redditch forthwith. I

Catalogues Received.

Wright and Son, Edgware, Middle.^e.

Aluminium number plates pressed fii

the sheet are a speciality clrscribed in

folder issued by this firm, which a!

produces a low-priced pressed aluminii
licence holder. The idea of enT,bossi

number plates is also extended to an em
mous variety of name, door, and direct!

plates.

Successes in the Grand Prix.

Speedwell oil promises to become
popular in France as in England, .sir

jean Vernisse used Speedwell lubrica

on, his 250 c.c. Yvels-Jap when he «

the lightweight class in the Grand Pr
as also Clech (Moto Solo), who finish

second.

Found.
I

Found, near Liverpool, a sidecar lie

cover. Editor has address of finder.

Found on Bucklebrow, near Sett,

Yorks, a haversack belonging to a Sc'

rider, by Mr. E. Lucas, 23, Stanleyfiij

Road, Preston. Also a tool roll at Moi
Heath, Cheshire, by IMr. T. E. Holber
33, Whalley Street, Gorton, Manchest
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Chelmsford M.C.C.

cal motor cyclists interested in a

)! osed club, as above, should communi-
a with Mr. J. Day, Friars Place,
'Imsford.

Prestwich M.C.C.

(iy formed a month ago, the meniber-
hi of this club already tops t^e hundred
iia. The headquarters are at Messrs.

W.I. Taylor and Co., Ltd., motor engi-

\ik,, Sedgely Park.

Berwick and District M;C.

speed trials held in Belford
-

1 were a great, success. The awards
vci as follows :

^80 MACHINE (up to 350 c.c.).— 1, J, W.
'orb, Tweedmouth (2^4 Jap-Imperial).
31) MACHINE (Unlimited c.c.).—W. Murray
>H prirts Sunbeam).
';' I'ARS AND CARS (Unlimited c.c.).-G. G.

1. Kirknewton (8 Sunbeam sc).

Harper Adain& College M-CC.
J IP were several unusual events at

I "motor cycle sports" meeting
lub. These included a long jump

iiiier " jumping " 19ft. off a rise

with fifty yards start) and a plank
I'he results were :

PRIZE AND CHALLENGE CUP.-C.
Carr (4 Harley-David3on).
U PRIZE,—R. G. Posnett (3 A.B.C).

ii ill PRIZE.-A. F. Gatehouse (2% Douglas).

^ ; E. Cholmondeley (the only lady
lor) rode her machine with great

Wlington and District M.C. and L.C.C.

'^1 twelve out of twenty-one eiitrajits

the course in the recent half-day
; trial over a stiff course of ap-
fly 70 miles. Allan 0. Gruzelier
ilh-Bradshaw) made an outstand-

:
I ilormance on all the hills, but

ii'.iiiiately his watch stopped, and
J- consequently late at the first

Results :

1: CUP AND MEDAL.-G. Gilbertson (5
-'« marks.
1: MEDALS.—R. A. Green (3"A Norton).

,
and A. B. Lavy (3% Sunbeam), 93

^eek-eni (Tlub Cvents.
Ami}. 11.—Dojtcantcr and District M.C.C. Speed

Triulh:

Aug. Il.—Cantcrburi/ and District M.C.C. Club
Run to Di/mchnrcli.

Auff. 11.—Twiftiton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Treasure Hunt.

Aufl. 11.—Worcester and District M.C.C. River trip.

A uii. 13.—Ulster M.C.C. Hill-climb,
.iug. 13.—Leeds and District M.C. Gymkhana.
Aug. ll—Helensburgh M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. IS.—Saltcoats and District M.C. Club Run

to Kilwinning.
Aug. U.— West Kent M.C. Flexibility Test on

Brasted HUl.
.4ag. 13.—Luton and South Beds A.C Hill-climb.
Auij. 1.1.—North Wales M.C.C. Silencer Trial,

.ivg. 13.—Wallington and District M.C.C. Hill-

climj).'

Aug. 13.—hirertiool M.C. Hill-climb at Pen.y-BaU.
Aug. 13.—Public Schools M.C.C. Reliability. Brake,

and Acceleration Trial.

.Auii. 13.—Stourbridge M.C.C. Gitaikhana.
Aug. n.—llkley M.C. and L.C.C. Wilkinson and

.^rmitage Trophy Trial.

Aug. II,.—Stafford and District M.C.C. Captain's
Run.

Aua. Iff.
—Barrow and District M.C.C. Reliability

Trial.

Aug. l.'f.
—Manchester M.C. Gymkhana' and Social,

.tug. If,.—Leeds and District ' M.C. Club Run.

.lug. li.—Leeds M.V. Reliability Trial.

A ug. 1{.

—

Harrogate and District M.C.C. Social
Run to Hawnby.

.-lug. If,.—Wolverhampton Auto Nomads. Club Run
to Haughmond Avenue.

Aug. li.—.Sheffield M.C.C. Club Run to Lincoln,
.lug. If,.—Northern M.C.C. Gumkhaita.
Ang. lf,.—N.E.A.A. Team Trial.

Aug. li.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Club Run
to Buxton.

A^ig. If,.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Social Run to
Ross.

Auti. If,.—Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Club Run to Bravidean.

Aug. 1',.— Wakefield and District M.C.C. Club Run
to .-lysgarth.

.lug. If,.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Secretary's
Surprise Run.

.lun. If,.—Basingstoke and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Club Run.

Aug. 1',.— H'oolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
Gyuikicuna.

Aug. II,.—Cambridge and Countu M.C. Speed
Trials.

.4vg. II,.—Rochester. Chatham, and District M.C.
and L.C.C. Club Run to Hever Castle.

Aug. 17.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Supper Run to
Torquay.

Aug. 17.—Central London M.C.C. Club Run to
Epping Forest.

Aug. IS.—Berwick and District M.C. Hill-climb.

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xxxviii.

Liverpool M.C.

There were forty-two starters, including
four ladies, in the distance and speed-
judging competition on July 27th, starting
from Arrowe Hall. The prize winners
proved to b€ :

1, F. H. Roberts (2% Chater-Lea) and A. E.
Taylor (18 Overland) tied, divide first and second
prizes.; 3, J. R. Worrall (2% Douglas). Best
Ijerlormance by a lady. Miss P. Dorie (SV™ Rudge
Multi).

Cannock Chase M.C.C.

A successful reliability trial, over a
varied course, was held on Monday,
the 1st inst., for the president's cup.
Twenty competitors started, and fourteen
completed the course. The cup winner
was T. E. Stone (3^ Sunbeam sc). 3m.
late, the second man being E. A. Mason
(2^ Ixion). Any riders wishing to join
the club should communicate with the
honorary secretary, Mr. T. E. Lindop,
The Green, Cannock.

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.C.

Five Kentish clubs in all contributed
towards a very successful hill-climb held
at Nosley Hill on July 31st. Electrical

timing was used, and the proceedings
went forward without a hitch. Some very
good times were put up, the fastest time
of the day (22|s.) being gained by F.
Short on an overhead valve J. A. P. The
length of the course was two-fifths of a
mile, and the average gradient 1 in 7.

CLASS 1.—Sidecars, unlimited: 1, G. Packman
(8 Brough Superior), 30gs. ; 2, H. Chaiklen (7-9
Harley-Davidson), 325s.; 3, J. Redstall (7-9
Indian), 40s.
CLASS 2.—350 c.c. (seneral) : 1. W. Rumens '(3

Ivy), 30is.; 2, G. Williams {2% Doxiglas), 32fs.;
3, S. Stockwell (2=^ Hobart), 36Ss.
CLASS 3.—350 c.c. (experts barred) : 1. S. Stock-

well (2%i Hobart), 313s.; 2. Watson (2"i4 A.J.S.),
51s..

CLASS 4.-600 c.c. (general) : 1. Newman (SVo
Sunbeam), 24!s. ; 2, Smart (3 A.B.C), 28!s. ;

3"

W. Rumens (3 Ivy), 283s.
CLASS 5.-600 c.c. (experts barred) : 1, L.

Williams (3%i Scott), 29s.; 2, Frear (3% Scott),
30?s. ; 3, Eckersley (31/. Duzmo), 31Js.
CLASS 6.—Unlimited (general) : 1. J. Short (8

J.A.P.). 228s.; 2. Newman (31,4 Sunbeam), 245s.;
3. G. Packman (8 Brough Superior), 2628.
CLASS 7.—LTnlimited (experts barred) : 1, J.

Short (8 J.A.P.), 22?s.; 2. Iggulden (7-9 Indian),
255.; 3, Redstall (7-9 Indian). 26^3.
CLASS 8.—600 c.c. touring machines: 1. Smart

(3 A.B.C), 28?s. ; 2, Wallis (3 A.B.C), 3153.; 3,
Cousins (4 Triumph), 34s.
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In the neighbourhood of Giornico in the canton of Tessin, near the St. Gothard '

Pass. &>nipetitors passed this spot on the fourth and fifth days.

British Machines make Creditable Performances on Severe Gradients in High Altitudes
I

ONLY two teams competed for the
International Trophy in last week's
Six Days Trial (promoted by the

Swiss Motor Cycle Union for the

F.I. CM.), viz.. Great Britain and Swit-
zerland. There were fifty-one entrants,

and all faced the starter at Geneva on
^Monday. .

Gorgeous scenerj' and long, tiring

gradients were the chief characteristics

of the trial. Imagine Applecross piled on
Porlock, and Sutton Bank placed on the
top. Cover the whole with glorious sha^dv.

woods, add a blue sky and a blazing sun,

and some idea may be gathered of ihe

lesser climbs of the trial. . Of the really

strenuous ascents more anon.

Fifty-one Starters.

The entry consisted of riders from
England, France, and Switzerland, and
machines made in England, France,
Switzerland, and America. . Most of the
best makes figured in the trial, and the
entry may be said to have" been fairly

representative. Two teams only' entered
by. countries competed—the Swiss team,
consisting of Morand (Condor), Rothenbach
(ilotosacoche), and Crex (Jlotosacoche),
and the English team consisting of
Eric Williams (A. J.S.),- J. A. Newman
(Douglas), and -Hu^h Gibson (Raleigh).
Besides these the following Englishmen
took part : H. Dawson (P. and JI.), E, H.
Lees (Sunbeam), H.Langman (Scott), C
P. Wood (Scott), and F. P. Dickson
(Broiigh Superior), making eight British
entiies in all. Of the fifty-one entrants,
of vrhom all weighed in, twenty-four rode
British mount.<!, leaving twenty-seven
divided between three other countries.

Bl6

The organisation at the weighing in was

excellent and most thorough, and took

place in the Batiment Electoral, one of the

finest buildings in the beautiful town of

Geneva. Every conceivable part of the

machines and each bundle of spare parts

carried was either sealed or stamped,

while particular attention was paid to

silencers, every cut-out being sealed in its

closed position.

Altogether the exhibition of machines

ranged in order in the centre of the hall

was a fine one, and to it the public were

admitted, and arrived in a steady stream

from 8 a. in. Several of the machines

attracted J
much - attention, perhaps the

most prominent being one of the French
mounts,, the rmconventional Viratelle,

with water-cooled, enclosed valve, side-by-

side twin-cylinder engine, forming a unit

with the gear box, laminated spring forks,

and a radiator circular in form, carried in.

front and provided with a belt-driven fan.

The Bleriot, too, raised much comment

;

it is perhaps a shade better known in

England, but this is the first important

trial in which the former has competed.

Swiss Entries.

Among the Swiss makers, the neatly

equipped M.A.G.-engined Condor made a

very favourable impression. The Moto-
.saii-oche had all spring frames, while the

sidecar machine of this make had an

Enfield type gear, but giving three speeds.

The Condor sidecar outfit had a M.A.G.
engine, but a three-speed gear box. One
machine better known in England a few
years ago than now—the Moto-Reve—had
an overhead valve V twin engine and
the Enfield type of gear also.

Every official spoke fluent Englisli,

all seemed bent on doing their utmof
help the foreign visitors.

Of the British officials, Mr. T.

Loughborough, secretary of the F.I.C.

Mr. W. H. Wells, representing the

and A.T.A., and Mr. E. M. P. Boilc

British delegate of the F.I.CM., at

conference held last Monday at Gem
journeyed by road, while i\Ir. A. V. Eb
white, the other British delegate of

F.I.C.M., and, like Mr. Loughboroi
oire of the stewards of the trial, ani

before the start aiid followed the t

petition. Though it was fully expei

they would take part, the French
Italian teams failed to materialise.

FIRST DAY.—GENEVA TO CHAUX-: •

FONDS, 193 MILES.
The first day's run was not too Ir ,

and was comparatively easy,

competitors were despatched from
Batiment Electoral at Geneva sir

and at one-minute intervals." ' It wa '

perfect morning, heralding a hot day i

the competitors sallied along the ex •

lent and mostly dustless road which sk i

Lake Geneva. After Nyon the lake s

left, and then ensued a long climb

)

St. Gergues up a zigzag road, wh •

though long, gave little trouble e.K( t

to one of the French machines.
On our way to Marchairnz, the t

observed hill, we had soine little e.KC
-

ment. En route we passed a sentry- <

in which sat a soldier in a brilliant -

form. We slowed down, and were .-

nailed to proceed, and all went well

after climbing about five miles, we fu i

the road barred, where we were infori !

i
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A scene at Chaux-de-Fonds. Emile Gafner (Indian) getting away, and E. H. Lees (Sunbeam) at the timekeeper's table.

Observe the fireman with his hatchet and metal helmet.

that we had passed through an artillery

range, and had narrowly escaped being
shelled. Soon after a series of rapid
shots added emphasis to our informant's
remarks.

The First Test Hill.

Ascending from the lake, the view
should have been glorious, but the heat

haze -spoilt it, and Mont Blanc could

only just be discovered, barely visible, a

white ghost mountain. We took up out

post on the observed hill at an altitude

of well over 4,000ft., much higlier than
the top of Snowdon, wliere the gradient
was about 1 in 8, but the summit was
close on 4,800ft. This is not among the
Alps^_£roper, but only in the Jura dis-

trict.' Nevertheless, twice on the first

day the competitors climbed to heights
exceeding that of Applecross.

The first arrival was Lombard, on the
monohloc four-cylinder Salmson water-
cooled cycle car, who travelled well.

ij-nf. y'^-rnf'r-nrWB=?4S-'MI«HW»->«t

Well-known riders at Schaffhausen on the third day's run. Reading from left : H. Langman
(Scott), Hugh Gibson (Raleigh), Eric Williams (A.J.S.), and ]. A. Newman (Douglas).

Georges Neher, on the 500 c.c. Motosa-

coche, came up in fine style, but later

suffered from carburetter trouble. While
watching the competitors, a workman
arrived on a 2^ h.p. F.N., in which he
had fitted an enclosed fan running on ball

bearings, and driven by a belt off the fly-

wheel for inducing an air draught on to

the cylinder head. M. Jules Neher, who
was following the trial on a Morgan, came
up in fine style. Despite the length of

the hill, and the fact that it was very

steep near the summit, it caused little

trouble to the competitors. Wood and
Langman (on Scotts) simply played with

the gradient, while Gibson (on the

Raleigh sidecar) made an extremely good
climb. Laeser (on a 2| Condor) came up
well, but made a poor change at one of

the corners, while Morand (on one of the

miniatures of this make) did well, though
his mount was somewhat noisy. Wuille-

min (another Condor rider) wore a sort of

waterproof Balaklava helmet, which
might have been ideal in rain, but must
have been extremely hot. Pognanski (7

A.J.S. sc), who was one of the last to

arrive in Geneva before the start, was
sailing under British colours, -and brought
the total number of' British entries to

nine. His machine and Eric Williams's

2£- h.p. of the same make made fine

ascents. . Gafner (on an Indian Scout)

made easy work of the climb, but his

trouble was to come later. Gex (Motosa-

coche sC.) ascended with his passenger

leaning far out of the sidecar.

English Machines Climbed Well.

Boltshauser and the other Triumph
riders did well, and so did the Nortons,
except that ridden by Tschndi, who
arrived late and was making up time.

All the Englishmen wei'e doing excel-

lently, and Lees (Sunbeam), though he
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has been doing much car work lately,

had, by the way he took the corners
clearly, lost none of his old skill. Daw-
son's P. and M. made quite a good climb,
and so did Schlee's 2J h.p. Douglas and
Newman's 3^ h.p. of the same make.

Swiss Team's Loss of Marks.

After the summit, the road descended
rapidly, and eventually skirted the pretty
little Lac de Joux, its blue waters sadly
diminished by the drought. At the end
of the lake came a short section of

mountain road, and then a steady fall to
Vallorbes—the luncheon stop. Here it

was reported that the Swiss team had
already lost marks, and Gex, the crack
Motosacoche rider, was reported to have
stopped more than once on JMarchairnz

;

the Englishmen were still intact, but the
climb had but just begun. Bailly (Hobart)
and Gafner (Indian Scout) were in trouble
%vith their tyres, the latter having .suffered
a ripped tube.
After lunch the worst climb was the

Col de I'Aiguillon. some time after which
the road descended to the shores of the
Lake of Neuchatel, and then ascended
to the Vue des Alpes, but there was no
view on account of haze. It was a long

Days Trials, and Gibson felt that he
had already learned a great deal. In his

own words, he had actually melted two
plugs, had three punctures in a ten-

kilometre section, and had lost no
marks. Dickson (Brough Superior) had
been unable to descend a single long

hill w-ithout sooting his plugs. Lees
(Sports Sunbeam) had seized his en-

gine, owing to bad oil, but had freed

it again. Eric Williams (2J
A.J.S.) was merry and bright

;

while Dawson (P. and M.) had
had three punctures in the

last ten kilometres, and had
" blinded " to make up time,

broke an exhaust valve as a

result, and lost seven marks.

One Retirement First Day.

Of the fifty-one starters there

was only one retirement—Balmer,
the French rider of the Bleriot.

Bailly (Hobart) lost marks owing
to tyre troubles, and Gex (Moto-
sacoche) through broken high-

tension "wire. Balmer (Bleriot),

however, could not get his engine
to start for an hour after the
word to go was given on the
second day, and so had to

withdraw.

let go, when Gibson and his companion
came along, and swiftly hauled the outfit

back to safety.

To hark back for a moment to the even-
ing before. Chaux-de-Fonds celebrated
the Swiss National Fete with fireworks'
and illuminations, hugely enjoyed by all

and sundry, save by one British official,

Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, whose forehead
was cut open by a rocket stick. Fortu-

trying climb, but not severe, though it

rose to an altitude of 4,300ft.—higher
than the summit of Ben Nevis.
Gafner (Indian Scout) ascended with his

pump sticking out of his haversack. We
had another exciting incident before reach-
ing this point. Men were working on a

sewer by the roadside, and pulled us up
because they had laid a mine. When it

did go off, it made little more fuss than
a Chinese cracker.

Chaux-de-Fonds, the finish of the day's
run, was but a few kilometres distant.

British Competitois' Impressions.

A chat with the British competitors at

the end of the first day's run evinced
several items of interest. Newman con-

sidered the event far more entertaining

than either the Scottish or English Six

SECOND DAY.—CHAUX-DE-FONDS TO
BASLE, 156 MILES.

Monday's run presented few diffi-

culties, but Tuesday's was a very different

story. It was a really hard run. One of

the incidents of the morning was a five-

kilometre descent over a stony track, at

times studded with rocks as large as

paving stones—a piece of cross-country

work as bad as could be found in an
English or Scottish Six Days Trial, but
with the agony piled on owing to its

length. Several of the Swiss drivers were
seen to be walking their machines down
the hill, and on the way to St. Ursanne
the Condor sidecar outfit was found to

be hanging over the edge of a precipice,

with driver and passenger hanging on for

dear life, almost exhausted and read.y to

(LefO C. P. Wood
taking one of the hair-

pins on the Weisen-

stein on the first day.

(Right) Typical con-

tinental architecture

—

the Tower at Solo-

thurm. The car be-

longs to Mr. W. H.
Wells, of Indian fame,

who was accompanied

by Mr. and Mrs.

Loughborough.

nately, the injury, though unsightly, was

not severe.

On the Weisenstein.

Reverting to the trial, the piece dt

resistance of Tuesday's run was the ascent

of the Weisenstein ' from Solothurm. It

will be. noticed that this is a German
name, and practically marks the entry of

the trial into German Switzerland. The
peasants do not speak French, and their

German is an unintelligible patois. Most

of the organisers of the trial spoke

English and French, so that the sudden

change from one or other of these lan-

guages was not a little trying.

The Weisenstein is a good hill, and

one British rider, who was faii-ly beaten

by it, declared it to be the finest hill

he had ever met. Applecross plus Porlock
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plus Sutton Bank describes it. Its length

is at least five miles ; its surface like

Sutton Bank in fair condition, and so

not too bad ; its average gradient about
1 in 8; and its steepest, inside the three

worst corners, about 1 in 4. Like the

other hills in the second day's ran, it

was not observed, as the course was
thought to be insufficiently steep, but it

had its record of failures. It is not a

freak hill, for cars and motor cycles climb

it ev€ry Sunday, as the view from the

summit, 4,350ft., is marvellous in clear

weather ; but few cars will climb it with-

out boiling furiously.

We watched the performances from the
topmost bad corner, where the climb

began to be serious, about 1,000ft. from
the highest point. Poznanski (A.J.S. sc.)

made a beautifully clean climb. The
machine sailed easily round th© bend, and
his passenger remained normally seated.

Eric Williams (2| A.J.S.) did splendidly,

and, though he had an anxious moment
through taking the inside of the bend in-

stead of taking it wide (the easier way)
;

he made a clean recovery and a non-stop
climb. By the time they reached this

point, the engines were pretty hot, but
Langman's, Wood's, and Alfter's Scotts

came up without a falter, and the Swiss-
ridden Triumphs did remarkably well.

The hill proved too much for three of the
little Condors, the riders of which had
to dismount and run ; but Laeser, riding

one of these machines, made a fine climb,

and foot-slogged quite unnecessarily.

Passenger Machines.

"Df the cycle cars, the Salmson made a

very fine performance^ but the French-
built G.N. had to shed its passenger, who
pushed behind. Many of the sidecar

machines came up with the sidecar seat
either empty or with the passenger most
abnormally seated. Schorp (JMotosacoche

M. Jules Neher, president of the Motor Cycle Union of Switzerland, who followed the trial

on his Morgan.

sc.) and Rolland (New Imperial sc.) were
offenders in this respect, and failed, while
other unsuccessful riders were the two
500 c. c. Motosacoche riders, Guignet and
Robert. Bonvin, riding a similar machine,
kicked hard on the ground, and nearly
fell.

Of the solo Viratelle machines, those
ridden by Lambert and Aumaitre failed,

the ridei of the former arriving at

An A.J.S. rider,

day. On
M. Poznansld, about to leave Rheinfall. Shirt sleeves were the order of the

the right is Mr. W. H. Wells, who accompanied the riders on the course.

the corner very much the worse for wear.

After a long rest, he had the mis-

fortune to break his chain just as he was
restarting.

Dickson (Brough-Superior) came up
beautifully and smiling, as did Newman
(Douglas), who took the corner a shade too

wide. Lees (Sunbeam) gave a fine exhibi-

tion of driving.. Of the other English
riders, Gibson (Raleigh sc.) stopped simply-

through wheel slip, and shed his

passenger. Gafner, the Indian Scout rider,

came up well, but took his corner rather
clumsily; but Marcel (7 Indian sc.) failed

just beyond the last corner.

After this there was a good deal more
of the hill, another corner not quite so

bad, and a further .steep stretch. The
descent was rough, narrow, and severe,

comprising numerous gulleys, and more
stiff country was traversed before Basle

was reached.

A Place oJ Evil Omen.
There were several incidents during the

day. Fouquier (Viratelle sc.) upset his

outfit on the Col des Enfers (the Pass of

Hell), rightly named so far as he was con-

cerned, as his brakes failed, and he fell,

breaking several ribs. Young Neher
(Jlotosacoche) lost marks through punc-
tures, brake, and plug troubles, while two
of the British team must have lost many
marks. The unfortunate Newman had a
fall after the Weisenstein, and then a
series of punctures which exhausted his
supply of spare tubes. Exhausted by his

fall, the heat, and his efforts, he lost an
hour.

It will be appreciated that the trial was
no picnic, and most of the English riders

said they have to drive on full throttle

most of the time. Gibson, though his

failure on the worst hill of the day lost

him no marks, feared he had been penal-

ised owing to five punctures he suffered.
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THIRD DAY.—BASLE TO ZURICH
213 MILES.

All those who arrived the previous
night started on the third day's route,
except Bischof (8 Motosacoche' sc.) and
Dawson (3^ P. and M.), whose " fork
crown broke owing to the bad roads.
This day's run was not severe, except
that it was long and tiring. The road
was rough on leaving Basle, but improved
later, and in glorions weather the com-
petitors traversed the final hills and
valleys of the Juras. There were few diffi-

culties, except on one part of the Course,
where the road was traversed by numerous
gulleys.

Lunch was served at Laufen, near
Schaffhausen, where the men had ample
time to view the falls of the Rhine, which
are really worth seeing. The enclosure
at the luncheon .stop was - approached
through an arch under a sixteenth century
tower. Lunch was served' in a shady
garden, and afterwards petrol was brought
in drums and doled out first in enamelled

ing dynamo broke completely adrift, and
he lost his way riding into Zurich. The
final control was three kilometres away
from this beautiful town.

The arrivals were grouped into parties
of ten and piloted by cars to the enclosure
—a fine electrically lighted building in the
heart of the city. The floor was covered
with sawdust, each competitor had his
appointed post arranged in the next day's
order of starting, his luggage was
arranged on one side of the hall, and
petrol and oil were set out all ready for

the next day's run. The trial was cer-

tainly well organised, but the N.M.S. has
still a little to learn as regards running
a competition of this kind.

Dust, Wind, and More Punctures.

The only surviving Viratelle arrived
with its water boiling. The Salmson cycle
car lost marks owing to punctures after
the start.

The men arrived covered with flour-

white dust, which is not so disfiguring

AUGUST nth. ig2i.

On the frontier. A typical Continental scene—the bridge at Kaiserstuhl looking into Germany.

water jugs, and finally out of glass water
decanters. Oil was a great difiiculty in
this trial, as the local lubricant was un-
suitable for British engines.
The afternoon was somewhat tiring,

though fine country with a few steep hills
up and down was traversed. It was a rich
district, with neat, well-kept buildings,
and at several of the controls liquid and
solid refreshments were oft'ered to the com-
petitors. At the Hulftegg control a group
of enthusiasts met Eric Williams and
greeted him as a hero to be revered, his
prowess in the T.T. having reached even
these distant parts. The climb up to this
point was stiff, but only troubled some of
the smaller Condors.

Descent of the Hulftegg.

. Coming down from the summit the road
•was steep, and here Williams suffered two
punctures, and was stung by a wasp.
Young Neher (Motosacoche) had a run of
bad luck. After a puncture, he tried to
make up time descending from the
Hulftegg, and had a nasty fall, his light-

c8

as the English variety, but there was
plenty of- it. !^ /znanski (A.J.S. sc),
though he had a puncture on Tuesday,
finished the third day quite happy, and
his machine had certainly put up a fine

performance. The weather clouded over
near the finish, and a wind storm sprang
up, about which Lees (Sunbeam) com-
plained strongly. He was using Chal-
lenger inner tubes, which, up to this
point, kept him free of punctures.
The Swiss-ridden Triumphs were still

giving an excellent account of themselves,
but, like many others, have suffered tyre
troubles. Eric Williams was distinctly
impressed with the trial, and informed
us that the engine had to keen " turning
over " all the time. He found the event
most instructive, but would like to have
seen more observed hills. Hugh Gibson's
comments were sound as usual. He was
still finding the trial of absorbing in-

terest, and said he would not have missed
it " for worlds." At the end of the
third -day, he pointed out that we know
little about hills in England, and the

difficulty experienced in these parts was
to realise the gradients, and that the

power fell off at high altitudes. He
wished he had had a voiturette cover on

^

the rear wheel. '

The following retirements were reported i

on Wednesday : Aumaitre (Viratelle) ; !

Tschudi (Norton), broken push rodjj

Franel (Moto-Reve) ; and Rolland (8 New
Imperial sc), who had nine punctures on

;

the third afternoon. These, with Dinkel

(Condor sc), who broke his handle-bars !

through colliding with a non-competitor

on the Weisenstein, Balmer (Bleriot),

Dawson (P. and M.), Bischof (Motosa- ,

coche), and Fouquier (Viratelle sc), make
1

nine retirements in all of the fifty-one
:

starters halfway through the trial.
j

So far, the competitors had been three
J

days in Switzerland, and had not seen
j

the Alps.
!

FOURTH DAY.—ZURICH TO LUGANO,!,
187 MILES. I

Heavy rain fell during the morning of

the fourth day, making a bad prospect

for the journey over the highest Swiss

passes. The first important ascent over ',

the Klausen (5,400ft.) was made through
j

heavy rain and thick clouds ; it was very

cold at the summit. The road was in

good, condition. Competitors met the

Cyclist Alpine Regiment during the
j

ascent, and had a hearty welcome at the

Hospice, but were so cold that they could

hardly feel their controls at the beginning

of the descent.

After lunch at Altdorf, the St. Got-

hard climb began with thirty-two miles

of long, easy gradients at first, then by

adrupt zigzags to Andermatt, and again

to the' summit (6,900ft.). All were travel-

ling well," including the English team.

Lees (3i Sunbeam) had a no-trouble run,

and was enjoying the weather, which was

now gloriously fine but cold at this high ,

altitude.

Descent from St. Gothard.

The descent, by numerous hairpins, wasi

amidst unsurpassed scenery. Hugh Gibson r

(5-6 Raleigh sc) w'as stopped just below i

the top with tyre troubles, and, as usual, 1

the Salmson cycle car was late, and came i

down at breakneck speed. It was skil-

1

fuUj' driven, but it was a dangerous i

performance.
Great enthusiasm was not at all evident i

in the down hill run to Lugano as Monte i

Cenery had to be climbed after Bellinzona. i

The control at the finish was beautifully
;

organised, competitors, after parking their

machines, being met by cars and driven to i

their hotels.

It was here decided that J. A. Newman i

(3^ Douglas) should be allowed to con- i

tinue, but with loss of marks. He had
been an hour late on the second day
through punctures. The comrnittee de-

cided that, owing to a doubt in the rules,

he should be permitted to proceed, but
not so any other competitor getting into a

similar plight during the rest of the trial.

Retirements on the fourth day were
Wuillemin (2^ Condor) with magneto
trouble, and Cossetto (4 Douglas) with
two tyre -bursts.

FIFTH DAY.—LUGANO TO FRIBOURG. i

202 MILES.
Another hard day's run proved too long

for such difficult country. Fortunately,
the Airolo side of St. Gothard was not
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observed, or half the Swiss Army would
have been needed ; the corners on this

side were very loose.

The English team arrived happy at

the Bellinzona control, but had suffered

nineteen p-unctures in all. Neher (3^-

Motosacoche) remained long, struggling

with a tube.. He speaks English well, but
his language was bad on this occasion !

It was cold again at the summit, but
before this point Gibson picked up a

stone, which jammed his wheel, and Eric
Williams had four punctures, and had
to drive all out, passing competitors on
the descent to Hospenthal, then over the
Furka Pass past the Rhone glacier—

a

glorious sight—up the Grimsel, and on to

Meiringen, which was a fearful and
wonderful journey. Bouvin (8 Motosa-
coche sc.) retired before Fribourg was
reached owing to a collision and gear
trouble.

181

SIXTH DAY.—FRIBOTIRG TO GENEVA,
205 MILES.

The last day's run was almost equally

stiff, but the competitors were welcomed
everywhere. There was a speed hill-climb

in the morning at Du Brueck, a long hill

with dangerous corners, on which were

Andre Robert (Motosacoche) followed by J. A. Newman (Douglas) on the St. Gothard Pass

Observe the granite posts placed to denote the edge of the road.

several'falls. Eric Williams (2J A.J.S.)
made fastest time in his class, despite a
br'ik^n throttle wire; C. P. Wood (3J

A study in sinuosity. This road, too, is on the famous St. Gothard Pass, and was traversed

by the competitors on the fourth day of the trial.

Scott) won the 750 c.c; class; and F. P.

Dickson (8 Brough-Superior) was first

amongst the 1,000 c.c. solos.

In the 'afternoon a well-organised speed

trial took place, and amongst the class

winners Eric Williams (2J A.J.S. ), J. A.

Newman (3i Douglas), C. P. Wood (3|

Scott), and F. P. Dickson (8 Brough-

Superior), were again prominent.

At the end of the trial there were thirty-

nine finishers out of the fifty-one starters,

and amongst .those who lost no marks

were Eric Williams (2-J
A.J.S.), Robert

(3^ Motosacoche). Staub (3i Norton),

Rothenbach (8 Motosacoche), and Honel
(G.N).
To summarise, the International Trials

this year have been exceedingly severe,

and the passes have tested engines to the

utmost, since they had to be taken dead

slow.

The International Trophy Winners.

For the second time the Swiss team

secure the International Trophy, being

151 marks to the good. The trade team
prize was secured by the Motosacoche,

followed by the Douglas trio. The prize

of a gold watch for the best performance

by a foreign visitor was secured by Eric

Williams (2| A.J.S.), and the prize

offered by the Swiss president was

awarded to the G.N.

TWO HUNDRED ENTRIES IN CARDIFF M.C. MEETING.

AFTER the he'avy downpour and the

terrific gales which lasted through-

out the day on Friday, the hearts

of the Cardiff M.C. officials must have
rejoiced on beholding a satisfactory

change in the weather on Saturday monv-
ing, when very successful speed trials

were held at Porthcawl Sands.
The event, which had attracted over

two hundred entries, was run in heats on
the " knock-out " principle {from stand-

ing starts).

In the smaller classes Harris (New
Imperial) put up a very fine performance,
although he did not appear to make the

best use of his gear box.

Of the sidecar classes, which came next,

the premier honours deservedly go to

Jack Thomas (3^ Norton sc), with his

wife (who evidently proved to be a good
mascot) as passenger, as they carried off

the sidecar championship in the 500 c.c.

class. The unlimited sidecar class was
won by Handel Davies (8 Brough Superior

sc), after a tight race with Boshier

Jones (3 A. B.C. sc).

This event was followed by the ladies'

handicap, which was won by Miss I. Fon-
taine (2^ Levis).

In the general classes, 500 c.c, 750 c.c,

and unlimited, there was a keen contest

between Nortons and Sunbeams, all the

big machines getting knocked out by the

3i h.p. singles.

Undoubtedly the best race of the day

was Heat 4 in the 500 c.c. class, in which

the four riders were Neath members,
riding two Sunbeams and two Nortons,

and there was not twenty-five yards ^be-

tween all the riders at the finish. The
star rider was a comparatively new
entrant in competitions, W. Rice Evans
(Neath), on a Sports Sunbeam, who
carried off the 500 c.c, 750 c.c, and un-

limited classes, making the fastest time

of the day.
This event xvas certainly the finest yet

run at Porthcawl.

CC)
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CURRENT CHAT ^^TT^i^.
A Sporting Northern Event.

The Scott trial this year will be held
on Saturday, October 8th.

Motor Cycle Show in Scotland.

As the result of negotiaiions concluded
between the British Cycle * and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders'
Union, Coventry, and the Scottish Motor
Trade Association, space will be reserved
in the Twentieth Annual Scottish Motor
Show for the exhibition of motor cycles

and tricars. The e.xhibition is to be held
from January 27th to February 4th (in-

clusive), ]92'2.

The A.C.U. Trials.

The criticised oil and petrol allowances
for the various classes in the A.C.U. Six
Days Trial are as under, and do not

include the test on Brooklands :

250 c.c. 60I0 ..

350 c.c. solo ..

500 c.c. solo .

.

750 c.c. solo ..

1,000 c.c. solo ..

600 c.c. sidecar
1,000 c.c. sidec^^

Fuel. Oil.

m.p.g. m.p.g.
100 .. 1,800
90 .. 1,500
75 .. 1,000

^60 .

.

800
SO .. 600
50 .. 550
45 .. 500

Price Reductions.

The A. J. S. prices have now been reduced.
The 7 h.p. sidecar outfit is now £195
instead of £215, and the lightweight is

reduced from £105 to £95.

Sporting One Day Trial in Cumberland.

Next Saturday the Cumberland County
M.C.C. is holding a one-day open sport-

ing trial. Late entries may still be re-

ceived by Mr. J. J. Dias, 24, Bank
Street, Carlisle.

A Sweepstake Hill-climb.

With a view to stimulating club activi-

ties, the Edinburgh and District M.C.
purposes holding an inter-club sweepstake
hill-climb on September 10th, the follow-

ing being the outlined conditions :

1.—Eacli club will be represented by five separ-
ate riders on five separate machines, one up to
350 c.c, two up to 500 c.c, one unlimited capacity
(all solo), and one sidecar unlimited capacity.

2.—One club one team only.

3.—Time only to cojnt—the smallest aggregate
time to win.

4.—Time permitting, each rider will have two
ascents of the hill, the better time to count.
5.—No restrictions regarding equipment.
6.—The timing will be electrical.

7.—Tne entry fee is ten guineas per team, th(
winning club to take the whole entry money, nc
deduction being made tor organising costs.

j

8.—While the actual team need not be nominated 1

till one hour before the start, entries from club;
must be sent in not later than the 27th inst.

9.—The organising club will require each clnt
entering to nominate one official to represent
them. gr

10.—The selected hill is in the South of Scot
land, and is not only very suitable, but also ol

the " safe " variety.
I

Already the promoting club has pro-

mises, of teams, and a representative entry

from England as well as Scotland is

anticipated. All communications should
I

be addressed to the Secretary, 5,. Castle

Terrace, Edinburgh.

Mechanical First Aid for Motorists.

The A. A. Boad service outfits were
fully occupied during the recent Bank
Holiday period in assisting motorists with'i

stranded vehicles. In addition to giving

roadside and other information to over

five hundred motorists, these A. A. road
patrols rendered assistance in connection
with 380 minor breakdowns and mechani-
cal troubles, and were able to help

seventy-four owners of cars and motoi
cycles stopped by serious causes.

i

%i5<!a(fc»'*sift
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THE CARDIFF M.C. SPEED TRIALS AT PORTHCAWL LAST SATURDAY.
A tussle between a big and a small twin in the sidecar championship heat. The Brough Superior (on the right) and the A.B.C. ran level for a

great distance, the former eventually drawing ahead.

CLUB NEWS. (Continued frotn

page 175.)

Reigate, Redhill, and District M.C.C.
Eighteen members took part in the

recent trial for the president's cup, the
winner being F. Bewers (3 A.B.C).

Gravesend and District M.C.C.
As the result of a very successful reli-

ability trial, held on th6'28th ult., a club
has now been formed as above. A mem-
bership of thirty practical riders has
already been secured, Mr. E. Mitchell, of
the Beporter Office, Gravesend, being ap-
pointed secretary, and the Rev. R. C.
Measures, a well-known local competition
rider, organising secretary.

Eastern Centre A.C.U.
A rally of the clubs in this centre will

take place on August 21st, the venue
being Culford Park, Bury St. Edmunds
(by the kind permission of Lord
Cadogan). It is hope-d that as many
clubs as possible will be in attendance.
Any unattached riders in the counties
of Essex, Suffolk, Cambridge, and Nor-
folk, are also cordially invited.

Blaenavon M.C.C.
All entries and enquiries regarding the

inter-team trial for the Daniel challenge
shield, to be held on the 27th inst., should
be addressed to Mr. D. J. Daniel, Lime
Kiln House, Blaenavon.

Clitheroe and District M.C.C.
This club is holding a circuit reliability

run on August 21st confined to members
only for the Motor Traders silver bowl,
etc. The hon. sec, Mr. H. Sainsbury, 27,

Castle View, would be pleased to get in

touch with any new members desirous of
joining the club who would then be
eligible to compete. Entries close on the
17th inst.

Hartlepools M.C.
On the 27th ult. a "commendable pre-

war custom of this club was revived,
when about 120 crippled children were
taken for a ride in cars and sidecars.
The outing included games and tea for
the little guests ; and, in addition, a sum
of £17 lis. was subscribed by those

members who were not- able to take arii

active part in the proceedirigs.

Folkestone and District M.C.C. .

There are still vacancies for a few morev

members in this newly-formed club. Mr".

P. J. Halt, " Ellerslie," 23, Bournemouth;
Road, Folkestone, is the hon. secretary..)

North Monmouthshire M.C.C.

Results of- a joint reliability trial held

on August 1st have now been announced
as follows :

BEST SOLO PERFORMANCE-—M. Evans (4

Triumph), Blaenavon.
BEST SIDECAR PERFORMANCE.—M. Hudson

(8 Sunbeam sc), Abergavenny.
BEST LIGHT"WEIGHT PERFORMANCE.-W.

Davies {2''/\ Hawker), Abergavenny.
GOLD MEDAL AWARDS.—A. J. "tVatkins (3S

Scott), M. Hudson (8 Sunbeam sc), M. R. Lewis
(3% Scott), A. Nicklin (4V. B.S.A.), A. Williams
(10 G.N.I, T. Jones (2% Douglas), Geo, Williams
(41/4 B.S.A.). H. Westwood (8 Enfield sc), H.I
Dickinson (3-% Scott), R. Corcorran (4 Triumph),
M. Evans (4 Triumph), A. Williams (4 Norton),
A. Parfitt (6 Sun-Jap), and T. Wakefield (4

1

Triumph).
SILVER MEDAL AWARDS.—W. T. Cook (2%

Douglas), A. Steven.'i (3V2 Sunbeam), Geo. Jayne
(3V2 Sunbeam), B. R. Evans (8 Matchless sc),
and W. Davies (21/2 Hawker).

J
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
En(ry List closes at Ordinary Fees

DESPITE the somewhat - stringent regulations

framed for the A.C.U. Six Days Trials on

August 29th to September 3rd, there has been

a much better support from the manufacturers than

was expected in trade circles generally. This is pro-

bably due to the sporting spirit of many competition

managers who realise that, however difficult the con-

ditions render the trial, every competitor has an equal

chance.

Although there are no freak hills included this year,

the trial will be somewhat strenuous, as will be seen

from the accompanying contour of Wednesday's route.

with a Good Total of Compelitors,

So far the following entries have been received

;

the lists are, however, open at double fees until

Saturday next

:

The Porlock, Couhtisbury, and Lynton hills are

now, of course, familiar ground to the majority of

competition riders, and, except for Wednesday's severe

route, the greatest difficulty of the trial undoubtedly

will lie in fulfilling the various technical requirements,

such as maintaining the necessary speed for the given

number of laps on-Prooklands and the attainment of

the given mileages per gallon of oil and petrol from

Mondav until Fridav.

NINETY-NINE ENTRIES ALREADY RECEIVED FOR THE A.C.U. ANNUAL EVENT.
Entrant.

New Hudson. Ltd
A. G. Ward
C. H. Haawell
James Cycle Co., Ltd
Humphries & Dawes. Ltd.
Humphries 5; Dawes. Ltd.

Bordesley Eng. Co., Ltd. .

.

Bordesley Eng. Co.. Ltd. .

.

ii Arden Motor Co.. Ltd

C. Edmund & Co. (1920). Ltd.
r. Edmund & Co. (1920), Ltd.
Henderson Motors. Ltd
Henderson Motors, Ltd
T. G. Richards
H. P. Martin
R. C. Winn
James Cycle Co., Ltd -

^Jew Hudson, Ltd
Xcw Hudson. Ltd
Humphries & Dawes Ltd. . . .

Humphries & Dawes. Ltd. . .

.

I. H. Watson, M.C
K. N. Clayton-Russell
Martinsyds. Ltd
Martinsyde, Ltd
•lartinsyde, Ltd
(. C. Davis
'ames Cycle Co., Ltd
ames Cycle Co.. Ltd
1. Collier S: Sons. Ltd
I. Collier & Sons. Lid
'.

J. Ellis

irNav. & Eng. Co., Ltd. ...

hompson Bros. (Bilston). Ltd.
1 . Fraser Nash
\ . Fraser Nash

. D. Hardee
1. J. Wilkes
. J. Cranch
'oi-gan Motor Co., Ltd
organ Motor Co.. Ltd
orij.in Motor Co., Ltd
unford & Elliott, Ltd
unlord fi Elliott, Ltd
unford & Elliott, Ltd
riel Works, Ltd
riel Works, Ltd
riel Works, Ltd

Driver.
E. Mundey
Entrant
Entrant

J. Lidstone ....

\V. L. Handley .

.

I. F. Anderson .

G. F. Mason . . .

.

C. L. Sproscn .

.

J. C. Humphries .

J. C. Walker . .

.

E. Searle
L. Padley ,.

\. A. Svmes . . . .

H. H. Nicholson .

Entrant
G. Strang,^

W. E. Baylis
B. Bourkc
N. H.lll

Entrant
Entrant

J. T. Bashall . . .

E. H Gilfford . .

W.-H. B.ishan ..

Entrant
G. E. Slobart .

.

G. S. Arter
T. J. Ross
F. O'Brien
Entrant
N. Chereau . . .

.

F. S. Spouse . .

.

Entrant

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
H. F. S. Morgan .

F. G. Boddingto I

S. Hall

F. S. Longman .

.

W. T. Woodcock
L. Newey

Machine.
2\ New Hudson.

2t Cedos.
2.1 Cedos.

2i Jamis.
21 O.K.- Junior.

2J O.K.-Junior.
2i Connaught.
21 Conn.aught.
2-1 Connaught.
21 British Standard

Arden.

2J Edmund.
2^ Edmund.

«l Sh-ffi5H HenJerson.
*i Sh<ffi-M H'lilerson.
.51 Mirtin-.vl;.

?>l Mart'ns.'d^
*ol Douglas.
31 James.
4 New Hudson.
-t New Hndsoa.
2.1 O.K.-Juiror.
2.1 O.K.-Junior.
4 Triumph.
-1 NoriOTi.

Martinsyde.
Martinsyde.

-Martinsyde.
5 Chater-Lea
7 James.
7 Ja-nes.
7 Matchless.
7 Matchless.
.« Matchless.
.1-9 Bler-ot Whippet.
S T.B.
8.7 G.N.
S.7 G.N.

Matchless.
Rover.

5-fi Rover.
Morgan.
Morgan.
Morgan.

11 Dunelt.
11 Dunelt.
41 Dunelt.
31 Ariel.

31 Ariel.

31 Ariel.

Entrant.
Ariel Works. Ltd
Ariel Works. Ltd
.Ariel Worl<s, Ltd
Ph»lon & Moore. Ltd
Phslon & Moore, Ltd
Phelon & Moor.?, Ltd
H. G. Hawker Eng. Co.. Ltd.
H. G. Hawker Eng. Co.. Ltd.
H. G. H.awker Eng. Co., Ltd.
Norton Motors. Ltd
Norton Motors, Ltd
Norton Motors. Ltd
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd. .

,

N3W Imperial Cycles, Ltd. . .

Nesv Imoprial Cvcles Ltd. ..

Ruli;? \\h-tw.->rth, Ltd. ...

Rudgc Whitworth. Ltd
Ru.lgj Whitworth. Ltd
Rndgi^W'diworth Ltd
Beaum-iiiL Motors. Ltd

J. Ford
W. A. F'll-Smith
F.N. (EnTland). LM
F.N. (England). Lid
A. J. Stevens, Ltd
A. t. .S 'evens, Ltd
A. J. Stevens, Ltd
A. J. Stevens. Ltd. .

A. J. Stevens, Ltd
A. J. Stevens. Ltd
New Rover Cycle Co
New Rov:^r Cycle Co
New Rover Cycle Co
Capt. M. C. Brcese
W. L. Guv
T. W. White
Lt. H. A. Fellowes
E. Foster ,

B. G. Merson
G. Read & Co
W. S. Scott •

W. Moore
James Cycle Co
H. R. Harveyson
Vl^ooler Motor Cycle Co. ...

Griffiths Radial Co.
H. F. Edwards
D. Atkin, jun
G. L. White
E. S. Astley

Dr \er.

Tom Peck . . .

.

A. E. Roll.ason

T. W. Blumlid.l

Capt. L. Peatv
L. H. Wells ...

T. R Dowson .

Entrant
Entrant
H. G. Bell

T. W. Bu?;:l- . .

II. R. Davii-s . , .

F,. WiHi.ams
Cyril Williams . -

F. W. Giles
L. Wade
Rex Mundv
T. W. Ravinhall .

R. Ellott
G. Featherstonhaug
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
D. Read
Entrant
Entrant
H. Boynton . . . .

Entrant
\. C. Robbins .

.

J. S. Holroyd . .

En Irani

Entrant
Entrant *

Entrant

Ma-^h.n;.

r. Ariel.

II Ariel.
ii-7 Ariel.

P. & M.
I'. & M.
r. & M.

2^ Hawker.
2'f: Hawker.
23 Hawker.
31 Norton.
31 Norton.
31 Norton.

New Imperial.
New Imperial.
New Imperial.
Rudgc-Mnlti.
Rudge-Multi.
Rndge Multi.
Rudge Multi

7 F.N.
f^ Brough Snoenor.
7 F.N.
7 F.N.

Sv A.J.S.

2f A.I.S.

If A.J.S.
7 A.I.S.
7 A.J.S.
7 A.J.S.
3.1 Rover.
:•; Rover.

!i 3.1 Rover.
(•' B.S.A.

H Scott.

S Sunbeam.
1 Coulson-l>.
7 Raleigh.
2^ Ready.
-^ Ready.
3-; Scott.
3'; Scott.

7 James,
4 Harley-Davidson.
23 Wooler.
'1-9 British Radial.

Rover.
Rover.
Rover.

,0M1LE5

10-19MZ 10-30 10-42 10-50'/a n-35'/2 12-9

Contours of the Wetlnesday morning's route, which promises to be the most trying ninety miles of the trials.

12-33
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MOUNTAINEERING IN NORTH WALES.
Inclusion of Alt-y-Bady in (he Norih Wales M.C.C. Open Trial causes Many Failures

and Several Retiremenfs. 110 Starters; 62 Finishers.

A Triumph quartette at the toot of Bw!ch-y-Groes. Observe how the riders are taking the outside edge immediately before the acute bend.
The riders are : R. Edwards, J. Edwards, W. L. Fincher, and C. Lightening.

THAT Alt-y-Bady retains an undisputed
right to the title of "the most
difficult trials hill " was generally

acknowledged by the 110 competitors in

Saturday's (North -Wales M.C.C.) open
trial. Whether, on the other hand, Alt-
y-Bady was a fair test for inclusion in

such an event is a question upon which
opinions differ. The great majority of the
competitors, however, seemed jjerfectly

contented to lose their "golds" on this

uneven stretch of 1 in 3 behind Llan-
gollen, and, this being so, the justifica-

tion or otherwise of the hill may well
be left for discussion at some other time.

Alt-y-Powls not Difficult.

Starting from Denbigh, the route went
through Abergele to Llanfair T.H., where
started the first non-stop section and the
first observed hill, Alt-y-Powls. (It

should be noted that "T.H." does not
stand for "test hill"; it is merely a
considerate abbr-eviation on the route card
of the full seventeen-letter name of the
hamlet). Before getting thus far, how-
ever, one rider, P. J. Thomas (3i Rover)
was in trouble, colliding on a bend with
a non-competing motor cyclist coming in

the opposite direction. Despite a bruised
arm, he pluckily carried on.

Alt-y-Powls had dried surprisingly
quickly after the preceding day's down-
pour, and the observers were noted to

be jotting down " O.K.'s " with mono-
tonous regularity.

Cl6

About a mile further on, and still in

the non-stop section, . there came a
muddy descent of 1 in 5 or thereabouts,
and, had an official observer been posted
here, he would have done usefjil work
towards limiting the gold medal issue.

110 Miles After Lunch.

Through Llanrwst, Bettws - y - Coed,
Blaenau-Festiniog, " and Tyn-y-Otroes to

the lunch stop at Dolgelly was a straight-

forward run, the last section being non-
stop simply to make an arrival to schedule
more difficult. At the lunch ta,bl6 there
were one or two complaints—not wholly
without reason—regarding the-paucity of

the arrowing, but most of the conver-
sation turned on the apparent fearfulness
of ths afternoon's run. One hundred and

.

ten miles to go, five test hills, and a
watersplash, for which all the local riders

carried auxiliary 6xhaust pipes^-obviously
the worst of the trial was yet to come.

Bwlch-y-Groes was in excellent condi-
tion, and, until a heavy shower stopped
two of the solo machines through belt

slip, no failures were reported. It was
touch and go for some, however, although
Reg. Brown's 3^ h.D. Sunbeam and Sam
Wright's 4^ h.p. Humber sidecars both_
got up without apparent difficulty.

Fortunately, the rain had ceased, before
the leading men reached Llangollen,
and Alt-y-Bady, beyond the bend, had
begun to dry, and looked fairly climbable.
A large crowd occupied positions of con-

siderable danger at either side of t

road, but not until No. 18, S. V.
Jones (3^ Nor-ton), came up were th

treated to anything approaching a cle

climb.

B. Kershaw and D. -Prentice (2j[ a

2| New Imperials respectively) b(

earned the applause with which th

ascents were greeted, but G. I. Fran
(2| Francis. Barnett) stopped at the lia

way mark (i.e., about twenty yards rou

the corner) ; he got away under pow
Then came the only lady competit

Miss Marjorie Cottle (4 Triumph), w
had been piloting her big machine w
quite as much skill as eighty per cent,

the men. Just as it seemed that she li

conquered the grade, the Triumph m
inexplica.bly lost all forward motion, a

ehe also had to make a restart. G.

Mason's 2^ h.p. Connaught went up wi

out outside assistance and only very sli;

assistance from the rider—a most crec

able performance.

Pre-war Twin on Alt-y-Bady.

R. Russell Bromley and M. W. Ha,
wick, private owners on Sunbeams, bj

failed, but eventually reached the sumn/
Then T. R. Druitt, on a seven-year-i

6 h.p. Enfield toured up with his feet 6|.

on the footrests, his very nonchalaup

so surprising the onlookers that they f '

got to applaud. Everything consider,

Druitt's climb must rank amongst i

best three. I

^if»
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Mountaineering in North Wales.
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Handley and his O.K.-Union somehow
got broadside on, and then commenced
a series of alarming somersaults down
the hill. When both were picked up,
Handley seemed least dismayed of all,

and soon carried on. Norman Norris
(2j,Armis) climbed without outside help,
while Oswald Hayes (3^ Sunbeam) was
prematurely cheered for a very fast dash
into the bank near the top ! L. Crisp
(44 Humber) followed Hayes with a very
good attempt, but ending with the same
"ate; but his brother, also on a

Among the tail end solftists, G. F.
Burns (3|^- Sunbeam) made a magnificent
ascent, proving that even then the hill
was not unclimbable by a tirst-ciass rider
and machine.

Only Two Clean Sidecar Climbs.

It was freely opined that no passenger
machine would get up. When such well-
known drivers as H. Boynton (7 James
sc), B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc),
J. H. Walker (4i B.S.A. sc), G. E.
Stobart (7 James sc), and J. E. Green-
wood (3i Sunbeam) all charged up and

it would be difficult to say which of the
two was the better.
Slower, but no less sure, Sam Wright

(4i Humber sc.) was the only other com-
petitor in the three-wheeler class to make
a clean climb with " passenger normally
seated," thus earning ten bonus marks
and salvos of well-deserved cheers. (The
number's engine is only 600 cc.) The
crew of the 2J h.p. Hawker sc. walked
alongside, but the little engine propelled
the light outfit up quite nicely ; and,
finally one of the Matchless outfi'ts made
a non-stop passage with the passenger
on the carrier.

After the Alt-y-Bady deharh, Dol-y-
wern was almost child's play, as was the
non-stop section from Pentre Dwr to
Dafarn Dwyrch (for a considerable
number of those who were finding the
course too difficult for them had retired
at, or near, " Alt-y ").

Fording a Stream.

But Llanfihangel " watersplash " was a
different matter. As an interesting free
show for the villagers, who no doubt
greatly enjoyed seeing Miss Cottle take a
ducking, the fording of thie stream was
an admirable idea, but as an eliminating
agency in an open reliability trial it was
quite superfluous, especially in an event
organised by a club with the Llangollen
terror " on its doorstep." We are glad
therefore that the committee has decided
to reprieve those who failed to pick a clean
path over large, round boulders 18in.
below the surface of a stream. Even then

On the most difficult trials hill in

Wales-Alt-y-Bady. (Celt) F. W. Giles-,

(7 A.J.S. sidecar) who shared the honour
with S. Wright (4J Humber sidecar) of

making the only clean sidecar climb.

(Right) H. Boynton (7 James sidecar), who
took the hill at a good speed, but failed

through wheelspin.

umber, made a very fine ascent—clean
fl fast. W. Brandish, on the third
Jmber, was, if possible, even better.

Crisp, unfortunately, retired with
ar bo.x trouble a little further on, thus
niinating one of the most " dangerous "

ims.

Experience Tells.

George Dance (3^ Sunbeam) more than
held his reputation, making an effort-
s. fast, and clean ascent ; while W.
lUiams (5-6 Raleigh) was almost as
;od, albeit his engine was smoking ex-
tisively. To lend variety to the pro-
tidings, L. A. Welsh {4\ B.S.A.) lay
Iwn several times, while H. V. Collin's

[ Marloe) made a wonderful attack on
1' bank. W. Isbill (4 Triumph) just
iceeded, unaided: while E. Foster
16 Raleigh) chased a spectator on to
t' road, and very nearly killed a dog.
Another shower was now making itself

It on the road surface, the last dozen
so solo men being consequently un-

1 ky. :

bounced to a standstill—usually with
spinning wheels—this seemed a true pre-

diction. But a few minutes later, F. W.
Giles (7 A.J.S. sc.) tore round the bend,
bouncing (or being bounced) so energetic-
ally that it appeared as if he were liter-

ally dragging his outfit up by sheer effort.

His passenger remained seated, and he
disappeared over the brow at a cool 15
ra.p.h. H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan),
helped by Mrs. Morgan, repeated Giles's
success, if slightly less spectacularly, and

it was not very enjoyable to get wet feet

between eight and nine at night and after

160 miles of the worst going that
mountainous North Wales could provide.
It saj's much for the weatherproofness of

the modern motor cycle, however, that,

to the best of our knowledge, not one
retirement was caused by this freak
" splash."

It was well after lighting up time before
the sidecarists reached the fiiiiish ; and
although a commendable attempt was

I

•^.17
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Mountaineering in North Wales.—
made to get the results out on Sunday,
some of the observers were also non-
iiniehers, and it is not expected that an'

award hst will now be available until late
this week, but the list of finishers is

appended.
SOLOS.

John Knowies (4 Triumpli).
Allen S. Jones ( ).

J. O. Jones (4 Triumph).
R. E. Grice (2Vi New Imperial).
R. Norman Roberts (4 Triumph).
E. A. Hughes (4 Powell).
W. Edwards (4 Powell).
J. E. Williams (4 Powell).
Marjorie Cottle (4 Triumph).
Frank T. Jones {V-h Sunbeam).
J. Howard Davies fS^A Sunbeam).
\V. J. Kellett (4 Triumph).
T. Blackburne Williams (3 Triumph).
S. V, R. Jones (3y.> Norton).
R. Edwards (4 Triumph).
C. Lightening (4 Triumph).
J. Edwards (4 Triumph).
W. L. Fincher (4 Triumph).
Bert Kershaw (21-i New Imperial).
Grifi Roberts (4 Triumph).
G. T. Francis (2^/i Francis-Barnett).
G. F. Mason (2J,4 Connaught-).
R. Russell Bromlv (3'/. Sunbeam).
H. W. Hardwick (S'A Sunbeam).
M. W. Hardwirk (3',4 Sunbeam).
.Norman Norris (2"i4 Armis).
W. L. Handley (2?;4 O.K.-Union).
W. E. Hope 131,4 Norton).
Oswald Ha.ves .^V- Sunbeam).
L. Crisp Wh Humber).
W. Brandish (4'/2 Humber).
H. V. Collins 12% MarlGe-Blackburne)v
George Dance (3'A Sunbea-m).
W. Williams (5-6 'Raleigh).
Lewis A. Welsh (414 B.S.A.).
W. W. Jones <3iA Sunbeam).
W. Wells (3V. Sunbeam).
William Isbill (4 Triumph).
John Edward Arthur (4 Triumph).
G. F. Burns (3V> Sunbeam).
G. Savage (2i4 Sobait).
D. Harris Jones ^SV- Sunbeam).
Ernest Poster {5 Raleigh).
G. Jones (4 Triumph).

PASSENGER MACHINES.
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc),
F. S. Spouse (8 T.B. sc).
Geo. W. Shepherd (8 Excekior sc).
L. L. Sealey (4i/i B.S.A. sc).
J. H. Walker (414 B.S.A. sc).
B. L. Bird (4?4 B.S.A. 30.).

fj^OT(^]UI AUGUST nth, ig2i.

GsBinencing the climb df Bwlcli-y-Gro« m lt>e-»am. W. Williams ^-6 Ralei^) <m the

hairpin bend.

E. Wheeler (SV2 Sunbeam sc).
W. Peaty (2% Hawker sc).
Frank W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc).
Reg. Brown (S^A Sunbeam sc).
J. E. Greenwood (S'A Sunbeajdil S6.).

G. E. Stobart (7 James sc).

Stanley Parker (8 Matchless sc).

F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc).
G. Nott (8 Matchless sc).
Rex Mundy (7 A.J.S. sc).
Sam Wright (4'/- Humber sc).

H. E. Ashley (6 L.M.C. 6C).

THE BELGIAN GRAND PRIX,
Chances of a British Success

TD-MOREOW the Belgian Grand
1 Pri.x race will be decided over a

triangular course of nearly ten
miles, \vith Malmedy, Francorchamps,
and Stavelot as apices.

As in the T.T. and the French
Grand Pri.x, there are elasSes for 500
c.c, 350 c.c, and 250 c.c. machines;
but, owing to lack of entries, the 350
c.c. class has had to be abandoned.
The " Senior " race will consist cf

twenty circuits, while the lightweights
must make fifteen.

British Chances Favooied.

It will be seen from the appended
list of entries that several well-known
British riders are represented. Graham
Walker and H. W. Hassall will ride
Nortons ; while a strong trio, in Ed-
mond, Sgonino, and Shemans, will en-
deavour to anne.x honours for the
Triumph camp.
H. Le Vack and F^ W. Dixon, on

their T.T. Indians, will no doubt
prove dangerous competitors to the
British machines, while the Saroleas
are reputed to be fast, and gain some
advantage by the fact that their riders

ar« racing on familiar ground.
Three Belgian riders were originally

entered to ride the Triumph machines,

C18

in the 200 MHe Coniinen(al Road Race.
and the substitution of such riders

Edraond, Sgonina, and Shemans woi

indicate that this entry is a serious

However, a British victory in the .

c.c. class is confidently expected, wl

the only British lightweight may g

a walk-over if, as at the moment
writing seems probable, the two Ri

machines will not run.

Great local interest is taken in

entry of Le Vack and Dixon
account of their success in the T.T.

500 c.c. CLASS.
1. Breslau fNorton);
2. Graham Walker (Nort(Hl).
5. Hassall (Norton).
4. Dehaybe (Sarolea).
5. Eenier (Sarolea).
6. Vidal (Sarolea).

' 7. (Sarolea).
S. Desterbecq (Rudge).
9. Edmond (Triumph).

10. Sgonina (Triumph).
H. Shemans (Triumph).
12. (Triumph).
13. Nivenes (^ ).

14. Strange (James).
15. — (B.S.A.).
16. (B.S.A.).
17. Le Vack (Indian). -

18. Dixon (Indian).
19. Naas (A.B.C.).
20. Perrin (A.B.C.).

250 CO. CLA33.
(Sun).

THE BELGIAN GRAND PRIX COURSE.

The circuit is nearly ten miles and will be covered

twenty times by the 500 c.c. machines.
Gheude (Rush).
Joha (Rush).
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4 Standard Renold

Write now jot

new illustrated

leaflet, giving

carrent prices,

methods of

repairing, and

fitting ofchains.

EVER since the inception of the Chain-driven Motor

Cycle, Renold Standard chains have been adding success

to success. The Standard chain, used by Mr. H. Le
Vack on his winning Indian in the Brooklands 500 mile race,

was purchased in January, 1921, and represents the logical

and consistent progress founded on research, hard work, and

engineering intelligence since the basic idea was formed

over 40 years ago.

The standard chains which attain such notable achievements

in the most strenuous Motor Cycle races of to-day will

undoubtedly meet your need racing or touring.

HANS RENOLD LTD., DIDSBURY, MANCHESTER
_j

MOTOR BICYCLES
cannot be surpassed for general all-round excellence in manufacture, and reliability in everyday use.

Modell. Villiers 2i h.p. Two-stroke . . .. .. .. .. .. Price £47 10

„ 2. Villiers 2| h.p. Two-stroke Two-speed Plain Box . . . . .

.

„ £57 10

„ 2a. Villiers 2| h.p. Two-stroke, S.A. Two-speed Gear Box, Clutch, and Kick-starter „ £65

„ 3a. J.A.P. 2i h.p., S.A. Two-speed Gear Box, Clutch and Kick-starter . . .

.

., £73

Scottish Six Days—One machine entered, Awarded Gold Medal.
Scottish Open Speed Championship—Winner of the 250 c.c. class.

Nothing but the highest-grade materials and the best-known specialities are used in the construction
of the HOBART.

Catalogue free on request. Wire^-' HOBART, COVENTRY. Business established 1884.

HoBARTCycleC^J^HOBART WORKS
CO^v^JBNl^Rrvr. :iejNro.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TO CLEAR LAST OF
WAR STOCK.

LAST FEW.

Re-enamelled 3 coats, all nickel parts heavily plated,

makers' colours, entirely rebuilt with new saddles, new
tyres, new carburetters, new tool bags, new belts, large

percentage of new parts fitted, thoroughly tested and

tuned, all sidecar bodies new and painted latest colours

or to choice. Free kit includes pump, tools repair

outfit. Lamps, horn, licence holder, and aluminium

number £6 extra.

Cash or Easy Payments.
Make

3| h.p. P. & M. Solo

3i h.p. P. & M. s/c

4 h.p. Douglas s/c

8 h.p. R. Enfield s/c
5-6 h.p. Clyno s/c

(Unused)

2| h.p. Douglas

Cash

£63

£80
£98

£125

£125

£59

Inspection Invited.

Down and 12 payments of

£17
£20
£25

£32

£32

£16

£4

£5

£6

£8

£8

4s.

5s.

5s.

£3 16s.

PUGH
ENGINEERING
WORKS,AUTO-TRADERS Ltd.,

Shirley Road, Addiscombe, Croydon.
Midland Agents : Harold Pelty, Ltd., 63, Halford Street, Ueicester,

Harold Pelty, Ltd., Victoria Garage, Shakespeare Street, Nottingham

Kodel 42 'rt! ilhtslrafed) — Black
finish. Nickel-plated bezel. Indi-

cai;e3 speeds to 60 miles rer hour-
Total mileage connter to 10,000,

and repeats. Quickly reset trip-

counter.

Price £6 5s. Od.
Model 40 corresponds in other detaiU
but in without trip mileage connter.

Price £5 15s. Od-
Pack wheel drive for "Triumph,"5s.
ixtra. Back wheel drive for " Indian
ir "Harley-DavidsoQ. " 10s. extra

Manufaclured by

WORTH & SONS, Ltc

WATFORD,
^nd 14. Sono Spuare, London. W.l

PORTABLE
WOOD
IRON
ASBESTOS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
BUILDINGS

Horticultural,

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSES
FROM

£7 15

Rustic, and Poultry Appliances.

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6
Send /or Illustrated Catalogxie No. 85, Post Free.

T RATH Rr CC\ ITD is. savoy street,
1. ut\in « \AJ=, L,IU,, LONDON, W.C.2.

OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

Telephone
992

2 LINES

Telegrams:
CLYNO,

Wolverhampton

We have for disposal a few

1921 Shop - soiled S h.p.

SPRING FRAME COMBINATIONS
STANDARD MODEL

£180

All machines are in splendid

condition and unridden.

Write for farticulars and name

of nearest CLYNO Agent.

CLYNO ENGINEERING CO, LTD,
PELHAM STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.

WE SPECIALISE IN
HIGH-CLASS WELDING REPAIRS

OF ALL KINDS AND IN ALL METALS.
Scored Cylinders, Broken Flanges, Aluminium Crank
Cases, Frames, Pistons, Cracked Water Jackets, ValvB
Seatings, Malleable Castings, etc.

i'ATISrACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Electric and Oxy-acetylene welding. All work finished and machined

|

iirii :^peciciJU^ls in ihe rei aivliia of N.S.U. Gears- Estimates Siee.

'Phone: OLDHAM WELDliMG JGrams:
_^

'550. & CENTRAL MOTORS, Ltd. oidham"^'

esa, Hudderstield Rd.- CLDHAM

Th
Neat. Li^ht.
CIean,Bri$lit

Cheap.

Embossed Alummium
DOUBLE -SIDED ,_

FRONTS SQUARE REAR.
NUMBER PLATES

for

Motor Cycles

With or without
Licence Holder.

I>elivery by return.

WRIGHT & SON,
Dept. CI

Edgware, Midd'x.
Thone ; '*Edgware Four."

lyfe
A PAIR
postage &
padan$pdid

In answerinq these advertisements

Licence Holder 5/- extra.

it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'

Hackney Car- :

riage and other
j

plates supplied.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs ot under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be Quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment lor

advertisements should be made payable^.^—Tco"
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.,,—*-

—

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisements m this section should be

aceompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices ot " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Herttord Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the oflices ot " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day ot issue. Adver-
tisements that arrive too late tor a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically

be inserted in the tollowing issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

)T printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers^ letters may be

fiddressed to numbers Qt " Tlie Motor Cycle" Office.

.Vhen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

egistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
!0 the advertisement charge, which must include the
vords Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
vill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
ddressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

;.C.4. Readers who reply to Box' No. advertisements are
mrtud against sending remittance through the post except in
igistered envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit
'vstem is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

larked "Deposit Departmsni."

In the case ol motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
umber as tt is unusual lor these to be sold without flrst

aing inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

icilltatd business by embodying In their advertisements
}nie mention ol the district in which the machine
Qered may be seen and tried.

W^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

lay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
I'eposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Eotor Cycle," both parties are advised.of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

1 3ods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
mount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
) the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
irriage one way. For all transactions up to ^10, a
epbsit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions -over £10
Qd under jCso, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under£75, 5 /-;
ver £73 and under iCioo, 7/6; and on all transactions
ver £mo, J %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
j. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
rders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
idication that the ad vertiser is willing to avail himself of

•
I ie_ Deposit System, Othei advertisers may be equally
issirous. but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
-Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

^swer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
lenea as an Indication that the goods advertised have
ready been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
any enquiries that it is quite Impossible to reply to

Lich one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

A.B.C., new Sept.. 1920. cost f 150. little used, original
tyiea. licensed; £75, bnrgniD.—Moss, ''" —

Qh.p. A.B.C
, ill perfect condition every^ 73 ni.p.h., tor sale.—Apply, E. S.

;

MnnolM^4er Ril., Stof-kport.

bnrgniD.—Moss, "Wem. CX6903
way. wiJl do
Abiam, 226.

[3412

When Indian

meets Indian !

THEN COMES THE TUG OF WAR

The rider of an Indian
(whether the 7 h.p.
Passenger Combination,
or the 4 h.p. Scout) has
little to fear from any-
thing else on the road,
except^another Indian.

Godfrey's, Ltd., Sole
London Agents since
1911, can give imme-
diate delivery of a few
new 1921 models at the
following GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES:
7 h.p. Indian Powerplus

—

Cradle spring frame, clutch, kick-start,
3-speeds, full electric equipment and
speedometer, with Indian
coachbuilt Sidecar dOft
(RetaU Price £226.) S-IVO

4 h.p. Indian Scout

—

Rigid frame, 3-speed, kick-starter,
clutch and speedometer f?

-f 'XO
(Retail Price 6157.) 3J1.0^
With coachbuilt sidecar £164
Extra for dynamo lighting .. £16

We can only offer at
these special prices by
reason of these
machines being slightly
shop -soiled. Otherwise
they are absolutely
brand new and unused.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue,

GODFREY'S, LTD.,
208, Gt.Portland St., London, W.l

'Phone: Langbam 1300 (2 lines!.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a

JUotor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.BX. .

A.B.C. 1920'._' Combination, 2,700 miles, gluminiam
sidecar, Bonnilcseh, Cowev, Lucas lamps, perfect

condition.—Leigh, Greyroofsi Malvern. , [2757 .

~9Q2I A.B.C. Machines in stock, complete stock of
J-t^ spares stocked.—W. Luther J. Davies, 71, Com-
mercial St., Newport, Mon. 'Phone:, 2488.

, . [0639

1 Q21 A.B.C, 3 weeks -old, specially tuned .engine,
Xtf very East. Stewart mechanical horn, fully
licensed; £100, or nearest oiler.-Box 5,642, c/o The
Molor Ciifh. [3371

A.B.C. Combination, 1920, dynamo lighting, speed-
ometer. Cowey horn, many spares, nominal mile-

age, good condition; £135, or Offer.-Harrison, 21,
Wicker, Sheffield. [X6921

A.B.C. Combination, 1920'i', lamps, licence, speed-
ometer, wind screen, spares; £100; run in.

taken down, decarbonised, and found jierfect by
owner; why buy a new machine ?—Armytage, 2, Holy-
well lane, Gt. Eastern St., London, [3074

Acme.

1 Q20 Acme-Jap 8h.p, Combination, fitted lamps.
-t-f' horn, hood, wind screen, snare wheel, Tan-Sad.
licensed. i>erfect - throughout ; £125.—Edwards, 50,
.Harrington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken.
3709. ^C!2.2'''

A.J.S.

A.J.S.. Inand new 2^;4h.p. 1921 model, actu.tllv in
rtock.-Moss, ATem. ~

.
[X6904

A.J.S., best alter test, all models.—Merrick's Stores,
174, Listerhills Rd., Bradford. . [2219

Oiih.p. A,.T.S.. 1921. new. ridden 100 miles, licensed;
AW4 £100.—Box 5.641, c/o The Molor Cycle. [3870

A.J.S, Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

'

. (8592
1021 A.J.S. 2"'4h.p. Solo. £105; 7h.p. combination,
i-V £215.—A.J.S. Agent. 114. Brixton Hill. S.W.2.

[3577

A.J.S. Combination, new condition, electric lighting;

nearest £100.-26, Ballina. Honor Oak Park. S.E.
[3834

DAN- GUY. Weymouth.—1921 7h.p. A.J.S. crfmbina-

tion, £215; 2%h.p. 2-speed A.J.B., £105; from
stock. [0687

A.J.S. 2%h.p., countershaft, £50: sidecar, £5;
stamp, particulars.-128, Church Rd., Ted-

dingtou. [3992

-I Q21 A.J.S., 2i4h.p., 3-speed, C.K.S.. brand new
LV and unused; sacrifice, i;96.—41, Regent St..

Wellington. Salop. [X6867

A J S 1916 Conibinntiou, 4h.p., spiire wheel, lamps,

Binks, wind screen, beautiful condition; £89.--

59. Setton St.. Southport.
' [X6882

£50.-2y4h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, C.K.S., lamps, horn,

licensed. faultless; genuine bargain. — Shaw.

Jeweller. Wellington. Salop. [X6858

Ol.lh.p. A.J.S., 1915-16, enclosed chains, electric

/Wft lighting, clutch, kick starter-, tax paid; *60.—

30, Clai-emont Sq.," London. N.l. U870

AJS—London and Walsall agents; immediate de-
'

livery; exchanges or deferred payments.—Maudes

Motor Mart. London and Walsall. [2420

rni20 A.J.S. Combination, fully cciuipped, perfect

if order, private owner ; best oJter.-Hawoith, Beech-

wood. Ash Rd.. Headingley, Leeds. [2971

A J S 1920 6h.p. Combination (Dec), lavishly

equipped, original tyres, unscratched; £145.—
Braemar, 17, St. Quentin's Av., North Kensington

AJS 6hp., 1917, used 2 seasons, Montgomery sirle-

ciiV. siieen, luggaee grid, splendid lunmng order:

£100, or near offler, great bargain.-Newman, Haverhilh

A J S 1919 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, lamps,
'

iio'rn screen, etc.; £137.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W,6. 'Phone; Hammersmith
30.

'-'"^°

A J S 1920 6h.p. Combination, electric lighting and
lull accessories, makers' demonstration model,

small mileage; £155.-Beney, 13, Spenser St., Victoria

St., S.W.I. W674

1 021 2^>ih.r. A.J.S.. brand new, electric light set,

LfJ Jiorn, registered, tax paid, and ready for theroad:

accept £5 under list price.-A.B., 128, St. Leonards

Ed., Poplar. ' 13538

A.J.S.—Brand new 1921 combination. 7h.p.. inter-

changeable wheels and spare; immediate de-

livery from stock; £215; no wailing.—Wilkins, Simp-

son, opposite Olympin, London. [3292

1 Q20 A J.S. Combination, hood, screen, mat, lamps,

XtJ horn, speedometer, spare wheel, all new tyres.

Wex carburetter; quick sale, dei55, bargain.— 18.

llestercombe Av.. Fulham. [3104

A J S . 1918. delivered 1919. 6h.p. combination, spare

wheel, lamps, tools, chain, etc., Tan-Sad, tax paid,

exceptionally fine engine and new condition; £\\^
—

Brown, 1, St. Leonards Rd., Suibiton. 133B<!

dvertisement, and the date of the issue. BI7

ed. marked (P).
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TI016 41i.p. A.J.S., excellent condition, all
J'-*-' soijes, Tnn-SacI, speedometer, Palmer cord.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A .J.S. 1918 Combination, complete, recently re
•'^ bushed, excellent condition, all on, light car 'tyres,
Ijcence paid; £135; seen here or reasonable distance
by appointment.—Nurney, Hadlow Down, Sussex. [3751

A.J.S. Lightweights, 2^4h.p.-- Can now supply Irom
stock. Book your orders now and save dis-

appointment. Official agents for this famous light-
weight.—F. E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. [3695

acces-

.
BuU'

;uid two new spnre covers; owner abroad; £70, oi
tie.u otl'er.—Applv, Whiting's Gnrage, Barton St., Bath

[3652
A.J.S. 1920 Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,

fully equipped, cost £260, all as new, mileage
y.OOO; any trial and inspection; £180.—Central Works.
iVleUiourne Ud., Wallington, Surrey. 'Phone: Sutton
1385. [3004

1 €l?^0 A.J.S. 6]i.p. Conihiii.-tion, dynamo lighting, 11
-*-*' ijtonths insurance, all spares, Uiliy equipped
iny tiinl; £170; consider good single conthination and
cash; no crocks,—Sudw, 91, Mapledene Ed., Dal(=;ton
E.8. [3996

A.J.S. 2<?4h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, kick start, chain
' drive, Lucas head lamp and horn, Palmer cord

tyres, iu excellent condition and niechanical order, been
little and carefully used; £60.—G. H. Murchison, Ful
lord, York. [2952

Combination, fully equipped, D.A. eylin
._^ '--,.. liood, wind screen, apron, luggage

grid and box, speedometer, horn, spare wheel: price
.E150: any trial.-43, Brailsford Ed., Water Laue, B '

t'-'U, Loudon. [5945

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p, Combination, new, immediate de-
livery, £215; also 2%h.p. sports model, £105; ex.

changes, extended terms.—Authorised agents, Elce and
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3,
Phone : Avenue 5548. [0065

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
A.J.S. motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance uo
object.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0649

A.J.S, 7h.p. 2921 (June) Combination, complete with
- interohangeable wheels and spare, licence paid to

end of yeai', new unused lamps, etc., etc,, only used on
a iew fine days; any trial or expert examination invited:
£210, net cash; no oflers, no excbaugei*.—Box 5,615
r/o The Motor CycU. [3250

Alldays.

E. KICKHAM for Allon, sole agent for Bristol and
district.—Stokes Croft. Bristol. [3356

1[Q16 Allon 23jh.p,. fully equipped, perfect condition;
-t-t/ £34.-8, Shieldhall, London, S.E.2. rxfifim

IQ20 A.J.S.
Jl-*.' der lighting

[S6681
£60.—
[4007

ALLOJf 2^;ili.p., Aug., 1919, 2-speed, legshielde, pillion
seat with lootre^ts, equipped; £48.-61, Albany

Pd., Coventry. [X6879

£80, or nearest.—AUdavs 4M>h. p. combination, Bosch,
Senspray, S-speed, eliain drive; owner going abroad.

—Oag, Loun-.eston [2396

1IQ19 Allon, 2-speed, clutch, all accessoriee, perfect
JLtF condition: nearest £50.—Stacy, 6, Groavenor St,

ALLON 1920, 2-speed. clutch, accessories;
Connor, 1, Stanhope Av., Finchley, N.3.

Camberwell Ed., S.E.5, [3114

ALLDAYS Allon, 1920, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
legshieMs,' tools, new lamps, tyres ae new; £55.

-60. Half Acre Rd.. Hanwell. W.7. [3476

BRAND New Alldays Allon De Luxe, clutch and
kick starter, beautifully equipped, cost £91 •"

accept £60.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3480

ALLDAYS Allon, 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter; in stock; deferred payments.—Parker's,

Eradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manches-
l-ei.

'

[X6729

II
Q 18 Alldays Matchless, tr'and new 2-stroke engine,

MiJ new mag., new carburetter, new semi T.T.
handle-bars; £29; no offers.—Orchardleigh, Leather-
head. [3777

ALLDAYS Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed counter-
sliaft, hood, screen, accessories, spares ; trial

;

eacrifice 50 gns.—12, Station Rd., Church End,
Finchley, N.3. [3519

ALLDAYS Matchless 3yoh.p. C.B. Combination, 5-
speed, clutch, adjustable jet, lamps, speedometer,

iiiechamcal lioru, tax paid, in,?ured; anv trial after 7-
-£55, or nearest—67, Anerley Rd., near Crystal I'alace'
W.LM9. f344^

American X.
A MEEICAX X Combination. 1916, 7-9h.p , acety-

-rs. Jene lighting, in good condition; trial; no reason-
aMe oiier refused.—Hatton, Coombe Hill Ed, Kin'^ston
Hill, Surrey. [3091
AMERICAN X. 1920, 7-9h.p.. Swan sporting side-
-^ car. dynamo lighting, indistinguishable from new-
£125; aeferred payment^ if desired.—Parker's Erad-
shawgate. Bolton; aico 245, Dean,?gat€, Manchester.

SPECIAL Ofler of brard new 1921 American X^7-9
i-:^ h.p„ 3-speed, Millford De Luxe sidecar, 27'x3V,
I'lrestone tyres; bst price £217: reduced to £175 cash-
easy -payments only A% estia.-The Premier Motor Co

'

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X6883

ig2i.

fYou Will Save

Pounds ! ! !

£££££££
Fxp-rt. impartial advice uoon the selection
ot a motor cycle wiils.va you pounds.
Whatever your requirements in new or
8-cond-hand mscSines csnsut The

• BirminTham Houie for Motorists.

Expert Advice Free

!

Call or write to-day,

1921 Motor Cycles in Stock
7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £215
Ditto, with lighting set £243
2j h.p. A.J.S. lightweight £105
7 h.p. JAMES Combination £175 '

7-9h.p. INDIAN Com., shop-soiled .

.

£198
."i-6h.p. ROVER Combination £167 10
3i h.p. ROVER Combination £152 10
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Com £168
4 h.p. NORTON vvithdelu>:e Sidecar £177
3V h.p. NORTON and sports Sidecar,

with Lucas Magdvno £192
4 h-p. TRIUMPH Combination £175
4i h.p. JAMES Combination £155
4\ h.p. B.S.A., Model K2, solo £107
Ditto, with Sidecar No. 3 £149
6-.vh.p. B.S.A.,'' twin, solo £133'
Ditto, with Sidecar £175
4i h.p. B.S.A., Model K, with special

Sidecar .

.

'. £123
4} h.p. NUMBER Com., shop-soiled. £155
4i h.p. NUMBER, shop-soiled £125
4 h.p. INDIAN Scout, shop-soiled . . £132 '

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-sp-, chain-cum-
belt £115

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all-chain drive . . £125
3V h.p. JAMES, twin, solo £120
3 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination,

M-L Maglita 110 gns.
SJh.p. ROVER, 3-speed, chain drive £115
l5 h.p. ROVER, T.T., single-speed . . £90
3V h.p. NORTON, 3-5peed £132
34 h.p. NORTON, T.T., single-speed . £98
2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Idck start. £80 17
2fJ h.p. MASSEY-ARRAN 96 ens.
2j h.p. EDMUND - BLACKBURNE,

2-speed, kick start £98
2j h.p. EDMUND-J.A.P., 2-speed ... £85
2j h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed. 66 gns.

CASH EXCHAKIOESDEFERRED F>AYIVIEISITS

8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination. £160
2} h.p. Lightweight £65

P. J. EVANS
The Birmingham House fcr Motorists

81-89, JOHN BRIGHT STREET

BIRMINGHAM

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

"TiAN GUY, Weymouth,-1921 3'/'h.p. Ariel combina.--' Uon; 135; Irom ^tock. [0688
OYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
N> model Ariei.-Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

A'
oTT.x ,w. LX3793
KJliL Syuh.p.. .914, 3-spGed, taxed, exfellent onii-
ditioH: £35.~R. B. Cltirk, 7, Exhibition Rd,, Sfiiilh

I

Kensiiigtwi. [2838

. A RISL S'/oh.p., 1920, oonntershaft ' 3-spee(lr hmips,

f^ horn, spares, li.rem-e, like new; muct sell; £30.-8,
I

Little Goodfe^e St., W.l. [3582

Ariel, 1920, C.B. sidecar, perfect oonditimi,-
oat ridden this year,' Uimps, spaies ; f100.—J./

I

10, Ont Market, Xantwich. [3734

A RIELS—Autoveyors, Ltd., offer for immediate de-
-^ livery, SVah.p. model; new reduted price.—Service
Dei>ot, 12; Palmer St., S.W.I. [04e'e'

A RIEL 1920 Combination, fitted Ariel car, Lucas>
-^ accessories; £90, or exchange lightweight—
Dawe, 216, Portobello Rd., W.ll. [3839

jC^OUTHPORT.-T.T. Ajiel, fliie appearanee^and condi-

[3281

6-7ii.p.
not

heavy Clinchers,
jEbbwViile, Mon.

\-*^ tion, last, reliable, economical,' all oiT; £58
—Particulars, Newbert, Optician, Soiithport.

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
- Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,

Wincycle Co.,- Ltd., 236, High Holboin, W.0.1. [5212

JQO GNS.—SV^h.p. Ariel, 1911, modernised 1916, per-

! r*^ _1 X^^'^
machine, new tank, piston, bu«lies, etc..""'"

' ^ fully equipped.—11, Tiedegar Rd.,
[3115

III
1 Q51 Ariel Combination (in crate), 3V^'h.p. ; £135:

". Xt/ driving- taught, free; your old machine in ex-
change. 'Phone: Wanstead 48.-374, Grove Green Rd.,
Leytonstone, E.ll. [3252

1 020 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, nice condition,
J-*/ £110; aho 1914^ T.T. model, bargain, £40; also
1920 3V2h.p. Ariel, all accessories, tax paid.—Ross. 86.
High Rd., Lee. r3327

ARIEL 1921 7h.p. All-chain Combiflation,
, brand new,-

tax paid, electric set, Lorni only, .wants seerng, one.

I

of finest on the road; £180, or offer.—Norman, 855.

I

High Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
, [3033

ARIEL 5-6h.p. Combination, Got., 1918, electric
lamps and horn, Stewart, mirror. Klaxon, discs.

Easting, grid, tools, spares, tax paid, insured; lio gns.,
or otter.-27, Griffin Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [2887

ARIEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking for the '

new oil-chain models, which are the Rolla-Eoye6^
j of motor cycles. All spares stocked. Prompt attention:
-F. Speakman". Ariel Expert. 7. Rochdale Ed., Htir-

j
purhey, Manchester. Tel.: 325 Cheetham Hill. [5999

ARTEL.—This is the machine for reliability. We are
practical riders and gold medal winners with

this wonderfully efficient and reliable motor cycle.
^ We can give you immediate delivery from etock. All
spares in stock. Trade supplied.-^^ones' Garage^ Mas-

I

well Hilt, and at Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [037^

Armis.

J1 Q20 Armis-Jap, 2 speeds and kick start, all lamp?>
\
-M-U etc.; 58 gns.—93, Ormerod Rd., Burnl^v.

iX6612

Arno.
1 X*29.—4h.p.: Arno, overhauled and rebushed through-
CTp* out, lamps, tax' paid.—151, Kingston Rd., Ted-

I

dington. - [2902

Bat.

Sih.p. Bat, fine nmning order; good puller, hafefe^i

a tyre unused; -price £25.—Kennett, 11,'Waldey^
grave Rd., 8.E.19. r«^»^«

BID

AT.—Solo or Combination in stock; deferred pay^Jl
-D ments.-Parker's, Eradshawgate; Bolton : ajs&i/

245, Deansgate^^ Manchester, [X6726'^*

Qh.p. Bat Combination, splendid condition; bargaini
\<J £90; owner purchased car.-Gates, Post OffiieV
Ivinghoe, Leighton Buzzard, Beds. [3700*'

AT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed countersha^[i
Cameo, tvree good,

,
electric light, Bo.^oh, Anifi<^

I £75, ofler, ex<ihange —44, Eleanor Rd., E.15. [37S^

BAT-J.A.V. 6h.p.. conch 2-seflter sidecar, scre«&|i''

countershaft, all-chain drive, fullv equipped; triai«J,

[genuine; £72.-179, Hatfield Rd., St. Albans. [337i?i'

B AT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed countershafK,*J
engine just overhauled by J.A.P. ; bargain, £BS.i

-Champion, 31, Portland Rd., Netting Hill, W.ll;
[3015

[1 Q20 Bat 6h.p., practically new Ride Easy de Luxe
I X.*J S.C., recently overhauled, screen, horn, himjiBj-

tools, luggage carrier, fa.s.t, sound machine, owne|i
abroad; £110, or neEir offer.—Apply, J. Clowes, ,Sfe.

I

John's Street House, Cokliester. [3390;'

Beardmore. -y

BARGAIN.—Beardmore-Precisimi, 1920, new Mareii^J
19.21, specially tuned, fully insured, acceBsoi'i68<

eeonomieal; £65.-4, College Rd., Woking. -

r364j
EARDMORE-PRECISION. new September^ 192qJ>

* spring frame, Hunt electric lighting, accessoriTS,--

i

guaranteed perfect condition, tyres hardly worn; £70f"

I
—Brdomhills, West Derby, Liverpool,- - [3609'-'

perfect.

Bl8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and -the date of the issue;

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Clyno.

70.—Clyno combination, 1914, 3 speeds, clutch

, and kick starter, interchangeable wheels, 1 spare;

iiuioe bargain.—62b, Highgate Rd., Kentish Town.
'

- [3605
[121 8h.p, Clyno 3-speel Combination, very little

\J used and gua-ranteed perfect, must be cleared;

,li oHerfi. — Mardhallsav, Baker, Chickerell, Wey-
:uth. [0692

h.p. Clyno Combination, spare wheel. 3-speed, kick
start: exchange 3-wbeeler (Morgan preferred),

, sell £100.—Greenwood, 17, West Close Rd.,
moldswick, Yorks. [5916

6h.p. Clyno, with Canoelet sidecar, as new, juet
ovprhouled and re-enfimelled, excellent condition

oughout, tax paid, all accessories ; £90, or nearest

?r.—Juo. Biiggs, Atberstone. [3357

I ISS POOLEY.— 1915-16-17 5-6h.p. Clynos, clutch,
L K.6., renovated and complete Irom £55 each;
.T anv ' time during the day.—Please apply to E.
.aley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham. [3967

,LYNO 1917 Coachbuilt Combination, 3 speeds.
Sinks. Klaxon, lamps, spares, good tyres, just

.rhaulcd. in splendid condition; £85.—Lindsay, 42,
rrisou Rd., Erdington, Birmingham. [X6757

LYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-&pced. clutch, kick
:tHrt, spare wheel, just overhauled, perfect con-

.^90 ; tax paid ; trial by appointment after
-15, Audley Rd., Hendon, N.W.4. [3102

J..VNO Combination, 8h.p., 3-speed, spare wheel,
and complete with Cowey speedometer, Lucas

ips, hern. licensed, as new, and guaranteed mech-
cally perfect; £160.—Chas. H. Littlewood and Co.,
_>rman Rd., Bromley, Kent. 'Phone : Bromley 464.

[4012
Connaught. 1

OXNAUGHT, 1917, new tyres, CQuipped, fast; £27,1
oilers.-75. York Ed., London, N.7. [3449

3GNS.—23;ih.p. Connaught 2-stroke, good tyie_-,

ride iiwiiy anywhere.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-
ilrent. [3398,

Cotton.
[|21 Cotton-Blackburhe in stock, fastest time and
U record for hill 350 class Eastern Valley
C.a, June 9th.—South Wales Distributer : W.
ther J. Davies. 71, Cocomercial. St, Newport,
a. 'Phone : 2488. [0641

Coulson.
OULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole Wiltshire

Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St.,
iisbory. 'Phone: 72. [5007

j OULSON B.—All models in stock; deferred pay-
.^ ments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also

'.'}, Deansgate, Manchester. [S6734
3h.p. Coulson, spring frame, export model, 2-speed,
4 clutch, kick starter; 80 gns.-Edwards, 50, Har-

, ;5toQ Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709.
. [2319

'\2l {June) 2^4h.p. Coulson-Blackburne, 2-speed
-' Sturmey. clutch, small mileage, very fast, tax
1, perfect; £68, bargain.—1, Lancaster Rd., Brigh-

[3465

120 Oonlsoa-Blackburne 234h p., small mileage, ap-
Iiearanre and mechanical condition excellent;

r exchange higher power.—Patey, High Lea
"Od. (P) , [3270
LSON B 2?ih.p. Sports Model. 2-speed. brand
.w, clutch, 97 gns.; also a^jh.p., 3-speed Stur-
lutch; 111 gas.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,
Kensington. [2325
V Coulsons, 1921 spring frame models. 2V+h.p.,
j'ljeed. clntch and kick starter, reduced to £110:

' He available; easy payments.—Harrods, Ltd., 118.
: mpton Rd., London. [3931

)
tULSON.—R. B. Clark's 1921 2"*4h.p. 3-speed medal
..inner, new condition, equipped, 80 gns.; export

Blackburne engine. £84, in stock.—R. B. Clark
.. 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [3789

' \-l Coulson, 4h.p. Blackburne, Sturmey 3-speed,
' kick start, clutch, lamps, tax. complete, witli

^ smart sporting sidecar, not done 300 miles-
i" I0.-Goad,.122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead
' =

r3308
Coventry Eagle.

R.\ND New Coventry Eagle Lightweight; to clear
£45.-Apply, 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3522

119 Coventry Eagle, 2Vih.p. Tilliers, excellent con-
' 'htion, original tyres; cash wanted, £37, or near
iiecmead Av., Streatham. [3452

Coventry Victor.
(OVENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine.-
^ Imrae<hate delivery of standard touring machine
'ip-, 3-s[ieed gear box, all chain drive, £125- elso
« t wheelbase .^porting solo machine, jrntrante&i 65
1 li., £135. winner 500 mile race Brooklanda (750
^ iliiesl

; t^end for catalogue. Agents W'.n^id wLere
n represented.—Coventry Victor Motor Co.. Ltd., Cov-
^ y- [C520

Dalm.
]il6 3h.p. Dalm 2-stroke, rebushed, sound condi-
-" tion; imy time, postcard.—2, Leicester Rd., N.2.

1 ,TAr .r,
[3762

jALM. n«w Feb., little used, taxed, insured; £40.—
Wright. Iiiglewood Hwise, NoiUngton Rond.

[3423I U>n

DAY
EXCURSIONS!
May be Indulged in without

the attendant expense and in'

convenience of the train or

"chara"—with the aid of a

MOTOR CYCLE
OR

COMBINATION.
WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK THE FINEST

SELECTION OF MACHINES IN THE COUNTRY
NEW.

ENFIELD, 2} h.p.. 2-speed model £6S
ENFIELD S h.p. Combination £160
NEW HUDSON, 2} h.p.. 2 speeds, dutch £70 7
CEDOS, 2j h.p., 2-speed model £65 2
BAT, 4 h.p^ 3-speed, and clutch £120
BAT, 6 or 8 h.p., 3 speeds, kick start . . £160
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Com., fully equipped. . £160
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Com., less equipment. . £152
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. solo, fully equipped . . . £125
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. solo, less equipment . . . £122
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2 speeds, all on £85
DOUGLAS, 25 h.p.. 3-sp., clutch, all on . £105
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p.. electrically

equipped £180
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., standard

model, horn, speedometer acetylene
lighting £175

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4-5 h.p. flat twin,
speedometer, acetvlene lighting .... £150

ALLDAYS ALLON, ij'h.p., 2-sp., clutch £75
LEA-FRANCIS, ; h.p. twin, 3-sp.. clutch £135
LEA-FRANGIS, 3\ h.p., ditto £125
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sporting model £115
ZENITH, 6 or 8 h.p., ditto £128
ZENITH, i h.p.. clutch model £131
ZENITH, 6 or 8 h.p.. ditto ; £1<4
MATCHLESS H or H2 Combination,

screen, spare wheel and tyre £185
MATCHLESS ditto, sports t)-pe £180
SCOTT, 33 h.p., 2-speed £130
SCOTT, 33 h.p., 2-specd, sports model . . £130
NORTON, 3.'. h.p., 3 speeds, kick start . . £132
NORTON, 3.V h.p., fi.\ed gear £98
NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, kick start. . £135
COULSON. Special otier of export models.

Blackburne engine, Sturmey gear

—

2j h.p 80gns.
4 h.p 90 gns.

3-speed, £8 extra.

P. & M., 3.'. h.p., 2-speed. clutch £115
EDMUND, 23 h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed,

clutch, spring frame £98
A.B.C. Skootamota Offers
SIDECARS. Large selection by leading manufac-

turers. Sidecars can be fitted on any make
of machine immediately.

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

Specialists in Motor Insurance and Repairs.

OFFICIAL STURMEY-ARCHER STOCKISTS.

PARKER'S
MANCHESTER

245, Deansgate,

Tel. : Cen. S64.

>•>•>,
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when des

BOLTON
Bradshawgate,

Tel. : 1348.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Despatch Rider.

GENUINE Army Despatch Rider. 2.stroke, discs,
low, sporty, and fast, very uncommon machine;

a bargain, ^38. or offer.—Dental, 769, Romford Rd.,
Manor Park, London, E, [3059

Diamond.
EKICKHAM for Diamond, sole agent lor Bristol

. and Bath district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3355

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Diamond.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverliamp-
ton. [3:3817

DIAMOND Motor Cycle, 1920, shop-soiled, and run
300 miles only, as new, J. A.P. 2'/jh.p. and En-

field gear, licence paid; price £56, lowest.—H.. 45.

Ashurst Rd., Finchley, N.12 [3075

IMJIEDIATE Delivery of any Diamond Model; cash

or deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ; Brix-

ton 2417. 10507

DIAMOXn-J.A.P.. 2i4b.p., '1921, 4-stroke, 2-speed,

clutch, K.S. model, complete, perfect condition:

£60 : buying mor& powerful machine.—Raphael, The
Witrren, Northwood, Middlesex. 'i'hone: Northwood
187. [3350

Douglas.
p^OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

1 Q21 Models in Stoci : 4h.p. combination, £170: 4
i-U h.p. solo. £130; 2%h.p. clutch model. £105:
2^h.p. 2-speed model, £85 : shop-soiled bargains : ex-

tended payments if desired; spare parts stocked; re-

pairs.—Douglas specialists. Vivian Hardie and Lane,

Ltd., 23 and 24. Woodstock St. (oft Oxford St.). Bond
St;, London, W.l. 'Phone: Maylair 6559. [0375

GODKLAY. the great Douglas agent and expert.

Fallowfield. Manchester. [6094

DOUGLAS No. 2"'4h.p., 3-speed, all on; cheap.—
19, Askew Crescent, W. [3691

DOUGLAS. 1914, 254h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horj^ tax

paid, good order; ^£35.-Below.

DOUGLAS. 1921, all on models, 2»4h.p., 2aipeed

;

£85,; delivery from stock.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C.3. Thme-.
Avenue 6548. [0°°=

DOUGLAS 2Vih.p., single speed, in splendid orderj

£25.—Southey, Berkhamsted. [O6B0

E.
KICKHAM lor Douglas and spares; trade sup-

plied.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3351

Oih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, all on, very fast: £*5.—
z** 43, Trevelyan Rd., Tooting, S.W. [3852

3h.p. Dougl.ie Motor Cycle, 1915, i?, eoocl older :
30

/*4 gns.-L. Sherriff, Mile House, Hatfleki.' [3235

1 019 2-'4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, well equipped; £47
Lu —24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [348^

1Q14 Douglas 2%h.p.. 2-speed fully equipped; £33
L\j —79, Carleton Rd., Tufnell Park, N.7. [3742

WOUGLAS. 2''jh.p.. equal new. electric; £55. no
" ' Mitcham. r^rr-x^

offers.—165, Church Ed., Mitcham. [3733

4 h.p. Douglas Solo, nearly new: offers; no dealers

-81. Cimbridge Rd., Clacton-on-Sea. [3814

1 ai8 254h.p. llouglas, first reasonable ofier secures

ly -Bailey, 55, Dove Row, Hackney, London. [3444

DOUGLAS 23'4h.p., 1916, 2-speed, ^LCeMsories *»x

paid: £50, or nearest.-Bniclay's Bank, SonttaU.

DOUGLAS. 1917 and 1915, engines as new, tax paid;

best otter.-Turner, 78, Church Rd., ^TiUesden.^

3h.p. Douglas, 1915. good condition accessories;

^4 £42/10 -Andrews, 13, Acacia Rd.. Enflejd^^

DOUGLAS, 2%ll.P-. 2-speed, sood condition any

trial;, nearest £45.-Laurence, Ollerton, Notts^

ADVERTISER, leaving England, will sacriSce 4h p.

Douglas, April, 1921.-3, Gilston Rd., S.V.M^^

-r-vnrGL\S 1920 4h.p. Combination, speedometer.D MteiT ligliting; £120.-3, Stafford Rd., BrgMon^

CTEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Douelas.-Ohapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp^-

too.

—2%h p 2-speed Douglas, just overhauled,

eauipped, lieence.-14, Parkhurst Ed., Bexhill-on-

Sea.
1-*"°*

DOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p., accessories, good condition,

tax paidu £40.-8, Foxgrove Rd., Beckenham

Kent. '^"^

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p.. absolutely as new all

new tyres; £95.—Buckland, Plough Lane, ^ addon,

Croydon.
^^^^^

15 2?ih.p. Douglas. 2-sreed, condition as new;
£38—17, Sussex Ed., New Midden,

[3858

^37.—2%h.p.

-It/ must eell

:

Surrey. ,

DOUGLAS 2^411. p. 1915, excellent order, overhauled;

nearest offer £37/10.-114, Sakott Rd., Clapham
Junction. [2419

DOUGLAS, 2i4h.p., 1916, splendid condition; any
trial: lamp, tools, etc "" '" ""'

Tooting.
£42/10.-19, Viilnay St..

[2220

advertisement, and the date ot the issue. B2I
ired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

2 3,]). p. Douglas, open frame, 2-speed, kick fftart, in
4 first-class order: £32/10.-88, Brampton Rd., St.

Albans. [3497

DOUGLAS 1921 Models; cast, exchange, or deferred
payments.—Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St.,

Halila.\-, [3408

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., tax paid, luUy equipped;
£44; any trial.—18, Marlborough Ed., Old Kent

Ed., S.E.I. [3767

"PJOUGLAS 2!!4b.p., specially tuned T.T. engine, 55
-^-^ ni.p.h., perfect, lamps, spares ; £50.—Tilly, High
St.. Edgware. [3026

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas, fully equipped, unscratched;
J-t/ £60.—Braemar, 17. St. Quentin's Ay., North
Kensington. [3487

T\0UGLAS, 2?ih.p., 2-speed, overhauled, splendid
^-^ condition: £50, or near offer.—108, Landor Rd.,
Stockwell, S.W. (3017

trO GNS.—1919 4h.p. Douglas, condition and appear-^^ ance as new; cash essential.-4, Elm -Gardens,
Hammersmith. [2965

1 Q18 4h.p. Douglas, every detail new, tax paid; £75,
••-•' with brand new sidecar; £87/10.-28, Elm Rd.,
'itay'fi, Essex. (2847

DOUGLAS 2^^h.,p., sound condition, just overhaviled;
any trial ; must sell ; £48.-5, South Row, Black-

heath, London. [2855

P^OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, wind screen, spares,
---' splendid condition: £65, nearest; must sell.—
Sutton, Bagshot. [3375

DOUGLAS, 1917, 2-speed, as new; sacrifice 40 gBs,
for quick sale.—462, Lea Bridge Rd., Bakers

Arms, Leyton, E. [3993

D.OUGLAS 2%h.p., fully equipped and licensed; £16.
—Clapham Motors, High St., Clapham. 'Phone i

Latchuiere 4290. [3898

1 Q20 2%h.p. 3-8peed Douglas and accessories, tax
-•-•^ paid, in good condition; £75.—Bounds, 223, High
Ed.. Kilburn, N.W. [3022

DOUGLAS 25/th.p., W.D.. 1915, less gear box, tank,
and other parts; after 6.—Simpson, 51, Belve

dere Rd., Waterloo. (2974

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. W.D. Model, just nncrated, 2-
speed; £47/10.—Goad. 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:

Hampstead 1353. [3307
05.h.p. Douglas, 1916, just overhauled, good cond^4 tion, fast; £45.—40a. Lambrook Terract
Fulham, S.W.6 .

Lambrook Terrace,
[3668

ALEXANDER'S
FOR THE LEADERS.

DOUGLAS 2^h.p.. 2-speed, 1915, long copper
pipe, fully equipped, tax paid; £45 cash.—114,

Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [3579

DOtTGLAS, 1915, fast, reliable, aU on, Binks car-
buretter, licence; £40.—Chapman, R.N. College,

Keyham, Devonport. [3298
23.h.p. Douglas, new July, 1919, speedometer, all
4 accessories, spares, any trial; £55.—Broomhills,

West Derby, Liverpool. [3608

4)3h.p. 2-speed 1916 Douglas, nil accessories, and^4 spares; £50; offer or exchange.—109, Mackenzie
Rd., Beckenham. Kent. [3547
4h.p. Douglas Combination. 1915, 3-speed and clutch

and kick starter model; i£65.—Wauchope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, London. [9014

4h.p. Douglas Combination, engine No. 4813, Easting
screen, lamps, horn, licensed, overhauled ; £75,

or near.—Fippard, Horley. "

[3621

GENUINE Bargain.—1917 234h.p. Douglas, nearly
new engine, tyres, tax paid; £45.-30, Harold

Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19. [3517

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 2-speed. in splendid running
order and condition, with accessories; £38.—4.

Whitford Gardens, Mitcham

> GNS.-1917 25/4h.p. Douglas, speoially

[2898

tuned.ylO GI ,. , „ - . - .

^t/v elaborately equipped, owner in finnneinl (lifflculty.

4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [296&

ALL-ON Douglas Models from Stock : 2-^4h.p. 2-Rpeed,
£85: 3-speed clutch, £105; combintaion, £170.

—Motfat. Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [5045

1 Q19 4h.p, Douglas and Sidecar, excellent condition,
-L «^ just repainted ; any good offer entertained.

—

Bury, Arden Hall, Accrington. [2504

"1Q36 23-4lJ.p- Douela*; 3-spee(i, tax paid, nice order;
-L*/ £60, or i.ear offer.—Kennett, Southside, St.
(aeorge's Ed,, Orpington, Kent. [3392

D,OUGLAS 1917 2->4h.p., enamel, plating, nnd me-
chanism splendid condition, equipped £46 —50

Crystal I'alace Park Rd., Sydenham. [3724

"I
Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, speedometer,J-" lamps, etc., perfect condition; 90 gns.—24

Observatory Rd., East Sheen, S.W. [3806
4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, lamps, horn

screen, hood, luggage grid, pillion, tax; nearest
£95.—27a, Anerley Park, Anerley. [3758
TTVOUGLAS 234h.p.. engiue No. 37773, ex.-'ellent con--Lr dition, fully equipped, footboarde; £42; evening')
—143, Noibury Crescent, Norbury, S.W. [3615
T~iOUGLAS, any model, as makers' speeiflcation and^-^ prices, carriage paid. Write lor special terms —
Somers Bros., 23, Harpenden Rd., S.E.27. [3365

DOUGLAS

MATCHLESS

ENFIELD

NORTON

INDIAN

B.S.A.

P. & M.

192 1.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

rjOUGLAS 4h.p„ 1917, good condition, excell.^ order, all aceessoriea, Tan-Sad, licensed in«nr.
£60.-40, Whitworth Ed., South NorwMd ["3"

ff.O.C.H have several new and second-hand DoueJ: combinations and solos; bargains.—5, Heath 1Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). [2e

^40.--2Jlh.p Douglas, overhauled and re-enameU^ electric light, everything perfect, only wants smg; must sell.—21, Church Walk, Hampstead. [30

D*'?*!'^-^® ^'^° 2')4h.p., 3 speeds, mileage 300,-^ qistinguishable from new, all accessories, tax nal
f 75.-Holmleigh, Baring Bd., Grove Park, S.E.12. [33

^50.-1918 2%lh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, makers' coloo

j-P-"^"'"' ^niiniel, lamps, aocessoriesr liience, a
condition, unscratched—63, Solon Bd., BrL-iton. [37

T\0]JGLAS 2Mh.p., Nov., 1915, 2-speed, lam
f-' horn, tools, several spares, splendid conditii
tax paid; £40.-61, Silver St.. Edmonton. N.18. [36

£69.-1921 2%h,p. Douglas, only 4 months old,
<^ speeds, lamps, horn, footboards, and mudshiel
etc., peifect.-L. Bull, 44, Hills Ed., Cambridge. [34

"PJOtJGLAS, 23/4h.p., 1916, not W.D., all on, go
---' condition, fast; £50, or exchange with cash J
Tamplin or A.V. Bi-car.—Boe, Swallowbeck, Lincolt

[29
1 Q21 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, delivered May t
-^*^ year, used slightly for demonstration, tax pal.
bargain, £150.—Swift and Co., Ledbury, Herefordshi

[32:T\OUGLAS.—All models in stock at new reduc
-L' prices; deferred payments.—Parker's. Bradsha>
gate^ Bolton; also 245 Deansgate, Manchester.

[XS?!'
DOtJGIAS 2%h.p., 1914, 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, «

used during war, guaranteed mechanically sonu
thoroughly overhauled; £45.-38, Conway St., Nottili
hauL [34^

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918, and brand new sidecatvi
paid. 3 lamps^ 2 generators, tools, pump, hM>

Binks; £90.—Hammersmith 68S.—75, Lonsdale Ifi
Barne». [fj,!

Bedford.
" " " [28i!

2^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, sports model, ovei
4 hauled, fully equipped, taxed, excellent cono

tion; £32, near; stamp particulars.—32, Henry\-Q
Gloucester. [3IJ

DOUGLAS, 1917, 2%h.p., 2-5peed, speedonSkti
lamps, etc., copper exhaust, footboards, concUu^l

perfect; £42.—Forge Cottage, Green St. Green, Daii
ford, Kent. , [3W

33. Douglas, 1915, 3-6peed, perfect' condition, c6i
4' pletely equipped, spares; £50, or exchange go* 1

countershaft Triumph with cash adjustment.—5, ilisk

Ed., Dartford. [J3i

NEW 4h.p. Douglas Combination, tax and accf

series, do-ie about 100 miles; £140: would accei

2%h.p. Eolo as part exchan^e.^Grimes, 18, BraK
PWi W.l. [37!

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, slightly sojlf

sidecar, perfect running order, good condition, ii

on; £90; seen by appointment.—Tapscott, 11, Suttr

Lane, Chiswick. [38*1

1 Q18, Douglas Combination, new sidecar and scic^i
Xf/ tyres and lamps, all on, Ueence and insure m

LEVIS

N.U.T.

paid, like new; any trial; £80.-
Kingston, Surrey.

21, Market Pla.

[337

VELOCETTE, ZENITH, NEW
IMPERIAL, CALTHORPE, DIAMOND,

COULSON B, Etc., Etc.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115j Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.
272-274, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW,

E22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at ^e end of each advertisement, and the date of the issuer

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

HARD Up !—1915 41i.p. Douglas combination,
speeds, clutch, kick starter, splendid tune, oi

of work only reason for selling; £53,—9, Chce
Villas, Colindale, Hendon. - [286

T?LI CLARK can give you good service .both in nt
XZi machines and spares; try me. I may be ns'-ii

to you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas -Motors, 19(

Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [001

O K GNS.—Douglas 1915 2^/ih.p., 2-speed. makfi
t^ colours, lamijs, horn, tax paid, overhauled

bargain.—Stanley, 8, Warwick Sq. Mews, Clarendo
St., Westminster, London. [391

3ih.p. Douglas C.B. Combination, 1914 modtl.
2 speeds, clutch, K.S., wind screen, lamps, eti

excellent condition; bargain, £65.—Taylor, 62, Live

pool Rd., Eccles, Manehestei'. [294

1 Q19 {Oct.) 2%h.p. 2-speed Douglas, excellent coi

J- 17 dition, copper exhaust, adjustable jet, Ped!'-

grips, Lucas horn, spare tube and chain J £62.-3*
Atherton Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [335

1020 234h.p. 3-speed Douglas, P. and H. lamp^
X t/ Lucas horn, knee grips, copper exhaust pip-;

leg shields, registration paid, excellent order; £75.-

Box 5,645, c'o r/te Motor Cycle. [397-

HARLESDEN.—Sporting 4h.p. Solo Douglap. hit

compression engine, footrests, T.T. bars, eiiniu'

and plate nearly new, fast; £65, no oSers.—M., 2i

Greenhill Part, Harlesden. N.W.IO. [300

~l Q20 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas, excellent condition i

Xtf Binks, speedometer, copper exhaust, aluminnin i

disc wheels, Tan-Sad,- insurance; beat offer.—Mitchell

69, Culverley Rd., Catford, S.E.6. [384.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidaon.

lis Harley-Dovid-^on 7-91i.p. Eleftric Model, nver-

' haulecl ond repainted, new tyres, screen, Apollo

etc.. maguifloent combination, tax paid; £1^5.—

Ian. FoiuiugliJim House. Faruingliom, Kent. t38l7

120 Harley Electric, C. and M. 87 guinea sidecar,
'

fitted screen, disappfearing hood, speedometer,

I
licensed, perfect throughout; £158.—Edwards,

ilarrington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone ;
Ken.

ARLEY Combination, 4h.p., new October, 1920,

complete, absolutely new condition, lamps un-

, tvres unpunctured, mileage only 600, tax paid;

'over £210, bargain, £150.-19, Cambridge Ter-

l W.2. [3513

'ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920. 4h.p. model. Swan
L sporting- eidecnr, electric lighting, excellent con-

i:i, as new; £175; deterred payments if desired.—

'jer'=, Braddhawgate, Bolton; also 245, Denusgate,

I iiester. [X6736

:\RLEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 Combination, Tan-
. Sad, complete Lucas dynamo lighting, all lyres

cct, smart appearance, and in perfect mechanical
Dition; £150.—Colonial Motors, l04a, Finchley Rd.,

rton. Hampstead 7822. [3937

riRLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, Sandum
.. bulbous back sidecar, tyres nearly new. fully

1 iped, including hood, apron, spare chains and
k'-AS, excellent condition; £100.-17, Cranmore

t Muswell Hill, London. [3690

LlRLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, Nov., 1919,
L iolding wind screen, electric and mechanical

, every accessory, beautiful condition, tyres un-
uured;'£130; any trial, preferably appointment.—
8 Sherrard Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [3539

ElRLEY. 7-9h.p., genuine 1915 mag. model, with
Swan torpedo sidecar, outfit like new, just re-

la ed, all worn parts replaced, fast, economical,
oilete, lamps, tax, etc.; £95; making room for car.

-[;ineer, Huntington, Chertsey, Surrey. [3844

rULEY-DAYIDSOX Combination, 7-9h.p.. late
r. 1919, with Rennoc de Luxe special sporting side-

arA.ero wind screen, passenger mirror, specially de
jij I chassis with luggage grid, speedometer, dic^c

rh'j, tyres unpunctured, D.A. lighting with spare

X,' cylinder, absolutely reliably machine, condition
iir,'bont perfect, and practically as oew, 60 m.p.g-.
B} spares, licence paid: coat over £200; fi.rst £110
p3.—Bait, 16, Stapleton R4., Upper Tooting, S.^Y.'

[2937
Henderson

EUCKHAM for Henderson, sole agent for Bristol
nd Bath districts.—Stokes Croft, Bristol.

[3354
aN'DERSON 4-cyl. C.B. Combination, all acces-

ories; £65; exchange.—C-S.. 14, Swaton Rd.,
tov?;.3. Tel.: E. 3155. [3987

HIDERSON lOh.p.. 1920. with 2-seater sidecar;
U25.—Newnham -Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith

Id. /.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4020

H-'DEESON lOh.p. 4-cyl. Combination, new 1916,
;riect condition, with Cameo screen, spares; £95.

-D us, Lime Av., Huthwaite, Mimsfleld. [3335

late 1916, lOh.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed,
i, sidecar, electric, .fine condition;

II tax paid.—Ellis, 20, Minet Av., Harlesden,
\^ . [3044

C lOli.p. Henderson Combination, diRC wheels.
' -•'<riv, perfect condition; £180; exchanger! or

inyiuenta.—Bacon and Wj*nn, 870, Stratford
ingham. [X6950

I'-ESON Combination. 1920, dynamo, hood,
11

, si-eedoiiieter ; cost £ 250 last August, not
uionths; owner got car; £150, no offers.—
34, High St., Clapham. - [2850

Henderson Combination, electric model,
rting bulbous sidecar, electric horn, Triplex
.. £uaj;^ntee faultless, must dispose; anv
offer. — 155, Knolly's Rd., Streatham,

[3856

Menderson Electric Model Combination, plus
sidecar, wind screen, guaranteed mileage below

. in perfect order; will sell motor cycle alone
or combination for £200; first chefjue; pri

Jed.—Clydesdale Supply Co., Ltd., Bridge St.

[3409
Hilton.

liiiton Combination, J.A. P. engine, S.A. 3
: hub. hand clutch, kick start,- guaranteed

solo, complete, very reliable, good trial
1-0.-85, Beaconsfield St.. Bolton. [3825

Hobart,
|U Hobart. Villiers 2-speed, fuUv equipped, tax
'•*' 'aid; £55.-114, Brixton Hill, S.\V.2. [3578

tt| 2*4h.p, Hobart-Villiers. 2-speed, fully
iipped; 28 gns.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton

[3602
llohart-Jap, rebushcd, new semi-T.T. bars, new

'IIP!!, BoRoh. Dunlop tvres, good condition- bar-
' —W. Bayley, 2, Moiint Pleasant, Congleton.

„ [3735
Hu'mber.

.-J^tllER Lightweight, good order, lamps, suit
jf^igmner; £21.-94, Perry Rise, Forest Hill.

[2884

HDERSON
.S., 35

GOOD SERVICE"
OILSKINS.

are made from an entirely new material, thai is

GUARANTEED not to stick, crack, or let in wet.

"SERVICE "No. 2 SUIT
(as illustrated) in best quality

light weight "GOOD SERVICE"
Oilskin, Jacket 36 in., long, D.B.
bc-lted, storm collar and cuffs,

seatless trousers, and overalls,

with patent clip fasteners.

Black Tan

Jacket ., .. 24/- 26/6

Seatless

Trousers .. 16/6 18/6

Legging
Overalls.. .. 11/9 13/6

Sou Westers
to match ..2/11 3/9
state chest and leg measarement

"SERVICE" HOT WEATHER SUIT.
Made in light crash material.

Jacket 151- Legging Overalls 8/6.

"SERVICE" LEGGING OVERALLS.
Made in best quality Fawn Double Texture

Material, interlined rubber. Price 12 /6 post paid.

"SERVICE SPECIAL"

144 jair Best quality Leather

Gauntlet Gloves. Lined wool.

Colour chocolate. Today s value
25/- "SERVICE" Price 12/6

Post Paid.

UNDER ONE ROOF
NEW ACCESSORIES.

A complete range of Motor Cycle Accessories always

on show. Everything that is desirable stocked. Lucas
largest size Lamp Set, £4 17s. 61 ; F.R.S. Small Horn,

12/6 ; P. & 'L 120 Lightweight Lamp Set, £1 15s.
;

IngersoU Handle-bar Watclies, luminous hands and
figures. £1 25. 61I. ; Smith Trip Speedometers. £5 5s-

ENGINE SPARES.
Heavy stocks of Spares for the following machines arc

carried : Precision, Norton, Connaught, M.A.G.,

Matchless, Enfield, B.S..\., New Comet, 2J h.p. and

4 h.p. Douglas, J.A. P., Clyno, Triumph. Rudgc,
Brough, Blackbume, P. & M., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed

and 2-speed gear bo.'ces, and Villiers 2-stroke. Sturmey
Ferodo Rings. 4 /-; Douglas Valve Guides, 3 /- ; Triumph
Piston Rings, 1 /9: B.S.A. \'alves, complete, 10/-; J.A.P.
Gudgeon Pin, 5/6. Only genuine spares are supplied.

GENERAL SPARES.
In addition to our' very complete stock of Spares for

engines and gearboxes, we carry an extensive selection

of Spares for Frames, Wheels, Saddles. Carburet tei-s,

Magnetos, Speedometers, etc. Specially trained men
deal with this department. Wc claim to have the

largest and best selected stock of running spares.

Immediate attention to post orders. Amac Float

Chamber Tops, 5/-; C.A.V. Fibre. Rollers, 4d.

;

brooks Inner Saddle Springs, 1/6 ; Brooks Outer
Saddle Springs, 2/9: Tan-Sad Sprintjs, 1 /8 ; Carbon
Brushes. 1 /- : Spare Inners for G.i K.L.G. Plugs. 3^-.

BARGAIN DEPT.
Due to large and advantageous purchases, we have at

all times a number of special lines that are offered in

most cases at prices considerably below the original

cost. We issue a special list of these Bargains, which
is sent post free on application. 28 ,x 3 Inner Tubes,

new, faultless. English valves. 7/6 ;Box Spanners, with
tommy bar, Sd.; 28 x 3 Wood-Milne Clearance Covers,

30 /-
:

' Hot Air Intakes, for B. & B. Carburetters. 2 '-

GOODNERVICE
THE SERVICE CO-, LTD.,
289-293, High Holborn, LONDON, W L

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Humber.

SALE.

BARGAIN; Humber 3-speed combination, £55;
spring wheel sidecar.—Searles Stores, South-

borough. [3745

Humber Coachbuilt Combination, 2-3peed
clutch, lamps, horn, licensed; £39.-17, Redtern

Rd., Harlesden, N.AY.IO. [3028

1 Q20 Humber Flat Twin Combinatiorl, fast and re-

X«/ liable;

34"-^

£90
worth Bridge Rd

olfers.-

Fulham.
-Vardin, 330, Wands-

[3675

HUMEEB 2^/4h.p. Twin, 1914, 3-3peed gear, nice
condition ; £30 ; exchange tor higher power, cash

adiustment.-24, Albion Ed., Lewisham. [3278

1 Q21 4Vih.p. Flat Twin Humber Motor Cycle, com-
JLij plete with lamps, horn, and full accessories, un-
used, shop-soiled only; £125.—Box 5,634, c/o The Molor
Cycle. [3862

3Xh.p. Humber, 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, over-
2 hauled Humbers, cost £20, receipts shown,

ceytional condition; £37/10,—61
London, S.E.I.

New

HUMBER
makers

Kent Rd.,
[2859

3',oh.p.. 2 speeds, engine overhauled
_ gear slightly out of order but rideable;

bargain, £20; tax paid, all on.—H., Old Station House,
East Grinstead. [3778

HUMBER (June, 1921) Flat Twin Combination, ac-

cumulator lighting, speedometer, insurance, etc.,

mileage 1,600, condition excellent; only £140; London.
—Box 5,568, c/o The Motor Cijcle. [3082

3ih.p. Humber, 3-speed S.-\., engine perfect, enamel
2 very good, tyres good, belt new, no tax paid,

stored 4 years, £35, bargain; wicker sidecar, £3.--

Ford, Sotwell, near Wa,llingford, Berks. [X6936

HUMBER Late 1919 Flat Twin Combination, speed-

ometer, electric lights and all accessories, laid up

ast ten months, done under 2,000 miles;

nearest offer,—Barder, Vellacot, Staines.

£95,
[2916

Indian.

EKICKHAM for Indian, sole agent for Bristol and
district.—Stokes Croft, Igristol. [335i

TNDIAN S.cout^ 1920. lamps, licensed, perfect; *105_;

-Welford, James St., Brighton.

INDIAN 5-6h.p., clutch, all on, licensed,

£35.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[3717

perfect

;

[3687

INDIAN 7-9h.p., late 1918, good running Older; £60.

—On view at Kingston Hill Garage. [X690S

cash.—
[9015

Indian, splendid running order; write particu-
" "ett. Milford-o "

[3373

Indian, clutch model, disc,' licensed.

Regent St., Wel-
[X6872

7-9ii.p Indian Combination, 1912; *55
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

Hants.

7-9h.p. 1916
lamps, reliable; £37/10.—Shaw,

lington, Salop.

1 Q20 Pmverplus Indian Combination, fnlly equipped,

1-U perfect; bargain, £135; owner going abroad —12
Lynmouth Rd., Beading. [3402

INDIAN 1916 Combination, Pcweiplus; exchange for

2-seater car.—Particulars to and from 172,

Whippendell Ed.. Watford. [2890

1Q14 Indian Combination. 7h.p., 2 speeds, lamps,

XJ/ hood, wind screen, and spares, perfect; £69.—
2a. Delafield Ed., Charlton, S.E.7. [3875

1 015 5-6h,p. Indian Combination, C.B., S-speed,

-LiF clutch, kick start, good running order; £70.-74,

Huusdon Ed., New Cross, S.E.14. [3001

1015 Indian, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2-speed, clutch,

-1./ KS., Mills-Fulford sidecar, new tyres, good con-

dition; £60.—Wadlow, Orpington, Kent. [3560

1 019 Powerplus Indian, in new condition, 3-speed

-LH clutch, kick start, also Indian sidecar; £98/10.--

Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme. [3955

Indian 1919 Combination, new Millford

sidecar, electric lighting, t - . . ,.,„,„
£120.—Ulton, Bourne End, Bucks. [3414

1919. 7-9h.p.,

7-9h.p. iu
l.ulbons sidecar^electric^lightmgjtax^paid, fif^MW

throughout:
' - -

-
- .^

NDI\N 1919, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, C.S.. kick start,

clutcli tax paid, as new, perfect condition
;
cheap.

—A. L. Firstbrook, 21, Albemarle Rd., Beckenham.

1 019 Indian Powerplus Combination, 3 speeds, kick

LU start, lamps, horn, screen, spares, accessories,

perfect order, tax paid; £75.-Rule, Boxlord, S"H°lk^

1fk20 Powerplus Indian Combintition. dynamo light-

LU ing, speedometer, mileage 6,500; cost £235, ac-

cept £120; perfect condition.—1, Othello St., I'^^^i^

pool. [3318

offers?-

stead.

1 014 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, Gloria spring wheel

AH eidecar, fully c(inippe<l, splendid condition: what

Collins, Little House, Adeyfleld, Hemel Hemp-
[3596

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, sidecar nearly

new, splendid condition; £72/10.—Newnhain Motor

Co 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone ; Hainmer-

smith 80.
'^"3°

INDI-4N 7-9h.p. Combination, new 1920, and only

used 3 months, perfect condition, dynamo light-

ing electric horn, brand new 1921 bulbous back side-

car; £140, or near offer.—Hitchings and Son, EvMham.
[X6628

1*11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Indian.

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., t^lutch model, engine absolutely
perfect, appearance good, very fast, new tyres,

ihains, tools, loug exhausts, tax paid; £60.-8, Moor-
land Rd., Leeds, [3341

1 Q 16 7-9b.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed clutch,
J- tf K.S., hood, screen, aluuiininm diEcs, lamps, horn,
fiood rondition, licensed; best offer.—Fan, 27, Seward
Rd., Hanwell, W.T. [3355

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h;p., 2-6peed, kick start, also
dynamo lighting- and starting, 1915, all on and

in best of order; bargain, £85, or exchange email car
—4, Reynold St., liiverpobl. [X6926

INDIAN Combination, 1920, 7-9h.p., fully equipped,
dynamo lighting, electric horn, speedometer, condi-

tion and appearance as new, small mileage; £160.—46,
Vale Rd., Tonbridge, Kent. [2969

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1919, in eplendid con-
dition, hood, screen, spare tube, tools and all acces-

sories; £115, or near offer.—A. Clarke, 251, Tooley St.

near Tower Bridge. Hop 3872. [3005

£130.—Indian combination, 1920, hood, screen, speed-
ometer, copper legshields, dynamo lighting, amp

meter, electric horn; any trial. 'Phone: Wanetead 48,

—574, GroTe Green. Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. [3253

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.'p., foot clutch, kick start,

. Easting wind screen, and hood, good tyres; any
trial t^iven ; condition perfect; bargpin, £65.—Apply,
AVeston, Elmhurst, 7, Ueverlev Ed., ^ew Maiden, Surrey.

[3403
INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p. Powerpiue, 3-Epeed,

dynamo lighting, speedometer, electric horn, extrn
ai'oessories, tax paid, in excellent order; £155.—The
Chester Engineering Co. (1918), Ltd., City Rd., Chester.

[3797
INDIAN 1920 4h-p. Scout Model, with ^porting side-

car to match, fully equipped, speedometer, horn

,

tiix paid; £155; deferred payments if desired.-Parker't;,
Uradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manch&^ter

[X6739
7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination, 1920, Amac

carburetter, Thomson-Bennett mag.. Cameo wind
screen, Millfojd. sidecar. Klaxon, tax paid; ^100, o:

exchange 3V'li.p. Sunbeam solo.—Flint, Chemist, New
port, Mon. [2903

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, spring
frame, 2-speed, free engine clutch, kick start,

lamPj luggage grid, tax paid, in splendid order and
condition; any trial; ^75.—Smylie, 82, Godstone Rd.,
Whyteleafe, Surrey. [2851

£70, or near offer,-1915 Indian 7-9h.p. 3-speed
combination, si>eedometer, lamps, 2 screens,

spares, nearly new tyres, general condition excellent,
owner buying car.—Apply, Avenue Garage, St. Mar-
garet's Rd,, Twickenham. [3127

NEARLY New 7-9h.p. Indian and Sidecar, used only
since July, mileage about 800. electric oi- acety

lene lighting, speedometer, horn, back carrier, Easting
wind screen ; only £150 ; tax paid.—Short, 2, Nobel
Villas, Sewardstone Rd., Waltham Abbey, [3222

INDIAN 4h.p., Scout model, complete as per makers
specification, fitted with dynamo lighting set, elec-

tric horn, speedometer, etc.; retail price; £l72, brand
new but shop-soiled, clearance price £135.—Braid
Bros., Midland Garage, Colwyn Bay. Tel.: 105. [3909

Sporting Indian Twin, 1915, 3-r=peed, K.S,,
done very little mileage, perfect condition, fully

equipped, licensed, handsome machine, speedy and eco-
nomical, a no-trouble 'bus; sacrifice £65, delivered
cost double,—H. C. Parry, Oakhurst, Abbey Park Rd.,
Grimaby. [3736

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Indian motor cycles and combinatione, for im-

mediate delivery. Your present machine taken
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance
no object,—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd,, 2, Eastbank St.
Southport. Tel. : 607. [0650

INDIAN 7-91i.p., 3 speed-^, spring frame, electric
lamps and horn, Montgomery sideoiir, under^lung

''hassiw, 5-point iittachnient, luggage grid, tools, wind
screen, etc., tyres unpnnctured, perfect in every respect,
soiely ridden and carefully handled by owner; £100, or
]ie:irest; solo macbine considered as part.—Vere, 25,
Claxton St., Portsmouth. [3295

SPECIAL 1919 Powerplus 7-9h.p. Indian, 3 speeds
h;ind and foot clutch, T.T. bars, long exhaust,

disc wheels, fully equipped, many sparte-s, tools, in ex-
cellent condition and running order, always run solo,
licence iind insurance paid, owner bought car- photo
>ent by rt^qneat; £95 the lot.—Wood, Stone Hou'^e,
Cliffe Ed.. Rochester.

, [3542

Invicta.

1 Q20 3V'h.p. Invicta and Milllord Sidecar. Sturmey
-L*^ Archer 5-speed countershaft, hand and foot
clutch, kick ?tart, Cox Atmos carburetter. Easting
wind screen, lamps, all accessories, spare valves, excel"
lent appearance, mechanicallv perfect; £90; tax paid—Crauwell, 106. Leighhall Rd., Leigh, Essex. [2865

Ivy.
"1014 Ivy 2-Btroke, good condition, tax paid; £20
-*-*/ or exchange good tricycle and cash.— 2, Back Rd.
Sidcup. -

[3595

IVY 1921
Motors,

31h.p.
2 do

Models.—Sole district agente, Wessex
Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury.

[5006

BAMBERS
FOR

BARGAINS
AND

EXCHANGES.
FULL MARKET VALUE ALLOWED
for your present machinein good condition

VALUE F€R
MONEY.

1921 4 h.p. INDIAN Scout, electrically

equipped, speedometer ; cost £180 a
few w'eeks ago £135

1920 6-8 h.p. L.M.C. Combination, lamps,
horn, speedometer, mirror. Easting,
licence, excellent condition £100

1920 7-9 b.p. HARLEY-0AVID80N Com-
bination, electrically equipped,
speedometer, mileage 2,000, excellent

condition £135

, 1920 2i h.p. METRO-TYLER. S Type, 2-sp.,

lamps, horn, licensed ; only run 50
miles £68

1919-20 SCOTT Combination, lamps, horn,
~ speedometer, aluminium pistons, very

fast, excellent condition £105

igigSh.p. SUNBEAM and Swan Sidecar,
electric lamps, Cowey horn, wind-
screen, excellent condition £135

19192^ h.p. CHATER-LEA, z-speed, horn,
licensed, very good condition £38

1918 8 h.p. SUNBEAM- Combination, hood
and screen, Lucas lamps and horn,
spare wheel, licensed, ex^cellent condi-

tion £125

1915 4 h-P- DOUGLAS Combination, Lucas
lamps, horn, licensed, excellent condi-

tion £67

-i9i3 3\b,p. TRIUMPH Combination, 3-sp.,

'hand clutch, K.S., electric lamps,
horn, speedometer, excellent condi-

tion £55

Special 8 h.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., overhead
valvesi very fast, excellent condition £50

New A.B.C. Skootamota Offers.

Our Stock of New Machines include

:

HARLEY - DAVIDSON, ENFIELD,
NORTON, ARIEL, MATCHLESS,

Etc., Etc

SIMPLEX MOTOR ATTACHMENTS
for Push Cycles.

LET US SUPPLY YOU.
WR ITE OR CALL.

R.BAMBER&Go.Ltd.
2, EASTBANK STREET,

Phone: 607. SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SA-LE.

Ivy.
TVT-PRECISIOX 3>,ilj.p. T.T. model, «Tii„, r,
-- discs, tax ijiiid, all on; a bareiiiu, £50.-LitU« 'r

aii(i_ Motor Oyi'le Eiigineeiing Co., 26, Tiilse Hill, S.'
(Hall uimute Uom Brixton Skjiting Eiuk.l. [i |i

James*
|DAN GUY, Weymouth.— 1921 4Hh.p. James •(

bination from stock; price £155. [i

1 Q18 James Lightweiglit, oountersllaft geaiB, aJ-*' aories, licensed; 35 ens.-FersfieW. \Vestburr-»
New Maiden. ^fi

4ili.p. James Combination, 3-speed, K.8., ailii
* electric light, splendid conditiojL;_ ^675, or;

and cash.—32, Walsingham Rd., Clapton. E.5. [i

1 Q20 James 4i4h,p. Ue Luxe Combination at bai
J.*^ price, pructicalljr new, complete with Powd'
Hanmer lighting, horn, and tax paid; £120.—Bell
"jlQle James 4i4h.p. All-chain Drive 3-speed- (X*/ bination, 650x65 wheels,- Lncas accessorieflj
paid, a real sonnd outfit, take 3 anywhere, manT'Btll
i85.-Below.

|[Q19 6h.p. Twin James and De Luxe buIbodflS
-*^*' sidecar, carefully used, mileage 1,200, tax

;

beautiful condition; £125; delivery by road fre
charge ; many others to choose from.—W. Whitby?
Son, James Specialit^ts, 7, The Vale, Alton,

'

'Ehone: Chiswiok 1513.

1 Q20 41/ih.p. James Combination, lamps, .1
-I-*^ speedometer, not done 1,500, perfect, oww^t
chased oar; £135.-2, Elm Park Bd., rinchlcy,.T

I^Oao 5-6h.p. James, 3-speed, clutch, kick b&
-L'tr Cowey horn, long exhaust pipes, tax pai^ri
fast, ill good condition ; £95.—Hoare, Beechurst; -1

borough, Hants. -

4ih.p. 1914 James, Binks, Philipson pulley, .k

4 tyres, £55; 1920 Montgomery, £25; togi,

fi7S: drive 50 miles to purchaser.—Smith, 'Wt'

maker, Thrapston, [

JAMES, 4l,4h.p. Combination, all chain, late 3

Easting, all accessories, excellent condition;
^Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
.IPhone :__ Hammersmith 80. - ^ [

LATE 1920 5^6h.p. James Combination.baby see

sidecar, fully equipped, licensed, inagnifieeirt-"

out, not done 200 miles: accept £145, cost £226.
O. Parry, Oakhurst, Abbey Park Rd., Grimsby. [;

JAMES 4i4h.p. Sporting Coachbuilt Combinatio
epeeds, clutch, Bosch,* very fast, powerful, gu;

teed faultless, all on, t.ax paid; any trial; £50jim
change solo twin ; offers.— 7, Cowdrey Rd., WimBl(l

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Jimes Model; cisi
^ieferred payments : book your order nowi <

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors;-!
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4j 'Phone:-

1

ton 2417. f

"I Q20 Late 5-6h.p. James Combination de Lu^
J-i/ shields, luggage grid, Cowey horn, Cowey^ajj
meter, Tan-Sad, lamps, only done 1,500 mile?, MJri

spare new tyre and tube: accept £155, inctadijlgi

and insurance paid.—Budd, Sans-Soiici, Lbudoav^t
Hadleigh, Eesex^ *[

COMPETITION Jaiiles 5-6h.p. Combination, -3

winner of many hill-elimbs, speed trials, aiiit

liability trials, complete with, all accessories, >,

numerous . spares for competition work, definitfr^p

given of awards gained, also the most exactingiii

ride given ; fluther particulars may be hod fioil'

Reyre, Sun St.,. Hitchin
;

price £160. t

J.H.

1 Q16 J.H. 6h.p. Combination, C.S. gear, com
Jitf lamps, etc., sOund. but wants tuning up';'£

Cross, Effingham Sq., Rotherham. [X

Lea-Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 3y2h.p., .ill on: nearest-.^

132, Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent. M
LEA-FKANCIS Combination, 1916, 5J4h.p.. _

clutch, K.S.; 80 gns.-21, Fordel Rd., Cat!

LEA-FRANCIS 31/2I1.P., 1920, 2-speed, clntofe'.,

original tyres, accessories:^ £85.— 32, ,_Cour

Av., IHord. t

BRAND New Shop-soiled .3y2h.p, Lea-FranjgJ
price £115, to clear £90.—Apply, 198. G^'

land St.,- W.l. -ji

LEA-FRANCIS Combination, 3y2h.p. twin-JS
K.S., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, took, etc.; £w.

Valnay St., Tooting. ,1

LEA-FBANCIS 3V.h.p. Twin, countershaft cl

KS., speedometer, Tan-Sad pillion, accessope

new; £55 cosh, bargain.—C/o Broadway Garages. •

ing. '_

- Lea-Francis, 3iAh.p. M.A.G., fitted jfl

meter, lamps, Cowey horn, tyres new, ^
absolutely perfect; £80.—Edwards, 50, HaaSi»

Rd.. South Kensington.
^

..I

LEA-FRANCIS, 1921, S'Ah.p., 3 speeas, clut<*,

starter, twin M.A.G. engine, brand "S"' ,

exchanges or extended terms.—Elce and t'O;.''

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile .St., E.C.3. Phonel-AV

5548. '

2920

B2f All letters relating to advertisements sfiould qttote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the ls*ue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when declred. marked (P).
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EVIS,
J etc.

3

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

||

Lea-Francis.

il'/VTB 1920 Lea-Francis 4h.p. Combination, Hender-
' son sidecar. Lucas lamps. Klaxon, speedometer,

ae onlv 1.050, unscratclied: bareain. £95.—James,
Brnd'more's, 482. Harrow Ed.. Paddington. Tel. :

';lisdeu 1744. C3133
Levis.

'lAN GUY, Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models in stock:

,' £60. [0554

'EVIS, 2ii.h.p.. 2-speed, good running order; £40.—
: 589, London Rd., Sheffield. [2993

EVIS 1920. perfect condition, all on; £45, or

J
nearest oft'er.-58, Tlioruliill Ed., N.l. [3441

'EVIS, new last August, excellent condition; £40.—
N., 49, Westliere Ed., West Hampstead. [3359

1916. 2Uh.p., perfect running order, lamps,
.£32.-Major Green, Christ's Hospital, Sussex.

[3197
TEIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery ot all

models Levis.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.
[X3819

20 Levis, as new, .ill accessories, tax paid: 50 gns.

Maitland, 40, Fleming Ed., Kennington. S.E.17.
[2561

;EVIS, 2V'h.p., mechanically soitnd, good condition

;

after 7'p.m. ; £30.-50. Chestnut Av., Waltham-
5,.. [2892

"EVIS 2'Ab.V; 1916, excellent condition, recently

. overhauled, lamps, etc.; £30.-34, Springfield Ed..

It.nham. [2849

O GNS.—1917 Levis, engine, overhauled by makers,
>* new tvies, tax paid; bargain.—65, Southview Ed.,
ftbwielc St.. [3776

jEVIS Popular. 1920, all accessories, mileage under
J 1,000, good condition ; £45, or ofler.—20, Higliam
f;iiin Av., Chingford. [3420

engine rebushed, new
bargain.—Ewers, New-

(2932

Levis, good model, thoroughly overhauled
I'centlv, new tvres, lamps, licensed; £36.—Hoe,

4 ilishbury Park, N.S. [3137

"ISVlS.-SoIe Walsall agents;

J ;des'.Walsa'H "Garage. Walsall. [2423

JLVI9. 1921, complete with lamps, horn, licensed,
condition perfect; £45.—Chas. H. Littlewood

a Co., Sherman Ed., Bromley. [4013

ICVIS, 1920 (November], all red, 2-8peed, all com-
jilete, many stiares, condition faultless; any trial;

rOniible olfer.— Dr. Eeesley. Exmouth. [3236

)!A-FKANC1S 5-6h.p., M.A.G. model, not done 50
miles, cost £150; accept £133; licensed and fully

g\auteed; letters only.—54, St. James St., Ashted,
Bliingham. [X5299

121 Levis, lamps, tax paid, excellent condition, guar-
anteed, £43/10; 1919 Levis, lamps, 2-speed, per-

tC| oiwlition. £47/10.-Goad. 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone
Hp-tead 1353. [3304

21 Levis 2',4h..p. Popular Model., tax paid, set
P. and H. lamp, machine is in every respect

,„'w'. low mileage; owner bought higher power; sacri-
ij(£54.—G. L. Easter, Blandford, Dorset. [3182

fflj 21 Levis, supplied on deferred payments at only* 4% extra; all models in stock fot immediate
(Il'iy. 2Wh.p. Touring or Sports niodel, £60
M I S, 2i,illi.p., 2-3peed, handle-bar controlled clutch
if -Buy your machine direct from the Levi;; special-
ist Die Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X6885
Lincoln-Elk.

I.COLK EIjK Combination, 2-speed, countershaft.
Bosch. Druids, lamps; etc.; £35.-27, Princess

fie West Kilburn. [3071

£. ' -Lincoln-Elk combination, 4h.p., 2-sneed, clutch
* kiric sbirt, - - -'

7 2i4h.p. Levis, perfect,
iiistou, etc., all on ;£29,

:', Bulton-on-Trent.

special exchange and
deferred payment terms; immediate delivery. --

M 151,
good Dunlops. in excellent order.

Kingston Ed.. Teddington. [3433

Lloyd.
T 'VDS IWotor C.vcle, 1914, 251h.p., 4-stroke, light-
-Vntg set, horn, pump, etc., tax paid, in splendid
w^lion throughout; £32, or offer.—Dentistry, 769,
Iwlord Hd.. Manor Park, London, E. [3061

L.M.C.
'- L M.C., single gear,
"lieels; £18/10.—Axon, 3,

good condition, disc
Vant Ed., Tooting,

[3111
M.A.G.

n M.A.G. Twin J.H. Combination, flttefl with
handsome coachbuilt sidecar; £65.—Wauchope's,
- Lane. London. '9016

Martinsyde.
ETIN8YDE 1921 Twin Combination; £145 cash
or exchange-—Collier's Motorics. Horton St
'^-

^ [3407
1V1RT1NSYDE Combinations for immediate delivery
'rnra stock; £145.—Newnham Motor Co. 223

rsmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80!

6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, new, irame-
ate delivery, specification sent on request-

.Shepherd, 33, The Parade!
[3070

Ha

-145.—Duncan and
flreen.

The following is a selection of the

machines in our stock. Complete lists

will be sent upon request.

NEW 1921 MODELS
A.J.S., 2j h.p., 3-speed £105
A.J.S. ; h.p. Combination £215
ARIEL 4* h.p. Combination £150
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination, all-chain £165
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, with

djTiamo lighting £195 15

B.S.A., 4ih.p., Model H, and No. 3
Sidecar £152

LEVIS, 2j h.p.. Popular Model £60
LEVIS, 3 1 h.p., 2-speed £88
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination . . . £145
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination £185
MATCHLESS 8 h.D.familvCombinatiou £191 10

METRO-TYLER, 2,'. h.p-, '^-speed. sports
model £70

N.U.T., 3.'. h.p., Model P, dynamo
liKhting ; £135

NEW IMPERIAL, 2'. h.p., Model i ... £73 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p.. Model 2 ... £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination . £168
RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p., flat twin, 3-specd,

spring frame £147
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2ih.p.. 2-speed .. £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p., 2-spccd,

with kick starter £70
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £160
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination.

with djiiamo lighting £182
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H, chain-cum-

belt £115
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model S.D.. all-chain £125
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p.. Junior Model .... £70
ZENITH-GRADUA, 5 h.p., sports model £115
ZENITH-GRADUA, 8 h.p.. Model H . £144

DEFERRED PAYMENT TERMS.
One-fourth of purchase price down,
balance in twelve monthly instalments.

SECOND-HAND
(Overhauled and Guaranteed).

BROUGH, 1920, 5 h.p., 3-speed. clutch aiid

kick-starter, Swan sporting Sidecar,
lamps, horn, speedometer, windscreen.
Tax paid £115

DOUGLAS W.D. 4 h.p. Combination,
3-specd, clutch and kick-starter, as
new £105

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2'J h.p., 3-speed, clutch
and kick-starter, accessories. Tax
paid £85

ENFIELD, 1917,' 8 h.p. Combination,
2-speed, clutch, and starter, as new £120

ENFIELD, iqi(i,3 h.p. 2-sp?ed, clutch, and
kick-starter. Tax paid £40

ENFIELD, 191 7, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
and kick-starter, lamps, iiorn. Tax
paid £55

METRO-TYLER, 1920, ajh.p., 2-speed,
lamps, and horn £55

NORTON, 191.5. 3l h.p.. Model B.S.,
Philipson pulley. Tax paid £60

ROVER, 1920, 5 h.p., 3-sp2ed, clutch, and
kick-starter, Empress Monitor Sidecar,
electric lighting, speedometer, horn.
Tax paid £148

ROVER, 1917. 3! h.p., T.T. model, hand-
controlled Philipson pulley, lamps,
horp, speedometer. Tax paid £55

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter, all-chain. Tax paid £95

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.0., A.A. & M.U.

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7
'Phone : 490 East Ham. 'Grams t Egaraco, L'don.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Matchless.

TITATCHLESS Combinations.

High Rd,AGENT, T.
'Phone t

J. Ross, 86,
Lee Green 744.

rpRAVEL in Comfort on a Matchless.

Lee, S.E.

r^ERTAIN to Please.

HIGHEST Marks Awarded in any passenger class
to T. J. Ross in A.C.U. 6 days trial 1920.

T UXURIOUS Riding on a Matchless.

"pCONOMICAL in Petrol.

OECOND to None in Price and Workmanship.

SATISFACTION Guaranteed. Price standard
model, £185, with 2-seater sidecar £191/10, with

sporting sidecar £180. Easy payments and exchanges
t8976

miles from London.
personally tested by

, f am now bookine
, ready shortly; gradual

Sports Model, delivery
the finest outfit on the road.

arranged.

]4TATCHLE33.

DELIVERY Free lor 150
Don't forget, every outfit

the (Matchless only) expert. .

orders for the new sports model, __ __ _ _ . , ^
paj-ments arranged 5% on balance only.— J. Tassell,
ia, Bloomfield Rd.. Plumstead. S.E.18. (5374

MATCHLESS 1921 New Sports Model,
from stock; £180;

—Below.

MATCHLESS 1921 Ntw Model H Combination.
£185; 2-5eater sidecar model, £191/10; delivery

from stock; exchanges or extended term?.—Elce and
Co.. 15-16, BishopsgEte Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

8 h.p. Matchless Combination, 2 speeds. V.S., en-
closed, running order; £50. — 43, Russell Av.,

Wood Gre^n. [2857

1Q21 Matchless, sports model, M.A.G. engine, electric
J-«.' lightina:, fully equipped; offers.—Packman. Grove
Hou^e, Rocliester

^
[3541

1021 Matchless Magdyno Combination, brand new,
J-*^ unused, unrecistered. owner must sell; £180.

—

41, Madrid Rd., Barnes, S.W. ' [2843

1 Q21 IMatchless Familv Combination, dynamo, just
Xt/ delivered, tax paid; cost £230, sell £200.—
253, Munster E.d., Fulham, London. [3511

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in
stock; sporting models £180, standard models £185.

.-A. J. Stacey. 12. Ecclesali Rd., Sheffield. [0574

dynamo lighting, in stock;
— Parker's Bradshawgate,

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manche.ster. [X6724

Fulllord new coach,
or exchanges.—Timber

Yard, 663, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [3842

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, £30 extras, £7
insurance paid last month, perfect; £145.

—

Bennett. 2, West View Terrace, i\Iorecarabe. [3533

Combination, 8h.p.
faultless, dynamo;

£162/10.—Rossis, G"loucester'Rd., Kingston. Hill. [2893

MATCHLESS (June. 1921) Combination, fitted with
hood, screen, and side curtains, spare whpel, only

i run 500 miles, perfect; £165.-89, Balham Hill, S.W.
1

[3640'

MATCHLESS, 1917. M.A.G., electric, Tan-Sad,
hood, screen, re-enamelled, splendid condition;

£115.-39, Kvrle Rd., West Side, Clapham Common.
[3991

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Matchless Combination,
dynamo, small mileage, tax paid; bargain.—5,

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station).
[2693

"I Q21 Matchless, all models for immediate delivery,

Xv exchanges and deferred payments it required.—

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd,, South Kensington.
[2844

-| O 20 Matchless Combination. Mngdyno, excellent

X»/ condition, good tyres, speedometer, fully insured;

SLituidaya after 6; £155.-115, Grove Rd., Walthaui-
stniv. [3354

MATCHLESS Combination. 8h.p. M.A.G., 3-speei\

K.S.* electric lighting, perfect condition ; £95.—
Clarence Garage, Richmond, Surrey. 'Phone: Rirh-

mond 431. [2536

ATCHLESS Combination. 8h.p. M.A.G.. 3-speed.
and re-enamelled, accessories,
£105.—L.P., 28, Elmwood Rd.,

[3666

MATCHLESS. Model H,
deferred payments.

MATCHLESS. 8h.p. J.A.P.,
taxed : £55 ; separated

MATCHLESS 1921 Model
M.A.G., fully equipped.

M''K.S., overhauled
perfect condition, trial

West Croydon.

MATCHLESS Model
speedometer, hood,

tion, just overhauled;
Rd., I'lnnif-tead.

H.. J.A.1\, Magdyno lighting,
.shields, etc., in new condi'

£160.—Tassell, la, BloonifiL-Id
[3461

MATCHLESS H, Nov.. 1920, guaranteed as new,
used few times only, horn, screen, spare wheel,

tools, tax paid; real bargain, £140.—Bickmore, Cains
College, Cambridge. [3559

ATCHLESS 1920 8h.p. Combination,"dynamo light-

speedometer, horn, hood, screen, tools, etc..

tax paid, a bargain; £160.—Seen at Wilkins, Simpson
(opposite Olympia), London. [3873

M^

I

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the Issua.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (r>.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Matchless.

M.\TCnLESS Combiration, TSh.p. M-A.G, cngiiie.

S-speed, screen, Tan-Sad, lamps, tax paid splen-

Md condition; £105; near oHer.-Hichards, 4, Meadow-

ciolt. Perry Hill, Catford. S.E. 1361B

M-VTCHLESS Model H2 Combination, M.A.G., late

1920. small mileage, -all accessories, speMO
i.TJL A3.iU. iillilll iuiit,i5L, «.. .-.. .-

uetcr tvres uupiinctuied, perfect, ta.x paw
Liijuell, '57, St. Petei's Hd., Croydon,

£160.
[3434

MATCHLESS Combination; £185; best value oi.

market; spring frame, detachable wheels in

cluded.-Agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7. Exhibition

Kd.. South Kensington. Kensington 4096. Exchange,

arranged. ^^^^

VICTdET ilatchless, oveihaulea -nnd re.enamellcd

latest colours, new chains, new 700x80 tyres, spare

wheel, lamps, horn, tax paid, spares, etc.; £115, or ex-

c]i;i]ige: open expert exam, and trial.—21, Norfolk Ra..

Littlehampton, [3894

MATCHLESS.—Immediate and ea.rly deliteries o)

all models, with Magdyno lighting, £207/10;
Standard, £185; sports model (standard). £180;
double sidecar, £6/10 extra.—Wilkins, Simpson, OTO"- , u
site Olympia, London. [3-93 ij

GEEENWICH (Krone 761).—Matchless, immedi.-lte %n
delivery all models; prices to surt your pockets; -.u

cash exchange, or defensd terms.—EnQuiie ol the

MatclilPs.s .ngent. Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stock-

well St., Greenwich, S.E.M. [3805

WANTED, purchasers lor any model ol new 1921

Matchless motor cycles and combinations, loi

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

nuit exchange; full market value allowed; distance no

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2. Eastbank St..

Sonthport Tel.: 607. [0^51

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p„ 1920, M.A.G.,

Lucas dynamo, inspection lamp, Watford speedo-

meter, spare wheel complete, unused, wind screen,

hvoage grid, cover, side valances, licensed, beautilul

condition, £20 extras; £175, v^orth more. - HMd-
n.aster, Madley, Herefordshire. i'^^'''*

MATCHLESS Late 1919 Victory Model 8h.p. J.A.P

Combination, overhauled and renewed Deb.,

1921. hood, side curtains, Orto screen, speedometer

= iire wheel, luggage grid, Tan-Sad, College leg

.?eTds, iSed Ifsl to April, 1922, lamps =.cces-

scries,'etc tax paid; P"« «130.-Graham 13

Champion Grove, Denmark Hill, S.Jl.5. looao

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London

agents lor the delightlnlly sprung and practr

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Koyce

on three wheels; immediate delivery Iroin stock, lor

cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied,

,11 spares in stock.^Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill.

V in. and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0381

Metro.

METRO-TYLER 1920 2%h.p., tax paid, lamps, etc.

;

f42.-BJilingshnrst, Wordsworth Rd., Worthing.

in 19 Metro-Tyler, 2-5peed, new Clinchers, very last;

-LI/ £36.-20, Treen At., Hoggers Corner, Barnes,

S.W.13.
,

[3510

1 O20 Metro-Tyler, 2y:h.p., 2-speed, beautiful con-

la dition, all accessories; £42.-163, Davenport

Rd., Catlord, S.E.6. [2868

SINGLE Speed Metro-Tvler, 1919-20, gnaranteed in

thorough running' order ; any trial; £35, cost £60

—179, Earlsfield Ed., Wandswbrth, S.W. [3241

METRO-TYLER, 1920, all red, 2-speed, lamps, and
accessories, tax paid, in good running order-

j;54._V. Barker, Aston Clinton, Bucks. [3210

Minerva.

MINERVA Motor, splendid order; £18; take push

cycle part. -57, Kenbnry St., Cambervi^ll,

London. L^^""

OllJ.p. Minerva -Featherweight. Dunlops Thomson-
ria Bennett, running order; JBIO, near.-82. Mill Hill

Ril., Acton, W. - [2988

MINERVA Combination, U.H. mag., Druids, low

frame; £23, offers; exchanges; after 6.—27

Princess Rd., West Kilburn. 16UU

31h.p. Minerva. E.I.C. mag., tax paid, going

2 order, £15; poitable shed as cycle or workshop.

£15.-30, Harpcnden Rd., West Norwood S.E.27.
[3bUD

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest

possible prices for cash or easy payments.—
Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-8, Alexandra Rd., Horn-
sey. [3698

Motosacoche.

£16 —Motosacoche lightweight, guaranteed perfect;

any trial.—Particulars, 151, Kingston Rd., Ted-

dington. ^_
[2903

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON, J.A.P. 2Mh.V: 3-speed, overhauled;

bargain, £36.—Lane End, Avenue, Claygate. [3382

AUG 1920.—New Hudson 2i/ih.p., 2-speed. mileage

1,600; £47/10.—Write, R., 17, Couicy Rd., N.8.
[3766

NEW HUDSON 2^^h.p. Lightweight, shop-soiled,

£65; also demount laticn machine. £50.—Rogers.

42, Cliuicii Rd.. Hendon

I

26 ..-2i

26;-

Wood-Nlilne Special .

.

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy
Wood-Milne Special . .

.

Dunlcp W.D. Heavy .

.

Palmer Cord
Bates Special Heavy .

.

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.

Beldam Ex. Heavy ...
Wood-Milne or Spencer-

Moulton Extra Heavy.

Beldam Heavy
Clincher de Uxe Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Avon Suttslone

Wood-Milne Special .

.

Dunlop W.D. Heavy . .

.

Palmer Cord Heavy . . .

.

Clincher de Line Ex. Hy.

Beldam Ex. Heavy . . .

.

Kempshall Anti-skid .

Wood-Mnne Ex. Hy
Hutchinson T.T. R.S. .

Wood-Milne Comb
Wood-Mllne Ex. Hy. .

.

Goodrich Salety Tread .

.

Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. .

.

Goodrich Plain

Englebert Square
Goodrich Safety Tread

Goodrich Safety Tread

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 2.stroke. 1917, good running or'ici

£19/10.-23, Tower Bridge Rd., Beimondsey. [342

NEW HUDSON, 1914, ^-speed, clutch, Bosch, I;

and B., lamps, horn; £37/ 10.—Langlord, lOJ

Branstone Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [390

NEW HUDSON Conehbnilt Combination, 3-spMf

clutch, K.S.. new tyres and condition; £50, ofi'-i

—120, Sutheiland Hd., Croydon. [359

NEW HUDSON aiflK.p., 2-speed, splendid conditior

lamps, horn, tax, spares, ride away; £42.—22!

Canterbury St., Gillingham, Kent. (361

NEW HUDSON Lightweight Demonstration MmU-
only done 200 miles; £50.—New Hudson Dei.i.

45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C. [311

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 2 speeds, new tyres an

chains, horn, T.T. bars, tax paid: £29, bargaui.

Mulcaster, 235, Barking Kd., Plaistow. [338

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. Combination, July, 1919. a

accessories, luggage carrier, D.A. set; £100.-

Nurton, 31, Montpelier Valo, Blackheath. [290

NEW HUDSON.—2%h.p. de luxe models in stcck

deferred payments. — Parker's, Bradshawgati

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [3:672

NEW HUDSONJ.A.P. 2%h.p., 3 speeds, clntcl

splendid condition; trial, 2 up; £34; exehmt
3V2-4i4h.p.—349, Bristol Ed., Birmingham. [X688

6h p. New Hudson Combination, good running ordi

and condition, tax paid, guaranteed ; £60 ;
e:

change lower power.—52, Christchurch St., Ipswich-
[X671

NEW HUDSON Lightweight de Luxe Models wi(

tick starter, and clutch; delivery Irom stock..

New Hudson Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Ed., Holborn, W.i

• (
31'

NEW HUDSON, 1913, SVah.p.. in perlect runni.

order, Bosch mas.. Binks, £38, or near oHe

with sidecar, £46.-Maior Green, Christ s Hospits

Sussex. l^'-

NEW HUDSON 1916 C.B. Combination, countt

shaft, 3-speed, kick starter, tyres as new, lami

etc., pcrlect condition- "' — ' "-"-" "'^ ""

Green.

TUBES. NEW AND FULLY
GU ARANTEED.IOur l.lBt

PriCi Price

I

2ix2 6/6 lO/-

2;x2i 7/- 10/3
26,<25 8(3 n/3

26 X 2 \
x2 /

26x2J

'65 g'ns'.—f. Priory Ed., Kc

im.
28X3, 9/6 :: 28X3 (lap-ended) 10,6

BELTS—in Standard Ungths.

I

Silvertown,.Ly<-ett, |in. Jin. |in. lin. ilm.

I Baits, etc. Per Foot 1/7 1/9 2/2 3/3 3/6

irspoiflfiNCi

I OFFER -
!

I DC cilRF TO READ THE DETAILS SET y

SBt'^NOPMsTtE COLUMN AND THEN
I SEND US YOUR ORDER. U

fm These Special Clearance Lines are sen* CarriageL

ORDER THE

TheName TheFirm

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266.VAUXHAU BRIDGE R?.VICTORIA.S,W.l

AND AT
44,SURBITON ROAD. KINCSTON-ON-THAMES

^ P/edse address al/post orders to Vauxhill Bridge Rodd.

Tl^^KPH0NE:- VICTORIA 6353 t." 055*
' OUR AGtNT IS THE PILL.^KBOX

ATEW HUDSON 6!l.p. Twin Combination, deli ten

JN new Jan, 1920, lully eqnipped; S99--Newnha

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. Phone

Hammersmith 80. ''"

NEW HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, 3-spee

clutch belt and tyres excellent, tax paid: £31

privately owned. -Seen, Gray Levin, S, Boulevar

Balham High Rd., S.W. • l'^'

6h.p. New Hudson Combination, 1915, hood, sor«

dectric- lighting, new tyres, spares, overliimle.

£70 oflers!-Spllding: Redholb, College Bd., Dulwic

S.E. 'Phone: Sydenham 639. l^*"

NEW HUDSON 1915 6h.p. Cmnbination 3-Bpee

kirk, just completely overhanled, new tyres, p<

feet order: any trial; £100, tax paid.-Castte, 10

Ciicklewood Broadway, N.'fl .
IV'

-I rk20 New Hudson, but not delivered belore 192

19 2i4h^., 2-speed, lamps, lull set tools, insure

tax paid, in new condition: 4S gnSr-Worsley. Haz.

dene' St. John's Rd., Sevenoaks. l>"

NKW HUDSON 2-stroke, 2-speed, excellent cow

«on new tnes, tally 'equipped, £35: a^n L«

2VJi.p. PopuI.1T, Bosch, Best and M»y<l, llist-cl

Older: fully equipped, £30, or ofler.-103, St. Aha.

\v., Chiswick.

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models on vie.

Popular 50 gns.; de luxe, 65 gns.; Ace. '75 gi

SpareflSr 2«h.p/3%h.p.. and 6h.p maohmes s^,ock

Deferred payments arranged. Catalogues.—new n\

son Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. t39

New ImperiaL

8hp New Imperial Conibinntion. nearly new, t

paid; £95.-9, Church Hd., Willesden. [35

33h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, reduced to £69; dil

4 with clutch and kick-starter, reduced to *7,

Qh.p. Combination; £168; in stock for immediata

.

O livery; easy payments.-Harrods, Ltd., 11

Brompton Rd., London. t '

NFW IMPERIAL, Oct., 1920, 2%h.p., 2-Epced, ht

used boensed; £56.-Edwin Knight, Church f

Beig.ite.
, ,- i„

-»-n?w TAIPERIAL 1918 2=-»h.p.. 2-speed. lamp, lior

N'^rsJ^fcrs.-Fairmount, Brockley View, For-

Hill, S.B.23. ^. '-,.

T A.TE 1920 New Imperial-Jap Bh.p. CombinatK

L equipped regardless; £115.-24. Balliol R
North Kensington

TQ21 8h.p. New Imperial ComWnation, only run

ill few miles, as new; £145. - r.lleys, i

Esplanade, Weymouth. '-'

l-t\20 New Imperial, kick start, clutch, 2 spe«ds,

19 acclSories'; lamps, tax paid; £55.-Adams .

Tonsley Rd., Wandsworth. '

-».-n?w IMPERIAL, 1916-17, 2%i.p. J.A.P., 2 spec

N'^ceuSf Dunlops, licence, lamps, splendid ord

£33 _G 63. Solon Rd., Brixton. l

-, Q19 New Imperial, 2 speeds clutch, )^<=\%\
\u mileage 2,000, as new ; £55.—0.. w. itmi

White Bain -Cottage, Alderley Edge. tX6t

B2 :;::ur;:.at.n« . ............ .Hou. .uo. .^e „u..e. 3. .He en. o. eacH a-.—
^^^^^

-e .ate o. t.e i,.u..

All reiai b
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ advertised bv orivate owners are. when des.red. marked in.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
New Imperial.

SALE.

ii:w IMPEEIAL 1920 Oombinition, fully equipped,

i siieedometer. luggage grid, ' '
"" "perfect:

W.ll.
£100.—The

Sucry, 216, PortobelTo'Ed':, W.ll. [3838

JiAND New 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, 2-

seftter sidecar, fully equipped, tax paid; £110
B;mar, 17, St. Quentin' Av., North Kensington.

[3486

1SW IMPERIAL, new engine, not run 600 miles.

1917 iriune. 2-8peed, good condition : any triiil

;

£ or offer.—K.O.I. , 99, Ilolmesdale Rd., Reigate.
[2975

]|20 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, Klaxon,
' lam|5. splendid outfit; £105.—C/o Bradmore's,

1: Harrow Rd.. Paddington. Tel. : Willesden

rl. [3131

]j21 2^.ih.p. New Imperial Motor Cycle, 2-speed,
' kick start, complete with lamps, horn, etc.. un-

n> shop-soiled only; £79.—Box 5,635, c/o The Motor

C : [3863

]i20 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, electric
' lighting. Easting, Tan-Sad, perfect order, any

tt ; bargain: £120.-37, Manchester St., New Clee-

ti]ies, Lincolnshire.
"

[3845

f'.W IMPERIAL 1920 Models (2), combinations,
I fully equipped: £125 and £135: exchange.

—

Nnham Victor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'I :ie ; Hammersmith 80. [2725

ICW IMPERIAL Solo and Sidecar, immediate de-

i- livery: liberal allowance on your present machine.
- wnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
*I ne : Hammersmith 80. [2724

•JjlS New Imperial 8h.p. 2-seater Sidecar Combina-
j' tion, all on, tax paid, spares and tools, as new:
£0. offers: must sell: going abroad.

-

bie Rd., New Southgate, N.ll.

ii litt;

139, Pern
[3472

3i20 -New Imperial-Jap Sh.p. Combination, Grind-
lay 2-seater sidecar, Binks, Easting, speedo-

ji?r. splendid condition, trial: £140: exchange
etidered.—Robson, Hykeham Rd., Lincoln. [3471

3.MEDI-4.TE Delivery of any New Imperial Model

:

cash or deferred payments : book your order now
ai avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,.
fc. South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone :

Bton 2417 [0506

T2W IMPERIAL 1920 Sh.p. Combination, Easting,
X lamps, spare cover, tools, recently overhauled by
iners. in beautiful condition; £125, privately owned.
— lonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd., London.
Bipstead 7822. [3938

IMPERIALJ.A.P., 254h.p., 2-speed, 1916,
tie used" during war, just overhauled and re-

I'Tielled. in perfect condition, complete with electric
li; , tools, spares, and accessories; 38 gns.—Beck,
Dedin, Ashford, Middlesex. [3107

WM IMPERIAL Combination. Sh.p. J.A.P.. 3-

1- speed, clutch, kick start, bou^it June, guarantee,
ta paid, fully insured, wind screen. Klaxon, lamps,

I
'Over, tube, valve, chain links; a bargain, £120.

- Bromar Rd., top Camberwell Grove, S.E.5. [4002

New Ryder.
> W EYDEK de Luxe 2%lh.p., kick starter, 2-speea
* gear, list 76 gns., slightly ebop-soiled; 60 gns;
<ie red terms arranged.—Midland Garage. 7, Broad
St Birmingham. [7353

Norton.
T EMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Nortons.

A Y Model Norton delivered to vour address, car-^ riage paid within 24 hours; ea'sy pavments only
4;'Xtra.—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd. Bir-
m linm. [0625
'^ RTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere; early
-t dates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin [3973

all

amp-
[X3820

16H, new, fully equipped, speedometer,
engine; iEllS.-Green, Wine Merchant,

[2S89
(1920) SVzit-p. Noi-ton, accessories, tax paid

^ ii»n roudition; £106.—Morris, 21, Saunders St'
;

'""'rt- [3271
1 TON 1921 31-jh.p. 3-specd Sports, licensed, lovely

"'lition, mileage negligible; £110.—Crow Bro=
'J- [39*

^RTON 1921 Models.-Sole district agents, Wessex
f Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury
^'''- ".

. [5005
"^ RTON.—Sole Walsall agents: exchanges or de-
;^

ferred payments.—Maudes' Motor Afart-. Wol.,..ii
'•r?e. Walsall.

("EIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of
^ lijodels Norton.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverha

IV'
RTON

1- picked
R.it

-Maudes' Motor Mart, Walsall
[2421

r^'^!!ij"'-°."'
''''•• '™sle speed, run S miles only;^ ±80.—A_pply, Lucas, 10, St, Germains Place,

[3185

-Is

Blicliealh! S.E;3.

^RTONS 16H and Big Four, and B.R.S. speci:

sir "? stock.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139" N
'St.3irm:ngham,

JyRTON.-All model:

(X4160

De-i

D,,i • "- -T,-—,•-, '" stock; deferred payments.
Jarke_rs, Bradshawgatc, Bolton; also 245,
te, Manchester. [X6726

.1 ,H 31/zh.p. T.T. Norton, 1921,
17,1.

.''^' better than new; for
JWt.-4, Bath Rd., Exeter.

ridden only 400
quick sale £119

(3012

lENGLEBERTi

Super-reinforced
]

The cover that has b'en designed
I withstand any strain th^t it fs po^sibla to

Iput i; to—that will stand the kick of any
motor cycle engine yet made— that will

I l.st out any other make. These covers

]
are a combination of everything that is bsst

I

in lyre manufacture. The finest possible
! rubber, the strongest possible wa'ls, and
I ihe best kra'ns to make the "best out of

I
them."

ACTUALLY AT HALF PRICE.

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-pty Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Racing Rubber Bars
and Studs

Our
Price.

List
Prica

23/- ;''>'

26/6 53/-

24/6 49/-

27/9 55/6

26/6 53/-

50/6 100/9

We guarantee these Covers tn give a minimum
mileage of 3,000 miles, and will replace any

niM proving faulty on this basis.

I A SPORTING
- OFFER -

In order to increase our post-sale business,
we are prepared to refund the remittance on
every 100th order, and send the goods, car-
riage paid, no matter the amount. We keep
separate books for post-sales, therefore this

offer does not apply to counter customers.

These special Clearance lines are sent Carriage
I Paid on 7 days' approval against remittance. iiiijj>

TheNanie

ORDER THE

Ei^l^ The Firm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHAU BRIDGE R?,VICTORIA.S.W.l

AND AT
44,SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
M P/e^se dddress allpoit an/frs to Vouxkll Bridie Rodd

TELEPHONE:- VICTORIA 6533 fc- (,554-

OUR AGENT IS THJE PIM.AR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON 16II, latest, mileage 2,000. veiy fast, tax,
insurance, speedometer, spares, all as new; £120.

-58, Roderick Rd.. Sparkbill, Birmingham. [X6613

T iji 21 Eig Four Norton Combination, lamps, I'.om,
J-t' Watford speedometer, wind screen; selling owiup
to illue.ss

:

horou.elj.
saoritietj £180.—Billaon, l-'inedon Rd. W'eliiug-

L5491

NORTON Big 4, 1920, Swan sporting sidecar, alu-

.

minium colour, electric lighting, large Apollo car
horn, disc wheels, about 6,000 miles; what offers ?—Box
5.594, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3187

^95.—SVjh.p. Norton combination, Dinky Petite" side-^ car, discs, large F.R.S. lamp, tools, etc., tax
paid, engine, gear box, etc., in yerier-t condition; meat
oargaiii.—Tucker, Redclifl Hill, Bristol. [3969

BIG 4 Norton de Luxe Combination, Nov., 1920,
fully equipped, and absolutely like new; sacri-

fice quickly, ^£125, ofler.—Clapham Motors, High St.,

Clapham. 'Phone ; Latchmere 4290. [2873

NORTON 1921 T.T. Model, as-new, and perfect, rid-

den under 200 miles, licensed, unused; £115, or

consider exchange 23.ih.p. Douglas and cash.—Fox, c/o
Mr. Burrell, 28, Park Lane, Romlord, Essex. [5709

NORTON.—Immediate delivery Big 4 and 16H
Models; spare parts always in stock.—Call, wire,

o/rit2, or 'phone 4042. G. H. Tucker, the Norton
Rider, Agent, and Specialist, Redcliffe Hill, Bristol.

[3970

1 Q20 Norton Sporting Combination, zy.,\\.-^.. B.R.S.

,

-Li7 3-speed, Lucas electric lighting, condition as
new, racing sprockets, spares, etc., cost over £300; will

accept best reasonable offer.—Hulms, Wesley St., Stock-
port. [3205

T.T. Norton. 1920, in excellent condition, very fast.

miJenge 2,000, rnrefully ridden and tuned, tyres

unpunctured, i^peedouieter, lamp, Klnxou, 2 lielts, tax
paid: £95.—luce. Silver Hawk Motor Co., Co\)hnui.

.Surrey. [2968

NORTON 1921 5!2h.p. B.R.S. engine, 3-speed, all

chain, ideal competition machine, complete with
lamps, horn, and several spares, licensed; £130.—
Chas. H. Littlewood and Co., Sherman Rd., Bromley,
Kent. 'Phone: Bromley 464. [401

L

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Norton motor cycles and combinations, for im-

mediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
obiect.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0644

L.
MITCHELL, our representative, rode his private
1920 3V_'h.p. Norton in the Senior T.T. to prove

his confidence in the machine he sells. Result, first

Norton, first private owner, and sixth place in the
greatest race ever contested. If the effort deserves en-

couragement, you can do no l^s than place that Nor-
ton order with him. and watch him in the next big

event.—Bulloughs Motors, Ltd., Waterloo St., Oldham.
[2050

N.S.U.

"Vr.S.U. 2^4'h.p. Twin,_Bosch, 2;speed, new DunTops,
£19.-

N.S.U. 2%h.p
order, for Levi:

17, Heaton ^d., Mitcham,

Twin Bosch, licensed,

; or similar 2-stroke;
Sussex.

[3683

in running
sell £25.-

[3018

N.S.U. C.B. Combination,
Bosch, lamiis. Klaxon,

Cawley, Copthorne,

7h.p. twin, /2-5peed F.E..

_ . ^.,_ _,_, , tools, tyres, belt new, tax

paid guaranteed good order, any trial given; after

5 p.m.; £48.-68, Hyde Vale, Greenwich. [3836

N.U.T.
in excellent condition, dynamo
speedometer; £95.—Lt. Hope,
Hants. [3212

-I Q20 3"/:.h.p.

-Lt? lighting.
Fort

S^

N.U.T.

.

horn.
Grange, Gosport,

N.U.T. 1920 SV'h.p., dynamo lip'hting, tax paid, in-

diatinguisliable from neM'; £120; deferred pay-

ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6740

PECIAL o.h.v. 3'/oh.p. N.U.T., guaranteed 70
m.p.h., indistinguishable from new, run under

1,000 miles; £68, or exchange solo, cash.—9, Red
Hill, Bassett, Southampton. [2976

N.U.T.—Sole agents for nine counties; special ex-
change or deferred payment terms; immediate

delivery all models; trade supplied,—Maudes' Motor
Mart, London, Exeter, and Walsall. [2422

V

O.K.

Junior, 2^:lh.p., brand new; agent's surplus
tock; our price £37/15.—Sun Garage, Henshaw

St., Oldham. _. [3475

K.-UNION, 2%h.p., December, 1920, single-speed,
all lamps and accessories, tax paid ; expert ex-

amination; £35.-151, Munster Rd., Fulhara. • [3203

.K.-J.A.P., 2%h.p.. late 1917, excellent order^
Lucas lighting, speedometer, legshields, spares,

all on ; £45, near offer ; appointment,—40, Crystal

St.,

O
amir

O
Palace Paik Bd., S.E. [2867

1 Q21 O.K.-Villiers, 2-speerl 2.6trol;e, a'jilh.p., new
X*7 npiienrance, giinranteed perfect throughout, par-

ticularly fast, smooth running engine, starts very
easily, crjuiprnent includes oilskin tron.sers and coat,

spare belt, legshields, lamps, horn, tools, licensed;

genuine liarg'.iiu, £49; approval.—Collid, 41, College

Ed., Norwich. [3054

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end or each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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3124

perfect order;
minster, [3637

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Omega.

Qi2 GNS., bnrgnin.-1919 Omeea, J.AP. 2"i',h.r., 2
f-f\^ sr^eds, Inst m.-K-liine.— SenbriOge, Himsler Ed.,
Enst ].)iilwic]i. S3-denliiim 2452. [3498

P. and M.
"p. and Af. Combination. ta.K paid, excellent condition.- —12, Ashmead Rd., St. John's, S.E.8. [3784

1Q18 P. and M., "W.D. : anv offer considered.—Wood-J~^ cock, 27, Gore Park Rd., Eastbourne. [3124

-| Q18 P. and M.. 2-speed. clutch, K.S,
J-t/ £50.-56, Park Lane. Kidderm

P.
and 51. Conitiination : £65. or solo £53; perfect.
-38, Sherritf Rd.. W. Hampstead, N.W.6. [3570

T>. and M. Combination, perfect condition, accef^eories.^- tax paid: £65.-3, Sion Rd., Tivickenhani. [3848

BRAND New Shop-soiled P. and M. and sidecar;
to clear, £90.—Apply, 198. Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [3521

/"^YIUL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all^^ models P. and M.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
hampton. [X3821

P.M. 1918 Combination, stoved, plated, new tyres,
3 lamps, tax paid, perfect; £60.-106, North

End Rd., W.14. ' [3994

1
Qie P. and M., blue-gold, iinscratched; £57/10;

-Lt/ consider cheaper machine part.—61, New Kent
Rd., London, S.E.I. , [2860

P.
and M. Late 1918 Combination, excellent condi-
tion, lamps, horn, tax paid; £70, or offer.—Ward.

16, Old Broad St., E.C.2. ^ [3551

P.
and W.—Solo or sidecar in stock; deferred pay-
ments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton ; aleo

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6723
-| Q 11-12 P. and M. Combination, 2-Epeed, clutch,
J-«^ excellent going condition; £30, or offer.—302,
London Rd., Thornton Heath. [3553

1 Q19 P. and M. (late), not W.D., tools, lamp^, horn,
JLf-f spares, tax paid, splendid condition; £65.-6,
Asylum Villas, IJareiith, Dartford. [2972

1 920, speedometer,
.. - ^- -, insurance, tax; £125.—

Hughes, 49, Brockley Rise. Forest HilL [4008'

P.
and M. R.A.F. Model, overliauled, good appearance,
with Canoelet Minor sidecar, complete; £70.—

Lewis, 57, Gloster Ed. Site, Trowbridge. [2854

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, Existing wind screen,
--«-' lamps, etc.

'

P. and M. Combination, June,
screen, hoed, lamps, et<'.

or esominatioo
Town,

tax, beautiful condition; any trial

60gns.—20, Inkerman ISA., Kenti?h
[3616

LATE 1920 3Voh.p. P. and M. Combination, un-
scratched and equal brand new, only used few

times; bargain, £90.-19, Wellington St., Moes Side,
INlanchester. [X6931

P.
and M.'s, unrenovated, £15; some good lunning
order, £35 ; renovated as new, £55 ; with new

.sidecar add £15.—Brauford, 16, Lvdhuist Av,, Strent-
liam Hill, S.W. [3492

P.
and M. Coachbuilt Combination, tax paid, lamps,
Klaxon, excellent order, ride away: £48.— Xdrrir:.

9. Kirkeby Buildings, Bourne E£tate,''Portpool Lane,
Holborn. [3977

LATE 1918 Phelon-Moore, 1920 .sidecar. Easting
wind screen, lamps, accessories, new spare tyres,

overhauled, perfect; 50 miles meet purchaser; £80.—
30, Fermepark, Stroud Green, N.4. [3811

P.
and M., L918, 2-speed. Vick start, coachbuilt com-
bination, lamps, horn, screen, etc., in perfect run-

ning order, any trial given; £65.—Richards, 14, Arra-
gon Gardens, Streatham Common, S.W. [3885

P.
and M. Combination, February, 1919, not W.D.,
lamps. Klaxon, Easting, spare cover, tubes,

excellent condition, insurance and tax paid; £75 —
Dover, 31, Airedale Rd.. Balham, S.W. 12. [3501

"I
Q20% Plielon and Moore and Henderson light side-

Jl«7 car, in ex<'elient condition, fully insured, and all
accessories, recently overhauled; £110, or near offer —
Lieutenant Smith, H.M.S. Vivian, Portsmouth. [3585

P.
and M., late 1917-18. newly plated and stoved
enamelled, makers' 1921 colours, new Dunlop

tyres, tubes, new parts fitted, perfect mechanical
condition; £65;—Brooks, 57, Firs Hill Rd., Sheffield.

~| Q18 P. and M. Combination, excellent order, new
-L«^ uiiholstery, electric and acetylene lighting, tyres
good, mechanical horn, Ea.^ting wind screen tools
licensed to Dec. 31st.— 99, Chichele Rd., Cricklewood'
N-W.2. [3223

QQ GNS., or exchange: genuine bargain.—1920 p0»-F iind jM. combination, mechanical lubrication
lamps, Jiilaxon, Bonniksen, legshields; any examina-
tion.— Garage, Hansler Rd., E. Dulwieh. Svdenhan-
2^52. [3583

1 iai9 V. and M. Combinntion. in pood condition new
--«/ gear chains, Mills-Fulford sidecar, complete new
c!iassi(i, Camac wind screen, electric and acetylene lights-
£70, or sell eepoiate.—Rowland, 86, Algernon Rd

'

Lcwisham. [2955

1 Q21 P. and M. Combination, latest model, elec-
-L*/ trically equipped, all accessories, most reliable
perfect condition ; any trial or inspection

; private
owner; price £125,—Bell, 59, Richmond Park Rd
Eitst Sheen, S.E.

IHE

[3192

Burlington Bertie
Burlington Bertie represejits the
elements of sport, discrimination,

and honesty. His commendation
is essentially reliable—his presence
a sure sign of something good in

the vicinity. He rides, of course

—

The Burlington Douglas.

THE BURLINGTON
Re-conditioned

DOUGLAS
Thesemachines aresound through-
out—no part has been left in that

is not reUable. Each Douglas has
a new Carburetter, new Belt, new
Chain and Tyres, etcand are com-
pletely equipped, including Licence
Holder.

2| h.p., 2-sp £65
4 h.p., 3-speed, k.s., solo . . £85
4 h.p,, 3-sp., k.s., comb..
Patent New Buriington
Sidecar £110

E^asy terms may be arranged

TUmON FREE

To 4 h.p. DOUGLAS OWNERS
No more broken Drawbolts.

A new form oj operating mechanism for

the 4 h.p. Douglas, which eliminates

the Drawbolt and. unnecessary trouble.

Write for full details. Trade Supplied.

The BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,

7, South Side, ClaphamCmmoii,S.W.4

'Phone: Brixton 2417.

Wires ; Burlington Motors, Clapham.

(Just by Clapham Conanon Underground

Station).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

yALUE Withont Equal.—Entirely rebuilt B
» model P. and M.'s, new tyres and tubes, wl

cuajns, sprockets, aluminium cases, footboards n
carburetters, saddles, and hosts of engine aid
parts, over *40 \vortli on each bike; solo £55 Iwith MilUord chassis £75.—Walton, Dawson
Burnley.

fj
P. and S.

p. and S. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 25ih.p., new; £49/J- —Winfield's Garage, Sherwood, Nottinghan

p. and S., 3h.p. Dalm, 2-stroke, 2-speed, absol
J- as new, under 500 miles, fully -eQuipped;
trial- seen any time; £57.—E. Pott^nden. Clay::
Old Ford Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel.: East 1132. f

Peugeot.
£25.—5-6h.p. Peugeot twin, .Bosch, B. and B.tji
•<^*' did running order.—Eiley, 33, Bromai MSmark Park, S.E. ^
T>EUtiEOT 6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds new^
J- tax paid, engine overhauled: bargain, £26
offers.—61. Grand Parade, Harringay, N.4.

Premier.
T5REMIEE 3",{,h.p. T.T., discs; lamps, etc., verfy*
-^ tax: paid; £33.-Gibbons, 54, Holland Ba;7T
slngton. _^g

^h.p. Premier. 3-speed, clutch, S.A., T.T. baipi^ replated; £35; exchange lightweight.—67. aSham Park, S.E. ''

PREMIER, 2!jih.p., lamps, Bosch, new tyrej^
condition; £27, offer.—32, St. James »(13m

mondsey, S.E.le.
,

"

PREMIER, 1915, 31/,h.p., countershaft,
clutch, -Tan-Sad, take sidecar; £35.-Lewis

Cedars Rd.. Clapham.

£27/10.-Premier 3V2h.p. T.T. model, .E.I.C./
B.. excelent Dunlops, licence, lamps, acei

exchange.—G., 63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

3ih.p. Premier Combination, coachbuilt, clti|^
2 jpeed, oouittershaft gear, speedometer, acceeii'

tax paid; £55.^19, St. -Albans Ed., Sontbsea. -.[s

3JLh.p. Premier. 3 speeds, clutch model, pedal.'sl
2 perfect order, fully equipped, licensed ;.jE|

Mr. Cummins, Broad Oak, Sturmiuster-NewtoD, fidil

•fiCOVENTRY Premier, 1921, latest model, dBIB'
lighting, spare wheel, dickey seat, tax -^dli

surance, watch, etc., as new; £235.—Allen, Ledbri

PEEMIER 1913 3-Bpeed, excellent conditionti,
trial; f35.^1ight Car and Motor Cycle' iTB

neering Co.. 26, Tube Hill, S.W.2. (Half minntS*
Brixton Skating Eink,). '^
1Q15 2^h.p. Premier, 3-speed and clutch, sji
Xiy 41/2 years, 2 new heavy Dunlops, enameV-*
plating like new. will do 130 m.p.g.; £40; ex^lg
Levis.-Kemp, New York, Lincoln. ^Kl
PREMIER Sy^h.p. 1916 Coachbuilt CombinatiSli

speeds, countershaft, K.S., excellent condjt'J

any trial ; best offer ; exchange good 2-74h.p. latfr^I^i

-Pearce. Island Cottage, Ufton, Reading. Berks.^^

COVENTEY Premier, new March, most exciani
fitted, clock, Bonniksen, electric Klaxon,--'!

cover, inside and running board mats, tax paid.'M

sumption 55, absolutely perfect, spare wheel w
used; £238.—Payne, Eccleston, Chester. [X6)

P.V.

P.V.-J.A.r., 5-6h,p., spring frame, fully eqili|V<

licensed; £25.—Clapham Motors, High St.^-C
ham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. -[3

Quadrant.

l 020 Quadrant Combination, nice order; £85.^H
-Lt/ 86. High Rd., Lee. {3

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co.—Quadrant "iAi

wholesale distributers.

QUADRANT Combinations from etock, A\t,h.p. £1

5h.p. £135; cash, exchange, or deferred- ii

ments. All spares. Official repairers. Second-ii'
Quadrants from £60.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Oorf^'il

Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. 'Phone : Hop aji

QUADRANT 1917 Combination, countershattj^tj

feet condition, little used,—Ferndall, St. Glm<
Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. ^ £S

QUADRANT 4y2b.p. Combination, 1920, eleC

lighting set, speedometer, horn, tax paid; £B
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomila !

E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. . [0

QUADRANT. 1916, 4y2h.p.. B.S.A. 3-speed. coiln

shaft, clutch and kick starter, mileage 2,3

unused 4 .vears, as new ; 50 gns.—Smith's. 86, "Cfc

Farm Rd; (opposit-e Chalk Farm Tube Station), N.V'

c»

1 020 Quadrant Combination, Eudge sidecar, befti

XU fully spiunp; genuine l)argain ; horn, lamps; fli,

Easting wind screen, speedometer, etc.. lax pain,-

feet running order: £100.—Write Macaskie, Lyadmi'

Park Drive, Harrogate. P'

-I QI4 Quadrant, coachbuilt, Sturmey, 3-speed, dui
1.U free. Cameo. Stewart, electric lighting.^'

fast, handsome condition, tax paid; £70; trial ei'

ings, after 7 o'clock except Tuesdays.—C. S. How

H^ Elton St., Islington, N.16. • 13

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by orivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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i MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

(tVDCO, 2'/::h.p., 2-speed, 1920, perfect, lamps, horn,
tools; bargain, i£38.

i-Sea.

- Osman, 231, Leigh Rd
[3968

Raleigh.
lALEIGH Combination, not done 200 miles; £170.
J, -Welford, James St., Brighton. [3718

llEMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

TVSY Payments onl,v 4% extra. We can deliver
J to your address within 24 hours the new Raleigh
5. .p. fiat twin, spring Irame, chain drive: solo, 140
g.; sidecar, 176 gns. : spare wheel and tyre, 6 gns.—
S, Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co..
jVm Sd., Birminghiim. [0626

1 Stock, new Raleigh, 5-6h'p.—Wale, 7, Queen's Rd.,
iNuneaton. [X6620

'Pb.p. Kflleigh Combination, ridden 500 miles, nioely
tl run iu, registered; £175.—Rogers, 42, Church Rd.,
Hion. [3611

1(21 5-6h.p. Raleigh, used for demonstration and
tests only, registered; £138; sidecar extra.—Roe's

llu Cycle Depot, West Bridgford, Nottingham.
[X6406

IVLEIGH Solo and Combinations for Immediate De-
livery. Purchase your machine from the author-

islasonts; liberal allowance on vour present machine.
-wTiliam Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Pni; : Hammersmith 80. [2720

Reading'Standard.
116 Reading standard Combination

£90.—Boss, 86, High Rd., Lee.

I:ADING-STANDARD Combinatios, lOh.p., 1920
;lynnino lighting, small

splendid value

;

[3334

W' Mailing, Maidstone.
mileage; £125.-

IIADING-STANDARD Combination.
lOh.p., perfect condition, splendid turnout

orbarest oHer.—Wilkins,
Se

1921
inout

Foster's Building

-Viner,
[3321

model,
£180.

, Shef.
[2880

IADING.STANDAHD, 1920, dynamo lighting,
powerful, flexible, with touring Henderson side-

oa \\-itli luggage capacity, ready for riding; £155;
"" " [X6934£:i0.-70, Camden Mews, N.W.I.

Rex.
B. and B., Bosch, clutch,
York St., Heywood, Lanes.

tax paid;
[3743

EX 5-6h.p.,
£28.-137,

EX 3',.,h.p., 2-speed, looks and runs really well

:

ii!ii«t sell; £26.—Apply, 523, Croydon Rd., Bocken-
[3380

' " Rex. overhauled, low, clutch, sporting, fast,
jiaid; £30.—Hugging, 15, Willee Rd., Kentish
ndon. [3109
NS. secures 5-6h.p. Twin Coachbuilt Hex
^rabination. — Particulars, Carslake, Deans-
Slony Stratford. [3532

lJ\ 1913 5-6h.p., ivith chnssis, thorough going order.
A^ icw tyro and licit ; £40: will exchange for good
[•!!( machine.—Hasnip, Oundle. [3358

3 p. Rex, B. and B., Dixie, T.T. bars, dropped
trame, running order, smart; £18.—Middleton.

!5. illais St., Albany Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5. [3942

P 4',.',li.p. C.B. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, speed-
^^ iiiicter. Klaxon, excellent order and appearance

;

t^f 55, Leucha Rd., Walthnmstow, London. [3429

p, ;. red, low, sporty, and fast, lighting set, horn.
*« ti\. tyres like new; sacrifice, £25, or near

—

Fee 769, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.

kJJ :iAL Offer of brand new 8h.p.
^ 'iiit'ination, detachable wheels,

RliE 1920 SVih.jt.,
liondeg, Llauelly.

[3060
Rex-Blaekbnrne
apare wheel

;

St price £218, reduced to £175 cash; easy
"iilv 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co., A=ton
niugham. [X6886

Roc.
rtoc, 2-speed, clutch, Handle starter, running
1; £25.-Box 5,630, c/o The Motor Cucli:

[3638
Rover
T.T., tax pafd; £65.-Holnies,

(3411
ItJ 5-61i.p. Rover Combination, perfect; £100.—
'«;24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3483

f C'f Rover 5-6h.p. Combination, new, best fittings-
»-«( ii;i90.—H., 9, Frances Rd., Windsor. [3010

run-
[X6859

IC^ SV'ah.p. Rover 3-speed Coach Combination
"•«. laultloss; bargain, £42.-13, New St., Welling-

[XftS?^]

perfect con-

„., . jatey, Stretton-
osse, Rugby. [3343
Rover Solo 31/ah.p., 3-speed, tax paid like

dope under 600 miles; £93.—Grimes, is,
[3800

Rover Combination, 3-speed hub gear, and
'-h. pedal starting, perfect condition; £60
iter.-Oibbs, Oundle. [X6582

g.^-3i,!,h.p. Rover, 3-spced, clutch, splendid
*r jmg otdar.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [3

nn, ,ilop,

p'ER S'/ah.p. Combination, 3-speed,
'•''ill ion; any trial; what offers ?—Ba
,ild( F -

IS
'f" Place, W.l

THE

Take
a Sidecar
with you
Pillion riding is allright,

but—respect for your
passenger must make you
realise the comjort and
absence of danger ensured

by a well-designed and
strongly built sidecar.

But mind it's the

BURLINGTON
The illustration is oj the

No. 1 Speedy Model
Price with Apron - - £24
Specially suitable for light machines.

Write jor details oj full range oj models.

SPARES Remember We
hold an entirely

comprehensive stock, of spare parts

for Motor Cycles, including

Douglases and Triumphs. Trade

Supplied.

Look out for our

BARGAIN COLUMN
next week—you cannot

afford to miss it.

The BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.

9

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S,W.4

'Phone: Brixton 2417.

Wires : Burlington Motors, Clapham.

{Just by Clapham Common Underground
Station).

MOTOR CYCLI-S FOR SALE.
'

Rover.
"ROVER Combination. 1921, 5-6h.p.,L\ tion; any examination; cheap "for 'quick
Biiggs, 16, York Place, Carlisle.

perfect condi-
Eale.

—

"D OVER 3'/:;!i.p., 3-speed ond clutch, engine just over^^ hauled jind tank renovated, tax puid; view any
tune; £45.-4, Thames St., St;iines. r3816
TJOVEE, 1920, 3V:ih.p.. T.T., Philipson, indistirtguish-
-»*' able from new, guaranteed perfect; nearest £70.

~

156. Dalmally Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon. [3048

ROVER, 1914, new sidecar chassis, 3 speeds and
clutch, in perfect condition, new tyres, 3 lamp.';;

£40.—Noel, 40, Ryeston Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [3674

"I Q19 3i/:;h.p. Rover Combinntion, 3-speed K.S.
JLt/ countershnlt. Canoelet sports sidecar, fnst outfit:
£84; solo £72.—Elvers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Tient,

[29301Q19 3V2h.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson, gunranteed p«r-
-* ^ feet, Liifas electric, accuninlator lightiug, tfix
pnid; offers.—Elliott Smith, 7, St. Michael's Rd., Bed-
tord. - [3822

3ih.p. T.T. Rover. 1914. lamps, horn, etc., fast.
2 absolutely reliable, tax (£1/10) paid, verv

economical; £42.—Guyler. 53, Vauxhall Bridge Rd..
S.W.I. [3693

IQ 13-1914 3V2h.p. Rover Combination. 3-speed clutch,
A*' Sturm ey-Archer hub, stored during wnr, tax paid,
perfect coudition ; bargain, £55.-1, Norwood Rd., Heme
Hill, S.E.24. [3795

3ih.p. Rover {November. 1919), 3-speed, Millford side-
2 ear. T.T. bars, small niiletigc, excelli

fully equipped: accept £95, or nea
St. Jolm St., York.

ROVER 1921 SV-h-p.
Tacin^ engiuo. Bounik^^n

llent condition,
offer.—Al)bev, 43,

[3275

ROVER 5-6h.p. Combination, as new, only done
about 200 miles, tax paid, accessories: 102 gns.

—

Handslip Fire Station, South Parade, Church St.,

Chelsea, S.W. [3730

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., of Birmingham, re-

fommends the chain drive 3-speed S'/jh.p. Rover
nt £115' as one of the best \alue machines in the trade.
Delivery from stock. [X417G

1 Q19 5-6h.p. Rover Combinntion, .engine just re-
-i-t/ bushed, electric lighting, Easting, speedometer,
mechanical liorn, accessories; getting car; £110.—Watts,
3, Portland Rd., Oxford. [3249

1 Q20 (Jnty) Rover SVjh.p., countershaft, allH?liain.
J- «? original tyres, unpunctured, with Swan sporting'

sidecar to match, fully eyuipped; good reason for sale;

£105.-56, High St., Tooting. [3643

NEARLY New Sporting 5-6h.p. Rover, Bonniksen.
electric lamps, Tan-Sad, spares, many special re-

finements, absolutely iinscratched and perfect through-
out; £140.-172, Cross Rd., Coventry. [X6755

ROVER Late 1919 3rL-h.p. T.T., Philipson pulley,

small mileage, original tyres un punctured, acces-

.^oriea, spares; £65; exchange recent Douglas or other

cMred lightweight; after 6 p.m.—71, Manor Park, Lee.

S.E. [3300

T.T. Speed Model with special
speedometer, racing

Auiac, knee gripe, long plated 2in. exhaust, guarantee^l

as new, many spares, can do 70; cost £135, accept

£100.—Sfcinworth, Higham, near Burnley. [3144

ADVERTISER through ill-henlth having to give up
motor cycling, wishes to dispose of his 5-6h.p.

1920 Rover combination, guaranteed in perfect condi-

tion and as new, readv for any hip; first reosonnble

offer accepted.—Box 838, (7o 71ie Motor Cycle. [X6377

1 017 Rover Combination, W.D., 5-6h.p. J.A.P. twin.
it/ new spring driving chain, pistons, connecting
rods, valves, etc., spare tyre, Dunlop heavy, new Hen-
derson sidecar body, new M-L magneto, Easting wind
screen, 3 Lucas lamps and generators, in perfect run-

ning order: £105, or offers.—A. V. Simons, Priory Rd.,

Alcester. [3746

Royal Ruby.
OYAL RUBY Sports Model; 80 gns.; in stock,—
John Aldrich and Co.. Diss. [0630

OYAL RUBY. Villiers 2-speed. good order; £35.—
Seen. Wilkinson's, 129, High Rd., Croydon. [3173

ROYAL RUBY, 2i:.h.p.. perfect throughout; bar-

gain, £28.—Fisher, 24, Tremadoc Rd., Clapham.
S.VV.4"

' [2895

OYAL RUBY 1919 Combinntion, 8h.p. J.A.P. en-

gine, fully eiiuipped; £95.-204, Ladbroke Grove.

W.IO. 'Phone: Park 5541. [2925

35.—1920 2yoh.p. Royal Ruby, mileage under 1,000,
all on, perfect; absolute bargain, no offers.—

Lewis, 157, Hartfield. Wimbledon. [3046

ROYAL RUBY 1919 Bh.p. Combination, ' electric

lights, speedometer, horn, screen, very powerful;
eU5.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd..
W 6. 'Phone; Hammersmith 80.- [2731

W
S.W.

R^
w.l

RUIIGE
stock

:

Rudge,
Miilti. new 1921, sloiiiiig triiiU innilel in
f85.-Moss, Weill. (X6906

1O20 I.O.M. RiKlge Mlllti, 212 m.p.g. recent tri.-il;

i-rf £50.-2, West Vieir, Farnboro' Ed., II.Tuts. [3544

£33.—RiKlge 1914 elutcli model, good flpponr.Tnie.
sound condition, siiorty.-221, High E4., Killiurii.

[3427

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the~number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marUed (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge...

1 Q21 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, with iicdal_ starter, new,

unregistered
Seven Kings.

nearest to £77.-104, Elgin Hd.,
[3350

-| Q20 3V->li.p. Rudge Multi, guaranteed mechanically
XU ijerlect. Palmer tyres; bargain, £50.—Drake, 1,

Brnton Av.,.Bath. [3014

Rudg1Q14 5-6h.i),
A.iJ tyres, lamps, leather
Kemp, New York, Lincoln.

Multi. good condition, good
belt; £46; exchan*

[X6927

1 (320 5-6h.p, imd 7-9h.p. Rudge Combinntions, unused
J-if also 1921 I. O.M.—Shepherd, Enfleld Highway.

19^

i'el.: Walthnm Cross 31. {O340

1 Ck20',!, Rudge Multi, I.O.M. ,
guaranteed as new,

A*' lamps, Khi-xon, clutch, licensing; £63; exchange.
-3, Morpeth Rd., South Hackney. [3774

)21 Rudge Multi, as new, with Watsonian sidecar,

himps, tools, tax paid; bargain.—Rhind and Co.,

Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [3953

RUDGE 3',2h.p., free engine, clutch, speedometer,
lamps, new tyre and belt, fast, perfect condition:

£40.-28, Loudon Lane, Hackney. {3460

RUDGE Multi 1919 5>«i.p. T.T., discs, lamps, horn,

speedoiueter, perfect condition; photo; £60.—
Phillips, Albion, Llandrindofl Wells. [3245

RUDGE3£ulti. 3>/>h.p., T.T., with pedal starting; im-
mediate delivery: £85.—Peacock, 219, High Bd.,

Balhnm. 'Phone: Streatliam 170. [3155

RUDGE Multi and C.B. sidecar, excellent condition

and running order, very fullv equipped ; write for,

details; £52.-3, Park Crescent, Tonhridge. < [2967]

"DXJDGE Multi 5 6h.p. Coachbnilt Combination, good
-LV running order; seen__anv time; £70, nearest
offer.—Talmore Heel Co.^ Bury St. Edmund's. [3121

RUDGE Multi 3',i.h.p. CoachbuUt Combination, late

model, lamps. Klaxon, spares, tax and insurance
paid; evenings; £65.—73, Thorneyhedge Rd., W.4.

[3983

BRAND New I.O.M. Rudge Mnlti and MillE-Fnlford
sidecar, a magnificent turnout; or separate; £105.

-H. L.
minster.

Edwards, Tlie Dairy, Pleasant St, Kidder
[X6912

1C|21 7-9h.p. Endge Multi Combination, tax paid.
J- J/ speedometer. Easting, spares, only lun few huli-

dled miles: £135.—Seen
wich, S.E.

69a, Ferris Rd., East Dul-
[2980

19 15 Rudge JMulti, coachbuilt sidecar, apron, winrl

grid, etc.; £6a/:,0.~E,hmd and Co.
holme, Manclieater.

Stone Place, Rns-
[3956

GENUINE T.T: Rudge, 1S13, good condition tlirougli-

oiit, excejitioually last, climb anything two np,

rompletely eqnipi)etl; . i40, _ or nearest.—Purser, M;mor
Farm, Oid Win<lsor.. Berks. [3393

RUDGE -Multi, 5-6h.p..- with handsome sidecar,

hood . screen, Cowey speedometer, Lucas lamps,

etc., practically new. smart outfit; 100 gns.; yours in

part.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone.
,

[3708

IlUDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., 1914, with C.B. sidecar,.

^ new back tyre, just overhauled, in first-class

condition; £65. or exchange lightweight solo and
cash.—Cooper, 28. Upper Bridge St., Stirling. [3119

RUDGE Combination, 5'Ah.p., 1913-14 model. B.
and B. carburetter, 2 speeds, clutch, fully

equipped, sound condition throughout; bargain, £40:
trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.

[3130
-| O20 (October) Rudge 3i/.h.p., st>e<"'inl I.O.M. cams,
J-t/ pedal, large 1'. and H., new tyres, tube.i. belt,

large tool kit, spare valve. Klaxon, handle-bar watc-h;

ride iOO miles; nearest £70—5, Victoria Park, Cam-
bridge. [3248

Scott.

CJCOTT Sports, 1919 model, lamps, licensed; £77/10.
k5 —WeUord, James St., Brighton. 13715

SCOTT Squirrel. 1921, brand new and unused; £110.
—Wellord. James St., Brighton. [3714

-| Q20 (Aug.) Scott Combination, good order; SO mis.
Xt/ -Grant, Saintfield, Co. Devon. (D) [2848

SCOTT Sports, 1920, lamps, speedometer, licensed,
r- perfect; £87/10.—Welford, James St., Brighton.

[3713

SCOTT Combination, wicker, makers' overhaul Juir,
last, licensed: £60.-11, Guildford Kd., Stockwell,

S.\V.8. [3453

"I Q20 Scott Combination, fully equipped, fine con-
J-*' dition; £85.-4, Thornton St., Kempston, Bed-
lord. [3960

£45.—3^4h.p. Scott, thoroughly overhauled, new
parts. — Stallybrass, 52, Beechwood A v., Ply-

mouth. [3470

F.O.C.H. for Scotts, combinations and solos.—5,
Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead ' Tube

Station). [2698
SCOTT.—In stock, solo or sidecar; deferred pay-

ments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245.
Deansgate, Manchester. [X6727

SCOTT and Sidecar, engine No. 2970, electric light-
ing, perfect condition, accessories; £85.—33,

Mansell Rd., Acton, W. [2869

1 Q 20 Scott, perfect, just overhauled^, original tyres
-I-t' small mileage; bargain £85.- ElJiott Smith. 7

[3821

There are more pleasant holidays spoil

by faulty tyres than anything else. So
look below before you go.

TYRES AND TUBES
IN PERFECT CONDITION.
I will refund your money immediately

If you are not satisfied.

24x2
Wood-MMne Soei'al' . : 28 /-

Hutchinson Rubber-studded 22 /S

26x2
Wood-Kinne Eitra Strons 32/9
Woad-Milns Combination 44/-

26x2J
Dunlop Heavy 36/6
Macintosh Chain 32/6
Avon Sunstone 37/6
Clincher de Luxe £itra Heavy 35 /-

Rom Combination 42 /-

Avon Combinaton 38/9
Beldam Combination 35 /-

Palmer Heavy Cord 36/9
Palmer Cord 32/6
Skew Rubber Non-skids 29 /6

26x2J ,

Palmer Heavy Cord 37 /-

PalmM Cord 33 /-

Dunlop Heavy - 37/-
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 34/6
Bates Special Heavy 37/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 35 /-

25-2} to fit 2i Rims.
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 33 /-

Wood-Milne Special r 33/-
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45 -

26x2}
Rom Combination 45/-
Ounlop Heavy 45 /-

Macintosh Chain 36/-
Rom Combination 47/6
H utchinson Rubber^studded 36 /-

. Skew Heavy Ribbed 37/6
650 X 65

Heavy Rubber Non-skid 26/3
Wnod-Milne Snecial 43 '6

< Michelin Steel-Studded 52/6
Burnett Grooved 41/9
Dunlop Steel-studded 55 /-

Voiturette fitting.

700x80 to tit 650x65
Wood-Milne Special 50/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 55 /-

Dunlop Steel Studded 70/-

700 X 80 (For 650 x 65) Voiturette Rims
28x3

Goodyear Extra Heavy Diamond Tread
and Tube 7b/.

Wood-IVIilne Extra Strang 4-!:ly 29/3
Ounlno Extra Strong 4-ply so '-

Dnnlop Heavy 45/-
Cllncher de Luxe Extra heavy 45/-

28 < 3 to fit 2,', Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

28x2i
Wood-Milne 4-plv 40/-
Hutchinson Heavy Rubber-studded 26/9
Hutchinson Heavy Ribbed 29/6

NEW TUBES, in a.l Sizes, 71- each.

Also Clearance TUBES, with one small vul-

canised patch by Manufacturers, otherwise
quite new, 5/6.

The aliovp lines are se^t Sev+'n Days on
Approval, and Forward PassGuyer Tra n. Carr. Paid.

REMEMBER—The reputation and guarantee

ot Emanuel's is n-^bintl all we sgll

SUNBEAM 6h.p., Gloria sidecar, well equippeSj

stone.
ellent order; £85.—Buntmg's Bxchange. W|a

1 3 J

H. EMANUEL & Co.. ^^^,lt,.

27, BELGRADE RD., STOKE NEWINGTON,
Telcphoim: Dalslon 3161. LONDON, N.16

Stores :

37a, Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N

St, Miirhael's E<J , "BMlford

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue,..

s°

MOTOR CVXLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT 19201,-!; Ccjmiiination, lully erjuipiied, spoi
lii.'euee,- e.xi'ellent condition ; £120, or near of

—6, Ciimpbell Rd., CroydoD. f3(

SCOTT Combination, 1920, perfect condition, elecl
lanips; any trial; Yeovil district; £100.—Wr

Box 5,572, do The Motor Cycle. (3(

ROTARY- Valve Seott, actual T.T. wJnner, Bos
racing Amac, Bonniksen trip ; £75 ; Bristol

Further particulars, Box 5,571, c/o The Motor Cm
[3(

1 Q12 Scott, with No. 5 Gloria sidecar, escell
J-t/ condition, accessories, tax paid; £75, 01 ofl

seen by appointment.—Hicks, 8, Belmont Ed., Walli
t^n, Surrey. FSS

T Q15 Scott 2-sped 2-stroke, kick start, exceili
J-t/ condition, fitted very smart new sporting sidec

£65, bargain.—.Joseph Rhind and Co., Stone Pla
Rusholme, ilanchester. t3£

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2.speed gear, sligh

shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Burling
Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W
Phone : Brixton 2417. tO:

"I Q21 Scott Squirrel, with sporting Canoelet side,

-1-t' electric lights; horn, speedometer. Insurance a

licence paid, mileage 300; £170, or oHer.—Carpent
High St., Baldock, Herts. [31

SCOTT ;lv;ovember, 1920), done under 4,000, sto

12 uuiuths, peiiect condition, and rune ningi]

cently, full Lucas eauipment, licence paid; any tri

£85.—Hunt, Llanwenai-th. Abergavenny. [21

1 Q20 Scott Combination, 3%h.p., twin-cyl., 2.stro

-Xt7 water-cooled, electric lamps and batteries, apee

meter. Easting screen, Tan-Sad pillion seat, tax p
lor 1921; £125; easy payments. —Harrods, Ltd., 1

Brompton ,E,d., London. [5£

COTT Combination, 1920, run under 1,000 mi
' complete with horn, lamps, Low generator, t

3i>eedometer, mirror, spare petrol tank, tools, spares,

for vear, fullv insured: what offers?-Apply, "Watters

36a," Elgin Crescent, W.ll. Tel.: Mayfair 937. [2!

SCOTT Combination, 1921 model, fitted with c

wheels, Scott sidecar, oversize tyres,, spee

meter, Lucas dynamo, lighting set, Lucas _'. elecl

horrr, mirror, luggage grid,* Tan-Sad pillion sj

licence paid until December, only done 150- mi
indistinguishable from brand new; cost £245, our "in

for ouiok sale £175.—Braid Bros., Midland Cira

Colwyn Bay. Tel. : 105. [3i

Service.

SERVICE, 1916, 2%h.p. Peco engine, 2;5pee4
stroke, condition as new; genuine baF»ain; -^

Williams, c/o Anderson's, Nurserymen, -Maideiim

Singer. --S'

"I 014 Singer, 2-?4b.p., 2-speed, clutch, good dffl'

1-if tion ; any trial ; £28.—Wadlow, Orpington;^'

-| Q14 S^Ah.p. Singer, cane torpedo sidecar, GradoS*
X^f accessories; expert examination; 50 miles t»_,^

chaser ; £45, nearest.—Harkness, Hazeldene, Hitchmi

4ih.r. Singer 'Combination, countershaft
2 cbitch, K.S., Mills-Fulford sidecar, take

where ; £48, near ; solo £36 ; exchanges.—Argyle'

:

Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

Southey.

SOUTHEY'S 2V''h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed Models, _,_
horn, licence holder, tools; £60.-Southey nnftjl

Berkhamsted. J:"!

SOUTHET 2Vih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, Chater-lij"
Sturmey-Archer gears, clutch and kiek stop,

lamps, horn, licence holder, tools; £67.—Southey^
Co., Berkhamsted. 'P'

Sparkbrook.
Sl.'AEKBEOOK £%h.p., 2-speed. 1916, rnmps,i-,Kc

tax paid: £35.-78, Wimborne Rd., .BournemW;

Stan.

SPECIAL Offer of new Stan 2!*|h.p. a^tei

machines, 6 single speed, 2 2-speed, all fltteOT"

Wall engines. Arden spring forks, Dunlop 'sWSti

tyres and belts; price £36 and £44 respecare

F.O.R.—This offer cannot be repeated, so send at pi

to L. Lawrence, Westwood Heath near Coventw^'

Sun
-1 O^l Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, clutch, taxed, done^i

J. if miles, electric lighting; must sell, ne»
£60.—King, Lomlon House, Hereford. 411

"I Q20 Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, h.b. clutch, tax''S'

XtJ tools, no accessories, under 1.000 miles,'(gei

10 months; £47, no offers.—Gauntlett, Moneraj
Clieltenham. -1'%

Sunbeam.

Ir"
KIOKHAM for Sunbeam, sole agent tor BfM

J and district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. -t?!

WADCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E'.0i

Si'ah.p. Sunbeam and sidecar, 1915; £90.-j;W

Sunbeam Combin.ation, 1919 French M
Moilrl. cdiain-cum-belt ; price £110.—So

Berkhamsted. --T"

E32
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

j

Sunbeam.
I'RAVD New 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare
I: wheel, unridden, unregistered; £175.—Fitt, 102a,

[irch 9t., Chelsea. [3464

)2l Sports Sunbeam, perfect, unscratched; £130.—
—Jackson. Heatherlea, .Grappenhall Rd., Stock-

llieath. Warrington. [3641

( ^NBEAM Combination. 1920, mileage 500, fully

i equipped, perfect; £125. — The Surgery, 216.

ILobello Rd.. W.ll. [3840

121 .Sunbeam (new April),- Lucas lamps, horn, per-

./ tcc-t couditioii; £125.—Graham, East Lodge, War-
j!P Manor, Wnrsrave. - • [3741

('IsBEAM Combination, 8h.p., electric .Lighting, hood,
k >(-rfeu : £150 ; seen by appointment.—Hampton,
1, Muan-ell Hill Rd.. N-IO. [3431

i'NBEAM S'/^h.p., T.T., 1919, indistinguishable
t. from new, tax paid: bargain, £105.-322, Green
les, Finsbury Park, N.4. [3692

i'N'BEAM 1920 ^V2^-P- Combination, fully equipped
I. and perfect,; £105.—Clapham Motors, High St.,

C 'Iiam. 'Phone : Latchmere 4290. [28.74

]\.TE 1919 3^/2h.p. Sunbeam, Gloria sidecar, Lucas
lamps, horn and tax, .perfect order: £120.—

l?ys. The Esplanade, Weymouth. [3063

jll6 sy^h.iK SunljeaDi, like new, Lucas lamps, bona,
J' with Gloria sidecar: £130, or separate; ofiers.—
Ichas, Hocklilfe St., Leighton Buzzard, Beds. [2957

fXBEAM 31/oh.p. Semi-sports Model, late 1920,
K without - fault or scratch: cost £164, with lamps
a hoiD; sacrifice £120.—Tupling, Ltd., Whitchurch,
6 p. [3031

yj.p. ouubeam Combination, 1919 French military

^ model, wind screen, lamps, tools ; £115 : lack
mre cause disposal.-Rattray, 7, Blakehall Rd., Cnis-
hion. [3362

II 21 SVah.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas Magdyno,
4' electric horn, legshields, wind screen, like new;
£5.—J, H. M. Yeomaus, Newton Rd., BurtonnDn-
Tit. [3178

IlTE 1920 Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas
lamps, horn, and tai:, only run a few miles and

granteed as new; £200.—Tilleys, The Esplanade,
A\ month. [3066
'Ij20 SVah.p. Sporting Sunbeam with Dinky sidecar
J' to matL'h, condition as new, fitted up regardless;
1", or near offer.—Beaurain, 51, Wilberforce R^..
}' liary Park. - [371'2

f. !].p. Simbeam, Montgomery sidecar, fully eQuipped,
V mechanism, appearance iis new, black-gold discs;
Hi trial or guarantee; £105 lowest.—NuTseries, Brans-
ff Rd., Worcester. [3545

IlTE 1919 Sunbeam Combination, 3V:?h.p., tax paid,
electric Lucas lamps, perfect condition; bargain,

£>. ue.ir offer. After 6 o'clock.—133, Liverpool Rd..
ligton, London, N.l. _ [2947

3 J 21 3V2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, delivered last
month, lamps, wind screen, etc., licensed, cost

£i receipt shown; genuine bargain, accept £170.—
1: Clareraont Rd., Rugby. [X6922

120 (August) Sy^jh-p. Sunbeam Combination, leg
shields, Lucas fittings, interchangeable wheels,

3-; Binks, as new, unscratched, not done 800 miles;
£.—14, Estcourt St., Devizes. [2899

^S'BEAM Combination. 3y2h.p., 1918, 3-speed
*- vounter-haft gear, K.S., eoachbuiit sidecar, lamps
flu iceesBories, tax paid: best offer over £100 eer^ures

;

uo ealers.—45, West St., Leytonstone. [3424

Qn^BEAM, 1915 SVsh.p. Model with sidecar. 00m
**- plete with all accessories, excellent condition;
*1

: deferred payments if de>.sired.~Pnrker's, Brad-
-'1 ti-, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[S6741
w :i;EAM 1920 SVi-h.p. Oombinntinn. Luchk e!ec-

-'- lighting, mudshields. low mileage, indistin-
''.!'! from new; £170; deferred payments if de-

' -Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deans-
-M Manchester. [X6742
Qii. Sunbeam Combination, July, 1920, spare wheel,
- Lucas lamps and horn. Easting, mechanical oil

Binks, carefully used, excellent condition, tax
buying car; £225.—Sommerville, St. Phillans
Newport, File. [2671

Ss'BEAM 1921 Sports, mileage 100, Lucas acces-
ories. speedometer, electric tail light, spares; sell

£j or exchange new Triumph or Brough Su]:jerior,
cft:! either wav.—Heath, 168, Wellington Rd. South,
H(; ;low. Middlesex. [3671

SS'UEAM 1921 8h.p. Combination, Lucas Magdrm;
lighting, electric horn, ammeter, Cowey trip speed

on.:'i, tax paid, mileage 2,000 ; only wants seeinR

:

£2, or near offer.-F. H. Carpenter, Manager, White
Hr? Restaurant, Boar Lane, Leeds. [324.^

I .^1 Sunbsam 8h.p. Combination, completely
equipped with Lucas Magdyno electric lighting,

!'• wheel unused, Ecreeu, hood, speedometer, etc.,
'01 tiou like new, small mileage ; cost over ^£300
lectly, accept £248.—Apply. Lark House, Long-
lauvay, Faruworth, nr. Bolton. [3353
"Wanted, purchasers for any model of new 1921
. ' Sunbeam motor cycles and combinations, for
ini'diate delivery. Your present machine taken in
I^iexchange; full market value allowed; distflnce no
DDj:—R. Bnmber and Co., Ltd.. 2. Eaatbnnk St..

port. T^l.: 607. [0648

If

COLMORE WILL
help you when
in difficulties.

When touring-and any
replacement parts are

required urgently, get

in touch with

3!, Colmore Row, Birmingham
24, Paradise Street, Liverpool.

200, Deansgate, IManchester.

62, High Street, Leicester. -

All the above depots
have special depart-

ments to deal v.-ith

spare parts. We repro-

duce this letter as an
example of the practical

assistance we can give

to ALL Motor CycUsts.

We are agents lor :

Levis, Douglas,
Triumph , Matchless

,

A.J.S.. Martinsyde,
New Hudson.

And have an efficient "Repairs
Service" which we place at

the disposal of ALL.

Surely the satisfaction we
have given to others we can
also give to YOU.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

21 SMfh-P. Magdyno Sunbeam, actual show model,
nicely .run in, otherwise as new, enamel uu-

scratehed, tyres unpunetured, aluminium number plates,

incorporating licence holder, Cowey horn, valve sprinp
protectors, lean-over stand, spares : cost £190, accept
£170.—Alan Fraser, 23. Elm I'ark Gardens, S.W.IO.
Kensington 7209. [3721

Torpedo.
TOItPEDO. Precision 1914 3y2h.p.. perfect ; £30.—

Mitchell, 44, Wellington St., Camden Town, [3457

Trump.
4h.p. Tnimp-Jap and Coachbuilt Sidecar, S-si^eed

gear (hub), all lamps, tax paid, nice condition;
48 gns.—3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [X6SH

Triumph.
pREMlER Motor Co: for 1921 Triumphs

oNLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

COLMORE DEPOT
Birmingham.
LIVERPOOL.
MANCHESTER.
LEI CESTER.

I

WE can deliver to vour address within 24 hours
2'/,h.p. lightweight Triumph, £70; W.D.B. (reno-

vated), £95; Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £115; Type S.D.,
chain drive; £125; sidecars from £20 to £50.—Buy
your machine direct from the Triumph Specialists,
The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0627
TRIUMPHS, 191S; from £50. — 24, Balliol Rd.,

North Kensington. [3482

TRIUMPH, new 4h.p. Type H. solo and combiu.'itions*
in stocl;.-Moss, Weiii. - [X6905

CROSS, Rotherham. can deliver all model Triumphs
from stock at list prices.

'

[X6622

"1 Q18 C.S. Triumph, perfect; any trial; £58.-8, Ley-
Xt/ bourne Ed., Leytonstone. [5445

TRIUMPH SVyi.p., Gradua gear; £20, quick sale.—
Merriman, Solicitor, Pembroke Dock. [2989

£27-—3VJ;h.p. Triumph, new engine parts, tyres,

licence.—Sidey, Pebinarsh, Bure^, Essex. [2538

TRIUMPH, single gear, less cylinder; first £20.—
Platts, 602, King's Rd., Fulham, London. [3509

1Q19 Triumph Combination; £85. — James, c/o
-I-O* Bradraore's, 432, Harrow Rd.. Paddington.

[3134
BABY Triumph, 1915, tax paid, perfect condition

;

first offer £40.—16, Belmont Rd., Maidenhead.
[X6625

£22.-1914 SVsh.p. Triumph, good condition, Bosch
mag., slight adjustments.-27, Cantrell Jtd., Bow,

E. [3218

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph all-chain

combination, £175; Baby 2-stroke, £70; from
stock. •. 10623

TRIUMPH 1919 Coiuiiination, all on; £87 or ex-
change good solo.-^86, High Rd., Leytonstone.

(P) [3730

£26.— 3V:;h.p. Triumph, clutch, D.R. bars, dropped
frame, fast, equipped.—King, Egrove Farm,

Oxford. (X6860

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, like "new throughout,
accessories: £68.-30, Harold Rd., Beulah Hill.

S.E.19. [3516

TRIUMPH. 3V'h.p., 2-speed, accessories, lamps, tax

.

paid, perfect condition; .£35.-57, Rectory Grove.
Clapham. [2996

1 O20 Triumph 4h.p., makers' leg shields, Bonnik-
LI/ sen speedometer; £80.—Jacobs, Princes Ris-

borough.

.

.
[3536

TRIUMPH (renovated £96), registered May, condi-

tion as new; what offers ?—Box 5,670, c/o 77ir

Motor Cycle. [3084

£85 for Early 1920 Triumph, all accessories and
fax done under 2,000 miles.—Grimes, 18, Bruton

Place, W.l. [3799

TRIUMPH, 3',<.h.p., 3-speed, and Lambert sidecar,

perfect throughout; nearest £66.—Ward, Broad
St., March. [X6608

1Q20 Triumph Combination, Easting, spares; £110.
Ltl barg.-iin : only wants seeing.—112, Caubury Park

Ed., Kingston. [3775

r«23.-^1911 Triumph, clutch, perfect order, tyres as

oW new, take 2 anj'where-.—Ewers, Newton Rd..

Burton-on-Tient. [3399

TRIUMPH. 1918, countershaft, fully equipped, per-

fect order; £?5.—204, ladbroke -Gifove, W.IO.
'Phone: Park 5541.

, . .r- (2924

T 020 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, perfect condition.

X«7 well equipped; £80.-17, St. Charles Sq.. North
Kensington, W.IO. [2004

1 rk20 Triumph 4h.p., couutersha/t, exceptional con-

XtJ dition, tools, licence; £75.-106, Church St..

Chelsea, S.W.3. [3670

1 ms Triumph, 3-spced, clutch and K.S., absolutely

ly O.K., going abroad; must sell, *60.-19, Well-

ington Rd., Charlton. [3980

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed and clutch, overhauled,

new tyre, belt, lamp; £48.-Stanton, 11, Gascoyne

Rd., South Hackney. [3221

'.All-letters relating to advertisements' should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
' Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRItJArPH. Combination, it good running order, kick
start; £47/10.—Rhind and Co., '"'

~"

Rusholme, Manchester.

3Q14 Triiiijiph, S-speed, lamps, horn,
J-^ paid, £52; sidecar for same, .£5.-

Jinelilnust Hill, Essex.

.Stone Place,
[3954

tyres new, tax
-Guys Retreat,

[3101
fyBIUMPH. countershaft, good condition, fast and
J- sporty, all on, tax paid; £60.-153. Leath\v.^ite
Rd., Clapham Common. -

'

[3514
f^lh.p. Triumph, clutch, E.S., B. and B., accessories.^ ^ sound and rel.iable ; 38 gas.—Jcsmond Deue, Wcod-
ttoek Rd., Walthamstow. [3239
'T'BIUIIPH, late 1919, bulbous back, licensed,
J- eguippcrt, as new, fast and powertul; £95.-28a,
JJauehurst St., Fulham. [3723

JQ 19-20 Triumph, not ridden 1,000 miles, as new.^f^ all Accessories; £90.—-n-ebber, 63, Durants Rd.,
Ponders End, Middlesex. [3006

1 Q20 Tjiumph . Combination, excellent condition,
-^«' gu.iraatecd; £100.—Goad, 122, Maida ' Vale.
'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [3310

fyRIUMPH 3-Epeed Countershaft Combination, engine
J- No. 55702, tax paid; what offers '—Murrell, God-
Hone Rd., Caterham Valley. [2885
TRIUMPH, 4h, p., countersha,ft, in stock; deferred

payments.—Parkers', Bradshawgate, Bolton; also
245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6719
fTIRIUMPH, 1920, November, 3-speed, countershaft,
-• periect condition, unscratched, £15 accessories,
tax.—288, .Sangley Rd., C'atford. [3682a
TRIUMPH 1911-12, complete with 2-speed N.S.U.,

magneto, and carburetter, only wants engine

;

£10.—Condon, Capel St., Dublin. [3610

1 Q14 Triumph, clutch, gears renovated, accessories,
-*-*' conchbnilt sidecar: trial; excellent condition;
£65.—Glynne, Solicitor, Bangor. ^ [2954

TRIUMPH, 2 only left, overhauled, W.D., late
models; £57, £39.—R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Ex-

hibition Rd., South Kensington. [3792

TRIUMPH, fixed gear, 1914, discs. Klaxon lamps,
not much used, perfect; £36; tax paid.—7, New-

bury Rd., Newbury Park, Ilford. [3877

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920, all acces-
sories, insurance and tax paid; £125, or nearest;.

-125, Sumner Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. [3039

1 Q14 Triumpli, S-speed hub gear, lamps^ speedo-
-!-«/ meter, good condition, tax paid; what offers?

—

66, Hermon Hill, Snaresbrook, E.ll. [3829

SE'VEN Triumphs, 1918, countershaft machines,
engine Nos. 55-58,000; what offers »—G. Bell, 24,

Chevening Rd., E. Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3979

1 Q15 Triumph Solo, T.T., fully equipped and per-
-It/ feet throughout: £27.-Clapham Motors, High
St., Clapham- 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. [3897

TRIUMPH, 1919, excellent condition, with smart
comfy sidecar, lamps, etc., excellent condition;

£80.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdstone. [3706

TRIUMPH Junior, latest, Cowey trip speedometer,
etc., all new, guarantee given; take 60 gns.—Rev,

Coote, 1, Ambrosden Av., Westminster. [2900

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p., clutch model, renovated, excel-

lent condition, spares worth £4; £40.—Rev.
P. Wilson, Pound Rd., Beccles, Suffolk. [3531

TlilUMPII Combination, overhauled by makeis and
re-enamelled ; bargain, £42 ; lady's cycle taken in

part-—74, Faircross Av., Barking, Essex. [3356

TRIUMPH Junior, late 1919, in perfect running
ojder, complete with lamps, etc. : 50 gns.—Mattock

Motor Co., Mattoo); Lane. Ealing, W.5. [3656

3-lh.p Triumph, C. and K.S-, thoroughly overhauled;
2 lamps, horn, tools, pillion seat, tax paid; £35-—

4^ Orchard Terrace, Bedonwell Hill, Belvedere. [3297

TRIUMPHS.—1916 C.S., £70; 1919 C.S., £S4, 3
months' gu:irantee given: also 1914 3-speed S.A

hub gear models, £45.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [3325

1Q19 Triumph de Luxe Combination, new condi-
Xtr tion, tax, screen, grid, lamps; best offer over
£115 accepted.—39, Warren Rd., Wanstead, Essex.

-

[2901
1020 Triumph Combination, Watsonian sidecar, run
S.iy 2,000 miles, lamps, horn, tools, etc, : £^20, or

close ofler.— S- Nunh, Garboldisham, Attleborough-
(2960

1 Q20 Triumph, speed model, single gear, fully
JLtf equipped, periect condition; £80-—Farrington,
1 Highfield Rd., Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

[3603
TRIUMPH 3V.h.p., in really good order; £35.— Lisht

Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse
Hill S.W.2- (Half minute from Brixton Skating Rink.}.

[3926

TRIUMPH, late model, 4h.p., countershaft 3-5peed,

euamel, plating, aud mechanism splendid order,

criuipped : 60 gns.— 30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Syden-

ham. [3725

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, Oct., 1919. Lucas
lamps. Cowey speedometer, engine No. 65749, ex-

cellent condition ; £100.-20, Hart Grove. Ealing Com-
Jion. [4009

TRIUMPH, 1919 (July), 4h.p., fast, excellent con-

dition, lamps, tools, speedometer. Klaxon horn;
£85 or olfer.—Gee, 10, Alexandra Court, Queen's Gate,

S.W.7. [3753

THE RIGHT

TYRES
AT THE

RiCiHT PRICES
Our List

Price. Price.

26XZ Wood-Milae Special 25/- io/-

„ Extra Strong 30/- 60/-

,
Combination. 44/- 88/-

26x2} Special 26/10 53/9

J,
Extra Strong 34/. 68/-
Combination. 46/3 92/6

X2l
26X2i

,.
Special „.-.

.

30/- 60/-

Special 31/10 6^/q
Extra Strong 36 /t 7-2h

26x3 „ Special 32/- 64'-

X2i ^
Combination. 51/6 103/-

26X3 Special ..... 33/4 66/c,

„ Exti-a Strong 43/- 86/-

28X2i Special 32/4 64/0
Extra Strong 40/4 So /I

28X3 .,
Special 36/1 72/j
Extra Strong 43/9 87/6
Combination. l>7/- 114/-

6so X 65 Special 32/4 64(9
Extra Strong 43/- 86/-

650 X 65 Dunlop Steel Studded 53/- —
28x3 Goodrich Guaranteed

(with tube)
60/- —

24X2 IHutchinsonl Brooklands 22/9 1
-

26X2i
26X2i
26X2}
26X23
26X2}
26X2"
26X2
26X2£
28X3
26X2J
26X2J
26X2J
26X2}
26X2|

26X2
26X2J
26 X.:;

Uuniop Heavy
„ Heavy

Palmer Cord Heavy
„ Cord Heavy

Clincher Extra Heavy .

.

„ Extra Heavy .

.

,, Extra Heavy .

.

Wood-Milae Extra Strong

„ Extra Strong

„ Combination

.

Beldam Extra Heavy - . :

.

„ Combination . . .

.

Kempshall
Tomrist Trophy
Passenger
Macintosh

,, Tricar
Enelebcrt Passenger

36/11

37 /S

35/-
35/6
33/6
35/-
37/5
33/-
30/-
37/6
32/6
37/6
32/6
32/.
351-
32/6
33/6
37/6

53/6
56 /9

53/6
62/-
62/6
68/6
73/-
63/9
81/- _

72/-
53/-
56/S
52/5
59/-
-61/-

TUBES. v;.D. REALLY GOOD.
jCin.'Endless . 7/- Butted 9/-

28in. „ . 8/S ,
10/J

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS. W.O.
Sit. 6in.xiin.. 16/-; 6ft. 6in. X Jin. 10/S;

6£t. ein.xjin 12/-.

FREE
WITH EVERY

ORDER,
A POCKET

COMBINATION
TOOL SET.

E
WARD & GOLDSTONE'S

Electrical Goods Stocked. :

AH Goods Carriage Paid and
sent by return of post.

All sizes and makes of tyres and
tubes stocked.

St. Paul's Rubber Co.,
- T. JAY —

3, Arjien Corner,

Paternoster Row,
LONDON, E.C.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q19 Triumph Countershaft Combination, In ,

JLJ/ Cowey horn, sidecar new, splendid condition;
trial; tax paid: £92.—tluye Betreat, Buokhurst
Essex. ' [i

£36, or nearest.—SVl'h-p. Triumph, original ena
new N.S.lJ, gears, new Dunlops, licensed,

trial, under 200 lb.—Dyer, Filleigh, South KoJ
Devon. [;

TRIVJIPH, 1918, 4h.p.. coimtershait, engins
52057, perfect condition; £65.—Smith's,

ChaUc Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Stat
N.W.3. [I

1 ia20 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, lamps, horn, tools,

X U' shields, comprehensive policy up to M.^y, 1

splendid condition; nearest £100.—Coles, 1, Sheep
Bicester. C

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, new. unridden and
registered: 90 gns,, a snii>.—Miles, 11, Chichi

Rd., West Kilburn, 1N.W.6 (1 min. Silburn :

Tube). I

~IQ2Q Triumph-Gloria Combination, . Cameo, U
i-U mileage 3,600, engine 66611, tax paid, .n

ance tUl January; £120.—Adams, 317, SquiEeSri
Pinchley. I

£48.—Triumph S^.i.h.p.,
" 3-speed hub, clutch;

starter, all on, smart appearance; photo; iote

time; rail paid, or ridden away.—Moiean, Schootat

Tstradgynlais. • ,-t

3ih.p. Triumph, 3-speed, pedal start, Hen^c
2 lightweight -sidecar, fnlly equipped, exceptio-

good condition, private owner; offers wauted.—8, -J

Park, Bristol. .- {

TRItJMPH 3iA-4h.p-. 1914, 3-speed hub geai^i

sidecar (Jiilllord), tax, lamiJs, etc, '^
£55, offers.-155, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO.
Park 5541.

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., countershaft, C.B. combi
S-speed, clutch, K.S.. lamps, horn, tog

paid, good condition; any trial; ^690.—249, Jl

Rd., HoUoway.

TRIUMPH, renovated and overhauled, cm)
shaft, 3-speed, tools, spares, lamps, K».

etc., tax paid ; i£80.—Hawkeswood, Field.^ H
Quarry Bank, Staffs.

1 020 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, special machine,:JB
X.U horn, spare valves, belts, mileage 2,000, 1

tinguishable from new: £75.-30, Tudor.=

Southeud-on-Sea.

T 020 Trimnph, Philipson pulley, Lucas lamiBi

X-tJ 1 000 miles, 5 to 59-2 m.p.h. (timed), j<

off, 120 ra.p.g-: £65.-Vos, 49, St. Andrews EC
St. -Anne's-on-Sea. I

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, countershaft, .(

3-speed, Lucas, Cameo, Klaxon, spares,- ji

condition, nice appearance; ie98.—151, WilbertorM

Finsbury Park, N. i

TRIUMPH, W-Di, renovated by makers, LucaiJ
unused, and horn, tax paid, ritlden 150 mftj

distinguishable from new ; nearest £90--Bather, II

heath, Chelford, Cheshire. 1

TRIUMPH (Jan., 1921). 4h.p., countershaft;

special coachbuilt sidecar, fully eciuippeft!

less, unscratched, under 600 miles; £130.—a»i
Petersfinger, Salisbury. .1

4I1 p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, recently

hauled, tyres nearly new, lamps, horn, spans,

sidecar. Easting, perfect condition; trial; STSi

Warwick Rd., Bowes Park. 1

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles.

models in stock ready for immediate deliv

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North

Croydon. 'Phone : 2624. I

£67.-1916 3-speed countershaft Triumph con

tion, 1920 Montgomery sidecar, hood, lamji

surance, etc. ; seen and tried.—62, Cottage Grov^
ham Rd. Station, S.W-9.

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, tax paid, all on, goei-

money; 42 gns.; lovely condition, 1914 gt

teed, or exchange-—Heppelthwaite's, 19, Wilcox

South Lambeth, London, S.W.8.

3Xh.p. Triumph, C.B. sidecar, Bosch, .D

2 heavies, lamps, horn, speedometer, S.A. a^

mechanically perfect ; any trial alter 7 ; 80 gns.-U

13, Colville Rd., Lower Edmonton.

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p.. 3-specd. mileag.B

original tyres good, lamps, Cowey horn,

ometer, miiTor, spares, etc., excellent condition;

Janes, 23, Walton St., Aylesbury.

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 4h.p., 2-speed,-i

and kick start. Easting screen, speedol

lamps, etc., insured, tax pard, excellent cono

£7oT-85, Dalberg Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.

TBIUMPHS.-We are the North London a^lltt

can give immediate delivery; chain drivft cl

cum-belt models.-Jones Garage, MusweU HllV

and at Woodside Parade, North Fiuchley. -.
. ,

TRIUMPH Combination, 55,857, eneme

throughout, nearly new bulbous back «
£75; similar machine solo, Mnregistered, *-

Hayis, 28, Church St., Greenwich. 'Phone. )

A^4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
^^ Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when deslr

advertisement, and the date of the issue,

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYiiLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

920 Triumph-Gloria Combination, guaranteed per-

fect, Lucas lamps, Cowev speedometer, Cowey
.ru. Tau-Sad, cost £192; bargain, £128.-31, Clare-

ont Rd.. Alexandra Park, Mancliester. [X6930

Ili.p. Triumph Combination, late 1918. recently over-

C hauled and guaranteed i-)erlect thronghout, side-

r as new, tax paid; ^85; exchange considered.—
ingford'a, 37. Cricklewood Broadway, N.\V.2. [3556

riUKV Smart 4h.i). Countershaft Tiiumiih C.B, Com-
bination, specially Tenovated, pre-ivar coloure, leg

iields to match, fully equipped, whole turnout as new;
rgain, £90.—la, Kiehnrdson Ed.,*EccIes, Manchester.

. [2944
jljrArCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.U.4.—
V Triumphs, all models in stock, new chain drives,

i"^
chain-cum-belts, solos and combinations; immediate

livery; supplied oniSasiest of easy terms; trade sup-
led. ' [4537

MMEDL\TE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

Old disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
utli Side, Clapham Common, S.\V.4. 'Phone; Brix-
, 2417. [0504

tRIUMPH 1917, 3-speed countersliait ; Triumph
1914, Philipson pulley; both completely overhauled
iiive enamelled as new; bargain, £97 the two, or
I'll sepiirat-ely-—Cooper, 8, Commerce Rd., Wood

. N".
^

[2942

JUirMPH 1916 4h.p. C.B. Combination, 1921 clutch,
new tyres, speedometsf, lamps. Klaxon, licence,

i tools, many spares, excellent condition; £80 for quick
.j>; seen any time.—Radclifie,197, London Kd., -West
tyrlou. [3763

tPIUiNlPH, 1917. W.D., renovated April, 1921,
since only 500 miles, canoeJet, P. and H. head

lip and two covers new April, splendid condition,
' 'lo 45; offer; sten- any time.—Thomson, 3, Kes-
'I: H<\.. Pntney. !"3024

FQIUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Combination.
tiDscratched, electrically equipped, full insurance,

I .iMossories, tax paid, cost over £175 last year

;

:, trial or examination; £115.—Davy, 82, Larden
] , A'ton. W. [3952

"121 (April) Triumph Combination, discs, lamps,
-' l;nee-grips, tools, luggage carrier, Magdyno; cost
iO, srartely used; a barKain, £185; deferred terms
xclunige.—Bacon and Wynn, Lttr-, 870, Stratford

E Birmingham. [X6949

fjlIUMPH, 1921, chain model, purchased brand new
i May, scarcely run m, fitted with bulbous side-

ci Eaiiting screen, beautiful condition owing to very
'k mileage; cost £165, will accept £135.-3, Suther-
|bI Av.. Sunbury-on-Thames. [3090

M|13-14 F.E. K.S. Triumph, specially tuned
101 ougine, fast, decompressor, rebushed, Dunlops,
Pi jid H., Xl-all, speedometer, practically as new,
gi mteed perfect, ride 100 miles; £37/10, near
of -57, Stopford Rd., E.15. [3803

CTOBEE l1920) Super-posh Triumph Combination

.

liiileiige 3,000, Smith's speedometer, Lucas Hsht-
ui;Lnfa« horu, hood and screen, smartest outfit in

Ih^istiift- cost £190, will flccept 130 pus.-CobboM,
CI >n Mount. Summeihill Rd., Dartford. [3052

1 lUMPH W.D.E. Type, delivered by maken^i Aug.,
• "^20, engine 55714, condition as new, small mile-

- uickel exhaust, or standard" silencer, F.E.S.
J- Klaxon, tyres unpunctured, rear 3iu., licensed;

E'( -LL. Giddy, Royal Marines Barracks, Deal. [3768

TUMPH Model H Combination, 1919, excellent
ondition, engine and gear box overhauled, lamps.

I' ireen, spare covers, tools, etc., not done 8,000
real bargain; £115 for quick sale; seen by

;iii-nt.—Wilkins, Simpson (opposite Olympia),
.K, ,u. " [3372

vN'TED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for

ite deliviBry. Your present machine taken in
tiange; full market value allowed; dietance no
P.. Bamber and Co., Ltd., - 2. Eastbank St..
t Tel.: 607. fOe^iJ

TING Triumph, S'/oh.p., hand clutch, Philipson,
Titershaft model, tank, Cowey trip speedometer,

, large P. and H. lamps, heavy Dunlops, guar-
-'•rfect, thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, all

! jc paid and A.A.; bargain, £50.-27, Flaxton
urastead, London. [3782

41i.p. Triumph Combination, cnual to new.
- Lsnrious coachbuilt aidecar, ooc-t over £50, with
iui 2 gallons petrol, oil, spares, top lor luggage,
lookers, also seat locker, storm apron, all lamps.
spares; bwt oa^h offer over £110.—Tcuefitt, Hotel
lie. Esplanade,' Scarborough. [3812

AiOMSHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-
'mations.—Brand new 1921 type H 4h.p. 3-

«P«, Trinmph, with new coachbuilt sidecar. Coverall
*pr 4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-
mer only 4%. extra, not shop-soiled or renovated
'^^('les, but brand nt\^• 1921 models direct from

works; free delivery to any address.—The
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0567

Union.
IC3 (July) 23ih.p. Union 2-stroke. 2-speed. clutch,
**jK.S., B. and B., E.I.C. mag.,* mechanicallyW not used this year; £42.—J. Raper, Lanchester.
WBtXn.

^ [3944

'rice complete

30/-

No. 204. HEAD LAMP SET
Absolutely reliable, suitable for ail makes of Motor

Cycles. Witc for particulars-

SIDECAR

LAMP.

Similar m construction to ig/4 Lamp, but uavina
ijin. diameter Jens, and also Ruby I^ns in rear
List No. 205. Price 8/6 each. Plated finish

V

SIDECAR LAMP.
List No. 19 /2

Price 6 - each.
SIDE LAMP.

L^st No. 19 /4,

Price 16/- each.
Ki4ht or left fitting

MADE
ul TO

LAST.
Ma le froin buhd braag turned
and threaded at joints Every
part of solid construction.
Thcsa lamps may be ta'cen to

PICC05 for cleanins. and will remain aliglU
in the stronnest gale. Beat quality lensea
are fitted, and can bo easily replaced if
brok™ Theae lampi will last as long aa

ttie machines they are used on, and are absolutely rasttess

"DAY BEAM"
ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFITS
Solo £.5 5 0. Combination £7 7

ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE.

Licenee Holders
(Kor Motor Cycles)

Number plate fitting, as illustra-
ted, complete with nuts and
screws.
List No 214. 3/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodwork ox
melal work. List No. 216. 3/6 each.

Westuiood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

? 5"

RrM & PATENTS LT9
t-AWPEN Rg BORDESLEV BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

'V'ELOCETTE, not done 200 miles; price i£67/10

-

» Welford, James St., Brighton. [3719
TVrEW Velocette, July, 1921, 2-speed, not ridden 5
J-^ nulcs, unsoijed; £60.-21, Claremout Bd., Soutli-
PO'*- [S6882il
C~<YKIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
^ mtdels Velocette.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolvei-

hamptou. (X3822
VELOCETTE, done 2,000, delivered 1920, like new:

^50: ride 50 miles to purchaser.—Saunders. 34,
Carlton Place, Southampton. [3230

"I
(O|20 Velocette, 2J/ih.p., 2.speed, eluiiix drive, .nil on.

J- a/ and accessories, tax paid, perfect order; £50.—42.
Nelson St., Hyde I'ark, ]3oncnster. ^ - [2917

WONDERrUL Value.—Special offer of a new 1921
Model D2 Si/ih.p, 2-speed Velocette, with new

type internal expanding front brake; £65 cash, or
£22/12 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £3/15.—
The Premier filotor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X6883

1 ^21 Velocette supplied on deferred payments :it only
-^"^ 4% extra, deliver^within 3 days from receipt of
deposit; 2i4h.p. 2-speea%75. 3-epeed £85, ladies' open
frame £78; no enrjuiiies made, no punrautor required.
-Buy your maoliine direct from the Velocette special-

ists; The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birminchnni.
[X5887

LATE 1919 Velocette, black and gold, Stuvmev-
Archer 2-speed, nent undamaged oppearauce, inult-

less mechanically, 120 per gallon, comfortable pneumatic
grip handle-bars, automatic Inbricntiou, all-chaiu drive,

an eoonomical, light, and easy starting uinehine. Levis
siz3 and weight, tax paid; £47/10; approval willingly.

—Laver, Unthank Rd., Norwich. [3053

Verua
VEEUS-BL-iCKBUENE, 2-6peed, clutch, kick starter,

almost new, tax paid; real bargain. £68.-95,
Richmond Ed., Twickenham. 'Phone: 217 Richmond.

[3769
IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Verus Model; cash or

deferred payments ; book your order now and
-avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, CUipliam Common, S.\V.4. 'Phone : Brix-

ton 2417. ' [0502

Victor

QA ni.p.h.—Victor 1921 sports model, 8h.p. Precision
0\r engine, milease under 500; £75.—Write Lowetli,

6, Mount Pleasant Ed., Baling. [3495

ViUiers.

1016 Villiers 23ili.p., cxcelleut condition; bargain to
i-^ clear, £18/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1363. [3309

fjlih.p. Villiers, Albion 2-speed,- M-L mag., Binls
'Sa oarburettei, Dnnlop tyres, in good running order;

£30.—J. Hall, Broadleays, Bnseot, Lecldade, G!os.
[3240

Vindec.

OLD Type 5-6h.p. Vindec Twin, Bosch, B. and, B.,

strongly built, powerful, new wheels, good tyres

and belt, -overhauled, in good order; £25.—Siiion Kop
Motor Works, Peasedown, Bath. [X6630

Wilkin.

Wl'LKIN —All models in stock; deferred payments.
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,

Deansgate, Manchester. [X6732

WILKIN, shop-soiled only, 4h.p. Blackburne engine,

3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, finished all black

;

makers' price £132, our price £120; deferred pay-

ments if de.sired.—Parker's, Brndshawgate ;
Bolton; also

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6743

WoU.
4hp Wolf-Jap, 3-speed, good condition; £46, com-

plete.—54, Somers Rd., Walthamstow. [3985

1 ms 2'!ih.p. Wolf-Jap, 2-speed, electric lielrt, new
LU tvres. insured, tax paid; £36.-266, Slre.atham

High Ed., S.W.16. [2911

WOLF-J.A.P. 2"!ih.p., new tyres, belt, etc., all on,

splendid condition, mechanically perfect; £28,

offers.—47. Nicholas St., Hoxton, London, N.l. [3512

WOLF —Sole agents for London, South of Thames,
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South

Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton

2417, [0503

Wooler.

K K GNS ^1920 Woolcr, just overhauled by makers,

00 perfect, licensed, equipped; must sell.— 20, Tieeu

Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. ,
[2928

NEW 2%h.p. Wooler, flat twin, Brooklands sports

model, fully equipped with accessories; price

greatly reduced to clear £90; easy payments.-IIarrods

Ltd., 113, BromptonRd., London. [3932

D
Zenith.

AN GUY. Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early de-

livery all models. [0556

1 020 Zenith 5h.p., sporting, fully cquipped.-Hnnds,
-Lt/ BuUer Earrncks, Aldershot. [3265

ZE.MTH, biand new, 5h.p., sporting model, in stock;

£115, Tippen, Marden, Kent. [3463

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of tlia

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Zenith.

ALLAN GRDZELIER lor Zeniths.

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, SVih.p.; deUreries very

shortly.

PLACE your order at once with the A.G, Zenith

Service Depot.

r^EMTH, 1921, all modele

ZENITH 1920 (new). 8h,p. standard, £108; counter-

shaft, £116.

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. August iith, 1921

lor immediate delivery.

; Competition Machine;QA BORE o.h.v. 1921 A.G.

F7ENITH My Speciality.

THE Zenith is my mount, and has been for 10
years. Let it be yours.

PAY Me a Call, or write for pjirticulars, and take

advantage of the practical A.G. Zenith service.
; practi(

ALLAN GRUZELIER, t3«tcr Chambers
Regent St., W. (Elevator, 7 Be.ik St.)

168,,
[3142

ZENITH 5-6h.p. Combination, 1915, K.S., speedo-

meter, lamps, horn; £75.—Rogers, 42, Church

Ed., Hendon. [3612

FO.C.H. for Zeniths; new and second-hand machines

in stock.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp_ :

stead Tube Station). [2692
|

till GNS.—Sh.p.. Zenith Sports, new tyres, tube.s ,

0\f Binks, Ton-Sad, speedometer. Klaxon.—84, Ilex

R,a.. Wlllesden, N.W. [3394

ZENITH—All models, solo or sidecar; deferred pay- ,

ments. — Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also
|

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X6730

ZENITH 6h.p. Twin Combin.ntion, eounterehnft, K.^-'

speedometer, wind screen, etc., splendid condition

;

£78.—Bell, Fire Station, Croydon. [3400

.e-eli.p. Zenith, 19191/2, engine No. 8;80397/A, lamps,
O Klaxon, discs, gnarauteed perfect, original tyres.

—153, Knollys Ed.,- Streatham. [SSg.":

ZENITH Late 1920 5-6h.p. Twin, not done 500 miles,

absolutely as new, tax and lamps; bargain, £85.—
76, Cornwall Rd., Bayswater, W. [3757

00 GNS.—4h.p. Zenith-Gradua, 1914, clutch, per-

/iiJ feet, unused 4 years,. good tyres; must sell.—20,

Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [2926

ZENITH Combination, 1920, countershaft, wheel

discs, Tan-Sad. Klaxon, lamps, tax paid, perfect

condition, spares; £139.-36, 'Alexandra Rd., Croydon.
[3437

1 O20 Zenith 6h.p. Combination, Model H, all acces

J~*J sories, exceptional machine; £150; trial bona-

fide purchaser by appointment.—Richardson, Bredon,

Bromley. [3002

1 Q19 6h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, Swan
-LJ/ sporting sidecar, discs, lamps, all accessorises,

very sporty; excellent condition; ^115.-65, High St.,

Hounslow. [2896

1 Q20 Zenith, 8h.p., countershaft, Henderson Elite

i-tJ sidecar, outfit, as new, guaranteed perfect; cost

£220, sacrifice *130.—Scott, c/o Lindfield, High St..

Crawley, Sussex.
_

[3180

ZENITH, 1920, 6h.p., Montgomery sidecar, nearly

new, complete with hood, screen, gnd, horn,

lamps, and took, licensed ; bargain, 100 gns.—Barker^

Sacombe, AVare. [3256

ZENITH Sh.p., countershaft, Oct., 1920, run under
200 miles, eauipped, taxed, insured May, un-

scratched; £105.—E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd., South Kensington [3790

1019-20 Sli.p. Zenith, clutch, Swan sidecar, electric

U lamps, horn, hood, screen, as new; any trial;

£125, or exchange.-58, 'Whitney Rd., Leyton, E.IO.

'I'houe: Walthamstow 426. [2979

TO 20 Model H Sh.p. Zenith Coachbuilt Combina-
-l-i» tion speedometer, luggage grid, lamps, acces-

sories; £135 cash, no offers entertained, would ex-

change 2-seater car.—Eacock, .Sutton, Ely. [3073
\

1Q16 5h.p. Clutch Model Zenith, £58; also 6-6h.p.

i-iJ clutch model with large aluminium sidecar, eleo-,

trie lamps, tax paid, £70; also 5b.p. sports model in

stock, new, £115.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. (3323

SEPT a919), Sh.p. coTintershat't Zenith, Swan rle

Luve sidecar. Easting, lamps, Kla-xon, etc., beauti-
\

fill comljination : trial willingly; £120, offers; exchanges.
— 1 Boundary Rd., Netting Hill. 'Phone : Park 654. .

[2948

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. 90x771/2 Clutch Model with K4
sports sidecar, complete with lamps and horn, iiri

tirst-cla.'s condition; £145.—Chas. H. Littlewood and
Co Sherman Rd.. Bromley, Kent. .'Phone: Bromley

464. - [4010

1

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Clutch Combination, electric

li-btin"' and horn, twin filament head lamp,

special "rear seat and grid, all on. unpunctured, mileage

350- £165; no offers; trial.—262, St. Anns Rd., Tot-

tenham.
' [3755

ZENITH Sports, 1919, delivered 1920, 6h,p., speedo-,

meter, horn, lamps, tyres and belt practically
I

new thoroughlv sound throughout, knee grips, valve i

attachments; 475; private owner.—Apply, Woodcote,

LJarage, Epsom. [2862

EXCHANGES QUOTED

1922 CALTHORPE LIGHT CARS.
NEW MODELS AND PRICES.

De luxe, 2-5eater, dickey seat £410

De luxe, 4-seater |«| »

Popular, 2-seater, dickey seat «»» "

Popular, 4-seater **" '

1921 NEW MOTOR CYCLES.
HIARTINSYDE 6 h.p. twinCombination £145

COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler .... £250

ROYAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination £160

ROYAL RUBY, 2J h.p., 2-5peed, sports 80 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar. . IBOgns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p., 3-speed .... W g"*;

SCOTT Combination £1™
J

SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130

BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar .... £165

TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar. . £165

B.S.A. twin Combination £] >»

B.S.A. 4ih.p. all-chain Combination.. £152 10

SUNBEAM, 3i h.p., new type, sporting £152 5

SUNBEAM, 3! h.p., tourins £155 S

NORTON Big Four 3-sp. Combination £170

NORTON. 34 h.p., 3-speed, XT £132

NORTON, 3t h.p., single-speed £98

"DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed f»5
•DOUGLAS, 2? h.p., 3-speed, clutch . . . £105

•DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £160

DOUGLAS, 3* h.p., 3-sp., sportsmodel £150

Deferred Payments quoted.

•'Including lamps, generator, horn, licence-

holder.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

NORTON t920 Big Four, 3-speed . . .

.

£110

P & S., 1920, 2 speed, 2^ h.p., clutch £55

EDMUND, 2j h.p.', 1920, 300 miles ... £69 10

BR0U6H, I9t6, 3-speed countershatt. £59 10

£1 17
£2

SUNDRIES.

1920 Amac Automatic Carburetter.

,

1020 Shop-soiled Cao.ac, rj — ^

New Army Knapsacks, 13* X iiin. . ..5/8
Douglas Carburetter, used 15/-, £1, £1 10.

New Miller's Lamp Set .........
J2

«

New " Perfection " Sidecar Body . . £6 IS

New "Perfection" Coach Sidecar,

shop-soiled only, for Triumph . . £18 10

Second-hand Douglas Magneto . . .
.

*1 " «

Late Amac Carburetter . . £110 & £1 17 G

late Tt !k B. Carburetter - £1 12 6 & £1 19 6

1920 Triumph Carb., nearly new . . £2 15

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH Sh.p. Countershaft. Combination, 1917, t

oughly sound condition, lamps, horn, child's s

hood, wind screen, licence, insurance, spare belt, ch
tyre, 70 m.p.g.; £97/10, or offer.-21, The Ci

Palmers Green. [3

yENITH 1915 4h.p., speedometer, lamps, tools,
'''' minium disc wheels, recently painted, in excelZj^

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2j h.p., 2-sp., tax paid £65 a

CLYNO 1920, 2-speed, lightweight ... £49 10^
1

ARIEL, 1920, 3ib.p., 3-speed c/shaft. £84 10

VINDEC. 7-9 b.p., 2-speed, F.E. **| J*
TRIUMPH, 3l t=P„ clutch, good .... £« 10

NORTON, 1920, 3-1 h.p., sporting £80

PASSENGER MACHINES.
ROVER, I92t 8 h.p. 2-seater £245

COVENTRY- PREMIER 1921, disc

wheels, small mileage, tax paid . . £235

SUNBEAM t h.p. M.A.G. Combination £145

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6 h.p. Combina-

tion, only done joo miles, tax paid £140

MORGAN, Sh.p., sporting, tax paid.. £105

MORGAN, 1913, sporting ........... £120

ARIEL 3j h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £99 10

HENDERSON 10 h.p. 4-oyl- Combma-
tion, very smart condition ... £1BS

HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric. . £168 10

READING-STANDARD 3-spcfcl Com.. £110

BRADBURY, 3! h.p., 3-speed, Sidecar £59 10

TRIUMPH 3-sp's?d 4 h.p. coach Com.. £75

ALECTO3J h.p. 2-sp, 1920 coach Comb. »7S 10

REX 6 h.p" 2-speed Combination fjj ]2
ZENITH-GRADUA, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £67 10

ENFIELD I9i5-r6 Combination ....... £105

CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. 3-sp- Combination £75

NORTON Big Four, new Sidecar ..... £135

SCOTT 1920 Combination, very special £125 H

De':erre!l Payments taken.

Cash oBers considered for Second-hand R!o.'e:s.
cash one,s

^^^^^ GOPPLIED.

——- 111111111111 UIBO Vllic^in, jc..,.inij ." , — . -

1 mechanical condition, also sidecar to go with luach

will sell both separately ; offers wanted.-Box 6,408, l

I

Tlie Motor Cycle. H
ZENITH 1920 Twin, countershaft, clutch, li

starter, 6h.p., and Swan £24 sidecar, all

Dunlcps, m.achine new condition and appearance, g

anteed faultless. Easting wind screen, lamps, K

splendid imarE turnout, trial any time, tax paiJ:

gain, £95.—Owner, 45, Charles St., Jubilee St., S

ney, London, [^

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

AS a Lady's Motor Cycle, tie Ivy is It.—Send

details from the Midland agents, Frank H

I

worth, Ltd., Birmingham. IX"

LADT'S Motor" Cycle, Humber 3-speed, free eat

run a few hundred miles only, condition (iiki

I

teed as new; price £38.—R«id, 41, Commen.-

I

Fraserburgh. [

Miscellaneous.

BARGAINS.-New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys, Oiin

Quadi'ants; exchanges entertained. — Bo

]
Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New 4iAh.p. .
Quadrant and sM.

£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.— Bo

I

Motories, Halifax.

BABGAINS.-1921 Eudge Multi, £65; 1921 4';

Ariel, £110; 1921 Th.p, Ariel, fl25.-Eo

I

Motories, Halifax."

BAEGAINS.-1921 Rudge Multi,' run 50 111

£75/10- J.E.S. motor set, for cycle, £10/5: :

1 twin Humber, 3-spced, £18/15.-Bootb3 Motorics I

I
fax. .

BAEGAINS.-3h.p. Falnir; £10/10: 3Vih.p. N f

£12/10; Sh.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, £29;i5, f

1
Chater-Lea, Grado gSiU', £21/15.-Booths Mtt ,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.-8h.p. Premier and sidecar, £65

JVah.p. free engine Triumph, £26/10; 3' jli.r

I

and M., 1914, £39/15.-J3ooths Motones, HaliKi:

BARGAINS.-4h.p. 1917 3-Bpeed Douglas £5?

4h.D. 1920 3-speed Douglas, £85/15; 1915 2");

I

Donglas, £37/15; 1917 Douglas, £5S.-Booths MotO.i

Halifax.

BARGAINS.-6h.p. 3-speed Eudge, £40/10; 192.1

speed Omega. £61/10; 1921, new O.K., £381

1 1921 2-speed O.K., like new, £52/10; seyeral e

soiled machines at reduced prices ;
exchanges ^a

tained, including push cycles. Tisit "5--«'
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel. : 1062. .\.

TRIUMPH Combination, £55; Ariel ditto, £40$'.'j,

paid.—H. Lander, Grelliers -^Vhaif, Belvedera.

1
Lambeth, S.E. .^
"Vf OTOE Cycle, SV^h.p., mechanical valves, U<gU'l'UE *jyeie, a^,2ii-r-. iiiei;ii.iu.uoi .......o, .-.™

low, 2 speeds, running order; £20 secures.-^l

I
Canon St., Taunton

RICHMOND Park Garage, 110, Upper EioW
Ed , East Sheen, S.W.14, 'phone Putney Z

I

offer the following machines for sale or exchange.

R.P.G.—Douglas 2?4h.p.. 1916, £36; also 1915^

cellent condition, £32.

T> .P.G.—Levis 2;ih.p., 2-speed, £28.

RP.G.—Excelsior 1920 2-stroke, 2-sp3ed

soiled, £35.

RP G —4h p Triumph countershaft, fully eqniji

tax paid, £52/10. .
•

RPG-Sb.p. Matchless-Jap, 2-speed coantra

gear box, coachbuilt sidecar, good order, ^51

i -r-« p n —2«h n twin cyl. Humber, S-speed, e«d'

R o?d« laai-Rich'"™^ Park Garage. 110,^
iichrSond 'Ed . East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone; P.>

12622. . ; Ji

I

A LLBER Garage, Thornsett M-A E^'j'f'l*',|g,A loiin Earlsfleld Station, L.S.W.R.). rm
Stchmefe 4388. Exchanges and easy terms art#

» T T -RER —Indian 1916 5h.p., countershaft,^

A clutrti, kkk starter, all on, splendid maclurt|<

iTTRF.R—FN 2V'h.p., 2-speed, clutch, shaft-a

'A^ood runnrng older,' all lamps, tax paid; a

A^'t^^iiSf^r^l^SSgil^^/-"!

A^^^^^l^^-iS'^ffi^^
complete with accessories, tax paid, i.45. .

rood order; £45. = » ^m
» T T BV-R —Triumph combination, 4h.p.,

"••f-.y"',

A'-'^cS, WcT'^Farter all lamps horn ^^
wind screen, tax paid, absolutely as new, ^
A"Su^&,^5'^eSai^J^^?S
londition; £95.

arage, Epsom. [2862 1)!
~

. * _j ^Uo. Hntp nf the issuC-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
I

Miscellaneous.

tlGHTWEIGIIT.* 2^;4h.p-.. Bosch, sprinj

SALE.

lork?. adjust-
bixretter; £8.—

[3050
I" able pulley, torpedo tank, less

i'
prioce Resent Lane, Plaistow.

!)b.i».. Palmer spring frame, twin Peugeot eiiEine,
': Bosch, Binks, almost new condition, very last;

p t bargain, £30.—Spion Kop Motor Works. Pease-

in. Balb. [X6631

II 20 6h.p. Royal Enfield 'Combination. Binks, 75

r m.p.g.. spring pillar, spring fork links, IVIag-

i> lighting, hood, screen, spare tyre and tube, splen-

J condition, £149.—Below.

1*16 3';''h.p. Rndge and Sidecar, C.B.. overhauled,

I' acetylene lamps, all on; cheap, £55; £200 the

D-H. J. "Ludbrook, 238, High Rd., L&yton, E.IO.

|. [3202
|S7E are well pleased with machine sent." Thus
|V fonr bnyers last week. Still a few left. £15
6:25. ' Come and see.—Bunting's Exchange, Weald-
%: [3704

k2l Rudge Multi and Sidecar, £97/10; 1920 Dot-
^ Jap. 2-speed, £43/10; Royal Ruby, like new.

Triumph and sidecar, perfect condition, £.73.—
jLlverpool Rd., Eccles, near Manchester. [3469

Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy pavments}, eeli.

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-

jinieuts. Satisfaction guaranteed: Distance ini-

ILr^ul.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7906

r21
Rudge Multi Combination, beautifully

equipiied. barsain: 1919 Indian PowerpUis com-
-

-.v.. bargain; 1915 Scott combination. £65; 1917
2-stroke, £32710; motor cycles bought, sold,

!!':;ed.—Joseph Rhind and Co., Stone Plnc3,
[3959

J 11 Douglas Combination, wind screen, lamp, tax
diiii. -^nip, £75: Sun 2-str.oke, enamelled as new,
'

' ~'"_h.p. Matchless-Jap, all on, tax paid, £26;
vith screen, as new, 26in. wheel, complete,
wno body, £4/10; Scott, £3/10; others in

- Wr>. A. and H. DeCorfc, 387, Caledonian Rd.,
;,o.ji], N.l. [3882

F.C.H. lor second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged.

in, new motor cycle combination or car supplied.
a; or easy payments. — Fair Offer Car House. 5.

lei St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Sta
io' 'Phone ; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, indui^
D^^aturdays. [2696

V TOR Cycles at bargain prices.—Mebes and
"I ijes, the original light car specialists, have a

Mimber of 1920 motor cycles, popular makes,
i new, for which they are prepared to accept
uable oSer. Call and inspect, and make your

ney ar4> relinquishing this department owing
f space being required for light cars.—154-6,

land St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230.
[3247

Q\.Y and Raynes' Great Clearance Sale.—2V'h.p.
- ry-Precision, £27; 2Vih.p. Calcot, 3 speeds, £30;

? -peed Premier, £30; 3V'-4h.p. twin Precision,
li.p. Norton, B.R.S. Mod^, very fast, £85;
cvis. £35; 1921 British Excelsiors from £48;
Vrmis from £48; 1921 TTobart from £47/10;
;^L:as from £50; 1921 4h.p. New Scale, £100;
iiiraph, with 3-speed. grand condition, £58;
t;5 extra; 3V2h.p. Triumph, 2-speed and clutch,
]?car, £4/10 extra; your old machine taken
I'syment for others. Give us a rail, satisfac-
lanteed. Douglas Amac carburetter, as new,

-^
. 4-cyl. magnetos, new, £9 each.— 8, Low Rd.,

ul Doncaster. [3156

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE!
S!( ) riud Combination for hire after August : London
-^ i^triet.-Bnx 5,629, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3463

' LAS Motor Cycle and Sidecar for hire, abso-
h- reliable. 15/- iter dav. 50/- per week-end.

I week.—Write Roilwell, 38. Brook Green; or
'

ii Hayiies Gnnisze, Western 2253. [3287

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
r, complete with bicycle, readv to ride awav:
* 22;10.-Tacey, Ockley, Surrey. [3622
\i )->VHEEL de Luxe, perfect; £8, or easy pay-i iits.—Bell, Draper, Workington. [3889
il i-WHEEL. running order, good condition-^

. cut an offer.—80, Gellatly Rd., Nunhead. [2919
yuNTl Motor Attachment, little used, licence paid-^ l2.-Biiige-of-Urr Post Office, Dalbeattie. [3095
DA. Auto-Wbe&l and Cycle, pood condition newUire (lud chain; f12.-Haggett, Builder, Arundel.

DlND New Economic Motor Set. complete- co'^tL»|26, accept £16.—106a, Gt. Moor St., BoUon.'^

t^:.L B.S.A. Auto-Wheel, perfect condition, ex-

irL'-"^"'"!^^^'
^^'^' ^9—34, Chatterton Rd..

Sronr. Kent. ^3634
Y''CN'G Bicycle Attachment and bicycle, complete
inrt. '^n= *^'®' ^^^^' exchanees.-18-l, Newton Rd.!
i«tt,un-rrcnt.

^2934
A1^-)WHEEL, excellent condition, tojether with* iieigh cycle, accessories, tax; offers.—288, "

Catford.

gl IVth.p. J.E.S 'on B.S.A., running order. Brooks.
?r.,J.'°'i' carrier, tyres, tubes Al, tax paid.-Froude

Reading.
^ggg^

^tig'ii,

[3682

rooks.
Froude,

H.A.H.
Complete
Eiectric

Ligiiting

Sets.

ACCESSORIES. SPECIALITIESNOTE REDUCED PROCES.
H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and Tail
Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Cases, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for installing.

rig. 803, .«^^, «^'^' " «EW PRICES
Stem or Handle"
bar fixing. Bes'
quality finish,

adjustable,
strong, weather-
proof.

Nick el-plated,

60/-
Old price, 72 16

Black Plated,
65/-

Old price, 7'J/D

Medium Size Mode. ] ig
beK quality finisb tlrroughi
Totally insulated holder,
switch and 4-volE bulb,
adjustable focus, adju.=t-
abie brackets, du^t r.i

weather -proof
tront. As illus-

'.rated. Fig. 881.

NEW PRICES
Nickel .. 36/-
Black .. 39/-
Old prices

:

N'ickei .. -13/-

[lidck . .'7/- Fig. 878.
Similar to Fig. 895, hut
smaller, and with special
" puUon"front. Rubber
riDii casting f^r glass.

New Price,
Black-plated, 40/- each.

01(1 Price, -^5/-

Fig. 560. & iclecar I-ani |)

sciGw JioUler, bulb, switcli

wire complete. price 7/6
each ; old rrico e'6

P B. £61. Ditto, bayonet
lioider. less s*itih, wire. etc.

Price 6/8.

fSpeedoHte' H,A.H.
Patent

Speedometer
Lamp.

1"'"S. 57i- ^how3 red
danger signal, lights No.
plate. Complete with
switch, bulb, wire, clio.

etc. Price 7/6; old
price 9/6.

"force'* Hellesea Bat
tery, 9/11

ii86. Special metal case for
' Force " 8/6- Complete

rearaer, 25/6.

H.A.H. Switches

Fiff. 847. Si-riiig

clip. BW i tell
wire, coloured

bulb, etc., complete 7/6 each.

I'iu.. liy. 1-wj,,'

.Motor eyrie type.
Price 2'- each,
Screw jWtion, both
contacts inflated
Fig, 29. Ditto
Dash typo 3/6.

Fig. 449. *2-way 3/-. Fig. ^10. Horn Topper 2/-.

A. H. HUNT, UXD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams :

Croydon 2225, 2226. " Keyage, Croydon.**

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
CIMPLEX Atlachmcnt, with Raleigh cyclo, iiertect

^"^ " complete 3-speed; ^£26, or separate.
Documents, Maresfield, Sussex. [3754

condition,
offers.—Cundell

"yOtTNG and Cycle, late 1920, Amac, IVI-L, racchani-
-»- cal horn, lamps, tax and insurance paidr excel-
lent condition; £20.-33. Davenant Rd.. Upper Hollo-
way. [3434

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricvcles; caialusue

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., iJlackpocl.
[X703S

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for
invalid and disabled,—Particulars, Ar^son Ens.

Co.. Ltd.. 3. Kendalls Mews, George St.. W.l- [7354

TRICARS FOR SALE.
3ih.p. Minerva Tricar, 2-3peed, Bosch, splendid con-

2 dition; what offers, or sell separately.—Robeits.
Walsall Rd., Lichfield. [3534

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
'INGSBTJRY Scooters and Spare Parts.-3
I- dall filews, George St.. W.l.

Kingsw.ny Scooter. ;is new,
Hayne, Auctioneer, Exmouth.

2¥'-^

KINQSBITRT Scooter, ,ls

Rogers, 42, Church Rd.,

A.B.C. Skootamot.n. 1921,
worth, 139, New St.,

new, with seat

;

Hendoil.

new: £33.-.-Franli

Biiniingham.

K-n
[1442

seat.

—

[3830

jE25.—
[3614

: Whit-
[X4178

Scooter, unregistered: £20, or near
i23, Croydon Kd., Beckeuli.arn. (3379

NEW Kingsbury
oii'er.—Appb'j

KINGSBURY 2y4h.p. Scooter, 2-Etroke, splendid
condition; £19.—D.J.E., 22, Cedar Rd., Croydon^

KINGSBURY Scooter-, with
only ridden twice; £20.-

seat,
Gray'

[3138
new conjlition,

J Garage, Wat-
[3874

A-B.C. Skootamotas, new. latest model, carriage paid
to any part of the U.K.; £30.-Fowler and Co.,

Cowes. [X6901

just received from works, in
— 54. St. James St., Ashted.

[S4179

2«h.r.
Puiehai

used for demoustra-
Hockliffe St., Leigh-

[2956

taxed,
- 78.
[3385

-| Q21 Skootamota,
J-fJ crate; £31/10.
Birmingham.

KINGSBURY Scooter,
tion; £18. or offer.

-

ton Bii/.zard, Beds.

AUTOI'EII, 1920, flywheel magneto, lishting.

and cash for lightweight, or sell cheap. — 78,

College St., .Salisbury

A .B.C. Skootamota, good condition, licence paid,

owner purchased car; reasonable offer.—Mrs.

Goldstone, Malmesbnry, Wilts. [1380

WHIPPET Scooter, in fir^t-class condition, licensed

and ready to drive away; £18.—Ward and Avery.

Ltd., Somerset Rd., Tcddington. [3963

KENILWORTII Gydette. seat model, late 1920.

licensed, tyres, everything perfect; selling reason

owner broke; accept £30.—Ibjsons, Salem Rd., Bays-

water. [3820

WALL Scooter, excellent order, lumps, horn, copper

exhaust, foot brake, good tyre.^, good liill-elimber

any trial by appointment,— Mitchell,

near Barnsley.

Upperwood Hall.
[3264

AUTOGLIDERS.—Irunrediats uelrvcry. What offer?

for three, new, one type E., two type D,, .caclr

2%h.p., by Airtogliders.

Engineer. Brickie.

BirrningIiam.-.l'hilpot.
[2340

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
ANDHAMS make thousands of hoods every year;

50/- each. First qnality twill waterproof.

The Sandum Patent Wind Screen of 100
positions, as shown at Olympia. Finest screen

the market; 90/--

ANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn

s
OANDUMS,

I
All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

s
CAMBER.—Hoods, 50/-; wind screens, 27/6.—

Bright and Ilayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.
[3567

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list.-

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-

ham. [ll^S

WIND Screen, new, complete with npron, side screen,

etc., as fitted to 1921 Douglas sidecar; ollers.-

Pinkertou. Tisbury, Wilts. [3272

CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut to any size,

21- per sq. ft.; carriage paid for cash.—The Essex

Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Rd., Leyton-

stone, E.U.
'

[0680

WIND Screens Actually in Stock : Eastings, Baby,
Standard, Royal, Ulueroels latest; Cameo hoods,

finest quality, waterproof, with curtains round; £3/5.
—64 Bishopegate. London. [0620

HOOD Materials.-3 hoops 10/-, brass fltting.s 3/3.

extensions 2/6 pair, turnbuttona and eyelets 4/9

dozen, best twill 13/- .yard 72in.-Henry Jones, 778

High Ed., Tottenham, London. 1^6 ib
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BODIES.

s
POR

SANDUM. tlie largest and most renowned aidecai
body builders in country.

SANDUMS have put on the marhet over 10,000 side-

car bodies.

SANDUMS have the only adult 2-3eater body on the
market whicli is not unsightly. Write for our

Diial-purpose Body catalogue.

SANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any make
with the use of up-to-date machinery in lour

lactories.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Grav's Inn
Rd.. London, W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427.

[0654
T7"ENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

\7"E^US Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light,

but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

VENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Tottenham.
[0519

SIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality, £7/7;
original £12/12.-64, Bishopsgate, London. [0614

CAMBER.—Coach Bodies; £4/17/6 to £12/17/6;
to suit any make; lists free.—Bright and Hayles,

78, Church St., Cambew/ell.

CAjMBER.—Sidecar repairs, repainting, and uphol-
stering: estimates free.—Bright and Hayles, 78.

Church St., Camberwell. [3564

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish ; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better or

cheaper house}, sporting models, bulbous back and
step pattern. All at low prices. Call or send your re-

quirements.—228, Pentonville Ed-, King's Cross, Lon-
don. N.1-. Tel.: 2481 North. [6851

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. "Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, al.so working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
JpOR

QANDHAM, the smartest eidecar specialists.

ANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

S

ANDUM Chassis.—Insist on having our enclosed
wheel type of chassis for safety.

ANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns.. and sports

26 gns.. are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns. ; the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-

rect position over rear axle. Finished in co.lours to
6uit any make of machine, 42 gns.; bodies only,
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seater as
designed by us, and approved by the recognised
experts.

ANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd. W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. Factories

:

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britannia
Works. Britannia St., W.C. [0019
MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys,

Indians, New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no
difficulty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all
kind- Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

promptly corrected.

ECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old eidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comiortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established eide-
car makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27,

]

Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube).;
'Phone : Hornsey 1584. [0522 1

S

GENUINE SALE
of

SHOP-SOILED
and

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES

6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 1920,

hardly used, lamps, horn, spare

wheel, Easting screen, etc., tax paid.

6-7h.p.B.S.A. Combination, 1921,

slightly shop -soiled, lamps, horn,

spare wheel and tyre, hood, screen,

tax paid.

LEVIS "Popular" late model,

complete with accessories.

No reasonable offer refused.

First cash secures.

Large stock of Douglas spares,

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Immediate delivery of models,

DOUGLAS, LEVIS, B.S.A., etc.

We have actually in stock a

brandnew 1921 Model 3ih.p.

Overhead Valve Douglas.

Price £150;
Call or 'phone for full particulars.

Showrooms wholesale and retail,

23, 24, Woodstock St.
(off Oxford Street),

New Bond Street,
London, W.l,

Mayfair 65S9.
' Ivhardilan, Wesdo, London."

'Phone !

'Grams :

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
T^EW Diaky Sporting Model, with apron, fini^
J-' black, gold lined; ^625.—Below.

NEW Mills-Fulford de Luxe, Harley-Davidson moi
f30.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate /

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0

NEW Clmssis, complete; £7; cost £15.-71, N
Rd., Croydon. _. [5

COACHBUILT Sidecar, with new body; £10.-
Delafield Rd., Charlton, S.E.7. [3

WICKER Sidecar complete, tyre nearly new;
i

£3.-16, Mason St., Walworth. (3

CANOIILET Minor Sidecar, new 1921; ill.-Mo
Wallcer St., Eastwood, Notts [2

A.B.C. Sidecar, genuine chassis, good body; fl
West, 50, Malilun R<1., Aeton, W.3. [3

CLTNO Coachbuilt Sidecar and Chassis, all compl'
5 gns.— 112, Gorton Kd., Coventry. [X6

MILLS-FULFOED Sidecar Chassis, .complete
wheel- guard, third arm; £4.—Below.

DOUGLAS Chassis, complete; £4.-179, Brixton :

S.W.9.
"

[X6

WATSONIAN Wicker Sidecar, only once nj

£7.-60, Bedford Rd., Harrow, Middlesex. [3

FOLDING Sidecar fHoplev), bulbous, practically i

ofi B.S.A.— 6, Steele Ed., Leytonstone. [3

CAjMBER.—Streamline sidecars, complete; £16
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberi

CAMBER.-Lightweight sidecars, complete; £17
Bright and -Hayles, 78, Church St., Camben

CAMBER.—Semi-touring model; £18/10.—Bri
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER.—Utilitv model, spacious locker; £i
JSright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camber

CAMBER.—Tandem model, for adult - and cl

£26.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., C

berwell.

CAMBER.—We are the largest sidecar mam
turers in South London. Repairs and rep:

ing a speciality.-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
Camberwell, London. 'Phone ; Brixton 2951. \':

MONTGOMERY, Indian, coachbuilt, with flttiiipi

7-9h.p. spring frame Indian ; £18.—Moss, V

BARGAIN; ^40 spring wheel MilUord coach siji

sacrifice £20.—Searles Stores, Southboroiifi:

[:

COACHBTHLT Sporting Sidecar, wind screen, .-

Palmer tyre; £8.—Bell, Draper, Workingtoi

., _ wanted: fi
free.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Londoi

SIDECAR, off Harley, in good condition; £10;-
pointment.—Da^is, 1, Norgrove' St., BaUiam, .

£7/10.—C.B. sidecar, serviceable, off SV-h.!- :

paid; photo.—Morgan, Schoolmaster, Tstrad^-vi

CANOELET Model D4, new, lamp, generator, ,]

£25/10.-Hartley, 20, MiUord St., Colne, L;

shire.

BRAND New Swan Sporting Sidecar, blue fij
"

£20.—Wood, 153, Leymoor Rd., Golcar, Eud -

field. (
'

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 eidecar, !

Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booths JIoK .

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar. '

Eudge, £3 6/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, n

new, £16/10.—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker " '

seat. £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. - Be

Motorics, Halifax. [
--

SIDECAR, new bulbous back coachbuilt. -with Dc .

chassis, new tyre; £16.—Willings, 3!>, Efiia

Brixton, S.W.
,

'.

HENbEB Special Sidecar, oft 7-9h.p. Indian, Ea: :

4-point, new condition; £17, lowest— if. Ii -

Earton-on-Humber. -
-

BASTONE'S for sidecars and bodies; no bett<
'

cheaper house. Kindly inspect out models t *

purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other n: ^

in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete Bid

from £14/18/6.

Wo have a few soiled sidecars u

Ijodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the (a "

Montgomery sidecars. Lateet 1921 sport]Dg "

other models in stock; trade supplied.

QIDECARS, several cheap ;^ room

DASTONE'S.-

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.l, 228, Pentonville '-.

King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 S'-^^

A.B.C. Sidecar, new, uncrated, complete with si ar

sprocket;_, £27/10, carriage paid.—54, St. ^ »
St., Ashted, Birmingham,

WATSONIAN Chassis, less tyre, '£3; coachbuilt !J.

50/-.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Bd., op t»

ChaUi Farm Tube Station.
9!
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A British Success in Belgium.

THE
victory of a British single-cylinder machine

in last week's Belgian Grand Prix adds one
more link in the long chain of successes in

important events this year. It also

emphasises the degree of perfection to

which the British single-cyhnder engine has been
developed. In three big international races—the

Tourist Trophyj the French Grand Prix, and now
the Belgian race—three different British singles

have beaten the field, which is more to the credit

of our motor cycle industry than had one
particular machine achieved a triple victory. The
500 mile race at Brooklands was the only other

big event, arid this we lost tO' a country which has
developed the big twin machine as we have done
the smaller and more economical single-cylinder

engine ; but even in this race, as meritorious as

was the American victory, the speeds attained by
the 1,000 c.c. twins were not so much higher, as

might have been expected, than those of the singles

of half the capacity. The British Empire has also

produced the winning riders in all these races.

Sunday Competitions.

IT
is with regret that once again we have to

refer to Sunday competitions. Our attitude

towards them is too well known to need ex-

plantation, as, for )'ears, we have been averse

to the organisation of sporting events on the
Sabbath ; in fact, our efforts have been the means
of checking over-enthusiasm of trials organisers,

who, at times, are apt to forget the feelings of

the general public.

The Auto-Cycle Union shares our views, and
has always been against anything which tended to

undermine the popularity of the pastime ; but
since some of the local A.C.U. centres—especially

those in the North—make a speciality of Sunday
competitions, it would appear that the governing

_ body has not full control over its subsidiary

organisations.

Social club runs in comparatively small bodies
are popular and do nothing but good if reasonably
conducted. On the other hand, the passage of
large numbers of motor cycHsts, especially through
quiet villages, is apt to disturb the peace of the
inhabitants,, and thus cause ili-feehng.

Numbered machines and riders merely aggravate
the case, since they advertise the fact that a
certain number of persons propose to enjoy their
day's sport regardless of the feelings of the majority.
We would once more remind motor cyclists—

whether competitors or otherwise—of the necessity
for riding quietly through villages during church
hoiirs, or at such times as the community are on
their way to places of worship, for it is largely
due to inconsiderate driving at such times that a
certain amount of prejudice still exists.

Accessibility.
QUITE recently we encountered a machine,

designed since the war, in which it was
a matter of extreme difficulty to adjust
the tension of the magneto driving chain.
Not only were the two holding-down nuts

difficult of access, but they differed in size.

This example serves to illustrate a fault which
is still only too common. What should be the
simplest adjustments are often the most difficult

to carry out for want of a little attention on the
part of the designers. When, for some good reason,
it is not po-ssible to place nuts in a convenient
position, it should -at least be possible to supply
a special spanner to facilitate removal.
On another occasion, a machine which passed

through our hands had a number of nuts of odd
sizes. No spanner in the kit would fit these nuts,
and no fixed spanner could be bought. to suit them,
with the result that an adjustable spanner was the
only tool available for removal.

We have often urged that standard nuts and fewer
sizes be employed, and we would specially urge
these who have their 1922 models in hand to study
this point.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Honest and Smart.

EKNOW some cynics deny that in this planet of

1,500.000,000 inhabitants, there is even one
individual who is both honest and smart. What

would you say, dear readers, if I proved to you that

such an individuah exists ? And in Manchester, of

all places? I know he is smart, because he is organis-

ing mass production of one of my old brain-waves
And I know he is also honest, because he has offered

me a. royalty on it. (Not less honest than- 1 am,
because I refused the said royalty, both as a journalist

who likes to keep his independence, and also as one
who remembers other makers' clumsier efforts in

that line.)

What is it?

WHAT is it? Oh, just a prop stand. Are you
annoyed with me? Well, wait till you've
tried it. Do you really like lugging a 3 cwt.

7 h.p. twin on to its legs? Da you like searching a

moorland road with flush edges for some sort of a

kerb on which you can lodge a footrest whilst you
light a pipe? Do you like being fetched out of your
favourite hotel by a constable because you 'bus has
tippled off the kerb, and a motor coach has jugger-

nauted it? Do you like stopping halfway up Parlock
because a large stone has joggled your rear stand out

of its spring clip ? ^^'hen this new prop stand comes
along—weight, about a feather and a half, costne.xt

to nothing, and instantly fittable to anything from a

two-stroke to a ninety bore twin (this is the inventor's

account, hien eiitendu)—you will be permanently
insured against any of these mishaps. The rear stand
mil then be restricted to its proper duties, i.e., sup-
porting the tail of the 'bus during tyre repairs; and
it will, therefore, be secured by a clip which is

vibration-proof.

Some Stand Reminiscences,
S befits a veteran I have owned all sorts of stands.

I remember days when stand and carrier were
one and the same, tied .to a hole in the back

of the saddle by a bit of copper wire; on tour you
iiad to unstrap all your luggage before you could mend
the tyre. I remember stands composed of two
separate legs, insecurely clipped to each chain stay;

A24

they used to drip bolts and nuts along the road, jaiigj

with a devil's tattoo to the forrard end of the chaJ

staj'S, and then chock the wheel spokes. I remerab*

stands with such narrow bases that the machine topgfe

over, if, whilst dismounted, you incautiously exhalfe

your cigarette smoke transversely instead of longitudii

ally. But I have loving memories of one t^*0'lj

stand, date about 1907. Each leg had two positionsi

half down, they acted as props; right down, thi

formed an ordinaiy stand. They were very heaici

rather expensive, and spike-ended, and the spi^

generally engaged the slack of my trousies when'i

sprang for the saddle. But I tolerated their misdeec

for years because either leg could be used as a pri^,

and a prop stand is the greatest petty comfort whici

a motor cyclist .fan possess. After I have said i

-this, I shallrejoice in my pseudonymity, supposing'tl

latest prop stand never comes tO' anything, ar;

infuriated readers haunt our offices with £uns; b
I think it is going to be all right. More when il

times are ripe.

Our Hill-climb.

THE club was only a few months old, and tl

hill-climb was our first real stunt. We real

organised it very prettily. The natives a^tende

in their billions. The' electric timing would ha\

charmed Lindsay Lloyd. There were no crashel

The entry fees more than covered the cost of,tf

medals and administration expenses. The day wi

fine, and the police most complacent. Yet the ev»

was a dead failure. Why? Well, the eager,^".

ignorant, amateurs, who comprise the bulk of oi

membership, had denied themselves all~sleep for dai

previously, and had lived continuously in their shedf

rubbing up the points of their sparking plugs wit.

Globe polish, breathing heavily on -dismantled ba

bearings, and otherwise endeavouring to secure tl

final veneer of speed. On the Friday evening prio

to the great day, the three local garages receive

per passenger train special factory-tuned editions (

the machines for which the aforesaid garages hoi

local agencies. That these machines mopped, up tf

open classes goes without saying. The very sair

machines—cannily bestridden by the pet customers 1

the aforesaid garages—also mopped up the merabei
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Occasional Comments.—

and amateur classes. The specials skipped up the

hill at just under 60 m.p.h. We poor locals coaxed

up our reconditioned W.D. 'buses and other genuine

private properties very cleverly—^only three of us had

to jump off and run alongside for a few yards. We
got nothing. We are now saving up money to purchase

more medals for another stimt. The factory machines

all went home again by passenger train on Monday.
Doubtless they will return—when we make it worth

'heir while.

The Remedy?

TO find a cure for the swamping of local club

events by factory "'buses, you should study the

rules for the Scottish Six Days as framed by

he Edinburgh and District M.C.C. They define a

Private owner as a man who rides a machine which
las been his bona-f.de property for at least a month.
At least a rnonth " sounds rather timid ; but anyliow

r cuts out the week-end visit of , a special factory

3us, while it accepts the entry of young Algy, who
ifdered a Brough Superior by telegram as soon as

le heard that the club was going to run a speed
'ial. I have not a word to say against the factory

)us in the trade classes—it generally provides the

irill of the afternoon, and in this class it does not

lil under false colours. But it is wholly out of place

i the members' or amateur events, and only a milk-

'id-water\' committee will stand such trifling.

A Touring Oil Tin.
r^OR years past touring motorists, from the multi-

millionaire on his Rolls down to the insurance

canvasser on his baby two-stroke, have put up
th tins of oil which leaked' at the least provocation

jien their contents had once been tapped, and much
ofit has thereby resulted to the tailoring fraternity.

jt long ago I got a lift from a member of The
liocar staff, and when we got out tools to change a

leel, I found in his boot an olla fodrida, in which

pberries, sandwiches, and Prices' Hiiile de Luxe
pea red to be the main ingredients. The Vacuum

%
-^^m

, s-'-SjfciSS^

AN AMPHIBIOUS CYCLE CAR.
all it what you will, there is originality in

In conception of this double-purpose cycle
Wmade to run both on land and in the sea.

M:. Berry, of Sidmouth, is responsible for
uillesign of the little four-wheeler, which is

Ol^^n by a 1\ h.p. Villiers two-stroke engine.

people were the first firm to tackle this ancient hoodoo,

and- they sought to make the standard tin less filthy

by fitting a tin shield to the spout. Prices' Co. have

assaulted it along different lines. They have evolved

a special touring tin which they supply empty at

4s. 6d. It holds rather over half a gallon, and its

business end is provided with three special fitments.

Item, a substantial screw stopper shaded to give a good
spanner hold. Item, a nice long " teapotty " sort of

spout. Item, a screwdown air release valve to ensure

good pouring.

Too bulky for solo work, it is just the goods for

sidecars and cycle cars. At the same time it would
appear to make a very useful spare petrol tin for the

soloist.

Why X Lost the T.T.
TTUDGE of the mortificatiori at a certain factory

Qj) when it was discovered that its riders had
elected to use non-standard valves in the race,

together with springs 30 lb. lighter than the factory

product. The result was that the valves bounced
against the valve caps and gave quite a lot of trouble.

The Trade and the Six Days.

CONTRARY to popular expectation, entries for

the A.C.U, Six Days have topped the

hundred mark, and, provided the majority of

these toe the line on the 39th, the anti-A.C.U. section

of the trade may regard itself as the minority. Now
I am taking no sides over this year's pre-trial dis-

satisfaction, but I can put my finger on the trouble :

it* is the clause in the regulations to the effect that

marks can be deducted at the discretion of the judges.

There is nothing tangible about " discretion," neither

is there any consistency. At the conclusion of the

1919 trial almost evei7body with clean sheets up to

the final examination lost marks on " condition," and
naturally opinions differed as to the fairness of some
of the judges' findings. Only the A.C.U. itself knows
the full amount of trouble that was caused, so in 1920
the judges apparently "got the wind up," and even

machines with broken "innards," but which were

able to finish, were passed without penalisation. The
result is would-be entrants do not know where they

are. The " discretion of the judges " is such an

elastic sort of factor. It is necessary this, year for

the A.C.U. to fra'me its final regulations with a

reaso'uable chance of their being adhered to.

I S-'
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How a Mo!or Cycle ensured the Success of a Holidey in the Highlands.

EEIGHTEEN days' sunshine-, a golf course by the

? sea,- and a motor cycle—in any order you

please—are the constituents of the finest holiday

possible. That, of course, is the opinion of tlie

writer, who has just returned from such a vacation

!

Nearly fifteen hundred miles 'were covered by road

within the above time, but it was in no sense a tour

;

and my present endeavour will be to show how a motor

cycle simply "made" a* very ordinary golfing and

"lazing" holiday in Scotland.

My chosen resort was Fortrose—an exceptionally

beautiful little seaside town, not nearly so well-known

as it deserves to be. ten miles

f r o m Inverness, and approxi-

mately 500 from •tay starting

point (Coventry). It is, I

believe, possible to reach Fort-

rose in just under twenty-four

hours by the best'expresses, and.

at this time of the year, it is

also generally possible for a

fairly hefty male passenger to

reserve at least one suit case in

the corridor as his couch for the

all-night journey. The third-

class single fare is ^3 9s. o]AA.

One Hundred Miles before
BreaKfast.

However, the Brooks
" B 170 " on my chain-driven

Triumph appealed much more
strongly than the corridor suit

case ; and early one g 1 o r i.o u s

midsummer morning—5.30
to be exact—saw a well-laden

Triumph en route for the North,
via Chester and Birkenhead
Ferry. About 6 p.m. on the

following day the same outfit

ran into Fortrose, rider and
machine as fresh as at the start.

It was a ride without incident,

but then, one does not expect
much " incident " from a fairly
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• 500 MILES TO A GOLF COURSE.
Not all the Highland roads lead over rugged

mountains or bleak moorlands. North-east of

Inverness the scenery is, generally, not at all wild,

but IS very picturesque, and somewhat reminiscent

of the less striking districts of North Devon.

new and high-class motor cycle nowndays. It wa:

however, an interesting and memorable ride, enjoyaljl

every mile of it.

Chiefly remarkable were (i) the road over Sha

(for its vileness, considering its importance) and (.

the road over the Grampians (for its fairness, coi

sidering that it has not been seriously remade for th

last centuiy). Since, I have heard several complaint
about the latter route ; my 28 x 3in. Palmer cord mui
have spared me much.

I bought just six gallons of petrol, and opened tW
quart tins of B.B., but at the journey's end had?i

little to spare in each cag'

This comes to but 25s., my tofi

running expenses for over 5^11

miles ; and even including t^

intervening night's hotelbill a^
meals ^« route, there will h||
to be" a very decided fall indfee)

in railway fares before I

north again by train !

Other Interests, y^

My golf clubs, despatched t|

night before by passenger trai^

reached their destination jA
three hours before myself ; a®
the following ten days were spef

,in effecting a 50% reduction" ii

my golf handicap. Incidentallyl

the exact figure is not mentiiOT

able even now; and again, iii

cidentally, I lost nineteen ball

in the process ! What matter

For the combination of a isr

sporting little course, wjfl

plenty of " rough, " anf"'J

player better qualified to be

George Dance than a Georg

Duncan, simply results in the in

evitable.

The Triiupph proved invalu

able as a transporting medium'

both to the links—threequarter

of a mile—and to the nios.L
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K) Miles to a Golf Course.—

xiuded corner of the beach for bathhig
mile.

Otherwise, I relearned the art of walkinp;

1 this respect,
_
despite what " Ixion " says,

le best antidote to the motor cycle extant,

strenuous eighteen holes, however, it is very
ore enjoyable to be Avhisked home to

nch by motor than to tramp it.

liere are no 'buses in Fortrose.

Sunday in the Highlands is not the
mday of the Englishman ; only be-

luse I feel sure that none of the
lers of the local kirk are also readers

I The Motor Cycle do I dare to
i=ntion surreptitious " de-coking "

(Crations that were carried out one
ij'iing very near Monday. Beyond
. unusual gear box trouble, and two
inctures while up there, that was the

,,(1 1 y occasion on which I opened a
tjvlbag.

As a variation towards the end of
r stay, I spent two more days on
t' saddle with the "Scottish" com-

-about

, and,

golf is

After

much

igi

Ross-shire is even now a very keen motor cycling
county, but, from the interest of the> school children,
Avho ni the outlymg districts often get a half-holiday,
to view the passage of the " Scottish " competitors,
one may safely predict that fifteen or twenty years
hence there will be an even greater enthusiasm and
demand for the two-wheeler. At present fully 90%

p^tors—Applecross on the Tuesday (rough going
3V worth It for the scenery) and round Loch Ness
tOjjlendoe and Inverfarigaig on Wednesday (again
nq: too easy, but again worth it for the same reason)
y link every variety of Highland scene is embraced
in hese two runs, and I can thoroughly recommend
ih; routes to the motor tourist. Personally, I found
iieier Applecross nor Inverfarigaig nearly as fear-
tuas they are painted ; and, indeed, after my return
-rn the jaunt across Scotland to the former climb,

,'uld not resist an invitation to another- nine holes
in;iursuit of the little white ball ! It dees not get
laj:, of course, till about 11.30 p.m. in the High-
ia,is in July—and it gets light again shortly after
ninight.

'

(Top) Northward bound. Nearing the
two-hundredtli milestone from the start-.a
typical glimpse of Uliswater.

(Bottom) Towering high above Loch Ness,
Abriachan Hill is not so difficult that the
tourist who appreciates a niagnificent panorama
of mountain and lake should shun the climb.

of the machines in the North are big
singles, B.S.A.'s or Triumphs; and,
for the benefit of some of our English
readers, the Highlander does not
motor cycle in kilts !

All too soon a return to work
became inevitable, and on the follow-

ing Friday afternoon I trekked south-

ward once more, feeling keenly the

delight of a good machine beneath me
and the long open road in front.

Dunblane that night, and Nantwich the following,
were my stopping places. This time, however, I

visited Wigan and Warrington—a more direct route
and on the whole quite good—but Shap I avoided,
going round via Kirkby Stephen, Sedbergh, and Kirkby
Lonsdale. For the first time, too, I donned my
Hutchinson boots, for it rained heavily in Cumberland
and Lancashire.

A late start on Sunday nevertheless allowed me to
reach Coventry in time for lunch—another mechani-
cally une\entful, hut most exhilarating 500 mile ride.

Without a motor cycle the same holiday would have
cost more ; but even the most disinterested reader must
agree that it would not have been worth half as much.

A.McL.
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The Na(ure
of (he

Counlry
and (he

DifficuKies

of (he

Compe(i(ors

Discussed.

NTEI^NATIONAL

Now that the International Trials are

over, it is interesting to review
tlie impressions gained from the

scenery, the nature of the roads, and the
performances of the varions machines

—

British and Continental.
Curiously enough, the mist severe diffi-

culties were found in the Jura countrv,

and not in the high Alpine districts

traversed towards the end of the trial.

-. Motoring Conditions.

Switzerland has not heretofore wel-

comed motorists with open arms, but it

is improving, and a new Federal law has
been passed bringing the control of all

traffic under the Confederation, so that

in two years' time motoring conditions

will be far better than , before, and the

closed Canton of Grisons will be open
to motor vehicles. At present each
canton has its own motoring laws, and
each village its own speed limit and fine.

In one village, the limit may be marked
^15 km., 10 frs. fine; in another 12 km.
and 2 frs. 20 cents fine, and so on.

Naturally, the Swiss were good enough
sportsmen not to interfere with the com-
petitors, and in most places gave them
a good, if not enthusiastic, reception,

welcoming them with wine, tea, or
flowers. The Englishmen were hugely
amused at the super-politeness of the
marshals, who raised their hats and
shook hands at every opportunity.
The roads were good on the whole, though
at times apt to be wavy : but the great
trouble at the present time is dust, and
few attempts to lay it were in evidence.
Bitumenised and tarred roads exist near
Geneva and other large towns, but not
elsewhere, and it se3ms clear that, if the
Swiss will render their highways dustle.ss,
and motorists will drive carefully in vil-

lages and on dangerous roads, the anti-
pathy of a section of the population will
be entirely removed. As roads qier $e,

the liigh passes are disapoointing, and
do not compare favourably with the great
highways from France into Italy, which
are wide and well maintained. The
Swiss passes which we traversed are well
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A Condor rider leaving the

control at Vallorbe, on the first

day's run.

(Circle) Cornering on an

Alpine pass. H. Bischof (Moto

sacoche) on the Col de Mar

chalmz.

engineered, but narrow and with loose
surfaces, and there is little doubt that
the railway has spoilt the St. Gothard,
as there is little road traffic over it. This
is a pity, for the journey by rail con-
demns the traveller to twenty minutes in

the dark during nine and a half miles
through the tunnel. 1,000ft. below the
summit, from which the views baffle

description.

The Country Traversed.

The hard going in the Jura district

and in that surrounding the Zurich moun-
tains somewhat approached the conditions
met with in English and Scottish Six
Days Trials, but it is rather difficult to

give the untravelled Englishman any idea
of the hills the men had to surmount.
Take, for instance, the Weisenstein on
the second day. The climb is started at,

say, 1,500ft. above sea level, and might
be a hill in Surrey. Pine woods cover
its flanks, and through them the road
zigzags, keeping to a consistent gradient
of 1 in 9, and with a slope inside the
corners of 1 in 4 to 5. It keeps on
like this, however, till an altitude of over
5,000ft. is reached, where the summit is

all but bare of trees: and. when the air

is clear, practically the whole range of the

snowy Alps may be seen. Then the road
drops steeply down a straight stretch

crossed by deep gulleys of a frame-break-
ing nature down into a smiling valley,

where the grass is ^as green as that of

Ireland, arid where drought is apparently
non-existent, save that a .few of the

stream beds lack water.

Then consider the Alpine passes : they
can be compared with nothing we have

in England. The St. Gothard starts froni

Altdorf, and twenty miles are traverse!

-before 3^000 feet are reached—a men
nothing in- these parts. The wonderfu

gorge Avhere lies the Devil's Bridge i:

passed, and then the climb really begins

sharp corners are encountered, and final!;

the plateau where lies Andermatt i

reached, and then Hospenthal, the roai

junction—right to the Furka and left ti

the Gothard. The road goes up ii

laccls (literally "boot laces") up th

side of the hill, then more graduall;

upwards, and finally round more hair

pins to the summit. Here one is righ

away from civilisation except for the on'

hotel. The wind blows cold and chill;

from the north, lashing ^he waters n

the two small lakes into wavelets. It i

a treeless wild, surrounded' by grand am

lofty mountains, on which still lie larg

snowflelds.

Worse than Mont Cenis.

On the descent it was possible to sto|

and gaze at the road lying in a tangl

beneath. The " mountain falls shee

below, and down this descends the roai

in a veritable maze. The corners seen

innumerable, and each is built up will

stones against the mountain flank. Sucl

a road exists on JMont Cenis, and i

known as the staircase (le Scale), bu

this one on the Gothard is far mor:

severe. The competitors desceiidini

looked, like flies upon the highway, evei

when only seven or eight "storeys

below.
From the time the hospice on St

Gothard is left one might be in Italy

the language and the type_ of scenery am
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Impressions of the International Six Days

Trials.—

architecture are truly Italian. The
village streets are narrow, and paved

with 'cobbles, but two single rail-like

tracks of smooth stone run down the

centre for wheeled traffic. Clear of the

Inccts, the descent becomes easier, and
several straight stretches are encountered.

A Babel of Tongues.

Switzerland is a confusion of tongues.
English is spoken practically every-
where, but a knowledge of the country's
three languages is useful. It is not easy
to have to speak French in the morning
sand German in the afternoon, and be
answered in a patois which resembles
neither, or German in the morning and
Italian in the afternoon, and again be
•answered in an even worse dialect.

Normally,- motorists have to obtain
permits to ascend these passes, and must
not exceed twelve miles an hour for the
average journey. This is no great hard-
ship, as no one wants to exceed this

speed, as it would hardly be safe to do
iso, especially when one faux pas would
'mean a tumble down many hundred feet.

Tbe Lessons of the Trial.

The four riders actuallj' in the trade
11 the event—H. Gibson, E. Williams.
C. P. Wood, and H. Langman—inform
IS that they have learnt valuable lessons.

Even on the second day, Gibson told us
hat he had learned more by this trial

han he ever had in his life, and he is

'ine of our oldest competition riders.
ilany of the men were forced to descend
he passes on second and even bottom
rears, not because their brakes would
not hold, but because they were afraid
f wearing them out. One member of
'le English team finished with his brakes
iitirely inoperative, and ascribed this
jiate of affairs not only to the severity
;f the descents, but to the amount of

. ust which got on the brake drums. It
as found exceedingly difficult to keep
16 engines cool, and Gibson told us he
A the best results by using as small
ts as possible. The Scotts seemed par-
cularly happy all_ the time. Wherever
e observed them, the machines of
iangman. Wood, and Alfter appeared

' keep as cool as their riders, and they
ily complained of boiling on the
''eisenstein. The other water-coole<i
achine was Lambert's Viratelle. Circu-
tion and other troubles lost him
imerous marks, but such was the gallant
lenchman's pluck and endurance that he
'lished every day.

•
j

Never in any trial have there been
i uch punctures. Even Lees, who used
Ihallenge unpuncturable inner tubes,
Mered once in this way, and there was

_i
general rumour that each competitor

[jperienced at least ten. Though doubt-
. iss several of the men, were uiRuitably
jid under tyred, there was a definite
baaon for the number of nail punctures.

. 'irst, the Swiss Atniv had mobilised for
lanoeuvres, and many nails were shed
om their boots. Secondly, nails were
und on the road near BuUe placed at'
1,'nlar intervals on the road, and
aiget, one of the Motosacoche riders,
d numerous punctures in one tube

^ually spaced round part of its peri-
iery. It is feared, therefore, that some
illy-disposed person had placed them

Ascending from the Lake of Neuchatel to the Vue des Alpes—a long trying climb,

eventually reaching to an altitude of 4,300 feet. The photographer is hvisy snapping
C. P. Wood (Scott) and Eric Williams (A.J.S.) as they round the bend.

there on purpose. There is no doubt that
the daily runs were too long, in view
of the difficult nature of the country.
The Swiss organisers are well aware of
this fact, but in their kindness of heart
\vished to show the competitors as much
of their beautiful country as possible.

Organisation.

There is no doubt that this was the
best organised trial yet held on the Con-
tinent. Much detail work had been put
in beforehand, and everything was most
carefully worked out.

In the competition for the International
Trophv, the Swiss team lost marks as
follows: Morand (2| Condor), 21;
Rothenbach (8 Motosacoche), 0; and Gex
(8 Motosacoche sc), 9 = 30 in all. The
British team made a game struggle, but
Newman (3^ Douglas) lost 93 marks

;

Eric Williams (2f A.J.S.), 0; and Gibson
(5-6 Raleigh sc), 88 = 181. The day
following the trial the competitors were
entertained by the N.M.S., and taken
for a steamer trip on the lake, and
the next evening the prizes were dis-

tributed in the J.u'din Anglais. The
welcome given by the Swiss Motor Cycle
Union and its treatment in general of
the English visitors were so excellent that
adequate justice cainiot be done to it in

print.

Complete Classified Results.

Eric Williams [2'i
G ~ "

"

A..I.S.

marks lost. 0. Siiecial Cold.
-- Gold.Pozuanski (7 sc), marks lost, 39.

BLERIOT.
r. Palmer (3i,i), retired first day.

BROUGH SUPERIOR.
F. P. Dickson (8), marks lost. 30. Gold.

CONDOR.
.J. Morand (2'i4), marks lost, 21. Gold.
P. Wuillemin (2i^). retired magneto trouble.
A. Clerc (214), marks lost, 41. Gold.
W. Jean (2%), marks lost, 18. Gold.
C. Leaser (2yi), marks lost, 46. Gold.
II. Dinckel (8 sc. ), retired, collision.

, DOUGLAS.,
L. Hutzli (2';4), marks lost. 11. Gold.
.1. A. Newman (3'/'), marks lost, 93. Gold.
C. Cossetto (4), marks lost, 51. Gold.
J. .Schl^e (4), marks lost, 18. Gold.

G.N. (Cycle C.«).
P. Honel (8.7), marks lost, 0. Special Gold.

HOBART.
E. Bally (2%). marks lost, 87. Gold.

INDIAN.
E. Gainer (4), marks lost, 74. Gold.
P. Widmer (4), marks lost, 26. Gold.
E. Moebtis (7-9 sc), marks lost, 21. Gold.
jM. Henry (7-9 sc), retired.

MOTOSACOCHE.
R. Guiguet (31/2), retired, punctures.
L. Bonvin (SV"), retired, collision.

J. C. Noher (3i/>), marks lost, 185. Silver.
F. Seherb (3V:.), marks lost, 153. Gold.

"

E, Borsetti (8), marks lo.5t, 9. Gold.
A. Robert (3V..), marks lost, 0. Special Gold.
A. Rothenbacii (8), marks lost, 0. Special Gold
E. Gex, (8 sc), marks lost, 9. Gold.
R. Schorp (8 sc), marks lost, 31. Gold.
H. Bischof (8 EC), retired, tyre trouble.

MOTO-REVE. *

J. Franel (4), retired, fall, etc,

NEW IMPERIAL.
A. Desleux (2%), marks lost, 74. Gold.
E. Magnin (2%), marks lost, 110. Gold.
H. Roiland (8 sc), retired, punctures.

NORTON.
C. bemont (3Vj), marks lost, 57. Gold.
P. Staub (31/2), marks lost, 0. Special Gold.
K. Tschudi (3'/^), retired, broken tappet.

P. AND M.
H. Dawson (SV^), retired, broken fork.

RALEIGH.
II. Gibson (5-6 sc), marks lost, 88. Gold.

SALMSON (CycLE Cab).

A. Lombard (10), marks lost, 204, Gold.

SCOTT.
M. Alfter (3';4), marks lost, 34. Gold.
H. Langman (3%), marks lost, 31. Gold.
C. P. Wood (3%), marks lost, 1. Gold.

SUNBEAM.
E. H. Lees (SVi), marks lost, 30. Gold.

TRIUMPH.
P. Egger (4). marks lost, 41. Gold.
IT. Ho3rler (4), marks lost, 25. Gold.
E. Tyssct (4), marks lost. 24. Gold.
H. Bolzhauser (4), marks lost, 166. Silver.

VIRATELLE.
G. Aumaitre (4), retired, radiator trouble.
R. La.mbert (4), marks lost, 202. Silver.
H. Fouquier (4), retired, accident.

International Trophy.—Swiss team.

1, Motosacoche;Manufacturers' Team Prize.-
2, Scott; 3, Douglas.

Clud Team Prize,— 1, Moto Club Piiquis; 2,
Worcester M.C.C. ; 3, Motor Club Paquis.

Gold Watch for Best Perforsl\nce of a
VISITOR.-Eric Wmiams (2';4 A.J.S.),
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SPEED TESTS IN THE SWISS
British Mactiines in Good Tune after Six Days Alpine

ON the last day of the Intei-national 500 c.c, CLASS. (Setspeed, SO km.p.li. = 50 m.p.h.).

Trials ill iSwitzerlaiid, the condition J. A. Newman (31 Douglas) 102.27 km.p.h.
of the engines was amply -tested R- Guiguet (3J Motosacoche) 100.58 „ g

after their Kruelling over the mountain C. Eouvier (3,! Norton) <.D.23 „ l]

passes by a timed hill-climb in the morn- 750 c.c. CLASS. (Set speed, 85 km.p.h.= 53 m.p.h.). E.

ine and a speed trial held durine; the C- P. Wood (3J Scott) 88.23 Im.p.h.

afternoon.
*=

F-r!ir,??r^-""'M tl'?,
" P-

rri T> .,• 1 1. .
,

F. Egger (i fnumph 8C.53 „ rI he British machines wero prominent ,„,,,, ^f«ec ,oi j „„ , , ,„, , V'
in both events, and in the speed test had l'"" '"'.'^^-^^f

'^'^^
fl ' ° ^f''-''''- "?"•) ^

no difficulty m e.xceeding the set speeds l-.R^^'^^^^^^^ZI^^Zr^y} 105.88 .cm.p.h.
required in th; various classes. In the K. Boi-setti (8 Motosacochc) 101.12 „ E,'

hill-climb one mark was deducted for 1,000 c.c. CLASS, SIDECARS
"

- M-
every ten seconds below the fastest time (Set'speed, 75 km.p.h.= 403- m.p.h.).

in each class: while in thj speed test R. Schorp (S Motosacochc sc.) DO.tokm.p.h. A.
one mark was lost for each kilometre per ,K. Moebns (7-ti Indian sc.) 87.80 „ ij'

hour below'the set speed. - '

' E. Cex (8 Motosacoche sc.) 83.05 „

The speed trial results ;-;e :

l.lOO c.c. CLASS, CYCLE CARS. . j,
(Set speed, 75 km.p.h.= 4i;£ m.p.h.) t,'

20OC.C. CLASS. (Set speed, 50 km.p.h.= SlJ m.p.h.,. R Honel (8.7 G.N.) ,8(1,12 km n h E
A. Clerc (21 Condor) '. 07.06 km.p.h. ui ^i ,-,, i- ,

-n rt^Ec ,a , ^, -n u =.-i i,
Placiiigs III the hill-climb are as

3.:»0 c.c. CL.ASS. (Set speed, uO km.p.h.= 3 /i m.p.h.). follows • - P
E. Williams (2:^ AJ.S.) ; ,S0.3.J km.p.h.

'
'

2.50 c c CLASS m,
L. Hutzli (2f Douglas) 71,38 „

.

uce. ci..ia3
113^^5 L^jt

The
!. Bally (2a Hobart) 72.87 ,. A. Clcrc (2} Condon '

.

.'. \l ^' heavily

AUGUST zSi/i, ip2i.

TRIALS.
Climbing.

3,^.0 c.c. CLASS.
Marks Lost.

Williams (2} A. J.S.)
Hutdi (2} Douglas) 6
Bally (2J Hobart) .' 9

500 c.c. CLASS. "

Staub (3} Norton)
Bouvier {ZS Norton) .

Robeirt (31 Motosacochc) ...;....

750 c.c. CLASS.

P. Wood (33 Scott)' ...:.. -

Langman (3J Scott) ."

Alfter (3} Scott)

1,000 c.c. CLASS.-' 1

'

Rothenbach (8 Motosacochc) .... -0

Borsetti (8 Motosacochc) .-.'...".. 2

1,000 c.c. SIDECAR CLASS. -^

Schorp (3 Motosacochc sc.)

Gex (S Motosac-oohe sc.) 2

Mocbus (7-0 Indian sc.) .. 3

1,100 c.c. CYCLE CARS.
,

Hcne! {S.7 G.N.) ^

Salmson cycle car lost marlfs

ill both tests.

THE F.I.CM. CONGRESS AT GENEVA.
Spain now Represented. Liglitweifiht Sidecars Discouraged in Next International Trials.

AFTER the conclusion of the Inter-
national Six Day.s Trials the summer
meeting of the International Federa-

tion of Motor Cycle Clubs was held at
Geneva on the afternoon of the 8th inst.

The delegates were first entertained to

lunch by the Swiss Automobile Club, and
then adjourned to the Mairie next to the
club headquarters, where the Congress
was held- under the able chairmanship of

M. .Jules Neher, a vice-president of the
Federation. Eight countries were repre-
sented by the following : Count Bona-
cossa, Motor Club d'ltalia ; E. M. P.
Boileau, Auto Cycle Union ; A. V. Ebble-
white, Aufo Cycle Union; W. H. Wells,
M. and A.T.A. (U.S.A.); J. Quincelet,
Touring Club Suisse; H. Chaponniere,
timekeeper, A.C.S. ; J. Revelliod, secre-

tary, U.iNI.S. ; G. Paisant, Touring Glub
Suisse; C. Merle, vice-president, U.JI.S. ;

H. Fels, Konk. Ned. Motoclub (Holland);
M. Poncet, treasurer, U.M.S. ; E. Gatner,
U.M.S. ; , E. J. E. Maas, Kon. Ned.
Motorwielryders, Vereeniging (Holland);
Nils Kindberg, Svenska I\rotorcykel Klub-
ben (Sweden) ; E. M. Lan'uza, Real Moto
Club d'Espana

; F. de A. Delgado, Real
Moto Club d'Espana ; O. Longuemare,
Union Motocycliste, de France ; Jules
Neher, president. Union Motocycliste
Suis.se

; and T. W. Loughborough, genei-al
secretary, F.I.C.iM.-

Norwegian Delegates Absent.

The Chairman opened the meeting by
welcoming the various delegates, and the
Secretary then read letters of regret
from the Hon. Sir Arthur

,
Stanley,

K.B.E., M.V.O., and the delegates from'
Norway who could not attend.
Out of the matters arising from the

minutes,, M. Maas (Holland) suggested
that triptychs and carnets for inter-
national touring should be issued by
motor cycle and not automobile clubs, as
had' been the case up to the present. The
matter \\as, however, deferred. Count

\-\0

Bonacossa (Italy) suggested that an
extract of the minutes of previous
F.I.CM. meetings should be inserted in

the F.I.CM. Handbook, and this was
agreed to.

The Spanish delegates, who attended
for the first time, then explained the posi-
tion-in Spaiii, and stated that certain
clubs refused to acknowledge the authority
of the R.M.E. The Chairman pointed
out that only the Real Moto Club
d'Espana could be recognised.

Success of International Trials.

M. Revelliod then reported on the In-
ternational Six Days Trial. There had
been fifty-one entries, thirteen retire-

ments, and many marks lost for reliability
in the timed hill-climb, in the speed trial,

and in the final examination of machines.
There had been fn'e special and twenty-
nine ordinary gold medals awarded.
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, «peaking as

a delegate of the A.C.tJ., offered his
heartiest congratulations to the U.M.S.
on the organisation of the International
Six Days Trial.

jNI. Nelier suggested that the British
riders should have come a week earlier,

and tried the course.
Next followed a discussion concerning

the rules governing the International
Trophy. M. Revelliod suggested that
'members of the winning team should be
provided by the F.I.CM. with a minia-
ture of the Trophy, and this was agreed
to. It was finally decided to refer the
question of rules governing the Trophy
to a sub-committee consisting of Messrs.
A. V. Ebblewhite and G. Longuemare and
M. Delessert.

Switzerland Again Next Year.

Then there followed a discussion re-

garding the venue of the next Inter-
national Six Days Trial, and Mr. Wells
rose and announced that the M. and
A.T^A. would extend a hearty invitation

to the F.I.CM. if the trial could be.

held in the U.S.A. - He felt, however,
that the expense entailed would be too

great ; but to show how he appreciated

the recent trial, the excellent Swiss

roads, and the magnificent opportunity

they gave for testing motor cycles, he

would feel safe in guaranteeing -a .teiim

of American riders if the U.M.S.. would
consent to hold the trial in Switzerland'-

again. ... -

The general feeling of the meeting was;

that as the Swiss team had won th'e

Trophy, the contest should again be

held in that country, and this was finally

decided. The dates selected were Thurs-
day, August 3rd, 1922, to Thursdag,
August 10th, with a day's rest on the

Sunday, and that no other International-

competition should be fixed between
July 29th and August 19th, 1922. .

The proposal in the name of Mr. A. V. 1

Ebblewhite, to the effect that a class: for

350 c.c. sidecar machines' should be re-

introduced, met with violent opposition,

and was not adopted. i

A letter read from the A.CU., suggest-

ing that records made • during long-dis-

tance races should be recognised, created

a lengthy discussion, and Jt was at first

feltthat the smaller machines would have ,

an unfair advantage, as, they might be

paced by those of greater cylinder

capacity, but the suggestion was finally

adopted.
It was decided to hold the winter con-

gress in Milan on December 14th.

Count Bonacossa then expressed hia '

opinion that European records might be K

recognised, but it was ' agreed to post-

;

pone this matter to the next meeting. i|

H,e invited entries for the Circuit of

Brescia, 17 km. long, to be covered
eighteen times, for mptor cycles up to

500 c.c, on September 10th. Entries

close August 20th, and should be ad-

dressed to the Secretary, the M.C.I., 16;

Via S. Nicalao, Milan.
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In addition to trials on "pot-holed" roads, the spring frame was severely tested by riding over deep cross-guUeys at a

fair speed. This feat would have been impossible with a similar rigid-framed mount.

ENGINE : Jap 21 h.p., 70 x 76 mm.

(292 c.c.)

CARBURETTER: Amac.

TYRES: Dunlop 26-.<2\in. ~«

SPECIFICATION

:

FORKS: Brampton Biflex. TRANSMISSION: Chain and belt.

GEAR BOX : Starmey-Archer, two- BRAKES : V-rim type on >>oth

speed, dutch, and kick- wheels.

UHh' starter. PRICE: £96.

cONSIDERING the undoubted advantages of the

spring- frame, it occasions some surprise on the

part of many of our readers that the rigid type

frame still continues to predominate. The reasons

for this are many, and among them may be mentioned

(i) the extra cost, which the majority of manufacturers

do not feel justified in asking the public to pay at

the present time ; (2) th.s possibility of laterab play

developing ; (3) the extra weight
; (4) the lower

output due to the increased amount of labour for the

additional units; (5) the difficulties of design; and

(6) the majority of makers are not forced to consider

the m.atter, because competitors who supply spring

frames are in the minority.

Added to the above facto-rs there is also the fact

that there are now a large number of auxiliary suspen-

sion devices which successfully damp put road shocks

so far as the rider is concerned. However successful

these devices may be, they do not fulfil the proper
functions of a spring frame in saving the machine
from the ill-effects accruing from vibration.

The Question of Weight.

At a time when weight reduction- is receiving the

consideration due to it, the spring frame proposition
is often dismissed on account of its extra weight ; but,

with a correctly designed spring frame, the weight
should not exceed that of a rigid frame for the reason
that, since the machine -is not subjected to the same
road shocks, the amount of metal need not be so great.

A32

For years manufacturers have been piling on weight I

in strengthening up their frames by adding more metal.

In many cases the strength is obtained by sheer mass'

of metal rather than scientific design.

Another factor which has retarded the development!

of the spring frame is the popularity of the sidecar.'

If a machine has to be used with an attachment, the

springing problem becomes more difficult than is the

case with a purely solo mount.

Simplicity of Design.

In this latter type the 2f h.p. Hobart spring framei

model is an excellent example of what can be obtained

without undue complication and added weight. Here
we have a machine which may be described as having

three frames—(i) the front forks, (2) the main central;

portion, and (3) a rear irame carrying the driving

wheel. This last-mentioned unit is pivoted just behind

the gear box, and is connected to the top portion of-

the main frame, below the saddle, by means of parallel

sliding members carrying coil springs. The illustra-

tion shows the principle upon which the springing 1

works, and from which it will be seen that the dis-i

tance between the driving and driven centres (the gear

box pulley and the rear wheel) varies slightly with

the movement of the frame. Although this movement
is pot very great, it would probably be sufficient to

prohibit the use of chain transmission. With belt'

tiaiismission this variation of centres may largely be

disregarded.
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Road Tests of New Models.—

We recently tried one of these machines for several

days, and immediately the added comfort of the spring

frame was apparent. Ordinary joad shocks are

damped out, and one feels no jar when passing over

"corrugated" surfaces caused by industrial vehicles.

It was on returning to a rigid frame mount that

the full advantages of the Hobart spring frame Avere

most apparent, and an inspection was made to ascer-

tain whether the tyres were not too hard.

The particular machine we tried was the one which

successfully climbed Screw Road (the hill discovered

by The Motor Cycle and described in our issue, for

May 19th), and was fitted with one of the new 346 c.c.

J..
4. P. engines and a special three-speed gear box.

Both 2f h.p. J.A. P. and 2| h.p. Villiers two-stroke

engines are _ fitted as standard to these models, and

almost every reader of The Motor Cycle knows the
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excellent reputation enjoyed by each of these power units.

As regards the machine itself ,the spring frame has

wonderful shock-absorbing qualities, but a fact not

always realised by the designers of frame springing

systems is that an excellently sprung and padded

saddle is just as necessary as on a rigid frame. No
car designer equips his well-sprung car witli un-uphol-

stered seats, for the main springing, if set to deal

with major shocks between road surface and the dead

mass of the machine, cannot be sufficiently sensitive

to cushion the more delicate anatomy of the live

load.

We even took the machine across country, traversing

ridges and pavements, and, apart from the above

criticism, it behaved in a

manner that would surprise

those who occasionally

remark that spring frames

are unnecessary.

Although affording a riding position several inches lower than the average, the sporting model spring frame Hobart

has a vs'ell-balanced and pleasing appearance

THE LURE OF THE MOTOR CYCLE.

SOONER or later the lure of the motor cycle Steals

upon almost every boy in his teens.

To his conservative parents it may still be a

iinelly abomination ; but to him, whose eyes have
Deen opened, it represents the summit of desire.

In a little while, after spending much time in the

•impany of the " fellow who knows about these kinds

'I things," he learns to distinguish the different makes
I motor cycles on the road.

.\fter this, usually follows the catalogue fever, when
lie boy bombards the motor manufacturers with per-

miptory po-stcards demanding " your latest catalogue

jy return," and sundiy infonuation as to the running

osts of the machine, which the makers, with their

usual diplomacy, pass on to " our agents in your
Jistrict, Messrs. Blank and Co."
By the time the average boy has read the catalogues

:arefully, noting even the name of the printer, he has
usually decided irrevocably upon the machine he
really intends to buy. He has only to talk the matter
iver with his best friend (who is usually as enthusi-

astic as himself) to find the inevitable fly in the

-lintment.

His best friend has it from a fellow who knows
mother fellow who knows a motor engineer that ths

so-and-so machine has " no pep " on hilb. Worse

stilt, the such-and-such machine—his second favourite

—has a nasty little habit of losing its flywheel; while

its appetite for spirits (of. the kind supplied by the

Shell Co.) is not all that an ardent temperance re-

former might desire.

Feeling thoroughly disillusioned, he has still to face

the discouragement of his family circle, who are one

and all bent on dissuading him from his mad entei-prise.

The First Ride.

Then, on a great red-letter day in his life, Hs longed-

for opportunity occurs at last. A perfectly ordinary

young fellow, who must surely be an arch-angel in

disguise, offers him a ride on his 'bus.

Almost too excited to mutter more than a curt

"thanks," he sits astride of the machine, makes sure

of the position of the various controls, and then,

after a few ineffective kicks at the. starter, he is

really off.

After that the possession of a machine of his own
comes as a matter of course. Life would not be

worth living without one.

And the fellow ivho owns a motor cycle is a motorist

for life. y.H.
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South Wales M.'C.C.

In the time results of the open hill-

climb at Catsash on July 21st, Norton
riders obtained first place in each class
they entered. Formula results have now
been announced, and show successes by
A.B.C. (three), Sunbeam, and New Ini-

perial machines in the 500 c.c. and
1,000 c.c. events.

Leinster'M.C.C.

The re-run reliability trial for the
Patland Cup took place on the 6th inst.,

when five of the six competitors Vho tied
with full marks at the o^en controls in
the first competition rode over the original
course. As on the first occasion, all of
them were on time at the open controls,
and the result was consequently decided
by the secret check, which gave a win
to T. E. Greene (2^ Enfield).

York and District M.C.

Awards in the recent York-Edinburgh-
York reliability trial were as follows :

SOLO CLASS.
Special Cup.—W. Turnpenny (3ii Rudge Multi).
Gold Medals. — G. W, Dawson (SVo Rudge

Multi), W. Atkinson (4 Tiiumph), G, H. Eastwood
(4 Triumpll), G. A. Reed (3?4 Scott), G. E. Jackson
(31/2 Bea.idmore-Precision), and R. A. Wilson [2^
Blackburno).
Silver Medals.—E. T. R. Goodacre (CoTentry

Eagle) and J. Ford (F.N.).

8IDECAB. CLASS.
Special Medallion.—W. Marriott (4 Norton

sc). -.

Gold Med.a.ls.~A. O. Brett (6 Coventry Eagle
ec.), H. Pattinson (8 New Imperial sc), E. Bray
(7 A.J.S. sc.), W. Westwood (4 Triumph sc), and
N. Jordan (3^ Beardmore-Precision sc).

Dublin and District M.C.C.

Results of the one day trial, lield on
the August Bank Holiday, are announced
as follows :

WALKER AND FREEMAN CUPS AND GOLD
MEDAL.—Dene Allen (4 Norton sc).

S. L. HUTCHINSON PRIZE, SPECIAL LIGHT-
WEIGHT PRIZE, AND GOLD MEDAL.—T.
Green (2% Enfield).
GOLD MEDALS.—P. H. Hurse (4'/, B.S.A.),

T. Slevin (2M Velocette), G. A. Daly (4 Triumph).
J. A. Carville (4 Triumph), P. Holmes (8 .Enfield
sc 1, Stan. Woods (7-9 Harley sc), J. McEntaggart
(7-9 Heading-Standard), P. Sinith (7-9 Indian
EC), R. Murphy (4 Triumph), H. McAllister (4
Triumph sc), Fergus O'Connor (31/0 Norton),
G. W. Johnstone (2^/4 New Scale), and A. Carton
{3V» Norton).
SILVER, MEDAL.—S. J. Redmond (4 Indian

Scout).
BRONZE MEDALS.—John Adair (4»/i B.S.A.

sc). T. Woods (6 Martinsyde sc), C. Magu»e (4=/,
Humber sc), E. McGrath (6 A.J.S. sc), and T?
Hassetfc (4 Norton).
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^eeK-en^ (Tlub Cvents.
', Leader "

Speed

Aug. IS.—'Korth Hairs M.C.C. "FollOK tli

Competition.
Aug. 20.—^iirbiton and District M.C.C.

Trials.
Ang. SO.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Speed

Trials.
Aug. 26.—Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingliam

A.C. Inter-team Trial.
Aug. SO.~East Midland Centre A.C.V. TIalltj at

Stamford Park.
Aug. SO.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

"Follow the Leader" Competition.
Aug. 20.—Dewsburii and District M.C.C. Picnic.
Auij. 2Q.—Corentrii and Wancickfliire M.C. Sport-

ing Event.
Avg. 2d.—Glasgow Western M.C.C. Open Pelia-

biliti/ Trial.
Avg. «0-—Surrcii M.C.C. Speed Trials.
Aug. 2l)-il.—yorthern M.C. All-night Peliahility

Run.
Aug. 21.—Barrow and District M.C. Club Run

and Picnic.
Aug. 21.—Covcntr!i Triangle M.C. Club Bum to

Bradgatc Park.
Aug. 21.—Leeds M.V. and Doneaster and District

M.C.C. Inter-team Trial.
Aug. 21.—Middlesbrough and District M.C. Club

Hun to Eccth and Buttcriubs.
Aug. SI.—Leeds and District M.C. Club Pun.
Avg. 21.—Burton and. District M.C.C. Club Bvn.
Aug. 21.—Eastern -Ventre A.CXI: Club Meet.
Aug. 21.—Stamford and District M.C.C. Paper-

chase.
Avg. 21.—Canterburir and District M.C.C.

tain's Surprise Pun.
Avg. 21.-^Eastbournc and District M.C.C.

climb.
Avg. 21.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Club

to Kcttleu-cll.
Aug. 21.—Rochester, Chatham and District

and L.C.C. G. Packman's Cup Trial.
Avg. 21.—Brighton and Hore M.C.C. Social Run.
Avg. 21.—Portsmouth and District M.C- and L.C.C.

Club Run to Forest Side.
Aug. 21.—Bencick and District M.C. Chairman's

Competition.
Aug. SI.—Central London M.C.C. Club Rvn to

Shcnfield.
Aug. 21.—Woohcich, Plumstead and District M.C.

Duncan Best Cap Trial.
Aug. 21.—Clitheroe and District M.C.C. Vctor

Traders' Trophy Trial.
Avg. 21,.—Bishop Avckland and District M.C.

Speed Judging Competition.
Avg: 2!,.—Helensburgh M.C.C. Speed Judging

Comirc'tltion.

Beaton Mooi M.C.C.

During August Holiday week -the club
held a reliability trial over an exceedingly
sporting course of about fifty miles. The
winner of the 500 c.c. class was A.
Bains (P. and S.), vnth 255 marks out
of a possible 300. The winner of the un-
limited class . was H. Cheetham (4

Triumph) with 249 piarks. Incidentally,
the winners were the only two coriipeti-

tors credited with clean ascents of Salters-
ford Hill,, the tit-bit of the trial.

Cap.

Hill-

Pun

M.C.

Castlefoid M.C.

Results of the- rsfcent speed trials beio

at Byrom Park are as follows' : -

250 c.c. SOLO.—1, B. Ward (2«. Silver Princci

360 c.c. SOLO.— 1, A. G. Ridgeon (2':i Douglas)
500 c.c. UNLIMITED.—1, A. Campey (SM- S\in

beam).
500 CO. SOLO.—1. C. Keyzer (S'A Sunbeam).
SIDEOAJS" (Unlimited).—!, C. Shaw (6 Enfle;i

sc).
Campey and Keyzer tied ior fastest time at 59.;

m.p.h.

Neath and District M.C.

Owing to a dispute over the results o:

one class, the placings in the speed triali

held at Margam Park on the 28tK ulti

are only now available for publication :

250 c.c. NOVICE CLASS.— 1, Alf. Williams 2V.

Diamond), 33is.
250 C.C. GENERAL CLASS.— 1, Alf. William'

(21,4 Diamond), 35js.
350 C.c. NOVICE CLASS.— 1, Alf. Williams (2i

Diamond), 33s.
350 c.c. GENERAL CLASS.— 1, Ware (Conlsoll

B), I35s.
500 c.c. NOVICE CLASS.—1, Ht W. Rice Evanr

(3V' Sports Sunbeam). 29s.
500 c.c. GENERAL CL.ASS.—1, H. W. Eic<

Evans (Sy,. Sjiorts Sunbeam), 28is. '
•

750 c.c. NOVICE CLASS.— 1, ll. W. Rice EV^ni

(3V, Sports Sunbeam), 283.
750 c.c. GENERAL CLASS.-l, Ivor Thorn*!

(3% Sports Sunbeam). 27|s.*
* "Fastest time of the day.

Cardiii M.C,

Winners of the various classes in thi

recent speed trials, described in Thi

Motor Cycle last week, are as follows : ,

275 c.c. SOLO (Novices).—H. Harris (2>4 Ne»
Imperial-Jap).
350 c.c. SOLO (Novices).—N., Mitchell

Verus). .,. .—
275 c.c. SOLO (Genek.\l).—H. Harris (2Vi-«e!(

Imperial-Jap). ' *'

350 C.C. SOLO (General).—L. Davies (2?4 Colli'

son B).
UNLL\riTED SIDECARS (NovlCES).—G. GronoE

(10 Henderson sc).
SIDECAR CHAMPIONSHIP.—Jack Tbomas'TIJii

Norton sc). ,.
^^^

500 C.C. SIDECARS (Geneeai).—Jack ThoBias

(31/. Norton sc). -,.'

750 C.c. SIDECARS (Genep..\l).—H. W. Hilj:|4

Precision sc). _."» ..•'

UNLIMITED SIDECARS (General).—H. D»n)f
(8 Brough Superior sc).
LADIES' HANDICAP.-Miss I. Pontain (2M

Levifi). ,'_„

500 c.c. SOLO (Novices).—J. Jenkms (3K
Norton). ,,_,

750 C.C. SOLO (Novices).—W. Buckler (3'li

Scott Squirrel). ,-,
UNLIMITED SOLO (Novices).—J. Jenkms (3Vi

Norton).
'

" „ ".

500 CO. SOLO (General).—W. Rice Evani

(Sportt Sunbeam). „
760 CO. SOLO (General).—W. Rice Evani

(Sporta Sunbeam). _ .^

UNLIMITED SOLO (Genee.al).—W. Rice Eraiu

(Sports Sunbeam).
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A STIEMOOIUS THALS IF^OILITE„
On the Course of the Recent North Wales M.C.C. Open Reliability Trial, which included

Bwlch-y-Groes and Alt-y-Bady.

(1) W. Edwards (4 Powel!) on easy going near Dolgelley.

" (2) B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sidecar) experiencing wheel

spin on Alt-y-Bady.

(3) On the top of Bwlch-y-Groes. A. Welsh (4i B.S.A.)

passing another competitor in difficulties.

(4) R. Russell Bromley (3^ Sunbeam), near Tyn-y-Groes, on

the last non-stop section in the morning's route.

B3
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Jottings on Matters of Interest to Owners of Sidecars and Cycle Cars, not (o mention

Ifieir Passengers. Collated by "Vedette."

frame connecting the wheels is unsprung, and tte.

machinery carried on this frame is also unsprung—in -

fact, the body alone is carried on springs. It must be.

agreed, however, that in appearance it leaves somethings

to be desired.

A SMALL runabout, somewhat on the lines of the

Scott Sociable, has recently been announced in

the United States by the Martin Rocking Fifth

Wheel Co., Springfield, Mass. It is a diminutive three-

wheeler with a " bath tub " body accommodating
two passengers. It is simple and economical, and it is

said that the~price will be exceptionally low. It has a

flat-twin four-strolce air-cooled engine of 6o'X5i mm.
bore and stroke (334 c.c), which drives the left

rear wheel. The clutch i% mounted in the camshaft gear

thus providing an initial reduction of 2 to i. The trans-

A simple type of three-

wheeler of American origin.

It is somewhat reminiscent

of the Scott Sociable, al-

though a very different

engmeering proposition.

r

The miniature Hat twin four-stroke on the curious three-wheeler

here described.

I obser\-e that the Tynesider Seat U'orks, Union: -i

Street, North Shields, has now introduced an auxiliary •.

seat for sidecars, the price of which is £t. 9s. 6d.

Tlw illustration given is self-explanatoiy.

mission is located close to the wheel and provides two
speeds forward. The engine is started by a kick-starter

as is common in motor cycle practice. All controls are

effected by the Bowden wire system, this system being

used for the shifting of gears, operation of the clutch,

brakes, magneto, carburetter, and, in fact, all parts

under the control of the operator. The steering is

by lever. The wheels are arranged on the sidecar

plan. It resembles the sidecar in that the triangular

fl4

A Tynesider folding sidecar seat designed to accommodate a child.
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Passenger Machine Topics.

—

Recently, during a welcomed downpour of rain, I

passed on'the road the manager of a prominent motor

cycle concern who was driving his touring outfit

o'fficewards. He had a passenger in the sidecar, who

was holding the apron in front of his face as a protec-

tion against the

writ thrown off by Illustrating why this sidecar

the front wheel— '= called the Kangaroo
;
the

^ ,, T „ „ „ ^,-, passenger, leaving the sidecar,
yet the makers con-

l^^
^s^

^^^ ^p^^^i^, ^^j^^^^^

tuiue to ht mud-
^j^ried under the dash,

guards which inflict Observe how neatly the hood

this punishment on folds away,

passengers, and do
not fit a screen as

standard.
*- * *

Some sidecar
manufacturers are

.
.seriously consider-

ing the luggage
problem. It is very

Satisfactory to note

that slowly but

surely the unsprung
luggage grid is

disappearing, and,

in addition to the

large number of

sidecars now carry*

11 ig the grid on the

body, there are

:
i

quite a number
iL, whereon the grid is

*' discarded altogether
in favour of a

luggage locker. Usually these compartments are at the

rear of the body, but at least one firm, the Woodside
-Motor Co., 4r5, Station Buildings, London, S.E.25,
has arranged a luggage compartment in front. This
Mdecar is called the Kangaroo. In the front portion
is carried a specially-designed suitcase, which fits accur-

ately, and is held in position by straps. It is sufficiently

spacious to carry luggage for two people for at least a

week-end. Evei7 available inch of interior space has
been made use of, as in the back locker there is room
for carrying two petrol tins in special carriers.

Careful study of the seating position has enabled
the designers to utilise this space under the dash for

inggage-carrying without appreciably cramping the

issenger's legs.

-^^

The undoubted popularity of the big sidecar outfit

has been the means of inducing several firms to con-

sider closely the cycle car proposition. It is pro-

phesied that next year quite a number of small four-

wheelers will be in direct competition with the sidecar

dc luxe—in fact, it only requires a little more lenient

view on the part of the licensing authorities

to give the four-wheeled cycle car a decided

impetus. Among the latest firms to enter

the cycle car field is Mr. G. W. "Wadden,

Jessamy Road, Weybridge, Surrey. Illustra-

tions of his cycle car appear on this page.

The engine fitted is an 8 h.p. J.A.P., while

the transmission is all chain, two sprockets
'

being mounted on the engine-shaft, and

two others on a cross-shaft, from which

the drive is taken by other chains to a live

rear axle. The gears 'are changed by

means of dogs on the inner sides of the cross-

- shaft sprockets.

In the centre there

is a single plate

clutch. Steering is

by means of cable

and bobbin, whik
the springing is by

coil and leaf
springs.

* * X

Why, and howj

do one or two of

the front-rank side-

car drivers succeed

on the most freakish

of hills when others

driving identical

outfits are hopelessly beaten by gradient, plus wheel-

spin ? Assuming that the machines are exactly similar,

and that the man who fails is quite an experienced

trials rider, the question becomes even more puzzling.

Recent observations, however, convince me that the

secret lies in systematic " bouncing " on the part of

the driver and passenger. Full throttle, low gear, and

a few minutes' synchronised gymnastic display—and a

novice might well hope to surmount Alt-y-Bady at his

first attempt.

Showing the staggered seats and quite graceful outline of the

Simplic cycle car. The name is an index to its characteristics.

Front springing and power unit. A very "dummy" radiatoi

forms part of the bonnet.

B7
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressel to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

PROTECTING A DISABLED LEG.
Sir,—I read " Dislip's " letter witli considerable interest,

as I am in a similar position myself. I have, however, con-
ftrncted a strong and very satisfactory shield, similar to the
one '' Dislip " refers to, on a lightweight Clyno.
Should " Dislip " care to have further particulars no

doubt the Editor would forward him mv address.
Bridlington. ' DISLIP TOO.

THE CYCLE CAR OF MODERATE PRICE.
Sir,—It is with much interest that I read the article by

" Ubique " on tlte above, and the letter of " Dumpling," in
a recent is.sue, is also instructive.
At the same time, it must be borne in mind that the big

twill engines, especially of the V type, are neither the
most pleasant nor the most economical engines for the ideal
cycle car. Thousands of sidecar enthusiasts—who, after all,

are the people most likely to be interested in cycle car
developments—regularly, take two adult, passengers and a
child, and often luggage as well, anywhere, with a 4 li.p.

engine; a 6 h.p. machine seems to "be well on top of its

work, and even with such a load is practically a " top gear
'bus " anywhere.

Therefore, why get a larger engine? Surely it is only
necessary in order to counteract the inefficiencies of the
transmission layout, etc. No, sir, I think we shall find that
the real cycle car, when it does come, as it must before
very long, will not require more than 5 h.p. or 6 h.p. at the
outside, and most probably even less. Given a transmission
free from losses, as is that of the modern chain-driven motor
cycle, a cyole car will be more efficient even than the sidecar
outfit, because it will eliminate the drag of the sidecar,
which is quite an item, as experiments have shown. My
specification would be a flat twin or four-cylinder .engine up
to 5 h.p. or 6 h.p., three-speed gear box, and all-chain drive,
with a weight to power ratio about the same as in the high-
class heavyweight sidecar of to-day.
Once our designers realise that the rider of a sidecar

outfit requires just as adequate weather protection as his
passenger now gets, we shall soon see the arrival of the new
machine, the real cycle car, but it must be capable of taking
the same loads and r-unning as cheaply as does the popular
sidecar. WILLIAM A. WEAVER,
Managing Director, The Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd.

UNITY OF CONTROL.
Sir,—AVhilst fully appreciating the points made in yoiir

article on "Unity of Control," I should like to look at the
matter from another point of view.
Motor cyclists and motor car owners cannot be absolutely

in sympathy from the nature of things.

Let me put a case. Say the A.C.TJ., A.A., and R.A.C.
are one. In matters of legal advice, assistance, etc., I

should think the present A. A. organisation would, pre-
dominate. A financially weak motor cyclist is smashed by
a financially strong road hog in a big car. There are no
independent witnesses. Both are members of the amalga-
mated body of control. Who is the body going to help?
I am a member of both the A.C.U. and the A.A. I am in

a somewhat similar position to the case indicated above.
One organisation is very lukewarm in its action; the other
is doing all it can.

I certainly maintain that it is in the interests of motor
cyclists to have an organisation of their own. There are

b8

a large number of people whom the war has put in a,

position to be big car owners, who are not wanted in an
organisation that looks after the sporting side of motoring.

Festiniog. UNDER 8 CWT.

- Sir,—Two years ago .1 was a member of the A.C.U., but
when it raised its fees I did not rejoin.

Since that date I have received over ten letters (including

those from the A. A., of which I have never been a member)
requesting me ifo rejoin. I have replied to none of these

letters, and have made up my mind not" to join again until

these two bodies unite and form a really powerful and
useful body. Every one of your readers realises, I am sure,

the great work which could be done by an efficient, united

body. Till then the circulars and letters which continue
to come will remain unanswered. But why, oh why, do
they not join forces? P. S. CHAWBERLAiN.

Sir,—Your recent leader on the subject of the A.C.U,.'!

shows your usual dignified handling o# matters afjecting Iheti

higher politics of the sport. — But may I be permitted to)

suggest that, in accounting for the reduced membership, yot!;

miss, if not the point, at any rate a hlaterial point.

During last year the 'club, of which I had been a memberi'

of the executive for ifen years, submitted a etrongly-worde.d-'

resolution to the. governing body, calling on them to protesti

against the ridiculous and inequitable system of taxatiojji

then threatened. The same course was, I believe, adopted

by other clubs. The outcome was that the R.A.C. gave tHei

whole motorists' cause -away, allowing Major Stenson Cooke;"!

of the A. A., alone to raise his voice in protest. The obv,i-

i

ously consistent course in the case of myself, and, I believe, (

in that of many others, was, though reluctantly to sever J(ll.

connection with any body directly or indirectly associated'

with the R.A.C. - ^
.

-'

It is to be obsferved that while the A.C.U. loses 40% ofn

the membership, the A. A. forges ahead without looking baclj-k

Verb. sap.
'

-''.

Let us amalgamate these conflicting bodies by , all means ; \

but, bear in mind that the interests of the poor motor cyclist,*

cannot, and will never, be safe in the hands of the plutocrafel

of Pall Mall.
"'

'

BERNARD SIFFKEN, B.A., F.R.G.S.

UTANVFACTURERS AND THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS
TRIALS.

Sir,—The rules of the A.C.U. Six Days Trials have been '

so carefully draAvn up that one hesitates to criticise ; I -oflen

suggestions. That a certain standard should be reached in i

each test is admirable. A serious defect in one point spoils i

all-round excellence, and may" reasonably spoil the chance,

of a gold. But is not the standard required too high? i

Would not a standard of 75% .be sufficient, provided iJiilt-li-.

90% standard were required in the aggrer/ate? >il
To take an example, three marks lost in "silence" diS-

1

qualify, whereas forty marks lost in "reliability," "speed,",

"oil and petrol," and "final condition" do not. As regards i

the silence test, it is obvious that the judges cannot dis-

i

criminate between twenty varieties of noise. Would it not

be. fairer to have three grades only, "silent," "fairly quiet,'',

and "noisy," and to disqualify the last only, giving bonus.i

marks for the first? The machines might be (should he.'

I think) tested before the run. The riders could .then i

retire and save trouble and expense. Also, it is possibfe

;

tor the most silent' machine to develop a temporary noise,
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which might happen by iJl-luok at the moment of testine,
but mjght not persist.

As regards the final test of '.' condition," I think you mis-
took the exact meaning of the rule. I read it that a
penalty will be imposed only in cases of actual breakage
and bad wear and tear, and only then at the discretion of
the judges—not that the judges have unlimited discretion
as they had m a former trial. Personally, I think that
the severe test at Brooklands Avould be sufficient, but it
might seem unfair that a machine which survived the speed
test only as a vweck should not be penalised. It depends
on whether tlie- Brooklands test is regarded as part of the
trial, or whether it is regarded as a test of condition at
the end of -it. If it is the latter, obviously no further
l.'st IS needed; if the former,, the machine must be tested
111 some way after the trial. H. GEORGE MORGAN.
Sir,—There are several points in connection with your

mteresting article on the Sbc Days Trials which I feel might
be amphhed m such a manner as to put a different inter-
pretation upon them. I hope that in writing I am not
taking the words out of other -people's mouths, who are
possibly more vested in the necessary authority than myself.

In the first place, I ^vas under the impression that the

;n ti;'" ''<'g°^f
'°"' ""=''^, g°t ™t l«''-gely in conjunction

« th the manufacturers themselves. On the question ofHience the manulactm-ers asked that the ear might be usedjudge and mark the machines. In your notes you state
that the makers do not like to be marked on poi/ts which

nrn,rA''^'1'
P/'""!^- °P""°"=-. Sui'ely >"f the relative silence

01 one hundred machnies is going to be indeed the nevwinl
eknient has been hiti.duoeS bf the r^.Z^i^lXT^t^
for the ear only to be the deciding factor, and it mustobvious to everyone that the result of this ruling wfll

^

that no machine caa he penalised unless it is noisybtyoiid all reason. = i- i^ no^^y

On the question of marks being deducted in the finaloxammat.on at the discretion of the judges, I should ha^^thought the number of gold medals awarded'last year won dhave removed any apprehension on this score. If actualmarks were laid down as deductable for each b -oken snokethe lie result would be unfair to the compettors.
"^

Wemight have the case of a machine with one broken <,nnl-fiImving marks deducted, wherea.s a machine with evervspoke thoroughly loose would go scot free 1'™! y q^otetins as an exaggerated example, to .show that, - as ii? the

Ten Z\''
«">'*'"g.b"t a desire on th« part the

t;Sw
•

• •

'-'"tagomstic to anyone. This at least is mynimble opimon, and if you — > «
.

u = mj

•ealised the extraordinary amount
)f care and thought which is put
nto trials regulations, and the
nanner in which expert riders
Hid designers are consulted to
iisure general faiinie.ss, you
vonld appreciate that many of
he points raised by critics have
lot only been considered at
;reat length, but are actually
here to protect the very people
I'ho complain.
Surely every trial that has

leen held has been not only to
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support the private" user, but also to help the manufac-
turer to demonstrate the best jjoints of his machine. A
trial does not exist merely as an advertising proposition for
ever// machine, but only for the good motor cycles, and it

is interesting in this connection to notice that almost every
admittedly excellent motor cycle has done well in every
A.C.U. ti-ial.

. .

There is one final point, which I suggest has been mis-
quoted. I have never personally seen any Six Days Trials
in which any official wished to criticise design, and I am
quite certain that, should such an occasion arise, the stewards
of the meeting would very soon stop such ridiculous behaviour
on the part of those primarily responsible for the deduction
of marks. What I think you have forgotten is that design
has a hasty habit of affecting results. If twenty machines
finish a trial with stin-np front brakes hopelessly inop&ative,
marks are deducted because the brakes are not in perfect
vjorking order. No marks are deducted because the design
of the brake is such that 'this bad result might have been
foreseen, and the fact that design might have been respon-
sible for the bad result has nothing to do with the case
whatsoever.
Surely it is evident that if a "bad" design finishes a

hard trial in perfectly good order the design ceases to be
bad. A. M. LOW, A.C.G.I., M.I.A.E., etc.

AND TYRES AT £6 PER PAIR?
Sir,—As a motorist for nineteen years, and a motor cyclist

for the last eight or so, I write to suggest what I believe to
be a new type of race. The Doncaster and District M.C.G.
(of whose committee I am a member) held its own speed
trials recently over the measured half-mile, which dis-
tance was covered by several members at over sixty miles
per hour.
The start was a flying one, and so was the finish, and no

doubt this kind of competition has its uses and its thrills.
But of how much more use would such a race be were it
decreed that tlie finish were to be a standing one, right on
a mark not more than 6in. wide ? Such a competition would
serve to bring honour to the man who had a machine that
was not only fast, but fitted with good brakes, and who
showed the maximum of skill and judgment in using them.
It would encourage, as no other race that I have heard of,
the "safety first" idea, of which all decent people are
supporters ; and those who are in the habit of riding as if
there were no such things as brakes, or no occasions for their
use, might learn therefrom a very valuable lesson. Finally,
the spectators would have the satisfaction of cheering or

jeering, as the case might be, each competi-
tor as he landed and remained where they
could have a good look at him, instead of
dashing past into obscurity unidentified.

Doncaster. CANTAB.
[While an excellent idea in many ways,

it does not seem likely that such an
event would attract the private owner
competitor in any large numbers. What
do readers think?—En.]

FOR LIGHT DELIVERY,
beveral well-known motor cycles now available, with special sidecars for utilitarian purposes. (Top) A single-cylinder B.S.A.

(Left) The Beardmore-Precision. (Right) A Matchless-M,A.G.

BII
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BRITISH BIG TWINS^FROM VARIOUS VIEWPOINTS.
Sir,— I have not been a reader of your interesting journal

for ninety-nine years, but I have seen you cry out on more
than one occasion for a fast British big twin, and it is

my opinion we never will have one until the big twin is

given a (sporting chance in open speed trials. For instance,

take any open speed trial and look at the programme, and
we find a "hot stuff 3^ h.p." running no fewer than seven

or eight times. Its entrant has a run in which to get

to know the particular track, and seven more runs to

make other adjustments in. Then comes the fixed geared

big twin,' with one solitary run in which to find out every-

thing—when it is too late. Where is there a rider wOio

ciiunot knock seconds off his first run on any machine?
Take the standing start classes, which prove nothing much,

only making an event much too lengthy, in my opinion ; what
chance has a rider pushing his 3 cwt. of metal by himself

for about twenty yards against a geared " 3^ h.p." that

could be halt way down the track by the time the big twin
gets his first shot? Instead of giving one man seven or

eight runs and another man one, I would like to ask, why
not give every man two runs, and his best time to count
in all the classes he likes to enter for. Then, and only

then, will one see how the big twins have been running
against great odds? D.M.C.

Mansfield.

Sir,—Looking through all that has been said of late in

the editorial and correspondence columns of The- Motor Cydc
on the subject of the introduction of a British super-twin,

which should equal, and, if possible, supersede, its American
. brethren in speed and power, it strikes me that none of the
writers has touched upon the commercial and financial side

of this problem. Yet I am sure it will prove to be more
difficult for the British manufacturers to capture the business
done in big twins, especially in overseas markets, than to

solve the technical, problems connected with the construction
of a mount which can lap the Americans on the Brooklands
track. And, after all, the big sales and the subsequent
profits are the things that count in the motor cycle trade,
and record breaking is only one of the meai\s used in the
race for financial success

!

As far as Holland is concerned, the bulk of the motor cycle
business is done here by the Americafi manufacturers. Not-
withstanding the fact that they have the rate of exchange
against them to an extent of 30%, the Hendee Manufac-
turing Co. are selling here the Indian Powerplus, fully
equipped with spring frame, electric head and tail lamps,
electric horn, separate magneto and dynamo, at the price of
f. 1,525, whilst an electrically-equipped British motor cycle
of only 6-7 h.p., and with a sprung saddle pillar as a substi-
tute for a complete spring frame, costs here not less than
i. 2,150.

Now, I am the first man to grant that the enamel and
plating of British machines are generally superior to the
finish of the Indians, but is this worth a "sum of more than
£50 to a rider who wants speed and power and who goes/by
the actual results obtained in the big trials ?

It is not only necessary to offer to the public the right
goods, but especially, nowadays, the right price is also
wanted, and in this respect America is constantly making
a big score. If the British manufacturers could see the
number of American twins whicli make their appearance on
the roads even in a small country such as Holland, they
would be disagreeably surprised at the volume of busines"s
which is constantly slipping past them. The only cure is a
thorough revision of the English prices along the whole line.

It would interest me to learn the price of the Brou'gh
Superior. If its makers want. to find a, market here in com-
petition with the Indians, Harleys, Reading-Standards, and
other Americans, their price should not be above £140, full
electric equipment included. F. H. LAMPFIN.
Amsterdam.

[Equipped with acetylene lamps, horn, etc., the Brough
Superior sells at £175.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—With reference to the two letters on this subject, on
page 111 of your issue dated July. 28th, may I offer the
following observations ?

May I suggest to Mr. G. Wake that he is not in possession
of all the facts in connection with the production - of the
Brough Superior, otherwise he would hardlv have penned
jhe letter he has ?

BI3

The Brough Superior was designed and the first machini
produced in less than eight months. That it achievec
instant success is now a matter of history, and to say thai
it is easily the most coveted machine of the day will not b(

disputed by anyone who is not prejudiced.
1 know that all successes in competition are on absolutelj

standard models, because no other models are made. '
,

Bearing in mind that it is an expensive matter to product
an entirely new type of machine, and that the works aw
unable to cope with the demand, it is small wonder thai

the machine is not represented in such expensive events ii

time and money as the Brooklands five hundred mile race.

After all, who is the man who should be satisfied first

:

Is it the man who rides a machine, or the armchair critii

who theorises and possibly knows very little of the facts ol

the case ?

Personally,, as a private owner and a more than satisfieH

user of the Brough Superior every day in my business, 1
':

can safely say it is the most reliable and satisfying of a

series of motor cycles extending over the twenty years 1

have been using them. I have ridden my machine ovei

11,000 miles since Majch 2i}d with the solitary replacement

:

of a valve spring. In addition to using the machine foi

business, I nave also ridden successfully in three long-

distance trials, and I think any unprejudiced person will
I

agree that the machine still looks practically as when new.

HAROLD "KARSLAKE

SPEED TRIALS AS A CURE FOR INSOMNIA!
Sir,—I note in your issue for the 4th inst. a letter from the

Managing Director of New Imperial cycles regarding the

Clipstone Drive speed trials, in which he very kindly volun-

teers several suggestions for the improvement of these events.

All his suggstions are grand, but impracticable, except under
the most favourable conditions.

To read such criticisms as your correspondent's is very

disheartening to those who have worked assiduously for a

month to try and please, though I am convinced that the

production of this effect was very far from your corre-

spondent's intention, and that he has no egoistic grievance.

In the first place, it is rather wild to state that up to five

o'clock only half a dozen competitors had been along the

course, as in the first class alone there were twice that

number of competitors. Again, several well-known riders

told me previous to the event -that they did not intend

entering the sidecar classes. Yet I confess that solo classes

for machines of the same capacity as, say, the speedy New
Imperial, could very well have^ been sandwiched as the ham
between the sidecar bread liad it occurred to the promoter?.
This is a matter which is certainly worthy of -attention. -^.

great many machines of 500 fc.c. and upward enter solo ah4*i

sidecar, and the alternation of their sidecar entries with thel

350 c.c. solo would certainly ensure that a few more got afti

early shovi, though the arrangement would leave the SenioY'i

T.T. winner perspiring as he detaches, fixes, redetaches ana
rcfixes on to his A.J.S. ' -'i

Your correspondent continues :
" There should be a definite

starting time for each event or class." Excellent indeed, pro-j

vided all goes weil. There was a good deal of delay through])

the very heavy breeze making the start and finish banner&v

unsafe, and the stewards very wisely held up the proceedings,|

until they were in order. These are unlooked for occurrences,/

and "the best laid schemes of mice and men ...."
I am prepared to admit that on the general question your.i

correspondent is quite right—that things can be improved.'-^

But the key. to the whole trouble is nothing more than tlie''

multiplicity of classes. Mammon, is once more at the root i

of the whole evil. But no such fabulous sums are made out,'

of these events as some would have us believe. For Clig-

stone, the total value of the prizes alone approximates to-

£160, and this takes sotne collecting in entry fees. Hence:
the number of classes to cover other expenses also. Person-.

ally, I should welcome the breakdown of the o^old medal
tradition, and hail the advent of the day when there Was a.

uniform entry fee of 5s. at most for all classes of rider, with;

some more modest recognition of a win. This would do

much to remedy. w-hat admittedly is making the running of a.

trial a strain on, instead of a pleasure to, the organisers. At '

the same time, with a diminution in the number of classes, I

should not like to see things pushed through. This, to my
mind, savours too much of business, a.trade, an advertisement.

Let things be taken a little more gently, with an interval or

two for a convivial quaff and a chat. There is no reason
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whatever whv the sporting side of motor cycling should be

so hopelessly 'divorced from the social. This cleavage, which

certainly exists to-day, is doing much to weaken the united

front tliat motor cyclists can present, and I am conyinced

that it is enfeebling club life. I feel confident that, it thnigs

could be taken a little more leisurely on the lines I have

broadly hinted, it would once more set the blood coursing

freely through many a club body, and be the means ot

increasing its vitality twenty and Uiirtyfojd.^^^^^^

Hon. Sec. East Midland Centre.

?KOM. A MECHANICAL ENGINEERING POINT OF
VIEW.
gif^—Allow me to reply to the various criticisms of my

letter with the above heading.

In regard to your editorial comment on the crank and.

connecting rod type of transmission, it will perhaps make

mattens clearer if I explain the particulaT design I had m
mind, which design may have' been experimented with years

iigo, but, in view of i-ecent developments, might possibly be

north reviving.

riAiiiE.,coi5n.

msnESiarr

It consists of a combined transmission and ^ear box as

iliown diagrammatically in fig. 1. The rotation of the engine-
:haft is transmitted by two connecting rods and cranks, or

ceentrics, to the pinion-shaft C. The master connecting rod
il.^u rotates two crankshafts on which are the pinions D and
i. It is seen that all three pinions are rotating at enmne _

.peed, and by engaging any one pinion with the gear wheel
ixei-on the back hub three speeds may be obtained. The
hitch and spring cush drive would be in the outside flywheel.

t the gear ratios are ff, ff, "/ = ^^ 7.7, and 12 to 1, pinion
) would have seven teeth, which would be quite satisfactory

iiroyided the " Maag " form of gear tooth were used, as this

orm of gear tooth has the advantage that as the number of

eeth decreases, the strength of the tooth increases.

The two connecting rods could be perfectly balanced, and,
ssuch^ would tend to smooth out the engine' impulses. The
hole transmission would require the minimum attention.

With regard to the Pelican Engineering Co.'s remarks re

ub bearing design, may I point out that it is usual to choose
all bearings by their load-carrying capacity, not by their
iitside diameter ; also, existing hubs- designed for cone
i-arings are not suitable housings for a high-class self-

ligning ball bearing. On the whole, they are not rigid
iiough nor dirt or moisture proof.

I should like to know ho-w they fix the races to take the
ud thrust, and also whether the jnanufacturer of that
articular ball bearing guarantees thetn when so fitted.

The following are a few extracts from makers' catalogues :

"It may be remarked here that ball and roller races

should be regai-ded by designers as hardened steel tracks.
They are, particularly in the light types, readily dis-

torted-, and require to be supported in substantial
housings, accui'ately machined."
• "The importance of excluding dirt and water cannot
be over-rated."

" We recommend as a lubricant a grease (chemically
neutral) of about the consistency of thick vaseline. It is,

however, of the utmost importance that all hardened and
ground steel surfaces should be in contact with grease,
as they quickly rust if this is not done. For these reasons
we recommend that all housings containuig Ball bearings
should be fitted with a Stauffer or similar lubricator, so

that a little additional grease can be forced in as occasion
demands (or a grease gun used)."

"Under proper conditions the bearings will run for

yeans without showing wear."

Thus, to be eflScient, a ball-bearing hub must satisfy the
jove conditions. The principles on which I should design a
ont hub for a lightweight are shown in fig. 2.
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It will be seen that an internal expanding brake is in-

corporated. It is no use having an efficient and weather-

proof hub without having the front brake to match, and this

is the only type of brake which can be made -efhcient,

weatherproof, and neat in appearance.

MEKL SI2IP EHMrfflBi MAKE

'

HKEE Tmm TVHETL 15 OUT ^FOESS .-

In regard to. the use of Timken bearings in hubs, I do not

think it is the best design to include the adjusting nut tor

the inner race as part of the " circuit " between the axle nuts.

The fork ends" should tighten against a solid shoulder on the

axle on each side. DRAUGHTSilAN.
Salford.

SUM^IAEJ OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Two readers wish: to thank good Samaritans—a driver of

a G P. Morgan, " O.IT. 4589," on the Bristol-Bridgwater

Road, and a 'Douglas rider on the Maidstone Road near

Ightham—who respectively helped them in road troubles

" One who has tried a few " praises the capabilities of his

1914 Clyno two-stroke lightweight. -

Riding from Kilcreggan to Coulport, a Glasgow reader,

"Indian," records that he was stopped in a ten^mile limit

bv a plain clothes policeman whom he knew was " off dnty.

Replyiu.' to "C.C.C.'s" letter on "Air-cooling and Oil-

cooling," Slessrs. W. H. Frost, Burnley, point out that their

system of lubrication provides "a constant return to the

crank case of cool and clean oil."

Refen-ing to the letters on the subject of carrying petro

tins on sidecars, " J.H.R." recommends the Greenwich petrol

can cai'i-ier made by Messrs. Duffet Bros., 78, Gt. Jackson

Street, Manchester.
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BOOKS AND MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Issued la coniunction with Tlie Motor CycU.

' MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM '

The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Price net. 2/6. By post, 2/10.

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.'
New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES.'
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedyms
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3.

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the rider's point

of view. Price net 3- By post, j/3,

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By "Ixion," of Xi* UoUir Cycle.

Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3-

•'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,

London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London (as above). Pricenet,4/6. By post, 4/3.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pageiof Road Maps. Price net, 5;- By post, 5/4.

Obtainableby post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tndor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellen and

Railway Bookstalls.
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! selection ci questions ol general interest received irom reacers and our replies thereto- M\ questioaj should be addressed to ths Editor, " The Motor Cycls/V
?o, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must bs accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelops for reply. Correspoadeata
Ere urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for eaS of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked *' Legal" in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects^

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the beneSt
cf the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should te addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way {enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will 0;
cealt with liy the A. A. and M.U,, who are regularly m receipt of reports from Iheir representatives all tver the country as to the e;:isting state of ih!

reads in any particular locality.

OILING A TWO-STROKE.
My 2^ -a. p. New Hudson two-

stroke (1916 model) has a plain

sight dl'ip feed, but does not get
enough oil. Should there be a
non-return valve, and, if so.

where should it be fitted? Would it im-
prove matters if I substituted a plain
oil pipe without drip feed?—E.P.

There should be a non-return valve be-
tween the crank case and the drip feed,
unle?te the Oiil pipe is led into the induction
pipe, in which case the diaphragm valve
in the base of the drip sight chamber will
be sufficient. In order to ensure efficient
working, make cjuite sure that there are
no air leaks either at the unions or at the
joint between the sight glass and the drip
feed body. You should not fit a direct
pipe with this particular drip feed. It the
oiling is insuflicient, add a small quantitv
of oil t!J the petrol.

VIBRATION AND TESTING BEARING
WEAR.

When running at any speed,

|n| the footboards of my 'machine
> vibrate- to such an e.xt'ent that it
LiJ is almost impossible to keep my

feet on them. In oiie of your
articles some time ago the writer says,
"Oet the piston at the end of its stroke,
and then test for bearing plav bv
rocking the flywheel." Could yoii tell
me which end, and in the ca'se of a
twin which piston? Surely even then
an att-empt to vibrate the" sprocket, if

successful, would only show slack in
the main crankshaft bearings.—J.C.

It does not really matter whether the
piston is at the inward or outward end
of the stroke, although it is probably
easier to test the state of the bearing's
Avhen it is at the outward end. " You
appear to have misunderstood the process.
By rotating the sprocket alternately
backwards and forwards, the piston is

correspondingly drawn rapidly up and
down over the top of the stroke, changing
its direction each time the rotation pi
the sprocket is reversed. The plav (in
the connecting rod bearings is, therefore,
very noticeable, as the piston lags
beliind the connecting rod when the i-e-

versal of direction takes place. This test
should be carried out with the engine
warm, so that the oil is thinned, and
thus offers no resistance. Play in the
main bearings is detected, by lifting the
sprocket vertically. Probably the engine
is not rigidly held in the frame. Secure
the engine fi.ving bolts or replace them
with hew- ones if they are worn.
B16

CLUTCH SLIP AND TOP GE.AR HILL
CLIMBING.

(1.) Large chips are missing^ fronv two of the radiating fins of

>
I

my W.D. Triumph. Can this be
-SJ remedied in any_way ? (2.) The

clutch slips slightly on hills. I

have taken it down, and find that an
extra fabric ring has already been added.
The rings are free from grease, and I

have tightened the screws as far as

possible, without improvement. What
do you recommend to effect a cure? (3.)

With the throttle fully open on hills, the
air has to be onlv threequarters open.
Is this correct? The jet is 28. (4.) Is

it good for the machine to attempt to

climb such hills as Kop Hill, Princes
Eisborough, on top gear?—C.P.

(1.) The radiating fins cannot be repaired
very readily. (2.) The only thing you can
do is to add still another Ferodo ring, and
then release the tension of the springs as

required, or renew the springs entirely.

(3.) With this size of jet it woiild be

necessary to close the air slightly w
hill-climbing. With a larger jet^

No. 32, the carburetter is fully automai
but the consumption will be a li

higher. (4.) Climbing steep hills on n

gear will do.no harm to theTnachine
i

vided j-ou 3o not allow it to ""thumi
It is much better, however, to cha'i

down into second gear rather than to hi

on to top when the speed falls below^ ab
15 m.p.h.

DOES CONSUMPTION IMPROVE Wt
USE ?

Does one get more miles

,

gallon from a brand Jl

machine, or will the m.p.gf. <

more after, the machine has K
say, 500 miles, and been taJ

down and decarbonised ?—B.

W

In all probability the petrol consupipti
would be appreciably better-^ after

,

'

machine has run 500 miles, as it,

then be " run in," and all the fii|

working smoothly and with a minim'i
of friction.

.fiif*-"

SEVERE WEATHER CONDITIONS IN NORTH WALES M.C.C. OPEN TRIAL.

G. F. Burns (3i Sunbeam) in the rain on the summit of Bwlch-y-Groes. He also made"a

fine ascent of Alt-y-Bady.
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SIDECAR WORK FOR AN ESSENTIALLY
SOLO MOUNT.

My mount is a 3^- h.p. V twin

SN.U.T. geared 4 to -1 on top. I

want to reduce this to 5 to 1 to

pull a sporting sidecar. (1.) Is

the latter ratio correct for side-

car work? (2.) Which sprocket should
I change, engine-shaft with iifteen

teeth or countershaft with thirty ?

—

J.J.L.

(1.) A 5 to 1 or 63 to 1 top gear would
be the best for sidecar work. Your
machine, however, was designed essen-

tially as a solo mount, and you may be
disappointed with the results when a

sidecar is fitted. (2.) You will require a

smaller sprocket on the engine-shaft, but
you must remember that even a fifteen-

tooth sprocket, as at present fitted, is

smaller than the minimum size recom-
mended by the chain makers.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
(1.) I have recently purchased^ a small dynamo giving an output

V of 12 volts 7 amperee. How many
-LI 4 volt 4 c.p. metal filament lamps

will it supply? (2.) How long does

a 4 volt metal filament lamp generally

lixst? (3.) Should I run No. 14 wire to

ij as central a position as possible, and
li tap off to various positions by means of

ij No. 18 wire? (4.) What kind of fuse

51 wire would be necessary?—B.W.
"'

(1.) The dynamo would illuminate twenty-

one lamps of 4 volt 4 c.p., but they would
;have to be in series of three, i.e., seven
sets in threes. (2.) It is impossible to

estimate the life of metal filament lamps
;

it might be anything between 100 to 500
lioure, according to the conditions of

service. (3.) Each eet of three lamps
should be on 1/18: the mains should be
of 3/18 or 7/20 wire. (4.) The main
fuses should "be 10 attiperes, and one or

two amperes on each circuit.

WHICH WHEEL LIFTS ?

On reading in an old issue a

I^T] question and your reply on which

1^ wheel lifts on a corner, I .see that

LU it is possible to lift the cycle on
sharp right turns. I was once

going up a hill with a sidecar at a fair

epeed, expecting when at the top a

elownward "gradient of some length,

""but was surprised to find just about
fifteen yards over the top a solid stone

Sail facing me and a sharp right-hand
am so narrow as to be almost invisible,

ihere was no time for slowing down or

h-inking, and I turned sharp, but there

_ iJas certainly no lifting of the cycle,

.^he sidecar wheel, however, bent into

complete right angle. But does not

bis disprove the assertion that the cycle

Its?—E.T.
curious accident which you experi-

in no way disproves the fact that,

sharp right-haud turn, if the speed
lligh enough, the motor cycle will lift

o over the sidecar. Why it did not
in your case was probably because

speed was not sufficiently high, and
that the centrifugal force, exerted by
machine, which ultimately causes it

IKft, brought about the collapse of the
pear wheel as you indicate. We our-
Ves, at any rate, are quite satisfied,

>fter personal experience and observing
I on trials, that if the speed is high
iiough the machine will lift over the side-
ar on right-hand bends.

READERS' REPLIES.

TWIN FIRING ON ONE CYLINDER.

May I offer my experience to

"W.H.D."? I am also owner of a 2|
h.p. Douglas, which lately developed
precisely the same symptoms he complains
of. All the engine parts, as in his case,

appeared in perfect order, until, on
removing the crank case cover, it was
found that the cam wheel bush was worn,
and this was associated with considerable
wear in the bearing parts of the valve
rockers, interfering, of course, with the
perfect working of the valves. After
rebushing the cam wheel and replacing
the rockers the trouble disappeai'ed.

—

P.J.B.

lie "W.H.D.'s" query in the issue of

the 28th ult. about a Douglas, the trouble
is probably caused by the exhaust lifter

cable being a shade too tight. If this is

released until the faintest slackness is felt

on touching the exhaust lever, I think he
will find his troubles are cured.—J. G.
Beal, jM.P.S.

important £>aX<i.s.

Sal.. Aug. 20th—Western Centre A.C.U.
Open Speed Trials.

Ihurs. Aug. 25th — Ystalyfera and
Carmarthen M.C.C. Open Spaed
Trials.

Mon., Aug. 29th, to Sal., Sept 3rd-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Thurs., Sept. 8th—Norfolk M.C. and
L'CC. Open Speed Trials.

Sat-, Sept lOlh— North-Western Centre
A.C.U, Open Speed Tria's.

Sat, Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Race for Cycli Cars.

Fri., Sept. 23rd. to Tues., Sept. 27 th-
Anglo-D^utch Reliability Trial.

Sat, Sept. *24th—M.C.C. Sporting Trial.

Sat.. Oct. Ist— Doncaster and District

M.C.C. Open Speed Tria's.

Mon.. Nov. 28th, to Sat.. Dec. 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.

BtHKENHEAD TO ABERYSTWYTH. —
T.A.McB.

Birkenhead, New Ferry, Port Sunlight,

Bromborough, East Ham, Little Sutton,
Great Sutton, Chester, Rossett, Wrex-
ham, Johnstown, Ruabon, Acrefair,

Trevor, Llangollen Station, Llangollen,

Berwyn Station, Glyn, Dyfrdwy, Corwen,
Llangar, Llandrillo, Llanderfel Station,

Bala, Llannwchllyn, Dolgelley, Cross
Foxes Inn, Upper Corris, Corris,

Machynlleth, Talybont, Bow Street,

Aberystwyth. Approximately 112 miles.

Coventry to Conway.—R.E.W.
Coventry, M~e r i d e n , Stonebridge,

Bacon's End. Castle Bromwich, Erding-
ton. New Oscott, Brownhills, Bridge-

town, Four Crosses, Gailey, Ivetsey

Bank, Weston, St. Georges, Shifnal,

(edge of) Wellington, Atcham, Shrews-
bury, Whittington, Gobowen, Chirk,
Llangollen, Corwen, (edge of) Cerrig-y-

Druidion, Pentre Voelas, Bettws-y-Coed,
Llanrwst, Tal-y-cafn, Glan Conway,
Llandudno Junction, Conway. Approxi-
mately 142^ miles.

Leeds to Colchester.—C.J.H.
Leeds, Killingbeck, Garforth. Ferry-

bridge, Doncaster, Bawtry, Barnby Moor,
Retford, Tuxford, Newark, Great
Gonerby, Grantham, Colsterworth, Great
Casterton, Stamford, Wansford, Peter-
borough, Norman Cross, Stilton, Alcon-
bury Hill, Huntingdon, Godmanchester,
Fenstanton, Cambridge, Abington, Lin-
ton, Horseheath, Withersfield, Haverhill,
Sturmer, Baythorn End, Ridgewell, Great
Yeldham, Halstead, Earls Colne, Wakes
Colne, Lexden, Colchester. Approxi-
mately 202 miles.

-EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published-

under this 7ie.adin(/ should he sent to the

Editor, " J'he Motor Gyde," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will he for-

warded direct to the querists concerned.

"J.U.M." (Belfast)!—A.V. monocar :

General experiences.

" D.C.M." (London, W.l.)—Scott Soci-

able : Particularly consumption and reli-

ability.

L. H. Scott (Rock Ferry.)—A.V. mono-
car : General running and stability on
corners.

" T.K." (Deal).—A.V. mono or bicar :

Reliability and general wear.

"A.B." (Clapham, S.W.ll).—Indian
Scout, solo or sidecar : Consumption, suit-

able oil, carburetter adjustments, etc.

"F.A.R.C." (Westminster).—2| h.p.

three-speed Douglas with light sidecar :

Maximum gradients climbable, etc.

J. W. Howard (Bristol).—Indian Scout,
electrically equipped model, and 3^ h.p.

sports Sunbeam : Speed, climbing, general
performance, and relialDility.

"P.B.S." (Newmarket).—4i kp. 1921
Ariel with sidecar : Economy, reliability,

comfort, and braking power.

Deal to the Great North Road.—
J.V.G.P.

Deal, Sandwich, Wingham, Canter-
bury, Boughton, Ospringe, Sittingbourne,
Key Street, Newuigton, Rainham, Chat-
ham, Rochester, Gads Hill, Gravesend,
(ferry to) Tilbury, Gun Hill, Chadwell
St. Mary, Grav's Cemetery, Stiftord,

South Ockenden. North Ockenden, Cor-

,
bet's Tye, Upminster, Hornclnirch,
Romford, Collier Row, Chigwell Row,
Woodford Bridge, Woodford Green,
Chingford Green. Chingford Marsh,
South Street (Ponders End), Churchbury
Road. Enfield To-wn Station, Chase
Farm Industrial School, Potters Bar,
Hatfield, Great North Road. Approxi-
mately 93 miles.

BiRJnNGHAM TO Ramsg.we.—W.T.W.
Birmingham, Acock's Green, Solihull,

Knowle, Warwick, Gaydon, Warmington,
Banbury, (near edge of) Adderbmy,
Aynho, Souldern, Bicester, Waddesdon,
Aylesbury, Wendover, Great Missenden,
Amersham, Beaconsfield, Farnhani Com-
mon, Farnham Royal, Salthill, Eton,
Windsorj Staines, Sunbury Common,
Hampton, Hampton Court, Kingston-
on-Thames, Tolworth, Ewell, Burgh
Heath, Reigate, Redhill, Nuffield,
Bletchingley, Godstone, Oxted, Wester-
ham, Brasted, Riverhead, Seal, Ightham,
Borough Green, Wrotham Green, (edge
of) Leybourne, Maidstone, Detling, Key
Street, Sittingbourne, Ospringe, Bough-
ton, Canterbury, Slurry, Upstreet, Sarre,

Birchingtoii, Margate, Broadstairs, Rams-
gate. Approximately 218 miles.
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Oimes lo Cig^t Camps
Aug. 18th 8.47 p.m.

„ 20th 8.43 ,,

„ 22ncl 8.39 „
„ 24th

-
8.31 ,,

Motor Cycle Police in the Provinces.

Ij'our Rudge Multi sidecars are being

used by the Liverpool police for various

I'oad duties, and are giving every satis-

faction.

The Price of Petrol.

The price of petrol is still too l.igh,

but motor cyclists vfill be content with
" threepenny " reductions—provided they

are frequent enough. We suggest that a

further reduction is due.

The International Trials.

Last week we gave a fully illustrated

report of the International Six_ Days
Trials in Switzerland, written by a

member of Tht Motor Cycle staff who
accompanied the competitors. On pages

192 and 193 of this issue will be found his

impressions of the Trial.

The "Six Days."

Among the trade entrants in the annual

A.C.U. Six Days event this year are two

teams on machines which hav^: not been

represented since the pre-war trials, i.e.,

the r.N. and th3 Rudge. One of the

F.N.'s will be ridden by H. G. Bell, a

well-known F.N. exponent in days gone

by, while the Rudges will be in the

hands of F. T. Sibley, who drove a twin

Rudge in the Scottish Trials , W. L.

Danskin, the old Rover expert, who has

now joined the competitions staff of the

Rudge-Whitworth Ck). ; and R. B. Ewens,

who has figured in more than one classic

trial.

Imports and Exports.

While the total value of motor cycle

imports during July has increased by
£5,418 compared with June, the increase

in our exports during the same period has

only been £4,572. Actually, too, fewer

machines were exported, but the deficit

was largely made up by an increase in

"value "of parts." Comparative figures,

culled from the Board of Trade returns

for June and July, follow :

IMPORTS.
June, July.
1921. 1921.

Number of motor cycles .. 71 .. 78
Value of machines ana parts £15,289 .>. £20,707

BRITISH EXPORTS.
June,

Number of motor cycles ..

Value of motor cycles only
Value of parts

Total value

1921.
722

£54,792
£19,374

£74,166

July,
1921.

646
£54,834
£23,904

£78.733

Caution.

Many villages on the London-Colchester
road are complaining of inconsiderate and
fast driving, and, according to a warning
issued by the A. A., unless an improve-
ment is observed, the polic3 will be com-
pelled to take action.

Waterloo Bridge Repairs.

The repaving of the carriageway on
Waterloo Bridge is shortly to be com-

menced, and the Commissioner of Police of

the Metropolis wishes to warn drivers of

vehicles of probable congestion on the

bridge, and to suggest that as much use

as possible should be made of the other

bridges.

The Old Wyche Road.

A Malvern magistrate has suggested

that the Bench should make an applica-

tion to the County Council to apply to the

Minister of Transport under Section 7 of

the Roads Act, with a view to an enquiry

being held and steps taken to prohibit

or restrict the use of the Old Wyche Road
by motor cyclists. He submitted that the

use of the' road was being abused, and
that this traffic was not only a nuisance

but also a serious danger.

Special "Jeatures.

PASSENGER M i^CHINE TOPICS.

500 MILES TO A GOLF COURSE.

IMPRESSIONS OF AN ALPINE TRIAL.

Evidently a Standing Order.

The P. and M. sidecars used by thel

R.A.F. in London are equipped with a

wheel lock, consisting of what appears to

be a few links of the Aquitania's anchoni

chains, enclosed in leather, and a padlock.

A Warning.

A short while ago we published a letter

from a gentleman who had been victim-i

ised by an impostor who called hiraselti

Mr. Reg. Brown, and borrowed moneyi

from him. We have to record that several

other instances have since occurred, andi

the names of Mr. J. E. Greenwood and'

Mr. T. Cyril Greenwood have been used

in a similar manner. Messrs. John

Marstbn, Jlitd., the makers of the Sun-

beam, appeal to our readers to assist in

the captuj'e of the impostor by giving the

earliest possible notice to the police and

to themselves, if they are asked for- money
by any person professing to be a member
of their staff.

. FRENCH WIND WAGGON IN LONDON.
An imposing example of a limousine wind waggon of French origin, and fitted with an

air-cooled engine. This is the lightest and simplest form of car construction, there being no gear

box or transmission difficulties to overcome. The car is seen passing through Trafalgar Square.
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CURRENT CHAT (Continued
from p. 208).

Congratulations.

Congratulations to the manufacturers
of the Norton motor cycle, and to H. W.
Hassall, who rode it to victory in the
Grand Prix in Belgium.

Another Price Reduction.

The following price reductions are an-

nounced for Morgan models ; Sporting,

. £206 to £180 ^ Grand Prix, £218 to £192
;

rfe luxe (a.c), £215 to £188; de ?(«c

(w.c), £228 to £198; far ily, £235 to

£200.

Motor Cyclist Helps Fire Fighters.

Mr. Chas. F. Coales, chief officer of

the Newport Pagnell Fire Brigade,
wishes to thank the driver of the Match-
less sidecar, who, on- Sunday, the 7th
inst., carried one of his men to the scene

of a fire after he had missed the departure
of the fire-engine.

Practice for the Belgian Crraud Prix.

When the competitors were about to

qualify for the practice laps, they were
asked to complete ten. The English riders

said this was too much and started to

bargain with the timekeeper, who then
suggested fU'e, but our countrymen beat

him down to three. The men were all

started on these three laps without
number plates, and though one could not
be distinguished from the other, they all

quaiiiied.

A Practical Handbook.
Based on the "Hints and Tips"- pages

of y/ie Autocar, wherein they have been
a feature since 1902, the handbook " Com-
plete Hints and Tips for Automobilists

"

(53., Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.G. 4) now reaches its

eighth edition. Although of chief interest

to the car owner, it is full of such sound
practical " horse sense" in matters re-

lating to the care and repair of mechanical
and electrical things that it should be
of almost equal value to the motor
cyclist, for there is scarcely a page without
some useful workshop "kink" of general
application.

Lubrication.

One of the first lessons^ for the novice
to learn is that the majority of engine
troubles arise from inefficient lubrication.
Sometimes the application of the lubri-
cating system is the cause, but more often
unsuitable oil is the source of trouble.

Nationalities.

At most speed events where certain well-
known riders are competing, one hears
remarks which go to show that Sgonina
is regarded as an Italian, Le Vaok and de
la Hay as Frenchmen, and Bennett as an
American. They are all British, includ-
ing the last-mentioned, who is Canadian.

South African T.T.

The South African Tourist Trophy
race, held at Maritzburg under the
auspices of the Natal Club, was won by
J. Young on a Triumph, who covered the

,
142 miles at an average speed of 40
m.p.h. : while M. Cohen, also on a
Triumph, was second.

A Warning.

For passing a car from behind while a
motor cyclist was approaching in the
opposite direction, a car driver has been
fined £5 and costs. The motor cyclist

was struck by the overtaking car, and
suffered a broken finger and a damaged
shoulder. The practice of overtaking a
car when theToad ahead is not clear is

most dangerous.

Sunday Competitions.

A strong protest has been made to the
North Eastern Automobile Association
against Sunday competitions, and mem-
bers of the North Eastern Centre A.C.L'.
have protested against the proposed
embargo. On the understanding that
the N.E.A.A. name does not appear in

connection with any Sunday programme,
a projected resolution by the N.E.A.A.
against such competitions was not pro-
ceeded with. Our views on Sunday com-
petitions appear on the leader page. We
do not favour them for reasons which
often have appeared in these pages.

Trial for Fixed Gear Machines.
Previously confined to Levis machines,

this year's trial of the Levis Athletic
Club (Motor Section) for the Yardley Cup
will be open to any rider of a direct belt
drive machine (including Zeniths and
Rudges, if the gear lever be sealed in one
position). The event will take place on
Saturday afternoon, the 24th prox., and
further particulars may be obtained from
Mr. W. S. Banner, c/o Messrs. Butter-
fields, Ltd., Stechford, Birmingham.

Sweeping the Board.

In the recent North Wales open trial,

G. F. Burns, riding a 3^ h.p. Sunbeam,
secured the two premier awards (open
challenge cups) in ^addition to a silver
bowl and a special prize and a gold
medal. Not bad for a private owner !

Motor Cyclist Police.

. Replying in the House of Commons to
Captain Viscount Curzon, who asked the
Home Secretary whether he could yet
make any statement on the work carried
out in the control of traffic by the motor
cyclist branch of the Metropolitan Con-
stabulary, Mr. Shortt said that the Com-
missioner of Police has called for reports
by the end of August, and hopes by that
time there will have been sufficient experi-
ence to enable the subjects referred to to
be properly reviewed.

102 Entries in the Six Days Trials.

In addition to the ninety-nine entries
for the Six Days Trials (which take place
between August 29th and September 3rd),
already tabulated on page 183 of our last

issue, there are the following additional
riders to be included : C. Crosthwaile

(3i Duzmo), E. Croucher (8 Matchless),
and F. Watson (8.7 G.N.J. The Beau-
mont entry also is now given as a 2| h.p.
machine to be ridden by G. W. Shepherd.

In the above-mentioned list first pub-
lished, it should be noted that A. G. Wall
is tlie rider of a 2^ h.p. Cedos (not A. Ct.

Ward), and that the 7-9 h.p. British
Radial, to be ridden by J. S. Holroyd, is

entered by the British Radial Engine Co.

On the last day of the Six Days Trials in Switzerland, a speed test was held at Eaux-Mortes. Here is C. Laeser (2| Condor), a competitor in

the 330 c.c. class. The 330 c.c, 300 c.c, 750 c.c, and 1,000 c.c. classes were won by British machines.
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Another British Success in International Race. A Norton wins the Belgian Grand Prix

with Indians second and third, and James lourlh. Triumph accomplishes Fastest Lap.

A NORTON won the Belgian Grand
Prix last Fridav, thus completing
a triple success for British machines

in international road races. It is inter-

esting that, while the T.T. was won on-

an 'A.J.S., and the French Grand Pri.x on
a Sunbeam, the Belgian event was carried

off by a Norton, which goes to show that

British superiority does not lie in one
super-tuned machine, but is fairly re-

presentative of the whole industry.

Never has a motor cycle race been run
over a prettier or more charming course

than the 1921 Grand Prix of the Federa-
tion Motocycliste Beige.
The circuit is situated in the most de-

lightful part of the Ardennes, about eight

miles south of Spa, and is , approached
Ihrough the woods by one of the longest
and straightest hills we have ever seen.

Leaving the grandstand, the course
makes a large S bend, crossing a bridge,

and thereafter comes a long ascent, fol-

lowed by a fall with easy curves, next
the dangerous Malmedy corner, then a

straight stretch to near Stavelot, where a

special by-pass loop has been _ made, a

steady climb to the Francorchamps corner,

where another loop was specially con-
structed for the race, and a descent back
to the grandstand.

In Pictuiesgue Surroundings.

The grandstand (or tribunes) was un-
like any other, as it was built on the side

of a hill by a landscape gardener, and
words fail to describe its beauty. The
hill flank was studded with terraces
covered with cinders and with rough stone
steps leading to them. Rustic fences,

benches, and chairs were duly arranged,
and pots of fresh growing flowers and
plants were placed here and there ; the
whole effect was delightful. The British
competitors were well pleased with the
course. Sgonina said he liked it better
than the Grand Prix, and that it was
more like that in the Isle of Man ; but,
whereas the machines were not fast
enough on the Le Mans circuit, they had
speed enough and to spare for this one.
Le Vack also liked the course, but
thought the road rather loose for high
speeds. This was certainly the case, but
it was perfectly smooth, beautifully pre-
pared, and dustless ; and it mav be men-
tioned here that the roads 'in the district

are as fine as may be found anywhere.

c8

The scoring board was opposite the

unique grandstand, and was of plain

unwhitened deal, so that the figures did

not show up at all well. Moreover, as

there were always at least four ladders

placed against it, the reading of the times
was no easy matter. The replenishment
arrangements consisted of one long bench
placed on the hill just below the scoring
board, partitioned off for each make.
The fact that the depots were on a down
grade was not very convenient, as the
men had considerable difficulty in pulling

up at their stations, and often overshot
the mark.

Few Novelties.

At 8 a.m. the machines were examined,
and their frames wei'e sealed with a piece
of string and a lead seal. They presented
no novel features, except that IMouret's

H. W. Hassall,

wmner of the

Belgian Grand

Prix on a3ijh.p.

Norton. He

averaged 56.91

m.p.h.

Sun had an extra air port in the side of

the cylinder, and a rotary inlet valve as

in the T.T. Renier's Sarolea had large
" fir cone " coolers over the exhaust valve

cap and in the compression tap hole.

The Rush machines were fitted with
2|- h.p. J.A.P. engines and English

comjxments throughout. Quite the most
ingenious idea was that fitted to the

Nortoixs, and at first sight its raison d'etre

was impossible to fathom. It consisted

of a piece of tin placed behind the top

fork link and cut with deep serrations.

Enquiry elucidated the fact that these

serrations were twenty in number, and
that the riders intended to bend one down
at the end of each lap, and- thus easily

keep account of their lap progress in the

race. Shemans and Sgonina, who, like

the other Triumph riders, wore a white

cross on their T.T. helmets, used Ricardo

engines, while Edmond used the side-ljy-

side valve pattern.

The Belgian Motor Cyclists' Federation

has not had much experience in the

organisation of raciiig' events ; but

although their arrangements were a little

crude, they did their best. It seemed

strange that the . principal parts of tlie

course were not comiected by telephone

;

but we were told that this could not be

arranged, as part of the course ran

through liberated territory still under a

military governor ; but this did not

prevent the whole circuit being guarded
by 500 Belgian soldiers in the khaki

uniforms and tasselled forage caps so

familiar in England during the war.
It had been intended to start the com-

petitors in a group as at Le Mans, oppo-

site the grand stand, but owing to tiie

proximity of the two bends and a some-

what narrow bridge, it was wisely decided

later to make the actual start after the

curve at the base of the first hilL So

just before 9 a.m. the men were given

what was called iin famx depart, or false

start, which meant that they proceeded

to the timekeeper at an easy pace, and
started in earnest at the given signal.

From the grandstand to the true start-

ing point was but a few minutes' walk,

and so it was easy to return before the

leaders were due, even though it was

expected they would cover the 15.082 km.
course "(nearly ten miles) in under ten

minutes.

A Second Start.

Just on 9 a.m. the batch of riders were i|

heard to start, and were seen coming

round the bend. They were stopped' on-

i

a gradient of 1 in 16-20, and on coming

to rest half of them left their engines

running, so every other sound was

drowned, and M. Marcellis had to give

the signal to start by waving his arm.

As is always the case when a large group

of riders is despatched simultaneously, the

sight was an impressive one.

Breslau, the Norton rider, was -first

away, but Hassall (Norton) showed

wonderful acceleration and shot ahead, i

while Edmond (Triumph) and Strange '

(James), who started on the first line, >

Avere momentarily lost in the crowd of J

twenty stsrters. The junior machines left
;

immediately afterwards. i
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(I.) H. Hassall (3i Norton), the centre of

an admiring crowd after his success in the

188,5 mile race.

(2.) H. Le Vack and F. W. Dixon, who

were respectively second and third on 3^ h.p.

Indians, at speed past the scoring board.

(3.) An idea of the picturesque nature of

the course is obtainable from this illustration.

(4.) G. Strange (3J James), who finished

fourth, alongside his replenishment depot.
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The Belgian Grand Prix

—

From the grandstand an excellent view
of the

,
course could be obtained. On the

left the competitors could be seen ascend-
ing the hill for nearly a mile, in front

of the scoring board and past the re-

plenishment depots, and again a glimpse
of theni could be seen passing on the
flank on the opposite hill on the way to

Frangorchamps corner. There was not
long to wait before the sound of the
leaders' engines could be heard : they
could be seen but not distinguished as

they flashed behind the scoring board,
and in two minutes they arrived.

Edmond (Triumpli) was leading easily,

while the other British crack riders,

Hassall (Norton), Dixon (Indian), and
Le Vack (Indian), were travelling in close

order. Shemans (Triumph) was going
well, and so were Strange (James) and
Sgonina (Triumph). Only one Belgian
rider, Breslau (Norton), who was running
sixth, was among the leading eight men.
Kicken's Gillet in the junior class was
giving an excellent account of itself, while
iMouret (Sun) arrived somewhat late. It

is impossible to give the first lap times,
as, owing to several riders passing in a
bunch, a number of times were missed.

A Ding-dong Race.
The second lap saw Edmond still the

leader, and going better than .ever, with
Hassall second and Dixon third. The
leading man was marked by the scorers
by means of a red disc, which hid his
number ; and when this was done, there
were shouts from the press stand of
" Take it down ! Are you a Socialist?

"

Edmond lost his lead on the third lap,

and dropped to second place, while
Hassall ran first, with Dixon third, and
Be Vack fourth. Shemans occupied fifth

place, Strange came next in order, and
Claessens (A. B.C.) seemed to be gaining
ground. Joha (Rush) stopped for some
time, and afterwards re-started. The
fourth lap showed no great change of
position, except that Sgonina gained a
place, while Edmond stopped for petrol.
In the fifth lap Dixon, who was travel-
ling in splendid form, took the second
position from Edmond, who now ran
third, with Le Vack fourth, and Sgonina
and Shemans fifth and sixth respectively.
It noAv transpired that Le Vack had been
delayed by a broken valve spring in the
first lap. The next lap saw Dixon gain-
ing on Hassall ; but, as they mounted the
hill, Dixon lost ground again. Edmond
still kept third place, with Le Vack
fourth, and Shemans fifth. The seventh
lap was marked by one or two incidents.

Edmond fell back to fourth place.

Shemans slowed up at the replenishment
depot, but shot oft again, while Ghende
(Rush) had a fall, and retired. In the
eighth lap Hassall was still running as

magnificentlv as ever, Dixon was miss-
ing, Le Vack was second, with Shemans
third, and Sgonina fourth. Dixon arrived
at last, and started to repair a fork
member, which had broken, bracing it

with a piece of iron and a strap.

H. Le Vack who rode second on a

3-2 H.p. Indian.

Whin he pluckily started again, he was
two clear laps behind. Edmond, who
started well, was now among the unfor-
tunates, and rolled in later with a loose

tank and broken petrol pipe. In the
ninth lap Hassall stopped to replenish,

but his position was so good that he did
not lose his lead. In the tenth lap

several riders stopped for petrol and oil.

At this stage the morning mist cleared,

but the day remained dull and cool.

Halfway through the race the order and
times were as follows :

n. M. s.

H. W, Haraall (3V-. Norton) ... 1 35 19
H. Le Vack (3V> Indian) 1 36 35
G. Shemans (3'/, Triumph) ... 1 39 16
C. Sgonina (3i/,"Triumph) ... 1 47 29
G. W. Walker "(3ti Norton) ... 1 48 23

H. M. S.
Claessens (3 A.B.C.) I 50 39
G. Strange (3V' James) 1 54 5
F. W. Dixon (3ii Indian) ... 1 53 7
Perrin (3 A.B.C.) 2 1 38
Kicken [2','i GiUet) 2 1 55
Desterbecq (2% Gillet) 2 4 47
F. G. Edmond (3'/. Triumph) ... 2 6 24
Gamara (3'/, Sarolea) 2 9 34
Mouret (2i^ Sun) 2 36 27

In the subsequent laps Hassall steadily

increased his lead, "and the order of the

first five did not alter until the thirteenth,

when Walker, who had improved lii^

position, lost his place, and retired, owiiii,'

to a broken piston. Hassall was nov.

3m. 10s. ahead of Le Vack, while Dixon,

urged on by his delay, was pushing on

to the extent of recklessness, but willi

no small degree of success. It takes sonio

considerable amount of pluck to drive like

fury with a broken and roughly repaired

fork, but Dixon's blood was up, and ho

was now running eighth, and, though ',<

lap or so behind, was racing neck and

neck with Hassall.

The fourteenth lap saw the retirement

of Shemans, who suffered engine trouble,

and the fifteenth that of Sgonina, who
had had both tyre and engine defects.

The Sarolea team was sadly depleted,

and they had indeed hard luck. Their

chief tester was hors de combat, owing
to an accident previous to the race, and
one rider after another had to withdraw
ov.-ing to distorted valves.

British V. American Machines.

The race was now left to British andu]

American machines. Hassall was still

unassailable ; Le Vack was still going

strongly; Dixon, through .pluck -or reck-

lessness (call it what you like : it served

its purpose, and all honour to him!), now
rode in the third place with Strange

(James), who had run most consistently,

fourth ; and the two French-buill

A.B.C.'s, which had travelled well from

the start, in fifth and sixth places.

The fifteenth lap signalled the arrival

of the first junior, Kicken (Gillet), who
had ridden a splendid race ; but when the

second junior, Desterbecq (the other

Gillet rider), arrived, he covered two laps

before the marshals could stop him. In

the sixteenth and seventeenth laps, the

survivors were running in the following

order : Hassall, Le Vack, Dixon, Strange,

Claessens, and Perrin, and maintained
this until the finish. In the eighteenth

lap Hassall and Dixon stopped for petrol.

The final results were :

SENIOR CLASS (600 c.c).
H. M. S.

H. W. Hassall (3V. Norton) ... 3 18 53
H. Le Vack (3'A Indian) 3 28 20
F. W. Dixon (3V. Indian) ... 3 42 6
G. Strange (3'/. James) : 3 43 21
Claessens (3 A.B.C.) 3 55 50
Perrin (3 A.B.C.) 3 58 53

I

BRITISH RIDERS CARICATURED.
Hassall, Le Vaxk, Dixon, and Strange as seen by "Forg," of our Belgian contemporary La Motocyclette.
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F. W. Dixon, placed third, was mounted
on a 3| K.p. Indian.

The distance covered in this class was
11.5 km., approximately I8S5 miles,
lie fastest lap was declared to be
dmond's first, in which he covered the
.082 km. in 9m. 20s. As regards the
nior class, the times of the three
lishers were as follows :

H. M. s.

3 9 41
3 11 25
3 54 5

Kicken (2"'.l Oillet)
' Desterbecq (2'^^i Gillet)

Mourct (21/2 Sun)

Che junior machines accomplished
een laps—226.2 km., 141 miles.

t was certainly an excellent race over
! 'lost delightful course, and, considering
t fact that the organisers were unused

to running such events, well carried out
on the whole. They have learned a great
deal, and will certainly do better next
year. Such items as the system of time-
keeping, which was inadequate ; the
scoring board, which was not too clear

and too frequently obscured by ladders

;

and the slow posting of the times, are all

matters which will be remedied next time
the event is held.

The picturesque, effective, and unique
grandstand was the idea of the Chevalier
de Thiers, and it certainly worked well.

As regards the officials, Baron
Nothomb, president of the F.M.B., MM.
Paul Kelecom, E. CoUignon, and Daems,
together with their colleagues, did excel-
lent work.

A Noteworthy Performance.

Hassall's win was certainly a fine one,
as he never lost the lead he once gained,
winning as he did by 9m. 27s. Le
Vack ran well, despite having, in addi-
tion to valve spring trouble in the first

lap, a broken chain in the last, while
Dixon's performance is deserving of th«
greatest credit. Strange's consistent ride
was specially praiseworthy, and has added
anotlrer to the already long list of British
racing successes on the Continent. As
regards the lightweights, Kicken's ride
is certainly worth special mention, jud
it is_ interesting to note that in tlie

Belgian, as in the Grand Prix de I'A.C.F.,
a Continental lightweight won.

Comparisons.

The average speed , over the total

distance (ISBj miles) of Hassall was 56.91
m.p.h., as compared with the following
.times at which other 1921 classic events
have been won :

TorEisT Tnoi'HY R.\ce (Seniok).-^54.49
m.p.h., by H. R. Davies (2| A.J.S.), the
distance being 225-^- miles, or six circuits

of 37-J miles.

500 Miles R.\ce (500 c.c. ' Cl.^ss).—
62.31 m.p:h., by V. Horsman (3^ Norton).
His average speed for the first 200 miles
was 62.75 m.p.h.

G. Strange on a 3J h.p. James twin rode

into fourth position.

Fkench Gran'd Peix.—59.9 m.p.h., by
A. Bennett (3^ Sunbeam), over a distance
of 193 miles. This event was similar to

the Belgian Grand Prix, in that a tri-

angular course of just over ten miles was
traversed eighteen times by the com-
petitors.

As' was the case with the French Gi^nd
Prix and the International Six Days
Trials, this third important Continental
event was witnessed by a member of
The Motor Cycle, staff. Thus, this
journal has been able to give an accurate
and first-hand record of every important
competition held this year.

\

COMPLETELY ENCLOSED SPRINGING SYSTEMS.

Showing "details of the springs and method of housing. Small

cover-plates provide access to the knock-out spindle nuts.

COMPLICITY and neatness are the

H chief claims of the Yano springing

I

system, and while it is not claimed
thi the design is ideal for a heavy
paienger machine, we are inclined to
ag'3 with the patentees (Messrs. S. Y'^ano
an;W. Hall) that it is very suitable for
lieidriven lightweights. It' is applicable
topth front and rear wheels.
Jiefly, the wheel spindle is mounted

e^^/itrically on discs, supported and free

Neat and attractive

and rear sprini

to rotate on each side of the hub.
Rotation of each disc is controlled by a

clock spring, one end being attached to

the disc and the other to the cover plate

of the housing. Movement of this

cover plate modifies the spring tension as

desii'ed.

Protection and Lubrication.

Obvious advantages, of course, are

facilities for ample lubrication aiTange-

mente, and for the provision of detach-

layout of a lightweight fitted with Yano front

[ing. The forks are merely rigid girders.

able wheels, and also the protection of

all moving parte.

Just how neat this system would appear
in actual practice is well illustrated by
the drawing of a 2|- h.p. machine em-
bodying the springing. Incidentally,
the general layout, large mudguards,
and frame design combine to ' give a
striking but attractive appearance.
The address of the inventors is 18,

Cromwell Cres., Earl's Court, S.W.5.

C15
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Results of the North Wales Open Trial.

Sweeping Success by a Private Owner. Only 14 " Golds " Awarded.

As anticipated in our report of the

North Wales M.C.C. open trial, held

on the 6th inst., only a very small

percentage of the competitors gained gold

medals—actually fourteen out of approxi-

mately one hundred starters.

Four riders tied for the two premier

awards, the North Wales Open Challenge

Gup and the North Wales M.C.C. Open
Challenge Cup, and tire results therefore

were decided on a secret check at Cerrig

as follows :

G. F, Burns (3V_> Sports Sunbeam), Im. 6s. error.

Sam Wright (4'A Humber sc), 3m. 55s. error.

Frank W. Giles '(7 A..I.S. sc), 7m. 19s. error.

J. Howard Davies (S'A Sports Sunbeam), 8m. 49s.

error.

The only other tie occurred for the

club team prize, and here again the secret

check gave first place to the North Wales
M.C.C. . team, with the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. second. Full results

follow :

THE NORTH WALES OPEN CHALLENGE
CUP (tor the best performance of the day, pre-

sented by Mr. O. Bonner Thomas).—G.. F. Burns
(3V2 Sunbeam).

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
Open Speed Trials and Dinner.

Entry forms are now available (from

Mr. R.' 0. Clark, 2a, Upper King Street,

Norwich) for the open speed trials of the

Norfolk M C. and L.C.C., "to be held

at West Harling Heath on the 8th prox.

There are nine trophies on the award
list, and the affair will be wound up by

a dinner at the Maid's Head Hotel,

Norwich, at the close of the meeting

(7.30 p.m.). Tickets for the dinner

(7s. 5d.) may be obtained from Mr. R.

A. Low-er, " Mount Pleasant," Lower
Hellesdon, Norwich.

Novices' Race at Next Brooklands Meeting.

There will be six three-lap handicaps

an_cl one half-lap scratch race at the fifth

members' meeting of the B.M.C.R.C., to

be held at Brooklands on the 27th inst.

One of the handicap events is for

members who have never won a first prize

at a B.M.C.R.C. meeting.

Glasgow Open Trial.

Next Saturday the Western M.C.C.
(Glasgow) is holding an open reliability

trial for the Fifty Guinea James Chal-

lenge Shield and other prizes. Entries

closed at ordinary fees yesterday, but

late entries will be accepted at double

fees to-day and to-morrow.

Open Speed Trials at Pendine Sands.

Representing the motor cycle clubs ol

Carmarthen, Ystalyfera, Neath, Cardigan,

Ammanford, Pyle, Brecon, Maesteg,
Haverfordwest, and Aberystwyth, the

West Wales Centre A.C.U. is holding

open speed trials at Pendine Sands
on Thursday next (the 25th inst.).

There are five open championship classes

and seven members' events for a big

award list.

Open HiU-ciimb near Bath.

Next Saturday's big event is an open
hill-climb of the Western Centre A.C.U.,
which will be held on Kingsdown Hill,

near Bath, commencing at 2 p.m. A
good entry has been received.

ci6

NORTH WALES M.C.C. OPEN CHALLENGE
CUP (for the best performance by a private owner,
in'ize given by Mr. W. E. Rowlands).—G. F. Burns
(3V2 Sunbeam).
NORTH WALES CENTRE CHAMPIONSHIP

PRIZE.—J. H. Davies (3% Sunbeam).
SILVER CUP (for the best performance by a

member of the N.W.M.C.C.. presented by the
President).—J. H. Davies (3'/2 Sunbeam).
SILVER BOWL ffor the best performance by

any solo machine, presented by the Manufacturers'
Union).—G. F. Burns (SV^ Sunbeam).
SILVER VASE (for the best performance by a

.sidecar machine or three-wheeler).—Sam Wright
(4i'> number sc).
SPECIAL PRIZE (for the best' performance bj

a private owner's sidecar machine).—Only one com-
petitor,' who was disqualified.
SPECIAL PRIZE (for the best performance by

a lightweight, private owner, presented by Mr.
H. Gibson).—G. A. Lovegrove (2Vj Radco).
SPECIAL PRIZE (for the best performance by a

500 c.c. machine, presented by Mr. A. J. Brewin).
—G. F. Burns (3V. Sunbeam).
SPECIAL PRIZ'E (for t1ie best performance by

a lightweight, presented bv Mr. A. J. Brewin).

—

G..F. Mason (2V. Connaught).
THREE SILVER COPS (for the best perform-

ance by a club team).—N. Wales M.C.C. team :

R. Edwards (4 Triumph). C. Lightening (4

Triumph), and J. Edwards (4 Triumph).
THREE SILVER CUPS (for the best perform-

ance bv a trade team.—The W. Edwards team :

R. Edwards (4 Triumph), C. Lightening (4

Triumph), and J. Edwards (4 Triumph),
SILVER CUP (novices prize, presented by the

Manufacturers' Union).—R. Edwards (4 Triumph).

SUGGESTED TWO-STROKE
MODIFICATION.

A TWO-STROKE engine, which em-
bodies several novel features, has
been recently designed by Mr. G.

Dubois, of 20, Eastcheap, E.C. So far

as the general principle of working is

concerned, the engine follows ordinary
two-stroke practice, with the exception

that air only is drawn in through a port

connected with the crank chamber. This
air is then compressed by the descending

piston, and is forced up roimd the car-

buretter choke tube, which is situated

in the transfer passage.

Instead of ' the usual transfer port,

however, there are four ports cut in the

piston skirt, and these- ecu-respond with

A sectional perspective drawing of the

Dubois two-stroke engine, showing the ar-

rangement of the^cv.linder and piston wall

ports.

SPECIAL PRIZE (awarded by the Committi
for a plucky performance of the lady competitor

—Miss Marjorie Cottle (4 Triumph).
GOLD MEDALS.—J. Howard Davies (31/2 Sni

beam), "G. F. Burns (31/2 Siiorts Sunbeam), Sai

Wright (41/, Humber sc), Frank W. Giles (

AJS sc), *T. Blackburne Williams (4 Triumph
*S. V. R. Jones (SVi Norton), R. Edwards

I

Triumph), Reg. Brown (31/2 Sunbeam sc), G. No'

(S Matchless sc), "John Knowles (4 Triumph
"W, J. Kellett (4 Triumph), *Griff. Roberts I

Triumph), *W. Wells (31/3 Sunbeam), and 6. Dam
(31/' Sunbeam). - "
SILVER MEDALS.—J. O. .Tones (4 Tr.um.ili

R E. Grice (2V4 New Imperial), E. A. HuBhi

(4 Powell), W. Edwards (4 Powell), J^ R. Willian

(4 Powell), C. Lightening (4 Triumph), J. Edwan
(4 Triumph), Bert Kershaw (21/4 New Imperial

G I Francis (2% Francis-Barnett), G. F. Mast

(21/0 Connaught), *H. W. Hardwick (3V. Sunbeam
W." Brandish (4V., Humber), W. Williams (5

Raleigh), F. S. Sliouse (8 T,B.), F J. Ellis :

Matchless so.), and Rex Mundy (7 A.J.8, sc).

BRONZE MEDALS.—Allen S. Jones (2

Francis-Barnett), "R. N. Roberts (4 Triumpi
Norman Norris (2% Armis), L. Crisp 14

Humber), Lewis A. Welsh (41/4 B.S.A.), 'W. V

Jones (31/0 Sports Sunbeam), John E. Arthur
Triumph), G. Savage (2% Hobart), D. Harris Jon:

(31A Sunbeam), *G. A. Lovegrove (21/4 Radco), I

Jones (4 Triumph), L. L. Sealey (41/, B.S.A.),

Wheeler (3y> Sunbeam sc), Capt. Peatty (2

Hawker sc), G. E. Stobart (7 James sc), Stanl

Parker (7 Matchless sc), "Marjorie Cottle

Triumph), W. Isbill (4 Triumph), Walter Ow
Jones (4 Triumph), and E. Foster (5-6 Haleighl

* Private owner.

four passages in the cylinder wall whi

the piston is at the bottom of its strok

thus leaving a clear connection betwe<

the crank case and the cylinder.

Novel Contiol.

The control of the engine is by meai«

of a throttle contix>lling the supply "

air to the crank case, and consequent

the quantity of mixture delivered to tl

engine. The carburetter is provided wi

an adjustable t-aper needle control to ti

jet, which may be altered while t!

engine is running.
The chief advantage clainied for t

engine is that the mixture is not coi

pressed in the crank case, so minimisii

tte possibility of minute particles

petrol becoming condensed before reac

ing the cylinder; this, it .is claimed, ii

proves consumption, and goes a long w

to prevent misfiring and four-stroki

at low speeds.

N

A SCOTTISH SIX DAY'
IN MINIATURE.

EW trials ground will be broken i|

the Scottish Two Days Open Re

ability Trial to be held on the 17

and 19th of September, the interveni

"Sunday being spent in Stranraer. It

aptly described by the organisers as

Scottish Six Days in miniature," t

regulations being almost identical wi

those for the larger event. .-

There will be seven non-stop hills

follows ;

Saturday.—Talla Linns, Aull Bi

Road, Chairley's Brae, and Tynron H:

Monday.—Laird's Hill, Pinmore Mai

Hill, and Final Hill.

Apart from the first, second, and thi

class awards, there are two team pn:i

for club and trade teams.

Entries will be accepted by the sec

tary, Mr. Campbell MacGregor, 6, Gas

Terrace, Edinburgh, up till Moiul

September 5th, at single fees.

The start of the trial, of course, v

take place at Edinburgh.

d
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ESSEX M.C. AT
BROOKLANDS

TWO SUCCESSFUL RIDERS OF
FLAT TWINS.

Good Spor( bu(
Few Spectators
Characterises

the Molor Cycle
Classes of (his

Annual Event,

C. Pearson (3J- Douglas), winner of the long handicap of eight S. J. Bassett (3 A.B.C.), who won the long-aistance handicap
and a halt miles for machines between 400 and 1,000 c.c. His for machines under 500 c.c. His speed was 62 m.p.h. over the
speed was 63-33 m.p.h. eight and a half miles.

' was unfortunate that the Clerk of finally finishing first and second, with and the field well behind. D. R. O'Dono-
.

the Weather should have chosen Satur- Powell third and I. P. Riddoch (Black- van (Norton) with a new engine was ap-
,
day last as the day which should mark bume) and V. E. Horsman (Norton) chas- parently nursing it, for after a fast first

li end of the drought m London, for a ing them home. The wmner's speed was lap lie "seemed to slow perceptibly. The
n moniing interfered sadly with the 62 m.p.h. Result: 6.N. came in, apparently with tappet
1,-nber of spectators who assembled to ., „ „ ^

, Start._ rod trouble, before the last lap. Result:
Itch the Essex Motor Clubs annual ' S. J. Bassett (A.B.C.) im. 405 1'

c. .

1 e meeting at Brooklands. The club f; i.'^^TlTr'mnip-Jart"':^!'''
.•.

Im' is? 1. H. H. Beach (3^, Norton sc, Im! «s.
^.^ at least fortunate, however, in that rp. • , „ 1 ^ • 3. O. de Lissa (7 Motosacoche-M.A.G. so.) 3Ss.

t track was quite drv by lunch time,
ihere were only five non-starters in an .. I. P. Riddoch (8 Zenith-Jap sc.) 54s.

^ ,le the rain obligingly held oft during f"''>' °^ twenty for the second Esse.-c

t aftpi-nnnn
a o -f & long handicap (for machines of from

LlthoighThe number of entries received ^"O-^r ^ '' TT.1
^-^n- of/'g^t -d SEVERE ONE-DAY TRIAL

f- the three motor cycle events on the
[he Lkc'of York'f Ha Ltca^id^o^- IN ICELAND.

pjrarame was not really large, the ^ » 11 11 u f
"'»i'ey--L'a^''«son. ,,,.,, , ,

q lity of the riders was of'a high order,
P'^'^!;'^^"^ ?" %^ interest centred on C. DEING compelled abandon its two-

a! good sport was" witnessed. The L-, JT"" , .^''T . .'""J' T^"n' ^ day trial to Glengarriff, owing to

filler machines in particular dis-
be'ng a scratch, did not start until C. many of the roads m the south being

li uished themselves
Pearson s Douglas led the field round for " trenched," the Dublin and District
the first lap. As it happened, the lead M.C.C. made its holiday event a one-

Speed oJ Small Machines. ^.\'iU% established made the American day affair over a severe course in Co.

,, c i t .1 ., 1 1
machine's chances hopeless, and the Wicklow.

.1' the first of the three motor cycle Douglas won at 63.33 m.p.h., with B. H.
res on the programme, the Essex long Wood's Norton a good second, and J. In Spite of Weather.
hidicap tor solo machines not exceeding l Emerson third on another Douglas. The weather conditions were very
B^ C.C., twenty-two entries had been Temple, travelling at great speed, came disagreeable, rain and wind combining to
Mived, and eighteen runners left the up .^.jth ^ rush on the last lap, and was make things unpleasant; but, notwith-
pUock. \. E. Horsman Norton) was dose to the end of the far banking as standing, only three of twenty-five
Otjinaly placed at scratch, but later was the winner crossed the line. Results: starters failed' to complete ths course.
g.i|u 48s. start, as the machine he was

S^^^^ T^^ finishers were: Heuse (B.S.A.),mw was not the one on w'hich his 1. c. Pearson (Douglas) 2m. 245. Steven (Velocette), Daly (Triumph), Car-
h^hcap had been judged. J L. Emer- 2. B. H.Wood (Norton) 2m. 2-ls.

ville (Triumph), Adsir (B.S.A.), Holmes
30. Doug as, which had a Flexi carbu- 3- J- L. Emerso:i (Douglas) Im. 30s.

(Enfield sc.) Smith (Indian sc), Murphy
re !r fitted, was a favourite at tlie .start.

Sideear<! V Cvele Cars (Triumph), McAllister (Triumph so.),
OUie actual race, the main feature was hldecars V. Cycle Oars.

Greene (Enfield), Hgtdinn (Cotton .

tw speed of the smaller machines, for The third and last motor cycle event O'Connor (Norton), Allan (Norton sc),
WA. Lowe (2i Diamond-Jap) and E. J. was the Essex long handicap for side- Johnstone (New Comet), McGrath
Alerson (2^ New Imperial) at 2m. start, cars and three or four-wdieeled cycle cars, (A.J.S. sc). Woods (Harley-Davidson
wl A. G. Milter and H. J. Line, both sidecar engines being limited to 1,000 c.c sc), Cartons (Norton), Redmond (Indian),
oii.VIartm-Japs and at Im. 54s., were and cycle car engines to 1,100 c.c. Ten Woods (Martin^yde sc), McCuttagart
WE down the railway straight ere machines left the paddock, including W. (Reading Standard), Maguire (Humber),
Mrson's Douglas and F. A. Applebee's R. Steele's G,N. R. R. Goes (Indian) and Hassett (Norton). Markings at the
JWin had left the mark. -was limit man with Im. 57s. start, open controls were very close, and the
UN. Stewart on H. Powell's Trump- followed by H. H. Beach (Norton) at winners of the Freeman 'and Walker Cups

Ja; travelled welt; but was unable to Im. 45s. 'This handicap proved sufficient will probably depend on the secret check
cati S. J. Bassett (A.B.C.) and S. V. for Beach to win easily at 59 m.p.h., with errors. Otficiat results appear on imge
I f wich (Diamond-Jap), these two 0. de Lissa (Motosacoche-M.A.G.) second, 198.

CI 7
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CLUB NEWS. ^^"SefssT
Macclesfield and District M.C.

Entiy forms for the Axe Edire hill-

climb, to be held on the 28th inst., may
now be obtained from Mr. T. Simister,
Jordangate, Macclesfield. This event is

open to all clubs in the North-western
Centre A.C.U.

Central London M.C.C.

On and after the 20th inst. all commu-
nications for the Hon. secretary of the
above club should be addressed to him at
91, Broadhurst Gardens, Hampstead,
N.W.6.

Public Schools M.C.C.

Only two competitors made non-
stop runs in the reliability, brake,
and acceleration test held on Saturday.
Results :

WINNER OP CUP, R. C. Cliariesworth (5
Zenith); 2, H. B. Browning (3% Scott); 3, G. G.
ijJardner (3^/. Sunbeam).
CLASS WINNERS.—350 c.c, no finisher; 600

c.c, G. G. Gardner (3V.. Sunheam) ; 600 c.c,
H. B. Browning (3l4 Scott) ; 760 c.c, R. O.
Charlesworth (5 Zenith); 1,000 c.c, no finisher.

At the invitation of the B.M.C.R.C.,
the club will hold a handicap race at
Brooklands on the 27th inst. for a club
silver cup. In addition, cups will be
av,iarded for the fastest scratch times in
the various capacity classes.

Evesham M.C.C.

On Friday evening last the club held
its first hill-climb on Hopton Hill,
Evesham, the hill generally used by the
Worcester M.C.C. The lower reaches of
the hill were greasy, and one or two
skids occurred ; the upper crest was
rough. Some good times were accom-

page

pliahed, F. Morrall doing the fastest time
of the day on a 4^ h.p. B.S.A. ' He
averaged nearly 45 m.p.h.
The results were as follows :

SOLO iVIACHINES (UP TO and including 360
c.c.).— 1, J. N. Bacon (2% Douglas), 42|s. ; 2, F,
P. Andrews (2>i Omega), 46£s. ; 3, F. Jinks (2%
Wew Imperial), 61^3,
SOLO MACHINES (UP TO 600 c.c.).— 1, P. F.

Andrews (41/1 B.S.A.), ?.%li.: 2. F. Morrall (414
B.S.A.), 30s.; 3, H. Tuckwood IV/, B.S.A.), 34is,;
4, F. G. Bvrd (31; Norton), 35s.
UNLIMITED SOLO MACHINES.— 1, F. Morrall

(41,, B.S.A.), 28s.; 2, F. P. Andrews (4i,i B.S.A.),
2823.; 3, F. B. Bent (6 Bat), 29is.; 4, H. Tuck-
wood (4Vj B.S..\.), 30}.
SIDEC.\R MACHINES (UP TO 600 c.c.).- 1, F,

Morrall (414 B.S.A. sc), 474s.; 2. A. Sharii (4
Triumph sc), 61is.; 3, G. S. Hiles (4'i B.S.A.
sc). 67s.
UNLIMITED SIDECAR, LIGHT CAR, AND

CYCLE CAR.-l, R. Gibbins (8 Enfield sc), 34ts.

;

2, J. N. Bacon (6 Enfield sc), 44is.; 3, A. O.
Brown (6 Enfield sc), 606,

West Fi£e M.C.

Some very close finishes were witnessed
in the knock-out hill-climb held at the
Wicks-o'-Baiglij on the 6th inst., no
fewer than four events beings won by
inches. Results :

350 c.c. CLASS.
aiEMBERS.- 1, S. C. Hubbard (2^4 Coulson); 2,

G. W. Calvert (2% Diamond).
Priv.\te Owners.— 1, D. Dougall (2"^4 H.B.).
Open.^1, G. W. Calvert (2y, Diamond); 2, S.

C. Hubbard (2% Coulson).

600 c.c. CLASS.
-.. Members.— 1, J. Morgan Philipps (3'& Sun-
beam): 2, W. R. Beveridge (314 Sunbeam)."
Pniv.VTE Owners.— 1, R. Ewlng (3V' Norton); '

2, D. Bennett (3'/' Sunbeam).
Open.— 1, R. Stewart (4 Norton); 2, O. G. Braid

(3 Motosacoche).
UNLIMITED.

^Members.—J. Morgan Philipps (3'/- Sunbeam);
2, W. K. Beveridge (3>.!. Sunbeam)."
Open.— 1. W. R. Beveridge (S'A Sunbeam), 2.

R. J. Braid (7-9 Indian).

SCRATCH EVENT.
1. R. J. Braid (7-9 Indian); 2, J. Morgan

Philipps (3>2 Sunbeam).

North London M.C.C.

Despite the uncertain weather cond
tions last Saturday, a good attendam
was made" at the gymkhana held in

large football ground near the couni

headquarters, Radlett. The winners ar

events were as follows:

BLONDIN RACE.— 1. R. L, Richardson (2

Alecto).

BLINDFOLD RACE.— 1, F. - Thompson
Triumph sl-.); 2, S. F. Colman (3V> James).
EGG AND SPOON RACE.— 1, G. J. Read

Enfield); 2, H. Bartlett (2Ja Coulson).

THREADING THE NEEDLE.—1, R. L. Richai
son (2";4 Alecto) and Mrs. Henderson; 2, C.
Bartlett (2^,4 Coulson) and Mrs. R. Baxter.

Bath and West oi England M.C.

On the 6th inst. the club held a twel

hours reliability trial for the Victory Ci

and other awards. The route was 2

miles, via Bridgwater, Porlock, Ly
mouth, Lynton Hill, Crediton, Exet(

Taunton, and home to Bath. Results;

1 (Victory Cup and -re)ilica), V. C. Anstice
A. B.C.): 2 (gold medal), E. Oolmer (S'A Nortoi
3 (silver medal), E. W. Spencer (4 Omega);
(bronze medal), J. Carver (5-6 Rover).

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

On Saturday next the clubs in the Ei

Midland Centre are holding a unit

gymkhana and motor cycle sports me
ing in the grounds of Stamford Hall

4 p.m. A military band has been (

gaged, and will play for dancing on t

lawn in the evening. An admission

one shilling will be charged, which
eludes fees to all gymkhana events. -

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found 01

Snpp. xl.

GLASGOW OPEN SPEED TRIALS.
FASTEST time of the dav at the open

speeds trials of the Western IM.C.C.
(Glasgow), held on the 6th inst., was

made by I). S. Alexander (7-9 Indian).
Full results, with speeds, follow :

Gen£r.-\l.—275 c.c. Solo (Formul.\).
Fig. of

Merit. M.P.H.
1. D. S. Alexander (2,i Levis) 9.S2 .. .15.5

2. D. B. Calder (2i Imperial) 827 .. 47.1
3. J. Lidstone (2} James) oiO .. 40.2

General.—275 c.c. Solo (Time).
Time
in Sec M.P.H.

1. -D. B. Calder (2} Imperial) 30J .. 48.9
2. D. S. Alexander (2} Levis) 42i .. 42.6
3. J. Lidstone (2i James) 46J .. 38.5

E.XPERTS Barred.—350 c.c. Solo (Formula).
Fig. of

Merit. M.P.H.
1. -G. Kelly (2| A.J.S.) SS7 .. 6S.6
2. H. G. Deas (2J Royal Ruby) 6.32 .. «.9
3. J. A. Brown (2} Douglas) -.448 .. 39.6

General.—350 c.c. Solo (Formula).
Fig. of

Merit. M.P.H.
1. G. Kcllv (2} A.J.S.) ..943 ., 55.6
2. D. S. Alexander (2.i Levis) 914 .. 45
3. J. Walker (2J A.J.S.) 702 .. 50.6

Experts Barred.—350 c.c. Solo (Time).
Time
in Sec. M.P.H.

1. G. Kelly (2| A.J.i5.) 83? .. 53.9
3. H. G. Deas (2J- Royal Rubv) 41s .. 43.5
3. J. A. Brown (2J Douglas) 44J .. 40.7

General.—350 c.c. Solo (Time).
Time

in Sec. M.P.H.
1. G. Kellv (2.S A.J.S.) 32} .. 55.5
2. J. Walker (2J A.J.S,) 34 . . 53
3. D. S. Alexander (25 Douglas) ' 35| .. 50.6

C18

1. G. Kelly (23 A.J.S.)

Experts B.vrred.— 600 c.c. Solo (Formula).
Fig. of

Merit. M.P.H.
, , , __^__., 909 .. 54.5

J. Lloyd (3.1 Norton) 710 . . 53
L. B. C. Cunningham (3J Sunbeam) 651 .. 50^6

General.— GOO c.c. Solo (Formula).
Fig. ot

Merit. .M.P.H.
G. Kelly (2? A.J.S.) S97 .. 64.2

T. Walker (23 A.J.S.) 895 .. 54.9
ib. B. Calder (2} Imperial) .: S72 .. 43.7

Experts Barred.—600 c.c. Solo (Time).
Time

in Sec M.P.H.
L. B. C. Cunningham (3.'. Sunbeam) 34 . , 53
G. Kelly (23 A.J.S.) .

.". 3.) J . . 63

J. Lloyd (3J Norton) 34J . . 53

General.—600 c.c. Solo (Time).
Time

in Sec. M.P.H.
J. Walker (2J A.J.S.) SOi .. 69.6
D. S. Alexander (3J Norton) 31; .. 57.3
G. Kelly (2.5 A.J.S.") 334 .. 54.9

"'.XPERTS Barred.—U.\'li.mited, Solo (Formula).
Fig. of

Merit. M.P.H.
G. Kellv (23 A.J.S.) 920 .. 54.9
R. Wishart (3i Sunbeam) 702 ,, 53.3
G. C. Walker f3 J Norton) 658 .. 50.6

General.—Unlimited, Solo (Formula).
Fig. of
Merit. M.P.H.

J. Walker (23 A.J.S.) ... . 10-12 ,, 59.3
G. Kelly (2J A.J.S.) 931 .. 55.2
D. B. Calder (2.nmperial) ...'... . 826 .. 47.1

E.XPERTS Barred.—^Unlimited, Solo (Time),
Time
in Sec. M.P.H.

G. Kelly (23 A.J.S.) 33? .. 53.6
D. M. Hamilton (7-9 H.arlev) ....34$ .. 51.7
W. Mcl.ellan (4 Norton) .

.'. 35| . , 50,6

General.—Unlimited, Solo (Time).

Time
in Sec: M.1

1. D. S. Alexander (7-9 Indian) 29J- ;;-•(

3. J. Walker (2; A.J.S.) 30 ..

3, G. Kelly (2i A,J,S.) 334 ..

General.—GOO c.c. Sidecars (Formula),
Fig. of

Merit. , M.:

1. G. Kellv (2.J A. T.S. sc.) 89G ,,

2. E. Napier White (3J Edmund sc). 631 ..-,[.

3. R. Watson (41 Huniber so.) 603 , .g
General.—600 c.c. Sidecars (Time).''.

Time
in Sec. KJ

1. G. Kellv (3J A.J.S. sc) 3811 '-
2. E. Napier White (31 Edmmdsc). 4G| .>•

3. R. Watson (4! Huiuber sc.) 46j ..-

Experts Bakred.—Unlimited, Sidecars (FoRMi

Fig. of

Merit. 'M,)

1. G. KcUy (23 A,J.S. sc.) 1043 r^ •

2. W. McLellan (4 Norton sc.) ....... .664 . . •

3. A. Neilson (7 A.J.S. sc.) 498 . ^ ;

:

General.—Unlimited, Sidecars (Formum),
Fig. of.

'"
,

Merit. M,.

1. G. Kelly (2} A.J.S. sc) 1010 .,

2. G. Grinton (7-9 Harley sc.) 601 ..

3. D. S. Alexander (7-9 Indian sc.) .. 680 ..

Experts Barred,—Unlimited, Sidecars (Tai

Time
in Sec, M.

3 . G. Kelly (2J A.J.S. sc.) 39f .....

2. W. McLellan (4 Norton sc) 41| . •

3. A. Neilson (7 A.J.S. sc.) 45J .....

General.—Unlimited, Sidecars (Time).

Time ' •

in Sec. ' M,

L D. S. Alexander (7-9 Indian sc.) . . SSf .

.

2. G. Grinton (7-9 Harleysc) 36| .

.

3. G. Kelly (2J A.J.S. sc) 411 .,
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IT is pleasing to record that two of the greatest motor cycJe riders

of modern times are believers in the principle of "Extra Air.

Mr. H, R. DAVIES' winning af h.p, A.J.S in the T.T. races

was fitted with an extra air inlet.

Mr, H. Le VACK, who secured the magjiificent victory on an
Indian in the 500 miles race at Brooklands said in an interview with the " Daily
Mail " correspondent: " The carburetter is standard, the only special 6tting
being an extra air inlet."

No fitment is used in two such important events as an experiment.

Fit the

.Bowden Wire
Extra Air Inlet

and get

1 ncreased Engine Efficiency

More Miles to the Gallon.

A Cleaner and Cooler Engine.

An Efficient Auxiliary
Engine Brake.

Ask for our folder, it

tells you all about it.

85, Victoria Ed., WiltedeD
Junction, London, K.W.lo

Original Patentees and
Maniifacturers of

' Bowden
Wire Mechanism.

4 POINTS FOR YOU
The outside flywheel provides wonder-
ful acceleration together with smooth
and silent running.

2. The detachable cylinder head makes
inspection and cleaning easy, and valve
grinding a comfort.

3. The ample bearings of Car type elim-
inate trouble and give long life to
working parts.

4. The specially designed fins with ample
cooling surface prevents overheating.

Blackburne Combination, fitted uith
8 h.p. engine, complete with spare
wheel and luggage carrier £197 100
BlacUhurne 4 h.p. Solo .... .. £127 10

tTriie for Booklet.

BURNEY & BLACKBURNE. LTD.
{Dept. I.) 38, CONDUIT STREET, LONDON, W.J

Telephone: IMayfair 6'iT

.

In answeriiia these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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TYNESIDER
PILLION RIDING DE-LUXE.

Latest Models.

All these seats are fitted with
Cantilever spring set, four
Cantilevers being used. Ad-
justable springs at each side.

Adjustable for child or adult.

Model 64-D, is the same as B. with
double dress-guard and foot-rest at-

tached. Dress-guards and foot-rests
15/- extra. Will fit on B, at any time. Any component

part may be attach-
ed or detached in

a few minutes.
Making 8 different

seats with Model
64-B.
Adjustable clips to
fit any carrier.

Ask for Henderson'sTynesider Pil-

lion Seat. Havenootheror you will
be disappointed. Henderson is the
original inventor of pillion seats.

Tynesid r
Black Plating Imcquep.

GivesasplendidBLACK PLATING
FINISH to Lampa, Handle-bars.
Windscreens. Brosswortt, Steel and
Plated FittiDBS of all kinds. Easily
andqu'ckly ajip'ied.Haybeused for

hiBh-c-lass Stovtin, Fireplaces, etc,

2/6 p°F tin. post fr e.

Model 6^-F. is theaama a.i E. show-
ing arm reste down if reuuired. Seat
same as B. Folds up like G. anl H.

Complete £3 10 O,

All seats finished in Black
and Gold. Plated fittings.

Any good up-to-date trader will

supply you. Ask Halford, Rudge-
Whitworth, etc.

Tynesider
Cylinder Black.

Gives a beautiful finish to
Cylinders, heac-ri. sisting

and durable. PreventR rust
2/6 p r tin, post free.

Model 64-B, very low
seating position, about
lin. from carrier. A safe

seat, no swaying, hand- ,, , ,«, „ . -^

somely tinistied, 4t»/- gtirrups attached. Stirraps 7/6 pe
Handles 2/6 each extra, pnirextra. Fitted withrubberrest

and are adjostable.

H. Shows how the
seat E. F. & G. fold

up and tucks aWaj^^

on the carrier when
not in use. Luggage
may be packed on
seat, thus making
a spring carrier.

G, shows dress-guard of E. F. &D.
half folded, leaving the footboard

for child's use, or may be fully

opened for adult's use.

Tynesider
Transparent Lacquer.

One coat of this lacauer on brass-

work. p!ftt n-', or any metal, will

keep itbiicht for months without
cleaning. Try it on handle-bars,

lamps, and fittincs of all kinds.

Saves lime, abour, and worry.
2'6 per tin. post frE>e.

We have a few shop-soiled 1920
seats at 21 /-, These are supplied
direct only.

Mcdel 64-E, is the same seat ii.'i B
with folding back-rest and doubl

dresB-guard attached. Folds uii iik

H. or G. Cojnplete ^3 10 0.

Tynesider Seat Wks., 9 & 10, Union St., M.C., North Shields, Eng. ^"^
'"S ^^luo'^iia?!

"'""

U P ON'S OF HULL
Famouii No 300.

MOTOR CYCLE AND SIDECAR HOUSE.
Is specially designed for comfortably storing one motor cycle and
sidecar. Strong, durable, smart m appearance, and excelled in

general finish.
Constructed of J" tongue-grooved and V-jointed or beaded boards

on good strong framing, and in complete sections ready for bolting
together. There is a window at one side, the roof is boarded and
covered with the Rubberoid Co, felt, and tbe outside woodwork is

treated with our Never-Rot solution. Doub!e doors, with lock com-
plete, and when erected makes a very useful and well-proportioned
building.
PRDCtS—8ft. long, 6ft. wide, 6ft. at eaves, £1 1 O O

9ft. long, 7ft. wide, 6ft. at eaves, 13 O O
10ft. long, 7ft. wide, 6ft. at eaves, 14 IS O
10ft. long, 8ft. wide, 6ft. at eaves, 15 1U O

Carriagi' paid to any station, England and Wales, for cash with ondsr.
OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE WILL BE SENT ON REQtftsT.

UPTON'S Portable Building Works, Londesboro' St., HULLi

s
p
E

STEADY. RELIABLE. p
For CARS and MOTOR CYCLES. D

The BEST & CHEAPEST In the WORLD. Q
Absolutely ACCURATE for all Speeds. lUI

Racing a Speciality. p
Price £4 1 0s. with Trip £5 complete, j

Each Instrument Guaranteed, C
J. A. COOMES & CO., LTD., R

2 and 4, East Avenue, EAST HAM, E 6. §

Iflhe ROCK Speedometer

K

TRANSFERS
D D

for MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECARS. & SCOOTER

Also LINING for above in

various widths and colourings.

Registration Letters & Numbers in w£ite, etC'

SPELl.iL NOTE—TKs cannot supply Manufacturers' own .ranster^

to individual motor cyclists.

'articulais .-.nd Prices upon application:

THE BRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO., LTD.
(Proprietors : Iliffe & Sons Ltd.)

I

Works: QUINTON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Q London: 20, Tudor St., E.C.4. Manchester: 199, Deansgato. [

In answerinrj these advertisements it is d&siraUe to mention "The Motor Cycle,"

J
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holiday

naants

£25 DOWN
WILL SECURE

ANY £100
OUTFIT OR PROPORTIONAL
AMOUNT FOR OTHER PRICED
SETS, BALANCE SPREAD OVER
3, 6, 9, OR 12 MONTHS.

Exchange With Us.

^ 387, EUSTON ROAD,
LONDON, N W.

'Phone—Museum 4978.
Closed Saturdays 1 o clock.

151, HIGH STREET,
WALTHAMSTOW. LONDON. W.E.

'Phone : Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

Closed Thursdays 1 o'clock.

50. HIGH RD., WOOD G^EEN,
LONDON. N. 'Phone : Hornsey 1936.

Closed Thursdays 1 o'clock.

In answerinf; this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cvele." E17
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ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR Co., Ld.
1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 5 h.p., flat twin, all accessories, speedo

meter, specially tuned, over 100 m.p.g., unscratched £120
1920 JAMES ^;1 h.p. de Luxe Combination, electrically equipped,

speedometer, unscratched £125
1920 ROVER, 4 h.p., 3-speed. clutch, and kick-starter, and Swan

sports Sidecar, completely equipped with largest P. & H,
lamp set, separate generators for sidecar and rear lamp, speedo-
meter, and mechanical horn, unscratched £130

1920 WOOLER, 2l h.p., vari-^ble gear, mn under 500, all lamps, horn,
etc £67 10

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 5^-V-> flat twin, 3-speed C.S., clutch,

and kick-starter, and Swan sports Sidecar, completely eqjiipped

with all lamps, horn, speedometer, unscratched, and indis-

tinguishable from new ; cost £205. Snip £130
1920 ROVER, T.T., Philipson pulley, speedometer, horn, knee grips,

unscratched, and indistinguishable from new in every respect £85
1920 0.K-, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, unused until July, fully equipped with

all lamps, hoiii, tools, etc., unscratched, and indistinguishable

from new £40
1920 NEW HUDSON, 2$ h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, tools, etc., practi-

cally new. Snip '. £53
1920 O.K., 2Jh.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, tools, aluminium footboards,

new condition £45
1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all lamps, horn, windscreen,

etc., run very few miles £125^
1920 B.S.A. 4i h.p. Combination, bought new June, 1921, run under

400 miles, completely equipped with Lucas lamps, horn, etc.,

unscratched, as new in every respect £125
1919 DIAMOND, 2^ h.p. Villiers, brand new, only slightly shop-

. soiiGd. List, £60. Our price £50
1919 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Combination, electrically equipped, genuine

Indian Sidecar, splendid condition £110
igig ARIEL, 3^ h.p., and VVatsonian Monarch Sidecar, supplied in

August, 1920, electrically equipped, Eastmg screen, perfect

condition £105

1919 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., and Bramble coach-built Sidecar, completely
equipped with luggage grid, Easting windscreen, Tan-Sad,
speedometer, F.R.S. electric lighting outfit, etc., mechanically
perfect and in splendid condition throughout £95

1919 B.S.A. 4i h.p. Combination, equipped with windscreen, lamps,
horn, splendid condition £105

1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 li-P-, 3-speed, clutch, and kick-
starter, re-enamelled and plated, as new . £110

I9r8 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., and Swan sports Sidecar, all laipps, horn,
speedometer r £110

1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, and brand
new bulbous back Sidecar, splendid outfit in every respect . . £115

rgiS ROYAL RUBY 8 h.p. Combmatioa, re-enamelled and plated to.

new £120 .

igiS ENFIELD Combination^ 8 h.p. J.A. P. engine, new Sidecar,
splendid condition £125

1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., and Grindlay sprung wheel
Sidecar, fully equipped, hood and windscreen, lamps, horn,
etc., splendid condition £110

19T7-8 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, thoroughly
overhauled, and in new condition ' £90

1916 ZENITH, 5-6 h.p., countershaft, clutch, and kick-starter, fitted

with 1920 Swan sports Sidecar, completely equipped and in

perfect condition throughout £105
1916 DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., 2-speed, re-euaraelled and plated, only run

200 miles since left our reconstruction shops , . . £62 10

3915 MOT0SACOCKE, 3^ h.p. twin M.A.G. engine, Enfield 2-speed . . £37 10

1915 DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, makers' colours £58
19*5 CALTHORPE, 2^ h.p. J.A.P. 2-speed, clutch, excellent light-

weight £35
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, been stored 4 years, hardly

scratched, perfect condition, rare opportunity £65
1914-15 ZENITH, 8 h.p., C.S., clutch, and kick-starter, coachbuilt

Sidecar, all lamps, and horn, splendid order £85

^ down and the balance in 12 monthly instalments will purchase any of the above, which are guaranteed Jor 3 months from date (J purchase.

FULL ILLUSTRATED LIST OF NEW AND SECOND-HAND MACHINES SENT POST FREE ON REQUEST.
Opsn Saturdays until 7-30 p.m.

9, 10, 11, ROYAL PARADE, W. CROYDON. 'Phone—Croydon 2450,
'Grams—"Track, Croydoo.*

WAUCHOPE'S
Deal direct with customers for EASY PAYMENTS) and not through a financial house.

H Terms: ONE-FIFTH down and the r.emainder in twelve monthly instalments. EXCHANGES
also arranged with the balance payable by extended payments. Write, 'Phone, or Call.

B All the best makes supplied promptly. Below is a selection taken from oar list.

a
a

NEW 1921 MACHINES.
B.S.A. 6-7h.p. twin Combination £175
B.S.A. 4} h.p. Combination, Model H2 £152
B.S.A. 4} h.p. Combination, Model K2 £149
B.S.A., 4} h.p., Model K2, solo £107
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p ^ , £160
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p., dTOamo £182
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., kick start £70
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and lack start, all on £105
BRADBURY 2i h.p £85
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Combination £160
ZENITH, 5 h.p £115
ARIEL Combination. 6-7 h.p £165
NEW COMET Motor Cycle £«9 6
WOOLER, 2j h.p., touring, chain drive,- all on £103 10 6
DOUGLAS, 2.f h.p., 2 speeds, all on, improved W.D £85
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., sports model £130
B.S A., 4} h.p., Model H2, chain drive £110
BLACKBURNE. twin Combination, S h.p £197 10
eLACKBURNE, solo, 4 h.p £127 10
Bin Four NORTON and de luxe Sidecar £177
NORTON, 3! h.p., 3 speed, all-chain £132
Big Four NORTON, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick start £135
BRADBURY, 4 h.p

. £95
BRADBURY, 6 h.p £125
G.N. Cvcle Car, touring model "£245
COVENTRY PREMIER, dvnamo £250
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £125
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H £115
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Combination £165

MATCHLESS Combination. 8 h.p., standard, spare wheel and tvre £185
SUNBEAM, 3l h.p £155 «
VEL0CETTE,'2.} h.p., 2-speed £75
QUADRANT Combination, 4.^ h.p £125
QUADRANT, solo, 4! h.p. .

.'. £105
MATCHLESS, dynamo, with 2-seater Sidecar £216 15
MORGAN Grand Pri.'i, w.c. M.A.G Lict price

WOOLER, 25 h.p., T.T. model, all on £82 19
WOOLER, tourinp; model, 2j h.p., all on £84 9
RUDGE, 3.1 h.p., I.O.M. model ; £85
DOUGLAS," 4 h.p., all on £125
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Cembination. all on £160
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., dynamo .- £195 15

NEW 1920 MACHINES.
AUTOPED Scooter, 1920, dynamo £25
8-10 h.p. 1920 J.A.P. Engine, w.c, magneto, new (engine only) .

.

£40

SECOND-HAND MACHINES (Cash only).

NORTON and Sidecar, 4 h.p., 1919 £105
SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 3l h.p., 1915 £100
BLAGKBUR."JE and Grindlay Sidecar, 8 h.p £210
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 1910 , £30
Big Four NORTON and Sidecar, as new £85
DOUGLAS, 3.'. h.p., and wicker Sidecar, 1913 £65
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 1915, and Rideezi Sidecar £55
GARDEN Monocar, 5-fi h.p., 1914 £70
A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p. (special engine) . . .

. 5160
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1913 ; £60
AUTOPED Scooter, 1920, dynamo, licence paid £20

H

<

I

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4
'Phone : Ho.'born S777.

B18
'Grams :

" Opificer, Fleet, London.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Gyele,."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALB.
Blackburne.

iLACKBUHNE 4h.p., Henderson sidecar, Cqs-Atmos
,» cirbiuetter. Cameo, ju&t overhauled ; first ^105
ines.—Woodhead, Wood Lane, Bolton, Bradford,
ikshire. .

• [4265

[|20 Biaokburae 41i.p. Combination, 3 speeds, "O, and
.t/ K.S., coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, spring seat, tax
(I, unpunctured; rear oiler £150.—Kinge, High St.,

iltou Heath, Xadworth. Surrey. [415.^

lACKBUENE 4h.p., June, 1920, mileage only
' 800, with Montgomery sidecar, epecially painted
I'liiatcb, complete with horn, lamps, and apron, in
I atiful condition throughout, Palmer tyreS, uu-
iitclied; £120.-21, .SouthTille Ed., Thames Ditton.

[4815
Bradbury.

iJADBURY 4h.p. Combination, just overhauled
- and renovated; £50.—E.H., 46, Blackheath Hill,
ei.lO. [4573

/ENUINE' Snip; 2%h.p. Bradbvrry, Bosch, B.B.,
\ complete, running order; £7.—46, Cromwell Rd.,
V'thamstow. . [Sill

1EADBUEY Combination, 4h.p., 3-speeil, Binks.
J lamps, splendid condition; what offers ?—Hearse,
Vit Leigh, Peasedown, Bath. [4175

JB.^DBURY Combination, chain drive, Bosch, 2-
seater sidecar, good condition; £75. — 57,

Tiescant Ed., London, S.W.S. _ [4802

II
12 Bradbury 4h.p., clutch, B. and B., Bosch, Dun-

lops, sidecar chassis; £20, or separate.—27,
Ktou Ed., Plum^tead, London. [4475
1SAriB0EY 1921 6h.p. Combination, hand and foot

cltitch, chain drive, detachable back wheel, lamps,
aiisoiies, tax paid; £130.—Chivers, 379, Cambridge
B Bethnal Green. [4191

engine,
- all chain,

aey new tyres, all in good condition £100. or near
•tl—Daivill, Builder, Lower Ed., Harrow.
YAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.(5.4.
> —Bradburys, all new models in stock, ready for

' rte delivery; 4h.p. solos, 6h.p. combinations, and
lightweights, from £85. Apply for our easiest of
inis. [4541

Brough.
X-.p. Brough, very fast and sporty 'bus, knee-grips,
'J siieedometer, etc. ; £55, or exchange Norton —G.
Ciig, Harnier Green, Welwyn, Herts. [4718
pOUGH 5-6h.p. (June) 'Combination, Henderson
.»JBhte sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting, horn, speed-
™ii, every accessory, tax, insurance, mileage 1,500,
tfts.iudistincuishable from new; owner buying car-
'••235^ accept £198; machine ordy. £158; Lincoln

-Box 5,694, c/o The Molor Click. [4083

Brough Superior.
:GH Superior, latest 1921 sh.p. Model; £175;
iraediate deliveries from stock.—Marston, 31,
^t., Chester. [4701

ICl Brough Superior in stock, winner ot the 2%i-tmile sprint at Pendine from 31 entries Whit-
loi v.—South Wales Distributer : W. Luther J

71, Commercial" St. " ' "*

IiADBtrnr el.p. combination twin A.J.E
A.J.S. gear bos, S-speed, kick start, a

[4332

Newport, JVIon.

B.S.A.

Phone
10640

g.,i.-All models always la stock; delivered any-

TJH. Replacements, every part and pattern^-' tt'Urn.
by

f}.i. Specialists: County Cycle and Motor Co
'oad St., Birmingham. [3248
1921 6-7h.p. B.S.A. Combinatitos in Stock-

^ J 5.—Lambert s, Thetford. [4390
JJ.i.., Model H. all-cliain drive; £110; latest"1921"^Jdel.—.Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [4689
>T* 1321 B.S.A. Combinations in stock: list price
-^' Roimds, Garage, High Ed., Kilbum, N.W. [4448

Bl?f^-^'-7S,-®-^- ,^°''«' 15:., shop-soiled. never" ilden; £80.-Parkmson. Builder, Chatteris. [4304
Rj^. 1919 4i4h.p. Combination, electric lights" lensed, and in good condition; £80.—Below.
P.Sl. 1919 4i.',h.p Combination, very little used

I
^Sfy ^"'''V.'-etter, specially tuned, and in per^

Mdition, fully equipped, and licensed; £112 —
'°T l^°-fc l'''=.S,"'='°''J E^- Westbourne

". lei.: Park .'^420 ro, „
urne
[5018

U2 M'"^' ,2-si'<»a. K.S., fast and reliable, good" •* ;undition, licensed; £4S.-iIercer, Welshpool.

ISld^Co^- ll^'^^i^^i^-'^ , F^ ^ » £110.-Moi??s°s
.
" la 1,0., Ltd., 139, Finchley Ed., N.W.3.

f>*lsT''co„!^'>'r"*-,r'^^20 4./.h.p. M-'t.fn
Mri,?.rt-

'^^^'"""on, all accessories, ifcence paidpaic
[0689

uarai-ed; £ioo.

I9^,?i^;^- -^gi"^ 5', 'a™PS. licensed, excellent

mbi^^f'-^^--^^^. 50. Harrington Rd.!
* I

° L5046
- ?,?,^i^^"™' ,W^' "'^'P- S-speed, lamps,

perfe^ct^ condition; £73.-13, Crook Log
[4875

Heath, S.E.

J^tate model K new Canoelet Cameo, equipped,
,' #?^;7:?;J- ^^"^ ^"d Co., 7. Exliibition
Kensington,

[3791

«••»«•>

May be indulged in without

the attendant expense and in-

convenience of the train or

"chara"—with the aid of a

MOTOR CYCLE
OR

COMBINATION.
WE CAN DELIVER FROM STOCK THE FINEST
SELECTION OF MACHINES IN THE COUNTRY

NEW.
ENFIELD, 2} h.p., 2-speed model . . £65
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £160
NEW HU^jON, 2j h.p., 2 speeds, clutch £70 7
CEDOS, 2i h.p., 2-speed. model £65 2
BAT, 4 h.p., 3-speed, and clutch £120
BAT, 6 or Sh.p., 3 speeds, kick start .. £160
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Com., fully equipped . . £160
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Com., less equipment. . £152
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. solo, fully equipped . . . £125
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. solo, less equipment . . . £122
DOUGLAS, 2.1 h.p., 2 speeds, all on £85
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3-sp., clutch, all on. £105
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., electrically

equipped '.£180
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7 9hp., standard

model, horn, speedometer acetylene
lighting £175 g

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4-s h.p. flat twin,
speedometer, acetylene lighting .... £150

ALLDAYS ALLON, 2i h.p., 2-sp., clutch £76
LEA-FRANCIS, 5 h.p. twin, 3-sp., clutch £135
LEA-FRANCIS, 3J h.p., ditto -£125
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sporting model £115
ZENITH, 6 or 8 h.p., ditto £128
ZENITH, 5 h.p., clutch model £131
ZENITH, 6 or 8 h.p., ditto £144
MATCHLESS H or Ha Combinalion,

screen, spare wheel and tyre £185
MATCHLESS ditto, sports type £180
SCOTT, 3J h.p., 2-speed ...'. £130
SCOTT, 3i h.p., 2-specd, sports model . . £130
NORTON, 3J h.p., 3 speeds, kick start . . £132
NORTON, 3.V h.p., fixed gear £98
NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, kick start. , £135
COULSON. Special offer of export models.

Blackburne engine. Sturmey gear

—

2| b-P ' 80 gjns.

4 h.p 90 gnSr
3-speed, £8 extra.

P. & M., 3I h.p., 2-speed, clutch £115
EDMUAID, 2ih.p. Blackburne, 2-specd,

clutch, spring frame £9g q
A.B.C. Skootamota Offers
SIDECARS, 1-arge selection by leading manufac-

turers. Sidecars can be fitted on any make
of machine immediately.

Comprehensive stack of Second-hand Motor CycLs
and Coinbinntions always availabte.

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
Specialists in Motor Insurance and Repairs.

OFFICIAL STURMEY-ARCHER STOCKISTS.

PARKER'S
BOLTON
Bradshawgate,

MANCHESTER
245, Deansgate,

.: Tel. : Cen. 864.

••••••••asag

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"1020 B.SA. 4l4h.p. H2 Combination, lamps, Lucai
--«,' horn, excellent running order, tax paid; £100.
—Malby, Woodford, E,18. [0660

B.S.A. 3V:,h.p., all accessories, Bosch, gears, tax paid,
perfect condition ; £35.-5, Belmont Grove, Bel-

mont Hill, Lewisham, 6.E.13. [6076
"1 Q21 4>4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, Model H, Mont-
-*-*^ gomery sidecar, equal to new; £112.—Bowen,
ilotor Agent, Llawhaden, Narberth. [4411

B..S.A. 1921 4>'ih.p. Solo, all-chain, 3-speed, hand
clutch, K.S., lamp, Cowey, mileage 1,000; £95.—

Roberts, 39, Neptune St., Tipton. [4797

B.S.A. 4',ih.p., 1920, all-chain, unorated last April,
Montgomery No. 1 sidecar, fully equipped as new

;

i:il5.—2, Avoca Rd., Tooting Bee Rd., S.W. [4513

B.S.A.—All models for immediate delivery: ex-
changes.—Newnham IMotor Co., 223, Hammer-

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [4654

B.S.A. 3V-h.r., 2-speed, kick starter, all chain, over-
hauled, enamelled makers' colours, fast, reliable;

£50, near.—Allen, Hill House, Elstead, Surrey. [4236

B.S.A. Lata 1920 Twin Combination, excellent con-
dition, Magdyno, Watford trip speedometer, spare

wheel, bulbs, valves, etc. ; £170.-6, Market St., Oxford.
[4053

1? 120.—Brand new 1921 4J4h.p. B.S.A., with new
^^ Canoelet sidecar, iree insurance.—Clifford Wilson,
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Hop. 210.

[4662

SPORTIXG B.S.A., Philipson, clut«h, perfect, many
' new paits, accessories; £37; exchange lightweight

and cash.—MacDonald, 39, Brougham St., Greenock.
[4254

"I
Q20 4^ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, Montgomery side-

-1- */ car, fully equipped, licence paid, good condi-
tion; £90, no offers.—Bowen, Motor Agent, Llawhaden,
Narberth. [4410

B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, Model H, 3-speed,
clutch, kick start, tyres^ almost _new, _fully

^67.-75, Warwick Rd., Bowes
[4640

equipped, licensed

;

Pork, N.ll.

T Q20 B.S.A., all chain, i^A'h.'p., Swan torpedo side-
-Lt/ car, mileage negligible, discs, horn, Lucas lamp,
spare chain, valve, etc., any trials: £119.—36, Alex-
andra Ed., Croydon. [4495

B.S.A. Singles and Twins, early deliveries, iitted

with any model Sandum sidecars ; B.S.A. twin
and dual sidecar in stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 336,
Gray's Inn Rd., W.O.I. [0541

3ih.p. B.S.A. Motor Cycle, 2-speed, all accessories,
2 good running order, tax paid; £37/10.—Scotia

Motor Works, SO, Upper Tooting Rd., London, S.W.17.
'Phone: Streatham, 2707. [4929

B.S.A. Combination, 1921, 6-7h.p., nearly new, con-
dition perfect, electric lighting, Cowey trip, Cowey

horn. Royal Easting, luggage grid, etc.; £170.—Chase,
53, Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent. [4126

B.S.A. 1919 4%h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, all

chain drive, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S., wind
screen, Tan-Sad, condition excellent, tax paid; £95.

—

J. Powell, Shawbury, Shrewsbury. [X7269

1Q16 414I1.P. B.S.A. Combination, Millford sidecar,
-i-tf 3-spe6d, K.8., re-enamelled, in llrst-class order,
lamps(& horn, speedometer; bargain, £75.—Shepherd,
Enfield Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0695

A. Specialists. All models in stock ; easy pay-
ments.-Authorised West End Agents, Vivian

Hardie and Lane, Ltd. ('Phone; Mayfair 65591. 23, 24,
Woodstock St. (oH Blenheim St.), New Bond St., W.l.

[0657
IMMEDIATE Delivery ol any B.S.A. Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now. and
avoid disappointment later.-Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phono : Brix-
ton 2417. [0501

B.S.A. (May) 1921 Combination, Model H2, MOis-
Fulford chassis, electrically equipped, electric

horn, Stewart speedometer, F.E.W. valve attachments

;

any trial; £130.—Strathdee, 24, Leytonstone Rd., E.IB.
'Phone: 2246 Broadwaj'. [4166

4Xh.p. 1921 Ali-chain B.S.A., with Henderson side-
4 car, M.L., Maglita electric Ifghtin^ set, Apollo

electric horn. Best mechanical oil pump, spring seat-
pillar, knee-grips, and many spares; £140.—D. Smith,
34, Westminster Rd., Coventry. [X6e81

WAUCIIOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.O.4.—
B.S.A. K2, new 1921 models, just delivered,

£107; Model H2, all-chain, £110; 6-7h.p. twin com-
bination, standard, £175; immediate delivery from
stock ; cash, easy terms, or exchange. [4540

S.A. 4iih.;

B

B-.S.A. 4Uli-P. Chain Drive Combination, Oct., 1919,
3-speea, Lucas lamps, Cameo wind screen, hood,

tax paid, insurance, full set tools, C.B. sidecar, per-
fect condition: £115, or part exchange for B.S.A.
twin.—Mould, AVoodside, Leatherhead. [5033

1 Q16 B.S.A. 4i^h.p., chain-eum-belt, 3-speed, Canoelet
-- tf aidecar, speedometer, lamps and generators, Bprinp
pillar seat. Easting wind screen, apron, accessories.
spares, tools, tax and insurance (Nov.) paid; price £92/10
—Fraser, 52, Chertfiey Bd., Woking. (P) [4853

B.8.A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name ia the
B7S.A. We have always in stock at least three

models^ Model K, Model H, and 6-7h.p. twin; imme-
diate delivery; all epares in stock; trade supplied.—
Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodsid©
Parade. North Finchley. [0379

|n letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, qzimotor Cycles advertised by private owners arc, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Calthorne

(piALTHORPE 2-stioTte, 2 speeds, licensed, just over-^ hauled; £30.—Dosser, Siingsby, Yorks. [4650

CALTHOB.PE Single-speed 2-stroke; £28.—Rhind
and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester.

[4485

3-SPEED 2-sti-oke Calthorpe, practically new, guar-
antee; jE35.—Box 5,766, c/0 The Motor Cvclc.

[4941
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 3-speed, splendid condition;

30 gns.—2, Kelton Villas, Hawkes Rd., Kingston-
on-Tliames. [4546

CALTHCTEPE-J.A.P. 1917 2%lj.p., 2-speea, lamps,
horn, etc., as new; £45, near offer.—33, Hack-

foi<a Ed., Brixton. [5069

I (Iil7 Cnlthoire^ap 2^,h.p., Enfield 2-speed, lamps,
JLiJf horn, tools; trial invited : bargain, £45.—Slack,

78, Victoria St., Huclmall, Notts. (D) [4182

3 ill. p. Caltliorpe-Precision, 2-strokfl (1920), Enfield
2 gear, Lucas accosaories, perfect order, spares

;

£45, offers.-Gilbert, c/o McGusan, 25, Brisbane St..

Greenock. [4772

GALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2?lh.p., brand new, but
sligbtlv shop-soiled, 2-speed, Enfield gear; £55.—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [0066

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
for immedite delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe speoialists.—
Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.VV.4.
Phone : Brixton 2417. (0509

Campion.
6h.p. 1920^/4 Campion-.Tap, coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas

Magdyno lighting, horn, screen, Stnrmey-Archer
countershaft 3-speed, mileage 1,000, tax paid; £135,
nearest.—G., West Hill, Ban-owby Rd., Grantham.

[4800
CedoB.

KICKHAM lor Cedes, sole agent lor Bristol anc
district.-Stokes Croft, BristoL [3357

CEDOS Z'&i.V; 2-8p«ed, new, licence paid; £50.-
7, Kosohoime Ed., Northampton. [4246

BRAND New Cedos Lightweigbt ; list price, £65 ; to
clear, ie52/10.—Apply. 198, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [4634

CEDOS, 2i^li,p.. 2 speeds, lady's or gent.'s.; in stock
deferred payments. — Parker's, Br'adshawgate

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X7264

Chater-Lea.
CHATEE-IiEA 8h.p. Combination, perfect- condition ;

£60, or nearest ofler.-106, Lillie Ed., Fulham,
S.W.6. [4820

4?30.—5h.p. Chater-Lea, water-cooled, 2-8peed, C.B
'*' passeneer. Bosch, perfect.—58a. Goslierton ftil.

E-

passenger, Gosoerton Ed.
[344?

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Coacli Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, K,S., chains; £70 cash.— 1, Grove

Av., Tunbridge Wells. [4834

CHATER-LEA 1920, 2V2h.p. Villiers 2-6tToke, P. nnd
H. Inmpe, Luoas horn, tns poid, as new; £43/10.—

14, Devonshire Rd., Forest Hill. [484-6

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, alf chain
drive, in good, perfect condition; £80, -or near.

—J.H., 22, Rossington St., Upper Clapton. [4023

8h.p. Chater-Lea Combination, coachi>mlt, chains,
Cameo, Tan-Snd, lighting set, horn, licence, good

order: £65, or nearest.—lies. Poet Office, Wheatiey,
Oxlord. [4807

CCHATER-LEA, 1920. 4^/ih.p. Precision, 3-6p8ed, S.A.,
-^ K.S., coachbuilt sideoar, 3-'foId screen, electric

and gas lamps, tax paid, as new; nearest sElOO.—
Thatcher, Premier Place, Putney. [4224

Chater-Lea^Jap.
S-QSO Chater-Lea-Jap, 6h.p., perfect, K.S., Sturmey-XH Archer, lamps, etc.; £85, or nearest; 2-seater
ddecar if desired.— 3, Scnittou St., E.C, [4130

(CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. 4h.p., N.S.U, 2-speed, large
-^ box sidecar, all in good condition, tax paid: £50.

—57a, High St„ Sydenham, S.E.26. 'Pbone : Syden-
ham 1493. [4673

Chater<Lea=Werner.

CHATER-LEA-WERNER 2%h.p., B. mag., B. and B.,
good tyres, new tubes and belt, hand clutcli,

overhauled, in. good order; £25, or nearest.—16, Yald-
mg Rd., Bermondsey, S.E.I.

"

[5125

Clyno.
CiLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., 1917, reliable lot, tax

' paid
: £75.—Locke, _ Draper, Penge. [4859.

-| Q19 Clyno 2V2h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, Klaxon,
J-%/ etc.. in Eood order: £45.-28, Aldersmead Rd.,;

[4863
etc., in good order

Beckeuham-

LATE Clyno Combination, recently overhauled, enam-
elled Matchless grey.; £80.-122, Rannoch Rd.,

Hammersuiith, [4509*

1 C|18 6h.p. Clyno, new sidecar, Lucas mag., Senspray,
X«y speedometer, lamps, new condition: £80.— 7fi

Western Rd., Southall,, W.

CLYJ70 1915 Lightweight, aoceseories, engine jast
overhauled by makers, perfect condition, tax paid

£38.^44, Brandram Ed., Lee. [4530

£80.-76,
[4217

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257.

1921 Models in Stock.

FoUo'wring for Immediate Delivery:

igsr NEW IMPERIAL, 3-specd £73 10

1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 3-speea, clutch,
and kick-starter £80 17

1931 Model H B.S.A. and No. 3 Sidecar £152
1921 Model K. B.S.A £107
1921 ENFIELD Combination .

.'. £160
1921 6-; h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, and

spare wheel £189
1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £170
I92r MATCHLESS Combination £186
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Comb £168
1921 25 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £85
1921 2i h.p. 3-sp. DOUGLAS with clutch. £105
1921 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, Model H £115
1921 TRIUMPH, Model S.D £125
3I h.p. I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTl £85

35 h.p. Sports Model DOUGLAS, 3-speed £150

HIRE
Motot cycles and combinations.

Any period irom one day.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all

accessories ^ £ltO
1920 -JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £69

1919 ZENITH, sports, 6 h.p. £45

1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £80
1920 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, all

accessories £130
1914 M.A.G.-MATCHLESS, y-9 h.p., 3-sp. £70

1919 2jh.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter ; . £64
1920 3.th.p. 3-speed SUNBEAM, all

accessories, as new £120

REPAIRS.
Good Machines taken in for

Sale on Commission

A few Bulbous Back MM4 CANOELET SIDECARS,
slightly shop-soiled. To clear £35

EASY PAYMENTS TAKEN ON NEW
MACHINrs, AND EXCHANGES

ENTERTAINED.

Larse Stock of Powell & Hanmer Lampa
and other Accessoriefr,

Car Depot : 378, EUSTON ROAD.
TelepJwne—Museum 6436.

MOTOR CYCLES
Clyno.

2-srieeci,

FOR SALE,

CLYNO 2i/.h.p., 2-sreeci, clutch, late 1919, nil dc
BOiies, tax paid; £40, or near offer.—The Gar

''

The "beeches, Kingston Hill, Suney. [4 '

6 h.p. Clyno and Modern Oane Sideca-r, 2-6peed, Be
mag., good rc.nning order; £65, or near ofl^ i

Austen, 85 Oriel Rd., Portsmouth. [4
'

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, dutch, K.S., all-ol
'drive, spare wheel, recently overhauled; £8

'

Macdonald, 217, Peckham Rye, S.E. [4

CLl'ISfO Motor Cycle, 1917, -thoroughly renovntet
new, in 1921 colours; -ft-hiit offers?—K. I'ell

16, St. George's Mews, Regent's Park Rd., N.W.l
f1CLYNO _ 3-speed Oombination, detachable y,h

lamps, horn, etc., just been overlmulpQ and
painted; bargain, £65.-1, HaTelock St., Forest ]

[1

CLYNO 1919 2y2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, 2-str
F.R;S, mag., electric lighting, speedometer, 1

equipped, little used, licensed; £50.—Horn. 19, )

Rd., Luton, Beds. [fl i

8 h.p. Clyno Combination, 1917, 3-speed, K.S., per
order, -J.A.P., Easting screen, pillion seal, b]

wheel and tools, trial; price £lOO.—Slater,
Abbotts Park Rd., Leyton. [H

1 Q18 Clyno, 5-6b.p., perlect, and in brand
J-*/ condition, any trial, tax paid, iully equip'
ipare wheel, etc.; £79.^Harvey, 47, South Laml
Rd., S.W.8. Near Vauxhall Station. 1*1

~|-C|21 Clyno Combination, 8h.p. de luxe model, 11

Xtf tically new, electric lighting outfit, sia
hood a'nd wind screen with side panels, etc. ; £21

,

Tnieman Motor Co., Ltd., 54, Trueman St., Liverf
[4

CLYNO Combination,. 1917-18. 5-6h.p., e:;iime

plated, and cverhaTtled, ^par^ -tiool?, lamiis

Lorn, tax paid, spare wheel, spare tyre, all new t\

£115; after 6.—King, 448, Wandsworth Ed.. Ci^it!

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, complete with h

screen, electric lights, 4 detachable wheels,
maTiy spares, Inlly licensed and insured.—Grove- _\I

Co., 34, Hereford Rd., Westbourne Grove, W. T
Park 5420. -U

Connaugtit. ^j

1 Q15 Connaught 25^.p. 2-stroke, single-ape^
A*? —Hearn, Liverpool Rd., BuTrcou^. ^

CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, an{?le spe&d, fully e^
tax paid, perfect throughout; £37/10.—

'"

Scholefield Rd., Upper Holloway.

CONNAUGHT 1920 2^h.p., 2-stroke, not Aim
. miles, perfect condition ; £42, or near «*

Dawson Bios., Emsworth Rd,, Lyniing-ton, Hanti. |'*>

Cotton.
1021 Cotton-Blackburne in etocfc, fastest timer
X«7 record for hill 350 'class Eastern Vi
M.C.C., June 9th,—South Wales Distfihuter-:

Luther J. Davies, 71, Commercial St., Mewi
Mon. 'Phone : 2488. [I

Cotilson.
254h.p. Coulson B ; £ 80.-:De*p

'

Mews, Cromwell Rd., S.W. '

sington 2917.

COULSON.—All models in stock; deferred msM
—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; als*^-'

Deansgate, Manchester. Ia'

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole WlKf'

Agents, Wessex Motors. Ltd., 60, Cathermer

Salisbury. 'Phone : 72. P

COULSON B.—Sole concessionnaires London _Mii

Southern counties, London Motors, '61, H»l

Viaduct, London, E.C.l. P

Sah.p. Coulson B Solo, thorough order, leg gOl

4 Klaxon, lamps, tax paid, ready to ride W'

£60. or offers.—Baker's Motors, Tonbridge. 'P

3h.p. Coulson, spring frame, export model, 2-6^
-^ ^- , ,_ ,...,_ _.__.-_. .«n __, iTj ds, 50. i

KeD.: Zi

COULSON 1921 4.h.p. BlackbuTne, 3-speed ^W'
lamps, tax paid, practically new, complCTe »

sporting sidecar, very smart and fast; ezo^t
£125.

1

NEW 1921
Atherstone

4 cluticll, kick starter; 80 gns.—Edwards, m,_
rington lid., South Kensington. 'Phone:

COULSON, 2'/4h.p. J.A.P., sports model, -,

lamps, tax paid, absolutely nnsciatchM^
122 Maida Vale (private house). 'Phone: B^mpi

1353. _
^

COULSON B., 1921 4h.p., 3 speeds, stunneT-Ai'

not done 100 miles, Lncas lamps. Klaxon, ir

spring fr&me, tax paid; ilOO.-A. K. HmcMef,
Fiirnliam Ed., Slouch. 1

COULSON B.—Winner T.T. Juniov BaMt B
lands, 21st May, London-Exeter, LondoO'to'

End London-Edinburgh, 7 gold medals, 4 <

medals, and numerous local awards, holds vw

record ior 2%ih.p. and sidecar: 2'!ih.psp«M5i

engme, =, b"=., standard de luxe models from »

gns. to 120 gns.; sidecar combination Elo"',"!:'
,,

shop-soiled at bargain prices. Special o,?,«'' °'
^, ,,.

engine, 97
gns.
shop-soitea ai Dargaiu pi icm. oh"^—' ""• -

-; |,.

Models. 2%h.p. 80 gns., 4h.p 90 gns. We oan^
I

any oi these models immediately either lor casii

deferred payments. Write for ''Book oltta Con i.

—London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, Lon4en, J
j

City 4230.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date «I the Issiie.

I
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

'MEDIATE Delivery oi any Douglas Model; cash

3r deterred payments; book your order now and

J.
disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..

1 Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : BrB-
ii:4l7. [0505

1 16 2-speed Douglas, not W.D., fast and reliable,

L oomplet* ivitb electric lamps, long exhaust, discs,

,1 tootlioaids, knee grips, mechanical horn, leg and

II shields ; sacriflce £42.—Parker, 18, Hallswelle Bd.,

lors Green. [4S37

p ; 4h.p. Douglas combination, late 1918, wind
fcs'crecn, lamps, etc., in new condition, any trial

> miles, real bargain; would accept good make
^l not under 3V,h.p., as part exchange.—Hodby,
9,,udgate Hill, E.C.4. [4494

l(,0 4h.p. Douglfts Combination, accessories, East-
L> ing, etc., privately owned, little used, euftal to

evmsnred for £140, tax paid; price £120.—Apply,
3 larvard Court, West Hampstead; evenings, or

lb,- Wehvyn 50 during day. [4900

j;i.p. Dongia*?, 1919, 2-speed, completely equipped,
Wi Terrys links, T.T. bars, discs, adjustable pulley,

ifii
lever carburetter, mechanical condition, enamel.

Mplating perfect ; any inspection ; take £48 toi

ai! sale.—Bernard, Jacques Court, Elham, Canter-
01'

• [5028

IT.NTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Vi Douglas motor cycles and combinations, for

iin inte delivery. Tour present machine taken in

iirischange: full market value allowed; distance no
l.i(-E. Bambcr and Co., Ltd., 2. Eastbank St.-

ou.iort. Tel. : 607. [0647

I
to 2->4h.p. Douglas, 3.speed, clutch, and K.S.,

L«j best condition, tyres unpunctured, licence paid,
iiUiisiirance till July, 1922, all tools, P. and H.
im Cowey horn and triple speedometer; £85 cash.
Oiview Barkston Garage, 242, Earl's Court Rd.,
IV close to station). [4762

'ouglas Combination, 1918-19. guaranteed per-
throughout. equipment includes 3 lamps, 2

'?, speedometer, horn, mirror, legshields.
jid-liield, tools, apron, etc., tax paid; a genuine
If"!. f^5.—Lan^ford's. 37. Cricklewood Broadway.
;.W 'Phone; Hampstead 8616. [5138

Dunelt.
Pi^;ELT Combination, used few times for demon-

ition pmTOses : £135; fully guaranteed: com-
.h spare interchangeable wheel and electric
-Vrank 'Wliitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

[X7319

Edmund.
>LAT, the spring frame Edmund agent, Fallow

-' 111. Manchester. [6093

ElUND, spring frame,' SVsh.p. M.A.G. engine, En-
Id 2-speed, like new, special machine, fast; £75.

-.\Iti, Erooklands, Hall Lane, Chingfori [4610

OD .'i\D, 2%h.p. Blackburne or J.A.P. engine, in
l-J JCk: deferred payments.—Parker's, Bradshaw
ate,, Mton; also 245. Deansgate, Manchester.

EJ
[X7266

R'ND-J.A.P., 1921 model, spring frame, 2-
ed, £75; also slightly soiled kick start model,

i72: cond-hand 2-speed model, licence paid, £50,
>Un imps and horn.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.,
-licsl [4692

I EnBeld.
lylE 1921 8h.p. Enfield Combinations in Stock;
•^ 160.—Lambert's, Thetford. [4392

JIO ^ELD Agent for Royal Enfields, all models
-> 1 lock.—J A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573

1 Q! Enfield 6h.p Com'jination, good condition
>-W^ 75.—Leayis, 19, Eegent St., Cambridge. [4779
NIE 1921 Enfield Combination in stock; £160-
l-'- lands. Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn, N.W.

'

i
[4447

PK. SLD Combination, 6h.p., excellent condition
'-' oughout; 50 gns.—Hose's- Garage, Ujcbridge.

jJNljLD 1914 Combination, aplendid condition, till
'-'

1: £90.-822, High E{l., teyton (near Bakers
rmsll ._. -

(-^3jj

RHliLD 2iiih.p. Twin, good condition, tax paid/ i> away; £18.-5, Pitts Ed., Stanhope Lines^
"iierit. _ [4120

I

pss.h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, good Condition, lamps,* )|n, etc., tax paid.—125, Wilberlorce Rd., Fins-

"'L' ' *• ^"5'"'
[7NF;LD 1920 Combination, hood, screen, electric
H .i'ting; £115.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Hd., S.
.cnsiion. [5033
P.SFiLD 21/Sh.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, Dunlops, 1921
Y ,'>'. slightly soiled; £58.—Bowen, Motor Agent
mwliiiu, Narberth. [4412

R^'^i'-pP 2-stroke, 1921, unused (shop-soiled), un-
^ ml bargain at £56.-Prior, Southflelds, S.W.18
Plicae Putney 1694. [48O9
e37..-;nfleld 2;<h.p., 2-speed, expert c::a:nir ation

J'i ,."•„""'" ^-y^i^^. lamps,' licensed; aUcr 5—103,
.imbc'ell Grove, S.E.5. [(jSOl
POTXD Combination, late 1917, Easting wind

nuiliti
"'^1,1* o *'!," ''S,y!'!^',.'"i',>;„*9P?P'^<?' splendid
£110.-71, Triangle, Oldfleld Park, Bath.

[4192

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

ACCESSORIES.
NOTE REDUCED

H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.—Head, Side, and Tail
Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Gases, Switch,

Wiring, etc. Ready for nstalling.

Fis. 893.
Codeword ^^''

j It'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

E.N'FIELD 1921 Combination, mileage 500, lavis'nly
equipped; nearest £150; take lightweight part—

131. Beckett Rd., Doncaster. [4342

1 OTOCK

SPECIALITIES
PRICES,

'Daylite

nlEW PRICES
Stem or Handle-
bar fixing. Best
quality finish,

adjustable,
strong, weather-
proof.

Nickel-plated,
60/-

Old price, 72/6
Black Plated,

65/-
Old price, 75 /6

Medium Siie Model. Fig. 881.
oe« qU'lity finish throughoul:]
rotally insulated holder, with
jwitch and 4-volt bulb,
id-ustable focus, aljust-
ible brackets, du t and
weather -proof
ront. As illus-

rated. Fia. 881.
NEW PRICES

.-Jickel „ 3i/-
Blacii .. 3)/-
Otd prices

:

.Vicke .. 43/-
Bl;icl.- .. ,;.;/

'*'*&,

Fig, 870.
Similar to Fig. 895, hut
smaller, and with special
" puUon" front. Rubber
ring casting f^r glass.

New Price,
Black-plated, 40/- each.-

Old Price, 55/-

Fig. C60. tidecar Lamp
acrew holder, bulb, switcli

wire compleie. price 7/6
eacli ; old price e'6

F a. rei. Ditto, bayonet
holder, less switch, wire, etc.

ITice 6/6,

• Speedollte ' H,A.H,

Patent
Speedometer

Lamp.

Fig. 573. Shows red
danger signal, lights No.
plate. Complete with
switch, bulb, wire, clip

etc. Price 7/6; old
price 9 /6.

"Force" Hellesen Bat
tery, 9/11

?.eG, Speciftl metal case for
"Force" 8/8. Complete

rear set, 25/6.

H.A.H. Switches

Fig. 347. Spring
clip, switch

^^^^^^S^ wire, coloured

bulb, etc., complete 7/6 each.

Fig. <X2». I-wav
Motor Cycle type.
Price 2'- each
Screw Action, both
contacts insulated.
FiR, 29. Ditto
3Dash type 3/6.

.Fie 449. v-way 3f-. Fig.4J0. Horn Tapper 2/-,

A. H. HONT. UXD.,
HJV.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams :

Croydon 2225, 2226. " Keyage, Croydon.'

Enfield 8h.p. Combination; £160: free in-
urance. — Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster

Bridge Ed., S.E.I. Hop. 210. [4663

ENFIELD 3h.p., fast, reliable ; or exchange lat^a

Enfield combination with cash; £50.—Shear*;, 312,
Halle.1- Ed., Manor Park, E.12.

'

[4154

ENFIELD 1916 3h.p., 2-speed, kick start, clutch.
Bosch, guaranteed perfect conditiou; £55.-

Wallace Green, Binfield, Berks. [4275

"IQ18 2iih.p. 2stroke 2-speed Enfield, t.i.-;' paid, com-
-L^ plete li'itli accessories, perfect running order;
£40.-3, Norwood Hd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [4973

ROVAL ENFIELD.—Sh.p. Combination in stock;
deferred paj-ments. — Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X7254

EXFIELD 1920 2-stroke, excellent condition, in-
sured, all accessories; £50: getting combination.

—Frazier, 131, Albion Ed., Stoke Newington. [4550

IQl? 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, kick start, lamp, horn,
-i-^ chain drive, original colours, good condition, tax
p.Tid; £55.-Deuce, 45, The Grove, Kettering. [4605

"I {J21 8h.p. Enfrfcld Combination, dvnamo lighting,
-Li/ £182; and 8h.p. standard £160, lightweights £65.
—Shepherd, Enfield Highwa}-. Tel: 'SVtiltham Cross 31.

[0341
ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke, in splendid conditicn, re-

enamelled and plated. P.H. lamp and generateri
Cowev horn, tax paid; £43.—H, Euskiu At., Kew.

[4873
6h.p. 1915 Eoyal Enfield Combination, brand new

sidecar, machine thoroughly done up, lamps,
horn, etc. ; ^£95, or offers.—Baker's Motors, "ronbridge.

[4388

NE'^^EE TTsed.—Enfield 2^=peed 2i4h.p., delivered late;

owner purchased couibiuatiou : sacrifice £60 ; to

be seen by appointment.—Box 5,738, c/o The Motor
Cycle.

'

[4203

S.E. London Service Depot.—In stock, Sh.p. Enfield
combination. £160: tandem sidecar, £164; 2Vi

Cleare and Co., 125, High St..

[5201

, 1921, electric

ghting. Vickers engine, perfect, mileage 1,500:

seen any time.—H.B., 110, Croydon Ed., Caterham
Valley, Surrey. WSS
1 Q21 Enfield Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P,, lamps,
Xc7 speedometer, horn, wind screen, child's seat, tax

paid, insurance, mileage 700; price £155.-41, ChevetV;

h.p. 2-stroke, £65.-
Woolwich,

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination,
lig

ing Ed., Kensal Else. [4107

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.r., recent overhaul En-
field works, hood, screen, lumps, horn, V.M.

pillion seat and diessguard, tax paid; £80.—Anderson,

66, High St., Evesham. [1179

ENFIELD 1921 Sh.p. Combination, brand new, but

slightly soiled; usual price £150, accept £139/15

for oiiick sale; cannot be repeated.-"Wilkins, Simpson

opposite Olympia, London. [4245

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1919, dynamo iigbt-

ing, hood, screen, horn, mirror, fully insured and

licensed, splendid condition; £135, or offer.—57, Haiu-

ault Av., Westcliff, Essex. fW^
AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-

Royal Enfield models from stock, combinations

and lightweights, from £65; supplied on our easliMt

of easy payment systems. L4b3y

NFIELD 1921 2i,ill.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand iiew,

but slightly soiled; usual price £65, socrihce

w
E=^

-Wilkins, Simpson,
14244£57/15; do not miss this bargain.

-

opposite Olympia, London.

3h p "Enfle'.d, Douglas bars, Lucas lamps and hooter,

Stewart speedometer, pi'Uon seat, tools, spare

chains, tax 30/- paid, good condition ;
nearest to £60^-

43, Colernine Ed., Blacklieath. [49^3

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, lamps, horn, etc., just

overhauled makers, in exceptionally good condi-

tion, any trial, full insurance, original o-wnei , *95. or

near.^82. High St., High Barnet. [5120

ROYM. ENFIELD 2%h.p. 2-stroke, purchased Feb

1921, perfect condition, as new, with horn and

lamps, complete; 50 gns.; no offers.-lO,. King's Par-

ade, Hseworth. 'Phone: 39 Hoiinslow. [5034

LATE 1920 Roval Enfield Combination, Lucaj

Magdyno, Easting de Luxe, done only 1.000;

.,„riflnB iil^S-tTames, c/n Bradinore, 482, Harrow

Rd, Paddington ™ ei ; WiUesden 1744. [3132

-1 rt21 IMaich) Enfield Combination, J.A.P. engine,

ly Lucas Magdyno lighting, 700;<80 Dunlopa, Lucaj

horn and mirror, very little used, unscratched; sacrifice

£165 for quick sale.-40. Park Avenue South, Hornsey,

N.8. t^-'5

ENFIELD Combination, late 1916, eh.p., lamps, horn.
"

etc spare tube, chains, in good condition, ana

baa 'oeen 'carefully used: £100, or rensoaalile offer; seen

aXr 6-Evans, 1, Honeybriok Ed., Clapham Park

B.-W.
^^^^^

LATE Enfield Combination, speedometer, oversize

tyres engine thoroughly overhauled, new chains,

valves," etc., hood, wind screen, pillion, exrensivo turn-

out; 92 gns.; exchanges; evenings.-67, Fernlea Ed
Knlham. Lbiu.1

*ll letters relating to advertisements stiould quote ttie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date ot tlie Isaua.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked '.P).

n25
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just

loivest.—WagsttiB, Bamhurst Farm
[4318

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

1Q17 3'ip- Enflekl, 2-speed, K.S., chnin arire, .

-Lt? tlinToii?l!ly ove ))auled, appearunce and couclition

OS tiew, iiceiif^ed for ^ideoar complete, lamps, lorn,

ppeedoineter : £48,
Wolveihanlpton.

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, lully equipped, elec-

tric lamps, screen, tax, speedometer, mileage neg-

ligible, liest ntler; also 3h.ii. twin. 2-siK!ed, l-inlj start.

—Newnham Jlotor Co., 222, Hammersmith Hd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith SO. [4661

£85.—Enfield combination, rinused 1921, Bplenditl

condition, efjuipped large tyres, Bo.sch mag., sound
throughout expert examination and trial incited: ivorth

flOO; 1917 model; driving taugTit 11 necessary.—35,

Whittingstall Ed., Fulham. [4751

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, tmn J.A.P. engine,

electric lighting, C.B. sidecar, new tyres, hood,

screen, speedometer ; cost £200. new last year ; owner
will sacrifice under doctor's orders; any trial.-Write
Enfield, Box 5,737, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. (4202

1 Q21 Enfield 2-stroke, iitted with electric head and
JLil t.ail lights, C.A.V. 6-volt accumulators, Cowey
horn, folly licensed and insured, run only 300 miles,

in iierfect order and condition: Midlands; best offer

over- seSS.—Box 852, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7295

ENFIELDS.—The cheapest twin on the road. We
are North London agents, and can supply from

stock standard models £160, electric £182, cash, or

deferred payments. All spares in stock. 'Trade sup-
plied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and at Woodside
Parade, N. Finchley. [0380

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1C21
Royal Enfield motor cycles and combinations

for immediate delivery. Your present machine tjiken

in part exchange; full market value allowed; distance

no object.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank 5t.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0645

-t Q20 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, J.A.P., Magdyno
X«7 lighting, hood, screen, patent spring handles,
special luggage box, pillion seat, electrio and bulb
horns, speedometer, insurance and licence paid, per-

fect condition throughout; £160.—Ingle, Kazimain,
Feckenham Ed., Redditch. [X7316

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, 8b.p. J.A.P., Lucap
Magdvno electric lighting, Lucas bulb horn, En-

field patent hood and screen, Cowey trip speedometer,

tools, spare tube, etc., tax paid, fully insured, under
2,000- genuine bargain, £160.—Call ufter 6.30, oi

write Bangs, liitwood, Carlyle Ed., Addiacombe, Oroy
don; [4260

Excelsior

1 0.19 2%h.p. Excelsior, 'Villiers engine, 2-speed,
At/ K.S., lamps, licensed, little used ; S42/10.—
Shaw, Regent St., Wellington, Salop. [X7287

AEEAL Bargain for (tuick sale.—1920 British Ex-
celsior conibinfltion ; £100. Wanted, late Ford

van.—Capt. Blackburn, Eegent St,, Pocklington. [4714

3ih.p. Excelsior Motor Cycle, clutch model, Lucas
2 lamps, 2 horns, mirror, tools, pump, etc., machine

has not been ridden since 1914, and is as new; 80 gns.,

or neat ofler.-Box 5,779, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4423

BRITISH Exoelsior Combination, 1920, 8h.p. J.A.P.
engine, Stni-mey-Archer 3-speed gear, all-chain

drive, roller bearings throughout, spare wheel, all inter-

changeable Lucas dynamo lighting set, electric horn,
leg shields, discs, Bosch magneto, everything guaranteed
jierfect; £140.—L.A.L., 1, Martaban Ed., Stoke New-
ington, London, W. Tel. : Tottenham 2285. [4385

F.N.

F.N. 4-cyl., good running order; £25.-^11.
Ed., St. Albans, Herts.

"P.N., 4-cyl.,

I.., . .,.., _-, ,., ....

ning order: f22/10.—202, Trinity Ed.,

Eoyston
[4825

, disci, sloping tank, re-enamelled, replated:
£24.-52, Ada'urville Ed., Sydenham, [4938

E.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed, licensed, and lamps, perfect ruu-
ning order: £22/10.-202, Trinity Ed., S.W.17.

[4309

F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., good running order; £25, or
near.—Long, Stone Green^ Mersham, Ashford,

Kent. . (4602

F.N. 4-5h.p., drop frame, Xl'all saddle, Pedley gxips,
etc., good condition ; exchange fscooter, or sell

cheap.—31, Mill Lane, Southport. [4121

F.N., 5-6h.p., hand clutch, 2-speed, Bosch mag.
good tyres wide tank, good conditiion, tax paid-

£27.—Gibson, 129, Finedon Rd., Wellingborough. '

[4325IMMEDIATE Delivery ol any F.N, model; cash oi
deferred payments; book your order now and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd
South Side, Olapham Common, S.w;4. 'Phone: Brix'
ton 2417. [0500

Harley.Davidson.

S^^^L'^'i'? -'^=™' '" Harley-Davidsons; from
£120.-Stacey, 12, Ecolesall Rd. [0577

TTAHLET Combination, late model, dynamo lightingiJL superb turnout; £95.-114, Hill St., Peckham',
b.1,.15. j^5jg

£^°',"^?l'''''?^«^.^l^ Combination, sound condition.-

SF 1 ^n^'^ c^^n'°°"'
"'' Westminster Bridge Ed.,o.n.l. nop, 210. [KM

H'^ST"°fY,'°^'^- Ocmbination. 1,920, electric-^-». model, fully equipped, condition -like newheensed; £160.-Bunting's Motor Exchange WeSdstone.
|-4g,^3

^8ENGLEBERT

Super-reinforced
]

The cover that has 'bsen designed to

I

withstand any strain that it is possible to

putil to—thai will steuid the kick of any
I motor cycle engfine yet made— that will

I
I St oat any other make. These covers

i are acombination of everything that is bast
I in tyre manufacture. The finest possib e

I
rubber, the strongest possible -wais. and

J 'he best brains to make the "b^t out of

I
them."

1 ACTUALLY AT HALF PRICE.

Size.

26x2

26x2i

28x3

Pattern.

Touring 3-p;y Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

rourin; 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Racing Rubber Bars
and studs

Our
Price.

23/-

26/6

24/6

27/9

50/6

Price

4^5/3

53/-

49/-

55/6

I
We guarantee these Covers tn give a minimum
mileage ol 3,0D0 miles, and will replace any
proving faulty on this basis.

Whatever tyre mileage you are satisfied

I with, these tyres, ar^" good for more."

I
A SPORTING

i
- OFFER -

]in order to increase our post-sale business,

we are prepared to refund the remittance on
I every 100th order, and send the goods, car-

riage paid, no matter the amount. We keep
(separate books for post-sales, therefore this

, offer does not apply to counter customers.

I These special Clearance lines are sent Carriage

I
Paid on 7 days' approval against remittance.

\

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley.Davidson.

TIARLEY Sports, brand new, guaranteed, rear

, I- ^!;?f?.°'"®*?r', '^™P-' '• £i 15.-R. B. Clark an
7,, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

XTAELEY Combination, late 1918, £90, le-enm
^r^x P'3'6". and overhauled, lite new : solo, £70
Whitehorse Ed., Croydon.

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON 1921 Combination,
^"T "^^ ™"^' ^^^l'; what offecs ?—Goad, 122.
Vale, 'Phone : Hampstead 1353.

TTAELEY-DAVIDSOSr Lata Electric Model'.
-«--•- bination, mog. ignition, new eideear- ««*
£110.-22, Princess Rd., Finsbury Park.

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, juetJ
oughly overhauled, new £30 sidecar, —"-

must sell; £98; offers.—8, Rupert Rd., W,
N.W. '«^

HARLEY-DAViDSON.—All models in stodii
reduced prices; deferred payments. — Pa

Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deausgafe,
Chester. M3

1 Q20 Harley Combination, C. and M. Epeoial
--t' car, magneto ignition, electric lighting,
fast, splendid cordition; offers.-G. Robertaob
Rd., Halifax.

XXAELEY Combination, 7-9h.p., 1918, electrio
J-A ing, new tyres, accessories, spares, etc., nfll
dition

; reasonable oSer.—20, Overhili Rd., **"

wich, S.E.22.

Combination, electriO
- . any expert examiaC.

reasonable offer refused.- 6, Havelock Terraca*
stang Ed., Preston.

'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Coachbuilt ComMii
1917, hot WD., electric Jainps, t

-]C|20 7-9Ii.p. Harley
-*-«/ Easting, as new;

tax paia, I
£97/10.—Owen. 59.condition throughout

;

Ed., Upper Holloway.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination, Ja
2,000, Mills-Fnlford extra heavy sidecai, -

ing, new tyres, mechanically periect; £120. —
Sangley Rd., Catford. -,'

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, fitted Watsonian \
disc wheels, smart mount, too last forownftr;,'

will exchange lightweight and cash adjustment/i
Elborough St., Southfields, S.W.18.

HARLEY 7-9h.p., genuine 1915, mag. inodelc

overhauled, lamps, horn, tax paid, insufttilfi

May, 1922, any trial; £95, or nearest offer.-^P**!

Kendal Bd., Isleworth, Middlesex.

"I
Q18 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination,

J-«7 lent condition, fully equipped, just iverh

screen, pillicu 'seat; £120.—Brown, 14, BaUiol'

North Kensington, W.IO- After 6 p.m.

-| Q21 Sports Harley-Davidson,- 4h.p., speaio;'
Xtr fully equipped, inileage 548, brand nett.

tion, insured, tax paid; cost £172 inclxisive;

offers ?~Box 5,799, c/o !%& Motor Cycle.

TheNaim

ORDER TH E

TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R° VICT0RIA.S.W.1

AND AT
44.SURBITON ROAD, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
M P/msp dddrezi illpint orders to VdoMI Bridge Roaif^

TELEPHONE :-VICTOPIA 6553 6" 055-^

OUR AGENT IS THp PILLAR-BOX

1 Q20 Electric Model Harley-Davidson, .

i-»y dition, and sidecar, etc., JE140-, also iSMll
new sidecar and hood, £115.—Chauffeur, lo,iJ'

Crescent Mews West, Marylebone Rd., N.W. .-

1 Q18 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Electrio Moa_al|j)

-»LU hauled and repainted, new tyres, screen,' >
born, etc., magnificent combination, tax paid; i.

Morgan, Farningham House. Farningbam, Kent.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., with Gloriaii

car, 1916, new tyres, hood. Cameo,
paid, insurance to June next, excellent coat

£110.—Kilmoril, Belle Vue Gardens, Shrew.sl

"I
Q 20 Harley, dynamo model, C. and M. 87 go.

^*y car, screen, disappearing hood, discs, a
meter, Tan-Sad, licensed, excellent condition; £
Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensingtii

SPECIAL Racing K Model Harley-Davidson, li

many speed events, mileage under 3,000, full''

of sprockets, spare chains, 'etc, guaranteed p
lluoughout; bargain, £125.—Prescott, 'Wethetali i

^bcriand.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, Ah.p'. lUQad.

sporting sidecar, electrio lighting, escelleDI

dition, as new; £175; deferred payments if des

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deni
Manchester. 1'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 Combinatiffl

Sad, complete Lucas dynamo lighting, a

perfect, smart appearance, and in perfect medu
condition; £140.—Colonial Motors, 104a, FmaUe
Hampstead 7822.

HABLET-DAVID60N 1919 Model F., full?«»»'

acetylene lighting, speedometer, horBj^
sidecar, oversize tyre on rear, discs, 1920 Jtecni*

carefully ridden, licence to recember, 1921;.*
V.M., 24, Sheffield Terrace, W.8.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, October, pi

new last year, 7-9h.p., 2-seater sidecar,

wind screen, speedometer, gas lighting set, tftXt

splendid order; £125.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

gate Av., Camomile
5548.

21 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Sporting Combto

electric lighting and horn, special mrtejt

car fitted with patent screen and coHapsible MiBO

hood, undoubtedly one of the finest ootflts «

road; nearest £200; photo.—27, Malmesbuiy Par.

Bournemouth.

St., E.C.3. 'Phonei A

19=

B26 All letters relatlnS to advertisements slboiad quote the oumber at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private oivners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

)

Levis.

Ylo lievis, "fls new, all accessories, tax pnia; £45.
tli-Moitland, 40, Fleming Bd., Iveunington, S.E.17.

[2561

VIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of jiU

y'lodela Levis.—Ohnpel Ash Depot, WolveTbnmpton.
rX58l9

" IIS 2lih.p., enamelled red, long- exhaui^t, wide
J'ms, excellent condition; £30.—Ckuk, Buildeis,

Oier, Herts. [4232

IIS, 1 91 5, single speed, electric and acetylene
J imps, perfect condition, tax paid; £35.-7, Park
,|.;rcst Dulwich. [4499

tfiGNS.-2V2li.p- Levis, thoroughly overhauled re-

icpntlv, new tvres, lamps, licensed.—Hoe, 46,

ligjuy rark, N.5. [5042

E"S 3919 2V2h.p., all-cliain drive, Enfield 2-speed;
J '5 gns. : exchange single speed and cash.—H.
.iclCradley, Staffs. [X7325

IS, 1921, perfect condition guaranteed; £43/10.
J Goad {private house), 122, Maida Vale,

'aoi; Hampsteatd 1353. [4623
" E'S.—Sole Walsall agents; special exchange and
J terred payment terms ; immediate delivery.

-

IftUi;, Walsall Garage, Walsall. [2425

9) Levis, little used, excellent condition, lamps,
'mrn, tax, insurance, spare tyre; £39.—Fielding',
- [it Sq., Lenzie, near Glasgow. [4256

Lincoln^Elk.
~«3 -Liucolu-Elk combination, 4h.p., 2-si)eed, clutch,
V rlc start, good Dunlops, in excellent order.—
[ill.. 151, Kingston B.d., Teddington. [3433

^piTINrt Sy^h.p. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch, Thilipsou,

j

and B., fast, powerful, splendid condition""'
[413935, 1 near offer.— 58, Gascony At., Kilburn.

L.MX,
9: L.M.C. 6h.p. Combination, lamps, licence; list

£180; shop-soiled only, ^120; lightweight part.
Loitey, Oswestry. [X7207

! q! L.M.C. 4i/4h-P-. 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,
L«7 ;iuips, etc., .

erfect condition; sacrifice £75.—
55,; ouiwell Ed., Peterborough. [4371

r .V. 6-7h.p., Millford sidecar, luggage grid, wind
U een, Liicus lighting set, spare belt and tube,
tc. :|'Kt £200 August, 1920: any trial or examina-
on;:iOO, or nearest offer.-Pimm, 229, Icknield Port
A, liminghau]. [4200

I
Martin.

ifArTN-ALECTO 1921 Special Sports Model, Binks
'nietter, C.A.Y. mag., Dunlop tyres, legis-
;i The British Motor Cycle Racing Club; good
'lisposal; for quick sale £40, cost over double;

ine gets it; seen any time.— IIL, Kramer
'.Vpst Brompton, London. [4422

Martinsyde.
XSTDE 1921 Twin Combination: £145, ca?h
esciuinge.—Collier's Motorics, Horton St.,

[4381:

I XSYDE Combinations for immediate do-
. £145; exchanges.—Newnliam Motor Co.,

:c, Himersmith Rd., W.6. 'Plione : Hammersmith
'•

: [4655

)R-' "ICALLY New Martinsyde 6h.p. Combination,
I I- lamp, speedometer, horn, Easting .screen,

niies. tax paid, .splendid outfit, small mile-
J: take lower power part.-C.S., 14, Swaton

v. E.3. Tel.; E3155. [5105

Matchless
/[A HLESS.

)ET|'ERY Free lor 150 miles from London
' t forget, every outfit personally tested by

hless only) expert, I am now bookine
the new sports model, ready shortly; gradual
nrrnnged 5% on balance only.—J. Tassell,

. B:Qifield Rd.. Plurastead. 3.E.18. [5374

fAI HLESS Combinations.

iGFjf. T. J. Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. S.E
'- 'lione: Lee Green 744.
iRA^L in Comfort on a Matchless.

JCRaN to Please.

JIQEST Marks Awarded in any passenger clas?
*• t^P. J. Ross in A.C.X;. 6 days trial 1920.

^USRIOUS Riding on a Matchless.

(JCOjtMICAL in Petrol.

JEGCD to None in Price and Workmanship.

JATIi'ACTION Guaranteed. Price standard
^>'X £185. with 2-seater sidecar £191/10, with

Ortmsidecar £l80. Easy payments and exchan<;e3
rang, ^8975
TAlfiLESS Sh.p. M.A.G. C.B. Combination. 3-* Slid, tax; £81.-234, Belsize Rd., N.W. [4571

2^peed, fine con-
" am.
[4887

lATiLESS Combination,. 8h.p
*'fli)n, taxed; £48.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham

rHE

The
Fascination

of the

New
is an affliction

from which
most of us
suffer.

It entails niuch unnecessary ex-

pense, and is' finally cured by
experience in which we learn that
such items as the reconditioned

BURLINGTON
DOUGLASES
are as good as new in appearance
and just as trusty—they are
guaranteed for three months at a
price within reach of most and
terms to suit all.

These machines are fitted loith new
carburetter^ new tyres, new chain, belt,

etc., and have everything on, including

licence holders.

22 h.p., 2-sp., k.s., fitted

with Vici single lever

Carburetter £65

4 h.p., 3-sp., k.s., solo . . £85

4 h.p., 3-sp., k.s., comb.,
with Brand New Burling-

ton Sidecar £11U

—and we have every

detail of equipment and a

stock of spares to satisfy

the tiniest needs of the

motor cyclist.

TRIUMPH OWNERS
may convert their machines into a hand

and foot operative clutch model by

means of a neat, easily fitted, pedal.

Price 4/4, including postage.

The BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,

7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4

'Phone: Brixton 2417.

Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Just by Clapham Common Underground Stn.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1Q21 Matchless, sports model, brand new, tinused;
i-if £153, 31, Moore Tark Ed., Fulham. After
7 p.m. [4731

MATCHLE.SS Combination, Sh.p., 2 speeds, excel-
lent running order; offers.—43, Russell Av.,

Wood Green. [4740

MATCHLESS 1920, Magdyno, every extra, eplendid
condition; £140 —Harrison. Hatfield Hentli.

Tlarloiv, Es.se.^. ^ [4310

MATCHLESS Sports Combinations; £172; specially
tuned.—R. B, Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Bd.,

South Kensington. [5039

"I
Q21 Matchless Magdyno Combination, brand new.

-'-•-' unused, unregistered, owner must sell; £180.—
41, Madrid Ed., Barnes, S.W. [2843

MATCHLESS Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, all on,
spares, sound, trial; £79; bargain.— 1, Gordon-

dale Ed., Wimbledon Park. S.W. [4676

1 Q19 Matchle.ss Combination, 8h.p., spare ivheel,
-L*/ extra cover, spare valve, tax, insurance paid:
fl25.-T., The Wilderness, Sivanage. [5025
OHEFFIELD Agent lor Matchless. All models in
^' stock : sporting models £180, standard models £185.
-A. J. Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Hd., Sheffield. [0574

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, perfect condition,

electric lighting, tax ond insurance paid, all

accessories; iei55.—Scott, 183, Maida Vale. [4375

MATCHLESS Coachbuilt Combination, rear wheel
Villiers hub needs repair, machine otherwise in

good condition; £45.-Dell, 5, West St., Ware. [4078

LATE 1920 Sh.p. Matchless Combination, dynarno
lighting, all accessories, must sell this week;

£139.-436, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath. [4961

MATCHLESS, Models H and H2, dynamo lighting,

in stock; deterred payments.—Parker's, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X7257

F.O.C H. have a 1920 Matchless Combination,
dynamo, small mileage, tax paid; bargain.—5,

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station).
[2693

1 021 Matchless, all models for immediate delivery,

i-t? exchanges and deferred payments if required.—

Edwards, 60, Harrington Ed , South Kensington.
[2844

MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p. M.A.Q., 3-6peed,

K.S., electric lighting, perfect condition; £95.—
Clarence Garage, Eichmond, Surrey. 'Phone: Kich-

raond 431. [2536

Sh.p. Matchless and Sidecar, 2-speed countershaft and
kick starter, lamps, horn, ond new tyres on ma-

chine- best oiler: must be cleared.—Smallwood, 211,

Dawes Ed., Fulham. [1559

MATCHLESS Family Combination, Magdyno, elec-

tric horn, etc., 55 miles to gallon, new 8 weeks

ago, cost £240; sell £210.-Cromack, 76, Oompton
Eow, Harehills, Leeds. [1909

MATCHLESS 1920 Dynamo Lighting Combination

M.A.G. engine, spare wheels, etc.; £155.

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
phone: Hammersmith 80.

Rd.,
Newn-
W.6.
[4659

MATCHLESS H, Nov., 1920, guaranteed as new,

used few times only, horn, screen, spare wheel,

tools, tax paid; real bargain, £135.—Bickmore, 2,^ Sey_-

mour Ed., Southfields. S.W. 18. [483i

MATCHLESS 2-seatcr, 1921 Model H2. electric

li"hting, speedometer, hood, screens, all spares,

equal to new; accept £200; rnust sel
;

guaranteed

perfect.-46, Grittin Ed., Pluinstcad. ID) [X7350

MATCHLESS, late 1919, Victory model, 8h p.

TAP combination, spare wheel, electric. light.
ii.^.ii^i....-, ' Victory model,
yA'p"''conibination, spare wheel, .electric lip

fully equipped, .tax Paid;_.£110;, teautilul__co-ndiUon

M-^

evenings.-3, Julien Rd., Northfields, Ealing. [4758

4.TCHLESS Combination, 1920-21, M.A.G. engine.
'
dvnamo, speedometer, horn, umdshield, step, mile,

age i 500, carefully used, excellent condition; £175.-

The Limes, St. Mary's Grove, Richmond, Suire.v^^^^^

MATCHLESS Combination; *18S; best value on

market; spring frame, detachable wheels in-

cluded.-Agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd . South Kensington. Kensington 4096. Exchanges

arranged. ,
'^'^"

"1 019 8h p Matchless Combination for sale, double

Xy seater sidecar, 2 wind screeas, Tan-Sad, sneed-

ometer, spare wheel, in excellent conditionn; selling

chcaii. £130; owner buying a car.—Richardson, 4,

Fossgate, York. [1771

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920 H. Model, Sh.p.,

very little used, spare wheel, screen, tools, foot

pump, tax paid, fullv insured (transferable) till May.
1922, perfect condition; £125, linrBain.-38, Ahutm
Ed., Dnlston, E.8. [4521

GREENWICH (Phone 751).—Matchless, immediate
delivery all models; prices to suit your pockets;

cash, exchange, or deferred terms.—Enquire of the

Matchles.5 agent, Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27. Stock-

well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [S805

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920-21, Model H,

J A.P. Sh.p., Magdyno lighting, S.O. horns,

spare wheel, hood, screen, and luggage carrier perfect

condition; owner buying car; any trial after 7.30

Friday; £160,—Oak Lodge, Redhill, Edgware. Phone.

Ilford 330. 1133'

\n letters relating to advertisements sbould quote ttje number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B29

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when ilnslred. marUed (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

SALE.

WANTED, _..
Matchless motor cycles and combinations,

purchasers lor any model ol new 1921
[ess motor cycles and combinations, loi

immediate delivery. Toui present machine token in
part exchange: full market volile allowed: distance no
object.—E. B.nmber and Co.. Ltd., 2, Eaatbank St.

Southport. Tel.: 607. (0651

"1Q20 Matchless Model H.. M.A.G., Lucas electric^^ lighting, spare wheel, ivind screen, hood, leg-

thields. epeedometer, extra tube, Tan-Sad pillion, guar-
enteed splendid condiBon, mileage 1,100 only; owner
bought car; £170, including all accessories, or nearest
cSer.—Finch, Hemsby, Kingsway, Gerrards Cross. [4511

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North London
agents lor the delightfully sprung and practj

cally designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-Royce
on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock, for
eash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade supplied
all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage. Muswell Hill
N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Pinchley. [0381

Metro.
METROTyLER, 2!i4h.p., 2 speeds, running order;

£23.-171, Seven Sisters Rd., Finsbury Park.
[4600

"I Q 17 Metro-Tyler, 2^4h.p., single-speed, in good
J-*J condition, equipped, tax paid; £35.-20, Malton
St., Phimstead. [4286

Minerva.
MINERVA 4h.p,. dutch, co-achbuilt sidecar; £27;

separate £7.—D.J.E., 22, Cedar Ed., Croydon.
[3139

£18; 4Vu>h p. twin Minerva, mechanical valves, en-
closed mag., splendid order.—King, Egrove, Ox-

ford. _ [X7329

MINERVA 2^4h.r., sporting, low, T.T. bars, long
exhaust, knee-grips, new Dunlops; photo; £24.—

264, Soho Rd., BirininEham. [4789

DOUGLAS
' MOTOR CYCLES

j
ARE THE BEST.l

.. £65

1

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest

possible prices for cash or easy payments.—
-Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-8, Alexandra Rd., Horn
Mi'. [3698

Monarch.
MONARCH - VILLIERS 2-strol;e, 2-speed, 1920,

almost new, lamps, tax paid, etc. ; any test ; £42.
—371, Earlsfield Rd., London, S.W. [4258

MONARCH 8h.p., November, 1920, special combina-
tion, fully equipped, 2-seater sidecar, folding

•-hassis. Easting Royal, hood, legshields, tools, Rpares,
new condition, tyres unpunctured: reSsonal'le ofier.—
Wilkes, 99, St. Albans Ed., Smefhwick, Birmingham

[X7340

MotO'Reve.
MOTO-REVE Twin; £15, or exchange.-

Farrance Ed., Ohadwell Heath.

A MOTO-REVE Motor Cycle, 2%i.V; eood running
order; what oftersP-Ireland, East Peokham, Kent,

[4527

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE aVah.p., cluUIl, fine condition-

£16.-17. Heaton Rd.. Mitcham. [4888

Bosch mag.

;

Stye. S.E. [4091

MOTOSACOCHE 2JSh.p., Boech, Amac, Palmers.
perfect condition; £18.-408, Ess^ Ed., Islington.

[4837

£14.—Motosacoche for sale, lightweight, good running
condition, road license paid.—Box 5,754, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [4282

MOTOSACOCHE 2^4h.p.. Bosch, Amac, perfect tune
and running order, all on; £28.^Post Office, Fris

-Hipkine, 4,

[4835

£16.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, 2i,4h.p.,

ie20.—Macdonald, 217, Peckham Ey.

ion, Saxmuudham.

1Q, 14 Motosaeochi
-l-O must be sold:
tjrove, Cambridge.

^jLh.p. Motosacoche, in perfect order, new tyres, spare
~J 2 belt, tools, Bosch mag, splendid climber ; first

[4079

3'/2h.p. Twin, absolutely perfect
£35.-Walli.s, 23, Hartington

[4133

£15 secures.- 14, Estcoiirt St., Devizee. [4136

qlh.p.
New Hudson.

New Hudson Combination, 3-speed, clutch

;

£50.-23. Ash Grove, Cricklewood. [4580

NEW HTJDSOSJ 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed counter-
shaft, lamps; £40.—Fielding, 97, Grove Ed., Wal-

Thamstow. [4169

3JLh.p. New Hudson, 1915, good running order, cora-
4 irletely equipped, and spare tyre, tax paid; £25.

—Isaac, Bargate, Bo.=ton. [4082

NEW HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
clutch. K.S.. new Dunlons. splendid nrdpr- zP.p^ct —

120
clutch, K.S., new Dunlops, splendid order; £50.
Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [4899

NEW HDDSON.-2y4h.p,
deferred payments

Bolton

de luxe models in stock:
- - - Parker's, Bradshawgate,

also 245 Deansgate. Manchester. [X7258

NEW HUDSON Combination, 6h p., 3-speed counter-
shaft gear, K.S., lamps, hoiu; £60; exchange

sart Levis.— 108, Dai-ie Rd., Well Hall, Eltham.
[4145NEW HUDSON 1914 Combination, 3V3i.p., 3-sp3ed

couutershaft. K.S., clutch, electric light, excellent
condition; £45, bargain.—12, Kendrick Mews, South!
Kensington Station. [5060 «

CRABTREES'
of WISBECH
OUR RE-CONDITiONED

£85

1

£105

1

2| h.p., 2-speed

4 h.p. 3-speed, k.s. and
Clutch

4 h.p. ditto, and new
Sidecar in Douglas
Saxe Blue.

Practically indistinguishable from
new. Complete with full F.R.S.
equipment Over 50% new parts,
including new tyres, belt, chain,
carburetter, etc. Fullv guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all parts q* thecountry

Deferred Payments Arranged.

Trade Supplied.

NEW SURPLUS
W.D. DOUGLAS PARTS

FOR DISPOSAL.
The following are a few items.

—

?3 h.p-—Pistons, 5/-; Vislves, complete, 2/3
Valves only, 1 /9 ; Valve springs, 3d. ; Fork
springs, 1/6; Front brakes, complete, 13/6;

'- Carburetter control levers, 7./6 ; Plain pulleys,4/6;
Lubricator glasses, 1 /-.

4- h-p.—*^bain covers, 7/6; Rear stands, 9/6;
Drip feeds, 1915-16, 10/- . Fork springs, 1^6;
Ratchet pinions, 2/6; Camshaft wheels, 6/-;
Fork spindles, 1 /-; Silencer barrels, 10/-; Front
exhaust pipes, 10/- ; Hub spindles, 2/6,

Send for fall List.

NEW EX-W.D. COVERS.
28x3ins. Kempshall and Macintosh

for English Rims only.

22/6 each. Carriage paid

I

CRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

fVIotor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office : SO, Pall Mall.

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the ls«itt

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
New Hudson.

SALE

]\JEW HUDSON O.B. Combimition, IL.p., S-spi

^^ gciir box, all accessories, tax jjaid: £70- c
(witli casli) Harley combination or similar—'
James' Ed., Kingston, S.W.

"1Q19 4h.p. New Hudson S-speed Conntershal
J-t' bination, done 4,000, accessories, log
tax r.aid; £80, or near; write for appointment.-
16 Barons Court Rd., West Kensington.

NEW HODSON Ligbtwclghts, all models, on
Popular. 50 gns. ; de luxe, 65 gns. ; Ace

Spares lor 2\4h.p.. 3'/2h.p.. and 6b. p machines e

Deierred payments arranged. Catalo^es.—Ne^
son Depot, 45, Gray's Ino Rd.. Ilolborn, W.C.8

1019 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, coach!
J-t/ speed, kick, bantj clutch, engine fitted w:
piston rod, crank pin (June), spore tube, belt,
l.tnips, born, tax paid, ready for anytbine:, apB
perfect; any tri.al or examination; j£90, or ju
Hoyle, Palace, Featheratone, Torks.

-jCTEW
-L^ starter,

New Imperial.
IMPEE.IAr-J.AJ., 1920, 2 speeds

cheap.—20, Park Rd., Cheiitos', -

NEW IMPERIAL Lightweight, new 192i
special price, £70.—Marston, 31, BriOf)

Chester.

8h.p. Imperial Combination, uew; sell, y
second-hand machine in part.—Fox, 13, f,

St., Lichfield.

NEW IMPERXAL-J.A.P., Z^AKp.. 1916, a^sje,

paid, lamp<i, horn, mnning well; £40.-2,.
'

Av., Woodford Green. .-
:

NEW IMPERIAL 1921 25ih.p., S-speed, 88 n
accessories, tax paid, ideal tourist itinphjm,

—J. Powell, Shawbury, Shrewsbury.

"I Q18 Z%h.v. New Imperiftl-Jap, counterahaH'
jL«/ new Dunlops. accessories, licensed: 3,6

Fersfield, Westbury Rd., New Maiden.

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, eligWlj-

to be cleared ot £115.—Prior, Beplingtui
Southfields, S.W.18. 'Phone: Putney 1694. i

Imperial 8h.p. Combinatioi
splendid outfit; f95.-C/o :

Hariow Rd., Paddingtou. Tel. : V
1Q20 New
J-*/ lamps, C/o BISil

482,
1744.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 1920 2?ih.p.,
clutch, kick start, excellent condition; '

Goad (private house), 122, Maida Vale. '

'

Hampstead 1353. _,

"VTEW Sh.5. New Imperial Conibiuation, al

4-^ scries, tax paid; owner going abroad;.

£120.-Chambers, 138, Knight's Hill, West. B
'Phone: Mayfair 2181.

£90.—New Imperial Combination, re-enasl^
replated throughout, 8h.p. J.A.P., 1919 HP

great bargain. — Clifford Wilson, 177, Wesf'
Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Hop. 210.

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 8h.p. Combinoiioni
screen, electric light, Cowey speedomt

tyres, tubes, and tools, mileage 6,500; £125.-

14a-, North Rd., Richmond, Surrey.

NEW IMPERIAL Solos and Combinatioi!

mediate delivery, best allowance on your

machine.—Newnhara Motor Co., 225, Hanuni

Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith' 80.

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 8h.p. Combinati^
lamps, spare cover, tools, recently ovSrL_-

makers, in beautiful condition: £125; -'^^

owned.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Ra.^

stead 7822.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any New Imperial

cash or deferred payments; book your on

and avoid disappointment later.—Burlington "

Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.*- >

Brixton 2417.
Norton.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Nortonj. ,^

ANY Model Norton delivered to your aiiAi

riage paid within 24 hours; easy payinffl'

4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co., Astott
"

mingham.

1 Q21 T.T. Norton, fully equipped; £90.

-Lt/ Frank Eele, Thame.
ORTON Motor Cycles.-Can deliver anjwhA
dates.-Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton Big 4 coffll

£177; sporte model. £132; from stock

NORTON, 1921 famous 16H. model, littl»_u»-

equipped, licensed, very fast; £112.—Mw

CYEIL WILLIAMS for immediate deliver)'

models Norton.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolfl

ton. , ^_
31h.p. Norton, new; £132; sell, or tatea

3 hand machine part.—Fox, 12, Conduit fll

field.

NORTON 1920V. 4h.p. de Luxe Combinatioi

lamps, horn, licence, Watford speedomete

perfect; £125, bargain; solo part.—Longney, i

w

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Norton.

SALE.

]S)RTON
i Motors,

Sole district agents, Wesses
Catherine St., Salisbury.

(5005

I)RTON 1921 3J.2h-P- 3-speed Sports, licensed, lovely
ccnilitiou, mileage negligible; £110.—Crow Bros.,

G aldrd. [39*0

11 20 4h.p. Norton Combination, all accessories, con-
' (lition as new; bargain.—Spratt, Victoria Lane,

H.lfisfield. [4907

1921 Model:
Ltd., 60,

f ne : 72,

T\tRTON.—Sole Walsall agente; exchanges or de-

r [erred payments.—Maudes' Motor Mart, Walsall
&ge. Walsall. [2421

PRTOX.—All models in stock; deferred payments.
—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245.

Dtsgate, Manchester. [X7259

Ii-0 Bif-' Four Norton Combination, fully equipped

:

£115; 'unsenitched.—Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's
V', Xortli Ken^inkton. [4933

^i^T(>N 3V';h.p., single-speed model, very fast; £60;
licence paid. Also, new 1921 model, 16H; £132.

—Jistcn, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [4699

1(21 Norton, Model HIS, as new, exceptionally
1( fast; £120.—Kaye Don, - •_. — ., - . o ., Anglesea
BjKingston. Tel.: Kingston 3381. [4210

»iCE 1920 Big Four Norton Combination, Hender-
jBson sporting car, lavishly equipped; cost £197,
(lit £115.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.
^

[4592
RTON 1921 Big Four Combination, luxuriously
equipped, Luc.ns dvnamo, Lucas electric horn,
as new; £166; exchange.—47, NewlnnH Av..

[X7204
j'.O Big Four Norton and 1921 Henderson Elite
I

sidecar (cost £45), lamps. Klaxon, tools, per-
[OBdition; £145.-12, Leaside Av., Muswell Hill,

[4732
ITON Big 4 Combination, new Norton de Luxe
jlidecar. Easting, lamps, all accessories, tax poid,
londition throughout; £120; no dealer.,.—32, Fcl-
'Bd., Wanstead. -

[4348

I—3'/fih.p. Norton combination. Dinky Petite side-
lar, discs, large F.R.S. lamp, tools, etc., tax
ngine, gear l>ox, etc.7 in rerteot condition

;
great

a.—Tucker, Redcliff Hill, Bristol. [3969
TUl TON HVjh.p., 3-speed, and Henderson sporti _I' Klecnr, lamps and lorn, late 1919, very little

o'lition little worse than new; £115.-W G
HI, George Street Garage, Pocklington. [4242
-iX.—Immediate delivery Big 4 and 16H
I'-ls; spare parts always in stock.—Call, wire,

phone 4042. G. H. Tucker, the Norton
-Went, and Specialist, RedcliJfe Hill, Bristol.

[3970
10 Norton 16H. Combination, Cowcv, screen, elec-
»«trir- light throughout, insurance, new condition,

nse, maguil5cent engine; best over £130- bought
ft. Northern Haulage, 1, Sandhill, Newcastle-

[4188

1
li D.R.S. Norton SVih.p., h.b.c, Philipson, rear<" hive, speedometer, licensed, spare valves, piston

iiijs -les nearly new ^d new spare cover, do well' nny time; any trial; £75 for nuick sale.—T.
in. Pickering, I'ork.?. [4473
i'ED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
orton motor cycles and combinations, for im-
delivery. Your present machine taken in

i:hange; full market value allowed; distance no
R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St

'rt. Tel.: 607. [0644
I'ONS.—-Any mode! lupplied anywhere. 3i/,h.p
l).M. T.T., actual racing machiue, unused s'incc

I'S m.p.h., £130, oilers; Si/Ji-p. T.T., 3-speed,
irweek. ready for the road, and if recinired Mr.
Vhell will tune to 75 Ul.p.h.-Bulloughs ilofor.'s
Taterloo St., Oldhgui. - [4421

f41l.p. Norton, new Douglas sidecar, P and H
Jimps, horn, Bonniksen, £20 spares, including
ocket, chains, tyres, valve, straight-through ex-
Ill months' insurance, condition guaranteed-
Ir .near offer; mart sell; ride to puichaser —
13., Moiwood Ed., Balham, S.W.12, [4741

. - N.S.U.
JBiv. Combination, all on, excellent order.
S^idecar, tax i>aid; £ 50.—'Victor, 151a. Ox-

"•!• [S0S3
.'Iiightweight, Bosch, B. and B., Duulops

WpM, footboards, complete, wants tnuiug- £10 —
|H,' Iriangle, Halifax. ' [4303

I

3K''-P-p spring forlA. vari.iile mag. ignition
I
paid Dec. 31st; £17 secures, carriage paid

Jtson, Awkley, DoQcaster. [4869
IN;S.tr. all black, complete with lamps, etc
l,Gplendid condition, ride away; first £12
Ibargain.—165, High- St., Hounslow. [4317

N.U.T.
Latest 1921 Models from Stock- 3i/,h p

10, 5h.p. model £120.—Marston, 31, Bridge
/'"' [4702

98 N.U.T. 3l,ih.p., Magdyno, horn, Tan-Sad,
.^nsed^ mileage 100, absolutely unscratched;
Iwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing^

[5048

BAMBERS
FOR

BARGAINS
AND

EXCHANGES.
FULL MARKET VALUE ALLOWED
for your present machine in good condition

VALUE FOR
MONEY.

JQ2I 4 h.p. INDIAN Scout, electrically

equipped, speedometer; cost /^iSo a
few weelis ago 7 £135

1Q20 6-S h.p. L.M.C. Combination, lamps,
^lom, speedometer, mirror, Easting,
licence, excellent condition £103

1920 21 BEARDMORE PRECISION Com-
bination, 1921 power unit, all

lamps, horn, licensed, practically
as new £78

1920 cA h.p. METRO-TYLER. S Type, 2-sp.,

lamps, horn, licensed
; onjy ruii 50

miles £68

1919-20 SCOTT Combination, lamps, hora,
speedometer, aluminium pistons, very
fast, excellent condition £105

igiQSh.p. SUNBEAM and Swan Sidecar,
electric lamps, Cowey horn, wind-
screen, excellent condition £135

1919 2! h.p. CHATER-LEA, 2-speed, horn,
licensed, very good condition £38

191S 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, liood
and screen, Lucas lamps and ]iorn,

spare wheel, licensed, excellent condi-
tion £125

1915 ^-h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, Lucas
lamps, horn, licensed, excellent condi-
tion £67

1913 35 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination. 3-sp..

hand clutch, K.S., electric lamps,
horn, speedometer^ excellent condi-
tion £55

Special Sh.p. MATCH LESS-J.A. P., overhead
val\'es. very fast, excellent condition £50

New A.B.C. Skootamota Offers.

Our Stock Of New Machines include:
HARLEY - DAVIDSON, ENFIELD,
NORTON, ARIEL, MATCHLESS,

Etc.. Etc.

SIMPLEX MOTOR ATTACHMENTS
for Push Cycles.

LET US SUPPLY YOU.
WRITE OR CALL.

R.BAMBER&CcLtd.
2, EASTBANK STREET,

Phone: 607. SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

AJ.U.T.-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Twin, 1914, 3-speed, clutch,
•;-' sporting Canoelet sidecar, tax paid; £50.—
Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station. [5146

£47/10, bargain.—SVih.p. T.T. twin N.U.T., overhead
valves, Sturmey 3-speed countershaft clutch, kick

?t^',, ''L,
'"== P""*' '°°^ condition, very fast. 89, East

Hill, Wandsworth. [4045

1 Q21 31/2 h.p. N.U.T., dynamo lighting, Lucas horn,
J-t/ Cowey speedometer, watch, knee grips, not run
1.000 miles; nearest £120; as new.—27, Malmesbury
Park Rd.. Bournemouth.

, [4207

"Vr.U.T. 1920 3iyi.p., dynamo lighting, tax paid, in-
.1-' distinguishablo Jrom new; £120; deferred pay-
,.,„„i.. ^c J. „;.._,!

_paiijer's_ Bradshawgate, Bolton ; also
Manchester. [X7249

ments if desired,
245, Deansgate,

N.U.T.—Sole agents for nine counties; special ex-
change or delerred payment terms; immediate

delivery all models; trade supplied.—Maudes" ISIotor
Mart, London, Exeter, and Walsall. [2422

O.K.
new in June, 600 miles; £33.—
Bucks.

, [X7371
O.K. Union 2' .h.p,

Pantling, Wiui

"I
Q21 O.K. 2-stroke. 2%h.p., as -new: £28.—C.S.. 14,

J-«./ Swaton Rd., Bow. Tel.; E3-155. [5104

"I Q21 O.K. Junior,- 2?4h.p. ; £50/8—Morriss and
J-if Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [5006

23.h.p. O.K., new last Marcli, lamps, horn, tax : 38
4 gns.— 5, Wjndhiiin Crescent, Tufnell Park Tube.

[X7347
O.K. Junior 1915 2',ih.p., 2 speeds, lamps, etc., all

new condition; £50.-13, Crook Log, Bexlev
Heath, S.E. [4874

O.K. 2-stvoke, 1916, tnx paid, new Dnnlops, in fine
running order; any trial; £25.-0., 33, West Endunning

Lane, Kilburu

O.E.-VILLIEES, kite 1920,
lamps, horn, tax paid, u

33, Belsize Av., N,W.3.

1021 O.K.-ViUiers 2?,'h.p., 2-speed, complete with
-*-*^ lamps, horn, tools, and tax, only ridden 50 milK;

[511S

perfect order, 2-^ili.p.,

under 200 miles; £35.—
[4253

first £55 secures a bargain
Mere, Wilts.

must sell.- Norris, Talbot,
[4160

P. and Al.

"IQ18 P. and II., 2-speed, clutch, K.S.. perfect order;
-•-" £50.-56, Park Lone, Kidilerminster. [5026

"I Q17 3i;2h.p. P. and M. and chassis, good order;
-Lt/ £60.-1. Bellingham Terrace, Cattord. [4394

and M. Combination, 1918, excellent condition;
£69.-38, Shirley Grove, Lavender Hill, S.W.ll.

[4630
and M. Combination. 1918, taxed, perfect,, new
sidecar; £68.-38, SherrifJ Ed., W. Hampstead,

N.W.6. [4645

CYBIL WILLIAMS lor immediate delivery of all

models P. and M.-
~' - . — .

P
P

hampton.

3ih.p. P. and M., E.I.C. mag., B. and B.
2 letter, 2.£peed; ^25.—Wallis.

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-
[X382X

carbu-
Flint Cottages.

Buntingford. [4862

1Q17 P. and M. Combination, condition as new, all
J-t/ on, trial aiiy time; £60.~Holden, Westfield
Rd., Ciawley. '

[4415

"j Q20 P. and M. and Sidecar, mileage 300, as new,
if/ lamps and horn, etc.; aess.—Apply, 198. Gt.
Portland St.. W.l. [4632

1Q18 P. and M., bine-gold, unscratched; £57/10;
Xt/ consider cheaner machine part.—61, New Kent
Rd., London, S.E.I.

'

[4804

P.
nud M., late, 2-spped, kick start, top-hole condi-
tion: f;35: any tri;il.— 1, Springfield Park Ores-

cent, Cntford, S.E.6. [4605

P.
and M. Combination, late 1920, lamps, hor.>. and
licence paid, a genuine bargain; £103—Hull,

150, Tarvin Kd., Chester. [4502

P.
and ]\l.—Solo or sidecar in stock; deferred pay-
ments.— Parker's. Bradsliawgate, Bolton ; also

245, Deansgate, Blanche: ter. [X7256

-j 019 r. and M. Combination, screen, electric lipht-
J-O ing, re-enaraelled March, perfect; sacrifice £75.
—153, Oioniwell Ed.. Petetboroueh. ' [4370

P.
and M. R.A.F. Combination, engine No. 7091,
xised 10 months, licensed, equipped; £65.—2.

Chesterfield Ed., St. Andrews, Bristol. [4754

P.
and IM. Combination, newlv overhauled, licensed,
etc.; £60.—Grove jSUotov Co., 34, Hereford Rd.,

WesLbourne Grove, W. 'Phone: Park 5420. [5021

1 Q16 P. and M. Combination, electric lighting and
J-*J Jiorn, iullv e^nipped, spares, perfect condition

;

£70.-11, Merthyr Terrace, Barnes, S.W.13. [4294

P.
and M. Combination, 1918, lamps, etc.; £55, a
bargain.—Miles, li; Chichester Ed., West Kilbnrn,

N.W.6. (One minute Kilburn Pork Tube.). [5082

£45.-1918 3Voh.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, clutch and
kick starter, perfect ride away.—Rae, King-

water Cottage, Cliurch Walk, Thames Ditton. [454B

P.
and M.. 1918, and 1920 coachbuilt sporting side-

far, fuUv efiuipped, meclianically perfect, tns
paid; £72.-85, Einiine Ed.. LeMisbam, S.E.13. [4051

^li letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. B31
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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P

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

P. and M.
nnd il. Combination, 1918, tax paid, lamps,

— Klaxon, s-plendia condition, jnst completed tonr;

£64.-Wjmen, 94, Soiitliivaik Biidse Ed., Ixindon.
[5083

P.
and M. Combination, engine 7822, tliorouglily re-

conditioned, smart, liorn, lamps, new tyres, Renold
ciiains- £70- excliauo'e ligljtweiglit.—45, Leavesden Ed^
Watford. [1819

19 P. and M., excellent condition, all accessories,

stored 12 nioutjis; owr.er abroad; overhauled by

makers (cost £18), since not used; £70, or near offer.—

V.M., 2, Cleveland At., ChisTviok. [4111

"1 Q21 P. and M., perfect, mileage about 200, sidecar

X«7' optional, cost recently £160, all on, insured,

tax paid; no reasonable offer refused; appointment.—
69, Church Rd., Hcndon, N.W.4. [411S

LATE 1918 Phelon-Moore, 1920 sidecar, Easting
screen, lamps, accessories, spares, new tyres,

overhauled, perfect: offers; 50 miles meet purchaser.-

30, rermepart, Stroud Green, N.4. [4746

P.
and M., late 1917-18, newly plated and stoved
enamelled, makers' 1921 colours, new Dunlop

tyres, tubes, new parts fitted, perfect mechanical
conditioil; £65.—Brooks, 57. Firs HIU Bd., Sheffield.

13331

P.
and M. Late 1918 Combination, overhauled, re-

enamelled and plated as new, tyres, chains, saddle,

and coachbuilt body absolutely new, complete with
' lamps and accessories, tax paid; £80, or near offer.—

224, Pentonville Ed., N.l. [4911

£38.-1917 Hate) V. and M.. 2-speea, clutch, good
appearance, chain cases, toolbags, mechanical horn,

spares, £4 tax paid, demonstration: aleo Gloria spring

wheel sidecar chassis oi£ same, £4.-4, St. George's

Terrace, Primrose Hill, N.W. [4514

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT 6h,p. Twin, excellent running condition,
lamps, Stewart horn, etc., all on; £33.—Barnes,

3 09, York Rd., Southend-on-Sea. [4549

Premier.

PRE.MIEE, SV'h.p., clutch, good tyres, excellent
order; £28, near offer,-Betts, 88, St. John St.,

IJchfleld. [4414

£17, 3V,h.p. Premier; £25, 6h.p. Phanamon, pood
sidecar, £5, must sell.—Morley, 49, Narford Rd..

Clapton, London. [5029

41.h.p. Premier, 1916, 3-speed countershaft, K.S., all

4 on, new tyres, perfect condition, tax paid, take
2 anywhere: £65.-44, Junction Ed., Highgate, N. [4611

4h.p. Premier, S-speed C.S-, kick starter and clutch,
meohiiuicaily perfect and appearance as new; £4

tax paid: i65, or offer.— Smallwood, 211, Dawes Ed.
I'ulham. [4560

Sih.p. 1915 Premier Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
2 K.S., C.B. sidecar, wind screen, electric light-

ing. Klaxon, good tyres, tax paid; £77.—85, Gartmoor
Gardens, .Sputhflelds. [4824

PREMIER 1913 3-speed, excellent condition: any
I

trial; £35.—Light Car and Motor Cvcle Engi-
neering Co., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W,2 (half
minute from Brixton Skating Rink). [4434

Sih.p. I'remier. free engine, clutch, horn, lamps.
2 new tyres and tubes, 2 belts, tax paid, new

farburetter, in good running order; £25, or near
offer.-C. Baxter, Waterbeach, Cambs. [4747

PREMIER. 1915 4h.p. Countershaft, 3-speed gear
box, kick starter, clutch, new tyres, aluminium

footboards, smart appearance, guaranteed perfect, tax
paid ; sacrifice, ££45.-Andrews, Yoxford, Suffolk.

[4641
1

P.V.
"1020 P.V. S'/ih.p., spring frame, Beardmore-Pre-
X«7 cision. 2-speed, Cowey speedometer, lamps, etc.,
as new, unscratched, must sell; £65.-8, Rupert Rd..
W. Kilburn, N.W. [4891

]

Quadrant.
CLIFFORD ATILSON Manulacturing Co.-ftuadrant I

official wholesale distributers.—177, Westminster
Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4666

|

£16.—Quadrant SV^h.p., variable gear, B. and B..

.

Bosch. 2 Lucas lamp sets, horn, tax paid; bar-
cain.—P., 32, Laufranc Ed., Wortlung, Sussex. [4855
£85.—ITe have several 1920 4V-.h.p. Quadrant Com-

,

binations, guaranteed.—Clifford Wilson Slanu-
facturing Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Ed., S.E.I.

(QUADRANT Combination. 4llh.p., 1920 model,
^o* little used, lamps , horn, licence paid, little
used: £85; equal to new.—Marston, 31, Bridge St
Chester, [4693

|

f 'yi^-'^I'RANT Combination, 4V>h.p., 1920, all on, in-
'o* Eurance, tax paid, perfect condition; host offer;
or take new lightweight plus cash.—Pressland, Belle-
vue. Box, Wilts. [4223 I

SHOP-SOILED.-We have a Jew Quadrant, combina-
tions at reduced prices, fully guaranteed.—Clif-

ford Wilson Manufacturing Co., 177, Westminster
Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4668
QUADRANT Combination, 1920, 3,000 miles, East-

mg, P.R.S. head lamp (electric), speedometer
Klaxon, new tyre and tube; cash ofiers.-Howard
Homesgarth, Letehworth. [4113 I

25 irORTON 5^ ^

fiAJUJLFAS..

3r sati^ctlon.

^^S
jt/ef/wsa 'per/uMvu

EXCHANGES QUOTED
1922 CALTHORPE LIGHT CARS.

NEW. MODELS AND PRICES.
De luxe, 2-scater, dickey seat £4t0
De luxe, 4-seater £435
Popular, 2-seatcr, dickey seat £355
I'opular, 4:seater £375

1921 NEW MOTOR CYCLES.
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. twin Combination £145
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler £250
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination. £160
ROYAL RUBY, 2} h.p., jspted, sports 80 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL,.? h.p., and Sidecar. . 160 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, jI h.p., ^-speod ... 70 gns.

SCOTT Combination £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidei:ar . . . ; £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar . . £165
B.S.A. twin Combination £175
B.S.A. .(J- h.p. all-chain Combination.. £152 10

SUNBEAM, 3! h.p., new tvpe, sporting £152 5

SUNBEAM, ^.V h.p., touring £155 8
NORTON Big Four 3-sp. Combination £170
NORTON, 3.V h.p., 3-speed, T.T £132
NORTON, 3; h.p., single speed £98
-^DOUGLAS, 4} h.p., 2-speed £85
^'DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 3-speed, clutch . . . £105
"DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination . . ; £160 .

DOUGLAS, 3'. h.p., 3-sp., sports model £150
Dei'erfed Payments quoted.

^Including lamps, generator, horn, licence-

holder.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

NORTON 1920 Big Four, 3-specd £110
EDMUND, 2} h.p., 1920, 300 miles ... £69 10
BROUGH, I9r6, 3-speed countershaft. £59 10
DOUGLAS.jgig, 2|h.p., 2-sp,,taxpaid £65
CLYNO, 1920, i-speed, lightweight ... £49 10
ARIEL, 1920, 3.1 h.p. 3-sp. countershaft £84 10
VINDEC, 7-0 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £42 10
TRIUMPH, '3.1 h.p., clutch, Eixid £47 10
NORTON, 1920, 3.i h.p., sportins £80

PASSENGER MACHINES.
A.V. Monocar, 5-6 h.p. J..4.P £79 10
SUNBEAM, 1920, dyno lighting, superb

Combination , .- —
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. M.A.G. Combination £145
HAZLEWOODil.A.P. 6 h.p. Combina-

tion, only done 100 miles, tax paid £140
MORGAN, 8h.p., sporting, tax paid.. £105
MORGAN, rgts, sporting £120
INDIAN Powerplus Combination £105
ARIEL 3', b.p. r92Q 3-sp. Combination £99 10
HENDER'SON 10 h.p. .i.-cyl. Combina-

tion, very smart condition £185
HARLEY r920 Combination, electric. . £168 10
READING-STANDARD 3-spced Com.. £110
BRADBURY, 3! h.p., 3-specd, Sidecar £59 10
TRIUMPH 3-speec1 4 h.p. coach Com.. £75
ALECTO 35 h.p. 2-sp. 1920 coach Com. £79 10
REX 6 h.p. 2-spced Combination £52 10
ZENITH-GRADUA, S h.p., and Sidecar £57 10
ENFIELD 1915-T6 Combination £105
CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. 3-sp. Combination £75
NORTON Big Four, new Sidecar £135
SCOTT 1920 Combination, verv special £125

Deferred Payments taken.

Cash offers considered for Second-hand Models.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

SUNDRIES.
1920 Amac .\utotnatic Carburetter. . £1 17 6
rq20 Shop-soiled Capac, ij £2 2
New Army Knapsacks, 13^ X rrin.. . 5 6
Douglas Carburetter, used 15/-, £1, £110
New Miller's Lamp Set £2 4
New " Perfection " Sidecar Body . . £6 15
New " Perfection " Coach Sidecar,

shop-soiled only, for Triumph . . £18 10
Second-hand Douglas Ma.^neto .... £117 6
Late Amac Carburetter ...£1 10 0, £1 17 6
Late B. & B. Carburetter £1 12 6, £1 19 6
1920 Triumph Carburetter, nearly new £2 15

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

2ih.p. Quadrant, 2-speed, free engine, clutch, k4 start, Bosch, B. and B. footboards, tyres .

splendid order, nice appearance, tax paid; abeolut* ir'

gain, first £35 gets.-50, Lowfield St., Dartford.
I 2

1 Q20 Quadrant, C.B. sidecar, licensed, discs,
•*-^ lamps, speedometer, mirror, wind screen,
sound condition; £95; exchange 1920 A.J.S., A
Zenith.—Hurst, St. Helens, Hastings. Tel.: 152.

QUADRANT Combinations from Stock, all m
free insurance; cash, exchange, or deferred

ments ; all spares.—Official repairers, Clifford" \\

iVlanufacturing Co., 177, Westminster Bridge
S.E.I. Hop. 210.

Radco.
RADCO, 1920, single-speed; list ^652; shop-

only, £40.—Longuey, Oswestiy. fj

RADCO, lamps, horn, tax i>ajd, excellent t

tion ; £25.-9, Campbell Kd,, Walthamsl

REX, 3V>h.p., magneto missing; £9.-59. D^

Bd.; Herns Hill, S,E.

TJEX 41i.p., single, good running order^ e

RADCO 2Vi;h.p., 1918, Ifmips, liorn, tools, an(
tuned engine, just overhauled; £26/10.-406,

ratt Lane, Earlsfield. S-W.

1 Q20 2V2h.p. E,adco, 2-speed, excellent cond
J-t' licensed; sacrifice through death, £55,-
hurst, Behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan.

Raleigh.
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

EASY Payments "only i\% extra. We can d
tb your address within 24 hours the new Ri

5-6h.p. flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; sole

gns.; sidecar, 176 gna.; spare wheel and tyre, 6

Sole Birmingham Agents. The Preaier Motor
Aston Hd., Birmingham.

IN Stock, new Raleigh, 5-6h.p.—Wale, 7, Queen'
Wujaeatoa.

^

[^

RALEIG-Hl Coiiibinntion, superb machine, ri:^

specially timed engine, Easting Eoyal, i

electric lighting, licensed; cost £205, actx-vt .

any trial.— Sheldon, "iVheatley, Oxford.

RALEIGH Solo and Cijinbinations ior iniui

delivery; purchase ypur machine Ironi s

agents, spares in stock, best allowance on your p

mount.—Newnhara Motor Co., 223, HammerJiL! >

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

Rex.

.-, „,....^., „ D n;

Rd.; Heme Hill, S,E.

X 4h.p., single, good :

£30.—Johnson, 64, Upper Bland St., BoaMU^i

REX, 6h.p., clutch, H.S, new Amac, Bosch, K
guaranteed, trial; nearest £45.-280, .New

Rd., S.E.

REX SVih.p., 2-speed, handle stnrt, recently

hauled", tax paid ; seen by appointment

:

Tidey, Station Rd., West Hoathly.

£25.—4h.p. E-ex combination, 2 speeds, hairl''

good tyres, Millford Castor wheel, spun;^

first cash, no offers; really cheap.—89, East u.

Wandsworth. 4«

REX Motor Cycle, Syoh.p., Bosch, B,B. carbu ff.

recently enamelled and overhauled, in goo. '

ning order, mechanically perfect; price ^30.— -^

to Box 5,736, c/o The. Motor Cycle.

4h.p. Rex, Bosch, B. and B., Grado gear, drii;

cantilever sprung, Klaxon, lamp, last, ;;-.v

dition, tax, insurance paid; £.21; after 6 o'cloi

' Bennett St., Blackfriars. Hop. 4321.-

REX 8h.p. de Luxe Combination, fast, powtr

speed countershaft, guaranteed as new rij'?

' cally and appearance, electric lighting, fully '^\v

£80.-46, Cromwell Rd., W'altliamstow.

SPECIAL Offer of brand new 8h.p. Eex-Bla
combination, detachable wheels, spare

makers' list price £218, reduced to £175 oa.li m
payments onlv 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.. «
Rd., Birmingham. i

Roc.

4h.p. Roc and C.B. sidecar, Juokes 3-sii<"- 'l,

E:.S., 3 new Pahner cords, tubes, uew

C.A.V., Binks, and electric set, in good ruJuiinL

£46. inrludefi tax and insurance.- 19, Tbeul'^^l'

N. Einchley, N.12.

Rover

ROVER 1920 3V3h.p., T.T., tax paid; £65 -J

Brondeg, Llanelly.

NEW 1921 SV-h.p. All-chain Rovers in Sic 1^:

.

—Lambert's, Thetford.

ili

ROVER 1921 3i/^h.p., all-chain, occesso)i''i,

done 200 miles: oliers.—Earl, Sontliey .St

JLli.p. 1913 Boyer, 3-speed, reliable 'bus, n<

.2 paid; what oilers?—Wallace Jones, E''ii

ROVER 6h.p. Combination, 3-3peed, kick fii

latest 1921 model; £165.—Marston. 31

St., Chester.

ROVER 3V.h.p. 1919 Model, in first-class ti

price £50.—JeHreys, Speedway House, M
Rd., Sutton, Surrey.

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number, at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

J
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FOR SALE.MOTOR CYCLES
Rover.

DVER 1914 3'/'h-P-. 3-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,

X etc., tax paid, eseellent condition; ,£45.—Man-
tlipe, Huntingdon. [4278

h,p. Rover, 3-speed hub, clutch, coach sidecar

tj " uieclianically 'perfecf, enamel good; £60.-4,
CJ'ch Av.. Leicester.- [4403

1(21 Eover Combination. "5-6li.p., I'ully equipped.
' railejiie 140; cost .fl95, take £170, or offer.—

Windsor. ' [46099, 'riiueis Rii

X 26b, enamelled and plated, as new; offers.—Box
S, 1, c/o The Motor Cycle , [4957

fj\ Rover, late model, first-class condition, new
I tyres, fullv equrijped, ta.x paid, fast bilce; sacri-

(ic 35gn5.—35, High St., Dartford. • . - . [4268

Li'E 1919 3i^.h-p. Eover, special sidecar, hood.
^ reen, lami»3, . excellent condition throughout;

SI -64, Eochdule Ed., Plum.'-te.nd. S.E.18. [4457

113-1914 S'/^h.p. Rover Combinaticn, 3-speed clutch,
Sturmer-A'roheri hub, stored during war, tax paid,

iei:t condition ; bargain, £55.-1, Norwood Rd., Heme
» 3.E.24. ,

- [4977

Rover Combination. Nov... 1919. chain en-
>ed drive, 3 speeds, hand and foot clutch, kick
.peedometer, horn, electric lighting, mirror"
coachbuilt _ sidecar. Easting wind screen,

l1 apron, full kit tools, spare inner tube,
ally perfect, any trial; £130.—King's Head

.. ,., Romford. [4221

LrE 1919 3>.Yh.p. T.T. Eover, land-controlled
Philipson pulley, complete lamp set, Lucas horn,
-nvy cover and tube, unpunctured, voiturette
knee-grips, tool bags, tools, etc., pump, hinged
i;uard, very low. comfortable, fast, and good
r. splendid condition, httle used, only wants

bargain. £58.—Stanton, 55, Bulstrode Rd.,
, Middlesex. [4372

119
« e

'.V.

Royal Ruby.
9 Sh.p. Royal Ruby Combination, beautifullv
equipped: £92.-24. Balliol Rd.. North Ken-

iinsn. [4538

T) "AL ErBY Sports Model. 234!. p., 1921, as new,
:'i';e 200. fully eoiiipped, tax paid; £68.-130.
Rii., London, N.AV. [4971

Royal Ruby, sports model, 1921, quite new.
•^Drence paid; £80. bargain.—J. Davies, 3 Old
Rd. 3rampton, Chesterfield. [4034

OJp. Royal Ruby, 1916, overhauled, enamelled,
'"''new mag., complete kit, licensed; £35, or near
-Brd. Whaplode Drove, Wisbech. [4336

SPiTS Model Royal Ruby. 1921, delivered March
;i3'it.ly shop-soiled; list price 80 gns., nearest

paer63. Grand Parade, Harringay, London. [4799
T» \L HUBr 3h.p.. 1920, spring frame, lamps,

a. tools,. spare belt, just overhafllert, low niilc-
—Yate-Lee, 13, Embankment' tlfirdens, Chel-

[4055
I, RUBY, 3iL,h.p. J.A.P., LO.M.. 2-speed
l-'h. sidecar new; £80; must sell; snip- fa^f0—Jlitchell, 19, Andalus Hd., Stockwell

(4025
OCAL RUBY' 1919 Sh.p. Combination, extra large
'-<' w sidecar, guaranteed 'perfect, tax paid very

any trial; £120 quick sale.—10, , Eaton PI
[4071

I. BL'BY New 1921 8L.p. Combination, spring
a.-?, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel, Lucas

lighting, luxurious sidecar, E.asting screen,
-„' ,T-^,''*'"°',

«"T'er, tax and insurance paid;
.;3, High Ed., Willcsdcn. Green, N.W.IO, [4840

Rudge.

iiii-i,®."'^^*^ '"?"<J °«"' T.T. model; f 80,-raiker'^
-"Sjilotor Specialist.-., Eendal. 1X7279
£5( fiudge combination, 1914, splendid conditinn.-" 0, Kensington Rd., Coventry. [S7231
[JUaE Multi, new 1921 T.T. model, just arrived;

,S: excellent value. -Moss, Welii. [X7313

19^ S'"Sf', ''•'"'JrC™*™"^'' ''"t"!'; £26/10, lowest.
-L. Sealey. 101. St. James Ed.. Watford. [4927

A ^^?}„ (March), lamp and licence;
done 300

;
sell £75.-Longney, Oswestry!

gMRudge Multi Combination, 1916-17, guarfjt"^
Iriflce, £60.-Box 5,787, c/o The luStor C,„le.

^^"jick"?'- *SllV'.S^','"'.,™S:'. l??l: £75''To?

RF'iE Multi,
it £B1;

sale.—Box S,795, c/o Tke Motor Cycle.

I
Ql Ji.ih.p. Rndge Multi Combination, excellent" ,rder; £45; after 7.-7, Leighton Rd., Ealing.

D" n New 3;.|h.p. Radge Multi, unregistered,^ n"?
Icn; accept £75.-Box 5.800, c/o The Motor

[4963
^-...iudge^Whitworth, 1921, pedal starter, multi• j-.hflora Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd

IJUIE Multi Latest T.T. and Touring Models-
telf'

"^ stock.-Marston, 31, Bridge St'
,

[4683

TYRES AND TUBES
IN PERFECT CONDITION.
There are more pleasant holidays spoilt
by faulty tyres than anything else. Sc

look below before you go.
I will refund your money immediately

if you are not satisfied.
24x2

Wood-Milne Soec'al 28 /
-

Hutchinson RubbeNstudded 22/S
26x3

Wood-Milne Extra Strong 32/9
Wood-Milne Comi)ination 44/-

26x21
Dunhsp .Heavy 36/6
Macintosh Chain 32 /G

Avon Sunstone . . . ; 37)6
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 7. 35/-
Rom Combination ...., 42'-
Avon Combinat.on 38/9
Beldam Combination 35 /-
Palmer Heavy Cord 36/9
Palmer Cord 32/6
Skew Rubber Non-skids 29/5

26x2|
Palmer Heavy Cord 37/-
Palmer Cord 33 /-

Dunlop Heavy 37/-
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 34/6
Bates Special Heavy 37/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 35/-

26x2i to fit 21 Rims,
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 33/-
Wood-Milne Special 33 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45 '-

26x2i
Rom Combination 45/-
Ounlop Heavy , 45 /-

Macintosh Chain , 36 /-
Rom Combination 47/6
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 36 f-

Skew Heavy Ribbed 37/6
65Ox 65

Heavy Rubber Non-skid 26/3
Wood-Milne Snecial 43/5
Michelin Steel-Studded 52/6

Burnett Grooved 41/9
Ounlop Steel-studded 55/-

*Voiturettc fitting.

700x80 to fit 650x65
Wood-Milne Special Eo /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 55 /-

Dunlop Steel Studded 70/-

700 X 80 (for 650 x 65) Voiturette Rims
28x3

Coodyear Extra Heavy DIamo id Tread
and Tube 7S /-

Wood-Milne Extrt> Strong 4-ply 29/3
Dunlnii Extra Strong 4-pIy 50 ,'-

Dnnlop Heavy 45/-
Clincher de Luxe Extra heavy 45/-

28 3 to fit 21 Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

28x21
Wood-Milne 4-ply 40 /-
Hutchinson Heav'y Rubber-studded 26/9
Hutchinson Heavy Ribbed 29 jS

NEW TUBES, in all Sizes, II- each.
Also Clearance TUBES, with one small vul-
canised patch by Manufacturers, otherwise

quite new, 5/6.
The above lines are sent Seven Days on

Approval, and Forward Passenger Train. Carr, Paid

KliMEMBER—The reputation and guarantee
of Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

H. EMANUEL & Co.. p/-?,
27, BELGRADE RD., STOKE NEWINGTON,
Telephone: Dalslon 3161. LONDON, N.16

Stores :

37a, Bai:s Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N.

MOTOR CYCLES
Rudge.

FOR SALE.

RtJDGE Multi 3',4h.p., mechonicnl order and appenr-
ance excellent; £,^ — Tr.-..o^ .n„_,.i,..__i-_

tjttoxeter.

Olh.p.
<t>2 con
Wr.tford, Herts.

Vicar, ilarchington,
. . r484I

. Rndge, clutch, C-A.'V., Sensprar, splendidi condition throughout ;- £35.—282, St. 'ilbans Rd.,
[4162

1 020 5-6h.p. and 7-9h.p. Rudge Combinations, unused ;Ay also 1921 I.O.M.-Shepherd, Enfield Highway
Tel.: Walthani Cross 31. _ [0340

1 Q21 Rudge Multi. lirand new end June, nicely run
-"-«/ in; snip, £74, tax paid.—29, Alderbrook Rd..
ClnpLam Common, S.W.12. . - [4616
T> UDGE 3y2h.p., not used during war, Dunlop Mag-
-»-t num tyres, recently ~ overhauled ;i62S; stored.—
Cresswell, High St.. Wands'-voith. - .. . . [4216

1 O 20 3t.oh.p. Rudge Multi, perfect condition, com-
J.t^ Tjlete with licence, lamps,-horn, etc., 700 miles:„._ , - ,^ - - .

[4353

cellent con-
7 p.m.. or

[5089

good
very

[4321

best ofier.— 4.' Hoopers Sq^

RUDGE JMulti 3i[.h.p., 1917-18, fast, ex
dition, lamps, etc. : 39 gns.; after

write.-73, .Sutherland Rd., Edmonton.

3i h.p. Rudge I\[ultj, coachbuilt sidecar,
running order and^ condition; £50!

close offer.—Peerless, Old Windsor, Berk;.

1 Q 14 3,'^h.p. Rudge Multi, overhauled and re-
J-«^ enamelled, accessories, buying lightweight; £45.
—Rockholme, Leckhampton Hill, Cheltenham. [4904

1 Q20 Rudge Jlulti, T.T.. Senspray, small mileage,
-L«i' excellent condition, .ho»n, tools, tax paid; £58.
-Crow, Hollemeadow Av., Blakenall, Walsall. [4407

Multi ,Combination,, beautifully
„-^,___. tax paid, as new; £93/10.—Rhind
Stone Place. Rusholrae, Manchester.* [4479

FOR Sale, 1920 Rudge Multi. 5-6h.p.. now at makers
- being thoroughly overhauled; £4 tax paid

1Q21 Rud^
4-«^ 1 equipped

^85.—Bowers, 27, Fox St., Scunthorpe, Lines.
price
[4035

RUDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., 1914. £25 worth new parts,
tax paid, insured, sound mechanical condition:

nearest £50.—Brown, Stanger St., Keswick. [X7243

1 Q14 End^e Multi, electric lighting, long plated es-
i*^ houst. T.T. bars, Kloxon, new back wheel,
licensed; £38.-17, Sussex K-d., ISTew Mnldeu, Surrey.

[4229
RUDGE Multi, late 1914, new Dunlop cover, new

belt, new clutch plates, engine perfect, fine con-
-11, Hadley Gardens, Chiswick.

[5113
I.O.M., only ridden few hundred

uearly new, perfect condition, lamps,
£75-—Norris, Catmos Villa, Oakham.

[4334

1 Q20 flate) Rudge Multi, Cowey horn, speedometer,
JL^ electric hend Inmp, knee-grips, spares, accessories,

I'PM- tvre nnd belt, tnx poid; £70.—Hands, Stonehouse
Kenilwoith. [X7152

I.O.M. Rudge Multi, perfect condition,
discs. Hutchinson tyres, speedometer,

rips; 65 gns.-122, Lower Mortlake Rd.,
14743

delivered August. 1920,

dition; £39, or offer .-

3Xh.p. Rudge Multi,
2 miles,

accessories;

T QIS Late
JL«? lamp..-,

horn, knee
Itichmond.

RUHGE Multi Combination,
Easting screen, Inmp set, tax paid, under 2,000;

£95.—Bruton Mewc Oarage, 8-20. South Brutou Mews,
Bond St., W. [4093

1 021 I.O.M. Rudge Multi. pedal starter, tax paid,

Xt? Cowey horn, speedometer; £78^ qr^ part ex
Smith, Market

[X7317

W

change lor .\.V. Monocar; adjustm«it.-
I'lace, Willeffhall, Staffs.

£65.— Si.-jh.p. Rudge Multi nnd coachbuilt sidecar,

fast, powerful miichine, special Binks carburetter,

-.p.ires, Ptc.-Seen at 'n'right's Gar.ige, 249, Camberwcll

Rd.. S.E- Tel. : Hop. 2890. [4461

1 Q21 Rudge, I.O.M.. little used, as new, with or

i-itF without sporting sidecar, complete lamps,, horn,

tools etc tns paid; first reasonable offer secures; must

ell.—Norris, Talbot, Mere, Wilts. [4159

UDGE Alulti 7.9h.p. 1920 Combination, all acces-

sories, spares, mileage 2,500, tax paid, ow-ner

'iving up rifling; no reasonable offer refused.-Ihe

Cottage, Wensleydale Rd., Hampton. [4324

rrkl4 Rudge Combination, 3-speed, clutch, etc., and
iJ renovated. 4.point underslung sidecar, real good

lutflt, lamps, tools, and tax paid; £65; bargain.-

.Towell Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme. [4481

£37/10—Rudge Multi, believed 1916-16, wide tank,

foot oiler, heavy tyres, clutch, kick starter, per-

lect ta.x paid. Another, exactly same, with Canoelet

sidecar, toolbags, lamps, horn, excellent condition;

£45- trials; exchanges.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.
S.W.18. [5013

Ruttells.

20 Ruffells, Villicrs 2-speed, 2-stroke, Albion ge.ar

box, Amnc, special filter to petrol pipe, done 1,000,

condition guaranteed as new, licensed; f48.—Unsworth

Station House, Handforth, Cheshire. [4292

Scott.

COTT New 1921 Model, special offer; £120.—
Marston, 31, Bridge St.. Chester. [4698

SCOTT Squirrel, new £130 model; sell, or take
second-hand part payment.—Fox, 12, Conduit St.,

Lichfield.
" [X7059

19=

S^

COTT, engine No. 3317, 'Lucas lamps and horn, ex.
.. . ,..- „ .. :_*. <?. Peck

[4894
S^'celient"°coiidi'tion';'£70.—9, Moncriefl St., Peck
ham, S.E.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tile number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marlied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. j«...-«..,-^..-«..«...-».,,.-«...-»...-«».r^..-».

S'

Scott.

F-O.CH. for Soofcts, combina-tiGns and solos.—5,
Heath St., Hamisstead (nr. Hampstead Tube

Station). 12698

SCOTT and Sidec^ Chasaie; any trials; £50, or offer.

—Gnrdner, 27, Whitmore Kd.. Kingdand. [After

7 o'clock.} [4455

SCOTT Sports, 1920, electric, Palmers, new condi-
tion', fast; £85.—Smith, 229, Maryvalc Rd.,

Bournville. [X7321

SCOTT Combination, 1920, electric lighting, licence,
beautiful order; £105. — Ccckeli, Holly Lodge,

Dalston, E.8. [4729

SCOTT.—In stock, solo or sidecar ; deferred pay-
ments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,

Deansgate, Manchester. [X7260

SCOTT 1920 Sole, fully equipped, best oHer.-Newn-
ham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6.

'Phone: Hammersmith SO. [455S

SCOTT and Sidecar,, engine No. 2970, electric light-

ing, perfect condition, accessories; £75, or cffer-

—

33, Mansell Rd., Acton, W.
_

[4569

COTT. 1920. excellent order, T.T. and touring
bars, speedometer, tools, tvres good; £90.—I>r.

A Pimm. Addison House. Guildford. Tel. : 608.
[4798

SCOTT, 1916, perfect condition, kick start, fine side-

car machine and smart; bargain, £60; or part
exchange for lightweight.-28, Bourne Rd,, Bexley.

[5063

3 ah. p. Scott, 1914-15, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., new
4 condition, tyres, tubes, unpunctured, all on, tax

paid; £38/10.~Gilbert, 435, Portland Rd.. Hova.
[5058

1021 Scott SQninel, 3-jiih.p., brand new July 30tk,
JLtf only ridden holiday M'eek, do over 60 m.p.h.

;

hfiigain, £120j or nearest.-26, Grimston Hd.^ Kntting-
lumi. [X7345

1Q20 (October) Scott, sports model, fuTly eauipped,
-I- 1? tax, insurance, perfect condition, low mileage,
new tvres; sacrifice £85.—Bradley, Albert aiills, Bing-
iey. Yorks. [4307

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920 S-speed gear, slightly
shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Burlinpton

Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone; Brixton 2417. [0510

late 1914, Overhauled, re enam-
Binks, speedometer,

Klaxon, screen, hootl; owner bought car; £75, offers.

~15;i, Deansfield Kd., Eltham. [4299

SCOTT Combination, 1921, Lucas Magdyno light-

ing, speedometer, and full equipment, mileage
negligible, a real class outlit, licensed ; £ 160.—
Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [4974

SCOTT Combination,
elled. new parts, chains, etc.,

SCOTT [November, 1920), done under 4,000, stored
12 months, perfect condition, and runs magnifi-

cently, full Lucas equipment, licence paid;
£85.—Hunt, LlaDwenarth, Abergavenny.

any trial

[2983

SCOTT Coachbuilt Combination Sept., 1913, engine
2160, good condition externally and mechanically,

lamps, horn, tools, tax paid, new rear Duulnp and
main chain; £70.—F. Caiger, Queen Camel, Somerset.
(D) [4327

SCOTT Combination, 1921 modeU fitted with disc
wheels, Scott sidecar, oversize tyres, speedo-

meter, Lucas dynamo, lighting set, Lucas electric
horn, mirror, luggage grid, Tan-Sad pillion seat,

licence paid until 'December, only done 150 miles,
indistinguishable from brand new; cost £245, our price
tor quick sale £175.—Braid Bros,, Midland Garage,
Colwyn Bay. Tel. :. 105. [3908

1 Q16 Standard Scott, mechanically perfect, enamel
JLiF and plating good, Lucas etiuipment, splendid
value, 65 gna. ; 1920 Scott, mileage 2,000, guaranteed
new condition, tax paid, £99; 1921 Scott Squirrel,
slightly shop soiLed, £125-; Scott, Parkerised, 2-pole
Bosch mag.. Bonniksen, Lucas electrical equipment
close set gears, capable about 60 with full eq.uipment,
r.bsolutely new, tax paid, 160 gns. ; Scott, Parkerised,
at; above, with special cylinders fitted with detachable
aimuinium water jackets, 2 independent exhausts,
rotary induction valve, fitted with sporting Ciinoelet
sidecar, Ace aluminium discs tljroughout, Lucas acety-
lene efiuipment, finished in Indian red, mileage 1,000.
175 gns.^^ames Parker and Sou, the Original Scott
Specialists, EendaL [S7280

Singer.
^INGER. 1912, clritch, ZVoh.p., sound machine

£28/10.—Longney, Oswestry. [X7210
•>5.h.p. Singer, Bosch, B.B.. good condition; any
<W4: reasonable offer.—Gibbs, High St., Aebford, Kent

[4062
SINGER a-'iU.p., single-cyl, 2 speeds, splendid con-

dition, tased; £23.-1?, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.
[4889

1 Q14 Singer, 2%h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, tax paid, any
-Lt/ tiuil; £20.-HarTe>-'s, 47, South Lambeth Ed..
S.W.8. [4597

SINGER 2^h.p., Dniid spring forks, good' tyre^ and
tul>e3, good running order, enamel as new; £18'—

Cliarmau, Stamford Hills, JLoughborough. [4826
SINGER, engine in back wheel, accumulator and coil

Ignition, handle-bar contvol, Amae carburetter
euamclling and plating in new condition, new cyL and
piston fitted; £25, or nearest oiler; seen by annoint
nieut.—C, 235, Elgin Av., Maida Vale. London, W

[4441

SANDUM
DUAL PURPOSE

SIDECAR
(PATENT.)

Approved by all the leading

manufacturers, and suitable

for any make of motor cycle.

Fmished in colours to suit,

A scientific production of a

Single or Double Sidecar at

will. By moving the seat back

to the forward position and
openmg the back locker-lid a

further spring back and spring

seat are disclosed, suitable for

a six-foot passenger.

The only family sidecar

which is at the same time

comfortable, elegant, inexpen-

sive, and carries the weight in

correct position, i.e., over the

rear axle.

Insist that both your pas-

sengers shall ride in comfort,

and not on make-shift dickey

seats. A six-foot man can

occupy either seat.

4-2 Guineas (complete),
TO FIT ANY MOTOR CYCLE.

Body only, 21 Guineas.

When ordering your SWecar specify

SANDUM Patent SCREEN
for comfort, protection against rain,

. and simi^icity of movement,

Asli jor OUT Catalogue, which gives a com-

plete range of SIDECARS, and prices, from

£16-16-0 upwards,

SANDHAM ENGINEERING CO.,. LTD.
336, Gray's Inn Road, LONDON, W.C.

'Phone—Museum 3427.

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Singer.

3ih.p. Singer Combination, 3-speed and Grad
2 and tubes unpunctured, new belt,. Boscl

lamp, tools, Iicenco, all on; genuine offer; trinl— jVIachell, 3, Gordon Av.,- Southpoit.

JACOBS' World's Record Brefiking 250 o.(

This machinc-Tv-hich has mude history, i«
caily indiBtinguishable from new, has counter*
speed gear box, Ricardo piston^ plated mudguaj
spar© b;tiidle-bar6, tank, piston, 3 new coTerSj
instable p«.l:ky3,.'3 sprockets, etc.; £60' caali.-4
86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tnh^
London. 'Phone: Hampstead 2767.

Scuthey.
SO^UTHET'S aV-h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed Modftlfti

horn, Ucence holder, tools; #60:—Southey a
Berkhamsted.

SOUTHEY 2%h.p. 2-s.troke, 2-speed, Chatei-
Sturmey-Archer gears, clutch and kick

lamps, horn, licence holder, tools; £67.—Sootli
Co., Berkhamsted. '

Standard.

1 Q20 British Standard, 2%h.p., 2-stroke, ovei
i-*J perEecE.—Andrew Green, Sidmouth Mews,
Inn Rd., W.C.

Star.

4h.p, star, 19.14, chain drive, countershaft '

long exhaust, lamps, tools, tax paid, pertecli'

nearest £45, or exchangs Zenith.—Bos 5,635,
Motor Cycle.

»uo
SUN-VILLIERS. iai6. 2-speed, enaraeUrt,

overhauled, like new, licensed; £.33.—Der:*
Grafton Kd., New Maiden.

SVN 2%h.p., 2-»peed, free engine, lamps,
perfect, ride away, tax paid; nearest £t.

64, Hobson St., Maccleefield.

£25/10.—Sun-Villiers 2y2h.p. 2-stroke, new n
engine as new, 1916 model, tax paid;

bargain, first cheque secures.—Andrews, "5

Suffolk.

Sunbeam.

E.
KICKHAM lor Sunbeam, sole agent R^«
and dfstrict.—Stokes Croft. Bristol.

1 Q21 SVoh.p. Sunbeam Combination, milea'f
-L*7 perfett; £190.—Dosser, Sliugsby, Yorks.s

WAXJCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London,
SV^h.p- Sunbeam and sidecar, 1915 ^ £9(

Slh.p. Sunbeam «cd Sidecar, 1917-18; Tiimni
2 1920; loth pei:fect; £100 each.—KnigM,

19
tord.

19
S.E.l

19
CiKlt.

19

18 Si/ih.p. Sunbeam Comhirtatioh, as new
or e'xchange Ford.— 1, Bellingham Tena

20 3*Ah.p. S.>mheam Combination ; £125
A. E" "Hailing, 123, Great SnfEolk St., 1

20 3V'h.p. Sunbenm, excellent condition,

smalt mileage; £110.—Box 5,785, c/o fi

21 5V"h.p. Sunbeam Combination, absolufr

unre'gistered; £185.-53, Leslie Park jttl

UNBEAM 5V*h.p. Combination. 1915, lam
etc., tax paid; £62, or near.—Box 2, 3S

Brighton.

SUNBE\M 3*/'h-P- Combination, late, indiaii

able trosn new; £100.-14, Effra Paiad

ton. S.W.2.

4 lip Sunbeam ComMnatton, 1919 Frenci
Modpl, chain-cmn-belt ;

price illO.-
Berkhamsted.

8h.,p. Sunbeam Combination, nearly new, watp

"accessories, tax, insurance: 145 gns.-.13k H

Rd., Kilburn, N.W.S.

31.b.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1916, l>!a<;i »
2 perfect, been stored, oTcrhnuled by Sniwt

pert; iE115--86, High St., Croydon.

StJlSBEAM 3>/>li.p., 1916, complete, ImaK'

etc., leceiitiy- oierhanled, tine conditio::

Turner, Broad St., Akesford, Hants.

SUNBEA.'M SVih.p. Combination, 1916. Blwti

screen, lampf, horn, toc^: nearest offffrl

Hollis, Burton Hill, Melton Mowbray.

81i.p. Sunbeam Combination, in good conditil

trie li&bt, quantity spares, including

£130.—Liddiard, Downing St.. Oanjbridse.

SUNBEAM 1920 Magdyno Sh.p. Combinstiot

ometer. ammeter, all perfect; bargain,

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South KensingtOB. -

31h.p. Sunbeam, 1914, Gloria sidecar, «!

2 series, excellent condition; £85. or osert

Saltersloid House. Uppingham Rd., Leiceatei.t

StJNBEAM Combination, 3V2h.p., 1919, Lacaii

horn, 2 new tyres, excellent conditioa; *;

oaers; bought car.—22, Pinewood Ei, BlOBUeii

SUNBEAM 1917 Combination, SVahp., Ml

gold, all chain drive, 3-speed. hdly e

Easting, tax paid, recently oyevhauled, perfec

tion- £125.—Morgan, Sycamore St., Newcastle

advertisement, and the date of the issue,

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

«;BKAM 1920 Model 8h.p., with sidennr, dynamo
Vighting, horn, licence paid, very little mileage,

condition; £170.—Marston, 31, Bridge St:,

[4691

Lp. Suubenm Combination, late 1920, Lucas ac-

Heessories, Sunbeam sidecar, legshieldt^, windscreen,
l^iat condition ; £150.—Wrison, 41, Eiehmond Park
|uW,14. [5016

hiUEAM Combination. 1919, black and ?old,

lamps and horn. Ruaranteed order ; £98.— Eutter-
,
Garase, 64, jVIill Lane, Briston Hill. 'Phone;

Jmm 2813. [4939

iuEAM 1919 3Uh.p., Mills-Fulford sidecar, all
" accessories, mileage about 3,C00 ; onvner jroiug-

£125, or near ofller.—Dawson Bros., Erasworth
Hi^Vmiugton, Hants. [4065

BEAM Combination de Luxe, SVah.p., new end
li920, insured for and cost £230, electric liplit,

J
speedometer, only 1,600 miles; £170. — The

ffi,
Osborn Ed., Farnham. [4174

^b 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, electiic lamps,
spare wheel, hood, wind screen, " Cowey speed-
Tan-Sad, ijerfect condition, tax paid; £185.—
1, Stanley Terrace, Preston. [4128

BbEAM S'.oh.p., Mr. De la Hay's 1920 competition
ijouut, epeeial sidecar, Tan-Sad, Easting, spare
land tyre, Lucas, tax, insured, perfect as new;
VWilson, 111, High St., Stourbridge. [X7203

^JbEAM 1915 SVoh.p. Model with eidecar, com-
y lete with all accessories, excellent condition

;

!0( deferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad-
'•' t' Bolton : al^^o 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X7250
Sunbeam Combination, 1916, little used,

aal milease only 6,750, speedometer, Lucas
and horn, pillion seat, spares, perfect condi-
anv trial; bargain, £128.—Goddard, 31, Elm
Suiithsea. [4770

JU3EAM 8h.p. 1918 Combination, Bosch, double
' ink, detachable wheels, Tan-Sad, 2 luggage, East-
lij, ilaxon, lamps, tyres good, just overhauled; cir-

xmi noes prevent use ; bargain, £ 140.—Edwin, 50,
bbis Park Rd., Leyton, E.IO. [4024

JTJJEAM Combination, 1919, perfect condition,
i.p., chain-cum-belt, Binks carburetter, Lucas
i/s, Bonniksen siieedometer, wind screen, spare

I carrier, numerous spares, etc., low mileage;
een after 7 p.m.—20, Welbeck At., Southamp-

[4917

TED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
iilieam motor cycles and combinations, for
te delivery. Your present machine taken in
l:ange; full m:irket valne allowed; distance no

.- -E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2. Eastbank St..

tUtUt. Tel.: 607. - [0648

m Sunbeam sy^lup., new, unsciatched, unpunc-
jtnred, Lucas Magayno lighting, Lucas electric
emi-T.T. bars, a beautiful machine, nicely run

Itpares, tools, valve, bulbs in case, etc., tax paid,

; cost £185, receipt shown; 'owner buying car;
£160.—Blackham, 51, Ravleigh Ed., Wolver-

i. 'I'hone: 298. [X7391

T.D.C.
,

. T.D.C, Druids, Amac, fast, reliable ; bar-
l-ain; £18.—Shaw, Eegent St., Wellington,

[X7285

T.D.C, 2-8troke, good running order, tax paid;
ri21.—Scotia Motor AVorts, 80. Upper Tooting
l^don, S.W. 'Phone: Streatham 2707. [4930

2^ih.p. 2-stroke, fitted new 1920 engine,
Imac, C.A.V., 2-speed gear, elecfci'ic lighting;

offers.-Nurseries, Esr^ex Rd., Romford. [4558

Triumph.
iJtlER Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

' 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

XWcan deliver to your address within 24 hours
'» l/4h.p. lightweight Triumph, £70; W.D.B. (reno-
iteci;£95; Type H 4b. p., 3-speed, £115; Type S.D.,
laii^rive; £125; sidecars from £20 to £50-—Buy
lut lachine direct from the Triumph Specialists
be |;mier Motor Qo., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

9' [0627
1 Triumph and Sidecar, perfect, tax paid, lamps,
!tf.-Banbury, Winkfield, Berks. [4125

) A ' Triumph 2Vih.p., complete with lamps, etc.,
-^ ': paid; £50.— Biggs, Congleton. [4187

9). Model H Triumph, new condition; £89, lowest.
1-84, Mann St., Walworth, S.E.17. [4656

pBlMPH, Model H, in stock ^ catalogue price.—
• Jntings Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [4976

^OVTERSHAFT Triumph, renovated like new

:

•^ ;68.-13, Somers Mews. Hyde Park, W.2. [5088

TB^MPH SVah.p., 1911, good running order; £28.—
* iiUson, The Rectory, Ruskington,~'Lincs. [X7305
(|1 Junior Triumph; ^53, or exchange higher
-*^ lower.—Williams, Eoomfield Clinic. Todmorden.

9
[4264

i| Triumph, 3V'h.p., clutch, fast machine; £30;
:
ivate owner.-Stag Garage, East Finchley.

[4599

PHlLIPsoFra
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINSD

A sweet, silent drive is only

obtainable with a

Philipson
No gear-box friction

No grinding noises.

No wheels or pinions
to chew np

The lightest, speediest, and
simplest gear on the market for

direct belt-driven 2-stroke and
4-stroke.

The weight of the PhlUpson
gear complete for ViUlers
Mark IV. is - - - - 7!bs. 4ozs."

Allow for Vlllicrs pulley- - 21bs. 13ozs.

This is the total weight added
to your machine - - - 41bs.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-

ing machines have been fitted with

PHILIPSON Pulley

Triumph,
Rover,
Norton,

,

Douglaa,
Singer,
Bradbury,
Ariel,
Swift,
Abingdon,
IVlinerva,

Precision,
Matchless,.
!vy Precision,

Arno,
Rex,
B.S.A.,
James,
L.M.C.,
Lincoln Elk,
IM.U.T.-Jap,
Humber,
N.S.U.,
Peugeot,
Rudge,
Quadrant,
Alldays,

Villiers Mark IV.,

and numerous Jap engines.

What is your make ? Write as

REDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carriage

Paid

Philipson & Co., Ltd

.

Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(.Established over 40 years.)

MOTOR

1 Q19 Trinmim

CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

Bradraore's

TRIUMPH,
ClaiK, 7,

Coinbimition ; £80. — James, c/0
482, Harrow Hd.. Paddiogton.

r3134
1917, oieihauled, first-class; £60.-
Exliilutiou Rd., Scutti Eensingtoii.

[5041
TIiIUMPH, spoi'tr, genuine. 1914, 4h.p.j tax paid,

good condition; £32.-248, Drakefell Ed., Brock-
ley.

-
[4929

DAN GDY, Weymouth.,-1921 Triumph all-chaTn
combination, £175; Baby 2-stroke. £70; from

stock. (0323

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed oountersliaft, clutch, and
kick start; £65. — Holmes, 15, Queen's Rd..

Enfield. [4347

TRIUMPH SVoh.p., clutch, pedal start, T.T. bars,
uev.' tyres, all on,, licence ; £30.-92, Tennyson St:.

Battersea. [4540

4h.p. Triumpli, perfect order, 3-speed countershaft:
£55; after 6 o'clock.—89, Balling Hd., Hammer-

smith, W.6. [4151

TRIUMPH Junior, in brand new condition, done
onlv 200 miles: bargain, £60.—Prescott, Wetheral,

Cumbsrland. • [4280

TRIUMPH 1918 Co/ubination, lamps, horn, tools,

excellent condition; £93.—14, Devonshire Rd-,
Forest Hill. [4845

TRIUMPH 1912 3iAh.p., single-sneed, lamps, etc.;

£30, or nearest.—P. Joice, Bawdeswell, East Dere-
ham, Norfolk. [4910

TRIUMPH, 1919, countershaft, as new in every re

spect; any trial; bargain, £75.-22, Princess Rd.,
Finsbiiry Park: [4749

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, perfect run-
ning order; £75.—Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd.,

Upper HoUoway. ~ [X7344a

T OlS 4h.p. Triumph, C.S. gears, fully equipped, tax
-Li/ paid; seen at Barnet; £42,'10.—Box 5,801, c'o

The Motor Cycle. [4954

1020 Triumnh 4h.p., "countersliaft, perfect condition,
J-i/ well equipped; £80.-17, St. Charles Sq., North
Kensington, W.IO. [2004

I ATE 1916 Triumpli Combination, first-class con-

J dition throughout, fully equipped; 65 gns.—35.
High St.. Hartford. - [4269

1 Q13 Triumph, clutch model, any inspectioi^, ex
-Lt/ cellent order; what offers?—47, Shakespeare Rd..

Gillingham, Kent. [4861

TRIUMPH, renovated, T.T. bars, good condition,

lamps and horn; £28/10, a gift.—60, Park St..

Farnworth, Bolton. [4916

TRIUMPH 3V>h.p., 3-speed, clutch, 1914 model, good

order and condition: £45.—Cutter, Commercial
Rd., Talywain, Mou. [4293

TRIUMPH, 1921, chain model, mileage 300, acces-

sories, tax, insurance; 90 gns.—19, - Streatley

Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [4921a

1 014 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, Tan-Sad seat, acces-

JL«7 series- reasonable offer; view evening.—Carter,

1, North Av., Ealing. [4496

LATE Trinmpl' de Luxe Combination, accessories,

complete, per'ecr £105 ; cheaper part.—Waiter

Jones, Newport, Salop.

.

[4782

TRIUMPH, 1914, Sspeed, clutch, lamp, horn, lot

good condition, tax paid; £50.—Guy's Retreat.

Buckluirst Hill, Essex. [4032

ABY Triumph. 1914, lust overh.auled by makers,

perfect condition: £46.—Cross, 11, Bridge St.^

Knighton, Radnorshire. 14740

1 O20 Triumph Gloria Combination, speedometer,

-Lf Cameo, perfect condition; £121.-17, Park Rd..

Bedivorth, near Nuneaton. [S7199

1 O20 Triumph Combination, Swan sporting sidecar,

XiJ all accessories; jei20.^T. C. Saunders, Stone_-

hengc, S. Hayling Island. [4637

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, in stock; deferred

payments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton: also

245. Deansgate, Manchester. [X725.,

3ih.p. Triumph, N.S.U. gear, engine in new condi-

2 tion, perfect running Older, tax paid; .i35-;

trial.—12, High St., EullKir.i. [4537

TO 14 Triumph Combination, sidecar new month ago,

li/new cylinder also fitted; £67.—Edgar Oakcv, 78.

B^

St. Michael's Rd., Coventry. [X7349

1 fkl4 Triumph Combination, first-class condition.

It/ lamps, tools, tax; £65.^Rhind and Co., Stone

Place, Eusholme, Manchester. [4482

1 Ol21 Triumph Chain Drive Combination, cost £170
Liy month ago- sell £138; run 500 miles.-Holland.

50, Marlborough Rd., Coventry. [X7348

3QA, Danehurst St., Fulham.—1919 Triumph cona-

O bination, licensed, equipped, last, new black

and gold body, splendid outfit. [4871

TRIUMl'H J'oh.p. and Sidecar, in good lunuins

order, tax p'aid ; £40, or near oM.-r.-The Linies

High St., Yiewsley, Middlesex. [4522

1018-19 4h.p. Triumph, splendid condition and
LtJ appearance, registered, etc.; sacrifice, 59 gns.-

4 Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [4557

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marUed (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

BABY Tnnmpli, 1915, 2-speed, rerently overlinuletl

and done up, tnx paid; £35, or best ofler.—Wlieel-
don, 3, Central E^liIding<^, S.W.I. [4444

4h.p. Trinmpli, conisterslmft 3-->=peecl, late 1920. as
new, mileage under 1,200; for quick sale, £80.—

Toicroea, Hillboiough, Heme Bay. [4533

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft and sidecar, -with
wind screen, electric lighting, discs, etc. ; £110.

—Marston. 31. Bridge,. St., Cheater. [4694

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920, all acces-

sories, insurance and tax paid; £110, or nearest.

—125, Sumner Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. [3039

1 Q21 Triumph Model H, new April, equipped; cost
J-«^ £125; privately owned; £100.—c/o Brewster.
Sparkbrook St., Bury St. Edmunds. [4104

£50.—Triumph 3i/4h.p., single speed, foot clutch,, re-

cently overhauled, splendid condition ; evenin^'t;,

7 o'clock.-51, Mercers Rd., HoUoway, N. [4608

-|Q13 Triumph, C.B.. foot clutch, N.S.U. 2-specd,
-«-«-' tax paid, good running order; £45,—Rhind and
Co., Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [4483

"j Q14 Triumph 4h.p., splendid condition, fixed gear.
-L*^ pillion seat, new tyres, lamps, etc., licensed:
£39.—Franks, 11, Grace Hill, Folkestone. [4231

1Q13 S'Ahp. Triumph T.T. Model, re-enamelled and
-*•*' plated, splendid condition, licence paid; £35.—
Douglos Garage, Sheep St., Northampton. [4848

TRIUMPH Late 1918 Combination, speedometer,
lamps, licence, windscreen, tools, spares; £75.

—

King, 23, North Cross Rd., East Dulwich. [4860

TRIUMPH Co nbination, would separate, late tai
paid, good condition, electric, discs, 3-speed, K.S.

:

£80.-113, Wimbledon Park Ed., S.W.18. [4140

TRIUMPH Baby, 1920, 2-speed, absolutely as new,
all on, tax paid: £55.—'House, 2, Lexineton

bt., W.l, or 13, Agate Rd., Hammersmith. [4340

1Q18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, with 1920 Elite
X*.' bulbous sidecar, lamps, spares, tax: bargain,
£90.-4, Bertram Rd., Hendon. Near station. [4543

TRIUMPH Solos and Combinations from £65: ex-
tended payments, or discount for cash.—The Hack-

ford Engineering Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [5067

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1920 Model, complete with sidecar,
in first-class order throughout; price £120.—

Brock, Speedway House, St. Nicholas Rd., Sutton.
[4094

T.T. Triumph, clutch, etc., splendid condition, tnlly

equipped, tools, etc.; £43: extended ' pavments

;

discount for cash; tax paid.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton.
[5068

TRIUMPH Late Model 3-.speed Countershaftr hand
clutch, Lucas Magdvno lighting, nearly new; £78,

or near offer.— 58', High Rd., W'illesden Green, N.W.IO.
[4839

1 Q18 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft, W.D., rebuilt
J~Zf new parts, as new tliroughout; £75, or best
offer.—Barnett, 21, Rodborough Rd., Golders Green,
N.W. [5092

1Q20 4h.p. Triumph Montgomery Combination and
J.*/ accessories, excellent condition, tax paid; £95.
fiuick sale.—Capt. Kushton, Maida Barracks, Alder-
shot.

'
[4127

"jQ19 Triumph Countershaft Combination. Watford
XtJ speedometer, large H.P. head lamp, sidecar
new, tax paid; £90.-Guy's Retreat, Buckhurst Hill.
Essex. [4033

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, just overhauled, com-
plete 1919, Easting wind screen, and tools; £110,

or tiearest.—Dickens, St. Stephen's Vicarage, Taba)d
St.. S.E.I. [4150

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, condition perfect; Lucas
At^ lamps. Klaxon, spares, all tools, tax paid, tn-

sured March, 1922; £89.—Kingston, Park Rd., Welline-
borough. [4239

IQIS Triumph Combination. 4h.p., dual lightiup. tor-
At/ pedo sidecar, tools, spares, tax paid, perfect con-
dition: £88/10.—Haydon and Pinkham, Boundary Rd.,
Ramsgate. [4X81

"J
Q 17-18 4h.p. 3-speed, countershaft Triumph, perfect

M-iJ condition, recently overhauled, lamps, horn,
liceii-^e paid; £55.—Beckett, 51, Cambridge Rd., Wan-
stead, E.ll. [4225

TRIUMPH Combination, new condition. Easting, lug-
gage grid, lamps, horn, spares, tax paid, insured,

owner bought car: best offer over £95.-52, Cicada Ed.,
Wandsworth. [4329

TRIUMPH Junior, new 1921 Model, 2-speed, £70;
also second-hand Junior Triumph, £45, complete

with lamps, horn, licence paid.—Marston, 31, Bridge
St., Chester. [4700

TRIUMPH Combination, kick starter, gear box,
hood, wind screen, Klaxon, lamps, tax paid:

£48, or near xjffer.-42, Viad.uct St., Bethnal Green
Rd.. London. [4313

TRIUMPH, 1913. O.B. sidecar. Bosch, N.S.U. 2-

speed, new tyres, lamps, horn, wind screen,
spare pulley, tools; 38 gns.—Reid, Yanwath, Rich-
mond, Surrey. [4601

TRIUMPH, C.S., with Dnnhill sidecar, latest model.
fully equipped, tax paid, done 500 miles; £140;

. fextended payments, di<3couut for cash.—33, Haekford
Ed., Brixton, S.W. [5066

August i8th, 192

tTXMiQUSi
SPECIAL LINE IN NEW

CLEARANCE
6SO X 65
COVE RS

AVON, Extra Heavy 3-Rib 47/6

WOOD MILNE, Extra Heavy Key Grip .. 46/-

WOOD MILNE, Heavy Key Grip 41/-

LIGHTWEIGHT, fluteil 27/6

OTHER BARGAINS.

Brand New Covers*
From Government Stores, etc.

C4 X 2 Avon Druid 2S /9

24 X 2j- Avon 3-rib Heavy ..., 35/6

For 26 X 2i Rima.
26>: 2j Wood-MUne Special 2S/S

Avon Sunstone 33/-
Rom Rubber Non-skid 35/-
Pedley Medium 3-rib 39/-
Wood-Milne Extra Hea^'7 . 38/3

.. Hutchinson T.T. 35 /-

Kempshall Anti-skid 32/6
Pahner Cord 35/-

2tx 2I Pahner Cord Heavy 35 /-

Bates Special Heavy 34/-
Hutcuinson Passenger 36/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy ...., 35/-

:OX2iX 2i Engiebert Keavv 47/S
„

" Hutchinson Rubber Studded ... 49/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 49/3

For 26 X 2J Rims.

26 X 2i Heavv Non-skid .
.' 35/-

.,
' Extra Heavy Non-skid 39-
Spencer-Moulton ^-nb 41 /-

., Wood-Milne Combination 55 -

„ Ribbed, wired on 25 ^-

26x3x24 Skew Extra Heavy Non-skid 42/6

28 X 2i

28 X 2h Clincher Dteadnought 45/6

28 X 3

25 X 3 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/6

J,
Clincher de Lnxe Extra Heavv. . 42 /3

,', Goodrich Safety Tread 55/-

New Tubes
26x2^ 2^x23. 26x2i

Endless, 7/-

26x3, 28x3.
Endless, 8/6 Butted, 10/^

New Belts.

S^xi" £1 ts.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd.,

The TYRE HOUSE,
8 3, TheobEild's Roa.cl,
HOLiBORN - W.C.I

'Phone: Museum 1 543.

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each
Motor Cj'cles advertised by private owners are, when desir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.'
Triumph.

'T'EIUMPH, 1914. renovated, condition p '

-- Philipson pulley, completely equipped, v r

any trial; £40.—Clarli, Southwick Mews, C^n;,
Place, Paddington.

TKIUHPH. conntershaft. brand new, a snip.
jUso 1919 combinatiCD, all on, £95.—Mile

Chichester Kd., West Kilburn, N.W. 6. ,One i

Kiiburu Park Tube.).

"|Q14-15 Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, ^i .

J-i/ dition, lamps, hoin, tax paid, trial; r';i-

oHei- accepted. — Richmond House, Ctg~<:<-u
Sbepperton-on-Than" es.

TBIUMBH. 1919, 4h.p., mileage 1.500. i

Cowey speedometer and horn, full arr. .

any trial; £75.—Rowlands, Officers' Mess. s< i

Education, Shorncliffe.

1 Q20 Triumph Gloria Combination, engiij.
-L*y appearance and mechanical conditiou
tyre-s new. insurance, accessories; £120.—Bo5> .

>

sail Green. Manchester.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1914, 3.«peed, latest Bink
retter, nickel exhaust, tyres almost new, i-

1 overhauled, tax paid; bftrgain, £50.—Stewaif, 1-

gall Sq. North, Belfast.

IrpEIUMPH (66452) 1919 T.T. Roadster, p«i:-

I

-^ dition, horn, lamps, Cowey, new tyres. In

Tan-SiKl, discs, spare, open exhaust, fast; if

Seaside Rd., Eastbourne.

TRIUMPH, W.D.. renovated by makers, Li. .

unused, and horn, tax paid, ridden 150 if.ii

distinguishable from new; nearest £90.—Batlif i, .

' heath, Chelford, Cheshire.

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cjcle.

models in stock ready for immediate deip

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, Nortli

Croydon. 'Phone : 2624.

"I
Q20 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, Watsoiii n.

J-t7 car. disc wheelp, lamps and tools, in ^"<."\

tion; price £110. or near offer.—Porter, 246,

dere Rd., Eurton-on-Trent.

BABY Triumph, 1921. electric lamps, ta.v (,

speed, unscratched, guaranteed perle, i

bargain.—Goad (private ' house), 122, Maid.i

'Phone :, Hampstead 1353.

JUNIOR Triumph, new condition, Lucas horn,

lamp. 2^4 Dunlops. Triumph leg-guarils t-

sfr.atebed). 100 m.p.g., tax paid; £65.-Miss B 4.

128. George St., Coventry. (D) 1 W

TRIUMPH 1913 3V>b.p., 3-speed Sturmey,
tax. This machine is absolutely perfi-

complete: £38/10.—Goad (private house), 122

Vale. 'Phone : Hampstcad 1353.

TRIUMPH. 1918, countershaft, fully "i

licensed, E,pare3. good condition; £75: f>:

Harley combination, cash adjustment; Eppmg -1

—Box 5,780, c/o The Motor CijcU.

TRIUMPH and Swan C.B. Sidecar, splendid foii :

just overhauled, lamps, wind screen, he,.,!,

spare.?, tax paid; bargain. £80: must sell.-'li

3, Randolph Rd.. Maida 'Yale, W.9.

017 Triumph. 3-speed S.A. countersbafr.

~0 and kick fitted, almost new C.B. sidtia

paid- £85.—Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Riijl

Manchester. 'Phone : 776 Rusholme.

TRIUMPH, 1918, renovated, 3-speed cmii,i,

flexible exhaust, licensed, new Dunlori, "

standard silencer, valves, belt, chain, tools,

Klaxon; £60.-30, Lancaster Mews, W.2.

1 Q20 4h p. Triumph Combination, 3-3peed, wit ';

i-iJ lightweight Henderson sidecar, luggage «

fully equipped, tax paid, solo sprocket, per.-ect; >^

—Edwards, Brynhelyg, Newcastle Emlyn.

1 018 Triumph, C.S., like new, long copper es ^
XH spare standard silencer, new tyres, >

equipped, licensed, specially tuned, very last; -

Derrington, Grafton Ed., New Maiden. -
'"

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agent »i

can give immediate delivery: chain drive. "•

cum-belt models.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill,
;

and at Woodside Parade, North Einehley. '•

-I O20 Countershaft Trimuph and sporting com i«

-L" sidecar, 3 lamps, including F.E.S. -Majo. "

light, horn, and all spares, exceptionally tin" '

tion; £110.-Thomp6on, 158, Park Av., Hull,

BROOKLANDS Model Triumph, S-speed "
;

shaft, kick start, new tyres, lamps, wii I

paid, racing cams, specially tuned, and in top li"i'-

£62.—Stanley, 33, We«t End Lane, Kilbom

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, excellent

tion tax paid and insured, all accessories:

by appointment any evening after 7, or weee

Filth, 86, Blenheim Crescent, Ladbroke brove, ,

3ih p. Triumph Combination, 2-speed, fip^'

2 clutch, 2 honis, lamps, and accessoru-.

built sidecar, excellent condition, tax paid; J-W

Chester Engineering Co. (1918), Ltd., City Bd., t
^.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London,
.

E -

Triumphs, all models in stock, new chainj "

new chain-cum-belts, solos and combinations ;
imo •

delivery; supplied on easiest of easy terms, traa k

I
plied.

advertisement, and the date of the issue,

ed, marked (P).

19^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

IlJklEDIATE Delivery ol any Trmmph Model; cash

'br delerred payments; book your order now, and

rtvl' disappointment later,—Burlington Motors,. Ltd
.' r..-j. i-ii.,..i,^r.-. r>.-,..iTiir,n H \V a 'Phnnp- Tlrii
301 SideV Clapliam Common, S.W.4. 'Plione: Brix-

[0504

-Davy, 82, J.arden
[3952

S.W
[4352

tTI ..„ — .--r. - -^--- -

1 imscrntched, electrically equipped, lull msuranc
,ul;iocessories. tax paid, cost over '£175 last year

an trial or examination; £115.

Rf Acton. W.

T'lUMPH, late model, countershaft, with smart,

new oidecar. Cowey. Tan-Sad. luggage grid, lamps,

:'ti-iil] on. licensed, insurance lor 11 monthe; £78,
-(.,y and Levin. 5. The Boulevard, Balham, " "'

'i^l Streatbam 2417.

1|[19 4h.p. Counterehaft Triumph, all on, splendid

I' condition, titted with M.M.4 Canoelet sidecnr.

neiMav, 1921, wind screen, apron, etc.. tax paid:

iios'fler nl.out £115, quick sale,—Sharp, 352, Shobn;ili

st.tiirton-ou-Trent. [X7281

19 Triumph Combination, K.S.," clutch, H.B.
uiitrol. Easting .screen, leg shields, lamps, acces-

all in good going order, owner selling owing to

1! iitli; £80, no offers.—Benni?tt, c/o Cooper, Lough-
boij Rd., White Horse. Brixton. [5121

{>'—41i.p. Countershaft Triumph, hite 1918. recently
,t-r]iau!ec!, phit^d, and enamelled, guaranteed pcr-

lughout, lamps, horn, tools; sidecjir supplied it

new or second-hrind.—Langford's, 37, Ciicldo-

um Broadwnv, N.'\Y.2. 'Phone: Hampstead 8616,
[5139

TlUMPH All-chain Combination (Oct.. 1920),
electrically equipped, Bohnik^en speedometer.

I.Ud horn, 28x3 wheels. Bin. guards, special design
Oloi. sidecar, beautiful running order and condi-
tior £135. or near offer. — 37, Lower Ford St..

t'oMtry. [X7277

horn, lamps, licence, knee grips

. , . ,
small mileiige, original tiTB=

i;ooi| oven^ize on l)ack, new Pedley belt, Bosch mag.,
verjiasy starter, last and powerful, condition perfect.
lOOii.p.g., all -tools and spares; £88.—The Bramble?.
Moiaer, Berks.

, [4322

NTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

rCO' Triumph T.T.,

? and Pedley grips.

W
iiiUi iate delivery. Tour present machine taken in

(iiirljxchanpe; full market value allowed; di^^tance no
obit—E. Bamber and Co.. Ltd.. 2. Eastbank St..

Somiort TeL: 607. [oeflii

Tl'jMPH 3Vi;h.p. Combination, Paragon foldiir.;

_|haasi'> sidecar (wicker body), Mabon S-epeed gear,
ipeedometer, exhaust whistle, eleetric rear lamp,
16' hen<J and sidecar lamps, new belt and ' new
"lear wheel, all in splendid condition and thor-
overhauled; priee £50, lowest: .=:eeu by appoint-

-G., 179, High St. North, Dunstable, Beds. [4^40
[DNISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-
linalions.—Brand new 1921 type H 4h.p, 3-

Fpee i'rinmpli, with new coachbuilt sidecar. Coverall
iiprc 4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-
••"" only 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovated

''-, but brand nt\.v 1921 models direct from
works; free delivery to any address.—The

, Motor Co.. Aston Pd., Birmingham. [0667

IP Triumph (April) All-chain Combination. Tan-
J-wsad and back rest. Cowey speedometer and horn,
r,i!;i screen, telescopic, Lucas head, side, and rear

3 generators, ;il.so electric rear and sidecar,
fcotboards, aluminium number plates, spare
new Dunlop cover, new Dunlop inner iube,
rhain, exhaust valve, maps, etc., smartest outfit
, guaranteed psrfect condition, better than new,
^20; accent £180.-37. The Park. Ealing. Lon-

" Phone: Ealing 1180. [4881

n\IL WILLIAMS for immed^ odels Velocette,

Velocette

._. te delivery of all
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-

[X3822
VTIdCETTE, 2i4h.p., 1919, open frame, chain drive

J 12-f;peeil, 120 m.p.g.. good condition; £50.— I*

Ximf
-— ~ • .._---

1

'
1 ^;-^iJtyll,

jm*!-, 127.

IQ' (Mar,
'-vj speed, ;

Cliat3T\-ortli Ed., Morecamlip. [4186
ch) Velocette, 21451. p., chain-drive 2-

, sump lubrication, original tvres perfect,
aard distinguishable from new, tax paid ; £55.—
roae Headlands, Kettering. [4110
VlpCETTE, new Easter, 1921. 2-stioke, 249 c.c.
' lengint". S-spr-cd, apecial speed model, over 50

miP.jtlu.irjinteerl, all accessories, work? machine: £70.
-Bl^, c/o Yeloce, Ltd., Aston, Birmingham. lX7299

DERFUI, Value.—Special offer of a new 1921
«odel D2 2i,ih.p. 2-speed Velocette, with new
ternal expanding front brake: £65 cash or
down, and 12 monthlj' instalments of £3/15.—

lemier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[X7377

Verus

IJI! 2')lb.r. Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs,
^yi.nnnielled block, ridden 250 miles, ta.x paid
fSO.iliepherd, Enfield Highway, Tel.: Waltham Cross

[0656

(UtdGAooAtt. a,

Douglas
- ALL Models available for

immediate delivery, fully

equipped, and ready to

be ridden away.

'h\ h.p. Sports Model
as supplied to

H.R.H. PRINCE HENRY

£lSO
2i h.p., 2-speed ..... . . £85

1\ h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter £105
4 h.p., solo mount, 3-speed, clutch,

kick-starter £125
4 h.p. Sidecar Outfit . . " . . £160
4 h.p. Sidecar Outfit without cycle

equipment, equipment on side-

car and screen £152

OUR EXPERT from the Douglas

Works will tune up the machine you

select, and we guarantee that it shall be

to your entire satisfaction.

->-•-<

MAROAY

MOTOK CYCLES iOK SALE.
Villie'rs.

VILLIER,S 1921 2%h.P., Silver Prince motor cycle,
brand new, tax paid, cost £56/10; accept £38;

bargain.—Goad (private house), 122, Maida Vale.
'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [4621

Vindec.

VINDEO Motor Cycle, 2-stioke, 2-sBced, 1915, just

overhauled ; what oilers?— St. Saviour's G:ii;i;'e.

Slinbiiry, Middlesex. [501.5

Wanderer.
WANDERER Combination, 3',Mi.p., 3-speed, clut.b,

and kick starter: f48.-Bntterwnrtb, G;irage, 64,

Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streatbam 2813.
[4940

Wilkid.

WILKIN'.-All models in stock; deferred payments.
Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,

DeaRsg Manchester. [X7265

WILKIN, shop-soiled only, 4h.p. Btackburne engine.

3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, finished all black

;

makers' price £132, our price fl20; deferred pay-

ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate: liolton ; also

245, De-.nsgate, Manchester. - ' [X725'i

Williamson.

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8h.p. Douglas engine,
fully equipped, licensed; £75; exchange lower

power.—Alderton Hardwick Rd., Reigate. [4386

Wolf,

4h.p. Wolf, 2-speed, countershaft: ,£46
accessories.—28, Spencer St., Islington, N.

[4270

1Q16

4h.p. WoU Combination, 3-speed, S.A. counteishart.

date about 1917, lamps, horn, etc., excellent con-

dition; £70; aiter 6 p.m.—Necton, Sandy Lane, Bed-
dington. Surrey. [5126

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thames,
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencis?.

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side. Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone : Brixton
2417. [050?

Wooler.

1 020^1- Wooler, speedometer, lamps, horn, milf.-i; i^

±-%J 1,800, fine throutfhont: 65 ens.—12, St. Micliiipi'^

Terrace, Wood Green, N.22. [43.61

"I
020 Wooler 23.'^'h.p., perfect, just overhauled by

Xt/ makers, P. and H. lamps, .Cowey..horn, spares.

tax paid
N.W.

£55; after 6 p.m. -178, High St., Harlesflen,
[4579

£ 52 / 10.—Famous T.T. (apple green) racin

tax paid, variable gear. Palmers
cellent condition, very fast: genuine
change.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

Zenith.
always a Zenitli

tool bags, ex-
bargain: ex-

[4047

31

J

I :^°.l^^__'??'''_^.''>' °! =;> '^«''"S Model; cash

Woirflis

'Soatr^i,

a^ii^"'^'^ .payments; book .vour order now and
•voiqiisappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,"

Brix-
[0502

itljide, Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone :

The French super-sporting
2-seater

LIGHT CAR
A perfect miniature motor car at the price

of a sidecar outfit, bul with the comfort,

accommodation, and weather protection

of the car for both passenger and driver.

Dynamo hghting, five detachable wire

wheels, hood, screen, etc.

£220
Two special Competition Models
£180 each. Great Bargain

i^NCE a Zenith,

nnHE Allan Gruzelier Service Depot lor Zeniiln

AZENITH-BRADSHAW must be your next mounf
The more you ride iti the more yon want tu

It fascinates you. £113.

HERE'S an Opportunity you must not miss. Nev
1920 8h.p. model, £108; countershaft, £116.

Don't leave it too late; they are nearly all gone,

"j Q21 Models for immediate delivery; 5h.p. £115.
Ail 8h.p. £128, combination £177.

'Phone Regent 205, or call. I shall he

to tell you all about the Zenith. I

lecialise in Zeniths, have ridden them for 10 years.

therefore I can enlighten you on any point.

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Ulster Chamber.s. 168.

Regent St., W.l. Elevator, 7, Beak St . [4933

DAN GUY, Weymouth.— Zenith agent, early de-

livery all models. [0556

w^iL^:

EMTH, biand new, 5h:p., sporting model, in stock;

£115, Tippcn, Harden, Kent. [3-^63

21 ah. p. Zenith, Modjel H; £144.—IMorriss and
19"Co7."Ltd.,'r397Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [5004

43.-Zenith '1916-17 6h.p.,

needed.— 1, Anchor Alley,

perfect; cash urgentlv
Church St., WoohvicJL

[435S

8h p. Zenith (sports). Very fast, oil accessories: £65;
exchange lov.nr po\ver.-49. Well St., Hackney. E.9_

£45—Zenith, C.B. sidecar, accessories, perfect, tax,

insurance paid.—112c, Marlborough Rd.. Bowes
I'ark, N.

Combination,

[4919

all on, Canoelet, diesr/ENITII 6h.p. .

/j wheels, speedometer; £79.—Grimwood, Hisloii

(Cambridge.

A. H. LAKEMAN,
The Depot for all Douglas supplies,

26, Long Acre, London W.C.2.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

5-6h.p.
it/ equipped, pra"ctTcSiy new; £85.-24, Balliol Kd.

[4274

Combination, beautifully
1 Kd.,
[4593North Kensington.

ZENITH-GEADITA 3'/2h.p., overhauled, luniling con-

dition, lamps, horn, spares; £30.-21, Norman
Rd., Thornton Heflth. [4857

FOCH for Zeniths; new and second-hand macliine.

in stock.—5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hamo
stead Tube Station). - C2692

A37
''^tor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR cyx:les for sale.
Zenith.

ZENITH.—All models, solo or sidecar; deferred pay-
ments. — Parker's, Bradshawgate, .Bolton; also

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X7263

ZEMTH Combination, sy.h.p., 1914, Gradua sear.
excellent running, needs painting; £45.—M.,

iluntineliill, Haywards Heath
,

[4333

j Q20 8h.p. Zenith Sports, lamps, horn, spare belt,
i*^ licensed, good condition; £80.—Edwards. 50,
Harrington Rd., South "Kensington. [5047

HIGH Compressiou Sing'le Zenith, single lever Capac,
fully equipped; nuy~tii.nl, tippointnient ; i45, ofiei.

—Stapleton. Meatlfleld, Langley,- Eneks. [4050

ZEMTH 90x77'/? Twin Combination, stored during
war, the whole as new; £85, or oHer.—Carr, 6,

Bennett St., Tottenham Court Rd., N.W. [5094

^ENITH 1920 5h.p. Sporting Model, complete with
^^ i;imp3 and horn, in splendid condition, t-ax paid:
:U85.—Fayremead, Albion Ed., Sutton, Surrey. [4844

ZENITH Sh.p. Sports Model, first-class order,
equipped; £50.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-

mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phons: Hammersmith 80. [4660

^ENITH Sh.p Conibinntion, almost brand ne^ : cr^t^ £345; must be sold: accept best offer.—Write for
ii;irticulnrs, Wallis, 23, Hartingtou 'Grove, GambridRe.

[4132
SPORTING Zeuith-Gradua, 5-6h.p., 1914, splendid

nppearnnee, discs, lamps, tax; £46; exchange
Hghtweiaht.—Eioughton, Stunton St. John, Oxford.

[^t82
£125.-1920 Sh.p. clutch Zenith Combination, first-

class order, Bonniksen, Cowey, Tan-sad, etc.. tyres
perfect, comfortable, economical.—114, Woodstock Rd..
Oxford. [4570

SPORTING S-lOh.^. Zenith Graduar late electric
lighting, speedometer, Tan-sad, new condition,

unscratched; £55; exchange.—G., 63, Solon Rd.,
Hrixton. [4585

f^PNITH Sporting Combination, 4h.p. twin, Te;-'ently
^-^ overhauled and enamelled red, tax paid ; trial
£75.—S]ie;irman and Button, 6, Russell Rd., Palmer'i
Green, N.13. [4465

I Q20 /late) Sh.p. Zenith Counter.'^hiift: Gradua, with
-a- *^ Heuderson conchbuilt sidecar, splendid coudition,
II nmerous accessories ; £1 50 ; evenings after 6.-74,
iJordon Rd , Ealing. [4312

Sh.p. Zenith Countershaft Coachbuilt Combination,
1914, stored war, re-enamelled, new belt, new

tyre.?, overhauled thronghout, all on; £75.-6, Thirl-
mere Rd., Muswell .Hill. [4373

I
(1120 2^/ih.p. Flat Twin Zenith-Gradua, all neces-

JL*7 series, including A.K. knee-grips, Iour exhaust,
mileage about 1,250, looks brand new: £62/10, or ofler
—199, Fox Lane, Palmer's Green, N.13. [4060

"BQ20 Model H Sh.p. Zenith Coachbuilt Combina-
-*- «^ tion, speedometer. Juggage grid, lamps, acces-

would ex-
[3073

;Ories; £135 cash, no offers entertained,
change 2-seater car.—Eacock, Sutton, Ely,

-| Q21 Zenith Sh.p. Countershaft Model, with coach
-L.9J painted sidecar, all Lucas accessories, spare
tyre, valve, etc., very little used, smart and like new;
£165, no offers.—Box 5,757, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[4285
ZENITH 4h.p. Twin, K.S. and clutch, engine just

overhauled by makers, machine perfect in every
respect, tyres (Avon) and belt almost new, speedo-
meter, and all accessories, tax paid, any test givert;
65 gns.—B., 11, Pleasant Place, N.l. [5099

ZENITH Sh.p. Combination (1916), countershaft,
clutch, kick starter, electric lighting, speedometer,

Ea.sting, completely oveihauled, enamelled, and plated,
londition perfect; nearest £90.-13, Sun St., Walthaui
Abbey. 'Phone: Wnltham Cross 99. [4134

1 021- Sh.p, Sports Zenith, as new, speedometer. Cowev
J-«/ honi, largest lamps, 28x3 tyres, magnifleeat con-
dition; any trial; many spares and complete tool kit,
legistered and insured:" first chefjue £100 secures.- J.
\V. Hooper, The Oak?, Wembdon, Bridgwater. [X7200

PRACTICALLY new Sporting Sh.p. Zenith-Gradua
Countershaft Combination, clutch, kick-starter,

coachbuilt sidecar, 4-point connection, 2 lockers, lug-
gage grid, apron, petrol carrier, lamps, low generator,
Terry links, licence, accessories^ unsci'atched ; £90.

—

63, Splon Rd., Brixton.
^ [4586

1 Q2.0 Sh.p. Clutch Zenith and sidecar, in splendid
S-oJ cunditiou, fitted with Lucas lamps, Claudel-Hnb-
sou carburetter, special engine,' very fast, price £l35;
I'ousider part exchange for Model H16 Norton, or sport-
int> Hnrlev and sidecar; appointment, letter.—Newlmld,
23, Melrose Rd., West Hill, Wandsworth. [4246

ZENITH Sh.p. Combination, in perfect condition,
just overhauled, latest J.A.P. valves and tappets,

Zienith late^st biake and silencer, fitted Lucas huse
lamps, Elliott speedometer, watch, etc., also child's ad-
justable biicket seat, hood, screen, and side curtains.
Hnished all Mack and gold, leally smart appearance and
Iierfeet m every detail, plenty of spares and fleece lined
'--nit; bargain at £120; seen by appointment.—Symonds,
83a, Haverhill Rd.. Balham, S.W. [4085

Ladies* Motor Cycles.
VELOCETTE. 1921 ladies' model, complete, Luca:

lamp?. Klaxon horn, legshields, " "
iax paid, ridden less than 300 miles
33, Wellersley Rd., Colchester.

fully insured.
what offers.

—

[4249

The following is a selection of the
machines in our stock. Complete lists

will be sent upon request.

NEW 1921 MODELS
A.J.S., 23 h.p., 3 speed £105
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £215
ARIEL 4i h.p. Combination £150
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combmatien, alJ-chain £165
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting £19n 15
e.S.A., 4jh.p., Model H, and No. 3

Sidecar £152' C
LEVIS, 2} h.p.. Popular .Model £60
LEVIS, 0! h.p., 2-speed £88
MARTINSYOE 6 h.p. Combination . . . £145
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination £185
MATCHLESS 8 h.D. family Combination £191 10
r3ETR0-TYLER, 2I h.p., 2-speed, sporls

model £70
N.U.T., 3,'. h.p., Model P, dvnamo

lighting ', £135
NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p.. Model i . . . £73 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2* h.p.. Model 2 . . £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL S h.p. Combination . £168
RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p., flat twm, 3.5peed,

sprin:; frame £147
RUDGE, 3': h.p., Multi £85
ROVAL ENFIELD, 2! h.p., 2-speed .. £63
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2; h.p., 2-speed,

with kick-starter £70
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £160
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination,

with djmamo lighting £182
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H, chain-cum-

belt , £115

DEFERRED PAYMENT TERMS.
One-quarter down and 12 monthly instalments.

SECOND-HAND
(Overhauled and Guaranteed).

BROUGH, 1920, 5 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,

and kick starter, Swan sporting
Sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer,
windscreen, tax paid £115

DOUGLAS W.D..4h.p. Combination,
3 speeds, clutch, and kick starter, '

as new £105
DOUGLASt 1920, 2j h.p.,3 speed, clutch,

kick starter, accessories, tax paid £85
ENFIELD i9r7 8 h.p. Combination,

2 speeds, clutch, and starter, as
new £120

ENFIELD, 1916, 3 h.p., 2 speeds,

clutch, and kick starter, tax paid £40
ENFIELD, 19T7, 3 h.p.,. 2 speeds, .

clutch, and kick starter, lamps,
horn, tax paid £55

ENFIELD, 1921. 24:h,p., 2-stroke, ::

speeds, clutch, lack starter, lamps,
horn, tax paid ^ £65

INVICTA, 1920, 3I h.p., 3" spteds,
clutch, and kick starter, and new
Miliford Sidecar, shop-soiled only £110

METRO-TYLER, 1920, 2^- h.p., 2-speed,

lamps, and horn £55

CYGLE CARS,
COVENTRY PREMIER, i92r, 8 h.p.,

. dynamo lighting, finished in

elephant grev, licence and insur-

ance paid .
,". £220 D

MORGAN de Luxe, 1919, S h.p. JA.P.
engine, air-cooled, finished in blue,
lamps, horn, mascot, tax paid . . . £135

DEFERRED PAYMENT TERMS, one quarter
down and twelve monthly instalments.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

41 8, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7
'Phone : 490 East Ham. 'Grams ; Egaraco, L*don.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

1Q21 Ivy aVih.p.. 2-si»ed, K.S., Lucas laniM h,

ToAs " "' *^SO--Sl"Pi"an, Halleaith, IMcken

T,^DY'.S Motosacoche, 3-2i,4h.p., in new conditi

N^^ 1921 Model DL2 open frame Velocette, iis-^' at £78, reduced to £68 casb: or on eaw iment system £24 cash down, and 12 equal montpayments of £4 each; write for catalogue.-!
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham, Rt;

Miscellaneous '

Qili.p Triumph, just been, overhauled at co.tt»2 fi6,aO: will sell for JB30, or nearest.-Below.

T.B.S. Motorcyclette, stove enamelled and' lined >" tyres and belt, only run 200 miles eince it
makers; £20, or nearest.—Below.

"TJATTON 2-stroke, spring forks, etc., new, il*-' soiled only; £28/10 net.—Below.
TTEEEY 23411.5., epring forks, low frame, good sm
;^.v condition, new Bosch mag. ; £16, or neaics
Below.

HUMBEEETTE Car, in good order, but wants i

tyres; £50, 01 nearest.-Below.

OAh.p. Slaswell Sweater, fully insured and liceni"'y m real good order all through; £150, or near.
—Harry Wilton, Carter's Clay, Eomsey, Hants. [4;

TyANDSWORTH Motor Exchange, London's Irad
»» motor cycle e.\cliange, for real cheap machii—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Fine selection motor cycles !

combinations to choose from; prices rigii
Below.

jgasy ter

first deposi

WANDSWORTH.-Easy terms
Immediate delivery given

WANDSWORTH.—N.S.U. coachbuilt combiiiati
3Vjh.p., mag., 2 speeds; any trial; 33 gDi

Below.

WANDSWORTH.-1919 beautiful Rudge Mr
coachbuilt combination, ij-6h.p., lamps, sjjee.

meter; 79 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1919 Scott, almost new coa
built combination, larnps, Klaxon, unscratoli

95 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Triumph coachbuilt ei

.

bination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, practically ne«j:;-M;

gns.—Below. "
-
-
"^l

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Triumph 4h.p., 3 spef

lamps, almost new, unscratched ; 97 gns.—Bel

WANDSWORTH. — 1918 Triumph combinati
4h.p,, 3 speeds, lamps, speedometer, hcens

89 gns.—Below,

WANDSWORTH.—1918 P. and M. combinati
3V2h.p., renovated, new tyres, lamps, licen.?

79 gns.—^Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Magnificent Indian Powerp
fitted 1921 Henderson sidecar, fully equipp

125 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1915 Indian coachbuilt combi
tion, 7h.p., 3 speeds, electric lighting; 68 g

—Below,

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith coachbuilt combiiiati

twiji J.A.P. engine, licensed; any trial; 59 9

—Below.

WANDSWORTH. —F.N. coachbuilt combinati
5-6h.p., 2 speeds, lamps^ runs beautifull.v;

gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier, fine coachbuilt o
bination, 3V::h.p., 3 speeds; any trial; 52 f

—Below.

WANDSWORTH. — Rex coachbuilt combinati
Sh.p. twin, mag., 2 speeds, lamps; 46 gn

Below,

WANDSWORTH.—Humber with coachbuilt side*

3V2h.p., mag., 2 speeds; gift, -35 gns.—Belov

WANDSWORTH. — Zenith, 4h.p. J.A.P., m;

Gradua gear, clutch,, kick starter; 49 gn

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—P.N. 5-6h.p.. 4 cyls., Boscli

speeds, clutcl:. runs beautifully; 45 gns.—Bel

WANDSWORTH.—Enfield twin, mag., 2 spei

kick, chain drive, licensed; 42 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Rudge SVoh.p., mag., 2 spei

countershaft, kick, runs well; 39 gns.—Belo

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. 5-6h.p., 4 cyls., mag.

speeds, drive away; gjft, 29 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph SVah-p., mag., drop

frame, licensed; any trial; only 32 gns.—Bel

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva 2y2h.p., mag., drop'

frame, ready drive away; 14 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH Exchanges.—Wandsworth lU

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth d'

Station). 'Phone: Latchmere 4686. L'*

£10, or nearest.—Old wicker cane combination, ac

mulator ignition. — Brotherton, Chester J

I

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a'lvertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TOK Cycle. 4h.p. iwin, t^mort appearance: £Z7J10^
M^-^l Elliott Ed., Cbi^wict. [4561

good condition, all on, spares.—Below,

£. —Chat er-Jap 5-6h.p. 2-speed combination, East-

ing, very fast, tiii-top condition; £45.—Below.

PELON-]MOORE Spares.—Cylinder, piston, valves.

£2; cam wheel, mag. drive, 17/-; carburetter.
-"

- -' ""
' Thonipson.

[4847

s'GMA^ Bros, have tie following exceptional bar-

£V front wheel spindle and cups, 15/
20;'alaclava Ed., Cardiff.

Tel. 689^.ims.—17, Bond St., Ealing, W.

T \GMAX Eros.—Brand new shop-soiled I.O.M.
l.(RlKlge; £80.

"^ 'GJIA^ Br06.—Biand new Triumph; £115.

iTilAN Bio.;.—Beautiful Triumph combination,
lj Luliy e*iuinped, equal to new: £100.

LrGSTAX Bros.—Brand new 8h.p. soiled Wooler
2'4b.p. : £75.

LirGMAJf Bros.—2Jih.p. Edmund, sprins frame, 2-

-peed, as new; £60. ^

LrGMAX Bros.—S^^yi.p. Ariel combination, 3-speed,
liiok start; £65.

LrGilAX Bros.—Anotrier 2i/,h.p. Omega, only, 2-

-lieed, hky last week; £42.

L*GiIAX Bros.—We liaTe other eQually good bar-
:.Tins: write, 'phone, or call. Exchanges always

euteiined.

T>,!GAI>"S.—New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys,
Quadrants

.

Motes, Halifax
exchanges entertained.

[4098

Omegas,
Booths

B;GAtNS.-N"ew
£125: new 7h.p.

Motes. Halifax.

B.
GAINS.-1921 Budge Multi. £85
Ariel, £110; 1921 7h.p. Ariel,

Motes, Halifax.

BjGAINS.-1921 Eudge Muiti, run 50 miles,
75fl0; J.E.S. motor set, for cycle, £10/5; 3h.p.

Iwininlnber, 3-speed, £18/15.—Booths ilotories, Hali-

4i/^h.p. Quadrant and sidecar.
Ariel combination.—Booths

1921 4iih.p.

£125.—Booths

BJ OAIN.S.
a2/10:

:;bat Lea,
HaU';.

-3h.p. - Fafnir, £10/10: 3iAh.p. N.S.U..
3h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, £29/15; 6h.p.

Grado gear, £31/15.—Booths Motories,

BiGAINS.— 8h.p. Premier and sidecar,
oh.p. free engine Triumph, £26/10

1914, £39/15.-

£65/10:
. . .

3Vjh.p. P.
Booths ilotories, Hoiifax.

Bi 3AIXS.-4h.p. 1917 3-speed Douglas, £59/15;
.p. 1920 S.specd Douglas, £85/15; 1915 2"!ih.p.

Jou{
, £37/15; 1917 Douglas, £55.—Booths Motories,

3ali:

.

Ri}AINS.-6h.p. -3-speed Eudge, £40/10; 1921 2-
?Bd Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., £38/18-
-ieed O.K.. like new, £52/10; sc-veral shop-

,j icliines at reduced jirices ; exchanges enter-
"it including push cycles. Visit us.-Booths

ilotos. Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [3301

fJiU3y.DAVH)S0.N Combination, electric, - 2-
'"*- ater sidecar, hood, screen, good condition." 11, £120.—Below.

IQ 3V:.h.p. P.over, 3-speed, jnst overhauled: £40 —
i-f

: elow.

IQ Countershalt Triumph, 3-speed, clutch kick
•-" arter. -tax paid: £55.—Below.

I

Qi Countershaft Triumph, all on, tax paid Tan-
"-•/.id, new tyres; £70.—Below.

I
Q! Paragon 2-3troke, 2-speed, tax paid; £35 —^v low.

")U|iRA.NT Ga.raEe, . la, Duke St., Richmond.* jrrey. ,. [4287

»rt[ otor Cycles and Sidecars; from 19 gns. ; itatefW equiren-.ents. — Ramsden's, 8, Maybell At
•itofcjl. [,;j97

WO.iR Cycle, 2%lh.p., perfect condition, new tyres,

u t
lamps, speedometer, tax paid: £30, or near

Ber:lter 2 p.m.—17, Holyport Rd., Fulham. [4173

I Qi Combination, 5-6h.p., K.S.. spare wheel, in
'-1' iUnning order; £50, or near offer.-Apply after
I PJn4, Bexhill Terrace, Merton Ed., Southfields.

B»
.^ , [5054

8.,D t«ew 1921 Motor Cycles to be cleared at
' trilin Tirii-Ps in Tn;tl.-p mnni fni- K

;. C ham ; Motors), 27,
i.E.lt

Stockwell St., Greenwich
- [499S

|Q2Rudge Multi and Sidecar, £97/10; 1920 Dot.
',„ ? 2-sr,ced, £43/10; Royal Ruby, like new.
;.3H: ,iumph and sidecar, perfect condition, £75.—
3, Urpool Rd., Eccles, near Manchester. [3469

TF Thing to Buy (for cash or easy payments), sell

„,, .
exchange motor cycle or combination, state re.

,i.f2! ";,
Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance im-

iaieni-Bnntmg s Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7906

THE RIGHT

TYRES
AT THE

RIGHT PRICES
Our List

Price. Price.

26x2 Wood-Milne Special 25/- 50/-
„ ,, Extra Strong . 30/- 00/-
,, ., Combination . 44'- 88/-

:6X2} Special 26/10 53/9
,, Extra Strong . 34/- 63/-

„ Combination . 46/3 02/6
;6 X 2.\

26X2i

Special 30/- 60,'-

Special 3*/10 Si/g
,, „ Extra Strong . 36/1 72/3

„ " Combination . 51/3
26x3 „ Special 32/. 64/-
x:!i -

26x3 Special 33/4 66 /q
' - M • „ Extra Strong . 43/- 86/-
zSX2i Special 32/4 64/9

„ „ Extra Strong . 40/4 8o/<,

28x3 Special 36/1 72 rt
„ Extra Strong . 43/9 87/6

CSOX65 Special 32 '4 64/9^
,, Extra Strong . <3/- 86/-

Dimlop Steel-studded !3/. —
,, Hutchinson Light Car <o/. —
-,, Small Car 50 -

700 X 80 Heavv 55/- —
28x3 Goodrich Guaranteed (with

tube) 60/-
2J X 2 Hutchinson Brooklands . .

.

22 9
2^X2\ 23 9 —

REALLY GOOD W.D. COVERS.
^f,\ 2\ 35 '6 53/6

56/<):6x2j IIea\'v 37/6
26X2J Palmer Cord Heavv 35/- 13/6
26X2i Cord Heavv 35/6 62/-
26X2} Clincher Extra Heavv .... 33/6 62/6
26X2J Extra Hea\v .... 35/- fiS/6

26x2} Wood-Milne Extra Strong . 33;- 63 '0

28x3 Extra Strong . 30 - 8r/-
26x2} Beldam Extra Heavv 32/6 53/-
26x2! Combination 37/6 56/6
26x25 32/-

35/-
32/6

59/-
61/-

26x2}
26x28
26x3

33/6
37/6Englebert Passenser —

TUBES, W.D., REALLY GOOD.
26in. Endless .. 7/- Butted 9 /-

28in. „ ... 8/6 „ 10/6

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS, W.D.
8ft. 6in. Xlin., 16/-; 6ft. ein.xjin., 10/6;

6ft. 6in. ,- sill.. 12 '-.

FREE
WITH EVERY
ORDER A
POCKET

COMBINATION
TOOL SET.

WARD & GOLDSTONE'S
: Electrical Goods Stocked. :

All Goods Carriage Paid
and sent by return of post.

A.II sizes and makes of tyres and
tabes stocked.

St. Paul's Rubber Co,,
— T. JAY --

3, Amen Corner,
Paternoster Row,
LONDON, E.G.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

SALE.

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd.. 139, New St., Bir-
mingham ag^eats lor nil the leading- makes of

motor cycles, have several demonstration machines to
dispose of. All in new condition, and carry full guar-
antee. [X7320

CALL and see unsolicited testimonials from buyers
of our snips from last week's advt. in " The

Motot- Cycle." To make room for new stock, we are
offering motor cj-cles from £6, combinations from £20.
—Bunting's Motor Exciiange, Wealdstone. [4975

F.O.C.H. ioT second-hand cycles, combinations, anti

runabo'nts at bargain prices; exchanses arranged:
any new motor cycle combination or car suppliec!.
cash or easy payments. — Fair Offer Car Houie. 5.

Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampste^d Tube Sta
tion). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9 7, in^lnd
ing Saturdays. [2696

1 014 Humberette, hood, screen, lamps, tools, tax and
J-fy insurance paid, repniuted, etc., £130, perfect;
Levis 2-stroke, £30; Calthorpe 2-5troke. £28; 1913
Triumph combination, £45; 1914 5-6h.p. P.ndge Com-
bination, ficreeu, electric, pillion, £65; 1921 Rud?e
Multi combinotion, ennal new, baigaiu; 1919 Triumph
combination, £90 • 1919 Indian combiuation, ecieea,
tax, fully equipped. £95; 2-seaters, motor cycled bought,
sold, or exehansed.—Ehiud and Co., .Stone Place.

Eiisholme, Manuliester.
' [4486

-Slavnaid,
[4639

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
YOUNG, almost new, with cycle, ^17/10.-

8, Silver St., Enfield.

YOU-N'G Engine, good order, licence paid; £16.—
178, Astonville St., Southfields, S.W. - [4736

LADY'S BicVcle, with motor attachment, new;
sacrifice, '£27/10.-27, Marine Parade, Brigh-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
[4925

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle and Sidecar for hire, abso-

lutely reliable. 15/- per day. 50/- per week-end,
100/- per week.—Write Rodwell, 38, Brook Green; or

'Phone: Haynes Garage, ^Yeste^n 2253. [3287

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS" Tricvcles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St.. Blackpool
[X7058

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, fftr

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.
Co.. Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [7354

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
DEMONSTBATTOX Scootamota ; £30,

offer.—Aiiplv, Frank Eele, Thame.

K^

ne.irest

[4542

KINGSBUllY Scooters and Spare Parts.—3, Ken-
dall Mews, George St., W.l. [1442

INGSBURY Scooter, brand new: £17.—Newman.
1, Brantwood Parade, Wealdstone, Middlesex.

[4514

AUTOPED Scooter, brand new. electric, complete

:

£25 • buvins lleiiYier.—Smalley, Brewery, Altorci.

[4330

A .B.C. Skootamota, good condition, licence paid,

owner purchased car : reasonable offer.-Mr?.

Goldstone. Malmesbr

ilotorcyclette.KEXILWOETH ,

chine, perfect, new; list_ £50. bnrguin, fSSjideid

[1380

1921. special ma-
. £35: :

lady's mmint.-Barnes, Tbe Hill, Stourbridge. [X7202

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

S.\NDH.\M"S make thousands o£ hoods every year;

50/- each. First quality twiU waterproof.

SANDTJRIS.—The Sandum Patent Wind Screen of 100
positions, as shown at Olympia. Finest screen

en the market; 90/-.

SANDH.\.M Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336. Gray's Inn
Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0635

EASTING, new, unsoiled; £3/10: ulso other acces-

sories.-White. 81. Wcllesley Pal., Cro.vdon. [4255

C.4.MBER.—Hoods, 50/-; wind screens, 27/6.—
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Caraberwell.

[3667

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list.—

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Ed., Totten-

ham, [iios

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbnttons,
twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 77J, High Rd., Totten

ham, London. [5134

CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut to any size.

2/- per sq. It.; carriage paid lor cash.—The Esse'.x

Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Rd., Leylon-

stone, E.ll. [0680

IND Screens Actually in Stock: Eastings, Baby,
Standard, Royal, Bluemels latest; Cameo hoods,

finest quality, waterproof, with curtains round: £3/5.
—64 Bishopsgate, London. - [0620

W^

BODIES.
FEATHERWEIGHT C.B. Brdy: 55;-.-84, Claieuce

Rd., Hackney. [5124

SIDECAR Bodies, coarhbuilt, best tjuality, £7/7;
original £12/12.-64, Bishopsgate, London. [0614

\\l letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adTe-'tiseraent, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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BODIES.

s
POR
SANDDM, the largest and most renowned wdecar

body builders in country.

SANDUMS have put on the market over 10,000 side

car bodies.

SANDUMS have the only adalt 2-seater body on the
market which is not \uisightly. Write !or our

Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

SANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any make
with the use 0! up-to-date machinery in lour

OANDHAM Eng
*J Rd. London,

meeriDj
W.C.I.

Co., Ltd.
'Phone :

336, Gray's Inn
Museum 3427.

[0634

\7ENUS Step Bodies are the best for old chassis.

VTEti'US Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very smart.

VENUS Tandems hold 2 persons. Strong and light,

but not unsightly. Get one.

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and supplied
direct. Catalogue free.

ENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St S. Tottenham.
[0519V

DE LUXE Body, speoially made for Millfoid chassis,

without step, £10/10; cheaper pattern with step,

£7/7.—Below.

BODIES made to your own design. We specialise in
•igh-grade bodiea at low prices. Come and see

samples.—Below.

WE cnn supply new bodies from £5/5, painted to
your own choice.—Li gJit Car and Motor Cycle

Engineering Co., 26, Tul^e Hill, Brixton. S.W.2 (half

minute from Brixton Skating Rink). [4435

EDWARDES
fitted free; £4/19/6,

-Sidecar

well Rd., S.E.

bodies,
Hop.

painted to order,
4913.—277. Camber

[4466

CAMBER.—Coach Bodies; £4/17/6 to £12/17/6:
to suit any make; lists free.—Bright and Hayles,

78, Church St., Camberwell,

CAM6ER.—Sidecar repairs, repainting, and uphol-
stering; estimates Iree.—Biight and Hayles. 78,

Church St., CamberwelL - [3564

ED"\VARDES.—Sidecar bodies, to suit P. and M.
and old-style chassis; £4/19/6; fitted free.—

277. Camberweli Rd., S.E. [4467

EDWARDES Makes Bodies from £4/19/6. fitted;
bulfious back, £ 5 / 17 / 6 ; call and inspect mv

stock.-Hop. 4913.-277, Camberweli Rd.. S.E. [4468

RENOVATIONS and Repairs to sidecar bodies; all

, bodies coach paiuted. Write for quotation.—
Leythorn Eng^ineering Works, 1 6, St.

Regent's Park Rd., N.W.I.
George's Mews,

[4042

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbullt bodies,

ance lines from £5 each ; extra
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

"DASTONE'S for

. clear
,good value.—The

[0356

coachbuilt bodies fno better or
chefiper house), sporting models, bulbous back and

«tep pattern. AH at low prices. Call or send your re-

quirements.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, Lon-
don. JN.l. Tel: 2481 North.. [6851

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale,

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

[0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CAMBER —Streamline sidecars, complete; £16/10

Bright and Hayles. 78, Church St., Cajnberwell.

CA.MBRR.—Lightweight sidecars, complete; £17/10
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberweli^

CAMBER.—Semi-touring model; £18/10.—Bright
and Hayles. 78, Church St.. CamberwelL

CAMBER.—Utility model, spacious locker; £25 —
Bright and Hayles, 78. Church St., Camberweli,

adult and child-
Church St., Cam-CAMBER.—Tandem model, for

£::6.-Bright a^d Hayles, 78.

CAMBER.—We are the largest sidecar raanufac-
tuiers in South London. Repairs and repaint-

ing a speciality.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St
Camberweli, London. 'Phone : Brixton 2951. [3563

Shop-soiled £27/10 aidecar, suit
Booths Motories,

BARGAINS. . „„.,
Triumph or B.8.A.; £18/15,

Halifax

BARGAINS,B^ Nearly new Henderson sidecar suit
Eudge, £16/16; Milllord 37 gn. sidecar, iearlv

new, £16/10.-Boofch3 Motories, Halitax.
"'"'"'

BARGAINS.—New lull-size coach body, looker under
seat. £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. — Booths

Motories, Halifax. [3502

The Owner of a
Douglas is always
an enthusiast

over Motor Cycfing

—

he has every reason
to be, for he rides
the best and most
reliable flat twin
machine. The
machine par excel-
lence for solo or com-
bination riding.

It is significant to
note that the first

time a member ofthe
Royal Family indulged
in motor cycle races,
his choice was a

Douglas

2|- h.p. AH-on Model £85

The 4 h.p. Dougla:
Combination . . £160

The 4 h.p. Douglas
Solo . . . , £125

We have all the
Douglas IVIodels in

stock — get YOUR
Douglas at the House
for Motors — the
Col more Depot—
where a large stock
of spares are always
kept, where there is

individual attention
to your every need,
and where everything
is done to make YOU
a satisfied customer.
And that is why

The Customer at the
Colmore is also
an enthusiast.

COLMORE
DEPOT,

31, Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
Also at MANCHESTES,

LIVERPOOL, & LEICESTER.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS,
s
POR
QANDHAM, the smartest sidecar speciaUita

gANDUM Sidecars.-Best value in Olympia 9I|«

*^i..vjin \./ntt3si3.—jtnsist on Davu
'beel type of chassis for safety.

I
CJANDUM Chassis.—Insist on having our ei
*-J wheel type of chassis for safety.

CjANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns.. and
*^ 26 gns., are of distinctive appearance.

OANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the emartes
*^ car on the road; highly recommended in ,,

Motor Cycle-"

CJANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). \*J or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 eeconris
of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriouslj
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight i

reot position over rear axle. Finished in coloi
suit any make of machine, 42 gns.; bodir?
21 gns. The latest development of the 2--' .

designed by us, and approved by the rt'
experts.

OANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, sma
^-J racy, weight-lS lbs.; price Cmnii.
CANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray'
-' Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. Fact
162 to 165, Pentonville Ed., N.; and Bril
Works. Britannia St.. W.C.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecai
guaranteed 3 years-

jl/TIDDLETON'S Patent Dnbreakable Cha=>i
-l-'A higli-powered machines : Zenith {!
Indians, New Imperials, Sunbeams. Blackbuinei

INDIANS with kick starter on left presei
difficulty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repair--
kind' Twisted rBotor..cjole frames anj

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makee for sale.
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecire are nol
safer and more comfortable, but are last

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bump
bash into them.

II/TIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established >

-Lv-l- car makers, wholesale, retail, and expon
;

Stroud Green Kd., Finsbury Park (near I
Phone : Hornsey 1534.

DOUGLAS Sidecar, complete; £16.-33 Ha£
Rd., Brixton.

BEANSOME Coach Si<Jecor; £10.-79, Tott 1

Kd., Palmer's Green.
;

UNDERSLUNG Coachbuilt Sidecar, 5 poiol .

Bellingham Terrace, Catlord. 1

£7; sporting coachbuilt sidecar, low, light, new '

4-point.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [i

NEW Coachbuilt Sidecar for Triumph, cost

accept £15, unused.—2, Appian Rd., Bow.

CANOELET Minor, with apron, £9/10; am
coachbuilt, £7/10.-789, High Rd., Leyton,

:

CAN'OELET Sidecar Chassis, 4-poInt attacln

suit B.S.A.; £6/15.—Lemmpn^Passfield, H .

I

SIDECAR, latest bulbous, cost £19, receipt si

4 points; £16.-57, North St., Romford, f .

BRAMBLE Sidecar, apron, etc., complete, l.

and M. ; £12.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixto

MILLFORD Sidecar, complete, to fit TrIimiiJ
'

P. and M. ; £16.-53, Hackford Rd., Brtxt

1

BULBOUS Bjck Sidecar Body, as new; £12; .

8h.p. machine.—33, Hackford Rd., Erb;to

SIDECAR, off 1920 Scott, _ all fittings, Eas

Palmers; £20.—Smith, 229, Maryvale Rd., Hi

ville. -_ iX

MILLFORD Si<iecar__ Wheel, brandy new
carriage

S.W.9.
extra.—33, Hackford Rd.. Brl

[5

CANOELET Minor, 1920 model, ofi 2^h.p. Dou,

£10.—Paul, 1, King Edward Rd-, Lower Ed

ton, N.9.
^

(

SIDECAR Chassis, second-hand, underslung; £4
complete with tyre.-Edwardes, 277, Cambei

Rd., S.E.5. :

SIDECAR, light, coachbuilt. all attachment:,
cane sidecar complete, £4/10.-17. Heatcn

Mitcham- ,
E

SIDECAR, metal, canoe shape, on chassis, conii

new heavy Dunlop; bargain, £8.—34, Rotlnf

St., Islington. 1'

GLORIA Special Model Sidecar, fitted scooy

Auster wind screen, new condition ; £35.

Warren Ed., Wanstead.

MILLFORD Underslung Coachbuilt Sidecar,

bolstered and complete with lamp; barj

£9.-42, Cowley Hd., Brixton. 1'

A40 All letters reJating^ to ddvertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
Ti STONE'S for sidecars and bodies: no better or

jD^lie:ilier licmse. Kindly iuspect our models before

I'Viiasiug: elsewLere.

BSTONE'S —New 1921 sporting and other models

in Btofk. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sidecars

::o £14/18/6.

BSTONE'S.—Wo have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

BSTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and

til models in stock; trade supplied.

B>TONE'S (Sidecar Dept.). 228, PentonviHe Ed.,
liiug's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.

[6850

A,1LLF0ED SideiTTir Chassis. latest model, complete
:tJ with all fittings, tyre', tube, etc.; £12. — 33,
Haord Rd.. Brixton. [5073

'Wll, 1920. coachbuilt, 4 attachment;, new
£12.—Rev. CliHord Henning, Warblcton

Heatlifield. Sus.?ex. [4109
, . Sidecar, brand new and unused: 24 gns..
^ >.Tap!ete.—H. Richardson, 2, Kelton Villas,

;
~ Rd., Kingston-ou-Thames. [4545

.Sporty Underslung Bulbous Back Sidecar,
iihed mauve, 2 months old, fit Triumph; £18.
irchell Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. [4830

-SIS.—New triangular and second-hand Indian,
II., at reasonable price?; old chassis part e.x-

-26, Barrington Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [5114

i>*-\OC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest
tl-jtock in London, actual manufacturers through-
I'lt. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80

" ttions.

^'IX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
;;nnoc Sidecar Co.

\0C Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
iTttotors, with left-hand kick starters, and cana

RiNOC Co, have 50 eecond-hand and clearance
, sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at

no'out prices. Note: Write for special clearance
t.

fj
XOC Co. have the finest selection of complete

lAi iidecars in the trade.

R'NOC Co. undertake repairs to a^y make of

.
[idecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-

liti

M XOC Co. have in ,stock sidecars to fit all
'^ Liakes, English and American.

XOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
ilogue, the most comprehensive issued by ani'
turers.

^00 Motors, Ltd.. Head Office and Engineer-
-' Works. Victoria Works, Victoria Rd.. Stroud
X.4. 'Phone : Hornsey 850. Body Building
I'rogress Works, Marlborough Rd., Holloway,
Phone : Ilornsey 1589. [2931

AEDES.—Sidecar chassis, brand new, enamelled
.1 plated, quick detachable fittings, complete;
-6/17/6: no repaired rubbish stocked.—4913
77. Camberwell Rd.. S.E. [4469
LAS Bodies, new or second-hand; Scott
lies, from 40/-; chassis, with new tyre and
I'l all connections (Douglas), £7/10—The
:>tor Works. 14, Effra Parade, Brixton, S.W.2.

iL Leicester Sidecars are made for comfort,
tachments for any machine; price 18 gns. up-
have few cars to clear at reduced prices; re-
?pamting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co.,

[0335
AR.~Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
ige. Attached to motor will go through pas-
.n. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested

.•'^. on motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper High-
*tfl t

, Birmingham. [0152
^AUGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage

7 years to its credit, and has proved itself
!. reliable. Fits any make of motor cvcle,
an folded, combination will pass through a

-^...jorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
tlep.. Ltd., 256, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388
-Tti'ELTHWAITE and Watkins have the biggest
-*- '"?ain in the world in underslung sidecar

We can offer a genuine renovated Douglas
'i.'mplete with whf^el guard and attnchment^,
etc., at the ridiculous price of £4/10. Also
and M., Chater-Lea. etc. Remember, we

whole chassis dump from Slough, and must
'nee the prices.—'Phone : Brixton 1958.-19,

' Hd., Wandsworth Rd.. London, S.W,8. [4492

UNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
T^-*^i?-,?-^20 2-seater: £95, quick sale—Messent.
*

.
Bilhter St., E.C.3. [X7047

.M 1920 G-P. Morf:nn, di=;f^. absolutely as new:
-^ a89.-47, Newland Av.. Hull. [X7205
"\.\-GUY. Weymouth, G.N. official agent.—Popular

iel from stock: £198. [0691
1920 De Luxe Morgan, run tew miles; £155
Balhol Rd.. North Kensington. [4589

1 EN 2-seater from stock, screen, horn, tools
' rsize tyres, et<-.—Downing and Donovan, Eyde.

[4759

NEW
1921 MODELS

A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £215

A.J.S., 2j fi.p., 3-speed, sports £165

B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. twin Combination £175

B.S.A., 4}li-P-, Model K2 £107

B.S.A., 4,i h.p., Model Hj £110

B.S.A. No. 3 Sidecar for above . . £42

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., all on model . £85

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination ... £160

LEA-FRANCIS, 3! h.p.. 3-specd .

.

£125

MARTINSYDE h.p. Combination £145

MATCHLESS Model H Combination £185

MATCHLESS sports Combination . £180

MATCHLESS 2-seater Combination £191 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H £115

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model S.D. ... £125

RUDGE-MULTI,3lh.p.,IsleofMan £85

QUADRANT 4! h.p. Combination £125

CYCLE CARS,

LIGHT CARS
ROVER, S h.p., 2 seater, dynamo 250 gns.

G.N., 10 h.p., 2-5eater Popular... £198

MORGAN Runabout, familj' model £235

MORGAN Runabout, G.P. model . £218

MORGAN Runabout, de luxe model £228

SECOND-HAND
1921 Aero MORGAN, o.h.^. engine,

dynamo £225

1921 COVENTRY PREMIER, dvnamo.
dickey £210

rgiS A.J.S. 5-() h.p. Combination £120

J920 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination,
dynamo £135

1921 BLERIOT WHIPPET Cycle Car . £165

1921 ARIEL, 3I h.p., 3-spced £85

1919 A.V. 5-6 h.p. Monocar ;

.

£65

1920 QUADRANT 4! h.p. Combination £85

EXCHANGES. EXTENDED TERMS.

15-16, BISHOPSGATE AV.,

CAMOMILE ST., E.C.3.

'Phone—Avenue 5548.
'Grams—' Klcemocyca, Stock, London."

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1 Q20 Tamplin, complete except engine and gearX" bo.t; £35; f.o.a. — Box 5,696, c/o The Motor
Cade. C1087

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.—Reys.
378-384, Enston Ed.. N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum

6436. [3313

COVENTET PREMIER, 1921, delivered this month,
not registered yet: £225.-11, Egerton Rd., Gieen-

Tvich. [4856

1 Q15 Humberette, a.c, good condition throuehont,
-i"' eciuiuiied; sacrifice £67/10.-13, New St., Wcllius-
ton, Salop. [X7282

ROVER Light Car, 1921 mcdel, 8h.p., early delivery:

250 gns.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Ot. Portland St..

London, W.l. (0350

A.C. DeUvery Tan, Type 0; bargain, £30.—HoUiday
Bros., 20, Queen St., Hammersmith, W.6. 'Phone

:

Hammersmith 1944. [4969

MORGAN 1920 de Luxe, ivith dynamo lighting,

clock, speedometer, spare tyre, etc.; il85.—Main,
36, Parade Leamington. [3027

G.N. Cycle Cars, latest models, always in stock;

£198 and upwards.-Drake and Mount, Ltd.,

Motor Agents, Bracknell. ,
[369.6

^^ARDEK J.A.P. Monocar, electric lights, speedometer,
vy tax riaid, excellent running condition; ^55.—76,

Western Rd?, Southall, W. [4218

A.C. Sociable, good condition, fully equipped, lamps,
speedometer, tax paid; £B5; trial.—Write, 64,

Park Rd., Dulwich, S.E.
"

[4271

DE DION 6h.p., exceedingly smart little 2-seater car,

in fine running order, . complete: £75.—11a,

Dafforne Rd., Upper Tooting. [3246

G.N.. new standard touring, dynamo lighting, just

received from works; £275/12/6.—Telt6rd Gar-

age, 47, Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [4960

-j Q20 Model de Luxe - Morgan, fully equipped, disc.

ia? condition . perfect : £155.—Braemar, 17, St.

Quintin's Av., North Kensington, [4934

1 Q21 G.P. Morgan, dynamo, discs, etc., only run few
XU miles; £225; good combination part.—C. S., 14,

Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel.: 4155. [5105

3hp. A.C less carburetter, valves 'operated by cam-
shaft. Thomson-Bennett mag.; bargain, £6/10.—

Apply, Box 892, c'o The Motor Ci)cle. [5032

GN 's — .\11 models for immediate delivery: extended
pavmcUs; exchanges.—Re.vs, 378-384. Euston

E4., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [3314

GW.K., 1914, I'Oval blue, excellent condition, tvre;

new, Steimev, spares, tools; £150 cash; drive

:iway.—"Winter, South Minims, Barnet. [48/0

AN GUT, Weymouth, Morgan Agent.—Familv
_ ' model, M.A.ff., £240, De Luxe M.A.Q. £233

Grand Prix, M.A.G., £223. from stock. [0624

CASTLE THREE 2-seater, dynamo, detachable wheels

and spare, 4 cvls., hood, wind screen; bargain.

£235.—Box 5,805, c/o Tlte Motor Cycle. [4766

(P 100 —Morgan-Jap new hood, electric-acetylene light-

ing. reliable, registered Nov., 1914; appoint_

D'

ment.—61, Weston Hill," Upper Norwood. [2935

G.N. Cycle Cars.-All models in stock from £198
complete; exchanges; easy payments.—A.S.C..

60, Mortimer St., W.l. Tel. : Museum 6626. [4099

MORGAN, G.P., 1919, W.O. J.A.P., lamps, horn,

hood, screen, discs, tax paid, spare tube, etc.;

£165.-4, Station Ed., Merton Abbey, S.W.19. [4924

1 Q20 Cvcle Car, Sh.p. water-cooled J.-A-.P., excep-

XU tionally smart oar; cost £450; accept best

offer over £200.—Salsbury, Birchwood, Guildlord.

TVTOEGAN G.P., genuine o.h.v., electric lighting, discs,

IVX Cowev, Klaxon, 1916-17, lovely: sacrifice, or ex-

change, adjustment any wa_y.-88. Lord St., Southport

COVENTRY Premier, 1921. latest model, dynamo
li^htin". spare wheel, dickey seat, tax paid, in-

surancef watJh, etc., as new; £235.-Allen, Ledbury.
[X.6714

AC Sociables, modern, fully eijuipped, mechanically

sound good appearance, from £55 to £85: trial.

—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W'.

3-WHEEL Runabout, 3 jipeeds and reverse, speedo-

meter, electric lights and horn, equal new; iE85

;

must sell.-The Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon

MORGAN A.C, special body, repainted blue, new
cvlinders, pistons, speedometer, Binks, very fast;

photo, stamp; £128.-nighdene, Ridgeway, EnfieM.^^

NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes; good selection in jstock; cash, easy pay-

ments, or exchange.-Service Co.. 292, High Holborn.

W.C.I. ^°^^^

COVENTRY PREMIER Runabouts for immediate
delivery; cttended payments; exchanges.—Reys.

378-384. Easton Ed.. N.W.I. 'Phone: Museuni

6436. [3315

COVENTET Premier, new March, most exclusively

fitted, clock, Bonniksen, electric Klaxon, hood

coyer, inside and running board mats, tax paid, con-

sumption 55, absolutely perfect spare wheel never

used; £238.—Payne, Eccleston, Chester. [X6753

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS,
MORGAN Grand Prix 1920 Model, hood, screen,

lamps, horn, luggage grid, discs, Binks, £175

;

also de luxe model, ,£170.—Marston, 31, Bridge St.,
Chester. [4696

ROVER Sh.p. Light Car, new 1921 iuc«l(4: 250 gns.

;

dynamo lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel, im-
mediate delivery Ij-oiu stock.—Marston, 51, Bridge St.,
Chester. . [4697

i^OVENTRY Premier Runabout, 3-speed, reverse,
Vy spare wheel, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer,
etc., mileage 1,500; £200.—Marston, 31, Bridge„ St..
Chester. [4695

1 Q21 {May) Coventry Premier Runabout, dynamo
-L*' lighting, dickey, spare wheel, etc., trial run;
£210.—Butler, 29, Pierrepoint Rd., Acton. 'Phone:
Chiswick 755. [36761

1 Q17 G.P. Morgan Runabout, M.A.G. engine, hood,
-»- *^ screen, electric lighting, Cox-Atmos carburetter

;

£140, or close.—Scholes, Eagle Parade, v Buxton.
'Phone : 378. [X7288

MORGAN, 1921, G.P., competition machine, M.A.G.
engine, winner of team prize in - Coimore cup.

-silver medai in Victory cup; 190 gns.—H. Rock. Crad-
ley, Staffs. [X7323

~IQ21 Morg.nn de Luxe and Gran<l Prix Models for
-*-*^ immediate delivery; -estended payment.';; ex-
olwnges.-Reys, 378AS4, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone:
Mutieum 6436. e [3312

ADAMSON 9h.p. 2-fieat6r^ 3 speeds, revere, elec-
tric lighting, hood, screen, aU accessories, splen-

did condition; £125; offers.—Sherwood, Cheam Rd..
Sutton, Surrey. [4180

ItTORGAN 1915-16 De Luxe, W.C., complete with
-t-"X disc wheels, hood, screen, lamps, etc., tax
paid, recently overhaixled; a bargain, £120. — 47,
Credon Rd., S.E.16. [5123

SPLENDID 3'Wheeled Chassis, 700x80 mm. wheels.
Ohater-Lea fittings, 4-speed, reverse, Coventry

Premier type chain ah.ift drive; £34.-114, Brad-
gate Rd., JS'ottingham. [4146

^115.—Morgan 1917 J.A.P., a.c, De Liixo Model.c^ electric light, hood, screen, amort appearance, tuilv
equipped, tayed: bnrgain.-143, Bavensburv Rd., Earla-
field, London, S.W. [4992

MERRALL-BROWN 1920 3-wheelor, twin rear, de-
tachable wheels, spare, water-cooled, reverse

hood screen; bargain, £l20.—Clark, 7. Exhibition
Rd., South Kensington. [5042

TtrERLIN Cycle Car, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, re-^J- verse, C.A.V. dynamo hghtin^ set, tax paid 1921,
perfect oider, very sporty: bargrain, £175.-8, Half
Moon Lane, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [4980

£130.—Small 2-seater 1915 Trumbull, 4-cyl., water-
cooled, 4 speeds, electric lisht, hood, screen

good climber, tax paid.—Owner, 8, Randolph Mews,
Maida Vale, W.9. (Appointment.) [4554

1 Q21 T.B. 3-wheeler, 3-speed and reverse, spare
J- tf wheel, disc, lavishly equipped, dynamo light-
ing; cost £298, accept £155; exchange combination.
—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [4590

1 Q20 Bleriot Whippet, hand starter, unused spare
-1-4/ wheel and belt in leather cover, horn, licensed,
everything in perfect condition; 120 gns.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [5049

ALLDAYS Midget 2-seater, detachable wheels and
spare, new tyres, fully equipped, and in splen-

did condition; £125.—Gray and Levin, 5, The Boule-
vard, Balham, S.W. Tel. : Streatham 2417. [4353

G.N., 1920, fast, in beautiful tune, dynamo light-
ing, full equipment, many mechanical improve-

ments, hood, with envelope, tax paid to 31st Dec
£200.—Telford Garage. 47, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.

'

_ [4959TTUMBERETTE, 1914, 8h.p., fully equipped, lamps,AA horn, mirror, Stenney, tax paid, splendid con-
dition and nuining order*. £90, or would exchange
Douglas combination.—18, Kelmore Grove, E. Dul-
wich, S.E. [4029

BLERIOT WHIPPET, 1921, latest model, spare
wheel, electric and gas lighting set, faultless con-

dition: a real bargain, £165.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. ^ [0068

MORGANS, new .and second-hand, always in stock;
spare parts ior all models.—Largest' contracting

agents and trade distributers, Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0069

THURLOW 3-wheeler. late 1920. 8h.p. J.A.P.,
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, M-L mag, electric

lightmg, speedometer, good condition, mileage 1,400,
accessories; offers wanted. — 8, Sandringham Av.,
Merton Park, Surrey. [4523

RICHARDSON Cars.-We are the London agents
for this make, ard have all models in stock

for immediate delivery ; exchanges, easy payments
trade inquiries invited.—A.S.C, 60, Mortimer St

'

W.l. Tel. : Museum 6626. [4100

COVENTRY PREMIER Runabout, beautiful Olym-
pia Show model, finished yellow with black wings,

mileage negligible, dynamo lighting, electric horn!
speedometer, licensed; £220, close offer, or motor cycle
part exchange.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [3939

Tel No •

Museum 3971

GUARANTEED IN PERFECT
CONDITION.

Money Willingly refunded if not more than satisfied.

ALL GOODS SENT ON SEVEN DAYS'

APPROVAL AGAINST REMITTANCE.

26x2.
Wood-Milne Ex. Hea%T 2S/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 30/-

26 X 2}.

Palmer Heavy Cord 36/-

Clincher Ex. Heavy 29/6
Dunlop Heavy 36/-

Avon Sunstone 30/-

Macintosh Chain 29/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 26/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavv 32/-

Wood-Milne Combination 46/-

26x28.
Palmer Heavy Cord 36 /-

Ounlop Heavy 36/-

Clincher Extra Heavy 29/6
Avon Heavy Rubber-studded 29/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/-

Moseley Extra Heavy 29/6
Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 27/8
Hutclllnson Passenger 30/-

Beldam Extra Heavy .'.

.

29/6

26x2S for 2i Rims.
Ounlop Heavy 39/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 26/-

Wood-Milne Extra Hea\'y 32/-

26x2.1 for 2^ Rims.

Wood-Milne Heavy 30/-

26x3 (Oversize tor 650x65).
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45/-
Wood-Milne Heavy . .^ 42/-

26x3 for 2>r Rims.
Wood-Milne Heavy 32/-

28x3 for American Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy ^ 29/6

28 X 21 x 2J.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 40/-

650x65.
Duniop Steel-studded Voituretle 4T/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 32/-

700x80 for 650x65.
Ooodricll Safety Tread 45/-
WOOd-Milne Extra Heavy 46/6

lin. Belts, 8ft. 6in 16/-

-Jin. Belts, any length per ft. 1 /9

Jin. Belts, Oft. 6in each 10/-

INNER TUBES. Best Makes Only.

2CX2i and 26X2f ,
6/6

26x3 and 650x65 7/6
28x3 7/6

Butt-end, 1 /- extra.

When ordering, please write distinctly.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE C;

MOEOAN de Luxe, 1920-21, IT.A.G. loh
eooled, hood and rover, Klaxon, (lisi-G, sj,.

uniinniitured, oversi7.e Itempshailg, nickel tilti

blue, perfect, insured; any trial; £198.— 3b2
Ed., Plnistow, E.13. Tel.: East 3683.

1 Q21 Morgan Runabouts, de luxe, familv
-•-«^ models, ready drive away; complpl.:
spares, chains, sprockets, tyres, etc.—Main li

Monmouthshire ; W. Luther J. Davies. 71
cial St., Newport, Mon. 'Phone : 2488.

CYCLE Car, 3-speed and reverse, 65o
wheels, domed wings, 2-seater -pii

lovely condition, 4-cyl. engine, air-coored, m
in-^pection; lot £60.—Seen at Heppeltliv,;,
Wilcox Rd., Wandsworth Rd., London, S.\\ '.

TN Stock, nil models. of Morgan ruua'if.in
-- deferred terms. Example: De Ln;<
£61/5/6 down, and 11 payments of £Hj i

account paid in two months, no charge Ini

within 4 or 6 months, liberal discounts alii v..

payment price.-Lamb's, 50, High Ed., W.,,
N. : 387, Euston Ed., N.W.I; 151, High St.,
stow, E.17.

CARS FOR SALE.
BUICK, 2-seater and dickev, tip-top order;'

21, Tindal St., Chelmsford. :

£50 down and 12 payments of £5 montWM
reliable landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, i

£50 down and 12 monthly payments £7/11
reliable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage, T.aT

£225 Ca^h secures 1917 Napier chassigj
worm drive, detachable wheels.—PalmefV

Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments 4-W.
12-14h.p. Fiat landaulet, cheap runii^n

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments. £1,1
cures 18h.p. Oakland open touring c

starting.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£50 down and 12 monthly payments -£E
very fine 20h.p. N.E.O. Vi landaulet.-'

Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments f

secures Piccard-Pictet ^^ landaulet,/
lighting.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments i8tf-
15.9h.p. Benz landaulet, t speeds, ^

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£120 cash secures Sh.p. 1914 Swift »«1
speeds, gate, monobloc.—Palmer's Garagr

ing.

£100 down and 12 niionthly payments filtt

Sheffield-Simplex % landaulet.—Palmer's
Tooting.

£200 cash secures 25-30h.p. Berliet torpedo'
car, 6 cyls., 4 speeds.—Palmer's Garage. I

20 Deemster, run 1,000 miles only, as l»

paid; £285.-21, Claremont, Hastings.19
853.

4>276; 1917 11.9h.p. Morris-Cowley 2-5eater)^ dynamo, mechanically perfect.—King, «

Oxford.

£15 to clear.—Old Lancheater car. less bod:-!

not used since 1914.—F. C. Lingley, WflA'

Suffolk.

ABSOLUTE Bargains.-Sixty cars stocked: f

procures list. Call.-Douglas S. Cox, W
wood.

MORRIS-OXFORD, 2-seater and dickey, 1911

splendid condition; £250. — 21, Til'

Chelmsford.

BUCKET Light Car, 5h.p., water-cooled,!

good order, less friction drive; £30, 11*

Hale Garage, Mill Hill.

ARMSTRONG-WHIT'WORTH Landaulet,
100 miles during war; accept £350, at I

new Ford.—A. M. Buckingham, 21, Tindalf '

ford.

OVERLAND Model 83 1916 Tourer, _,

starter, speedometer, etc., in exeeH—

.

tion; £176.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l.

Mnseum 6626.

SEABROOK R.M.C. 2-seater, 18-23)i.p., >0;

ing, excellent appearance, 3 brand new tjr

paid; trial: accept 130 gns.; exchange.—M»llaii
VA^averley Hotel, Southport.

2-SEATERS. 3-apeed, reverse. Stepneys, large 1

Pafnir, 4-cyl., £100: Gladiator, 4-eyl.,'

Briton. 2-oyl., £85; trial run. — Clarence

Dove Mews, Old Brompton Rd., S.W.7.

SIZAIRENATJDIN 14h.p. 4-cyl. 2-seater aiidi

exchange for combination, lathe,

machine; cash adjustments or sell, £160,
offer.—Hellens, 19, Sangley Rd., Catford, S.KS

FORD Ton Van. 1918, delivered 1919, good

tion; also Overland car, 1914, S-SMte

tyres and cordition, self-starter and ligntin'

plete; £315 -.he 2.—H., St. Asaph, Sunnmg V

Biggin Hill Kent.

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertiseme it, and the date of the issue.
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The 1922 Tourist Trophy Races
in Belgium.

HE decision of the A.C.U. Competitions Com-
mittee to hold next year's events in Belgium
implies an offer to contest supremacy with

our Continental rivals on their own ground,

and it is sincerely to be hoped that foreign

machines jvill be entered in substantial numbers,
and that the result' may pro^nde data of benefit to

all. At the moment, opinion is divided on the

subject of the wisdom of transferring the T.T.
from the now famous Isle of Man course to

Belgium, and some leading opinions, in reply to

an invitation by The Motor Cycle, appear in this

issue. As a matter of fact, 'the Competitions
Committee's recommendation does not yet appear
to have received the ratification of the General

Committee of the A.C.U., so that the announce-
ment has come in the nature of a bombshell. '

The Tourist Trophy races have always been
international in narrffe ; but though foreign com-
petitors have taken part in them from time to

time, they have only done so half-heartedly.

The A.C.U., as-s-organisers, should be on their

mettle, and should be able to give the organisers

i)f Continental competitions an opportunity of

learning some useful lessons. While Continental
I'ompetitions are, without exception, modelled on
British events, and every effort is made to carry

them through on just lines, the all-important ques-
tion of timing is by no means well understood.

So far as the accessibility of Spa is concerned,
this town is far more comfortably reached than
the Isle of Man. Harwich is a port accessible

by means of good roads from all parts of England,
and those who take their machines by train can
leave London in the evening, have a comfortable
night on board, and reach Spa in the afternoon.
Spa is only a little over four hours' run from Ant-
werp over steadily improvipg roads.

There is certain to be some disappointment that

such a typically British event should be transferred

to the Continent, and it is probable that a large

number of motor cyclists, who annually combine
their holiday with the Tourist Trophy races in

the Isle of Man, may refrain from crossing to

Belgium next year. Much can be said on both
sides of the question, and the views of our readers
will undoubtedly prove interesting.

The Cycle Car and the Sidecar.

AMONG a certain section of motorists there
has, for many years, been a conviction that
eventually the cycle car must supJDlant the
sidecar. If history and tendencies are
examined carefully, it must be admitted,

however, that prophecies of this nature are no r>earer
becoming fact than they were a decade ago. In
the first place, if should not be overiooked that
thS cycle car was never intended to be a sidecar
substitute, but rather a vehicle to bridge the gap
between the popular three-wheeler and the car.
How these vehicles failed to do this until they
developed into the light car type is now common
knowledge. A big gap exists, however, between the
sidecar and the light car, and, although this is being
narrowed by the lighter form of small four-wheeler
sold at a figure in the neighbourhood of ;£25o,
a gap sdll remains between the ^£250 and
the de luxe sidecar. Apparently it will always
exist for the reason that, at whatever price a light

car four-wheeler can be produced, a sidecar of
superior quality can be offered much more cheaply.
'The price gap at the present time is approximately
£60; present tendencies fail to indicate that
next year the prices of the two types will be
any nearer.

Apart from this question of initial outlay, sidecar
owners always _ consider the extra cost of upkeep,
including taxation and storage. Again, the present-
day owner of a first-class sidecar usually prefers
to own a vehicle at. the apex of one class rather
than one which is at the bottom of another.
• Everything considered, therefore, it would appear
that potential cycle car buyers constitute a section
of the community distinct from sidecar owners.

-
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How it Strikes an Outsider.

N old friend of mine—one of those quaint lunatics

who love a car, but consider motor cycles a

rather boring invention of Satan—got entangled

in one of our modern reliability trials the other day,

and was sufficiently amused by what he saw to follow

the event for a few miles. His impressions follow :

" What nonsense the whole affair was! You might

as well smear a haystack with birdlime and stick

pumpkins all over it, as expect the men to climb the

hill I saw. Most of them fell off. Two or three

charged the spectators, some of whom showed the

most marvellous acceleration. Six trade riders went
up the hill in quite extraordinary fashion, but I

did not_ bother to ask what make of machine they

were riding, as if I ordered a duplicate from my
ironmonger at Little Slopton, I am -quite sure it would
not go up the hill ; and even if it would, nothing
would induce me to let it. I suppose these youngsters
find the world rather dull now that there is- not any
war on."

Stone Cuts.

EHAVE already "done in" several covers this

season, and in each case stone cuts have been
the prime cause ; indeed, I have to go back to

pre-war days to recall scrapping a cover through
honest wear, i.e., because the road had buffed all

the rubber off the tread. Four tihies this season
have I ruefully spotted a gash which exposed the

fabric, and on yet another occasion the gash took
no spotting, for the stone bit clean through the
inner tube as well. None of these tyres had done a

reasonable mileage. There is no cure; one may
insert a gaiter or a sheath, but in no case will the

cover last much longer, and the retreading people
will not look at 'it. One rather .hesitates to entrust

the gash to a local vulcaniser, knowing that an un-
skilled hand may overcook the tyre ; and if one sends
it away to the tyre maker—well, the next mount may
take a different size of tyre. Worse still, practically."

all my own riding is professional rushwork, and I

dare not risk a dubious tyre on such jaunts.
*

Presumably, quite a number of utilitarian riders have
had similar experiences. What is the remedy? Are
the standard machines of the day undertyred in many
424

._ _^i

cases ? Or should we agitate for better roads ? T
is a tendency amongst competition folk in general

(

get tyres cheap or gratis) to regard such troD

as a mere transient annoyance. - We must remen'

that to some private owners my year's experience .wi

represent a waste of about ;i<^io, in hard cash, t

of my cuts were sustained on freak roads in trials,

Hotels, Beware !

WHEN I am riding on duty, half an hour
. ten miles to me, more or less ; and therSi

other people besides journalists for whon^
means distance. Such folk often find it impo^

to wait for dinner at the " Stag and Spectacle||'

they happen to reach that well-known hoste!3_

6.30 p.m., "dinner being listed for 7.30 p.m. ,.'3

have to push on, and round about 7.30 p.m^
reach the "Goat and Compasses," thirty miles^fffl

on, and go straight into dinner without any ^
of time. This process cuts both ways. Sonie^
it happens that the house which you cannot patrO'

is dear, or bad, or both;, and that the hofti^'

pass at the psychological minute giv&s ydu a\t^
menu at 3s. 6d. More often it is the'othef

round. Last week, for example, the bell was
for dinner as I passed a very famous motor
of the small roadside type. I entered. JuB
soup {i.e., dish-washings); mackerel (cold. and gri|

roast lamb (Canterbury, and, badly cooked at;

an unrecognisable pudding ; and cheese of the ni'^

trappy sort. .7s. 6d. Small bottle of cider, is.

And the girl expected the change.

" The Inevitable Consequence.

GAR owners are .squealing at the current c.^

a motor tour wtiich depends on hotels,^'OT

is not astounding that the far less pecsipi

motor Cyclist is taking to camping. The Lsraeljff

old had a fancy for their tents, and I begin to-'^

they knew something. I have amassed what;T
rather like a large sponge bag. Inside it;|

portable, hotel. Two -of us can now go 600}
PorlocTc or up to Sutton Bank without addiiig-i

farthing to our living expanses. We have wasbep'

dinner along the road. We ride till we have

enough, and then camp, and cook a late supper, wl

mt
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" ceasional Comments.—

oes not cost us ^i a head. Perhaps the motor
oaches will .compensate the ho.Js for the motor
yclists who have been fleeced away from •their portals
iiring the last two years; but wherever you see a
vv tents pitched, you will find

(i.) The majority are motor cyclists.

(2.) AVho never tried camping till apres la guerre.

Police and Noise.
,T)£CENT prosecutions show that in many parts of
>^ the country the police are taking action against,

(i) long exhaust pipes on 3^^ h.p. singles and
) baby two-strokes with standard silencers. Owners
id makers alike are waxing gleeful because several
these summonses have been dismissed. This is

olish. How^ do- thef imagine that such prosecutions
ise? Because a bored and ambitious constable
udies the Motor Car Act, and suddenly pounces, all

1 his own.' Such cases are rare. The usual pro-
dure is that some charming resident bumps into
e local chief constable at the club or the links or
i!ge,_or any old place, and buttonholes him. -Said
arming fellow has bought a new house on a main

^ad, or his wife is sick, or the new baby is teething
""Vsleeps hghtly, or there is some novel factor in his

21Q

life which has made quiet nights desirable. He is

thereby driven to notice that motor cycles are unduly
noisy. So he tickles up his pal in the poUce. The
C.C. takes notice for a few days, and meanwhile one
or two people complain to him. Finding the com-
plaint reasonable, he puts his men on the alert.

The Spearpoint.

.(^0—to niy mind—the real urge behind this outcrop
\0; of anti-noise summonses is public annoyance, and

I take them quite seriously. Moreover, I think
less than nothing of the fact that' some of these injured
innocents demonstrated their alleged noisy machines
to sporting benches, and got the cases dismissed. I
my.self own a machine which can make the very dickens
of a row w-hen I want it to, or when I dri\-e it care-
lessly

; but if I were demonstrating it before the average
bench, it would purr like a sucking dove. ' Let us
rather tackle the facts. Most baby two-strokes are
unpardonably noisy. A good many of the super-
tuned sports 31^ h.p. are ditto. People are getting
rusty

_
about it. • Let's quiet them down. These

pleading words ought to come with unusual force from
my pen, because I am not—^and never have been—in
favour of really silent machines, which I regard as a
public danger.

This illustration conveys a slight id^ of the scenery through which the International Six Days Trials rodtes passed.
Col du Bruck, and depicts E. H. Lees (3| Sunbeam) during the timed hill-climb.

Th.le scene is on the

A25
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Experiences in the Belgian Grand Prix.
A Chat wilh the British Winner concerning his

FRESH from his victory in the
Belgian Grand Prix Race,
we had an engrossing chat

with Hubert W. Hassall. The
fact of the Belgian Grand Prix
being won on a 31^ h.p. Norton
British-made motor cycle completes
the chain of successes of British

mounts in the three important road
races of the year, i.e., the T.T.,
the French Grand Prix, and the
Belgian Grand Prix.

Hassall put up a magnificent ride
in the last event and deserved the
luck he experienced after the series
of misfortunes which befell him in
the- two earlier races. For instance,
he experienced valve trouble in the
T.T., was haunted by tyre troubles
in France, but finally in the Belgian
Grand Prix had a no-trouble run
throughout—as we " are wont to
expect of the speedy Norton.

There was never any doubt about
Hassall's skill, for he sits his
machine in a businesslike fashion,
and his pluck and daring have often-
times been admired. Hassall is but
twenty-three years of age, and his
success in Belgium Avas his first im-
portant racing success^ despite many hill-climb wins.

Favoured Ihe Belgian Course.
He was full of praise for the Belgian course, which

he compared favourably to the Manx course, regarding
it as similar to the best ten miles of the Island circuit,-

but the Belgian road surface is in much better con-
dition.

His Norton machine had the usual Sturmey-Archer
gear, but with higher ratios, i.e., 4, 5, and 7 to i.

During practice he imagined that an eleven minutes
a\-erage would spell success, but actually in the race
itself he averaged nine minutes forty-five seconds per
lap, proving that it is impossible to reproduce in" prac-
tice the ver\-e and thrustfulness which a competitor
exhibits on an actual race day.

There is one bad bump on the Belgian course which
Hassall will never forget. In practice he was lifted

clean off the ground, ten spokes in the wheel being
broken. He spoke in appreciative terms of the sport-
ing action of the Sarolea manager (himself a rival in
the race), w^ho had a new wheel built up for his machine
the same day.

Closely Pressed at Half Distance.
On the race day, Hassall made two stops for petrol

and oil at the end of the ninth and eighteenth laps,
and actually led the field from the third lap. He was

-not aware ur.til he saw The Motor Cvcle last week that
he was but .sixteen seconds ahead of Le Vack at half
distance, his outstanding impression of the race being
the ding-dong duel he had with, F. W. Dixon (the
Indian rider) for eight laps. These two doughty
A26
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H. W. Hassall, winner of the Belgian

Grand Prix, on a 3J h.p. Norton, with Mr.

J. L. Norton, designer of the machine.

Memorable Duel on Wheels.

exponents ran neck and nee
passing and re-passing each oth
continually. The crowds of spee|
tors around the course were n
slow to appreciate what w.

happening, and cheered their respf
five favourites every time the tv
riders came round. -

Curiously, due to the variety

'

bends, one or other discovered th

he was the star turn on particui

corners. For instance, Hasss
could guarantee to leave Dixon 'j

one gradual bend which he d^^t

to take without cutting out. Laft

on they would encounter a cutii

which Dixon would swoop arQUii

at over a mile a minute and leai

Hassall well in the rear until aga!'

they were linked up.

A Thrilling Episode.
After eight laps of this kind'il

thing, it was only to be expeeft-

that there might be a risk of ttei

touching, and, as a matter of fa^,

Hassall encountered one very t^i
ling incident at Stavelot, whereJI
two riders, after five laps toget^i

approached the hairpin bend

.

speed. Dixon forged ahead on the bend, but Hassal

with slightly superior acceleration, drew level. Bol!

at the same instant drew over to the right, bi

Hassall's front wheel accidentally touched Dixoni

back wheel, Avith the result that his machine %'
turned off the road, over a ditch, round a tree, ^.:

back again on to the road, the rider retaining,-

presence of mind and controlling his steering throO

out—a narrow squeak indeed ! The duel tenipora^i

ended by DixOn dropping out of the ruitning, di<

to some minor engine trouble, though Hassall wr
not aware of this at the time, and two laps later Dixo

once again chipped in to continue the whirlyjiii

laps, and Hassall imagined it was another case
" blinding "cto prevent an American victory. When th

race was over,';ind Hassall had scored a comparatiVeli

comfortable victory, he learned from Dixon-Jiirase)

that it Avas me^'ely strategy which caused him to tt\®ii

take Hassall, as he wais out to crack -up the Nojftof

engine if he coulcl—by extreme speed work, of course^

and so give a chance to ,Le Vack to bring the ot'

Indian home to victory. 56.91 m.p.h. Avas the AviniSfri

average for approximately t88J^ miles.

We tested Hassall's feelings on the A.C.U. decisjo

to -hold the 1922 T.T. race in Belgium, and he wa

quite enthusiastic concerning this decision, being on

of those who consider 3^^ h.p. machines to be-to

fast to do themselves ju.stice on the Manx coilTse,,'h

thinks the Belgian course much mot-e suitable. ^

Hassall's Avinning Norton Avas equipped with Dijnfo'

tyres, B. and B. carburetter, Renold chains, K.t.G

plu^s, and C.A.V. magneto. He used Castrol oil-
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Lightweights m /^ \m)\m Jungle

E>w Small Two-s(roke
achines served an
'^erseas Shooting

Parly.

lEGUILED by the cpm-
parative coolness of

the air and the absence

ethe blinding sun-glare

ng the first few days of

femO'nsoon, thoughts in

ilittle up-country station .j^^

|he'. United Provinces

lally turned 'to shooting,

t>ries of our pleasant cold-weather

having kept us company during

Dong sultry days and nights which
forerunner of this season.

rwas not without trepidation that

Itriov A, B, and- C, the proud
pssors of baby two-strokes, pre-

the machines in anticipation of

run of twenty-five miles into one
the shooting districts, the last

xtn miles of which were over (it

juld be more correct to say through)
"fourth-class " road under condi-
jns that are rarely experienced at

ime—mud and water reaching tn

le's footrests, with an occa-
onal oasis in the sun'ound-
ig " lake."

Sending on the necessary
i-vants, food,' etc.. by
iunti7 cart, we set off with
nks full to the brim, and
I f e 1 y negotiated the
[uikka " portion of the
ad in creditable tirrie, one
n'oluntary stop caused by a

loked petrol- pipe being
ladC; With a last reluctant
iance at the metalled
ad we had just traversed,

'^ took the unmetalled por-
on with a dash, and, with
any a sideslip and many a

laist out foot to retain
ilance, we arrived at a spot
here a tempting and apparently flat dry embankment
1 one side of the road led onwards to our destination.
nconscio'Usly, accelerating at sight of this very invit-

g track, three confirmed optimists, in a very short
lace of time, discovered that they had struck the site

an old narrow-gauge steam tramway which had been
'rooted during the war, the sleeper beds unfortunately

Jungle mounts of proved utility

retaining sufficient depth to
jolt one's very bones ere it

was possible to pull up.
B, striking a deeper rut

than usual, and having a
low ground clearance,

pulled up with a damaged
silencer.

Without further mishap
our destination was reached
and, resigning our motor
cycles in favour of an ele-

p phant, we were transported
with the peculiar lumber-
ing gait of our beast of

burden to> the jungle.

After consultation with the local

".shikari," it was decided to beat a
thick and almost impassable strip

which lay in front of us, and, taking
up a position on the west side, we
waited with infinite patience, fingers

on the triggers of our rifles, for even-
tualities ; the shouts of the beatSrs

as they advanced towards us from the

east side, forcing their way through
the thick undergrowth, . growing
momentarily louder and louder. A
rustle at the edge of the jungle

heralded the approach of game, and
a moment later out jumped

__^ a herd of chital (Indian
' % deer), wonderfully pretty

"*
animals with skins .and heads

which, if good, are greatly

prized. Simultaneously, out

rang three rifles : a rather

fine buck rolled over and

two others were observed to

be hit. In quick succession,

alarmed by the shouts of

the beaters, who were now
close upon us, out came a

black buck nilgai, and,

finally, peacock, partridges,

~ and other birds. For the

j^ first named, our rifles were

again requisitioned, and

then, h a s t; i 1 y exchanging

rifles for shot guns, the

birds were greeted with a blaze of 12-bore.

The next day also yielded exceller.t sport, but the

terrors of the muddy road called us away in the early

afternoon and despatched us on the return journey.

The value of even " baby " machineh in a country' of

this dfescription, surrounded as we are wilh good shoot-

ing, is inestimable. T.L. H.
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An Old Name
Re-established

New 350 c.c. Trump-
Jap Sporting Model.

BEFORE the days of the war
the Trump-Jap machines,
which were associated with t

the name of F. A. McNab, were I,
well known in competition circles, |'-

and especially so on Brooklands. I'
During the present year the '

name has been revived, and
Trump Motors, Ltd.. of By- v
fleet, are a^ain in the field, ''

with Mr. McNab actively en-
gaged in the design and track
riding of the machines, and Col. R. N.
Stewart in control.

The idea, obtaining in the production
of these machines is that- a series of
sporting models shall be made to suit the
.requirements of the class of rider favour-
ing this type of mount.

A New 4 h.p. J.A.P. Engine.
An 8 h.p. sporting model, having the

J.A.P. twin engine, was illustrated in
our issue of the 4th inst. -on page 141,
and another model which is being brought
forward is the 4 h.p. single, engmed with
the new 550 c.c. JrA.P. unit.

.CtN.
The new sports model Trump, fitted with a J.A.P. engine

550 c.c. and a three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box.

The machhie follows a conventional
lay-out, having Druid forks and a
frame with curved top tube. The peak
of

.
the saddle is hinged to the latter,

the springs being mounted on supports
which are carried from the top back
stay bridge. 650x65 mm. tyres are
fitted, and transmission is by chain and
belt through a Stui-mey-Archer gear box.
The latter may, at option, be one of the
special type for speed work, with clutch
but minus kick-starter, and with very
close gear ratios, or the standard box
with kick-starter and the oitJinary .low
bottom and middle ratios.

As yet, the new 550 c.c. single-cylind

J.A.P. engine has not becoir ; faitiiln

to the majority of motor cyclists, b'Ufci

will be seen that it follows the linM'i

the 250 c.c. and 350 c.c. models, i^^_

were used with so 'much success iS'Jii

T.T. The sparking plug is inclined

the rear of the inlet port, and large «)'

minium valve caps with radiator flarifi

are used.
A detail refinement is the crank case^

lease on the timing gear, which is arraMi
between the valves, so as to blow enD]9>

oil spray on to the stems to preventilt

valves wearing badly in their guidesV;i

Wrynose Pass in the Cumberland Trial.
New Imperial Lighlweight wins ihe Alan Trophy in Cumberland Counly M.C.C. Open Evep)
FULL results are now announced of the

Cumberland County M.O.C. open one
day trial for the Alan Trophy, which

was held on the 13th inst.

Wrynose Pass was, of course, easily the
deciding factor of the day, this mountain-
side, boiilder-strewn sheep track proving
too much for fully 90% of the entry

;

both George Dance and T. C. de la Hay
were failures here, so some idea of the
exceedingly deceptive nature of the hill
may be gauged. Our readers will bo
familiar with the difficulties of Wrynose
from various articles that have appearedm past numbers of The. Motor Cycle from
the pen of Mr. George D. Abraham, who
incidentally described its conquest by a
lightweight m^xchine nearly eight years
ago. Kirkstone Pass, Reii Bank, 'Rest
and be Thankful (Traveller's Rest), and
Euttermere Hause were the other ob-
served hills, but none of these caused
much trouble. Regarding the fairness of
Wrynose Pass, the following letter from
Mr. T. Rutherford, local consul of ' the
Northern Centre A.C.U., is illuminating :

Defending Wrynose.
"As the individual who was responsible

lor the inclusion of Wrvnose Pass in our
one day open reliability trial, and likewise
in the interests of the makers of the
various machines. I venture the foUowincf
criticism

:

°

"As a competitive rider of some little
experience, I venture to state that Wrv-
nose Pass as a test* hill, not only for
machines but for riders in like measure
is a real discovery.

'

A28

" The percentage of failures oA this hill

was abnormally large ; but, nevertheless,
I am prepared to defend its inclusion to
the last degree.
"In my opinion, there was n"bt a single

machine in the trial—solo, sidecar, or
cycle car class—which had not ample
power to make a perfectly clean ascent.
I admired every 'bus beyond measure,
but I regret to state that I cannot express
myself in similar terms with regard to all

the riders and drivers. The majority of
them displayed very moderate skill and
still less discrimination in picking their
track. There were, however, some out-
standing exceptions, such as B. Kershaw
on his 2| h.p. Xew Impenal, H. William-
son on his Norton, J. W. Wills on his
Powell, F. Ellis on his Matchless, A.
Pape on his Ti:umph sidecar, and J. E.
Greenwood on his Sunbeam and sidecar,
who all went up in a way which showed
what can be done with present-day
.machines driven with care, ability, and
discrimination.

Traps for the Unwary.
" I admit the hill is full of traps for

the unwary; but in an open trial held
in this part, of the country there is no
excuse vi'hatever for anyone" being caught
napping. If men who are thoroughly well
mounted feel disposed to ride more to
the gallery than discretion would warrant,
then the funeral is theirs. The unfor-
tunate part, however, is that the reputa-
tion of the machines they handle may, in
the estimation of the outside public, more
or less suffer.

" Wrynose Pass as it exists to-(

in my judgment a really good test,!i;

and, if only a very slight outlay ^(
expended upon it, it might well becgti

one~of the best and fairest test £i

we have got.
" I sincerely trust that the NorfflS

Centre may see its way to consider t

further development of -Wrynose 'tPijI

so_ that it may become the greatest %
truest recognised test in the- country. 1.

" Following up the riders was a \

from Dias's' garaje in Carlisle, who w
mounted on an old .garage hack

'"

beam), and whose duty it was to gStb
up the various observers' sheets anj-^i

ports, and he doddled up Wrynose.;?!
from bottom to top in a manner M
the mo_st pretentious rider would dffi

to emulate."

Full results of the event follow :

ALAN TBOPHY (value 65 gns.).—Bert,K*i
(2% New Imperial).
CUMBERLAND COUNTY- TROPHY.^

(41/2 HumBer).
BARRON TROPHY.-F, J. Ellis (8

'

less sc).
'

SPECIAL PRIZES.—350 c.c. Class : Etelol'
(2-';4 A.J.S.). 500 c.c. Class : Williamson (J

Norton). 750 c.c. Class : Watson (4'/. Ilnmbeu
1,000 c.c. Class; P. J. Ellis (8 Matchless s<

Amateurs: 1, Williamson (SV, Norton): 2, Hi
(31/, Sunbeam).
FIRST-CLASS AWARDS.—B. Kershaw (!

New Imperial), Watson (4V, Humber), and J.

Walker (41/4 B.S.A.).

SECOND-CLASS AWARDS.—Williamson (J

Norton), Aitkinscn (31A Sunbeam), T. C. de
Hay (31/2 Sunbeam), G. Dance {^k Sunbeam), r

J. A. Dias (3IA Sunbeam), Hart (3>A Sunbcalf
Morton (3V> Rover), G. M. Townsend fP. a'

M.), Gold (8 Blackburne sc), and Pape
Triumph sc).
THIRD-CLASS AWARD.—J. E. Greenwood l;

Sunbeam 5^.').

TEAM PRIZE.—Sunbeam team.
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he Petro-flex

bing fitted to

Flexible Petrol
Piping.

PETRO - FLEX is

a n unbreakable
tubing built up

of animal gut, treated
with special glue,
thinly wrapped with
canvas, and armoured
with copper wire.
The sketch also shows
the type of union'
fitted when this tubing'
is used as a petrol
pipe. Of course, it is

quite impervious to
petrol or benzole.
'Maisdell Petro - flex

Tubing Co., Ltd., Cas-
siobury Works, St.

Albaps Road, Wat-
ford, Herts., are the
manufacturers of Petro-
fle.\ piping.

rear lighting, Lovelace Bros. {Orescent
Magneto Works, Norbury, London,
b.W.), the designers, are prepared to
convert existing two-stroke magnetos to
supply both head and tail lamps.

Protecting the Licence Card.

NOT all licence holders are waterproof,
but it is stipulated by the regula-
tions that the licence card must be

protected from moisture ; and, to ensure
this being <lone, the Inventors Sales

j»« -jsa .^rTyi3>ss

Electric Lighting from the

Magneto.
(BTAINING lighting current from a

standard magneto is not a new idea,

but so many of our readers make
iies as to how it can be done that
imple little fitment illustrated should

^Werti

elace Bros.' magneto lighting outfit.

Fitted to the magneto. (Left) The
ing brush in position. (Right) The

ial contact-breaker cover.

I'll steady demand. Briefly a governor
btiii is fitted to the central screw of
Ine^ontact breaker, making contact at

•I'mal speeds with a brass segment
e special insulated contact breaker

Besides adapting this device for

(Above) A licence enclosed in the Licenseal.

(Below) The two discs and tube of sealing

paste that form this protective covering.

Agency, Cow Lane, Coventry, has placed
on the market the Licenseal, which con-
sists of two (apparently) celluloid discs,
one black and the other transparent,
bet\yeen which the licence is placed. The
sealing is carried out by means of a com-
pound which forms a joint between the
two discs, giving complete protection.

The new type of Flexekas

valve stem lubricator.

A Valve
Lubricator.

THERE has
now been
introduced

a Flexekas
valve stem lu-

bricator and air

leak preventer
for valves with
e .\ c e p t ionally

long springs.

It is similar in

principle to the
standard type.

(Mr. Clifford

Pressland,
A. M. I. E. E.,

Hampton • on -

Thames, Sur-
rey.)

A Twist Grip Control.

PIDCOCK'S twist grip air and throttle
control for use with ordinary
Bowden wires is neat, simple, and

easily fitted. As may 'be gathered from

Details of Pidcock's

twist grip control. ^sjj tmpottu contboi.

the right sketch, showing the device dis-

mantled, the grip itself actuates the

throttle, while, the air control wire is

mounted on a separate slip ring movable
by a projecting plug. The other drawing
shows the complete control. (Richard-

son's Garage, Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead,
'

London, N.W.)

A Special Racing Oil Pump.
WHEN travelling at high speeds the

racing motor cyclist often desires

to " flood " his engine with oil.

To enable him to do this, A. C. Davison,

163, Arlington Road, Camden Town,
London, ,N.W., has introduced an oil

pump, fitted with a large container and
a large plunger, built into the tank. The
oil flows into the pump barrel through

Specially designed for racing machines, the

DaviSon oil pump.

the holes shown in the illustration, and a
sudden depression of the plunger forces
this quantity directly into the engine.
The plunger spindle then rises, and the
chamber is thus refilled. These pumps
are fitted to the racing Harley-Davidsoris.

' A2g
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NEXT WEEK'S BIG TRIAL.

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE A.C.U.

SJX DAYS TRIALS, AUGUST 29th TO

SEPTEMBER 3rd,

Key to Eoutes"^
\

Etrst D^ ==-:!

;

Second.

Third

fourth

Fiftli

•••>•«

rtfliBErtp©

START l\mm

(WEDNESDAY) f^.^f^^^ li'^'^S^mL.^ . , . ^ „

L^P-D

^E.C°nb5UK£ (THURSDAY,

The route to be followed on each day's run is clearly indicated. Brooklands is the starting and finishing^
point, and the total distance covered in the road test will be 739^ miles.

NEXT week, commencing on Monday,
the 29th mst., the A.C.U. Six
Days Trials will bi held mainly

over routes in the West Country, but
starting and finishing at Brooklands.

This year, as already indicated in The
Motor Cycle, instead of introducing a
number of freak hills- as an eliminating
agency, the Union has worded the regu-
lations so that, to gain a premier award,
a machine must reach a certain standard
of excellence in each of the folloiving

:

(1.) General reliability. (To be tested
during the road pi rtion of the trial.)

(2.) Hill-climbing. (Also to be tested
on the road. There will be no freak hills,

but any up-grade, however slight, may
be observed.)

Silence and Bralies.

(3.) Silence. (Markings will be made
by " aural observation." Only those
machines, which, in the opinion of the
judges, are objectionEjbly noisy, will be
penalised.)

(4.) Brakes. (Each brake will be tested
separately on the Brooklands test hill.)

(5.) Fuel consumption. (All fuel re-
plenishments during the trial will be
carried out by the Union, and a maximum
rate of consumption is laid down for each
class, varying from 100 m.p.g. (oil, 1800)
for solo light »veights to 45 m.p.g. (oil,

500) for the heavy sidecars.)

(6.) Speed. (A speed test of twenty-
five laps of Brooklands track will take
place ^jn the last day of the trials, the

A30

minimum set speeds varying from 30
m.p.h. to 45 m.p.h.)

(7.) Condition at finish oJ trial—that is,

freedom from any undue signs of wear
and tear.

"SIX DAYS" DETAILS-

DATE

-

Monday, August 29lh, to

Saturday, September 3rd.

START OF ROAD TEST—Brook-
lands, 10 a.m.

FINISH OF ROAD TEST—Brook-
lands, Friday, 2nd prox.,

3.50 p.m.

DISTANCE—739i miles.

BRAKE TEST—Brooklands (Monday,

29th inst.)

SPEED TEST—Brooklands (Saturday,
3rd prox.)

Only five days, from Monday to Friday-
inclusive, will be deyoted to a road test

of the machines, and, as the total mileage
is only 739j, this portion of the trial

cannot be regarded as over-strenuous. On
the other hand, there are tweiity-eight

hills having a maximum gradient in excess

of 1 in 7, and any of these may bS'i
eluded in non-stop sections and obseriS

After the brake test at Brooklands^H"

Monday morning, the competitors (stall

ing at 10 a.m.) proceed via Chip|pjf|

Norton to Bath—a comparatively ewi

run of 138 miles. On Tuesday tfijl

follow a circuitous 155^- mile route

"

Taunton, ascending seven fairly difficiii

hills. Wednesday is spent in an' Qi

and home run from Taunton, includiii

the well-known hills of Porlock, Ljj^tpii

Lynton Station, and Parracombe, 'M
no fewer than ten less famous ascentr)
more than 1 in 7. Bath is reached ag»i

on Thursday night via Yeovil—compaP'
tively an easier route than W'ednesS^
and only totalling 135^ miles. On Friiia

the return journey to Brooklands 5^1

made through Winchester, . Petersfi

and Guildford. '
V'..,

Saturday, as already mentioned, ^
be devoted to the speed test at" Brgm
lands and the final examination.

Composition of the Entry List.

According to the revised entry-I
there are ni-nety-five competitors, ma^
as follows : y\

250 c.c. Solo .. ..

~
8

350 c.c. Solo 16

£00 c.c. Solo 19

750 C.C. Solo 10

1,000 C.C. Solo 1

*600 C.c. Sidecars 11

1,000 c.c. Sidecars 23

1,100 c.c. Cycle Cars 7

'Includes three 292 c.c. sidecars.
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Wednesday afternoon's run of eighty-seven miles includes several moderately steep inclines, but all should be surmounted easily.

POINTS OF INTEREST EN ROUTE AND TIMES OF THE FIRST RIDER.

Ill be' obvious that, from the point

u cw of the buying public, these trials

arof far greater interest than any pre-

\i(ily held by the Union ; and, for the
f of those readers who wish to note
j.erformances of the competitors

the road portion of the test, we
I the following tabulated itinerary

MONDAY.

WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY.

Route.

•ad

ocii
'.'.'.'.'....

MG NORTON

irh

K:r

jury
ham ....'..

rford

Accumu.
latlng

Mileage.

First

Com-
petitor's

/ Time.

Gi
9i

16i
21

J

31

•{73i

91}
lOli
1094
113"

122i
127}

13.^

138

a.m.
10.00
10 10.5

10.20
10.37i
11.00"

11.23J
p.m.
13.33
1.00
1.18

. 1.3U

d. 2

2
3

3

00
62*

23?
46J

3 . 58j
4.28.'.

4.581
5.10

Hills that
may be

Observed.

Ditteridgo

Bath Tramway Company Garages, London
Road.

TUESDAY.

Hills thai
may be

Observeil.

First

Accumu- Com-
lating petitor's

Milerge. Time.

a.m.
S.OO

2 8.7

14i' 8.45

28J 9.33
36 9.49.1

40 10.

U

44 10.10
565 10. 62

J

62} 11.11*

79 {

0.11.58
'lunch)

d. 12.30
p.m.

109 2.00
lie 2.21

122 J 2.40S

1361
143|

3.30
- 3. 62*

UH 4.20J

Weston Lane

Darley Hill

Dandry Hill

Buncombe
Hill

Cothelitona
Hill

PItttord Hill

Axtord Hni

Depot ! Territorial Hall, Taunton.

Route.

Taunton
Wellington . .

.

Wiveliscorabe

Raleighs Cross . . .

.

He.ith Poult Cross
Timberscombe . . .

.

Porlock
Lynmouth

Blackmpor Gate
S. Molton

TIVERTON

Hon] ton
Sidford
Lyme Regis .

.

Morcombelake
Baker's Cross .

,

Axminster (nr.)

Marshwood .

.

Bro.ldwindsor
Chard
Taunton

AccumU'
lating

Mieage.

71
ii;

20}
27
31
371
49"

57
. 703

89*

lOGJ
llSi
132J
13UJ

1.50

155
lOJ.V
178'

First

Com-
petitor's

Time.

a.m.
8.00
8.20
S.40

9.00
9.18
9.201
9.50*

10.30"

10 . .53

11.30*
p.m.

a. 12.33
(lunch)
'. 2.00

2 49',

iASl
4.2
4.16

4 .57

5.J0J
5.39
0.21

Hills that
may be

Observed.

Whiteiield
Roc°(s

Porlock
Lyhmouth,
Lynton Sta-

tion Hill

Parracombs

Ash Mill

Frankhill
Newtes Hill

Station Hill

Baker's Cross
Thistle H!|l

Sector Hill

Stammcry
Hill

GoombeHead

Depot : Territorial I-lall, Taunton.

Lynton Hill, included in Wednesday's run.

immediately after the ascent of Porlock.

Route.

Accumu-
lating

Mileage.

First

Com-
petitor's

Time.

Hills that
may be

Observed.

14J

21i
20J
36
49

58}

??!
92}

107*
116"

123
135*

a.m.
8.0
8.35

9.0

9.16J
9.44

10.23
ri. 10.50
(lunch)

d. 12..30
p.m.
12.45
1.20
2.10
3.57
3.18
3.40
4.20

Wellington Hill ....

Dnnkesived

Monument
Hil!

Axminster : . .

.

Crewberne

YEOVIL

Sherborne
S turmijisteriNewton
Shaftesbury '.

Warminster East KnoyI

Radstock
Bath

Depot : Bath Tramway Co. Garages, Londoa Road.

FRIDAY.

Route.

Bath ....;...
Trmvbridge .

.

F.dingto:i . . .

.

W. Lavington
Maddington .

.

Amesbary . .

.

Castle Hill . .

.

Stockbridge .

.

WINCHESTER

Petersfield . .

.

E. Tisted
Alton
Binsted

Guildford . . .

.

Riptey
Brookiands .

.

Accumu-
First

lating

Mileage.
petitor's

Time.

a.m.
8.0

12 8.3,31

17;- 8.50
23,. 9.8
30 9.29
36^ 9.40
V2' 10.4
be, 10.40

f
fl.11.13

a-l (lunch)

I
d.M.iO

p.m.

84} 1.25*

94 1.68
99 2.11

103 2.23*

120 3.16
126} 3.34*

132} 3.60

Hills that
may b:

Observed.

Wheatham
Priors Dean

Crooksbury
Payle Hill

SATURDAY.
Speed Test at Biooklands.

Marks will be deducted for failure to

reach, and bonus marks awarded for e.x-

ceeding, the following minimum rates of

speed :

250 c.c. Solo machines ... 30 m.p.h.
350 c.c. Solo machines ... 35 m.p.h.
500 c.c. Solo machines ... 40 m.p.h.

750 c.c. Solo machines ... 42 m.p.h.
1,000 c.c. Solo machines ... 45 m.p.h.
600 c.c. Sidecar machines ... 32 m.p.h.

1,000 c.c. Sidecar machines ... 35 m.p.h.

1,100 c.c. Cycle Cars .36 m.p.h.

At the conclusion .of the speed test

competing machines will be subjected to

an examination by the judges.
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Thursday morning's ioumey is from Bath to Cheddar Gorge, a distance of seventy-nine miles, and includes a few moderately steep hills.

Revised and Classified List of Competitors.
95 Entries, comprising 54 Solo and 34 Sidecar Machines, and 7 Cycle Cars (4 Three-wheelers

and 3 Four-wheelers).

Types of Power Units Compared : 18 Single Cylinder Two-strokes, 3 Twin Two-strokes, 35 Single
Four-strokes, 32 V-twin Four-strokes, 3 Flat Twins, 1 Three Cylinder Radial, and 3 Four Cylinders.

There are 42 Single and 13 Multi-cylinder Solo Machines, but Passenger Outfits have 29 Multi
and only 12 Single-cylinder Engines.

CLASS A.—Motor Cyc!es not CKceeding 250 c.c. CLASS E.—Motor Cycles not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

No. and Gear Ratios. Nn. Bore Cubic
Order of

Starting
Rider and Machine. of.

Cyl.

and
Stroke.

Capa-
city.Min. Max.

mm. C.C.

1 A. G. Wall (21 Cedes) 6.6 17 1 67 X 70 247 .

2 J. Lidstone (2J James) 6 13.3 i 66 X 70 239.5
3 C. H. Hanwell (2J Cedes) .

.

6 16 1 67 X 70 247
4 E. Mundey (2J New Hudson) 5 15 1 67 X 70 247

D. G. Merson (2} Ready) .

.

6.4 11.35 1 — 250
e B. Kershaw (2J N. Imperial) G 16 1 64.5 X 76 249
7 D. Prentice (2J N. Imperial) e 16 1 64.5 X 76 249
s L. Horton (2^ New Imperial) 6 16 i 64.6 X 76 249

N9. and
Order of

Starting
Rider and Machine.

Gear Ratios.

Mih. Max.

CLASS B.—Motor Cycles not exceeding 350 c.c

9 J. C. Humphries (2 J Arden). 4.76 19.6 70 X 70 209
10 I.F.Anderson {2A Connaught) 6.5 10.75 73 X 70 293
11 G. F. Mason (2J Connaught). 6.2 14.76 73 X 70 293
12 C. L. Sprosen (2i Connaught) 5.35 15 73 X 70 293
13 P. R. Dowson (2 J Hawker).

.

14 70 X 76 -292

14 L. H. Wells (2;J Hawker) . .

.

5 14 70 X 70 292
15 W. L. Handley (21 O.K. Jun) 6 14 70 X 76 293
16 A. Milner (2i O.K. Junior) 5 14 70 X 76 292
17 J. C. Walker (2J Edmund).

.

5.375 16.25 71 X 88 348
18 Graham-Oates (2J Edmund)

.

6 16 78 X 81 348
19 C. Williams (2f A.J.S.) 6 12 74 X 81 349
20 E. Williams (2J A.J.S.) .... 6 12 74 X 81 349
21 H.R.Davies(2J A.J.S.).... 5 12 74 X 81 349
22 D. Read (23 Ready) 6 13.25 70 X 76 292
23 H. F. Edwards (2} Coulsoa). — — 70 X 90 346
24 G.W.Sheplierd(2£ Beaumont) 5.76 16.65 71 X 88 348

CLASS C—Motor Gy cles not exceeding 500 c.c.

26 R. C. Winn (2J Douglas) . .

.

4.2.5 10.25 2 68 X 68 499
2i; C. VV. Vallings (4i Dunelt) . 4 14 1 85 X 88 499
27 B. Cathrick (4i Dunelt) 4 14 1 85 X 88 499
28 E. Searle (4 Shef.-Hendereon: 6.25 14 1 85 X 88 499
29 L.Padley (4 Shef.-Henderson' 6.25 14 1 86 X 88 499
.TO A. A. Symes (3S Martinsvde) 4.5 14.7 2 60 X 88 490
31 H. H. Nicholson (3), Martin-

syde) 4.5 14.7 « 60 X 88 496
82 G. Strange (3t James) 6.25 .14.8 2 64 X 77 490
33 H. F. Fellowes (4 Coulson-B.; 4.6 12 85 -x 88 499
34 W. L. Danskin (3! Rudge).

.

5.3 12.8 86 X 88 499
35 F. T. Sibley (31 Rudge) . .

.

6.3 12.8 .«6 X 88 499
36 R. B. Ewens (31 Rudge) . .

.

5,3 12.8 85 X^88 499
37 F. A. Longman (3.V Ariel). .

.

4.5 14 86.4 X 85 499
88 L. Newev (U Ariel) 4.5 14 86.4 X 85 499.

39 W. Woodcock (3 J Ariel). . .

.

4.5 14 86.4 X 85 499
40 R. Elliott (3i Rover) 6.5 16 85 X 88 499
41 G. Featherstonhaugh (3.V

Rover) 6.5 10 86 X 38 . 499
42 C. Crosthwaite (3J Duzmo) .

.

6 15 89 X 79 496
43 A. J. Wilkes (8S Rover) . .

.

4.88 15 86 X 88 499

CLASS D.—Motor Cycles not exceeding 750 C.C.

44 J. Ford (7 F.N.)- 4.6 10 4 62 X 82 050
45 H. G. Bell (7 F.N.) 4.6 10 4 53 X 88 748
.46 T. W. Buckle (7 F.N.) 4.0 10 4 62 X 88 748
47 W. Leslie Guy (?.^ Scott) . .

.

4.5 8.S 73 X 63.6 632
48 W. Moore (3J Scott) 4.6 8.21 •:> 73 X 03.6 -532

49 W. F. Scott (35 Scott) 4.6 8.5 9 73 X 63.6 633
60 E. Foster (6-7 Raleigh) 4.88 11.5 2 77 X 75 700
61 A. Rollason (4J Ariel) 4.43 13.7 1 92 xlOO 66S
62 T. Peck (41 Ariel) 4.43 13.7 063
63 H. R. Harveyson (4 Harley-

5 13.87 2 09.82x70.2 581.01

55
66
57
68
59
CO
61
63
63
64
66

66
67
68
69

70
71
73
73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80
81
83
83
84
86
86
87

90
91

03
93
94
06

J. S. Holroyd (7-9 British
Radial)

CLASS F.—Sidecars not exceeding

P. Cunningham (35 P. & M.)
R. Lewis (3.1 P. & M.).
G. M. Townsend {3J P. & M.)
N. Hall (2.1 O.K. J'unior) ..

F. C. North (2.i O.K. Jun.)
W. E. Baylis (4 >,'ew Hudson)
B. Bourke (4 New Hudson)

.

J. H. Watson (4 Triumph).
P. Pehrson (4.'. Dunelt) ...

L. Peatv (2; Hawker)
G. W. Ravenhall (31 Rover)

CLASS G.—Sidecars not exceeding

Bore
and

Stroke.

6.63 18.85
5.63 18.85
6.36 18.58
6.5 21

6.5 21
5.35 9.2

6.25 9.2

6.38 14.88
4.5 16
6.26 21
6 IS

75

C.C.

82.6 X 88.9] 408
3.5 X 88.9
83.5 X 88.S

70 X 70
70 -X 70

XlOO
86 XlOO 4 S6G

X 07 580

499
292

499
70
85

1,000 C.C.

J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde)
E. H. Giliford .(0 Martinsyde)
W. H. Bashall (6 Martinsyde)
F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless)
T. J. Ross (7 Matchless)
F. O'Brien (7 Matchless)
A. L. Cranch (5-6 Rover) . . .

N. Clavton Russell (4 Norton)
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless) .

.

W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Brough
Superior)

F. J. Watson (6 Ariel)

R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea) .

.

G. E. Stobart (7 James)
G. S. Arter (7 James)
H. Boynton (7 James)
W. E. Singer (7-9 Rudge) . .

.

F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.)
O. Wade (7 A.J.S.)
Re.x G. Mundv (7 AJ.S.) . .

.

M. C. Breese (0 B.S.A.)
P. W. White (8 Sunbeam) .

.

T. F. BlumBeld (6 Ariel)....
R. Croucher (8 Matchless) .

.

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.13

5.13
6.13

6.5

5
6.13

3.36

4.7
6

6.35
6.35

5.35
6.3

6

4.
5
5.5

4.6
4.7

5.12

17.5

17.5

17.6
16.86
15..SC

15.86
16
14.9
15.86

10
14.58
13.9
17.74
17.74
17.74
12.8

10
16
10
10.7
12.0
14.58
15.86

70 X 88
70 X 88
70 X 88
83 X 04
82 X-94
K2 X 94
70 X 88
82 Xl20
82 X 94

90 X '77.5

73 X 95
85.5 X 85 1

73 X 89.5

73 X 89.5

73 X 89.5
85 X 88
74 X 93

74 X 93
74 X 93
70 X 85
85 X 85
73 X 95
82 X 94

CLASS H.—Cycle Cars not exceeding

N. Chereau (8-a BWriot
Whippet)

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)

.

F. Boddington (10 Morgau).
S. HalJ (10 Morgan)
A. Eraser Nash (8.7 G.N.)
F. Watson (8.7 G.N.)
F. S. Spouse (8 T.B.)

1,100 C.C.

4.02 12.31 - 2

4 12 2

i 12 2

4.5 • 11 2

4 12 3

4 12 2

5 10 2

85 X 88
85- X 85
82 X 103
82 X 103

84 X 98
84 X 98
85. 5x 86

c;s

678

678
993

993

633

993

986

798

976

749

749

749

998

800
800

81W
770
996

798

993

983

1090

1090
1086

1086
980

Gear Ratios.
The details of maximum and minimum gear ratios are ver;

interesting. It will be noted that only the three Scott:

are relying on low gear ratios of leas than double figures

while the highest high gear is 3.25 to 1 on W. A. Fell

Smith's Brough Superior sidecar.

A32
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Watersplashes— The iiiclusion of freak watersplashes
Af Home and in one or two recent English reliability

Abroad. trials has giveH- rise to considerable

animadversion on the part of both the

luckless competitors and the Press. It is argued, and

rightly so, that it is most unfair to rob a good machine

of the usually hardly earned distinction of a gold

medal on account of a failure to navigate a stream

that no normally-minded private owner motor cyclist

ivould think of crossing under power. Yet the deepest

splash deserves a word or two in its defence, apart from

Its " entertaining " possibilities and its helpful influ-

;;nce on the cIiiJd treasury in the matter of reducing the

gold" is.sue; it reproduces a road condition that

sometimes cannot be avoided by our friends overseas,

and it proves, or disproves, the airy claims of our

nagneto manufacturers for complete waterproofing.

On this, and on the following page, are two pictures

aken by a Cape Town reader, Mr. N. H. M. Fer-

guson, when on tour recently; and, although the

Irifts shown are not quite so deep as the one included

n a recent Noidi Wales trial, it would have beeii. all

the same if they had ! They had to be crossed,

simply because there was no other way. Therefore,

if the Welsh trial was successful in discovering even

one make of " leaky " magneto, it will, perhaps, have

served a very good turn to any South African motor

cyclists who, on 1922 British machines, may essay a

repetition of Mr. Ferguson'i5 tour.

Provided that it is not in a non-stop section, an

occasional deep w-atersplash in English reliability trials

is quite in order from the point of view of the overseas

motor cyclist. And, if w'e wish to make the sale of our

products world wide, we must study the overseas point

of view.
* * W

The Paradox Ix is apparent that some of our o^er-

of British seas readers regard the British manu-
" Service." fact.urer either as a fool or a knave,

or both, whose interest in liis customer

ceases when- tlie customer's cheque is cashed, and who
makes motor cycles to be sold and not to be used.

Some even go so far as to say that the British manu-
facturer does not make spaies for his machines!

. .

• WHERE STREAMS MUST BE FORDED.

'

_

'
_
_

Encountered when touring in the ordinary way by a Capetown reader; such a drift as this in South Africa can seldom be avoided by

some short switch route as is the case with-99 % of English watersplashes.
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Overseas Section.—
Perhaps, by his lack of enterprise in the matter of

spares service abroad, the manufacturer himself is to

blame ; but, in view of th* number of letters of appre-

ciation that reach us daily, but which considerations

of space prevent us from publishing (it would be easy

to fill our correspondence pages weekly with such
unsolicitated testimonials alone), we feel that a word
or two in his defence is justified. These letters

—

although admittedly the majority come from tlie

home country, appreciations by overseas readers are

not unknown—describe in some cases most remarkably

ger.f.rous treatment, replacing an engine on account of

a defective washer being more than once recorded ; and,

additionally, they illustrate the exceptional prompti-

tude of the spares departments of our leading factories.

Obviously, therefore, it is not the manufacturer who
is to blame for neglected overseas customers ; it is

circumstances, i.e., distance between buyer and seller,

plus the system on which he sells his goods, i.e., the

lack of system in his spares service outside his own
country.'

It is a great pity that this, should be so, for thus

the British manufacturer gains a quite ' undeservedly

bad reputation in countries w^here he mfght easily'

double his sales.

Running alongside the
'

skeleton " railway bridge in the background will be seen the pedestrians' official path across this South African

stream—a giddy affair of three ropes, and obviously unsuited for motor cyclists

!

A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

Cut-outs in South Africa.

Feeling oia the silence question in South Africa is exempli-
fied by the following letter from Me, L. E. H. Hamerton,
honorary secretary of the Jlotbr Cycle Union of S.A-. :

" The motor car to-day is practically silent ; and, whilst
it ifi not e.xpected that the motor cycle, with its limitation's

as to size, will ever attain the same degree of noiselessness as

its bigger Jarother, much could be done in this direction if

only manufacturers would give the matter their earnest
attention.

" Of late years many manufacturers, realising that noise
does not necessarily mean efficiency, have ceased to fit cut-

outs to their machines, and it is earnestly to be hoped that
th« few, firms Who still fit this attachment; may be prevailed
upon to discontinue doing so.

"The use of the cut-put and the noisy running of some
engines does much to discourage motor cycling amongst the
general public, and ray council feel that anything which can
be done to allow the feeling of, irritation which at present
undoubtedly e.xists in the minds of the non-motoring public
here, caused by the cut-outs and noisy engines, should receive
the hearty support of all who have the welfare of motor
cycling at heart.

"The subject of noisy motor cycles has been receiving
considerable attention in the South African press; and,
unless manufacturers do what they can to remove' cause for

complaint, repressive legislation is almost certain to follow
in the near future." ,

[For several years the cut-out has been an illegal fitment on
motor cycles used in the United Kmgdom.

—

Ed.]

Value for Money in the Philippines.

Trade conditions for the British machine in the Philippines
are more than ordinarily difficult, according to Mr. G. H.
GoLDrNG, who writes as follows

;

" I am in the same position as most Britishers here are,
as regards backing up the Home Country's products. Much
as I would prefer to use an English make of motor cycle, I
am forced, if I wish to bring this form of sport within the
purchasing powers of my pocket, to support an opposition by
getting what is without the least doubt, relatively speaking,Ba-

the better value for money. Here, of course, the British

manufacturer is faced with the 33% tax on all his machines
that enter the country, which, combined w-ith the greater

iijitial " cost of production, in addition to the high rate 0!

freights, etc'., now ruling, renders competition more than
ordinarily difficult.

"In "Manila, I believe I am correct in saying that we are

represented by one machine only. Fortunately, this is the

best (in my humble opinion) that exists—the Sunbeam.
Although only the 3; h.p. model, and a. sidecar machine at

that, it more than favourably compares with the 7-9 h.p.

outfits that supply the needs of the U.S. Army.
" An Indian -Scout (electrically equipped) costs P. 1,100, a

peso being exa<:tly the half value of the American dollar. I

believe in Englaiid the same rriodel is £143, w'hich, even
despite the tax, competes with a Very fair rneasure of success

with equally non-taxed and equally priced brothers of the

United Kingdom. '-

British Lightweights 'Wanted in Australia.

Writing from New South Wales, Australia, " J.H.H."
pleads for a greater variety of British lightweights on -his

market

:

-

"It has occurred to me that British manufacturers of light-

weight motor cycles, embodying 2| h.p. Blackburne or J.A.P.

engines, would be doing a great service to the community of

this and similar places if they exported more ol their machines
for colonial use.

"It must not be imagined that nothing less than a fau'l.V

heavy ' 3i ' is sufficient for our needs out hei-e, as such is

not the case.
" A man who requires a lightweight four-stroke has little

choice other than a New Imperial and a Douglas, and as ther

present price of Douglas is in the region of £160, there are,

many prospective buyers who are not in the position to payi

such an amount. The consequence is that they must choose'

between the New Imperial arid several of the well-known
1

. two-strokes such as the Clyno, New Hudson, AUdays, Allon,

and Royal Enfield. Admirable as all these machines are,

there are still people who long for more 2| h.p. four-stroke

lightweights."
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P. and M.'s wUh Four Speeds in 1922. A Road Test of an A.CD. Six Days
Model 3i h.p. P. and M. Sidecar.

FOR the first time on record the P. and M. team
for the A.C.U. Six Days Trials is this year to

consist of three sidecar outfits.

This innovation is rendered practicable by the intro-

luction of a new four-speed gear, which is to make
Is debut in the classic event, and the four-speed

nodels will be placed on the market very shortly.

The idea of the makers is to offer a sidecar machine
vhich will realise the condition of being a " go-any-

vhere " mount in the same sense as the two-speed

iiodel has fulfilled that condition for solo purposes,

'he P. and M. has in the past

:ijoyed a very e.xceUent reputa-

on as a sidecar machine, its

ard pulling, strength, and re-

ability rendering it unique

nong low-powered mounts in

lis respect ; but, good as the

eo-speeder has been, even its

ost conservative devotees will

ithusiastically welcome the

Idition. The method of intro-

icing the new machine to the

-iblic by straightway entering

in the most strenuous trial

the year is one which makes
sporting appeal, for only

lose who have driven in these

lents realise how searching a

St they are for heavy outfits

comparatively low power;
bt evidently the makers are

Invinced that the additional

Icomplication " does not
Btract from their original high |

3ard of reliability set up '•

the P. and M. machines,
bile, of course, their sphere

usefulness is considerably
i:reased.

Roughly, the principle is

I' s ; Two speeds are given by

Four speeds are obtained on the P. and M. by

means of a combination of the normal double chain

selective clutch gear and a two-speed dog clutch

gear box ; the normal ^yv^ P. and M. gear lever

operates all four speeds, and there is no separate

clutch control.

the selective clutch gear, as in the original model,
and the two additional speeds are obtained by driving

through the dog clutch gear box instead of directly.

Each ge^r engages in exactly the same method as

hitlierto—that is, by engagement of the selective

clutches, so that it would be possible, if so desired,
to pick up from a standstill on any one of the four
gears by the engine slowly taking up the load through
the familiar expanding ring. While the lever is

passing through its motion from one position to
another, the dog clutches are engaged or disengaged

automatically by the crosswise

action—that is, this part of the

gear change looks after itself

as the lever passes through the

neutral position.

The gear lever has two move-
ments, backwards and forwards
and inwards and outwards. In

passing from first gear to

second, the lever is pressed-
straight forward ; in passing

from second to third, it comes
back, but must be pressed
over to the left at the same
time; similarly^ top gear is

obtained by pushing the lever

straight f or w a r cTonce more.
The backward and forward
movement operates the selec-

tive clutch gear; the right and
left movement operates the dog
clutches. Thus, if the gear
lever were in second gear

position, and it was knocked
straight over to the left by a

sharp tap of the hand, top

gear would be engaged; but in

this case it would be necessary

to- lift the exhaust valve, as

the change would be effected

simply by slamming in the dog
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A Four-speed Single-

clutch. Having become used to the change,

however, all sorts of unique liberties can be

taken "without risk of damage. Though the

action is that of a gate change, no gate is

included, as it is unnecessary.

The astute will have gathered that the engine

can be started with the kick starter either

through the high or low chain ratios, accordingly

.as the gear lever is in the forward or backward
neutral position.

On the Road.
Once having grasped the idea of manipulating

the -lever, nothing could be simpler than this

„ __aii^- _

Ample opportunity of judging the advantages

of the P. and M. four-speed gear was afforded

during a run over the Sussex downs, which

finished with slopping and re-starting tests on a

short steep hill in Arundel. The illustrations

depict scenes in this historic town.

Now it is simply necessary to engage the thiro

gear immediately the speed begins to flag per

ceptibly on a hill, and the engine assumes ;

lively beat, which will carry it over most mail

road hills. This (the third speed) is a ver

useful gear, but the second appears les:

useful. It seems, indeed, that the hill thi

engine will not take on the third gear i

likely to prove a little too steep for the second

The second gear is, however, useful for ;

long, steep hill, which is, nevertheless, no

sufficiently of a freak nature to demand ai

18 to I ratio. It is more useful in changini

up than it is in changing down, for it enable

some speed tO' be attained before changin

up on to the higher ratios.

change, which consists of an

ordinary gate action minus the

complication of an additional clutch

control.

Our trial of the machine lay over

the unbeaten tracks of the Sussex
downs, and, though of compara-
tively short duration, it was sufficient

to convince anyone being familiar

with the make that not only do the

two additional gears add^ enormously
to the speed and comfort of the
outfit, but also that they render it

far more pleasurable and less fati-

guing to ride. In the past there
has been a tendency to juggle with
the controls in order to hang on to
" top, "^ owing to the big step down.

b4

No great changes in the general layout of the P. and M. machine

despite the fitting of the four-speed transmission. These machines will

sidecars in next week's Six Days Trials of the Auto Cycle UnJan.

are observable,

be used with
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious.

231

jDetichable Electric Connections.

THOSE who go in for much alternate
sidecar and solo work with the one

I electrically equipped motor cycle find

[khat considerable time is wasted in break-
'ing and re-making the sidecar lamp and,
possibly, the battery connections. This
idea of making use of push-on spring

Showing how pusk-on studs, normally
used for sidecar aprons, etc., may be used
as electrical connections.

tuds of the " cloth-to-wood " variety
iuch as are normally used for sidecai'

jn-ons, etc.) therefore merits considera-
on. The studs are simply screwed into
le sidecar body, the wires being fitted

i shown. Some leakage of current may
3 expected in wet weather, however.

—

aiss) R.L.

An Electric Thief Alarm.
"OR those who must often leave their

machines unattended in city streets,

this suggestion of a thiefproof alarm
s much to commend it. It consists

a " concealed " switch for the electric

. HAIIDIEBAR dMP

BRASS STRIP

poirrr of
COriTACT

SWITCH.

BATTERY^

ELECTRIC
HORn

Diagram of a neat handle-bar thief alarm

for electrically equipped machines.

h-n fitted to the handle-bar grip in such -

inanner that, immediately the handle is

gpped, the horn is set in action. Of
cirse, there is a main switch for putting
ti device out of action when the machine
iin use by the owner.—A.J.K.

Air Leak Preventers.

AS soon as the inlet valve stem begins
to wear, an engine loses a certain
amount of efficiency through air

leaks ; a properly constructed air leak
preventer, besides sealing the leak, mini-
mises wear by retaining a lubricating

Sturmey-Archer clutch spring boxes make
quite efficient valve air-leak preventers.

medium, such as graphite, on the valve
stem. In this case a Sturmey gear box
clutch spring box has been utilised to
hold a felt washer against the valve stem,
as shown in the sketch.—G.V.N.

Conversion to M O.I.V.

DETAILS of a conversion from auto-
matic inlet valves to mechanically-
operated overhead inlet valves are

shown on the accompanying drawing.

An ingenious conversion from automatic to

mechanically operated valve gear.

Beyond the. fact that the overhead rocker

is set at a slight angle across the frame,
the sketch is practically self-explanatory.

The existing inlet gear is only slightly

modified, and the existing exhaust cam
now operates both valves. This idea in

its general application might well be
adapted to several types of old automatic
inlet valve engines in good condition.

—

A.H.

An Emergency Drip Feed
Glass.

DRIP feed glasses are more easily

broken than replaced. A satisfac-

tory substitute is an old glass bottls

cut off at the end. The cutting process

is not difficult if a deep file cut be made
where one wishes the glass to break.

How to improvise a sight feed glass from

an old bottle is described in the accom-

panying paragraph.

Then run a red-hot iron all round, when
a sharp tap will cause the end to fall

away. This done, a rubber band stuck

around the bottom forms a good rim
grip. When set, it may be secured in

position by means of the usual locking

nut.—G.H.H.

An Easy Starting Tip.

STARTING is facilitated in the case of

engines that have inclined or hori-

zontal plugs by the use of the type

of plug that has the central electrode bent

over, provided that the plug is inserted

in the cylinder in a certain position.

This position is with the central^ elec-

trode pointing upwards (as shown in the

sketch), and it may be ensured by pre-

viously marking the body of the plug.

It is claimed that with this type of plug

this setting gives improved starting.

The reason is that with this type of plug
used in the position shown, oil or

moisture cannot accumulate at the gap
in the same manner that it can with
other varieties, or with this pattern,

should it be fitted with the central elec-

trode turned down.—E.S.

B7
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NEXT YEAR'S T.T.

Imporlant Decision by the Auto Cycle Union.

A Thirly Mile Course in Belgium decided upon.

THE Tourist Trophy races are to be held in

Belgium during June, 1922. This important

decision was reached by the Competitions Com-
mittee of the A.C.U. on the 15th inst. It will be

recalled diat there has been much discussion- in the

past with regard to the most suitable course for the

classic event.: England is, Unfortunately, ruled out,

since a special Act of Parliament would be required

to sanction the race, and it is most improbable that

such an Act could be carried through. Ireland has

been suggested, but the state of the country is not

encouraging at the present moment. Thus, the choice

is limited to the Isle of Man or a Continental country.

The former place has always been selected in the

JDast, and the Manx course has been looked upon as

an hiseparable part of the Tourist Trophy races.

Nevertheless, there are several reasons why a change
has been considered. It has been stated that modern
machines are too fast for the course, but there is no
unanimity on this point. In addition, the event has not

received the wholehearted support of all the Island

inhabitants.

Therefore, it comes as no very great surprise to find

that the invitation of the Federation Motocycliste

Beige has been unanimously accepted by the A.C.U.

Details of the Ne'w Course,
The new course is about 50, km. (31^4^ miles) "in

length, and was recently inspected by the Secretary

of the A.C.U. It starts just outside - Spa, where
the grandstand will be erected, and climbs the long

5 km. {2,^4, miles) hill referred to in our report of

the Belgian Grand Prix as " one of the longest and
straightest hills we have ever seen." It touches the

course utilised on the 9th inst. near Malmedy, and,

climbing all the time, turns a corner and finally reaches

the summit, Baraque . Michel (formerly in GeiTnany),

over 2,000ft. above sea level, a higher altitude than

the summit of the road over Snaefell. It then passes

Jalhay, and, steadily descending, with two hairpins

near Hoigne, reaches Spa again. The country is

undulating and wooded, extremely beautikil, and has

wide, broad roads as smooth as wood-paving. The
summit at the Baraque Michel is open moorland
country.

The new course may be described as fast and safe,

and there will be many opportunities for rapid accelera-

tion. So far as the conditions of the race are con-

cerned, these will be exactly the same as this year.

There is a Senior race for motor cycles with engines

^lot exceeding 500 c.c, a Junior race for motor cycles

with engines not exceeding 350 c.c, and a special

class for 250 c.c. engines. This latter class, inaugurated

for the special encbur.a.gement of lightweight motor
cycles by The Motor Cycle, which journal has always

offered a special trophy, will be given more prominence

b8

than has liitherto been the case. The organisation will

remain entirely in the hands of the A.C.U. of Great

Britain, though doubtless the hearty co-operation of

the officials of the F.M.B. will be utilised. The muni-

cipal authorities at Spa and the Belgian Government

are lending their assistance, and we understand thati

1,000 troops to patrol the course are to be placed

at the disposal of the A.C.U.
Special facilities have already been secured, includ-K

ing favourable assurances as regards railway anij

steamship services by the G.E.R., concessions ini

respect of Customs, and special fixed tariffs to be

charged by the hotel keepers in the Spa neighbourhood.

Interview with the A.C.U. Secretary.
As may be imagined, we found Mr. Loughborough,

who has lately returned from the Continent, to be

extremely enthusiastic regarding the running of the

T.T. in Belgium. In answer to our question, "Who
is responsible for the iflea? " he replied :

" I really cannot tell you. The matter was discussed

at some length by the Management Committee and the

decision was a matter of general agreement."
" Why do you not run the race in the Isle of Man

again?" we ventured.

"In the first place, the course is not suitable for

500 c.c. machines, as was clearly evidenced by the

fact that this year a Junior machine w-en the Senior

race. Secondly, it is not putting it too bluntly to

say that we were somewhat bled by the Manxmen.
We were not our own masters, while you know as well

as I do the difficulty of transport and_ absence of any

concessions by the I.O.M. Steam Packet Co. Thirdly,

and lastly, there is to be a Car T.T. this year, and

this would have meant either holding the race early

in May or not until September, while if the latter date

had been chosen the roads would have been badly

cut up by the racing cars."

"Why did you choose Belgium? " we queried.
" Simply because we were ' looking for the mosi

central spot in Euro'pe within easy reach of all

countries interested in^ motor cycle racing. Spa is

easy of access from Holland,- France, and Switzerland,

and is more comfortably reached from England thar

the Isle of Man. I would like you to say," stated Mr.

Loughborough, " that almost all the members of the

trade to whom I have spoken about the idea are dis

tinctly in favour of it. I think it highly desirable thai

our motor cycle trade with the Continent should bf

encouraged, and I am sure there is an enormous field

the resources of which have as yet hardly beei

touched." !

* * *

Some important opinions upon the decision of

the A.C.U. to hold next year's *r.T. in Belgium
will be found on another page of this issue.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

rOR THE BOY STILL AT SCHOOL.
Sir,—With reference to the letter received by you from

'Public School Boy," I should like to point out that my
liib caters especially for the boy still at school. He pays
10 entrance fee and only half subscription. As many events
s possible are run during the holidays. During the present
oUday we have a handicap race at Brooklands (August
7th), a night trial (September 3rd), and a social Sunday
uu (September 11th). H. R. BROWNING,

Hon. Sec, Public Schools M.C.C.

NDERSIZE TUBES FOR OVERSIZE TYRES.
Sir,—I burst an inner tube on my new sidecar when
ding without anything going wrong with the outer cover,

id on examination I found the size of the tube to be too

iiall. A 700x80 mm. size, the tube measures on the fiat

irely 3in. , and other tubes of the same make and mark
easure 3|in. I have taken the matter up with the makers,
id find they have reduced the size of the tubes, and only

ith difficulty have I been able to get tubes of the proper
:e for 700x80 mm. tyres.

I have tried one of these standard tubes by inflating it

thout expanding it, and it measures Sin. across, but an
mm. tyre is over 3in. on the outside. This shows a

jat expansion on the tube, and it is no wonder that they
1st. COMMONSENSE.
Barry.

IGALITY OF "DUST MULCHING."
iir,—Our good friend, " Ixion," in his " Occasional Com-
ints" recently refers to the cyclotracteur race from Putney
I I to Wisley Hut, and says that, as the device cannot
feed 20 m.p.h., the " I'ace " was perfectly safe and legal.

1 hink he must have forgotten the Highway Act of 1835,

\ ich prescribes that it is an offence for any person to play
t tball or any other game on any part of the highway to

t annoyance of any passenger or pas-sengers. With the

ii?hines themselves, the escorting fleet of motor cars, and
er attendants and circumstances, it would not likely

,
be

il cult to prove the annoyance.
is also an offence under the same Act to lay any timber,

le, lime, soil, ashes, rubbish, or other matter or thing

'Mtsoever upon any highway to the injury, interruption, or

p'ional danger of any person travelling thereon, and it is

lia time the institutions which look after our interests took

;eedings under the Act against persons, whoever they
• be, who lay thick carpets of dust and other such

1 ructions on our roads, DOUGLAS LEECHMAN.

r,3 LAW AND THE LONG EXHAUST PIPE.
r,—With reference to the letter from " Fed Up," in your

is«2 of the 11th inst., if the writer is so foolish as to sell hie

JJii.p. Norton on account of it being fitted with a straight

exjiust pipe and fishtail muffler, that is his own affair. He
IBJ not be aware, however, that there are hundreds of

Nf.ons and Sunbeams on the road fitted with this type .of

ftXiUst, the owners of which have never been interfered with
bylhe police. " Fed Up " apparently had the misfortune to

en'iUnter an extra ofiicious constable; but that is no reason
wh he should condemn his machine. Even riders of

stdJard Triumphs have been pi-osecuted before now on
;iciant of the exhaust arrangements of their mounts. .

. a matter of fact, it was recently reported in your paper
till a summons against a Norton owner was dismissed, as

the Court held the view that the large diameter long exhaust

pipe and fishtail muffler in question constituted a silencer.

Anyhow, it is not a very difficult matter to fit an expansion

chamber of the usual type to a Norton, and " Fed Up " could

get this done at any good garage.
As regards the letter from the gentleman who calls himself

" The Owl," perhaps the writer would be so good as to inform

us how he would propose to get the same degree of silence

from a single-cylinder air-cooled unenclosed engine running
at a high number of revolutions as from a six-cylinder water-

cooled engine which is boxed up in a bonnet, and which is

turning over at a fairly moderate speed?^
A. ARNOLD.

DERBYSHIRE AS A TOURING GROUND.
Sir,—^I was pleased to notice ilr. A. R. Innes-Smith'e

appreciation of Derbyshire scenery in a recent issue of mir
paper, and I should like to extend to all motor cyclists a

hearty invitation to visit the county.
I have toured Wales on a push cycle and on foot, and the

Lake District also on foot ; but I always feel that I have a
long way to go to beat my own county.
To my mind, the secluded beauty of Dovedale, the maseive

grandeur of Jlonsal Head (of Kuskin fame), and such places

as Hathersage and Hope are ideal. When travelling, I avoid
main roads, since I find the surfaces of the byroads are

excellent. I find, however, many severe gradients, long
climbs, and freak liills ; but I have yet to find the hill that
my Si h.p. Ariel sidecar will not surmount. Prospective
visitors need not, therefore, be afraid of the hills. There is,

as your contributor says, usually a choice of a rueh up a
veritable house side, or of a long .strenuous second gear climb.
The county abounds with hotels and country inns, at which

one can usually find accommodation. Signposting, however,
is not of the best. CH 1588.
Derby.

PUNCTURES NOT A ONE MAN TASK.
Although fitted with 28 X 3in. tyres, the Indian, which belongs

to Mr. J. J. Shaw, of Sheffield, looks decidedly under tyred in
comparison with the mammoth 1 ,500 X 300 mm. Palmer cord on
an aeroplane wheel.

BII
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WHICH IS THE MOST SILENT MACHINE?
Sir,—I thoroughly endorse "The Owl's" views on silence.

In my opinionj the value of a mount is much enhanced by
its (comparative) silence. Iily experience o£ silent machines

is mostly confined to towns. I consider the Zenith easily

the quietest, with its long wide bore exhaust pipe, and its

beautifully mellow note. Surely the note of an exhaust is

almost as important as the volume of its sound. I place

the 3i h.p. Sunbeam next. When going slowly the engine

seems to be pumping from a deep well, from its sound. Four-

cylinder machines are, of course, very silent. I have not

noticed the new Humbel-, which has a great reputation for

quietness. I may add that- Zeniths are extremely popular

here, as is also The Motor Cycle—only more so !

Cambridge. M.E.L.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent " The Owl,", who asks

which is the most silent machine, I should say, in my humble
opinion, that the P. and M. fitted with a 1919 pattern

silencer would take some beating.

The P. and M. has no gear box to make any -noise what-
ever, and as the chains are enclosed and oilffli automatically

from the engine these give out a minimum of sound.

A friend of mine who has owned two Triumphs, two
Nortons, a Sunbeam, and a Bat-Jap, came a spin with me
on my P. and M. sidecar some little time since, and^he
declared that the P. and M. was the most silent and the

most " perfected motor cycle " he had ever ridden. He now
owns a new P. and 51. himself.

I have no interest with Messrs. Phelon and Moore, other

than being a very satisfied owner. P. AND M.
Wolverhampton.

STRIKING MODERNISATION.
Sir,—:Accompanying are illuotrations of an old-fashioned

machine that came into my possession in 1915, which I have
since entirely redesigned and endeavoured, as nearly as pos-

sible, to bring up to date.

As can be seen, it was a single-cylinder 2J h.p. Kerry,
with battery and coil enclosed in. the forepart of the square

tank.

I first of all scrajjped the tank, and, having sawn off the

saddle-pillar lug from the fraiiie_, bent the top tube down

The,
ar-

'

on i

rear

and
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could claim to be a portion of the machine and not a cKpped-

on accessory. ,
-

'

I first of all bridged two tubes with a 12 gauge strip of

steel, and then forked the, lower ends to clip on the rear wheel

spindle. To this bridge I attached half of the rear mudguard,

and secured the rear stays. to the fork ends. I then bridged

^two more tubes in the same way, these being made to slide

in the former, and, having slipped a coil spring on each side

before inserting the sliding tubes, I had the foundation of the

carrier, which, pivoting on a special pivot mounted to the

saddle clip, moves
up and down on the

sprung tubes with-

out any sign of

side play. ~

whole is so

ranged that
loosening the

spindle nuts
slightly expanding

the carrier forks,

to disengage two

washers specially

designed to lock

the fork to the

spindle, the entire

unit can be raised

right over th(

tank, bringing u[

the rear half of the mudguard with it, thus giving access

to the rear tyre. Tlie saddle I hung from two lugs on tht

carrfer, as shown. .

Having completed the frame, the next problem was tittnif

the Rex engine. I had some difficulty in findnig a place

for the magneto without further structural alterations to thi

frame or engine. However, I conceived the idea of placiii-

it in the unconventional position shown in the illustration

and running it from a countershaft mounted through the oU

pedallint' gear bearings, the drive from the engine jus

centrino-" there to a nicety, the only drawback being lack o

adjustment for the primary chain, which, however, has giyei

no trouble up to -the present. At the time of writing, tin

machine has no gear or clutch, being purely a sporting mount

The engine is 5 h.p., with direct dnv.

by leather belt. The whole machine a

it stands weighs only 198 lb.

A. U. WRIGHT

Details of the spring carrier fitted to

Mr. A. M. Wright's 5 h.p. Meteor, late

2i- h.p. Kerry.

Remarkable modernisation : (left) before and (right) after Mr. A. M. Wright's re-building

of a 2j h.p. Kerry, which he describes in the accompanying letter.

until it suited the angle of the new lug I obtained (in order
to lower the riding position to conventional proportions), and,
having unbra'zed the rear forks, I shortened and reset them
to suit. '

I next obtained a tank of the straight cylindrical variety,
the rear end of which I sliced oft', and having cut certain
of the metal away along the top, lapped and resweated it

together, making it-to fit my redesigned frame.

The first problem- was to stop the side play of the front
wheel, which, being mounted on the old rocker system,
persistently wore the rubBer from the tyre walls by rubbing
the forks just below the fork crown.

This was successfully checked by fitting extra forks (shown
in illustration), which move up and down with the wheel,

'

but_ are prevented from moving in any other direction by
sliding inside a short tubular guide, pivoted between two
plates securely bolted to the crown clip with the existing
bolts. The spring was suited to take the extra weight of the
twin engine the reconstructed machine was to carry.

I next turned my attention to the rear portion of the
machine, being determined to design a sprung carrier which

DEFENDING THE HINGED FORK.

Sir,—With reference to that portioi

of the letter signed " Warum," in you

issue of August 11th, relating to th

design of front forks, your corrt

spondent asks for a defence of the tv])

fitted to the Beardmore-Preeision, Lt

cause the fork is hinged at the crowi

We would ask him to note that wlic

a fork is so constructed there is onl

Dne journal bearing, and that structui

ally the bicycle is as rigid as thoug
it were unsprung, and that the beaiin

is of such proportions as to resist wear.
There appears to be a misapprehension in the minds ^

many motor cyclists as to the functions of springs on vehicli

The object of the spring should be to damp out roa

vibration at the point of contact of the wheel with th

ground. If it were possible to do this without any joints ?

all, as in a four-wheel vehicle, it would be an advantage
but, failing this possibility, the designers should endeavoi
to reduce the number of joints to a minimum.

Successful springing is accomplished by as nearly as possiU

keeping the unsprung weight to the wheel itself, and can onl

be obtained when the spring has sufficient amplitude to gi^

a slow action and a correspondingly slow reaction. Springin

devices in which short spiral springs are used, whether i

conjunction with links or a rocking motion, are open I

objection because of the quickness of the action and reaclif

which prevents the road shocks being wiped out.
In racing machines, whatever the type of springing adoptei

the general practice is to use such strong springs and join

as to bring the machine' to an ajiproximately rigid type.

FRANK E. BAKER, Director,
"

For F. E. Baker, Ltu.
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WINEAS OR POUNDS?
Sir,—The attitude of motor cycle manufacturere on this

natter reminds one of King Charks II. 's questions to his

^bui-t Physician :

"Pray, sir, can you tell me
why aU physicians take

A guinea for their fee.

When we no guineas make ?

"

nd of the doctor's reply :

" The answer, sire, is plain,

They're loyal and unwilling
That a Sovereign e'er again
Should be left without a shilling 1

"

-as was often the case with the Merry Monarch during his

cile in the Commonwealth period. ilEDICUS.
Brackley.

HERE ARE THE SPRING FRAMES?
Su',—The letters on the above subject from "Old Timer"
id other correspondents are very interesting, as are the

-marks on motor cycle comfort, or ratherJhe lack of it, from
lur able contributor " Ixion."
Having owned machines of many different makes, I have
me to the conclusion that the riding position has fully as

uch effect on comfort as have springs.

At one time I owned simultaneously two British sidecar

jitflts, and although the equipment of both was practically

ientical (as far as provision for comfort went), yet the riding

isition of outfit " A " was so infinitely better than that of

.8" (a machine of very famous make) that I could ride a

. iig journey on the former without the least discomfort, when
,
similar distance on the latter would leave me tired out, with

.ijscles stiff and aching.

The more machines I ride, tlie more am I convinced that if

anufacturers would pay more attention to this question of

'iding position" we should hear far fewer complaints on the
<1 scores of bad roads and discomfort.

J. T. SHILLITO.

Sir,—Since writing to T7ie Motor Cycle asking for your
Jiders' opinions of spring frames I have purchased a P.V.,
ith Blackburne engine.
The rear springing is most luxurious, and is a revelation
iei riding a rigid frame. Its appearance is pleasing—in

-ft, a second look is nece.=«ary to see that it is a spring frame.

•Tsre is an absence of shackles and other impedimenta to
v'lr and rattle, and the frame is so constructed that it is

aiolutely rigid laterally, and the makers guarantee it to be
il.! from side play for all time.

•j'ornering is as easy as with a rigid frame, and steering is

p feet at speed. The whole machine is sprung, and not just
t footboards and saddle.

the man requiring comfort, and who knows a sound
ejineering job when he sees one, the P. V. -Blackburne or
J. .P. will appeal. OLD TIMER.
axmundham.

fl-.NUFACTURERS AND THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL
lir,—After reading your article on the above, it is

f^ly self-evident why several manufacturers are not sup-
plting the trial. I think that " funk " sums the reasons
lij it would appear that when the regulations of a trial

i] lax and there seems a fair chance of 90% of the entry
oUining " golds," the makers support it, and only those
W|ise productions figure amongst the 10% of failures grouse,
b( when the regulations are stricter, so that it seems that
6t\' 20-30% will obtain "gplds," which is as it should be,

tin the makers shy.

ji last year's " Six Days " some steep hills -were included
wch accounted for most of the failures—very largely owing
tO'ad driving—and the makers raised a shout against freak
hi!. This year the Union has decided "to include tests of
sichnical nature in place of these hills, so that the onus of
faire will bear more on the maker than on his jockey.
Slice (long exhaust pipes and Kingston police court)

;

bt;es (when will the horse-shoe front hrake finally be
scipped?); petrol consumption (120 m.p.g. in advertisements
an 80 m.p.g. on the road). If the makers are frightened, let
thi stay out of the trial, but why do they advertise their
fe of failure by making a fuss ? Besides, destructive
tv cism is not very difficult of accomplishment.

F. H. BEVAN.

Sir,—The silence test has given a lot of dissatisfaction

among manufacturers, who fear the persona! prejudices of

the expert judges, in whose minds certain makes may be
unconsciously doomed beforehand.
Would not a good compromise be for the judges to be

five or six absolutely independent gentlemen, who had never
ridden a motor cycle and had no knowledge of its mechanism?
They could sit with their backs to the passing machines and
simply record their opinion against a number.
This would be judging the machines from the standpoint

of the public, and it is the public who object to the unusually
noisy motor cycles, more so than the riders, the latter seldom
hearing much of the noise of their own exhaust.

FRANK WHITWORTH.

Sir,—As "Ixion" points out, this year's A.C.U. Sis Days
Trials are to show what "modern motor cycles can do, and I

think that a manufacturer who does not support them, unless
he has some very good reason, as good as owns that the test

is too much for his machine. This year's trial is going to be
of great use to the potential buyer, for a macliine securing
a gold will have done a great deal to prove its efficiency.

Now, looking through the list of entries, I see there is only
one Triumph entered, and that by a private owner. Is it too
much for a Triumph ? As a private owner, I say No ! But
why has it not got the Triumph Co.'s support? I am very
glad to see Triumphs back again in trials and raees. Was it

bad luck or lack of organisation that lost them the Grand
Prix? If they had paid more attention to details, such as oil

tanks, would they have won the T.T. ? What is preventing
the manufacturers of Sunl>eanis, Brough-Superiors, Scotts,
Raleighs, and all the other malces which have not entered?
Is it too much for all of these? I think it is a great pity
that just when the A.C.U. has organised a trial which will

do some good the trade fail to support it. My congratula-
tions to the A.C.U. for ite splendid trial to be ; also, good
luck to the plucky little Hawkers.
London, N.12. TRIUMPH MC8209.

IN THE SHADE OF THE PALMS.
A reader in Alexandria, Egypt, forwards the above pleasing little

snapshot of his daughter with a Triumph outlit on the

Alexandria-Cairo road.

B15
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CHAIN STRAPS FOR LEGGINGS.
Sir,—^I notice that " Ixion," in his " Comments," deploi-es

the use of leather as instep straps on waterproof leggings,

and wonders if any genius can devise a better method of

fastening the aforesaid leggings.

Not being a genius, but still living in hopes, I wondered
if he had thought of frying a light cnain, as used on spurs,

in place of the strap. The chain would be passed under the

instep and hooked on to metal studs set in the material of

the leggings, and the studs in turn would have to be backed
with leather to prevent them wearing the footwear.

I hope that his idea may relieve his mind and also be of

some real use to hira. D'A.S.G.
Southport.

TWENTY-THREE YEARS AGO.
Sir,—Following the letter published by you from Mr.

Percy Richardson in your issue of the 4th inst., we enclose

herewith a photograph of a Royal Enfield machine manufac-

Referred to in the accompanying letier from the Enfield Cycle

Co., Ltd., this lightweight—a " heavyweight " then—was m 1902

ihe leading model of the company.

tured by us in 1902, which, we think, will be of interest to

your readers, illustrating as it does the vast strides made
by motor cycle manufacturers during the past twenty years.

THE ENFIELD CYCLE CO., LTD.

WHAT THE A.C.V. HAS DONE.
Sir,
—

^The letter of your correspondent Jlr. Bernard Siffken,

appearing in your issue of August 18th, calls, I think, for

some answer, as quite a wrong impression may bfe gathered
regarding two points with which he deals.

On the subject of ta.xation, it is entirely wrong to imply
that the Auto Cycle Union put up no fight on behalf of

motor cyclists. Whatever criticisms may be offered respect-

ing the present i'«gulations, there can be no question that
the present taxation of motor cycles would have been on a

much more unsatisfactory basis but for the pressure brought
to bear on the Government by the Auto Cycle Union through
th« Motor Legislation Committee. The modifications of tJie

% ery drastic scheme originally proposed by the Government
were only secured because the Auto Cycle LTnion, in co-

operation with the INlanufacturers' Union, was able to present

a single and undivided expression of view, which was finally

adopted in tola by the Ministry of Transport.
When one remembers that the Government originally pro-

posed to tax motor cycles on a horse-power basis, calculated
on the bore of cylinder, or cylinders only, and, when this

was defeated, endeavoured to impose a minimum annual tax
of £5 and later iG3 on all motor cycles, it will be appreciated
that the concessions secured by the Auto Cycle Union are
very real. It was only after a long and strenuous struggle
that the 30s. tax for machines under 200 lb. in weight was
secured, and by constant pressure up to the last minute in

the House of Commons that the scale applicable to a light
sidecar was reduced from £4 to £2 19s. I gladly
acknowledge the excellent work which ilajor Stenson Cooke
accomplished, but to imply that the Auto Cycle Union did
nothing in the matter as Mr. Siffken appears' to, is entirely
wide of the facts.

Your correspondent's assertioji that " while the A.C.U.
loses 40% of its membership, the A. A. still forges ahead,"
is also unjustified. Is it not a fact that since the A.A. raised

13l6

its subscription its motor cycle membership has also declinc-

,
Your correspondent would not, I think, find any satisfacti

in the tact from the motor cyclist's point of view that 1

increase of the A.A. membership is entirely accounted I

by car members. I think he will admit that motor cycli;

should be looked after by a motor cycling body, and I

only organisation whose effoi-ts are entirely devoted to tl

object is the Auto Cycle Union.
i'. W. LOUGHBOROUGH, Secretai

The Auto Cycle Union.

DO TWO-STROKE CYLINDERS WEAR RAPIDLY?
Sir,—It may be of interest to owners of Villiers tv

stroke engines to know the way in which I cured mine
the objectionable hissing noise -when wheeling the machii

All I did was to take the valve cage from the top of t

;

cylinder and drill three i^in. holes in it. The engi '

is almost quiet now^^and no harm has been^ done to t

cage.

It woidd be interesting to know if two-stroke cylindi

wear as well as four-stroke ones. Having so many hole.s

ports, I should hardly think that a two-stroke cyliiid

would wear round and parallel for the same length of tii

as a four-stroke. W. J. STEVENS,

SUilJLARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
. We have received a number of letters testifying to t

genuineness of the offer of the Elite Rubber Co. to refui

the purchase 'money to every, hundredth customer.
"G.C." (Aberdeen) feels that he is speaking on behalf

every competitor in the Scottish Six Days when he express

his thanks to the organisers of the Pratt's petrol servi

throughout the trial.

"L.S.O." (Birmingham) describes a ride from Birraingh.i

to Llandudno and back on a B.S.A., which he complei

in well under twenty-four hours.

Miss Maud Nelson, 7, Effingham Road, St. Andrew's Pai

Bristol, wishes to return a pocket knife to the driver of t

Harley-Davidson sidecar who repaired the rear tyre of h

Martinsyde outfit on the road near Camelford recently.

"Scott" complains that drivers of large private cars a

generally less ready to dim their glaring head lamps on mes

ing other vehicles than any other class of road user.

Mr. Geo. Gill describes a 300-mile holiday trip, which
accomplished three up on—a 5-5 h.p. Bat-Jap sidecar

seventeen hours, and the return journey over the sai;

distance in one hour less.

Regarding the article in The Motor Oi/cf'e of August 11

describing "A Refined Sporting Mount," Mr. George Brou!

writes _:
" If the ' British sporting big twin ' referred to is t

Brough-Superior, I wish to state that the designer of I

lightweight machine above referred to did not evolve 1

Brough-Superior. He was employed by me as a draughtsm;
in the ordinary way. and his duties were to put my de^ii

on the drawing board."

DnDnnDnDnnnnnDnnnanDDnnDnnnHnDnnDoac
BOOKS AND MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

Issued in coniunction with The Motor Cycle,

'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM'
The standard haadboo'.c on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10,

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3.

'TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/- By post, i/3.

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the rider's point

of view. Price net 3 - By post, ?/3,

"MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " Ixion," of Tfie Motor Cycle.

Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3,

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set ot Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set pt three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London (as above). Pricenet,4/6. By post,4/3,

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 3 2 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5 /- By post, 5 /4.

Obtainable by post (remitt^ce with order) from TLIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,, or of leading Booksellera and

Railway Bookstalls.

J
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A selection of questions cf general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The MotorCycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied Ijy a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the top leit-hand comer of the enpelope, and shou'd be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

EOUTES.—By special -arrangernent with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle," desiring routes may enjoy the benefit
of the Road Seiyice" Department 'of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the A. A. and ,M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads,
in any particular locality.

OVERHEAD VALVES.

^1 In what way, as regards effici-

y ' ency, do overhead 'valves differ

-iJ 'from side-by-side?—il.J.

C'jrhead valves permit- a more symmetri-
c design of the coilibustion chamber, and
its also possible to design the ports much'
use efficiently than is the case with side-

bside valves, thus ipermitting a freer_

H of gas to and from the cylinder.

TWIN MAGNETO FOR SINGLE.
I have recently bought from the

^ Aero Disposal Board a -magnelo
> suitable for a flat twin. I took off

i-J one of 'the cams inside the brass
ring and jemoved the Coirespond-

ig brush, and have now fitted it to a

Dgle De Dion tricycle. Will the very
lort cam piece be detrimental to the
Sciency of the magneto, and would it

,, J advisable to fit a longer one?^G.L.
A mger cam which would keep the points

0) 1 through about 200° would be better.

It leading edge should be in exactly the
62 e position as the leading edge of the
sFt cam. The short cam may result in
tl spark disappearing at high speeds,

;tion of acetyt-ene on copper.
Can you give me any informa

?~1 tion with regard to the action of

I

acetylene gas on copper piping?^ I have .heard one or two people
say that it causes a very higlily

plosive mixture to be formed. They
y this with a profound air of mystery,
hich denotes the impossibility of
lowing the general public to "share
this great secret. I may say that
have used it myself, and aLso seen
hers use it without any serious results.

-W.J.
I compound to which you refer is

e\iently copper acetylide. It is very
dcotful whether this can be formed by
piing acetylene ' gas -over the metal
ecoer, especially ..on. such a small scale
af obtains in the use "of copper tubing

motor cycle acetylene lighting outfit,

writer has used copper and brass
iL ng indiscriminately for a. number of
y's ;'without experiencing any trouble,
vf low engine revolutions:

RUNNING ENGINE ON STAND.
The exhaust pipe gets red hot

when r run my single-cylinder
B.S.A. on the stand for three or
four minutes, but I notice no
difference in the running.—S.W.

Three minutes is too long to run an
engine on' the stand. The trouble may
be due to the exhaust valve not seating
properly in the cylinder. It would be
best to remove it and examine the con-
dition of the face; if it is badly 'nitted,

have if trued up and grind it in again;
also make quite sure that the ignition is

not permanently Tetarded.

important £>qXzs.

Thurs. Aug. 25l}i — Yst'^lyfera an-1
Carmar.hen M.C.C. Oprn Speed
Trials.

Mon., Aug. 29th, to Sat.. Sept Zri
A.C.U. Six Days Trial

Thurs.. Sept. 8th—Norfolk M.C. an:!
L C C. Open Speed Trials.

Sal-. Sept lOih— Live-pool M.C. Open
*' Reliance Cup ' Trial.

Sal., Sept. 17th—
Grand Prix Rac? for Cycle Cars.

Sat.. Sept. I 7th—Midland Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Fri.. Sept. 23rd, lo Tues.. Sept. 27lh-
Anfflo-Dulcfa Reliabi'ity Trial.

Sat, Sept. 24tb-M.C.C. Sporlinit Trial.

Sat.. Oct. 1st— Doncaster and District

M.C.C. Open Speed Tria's.

Mon.. Nov. 28lh, to Sat.. Dec 3rd—
The Olympia IVJotor Cycle Show.

LIGHTWEIGHT TYRE SIZES.

The wheels of my lightweight^ were fitted with 24 x 2in. tyres.

^ (1.) Will 24 X 2iin. British
-iJ standard size be suitable? (2.) Is

there any difference between
24x2-iin. tyres to fit 24x2in. rims and
24x2-iin. tyres- to fit 24x2iin. i-ims?—
R.T.

.(1.) There should be no difficulty in fitting

24x2iin. tyres to your rims. (2.) A
24x2iin.. cover to fit 24x2in. rim is an
oversize tyre, while 24x2^in. is the correct

size for a rim of the same width.

BACK DRAUGHT OF SIDECAR.
I have an 8 h.p. Enfield which

is fitted with a large two-seater
(side-by-side) sidecar body, which
comes very near the driver. I

have a curved windscreen, and
am troubled with dust, which seems to

follow the sidecar and comes over the
back on to the passengers. I have not
noticed other machines to be afflicted

in the same Avay.—E.H.S.
The trouble you describe is a fairly

common one, and we do not know of

any ready means of curing it. It is

caused by the ^partial vacuum created
when the machine is travelling forward
at si>eed. This draws the dust in behind
the sidecar.

SLIPPED OR STRAINEDMAGNETO DRIVE.
Recently I had the misfortune

to break one of the gudgeon pins

of my 8 h.p. J. A. P. engine,

causing the piston to smash also.

I have now fitted another one
and cleaned the crank case out, by re-

moving the sprocket wheel side so as

not to interfere with the timing, and
placed everything together again. I

•find now that what was the advanced
position of the ignition lever is the re-

tard, and I cannot understand how this

has occurred. The engine fires regularly

enough, and compression is very good,

but I cannot get enough speed to pull

any weight. The magneto is shaft-

driven, and is placed in the tank.

When I got the machine, to advance I

had to pull the lever up ; now I have
to push it right dovvn as low as possible.

I can only get a start with it right

down. If I pull the lever up the engine
stops.—R.F.

If you did not dismantle the timing gear,

there is absolutely no reason why the
variation you speak of should have taken
place unless one of the pinions slipped or

the sTiaft twisted .when the piston broke.

Undoubtedly the magneto drive has been
disturbed in some way, and you should
verify the timing and alter it if necessary.

The spark should occur when the piston

is at the top of the compression stroke,

with the control lever two-thirds retarded.

C.S
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HARDENING CRANKSHAFT.

I have a two-stroke engine

Zr\ which has white metal bearings," and a crankshaft which, accord-

-i-j ing to the makers, is a stamping.

The bearings, in spite of copious

lubrication, wear very quickly. Can

you inform me if it 'is possible to have

the crankshaft hardened, and phosphor

bronze bearings fitted? I have been

informed by friends that it is not pos-

sible, because the crankshaft would

be distorted.—A.F. P.

It would not be advisable to have the

crankshaft hardened in its present state,

as the usual metbod is to harden such

parts before the final grinding, in order

to correct any slight distortion which may
have taken place. . It would be worth

while, however, having phosphor bronze

bearings made for use in conjunction with

the existing shaft.

AUGUST 25th, ig2i.

GEAR BOX HUM.

(1.) What is the cause,

and

and

cure, of a loud whirring sound

that is emitted by the Sturmey

gear box on my Triumph when

coasting with tlie clutch engaged

the gear in neutral? The same

noise also occurs on throttling down.

when running in bottom or second. (2.)

Should, when changing from middle

to top, or running very slowly on top,

the engine labour and snatch at the

transmission? Most decided jerks occur

at these times?—M.J.

(1.) The noise you mention is the

customary sound associated with gearing

of the type used in this gear box. If it is

excessive, it may be that the gear box

requires lubrication. It should be filled up

to the lever of the oil hple with the same

kind of oil as used in the engine. (2.)

You should not attempt to run too slowly

"on top gear, and before changing from

middle to top you should accelerate the

machine up to about 10 m.p.h.

FRICTION DRIVE FOR CYCLE CAR.

(1.) Is friction drive, properly

applied, suitable for a three-

wheeler runabout on Morgan
lines? (2.) Would a 13in.

diameter driving disc and a 12in.

driven disc be efficient, the 13in. driving

discs to carry the friction material and
the driven disc just a plain aluminium
wheel with a rim face about lin. wide?

(3.) Are 700x80 mm. tyres when on
wheels approximately 27ix3-|^in. ? (4.)

Which would you advise me to use on a

three-wheeled monocar, friction drive

or a two-speed gear arrangement on the

Morgan principle?—H.W.B.

(1.) No doubt friction drive would be
perfectly satisfactory if correctly designed.

(2.) The dimensions of the driving disc

would be in order, but it is usual for the
driven disc to be the larger to carry the
friction material. This usually consists of

a. pack of pajDCr or fibre rings, having a
total width of about lin. (3.) The inch
sizes which you give are approximately
correct. 700x80 mm tyres are fitted to

650x65 mm. rims. (4.) We cannot advise
you on this point, as the choice of the gear
depends almost entirely on what you
require of the vehicle and to the manu-
facturing facilities you have. Probably
the two-speed arrangement would involve
the least experimental work.

C4

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Ecaclers' replies to questinns pvhlis/ied

vnder this /leading shovld be sent to the

/Editor, " T/ie Motor Cych," Hertford
Street, Coventrij, when they liill ht for-—
warded direct to the querists concerned.

'• A.P.H." (Waterloo). — 1915 four-

cylinder Henderson : Lubrication, carbu-

ration, adjustment of two-speed hub
gear, etc.

Miss A. B. h. (Buxton).—Ner-a-car :

Reliability, comfort, climbing, starting,

and ease of handling.
" D.M." (Sheffield).—Norton, Model

16II : Consumption, speed, comfort, and
reliability.

" N.A!" (Bournemouth).—Scott Soci-

able : General experiences.
" S.G.W." (Middlesbrough).—W.S.R.

variable jet on Triumph carburetter.
" F.F.E." (Plumstead, S^E.18.).—

6

h.p. Martinsyde and 5-6 h.p. Raleigh side-

car outfits :' Especially reliability and
workmanship.

" L.S.L." :(Brondesbury, N.W.2.).—

_

2| h.p. Wooler ; Wear of belts on vari-

able gear, reliability, and do springs
" bottom " with pillion passenger.

."W.L.R." (Terrington). — 3i h.p.

Norton, Model 16H, with sporting side-

car ; Speed, economy, and general reli-

ability.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.

Ipswich to Bk.^dfohd.—F.G.lH>

Ipswich, Needham Market, Stowmarket,
Bury St. Edmunds, Brandon^ Stoke Ferry,

West Dereham, Stradsett, King's Lynn,
Long Sutton, Holbeach, Fossdyke, Swines-

head, Sleatord, Newark, Retford, Don-
caster, Wakefield, Ardsley, Dudley Hill,-

Bradford.

Hadleioh to Swanage.—E.W.S.
Hadleigh, Kersey, Sudbury, Halstead,

Braintree, Great Dunmow, Takeley,
Bishop's Stortford, Hadham, Ware, Hat-
field, St. Albans, Watford, Rickmans-
woi-th, Denham, Slough, Maidenhead,.
Reading, Theale, Aldermaston, Brimp-
ton, Kingsclere, Whitchurch, Andover,
Salisbury, Coombe Bissett, Bland ford,

Spettisbury, Lytchett Minster, Wareham,
Swanage.

,
Edin'bxkoh to Lo.\don.—D.W.A.
Edinburgh, Fushiebridge, Heriot, Stow,

Galashiels, Jlelrose, Newtown St.

Boswells, Jedburgh, Carter Bar,
Rochester, Otterburn, Belsay, Ponteland,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Gateshead, Sunder-
land, Houghton - le - Spring, . Ferryhill,

Darlington, Stapleton, Barton, Scotch
Corner, Catterick, Leeming, Ripon,
Ripley, Harrogate, Spofforth, Wetherby,,
Aberford, Ferrybridge, Doncaster, Bawtry,
Retford", Tuxford, Newark, Grantham,
Stamford, Wansford, Peterborough,
Norman Cross, Stilton, Alconbury Hill,

Buckden, Eaton Socon, Biggleswade,
Baldock, Stevenage, Welwyn, Hatfield,

Potters Bar, Barnefc, Tally Ho Corner
(Finchley), Ballards Land, Regent's Park
Road, Finchley Road, Swiss Cottage,
Finchley Road, Wellington Road, St.

John's Wood Road Station, branch left,

then right into. Park Road, from fork
bear right into Upper Gloucester Place,
Gloucester Place, PortnVan Square, Port-
man Street, Oxford Street, Marble Arch,
Hyde Park Corner. Approximately 405
miles.

Competifions in Ceylon.

A reliability trial was held in July ov.

the' most rugged and rough roads in tl

interior of the island, and it was agr^l
that it was one of the most severe ai

difficult tests ever held in Ceylon. Thr
Ariel riders were successful in winhii
the cup presented by the Times of Ceyli

for the best team performance, and 01

of the team also secured the cup -pr

sented by Gargills, Ltd., for the best i

dividual performance.

More Price Reductions.

Velocette two-speed models are nj
listed at £65.
• Autogliders, also, are not only reduoi
in • price, but are to be fitted with
clutch, which was formerly listed as I

extra. The prices are now : Model .

£40 (formerly 40 'guineas, less clutth
Models B and E, £53 (57 guineas, ditto
Models C and D, £50 (55 guineas, ditto-
and modele de luxe, £65, all on
guineas, ditto).

A reduction in price of the Astra pi
manent magnet dynamos for motor cyci

lighting has been effected. The 4 v(

3-4 amp. type is now offered at £5 Ift

and the 5 volt 5 amp. type is £7. " T
complete outfits are reduced by £1 ai

£1 10s.' respectively.

Found on the Road.
A left-hand fur gauntlet glove w

found near Sherborne by )\fr. S." 1

Barker, of 49, Weston ' Grove Roi:
Woolston, Southampton.
- Mr. A, G. Parker, of 503, Reddiri.

Lane, JIall Green, Birmingham, foaftd'

tool-kit near Stafford, while another toi

bag with contents was picked up ne
Kingscots, in the Cotswolds, by Mr.
Sachan, pf 681, Wandsworth Eoa'
London, S.W.8.
The Auto' Cycle Union has recover

a licence card in its holder, evidently Ic

from a Triumph sidecar outfit. It w
found on the Watford Road, • nd
Bushey ; and. if the loser will forwa'
the numbsr of the licence and other pj
ticulars for identification to the secretat

83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I, it will

restored to him. •

A sidecar hood was picked up '\

Mr. W. N. Clinton, of 76, Church Slr«<i

Woking, last week-end on the. road.ru
ning from West Clandon to the JPprI

mouth Road.

Catalogues Received.

Barimar, Ltd., 10, Poland Strei

London, W.l. :
" The Welding Test,'.'

booklet describing the Barimar proems
of welding broken cylinders and oth

castings.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Sparkhill, Bi

minghara : A book convenient for.t

pocket, and of immense use to enginef

and designers, is the latest list of Eudfi

Whitworth ball bearings. Prices, sizi

loadings, and notes on their applicati

are most clearly displayed.
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Worcester and District Itl.C.C.

Open to all clubs in the Western
eiitie A.C.U., speed trials will be held
-day, commencing at 3 p.m., on the
adresfield Court Drive.

Birmingham M.C.C.
On Saturday ne.xt this club is holding
j second annual gymkhana at the Castle
nmwich aerodrome. The whole of the
i'Ceeds from the sale of tickets and
e receipts from entry fees will be given
local charities.

Widnes M-C.

Held over a course of seventy-one miles,
1; keenly contested reliability trial which
Ilk place recently for. the Blake Cup
lulted as follows :

A.- J. Saiidland (8 Morgan), cup anj gold
lal; 2, II. Baldwin (4 Norton sc): 3, W. Wat-
14 Harler-Da-ridson) ; 4, I. H. Fletcher (4

iiniph).

fxbridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.
-Ill Wednesday evening, the 17th inst.,

I club held its first reliability trial.
' jjite bad weather, a fair number of

petitors turned up. The winner was
^ S. Eobinson f2| Wooler). Anyone
\ hing to join this club shoul 1 apply to
I jion. secretary, Mr. F. F. Hickman,

gavenny and District M.C. and L.C.C.

bw are full results of the recent
Bsful hill-climb on Plough Hill,
was open to all affiliated members

fie South Wales Centre A.C.U.
._ time of the day was made by I.

f, who was nipunted on a Sports
ami
Sines not exceeding 250 c.c. (opcni.

,' Parry (2ii New Hudson), Im. 7!s. ; 2, H.
Aell (2li New Hudson),, Im. 24Ss.
EHINES NOT EXCEEDING 600 c.c. (club
BTs onlyl.— 1, Jack Thomas [31,4 Norton),
&a, Handel Davies (3 A.B.C.). 40?s.
HilNES NOT EXCEEDING 350 c.c. (openl.
tth«r Davie.< {2% Cotton), 43Js. ; 2, W. O.

: (2% Douglas), 44;s.
"rllNES NOT EXCEEDING 600 c.c. (open),

Parlier (3l,.i .Sunbeam), 38?s.; 2. Jack
_- (3% Norton). 37?8.
BHINES NOT EXCEEDING 350 c.c. (club
Vs).-1, W. C. Parkes (2% Douglas), 45s.;
Ther Davies (2% Cotton), 465s.
^ MACHINES, UNLIMITED (open).— 1,
-Iiomas (31/2 Norton), 36is. ; 2, I. Parker

^»^nbeam), 37?s.
-fBECAHS, UNLIMITED (open).-l, Jack
Tjmas (31/3 Norton), 42is.; 2, P. J. Boshier Jones
(J^.B.C;), 448!.
CLE OAE.S, UNLIMITED.—1, Luther Davies
Motgan), 44is.'r 2, W. H. WaUer (10 Morgan),

^St^eek-iind (Tlub TEvants.
Auy. iS.^W'orccstcr and District M.C.C. SiJCcd

Trials.
.Avg. M.—Northern M.C. Gipsy 'Run to Bamburgh

and Waaler.
Aug. .,17.—Public Schools M.C.C. Brooklands

Meeting.^
,

...

Ang. Sr.—B.M.C'.R.C. Fifth Members' Meeting at
Brooklands.

Aug. i7.—Blai!navon M.C.C. Inter-cluh team
Trial. Operi to Ang Club in A.C.U. WelsJt
Centres.

'' -

Aug. S}.—Middlesbrough and District M.C. Fuel
Consumption Test for Sadler Bowl.

Aug. n.— Ulster M.C.C. 'One Day Trial.
Aug. 27.—Luton and South Beds. A.C. Children's

Outing.
Aug. 17.—Dcusburg and District M.C.C. Reli-

ability Trial.
Aug. 17.—Scottish A.C.U. Meet at Callander.
Aug. J7.—Wolverhanipton Auto. Nomads. C'lrcular

Hun.
Aug, n.—West Birmingham M.C.C. Half-dan

Reliabilitij Triul.
Aug. S7.—Saltcoats and District M.C.C. Club Run

to Ayr.
Aug. 27.—York and District M.C. Garrotcbtj Hill-

climb.
Aug. 27.— iVolvcrliampton. M.C.C. and Kidder-

minster M.C.C. Joint Jiill-climb, Open to
Midland Centre. A.C.U. '

Aug. 2S.—Bcrkhamsted and District M.C.C. Prcsi-
detit's Cup Trial.

.I 1/9. 2S.—Bury and District M.C. Blake. Cup Trial.
Aug. 2S.—Doncastcr and District M.C.C. Social

Run to Fountains Abbey.
Aug. 18 Stafford and District .M.C.C. Picnic at

Church Stretlon.
Aug. 2S.—Leeds and District M.C. Social Run to

riumfifon Races.
Aug. 2S.—Bridaicnter and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run to Bournemouth.
Ang. 2S.—Brighton and Roce M.C.C Sheraton

and Fielding's lieliabililu Triul. •
Atig. 28.—Basingstoke and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.
Aug. is.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

and L.C.C. - Club Run to Margate.
Aug. 28.—Woolwich. Vlumstcad, and District M.C.

Club Run to Windsor. *

Aug. 28.—Cambridge and County M.C. Club Run
to Eloping Forest.

Aug. iS.-Ereler M.C. and J.C.C. Club Run to
fl'idecouibe-in-th c-Moor.

Ang. 2,1.—Ncu-raslle and District M.C. Club Rallii.
Aug. iS.—Wcst Kent M.C. Picnic at Tou's IIill.

Avg. 2S.—HuHpix and District M.C.C. Pres'.d-nfs
Run to Ricington Pike.

Aug. 28.—Central London M.C.C. Club Run to
Wycombe Woods.

Aug. 2ii.—Berjvick and. District M.C. Knock-out
Hill-climb.

Alto. '28.—Portsmouth and District M.C. and
L.C.C. Club Run to Shedfield Common.

Aug. IS.—Wakefield -and District M.C.C. Reli-
abilitii Trial.

Aug. 31.—Burton and District M.C.C. Club Run
to Arnbergatc.

»m*K»

Sheffield M.C.C.

H. Oscroft, on an 8 h.p. Enfield side-
car, won the Douglas Vickers Trophy 'n.

this club's' recent reliability trial, H.
Johnson (7-9 Indian sc.) being second,
-and W. Dronfteld (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc.) third. . .

North London M.C.C.

On September 17th the club is holding
its annual inter-club. rally, and this year
a handsome shield is to be competed for

by all clubs attending the run. It is to

be called the North London Inter-club

Rally Challenge Shield, and has kindly
been presented by Mr. Beaurain, the
captain. It is to be competed for under
similar conditions as the Richmond
(Yqrks.) meet, and the club hopes that
some of its Northern friends will spend
a day in London on that date. Hendon
Aerodrome has been selected as the venue.
Other prizes include one for the lady
travelling the farthest distance to the .

meet, for the owner of the best kept
machine, and for the Owner of the
machine fitted with the most ingenious
device. These latter prizes are open to

all motorists and motor cyclists as well

as to members of competing clubs.

Flights are being arranged at special

prices, and teas, etc., will be served on
the ground.

Dkley M.C. and L.C.C.

Ths club's competition for the Wilkin-
son and' Armitage Trophy was held over
a ninety-si.M mile course on the 14th inst.,

and proved to be a decided success. The
aim of the organisei's was to give all com-
petitors., e.xpert and novice alike,- an equal
chance of succeS ; and, in pursuit of this

object, freak hills, watersflashes, etc.,

were studious'ly avoided.
Competitors were despatched at two-

minute intervals, each man on depar'..i'e

•receiving a card giving the situations cf
the checks and the shortest distances
between them. As the checks were .in-

variably situated at very obscure places,
and an average of 20 ra.p.h. had to be
maintained, a certain amount of " Pel-
maiiism " had to be bestowed upon the
maps,
The Trophy and gold medal were won

by A. R. Naylor (5^ Sports Sunbeam),
who made the least time error at
the checks, and rode very consistently
throughout. The winners of the silver

and bronze medals (for second and third
places) have not yet been ascertained.

Incidentall^'. 'the success 'of the trial

was in no small way due to the activities

of Mr. Sellers (the club's 'hon. secretary),
whose uncanny sift for discovering places
hitherto unheard of gave the competitors
ample food for thought.

C7
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OimiiS to

Aug. 25th

„ 27th

„ 29th
„ 31st

8.32 p.m
8.28 „
8.24 .,

8.19 „

Caution.

There have been many (successful) pro-

secutions for dangerous driving through
Littleport, near Ely, during the last

month or two.

ntet-clul) Eally at Hendon.

Particulars of an int-er-club rally on the

lines of the Eichmond meet will be found

on the "Club News" page this week.

It will take place at Hendon on September
17th.

'Waie Birmingham Tramway Cars.

Tram drivers and conductors have been

pressed into service by the Birmingham
police to report motorists and motor

cyclists who drive on the near side past

,
stationary tramcars that are loading or

unloading passengers.

Another Stiff Trial in North Wales.

Regulations have now been prepared

and entry forms are available for the

Liverpool Motor Club's big annual event

—the •open trial for the Reliance Cup,

which in 1920 proved one of the most

sporting, difficult, and successful one-day

trials of the year. It will be held on

Saturday, September 10th, entries (which

should be addressed to Mr. N. C. Sclater,

jun., 1, Earlston Road, Wallasey,

Cheshire) closing on the 3rd prox. Only

a rough route has been announced as yet,

but it seems likely that Alt-y-Bady (" the

worst hill in. Wales ") and the freak

watersplash at Llanfiangel (which caused

so many protests and failures in the

recent. North Wales open event) will

both be included. There are three

challenge trophies on the award list.

CurrciiF

Main London-Worthing Road Diverted.

According to the A.A., the main
London-Worthing road, where it crosses
the railway bridge between Capel and

'

Kingsfold, will be closed from twelve
o'clock midnight on Saturday, September
3rd, until twelve noon on the following
Monday. The alternative route is via
Ockley and Kingsfold village.

Silence.

*' They race at a terrific pace, and also

make most horrible noises, one of which,
we understand, is called 'the cut-out.'"
Thus runs an extract from a petition
against noisy, motor cyclists from Down-
leaze and Rockleaze residents to the
superintendent of the Bristol police. It

would be humorous, were it not that the
complaint may very possibly be quite

justified.

85.69 m.p.h. for 300 Miles.

An American rider, Hepburn, on a
7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson, won the recent

300 mile race on the two-mile dirt track

at Dodge City. His speed over the total

distance was 85.59 m.p.h. ; for 200 miles,

87.01 m.p.h. ; and for 100 miles, 88.39

m.p.h. Application has been made for

the recognition of these times as world's

records. An Indian was second iu the

race, while other Harleys occupied third,

fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth posi-

tions.* Only six Harley-Davidsons were
entered.

Special features.
GUIDE TO THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

OVERSEAS COMMENTS.
A FOUR -SPEED SINGLE

C—

Petrol Prices Reduced.

The reduction in the price of petrol

foreshadowed by The Motor Cycle, too^

place last week. The new prices are:

Aviation spirit, 2s. 9jd. per gallon ; first

quality, 2s. S^d. per gallon : third quality,

2s. 32d. per gallon.

First Midland Open Hill-climb.

This year various clubs in the Midland

Centre A.C.U. have held very successful

hill-climbs open to mernbers of theil

neighbouring organisations, but so far tbti

Centre has not held an officially "open"
speed event. On Saturday, September
17tli, this omission will be rectified, when
an open hill-climb will be held on Penk
ridge Bank, between Wolverhampton and

Stafford. Full particulars may be ob

tained from Mr. H. Boydell, 93, Join

Bright Street, Birmingham.

Sidecars for Hire.

In the House of Commons recently,

Commander Bellairs asked the Homi
Secretary whether, in view of the succesi

which had attended the introduction ol

sidecars plying for hire in cities sue!

as Paris and in towns in this country, 1

1

could state why they were prevented fiori

being introduced into London?
Mr. Shortt replied that, in view of tin

recommendation of the Departmenta
Committee on the Taxation and Regula
tion of Road Vehicles, dated Januan
6th last, it was not desirable that licence:

should be granted to sidecar

taxicabs to ply for hire in tin

London area at present"; it wa

too early, he feared, to re-opei

the question.

I

FROM SINGLE TO TWIN.
Evidently more than one small-tvfin enthusiast regards the oil-bath transmission of the Sunbeam as ideal. We illustrate two

examples of Sunbeams which have Wad Vi h.p. twins substituted for the standard single. (Left) Mr. B. W. Cox's mount, to which he has

fitted a 3i h.p. M.A.G. twin, and (right) Mr. S. M. Greening's, which now has a 500 c.c. twin JA.P. power unit.

c8
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Oluary.

£, is with regret that we announce the

(lilh of Mr. A. Libbert, the trials secre-

ts' of the Manchester. Motor Glub, as

tl result of a motor accident on "Monday
o;ast week.

Bdujoi or the I.O.M. P

pinion is divided on the subject of

ll A.C.U.'s decision to hold ne.xt year's

X . races in Belgium. Some important
o[iions from manufacturers of T.T.
mhines and from leading riders appear
ounother page of this issue, and a fur-

ili selection will follow next weeB.

Wi-supported Brooklands Meeting Next
Saturday.

>ery fine entry has been received
!ie.\t Saturdav's B.M.C.E.C.'s race

•;• at Brooklands. There will be
for members of the Public Schools

.i.e. and the North London M.C.C.,
in:idition to the usual programme.

No an on Pillion Biding.

In tJie House of Commons on Thurs-
day, Captain Tudor-Rees asked the Home
Secretary whether he was aware that an
alarming and increasing number of acci-

dents was being caused by pillion riding
on motor cycles, and that juries were
constantly protesting against the practice

;

whether he had power to prevent it, and,
if so, whether he would consider the
advisability of stopping the practice,
which was dangerous, both to those who
engaged in it, and to other road users.

Sir. 'Neal, Parliamentary Secretary to
the Ministry of Transport, in reply, said
that he was not aware that accidents
attributed to pDlion riding were increas-
ing. The matter had been carefully con-
sidered by the Departmental Committee
on the Eegulation of Road Vehicles, who
unanimously arrived at the conclusion
that, on the information before them, no
case had been made out sufficiently strong
to justify the -prohibition of the practice.

Next Week's Six Days Trials.

This issue of The Motor Gyde. con-
stitutes a programme . to ' the A.C.U.
annual six days' trials, which start from
Brooklands on Monday next at 10 a.m.

To Study Overseas Markets.

As already mentioned in our pages, Mr.
J. L. Norton, the veteran motor cyclist
and designer of the Norton motor cycle,
is embarking on a world tour in order to
gain first-hand knowledge of conditions
overseas ; he will also give a series of
lectures to motor cycle clubs. Mr. Norton
sails early next week.

Running Costs Beduced.
The recent fall in tlie prices of lubri-

cating oil and petrol has had its effect
on the cost of riding a motor cycle, all

to the owner's advantage. Sixpence off

the gallon of petrol represent,s one-eighth
of a penny per mile off the cost of
running a sidecar outfit, which has a con-
sumption of 50 m.p.g.

'aquatic apple" contest, an event which delighted the spectators hugely at the East Midland Centre's (A.C.U.) Gyrhkhana, at
Stanford Park, near Loughborough. H. Payne (6 A.J.S. sc.) carried the most expert apple biter as his passenger

IS THE SeOTT SOCIABLE A SIDECAR ?
,_ JTUNATELY a difference of
opinion has arisen between the pvo-
ducei-s of- the Scott Sociable and

'

•

'^rials Committee of • the A.C.U:,
at the moment of going to press,

tair to exclude this interesting
e from the forthcoming Six Days

iiehalf of the makers, Mr. Scott
1 his team of machines as belong-
the class for sidecars of under
, .a class to which he maintains
c'iable rightly belongs; but the
ivas refused by the ruling of the
itee, on tbe grounds that the Scott
le should be in the cycle car class.

tquently, Mr. Scott urged that tlie

e was essentially a sidecar. It was
ll as such ; but. ih.such a way that,-

niaintaining the desirable features
of tj sidecar in economy, lin-htness, ease
of CUrol, etc., it aimed further at giving

the occupants car comforts in the way of
upholstered seats, a screen, hood, and so

on. The-machine, Mr. Scott pointed out,
has no points iii common with the ordi-
nary three-wheeled runabout. Its weight
is approximately 3 cwt. ; it has the same
track and wheelbase as an ordinary
sidecar outfit-; it retains the front
wheel castor steering motion, together
with the same engine position and rfne

wheel drive. It differs from the ordinary
sidecar only in so far as appearance and
detachability are concerned. If it were
to be debar.red on the grounds of detach-
ability, the ruling might be expected to

include such heavy sidecar combinations
as cannot readily be detached, and are,

not intended to be. The Sociable, Mr.
Scottpointed out, is confined by the lead-

ing press to the motor cycle class. It is

a development tending towards the im-.

provementof the motor cycle and sidecar.

while the three-wheeled runabout is in-

troduced as an alternative, tending
towards the extinction of the sidecar.

In reply, the A.C.U. stated that in

view of the present international definition

of "combinations," the committee unani-
mously regretted that the machine could

not be accepted in • the sidecar class,

though they would be pleased to accept

the entry as a cycle car.

It has long been urged that the heavy
sidecar outfit, intended to be per-

manently used as such, might at any
rate be designed on engineering lines as

a one unit construction, giving driver

and passenger equal comfort. The Scott

Sociable realises this ; and since it is the

earnest endeavour of one of our leading

engineers to solve the knotty problem,

many will regret its exclusion from the

leading A.C.U. reliability -trial of the

year.
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BIG TWIN VERSUS SMALL SINGLE.
L. P. Openshaw's 8 h.p. Zeni h makes Record Fastest Time at Western Centre A.C U.

Open Hill-climb; en A J S. Lightweight Second.

AT the West n Centre A.C.U. open _
hill-climb at Kingsdown Hill, near
Bath, on Saturday, a • Ion? series

of twenty-two classes was run off without
hitch or accident, and a crowd of some
2,000 spectators was kept interested right
to the last man up—a very creditable
piece of work.
The hill is excellent in many ways for

the purpose of events of this kind ; it is

delightfully situated. The gradient is

neitheritoo severe nor too easy; the faster
riders must have crossed the line at 70
m.p.h. on many occasions, for the fastest
time of the day exceeded 60 m.p.h. for
the full half-mile.

The high grass banks which line the
road for the last 200 yards were thronged
with spectators, who evinced a keen in-

terest in the times as they were recorded
on the blackboard. So good were these
arrangements that all those in sight of the
board knew each competitor's time and
position within a few seconds after he had
passed.

Previous Record Several Times Broken.
There was some trouble at the start

through the crowd encroaching on the
course, but this was rectified by the ap-
peals of Messrs. Vernon Brook, Feather-
stone, and " timekeeper " Reynolds.
The open 350 c.c. class first showed

that exceptional speeds were to be ex-
pected. The record for the hill was
given as 32|s., but this was beaten
several times during the afternoon.
The riding of G. S. Boston, on his 2|

h.p. A.J.S., was the outstanding feature
of the day. His regularity was remark-
able. He gained seven firsts and a second,
his solo times being : 33-^s., 33^s.,
31|s., and 32s.; and with sidecar:
40^3., 38^s., and 38|s. At his third
climb he beat the record for the hill, but
this was eclipsed later by L. P. Open-

mStdM^akr

A general view at the slart, incidentally showing the popularity of the Norton machine

at such events.

shaw on a Zenith, who simply streaked
up the hill in 28|s., thus winning the
" John Bull " Challenge Cup.
Howard- Davies's mount did not seem

up to scratch, and he had to be content
with Bve seconds and two thirds ; nor did
the Douglas riders shotr up well until
the sidecar classes. S. L. Bailey scored
two firsts, one second, and three thirds,
and the veteran trials rider, W. B. Gibb,.
rode well, regularly improving his. times
at each attempt. A youth, aged sixteen.

F. Buckner, showed excellent pri,mise

a standard 2f h.p. Douglas in the es

classes. He missed medals by a seci

or two on several occasions, and
riding met with very favourable o
ment. Boshier-Jones's Douglas had
carburetters fitted, but they did not sc

him very well. Results :

275 c.c. SOLO (open).—1, A. Kingsmith
Morris-Warne), 54gs.
350 c.c. SOLO (openl.—1, G. S. Boston .

A.J.S.I, iJis.; 2, H. E. Davies (2% A.J.S.l.J
3, B, R. Jacobs (2% Coulson-B.), 39is.

H. R. Davies (2J A.J.S ) getting away well in Event 2, His mount was not at its best, however, and he had to be content with second place.
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Big Twin versus Small Single.—
350 c.c. SOLO (experts barred).— I. E. E. Jacobs

(2"li Coulson-B.), 38^s.; 2, J. Thomas (2^4 Black-
burne), 40is. : 3, S. L. Bailey (2':4 DonglasI, 41is.
500 CO. SOLO (open).— 1, G. S. Boston (2%

.•V.J.S.). 334s. ; 2, V. Hassell (3V' Norton). 33?s.;
3, H. K. Davies (2?i A.J.S.), 34s.
500 CO. SOLO (experts barred).—!, V. G. Tucker

l3'.i Norton), 35is. : 2, J. Tllomas (SVa Norton and -

W."L. Davies (3 A.B.C.), 3S5S.; 3, A. W. Thrusll
(3U Sunbeam), 37iS.
500 c.c. SOLO (private).-J. Thomas (SVa

N'orlon), 35fc.; 2, G. L. Gardener (S'A Sunbeam),
i9?s.: 3, V. C. Anstee (A.B.C.), W. H.'CIare (Sun-
.leam), and C. Eveson (Norton), 40?s;
750 c.c. SOLO (open).— 1, G. S. Boston {2?A

V.J.S.), Sljs.; 2, H. R. Davies {2'A A.J.S.), 33|s.;

!. G. W. Walker (31;, Norton), 34s.
750 c.c. SOLO (experts barred).—!, S. L. Bailey
6 Douglas), 33ss. ; 2, V. G. Tucker (314 Norton),
Mss. ; 3, J. Tliomas (3i,;> Norton), 35|s.

UNLIMITED SOLO (open).—1, G. S. Boston

(25i A.J.S. ), 32s.; 2, L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith),

32,'s. ; 3, G. W. Walker (S'i Norton), 32Ss.

UNLIMITED SOLO (experts barred).—!. L. P.

Openshaw (8 Zenith), 28?s.* ; 2, S. L. Bailey (6

Douglas), 32S.S.; 3, W. B. Gibb {5',i Douglas), 34is.

UNLIMITED SOLO (private).—1, J. Thomas
(3'/.. Norton), 36-5s. ; 2, R. Eveson (3V2 Norton),
37js. ; 3, W. H. Clare (3'/. Sunbeam), 39s.

350 c.c. SIDECAR (open).— 1< G. S. Boston (2%
A.J.S. sc), 404s.; 2, H. H. Davies (2% A.J.S. sc),

403s.; 3, S. L. Bailey (2;4 Douglas sc.),- 46!is.

600 c.c. SIDECAR (open).— 1. G. W. Walker (Sli

Norton sc), 38|s. ; 2, G. S. Boston (2^4 A.J.S. sc),

59!;s. ; 3, H. R. Davies (2% A.J.S. sc), 404s.

600 c.c. SIDECAR (experts barred!.- 1, W. B.

Gibb (3Vi' Douglas so.), 43i«. ; 2, .1. Thomas (31/2

Norton sc.), 43|s. ; 3, G. H. Tucker (31,™ Norton
c), 46is.
600 c.c SIDECAR (private).—!, J. Thomas (31/2

Norton sc), 441=.

750 c.c SIDECAR (open).— 1, G. S. Boston (2%
A.J.S. sc), 38J.S. : 2, H. n. Davies (2'y, A.J.S. sc),

40is.; S. L. Bailey (6 Douglas sc), 42j8.

UNLIMITED SIDECAR AND THREE-
WHEELER (open).— 1, G. S. Boston {2% A.J.S.
80.), 38}s. ; 2. H. R. Davies (2% A.J.S. sc), 40s.;

3, L. P. Openrhaw (8 Zenith sc), 40j5.

UNLIM'TED SIDECAR AND THREE-
WHEELER (experts barred).—!, S. L. Bailey (B
Douglas sc.),-40s.; 2, W. B. Gibb (3V2 Douglas
6C.), 41£s.; 3, H. Davies (8 Brougb Superior sc),
43?s.

UNLIMITED SIDECAR AND THREE-
WHEELER (private) —!, J. Thomas (3V2 Norton
EC), 44s.

CYCLE CARS (open).-!, H. ' R. Godfrey (8
G.N.), 36^3.; 2. W. L. Davies (8 Morgan), 44s.

* Fastest time of the day ; wins the John Bull
Cup.

AN EAST MIDLAND GYMKHANA.
Social Event as a Pleasing Change from Slrenuous Trials.

\S a' change from the usual form of

competitive event, the East Mid-
land Centre A.C.U. held a gym-

' na in the grounds of Stamford Hall,

1 Loiighb'orough , on Saturday last.

Curiously enough, in view of the fact

;;it many riders complain that the ordi-

aiy non-competitive club member is not

lihciently catered for on the social side,

le attendance was poor.

Bright sunshine, graced the afternoon,

1.1. as a garden fijte in aid of the local

lurch was being held in the same park,

le early arrivals wbiled away the time
the various games of skill available.

Tlie motor cycle events commenced
out 4.30 in the afternoon, musical

airs being the first item.

This event was won by Miss 0. Moore,
rose driver was H. Lonth (3^ Rudge
iulti sc).

Next followed an acceleration test for

'0 machines, the riders being timed
im a standing start (with stationary

'gines) to a mark fifty .yards away.
A fine performance was made by G.

, T. Hartwell, who started his Raleigh

(:;ine and eovei-ed fifty yards in 6s. He
IS closely followed by a Triumph rider,

' was only ^s. slower.

V sidecar acceleration test then followed

A Triumph rider passing the timekeeper in the solo acceleration test, which consisted of a

timed fifty yards from a start with stationary engines.

on the same lines, and this was won by
A. Cooper (8 A.V. monocar), whose

engin'e by one
and enabled his

Musical chairs a popular competition, and
vhich a passenger may alight from a sidecar.

n the agility and stamina of the participants.

a test of driving skill, brakes, and the ease with

Last, but not least, of course the result depends

passenger started the
super-human " heave,"
driver to ecjual the solo time of 6s.

The best sidecar time was a tie between

Triumph Raleigh and A.J.S. machines,

which all took 8s.

Following this, a contest known, as the
" Aquatic apple " took place, in which

solo riders had to cover fifty yards, secure

an apple with the teeth from a tub of

water, and then remount, ride another

fifty yards, and deposit the apple in a

basket. The winner was G. Marsh (2^

Triumph) in' 23s., with Z. Onions (3^-

Rudge) second in 36s.

The same test for sidecar machines
followed, the passengers having to do the

"biting." This was won by H. Payne
(6 A.J.S. sc.) in 17|s. One incident

which was amusing, although it might
have taken a serious turn, was the case

of a passenger whose mouth refused to

close after dropping the apple. He was
being taken away to a doctor in a sidecar,

and when passing over a bump leaving

the field his mouth suddenly closed again,

and everything was in order.

Other results were ;

Skilful driving (solo) : A. G. Fenn (5-6 Raleigh).
Skilful driving (sidecar) : W. Bent (5-6 Raleigh
sc). Jump for solo machines: W. Hadiield (4
Triumph). Handkerchief competition (solo); E.
Mar.sh (2>/i Triumph). Handkerchief Competition
(sidecar): G. W. T. Hartwell (5-6 Raleigh sc).

CI3
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1 YEAIR'S TX

Varied Opinions on A.C.U. Decision

to Hold the 1922 Tourist Trophy
Races in Belgium.

Apart from Mere
Suitabilily, Senti-

ment and Policy

.

must be Con-
sidered.

THE decision of the Auto-Cycle Union to hold the

T.T. races in Belgium next year, using Spa
as headquarters, has come as a great surprise,

not only to motor cy-clists, but to the motor cycle trade

generally.

To many prominent riders and manufacturers, a

letter circulated by The Motor Cycle asking for

opinions on the change came as the first intimation

that such a resolution had been made ; but even where
precise details were not known, the larger aspects of

the case have caused the immediate formation of

definite opinions, some of which are not at all

favourable.

As it will be seen, a number of our correspondents

regret in the main a change of venue, the economic
viewpoint regarding the carrying of such a large amount
of money out of the British Isles being touched upon
by more than one.

Certain people suggest that with proper influence

a' road race in this country might still be arranged,

but this would necessitate a special Act of Parliament.

Whether the necessary machinery could be set in

motion here is a moot point, but we fear that in

such matters the inertia to be overcome is almost
overwhelming.

The following are extracts from the letters which
The Motor Cycle has already received

:

Mr. Geo, Stevens, of A. J. Stevens and Co. (1914),

Ltd.

:

"Until we got your letter, we were unaware that the
A.C.U. had decided to hold the 1922 Tourist Trophy races
on a fifty kilometre course near Spa.

" As we at present have no knowledge o£ the nature oif

the proposed course, it is difficult to pass an opinion as to
whether it will be an improvement on the old I.O.M. course.

" If the proposed course is fairly flat, _ and with few corners,
the race would have little more value, as far as testing
machines is concerned, than a race on Brooklands, which
does little more than test the endurance of the engine.
Owing to its tricky corners, the mountain climb, and its
general undulating nature, the I.O.M. course would be very,
hard to beat in putting a motor cycle through a certain test

;

not only the engine, but gears, transmission, brakes, and
frame, to say nothing of its testing the capabilities of the
rider.

"Apart from the possibility of the new course being a
pure 'blind,' however, we think the change will encourage
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more entries, especially from our Continental friends, and

thus make the race more interesting and more international

in character.

"We also think that the races in lielgium would attract a

greater number of visitors, because it is easy of access by .

most of the countries on the Continent, that are interested

in motor cycles, and, at the same time, is no further away
from this country than is the Isle of Man."

Mr. James L. Norton, of Norton Motors, Ltd.j

" I quite think that holding the 1922 Tourist Trophy Race
in Belgium will be of advantage to the British export trade, •

and will attract more ' international ' attention than if held !

in the Isle of Man. I am also of opinion that the race will

be of more international character than hitherto, as, without u

doubt, other Continental makers will compete.
" The assistance and facilities which the Belgian Govern-

1

ment offers are in violent contrast to the restrictions and >

petty annoyances which have had to be tolerated hitherto."

Mr. H. W. Hassall, also of Norton Motors, Ltd.!

.

" I think the idea of holding the T.T. in Belgium is

excellent. I believe more people than ever will seize the 1

opportunity of a holiday in Belgium in order to witness the

T.T. races, and, again, it is a wise decision from the trade 1

point of view."
,

Mr. W. H. Wells, Hendee Manufacturing Co., is

also in favour of the Belgian venue ; he writes

:

"As one who has participated, either as a competitor ot
entrant, in- every T.T. race held in the Isle of Man since''

1907, I have had the feeling for a considerable time that
motor cyclists were not exactly welcohied in that beautiful
island, and were allowed to go there to hold the T.T. race
more or less on sufferance. Further, the last two races held
there have convinced^me that the 500 c.c. machines had no,i

particular advantage' over machines with smaller engine
capacity, tor the reason that there was little opportunity^of
giving the bigger engine a chance to exert its speed and

-

power. Therefore, vv'hen Jlr. Loughborough mentioned td

me during our recent visit to Belgium, in connection with
the Grand Prix race held there recently, that the' Belgian
authorities were anxious to have the 1922 race held in their

country, and after viewing the major portion ofTihe suggestel!'
course, T became very enthusiastic over the idea. Not only*
will the larger machines have an opportunity of showing 1

their full. speed on the long straight stretches of beautifully'
paved roads, but, from what I saw of the Belgian people, I-

should say that they would welcome motor cyclists from
foreign countries with open arms.

"I am sure that, thg journey from London to Spa call he 1

made with far less inconvenience than from London to th? I

Isle of Man. The G.E.R. steamers have every facility for'f

quick handling of motor cycles and cars on and off the boats.
This is certainly a great contrast to the petty annoyances
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and fleecing one is subjected to when crossing from England

to the Isle o£ Man.
. "Another point which is of great importance is that, from

a geographical position, the race, held in Belgium, is bound
to be more of an international event, which the international

T.T. race when held in the Isle of Man has never been."

Mr. C. R. Collier (of Matchless fame) favours the

Belgian course :

" I consider the change will be advantageous. First, be-

cause it will tend to develop the international character of

the race^ which was, as the name implies, one of the principal

aims of Its original promoters. Secondly, I think more
publicity in the foreign press will be given to the race if

held on" the Continent. Thirdly, although I am not familiar

with the proposed course, I have no doubt it will not be

30 difficult as the Isle of Man course, which is, without

doubt, undesirably dangerous."

Mr. F. A. Applebee (Senior winner on a Scott

in 1 91 2):

"The Isle of Man has always been associated with T.T.
races, and from a sentimental point of view many will

regret that circumstances have made it necessary to find

motlier venue for 1922 ; but regrets will be less keen when
it is realised that such change will result in better transport

liacilities, and in freedom from the irritating local conditions

imposed in the Isle of Man.
"A suitable course appears to have been chosen, and, as

I record entry will undoubtedly be received, much greater

nterest will be taken in the event, and as a result the

lenefit to the industry is likely to prove far reaching and
if great value."

Mr. C. G. Pullin (who won the 1914 Senior T.T.
)i-, a Rudge), thinks that tlie Belgian course will

lermit higher speeds

:

"The decision to hold the T.T. race in Belgium is

xcellent, as it is possible to pick a good course that will

How of the high speeds now possible with the present-day
lotor cycles, and thus give the public the opportunity of

udying the results of the sustained high speeds on the
lad, whereas the I.O.M. course is more of a test of jockey-
lip and general handiness of the machine.
"Also, the race is bound to attract considerable Continental
ithusiasm and support, but, at the same time, there remains
certain sentimentality with those who have achieved success

.1 that treacherous island."

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.

:

"With reference to the 1922 Tourist Trophy race, we have
itainly heard nothing about this, and until we are officially

[ormed, we would prefer not to pass any comments."

The opinion of Douglas Motors, Ltd., is conveyed
Mr. S. L. Bailey, who touches upon the economic

pects of the case

:

'We are rather-- surprised to hear of the decision of the
C.-U. to hold the 1922 Tourist Trophy races in Belgium,
lart from any reasons for changing the course that they
ight have, we think it is almost a calamity to take
' much British money into a foreign country when this

untry is suffering ss acutely from its own financial position.

We see no reason why the race should be taken from the
le ol Man—in fact, it is far preferable to spend the money
tre than abroad; but we also think that if the necessary
1 ehinery is put in motion and sufficient influence used it

uld be held in our own country.
' It seems to us that races are being held in France,
Ilgium, Italy, and America, bringing hundreds of thousands
pounds to the particular country in which they take place

;

' England, who is badly wanting trade, is endeavouring to

aist in sending it to foreign countries.

'Further, there is the question of additional expense to

t manufacturer in journeying to the Continent, involving
t: question of passports. Custom duties, etc., which, unless
s cial arrangements are made, would amount to a consider-
ae addition to the usual cost of this race. If the typical
E'nch Grand Prix course is to be selected, the test for the
n chine will not compare with the gruelling test which the
I:^ of Man course affords."

2^5

Mr. Cyril Williams (wmner of the Junior TT.T. on

a 2.% h.p. A.J.S, in 1920), tabulates his objections to

the change thus:
"

(1.) It is a mistake to take the races out of the British

Isles.

•(2.) I do not think the I.O.M. course can be improved

upon, for what is the ostensible purpose of the races, viz.,

the development of the touring machine. I contend that,

without any increase in to-day's maximum speed, but with

improved liill-climbing, acceleration, braking, and stability,

it is possible to ride the present course at 60 m.p.h. And
I think that the improvements mentioned are what are

wanted by the average motor cyclist; he is usually quite

satisfied with present-day maximum speed."

Mr. T. C. de la Hay, the well-known Sunbeam
rider and winner of the 1920 Senior race, voices a

commonly expressed opinion

:

" Regarding the decision of the A.C.XJ. to hold the 1922

Tourist Trophy race in Belgium, I do not favour this for

several reasons.

"The race is promoted indirectly by the British motor

cycling public, and the interest shown can be judged by the

amount of people who yearly travel to the Isle of Man for

the purpose of seeing the race. My Continental experience

has been that the average Englishman, owing to his mability

to speak various languages,,, is imposed upon, and, added to

this, one must not overlook the greater expense and difficul-

ties with regard to Customs, etc., which visiting the Con-

tinent involves as compared with the Isle of Man.
" Furthermore, any race on a course such as is used in

Continental events is' a test of sheer speed, rather than speed

combined with absolute reliability under greatly varying

road condition, as encountered on the familiar Isle of Man
course.

" I should hardly think the A.C.U. would take such an

important step without first ascertaining the opinion of

manufacturers.
'

'

The Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., write as follows:

" Your letter is the first intimation we have had of the

change of venue for the 1922 T.T. We do not care to express

an opinion until we hear of the reasons for such a change.

However, our views on the matter are, that certainly, if at

all possible, a T.T., which has generally been considered as

(ireat Britain's motor cycle event of the year, should be held .

in the British Isles.
" We are of the opinion that the course proposed in

Belgium will not give the same actual road conditions as

found in the Isle of Man. We, ourselves, look upon this

com-se as the best possible to find all weaknesses in design

and a test to destruction, thereby giving manufacturers use-

ful information in their endeavours to manufacture a fool-

proof machine. Also, the various bends and mountain climbs

do much towards improving the steering .qualities and
acceleration of the motor cycle.

" We trust that, unless something extraordinary has

happened, that the Isle of Man course be selected again for

the 1922 T.T. race."

"Astonished," is the expression of Mr. H. O.

Wood, the Scott exponent and technical adviser to

the Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.

:

"I am very astonished to hear of the A.C.U. decision to,

hold the 1922 T.T. race in Belgium on a fifty kilometre

course.
" Before I can say anything definite, I shc«ld like to know

the A.C.U. reasons for this astonishing decision.
" It seems to me that competing machines will not be

subjected to any climbing or down hill work. There will

be a few corners which will test the brakes and acceleration

to a certain extent, but nothing like to the extent of the

Island course.
""^

" One would imagine that, instead of going to the expense
of running the race in Belgium, it might be just as well to

hold it on Brooklands, especialy if the competitors are to slow
down to a certain speed every few laps.

" I do not thmk the manufacturers will, as a whole, find

the test much different from a Brooklands test, and as for

the public flocking to see this race, there will be nothing like

the enthusiasm there is and has been in previous years?'

C19
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Mr. Hugh Mason, managing director of Hugh
Mason and Co., Ltd., makers of the N.U.T. machines

:

" With reference to the 1922 Tourist Trophy races being
held in Belgium, I have not the slightest doubt that before

the A.C.U. came to such a decision as this it would have
just and very good reason for so doing. Its reasons, of

course, are unknown to me ; but I cannot help thinking
that, from the British public interest point of view, it is a
mistake. Thousands have witnessed the races in past years
.in the Isle of Man, many of whom would not consider
going to Belgium to witness this event, as apart from
the time and e.x'pense, I do not think it possible to find any-
thing like such a sporting and. suitable course as the 'Four-
inch ' course in the Isle of 'Man.

" If a change is necessary, and it could be arranged, I

am of the opinion, that a sporting course could be found at
home or in Ireland."

From a' consistent T.T. rider and winner of tlie

Junior Race in both 1914 and 1921, the following state-

ment by Mr. E. Williams is worthy of note :

"The Tourist _ Trophy races being held in Belgium next
year brings up two most important points.

"First, the manufacturers: Should the course be fairly
fiat and straight, as is usual in Continental races, it will
be a matter of sheer speed rather than violent acceleration
and efficient braiding, which go a long way to success on
the Isle of JIan course. Personally, I believe they would
prefer the gruelling I.O.M. course with its six mile of
mountain climb as a better test of a machine than the flat
straights of Belgium.- Secondly, as possibly something like

£100,000 is taken and spent by the manufacturers, riders,

and race-visitors to the Isle of Man over the practising

and races, this amount is going out of the British

Isles into a foreign country, very little of which is going

to return, whereas the majority of it spent in the Isle of

Man is brought back to the mainland. The only thing in

its favour is that it may act a« a stimulant to our Continental

trade.

"It seems remarkable that the only road race organised

'by a British body should be held in a foreign country."

Opinions from the Isle of Man.
The following extracts from the Isle of Man Tinui

are indicative of the keen disappointment felt there in

certain circles

:

" The loss to the Island is incalculable. Those best able

to judge put it at £50,0(K) hard cash. The figure is probably
low. The loss of the advertisement cannot be measured.
"The police took a fiendish delight on 'Sad Sunday ' in

being objectionable."
"The Island thought that it could do just as it pleased

with the motorists, and that, although they squealed, they

could >iever go elsewher^." •

'

" If the Island wants the motor cycle races, let thetn

withdraw these absurd restrictions. Then, ._but not wntil,

can it reap the great rewards which the races undoubtedly
bring."

A Manx supporter of the T.T. writes

:

"I trust we can rely, in this Island, on the support of

The Motor Ci/cle in trying-to induce the A.C.U. not to take
the T.T. races from here to Belgium. I can assure you that
we, here, feel the loss of these races most intensely."

A NOVEL TWO-STROKE DESIGN.
Air Scavenging Sysfem. Mixture Injected after Ports Close.

MUCH ingenuity has been expended
in order to improve the normal
three-port two-stroke, but very

frequently such new designs remain in
the paper stage. As a contrast we were
recently enabled to examine and test an
experimental machine opei'ating on an
unusual system.

Briefly, the engine, w-hich is the pro-
duction of Whitehouse and Sarsons, of
King Edward Road, MdSeley, Birming-
ham, employs a double diameter piston.

The volume of
air drawn into
the crank case is

somewhat greater
than the piston
displacement. On
the down stroke
this air is trans-
ferred in the
normal manner
and scavenges
the cylinder,
while on the

'

same stroke a
rich mixture is

drawn into the
annular space be-
tween the normal
diameter piston
and the cylinder
wall of the large
diameter piston.

On the compres-
sion stroke, after

the ports have
closed, trapping
a proportion of

the scavenging air, the rich mixture in the
annular chamber is compressed to such a
degree that it is forced past a spring-
Ir.i.ied non-return valve into the cylinder
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head, and there fired in a normai-manner.
In practice the rich mixture is drawn
into the annular chamber through a

pa'ssage formed in the piston, while the
air enters the transfer port through a

second passage formed in the thrust side

Doublediameter piston
fitted to the W. and S.
two-stroke, showing the
arrangement of passages
adopted on the experi-
mental model.

The experimental engins was designe.
with the object of employing as man
parts as possible of a standard make
two-stroke engine, and for comparativ
purposes the exhaust and transfer ports
piston head, combustion space, and bor '

and stroke were made identical with tii
;

engine. Though^ no actual bench test

have been carried out, the two engine
have been road tested side by side, th

gear ratios and conditions being the sara

in- each case, and we are told that th
new engine will ascend a certain hill witt
two up which the standard engine jtal

fails to surmount with only the rider ii

the saddle. The capacity of the W. am
S.^engine is 269 c.c, and on f-e road w
found it to be capable of acceleratipi
very rapidly on a slope of 1 in 15 <gea
ratio 5.25 to 1), and on the gradient i

attained a speed of over 30 m.p.h. b;

speedometer. It is flexible, and two
strokes regularly at low speeds, and af
pears to develop considerably more po'we

than the average engine of its size.

The experimental W. and S. engine.

of the piston wall. A special carburetter
is employed, one lever of which controls

the flow of air to the crank case, and the
other governs the supply of mixture. Showing the general layout of the ports.
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AN O.H.V. BIG TWIN. I

The 998C.C. Brilish Anzani V Twin.

OF several engines which made their

debut at the recent five hundred
miles race at Brooklands, the British

Anzani, mounted in a Zenith motor
bicycle,' gave a very promising per-

formance.
. We recently inspected this engine,

which had not been interfered with

I

since the event, and we were at once
impressed by its condition. Externally,

; it had kept remarkably clean, whilst
internally all the bearing surfaces were
las new.

j

Two cast iron cylinders, which have a
jbore and stroke of 83x92 mm: (998 c.c),

are provided with detachable heads,
, Iwliich accommodate the overhead valves,

the rocker arms for these being pivoted
in brackets mounted on twin lugs. The
rocker bearings are lubricated by wicks
fed froni a cup filled with grease, which
iliquefies when the engine gets hot.

i The engine, it is claimed, has developed
124.5 b.h.p. on the bench at a speed of

,5,500 r.p.m.

Mechanical Lnbrication.

Lubrication is carried out by means
)f a plunger pump located in the base of
lie crank case sump. The plunger has a
lore and stroke of 6x5 mm., and delivers
111 at the rate of just under half a pint
ler minute at 3,000 r.p.m., engine speed.
The plunger is driven from an eccentric

[ocated outside the two cam wheels on
. ,

jhe crankshaft. The oil is led first to

he timing side, and thence, by a Y-
haped connection, to the flywheel side
;iainshaft bearings.

The drilled crankshaft is built up
rem the flywheel side, and feeds the
ams ria a small hole in the crank case
asting, and the magneto bevel spindle

through another chan-
nel. The flywheel
side of the crankshaft
is drilled, and conveys
the oil to Ihe white
metal big end bearing.
An additional oil

lead to the front cylin-
der is regulated by a
sight feed drip lubri-
cator fixed on the
tank.

Aluminium pistons
carry three rings of
the deep and narrow
variety, the lowest
acting as a scraper
and distributing the
oil in the cylinder.
The little end' of the
connecting rod floats
on a hollow gudgeon
pin, which is retained
in position by brass
discs at each end.
Tappet adjustment

is effected in the usual
manner, by nuts on
(he push rods, whilst
a long guide is

afforded by the use of
a brass casting fitted
on the top of the
ii'ank case.

A quart of oil is contained in the
sump, which may be drained by removing
a small plug at the base of the pump.
The rocker arms, riding over the cams,
are provided with Hoifmann rollers—

a

very effective fitting—whilst the efficiency

of the engine relies to a large degree on
the special form of cam.
The crank case is held in the frame by

four bolts located in

shoulders cast at the
front and, back, while
additional support to

the engine is also

given by two frame
tube clips fitted lower
down on the casting.
A 1,100 c.c. cycle

car engine 13 also
made, and, but for the
provision of two belt-

driven fans in front
of each cylinder, and
aluminium cases for

It

used

.
s-».-r?r-'gif'!W---».'f««Mg»«i(>a«»i'r-.. . .

III be observed that very large combustion heads are

whilst the crank case anchorage, though somewhat

unusual, allows the engine to be removed with ease.

the overhead valve gear, is identical with
this 'unit. To meet the special require-

ments of cycle car transmission, the heavy
flywheel is arranged to receive a clutch

cone.

These engines, which are designed by
Mr. Hubert Hagens, are made by
the British Anzani Engine Co., Ltd.,

30, Scrubbs Lane, Willesden, London,
N.W.IO.

Exhaust valve lifting arrangement and the revolution

counter attachment are clearly shown. The dimensions of

Ine oil sump can be gathered from this picture

The wick feed

attachment
fitted to the

valve rockers

.Sectional view of the British Anzani engine.
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(Continued from
page i 39.)

York and District M.C.

Next Saturday the club is holding a

hill-climb at Gariowby, near Stamford,
commencing at 2.30 p.m.

Tiuio and District M.C. and L.C.C.

On Friday afternoon, the 2nd prox.,

an " open " and closed hill-climb will be
held on Porthtowan Hill.

Southport and District M.C.C.

Closed speed ti-ials will be held on Sep-

tember 10th on the Southport sands.

Entries .should be addressed to Mr. H.
F. Brockbank, 58, Lord Street.

Skipton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

An inter-club team trial will take place

on September 3rd over a course of ap-

proximately 100 miles. Application for

membership should be made to Mr. T.

Wilkinson, Granville St., Skipton.

Leinster M.C.C.

Chiefly remarkable at Saturday's open
race meeting, held at Portmarnock, was
the fine riding of Greene, on a 2^
Enfield lightweight, who scored in three

of four events, winning two. Large
crowds witnessed the racing. Results :

250 c.c. CLASS (ten mile handicap).— 1, Greene
(2''i Enfield), scratch: 2. Watts (2',i Levis), handi-
cap 4m. 30 ^ Time, 18m. 30s.
350 c.c. Class (ten mile handicap).—!, Adair (2-;4

Douglas), handicap 3m, 40s. : 2. Slevin {2Vi Velo-
cette), 5m. 30s.; 3, CiTeene (2i/l Enfield), 4m. 3s.

Time, 15m. 30s.
600 c.c. CLASS (ten mile handicap).—!, Greene

(214 Enfield), handicap 5m. 55s.; 2, (2'!.1

Douglas), 4m. 55s.; 3, Holding (Cotton), Im. 15s.
Time, 15m. 45s.
UNLIMITED CLASS (thirty mile handicap).-!,

Cathcart (3V2 Norton), handicap Im. 58s.; 2. Red-
mond (7-9 Indian), owes 3m.: 3, Hampenstall (3V3
Rudge), handicap 4m. 303. Time, 41m. 35s.

Pembrokeshire A. and M.C.C.

On Thursday last this club ran its

annual speed trials over a straight course

of two and a half miles on the Pendine
sands, which were in a very fair con-

dition. Some good racing was seen, the

Sunbeams being very speedy; but, . of

course, Handel Davies's Brough-Superior
was easily the fastest machine of the day.

In the sidecar class, however, he was
very hotly pressed by his brother, Luther
Davies, on a Morgan-M.A.G., which was
stripped for the event. The outfit which
undoubtedly caused the greatest interest

was the little 3 h.p. Beardmore^Precision
sports model, driven by Archie Cocks.

The ear-splitting exhaust of this 350 c.c.

engine made everybody sit up and take
notice, especially as it flashed over the

finishing line at a round 50 m.p.h. - This
rider was fourth in the 350 c.c. solo

race, and was the only two-sti'oke entered.

Three crashes, in which Graham Ace,
Mansel Davies, and E. J. Jeremy were
the unfortunates, somewhat marred an
otherwise enjoyable afternoon's sport.

Results :

CLASS ! (350 c.c.).—1, S. Green (2% A.J.S.);
2, H. G. K. Palmer (2% Douglas).
CLASS 2 (350 c.c). — !_, W. Edwards (2';4

Omega); 2, Handel Davies (2>4 Coulson B).
CLASS 3 (550 c.c.).—!, Mansel Davies (3V<! Sun-

beam); 2, V. R. ;McKenzie (4 Triumph).
CLASS 4 (550 c.c.).—!, Mansel Davies (3i/> Sun-

beam); 2, V. R. McKenzie (4 Triumph).
CLASS 5 (unlimited c.c.).—1, Mansel Davies (3%

Sunbeam); 2, V. R. IMcKenzie (4 Triumph).
CLASS 6 (unlimited c.c.).—!, Handel Davies (8

Brough Superior) ; 2, W. Edwards (2^,i Omega).
CLASS 8 (sidecars unlimited).—!, H. Davies (8

Brough Superior sc); 2. L. Davies (10 Morgan-
M.A.G.J ; 3. Archie Cocks ,(3 Beardmor?-Pre-
cjsion 5c.).

. .

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The above club is holding its trial for

the Taunton Jlotor Traders' Cup on

Thursday, September 22nd. The course,

which will commence and finish at

Taunton,' will be about 160 miles.

Colne and District M.C.C.

W_ Gawthorpe (on a 4 Triumph) was'

the winner of the sporting reliability trial

held on the 13th inst. R. Haigh (6 Brad-

bury sc.) and B. Denton (7 A.J.S. sc.)

were second and third respectively, with

the only lady competitor, Miss Field (b-'>

Coventry-Victor sc.) fourth.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Only eleven competitors, out of an
entry" of twenty-three, succeeded in

getting through non-stop in the very

sporting trial organised by Mr. W.
Brandish last Saturday. Two fairly deep

watersplashes and a track across fields

were included in the twenty-eight mile

course, which was covered twice.

E. Barnett (3^ Invicta) and' F. E.

Shanks (2J Douglas) tied for the solo

prize, but a secret check gave the win

to the former.

W. J. Montgomery (5 Rover sc), G.

Bettridge (4 Triumph sc), and H. Finch

(4 Triumph sc.) were, in the order given,

leaders in the sidecar class.

Midland C. and A.C.

Three laps of a sporting twenty-four

miles circuit in the Rednal-Hagley Wood
neighbourhood were covered by competi-

tors in the inter-team trial last Saturday.

Sev-en teams of six ridei-s apiece took

part, the performances of the best two
solo and two sidecar members only of

each team to count. Results :

FIRST.—BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.
Marks
lost.

R. -W. Duke (4 Triumph)
A. E. Rollason (3>/" Ariel)

W. T. Woodcock (6-7 Ariel sc.) ...

T. W. Watson (4 Norton sc.)

Wolverhampton M.C.C. and Kidder-

minster M.C.C.

A joint fiill-climb, organised by the

'-above clubs and- open to the Midland

Centre A.C.U., will be held on Penkridge'

Bank, Staffs., next Saturday, commenc-

ing at 2 p.m.

Barrow and District M.C.

Only one machine failed on the once

dreaded Kirkstone Pass, which was in-

cluded in the trial for the Fisher Cup.

W. A. Singleton (6 Martinsyde sc) is

the winner of the premier award, witJl

H. Jackson (3^ Sunbeam) and J. Morrisn"

(3i-P. and M.) second and third resp.

tively.

Essex M.C.
Open only to members of the club, tho

annual twenty-four-hour trial from Londnu

to Bala and back will be held on Frida

and Saturday, September 9th and lOtl

Full particulars may be obtained fr..

Messrs. F. A. Applebee and E.

Colliver, at 208, Great Portland Stre.

London, W.l.

Total

15
1

16

The above riders will receive M.C. and A.C. gold

medals.

SECOND.—SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.
Marks
lost.

H. Cox (3')i Scott) .;

J. Walker [Wa. B.S.A.)
B. Bird (4V4 B.S.A. sc.)

H. Uzzle (4Vi B.S.A. sc.)

^ Total

THIRD.—REDDITCH M.C.C.

S

19

J. Dosher (8 Enfield)
L. Sealey Wt B.S.A.)
T. Weaver (5-6 Verus sc.)

H. Poele (4i,i B.S.A. sc.) ...

Total

Marks
lost.

...

...

... 25

... 4

... 29

The following riders lost no marks in

addition to those already mentioned :

M.C. and A.C: T. P. Bluiufield (6-7 Ariel sc.)

and C. Atcherley (4 Triumph).
Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.

:

A. Watson (31/^ Sunbeam sc).
Kidderminster M.C.C. : F. W. Gilcs(7 A.J.S. sc).

Wolverhampton M.C.C. : T. C. Greenwood (SVs

Sunbeam sc.) and R. Brown [Vk Sunbeam sc).

A Section devoted to Club An-
nouncements will be found on

Supp. xxxix.

NEW SIDECAR RECORDS.
Twelve Hour and Five -Hundred
Miles Records Broken by Norton

Sidecar.

ALL sidecar records from fifty milfs

and one hour up to 500 miles and

twelve hours in the 600 c.c. class

were captured at Brooklands on the 16th

inst. by H. H. Beach, riding a 3i h.p.

Norton outfit.

In addition, the figures for seven, eight,

nine, ten, and eleven hours and 400 and

500 miles exceeded the existing 1,000

c.c. sidecar performances for the same

distances and times.

The equipment of the machine included

Dunlop tyres, Speedwell oil. Shell spirit,

K.L.O. plug, C.A.V. magneto, Renoid

chains, and Binks carburetter : and, as

will be seen by the figures below, its speed

'

was very consistent throughout, only

gradually dropping towards the end of

the twelve hours.

Unfortunately, after the twelve 'hour

times had been docked, the sidecar axle

broke away, and the machine charged

down the " banking near the meinbers'

bridge, strikin" the rails on the inside

of the track, and throwing Beach and

his passenger, R. N. Judd, somewhat vio-

lently, although . neither was serioBsly

damaged.

Class ^.

—

Sidecars up to 600 c.c.

Hours. Miles. Yards. M.P.H.

1 ., .. -55 267 = 55.15

2 .. .". lOS fi-2i = 64.15

3 .. .. Ifil 575 = 53. SI

4 .. .. 214 811 = 53.61

B .. .. 269 (i = 33. SO
\ .... 318 933 = 63.00

» 7 .. .. 3G8 1,786 = 62.71 .

* ,<( . ..412 96S = .M.66
• .. .. 465 1,746 = 61.78

no .. .. 516 370 = 61.62

•11 . .. 559 372 = 60.81

12 . . . . 676 690 = 48.03

Miles. h. m. s. M.P.H.
,

60 .. 54 27.8 = 65.03

100 .. 1 50 45.1 =? 84.19

200 .. 3 42 40.6 = 53.89

300 .. 6 39 3.6 = 63.08
•400 .. 7 37 19.2 = 52.48

*600 .. 9 41 22.8 = 61.60-,,

•Also Class G (up to I.OOOcc). '

Cl8
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Immediate Delivery
RE-PLATED,

RE-ENAMELLED .

RE-BUILT.

'erfect finish in 1920 Colours.

Fitted with New_Tyres and Tubes.

I h.p. P. & M.—2-speed, kick-start and

utch—Solo

—

£30 down and 12 monthly

ayments of £2-12-6, or fitted with well

oholstered and roomy new sidecar and chassis,

,40 down and 12 monthly payments of £3-10-0

Cash : -Solo £60 Combination £80

LIMITED NUMBER ONLY.

ii:etylene generator, head and tail lamps, tools, pump, and
mechanical horn, £5 the set,

IDTOR VEHICLES (L°|'"slt"l|) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

15. 16 & 17. Eldon Street, London, E.C.2.
Phonj ; Wall 5436.

MONEY
CAN BUY
NO MORE
than the perfection of any Canoelet model.

AH that is known about Sidecars, gathered in

the years of our specialised experience, is

embodied in every Canoelet model, which is

recognis^ed as the quintessence of comfort and
durability,—whichever one you choose. We
have plain and luxurious models to suit all

needs, but anything more expensive than can

be found in our catalogue is money wasted.

Choose a Canoelet, money can buy no more.

MEAD & DEAKIN, b.r'^7S'?ham.

CANOELET
^

fb

-».«»p

M^OR-CYCLING.

Srr-\iyfiGHT vogue.

Modal M.M.4,

In answcrinq these adi-erlisewc7itg if is desirable to mention •- The Motor Cycle."

SIDE-CARETTES.

By A MOTOR-CYCLIST. -
Eack ^^eek iiioro people are looking to

the light-weight tnoLor-cycle as their future
transport, andlliei'o is every excuse for
adopting a very optimistic attitude towards
this part of the industry,

It is, ihgwevdr, remarkable tEat, de-
spite the adhrievements of this type in the
biggest events of the last two yearS; tjhere

should still Remain a doubt in the minds
of a sectiou~of the public of their sound-
ness and reliability. I know this esists
from my correspondence.

There are now something like 60 lieht-
weight machines oa the market. It is

more than likolybegjyiiieMaidiMUgPtilarity
many backpii(«^^^TcTi-mak.et^swi!^fcgiue
into
b

As rcKfli-'ds speed, several of tlie bjsrgcr machines

irf/aiiirbk of 50 miles ^" ^""g'-
'^"sU^'-'^'f' ,V

tow nro riddea fc* move tlin.n 3j. Some <=i

J"^
smttliest four-3troU-«.ligljt-wcight3 fire so tpeedj

that thc-y would not be left far beb.nd in ^ Innff

run! •iof.t makers now produco two-spe.d.sear

model* which luc'tase tte tourmpr radius of tie

Saetlncs tven tho smallest of them are quite

^apablo'of cUmbing any gro.Uent l.kelj to be met

<X in an, ivQvaga ride. Most tire amply mud-

euMded au'd cleaji to ride. ..,.„a , vr.ne=
Tho two speeds also Rive thorn an «tend.,l ..^

pe

as two.pasECjigor machines on.|, I'"*'],
.i„^^"-"; „.

scnts 01 .the oavi'icr. havo become ciccdrngly p. pu

iM aa pei-raadent pillion mounts, no mattor how |

C24
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INTERNATIONAL SIX DAYS TRIAL

August 1st—6th.

ANOTHER 100% SUCCESS.

TWO
~

21 H.P. STANDARD MACHINES COMPETED
IN THIS EXACTING TRIAL IN THE MOUNT-
AINS OF SWITZERLAND & BOTH GAINED

GOLD MEDALS.
This only emphasises the excellencies of
these machines, which cotnbine with

PERFECT DEPENDABILITY, SPEED,
Ease of Control, Flexibility at Slow Speeds,
Comfortable Riding Position,and Certainty
that they will not let you down.

DON'TTAKE RISKS-BUY A "NEW IMPERIAL"
THE 8 H.P. FAMILY MACHINE OR THE
2J H.P. SOLO WILL GIVE YOU FULL SATISFACTION.

NEW IMPERIAL CYCLES, LTD., BIRMINGHAM
(Dept. R.)

(Est. oyer
30 years).

8 h.p. PERFlECT Combination
3-speed

160 Guiriea.s.
Allow US to.send you particulars.

2} h.p."SP0ETS'' £93
2i h.p."SpORTs" £95

2 J li.p. SOLO witli

T.T. 3-speed Gear

I

TO Guirteais.
1 A^B.—jVf) T-ighlwc^fjht i- compli:t • wiUtoul- a Thiw-aiteed Geiti:

WE SPECIALISE IN
HIGH-CLASS WELDING REPAIRS

OF ALL RINDS AND IN ALL METALS.
Scored Cylinders, Broken Flanges, Alumiflium Crank
Cases, Frames, Pistons, Cracked Water Jackets, Valve
Seatings, Malleable Castings, etc.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Electric and Oxy-acefylene welding. All work iinisired and machined.

'il ore Specialists ir> lite reraiHufj of N.S.U- Gears. Estimates ^ lee.

Phone: OLDHAM WELDING /Grams

:

^55°- & CENTRAL MOTORS, Ltd. oMham"^
"

t85a, Kuddersfield Rd., OLDHAM.

Th
Neat. Li^ht,
Clfian,Bri5ht.

Cheap.
Ernhossed AJurmniam
DOUBLE-SIDED,
FRONTS SQUARE REAR.
NUMBER PLATES'

fa.
Motor Cycles

With or without
Licence Holder.
Delivery by return.

WRIGHT & SON,
Dept. CI

Edgware, Midd'x.
Thone; "£dgware Four."

We A PAIR
postaste &
padun$pdid

Licence Holder 5/- extra.

Car-
riage and other
plates supplied

ffk-f^^ffwu^

FuUl) guarantaed.
Ask ijour agent
lor grices

E-I-C MAGNETOS Hi
Sampson Ril North.

BIRMINGHAM.
Vest ofEnglandSent'ceS^
\v-BCOCAM

140 Victoria St, Bristol

MAGNETOS

ALBION Lightweight

Two-speed Gea

with Clutch am

Kick-starter.

Prkt :

£12-0-C

ALBIO^
Eng. Co., Ltd.-

Upper Highgate St.'

BIRMINGHAM
'Phone: Mid. loi?.

'Grams: " Eastart."

ca6 In answerinij these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cijcle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
• First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
(ional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

i: Charged double rate. Each paragraph is

cu'ged separately. Name and address must

1 counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
sicial terms to regular trade advertisers will

t quoted on application.

ostal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

a ^rtisements should be made payable___-.r-cSr
tUFffi & SONS Ltd.

Tasurv Notes, being

and crossed..^

untraceable it lost

t osit, should not be sent as remittances ,

'ill advertisemencs m this section should be

aompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

tthe offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Siet, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Gentry. To ensure insertion letters should

b.?osted in time to reach the offices of " The
Kor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

ir ning previous to the day of issue. Adver-
timents that arrive too late for a particular

is e or that are crowded out will automatically

b(nserted in the following issue unless accom-
psied by instructions to the contrary.

II letters relating to advertisements should

que the number which is printed at the end ol

ea advertisement, and the date of the issue

inrhich it appeared.

te proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or rinters' errors, although every care is taken
to /oid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
I the convenience of advertisers- letters may be

?.ic^ed to Qumbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

tliis is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of
lion and to cover postage on replies must be added

: advertisement charge, which must include tlje

woi Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only tbenumbci
wiippear in the advertisement. All replies sboutd be
! itJ sed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street

Readers wJio reply to Box No. advertisements are
igainst sending retniitance through the post except in
i envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit
IS recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

Deposit Depaitmem."
1 i case ol motor cycles ofTere<l (or sale under a box

> un r as it Is unusual lor these to be sold without first

belo Hpected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

(aclite business by embodying In their advertisements
somlnentlon ot the district In which the machine
odei may be seen and tried.

I 9P DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
ft )ns who hesitate to send money to unknown persons.

may :al in_ perfect salety by availing themselves of our
Dep : System. If the money be deposited with "The
Mob ;;ycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
Tl time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

'
. three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
Co the seller, but, if not, we return the amount

lepositor, and each party to the transaction pays
one way. For all transactions up to jfio, a

fee of I/- is charged; on transactions over ^10
i'-f £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

5 and under £100, 7/6; ~and on all transactions
j^p i %• All deposit matters are dealt with at
jv Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
liould tw made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
Iter " D " at the end of an advertisement Is an

j\i that the ad vertiser is willing to avail himself of
tue iwsit System. Othei advertisers may be equally
desirj,. but have not advised us to that effect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Fders who reply to advertisements and receive no

answ to their enquiries are requested to regard the
'''n^is an indication that the goods advertised have

been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
quiries that it b quite Impossible to reply to

- ' le by post.

MOTOR FOR SALE.

AP'

CYCLES
A.B.C.

late 19P0, as new, all accessaries, ta

Wigan.85, or nearest.—45, York St..

JJ^^^'B-C, ^n perfect^ condition, all accessories
-- .. Denmark Terrace.

' Fmchley. London.
Fortis Green Rd

[5453

SEASON TICKETa
or SINGLE FARE
€TSay you are purchasing ff brand
1 1 new Slotor Cycle. You go through
the whole alphabet of Agents, and
lind there is no difference in price,

which is very rightly tixed by the
manufacturer.

But although there is no difference
in price, there is a difference, and a
very big difference, in values.
Some agents will give you the
Single Ticket of Service {which
means that, having tahen your
money, they have no further
interest in you), whilst others
present you with a Season Ticket
of Service, and are always anxious
to help and assist.

This is why it pai.'S to deal with
Godfrey's, whose ungrudging, will-
ing, and cheerful service add =

pounds to the value of any machine
sold by them.

NEW 1921 MODELS IN STOCK.
A.J.8. HAWKER .

ARIEL LEVIS
BLACKBURNE MARTINSYDE
B.S.A. MATCHLESS
CALTHORPE NEW IMPERIAL
COULSON-B. RADCO
COVENTRY EAGLE RUOGE
DOUGLAS ROYAL ENFIELD
EXCELSIOR SCOTT
INDIAN TRIUMPH
INDIAN SCOUT ZENITH

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
(Guaranteed tor Three Months.)

NORTON, 19:0, 3; h.p., T.T. . £T2
RUDGE, 1920, I.O.M. Model .. £75
B.8.A., 1920, 4i h.p., C.B £89
'B.S.A., 1920, 4j h.p., B.S.A. Sc. £150
DOUGLAS, 1920, 2.} h.p., 3-sp. £76
INDIAN Scout, 1921, 4 h.p., elcc £132
RUOGE, 1915, I.O.M. Model . £52
•INDIAN Comb., igr-;. 7 h.p. .. £105
'INDIAN Comb., 1916, 7 h.p. . . £125
*SCOTT, 1920, and Sidecar £105
JAMES, 1919, 6 h.p. Millford Sc. £115
SCOTT, I9r5, 3J h.p £69
LEVIS, 1920, j^hp £42
NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, 2| h.p.,

2-speed, K.S. £64
*Sidecar Combinations.

ALL FULLY LICENSED.

SHOP-SOILED MODELS (NEW).
COVENTRY EAGLE, si h.p.,

3-speed, 1920 £92
INVICTA, 1920, 3^ h.p., 3-speed £92
BLACKBURNE, i"92i, 4 h.p. .. £93
BLACKBURNE S h.p. Combina-

tion, spare wheel, 1921 . . £170

Write for full lists.

Cash or C eferred Payments

GODFREY'S Ltd.,

208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.l.
'Phone; Langham 1300 (2 lines).

FOR SALE.MOTOR

1 020 A.B.C.
-'-»' sporting sidecar, £105
stamp.—4, Hanover St., W.I.

A.B.C, 1920, Magdyno. very fine order,
,

licensed; £97/10._The Layton Garages
Holywell St., Oxford. "'

1021 A.B.C. Machines
-L^ Epare.5 stocked.—W,

CYCLES
A.B.C.

perfect condition, with 1921 Grindlay
without, ^90 ; photo,

[5367

fast,

, 30,
[6116'Phone: 581.

of numerous hill-climbs and
sen,;on ; any esamination

in stock, complete stock of
Luther J. Davies. 71, Com-

mercial St., Newport, Moo. 'Phone : 2488. [0639

"I
1IJ2O A.B.C, winner

-L«-' speed events this
trial; i85.-MarslKill.. 5, Station Ed.,'EdgWiire, Middle-
se-'i.

_ [X7e49
A .B.C. Combination de Luxe, Aug., 1920, sidecar

-*^*- new 1921, dynamo lighting, sijecdometer, spare
tyre and many other spares, small mileage; £125.—
Harrison, 21, Wicker, SheltieU. [X7837
1Q2I A.B.C, brand new. unused, kick start;'
•-«' standard and T.T. solo £109, combination
£136; licensed, with all accessories, £114/10 solo,
£141/10 combination.—Derrington. Grafton Hd., New
Maiden. [5142

Abingdon.
\ BINGDON Combination, 7-8h.p., 3-speed, guaran-

teed thorough orerlinuling ; trial run ; accept
104, Portess Rd.. N.W.5. (Between 9-6.) [5257

ABINGDON King JDick 4h.p. Combination, 1914
-t^ model, fax paid, perfect condition, all on; £50,
or offer; after 6.-33, King's Rd., Harlesden Rd,,
Willesden Green. [5455

I

Acme.
1 020 Acme-Jap Sh.p. Combination, hood, screen,
-*-*' lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, spare wheel, licensed,

[excellent condition; £120.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington. [5043

1 £55:

£78.-
[5709

A.J.S

A.J.S. 6h.p.. 1916, and sidecar, any trial;
Greaves, Saxons, Weybridge.

A.J.S., best after test, all models.—Merrick's Stores.
174, Listerhills Rd., Bradford. (2219

any offers.

[X7756

1921 7h.p. A.J.S. combina.
2-spe6d A.J.S., £95 : from

[0687

-J Q21 2%h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed. brand ne
-•-«/ —13, New St., Wellington, Salop.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-
I

tion, £195; 2»ih.p.

I

stock.

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. ; Parts

18593
t A .J.S. Combination, 1920, little used, insured, ex-
il. cellent condition; £175.-26, Hadleigh Ed:, Leigli-

I on-Sea. [4429

23h.p. A.J.S., speeds, C.K.S., little used, licensed,
4 fine ordeu; jCSO.—13, New , St., Wellington.

: Salop. [X7755

1 I

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, every conceivable acces.
I ' X«7 sory, practically new; £150.-t-18, Hestercorabe

Av., Fulham. [5856

1Q21 A.J.S., 254h.p., genuine, new oon,dition,
J~*y punctured, mileage 310, licensed; £92.
Wanderers Av., Wolverhampton.

A.J.S.—London and Walsall agents; immediate de-
livery; exchanges or deferred payments.—Maudes'

Motor Mart, London and Walsall. [2420

A.J.S. 6h.p., just overhauled, tyres pracficilly new.
Eastings wind screen, lamps; l>est ofler over £100:

un-
26.

[5920

after 4 p.m.—297, Prescot Ed., Liverpool. [5495

A.J.S. 1916
thorough

4h.p. Combinatoin, spare wheel, in

running order, all tyres and lamps
good; £85.-41, Gresley Rd., N.19. After 6. [6155

I

"IQ21 A.J.S. Combination, 7h.p., electric light, iu--"nr-

-l-t/ ance paid until next April, tax paid, small mile-
age: £205.—Ba-tt, 386, High St., Chatham. [5305

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1914-15, fine condition,
lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid; £90.

—

Wilkin,

gh.p.

Rosemounb. Belmont Rd., Wallington. [6162

feet;

A.J.S. Combination, 1916, full equipment,
pores, repistration paid, sound iirice £11 5, or

nearest.—R. Nunnerler, 25, Scarisbrick St., Soutbtort.
[5224

J.S. Combination (1920), electric liglit, speedometer,
hoins, screen, apron, spare wheel, guaranteed per-

fect; £140.—Reeves, Alvecote House, Taunrorth.
[X7604

J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, spare wlieel, lavishly
equipped, smaU mileage, nnscrntcbed: £145.—

Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's Av., North Kensington.
[5777

-| IQ21 A.J.S. 7li.p. Combination, as new, Lucas lamps,
J-«7 licence paid end of year; cost £225, accept £190;
any trial.—Webber, 34, Queen's Terrace, Morecrmbe,
Lanes. [5221

A.J.B., 1916, 3-3peed, kick start, overhauled by
makers, detachable head, lamps, liorn, tax paid,

perfer-t- anv trial; £60, or exchange for 2-3troke-—47.
Windsor Rd., fenarth. [5298

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners arc, when desired, marked (P).

C29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

I

A.J.S. Combination, 1917. khaki model, Lucas lamps, '

good tyres, in beautiiul condition; £125, or ex-
change lor good Sunbeam combination.—Annan, Stour-
port Rd., Kidderminster. [6027

1 Q 16 5ii.p. A . J.S. Combination, complete lamps,
-Ltf tools, spare wheel, Binks ca-rburett^r, tax paid,
splendid running order; £110, or near offer.—Geddes,
27, Market St., Galashiels. [5612

A.J.S. Lightweights, 2%h.p. Can now supply Irom
stock. Book your orders now and save dis-

appointment. Official agents for this famous light-
weight.—F. E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. [3695

1Q16 A.J.S. 6h.p.. Canoelet sidecar, adjustable -wiad
J-«7 screen, hood, apron, interchangeable wheels, fully

insured, tax paid, siieedometer, horn, 3 lamps, spares,

light car tyres; £105.-57, Mavfield Rd.. Sanderstend,
Croydon. -. [5193

A.J.S.. 1921.—All models in stock for immediate de-

livery; 7h.p. combinaj-ion, £195; 2%h.p. 3-speed
solo, £95 ; exchanges or extended terms.—Elce and
Co.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone: Avenue 5548. _

' [0072

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo, fully

equipped and insured, all spares, open to any
examination or trial; consider Morgan in exchange;
lowest cash price £155; seen any time.—Snow, Laurel
St., Queens Rd., Dalston, E.8. [6166

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
A.J.S. .motor cycles and combinations, lor

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange ; full market value allowed ; distance no
object.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eafctbank' St..

Southport. T^l. : 607. .- [0649

"1Q21 7h.p. A.J.S. and Montgomery tandem sidecar.
-i-»y npholfitered red. hood, screen, Lucas dynamo* light-

ing, Cowey speedometer, Cox Atmos carburetter, Sun-
beam pattern legshields, spnre wheel (unused;, perfect

condition, small mileage; £200.—Schofield, 123, JJorth-

umberland Rd., Old Traflord. Manchester. [X7656

Alldays.

E.
KICKHAM lor Allon, sole agent for Bristol and
district.—Stokes Crolt, Bristol. [3356

ALLON. 2%h.p., Aug.. 1919. 2-speed. legshields,

pillion seat, with . footrests; £45.-61, Albany
Rd., Coventry. [X7739

LATE 1917 Allon, fully equipped, licensed; £45;
exchange considered. ~ Bergbolt. High St.,

Harpenden. [5600

1 Q 19 2i>/ih.p. 2-speed AUon, completely renovated,
-M-i7 condition and appearance as new; £50.—Gale,
New JRd.. Ascot. [5805

\ LLDAYS Allon, 1918, 2-speed, clutch, legshields,
J\. splendid condition, tax paid; 38 gns.—25, Shir-
lock Rd., Hampstead, N.AV.3.

-''

[5671

ALLDAYS Allon, 1921. soiled only, list price £75;
specFal cash price, £65.—The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. [6117

A LLDAYS Allon. 2^h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick
J^ starter; in stock; deferred payments..~-Parker's,
Bradshawgate. Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manches-
ter. [X7711

23:h.p. 2-stioke Alldays Allon Motor Gvrle, in exoel-
4 lent condition, 2-speed e^or, complete with lamps

and licence; price £35.—Royd, Garage, Ltd., Hehden
Bridge. '

_ [5202

ALT^DAYS AlloUi 1919, clutch, fully equipped,
taxed, and insured, perfect running order

;

£50, or near offer; private owner.-Seen at 33, High
St., West Norwood, S.E.27. [5348

ALLDAYS-ALLON, countershaft, tyres perfect, good
condition, 25 gns.; 1920 Excelsio.r Baby Triumph,

2-speed, kick start, etc., unscratched, £40; exchanges;
evenings.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [6187

ALLDAYS-VILLIEIRS^ 1914, splendid running
order, new belt, rebushed, good tyres, lamps, tax

paid; £28. or near offer.—Darby, 1, Albany Place, St.
Andrew's Rd., Bridport, Dorset. [5426

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.

Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

1 Q 21 254h.p. Alldays Allon, 2-speed, kick start,
J-«-' H.B.C. clutch, all lamps", speedometer, licence
paid; a real bargain, 8 weeks old, £72/10.—Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill. [5564

American X.

1 Q20 7-9b,p. American Excelsior Sporting CoDibina-
4-*/ tion, as new, guaranteed perfect; £110. or nearest
ofler.—I'asuiore, 5a, Lanark Place, Maida "Vale, W.9.

1^5240
A MERICAN X 1920 7-9h.p., Swan sporting sidecar^

^ii dynamo lighting, indistinguishable from new;
£125; deterred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester

[X7700
"3 Q20 American X Combination, good condition,
J-t' small mileage, thoroughly overhauled, guaran-
teed perfect, lamps, horn, wind screen, spares, licensed;
£110; after 5 p.m.—Ledger, 152, Caversham Rd.,
Reading. [5748

THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY
I

with the additional advantage of

ALEXANDER
SERVICE

The Famous^ h.p. B.S.A.
Wonderful Value, £110

1921 MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.
23 h.p. DOUGLAS, i-speed , £85
3} h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed £105
4 h.p. DOUGLAS £125
Ditto, with Sidecar £160
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £185
4 h.p. INDIAN Scout, shop-soiled £132 «
7-9h.p. INDIAN Combination, shop-soiled £198
3! h.p. NORTON, Model lOH £132
t h.p. NORTON, ivith de luxe Sidecar £1T7
;1 h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
2j h.p. ENFIELD. 2-stroke £65 XI

8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £165
4 h.p. OOULSON-BLAC.^BURNE, 3-speed .... £102 10
3l h.p. P. & M £115
With Sidecar £150
4 h.p. OMEGA-BLACKBURNE £120
4 h;p. BRADBURY £95
e./h.p. B.S.A., twin £133
2} h.p. DIAMOND, s-stroke, 2-speed £70 7

2i h:p. OALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-5pecd £73 10

2i h.p. LEVIS, 2 stroke £60
23 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, K.S £80 17
2.Vh.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-speed. clutch,.and K.S. £77 10
2^ h.p. COULSON-BLACKBURNE, 2-speed £84
5 h.p. ZENITH, Model C £115
3V h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, 3-speed £112
25 h.p. INVICTA-J.A.P., 2-speed £78 15

4 h.p. BAT £120
3 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination, 2-stroke, dyu.

electric listhting 105 gns.

6 h.p. MARTINSYDE Combination : SMS

SPEED MODELS :

Immediate Delivery from Stock to-day.

nmiiSLAit Sports Model (500 c.c),
»'*'W»fc#*Oj 3i h.p., overhead valves, MtU\

3-speed, Clutch, kick-starter * "V

NIW IMPERI AL,I5 ,f,^' 3 1! roe
-hand-controlled clutch, long exhaust pipe . .

*'^*'

SEND F3R A COPY OF OUR BUYERS'
GUIDE, GIVING PARTICULARS OF THE
MAKES WHICH WE CAN OFFER YOU.

Fall Market Value allowed for

your old Machine in part payment .

If you are interested in Light Cars or
Runabouts —MORGAN, CALTHORPE,
DOUGLAS, G.VV.K., UNIT No. 1, all in

stock to-day.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURQH.
272-274, Gt, Western Road,GtASGOW,

MOTOR CYCtES FOR SALE.
American X.

CjPEOIAL Offer of brand new 1921 American X
>^ h.p., S-speed, Millford De Luse eidccar, 27x
I'lregtone tyres; list prie« £217: reduced to £176 ca
easy payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor (Aston ftd., Biimingham. [X7'

Ariel.

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—1921 Si/jh.p. Ariel combl
lion : 135 ; from stnelc fft.

CO)

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of
model Ariel.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamol

1X3'ABTEL 6-71t.p. Combinntion, 3 montliP old: .

£195. sell £145.—Higlistoiie Garage, Leytoiistoi

ARIEL 3Vi;b-P., 1914. :3-speed, .excellent conditi
£32.—7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

ARIEL Motor Cycle, good order; £25; seen
appointment.—Vail, 57, Colebrooke Row, Isl

ton, N."l.
f5

3ih.p. Ariel, good condition, new B. and B., Bo!
2 ^28 for quick sale.—Lane, Church St., f

brook, Derbyshire. , [5

ARIEL 1920 3'/>h.p., 3-speed, exceptional conditi
£75.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

Oxford. 'Phone; 681. (6

2ih.p. Ariel, splendid condition, accessories, tax ^2 absolute bargain, £24, offers.—27, Wandle '.

Wandswoith Common, S.W.17. - {5

ARIEL Combination, 1920, 4^h.p.^ fitted A^e^^
Tjucas aece-sorics, mileage 500; 85 gns.—Dan

216, Portobello Rd., WMl. . [i

ARIELS. Arieh.—Autoveyors, Ltd., have in si

'

Sy^h.p. model ; immediate delivery. — 8cr
Depot, 4-12, Palmer St., S.W.I. [C

ARIEL SV^h.p., 1920, small mileage, speedomi
lamps, etc., tax paid.; £85.—Fitch, Woodf

Tetlierdown Corner, Muswell Hill. N.IO. [I

ARIEL.—tAH ,
models, cash or gradual paymi

Spares supplied from stork.-West Central Age
Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236. High HoU.orn, W.0.1. [J

3ih.p. Ariel Combination, late 1919, excellent
2 dition, used summer months only; ac

reasonable offer.—McCa 11a, 13, ^Mayors Rd., Altrlncli

Cheshire. t'

ARIEL 1920'3i^h.p. Combination, comly sidecar,

miles only, speedometer, lamps, etc., tax am •

surance paid; £l05; seen Beokenham, KeDt.-i

5,913, c/o The Motor Cycle. {l',\

ARIEL 5-6h.p. Combination, Oct., 1918. de -j

lamps and horn, Stewart, mirror, Klaxon, 6 '

Easting, grid, tools, spares, tax paid, insured; £H
27, Griffin Bd., Plumstead. S.E.18. [^

ARIEL 1921 Combination, all chain, new, Ur -

electric set, nnist be sold; no reasonali

refused. — 33, Chester Rd., Wanstead, or :

Butchers, 855, High Rd., Leytonstone.

MAY, 1921, latest all-eliain 6-7h.p. Ariel f. -[

tioh, Cameo screen, Cowey speedoiuet'jr. !

liorn, Tan-Sad, etc., perfect condition; reason;iL'i
1

—74, Dogsthorpe Rd., Peterborough. [S

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by J
Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Pavad(

Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guflFai

bargains.—'phone 1 Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334

-| Q 19-21 Ariel, 3Voh.p., competition machine.
Xil sporting coachbuilt sidecar, all in perfei t <

and in special tune, all lamps, speedometer, 1921

and front forks and mudguard, winner of gold m-

.a real snip, d£90.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill.

ARIEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking i >

new oll^hain models, which are the Rolls-l

of motor cycles. All spares stocked. Prompt atta .

—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Ed., •

purhey, Manchester. Tel.: 325 Cheetham HiJl I h

ARIEL.—This is the machine for Teliability. IV U
practical riders and gold medal winoBr* W

this wonderfully efficient and reliable motor
(

g

We can give you immediate delivery from stock. »
spares in stock. Trade supplied.—Jones' Gara««. '

*»

well Hill, and at Woodside Parade. N. Finchley. [

'

Baron.

O-3-^-P- Bnron-Union 2-6troke, Sturmey-Archer
^4 clutch, kick start, fiillv eanipped, new A'

perfect condition: cost £68, acceiJt £48; mu^
Ryder, Penn Fields, Wolverhampton.

Bat.

8 h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, perfect, sound: '^

£40, offers.—116, Upper Richmond Ed

Sheen.

-|Qi4 6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination; photo; i^'

JL*/ change solo and cash.— 1, Kensmgto).

Brislii^gton, JBriatol.

BA.T.—Solo or Combination in stock; deteTrt

ments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolti-n

245, Deansgate, Manchester.

BAT 6h.p. All-chain Combinntion, 1919 J.A,

I

Fuliord, electric lamps, hood, BcreSn, luggiif^'

£85.—Schoolhouee, Shipley, Sussex.

030 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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Isle-

[5739

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

^-6b.p. Giyno Combination, 2-speed, tax paid, good
if

condition; £60.—Miuitiane, London Rd., '
'

Brth.

920 Clyno, 2'/2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,
perfect; nearest ;e45.—H. Johnson, Hatherton,

lUtuich. [X7795
iLTNO 6h.p,, newly oveihauled^ljantl clutch, ready
'' for road; £30, or offers; ta.t paid.—17, Finsbury
ilk Ed. K.4. [5725

918 6h.p. Clyno, new sidecar, Lucas mag., Senspray,
speedometer, lamps, new condition; seo.—76,

estern Rd., Southall, W. '

[4217
ILYNO Combination, 6h.p.. 3-speed7" kick stiart,
]! beautiful order, any trial; £63.—Simpkins 72,
jnbroke Rd., Earls Court. [5876

^21 2y2h.p. Clyno, 2-speed, hand clutch, real no-
trouble mount, excellent condition, licence; 50

;s.—11, Headway, Golders Green. [5603

01 7-1 8^ Clyno S-speed Combinntion, Camber bulbous
,

sideciir, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad ; £75, perfect, worth
i20.-Levene, 29, Axe St, Barking. [5185
jiLYNO 2-itroke, 2 speeds, clutch, in perfect con-

1
dition, licence; *50, or near offer.—Mattock

^;tor Co.. Mattock Lane, Ealing, W.5. [5846

|C|18 Clyno 5-6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, lamps,
Ji/ speedometer, condition perfect, all accessories

:

;5.-Blny, 192, Heath Ed., Twickenham. [5640

iLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., spare wheel, new chains
etc., recently overhauled, tax, insurance paid; f80;

!;omtment.—Weeden, 235, Stanstead Ed., 1-orest Hill,
'''• [5782
iLYNO 1920 21/ih.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, lamp
'j set. Klaxon, tax paid, as new, absolutely
rljble; £50, offer.-7, The Huts, Jersey Rd'..
hmslow (Town Station). [5703

f|5h.p. 'C.B. Clyno Combination, 2-speed, K.S.,
^^ countershaft, smart. powerful, fast, electric
liUng; offers; or exchange solo Triumph, no duds.—
IfEniden Grove, Manchester. - [X7766
/LTNO 5-6h.p. Combination. 1916, 3-speed, iuter-V clianEeaWe wheels, lamps, Binks, Easting, spares
ruitly ennmelled and overhauled; £85, or near offer
-jO, Magdalene St., Colchester. [5685
llSS pOOLBY,-1915-16.17 5-6h.p. Clynos. clutch.
J-] K.S., renovated and complete from £55 each-
s* any time during the dav.-Pleaso apply to ED ey, 33, Killyon Ed., Clapham. - [5545
1(21- 81i.p. Clyno, electrically fitted, De Luxe model,
f\

luJly eQuipped, perfect, new condition, insured
ii,. owner buying car; £195.—Roberts, opposite
4 Imp, Kinmel Park, near Ehyl. [5284
TYNO Combination, 1917-18, recently overhauled
<- .-.nd renovfted, spare wheel. Easting, lamps
10. lix paid, insured; £95. near offer; must sell

—

Ui 80, Cromwell Rd.. Wimbledon. [5926
pVNO 5-6h.p. Combination, as new in condition
Y and appearance, with spare wheel, all detach-
<0 1917; call and inspect; sego.-Leythorne En-
n'-'iiTir *^' '^' *' George's Mews, Regent's ParkM N.W.I. [6038
Q '. C yno-Jap. 1920 engine, 1921 Venus double or
^J, single-seater sidecar, special build, 3-speed, hand
iini loot clutch, spare and interchangeable wheels
'-'""! pillion seat. Easting, Cowey, lamps, tools

pares, tax paid; bargain, £80.-37, Warbeck
"Pherd's Bush. [5472

iiKO Combination, 1921, Sh.p., 3-spced, spareM wheel and tyre, complete with large Lucas head
lull electric rear and sidecar lamps, horu, Cowey trip
-itt-iirieter, licensed, splendid condition, mechanically

' any trial; £150.-Chas, H. Littlewood and Co
11 Rd., Bromley, Kent. 'I'houe: Bromley 464'

[6221

Connaught.
AUGHT 1920 2\A.v.. 2-speed, excellent con-

- uuon; £40.—Matthews, 5, Haven Green, Ealing

Cotton.

1 f,°'^J Cotton-Villiers, 2 speeds lamps,
•^«i —Mayo, Leonard Stanley, Glos.

tools; £50
[5954

rjj'TON. 2Vih.p. Villiers, 1921, as new, 2 speed.i,
-'jiiuuiinmni dues, lamps, and all accessories: £70.ori.r oSer. After 7.-11, Ellcrby St., Flilhaui. [5339
1 Cl Cotton-Bl.ackburne in stock, fastest time and
fys^

record for hill 350 class Eastern Valley
lV,t' ^""J. 9tti--South -tVales Distributer: W
.'ioi 'Phone^'^ras.

"• '^"'^-°'»' St.. Nevvpon,

Coiilson.
,1 2'zlh.p. Coulson B, 2-speed, kick start, brand
new, unused; £77.-41, Madrid Rd., Barnes.

QtlLSON B 1921 Models in Stock.-Sole Wiltehi?e-^Aeenta Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St.Wi^iry. Phone: 72. [5007
(jOLSON U 1919 2-stroke. single speed, new belt,

5m..
°' ^^^ ^'"^'^ £45.-Bedmayne, Cobham.

"
1 [5660

nC«.SON-A.n models in stock; deferred payments.
D^rt,^ ?."=',, Bi-^dshawgate, Bolton; ilso 245.
"eanfiite. Manchester. [X'7714

Iff,

sSJl,

iS:^!^2fe=^

TAYLORS
Sole London & District Agents for
A.J.S. & British Excelsior Motor Cycles.

Big reduction in

price of the famous

Winner 1921 Junior & Senior T,T.

7 h.p. Sidecar Combination
to standard specification, which includes 3-speed
gear ; all-eaclosed chain drive ; hand-controlled
clutch ; kick-starter

;
quick detachable interchange-

able wheels ; internal expanding front and rear
-brakes; laminated leaf spring snddle; spare wheel
and tyre; windscreen; stormproof apron and tools.

PRICE iei95
21 h.p. Solo Mount
3 - speed gear ; all - chain drive ; hand-
controlled clutch

;
quick detachable rear

wheel, A.J.S. patent; kick - starter.

PRICE £95
Immediate Delivery of all Models.

NEW 1921 COMBINATIONS.
ARIEL, 3'. h.p £135
MARTI.NSVDE, 6 h.p £145
ARIEL, 4* h.p £150
B.S.A., 45 h.p £152
P. & M., 35 h.p £155
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p £165
B.S.A., 6-7 h.p £175
ZENITH, Sh.p £177
ENFIELD, Sh.p., dj-namo £182 10
RALEIGH, ';-(i h.p £184 16
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p £185
EXCELSIOR, 8 h.p., de luxe £187
A,J.§., 7 h.p., 2-scater, sidecar £203

NEW 1921 SOLOS.
O.K. Junior, 2\ h.p £39 18
EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p., sports raodel £48 6
O.K. Junior, 2\ h.p., 2-speed £59 17
EXCELSIOR, 2.\ h.p., 2-strokc, 2-specd £63
ENFIELD, 2\ h.p., 2-speed £65
EXCELSIOR, 2% h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-sp.,

clutch, and kick-start £88
A.J.S., 25 h.p., sports model £95
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sports model £115

Shop-soiled&UsedMachines
ALLON, 1916, 2-spced, clutch £35
DOUGLAS 1015 4 h.p. Combination £85
SCOTT, 1921 3^ b.p. Combination, dynamo

lighting, etc., only run 100 miles £190
A.B.C. 1920 3 h.p., dyunmo, tax paid £105
P, & M. 1921 3^ h.p. Comb., shop-soiled £144

Send for Complete List of Second-hand and
Sh^p-soiled Machines.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

llotor Cycles and Cars.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington
Accessories Spare Pans and Repairs.

.\a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.c.i.
Wholesale

—

\

38. ALFRED PLACE, W-C-l
Garage : Tottenham Court Road, W.l

Telephones ; Accessoriea and Repaira, Museum 1240.
Motor Cycles and Car^. Kentiington 7260.

TelGgrams • • - "Dynamotro, Westcent. London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

Qih.p. Coulson B, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, in^4 in stock; list price, 80 gns.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [6060

COULSON.—R, B. Clark's 1921 2%h.p. 3-speed medal
winner, new condition, equipped, 80 gns.; export

models. Blackburne engine. £84, in stock.—R. B. Clark
and Co., 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [6090

NEW Coulson, 1921 spring frame model, 2')lh.p-., 3-
speed, clutch and kick starter, list price

£117/12; reduced to £107/10; only one available;
easy payments.—Harrods Motor Showrooms, 118,
Brompton Rd., London, S.W.I. [5646

Coventry Eagle.
"I Q20 (Sep.) Coventry Eagle, 3>/.h.p., Millford, East^
-*-^ ing. Ace discs, electric light, Dunlops unpunc-
tuied, spare new cover, £5 unused spares, perfect - cost
JB180. offers; otter 6 p.m.—Hughes, 95, Fernheard Bd.,
Kilburn. [X7521

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRy VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine.-
Immediate delivery of standard touring machine.

6-7h.p., 3-speed gear box, all chain drive, £125; £l60
short wheelbaae sporting solo machine, puiraatee^l 65
m.p.h., £135. winner 500 mile race Brooklands (750
c.c. class); send for catalogue. Agents w,n!:3d wlero
not represented.-Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Cov-
entry. [C5&0

Dayton.
T^AYTON ^-stroke, _good Running order, lamps :_£28_.

-181, Hatfield Rd., St. Albans. [6469

Despatch Rider.

GENUINE Army Despatch Rider 2-stroke, discs,

low, sporty, and fast, very uncommon machine;
a bargain, £38, or Offer:—Dental, 769. Romford Rd..
Manor Park, London, E. [5616

E
Diamond.

KICKHAM for Diamond, sole agent for Bristol
and Bath district.—Stokes Croft, Bristol. [3355

1Q19 2%h.p. Diamond-Jap, condition as iiew-.-^Apply,
j~Zf CUirmont, Bromley Lane, Kingswint'ord, Dudley.

[5337
CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Diamond.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-
ton. [X3ai7

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 2^4h.p., 1921, Enfield gear. Tan-
sad, all on; £70.—Grose, Pendennis, Church

Circle, Farnborough. [5470

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Diamond Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
ton 2417. [0507

Douglas.
ryiHE Effra Motor Works.

p^OtlGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

IF in Doubt, ring up the Effra ('Phone: 1115 Brix-
ton).

DOUGLAS Machines are our epeciality.

£65.—4h.p, Douglas solo machines, new 1920 Amac
carburetter, cables and controls, new Thomson-

Bennett mag., new footboards or footrests, brand new
Wood-Miine tyres and tubes, wheels respoked in most
cases, fitted with clutch, kick start, and 3-speed gear
box, the whole stove-enamelled, tank m makers'
colours, and miscellaneous parts replated,- mostly
1917-18. Sent ou approval against cash.

£78.—The above 4h.p. Douglas machine, with
Douglas sidecar, the body finished ai new, com-

pletely upholstered and repainted.

£45.—2^4h.p. Donglasea, 1916, restoved and replated;
tank , makers* colours, new mag., carburetter,

guards, chain, pulley, etc.. and miscellaneous other
new parts, which add considerably to the value of the
machine, brand new Wood-Milne tyres and new tubes.
So confident are we in these machines that we agree
to send same on approval against cash; carriage extra.

rriHE Effra Motor Works.

N'
OTE.—All goods sent on approval against cash.

CHEQUES and Money Orders should be made pay-
able to The Effra Motor Works, 11-14. Effra

Parade, Brixton. London. S.W. 'Phone: Brixton
1115. 'Grams; Efframota, Brix., "London. [5899

pvOUGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.

"I
Q21 Models in Stock: 4h.p. combination. £170; 4Xf h.p. solo. £130; 2%h.p. clutch model. £105;

2%h.p. 2-3peed model. £85; shop-soiled bargains: ex-
tended payments if desired; spare parts stocked; re-

pairs.—Douglas specialists, Vivian Hardie and Lane,
Ltd., 23 and 24. Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.). New
Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair 6559. [0375

GOURLAY. the great Douglas agent and expert.
Fnlloivfleld. Manchester. [6094

All letters relating to advettisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Blotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Ltd., 32-35, Green St.,

stock; exchanges
St., Cambridge.

HKEBEKT EOBINSON,
Ciinibridge.—Below.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 2=4h.li., 2.«pe<!<l, including P.
•lud H. lamiis, hoin, nud licence holder; £85; in

-Herbert Eobinaon, Ltd., 32-35, Green
Tel. ; 995. T.A.. : Bicjeles.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 2%lh.p., 3-speed, clutcl and
kick starter, including P. and H. lamps, horn,

and licence holder; £105; in stock; exclianges.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tek

:

995. T.A. ; Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 4h.p. Solo, £125; or combina-
tion, including P. and H. lamps, horn, licence

holder, and sidecar wind screen, £160; exchanges.—
Herbert Robin.son. Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge.
Tel. ; 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS, 1920, 3-sBeed and clntch, lamps, horn,
licence paid, carefully used, ridden few miles

only, good appearance and mechanical condition; £82/10
-Herbert Robinson, '

" ' ' " " ~' ^

bridge. Tel.: 996.
Ltd.,
T.A.

:

32-35, Green
Bicycles.

Cam-
[6109

2-speed;DOUGLAS 1921 a.11 on Models, 23<h.p.,
£85; delivery from stock.—Below.

DOUGLAS 1916 2^4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, and
carrier seat, splendid condition, tax paid; £45.

Klce and Co., 15-16,- Bishoiisgate Av., Caniouiili'

St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0068

NEW 23;,h.p. Douglas in stock; £85, all on.—Cross,
Aeent. Kotherham. [X7763

33,h.p. Douglas, all on, in r-iinning order; £42/10.—
4 13, Maple St., W.l. [5690

DOUGLAS 2i4h.p., single speed, in splendid order

;

f25.—Southey, Berkhamsted. ' [0683

DOUGLAS, 1915, 25/4h.p., just overhauled; £43.—
15, Windsor St., Uxbridge. [5848

E. KICKHAM ior Douglas and spares; trade sup-

plied.-Stokes Crott, Bristol. [3351

"pvOUGLAS 19^1 4h.p. Combination, new;
Forrester, Graham's Ud., Falkirk.

£140.—
[X7771

EXCEPTIONAL 1918 Douglas Combination; £85.—
Mather, 52, Rutland Rd., Harrow. [6767

DOUGLAS 1916-17 2%h.p., 2 speeds, splendid order;

£38.—G., 63, Solon Rd., Bri.xton. [5990

"IQ15 Douglas, all accessories, perfect condition.—
-L«J Sheen Park Garage. Richmond, Surrey. [5832

SPORTS Model S'Ah.p. Douglas, new, immediate de-

livery; £135.—SloUat, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [5043

1018 2^,.th.p. 2-speed Douglas, perfect: £42.-24,
J^-J Balliol Hd., North Kensington, London. [5799

NEW '1920 4h.p. Douglas Combin.'ition,- shop soiled

£138, complete.—Cross, Agent, Eotherham. [S7762

DOUGLAS 2^/4h.p., late 1916, all on, spai-es, tools,

excellent condition; £48.—Norfolk Lodge, Bath.
[5342

£28.-1913 2»4h.p. Douglas, T.T., plain countershaft,

new Dunlops.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[X7782

2

new Dunlops^—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

3,li.p. Super Douglas, new 1919, Binks, dispfS,

4= smart, fast; ^60.—rend, 7, Higli St., Slough.
[5624

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivei-y of all

models Douglas.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-
ton. [X3818

THREE 2%h.p. Douglasee, 1916 and 1919; cheap.
—13, Somers Mews, Paddington, W.2. Padd.

899. - [6213

1 Q20 234h.p, Douglas. 3-speed, clutch and K.S.: best
At/ offer or exchange higher power.—Asten, Witley,
Surrey. - [5665

33h.p. Douglos. 1916, uucrated 1919, fully equipped,
'4 little used, tax paid; £50.-5. Eanelagh Av..

[5718

1920, 3-speed model, clutch and.-_ -_ . „.
.^ g^^^

[5300

W.D., good condition, t;ix

Lichfield Rd., Grove Rd,
[5268

enamel, plating as new, pen-
gift, £55.-9, Church Rd.,

[5952

1920, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., not
£78.—Parsons, 1, Acton Lane,

[6014

Hnrnes.

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p.,
kick .^tart, lau.

-Lnugholm.

DOUGLAS 1916 23.^h.p.

pnid; £40.—D.S., 5,

Bow. E.3.

1 Q18 Douglas, 41i.p.
JLt/ feet condition;
Willesden.

DOUGLAS 2^^h.p.
W.D., perfea;

DOUGLAS 1920 4h. p. ComMnation ,_all on, very gocd
condition,- wind screen

£30.—2%h.p. Douglas, 2

.

licensed, mechanically
Farm, Oxford.

£90.—Reading, Norton,
[5420

speeds, electric lamps,
perfect.—King, Egrove

[X7781

all on,
£85.-78, Royfll Rd.,

[5293

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, -wind screen;
tax paid, perfect condition

Kennington Park.

DOUGLAS Combination
paid; £67/10.

Quarter, Boston.

HALIFAX.—Douglas 1921 models; cash, exchange,
or deferred imymcnts.—Motor Exchange, 25,

Horton St., Halifax. . [5550

1916. good condition, tax
Dodd, Park Rd., Shirbeck

[5983

Your Chance!
1921 ENFIELD, 2.stroke, 2-speed gear,

all on, tax paid, not done 200 miles.

£52-10-0

1921 WOLF-BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p.

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, clutch, and
kick starter, Burlington No. 2 model
Sidecar complete with Easting wind-
screen, and all accessofies, tax paid.

This machine has only been used for

demonstration purposes . . £125-0-0

1921 WOLF-BLACKBURNE, new
model, 2f- h.p. Slurmey - Archer
2-speed, kick starter, and clutch

80 Guineas.

1921 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2i h.p.,

single speed 43 Guineas.

1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed,

very fast £80-0-0

1920 SCOTT, sports model, brand new
£115-0-0

1921 DOUGLAS, 2-speed, all on
£85-0-0

1920 PRIORY, 2i h.p, 2-stroke, Arden
engine, lamp, horn, etc.

50 Guineas.

1920 LEVIS, fully equipped, tax paid

£45-0.0

1921 WOLF-BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p.,

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, and kick

starter £110-0-0

1921 DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2J h.p..

Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, and kick

starter 78 Guineas.

1921 CALTH0RFE-J.A.P., 2| h.p.,

Enfield 2-speed, and kick starter

£73-0-0

1921 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

2| h.p 60 Guineas.

1921 COULSON-B., 2J h.p., sports

model, Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, and
clutch 97 Guineas.

1920 ZENITH, 4 h.p., Gradua gear, all

on, tax paid EGS'O-O

7, SOUTH SIDE,

CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

^Phone: Brixton 2417.

Wires : Burhngton Motors, Clapham.

MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE, j

Douglas. I

DOUGLAS, 1316, 2%h.p., 2-speed, luUy etjuipj |i

splendid condition; £50; no dea.lers.—31, Bar
I

Rd;, Lee, S.E.12. [51 ;

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, lamps, sen
hood, luggage grldj pillion, perfect.—27a, Ai ,

ley Park, Anerley.
[fe; i

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1915, 3-speed and clul
and kick starter model; £65.—Wauchope'a,

Shoe Lane, London. [gi

DOUGLAS 1920 Combination, equipped, excell
condition; £105; any triaL—Clark, 7, Exhibit

Rd., South Kensington. '

[gi

D.OUQLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, 1912-13, all-on; tax p;

good condition, good tyres; trial; £35.—E. Gil
Bedlont, Middlesex. [5;

"I
Q15 2%h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, speedometer, lau

-*~^ horn, acceBsories, licensed; £40.—Bradley, Gi
'

Lines Aless, Chatham, [X7i

1 020 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas and accessories, .

*-*y paid, . in good condition: £72.—Bounds, 2 \

High Rd., Kilburn. N.W. [5:

'

DOUGLAS 1919 2%h.p., 2-speed; faT/lO.-Ne-
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., M 1

'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [5i

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p,. 1919, running on
Binks, Easting, Tan-Sad; ^270; after 6 p.m.-

i

Haveloek Terrace, Gatesliead. [171

D0UGLAS,_2^l.lh.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc., iast, gi

!

running order; £35; after 6 p.m. — Wect
|

Sandy Lane, Beddington, Surrey. [51

1 iQ20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Tvind Bcreen, Ion
-1- tf speedometer, all accessories, like new ; f 13t

Biay, 192, Heath Rd., Twickenham. [5i '

"j 021 2-';4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, all on, st\Jl in oral
-Li/ What oflers?—Howard, Electricity Works, G.E,
JTorton Folgate, Bishopsgate, E.G. [6!

'

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1919, engine and finish urmsi

new condition, solo £75, combination £8E
Wilton, White Swan, Upper Noi-wood. [6!

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1917 Combination, 3-fipeed, i

,

stiirt, equipped, taxed. Easting, sound tbrorJ

out; £74.-136, Wesgate, Gloucester. '

[51

D.OUGLAS 2-}4h.p., 1916, splendid condition, in:

ance, tax paid, all accessories, discs ; £50, ol,

—51, Brailtstord Ed., Brixton, S.W.2. I5i
j

DOUGLAS 2^h.p.. 1916, excellent condition, lai ,.

and accessories, tax and insurance paid; £5! I

Smith, 62, East Dulwieh Rd., . London. [5i
\

F.O.C.H. have several new and second-band Douf
combinations and solos: bargains.—5, Heath .'

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). [5!

DOUGLAS 4h.ip. Combination, 1921, done ah,
100 miles; £140; accept lightweight in exchai

—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W. [5:1

DOUGLAS Combination, 1917, engine 4243, B

,

ing screen, accessories, spares, all new Doalc
trial; £65.-12, Parade Mews, West Norwood. [5'

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1920, Easting, api

spares, practically new; expert exajnination '

vited; nearest £110.—Clark, Charlton, Elstree. [5;

DOUGLAS, 1917, 2%h.ti., 2-speed, enamel, plati

'

and mechanically splendid condition, equipp
£46.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [5!

OUGLAS 234h.p., 2-speed, nncrated June, 19

1

Cowey trip speedometer, lamps, horn, plenty spa

good, fast; £50.-49, Turnpike Lane, Hornaey. [5;

£100.-1919 4h.p. Douglas combination, speedome '

Easting, lamps, mileage 2,000, plating, enan

ling as new ; deposit system.—9, Fleet St., Torqua

4h.p. (late) Douglas Combination, 3-speed cotini

shaft, K-S., smart, Easting screen, fully equipp

fast, powerful: £65.—52a, Bristol St., Manchester.
[X7'4h.p. Douglas Combination, late model, overhaii

expert, mechanically perfect, new tyres, horn, w
screen: £98.—Clevedon, Somerset Rd., Kew Barne

E5i'

DOUGLAS 1920 2^'^.p., 3-speed, Lucas lamp
honi, aluminium discs, spare valves, inner t

and belt: £75.-52, Lower Hillmorton Ed.. Eiigliy.

[S7

DOUGLAS. 1915, lamps, horn, tax paid, just o"

hauled, enamel and plate as new; snip. £*

,

Stanley, 8, Warwick Sq. Mews, Warwick St., Victo

r6

DOUGLAS.—All models in stock at new redu

prices; deferred payments.—Parker's, Bradsb

gate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X7

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920, 4h.p., accomnl

lighting, discs, just overhauled; best over^l

accept solo part.—Blundell. Cowpers House, Huntrng'

DOUGLAS. 4h.p., 1917, good condition, per

order, all accessories, Tan-Sad, licensed, msoi.

£55; after 5.30 p.m.—40, Whitworth Rd., S. I p

wood. t^
I

£40.—Douglas, 1916, 2%h.p., 2-speed, copper
'

haust, alluminium discs, etc., as new, tax pai

,

1 Albert Cottages, Marlborough Rd., Old Kent'
S.E.L '^

D

B18 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cs'Cles advertised by private owners are, when desir
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I
C8 Harley-Davidson,

Lt. excellent condition;

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Francis>Rarnett.
p'kNCIS-BAENETT 1921 Model de Luxe, 2i,:i.p.

Cjr.A.P.. 2^ii)ee<l, E.S., M-L Mafrlita outflt, speedo-

iieK u^iuil Jiccessories, doue 1,500 miles, perfect

;

iSCrApyly, Box 5,888, c/o Tlit Motor Cycle. [5322

tirandex.
pANDEX Motor Cycle, 31i.p., 4-stroke, 2-si)eed,

LX hand clutch, P. and H. lighting set, horn, etc.,

ixaid, enamelling and plating as new, smart and
ri?ai[ul machine; £48, or offer.—Blackmore, 769.
:o.,ord Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [5615

Harley-Davidson.

ri;.p.
Harley-Davidson Combination; £110, bar-

;;ain.—Lewis. 84, Empress Rd., Derby. [5792
JiDFPIELD Agent for Harley-Dandsons; from
J 120.—Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0577

BRLEY Combination, good order; any trial; £90,
or nearest offer.— 5, Grayling Ed., Stoke New-

np>. [5700
[JRLEY Solo, perfect throughout, any trial; first
iheque £100 secures.-Povey, Ham Commm.
" •

[5738

(to Hiirley Electric Combination, sale ' or e.x-
l-t change; offers.—McCormick, Ashton Lodge
r.itnoath [5432

HRLEY Coilibiniltion, late model, dynamo lighting,
n;i)erb turnout; £95.-152, Meeting House Lane,

I'wam, S.E.15. [6216
—Harley 1915 combination; exchange con-
idered. — Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster
Hd., S.E.I. [6069

7-9h.p., with C.B. sidecar,

,
, J „ , seilO.—18, Junction Rd.,

lieivood, Essex. JJ?) [5425

BRLEY Sports, brand new, guaranteed, rear drive
peedometer, lamps; £115.—R. B. Clark and Co

;, Jhihition Ed., S.W.7. [6097

EiEX; 1920 4h.p. Sports Harley, lamps. Klaxon,
ipeedometer, mileage 2,000; best offer over £110

-B« 5,919, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6002
1C3 Harley-Davidson Combination, new condition
J-W lamps, tax paid; £S0 cash; owner bought 2-
«'at.-XJnderhill Farm, Barnet, Herts. [5701

(soTo). iu perfect

a..,,r, ^ ^" o-^j i-ises), tax, insurance
,i.,.(^£110.-Pearson, 29, Tillette Ed., Sunderland.

Ilj, GNS.--1920-21 Harley flat twin coachbriflt
^TJ. : ccmbination, equipped, speedometer, tax
mdiexchange Morgan.—17, Woolstone Ed., S.E.6,

tr'lLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919- £110^
•--•- xchange solo and cash.—Newnham Motor Co

'

:25,,iammersmith Rd. W.6. 'Phone : Hammer-
•'"'80.

[5523
0-1 -p. Harley-Davidson Combination, electric light
t* lieautifully fitted with all actessories

i bargain,
£18 Eiveus Motors, 133, Christchurch Ed.. Bos-
""^

I
[X7538

H\ I;EY.DAVIDS0N.-A11 models in stock at new
^.^iduced prices; deferred payments.—— Parker's
Bintiiwgate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate. Man-
"*" [X7718

I
Q: Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., speedometer, horn»" amps, 2-seater Swan sidecar, guaranteed, anv

nal Jivest £145.^106, Barlow Moor Rd., Didsbuiy"am ster. y^Q{^
tri LEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, in-i- 9d condition; £65.—Elce and Co., 15-16

Ay., Camomile St., B.C. 3. -'Phone .'

[0070

T iE 1919 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson
.L^ ondition, re-enttmelled grey (discs;

lisht^ate
^vcn 5548.

£BC bargain; late 1918 Harley-Davidson combina^ .m, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, licensed, fine
amps.—

[5670

yiesj term cover, perfect engine. Klaxon
19, %,i Hill, Wandsworth.

fJ^LEY-DAVIDSON' twin Combination, 1919
'\, rror, luggage grid, speedometer, disc wheels,
;iadi;n perfect, cost £200; £115.-2, Lime Tr^e
Inra] Pitt St., Peckham. [5471

CTALET-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, in perfert
^-'- l.nning order, excellent condition: £100- trial
>»tiiii,- after 12 noon, or Sundays.—EattenbuiV, 15
;'emtv St., Stepner, E.l. '[5262

r Al; 1920 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination,
»-'

) new, mileage 1,458, tax paid, speedometer,
Uast horn, lighting set; £150, or nearest.-Baston,
ieosji'arm, Atphingtcn, EXeter. [5840

1 OS Electric Model Harley-Davidson. perfect con-'-f lition, and sidecar, etc., :ei40; also 1919 same,Mw Iccar and hood, £115.—Chauffeur, 10, Park
-resci. Mews West, Marylebone Rd., N.W. [3170

XT.^LEY Combination, new October, 1921, practi-*• fly unused, complete, speedometer, wind screen,
liociu, ;e., nnpuuctured, tax paid; cost over £210 liar-
;"m, !l45.— 19, Cambridge Terrace, W.2. [5784
A tJjSecond-Jiand Machines advertised by Jone='
:. .V'^ee. Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.
finchl', are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
largai.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, FincLley 2334.

I O^ 7-9h.p. Electric Harley, in first-class order
^^ jnd condition, guaranteed perfect; £150.

—

"afs,;arage, Muswell Hill. [5569

These covers are
not W.TJ. or old
stock, hut direct

from the
manufacturers.

1
WEEK
ONLY

SEND YOUR
ORDERS
TO-DAY.

The
Tyre

ENGLEBERT

Super-reinforced
The cover that has bnen designed to

withstand any strain th^t it is possible to
put it to—that will stand the kick of any
motor cycle engine yet made- that w^ill

1 ,st out any other make. These covers
are a combination of everything that is best
in lyre manufacture. The finest possible
rublser, the strongest possible walls, and
the best brains to make ihs "best out of
them."

ACTUALLY AT HALF PRICE.
Our List

Size. Pattern. Price. Price.

26 2 Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded 23 - 46/-

,, Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded 26/6 53/-

26 21 iupn Re-jnforced Ex-
tra Heavy 35/. 61/9

,, Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded 24/6 49/-

jj Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded 27/9 55/6

28 S Super Re-inforccd Ex-
tra Heavy 39/- 78/-

„ Racing, Rubber Bars
aud Studs 50/6 100/9

Whatever tyre mileage you sre satisfied with,
tkess tyres are "good for more."

We guarantee these Covers to give a minimum
mileage of 3,000 miles and will replace any
proving faulty on this basis. These goods are

sent on 7 days' approval against remittance!
Carriage pa7d. For particulars of our sport-
ing offer," see opposite column.

FREE———, ! ©
To all piircJiaseis of goods /rom ,J ^ ^

tin's and opposite column, u-e are prepared
j 1^

to give with every order a pair of our a ^9
Vstihon Solcpicccs. Please menUon- size * t^
required for fitting lo boots. J ^^
Daoo«aasBaoa>BaB3aHasBBGBBBaa9 ^^

TheName

ORDER THE

BSEJnrnnrw

TheFirm

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264 266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R°VICTORIA.S.W.I

AND AT ;

44, SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
4 fi/MSe dddresi ellpoit orders to Vmxkll Bndde Road

TELKPHONE:- VICTORIA -6353 £-655* '

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

1 Q20 Harley Combination, electric model, complete
-Lt' with tools and wind screen, perfect condition,
mileage under 4,000; £140, or near offer.~304, Ful-
ham Ed., Fulham, S.W.6. 'Phone : Kensington 2372.

[5970
HARLEY Combination, 1919, fully equipped.

lamps, horn, rear drive speedometer, hood and
screen, tyres as new; £130; too fast for owner;
exchange lower power and cash.—132, High Rd., East
Finchley, N.2. [6054
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p. Combination,

fully equipped and licensed, a very fine outfit, of
nice appearance and in exceptioDal condition mechani-
cally, not W.D.; £llO.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [6125

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Model F, fully
equipped, acetylene lighting, speedometer, . horn,

standard sidecar, oversize tyres on rear, discs, 1920
front forks, carefully ridden, licence to December,
1921; £130.—V.M., 24, Sheffield Terrace, W.a. [5486
1 Q21 Hiirley-D.ividson 7-9h.p., C. and M. sidecar,
-*-0' dynamo lighting, electiic horn, speedometer, disns,
licensed, V wind screen, as brand new, smartest outfit
on the rood; whnt offers?—Apply, Moore's Piesto
Motor 'Works, Ltd., North End, Croydon. 'Phone;.
2624. 1:5208

1 Q21 Harley-Davidson, electric model, Henderson
Xi7 Elite sidecar, Aero wind screen, discs, speedo-
meter, ridden few miles only by expert, one of the
smartest, fastest on the road, licensed, insured March,
1922; £165; any trial; bargain.—Deaue, Mntlock
Bath. Derbyshire. [X-7793

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p., Matchless side-
car, electric lighting and horn, screen, speedo-

meter, etc., perfect condition, tax paid, insured all
risks, little used; £130 lowest; would exchange as part
payment for late model 4-seater car.— 1, King Edward
Rd., Hackney, E.9. [5592

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h..p. Conibinntion, large
conchhuilt body with locker nt rear, luggage

carrier, new spring wheel chassis, 3 years' guarantee,
screen, storm apron, dunl lighting, spnie ohnins, spare
tyre, vei'v tiistmachine, insured, tax paid, perfect condi-
tion; £145.—Young, 22, Ructon Rd., West Bronipton.
S.W.6. [5630

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 'Sporting Combina-
tion. 1917. almost new Swan sports sidecar, disc

wheels throughout, mag., sejiarate electric lighting
set, Apollo horn, lately been thoroughly overhauled
and enamelled throughout, spares, extremely smart
and fast sporting outfit: £100; seen Sussex.^Box
5,925, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6052

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD Combination, 5-6h.pV J.A.P. engine,

thoroughly overhauled, good condition, £65, or
near offer; also Douglas cycle, jnirchased Jan., 1919,
not W.D. model, overhauled, good condition, pillion
seat, speedometer, horn, etc., tax paid; £50, or near
offer.—CM., 53, Eigne Rd.. Hereford. [5585

Henderson
KICKIIAM for Henderson, sole agent for Bristol
and Bath districts.—Stokes Croft, Bristol.

[3354
HENDERSON Model A., lenterweight conchhuilt

sidecar, dnrk green; £12.-43, Mayburv Rd
Woking. . " [5414
HENDERSON 1921, 4-cy!.. with Millford 2-se.nter

(sidecnr, equal new, insured; £235; less power pail
exclinngp.-Atkinson, Brook Nook, Outwood Lane, Hors-
fovth, Leeds. [X7820
ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones*

Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.
Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

1 20 4-cyl. Henderson Combination, Lucas lamps,
J-tf rear drive speedometer, mileage under 2,000,
all as new, guaranteed; £155.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
Hill. . [5570

1 Q20 4-cyl. Henderson, Mills-FuUord de luxe side-
JLt/ car. Easting Royal wind screen, D.A. lighting.
Cowey speedometer, engine No. 2Z6521, splendid con-
dition ; spot rnsh £135.— Mason's Onrage, Commerce
Av., Letchworth. [4895

HENDERSON 1920 lOh.p., 4-cyl., 3 speeds, hnnd
and loot brakes. 2-seater sidecnr, apron, Snndnm

screen, Sterling legshields, 3 electric lamps, Cowej' horn,
Cowey speedometer, spare chain, etc., tax paid- £135 —
Suiith'f^, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (ojiposite Chnli: Fnna
Tube Station), London. 'Phone : Hampstecid 2767

[5704
Hobait,

1 Q19 Hobart 2-stroke, fine condition, go anvwheie-
XeJ' £35, offers.—72, Beechfield Rd., Harringay, N.4!

[5823
HOBART-VILLIERS 2-stroke, 2V2h.p., 2-speed. in

perfect running order, tax paid; £30, or near
offer.—Mattock Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing, W.5.

[5847NEW 2'/jh.p. Hobart, Villiers engine, 2-speed gear.
old price £75; reduced to £59; only one avail

able; easy payments.—Harrods Motor Showrooms, 118,
Brompton Rd., London, S.W.I. [5648
ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jone^'

Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.
Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guarantetd
bargains.-'Phone ; Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

"DRAND New 1920 Hobart, 2J/,h.p. Villier

E

2Vih.p. Villieis engine
Eilt, £<17.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill. [55

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, p
Wotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

1 Q20 A}/oh.v. Hnmhfi- Flat Twin, unscratclied: £110.
J-*/ ^Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.: "Walthara

^3.1i.p. Twin Sporting Humfaar, 3-speed,
-•w* wheels, T.T. bars, very fast; £28.
Pt., Euston, N.W.I.

[0655

clutch, discs.

—14, Phoenix
[5734

HtnviBER 3\'2h.v., 2-spe«l, handle starter, in new
condition, tax naid; £25, or offer.—64^ Church

St.. EdiTTvare K<3., nM.8. [6150

HTMBER 2^/ih.p., T.T. twin, lSa4, in good cbndi-
ticji, new Dun lop heavy tyres;; ,£32, or ofier.—

16, Woudville Ed., Sonth Woodford. fSl'/?

HTJMBEE Coachbuilt Combination, 3i/2l^.p., 2-speed,
overhauled Hurabers, cost £20 (receipts shown),

e.^ceptional condition; £29/10.—61, New Kent Rd,,
London, S.E.I. [5874

Indian.
p. KICKHAM for Indian, sole agent for Bristol and

district.--Stokes Croft, BristoL

Combination, 1912; £55
9, Shoe Lane, London.

"J018 7-9h.r. Indian Combination; £115

[3353

7-9ii.p Indian
Wauchope's.

car.—44, Alkincoates Rd., Colne,

cash.-
[901£

exchange
Lanc6. [5946

1 iCk 14 Indian Combination, engine good condition,
very fast^ i55, or offer

Stiatton, Cirencester.
-Earrell, Tale Cottage,

[S7522

I Q 1 6 Indian Combination, overhauled, tax, insur-
A *y ance paid, splendid condition ; £75.^Abbott, 9,

\i;iy_ Place, Holboru. [5385

jood tyres, licensed,
-Shaw, Regent St.,

[X7757

1 Q15 7-9h.p. T.T. Clutch Indian,
--«-' equipped; £37/10, bargain.-
Wellington, Salop.

1 Q19 Indian Powerplus Combination, si>orting side-
jl*J car, tax paid; sacrifice, £98; after 6 o'clock.

—

91, Spa Hill, Norwood. [5374

7-9h.|j. Indian, 1914, new tyres, chains, pjllion, eleo
trie lamps, perfect; £29; exchange. ""

tage, Clinton, Leatherbead.

T (QIS Indian Powernlns Combination,
S-iJ 3 speeds, E.S., equipped
24, Trem^ndoc Ed., 3.^.4.

White Cot-
[5830

spring frame,
sacrifice £65.—Fisher,

[5630

"I Q19 7-9h.p. Sporting Indian, aluminium discs, etc..
At/ little used, perfect condition, fast; £85.—Ander-
son, Avington, London Rd., Guildford. [5435

INDIAN Scout, late 1920, electrically equipped, all

on, tax- paid, little used; nearest £110; bought
car.~161, Coventry. Rd., Birmingham. [X7780

"VTEARLY New Powerplus Indian, 3-speed, hand and
foot clutch; £60, or exchange lower power.—C.S.

14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E. Tel.: E3155. [6169

TNDIAN
A clutch, lamps.

1 (ft 19 Indian Combination
At/ car, lamps, Kliixon, all accet^sories ; £93; ready

TNDIAN 1916 7-9h.p.

INDIAN Scout, 1921, dynamo, electric horn, all com-
plete, in perfect condition, new April; £135; ex-

change dynamo A.B.C.—43, Freezywater, N. [5484

Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed kicTt start,

. and tools, go anywhere: £75.—52,
St. Agnes Place, Kennington Park, London. [5795

1920, Watsonian
a<;cetis

to ride awaj'.—Crisp, The Chase, King's Lynn. [5256

LATE 1918 Indian, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, cliitch, K.S..
lamps, pillion seat, licence, periect condition; £65;

would consider exchange.— 14, Krldoran Rd., Brixton.
[5781

Powerplus Combination, 3-

speed, fully equipped, spares, overhauled this
season, 10 months' insurance.-172, Whippendell Rd.
Watford. [5359

-|Q19 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus, £75, or offer; 1919
A«/ 7-9h.p. Indian combination, £115; exchunge con-

_fiidered.—Robinson and Sleight, Hainton Garage,
Giimsby. [5318

T.T. 7-9h.p. Indian, best offer secures, engine per-
fect, enajuel good, haudle-bn"s and spring gnideR

need repair; any evening.— 10, Eostdal© Av., Haves
End, Middlesex. [5234

"I
(Ctl4 Indian Combination, 7h.p., spring frame, 2-

A«/ speed, clutch, speedometer, electric lamps and
horn, hood, screen, fine condition; £60,. loivest.—85,
Deodar R^, Putney. [5684

£90.—Powerplus late model Indian .lud sidecar, fnlly
equipped, hood and screen, perfect mechanically,

paint good ; real snip ; trial any time.—Wright, 1 2,
Albert St., Poplar, London. [6107

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.

Finchley. are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

"I
Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo lighting,

J-«7 rear drive speedometer, Easting wind screen,
new rear Brampton spring chain, all in Al condition;
£245.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill.

Spring Frame Indian, 2-speed and
new; £47/10.—Jones'

Garage, Muswell Hill. [5558

1Q18 Powerplus Indian 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch.
At/ kick starter, tax paid, new tyre, chain, in-
distinguishable from new; bargain, £68; e-xchange
American X.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [5669

SPECIAL

!

EXCHANGES OR
DEFERRED PAYMENTS
ACCEPTED FOR THE FOLLOWING:

DELIVERY IMMEDIATE.

NEW IMPERIAL
8 h.p. COMBINATION, 1921, Shop-

soiled only,

£158.
(LIST PRICE £168).

INVICTA
I- h.p. 3-speed Model, and SKIFF
SIDECAR, with Windscreen (1920, Shop-

soiled).

£110.
(LIST PRICE £138).

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
James.

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 3-speed, H..'ai
clutch, lamps, horn, hood, screen, luggage

etc., splendid condition, £85; or exchange fcr i

2-seater car.—125, Ancona Rd,, Plumstead, S.E.
I

INDIAN, 1920 4h.p. Scout Model, with Gros-
s]iorting sidecar, in colour to match,

equipped, speedometer, horn, tax paid; £155; dcf
payments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshaw^gate, 3o
also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [S

INDIAN 4h.p-, Scout model, complete as per ma
specification, fitted with dynamo lighting set-

trie horn, speedometer, etc.; retail price; £172, c
new but shop-soiled, clearance price £135.-1
Bros., Midland Garage, Colwyn Bay. Tel. : 105. [

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Combination, compl i;

equipped, including dynamo lighting, wind ec
j

speedometer, licence, etc., unusually fine outfit,
'

vately owned, not W.D., a very 'genuine bargai i

£95.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oi [
'Phone: 581. [ E

"TXTANTED, purchasers for any model of new [VV Indian motor cycles and combinations, (oi

'

mediate delivery. Your present machine taker
i

part exchange; full market value allowed; dist -

no object.—R,. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbanl
Southport. Tel. : 607. [ i

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3 speeds, !:

starter, new engine, Goodyear tyres '.front >

T.T. handle-bars, carrier, large head light, tail 1

I'rest-O-I-ite cylinder, met.il toolbox, tools, and p
tax paid; £85.-Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed. (opj 6

Chalk Farm Tube Station), London. 'Phone: H
stead 2767.

[

I,vy.

IVY 2-Etroke, genuine, good order,, tax paid; ;

6 o'clock; £30.—Grocer, 21, Ledbury St,, I
ha,ra.

[

'

MARTINSYDE
6 h.p, TWIN COMBINATION. Ne

1921 Model.

£145.

/\< «!• 0«
7 h.p. COMBINATION: Latest Model,

New.

£195.
(JUST REDUCED FROM £215).

-| Q14 7-9h.p.
JLtf clutch, renovated

METRO -TYLER
J h.p. 2-speeds, New Sports Model.

£60.

MATCHLESS
8 h.p. FAMILY COMBINATION.

£191-10-0.

COMPLETE STOCK LISTS
SENT UPON REQUEST.

Deferred Payment Terms
Quartsr down and 12 Monthly Instalments

EASTERN GARAGE CO.
Official Repairers to R..^.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418,Romford Rd.,Forest Gate, E.7
'Phone: 490 East Ham. 'Grams : " Egaraco, London."

IVY 1921
Motors,

'Phone: 72.

Models.—Sole district agente. We
Ltd., 60, Catherine SU Salist

'

Ixion.
I

IXION 1920 Model 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick starter,..'

U

clutch, Lm-as lamps, horn, guaranteed PCT.'J

any trial: sacrifice £50, cost £85.—Adie, Atiaa 51 I
Oozells St., Birmingham. , ^J

James.
DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1&21 4»4h.p. James i

bination Irom stock; price £155. [I

~| Q18 2i,4b.p. James 2-stroke, 2-speed, lully equip"
-L«? dE40.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill. [{

"I Q20 James Lightweight, nearly new, tax p
J-v £50. — Hughes, 211, Queen's Rd., Peck! i'

S.E. [I i

INCOMPLETE James. 1918 a^^h-P. model, good
dition; stamp reply.—Box 5,918, c/o Tfec J -

Cycle. [I ij

1 Q20 James 2%h.p., 2-speed, perfect order, licei
J-Li/ lamps; £45.—Spragg, 3, Allen Rd., Wimbdfl

Dorset. [! fl

F.O.C.H. have several James solos and combinabjt'

cheap.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hamps^
Tube Station).

LATE 1920 James Lightweight, 2-speed, lainps,ii

paid, good condition; £58.—Biltmare, Brams.
Chase, Hindhead. [i

4ih.p. James, 2 speeds, F.E., Tan-Sad, lamps, 1

4 ^35, no offers.—The Fii-s, Chertsey
Windlesham, Surrey, [i

1 Q21 James 2K^.p., 2-speed, unscratched, b)
-Lt7 horn, tax paid, cost £81; offers?—Kwato, >

keard Gardens, Blacfcheath. . K

"1 (C|20 5-6h.p. James Combination, hood, windfuai

X *y lamps, all accessories, like neiv ; £120.-1

192, Heath Ed., Tivickenham. H

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, screen, lamps, B
carburetter, ride 50 miles to purcha.£er; £12£

near offer.—Slade House, Sutton Coldfield. K

"I 016 James 3M>h.p- Combination, S-speed, K.S., J

Xt/ ing, speedometefr tax paid, all nceessories;

trial; £70.— G. Taylor, Garrison Office, Tidworth. [!

JAMES 5-6h.p. 1919 Combination, special extra 1

sidecar, Magdyno lighting, leg.shields, loot cli

accessories, beautiful condition ; £158.—Smithi >

Eari's Court Rd., S.W.5. P

JAMES 3V'bp- K.S., lamps, speedometer, fine

dition, December, 1920, licence and idot

best offers.—Millward, Beecher House, Cradley He

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jo

Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade,

Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and g^^rwi

bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

-| Q19 6h.p. James Combination, licence paid, ali

X*/ Al order and condition; £95.—Jones GM
Muswell Hill. t^

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any James Model; cast

deferred payments : book your order now,

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, 1

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone; b

ton 2417.

JAMES 4i4hp. (Aug.) 1919 Combination, all eh

3-3peed, K.S., all accessories, tax paid, exrei

condition, about 3,000 miles, any trial; £95,

nearest offer ; owner purchasing car.—Richer, ^

down, Goudhurst, Kent. '-

[0

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES* FOR SALE
New Hudson.

li^ HUDSON 1914 6-8h.p. Combination, just^ovGr-
excellent condition

;

Heath, I.O.W.
offers.fllauled,

liijU-, Apsi
'll

T}7 HUDSON Coacbbuilfc Combination,
1 lutch, K.S., new Dunlops, perfect;

01 120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon.

Tl,' HUDS0N.-2%h.p.
\ leterred payments.

Lieut.
[5975

,
3 speeds.

£50; near
[6010

de luxe models in etock;
- Parker's, Bradshawgate.

It ; also 245, Deausgate, Manchester. [S7721

TV HUDSON, 2i/2h.p. J.A.P. engine. 3-speed and
1 lutch, excellent order ; £29.—Newnham ]\Iotor

3, Hammersmith Rd.,
it 80.

W.6. 'Phone

:

Hamme r-

[5524

»li|: New Hudson, C.B. sidecar, all on, only done
f I'iOO miles since new (late 1914), tax paid: must
- ii; £85, or offers. — Harriaon, 3, Wood St..

^il^h, Port Talbot. [5890

ji' HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view :

" iopular. 50 gns. ; de luxe, 65 gna. ; Ace. 75 gns
Arfor 2^h.p,. S'/oh.p., and 6h.p. machines stockeii
Je d payments arranged. Catalogues.—New Hud-
u ix)t. 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. [3936

9; (Whitsun) New Hudson Ace, specially tuned
(genuine), Lucas lamps, horn, licence, spark in-

itsiir, 75 m.p.h., Stewart speedometer (248 miles)
iJ .p. heavy Dunlop, cost £95, ridden solely by
,ne (mechanic); sell £85--Hudson, Tetbury Hill,
i!iibury. [5653

New Imperial.
tl ). New Imperial, 2-speed, with clutch and kick
^4,>tarter; reduced to £72/10.

[h,^ Combination; £168; in stock for immediate
J ^ivery; easy payments.—Harrods Motor Show-
i>ta:118, Brompton Rd., London, S.W.I, [5645

JE| imperial 2^4h.p., 2-speed, -only shop-soiled;
1 l^cial price, £65.—Edwin Knight, Church St.,
eigRi [6050

QJ New Imperial 2yih.p., 2;speed,'_kick starter;
iiarticulars

'uch.

request.—Box 5,917, c/o The
[6000

JE IMPERIAL-J.A.P.. Aiig.. 1919. 2^'ih.p., 2
1 :;ed, excellent condition; £49.—104, Lillington
.. \toria, S.W.I. -. [5691

JE> IMPERIAL-J.A.P., late model, 2-speed, all
1 ij beautiful condition; £50.—Gorringe, 21
uneq Rd., Leyton,

^^1.
IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2%h.p.,
pped. original tyres, perfect

.-', Perran Rd., Tulse Hill.

[5654

2-speed, full.v

condition ; 42
[5831

JEV IMPERIAL, 2y4h.p. J.A.P.,
* Ijips, tax, excellent conditionj^
i2, jida Vale (private house).

v|^ New Imperial 8h.p.
** imps, splendid outfit;
2. ! rrow Rd.,

9£!2Hli.p. New Imperial-Jap, 3-speed, clutch, kick
;tart. licensed, as new : £70.—Edwards, 50,

arrj^on Rd., South Kensington. [6061

1920, 2 speeds,
. S53/I0.—Goad,
Hampstead 1353.

I
[6182

>2hi New Imp6"ial-Jnp, 2-speed, excellent condi-
'^ '11. recently overhauled by mnkers, good tyres

;
£45.—Mace, 4, Everslcy Ed., BexluU-on

[5225

Combination. Klaxon,
.

£35.-010 Bradmore's,
Paddington. Tel. : VVillesden

1 [3131

JEW MPERI-4.L Solo and Combinations for imme-
die delivery: exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.,

5. 3mmersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammer-
litll ;. [5520

JEVJiMPEEtAL 1919 2?4h.p., 2-specd, clutch, kick
^ 8lt, sound little machine, com-pletely equipped

:

18.—'jj Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
lioael581. [6131

JEWIMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1920, 2%h.p., done only
^ It miles, in new condition, lamps, and tools:
i5.—1 Pellant, 16, St. George's Mews, Eegeat's
irk i,.. N.W.I. [6037

919 Combination, 8h.p., 3
. lamps, horn, wind screen,

il good condition: £88.-136, Ravensbury Rd.,
irlsfie, London, S.'W. [6043

JBW|MPERIAL, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 1920, engine No.
' 8J'37a, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.. excellent condi-
m. l^y equipped, insured, tax paid; £60.—Calde-
iii't, |5, Mount Pleasant Lane, Clapton, E.5. [5431

MMIJATE Delivery of any New Imperial Model;
ca; or deferred payments; book your order now

Kl a\^j disappointment later.—Burlington Motors,
", &th Side, Clapham Common, S/W.4. 'Phone :

islori417. '
[0506

ATItModel New Imperial 8h.p., Canoelet bulbous
* Sl^-ar, Easting screen, speedometer, full insur-
,."e; '100, or lightweight solo part payment;
3n P^;th London, appointment.—Box 4,911, c/o
"< M^r Cycle. [5579
:li.p.„.jw Impeiial, only done few mile?, Mills-Fulford

siCar, 5-point fixing, new spore tyre and tube,
'•^l"*" pis complete. Klaxon horn, stormproof apron

;

Ttrlteiven; flOO, bargain.—Beecher, 472, Archway
I: Mlon, N.6, [5731

IEW| IMPERIAL 19
" Sljds, clutch, K.S.,

BAIBERS
FOR

BARGAINS
AND

EXCHANGES.
FULL MARKET VALUE ALLOWED
for your present machine in good condition

STOP!
COMPARETHESE PRICES

1921 4 h.p. INDIAN Scout, electrically

equipped, speedometer; cost £iSo a
few weeks ago £1 35

1920 5 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combina-
tion , lamps; horn , speedometer,
Easting, licensed, excellent condition £135

1Q20 6-8 h.p. L.MX. Combination, lamps,
horn, speedometer, mirror, Easting,
licence, excellent condition £92

1920-21 BEARDMORE PRECISION Com-
bination, 1921 power unit, all

lamps, horn, licensed, practically
as new £78

1920 BEARDMORE PRECISION, lamps,
horn, licence paid, small mileage^
excellent condition £55

1920 2\ h.p. METRO-TYLER, S Type. 2-sp.,

lamps, horn, licensed ; only run 50
miles £68

1919-20 SCOTT Combination, lamps, horn,
speedometer, aluminium pistons, very
fast, excellent condition £105

i9r9 8h.p. SUNBEAM and Swan Sidecar,

electric lamps, Cowey horn, wind-
screen, excellent condition £13S

1919 2| h.p. EDMUND and nearly new
Henderson Sidecar, horn, licensed,
excellent condition £57

i~ii4h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, Lucas
lamp.-, horn, licensed, excellent condi-
tion £67

1913 3i ti-P- TRIUMPH Combination, 3-sp.,

hand clutch, K.S., electric lamps,
horn, speedometer, excellent condi-
tion £55

Special 8 h.p. MATCH LESS-J.A.P., overhead
valves, very last, excellent condition £50

New A.B.C. Skootamota Offers.

Our Stock Of New Machines include:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, ENFIELD,
NORTON, ARIEL, MATCHLESS,

N.UX, Etc., Etc.

SIMPLEX MOTOR ATTACHMENTS
for Push Cycles.

LET US SUPPLY YOU.
WRITE OR CALL.

R.BAMBER(%Co.Ltd.
2, EASTBANK STREET,

'Phone: 607. SOUTHPORT.
1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2%h.p., late 1917, clutch,
K.S., lamps, mirror, all on " '

very powerful
hauled by expert 1st August, 1921 ; £60
ofler.—18, Chatsworth Rd., Clapton, E.5.

ONE 6h.p. 1920 New Imperial
Sunbeam sidecar, complete

whole thing like new,
take 2 anywhere, insurance paid, over-

near
[5695

Combination with
with speedometer,

Cowey mechanical horn. Easting iHnd ecreen, and all
lamps; £130, or would entertain lightweight in part
exchange.—Royd Garage, Ltd., Hebden Bridge. [5201

Norton.
"pEEMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Nortons.

ANY Model Norton delivered to your address, car-
riage paid within 24 _hours;_easy payments only

4% extra,
mingham

-The Premier Motor Co.,

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-
£177; sports model.

Aston lid,. Bir-
[0625

NORTON Motor Cycles.—Can deliver anywhere; early
dates.—Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, Dublin [3973

-Norton Big 4 combination,
£132; from stock. [0686

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Norton.—Chapel Aah Depot, Wolverhnmp-
ton. [X3820

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents, Wessex
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury.

Phone : 72. [5005

NORTON.—Sole Walsall agent«; exchanges or de-
terred payments.—Maudes' Motor Mart, Walsall

Garage, Walsall. [2421

NORTON Big Four Combination, 3-speed, kick starter,
all accessories, 1919; 105 gns.—Wakefield, Honey

Hill, Tlsbridge. [5276

NORTON.—All models in stock; deferred payments.
—Parkers, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,

Deansgate,

19^
Manchester. [X7722

absolutely like

3ih.p. Sports
2 shaft, all

20 Big Four Norton Combination,
new; sacrifice £110.—Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's

Av., North Kensington. [5778

Norton, Sturmey, 3-speed counter-
shaft, all chain, Binks, discs ; £ 88 ; wants

Levis.—148, Station Rd., Ilkeston. [5918

1 Q20 Norton 4h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
-Lt/ complete, perfect; any trial.—Apply, Percy
Gummer, Clifton Lane, Rotherham. [5437

NORTON 1921 SVah.p., 3-speed, sports model, fine
condition, very fast; £115."Th6 Layton Garages,

50, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [6132

LATE 1920 Big Four Norton Combination, beauti-
fully equirped, exceptionally fast; £110. — 24,

Balliol Rd., North Kensington, London. [5801

NORTON 4h.p. Cofichbuilt Combination, 2 speeds,
good order ^^nd condition; £60, offers.-Darke. 2,

Warwick Place, Paddington, London, W.7. [5219

NORTON Big 4 De Luxe Combination, appearance and
mechanism perfect, licensed. Existing, all ncces-

soriea; £115.-32, FelsteM Ed., Wanstead. Essex. [5383

1 Q 20 Norton, T.T., with Plulipso'a, speedometer,
Atf lamjis, and horn, insured till next May; £80.
—Flight-Lt. Johnston, R.A.F., Netheravon, Wilts.

[5798
NORTON I92OV2 4h.p. de Luxe Combination, Lucas

lamps, horn, liceuce, Watford speedometer, 4,000,
perfect; ;ei25, bargain; solo part.—Longney, Oswestry.

[X7208
20 Big Four Norton and 1921 Henderson Elite
sidecar (cost £45), lamps. Klaxon, tools, per-

fect condition; £135.-12, Leaside Av,, Muswell Hill,

N.IO. [4732

3'/i;h.p. C.B. Combination, fully equipped,
spares, open to expeit examination; any

£98, or offer.-1, Fairhaven Rd., Back-o'-tir-
Bolton. [X7690

NORTON 1920 Big Four, Dunhill limousine sidecar,

Lucas lamps, Watford, 700x80, good condition,
any trial, special front brake; £135.—Duniva, Epsom
Rd., Guildford. [5736

EG. GREEN'S Competition Norton, H16, fullv
equipped, 21 gold and silver medals, specially

tuned, as new; £118; exchange sports Sunbeam.— 32,
High St., Reigate. ' [5681

4h.p. Norton, 1916-17, all-chain drive, winner of
several premier awards, overhauled, nnd in good

condition ; £75, quick sale, no offers.-Wintle, 6, High-
gate Rd., Birmingham, [5314

1 Q21 S'/^h.p. Norton, B.R.R. engine, 3-speed, special
J-i' finish, as new throughout, certified speed,
licensed, accessories, spares; £120,—Williams, 51,
Beckenham Lane, Bromley, Kent, [5994

1 Q21 16H. 3'/.'h.p. Norton, Bonnikeen spped-
Xc/ ometer, Cowey horn, Lucas lamps, mil^eage 600.

19=

NOETON
miiny

trial

:

Bank,

w

new condition; £105. or nearest.-

cliester House, Old Broad St., E.C.2.
-K.G.S.H., Win-

[57X4

NORTON.-
Models

Immediate delivery Big 4 and / 1611
spare parts always in stock.—Call, wire,

\vrite, or 'phone 4042, G. H. Tucker, the Norton
Rider, Agent, and Specialist, Redcliffe Hill, Bristol.

[3970

^11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked <P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

JULY (19211, 16h. Norton, not done 500 miles, light-

ing set, knee-grip3, tax paid; any trial and inspec-
tion : £125. Wanted, Magdyno N.U.T.—Write S. Bailey,
Ivydene, Tichborne St., I/eioester. [5787

1 Q21 16H Special Competition Machine, close ra'io
-Lt/ box, small milea,ge, lully equipped, special
Bonniksen, spare sprockets, etc., many extras; £112.—
Whitaker, 3, Eastern Rd., Brighton. [5872

NORTON. 1919. SV^h.p., T.T., just rcbnshed, and
new main bearing, new Norton tank and nua-

guard, h.b.c. Philipson, 1921 Binks, good accecsiKies;
£75.—Wells, Dunira, Epsom Rd., Guildford. [5842

1 Q20 T.T. Norton, 65 m.p.b., licensed, lamp, gener-
-M-*y ator. Klaxon, 2 belts, unpunctured ^nd un-
marked tyres, mileage 2,000. carefully tuns-d and
ridden; appointment.—Ince, Silver Hawk Motor Co.,
Cobham, Surrey. [5924

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new J 921
Norton motor cycles and combinatTons, for im-

mediate deliTery. Your present machine taken il

part exchange; fnll market value alloAt.-d; distance no
object.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastba^i St..

Southpoi-t. Tel. : 607. [0644

GET your new 1921 Norton from the Layton
Garages, who can give immediate deliTery of any

model; exchanges quoted; bjilance may be paid out of
income if desired. Enquiries treated personally and
with every courtesy.—The Layton Garages. 30, Holvwell
St.. Oxiord, or London Rd., Bicester. [6139

N.S.U.
i.p. N.S.U., dropped frame, B. and B. map

,

Druids, m.o.i.v., good running order; £i7/10.

—

Syd Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventry.

.

[X7842
N.S.U., 6h.p,, V.S. gears, pedal stajter, coachbuilt

sidecar (strong, reliable affair). I^mps, tax paid;
bargain, £45 lowest.—Carroll, 41, Kellett Rd., Brix-
ton. [5601

n.u.t.

N.TT.T. SVsh-p., 1921, veiv little used, about 600
miles: offers.—Ward, Oakroyd, Potters Bar. [5328

N.U.T. SVih.p. Twin, 1920 (late), Magdyno lighting,
condition lovely ; offers-— Williams, Garage.

Clieltenham. [6039

,

BRAND New 1921 S^^h-p. N.U.T.; with Lucas Mag-
dyno; accept £110 for sharp sale.—la, Bradford

St., Bolton. [X7845

3ih.p. N.U.T., N.S.U. gear, good condition, licensed,
2 lamp, etc. ; l>e<;t c-ash ofier.—Apply, C, 44, St. i

Dunstan'a Rd., W.6. [5238

6h.p. N.U.T.-J.A.P, Combination, 1921, Sturmey 3- :

speed gear box, clutch and K.S. ; ^95, or nearest i

offer.—Link, Newchurch, New Romney, Kent. [5980 I

N.TT.T. 1920 SVoh.p., Magdyno, lavishly equipped,
and almost as new; £105 ca^^h.-The Layton Gar-'

ages, 30, Holywell St., O.'iford. 'Phone: 581. [6153 .

1 Q21 N.U.T. SV^h.p., Magdyno, horn, Tan-Sad,
'

-LiJ licensed, mileage 100. absolutely unscratched;
!

£120.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-

i

ton. [5048
.,

N.U.T., late 1920, dynamo lighting, electric horn,,
soeedometer, engine just overhauled, perfect, like-

'<

wise tyres ; £l20 ; owner buying combination.—20, f

Addiscombe Grove, Croydon. [5593

N.U.T. 1920 S'/^h.p., dynamo lighting, tax paid, in-

1

distinguishable from new; £120; deferred pay-
nents if desired.—Parker's, Bradahawgate. Bolton : a^so •

£45, Deansgate, Manchester. [X7704

".Vr.U.T.—Sole agents for nine counties; special ex-
. -1 change or deferred payment terras ; immediate
» elivery all models ; trade supplied.—Maudes' Motor
Hart, London, Exeter, and Walsall. [2422

O.K.
I Q20 O.K. Union; £35. or near;
LiJ Atlston, Bergholt, High St., Harpenden

perfect: licensed.—
[5599

O.K.-UNION 2^;4h.p., Nov., 1920, accessories, ^ax, as,
new; £35.-1, Guildford Rd., West Croydon.

[6758 '

O.K. Lightweight, 2-speed, countershaft, any trial; i

£32.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[5G94

;

£30.-1920 O.K. 2V4I1-P-. 2-stroke, new condition,
I

tax paid.—23. Bedford Rd., West Ealing,
'

Middlesex. [5702

O.K. Junior, new Sept.; 1920, little used, excellent
order, licence paid; £32; approval.—Corston Bun-

well, Norfolk. [5405

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones' 1

Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N,
\

Finchley. are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
;

bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.
'

1 Q20 O.K.-Villiers, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, legshields, all
L»/ lamps, licence paid; a real good bargain, £45.—
Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill. [5576 :

Omega
I

OMEGA-J.A.P. 2^,4h.p., clutch, 2-speed, excellent!
condition; £45, or exchange.—Ansell, 184, New'

North Rd., Islington, London. [5460 ,

OMEGA, 1921'/:;, 2-speed, clutch, and kick start,
cost over £80, almost new condition; cash £55.—

76, Dalling Rd., Hammersmith. [5446

<&Cos

TYRE &TUBE
BARGAINS

24)t2
Wooii-Wilne Spw'al .....-..,.:. 28 /

-

Hutchinson Rubber-studded 22 /S

25x2
Waod-Mtfne Extra Sfroni ., .. .-.^^r,. 32/9
Wood-Milns Combination ...,„„^„ 44/-

26x2i
Dunlop Htavy ..-..,.,„ 36/8
Rlacintosh C!ia:n ..^.-, 32/S
Avon Sunstone r....^ 37/3
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy....... 35/-
Rom Conbination 42 /-

Avon Ccmbinaioa 3S'9
Beldam Combination 35 /-

Palmer Heavy Cord 36/9
Palmer Cord 32/6
Skew Rubber Non-sicids 29 /i

26x2|
Palmer Heavy Cord ..,,,-,.-. 271-
Palmer r^rd i,...„r... 331-
Dunlop Heavy 37/-
C:inclier de Luxe Extra Heavy 34 /S

Wood-Milne Extra Strong , 35 /
-

26x2\ to at 2i Rims.
H'Jtc)<!nson Rubb:r-studded 33 /

-

Wood-Milne Special 33/-
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45-

26x21
Rom Combination 45/.
Dunlop Heavy „., 45/-
Maclntosh Chain 36/-
Rom Combination 47 /S

Hutchinson Rubber-studded 36/-
Skew H:!avy Ribbed 37/3

650x65
Heavy Rubber Non-skid , ,-, . .^ 26 /

3

Wood-Milne Special 43/3
•MIebclin Steel-studded 52/6
Burnett Grooved 41/9
Dunlop Steel-studded , 55'-

*Vo!turette fitting.

700x80 to fit 650x65
Wood-Milne Special SO /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 55 /-

Dunlop Steel Studded 70/-

700 X 80 (for 650 X 65) Voiturette Rims
28x3

Wood-Milne Extr? Strong 4-ply 29/3
Dunlop Extra Strong d-ply 50 /-

Dnnlop Heavy , 45/-
Clincher de Luxe Extra heavy , 45/-

28 j: 3 to fit 2i Rims.
DDiii.n Extra Heavy 50/-

28x2i
Wood-Milne 4-ply 40/-
Hutchinson Heavy Rubber-itiidded .... 26/9
Hutchinson Heavy Ribbed 29/6

NEW TUBES, in all Sizes, 7/- cac!l.

Also Clearance TUBES, with one small vu!.

e:nised patch by Manufacturers, otherwise
quite new, 5/6.

The alJOTO linea are aeiit Seven X^ays on
Approval, and Forward Passenger Tram. Carr. Paid.

KKMEMBER—The reputation and guarante:
M Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

H. EMANUEL & Co . ^SS?,^
27, BELGRADE RD.. STOKE NEWINGTON,
Telephone: Valston 3161. LONDON, N.13

Stores :

37a, Balls Pond Rd., DalstDn» London, N.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Omega.

OMEGA, 254h.p. J.A.P., 1919, 2 speeds, Jns
hauled, tax paid; £39/10; bargain.—(Joai

Maida Va]--;, W.9 (private house). 'Phone:
stead Itifi.

Overstone.
OVERSTONE-J.A.P. 234h.p., 1919, 2-8^pd

equipped, as new; £40.—229, Balaall Heat ^

Birmingham.

Paragon.

1 Q20 Paragon, 3h.p., 2-stToke, 2-speed, lampa
J-«-'_ spring franie, tas^paid; £35.-240, BlyUpan
Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammersmith.

P. and M.

P. and M., 1919, taxed^ perfect, solo, bd
£53.-38, Sherria Rd., West Hampstead,

CYRIL WILLIAMS for imtoediate delirery
models P. and M.—Chapel Ash Depot, 1

hampton. •
(

P.
and M., R.A.F. Model, good appearance, iri

Tvheels; bargain, £40.-127, Marina, St. 1<
on-Sea,

P.
and M. Combination, licensed, lamps, new •

and tyres, in good condition; £70.—58, fi

Hill, Balham.

P.
and M. SVo^-P-r E.A.F., accessories, tax pa

e;:ceptional bargain, £40.—Leyett, Bros
March, Cambs.

[

P.
and M. Combination. 1918, tax paid, all <

cellent condition; £59.-64, Framfield Rd.
well, London, W.
~| Q18 P. and M., blue-gold, UB3cratched; £
JLt/ consider cheaper machine part.—61, Ne«' li

Rd., London, S.E.I.

P.
and M. Combination, good condition, Boscl

ji

back tyre, tax paid; £58.—Lane, Chare jl

Ockbrook, Derbyshire.

and M, 1919 Combination, bought Marcbv
tax paid, all on; £70, or near offer.—10. S

St., Southwark, S.E.I.

and M., 2-speed, excellent condition, lamp
tyres, tubes, chains, tax paid; £50.-30,

field Rd,, Crawley, Sussex.

P.
and M., 1918, K4 eidecar, gcod tyres, 70
well equipped, enamel as new; best over

34, Saltram Crescent, W.9.

P
St.,

p

P.
and M.—Solo or sidecar in stock; deferre \
ments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton i

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [

P.
and M., late 1919, K.S., 2 speeds, discs,

j
sories, wind screen, licensed, excellent ood I

£70, or offer.- Owner, 8, Pretoria Rd., Halstead. J

P.
and M., 1918, thoroughly renovated solo. £1 I

parts; £60; no reasonable offer refused.—
]!

Whiting, c/o Eton Garage, 260, Balham High '

P.
and M. Combination. 1919, new sidecar,

horn wind screen and disca, mileage 3,000;^
bargain, £95.—Belcher, Ltd., £5a,_Milton St., B

ham.

LATE 1920 3V>h.p. P. and M., gnaranteii

scratched and equal brand new, only ns

times; bargain, £90.-19, Wellington St., Moe^

Manchester. I

P.
and M., early 1918, with Henderson light s *

lamps, horn, etc., tax paid, good running

first reasonable offer accepted.—59. Market f*

Larcashire.

1018 R.A.F. P. and M., 3^^h.p.. lamps, ]

-i-tf tyres nearly new, tax paid, running «plei

£50; seen bv apiiointuient alter 6 p.m.— May, 60,

land Rise, Muswell Hill, N.lO.

-| Q20 P. and M. (Sep.), SV^h-p., Cowey trip. P.

-L?/ windshields, Lucas lamps, Clayrite, tools,

insurance, done 550 miles, as new; bargain, .

Marchaut, West St., Boston.

-|dl9 R- and M. Combination, tyres new, a
-L«/ cally perfect, sidecar afi_aew, all accesswi

paid; £120, ur nearest.—Hicks, Hartford Temwe'
ley Wintney, Basingstoke, Hants.

P.
and M. Combination, 3^/lJi.p.. new ccnditioi

colours, 2-^peed, K.S-, decompressor,* tji

amelling, plating, perfect, lamps, etc., tax pait

,

—82, Doddington Grove, . Kennington Park._

GET your new 1921 P. and M. from the J
Garages, who can give immediate delivery

modet^; exchanges quoted; balame may be poid *

income ii desired. Enquiries treated peraona ff

with every courtesy.—The Layton Garages. 30, t S
St.. Oxford, or London Rd., Bicester. f|

Precision. U

PRECISION - GRANDER. ai^h.p., 2-speea

(N.S.TJ.i, Cowev, P. and H., basket sidp^ *

—Lowndes, 5, Dorset Ed., EexhiU.

Premier.
lamps, etc., ta:^ paid, goPREMIER 2iyi.p,.

dition; £20.-40, Railway St, Barnes, 8.

PEEMIER 3^h.p., 3-speed hub, clutcli

insurance premium paid, both receiitl

Gandy, Brockeuhurst.

B26 AH lettei-s relating to advertisements should qaote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cytiles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Spur.

> 1 Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones"
L .arage, Muiwell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.
nc^v, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
.rglJS.—'Phone : Ilornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

9) Spur-Villiers, 2-speed, absolutely a? new,
guaranteed; £45.—Jones' Garage. Muswell liill.

[5556

Sun

91 Sun-Vit«3se, just delivered; £42.—Blny, 192,
Heath Kd., Twukeuhiim. [5643

aiVILLIERS, 1916, -2-speed, enamelled and
) rerhauled, like new, licensed; £33.—Derrington.
r«I;i Kd., New Maiden. [5143

Sunbeam.
mkEAM 1921 31/ob.p., new, reduced price.—For-

7X ster, Graham's Rd., Falkirk. [X7772

7t. ICKHAM lor Sunbeam, sole agent for Bristol
J ;id district-—stokes Croft, Bristol. [3352

TTJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.—
'V jv^h.p. Sunbeam and sidecar, 1915; £90. [4019

lUltEAM, 2%h.p., T.T., perfect, equipped, insured;
) jiS; bargain.—107, King St., Hammersmith.

[5610
[h. Sunbeam Combination, 1919 French Military
r iModel, ehain-cum-belt

;
price £110.—Southev,

. ik'rusted. [0684

JUj'EAM 3V^h.p. Combination, siaait turnout, per-
-t condition; first over £90 secures.—The Duck,

jar eiildstone. [5403

JTTj EAM 2^-^h.^., countershaft, chain, accessories,
'

c. iuf;urance, overliouled; £55, offers.-Robinson.
J, Btgate, Louth, Lines. [5949

JUr;EAM New 3V^h.p. Combination, Magdyno
' hting: accept second-hand part payment.—
ilHis, Garage, Cheltenham. [6040

U'EEAM 8h.p. C-ombination, 1916, perfect condi-
' ^ i>n, all accessories ; any trial ; selling through
i]«^£130.—83, Grove R-d., Holloway. [5362

*
&.\: 1920 SMih.p. Sunbeam, 600 miles, as new,

J ,il!olite incandescent lighting, horn, riJlion seat,
ioi8'ei25.—Bevan, Lucania, Llanelly. [5278

JUI^EAM Combination, 1919, 8h.p., spare wheel,
? lid, screen, perfect condition ; £ 155, or offer.
52, 1'ejtbourne Rd., Barnsbury, N.7. [5588

jUfiEAM 1920 Magdyno Bh.p. Combination, speed-
' Qjter, ammeter, all perfect; bargain^ £l65.—
ark'; Exhibition Rd., Soutt Kensington. [6100

JUKEAM Combination, 3Vi.'h.p.. 1919, Lucas lamps,
' hn, 2 new tyres, excellent condition; £115; no
ierspought car.—22, Pinewood Rd., Bromley, Kent

.; [5090
91 Sunbeam Combination, mileage 1,500, all

U, expert examination invited; nearest £110.—
-wal Jones, Allt, Llangennech, S. Wales. (D)

[5880
QJ Sunbeam (Nov.) with 1920 (Aug.) Watsonian
»' lonarch sidecar, fully equipped, fine condi-

-^rs invited, cost £175.—Webb, Sherborne,
[5692

AM, latest SV^h.p. touring model .£155^8
p. .-sports model, £152/5; in stock.—Cambridge

I' ibeit Robintjon, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cam-
'1.: 995. T.A. -. Bicycles. [6111

AM SV.jh.p. Combination, late 1918, fully
ij'pod. Easting screen, battery side dnd tai'
-t class condition: £14^.-36, Hartington Rd.,
iim-Hardy, Manchester. [5226

AM Combination, Sh.p., lote 1920. witb- spare
V el, hood, and -wind screen, Lucas Magdyno

Mia, set, and Cowey speedometer, only done 2,000
lies;, 220.—McCallum. Laighpark, Paisley. [5380
L LI.->ecoud-hand Machines advertised by Jones'
»- Cage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.
mhij are thoroughly overliauled and guaranteed
ifgail—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

Am 1919 3"/2b.p. Sunbeam, all lamps, not done
-^ lj)0 miles, guaranteed as new; i£105.—Jones'
3iag((Muswell Hill. ^
Q2i3i/^h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, "'fully equipped,
•^ .ted with 1921 Brooks cantilever saddle; a
al bi^ain, sei 30.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill.

QlJBh.p. Sunbeam Lucas Magdyno Combination.^ 'ind screen, hood, luggage carrier, all in Al
tier; 140.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill. [5571

iDK^:AM 1915 SV^h.p. Model with sidecar, com-
^ P;e with all acceseoriea. excellent condition

:

100; 'jfened payments if det^ired—Parker's. Brad-
'av.-go Bolton ; aleo 245, Deunsgate, Manchester.

JXJNiAM Twin Combination. 6h.p. J.A.P., fully
'

.
ewped, first-rate order ; £90 ; a rare oppor-

iinty;. secure one of these high-class outfits much
!low irrent value.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone.

^ [6249
Q2!5Vih.p. Magdyno Sunbeam, actual show model,
-^ ely run in, otherwise as new, tyres unpuuc-
"ed, -.iminium number plates, incorporating licence,
owey oru, lean-over stand, valve spring protectors;
m'<i\ £190, what offers?-Eraser, 23, Elm I'ark
ardeufS.W. [5636

^Ivr sati^ctjofi

S5 JTOm-OH 5^

EXCHANGES QUOTED
1922 CALTHORPE LIGHT CARS.

NEW MODELS AND PRICES.
De luxe, 2-seater, dickey seat £410
De luxe, 4-seater £435
Popular, 2-seater, dickey seat £355
Popular, 4-seater £375

1921 NEW MODELS
STANDARD, ii.Sh.p., 2-seater £550
LAGONDA, 11.9 coupe £420
MARTIN^YDE 6 h.p. twin Combination £145
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wheeler .... £250
ROYAL ENFIELD S h.p. Combination. £160
ROYAL RUBY 2^ h.p, 2 speed, sports 80 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL. 8 h.p., and Sidecar 160 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL. 2I h.p., .vspeM ... 70 gns.
SCOTT Combination £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £165
TRIUMPH, chain drive, and Sidecar . . £165
B.S.A.^ twin Combination £175
B.S;A. 4[h.p. all-chain Combination.. £152 10
SUNBEAM, 3', h.p.. nev/ type, sporting £152 5
SUNBEAM, ^\ h.D., touring £155 8
NbRTON Big Four 3-5p. Combination £170
NORTON, 3'. h.p., 3-speed.-T.T. .....£132
NORTON, 3', h.p., single speed £98
*DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed £85
'^DOUGLAS, zl h.p., 3-speed. clutch . . . £105
"'DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £160
DOUGLAS, 3I h.p.. 3-sp., sports model £150

Deferred Payments quoted.
* Including lamps, generator, horn, licence-

holder.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

NORTON 1920 Big Four, 3-speed £110
EDMUND, 2? h.p., 1920. 300 miles ... £69 10
BROUGH, igi6, 3-speed countershaft. £52 10
DOUGLAS, 1919, -1% h.p., 2-sp., tax paid £65
CLYNO, 1920, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 300 miles £49 10
ARIEL, 1920, 3.1 h.p. 3-sp. conntershait £S4 10
VINDEC, 7-Qb.D., 2-speed, F.E £37 10
TRIUMPH, '3'. h.p., clutch, good' £47 10
NORTON, 1920. 3I h.p.. sportin?: £80
E.N', 3^ h.p., special frame £19 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., 2-speed £42

PASSENGER MACHINES.
A.V. Monocar, 5-6 h.p. T-A.P £79 10
SUNBEAM Sh.p. M.A.G. Combination £145
ENFIELD Combin., 1921 tax paid £150
MORGAN, 8 h.p., sporting, ta.\ paid.. £105
MORGAN, i-iTS. sporting, hood, screen £120
INDIANi 1918-19, Powcrplus Combin. £105
ARIEL 3?. h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £97 10
HENDER'SON 10 h.p. 4-cyl. Combina-

tion, very smart condition £175
HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric. £160
READING-STANDARD 3-speed Com.. £110
BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., 3-=peed, Sidecar £59 10
TRIUMPH 3-speed 4 h.p. coach Com. . £75
ALECTO 3i h.p. 2-sp. 1920 coach Com. £79 10
REX 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination £52 10
ENFIELD T015-16 Combination £95
CHATER-LEA 8 h.p. 3-sp. Combination £75
NORTON, 1920, Big Four, new Sidecar £135
SCOTT 1920 Combination, very special £125

DeTerred Payments taken.
Cash cfTers considered for Second-hand Models.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

SUNDRIES.
1920 Amac Automatic Carburetter.. £1 17 G
1920 Shop-soiled Capac, x\ , £2 2
New Army Knapsaclts, i3ixiiin,.. 5 6
Douglas Carburetter, used 15/-, £1, £1 10
New Miller's Lamp Set £2 4
New " Perfection" Sidecar Body .. £6 15
New " Perfection " Coach Sidecar,

shop-soiled only, for Triumph .. £18 10
Second-hand Douglas Magneto .... £1 17 6
Late Amac Carburetter . . .£1 10 0, £1 17 6
Late B. & B. Carburetter "1 12 6, £1 10 6
1920 Triumph Carburetter, nearly new £2 12 6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM S'/^h.p. Sports, Dec. 1919. black, gold
discs, Lucas lamps, horn, Watlord trip speedo-

meter, just overhauled by makers, used only week-
ends ; owner going abroad; £105; alter 6 p.m.—Price.
83. Finlay St., Fulham. S.W.6. [5693

SUNBEAM 1921 3',{>h.p., Magdyno combination.
genuine Sunbeam sidecar with deck and wind

st'reen, exceptionally fine condition, small mileage,
guaranteed in every wav; £190.—The Layton Gkrages,
30. Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [6123

1 Q 21 Sunbeam Sh.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
-i- •J' lighting, electric horn, speedometer, hood,
screen, side screen. Tan-Sad, spare wheel unused, con-
dition as new, tax paid; accept £235, or offer.

—

Paynter, Longcauseway, Farnworth, near Bolton. [5443

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Sunbeam motor cycles and combinations, for

I

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
I part exchange; full market value allowed.—R. Bamber
land Co., Ltd., 2, Ea*-tbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607.

!

[0648

i

1 Q21 (June) Sports Sunbeam. Lucas lamps and
\\-*f horn. Bonniksen sxieedometer, tax paid and
I

insured, absolutely as new, done 250 miles, only; cost
over £165, accept £145, no offers or exchanges; seen
by appointment.—Fortou House, Montfoid Bridge,
Shrewsbury. [5814

GET your new 1921 Sunbeam from the Lnyton
Garages, who can give immediate delivery of any

model; exchanges quoted; balance may be paid out of
income if desired. Enauiries treated personally and
with every courteav.—The L.Tvton Garase.s, 30, Holywell

I

St.. Oxford, or London Rd., Eice.'^ter. [6142

SUNBEAM 1920 Sh.p. Combination, Magdyno light-

,

ing. electric horn. Bonniksen speedometer, mud-
shields. Ace discs, 760x90 cover on rear wheel, tax
Ipaid, indistinguishable from new; this outfit would
[cost to-day £294; for quick sale. £200; deferred pay-
ments if desired.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X7707

3Xh.p. Sports Sunbeam, late model, engine No. 6810.
!i frame No. 6246, fast, good condition, run care-

fully, low mileage, complete with 2 acetylene lamps
and generators, new large Lucas King of the Road
bead lamp, Stewart- speedometer, bulb horn, foot
pump, knee grips, Tan-Sad., discs, complete set of tools,

spare valve and plugs, etc., good tyres ; 100 gns."—

Waugh, Glover's Farm, Sedgeford, Norfolk. [6035

1 Q21 3',-jh.p. Sunbeam and Montgomery Sporting
At' sidecar, black and gold outfit, 3 weeks old, in-

distinguishable from new, complete with Lucas lamps
No. 462, horn, Cowey trip speedometer, long plated
exhaust, mechanical oil pump, sporting Amac carbu-
retter, aluminium valve cap, etc., tax and insurance
paid, cost £210; will accept £165 for quick sale,

genuine bargain; owner buying car.—W. Eadington,
I

Alderley Edge. Cheshire. [X7769

!

T.D.C,

DE LUXE T.D.C, 2V2h.p., perfect running order,
lnn'ip5. liorn; £20, or near offer.—Thomson, Teviot

Crescent, Hawick. [5416

Triumph.
TDREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

/"kNLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hours
2Vih.p. lightweight Triumph, £70; W.D.B. (reno-

vated), £95; Type H 4h.p.. 3-5peed, £115; Type S.D..
chain drive; £125; sidecars from £20 to £50.—Buy
your machine direct from the Triumph Specialists,
T)ie Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0637
1,Ol4_3-.siieed Triumph, complete; £40.—Cross, Agent.

I „,„-^
Kotheihom. [X7764

CROSS, Rotherliam. can deliver all model Triumiilis
from (?tock at ii^t prices. [X7761

TRIUMPH, Bosch mng., good running order, fas paid :

£12.~WalIi]:sr, Kiugham, Oxford. [5771

lowe,«t.

[5724
1 020 Triumph Model H, new condition; £8
it/ _34. Mnnn St., W.ilworth, 8.E.17.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, tax paid, perfect;
£60.-42. Clifton Gardens, Chiswick. [6015

TRIUMPH, countershaft, late 1918, all on, tax paid;
£70.-73, Sydney Rd.. West Ealing, W.13. [6018

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. C.S., niisolutely new: £82/10, quick
sale.—Wiltoji, White Swan. Upper Norwood. [6218

1 Q18 Triumphs, countershaft, from £50.-24,
J-t? Balliol Rd., North Kensington, London. [5803

JfTNIOR Triumph, unridden, tax paid, brand new;
£65.~E.J.H., Erockenton, Belmont, Surrey. [5206

TRIUMPH, h.b. clutch, nearlv new tvres. lamps, fine
order.—Letters, Box 5,868, c/o Tlxt Motor Ct/ch.

[5306
TRIUMPH, 1914, perfect, best offer; also Amac,

two 26x2M: covers.~119, Brecknock Rd., N.19.
[5444

TRIUMPH, 1917. overhauled, first-class; £60.—
Cknk, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

[6093
TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 2-3peed, good

condition; £45.—Sims, 33, Crompton St., Derby.
rX7686

VII letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B29
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

1 Q14 3V'h.p. Triumph, roomy sidecar, good, condi-

J-4'tion; £50, cheap.—Heggie, Ardington, Wantage.

"I Q19 Triumph Combination;
i*' Bradmore's, 482, Harrow Rd.,

[5973
1Q18 Triumph Combination, 1920 sidecar; £73, no
J-*' offers.—53, Tunley Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO.

[5659
£80. — James, c/o

ton-
[3134

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph all-cbaio

combination, £175: Baby 2-stroke. £70; from
stock. - [0623

TRIUMPH, renovated £95, registered May, condition
as new; what offers ?—Box 5,920, c/o The Motor

Ciide. [6003

1 Q14 Tiiumph, 3-»peed, speedometer, tax paid, over-
-*-«-f hiiulecl; £45.—Ouerney and Ewer, High_ St.,

Pinner. [5213

THIUilVH Lightweight, 1921 model, very little used,
in perleit condition; £60.-33, Hartiugton St.,

Derby. - [5422

1 Q20 Junior Triumph, accessories, spares; £55, or
J-*y best offer.—Rees, University, Edgbaston, Bir-
mingham.' [X7789

1 Q20 Baby Triumph; £39; engine No. 3362, 2-speed;
J-*y ride--a.way anywhere.—Eweis, Newton Rd., Bur-
ton-on-Trent. ^ [5818

TRIUMPH 4h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed, clutch,

kick stait: £45, or near offer.—Tbrellall, Stav-

lieck, Harrogate.
'

[5956

•pRIUMPH, 1911, splendid condition, fnlly eonipred
A must sellT £28.-25, Ravensbourne Rd., Stausteat'

Rd., Cattord. [540?

1Q19 Triumph Combination, licensed, equipped, con-
JL*? dition new, bulbous back, fast; £90.-4, Gowen
Av,, Fulham. [6192

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. 3-speed coiintershaft, 1917-18, in

good running order; £75, or near ofEer.—Howe=,
Bray, Berks. [5218

TRIUMPH, T.T., clutch, etc., splendid condition.
fully equipped, took, etc., etc.; £35.-33, Hack

ford Rd., Brixton. [6206

tfjih.p. Baby Triumph, well equipped and gnaianteeil,
/^i mileage under 400 miles; £54.—Box 5,889, ch
Th4 Motor Cycle. [532^

gears, reliable machine
nearest.-^25, E-ingstear

[525e

'pmUMPH, done about 2,000 miles, not W.D., per-
-L lect condition, like new; £85.—Grimes, 18, Erutou
Pla.<;e, Bond St., W. [5325

1C418 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped, engim
.«/ No. 55207; £55.—'Phone : 5541. 204, Lad

4h.p. Triumph, latest S.A.
also sidecar; £80, or

Rd., Catford, S.E.6.

broke Grove. W.IO. [6017

1 Q 20 Junior Triumph, perfect running order
i-i/ lamps, tax paid; £60.—Hinton, 19, Wootton
Bassett Rd., Swindon. [534'^

TRIUMPH Junior, 1921, all on, ridden about 500
mile*? ; owner le?,ving; best offer.—10, Wendovei

Av., Aigburth, Liverpool. [530:

TRIUMPH Combination, only done 1,000 miles:
£115; seen by appointment. — Underbill, 94,

Akerman Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [6208

1 Q20 W.D. Triumph Combination, Sunbeam sidecai,
-Ltf fully eauipped, tax paid; £95.—TN'atford, 80.
Chntsworth Ed., Clapton, E.5. [567^:

£59; 1918-19 4h.p. Triumph, condition and appear-
ance as new, registered, -etc. ; bargain.—4, Kim

Gardens, Hammersmith. [5664

TRIUMPH, 1918-19, 3-5peed, K.S,, lamps, horn.
tools, tax, any trial or examination; £68.—Fox,

102a, Church St., Chelsea. [586^

TRIUMPH, 4h.p,.

payments.—Parker's, Bradsbawgate, Bolton; also

countershaft,
ler's, Bi

Deansgate, Manchester.

deferred
n; also
[X7725

1 Q 18-19 Triumph Countershaft Model, as new, tax
J-*^ paid; bargai.i. £65; stamp reply.—Beecher. 472,
Archwii/ Rd., London, 2i.e. [5730

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, electric lights. Easting
J-*J screen, tax paid, good condition; £75.—260.
Balhara High Rd.. London. [5752

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Combination, 1920, complete
with lamps, tax paid, absolutely unscratched and

as new; £115; exchanges.—Below.

TRIUMPH 1913 3VL>h.p., 3-speed Sturmey, lamp.s
tax. This machines is absolutely perfect and

fomplete.— Goad. 122, Maida Vale, AT. 9 (private hou-^Ci

'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [6177

TRIUMPH Junior, late 1919, in perfect running
order, complete with lamps, etc.; £50.—Mattock

Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing, 'W.5. [5845

1 014 Triumph, 4h.p., No. 1 Montgomery sidecar,
-Liz first-class condition, perfect running order; £70,
01- nearest.—182, Sandon Rd., Stafford. [5974

TRIUMPH, renovated, 41i.p.. countershaft, 3 speeds,
fully equipped, perfect condition; 55 gns. ; before

7._40, Dempster Rd., Wandsworth, S.W, [5438

electric iig};t,

unniug order:
Albans. [5167

1 Q19 Triumph 4h.p., Mills-Fxilford
J~*y Cameo, uieclKinicnl horn, peifert

OBeaaa«aaBaeaaaaaaaaa»«>aa*aBaaa•'
INDISPENSABLE

TINNED
GOODS
BY

POST.

ROBBIALAC ENAMEL. Supplied in Glossy
or Matt. We recommend one coating of

matt, with a finishing coat of
,

glossy. Black,

White, Cre^m, Service Grcai, Indian Red,
Rover Grev, Scott Purple, Matchless Grey,

Harley-Davidson Khaki, Olive. Small tins,

.

2/11; Medium tins, 3/9; Large tins, 6/7;
post paid. The best enamel for renovations

or touching up.
JOINT! LAC. A special size for maliing oil-

tight joints on crank cases, .cylinder bases,

pear boxe^, etc. ; 1 /4, post paid.

KUB LUBRICANT. A grease specially manu-
factured for ball bearing hubs. Will not run
out; -Mb. tins, 1 /11 ; i lb. tins, 2/11 ;

postpd.
FOLIAC HEAT-PROOF GREASE. A thick

graphite erease. Lubricates comitershaft gear

chains, valve stems, springs, plain bearings,

etc. ; I lb. tins. 3 '3, post paid.

FOLIAC JOINTING COMPOUND. A special

graphite preparation for smearing on plugs,

\alve caps, cylinder heads, exhaust pipe

imions. Makes an absolutely air-tight joint,

and considei-ably facilitates the removal of

all nuts and caps that are subjected to heat

;

1 '-. post paid.

BELTECUM. A preparation for prevention of

slip of rubber or leather belts. Quickly applied.

and immediately efiective : 1 /-, post paid,

aaDBaaaaBaaaBeaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBi

SPECIAL SALE LIST
Post Free upon application.

TAN LEATHER HELMETS—
30 only Best Quality lined cot-

ton fleece, as illustration. Usual
price 18/6. Reduced to 11 /3.

18 onlv. Best Quarity Fawn
Gabardine Helmets, lined cotton

fleece, as illus-

tration. Usual
price 14/6.

Reduc'dto7/J

OILSKINS, RAIN-PROOFS*

Service No. 1—Belted.

As illustrated. Made in extra

stout Double Twill, interlined

Rubier. All seams stitched.

zo'.utioned, and taped, giving

aUsolute weather protection.

20 only Jackets, D.B., 4oin.

loner, fitted wind cuffs, storm
collar, four out pockets. L^sual

price 60/-. Reduced to 52/6.

23 only Seattess Trousers, open-
ings have gussets inserted to

exclude all wet and mud, patent
clip fasteners. Usual price

38 /G. Reduced to 33/-.

r7 only Legging Overalls. Style _
as sea tless trousers. ^Usual price a-*^ /6. Keducad
to 23/6. State chest and leg measurements.

HUNDREDS OF GENUINE
BARGAINS.

49 pairs Best Quality "AsJbes-

to!" Mittens, heavy woolien
inner cuff, tan or black. Usual
price 37/6. Reduced to 27/6.

32 pairs Best Quality "Asbes-
tol " Gauntlets, lined wool,
strap wrist, tan only. Usual
price 39/6. Reduced to 29/6.

: 289-293, High Holborn, London i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Triumph.
'TiRIUMPH, 1918, C.S., 1921 Zenith sidecar.

Rd.,
tools, chains, tax ; £85 ; dny trial.—2,
Barnes. 'Phone : 888 Hammersmith.

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, underslun
bulbous back coach, stoart ; £45 ; exch

;

Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd,, Tottenham.

1Q21 Triumph, late Model, H, lamps, hor^^ tool-!, carefnlly ridden, as new; bargain
—Lewis, 50, Christchurch Rd., Doncaster.

1 Q20 (Late) 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, a-

-Lt/ mileage under 1,200, Cowey speedorfict'
born; £80.—Torcross, Hiilborough, Heme Bay

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed gear, overhaul
enamelled, pull sidecar anywhere, licenstd

flee, £49.—Hayes, 20, Derby Rd., Worcester.

'I.Ql'* Triumph Combination, in splendid roi

AtJ^ Easting screen, luggage grid, speedometer, ]

etc. ; £67.-85, IJalberg Rd., Brixton, S.W. 2.

TRIUMPH, 1913, all on, Bosch, PhilipBon
1

new tyres, renovated, overhauled, escellem
tion; £30.—Warren, 31. Market St., Stourbridi:.-

1 Q13 Triumph Combination, S-speed hub,
J-*' boards fitted, lamps, all accessories, new
gondola sidecar; £50, offer.—156, Greenvale, Eli

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, indistinguishablt
-Lt' new, special bulbons sidecar; 100 gn?.;
equipped; will separate.— 9, Church Rd., Wilk-<,

TRIUMPH Combination, C.S., imderelung, C.r
equipped, licensed, perfect condition : if-

gain, £79.-116, Stemhold At., Streatham Hili

GLORIA-TRIUMPH -Combination, 1919. co
and appearance like new, accessories,

licensed; nearest £110.~39, Warren Rd., Wan=t>

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, enamel, plating,
mechanism splendid condition, lamps, ho;n

paid; £68.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydeni

TRIUMPH, about 1912, lamps, horn, ta.-;

round cornered tank, splendid condition
, 1

engine; £8.—Danson, 34, Ampthill Rd., Bedlurii

and Cancelet sidecar, Rnun
Cameo wind screen; £90 -1

Ncrtb-Eastern Ho.spital, St; Ann's Rd., Tottenli;

TRIUMPH Junior, 1920, 2i4h.p.. 2-3peed,
equipped and licensed, very fine order; £55

Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. Pi

581.

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft, Type H;
in stock.—Cambridge agents, Herbert B-

1

Ltd., 32-55, Green St.. Cambridge. Tel.: 995,
Bicycles.

'

LATE 1920 Triumph Gloria Combination, eqiisi

little used, splendidly equipped, cost £l95:
•lain; first £118.-31, Claremont Rd., Alexandra
Manchester. [;

TRIUMPH, 1918, in perfect condition, as n.'

and H. laiup set (large), speedomet^er, Coxr'^r

tax paid, insurance and tools ; £78.—4a, I'ei'

Td.. Richmond. ;:-

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, as new. 4h.p„
screen, lamps, speedometer, accessories, t;;:,

-j Q20 Triumph
JLt/ lamps, etc..

over 80 m.p.g.; £85, near oHer.—9, KingGecr;
Greenwich, S.E.

BARGAINS.—Triumph, modernised dropped I

£33; strong bulbous sidecar, £8; chassis

vaiiable pulley, 25/-; back stays, 10/-.— 11. H^^

bury Lane, Coventry. '0

TRIUMPH-SANDUM Combination, 4h.p., 192!

feet condition, lamps, speedometer, tai

-urance; £115; view Friday.—68, Bolingbroke '

Wandsworth Common.

TRIUMPH 1921 Models in stock.—Model H
SD £125: exchanges or extended teijns.—Ki

Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Catoomile St., I

'Phone: Avenue 5548.

3ih.p. Triumph Combination, N.S.U.. oversi:^

2 Cameo, apron, 2 lockers, spare belt, tut

my trial; £52; would separate, solo £40.-71,

Rd., Balham, S.W.12.-

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles,

models in stock ready for immediate deliv

Mooie's Presto Motor Works, Ltd.. 145, North

Croydon. 'Phone : 2624.

1 Q18 W.D. Triumph and Lightweight Hen:

J-t? Sidecar, all accessories; £80; can he sc?'

time.—Apply, W. R. Glazebrook, Berrington I

Handcroft, Berwick-on-Tweed.

-J Q 14 Triumph, Sturmey 3-speed, Amac eni';;

J-*7 belt, horn, all new, lighting set, all a^''^

lately overhauled, tax paid; £70; must eell.—190,

Green, Winsfoid, Cheshire.

TRIUMPH Junior, 2^h.p., 2-speed, splen<i>''-

tion and running order, lamps, tools, tit

spare tube, tax paid; £48, or offers.— 8, G;i:

Vauxliall Bridge Rd., S.W.I.

TRIUMPH .1920 4h.p. Model, Triumph Glons

car, horn, Watford speedometer: £155; ci^

payments il desired.—Parker's, Bradsbawgate. ii^

also 245. Deansgate, Manchester.
£90, lowest.-45, Catherine St., St ^ ^_^^^____
B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advettisement, and the date of the Issue-

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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DTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

STriumph Countershaft Combination, bulbous
1' luxe bodv. new tyres, footboards, sijeedo-

nsnrance, fully equipped; £95.-84, Oxford
', W.IO. 'Phone: Park 5541. [6016

UPH, C.S., 3-speed, etc.. with Dunhill sidecar.

l-3t model, as new, fullv equipped, tax paid,

51 miles; £135; extended payments; discount

i:-33. Hackford Rd., Brixton. [6207

ItHriumph, C.S., like new. long copper exhaust,

are standard silencer, new tyres, fully

n< licensed, specially tuned, very fast; £70.—
oia. Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [5144

[IPH Combination, engine 54813, exceptional
edition, re-enamelled, replated, reconditioned

II) 1921, fullv equipped; bargain, £105.—
,,
,;omley Rd., Shortlands Station. [5457

11 PH and C.B. Sidecar, countershaft, 3 speeds,

hii clutch, engine No. 52826. any part dis-

!e for examination, enamel and plate perfect;

-1. Walsgrnve Rd., CovEntry. [X7792

Il.PH, 1912, fixed engine, new piston, cylinder

Kied, t-imk and frame re-eiyi'melled, new belt,

ts, B. find B., Bosch. £30, Crf aflers.-Chas.

At<; 6, Waverley Place, Tranent, N.B. [5228

ItipnS.—We are the North London agents, and
cai^ive immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

jei models.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO

;

lit raodside Parade, North Finchley. [0382

L ^cond-hand Machines advertised by Jones'

Gi ge, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.

lie aie thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
io -'Phone: Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

18, h. p. Countershaft Triumph, T.T. bars, in

pd running order, licence paid; £60.—Jones'
ge.Iuswell Hill.

TE-919 4h.p. Triumph Combination, not done
i.O miles, guaranteed perfect, all accessories:

i,-aes' Garage, Muswell Hill. [5572

lUPH Combination, Aug., 1920, Montgomery
«i(;;ir, hood, screen, Stewart horn, Lucas lamps,
cvider, siuall mileage, as new; £110; after 6

-9,:iunlieved Rd^ North, West Croydon. [X7638

ATiTOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E,C.4.—
Curaphs, all models in stock, new chain drives,

uhaicum-belts, solos and combinations; immediate
ery-upplied on easiest of easy terms; trade sup-
I.

I

-[4537

atEjATE Delivery ol any Triumph Model; cash
or iierred payments; book your order now, and
1 dtppbintment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..
h S}, Clapham Common, S.W.4. ^Phoffe: Brix-
24li, [0504

|2.0 tite) 4h^p. Triumph and Gloria Sidecar, elec-

ts lamps, Cowey horn, original t^res, tools,

y 5Ei?s, appearance as' new, seen by appointment,
Iriai bargain, ^£135.—Apply, H. Seamark, Well-
atn, imbs. [5372

:lUr H, late 1917 4h.p. countershaft, engine No.
bOi , ali acceaeories, tax and insurance paid,

XI (dition, with new coachbuiit sidecar; £85.—
,li*s. J, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
3 Sim. - [6237

litJI H Combination, 1914, 3-speed, Bosch, speed-
c-nt r. all acceesorie*, tax and insurance paid,

i:OBf ion, very little n-^ed; £50.—Bathurt^t, Law-
n's 'tidings, High St., Stoke Newmgton, N.16.
: Djtou 2837. [5237

>20 ; iumph Montgomery Combination, Easting,
Ct T speedometer and horn, electric and acety-

lielig. n6w Brooks cantilever saddle, licence
riinciHiilendid order; any trial; £115.—Dr. Hare.
I Soli 1, Framliugham, Suffolk. [5331

ilUS'H 1917-18 Countertihaft Combination. 3-

t^Iiee 4h.p., clutch, kick start, aluminium discs,

toi> in, spares, lamps, tools, Klaxon, tax paid,
tauceJicluded, engine perfect; £87/10,—New Cross
3.-l^Rye Lane, Peckh,nm, S.E.15. [5401

» ''I ' iimph Glfffia Combination, Bluemels screen.
'imet-er, luge*age and petrol carrier, tax and
lid, many extras ; owner leaving country;
i-d ; nearest ofier £150 acce-pted.—James, 2,

K i^iaions, Gondar Gardens, West Hampstead.

_
[5676

tlXJMfl C-ombination, 1918. 4h.p., countershaft,
3-8pd, engine 52183, mechanically perfect,
tgom]' sidecar, luggage grid, Easting, lamps,
e-icct-nt condition, apjiearance ; for quick sale,

ills.. V-gain.—Gibson, Brimstone Bottom, Ludgers-
will [6047

ET j^r new 1921 Triumph from the Layton
Gates, who can give immediate delivery of any

el; esianges quoted; balance may be paid out of
uie Udesired. Enauiries treated personally and
ever^j^ourtesy.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
Oxfo or London Bd., Bicester. [6143

iTONHiNG Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-
biuat.ns.—Brand new 1921 type H 4h.p. 3-

a friliph, with new coachbuiit sidecar. Coverall
•n. 4-;int attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-
13 .OD 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovated
lines,, ,ut brarid ntitfr 1921 models direct from
Cfs ^rks; free delivery to any address.—The
oier Btor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0667

OF
READING

BUY ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING

FOR THE

SUMMER HOLIDAYS.
A.J.S., 1921, Combination, guaran-

teed not run 400 miles. Perfect

throughout. Lamps. licence,

etc. Owner bought car . . . . 185 Gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, 8 h.p.

Combination, very luxurious

sidecar, leg shields, licensed, etc.

Run under 200 miles. Very

great bargain 135 Gns.

HARLEY-DAVipSON, 1921 Com-
bination, electric lights, speedo-

meter, etc. Specially tuned for

Mr. W Julian for competition.

Winner of Gold Medal in

London-Edinburgh and Land's

End Trials. Very fine outfit.

Perfect 165 Gns.

ENFIELD, 6 h.p. Combination,

1915, Sidecar re-painted. Engine

thoroughly overhauled. Splendid

order. Great bargain . . . . 80 Gns.

Also IN STOCK TO-DAY.
ENFIELD, 2i h.p.. 2-sp. and clutch £65
NORTON, Model 9 £98
ENFIELD Combination . . . . £160
MATCHLESS Combination . . £185
VELOCETTE, 2-speed .. . . £75
NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p., 3-sp.. . 70Gns.
COULSON B, sports .. .. 97 Gns.
A.J.S., 2Jh.p £95
O.K. JUNIOR, Mark IX. . . . . 38 Gns.
B.S.A., 4i h.p., all-chain and new

B.S.A. (1920) Sidecar .. .. £136

, Mr. W . Julian has done the fastest

speed ever officially recorded on a

LEVIS (4!h.)
Order one o/ Chesc fine little machines frotn us to-day.

Single-speed

2'speed

£60

£68

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.
•PHONE: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

WANTED, purchasers for any model ol new 1921
Triumph motor cyelee and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

PEirt eschanpe: full market value allowed: distance no
object.—B. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport Tel.: 607. [064l3

TEItJMPH 1919 4h.p. Combination, iu splendid

order, engine and gear bo.': oveiliauled, not done

8,000 miles, complete with l.amps, horn, spare tyres,

tools, etc.. tax paid, a very emait outtit for quick sale:

£115.—Seen by appointment .at Wilkins, Simpson, oppo-

site Olympia, London. [5396

-1021 Triumph (April) All-Chain Combination, Tan-
JLJ/ Sad, and backrest, Cowey speedometer and
horn. Easting telescopic screen, Lucas head, rear, and
side lamps, 3 generators, also electric rear and side-

car, spring footboards, aluminium number plates,

spares, Dunlop cover, rrew Dunlop inner tube, driving

chain, exhaust valve, etc., smart outfit, perfect con-

dition; nearest offer to *165: seen by appointment.—
37, The Park, Ealing. 'Phone ; Ealing 1180. [5849

Velocette.

VELOCETTE, enamel and running good, 120 mp.g. .

£37 cash.—92. Savernake Rd., N.W.3. [567^

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery ot all

models Velocette.-Chapel Ash Depot, Wol'er-

aampton. ,
[3:3822

WONDERFUL Value.-Special offer of a new 1921

Model D2 2i/ih.p. ^2-speed Velocette, with new
type internal expanding front brake; £65 cash, oi

£2''/12 down, and 12 monthly instalments of £3/15.—
Th» Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X7754

GET Tour New 1921 Velocette from The Layton
Garages, who can give immediate delrveiy of an;-

model Exchanges ciuoted, balance may be paid out ot

income if desired. Enaniries treated personally and

with every courtesy.-The L.ayton Gai.ages, 30, Ho ywell

St., Oxford; or London Ed., Bicester. [61i,tJ

Verus.

rni20 2%h.p. Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs.

«7 enamelled black, ridden 250 miles, tax paid;

£80.-Shepherd, Enfield Higliwaj;. Tel. : \Valth;im Cross

21 [0656

VERUS-BLA.CKBUENE 1920 2';4h.p., 2-speed, K.S.,

clutch, electric horn and lights, discs, speedometer,

long copper exhaust, smart lot; worth seeing; £80—19^
Wellh.all Parade, Eltham, S.E.9. [528^.

VERUS 2%h.p. Blackburne, late 1920 model, S-speed

countershaft. K.S.. ridden only 500 miles, tax,

insurance paid, many spares, indistinguishable from

new £78, or nearest offer.—Miss Littlehales, Wilms-

low.
,

[X7768

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Verus Model; cash or

deferred payments; tjook your order now and
avoid disappointment later.-Burlington Motors, Ltd..

South Side, Clapham Common, S.\V.4. 'Phone :
Brix-

ton 2417, 10502
Victor

VICTOR 1921 Sports Model, 8h.p. Precision engine,

ideal sporting machine; £75; seen any tiite.—

Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [5828

Vlndec.

BAEGAIXS.-Vindec Special, 5-6h.p. twin, 2-speed,

Bosch, B. and B. ; nearest £20, or In parts.—Mac-

Leod, Burnside, Dingwall. [X7517a

Wilkin.

WILKIN.—All models in stock; deterred payments.

Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245
Deansgate, Manchester. [X7726

1 Q20 'Wilkin, 4h.p. Blackburne engine, Sturmey 3-

i-U speed gear, clutch, and kick starter, Henderson

sidecar, condition aa new; oflers.-Best, The Terrace,

Eyam, Ilerbyshire. [5490

WILKIN, shop-soiled only. 4h.p. Blackburne engiiie,

3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, finished all black;

makers' price £132. our price £120.--Parker's. Bi'Sd-

shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, MancliKttr.^

Williamson.

hp 'Water-cooled Williamson and sidecar, good tyres

_ just been completely overhauled; price £70, or ex.

hange.—135, George St., Blackpool. (5341

WILLIAMSON Combination. 8h.p., W.C, splendid

condition and appearance, dynamo lighting,

Easting tax; £80, or offer.—Hall, Laughtcn, Thed-

dingworth, Rugby. [5740
Woll.

OLF-JA.P. 2%h.p., 3-speed Stunney-Archer, F.E
clutch, sound throughout; f36.—Kirkman. 90

Mill Ed., Kettering. [X7633

OLF 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, semi-T.T.

fast; £35, or near offer.—Briggs, Glenholme.

Hessle Common, Hull. [534?

20 Wolf-Jap 2'wh.p., S.A. 2-speed. clutch, K.S.
perfect condition, unscratched, done about 600,

lamps horn, tax paid; bargain, £48.—Bichardson, 25,

Ellys Rd., Coventry. [X784C

WOLF-J.A.r., late 1920, 2^1h.p., Burmnn 2-spced.

clutch, kick, Amnc, Druids, Dunlops, lamps

Klaxon, tax paid, as new; s.ncrifice £50.—Newton. 23

Warrington Ed., Northwich, Cheshire. l5o3'

8

W^

W°
w

A letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. B31
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES
Wolf.

FOR SALE.

"\TTOLE.—Sole agents lor London, South ot Thames.
VV and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.—liurlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side. Clapham Common. S.W.4. -Phone : Brixton
2117. 10503

Wooler.

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.

Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

BRAND New 1920 2')ih.p. Wooler;. a snip, £70.—
Jones' Garage, Woodside Parade, N, Finchley.

[5573
fEW 234h.p. Wooler Flat Twin, Brooklands sports
< model, fully equipped with accessories, old price

£105; reduced to £S5; only one available at this

price; easy payments.—Harrods Motor Showrooms, 118.

Brompton Jld., London, S.W.I. [6647

Zenith.

DAN GUy, Weymouth.-Zenith agent, early de-

livery all models. [0656

ZENITH, 8h. p., sports. 1920, electric lighting; £85.
—Vickers, 21, Erith Rd., Belvedere. [6878

ZENITH 4h.p., variable jet, Bosch, excellent condi-

tion, reliable; £48.—Harris, 33a, IMidmoor _Ed._

w

Balham, S.W.12. [6449,

1Q19 6h.p. Sporting Zenith and sidecar, tax paid;
JLJ/ £35.—Bounds, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.

[5368

ZENITH 3y.h.p. 1914 T.T. Model, all accessories, tax
paid; £3'5.—Cardo, Edgirare House, Edeware, Mid-

dlesex.
"

; - fX7648

r^BNITH-GRABUA 3'/.hi*., semi-T.T., low, fast, com-^ fortiihle, excellent condition; £30.—Corston, Bun-
well, Norfolk. [5406

Zenith Combination, 5-6h.p.. unscratched,
Balliol Rd., North Ken-

sington,' London. [5802

ZENITH SV-'h.p., Gradu-i, discs, acceseories, posh con-

dition ; £40, near ofler.—Taylor, Dentist, Green-

wich. 'Phone: 1055. [5211

Sports Model, Bonniksen, spare
" " £90.—Jakins, 247,

High Rd., Lee, S.E. - [5485

ZENITH 5h.p. countershaft, 1921, under 100 miUs,
fully licensed; £125; exchange Douglas.—Dr.

' Warren, Ponders End. [5466

F.O.C.H. lor Zeniths; new and second-hand machine-
in =tock.—5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamo

Btead Tube Station). [5905

ZENITH.—All models, eolo or sidecar; deferred pay-
ments. — Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton: also

-Ltf perfect; £78.-24,

1 Q21 Ztnith 5b.

p

-Lt? belt, valve, pvactically new
^ - Lee, S.E. -

246, Deansgate, Manchester. [X7727

ZENITH, Sh.p., sports model, as new, guaranteed;
bargain, £53, or exchange lightweight.—217.

Belsize Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6; [5863

ZENITH, Dec., 1920, 8h.p., all accessories, lamps,
horn, tools, spares; 100 gns. ;

private.—Zenith,
The Grove, Addlestone, Surrey. - [5833

"I C|20 Sh.p. Zenith Sports, lamps, horn, spare belt,

Xt? licensed, good condition; £76.—Edwards, 50,

Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [5047

5-6h.p. Zenith, 19191/2, engine No. 8/80397/A, lamps.
Klaxon, discs, ;;Tiaiante6 faultless, original tyres

;

-153, Knollys Ed., Stientham. [5498£80.-

Model, bought March, 1921
10; £85; what

56, Elmwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24.

ZENITH 5h.p. Sport . _ , ,

mileage nnder__l,000 ;__£85^ what offers?—Biiker,

ZENITIt Combfnation, tax paid,,

lamps, speedometer, coachbuilt; £85
offer.—Wildey, 31,

z

hood,

Roderick Rd., N.W.3.

[622S

screen, all

near
[5445

ENITH-GRADUA 3'/i-4h.p. Combination, tax paid,
s, wind screen, speedometer, etc., splendid

condition; £50.—5a, Victoria Rd., Clapham, S.W.4.
[5993

ZENITH Sb'.p Combination, almost brand new; owt
£345; niust be .sold; accept- best ofter.—Write loi

particulars, Wallis, 23, Hartingtou Grove, Cambri(lt;e.

f4132
SPECIAL 90 Bore Twin Zenith Combination, all

accessories, splendid condition, very fast; £75.
or exchange lower power.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow,
E.3: 'J'fl. ; E3155. . [6170

LATE 5-6li.p. Zenith, absolutely complete less en-
- gine, new condition; ^£26, or exchange with cash

tor any complete machine. — Seward, 9, Red Hill,

Bassett, Southampton. [5962

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p, Sports Model, i<ssued new by our-
selves April, 1921, licensed, and in exceptionally

tine order; £85.—TJie Lnytoii Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [6130

ZENITH C^iinbination. Dec, 1919, clutch model
special 8h.p, J.A.P. engine, speedometer, lamps

spare "bL-lt, chain, etc., guaranteed perfect

Rutter, Chemist, Sydenham.
^£138.-

[5968

1 Q30 Sh.p. Zenitli and Lightweight Henderson Side-XU car, Stewart speedometer, electric side and rear
lamp, Lncaa head lamp, tax paid, Binks carburetter,
very fast; price £95.—Duncan and Shepherd, 33, The
Parade, Colders Green. L59a.s

THE RIGHT

TYRES
AT THE

RIGHT PRICES
oar List

Price. Price.

26x2 Wood-Milne Special 25/- 50/-

„ „ Extra Strong . Mh 00-
„ Combination . 44,'- 88/-

26 J< 2.i -,, Special . ; 26/10 53/9
,j „ E.xtra Strong . 34/- 01/-

J, „ Combiriat^on . 46/3 P2/0
26X2^ „ _ Special ~. 301- 60/-

26X2J Special 31/10 61/-

,j „ Extra Strong . 36/1 72 h
„ Combination . 51/3

26X3 „ - Special 32/- 64/-

26X3 „ Special 33/4 66/9
.,, Extra Strong . 43/- 8f)/-

28X2i „ Special 32/4 64/9
Extra Strong . 40/4 80 /q

28x3 Special ...... 36/1 72/3
Extra Strong . 43/9 SV/D

650x65 Special 32/4 64/9

„ Extra Strong . '3/- 86/-

Diinlop Steel-studded 53/- —
,, Hutchinson Light Car 41/- —

Small Car 50/- —
^oo><So ,, Hcavv 55/- -^

28x3 Goodrich Guaranteed (with

tube) -60/- —
2J y 2 Hutchinson Brooltlands . .

.

22/9 —
2tX2i 23 9 —

REALLY GOOD W.D. COVERS.

20 X 2t
26X2^
26X2i
26 X 2J
26 X 2}
26X2J
26x25
28x3
26X2J
26x2^
26x23

26 X 2j
26X2g
26 X 3

uuulup Heavy
,, Heavy

Palmer Cord Heavy
,, Cord Heavy

Clincher Extra Heavy . .

.

,, Extra Heavy . .

.

Wood-Milne Extra Strong

,, ^xtra Strong
Beldam Extra Heavy ....

„ Combination ....

Tourist Trophy
Passenger
Macintosh
Avon Tricar
Englebcrt Passenger

36/0
37/6
35/-

35/6
33/6
35/-
33/-
30/-
32/6
37/6
32/-
35/-
32/6
33/6
37/6

53 /S

56/9
53/6
62/-
62/6
68/6
6379
81/-
53/-
56/6
59/-
61/-

TUBES, W.D., REALLY GOOD.
26in. Endless ..71- Butted 9 /-

28in. „ ..8/6 , 10/6

MOTOR CYCLE BELTS, W.D.
8ft. 6in.xiin., 16/-; 6ft. 6in.xjin.. 10/B;

6ft. 6in.xjin., 12/-.

FREE

E

WITH EVERY
ORDER A
POCKET

COMBINATION
TOOL SET.

WARD & GOLDSTONE'S
: Electrical Goods Stocked. :

All Goods Carriage Paid
and sent by return of post.

All sizes and makas of tyres and
tubes stocked,

St. Paul's Rubber Co.,
— T. JAY —

3, Amen Corner,

Paternoster Row,
LONDON, E.c.
TRADE SUPPLIED,

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

MOTOR CYCLES rOR SAI.

Zenith.

EIO WILLIAMS has fcr disposal n .Ijri

[ially built and tuned Zenith, gOui
o.h.v. twin, an ideal fast touring machine; £lf
Williams, Ltd., Worcester.

Sh.p. Zenith Countershaft Coachbuilt Coml
1914, stored war, re^enamelled, netf bi

tj'res, ovGiliaiilcd throughout, all on; £75.-
mere Rd., Muswell Hill.

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by
Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Pa'

Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and gu;

bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2

ALMOST Brand New 1921 Sh.p. Zenith,

shaft model, licence paid, not done 50(

£110.^ones' Garage, Muswell HiU.

ZENITH, 1920, 8h.p., clutch mcdel, streaml;

car, fully equiped, including tax, spleudi

tion; £130; exchange lor smaller power part,

ham, at the Wellington, Ryde.

ZENITH 1915 90 Bore C.B. Combination, »i

oversize tank, plating, etc., splendid speet

lamps, screen, grid, mat, and plenty spare

nearly new, oyersiae on back; price S90.—B;
Garage, Bedford Rd., N. Finchley. '

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination
head rear, and sidecar lamps, Cowey

meter, knee grips. Ace Jiscs, luggage eri(

tinguishable from new; £140; deferred payi

desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; al

Deansgate, Manchester.

ZENITH, 3iAh.p. M.A.G., specially buUt

1920, for competition, second place Bn
hour race, 1920, Bosch, Amac, very flexibll

Canoelet sports sidecar, whole finished crimBOir

accessories; best offer over *100, or separa

916, c/o The Hloior Cycle.

GET Tour New 1921 Zenith from Tte

Garages, who can give immediate deli«ii

model. Exchanges iiuoied, balance may be pnii

income it desired. Enquiries treated penoni

with every courteey.-The Layton Garages, 30,

St., Oxford; or London Ed., Bicester.

1 CS 20 Sh.p. Clutch Zenith and sidecar, in

1-iy condition, fitted with Lucas lamps, Clm

son carburetter, special engine, very fast, pnc.

consider part exchange for Model H16 Nortoa,

ing Harlev and sidecar; appointment, letter.-,

23, Melrose Ed., West Hill, Wandsworth.

IT n M.P.H. with Sidecar, guaranteed,^ o.h.

< Vl Zenith-Jap, less than 6 months old, all

pistons of special design, tulip valves, hoUov

l^iin. exhaust pipes, racing timing gear

machine. specially built for racing, special Ui

pipes and carburetters, enormous quantity

Bonniksen speedometer, Middleton sprung wO

car. narrow chassis, any trial Brooklands; win '

—Eiddoch, Fonthill, Reigate, Surrey.

FOE. Sale, special 748 c.c. 1920 ZenitI

machine is one of the fastest Zemtfi s in K
(

has been timed on Brooklands at over 80. an. i

winner of numerous firsts at speed trials a
|

climbs; this machine is guaranteed perfect i

respect, numerous spares incliiding pisljns,

cams, racing back stays, etc., enamelled blae

son and gold, complete with polished alummii

car, 6-point attachment, all Lucas accessories;

Hudson, 52, Gladstone Rd., Altrincham.

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Ivy Motor Cycles; this dainty 2-s(l

lists.—Agents, Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 1

St., Birmingham.

1 f»21 Open Frame, with light sidecar, goi

J-i/ perfect, carry 3; 3-wheeler runabout rei

Dr. Cooke, Elmwood, Moatcrolt.Ed., Eastboura

Miscellaneous.

LATE 1920 Douglas Combination, excellcn

tion; sacrifice, £100.—Below.

LATE i914 2?4h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, JCS., I

condition; bargain, £45/10..—Below,

1 nil Triumph, splendid innning order;

.If Wright, Tram Terminus, Chnstlett

Chester.

£55 3iAh.p., T.T. model, E.I.C.,. B. and B.

liceiiM; ilO new parts.-G„ 63, Solon B
ton.

' _

TEIUMPH, 33 gns.; Eadco, 28 gns., tai P

fe<'t machine : sacrifice, must sell-— "i. -a'"^

Uxbridge.

4h.p. Triumph, 1918, 60 m.p.h., ^65; al

Sporfa Scott, as new, illO.-Bnterprise C

N'uneaton.

HALIFAX.-Bargain list of new- and MJ
- machines.—Halifax Motor Exchange, BO

Halifax.

-fSoUGLAS, 4ft.p., 1918, large sidecar, electiD Cameo wind screen, Klaxon, luggage

spare, tax paid, excellent running order, toa.

1'ih.p. J.E.S. Motor Cj'cle; £15.-35. Wi: '

2 Church Ed., Tottenham.

U''
NIBUS. 1921, lady's motor cycle,- 2':"

-

tion as new; £66, or ofier.—M3>

'Heath and Wiltshires, Aldershot.

advertisement, and the date ot the i^9U^:

•ed, marked (P). '
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Miscellaneous.

lANDSWOKTH llotor Exchange, Loadon'a leading

motor cyrle exchange, for real cheap machines.—

-«-

lANDSWORTH.—100 motor cycles, combinations,

to choose from. Finest . selection in London.—
\f. -

)ANDSTVORTH.—Easy tenns, easy tarms ;
immedi-

ate delivery given with first deposit.—Below.

JiNDSWORTH.— 1919Vj beautiful Eudge Multi
. coachlmilt combination, 5-6h.p., lanips, speed-

ii>r; 79 gns.—Below.

lU^DS^VORTH.—Humber coaohbuilt combination,
"

3',^b.p., mag., 2 speeds; any trial; 39 gns.—Below.

IiNDSWOETH.—N.S.U. coacWjuilt combination, 3V2
» h.p., mag., 2 speeds; drive away; 33 gns.—Below.

IlNDSWORTH.—Premier coaohbuilt combination,
™ SV'b.p., mag., 3 speeds, runs splendidly ; 52 gns.

B w.
"

I J^DSWOETH.—F.N. coaohbuilt combination, 5-6

't h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps, licensed; 59 gns.—

RNDSWORTH.—1915 Indian coachbuilt combina-
T tioD, 7h.p., 3 speeds; any trial; 69 gns.—Below.

nNDSWORTH.—Zenith coachbuilt combination,
It: twin J.A.P., nans well, licensed; only 59 gns.—

fiNDSWORTH.—Res coachbuilt combination, 5-6

'f h.p. twin, mag., 2 speeds; cheap, 46 gns.—Below.

ySDSWORTH.-F.N". coachbuilt combination, 5-6
V i,p., 4 cjJs., 2, speeds, lamps, licensed; 49 gns.—
etc

Vi'fDSWORTH.—Nearly new P: and M. coachbuilt
combination, all complete, lamps, licensed; 79

i5,-elow.

'^'n3WOETH.-1919 Scott, beautiful coachbuilt
.''ination, lamps, Klaxon, runs magnificently;
'.^/low.

SWORTH.—1920 almost new Triumph coach-
it combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds ; 118 gns.—

>s^-ORTH.—1918 Triumph combination, 4h.p.,

i
t;eds, lamps, speedometer, licensed ; 89 gns.—

A/'rDSWORTH.—Henderson 8h.p.. 4-cyI., mag., 2
V >eed6. kick; very cheap, 48 gns.—Below.

*' M)SWORTH.-F.N. 5-6h.p., 4 cyls.,- waterproof
li, 2 speeds, lamps, licensed; 45 gns.—Below.

jiWORTH.—Rud^e S'/ah-p., mng., 2 speeds,
•imtersliait, kick, runs well; 39 gns.—Below.

¥AJOS^VORTH.—Abingdon King Dick, 3Vih.P.,
ag., 2 speeds, kick, beauty; 38 gns.-Below.

'SWORTH. — Abingdon-King Dick, 3V'h.p.,
-'

. 2 p:peeds, handle start; 32 gns.—Below.

V -* iSWORTH. — Matchless-Jap twin, mag., 3
' /^ds, clutch, rT.ins splendidly; 49 gns.—Below.

VAIS^OBTH. — Bat-Jap 4h.p., Bosch, spring
ime, runs well; only 29 gns.—Below.

yi ISWORTH.—Humber 3V2h.p., mag.. 2 speeds,
' eased, ready drive away; 32 gns.-Below.

^WORTH.-Royal Enfield twin. 2 speeds, kick,
in drive, liceneed ; 42 gns.-Below.

SWORTH. — Zenith, 4h.p. J.A.P., mag.,
Uia ge;ir, kick, runs well; 49 gns.—Below.

SWORTH.-Magnificent F.N., latest 5-6h.p..
'-eds, lamps. Klaxon; bargain, 68 gns.—Below.

SWORTH.—Humber nearly new 3'-2h.p., mag.,
jiceda, lamp.i, licensed; 49 gns.-Below.

SWORTH.-Triumph, cltitch model, latest
ing top tube, runs splendidly; 42 gns.—Below.

SWORTH.—Minerva 4y2h.p., clutch model,
I, mag. Who want6? Gift, 22 gns,—Below.

SWORTH.-O.K, nice little lightweight, mag.,!
(K?eds, runs well; 38 gns.—Below.

SWOETH.-F.N. 5-6h.p., 4 cyls.. mag., 2
'(is, licensed ; clearance 29 gns.—Below.

ij^ANSWORTH.-F.N. 2i^h.p., mag., 2 speeds, shaft
de, licensed; only 23 gns.-Below.

" ^^WORTH.-F.N. 2Mli.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive,
tij repairing: clear 15 gns.—Below.

^WORTH.—Minerva 2V2h.p., mag., low dropped
' f ue, ready drive away; 14 gns.-Below.

^ASiiWORTH Exchanges. — Wandsworth Motor
' Ktiiiuge, Ebner St.. Wandsworth (Town Station).

itchmere 4686. [6103
New 1921 Motor Cycles to be cleared at

< in prices to make room for light cars.—Sam
im (Motors), 27, Btockwell St.. Greenwich

[4995
.' lockley, 2-stroke, B. and B., C.A.V. mag.,

* ail.rand new, £17; Amac. l^,^in., heavyweight.
Rd D'. .35/-.—Hood, 98. Watford Rd., King's
'wQ, .rmingham. [X7794
ft20 4h.p.. 2-8peed, clutch, kick, coach combina
'f "!, screen, lamps, registered, fine condition

;

J. 00.Hers; trial arranged.— Gill, 51, Nasfiington
Hautead, N.W.3. • [6225

Price complete

30/-

No.204. HEAD LAMP SET
Absolutely reliable, suitable for all makes of Motoc

Cycles. Write for particulars.

"IDEAL"

SIDECAfi

LAMP.

Similar in construction to 19/4 Lamp, bat having
ifin. diameter iens, and also Ruby Lena in rear.
ListNo. aos Price 8/6 each. Plated finish.

SIDECAR LAMP.
List No. 19/2.

Price 6 - each.
SIDE LAMP.

Lisl No. 19 /4.

Price 16/- each.
Rijht or left fitting

MADE
TO

LAST.
3 from solid brass, turned

and threaded at joints. Every
part of solid construction.
These lampg may be taken to

I'iecea for cleaning, and will remain alight
in the atronffeatgole. Best quality lensea
are fitted, and can be easily replaced U
broken. These lamps will last aa long a)

the machines they areasedon, and are absolutely rustless

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

LONGMAN Bros., 17, Bond St.. Ealing (Tel. : 689
Ealing), have the lollowing really exceptional

bargains

:

LONGMAN Bros.—Brand new 1921 I.CM. Eudge.
shop-soiled; 77 gns.

LONGMAN Bros.—Brand new 1921 Triumph, shop-
soiled: £110.

LONGMAN Bros.—SVjh.p. 5-speed countershalt Ariel
comTnnation, excellent condition: great bargain,

56 gns.

LONGMAN Bros.—Matchless-M.A.G. combination.
1915, 8h.p.. 3-3peed, all-chain, perfect, complete

with all accessories: 85 gns.

LONGMAN Bros.—4h.p. Triumph combination, abso-

lutely perfect throughout: 95 gns.

LONGMAN Bros.-1920 specially tuned sporting
Harley combination, electric model, absolutely

guaranteed iaultless, and one of the fastest in the
country: 150 gns.

LONGMAN Bros.—2%ih.p. 2-speed free engine spring

irame Edmund, 1921; 53 gns.

LONGMAN Bros.—1921 SMjh.p. Ariel, dynamo
lighting, and sporting sidecar, the actual Jarrott

Cup winner, guaranteed perfect throughout; 115 gns.

LONGMAN Bros, are special agents for all the

leading makes, and can make you excellent

allowances on your old machine. [5822

M.O. Depot Bargains.-7-9h.p. Indian coach com-
bination, spring frame, insured, licence; £40; given

away.—Below.

M.C. Depot.-1914 iVtb.v. Zenith, licence, excellent

condition; £47.—Below.

M.C. Depot.—1918 AUon, licence, eauipped, tyres,

etc., perfect; f39.-Below.etc., perfect; £39.-

.J. Depot.-1920 E€„
also spare frame; £23 the lot.-Below.

"VT.C. Depot.-1920 Regent, less engine and gears,

MC Depot.-1914 Morgan. oTerhauled, licence, hood,

screen; any trial; £99.-Below.

THE M.C. Depot, 257, Cavendish Rd., Balham.

S.W.12. [5982

FOR Sale. 2=.ih.p. motor cycle, mag. ignition, tax

paid, in running order; £13.-68, Cromwell Rd
South Bank. Yorkshire. L&a&l.

ALLBER Garage. Thornsett Rd.. Earlsfield, iKindon

(opp. EarlsfieldStation. L.S.W. Ry.). 'Phone

:

Latchmere 4383. W5 sell lor cash or terms.

C'tALCOTT, 2S,lh.p., single-speed, good .tjres. com-

J plete with lamps, horn, and tax paid, splendid

machine, in new condition: £30.

EDMUND. 1917, 25ih.p. J-^-P-, spring frame En-

field 2-5peed gear, all lamps, horn, etc., splendid

machine: £40.

ROVER. SVjh.p., 3 speds and clutch, starter, good

tyres, all laips. horn, etc., in beautiful condi-

tion and running order: £37/10.

TNDIAN, 5-6h.p.. countershaft, 3-speed clutch kick

X starter, all accessories, splendid order; i.5b.

3-speed, clutch, kick

*. si.an.c, ^.^v-i.... -o =. ..ood tyres, tax
-''''

n splendid runnViig or°der
;

'real bargain, £60.

INDIAN Combination, 7h.p., - -,-- . .

starter, electric lighting, good tyres, tax paid

"DAY BEAM"
ELECTRIC UGHTING OUTFITS
Solo £5 5 0. Combination £7 7

ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE.

Licence Holders
{For Motor Cycles),

Number plate fitting, as illustra*

ted, complete with nuts and
screws.
List No. 214. 3/6 each.
Handlebar fitting, complete with
2 pairs of clips and screws.
Price 4/- each
MOTOR CAR PATTERN, with

complete attachment for fitting to either woodwork 01

metal work. List No. 216. 3/6 each.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

TRADB ^ y MARK

ESTWOO
__ RIM & PATENTS LIB
t-AWDEN RB B0RDE5I.EY BIRMINGHAM

1

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, hand

clutch, kick starter, all lamps, horn, Wjind

screen, tools, etc., tax paid, absolutely as new; £100.

INDIAN Combination, 1919, 7h.p., S-speed, clutch,

kick starter. Phoenix sporting sidBcar. wind screen

condition as new; bargain, £95. ~ isa^t

BAEGAINS.-New O.E.'s, Ariels, Harleys, Omegas,

Quadrants; exchanges entertained. - Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-New 4y2h.p. Quadrant and sidwar,

£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.-Booths

Motories. Halifax.

BABGAINS.-1921 Eudge Multi £85; 1921 41/ah.p

Ariel. £110; 1921 7h.p. Ariel, £125.-Booth8

Motories, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-1921 Eudge Multi, run 50 miles,

£75/10- J.E.S. motor set, for cycle, £10/5; 31i.p.

twin Humber, 3-speed, £18/15.-Bootha Motorics, Hali-

fax.

BAEGAINS.-3h.p. Pafnir, £10/10; SMrh.p. N.S.U..

£12/10; 3h.p. Enfield, 2 epeefls, £29/15; 6h.p.

Chater-Lea. Grado gear, £2I/15.-Booths Motories,

Halifax.

AEGAINS.-Sh.p. Premier Jid, sW™"- ,,^,^5/10;

4h.p. free engine Triumph, £26/10 ; Wjh.p. P-

and M., 1914, £39/15.-Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS,-4h.p. 1917 3-5peed Douglas, £59/15

;

4h.p. 1920 3-sp«ed Douglas, £85/15; 1915 2-(ili.p.

Douglas, £37/15; 1917 Douglas, £65.-Booths Motories,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.-6h.p. 3-sreed Eudge. £40/10; 1921 2-

-

speed Omega. £61/10; 1921 new O.K., £38/l8t

1921 2-8peed O.K., like new, £52/10: several shop-

soiled machines at reduced prices ;
exchanges enter-

tained, including push cycles. Visit u'-B""*'
Motories. Portland Place. Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [3301

B

* letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A33

Motor Cvt.'es advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Miscellaneous.

TF Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy payments), ee!l,-
,

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-
quirements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance ini-
materiah—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7906

CjOLD Again: over 20 from last veek'e a<l\t., but not
^ yet sold out; several motor cycles waiting from
£5 to £30, at which figure the fortunate first buyer
can secure a twin Rex cornbination, well equipped and
going like new Buntings Motor Exchange, Weald-
stone. [6251

"p.O.C.H. lor second-hand cycles, combinations, and
-- runabouts at bargain prices; exchanees arranged;
any new motor cycle combination or car supplied,
cash or easy payments. — Fair Offer Car House. 5,
Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Sta
tion). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Houra 9-7, includ-
ing Saturdays. [5909

lVr''?,°J' Cycles at bargain prices.—Mebes and
^i-i. Mebes, the original light car specialists, have a
hrnited number of 1920 motor cycles, popular makes,
all brand new, for which they are prepared to accept
any reasonable offer. Call and inspect, and make your
offer. They are relinquishing this department owing
to limited space being required for light cars.—154-6,
Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230.

[5402nPRIUMPH Pattern 'W.D. Handle-bars, wide, sport-
J- ing. brand new. 23/3 pair; saddles, brand new,
latest type, fib any machine, 25/-; Amae carburetter,
new, fit %in. induction pipe, 27/6, lightweight;
Iriumph countershaft carburetter, new, 39/9. All
goods jiost free. Every Triumph and most Premier
parts jn stock, new or second-hand. Stamp for reply,
please.—Jack Ward. 11, Radford Rd., Leamington
'=!« [X7806

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
1920, week £5/10.

-- , Wolverhampton dis-
trict.—Box 5,886, c/o Tlu Motor Cyclt. [5320
"TiOUGLAS' Motor Cycle and Sidecar for hire, abso-
J-' lutely reliable, 15/- per day, 50/- per week-end,
100/- per week.—Write Eodivell, 38, Brook Green; or
'Phone: Hayues Garage, Western 2253. [3287

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
A UTO-WHEEL, Oct.. 1920, perfect condition: £14-fi tax paid.—Treverbyn, Harold Wood. [5245
TT'OUNG, fitted new lady's cycle, not ridden 5 miles;
J- £21/10, or separate; offers?—Lander, Chilwell,
Notts. . [5749

"I Q21 Young ^ttacliment, fitted on cycle, complete,
-Lt/ perfect; *17/10.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-
on-Trent. [5817

WALL Auto Wheel, excellent condition, number-
plates, tax paid; £10.-3, Cardigan Rd., Rich-

mond, Surrey. ' [5679

GENUINE Wall Auto-wheel, single lever control,
complete with fixing clips ; £12.—Murrav 37a,

Charles St.. Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X7674
GREAT Snip.—Young attachment, new and com-

plete; first cheque for £20 secures.—A. W. Tur-
ley. Cycle and Motor Agent, 32, High St., Busthall,
Kent. [5785

ECONOMIC Motor Wheel, attached specially made
cycle, nearly new; owner recently purchased

combination; accept £25, or near offer.-Apply, Holie.
Whissendine, Oakham. [5408

AUTO-WHEEL De Luxe, perfect, together with
gent's B.3.A. 3-speed cycle, accessories, nearly

-""" tax^paid:_ £25,- or exchange lightweight motor

1
CUSTOMERS'
OPINIONS OF

HIRE.—A.J.S. combination,
capable rider essential;

cycle; after 6.—G,
Clapham Junction.

Manning, 51, Maysoule Ed.,
[5264

TRICYCLES FOR SALE
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
[5248

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for
invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.

Co., Ltd.. 3, Kendalls Mews, George St.. W.l. [7354

ARIEL Tricycle; £15; 3Voh.p., water-cooled, mag.,
2 speeds, free engine, licensed, good condition,

lamps; cheap.—Letters, *^ "'-" — - —
Rd., Liverpool.

.W., 19, Cheadle Ay., Prescot
[X7665

TRICARS FOR SALE.
AUSTRAL 2-seater Tricar, £75; or exchange good

solo or combination.—Elton, Badden. ShentonShepton
[5464

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.-3, Ken-

dall Mews, George St., W.l. [1442

DRIPED Scooter, Into 1:918. little used; seoreBt £20
—MacLeod, Burnside, Dinewnll. [X7517

offered at
[5432

AUTOPED Scooter, good running order; chenp for
quick sale.-28, St. John St., Cirencester, G!os.

[5716
SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C. ; this is the only real skoota

;

£31 /lO.—Agents, Frank Whitworth, Ltd.. 139.
New St., Birmingham. [X7748

A.B.C. Skootamotas, new, latest model;
£25, a bargain.—Fowler and Co., -Cowes.

MOTORCYCLES
A FEW EXTRACTS FROM THE MANY

GOOD OPINIONS RECEIVED.
" With reference to the 4 h.p. renovated Dougla^

Combination I obtained from you fouj months ago>

I think you will be interested to hear that I have
just returned from a tour of some 500 miles, in-

cluding a return run Birmingham to llfracombe.

The total mileage covered since the machine has
been in my possession now exceeds 4,000 miles, and
I have yet to spend money to put right any
mechanical trouble. I have used the machine
daily, and my weekly average is about 250. 1

have not yet decarbonized the machine,^ she still

does 60 miles to the gallon."—G.W.S., Birmingham^

" The machine was run through Hampshire last

week and gave the utmost satisfaetion, no adjust-

ments of any kind being required, and stili running

perfectly. It is a credit to your re-assembling.
'

G.H.T., Borough, S.E.

Later
— '

' The machine is running better than ever.'*

"The Douglas {2% h.p.) I got from you is running

Ai. It has quite come up to my expectations, so I

am quite satisfied with it."—F.A.T., Bamsley.

" I was recommended to you by a man who ha^

at different times purchased three re-built machmes
from you which are still running as new. As these

machines are used for hire work (one of " which I

am using at present) and ridden by various people,

I think there can be little doubt that machines
supplied by you are reliable.—W.T., Folkestone.

2f h.p., 2-specd .. A»vO
4 h.p. 3-speed, k.s. and 1>QR

Clutch S&Ov
4 h.p. ditto, and new

Sidecar in Douglas

Saxe Blue.

Practically indistinguishable from
new. Complete with full F.R.S.

equipment Over 50% new parts,
including new tyres, belt, chain,
carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all parts of the country

Deferred Payments Arranged.
Trade Supplied.

NEW SURPLUS
W.D. DOUGLAS PARTS

FOR DISPOSAL.
See Miscellaneous Advertisements,

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVIotor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office : 50, Pall Mall.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A .B.C.. Skoffitamotn, 1921, brand new condition, on^^^ ridden few miles, guaranteed; £22/10,—""' '

47, South ,Lambeth Rd.. S.W.8.
H.Mvey'

teif

A .B.C.—Latest model, brand new, original price (-t^ gns-; accept £29.—Parker's, Bradsnawgat
Bolton, also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X76S

AEBOTSFORD Motor Scooter. 1921, 3-wheeler, fitt-
2i4h.p, o.h.v. engine, in i>erfect running ord(

tyres as new, very little used, plentv of room ior In
gage; owner must sell; cost £42, sell £14.-20, Hen
Ed., Twickenham 'Phone: Kiclimond 96. [52)

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
SANDHAM'S make thousands ol hoods every je«

50/- each. First quality twill waterprool.

SANDUMS.—The Sandum Patent Wind Screen ol li

positions, as shown at Olympia. Fineet boic"
on the market; 90/-.

SANDHAM Engineering Ck)., Ltd., 336, Gray'* Ij

Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [06.

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list

Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., Totfc
ham. [Ill

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttoi
twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High Ed., Tott«

ham, London. [51

CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut to any aii

2/- pel sq. ft.; carriage paid for cash.—The Eig.
Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Rd., Leyti
stone, E.ll.

'
[06

WIND Screens Actually in Stock: Eastings, Bal
Standard. Royal, Bluemels latest; Cameo hoo

finest quality, waterproof, with curtains round; £3,
—64 Blshopsgate, London. [06

ABANDON Ugly Goggles. Waynham's patent (

screen, perfect visibility, steamproof, unbrft
able, invisible; instantly raised or lowered; each P
2/-.—Radio Corporation, City Stock Rooms, Birmii
bam. [X7e

BODIES.

s
JPOR

SANDUM, the largest and most renowned ?id&

body builders in country.

SANDUMS have put on the market over 10,000 :
car bodies.

SANDUMS have the only adult 2-seater body o& '

market which is not unsightly. Write lor «

Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

SANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any m
with the use of up-to-date machinery in I* ;

factories.
\

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's !
,

Rd.. London, W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427
[01

\rENU3 Step Bodies are the best for c\H chaesii '

£105
I

V"EISUS Bulbous Bodies are roomy and very 6mar
'

VENDS Tandems hold 2 persons.
but not unsightly. Get one.

Strong and ii^ I

VENUS Bodies are made in a factory and euppl
j

direct. Catalogue free.

VENUS Sidecar Co., 6-14, Gourley St., S. Tottcnhi
[0.

'

SWAN Sporting Body, excellent condition; £7/li
' 55, Edgor Ed., Sanderstead, near Croydoa. [5

SIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality, J67

original *12/12.—64, Bishopsgate, London, [ft

EDWARDES have a lot sidecar bodies, chMB
clear; suit all chassis. Call and inspect.—I

j

Camberwell Rd., S.E. [S !

MILLFORD Corvette Body, as new, with sprfl l

only done 100 miles; best offer acceptea.-

Dalehara Mews, Hampstead, London, N.W. 'Pho

4608. 1*

EDWjiBDES,—Bodies painted any colour, tpi

back, £6; bulbous back, £5/15; larger si«8

stock. Call and inspect my value.—277, CamB^
Rd., S.E. Hop. 4913. IS

TOURING, Sporting, 2.6eater, Stepped, Boll

Bodies; few models to clear up; or send IW
ments—T. 'Willi.ims, Manufacturer, 9, Lower €toS

St., Oxtord Rd., Manchester. [S'

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, i

cla=s finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, ct

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.-

Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. l"

BASTONE'S for conchhuilt bodies ("O '»'*?

.cheaper house), spotting
™'^5j'l,''""'°?„'., ,Sf;

step- pattern. All at low PV«|; .,
^all . or send JOIB

!

auirements.-228. Pentonvllle Ed., King's CrOM, J

don, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. £
SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. "

ing, coloured, pencil, or Ime drawings otOTI

designs, also working drawings, fiH-stl- i,/j dS«
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., estaWif!>=*,.

""fS
tithe coach trade for over 80 years. Consult M^
designing new ideas.-20, Tudor St., London, JS.ig

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the isso*-
!

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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BODIES.
HT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.—De

J luxe body, specially made lor Millford chassis,

itlit step, £10/10; cheaper pattern, with step,

7/; any body made to your own design; we
(edise in bigli-grade bodies at low prices; at any
.tccome and see us, we never sell rubbish; we
in ipply new bodies from £5/5, any colour.—Light
»rnd Motor Cycle Enginering Co., 26, Tulse Hill,

tii-n. (Half minute from Brixton Skating Rink.)
[5559

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

lADHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

'iM Sidecars.—Beit value in Olympia Show.

1
1

1 M Chassis.—Insist on having our encloeed
leel tjpe of chassis for salety.

;A!)UM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns., and sports
g03., are o! distinctive appearance.

A)UM Elite Sidecar, 27 ^ns.; the smartest side-

r on the road; highly recommended in "The
iti Cycle."

iA.)UM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
23eater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

' as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously corn-
eating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
i-ion over rear axle. Finished in colours to
make of machine, 42 gns. ; bodies only,
The latest development of the 2-seater as
by us, and approved by tlie recognised

i. UM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
y, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

^AiiHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray'a Inn
> J. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factories:
53 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britannia
oiS Britannia St., W.C. [0019

iTDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
tt- iuaranteed 3 years.

uri!)LETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis lor
'J- ,igh-pt)wered machines ; Zenith, Harleys.
una, New Imperials, Sunbeams. Blackburnes. etc.

NB NS with kick starter on left
cicu'ity with Middleton's special moi

TUXETON'S specialise, in frame repairs ol all
'X nd- Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
omty corrected.

present no
odel.

Youi

into

JECTD-HANDS of various makes for sale.
' ( sidecar taljen in part exchange.

rriLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
i'?r and more comfortable, but are faster on

than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
them.

IItLETON'3, London's oldest established eide-
'•» r makers, wholesale, retail, and export. 27nap Green Rd. , Finsbury Park (near Tube

)

' Horusey 1584. [0522
vR, C.B., green, 26x2^4 ; £5.-48. Gt. Western
Paddington. [5893
iting coachbuilt sidecar, low. light, new
4-point.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [X77S4
R. C.B., off Triumph, complete fittings;
-12, Winchester St., Taunton. [5582

I ^—Have your sidecar converted
H ley folder, and save garage.—Below.

^IDE.R.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Save.*
^a ;tj. Attached to motor will go through pas-

Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
a motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper High-
iirmingh^m. [0152
-ar, excellent condition, off Triumph; £10
leotinek Mews, Marylebone Lane, W.l. [563?

*

'i'i,^^
Aluminium Body on Douglas chassis;

£^10, worth £25.^63, Walm Lane. N'.W.2.
I rX7775

flLIOED Cane Sidecar, complete, nice condition-
na. £6/10.-41, Ashlord Rd., Cricklewood.

'

[5797
s aad wicker sidecar, complete, in good con-
•

;
£7.-30, First Cross Ed., Twickenhnra.

L Sidecars; cheap; room wanted; fitted
^j7, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.

X.—MiJlford sidecar, coachbuilt, spring wheel
,

coat £40.—Searle's Stores. Southborough '

r5747
"'K'*' ."'<^'"=''' -Chater-Lea, 26x21/2 eood "tvre'

t"l! £4.-39, Selkirk Ed., TootinI, 1^.17^ '

i-'^«"NS.-Shop.soiled £27/10 eidecar. ^^"t
lilsr " "' ®-*-- £I8/15.-Booths Motorics,

JAMINS.-Nearly new Henderson sidecar sni

t « i^„*L^/lS; Milllord 27 gn. sidecar, iear!
«' »,/10.—Booths Motorics, HalilaK.

i^^i?"'?;."?'**'' fall-size coach body, locker under
Mle body, 25/-. - Booths

[3302

suit

y

, . £6/19/6;
'tones, jaUfax.

LIGHTING SETS
for

Cars and Motor Cycles

REDUCTION
IN

PRICES
Of dynamos

4 volt 3-4 amp. Type from

3l6-io-o to £5-10-0
6 volt 5 amp. Type from

£8-10-0 to £7-0-0
Complete Motor Cycle Sets with ail

necessary fittings for most machines
include 4 volt Dynamo, Accumulator

- in Case with Switches, Head Lamp
with bulb and brackets. Tail Lamp
with bulb, Wiring, Special Pulley,

Dynamo Bracket, Belt with Fastener

£11-2-0
Very easily fitted without alteration to

Douglas, Zenith, A. J. S., Norton,
Blackbume, etc., and all Outside
Flywheel Machines.

Total Weight of complete set is under 10 lbs.

more than the average acetylene set. The
Power lo Drive the 4 volt dynamo at

maximum speed is Less than ^ h.p
Therefore, the sets are equally suitable for

lightweights or large machines.

Fully Illustrated Catalogue free
on request.

We specialise in repairs to MIR4 Dynamos

ALL KINDS OF MOTOR LAMPS
AND ACCESSORIES SUPPUED.

THE

ASTRA DYNAMO Co.
no, VICTORIA ST., S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 7545.

£'
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

—Splendid iinderslung chassis, with cane body,
26 in, wheel, 4-po int.—King, Egrove Farm, Ox-

ford. [X77e5

SKVEBAL Brnnd New Canoelet Sidecars at less.thtm
co.'it.—Clifford Wilaon, 177, Westminster Bridge

Kd.. S.E.l. [6072

BASTONE'S for sidecars and bodies; no better ot

elieaper house. Kindly inspect our models before
purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other modela
in stock. -Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sidecars

from £14/18/6.

BASTONE'S.—Wo have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing- agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Lateat 1921 sporting ana

other, models in stock : trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.], 228, Pentonville Rd..
Eng's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.

[6850
NEARLY New Coachbuilt Sidecar, complete, ready

for fixing, off Triumph ; £ 10 / 15.—5. Addison
Av.. Holland Park. W.ll. [6.189

LARGE 7-9h.p. MiUord Indian Spring Frame Tour- '

ing Sidecar, nearly new ; £22 ; offers.—Seward,
Red Hill, Bassett, Southampton. [5964

SPUR Lightweight, almost new, large body, Cameo
wind screen, coverall, apron, lajnp; £18.-

Pearson, The Downs, Ashtead, Surrey. [5391

1 021 Light Sporting Watsonian, iinscratched, uni-
X.*J versal fittings, lamp and generator; I2V2 gns.—
106, North End Rd., West Kensington. [5940

MILLFORD, suit P. and M. or Triumph.
Douglas. £16; Bramble.suit P. and J\L,

Dunhill, suit twin, £25.-

£16;
£12

;

33, 'Hacklord Rd., Brixton!
[6209

COACH Sidecar, fit Scott, Magnu ns new, aluminium
disc, Bluemel wind screen; bargain, £8; exchange,

for stationary engine, about 2h.p.—876, Garratt Lane.
Tooting. ,

[5756

MILLFORD Sidecar, 4-point attachment, almost
new, fitted with Easting wind screen; £20

Mays, Sans
London.

Souci, Ashurst Rd.. North Finchley,
[6149

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

stock in London, actual manufacturere through-
out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80
illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise m sidebars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at

knock-oufc prices. Note : Write for Bpecial clearance
hst.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection ol complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make ol
sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all
makes, English and American.

RENNOC Co. again aek you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

jnanufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., Head OfQce and Engineer-
ing Works. Victoria Works, Victoria Rd., Stroud

Green, N.4. 'Phone : Hornsey 850. Body Building
Dept., Progress Works, Marlborough Rd.. Holloway,
N.19. 'Phone ; Hornsey 1589. [2931

EDWARDES.—Sidecar chassis to clear, £6/17/6,
complete with wheel, brand new, not repaired

rubbish. Call and inspect.—Edwaides, 277, Camber-
wcU Rd.. S.E. Hop. 4913. [5760

B.S.A. New No. 3 Sidecar, 26x2V2 Palmer, 4-point,
large locker, apron, list £42, nearest £32; also

1921 heavyweight Senspray, unused, l^^in., list £3/12,
offers.—Bibey, 6, Broad St., Ross-on-Wye, [5978

COACH Sidecars complete; bodies and chassis sup-
plied sepnnitely; hoods, fcr-reens (Cameo, Easting);

repairs; repainting.—T. Williams, Manufacturer, 9,
Lower Chatham St., Oxford Rd., Manchester. [X7744

MILLS-FULFORD Chiissis. complete, a-point fixings,
flt all makes of motor, 26 or 28in. wheels, £7,

makers' price £15/15 r-^xtra wheels 17/6 each; stamp
reply.—Beecher. 472. Archway Rd., I/Ondon, N.6. [5729

TWELVE New Chassis, complete fittings, for Harley-
Davidson, 28in. wheel, special- offer, £12 each,

—

Sidecar Body Co., 25, tipper Clapton Rd., E.5.
'Phone: 3110. T.A. ; Rideczi, Lowclap, London.

[6087
ROYAL Leicester Sideca - are made lor comfort,

attachments for any machine; price 18 grre. up-
wards; have few cars to clear at reduced prices; re-
pairs, repainting, etc.-The Willowbrook Motor Co.,
Leicester. [0335

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its cre3ifc. and has proved itself

a'jsolutelv reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

i letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end 08 each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A35
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS. I

HEPPELTHWAITES anrl Watkins, havind rm-
- chased tbe whole of Slough chassis dump, are

offering them, all eiiaiiielled and leijaived as new, com-
plete with spring wheel and fittings, at £4/10 ; also sup-
plied with special fittings for any other 4h.p. machine,
same price: with new Douglas pattern bulbons back body,
Uiakers' colours, £8 extra,'" Clyno and P. and M. chassis,

£4/10 (less mudguards].—'Phone; 1958 Brixton.—19,
Wilcox Ed., "Wandsworth Ed., London, S.W.8. [5619

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
DAN GUY, "Weymouth, G.N. official agent.—Popular

model from stock; £198. to691

BEITON 2-Eenter, compjete, perfect; £145; combina-
tion part.—Garage, Millett St., Bury. 15214

SINGEE IOI1.P., 191S, good order, discs; £190; com-
bination in part exchange.—36, High St., Skegness.

[5493
£50

Herts.
[5607

G.N., 1921, standard model, dynamo lighting, spare
wheel: £240.—Forrester, Graham's Ed., Falkirk.

(X7773
DAN GUY, Weymouth, Morgan agent; reduced

price; Grand Prix lOh.p. M.A.G.. £197. from
stock.

in stock.—Eeys,
'Phone : Museum

[3313

T 020 De Luxe Morgan, lavishly equipped, perfect;
J-t/ £145.—24,<, Balliol Rd., North - '---

/?h.p. Eover 2-seater, modern body, overhauled
'' —Whlapings, Church Gate Ed,, Chcshunt, 1

M.A.G., £197, from
[0624

MORGANS, second-hand, several
378-384. Euston Ed.. N.W.I.

Kensington,
[6800

air-cooled, first-rate con.
or near' offer.-Brushford Rectory,

Dulverton. [5233

ROVER Light Oar, 1921 model, 8h,p., early delivery;
250 gns.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Ct. Portland St.,

[0350

HUMBERB'TTE 2.senter,
dition; £120,

London, W.l.

electric
£36.-Cox,

lighting, tax
43. Eltisley

[6114

r^ARDBN, 6h.p. J.A.P.,
vy paid, perfect condition;
Av., Cambridge.

TAMPLIN Bi-car, 1920. well equipped, tax paid
paint, etc., like new; £95.—Bunting's Motor Ex-

change, Wealdstone. [6250

1Q19 Garden, 8h.p. J,A,P., hood and screen: £45, or
JLt/ exchange 2-stroke

...
Kempston, Bedford,

tax paid.—4, Thornton St,

[5737

MORGAN de Luxe, -1920, speedometer, very fast, un-
scratched; £150.—Braemor, 17, St. Qilintin's Av

SANDUM
DUAL PURPOSE

SIDECAR

North KenKington. [5779

1 Q21 Burney Cycle Car, 8h.p. Blackburne, 3-s^ecdA^ and reverse; otters?-Burney, 36, Frederick
Aston, Birmingham.

,d,

[X7740

MORGAN, 1920, perfect running order, M.A.G.,
air-cooled, mileage 7,200; £150.—West Lodge,

West Hill Av., Epsom. [5395

MORGAN De Luxe, excellent condition; reasonable
offer accepted or motor cycle and cash.

Churchdown, Gloucester.
Hollies

[5955

G.N. Cycle Cars, latest models, a"Iway3 in stock:
£198 and upwards.—Drake and Mount, Ltd.,

Motor Agents, Bracknell. [3696

CARDEN-J.A.P. Monocar, electric lights, speedometer,
tax paid, excellent running condition; £55.-76,

Western Ed., Southall, W. , [4218

GARDEN, mileage 500, standard extras plus Cowey,
etc., tax, insurance paid; £125.—Woodward,

Morthen Hall, near Rotherham. [5440

(PATENT.) .

Approved by all the leading
'
manufacturers, and suitable

i for any make of motor cycle.

/ Finished in colours to suit.

I
A scientific production of a

I
Single or Double Sidecar at

s will. By moving the seat back

( to the forward position and

j
opening the back locker-lid a

] further spring back and spnng

j
seat are disclosed, suitable for

I a six-foot passenger.

i The only family sidecar

[ which is at the same time

} comfortable, elegant, inexpen-

1 sive, and carries the weight in'

s correct position, i.e., over the

( rear axle.

( Insist that both your pas-

} sengers shall ride in comfort,

5 and not on make-shift dickey
5 seats. A six-foot man can
'
occupy either seat.

G.N. New Standard Touring, dynamo lighting,- just
received fi-om works; £275/12/6^ "'

~

Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, S.W.2.
Telford
[6532

G.N.'s.—All models for immediate delivery: extended
paymet.ts;_ exchanges.—Reys, 378-384. Euston

Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [3314

A.O. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechanically
sound, good appearance, from £55 to £85,; trial.

—29, AUsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.
[3128

A.O. Sociable, splendid order, wheel steering, repainted
and overhauled, Einks, Bosch, hood, screen, tyres

good, tools; £60.—Hill, 10, The Parade, Carshalton.
[5175

MORGAN, 1921, G.P., dynamo, etc., only run few
miles, exchange good combination and cash or

sell.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E3155.
[6172

CCVENTRY PREMIER Runabouts for immediate
delivery; extended payments; exchanges.—Reys,

378-384. Euston Rd.. N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
6436. . [3316

"I"
Q 14-1 5 Morgan eh. p., a.c, lamps, horn, hood, screen,

X«/ etc., tyres perfect, perfect condition throughout;
£15.-30, Belsize Park Gardens, Hampstead
5590.

] 42 Guineas (complete),

J
TO FIT ANY MOTOR CYCLE.

( Body only, 21 Guineas.

{ When ordering yoiir Sidecar specify

r SANDUM Patent SCREEN

i'

for comfort, protection against rain,

and simplicity of movement.

i Ask /<" <"" Catalogue, which gives, a com-

j
plete range of SIDECARS, and prices, from

i £16-16-0 upwards.

Phone
[6061

CYCLE Car, less tyres and gear box, lOh.p, 4-cyl.
Standard engine, oodywork unfinished ; owner going

abroad :- £45.—Sharp, Workshops, Bovington Camp,
Wool. [5231

ROVER 6h.p., licence, lamps, horn, wind screen,
hood, speedometer, in good running order ; £45

;

exchange - considered.—Hudson, 14, Conway Ed., Plum-
stead. [6627

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nuniber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

f SANDHAM ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

j 336, Gray's Inn Road, LONDON. W.C.

« 'Phone—Museum 3427."

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CAI^S
DUO Oiir, 1915, 8h.p. J.A.P., 2.6efiter.

equipped, repainted, thorough good order:
,

or exchange motor cycle.—Bunting's Motors, Wi
stone, r,

NEW and Second-hand Light Curs and Cyole i

all makes; good selection in stock; cash, enev
nients, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holl

A.V. Monocar, Sh.p., with dickey, electric Ijgh
very tuBt and powerful, as new ; bflrgain, i

—A.V., c/o County Engineering Co., Langley St., Li
'

Beds. y

3-WHEEL Runabout, 3 speeds, reverse, W.C, I

trie lights and horn, speedometer, new conall
£85, or combination and cash.—120, Sutherland

,

Croydon.
[;

|

A.V. Monocar, 5h.p., 1919, excellent condition,
plete with lamps and discs, not used thU j

£65.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At,, Camo
St., E.C.3.

[)

MORGAN, 1917, a.c, M.A.G. engine, recently
hauled and repainted, several parts renewfld,

cellent condition; £125.—Pratt, 73, Woodlnndg
Middlesbrough.

"

[

1021 Morgan de Luxe tind Grand Pris Modeb
J-*' immediate delivery; extended payments}
changes.—Reys, 378-384, Euston Rd., 'N.W.I. 'PJl

Museum 6436.
[

MERRALL-BROWN 1920 3-whceler, twin* rear
tacbable wheels, spare, water-cooled, r«

hood, screen; bargain, £120.—Clark, 7, Exhib
Rd,, South Kensington.

[

TAMPLIN 1921 2-seafer, ' 8h.p. J.A.P.. 3^
Sturmey, discs, speedometer, fully equipped,

paid, insured; nearest £130; after 4 p.m.—27, Sh
Rd.,' Merton Park, S.W.t9.

A.V. 1920 6h.p. Monocar, licensed, overhanlM

.

guaranteed in perfect condition; any trifll;

—Chas. H. Littlewood and Co., Sherman Rd., Broi
Kent. 'Phcne: Bromley 464. ^

[

~|Q15 Morgan, 8h.p. air-cooled J.A. P., tyres
-*-•/ condition perfect, engine needs overhaul;
spectioh invited; £90, or exchange combinatio ;:

solo.—37, Regent St„ Rugby. [X I

1Q18 G,P. Morgan, electric, re-uph»lstered, .-i

J- «7 painted, thoroughly overhauled, exoepiio <

smart; £160; exchange 1920 Harley or Henderg r

18, Hestercombe Av., Fuiham. {

A.C. Sociable, wheel steering, perfect cond
speedometer, head and side lamps; any '

;

£55, or exchange lightweight and cash.—W <

Ways Green, Winsford, Cheshire. [X !

£130.—Small 2-seaier 1915 Trumbull, 4K:yl., ? i

cooled, 4 speeds, electric light, hood, «
|

good climbej.-, tax paid.—Owner, 8, Randolph I .

Maida Vale, W.9. (Appointment.)
|

TAMPLIN 1920 Cycle Oar, mileage 2,000,
and screen, excellent condition; trial; £1S

exchange Triumph, Norton, or Erough and casb.*
Price, Knoll Fafm. Charing, Kent.

lift GN3.-G.P. Morgan, 1917, w.c. M.A.G.,XJLO screen, discs, lamps, etc., "brand new
size back tyre, fine order.-Hardy, 34, ObBcn
Rd.. East Sheen. W, Richmond 1112.

T Q 20 Bleriot Whippet, hand starter, uQUied
-L*' wheel and belt in leather cover, horn, lie*

everything in perfect condition; 120 gns.—Ed?
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

CARDEN Monocar, complete, less engine. Auy
engine can be easily fitted. Tax paid, ba

£35, or exchange lightweight: appointment.—
101, Spiingbank Rd., Hither Green, London,

BLERIOT Whippet, 1921, new, latest model,

screen, and spare wheel, -electric and gas^lig

set; £165.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Aveniae 5548.

X*65 secures nearly new Precision cycle car; g

3i^ part taken in varied stock, drapery, boow,

fectionery, oc goods suitable lor country BM

Mcndham, Stores, Terrington' St. Clement's, Nw

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, brand new 1921 I

d.ynamo lighting, hood, screen, speedomettl

tachablo wheels and spare; immediate delivery

stock.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South KenSingt

"I Q 19-20 Merrall-Brown Runabout, lOh.p.,
'

Xtr cooled, 2-speed. reverse, hood, screen,

wheel, tax paid; exchange combination and c«

sell £150.—Brown. 71. Twilley St., Wandewort

3-WHEEL Morgan Type Tricar, with B.S.A. 5

gear bos, chain drive, P^huer cord tyres, aW
wind screen, all as new, engine "iinit only redg?

complete; £42/10.-A. D, Allington, High St., Hi,

G.N., 1920, fa8t,*in beautiful tune, dynamo

»

ing, full equipment, many mechanical inJ;

ments. hood with envelope, tax paid t^.. oV
£200.—Telford Garage, 47. Streatham Hill, a.y

CYCLE- Car, water-cooled Sh.p. Precision.'

Sturmey 3 speed gear box, roomy well J
body: £125.-Muy be ^een at Cox and Sanders u

Goldhawk Rd., W.4, or apply Box 5,870, e/<

Motor Cycle.
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UNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
»0.-Mors;an 1'915 sportine, J.A.P. 8h.p., 1913, re

i* iiislied tliroughout, electric and gns ligbts, speed

u£r, spares, etc. ; nlso body built tor Morgan, bonnet,

m; etc.. i4.—Thomas, 236, Victoria Bd., Wood
re London. [5735

I.IPLIN 1921 2-seatei-, . 8h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey-
. Lrcher 3-speed, full equipment and . extras,
ilee 200, Dunlops (unpunctured), perfect running
de cost £200: tax paid: £100 for quick sale.—
Hi, 133, Heath Rd., Twickenham.- [S2S8

91 Morgan Runabouts, de luxe, family, and aero
models, ready driye away; complete stock of

IT chains, sprockets, tyres, etc.—Main distributer
ooiuthshire : W. Luther J, Davies, 71, Commer-
J,., Newport. Mon. 'Phone: 2488. 10642

ri CAN. Grand Prix, 1916, water-cooled J.A.P.
1 -igine, overhauled, many new parts, repainted

T.imps, speedometer, clock, mechanical horn,
screen, tools, tax paid; £155.—Smith's. 86,

! m Bd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.
[6236

:. all models of Morgan runabouts: cash or
.irred terms. Example; De Luxe models,
uiwn, and 11 payments of £16/12/5. If
id in two months, no charge for terms; if

r 5 months, liberal discounts allowed off easy
[rice.—Lamb's, 50, Hi^h Ed., ^^'ood Green,
Knston Ed., N.W.l: 151, High St., "Waltbam-
- . , [3410
^'3.—Important price reduction. Note new
^ as follows: Sporting model, £180; Grand
'2; de luxe, £188; watEr-cooled de luxe,
illy model, £200; prompt delivery of all

-I'le agents for Essex, Kent, Chatham.
.Strood, etc., London E., E.C, N., N.E.,
pt Walthamstow).—Elce and Co., 15-16,

Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
.15548. [0074

TB ;NS-CHATER-LBA 2-seater, 8h.p., 2-cyl.
ioobloc, adjustable tappets, Bosch mag., Holley
~|ter, 3- speeds, reverse, shaft drive, special sport-

,
fitted domed wings, just repainted, very

braiid new tyres, perfect condition mechani-
[mthing on top gear, extremely quiet, com-
in lamps, tools, etc.; any trial given and
flmination welcomed; accept £55 for quick
Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

[5821

CARS FOR SALE.
Ijwn and 12 payments of £5 monthly secures
T^DIe landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

,l|wn and 12 inonthly payments £7/10 secures
rtible 2-&eater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

?5!:ash secures 1917 Napier cliassis. a-cv]t.
If drive, detachable wheels.—Palmer's Garage,

^:n and 12 monthly payments £10 secnrei
ii p. Fiat landaulet, cheap running car.—
irage. Tooting.

ivn" and 12 monthly payments £12/10
'-5 18h.p. Oakland touring car, 7-seater, self-
'almer's Garage, Tooting.

'vn and 12 monthly payments £12/10
iies Piocard-Pictet % landaulet, dynamo
''alm*rs Garage, Tooting.

secures loh.p.
gate.—Palmer's

1914 Swift 2-seater, 3
Garage, Tooting.

',"1 a?^ ,1^ monthly payments £10 secures
Id-bimplex <:i landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,

n and 12 monthly payments £5 secures
ifti "^"^oi landaulet, • 4 cyle. monobloc—
IGirage, Tooting.

Ish- secures 30h.p. Berliet touring car, 6
I, ,4 speeds.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

,,. arid 12 monthly payments £10 secures
JUB. Benz landaulet. 4 speeds, monobloc-
p»rage. Tooting.

Ijjt- secures Ford 1-ton van, solids rear; ex-
IBes.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

Ill secures 1920 12h.p. Rover touring car
ly new.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [6247

tan, just delivered: £15 under cost.—Apiilv
"1, 20, Eosefleld Ed., Staines.

' [5184

'16 2-seater, lOh.p., climbs everything on
.pOjEns.-Hillnse, Surbiton Hill Ed.. S.W.

y 25h.p. 2-seater, C.A.V., very fast-
Daniels, jun., 8, Crowhurst Rd., Brix-

[6078
IBh.p. 2-seater; would exchange good

sr combination.—14, Gleneagle Rd., Lon-
[6080

w.c, single, 3 speeds, good running
-. offers.-The Firs, Chertsey Rd.,

Surrey. [54-7

[Chassis, 16-20h.p., just been overhauled,
<l- condition: £225, bargain.—A.G.P.,
pustable, Beds. [6957
ii.p.. exceedingly smart little 2-seater c-ar
running order, complete: £75—11a
Upper Tooting. [3246 I

|101>,p.
l..'iS40

^"^ BROS. ^"1

200, GT. PORTLAND ST, W
'Phone—Langham 1704.

ANY MACHINE
SUPPLIED on the
following terms;

4% on Makers' Price, J
down, balance in 12 month-
ly payments.

ROVER 8 h.p. Dynamo
Lighting . . . . £262 10

SPECIAL OFFER.
T92r SCOTT Siiuirrcl, fully equipped, and

licence paid 75 m^
ROYAL RUBY rgsr Sports Model', siigh'tiy

shop-soiled . . ; 70 gns.TRIUMPH .lunior. slightly shop-soiled
'.

'. 60 gns!
[-EA-FRANCIS, slightly shop-soiled 90 gns.
L.M.C., 6 h.p., shop-soiled 90 gns.

SIDECARS SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED ONLY.
HENDERSON A ig gns-
HENDERSON, spring frame model 29 ens-
MILLFORD Skiff jn Ins-
MILLFORD de Li.xc . . „,. 30 Ins
SWANS, to fit Harlcys 26 gns.'

NEW MACHINES
ALLON, 2-speed, K.S., clutch £75
ARIEL, 3? h.p., solo £100
ARIEL, 4', h.p.. solo £110
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combinatiorr £165
B.S.A., 4} h.p., H.2, solo £110
B.S.A., 4i h.p., K.2 £107
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. A. Combination £175 D
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on . . £152
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., .5-speed, clutch, K.S.,

all on £105
DOUGLAS, 2-specd onlv, all on £85
ENFIELD Model tSo Combination ". £160
ENFIELD Model tgo Combination £182
ENFIELD Model 200 lightweight £65
HARLEV, all models _
JAMES, all models^ _
LEA-FRANCIS, 2-.*ed, 3! h.p £115
LEA-FRANCIS, 3-specd. 3! h.p £125
MATCHLESS Combination £183
ROYAL RUBY, Sports Model £84
RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p., solo 140 gns.
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Combination 176 gns.
RUDGE, 3', h.p., I.O.M £85
RUOGE, '^-6 h.p £100
TRIUMPH, Model H £115
TRIUMPH Junior £70
TRIUMPH, S.D £125
ZENITH, Model H £144
ZENITH, Sporting E. & G £128
ZENITH, Sporting C £115
ZENITH, Model D £131

BARGAINS IN HORNS.
Mechanical Horns, 12 /6 ; postage, i /-,

price, .38/-.

Bulb Horns, 10/- postage, gd.

Usual

Lodge Plugs, in original cases,. 3 /6 ;

Usual price, 5/-.

postage free.

MILLFORD, CANOELET, HENDERSON, SWAIM
and MONTGOMERY SIDECARS in Etock.

TRADE SURV3I.IED.

I

CARS FOR SALE.
TRUMBtTLL. 19] 6, 4-cyI., enclosed valves, .very

. quiet, central gate change; £160; trial.— 1, Town-

I

ley Rd., E. Dulwich, S.E.22. [5765

CADILLAC 7-seater, late model, perfect; offers, or

would accept small car in part.—Dr. Carr , 94,
Branksome Rd., London, S.W.2. [6077

7-9h.p- Phcenix, 3 and reverse, twin,, w.c, m.o.i.v.,

Bosch, wants tyres; £25. or exchange motor
cycle.—Box 4.912, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5580

COX'S [—Advertised dates guaranteed accurate.
Descriptions believed correct. Conscientious

treatment. Part exchange propositions invited.

/"^OX'S!—Rover 8h.p. 2-seater. mag., good tyres,mag.,
£45; lOh.p. Alldays chassis, £50.

COX'S !—Spoi-ting Sizaire-Naitdin streamline 2-

seater. 12h.p., discs, smart. £85; 1915 Indian
combination. £85.

COX'S!—12-15h.p. Duhanot 3-seater, double dickey,
scuttle dash, 4-cyl., monobloc, runs splendidly,

£95.

COX'S !—Ford van, roomy body, Bosch watertight
mag., enclosed valves, taxed; £95.

COX'S !—Steam tourer, 15h.p. White, paraffin, over-
hauled, £95; 3-ton worm drive 1913 De Dion,

£95.

COX'S !—12-14h.p. Unic 15-cwt. van, reinforced
taxicab chassis, monobloc, sump, oversize pneu-

matics; £100.

COX'S!-12-14fi.p. Fiat landaulet, monobloc. 4-

speed, gate, Zenith, £125; 50-cwt. L.G.O.C..
£125.

COX'S!-1913 coupe light car, 8-lOh.p., smart.
£135; 15-20h.p. Mitchell semi-sporting 2-seater,

jil35.

COX'S!- lOh.p. 1915 Whiting-Grant 2-seater, 4-

cyl., monobloc. £145; 12-15h.p. Gladiator 4-

seater, £150.

COX'S!—8-lOh.p. 1920 light car, streamline 2-
seater, 4-speed. steel disc wheels; bargain. £165.

COX'S !—Landaulet, 16h.p.. British make, enclosed
valves, sump, gate. Zenith, smart. £ 165.

COX'S I—lOh.p. Swift light car. 2-seater, 4-cyi..
monobloc, enclosed valves, gate; bargain, £165.

C'lOX'S 1-1915 16-22h.p. Napier, ex-ambulance chas-
'' sis, worm drive, enclosed valves, twin wheels;

£165.

COXS !— 12-15h.p. 1913';i Sizaire-Naudin * stream-
line 4-seater, monobloc. enclosed valves, detach-

able wheels, smart; £195.

COX'S!-Full printed list lots cars. £200 to £850,
free on application. Call.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the Absolutely Straight Motor
Man. 6, Lansdowne Hill. West Norwood, has fifty

cars stocked. Call 9-6 (Saturdays 4) ; no business
Sundays. Established 1902. [6025

HALIFAX.—Ca-lthorpe, Lagonda, Standard, and
Airedale cars; get oiir exchange quotation.—

Halifax Motor Exchange. 25, Horton St.. Halifax.
[5552

1 /\h.p. Talbot 2-seater, lamps, hood. Stepney, over-
J-vf hauled, re-enamelled; any trial; £130, nearest.
—Simplex Shorthand School, Acre Lane, Brixton.
Loudon. [5441

1Q17 Siddeley-Deasy, Knight engine. 18-24h.p.
A-iy chassis, spare wheel, just overhauled, any trial;

offers wanted, cash or exchange.—De Cort and Flynn,
39. Essex Rd., N.l. [6033

2 -3-SEATER Coupe. 10b. p. Huraber, gate change,
Bosch. Claude!, 5 detachable wheels, new tyres, tax

£7/10 per annum, perfect, silent, any trial; £150.—
Splitter, The Limes, Woodberry Down, N.4. [6033

"|(a20 Swift lOh.p. 2-seater, dickey, electiio light nnd
X«7 horn, small mileage, unscratched throughout:
cost £560, accept £350, or part exclmiige motor or
combination.—O. F. Dart, High St., Barnstaple. [5915

1 C|21 Singer lOli.p., new April, lighting and startinjr,
-I-«7 speedometer, small mileage, perfort condition,
extras; bargain, £350 ; consider 1921 Trinmph. Sun-
beam part e.xchange.—Holmes, 7, Out^e Av., King's
Lyuu. [X7513

HUMBER, smart little 2-seater with dickey seat,

12h.p., 4-cyl., Bosch, Binks carburetter, economi--
cal. fast, new tyres, recently repainted, overhauled.
guaranteed faultless, lamps, tooks. tax paid December;
trial any time; bargain, £130; exchange motor cycle
or combination and cash.—Stepney Garages, 77,
Salmons Lane, Commercial Rd.. Stepeey, London.

[5953"

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
JPIOO Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secure-?
cw a magnificent 3-ton lorry. -^ Details. Patme>-''
Garage, Tooting. [6239

BELSIZE 1917 3-tonncr, £105; Albion SO-cwt.
covered van, £65; Panhard 1-ton, £55; Thornv-

croft 2-ton, £165.—S.M.C.. 77. Acre Lane, S.W.2.
[6079

BUS, Ford, 1921 (March), ton. chassis, converted
right drive and self-starter, all pneumatics,

special saloon 'bus body, seat 14. seats and upholstery
detachable for use as van, licence, insured; cost £450;
done 400 only; sell ^£325, astounding bargain.—
Longney, Oswestry. [X7206

Betters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A^7
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HALIFAX.-
second-hand

TAXICABS.
£100 Down and 12 monthly paymsnts ol £20 secnres

London taxicab. — Details, Palmer s Gara_rre_

Tooting. 16238

SIDECAR Taxi Combinations.—Consult us, the

originators and experts.—County Cycle and Motor

Co., B S.A. Specialists, Broad St., Birmmsham. L3694

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
I;iOBEest Treatment nnd best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles ot any mate, new or

eecoud-hand, write Senice Co., 292, High Holborn,

W.0.1.
,

- 1-°°"

-We quote best terms lor new and
motor cycles, combinations, and

light cars.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halilax. [5584

ENGINES.
2l!.p. Minerva Engine, mag., B. and B. carburetter;

£5, no-offers.-Kibworth Bectory, Leicester. [5369

STITAHT 2-stroke, new, with carburetter, less mag.;
£5/10.—West, 50. Maiden Bd., Acton, W.3.

LEVIS W.h.p. Flat Twin, excellent condition; £10;
approval.-Kerridge, 14, Childer Bd., Stow-

market. [5697

METRIC Engine, 80x100, overhead valves, brand

new; h.irgain, £10.-Cole, 457, Rathgar Rd..

Loughboroiffeh Junction, S.\V.9. , L5489

41i.p. Hamilton Engine, complete with magneto and

carburetter, in good ^running order; £10/10, -A.

^^^

D. Allingttin, High St., Hitchin.

LEVIS Twin, 2-strol;e, complete with magneto and

Biuks carburetter; £15; seen running S.E. Lon-

don,—Box 5,915. c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [599S

4h.p. J.A.P., 1914, with Zenith pulley, as new, also

3>^h,n. Triumph engine, perfect; offers lor cash.

-Write 5, Stainsforth Bd., Newbury Park, Essex.
[&153

3ih.p. m!m.C., mechanical valves, new condition,

2 £4/10- N.S.U. 5h,p. twin, incomplete, £3/10;

8-lOh.p. BloinSeld twin, a.i.v., £9.—Murray, 37a, Charles

St., Hattoa Garden, Holborn. [X7675

INDIAN.-A few I'owerplus 7-9h.p. engines at the

•rciiiiirkably low price of 15 gns. each.—Smith s,

86, Chalk Farm Bd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station), London. 'Phone: Hampstead 2767. [5706

ENGINES.—Minerva 2V.li. p., new big end and crank
pin, piston re-turned, £3/5; Clyde 3h.p., new

inlet valve and guide, aluminium magneto platform,

£3/15. All above are mechanical valves, overhauled,

decarbonised, and valves reground.—Wiiigfleld, Stanley

Ed., Bromley, Kent. (See Exclwuge column.). [5887

O.H.V. 1,000 c.c. J. A. P. Engine, aluminium pistons,

special design, tulip hollow stem valves, 2 sets

special racing timing gear, special T.B. mag., double
induction pipe, racing carburetters. Zenith shaft and
Gradua gear, enormous quantity spares, winner 32
(irsts; wh.Tt offers?—L. P. Openshaw, Box 5,924. c/o
37ie Molor Cycle. . [6021

DOUGLAS 2Jih.p., complete with Bosch magneto
and carburetter, splendid running order and con-

dition. £8/15; 1914 Singer 2?','h.p., complete unit,

with Boscll waterproof magneto, B.B. carburetter, guar-

anteed splendid running order and condition, £10;
Sturmey-Archcr 3-speed and clutch wheel, J.S., abso-

lutely complete all controls, guaranteed good working
order; £7/15.—Danson, 34, Ampthill Ed., Bedford.

[5534
HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—5-6h.p. J.A.P. engine, as

new, £16; 4h.p. Triumph, 1914, £10: 4-cyl. air-

cooled 8h.p. IJinlis, £13/10; 5-6h.p, Rex, £5/15; 4h.p.

Clyde, £4; 23411. p. T.D.O., (with mag. and carburetter),

£12; new 8li.p. _Siiig6r, w.c. twin. 50° m.o.v., £16,
almost new. with clutch: 6h.p. De Dion, w.c, £10:
AV'll.p. Auto, w.c, £8; 12h.p. twin marine engine, w.c,
£10.-19, Wilcox Rd.. Wandsworth Rd., London, S.W.8.
'Phone; 19j8 Brixton. [5620

J.A.P Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines.—
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and

parts in England; over 30 engines always in stock to

6elect from, and the price: 5h.p. twins, £17/10: 8h.p..

fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; and
8h.p. at £18/10. Parts: 8h.p. J.A.P. crank cases,

50/- pair; 5h.p. crank cases, 40/- pair; 8h.p. cam wheelfi

complete, 15/- each; valves complete, II- each; valve

guides, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 each; exliaust

valve and inlet cap, 4/- each; tappets complete, 2/6 each

cam levers, inlet and exhaust, 4/- each; gudgeon pins,

51- each; and all parts for J.A.P. engines. Stamp for

reply.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd., Wandsworth. [3949

IGNITION APPLIANCES.

H.B. Ignition Co. lor unused W.D. Thomson-Bennett
magnetos, 500 in stock.

H.B. can supply from stock single and twin T.B.,

42, 45, 50, 55. and 180 degrees, clock and anti,

wjth baseplate and bolts for fixing on Triumph, P.M.,
B.S.A.. J.A.P., Douglas, etc.; ;e2/10, postage 1/6.

H.B. sends all goods on approval per return post
on receipt of cash ; every magneto sent out

carries H.B. 12 months' guarantee.

TT-B. will take your old magneto In payment.

H.B. can offer you large discount lor quantities ol

A.C. Titan plugs in boxes, 1/6 each. Send your
enquiries to an old-established - firm.—H.B. Ignition

Co./ 78, New Park Rd.* Brixton Hill, London. [0694

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
r^OtJNTY of Loudon Engineering Works, Ltd.

MASNETOS. Magnetos. Magnetos.

GOVERNMENT Surplus' Unused Magnetos.—Haf
bought the entire stock of the following-ioa

of magnetos, we are able to offer them at large i

counts.—Below,

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Benni
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 56, l(

£2/15; C.A.V., single or twin, clock or anti, £2/
postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Below,

ALL these magnetos are fitted with variable ii

tion and leads, and are fitted with base pla

ready to be immediately fitted on. Please state m
of engine when ordering.—^Below.

/BOUNTY of LorJdon Engineering Works, Ltd.

[5203 Guaranteed in PERFECT CONDITION
Money willingly refunded if not more than satisfied.

Ail Goods sent on Seven Days' Approval against Remittance.

24x2.
Hutchinson T.T W/6
Dunlop Heavy JJ/"'
Wood-Milne Heavy 25/-

24x21.
Dunlop Light 30/-

26x2.
Dunlop Light JJ/S
Moseley Heavy Rubbel- Studded 30/-

Hutchinson Heavy jj/o

Pedley Heavy 27/6

Avon Stonhenge • *' /o

Wood-Milne Heavy 25/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-

26x2i.
Dunlop Heavy .» ' 36 /-

Palmer Cord Heavy 36/-

Avon Sunstone 30 /-

Wood-Milne Heavy 26 -

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32 -

Wood-Milne Combination ; Jo
/-

MoseJey Heavy 30 -

Beldam Extra Heavy 29 6

Rom Studded Rubber 30/-

26 X 2J.

Palmer Heavy-Cord 36/-

Duniop Heavy Cord 36/-

Clincher Extra Heavy 30/-

Avon Heavy Rubber Studded' 29/6

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/-

Moscley Extra Heavy M
/f

Hutchinson T.T. 2^/6

Hutchinson Passenger J2/B
Beldam Extra Heavy 29 6

Michelin Ribbed 35/-

26x21 tor 2i Hms.
Clincher Extra Heavy 35/-

Goodrich Safety 39/6
26x21 tor 2i Rims.

Dunlop Heavy > 39/6

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 36/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 32/-

26x3 for 2J Rims.

Dunlop Extra Heavy • • 50 /-

Wood-Milne Heavy "• 32/-

26x3 for 650x65.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 4S/-

Wood-Milne Heavy «/-
650x65.

Dunlop Steel Studded (Voiturette) 47/6

Wood-MHne Heavy 32 -

Burnett Grooved Voiturette 30/-

28x2J lor 2i Rims.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 40/-

28x3 for 28x2^ Rims.

Dunlop Extra Heavy 55/-

28x3 for American Rims.

Dunlop Extrs Heavy 55/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 28/6
700x80 for 650x65.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 46/6

Goodrich Safety 45/-

16/-
1/9

Jin. Belts, 8ft. 6in

|in. Belts, any lengUi per ft.

iin. Pedley, 6ft. 6in each 10/-

INNER TUBES. Best Makes Only.

26X2i and 26X2i J/*
26X3 and 650x65 7/6

28x3 > --- ''*
Butt-end, 1 /- extra.

When ordering, please write distinctly.

pi higt-tension wire, plugs.

new plugs in boxes.r^ OVERNMENT Surplus

A.C. (Titan), 1/6; K.L.G. type 7j

high-tension wire, new, unpenshed,

I

detachable, i

9 mm.,

per yard, 25 yard coil' 8/6; 7 inm., 4d. per yard

yard coil 6/-; 5 mm., 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil

3 mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.

POSTAGE on Coils 6 mm. and upward, 1/-; J I

9d.; (see other goods under MiscellanesK

Below.
,

'

ALL Goods on Approval per return post on r«

of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—

w

COUNTY of London Engineering "Works, Lti}.,_

New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. 1

Streatham 2898. T^A, : Ignitionac, Brixstret, Im

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repajn
j

new magnetos.—See below. •

j

RELIANCE guarantee to return your ili«(
;

within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, wi

written guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE Test Every Magneto after repair r

all running conditions, ajid, as we contraci

many of the largest concerns, you need have no
|

bition in placing your repairs and orders with t

RELIANCE Manufacture and Stock Spa«« r

Thomson-Bennett, E.t.C, O.A.V., Splitdori, 1 .

Bosch, Dixie, etc.; special line, genuine plat i

screws for every make, 12/- per pair. n

RELIANCE Will be Pleased to give advice. Ir

charge upon any question concerning igl

troubles, as we place our long-standing expeMg
your disposal, and old and new customers mfffal'

tain of getting the usual promptness and court^'

we have always endeavoured to give.—Eeliaoco ma

Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, B.C.1

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283. SI

St., E.C.I, lor new and second-hand nwpo'

See below.

TIIOMSON-BENNET'r Magnetos, waterprool

n

ignition. These magnetos leave us in pctlec '

dition, and carry our guarantee to either reyiu I

refund cash if found unsatisfactory. Stfigl&cyls.. «

or anti. suit any machine, 65/-; 45, 48 50, 5.
Jl

deg., for J.A.P., Clyno, Douglas, etc., 55/-.-Seo
1 \

CA.V. Magnetos, brand new, single and tvpl
j

ideal tor Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe, O.K., < r

lightweight, single or 180° twin, 55/-.

E.I.C. Magnetos, absolutely brand new, not >

-soiled, ready to fit on Triumph, P. and M„ i

Norton, Sunbeam, etc.; £4/10. The above an

E.I.C. standard fitting magnetos.

BOSCH ZA2, ISO" twin, absolutely brand ne' '

shop-soiled, lor Douglas, Scott, or any 18ff^ »

approval agiinst cash 14 days; few only; i.6/HJ

BOSCH DAL Magnetos, soiled only, otherwisi
J

suitable for any stationary engine or big »>

price £3/18/6. All the above magnetos are
J

proof, variable ignition, and sent out with i •

guarantee for 12 months; postage 1/6 on caci i

neto.
'

^
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold OM

J
largest stocks of magnetos in London, M

.^

be depended upon for a straight deal ^t the rigw •<

When buying it pays to deal with a flim of rep

KELIANCE cordially invite customers to thBI

to see any of the above on test; 'uUer Rirl

upon application.—Reliance Magneto Bepairw

233, St. John St., London, E.O.I.

WEST London Magneto Co., London's leacUn

neto repairers, guarantee every repair

months. ^
WEST London Magneto Co. invite eMBh" ffl

cerning magnetos and spare parts of woi i-

WEST London Magneto Co.'s 48 ho"!
""J «

vice for country orders must """««' 1
it you are in the London area, ring B«°5,^
2767 and haye your magneto collected, repair

delivered within 36 hours.

WEST London Magneto
cycle lighting sets, etc.

Co. specialise it M

WIST Lonabn Magneto Co.,. 164 Shepherd'

Rd., London, W^^6. (2 mins. from BaJim

Station.)

.4^8 All letters relatinU to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issfr.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
H/fiGNETO, Dixie, suit 2-stroke, good order; 35/-.—
LVXiS, Sutton St., Aston, Birmingham. [X7729

T;,
Magnetos, as new, ready fit Douglas 41i.p. anil

!5ili.p., carriage paid: i2/5.—43, Maybury Ed
Wol'g. [6102

K.G. Sparking Plugs, Tyonderful value, 4 for 5/-.

nost free.—Thompson, 59. Queen St., Wolver-
.
irron. [5031

,11 LOWS Magnetos, brand new; £5 each; twin,
lockwise, 180°.—Viciois, 58, Woodfield Ed..

ili. W.S. [4989

(TJNETOS. Dixie, clockwise, twin, unused, perfect,
L £3/3, must sell: Thomson-Bennett, single, as
iv,;3/15.— 64, Bishopsgate, London. , [0615

>iCH Magneto Repairs,—We specialise in the re-
' lir and overhaul of these magnetos, any type;
ijepair guaranteed; rapid service.

IJtvH Magneto Eepairs.—Time is money; avoid
3 > elay and iviite to us if in trouble with your
;ii!(!imagneto.—Langford's, 37, Ciicklewood Broadway
^ [6059

TBltON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
1' ...iitmum, for blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring
[;Orf screws, fit Bosch mags., 10/6 pair; old screws,
inyiike, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

|E,;ON. the pioneer motor contact, registered
uch 1907.and March, 1921; hundreds of un-
li testimonials.-Jebron, 38, Herbert Rd., Wool-
•E.IS. [0001

I'lNKNTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-
liental magnetos only. l!y specialising on Bosch
itisemann, Mea, Splitdorl, Dixie, and Berling

we can naturally give you better service.

ir- Ee^^'oJ'ns 18/-. condensers 10/-', platinum
Ife-ws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6Ks 6/6, H.r. terminals 4/6. Our price forUng a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-
.(-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guaran-
ri2 months, and redespatched to you in 2 days.

IkKENTAL l-nition Repair Co., 13, Hardwick
Ik Chiswick, London. [8614

ETOS. Tbo real thing, not oonveited starter
tenetos Genuine Bos^h 1914 tyre, waterproof,
(*•- ZEl £3/7/6 -Marble Arch Motor Ex-
|135, i.dgware Rd., W. 'Phone : Padd. 789.

[4437
It',,;

inti-smgle (DA2), guaranteed perfect,
J»15, ditto, splendid spark, £1/5; Bosch (DA2i
mi-twin, guaranteed perfect, £2/12/6- new
I'Bemiett twins, fl/17/6.-Daason, 34, Auipt-
1 ]i«atl.l-a. (5535

tSIP Repairs.-Send your magneto to Palmer's
fage. Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele-ion receipt; quick, efficient repair guaranteedB to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.— Palmer'^
''°°'"'K- [6240

P'J?''',,^''""^''"'^^""*". 'look or anti-clock-
|, 42, 45 60. 55, 180», and single-cyl 4-str^te

Id'^'wH,"; 7"''"''^?-
'"i"'"™'

°ew, (vaterpioot'^

S,°'.j "^^^t"'
,''" particulars.-Super Power Co

Jhade, Clapham, S.W.4. [6036
WSTR0CTED Magnetos.-All makes and tvneslock from £2/5 British and foreign; despatnhediDrroval againrt cash with 12 mo, ths written

i,7^ "'^"a'^'I
^%S'"'\'> m<I Dynamo Co.. 55^KU Bd., Acton, London. [5179

ich"4 cvl"?;'ii!|!'' ''l" 1^'r""' "entitles;
ll^t o? r-

2H4s, watertight, £7 each, new|)por St., London, N.l. 'Phone : 2480 North!

feneto Repairs.-We specialise in these 'ma"6nd can be relied upon to give vou i?nnrtXbi, AO. KBl, KB2V. KZ2V type sp^arelaces moderate; 12 months written guaran
;
Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton

, _ [7623
I

lenition Specialists to the trade. Actualkufactitrers of spare parts for magnetos
letc. Repairs to all makes of magnetos ca^grment, electrical and scientific instruments
"Bnranteed -National Ignition and Supplies^^rks Slurley Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon
.Croydon.

[V™!,;

F1?r ^m,^Sl\°
^^^^'' ?""'"• «tablished

Ji^Z^^I'' rP^"'"- Spare parts for all

IkeJf is"/"''.',*.],'"™"
ftom.12/6 per pal"gneis 15/- each, re-magnetis ng by special

9 per pair, electric lighting sets T5/5^'?"pE-'Pho"'' Stre;tham° I390.-Lo've:
»B, Crescent Magneto Works, Norbnry

[3141

risi'?!
^^^{^"1 a°d Winding Co. (estab-

kzlJ;,
.contractors to-H.M. Government,

Br appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

T Lj '?''!''.V°"= "" repairs at lowest pos-

^within 24 hours We have several new^nd single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,jed.—Thj Magneto Repairing and WindinirIWampstead Rd.. Euston, London N W 1^
;useum 1158. T.A. : Kumaso2lec?'Eusroad

£6015

lone

.

fiiioa.

Robertsons!
OFFER A BRAND NEW

SIDECAR
FOR NOTHING
In order to make room for 100 cases of goods I

(House Electric Lighting Plants) which we
must take delivery of very shortly, we have I

decided to oiler 40 Sidecars at the following
specially reduced prices. Each Sidecar will be I

numbered, as shown on the Invoice. The Editor I

of " THE MOTOR CYCLE " has kindly con-
sented to select, by drawing, one of these I

numbers. To the purchaser of the Sidecar
sold under the number so drawn, we will refund f

the whole of the amount paid by him. Should
the whole of the 40 Sidecars not be sold within
a reasonable time, in order not to spin out a

f

settlement unduly, we undertake to refund an
|

amount in equal proportion to the number sold,
i.e., if 30 (75%) of the cars only are sold, the I

winner will receive 75% of his money back
:f 10 only (25%) are sold, 25% of the purchase

price will be returned.

Offered I

at

18 10

3S10
39 15

21 15

2S
28 15

List
Make and Description. Price

*" s-

I

3 MiLLS-FULFOBD CORVETTES,
suitable for medium and high-
powered motor cycles 30 o

I
3 Ditto, painted khaki, with

cS ' 3" wlieels o , .

14 HENDERSON MODEL "A"
LIGHTWEIGHTS, suitable for
machines up to sij h,p .,:,

I
8 HENDERSON ELITES, suitable

for medium and heavyweight
motor cycles ,^5 q

I

2 Ditto, with 28 V ^" wheels 47 10

I

6 IKILLFORD SKIFFS, suitable
for motor cycles up to ^.l h.p... 2"; o

I

1 Only, SWAN DE LUXE TOUR-
ING,, suitable for medium and
heavyweight motor cycles .... 32 o

I
1 Only, Ditto, with coverall apron q? s

I
1 MILLFORD DE LUXE, 2S ;.; 3
wheel 41- o

1 MONTGOMERY No. 1, with
hood, cover, screen, luggage
grid, 28x3" wheel, special finish 46 S

1922
ZENITH
BRADSHAW
ON MiBWf
ALSO SPORTS
DOUGLAS

HIRE
SPECIALISTS.

157b, GREAT PORTLAND ST., W.l.
Telephone: Langbam 1522.

I

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
i^A" MAGNETO, enclosed, similar to Boscli, 50/-;^y^ genuine 1914 enclosed Bosch, off Triumph, £4.
seen running on machine; Elkbardt single. £2; C.A.V.
single anti, £2; V.H., 30/-; C.A.V., £2- 4-cyl. encloaed
Bosch, £4/10;. lightweight magnetos, 30/-; all above are
Rpuuiue good.s, not converted starter moguetos.—'Phnne:
1958 Brixton.— 19, Wilcox Rd., Wandsworth HA.. Lon-
dou, S.W.9. [5621

MOTOR Cycle Magnetos, brand new es-Govt. surtiliis,
by Thomson-Bennett, C.A.V., M.L., singles and

twins, fitted with leads, variable ignition. Two brand
new sparking plugs dispatched free witli each magneto;
£2/16/6; this includes postage. Magnetos of all degrees
in stock. Ccish refunded immediately if dissatisfied.—
The Central Ignition Works, 14a, Loughborough Rd.,
Eriston, S.W. 1.4506

"DUNBAKEN Repair Services.—Dynamos, magneto*.
J-*^ and starters. Huge stocks of spare parts and a
modern plant enable us to make a thorough and effi-
cient repair to every make and type. Pack in a stroo?
\ ox. enclose instructions, and address to The S'unbakeo
Magneto Co.. Ltd., 115, Gt. Portland St., London. W.
'Phone: Mayfair 3586). North of England; Derby
St., Cheetham, Manche::ter ('Phone: City 8266). [0257

T^USTON Igniti:):i Co.'s 24-hour repair service.
J-' Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos,
Spl-tdorE ani Disie specialists; official Indian elec-
trical servi;; station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
- -ires. All repairs ar; tested on an approved A.I.D.
lest bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest sock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spa-re parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, Vo-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition
Co.. 329. Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 5034. T.A. ; Magdyno, Eusroad. London.

r0263
STANDARD Magneto Co., Magneto Repair Speci^il-

ists.—We undertake the repair of any type of
magneto, Bosch, Berling, Eisemann, U.H., Mea, Split-
dorf. M.L., E.I.C., etc., 12 months guarantee returned
with every magneto. If your magneto is urgent you
can depend upon it being on its way back to vou in
24 hours for 10% above usual prices, normal time 2-4
days. We have practically every make of spare and
reconstructed single and twin magneto in stock, which
are guaranteed for 12 months and sent on 7 days'
approval. State the nature of your repair, or make
of magneto desired, and let us quote you.—The Stan-
dard Magneto Co., 55, Churchfield Rd., Acton, Lon-
don. 'Phons : Chiswick 1518. [5766

TYRES.
JJERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridg3.

SPECIAL Manufacturers' Clearance Lines and W.D.
Stock, every cover guaranteed and sent on 7 days'

approval, post free. We will pay return carriage if

you are not more than satisfied.

\0£tx2\^i Dunlop, 37/6; Bates special heavy. 45/--
,r^\jf Palmer cord. 36/-; Macintosh, 34/6; Clincher
heavy, 35/-; Beldam combination, 36/11; Avon tricar

I
33/-; Matchless, 20/-; Avon Sunstone, 35/-; John Bull

I
extra heavy, 39/-; Cuthbe. 42/-; Avon lightweight
25/-.; Pedley, 35/-; tubes, all makes, 6/6.—Robipson's.

U>/?x2^;s Dunlop, 37/6; John Bull rib stud, 48/6;l-VVf Hutchinson T.T.. 32/-; Moseley extra heavy.
30/11; Hutchinson passenger, 35/-; Macintosh, 34/6;
Clincher extra heavy, 35/-; Bates special [heavy, 50/-;

30/11; tubes, all mak^, 7/6.—Robmson's.I Beldan

!p/*x2'/:. John Bull heavy, 48/6; Bat^s sperjal heavy,t^" 50/-; Avon combination, 53/6; Matchless, 20/-;

I

tub?s, all makes, 7/6.—Robinson's.

tl^.dX^V^' to fit 21/4, John Bull special heavy, 48/6;'/VU Bates heavy, SO/-; Cuthbe Cycar, 48/-; tubss.
,
7/6.—Robinson's.

for American rims,
; tubes, 7/6.—Robiu-

OQx3, for American rims. Dunlop extra hea7y.'^O 52/-; tubes. 7/11.—Robinson's.

OQx3 Moseley heavy, 30/11; Cut^
-^ O Avon extta heavy 3-ribbed, 50/

,' Robinson's.

O Qx ZV2 Dunlop -extra heavy,
'^O listed 82/6, our price 56/-

X3 Moseley heavy, 30/11; Cuthbe Cycar, 63/-;
Avnr, nvfra hoOLM' ^-i-f^ljed^ 50/-; tubCS, 7/11.-

,.«., 56/-; Avon 3-rib extra
rubber-studded, 45/-.—Robin-

650 "gLv?"''-''^
^^^"

50/-

700

letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at tiie end of eacli

X80 Avon extra heavy 3-ribbed, 50/s Cnthbe
Cycar, 70/-.

TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
-'-' [6112

pvUNLOP Heavr 26x2V'i; 37/6; brand new 1921
JL' stock.—Victors, 58, Woodfield Ed., Ealing W.S.

11988
THE Ditferencf; between a good retread and a bad one

is its mileage; try us; watch results.—Melton
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636

DUNLOP Cover, extra lieavy, 26x2'/,, brand' new.
not W,D., wrong size: cost 63/-, best ofler.—69

Becklow Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [5496

SCOeriSH Readers irijl find it tidv.intagsous to pur-
chase their tvres from McArthur. Hill and Co..

47, Cairick St., Glasgow. Lists post Iree. [7677

advertisement, and tlie date of the Issue. A39
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TYRES.
PHOSNIX Tyre Eepairiug Co. for eiery deecription

cf tyre reikiirs.—Below.
'

^

IF Your Tyre is Burst or Damnged, seai it to as with

P.O. ior. 6/6, We pay carriage return, and guar-

(iiitec Ji reliable job.—Be)ow.

is tlie cost of letrendin? 26x2 coyers Tvitl

studded tread, including repair^.—Below.

is the cost of letre.idiug with extra heayy

studded tiead.s, including repairs, 26x2)/,,

26x2%, or 26x21/,.—Below.

Eetreading as atioye, 650x65, 28x3, or

700x80 covers.—Below.

14/6
17/6

30/
H\ND Yonr Tvres into Post Office, or send by rail

to Phceuis Tyre Repairing Co., 224, Sherlock St.,

nirmingham.
'

tX7790

"jl.riSS nOOLET. -26X2V2
Speu'cr-Moulton tyres at

New
30/-

Macintosh and
each.—Below.

second-hand and
tyres; approval aga'insb cash; special

quotation ior minimum o! 50; price 17/6 each.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—700x80 new Avon and Spencer

Woulton at 45/- each; 26X2'A, new, 25/- each.

—Below,

MISS DOOLEY.-New Wood-Milne tyres, 28x3, at

30;- eacli: 28x3 Macintosh and Spencer-Moul-

toii at 25/- eicli: catriage extra.—Below.

flSS DOOI.HY.-New inner tubes, 28x3, at 5/-

each; butt-ended and endless.—Below.

MISS DOOI.EY'.—650x65 new Eom tyres, 35/- each;

26x3x2"/2 Dunlop retread at 25/- each.—Below,

for 820x120

MISS DOOLEY.—26X21/, Dunlop
retread

M'

M'
26x3x2"/2 Dunlop

riSS DOOLEY—820x135 oversize

Dunlop car tyres, i.ew, £4/5: tubes for same,
16/- each new. Tliese are not perished.—Please apply

for all the above to Miss E. Dooley, 33, Killyon Kd..

Clapham. [5544

SPECIAL Offer.—Brand new covers, 500 only, leading

uiukcs, 26x2, 26x2li. 26X2%, 26x21/,: 28/- each

to clear.-Millards, Sheffield Ed., Chesterfield. [3183

THY lis for 3,000 mile retreads. Burst tyres made
peTfe<:f ; tube repairs 24 hours, carriage paid

Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton, Derbyshire. [8182

A FEW Real Bargains Ior Scottish Readers, surplus
Government, etc., covers and tubes. Write for

list.-McArlhur-Hill. 47, Carrick St., Glasgow. [7678

1?UST0N Tyre Co., Ltd.—Before deciding on the tyre
li you require, see our displayed advertisement in

thi- issue.-Euston Tyre Co., 325, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
[4456

TYEE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
including retreading buret covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4

days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66. High St., West Brom-
wich. [6068

^KAX65 Clincher De Luxe, extra heavy, unused,OOU 42/-, original cost 80/9; 650x65 Oylers,.
heavy, 38/6. original cost 65/-.—64, Bishopsgate, Lon-
don. [0618

OQx3 Tubes, brand new Bates and St. Helens, gnar-^ O anteed perfect, in original boxes ; 4/6 each, post-

age 1/-.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware
Ed., •\V.2. [4436

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.-Special oBer of Wood-Milne
Keygrip covers, new and in perfect condition, at.

50% off list prices. All goods carriage paid, on ap-
proval agaipst remittance.

-Woo^-Milne 26x2 heavy, 25/-; extra
SVi heavy, 26/10; extra heavy,

34/-; 26x2i/oX2l/, extra heavy, 35/

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x21/, O.S., 31/10; extra
heavy, 36/-; 28x21/2 American extra heavy, 40/4.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 660x65 iieavy, 32/4;
700x80 heavy, 43/6; extra heavy, 46/6.

fjl OONOMIC—The following are W.D. clearance
*/J new, and in perfect condition.

ECONOMIC.-26x2¥, Bates special heavy, 33/-';

Clincher de luxe extra heavy, 33/9.

-26X2-JS Bates special heavy No. 1,

2, 36/6; Clincher de luxe heavy, 30/-^
Hutchinson Passenger, 32/6; Tourist /Trophy, 30/-; all

ovcrsi:^c for 2l/lin. rims-

XPCONOiMIC—24x21^ (oversize 2in. rims) Clincher
-Tj do Luxe heavy, 27/6.

17 CONOMIC— Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber-stud,
-i 24x2 25/3, 24x2yj, 26x2 28/9, 26x2% 30/-.

New Cro-ss Rd., S.E.14
[6075

BALE and Co.—Special~bffer of Wood-Milne covers,
new and condition perfect, at prices approxi-

mately 60% under list; all goods carriage paid against
remittance; money refunded if not satisfied. -

BALE and Co.—26xZ'A 26/6, extra heavy 32/6; 26
X2%, extra heavy 33/-; 26x3 (to fit 650x66),

40/. ..extra heavy 45/-, 650x65 32/6, 26X3 34/-, extra
heavy 42/-, 26x21/2 34/-, extra heavy 36/-.

BALE and Co.—Hutchinson T.T. 26x254. 35/-; pas-
senger, 36/.; Clincher de luxe, extra heavy, 34/-:

Pidiuer 26X21^ and 2%. 35/-; Avon rubber aflhdded
26x2i/iX2%. 32/6; Dunlop heavy rubber studded 26x
21/4 x2;s, 37/6.— 126, High St., Croydon. 'Phone; 1882.

[8380

I^CONOMIC-
-i heavy, 30/-; 26x2Vi

ECONOMIC-
34/6; No.

|7CON(),MI0 Tyre Co.. 314,
Lj I'hone: New Cross 1393.

ZENITH.
EXCEPTIONAL OFFER

of new 1920 Models, fully

guaranteed, at

SECOND-HAND PRICES
21 FLAT TWIN - 69 Gns.

8 h.p. STANDARD £108

8 h.p. COUNTERSHAFT
£116

A limited number only avail-

able. Write, 'phone, or call.

1922 Models Zenith, Bradshaw £118,

place your order now for rotation
delivery,

SPARE PARTS
for all Models supplied at
shortest notice.

M.A,A., LTD.,

ZENITH SERVICE AGENCY,
89,Wigmore St., London, W_
Mayfair 5598.

A FEW noORS FROM XINOSWAV

DEPOT FOR
<(

THE

ARIEL
The Motor Cycle that nPI f A DII ITV
holds the Record tor KCLIADiLll I

We always carry a large

& comprehensive stock of

ARIEL SPARES

GRADUAL PAYMENTS
arranged to suit customers'convenience

PARAGON Patent^ _ _ « ^0^

MV SIDE CAR

Saves Storage^
WHEN FOLDED COMBINATION

VILL PASS THROUCH SO I

DOORWAY.

CALL & SEE IT DEMONSTRATED
WINCYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,

238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.

TYRES.
BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chaled beads, reifibn

made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends i
retreading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray fti

Works, Melton Mowbray.
j b

CENTE.AL Garage.—Second-hand covers salved
army machines, mostly nearly new, and goo

several thousand miles, 12/6 each; immediat^l;
turned if dissatisfied ; state size and make prele
carriage 1/-.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage.—Special line of genuine Goo
Safety Tread covers, equal to Dunlop

heavy, oversize for 26x2^,4 only, at 30/- each
vulcaniser. Sent on approval against cash.—Bel

CENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath, Croydon.-
with any of our covers, a small compact

efficient vulcanising machine. Not a toy, but a eu:

apparatus for repairing small holes in covers andt
We guarantee dispatch within an hour of receipt of i

and return cash immediately if goods are ret«

Brand new Wood-Milne covers, 26x214, 26 'o

heavy 32/6; 26X2% 27/6, E.H. 33/-; 26X2'!j

E.H. 35/-: 26X2V, 34/-, E.H. 36/-: 26x3
EH 40/-- 26x3 34/-; E.H. 42/-; 650x65 32,t,

37/6: 700X80 or 26X3 (to fit 650x65) 40/-, E.H.
heavy tubes, 6/6; carriage 1/6.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage.-Special line o( 28X3 extta

Wood-Milne, 30/- each, listed at 87/-; tub«i,

-Below.

CENTRAL Garage.—Dunlop covers, all sizes, 1

extra heavy, and combination steel stud,

cutting of lowest advertised, and we will suppi;

gether with free vulcaniser, on approval.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage.-Bates 3-rlbbed covers,

Palmer. 36/-.; Hutchinson, Avon, or Mad!
34/-; 26xS',4 or 2%; all approval against cash; o
1/6. Anyone goinp elsewhere does not know lit

buy.—London Rd., Thornton Heath. '

HOMERTON Bargains.—New Avoa or ^i'

steel-studded covers, W.D., 700X66 36/- •

Beldam clearance covers, all eizes, 30/- eif i

28X3 and 660x65, 40/- each, 700XS0 50

Hoiiierton Rubber Works, 3rooksby's Walk, li

E.9.

EMANUEL'S have a special line of real live 2( ,

and 2% rubber-studded second-hand covers,

anteed sound and never been repaired; inner tnl il

match, 20/- the pair; a few other sizes on applmu

_H. Emanuel. Tyre Factor, 37a, Balls Pond U

Dalston, N.l. fl

0/» x2iA New Beaded Covers, 24/-; new best a I

^D tubes, 24X21/,, 6/-; 26x2, 6/-; 26x2'/l, 1

26x2'/,, 7/6; 26x2f/2X2V4, 8/-; 26x3, 9/-; '01

9/6; 750x75, 10/-; 28x3, 10/6; Bew rubber

6ft. 2in.xlin.. 10/6; ISin- inflators, 2/3,

approval; carriage paid receipt remittance.-™
(

Garage, Tooting, S.W.

EXOERTIONAL Opportunity. Nearly 5C

price. 7 days' approval.—Wood-Miliit

covers, new, 26x21/4, 29/6, list £2/13/8: 26-

list 57/6; 26X2%, 33/6, list 62/-; 650x65 lii'

bead, 35/6, list 65/6; 26x21,4 Englebert heat

studded passenger, 33/6, list 46/3.-Armstrons, ..

hawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London. '

NEW 28x3 Eom Oombination Covers, |2/I0
j

26x3 Dunlop combination covers, £2/10; 1

26x21/. Avon Sunstone covers, f 1/17/6; new Z
j

Hutchinsons covers, T.T., £1/15; new Clincher is J

covers 26X2%; new 24x2 Wood-Milne covfrs
.

new 700x80 Clincher, fit 660x65, £2/6; nev

Engleberts wired, £1/5; new 28x21/2 Silvi

£1/6.—Murrays, 37a, Charles St., Hatton mk
born.

TANKS.
COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the pri: '

manufacturers; petrol tanks tor any sty»
j

plied.-Hearsall Works. Coventry. I' |'

TANKS Ee-enimelled to Pattern, nigh-chjj

only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6. Richard «
klnson St Deansgate Manchester EstabllsM

years

TANKS Repaired, re-enamelled, partiticr

drip feeds, burnt and damaged tanks !

new, re-enamelling makers' colours and traas:

anteed.—Park Works, la, Paradise Bd., Ore

Highbury, N.5.

TANKS of every description replaced, repairK

re-enamelled at our own works; all M
fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable oa .

-Send postage for illustrated price l'=*^*?,„
,'

Water,St., Chapel St., Salford. Mancheatel. m

2191 Central. __„ 1:

B
BELTS.

ij

ELTS, 6ft. 6in.xlin. Dunlop, round top, I2'«
|

-:dxoel8ior Motor Co., Ltd., Tyseley, H'

ham.

MISS DOOLEY.—Good second-hand %iii. \^- ,

makes, 6ft. 6in. lengths; 6/-.-Apply, t- "•
j,

33, Killyon Rd., Clapham. 1

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering P»j ^
a large consignment ol motor cycle M]

«

makes, from ?4in. to lin., from 3/6 to 7^ |
Oa,r and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26.1^« |
Brixton. (Half minute from Brixton SkatiM f

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numiber at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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BELTS.
CENTRAL Garage.—Most of this belting is all the

1 same stufl, although there is little doubt yie hod
t] first pick. Brand new Pedley, Dunlop, or Clipper:

6 6iu. 34111. 12/6, 8ft 6in, liu. 18/6, %in.. any

k til, 1/9 per ft. ; carriage 9d. ; approval.—London
H, Thornton Heath, Croydon. [5912

3!\RGE Quantity ol New Belts, not clearance-:
Clipper. 9ft.xiin.. 22/- eacti; Stt. 6in. ditto, 21/-

eit; surplus by leading makers, %in-. any lengths.

2 a loot; special offer at 6ft. 6in. of %i°- ^-t 10/-

eri, ^in. ditto, 12/6.—H. Emanuel, Tyre Factor, P7,

B' rade Rd., N.16. Stores : 37a, Balls Pond Rd.,
Dton, N.l. 'Phone: Dalston 3161. [0348

1ELTS.—Clincher, unused, not W.D., %in., bit. 6in.,

9/6; 7ft. 6in., 10/11; 8ft., 11/9; %iQ-. 7It- 6in.,

ll>: 8ft. 6in., 14/9; lin.. 7ft. fiin., 16/6; 8ft..

Ut; I'/fein., 7ft., 18/6; 8ft. 21/-; 8ft. 6in., 23/-;
B:a, sfiort lengths, %in., 5ft., 5/-; 5ft. 6in., 5/6;
• Aft. 6in., 5/6; 5ft.. 6/3; 5ft. 6m.. 7/6; lin.,

11., 6/9; 5ft., 7/3; 5It. 6in., 8/3; leather belts,

::t 2/6 per ft.; belt fasteners, 9di and 1/- each.
,<j 1 /- extra.—Bancroftian Co., 64-, Bishopsgate.
11. [0*17

PATENT AGENTS.
CNSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Rd.,

London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2416

TJTENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
ITi Patent Agent. 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.C
35 ears' references.

1

[C129

Chartered
Buildings,

[10,49

Chartered

n BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.,
V Patent Agent, 29. Southampton
i*oon, W.C.2. 'Phone: Museum 3651.

'^'::TCHER WILSON, of Coventry,
J tent Agent and Registered United States
Attorney.-Tel. : Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phone :

[X4194

I

N. & W. 8. SKERRETT |H. N. Skerrett. Fellow
J of the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents,
1 cchJ;.. A.l.A.E. Associate I.E.E., etc.; W. S.

it, AJ.A.E.-, Registered Patent Agent).—Patents,
-, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row, Birming-
Tel.; Central 1038. T.A.: Skerrett, Birming-

[1534

AGENCIES.
, Mohawk Cycle Co,, Ltd., require sole agents
for their celebrated motor cjcles in districts

they are not already represented.—Write for lists

ms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd.. Alexandra Rd.,

;y, N.8. [2505

NTS (Buying) wanted in each county or district

(( U.K., and also :tor export, for salo of Par-son'a

ss Nipple for Bowden wires. Repair effected in
mutes without tools. Invaluable to repairers and
relists. No competition. Reputable agents send

irticulars and state ground covered to T.. Com-
1 Units, 24. Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.a. [5260

XTS Wanted. Applications are invited from
ivellers having big connection among garages

i essory stockists in Britisli Isles, who can intro-

new and important line having a ready sale,

mts must state full particulars of their busi-
onnections, ground coyered, etc. Exclusive
allotted, secure. See our advertisement in this

Machin and Bowmer, Ltd., 19, Brazenose St.,

ster. [6076

INSURANCE.
R)CS. Ltd., eflect insurances of all kinds. EuQuiries

;,Tited.— 170, Gt. Portland St., Loudon. [0055

^OPREHENSIVE 4h.p. Policy. £3; others in

roportion.—Ernest Bass, Insurance Broker. 40.
;y Lane, W.C.2. [0005

PORD WILSON can place your insurance
l,h any company at lower rates than obtainable
»e. Short period. Special risks, etc. Com-
ive policies from 50/-.—177, Westminster
Rd., S.E.I. Immediate cover; Hop 210.

[6063
C Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers
cycles or cycles and sidecars used lor private
J. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum

1 . minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
's on application. The Autocar Fire and Acci-
laurance Co.. Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London.

- [0007

GARAGES.
j
JR.,TON.—Combinations 3/- weekly, solos 2/-,

'-' (Vate lock-ups 5/-.—G.B. Garage, 26b, Ingleton
'

[5491

SITUATIONS WANTED.
TED, position as junior salesman in motor
rui; young, experienced, practical.—46, Western

t»'. Uthall. [5169
rjOdi- All-round Mechanic and Ford, iine rider, drive
ry *> requires position with any firm, single, age

' rd and lodging if possible.—7. Manchester St.,
. Mon. [5266
EUR Rider. t«chnical knowledge and works
^perience, seeks eituation, any capacity, own
available; low salary start.—Box 5,872. c/o

.>or C'yc!e. [5310
Q.lilLEMAN (23), public fichool education, desirea
^^ ritioii as salesman-demonstrator; sucessful sates-
^;in a rider, good tuner; moderate salary.—Box 5,869.

T. Motor

BASTONES
No Better or Cheaper House^

COVERS.
New Clearance and ex-W.D. Stock. Approval

against remittance. «

SPECIAL LINE
Goodrich Safety Tread Covers.

Extra Heavy.
List Price. Our Price.

26 X 2i . . £3 6 . . £1 10
26 X 21]
to fit £311 .. £1 18

26 X 2i
26 X 24 .. £3 9 . . £1 17

650 X 65 .. £3 7 . . £2 4
700 X 80

to fit £316 6 .. £2 5
650 X 65 •

28 X 3 . . £5 . . £2 11 6

26x ij British Made 15/-
24X2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded 22 /S

24x2^ Clincher Heavy 32/6
26 X 2J Hutchinson Brooldands 23 /-

„ Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 27/9
„ Rona Rubber Non-skid, Heavy ... 32/-
„ Rom Combination 42/-
„ Macintosh Chain Pattern, Heavy . 32/6
„ Avon Sunstone 33 /-

., Wood-Milne 3-ply 26/9
,, Wood-Milne ,Extra Heavy 32/6

26x21 Clincher d3 Luxe, Heavv 34/6
., Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded . 30/-

Hutchinson Passenger Rubber-stud. 35 /-

fn,-^ifi°i\
Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded. 33'-

'°F *?^
I
Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 35/-

Michelin Fine-ribbed 21 /-

26 X 2 J Hutchinson T.T. Rubber studded 30 /-

ior26>< Hutchinson Passenger Rub.-stud. 32/-
24 rim Macintosh Chain Pattern 36 /-

Englebert Raised-rib (wired edge) 25 /-

Englebert Rub.-stud. (wired edge) 30/-
., Hutchinson 3-ribbed 45/-

2iX3 CHutchinson 3-ribbed 45/-
Englebert, Hy, Racing Rub. Bars 47/-
Goodv^ar All weather Tread 65/-
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

28>-3
to fit, ,

-

28X2iJ
700 X 80 1

fit 650 X V Hutchinson 3-ribbed CO/-

65 rim J
TUBES.

26 X2i Hutchinson 5/9
26 X 2 J Michelin ; 6/6
28 X 3' Hutchinson 7/9

„ Goodyear (butted) 9 6
The above are sent carriage pais.

BELTS.

New John Bull (Deep Drive)

r r i" ir
2/5 2/10 3/5 4/- per tool

SIDECARS AND BODIES.
We have a large stock of complete Side-ars and
Bodies. All at low prices. Inspection invited.

Complete Sidecars from £14 IB 6
Coachbuilt Bodies from £1 13 6
Soiled Bodies from £3 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
La Grande Pan Saddle 25/-

P, & H. Motor Cycle Lamp and Generator 35 /-

P. & H. Tail Lamp 5 /-

Bowden Front Brakes each 13/4
Bowden Magneto Controls, complete ,. 15/.

} Dunlop Extra Heavy 50 /-

Hours 0) Business, 9 till 6. Saturdays, 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.

Telephone—2481 North.
Telegrams—*'Bastones, London."

S^

SITUATIONS VACANT.
TRAVELLERS RcauirGd for British Tslea by -well-

known firm iu Midlands manufacturing cyclefi ana
motor cycles. Apiilicauta to give lull particulars, wiili

experience of district covered.—Box W.3590, Brown,
Gould and Co., Ltd., 132, Salisbury Sa-, London, E.0.4

[5316

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
YOUR Maiden Aunt will be charmed with the Old

Barn Teahouse, Stock's Green, Hildenborough,
beyond Sevenoaks. [4442

GENERAL TRADE.
To the Trade.—Write for our lists of nuts and

bolts, split pins, spring washers, and carbor-
undum wheels.—You will save money.—Owen W. Jones,
47. Holt Ed., Liverpool. [4430

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.

Terms 7V2%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods
stations: Falcon Lane. L.N.W. RIy.; Wimbledon,
L.S.W. Ely.; and G.WJl.—Sole address: Palmers
Garage, Tooting, London. [6243

WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage. Tooting,—The pre-eminent place

for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a casb
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure ol a
good cheque if you sell your machine at Palmer's

Garage,

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction lee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve, 5/-; over £50 re-

serve, 10/:. No garage charge is incurred until 7
days' notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday commencing 2 p.m.
[6245

WANTED, latest 4h,p. high-class model.—14, Chad-
well Rd., Offerton, Stockport. [5741

IDECAR, coachbuilt, for 1916-17 5-6h.p. Clyno.—28.
London Rd., Camberley, Surrey. [5473

LARGE Size 7-9h.p. Indian Sidceor.—Address, Ernm-
well, 101, BridB« End, Belfast. [5644

WANTED, Philipson pulley, for Fafuir engine.— 77.
Handsworth Rd., S. Tottenham, N. [5527

LEVIS Wanted and little cash for 1914-15 Scott and
sidecar.—9, West Bank, Scarborough. [5381

WANTED, good solo or combination.-C.S.. 14,
Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel.; E3155. [6175

WANTED, step coachbuilt body, mica wind screen.
—17, St. Martin's Rd., Knowle, Bristol. [5254

ANTED, 7h.p. F.N., in any condition if clieap.—
Schubert, Wardingtou, Banbury, Oxon. [5478

WANTED, modern lightweight, cheap for cash.

—

C.G., 17, Birchington Rd.. Kilburn, N.W. [6184

3-SPEED Gear Box, all-chain, good condition
essential.—Coe, P.O., St. Anne's, Bristol. [5215

WANTED, motor cycle or combination ; cheap for
cash.—Letters, 12, Winchester St., Taunton.

[5581
COX-ATMOS, good condition, latest pattern, for

6h.p. A.J.S.—Thomas, 43, High St., Criccieth.
[5229

WANTED at Once, good condition, Bradbury cylin-

der and piston, 1911.—Baylis, Stretham, Cambs.
[5379

SPEEDOMETERS and Parts, Stewart or Watford
preferr-id.-Rob'ns. 97, Latchmere Rd,, Eattereea.

[2403
WANTED, P. and M., any condition; cheap for

cash —CM., 50, Chiswick Lane, Chiswick, W.4.
[51.70

PAIR Forks (Druid or similar) for 24in. wheels.—
Atkinson, 32, Portland St., Leamington Spa.

[X7520
WANTED, combination or solo; cash waiting.—

Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's At., North Kensing-
ton. [5776

WANTED, old Rudge Mnlti for spare parts; wheel
forks, etc.—Smith, Broomknowes, Tenzie, Glas-

gow. [5925

WANTED, second-hand carburetter with controls,

7/a induction, cheap.—McKenzie, Woodfield House,
Ayr. [X7525

FOR 7-9h.p. Indian, wind screen, leg and engine
shield, luggage grid.—Hughes, Tanlan, Bettws-y-

fcoed. [5584

WANTED, two Minerva cylinders, 5-6h.p., 1910.—
Write, J. Anderson, 41, Bute St., Crookes.

Sheffield. [5273

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p. ; exchange Norton
Big Four combination and cash.—26. Schubert

Rd., Putney. [5938

ANTED, 4-cyI. F.N.'s. T.A.C.'s. T.M.C.'s, Hender-
rons. Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St..

Wandsw-).X [3151

W

W
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WANTED.
WANTED, Pecond-hnnd Morgnns in good condition

—Keys, 37&-384, Emton Ed., N.W.I Phone-
Museom 6436. [331

6

TX/"ANTED, Red Indians, Harley-Davidsons.-Wands-
'

T T worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
(lown Station).

,^ [3152
TX/"ANTED, treadle lathe, in exchange for 1918
TT U.S.A., or 1920 Avon and cash.—4a, petershnui

Ed., Richmond, _ [Z7839
T IGHTWEIGHT Solo for Cash, limit £50; early
J-* offers, please, to Miller, 55, Maybury Rd.,
Woking. Surrey. [5789

7ANTED, 1911 Triumph frnme complete, tank,
wheels if possible; £5.—Higgins, 5, Salisbury

Villas, Cambridge. [5430

WANTED, countershaft Triumph, cheap; one in
need of repair not objected to.—33, Hackford

Ed., Brixton. S.W. [6205

WANTED, Triumph countershaft spares, every
description, new or secoud-hand.~35, Hackford

Ed., Brixton, S.W.9. [6211

TT^ANTED, Enfield sidecar chassis, speedometer;
VT state condition; cash.—Anderson, Greenla-tr, Basil-

don, itillericay, Essex. [5429

WANTED for Cash, Binks 3-jet carburetter, per-
fect condition, for 2-14h.p. Douglas.—C.D.H.;

Wantly Manor, Henfield. [5397

WANTED, countershaft Triumph, exchange 5-6h.p.
Eudge comibnation or 2%h.p. Douglas and

cash.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [X7786

WANTED, 1919 or 1920 solo or combination; mnst
be really cheap for cash.—Write only, R., 49,

Queens Rd., Finsbury Park. [0681

WANTED, 3-speed gear box for 2%h.p. DouglasT
in excellent condition; deposit.—Hamilton, 31,

Kelvinside Gardens. Glasgow. [5354

HALIFAX.—Cash offers wanted for "second-hand
machines to clear. List free.—Halifax Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5553

WANTED, for cash., a good modern "combination

;

must be leadiny make, and cheap.—29, AUsop St

,

Upper Baker St., London, N.W. [3129

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle
accessories ; etate particnlars and price.—Service

Co.. 292, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0671

2 -STROKE or 4-stroke, any make, power, under
£35, mechanically sound, by instalments.—Write,

Box 5,854, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5243

WANTED, lightweight connecting rod, 7in. or TVain.
between centres, to fit a Jiin. crank pin.—Green-

wood, Motor -Engineer, Lcathley, Otley. [5837

WANTED, combination or solo.—Call, write, or
'phone, James, c/o Dentist, 482, Harrow Rd.,

Paddington. Tel. : Willesden 1744. [3135

MOTOR Cycles and Sidecars; cash offer on sight.—
Wellington Garage, Wellington Mews, Ledbury

Rd., Bayswater, W-.ll. 'Phone: 3699 Park. [5227

TRIUMPH, only genuine 1912 T.T. fixed gear ma-
chine considered, cheap for c^iish.—Weyside Engi-

neering Works, Ltd.. Farnham Ed., Guildforrl. [5197

WANTED, cheap, countershaft Triumph, or exchange
nearly new 4h.p. Dotiglas, cash adjustment., or

sell £80.—Denett, 29, Orwell Ed., Clacton-on-Sea. [5497-

WANTED, good motor cycles and combinations for
cash; also machines acceoted for sale on com-

mission.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W.

CASH' Waiting : solo and combinations, good prices
given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd.. South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709
f06O4WANTED, 7-9h.p. Indian, 3-speed preferred, or VA

Eudge Multi, must be good condition and cheap
ca,sh.—Particulars, M., 23, Chadwick Rd., Leytonstone
Bill. [5860

MOTOR Cycles, combinations, or sidecars bought for
cash or sold lor small commission; send details

first.—South Eastern Garage. 1-7, Norwood Rd., Heme
Hill, S.E.24. [5902
TjiNGINES, singles and twins, J.A.P., Triumphs,
J-i M.A.G., Clyno, etc.; also gears and magnetos, huh
or C.S.

:
cheap. State price. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—

19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W,8. [1646

Ty T. DUNN, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I, re-
' • quire -unlimited quantity modern solos, com-

binations, Morgans, light cars, etc; top prices paid'
cash on sight.— 'Phone : Museum 5391, write, or call.

WANTED to purchase outright for cash, bankrupt
stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares; pur-

chased outright. Send full particulars.—McNeille and
Piatt, 57, Gt. George St., Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092
Royal. [5394
WANTED, cash waiting for modern lightweight

J.A.P. engine preferred, must be in good con-
dition; also good 4li.p. combination.—Goad, 122
Maida Vale {private house). 'Phone : Hampsteati
1353. [6183

3^ H.P.

p. & M.
MOTOR CYCLES

Ex R.A.F.

Engine fitted with

—

Brown & Barlow or Senspray

Carburetter.

Bosch ZEI or E.I.C. Magneto.

Guaranteed to start by kiclc-

starter. .

Countershaft gear; many with

new sprockets.

All new chains fitted, i.e.,

magneto chain, change speed

cham, kick-start chain, driving

chains from engine to gear, and
from gear to back wheel.

-New Dunlop or Clincher tyres

fitted.

New ball bearings throughout

each machme.

Sidecars coach painted and
trimmed in two colours, i.e..

Royal Blue or Imperial Green.

Equipped with kit of tools'

pump.

Powell & Hanmer or Miller

lamps and generator.

Klaxon horn.

GUARANTEED FOR
: THREE MONTHS :

SOLO

:

£60-0-0
COMBINATION

:

£80-0-0

Mays & Morgan
Ansell Rd., DORKING
Teleigfaone : 199 Dorking.

WANTED.
CASH on Sight for new and second-hand n

cycles and combinations, any make or coodi
—Call, -write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd
493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. TiiiRichmond 2362 and 2363. ji

"pi.OXI.H. pays highest prices for sound macb
•«- anae the 'bus along and take the cash nej
changes arranged.—Fair Offer Car Konse. 5 B
St., Hamp,stead (near Hampstead Tube Stt.tion). ''Ph
Hainpst«ad 3752. Hours 9-7, including Snturdai

n

CEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garaee
•^ Motor Auction Rooms- High St., Tooting '

.J telegraphed immediately on receipt; nti
station Wimbledon. We will collect, from any W
station. Machine can be included in auction a
desired.—Sola address. Palmer's Garage, Tootlo.

EXCHANGE.
'

DOtJGLAS 2%h.p., value £55, for 2-Etroke and

,

, —165, Church Rd., Mitcha-m.
.(

GOOD LiRhtivoight ; wanted, Dmmmond.or gdodl
—18, Freelands Hd., Bromley, Kent. [

T^RICAR, Lagonda, 3-speed reverse,
'
drive 8

•*- licensed; £75, offers.-Hunt, Writtle. [i

FIFTY Cars, from £45, for exchange; printed
free.—Douglas S. Cox, \Vest Norwood.

[

"I Q 20 Viper-Jap, 2%h.P;^ '2 speeJs. for higher i-*-tf solo.—Scott, Pine House, TTppingham. fX

£20 Cash and 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lor cott
shaft Triumph-—King, Egrove, Oxford. [X

MAGNETO, nearly new 55°,- for Clyno Walt
lever watch.— 20, Goldsmith Bcw, E.2. . f

HARLEY Combination," smart turnout, for l-' '

solo, cash adjustment.—82, Caledonian 1

EXCHANGE, Indian -combination for smalt 2-s

car (see Indian).—125, Ancona Rd., FJums'
S.E. [i

TjQlS Sporting Bat and Sidecar, £60 ;_Bxcb
1920-21 lightweight-—5, Speenham Rd., I

ton. []

EXCHANGE 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi and Goad
Sidecar lor countershalt Triumph.—King, Eg

O.xford. [X'

4h.p. C.S. Triumph, 1918, for 4h.-D. Dontl
year, cash adjustment.—Leach, 120, Loi:

Boguor.

£2/10.—Ace discs, black enamelled, 26ia
exchange Lucas iiead lamp s^t.—57, Fol'

,

Coventry.

WANTED, (3.N., in exchange for Douslns 1319
bination and cash.—EIuox, Hnzeldene, Ln

EG., Ware
MATCHLESS Combfnation, 8h.p., for solo at

or sell £85.-39, Beaconsfleld Ed., Ni"
gate, N.ll.

LIGHTWEIGHT, for'2-seater or cycle car,

justmeut.— Letters only, Johnson, 52, St

Rd., S.W.I.

INDIAN 1920 or 1921 Touring Handle-bars m
in exchange for T-T. ditto.— 14, Bushey

Harlington, Hounslow. [
j

EXCHANGE M.R. Lightweight, 2h.p.,

start, for higher power, any make.—Box
c/o The Motor Cycle.

JAMES 1915 4h.p. Combination, 3,-speed, -t

exchange with casli later make, or sell.-—]

Jeweller, Withernsea.

1 Q19 New Imperial Sh.p. Combination, PE
-JB-^ throughout: £120, or lower power and casli

Timperley St., Widnes.

EXCHANGE, brand new motor csxie suit, fit U
man, for anything useful.—Coot, ShortU

Pinewoods, Ash, Surrey. [

CHASSIS.—New triangular and second-hand, 16
etc. Old cliassia part exchange.-26, Bamt

Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. i

EXCHANGE Lagonda 2-seater. 10-12h.p., *f!l
paid December, combination.—65, Churcll

Edgware Rd., London. -
I

31h.p. Rudge Multi, 1921, brand new, for 1

2 weight and- cash, or sell.—9, Riversley

Nuneaton, Warwickshire. I

MOTOR Cycle, value £45, for treadle lathe;

adjustment.—Robinson, 22, Basinghall St.,

'Phone : Brixton 1000. 1

SIDEBOARD, 4ft., mahogany, inlaid s«tili»

£50; exchange sidecar motor cycle, leve

Cheslffim Rd., Kingston. l

EXCHANGE 1920 Ford Van, electric starter,

for combination and cash.—C.S., 14. Swatoo-

Bow, E.3. Tel.: E3155. . V

EXCHANGE Indian, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., fl.

frame, 1914, for 4h.ii. Douglas, or sell *
551, HoUoway Rd., N.19. ,

I

EXCEPTIONALLY Fine 3h.p. Enfield for A.}

similar; sell £65.-17, Coney Green Drive, I

bridge Estate, Birmingham. 1

SEE Matchless Columns. Exchange lor lite V/

Sunbeam, Norton, Triumph, and OSB.:

Bioughton St., Beeston, Notts. 1 rf

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the IssuCc
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. This WeeR's Big Trial.

THIRTY-SEVEN different makes of machines
are represented in tliis week's annual relia-

bility trials organised by the Auto Cycle
Union. Last year the number of manufac-
turers represented Avas fort)', so it will be

seen that the withholding of support on the part of

a section of the trade has not affected the value

jf the trial so materially as was expected. None-
ihe-less, one can only express regret that the one
English Six Days event has not received the

unanimous supjjort of the motor cycle industry'.

This year there are ninety-five entrants as against

last year's one hundred and thirty-three; but the

lumbers of machines of any one make in this

veek's trial are not nearly so large, \Yhich is pro-

jably due to the fact that private owners have not

ihown their usual enthusiasm for the trial.

Of the ninety-five entrants eighty-eight started

rofii Brooklands on Monday last, and, while the

ictual hill-climbing is not sO' severe as it was last

ear (with the possible exception of Wednesday's
un), there are sufficient really severe hills com-
ined with the exacting regulations to eliminate

ver}' motor cycle not in every way capable of ful-

illing the requirements of the private owner.

Judged as a whole, the ninety odd machines in

iie trial impressed- us at the start as being
xtremely workmanlike. What is more, there are

ewer special fitments in their specification, in fact,

he great majority of the mounts are as sold to

ae public. We were glad to observe fcat the

ntries in the lightweight classes have not fallen

ff preceptibly, and the inclusion of miniature

Jidecar outfits is an extremely interesting develop-

iient, -which will be closely watched.

There is no doubt that the new regulations con-

:^rning pStrol and oil consumption have resulted

1 close attention being paid to economy, which

p doubt accounts for several of the new carbu-
- JBtters on the competing machines.

.

' A review of the features of the trial's machines,

s well as impressions of the early stages of the

trial up to the time of going to press, appear else-

where in this issue. An account of the trial, from
personal observations, together with "exclusive

photographs, by The Motor Cycle staff, will appeal
in next week's issue.'

F

To Belgium for the T.T. ?
ROM the point of view of the A.C.U., there

is at present no query as to whether the 1922
T.T. races will be held at Spa; the average
motor cyclist, however, and, of still greater
importance, that large section of the trade

-who view the change with disfavour, still regard
the matter with an open mind.
How many factors have had their bearing upon

the A.C.U.'s decision is not generally known, but
at the moment it would appear that, at any rate,

there are enough probable trade supporters of the
move to Belgium to ensure the success of the event
financially, even though it might not be entirely

representative of the British manufacturers. From
" the trade aspect, opinion seems fairly evenly
divided, although tliere is a slight preponderance
in favour of abandoning the Isle of Man.
So far, our readers have not had the opportunity

of expressing their views on the matter, although
we learn that some already look forward to the
opportunity of a Continental trip with an object
and a motor cycle flavour.

The motor cycle interests in the Isle of Man,
of course, are indignant, and may be more so> if

there is anything in the rumour that a substantial

financial inducement was offered by the Belgian
authorities to the A.C.U. to transfer the event to
Belgian soil. It is realised, however, that the
police and official annoyances this year had much
to do with tlie change. Our aid has been invoked
on behalf of the Manx motor cyclists, but in such
a matter The Motor Cycle cannot take sides; our
columns are open, however, for exchanging all

shades of opinion, and our support must go to
advance the greatest good for the greatest
number.
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The Eternal If?

S we near the end of yet another summer, the
magnitude of the puncture bogey stands out
as my main impression. How often this year

have I seen tyres destroy a rider's chance of success
in race or in reliability trials ! How often have I

myself been held up by the same old trouble. I can
go out to pay a call two miles away or to reach a com-
petition venue 300 miles away, arid practically guar-
antee myself a non-stop ride, if only my tyres hold'
up. Each season I find myself using heavier tyres

and experimenting with various anti-puncture gad-
gets—nailcatchers, road sweeping flaps, patented
inner tubes, and the like. Frequently my experiences
are moderately encouraging, though never decisive.

The motor cycle fraternity seem to have resigned
themselves to the inevitable tyre stop. Mr. Rapson,
the only man wly> has dangled a possible immunity
before our eyes, seems to have forgotten and deserted
us. I suppose we shall start another season in 1922
under the threat of the saftie old bugbear ? Is human
ingenuity exhausted in this sphere ?

A.A. and A.C.U.

I
HAVE just had my renewal notice from the
A.C.U., and, like many other readers, have
weighed the question of cutting the painter.

During the past twelve months I have derived no very
obvious benefit from my, membership. In fact, my
contact with the Union has been limited to press
relationships, and to an application under their " get-
you-home " scheme, which was promptly turned down.
On the other hand, the A.A. are always rendering me
little services which may be petty in value—scouts,
hotels, etc.—but are at any rate a direct, personal
return for the subscription.
However, when I had digested the matter, I decided

to rejoin, concluding that the A.C.U. had rendered
me bigger services than its rival, albeit its work is
of a less ostentatious character. The difference
between the two is the difference between rates and
&24

taxes. In return for jny rates I get road repj

round my house, a water supply, and other oBvii

;

benefits. In return for my taxes I get the protect;

of the British Anny and Navy, etc., etc. The A.

;

represent the rates. The A.C.U. represents the tax(.s

the*Union—like the navy—never approaches my doii

step, but it looks after the breed of motor cyo|j

very admirably.

We ought all to support both policies ; the botl

is thit the two separate organisations demand I

separate— and quite considerable — subscriptions

each year.

Brake Dorability.'

ERIDE a lot of machines in each year, so it dii;

not often happen that I cover more than 3/ ':

miles on the same 'bus. Yet, during 4921,

have worn out the shoes of two belt rim brak

One of them bottomed in the pulley after just

1,000 miles, and the other after 1,800 miles. A

reader who studies our report of the Swiss Six D
will see that the week was more than enough

destroy the brake efficiency of several machi

entered. This is simply ridiculous. A machine can

be said to he well braked when its front brake ;i

merely a legal fiction, and its rear brake can

outlast one week's hard work. Tliere are lots 1

cars—and a few motor cycles—on the road wh

can st^w good braking after a full year of wo

The two commonest faults visible in belt rim bra

are: (i) soft shoes, and (2) shallow rim grooves,

which a shoe bottoms after quite brief usage,

third—and less common fault—is that it is sometir

difficult to keep the shoe in accurate alignment w :

the pulley through the vicissitudes of adjusting

brake, the footrests, and the rear wheel. The m.

brake on my Cedos wore out rapidl)^ for this reas(

and I notice that the latest pattern has a floating si

of so simple a character that it does not incre

manufacturing costs. On one of my 1920 machi'

the shoe was never in perfect alignment if the r-

wheel and rear chain were adjusted truthfully. T
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)ccasional Comments.—

shoe's angle of entry depended on two rigidy mounted

iins ; nobody but a manufacturer of scientific instru-

nents could have guaranteed permanent and simul-

aneous alignment ; and it would have cost him

housands to do so, for a variation of i° in the lie

if the. frame tubes would upset matters. I used three

hoes' in three montlxs on that machine.

My Coat.

rESTERDAY found me ruefully eyeing a rather

. expensive coat, purchased at the commence-
ment, of the year. It is still waterproof There

j not a solitary tear in it anywhere. It may be a trifle

ackled in parts, and does not sit the contours of my
.anly frame as smartly as once it did, but it is quite

i:rvic€able: Yet I cannot wear it. A kind of micro-

,:opic grime is daubed over its whole surface, and the

iCaner's quotation, for rendering it presentable is

• )out half the cost of a new garnoent. Moreover,

know from experience that the cleaner will use petrql

get the dirt off, and that when his fell work is
^

iiished, the coat will be about as waterproof as tissue

jiper. There are people who profess to reproof these

liill coats, but I never yet found a coat was really

fqencher proof after it had been re-treated. Does any-

Idy know a coat material which does not magnetise

: the grime in the vicinity, which does not rip after

I; manner of oilskins, and which yet is impenetrable

I wet?

Bicycle of " Push-bike "?

y -MEMBER of the Anfield B.C. expostulates

^ with me in the most friendly way for occasional

allusions to " push-bikes." He states that

I ny members of the great cycling clubs, such as

Bath Road, the North Road, and the Anfield, are

.1 motor cyclists, and that the cyclist-cum-motor

i list greatly resents the term "push-bike." In
Q- respect his letter smites my conscience. I try

ti squeeze a smile wherever I see one lurking, and I

n St confess that I have occasionally underlined

C'fain comic aspects of cycling, just as my risible

=^S9 25t

faculties are frequently tjckled by motor cycle happen-

ings. But surely he is just a Jccile fussy in objecting

to the term "push-bike"? Even if it were

intended to be shghting (which it is not), many good

motor cyclists and ti-ue refer affectionately to their

'buses as " stink-wheels," just as they call their fairies

" face-ache," or by some other mock-opprobrious term.

Any serious effort to depreciate what must always be

the manhest fonn of two-wheeler deserves the severest

censure; and I. for one would never sneer at a brother

of the road because his taste differed from mine, or

his pocket was shallower, or his calves were better

developed. I, too, am a cyclist, and I ask " Anfielder
"

and anybody who feels like him to accept my word
that The Motor Cycle holds cycling as a sister pursuit

in equal honour with stink-wheeling. But the harmless,

.necessary word "push-bike" has crept into the

British language ; we camiot do without it.

fid A NFIELDER
Cyclists and Motor Cyclists.

[ELDER " is evidently anxious to pro-

^~JA mote better relations between cyclists and
motor. cyclists, which are certainly necessary.

It cannot be pretended that motorists have improved
the cyclist's lot. Noise and dust and pot-holes are all

the concomitants of motoring, and are anathema to

cyclists. Speed, whether reckless or discreet, is apt

to alarm the more nen'ous pedallers. But, according

to "Anfielder," the real trouble is that the tag-

rag and bobtail o& both camps are mistaken for the

genuine article of each camp. He is sure that if the

typical cyclist and the typical motorist could " get

together " rather more than they do, a better mutual
understanding would be created, and would often lead

to combined action, e.g., in such matters as dust-

mulching of the roads, of which I wrote on August
nth. I suggest that motoring clubs should invite

local cycling organisations to their annual dinners,

and to any winter lectures, whist drives, dances, sing-

songs, etc., on their programme. Years ago, when I

innocently accepted a job as club secretary, I found
my local cyclist friends invaluable helpers in running
off our competitions.

ON THE ROUTE OF THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

Yesterday (Wednesday), competitors, after climbing Lynton and Porlock, had to cross the wild expanse of Exmoor,
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A 1,000 Miles

Trip on a

Dunelt Sidecar.

* * *

At Gretna Green, just

over the border.

WHEN holiday time comes round one is apt lO

find a shortage of accogimodation in one's
pet corner of -the British Isles, and the ques-

tion of where to go becomes a very real problem.
A

.
motor cycle and sidecar, however, presents a

simple and satisfactory solution, for it enables its

owner and passenger to tour far afield and see the
beauties of the counti7 at a very moderate cost.

Towards the end of the recent drought a member of
The Motor Cycle staff decided to set out with his wife
and luggage in a northerly direction, with no more
definite objective than the West Coast of Scotland.
Having previously taken delivery of a 500 c.c. two-
stroke Dunelt and sidecar, which was just nicely " run
in," preparations were largely confined to the question
of the stowage of a fortnight's kit. Since no definite

port of call had been arranged, the outfit had to be
entirely self-contained, and no extras could be sent on
to wait till called for.

Luggage Accommodation.
No luggage carrier is fitted to the sidecar chassis,

and the spare .wheel occupies the space usually allo-

cated to this fitting, but the sidecar is unusually roomy
and the bulbous back is capable of containing a con-

2 UALL5 PETffi!.
LESfflnuj

SPARE BULK) \ !.y 5PAM TUBE
'

KIT BAij

FOE. BOOTS

BAG, PACKED LOOSELY
AT FEOPT EM

BAij OF ODDS

AiiD Etros -HACIIfTOSH

1 QUASI OF OIL

Showing the amount of luggage accommodation on the

Dunelt Watsonian sidecar.

siderable amount of luggage in addition to a two-gall(

can of petrol ; as a matter of interest,, a loadii

diagram is appended. The rear compartment co:

tained two gallons of. benzole, one quart of oil, petf-

funnel, tools, spare tube, spare electric bulbs, -bag t

odds and ends' (belt fasteners, etc.), kit bag of boot

extra waterproof, overall leggings, and a parcel ,(

clothes to fill up an odd space and prevent rattle

front of the. sidecar seat was placed a Gladstone bi

packed loosely at the front end and covered, with

rug. This formed a kind of leg rest and was decian

to add to the passenger's comfort rather than detra

from it. Under the seat lay a spare belt, in one sid

car pocket a spare driving chain, repair outfit,, ai

small odds and ends, and in the other pocket a sm£

Kodak, a telescope, and maps, etc. A bag on tl

motor cycle carrier contained necessities for a .01

night stay, and, in addition, a cushion cover p^cS'

with soft clothes was utilised as a back rest for §
passenger. Thus, with a little inge'nuity, necessiti^

and even a few !

luxuries for a

fortnight's trip were
stowed without dis-

comfort to the pas-

senger. It should

be. added that a
light steel fishing

rod was ' attached

to the sidecar
chassis and some
trout tackle be-

s towed in the
"boot." The
driver's comfort
was attended to by
a Brooks B600
cantilever suspen-

A two-gallon petrol can, a quart ol

oil, and all tools and spares, may h«

carried in the capacious " boot," shll

leaving room for a considerable

amount of luggage.
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sion saddle, wide mudguards,
and the Dunelt combined foot-

rest and footplates.

For one who is accustomed

to ride long d i s t a n c e s
' to

schedule time, it is a pleasant

change to set out with no fixed

plans, and no definite daily

mileage to be covered—indeed,

a maximum of 150 miles per

day was agreed upon, so as to

ensure a complete rest and

plenty of time to see the

country.

The first day's trip was a short

;
The heavily ribbed head one, from Kenihvorth to Wrex-

Ig is a characteristic ham, where we took the oppor-
ature of the Dunet.l tuuity of looking round the'

Powell works, and examining

ts production methods of the Powell motor cycle. It

nst not be imagined that the firm are newcomers to

1 ernal combustion engine work, and we were able

I inspect an interesting development in small

iouary engines, which may be started from cold

.^ paraifin without previous heating of carburetter or

I'l supply. Thence via Chester and the Birkenhead

f.ry to Liverpool, and up the West Coast route to

lindal, and, after a stop for tea,.

.Ohr Shap Fell to Penrith. Inci-

diitaily, the authorities of the City

T,micaster deserve special praise

the admirable system of sign

ing which they have erected.

re is probably no town in the

led Kingdom which is more
Iv traversed.

p to' this time the roads had
1 good on the whole, and excel-

in places, but the approach to

o is very rough, and the surface

he hill is loose. A top gear of

. to I was obviously too high

Combined footrest and toot-

board oHers alternative ndmg
positions. Note the special

flywheel withdrawing nut.
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to enable the heavily
loaded outfit to make a

high gear ascent, but the

climb was made on
" middle " with power in

hand, in spite of the fact

that a following breeze

gave little opportunity for

reasonable cooling. On
the subsequent descent

came our first incident,

for the rear tyre burst

without warning. How we
blessed the Dunelt knock-

out spindle and inter-

changeable wheels, for, in

a few minutes, the spare wheel was in position, and we

were once more upon our way. The burst, however,

was a nasty one, and it was deemed advisable to pror

cure a new cover at Penrith, and this was duly fitted

to the spare .wheel at leisure. The following day's

run to Glasgow, via Carlisle, Crawford, and

Lesmahagow, included several very long but well-

graded climbs, such as the steady rise to Beattock

summit (over i, 000ft., taken on top gear all the way),

and the wonderful pulling powers of the big two-

stroke showed to advantage. Even after miles of

climbing with the heavy load and

liberal throttle opening, there were

no signs of tiring or drying up,

and on reaching Glasgow, after

fourteen miles of tramlines and

cobbles, the engine was as fresh

as, the day it left the works.

From Glasgow onwards, our trip

became a mazy wandering round

Loch Lomond, Loch Fyne, and

Loch Awe. We were primarily in

search of a srnall " out-of-the-

way " hotel with. fishing attached,

and we eventually found our ideal

in the Loch Gair Hotel on the

(1) The Dunelt at the summit of Glen

Croe after ascending the famous Rest and

be Thankful.

(2) Loch Gair Hotel, beautifully sit-

uated on the west of Loch Fynne.

(3) The bridge over the Tweed at the

quaint town of Berwick.

(4) Where the river Leny leaves Loch

Lubnaig—the Leny Falls, near Callander.

IL-c.-j.^T^':;"-. ^"^Jju^A.'
m
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Two on Tour

north side of Loch Fyne. The country here is

perfect, there is excellent loch and sea fishing, the
hotel is all that could be desired, and terms very
moderate. Four blissful days were spent at this

delightful spot, and it was only Avhen time was getting
short that we left to continue our wanderings.

A Good Climb.
Before reaching Loch Gair, we had ascended Glen

Croe and Rest and be Thankful. On a hill shortly

after leaving Arrochar we suffered belt slip, and a
hasty shortening led to a broken fastener. This was
the only road stop due to the machine throughout
the trip, with the exception of the burst tyre already
mentioned. Immediately afterwards, we made an excel-

lent ascent of the Rest and be Thankful, using low
gear for the first time on our journey, but having plenty
in hand all the way up. At the summit we stopped
to enjoy the view and to watch two modern cars essay
the long climb with

^

its r o u g h surface

and I in 7 gradient.

The first was com-
pelled to shed its

passengers, and the ^ "*-

second, a powerful
six - cylinder Ian- ^

daulet, made an
excellent ascent,
but arrived at the

top boiling steadily, b^
The "Rest" is

not a " freak " hill,

but it is consider-

ably more severe

t h a n anything _., r^ 1 m
„^ "

t. J ine Uunelt in touring trim. INote
encountered in an \/i t\ •. j i- L- > tuMagUta Ignition and lighting set. In:
ordinary tour, and 1,000 miles trip,

it is no mean per-

formance for a very heavily loaded 500 c.c. machine
and sidecar to make an easy climb with such high
gear ratios. During the descent to Loch Fyne,
we were lucky enough to get an excellent close-up
view of three golden eagles, two of which were accom-
modating enough to sit on rocks within eighty yards
of the roadside, and our tele.scope, which had been
brought for just such an occasion, proved most useful.

After leaving Loch Gair, we travelled in a south-
westerly direction to Loch Gilphead, then, following
the Oban Road to Ford, turned up the easterly side

of Loch Awe and spent a glorious morning along the
shores of the loch to Dalmally. Then followed a long
clinib to Tyndrum, thence onwards tvDwards Killin,

but, just short of this place, we turned right through
Glen Ogle to Callander and Bridge of Allan. • In
order to avoid the Falkirk and Linlithgow Road from
Stirling to Edinburgh, we tried the north side of the
Forth via Alloa, Dupfermline, and Queensferry. The
roads on this section are reasonable, but not good,
and we were charged eight shillings and tw-opence
to cross on the ferry in contrast "to elevenpence for
the same load by the Birkenhead-Liverpool ferry.

Southward from Edinburgh, the main road was
followed through Berwick, Newcastle, and Darlington,
then down Leeming Lane to Bcroughbridge and the
North Road, through Newark and Grantham till just
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beyond Wehvyn, where we cut across country to spew
a night near Harpenden. The following day we com
pleted the round tour of 997 miles by a run up thi

London Road to Coventry.

A No==trouble Trip.

In all this time the Dunelt ran like a clock. Ou
two road stops were due to a tyre and a belt fastener

and the only adjustments consisted of tightening th

driving chain. No attempt was made to put up higl

average speeds, but there was npver the slightes

difficulty in maintaining a legal average. -Fuel con
sumption worked out at approximately 40^ m-P-g.
and considering the very heavy loading and th

nature of the roads, this is a reasonable figur(

especially for a big two-stroke. Benzole or a mixtui

of benzole and petrol not only improved the pe

foTmance of the machine, but also increased the mileag

obtainable per gallon. Unfortunately we were onl

able to' obtain benzole once throughout our trie

'though twice w|

passed garage:
advertising thi'l

fuel shortly aft*

the tank had bee

filled. Nearly thre

quarts of oil wei]

used, but . this v6r

liberal allowance :|

largely accountei'

for by the hill
country traverse

and a 150 mile ru

against a stron
head wind. Norn
ally this figui

could be recFuced.

'

The engine ra

'

perfectly throu"

.the t r i p, a 11

the only misfire (on the last day) was caused Y

starvation due to a choked air vent in the filler ca]

There was ample power for all touring needs, ar

though the Dunelt is not a fast machine, it can hoi ;

its own on the level with most touring mounts of i
\\

capacity, and ,will maintain a wonderfully steac '3

average The passenger, who has had con.siderab (;

experience in that capacity, states that the sidecar l|

most comfortable and the springing excellent, ar |l^

the easy riding provided for the driver by the Brool \i

cantilever suspension saddle has to be experienced Ij

be believed. Only once were the- working parts oileijij

The Maglita combined ignition and lighting s \\

functioned perfectly, and the K.L.G. plug supplif >

with the machine has never been replaced. ;'

The worst roads encountered in order of villaii
'

were > Morpeth - Newcastle (atrocious), _Crianlaricl!;'

Killin (very bad in places), and Lochgilphead-KJ |
i

martin (bad). Parts of the Great North Road ne'f*

Wetherby bad, Glasgow-Alexandria bad, ^nd a Fe

poor roads round parts of Loch Fyne. I

At the conclusion of a delightful holiday we a
j

»

tempted to .ad^>ise all those whO' possess good sidec

machines to start off "into the blue." In this Avay 01

is ne\-er behind time ; there is nearly always comfor

able accommodation to be obtained in the small^ .

towns, and one can stop just where fancy dictates.
^

the Brooks leaf spring B600 saddle and the

is phota was taken at the conclusion of the
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PILLION RIDING IN

THE DESERT.
Relrieving a Derelict Car—Motor
Cycle Carries Help and Spares

over Forgotten Tracks. -

"EIGHTY miles .of . desert separated me from my
"* old Ford car, which lay blistering to death in the

tropical sun at Suez. Meanwhile I impatiently

1 ited at Heliopolis (Cairo) until sufficient funds could

1 raised to pay the exorbitant freightage which the

1 Iway company would charge to bring it over their

10 mile semi-circular route.

The dilemma, however, was circumvented by an

oventurous pal who owned a 1920 A. B.C. j moreover,

V had heard rumours of an old institution known as

1 Cairo-Suez Mailroad—long disused. This road

Imerly ran in a straight line across the desert,

a 1,- before the Suez Canal was opened, was one of

ti most important and best kept highways in the

ftrld. Since then^ however, thousands of sandstorms

he raged over it, and for long distances little evidence
11 lains of its former existence but the ruins of the

watch towers at inter\'als of about six miles.

t was enough ! We supplied ourselves with revolvers.

^rbottles, and bully beef, and strapped Ford differ-

al cases and a radius rod on the A. B.C. We
It, the night before our pilgrimage in prayer,

ing, and fixing a new rear cover on the 'bus. At
3 a.m. -we prepared to set off to meet the rising

in,. We took ground strips with us as a precaution
aginst getting lost, and, if nothing Avas heard of

- a Vickers Vimy was to search for our ground strip

.als in the desert.

bod Track Changes to Sand and Boulders.
or forty miles the "remains of the road were extraor-

-.ij,rily good, and we sped along, two^ up, at an
^lage speed of 20 m.p.h. Then the road became
''fcthe bed of a river, and our torture commenced.

ver this surface the strain on the driver's wrists

"S'so bad that we had to alternate between driving
aoi riding on the flapper bracket every few miles.
"I' way was surfaced with a dreadful variation of

";ly-packed boulders and soft sand, whose con-
^ncy for riding purposes was, that of sticky clay.

he last ten miles were across the desert, and we
st^ed on the mirage of the Suez Oil Refineries, which,

I
1

The A.B.C. beside the Ford car which it rescued from the

Egyptian Desert.

; in the shimmering haze engendered by the scorch-

ing sun, appeared miraculously suspended in the

i
air hundreds of feet above .the sandy horizon.

a At last, as we approached our destination, the

surface improved somewhat, and we finished in

good style, our trip taking five and a half hours.

Spring Frame Appreciated.

There can be nothing but praise for the performance

of the little A. B.C. under the most appaUing conditions.

The spring frame caiTied the driver easily, immune
from the shocks that sent the passenger, without

exaggeration, two feet off his cushion. The engine ran

splendidly and did not overheat in spite of much low

gear work and a temperature which would have, been
110° in the shade (if there had been any). We
arrived with our exposed knees looking like over-ripe

tomatoes and faces a colour which was not justified

until we had been at least two rriinutes at a liquor

supply.

Twenty-four hours sufficed to get the Ford function-

ing, and the return journey was performed without

mishap* to the A. B.C., v/hich proved by far the most
comfortable vehicle when ridden solo'. W.A.B.B.

ALCOHOL FROM TROPICAL JUNGLES.
PROFESSOR WHITFORD, of the Yale School

of Forestry, recently made the statement that

alcohol could be economically manufactured

from the moist vegetation of tropical forests and

jungles. " The evidence is conclusive," said Professor

Whitford, "that the tropical sun has the power to

store up more energy in the form of cellulose in a

given time than has the temperate sun. If this is in

a utihsable fonn, it remains for the ingenuity of man
to overcome the difficulties of profitably applying if.

With the increasing needs of the nation it is reasonable

tO' expect that sooner or later it will be necessary to

utilise more fully the plant resources of the tropics."

Professor Whitford said that the annual production

of alcohol from the nipa plant in the Philippines was
now nearly 3,000,000 gallons, and that one distillery

there had produced 93% alcohol at a cost of about 20

cents a gallon, and, if operated to full capacity, could

riiake it at a cost of 15 cents a gallon.

—

-Bcienlijic

American.
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FURTHER VIEWS ON THE NEXT T.T.
More Opinions on ihe Belgian Venue from Prominent Firms and Riders, supplementary

to those published last week.

IN
our last issue extracts from fifteen letters were

published on the subject of the wisdom of the

A.C.U. in transferring the T.T. races next year

from the Isle of Man to Belgium.

These letters were forwarded to us from past winners

and from the makers of winning machines in a series

of races which have 'been held in the Isle of Man
from 190? to 1921. As was evident from their

contents, the opinions of the writers were widely

diversified ; many imagined that the course would not

provide the same test of both machine and rider as

does the Isle of Man circuit, and, while certain firms

regard the change to Belgium as valuable from an

international and business-propaganda point of view,

others feel strongly that in the present financial state

of the country, the step is an unwise one, having

regard to the amount of money to be taken out of

this country.

So far as the man in the street is concerned, the

majority, perhaps, will be little influenced, because
only a comparatively small proportion of motor cyclists

make the journey to the Isle of Man ; it would appear

reasonable to suppose that a still .smaller number will

travel to Belgium. Despite the war, the average

Britisher does not " go abroad" very freely, although

Hhe journey to Harwich is more convenient than

that to Liverpool (but by no means so for those

resident in the more northerly counties). It must not

be overlooked that the motor cyclist who is present

in the mere capacity of spectator can walk from the

Douglas landing stage to the grandstand or other

point of the races, whereas, on arrival in Belgium, an
eighty-mile journey through a non-English speaking

country confronts' the visitor ; moreover. Customs
formalities, passports, etc., will be needed, whereas
the Isle of Man visitor, if unhampered by a motor
cycle, undergoes no form.alities at all.

It would appear, therefore, that from the ordinary

motor cyclists' point of view, the holding Of the races

in Belgium or elsewhere is a m.atter of comparatively

small moment (if it could be held in England, what a

gate there would be!), and, in view of the mixed
reception by the trade, it seems that the final test of

the decision will be in the number of entries received.

Rudge=Whitworth, Ltd., advise us that:
" They do not regard the holding of the T.T. in Belgium

with favour, primarily because of the fact that the associa-

tions connected with the event are essentially British, and
secondarily because it is unlikely that a course selected in

Belgium will compare with the I.O.M. course as an all-

round searclaing test calculated to bring out the most desir-

able features of motor cycles."

Mr. Harry Bashall, prominent in pre-war T.T.
races, and now associated with the Martinsyde
machines, writes:

" I think in many ways the decision of the A.C.U. to
hold the 1922 T.T. races in Belgium will benefit the trade
of this country, as the T.T. will have a real international
interest.

"I take it that we shall see the cream of the Continental
trade competing with us. Previously it has been far too
expensive for the Continental manufacturer to send a team
to compete in the I.O.M. Taking things generally, I look

A.HO

forward to seeing a very hard fought race of a real inter-

national kind. I and my brother hope to be competing.
It will do the trade a lot of good if we secure a Britisli

success."

Unfortunately, the opinion given under the name
of Mr. 'C. R. Collier, in our last issue, was that com-

municated by his brother, Mr. H. A. Collier. As

there is some divergence in the ideas of these well-

known brother Matchless riders, we here present Mr.

C. R. Collier's views on the subject: . /
"The nett effect will be to increase the speed, witV

possibly a slight reduction in personal risk, but as an all

round test for design of engine, gear box, frame, etc., th(

Isle, of Man course is infinitely superior. The A.C.U. is t(

be commended upon its desire to eliminate danger, but ii
|

remains to be seen whether the straighter course will havi

tTiis effect. My opinion i.'5 that, with the increased speec
,'

which is inevitable, the risk will remain approximately thi

same; and, ta,king all things into account, I do not considei

the decision a wise one."

Mr. H. Rem. Fowler, who won the twin-cylindei-

class of the first T.T. race in 1907, favours the choicii

of Belgium

:

" There are points both for and against the change. As :;

race for speed only, the limit has just about been reache(

on the Isle of Man course, but for showing up reliability

acceleration, braking, etc., we shall have to go a long wa;«

to find a better one, and, after all, that is what the race ii

run for. I have never seen the Belgian course, but I expeC|j

much higher speeds will be reached. - '
"

I

"Then there is the question of advertisement. A rac

on this course ought to give much more valuable results thai

when held in the Isle of Man, owing to it being more intei

national in character and easier of access, thereby bringini

a far greater number of spectators."

A further letter from Mr. W. H. Wells (of Indiai

interests) will clear certain popular misconception

regarding the selected course in Belgium

:

" After reading the opinions in last week's issue of Th
Motor Cycle, i^ regard to holding the 1922 races in gelgiuiii

I notice that several of your correspondents have got th

impression that the proposed new course consists of

straights, similar to the Le Mans course in France.

"The Belgian course is quite as hilly as the one in th

Isle of Man, and at one particular point rises considerabi

higher in altitude than the mountain (Snaefell) road. Froi

personal inspection of the proposed new course, I shoul

say unhesitatingly that the machine without a three-spco-

gear would stand a poor chance of winning, and there ai

just a& many opportunities for testing out the efficiency t Fi

brakes, as well as the skill . of riders, as there are on tl

Island course.
' '

"It is quite true that holding the races in Belgium woul .,

mean taking money out of Great Britain, but I am sui
;^(

that manufacturers must realise that the holding of tl ''j

T.T. races in a foreign country would boom business abroa i^

and create an interest in British products, which evont-uall ,f

would bring in tar more money to this country than li; >»

ever gone to the Isle of Man.
. . •

"It must not be overlooked that the Island authoriti' J

absolutely ignored the A.C.U. when they gave, the month ' )

Jung, 1922, to the R.A.C. for the car races, showing ho :

little they cared about motor cyclists when they have i

opportunity to cater for cars. 'This means that the race

.if held in the Isle of Man, would either have to take pb

in May, which is really too early in the season, or in Se

tember, when the mornings are too short for practic

Furthermore, remembering what happened to the roads af

the last " Four Inch" car race, I doubt if the Isle of N:

people would be able to get the roads back in anything 1

suitable condition for motor cycle racing by September.
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further Views on the Next T.T.—

Speaking, for New Imperial Cycles, Ltd. (makers

of the 1921 250 c.c, class winner of The Motor Cycle

Cup), Mr. Norman T. Downs favours the A.C.U.
decision

:

"I fully approve of this move on the part of the A.C.U.
"It will be good from the point of view of publicity,

as there is no doubt that riders of motor cycles and the

public will be attracted from most countries in Europe. It

win also make the T.T. more, of an international contest,

as no doubt the Continental makes of motor cycles will

compete, which cannot but be regarded as desirable.

"In favourably co"nsidermg this suggestion, I am influenced

by the fact that the course, while having long stretches of

straight road, at the same time includes those features which
are so necessary, by way of hills and cornei-s, such as will

tuUy test machines in all parts, as was done on the Isle

of Man course.
" The Belgian authorities have, J believe, promised very

adequate military assistance, so that it should help the
A.C.U. to organise the race in a very perfect manner, and
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this, I feel sure, will be e.\pected of them. There were a
number of unfortunate features in this vear's T.T. race,
which left something to be desired, but I have no doubt
that the A.C.U. will rectify these in next year's race."

Butterfields, Ltd., makers of the Levis machines,
which have performed so well in the T.T. races and
to one of which The Motor Cycle Cup for the 250 c.c.

class winner was awarded in 1920, think that the
change will be beneficial ; they write

:

"All things considered, we are of the opinion that the
change is likely to be a good one. We cannot help but feel
sorry that our own antiquated laws render the holding of
the T.T. on the English mainland impossible, and while
it is consequently a pity that it is necessary to go abroad
in order to find a suitable course, this can ha'rdly be helped.
We think it quite likely that the various authorities con-
cerned might quite easily make things pleasanter for the
manufacturers and their riders, and for visitors, and as
regards transport machines no doubt a very great improve-
ment can be made."

WILL THE T.T. IN BELGIUM BE POPULAR .'

Twenty-one communications from manufacturers and riders of previous T.T. winning machines
have already been published in "The Motor Cycle." TEN of the writers AGREE with the
holding of the 1922 races in Belgium, NINE look upon the change with DISFAVOUR, ONE adopts
a NEUTRAL attitude, the remaining ONE withholds an opinion. _
Those whom the change will affect most nearly have given us their views, and all are valuable,

whatever the attitude; NOW WHAT DO PRIVATE OWNERS THINK? Readers who make a
point of visiting the Isle of Man for the T.T. are invited to express, their opinion of the change.

RECORDS BROKEN AT BROOKLANDS.
Douglas and Triumph Machines make Successful Allempis on Short and Intermediate

Distance Figures.

%,

". B. Halford, who, on a 3J h.p. o.h.v-

i umph, broke the five miles (flying start)

a! the ten miles (standing start) records
aBrooklands last week for 500 c.c. and
' c.c. nuachines.

A SERIES of records was broken on
Brooklands track ou August 24th
by two well-known machines and

riders. The first of these, a 3-^- h.p.

o.h.v. Triumph, ridden by Major F. B.

Halford, was triumphant in the C and D
classes (500 c.c. and 750 c.c). The flying

five miles was accomplished in 3m. 51.76.,

a speed, of 77.69 m.p.h. {125.03 km.p.h.).

The time occupied for the ten miles

record, standing start, was 7m. 53.5s.,

76.01 m.p.h. (122.33 km.p.h.). It is in-

teresting to note that Halford's fastest

lap was accomplished at 79.03 m.p.h.—

a

remarkably fine performance—which indi-

cates that this machine is attaining the
form which it originally promised.

Nearly 73 in the Hour.

On the same morning J. L. Emerson,
riding a 3^ h.p. Douglas, Iso broke a

aeries of records, covering the fifty miles
in 40m. 30.8s., a speed of 73.99 m.p.h.
(119.07 km.p.h.). The hundred miles
were covered in Ih. 23m. 7.8s. i>t a speed
of 72.18 m.p.h. (116.15 km.p.h.). In one
hom- he travelled 72 miles 1,533 yards,

which is equivalent to a speed of 72.87

m.p.h.. (117.27 km.p.h.).

The day was dull, but there was prac-

tically no wind, and the weather condi-

tions were ideal. Emerson would have
made a much better performance in the

hour had he not had to stop for petrol

before completing the last two laps. His
equipment consisted of K.L.G. plugs,

Castrol oil, Pratt's spirit, Flexi carbu-

retter, E.I.C. magneto, Hutchinson tyres,

and Eenold chains ; while Halfflrd's

o.h.v. Triumph used similar lubricating

oil, Dunlop tyres, M-L magneto, K.L.G.
plug, and Renold chains.

Ji

J. L. Emerson, who broke the fifty, the

hundred miles, and the one hour records lor

500 c.c. machines on a 3i h.p. Douglas at

Brooklands last week. Emerson has for

some years been a prolific record-breaker,

and has not always confined his attention

to flat twins. 4.
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A Useful Magneto Knife.

A HANDY knife for r.-otor cyclists'

use has been introduced by Messrs.
T. E. Eowbotham and Son, Globe

Works, Penistone Eoad, Sheffield. From
the sketch it will.be seen that the knife

includes two grades of files, a spanner for

the contact points, another to remove the

Rowbotham's
magneto

knife in the
"

all open
"

position.

central screw holding the contact breaker,

a spark gap gauge, and, in addition to the
ordinary knife blade, a prong. Being
small and compact, it is very suitable for

carrying in the waistcoat pocket. The
price is 3s. 9d., plus postag;o.

An Electrical Lighter for

Gas Lamp.
'PO enable acetylene lamps to be lit

1 without dismounting and without

the use of matches is the purpose

of the device we illustrate ; whether such

an attainment is very greatly to be

Part sectional drawing of the Moss-White

"Redilite," and (inset) an exterior view of

the terminal portion.

desired is a matter for individual choice.

In this case anyhow the " inevitable

added complication " is almost negligible.

As may be gathered from the draw-
ing a turn of the switch sends the high
tension current along an easier path,
across the lamp burner, than across the
plug points in a cylinder on the compres-
sion stroke. The device, which clips on
to any standard plug, also serves as a
useful waterproof terminal. 10s. 5d.
for the solo model (illustrated), it is sold

by Messrs. Moss and White, 23, New-
bold Terrace, Leamington. Spa.
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Good detail work

and a fine finish (all

black) characterise

the Cowey .handle-

bar mirror.

Quickly Detachable Electrode.

THE central

.

electrode
(

(and insu-

lation) of the

(The
Cowey Engineering

Co., Ltd.,

Kew Gardens

Surrey.)

Sectional view of

the new 26 X 3in.

Dunlop Magnum tyre,

which may be fitted

as standard next year

by several manufac-

turers.

For the convenience of the

passenger, a detachable arm rest.

pillion

which,

fitted in the socket shown, provides some-

thing handy " to hold on to." (S. G.

Baker, 2, Avondale Road, Sparkhill.

Birmingham.)

m-
Showing the very attractive lines of the

new F.R.S. "stream-line" horn. There are

no visible twists. (F.R.S. Lamps, Beam
Works, Vere Street, Birmingham.)

S'ipper plug -is

a taper fit in

the main - body,
so that explo-
sion pressure in

the cylinder

maintains a gas-

tight joint,

while a sharp
tap dismantles
the plug for

cleaning p u r -

poses. The ter-

minal ii water-
proof. The makers are Commercial Units,

Ltd., 24, Gray's Inn Eoad, -jondoii,

W.C.I.

Component

parts of the

Slipper plug.

From Foot to Hand Clutch

Control.

UNTIL this year B.S.A. motor bicycles

have been fitted with foot clutch

control, and owners of the older

models often desire to effect a conversion

to the handle-bar lever method. This

may now be done with comparative eas^

by means of the Vertiflex conversion set,

sold complete with cable and lever by

Haggard and '"o. 120a, Salop Street,

Wolverhampton. It is a very well-

finished article, and may be fitted by,the I

Vertiflex hand clutch control for 1920 and

earlier B.S.A. motor cycles.

average amateur in less than half an hour,i

for all that needs to be done is to removei

the adjusting screw from the centre Ui

the operating quick-thread nut, and '<^

replace with the Vertiflex fitting. Thf

foot control is retained, and may b(

worked independently.
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Among the Accessories.—

A simple form

of folding foot-

rest produced

for the benefit

of pillion riders

by C. W. F.

Price, 355, Garden Lane, Chester.

The latest acces-

sory for Tan-Sad

seats and saddles

is a new back rest,

which may be

fitted to either. It

costs 9s. Stirrups

or pillion riders

liost 5s.

, jtoi

An anergency Bowden wire nipple—the

PaiMns—which should appeal very much
to those who like "to be prepared." tt is

an efficient and neat little article. (Com-
mercial Units, Ltd., 24, Gray's Inn Road,

Undon.W.Cl.)

A new and well-sprung carrier seat,

vhich IS manufactured by A. H. Swinford,

19, Queen's Road, Battersea, London,
s.w.n.

"^

Instantly adjustable, and with an ingenious

'icldng action, the Gripio wrench possesses

t least two attributes that should be found

a the perfect spanner. It may also be

sed as a pipe wrench. (The Patent Gnpio
/rench and Spanner Co., Ltd., Batavia

ildgs., 12, Hackins Hey, Liverpool.)

259

A long exhaust pipe, which, it is claimed,

by reason of air-inlet louvres really does act

as a silencer. It is built up in sections, as

shown. (Matthew Harvey and Co., Ltd.,

Glebeland Works, Walsall.)

A simple silencer, complete with baffle

device, which should meet the needs of

many " long exhaust " enthusiasts. Such a

fitment for any size of pipe is sold by the

E. W- L. Accessories Co., of 102, Lancaster

Road, East Ham, London, E.l, at 10s. 6d.

A pillion seat introduced by the

Tynesider Works, 9 and 10, Union
Street, North Shields. It costs 45/-

When folding backrest, armrests, foot-

rest, and leg guards are supplied, the

cost is £3 10s.

A simple and well-made belt fastener,

made by the Challenge Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., 49, Summer Row, Birmingham.

The Endell pillion seat, built on simple

lines, and marketed by A. J. Dew and Co.,

19a, Endell Street, Long Acre, London,

W.C2.

A grip consisting simply of a suitably

shaped, closely "woven" coil spring. It

is easily fixed by the special clip shown.

(The British Spring Co., Wentworth Works,

Wentworth Street, Peterborough.)

A convenient clip with a " quick action " finger

screw has now been em-

bodied in the Clayrite

handle-bar mirror.
(Clayton-Wright. Ltd.,

Great Hampton Street,

Birmingham.)

How the R.S. rivet extractor removes two

rivets at one operation is at once clear from

the sketch. The inventor is G. R. Salt

18, Cherry Street, Coventry.

The E.W.L. Accessories Co., of 102,

Lancaster Road, East Ham, London, E.6,

makes all kinds of silencing fitments, Its

latest product being the auxiliary fish-tail

exhaust shown. The outlet is six

inches across.

A tube recently

introduced by
Hutchinson Tyres,

Ltd., 70, Baslnghall

Street, London,
E.C.2. As will be

seen by the section

shown, it has been

thickened consider-

ably at the out, or
" road," side.
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ROAD TESTS o/NEW MODELS
-3Si.

THE 2| h.p. HAWKER TWO-STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT.

ENGINE: 70 x 76 mm. = 292 ex.

two-stroke.

LUBRICATION : Antomatie pres-

sure feed from sump.

MAGNETO: Flywheel type.

SPECIFICATION.

CARBURETTER: Claudel-Hobson

automatic.

FRAME: Rigid.

WEIGHT: 160 lb.

GEARS: 2-speed chain gearing.

TRANSMISSION : Chain-cum-beli.

WHEELS: 26x21 in.

PRICE: £60.

IN
taking the Hawker two-stroke machine tlirough

a test run of approximately loo miles, its per-

formance was judged with due regard to the fact

that the machine was designed and produced by the

H. G. Hawker Engineering Co., Ltd., of Kingston-

on-Thames, as a comparatively inexpensive and ex-

tremely simple lightweight motor
cycle.

Mechanical simplicity, reasonable

hill-climbing powers, comfortable

riding, and ease of maintenance at

the outset, were considered to be

features of priniary importance, and
although such desiderata are invari-

ably sought by most makers of

small machines, it is, at the same
time, not often that their accomplish-

ment is attained at the first attempt.

For instance, it sometimes happens
that mechanical simplicity is gradu-
ally lost in a promising design by
various alterations as the machine
is passed through the proving pro-
cess, and with it, very often, ease
O'f maintenance as a corollary.

Original Design.
In the case of the Hawker light-

weight, the design is original in many
respects, and the ease of mainten-
ance has been brought down to an
extremely simple item for the in-

expert j>erson. For example, the

B2

Section of the crank case and sump of

the Hawker two-stroke engine. Pressure

is maintained in the sump by crank case

compression acting through a non-Teturn

valve in the base chamber. The crank-

shaft main bearings, of exceptional size,

are lubricated by the oil en route from

the sump to the big end.

lubrication system of the engine has no working parts,

is entirely automatic in action, and one filling of oil

lasts 500 niiles. Then again, the speed gear consists

of two primary chains running over sprockets of

different sizes which are" engaged by dog clutches

located within a miniature " gear " box, while

decarbonisation is reduced to the

simplest of jobs—due to the detach-

able head—an important point in

two-stroke engines.

Good Service.

Our run was taken through
ordinary country roads at average

speeds from 15 to 30 m.p.h., and
the first noticeable point in the

machine's behaviour was the good
steering qualities and really comfort-

able saddle. It is possible to

ride
'

' hands off
'

' without side

sway, and pot-holes do not affect

steering. We fo-und that the engine

had enough power for the average

hill on top gear, and at 25 - 30
m.p.h. the unit runs smoothly, and
with a riice reserve of power. No
signs at any time of overheating

were revealed during our run ; and
for hills of some severity, such as

are often found away from the

main road, the lower gear provides

all the climbing powers required,

as has been proved in recent trials.
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Road Tests of New Models.

' Our test of the Hawker also included some city

traffic work to and from the office, and the machine
proved to be nippy and manageable in town traffic,

the- twin rear brakes proving efficient in use, on dry
roads at any rate. It is in traffic work that a light

solo mount scores, for the test specimens are so
handy and easyto manipulate.

The Hawker is an essentially no-trouble lightweight.

The flywheel magneto is of very robust construction,

and in the event of the engine being taken down, the

timing of the magneto cannot be carried out wrongly
on reassembly. The chains of the speed gear are on
the opposite side of the engine to the flywheel, and,
on removal of the cast aluminium chain case, are very

accessible and easily adjusted. As mentioned before.

the lubrication system' is entirely automatic—it feeds
oil under pressure to the big end of the connecting
rod, and there is no drip feed to watch when riding;
while in regard to the machine, apart from the engine
and transmission, the only points in the frame that
require lubricating are the main spindle of the front
fqrks and the wheel hubs.

Generally speaking, we were very pleased with the
behaviour of the Hawker, and at ;£6o it represents
really good value for the person who has limited
means and requires a simple and easily-looked-after

mount. During the 100 odd miles of our run, the
oil consumption was one-third of a pint, which is

equivalent to 2,400 m.p.g., and petrol consumption
about 95 m.p.g.; the first figure is excellent and
the second well up to the -average.

Near-side view of the Hawker lightweight. The magneto and flywheel are in one unit, but the contact breaker

is very easily accessible through a small inspection cover in the flywheel casing. Note the twin belt rim brakes

at the rear, operated by independent toe and heel pedals on the footrest. The saddle is of very simple design,

but is exceedmgly comfortable.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN AUTUMN.
The Charms of Nafure and Wild Life in the Fall of the Year.

TO many people autumn is the mo.st pleasant time

of the year. Admittedly spring is very attrac-

tive, for then comes the awakening of nature

after the hardships of winter, but there is not that

mellowness and beautv of foliage in evidence as there

is during the later months of the yeat.

Those who live in the country will appreciate the

glorious mornings of the season. The d?iwn comes in

haze, while, as the light strengthens, we, see the tinge

of blue through the layers of morning upper mists

;

then, later in the day, the sun lighting up the

wondrously woven tapestries of the surrounding woods
and the warm brown glory of the chestnut trees.

The Best Season.
With hard roads, a tinge of cold in the air, and

a sweetly running mount, autumn is certainly the ideal

season for joyous health-giving spins. Gone is the

heat and dust and heavy traffic of summer.
Happy are the days when we pack our rods, tackle,

and lunch, on the trusty mount, and, with jovial

companion, make our way to the reed-fringed mere,

there to try a bout with the big pike that are hidden

beneath its waters. Not until the sun is disappearing

over the wockI, colouring the sky like a sheet of red

flame, do we pack up and join the open road once

more, which to-night has an enchanted appearance

in the wonderful twilight.

The Homeward Ride.

As the evening becomes chilly and the mist rises

in the little hollows, our thoughts turn to home, a

fire, warm food, and an atmosphere of comfort.

Surely there are few things better than this, unless

it be a day in the rougher land of the county, with a

gun instead of the rod. After hard tramping for

many miles and a try at aJJ sorts of game, one is glad

to return to the saddle and make speed into the

gathering darkness.

To' the sportsman, the motor cyclist, and the lover

of nature, autumn is indeed a glorious season.

T.L W.
B3
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North-western Centre A.C.U.

Next Saturday the Centre is holding a

rally and gymkhana at Blackpool, the

committee of the Blackpool and Fylde

M.C.C. being responsible for the local

arrangements. Centre speed trials will

take place on Southport Sands on the

17th inst.

Dunheved (Launceston) and District M.C.

In the last hill-climb arranged by this

club, Claude Truscott (3| Scott) was first

in the solo class, and Maurice Prent (10

Morgan) was the winner in the class for

passenger machines ; his Morgan carried

two passengers.

The club is arranging an open amateur

hill-climb for next Wednesday, which

will take place on a hill at Lifton, about

four miles from Launceston, and a large

entry is e.xpected.

Brecon M.C.

Several well-known Welsh riders at-

tended the recent hill-climb on Warren
Hill. ^ Results :

350 c<'—Closed; A. Willioma (Dinmond-Jtip), Im.

32V"S Open: 1, Luther Davie.5 (Cotton-Black-

buiiiej Im 26is. ; 2, K. D. Jones (Diamond-Jap),

Im 293. ; 3, A. Williams (Ditimond-Jap). Im. 34|s.

600 fc—Closed: 1, A. 0. Lewis (B.S.A.). Im.

27s 2, D. P. Jones (Triumph), Im. Sis. : 3, D.

J Jones (Triumph), Im.. SIV.*. Open: 1, Dr.

Lindsay (Norton) .ind Jacli Tliomas (Norton), tie;l,

Im Ss. • 2, W. B. Etans (Sunbeam), Im. e'/js.

;

3-J. Parker (Sunbeam), Im. 7?s.

UNLIMITED.—Open ; 1, Dr. Lindfay (Norton),

Im. 4s. ; 2, W. B. Evans ISunbeiim), Im. 4|s.

;

3, jack Thomas (Norton), Im. 5^.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

The Centre has arranged a hill-climb,

open to Centre residents only, to take

place near Chesterfield on September 10th.

In this event will be incorporated the

event for the Centre Cup, which was
postponed from Clipstone Drive Speed

Trials. .

Glasgow Western M.C.C.

The open reliability trial on August

20th for the James Challenge Shield was

stiffened by the inclusion of Balloch-

andrain, one. of the Scottish Six Days
observed hills. The course was from
Glasgow to Dunoon and back to Inverbeg.

-It proved a fairly severe event., few riders

being able to keep up schedule time, and

many failing on the observed hills ; out

of thirty-one starters twenty completed

the course. The winner of the James
Challenge Shield, D. Wright (secretary

of Selkirk M.C.C), rode most consist-

ently on his 4 -h.p. Indian Scout, and

made excellent ascents on all hills.

Results ;

JAMES SHIELD.—D. Wright (4 Indian Scout).

PRIZES PEESENTED BY MANUFACTCTBEES'
UNION.—Solo, D. Wright (4 Indian Scout) ; sidecar,

J. Littlewood (7 A.J.S. sc).

SPECIAL PEIZES CONFINED TO CLUB
MEMBBES.—Solo, E. Watson W-, Humber) ; side-

car, J. Littlewood (7 A.J.S.- sc); private owner,

T. M'Creadie f3V' Sunbeam).
GOLD MED.4.LS.—D. Wright (4 Indian Scout),

E. Watson (4V.> Humber), J. W. Morton (S'/a Eover),

and B. Gold l4 Blackburne).

SILVEE MEDALS.—J. Littlewood (7 A.J.S. so.),

J Burton (31/.. Norton), T. M'Creadie (31/2 Sun-

beam), J. M. Fadyen (3 Sunbeam so ), J. Lloyd

(31/2 Norton), E. M. Wilson mi Hobart), W.. S.

ierown (3iA Ariel), and G. C. Proctor (6-7 Arie .

BEONZB MEDALS.-E. F. Elliott (31/2 Ariel),

G Elliott (31/- Beardmore), G. Grinton (7-9 Harley-

Davidson sc.)^ A. A. Hunter (23i Douglas), and

W. A. M'Innes (8 Matchless sc).

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

Very well-supported speed trials were

held recently on the Sandall Beat Road,

where on October 1st the club will hold

sits open speed trials. Full results follow :_

250 c.c SOLO.-Private Owners: 1, T. Hilary •

(2W Triumph) ; 2, P. A. lUingworth (214 Velocette).

.

General; 1, H. O. Dodds (2% Eadco) ; 2, P. A,

Illingworth (214 Velocette). .

300 cc. SOLO.—General: 1, E. Sayles (214 New
Imperial), 36fs. ; 2, A. B. Dodds (ZVi Levis), 41Ss.

;

3 H. C. Dodds (2i,4 Eadco), 464«.

350 c.c. SOLO.—Private Oivners: 1, H. Thomas

(2'ji Douglas), 35;s. ; 2, H. Wilson {2^i Douglas),

374s. General: 1, E. Gray (2% New Scale), 34s.;

.2, II. Thomas {2% Douglas), 35s.

500 c.c. SOLO.-Private Owners: 1, J. J. Lister

(S'-i Norton), 27s. ; 2, C. B. Keyset iSVo Sunbeam),

27fs. General: 1, J. J. Li-ster (31,4 Norton), 27is.;

2, J. H. Wilkinson (31/2 Norton), 28s. ; 3, C. E-

Keyser (3l^ Sunbeam), 30s.

750 c.c. SOLO.-Private Owners; 1, J. J. Lister

(31/. Norton), 27|s. ; 2, C. E. Keyser (31/2 Sunbeam),

28js. • 3, F. B. Leach (3°4 Scott Sauirrel), 30s.

General: 1, J. H. Wilkinson (4 Norton), 28is.

;

2, J. E. Claybourne (4 Triumph), 2es. ; 3, C. E.

Keyser (3i/o Sunbeam), 29s.

UNLIMITED SOLO.—General: 1, J. E. Clay-

bourne (4 Triumph), 28s. ; 2, J. H. Wilkinson
(4 Norton), 28?b. ; 3, C. E. Keyset (31/. Sunbeaml,
30s.
750 c.c. SIDECAES.—1, J. J. Lister (31/2 Norton

sc), 34«. ; 2, J. .H. Wilkinson (4 Norton sc), 36Js. j

3, H. Hopkinson (4 Triumph sc). 38fs.

UNLIMITED SIDECAES.—1, J. J. Lifter (31/3

Norton sc) ; 2, J. H. Wilkinson (4 Norton sc);

3, E. Sayles (4 Triumph sc).

FASTEST TIME OF DAT.—J. J. Lister. (31/2

Norton), 27s, (distance lialf-mile).

^A competitor In the /^porting reliability trial held by the Clitheroe anci District M.C.C, last week. H. Bracewell's 5-6 Coventry Victor is

^
evidently, running well.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "Ths Motor Cy;!3," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name ^M aadress.

POWES. UNIT FOR AN INVALID MOTOR CHAIR.
Sir,—Can any reader recommend a suitable water-cooled

engine to fit on an invalid chair for an ex-Service man who
has lost both legs but has the use of both arms?
He is approximately 14 St., and requires at le?.6t a 3i li,p.

engine, as the district is very hilly. The power unit .should

be hand-controlled, have a hand starter, and be capable of

slow running without excessive heat. WORKSHOP.
C'rj'mmych.

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION OF THE LIGHT-
WEIGHT SIDECAR.

Sir,—On page 194 of The Motor Cyde, in reporting
F.I.C.il. ; Ckjngress at Geneva, you state that the proposal
iu the name of ilr. Ebblewhite, to the effect that 350 c.c

sidecar machines should be reintroduced, met with violent

opjiosifioji, and was not adoj^ted. I wonder why? Is it that
these gentlemen fear so much for the safety of the riders

of this light and efficient vehicle, or is it the mere fact that
they feat general efficiency, being probably interested in

something much bigger and more expensive?
After all the lightweight sidecar has done in this country,

the manner in which it has proved its efficiency as a com-
mercial vehicle for the delivery of good's, quite apart from
the pleasure given to hundreds of owners in Britain, makes
me wonder why those gentlemen so v'whnthj were in opposi-

tion to this pi-oposal.
"

Perhaps M. Xeher, who was in the chair, would like to

offer me, through the courtesy of your columns, an explanation

as to this violent opiMsition. E. H. HUMPHRIES.
HrllPHHIES AND D.4WBS, Ltd.

WHICH IS THE MOST SILENT MACHINE?
Sir,—I should like to express satisfaction at the silence

%nd sweet running of my new combination—a 1921 Enfield,

with Vickers engine. To me it appears to be one of the
quietest machines on the road—in fact, a thoroughly common-
sense outfit at a reasonable price.

' Petrol consumption with the Amac two-lever, 26 jet,

Mrerages nearly 70 m.p.g. P. H. ROGERS.

.-{-Sir,
—"Fed Up," in your issue of August 11th, seems

I

greatly annoyed at having been summoned for riding an
l&Eessively noisy standard machine. Silence or the reverse,

liapfar as the exhaust is concerned, is a matter of taste, but
|jii-is my belief that a motor cyclist who is summoned for

n riding a noisy machine has only himself to blame.

L .-Practically any make of machine, with certain notable

[1 Mceeptions, can be excessively noisy if the rider races his

tefigine, and if this is done in a town the "bobby" is likely

prick up his ears,

iiast summer, in a cycle car of my own construction, I

from Torquay to Ipswich via London (Westminster,
afalgar Square, Tottenham Court Road, etc.), with only

X Ijin. stub pipes from the cylinders of my 90° o.h.i.v.

i.P. This is not my usual arrangement, the exhaust
was deleted by a crash following a burst tyre.

Throughout all this journey no ti'ouble was experienced

with the police, as I made a point of using great care in gear
hanging and starting in towns in order to keep the " revs."

lown. V^XCENT 0. GRECH.

Sir,— I now pick up my pen and all that rot to reply
" Mr. Owl," who specialises in silence.

Yes, no doubt we all know the difference between a Rolls-

loyce and a motor cycle. .

I really do not admire his choice in giving £30 more and

sacrificing 15 m.p.h. to obtain the silence of a Rolls.

The average machine, say, will do 50 m.p.h. (this is a fair

average, I think). Well, 15 from that; 35 is not much good.

He seems to forget that a machine going at 65, less silencer,

more often runs just as sweetly as at 10 m.p.h. There is

not any need for anything to be noisy except the exhaiist.

Really, I could let him have a book on this, could write

on it for hours, but it is hardly fair to the Editor.

I should write to Dr. Low, B.Sc, F.I.C., D.Sc, etc.,

etc., and ask him "Why does not a motor cycle run as

quietly as a RoUs-Royce car? " I am not sure as to these

degrees of Dr. Low's.
By the way our mount is a 4 h.p. Triumph with a 2in.

diameter exhaust pipe (one piece), and the "cough" is a

dream. I should like to sign myself " Cockatoo," but it is

so undignified. THE METALLIC BROS.
Doncaster.

Sir,—I was reaUy interested in "The Owl's" letteT in the

current issue of The Motor Cycle regarding the silence of

a Rolls-Royce moving swiftly along the road. Is it not a

fact that much of the power of these fine cars has to be

sacrificed to obtain that silence so much sought after by
"The Owl"? I mean, of course, by muffling the exhaust

gases to such an extent in their path to the atmosphere that

piston speed is very much interfered with, which, of course,

would not be the case with a clear exhaust pipe. I wonder
if "The Owl" would like to sacrifice 25% or 30% of his

3j h.p. to silence his exhaust alone.

Now, turning to the screech of the valve gear, I believe

it would very much add to the price of any machine if tappet
rattle were eliminated, though I believe much of the

mechanical noises one hears when riding a motor cycle is

due to the chattering of the whole machine for the want of

efficient springing.

Anyhow, I have what I consider is the most silent single-

cylinder machine—^perfectly quiet unless some steep hill is

encountered—but at what cost? For instance, valve stems
enclosed and auto-
matically oiled by
cool oil vapour (in

fact, everything en-
closed), with an

J —I exhaust of special
^ ddmmS^ design. W.E.C

Swansea.

A double pil ion scat construcLed by Mr. J. Fudge, of

Chippenham. When an adcittonal passenger is_seated in the

sidecar the rear tyre would appear to be well loaded.
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PILLION RIDING THAT IS NOT DANGEROUS.
Sir,—It has probably been brought to your notice that a

certain London morning paper has been launching a protest

against pillion riding, but, as is common with most of these

agitators, the true facts are not made clear—that Is, the

difference between pillion riding with a solo mount; and

pillion riding with a sidecar outfit. Knowing this paper's

reputation for "both sides of the question," "give us back

our freedom," and such like ideals, I wrote and asked them
to publish my letter explaining the difference, in the interests

of family sidecar drivers. Biit they have not done so. May
I ask the favour of you publishing this, as probably many
letters of protest were received by them and not published.

The matter of pillion riding was even taken to Parliament

;

but was very rightly thrown out without debate, and thereby

we are "given back our freedom."
FRANK C. ARMITAGE.

NDESTRUCTIBLE INSTEP STRAPS FOR LEGGINGS.

Sir,—In reply to "Ixion's" comments of August 4th re

overall trousers instep straps, I agree with him that

, leather straps for this purpose are utterly ridiculous. Mr.

W. H. Townsend and myself having come to this conclusion,

some time ago we invented a device that entirely does away
with these straps.

We -have had one in use some time, which we find is a

great improvement, in "every

way proving more satisfactory

than the straiJ now fitted.

We have now applied for pro-

visional protection, as we
realise the , fault is general,

and not individual, as at first

expected.
This invention consists of a

spring steel strip shaped to fit

over the instep, and made to

-clip underneath the instep, as

shown, to ensure a complete

grip with no fear of slipping

over the boot. A locking

device of the simplest pattern

is employed—a strip of steel

hinged" at one end with a

pointed piece at the other end,

which fits into a slot. To
fasten or unfasten, the spring

has simply to be opened out. This device enables the gaiter

to fit tightly in place round the boot.

D. W. WILLIAMS. .

BRITISH BIG TWINS—FROM VARIOUS VIEWPOINTS.
,-Sh,— I should like to say a few words on behalf of the

British big twin. True, it has not excelled~pn the track of

late, but for roadworthy every day service I think vi'e can
hold our own -with any foreign built twin. What about
the Matchless, Sunbeam, Brough Superior, Excelsior, etc. ?

Personally, I am a variable gear enthusiast, and have
recently taken delivery of a 7-9 h!p. Rudge Multwin, and
find it", with T.T. bars, absolutely ideal for both- solo and
sporting sidecar work.

For combined lightness (only about 30 lb. more than a

3^ h.p.), control, sweet slow running, terrific acceleration,

and speed, I have never ridden anything to equal it.

It takes a streamline sidecar and passenger practically

everywhere on top (3^ to 1), and I have nothing to fear

from any three-speed all-chain 'bus in the matter of speed,

either solo or sidecar-. This machine sells for £120 ; a
similar variable geared machine—the Zenith—I believe, costs

more, but even then both are well below the price of any
foreign big twin.

I have no interest in Rudge-Whitworths except a more
than satisfied user since 1913. As for their twin, I can only
paraphrase Omar and say :

" I wonder what the makers
buy, oije half so precious as the goods they sell."

H. G. "HARRISON.

Sir,—As an interested reader of the correspondence re

"British Big Twins," I - think Mr. Karslake's letter only
begs the question. Long distance trials, with all their
.attendant faking and fixing up, are not to be compared for
a moment to a test like the 500 mile race at Brooklands,

b8

Steel instep straps for

leggings designed by Mr.
D. W. Williams. (See

accompanymg letter.)
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where every machine was on its mettle, going ding dong,
lap after lap.

I thought it a great pity myself that the Brough Superior
was not entered, because it would then have been directly

up against the American big twins, out for speed, and if

it can do the 80 m.p.h. claimed for it, would have. ;Stood a

good cTiance against machines of similar size.

- Judging by the pei'tormance of the British big twins in

the 500 mile race, we have a lot to learn yet, when 8 h.p.

machines are beaten by 4 h.p. singles (Norton and Triumph)
and a 5 h.p. flat twin (Coventry Victor). Our manufacturers
must tackle the invasion of the American big twins seriously,

and show equal performances if we are to obtain British

supremacy in this field. /

Road distance, like road speeds, are talked about far too

loosely. A race at Brooklands is the thing to find out the
best, and is the only proper place for speed.

Coventry. ' BIG TWIN.

Sir,—In your issue of July 28th, your correspondent, \vriting

about a "super-British twin," has been misinformed regarding
the engine of the Brough Superior when he writes about
giving it a season in which " to shake its feathers." T believe

^the type of engine is a 1913 model, and has been driven at

Brooklands by E. B. Ware and E. Remington, both J.A.P.
riders at that time. By this, I think the engine has had
ample time to show up the " Yankees," as your correapondenl 1

terms them. Personally, I do not think the _ Brough
Superior would stand up to a 500 miles duel alongside Indian" •

or Harley-Davidson machines. However, I think your corre-

spondent will agree that it is opportune for our big twin
manufacturers to recover the laurels and arrange a contest of

600 miles between British and American twin-cylinder
machines of 1,000 c.c. OBSERVANT.
London, N.17. »

Sir,^It has always surprised me that in the correspondence
which takes place under .the heading of British v. American
machines no one ever instan<?es a point which, in my humble
opinion, goes a long way to make or mar ajnachine, viz., the

clutch and shockrabsorbing qualities of the transmission. I

think in this respect British machines can put it all over
the " Yanks," as one seldom finds an American twin that will

run with the clutch \n (not slipping) on top gear without
chain snatch at any speed under about 15 m.p.h., whereas
the majority of English bicycles and single-cylinders at that

will run on top gear at anything above 8 m.p.h. and
accelerate from that speed with a drive as sweet as a belt.

Although on the American 'bus the clutch is designed to

allow tile rider to slip it, it is very frequently a case of either

"in or out," which undoubtedly must have a lot to do with
the short life of chains as compared to the mileages one get^

from chains on English bicycles. It seems somewhat sur-

prising that American manufacturers do not take a leaf from
the British manufacturers' book in this respect, as in many
respects they are ahead, tliough not so far as they used to be!

'

Such items as big. tyres, mechanical lubrication, automatic
carburetter, all chain drive, spring frames, etc., are compara-
tively recent additions to English bicycles, whereas American
manufacturers included them in their specifications years ago.

Why is it that the majority of English machines having an
ideal transmission spoil the picture by not having a decent
gear change? Watch, or listen to, an American and art

English machine getting away from a standing start. The
rider of the former looks and is at ease. The latter looks

as though he is trying to do the three card trick (unless he
changes with the aid of the exhaust lifter), and it could
all be avoided by fitting a foot-controlled clutch.

As regards twist grips v. levers for controls, I reckon
honours are about even. The actual controlling movement
is infinitely better with twist grips, and they leave the bars
clear of gadgets

; but, for racing, I think one has a better
control over the steering on a bicycle with levers, as once
they are put they stay put ; and one' can get a decent grip
of the bars and leave the controls alone, instead of having
to hang on by the end of the twist grip, and one can only
remedy this, by experiencing it on a pretty rough road. Still,

one can get nsed to anything, and "one man's meat," etc.

As I have already encroached overmuch on your- valuable
space I will not transgress further, except to wish you con-
tinued success with your excellent journal, of which I have
be_en a constant reader for nine years. SAPPER.
Melbourne, Australia.
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SKILFUL DRIVING BY UNKNOWN RIDER.
Sir,—May I take the unusual course of thanking, through

your columns, the motor cyclist who averted a nasty smash
on the high road over the Snake from Glossop to Sheffield
on a recent Monday.

I was teaching my wife to drive my James outfit, and,
stopping on a hill, we commenced to slide backwards across
the road just on a nasty bend. A few seconds later a
motor cyeCst flashed round the bend at a high speed and
a terrible smash seemed inevitable. The rider, however,
instantly swerved, charged up the steep grass bank at
the side of the road, and was away like a flash without
looking round. I tremble to think of the result if he had
hesitated a fraction of a second, and I would like to con-
gratulate the driver of the machine whose number was, I

believe, WA 4084, on a most marvellous exhibition of cool
judgment and magnificent driving. The bank he charged
up was strewn with large boulders, and how he avoided
them is a mystery. Were we all possessed of such iron nerve
the high roads would be much safer for such as '

She'ffield. NOVICE. ,

OBTURATOR RINGS FOR MOTOR CYCLE ENGINES.
Sir,—Referring to the remarks of "CCC," in your issue

of August 4th, advocating . the use of obturator rings for

motor cycle engines, I have had a fair amount of experience
with rotary aero engines, and found that, taking an average
of thirty: hours running at 1,130 to 1,200 r.p.m., the obturator
ring gets burnt at the gap, so that when overhauling the
engine new rings have to be fitted. This does not refer to

an alutpinium obturator ring, but to the copper and silver

alloy ofefi. As I am still rather interested in aero engines,

I should like to know what make of engine is fitted with
alumin.'um obturator rings.

Say one of these rings was fitted to an ordinary motor
cycle eirgine and ran for fifty hours' at 20 m.p.h., that only
makes » difference of 1,000 mileS. Double that, and you
would ttnly get 2,000. How many riders nowadays would
care to have to fit new piston rings after every 2,000 miles?
Again, compare the lubrication system of the rotary aero
engine to the present day motor cycle engine. No, sir, I

am afraid fitting an f~ shaped obtm'ator ring to a motor
cycle engine would not prove satisfactory, except from the
pointof view of the agent who supplied it. MONO.
Duxford.

WORE EXTENDED ROAD TESTS SUGGESTED.
Sir,—I should like to endorse your editorial remarks on

'' Running-in."
I have just had a long and troublous spell of adjustment

~6n a new .machine of expensive make, and would suggest
that all motor cycle manufacturers should lay out a test

course around their works, completed machines to be required
to make a certain number of rounds of the course (including

-a test hill) to a very close schedule and checked petrol con-

stunption. This would eliminate such troubles as overheat-

ing .due to oversize jets, or loose parts, etc. I would suggest,

too, that only stock machines selected by a club official

should be permitted entry in reliability trials.

I cannot believe that some machines are subjected to any
i- works tests at all, else how is it possible to despatch a new
I machine so spotlessly clean?

Some manufacturers make machines with fixed and some
with adjustable ignition. In the former case, would it not

be a reasonable compromise to interconnect the air and
ignition levers so that with closed air we get retarded ignition

and vice varsa?
On automatic carburetters the automatically operated air

slide could be made sufficiently powerful in action to operate
th^ ignition advance, and so we could achieve single lever

control. Of course, I admit that the scheme is imperfect

;

but think it superior either to fixed or ordinary adjustable

ignition. It would be interesting to hear the views of others.

Stafford. IDEALIST.

ENCLOSED AND OIL-COOLED VALVES SUGGESTED.
Sir,—Mr. Bra/dshaw tells us that an engine may be cooled

with oil. He then encloses his cylinders in the crank case to

prove his assertion. Well, why doesn't he enclose the valves
as well? It seems that improvements in various engine
Idetails goes on continually; but no one seems to trouble
jabout the valves. It seems hardly the thing to make sure
'that all the other parts get ample lubrication, yet the
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valves, surely one of the most important parts, have to

"carry on" with no lubrication whatever, and in a position
where they are subject to heat and dust as well. Is it not
possible to enclose the valves, as in a car with a detachable
plate, draw the mixture actually through the valve guide,
as we used to do in the days of the old a.i.v. engine, and so
do away with the annoying air leaks which upset our carbu-
ration, especially at low speeds, and, at the same time, arrange
that oil shall be supplied to the valve stems and springs?

It seems that an engine on the lines of the JIartinsyde,
with overhead exhaust and side inlet valve could be best
adapted to this arrangement. The various attachments sold
to stop air leaks are all very well in their way, but at best
can only be described as makeshifts.
Why do not more people fit sidecar vjheel brakes? Let

them come out here a bit, then they would find the need for

such brakes ; also, for a brake which will stop on if required,
on the same lines as a motor car brake. Possibly some of the
competitors in the International Six Days in Switzerland
could support these statements

!

C. E. CLARK.

SUNDAY COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—Your leader in the issue of ' TJie Motor Cycle for

August 18th was discussed at oiir board meeting on Saturday
last, and I was instructed to write strongly protesting against
your statements re Sunday trials.

You appear in the South to be entirely ignorant of the
conditions ruling in the North of England.
Sunday is absolutely the only day where it is possible for

the members all to meet, and, as you are no doubt aware, we
can fix a comparatively stiff course for a reliability trial, with-
out interfering in any way with the section of the community
who are in opposition to our type of pleasures.

We have more than one course in the North of England
where we could hold a speed trial, which is more than one
mile from any house, and probably five miles from the nearest
church. Also, as a very large proportion of the community,
at least in our area, are enthusiastic motor cyclists, or
relatives thereof, it is looked upoirin a totally different light
from what seems to be the accepted standard in the South.

J. H. HALL,
Secretary North-Western Centre, A.C.U.

[From the earliest days of the motor cycle movement 7'he
Motor Cycle has been averse to Sunday sporting competi-
tions, and although all our readere may not agree with us
on this point, our opinion unquestionably is supported by the
bulk of public opinion, and by the Auto Cycle Union, and
the British Cycle and ilotor Cycle IManufacturers' Union.
Conditions sucli as mentioned by our correspondent prevail

-

in almost every part of the country, and with any large
club or centre. Sunday, probably, is the most convenient
day, but this does not make it any more jsropitious. No
one can cavil at the popularity of Sunday touring, but we
affirm tliat the best interests of the sport are not served by
holding sporting events for a comparatively small number of

motor cyclists at the inconvenience of the public.

—

Ed.]

16,000 MlLES-ONE OVERHAUL.
An enthusiastic rider of a twin-cylinder Ariel sidecarrier,

Mr. Monk, Waltham Abb?y. He reports that his machine has

covered 16,000 miles, and the engine has only been taken down
once since it was delivered.
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PROTECTING A DISABLED LEG.
Sir,—In reply to " Dislip's " letter, I am similarly dis-

abled to him, in the left leg, and used to ride a 2^ h.p.

Ivy with footboards, but found that on rough roads my foot

would not stay on the boards, very often jolting right off.

On this machine I had several left-hand side-slips, but found
that if I kept my foot on the board and did^not attempt
to keep myself up with it I would fall on my shoulder,

and the handle-bars would prevent the machine from crush-

ing my leg to a detrimental degree.

I am now riding a 3^ h.p. tnree-speed Norton, which is

fitted with iootrests, and have found them much more satis-

factory than footboards, ,the rests in this case being rather
far back, so that my weight helps to keep the feet firmly

down.
Incidentnlly, I might add that-tlie weight of my present

machine is about 300 lb., and I am riding solo.

Birmingham. NON-HURT

THE F.N. EULOGISED AND CRITICISED.
Sir,—-Many years ago, when motor cycles were noisome,

unpleasant things, the four-cylinder shaft-driven F.N.
astonished and charmed everybody by its vibrationless and
comparatively silent running.

But, for some reason, this in many ways unique machine
has failed to become popular over here in the same way as

other foreign makes—American, for example.
Perhaps it is the altogether unconventional appearance,

long high frame and handle-bars, together with the purely

imaginary complications of construction, that account for the

very few .modern F.N.'s encountered on the road to-day.

My own solo experiences of one of the more recent 7 h.p.

models may possibly serve to dispel any such impressions that

may still remain among some of your readers.

I have had many modern machines—British and American,

3^ to 7 h.p., twin, single, and even four-cylinder— but none
has, in my opinion, quite earned the high praise I willingly

accord this 7 h.p. F.N. of" mine.

At no speed is there the slightest sign of splutter, back-fire,

or racing. It may be the three-jet Zenith, combined with
the superb balance of the engine ; it may be the petrol-

benzole-Castrol mixture on which I run.^ The fact remains
that, at less than balancing pace, this machine will run
without manipulation of any lever or pedal on the low speed,

and perform in a similar manner with the clutch half

depressed on top. I have never seen the like of it except in

a very good car.

The maximum pace is much faster than the somewhat
"unsporting" build and riding position will allow. I put it

at somewhere in the neighbourhood of 50 m.p.h.

The engine runs up to this pace from zero, on a slight up
grade, without a tremor of vilDration. Consumption is from
50 to 60 ni.p.g. solo.

I have not yet succeeded in making the engine hot or even
moderately warm. This is rather a drawback, as the machine,
excellent in all other ways, declines to pull anything but
bottom gear until thoroughly warmed up, which means a mile

on second or bottom speed unless one is willing to wait till

the engine behaves properly on the stand.

As regards riding comfort, I have certainly ridden more
comfortable machines. The fact that one cannot grip with

one's knees on the F.X., combined with the small 26in. w-heel

and rather "bouncy" spring forks, make the negotiation of a'

-really bad road (Cricklewood to the Aerodrome, for example)
an evil dream ! but for anything like a good road the

position is particularly comfortable and free from strain.

Other excellent points 'about the F.N. include the positive

pressure lubrication, which appears to function at all speeds

to perfection.

The three-speed gear box is quite noticeably silent, w-hich

cannot, however, be said of the bevel, which, though efficient

and otherwise excellent, is inclined to whirr badly between
15 and 25 m.p.h. This is perhaps the one annoying feature

of the whole machine.

The clutch is, with the exception of the A.J.S. and Lea-
Francis perhaps, the best I have ever handled, but it needs
the oilcan rather too frequently.

To sum up my impressions, this 7 h.p. F.N. possesses all

those "four-cylinder" features which one associates with a
really good modern light car, and which no twin-cylinder

engine, however well balanced, can ever quite attain. Its

riding comfort, reliability, flexibility, and general excellence,

VTETICAI,.
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combined with the magnificent finish and workmanship

,

(which, to me, is a joy to contemplate), make the modern F.N.-'
a most attractive machine to ride. Usual disclaimer.
Watford. NK2098.

FOR AND AGAINST THE HINGED FORK. .
.

Sir,—I feel that " Warum " voices the sentiments of many
scientific motor cyclists in his letter criticising the Triumph
type of fork, which is apparently a simple lever of the first"

order.

If a shock from the road be considered, it will be seen that

it must be split up into two components—one along the centre

line of the fork and the other at right angles to this, repre-

senting the line of action of the two extremities of the fork,

where it partakes of a radial motion, working against the

spring. A glance at a parallelogram of forces, which could

be constructed at any given position of the fork, will show
that there must always be a certain amount of actual thrust

on the fork hinge, or bearing, and that this thrust is nearly
as great as the road shock
itself. Moreover, until the
fork assumes an angle of 45°

.

with the vertical, the thrust on
the fork hinge is always more
than the component acting
against the spring.

It would seem that a ham-
mering action on the bearing
would immediately follow any
looseness in the hinge, which,
if not soon rectified, would
quickly accelerate in intensity.

It will also be seen that
many bad road shocks, such
as those caused by pot-holes,

would incline their line of

action towards the centre line'

of the fork. In such cases, just,

when the fork requires to be most flexible, the decreased
moment caused by this deviation from the vertical places,

the fork at a disadvantage and the hinge is called on ts

take more of the thrust than ever. _
In the parallel link type of fork, the shock .is absorbed

directly by the spring or springs, but in the type under dis-

cussion the shock has to act on the hinge before the spring

can dissipate it. I consider the Bcardmore-Precision fork to

be a vast improvement, as it transmits the shocks directly -

to the cantilever spring, the hinge under the steering column-,

functioning more as a pure guide than as a thrust bearing.

The only justifications I can perceive for the Triumph type

are fewness of working parts and consequent low cost.

L. S. LYONS.

Diagram explaining Mr.
L. S Lyons 's remarks on

the -hinged type of fork.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Capt. S. Wallick recommends very highly his Connaught

lightweight, which he uses in the course of Government work
over a large and scattered district.
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BOOKS AND Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cych.

*MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM '

The standard handbooli- on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.'
New Edition. Just Published. Price net. 2/- By post, 3/3.

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedyin:;
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3.

•'TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." j
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the rider's point

of view. Price net 3 - By post, f /3.

'*MOTOR -CYCLE REMINISCENCES.'
By "Ixion," of TIte Motor Cycle.

Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set or Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. s.

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England a^d
Wales, London (as above). Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE*' ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5 /- By post, 5 /^

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS.Ltd.,
20, Tudor Street, I-ondoii, E.C.4. or of leading Booksellera and

Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection of questions cf general interest received from readers and our leplies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and shouM be kept distinct from questions beari ng on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle," desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that oi-ganisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
with by, the A, A. and IVI.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over tlie country as to the existing state of the roads,
in any particular locality.

ENGINE WILL NOT RUN.
My 2| h.p, Levis recently

? stopped suddenly. I tried the
plug and found it perfect

;

' there
-I-l was no stoppage in the petrol

pipe, so I had the engine dis-

mantled and found all in order. I re-

assembled it, and still got no res?ult.

I have tried plug, compression, petrol,

carburetter, and ci'ank case leaks. The
magneto- has been tested under com-
pression by the makers.—H.S.

\
If the plug, compression, carburetter, and

I

magneto are in order there is absolutely no
reason why the engme should not run
quite satisfactorily, provided it was
correctly reassembled. You might verify

the timing, as it is quite possible that the
magneto sprocket slips on the armature
shaft. The spark should be timed to occur
when the piston is on top dead centre,

iwith the control fully retarded. It is

ilso advisable to make sure that the fiy-

vheel is tight on the engine-shaft.

COMPRESSION RATIO.
Is it at all possible to get too

^ high a compression in a ^i h.p.

> two-stroke engine? In taking
.i-\ mine down last winter, I found

a -fVi'i. packing between the
cylinder and crank case, and, thinking
to improve matters, substituted a a'jin.

instead. Although I can get a good
speed on the level, I cannot climb Trills

as well as my friend who has the same
make of machine ; but his compression

. is, not half so good as mine. I should
be glad to hear if there is any formula
oh compression space compared with the

: bore and stroke to get the best effici-

ency.—H.H.S.

y substituting a thinner packing between
le cylinder and crank case you alter the
irt timing of a two-stroke engine. We
iinot give you any formula on compres-
jii space in relation to bore and stroke,

the compression ratio in most com-
ercial engines has usually been arrived
by experiment. It does not follow that
creasing the compression will impi'ove

e efficiency of any particular engine,
other undesirable complications may

;^ult.

REMOVING BELT FROM IDLE MACHINE.
When garaging a machine, is it

at all necessary or advisable to

remove the belt?—M,J.

It is not necessary to remove the belt,

although it would be advisable to do so if

the machine is left for a long period.

?

important iDates.

Mon., Aug. 29lh, to Sal., Sept 3rd
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Thurs.. Sept. 8th—Norfolk MX. an J
L'C.C. Open Speed Trials.

Sat-. Sept 10th— Liverpool M.C. Open
*' Reliance Cup ' Trial.

Sal., Sept. ITth—
Grand Prix Rac? for Cycle Cars.

Sat.. Sept. 17th—Midland Centre A. C.TJ.

Op:n Hill Climb.

Fri., Sept. 23rd, to Tues., Sept. 27tli-
Anglo-Dutch Reliability Trial.

Sat . Sept. 24lh-M.C.C. Sporting Trial.

Sat.. Del. 1 St— Doncaster and District

M.CC. Open Speed Tria's.

Man.. N'ov. 28lh. to Sat.. Dec. 3rd—
The Olympia Motor Cycle Show,

Fri., Jan. 27lh, to Sat.. Feb. 4th, 1922—
Sco tish Motor Show (including motor
cycl.s).

GEAR OUESTIONS-
Is it possible to put a kick-

^ start of some description on an

V N.S.U. gear? and can a gate

JU change be fitted ? Is there any-

thing to damage or unscrew if I

run this gear left-hand instead of

right, as I am thinking of converting

mine into a countershaft?—H.E.

A kick-starter cannot be fitted to the

N.S.U. gear, but if you transferred it to

the countershaft position, it might be pos-

sible to arrange some form of kick-starter

working on the engine-shaft. We do not

know of any control now available which

can be substituted for the standard rotat-

ing handle. You cannot run the gear in

the opposite way from that which is

intended by the makers, as you will tend

to unscrew the pulley from the main body

of the gear, thus causing the two sections

of the main ball bearings to come apart.

WHICH VALVE NEEDS ATTENTION ?

Having been a motorist and
motor cyclist for nineteen years,

I have always, in taking down
an engine, looked at the exhaust
valve fifst, since I have al\\ays

believed that if the exhaust valve Was
all right the inlet valve, which has far

less burning, would be all right also.

A friend, whose e.xperience is very
great, says he always looks at the inlet

valve first, since, if that is all right,

the exhaust will be all right. Who is

correct?—K.C.

It is usual to pay more attention to the

exhaust valve when a machine is being

overhauled, as in many cases the seating

of the inlet valve remains in perfectly

good order for very long periods, even if

the exhaust valve seating is badly burnt.

It certainly does not follow if the inlet

valve is in order that the exhaust valve

seating will also be undamaged.

LACK OF SPEED.
Having recently purchased a

two-stroke lightweiglrt, I find I

can only get 28 to 30 m.p.h. out

of it, which I put down to

the carburetter ; the timing is

correct, no air leaks being present. I

have a 28 jet and cannot obtain any
more speed after opening the throttle

one-third and the air threequarters.

—

C.H.E.

j|^

If yoiu' machine is a new one, it may not

be possible to obtain a higher speed until

it has had some use, as the plain bearings

ni these engines usually take some con-

siderable time before becoming perfectly

free. You should find that the running
will improve over the first 1,000 miles.

Possibly a slightly larger jet would im-

prove matters, and you should make quite

sure that the petrol supply is un-

obstructed. Two - stroke engines are

particularly susceptible to variations in

ignition timing, and you might try the

effect of permanently advancing the igni-

tion a little more than the standard set-

ting of the makers. Set the contact

breaker so that the points fully separate

with the control at full retard, when the

pisto:-! is on top dead centre.

BI5
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TWO-SPEED HUB GEAR.
Would you please tell me (1)

^jT] how to prevent oil woiliing on

^ to the brake drums of a Roc
-LI two-speed hub? (2.) What is

the cause of a grating sound in

these gears when coasting down a hill

in free engine ?—A. A.
(1.) Pro'oably you are using an oil which
is too thin, and at the same time over-

lubricating the gears. Try a very thick

engine oil, or have the gears dismantled
and packed with grease. (2.) Without
actual inspection it is impossible to ext

plain the cause of the grating sound
which arises from the gears. It may be
due to one of the contracting bands rub-

bing on some part of the hub.

POWER FOR FAMILY SIDECAR.
/«nticipating the purchase of a

.

]^ sidecar outfit, I am told that a" 3^ h.p. machine will be quite up
-LJ to my needs. I weigh 15 st., my

wife 11 St., and our two children

weigh about 10 st. together. Will you
favour me with your opinion, and can

vou give me any idea of the best type

of machine?—W.H.A.
A good single-cylinder machine of 4 or

4-i h.p. should answer your rfiquirements

perfectly well, provided you do not expect

too much in the way of hill-climbing with

such a heavy load. The chief difficulty

wUl be fixing up a sidecar with a

sufficiently roomy body on the size of

chassis usually supplied with a machine
of this type. In other resjiects such
engines are quite capable of dealing with

the work, but a 6 or 8 h.p. machine
would be better, especially if you have
any serious hills to negotiate in your
usual runs.

A KNOCK AT SPEED.
My Junior Triumph has lately^ developed a knock. This begins

> as .soon as the engine gets warm,
-LI and, if speed is increased, assumes

alarming proportions. At a slow

speed it is not audible. To cure it I

have taken the engine down and de-

carbonised it, fitted new piston rings,

new gudgeon pin, and taken up the big

end bearing, but all to no purpose.

Thinking it was not getting enough oil,

I poured oil into the crank case, and
this had a good effect until the blue

smoke disappears from the exhaust
when the knock recommenced. - There
is no visible wear in the cylinder, and
all the bearings appear correctly ad-

justed throughout. The magneto is

timed according to the makers' instruc-

tions ; it has been retimed several times
without altering the " knock." Do you
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is the Ifthink " piston slap

so, I suppose the remedy is a new
piston. Would an auxiliary oU pump
be of use? The petroil system is the
one at present used.—A.R.H.B.

If the engine bearings are all in good order,

as your letter implies, in all probability
it is the piston which is responsible for the
knock. We take it that you have iriade

quite sure that the noise does not arise
from any part of the transmission, and
also that the sparking plug is not giving
rise to pre-ignition. It should not be
necessary to use an auxiliary oil supply,
as the petroil system works perfectly well
on these engines. Correct adjustment of
contact breaker gap. {^jin.) should be
assured.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questiojis publisJied

under this headinq sh'oiild he sent to the.

Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-

warded direct to the querists concerned.

" A.J.L." (Lewisham).—Any kind of

puncture-proof tyre filling.

" W.R.H." (Thurgoland).—Any make
of attachment for pedal cycle, other than

Auto-'wheel.
" H.S." (East Newport). — Millford-

Rock sidecar on 8 h.p. Sunbeam : Strength

of wheel in comparison with enclosed

axle type, comfort, and safety of con-

nections.
" G.H.T." (Criccieth). — Cox-Atmos

cai'buretter on 5 h.p. A.j.S.
" W.J.S.B." (Taunton).—A.V. Mono-

car : Hill-climbinu. braking, stability,

suspension, and general remarks.
" F.l'A." (Windsor).—A.B.C. : Con-

sumption, springing, reliabililv (especi-

ally of valve gear).

READER'S REPLY.

SIDECAR WORK FOR AN ESSENTIALLY
SOLO MOUNT.

Ee " J.J.L.'s " query in the issue of

August 18th concerning conversion of a

3i h.p. N.U.T. for sidecar work : I

suggest ' a smaller belt pulley on the

countershaft gear. This can be brought
to 3 to 1, and consequently reduce the

total gear ratio on top to 5 to 1.

" J.J.L." might like to hear of the

suggestion. I am doing the job to my
machine.

—

Kenneth S. Hughes. ^

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leicester to Bridgend.—G.H.H.

Leicester, Blaby, Lutterworth, Rugby,
Blue Boar Corner, Bubbenhall, Leaming-
ton, Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon, Alcester,

Flyford Flavell, Worcester, Powick, Mal-
vern Link, Great Malvern, Wynds Point,

Ledbury, Ross, Wilton, Monmouth, Raglan,

Usk, Llangibby, Caerleon, Newport, St.

Mellons, Cardiff, Canton, Ely Station, St.

Nicholas, Bobvilston, Cowbridge, Bro-

castle, Bridgend.

Wolverhampton to Owston Ferry.^
A.T.P.

' Wolverhampton, Galley, Penkridge,
Dunston, Stafford, Weston, Uttoxeter,

Rocester, Mayfield, Ashbourne, Long-
cliff, Grange Mill, Via Gellia, Cromford,
Matlock Bath, Matlock Bridge, Rowsley,
Beeley, Chatsworth Park, Edensor, Bas-
low, Chesterfield, -Brimington, StaveTey,

Barlborough, Whitwell, Worksop, Ran-
by, Retford, Saundby, Beckingham,
Walkeringhara, Minstertorij Haxey,
Owston Ferry. Approx, 119^ miles.

Barrow to Chesterfield.—G.H.R.
Barrow,~ Dalton, Ulverstou, Haver-

thwaite, Newby Bridge, Lindale-in-Cart-

mel, Levens Bridge, Kirkby Lonsdale,
Ingleton, Clapham, Settle, Long Preston,

Hellifield, Gargrave, Skipton, Bolton
Bridge, Addingham, Ilkley, Burley-in-

Wharfedale, Otley, Pool, Arthington,
Collingham, Bramham, Aberford, Ferry-
bridge, Doncaster, Balby, Wadworth,
Tickhill, Oldcoates, Carlton, Worksop,
Whitwell, Barlborough, Staveley, Brim-
ington, Chesterfield. Approximately 169
miles.

Three-wheeler Price Reductions.

A new model of the T.B. runabout is

now available, fitted with J.A.P. engine,

at the reduced price of £235.

Found on the Road.
An aluminium number plate with rear

lamp attached was recovered- after it

dropped from a sidecar machine at

Grays, Essex, by Mr. A. Carder, 106,

London Road, Grays, on August 17th.

The Loveland Magneto Lighting Device.

In our last issue the magneto lighting

device illustrated on page :'223 was
described as the Lovelace. Tdie correct,

name of the manufacturers is . Loveland
Bros., Crescent Magneto Works; Norbury,
London, S.W.

British Success in Canada.
In the recent^ 540 miles reliability trial

of the Toronto M.C.C., the 'best trade
performance was rriade by a Triumph
rider, B. Mallory, whose machuie was 1

equipped with Bates tyres and 'Amac car-

buretter. The second amateui was also

mounted on a Triumph. Amateurs had
to average 20 m.p.h., but the trade riders

ran to a 24 m.p.h. schedule.

Cross-Channel Rates for Motor Cycles. -

^ We have received a leaflet from the >

London, Brighton, and South Coast Rail-
way Co., concerning their Newhaven-
Dieppe service. Motor cycles not exceed-
ing 130 lb. in weight are conveyed from
Newhaven to Dieppe for 12s., and 9d. is

charged for every 10 lb. or part of 10 lb.

over this weight. Sidecar outfits not ex- .

ceeding 200 lb. are carried for 31s. 6d.,

and the same excess rate is charged.

Mem. for Trials Secretaries.

Samples of direction arrows for reli-

ability trials, which are supplied on
request to motor cycle clubs, have been
submitted to us by the Leicester Rubber
Co., Ltd., Post Office Place, Leicester,

The arrows are of larg« dimensions, and
ha^ve large heads, while, whether the
competitors are expected t;o turn right or

left is indicated by L. or R., print^ed in

red. Similar signs are issued showing
when the competitors have to travel •

straight on.

Review.
" Where's Where : The A.B.C. Motor

Marine and Aircraft Guide, 1921," by
W. C. Bersey and A. Dorey (17s. 6d

:

The Technical Publishing Co., Ltd., 1,

Gough Square, London, E.C.4), is a use-

ful guide to various towns and villages in

the United Kingdom, giving a large

amount of information of value to motor-
ists, such as Parliamentary Divisions,

police authorities, registration authorities,

speed limits, railways, local clubs, motor
omnibus services, and R.A.C., A.C.U.,
or A. A. and M.U. appointed hotels and

farages. There is also a list of manu-
acturers and dealers in motor cars, motor

cycles, and parts.
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SPECTACULAR RACING ON THE SANDS.
Wolverhamplon Machines share Chief Welsh Championships at Pendine Exciling Finishes,

FIVE laps of a two-mile course, with
a complete "about turn

'

' each mile,
af a speed of considerably over 60

-in.p.h., was the remarkable record of

George Dance and one or two otlier star

riders at the West Wales Centre A.C.U.
open race meeting at Pendine Sands last

I'hursday.
]Motor cycle races have been staged at

Pendine for nearly twenty years now,
hut not until last week has there been
an officially open meeting on that fine

natural speedway. This is rather sur-
prising, for undoubtedly racing on the
sand has an attraction all its own, Thurs-

• day's being quite the most interesting
British speed event of the year, excluding
oiJy the Tourist Trophy and the 500-mile
race.

Twelve Events in Three Hours.

There were twelve events down for
decision, and from the rather belated start
to the comraendably prompt finish (4.15
p.m.), the interest of a thronging mass of
spectators was kept at fever pitch.

Clafts 1 was a 300 c.c. championship
race of four miles, in which 2^ h.p.
J.A.P.-engined machines were in the
majority ; they had things all their own
way, although Morris Isaac (2^ New
Lnperial-Jap) won fairly easily. Result :

300 c.c. OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP (Distance, 4
Miles). -

1. Morris Isaac {Z% New Imperial-J.A.P.).
2. W. Edwards &/i Omega).
3. Ivor Thomas (2)4 New Imperial-J.A.P.).

Winner's time,. 4m. 37s.

Dance (on an o.h.v. 2| h.p. Sunbeam)
and Howard Davies (on a T.T. A.J.S.)
were bracketed favourites for the 350 c.c.

championship, in which the distance had

Morris Isaac, a

prominent Carmar-

then rider, who, on

a 2\ h.p. New Im-

perial, won the 300

c.c. championship

with ease.

been increased to ten miles, i.e., five laps.
i; The field of five all got off the mark well,

but the favourites soon drew ahead, and
1 for two laps there was not more than fifty

I yards between them. Then the Sunbeam
j
toured in with an oiled-up plug ; two
others retired; and Brockbank (2|
Brock-Blackburne), who was none too
happy witli his brakes, was quite unable

' to catch the T.T. winner.

350 c.c. OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP (Distance, 10
. Miles).

1.- H. R. Davies (2H A.J.S. ).

2. H. P. Brockbank (2% Brock-Blackburne).
Winner's time, 9m. 34s.

Dance, however, retrieved himself in

tile 560 c.c. championship. Fourteen
starters made the " get ready " period an
ear-splitting one, but an exceptionally

' fine start compensated those standing by
for such minor inconveniences. On an

! o.h.v. 3^ h.p. Sunbeam th^ Wolverhamp-

ton rider just led the field first time
round ; very close on his heels, and all

in a bunch, were Sgonina (on his o.h.v.
Norton), Ogwin Lewis (Norton), and Jack
Thomas (Norton). At the fourth mile the
positions of the first two wer^ unchanged,
but H. R. Davies had crept up to third.
Sgonina led at the third lap, but Dance
was ahead again at eight miles, and at
ten—the finish.

560 c.c. OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP (Distance, 10
Miles).

1. George Dance (3H Sunbeam).
2. C. Sgonina (3>^ Norton).
3. H. E. Davies (2?^ A.J.S.).

Winner's time, 9m. 183s.

The final championship event—for
machines of unlimited capacity—was, but
for the absence of Sgonina, and the pre-
sence of a fast newcomer, F. P. Bush
(7-9 Harley-Davidson), almost a repeti-
tion of the previous race. First lap order
was retained throughout, as follows :

UNLIMITED OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP (Distance,
10 Miles).

1. George Dance (31-2 Sunbeam).
2. H. R. Davies [2% A.J.S.).
3. P. P. Bush (7-9 Harley-Davidson).

Winner's time, 9m. 24s.

Two things
' probably account for the

slower time in the last race : (1) There
was no Sgonina to keep Dance thoroughly
busy, and (2) the turns were becoming
dangerously wet—so much so that one or
two of the local men became somewhat
hair-raising in their cornering.
One word dismisses Class 5, the open

one mile sprint :
" Dance," who won bj'

what seemed at least 300 yards. Unfor-
tunately, the sprints were not timed.

OPEN MILE SPRINT.
1. George Dance (3>, Sunbeam).
2. F. P. Bush (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
3. Ivor Thomas (3K Sunbeam).

Exciting "Closed" Events.

Now followed a similar series of races
(all of four miles) confined to members
of West Wales clubs ; but they were not
one whit less e.xciting than the open
classes.

The result of the' lightweight class
speaks for itself; tha other five compe-
titors " were nowhere." It was notice-
able, too, that several of the local riders
failed to " get down to it " in the
approved muanner, thus losing fully
3 m.p.h. on the straight.

300 c.c. WEST WALES CENTRE FOIIB MILES
RACE.

1. Morris Isaac (2 '4 New Imperial-J.A.P.).
2. W. Edwards (2tJ Omega).
•3. H. Church (2« Velocette.
•Special prize for fastest two-stroke.

Winner's time, 4m. 36is.

The " 2-|- h.p.'s " struggle deserves
fuller comment, for iVIorris Isaac rode
Dance's Sunbe».m, Jack Thomas Davies's
A.J.S., and T. G. Stevens the Brock-
Blackburne. Isaac obtained a fifty yards
lead by superior acceleration at the start,
which he held for one lap. Next, and
last, time round he was seen to hold his
position, as they swept down to the
finish ; apparently he did not realise how
closely he was being pursued, for almost
right on the line the A.J.S. drew past,
and won " by a short wheel." Result

:

350 c.c. WEST WALES CENTRE POUR MILES
RACE.

1. Jack Thomas (2Ji. A.J.S.).
2. Morris Isaac (2^-4 Sunbeam).
3. T. G. Stevens (2^4' Brock-Blackburne).

Winner s time, 4m. 25s.

Thomas was rather keen on riding the
victorious A.J.S. in the next class ; but,
as he had entered another make, the
committee was adamant. F. J. Boshier
Jones had been riding so well and con-
sistently in almost every event, and just
failing to get placed, that we all hoped
he would retain his first lap short lead in
this race. It -was not to be, however, for,
after a thrilling tussle, Ivor Thomas
(Sunbeam) won by a length from P. Bush
(Norton), with the Douglas third.

560 c.c. WEST WALES CENTRE FOUR MILES
RACE.

1. Ivor Thomas (3'4 Sunbeam).
2. F. P. Bush (3; 5 Nortcn).
3. F. J. Boshier Jones (3J.^ Douglas).

Winner's time, 3m. 56is.

Flat Twins to the Fore.

In the last four-mile race Bush's Harley
led the field throughout, but Boshier-Jon e's

grimly held second place, and was but
a length behind the big twin at the
finish; and .there were ten starters.

UNLIMITED WEST WALES CENTRE POUR
MILES RACE.

1. P. P. Bush (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
2. P. J. Boshier Jones (3J.< Douglas).
3. P. J. Bush. (3!4 Norton).

Winner's time, 3m. 48§s.

Luther Davies had apparently saved
his A.B.C. to good purpose for the last
solo class, for he won the " mile " by about
ten yards from a Brough Superior.

UNLIMITED ONE MILE WEST WALES
^ CENTRE SPRINT.

1. Luther Davies (3 A.B.C).
2. Handel Davies (8 Brough Superior).
3. F. P. Bush (7-9 Harley-Davidson).

Both the sidecar races were tame, there
being only thre: starters in each case.
'The " Veriot " had 750 c.c. o.h.v. pre-
cision twin engine.

George Dance
does not rest on his

laurels for long. On
Thursday he rode

in four races, and

won three, includ-

ing the 560 c.c. and

unlimited cham-

pionships.

750 c.c. SIDECARS ONE MILE SPRINT.
1. R. W. Hill (5-6 Veriot-Precision sc).
2. — Griffiths (S-6 James sc).

UNLIMITED SIDECARS ONE MILE SPRINT.
1. Handel Davies (8 Brough Superior sc).
2. R. W. Hill (5-6 Veriot-Precision sc).

Not on the Programme.

As a consequence of the close finish in
the local 350 c.c. race, an' extra match
was arranged between the A.J.S., the
Sunbeam, and the Brock, piloted by Jack
Thomas, Isaac, and Brockbank respec-
tively. It was anybody's race at the
second mile, but the Sunbeam drew ahead
before the last turn, and finished an easy
first.

No accident, mishap, or untoward inci-

dent marred the day, and the organisers
are to be heartily congratulated in point-
ing the way to other centres on how to

liven up a speed event.

C3
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Olmes to TLlgl)t Camps. Obituary.

S«pt 1st

3rd
5th
7th

8.16 p.m.
8.11 „
8.8 „
8.3 „

New Models.

There are several 1922 models being
tried out in this week's big trial

January to June Index.

An index to the volume of Tlie Motor
C'l/ch from .January to June last may be
obtained from the, publishers, IN'Iessrs.

• Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4, at a cost of 7d., post free.

On Point Duty.

Bef-ere being assigned the duty of
directing traffic, those provincial police-

men who merely shut their eyes and wave
their arms should serve an apprentice-
ship in London.

Notable Absentee at Pendine.

Whilst practising, on the previous day,
for the Pendine Sands open race meeting
last Thursday, Dr. Lindsay, the well-

known Welsh motor cyclist, " crashed
"

rather severely. His absence from the
meeting, where he was a favourite for
several events, was "reatly regretted, but
it is to be hoped that by the time these
lines appear he will have ouite recovered.

We regret to announce the death on the
23rd ult. of Mr. Charles Vernon Pugh,
J.P., founder of the Whitworth Cycle
Co. His name was best known to motor
cyclists in connection with Messrs. Eudge-
Whitworfh, Ltd. He was also chairman
of C. H. Pugh, Ltd., and the Lanchester
Motor Co. His loss will be felt through-
out the trade, and our sympathies are
e.xtended to his widow and children.

Next week's issue will contain an
illustrate i description of the Six

Days Trials, written by members of

the staff of this journal, who are

accompanying the competitors on

the route.

Estate Planning.

Those who are at present plai.iiing new
suburbs should bear in mind that a large
percentage of prospective buyers of
houses from £1,000 to £1,500 are owners
of motor cycles or light cars. Despite
the known demand for houses with
garages or " with room • for garage,"
speculative builder^, still carve up the
land as if the main object were to e.x-

clude motorists.

Special 'ye.aturcs.

MACHINES IN THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

TWO ON TOUR.
PILLION RIDING IN THE DESERT.

Further Successes of o.h.v. Engines.

Overhead valve engines practically

swept the board at last week's big race

meeting of the West Wales Centre
A.C.U.

Hundred Miles Race in Ireland.

On the 17th inst. the Ulster 1\I,C.C.

will hold speed trials on Magillan Sands,
including a hundred miles scratch race

for the Championship of Ulster. All

machines up to 600 c.c. are eligible.

There will also be a hundred miles han-
dicap for solo machines of any capacity.

A New Italian Machine.

In the recent Biella-Oropa hill-climb

a new Italian motor bicycle considerably
distinguished itself. This was the 2|
h.p. Maffeis, ridden by Mario Sassi, who
won his class, beating a Douglas, A.B.C.,
and a Frera. The new Maffeis is a high-
elficiency twin-cylinder V type, with
valves in the cylinder head. The frame
is on standard lines. Sassi competed in

the French Grand Prix, but retired early

owing to a fall.

A CHANGE FROM TRIALS AND SPEED EVENTS.
^Left) Matchless owners in the wheel-changing competitions at the recent Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C. Gymkhana.

(Right) Scott and Sunbeam riders busy netting eggs.
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88 Starters in this Week's

Big Trial. Well - known
Makes Absent. 1922
Models Foreshadowed.

USUALLY, the day preceding ~ the
A.C.U, annual Six Days Trials is
one that spreads animation over

whichever town from which the trial may
be starting. Last year it was Darlington,
the year before Llandrindod, Wells ; and
most of the competitors arrived on the
Saturday evening, filling all the important'
hotels, where regulations and prospects
were discussed at length.
With the riders were prominent mem-

bers of the trade, and in hotel foyers
they expressed their views on divers sub-
jects of interest to all who have the
welfare of the motor cycle at heart.
Such occasions were general reunions

of manufacturers, accessory makers, riders
and the press, as are the T.T. races and
the Show; but this year at Brooklands
all seemed changed.
There had been no fraternising prior to

the official examination last Sunday. The
competitors arrived from north, south,
east and west, and very few manufac-
turers accompanied them. Yet one can-
not say that the total entry was a poor

'

one
; indeed, it was very good, for nearly

a hundred competitors are sufficient to
make the trial quite reprewntative.

facturers make out their case; but in
the meantime it should be borne in mind
that, while the machines of some of the
absentees do not enjoy reputations for
silence, others are notoriously quiet.

All the machines we have in mind have
proved their reliability and hill-climbing
capabilities in previous Six Days events,
and naturally the public, which is in-

sistent with its demands for " reasonable
silence " and economy, would have liked
to have seen how they performed under
this year's regulati .s.

Among the better known firms who
decided not to -enter this year are the
makers of the following :

The new internal expanding rear brake
fitted to the Coulson-B.

Rear brake mechanism on the new
chain drive O.K. sidecar outfits. Adjust-
ment is provided at two points.

All the same, there can be no doubt
that the interest of the event would have
been enhanced had tliose few important
firms who have withheld their support
been represented. We ars sure that
uiis decision not to support the big
British trial in which the general public
takes such an interest, is arousing
criticism and absurd interpretations.
The two main points in the A.C.U.

regulations to which this section of the
trade took exception are the petrol and
oil consumption tests, which are con-
sidered to be unreasonable, and the possi-
bility of losing awards on silence. It
also appears that there has been friction
between the Manufacturers' Union and
the A.C.U. ; and the withholding of
support is, w« are informed, more in the
nature of a protest than anything else.

Nevertheless, the public has a right to
think what it likes until th2 absent manu-

Triumph. Indian.
Humber. Zenith.
Douglas. Norton.
Beardmore-Precision. Levis.
Blackburne Verus.
B.S.A. Dot-Jap.
Sunbeam. Velorette.
Diamond. N.tr.T.
Enfield. Harley-Davidson

Bowden extra air valve used on ail the
A.J.S. machines. The inset shows the
mounting of the handle-bar control.
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All Sunday afternoon competitors formed a queue to enter the enclosure where the machines were officially examined and sealed.

Of these, however, private owners are

riding a, B.S.A., Noi-ton, Sunbeam, .

Harley-Davidson, and Douglas.
As an offset against the above-men-

tioned there are at least two well-known
makes which re-enter the official big trial

after several years' absence. We refer

to the Rudge entry of four, and the three

four-cylinder F.N.'s.

The various types of engines fitted on
the competing machines in this and last

years' trials are shown below. It will

be seen that flat twins are not very well

represented this y^ar, but otherwise the

1921 entry may fie said to be representa-

tive of all the types of machines now
offered to the public.

Singles. " V Twins. Flat Twins.

1921. 1920. 1921. 1920. 1921. 1920.

2-strokes

4-strokes

IS
35

19
32 48 3 13

Side-by-side
Twins. Three-cyl. Four-cyl

.

1921. 1920. 1921. 1920.

2

1921. 1920.

2-strokes
4-strokcs

8 6
1

~

to the differences between the A.C.U. and
members of the Manufacturers' Union.

Several makers contemplate changing

their models for 1922, and they are not

yet ready. Last year there were four

Harley-Davidsons in the trial, as against

this year's single entry. This year there

are but three Scotts, while last year there

were six. In 1920 ten Rovers were
entered againet five in 1921, and New
Imperials three in 1921 and four in 1920,

Matchless five this year and six last. It

would also appear tljat the 1921 Trial has

failed to attract the private owner so

much as in previous years.

THE COMPETING MACHINES.
There is nothing of a very startling

nature in the specifications of the com-

peting machines. . Brakes, chains, and

single lever carburetters seeiti to be the

outstanding features. External expand-

ing front wheel brakes—mostly the Webb
type — are- almost universal., James,

J....

A.J.S., New Imperial, Rover, -Ariel, and
Douglas are amongst the many which

have internal brakes on either front or

rear, or-both, wheels.

The tiny 2^ h.p. New Imperials have

adopted final chain drive, in addition to

internal brakes for l>oth wheels. M. C.

Breese is riding a " light " 6 h.p. B.S.A.,

the standard engine being mounted in a

modified 4^ h.p. frame, without detachable

wheels. This model may be included in

the B.S.A. range next year. A small

extra petrol tank is attached to.the side

of the main tank of Breese's machine.

New Models.

New models include a 2| h.p. Edmund
with Blackburne engine, three-speed Bur-

man gear box, and all-chain drive, and

the new 3i h.p. Martinsyde, which is an

attractive-looking solo mount.
The James twins have expanding

brakes all. round. The little two-stroke

James has a new two-speed sliding gear

1921 and 1920 Entries Compared.

The numbers of machines in the various

classes are as below, together with the

figures of last year's entries :

250 c.c. solo 8 —
275 c.c. solo — 14
350 c.c. solo . 16 . 17
500 c.c. solo . 19 . 25
750 c.c. solo . 10 . 36
1,000 c.c. solo .. 1 3
500 c.c. passenger . — - .

600 c.c. passenger . 11 —
750 c.c. passenger —
1,000 c.c. passenger .

.

. 25t 21
Over 1,000 c.c. passenser 4* 3

* Cycle cars.
+ Including tliree cycle cars.

It must not be thought that the dift'er-

ence in the total entries is due entirely

c8

Filling up with petrol and oil at the official supply station, Brooklands.
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with clutch, kick-starter, and all-chain

drive.

It is good to see the four-cylinder

F.N.'s in open competition once more,

and the four-speed P. and M.'s with side-

cars form a novelty from the Cleckheaton
works. An overhead valve Dnzmo is

competing' with the close ratio Sturmey
gear, "and a new four-speed gear, which
utilises chains instead of spur wheels, is

fitted to Clayton Russell's " big four
"

Norton outiit.

Throttle and

accelerator

lever on L. H.

Wells'Hawker

N. Hall and F. C. North are piloting

2i h.p. O.K. two-strokes with sidecars

.attached. These little machines have
three-speed Albion gears, all-chain drive,

25x22in. tyres, and a powerful parallel

action rear rim brake. The performances

of these tiny outfits will be watched with

interest as wiU Capt. Peatty's
^
little

Hawker outiit, which did so well in the

Scottish trials.

Another lightweight convert to chain

transmission is the little New Hudson,
which is also fitted with.a Sturmey-Archer
thi'ee-speed gear, with clutch and kick-

starter. Expanding brakes are fitted to

both wheels..

Caibuietters.

Co.x carburetters are fitted to a large

ttumber Of competing machines. Croucher's

Matchless has an Ekon single-lever carbu-

retter—a new device which is reminiscent

of the Eta carburetter, a design already

published in 77ie Motor Cycle. Dowson's
Hawker has a Wex single-lever carbu-

retter, but Wells, on a similar machine,

pins his faith on the new Jlills single-

lever instrument, which, in this case, is

operated by an accelerator lever with a

Machines ready for the official seal. Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite busy on a Norton outfit.

slow-running setting. All the A.J.S.

machines have two-lever Amacs fitted

with the Bowden extra. air inlet.

Spare Wheels.

All kinds of positions are employed for

the carrying of spare wheels. The Chater-

Lea has a carrier well forward of the

sidecar, whereas the James spare is

almost parallel with the driving wheel,

Vhile the new sports Matchless outfits

have their spare wheels, with extra spare

cover, at the rear of the sidecars.

Although not a new machine, the 2|
h.p. A.J.S. is making its first really

important effort in an open trial ; the

cylinder is reminiscent of the 7 h.p.

machine, and all the fittings are in

keeping with the firm's high reputation.

A Burman three-speed gear is fitted

to Sprosen's Connaught, otherwiss the

Connaught entry is standard. All Rudge
machines have engine-shaft clutches,

three-speed gears, an<3, of course, foot-

operated oil pumps. Two solo and one

sidecar Dunelts represent the large two-

stroke, and the performance of this

machine in last year's Six Days will not

be forgotten. 'This year a new lighting

set off "the magneto is fitted to all" thsee

machines.
Two brakes on a rear belt rim are

lised by the Hawker and Henderson
machines.

Spring frames are represented by Coul-

son, Raleigh, MatcTiless, and Edmund.

The new 2J h.p. O.K. chain-driven sidecar that is being

ridden by Neville Hall, a well-known exponent of Hghtweights.

A new twin model B.S.A. which differs from the standard

twin in frame construction, the weight being considerably less.

eg
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Amongst the cycle cars, the G.N.'s
appear to be quite standard, except for
cord-bound springs, and the T.B. has a
neater radiator and compensated front
wheel brakes. S. Hall's Morgan has a
watei'-cooled M.A.G. engine, while H. F.

S. Morgan himself is using a short
wheel-base model.
We also observed that the Cedos has a

vertical air intake to step blow back. A
new feature on this machine is the new
type of cone brakes on the rear wheel

;

they are actuated together.

Some Alterations in the Programme.
The new 7-9 h.p. British Radial was

not ready in time for the trial. The ex-

perimental engine is at present under-
going its bench tests.

Another machine which its manufac-
turers could not get ready is the Duzmo,
entered in the name of C. Crossthwaite.
His place has been taken by Arnold
Eckersley, who offered to ride his new
three - speed Sturmey - Archer model
Duzmo in the trial.

Geoffrey Hill is riding Leslie Guy's
Scott, as the latter has not sufficiently

recovered from*a recent spill.

The two new 4 h.p. New Hudson
sidecar outfits, which were to have made
their iJi.but to the public, did not
materialise.

The brake test. Observe the A.Q.U. official with flag carefully scrutinising H. F. Fellows on

a 4 h:p. Coulson-B.

ELEVENTH HOUR IMPRESSIONS.
BRILLIANT sunshine with real sum-

mer heat attended the competitors
during the official examination at

Brooklands. It would not be an A.C.U.
trial if someone did not grumble, but it

was distinctly noticeable that there was
less grumbling last Sunday than prior

to any previous English Six Days.
Certainly the riders had little to grumble
about, for there is every possible con-

IT was about 8.15 a.m. when the first

competitor presented himself at the
top of the test hill for the purpose of

the brake test. This was actually- the
beginning of the trial, and. after leaving

the mark, no work was permitted on
the machine. The procedure was as
follows :

venience at Brooklands for the business
at hand. They were not asked to go to

the railway yard to be weighed, the
Brooklands weighbridge is right on the
spot, a restaurant is adjacent, there is

shelter from sun or rain, aiid there are
no suspicious policemei; and curious small
boys to interfere with the proceedings.

Bert Kershaw arrived astride an 8 h.p.
New Imperial, with his competition light-

THE BRAKE TEST.
First, the competitor was told to

descend with his bra,kes off, and, on re-
ceiving the word from an official, applied
his I'ear brakes, and then released them,
applying the front or other brake on
reaching the second official. A third
official also took note if the competitor
had both brakes on at once.

weight fixed on a special sidecar chassis.

The methods of sealing were by no

means uniform. Some Sturmey-Archer
gear boxes merely had a wire around the

body of the box, and.the entire unit could

have been dismantled quite easily. On
other gear boxes of the same type the

wire was over-' the kick-starter mechanism
cover. We also observed several cylin-

ders which could have been removed.

" Gates (2| Edmund] broke his rear brake
wire during the test. Exceptionally good
performances were nut up by J. Lidstone
(2^ James), E. Mundey (2^ New Hudson),

H. G. Bell and T. W. Buckle, on four-cylinder F.N.'s at Henley, on a sect.'on ot good

main road, so different from the average Six Days' routes.

Incase of rain. Waterproof roller route card

on the top tube of R. C. Winn's Douglas.

Moore (33 Scott), W. F. Scott (3J Scott),

and A. RoUa^on (42 Ariel). Twenty-two
motor bicycles behaved extremely well.

Of the sidecar machines, nearly all

locked their rear wheels, and the outfits

travelled on, and their front or " other"
brakes were mostly poor.

Exceptionally good performances were
made by H. Boynton (7 James sc), L.

Peatty "(21- Hawker sc), G. E. Stobart

(7 James sc), F. O'Brien (7 Matchless
sc), F. Watson (8 G.N.), F. Boddington
(10 Morgan), and A. F. Nash (8-10 G.N.).
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BRILLIANT sun, blue sky flecked with

light clouds, and, a cool west wind

—

what better starting conditions for

a Six Days coutd man desire? Some of

the riders, opined that the head breeze

would spoil their petrol consumption.

The men, as usual, were full of chaff and

forebodings. Most of the chaff was

aimed at the A.C.U. officials for their

sagacity in holding the brake test on the

first day instead of on the last ; but some

was reserved for those unfortunates who
had been tinkerinp- right up to the fifty-

ninth minute of the eleventh hour, and

notably for one poor fellow who seized

ins engine on Satiirday, and had since

reduced his. piston diameter by .OOlin.

with a hand file. Alarmist rumours were

current about Lyntfln Hill, which is

said to have" been newly stoned from the

bottom to the top, including even the

narrow footpath on the right, for which

all motor cyclists instinctively make.

"Go as You Please."

The roads this morning were prac-

ticaUy level, and most of the mileage was

over smooth tar, so that even the most

infantile small two-stroke could average

30 m.p.h. without flurrying itself. There
werejio fi.xed timinr stations, and if Mr.

Ebblewhite took anv " secret " checks,

his car was far too ostentatiously posted

to catch anybody napping. Neither was
there any official' lunch ; the men got food

where they pleased, and the 28^m. timed

stop at Chipping Norton was solely

arranged to allow for the measuring of

fuel replenishments.

Checking the petrol consumption pro-

mises to be a cruel business, At Chipping

Norton the riders Queued up towards two
petrol vendors, who were equipped with

one large enamel - quart jug apiece.

. R.A.C. guides cut the seal off the tank

stoppers, and presently affixed new seals.

The job was wearisohie to a degree ;
and,

is no cover was available, it is fortunate

hat the day was fine. Entering Oxford.
colossal placard wished " Good luck!

n behalf of Morris Garages, Ltd.

No special incidents marked the very

:isy morning run, except that C. H.
Unwell, who had been working late,

ent to sleep, and fell off his machine

THE FIRST DAY'S RUN.

275

The hrst oflicial petrol stop at Chipping Norton. M. C. Breese's 6 h.p. B.S.A. sidecar is

m the foreground.

two or three times. The Royal borough
of Windsor v/as traversed via side streets.

Monday afternoon's run proved as easy
as the morning's, the sixty-five miles con-
taining nothing worth calling a hill,

though Read's Ready failed on an easy
slope -near Ooleme, because his bottom

An ingen-

ious method

of securing the

spare belt on

the Hawker

two-stroke.

A »

I
Two of the Martinsyde sidecars passing at Yamton, between Oxford and Woodstock, during

the first morning's run. The drivers are J. T. Bashall (leading) and E. H. Gifford

gear was damaged. The weather con-
tinued fine, except for a sharp shower at
six o'clock, which nonplussed some of
the polish and duster brigade. Blany
riders suffered from choked jets, ascrib-

able to draining their tanks on Sunday ;

this washed the dirt on to the tank
bottom, and subsequent refilling washed
it into the carburetters. Punctures were
not infrequent, Bell's F.N. sustaining
two in quick succession.

Unforeseen Happenings.

After lunch it transpired that the night
stop was the sole timed check of the day,
though unofficial times were recorded for
the petrol stop at Chipping Norton in

case anybody was unduly delayed there-
by. Several cases of major trouble were
recorded. Creak Davis retired at Oxford
through indisposition, the jet of Han-
well's Cedos came unscrewed and drained
his tank, compelling him to break the
seals and incidentally revealing a flaw in

the petrol regulations. The tank of
Nicholson's 3^- h.p. Martinsyde ran dry
within pushing distanje of Bath, where
the local club had made excellent hotel
and garage arrangements.
Two of the lightweight sidecars (Peaty's

2J Hawker and Hall's 2^ O.K.)' were seen
in trouble near Chipping Norton.
The bulk of the men checked in at

Bath, with their mounts in showroom
condition after the easiest day ever ex-
perienced in a big trial.

KETIEEMENTS.
C. Ilainreli '21/, Cwlosl.
J. C. "Wnlker [Z^i Edmund).
N. Hall (2>/, O.K. sc).
L. Ptsitv (23i Hiiwker sc).
E. H. Giflord (6 Mnitinsydo Rf.).

B. C. Davis (8 Cli.iter-Lea ec).

TIME LOST.
L. H. Wells (2% Hiiwkei), 29m.
H. H. Nicholson (SVa M.irtinsyde), ISm.
A. Eekersley (31/2 Duzmo), 12'/jin.

Tuesday morning broke fine, the dust
being laid by night rain.
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MEN AND MACHINES IN THE TRIAL.
A.J.S.

C. Williams (2%).
E. Williams (2%).
H. R. Davies (23^).

P. W. Giles (7 so.).

O. Wade (7 sc).
Res G. Mundy (7 sc).

ARIEL.
F. A. Longman (3^/4).

L. Newey (S'A).
W. Woodcock (31/2).

A. RoUason W-^).
T. Peck (4V-.).
F. J. Watson (6 sc.),

ARDEN.
J. C. Humphries (2i/,).

BROUGH SUPERIOR.
W. A. Fell-Smith (8 sc).

B.S.A.

M. C. Breese (6 sc).

A. G. Wall (2i/,i.

C. H. Hanvrell f^'i).

CONNAtTGHT.
1. P. Anderson (2i/«).

G. P. Mason (2y,),
C. L. Sprosen (2'/5).

COtJLSON.
H. P. Edwards (234)
n. P. Pellowes 14).

CHATEK-LEA.
R. C. Davis (8 sc).

DOUGLAS.
R. C. Winn (3%).

DUNELT.
C. W. ValUngs (41/2).

B. Cathrick (4%).
P. Pehrson (4V2 sc).

DUZMO.
A. Eckersley (31/,).

EDMUND
J. C. Walker (2%).
Graham Gates (2%).

P.N.
.T. Ford (7).

H. 0. Bell 17). .

T. W. Buckle (7).

G.N.

A. Fraser Nash (8.7).

P. Watson (8.7).

HAELEY-DAVIDSON.
H. R. Harveyson (4).

HAWKER.
P. R. Dowson. (2%).
L. H. Wells (2';i).

L. Peaty (2^^. sc).

JAMES.
J. Lidstone (2J4).

G. Strange (31/.).

G. E. Stobart l7 sc).

H. Boynton (7 sc).
G. S. Arter (7 sc).

MATCHLESS.
P. J. Ellis (8 sc).
P. O'Brien (7 sc).
T. J. Boss (7 sc).
G. D. Hardee (7 sc).
R. Croucher (8 sc).

MARTINSYDE.
A. A. Symes (31/2).

H. H. Nicholson (31/2).

J. T. Bashall (8 sc).

G. H. Gillord (6 sc).
W. H. Bashall (6 sc).

MORGAN.
H. P. S. Morgan (8).

P. Boddington (10).

W. H. Elce (10).

NEW HUDSON.
B. Mundey (2',4).

NEW IMPERIAL.
B. Kershaw (214).

D. Prentice (2V»).
L. Horton (2i/i).

NORTON.
N. Clayton Rusell (4 sc).

O.K.
W. L. Handley (21,!,).

A. Milner (21/,).

N. Hall (21/2 sc).
F. C. North (21/2 sc).

P.
R.
6.

R.
G.
A.
A.
G.

F.

P. AND M.
Cunningham (3V2 SC).
Lewis (3V2 sc.).

M. Townend (31/2 so.).

BO%Ti;R.

Elliott (31/2).

Featherstonhaugh (3^).
J. Wilkes (3y2).
L. Cranch (5-6 sc).
W. Ravenhall (3i/2)-

BEADY.
G. Merson (214).

Read (2<)i).

RUDGE.
. L. Danskin (3'/2)-

B. Bwens (3>A).

T. Sibley (3'/.).

. E.. Singer (7-9 sc).

RALEIGH.
Foster (5-6).

SCOTT.
Hill (3%).

. Moore (3%).

. F. Scott (3%).

SUNBEAM.
W. White (8 sc).

SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON.
, Searle (4).
Padley (,4).

T.B.
S. Spouse (8).

THE HOUR RECORD.
AMONGST records, the 500 c.c. (Class

C) figures for the hour are in the
classic category, and they have

almost invariably been held by riders of

single-cylinder machines ; only one rider
in -the history of motor cycle records, J.

L. Emerson, has held the coveted title

for a 500 c.c. twin-cylinder machine. As
recorded on another page, he has set up
new figures on a 3,^ h.p. Douglas, and
previoiisly he gained a similar distinction
for another flat twin mount.

NEXT YEAR'S T.T.

ALETTER from IMx. H. 0. Wood, of

the Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

asks that as a result of reading in

The. Motor 0,ycle the full details of the

proposed T.T. course in Belgium, his

previously expressed views on the suita-

bility of the changS should be withdi-awn

so far as they regard the nature of the

usual type of course used in Continental

races. He considers from the description

that the course will be as satisfactory as

the Manx one.

A
NEW O.H.V. ROVER.
T Saturday's Brooklands meeting

CoUard was mounted on a new
overhead valve Rover. The valves,

which are situated fore and aft, are

inclined, and have simple rocker gear.

ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL.
THE British team in the Anglo-Dutch

Trial, to be held on Monday, Sep-

tember 26th, is almost complete,;'

applications from private owners of 350

c.c. machines may still be considered.

CLUB NEWS. (Continued from
page 262.)

Dublin and District M.C.C.

This year a hew route was selected for
the annual twenty-four hours trial, which
took place on Friday and Saturday, the
customary journey to Donegal and back
being impossible owing to so many of the
roads in Co. Tyrone being trenched.
Consequently, instead of Glengesh being
the crucial point of the trial, the series
of hills between Ballyvoy and Cushendun,
near Fair Head in Co. Antrim, so well
known in connection with the End-to-end
trials, was the test piece of the day's
run. Twenty-two riders took part.
Throughout the night and day rain fell

persistently, and the test section near
Fair Head was in the worst possible con-
dition. Only nine made clean ascents,

and of these the star performance was
that of Dene Allen's Norton sidecar,
which was the only passenger machine to

make a clean ascent. Unfortunately,
Allen had already gone astray, and lost

marks. No lightweight made a clean
ascent. All the survivors did well in the
Co. Down non-stop section. Fifteen
finished.

The trial was generally regarded as
the severest of the year, not more than
five gold medals being likely to be
awarded. Likely winners of these are :

Woods and Hurse on B.S.A. 's. Carton
and O'Connor on Nortons, and McAllister
on a Triumph. The sidecar prize will

C16

probably go to Doyle (8 New Imperial

sc), who was the only sidecarist in

addition to Allen to finish.

^eek-end (Tlub £vcnts.
Sept. 1.—CajiLbrUlgc and County M.C. Jiill-clhnb.

Sept. I.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Vaper-
cliasc.

Sept. S.—Truro and District M.C, and L.C.C. Hill-

climb at Porthtowan.
Sept. S.—Skipton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Inter-team Trial.
Sept. 3.~Govcntry Triangle M..C. WecJc-end Run

to Dovedale and Matlock.
Sept. 3.—North Wales M.C.C Fault Finding Com-

petition.
Sept. 3.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Social

Run.
Sept. 3.—Glasgow M.C.C. 100 Miles Non-stop Trial.

Sept. !}.
—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Picnic at Kiloc.

Sept. i.
—Barrow and. District M.C. Club Run and
Speed JudQing Contest.

Sept. (.—Leeds M.V. Club Run to Birstwith.
Sept. I,.

—Canterbury and District M.C.C. Speed
Trials.

Sein. I,.—Burton and District M.C.C. Club Run
to Brecdon-on-tke-Hilt.

Sept. i.—SAefiicld M.C.C. Inter-club Meet at
Matlock.

Sept. i.—Bxcter M.C. and J.C.C. Club Run to
Seaton.

Sept. i.
—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Picnic
at Lamberhurst^.

Sept. i.—nalijax and District M.C.C. Club Run
to Worksop.

Sept. I,.—Wakefield and District M.C.C. Club Run
- to Brimham Rocks.

Sept. i.
—Portsmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Reliability Trial.

Sept. i.

—

Woolwich, Plunistead, and District M.C.
Club Run to Eastbourne,

-

Sept, h.
—Central London M.C.C. Social Run to
Casar's Camp.

Eastern Centre A.C.U.

The prize for the best club attendance

at the rally on the 21st uJt. was won by
the Ipswich Club. -^

Central Cornwall M.C.C.
Perhaps the most exciting event at the

annual gymkhana on Wednesday of last

week was the " long jump," the thres

winning machines clearing 32ft. 3in., 27ft.

lOin., and 24ft. 5in. respectively. A
Triumph made the 32ft. jump.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

The winner of the skilful driving con-

test for sidecars at the Stanford Park
gymkhana, reported in our last issue, was
A. G. Fenn (5-6 Raleigh sc), not W.
Bent, as announced.

Birmingham M.C.C.

There was a big muster of competitors

and spectators (nearly 800) at the second

annual charity gymkhana which was
held at Castle Bromwich on Saturday.

Numerous prizes, all useful, were awarded.

Many novel events caused considerable

amusement and excitement; and, as all

the expenses were borne by the club, local

charities should benefit from the un-

doubted success of the venture.

On the week-end, September 10-llth,

a closed trial will be held, the route being

to Chepstow and back. Entries close on

Saturday next.
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Changing the wristlet between the tapes in the relay race on Penkridge Bank. A H.

(2i Diamond-Jap) " handing over" to A. Bennett (3^ Sunbeam).

iVlee

HILL-CLIMBING UNDER IDEAL CONDITIONS.
Midland Centre Event on a Hill with a Perfect Surface.

IF
in many districts the war left a ^^

legacy of battered road surfaces for f*"
the everyday rider, the club speedmen

^
'

may rejoice in some of the perfect
^

stretches of ideal tarred roadway to be
found in certain derelict military camps.
The East Midland Centre " dis-

covered " a splendid ipeed kilometre, on
which over 90 m.p.h. has been achieved,
at Clipstone Camp, near Mansfield

;

while the Midland Centre has made a
speciality, a climb of gentle curve and
gentle gradient, at Penkridge C:.mp. • It

lies in the heart of Cannock Chase, and
the summit commands some glorious views.
On Saturday last, when the Wolver-

hampton and Kidderhiinster M.C.C.'s
held tlieir hill-climb, the weather was not
propitious, but, despite a strong wind
blowing down the hill, some quite
reasonably high l eeds were attained. No
doubt the pro.ximity of the " Six Days "

accounted for the absence of the " big
shouts " in the Wolverhampton district,

for, with the exception of Bennett (the
Grand Prix winner) and Reg. Brown, the
first flighters were absent. For once in

a while, therefore, the day lacked
the inevitable A.J.S.-Sunbeam duel of
Davies and Dance.

Few Sidecar Entries.

The sidecar classes were run off first,

but the entries were few. In the 500 c.c.

class Reg. Brown (3^ Sunbeani sc.) tied

with F. J. Adam (3^ Norton sc.) in 54s.,

but the former polished up his opponent
by 2|s. on the re-run. T. C. Greenwood
(4 Sunbeam sc.) enjoyed his trip in the
"over 500 c.c." sidecar class, having a
walk-over, and beat Reg. Brown in the
next class for "any capacity."
Next followed the 275 c.c. solo mounts,

a mixed field of seven producing an out-

standing performer, to wit, A. R. Evans,
whose 2i h.p. J. A. P. covered the uphill
kilometre, wind, and all, in 50s. (45
ra.p.h.). Immediately following, the 275
to350 c.c. class demonstrated, if nothing
else, the astonishing speed of the little

engine which won the previous event

;

none of the 349 c.c. machine i got within
lOs. of it.

Amongst the 500 c.c. machines, a Norton
rider, A. L. Tompkins, speed-wobbled all

the way up the hill in 39^3 (57.4 m.p.h.),

being just too fast for Bennet (3^ Sun-
Ibeam), who took four-fifths of a second
longer. Class 7. tor solo machines over
500 c.c, provided fastest time of the day,

36s. (62.5 m.p.h.), T. C. Greenwood being
:he rider, on a 4 h.p. Sunbeam.

A Handicap and a Reldy Race.

As an interlude, or comic relief, from
he high speed climbs to which the spec-

I

ators had got accustomed, a match
letween two Ner-a-cars took place. The
viimer's time was 2m. 9s. (17.4 m.p.h.).

The last event having satiated tlie,

rowd with speed, a handicap based on
he previous best performances was run
if, and the outstanding riders were most
airly penalised, for the nett times of the
ihole of the mixed field of seventeen
how fourteen within four seconds of the
inner.

Followed a relay race, in which pairs
E riders competed. One man stationed

himself between two tapes halfway up the
hill ; the other raced from the start, after
placing an elastic band on his wrist,
pulled up between the tapes, haiided over
the wristlet, which the second man took
over and carried to the summit. Timed
from the first man's start to the second
man's finish : an interesting event with all

the spectators concentrated at the change-
over (ioint, and the timekeeper alone at
the top in solitary state. Results

:

CLASS 1.—SIDECARS, UNDEE 500 C.C.
Time.

R. Brown (3V' Sunbeam) Sljs.
F. J. Adam (SVb Norton) 53;s.

First run a tie in 54s.

CLASS 2.—SIDECARS, OVER 500 C.C.

T. C. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam), wallc over .. 45?s.

CLASS 3.—SIDECARS, ANY CAPACITY.
T. C. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam) 465S.
R. Brown (3'/j Sunbeam) 53;s.

CLASS 4.—SOLO. UNDER 275 C.C.

A. R. Evans (2i,i J.A.P.) 50s.

G. Hill (2i,i Diamond-Jap) 52i;s.

D. Atkin (21,4 Ilobait-Jap) 535s.

CLASS 5.—SOLO. FROM 275 C.C. TO 350 C.C.

S. T. Abbotts (2">i BlaAbuine) 61?s.

J. E. Turton (2y4 A.J.S.) 62s,

C. E. Greenwood (2% Sunbeam)

CLASS -6.—SOLO, 350 C.C. TO 500 C.C.
(Open.)

A. Bennett (3V'' Sunbeam)
P. J. Adam (3Vj Norton)
Reg. Brown (3Vi' Sunbeam)

(Closed.)

A. L. Tompkins (31/2 Norton) .. ' ..

R. Eveson (3i/> Norton)
Reg. Brown (3V2 Sunbeam)

CLASS 7.—SOLO, OVER 500 C.C.

T. C. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam)
B. Richardson (4 Sunbeam)

* Fastest time ol day.

CLASS 8.-S0L0. ANY CAPACITY.
(Open.)

T. C. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam)
F. J. Adam (31/2 Norton)
Reg. Brown (S'/o Sunbeam)

(Closed.)
A. L. Tompkins (3y., Norton)
E. Eveson f3i/o Norton)
Reg. Brown (3"/2 Sunbeam)

CLASS 9.—HANDICAP.
J. G. Nickson (3'/. Douglas, handicap 125S.) 36s.
F. C. Ingram (21/1 Villiers, 30|s.) ,. .. 364s.
G. W. Jones (21/1) New Hudson, 36Js.) 1 ,,,.
R. Eveson (3y2 Norton, 15s.) .. .. f

^'=^'

CLASS 10.—RELAY RACE.
A. R. Evans (31/. Sunbeam) and E. Wheeler

(21,4 New Imperial) 63s.
A. II. Mee (21,4 Diamond) and A. Bennett

(31/. Sunbeam) 64?s.
C. E. Greenwood (2% Sunbeam) and T. C.

Greenwood (3Vo Sunbeam) 66s.

65Js.

40s.
405s.
41s.

39;s.

40SS.
41s.

"363.
50^s.

37?s.

40SS.
42Bs.

.. 40s.

.. 41is.

.. 42is.

MATCH BETWEEN TWO NER-A-CAR RIDERS.
W. Rudge (21^ Ner-a-car) ... 2m. 9s.
J, T. Ireland (2i,i Ner-a-car) .. .. 2m. 17is.

LONG DISTANCE TRIAL
IN CANADA.

THE Toronto M.C.C. recently held its

annual endurance run from Toronto
to Windsor a-d return—a distance

of 540 miles. Twenty-three started, and
thirteen finished. Taking it all the way
through, it was a fuelling contest, some
bad spots on the roads and the terrific

heat making rough going.
The best performance in fh^ run was

made by B. Mallory, mounted on a single-
cylinder Triumph. He obtained one of
the three perfect scores in the professional
class (at 24 m.p.h. average).
One untoward incident occurred. George

Fox, a solo rider, had something go
wrong with one of his controls, a bad
toss resulting. George Wood gave him
first aid, and saw him safely to the hos-
pital, but in doing so sacrificed his
chances in the competition. In the words
of our local correspondent :

" We are
just thinking that this is a darned
creditable act after a rider has had two
days' fighting to keep his score perfect,
when it would be so easy to slip by ;,nd
pass the buck to the next man."
The results were as follows :

CLASS 1. Solo. Professional (24 ra.p.h.).—B.
Rlallory (4 Triumph). Only finisher in this class.
CLASS 2. Sidecar, Professional (24 m.p.h.).—

P. Mc Bride (10 Henderson sc.) and A. Blackall
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).
CLASS 3. Solo. Amateur (20 m.p.h.).— 1, G.

Tackey (7-9 Reading-Standard); 2, W. St. George
(4 Triumph); 3. A. Hhuttleworth (7-9 Indian).
CLASS 4. Sidecar, Amateur.—1, A. Cartwright

(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc); 2, G. Meade (7-9
Harley-Davidson sc).

CI 7
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DULL RACING AT BROOKLANDS.
Series of "Walk-overs" at Fifth B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting. Harley-Davidson Records.

Two wins apiece fell to G. H. Tucker on a 3J i.p. Norton (left) and E. H. Gifford (right) on the 3J h.p. and 6h.p. Martinsyde.

THE weather, though dull and breezy,
kept fine for the B.M.C.R.C. meet-
ing at Brooklauds last Saturday.

Racing began punctually at 2 p.m., with
tlie three-lap handicajj for motor cycles

aver 500 c.c. Remington (Bla^kburne),
and Packman (Sunbeam) got away iii good
form, but at the end of the first lap
AUchin (Harley-Davidson) was leading,
with Gifford (Martinsyde) second, and
Packman (Sunbeam-Jap) some way be-

hind. The result was an easy win for

the Martinsyde at 71.31 m.p.h.
start.

1. E. n. Gifiord (3% Martinsyde) ... I'sS
2. C. P. Temple (7-9 Harley-David-

son) scr.
3. G, Packman (8 Sunbeam-Jap) ... 1 6

Also ran: A. G. Miller (7-9 Indian), T. K.
Allchin (4 Harley-Davidson), H. R. Harveyson
(7-9 Harley-Davidson), H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian).
O. M. Baldwin (8 Matchless), and J. E. Harwood
(8 Zenith-Jap).

The second race, like all the others
(excepting one sprint), was a three-lap
handicap, and was open to machines not
exceeding 500 c.c. Both the recent
record breakers, Emerson and Halford,
were competing in this event and the
former's Douglas went off with a mighty
roar. Tucker (3i Norton) won easily at
70.99 m.p.h.

Start.
m. s.

1. G. H. Tucker [Zy., Norton) ... 57
2. F. B. Halford (3'/. o.h.v. Triumph) 12
3. H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian) 9

Also ran: J. W. ToUady (31/2 Scott Squirrel),
J. L. Emerson (3'/- Douglas), V. Horsman (3Vi
Norton), Eric Longden (3>A Coulson-Jap) , S. L"
Bailey (3>,4 Douglas), F. A. Longman (3V-, Ariel),
C. Rayersbach (3V2 Norton), A. V. Eckersley (3V'
Duzmo), and F. Boshier-Jones (SVa Douglas).

The third race was for lightweights
not exceeding 275 c.c, and did not
attract many entries. Tollady, this time
on a Velocette, was limit man, and the
others never got near him.

Start.
m. s.

1. J. W. Tollady (2V. Velocette) ... 2 3
2. J. V. Prestwich (21,4 Diamond-

„ Jap) 21
3. C. Fairweather (2V> Blackburne) 51

Also ran: S. M. Greening (2V2 Francis-Barnett-
Jap), E. J .Anderson (2y> New Imperial-Jap), and
A. King-Smith (21/2 Morris).

CI8

The fourth race, for motor cycles ex-
ceeding 275 c.c. but not exceeding 350 c.c,
was hardly more entertaining than its

predecessors. It was fairly w-ell sup-
ported, but provided no excitement, either
as regards speeds or close finishes. Swan

- (2^ New Imperial) led until the final lap,

when Brockbank passed him, winning at
63.20 m.p.h.

start.

1. H. F. Brockbank (2=i Brock-
Blackbkurne) 54

2. A. A. Swan (21/" New-Imperial) 2 18
3. H. J. Line (2% Martin-Jap) ... 1 18

Also ran: E. Remington (2^4 Blackburne), A.
G. Miller (2% Martin-Jap), A. Watson (25^
Douglas.), K. Don (2^,4 Massey-Arran), E. Longde'n
(2^4 Coulson-Jap), S. E. Longman (2^i Wooler),
E. D. Dowell (2% Douglas), and C. Fairweather
(2^4 Blackburne).

Sidecar outfits not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

and two cycle cars, one four-wheeled and
one three-wheeled, competed in the fifth

event. Here Tucker again distinguished
himseU, while the two cycle cars were
not placed.

Tucker's win was an easy one, his speed
being 59.29 m.p.h.

start,
m. s.

1. G. H. Tucker (3U. Norton so.) ... 2 6
2. C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-David-

son sc.) 6
3. R. C. Charlesworth (6 Zenith sc.) 2 6

Also ran: O. de Lissa (8 Motosacoche sc). W.
H. Marchant (8 Zenith sc). D. R. O'Donovan (3V2
Norton sc), S. E. Longman (8 Zenith-Jap sc).
H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian sc). E. Bridgeman (7-9
Indian sc). S. L. Bailey (6 Douglas sc), R. Dequin
(8 Zcnith-M.A.G. sc.), E. Baragwanath (8 Martin-
M.A.G. sc), and E. B. Ware (S Morgan-Jap).

The one scratch race, unlimited, was
well supported, and all got away well
except Le Vack and Harveyson, who both
stopped after a few vards. The result

was a very easy win for Remington.
1. E. Remington (3 Blackburne).
2. 0. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
3. 0. M. Baldwin (8 Matchless-M.A.G.).

Also ran : F. B. Halford (5'/. Triumph), J.
Emerson (S'/o Douglas), W. E. Dann (8 Zenith),
A. G. Miller (7-9 Indian), E. Longden (31/3 Coul-
son-Jap), F. J. Boshier-Jones (3'/. Douglas), and
F. Roberts (31/2 Coventry Eagle).

Motor cycles of any capacity, driven
by members of the B.M.C.R.C. who had
never won a first prize on Brooklands,

competed in the seventh event, which
was started twenty minutes late, as the

handicaps had to be revised. Swan
(New Imperial) led easily in the first

two laps. At the end of the third lap

he dropped back to sixth place, and
Gifford (Martinsyde) was again trium-
phant, but there was a keen struggle for-

second place between Brockbank and
Packman. Gifford's speed was 72.05

m.p.h.
Start.
m. s.

1. E. H. Gifford (S Martinsyde) ... 48
2. H. F. Brockbank (2% Brock-

Blackburjae) 1 9
3. G. Packman (8 Sunbeam-Jap) ... 15

Also ran : H. J. Line (2^ Martin). J. P. Riddock
(3V> Blacklrarne). A. A. Swan (2V2 New Imperial),
A. O. Miller (7-9 Indian). R. E. Dicker (S'i
Norton). C- H. Mocatta (2-?4 Coulson), E. J. Ander-
son (2'/. New Imperial)., and J. E. Harwood (8
Zenith).

Quite a good entry was received for

Event 8, open to members of the Public
Schools M.C.C. The winner's speed was
50.38 m.p.h.

start,
m. s.

1. L Yeowell (3'/.- Rudge) 3 51
2. N. A. Lindlev 121;, Omega-Jap) ... 5 12
3. H. B. Browning (3% Scott) ... 3 18

Also ran : D. W. Bonham-Carter (3 A.B.C). C.
Keith Robinson (3 A.B.C). A. G. Miller (255

Martin-Jap), C. H. Mocatta (2^4 Conlsoi>-Jap).
R. C. Charlesworth (6 Zenith). W. E. Bishop (5
Zenith), and J. T. A. Temple (3% Norton).

The final event was open to members of I

the North London M.C.C. Greaves, the

winner, averaged 53.17 m.p.h.
start.

- m. s.

1. R. W, Greaves (4 Norton sc.) ... 3 45
2. G. H. Thompson (3 A.B.C.) ... 1 36
3. H. R. Harveyson (7-9 Harley-

Davidson) scr.

Also ran : C. Wade (3 A.B.C), S. M. Greening
(2>.4 Francis-Barnett). D. Culon (7-9 Indian sc),
and A. H. Harrison (3^ Scott).

During the day C. F. Temple, on a

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson, beat the Class

E (1,000 c.c.) flying five miles solo and
sidecar records, at the remarkable speeds

of 94.49 m.p.h. and 74.72 m.p.h. His
times were :

Flying Five Miles (Solo) ..

Flying Five Miles (Sidecar) ..

Time.
3m. lO.Ss.
4m. 0.9a.
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Buy now and save money.

Sole London
and District Distributors

for

, A.J.S.

New 1921/22 MACHiNES

BRITISH EXCELSIOR.
8 h.p. Combination de luxe £187
4V h.p. Combination £138
2 j h.p. Biackbume engine . . £88
2} h.p. 2-stroke, sporting . . £48 6

MARTINSYDE.
6 h.p. Combination £145

MATCHLESS.
8 h.p. standard Combination £185
8 h.p. sports Combination . . £180

ENFIELD.
8 h.p. Combination £160

2i h.p., 2-stroke £65

ZENITH.
8 h.p. Combination £177
5 h.p. sports £115

ARIEL.
3i h.p. so!o £100
4.1 h.p. Combination £150
6-7 h.p. Combination £165

B.S.A.

4i h,p. Combination £152
6-7 h.p. Combination £175

RALEIGH.
5-6 h.p. Combination £184 M

O.K.-JUNIOR.
2; h.p. solo ,.. £39 18

TRIUMPH.
4 h.p. Combination £165

P. & M.
3i h.p. Combination £155

NEW 1921/22 CARS

G.N. Popular £198

MORGAN de Lu.^e £188

A.B.C., standard £383

A.B.C., sports £346 10

ROVER £262

LAGONDA, 4-seater £420

MORRIS-COWLEY, 4seater. £425

MORRIS-COWLEY, 2-seatcr. £375

TAYLORS
CASH OR CREDIT
For the convenience of those wishing to

purcliase out of income, we will supply
any motor cycle, combination, or light

car, of our own stock, listed on this page,

on the deferred payment system.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE:

Sole London
and District Distributors

for
BRITISH EXCELSIOR

SHOWROOIVI SOILED

AND USED MOUNTS

Cash price of Combination
Deposit

Interest at 7J%

Balance

Payable in 12 monthly instalments of .

.

We deal direct wifli you, and
not through financial agents.

£100
34

£66
4 19

£70 19

£5 18 3

ig2r SCOTT Combination,
dynamo lighting

1921 2j h.p. WOOLER,
Brooklands model

IQ2I 8 h.p. ZENITH Comb.
1921 8 h p. ROYAL ENFIELD

Combination
1921 3.V h.p. P. & M. Comb.
I92i4h.p. TRIUMPH Com-

bination, all chain drive

1921 8 h.p. BRITISH EXCEL-
SIOR de luxe Combina-
tion, dynamo, hood,
screen, etc

1920 3^ h.p. P. & M., solo,

equipped
1920 A.J.S. Combination,

d>'namo
1920 A.J.S. Combination,

fully equipped
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and

Canoelet Sidecar

1919 A.J.S. Combination .

.

Z918 A.J.S. Combination .

.

1918 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb.
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and

Sidecar
1916 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb.
1914 4 h.p. B.S.A. Combina-

tion, dynamo lighting .

I9r4 3^ h.p. SINGER and
Sidecar

I9r4 6 h.p. ENFIELD Comb.
1920 3 h.p. A.B.C.i dynamo

lighting

£185

£76
£165

£150
£138 10

£162

£206 10

£85

£175

£165

£120
£135
£115
£115

£83 10
£80

£75

£60
£65

£100

Immediate Delivery of all Models
A.J.S. 7 h.p. 2-seater, sidecar
A.J.S. 7 h.p. 1921 Combination
A.J.S. 2} h.p. 1921 Sports Model

£203
£195
£95

SPECIAL SIDECAR

OFFER

A limited number of the famous
WATSONIAN SIDECARS for Zenith
and Harley-Davidsou" Motor Cycles
at the greatly reduced price of £28.

Other makes at London's Lowest
Price;.

For Business, Pleasure, or Health, the
motor oycle is a sound investment

H.TAYLOR no., LTD.
SHOWROOMS ^^^^^* ^"^^^ Place, S6uth Kensington, S.W

'Phones
Telegrams

21a, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.
Kensington 7260 ; Museum 1240
"Dyriametro, Westcent, London.'-

1

In answerind this advertiKem.p.nt it is desirnhlc to mention "' Tlte Motor C'l/'de.
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GAMAGES
THE PREMIER MOTOR CYCLISTS' STORE OF THE WORLD

N.B.— Money
returned in
full if you are
not satisfied.

SLEEVELESS
WOOLLIES.

A cardigan coat without sleeves,
t'ivine )ier£ect frcfe 'om totl earma
;m ade with two poekcta and woven
border, in brown, canary, camel,
and i?rey shades.
Sp cial Price, Post 1 7/| |
With contrastintr coloured border.
Well wor h 25 /G to- -fl Q /t 1
daj'. Post free.... I O/ 1 1

KNICKER
HOSE

MEN'S
WOOLLIES

(as illustration).

A really good cardigan coat,

slightly brushed, with two
pockets and ribbed borders, in

Canary and the new Maize shade
The ideal golf coat. Must be
cleared. Worth 30/-. Ol /

Post 6d. ^*/ -"

*' Brooklands "

KELMET
In fine selected skins

Neat fitting flap,

opening or closed as

desired, and can te
neatly rolled. Buckle
and strapchintasteu-
ing. Fleecy lined.

Onr priceft / £t
Post 4d. ^/ V

The"TT"
Safety
Helmet

55/-

Snccesslully nsed
?t the T.T. Eaces,
sle Gf Man," 1914,

1 9:20. aud Ji^ai-
trrce
ejmplete

Write now for our
latest

MOTOR CYCLISTS'

NEEDS LIST
sent post free on

request.

YCLE CAK
Cap

ra\vn , Waterproof
Linht weight. Ear and
Neci Flaps. I A/fi

Also in Holland
Crash material.. ..4/6,

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I.

THE
"DOUGLAS"

SUIT
Specially recom-
mended for Motor
Cyclists, consisting

of double-breasted
Jacket and Leggings,
with gaiter front as

illustrated. Strong double Texture
in Fawn. Suit complete
Superior quality, 60/-. Send chest and inside leg

measurement.

SEATLESS TROUSERS
only, with full protection to the body On/_
Superior quality 25/6 per pair. ^U/ ~

'GRIPIO*
has gripped

Public favour.
8in. size

The
Wrench

that

does not

Monkey
with the

Nuts.

*Gripio'
has proved

itself so useful

that orders for

thousands have been
dealt with. It grips

any pipe, bolt, nut, or

fitting, merely with a slight

thumb pressure. No power
is wasted. It is all converted

into a gripping, turning force.

Motorists, mechanics, and workmen
all over the country are praising it.

Money hack Guaranlee

with each Wrench sold.

Applications from live Agents invited.

PATENT 'GRIPIC WRENCH AND
SPANNER CO., LTD.,

12, Hackins Hey, Dale Street,

UVERPOOL.

PORTABLE
WOOD
IRON
ASBESTOS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
BUILDINGS

Horticultural, Rustic, and Poultry Appliances.

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSES P^Pilii

FROM g ^ I^H
£7 15 g^BBB—iuJi^^^

Send ior Illuslrated Vatalogue No. 85, Post Free.

T. BATH & CO., LID., london. w.ca "

OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

m Neat. Lifiht.

CleaiCBrifiht.
Cheap.

Embossed AluTmnium
DOUBLE-SIDED,
FRONTS SQUARE REAR
NUMBER PLATES

/°"
Motor Cycles.

With or without
Licence Holder,

Delivery by retaxn.

WRIGHT & SON,
Delit. CI

Edg'ware, Midd'x.
T*LoDe : "Edgware Four.'

A PAIR
postage s
packm$paid

Licence Holder 5/- extra.

17f6.

In answering these advertisemints it h desirahh to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements" in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraplis of under 8 words

are cliarged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders ani Cheques sent in payment tor

advertisements should be made payable__-j--5^
to ILIFF£ & SONS Ltd., and crossed^—Ji'

—

'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All attvertiseoisnis m this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offlees of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the ofllees of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue. Adver-
tisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically

be inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical

i or printers' errors, although every care is taken

i (0 avoid mistakes.

I
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

L For the convenience of advertisers; letters may be
addressed to numbers qt " ilie Motor Cycle" Office.

' When this is desired, the sum of Gd. to defray the cost of

I
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisenieat charge, wliich must include the

,
words Bo.'c 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only thenurabcr

I will appear in the advertisement. Ail replies should be
addressed No. 000, c|o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.

E.C.+. Readers who reply to Box No. advertisetmnis are
.warned against sending remiltancc through the post except in

i registered envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit
'System is recommeniied, and the envelope should be clearly

•narked "Deposit Depattment."

In the case ol motor cycles orfered for sale under a box
lumber, as It is UQUsuaHor these to be sold without firsi

elng inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

icilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
ome moDtloa ol the district In which the machine
Itered may be seen and tried.

3W* DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

i.Ty deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
leposit System. If the' money be deposited with "The
[otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

-yo'ii is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
ooaat to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
) tlie depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
irriage one way. For all transactions up to iio, a
iposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over £^10

i
id under f50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over {,$0 and under£75, 5 /-;

„ /ec £75 and under jf^ioo, 7/6; and on all transactions
1
/er iioo, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

,), Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
,ders should be made payable to IlifEe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
iication that the ad vertiser is willing to avail himself of
e Deposit System. Otiiei advertisers may be equally
sirous- but have not advised us to th.Tt effect,

1
SPECIAL NOTE.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
iswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
[enc9 as an Indication that the goods advertised have
eady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
my enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
ih one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

I .V,.0., June, 1921, ns new throufihout, Lucas dynamo
»- lit.'btin|r. Lucas horn, fitte<l Clincher extra 'heiivy,
) worth spare parts, also spare jet, new Palmers, very
Mt, tax paid: £110.—Young, 76, Mitcham Lane,
re.itbam- - [6537

The following is a selection of machines
in our stock. Complete lists sent upon
request. Purchase may be made by the
payment of one quarter down and the
balance extended over twelve months.

NEW 1921 MODELS
A.J.S., 2;3 h.p.. 3-speetl £95
A.J.S. 7 h.p. Combination £195
ARIEL 42 h.p. Combination £150
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination, all chain £165
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. Combination, with

dynamo lighting £195 15
. B.S.A., 4ih.p., Model H, and No. 3

Sidecar £152
LEVIS, 2} h.p., Popular Model £60
LEVIS, =J- h.p., 2-speed £88
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination . . . £145
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination £185
MATCHLESS S h.p. Family Combination £191 10
METRO-TYLER, 2! h.p., 2-sp., sports

model £60
N.U.T., 3V h.p.. Model P, dynamo light. £135
NEW IMPERIAL, 2; h.p., Model 1 . . . £73 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2! h.p.. Model 2 ... £80 17
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination . £168
RALEIGH, 56 h.p. flat twin, 3-speed,

spring frame £147
RUDGE-MULTI, sJh.p £85
ROYAL ENFIELD,' 2i h.p., 2-speed . . £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2J h.p., 2-speed,

with l^ick-starter £70
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £160
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination,

with dynamo lis^hting £182
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H, chain-cum-

belt £115
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model S.D £125
TRIUMPH, 2} h.p.. Junior Model ... £70

SECOND-HAND
(Overhauled and Guaranteed).

BROUGH, 1920, 5 h.p., 3-5peed. clutch
and liick-slarter, Swan sporting Side-
car, lamps, horn, speedometer, wind-
screen. Tax paid £115

DOUGLAS VV.D. 4 h.p. Combination.
3-speed, clutch and kick-starter, as new £105

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2i|h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
kick-starter, accessories. Tax paid . £85

ENFIELD 1917 8h.p. Combination. 2-sp.,

ciutch and kick-starter, as new .... £120
ENFIELD, 1917, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch

and kick-starter, lamps, horn. Tax
paid £55

ENFIELD, 1921, 2| h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,
Lucas lamps, horn. Tax paid, as new £57

INVICTA, 1920, 3 J h.p., 3-speed, clut-h
and kick-starter, and new Millford
Sidecar. Shop-soiled only £110

MATCHLESS 1920 8 h.p. Combination,
3 speed, chitch and kick-starter,

lamps, horns, speedometer, hood,
screen. Tax paid £140

METRO-TYLER, 1920. 2:} h.p., 2-speed,
lamps, and horn £55

CYCLECARS.
COVENTRY PREMIER, 1921, 8 h.p..

dynamo lighting, finished in elephant
grey. licence and insurance paid .... £220

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U

41 8, Romford Rd. . Forest Gate, E. 7
'Phone : 490 East Ham. 'Grams : Egaraco, L'doa.

MOTOR

A.B.C, late 1920,
mileage 900, as new

wood Rd., Tulse

CYCLES
A.B.C.
dynanao,

, as I

Hi

FOR SALE.

A CE Combination, 1921, dynamo lighting, horn,
-*^»- ror, speedometer, C. and M. de luxe sidecar

insurance, licensed,
£99,; evenings.—86, Nor-

[6704
A -B.C. 3h.p., 1920, Lucas dynamo lighting, Coivey

-i^^ horn, Jong copi)er exhaust pipes, tax paid: !mr-
gam, £95.-1'. J. Evans, 81-91, John Blight St., Bir-
imngliam. £X8p99

Ace.
^

mir-
-. - , -. -.^. — .^^^ ^.^^.v.. with

disappearing hood and screen, tax paid, cost £320, 800
miles; £205.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Ot. Portland
St., W. [6478

Acme.
1 Q20 Acme-Jap 8h.p. Combination, hood, screen,
--•-' lamps, horn, Tan-Sad. spare wheel, licensed,
excellent condition; £115.—Edwards, 50, Harrincton
Rd., South Kensington. . [7164

A.J.S.

pREMlER Motor Co. for 1921 A.J.3.

^NLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Latest 7h.p. Combination,
spare wheel, screen, etc., £195; 2%h.p. S-sueed

solo, £95; exchanges arranged.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X7750

Stores,
[2219

J. Hall,
[7211

A.J.S., best after test, all models.—Merrick'
174, Listerhills Rd., Bradford.

"IQ15 6h.p. A..J.S. Combination; £75.-
--*-' Engineer, Wigton, Cumberland.

1 Q14 A.J.S. and Millford Sidecar, complete lamps,
J-tf etc.; £95.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [S^lSl

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-
tion, £195; 2^4h.p.

1921 7h.p. A.J.S. combina-
. 2-spe6d A.J.S., £95; from

stock. [0687

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril WlHiama.
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamptoa. T.A. : Parts.

[8592
T ATE 1920 A.J.S. Combination, every accessory,

' practically new condition throughout; £ 145.-
18, Hestercombe Ar., ^ulham. [7269

~l Q16 A.J.S. 6]i.p. Combination, interchangeable
J- 1/ wheels, equipped with speedometer, lamps, Tan-
Sad ; £75.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [6976

STANLEY Motor Cycle Co.—Immediate delivery any
A.J.S. model; spares stocked; deferred pjTj'ments.

—173-4, Railway Approach, Shepherd's Bush. [6271

Combination for sale, 1918, latiltless condi-
accessories, screen; nearest £120; part ex-

change solo.—H. Rowdon, Lyndhurst, Hants. [6804
-i^»- tion

A.J.S. Combination, perfect condition, 4
wheels, all acces^ries, very good tyres.

£90, near offer.-Hall's Garage, Ltd.,

detachable
tax paid;

Stevenage.
[6378"

LATE 1919 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, complete re-

construction due to damage by fire; £150, or
nearest.—Anderson, Whitehouse, Inveresk, Midlothian.

[6510
SMART 1918 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas lamps.

Klaxon, speedometer, new e.vtra large bulboufi
sidecar, tyres as new; £145.-330, Burdett Rd., Lime-
houee. [7093

1 (Q21 A.J.S. 7h,p. Combinnticu, as new, Lucas lamps,
Xtf licence paid end of year; cost £225, accept £190;
any trial.—Webber, 34, Queen's Terrace, Morecanibe,
Lanes.

^
' [5221

6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, late 1919, complete with
electric light, spare wheel, storm apron, etc., in

very good order, tax paid; £135.—J. Fridlington, Dun-
nington, York, ' [6512

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, condition as new, all

on, Tan-Sad, clutch hand and foot.controlled, tax
and insurance paid; £150.—Hudson, 114, Dartmouth
Park Hill. N.19. [6817

"j Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination,, dynamo lighting,
Xt/ speedometer, fully insured and equippetl ; bargain,
£155, or level exchange Morgan.—Snow, 91, Mapledeno
Rd., Dal-ston, E.S. [7257

A.J.S. 1921 7h.n. Combination; brand new, in stock;
immediate delivery, at makers' reduced price,

£195. Mtike sure of this now,—Wilkins, Simpson, oppo-
site Olynipiu, London. [4244

NEW 1921 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel com-
pJete, horn, done 500 miles only, insured and tax

paid; bargain, £18'5; owner buyiug car.—M.M., 51, Vic-
toria Rd., Darlington. [6333

A.J.S. 1916 4h.p. Combination, Henderson spring
frame, ncL^tylene and accumulator lighting, makert*'

overhaul July, excellent condition.-Pakenham, Wet-
wood, Eccleshall, Staifj. [6932

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, completely equipped, speed-X «^ ometer, Tan-Sad, Eneting, and sp.eeial toolbox.
lucas lamps; £150, no offer.^.—Capt. Fitzgerald, Central
Flying School, tXpavon, Wilts. . [6909 .

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Combination, new 1919, hood, screen, lamps,
D.A. lighting, speedometer, horn, spare wheel,

all in new condition; price £130, or oHer. — D., 102,

Salterford Ed., Tooting, London. [7050

£180.-1921 A.J.S. combination, lomps, lioru, etc.,

in magnificent condition, mileage under 1,000;
i'OKt last month £226, Very great bargnin.—H. Jnliiin,

84, Broad St, Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [6379

23.h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed. clutch, new cylinder, piston,
* valves, tappets, chain sprockets, chain, Thom-

6on-Bennett mag.. Binks, Dunlops; £39; take 2-stroke
engine part.—Piatt. Duxbury, Chorley, Lanes. [6282

33.h.p. A.J.S.. 3-speed, K.S., good appearance and
4 mechanical condition, many new parts, new

Binks, good tyres, and new chains, fully equipped;
£50, no ojffers.—Airey, Oxspring, Penistone. [6313

"I
(Chi 6 A.J.S. 204h.p., competition mnfhine, 6peci;d

-M-iJ cylinder, nrith xariable compression, new gears,
etc., in peilect condition, long exhaust, very fast; price
£60.-65, South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [6403

A«I.S. Lightweights, 2%h.p. Can now supply from
stock. Book your orders ' now and save dis-

appointment. Official agents for this famous light-
weight.—F. E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. [3695

LATE 1919 A.J.S. Combination, licensed, fully
equipped, ep?edometer, spare electric lamps,

handle-bars, small mibage, excellent condition; bar-
pain, £140.—Walker, Upperfold, Roehampton. Putney
379. [7058

A.J.S. 1918 6h.p. Combination, in sitlendid order,
hood, .<;creen, Lucae lamps and horn, Cowey speed-

ometer : Ji reiil bargain, £120.— Elce and Co., 15-16,
Eishopsgate At., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. [0074

"I Q21 (April) A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, Cowey trip
-^C speeaometer, D.A. lighting, mechanical horn,
mileage 1,300, -spare wheel used, condition as new,
tax and insurance paid, Binks carburetter, all spares

;

bargain, best over £200.-76, Wharfedale Gardens,
Norbnry, - [6800

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
A.J.S. motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,
Bouthport. Tel. : 607, [0649

£48.—A.J.S. 1913 5-6h.p., kick start, clutch, recently
enamelled, engine overhauled, new big and little

end bearings, almost new Palmer cord and Duniop
extra lieavy. new tubes. Tan-Sarl, t;ix naid. nowerrul
solo or good sidecar machine.—Griffiths, Albany Rd.,
Hersham, Walton-on-Tharaes. [X8217

Alldays
3h.p. Alldovs Allon, hand clutch, 2-speed, late^4 1919.—Piddiick. Whitchuroh, Salop. [3:8134:

ALLON, 1920, 2-ppeetl, clutch, tick st^art, iampi
;icce.'^oiie=: £54.—Spote=, Highlown. Crewe.

[6983
ALLDAYS-AIXON, countershaft, tyres perfect, good

condition ; 25 gns. ; evenings.—67, Fernlea Rd,,
Balham. [7243

ALLDAY 6-8h.p. Combination, 3-6peed, counter-
shalt, chain drive, luxurious sidecar; £70, no

offers.-80, Manor Park, Lee, S.E. [7094

ALLDAYS Allon, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter; in stock; deferred payments.—Parker's,

Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate. Manrhe^-
t<?i. [X8070
ALLDAYS Allon, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, equipped, splen-

did condition: £35.-245. Lower Rd., Rother-
hithe, S.E. (15 mins. tram or 'bus London Bridge.)

[7066
ALLDAYS Allon, 2-i4h.p., 1921 model, Lucas lighting

set. only ridden fortnight, unscratched, tax paid;
£70; receipt shown.—Gunary, South Hall, Rainham,
Essex. [6776

"I C|14 Alldaye 8h.p. Twin Combination, chain driven,
-*-*' 3 spi^e^l.^. Bo^i'h mag., good tyie^'. Canre'et side-
<^ar, wind tcreen, P.H. lights, tax paid; £90, near
ofi^r.-8, St. Helens Kd., Bolton. [6917

ALLDAYS Allon, 1916-17, 2-stioke, 2-6peed, over-
hauled, new paits, excellent condition, Inllv

etjuipped, tax; £37, offers, exchange enual make 4-
Btrote* cash adjustment.-29, Lower Clapton Rd., E 5

[6677

American X.
AMERICAN X 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, 2 speeds

fast, wind screen, tax paid; £58.—R-, 32, Arthur
Rd., N. Brixton, S.W.9. [7065

1 020 7-9h.p. American Excelsior Sporting Combina-
J-t/ tion, as new, guaranteed perfect: £110. or ue^nrest
ofTer.-Pasmore, 5a, Lanark Place, Maida Tale, W'.g.

AMERICAN X 1920 7-9h.p.. Hender-?on sidecar, 500
miles, lamps, horn, tool.--, etc,.; £120 or neare=t

ofier.—Roberts, 122, Thomas Lone. BroadKreen Liver-
pool- [6895
SPECIAL 03er of brand new 1921 American X, 7-9

h.p., 3-speed, Millford De Luxe gidecar, 27xS^/n
Firestone tyres; list price £217; reduced to £175 cash-
eaev pavmeuts only 4% ex:tra.—The Premier Motor Co.'.
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X8121

The House for Value !&•

THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE FOR MOTORISTS

P. J. EVANS
HAS A LIMITED NJMBSR

of 1921 Shop-soiled Motor Cycles at real

BARGAIN PRICES.

D

CALL AND INSPECT OR SEND
POSTCARD FOR LIST.

1921 MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.
7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £195

2^ h.p. Solo, 3-spej;d machine £95

2j h.p. ENFIELD :;.specd £65

7 h.p. JAMES Combination £175
7-gh.p. INDIAN Combination £198
8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination £168
5-6h.p. ROVER Combination £167 10

4 h.p. NORTON, with de luxe Sidecai^ £177
4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination £175

4} h.p. JAMES Combination £155

4i h.p. B.S.A., Model Kz, solo £107 C
Bitto, with Sidecar No. 3 £149

4i h.p. HUMBER Combination, shop-soiled £155

4J h.p. HUMBER, shop-soiled £125

4 h.p. INDIAN Scout £132
3,', h.p. ROVER and special Sidecar £137 10
4|h.p. B.S.A, Model K, special Sidecar £123
4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, chain-cum-belt . . ., . £115

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all-chain drive £125
3! h.p. JAMES twin solo '. £120
3" h.p. CALTHORPE Combination, M-L Maglita . £110 5
3!- h.p. ROVER, 3-speed, chain drive £115
3 J h.p. NORTON, 3-speed £132

2I h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, Idck-start £80 17
25 h.p. MASSEY-ARRAN, Blackbume 95 gns.

23 h.p. EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, 2-spced, kick-

start, shop-soiled £88
3j h.p. Ditto, J.A.P. engine, shop-soiled £80
2j h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-spced 66 gns.

2j h.p. CALTHORPE, single-speed 43 gns.

2j h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-speed £70

i h.p. JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £67 10

22 h.p. AJ.S. LIGHTWEIGHT.

Reduced Price £95
•— • .••..... i.........,m

EVERY LEADING MAKE OF S

MOTOR CYCLE IS AT S

P. J. EVANS
81-91, «|ohn Br-isrh-t S-fcree-l:

BIRIVIINGHAIVI,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
American X.

AMERICAN X. Combination, late 1920, Canoele
M.AL4 bulbous back sidecar. 6-volt accumulato

lighting system, Tan-Sad, Stewart horn, all in very fin
condition, last and powerful, 1921 tax paid, and lull'

insured; £130.-11, Newcombe Rd., Northampton.
[721:

Ariel.

AW GUY. Weymouth.—1921 SVoh.p. Ariel combina
'

tion; 135; Irom etocli. t068f

ARIEL Ay^h.r- Combination: £150, from stock.-A
J. Young and Co., Ltd., Nevnnarket. [662'

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of ol

model Ariel.—Chapel Aah Depot, Wolverhampton
1X379;

Id 14 3-speed Ariel, in good condition, lamps, et(*.

J-*' £40.—W. O. Churchill, The Grove, Dorcli^iter.
,

[696(
1ARIEL 3V2li-P.. 1914, 3-speed, excellent condition

£32.-7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.
[710;

1 Q20 3Voh.p. Ariel, all accessories, t^ix paid, £82
-L*7 also 1914 T.T. model, bargain, £36.—Ross, 86
High Rd., Lee. [641'i

AUTOYEYORS, Ltd., are authorised ageuts for the
I

Ariel motor cycle; models in stock.— Service Depot
4-12, Palmer St., S.W.I. [046f

3ili.p. Ariel, splendid condition, accessories, tnx raid '

2 absolute bargain, £23, offers.—27, Wandle Ed.
!

Wandsworth Common, S.W.i7. [722£

ARIEL Combination, 1920 (July), mileage 2,000, new
condition, speedometer. Klaxon, roomy sidecar, tas

paid; £90.-114, Cavendish Rd., Clapham", S.W.12.
^ [6861

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock. — West Centra]

Agency, Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I.
[0704

ARIEL 1919 3V2h.p. Coochbuilt Combination, sidecar

screen, apron, and luggage carrier, little u^ed and
condition as new; £83.—Chinery, 1, Hammer^smith Rd., i

Kensington. oe [6971

1 Q21 Ariel Combination, 6-7h.p., very' little used,
-»- tf Ea^^ting, Miller lighting, £5 spared, tools, tns
paid; cost £188, sell £140.—G. Pearson, Ashbryn,
Gwersyllt, Wrexham. (D) [7007

ARIEL 1920 3V2h.p. Combination, 'corintersliaft

model, kick start, splendid condition, tax paid,
full insiuance, lamps, horn, tools, etc. ; anyi trini by

;

appointment; £85.—Hayward, 52, Avondale' Ed., Peclr-

ham, S.E. [6455

ARIEL, 1921, all chain, 4 months old. Easting,
speedometer, Klaxon, Lucas lamps, insured, ta-t

paid, spare chain, valves, inner tube, tyres unpunc-
tured; £140; no offers.—Davis, 50, Pollards Hill East,
Norbury, S.W. [7069

3ih.p. Ariel, coachbuilt, count-ershaft, h.c-, decoin-
2 pressor, 3 lamps, honi, hood and screen, tyres

and mechanical condition perfect; giving up riding; £55
for ctuiek sale; would separate.—Bull, 54, Nichols Sq.,

Hackney Ed., E.2. [6726

ARIEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking for the
new all-chain models, which are the EollB-Eoyce

of motor cycles. All spares stocked. Prompt attention.
—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Eochdale Ed., Har-
purhey. Manchester. Tel.: 325 Cheetham HilL [5999

ARIEL.—This ia the machine lor reliability. We are
practical riders and gold medal winners with

this wonderfully efficient and reliable motor cycle.

We can give you immediate delivery from stock. All
spares in stock; trade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Mus-
well Hill, and at Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

Ai*no.

ARXO zy^.v. T.T., latest model, all accessories,

splendid condition; any trial; £28.-147, Monu-
ment Ed., Birmingham. [6340

Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, new, Sh.p,., Magdyno, i

''

oversize tyres, hood, large sidecar; £165.-72, ,

East Dulwich Rd., S.E. [6785

BAT.—Solo or Combination in stock; deferred pay-
ments.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also

245, Deansgate, Manchester. , [X8071

"1 Q20 Bat Spring Frame Combination; trial,

-I- if pleasure ; 90 gns., gift ; take soLp part pay-
ment.—88, Lord St., Southport. [7150 ,

B.A.T., late 1920 6h.p. twin sporting model, fully

equipped, absolutely as new; £120.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton; aleo 245. Deansgate Man-
chester.

^

_ [X6O60

BAT-J.A.P., 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch mode], enamelled
grey, complete with lamps, horn, etc., beautiful

machine, only wants seeing, £58, no oHers; also brand
new Douglas sidecar chassis, never been used. f8
secures. — Bevis, 10, Albert Bridge Rd., Battersea,
S.W.I 1. [6300

1 Q20 (June) Bat-Jap 8h.p. Combination, 3 lamp^,
A*-' speedometer, horn, mirror, special saddle, Tan-
Sad, Easting wind screen, hood, apron, spare pnrts,

,

tyre, tas and insurance naid, perfect order; write full

particulars: £150, offers.—Emery, Southdown Hydro.
St. Anne's-on-Seo, Lance. " [6913

Bl8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P>.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

1 Q21 2V2I1.P. Clyno, S-speed, mileage under 250j £55.XU —Buclvinghfiin, Myrtle House, Park Ed.
iuff. Te). : 363 Worthing.

Worth-
[6939

GLYNO 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, not done 200
miles, unscratched; £62,

Longshiiw, Billinge, Wigan.
nearest.—Heaton-,

[6519

~|Q14 2i4h.p. 2-stroke Clyno Motor Cycle,' complete
J.J-' with head lamp, tail lamp, horn, tax paid, in
really splendid condition; price £35.—Cordingley and
icons', Haslingden. Tel. : 102. [6610

-|Q21 Sh.p. Clyno, eleetrJcaUy fitted, D& Luse model,XU fuily equipped, perfect, new condition, insured
£305,. owner buying car; £195.—Roberts, oppositt
4 Camp, iCiumel Ptii'k, near Khyl. [5284

CLYNO 1917 6h.p.. 3-speed. all chain, with largo
coachbuilt sidecar, practically as new through-

:mt, must sell; £65, or offer',—Apply, Malvern Garage,
MaWern Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey. [6556

6h.p. Clyno Combination, just assembled, engine only
run in. gear box as new, Lucas electric lighting

new), Klaxoli electric, new Amac, T.B, mag., car
vres (unpunctured), chains, and Tan-Sad; £95.—
barren, 128, Copenhagen St., King's Cross, N.l. [6662

pLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916-17 models, re-O built, replated, enamelled black, 3 speeds, kick
turt, foot clutch, new carburetters, magnetos, inter-
lifingeabl:^ wheels, enclosed chain drire, new sidecars,
minted to choice, as new ; solo, £75 : combiuations,
';90; deferred payments.—Hearn Bros., 94, Brixton Hill,
).W.2. 'rhoue; Briston 2888. [6468

Coulson.
IQ21 234h.p. Coulson B. 2-speed, kick start, brand
Lt/ new, unused; £77.-41, Madrid Rd.. Barnes.

[7165
COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole Wiltshire
<y Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60. Catherine St.,
aliabury. 'Phone : 72. [5007

SOULSOX-BLACKBITRNE 1921 4h.p., 3-speed
\J^ Sturmey, lamps, horn; £105.—Emsley, 22, Morley
!:d., Doncaster. [6520

COULSON.—All models :n stock; deferred payments.
y —Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245
/eansgate, Manchester. [X8073
lOULSON,^, 1921, 25/ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch.
-^ sports model, spring frame, absolutely un-
ratched; £37/ 10.—Below.

;^OULSON, 1921, 2%h.p. Blackburne, 3-speed, clutch.
;
'' kick start, shop-soiled, to be sold cheap; ex-
langes.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale (private house).
hone: Hampstead 1353. [7198

»5,h.p. Coulson B, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, in
'4 in stock; list price, 80 gns.—Edwards, 50, Har-
agton Rd., .South Kensington, [7166

921 (June) 4h.p. Coulson B, equipped, Lucas horn,
lamps, tax, perfect^ reason medical; cost £137,

cept £110, -or offer,

.rnham, Surrey,
-Smith. Kiln Farm, Bourne,

1:707

1

COULSON.-R. B. Clark's 1921 2%h.p. 3-speed medal
,' winner, new condition, equipped, -SO gns.; export
,dels. Blackburne engine, £84, -in stock.—R. B. Clark
i Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [7104

rARTLING Reductions.—Brand new, just received
ironi makers; 1921 2^-^h.p. 3-speed Coulson -B..
price £117/12. will accept £109; one 4h.p. as

^e. liv-^t price £126, will accept £115.-22, Rodney
Liverpool.

'

[6652
Coventry Eagle.

OVENTRY EAGLE. 2i/^h.p. 1915 VilUers 2-stroke.
lamps, horn, tax paid, good condition; £20.—

I

lella, Burroughs, Hendon, N.W.4. [6278

•120 Coventry Eagle, J.A.P. 2^;4h.p., 2-speed, clutch.
-^ K.S., tally equipped, tax paid, as new; " 'tally equippe

genuine bargain.—Westin,
, £50, or

WilUam St., N.l.
[6540

Co\entry Victor.

(
3VENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine.-
Immediate delivery of standard tourins machine,

! j.p., 3-3peed gear box,-~all chain drive, £125; cl^o
f t wlieelbase .sporting solo machine, Kmraateetl 65

h.. £135, winner 500 mile race Brooklands (750
t chitis) ; send for catalogue. Agents tv-.n^id i\Lere
1 represented.-Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Cov-
t y. [0520

Djamond.
ISTRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
' models Diamond.—Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhamp-
t [X3817
I FEW Eariy 1921 Diamond Models E and F. used
i lor demonstration only; bargain.—Apply, Diamond
\ks, Wul verba mpton. [6929

Tew 1921 2%h.p. Diamond-Jap, Enfield 2-spee(l
•' Rear; £73/10 ; easy pavments only 4% extra.-
I nier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X8122
1121 o.h.v. 2Mh.p. Diamond, very successful in
*•' speed trials, racing . Amac, excellent touring
n hine. unscratched. 2-speed, guaranteed perfect;
£ .— 2, Arnside Rd., Southport. [X8126
1 MEDIATE Delivery ol any Diamond Model; cash
J or deferred payments; booktyour order now, and
a'd disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd
S-.h Side, Clapham Common, S.W,4. 'Phone: Brix-

1

tc 2417. [0507

1

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting
Sets.

ACCESSORIES- PATENTS-
NOTE REDUCED

H.A.H. COMPLETE SETS.— Head, Side, and Tail
Lamps, Accumulators, Carrying Gases, Switch,

Wiring, etc., ready for installing.

Set Al—For Solo IVIachmes.

SPECIALITIES
RRICES,

I

Comprising

:

Fig. 875, 6^in.Head Lamp, Nickel with patent
adjustable brackets. . . . . . .

.

60/-

„ 576. Rear Lamp (bayonet) . . .

.

4/9
,, 1150. H.H. Ebonite r> volt Accumulator 51/6
,, 37S. Specially strong metal case ,. 10/6
,, 428. i-way screw type Switch . . .

.

2/-

PriceofSet 127/6

Set B1—For Sidecar Combinations.
Comprising,
Fig. 895, Head Lamp, Nickel 60/-
„ 886, Side Lamp (bayonet) 20/-

,, 576, Rear Lamp „ 4/9
,, 1182, Gv. 40 amp. Accumulator . . .

.

48/-

„ 429, 1 way scre\v type Switch . . .

.

2/6

Price of Set 135/-

Bayonet Bulbs up,to i amp., 2/6 each extra.

Flat Twin Cap Tyre Cable, per yard,' 1/6 e.xtra.

Set CI—For Medium Solo Machines.
Comprising

;

Fig. 881, 5h" Head Lamp, Nickel .. .. 36/-

,, 57}, Rear Lamp .. .. .. .. 5/9
,, 1160, 4v. 20 amp. Accumulator . / ., 24/6
,, 377, Strengthened Metal Case .. .. 9/6

Price of Set 75/-

Bayonet Bulbs for set Ci, 3 /- extra.
Twin Cap Tyre Cable, per yard, 1/6 extra,

H.A.H. Complete Side & Rear Set.

Complete Set, 29/-
Comprising: Fig. 57^, Rear Lamp, 7/6 ; Fig. ^ieo,

Side Lamp, 7/6; "Flash" 4.i volt Dry Battery,
14/7 ; Fig. 386, Metal Case, 8/6 e.ttra, it required.

H.A.H. Complete Rear Set.

Comprising: Fig. s7i^ Kear Lamp, 7/6 ; "Force"
3V. Dry Batteryj 9/11 ; Fig. 386 IVIetal Case.

NOTE.—BotliSets are complete with wire, bulbs,
- switches, etc.

Postage extra on the above.

A- H. HUNT, l-TD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstal! Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones : Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 2226. " Keyage, Croydon,*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

npHE Effra Motor Works.

T\OUG-LAS. Douglas, Douglas.

IF in Doubt, ring up the Effra ('Phone: 1115 Brix-
ton).

T~^OUGLAS Machines are our speciality,

£65. ~4h.p. Douglas solo macblnes, new 1920 Amac
carburetter, cables and controls, new Thomson-

Bennett mag., new footboards or tootrests, biand new
Wood-Milne tyres and tubc-s, wheels respoked in most

1 cases, fitted with clutch, kick start, and 3-speed gear
box. the whole stove-enamelled, tank in makers'
colours, and miscellaneous parts replated, mostly
1917-18. Sent on approval against cash.

£78.—The above 4h.p. Douglas machine, with
Douglas sidecar, the body finished as new. com-

pletely upholstered and repainted.

£45.—2%h.p. Douglases. 1916, restoved and replated.
tank makers' colours, new mag., carburetter]

guards, chain, pulley, etc., and miscellaneous other
new parts, which add considerably to the value of the
machine, brand new Wood -Alilne tyres and new tubes,
So confident are we in these machines that we agree
to send same on approval against cash; carriage extra
n|iHE Effra Motor Works.

'"VrOTE,-All goods sent on approval against cash.

CHEQUES and Money Orders should be made pay-
able to The Effra" Motor Works, 11-14. Effia

Parade, Brixton, London, S.W. 'Phone : Brixton
1115. 'Grams : Efframota, Brix., London. [7097

"pVOUGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.

Olh.p. Sports Model; £135

0.3.h.p, 2-spBed Model; £85.

3.h,p. Clutcli Model; £105,

^h.p. Combination; £160,'

T\OUGLAS Specialiste. Spare parts stocked.

i^OMPLETE Overhauls,

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood-
stock St. (off Blenheim St.), New Bond St^

London, W.l, Tel. : Mayfair 6559.

OUGLAS. Douglas, Douglas.

[0703

1021 Models in Stock: 4h.p. combination, £170: 4
X«7 h.p. solo, £130; syjh.p. clutch model. £105:
2-)^h.p. 2-8p6ed model, £85; shop-soiled bargains; ex-

tended payments if desired; spnro parts stocked: re-

pairs.—Douglas specialists, Vivian Hardie and Lane,
Ltd. 23 and 24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.). New-

Bond St.. London, W.l. 'Phone : Maj'lair 6569. [0375

rQ14
2^'4h.p. Douglas, re-enamelled, splendid order;

U £33.—Below.

TO 15 2'»ih.p. Douglas, speedy: bargain, £35.—May-
li/nard, 8, Silver St., Enfield. [6839

DOUGLAS 2?;;,li.p., new 3-Bpeed, all on; cheap.— 33.

I'ennard Ed., W. [7013

HERUEBT HOEINSON", Ltd., 32-35, Green St.,

Cambridge.—Below.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 2?i4h.p.,. 2-speed, including P.

;ind H. hunps. horn, ftitd'lioence holder; £85: in

stoL'k; exchanges.—Herbert Eobinspn, Ltd., 32-35, Grceu
St., Cnmbridge. Tel. : 995. T.A.. ;

Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 2")ih.p., 3-speed, clntcl! and
kick starter, including P. and H. lamps, horn,

and licence holder; £105; in stock; exchanges.-Herbert

Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.

;

995. T.A. : Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 4h.p. Solo, £125: or combina
tion, including P. and H. lamps, horn, licence

holder, and eidecnr wind screen, £160; exchanges.-
Herbert Eobinson. Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge.
Tel. : 995. T.A. ; Bicycles.

DOUGLAS, 1920, 3-sreed and clutch, lamps, horn,
licence paid, carefully used, ridden few miles

f.nlv, good appearance and mechanical condition; £82/10.
—Herbert Uobinson, Ltd., 32-35. Green St., Csnii-

bridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles., [6109

GOURLAY, the great Douglas agent and e^ipert.

Fallowfleld. Manchester. [6094

DOUGLAS 2i^h.p., single speed, in splendid order;
£25.—Southey, Berkhamsted. [0683

KICKHAM for Douglas and spares; trade sup-
plied.—Stokes Crolt, Bristol. [3351

£42.-24.
[6941

E
1 QIS 25^h.p. 2-speed Douglas, perfect;
-L£/ Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

"I Q18 4h.p. Douglas, first-class condition; £50; ex-
Xt/ changes.— 9, Church Rd.. Ilarlesden. [7060

ACRXPICE.—1921 4h.p. Douglas, perfect through-
out, trial; £85.-3, Gilston.Rd., S.W. 10. [7075S

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

SPORTS Model SV^h.p. Douglas, new, immediate de-
livery; £135.—Moffat, Yeovil, 'Phone: 50. [5043

"1016-17-18 2%h.v. Dotiglae, from £45; taxnaid and
-LtJ fully equipiisd.—114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2._ (6741
T\OUGLAS Z"!4h.p., 1917, excellent condition and
-L' appearance; £42/10.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham.

[6769
£27.-1913 2';41i.p. Dougtas, T.T., plain counter,5l>al't,

new Dunioiis.-King, Egrove Faim, Oxford.
[X8140

~|Q18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, splendid condi-
X«/ tion; £62/10.-79. Priern Rd., Peckham Rye.

[6781
2^h.p. Do'.iL^lae, 2-speed, foothonrds, disc?, .iccfe'sories,

4 tax paid; £35.-8, Helmsly Place, Hackney, E.8.
[6975

D.OTJGLAS 2^4h-.p., 2-speed, new -condition, tax paid,
all accessories; £50; after 6.-47, Tliornhill Sq.,

N.l. [6693

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
models Douglas.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-

ton. [S3818

"Id 20 Douglas, 2^h.p., 3-speed. all on, tax paid:
-Lw £68.—Probert, The Grove, Rainbow Hill, Wor-
cester. [X8050

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, spares, wind screen,
excellent condition ; £65, or nearest.—Stapleton,

Bagshot. [6990

"J Q13 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, fine condition, tax-l" paid; £33.—W. G. Churchill The Grove, Dor-
chester. [6961

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1920, 3-speed model, clutch and
tick start, faultless; £65.— Morrison, High St.,

Langholm. [5300

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, lamps, horns, speedo-
meter, any trial; £87.-130, Drayton Park, High-

bury, N.5. [6728

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918, perfect condition, undej-
.shield, Stewart; £55.—Reynolds, 63, Luton Av.,

West Ealing. [6484

"I Q16 25^h.p. Douglas, excellent condition, sport-Xtf ing, tax paid; £47, or best offer.—23, Astwcod
Mews, S.W.7. [6277

DOUGLAS 2?,ah.p. 1916, speed, lamps, registration,
insurauce: £51.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt

Portland St., W. [64 ?9

"IQ18 Douglas, hardly used, electric lighting, all^^ accessories; £48, or offer,—Jtyle, 4, Denman
Place, Piccadilly. [6275

1Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, as new, all on.
-1-t/ new tyres, screen; £95. — 48, Burchell Rd..
l-'eckham, S.E.15. ~

[6887

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, lamps, .horn, and
discs, tax paid, very fast: £66.-261, Mitcham

Lane, Streatham.
.

^ [7089

1Q18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, equipped, tax paid,-Lv electric lighting, screen, hood; 75 gut-.-9, Kil-
uian Ed., Fulham. [6673
4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1915, 3-speed and clutch,

and kick starter model; £65.—Wauchope's, 9,
shoe Lane, London. 19014

H.4.LIFAX.—Douglas 1921 models; cash, exchange,
or deferred payments.-Motor Exchange, 25.

Horton St., Halifax. [6638

1 Qi6 Douglas, 25/ih,n., 2-speed, Inlly equipped, tax
-Lt^ paid, splendid machine; £38.— 156, Stockwell
lid., Brixton, S.W.9. [6811

£40.—23„h.p. Douglas, 1916, entirely rebuilt, new
. mag., new tyres, tax paid.— 13, Somers Mews, Pad-

dington. Padd. 899. [7255

1 020 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Easting, discs,X«/ Klaxon, lamps, etc^; 90 gns.— Eersfield, Wcf^t-
bury Ed., New Maiden. [6547

DOUGLAS 1920 Combination, equipped, excellent
condition; £105; any trial.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., South Kensington. [7110

33.h.p. 2-speed Douglas, all on, tax paid. jE35; also
4 Alecto, 3-speed, 2-stroke, best over £30.-135.

Brook St., Stepney, E.l. [6536
4h.p. Douglas Conibinntioa, Aug., 1920, Tan-Sad

pillion seat, lot spares, perfect condition; £120.—
26, Kestrel Av., Heme Hill. [6701

T.T. Douglas 25ih.p., 2-specd, fast, reliable, long
exhaust, al) on, spares; £42/10.—Mann, 159,

Bbury St., Victoria, London. [7223

TO 18 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, sidecar. East-
--tf ing, all accessories, tax paid; £85.—8, Half
Moon Lane. Heme Hill, S.B.24. [7122

"TiOUGLAS 2^4h.p., renovated, enamelled, and plated,
J-' new mag., new tyres, tool bags, etc., any trial;
£38.—Dowell, Pyrford, Surrey. [7185

1Q15 Colonial Model Douglas, 3 speeds, 2%h.p.,
--tf equipped, tax paid, new condition; saorifice,
£45.—Marks, 121, Acton Lane, W.4. [7133

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1919, engine and finish unused,
new condition, solo £75, combination £88.—

Wilton, White Swau, Upper Norwood. [6219

DOUGLAS 1920 25/4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch,
practically as new throughout, - licensed; £65.—

Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7216

BAMBERS
I

FOR

Four Special Bargains
1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., lamps,

exhaust whistle, spare wheel,

screen, small mileage; excel-

lent condition £1 35

1920 6-8 h.p. L.IVI.C. Comb.:

lamps, horn, mirror, speedom-

eter. Easting, licensed ; in

excellent condition £92

1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM and Swan

Sidecar, electric lamps, horn,

leg-shields, discs, screen

;

excellent condition £1 35

1918 8h.p. MATCHLESScomb.:
lamps, horn, hood and screen,

spare wheel; excellent con-

dition £95

— ALSO —
1920 s h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb. . . £135
1920 METRO-TYLER, S type £60
1920 3I h.p. BEARDMORE-PRECI$ION ... £55
1920-21 3^ h.p. BEARDMORE - PRECISION

Combination £78
1919-20 3J h.p. SCOTT Sporting Comb £100

1919 23 h.p. EDMUND and HENDERSON
Sidecar £55

I9r5 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £65
I9i3-r4 3.', h.p. TRIUMPH Combination . . £53
Special 8 h.p. Overhead Valve MATCHLESS £40

Let us send you full particulars

of the above machines.

Full Market Value Allowed
lor your present machins in gooil condition

in part excliange for any of tlie loliowin;
new macliines :

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, ENFIELD, NORTON,
MATCHLESS, A.J.S., ARIEL,- N.U.T.,
DOUGLAS, Etc.

SIMPLEX POWER, UNITS,
for Push Cycles.

R.BAMBER&Co.,Ltll.,
2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT. 'Z%:

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1Q21 254h,p. Douglas, 2-speed, fully equipped, i--V Bured, condition as new, perfect in every deta;
£72.-28, Empress A v., Woodford Green. [72'

F.O.C.H, have several new and second-hand Dougi
combinations and solos; bargains.—5, Heath 8

Hampstead {nr. Hampstead Tube Station). [591

1 Q20 4h-p. Douglas Combiuation, iierfeot conditic
J-*/ sidecar as new, Eiisting screen; quirk sale £11
tax paid.—Stevens, 48, Park Rd., Dartford. [63i

DOUGLAS 4h..p. Combination, 1921, done obo
100 miles; £140; accept lightweight in exchani

—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W. [53;

1 Q20 Douglas 23Ah.p., 3-speed, new condition throug '

X 97 out, not IJ.D., accessories, licensed ; sar-rifi
I

£72/10.—Chandler, 43, Hillfteld Av., Honisey. [63'
;

DOUGLAS, 1917, 23/ih.p., 2-speed, enamel, platin
jand mechanism splendid condition, equinpei '

£46.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [70( I

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920, 4b. p., accumulat i

lighting, discs, just overhauled; best over flOt '

accept solo part.—Blundell. Cowpers House, Huntingdo
[45;

iOQ GNS.—1916 Douglas, "2%li. p., excellent cone 1

*-' V tion, fully equipped, footboards.—Seen at Ga -,

age, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452.
[68r

IQl? 4h.p. Douglas Combination, exceptionally fir
J-*/ condition, tax paid; £67/10, bargain.—Goa
122, Maida Vale, Ijondon. 'Phone ; Hampstead 135

[71J I

33.h.p. Douglas, 1918, 2-6peed, 1921 Amac carb
4 retter, new tyres, belt, etc., all on, condition i

|

new; £45.-2, Aboyne Rd., Lo-wer Tooting, S.W.17. i

-r.-^

"

" "

[72E f

DOUGLAS.—All models in stock at new reduce
prices; deferred payments.—Parker's, Bradsha\

gate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate, Manchester.
[X80^

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, Dunlop tyres, wic
screen, lamps, tools, all on, perfect condition, ar

mechanical order, ; £80 nearest*—!, Park Hill Rd
.

j

Ewell. ^
.; [65e

DOUGLAS New 234h.p., 2-speed All-on- models fi

immediate delivery; dE85.—Elce and Co.,, 15i-l'

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Aveni
5548. . [007"

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, small mileagi'
tax paid, lamps, hoi-n, etc.; 100 gns^ any trial.-

'Phone : VValtham Cross 299. 44, Sun 3t., Walthai
Abbey. -

.. [681

33.h.p. Douglas, Aug., 1920, 3-speed, K.'S., tax ])&k'
4 tyres unpunctured, all on, splendid conditiot

£75^—A. C. Tarry, 4, Court C^jttages, BansLeai
Surrey.

"

[658

SAVE Garage.-Douglas W.D. 4h.p., with folding Hoi
ley 2-seater sidecar, 1920, Easting, spares, ele

trie ; £130, offer.-G., Bureott, Derby Rd., Siittni

Surrey. . [645

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., single speed, Bosch, tyres an
belt very good, runs beautifully, fast, climbs well

£12; bargain.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgl
Suffolk. [679

1Q16 Douglas Combination, new sidecar body, nei
J-v wheels, 2 new tyres, speedometer. Klaxon,
lamps, spares, etc., perfect; otters.—92, Stapletonhal
Rd., N.4. [652

DOUGLAS 1915 25^4h.p., 2-speed, new tyres, bell

lamps, bags, and accessories, in good condition

£45, a bargain.—2, Nora Villas, Manor Lone, Sunburj
Middlesex. [6361

LATE 1920 Douglas 234h.p., 3-speed semi T.T.

under 2,000 miles, all on, tax paid; £85; firn

price; owner buying combination.—P., 14, Highfieh
Av., N.W.il. [683i

D,OUGLAS 1916 2^h.p., 2-speed, lamps, hotn, tools

tax paid, splendid order; £45.—Bice and Co., 15

16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phoue
Avenue 5548. [006i

1017 Douglas, good tyres, 1920 coachbuilt sidecar

Xi/ lamps, horn, and spares, very nice condition

£57/10; bargain; no offers.—Edward es. 277. Camber
well Rd., S.E. r683C

1 Q17 Douglas 23^.p., fine condition, new Amac
M~i7 speeflometer, lamps, spare»5. etc.; sell £58, o

exchange higher power.—Bonnett, 11, Banbury St., Bat

tersea, S.W.ll. - [696(

-| Q18 2%h.p. Douglas, uncrated 1919. 2 speeds
JLt/ makers' colours, original enamel, lamps, acces

,

series, licence, new condition, unscratclied ; £50.-63
Solon Rd., Brixton. I675i

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, recently over

hauled, condition perfect, sidecar re-enamelled

F.R.S. lamps, spares, any trial; £85.—Bramley. 6

Stanier St., Swindon. i^'^'^^

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 1919, excellent condition, nt-v

back cover and tube, complete with lamps iiut

licence- 60 gns., or offer; seen Streatham.—Bos 6.043

o/o The Motor Cycle. [729C

DOUGLAS 1920 234h.p., 3-speed, footboards, Inlij

equipped, tax paid; £75; deferred payments il

desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245

j

Deansgate, Manchester. [X&06.

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, splendid condition

\A.*y insured, lots .of spares, including waterproo

I overalls, owner forbidden to ride; £l20.—E. Midgley

155, Church St., Keigley. [X813.
,

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

7-9h.p. Hiirley Couiltiuation, August, 1920, electiii'

model, Harley sidecar with bc«>d and screen,
ill fittings and full tool kit. muffs, mirror, and
ootboard, cost over £260, guaranteed in first-class

>rUer, smart, and especially fast, fully insured to
June; buying car; bargain, £160, or near offer.—16,
Elydal Rd., Newhall Lane, Bolton. [7134

H.B.

H.B., Blnckburne 2^ih.p., 1920, yll on, excellent nia-
Hiine; £67/10.—Rev. Stephens, Watcombe Cirrus,

[S'ottiuehani. - [6993-
Henderson

1 Q 16 Henderson 4-cyl. 2-speed Combination ; ex-
JL«/ change with cash for late Morgan W.C.—16,
LoQgmead Rd., S.W.17. [70,80

HENDERSON
. 8h.p., 4-cyl., mag., F.E. clutch,

handle starting, lamps, licensed; bargain, 49
^ns.—1. Ebner St., Wandsworth, [7128

iQ21 Hemlerson, P. nnd H. dynamo lighting set,
M-tf Klaxon horn, speedometer, reverse gear, latest
Tpe MiUtord- Tandem sidecar, hood, 2 screens, 27x3V'
yres, cost over £300 recently, email mileage.—Can be
sen at Eobertsons Motors, Ltd., 157b, Gt. Portland
it., W.l.

-

[6651
Hobart,

1Q21 Hobart 2';4h.p. J.A.P,, 2-speed, clutch, K.S
,It/ lighting set, not done 100 miles, equal new, tax

mid; nearest £75 ^jets it.—Newman, Shifnal, Salop.
[6399

HOBARX-VIELIERS, 2%h.p:, 1919, 2-speed, leg-
shields, lamps, born, licensed, perlect condition

;

argain, £35.—Tuckwell, 25G, Kingwood Rd., Falham,
i.W.6. [6688

number.
Jih.p. Humber, 2-speed, overhauled, new belt, ell
fS on;. £30.—20, Forthbridge Rd., Lavender Hill,
•W.ll.

•

(6690

'|Q20 A'/ah.p. Humber Flat Twin, unscrntohed: £110.
l.«^ —Shepherd, Enfleld Highway. Tel.: Waltham
i'roes 31. [0655

Jh.p. Humber Flat Twin, w.c, Millford sidecar, per-
[' feet condition: £140 —Raynham, 14 Mav St
leethorpes.

"

'[6508

jrUMBEE 4Voh.p. Combination; cost June (1921)i £195, accept £140; perfect condition.—OfEcrs to
Chase Hill, Enfield. [6697
ih.p. Humber, 2-speed gear and free engine, new
»Z tyres and belt; best offer over £20.-William
'Utar, Daisybank, Caldercrnix. [7056

I'ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, B. and B.,
2 dropped frame, take sidecar, fine running order

;

23. near,—Argyle Lodge, Newton Ed., Burton-on-
™t. [6753

921 4y2h.p. Humber, 3-speed, kick start, chain
drive, been used for demonstration purposes

ly; list pri:e £140, sell £119.—Johnson's Motor
arks. King's Lynn. [7208

TUMBEK 4h.p. 1915 Splendid Coaohhnilt Under-
l slung Combination, 3 speeds, kick start, simph-,
V Dunlop belt, tyre^, guaranteed perfect, lamps,
Is, tax pilid; trial any time; bargain, £55.—Owner,
Salmons Lane, Commercial Ed.. Stepney. London.—

'

[6914
^21 (April) Humber 4i/2h.p., 3-speed, Lucas
-f dynamo lighting and horn. Brooks cantilever
die. Tan-Sad, open exhausts, all black finish, ex-
tional condition and appearance; Midland district;
10.—Further particulars. Box 930, c/o The Motor'!•_ [X8118

Indian.
9i..p Indian Combination, 1912; £55 cash.
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [901'

'liIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., all accessories, discs,
niad screen; £55,-30, Eton Av., N. Finchlev.

[6863
Dl.VN, 1912, 7-9h.p.,.2 speeds, foot clutch, lax

- jiaid; £25.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

niAN 7-9h.p. Combination, Easting, perfect condi-
.- lion; £75.—62b, Highgatc Rd., Kentish Town.

[7053
|hl6 7-9b.p. Powerplus Indian Combinaf
-1' dynamo lighting, tax paid; £88.—Ross.
Ii. Lee.

-. ning.
; £88.—Ro6s, 86, Hich

[6431
V|14 Indian Combination, 2-speed countershaft-
^' £65.—Rbind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme"
i'.ciester. --[6590

TDIAN, 1919, and 1921 sidecar, unused: no reason-
-«| able offer refused.—Merser Motor Works Acre
L?, Brixton. '

[5531

JOIAN 1915 5-6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, K.S.
J'.nd large sidecar, lamps, etc.; £60.-19, Linden
(Je, Peekham. [6720
TDIAN 1919 Combination, 7-9h.p., large bulbous
-I iJidecar, electric lighting; any trial; £105.—East
Ei Farm, I'inner. [6564

1j20 Indian Combination, -as new, low mileage-
^ £150.-241, Goldhawk Rd., London. 'Phone:
Himersmith 1203. [6789

•Jh.p. Poweiplufi Indian Combination, 1916-17, fullv
iquipped. electric lights, aluminium number

Pn-s. beautiful sidecar, fully insured and taxed, per-
|ei as new; £90; any trial.—64, Clifton Rd., Peck-
ha S.E.IS. [6779

READ THIS—
Alcoinbe'3 Hotel,

Exeter.

13. 8. *21.

Dear Sira,

Will yoQ please send me to the above
adilreas one Englebert 26 x 2t tour
ply passenger tyre. I purchased a
similar tyre from you on --the

17th or leth June last, ^\hich
has proved wonderful in every
way. I fittecT it to the hack
w.ipel of my motor bike, and
it ha3 ran 3,1.0 miles since
then without a puncture.

I have been on some o£
the worst roads in Southern
Entjland, and am immensely
peased with it.

Youra faithfully,

C.C.P.'

^^^^

fgENGLEBERT

; Super-reinforced
The cover that has haen designed to

I

withstand any strain that it is possible to
put it to—that will stand the kick of any

j
motor cycle engine yet made- that will
list out any other make. These covers

I are acombination of everything that is best
1 in tyre manufactore. The finest possible

I

rubber, the strongest possible walls, and
the best brains to make ths "best out of

I them."

!
ACTUALLY AT HALF PRICE.

Size.

26x2

26x2J

28x3

Pattern.

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-piy Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-ply Rub
ber Studded

Racing, Rubber Bars
and Studs

Our
Price.

23/-

26/6

24/6

27/9

50/6

List
Price,

46/-

53/-

49/-

55 /S

roo/g'

Wiiatever tyre miieage you are satisfied with
tliese lyres are "good for more."

' We guarantee these Covers to give a minimumi
y mileage of 3,000 miles and will replace any
|iroving faulty on this basis. These goods arej

n;ent on 7 days' approval against remittance.

I
Carriage paid. For particulars of our "sport-

ling offer," see opposite column.

BMIgPCCi»«
E^rnn-

'^^ ^^^ purchasers oj goods from
B^ tJtis and opposite column, we are prepared

eH '
to give wifli eiery order a pair of our

'[no VStilton Solepieccs. Please mention sizeHa required for fitting to boots.

in
'

TheName

ORDER THE

TheFirm

WAV
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266.VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?.VICT0RIA.S.W.1

AND AT
44.SURBITPN. ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
*J P/edSe address allpost orders to V^i/xhdll Bridge Road.

TELEPHONE :- VICTORIA 6533 6- b55*.

OUR AGENT IS THp PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Combinntion, electrical Model
de Luxe, perfect; £140.-137, Cambridge Rd..

Rriynes Park. S.W.20. [6459

7-9h.p. Indian, speed gears, kick start, fully equipped,
excellent pondition ; £75.—BelU 36, Station Vi(\.,

South Shore, Blackpool. [6595

1 Q19 Indian Powerplus Combination, si>brting side-
-L*' car, tax paid; .sacrifice, £98; after 6 o'clock-—
91, Spa Hill, Norwood. [5374

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, spring frame, fine con-
ditiou, all on

; £65, near.—33, Orlando Rd., North
Side, Chipham Common. [6433

"IQ19 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, electric lighting,
*~*f tax paid, in excellent condition; £110.—
Ufton, Bourne End, Bucks. [7135

7-9h.p. Indian, with double sidecar (seats 2 axiults),
splendid condition, low mileage.—A., Green-

mount, Norbury At., S.W. [7279

INDIAN 1915 5-6h.p., 3-si)eed clntch. kick start,

lamps, good order, condition; £55; after 6.—Long,
3. Cromwell Rd., Teddington. [7000

HANDSOME Late 5-61i.p. Indian Combination, every
refinement; any trial; ofllers.—Write or view, 19.

Clipstone .Rd., Atterclifle, Sheffield. [6406

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination,
dynamo lighting, speedometer, tax paid; bargain,

£110.-76, Cornwall Rd., Bayswater, W. [6284

1 021 Indian Scout Combination, de luxe sidecar,
J-v speedometer, 3-speedi, dynamo lighting and
acetylene; £135.—Boorman and Son, Woking. [6317

7-9h.p. Indian, 1915 F, clutch, new tyres, chains,
lamps, just overhauled, too powerful; £50, or

lightweight and cash.—80a, High St., Besley. [7272

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, coaehbuilt side-

car, good condition; £50. or near olier.—19, Ivin- __

nerton St., Knightsbridge, S.W. 'Phone: Vic. 9480.
[6338

INDIAN Combination [June, 1920), little used, condi-
tion equal new, tax paid; genuine bargain, £150.

—Reade, Draper, 214, High Rd., Wood Green, London.
[6577

INDIAN, little used, 7-9h.p. solo, variable gear, over-
hauled, mechanically perfect, very fast, fully

equipped, tax paid; any trial ; £65.-121, Denmark
Hill, S.B. [6341

1 Q 20 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Combination,
Xt/ dynamo lighting, speedometer, Easting, beauti-
ful outfit, as new, tax paid; £135.-114, Brixton
Hill, S.W.2. [6737

LATE Powerplus Indian, as new, 3-speed, kick start,

clutch, licensed, insured, new tyre, chain, beauti-
ful condition, too fast; £65; exchange.—89, East Hill,

Wandsworth. [7033

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 1917, spring frame,
electric lighting, tdix pilid, spare tubes, new cover,

large luggage grid ; 75 gns. ; after 6.-43, Caldervale
lid.. Clapham, S.W. [6910

1 Q20 Indian I'owerplns 7*9h-p. Combination, dynamo
J-tl^ lighting, speedometer, ammeter. Easting, electric

horn, condition as new; £160; insured, tax paid.—Batty,
97, Wood St., Barnet. [6372

"I Q 20 Indian, 7-9h.p., Henderson Elite sidecar,
X«7 under 4,000 miles, tyres nearly new, just over-

hauled by Godfreys; 120 gns., or offer.-Watson. 3D,
Morpeth Terrace, S.W.I. [6709

7-9h.p. 3-3peed Indian Combination, 1914, discs. Ions
exhaust, just overhauled, very smart; trial and

examination invited ; £ 75 ; &olo part exchange.—
Crowslcy. 133, Kennedy Rd., Barking. [6873

T Q20 Indian, Millford de luxe sidecar; Cameo screen,
J-*^ luggage grid, electric lamps and horn, tools,

spare chains and tvres, perfect tune; £160.—Thomp-
son. 175, Evering Rd., Stoke Newington. [7052

1016 Indian Combination, 5-6h.p., just overhauled,
Xt/ Binks carburetter, Tan-Sad, tools, and spares,

including new cover .and tube; will accept best offer;

any trial.—45, St. James's Rd.. Southsea. [6777

1 Q20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., dynamo lighting.
XJ/ electric lioru, speedometer, tools, and spares,

lully equipped, like new; exchange for sporte Sunbeam.
— D'. Thomas, 9, Mostyn Crescent, Llandudno. [7291

POWERPLUS Indian, 1917, spring frame, 3-3peed.
clutch, kick start, electric light, horn, licensed,

overhauled, in i^erfect condition ;' liest ofEer for quick
sale,—Ben Oades, Castle^ Garage, Woodford Green.

[X8056
INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scot Model with Grosvenor sport-

ing sideciir to match, fully equipped, speedometer,
horn, tax paid; £155; deferred payments if desired.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; aX^o 245, Dean.'^gatp,

Manchester. [X8062

DICULOUS Bargain, £50.-1916 1-3 Powerplus
Indian combination, sporting slipper sidecar,

wants overhauling, but absurd bargain; £50 ; first

deposit secures.—Douglas S. Cox, 6, Lansdowne Hill,

West Norwood. [7195

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination (Mills-Fulford), 1914,
engine and gears recently overhauled, good tyres

(not war surplus), tool kit and many spares, tax and in-

surance paid, ready for touring, only wants seeing; bar-,

gain, £80; view Saturday or Sunday; exchanges, con-
sidered; no dealers.— 15, Woodville Rd., Thornton Heatb.

.

-

- [6464

I

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

I Ql9 Intiinn 7-9h.p. Combination, electric lieM,. 3p€e/l-
Ji*y ojiieter, fully eQuipred, splendid coDrtition, only
wants seeing ; owner giving up motoring by doctor's
orders: £150, or near ofier.—Wright, 2, Upper Tolling-
tnn Park, Fin^bury Pnrk, N. .

[6725

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Combination, dynamo light
and born, speedometer, disc wheels, hood and

sr!reen, luggage grid, specially designed comfortable
liandle-bar^, done 7,000, just overhauled; accept £145.
—McCIure, 80, Eccleston Sq., London. [6323

INDIAN 1916 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination (not
W.D.), E.S., 3-Kpeecl. h. and 1 clutoh, 1920 E.

;md B. railniietter, speedometer, lamps, tools, spare
<liaius -and valve, Millford sidecar. Easting wind screen,
tax paid; £90.—Hancock, Wargrave Rd., Twyford,
Berks. * [6999

V?n"ANTED, purchasers lor any model ol new 1921
»» Indian motor cycles and combinations, lor im-

mediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exc^hange; full market value allowed; distance
no object.—R. Bamber and Co.. Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,
Southport. Tel. : 607. [0650

BEST Bargain This Week.—Late 1920 Indian 7-9h.p.
Powerplus combination, JI.F. sidecar, dynamo

lighting, . semi-T.T. bars, indiatinguishabls from new,
guaranteed only done 2,140 miles; reason for selling,
owner abioad; fii^t £135 secures.—Brown, 11, Higher
AH-ert St., Chesterfield. [X8148

Ail Going Abroad ,in 2 weeks' time, and will sacri-
fice mv 1921 7-9h.p. sporting Indian and Swan

sporting, sidecar, electrically equipped, drop handle-
bars, sidecar step, not scratched, 2,500 miles, un-
punctured, guaranteed to do with iiassenger in sidecar
over 50 m.p.h., solo attains speed 68 m.p.h.; open
copper exhausts, speedometer, everything Al, most
sporting outfit on the road, trial willingly, absolutely
perfect; first cheque over £13(7 sold; cost me 4*

months ago over £200.—Arnefet, 74, Masons Av.,
Wealdstone, Middlesex. [6527

Ivy.

IVY 1921 Models.-Sole district agente. Wessex
Motors. Ltd.. 60, Catherine St., Salisbury

'Phone : 72. « [5006

James.
AN GUY, Weymouth— 1921 4'4h.p. James "Com-

bination from stock; ])rice £155. [0690

TWO James 2-strokes, 2 speeds, excellent order, b-fh
tax paid ; £40 and £50.-114, Brixton Hill,

S.W:2. :[6743

D

JA3JES Combination de Luxe, Aug., 1919, esoellent
condition; £110, or near.— 120, Whitaker Rd.,

Derby. [7021

JAMES 1920 2Vih.p., 2-speed, accessories, good run-
ning order, tax paid; £48, or neartst.—Rea,

Risley, Derby. rX8135

F.O.C.H. have several James solos and combinations,
cheap.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead

Tube Station). [5907

£45; 1921 James lightweight, all accessories, tax
paid, as new.—Clifford Vvilson, 177, Westminster

Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [7189

JAMES 1920 Lightweight, 2-speed, *p?endid condi-
tion, 700 miles, all on, tax paid; £58.-6, Dvrrs

Hall R4.. Leyton^tone. [6896

1 (ft20 4'.^h.p. Jame<-: Combination, 3-speed, K.S., East-
i-*J iijg's screen, Lucas lamps, horn, tax paid, every-
thing in first-class condition : best oSer over £107.—
Call after 6 p.m.. Bricklayers* Arms, Grays. (6561

JAMES Late 1919 De Luxe Combination, Einks,
Easting screen, . foot clutch, speedometer, Lucas

lamps, D.A. cylinders, Luca«< horn, splendid condition

;

£140: registered.— Snow, 60, East St., Epsom. [6695

IMMEDIATE Delivery o! any Jame3 Model; cash or
deferred payments ; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S,W.4. -'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. t0503

5-6h.p. James Combination, 1919 Government model,
excellent condition throughout, just overhauled by

maker.?, all tyres PJnnlop extra heavy and in good con-
dition, new spare cover and tube ; trial run arranged

;

sei.'u any time; bargain, £90.—Lawrence, Ash Cottage.
Gravelly Hill, Eirminghani. [6552

J.A.P.

J .A, p. 5h.p. Twin, band clutch, lamps, fast, sporty;
£45.-57, West St., Grimebury, Banbury. [6712

J.A.P. 8-lOh.p., 90 bore racing, 3-speed. clutch, new
Palraer cords, speedometer, lamps, Klaxon, excel-

lent-condition; £45.-1, Park Hill Rd., Ewell. [6566

J.E.S.

J.E.S. IVoh.p., 1921. absolutely as new; gilt, £33.—
—243, Lynton Rd., Bermondsey. [6483

J.H.
7-9h.p. M.A.a. Twin J.H. Combination, fitted with

handsome coachbuilt sidecar; £65.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London, '9016

Juno.

JUXO, 2-speed 2-strGke Villiers engine, good running
order; £30.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., New-

nwrfcet. [6634

ccuit ^Ceat"
"THE"

BURLINGTON
Reconditioned

DOUGLASES
Indistinguishable from new.

They are rebuilt throughout,
mostly with new parts, in-

cluding new carburetter, new
tyres, new beJt and chain,

etc., and have all on ready
for riding away. Easy terms
to suit all customers.
Tuition Free.

2| h.p., 2-speed . . . . £65

4 h.p., 3-speed, k.s. solo . . f85

4 h.p., 3-spesd, k.s. comb,
with Bran<i New Bur-
lington Sidecar . . . .£110

3 months' guarantee.

TO TRIUMPH RIDERS. Convert your
Clutch into Foot as well as Hand Control.
A neat pedal finished in dull plate, and so
designed that it can be fitted in a few
moments by an amateur. Us effect is to
convert the standard machine into com-
bined Footand Hand Operative Clu tch Model
Price 4/- Postage 4d. Trade Supplied.

The BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,
7, South Side. Clapham C:mmoA,S.W.4

'Phone: Brixton 2417.
Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham.

Jast by Clapham Common Underground Stn.

D

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea°Franci8.

BRAND New Lea-Francis 3V2b.p. M.A.G,; list price,
£115; to clear, £90.—Apply, 198, Gt. Port-land

St., W.l. [4633

£100; 1920 Lea-Francis combination, absolutely as
new.—CliHord Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge

Rd., S.E.I.

.

^
[7190

LEA-FRANCIS SVaSp- Twin and sports sidecar; no
reasonable offer refused.—Merser Motor Works,

Acre Lane, Jirixtou. [6532

LEA-FRANCIS.—All models in stock; deferred pay-
ments.—Parker's, Bradshftwgate, Bolton; also 245,

D&nns^ate, ilancliester. [X8079

LEA'PRANCIS 1920 ZV^h-V-, standard model, in first-

class condition, sppcdonieter, licence; £85.—A. J.

Young ;ind Co., Ltd., Newuiarket. [6630

LEA-FRANCIS, believed 1918. 1921 sidecar. 2-speed
countershaft, K.S., tax paid, equipped ; trial;

nearest £75,-48, Gresham Rd., Brixton, after 6 p.m.
[6763

1 Q20 Lea-Francis Combination, S^Ah.p. M.A.G. en-
Xt/ pine, 2 speeds, einteb and kick .starter, lamps,
horn, tools, and speedometer, Eastiug wind screen;
£100.-John C. Beadle, Ltd., Dartford. [5189

Levis.

AN GUY. Weymouth.- Levis 1921 models in stock;
[0554

LEVIS 2i4h.p., tax paid; £28.-Pope, 124, Belgrave
R4.. W^anstead, E.ll. [6847

LEVIS, 2i/ih.p., lamps, tax paid, running splendidly;
£35.-39, Glebe Rd., Hornsey, N. ^ [7064

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Levis.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wol^iprhamp-
ton. [X3819

T Q20 Levis Popular, 2i4h.p., in splendid conditiou,
-JL *y Dunlop tyres, tax iiaid ; £45.—Jones, Glanjiber,
Barmouth. "'

' [6394

1 Q20 Levis, as new, ucce^eoiies ; must sell ; cash
-*-«^ offer wanted.-Maitland, 40, Flenjing -Rd;, Ken-
nington, S.E.17. [5722

"I Q20 Levis 2Vth.p., fully equipped. \iis, everything
-it/ guaranteed in pcrfe:it and new condition; £40.—
128, London Rd., King's Lynn. . [6919

IEVIS SVJi.p,, 1919, enamelling and plating un-
J ecratn'bed, tyiea new, engine perfect conditioli

throngbout; £36.—Brooker, Mill Hou£€.'_„Salter'd Rd.,
King's Lynn. [6920

1 Q21 Levis, supplied on deferred payments at ouly -

Xt/ 4/^ extra; all models in stock for immediate
delivery. 21^1). p. Touring or Sports model, £60;
Model S, 2i4h p., 2-sp6ed, handle-bar controlled clutch,

£68.—Buy your machine direct from the Levis special-

ists. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birminsham.
[X8123

Lloyd.
ih.p. Lloyd Motor Cvcle, perfect order, tax paid:
2 bargain, £12.-24, Lybam Rd., Brixton. [6937

L.M.C.

NEW .1921 L.M.C, 6b.p., belt drive model; £100,
or near offer; evchange smaller power and cash

considered.-Shaw, 130, Harehills Ay., Leeds. [7049

Martin.

MARTIN-J.A.P., 2^,ih.p., 2-3peed, Amac, Dunlops,
speedometer, spares, fa.st, reliable; £40, or near.

—S2, Orbel St., Battersea, S.W.II. [6706

1Q14 8-lOb.p. Martin-Jap, 90x77V2 o.h.v. engine,
JL *y speedometer, horn, etc. This machine has done
over 92 m.p.h., proof given; accept £75.—Fox. Ingle-

hurst, Ilkley. [X8H6

Martlnsyde.

NEARLY New Martinsyde Combination, all acces-
sories; £125, or exchapge.—C.S., 14^ Swaton Rd.,

Bow, E.3. Tel. : E. 3155. [7264

MARTINSYDE Combination, new ; price reduced
;

£145 ; liliernl exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.» -

223, Hammer:^aiith Rd., Loudon. [6602'

6 h.p. Mnrtinsyde Combination, done 200 miles only,
brand new August 1st., guaranteed perfect, fax

paid; £134.—Clarke, 12, Queen St., Louth. [6254 -

BRAK'D New Martinsyde Combination, must fell

owing to unforeseen circumstances: £135; exchange
solo and cash.—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [€977

MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, complete with
lamps and horn, brand new, but shop-soiled;

bargain price for immediate sale, £130.^Braid Bros.,
Midland Garage, Colwyu Bay. Tel. : 105.

. [3908

Matchless.
jyTATCHLESa.

DELIVERY Free for 150 (niles from London.
Dm't forget, every outfit personallv tested by

the (Matchless only) expert. Sports model now ready,
the fastest and best outfit; gradual payments arranged
5% on balance only.—J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd.,
Plumstead. S.E.18. [5374

MATCHI.ESS 8h.p.. 2 speeds, perfect, licensed, new
appearance; £40.—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[6767

3

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

1 Q20 N.TT.T., Magdyno, epeedoraeter; £110; ex-
-!-«/

, clinuge, Norton preferred.—Mayniiid. Lea Bridge.
Lertou. [6503

N.U.T. oK'lJ.p., ele;'tric, mileage 3,000, Cowej' liorn,

speedometer, Binks. iiew tyres ; any trial
;
quick

sale, £9G.-.liootes, Maid.stone, [6475

eh.p. N.D.T.-J.A.P. Combination, 1921, Sturmey 3-
speed gear box, clutch and K.S. ; £95, or nearest

otter.—Link, Newcliurch, New llomney, Kent. [5980

N.U.T. 1920 3'/=h.p., dynamo lighting, tax paid; de-
ferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad,-^haw-

gate, Bolton
; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X8064

N.U.T. Late 1920 sy.h.p. Twin, Lircas Magdyno light-
ing set. splendid order; £90.—Bice and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone; Ayeniie
5543. [0073

LATE 1920 N.U.T. SV^h.p., Lucas Magdyno lighting,
absolutely like new, all on; accept £115, or part

exclange lightweight and cash.—Edwin Moore, Main
St., Hawes. [6357

O.K.
O.K.-UNION, 1920, tamps, horn, excellent condition:

£35.-5, Frederica Ed., Ohingford. (6864
/~i.K, Junior, K.S., 2-spe6d, new, demonstration; 50
'-' ens.—Box 5,992, c/o Ike Motor Cycle. [6469
(~).K.-VILLIEES, 1920, 2-speed, unscratched, sotind,
v-' reUalile. insurance, tax, accessories; £42/10, bar-
gain.-288, Saugley Kd., Catford. [7019

"I
Q21 O.K. 234h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,

-Lt/ fully equipped, licensed, perfect; £42 —
Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington.

[7172
O.K.-VILLIERS 1920 2iAh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, tax

paid, hardly used; £55, or near offer; trial by
appointment.—S.B.S., 15, St. Julians Farm Rd.,
West Norwood, S.E.27. [6808

THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY
with the additional advantage of

ALEXANDER
SERVICE

Omega.
1919, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, tax paid.

Maida Vale [private house)
1333.

OMEGA,
good condition ; bargain, £38/10.—Goad, '122,

"Phone ; Hampstead
[7205

OMEGA-J.A.P. (June, .1921), unscratched, 2%h.p.
2-Epeed,-,tax paid, tools, £55; also Burman 2-

speed gear bcioi, practically new, £7.—Box 6011, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X7621
(~WMEGA 1920 2%h.p., 4-stroke J.A.P., perfect con-
v.' dition, all complete, electric fi'ont lamp offers
wanted, cash; going to New Zealand.—Particulars, 35,
GIoa?op 'St., Leicester. [6541

P. and Al.

"I017 S'/oli^p P. and M., good order; bargain, £35.-^'^ —1 Belhngham Terrace, Catford. [7227
Qlh.p P. and M., 2-speed, free engine, perfect order,"2 tax paid; £32.-266, Fore St., Edmonton. [6967

^V-^-h^^k "".'^ ¥ *''>wl<'"'<i Model, just overhauled;t'2 £500.-A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket.
[6632

The Famous 4^ h.p. B.S.A.

Wonderful Value, £110
1921 MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.

2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed 185
2£ h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed £105
4 h.p. DOUGLAS £125
Ditto, with Sidecar £160
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £185
4 h.p. INDIAN Scout, shop-soiled £132
7-9h.p. INDIAN Combination, shop-soiled £198
3! h.p. NORTON, Model 16H £132
I h.p. NORTON, with de luxe Sidecar £177
2\ h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
2j h.p. ENFIELD. 2-stroke "£65

8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £165
4 hp.COULSON-BLACKBURNE, 3-speed ....£102 10

l', h.p. P. & M £115
\Vith Sidecar £150
4 h.p. OMEGA-BLACKBURNE £120
4 h.p. BRADBURY £95
6-7h.p. B.S.A., twin £133
2j h.p. DIAMOND, 2-stroke, 2-speed £70 7

2} h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £73 10

2ih.p. LEVIS, 2 siroke £60
2I h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, K.S £80 17

2,V h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-speed, clutch, and K.S. £77 10

2j h.p. COULSON-BLACKBURNE, 2-speed £84
3 h.p. ZENITH, Model C £115
3I h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, 3-specd £112
2}h.p. INVICTA-J.A.P., 2-soeed £78 15

) h.p. BAT " £120
3 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination, 2-stroke, d^Ti.

electric lighting 105 gns,

6 h.p. MARTINSYDE Combination £145

SPEED MODELS :

Immediate Delivery from Stock to-day.

T>. and M. Combination, No. 4167, all on readV 'iv„J- tour; £65.-42, Combe Rd., Maiden, near Kinpston.

X>. and M. and Coachbuilf Sidecar, in first-class con-
-i- dibion; £55,—Apply, 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[7196

P.
and M., 3Kh.p., Aug.. 1917, 2-speed, K.S., per-
feet condition; £45.—62b, Highgate Rd., Kentish

Town, [7054

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all
models P. and M.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-

hampton. [X3821

1 1|19 P. and M. Combination, fully equipped, Cameo,
--•^ splendid condition ; £100.-90, Park Av., Barrow-
in-Furness. [-6496

P.
and M. (Aug., 1920), fully equipped, perfect con-
dition, mileage 2,000; £90. — 341, Bath Rd.,

Hounslow. [7276

P. and M, Combination, lamps, horn, sidecar as
new, trial given, good tyres; £65.-261, Mitcham

Lane, Streatham. [7090

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, restored, plated, new

tyres, lamps. Klaxon, tax; £60.-106, North
End Ed,, W.14. [7028

P.
and M,—Solo or sidecar in stock; deferred pay-
ments.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton: also

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X8083
-|-Q18 V. and M., all on, tax paid, in excellent in
-Ltf nmg order; £45.—Write for appointment, S., 4
Church Path, Acton Green, W,4. [6534

P.
and M. and Sidecar, 1918, lamps, horn, licence
paid, Dunlops, like new; £65.—Geo. Taylor, 28,

Lower Addiscombe Rd., East Croydon. [6884

-jQ19 P. find M., with Henderson lightweight C.E.it/ sidecar, in splendid condition ; exchange con-
sidered ; £75.—Walton, Ashroyd, Bingley. [6453

"IQ18 P. and M. Couibination, roachbuilt, Rcensed.^^ accessories, fast and poMeiiul ; £60; as 'solo £52.
—Derrington, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [7288

nAIIAI AQ Sports Model {500 c.c),

3-spced, Clutch, kick-starter
3*^ h.p., overhead valves, ^^ KA
kick-starter » **U

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

]iQ19 P. and M., tax paid, all accessories, engineO recently overhauled and tank repainted, perfect
condition ; £G0.—Mason, 2, Clevelahd Av., Chiswick.

[6384
IQie P. and M., with new Lancaster sidecar with
-Ltf screen, all accessories, tax paid, good running
order; bargain, £65.-3, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill,
S.E.24. [7121

"I Q1& P. and M. Combination, Millford eidecar. wind
-L*^ screen, electric lighting set, sr'eedoniet^r. Klaxon,
mechanically sound, privately owned Ijy engineer; real

hargain, £58. 1, Primrose Villas, Stanwell Rd., Btninea,
Middlesex. [X8219

THE Secretary of The Layton Garages offers his own
privately owned S'Aih.p, P. and M. combination

[Sep., 1920), complete with electric lighting, horn and
licence ; cash offers are invited near £110.—Address

:

London Rd,, Bicester. [6257

Paragon,
PARAGON 1920 2-stroke, 3h.p., 2 speeds, counter-

shaft, C.A.V. mag., latest Amac carburetter,
spring frame, orisinal tyres as new, lamps, horn, etc.;

sacrifice £32/10; cost over £70.—R. Watson, Victoria

Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. ^ [6797

Perfect.

PERFECT 2^;4h.p., sporting, long stroke, T.T. bars,

knee-grips; photo; £24, tax paid.—264, Soho Rd.,
Birmingham. - [6933

Precision.

PRECISION 2-stioke, 2%h.p., very low frame, single
gear, lamps, etc.; £18/10.-Butterworth's Garage,

64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. S.W.2. 'Phone

:

Streatham 2813. [6747
Premier.

£25.—sy^h.p. Premier T.T. model, E.I.C., B. and B.,

lamps, licence, £10 nevr parts.— G., 63, Solon Rd.,
Brixton. - [7289

PREMIER 1916 SV^h.p., countershaft 3-speed,
clutch, B.B., Bosch, good condition; best offer;

after 6.-46, Enfield Rd., Brentford. [6526

PREMIER Combination, 7-9h.p., countershaft, electric

light, all on, tax paid, powerful machine; £55.—
Busby, 64, Stoughton St., Leicester. [6952

PREMIER 2\'->\\.-^., Grado gear, licensed, fast, little

machine, pulls* well, new tyres and belt; £21.—
Jierriugton, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [7286

PREMIER 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, handle
starter, splendid condition, ride away; £55.—

Smellie, 25, Stanmore Rd., Tottenham, N.15. [6557

PREMIER, fitted Mith Fafnir engine, nearly new
cover and belt, magneto needs^ attentioir, low built.

lamps, tax paid; £14.

NEW IIVIPERIAL,L\ l^^t'J^.
band-coDtrQlled clutch, long exhaust pipe .

.

£96

IQie P. and M. Combination, electric lighting and
-1-*/ horn, fully equipped, spares, perfect condition;
£65.-11, Merthyr Terrace, Barnes, S.W.13. [6513

SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR BUYERS*
GUIDE, GIVING PARTICULARS OF THE
MAKES WHICH WE CAN OFFER YOU.

Full Market V^alue allowed for

your old Machine in part payment .

If you are interested in Light Cars or
Runabouts ~ MORGAN, CALTHORPE,
DOUGLAS, G.W.K., UNIT No. 1, all in

stock to-day.

ALEXANDER'S

-Ford, 34, Portwiiy, Wurminster
[6367

P.V.

1il>19 T.V., spring frame, 2>,yi-P. Villiers, 2-speetl,

Alt/ Tiin-Sjid, B. and L. lutiiication, full equipment
anil spares, 100 lu.pig. euaianteed; £60, or ofler.—

Write, or applv aft«r 6.30, Cracknel], 2, Stamfoid

Grove West, Oldliill St., Clapton Conrmon, N.16. [6578

Quadrant.

I fk20 Quadrant Combination, nice order; 485.—Ross.
la 86, Hieb Ed.. Lee, 8.B. [6419

II fhl6 Quadrant Combination, countorsliaft, perfect,

JLe7 little nsed.-Ferndale, 1, St. George's Ed., King-
stou-on-Tliamos. [6345

CLIFFORD WILSON Manirfncturins Co.—Quadrant
official wholesale distributers.~177, Westminster

Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4666

QUADRANT 3h.p., m.o.T., new Senspray carbu-

retter, good condition; bargain, £9/10.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [X806S

QUADRANT 4Vih.p., new 24/12/19, engine specially

balanced, new back tyre, chains and sprocket,

lamps, Tan-Sad, legshields; £65.—Batten, Westfield

Rd., Beckenham. [6845

-1 Q21 Quadrant Combination, Maglita dynamo li'lit-

-Lt/ ing, insured, special sidecar extra roomy, lug-

irane grid excellent condition; £110.—Clifford Wilson,

177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [7188

QUADRANT Combinations from Stock, all models,

free insurance; cash, exchange, or deferred pay-

ments' all spares.-OfBcial repairers, Clifford Wilson
Manufacturing Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.,

S.E.I. Hop. 210. [4667

QUADRANT Combination, 1920 4Vjh.P., 3-speed,

clntcli, kick starter, complete new epare chains,

sprockets, Easting, in grand condition, tax paid: £85.
—'I'hone Park 5572, or apply 24, Archer St., Notting
Hill before 7 o'clock. [6722

Radco.

RADOO, 1916, perfect, new tyres, fully insured; £33.
-79, South Norwood Hill, S.E.2S. [6409

1Q19 Radco, perfectcondition, every accessory, disc
XU wheels, etc.;

' '
-.,-.. ^,

Surbiton.
£33.—Jackson, 54, "Victoria Rd.,

[6308

110120 Radco 2'/>h.p., 2-speed lightweight; cost £63
i-if last August, mileage 500, guaAnteed perfect;

£40. real bargain.-36, St. Thomas Rd., South Hackney
^ [6576

113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.
272-274, Gt, Western Road, GLASGOW.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised b.v private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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1 QI6 Reading-Standard Combination, splendid value
Xt7 £85.~r

---------

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Raleigh.

pREMlER Motor Co. for 1921 Ralelgha.

EASY Payments only A% extra. We caa deliver
to your address within 24 hours the new Raleigh

5-6h.p, flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; solo, 140
gns.; sidecar, 176 gns. ; spare wheel and tyre, 6 gns.—
Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co.
Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [0626

RALEIGH Latest 5h.p. Flat Twin, i\ith f^tandard or
Grindlay sporting sidecjir; immediate delivery;

liberal exchange?.—Xewnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith R(l., London. [6604

ReadingStandai d.

3 Corabinat
High Rd., Lee. [6424

\

READING-STANDARD Combination, 2-speed, elec-
tric lighting and horn ; £65.—King, 2, Westwell

|

Rd., Stieathmn. [6671

RALEIGH Combination, absolutely new, owner I

bought car ; accept 160 gns.—70, Lytham Rd..
Fulwood, Preston, Lanes. [7041

j

1 Q21 Reading-Standard Super Sporting Combination,
J-*/ brand new; £170, or nearest offer.—Pasmore, 5a,
Lanark Place, Maida Vale, ^Y.9. [5241

|

READING-STANDARD, 1921, dynamo lighting,
all lamp.";, M.P. cantilever sidecar, coverall apron

;

£140.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Poitkmd St., W. I

[6477
Regal.

33.h.p. Regal-Precision, 1915, short wheelbased rficing
j

<t 'bua, Ainac, Eisemann, long open exhaust.
Triumph uudershield, adjustable pulley, Best and Lloyd,
saddle recovered, tyres absolutely ae new, enamelling
peifeot, low Tiding position, engine just overhauled, all

worn p-nrts replaced, tax ,paid; £40 ; exchange.-Lvn-
|

dale. Balaclava Rd., Surbiton. [6505
|

Rex.
6h.p. Rex Combination, 2-speed, free, all in good con

dition: £45
' ' ... -

exchange lower power.—Ai»pleton, Gay-
Lynn. [6862

j

tax
87,

[xe2ii

wood, King's

REX 1912 2-speed Combination, lamps, horn,'
paid, perfect condition, ride away; £45.

Union Rd., Warwick.

REX 6h.p., clutch, cane Canoelet sidecar, tax paid,
j

smart appearance, running order; £25,
187, Stoney Lane, JMrmingham.

offf-r?.

[X8168|j

6h.p. Rex Combination, 2 speeds, new Amac, new
belt, Bosch, C.B. sidecar; £35, or exchange fori

lightweiglit-—G. R. Hughes, 50, Staines Rd., Sun-
bury Cbmmon, Middlesex. [7084

SPECIAL Offer of brand nexfr 8h.p: Res-Blackburne
|O combination, detachable, wheels, spare wheel;

makers' list price £218, reduced to £175 cash; easy I

payments only 4% extra.—Tlie Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [X8124

)

TWIN Bex Combination, 3-speed, K.S., Bowh mag.,
lamps, new tyres, horn. Easting wind screen; trial;!

£40; would excliange for late Triumph combinatiqn or I

otber good make; c^asb adjustment.—Bell, St. Margaret's,
Pound St., Car<=halton, Surrey. [6335

j

REX 3V.;h.p., with the following goods, all "^new,
belt, inner tubes, mudguards, toolbags, carrier,

rear lamii, front brake, piston, and rebushed, tax
paid; price £30, or what offer in cash? owner going
abroad.—380, Bolton Rd., Darwen, Lancashire. [7102

Roc.
Roe, 2-speed, handle start, new B.B., tyres,
Dyd's drip, sporty, splendid order

;

nnemploye*!.
Eaynton, 74, Miltoa Rd., Hampton. [6331

I

41h.p, ....
4 Lloyd's drip, sporty,

Rover
>ih.p. Rover clutch model, good condition; £37/10.—
'2 A. J. Young and C<i., Ltd., Newmarket. [6633

£35.-1914 3V2h.p. Rover. 3 speeds, clutch, equipped,
pel feet; bargain.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

rX8145
ROVPIR Combination, SV^h-p., chain drive. 1920, new

last month; £137/10, including extras, mileage
165.-46, St. George's Rd., Canterbuiy. [6918

ROVER 1921 3y2h.p., done about 600 miles; would
accept Douglas or lightweight; £90, offers.—

Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [5327

NEW Late 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, less engine
aud body, almost complete ; £55 ; will entertain

exchange; after 8.-47, Eurnfoot Av.. Fulham. [6899

ROVER 1920 SVjh.p. Combination, under 1,000, per-
fer-t, speedometer. Easting, all iiccessories. tax

paid; £110.—Mummery, 26, St. John St., E.C.I. [6366

ROVER, 3V2b.p., chain drive, lamps, and horn, too
heavy for owner, unridden, no licence; no reason-

able offer refused.—Box 6,014, c/o The Motor Ci/cle.

[7144
ROVER Combination, 5-6h.p., 1920 model, tax

paid recently, overliauled, a^d in excellent order
and condition; £100.—Wise, 171, Church St., Notting
Hill Gate, W.8.

'

[6868

6h.p. Rover 1919 Combination, lamps, speedometer,
screen, roomy sidecar, large locker 6pace, per-

fect, any trial, t^ix and insurance paid; £110.—67,
Church St., Camberwell. [6901

^y satlsfactj'oiL

EXCHANGES QUOTED
1922 CAtTHORPE LIGHT CARS.

NEW MODELS AND PRICES.
De luxe, 2-seater. dickey seat £410
De luxe, 4-seater £435
Popular, 2-seater, dickey seat £355
Popular, 4-seater £375 C

1921 NEW MODELS
STANDARD, li.eh.p., 2-seater £550
LAGONDA, ii.gcoupe £4Z0
KIARTINSYDE 6 h.p. twin Combination £145 U
COVENTRY PREMIER 3-wlieeIer £250
ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination. £160
ROYAL RUBY a} h.p., 2-spccd, sports 80 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and Sidecar 160 gns.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., 3-speod ... 70 gns.

SCOTT Combination £170
SCOTT, new Squirrel model £130
BRADBURY. 6 h.p., and Sidecar ....£165
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive, c/shaft Sl2i
B.S.A. twin Combination .....! . . £175
B.S.A. 4jh.p. all-chain Combination.. £152 10
SUKBEAM, 3! h.p., new type, sporting £152 5
SUNBEAM, 3! h.p., touring £155 8
NORTON Big Four 3-sp. Combination £170
NORTON, 3* h.p., 3-speed, T.T £132
NORTON, 3! h.p., single speed £98
"'DOUGLAS, 2j h.p.,. 2-speed £85
•DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speed, clutch . . . £105
'DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £160
DOUGLAS, 3i h.p., 3-sp,, sports model £150

Deferred Payments quoted.
*Including lamps, generator, horn, licence-

holder.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

NORTON 1920 Big Four, 3-5peed £105 O'

EDMUND, 2} h.p., 1920, 300 miles ...

.

£65
BROUGH, 1916, 3-speed countershaft., £52 10
DOUGLAS, 1919. 2| h.p., 2-sp., tax paid £65
CLYN0,i92O,2ih.p.,2-speed,3ooiniles £49 10

ARIEL, 1920, 3't h.p. 3-sp. coimtershatt £84 10

VINDEC, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £37 10
TRIUMPH, 31- h.p., clutch, good (45
NORTON, 1920, 3^ h.p., sportine; £80
E.N., 3! h.p., special frame £19 10
ROYAL RUBY, 2| h.p., 2-speed £42

PASSENGER MACHINES.
A.V. Monocar, 5-6 h.p. J..A.P £79 10

SUNBEAM 8 h.p. M.A.G. Combination £145
ENFIELD Combin., 1921, tax paid £150
MORGAN, 8 h.p., sporting, tax paid.. £105
MORGAN, 191S, sporting, hood, screen £120
INDIAN, 1918-19, Powerplus Combio. £105
ARIEL 3^ h.p. 1920 3-sp. Combination £97 10
HENDERSON 10 h.p. .)-cyI. Combina-

tion, very smart condition £175
HARLEY 1920 Combination, electric. . £160
READING-STANDARD 3-spced Com.. £110
BRADBURY, 3.' h.p., 3-speed, Sidecar £59 10
TRIUMPH 3-spced 4 h.p. coach Com. . £69 10
ALECTO 3^ h.p. 2-sp. 1920 coach Com. £79 10
REX 6 h.p. 2-spped Combination £52 10
ENFIELD 101.1-16 Combination £95
ZENITH.c/shafttwm, and Sidecar . . £8S
NORTON, 1920, Big Four, new Sidecar £135
SCOTT 1920 Combination, very special £125

Deterred Payments taken.

Cash offers considered lor Second-hand Models,

TRADE SUPPLIED.

SUNDRIES.
1920 Amac Automatic Carburetter. . £1 17 6

1920 Shop-soiled Capac, ij £119 6

New Army Knapsaclcs, i3ixiiin... 5 6
Douglas Carburetter, used 15 /-, £1, £1 10

New Miller's Lamp Set ; £2 4
New " Perfection " Sidecar Body . . £6 15
New " Perfection " Coach Sidecar,

shop-soiled only, for Triumph ..£18 10

Second-hand Douglas Magneto .... £1 17 G
Late Amac Carburetter . . .£1 10 0, £1 17 6

Late B. & B. Carburetter 11 12 6, £1 10 6
1920 Triumph Carburetter, nearly new £2 9 6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

ROVER Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., March, 1921,
mileage 1,200, electric, Cameo, S.W. district; bar-

gain, £155, or nearest offer; owner buying car.—Box
6,030, c/o r/te Motor Cycle. [7163

ROVER SVjh.p., T.T., £12 new parts, long flexible
exhanst, discs, racing B. and B., exceptionally

fast and flexible, fully insured, tax paid, Tan-Sad;
£50.-1, Park Hill Rd.. Ewell. [6569-

1 Q13-1914 sy^h-P. Rover Combination, 3-speed
-i-v clutch, Sturmey-Archer hub, stored during war,
tax paid, perfect condition; bargain, £55.-1, Nor-
wood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24.

"
[7119

ROVER Combination S^/l.h.p., new Jan., 1920, first-

cln«.s condition, just overhanlefl, speedometer, accu-

'

mulatoi electric lighting, horn, tools, tax paid; £90.—
Neve, 49, Addiseombe Rd., Cioydon. [6446

ROVER Combination 3M;h.p., 1915, oonutershaft, 3-'

(Speed, complete with lamps, liorn, tax paid, splen-
did order

;

Catijomile
£65.-Elce and Co.,
St., E.C.3. 'Phone I

15-16, Eisbnpsgate Av.,
Avenue 5548. [0067

ROVER 1921 S'^h.p., T.T. speed model, with Epecial
racing engine, guaranteed as new, racing Auiao,

knee-grips, long 2in. plated exliaust, cau do 70, many
spares ; any trial or expert examination ; cost £135,
accept £95 for quick sale.— Stanworths Motors, Highani,
near Burnley. [6575

ROVER, 1919, T.T,, hand controlled, racing Philip-
son, makers' selected engine, fastest time Day

hill-climb, 1920, guaranteed 70 m.p.h., accessories,
Lucas lamps, horn, A.K. knee grips, long exhaust,
excellent tyres, small mileage, nearly new condition;
sacrifice, £66.-32, Winchester Rd., Colchester. [7086

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL RUBY, 2^Ah.p. Villiers, condition perfect,

all accessories, discs; £28.-34, Magdala Rd.,
N.19. [6759

"I (Q19 Royal Ruby, 2-i4h.p. Villiers engitie, in splendid
X*/ condition, all on; 52 gns., bargain.—D:ty, St. Just,
Portland Rd„ Hove. [6693

1 Q19 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, ^electric light,
-i-«J' in perfect condition ; any trial; £150.—Loc-k,
Coal Merchant, South St., Dorchest-ev. [6962

gih.p.

1 Q20 Royal ftuby Combination, 8h,p.,.iyell equipped,
i.*y hood, screen, original tyres, perfect condition;
sacrifice £150; exchanges.—17, St. Charles SiJ., W.IO.

[6824
ROYAL RUBY 1920 3h.p., tax paid, -spring frame,

just overhauled; bargain, £48/10.—Goad, 122.

Maida Vale (private house). 'Phone; Hampstead
1353. 17204

ROYAL RUBY 8h.p. Combination, ivith Plus One
sidecar and spare wheel, Lucas Magdyno nnd all

Innips; £232.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland

St., W. [6480
Rudge.

RUDGE Multi, 1917, first-class order; £45.—Word,
30, Perryn Rd., Acton, W.3. [6689

,,.. Rudge Multi, brand# new, 1921 ; £75 for

quick sale.—Box 5,795, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[4949

RUDGK. SVah.p., clutch, perfect condition, new tyres

and belt; £33.—Palmer, The Cannon, Wisbech.
[6878

£25; Rudge 3i.ih.p., tax paid,- good condition, ride

away; after 6 p.m.—Belcher, 92, Florence Rd.,

Wimbledon. [6584

RUDGE Coachbliilt Combination, 3-speed, kick

start; splendid bargain, £45.-636, Harrow Rd..

Paddington. [6687

RUDGE Multi, 1920 I.O.M. SMih.p., tax, acced-

soTies. exceptionally fast, guaranteed perfect:

£67/10- cousider exchange lightweight and cash..^288,

Sangley Rd., Catford. [7017

1 O20 5-6h p. and 7-9h.p. Budge Combinations, unused;
J-tf also 1921 I.O.M.—Shepherd, Enfield Highwav.
Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0340

RUDGE, 3i/.h.p., 2-speed, free, take sidecar, tax

paid, new tyres; £42; photo.—Apply, Riley,

Elkstone, Buxton, Staffs. - [6299

RUDGE, 1912, 3'/.h.p., N.S.U. 2 speeds, belt drive,

kick starter, Canoelet sidecar ;_ i£38.—Maudes ,

100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [7297

RUDGE MulU 3V2h.p., T.T., with pedal .starting, im-

mediate delivery; £86.—Peacock, 219, High Rd.^

Balham. 'Phone : Streatham 170. [7175

1 O ^1 Rudge Multi Combination, 3%h.p., lamps, tools,

A.*J accessories, tax paid; bargain.—Rnind and Co-^,accessories, tax paid; bargain,

I Stone Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [6&92

I
1 rfX14 Budge Coach Combination, foot oiler, electric

I

Xtf lightiug, new tyres, excellent order; bargain, £55,

near ofier.— 3, Waveiley "Rd., St. Albans. [6437

1 -| Q 14 3i/,h p. Rudge Multi Combination, 2 new tyres,

Xir excellent condition; £45, _or__level_ exchange
C.S. Triumph solo,

"

I 1 (Tkig (late) I.O.M. Budge, . _ ,

X*/ ometer, discs, horn, knee-grips; nearest £65, or
' ^---^1-,-- -r,

, Richmond.
[7003

1
T3UDGE, SVoh.p., Mabon variable gear, mechani-
LK, cally perfect, go anywhere; £43; seen by
annolntment.—Munday, 42, Silvester Rd., E. Dulwich.

' ['7271

exchange ; 7 p.m.-

7, Leighton Rd., W. Ealing. [6842

perfect, lamps, speed-
grips; neart

122, Lower Mortlake Ed.,

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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AIOTOR CYCLES FOR
Rudge.

SALE,

RUDGE Miilti 3V:j]i.i). Roadster, ne^v June, Klaxon.
mirror, tools, 'etc., tax paid, genuine sacrifice,

he;ilth reasons; £75.—James, 15, Gloucester Pl;ice,

WimLsor. [6498

RUDGE Multi 1921 3i/'li.p., Isle of Man model, for
I'miuediate deliveiT, hrtind. new"; ' £85,—Elce and

Co., 15-16, Bishop^gate Av., "Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Plioue; Avenue 5548. fOOTO

BARGAIN. — ZVoh.p. T.T. Rudge Multi, fully
equipped, speedometer, spares, perfect condition.

5 to 60 m.p.h. ; sell or exchange; £75.—Towell, Elec-
tricitv Works, Banbury. [6710

£37/10; Rudgi? Multi, 1915-16 approximately,
clutch; kick start, lamps, licensed, lieavy tyres,

wide tank, foot oiler, perfect, sidecar £4; exchange.

—

89. East Hill, Wandsworth. [7032

RUDGE Combination, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer,
clutch and pedal start. 4-point underslung side-

car, very smai't outfit; £65.—Rhind and Co., Stone
Place, Rusholme, Manchester. [6591

1020 [Dee.) SVjh.p. I.O.M. T.T. Rudge Miilti, engine
J.*/ spec-inlly tuned by makers, full tool kit, and alt

best accessories, original tyres, very fast; £70.—Buck-
ingham, Uudeiriver, Sevenoaks, Kent. (P) [6991

1 Q20 (late) Rudge Multi, 3V2h.p., sloping top tube,
.Lt/ F.R.S. lamps, mechanical horn, unpnnctuied,
perfect condition, as neu-, tax paid; be^t offer over
£70.-44, Watkia Lane, Lostock Hall, Preston. [6598

Scott.

£25.— S^ili.pj' Scott, 2 speeds, clutch, K.S., splendid
running order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

I

- [S8142
F.O.C.H. for Scotts, combinations and solos.—5,

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). [5911

SCOTT and Sidecar, 1915, perfect condition, electric

lighting, accessories; £70, quick sale.—33, Manf^ell

'Rd., Acton. [6970

SCOTT, 2-speed, K.S., overhauled, as new; £60;
exchange- for lightweight and cash.—28, Bourne

,Rd.. Bexley. [7274

SCOTT Squirrel, June, 1921. ridden few miles, guar-

anteed perfect; cost £130, take £100.-19, Silver

St., Doneaster. [X8097

CiCOTT, 1913, 2-speed, kick start. Bosch, Binks, lamp,
' O* horn. i:as paid, good condition ; £32.—Rose Cot-

tage, Naburu, 'York. [6751

2C0TT.—In stock, solo or sidecar; deterred pay-
ments.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245.

Deansgate, Manchester. [X8084

SCOTT 1920 Solo, electric lighting,, complete; £85:
liberal exchangee,—Newnham Motor Co., 223.

Hammffrsmith Rd., London. [6605

SCOTT Combination, almost new, Palmer cord Sin.

tyres, fully eqiiipped; reasonable " "

S'^

.Williams, Post Office Staff, Llanelly.
offer.—Geor-

[6521

SCOTT 1920 Sport*?, T.T. bars, lamps, horn, mirror,
toole, discs, spares, guaranteed perfect ; any trial

;

£115,—Jackson. 93, Shaw Lane, Barnsley. [6490

Id 1-4 Scott. Montgomery sidecar, Binks, Cowey horn
'X?7 speedoineter, pillion, i\;ind screenj lamps,
ride 40
Chester.

miles ; nearest £80.—Fernlea,
tools

.

Sanghall,
[6390

SCOTT and Sidecar, engine 2349. equipped, licensed
and insured, good condition throughout; £85, or

offer. Also 3V2h.p. Kerry solo;
Addiscombe, Croydon.

-49, Grant Rd.,
[6686

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, S-speed gear, elightly
shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.—Burlington

Motors, Lti. South Side, Clapbam Common, 8.W.4.
'Phone; Brixton 2417. [0510

1Q19 Scott Combination, 3 lamps, horn, etc., very
XJ/ good order; £95, or exchange monocar or good
solo, with cash adjustment.—'.iPhone : Richmond 1676.
17, Waldegrave Park. Twickenham. ' [6778

1 C|21 Scott, new from works June, indistinguishable
JL *y from brand new, mileage under 500. T.T.
handle-bars, insurance, every conceivable accessory
fitted, guaranteed perfect; cost £151 ten weeks ago,
:wiU accept bargain price £105; buying car.-51, The
Valley, Scarborough. [7048

Singer.

SINGER 2^;jh.p., 2-speed countershaft, licensed, per-
fect; £23.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [6768

C1INGER, 2,V2li-P., N.S.U. gear, Xl'all saddle, spajes

;

^3 £35.—Baldwin, 105, Marsala Rd., Lewisham.
[6289

SINGER 2%h.p., M-L mag., tax paid, pood running
order, less front tyres only ; £1 6.—Write, Brent-

wood, c/o Hermitage, Ovingham-on-Tyne. [6397

JACOBS' World's Record-breaking 250 c.c. Singer.—
This machine, ivhioh has made history, is practi-

cally indistinguishable from new. has counter-shaft 2-

fipeed gear box, wide tank, Ricardo piston, plated mud-
guards, ?i>are handle-bars, tank, piston. 4 covers. 3
adjustable pulleys, 2 sprockets, etc. ; £60.—Smith'.^,

86. Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station), London. 'Phone; Hampstead 2767. [6716

Southey.
SOtTTHET'S 2y2h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed Models, lamps,

horn, licence holder, tools; £60.—Southey and Co..
Berkhamsted. [0686

H.EMANUEL&Cos
TYRE&TUBE
BARGAINS

Surplus Government Stock and
Clearance Manufacturers' Stock

24x2
Wood-IVilne Specral 23;-
Hutchinson Rubber-studded - ilia

26x3
Wood-Milne Extra St,-on5 .. ...... 32/9
Wood-Milne Combination. i...;. 44/-

26x2i
Dunlop Heavy ,..., 36/6
IKacintosh Chain , 32/3
Avon Sunstone ., 37/6
Clinciier de Luxe Extra Heavy 35/-
Rom Combination 42/-
Avon Combination 38/9
Beldam Combination 35 /-
Palmer Heavy Cord 35/9
Palmer Cord 32/6
Ekew Rubber Non-SKids 29/5

26x2}
Palmer Heavy Cord . . . 37/-
Palmer Cord 33/_
Dunlop Heavy 37/-
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 34/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 35/-

26 X 2J to fit 2} lUms.
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 33 /-
Wood-Milne Special 33 /_
Wood-Milne Extra Strong , . . . 45 1-

26x2t
Rom Combination „ .4S/.
Dunlop Heavy ....,.,..- 45/-
Maciniosh Chain , 36/-
Rom Combination 47/8
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 36/-
Skew Heavy Ribbed ^ 37/6

650x65
Heavy Rubber Non-skid .^„ . .-, 26 ,

6

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 43 6
" Michelin Steel-studded 52/6
• Burnett Grooved 41/9
•Dunlop Steel-studded 55/-

•Voiturette fitting,

700x80 to Qt 650 x6J
Wood-Milne Special 60 /-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 55 /.
Dunlop Steel Studded 70 /.

28x3 '

Wood-Milne Extra Strong 4-ply 29/3
Dunlon Extra Strong 4-ply so/-
Dunlop Heavy 45/.
Clincher de Luxe Extra heavy ' 45/.

28 x 3 to fit 21 Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy '

50/.
28X2.V

Wood-Wilne 4-ply 40/-
Hutchinson Heavy Rubber-studded !.'..' 26/9
Hutchinson Heavy Ribbed 29;6

NEW TUBES, in all Sizes, 7;- each.

Also Clearance TUBES, with one small vu'.
canised patch by Manufacturers, otherwhe

quite new, 6/6.

NEW
RUBBER
THIGH
BOOTS

5. 6, 7.
10, 11.

17/6
PAIR.

1/- extra
Carriage.

The above lines are sent Seven Days on
Approval, and Forward Passeuger Train. Carr. Paid.

KEMEMBER—The reputation and guarantj;
ol Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

H. EMANUEL & Co., p^'e^-,
27, BELGRADE RD., STOKE NEWINGTON,
Telephone; Dalstoii 3161. LONDON, N.15

Stores :

37a, Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, ».

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Southey.

OOUTHET aVih.p. a-stroke, 2-speea, Chater-Lea or•^ Sturmey-Archer gears, clutch and kick starter,
lamps, horn, licence holder, tools

j £67.—Southey and
Co., Berkhamsted. [0685

Sparkbrook.
SPARKBEOOK 2=«h.p., 2-stioke, late model, 2-speerl,

as new, all lamps, tools, spares, tax paid; £33.—
18, St. Mary's Ed., Peckham, S.E. [7250

1 Q21 Sparkbrook 2%h.E., 2-si)eea. Tan-Sad, speedi>
-*-«^ meter, lamirfi, iiorn. etc., tax apid; £65.-14.
Devonshire Ed., Forest Hill. S.E. 13. [6972

.Sun.

SUS 2V.lh.p. 1914 2-stroke, splendid condition; £26.
—Palmer, The Cannon, Wisbech. [6379

ViUiers, 2-speed, 2-stroke, tax paid,
. , special mudshields, and all accessories,

equal to new; £45.—Durose, Foston, Derby. [6611

Sunbeam,
SUNBIiAM 3V.h.p., electric light, low mileage; £95;

Dorset.-Box 6,018, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7143

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London,. E.C.4.-
3Voh.p. Sunbeam and sidecar. 1915; £90. [4019

SUNBEAM Sporting Model 3i{.h.p., enamel and plat-
ing as new; £85.—Paine, Borough, Canterbury.

[6495

l Q15 Sunbeam S'ih.p. T.T. Roadster, iust renovated
J-O by makers; £95.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.,
Newmarket. [6631

3JLh.p. Sunbeam, complete with Lucas lamps, horn,
2 tax paid, etc., like new; £158.—Cross, Agent,

Rotherham. [X8152

4"-

1 Q20 Sun
JLt/ lamps,

Sunbeam Combinntion, 1919 French Military
Model, chaiQ-cum-belt; price £110.—Southey.

Berkhamsted. [0684

SUNBEAM, 2';^h.p., as new, nnused 4 years, ideal
' solo machine; nearest £55. — Pearse, Nursery

Walk, Worcester. [7079

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination [Oct., 1919), electric light-

ing, fully equipped; £l45; tax paid.—Hampton.
166, Muswell Hill Ed., N.IO. [6501

SUNBEAM. 3J/jh.p.,

done 400 miles.
Bennett,

LATE 1919 SV^h.p. Sunbeam, just recently over-
hauled, fully equipped: £100.—Brewster, Spar-

hawk St., Bury St. Edmund's. [6783

1 Q21 Sports Sunbeam, unscrntclied, lioensed: £130,
J-t/ or exchiinge Triumph and casli.—Jackson, Grappen-
all Rd., Stockton Heoth, "Warrington. '. [6549

1921, April, perfect condition,
. _ , tax, insurance paid ; £120.—

16, Hinton Rd., Gloucester. [6762

1 019 3'M.p. Twin Jap-Sunbeam, fully equipped,
J-t' licensed, absolutely perfect; 100 gns.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [7171

33.h.p. Sunbeam, speeds, kick start, unpunctured,
4 clutch, fully equipped, photo; best offer over

£70.-132, Merridale St., Wolverhampton. [6668

UNBEAM 1920 Magdyno 8h.p. Combination, speed-
ometer, ammeter, all perfect; bargain, £165.—

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [7106

"IQ14 3V'h.p., Sunbeam Combination, electric light-

J-i'ing all round, gootl condition. Easting wind screen;

liaiL-ain', price £80.-63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone:
2431. [6402

8h.p. Sunbeam nnd Sidecar, delivered Jan., 1920, not
used this 3'enr, original tyres, screen, electric light-

ing, excellent condition

;

Maidstone.

S^

duick sale, £140.- Rootes,
[6474

8h.p. Sunbeam, with 2-senter sidecar, spare wheel,

liood, 8(!reen, lamps, horn, tax paid, in excellent

order, unscratched; f125.—Pangbourne, 64, Tork St.,

Twickenham. [6416

SUNBEAM, 1920 (June), 3i/'h.p., 3-speed, K.S.,

Lucas lamps and horn, absolutely good going
order, just overhauled by makers; £125.—Roberts,
Haulnen, Builth. [6889

LATE 1919 Sunbeam Combination, sy^h.p., tax
paid, electric Lucas lamps, perfect condition;

£110, or oKer; after 6 o'clock.—135, Liverpool Rd.,
Islington, London. [7047

1 Ch21 Sports Sunbeam, mileage 100, Lucas acces-
XJ/sories, speedometer, A. K.'s^ spares, perfect: £146.

Wellington Rd. South,
[6376

S^

iones, .

See Exchanges.—Heath, 168,
Hounslow, Middlesex.

UNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., late 1919, screen.
hood, spnre wheel, grid. lamps, accessories, tax,

privately owned, excellent condition ; £175.^NichoIes.
Mill Kd., Cambridge. [6504

1 Q21 (June) 3M>h.p. Sunbeam. Lunns lamps, done 700
Xt/, miles, tax paid, fuUy insured, tools, etc., cos.t

£170; owner buving cor; £150, or near offer.—G. D.
Fanshawe, R.M.A.. Woolwich, S.E. 18. [6502

SUNBEAM Twin Countershaft Combination, fully
equipped, Easting screen, tyres good, mechani-

cally perfect, enamel medium, licensed; £90.—Bunt-
ing's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7213

SUNBEAM, latest 3i/oh.p. touring model ,£155/8,;
3'/l;h.p. Kports model, £152/5; in stock.—Cambridge

agents, Herbert Robineon, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cam-
bridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [6111

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Snnbeam.

-1 Q21 Semi-sports Suiilie;im, phited csliaust, Kkixoii, I

X^ lamiis, ' Hisuviince to April, 4 months old, abso-

lutely perfect; £165; inspeetion by appointment,—
Seth Smith, Silyeniiere, Cobliam, Smiey. [6412

SUNBEAM Combination, 1920 touring model, SVih.p.,

in excellent condition, with lamps, horn, tools,

BCieen, speedometer, luggass grid: eoing cheap for best

ofler over f 155.—Cheeseright, Sutton, Cambs. [6488

SUNBEAM 1918 S'/ah.p. Model with sideear, com-
plete with all acce*»?orie&, excellent condition

:

£120; deferred payments if desired^—Parker's, Brad-
shawgate Bolton : altO 245, Deansgate, jU.^iche?ter.

[X8066
SUNBEAM 1920 (.Inly) 3V->h.p-. 3-speed, K.S., small

mileage, better th'in new. Klaxon, F.R.S. Major
(unused), Lucas back, Binks 3-iet, licensed; cost £168,
take £115; without F.E.S., £110.—Newitt, Eaton Villa.

Marker piaytou. [£9B2

WANTED, purchasers lor any model ol new 1921
Sunbeam motor cycles and combinations, -for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange ; full market value allowed.—K. Bamber
and Co., Ltd., 2, Eaetbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607.

r064«

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919, blacfc and gold, all

lamps. Sunbeam sidecar, £87,/10; another similar

combination, not a Sunbeam sidecar, £82/10 —Butter-
worth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
'Phone-: Streatham 2813. - [6746

SPECIAL Sporting S'.i.h.p. Twin M.A.G. Sunbeam
(photo " The Motor Cvcle," A'ng. 25th), delivered

Januarv, sperial Enoti me.^ianical lubrication, mileage

1,500, tvres unpnuctured, long plated exhaust. It; best

over £130: special sporting torpedo sidecar £30 extm.
Evenings.-120, Marlborough Flats, Walton St.. Chel-

sea, S.W.3. [X8149

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p. Combination, Magdyno light-

ing, electric horn, Bonnikssn speedometer, mud-
shields. Ace discs, 760x90 cover on rear wheel, tax

paid, indistinguishable from new, this outfit would
cost to-day £294; for quick sale, £200; deferred pay-

ments if desired.—Parlcer's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X8067

T.D.C.

T.D.C., 19S0, 2%h.p., 2-6peed, fully equipped, tax
paid; £35.-69, Park Av., "Wood Green. [6320

Torpedo.
4ih.p, Tori^edo-Precision, S.A. 3-speed and clutch,

^ Bosch mag., Senspray. mechanically perfect,

trial; £35.-7, Jerningham Ed., New Cross, S.E. [6718

Triumph.
"pREMIEB Motor Co. for 1921 Triumphs.

^NLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hours
21/ih.p. lightweight Triumph, £70; W.D.B. (reno-

vated), £95; Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £115; Type S.D.,
chain drive; £125; sidecars from £20 to £50.—Buy
your machine direct from the Triumph Specialists
The Pjemier Motor Co., Aston Kd., Birmingham.

[0627

1Q20 Triumph, C.S. 3-speed, etc., as new; £80.-33,
iJ B.Mckt'ord Kd.. Brixton. [7233

CROSS, Rotherham, can deliver all model Triumphs
from stock at list priced.

"

[X8150

TRIUMPH, 1918, 3-speed; nearest offer £70.-
Eon, 170, Hornsey Lane, Highg.ate.

-Davi-
[6263

TRIUMPH, 1916, C.S., e.xcellent condition;
£57.—2, Poplar Grove, Hammersmith.

"1020 Triumph, Model H, new condition;XU lowest.—84. Mann St-, Walworth, S.E.17.

rpEIUMP.H 4h.p.,_C.S., absolutely new;_£82/ip, quick

TRIUMPH, 1917, countershaft, tax, lamps, excellent
order; £60.-1, Park Hill Rd., Ewell, [6567

nearest
[6685

84. Mann St., Walworth, S.E.17.' [6814

h.p., C.S., absolutely new: £82/10, quick
sale.—Wilton, White Swan. Upper Norwood, [6218

APRIL Chain Triumph Combination, tyres unpnuc-
tured; £149.—Moss, Beecham's, St. Helens, Land's.

[6894
1 C414 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, 3-6peed, clutch,
i-iJ K.S.-; £58.-60, Ourleton Rd., Holloway, N.7. ,

[7015'

TRIUMPH, 1917, overhauled, first-class; «6Q.^;
Clark. 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington.

[7113
3ih.p. Triumph, T.T.. clutch, splendid condition, fully

;

2 equipped; snip, £35.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. 11

[7234
1 Q20 Triumph, Model H, in perfect condition, ready
l-if ride away; £80.-17, St. Charles Sq.. W.IO. .

[6821 L|

"I Q19; £37; Baby Triumph, 2-speed, ride awa? any-
'

-E-tl where.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.
[6752

TRIUMPH, 1919. new bulbous 1921 sidecar.
Easting; £98.-1, Cedar Bd., Cricklewood, N.W.2.

[6309
DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph all-chain

combination, £175; Baby 2-stroke, £70; from
Btoct [0623

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3V,h.p., Bosch mag., Triumph
carburetter; £37.—Maudes', 100, Gt, Portland

St., W.l. - • .: [7293

FROM SEPT. 1st. I

OUR RE-CONDITIONED I

jDOUGUS
motor cycles I

are reduced to

55 Guineas
In order to c|ear the re-

mainder of our stock of
approximately

50 Machines/
They are the standard W.D.
2| h,p. 2-speed machines
completely rebuilt.

Practica I ly Indistinguishable
from new. Ovep 50% new parts,

Including new tyres, belt, chain,

carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all parts of the country

Supplied with ba^, tools,
and pump, or corHpletely
equipped with lamps and

horn, 3 Guineas extra.

Deferred Payments Arranged,
Special Terms to Trade,

A FEW EXTRACTS FROM THE MANY
GOOD OPINIONS RECEIVED.

"With reference to the renovated Douglas
I obtained from you four months ago, I think
you will be interested to hear that I have
just returned from a tour of some 500 miles, in-

cluding a return run Birmingham to Ilfracombe.

The total mileage covered since the machine has

teen in my possession now exceeds 4,000 miles, and
I have yet to spend money to put right any
mechanical trouble. I have used the machine
daily, and my weekly average is about 250. I

have not yet decarbonised the machine."
G.W.S., Binningham.

*' The machine was run through Hampshire last

week and gave the utmost satisfaction, no adjust-

ments of any kind being required, and still running
perfectly. It is a credit to your re-assembling. '

—

G.H.T., Borough, S.E.

Later^'*The machine isrunning better than ever.*:

*'The Douglas (zf h.p.) Igotfromyou isnmning
Ar. It has quite come up to my expectations, so I

am quite satisfied with it."—F.A.T., Bamsley,
" I was recommended to you by a man who- has

at different times purchasedthree re-built machines
from you which are still running as new. As these

machines are used for hire work (one of which I

am iising at present) and ridden -by various people,

I think there can be little doubt that machines
supplied by you are reliable.^—W.T., Folkestone."

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVIotor Engineers,

WISBECH.
Ml

S

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

MART Triumph Combination, spares, electr
equipped; £100.—Particulars,' 46, Western Fd

Southall. . [6760
,

TEIUMPH 3V>li.E., clutcl. tedal start, T.T. liars, iw«
tyres, .all on, llceiiee; £28.—92, Tennyson St.,

rsea. - ..--. [5957

THIUMPH a-epeea Combination, .Boseh,.

perfect order; efleis.—Seen 12, Parade JIi

Sen»pr:l^,

[7001

£75; 1918 Triumph, just renovated by makers, per-

fert.—CliHord Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridizc-

Ed., S.E.I.
^ [7392

TEIUMPH 3'/.h.p., good condition, lamps, new Diin-

lop.s; £30, nenresf.-Apply, Eidd, Caretaker, Aev,-

drome, Norwicli. -[6922

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed, and Swan sporting side

car, lully . equipped, tax-paid; £80.—785. Old
j

S.E. [7278Kent Rd..

TRIUMPH, 1911, SVah.p.. N.S.U. 2-speed Rear, Bosch
mag., .Senspray; £30.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Port-

land St., W.l. [7294

UNEIDDEST, Unregisteied Countershaft Triumph,
fully eiinipped; bargain, £85, no oilers.—33, Hack-

ford Ed., Brirton. [7231

1 <>13 Triumph sV'h.p., 3-speed gear, in excellent

i«/ condition; piice £40j or ofler.—East Grinstead

Motor Garage, Ltd. ' [6622

-1012 Triumph 3yoh.p., single speed! in good run-
-i-«?. uing order: price £28, 01 offer.—East- Grinstcad
Motor Garage, Ltd. ^ [6625

1 Q14 Triumph, 4h.p.. 3-speed. special sidecar, 3
'

JLiJ lamps; £60, or oBer.—35, St'. Albans Bd.,
[6923 '

20 Triumph Combination, beautiful condition,

well equipped, hood, etc.; £100.-17, St.

Charles Sq., W.IO.
' [6822

Seven Kings, Essex.

1" "weIl""equTpped,""^hood,' ''etc.'; "£100.-17, St!

1 Q 20 Triumph-Gloria Combination , fully equipped,
i*/ very good condition; £110.—Boyes, Crumpsall
Green, Manchester. [X8220

4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3 speeds, fully equipped,

excellent condition; h.algain, £55,—Davis. Crolt

Lane, Letchivorth. [7027

TRIUMPH, done about 2,000 miles, not W.D., per-

fect condition, like new; £85.—Grimes, 18, Bruton
Place, Bond St., W. [5325

Model CombinationTEIUMPH 1921 -

sidecar, perfe&t - condition, nearly new
.Bros., ^

Mont;romerv
Mitchell !

Eomsey, 'Hants. " . , [6359 Jl

. -Countershaft Triumph, entirely-'rebuilt, good
as new, accessories guaranteed.—13, Somers Mews,

Paddington. Padd. 899. [7254 1

TRIUMPH, 1921, chain drive, nearly new, licence,

horn; £105, or exchange combination.—14, Mor-

ton St., Royston, Herts. [7138

JUNIOR Triumph, perfect condition, veiy little used,

lamps, horn, etc., tax paid; £50.-62, Copleston

Rd., East DuUvich, S.E. [6700

TRIUMPH, 1921. not done 1,000 miles, lamps, tax

paid; £90.—West, 50, Maldon Hd., Acacia Rd.,

Horn Lane, Acton, W.5. [6780

GENUINE Triumph, believed 19i2. SV^h.p.. disc

wheels, excellent order throughout; £26.—Bayley,
5, Glengall Bd., Kilburn. [6924 I

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., countershalt, in stock; deferred

payments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also

245, Deani^gate, Miinchester. [X8085

TRIUMPH '2-stroke, 1921, just overhauled and reno-

vated by maters; £53; condition good.-H. Bol-

well, 18, Cleveland St., W.l. ' [6296

20 Triumph 4h.p., C.S., kick start, complete, and

excellent condition; price £70, or offer.—East19=
Grinstead Motor Garage, Ltd. [6621

1Q19 Triumph Combination, mileage 2.000, appear-

-11/ ance as neW; fully equipped; exchanges f- £100.

—9, Church Rd., Harlesden. [7039

To 18 Trinmp-T Countershaft, with 1921 Sturmey
-l«/ gear box, all accessories, like new; £58.-65,

Church St., Edgware Bd., N.W. [7241

COUNTERSHAFT Tiirtmplr. late model, all acces-

sories- £58; exchange with cash Norton^ Sunbeam.

—49, Well St., Hackney. E.9. [6562

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, excellent

condition, very fast, lamps, etc.; £70.—Keep,
Hazeldene, Sandhurst, Berks. [6888

TEIUMPH Combination, coaehbuilt sidecar, fully

eanippwl, tiix raid; £50.-Braemar, 17, St. Qura-

tin's Av., North Kensington. [6947

TEIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed huh, in perfect condition

throughout, speedometer, horn, watch, .^etc. ; £55.

—24a, Lidfleld Ed., London, N. [6368

TEIUMPH (1919) and Sidecar, perfect condition,

all accessories, tax and insurance paid.—C,
Badulla, Cbobhara Ed., Woking. [7281

C0UNT3SESH.\FT Triumph Combination, 1918, elec-

tric lamps, fully equipped, Builington sidecar;

snip, £65.-33, Hackford Ed., Brixton. [7232

TEIUMPH 4h.p., late 1919, and 1920 Henderson de

Luxe sidecar, complete; £100, bargain, or sell

separately.-Lees, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire. [6548

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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SALE.MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1917-18, just overhauled, coaelibuilt side-

car, siileniUJ condition, lamps, etc. ; alter 6 p.m.

;

JE95, or ue.ar offer.—55, Highbury Qundrant. N,5. t6264

TRIUMPH, new Nov., 1919, equipped spares. Mill-

lord sidecar, Eastinf, licensed, insured, perfect;

£100.—G.E., 3, Grotes Place, Blackheath. [6826

TRIUMPH 1919 Combination, perfect condition, all

accessories; £85.—Morgan, 353, Goldhawk Rd..
Stamford Brook (opposite District station), W. [6843

JTPKIUMPH Combination, 1919, licensed, eauipped, ail

- spares, excellent condition ; £90, loirest.-Lieut.

Jiickmore. 2, Seymour Ed., Southflelds, S.W.18. [6865

TRIUMPH, T.T. model, with Philipson pulley, long
exhaust, very fast bike, splendid order; £42.—

.C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow. E.3. Tel. : B. 3155. [7263

"1020 4h.p. Triumph, Grindlay de luxe sidecar, all
Xt/ accessories, £120; also 5-6h.p. Zenith, o.h.
"valves, fast, £50, offers.—Boyd. Ardgowan, Saltcoats.

[6319
TRIUMPH Combination, latest model, Dunhill sidc-

Ciir, done 500 miles, tax paid: bargain, £115; ex-
tended payments or cash.—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton

, [7235
BARGAIN".—Trii*mph combin.ltiou. 4h.p., counter-

shatt, engine No. ,52200, C.E, sidecar, tax paid,
'all ou; first £67.-18, St. Mary's Ed., I'eckham, S.E.

[7256
4h.p. 1918 Renovated Triumph Combination; cost

£115 last year; bargain; any trial; guarantee;
best cash offer £93.-Allerton, Eaton Rise, Ealing.

[6727
TRIUMPHS, 1918 at £71 and £73, 1919 C.S. £84,

3 months' guarantee given: also 1914 3-speed
S.A. hub gear models, £45.—Eoss, 86, High Rd., Lee.

[6429
TRIUMPH, 1917, renovated by makers, very good

condition, disc wheels, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed,
ill on; £70.—Roserhead; Nether St., Finchley, N.3.

[7087
COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, enamel, plating, and

mechanism splendid condition, lamps, horn, tax
paid; £65.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham.

[7068
TRIUMPH, 4h.p. countershaft, 3-speed, solo, good

tyres and belt, condition as new, lamps and horn,
any trial; £67/10.-261. Mitcham Lane, Streatham.

[7091
TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,

perfect condition throughout; £85; any trial
evenings.— 1, Broomhill Rd., Goodmayes, Ilford. (D)

[6583
TRIUMPH 1912, new N.S.U. gear, fully equipped,

spare belt, pulley, new tyres, tax pa.id, good
running order.—Forster, Rookhope, Eastgate, Durham.
(D) [6316

COPPEN,ALLAN&CO
Sole Distributors for

READING
STANDARD

The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p., solo,

including dynamo lighting . . . . £163
READING STANDARD, S-lOh.p., Com-

bination, as above, with M.P. Sidecar. . £198
READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p., Com-

bination, with Plus One Sidecar, hood,

and screen £225

A few transit soiled machines left at

£140
Complete with Dyno Lighting.

SOLE LONDON AGENTS
FOR

DUNELT 4 h.p.
THE WONDER MACHINE.

DUNELT, 4 h.p., solo, with electric lighting

set, all lamps . . £115
DUNELT, 4 h.p. Combination, as above,

and including detachable wheels(l spare)£150

4h.p.
Phil^psou

appearance like
Enfield.

fixed1Q14 4h.p. Triumph,
JiU Philipson pulley, mechanical condition and

new; £33.—Maynard. 8, Silver St..

[6840

TmUMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft. Type H; £115:
in stock.—Cambridpe agents, Herbert Kobinson,

Ltd., 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A.

:

Bicycles. [6110

TRIUMPH, 1918, Montgomery sidecar. Easting,
Tan-Sad, lamps, and horn, tax paid, perfect

condition; £87/10.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kcnsiagton. [7108

LATE 1920 Triumph Combination, little used, con-
dition perfect, complete with all accessories, cost

£170; nearest £115.-100, Humphrey St., Old Trafford,
Manchester. [6953

TRTUMPH, 4h.p., April, 1921. Model H, with Mills-
Fullord sidecar, lamps, horn. Cameo wind screen,

perlect, as new. very small mileage.—Palmer, The
Cannon, Wisbech. [6876

TRIUMPH, 1914, with Middleton sporting sideonr.
latest tank, bars, new hub gears, ready to ride

away ; any trial : £68. After 6 p.m.—17, Lansdowne
Rd.. Muswell' Hill. [6938

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 3-speed, electric
lighting, speedometer, licensed ; £45 ; biggest

value ior ftioney ever offered.—Bunting's Motor
change, Wealdstone. [7214

CROYDON Agent for Triumph tootor cycles. All
models in stock ready for immediate delivery.—

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End
Croydon. 'Phone : 2624, [1343

Sturmey 3-speed, Amac carburetter.
- ,

lighting set, nil accessories!
lately overhauled, tax paid; £J0; must eell.-190, Ways
Green. Winslord, Cheshire. [5336

splendid
sidecar;

Sharp, 352, Shob-
[6395

, brand new
sports sidecar, P. and H. lamps

(large). Klaxon, new tyre, tax paid, perfect condi-
tion.—L.. 11. Highbury Park, N. [7282

TRIUMPH-GLORIA 4h.p. Combination, lamps, tax
paid." unscratched, as new, mechanically perfect;

£L1&; exchanges.-Goad. 122, Maida Vale (private
house). 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [7202

TRIUMPH. late 1920. not W.D., and coach car, elec-
tric liglit,"all lamps, accessories, etc., perfect con-

.dition. tax and insurance paid; bargain, £90.—
Butcher, Ironmonger, Waltham Cross. [6837

1 Q14 Triumph,
M-tJ belt, horji, all new.

NEW HUDSON
NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p. Popular Model £52 10

NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p. de Luxe Tourist

Model, 2-speed . . . s . . . . £68

NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p. de Luxe Sporting

Model, 2-speed £68

NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p. Ace Racer,

2-speed special engine £78 15

Extra for 2-speed Sturmey-Archer gear,

with clutch and kick-starter . . ..£22

"PLUS ONE
A Single or Double-seatei*

Sidecar at will.

99

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

"jQ18 Triumph, countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
X«7 starter, licensed, good condition, reliable, really
sound, complete, genuine bargain; £55; exchange,
value £60.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7034

TRIUMPHS.-We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cum-belt models.—Jones Garage, Miiswell Hill, N.IO;
and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0382

1 Q18-19 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed counter-
-LV shaft, kick start. Gloria, Easting, lighting set.

spares.
Apply,

tax paid, excellent condition; trial;

254, Dukinfleld Rd., Hyde, Cheshire.
£96.-
[6509

19

19=

1Q19 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, oil on
X.O condition, fitted with M.M.4 Canoelet
best offer about £105, Quick eale.-
nall St., Burton-on-Trent.

SPECIAL 1918 Triumph Combination,
Streamfort

Speciflcat'on, Sidecar body and Llm.ssi,-, iliuiaLLd ai anj one
of the sis standard colours). Coverall apron, complete with turn-

buttons. Adjustable lamp bracket. Aluminium step plate. Self-

lockinc sidecar wheel stand. 26in. or2ein. wheel tyre. Four point

feuspension. complete with steel sidecar lugs for attachment to

Reading STANDARD. Sunbeam. 31 & 8 h.p Zenith, Enfield
HARLET-DAVIDSON, TRIUMPH, DOUGLAS i h.p. EDAOKBURNE,
8 K p. IJ.S A., i &6-7HP- EUDOE, 6 H.P HENDERSON, EX
CELsioR (Avieticait), British Excelsior. Indian, Ace,
Matchless. A J.S., James, tTC. Etc.

RETAILERS AND WHOLESALERS, PLEASE NOTE,

TO THE PUBLIC, YOUR DEALER* CAW SUPPLY.

89. Great Portland St., LONDON, W.l
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33

"f Q20 Triumph, Watsonian sidecar, Easting, fuUy
-JLi/ equipped, insured April, 1922, excellent condi-
tion, enamel unscratched, trial willingly; £120;
Chislehurst.—Box 6,020, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7152

LATE Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped.' lamps,
Klaxon, spare valves, belt, etc.; any trial or ex-

amination; condition, appearance perfect. — VToolhead.
Starbridge House, Loughton, Eletchley, Bucks. [7012

18 Triumph-Gloria Combination, sidecar 1920.
as new, outfit overhauled, re-enamelled, and

plated, absolutsly as new, tax paid; £95.-306, High
Rd.. Lee, S.E.13. "Phone: Lee Green 1310. [6793

TRIUMPH, late 1919, SV-li-P-, single-speed. T.T.,

iust overhauled, perfect running order, horn,
pump, tools, tyres excellent, tax paid ; bargain, £50,
or nearest.—Arhuthnot, H.M.S. Antrim, c/o G.P.O.

[6303
TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, enamel, nickel

excellent, all lamps, pump, Klaxon, tools, Pedlevs,

spare tube; £75, or best offer by Sunday morning.—
Lawson, 8. Athenley Ud., Ivydale Rd., Nunhead, S.E.I 5.

[7016
TRIUMPH, countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch, kick start,

fully equipped with lamps, horn, tooli large
accumulator for lighting, and Swan sports fidecar;
£67/10 quick sale.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.

[6715
21 Triumph Combination, all-chain drive, spring

footboards, licensed, not run 2,000 miles,

beautiiul outfit and as new; £150; modern Douglas
2^4h.p. taken part exchange.—C. F. Wood, Steyning.

[6579

TRIUMPH 1912 SVsh.p. T.T. Model, fitted Tvith latest

dropped-back frame, brand new tyres, fully

equipped, tax paid, fast machine; £35.—Parker's, Brad-
ahawgate, Bulton ; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X8096
TRIUMPH, 3V2h.p.i T.T., Binks carburetter, lamps,

horn, Cowey speedometer, Ace discs, new tyres

and belt, knee grips, perfect order, and very fast

;

£60, or near offer.—Palmer, The Cannon, Wisbech.
[6877

WAUCHOPE'3. 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.—
Triumphs, all models in stock, new chain drives,

new chain-cum-belts, solos and combinations; immediate
delivery; supplied on easiest of easy terms; trade sup-

plied. [4537

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.-Burlington Motors. Ltd..

South Side, Clapham Common. S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-

ton 2417. [0504

RAND New 1921 4h.p. Triumph Model H, 3
nd brand new coachbuilt sidecar, bulbous

back with locker, in stock, complete for £135.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Co., High St., Saffron Walden, -Essex.
•Phone: 45. [58094

TRIUMPH, 1921, 4h.p., Bonniksen. P. and H.
lamps. Klaxon, legshields, watch, spare belt,

inner tube, Brooks belt carrier, tax. insured, just done
1,000, genuine; £100.-Thomas, 28, Church Hill Rd..
Walthamstow. [X7887

Gloria cane sidecar,
new tyres, new car-

buretter, good condition, tax paid, insurance; £55; seen
hv appointment.- 19, Kyile Rd., West Side, Clapham
Common, S.W. [6543

"I QI2 Triumph Combination', coachbuilt MiUford s.c,
-Lt/ 3-speed, Armstrong gear, tyres good, in perfect
running order-; £30, or near offer.-To be seen at The
Crouch End Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd., Coler-

idge Rd., N.8. [7318

1 Q14 4h p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, fast, sporting
Xt/ bike, exceptionally good condition and appear-
ance, thoroughly overhaiiled, completely equipped,
lamps, speedometer, etc., new Duulops, any trial; bar-
Gain. £57.—Maypole Hotel, Long Preston, Yorfcs.

[6775
,

rQ13
3'/nh.p. Triumph Combination, C.B. aidecar, 3-

^ speed hub and clutch, new carburetter (Triumph),
new Brooks saddles, 2 new tvres, engine in good condi-

tion, lamps and accessories, tax paid; any trial given;

£50, or nearest offer.—76, Hollis R-d., Stoke, Coventry.
[X8202

1Q21 Triumph, Model H, R34 sidecar, all lamps,
X*J tools, horn, licence, screen, special mudguard-
iag, spare chains, belt, valve, etc., cost £180, recently
tuned at Triumph works, first-class condition through-
out: £125, or nearest offer.—Hillary, The Peak,
Basingstoke. ,

[6790

TRIUMPH Combination, latest typo top tube change,
complete ith Gloria special sidecar, electric lights

throughout, fitted vrith Easting wind screen, all tyres

good, exceptionally good machine, tiix paid; expert ex-

amination invited; £115.—Brandish and Sous, Triumph
Garage, Coventry.

^

[X8169

B^

1Q13 Triumph, 3-speed liub,
-L*y Lamps, horn, speedometer.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owaers are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

T^BIUMPH 41i.p., coiintershart S-speefl, Idolr starter,
J- all on, excellent condition, in;iny accessories, 2
spare tyres, tools, inotoriBg- snit, licence paid, cover-all
insurance policy; £70.—Attwood, 139a, Stratlyre At.,
Norbury, S.W. [6660

J,ATE 1920 Triumpli Combination, luxurious
J-J bulbous back sidecar, Lucas lamps and horn,
discs, leg shields, wind screen, petrol carrier, insur-
ance, mileage 3,000:' £125; aiter 6 p.m.—54, Steele
Ed., Leytonstone, E.ll. t6806

1 021 Triumph, all-chain drive, fnlly equipped. Tan-^tf Sad, Klaxon, spring footboards, tools, tax paid,
scarcely ridden, one of the finest machines on road;
must sell; £107.-Walden, Verbena, New Bunealow,
EustingtoD, Littlehampton. [6364

'TiRIUMPH Gloria Combination, 1920, Binks latest
-- carburetter, special front mudguard, Lucas lamps
and horn. Covey trip, outfit carefidly used, and in
condition etiual to new; expert examination invited;
fl2S.— 5, Heath Ed., Thovuton Heath, Surrey. [6491

1 Q21 AU-chain Triumph, special silencer, very little-L^ used, owner selling because is away and cannot
use often, also specially made sidecar for lightweight,
with comiorts.—Can be seen Church Lane Garage,
Chapeltown Ed., Leeds: or Connemara, Eoundhay
Mount, Leeds. Tel. : Chap 432. [6665

1Q21 Triumph Combination, all-chain dnive, in per-
-.*' feet condition [as new), Gloria sidecar, new late
June, only ridden 500 miles, all accessories, including
Cowey speedometer, Lucas head and rear lamps, same
on sidecar; this is a genuine bargain: selling owing
to illness; price £165, no oifers.—Hamshaw, Exning,
Newmarket. [6444

TI/'ANTBD, purchasers for any mode! of new 1921
_ " ' Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for
immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed; dietance no
object.—E. Bamber and Co, Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Bouthport. Tel.: 607. [0646

ASTONISHING Offer ot New Triumph Sidecar Com-
binations.—Brand new 1921 type H 4h p 3-

Epeed Triumph, with new coachboilt sidecar, Coverall
apron, 4-poiDt attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-
ments only 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovated
machines, but brand nt\w 1921 models direct from
makers' works; free delivery to any address.—The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0667

Velocette,
/~iyRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery ol allvy models Velocette.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver-

(X3822

V .... ^. 1921, 2-speed, economical, splendid

fl!o*
?0"'iitw'' insured: iE55.-Hawes, Oourthope, Long-,

fleet Ed., Poole, Dorset. fJjTj
TMMEDIATE Delivery of any model Velocette on
„,i„/fj>?o^™??*j*P*^? "* ""'y "% «^taa; all modelsreduced £10; Model D2 £66, D3 £75, DL2 (ladies'

JflVr™^' ^^^-^ S"7 '"'"' '"'« '".lehiie direct l^omthe Velocette specialists. The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Ed., Birmingham. iX8125

Verus.
yEEtrS 1920 2i/2h.p.. 2.5peed, 2-stroke, hand clutch,

\-r i'^*^ Irl*' bargain, £45; liberal exchanges.-Newnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed., London,

-I 020 234h,p. Verus-BIackburne, 3-speed, special
,TJS™^„'''lf'"''' winner numerous prizes; bar

gain, £;90.-W. G. Churchill, The Grove, Dorchester,

1020 25/lhp Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs,

ihy enamelled black, ridden 2S0 miles, tax paid •

£80.-Sh6pherd, Enfield Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross

September isT, 1921.

models
JQampton.

y'ELOqETTE,

31

TMMEDIATE Delivery of any Verus ModelJ- defei-red payments ; book your order

[0656

cash or
now and

ilZi disappointment later.-Builington Motors, Ltd.,South Side, Clapham Common, S.W. 4. 'Phone : Brix-

Viiliers.

Brix-
(0502

1 Q21 pi/jh.p. Vilhers 2-stroke, 2-speed, mileage 400
.y aU on, perfect: owner wants more power- £50—Brown, 267, Winchester Ed., Highams Park.

v.s.

E.4.
[6312

XT-S. Sh.p. Twin, needs tuning np, tyres, etc
, goodT pnce £20, or offer.-East Grinstead Motor Garage;

.
[6625

Wanderer.
WANDERER. 3"/,h.p., 3-speed, kick start, hand
J=t A

'"'«''* «0-"<65 I'heels, been stoved black and
F»,,„; ?/'\r.V,'^?''"

machine; *35.-Butterworth-^
^"J'Ai.l^' „¥,'y I-"™' Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone

:Streatham 2813.

Wilkin.
[6748

W'\'I^,IJe7f' £l"±l^.l''„A'?<'''vdfA""'J payments.

X)e;magate,
Bradshawgate,

Manches+er.
Bolton; also 245.WCX8086ILKIN- shop-soiled only, 4h.p. Blackbnrne engine.

,nntPr-^ff.l4)'iQo"*'^^' ^'?^ ^*^'*^'' finished all blackrnnUr^' price £132, our pnce £120 ; deferred payments if

lffnn^i.;7?^'TS^''i
Bradshaivgate, "Bolton: als? 245'

Ueau^gate, Manchester-. [S8068

WilliaMson.
Y^ILLIAMSON, W.C.,' Douglas wide 2-seater sidecar,

Wimbledon.'^^'^'"^"^ "™= °"^'-=-"' ^'^"'^^
[ ^i^: !

Guarantetd in PERFECT CONDITION
Money toitlingty rejandedij not more than satisfied.

All Goods sent on Seven Days' Approval against Remittance.

SURPLUS MANUFACTURERS' STOCK ANQaW.D.
S4x2. ^

Dunlop Heavy 33/5
Wood-Milne Heavy 25 /.

24x21.
Dunlop Light 30/.

26x2.
Palmer Cord Hcavv 35 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/:.
Wood-Milne Heavy 25 /.

26x21.
Dunlop Heavy 36 /-
Palmer Cord Heavy 36 /.

Wood-Milne Heavy 25 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/-
Wood-Milne Combination 45 /.

Beldam Combination 35 /-

Bate,*; -Special Heavy* 36 /-

Gosdyear Special Heavy 39/6
Macintosh Chain . 30 /-

26 X 2f

.

Dunlop Heavv 36 /-

Palmer Cord Heavv 36 /-

Clincher Extra He.-n-y 30 /-

Avon Hca\y Rubber Studded 30/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 35 /-

Moseley Heavv 29/6
Hutchinson T.T 29/6
Hutchinson Passenger 35 /-

Beldam Extra Strong 29/6
Bates Special Heavy 36/.

26x2! for 2J Rims.
Goodrich Heavv Safetv 38/6

26x2i lor 24 Rims.
Dunlop Heavy 39/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 36 /-

Wood-Milne Heavy 32/-
26x3 tor 2.V Rims.

Dunlop Extra Heavy 50 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32 1-

26x3 lor 650x65 Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45 /-

Wood-Milne Special Heavy 38/6
650x65.

Dunlop Steel-studded Voiturette 47/6
Wood-Milne Special Heavy. 32 /-

Burnstt Grooved Voiturette - 30/-
28x2! lor 2!.

Wood-Milne Extra Heaw 40/-
28 X 3 tor '28 x 2i Rims.

Dunlop Extra Heavy 50 /-

28x3 for American Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavv 55 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-
Kempshall Anti-skid 30/-
Macintosh Heavy Chain 30 /-

700x80 for 650x65 Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 46/6
Dunlop Heavv 50/-

700x65 tor 650x65 Rims.
Dunlop Hea^y 45 /-

700x75 for 650x65 Rims.
Hutchinson Extra Heavv Lisht Car Type 55/-
SPECIAL LINE OF' NEW CLIPPER BELTS.

In original boxes.
6ft. 6in. X i 11/6 . 7ft. 6in. X J 14/-
8ft. X 5 12/6 8ft. X i 14/6
8ft. 6in. xi 14/- 8ft. 6in. X i 15/-
6ft. 6in. X I 12/6 -Sft. 6in. X rin. .. 17/6
Tubes, all sizes 7/6 each.

Butt-ended, 1 /- extra.
When ordering, please write distinctly.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON Combination, Sh.p., W.C, splendid
Tr,!ti„>''°1'''"™,.oX°'^

appearance, dynamo Ifehtinr

fffgwoV^iU""- " "«--H-". Laughton,«^ffi
^

S.W. 18.

Wolf.
Wolf-Jap 2-speed Oonnteishaft Combination- '

f 45, perlect-Job, 408, Merton,- Bd., Bonthflelds!
I [7024

'VX/'OLP —Sole agents lor London, South ol Thames
I'' and district. We are now fixing sub-aceaciei' '

and invite enquiries.-Burlineton Motors, Ltd., Sontii
'

Side. Clapham Common, S.W.4. "Phone: Bruiton2417.
[0508

Wooler.
"VyOOLEE New 3-speed All-chain Model in steckVI at catalogue price.—Bunting's Motor Exchance
Wealdstone.

^ [7218
VrropLEE, 1920-21, all latest iittings. fully cQuipped,
„' ; footboards, special fast engine, splendid condition

-

£55.-Enc Gny, Sarum Cottage, Basingstoke [6859
"DARGAIN; practically new Wooler, speeds, clutch,
J-» lamps, licensed, kit, spares, beautilul condition,
hardly used, equipped, cost £120, really good; £57/10

89, East HiU, Wandsworth. [703-1

Vale.
£65.-1917 Yale combination, K.S., big 6-Sh.^.,

single sporting mount, a,ll chain, new tyrea,
tubes, chains, 31A to 1 top, very fast, or would ex-
change, tax paii — Harrison, 388, Katheriue M,,
Forest Gate. [670!

Zenith.
TJEGENT 205.

T^HAT'S the number to ring if you want a Zenith.

"j>JEW, second-iand, or soiltd; I haye them all.

1 Q 20 New 8'h.p. Sports, £108 ; Sh.p. countereha-ft,
J-" £116.

1Q21 Models, Sh.p. £11S, 8h.p. £128, Sh.p. conntel-
X«^ shaft £131; Sh.p. countershaft £144; combina-
tion £177.

ZENITH-EEADSHAW, lery cJlrly deliveries, the
Rolls-Royce of motor orcles; £118.

IF you want speed and a machine with a name, come
and see my 90 bore o.h.v. .at £130.

LIST of Second-hand Machines on application.—Allan
Gruzelier [the Man for Zeniths], Ulster Chambers,

168, Regent St., W. [6649 :

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early de-

livery all models. [05M

LATE 1919 Zenith Sports Combination, well

equipped; £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-
ton. [6940

4h.p. Zenith, sound mechanical condition, fast aad
sporty; £33.—Le Barro-n-, Congleton Ed., Sand-

bach.
"

[6370

ZENITH 1919 5-6h.p., lamps, speedometer, new over-

size Dunlops, knee grips, real snip; £65.-1, Park .

Hill Ed., Eweli. [6568

F.O.C.H. for Zeniths; new and second-hand machines
in stock.—5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-

stead Tube Station). [59G5

ZENITH-GEADUA, 6h.p., recent £15 overhaul, all

on, licensed; sacrifice, 49 gns. lowest.—Seen, 13.

Gienville Ed., Braintree. [6486

ZENITH sy.h.p. Combination, Easting, lamps, pillion

seat, and all spares, splendid condition; £85.—44,

MorniiTg Lane, Hackney, E.9. [X8161

ZENITH, all models in stock, solo or sidecar; de-

ferred payments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton;

and 246. Deansgate, Manchester. [XSOST

4h.p. Zenith-Gradua Combination, any trial; £50;
apply letter making appointment.—Grieve, 43,

Grove Park Gardens, Chiswick. [6524

1Q21 Sh.p. Sporting Zenith, very fast, demonstra-
J~*y tor model, completely equipped; £115.—John-
son's Motor Works, King's Lynn. [7210

5-6h.p. Zenith, 1919V., engine No. 8;80397/A, lamps.

Klaxon, discs, guarantee faultless, original tyres:

£80.-153, Knollys Rd., Sti-eatham. [5498

Sh.p. Zenith and sidecar, O.B., 1914, recently ovei--

hauled, new belt, new tyres, all on, tax paid:

£75.-93, Weston Park, Hornsey, N.8. [6362

6h.p. Zenith, tax paid, all accessories, any trial,

£60; with new torpedo body on chassis, £75.--

Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [7037

8h p. Zenith Combination, Canoelet sidecar, repainted

2 colours, tax paid, good condition throughout;

£S0-—Price. 37, Archibald St., Bow., B. [7283
,

1 19 6h.p. Zenith Sports, splendidly equipped,

LiJ speedometer, Tan-Sad, lamps; exchange con-

sidered; £68.—45, Pelham Rd., Wimbledon. [6973

ZENITH-GEADUA O-B Combination, Sh.p., 1914,
[

just oveihauled, atored 3 yeara, lamps, tyres new.

tax paid; after 6; £70.-270, High Ed., Chiswick. [6539

ZENITH Sh.p., powerful -twin J.A.P. engine, Gradua
j

gear, clutch, fuUy eanipped, splendid order through- -i

out- f65.-Speechley, 86, Churchfleld Ed., Acton, W 3.

ttio/l

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the en4 of each advertisement, and the date -of the issue.

Mnt/M- Cvcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P). •
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

e
68 -Sports 8h.r. Zeuitli, 1919, perfect condition,

engine overhauled by Messrs. Zenith.— 9, Dorset

ihambers, New Street Mews, Upper Baker St., NAV.l

rENITH Late 1919 8h.p. Sports, good condition,

li fa.st, Klaxon, and all spares, guaranteed sound;

;82.— Gill. 91, Elmers End Rd., Beckenhato, Kent.
[6813

th.p.
Zenith Combination, 1913. Stewart trip, acces-

aories, smires, Sunbeam colour,s, excellent condition,

icker canoe sideciu, licensed (50/-); £65.-45, Bell St.,

I.W.l. 1:6492

1
021 Sports Zenith, 5h.p., purchased May, Luca.=;

Lt^ equipment, Cowey, mileage 2,000, perfect con-

ition: £95.—Norris, 11, Lingfleld Ay., ,
Kingston-on-

'faauies. [6585

/ElflTH 8h.p. Combination and Millford Sidecar,

li good condition; £80; will sell with or without

idecar; all accessories, tax paid.—Jaryis, 3, Beatrice

t., Oswestry. [XaiSS

e45
secures 4h.p. Zenith-Gradna, perfect condition,

enamel unscratched; or exchange higher power or

ombination, cash adjustment.— 5, Sandleigh Ed., I/eifrb-

n-Sea, Essex. [6414

7ENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports Model and sidecar, fully

Li equipped, in splendid order; £95.—Elce and Co.,

5-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone:
Lvenne 5548. [0072

7ENITH-GRADUA Combination, 1915, J.A.P. 4h.p.,
li Amac carburetter, SpUtdorf magneto, new belt,

cence, ride away; £55, or near offer.—Priestley, 14,

ark Rd., N.W.4. [6836

1020 8h.p. Zenith Combination, really good condi-
Lt/ tion, electric lighting, speedometer, only run
,000; £145; exchange, with casli, G.N.—17, Garden
lv., Mitcham, S.W. [6305

7ENTTH-GEADUA 3Vjh.p., single, fast, re-enamelled,
li rebnshed throughout, new back cover, tools, spare

jb6; £35, or offer; exchange 2-stroke.—30, Risingholme
Id., AYealdstone. Middlesex. [6681

STANLEY Motor Cycle Co., official agent—Immedi-
J ate delivery of all Zenith models; deferred pay-

lents.- 173-4. Railway Approach, Shepherd's Bush.
Plone; Hammersmitli 1810. [6270

IQ21 5h.p. Countershalt Zenith, with Gradua gear,
L«/ the motor cycle for sidecar or solo, been used
ir de nonstration purposes only; list price £131,
,125.—Johnson's Motor Works, King's Lynn. [7209

916 5h.p. Clulcli Model Zenith, £58; also 5-6h.p.
clutch model with large aluminium sidecar,

[ectric lamps, tax paid, £70 ; also 5h.p. sports model
1 stock, new, £115.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. .[6427

ZENITH 5h.p. 1915 Sports, fast, reliable, recently
Ui overhauled, i^erfecb condition, new valves, cams,
od bearings thronghout, drip feed, accessories, and
pares; £80, or offer.—8, The Avenue, Chingford. E.4.

[6729
ZENITH 1915 90 Bore C.B. Combination, very fast,

-J oversize tank, plating, etc., splendid speedometer,
imps, screen, grid, mat, and plenty spares, tyres

early new, oversize on back; price £90.—Bramble's
larage, Bedford Rd., E. Finchley. [5595

ZENITH 1920 ,6h.p. Sporting Combination, Lucas
-J head, rear ami sidecar lamps, horn, Cowey speedo-
leter, knee grips. Ace discs, luggage grid, indis-
inguishable from new; £140; deferred payments if

esired—Pin-ker's. Pradshawgate, Bolton; also 245.
(eansgate, Manchester. [X8069

ZENITH 8b.p. Countershaft Late 1920 Model Com-
li bination, brand new Swan Sports sidecar, Avro
ind screen, speedometer, disc wheels, many spares and
ccessories, machine just overhauled at Zeniths, guar-
nteed in perfect condition, tax and insurance paid;
:i50.—Giles, 18, Old Cavendish St., W.l. [6764

I
Q21 8h.p. Sports Zenith, Lucas Magdyuo, large

Lt/ polished exhaust, fitted cut-out, Binks, Klaxon,
iowey trip 80 m.p.h., watch, (special front brake, tools,
pares, appearance, condition as new, insurance traus-
Bired, tax paid; owner buying car: offers.—Williams,
63, Camden Ed., N.7. 'Phone; North. 1778. [6553

f.adles' Motor Cycles.
r ADY'S Ivy Motor Cycles; this dainty 2-stroke, get
Li lists.—Agents, Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New
t., Birmingham. [X7747
r ADY'S Douglas, 2'j4h.p., 1912, horn, speedometer,
Lj tools, coou condition ; 50 gns.—Box 6,016. c /o
'he Motor Cycle. [7146

LADY'S New Imi>erial Motor Cycle, 234h.p., 2-speed,
clutch, kick start, splendid condition, new tank,

rese shield, handle-bars, etc., tax peid; £48.-3, West
It., I^feominster. [X8049

Miscellaneous.
'^LEABANCE Sale of the following brand new motor^ cycles and sidecars

:

DNE 8h.p. Zenith, clutch model H.. and coacLbuUt
sidecar, £150; one 3V2h.p. Rover, all-chain drive

1105: one 3>Ah.p. Budne Multi, T.T. r-indel. £80- onp
lillford Corvette sidecar, £25; one Millford Skiff eide-
ar, £20; one Sandum large family sidecar £19 _
:gham Motor Co., 157, High St., Egham, Surrey.

[6450
iTOEOAN, £110; Bradbury combination, £34; 2-
-TX stroke i wanted.—186, Sovereign Rd., Coventry.

[X8210

^^' 5!<:222&
'^'

SoFTs
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

A sweet, silent drive is only
obtainable with a

Philipson
No gear bos friction.

No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

The PHILIPSON gives a smooth
infinitely variable gear ; no sudden
changes to first^ second, or third
gear.

SAFETY is* the keynote of the
PHILIPSON on wet or greasy
roads.

NO SKIDDING.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

_ Send Jor Illustrated Booklet.

During the past few weeks the follow-

ing machines have been fi,tted with

PHILIPSON Pulley:

Triumph, Arno,
Rover, Rex,
Norton, B.S.A.,
Douglas, James,
Singer, L.M.C.,
Bradbury, Lincoln Elk,
Ariel, N.U.T.-Jap,
Swift, Humber,
Abingdon, N.S.U., ,

Minerva, Peugeot
Precision, Rudge,
Matchless, Quadrant,
Ivy Precision, Alldays,

Villiers Mark IV.,
Calthorpe.

What is your make ? Write us.

REDUCED jpi-l n n Carriage
PRICE **' ' " Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

HALIFAX.—Bargain list ol new and second-Iiand
macliines.—Haliiax JMotor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [6639

33.h.p. Motor Cycle, Raleigh engine, good tyres and4 running order, licence; £20.—Abbey, Watton,
Norfolk. [6392

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Arie'i, Harleys, Omegas,
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths

Motories, Haliias.

BARGAINS.—New AVah.p. Quadrant and sidecar,
£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1921 Eudge Multi, £86; 1921 4'/-h.p.
Ariel, £110; 1921 7h.p. Ariel, f 125.-Bo"oths

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1921 Eudge Multi, run 50 miles,
£75/10; J.E.S. motor set, for cycle, £10/5; 3b.p.

twin Humber, 3-speed, £18/15.—Booths Motories, Hali-
fax.

BAEGAINS.-Sh.p. Fafnir, £10/10; 3«/.h.p. N.S.tJ.,
£12/10; 3h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, £29/15; 6h.p.

Chater-Lea, Grado- gear, £21/15.—Booths Motories,
Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Sh.p. Premier and sidecar, £65/10;
S'/jh.p. free engine Triumph, £26/10; 3'/.h.p. P.

and M., 1914, £39/15.-Booth3 Motorics, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-4h.p. 1917 3-speed Douglas, £59/15;
4h.p. 1920 3-SEKjed Douglas, £85/15; 1915 25,ih.p.

Douglas, £37/15; 1917 DougklSj £55.—Booths Motories,
Halifax. —
BARGAINS.-6h.p. 3-speed Eudge, £40/10; 1921 2-

speed Onjega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., £38/18;
1921 2-Epeed O.K., like new, £52/10; several ehop-
soiled macJiiues at reduced prices ; exchanges enter-
tained, including push cycles. Visit us.—Booths
Motories. Portland Place. Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [3301

RICHMOND Park Garage, 110. Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen {'Phone : Putney 2622), have

for sale the following :

R.P.G.—James 5-6h.p. combination de 1-dxe. fully
equipped with lamps, speedometer, etc., only

run few miles, as new; £95.

R .P.G.—Rover 5-6h.p. combination. 1920, low mile-
age, lully equipped: £110.

R.P.G.—Sunbsam combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. en-
- gine, detachable ^\heels and spare wheel, fully

equipped with speedometer, lamps, etc., in excellent
running order; £115.

T> .P.G.—New Imperial, 2^Ah.p. J.A.P. engine. 2-

-LV speed countershaft gear, in excellent running
order; £28.

E .P.G.—Douglas, 2y4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, in

splendid condition; £30.

RICHMOND Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen. 'Phone ; Putney 2622. [7010

Q CORES of Up-to-date Lightweights and guaranteed
O in "ood running order, from £20- to £60; inspec-

tion and enquiries invitefl. — Bunting's, Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [7115

O-SPEED Motor Cycle, 3Vjh.p., Triumph engine. Roc
.^ frame new tyres and inner tubes; £17 secures.—

Lucas, Edmacott, Nursery Ed., Sutton, Surrey. [6443

COMBINATION, 3-speed S.A. box, with kick start,

iSew Hudson engine. 4h.p., spring frame; £65.

—C G L Engineering Co., High St., Swanley Junction,

Kent. t6281

BRAND New 1921 Motor Cycles to be cleared at

bargain prices to make room for light cars.-Sam
E Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockirell St., Greetiwicu,

S.E.IO. t''»5=

IP Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy payments), sell,

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-

nuirements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distntire ini-

malenal.-Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone^^

5-6h p. V.S. and Hercules C.B. Sidecar, good con-

dition, £20; 1913 Rover, 3y,h.p and 3-speed

hub, on which over £5 just spent, £ 20 ;
motor cycle,

4h.p. Stevens engine, Bosch, £7/10.-Write, 95, Glen^

garry Rd., S.E.22. L683Q

SHOP-SOILED Motor Cycles.—P. J. Evans can oHer

a limited number of new 1921 shop-soiled

machines of various makes at reduced prices lor cash.

Call and inspect or send for list. Deferred payments

4% extra.—81-91, John Brigit St., Birmingham. [6616

FO C H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged;

any new motor cycle combination or car supplied,

cash or easy payments. — Fair Offer Car House 5.

Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Sta-

tion). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, inclnti.

ing Saturday^ [5909

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
COMBINATION Required to Hire, week-ends.- Write

Careful, c/o Streets, 30, Cornhill, E.C.3. [7137

D OUGLAS Combination, absolutely reliable; week-
' end 50/-, week 100/-.—Rodwell,, 38, Brook Green.

(6587

All letters relating to advertisements should quo^e the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date oi the issue. A35
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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motor attachments.
SIMPLES Power Unit, onlv dmie 200 miles; £20.—

' George Bolton, Ayton, Beiwicksliire. [6353

ALL Auto-Wheel, £14, perfect; with cycle, £18.
Atter 7.-9, Caledonia St., King's Cross. [6580

20 Simplex Motor Attachment, little used; £18,
or oiter.—70, Burton End, Haverhill, SufEolk.

[6517
AUTO-'WHEEL, E.S-A., as new, Ruaranteed, licence

paid: £12/10.-Jobn Fos, 241, Barking Rd., E.13. I

Estab. over 30 years. [6464
|

"I Q20 Young Motor Attachment and Cycle, horn,
X t? licence paid, good running condition ; reason-
able o£Eer accepted.—Wynne, Bodfor St., Rhyl. [6666

J.E.S. Attachment, engine No. B202, bact -wheel.

belt rim, electric head and tail lamps, 4 volt 40
amp. hour accumulator; £18.—C. Elbrow, Longworth,
FaringdoD, Berkshire. [7051

|

WALL Auto Wheel, B.S.A.. with New Hudscn
heavy cycle, £3 of spares, tax paid, magneto

and engine recently overhauled, re-enamelled; £17 for

quick sale. Atter 8, or appointment—482, Ushridge
Rd., London, W.12. [7088

SIMPLEX Motor Ped, complete, B.S.A. lady's frame.
IJnnlop lijagnuin tyjes, all fittings, best quality

material ; £30, or near, offer, or will sell the Simples
attachment and all fittings separately for £16.—James
Paul, 124. High St., Perth. [6325

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
[5248

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, foi

invalid and disabled.—^P^articulars, Argson Eng.
Co., Ltd.. 3, Kendalls Mews, George St.. W.l. [7354

tricars for sale.
PHANOMOBILE Tricar, 1914, 8h.p.. hood, wind

screen, all equipment, mechanically sound, new
tyres, taxed, overhaul cost £40; inspection Man-
chester; £80, or best offer.—Box 6,004, c/o The Motor
Cycle, (P) [6620

MOTOR scooters.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.-3, Ken

dall Alews, George St., W.l. [1442

SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C.; this is the only real skoota;
£31/10.—Agents, Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 159,

New St.. Birmingham. [X774S

SKOOTAMOTA, A.B.C., mechanically perfect, ex-
cellent running order, latest improvements; £25,

or near offer.—Walton. Bohemia, Marlow. [6761

KINGSBURY and Skootamota, in excellent running
order, for sale, hardly used.—Write, G. Seddon-

Blown, Gummers How, Newbury Bridge, near Ulver-
ston. [6295

UNIBUS 1920 Super Scooter, car on 2 wheels, 2-

speed^ clutch, handle starter, shaft drive, electric
rear, front, rear springing, licensed, insured, just driven
London-Cheltenham return, special springs, carrier,
tooTbox, 95 gallon; £50, offers.-143, Kingston Rd..
Wimbledon. ^ [684S

hoods, wind screens, etc.
SANDHAM'S make thousands of hoods every year

50/- each. First quality twill waterproof.

SANDUMS.—The Sandum Patent Wind Screen of ion
positions, as shown at Olympia. Finest screen

on the market; 90/-.

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd,, W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. (0635

CAMBER.—Hoods 50/-. wind screens 27/6.—Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [6902

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list -
Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., Totten

ham. [1109

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
twilJ, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Totten

bam, London- [5134

COUPE Wind Screen, totally encloses passenger, no
back draught, ideal for winter,. 3 accessories in

1 ; write for folder.—Below.

BEST Twill, 10/6 yard; celluloid, 2/6 sq, ft.; press
fasteners, 1/10 doz.—Coupe Wind Screens, 28,

Middle St., Portsmouth. [6656

CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut to any size,
21- per sq. ft.; carriage paid for casli.—The Esses

Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Rd., I>eyton
stone, E.ll. [0680

WIND Screens Actually in Stock: Eastings, Baby
Standard, Royal, Bluemels latest, Cameo. Hoods,

finest quality, waterproof, with curtains round; £3/5
—64 Bistiopsgate, London. [0620

bodies.
SIDECAR Bodies, coacbbuilt, best quality, £7/7;

original £12/12.-64. Bishopsgate. London. [0674

CAMBER.—Coach bodies from £4/17/6 to £12/17/6.
—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[6905
COACH Bodies, big stock, all designs, to clear cheap.

Call or send requirements,-T. Williams, Manu-
facturer, 9, Lower Chatham St., Oxford Rd., Man-
chester. [X8131

GBT32y|-I^Ei-

ITYRE HOUSEl
I ^ _ _ ,—i -.-.J

SPECIAL LINE IN NEW
CLEARANCE
650 X 65
CO V E RS

AVON, Extra Heavy 3-Rib 47/6

WOOD MILNE, Extra Heavy Key Grip .. 46/-

WOOD MILNE, Heavy Key Grip 41 /-

LIGHTWEIGHT, fluted 27/6

OTHER BAR6AINS.

Brand New Covers.

From Government Stores, etc

24 \' 2 Avon Dniid 26/9
24 X 2j Avon 3-rib Heavy 35 /6

26x2 Rodace Ribbed 19/9
26 X 2i Wooa-Milne Special 28 /6

Avon Suns tone '661-

., Rom. Rubber Non-skid 35/-
„ Pedley Medium 3-rib .. , 39/-
, Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 38 /o

.. Hutchinson T.T. 35/-
Kempshall Anti-skid 32/6
Palmer Cord 35/-

26X2I Palmer Cord Heavy 35'-

Bates Special Heavy 34/-
Hutcbinson Passenger 36 /-

„ Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 35 '-

cC X 2i X 2i Englebert Heavv 47/6
„ " Hutchinson Rubber Studded ... 49/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 49/o

For 26 X 2i Rims,

z6 X 2i Heavy Non-skid 35/-

., Extra Heavy Non-skid 39/-
., Spencer-Moulton 'i-rib 41 /-

Wood-Milne Combination 55/-

^, Ribbed, wired on 25/-

28 X 2i
:lix2i Clincher Dreadnought 45/6

38 X 3

2a X 3 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/6
,. Goodrich Safety Tread 55/-
„ Goodyear Diamond 69 /-

N»w Tubes.

26x2i, 26x2J, 25x2}.
Endless, 7/-

26x3, 28x3.
Endless, 8/6 Butted, 10/G

New Belts.

!'6''XI' £1 Is.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd

,

The TYRE HOUSE,
8 3, THeotsald's RoelcI,

HOI.BORN - Vf.C.t
'Phone; Museum 1543.

BODIES.

OB

SANDDM, the largest and moat renowned sidecar
body T>uilders in country.

SANDUMS have put on the market orer 10,000 elds,
car bodies.

OANDUMS have the only adult 2-Beater body on the-> market which is not unsightly. Write for onr
Dual-purpose Body catalogue.

CANDUMS Repair Bodies and Chassis of any make
JJ wi{h the use of up-to-date machinery in foui

QANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Ina^ Rd.. London, W.C.L 'Phone : Museum 3427.

"V^NUS.—Singles, tandems, steped, and underslunfr-
cheapest in trade.

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesman's; repairs
repainting ; exchanges.

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to user: savo
money; lists ready; write.

T7TENUS Sidecar Co., 694, Seven Sisters Rd., South
T Tottenham, N.15. 'Phone : Tottenham 2102. i

[0519 ^

EDWARDES have a quantity of new bodies cheap
to clear, suit all chassis, fitted free; call ana

inspect.—277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [6828

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear- ,

ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value.—The
WHIowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

D. and F. Bodies, to suit Douglas, any colour, from
£7

',
coachbuilt body, suit Triumph, £12 ; tor-

pedo body, metal, £7 117 \ any shape, from stock,—
DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l.

[7037a,

BASTONTJ'S for coachbuilt bodies (no betiti uf
cheaper house), sportinEr models, bulbous back and

step pattern. AU at low prices. Call or send your re-

quirements.—228, Pentonville Rd-. King's Cross. Lon-
don. N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [6851

SIDECAR Body, specially built by Dunbill, noLhhiK
so graceful on the road, semi-sporting, roomy

locker, silver-grey with purple panels, mica wind
screen, nickel fittings, upholstered crocodile pattern,

off 6h-p. Bat; £20, cost over £40, offers; photo.—
Hart, 12, Devonshire Rd., Forest Hill, S.E. [7043

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work- .

ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

lesigns, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale,—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us wh^
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London. E.C.4.

roo04

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

QANDH.\M, the smartest sidecar specialists

ANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Chassis.—Insist on having our enclosed

wheel type of chassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns.. and sports

26 gn's.. are of distinctive appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended in The

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A singlB

or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously oont
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-

rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours *o

suit any make of machine, 42 gns. : bodies only.

21 gns, The latest development of the 2-seater as

designed by us, and approved by the recognisea.

experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart an4 !

racy, weight 18 lbs.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn

-

Rd. W.C.I, 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factories;
162 to 165, Pentonville Ed., N.; and Britannia
Works, Britannia St.. W.O. 10019

WICKEE Sidecar, in good condition; £7.—Apply,
29, Bernard Bd., Wrexham. , [644J

SLDECAR, cane, door, all connections, tyre, perfect:

£4/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [6773

FOLDER.-Have your sidecar converted into *
Hopley folder, and save garage.—Below.

SIDECAR.—Have e Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitt^. Tested

7, years on motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper High-
gate St., Birmingham. [0152~

LIGHTWEIGHT C.B. Sidecar, suitable for 2% or

3V->h.p. : £6.—Cole, Hazelwood House, Sonthgate.
[6460

s
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MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for

high-powered machines : . Zenith. Harleya,

Indiana, New Imperials. Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc

INDIANS Tvith " kick starter on left present no
difficulty with Rliddleton's epeoial model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kind- Twisted motor cycle frames and lorkti

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Toui
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad Toadi than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oldest established eide-
car _ makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27,

Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube).
Phone: Hornsey 1584. [0522

.B.C. Sidecar, Grindlav 1921 sporting, screen, apron,
lighting, etc.; £16.-4, Hanover 6t., W.l. [6452A

CAMBER.—Lightweight models, £17(10—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Chiuch St., Ciimbenvell, London.

CAMBEE —Streamline models, £16/10.—Bright and
Hayles 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBEE.—Semi-touiing models, £18/10.—Bright and
Hayles. 78, Church St., Camberwell.

CAMBER.—Tandem models, f26.—Bright and Hayles
78, Church St., Camberwell. London.

CAMBEE.—TJtility models, £25.-Bright and Hayles,
78, Church St., Camberwell. London.

CAMBEE.—We are the largest makers of sidecars in
South Londou. lists free.—Bright and Hayles, 78,

iDlmreh St., Camberwell, Londou. 'Phone: Brixton
12961. [6900

SANDUM Lightweight Sidecar, £12; sidecar with
hood and screen, £14.-114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2.

I

(6745
jOlO.—Watsonian coachbuilt sidecar, lightweight, wind
,*' screen, good tyre, 26in. wheel.—King, Egrove,
(pxford. [X8147

i|D ARCAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar. suitU Triumph or U.S.A.; £18/15.—Booths Motorics,
3alifax-

BARGAINS.— Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit
Rudge, £16/15; Afillford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10.—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

t> ARGAINS.—New full-size coach body locker under
*-> seat. £6/19/6; cane body. 25/'-. — Booth.4
Wotories. Halifax. . [3302

A EIEL Sidecar, 1919 (Nov.), fitted with hood and
tl- wind screen; 18 gns., or offer.—F.E.W., 55, High
!+ rt^f^,-^!

[6470St., Cvford.

B

SID'ECAE complete, disc wheel, apron, suit sportiugJ motor cycle; pric« £18.—East Grinstead Motor
Jarage, Ltd. [6626

VriLLFORD Sidecar, Easting, luggage carrier, per-
-»•- feet fittings, for Triumph; £20.—G.E., 3, Grotes
lace, Blackheath. [6827

tTTATSONIAN Sidecar Chassis, 26in. wheel; £3.—
»» Smith's. 86, Chalk Farm Hd.. opposite Chalk
•'arm Tube Station. [7124

DASTONB'S for sidecars and bodies; no better or
L* cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before
lurchasing elsewhere,

DASTONE'S.-rNew 1921 sporting and other models
>-» rn stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sidecars
rom £14/18/6.

ASTONE'S.—Wo have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

DASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famous
IJ" Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and
ther models in stock ; trade supplied.

DASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept), 228, Pentoffville Ed,,-» Kings Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.

ETTICKEE Sidecar, modern shape, side door, spring
»» back, new heavy Dunlop; £7/5.—Lewis Firs
ilandewi Skirrid, Abergavenny. [6950

aiDECAE, Dougl.is, complete, good condition; £25J offers. Details on application.—Capt. Chater fjnte
louse, Goteacre, Liverpool. [6386

aWAN Sports Model, painted aluminiimi, with 4.point
^ Norton fittings, new condition: cost £35- £20 —
72, Archway Ed,, Highgate. ' [6288
"ILO'RIA, off Triumph, never used since riddenJ from Coventry; £38/10.—Porfleld Motors For-
.eld Place, Leamington Spa. [X8208
67/10.—Coachbuilt sidecar, with, room for child, splen-

did condition
;
absolute bargain, ofl'ers.— 27 Wandle

td., Wandsworth Common, S.W.17. [7226
^LORIA Spring Wheel Chassis. 26in. wheel, tyre
-« complete, nearly new. suit P. and M., Triumph
tc; £4. -62b. Highgate Rd., Kentish Town. [7055

EDWARDES Sidecar Chassis to £6/17/6; complete
with wheel, brand new. not repaired rubbish-M and inspect.—277. Cainberwell Rd., S.E. [6829

SANDUM
DUAL PURPOSE

SIDECAR
(PATENT.)

Approved by all the leading

manufacturers, and suitable

for any make of motor cycle.

Finished in colours to suit.

A scientific production of a

Single or Double Sidecar at

will. By moving the seat back

to the forward position and
opening the back jocker-lld a

further spring back and spring

seat are disclosed, suitable for

a six-foot passenger.

The only family sidecar

which IS at the same time

comfortable, elegant, inexpen-

sive, and carries the weight in

correct position, i.e., over the

rear axle.

Insist that both your pas-

sengers shall ride in comfort,

and not on make-shift dickey

seats. A six-foot man can

occupy either seat.

A .B.C. Sidecar, genuine, new, complete with Camec
screen, lamp, and Coverall waterproof apron; £26.

—Motor, Five Bells, Harmondsworth, Middlesex. [6554

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest
stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out, Send for our 1921 catalogue. 32 pages. 80
illustrations.

PHOENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

KENNOO Sidecar Co. specialise In sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliyer.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at

knock-out prices. Note ; Write for special clearance
list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

"DENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of
J-ij sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-
ality.

ENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all
makes. English and American.R

DENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921-It catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any
manufacturers.

TJEiSINOC Motors, Ltd.. Head Office and Engineer-J-t ing Works. Victoria Works, Victoria Rd., Stroud
Green, N.4. Phone : Hornsey 850, .Body Buildin-
Dept., Progress Works, Marlborough Hd., Holloway
N.19. Phone; Hornsey 1589. [293i

1Q21 Canoelet, K4, complete, screen, apron, lug-J-«^ gage grid, and tool box, mileage 700; £20, or
near offer.—Thornton, 5, Stoneygate Av., Leicester.

TV/TILLFORD Sidec.ir. suit P. and M. or Triiunph,
-Lr-t £16: Dougl.is sidecar, as new, £16; Bramble side-
car for P. and M., bargain, £10.-33, Hackford Ed.,
Brixton. [7236

42 Guineas (complete),
TO FIT ANY MOTOR CYCLE.

Body only, 21 Guineas.

When ordering your Sidecar specify

SANDUM Patent SCREEN
for comfort, protection against rain,

and simplicity of movement.

Ask for our Catalogue, which gives a com-

plete range oj SIDECARS, and prices, from

£16-16-0 upwards

SANDHAM ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

336, Gray's Inn Road, LONDON, W.C.
'Phone—Museum 3427.

T IGHTAVEIGHT Sidecar, Canoelet, Coverall apron.
J-' JJunlop tyie, not done 50 miles; cost £22, sell best
ofter.-Adelaide Garage, Adelaide Rd., Shepherd's Bush.
Huiumersmith 805. '

[6410

COACHBUILT Sidecar, Cameo screen, apron, lamp,
generator, tyre unpunctured, new last April off

Rover twin; £19; evenings.—35, Twickenham Rd.,
Leytonstone, E.IO. [6765

TWELVE New Chassis, complete fittings, for Harley-
Davidson, 28in. wheel, special offer, £l2 each

—

Sidecar Body Co., 25, Upper Clapton Rd., E.5
'Phone: 3110. T.A. : Rideezi, Lowclap, London.

reoSY
HENDERSON Model A 50lb. Lightweight Sidecar,

with apron, brand new fittings, suit A.J.S.
2%h.p., (Tan be fitted to any machine; first cheque for
£20 secures.—Paul, 124, High St., Perth, Perthshire.

[6326
SIDECARS Complete, bodies and chassis sold separ-

ately, hoods, screens, all makes, aprons, mats,
repairs, repaints. Call or state reauirements.—T.
Williams, 9, Lower Chatham St., Oxford Rd.. Man-
chester.

_
[X8132

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made for comfort,
attachments for any machine; price 18 gns. up-

wards; have few cars to clear at reduced prices ; re
pairs, repainting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co..
Leicester. [0335

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to lis oreiit, and has proved itself

a .tsolutelv reliable. l^'its any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.— Win-
cycle Co., Ltd.. 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

A.W. Manufacturing Co. have still a few early
season sidecars for disposal cheap. We can make

any sidecar, sporting of touring, cheap or high-class
with or without chassis. Call and see us a few
minutes from Willesden Green Station. — 'Plione :

Willesden 2805,-13 to 24, Avenue Close, Poplars
Av., Willesden Green, N.W. [7206

HEPPELTHWAITE and Watkins, having bought
the entire remaining stock of chassis at Slough

Dump, are clearing at following prices, all renovated
and repairs as n-ew : Douglas chassis, complete with
all fittings and guard, £4/10; P. and M.. complete
less guard, £4:'10; Clyno, less wheel and guard, £4;
body to suit Douglas, saxe blue, bulbous back, new,
£8/10. or with chassis, £12/10; P. and M. i^attern

body. £7/10. Seize the opportunity while it lasts;

advice of Old Man Hep.—Thone : 1958 Brixton. IT-

IS, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, nr. Swan, Stockwell.
London, S.W.8. [6660

SIDECAR Bodies and Cliaasis.—Light Garland Motor
Cycle Enginoering Co.—Bodies made to your own

design. Wo specialise in high-grade bodies at low
prices. Model de lux«, bulbous back, luxuriously uphol-
stered, made lor Millford chassis, without step, £10/10;
smaller bodies for all types, equally well upholstered
and finished, from £5/5. Call and see our stock.
Chassis and bodies, complete w.th all fitting.:-;, ini-lud-

ing new tyre, from £11/10; chassis complete with oU
fittings, stove enamelled as new. with new tyre, from
£7. We are stockists of Mills-Fulford chassis fittinga,

—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26,

Tnlse Hill, Brixton (V-> min. from Brixton Skating
Rink}. 17183

[
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D

MEAD-DEAKIN M.il.4 Sidecar, new, Harley Breen,
£33; Whitwortli-SteveDs Sidecar, new, Harley

green, £33 ; M.P. cantilever spruni? sidecar. tihop-soile<l,

£30 ; Sidecar chassis, for fitting to 81i.p. Sunbeam,
suitable for tradesman's carrier, £7 ; Norton sidecar,
.sports, new, for 3V..li.p. Big Four, £31/10.—Coppeu,
Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland St., TV. [64S1

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
AN, GUY, Weymouth, G.N. official agent.—Popular
model irom stock; £198. [0691

CAEDEN, ready at works; best oflci; £16 deposit
-receipt.—Booth, Arkley, Barnet. [6311

NEW 3-wheeler, twin 2-stroke, 2-seater; £50: photo
stamp.—228, Brixton Hill, S.W. [6285

G.N. Popular, shop-soiled only; £175.—Reys, 378-
384, Euston Ed. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [6646

TAMPLIN 1921 2-seater, little used, guaranteid
order; £11^.-Box 6,012, c/o The Motor Cycle.

. [7141
DAN GUY, Weymouth, Morgan agent; reduced

price; Grand Prix lOh.p. M.A.G., £197, from
stock. [0624

D.ENBY-J.A.P. 8h.p. 2-6eater Cycle Car, friction
drive, in good condition ; £65.-8, Hope St., Maid-

stone. [6405

"I Q20 De Luxe Morgan, lavishlv equipped, fast and
-t-tf smart; £130.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-
ton.

. [6942

MORGANS, second-hand, severs;! in stock.—Reys.
378-384, Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone ; Museum

6436. [6646

1 Q20 De Luxe Morgan, lavishly equipped; £130.—
-Lt' Braemar, 17, St. Qiiintin's Av., North Kensing-
ton. [6946

1 QIS G.P. Morgan, repainted, upholstered, over-
--»/ hauled, very smart; £150.—18, Hestercombe
Av., Pulham. [7270

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, Sh.p., early delivery;
250 gns.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. [0350

8-lOh.p. J.A.P. Cycle Car. good condition, hood, ecreen.
lamps; cheap.—Gould, Montague Chamberi^, Dog-

pole, Shrewsbury. '

[6276

G.N. Cycle Cars, latest models, always in stock;
£198 and upwards.—Drake and Mount. Ltd.,

Motor Agents. Bracknell. [3696

G.N., splendid 2-seater. twin-cyl., mag., 2 speeds,
hood, licensed ; 79 gns. ; exchange combination

;

also easy terms.—Below.

ylOLETTE-BOGEY 2-sea;ter, 6h.p., mag., 4 speeds,
hood, screen, lamps; 68 gns.; exchange combina-

tion ; also easy terms.—Below.

HUMBEEETTE, 1914, fine 2-seater, 8.7h.p., 3
speeds, hood, screen, lamps, licensed : 89 gns.

;

exchanges: easy terms.—Below.

CAEDEN (June, 19191 Monooar, Sh.p. twin J.A.P.,
3 speeds, hood, screen, lamps; 96 gns.; exchange

combination: easy tenns.—Below.

MORGAN, 1916, smart 2-seater, Sh.p. J.A.P., 2
speeds, hood, screen, lamps; only 115 gns.;

easy terms.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,
Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phone : Latchmere
4686.

. [7127

MORGAN de Luxe, excellent condition; reasonable
offer accepted, or motor cycle and cash.—Hollies,

Churchdown, Gloucester. [6831

-| ni3 Enfield Alldays Car, 2^:yl.. water cooled, 3-
-l-«/ speed and reverse; £140.—Look, Coal Merchant,
South St., Dorchester. [6963

1Q16 Gran<l Prix Morgan, very fast; £150, or ex-
-•-«' change for combination with ca.sh adjustment.-
Eoss, S6, High Ed., Lee. [6428

"IQ20 Coventry Premier, splendid condition, dynamo
-•-«-' lighting. «ixare wheel, not done 3,000 miles; £190
-Boss, 86, High Ed., Lee. [6430

MORGAN Sporting 1915 A.C., in perfect order, all
accessories, electric and acetylene; £80.—Box

6,024, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7156

G.N. New Standard Touring, dynamo lighting, just
received from works; £275/12/6.—Telford Gar-

age, 47, Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [6613
"DLACK PRINCE Runabout, lamps, horn, hood
-•-» screen, mileage 300; sacrifice, £55;- nrivatelv
owned.—Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxford. [6968
CPORTING Cycle Car, Sh.p., Bosch mag., Schebler
b?. carburetter; £50.—Henry, 22, Grosvenor Rd.,
Chiswick, W.4. 'Phone : 1186 Chiswick. [6841

1 020 (December) Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled, in

ri^c
splendid condition ftillyeauipped, tax paid;£175.—P. C. Lingley, Woodbndge, Suffolk. [6889

• "VrOEGAN de Luxe, nearly new, lOh.p. M.A.G , water-
~, '=?o'«a..<;l<!.<:trM lifhting, discs, perfect: triol.-Ingle-

wood. 127, Plains Ed., Mapperley, Nottingham. [6473
A .O. Sociables, modern, fnlly equipped, n echanically
oo "iT^' |o°<l^PPMrance, from £55 to £85- trial-29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N W.

n..N..1920 Standard Model, with spare wheel, al/ovlr!V^ size tyres run 800 only; oflers wanted! exchanges-Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed .London
[6599

^2 H.P.

R&M.
MOTOR CYCLES

Ex R.A.F.

EngliiQ. fitted with

—

Brown & Barlow or Senspray

Carburetter.

Bosch ZEl or E.I.C. Magneto.

Guaranteed to start by kick-

starter.

Countershaft gear; many with

new sprockets.

All new chains fitted, i.e.,

magneto chain, change speed

chain, kick-start chain, driving

chains from engine to gear, and
from gear to back wheel.

« New Dunlop or Clincher tyres

fitted.

New ball bearings throughout
each machine.

Sidecars coach painted and
trimmed in two colours, i.e..

Royal Blue or Imperial Green.

Equipped with kit of tools,

pump.

Powell & Hanmer or Miller

lamps and generator.

Klaxon horn.

GUARANTEED FOR
.THREE MONTHS:

SOLO

:

£60-0-0
COMBINATION :

£800-0

Mays & Morgan
Ansell Rd., DORKING
Telephone : 199 Dorking.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
nPANDEM Cycle Car. Sh.p.. a.c. 3-speed and 're- !-- verse silent chain, and dooble belt drive, enirin€ I

overhauled by makers.—Snowdon. Crook, Durham? !

16690 I

"VTEW and Second-hand Light Oars and Cycle Oars I

i-^ all makea; good selection in stock; cash, easy nay'
menta, or eschange.-Seryioe Co.. 292, High Holborn '

^G-l- [0673
I/RIBBONS Cycle Car, 2-seater, new tyres, Inmps, wind^ screen, etc., only wants gear to complete- qtiict

Bale £65.—John Robinson, 3, Barneley Rd., \Vomhw*^ll
Yorks. _ [6356
"I Q21 Morgan de Luxe, and Grand Prix Models, lor
-1-*^ immediate delivery; extended payments; ex-
changes.—Eeys, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone : Museum
6436.

[ctj.44

A .V. Monocar, 6h.p., electric lighting. Zenith carbu--i^ retter, _ under 800 miles, licensed, very smart;
^5.~Adeney, 8, Gloucester Terrace, Paddington,
W.2. [6705
1Q21,G.N., April, mileage negrigible, as new, over-
-*-«-' size tyres, tax, insurance; £180; late com-
bination and cash taken in exchange.—17. -St. Charles
Sq.. W.IO. [6825

MORGAN, 1^17, a.c, M.A.G. engine, recently Over-
hauled and repainted, several parts renewed, ex-

cellent condition ; £125,—Pratt, 73, Woodlands Ed.,
Middlesbrough. [51 76

DTJCKLSTGHAM Sh.p. W.O. 2-seater, hood, speedo-
-"-» meter, C.A.T. lighting, perieet condition; £80, near
ofler, or es'^hange; after 6.30 p.m.—30, Cottage Grove,
Mile End, B..^. [6268

MORGAN 1914 Sporting Model, fully equipped, good
condition; any trial; £110; deferred pavments if

desired,—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245.
Deanagate, Manchester. {;X8063

COVENTRY-PREMIER 8h.p., 3 speeds, reverse,
dynamo lighting, dickey seat, in stock; deferred

payments —Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton ; also 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [Xa074
MERRALI^BROVVN 1920 3-wheeler, twin rear, de-

tachable wheels, spare, water-cooled,* reverse,
hood, screen ; bargain, £120.—Clark, 7. Exhibition
Rd., South- Kensington, [7114

A,V. Monocar, 8h.p., perfect condition and appear-
ance, complete, tools, lamps, etc. ; any examina-

tion ; trial ; sacrifice, £90,—Cox, Post Office, Egling-
ham, Northumberland. [6979

3-WHEEL Runabout, 3-speed, reverse, electric ijgKt-
ing and horn, speedometer, new tyres; £85; ex-

change" combination and cash.—The Haven, 120,
Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [6926

1021 Standard G.N., fitted with dfnamo lighting,
J- iy dickey seat, in splendid condition throughout

;

owner -going abroad, must sell; £190.—F. E. Woolten.
Ltd., 55, High St., Oxford. [6471'

1 Q 13 9h.p, Enfield 2-seater, 3-speed,. detachable wire
J-U wheels, speedometer, lamps, hood, screen,
licensed, excellent condition; £75.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [7174

B.S.A. 1914 2-seater, Silent Knight engine, D.A.
and electric light, guaranteed mechanicaily

.sound; £200; accept combination part exchange.—
121, Rosebery At., London, E,C. [7260

MORGAN Latest 1921 Models for immediate delivery

at liitest reduced prices; exchanges or estendeu
terms.—Elce and Co., 15rl6, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile'
St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0076

~| O^l Bleriot Whippet, brand new, latest model, spare
3-iy wheel, lighting set complete; any reasonable trial:

£165.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E,C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0075

£130.—Small 2-seater 1915 Trumbull, 4-cyl., watei;-

cooled, 4 speeds, electric light, hood, screen,

good climber, tax paid.—Owner, 8, Randolph Mews,
Maida Vale. W.9. (Appointment.) [4554

'

MORGAN, prize winner Biooklands, water-cooled,.,

qji.v., almost new J.A.P. engine, mechanically per-

fect. Go m.p.h. speedometer, 5 lamps, tax paid; £175,
-Longdeu, 122. ShaftesbuiT Av., W.l. [6467

MORGAN, in tip-top condition, 1914 model, just

retyred all- round, repainted and varnished, screen,

sjieedometer, lamps, tools, and spares ; must sell ; £85.—
23, Kempshott Rd., Streatham, S.W.16. [6499 .

1 O20 Bleriot Whippet, hand starter, unused spare
A-It/ wheel and belt in leather cover, horn, licensed,
everything in perfect condition; 120 gns.—^Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [7170

G,N.. 1920, fast, in beautiful tune, dynamo lighting, .

full equipment, many mechanical improvements,
hood with envelope, tax paid to 31st Dec; £200.—
Telford Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, S.W.a. [6612

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, brand new 1921 model,
dynamo lighting, hood, screen, speedometer, de-

tachable wheels and apare; immediate delivery from,

stock.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.
[7107

1021 Morgan de Luxe, J.A.P. water-cooled, abso^ .

At/ lately as new, unsoiled, all best accessories,

delightful machine, tax paid, insurance transferred-;

cost £254, £210—74, Valley Rd., Streatham, S.W.16.-
[7095

COVENTRY PREMIER 1921 Runabout, dynamo .

lighting, spare wheel, all accessories;, oivner <lriver,

condition perfect; seen and tried appointment.-Ander-
son. 5, Saint Michael's Mansions, Ship St., Oxford.

. [6369

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

BAND Ne\r 1921-1922 Gr.nnd Prix Morgan, with

wi- M.A.G. eaeine, disc wheels, and horn, nt the

„=„ rrice, £203 complete, in stock.-Walbro Motor

Orcle Co., High St., Saffron Walden. Essex. 'gog|^

ORGAN G.P., 1918, w.c. J.A.P., etectrio lighting,

speedometer, hood; screen, horn, tixed starting

handle, Borvden mag. control, excellent muning condi-

tion, tax paid; JBl 65.—Lloyd, 63, South Ed.. Smeth-

wick. [X8041

GENUINE Bargain, Grahame White, shop-soiled,

new and unregistered, 2-seater, bucklioard,

speeds, clutch, kick start, absolutely perfect, rnspec-

tion invited; £45 cash; exchange value £60.—89. l.ast

Hill, Wandsworth. [7035

VIOTOE Cycle Car, 1915, 2-cyl., water-cooled, 2

speeds and reverse, hood, screen, electric lamps,

2 new tyres, in good order; any trial; i£95.—Butter-

worth's Garage. 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill, S.W,2.

'Phone: StreatBam 2813. [6750

GARDEN Monocar, 5h.p., identical A.V., J.A.P.. 2

speeds, electric lighting, all tyres very good, per-

fect condition throughout, any trial and examination.

a real snip; £37/10; first cheque' secirres.—R. Watson,
Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, SuSolk. [6798

TAMPLIN-CARDEN 9h.p., 1920, 3 speeds, 2 larae

seats, specially built sporting, yellow and black,

wind screen, hood, electric lamps. Klaxon, tax, insnicd

Maioh next, climb anywhere; £110.-51, Morley Bd..

Eichmond Bridge, East Twickenham. [6355

1Q21 Morgan Runabouts, de luxe, family, and aero

Xt/ models, ready drive away; complete stock of

spares, chains, sprockets, tyres, etc.—Main distributer

Monmouthshire : W. Luther J. Davies, 71, Commer-
cial St., Newport, Mon. 'Phone : 2488. [0642

MORGAN, Grand Prix, 1916, water-cooled J.A.P.,
overhauled, many new parts, repainted red, 3

lamps, speedometer, clock, mechanical horn, hood and
screen, tools, tax paid; £155; exchanges.—Smith's,
86. Chalk Farm Bd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station. - [7123

CYCLE Car less Engine, £45 to clear, no offers; also

complete Singer, Morgan type chassis, all except
power unit, with all chains, gear box, Sturmey, £18.—
Seen at Heppelthwaite's Garage ('phone 1958 Brix-

ton). 19, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, nr. Swan,
Stockwell, London, S.W.8. [6658

IN Stock, all models of Morgan runabouts; cash or
deterred terms. Example : De Luxe

.
models,

£61/5/5 • down, and 11 paj-ments o( £16/12/5. If

account, paid in two months, no charge for terms; if

within 4 or 6 months, liberal discounts allowed off easy

payment price.—Lamb's, 50, High Ed., Wood Green,
N.: 387, Euston Ed., N.W.I ; 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, E.17. [3410

CARS FOR SALE.
COX'S.-PuU printed list fifty cars, B45 to £850,

free on application. Call.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the Absolutely Straight Motor
Man, 6, Lansdowne Hill. West Norwood, has fifty

cars stocked. Call 9-6 (Saturdays 4) ; no business
Sundays. Established 1902. [7194

225 cash secures 1917 Napier chassis, 4 cyls.. worm
drive, detachable wheels.—Palmer's Garage, Toot£

X*100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures^ 12-'14h.p. Fiat landaiilet, repainted. — Palmer's
<jarage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10
secures ISlt.p. Oaldand touring car, 7-seater, self-

startmg.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10
serv.res Piccard-Pictet %. landaulet, dynamo

lighting.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
Sheffield-Simples ^4 landaulet.—Palmer's Garage.

Tooting.

£75 down 'and 12 monthly payments £5 secures
12h.p. Darracq landaulec; 4 cyls. monobloc—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£200 cash secures SOh.p. Berliet touring car, tor-
pedo, 4 speds.—Palmer'a Garage, Tooting.

£525 cash secures nearly new 1920 12h.p. Rover
4-seater, dynamo lighting, detachable wheels.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£200 cash secures 20h.p. Minerva °A landaulet, 4
speeds, Bedlord cord.—Palmer'e Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 montlily payments £10 secures
15.9h.p. Benz landaulet, monobloc, 4 speeds.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£500.—Brand new 1921 llh.p. Peugeot 4-seater, 4
speeds, dynamo lighting and sell-starting.—

Palmer's Garage,' Tooting.

£600.—Brand new 1921 18h.p. Charron sports 4-
seater, dynamo lighting and self-starting.-

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£S0 down and 12 payments of £5 monthly secures
reliable landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

^50 down and 12 monthly payments £7/10 secures
c*' rehable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

rjE DION 6h.p., exceedingly smart little 2-aeater car,-' iQ fine running order, complete: £75.—11a
Jaflorae Kd., Upper Tooting. [3246

GRADO, LTD.,
Have opened commodious premises at

26, Cross St., Hatton Garden, LONDON, E.C.I
Tel. : Holborn 464.] [Two minutes from Carnages.

Kick-

start

Model

£8 8S>

Plain

Model

£6 OS.

Plain

Light-

weight

£5 IDs.
J.A.P.
Fitting

10/- extra
Postage free.

Variable gear, Iree engine, kick-start.

Here is our world-famed kick-start Model for ail

machines from 3 to 10 h.p. Delivery from Stock,

Grado, Ltd., 26, Cross St.,HaWon Garden, London, E.C.I

Two-Stroke CounterT
shaft Model.

This

gives you

a Gear

for every

Gradient.

AWPTED Foa

STRftTINO

HAWOLE

This is our
new Countershaft
Model for 2-strokes.

^Variable gear, free engine, handle start.

i>0 Oo Complete with chain, both sprockets*U OO. and starter. Postage Free.
Grado, Ltd., 26, Cross St., Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

The Grado Concentric Valve Grinder
Fits in valve eap p sitioii. Grhuls valve absolutely tentral.

State maltfl of ciiEine.

Betjairea no effort,

Ko need to lake off *yIimlKr

Pr!ce 9/6
1 lus Postage, 6.1. extra.

All orders and communications to

—

Dept. M/CY.
26, Cross St., Hatton
Gardens. London, E.C.1

Tel.: Holbom 464. Works—Birmingham.

GRADO, Ltd.

CARS FOR SALE,
R.M.C. 2-seater, excellent, 3 new tyres, very sport-

ing, 1912, guaranteed; trial; 100 gns., chance
of lifetime.—88, Lord St.. .Southport. [7151

£85, or offer.—6h. p. De Dion 2-seater, smart new
body, 3 speeds, fully equipped ; any tri.^il.—Call

460, Greenleat Ed., Walthamstow, E.17. [6107

fiJ-SE-A-TER Huraberette, in excellent condition, hood,
/V screen, lamps, tax paid, insurance policy; £l20.—
Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Rusholme. [6594

LANCHESTEB Car, 2-cyl., opposed engine, less

body: really a genuine bargain, £12: room -badly
wanted.—F. C. Lingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk. [6870

TRUMBULL 1916 2-seater, 13h.p., 4-cyI., gate
change, new tyres and hood, repainted, perfect;

S150.—1, Townley Ed., E. Dulwich, S.E.22. [6732

HALIFAX.—Calthorpe, Lagonda. Standard,
,

and
Airedale cars; get our exchange quotation.—

Halifax Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax
L6dQ0

£75.—Humber 4-cvl., 1908, modernised 2-seater and

dickey bodv, new screen, hood, and tyres, in ex-

cellent running brdei.-Cornford, Bindon, Wool, Doraet^

1 Q20 Douglas 2-seater, C.A.V. dynamo lighting,

i-iy self-starter, electric horn, speedometer, 5 detach-

able wheels, small mileage; £280, or nearest olfer

;

list price £500.-407, Coldharbour Lane, Bnxton
[bo,il

1Q21 Singer lOh.p., new April, lighting and starting,

JLi/ speedometer, small mileage, perfect condition,

extras- bargain, £350; coLsider 1921 Triumph, Bun-

beam part exchange.-Holmes, 7, Ouse Av., Kings
Lynn. [X7518

1Q19 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, self-

-LU starter, 5 detachable -wheels, repainted as new,

perfect running order; £210, or exchange motor cycle

or ttombination and cash.—5, Norwood Rd., Herne
Hill.^.E.24. 1-7120

CILYDE lOh.p. 2seater Car, Wliite-Poppe engine,

' Bosch, overhauled thoroughly, new hoSH, screen.

Stepney, repainted, tyres, etc., in perfect running

order; guarantee 3 months; £115.—Wait and OOj,

Ltd., Queen St., Leicester. 17U9a

ARGYLL 4-seater Touring Oar, C.A.V. dynamo light-

ing, 5 detachable wheels, enamelled dork grey,

smart, recent, reliable, £270; also 4-ton Mandslay

lorry, 1918, any examination, £360; liberal exchanges.

—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., London.
[6607

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.

A.C. Box Carrier, excellent condition; £40, or ex-

change Sociable.—12, Lesbourne Ed., Reigate.

OlOO Down and 12 monthly payments ol £25 secuies

Sii a magnificent 3-ton lorry. - Details. Palmer s

Garage, Tooting [6849

GIRLING 6h.p. Tradesman's Box Van, 3-wheeler;

seen running; great bargain, £35.-Speechle5:, 86,

Ohurchfleld Rd., Acton, W.S. 16872

£35—6h.p. Girling tradesman's 3-wheel van, fully

equipped; seen nt work; smart turnout, tax pai_d.

-Speechley, 86, Ohurchfleld Ed., Acton, W.o. [6435

TAXICABS.
£100 Down and 12 monthly payments ol £20 secures

London taxicab. — Details. Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. [6848

SIDECAR Taxi Combinations.-Consult ua, the

originators an'! experts.—County Cycle and Motor
Co., B S.A. Specialists, Broad St., Birminaham. [3694

TAXI Sidecar, 1921, British Excelsior, 8h.p. Black-

burne, Watsonian sidecar, licensed, and running

at Eastbourne; reason for selling, etc., on application.

—A. Barrett, No. 4 Garage, Cornfield Lane, Eastbourne.
[6466

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
HALIFAX.—We quote best terms lor new and

second-hand motor cycles, combinations, and

light cars.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [6643

FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or

second-hand, write Service Co., 292. High Holborn,

W.0.1. ["672

ENGINES.
8hp J A.P., magneto, Amac, silencer, as new; £50.

—80a, High St., Bexley. [7273

1 Q16 2%h.p. J.A.P. Engine, magneto, Amac, Burman
it/ 2-spced; £12.-36, Ripon St., Greenheya, Man-
chester. [6298

P.
and M. Engine and Carburetter and kick start,

late; ;£9.— 1, Springfield Park Cres., Catford,

S.E.6. [6812

5-6h.p. A.O. Engine, B, type, sound, with Bosch mag-
neto and carburetter and exhaust.-Webb, Paddock

Wood, Kent. [6304

23.h.p. Douglas Engine, 1916, complete mag., carbu-
4, retter, silencer; £18.-13, Somers Mews, Pad-

dington. W.2. [7252

1 Q21 Villiers Engine, flywheel mag., perfect; £18,
Xu or near.—J. Veasey, Orotton House, High St.,

Eltham, S.B.9. [6736

AH letters relating to advertisements sliould quote ttie number at tlie end ol eacli advertisement, and ttie date of the issue. A39
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ENGINES.
51i.p. 2-cyl. V Engine, Eosch maj?., Vici carburetter,

automatic inlet vnlve; £6.—Tondeur, 4a, Clini)el

St., Edgirare Ed., N.W.I. t6389

METRIC Engine, 80x100, overhead valves, brnnd'
new; b.nrR^ain, £10.—Cole, 457. Rathgar Bd.,

Longhboroiigl) Junction, S.W.9. [5489

4h.p. W. and P., m.o.v., naag. and carburetter,
engine plates, mag. platform, chain, complete

unit; £6/10.—Marks, 121, Acton Lane, WA. [7132

YOTj Will Never Tire a Broier 3V2h.v- 2-Etrol:e. It
runs on ball and roller bearings. Unequalled for

speed and power.—Brocks, Trcsler and Cox, Narborough,
Leicester. [S7524
2ifa.p. Precision 2-stroke Engine, magneto, carbui-
4 etter, gears, frame, tank, fitted up, excellent

condition; bargain, £17.—W. Hater, Farrs, Chittlebam-
holt, Chulmleigh. [6585

J.A.P. Engine, 8-lOh.p., water-cooled, complete with
Bosch magneto, inlet pipe, the complete Unit

brand new light car coupling; £35; deposit.—Box
6,032, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7220

TNDIAN.—A few Powerplus 7-9h.p. engines at the
-- remarkably low price of 15 gns. each.—Smith's,
86. Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Earm Tube
Station), London. 'Phone: Hampstead 2767. [6717

Sih.p. Triumph, complete, £8; 1920 Villiers 2%h.p.
2 2-stroke, complete with magneto and silencer,

£10; all Triumph and Villiers and Premier engine
parts in stock. — Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
Leamington Spa. [X8207
BRAND New Engines.—2^411. p. J.A.P., 70/76, com-

plete with exkaust pipe and silencer, magneto
platform, and induction pipe, compression tap, bar-
gam, £16, plus carriage; also brand new Villiers 2-
stroke, complete with silencer and mag., £16, plus
carriage-—Box 6,025, c/b The Motor Cycle. [7155

TTEPPEJ.THWAITE.-5-6h.p. J.A.P., as new, ofi
-ItX Rover, £15/15; 5-6h.p. Rex, £5/10; 3V.li.p. Faf-
nir, £3/15; 3V2h.p. Qyde. £3/10, requires 'bushing;
T.D.C. unit, 2yih.p., 2-stroke, £12/ 12;- new W.C. twin
12h.p., £10, with clutch; 4V"b.p. Auto, £8; single-
cyl. magnetos, 30/- upwards. Stamp please.—'Phone
1958 Brixton. 17-19, AVilcox Rd., South Lambeth, nr
Swan, Stockwell, London, S.W.8. [6659

J.A.P Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines.—
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and

parts m England; over 30 engines always in stock to
select from, and the price: 5h.p. twins, £17/10; 8h.p.,
fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20- and
8h.p. at £18/10. Parts: Bh.p. J.A.P. crank cases,
50/- pair; 5h.p. crank cases, 40/- pair; 8h.p. cam wheels
coim)l€te, 15/- each; valves complete, 4/- each; valve
guides, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 each; exhaust
valve and inlet cap, 4/- each; tappets complete, 2/6 each;
cam levers, inlet and exhaust, 4/- each ; gudgeon pina
5/- each; -and all parts for J.A.P. engines. Stamp for
reply.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd., Wandsworth. [3949

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

"jV/TAGNETOS. Magnetos. Magnetos.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos.-Having
bought the entire stock of the following makes

o£ magnetos, we are able to offer them at large dis-
counts.—Below,

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Tiiomson-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42. 45, 50, 55, 180°,

£2/15; C.A.V., single or twin, clock or anti, £2/10;
postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Below.
A LL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni-

-^i tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates,
ready to be immediately fitted on. Please state make
of engine when ordering.-Below.

rf^OUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

"pi/UGS, high-tension wire, plugs.

i^OVERNMENT Surplus; new plugs in boxes.

A.C. (Titan)j 1/6; K.L.G. type 7, detachable,- 2/6;
high-tension wire, new, unperished, 9 mm., 5d.

per yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per yard, 25
yard coil 6/-; 5 mm,, 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-;
3 mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, 1/-; 3 mm.,
9d. ; (see other goods under Miscellaneous.)—

Below.

ALL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt
of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—Below.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,
New Park Rd.. Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel •

Streatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London.
[5583

BOSCH Magneto, DAl, needs attention; what offers?
—Surrey Arms, East Croydon, Surrey. [6448

K.L.G. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 for 5/-,
post free.—Thompson. 59, Queen St, Wolver-

hampton. . |-503i

DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

FELLOWS Magnetos, brand new; £5 each; twin
clockwise, 1 Qf^o tt; irr, TT-___,.. ,, ^,'

Ealing, W.5.
180°,—Victors, 58, Woodfleld Ed.

[4989

The Headlamp supplied with tliis set is our 5ln.

Daybeam, a very powerful light-giver. The
brackets are of exceptlonaUy strong and hand-
some design. They carry the headlatnp and also
the (die east) aluminium case. The accumulator
is specially made for motor cycle lighting, and
will brilliantly illuminate the head and the rear
lamp for 20 hours if used Intermittently. The
tail lamp (our torpedo S.B.O.) is exceptionally
strong and well made, and has a very attractive
appearance. Each lamp- is fitted with a switch,
and one lamp may be used independently of the
other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and i volt bulbs are fitted. The
finish is ebony black and nickel plate.
Complete Outfit, List No. 30 /I. Price £5 5 C

(II tail lamp is not required, deduct 12 /6)

.

*'DAYBEAM" Combination Set

The set comprises Daybeam Sin. Headlamp, Ideal
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C TaU Lamp.
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch,
and is fimshed in ebony black with nickel-plated
relief. The Accumulator (capacity, 6 volt,
40 amp.) is specially made for motor cyclelighting
and will give very satisfactory service in use.
Many have now been in use two or three years,
and are as eflBcient as when first purchased.
AU our Accnmulatora are speciallv made to stand
vibration. Ordinary aocrunulators are never
satisfactory for motor cycle work. The hard
wood case supplied with this set is finished ebony
black, and is specially treated to withstand aeid.
This outfit is despatched completely assembled
with bijlbs and all necessary wiring, etc.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30 /2, £1 1 (J.

DYNAMO & SWITCH BOX

(Write ior List No. 7.)

4.6 volts 20 watts. List No. 30 /8, Price £7 10 tJ

W^estwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
RJELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. Ior repairs annew magnetos.—5e© below.

TJELIANCE guarantee to return your manietJ-t within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with
written guarantee for 12 months.

"D ELIANCE Test Every Magneto after repair onde
-^»' all runniDg conditions, and, as we contract fomany of the largest concerns, you need have no hes;
tation in placing your repairs and ortlere with us.

RELLANCE Manufacture and Stock Snares to
Thomson-Bennett. E.I.C., C.A.V., Splitdorf, U.H

Bosch, Dixie, etc.; special line, genuine platlnni:
screws for every make, 12/- per pair.

TJELIANCE Will be Pleased to give advice frne o
-»-V chargo upon any question concerning ignitioi
troubles, as we place our long-standing esperienoo a
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer
tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy tha
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Maraet^
Repairing Co.. 283, St. John St., London, E.OLp ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 283, St. Johi I

J-** St., E.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetoB.-
Se^ below.

npHOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, waterproof, variabl.

'

X ignitJoiL These magnetos leave us in perfect con
dition. and carry our guarantee to either replace o-
refund casli if found unsatisfactory. Singie-cyls., clocl
or anti. euit any machine, 55/-; 45, 48, 60 55 18(
deg., for J.A.P., Clyno, Douglas, etc., 55/-.—See below

C.A.V. Magnetos, brand new, single and twin-ojl
'

ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe, O-K., or an-
lightweight, single or 180'^ twin, 55/-. ']

E.LC, Magnetos, absolutely brand new, not shop I

soiled, ready to fit on Triumph, P. and M , B 3 A. .'

No'rton, Sunbeam, etc.; £4. The above are genuin
E.LC .standard fitting magnetos.

BOSCH ZA2, 180° twin, absolutely brand new, no
shop-soiled, for Douglas, Scott, or any 180° tw^n

approval against cash, 14 days; few only; £6/10..

B-OSCH DAL Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise new
suitable for any stationary engine or big single

price £3/18/6, All the above magnetos are water
proof, variable ignition, and sent out with writtei
guarantee for 12 months; postage 1/6 on each mag
neto.

RELL4NCE Magneto Repairing Co. iiold ope of tt'
largest stocks of magnetos in London, and cai

be depended upon for a straight deal at the righ.t price
^Vhen buying it pays to deal with, a firm of repute,

TJELIAKCE cordially invite customers to their worfc
J\ to see any of the above on test; fuller particulari
upon application.—Reliance Magneto Repairing Co.
283, St. John St., London, E.C.I. [401f

H.B. Ignition Co. for unused W.D. Thomson-BenneM
magnetos, 500 in stock.

H.B. can supply from stock single and twin T.B.
42, 45, 50, 55, and 180 degrees, clock and anti

with baseplate and bolts for fixing on Triumph, P.M.
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc.^ ^2/10, postage 1/6. j

H.B. sends all goods on approval per return post

on receipt of cash; every magneto sent oulj
carries H.B, 12 months' guarantee.

XT.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. can offer you large discount lor quantities ol

A.C. Titan plugs in boxes, 1/6 each. Send ybni
enquiries to an old-established firm.—H.B. Ignition
Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [0694

WEST London Magneto Co., London's leading mag-
neto repairers, guarantee every repair for 12

months.

WEST London Magneto Co. invite enquiries con- >

ceming magnetos and spare parts oi every type, f

WEST London Magneto Co.'s 48 hoi>r repair ser-

,

vice for countiy orders must interest you, or,

if you axe in the London area, ring Hammersmith
2757 and have your magneto^ collected, repaired, and

j

delivered within 36 hours.

WEST London Magneto Co. specialise in motor;
cycle lighting sets, etc.

WEST London Magneto Co., 164, Shepherd's Bush
Rd., London, W.6. (2 mins. from Hammersmith

Station.) [3961

MAGNETOS, Dixie, clockwise, twin, nnused, perfect,

£3/3, must sell; Thomson-Bennett, single, as

new, £3/15.—64, Bishopsgate, X^ndon. [0615

DOUGLAS Magnetos.—Thomson-Bennet, new, for'

254h.p. or 4h-.p. , 40 /- ; C.A.V., brand new. for

2^4h.p., variable ignition, 60/-; various other magnetos
cheap.—Dowell, Pyrford, Surrey. [7l«1

CONTINENTAL ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Bosch,

U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and J^erlioi

magnetos, we can naturally give you better service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (Bosch, standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6. H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-

and 35/-, and never exceeds the lat.ter figure. Guaran-
teed for 12 months, and redespatched to you in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair C-o., 13, Hardwick
Rd., Chiswick, London; [8614

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
MAGNETOS. Tbo real thine, not converted starter

maKnetos. Genuine Bosch 1914 type, waterproof,

anti-clock. ZEl. £3/7/6.-Marble Arch Motor Ex-

change, 135, Edgware Ed.. W. 'Phone: Padd. 789.

MAGNETOS.—Thomson-Bennett, clock or anti-

clockwise. 42, 45, 50. 55, 180 degrees and singie-

cyl 4-stroke 50/-. 2-stroke 45/-; variable ignition,

new, waterproof, guaranteed; write for particulars.—

Below.

BOSCH Magnetos, single-cyl., waterproof; £3 each.

—Super Power Co., 81, Northside, Clapham,

S.W.4.
[*^0'*2

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele-

craphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed

in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.-
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [6850

BOSCH 50" and 45°,^ new condition, £4/10 each;

C A.V. 180°, clock and onti (not converted Aero).

£3; Bosch type ZA2, £3/10; several 1-cyl. from 35^;
all ' guaranteed perfect and eent on approval.—I>aviver

Co.. Elnathan Mews, Paddington, W.9. [7076

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos and can be relied upon to give you good

service. Al, Bl, AG, KBl, KB2V, K:Z2V type spares

stocked; prices moderate; 12 months written guaran-

tee —Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton,
London. t7623

NISCO, Ignition Specialists to the trade. Actual
manufacturers of spare parts for magnetos,

dynamos, etc. Repairs* to all makes of magnetos, car

lighting equipment, electrical and scientific instruments.

All work guaranteed —National Ignition and Supplies

Co , Pugh Works, Shirley Kd., Addiscombe, Croydon.

'I'h'one: 435 Croydon. [2381r

LOVELAND Magneto Repair Service, established
1900, for efficient repairs. Spare parts for all

makes : platimim contact screws from 12/6 per pair,

Z Type breakers 15/- each, re-magnetising by special

process 6/6 per pair, electric lighting sets ^5/5.
Write for Folder E.—'Phone : Streatham 1390.—Love-
land Brothers, Crescent Magneto Works, Norbury,
S.W. ^ [3141

MOTOR Cycle Magnetos, brand new es-Govt. surplus.

by Thomson-Bennett, C.A.Y., M.L., singles and
twins, fitted with leads, variable' ignition. Two brand
new sparking plugs dispatched free with each magneto

:

£2/12/6; this includes postage. Magnetos of all degrees

in stock. Cash refunded immediately if dissatisfied.—

The Central Ignition Works. 14a, Loughborough Rd.,

Boston, S.W. 1.^506

RUNBAKEN" Repair Service.—Thorough and efficient

repairs to any make of dynamo, starter, or mag
We have the spare parts, plant, and skilled labour tam-
ing out guaranteed work only.—Enclose instructions and
send by rail to The Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., 115
Gt. Portland St.. London. W. ('Phone: Mayfair 3586)

North of England; Derby St,. Cheetham, Manchepte-
('Phone: City 8266). [025R

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab
lishod 1912). contractors to H.M. Government,

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

Ipairs o! eve-' description; all repairs at lowest pos-

Bibb prices, and strictly guaranteed. W3 can mostly
.return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,

all guaran ^J.—Thj Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78. Hampstead Rd.. Euston. London. N.W.I
'Phone : Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec. Eusroad
London [6015

STANl)ARD Magneto Co.. Magneto Repair Special-

ists.—We undertake the repair of any type of

magneto, Bosch, Berling, Eisemann, U.H., Mea, Split-

dorf, M.L.. E.I.C., etc., 12 months guarantee returned
with every magneto. If your magneto is urgent you
can depend upon it being on its way back to you in

24 hours for 10% above usual prices, normal time 2-4

days. We have practically every make of spare and
reconstructed single and twin magneto in stock, which
are guaranteed for 12 months and sent on 7 days'
approval. State the nature of your repair, or make
oi magneto desired, and let us quote yon.—The Stan-
dard Magneto Co., 55, Churchfield Rd., Acton, Lon-
don. 'Phone: Chiswick 1518. [5766

EUSTON Ignit: -^n Co.'s 24-hour repair service
Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos,

SpKtd^rf an- Dixie specialists; official Indian elec
tribal servi i station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
p: '.res. All repairs ar^ tested on an approved A.I.D
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee lor 12 months. We hold the largest sock
ol guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts fo« all makes in stock; charged accumu
latora, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, i/^watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition
Co.. 329, Enston Rd.. London, N.W.I. 'Phone

:

Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad. Loudon.
_ [0263

TYRES.
UNLOP extra heavy 26X3X21A, unwrapped; 45/-.
—43, St. Leonards Rd., Weymouth. [6898

DUNLOP Heavy 26x21^; 37/6; brand new 1921
stock.—Victors, 58, Woodfield Rd.. Ealing W.5M[498POTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard
makes; list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd.. Shef-

field. [0589

ofa jCtfrtUnA /

GREAT BARGAINS "

^ in

:Douglas

'

I MOTOR CYCLES. !
g 1921 fully equipped n
B DEMONSTRATION .

Models. Must be cleared at greatly _
reduced prices. All specially tuned
by our Expert from the Douglas _

Works. "

2f h.p. 2-speed.. .. £77
2f h.p. 3-speed .

.

£95
3^ h.p. Sports £135 m
4 h.p. Solo £115
4 h.p. Sidecar Outfit £150 "

de

MAROAY
_ The French super-sporting g

2-seater

; LIGHT CAR \
A perfect miniature Motor Car at the price

I o( a Sidecar Outfit, but with the comfort, H
accommodation, and weather protection of ^

I the car for both passenger and driver. ^
Dynamo hghting, five detachable wire _

I wheels, hood, screen, etc. ^

D

£220
Special Competition Model £lSO.

Great Bargain

A, H. LAKEMAN,
The Depot for all Douglas supplies,

26, Long Acre, London,
W.C.2

TRADE SUPPLIED.

TYRES.
TITERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

SPECIAL Manufacturers' Clearance Lines and W.D.
Stock, every cover guaranteed and sent on 7 days'

approval, post free. We will pay return carriage if

you are not more than satisfied.

0/?x2iyi Dunlop, 37/6; Bates special heavy, 45/-;
'*'J Palmer cord, 36/-; Macintosh, 34/6; Clincher
heavy, 35/-; Beldam combination, 36/11; Avon tricar,

33/-; Matchless, 20/-; Avon Sunstone, 35/-; John Bull
extra heavy, 39/-; Cuthbe. 42/-; Avon lightweight,
25/-; Pedley, 35/-; tubes, all makes, 6/6.—Robinson's.

QfJxSls Dunlop, 37/6; John Bull rib stud, 48/6;
/WO Hutchinson T.T., 32/-; Moseley extra heavy,
30/11; Hutchinson passenger, 35/-; Macintosh, 34/6;
Clincher extra heavy, 35/-; Bates special heavy, 50/-;
Beldam, 30/11; tubes, all makes, 7/6.—Robinson's.

0£Jx2y2 John Bull heavy, 48/6; Bates special heavy.
/WO 60/-; Avon combination, 53/6; Matchless, 20/-;
tubes, all makes, 7/6.—Robinson's.

OCX2V.. to fit 214, John Bull special heavy, 48/6;
-^O Bates heavy, 50/-; Cuthbe Cycar, 48/-; tulj^,

7/6.—Robinson',^.

OQX2V' Dunlop extra heavy, for American rims,
/WO listed 82/6, our price 55/-; tubes, 7/6.—Robin-
son's.

OCX3, for American rims. Dunlop extra heavy,
4 52/-; tubes, 7/11.—Robinson's.

OQx3 Moseiey heavy, 30/11; Cuthbe Cycar, 63/-;
/*0 Avon extra heavy 3-ribbed, 50/-; tubes, 7/11.-
Robinson's.

CKAxes Cuthbe Cycar, 56/-; Avon 3-rib extra
OtlV heavy, 50/-; rubber-studded, 45/-.—Robin-
son's.

TAAX80 Avon extra heavy 3-ribbed, 50/-; Cuthbe
i\J\y Cycar. 70/-.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
[6112

6 //J is the cost of repairing your damaged cover,

/ O returned carriage paid in 2 days.—Below.

E'VERY Job Guaranteed Sound and Reliable before

leaving works.—Below.

OLD Covers Retreaded in 3 days, with extra heavy
studded treads; satisfaction guaranteed; 26x2,

14/6; 26x2%, 26x2?^, 26x21/., 17/6; 650x65, 700x
80. 28X3, 20/-.—Below.

LOOK up your old tyres ; send by parcel post or

rail to be repaired and save money.—Below.

PHCENIS. Tyre Repairine Co., 224, Sherlock SU
Birmingham. IA8156

THE Difference between a good retread and a bad one

is its mileage; try us; watch results.—Melton

Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636

SCOTTISH Readers will find it ndvantageous to pur

ohase their tvre^ from McArthur. Hill and Co.

47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [7063

A FEW Real Bargains for Scottish Readers, surplus

Government, etc., covers and tubes. Write for

list.-McArthur-Hill, 47, Carrick St., Glasgow. [7062

TET Us for 3,000 mile retreads. Burst tyres made
perfect- tnbe repairs 24 hours, carriage paid.—

Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton, Derbyshire. [8182

TTEES, 28x2i/,in. (Amerionu rims), extra heavy,

rubber studded, befit make: 45/- each, listed 73/-;

anproval anywhere.-AUtyres, 81, Dale End, Birming-

ham. [S260

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.P. process throughout,

including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

reoair to tyres and tubes in 24 Ijonrs, retreads in 4

days -The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-

wich. CS°^8

£»R;/\X65 Clincher De Luxe, extra heavy, unused,OOU 42/-, original cost 80/9; 650x65 Oylers,

heavy, 38/6. original cost 65/-.—64, Bishopsgate, Lon-
don. [0618

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special offer of Wood-Milne
Keygrip covers, new and in perfect condition, at

50% off list prices. All goods carriage paid, on ap-

proval against remittance.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x2 heavy, 25/-; extra

heavy, 30/-; 26x214 heavy, 26/10; extra heavy,.

34/-; 26x21/2x214 extra heavy, 35/-.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x21/2 O.S., 31/10; extra
heavy, 36/-; 28x21/2 American extra hpavy, 40/4,

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 650x65' heavy, 32/4;
700x80 heavy, 43/6; extra heavy, 46/6.

ECONOMIC—The following are W.D. clearance,

new, and in perfect condition.

ECONOMIC—26 X2V1 Bates special heavy, 33/-;
Clincher de luxe extra heavy, 33/9,

ECONOMIC—26x25ii Bates special heavy No. 1,

34/6; No. 2, 36/6; Clincher de luxe heavy, 30/-;

Hutchinson Passenger, 32/6; Tourist Trophy, 30/-; all

oversize for 2i^in. rims.

ECONOMIC—24x21/1 (oversize 2in. rims) Clincher

de Luxe heavy, 27/6.

ECONOMIC—Fullv guaranteed Dunlop rubber-stud,

24x2 26/3, 24x21,4, 26x2 28/9, 26x2i4 30/-.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.. 314. New Cross Rd., S !! la,

'Phone : New Cross 1393. [6075

All letters relatinc to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41
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TYftES.

B

QQxS Tubes, brand-new Bates and St. Helens, guar-^ (J nutced perfect, in original boxes; 4/6 each, post-

age 1/-.—Marble Arch Motor Esdjange. 135, Edgware
Ed.. W.2. [4436

BALE and Co.—Special oHer of Wood-Milne covers,
new and condition perlect, at prices approxi-

mately 50% under list; all goods carriage paid against
remiLtance ; money refunded if not satisfied.

BALE and Co.—26x214 26/6, extra heavy 32/6; 26
X2%, extra heavy 33/-; 26X3 (to fit €50x65],

40/-, extra heavy 45/-, 650x65 32/6, 26x3 34/-, extra
heavy 42/-, 26x2Vo 54/-, extra heavy 36/-.

ALE and Co.^Hutchinaon T.T. 26x2^. 35/-; pas-
senger, 36/-: Cliuclier de luxe, extra heavy, 34/-;

Palmer 26x2i4 and 2%. 55/-; Avon rubber studded
26x2'/ix2->fl, 32/6; Dunlop heavy riibber studded 26x
21/4X2%, 37/6.-126, High St., Croydon. 'Phone: 1882.

[8380
BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded.

made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading; send for list.—Melton Movpbray Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray. [0347

CENTRAL Garage.—Second-hand covers salved from
army machines, mostly nearly new, and good for

several thousand miles, 12/6 each ; immediately re-

turned if dissatisfied; state size and make preferred;
carriage 1 /-.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage.—Special line of genuine Goodrich
Safety Tread covers, equa,! to DunJop extra

heavy, oversize for 26x214 only, a.t 30/- each with
vulcaniser. Sent on approval against cash.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage, ThoTnton Heath, Croydon—Free
with any of our covers, a small compact and

elEcient vulcanising machine. Not a toy, but a suitable
apparatus for repairing small holes in covers and tubes,
We guarantee dispatch within an hour of receipt of order.

and return cash immediately if goods are returned.
Brand new Wood-Milne covers, 26x2i^, 26/6, extra
heavy 32/6; 26X2% 27/6, E.H. 33/-; 26x2V2X2^ 30/-.

E.H. 35/-: 26x2V. 34/-. E.H. 36/-; 26x3x2y2 32/-,

E.H. 40/-: 26X3 34/-; E.H. 42/-; 650x65 32/6, E.H.
37/6i 700x80 or 26x3 (to fit 650x65) 40/-, E.H, 45/-;

heavy tubes, 6/6; carriage 1/6.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage.—Special line of 28x3 extra heavy
Wood-Milne, 30/- each. Usted at 877-; tubes, 7/6

—Below.

CENTRAL Garage—Dunlop covers^ all sizes, heavy,
extra heavy, and combination steel stud. Send

cutting of lowest advertised, and we will supply, to-

gether with free vulcaniser, on approval.—Below.

CENTRAL Garage.—Bates 3-ribbed covers, 34/6;
Palmer, 35/-; Hutchinson, Avon, or Macintosh,

34/-: 26x21^ or 2%; all approval against ,(5ish ; carriage
1/6. Anyone going elsewhere does not know how to

buy.—London Rd,, Thornton Heath. [6994

HOMERTON Bargains.—New Avon or Michelin
steel-studded covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each; new

Beldam clearance covers, all sizes, 30/- each (except

28x3 and 650x65, 40/- each, 700x80 50/- each).-
Homerton Rubber Works, Brooksby's Walli, Homerton
E.9. [0331

EMANUEL'S have a special line of real live 26x2!4
and 2% rubber-studded second-hand covers, gnar-

anteed sound and never been repaired; inner tubes to

match, 20/- the pair; a few other ^izes on application,

—H. Emanuel. Tyre Factor, 37a, Balis Pond Rd.,

Dalston, N.l. ' [0235

0/1x21/3 New Beadea Covers, 24/-; new best quality
i^O tubes, 24x2i/i, 5/-; 26x2, 6/-; 26x2y4, 6/6;
26x21/,, 7/6; 26x2V,x2i^, 8/-; 26x3, 9/-; 700x80
9/6; 750x75, 10/-; 28x3, 10/6; new rubber belts

6it. 2in.xlin., ;.0/6; I5m. Infiators, 2/3; sent
approval: carriage paid receipt remittance.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting, S.W. [6854

TANKS.
COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers io the principaJ

manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup
plied.—Hearsall Works. Coventry. [X6953

B.B.F. Co., Melbourne Rd., Coventry. 'Phone; No,
1965. Petrol tanks of any description made and

work guaranteed,
[X8137

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern, fligh-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-

kinson St Deansgate Manchester Established 25
years [3601

TANKS Repaired, re-enamelled, partition leakage,
drip feeds, burnt and damaged tanks rebuilt as

new, re-enamelling makers' colours and transfers guar-

anteed,—Park Works, la, Paradise Rd., Green Lanes,
Highbury, N.5. [5815

and
. _ _ _ our own 'works; all kinds of

fillings stocked; quick eervice and reasonable charges,
— Send postage lor illustrated price list to A. Green.
Waier St.. Chapel St.. Salford, Manchester. Tel.:
2191 Central. [0256

BELTS.
CENTRAL Garnge.-Most of this belting is all the

same stufl. although there ie little doubt we had
the first pick. Brand new Pedley, Dunlop, or Clipper'
6ft 6in. 3..,in. 12/6, 8ft 6in. lin. 18/6. %in., any
lenirth. 1/9 per ft. : carriage 9d. ; approval.—London
Rd., Thornton Heath, Croydon. [6996

repaired; trade enquiries solicited;

T.'VNKS of every description replaced, repaired,^

re enamelled at

ACCESSORIES

K
ADAPTERS

To convert bayonet
to screw-in bulb.

H

:ss

SILENCERS
FOR HARLEYS.

"I 6/6 PMD.CARRIAGE

a«••••••••*•<!«

H

H
K
K

METAL CASED
TOOL BAGS.

.H

Two cliiis supplied with
each bag.

CARRIAGE PAID.

We have in stock and can supply

,\?? DRUID Spring Forks. BEST and 8^
Ji; LLOYD Lubricators. BOW DEN ^>5

iS Brake Parts, and STURMEY-_
>}J ARCHER Hub on Countershaft JX
^^* gears. Also spare parts and jets Xs
vj^ for Amac, Brown & Barlow. Binks. vj^
^- and Senspray Cjrburetters, and ---

Chater-L'ea lugs and races, etc.

Write us to-day.

BELTS.
r.'A^GE Quantity of New Belts,' not clearance;J-' Clipper. Slt.xlin.. 22/. each; 8It. 6m. ditto 21/1
eacli; surplus by leading makers, %in., any lengtha
2/1 a foot; special ofler at 6ft. 6in. of %in. at 10/'
each, %in. ditto, 12/6.—H. Emanuel. Tyre Factor P7
Belgrade Rd., N.16. Stores: 37a, Balls Pond IW*
Dalston. N.l. 'Phone : Dalston 3161. [034S

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engincerine Co.—Behs,
Btlte, Belts.—We have a large stoti of motor

cycle belts, all makes, irom ^/iin. to lin., all serTiceable,
from 3/6 to 7/-; %iD., brand new, in makers' caeeg,
61t. 6in., 12/6.—Light Car and Motor Cycle Enginect-
mg Co., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton W- min. trom Biiiton
Skating Eiuk). [7181

BELTS.—Clincher, unused, not W.D., %in., btt. 6ui
S/6; 7ft. 6in., 10/11; 8ft., 11/9; '/.in., 7ft. Bin

12/9; 8ft. 6in., 14/9; lin., 7ft. 6in., 16/6; 8ft
18/6; IVein., 71t., lB/6; 8ft. 21/-; Bit. 6in., 25/-!
Bates, short lengths, %in„ 5ft., 5/-; 5ft. Bin.,- 5/6-
%in., lift. 6in., 5/6; 51t., 6/3; 5ft. 6in., 7/6; lia!
lit. 6in., 6/9; 51.t., 7/3; 5ft. 6in., 8/3; leather beltt
%in., at 2/6 per ft.; belt fasteners, 9d. and 1/- each.
Postage 1/- extra.—Banci-oftian Co., 64, Bishopagate,
London, [0617

PATENTS.
VABLABLE Gear, giving wide rariatioDE, simple,

efficient, for sale, with sole rights.—Box 6.007.
c/o The Motor Cycle. [6619

PATENT AOENTS.
CONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn 84.,

London.—Aero and aircraft: engines. [2416

PATENTS jVdvice, handbook free.—King, Registeied
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E-C.

35 years'

w
rrfwenees.

::h
^^J Repair Parts tor B.S.A. IVlacliines, }Vb
?« J.AP. and VI LLIERS Engines. JJ*J

H
H
H•m<ii<'X»^XaXrZ-X(vXfXr!f>!m'.

TURNER'S STORES
The Motor Cyclists' Accessory House,

180-1-2, Railway Approach,
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, W.12

'Phone : -Western 6177.

[fa 29

BEYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inat.C.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings,

London, VV.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 3651. [1048

FLETCHER WILSON, oi Coventry, Chartered Patent
Agent and Registered United States Pa^tent

Attorney.—Tel. : Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phone : 356.
[X4194

SITUATIONS WANTED.
MECHANIC (21) seeks situation ijj repair «bpp or

garage, use centre lattie.—"W.P., 17a, Lytehett
Terjace, Bichmond. [6283

CGJMPETITION Rider, with T.T. experience, deswes
position with firm, competition department, goad

reierences, first-class mechanic—19, Milton Av., Bath.
[7129

GENTLEMAN, late head test dept.. Midland firm,

considerable exx)erience, extending some 10 years,

ol motor cycle, car, and aero engines, also experienced
salesman-demonstrator, desires fresh appointment, any

,
capacity, highest credentials, consider partnership.—

I
Box 6,019, c/o Tli& Motor Cycle. [7149

WANTED, a chance.—Young motor engineer-, Public
School, theory and practice, high speed l.C.

engines, etc., would appreciate oHer irom manufac-
turers or others wanting a live wire worker, careful

and accurate mechanic, keen on drawing board stage

onwards, will undertake absolutely anything and do
his utmost to achieve success, desires to -establish the

earnestness of his endeavours belore accepting re-

muneration.—A. J., 14, Oak Rd., Wiiaiington, Man-
chester. [7222

STOLEN.
£7 Reward.—Stolen from Brigiton Eacecouise, fl;8/21.

a 25,ii.p. Douglas motor cycle, Reg. No. I'B 2913.

licence No. 816275, Amac caibtuetter, 0,A.T. magneto,

tyles Contiucotal, stamped " W.D.", Kla.ton bora, Jio

tront biake, I'ootrests coveied plain brown linoleiun.'

THE Above Bewiird will be paid by Pi'ancis Pod and
Co., Aesesaois, 11, Grocers' Hall Oonrt, Ponltry,

B.C., to the first person or persons giting sacl in-

lormntion as will lead to ihe arrest of tlie tliief and
recovery of the missing motor cycle or pro rata to tlie

value recovered. [6328

TJITION.
HOUSE ^nd Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by post for thj£ paying profession. Start

a .business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricul-

tural Correspondence College (Dept. T.l. Eipon. [0389

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPEET on Works Efficiency, produition, costs, de-

velopment of jmventions and experimental work.

-W H Sumner, A.M.I.Mecb.E., M.I.A.B., 28 and 30,

Victoria St., Westminster, S.W.I 'Phone: Victona

7673 and 1702. [9301

AGENCIES.

THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., reauire sole agents 1

for their celebrated motor cjoles in districts
\

where they are not already represented.—Write for mts .

and terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra Kd.,

Hornsey, N.8. [2606
|

GENTLEMAN with city office, of excellent address,

representing one ol the best known accessory

manufacturers, seeks additional .agency, commission

basis, unique onporttinity for a flim i?3niring Lon.

don address with well-known representative al ability.

A42

|—Box 6,021, c/o The Motor Cycle.

All lettei-s relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Six Days Trials in Retrospect.

IT
was generally agreed on Saturday that the

1921 Six Days Trials of the Auto Cycle Union
were the easiest yet planned. But for Wednes-
day's trip over Exmoor, the conditions

encountered were less severe than a motor
cyclist includes in his holiday tour. Whether the

easy nature of the conditions was due to fear

of the wrath of the ]\Ianufacturers' Union is not

too certain, but one is inclined to the thought

that the much maligned A.C.U. were over-

influenced when selecting the trials route. In

years gone by, local motor cyclists in their

thousands have gathered on their local test-hills

to witness the riders, but this year, having no
notable hill to go to, since the organisers in the

main avoided side tracks, they had perforce to

assemble on corners or main road inclines, and the

number of spectators was noticeably less on that

account. Has the manufacturers' boycott been
properly understood, we wonder ? Apart from the

question of " silence," one recalls that the chief

complaints of the past have not been, directed

against excessive gradients at all, but to the

boulder-strewn tracks which render success so much
a matter of luck. Surely more hills with reason-

ably good surfaces could have been embraced in

• the West Country—no one would have cavilled at

that, and the trial would thus have been more
in keeping with the capabilities of the modern
motor cycle.

Speed and Consumption Tests,

The most difficult test of all was undoubtedly

the twenty-five laps of Brooklands as a wind-up

to the road test. Trouble and breakdowns were

frequent in this speed burst, some of them
admittedly due to the riders setting themselves too,

hot a pace in order to gain bonus marks. Of the

petrol and oil consumption tests during the road

stages from Monday to Friday, one can only

remark that the results are artificial in the' extreme.

Every downhill stretch was seized upon by the wily

competitors to declutch and freewheel in order to

conserve fuel supplies, and lubricating oil was cut
down to vanishing point, which is not good for the
engines. A smoky exhaust was a thing unknown

—

until the riders reached Brooklands! Notwith-
standing, the figures recorded for petrol consump-
tion are interesting, but of the lubricating oil con-
sumed, one can -only express the opinion that the
figures are in some cases unbelievable.

Possibly due to the fact that many representative
manufacturers refrained from entering the trial, the
percentage of failures is large—too large, indeed,
at this stage of progress in motor cycle production.
The severity of the trial could in no way account
for eleven riders withdrawing before Tuesday
evening—on roads absurdly easy, judged from the
capabilities of a modern motor cycle; unprepared-
ness must be the real reason. Tyres caused a
goodly number of lost marks, and it is still a fact

to be admitted that motor cycles are not so well
shod as cars. Of the eighty-nine starters, fifty-four

are awarded gold medals, six silver medals, three
bronze, and five cerrificates, one of the survivors
being disqualified.

Passenger Machine Successes.
Passenger machines showed up prominently;

particularly the powerful variety, and this, not-
withstanding an unusual percentage of trouble on
the track, due to the high speeds attempted. The
three-wheeled runabouts in particular have cause
for congratulation, for they mostly performed well

throughout, and, more important still, were in first-

rate condition when the examination stage arrived.

The percentage of passenger machines to gain
gold medals is far superior to the solo mounts,
being actually twenty-six gold and three silver

medals of the thirty-six starters.

Ne.xt year, one earnestly hopes that the Manu-
facturers' Union and the A.C.U. will have settled

their differences, and so enable a difficult and
useful Six Days event, representative of all manu-
facturers, to be arranged once more for the general
good.

..y / .- y—r- ..y....A.../.../....z..j....A.../.. /..// / / / / / j \ \ >. >...\...s...\..\. :^..\ .\ \.. \..\..\ v ^ A :. i. V

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back covei'.
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The Note of Hooters.

THE more I sefe of modern traffic, the more con-

^inced I become that hooters would convey far

more safety if tlieir note was higher. In almost

e\-ery case, whether the hooter be a bulb horn or

electric, its note is distinctly bass, and a gruff, raucous

growl is about as accurate a description of it as one

can get. Such a note travels fairly wbII when there

is no counter-noise. But it is not decently audible

above the rumble of a waggon or the burble of an

ordinary engine. I have heard it stated that a really

deaf man can only hear two sounds—the squeak of a

door hinge and the squeak of an ungreased waggon
wheel. Be that as it may, I still remember that of

all the alarms I have used in over twenty years of

motoring, the exhaust whLstle was the most effective.

I believe that as our roads get more and more choked

with fast traffic, of which a percentage must e^-er

remain rather undisciplined, we shall need liooters of

more penetrating power. At any rate, suclx^n innova-

tion might,be a useful auxiliary to the removal of road

dangers and the instruction of young drivers in " safety

first " principles.

Prop Stands.

HF my correspondence affords any index, there will

be rows and rows of prop stands at the next Show.

The motor cycling world is just tumbling to the

folly of needless exertion. To the fact that kerbs

are too high, or too low. That many absurd roads

have flush edges. That lifting 3 cwt. is no joke.

That the proper function of a rear stand is to minister

towards tyre repair. That a Rolls-Royce does not

have to be laboriously hoisted on to four jacks when-

ever the crew dismount. That—in short—we have
.

been silly jugginses, and do not intend to remain such

any longer. I cannot- give free advts. to them all, but

a lot of earnest people are sitting up at nights*with

pencils, and several patterns seem likely to eventuate.

Never Said It.

N irate reader denounces rhe soundly for " writing

up the babies." He recommends me to buy
a motor bicycle or a box of tin soldiers or

wooden bricks. I have never said that a baby was
the correct all-purpose mount. If I were limited to

a solitary jigger, nothing but grievous impecuniosity

would cause me to select a baby. They are not fast

enough for one thing. For another thing, they mostly

joggle one up too much on genuinely prolonged rides.

But I always try to keep one for local pottering,

because they are so reliable, so cheap to run, and so
easy to handle in a hurry or on a multi-stop sort of

jaunt. A baby Cedos has graced^ my stable for the

be.st part of a year. I am never going to sell it,

A20

and I would not be without it for years. But if it

did not generally boast a big stable companion, T

might possibly hate it;, for after the fashion of all

engines with 'jam jar cyhnders, it "feels every slope,

and its all-out gait is probably" rather under forty

than over it.

Those Wasted Years.

Tf^O not quiver, prurient reader. You are not

iyi going to be treated to a tabloid summary of my

lurid past. My cross-heading is inspired by

the thought of the vast sums, now, alas, gone beyond

recall, which I have expended on hotel bills during

a soinewhat vagrant existence. I hinted the other

week that I have recently purchased one of those

portable hotels known as__ campers' tents. I_ have

just spent a healthful and interesting week with it.

- Trying moments occurred. The Primus stove car-

boned up its jet and perished its pump washer (mere

trifles to a veteran motor cyclis^). A needlessly blood-

thirsty bull broke into my camping ground at 2 a.m.

and sniffed homfically at the partly open tent_doDr— ,

the far end of the tent being hermetically sealed by •

numerous ties and stout pegs. - Once I waxed almost

poetic in spirit as I gazed out of the door at 5 a.m.

towards a sombre sea—ind spied an enormous rat

combing his whiskers after a hearty meal on my

corned beef. There were earwigs. Also wasps. But

take my word, it is the hfe, gentlemen. I am as brown'

as a berry, and ready to keep my temper wdrilst I

tackle a rained out magneto in the open.

. Tent V. Hotel.

E
CAMPED last week next door to S well-known

schoolmaster, who.was, in charge of a baker's,

dozen of young England. Their week's expenses

came to a round 30s. less than my hotel bills for

the last Six Days Trial which I attended. No, I am
quite a sober man. Yes, I may have lots of friends,

but I do not spend my evenings in the bar, calling

for drinks round. Tjie plain fact is that you can

give a dozen lads a jolly good supper and breakfast

for less money than the " dinner, bed, and breakfast ''

charge of a secondary hotel, and you pay no rent, and

next to nothing for housing, on the beach or the field.

Nor do rates or staff or licence cost you a cent. I :

.look forward to the day when the country will be

'dotted by the camping enclosures of a^ great motoring

organisation, bossed by the A.'C.U. or the A. A. Yoi

the main trouble about camping is finding the perfect

site in a district which you do not know, and the

second problem is getting leave to use it when you

have found it. Shelter, good ground, and a plentiful

water supply in sight of .pleasant scenery are the main

requisites of the ideal site; and "dirty campers " have
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Occasional Comments.

—

enraged so many land holders that even a Mason of

marked personal beauty and distinctlv engagmg

manners meets with more refusals than permissions.

My last site was freely decorated with -open tins full

: of decomposed salmon and poisoned
,

wasps. So

neither my mystic signs, nor my sad, sweet smile, nor

my honied words won the landlord. Old campers say

the best " Open Sesame " is to take with you a pretty

girl, preferably clad in one of those cretonne frocks

which begin late and finish early.

Dearer than Arrows!

THE blue powder used by the A.C.U. for marking

the route in last week's Six Days is dr)' paint,

and costs between ,-£30 and ;£40 per ton. Major

Dixon-Spain used 5 cwt. (all but 4 lb.) in marking

Tuesday's route, so the week's outky is quite con-

siderable. This year the A.C.U. elected to use a

pale shade of blue (mixed ultra-marine and white),

which was not particularly effective, for after a few

hours' exposure and it is often laid twenty-four hours

in advance) it harmonises too closely with blue

shadows thro-wn by trees and with certain, tints in the

tar. I do not know that I am a very warm advocate

of road staining ; at dangerous junctions it is rather

apt to distract the men's attention from the road.

281

Potty Hills?

To) EALLY there is no pleasing some people. Last

J_[V^ year the A.C.U. hills were criticised as machine-

smashing precipices, and this year, with one or

two exceptions, as the sort oL grade up which any

healthy troop of b.oy scouts could double with their

trek carts. I noticed that each hill, however in-

significant, drew its assembly of the local k'nuts,

whose rapt earnestness proclaimed that they were

interested in the climbing. If this type of rider ventures

to visit Porlock or Lynmnuth, he talks about it for

months, or even years, afterwards. I believe the

1 92 1 trials represent popular hill-climbing standards

far more accurately than ever the 1920 event did.

Really, Doctor!
\R. LOW refuses to admit that the A.C.U.

officials have ever dared to criticise design. His

memory has failed him, for—to quote one

famous occasion only—they came near advising the

trade to scrap air-cooHng in favour of water-cooling;

and I believe Dr. Low was a judge in the trial under

notice. I quite admit that the water-cooled Scott put

up such a fine show in the event as to justify public

attention being directed to its cooling. But the judges'

report of that year went a great deal further than the

mere record of observed facts.

IN A SOMERSET PLAYGROUND.
F. J. Ellis and F O'Brien piloting their Matchless sidecar outfits through Cheddar Gorge during the Six Days Trials,

beauty spot is one of the most popular resorts in the ^Sest Gjuntry.

This famous
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QEE MACHME TOPIC
Jottings on Mailers of Interest to Owners of Sidecars and Cycle Cars, not to mention

their Passengers. Collated by "Vedette."

An ingenious repair to a broken rear fork

on a Morgan.

IT is not often that a severe frame breakage can be
* so securely repaired on the road that a further sixty

mile journey may be accomplished without mishap.
Yet t h i"s was
done by Mr.
W. H. Trigg,

of Newbridge,
Monmouth-
shire, and,
what makes the

feat even more
ommendable,

to the rear
stay of a

Morgan, which
takes a con-

s i d e r a b 1 y

greater strain

than the corre-

sponding* member on a sidecar outfit. The accompany-

ing illustration show how the repair was effected

with the, aid of a spanner from the toolkit.

'T'HE battle against the elements, so far as the side

* carist is con-

cerned, has resulted

in many ingenious

devices for the

protection of the

rider and passenger.

A novel disappear-

ing hood, the pro-

d u c t of Mr. A.

C. Goad, 13-24,-
Avenue C 1 o s e,^

Poplars Avenue,
Willesden Green,
London, N.W., is

shown in the
accompanying illus-

trations of a new
sidecar by this

designer. So far as

the hood is con-

cerned, it cannot
fail to provide com-
plete protection for

the passenger,
since the sides
and top are as one
piece, whilst the

front aperture is

covered, first by
the windscreen, and
above that by a

metal flap. Mica
side windows are

provided, and the
whole slips com-

fortably away into the rear

retaining 'clips are released,

bulbous back of his . sidecar

A sidecar body

costing £60'

of the body when the

Mr. Goad hinges the

at the top, whilst the

\ A special production

of beaten aluminium.

A new sidecar design, the hood ol which folds completely out of sight

inset on right depicts the ingeniously conceived luggage grid.

lower end, when drawn out, unfolds a metal luggage

grid. This is supported by two metal strips fixed to'

the body and to the centre hinge of the grid. To
render this large compartment absolutely rain-

proof, not only

is the underside of

the grid covered
with waterproof
material, b li t

canvas side pieces

are fixed in position

by metal clips.

This construction,

although ingenious,

is not altogether

suitable for the

loading of large

articles, such as suit

.

cases, etc.

A SIDECAR body
'^ for ;£6o re-

p resents mare-
than the majority

of us would care

to pay. yet that

figure is the esti-

m a t ed cost of a
body similar to the

one illustrated,

which was made
specially by Messrs.

Wolf and Pitney,

of 48 - 50, Mersey
Street, Netting Hill,

London. It is con-

structed throughout

of sixteen - gauge

&22
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Eight or nine passengers is a normaJ
Mr. W.

Passenger Machine
Topics.—

ahiminium, and, al-

though fitted to a

standard Enfield
chassis, is wide
enough, to seat two
passengers of

medium size side-

by-side. As might
be imagined, it has
am pie locker
accommodation.

<t* '^» el> -ej>

yHE owner of
* the very much
family sidecar
illustrated on this

page (Mr. W. L.
Driver) acknow-
ledges that his

loaded outfit pro-
vokes considerable

comment wherever he goes. I am not surprised

!

The illustration shows nine up (I have had them
counted carefully), but his more normal complement
of passengers consists of only eight—four adults and
four children._ Until some other reader caps this feat,

I have no hesitation in answering in the affirmative Mr.
Driver's query as to whether he has broken records.
The long-suffering machine is a 5-6 h.p. W.D. Enfield,
thesidecar body of which has been largely constructed
by its present owner.

'T'HE. fitting of a completely enclosed sidecar body
in many cases is undesirable, since, providing an

efficient windscreen is fitted, the passenger does not
wish to ride " in a ,

Dox," except when
the weather is

absolutely impos-
sible. Hoods of the

Cape cart variety,

although they give

,

protection from wet,

do not keep out

wind to any great

^xtent. If the per-

Imanent" canopy is

iaeat in appearance,
ithe Cape hood is

phe reverse, especi-

jilly throughout the

j

greater part of its

I
life, i.e., when out

rf action.

I

Two thoughtful
!not or cyclists,

jMessrs. Brookes and
Harris, of 126,
Merridale Road,
Penn Road, Wolver-
;iiampton, have
levised and
latented a really

reatherproof sidecar

body on neat and
simple lines, giving

all the advantage of

the permanent
coupe top, and
having more than
the convenience of

the folding hood.
The best feature

of the arrangement
is its delightful
simphcity; briefly,

with the canopy
down, the body
appears to be quite

normal, except for

the broad polished
beading round the

sides and back of
the seat ; the wind-
screen is carried on
a hinged dash,

which has a water-
tight -joint, and is self-supporting in the "open"
position without the use of hinged stretchers. Adjust-
able side wings are fitted to the screen. The canopy
is a complete shell enclosing the back of the body,
and is hinged level with the front of the seat ; brought
up into position it meets the top of the screen and
edges of the screen side wings. Ventilation is afforded
either by opening the latter 6r by means of a hinged
cover controlling a gauze-protected slot above the
top of the screen. The whole idea is simple, practical,

and, as the pictures show, invisible in the " out-of-

use " position; moreover it may be applied to run-
abouts or two-seater cars, and there does not appear
to be any objection to the scheme.

load for this 5-6 h.p. Enfield outfit ol

L. Driver.

A coupe top which disappears

as required. It encloses the back

panels of the sidecar body when

out of use, swinging up from hinges

level with the door. The illustra-

tion shows the complete protection

r. afforded, and (inset) its invisibility

and neatness when down

OOW long do
^ -^ belts wear on
large sidecar outfits

with a chain - cum -

belt transmission ?

This question lias

often been put to a
member of The
Motor Cycle staff

who runs an 8

h.p. Rex-BIackbume
outfit. At the time

of writing this

machine has over
10,000 miles to its

credit, and the

Dunlop I in. belt is

apparently as good
as new. Obviously
the coating of

rubber on the sides

is not so thick as

originally, but
otherwise there are

no signs of wear.

The pulley centres,

are rather wide, so
that the belt may be
run fairly slack.

A2j
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THE T.T. IN BELGIUM.
Pleas for the Race in Britain,

i TILL more opinions flow in on the change of the

venue from the Isle of Man to Belgium for the

1922 Tourist Trophy Races.

One remarkable feature is that the A.C.U. has
mentioned that a reason for the change is that the

dates, which were put forward tO' the Isle of Man
Highways Authority were refused on the grounds that

the R.A.C. had already applied for and received per-

mission to hold car races diiring the same period.

The R.A.C. is the parent body of the A.C.U. , and,

although the twO' are- supposed to work in conjunction,

it would seem that they are very much in the dark
as to each other's actions ; the above mentioned
" explanation " of one of the reasons for the change
certainly betrays a lamentable lack of internal organisa-

tion on the part of the ruling organisations ; it is to

be hoped that this sort of thing does not occur on
other occasions when the R.A.C. and A.C.U.. com-
mittees have mutually affected interests.

Letters from individual readers are gi^en below;
these, however, are prefaced by an informati^e com-
munication from a gentleman well-fitted to speak on
the holding of the races in Belgium, representing, as

he does, the interests in this country of the most
prominent Belgian motor cycle factory.

It will be noticed that the holding of a race in this

country is still advocated, and truly, however im-

possible it may be, we must- confess much sympathy
with those whose desire would lead to the embarking
upon what appears to be a forlorn hope. A stroiig

and united ruling body, after selecting a suitable course

in England, might illuminate the <governmental mind
with a sufficient idea of the value of a special Act
permitting a race of such important -^'alue to inter-

national trade development, but the idea is far from
hopeful.

Some Advantages of the Change.
Sir,—I have been much interested in reading the expression

of some of your readers' opinions on the subject of the change
of venue' of "the Tourist Trophy races for 1922. It is quite
natural that a considerable number of the opinions expressed
are not favourable to the new proposal. Where vested
interests are invoWed, unbiased judgment can scarcely be
expected.

Personally, I am exceedingly pleased to see that the A.C.U.
have broken away from the Isle of ilan tradition, feeling,

as I do, that an unbroken sequence of trials over precisely
the same course is bound to stereotype motor cycle design in

one direction only. That the invitation of tfie Belgian
authorities should have been accepted by the A.C.U. is, of

course, gratifying to me, because of my association with the
most prominent firm of Belgian motor cycle manufacturers.
Nevertheless, I should equally have welcomed the change had
the trials been held in Prance, in Ireland, or in England.
The arguments adduced against the change of ground would

seem to run in three general categories

:

1. Doubt as to the adequate severity of the course to
produce a first-class test.

2. The extra cost and worry to manufacturer and
spectator alike involved in holding the race in a foreign
country.

.4 26 ;.

3. The undesirability of spending money abroad at

this juncture.
May I be permitted to deal briefly with these points :

1. From personal knowledge of the district, which ia.
•

probably greater than that of the majority of your corre-

.

spondents, I would say that the course does possess bad

corners, long climbs, dangerous descents, awkward hairpins,

and good speed stretches, sufficiently calculated to gruel a"

machine to an even greater extentr than the Isle of Man
course, and, in particular, possesses a new set of conditions

which may prove a handicap to those who have, as a resiJt

of many years' racing on the Isle of Man course, produced
machines suitable for that course only, and trained riders to

obtain the last ounce out of them only on that course. It

is evident that there are vested interests here, which naturally

will hardly e.xtend a welcome to a proposal which puts one
and all on an equal competitive -footing.

2. On the question of the extra worry and cost involved, .

passports and Customs formalities are slight ; and, without
doubt, special arrangements will be made by the A.C.U. and
the Belgian Government, which will render trouble in this

direction practically nil. The actual transport of machines
and material between England and Belgium is, from my own
experience, a far simpler matter than transport of machines
and material to the Isle of Man. In contradistinction, to the

maimers of the shipping company, the autiiorities, and the

people of the Island generally, the Belgian people are

courteous, helpful, enthusiastic, and good sportsmen ; and
from my intimate knowledge of conditions in, the district

where the race is to take place, I can assert that both com-
petitors and spectators alilie will be surprised at the desire

to be of service and the warmth of the welcome which will

be accorded" to them.
5. The third aspect would appear to be a jealous fear

lest English money should be spent abroad. In this regard,

I note from a recent clipping anent the T.T. races, that the

Ide of Man Times estimates that the T.T. races bi'ing a sum
of £50,000 into the Island. When one considers the millions

which are spent each year by British tourists abroad, the

figure of £50,000 is so infinitesimal that it seems to be

straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel to worry about
it; but, granting that the small and petty view be taken,

to my mind, British motor cycle manufacturers, and the

motor cycle movement generally, will receive a very great

deal more than £50,000 worth of international advertisement
from the fact that the races are held in a country to which
the greater number of European nationalities have easy

access. ^
If the Bi'itish motor cycle industry is to continue to exist,

it must very seriously cultivate the export trade, and there

is no more potential field for this than the Continent. At 1

the present moment this market is inclining to the American
mount. _ _

I have dealt very bi'iefly with the three main points set 1

out above, as space conditions do not permit of my doing so j

in extenso.

In my opinion, there are excellent reasons, quite apart from i

those of a technical nature, affecting design. In the past,,

and particularly last year, competitors and visitors alike

suffered from the lack of shipping facilities and the general '

absence of helpfulness on the part of the shipping company.
The petty restrictions and taxation imposed by the Isle of :

Man authorities were of a vei-y annoying^ pin-pricking

character, and, in the opinion of the majority of people,

absolutely unnecessary ; certainly ill-advised.

By granting permission to the R.A.C. for car races to be*

held in June, 1922, the month usually reserved for the T.T.

races, the Isle of Man authorities have clearly shown how
little value they set on the the holding of the A.C.U. T.T.

races in the Island ; or, on the other hand, they clearly
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indicate by such an action they consider that conditions have
granted them a monopoly of the T.T. races on their own
terms.

'

Further, the Isle of Man is exceedingly inaccessible for

Continental manufacturers or visitors, or even for visitors

from the South of England, and this plays quite an appre-

'able part in nullifying the international character of the
"

les.

hen in the Island last year I heard complaints on all

sides as to the profiteering, character of charges ; it seemed
as though tlie Islanders desired to squeeze everything possible

from their, visitors.

I am of opinion that in arranging for an entirely new
course the A.C.U. has done the only thing which is likely

to bring the Islanders to their senses.

A. Ernest Geldeb,

Managing Director^ F.N. (England), Ltd.

A Motor Cyclist's Views.
Sir,—As an interested, but non-competitive; member, of

the racing side of the motor cycle movement, Avill you allow

me to record my protest to the A.C.U.'s somewhat startling

proposal to change the T.T. course? It seems to me that

this has been done entirely without consulting those

primarily responsible for the success of the race, namehv
the .manufacturers and tlfe riders themselves. This the

A. G.U.. apparently has left for Thi> Motor Cycle to find out.

I am very glad to see so many T.T. riders protesting

;

it shows a tnie sportsmanlike spirit to raise objections to a

course which they know to be considerably easier than that

-in the I.O.M. Surely it the race is held under comparatively

ideal conditions, it ceases to be a tourist machine race, and
f becomes merely a test of speed and of good driving and
judgment. Such items as acceleration, brakes, gears, trans-

mission, and frames would receive no greater test than may
lie obtained any day on a Brooklands " blind."

Has the A.C.U. considered the greater majority of motor
\ clists, whom it is supposed to represent, who cross

over to the Island each year to watch the progress of theiT

pet machines? I fancy they would think twice before going

to watch a dissimilar race in a foreign country. Surely a

crowded paddock and grandstand consisting of British motor
cycle enthusiasts must be no mean advertisement ; and do

not the manufacturers spend thousands in experimental and
' research work solely to bring out a machine that will acquit

/ itself admirably under most trying conditions almost entirely

.with a \dew to advertisement? But would spectators flock

• into Belgium in the way in which they flock to tire Island?

No, I venture to think not, for they would reason that they
'. could see the same type of race at Brooklands for far less

money.
We shall probably find that the majority of manufactua^ers

of 3i-h.p. machines will be keener on the change than those

of the lightweights, as they will lilcely be prejudiced by a

feeling of jealousy towards the magnificent little 2| h.p.

machine that won both events this year. F. E. Powell.

Why' Not in England?
Sir,—The T.T. Races strive to bring out all that is best in

a machine and to show up the weak points. What the motor
cycling public requires is a light machine, in which is in-

, corporated an engine that will stand up to prolonged speed
work coupled with violent acceleration and efficient brakin".

".Nothing can develop this machine better than the I.O.M.
"course, and if manufacturers have come to the conclusion

that their machines are too fast for the course they must
look to their acceleration powers and brakes.

If there is a really good reason for changing the course,

such as all the formalities which have to be gone through
by motor cyclists visiting the island and the landing arrange-

ments for machines, let a course be found in the British

V Isles. When a suitable course is found, then the A.C.U.
wiU have to get the old law about road racing in tins

country abolished. After all, we are the only nation which
does not hold its chief motoring event of the year in its

own country.

France holds the Grand Prix in France,- America the

IndianopoUs in the States, and so on. Why should we not

hold our T.T. in our own country? Patriot.

Birmingham.

Bu',—As "one of the crowd " I would like to register my
protest against the pi'oposed change of venue of the T.T.
Races, i base my protest on the same facts that prompt
certain people to advocate the proposed change. I have
not been on either course personally, but have studied the

description of them. The I.O.M. course, it is said, does not

give the 500 c.c. a chance to. show its speed ; but 1 ask you
how many people realise the terrific average speed attained

on the present course ?

I ride a 2| h.p. Douglas and can say that few machines
can pass me if I like to let out—yet the Douglas did not win
this year's T.T. So why take all that money abroad (money
which eventually must come out of the motor cyclists

pocket) merely on the pretence of giving the 500 c.c. a chance

to do its 60-|- m.p.h., a speed which I would suggest only a
potential criminal attempts on the high road.

Brooklands is surely the place for pure speed tests. The
course we want is one that will give us good brakes and
easier control. .J. HEASM.tN.

A Trip to Belgium Anticipated.
Sir,—Generally, I am pleased. I visited the Island this

year, and was only pleased with the practising and the actual

races. I w-as very impressed by the treatment given to us

as a class—treatment not only undiplomatic, but, at times,

almost insulting. My motor cycle friend and I most heartily

agreed to see the French Grand Prix next year on this

account ; but now w-e shall go to Spa (since our holiday must

include " motor cycles ") to see our own T.T. (if w-e save

enough). There are three main points for consideration.

Facilities.—The journey to Spa will be quite as easy as

that to the Isle of Man^ and much more pleasant ; and

riders' and spectators' machines will be handled as machines

should be. As a holiday. Spa will be different—a change.

There will be, I feel assured, enough Englishmen who can and

delightedly will help the non-linguist. (By-the-by, shall we
want German, Flemish, or French?) If the holiday proves

any dearer than in the Isle of Man, the experience of new
countries w-ill be well worth the few extra pence. (Any of

your readers been to Belgium? But it is different now, and

besides you did not all get to Spa.)

Ecoxojncs.—I quite realise the money loss—in hard cash.

The English puWic will not see the use of the T.T. at all.

The Isle of Man indigence do not " behave," so it is the

United Kingdom's own funeral. But then, the increased

market for British machines will quite outweigh the hard

cash lost.

DBVELOP:MENTr—Granted the Isle of Man course ideal for

testhig capacities of engines 250-350 c.c, but the 500 c.c.

does not get a chance. The best trnil of all is a combination

of Isle of Man T.T., Brooklands 500 miles, French T.T., and

Belgian T.T. Then we do know what's what among the

placed machines.
No one will expect Scott to like it, because Seotts lovs

corners ; or the A.J.S. to like it, because they are the Isle

of Man experts, etc. Mr. Wells thinks that we shall be

welcomed with "open arms." I believe him, and it will be

a pleasant change from annoyances and fieecings. I am sorry

for the blow it will prove to Manxman enthusiasts ; but I

am happy to think the race will be international, in which

English machines will undoubtedly shine. P. and M.

Walsall.

Scotland Seriously Suggested.
Sir,—I must confess to surprise on learning that the T.T.

was to be transplanted to Belgium. Doubtless the A.C.U.

has the very best of reasons for seeking pastures new, but
" charitv begins at home," and, if the Isle of Man is to be

deserted, every available channel should be investigated before

this national event is taken to the Continent.

An ideal T T. course could be found in Lanarkshire, mid-

way between Edinburgh and Glasgow, and \yere the authori-

ties concerned approached judiciously it is possible that

permission might be obtained.

The T.T. brings in its train an expenditure of tens and

perhaps even hundreds of thousands of pounds, and this is

not the time to even hint at such a sum of money being

taken out of the . country. In Scotland we have the

ground and.a sufficiently central location. All that is required

is permission, and I would seriously suggest that eyery effort

be made to obtain the la.st named.
Campbei-l McQr'egoii,

Secretary, Edinburgh and District Alotor Club, Ltd.
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A 500 cc. V TWIN SOLO MOUNT.
The 3|h.p. Marlinsyde Sporls Model— a Machine for High-speed Touring or

Competition Work.

THE first appearance of the 3^ li.p,

twin Martinsyde was at the end of
last year when it was shown at the

Olympia Show by Martinsyde, Ltd., of
Maybury Hill, Woking; thfe machine has
undergone considerable alteration and im-
provement since that date, and it re- .

appeared in an improved form when it

competed in the 50Q miles race in the
able hands of H, H, Bowen. Three of
these machines have also been througli
the Six Days Trials—their first appear-
ance in a long reliabilitj' trial.

Some Distinctive Features.

The chief alteration lies in the shape
of the frame, which is of symmetrical
appearance with a sloping top tube, which
latter is brought into line with the back
forks. The main Martinsyde features are
retained, such as additional stays between
the top of the saddle tube and the bottom
bracket supporting the gear bo.x ; while
the engine, which has a bore and stroke
of 60x88 mm. respectively (498 cc), is

a small replica of the larger type utilised
in the Martinsyde sidecar outfit, and
possesses the well-known features of the

The 3i h.p. Sports Martinsyde. The performance of this new model m the A.C.U. Si)

Days Trials was vyatched with interest.

Cham cover of the 31 h.p. Sports

Martmsyde, showmg the inspection cap by
means of which the clutch spring adjuster

is reached.

overhead exhaust valves, made of stain-

less steel, with inlet valves below them.
Best and Lloyd semi-automatic lubricator,
ball bearing crank and camshafts, while
roller, bearings' are still retained for the
big ends.

The front chain is protected by mean's
of a chain cover, in the centre of which
is a screw cap, which, when removed,
allows access to the clutch spring, so that"
the latter may be easily adjusted. A
light guard protects the top run of the
rear chain. Footrests are fitted instead
of footboards, and, in connection with
this fact, it is worthy of note that the
pedal actuating the rear brake lies mid-
way between the front and rear offside

footrests, so that it may equally well be
applied by the toe when the foot is on
the rear footrest as by the heel when the
foot is on the front footrest.

Clip-on Magneto Shield.

Points of convenience have been care-
fully studied in this machine, and it is

interesting to remai-k that the magneto is

protected by a siiield kept in position by
a light spring, so that it can be swung
forward at any time -in order that the
magneto may be inspected. The three-
speed A.J.S. type gear box, though it

incorporates a clutch, is not provided with
a kick-starter. Particular note should be
made of the large toolbags, which extend
the whole length _of the carrier, and are
ad'eqtiately protected by a metal casing.
The oval section tank is secured by straps

fastened on to lugs on the secondary
tube, and holds one and a half gallons of

petrol and three pints of oil.

The top gear is 4^ to 1, and the equip-
ment includes two-lever Amac . carbu-
retter, Dunlop 650x65 mm. tyres, and
Brooks saddle. The weight is given- as

under 300 lb.

A hinged magneto shield is fitted

Note the spring impinging against the

exterior of the magnets holding the

cover m place.

The illustration, which depicts a recenl meet o( the Okehamptoh M.C.C., denotes that the enthusiasm of the club members has not

slackened as the season has progressed—not an unknown happening in some clubs

AZS
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cyele," Hertford Street, Coventry, aad must be accompanied by -the writer's name and address*

WHICH IS THE MOST SILENT MACHINE?
Sir,—I see in your correspondenoe columns of the 25th

ult., "P. and M." states that, in liis opinion, as to which
is the most silent machine, " the P. and M. fitted with a
1919 pattern silencer would take some beating." Certainly
the P. and M. is more silent than the average machine as
regards the exhaust, but get it pulling nicely on an incline
and the chatter from the valves and timing gear is really
loud. I have owned a 1919 P. and M., and ridden it under
all conditions, and the only thing that I did not like was
the chatter. At present I own a 1921 semi-sports Sunbeam,
and certainly this machine does take some beating as regards
silence and everything e'lse. There is no valve chatter, and
.=pring tappets are fitted ; and the exhaust fitted with a
standard silencer creates at aD speeds little more than a

deep throb. SUNBEAM.
Harrogate.

Sir,—With reference to the' recent letters on silence, long
exhaust pipes, etc., by "Fed Up" and others, I notice that
the element of "driving" does not appear to figure in their
arguments at all. As " Ixion " remarks, it is possible to
cause a hot stuff "single" to "purr like a sucking dove." I

have seen Sj h.p. Nortons (even sans mufflers) driven with
the slight swish of the countershaft chain audible above the
exhaust note. The quietest Triumph I know in this town
has a direct exhaust pipe, but these machines have beep
in the hands of men who are motor cyclists in the full sense
of the word.

It, therefore, a Norton (or similar rtachine) owner tries a
few accelerating tricks through a town or under the nose of
a " man in blue," he deserves all he gets.

There' are many so-called motor cycHsts in this district,
for instance, who fit gorgeous drain-pipes to their machines
but only seem to recognise two positions of the thi-ottle, i.e.,

fully open and shut. One for instance (a Douglas owner) has
fitted a beautiful pair of copper exhaust pipes. Very smart

!

But he is not smart enough to get his front cylinder to fire

evenly at much under 30 m.p.h., and I strongly suspect that

he rides with his ignition at full retard.

We have a most sporting body of, police here; but now
that two-strokists are fitting direct exhausts, we must not be
surprised if, at some future date, it becomes necessary for

tourists to avoid this district in order to escape police
" silencer " persecution.
They will know whom to thank ! W.R.
D.oucaster.

Sir,—I possess a 1919 Levis (all chain drive), and until

quite recently I have had a great deal of trouble with the

police in the district, mainly through ineiScient silencing.

Having just about got fed up with this annoyance, I made
up niy mind to fit something to my " 'bus " so that it would
run much better.

After much trouble, I fitted, a long copper tube from
the silencer, right up to the extreme end of the back wheel
stand, made a fish-tail end, and bored a number of holes in

it, and since doing this I have found that my 'bus runs quite

differently—more silently and giving greater miles per gallon.

t Why this should be I do not know ; but if any of your
readers can offer .-my better suggestion I shall be greatly

pleased to try it. LEVIS.
Manchester.

MISUSE OF A VARIABLE GEAR.
Sir,—I have read with great interest the correspondence in

your valuable paper for some years, and at last I feel I

must write regarding the manner in which probably 65%
of the riders of that sporting machine, the 3-^- h.p. Rudger
Multi, use this really excellent gear.

On a recent Sunday I happened to be walking up King's
Head Hill (I believe this is its name), Chingford, when I

The Six Days Trials route passed through some beautiful and typically English scenery of the pastoral type. W. L. Danskin and F. T. Sibley, on

3J h.p. Rudge " th^-e-speeders," passing through the characteristic village of Shepham on the first day's run.
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heard the hefty exhaust of a Rudge, with the throttle fully

open. Judge my surprise when the machine appeared round

a bend, two- up, travelling quite slowly. When it passed

where I was standing, I noticed the gear lever four notches

from the top, and the natural result was it konked out, and

the pseudo airman " pushed " it to the summit, after un-

successfully trying to restart on the hill with the gear lever

still in the same position. The sight was enough to make
one weep—a machine that could simply play with the

gradient, pushed up by one of our '' so-called speed

merchants" simply through ignorance.

This is not the only case by many. The great majority of

riders seem to imagine that once under way you simply

shove the gear levjer right forward. This practice is simply

ruinous to belts and engine ; and, incidentally, unless, of

course, one is really moving, very detrimental to good petrol

consumption.
Pei'sonally I very seldom get higher than five notches from

the top even when exceeding double the legal limit. This

engine simply loves revolutions.

I should be pleased if you can find sufficient space to

publish this letter, as I do not consider the above treatment

fair either to the manufacturers or machine. i

CYRIL SINCLAIR.
"EXPERTS BARRED."

Sir,—How very annoying it must be to Mr. S. L. Bailey

to find that, after several years of motor cycling, during

which time he has built up quite a considerable reputation

for skiU, he is allowed to enter and win a race from which
experts are barred. It adds one more point to his already

large total of awards, so that his annoyance is considerably

reduced ; but what about the irritation caused to other

competitors in the race? It must be very disheartening to

find that a trade rider is not an expert after many years.

What chance of being so classed have they ? What is an

expert, please ? I write these notes after reading the

account, on pages ,242 and 243 of T/te Motor Cycle of

August 25th, about the Western Centre A.C.U. hill-climb.

London, E.0.4. ALSO RAN.
[According to the A.C.U. open competition rules, an "jx-

pert " who has failed to win a first or second prize in an
open event during any twelve consecutive months may be
allowed, on application, to revert to the " general " class.

^Ed.]

ALT-Y-BADY IN SECOND GEAR.
Sir,—Having just seen a Zenith on a 6j to 1 bottom gear

make a clean a,scent.of Alt-yTBady, and, as I understand

this hill is included in the Reliance Cuj) open trial, I would
like to make a suggestion to fellow competitors. My
second gear in this event will be 9 to 1. Will a few more,
with ratios near this, join me in a second gear attempt in

the trial ? I am proposing this purely for the sport of the

thing, and suggest we each pay a nominal '

' entry fee

"

(say, 6d.), the one who gets furthest up on this gear to take

the "collection." Perhaps your representative on the hill

would be kind enough to act as judge? From what I hear

of the course most of us will need cheering up, so this

should provide a little- amusement. If anybody interested

will see me at the start we can settle details there.

J. WESTWOOD WILLS.
SIDECAR BRAKES.

Sir,—In a recent issue of The Motor Cycle, just to hand,
you invite readers' experiences of brakes fitted to the sidecar

wheel.

About seven years ago I fitted an external contracting
band brake to the sidecar wheel of my Clynd outfit, operated
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by hand from the handle-bar. "fhe brake band had af first

a copper lining, but was subsequently lined with Ferodo or

similar fabric.

My experience during about the two years that I had this

brake in use was that it was quite satisfactory, provided the
brake was so adjusted that it was impossible to lock the

"wheel, and that only a moderate retarding effect resulted.

If the brake was adjusted so that, when on suddenly apply-

ing it the action was too fierce, and when travelling at

any fair speed, the machine would swerve to the. left, and at

practically right angles to the direction of travelling, with

obvious results. On the above brake, the action of the

copper lining was too fierce, so it was changed for, the

fabric, which gave very much smoother results.

Where the brake really came in very useful was in taking

left-hand corners, when, by slightly applying it, the machine
would automatically turn to the left with very little effort

on the driver's part.

For countries with wet climates (such as the British Isles),

I would suggest a brake of some other design than the

external contracting, although, in my opinion, a well-designed

brake of the above type can easily hold its own in dry

countries. M.A.C.
Transvaal, South Africa.

Sir,—With regard to the correspondence on sidecar brakes
in your columns, an accident which recently happened to

me may be of interest. I had just purchased a heavy sidecar

outfit (my only previous experience being on a lightweight
solo), and after a couple of lessons essayed to drivS it from
Wimbledon to my residence, some fifty miles distant. I had
only proceeded a few miles, slowly and carefully, W'hen the

contraption suddenly went mad, swung round to the riglit

on to the footpath and into the ditch, like some scared

rabbit seelcrng its hole. Of course, the ditch was a dee[)

one—it always is on such occasions—and the result to the

front springs and mudguard" was disastrous. I could only
gaze at the mangled remains in a bewilderment of anger and
astonishment, for I had done notliing, so far as I knew, to

excite the machinery.
It was only when I reached home (by train) and opened

my copy of The Motor Cyclt, just arrived, in which was
Mr. Bischof's illuminating article on sidecar brakes, that

the cause of my machine running amok dawned upon me,
viz., I must have inadvertently trodden on the foot brake.

This is explained by the fact that the foot brake on my new.

purchase is at the rear of the footplate and operated by the

heel, while on my fbrmer mount it was in front and applied

by the toe—a far, more sensible arrangement.
Like "Ixion," I am a "weak, timid old man," and there-

fore am seeking—so far in vain—for someone able and
willing to fit a compensated sidecar brake; for although the

square yard. of bruises I .brought away from the" fateful

ditch has completely faded, the memory of its yawning
depths remains. - ^WO-STROKE.
London, S.W.

SECRETS OF SATISFACTORY ACETYLENE SERVICE.
Sir,—I notice " Ixion" asks for the secret of keeping

acetylene burners alight over bad roads, and I venture to /

put forward my method, which I find absolutely reliable.

The first requisite is a large generator of reputed make,
and this must be cleaned in three places, viz. :

(1.) The carbide chamber. Scraped clean and wiped out,

with an oily rag each time of refilling.

(2.) The gas vault and delivery pipe. Vault and discs

cleaned and polished with an oily rag, and all holes and
delivery pipe blown out clean. Felt pads removed. i

BROOKLANDS WINNERS AT THE FIFTH CLOSED MEETING OF 1921.

-^fJ

H. F. Brock-

bank (2-f Brock-

Blackburne),
enjoyed more
success than he

did at Pendine

He won the 350

CO. handicap.

E. Remington

(8 Blackburne).

was an easy first

in the only

scratch event.

J W. Tollady

(2J Velocette) was

limit man in the

275 c.c. race, and

won easily.
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(3.) Water chamber. Emptied and sediment rinsed out,

and the grooves in the • needle valve
.
polished bright

occasionally.

This- ensures a copious and- continuous supply of gas. The
secret then lies in leading it to the burners through largt

bore rubber tubes, which must be anchored their whole
length and not allo%Yed to flap about.

The acetylene tubing sold by motor cycle accessory dealers

is too small in the bore, and does not mamtain a sufficient

head of gas to keep a steady pressure on the underside of the

burners, ajid therein lies the ciux of the whole question,

presuming, of coiu'se, that the generator is functioning and
the burners are clean, and there are no leaks at the tube
junctions.

My installation, which cost only a few shillings, consists

of second-hand W.D. surplus goods, 'and is rigged out as

follows

:

Lucas 462 head lamp, combination handle-bar bracket,

.P. and H. generator 124, Lucas sidecar lamp 454, ditto real'

lamp '344.

Burners.—Head lamp, 14 litres; side and tail, 3^ liti'es.

Tubing.—Best black douche obtainable from any chemist

;

'copper through sidecar nose.
' This gives two and a half hours continuous illumination,

and is lit up in the following manner.
. When lighting up time arrives, the water is turned on to

the necessary point predetermined by experiment. After a

mile has been covered one match will light the three burners,

and the journey can be continued inside one minute.
Later I hope to fit spark gaps across each burner and rig

-up a switch to short the plug for a few revolutions.

At the present time I am riding backwards and forwards
iroia Tring to London daily on my Quadrant sidecar. This
means traversing the Edgware Road, which, as your readers

know, is a good test for any lighting installation.

W. E. BAIXES.

TWENTY-THREE YEAHS AGO.
Sir,—I was much interested in Mr. Percy Richardson's

letter entitled as above in your issue of the 4th inst., having
had a- Werner on similar lines to the one he describes for

trial a little later than 1898, by which time electric ignition

by battery had become standardised. I remember the
battery on the machine supplied to m.e had run down, and
there was some difficulty about getting it recharged.

Not very long afterwards I purchased second-hand a front-

driving Raleigh motor bicycle, which gave surprisingly good
Tesults. Like the Werner, it had a surface, or, more pro-

perly, a wick carburett-er. The trouble was that the mixture
was upset .every time the machine receivea a jolt. Later I

put together a carburetter from tin canisters and a piece of
^

-sponge, in which this difficulty was got over by passing all

the air to be carburetted through the pool of petrol at the
bottom of the carburetter, thereby keeping the liquid in a

constant state of agitation.

Gol. G. P. Mills, at that time responsible for the Raleigh
products, agreed with me as to the surprising efficiency of

an engine mounted in front of the head and drixnng the front

wheel, as compai'ed with the ordinary position and trans-

mission. He had found this advantage most marked, and
was able to prove.it definitely by similar engines used in the
two positions. It would th-erefore seem quite possible that

the e-xisting lightweight records are at the mercy of any
marfufacturer who likes to build up a machine with an
efficient engine located d la Werner.
Mr. Richardson's testimony to the good balance of the

,

Werner with its highly placed engine and rider will come as

a tough nut to our low centre of gravity friends ; but I have
no doubt he is right, so far as he goes, anyway. His opinion
on the Ner-a-car in this connection would be interesting.

DOUGLAS LEECHMAN.

REGARDING THE N.W. CENTRE TEAM TRIAL.
Sir,—The Warrington Club is to be congratulated on still

holding the North Western Centre Blake Cup.
I understand it has been decided to cancel this year's team

trial, held in June—a very wise decision, and one that indi-

cates that discretion is the better part of valour.

Any of your readers who were present at this year's trial

will not readily forget the indescribable confusion at the
starii, delayed over an hour, vfhere no officials knevv their

jobs; also the awful fracas at the 18in. deep watersplash,

2gi

specially prepared lor the enjoyment of several chars-a-bancs

loads of jeering spectators, who arrived in good time for the

day's " sport," together with dozens of motor cyclists,

evidently also in the " know."
I do not know the financial position of the North-Western

Centre, but suggest that, if possible, an official, preferably

one with commonsense, be sent to witness the M.C.C. team
trials next yeai-. Then he could bring back first-hand know-
ledge of how the " job " should be done. WITNESS.

Liverpool.

THE CYCLE CAR OF MODERATE PRICE.
Sir,—Mr. William A. Weaver (who in your issue of August

18th refers to my previous letter on this subject) states that

"thousands of sidecar enthusiaste, who, after aU, are the

people most likely to be interested in cycle car developments,
regularly take two adult passengers and a child, and often

luggage as well, anywhere with a 4 h.p. engine; and a 6 h.p.

machine seems to be well on top of its work, and even with

such a load is practically a top gear 'bus anywhere," wMch no
doubt applies to districts where ordinary "give and take"
roads are the rule ; but, in such a part of the country as,

say, Devon and Cornwall, my experience has been that a

good single will do it sometimes, but at what cost? and that
a 6 h.p. twin is anything but a top gear 'bus with full load
in the same two counties. The West Country is seeing

probably more sidecar and cycle car tourists this, year thaxi

ever before, and I have noticed a great preponderance of

THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

A pretty vista near Bidmore. G. W. Ravenhall (3J Rover) on

the hill leading from the village.
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higher powered engines among those passing through
Tavistock, and all drivers of whom I have asked their
opinions say, " high power every time for your hills."

If Mr. Weaver would suggest that his future 5 or 6 h.p.

cycle car engines will, be as efficient as the present day 8 h.p.

engines, then I think they may fill the bill as a true " go
anyw-here " power unit. If so, may they come soon. I am
not competent to enter into a technical argument, but beg to

submit my humble views as matters stand to-day. However,
our mutual friend " Ixion " knows this district well, I

believe, and it would be a matter of interest if, with his

great experience, he would give his opinion as to the 'present
h.p. required to haul in comfort a driver, passenger, child,

'

and luggage from Exeter to Penzance r\a jloretonhampstead,
Tavistock, Gunnislake. and Liskeard. This is not a freak •

route, but a good main road and picturesque, and -is that
usuallv taken going down West from Exeter.

Tavistock. DUMPLING.

MYSTERIOUS LACK OF POWER.
Sirf—I have a De Dion machine (apparently about 1908),

which a friend and I have been endeavouring to put
in going order and modernise, but after spending hours
and hours of faithful work the machine refuses to pull,

and w'e are now dead beat. The cylinder has been reground,
new piston and rings fitted (by an expert firm), modern
Amac carburetter fitted, timing has been carefully .set, all

bearings are in good order, excellent spark, and compression
splendid. The engine will start easily when run off, but
only develops sufficient power to pull the machine on the
level, and stops immediately the driver mounts the saddle.
On the stand the engine will fire evenly and continuously.
Valves have been carefully ground in, and from a theoretical
point of view everything appears to be in order. Can any
reader say "what's up wi' it"? CONSTANT READER.
Grangetown.

BRITISH MACHINES IN SWITZERLAND.
Sir,—I was very pleased to see a letter in your paper a

little while back saying that several makes of British motor
cycles could be obtained in Switzerland. " In spite of this,
however, during- the last three months in Montana I have
only seen one cycle of British make, and that a Triumph,
which had been brought over from England by a couple of
fellows touring. It is not that one rarely sees a motor cycle
here, for I have seen many, and they have all been- either
Swiss or American machnies- One Sunday I saw three
different Indian motor cycles* I must confess it would
please me much more to see British machines knocking
about. F. L. RHODES.
Montana, Switzerland.

1,000 MILES WITH A SLEEVE VALVE ENGINE.
Sir,—I was very much interested to read in The Motor

Cycle dated July 21st a description of the new Barr and"
Stroud single slee\'e valve engine. It occurs to me that your
readers might be interested to hear how one of these engines
has -behaved over 1,000 miles running in the hands of a
private owner.
Some months ago I was fortunate enough to obtain one of

these engines (the first privately owned one in the country),
which I had fitted into a light touring machine.
As,the writer of your article stated, the first point which

strikes one is the entire absence of tappet and mechanical
noises : there is the sharp crackle of the exhaust, and
nothing else. The second point is the perfectly astounding
power and flexibility of the engine. This flexibility was
brought home to me by the fact that I^ took delivery of the
machine at Messrs. Barr and Stroud.'s works at Anniesland,
and immediately drove it straight through the centre of
Glasgow. The controls were all strange to me, and yet on
only one occasion did I have to come off a top gear of 5 to 1.
For the first two hundred miles I did not let the engine

out, although right from the start it seemed to keep begging
me to let it have a romp. That is the impression it gives
one—a desire to travel faster and faster from sheer joie
de vwre.
My petrol consumption is slightly over 120 miles per

gallon. Oil consumption I have not measured quite so
carefully, but it is certainly over 2,000 m.p.g., and I have
not found any trace of overheating. Maximum speed by
Bonniksen speedometer is 52 m.p.h., and the engine will
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throttle down to 8 m.p.h. on top gear ciuite comfortably.

My Capac carburetter gives very nice running, but it is not

set for maximum speed, and I am sure that the figure men-

tioned above is not by any means the limit of the engine.

The consistent smoothness of the engine is very marked,

the absence of " fuss " being delightful, while the pull is so

elastic that one hardly realises how fierce is the acceleration.

During the 1,000 miles I have had no trouble of any kind

whatsoever, -and the only time I have seen the internals oi

my engine was when Messrs. Barr and Stroud asked me to

bring the machine in to them in order that they might fit

their new design, of piston—a piston which, incidentally,

reduces the oil consumption still further. On this occasion

I was the amazed witness of my engine being stripped in

under fifteen minutes! I do not mean just taking off the

cylinder head, but actually and literally that in fifteen-

minutes from the coinmencement of operations the piston,

connecting rod (including big end bearing), the shaft (in-

cluding main bearings), also sleeve, sleeve -pinion, magneto,

and the cylinder head were lying on the bench beside the

machine. Fifteen minutes ! Before now I have spent hearly.

eight hours reducing a poppet engine to the same condition.

The Cylinder barrel and the upper half of the crank ease

remained in the frame.
. I freely admit that this is an enthusiastic letter, but I am
an enthusiastic owner. I will never have another. poppet,

engine. I have no connection with Messrs. Barr and Stroud

in any way whatsoever, but I do admire their production

G. V. LAWRIE. .;

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Having read the account of the Cumberland County

M.C.C. trial on Wrynose Pass, Mr. James Beach, of Black- ,

burne, writes that his father made a clean ascent of this

hill on an 8 h.p. New Imperial sidecar carrying two ji

passengers.
i

Mr. R. Uunkley records an improvement in the petrol ;'

consumption of his 4 h.p. Triumph from 85 m.p.g. to 120 i

m.p.g. by fitting a W.S.R. variable jet. His figures were
testea over an extended tour.

-

26 m.p.h. for 165 miles from Lanarkshire to Aberdeen^
shire, was averaged by Mr. J^ames Rae, a sixteen-year-ol^

rider of a 2^ h.p. Levis. ' -;

Prompted by the article on "The Lure of the Motor'
Cycle," by 'iV.H.," in 27ie Motor Cycle of . August 18th,
" Mechanovice " reports on the suitability of his machinej ,

a lightweight with a 2| h.p. Union engine, for the beginner

to tha pastime.

The Tan-Sad Works, Birmingham, write pointing out the

need for emphasising the safety of pillion riding when a

proper pillion seat is fitted.

' Mr. W. E. Jenkins describes his very satisfactory experi-

ences with the Degory No-jet carburetter as fitted to 8 h.p.-

Enfield sidecars. It gives, he says, greatly improved accelera-

tion and power. ,."

ODDnDDnnDaDDnDnnnDnDDnnanDDanDDaannnarjj
a BOOKS AND MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
r: Issued io con.iunction with T/w Motor Cycle, ^
D 'MOTOR CYCXES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM • D
D The standard handbook on the motor cycle. CL
D Price net, 2 /6. By post, 2/10. Q

.

n "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.'- °

Q New Edition. Just Published. Pricenet,2/- Bypost,2/3. n
D 'TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." q
n A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedyin.; Q
D them when found. Fourth Edition. '- q

Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3.
n "TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." Q
Q A reliable treatise on Two-stroiies from the rider's point n
n of view. Price net 3 - By post, 5/3,

2 -MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." "
'

g
By "Ixion," of The Motor Cycle. ^

Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3.
° '

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. q
D Set o." Three Maps—^England and Wales, Scotland, a
O, London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. D

Booit post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and D
Ct Wales, London(asabove). Pricenet,4/6. Bypost,4/8. D
[^

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
r? With 32 pagesofRoad lyiaps. Pricenet,5/- Bypo5t,5/4, ^

n ObUinabJe by post (remittance with order) from 1LIFFE&SONS Ltd., H
Q 20, Tudor Street, London, £.0.4, or of leading Bool^ellen and n
n Railway Bookstalls. H
QaaDQDDnaDDaaaDaDaDDDnaDDnaaaoDQDaa
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto^ All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication omot must be accompanied by a 2(1. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the top leit-hand corner of the envelope, and shou'd be kept distinct from questions beari ng on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle," desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads.

in any particular locality.

OIL FOR HUB GEARS.

^ What is the best oil for use

> in the Armstioiig hub gear ?

—

LiJ w.J.A.
A thin cycle axle oil is the most suitable

lubricant ; engine oil should un no

.iccount be used.

OIL SLINGING.
Jly single-cylinder Zenith-Jap -

JT] slings oil from the driving side" main bearing. I got the bearing

-LI rebushed, but it still slings cril

to such an ext«nt Ihat I can push

the machine along with the belt simply

-slithering round the pulley without

turning the engine at all, yet there is

practically no play in the bush. Can

you tell me of any device to stop the

trouble?—H.T.L. - -

If the bearing is in good order, the oil

slinging in all probability is due to a

defective or inefficient crank case release

valve. The fitting of a new one, or atten-

tion to the existing one, w-ould probably

put matters right.

NEITHER POWER NOR SPEED.

I have had some trouble

^ lately with my 2^ h.p. four-

51 stroke motor cycle, which runs
-LI well on the stand, and seems to

develop ample power, but on the

road it is very slow. I do not think

it will do more than 15 m.p.h., and the

slightest hill has to be rushed. The
engine s.eeprs in good order. Compres-

sion is good, and the magneto always

gives a good spark at the plug. Start-

ing is easy, either when cold or warm,
but the throttle lever must be three-

quarters open when starting. When I

.Jam on the machine with the throttle

(lever threequarters open and the air

,!lever open fully, I can just do the above

_'speed—15 m.p.h. Should I cloFe the

'throttle slightly the engine stops firing

at once. What is the cause of this?

The jet is No. 36.—J.H.
You do not say anything about the timing

of your engine ; but we should imagine

that the ignition is unduly retarded.

Make quite sure that the spark occurs

when the piston is on top dead centre

w-ith the magneto control two-thirds

retarded. With a lightweight machine
6uch a large jet as No. 36 should not be
needed, and it would appear either that

there is a considerable air leak in the

induction system, or that the throttle

itself is not responding to the movement
of the throttle lever. JIake sure that the

throttle .wire is correctly adjusted.

EPICYCLIC GEARING.
Can you please inform me

where I can obtain a description

of the principle of the change
-2J speed gear of the N.S.U. German

motor cycle? Possibly, quoting
from memory, you can say if it consists

of a 3un and planet wheels^ with a large

internally toothed wheel engaging with
the outside of the planet wheels. Can
you inform me of similar gear arrange-

ments fitted to motor cycles or cars?

—

B.S.
The N.S.U. gear consists of an epicyclic

train on the common lines wherein a
driven internally toothed ring is used.

The pulley is connected to a carrier on
which planet pinions are mounted, and a

central sun wheel is clutched either to

the internal ring (for high gear) or to a
non-rotating portion of the machine (for

low gear). Similar gear arrangements
have been so numerous that it is im-

possible to give the names of all of them,
but the Armstrong and Sturmey-Archer
three-speed hubs were typical examples.
Epicyclic gearing is now seldom used on
motor cycles, but it is used on certain

motor cars.

COOLING THE EXHAUST CAP.

I have recently read a great

JjT] deal about the " hot spot " on

^ air-cooled engines, and should be
-LI glad of your criticism of an ex-

periment I propose to carry out

with my 4^ h.p. B.S. A. outfit. The
exhaust valve cap is countersunk on the

top, about |in. deep and lin. wide.
I propose to screw into this an inverted

U tube (the boibr), about 4in. long,

and connect flow and return pipes to

a small water tank higher up. (1.) Will
this " cold spot " tend to distort or

crack the cylinder when really hot?

(2.) Will ordinary petrol piping be
large enough for conducting the circu-

lating water, or could rubber tubing
be used.—W.H.M.

(1.) It is very unlikely that the distortion

would be so great as to crack the cylin-

der. (2.) Ordinary petrol piping would
be practically useless. You would need
connections at least fin. internal diameter.
It is doubtful if the experiment
would be of any practical value. The
best thing you could do would be to fit

aluminium or copper radiating fins to the
exhaust valve can.

A FINE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMPRESSION OF BROOKLANDS RACING.

H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian sidecar) the scratch man, overtakes E. Barag%vanath (8 Martin M.A.G,

sidecar) at the last Brooklands meeting. Le Vack's streamline sidecar is apparently useful I

BS
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ULAI'ERS' REPLIES.

SLIPPED OR SIRAINED MAGNETO
DRIVE.

Your "lorrespondent " R.F." need not
be afraid of taking down his timing on
the Bat-Jap. - It is quite simple after

doing it once or twice. What has hap-
pened is that when the gudgeon pin
broke, the shock unscrewed the -bevel
pinions on the timing—either the shaft
pinions or half-time or both. The bevels
are screwed, and when they have been
taken cff they should be tapped up tightly

with a piece of lead or copper on the
teeth. I can re-time my ignition in less

than five minutes, even in the dark

!

(Note.—The correct way to " advance "

is to push the lever down.)—W. H.
Talbot Smith.

ACTION OF ACETYLENE ON COPPER.
I notice in the issue of The Motor Cycle

of August 25th that the question of the
action of acetylene on copper has arisen
once more. Some years ago I made a

copper bottom for the water container of a
large car generator. The lower surface was,
of course, subject to the action of the gas
when in use. On recharging the apparatus
for the first time, I noticed that the
copper was covered by . a red deposit,

which instantly exploded on being
touched with the fingers. The action of
acetylene on copper and certain other
metals is the most characteristic property
of the gas. The latter may be regarded
as hydrogen carbide, and the reaction

consists simply in the replacement' of the
hydrogen atoms by metallic atoms to give
a metallic carbide :

C,H,+2Cu=aCu,+H,
Carbides formed in tiiis way—and for

that reason usually called acetylides—
differ from calci-m carbide in their pro-

perties. The latter will stand heat, but
decomposes at once when damped : while
the former are unaffected by water, but
decompose explosively when heated in the
dry state. In conclusion, I might remark
that the rubber tube sold by chemists for

feeding-bottles makes a far more durable
flexible gas pipe than the article usually

supplied for the purpose. T e one objec-

tion is its liabilitv to be pinched or to

kink, but this can be avoided bv slipping

inside it a long spiral of fine wire. This
can readily be made by winding ordinary
flower wire round a -|%in. rod, and then
pulling the spiral out to the required
extent.

—

John H. Hatch.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Eefiders' replies to questions published

tinder this Jieadinq should hi sent to the

Editor^ " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they icill be jor-

warded direct to the querists concerned.
" W.J.R." (Rye).—3i h.p. Sports Sun-

beam, 8 h.p. A.V. Monocar, or 3^ h.p.

Zenith-Bradshaw.

"A.R.E." (London, S.E.) — O.K.
Junior, Mark IX.
"J.D.T." (Oxford).—Wates acetylene

to electric lamp conversion set.

" W.H.W." (Rugeley). — Ner-a-car :

Reliability, comfort, ease of handling,
etc.

" H.W.G." (Watford).—Comparisons
between the all-chain Triumph and
Norton machines (with sidecars) : Oil
and petrol consumption, reliability, and
speed.

b6

Thurs., Sept. 8lh—Norfolk M.C. and
L'C C. Open Speed Trials.

Eat-. Sept. lOlh—Liverpool M.C. Open
" Reliance Cup '' Trial.

Sat.. ScpL 17th—
Grand Prix Raci for Cycle Cars.

Sat.. Sept. 17th—Midland Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Fri., Sept. 23rd^ to Tues., Sept. E7th-
Anglo-Dutch Reliability Trial.

Sal. Sept. 24th-M.C.C. Sporting Trial.

Sal.. Oct. Ist-Doncaster and District

M.C.C. Open Speed Trials.

Mon., Nov. 28th, to Sat., Dec, 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show..

. Fri., Jan. 27lh, to SaU, Feb. 4th, 1922—
Sco lish Motor Show (including motor
cycles'. - '

" A.K." (Nottingham).—Four-cylinder
Henderson (Model K);- General reli-

ability, economy, and controllability, com-
pared with V twins of 6 or 8 h.p.

'

" A.I." (Paisley).—2i h.p. Wooler :

General reliability, workmanship, flexi-

bility, gear efficiency, and effect of rear

springing on steering. '

" J.R.D." (Newport, Hon.).-Beard-
more-Precision with sidecar : Consump-
tion, speed, spring frame, comfort, power,
and general running.

" C.C.L." (Bayswater).—3i h.p. o.h.v.
Douglas : General running, speed, acces-

,

sibility, and suitability for reliability

trials as well as speed events.
" S.W." (Norwich). — Most suitable

plug for 1921 AUdays-AUon.

Originally Intended for the T.T., this new
o.h.v. Rover engine made its first public

appearance at the last race meeting at

Brooklands.

In the Cumberland Open Trial.

An addition to the already published

list of awards is the second-class prize

earned by W. Wells, who rode a 3^ h.p,

'Sunbeam. '

Found on the Road.

The rider who lost an article of wear-

ing apparel on the finishing straight at

Brooklands on August '27th should for-

ward a description to Mr. L. W. Ar-i

Lankester, 1, Rectory Place, Guildford.

New Home for a Promising Machine.

- Increasing sales of the Massey-Arran
Motor Co., Ltd., thanks to a consistent

policy of embodying a refinement of

finish, in conjunction with a run of

competition successes, -necessitate the
occupation of larger and better equipped •

premises at 52, Bordesley Street, Bir-

mingham.

A Taxation Concession.

Economic Motors, Ltd., 62, East Castle .

Street, Oxford Street, London, W.l, who
make a lightweight two-stroke 'Attach-
ment for bicycles, which is also suitable
for tradesmen's carriers, having ap-
proached the Ministry of Transport, have i

procured a concession which allows these >

vehicles fitted with mechanical motor at-

tachments to be taxed 30s. instead of £4 '

A Midland Traders' Trial.

A social run, combined with a relir

ability trial, vras organised by the pro-
prietors of Redditch Garages, Ltd., of
Redditch, amongst their own customers,
on August 27th. Some really stiff hills

were included, amongst them being Flag-
staff llill and Farlow Bank. The trial

finished near Worcester after a sporting .

run of about eighty miles. No trade or ;

professional riuers were eligible, and, as
it proved, both first and second prize
winners had never previously competed
in a trial. The winner was N. F. Cave
(5 B.S.A.), who, therefore, holds the
challenge cup and receives a gold medal.
The second places (silver medals) were
gained by car owners, while the follow-
ing completed the course successfully, but
lost marks on time : H. Charman (3^
Norton), P. J. Howies (5-6 Brcugh), G.
Surman (4^ B.S.A.), and W. Swiffen (3^
Norton).

Catalogues Received.

Messrs. Coppen, Allan, and Co., 89,
Great Portland Street, London, W.l :

An excellently got-up catalogue listing
:

Reading-Standard motor bicycles and the '

Plus One and M.P. sidecars.

Tryus Cycle and Motor Co., Johnstone
Street, Birchfields, Birmingham : Silver
Prince lightweight sidecar outfits are de-
scribed in the folder received from this
company. J.A.P. or Villiers units of i

2J h.p. are used, and the other compo-
nents of the specification are all of first-

class make.
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Olmes to TLlg^t Camps
Sept. 8th

„ 10th

„ 12th

„ 14th

8.31 p.m.
8.26 „
8.22 „
8.18 „

Chat-
Intei-clul) Rally at Hendon.

Club secretavies are reminded entries

for the Challenge Shield to be awarded
at tlie North Ix>ndon M.C.C. Inter-club

rally at Hendon on the 17th inst. should

be in the hands of the Honorary Or-

ganiser, "The Nook," Wellington Road,
Bush Hill Park, London, N., on or before

next Saturday. There are several other

prizes; and unattached motor cyclists are

specially invited to attend what is believed

to be the first big rally in London district.

Insularity Not Confined to Englishmen.

In our French contemporary, Moto-
Iterue, one of its contributors points out

With regret that France was not repre-

sentee! in the International Six Days
Trials. He infers that the reason was
because the cost would be too great.

"Always the same stoi-y," he writes, and
goes on to poiirt out that English com-
petitors did not hesitate to make the

necessary sacrifice. "Is it true," he

asks, " that it is the Frenchman who
always thinks that the boundary of his

coiuitry is the end of the world ?'

The Death of D.O.R.A.

D.O.E.A. is dead.
* * *

Various rulings to which we have

become accustomed are automatically

rescinded by the official " termination of

the state of war."
* * «

Lighting-up time reverts to the " one

hour after sunset" rule.
* * *

Latterly, the half-hour after sunset

under d!O.R.A. has been acknowledged
more in the breach than the observance

thereof.
* * *

Pedal cycles are now exempt from rear

light carrying.
* * *

The joy of a certain section of the cycle

community who object to safeguarding

others, and not least themselves, will be

short-lived—because new legislation of a

permanent nature is contemplated.
* * *

\ ^y a curious anomaly, motor bicycles

are not bicycles within " the meaning of

the Act." Pre-war test cases established

this _ unfortunate truth.
* * *

Solo motor cyclists must carry rear

lamps on their machines.

Parking Places for Motor Vehicles.

Huddersfield is, according to an A.A.
report, the latest town to allot recog-
nised parking places . for motor vehicles
belonging to visitors making short calls.

Garages.

Only cheap and efficient garage service
is wanted in all our large cities to in-
crease the popularity of motor cycling.

A Royal Motor Cyclist.

It is some time after his death that we
learn that the late Kin" Peter of Serbia,

always a sportsman, took to a motor cycle

in his old age, and enjoyed speeding up
to about 35 m.p.h.
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Special T^eatures

SIX DAYS TRIALS DESCRI3ED.

PASSENGER MACHINE TOPICS.

THE TOURIST TROPHY DISCUSSION-
MORE OPINIONS.

Motor Cycles in Brazil.

Up to the middle of May, 1921, the
following is the number of motor cycles

licensed in the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil,

the machines being _ classified according

to makers' names : Harley-Davidsou
58; Indian, 34; Henderson, 6; Ex-
celsior, 4; Terrot, 4; F.N., 3; Motosa-
coch, 3: Scat, 2; B.S.A., 2; Warvicksbue,

1 ; A.J.'S., 1 ; Allon, 1 ; Davidson, 1 ; Pre-

colio, 1 ; Carrieres, 1 ; JSIatchless, 1

;

Special Cj'clo, 1 ; Humber, 1 ; Opel, 1.

X

:.--*»'**^"«^tii

THE SIX DAYS TRIALS IN THE WEST.

On part of the Devonshire portion of the route, F. ]. Watson (6 Ariel sc.) near South Molton.

B9
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Westoe M.C.

Membership of this "young " club now
stands at forty. The hon. secretary is

Mr. Arnold Joseph, 7, Westoe Crescent,

South Shields.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

Only twelve classes in all will be con-

tested at the hill-climb organised by the

North Derbyshire M.C.C. on behalf of

the Centre, to be held on Saturday.
Entries, which closed on Monday, are

confined to resident members of chibs in

the E.M.C.

Coatbiidge, Airdrie, and District M.C.C.

Formula results ai*e now available of

the open hill^climb held on the 20th ult.

350 c.c— 1, G. Kelly (2% A. J.S.I ; 2, J. Caliler

{2% New Imperial): 3, W. Robertson (2i/i

Velocetle).
60b c.c.— 1, J. Calder (2-^/1 New Imperial): 2,

G. Kelly (2-4 A..I.S.); 3, W. Robertson (3
A.BX;.).
OVER 600 c.c— 1, J. Calder (a'li New Im-

perial); 2, G. Kelly (2% A.J.S.); 3, W. Robert-
son (3 A.B.C.).
SIDECARS.— 1, G. Kelly (234 A.J.S. sc): 2,

A. Aitkin (4 Triumph sc.) : 3, J. Grant (8 En-
tield sc).

Worcester M.C.C.

Fastest; time of the day at the recent

closed speed trials at Madresfield Court
Drive was made by Reg. Brown (3^ Sun-
beam). Results, with times, follow :

1,200 c.c. PASSES^GER CLASS.—H. F. S.

Morgan (8 Morgan), 31s.; W. B. Gibb (3V.
Douglas), 32 7-lOs.
250 CO. SOLO CLASS.—B. Kersbaw (2J4 New

Imperial), 28|s. ; K. B. Batchelor (214 Diamond),
36:,.

350 c.c. SOLO CLASS.—Eric Williams (2%
A.J.S.), 26V'S. ; B. Kershaw (2^4 New Imperial),
28^5.; P, W" Cotton (2"!4 Cotton-B), 31«s.
500 c.c. SOLO CLASS.—R. Brown (31/2 Sunbeam),

26s.; C. Lewis (SV" Sunbeam), 26|s.; Eric Williams
(2% A.J.S. ), 27Js".

750 c.c SOLO CL.4SS.—R. Brown (3'/. Sunbeam),
2Zl%.; W. B. Gibb (3V' Douglas), 27 3-lOs.; G.
L. Gardner (3V. Sunbeam), 27 3-lOs.
UNLIMITED SOLO.—Eric Main (8-10 Zenith),

26 3-lOs.; H. Brown (3Vi Sunbeam), 26V>S.; W.
B. Gibb (31,0 Douglas), 27is
500 c.c PASSENGER MACHINES.—W. B. Gibb

(31/2 Douglas), 33Js.; R. Brown (31/2 Sunbeam),
34is.
750 c.c. PASSENGER MACHINES.—R. Brown

(31/2 Sunbeam), 30iB. ; W. B. Gibb (31/. Douglas),
32|s.
SPECIAL CLASS FOR PRIVATE OWNERS.—

F. Pardee (31/0 Norton), 27s.; C. Eveson (3V-. Nor-
ton), 27is. : H, Woodhall (31/2 Sunbeam), 28Ss.

BIO
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Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
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Sept.
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Sept.
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S.—Tiuinton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Fifty Mile Trial.
S.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Paper-
chase.

8.—Bencick and District M.C. Route Find-
inq Competition.
9-W.—Essex M.C. Twentij-fovr Hovr Trial
to Bala.
10.—East Midland Centre A.C.V. Closed-
Hill-climb.
lO.—Southport M.C. Speed Trials on the
Sand.
U.—llhley M.C. and l.C.C. Speed Trials
for Ennlisli Trophy.
10.—Ulster M.C.C. Social linn.
lO.—Svrbiton and District M.C.C. Ballards
Cup Trial.

10.—Newcastle and District M.C. Knock-out
HiU-climb.

10.—North Wales M.C.C. Sporting Trial.
10.—Oxford M.C. Hill-climb.
10.—Helensburgh M.C.C Petrol Consump-
tion Test.

TO.—Luton and South Beds A.C. Reliability
Trial.

10.—Surrey M.C.C. Bill-climb.
10.—Bristol M.C.C. Run to. Wye Valley.
10.— York and District M.C. Reliability
Trial.

10.—Deu-sbury and District M.C.C. Picnic.
10.—West Kent M.C. Hill-climb.
10-11.—Birmingham M.C.C. Week-end Trial
to Chepstow.

10-11.—Wolverhampton Avto Nomdds. Week-
end Run to Ludloiv.

11.—Woolwich. Plumstearl, and District M.C.
Picnic at Carter's Hill.
11.—Stafford and District M.C.C. Run to
Matlock.

II.—Cambridge and County M.C. Reliability
Trial.

11.—West Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run
to Marchington Cliff.

11.—Stamford and District M.C.C. and Peter-
borough M.C.C. Joint Speed Trials.
11.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Social
Run to Bolton.
11.—Sheffield M.C.C. Fishing Match at
Drakeholes.
11.—Northern M.C. Speed Judging Kill-
climb.

11.—Exeter ?I.C. and J.C.C. Run to Double
Waters, Tavistock.

11.—Leeds M.V. Reliability Trial.

11.—Wakefield and District M.C.C. Run to
Llkley Moors.

11.—Basingstoke and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Run to Lee-on-the-Solent.

11.—Central London M.C.C. Run to Frens-
harn Ponds.

11.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Run to
Semer Water.

11.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
.and L.C.C. Run to Seasaltcr.
11.—Bradford M.C. and Ij.C.C. Wilson Cup
Trial for Passenger Machines.
13.—Truro and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Evening Run to Gorran.

li.—Burton and District M.C.C. Run to
Derby.

Grayesend and District M.C.C.

On Wednesday, the 24th ult., a very 1

successful "slow h'U-climb was held,

Matchless, Rover, and Eclipse machines
being successful in t' ;ir respective classes.

Bradbury M.C.C.

On the occasion of a recent rally pf 1

Bradbury riders at Alms' Hill, it was ^
proposed to form a club, as above, for

owners of these machines only. Those
intere.sted should communicate with Mr. I

A. F. Godwin, The Homestead, Belm'jnt 1

Road, Twickenham.

Okehampton M.C.C.

Results have now been announced of

the reliability trial to Penzance and back,
held in the latter half of last month.
There were twenty starters, and the best
performance, irrespective of class, was
made by F. Tenby (4 Norton ::.).

Results :

SOLO (HEAVY).-l, E. J. Hosking (8-lC E.\.
celsior) and J. P. A. Spencer (3V' Triumpli),
error 0; 2, J. G. Durrant (3y.> Norton) and T.
Woods (4 Triumph), 30s.; 3, W. Backwav (4
Triumph), 2m, 30s.
SOLO (LIGHTWEIGHT).—1, H. Brooking (24

Verus), error Im.; 2, P. Cowling (2-?i I)ouglasJ,
3m. 30s.; 3. R. G. Eccles (2% Douglas), 11m.
SIDECARS.— 1, F. Tenby (4 Norton sc.) and

W. H. Newman (8 Enfield sc), error 30s.

York and District M.C.

Results follow of the very successful
hill-climb held on Garrowby Hill on the
27th ult.

275 CO.—General : 1, E. Wood (2% New Imperin!),
Im. 6is. ; 2, D. Brigham (214 Omega). Im. 7;.5

;

3, Miss Wilson (214 Velocette), Im. 27|3.
300 c.c—General : 1, C. S. Eussell (244 A.J.S),

Im. 4|s. ; 2, E. Wood (214 New Imperial), Im. 4Ss.

;

3, G. M. Stevenson (2% Siinbefim), Im. 6i6.
560 c.c—General : 1, E. T. Oawthorne (31/2

Norton), 49|s. : 2, W. Wells (31/2 Sunbeam), 58;s.

;

3, R. C. Morriss 3% Scott), Im. 5ia. Am.nteurs

:

1, W. Wells (31/2 Sunbeam), 56|s. ; 2, G. Bower
(31/2 Norton). 57S6. ; 3, W. Wilkinson (3V2 Sun-
beam), Im. 7Bs.

750 c.c—General: 1, E. T. Oawthorne (31/2

Norton). 50fs. ; 2, W. Wells (314 Sunbeam), 57s.

Am.ateurs: 1, W. Wells (3V- Sunbeam), 55is. ; 2,

G. Bower (31/2 Norton), S64s. ; 3, W. Wilkinson
(31/. Suntieam), Im. 2I3.
UNLIMITED.—General : 1, E. T. Oawthorne (3"

'2

Norton), 49Ss. ; 2, W. Wells (31/2 Sunbeam), 55;s.

Amateurs: 1, W. Wells (31/2 Sunbeam), 55!s.; 2,

G. Bower (31/™ Norton), 56Ss. ; 3, W. Wilkinson
(31/, Sunbeam), Im. 23s.
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Two private owner competitors, A. L. Cranch (5-5 Rover sidecar), and N. Clayton Russell (4 Norton sidecar), passing a "park" of tourists'

cars and chars-a-bancs in Cheddar Gorge.

adern Motor Cycles demonstrate their Reliability under Conditions such as prevail ii their

use by the Average Owner. 730 Miles over Roads which are traversed by Tourists, and
a searching Speed Test on Brooklands. Oil and Pelrol Consumption and Silerce Important
Factors. All Classes of Machines do well.

MONDAY'S RUN, 135 Miles.

Route : Brooklands, Chertsey, Staines,

Windsor, Maidenhead, Henley-on-

Thames, Benson, Oxiord, Woodstock,

Enstone, Chipping Norton, Northleach,

Cirencester, Crudwell, Malmesbury,

Chippenham, Box, Bath.

iN
last week's issue of Tht Motor Cycle

we described the initial stages i f the

annual Six Days Trials oi-ganised by
the Auto Cycle Union, together with an

account of the first day's run, which is

here recapitulated.

Eighty-eight of the ninety-five entrants

passed through the brake test on the

Brooklands test hill, and eventually

started on the easiest day's run ever ex-

perienced in a big trial.

Notwithstanding the " go as you
please " nature of the first day's trial,

it took a somewhat heavy toll, and no

fewer than si.x competitors were missing

when the men were timed in at Bath.

These were ; C. Hanwell (2i Cedes),

who, through a loose jet, lost so much
fuel that he had to break the seals on
his filler cap in order to replenish, and
automatically retired ; L. H. Wells (2|

Hawker); J. G. Walker (25 Edmund);
N. Hall (2i O.K. sc), gear box; L.

Peaty (2| Hawker sc.) ; and R. C. Davis

{8 Chatcr-Lea sc), indisposed.

Attachment for controlling the clutch

pedal from the handle-bar on Harveyson's

4 h.p. Harley-Davidson.

The marks lost were :

D. Read (ZiJ Ready), 5, stoijped on Ditteridge
Hill.
H. F. Pellowes (4 Coulson), ran out of petrol

and broke seals.

A. Eckersley (3Vj Duzmo), 6m. late.

T. P. Blumfield (6 Ariel), 6m. late.

A handful of powdered graphite was
responsible for the withdrawal of Neville

Hall's O.K. sidecar. He inserted it in the

gear box, and it choked a vital oilway.

H. H. Nicholson (3^ Martinsyde), who
ran out of petrol on the first afternoon's

run, and was sixteen minutes late in

consequence, has been allowed a clean

sheet, as he did not take in a sufficient

quantity of fuel at Chipping Norton.

TUESDAY, 155i Miles.

Route : Bath, Weston, Caleot Farm,
Dursley, Wooton-under-Edge, Kings-

wood, Wickwar, Chipping Sodbury,

Keynsham, Bishopsworth, Cheddar

Ounch), Bleadon, Highbridg«, Bridg-

water, Spaxton, Kingston, Crowcombe,

Wivelscombe, Norton Fitzwarren,

Taunton.

The standing proverb about the Six

Days is that the silly men drop out on
the first day and the unlucky men on

the second day. But this trial broke
all records in easiness for two days.

Tuesday's run consisted of 155^- miles of

roads which were sometimes narrow and
twisty, occasionally rough, but never diffi-

cult. Half a dozen hills or to were offi-

cially observed, but their good surfaces

and gentle gradient permitted any good
500 c.c. solo to climb on top gear, or, at

the worst, on second gear, with the

throttle practically shut^ The ride would
have been actuallv boring for most of

the competitors it t'. e hope of earning

bonus marks by phenomenally low petrol

and oil consumptions had not kept them
busy. Extraordinary efforts are being put
forth in this direction, and the week's
consumptions are likely to prove illusive

to the general public. Many riders free-

E13
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In the picturesque village of Cheddar

H. F. S. Morgan at the wheel of his 8 h.p.

short wheelbase Morgan. The Gorge has

just been passed.

wheeled down eveiy blope, long or short,

steep or gentle, and several sizable en-

gines are expected to register 120 m.p.g.
of fuel for the week. Similarly, oil was
pumped in very gingerly fashion. E.

Foster, on the big Raleigh twin, actually

averaged 2,400 m.p.g. on the new Shell

oil up to Tuesday iright. and the smaller

Eover engines showed figures of almost
equal credit. In fact, Monday and Tues-
day were really nothing more or less than
a glorified consumption test. Tank re-

plenishment was timed for 8 p.m. on
Moiiday afc Bath, and nroved a very pro-

tracted business. The riders reassembled
at the Tramway garage after dinner at

their (possibly far distant) billets, and
Some of them departed towards midnight :

but if the tank was filled in the ownerls
absence, precious fuel might be spilt or

mis-measured. By the lunch stop at

Cheddar on Tuesday, practice had ren-

dered the staff more e.xpert, and little

delay occurred.

Tuesday's Run in Detail.

Bright sunshine, a rising glass, and a

cool, light north-west wind graced Tues-

day morning's start. E. Foster obtained

leave to fit a new rear cover, as a stone

had cut his original cover en route to

Brooklands last week, but he pulled it

off the rim in dodging a traction engine

later in the day. Supplies of National

benzole w-ere not available for those who
had nominated it as their fuel for the

week. Wells's Hawker was added to the

list of Monday's retirements. Several

men discovered that they were not achiev-

ing quite as good a petrol mileage as

they expected. The route made rings

round the east of Bristol before striking

south for Cheddar Gorge. Weston Lane,
Darley, and Dundry were the morning
hills, each of which attracted a fair con-

course of spectators. The usual prao-

B14

tice was to climb throttled down to about
20-25 m.p.h. on second gear, closing dowMi

a little further for the sake of silence if

any judges were noticed to be present.

The sight of Dr. Low's familiar figure

always caused throttles to shut abruptly.
Edwards had equipped his Coulson with
a new belt at the start, and it stretched
fast enough to make him anxious up
Weston Lane. On Dundry Hill the
Rovers were remarkably quiet: the
Dunelts held their 4^ to 1 top gears until

near the summit; whilst the A.J.S.,
Eudge, and Ariel teams all made out-

standing performances. Ebblewhite was
out trying to trap men ahead of time.
Li the descent of Cheddar Gorge, Clay-
ton Russell upset his Norton and cut, his
forehead, but was able to continue.
Cheddar was crowded with enthusiastic
visitors, some of whom cliir.'. :d several

The Dureff four-speed chain gear box fitted

on N. Clayton Russell's Norton outfit.
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of the day's test hills with four, five, cr

even six, passengers on their sidecar out-

fits. After lunch tKere were four observed

hills—mostly christened by false names in

the programme. Cothelstone Hill, on the

Quantocks, was the longest, but any self-

respecting roadster should roar up it on

second, and the majority of the entry

could have touched 40 m.p.h. on it if

they had dared. The silence regulations

restrained them, to say nothing of the oil

and petrol economy bonus, tjrider such

conditions it would be" sheer idiscy to

select any ascent for special praise. In

other words, the afternoon run was
another gentle tour. Stobart's James
sidecar unfortunately collided with a

motor van eight miles out of Tatinlqn.

The frame was too badly buckled for fur-

ther participation in the trials. Two
cases of broken petrol .filler seals had

occurred thus eiU'ly in the week. Han-
well broke his seals as the result of a

loose jet, and promptly retired. But

Fellowes, after breaking his seals as the

result of a tank drained by a flooding

carburetter, elected to ride on, and so

compelled the judges to discuss tlie

question of disqualification.

Tuesday's retirements included unlucky

thirteen, P. R. Dowson, who carried that

number on his 2J h.p. Hawker. Others

to retire on the second day were : E.

Mundey (2^ New Hudson), D. Read
(2| Ready), and H. F. Fellowes (2|

Coulson-B).
Very few riders had lost more ihan a

single figure number of marks before

Wednesday, but A. G. Wall (2^ Gedos)

and Graham Gates (2| Edmund) were
exceptions, having each lc;;t thirty.

New front wheel brakes with compensating

action are fitted to the T.B. three-wheeler.

WEDNESDAY, 17rMiles.

Route : Taunton, Wivelscombe, Raleigh's

Cross, Heath Poult Cross, Timherscombe,
Wootton Courtney, Luccombe, Porlock,

Lynmouth, Parraoombe, South Molton,

Raoken'ord, Tiverton (lunch), Cullomp-

ton, Honiton, Sidford, Colyford, Lyme
Regis, Moreoombelake, Marshwood,
Broadwindsor, Winsham, Chard, Combe
St. Nicholas, Taunton,

Wednesday morning broke fine and
cool, thus robbing the one stiff day of

all its terror. A few drops of rain fell

as the 350 c.c. men climbed. Lynton,
but the sky soon cleared. Thanks to

the dry weather, Porlock and Lyntoii hills

were firmer and smoother than we had
ever seen them. Edwards, on the 2% h.p.
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The Six Days Trials Described.

—

Coalsoii-B, never required bottom gear

except up these two famous hills, and the

score sheet indifflited that, if the speed
and condition tests at Brooklands on the

last day failed to impose heavy penalties,

an unparalleled percentage of gold medals
should be won. Wednesday's route in-

cluded no fewer than thirteen observed
hills, but many liders roared up ten of

them on top gear, and vei'y few of the

climbs reduced the smaller engines

to their bottom ratios. The first

ascent after breakfast—Whitefield
Rocks leading up on to Brendon
Hill—was two miles long, but a
modern engine does not mind two
miles on second gear. There fol-

lowed twenty miles of narrow,
picturesque lanes into Porlock.

Performances on Porlock.

Porlock was in far better condi-
tion on Wednesday than we have
ever knowm it. The surface was
hard and dry, and, considering that

. motor coaches descend it daily, few
stones abounded'. Spectat-6rs, num-
bering several hundred, assembled ,

at the corners to see the procession
of riders. Winn (Douglas) led the

|j^OT(^ILII

howevei-. Ariels, ridden by Newey and
Woodcock, made easy ascents, and when
a privately-owned Triumph, with a lady
on the carrier, went by, it was clear that

Porlock had lost its terrors and was un-

likely to trouble any machine in really

good fettle. But there were failures, of

course ; for instance, Eckersley (Duzmo)
stopped on the first bend presumably with

a slipping clutch, and Singer (Rudge sc.)

slowed down suddenly at the same place

a clean ascent, and, incidentally, the

engine was one of two only which smoked
—the decision to measure oil consumption
leading to many competitors operating

their oil pumps sparingly. The four-

speed P. and SI.'s all made steady and
sure ascents. North deserves special

praise for the handling of his diminutive

O.K. sidecar, which never faltered on
Porlock. Three Martinsyde sidecars in-

dulged in a little T.T. up the hill as they

way, going well at 9.45 a.m., but aft^r

Cathrick (4^ Duunelt) and Vallings, on a

similar mount, had gone up comtortably,

Winn descended the hill and announced

that his gear box had seized. Searle and

Padley, on Sheffield-Hendersons, made
]io mistake, whilst Symes and Nicholson,

on Jlartinsydes, and Strange (Janies)

formed a trio who toured up within a

few yards of one another. Danskin,

Ewens, and Sibley (Rudges) demonstrated

that they had ample power for hill work,

and one noticed that the overhead yal-ve

gear has been silenced of Jate. Sibley

was reported stopped. higher up the hill,

' and repeated the performance. When,
- however, he traced the trouble to a

choked jet, he made a really excellent

climb, for which he was duly applauded.

Some men changed up between the two
hairpin bends, Morgan, for instance, and
Longman (Ariel). The four-cylinder

F.N.'s made an excellent impression,

climbing steadily and swiftly. The

Scotts, too, were admired. Spectators

appreciated the fact that the various

makes were grouped together in the pro-

gramme, and the men themselves ran so

regularly that on hills the teams went

up in a bunch. Foster's Raleigh made

(Left) H. R. Davies (2J A.J.S.) and .

a pair of O.K. Junior riders, A. Milner

and W. L. Handley entering Bridg-

water.

(Riglit) A scene on Cothlestone Hill.

H. Boynton with his 7 h.p. James and

sporting sidecar.

ascended almost side by side. Of

the single-cylinder sidecars, Clayton

Russell's four-speed Norton was

probably fastest. Matchless, James,

and A.j.S. sidecar exponents to a

man did well. When the light-

weights arrived, Wall (Oedos)

proved that the Somersetshire

terror is no match for 250 c.c.

miniatures, but Lidston© (James)

footed and then walked alongside,

although he kept his engine run-

ning Kershaw (New Imperial)

was quite fast. Mason's Connaughfc

made no mistake, and, in fact, all

the miniatures, except Merson

(Ready) got up well, the latter footing

due to a -slijpping clutch. The solo A.J.b.

men, with such a redoubtable string of

jockeys, were a star turn.

After Lynton the road was easy but

very bumpy as far as lunch at Tiverton.

In the afternoon- the surface was usually

good, but the contours kept undulating,

and crowds of spectators were gathered

to watch the trial on their local hills. The

fast, easy climbing made a great impres-

sion, and F. C. North, on the httle 2-L

h.p. O.K. sidecar, came in for a great

deal of applause, for he was the only

lightweight sidecarist still running.

CI

I
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Lynton was thronged with spectators,

who were massed so as to obscure the

riders' view of the hairpin, so that

Cunningham's P. and M. narrowly missed
crashing into the wall of rock on the left.

The road was perfectly dry, very hard,

and comparatively free from loose stones.

A rideable track was obtainable across

the full width, except where the drag of

the coach had torn a rut.

The 500 c.c. class led the procession on
Wednesday. Eckersley, on the Duzmos
stopped low down in his first ascent.

On making a second attempt at much
higher speed he rounded the hairpin

comfortably, but failed higher' up. The

The 600 c.c. sidecar class had lots of

pov.-er in hand, and North's tiny O.K.
outfit naturally received the ovation of

the day. There was something con-

temptuous in the air with which the 1,100

c.c. combinations swept up—as if a
hungry lion should deign to gobble up a

mouse.
By this time the non-motoring section

of the crowd had become deeply im-

pressed, for only one solitary machine
had evinced the least anxiety. Presently

the babies began to appear. The New
Imperials trotted up nimbly, but Lidstone
and Wall were slow, and the former
seemed to hop oif above the corner. Last
of all carii^ the 350 c.c. class, who com-

At Lynmouth the local milkman essayed
to climb the hill with two enormous
churns in the sidecar of his Triumph. He
took the hairpin in fine' style, and was
loudly cheei'ed. Higher up he conked
out, and was immediately cheered again.

The apple crop in Somerset and Devon
is simply- enormous this year. . The early

codlins have, of course, been picked, but
most of the trees are bending and groan-

ing under tremendous loads of the later

sorts.

Marians, of P. and M. fame, and
" M.C.C." Baddeley made a star climb
of Lynton on a Morris car, and Col.

Brereton, one. of the judges, went up
very nicely on his old G.N., to which
he is devoted.

The favourite jibe is to ask Mr. Lough-
borough whether the trials route was
planned by the Touring Department or

the. Competitions Committee.

Why is the A.C.U. so fond of Taunton
as a trials centre? Trouble always

(Left) F. C. North (2J- O.K. sidecar)

on Station Hill, Honiton. Incidentally -

this 292 c.c. sidecar outfit made a remark-

ably fine performance on Porlock and

Lynton.
(Right) E. Searle taking Porlock with

confidence on his 4 h.p. Sheffield-

Henderson.

two Dunelts, ridden by Vallings and
Caltinch, were apparently' on middle
gear. The whole of the rest of the

class toyed with the ascent.

Class D (up to 750 c.c). probably
outshone all the other classes. Har-
veyson's Harley made a beautifully

quiet, steady climb, full of obvious
confidence. The Ariels 'were sound.
The Scotts purred up smoothly in a
bunch, and the F.N. team were probably
quieter than anybody else.

Climbs—Spectacular and Otherwise.

Foster, on the Raleigh, got a special

cheer because he tried to take a V turn
up towards Lynton, and recovered finely

when the crowd roared at him to go
straight on. Winn (Douglas) passed very
late after his gear box trouble at Porlock.

Finch's G.N. was as fast as any bicycle.

Watson's 6.N. burst its near back tyi-e

just past the Lyndale Hotel, but the
driver slid back, and roared up the hill

four minutes later with a spare tube in

position. The Morgans remembered their

petrol consumption, and went up quietly

for once, eschewing fireworks. The T.B.
was neat and fast

pleted the utter discomfiture of what was
once a Tormidable hill.

There is nothing worth chronicling about
the remainder of what was alleged to be
tht strenuous day of the trial. One hun-
dred and seventy-five miles of rough
roads, with a liberal sprinkling of hills,

would doubtless have been punishing
enough in bad weather ; but, thanks to

ideal weather conditions, few marks were
lost.

NOTES.
The Rev. J. W. Fortnum was standing

in the main street at Taunton on Tuesday
night with the word "Observer" printed
in large letters on his armlet. A working
man going home to tea sang out, " Got
a paper, guv'nor? " " Sold out! " re-

plied the ready parson.

arises about accommodation. This year

many men who had bought official

coupons found themselves banished to

back street villas over a mile from the

official garage. A troop of boy scouts

.

kindly attended to guide the exiles.,

Hardee (Matchless sc.) collided with

a lorry on Wednesday and damaged his

sidecar frame and springs, but lie was
able to continue.

Nearing Taunton on Wednesday even-

ing some village folk threw apples to the
competitors. 'They got too expert, how-
ever, in dropping them in the fleeting

-

sidecars, and a shower on one or two
of the passengers startled them not a

little.
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Apart from Wednesday's trip,

year's event rnist be the easiest '

Days " event yet.

p^MraeiLS

tliis

Six

Constant twists and turns among
narrow lanes were the feature of the

Devon and Somerset section. But for the

magnificent scenery competitors were re-

lieved to be clear of that " delightful

country.

and M. on Honiton Hill), or failed to get

his gear lever well home in the gate (as

happened to Buckle's F.N. on Brass
Kjiocker Hill). Thunderstorms oscillated

over Somersetshire all the afternoon, and
certain sidecars contained enough water

by tea-time to put up the petrol con-

sumptions quite appreciably. But the

ride was an absolute picnic, and the men
devoted their surplus energy to economis-

ing petrol. The favourite stunt is to

ing their route cards very intently; so,

when they found themselves on the Bath
tramlines and saw a finger-post with
" Two miles to ]5ath," they eased up.

Actually, they still had to make a long

(Utour, including the ascent of Brass

Knocker Hill—a top gear climb, commenc-
ing with a V corner presenting no great

difficulty.

During the morning we kept passing

and repassing competitors along nndulat-

Lynton always attracts a huge crowd of spectators for any motor cycle event, and this occasion was no exception.

seen F. S. Spouse's T.B. making an unostentatious ascent.

Here is

THURSDAY, 133i MUes.

Route: Taunton, Hemyock; Dunkerswell,

Axminster, Perry Sheet, Crewkerne,

Yeovil (lunch), Sherborne, Durweston,

Shaftesbury, 'Warminster, Frome, Rad-
stock, Bath.

To-day's run proved to be another

personally-conducted tour over 133 miles

of absurdly easy country. The pro-

gramme indicated that six hills " might "

be officially observed, and, of course, all

of them were ; but, as none of them were
steep enough to fetch a three-speeded
baby two-stroke off its middle gear, the

officials had a sinecure, except when some
unfortunate changed up instead of down
by mistake (as 1/ewis did with his P.

free-wheel down every slope, however in-

significant ; but a tew, knowing that

their fuel miler<i-e is satisfactory, eschew
such, stunts. Cn arrival at Bath, a good
many competitor^: had an unpleasant sur-

prise. The silence marks were posted

up, and twenty-eight men ere penalised,

ot whom twelve liad previously claimed

clean sheets. The judges were very dis-

creet. Twenty marks were allotted for

silence; any man losinfj more than 10%,
i.e., two marks, is disqualified for a gold

medal. So twenty-three men lost one

silence mark apiece. The three Rudges
lost two marks each, and two Martinsyde
combinations were mulcted in^ 1.5 mark
apiece. The only other e.xcitement of

, a very dull day was due to pure careless-

ness. Some of the men were not watch-

ing roads. They roared past us on the

up-grades. Their exhausts were abruptly .

hushed as they topped the crest. Then

thev slid noiselessly down the reverse

slope. Presently we caught them up

again on the flat, as they wobbled then-

front wheels to balance the machine at

a mere crawl. Just before they fell off,

they let the engine in again, and shot

ahead once more. In all seriousness,

petrol consumption provided the sole ex-

citement, apart from Porlock and Lynton,

on Wednesday afternoon. The Scott tno

were averaging about 100 m.p.g. The
P. and M. outfits were fitted with solo

tanks, which do not hold enough fuel

for a hard half-day, so they had special

permits to renlenish en route with the

aid of the oflicial cars

C5.
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Up to Thursday night the two best oil

consumption claims were : Solo 2 pints

of Shell Triple on a 5-6 h.p. Raleigh
(2,400 m.p.g.); and, sidecar, 3^ pints on
an 8 'h.p. Matchless (1,370 m.p.g.)-

The rainstorms on Thursday afternoon
proved that very few licence holders are
waterproof.

Most of the teams kept together ; L. Newey and W. Woodcock (on 3J h.p. Ariels) are shown.

Very little trouble occurred during the
day. Tom Peck damaged his crank case
oil union irretrievably in tightening a
nut. Lewis on his P. and M. muffed a gear
change on Honiton Hill, and Buckle's
gear lever slipped out of its notch on
Brass Knocker. F. C. North lost his

first time marks in the afternoon through
a series of misfortunes, the O.K. sidecar
having a spotless record up to that point.

A plug sooted up, and North promptly
inserted the spare which all good motor
cyclists keep ready to hand. Presently
the spare plug fused its points, and some
time was wasted in unearthing another
spare. Witliin a mUe the third plug also

failed., and everything had to be unpacked
again

!

. Once more it was fortunate for the
-A.C.U. that the weather held fine.

During lunch at Yeovil the official park
and replenishment depot were quite de-

A nove,

watch moun t-

ing - on the

Cedes ma-
- chines.

void of cover ; aud leplenishment was a

tedious business when every drop of oil

and petrol had to be measured by A. C.IT.

officials and r-ecorded in a book, not to

speak of resealing the tanks. Two
machines were usually dealt with at a
time. There has never been so little

"bunching" in a trial, for the system
of one minute intervals between riders

plus six minute intervals between classes,

strings the processioij out wonderfully.
But, in spite of this, a queue of a dozen
machines were usually waiting in the
open outside the refilling stations.

Only two machines fell out on Wednes-
day, which provided a positive ordeal
by contrast with the routes of the other
four days. It was clear that nearly
everybody would earn gold medals unless
the speed test at Brooklands proved un-
expectedly exacting.

NOTES.
The team work is excellent. The riders

of sister machines keep together in

clump.s, and a stoppage by one member
of a team is a signal for the others to stop.

A useful fit-

ment on tH? I

O.K.'s is a jei '

control loca-

ted on the tank \

to regulate, the

jet size of the

Cox carbur-

etter.

I

Much of the tank sealing has been very
badly done. On many machines it has
been possible to unscrew the stoppers

without breaking the seals, and on others
it was easy to pull the seal off the wire,
and replace -it. It is a pity that any
unscrupulous competitor should be given
the chance of stealing a march on others.

North's tiny O.K. was pulling a pukka,
touring sidecar. By contrast several far

biggei' machines are fitted with bantam-
weight sidecars, incapable of carrying an
adult passenger in comfort, or of holding
a real roadster kit.

At lunch on Monday, Mr. Easting,, of

windscreen fame, presented each com-
petitor with a neat leather cigarette-case,

full of Gold Flakes, designed to buckle
over a Bowden wire on the handle-bar.

A well-known SJ h.p. sidecar outfit now having tour speeds instead of two—the P. and M.

—

on the difficult comer of Lynton! Observe the loose surface.
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Tank filling is a long job. Each ounce

of oil and petrol is precious, and the men
will not have the funnels withdrawn from
their tanks till they are bone dry.

PJ^OT(^ILII 303

A'yarn is going the round to the effect

that the oiBcials forgot to' drain the sump
of one machine last Sunday ; and that the
rider managed to cover the whole of

Monday's route on the contents.

FRffiAY, 131 Miles.

Boute : Bath, Trowbridge, Edington, West
Lavington, Maddin^on, fimesbnry.

Castle HiU, Lopcombe Comer, Stock-
" bridge, Winchester (lunch), Bramdean,

Petersfield, East Tisted, Alton, Brinsted,

Hogsbaek, Guildford, Ripley, Brooklands.

The last day's road work seemed
likely to be damp, for the sky was
grey and lowering. Descending Brass
Knocker, a long top gear rise led towards
Trowbridge and over the plains past
Stonehenge, but hill tests were absent.
The riders—or, as some people call

them in memory of the war, the
" P.B.I."—were despatched by 130 miles
of devious roads, containing many loose

flints and sandy stretches ; but the
gods were just, and no appreciable rain

fell along the trials route. Everybody
had grown quite contemptuous about the
observed hills, but, after passing Peters-

field, Wheatham Hill caused quite a lot

of fun. Its second hairpin is quite

violent, and the marshals had cunningly
trained the spectators to be impassive.

So everybody fancied the hill went
straight on until they sighted a nasty
little trail of blue doubling backwards.
The G.N. cycle cars _placidly reversed,

and then remembered that the regulations

said nothing about reversing. Spouse (on

the T.B.) was in the same boat, and the

Well-known riders of P. and M. sidecars and members of a winning tearri—^P. Cunningham
and G. M. Townsend—passing under a curious natural archway on Salisbury Plain.

crews of these three machines clustered
round Loughborough at the finish, much
as the Gaiety beauty chorus clusters
round Leslie Henson. Sidecars, of course,
can wheel round in their own length,
but the surprise caused some of the solo-
ists to commit very ungainly work. Wall
took his Cedos right on top of the bank,
and came off it again in proper Brooklands
fashion. The. Morgans always use the
roadside for helping them round vicious

hairpins, and they " borrowed " nicely,
as a golfer would say of his putt. The
bigger machines snicked in bottom gear,
and managed easily. Of the smaller fry,

the New Imperial and Connaught teams,
together with the British Standard, were
all impressive, as indeed they have been
on all the hills. The 2| h.p. A.J.S. in-

variably behave like 500 c.c. machines on
a gradient^—indeed, we doubt if a 750 c.c.

could better their smooth mastery of a
bad hill. Gifford's Martinsyde had cruel
luck on Wheatham—one of its plugs fused
a tiny metal thread across the points.

Quite a lot of trouble occurred during
the day. Cranch shed the silencer of his

Rover, and, as he was riding in close

company with other machines, did not
miss it for seven miles. When he re-

covered it, he left his suit case in the

LIGHTWEIGHTS IN THE TRIAL.

(Left) Wearing Salisbury on the last day's

journey. D. Prentice ("No. 7") and B.

Kershaw (on 2i New Imperials), two gold

medal winners in the 250 c.c. class.

(Right) H. F. Edwards (2f Coulson) makes

no mistake on the Wheatham hairpin.

,.;i= _i-.^!=ts.:i.siiaa.i^_<ii T^v^-xi^^a^eiXijmMcs.d&saai£j>Kmiiiii^^
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The Junior T.T. winner, Eric Williams (2:j A.J.S.), makes a neat turn on the Wheatham Hill hairpin.

road, and once more retraced his tracks

—

this time in vain. As a result, he lost

his first reliability marks. Boynton had
to change both his plugs just outside

Brooklands, after doing all the road work
without a misfire. F. C. North had a

trying time with the O.K. sidecarette, and
lost a number of marks. His packet

laegan with changing a back tyre, and
the inevitable blind to catch up lost time

naturally provoked other- pettv derange-

ments. This was miserable luck, for

the outfit has performed magnificently

throughout. He was eighty-six minutes

late at Winchester for lunch.

Readers will notice that this report con-

tains far fewer "bouquets" or "mentions

in despatches" than usual. It is quite

impossible to single out individual riders

or machines when the allotted task is so

easy that everybody performs it comfort-

ably, and, in addition, the paralysing

petrol economy business prevented the

men from attempting any speed work on

the hills. The general impression made
upon the spectators was that practically

every machine was toying with its job.

The three Martinsyde sidecars were the

first arrivals at Brooklands. Entering by
the members' gate, the machines pro-

ceeded to the sheds on the top of the hill.

Tyre changes were allowed without
penalty in view of the next day's speed

test, for which most of the boys had held

an impromptu rehearsal on the Ports-

. mouth Road. The 250 c.c. and 350 c.c.

classes were due to start early on Saturday
morning for their speed tests, so that their

oil and petrol tanks had to be measured
off over night. Riders in the other classes

were released, until Saturday
The organisation throughout has been

excellent. It some critics complain that

the road work has been child's play, it

nevertheless approximates very closely to

the ordinary riding of the average owner.

NOTES. .

Major Dixon Spain is a good map
reader. His track-laying Chevrolet only

left the route twice, and then inerely

for one. hundred yards or so. The job is

no sinecure, for the car started at 5 a.m.

daily, and finished about 8 p.m.

Harveyson (Harley) finished the road

k'ial in a grey bowler hat, and one of

the Ariels carried the " 720 " milestone

on his bach.

According to Loughborough, fewer men
were standnig for golds on Friday night

this year than in the 1920 trial at a

similar stage, i.e., immediately before

the speed test. This seems incredible

;

the secret checks must have caught a lot.

Cathrick (on the Dunelt) broke a belt;

on Wheatham Hill, and afterwards made
a clean ascent. Bell (on the F.N.) over-

ran the top hairpin.

On Thursday Pehrson (on the Dunelt)
\

managed to follow the blue track laid I

for Wednesday, and went miles off the •

proper route. He caught up his lost '

time satisfactorily before the secret i

check, but, of course, nothing could re-

store his wasted petrol, and his is one-'

of the machines which finds its official
'

ration barely adequate.

F. C. North (2i O.K. sidecar), deservedly one o{ the most talked of riders in the trial, followed by Graham Oales (2i Edmund), at the top

of Wheatham Hill
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SATUKDAY. Speed Tests at Brooklands.

- 25 laps at 30 m.p.h.

35

305

260 c.c. solo -

350 „ „
600 „ „
750 ., „ -

1000 „ „
600 c.c. sidecars

1000 „
Cycle Cars - - -

40
42
45
32
35
36

The officials had a harassing day on
Saturday. The 250 c.c. and 350 cc.

machines had their tanks drained to

complete tlie measurements of oil and
petrol consumption. At 7.45 a.m. tlies&

two. classes w«re started oh their twenty-
five lap speed test (the tabular results of

all these final tests appear elsewhere in

this issue). As soon as these two classes

took the trackj the staff tackled the tanks-

of the next class and so on. In an hour
or so the smaE ma<;hines had completed
their speed test, and climbed the test hill

before undergoing the final examination-
tor condition. After a chilly dawn, the
eun shone out in blistering fashion, and
the A.C.U. staff must have been very
weary men by nightfall.

Lightweights Shine in Speed Test.

Fifteen machines survived from the
250 c.c. and 350 c.c. classes to line up at

the fork at 7.45 a.m., and all got away
to a good start. The A.J.S. trio are said
tp. be capable of a good 55 m.p.h., but
there was no sense m taking risks, and
they were content to lap in a clump at

about 38 m.p.h. Kershaw, on the 250
c.c. New Imperial-Jap, was audacious
enough to larp them by the half distance,
and maintained his Uliree-mile lead of the
entire field to the finish, heading his stable
companions by the same distance.

The speed test was, of course, in no
sense a race, but members of each team

Only 65 miles to the finish. Nos. 9, 10, 11, and 1 2 are still riding together—testimony
to the reliability of the modem 2i h.p. lightweight. The riders, who are nearing
Winchester, are respectively: J. C. Humphries (2^ Arden), and I. F. Anderson,
G. F. Mason, and C. L. Sprosen who formed the Connaught lightweight team.

usually put their heads down and tried
to outshine one another on the last

In this close formation, the A.J.S. team—which won the 350 c.e. class team prize

—

rode throughout the twenty-live laps at Brooklands, at a speed of nearly 43 m.p.h.
Reading from the left: Eric Williams, H. R. Davies, and N. F. Harris.

lap. Anderson had trouble on his second
lap, and Handley changed a plug on his
fifth round. After the finish, Lidstone
(James) failed on the test hiU, and Mason
(Connaright) struggled to the summit
with his petrol turned off. Handley
created great excitement by putting his
O.K. on its stand right in the centre of
the track when a plug needed attention.

Some Unfortunates.

The 500 c.c. and 750 c.c. classes were
next on the track, a.nd as the oil con-
sumption "was no longer measured,, we
saw blue exhausts for the first time in

the week. Several serious stops marred
the speed of the bigger solo machines.
Both the Bunelts burnt out their carbon
brush holders, and Cathrick retired for

this cause in his seventh lap. Nicholson
(3^ Martinsyde) seized his . gear box
on his eighth lap. Danskin (3^ Rudge)
broke a valve on his fifth lap, and
the Duzmo retired after a regular
packet of assorted troubles. The oil con-
nection of Newey's Ariel broke away,
but he tied it up with a handkerchief.
Searle (Henderson) ran out of oiJ, and
Strange (James) punctured. The remainder
enjoyed smoother experiences. Foster,
on the Raleigh, and Symes on the jMartin-
sydo developed notable speed in the early
stages, but Ford's F.N. was the first to
complete twenty-five laps (passing Foster
near the finish), and was loudly 'cheered,
as something of a gate had collected by
this time. He was a lap ahead of Symes,
who in turn had lapped the next fastest
men. The lame dogs of this class trailed on

CI.
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Having completed twenty-five laps at speed after the five

days road test, competitors had to climb Brooklands test hill

before the final examination. W. Moore, who gained a gold

medal on his Scott-

Start of the track test tor high-powered sidecars. There

were only two retirements in this section. Quite an impressive

spectacle was provided by the start in this class, as the machines

almost covered the width of the track.

for a long time, as everybody; who was
not more than one hour late each night

got a certificate. Vallings finished very
late, but the following apparently retired

:

Cathrick (after seven laps), Searle (twenty
laps), Padley (twenty-four laps), Nicholson
(eight laps), Danskin (twelve laps), Ewens
(twenty-four laps), Featherstonhaugh
(twenty-four laps), and Eckersley (thirteen

laps).

The*600 c.c. sidecars took the track in

company with the cycle cars, not to speak
of Graham-Oates on the Edmund, this

rider having overslept himself and arrived
too late for his class. These two classes

strung out very quickly. The Edmund
was an easy leader after one lap, with
Morgan second, Elce third, Watson's G.N.
fourth, and the other Morgan fifth. The
fastest sidecar was lying no higher than
seventh, and the little O.K. sJdecarette

was naturally half a mile astern, 32 m.p.h.
being a formidable pace for such an outfit.

Unluckily, North had repeated tyre
trouble ; otherwise he would ju.st have
qualified, for he was lapping (2.717 miles)

in about six minutes.

H. F. S. Morgan Miscounts.

Great excitement arose towards the
finish, for Morgan miscounted his laps,

and' calmly parked his machine in the
paddock when he had still a lap to go.
E. B. Ware got out a Ford and went right

round the track to find him. Under the
circumstances, it was lucky that Jlorgan
had taken his twenty-four laps in very
fast time. In Morgan's absence, the T.B.
finished first in its class, running very
prettily. Elce's Morgan was not tar
behind, followed by Boddington.
The big sidecars in Class G occupied

the full width of the track when they
were lined up, with hubs all but touching,
in front of the timekeeper's box, and their
start was a magnificent spectacle. Con-
siderable rivalry existed, to which the
uncertainties of the team prize added fuel,

and the leaders set a cracking pace for
several laps until prudence reasserted
itself. Four Matchless outfits jumped off

with a good lead, and O'Brien drove as
if his riding orders were to play the hare,
whilst his colleagues played the tortoise.
Singer had a long stop on his fifth lap,

CI4

and Breese needed more oil after fourteen

laps; some of the back tyres were stained

black by oily exhausts. On the eighteenth

lap O'Brien had a stop, and Ellis took
the lead, which he held to the finish, he
and his passenger contriving to replenish

their oil tank as they roared round at

speed. It transpii-ed that O'Brien was
changing a valve. The positions kept
changing in kaleidoscopic fashion, but the

stoppages were few and petty, except that

Fell-Smith (Brough Superior) broke his

back exhaust valve, damaged a cylinder,

and had to be towed in.

NOTES.
Eex Mundy made a lightning change

of his front exhaust valve immediately
before the speed test.

One competitor averaged 2,400 m.p.g.

of oil on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday. But Wednesday's hills pulled his

average down to 1,500 m.p.g.

In the speed test W. F. Scott wore a
very neat grey bowler hat, which he had
purchased overnight for Is. lid. Not to

be outdone, Wade and his passenger

started their speed test wearing black silk

toppers, which they only discarded after

eight laps.

Several of the competitors actually

cleaned their machines as they rode along.

This practice was specially noticeable

towards the final check on each day.

Late in the week the A.C.U. rang up
the London Office of The Motor Cycle to

enquire if we could furnish thirty-six lap

scorers for the speed test." The Martin-

syde Co. kindly furnished no fewer than

twenty-two of the required number.

The 'trade teams usually "clumped" in

the speed test. The P. and M. sidecars

and the G.N. cycle cars were never far

The P. and M. sidecar team—P. Cunningham, G. M. Townsend, and R. Lewis, who
rode the new 3^ h.p. four-speed modeW and qualified for the team prize in Class 7

(600 c.c. sidecars).
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G. W. Ravenhall, R. Elliott, and G. Featherstonhaugh, who, on 3^ h.p. Rovers, won the

team prize in Class C (500 c.c).

apart. But the palm must be awai-ded
to Howard Davies, Williams, and Harris,
whose three A.J.S. machines lapped
abreast, as if they had been dressed by
a sergeant in the Guards.

Friday morning's secret check was cun-
ningly located behind a little w«od at the
far end of the long straight near Stone-
henge. Ebblewhite apparently secured
quite a nice little bag.

One rider stopped for a cigarette at the
foot of Cothelstone Hill, and turned off

his petrol. He forgot to turn it on again,
failed on the hill, and wasted a lot of
time taking things to pieces. Finally, he
discovered his blunder, descended, climbed
the hill, and claimed a clean ascent, which
was actually allowed.

Competitor No. 1 :
" How do you feel

about the speed test, old man ?

"

Competitor No. 2 :
" Na poo. Some-

thing is hitting something in my engine,
and I don't know what it is 1

"

To finish the trial without loss of marks,
and to complete over twenty-three laps
out of the required twen'iy-five well within
time, and then to be put out of the run-
ning by a burnt-out carbon brush holder is

a piece of real hard luck. This, however,
was the fate of Vallings (Dunelt), whose
team mate Cathrick suffered from the
same trouble in the earlier laps.

This year the A.C.U. programme was
not notable for its customary accuracy,
the wrong names of test hills frequently
misleading local motor cyclists, who took
up positions on the wrong hills. Further-
more, our apologies are due to readers
who may have been misled by the list of

competitors in our last issue having the
wrong numbers indicated in several cases.

We can only say that the names as well

as the numbers were furnished officially

by the A.C.U., and for some unaccount-
able reason were subsequently amended.

ENGLAND V. HOLLAND.
Trial from Midlands to Brooklands.

Attractive Social Programme ar-

ranged for Continental Visitors.

ON September 26th (Monday) the team
of eighteen riders from Holland
will compet-6 with a similar team

of British riders in the fourth annual
Anglo-Dutch Trial ; the course is a secret

one, .between Worcester and Brooklands.
This event is the second post-war

trial between the Anglo-Dutch teams, the

last year's run being in Holland, and won
by the native team. Owing to the nature

of the country, the trial in Holland is

usually run to split seconds, as there are

no hills or other natural obstacles to

speak of.

Anglo-Dutch trials date from 1912,, the

venue and winpers being as follow^ :

r"'
—iTiri -j^iTi™sasss35as

Date. Country. Winners.
1912 Holland Dutch team
1913 England British team
1920 Holland Dutch team

By winning twice, the N.M.U. Cup
became the property of the Dutch team.
This year the trial consists, as before-

mentioned, of a reliability run by an in-

direct and secret course from Worcester
to Brooklands. The schedule speed will

be 20 m.p.h., and stops in the non-stop
sections will be penalised by five marks.
On arrival at Brooklands, the niachines

will be subjected to a speed test of twelve
laps (32.6 miles), which everyone must
complete at the following speeds :

275 c.c. solo and 600
c.c. sidecar 28 m.p.h.

350-500 c.c. solo and
1,100 c.c. sidecar ... 35 m.p.h.

Owing to the popularity of big twin
solo machines in Holland, it is possible

that the Dutch riders will be allowed
to use any type of machine instead - of

providing a set number of each of the
specified capacities.

Dutch riders will be distinguished by
orange number plates with black figures

;

the Bfitish colours are white on green.

Entertaining the Guests.

The team from Holland is expected on
Saturday, Seiptember 24th, and will be
met at Harwich by the Essex M.C. They
will be piloted to Leamington, where they
will be entertained to dinner in the Town
Hall by the Midland Centre, A.C.If. On
the 25th lunch will be taken at Stratford-

on-Avon, .and Shakespeare's birthplace

and other local sights will be visited

before the party move to Worcester,
whei-e the Dutch riders become the guests

of the Worcester M.C.C.
Monday is the day of the trial, and,

after the hardships of the day, the

visitors will be cared for by the Surbiton
and District M.C. and the A.C.U. , a

dinner being arranged at Thames Ditton.
The last day of the Dutch team's stay

will include a visit to the J.A.P. engine
works, and lunch at the Epping Forest
Hotel on the way to Harwich, where they

again embark.

The winning A.J.S. team in Class G (1,000 c.c sidecars). Rex G. Mundy, O. Wade,

and F. W. Giles. They all rode consistently, and appeared to find the whole trial

a pleasure run.

C19
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS, 1921.
BROOKLANDS-WEST OF ENGLAND-BROOKLANDS.

89 Starters. 20 Retired.

PROVISIONAL RESULTS.
54 Gold Aedals. 6 Silver Aedals.

3 Certificates. 1 Disqualified.

3 Bronze Aedals.

Basis of A\yards : Marl(s credited at the start, 545, made up as follows—Reliability, 10&. Hili-dimbing, 100.

Braking, 25. Silence, 20. Speed, 100. Petrol consumption, 50. Oil consumption, 50. Condition at finish, 100.

Every competitor who has not lost more than 10 per cent, of the marks allotted him under each of the eight tests

is awarded a gold medal ; if not more than 20 per cent., a silver medal ; if not more than 25 per cent., a bronze
medal. Certificates are issued to all who complete the Trial.

Rider and Machine,
No
of

Cyl.

Weight
of

Ma'hinc

MARKS LOST

(25).

General
Relia-
bility.

(lOU).

Hill-

Glimbing,
(100).

Silence.

(20). .

Petrol
Con-

iumption
(50),

Oil

Con
sumption

(50)

High
Speed
Test.

(100).

Con^
dition.

(100).

Marks.

Minus. -Plus.

A. G. Wall (SJCedos)

J. Lidstone (2| James)
C. H. liinwell (3{ Cedos)
E. Mundey {2^ New Hudson) . . .

D. G. Merson '(2J Ready)
B. Kershaw (2^- New Imperial) .

.

D. Prentice (2^ New Imperial) .

.

L. Horton (2:^ New Imperial) . .

.

J. C. Humphries (21- Arden)
I. F. Anderson (2!- Connaught) . .

G. F. Mason {2\ Connaught) . . . .

C. L. Sprosen (2} Connaught)
p. R. Dowson {2'1 Hawker),

L. H. Wells (2t Hawker)
W. I,. Handley (3.! O.K. -Junior) .

A. Milaer(2.', O.K. -Junior)

J. C. Walker (2J Ednniud)—
. Graham-Oatcs (2$ Edmund) .

C. Williams (2i A.J.S.)
E. Williams (2J A.J.S.)
H. R. Davies (3-] A.J:S.)
D. Read (2|{ Ready)
H. F. Edwards (2'| Coulson) . . . .

R. C. Winn (U Douglas)
C. W. Vallings'"(.4,V Dunelt)
B. Cathrick (l.V Dunelt)
E. Searle (1 Sheffield-Henderson).
L. Padley (.1 Sheffield-Henderson)
A. A. Symes (3^ Martinsyde) . . .

.

H. H. Nicholson (3^ Martinsyde) .

G. Strange (3i James)
H. F. Fellowcs (1 Coulson-H.) . . ,

W. L. Danskin (3.V Rudge)
F. T. Sibley (Si Rudge)
R. B. Ewens (S'i Rudgc)
F. A. Longman (35 ,'\riel)

L. Newcy {3.'.- Ariel)

W. Woodcock (.-ll Ariel)

R. Elliptt (3i Rover)
G. Featherstonhaugh (3} Rover) .

G. W. Ravenhall (3J Rover)
A. Eckersley (3.'. Dnzmo)
A. J. Wilkes (31 Rover) . .

J. Ford (7 F.N.')

H. G. Bell (7 F.N.)
T. W. Buckle (7 F.N.)
W. Leslie Guy (3-f Scott)
W. Moore (3J Scott)

W. F. Scott (3.J Scott)

E. Foster ((i-7 Raleigh)
A. Rollason (-1.1- Ariel)

. Peck (l.V Ariel)

T. R.Harveyson (4 Harley-DO .

.

H

P. Cunniirgham (3.', P. and M.) .

R. Lewis (3.y P. and M.)
G. M. Townsend' (3.'. P. and M.) .

N. Hall (2.1 O.K. -Junior)
F. C. North (3-V O.K.-Junior) .

.

P. Pehrsoa (1.V Dunelt)
L. Peatv (3} Hawker)
J. T. Bashall Id Martinsvde) . .

.

E. H. Gifford (R Martinsyde) . .

.

W. H. Bashall (G Martinsyde) .

.

F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless)
T. J. Ross (7 Matchless)
F. O'Brien (7 Matchless)
A. L. Cranch (5-C Rover)
N. Clayton-Russell (-1 Norton) .

.

G. D. Hardee (7Matchless)

247
239
247
247
250
249
249
3-19

369
393
293
293
303
292
392
293
348
348
319
349
349
392
348
499
499
499
499
499
400
•JOG

49G
499
490
490
400
490
409
499
499
499
199
49G
499
650
748
748
532
5.-!3

533
700
GG5
605
584

408,

408
493
393.

302
499
293

2 G7S
1 078
3 678
2 993
2 993
2 99S
2 680
1 63.3

2 993

lb.

197
243
337
209j

227
204
198
214
208
207
221
333
178
201
305
205
206
337
349
340,

248
3.40

363
394
333
338
250
380.

317
310
281
255
303
309
305
300
300
311
313
343
315
370
SOG
340
3.15

363
310
270
358
304
373
360
300

42S
435
436
368
338'

484
285
535
531
557
009
075
657
530
468.

C,

50
13

34

6

5

10

10

30
5

+ 2

+ 4

-I- 9

+ 13

+ 19
+ 30

+ 24

+ 3

+ 6

+ 5

+ 10

+ 10

+ 13

+ 17

+14
+ 2

+V>
+11
+ 1-3

+ 8
+ 47

+ 5

+ 15

+15
+11
+ 16

+ 34
+ 7

+12
+ 13
+ 16
+31
+25
+ 15
+ 20,

+ 7

+ 4

+14
+ 9

+ 4
18

+ 14

+47
+20

+20
+14
+37
+34

+

+47

+ S.

+47

+ 50

+ 33

+ 37

+ 33

+47
+ 50-
+47
+ 60.

+ 50
+50
+ 50-

+ 50

+ 9

+ 50

+ 50

+ 50

+ 41

+50

+ 31

+ 3

+ 8,

+ 15

+ 13
+14

+12
+ 8

+ 8

+ 8

+ 4

31

10
. + 10

17

+ 3

+ 3

+ 7

+ 4
10

+ *

+ 4
+10

+ 4

PASSENGER MACHINES.

4

OS

1.5
1.6

+ 30
+34
+18

+ 37

+14
+19
+31
+17
+34
+22
+36
+ 35

+ 30

+31
+30
+43

+ -13

+50
+18
+ 50
+ 60
+50.
+ 60
+23
+50

+ 3

+ 3

+ 3

10

+
+ 7

+ 13
+10
+16
+ 4
+ 9

+ 7

9

30

4
30

26
1

3

14

33
31
31

39
70
40

61
28

51

45

30

47

69

71

43
45
38-

38
69

- 69
63
65

79
67
68
.12

70
80
79
65
73

677
574
570
538
564
610
684

694
6,73

610
676
606
586

574

670

5.30

6.56

001

578
606
004
586
605
607

565
600
613
6S5
615
631
624
584
617

2 64 697
47 -686

7 03 001

119 37 163

10 22 661

,3,5 63 004.5
"20,

5

75 . 6«0,5
8 47 684— 79 624

17 74 603
21 72 596
8 79 016
3 07 009— 77 033
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PASSENGER MACHINES {Contmuei).

Rider and Machine.

W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Brou,
Superior)

F. T. Watson {li Ariel)

R. C. Da\is (S Chalcr Le.i) . .

G. E. Stobarl. (7 lames)
G. S. Arter (7 James)

• H. Boynton (7 James)
W. E. Singer (7-0 Rudt;.')

F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.)
".

O. Wade (7 A.T.S.)
Rex Mundv (7 A.J.S.)
M. C. Breese ((! B.S.A.)
P. W. White {S Sunbeam! . .

.

T. F. Blumfield (6 Ariell

R. Croucher (8 Matchless) . .

.

. H. F. S. Morgan (8 Mor,;,!n) .

F. Boddington (10 Morgan) . .

W. H. Ec? (10 Morgan)
C. Fin h (8.7 G.N.)
F. Wat^ou (S.7 G.N.)
F. S. Spouse (6 T.B.)

ilSO

7118

'.176

719
710
71!l

'.iy8

800
800
SOO
770
S19S

798
99S
983
1090
1090
108(1

1086
980

VVciffhl

of
Ma'hint

50S
589
G14
li.Sl

638
6111

600
622
617
Oil
538
633

636
SU
928
783
963
084
990

MARKS LOST

Brakes.

(iiS).

General
Relia-

bility.

(100).

Hill-

climbing,

(100).

Silence.

(20).

Petrol
Con-

smnption
(50).

Oil

Con-
sumption

(50).

+ 13

+ 3

-fll
+ l.j

+ 7

-f2«
+ ->6

+'26

+ 20
+ 8

+ 12
-l-,30-

+ 21
+ 6

+ 11

+ 10

+ 16

+ 5

+ 50

+ 50

+ 26

+ 35
4-39'

-+ 50

+ 17
+ 50

+ 50

+ 30

+ 18

+ 50

+ 50

+47
+ 50.-

_uif7

+ 19

+ .50

High
Speed
Test.

(100).

+ 9

+ 7

+ 7

+ 11

+ 6

+ 1

+ 9

+ 9

+
+ 7

+ 1

+ 4
-I- 7

Con-
dition.

(100).

Minus. Plus.

46
63
16
85
SO
S3
81

63
17
S3

68
11

39

591
O'lS

630
025
028
622
59S
581
632
627
500

. 012
581
577
007

Retired S>t.

Gold mtda'.
Retired Mnu.
Retired Tue;.
Gold medal.
Gold med'tl.

Retired .Sat.

Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.
Gold tncdal.

Gold medal.
CK>ld melal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal.

TEAM PRIZES.

CL.^S A. (250 c.c.).—No award.

CLASS B. (350 c.c.).— (1) A.J.S. riders -•

N. F. Harris, E. Williams, and H. R.

Davies. Total marks. 1,758 ; (2) Con-
naughtriders ; I. F. Anderson, G. F. Mason
and C. L. Sprosen. Total marks, 1,668.

CLASS r. (600 c.c.).—(1) Royer riders :

R. Elliott, G. Featherstonhaugh, and
G. W. Rayenhall. Total marks, 1,7S8

;

(2) Ariel riders : F. A. Longman, L. Newe}-,

and W. Woodcock. Total number, 1,718

CLASS F. (600 c.c. Sidecars).—P. & M.
riders : P. Cunningham, R. Lewis, and
G. M. Townseud. Total marks, 1,781.

CLASS G. (l.onOc.c. .Sidecars).- (11 A.J.S. riders-

F. W. Giles, O. Wade, and R. G. Mundy. Total marks,

1 883 ; (2) Matchless riders : F. J. Ellis, G. D. Harce?
and R. Croucher. Total marls, 1,S7S.

BEST PETROL CONSUMPTION
IN EACH CLASS.

m.p.g.
. 127
. 132.5
. 101.6
. 98.1
. 87.7

77.35
. 61.

1

THE CLASSES ANALYSED.

Starters. Gold. Silver . Bronze
Certifi-

cates.

Dis-
qualified. Retir'c

A. 250 c.c. . .

.

B. 350 c.c. . .

.

C. 500 c.c. . . .

D. 7.50 c.c. . .

.

F. 600 c.c. fsc.i

G. 1,000 c.c.(sc.)

H. Cycle cars .

.

8

15
20
10
7

23

3

9

9
7

1
10
6

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6
1

1

89 54 6 3 5 1 20

250 c.c. Solo.—L. Horton (New Imperial)

350 c.c. Solo.—C. L. Sprosen (Connaught)
500 c.c. Solo.—G. Strange (3.V James) ....

750 c.c. Solo.—W. Moore (Scott)

COO c.c. Sidecars.—A. Milner (2.1 O.K.) . .

.

1,000 c.c. Sidecars.—N. C. Russell (Norloii)

Cycle cars.—H, F. S. Morgan (Morgan)

THE SPEED TEST.
Best Performances in Each Class in the 25-lap

Speed Test at Brooklands.
m.p.h.

250 c.c. Class—B. Kershaw (New Imperial) .-. 44.63
350 c.c. Class.—N. F. Harris (A.J.S.) 42.93
3!>0 c.c. Class.—E. Williams (A.J.S.) 42.95
350 c.c. Class.—H. R. Davies (A.J.S.) 42.95
500 c.c. Class.—A. A. Symes (Martinsyde) '. . 49.61

760 c.c. Class.-J. Ford (F.N.) .51.12

600C.C. Sidecars.—P. CuAningham (P. & M.) . 31.92
600 C.C. Sidecars.—R. Lewis (P. & M.) 34.93

600 C.C. Sidecars.—G. M. Townsend (P. & M.) 34.92

1,000 c.c. Sidecjirs.—F. J. Ellis (Matchless) 46.95

Cycle cars.-H. F. S. Mor.gan (S Morgan) 41.03

THE DAILY TOLL.
6 retired on Monday.
5 ,, Tuesday.
J ,, Wedne diy.
1 ,,

Thursdaj'.

„ Friday.

„ Saturday.

THE BRAKE TEST.
33 lo3t no mariis.

20 „ 2

12 „ 1 niark.

1 ,,
2"» marks.

SILENCE.
28 lo5t no marks.
23 „ 1 mark.
3 „ 2 marks.
2 ,. l.r. „

BEST OIL. CONSUMPTION
FIGURES IN EACH CLASS.

m.p.p
260 c.c. Solo.—B, Kershaw (New Imperial) . .

350 c.c. Solo.— VV. L. Handley (O.K.)
*600 c.c. Solo.—R. Elliott (Rover)
750 c.c. Solo.—H. G. Bell (F.N.)
COO c.c. Sidecars.—G. M. Townsend (P. & M.)

1,000 c.c. Sidecars.—G. D. Hardee (Matchless) .

Cycle cars.—H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan)
*Note.—The official provisional results credit H
Eckersley with having covered the course on a > pini

which equals 11,630 m.p.g.

2,920
3,115

2,020
1.015
1,160

96

NOTES ON THE PROVISIONAL RESULTS.
B. Kershaw (New Imperial) led his

class in both speed and oil economy.

* * *

In most cases where mechanical . oil

pumps were fitted the maiihines secured

maximum marks on oil consumption.

* * *

One competitor only lost marks under

the heading of hill-climbing on Monday,

seven on Tuesday, six on Wednesday, four

on Thursday, and two on Frida".

* * *

Deviation from schedule. Time errors

were made by three riders on Monday,

ten on Tuesday, eight on Wednesday,

three on Thursday, and three en Friday.

» -:> *

R. Elliott (Rover) is' shown in the above

schedule amgng the certificate awards.

This is in accordance with the official

list, but it would appear that a loss of

marks through running oft the course is

debited to him. The matter is under

consideration. If this penalty is annulled,

Elliott will be awarded a gold medal.

Seventy-five competitors arrived at

Brooklan'ds. Sixty-nine survived the track

test.
* * *

Four competitors who had compara-

tively clean sheets, and were qualifying

for a gold medal prior to the speed test,

retired during this stienuous finale.

The leaders on marks in the respective

classes are the following ;

Total.

250 c.c. solo.—B. Kershaw (2^ New
Imperial) ... ... ... •• 577

350 c.c. solo.—G. F. Mason (2^

Connaught) 510

500 c.c. solo.—G. Strange (3^ James) 615

750 c.c. solo.—W. Moore (35 Scott) 631

600 c.c. sidecars.—G. M. Townsend

(3i P. and M.)

1,000 c.c, sidecars.—R. Croucher (8

Matchless)

Cycle cars.—H. F. S. Morgan (8

Morgan)

601

632

627

Wednesday, the most difficult day of

the trial, was responsible for fewer retire-

ments than any day excepting Thursday.

* * *

H. F. S. Morgan's runabout was ab

economical, so far as oil was concerned, as

the best of the 250 c.c. lightweights.

* * * -

The first five, irrespective of class, in

the speed test were: 1, J. Ford (F.N.).

51 12 m.p.h. ; 2, A. A. Symes (3-^- Martm-

syde), 49.61 m.p.h.; 3, F. J. Ellis (8

Matchless sc), 46.95 m.p.h. ; 4, B. Ker-

shaw (21 New Imperial), 44.63 m.p.h.:

5, H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan), 44.03

m.p.h.
* * *

T. F. Blumfield (6-7 Ariel sc.) proved

the reliability of a machine which had

not been specially prepared for the trial.

On arriving at Brooklands for the start,

he collided with a car, which placed his

machine Jiors de combat. He returned to

the Midlands by road, borrowed a. friend's

hiachine, and obtained a gold medal.
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Obituary.

We regret to announce the death on
AVednesday of last week of .Mr. A. S.
Hill, who founded "The Coventry"
Chain Co. in 1896, and was latterly
managing director of that flourishing con-
cern.

Appealing !

" Drive slow and see our city.

Drive fast and see our gaol."

Thus, according to a correspondent in
ihe. Live,rpool Daily Post, runs a traffic

notice in a Western American city.

Coventry Works Team Trial.

Motor cycle clubs of various Coventry
factories are organising a team trial on
Saturday, the 24th inst., over a short
three-circuit course, totalling from eighty
to ninety miles, in the neighbourhood of
the City. - Teams will be made up of
three riders, and a total entry of a hun-
dred is confidently e.xpected.

To-day's Important Event.

Si.xty entries, including such well-
known names as George Dance, H. Le
Vaek, F. G. Edmond, and C. P. Wood,
have been received for to-day's open speed
trials of the Norfolk M.C'. and L.C.C.,
which will be held on West Harling
Heath, starting at 1 p.m.

Reverses.

There are several sidecar outfits in this
country fitted with reverse gears, the
utility of which appears to be coiifined

to providing amusement for friends of
the owners. The other evening a member
of The Motor Cycle staff found a reverse
distinctly, disconcerting. He runs a large
two-stroke outfit. On starting the. engine,
he failed to observe that it was running
in a direction reverse to usual, and only
discovered this on engaging the gear.
Moral : Two-stroke owmers should not
start their engines with the ignition too
far advanced.

Motoring Novices.

Beginners in motoring are often very

quaint in their misuse oi technical tei'ms.

We recently heard (says The Autocar)
'

an old gentleman remark to his chauffeur

that the car " seemed very fierce in the

exhaust." The same old gentleman would
insist on calling the brake lever the mag-
neto. No wonder his car often pinked !

Two-stroke Sidecar on a 1 in 2| Grade.

Hundreds of people assembled on a

recent week-end on the slopes of the well-

known Shropshire mountain, the Wrekin,
which rises to 1,356ft., to see a 2J, h.p.

Velocette three-speed inotor cycle, with
a Canoelet sidecar and adult passenger, .'

- make a non-stop ascent. This was accom- .

plished by G.Denley five timci in succes- '
-

sion, much to the amazement of many
motor cyclists, who had come to see it

not done, as the gradient in places is

1 in Z^. Severf.1 other Velocette riders

went over the top, one with " two UP-'j^l

CLUB NEWS. ^^"Sra'lS™
Moorland M.C.

This club, which has headquarters at
Penistone, held its first reliability run on
Saturday, the 27th ult. The Stocksbridge
and District M.C. and L.C.O also joined
in the event. The successful competitors
were: 1,'E. H. Fallas (2| Invicta-Jap)

;

2, E. Hoyland (2| Calthorpe-Jap) ; 3,
W. Hoyle (4^ Precision).

Dartford and District M.C.C.

A motor cycle club is being formed -in

Dartford, and will probably be known
as above. There have already been
promises of membership from fifty to
sixty motor cyclists. Those interested
should apply to Mr. B. J. Poirin, c/o
Jlessrs. J. C. Beadle, Spital Street,
Dartford.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Early last week the club held a very
successful freak hill-climb on a new
" find," Sadghyll, an ascent of two miles,
varying from 1 in 3 to 1 in 5. It was
climbed three times, competitors return-
ing to the foot by a circuitous course of
approximately twenty miles. Results, in
order of merit, follow :

1, P. Hoggarth (Norton), lost 18 marks; 2, B
Hill (Velocette), 19; 3, J. "Baker (Scott), 23- 4
S. Bewsher (Rorer); 5. \V. Westwood (Trimnph),
34; 6, M. Sedgwick (Sunbeam); 1, T. Cliaplow
(Ariel). 44; 8, S. J. Atkinson (Velocette), 53; 9,
J. L. HalL (Velocette), 60.

Shepley and District M.C.

In connection with this club, a very
interesting paper-chase was arranged last

Thursday evening. The trail was cleverly
laid by F. Hey around the New Mill,
Thurstonland, Fulstone, and Kirkburton
districts. He was eventually " run to
earth " about dusk by the club secre-
tary, F. W. Brook, E. Wortley being the
second man to arrive.

The next run is on the 11th inst. to
Ilkley ; meet at Spring Grove, Kirk-
burton, at 10.30 a.m.

Ayr M.C.C.

Over fifty competitors took part in the
hill-climb on Wednesday of last week.
Nearly three hundred motor cycles and
cars were parlsed at the starting point,
and the spectators numbered over 4,000,
including a good number of the fair sex.
Two ladies took part in the competition,
but were unfortunate in not being
amongst the prize winners. The winners
were :

CLASS 1 (Sidecars).—!, J. -Downs (8 New
Imperial sc); 2, T. Gilchrist (8 Zenith so.).
CLASS 2 (Under 300 c.c.).—1, C. Henderson (2'/,

Excelsior); 2, A. Marr (2 Victoria).
CLASS 3 (Under 350 c.c.).— I, W. Allan; 2,

W. a. Neill (2 Wooler).
CLASS 4 (Under 600 c.c.).— 1, R. P. Lees (3V'Sunbeam): 2. J. E. Allan (4 Triumph).
CLASS 5 (Unlimited).— 1, E. P. Lees (3i/o Sun-

beam); 2, R. Morrison (S'A Norton).
(Triumph), 68'; 11, W. Yates (Sunbeam), 76.

Cambridge and Coonty M.C.

Results of the hill-climb held last

Thursday were as follows :

NOT EXCEEDING 600 cc— 1, 6. E. Ludlow
(3% Norton), 201s.; 2, H. Robinson, jun. (S'A Sua.
beam), 21is.; 3, H. Robinson (3% Rover), 2185.
NOT EXCEEDING 600 c.c. (private owners).—1,

G. E. Ludlow i^V" Norton), 20s.; 2, H. Robinson,
inn. (3'/2 Sunbeam), 20is.; 3, N. Robinson (4
Triumph), 224s.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS.—1, H. Robinson, jun.

(31/2 Sunbeam sc), 24s.; 2, W. G. Turner (7 A.J.S,
sc), 33s.; 3, A. Baldwin Hurry {V/i B.S.A. sc),
448s.

The Motorcycling Club.

It has already been announced on the
entry forms for the sporting trial to be
held on the 24th inst. that the start-

would take place at Purley. However,
Mr. E. A. Bridgman, who is in charge of
the competition, has found another course
which will be covered once before lunch
and once after, and he has arranged "for

the start and finish to take place at the
Railway Hotel, Caterham, "where lunch
will be served at midday, and tea at the
finish-. Members who have not yet re-
ceived entry forms can obtain them from
366, Euston Road, Loudon, N.W.I. -

Central London M.C.C.

All motor cyclists, whether members of
the club or not, are invited to a paper-
chase, within easy reach of central
London*, which the club proposes to hold
on October 1st.

OUR 1&-WS are built up on a gradually
accumulated stock of rulings and
provisions, many of which are

necessarily out of date.
The war, with its pressing needs,

brought into being a number of laws-
swift, precise, concrete, and dealing with
affairs of the moment. These laws had
universal application. Thev were made
known to all in crisper terms than are
the laws of the workaday Avorld at peace
Bulked .together,- they comprised:-.- the
Defence of the Realm Acts, so irksome,
so petty, so frrandmotheriy, but withal
033-

WHERE DO WE STAND?
dealing with practical things, and definite
to a satisfying degree in what must or
must not be done.
With the passing of D.O.R.A., the

positioii of the road-using community,
especially as regards the lighting of
vehicles, has reverted to its chaotic pre-
war state, with some post-war difficulties
added.
Thus the law of the land, by no means

clear- on the points mentioned, may not
require rear lights on single .track
vehicles, may not require forward near-
side lights on two-track machines, and

does not require lights on any vehicle.
until one hour after sunset. -^

Meanwhile, post-war legislation de-
mands that registration numbers be illu-
minated tialf an hour after sunset, and
altogether the position is an anomalous
one, for no one can put forward definite'
interpretations, while numbers, of local
byelaws completely negative some of the
above provisions. No universal appli-
cations of the law being tiife or possible,
we are justified in- leaving the matter
with the question, " \/here do w«
stand ?

"
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V RUS
SOLO OR SIDECAR COMBBNATION

CELEBRATED FOR

Speed,
Comfort,

Reliability,
The Machine for everyday use, as well as Racing or Touring.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
iVrite for Lists of Various Models and names of Agents, to—

Alfred Wiseman, Ltd., Glover Street, Birmingham.
T , , I Victoria 560 & 561.
Telephones:

\ Central 5814.Telesrams :
** Verus, Birmir gham.'

Jl

GAMAGES
Money Saving Offers to Motor Cyclists.

THE * GA>«AGE'* two-stroke
has earned the praises of experts for reliability, simplicity,

and appearance..
VilHers Engine, 2^ b.p. with fly-wheel ignition. A light,

strong, economical machine, ideal for solo work. Dunlop
tyres and belt, Amao carburetter, Best and Lloyd's ccnii-

automatic Uibrication

Full speciiicatio'n and
details s^nt post free

on request.
Two-speed model, complete ^^Q_'| O-O

£49-10-0
with lamp and tools, etc.

:THE HAMMOCK'
j PILLION SEAT
t Most comfortable and easily ad-

; justed to weight of rider. ^Strong

and well-made. Price
B Carriage paid 28/6

Collapsible
Side

GOGGLES
Dust proof,

comfortable
and light.

Our
price
Post
3d

HANi>LEBAR MIRKORS
4" bevelled glass.

Wonderful value.

Price,

1/9

For
Lowest
Prices

—

GAMAGES

"TAN-
SAD"

Pillion Seats
and

Accessories.
These pillion seats
are the safest and
most comfortable.
Well sprung.
Pillion 00 /
seat only >*»*/

Back rest 9/-

Foot rest 6/-

Complete as illus-

tration, 53/-

THE "GAMAGE-'
COMBINATION

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING

OUTFIT

Tost
Free

"A.K," KNEE
GRIPS

Adjustable to any
standard tank. Give
added security at high
speeds . _ . _

Per pair
Post free 12/6

Set eiiiBists of extra Vn^B^ large 7jiu. head lamp,
torpedo patte. II aide- ^J^^^^ cor lomp, tubular tail

lamp, laige sizeG-voit accumula'or in t^ak CJ ISA
case.two way B^vitt-h ,v wiring ctmplete. Price" A ** v
No. 2 Set. famca'* ab i\e but with C^in C"* » f%
head lamp. CARRIAGE ¥UEE. i rice *"

«

V 15/6

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I,

THE "SEROB

"

Attachable Air Inflated
Rubber Cushion for Motor
Cycle Saddles, covered with
strong water- ~ "

~
proof material.
Price, post free
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Tfvi!^^m^

Fully guarantceti.
Asb your agent

EIC MAGNETOS li*!

Sampson RilNortK.

BIRMINGHAM.
Vesi ofBn^landServireBipat

W- B CORAM
IW Victoria St. Bristol

MAGNRTOS

Simms are the people to

whom you should- send
your magneto if it gives

trouble. They make the

Simms Magneto—Britain's
Best—and will undertake
toput yours in/;e>'/friorder.

CJiarse'i urs ^trtcth- •ea.^onable.

SIMMS
MOTOR. UNITS(l920)r
PERCY BUILDINOS. OEESSE STREET
BATHBONE PLACE. LONDON, W,l.

Proof ^1
.Dope m

KEEP HIM OFF!

This little beggar works
whilst you're asleep or

busy—takes pounds and
pride oflf your "outfit

"

Stop his activity with

"Corrosine" the Rust-

Preventer & "Derusta"

ihe Rust Remover.

In I /6 and 2/6 sizes, of all enterprising dealers,

or direct from

IjrWkTCV^C. —The Rust Preventer Firm,—
nUWOE. Union Works, SMETHWICK.

John S. Morris& Son (Oils) Ltd., Cross Lane Oil Works, Manchester.

SPEEDOiVlETERi 'VyTJ^-
Model 42 'a" iUustratcd) — Black

finish. Nickel-plated bezel, indi-
cates speeds to 60 miles per hour.
Total mileage comiter to 10,000.

and repeats. Quickly reset trip-

counter.

-Price £6 5s Od
Model 40 corresponds in other details
bat is withoDt trip mileage counter.

Price £5 16s. Od
Bacli wheel drive for "Triumph, "Ss,
extra. Back wheel drive for " Indian
iji "Hailey-Davidaon, " lOa. extra

Manii/actured by

NORTH & SONS, Ltci

WATFORD,
and 14, Soho Square. London, "W.l

PORTABLE
WOOD
iRON
ASBESTOS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
BUILDINGS

Horticultural, Rustic

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSES
FROM

£7 15

and Poultry Appliances

.

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6
i^iiffi

Send )or Illustrated Calaloaxie No. 85, Post Free.

T RATH Rt CO ITH is, savoy street,
I. DAin OL V-U., L.IU., LONDON, W.C.2.

OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

WE SPECIALISE IN
HIGH-CLASS WELDING REPAIRS

OF ALL KINDS AND IN ALL METALS.
Scored Cylinders, Broken Flanges, Aluminium Crank
Cases, Frames, Pistons, Cracked Water Jackets, Valve
Seatings, Malleable Castings, etc.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Electric and Oxy-acetylene welding. Ail work finlstied and machined.

We are Specialists in ih^ repairittd of 2f.S. U- Qears. Estimates ]lree.

Phone: OLDHAM WELDING ,'J^^^^^-

,

'550. & CENTRAL MOTORS. Ltd, oww^'
USa, Huddersfield Rd., OLDHAM.

W/mmmmmssiM

D

TRANSFERS
for MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECARS, & SCOOTERS

Also LINING for above in
'"'. various widths and colourings.

Registration Letters & Numbers in White, etc-

i>FECIAL NOTE—We cannot supply Manufacluters' ow:i 'rMistcr^

to itutividual motor lyyolists.

Particulars and Prices upon aj>plicatioa

:

THE BRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO^ LTD.
(Proprietors; Ilille & Sons Ltd.)

Work*! QUINTON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Q London: 20, Tudor St., E.C.4. Manchester: 199, Deansfiato. Q

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle"
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SALTBURN SPEED TRIALS.
8 FIRSTS. 9 SECONDS. 5 THIRDS.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIALS.
5 GOLD

MEDALS.
O SILVER _

MEDALS. 2 BRONZE
MEDALS

500 MILES BROOKLANDS
RACE.

Mr. Victor Horsman, on a Norton, was
FIRST IN CLASS C (500), beating
the whole field irrespective of
class, except the first three, averaging a

speed of SIXTY -TWO MILES
PER HOUR on

Mr, Victor Jiorsman.

He also broke the 6, 7, and 8 hour and the 400 and 500 mile record;

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD..
119 121, 123. Sbaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2.

Cycle & Motor Cycle DepoL : 103. St. John Street, Clerkenwell. ECl.
BELFAST- 75, Ann Street : BIRMINGHAM -Broad Street Chambers
BRISTOL—4, Victoria Street; CARDIFF—Pi- rheaJ Chambers. But«
Dock; DUBLIN-15. Sl Andrew Street; GLASGOW— 5. Royal
Exchanee Square: LEEDS-I. New York Road; LIVERPOOL— 5t. Caitle

Street; MANCriESTER—16. John Dalton Street' ; NEWCASTLE-ON-
TYNE-59, Westgate Road; NOTTINGHAM-Greyfriar Gate:
PORISMOUTH 49, High St: SHEFFIELD—80-90. Queen Street;

A.VISTERDAI^-StaJhouderskade. 91,

A FREE TIP
TO EVERY MOTORIST WHO REQUIRES A RELIABLE
INDICATION OF SPEED AND DISTANCE THE

" BONNIKSEN ''

IS ESSENTIAL, RECENT SUCCESSES IN TRIALS
AND COMPETITIONS EMPHASISE THE ASSISTANCE
DERIVED FROM THE USE OF THIS INSTRUMENT
AND USERS (WITH S.ATISFACTORY MACHINES)

ARE PRACTICALLY

SURE OF A PLACE.
PRICES:

MOTOR CYCLE TYPE.

Trip. Non-Trip.

£6 5 £5 10

CAR OR CYCLE CAR /

TYPE. \

Trip. Non-Trip.
|

£8 S £7 10
I

Send/or Illustrated Booklet f

ROTHERHAM & SONS, LTD., COVENTRY, j

J"Telephone : 752 and 753. Telegrams ; Rolherhame. Coventry.

The Ideal BOOT
For AL.k.-V«fEATHER RIDING
Of For "tK^ Pield ainci G£Lr-den
Perfectly New, absolutely Waterproof, and easy to slip on anil off.

These boots are of far superior quality, and will give far more
service than similar articles, of iufinitely inferior materials, which

are offered by other stores at slightly lower prices

Officers' Field Service

TRENCH BOOTS
Our Price - 30/""
roslaf^c and packing, i /fi. In Brown or Black.

All sizes. Guaranteed to be made of the

finest Government Leather, Sizes from 4 to

12, Smaller sizes suitable for ladies. These

boots reach to the linee, and have full length

tongues and side bucliles, which effectively

prevent any water penetrating through the

lace holes or over the tops of the boots. The
uppers are strong and stout, and yet ex-

tremely soft and pliable. The SMARTEST and

MOST COMFORTABLE Trench Boot procurable.

BRITISH ARMY
20/-

OFFICERS'^'ifowN' BOOTS
30/-

Send Postal O rder

or Cheque,

and state size

required.

LONDON ARIVIY BOOT CO.,
Government Contractors,

(Depl. M.C.) 186, Bishocssatc, koradon. E.C.2
{Adjoining Bi^hopgate Strut Police Station).

In answering tliese advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor CijrJe
"

C31
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Motor Oils

IN GR.^DES
are superior in quality to any other

high - grade oil and cost less

RETAIL PRICES
JBal. drumt leal. Qu rt

iper gall. caji. can.

B M.T. Motor Oil, Light 5/3 7/3- 2/9
„ „ „ Medium 5/9 7/9- 2/10

,. .. Heavy '7/- 9/- 3/1
„ Gear Oil, Dark 4/11 6/11

.. ., Pale 6/8 8/8

The Specification Table tells you the right grade for your motorcycle.

Free on request.

COMPARE THE PRICE—THE
QUALITY IS INCOMPARABLE.

Obtainable from all dealers, if any difficulty let us know.

A. E. NEWTON, LTD. (^r^m^. ^"1?:^)

50, PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.I.

Telegrams; "Anewtayle, Charlei. London," Telephone: Gerrard S803

at this, and compare our prices, and quality.

Invitation to inspect before purchase.

This buUding complete with i" T & G floors, f" match-

boards or weather boards, and 3" framing, at following

low prices, carriage paid in England and Wales.

12ft. X 8ft. £17 10

14ft. X 10ft. £23 5
16ft. X 10ft. £27 5

18ft.

20ft.

20ft.

10ft. £33

10ft. £37 10

12ft. £40

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

SOUTH WESTERN APPLIANCE CO.,
High Street, Fulham, S.W.

Telephone—Putney 2771.

p^'K'""

"RONUK"
MOTOR CAR
POLISH

CAR BODIRS

CYCLE FRAMfS

There's

nothing

like it

for

SIDECARS,
FRAMES
and
PETROL
TANKS.
In large tins 3/- each.

Send postcard for descriptive

leaflet.

Trial Sample sent on receipt

of One Stilling in stamps with

name and address of usual

denier.

" RONUK" LIMITED (Dept M.C),

PORTSLADE, ENGLAND.

Manufacturers of the famous

B^Avpoint^^tto
RONUK SANITARY POLISHES for 3„^^.„,^^

L^TheKi,^. FLOORS, FURNITURE, UNOLEUM,&c. m.£^

SPEEDWELL
M OJO R Ot L :

THE PASSPORT TO SUCCESS

!

Give your engine the oil it needs

—

" Speedwell
!

"

West Wales A C.U. Open Speed Championship? at

Pendne Sands, 25/8/21.

"Tfie most interesting British speed event of the

y^ar, excluding only the Tourist Trophy and 500

Mile Race." vide The Motor Cycle.

Twelve Firsts oat of Thirteen Events !

George Dance (Sunbeam), Morris Isaac (New
Imperial), Jack Thomas (A.J.S.), Ivor Thomas (Sun-

beam), F. P. Bush (Harley-Davidson), Luther Daviea

(Precision), R. W. Hill (Precision), Handel Davie«

(Brough Superior), H. Church (Velocette).

Leinster M.C. & Light Car Club, Portxiaraock,

20/8/21.

FIRST IN EVERY EVENT.

ONLY "SPEEDWELL"
COULD DO IT

!

032 In answering these advertisements it U desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be~ quoted on application.

Postal Orderi and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable__^ r'co'
to ILIFffi & SONS Ltd., and crossed._-»-^^
Traasury Notes, beins; untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisa.nenis m this section should be

accompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

to the offlces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
ba posted in time to reach the ofllces of "The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue. Adver-
tisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically
be Inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, anl the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is talien

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience oi adverlisers^ Jelteis may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on repjies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Bo.'c ooo. c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," ?o, Tudor Street.

E.C.4. Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are
warned against sending remittance through the post except iti

registered envelopes; in all such cases the use of life 'Deposit

Sr^em is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

marked "Deposit Department.^',

In the case ol motor cycles offered for sale under a box
number, as it is unusual for these to t% sold without flrsl

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention or the district in which the maciiine
offered may be seen and tried.

3)ir DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing tliemselves of our
Deposit System. If tlie money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to <;io, a
deposit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over £10
and under f50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under£75, 5 /-;
3ver £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
Dver £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

ndication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Othei advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

iDswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
:llenc9 as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that It is quite Imposslhle to reply to
lach one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

"I
Q21 A.B.C., brand new; JB90.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed..Lt^ Bow, E.3. Tel.: E3155. [8285

A.B.C, 1920, Magdyno, very fine order, fast,
licensed; £97/10.—The Laytcn Garages. 30

Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [8207

THE
HIDE^ SEEK

SERVICE.
WHEN buj-ing a machine, liow

accessible everybody is. How
promptly j-ourletters are answered.

Later on you call or write again
about some little trouble or diffi-

culty to iind that all interest in you
has evaporated—everybody hides
when you seek.

Deal with firms who, like God-
frey's, beUeve in continuity of
service. Godfrey's are at all

times accessible, and regard a sale
as the beginning and not the end
of service.

THE LIST PRINTED BELOW COMPRISES
ONLY A SNL\LL PORTION OF OUR LARGE
AND - REPRESENT.\TIVE STOCK. IF YOU
CANNOT CALL, WRITE FOR COMPLETE
LIST. IT CONTAINS SOME E.XCEPTIONAL

BARGAINS.

We speciclise in B.S.A., INDIAN, LEVIS, and
SCOTT SPARES.

NEW 1921 MODELS IN STOCK.
A.J.S. HAWKER
ARIEL LEVIS
BLACKBURNE MARTINSYDE
B.S.A. - MATCHLESS
CALTHORPE NEW IMPERIAL
COULSON-B. RAOCO
COVENTRY EAGLE RUDGE
DOUGLAS ROYAL ENFIELD
EXCELSIOR SCOTT
INDIAN TRIUMPH
INDIAN SCOUT ZENITH

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
(Guaranteed for Three Months.)

B.S.A., 1921, 4i h.p.; chain drive, with B.S.A.
Sidecar . ; £150

RUDGE, 1920, I.O.M. Model £75
DOUGLAS, 1920, 2j h.p., 3-speed, speedo-

meter, laihps "....... .\ .... 1 .\ ....... £72
INDIAN SCOUT, 1921, 4 h.p., electric £132
RUDGE, 1915,- I.O.M. Model . . . . . r : £52
INDIAN Combination, 7 h.p., 1915 £105
INDIAN Combination, 7 h.p.. Iqi6 £125
JAMES, 1919. 6 h.p., Millford Sidecar £115
SCOTT, 1913, 3?, h.p. £69
LEVIS, 1920. 2j h.p:' ;....- £42
NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, 2} h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, K.S, £64
ENFIELD Combination, 1919, 8 h.p. .'. £110
P. & M., 3.V h.p., re-enamelled and plated . . . £65
WOOLER,' 1920, 23 h.p £68

All fully licensed.

NEW SHOP-SOILED MODELS.
COVENTRY- EAGLE, 3'. h.p., 1920, 3-spced,

rlutch, K.S £92
INVICTA, 3.\ h.p., 1920, 3-speed, clutch, K.S. £92
INVICTA, 2.1 h.p., 1920, 2-strolie, single-speed £48
BLACKBURNE, 1921,4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

K.S £98

ANY MACHINE MAY BE PURCH.ASED BY
PAYMENT OF ONE QUARTER DOWN AND
THE BALANCE IN 12 EQUAL MONTHLY

INSTALMENTS.
Approved modern machines accepted- in part

payment.

Godfrey s, Ltd.
208, GT. PORTLAND STREET

LONDON, W.l.
'Phone : Langham 1300 (2 lines).

MOTOR

A .B.C. 1921, with
^^^ not done 250
Ltd., 139

CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

Lucas lamps, Cowey, Bonnikssen.

KT« c. ™'''^«i iElOO.-Frank Whitworth.
iNew St., Birmmgham. 1X8503

A .B.C.
-**- con

London,

7021

Ifjao A.E.C., eiiaranteed in good mechanical order,

T St /^ '"i'i
•''">: examination or trial; what ofilers?-5, Station Ed., Bdgware, Middlesex. [X8430

Combination, 1920, all accessoriw, excellent
condition; any inspection: £105. — Haivey-Hudsons

, South Woodford (next " The George "). (7407
A .B.C. Solo, 4-si3eed, enamel and plating like new,

*-»- Lucas lamps, speedometer, tax paid; £90; post
exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith
Kd., London. [7759
"lia20 A.B.C. Combination, sporting Canoelet, wellAf equipped, tax. 1,500 miles, thoroughly overhauled,
perfect; f97.-Dixon, 20, Cleveland Ed., S. Woodford!

E.18. [7475
A.B.C, Lucas eauipment, tick start, Cowey

horn, speedometer, Clincher tyre.5 and tube«,
very fast, owner going abroad; £100.—Moxon, Caw-
thoine, Barnsley. [7414

"I
Q21 A.B.C, delivered a month ago, kick start, T.T.

-fl-^ bars, P. and H. lamps, Cowey speedometer,
Lucas horn, very fast, does 48 m.p.h. on third, as new;
£100.—Derrington. Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [8191

as new throughout, Lucas
„. Lucas horn, fitted Clincher

extra heavy, £5 worth spare parts, also spare set of
new Palmers, very last, tax paid; £98.—Young," 76,
Mitcham Lane, Streatham. [8313

A.B.C. No. 2093, September. 1920, special machine,
Lucas dynamo lighting, kick starter, Lucas elec-

tric and Cowey horns, extra pannier bag, Cowey
speedometer, mileage only 1,250. unscratched, fault-
less mechanically, tyres .excellent and unpunctured,
good spares, tax paid, ride to buver: £110. close-offer,
cost over £190.—Lyons, Monte Bello, New Brighton.
Cheshire. [8113

Ace.

ACE Combination, 1921, dvnnrao lighting, horn, mir-
ror, speedometer, C and M. de lu.xe sidecar with

disappearing hood and screen, tax paid, cost £320. 800
mile-; £205.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portl.nnd
St., W. [6478

Acme.
"I Q21 Acme Combination, 3-seater sidecar, spare wheel,
-LtJ liood, seieens, lamps, speedometer, low mileage,
tyres unpuuctuied ; best oiler, or would exchange.-54,

A.B.C, June. 1921,
dynamo lighting.

Wnlkern Ed.,- Stevenage. [7655

1 Q20 Acme-.Tap 8h.p. Combination, hood, screen.
At' Mamps,-horn, ;Tan-S-ad, spare wheel, licensed.
excellent conditioii ;

- .£115.—Edwurds,
Rd., South Kensington.

50, Harrington
[7164

A.J.S. f

"DEEMIEE Motor Co. for 1921 A.J.S.

i-^NLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Latest 7h.p. Combination,
spare wheel, screen, etc., £195; 2^/ih.p. 3-speed

S0I07 £95: exchanges arranged.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. .- _ [X8516

A.J.S.-All models
ListerliTlls Ed.,

reduced.—Merrick's Stores, 174,
Bradford. 'Phone; 2439. [7893

DAN GUY, Weymouth'.— 1921 'Zh.p. A.J.S. combina.
tion,- £195; 2')4h.p. 2-speed A.J.S., £95; from

stock. -.•-.', [0687

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

[8592
j 020 A.J..S. Combination, complete: anv trial;
^iJ £170.—Palmer, 45, Waterlovv Ed., Highgate
Hill, N.19. [7514

A.J.S., 1912 sidecar, 2-speed, kick, splendid condi-
tion; £60; appointment.—114, Mill Lane, West

Hampstead. [7769

BEAND New 1921 A.J.S. Combination, equipped,
tax paid; cost £225, "accept £160.—Dawe, 216,

Portobello Ed., W.ll. .

"

1 Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combinntion. LucasXU w'heel, Oct., perfect condition; £155,
—Carvel West St., Willenhall.

13,

[8028

dynamo, spare
or n en rest.

[X8561

2^>4h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, C.K.S., equipped,
licensed, appearance as new ; £47,- bargain.—

New St., Wellington. Salop. [X8543

A.J.S. 1920 eii.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,

spare ^vhceI, speedometer, etr., genuine outfit: any
trial; £155.—Snow, Laurer St., Dalston, E.8. [7676

A.J.S. 6h.p., 1920, spare wheel, electric lights, special

wind (icreen, tax, insurance, flrst-class condition^.
£170.—Forest, Cbemist, Oldbury, Birmingham. [7763

-| Q20 A.J.S. Combination, electric lighting, speed-
i*/ ometer, etc. ; trial London district; tax paid;

£150, no offers.-Bos 958, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X8551

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE,

A.J.S.

BRAND New 1921-22 A.J.S. Combiiintion ;
owner

nimble to t.nke delivpiv will sacrifice £20 deposit.

—10, IJedioid E<1., London, \T.4. 'Phone: Cbiswirk

1747. fSOSO

A.J.S, 6h.p., 1918. first run Maroh, 1'919. Mills-Fiil-

lord sidecar, Lucas lamps, Cameo screen, small

mileage, perfect ; £130.~Picterine, 90, Hopefielfl Ea.,

Leicefiter. [X8427

A.J.S. Combinrtion, 1920, Lucas lamps, Cowey liorn

and speedoL-ieter, hood, etc., also spares, in excel-
'

'

- "^ " "— Rd.,fl60.-Wbite, 61, Hamptonlent condition
Teddington,

"I Q20 A.J.S. Combination, fullv eQuipped, nearly new,
-Ltf licensed, insilred, Dunlop Magnum tyres, Einks
rnrburetter, many spares; £150, or offer.— 181, Cluirch

St., Edmonton. [7909

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, speedometer, Cowey horn,
-L«7 pillion, jpare wheel, chain, valves, hood, screen,

tax paid; £135.—Cooper, 42, Annandale Rd., East
Greenwich, London. [7827

A.J.S. Lightweights, 2"!4h.p. Can now supply from
stock. Book your orders now and save dis-

appointment. Official agents for this famotis light-

weight.~F. E. Wootben, Ltd., High St., Oxford. [3695

A.J.S. 1918 6h.p. Combination, in -splejidid order,

hood, scieen, Luca<? laTiips and horn, Cowey speed-

nnieter; a leal bargain, £120.—Elee and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone; Aveniip

5548. [0074

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, new last month, tax
paid, unscratched, not done 50 miles, \isual price

£195; will accept for quick sale £175; secure now for

spot casTi.—Wilkins, Simpson (opposite Olympia),
London.

' [812-8

A.J.S, 1920 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, spare
wheel, electric lighting, low mileage, in magni-

ficent condition and order; any trial ; £165.—P.,
292, Earl's Court Rd., London. Phone : 6781
Western. [8304

A.J.S. Late 1915 6h.p. Combination, perfect through-
out, detaoliable interchangeable Avheels, spare wheel

complete, speedometer, lamps, luggage carrier, screen,

etc., good tyres, tool kit; photo; accept £110.-5,
Howard Ed., Biomley, Kent, [7553

A.J.S. for Sale, 1920 [Sept.), 6h.p. combination, excel-

lent condition, hood, side curtains, Triplex screen,

spare wlteel and new tyre, Klaxon, 3 lamps, 2 eener-

ators, tax paid, epares, tools, etc. ; £150 cash.—C.
Jenkins, 31, Park View, Harrogate. [7328

1 Q20 (May! A.J.S., electric lighting, hood. Triples
-L*7 wind screen, Cowey s^peedometer, hand minor, horn,
spare wheel and ti-re unused, mileage 3,000, perfect
condition, tax nud insurance; £160, bargain.—82,
Wharfedale Gardens, Norlmry, S.W. [7941

1Q16 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination de Luxe, has done
-LJ/ 5,000 miles, Lucas dynamo lighting and horn,

epare wheel, speedometer, cloci, hood, screen, pillion,

etc., 700 X 80 tyres, tax paid, -appearance and condi-

tion perfect; £1X5 lowest.—Heath, '15, Griffith St.,

Mardy, Glam. [7574

WANTED, purclrasers for any model of new 1921
A.J.S. motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Easibank St.,

Southport. Tei. : 607. £0649

1Q19 A.J.S. 6h.p., with 1920 sidecar, jrrst been ovor-
-l-*7 hauled, relmslied throughout, and in first-class nm-
ning order, very fast, and equipped with spare wheel.

lamps, horn, tools, screen, apron, etc.; any trifll given
with pleasure; £125; exdiange with cash for light (.ai

consideied.—Morden, Park Lane, Stamford, Lines. [7910

"I
020 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, P. and H

JLt/ lamps, Cowey speedometer, hood, side cur
tains. Klaxon, mirror, Tan-Sad, back and foot restb,

petrol tin carrier, tools, spares, etc., excellent con
dition, tax and insurance paid; £150.—Write, H. M
L41, Meiton Hall Rd., Wimbledon, S.W. 19. [8246

Alecto.

"I
021 Alecto, 2-stroke, Model A., 2-speed, kick startei,

X *y owner not yet taken delivery ; list price £75,
take £62.—Nicholson, 26, Budge Row, Cannon St.,

E.C.4. [8252

Alldays.

ALLON, late 1920, perfect condition, mileage 1,000
tax paid; £45.-195a, Albany St., N.W.I. (After

6.) [7948

ALLDAYS Matchle^^s 3i/jh.p. Combination, coach-
built; trial; sacrifice £55.-9, Fallows Rd., Spark-

brook, Birmingham. [S8324

ALLDAYS 2-stroke, 1918, rebushed, tyres good, per-
fect running, fully equipped, spare.i; £38, or near

—8, Belgrave Rd., Wanstend. [7628

ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS Si/oh.p., 3-speed S.A., clutch,
kick start, new tyres, accessories, fine condition;

£55.-12, Artillery St., Birmingham. [7573

4h.r. Alldays Matchless, 2 speeds, clnfeft, lamps, horn,
tyres, tubes new condition, perfect; £45, best

offer.—Leach, 42, Pave I^ne, Newport, Salop. [7578

ALLDAYS AUon, 25^h.p., 2 . speeds, clutch, kick
starter ; in stock ; deterred payments.—Parker's.

Bradshawgale, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate. Manches-
ter. [X8452

I

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting
Sets.

manufacturers of
Accessories. Patents. Specialities.

POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.

Set A1—For Solo Machines.

Comprising

:

Fig 875. 63in. Head Lamp, Nickel with patent

idjustable brackets 6JJ /

5?6.
1150.

378.
428.

Rear Lamp (bayonet) . . .

.

4/9
H.H. Ebonite 6 volt Accumulatoi: 51 /6

Specially strong metal case .

.

10/6
I-way screw type Switch . . .

.

2/-

rriceofSet 127/6

Bayonet Bulbs up to I amp., 2/6 each extra.

Flat Twin Cab Tyre Cable, per yard, i,/6 extra.

Set B1—For Sidecar Combinations.

Comprising;
Fig. 895, Bead Lamp, Nickel .

,

„ 886, Side Lamp (bayonet)..

„ 576, Rear Lamp „
„ ir82, 6v. 40 amp. Accunmlator

„ 429, 1 way screw type Switch

60/-
20/-
4,/9

48/-
2/6

Price of Set 135/-

Bayonet Bulbs up to t amp., 2 /6 each extra.

Flat Twin Cab Tyre Cable, per yard, i /6 extra.

Set 01—For Medium Solo Machine.

Comprising

:

Fig. 881, 54" Head Lamp, Nickel .. .. 36/-

» 57t, Rear Lamp 5/9

„ 1160, 4V. 20 amp. Accumulator .. .. 24/6

„ 377, Strengthened Metal Case . . .

,

9/6

Price of Set 75/-

Bayonet Bulbs for set Ci, 3/- extra.

Twin Cab Tyre Cable, per yard, 1/6 extra.

Postage extra on tlie abiyiie.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng,

Telephones

:

Croydon 2225, 2226.

Telegrams

:

" Keyagfe, Croydon."

T-2

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

LATE 1919 Allon 2'%\\.i>., 2-stroke, 2-speed, cliitoh,"

kick starter, leg shields, lamps, horn, etc.^all in,
,

,'

new fondition, new Dunlors ; £45 for anick sale; fmy '.-

,

tiifil.— 9, Eaton Ed., Coventry. [8026

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones' •

Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.
Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
bargains.—"Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

1 Q21 2"^h.p. Alldays Allon, 2-speed, kick start,
i*' H.B.C. clutch, all lamps, speedometer, licence

paid ; a real bargain, 8 weeks old, £72/10.—Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill. [8314

GNS.—1921 Alldays Allon mediuraweight com-
bination. Sanctum sidecar, fnlly equipped,

licensed, and absolutely as new.—Clapham Motors,
High St., Clapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. [8104

BARGAIN.—1918 Allon, 2-speed countershaft, new
Dunlops, lamps, too] bags, horn, band brakes,

licensed, splendid condition, absolutely perfect;

genuine outfit; £37/10.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth.
[810O

American X.

1(1121 American S., standaKl or electric, sho-p-fioileil

-L*/ machines at bargain prices.—HaiTis, 14, Gt.

Marlborough St., W.l. [7342
_

T Q 20 American X. C.B. Combination. 3-speed,
-i-t' dynamo lighting, splendid condition through-
out, fast and easy to handle, tax paid; £90.—Pride,
156, Stockwell Rd., Brixton, S.W. 9. [8057

AMERICAN X Combinaticn, 7h.p., 1915, all acces-

sories, splendid running order and condition; £95.

—Scotia Motor Works, 80. Upper Tooting Rd., Lon-
don, S.W.17. 'Phone: Streatham 2707. [7934

SPECIAL Offer 'Of brand new '1921 American X, 7-9

hj., 3-speed, Milllord De Luxe Bidecar, 27X3V2
Firestone tyres; list price dS217: reduced to ^175 cnsli;

easy povments only 4% extra.-The Premier Motor Co..

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X8517 .

Ariel.

T\AN GUy Weymouth.—;1921 SV^h^p. Ariel combina;
Lion; 135,; -Irom etock. [0688

ARIEL 4V2h-P- Combination; £150, from stock.—A. .

J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmar"ket. [6627

ARIEL; £18/10; 3M>h.p., new tyres, fast and powei"-

ful.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3,
[7965

€S"RIL WLLLLAMS for immediate delivery 61 all

model Ariel.—Cliapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.
I-X3793.

,

ARIEL 6-7h.p. Combination, 3 months old, cost

£195; s^l £145.—Highstone Garage, Leyton-
sione. [8193

3ih^p. Ariel, *"mag., B. and B., mechanical valves,

2 licence paid; £17/10.—Box 6,163, c/o The ^

Motor Cycle. [8152

ARIEL SVoh.p., engine No. 8759, 3-speed and K.S.y
'

also B.S.A. fiidecar, T919 ; £80, or ofiers.-Stone

Farm, Bidston, Cheshire. [7597

1 Q21 Ariel Comhinntion, in crate: £135; exchange
-Li? tor Morgan or light car. 'Pbone: Wanstead 48^
—374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [7347

1 Q14 SV'h.p. Ariel, 3-speed, clutch, complete with
-L«7 lamps, horn, tools, etc., tax paid; a bargain, £30.
—Cox, Brunswick Terrace, Cambridge. [7816

ARIELB!—Autoveyors, Ltd., are authorised agents for

the Ariel motor oyclef; ; models actually in stock.—

Service Depot, 4-12, Palmer St.,-S.W.l. [0468.

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual paymestE.
Spares supplied from stock, — West Central

Agency, Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236,^igh Holborn, W.C.I.
[0704

"

MAY, 1921, latest all-chain 6-7h.p. Ariel combina-
tion. Cameo screen. Lucas horn, Tan-Sad, etc.,

pei-fect condition; price £140.-3, Narrow St., l^eter-

borough. [X8533,

ARIEL 1919 31/^h.p. Conchlmilt Combination, sidecar

screen, apron", and luggage carrier, little u.'^ed and
condition as iieW; £83.—Chioery, 1, Hammer.-nnith Ed.,

Kensington. [6971

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones'

Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.

Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed )

bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

-| Q 19-21 Ariel, SVsh.p., competition machine, with
-Lt/ sporting coachbuilt sidecar, all in perfect order

and in special tune, all lamps, speedometer, 1921 tank

and front forks and mudguard, winner of gold medals;

a real snip, £90.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill. [8316

ARIEL 1920 4h.p. Combination, coachbuilt, 3 speeds,

kick start, countershaft, lamps, horn, tools, all

spares, perfect condition, tax paid; £90. After 7.30.—

Urquhart, 54, Pellatt Grove, Wood Green, N. [7302

ARIEL 3Vili-P-. l'^*6 1919, special sidecar, new, child's

seat and wind screen, fully equipped, pejfect con-

dition, spares, including tyre ; 110 gns., no offers.-

Mason. Bankhonse, Sixways, Aston, Birmingham. [7641

"I 014 Ariel 3V'h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed.

X-^ countershaft, kick start, lamps, tax paid, splen-

did condition and perfectly sound; exchange ligiit-

weighT^nd cash, or sell £75.—Southwood, Littlehaven,

Horsham. [8063

B20 All betters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Connaught.

SALE.

2iiU.p. 2-stroke Connaught, disc wheels, all on, per-
4 tect condition; £26: alter 7.—Barrington, 105,

Triienioutli Kti, Tooting Junction, S.W. [7472

CONNATJGHT, 1921, Stuimey-Arclier 2-sreed, clntch,
iind kick starter

£60.—E. MiirslKill.

slij-litly shop-soiled

:

Hish St., Clay Cross.

Coulson,

first cheque
[S8322

1 Q21 2-^.'ih.p. Coulson B, 2-speed, kick start, brandXU new, unused; £77.-41, aiadrid Rd., Barnes.
[7165

COULSOff, 1921, brand new, just delivered, export
model; £80.—Clark, 7-, Exhibition Rd., South

Kensington. [7848

4h.p. 1920 Sporting Coulson B., adjustable pulley, neir
condition, complete; £68.—Capt. jMoel, School

Musketry, Hythe. ^ . [7584

COULSON.—All models in stock: deferred payments.
—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,

Deansgate, [Manchester. [X8455

COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole Wiltshire
Agents. Wcssex [Motors, Ltd., 50, Catherine St..

Salisbury. 'Phone : 72. [5007

COULSOi^J" II., 2%h.p. Blaokburne, 2 speeds, spring
Irauio, lamps, and horn; £60.—Sharp, 2, West

Cliff Gardens, p'olkestone. [7565
p3h.p. Coulson B, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, in
/Vi in stock: list price, 80 gns.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [7166

peed, lamps, horn, and licence;
The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-

[8232

spring
peTfect
Black-
[7957

V^ kick start, clutch", ' *brand new;"rist'^'pr^ce £117^
accept £105: spring frame model; deferred pay-
ments.—Below.

("IQULSON, 1921, 2^ih.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, clutch.
V-^ spring frame; list price £94/10, accept £87/10'
deferred -payment: without a doubt the finest spring
frame machine on the road.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale

Hampstead 1353.
, [8180

Coulson B as new, £117 model, 3-speed,
Lucas head (unused), electric tail lamps,

ridden 250 miles only, new Bonniksen trip: cost
£127. sacrifice £105.—Vos, Montana, Baildon, 'York-

.

Bll're [X8542

Coventry Eagle.
1020 Coventry Eagle 2'4h.p. J.A.P., recent makers'Av overhaul, as new, lamps and accessories; bar-
gain. £52; Surrey, Sussex.—Box 6,160, c/o The Motor

• Cvcle. y [8149

eOVENTET EAGLE 1921 2i;,h.n. (Model 22) 2-
speed, clutch, kick start, T.f. bars. Lucas lami

land horn, purchased May, mileage 600- £57/10
f Wright, 49, Gresham St., Coventry. [X8463

eOULSON-B 4h.p.,
60 gns. only.- ^„

well St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581

Coulson-blackburist:,
frame, 2-ppeed, mirror,

condition, licence; £65.-9,
heath. S.E.3.

1920. 23ih.p.,
fully equipped,
Craigerne Rd.,

piOULSON. 1921, 25ih.p. Blackburne, " 3

\V.9.

CHANNEL SWIMMERS
and other_^enthusiasts

with equally vain hobbies are
advised to try Motor Cycling. It is

much easier, far more interesting,

and you

ALWAYS GET THERE—

19 20

Coventry Challenge.
Coventry Challenge, 3ii.h.p. twin J.A.P.

Lucas lamps. Klaxon, Watford speedometer, spare
iibe, all tools, excellent condition; £95, or nearest
>ffer. — Broughall, Priory House. Belvedere Rd
Coventry. [X8494

Coventry Victor.
^OVENTEY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine -^ Immediate delivery of standard touring machine
i-7h.D., 3-speed gear bos, all chain drive, £125; ejto
bort wheelbaae ."porting solo machine, fuiraateed 65
a.p.h., £135, winner 500 mile race Brooklands (750
-.c. class): send for catalogue. Agents lv^n^3d wl ere
lot reprcsentod.—Coventry Victor Motor Co.. I,td., Cov-
ntty. [0520

Diamond.
I A 20 Diamond-Viliiers, perfect, accessories: £40:
L«/ unemployed.—81, Gillespie Rd., N.4. (D)

[7979
^TRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of ah
^ models Diamond.—Obapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-
cn [X3817

I

Q21 Diamond, 25Jh.p. J.A.P., 2-speed. excellent
L«J' condition: £50.—Latham, 114, Junction Rd..
Ii-:.iite. N. . [8041

A PEW Early 1921 Diamond Models B and P, used^ liir demonstration only; bargain.—Apply, Diamntid
\'''ilcs, Wolverhampton. [6929

DIAMOND, 1920, 2"'ih.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, tax, just
been overhauled, fast, good condition: £45 —

' " " Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone : Hampstead
[8185

("MMEDIATE Delivery of any Diamond Model; cash
L or deferred payments; book your order now, and
'.oid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
outli Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-
)n 2417. [0507

Dot.

920 8h.p. Dot-Jap, atted with Henderson special
sidecar, wind screen, all lamps, speedometer,

c. fine condition, tax paid; cost over £200, accept
-0 gns.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [X8541

1

oad.
553.

122,

providing you ride one of the

BURLINGTON
Reconditioned

DOUGLASES
— they never let you down.

Seriously these machines
. are quite

reliable and of unapproachable value.

They are fitted up with new Carburetter,

New Tyres, New Chain, New Belt, and
have all on, incluSing Licence-holder.

2| h.p. 2-speed, fitted with
Vici single lever Carburetter £65

£85
\\'itii Burlington Sidecar . . ^ 1 1 U
Easy Terms arranged and Riding taught free.

4 h.p. 3-speed, K.S. Solo .

.

4 h.p. 3-speed, K.S. Comb,

ABOUT BURLINGTON BARGAINS
'VXT'E have at all times a splendid
'^' selection of New and Second-hand
Motor Cycles. This business has been
built up by means of fair dealing and
the sale of reliable machines only. Our
personal interest in a customer goes
beyond the initial sale of a machine

—

our expert knowledge is always at his

disposal. We invite you to come and
see us and the goods.

When in troub'e about replacements
or seme detail of equipment, write to—

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE Co.. Ltd.,
7, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4
'Fltonc: Biix'oii 2417. ICirc.^ : Burlinglon Motors, C^npltam.

Just by Clapham Comttion Underground Station.

I'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dot.

DOT-J.A.P. 8h.p.. overhead valves, and sidecar, alsc
spare wheel; f66.-W. H. Wliitaker, Gisburn Ed..

Barrowford. [7895

Douglas.
'yllE Effra Motor Works.

"TJOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

IF in Doubt, ring up the Effra ('Phone: 1115 Brix-
ton).

J)00GLAS
Macliines ore our speciality

£65.—4h.p. Douglas solo machines, new 1920 Amac
carburetter, cables and controls, new Thomson-

Bennett mag., new footboards or footrests, brand new
Wood-Milne tyres and tubes, wheels respoked in most
cases, fitted with clutch, kick start, and 3-speed gear
box, the whole stove-enamelled, tank m makers'
colours, and miscellaneous parts replated. mostly
1917-18. Sent on approval against cash.

£78.—The above 4h.p. Douglas machine, with
Douglas sidecar, the body finished as new. com-

pletely upholstered and repainted.

£45.—2^4h.p. Douglases, 1916, restoved and replated.
tank makers' colours, new mag., carburetter,

guards, chain, pulley, etc., and miscellaneous other
new parts, which add considerably to the value 61 the
machine, brand new Wood-Milne tyres and new tubes.
So confident are we in these machines that we agree
to send same on approval against cash; carriage extra.

nnHE Effra Motor Works.

"VrOTE.—All goods seat on approval against cash.

CHEQUES and Money Orders should be made pay-
able to The EHra Motor Works, 11-14, Effra

Parade, Brixton, London, S.W. 'Phone : Brixton
1115. 'Grams : Efframota, Brix., Loudon. [8094

T^OUGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.

OSh.p.

oah.p.
<I4,

Sports Model; £135

2-speed Model; £85.

Clutch Model; cE105.

ylk.p. Combination; £160.

y\OUGLAS Specialists. Spare parts stocked.

/COMPLETE Overhauls.

VIVIAN HAEDIE and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood-
stock St. (off Blenheim St.), New Bond St.,

London, W.l. Tel. : Maytair 6559. [0703

pvOUGLAS, Douglas. Douglas.

-1 021 Models in Stock: 4h.p. combination, iE170;
Lif 4h.p. solo, £130; 2?4b.p. clutch model, £105;
2';ih.p. 2-specd model. £85; shop-soiled bargains; ex-

tended payments if desired; spare parts stocked; re-

pairs.—Douglas Specialists, 'Vivian Hardie and Lane,

Ltd 23 and 24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), New
Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair 6559. [0375

DOUGLAS 2",4h.p., tax paid; accept i40.—At 28.

Brook St.f W.l. [7351

DOUGLAS. 1914. perfect; what offers?— 1, Priory
Bd., Kew Green. [8296

HERBERT EOBINSON. Ltd., 32-35, Green St.,

Cambridge.—Below.

DOUGLAS 3','jh.p. Sports Model, detachable cylinder

heads, overhead valves, all-chain transmission,

interchangeable wheels, 3-speed clutch and kick starter,

demonstration machine in stock; full particulars and
illustrated pamphlets free; in stock; £135.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. :

995. T.A. : Bicycles.

OUGLAS 1921 New 2'!4h.p., 2-Epee(l. including P.

and H. lamps, horn, and licence holder; £85: in

tock- exchanges.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35. Green

St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A..: Bicycles.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 2';/,li.p., 3-spee(l, clutch and
kick starter, including P. and H. lamps, hor:i,

and licence holder; £105; in stock; exchanges.-Herbert
Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.:

995. T.A. : Bicycles.

OUGLAS 1921 New 4h.p. Solo, £125; or combina-
tion, including P. and H. lamp.s. horn, licencj

holder, and sidecar wind screen, £160; exchanges.-
Herbert Robinson. Ltd., 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge.
Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [7900

"I Q15 Douglas, 2iih.p., 2-speed, tax paid; £37—47,

D"^

D^

Ordell Rd., Bow. [7972

GOURLA'y, the great Douglas agent and expert,
Fallowfield, Manchester. [6094

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1917, licensed, insured; £50.-40,
Whitworth Rd., S. Norwood. [7733

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 1916, ride nwny; £45; after 6.-
315, Scott Ellis Gardens, N.W.8. [7418

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adveiiisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

SALE.

QSli.p. Douglas, 1917, as
r^i £42.-17, Heaton Rd.,

new, renovated,
Mitcham.

perfect

;

[7342

DOUGLAS 1917 2';41i.p., 2 speeds, splendid condi-
tion; £37.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [8049

tyres pood,
[7876

£17.— 25.4I1.P. Douglas (minus fly^lieel),

tax paid.—76, London St., Chertsey..

LOOK.—4h.p. 1917 Donglas. ride away; f47, offers.

-44, Wellington St., Camden Toivn. [7681

tf) 3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., fully equipped

:

r^4. £39.-4, Apsley Terrace, Ilfracombe. [8131

SACRIFICE.-1921 41i.p. Douglas, perfect through-
out, trial; £85.-3, Gilston Ed., S.W.IO. [7075

"IQ18 Douglas 4h.p. Combination; £80; tax paid.
i-v —8. Lancaster Hd.. Leytonstone, E.ll. [7825

DOUOLAS
(ect; £100.-

41i.p. Combination, 1919V>, all on, per-" -173, High Ed., Streafham. [7911

SPOUTS Model Si/'h.p. Douglas, new, immediate de-

livery; £135.—SloJfat, Yeovil. 'Phone: 60. [5043

r*20.— 1911 Uougl.ls 2^411. p.. ride away; seen Loudon

TYRES
i

-Liiiches, I'inner Ed., NortliMOod, Middlesex.

19^
iect;

[7488
Lth.p. 2-speed Douglas, well equipped, per-

£42.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.
[8002

DOUGLAS 1920 Combination, equipped, excellent
order; £100.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed.. S.W.7.

[7846
£26.-1913 2^^h.p. Douglas, T.T., plain counter-

shaft, new Dunlops.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[X8505

3^h.p. Douglas, 1916, excellent condition, iiuffer

4 forks, nil on; £45.-30, Fordel Ed., Catford.
[7489

CYRIL WILLIAMS for immediate delivery of all

models Douglas.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-
ton. [X3818
DOUGLAS, 2%h.p.. 1915-16, 2-speed, splendid con-

dition, lamps, horn, etc.; £43.—90, Albion Rd.,
N.16. [7709

DOUGLAS, immediate <lelivery of all models.—
Kemp'e Garage, Motor Cycle Specialists, Louth,

Lihcs. [S8566

-| Q16 Douglas 2-?4h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn, etc.,
-L*/ sound; £36.—South Western Garage, Jfew Maiden,

\U SPORTINGI
In order to increase our post-sale business, I

we are prepared to refund the remittance on
|

e»ery 100th order, and send the goods, car-

] riage paid, no matter tha amount. We keep

I

separate books for post-sales, therefore this

offer does not apply to counter customers. |

Surrey.

4h.p. Douglas
equipped

;

(Evenings.)

DOUGLAS 21i]i.p,
I«rt: £42.-Bra

Kensington.

Combination, screen, grid, . fullv
£90.-56, Ormelev Ed., Balhairi.

[7593

1919, unseratclied, absolutely per-
;raemar, 17, St. Quintin's Av., North

[7820

Oilh.p. Super Douglas, 1916, uncrated 1919, discs,
'*4 Binks, smart, fast; £50, oflers.-Pond, 7, High

- St., Slough. [7940

DOUGLAS, new condition, late model, 2%h.p., tax
paid; 40 gns. — PcrdKam. 275, St. John St..

Clerkenwell. [8245

DOUGLAS 2'!4h.p., 2-speed, 1917, lamps, etc., fully
I

equipped, spares, tax paid; £50.-56, Ormelev 1

Kd., Balliam. [7592
!

DOUGLAS, uncrated 1919, 2^/;h.p., 2 speeds, lamps.
accessories, licence, new condition ; £50.-63, Solon

Ed., Brixton. [8050

"I Q20 Douglas Combination, as new, all on, insur-A^ ance, tax paid; £135.—Hunter, 20, Acacia
Rd., Norbury. [7653 i

Nil

5(1

JLm

26x2
26X2}

26x2i

I 26x21

I

X21

I
26x2,'.

I "
28x2J
28x3

fl6S0>

700
65

Make.

Wood-Milne Saecial . .

.

Dunlop W.D. Heavy . .

.

Palmer Cord
Bates Special Heavy . .

.

Clincher deluxe Ex. Hy.
Beldam Ex. Heavy
Wood-Milne or Spencer-

Moulton Extra Heavy.
Beldam Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Hutchinson T.T.

Wood-Milne Special . .

.

Dunlop W.D. Heavy . .

.

Palmer Cord Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.
Beldam Ex. Heavy
Kempshall Anti-skid . .

.

Hutchinson T.T. R.S. .

.

Clincher de Luxe Ex Hy

Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Wood-Milne Comb
Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. . .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread .

.

Wood-Milne Ex. Hy. . .

.

Goodrich Safety
Goodrich Safety Tread .

Beldam Bulldog

Our
Price.

List
Price','-

25/-
3B/6
36/-
36/-
36/-
35/-

MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE.
Douglas.

4h.p. Douglas, tax paid, all on, £55 solo, any trial;

also an engine £12, and gear box £11.—E. DeCoit.
39, Essex Ed., London, N.l.

DOUGL.AS 2^/jh.p., 2-speed, 1916,
fullv equipped, splendid condition;

Henry Ed., Tottenham, N.15.

1 Q21 Douglas 4h.p. and Sidecar: £130; perfect;
-tt' bargain; lamps, Tan-Sad, horn, etc.—Evans,

[8135

1921 Amac.
£48.—Singer,

[7541

73, Brithwennydd Rd., Trealaw. [8126

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
spt.res, splendid condition; £40, or nearest offer.

-14. Melbour.ie Av., West Ealing, [7872

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
2%h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, clutch, kick start,

all on, 1921 model, as new; £95. [8188

3.3h.p. Douglas, new condition, legshields, knee
4 grips, original enamel and tyres; £55.-239,

Winchester Ed., Highams Park, E. [SOU

DOUGLAS 1915 2l4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,
Colonial model, splendid condition ; £55, or nearest

ofTcr.— 2, Hemdean Hill, Caversham. [7877

DOUGt-AS 1921 2^!41i.p., 2-specd, all on, brand new
April, engine caretully Tun in, mileage negligible:

£75.-39, Holland Ed., Maidstone. [7383

DOUGLAS 2^/lh.p., 2T?peed, splendid running order,

tyres good; £48, or reasonable offer; after 6
), Warrington Ed., Croydon. [7448

2%b.p, Douglas, fast, mechanically perfect,

leg and undershield; £42; Saturdays after

p.m.-Sainty, Hencroft Si., Slough. [7503

GNS.—4h.p. Douglas, 1918-19, engine No. 5978,
enamelled and plated throughout, perfect order,

like new.—116, Church Ed., Northwood. [7751

DOUGLAS Late 1919 4h.p. Combination, lamps,
speedometer. Klaxon, wind screen, tax paid, per----• - . - -

[759J

Tan-
Sad, all on, "licensed, ride away; £75, or near

-Cecil Freeman, Shipston-on-Stonr. [X848a

DOUGL.AS 4h.p. Combination, 1921, done about
100 miles; £140; accept lightweight in exchange.

o'clock.

19"

69

tect; £i05.— 94, ToUingtou Park, ^.4.

20 Douglas 2^jih.p., 3-speed, clutcli, K.B.19
ofler.-

-Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W. [5326

DOUGLAS 1920 2-?ih.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick

start, all accessories, carefully driven; £78: seen
Rd., Surbiton.after 7.-21, Upper Brighton [7548

67/-

Combination,
£68.-4,

DOUGL.AS 4hji. 1917
tax paid, a bargain;

.Sloane Sq., S.W.I.

DOUGLAS 2-'4h.p., 2-speed, 1916,
tax paid, all on, nice condition:

St., Hammersmith.

F.O.C.H. have several Douglas
r - " "cheap.—5, Heath

stead Tube Station).

DOUGLAS,
cheap, £39.-

3-speed, K.S.,
Passmore St.,

[7791

makers' colours,
£46.-365, King

[8166

combinations;
St., Hampstead (near Hamp-

[7507

colours, sound

;

Elm Gardens,
[7373

1916, renovated makers'
-C. Binder, 20,

Hammersmith, W.6.

"IQ19 2^4h.p. 2-speed Douglas and accessories, in
-l^ good condition: £62/10.—Bounds, 223, High
Ed., Kilburn, N.W. [7638

P
t

TUBES NEW AND FULLY
QUABANTEEP.

56x2
26x2J
26x25
28x3,

Our
Prica

6/6
7/-
8/3
9/6

List
Price
10/-

10/3
11/3

26 X 2n
x2i;

26x2J..

List
Price

, BELTS—in Standard Lengfths.

Silvertown, Lycett, |m. Jm.
Bates, etc. Per Foot. \ fj 1/9

5in. lin. liin.

2/2 3/3 3/6

i^nill These Spetial Cliarw" Li"" arejent^Can'^agelJ

1 Q21 (June) 2^4h.p. 3-speed Douglas, clutch, kick

Rd.,
little used, perfect; £90; fixed,-

Broekley, S.E.
178. Adelaide

[7913

"TAOUGLAS 2"4h.p., single speed, thorough running
order, fast, tax paid; nearest £20.—Clark, Rains-

lord Av., Chelmsford.
.
[7808

1 Q19 Douglas 2%\i.^., not W.D., iuUy equipped,
J^*y just overhauled, perfect; £58, near offer.—118,
Shell Rd.. Lewisham. [7768

DOUGLAS 1919 2%hTp., all

hauled; bargain, £60, or
70, Castelnan, Barnes.

accessories, just over-
near offer.—L. Hare,

[7875

33,h.p. Douglas, 1916, unseratclied, plating perfect,
4 new mag., and gear box ; £48.—2b, Denmark

Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5. [7703

£75; 1919 4h.p. Douglas Combination, practi-cally

new.— 13, Somers Mews, Paddington, W.2 (2

mins. Paddington Station). [7889

Douglas,33h.p.
,4 pexfect order
1914, 2-speed,

£37.-155,
5541 Park.

tax paid,
Ladbroke

lamps.
Grove.
[7987

Paid on Seven Days' Approval against remit- _
._,„„lance. Trade supplied. Write tD.day.[2l]Jl

TheName TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264 266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE RP.VICTORIA.S.W.l

AND AT
44. SURBITON ROAD. KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

^ P/e3se address djipost orders to VduxhdII Bt/d^e Rodd.

TELEPHONE -VICTORIA 6553 £- fcS5*

OUR AGENT IS THE PIIXAR-BOX

/I O GNS.—1916 2%li.p. Donglns, 2-speed, equipped,
^xO fast, mechanicallv perfect; must sell; after S
p-.lu.—20, Tieen Av., Hoggers Coruer, Barnes. [7859

DOUGLAS 1917 2^4h.p., 2-speed, enamel, plating,

and mechanism splendid condition, equipped;
£46.-30, Crystal Palace Park Bd., Sydenham. [7861

DOUGLAS, 1916, in splendid condition, overhauled,
accumulator lighting, discs, etc., all on; £50.—

Lee, 106, Horseferry Rd., Westminster, London. [7462

"I Q19 Douglas 2%h.p., condition absolutely as new,
J-t/ everything on, speedometer, licensed, tyres new,

not W.D. ; £55.-37, Canterbury Ed., Dalston, N.X.
[8290

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1918, practically new, best equip-

ment, W.B,.5. Flesecas, spares,. Tansad, etc.,'

tax paid,' perfect; £75.-110, forest Hill Bd., S.E. \

[7961

DOUGLAS (late 1920) Combination, 4h.p., lamps,

horn, speedometer, -n-ntch. Tools.—Apply, Andre-

anofl, VriHous Bungalow, Walton Bridge, Sheppertoj,
[7401

1 t|21 Douglas Combination, speedometer, himps
X iJ screen, tools, tax, new condition ; must sell ; easl

required; £114.-22, BuUer Rd., Thornton Heath.
.

•

[793C

£45.—23.4h.p. Douglas, 1916, lamps, generator, Klaxon
pump, tool bag. long exhaust, condition guaian

teed tax paid.—21, Wheathill Ed., Anerley, S.E.20.
[S;852l

DOUGLAS,—All models in stock at new redncec

prices: deferred payments.—Parker's, Bradshaw
gate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

|

QQ G-NS.-1916 Douglas, 2'4h.p., excellent condi

O tl tion, fully equipped, footboards.—Seen at Gar

a«e Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452.
[688

1020 i-'Ali-v- Douglas, 3-speed, not W.D., f.ist. Ion

-I J? exhaust, fullv equipped, nnscratohed, as goo

ae new '£72.-40, Golder's Manor Drive, Golder's Greer
[744

DOUGLAS 25/4n.p., 1915, 2-speed, accessories coppe

exhaust, speedometer, insured, tax paid; £3£;

alter 6.—Franklin, 36, Blmwood Bd., Chiswick, W.4.
[765

DOUGLAS 1916 2i4h.p., left works ^ October, 1911 ^

splendid condition, ready to ride .away, tax raiO

£50 —H. Thomas, 36, Saveraake Bd., Hampsten.

N.W.3. [732

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920 model. LtKi

lamps, wind screen, and extras, cost *190, mil

age under 5,000, in exceptional conditiorr.; a12U.

Below.

DOUGLAS, 2?4h-.p., 1915 model, in good conditio!

£32/10.—St. Edmund Motor Co., KeUcru
Ed., Northampton. [X85.

OUGLAS 4h.p., new March, aluminium dis!:

Oowey horn, lamps, accessories, sporty machn
fast; 100 gns., no offers.-lOl, Upper Tollington Far

N.4. 1-82

D^

W.IO. 'phone

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised bv nrivatc owners are. when desired, marked (P).
B24
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley"Davidson.
ivid^on and Sidecar, d
perfect condition.—Apply, 49,

1 Q20 Harley-David^on and Sidecar, driven under 2,000
X *y miles,

^
"

'
'

--"'-'West
[7652

brand

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 7-9h.p.,
ceptionally good condition;

hourue Grove.

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4h.p., 1920 model,

nearest.—Below

1919 model, in ex-
5E75, or nearest.—-

St. Edmund Motor Co., Kettering Rd., Northampton.
[X8556

IQSO Eleotric Harley Combination, speedometer, liood,

J-t? SLieen, tax, insurance, perfect condition; £175.
—Webb, Belmont, Surrey. [7585

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1918 2-seater, side-

car fully equipped, tax paid ; £87/10 ; must
realise.—365, King St., Hammersmith. [8163

T Q21 Harley-Dn^-idson Combination, good condition,
Xt/ engi7ie absolutely one in a thousand; sacrifice

f] 68.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.
[7398

1 Q19 Harley-Davidspn 7h.p., Elason, ^f4 tax paid,
Xt/ good order mechanically and appearance; £90.—
Letter first instance, M., 34, Gower Place, W.C.I.

rXS544
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—All models in stock at new

reduced prices; deferred payments. — Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate. Man-
chester. .,. [X8460

HARLEY Combination, 7-9h.p., 1918, electric light-

ing, equipped ; any reasonable offer, or exchange
lower power. After 6 p.m.—20, Overhill Rd., East Dnl-
wich, S.E.22. [7712

8h.p. Harley-DaTidson, as hew, large bulbous
29x3y2 Dunlops, Easting Royal,

full equipment, made clean ascent Porlock; £145.-4.
Queen's Mews, Windsor. [7643

ARLEY-DAVipSON 1920 Electric Combination,
and ac-
94, New
[X8413

1Q18
it/ back sidecar.

H
ressories; any trial; £158, cost £258.—Smith,
Summer St., Birmingham.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1920. splendid
condition, hood, screen, speedometer, electric lislit'

md horn, Tan-Sad, tax paid; £160, or offers.—F. Pe:k.
rawuey St., Boston, Line.5. [XS493

HARLEY^-DAVIDSON, 1920, mag. model, P. and H.
acetylene equipment Harley de luxe sidecar,

-Coppen, Allan and
[6476

-jieedometer, only shop-soiled; £190.-
Co.. 89, Gt. Portland St., W.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1918. condition
as new. with r^plendid 60 gn sidecar, perfect run-

ling order; £110 for quick «ile.—Downe Motors, DowDe,
f'arnborough, Kent. Tel. : Farnborough 34. [7379

\ LL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones'
A. Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.
^inchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
jargains.-'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchlay 2334.

first-class order
perfect; £150.—

[8319

IQ20 7-9h.p. Electric Harley, ii

*.*7 and condition, guaranteed
Tones* Garage, Muswell Hill.

HARLEY 7h.p. Combination, 1918. full equipment,
spsedonieter, nice condition and appearance,

wneH by engineer. 50 m.p.g.; £120.—Smewin, 22.
'ambridge Gardens, North Kensington, W.IO. [7945

aARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h,p. Combination,
unusually fine condition, appearance almost as

lw, fully equippsd and highly recommended; £110.—
he Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone :

31. ^ [8217

JAELEY-DAVIDSON" 7-9h.p. Combination, as new,^ electric lights. Klaxon, speedometer, screen, hood,
^page, spare trre and petrol tin carrier, spare valves,
lains. tyres, took; £152.-Woodcock, 66, Bath Rd..
i.mialow. [7670

JARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919. 7-9h.p.,
J- splendid condition, Sandum bulbous back side-

1. chains and sprockets recently renewed, various
ares; absolute bargain, £90.-17, Cranmore Way.
usweil Hill, N. [7953

IARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 Combination. Tan-
Sad, complete Lucas dynamo lighting, all tyres

rfect, smart appearance and in perfect mechanical
iidition; £135.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd,,
impstead 7822. [8172

919 Harley Combination, fully eciuipned, acetylene
lighting, all in absolutely perfect condition,

lading tyres, tax paid, fully insured 12 months;
ept £120, oi nearest offer.—Ryde. 27, Hogarth

i.. Earl's Court, W.
^ [7505

TABLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, in
-L good order, P. and H. lighting set: a real oppor-
iiity to buy a good outfit at a low price, £6"5.~Elce
<\ Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3
lione: Avenue 5548. -^ [0066

FARLEY'-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p. Combination.
I fully equipped and licensed, a very fine outfit, of
e appearance and in exceptional (Condition mechani-
Iv, not W.D.; £llO.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
II St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [8210

TARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Model F, fully
L equipr>ed, acetylene lighting, speedometer, horn,
ndard sidecar, oversize tyres on rear, discs, 1920
nt forks, carefully ridden, licence to December,
U; £115.—V.M., 24, Sheffield Terrace, W.8. [X8563

MOTOR
CYCLES

By Easy Payments.
All the foUomng machines are available on
Harrods convenient system of Deferred Pay-
ments. Details free on application.

NEWSOLO MACHINES
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2| h.p., 2-speed,

clutch and kick-starter £75
B.S.A., 4i h.p., model K.2, c. & k.-s. £107
B.S.A., 4i h.p., model H.2, c. & k.-s. £U0
DOUGLAS, 2f h.p., 2-speed £85
DOUGLAS, 2fh.D.,3-speed,c.& k.-s. £105
ENFIELD, 2i h.p.-, 2-speed £65 (I

FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2| h.p., 2-sp.,

clutch and kick-starter .... £85
HUMBER, 4* h.p., 3-speed, c. & k.-s. £140
LEVIS, 2i h.p,, single-speed £60
LEVIS, 2i h.o, 2-speed £68
NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p., 3-speed.

.

£73 10

NEW IMPERIAL. 2| h.p., 3-speed,
clutch and kick-starter .... £80 17

O.K., 2i h.p., single-speed £50 8

O.K., 2I h.p., 2-speed, clutch & k.-s £67
SUN, 2j h.p., single-speed £47 5

SUN, 2I h.p., 2-speed, clutch & k.-s. £63
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p., 2-speed £70
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., model S.D., all-

chain, clutch and kick-starter £125 fl

NEW COMBINATIONS
B.S.A., 4i h.p.. Model K2, No. 3 s/c

.

belt drive £149
B,S.A., 4i h.p.. Model H2, No. 3 s/c,

chain drive £152
DOUGLAS. 4 h.p., flat twin £170
ENFIELD. 8 h.p., dyn. lighting, chain d. £182
HUMBER, 4* h.p., smart sidecar. . £176 3 6

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., model H, ch. d. £185
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., chain drive £168
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Model H, belt drive £165
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model S/D,ch.d. £175
MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p, chain drive .. £145

SHOP SOILED MACHINES
AT SPECIAL PRICES
0}ilv a limited number of these available.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p.. Light Tourist

Machines, J.A.P. engines 2-speed, clutch

and k.-=„ (Old price £89 5s.) . . £72 10

BEAUMONT, 2i h.p.. all chain cush drive.

Blaclcbume engine, 2-speed, clutch and

k.-s., (Old price £99 15s.) .... £85

HOBART, 2.V h.p., VlUiers engine, 2-speed.

(Old price £75) £59

WOOLER, 2| h.p., flat twin, Brooklands

sports model, (Old price £105).. £85

HARRODS LTD
116-118 Brompton Road London SWl T

{Opvosi^B the Main Building.) I •

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hazlenood.

OHh.p. Hazlewoorl-.Jap, in excellent condition, ad-

justable pulley, lamps, horn,
£22.—Sales, New Rd., Ascot.

spare belt, tax
[7912

/W4
paid:

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 2'!4h'.r., o.h.v., 3 speeds,

lamps, Cowev horn, low, long exhaust; £40, or

near oHer.—151, Rusthall Av., Chiswick, W.4. [7510

Henderson
HENDERSON 1920 Conilii.nation, as new: any trial

uhatsocver- £125.-13, Victoria Kd., Slietflekl.

[7646

1 021 4-cyl. Henderson, dynamo model. Millford De
-Li/ Lu-\e sidecar, mileage 1,500. magnifltent outfit;

cost £285, accept £198.-115, Blundioid Ed., l'™<lle-

ton, Manchester. [X8550

LATE Model 2-fipeed Henderson .and sportins sidecar,

kli.aki, in -faultless condition, mechanical lubrica-

tion, oversize tyres, any trial; £100, or exchange with

cash for Morg.an.—40, Whenthill Ed., S.E. [7420

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones'

Garage, IMuswell IliU, and Woodside Parade, N
Finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
bargains.—'Phone ; Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

-jC|20 4-cyl. Henderson Combination, Lucas lamps,
it/ rear drive speedometer, mileage under 2,000,

all as new, guaranteed; £155.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
Hill. t8320

lOSl Henderson, P. and H. dynamo lighting set,

J-«/ Elaxon horn, speedometer, reverse gear, latent

tvpe Millford Tandem sidecar, hood. 2 screens. 27x3r!,

tyres, cost over £300 recently, small mileage.—Can lie

seen at Eobertsons Motors, Ltd., 157b, Gt. Portland

St., •^".1. [6651

Hobai't,

HOBAET-J.A.P., 1920, 2-speed Sturmey, kick starter,

excellent order; nearest £40.-23, Westbourue

Rd.. West Kirby, Cheshire. [7478

HOB.ART-VILLIERS, 2.stroke, ZVjh.p.. 2-spe'ed, in

perfect running order, tax paid; £30, or near

oHer.-Mattock Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing, W 5

ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones'

Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.

Finchley are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed

bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

HAND New 1920 Hobart, 2V'4h.p. Villiers engine;

a gift, £47.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill. [8321

Hoskison.

O C H. have 1920 Hoskison-Blackburne 2K,\\.p.

kick starter; £56.-5, Heath St.,

(near Hampstead Tnbe Station).

3.h.p. Hoskison (July, 1920), Sspeed, hand clutch.

/W4 K 3., lamps, accessories, condition as new; must

sell; £55, near otter.- 13, Brookdale Ed., Walthamstow.

number.
HUlNrBER Combination, 3r:.h.p.. 2-speed, tax paid:

£35.-49. Queen's Rd.. Peckham, S.E.15. [7540

6hp Humber Water-cooled Flat Twin Combination;

£100, or exchange.-59. Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd^^

Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [8023

H'UMBEE 3'/,h.p.. 2-speed, handle start, tax paid;

ride awav;"£20.-Apply after 7 p.m., 228a, God-

stone Ed., Whytelenfe. Surrey. [7450

4h p. Humber Combination, coachbnilt, tax raiil, 2-

speed, clutch, ride away; bargain, £3.0.-Stevens.

142, Cornwall Ed., Brixton. [7537

HUMBER 3'/..h.p. Comljination, Grade gear, wicker

sidecar, good condition; f32.-Bradley, Westjeigh.

nroomfield, Chelmsford, Essex.

41/jh.p. Humber, 3-speed,

Hampstead
[7610

19 21

[7449

kick start, chain

drive' been used lor demonstration purposes

ist 'l

Works. King's Lynn.
list 'pri:e £140. sell £119. -Johnson's Motor

[7203

-I n 13-14 3',;.h.p. Humher. S.A. 3-sreed hub, h.h.c.

L\j clutch, "Watsonian sidecar, hood. Cameo, Lucas

lamp set 3in. extra heavy Dunlops, engine overhauled

January by makers, plating, enamel perfect
;
price £65;

appointment only; no offers.-l'etks, Norton, Sto..iibrrf|e^

Indian.

TNDIAN Motor Cycle.-Oflers at 28, Brool; St.,^WX

1 iTiiia Indian Comi.ination, fully equipped.-Offers to

i-V L. Hall. 30, Clapham Ed., SW.9. [7474

rT.9hp Indian Combination, 1912; £47/10 cash.—

i VVauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9015

1f)ll6 5-6h p. Indian Combination, new condition.

Ay tax paid; £95.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley.

TNDIAN 5-6h.p Combination; £69; post exchan_ge_s

"—Newnliam Motor Co., 223, ' "'
London.

INDIAN 6h.p., 3-sreed, hand-foot clutch, K.S., reli-

able, smart lot; £68, near; exchanges.—64. Minet

Av., Harlesden. [7315

1015 7.9h.p. Indian. T.T., clutch, discs, lamps,

yXf licensed; £37, bargain.

Wellioglon, Salop.

9hp Indian, clutch model, good condition; reason-

Ii able offer considered: going abroad.—Taylor,

Garage, Bearsted, Kent. [7511

Hammersmith Rd.,
[7758

-Shaw', Regent. St..

[X8545

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marUed (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Indian.

1 ms 7-9hE. Indian CombiMtion. leauires attention.

i-U K.S. tind brake; best oflers.—PadfieW. Bowlish,

Shepton Mallet, Somerset. [7737

TO 20 Indrnu Combination, dynamo Ushting, perfect;

JitJ £130, or near offer. Tel.; Dalston 1381. -Clay.

17, Kenmurs Ed., Hackney. r.7<!7a[7639i Y, Ivenmure JiU., .Eiach-uey. L'""-

LATEST 1920 Big Valve Indian Touring Combina-
tion, cost £S30; first cheque over £100 seeures.-

chain drive, spring
condition

;

[X8538

'^~* rron, cost 3-<iou, uiau i-nc

2, Carmalt Gardens, Putney.

1Q19 7-9h.p. Indian, 3 _..

-L*7 frame, newly renovated, splendid

£75.-93, Ormerod Rd.. Burnley,

kl9 7.9b. p. Indiiur Combination, electric Hglitini

19^
discs, smart outfit, toi)-hole condition; bargain,

illO.—207, Westcombe Hill, Blackbeath. [8048

-1 Q20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., dynamo lighting.

X*y all complete, very good condition; £95.-^8^
Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. Stratford. 2598. [7918

INllIAJST 7-91i.p. C.B. Combination, clutch, K.S., lamps,

horn, tools, tax and insurance paid; b.argain;

trial; fSO.-Write Bo>c 6,083, c/o Tlit Motor Cv"''-

INDIAN 1919 Combination, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3-

speed, clutch, kick start, lamps, luggage grid, in

perfect condition; fllO.-G.O., Co Strauss Rd., Bed_

ford I'ark. London, W.4. l""18

1 021 Indian Scout Combination de Luxe, lamp
X«7 Kln.-con speedometer, etc., delivered 3 weeks

ago, absolutely new; £130, snip; exchange.—C.S., 14

Swafon Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E3155. [8286

ALL Secondhand Machines advertised by Jones

Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N_

Finchley are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed

bargains.-'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

-I Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo lighting,

i«^ rear drive speedometer. Easting wind screen,

new rear Brampton spring chain, all in Al condition;

£145.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill

1 014 7-9h.p. Spring Frame Indian, 2-speed and
i»/ clutch, renovated as new; f47/10. -Jones'
Garage, Muswell Hill. [8322

WAR Loan Accepted, or deferred payments from
approved purchaser.—1919 Powerplus Indian

combination, electric model, excellent order, any trial.

—Offers to D.E.R., 60, Hatherley Hd., Winchester.
[8075

INDIAN Scout, late 1920, Swan sporting sideiar,

5,000 miles, speedometer, knee-grips, Klaxou, all

himps, n«w tvres ; must s^l before delivery of cur

;

£90 or best 'offer.— Peurson, Highgate Av., Firlwood.

I'reston. [X.854S

"I O 20 Powerplus Indian, Henderson Elite sidecar, all

Xt7 electric, discs, screen, perfect order, and indis.

tinguishable from new, one of smartest outfits on road,

remarkably fast; £145.—Beilyn, 122, Sandpits, Bii_-

mingham. [X8317

DICULOUS Bargain, £50.-1916 1-3 Powerplus
Indian combination, sporting slipper sidecar,

wants overhauling, but absurd bargain; £50: first

deposit se<;ures.—Douglas S. Cox, 6, Lansdowne Hill,

West Norwood. [7195

INDIAN Late 1920 Poweiplus Combination, Millford

De Luxe sidecar, wind screen, etc.. electrically

equipped, 2 horns, many spares, not dona 3,000 miles

;

£150 or near offer.—26, Cavendish Rd., Chorltou-cum-

Hardy, Manchester. [7814

"1 Q21 Indian Scout, electric model, speedometer, etc.,

-L*/ absolutely perfect, only done 480 miles, engine

No 51S036; £115; the biggest bargain this week's

"Motor Cycle," isn't it?—H. F; Brockbank, 68, Lord
St., Southport. 'Phone : 1064. [8331

1 Q 14-15 Indian Combination. 2-speed, clutch, handle
XU start, in splendid order, electric light and horn
Klaxon, speedometer, not used during war, new rear

tyre, tax p.aid: bargain, £80; exchange light car, ad-

justment.—Bradley, The Mall, Swindon. [7386

1Q14 Indian 7h.p. T.T., condition perfect, new.
Xt/ clutch, chains, sprockets, etc. cost £18, receipts

shown, special racing engine 5 to 70 m.p.h.. Klaxon,
lamps, nickel exhaust, -photos.; sacrifice. £50, or

near- stored 3 years.—Godolphin, Priory St., Burford.

O-Non. [7789

INDIAN Combination, 1919, Powerplus, 7-9h.p..

3-speed, clutch and kick starter, lamps, speedo-

meter, Stewart horn. Easting screen, etc.. tax and

BAMBERS
FOR

BARGAINS
AND

EXCHANGES
GOMPETITIVt PRICES.

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH & Sidecar,

lamps, horn, licensed, very

good condition

'

£98

1920 3| li.p. P. & M., 2-speed,

l(ick-start, horn, licensed,

excellent condition £72

1920 2 1 h.p. CLYNO, 2-speed,

clutch, special machine, in

excellent condition, licensed £38

1919 22 h.p. EDMUND & Hender-

son Sidecar, spring frame,.

2-speed, horn, licence paid, in

excellent condition £55

. ALSO ,

iQ^o 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £135

1921 3* h.p. NORTON, 16H model £105
ig20 6 h.p. BAT Combination £155
rgjo 6-8 h.p. L.M.C Combination £92
1920 2i h.p. METRO-TYLER Combination. . £60
1920 BEARDMORE-PRECISION £55
i9r9-20 3^ h.p. SCOTT Combination £100
1919 Sh.p. SUNBEAM, with Swan Sidecar. . £130
tgiS 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination £95
19T5 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £65

1913-14 3.', h.p. TRIUMPH Combination ... £53
Special Racing MATCH LESS-J.A.P £40

LET US SEND YOU FULL PARTICULARS OF
THE ABOVE MACHINES.

Write or 'Phone, or better still,

call and inspect the above machines.

insurance paid, very nice condition; £110.—Smitli's.
86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station. [V633

INDIAN Combination, 7-91i.p., spring Irame, S-speed.

kick start, disc wheels, screen, speedometer, semi-

T.T. bars, English controls, B. and B. carburetter.
r-pares, tools, tax and insurance paid, fast and reli-

able machine; £90.-23, Alexandra Park Rd., Mu.s
well Hill. [8247

INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scout Model, with Grosveno*
sporting.^ sidecar to match, fully equipped,

speedometer, horn, tax i:iaid, indistinguishabte Irom
new; £145; deferred payments if de.sired.—Parker'^,
Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Man-
ohest,en "

, . ... . .
.

[X8441

T Q20 T^.p. -("ndian Oombinotion, aynamo lightiuE.
d-tJ renr drive speedometer, wind screen, neir chain
nnd Goodyear tyres, 6,000 miles only, tax and insuinnre
pjid, perfect condition : insper-tion and trial invited

:

£150, or near offer.— Gittins, Yoike St. Garage, Mans-
field Woodhou^e. [7439

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desi

Full Market Value Allowed
FOR YOUR PRESENT MACHINE IN GOOD
CONDITION, OR ANY MAKE OF NEW MACHINE.

Our Stock includes:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, ENFIELD,
NORTON, ARIEL, MATCHLESS,
N.U.T., A.J.S., DOUGLAS, Etc.

SIMPLEX POWER UNITS,
for Push Cycles.

R.BAMBER&Co.,Ltll.,
2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.
'Phone

:

607.

19

MOTOR .CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Indian motor cycles and combinations, fcr

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bambsr and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,-

Southport. Tel. : ^07. [0650

7-9b.p. Indian, Powerplus spring frame combination,
last, smart, sporty, discs. 3-speed, K.S., 3 new

lamps, accessories, new tyre fitted, spare tube, mirror,

horn, Binks 3-iet, tax paid, reason for selling no use-
for same; £90, or exchange good single.—A. C. Cor-

bett, Chastleton, Moreton-in-Marsh. [7724

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Combination, completely
equipped, including- (lynamo lighting, 6i>eedu*

meter, mirror, licencfe, etc., only had fine weather use,

small mileage, the most perfect outfit of its type

and age that we have seen for months; £140.—The
Layton Gara'ges, 30, Holywell St., "Oxford. 'i'lione:

581. t8227
Ivy

IVY 192X Modsls.—Sole district agents, Wessex

-

Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury.

Phone : 72. , [5006

FEAXK WHITWOETH, Lt(L, 139, New St., Bir-

mingham, wholesale Ivy agents, have all models

in stock, including lady's model, iirice £69; get li.«t. ''

[XaSOI'

Ixion.

IXION, 2-speed, 2-.';troke, shop-soiled; catalogue price

£70, accept £50.—St. E<lmuud Motor Co.,

ICetteriug Rd., Northampton. [X8558

Jame§.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.~1921 4i4h.p. James Com-
bination from stock; price £155. [0690

JAMES 1921 2Mh.p., 2-speed. imscratclied ; cost £81,

sacrifice £55.-17, St. Charles Sn., "W-IO. [7760-

18 James Lightweight, countershaft gears, acces-

sories, licensed; 29 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury
Rd., New Maiden. [7787

r.O.C.II. have several James solos and combinations,

cheap.—5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hamp-
stead Tube Station). £7608

JAMES Combination, 5-6h.p., 1919 model, lamps,

horn, speedometer, hood, wind screen, spares;

£110.-128, Villa Cross, Birmingham. [7656

1Q16 James Si^h.p. Combination, 3-speed, K.S:, East-
J-»/ ing, speedometer, tax paid, all accessories; any
trial; £70.—G. Taylor, Garrison Office, Tidwonh. [7650

1 Q21 2i4h.p. 2-speed James, slightly shop-soiled; :

d-tJ reduced to £60, easy payments only 4% extra.—
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X85W
41h.p. James Combination de Luxe, 1920, mileage.

4 1,500, perfect appearance and condition, all ac-

ce&=.ories and Easting; offers over £100.-20, High St.,

-Rugby. i:S:8567

JAMES Combination, 5-6h.p. twin, 1920. good con-

dition, complete with lamps, horn, etc., fully

licensed; Ixtrgain, £110.—Eoi?s Engineering Co., Ltd..

Ross, Herefortlsliire. 'Phone : 88. [7394

ALL Second-band Machines advertised by Jones'

Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.

Finchlev, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
bargains.—'Phone : Hornsey 2917, Finchley 2334.

1^19 6h.p. James Combination, licence paid, all in

X«7 Al order and condition; £95.—Jones' Garage.

Muswell Hill. [8323

"I Q17 James' 4i^h.p. Combination, just overhauled,
Xi/ new clutch, gcaic, cylinder, also horn, lampe,

tools, and spore Dunlop tyre, registered, perfe:t condi-

tion; £70.—Bush, 25. Southdown Av., Brighton. [7428

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any James Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, aqd
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4, 'Phone : Brix-

ton 2417.
.

[0563

JAMES Combination, 1915-16 4i^h.p., 3 speeds,

countert^haft, clutch, kick staiter, Canoelet tour-

ing sidecar, chain drive, lamps, licence, hooter, spaie

tyre, splendid condition ;£ 66 ; exchange.—63, Solon Ed.,

Brixton. [8051

1 Q21 James S'/jh.p. Twin Sports, engine No. Z8553,
J-t? 5-speed, kick starter, and hand clutch, complete

with new lamp sot, electric reiir lamp, and Klaxon horn,

liiiteage negUgible, new in May; accept £95 for quiti

tiale —Hurst, 33, Holyrood St., Newport, Isle oi Wight
[753£

Juno.

JITNO, 2-spe6d 2-stroke Villiers engine, good runniaf

order; £30.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Nen
mjirket, I663<

Kerry.
3h p. Kerrv, modernised, mechanical valve=, lamps

Stewart horn; 30/- tax paid, perfect; bargain, £18

—27, Flexton Rd., Plumstead. [803:

Kingsbury-
INGSBURY New 1921 234h.p., 2-speed; must

realise; £47/10.-365, King St., Hammersmith

Lea'Francis.

20 Len-Francia, luxuriou-^ly fitted, as new, mi!f

age 1,500; £85.—Sands, Burnham, Bucks. 1736'

BRAND New Lea-Francis- SVaii.p. M.A.G.: list price

£115; to clear, £90.—Apply, 198, Gt. Portland

St., W.l. [^63

advertisement, and the date of the issue,

red marked (P).

K
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
' Rover.

ROVEE 1920 3',4h.p., Philipson puller, lamps, lioin,

tools, liieusefl. tyres and maeliine as new: £68
or offer.—Ea,*ter, Five Ways, Swanley. Eent. [7500

1Q14 Eover 3J/i,h.p., 3 speetl-s, clutch, speedonietei
Jl-v nearly new tyres, smart and sound: £36.—Ward
South Western Garage, Ne-n- Maiden, Surrey. [792E

1Q15 T.T. Eover, in flrst-class condition, fully
J.U equipped, tax paid; 35 gns. ; exchange Douglas,
or Kood 2-stroke.— 15, Summerhill Ed., Dartford. [765S

1 Q21 Eover Combination, 3V'h.p.,'allK;hain counterXU .^hatt, £20 accessories; any trial; £12J), or best

ofler.-145, Leailder Ed.,

TJOVEE 5-6h.p. 1920
Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [7561

Combination, 'electric light
speedometer, wind screen, horn, etc., done 1,500

miles; price £145.—Humphries, 89, High St., Epham.
[7556

T.T. Eover, 1920, Lucus lighting, knee . grips, long
copper exhaust, new l>elt. tyres as new, machine

unsrratched, very fast, tax paid; £75, offers.—Pinching,
Theale, Berks. [7430

1Q15 3V-;,h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Rover, Swan
J-t/ sporting sidecar, and numerous accessories,
condition good: £70.—Princes Garage, King St..
Hammersmith, W.6. [8055
-iqi9 T.T. Hover 3V2h.p., Philipson pulley, low,
Xt/ comfortable, fast, splendid condition; bargain
£48 : seen by appointment.—Leo'nard, Waverley, Haw-
thorn Rd., Sutton. [8174
-1 Q15-1916 SVsh.p: Eover Combination, O.B. sidecar
Xtf clutch, coimtershaft, 3-speed, E.S., Easting,
speedometer, lamps, horn, pump, tax paid; trial; £70.—
W., 33, Fernshaw Ed., Cheieea. [7950

ROVEE Combination SVah.p., new Jan., 1920, first
clags condition, just overhauled, speedometer, accu

mulator electric lighting, horn, tools, tax paid; ;£90.-
JTeve, 49, Addiscombe Ed., Croydon. [B446

ROTEE Combination 3>,4h.p., 1915, countershaft, 3
speed, complete with lamps, horn, tax paid, splen

did order; £65.—Eke and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.
Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548. [006V

ROTEE 1920 SVjh.p. T.T., h.b.c. Philipson, fullv
equipped, long nickelled exhaust, knee-grips,

splendid tyre,3. Pillion seat, indistinguishable from new,
fast sporting 'bus; £64; Douglas and cash considered.
-156, Daknally Ed., Addiscombe, Croydon. [7671

ROVEE 1921 T.T. 75m.p.h. Model, used 400 miles
only, and specially prepared for competition, been

;arefully run in and is better than new, fitted with
:nee-grip3 and licensed; £87/10.—The Lavton GaraL
!0, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone; 581. [8234
DOVER, T.T., late 1919, 3Vih.p., Philipson pulley.
ll' new tyres and tube, horn, discs to match tank,
•verhauled last week, licensed, fast and exceptionally
eliable; £60; exchange A.V. or similar: lightweigh'l
onsidered; Camberley.—Box_ 6,144, c/o The Moto
I"'-

. ^. [7606
1020 5-6h.p.. Eover Combination, absolutely perfec;
*-^ condition, lamps, horn, epeedometer, Easting
aggage grid, tools, spares, tax, insurance paid, 2 new
)un op heavy covers: £125; trial by appointment.-

,

Tndgway, The Nouk, Lickhill Ed., Stourport, Worcester
i

'"'"« [753C
;

Royal Ruby,
aOYAL RtiBY 1921 3h.p, 2-speed, spring frame
-f tax paid, condition as new; £75.—Batchelor
larence St.. Kingston. [8066
5 0TAL EUBY 1916, 2.stroke VilUsrs 2?.aTi.p., good
\i condition

: £28, or exchange higher power —
- artlo, Englefield. Eeadiug. [7429

919 Royal Ruby Combination, 8h.p., splendid side
car: any triiil ; £115, or ofl!er; exchange con

Jered.—81, Dundee Ed., South Norwood. [8045
JOTAL ETJBY 1918 23,ih.p., 2-specd, complete wit)
• lamps, horn, all accessories, condition as new
18.-C. Smith. 134, Western Ed., Lewes. [7493

f;
1020 Royal Ruby Combination, 8h.p., well equipped

' •« "°a°' screen, original tyres, perfect condition'
crifioe £150; exchanges.—17, St. Charles Sq., W.IO.

JOYAL RUBY ' 1920 3h.p.. 2 speeds, kick stan
"'Vte?' .'."fi"^ xr''?™'^'

, '"" : £48/10, bargain.-
122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone: Hampstead

[8184
fOYAL EUBY Sh.p. Combination, with Plus Onen sidecar and spare wheel, Lucas Magdyno and all
ops; £232.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89. Gt. Portland

"^-
„ [6480
Riidge.

)ad,

53.

oonipletely over-
Croydon.

920 Rudge Si^h.p., perfect
£60.—A.E.K., 11, Balfo

920 T.T. Eudge Multi, engine
hauled; £60.-7. South' Park Hill Ed..

i,''5?l^ ¥•'"' 5;!''?;' "1"' in «<'ellent condi'kin^
u £45, cheap.-35, Freegrove Rd., Holloway, N.7

f"34
condition, suit sidecar-

Balfour Mews, Park Lane.
[7765

»TipGE 3Vih.p., clutch, lamps, horn, tax paid, over-
t hauled; £36, no offers.-Glover. 37, Parade, Leam-*"• [X.8319
UDGE Combination, splendid order; sacrifice £48-

• take lightweight part.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-
U, London. [7812

™i'^R."''i* *'°'>' ^-^f- sidecar, accessories, late.1919, fine order.—Sydenham, —">'---
:Ebam, London.

aBlDHHHElHHHnHHElHQDBElElEJHElHHEiaB

BARGAIN
SALE,

NO REASONABLE
OFFER REFUSED.

1920&192lNew Shop-soiled

Solos & Combinations.

SOLOS.

r92r B.S.A., 4|^h.p.. chain drive,

rgjii DOUGLAS, 25 h.p., all-on model.

rg2o ARIEL, 3,1 h.p., 3-3peed.

ig2r NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed.

igar NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p. J.A.P., j-speed,
kicks-tart.

"

1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 INDIAN, 4J h.p., 3-speed, spring frame.

t920 B.S.A., 3! h.p., T.T. model.

r920 ROVER, 3I h.p., T.T. model.

1920 ROVER, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, chain drive.

1920 BAT, 6 h.p. J.,\.P.. spring frame.

r92r EDMUND-J.A.P., 2* h.p., 2-speed.

1920 COVENTRY-EAGLE, 35 h.p., 3-5peed.

r92r ROYAL RUBY, 2? h.p., 2-speed. K.S.

r92t RUDGE Multi, 3! h.p., I.O.M. model.

r92l COULSON-B., 2-speed. 2j h.p.

1920 LEA-FRANCIS, 3J h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-sp.

r92t TRIUMPH, .« h.p., 3-3peod.

1920 JAMES, 2] h.p., 2-stroke 2-specd.

rg20 IMP, 2-specd, 2-strolve.

New AUTOPED Scooter, dvuamo liehting,

i3h.p ". £15

COMBINATIONS.

r92i MATCHLESS Com., Sh.p. J.A.P. engine.

r92i CLYNO Com., Sh.p.. spring frame.

t92r NEW IMPERIAL Com., Sh.p., 3-speed.

t920 RUDGE Multi 7-9 h.p. twin Com.

r92r TRIUMPH Com,, .jh.p., ch.ain drive.

1920 LEA-FRANCIS Com., 3J h.p. twin"' J.A.P.

1920 ROYAL RUBY Com., 8 h.p. J.A.P., 3-sp.

1920 HAZLEWOOD Com., 5-&i.p. J.A.P., 3-sp.

r92i ENFIELD Com.. Magdv-no lighting.

CYCLE CARS (Shop-soiled).

r92r TAMPLIN, 2-5eater, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3-speed.

r92r MORGAN, '2-seater, Sh.p. J.A.P., 2-speed.

r92r G.N., 2-seater, Sh.p. J..\.P., 3-speed.

1921 CARDEN, 2-scater, 7 h.p., 2-speed.

1920 RICHARDSON, 2-seater, 8 h.p., 4-speed.

r92r GRAHAM-WHITE, 2-seater, 4 h.p., 2-sp.

1920 MORGAN de Luxe, w.c. J.A.P., nm 2,000m,

CASH :: EXCHANGE :: EASY PAYMENTS
ARRANGED.

Percy & Co.
314 & 316,

Euston Road, N.W.I.
'Phone—Museum 1337.

30, Chadwick-Rd...
.

-
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MOTOR FOR SALE.

1 0201/2 I.O.M.
-*-^ condition, 120 m.p.g.

CYCLES
Rudge.

Rudge Multi, all accessories, good
10 m.p.g.; £58 cash.—I'aterson, Air-

ship Works, Bedford. [7583

RUDGE 3'/^h.p., clutch, fine condition, only wants
seeing, ride away ; £30, offer.—Ravenstone, Over-

hill Ed., Dulwich. (P) [7697

RUDGE Multi S'/oh.p. C.-B. Combination, perfect
condition ; bargain, £50.—Apply after 6, 23,

Wandls Ed., Merton, 8.W.19. [7367

£27/10.—Rudge 3yjh.p., clutch, new tubes, cover,
rings, valves, perfect running order. — 11.

Alexandra Rd., Sheerncss, Kent. [7620

3ih.p. Rudge Multi Combination, in good condition,
2 Seuspray, all accessories, tax paid; £65 for quick

sale.—9, Endsleigh Gardens, Surbiton. [7310

3Jlh.p. Rudge, thoroughly overhauled and enamelled,
2 accessories, tax paid; £40.—Shepherd, Enfield

Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0340

1 Q19 SVoh.p. Rudge Multi Combination, electric
-Lt? lighting, speedometer, etc., perfect order; £85.
-Agate, 10, The Gables, Muswell Hill. [8256

1 £620^,4 3y«h.p. Eudge solo £70, or combination £85.
i-*y perfect condition, little used, electric lighting,

licensed, insured.— 6, Ouseley Ed., Balham. [7358

1Q20 Eudge Multi 5-6h.p., without sidecar, tax paid.
X*f good running condition; £80, or ofiier.—Cameron,
Cranford (near church). South Hnyling, Hants. [7321

1019 "Eudge Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, all on, tax
-L*' paid, in splendid running order, Eudge touring
sidecar; £88, or otter.— Greatrex, Amer<5ham, Bucks.

, [7883

RUDGE Multi 3V2h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, splen-

did condition, speedometer, lamps. Klaxon, new
tvres, tax and insurance paid; £50.—Seen at 357, High
Ed., Ilford. [8255

1021 3iAh.p. Rudge. I.O.M., T.T., £85; 6-6h.p. and
-L*7 7-9h.p. Rudge Multi combinations, soiled, £130

R^

R^

R^

and £150. — Sheplierd, Enfield Highway. Tel.

Waltham Cross 51. [0707

TJDGE Multi Sl^h.p.; 1914-15, good condition
throughout, overhauled by makers, new piston,

cam wheel, etc., new tyres, 55 m.p.h.; £40.—Comyns,
Chemist, Carsbalton. [7549

UDGE Multi 3Vjh.p., coach (1920) sidecar, recently
reconditioned tLroughout at cost of £25, latest

rnlonrs, new tvres and belt, all on; £62.—T.H.L., 72,

Glj-ndon Ed., Pliimstend. [7559

RUDGE Multi, 1919, S'^b-p., engine overhanled by
makers, Lncas lamps, horn, and tax paid; £60i

also sportfi Sunbeam, 3 months old.—162, Poplar Av.,

Edgbaston, Biimingham. [X8531

TJDGE Muiti 1921 SV^h.p., Isle of Man model, for

immediate delivery, hruud new; £85.—Elee and
Co., 15-16. Bishopegate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

Phone: Avenue 5548. [0070

RUDGE Multi 1921 7-91i-p. Combination, electric

lighting, Cowey 6pe3<lometer, Teiry pillion, full

in-'^uranre, nnder 4 months old, full equipment; £120.—
36, Hill St., Eifhmond,. Surrey. [7426

-| Q14 31/^h.p. Rudge, Mabon variable gear, excellent
-Lt/orderi" fitted with repaipted Canoelet sporting
sidecar; bargain, £52.—Apply, Malvern Garage, Mal-
vern Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey, [8020

I Q19 3',l;h.p. Rudge Multi Standard Roadster Com-
J-t? bination, all lamps, speedometer, electric light-

ing; a good machine at bargain price, £87/10.—Jones'
Garage, Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [8326

LATE 1920 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, in
perfect condition, well equipped and spares, tax

paid, total mileage only 1,350, indistinguishable from
new; cost £175, accept £110.—Parkes, 119, Richmond
Ed., Crewo. ^ tX8543

GET your new 1921 Rudge Multi from the Layton
Garages, who can give immediate delivery of any

model from stock; exchanges quoted; balance may be
paid out pf income if desired. Enquiries invited and
treated personally and with every courtesy.—The Layton
Garages, London Rd., Bicester, near Oxford. [8223

J Q20 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Rudge touring
J-tf sidecar, lamps, horn, watch, wind screen, apron,
new back and sidecar tyres, -full kit tools, spare belt

and tube; privatelv owned; £90.—Arundel, 58, Church
Rd., Upper Norwood. 'Phone : 2482 Sydenham. [7700

"O UDGE 3J 2h.p. Combination, 1912-13, 3-speed,
-lA' Slurmey-Archer gear, clutch and startei", Bosch
waterproof magneto, tyres and belt very good, coach-
built sidecar, a smart outfit, and in very good condi-
tion thi-onghout, lamps, hnrn. etc., any trial given;
£35, bargain.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh.
SuHolk. [8073

Scott.

a>50.—1914 Scott, all on, tax paid; exchange countev-^ shaft Triumph.—Driver, Haresfield, Glos. [7977

F'.O.C.H. for Scotts, combinations and solos.—5, Heath
St., Hampstead [near Hampetead Tube Station).

[7614
£24.—3%h.p. Scott, 2 speeds, clutch, K.S., splendid

running order, licensed.—King, Egrove Farm,
Oxford. [X8506

Scott, perfect order, just overhauled at
£15, Bosch, Binka; first £40.-27. I'laston Rd.,

[6035

-IQ15 3pj),

Plumetead,

SCOTT 3^ih.p., 2-speed, water-cooled, any trial; £43;
take liahtweight part.— 57, Kenbury St., Camber-

well, London,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Scott.

SCOTT.—In stoci,
ments.—Parker's

solo or eidecar: deferred pay-
, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,

Deansgate, Manchester. [X8466

SCOTT 1920 Solo, electric lighting; bargain, £86;
post exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-

mersmith Rd., London. [7751

SCOTT Combination, 1914-15, splendid condition,
thorough order, all accessories; £60.-220, High

St., Stoie Newington, N.16. [7447

1 Q21 Scott Combination and accessories, mileage 500,
•*-•-' perfect condition; £155, or near offer.—H. B.
I'egg, Nottingham Kd., Long Eaton, Notts. [7387

1 Q19 Scott Combination, Lncas Magdyno, 26x3
-'-^ Palmer tyres, new sidecar, recently overhauled,
tax paid; £120.—Scott, Alice St., Keighley. [757S

SCOTT Canoelet Combination, grand condition, wind
screen, discs, lamps, etc.; nearest £80.—Chad-

wick, Camphill Rd., Broughton Ferry, Dundee. [7915

SCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2-3peed gear, slightly
shop-soiled, and unused; at ^130.—Burlington

Motors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone : Brixton 2417. [0510

QCOTT 1920 Sports Model Combination fully
k> equipped, including licence, not used since
Easter, 1921; £110.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [8229

GET Your New 1.921 Scott from th«' Layton
Garages, who can give immediate delivery of any

model Exchanges quoted, balance may be paid out of
income if desired. Enquiries treated personally and
with every courtesy.—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holvwell
St., Oxford, and London Rd., Bicester. [8204

Singer.
2-speed, countershaft, excellent
-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcbam. [7843

SINGER 3b.p., Bosch, B. and B., Brooks saddle,
clutch; £5.-15, Charles St., Beikbamsted. [7442

piJDO I.—T.T. Sports Singer, 4i.p., PhiUpson, Bosch,
J-' Senspray, very fast; nearest £40.-65, West
Wycombe Ed., High Wycombe. [7431

Sparkbroofe.
Cb.p. Sparkbrook-Jap Combination, coachbuilt. Easting,
yf Tan^Sad, P. and H. lamps, splendid condition, go
anywhere; £125, or nearest.—389, Hartslull Ed., Stoke-
on-Trent. [7527

Star.
OQ GNS., Star motor cycles, fitted with. Villiers en-y "„g'ue ; *3a fitted with Wall engine.—Star Motor
Co., Westwood Heath, nr. Coventry. [X3603

Sunbeam.
WA-UCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C4—

3%h.p. Sunbeam and sidecar, 1915; £90. [4019
IQ 15 3i,ih.P;_ Sunbeam, 3-speed, in excellent condi-

SINGER 2%h.p.,
condition: £23.

tion; £85.- Stanley, 1, Milton Ed., Cambridge.
[7815

T.T. Eoadster, just renovated
A. J. Toung and Co., Ltd.,

[6631

perfect running order,

[7531

1 Q15 Sunbeam Si/jh-p.
-«-*' by makers; £95.-
Newmarket.

3J-h.p. Sunbeam, late 1920,
2 with I

Mailing, Kent.

SUNBEAM 1919 3i/jh.p. Combination, splendid
order; will accept £110 for cash.—Write, Bert,

44, Castle St., Sonthwark Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [8270

WHAT Eeasoaable Offers?-3iAh.p. Sunbeam, 1914
stored since 1917, re-enamelled; evenings.—120

Marlborough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [X8S24
8h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, shop-soiled, spare wheel

and tyre: £215, usual price nearly £250 —
Harris, 51, Upton Lane, Forest Gate, London, E.7,

"I Q20 Sunbeam Combination, electric lighting .in-
-Lt/ surance, licence, mileage machine 500. si(iecar
new; bargain, £150.-147, Lea Rd., Wolverhampton

[7797
6b.p. Sunbeam Combination, Gloria No. 2 sidecar all

complete: expert examination: mechnTiicnllv '.

feet, like new

;

Tale, S.W.
£150.—6/3rd Row, Newtown, Ehbw

[X8526

SUNBEAM 1918 SVah.p. Model, with sidecar, com-
plete with all accessories, excellent condition-

£110; deferred payments il desired.—Parker's. Brad-
shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

1 020 (November) Si/ah.p. Sunbeam, Montgomery side-
-!-«/ c.nr, very little used, exceptionally smart, condi.
tion perfect, insurance, tax, equipped; cost £200 accept
145gns., genuine bargain.—47, Central Drive, Black-
pool. [7457
ALL Second-hand Machines advertised by Jones'
f^ Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N
finchley, are thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed
bargains.— Phone : Hornsey 2917, FincUey 2334.
T ATE 1919 3i/2h.p. Sunbeam, all lamps, not done
JJ-' 1,000 miles, guaranteed as new; £105.—Jones'
Garage, Muswell HiU.

"I
Q20 3y2h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, fully equipped

•»-«;' fitted with 1921 Brooks cantilever saddle; a
real bargain, jei30.—Jones' Garage, Mnawell Hill.

[8327

I92I.

A Few Very Special

MONEY-SAVERS
This Weel( at

ALEXANDER'S
1920, Brand New 4 h.p. VERUS'
BLACKBURNE, 3 speed. AAQ
List price, £126 d&OO

1920, Brand New 3
Combination, 2-sp.

list price, £130 .

.

h.p. ALECTO

£89 10

1921, 4 h.p. COULSGN-B, 3-speed

List price, £128 los. A,< "| A
Mileage under 100 . . JCt I I U

1921, Brand New, 2| h.p. NEW
IMPERIAL, 2-sp. with 1920 fifft.
engine. List price, £9r 5s. Xr/lr

1920, Brand New 3 h.p. CLEVELAND*

. Lis^ price, £86 £56 I

1920, Brand New 4 h.p. twin ARM IS,

M. A.G. engine, 2-speed

List price, £135 . . .

.

£95
1921, Bfaiid New 4 h.p. INDIAN Scout

slighily soiled. List jOIOI)
price, £157 .. 3biO£

1921, 10 h.p. A.G.E., 4-cylinder, used

for a few demonstrations

List price, £210 £140
5 h.p. F.N. 4-cyUnder. Very

special bargain £35

A Very Large Number
of Bargains, similar

to above.

DON'T DELAY—SEND
FOR FULL LIST.

ALEXANDER'S

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
Suobeam.

SUiraEAM, latest 3yzb.p. touring model ,£155/g.
SVjh.p, sports model, £152/5: in stock.—Cambridn

agents, Herbert Kobineon, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cam-
bridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [790»
OUNBEAM SVih.p., 1915-16, overhauled by mafeen,
*^ like new, tuned perfection, complete with GloriA
sidecar, licence, all accessories, spare tyre and tui>e'
£125.—Batbard, West Ashton, Trowbridge. [X866*

SUKBEAM Twin, 1915, engine and clutcb overhauled
makers March, Millford 1919 sidecar, spare wheel,

Lucas accessories, all esceUent condition; nearest &12CK
—Jones, 11, Hawkshead St., Southport. [X8528

SUNBEAM Combination, 3%h.E., March, 1921, mil*,
age 3,000, Lucas lamps, bom, epeedomet^

licensed, excellent condition, owner returning Indiaj
£155.—Uosfi Engineering Co., Ltd., Boss, Herefordshim
'Phone : 88. [7S93

SUNBEAM 1921 SVah.p. Sports Model, supplied 10
days ago, fully equipped, tax paid, absolutely in-

distinguishable from new;! £145; deferred paymenta il

desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. ^^8447

SUNBEAM Combination. 1919. black and gold, all
lamps. Sunbeam sidecar, £87/10; another similar

combination, not a Sunbeam sidecar, £82/10.—Butter-
worth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Bnxtou Hill, S.W.2.
'Phone: Streatham 2813. [6746

SUNBEAM Combination, lat« mode), 7-9b.p. M.A.a,
' 3 speeds, clutch, kick stailer, interchangeable

wheels, spare wheel, tyro and tube, luggage grid, screen,
apron, lamps, speedometer, licence, excellent condition;
£130; exohanges.-63, Solon Kd., Brixton. [8052

8h.p. M A.G. Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting

and horn, speedometer, clock, spare wheel, screen,

hoo<i, tax paid, perfect condition; £150: owner bought
car ; may be- seen and tried at May and. Jacobs, GuiW.-
ford.—Wateon, 44, Southbourne Av.. Bournemouth-

[74M
WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

Sunbeam, motor cycles and combinafious. for

immediate delivery. Tour present machine taken in

part exchange ; full market value allowed.—E. Bambei
and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.; 607.

[0648
SUNBEAM 1921 Latest Type 3>/2li.p. Solos, combina-

tions, and sports models in stock. Exchanges
quoted. Second-hand Sunbeams particularly asked
for. Balance by extended payments if necessaxy.
Enquiries invited and treated with the utfnost cour-
tesy.—The Layton Garages, London Ed., Bicester, ni,

Oxiord. [8230

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p. Combination, Magdyno ligh^
ing, electric horn, Bonniksen speedometer, mad-

shields. Ace discs, 760x90 cover on rear wheel, tax
paid, indistinguishable from new; this outfit would
cost to-day £294, for quick sale £195; deferred pay-
ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Boltoo;
also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X8448

T.D.C.

33.h.p. T.D.C, fine running order, fast, Hcenaedj
4 £16.-41, Regent St., Wellington, Salop.

[X854T

T.D.C. 2Kh;p. Motor Cycle, good running order, tax

paid; £18/10.—Scotia Motor Works, SO,
-^-~

Tooting Bd., S.W.17. 'Phone
tfpOe»

Streatham 2707. l79SS

Triumph.
TJEEMIBK Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

/-vNL'7 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

WE can deliver to your address witbin 24 honia

2Ml.p. lightweight Triumph, £70; type H. 4h.p„

3-speed, £115; type S.D., chain drive, £125; sidecan

from £20 to £50. Write for particulars of our easy-

payment system. Tou will be satisfied if you buy yoiff

machine direct from the Triumph specialists. The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [06*7

riTEIUMPH, 1914, all on, direct drive; £32/10, gift.—

-L 7, Newbury Ed., lUord. [7667

TErUMPH 1912, good order, lamps, licensed; £28.—
Walker, Three Tons, Chesham, Bucks. [7495

1 021 4b.p. Triumph, fully equipped, just new; £100.
-Lt/ or near oSer.—100, Goldcroft. Yeovil. (7Si«

~l Ckl8 Triumph, 1920 sidecar, equipped, sound; £73.

117—33, Tunley B4., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [78?8

UNRIDDEN unregistered Trinmph, fully eqm'pped;

bargain, £5.-33, Hackford Bd., Brixton. [8280

31b.p. Triumph, May, 1921, perfect. lamps, horn,

4, taxed; £60.—Morford, Brenchley. Kent. [7871

1 ft 20 Triumph, Model H, in perfect condition, ready

ly ride away; £80.-17, St. Charles
.
Sq., W.IO.

[d82X

1 Oil Triumph C.B. Combination, as new, tax paid;

X«/ price £55.—Broomfleia, Hartley Wintney, Hants.
[7413

rnETUMPH- T.T., 1920, Philipson,. equipped, picked

1 engine, as new; £90.-Angell, CloveUy, Melkshani

"I ft 19 Junior Triumph, splendid condition, not much
Xif used; £45.—Williams, Eoomfield, Todmorden-

[7520

4h.p TrimnEh, 1914, S-speed, little used, in new con-

dition; baJgain, £48.-20, Derby Ed., W<««j«^-

M4

113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH
272-274, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW.

All letters relating to advertisements should qjiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the datfr of the Issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marRed (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Triumph.

TRIUMPH. 1911. sood condition, licensed, lamps,

et" £28.-29, Talbot Kd., Northampton. [7677

19^

S

4 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, Tan-Sad^ seat, new
back tyre; £45.-Oarter, 1, North Av.. Ealing^

TEIUMPH Junior (1919): 42 gns.
i
lamps, lioru.and

liceucc.-K. M. Cornet, 2, St. Mary's, Dumlrios.
[7438

TEIUMPH 1914, absolutely perfect, splendid con-

dition; best otter.—119, Brecknock Ed., N.19.
[7954

EMI T.T. Clutch Triumph, 1913-14, perfect; com-
bination wanted; offers.—57, Stopford Ed., E.13.

-I ftl8 Countershaft Triumph; bargain, £60. Tbone:
XV Wanfitead 48.-374, Grove Green Ed., Leyton-

stone. [7346

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph all-chain

combination, £175; Baby 2-5troke. £70; from
Btock. [0623

£20.—Single-speed Triumph, Bosch mag., good
climber, fast, licensed.—King, Egrove Farm,

Oxford. [X8507

"1020 Junior Triumph, perfect. Klaxon, tax paid;
i-V £60.—Wadsworth, Spring Terrace, Eishworth. near
HaUfax. T7482

TEIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, kick
starter, fully equipped ; £34.-17, Heaton Ed.,

Mitcham. [7840

1 Q 20 Triumph Combination, fully eciuipped, tyres
J-U new; bargain.—Spreadbury, 160, New Cross Ed.,

New Gross. [7437

4h.p. Triumph, perfect order, 3-speed countershaft;
£52; after 6 o'clock.-89, Dalling Ed.. Hammer-

smith, W.6. [7543

1Q20 Triumph Combination, fuUv equipped, tax paid:XU £80.-Braemiir, 17, St. Quiutin's Av., North
Kensington. [7817

£75; 1918 Triumph, just renovated by makers, per-
fect.-Clifford . Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge

Ed., S.E.I. [7192

A'VEEY Good Triumph, almost new tyres and belt,

single-speed, tax paid; £19/10.-27, Sidmouth
St., ,Devizes. [8082

TEIUMPH (1911), excellent condition, recently fitted

with new cylinder and carburetter; £35.-7, Albert
Ed., Evesham. _ [7589

GLOEIA Triumph Combination, 1919, splendid con-
flitiou. screen, lamps, licensed: £105 —39, "Wnrreu

Ed., Wanstead. . - [7492

BAB'Y Triumph, 1921, 3 months old, mileage 250.
insured, registered, perfect.—Dr. Small, Mental

Hospital. Bexley. [7863

TEIUMPH 3Vjh.p., 1913, clutch, accessories, excel-
lent condition, tax paid; £35.—Davis, Butcher.

Tenterden, Kent. [7874

4h.p. Triumph, 1919, S-speed C.S., and sidecar; £85.
—100. High St., East Ham; or 19, Hillcrest Ed..

South Woodford. / [7949

1Q13 Triumph S'/zh.p., 3-speed gear, in excellentXU condition: price £40, or offer.-East Grinstead
Motor Garage, Ltd. [6622

TEIUMPH 1920 Lightweight Junior Model: 50-g'ns.-
The Layfou Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxfnrd,

Phone: 581. . [8216

TEIUMPHS.-New Model H, £115; shop-soiled.
Model F, 3'/.h.p., T.T., snip, £74.-365, King St..

Hammersmith.
'

[8162

1 Q13 Triumph, 2-speed, F.E., reliable, good condi-
XiJ tion, excellent sidecar machine: £35.-84, Clar-
ence Ed., Hackney. [7679

1 Q12 Triumph 3\^h.p.. single speed, in- good run-
J-v Ding order; price £28, or offer.-East Griustead

I
Motor Garage, Ltd. [6623

; 1Q20 Triumph Combination, beautiful condition,
--«' well equipped, hood, etc.; £100.-17, St.
Charles Sq., W.IO. [6822

TEIUMPH, overhauled 1917 model, extra good;
£60.—E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Ed..

South Kensington. [7851

1Q21 4h.p. Countershaft Triumpli,' brand new,
Xt/ slightly stiop-soiled ; £100.—Parkers, Statioii
Ed.. St. Ives, Hunts. [7832

1 Q18 W.D. Triumph 4h.p., K.S., 3-speed, lamps, gene-
Xt/ rator, tools, fully licenced; £68/10.—Craft,
Billingshurst, Sussex. [7730

rpEIUMPH 1920 4h.p. with Gloria sidecar; £92; anyi inspection,—Hnrvey-Hud<ions', South _ Woodford
(next " The George "). [7408

TEIUMl'H, unregistered, never been lised, and sidecar
chassis, comiilete : £100, no offers.—Humphries.

89, High St., Egham. [7557

IQIS Triiunph 3-speed Countershaft, clutch and kick
-•-«' start: £58/10.—Ehind and Co., Stone Place,
Etrsholme, Manchester. [7691

TRIUMPH, new engine, gears, tyres, saddle, ali
,
details; £82/10, no offers.—Wilton, White Swan

Yard, Upper Norwood. [8299

TEIUMPH, done about 2,000 miles,, not W.D.. per-
fect condition, like new; £85.— Grimes, 18, Brutoii

I'lace, Bond St., W. '

[6325

FROM SEPT. 1st.

OUR RE-CONDITIONED

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES
are reduced to

55 Guineas
In order to
mainder of

clear the re-

our stock of

approximately

50 Machines.
They are the standard W.D.
2f h.p. 2-speed machines
completely rebuilt.

Ppactical ly indistinguishable
fpom new. Over 50% new parts,
including new tyres, belt, chain,
carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all pants of the country

Supplied with bags, tools,
and pump, or completely
equipped with lamps and

horn, 3 Guineas extra.

Deferred Payments Arranged,
Special Terms to Trade,

A FEW EXTRACTS FROM THE MANY
GOOD OPINIONS RECEIVED.

"With reference to the renovated Douglas
I obtained from you four months ago, I think
you will be interested to hear that I have
just returned from a tour of some 500 miles, in-

cluding a return run Birmingham to Ilfracombe,

The total mileage covered since the machine has
teen in my possession now exceeds 4,000 miles, and
I have yet to spend money to put right any
mechanical trouble. I have used the machine
daily, and my weekly average is about 250. I

have not yet decarbonised the machine."
G.W.S., Birmingham,

"The machine was run through Hampshire last

week and gave the utmost satisfaction, no adjust-
ments of any kind being required, and still running
perfectly. It is a credit to your re-assembling. *

—

G.H.T., Borough, S.E.

Later—"The machine i s running better than ever.
'

"

"The Douglas (2!^ h.p.) 1 got from you is running
Ai. It has quite come up to my expectations, sol
am quite satisfied with it."—F.A.T., Bamsley.

" I was recommended to you by a man who ha^
at different times purchased three re-built machines
from you which are still running as new. As these
machines are used for hire work (one of which I

am using at present) and ridden by various people,

I think there can be little doubt that machines
supplied by you are reliable.^W.T., Folkestone."

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, excellent condition,

economical running; £95: appointment.—B., 24,

Tollington Place, N.4. [3273

3 ill. p. Triumph, 3-speed, K.S.. lamps, horn, condi-
2 tion and appearance as new; £65.—82, Lincoln

Rd. East, Peterborough. [8124

-1 Q17 Triumph Model II., renovated 1920, excellent

Xt/ condition, sidecar, lamps, tax; £85, or offer.

—

108, Meadvale Ed., Ealing. [7534

I 020 Triumph 4h.p.. O.S., kick start, complete, and
J-f in excellent condition ;' price f70, or offer.— East

Grinstead Motor Garage, Ltd. [6621

TBLUMPH. 4h.p., countershaft, in stock; deferred

payments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton ; also

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X8467

TRIUMPH, 1911, new parts -throughout, B. and B.,

long nickel exhaust, etc.; must sell; £27.—New-
man, 82, I'epys Rd., Wimbledon. [7952

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.--

Triumph 4h.p., Model H, renovated by Triumph
Cycle Co., tax paid, as new; £85. -' [8189

LATE 1919 Triumph, Combination, equipped, splendid

condition ; nearest i90 ; appointment inspection.

-Shone, 70, Watergate St., Cliester. [7304

TRIUMPH and Sidecar, 1920, W.D.. countershaft,

kick start, full equipment, licensed; £70.—Bunt-
ing's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. I350S

BARGAIN.—1913 SV'b.p. Triumph, drop frame, pan

saddle, good tyres, perfect order, tax paid; Hrst

f26.—Box 951, c/o The MoTor Cycle. [X8471

TO 20 TT Triumph, hardly used, beautiful condi-

LU tion, fully eauipped; best offer over £70.-

Glenholme, Park Rd., Shenfleld, Essex. [762a

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, new coachbuilt fjdecor,

i-tJ 3-speed countershaft, kick start, etc.; £87/10.—J.

Ehind and Co., Stone Place, Ensholme. Manchester.^^^

TEIUMPH, 1919, and new Whitley sidecar, all acces-

sories, excellent condition, tax paid; J;l20: alter

6. or by appointment.-Eranks, Eiverton, Hadley ^ ""^e

4hp 1913 Triumph Combination, renovated by

makers, cost £135 last year, any trial, guarantee;

£35.-Stanley, Keysers Estate, Broxbourne. Hert|.^^

TRIUMPH S'/'h.p., B.B. carburetter. M-L mag,,

lamps, born, etc., last and reliable, take 2 siny-

ivhere, tax paid; £27.-38, Hermit Ed., Conning Town.
L' o I o

1Q13 TT Triumph, special engine and iittiugs, per-

JLJ/ feci condition, little used, stored 5 years, very

last; f38.-Bowea, The Bungalow, Barnshall. Worcester
1X8514

TEIUMPH Combination, 1920. latest Dunhiil side-

car, splendid condition, lully equipped, tax paid:

£115; extended payments.—33, Hackford Ed.,
3'''|*2",Jig

TEIUMPH Combinnfiou. complete with oil acces-

sories, clutch model ; bargain, £40 ;
seen any

time.-Apply, N. Droley, 34, Askew Ed., ShephercU

Bush. [^^"'^

SPLENDID Value,—1921 Triumph 4h.p„ type S.D..

new, lievei been on the road; £117/10 for quick

sale. -Louis Smith, Automobile Engineer, Bnninid

Castle.
["26

1rtl8 Triumph, Montgomery sidecar, lamps, horn,

LtJ Easting, Tan-Sad, licensed, perfect throughout;

£85.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-

ton. 1^1^"

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., electric and acetylene light-

ing Cowey, watch, etc., insurance and tax paid;

must sell; £55, or ofler.-58, Thornhill Ed., London
N.l. [8243

TEIUMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft. Type H; £115;

in stock.—Cambridge agents, Herbert Eobinson.

Ltd.. 32-35, Green St.. Cambridge. Tel.: 995. TA :

Bicycles. L'™'

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, Canoelet sidecar, new
back tyre and belt, engine and gears recently

overhauled at works, discs fltted.-112, Gorton Rd
Coventry. [X8563

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, with sidecar, all

XJ7 accessories, perfect condition; £115; tax paid;

.seen by appointment,—Leonard, Waverley, Hawthorn

Rd., Sutton.
,

[3175

TRIUMPH, 1918. countershaft, lamps, horn, tools,

snares, licensed and insured, perfect conditmn.

low mileage, after 5.-GaIe. 22, Desenfans Rd., Unl

wich, S.E. [7772

TEIUMPH Junior, 1920, not ridden 100 miles, in

new condition, Bonuiksen speedometer, tax paid;

mice £65- S.W. district.—Letters, Box* 6,072, c/o The

Motor Cycle, [7299

£95—4h.p. 1919 Triumpli conibiimtion. as new, 3

speeds, clutch, kick start, speedometer, etc.—Applv
after 6 o'clock, Mr. T. G. Hnzell, 20, Hoyle Ed., Toot-

init. S.W,17. [8054

1

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, full equipment, all

spares. Easting, licensed, excellent condition

;

£87. no offers.—Lt. Bickmore, 2, Seymour Rd., South-

fields, S.W.18. .
(7963

TO 18 Triumph, completely equipped, tax paid, long

if copper exhaust, spare standard silencer, very

fast, condition as new; £65.—Derrington, Grafton Rd
'New Maiden. ,.

[»1='

All Letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
TriumDh.

TRIUMPH Junior, late 1919, in perfect running
order, comple!e with lamps, etc.; £50.—Mattock

Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing, W.5. [7992

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-«l)eea liub genr, Millford side-

car, fill on, tax paid, overli.nnled, iirat-class con-

dition; £60.—Pelling, Eedcross St., Brighton. [7317

n Q21 Triumph H, perfect condition, lamps, horn
JL-t7 speedometer, Tan-Sad, 700 miles; £100.—
Apply, Brown, 82, James Lane, Leyton, E.IO. [7722

TRIUMPH, 1918, and sidecar, T.T., hot stuff engine,

Stnrmey, handle-bar, Ferodo clutch, new wheels.

Bunions, wind screen, smart outfit.—Willis, 76. King's
Cross Ed., W.C. ^

[7S50

1 Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-5peed countersha'it, excel-

-Lt/ lent condition, any trial, all accessories; owner
must sell; offer.—Chambers, 61, Raynton Rd., Enfield

Wash, Middlesex. [8241

TRIUMPH, late model, conntersliaft, enamel
plating, and mechanism splendid condition,

lamps, horn tax paid; £65.-30, Crystal Palace Park
Bd., Sydenham. [7862

TRIUMPH, 1920, countershaft, splendid condition,

all on; sell £80, or exchange late model Harley
or Indian.—Apted, Belmont School House, West Green,
Tottenham, iN.15. [8117

LATE 1920 Triumph-Gloria. Combination, lamps,

horn, stpeedometer, screen, etc., as new; any
trial- £110; exchange.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, I

E.3. Teh: E31S5. [82871

TRIUMPH Combination, 1921, speedometer, Easting's
|

wind screen, lamps complete, Klnson horn, tax

tiaid, not done 1,000 miles; price £135.—Apply, 119.

Heme Hill, S.E.24. [7381

TRIUMPH 1917 4h.p., S-speed countershaft, kick

start, coachhuilt sidecar, Gameo wind screen,

lamps, tax paid; £67/10.-28. Woodford Ed.. Forest

Cate. StratforJ 2598. [7919

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. All

models in stock ready for immediate delivery.—

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End,
Croydon. 'Phone ; 2624. [1348

OCTOBER (1921) Triumph Combination,. Lucas lamps
and horn, speedometer, hood, screen, etc., luggage

grid- cost with extras £190, accept £120, or good solo

part.-35. High St., Dartford. .
[7660

DE.'s Machine-^, fast and relinble.^C.S. Triumphs,

in excellent running condition; £55; limited num-
ber only; first come, first served.-Branford. 16, Lyd-

hurst Av., Stieatham Hill, S.W. [7687

TRIUMPH Conntershaft, 1920, Lucas, Klaxon, mile-

age under 3,000. tyres as new, itt-suriiuce, care-

fully ridden solo, exceptional condition; £98.—Marriott,
32, Drayton Park, Highbury, N.6. [7735

T O20 Triumph Gloria Combination, electric light.

JLiJ Cowey. horn, screen, hood, luggage, petrol carrier,

nearly new, tax, insurance; £125, offers.—246, Mount
Pleasant Ed., Tottenham, N.17. [7719

TRrUMTH 3'^h.p., Bosch, B. and B., good tyres and

belt, dropped top tube, long exhaust, .T.T. bars,

very fast, and a real good machine; £18.—R. Watson,

Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [8074

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Countershaft Combination,
Gloria sidecar, lamps, tax paid, as new, un-

•cratched; exchanges; £110.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale,

W.9. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [8183

~I018 Triumph, countershaft, 3-speed, clutch, kick
XtJ start, speedometer, P. and H. lamp set, pump,
tool kit, new tyres, appearance as new, perfect; £70.

—100, Riversdale Rd., Highbury, N.5. [8110

TRIUMPHS.-We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cum-belt models.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO;

and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0382

TRIUMPH Gloria Spring Wheel Combination, June,
1921, Ace discs to match, complete Lucas lamps

and hori, Cowey trio, new condition; £160, or near

offer.—Lock, Stnrminster Marshall, Dorset. [7544

IL Second-hand" Machines advertised by Jones'

Garage, MxLswell Hill, and Woodside Parade, N.

Fincliley, are thoroiighly overhauled and guaranteed

bargains.—'Phone: Hornsey 2917, I'inchley 2334.

1 021 4h.p. Triumph, chain drive model, not done
Ji*y 500 miles, licence paid,* absolutely unscratched;

.1 real bargain, £110.—Below.

LATE 1919 4h.p. Trinmph Combination, not done
2,000 miles, guaranteed perfect, all accessories;

.ill5.—Jones' Gai-age, Muswell Hill. [8328

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, late model,
new condition, lamps, horn. Easting, Uieeasie

grid, spares, tax paid, insured, nice lot; bargain,
£85.-41. Geraldine Rd.. Wandsworth, S.W.18. [8122

TRIUMPH 1921 Model H, 3-5peed, complete with
lamps, born, knee-grips, and licence, very small

mileage, appearance as ' new; £100.—The Layton
Garages, 30. Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581.

[8231
TRIUMPH 1912 SVih.p. T.T. Model, fitted with latest

dropped-back frame, brand new iyres, fully

equipped, tax paid, fast machine ; £35.—Parker's, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X8449
TRIUMPH. countershaft. 3-speed, clutch, kick,

starter, new wheels, tyres, tubes, tax paid,

guaranteed condition; £68; exchanges considered.

—

Miles, 11, Chichester Rd., West Kilburn, N.W.6.
[8281

I

COLMORE
DEPOT.

More Bargains!!!

.
•

. AT OUR .

.

BIRMINGHAM DEPOT:

New 1920 S-speed Douslas
(less Kick-start'.r) f8S

New 1921 Si h.o. Snopting
Rover (fixed geap) slightly

soiled *82 10

AT OUR
LIVERPOOL
DEPOT :

New 1921 A.C.E. 10

h.p. 4-cylinder

£150

AT OUR
MANCHESTER
DEPOT :

New 1920 2i h.D-

Vepus . . . . £38

New 1920 7-9 Harley-

Davidson.
Electric Mo-^el J.

£150

AT OUR
LEICESTER
DEPOT:

1921 6 h p. Martin,
syde Sidecar Outfit,

Soiled only £137 10

1"
I

"5

'6

These are indeed wonderPul bargains;

don't miss this opportunity. And
rememberthat we haveall the latest

IVlodels of the leading makes of

Motor Cycles in stock, that we can
Offeryou asplendid service in repairs

and spares, and that EVERY atten-

tion is given to your EVERY need at

the House for Motor Cyclists

Colmore Depot
Birmingham:
31, Colmore Row.

Liveroool:
24, Paradise St.

Manchester : Le.icester

:

200, Deansgate. 62, High St.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
Triumphs, all models in stock, new chain drives,

new chain-cum-belts, solos and combinations ; immediate
delivery; supplied on easiest of easy terms; trade sun-
plied. [4537

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, clutch,LnJ new coachhuilt sidecar and wind screen, nearly
new Dunlops and tubes, recently overhauled, aplendiil
condition; £60.—Relph, 2, Sedgeford Rd., Shepherd's
Bush, W. [7869

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments ; book your order now. and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors. Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. "Phone ; Brix-
ton 2417. [0504

MUST Be Sold.—Si/oh.p. sporting Triumph, new
countershaft, carburetter, Bosch, lamps, licensed,

open to expert examination here, private owner, lowest
£52/10; also 3-speed Douglas gear box, no controls,
70/.—Baker, 49, Murray .St., York. [8114

TRIUMPH, 1920 (late), 4h.p., and Mills-FuHord
Skiff sidecar, P. and H. lamps, horn, Bonniksen

speedometer, licence paid, tools, low mileage, very
carefully used, new appearance; £125.—Herbert Robin-
son, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995.
T.A. : Bicycles. [7902

1 Q20 Triumph, Gloria combination, all chain drive,
-L«/ 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick start, lighting
set, horn, tools, tax paid. Easting wind screen, cape,
etc., condition indistinguishable from new, a bargain;
£120, or offer.—Teeth, 769, Romford Rd., Manor
Park, London, E. [7785

GET your new 1921 Tiiumpli from the Layton
Garages, who can give immediate delive-'- of anr

model; exchanges quoted; balance may he iMid out of
income if desired. Enquiries xreaieu ijei:j..ii.iuy .-md

with everv courtesy.—The Layton Garages, London Rd.,
Bicester, near Oxford. -[8205

1 Q18 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Triumph Combina-
JLU tion. recently overhauled, excellent condition,
tax paid, disc wheels, fitted with 1921 Elite bulbous
sidecar, complete with lamps, tools, Tan-Sad, etc.;

£95. or close offer.—Apply, Bedwell, 66, 6t. Percy
St., Pentonville, W.l. [8257

WANTED, purchasers for any model of iT^ 1921-
Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in ;

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Easthank St,
Southport. Tel.: 607. [0646 >

TRIUMPH, 1914, and Montgomery sidecar, 4b.p.,

3-speed, clutch, lamps, speedometer, re-enamelled
and overhauled, including new cylinder and piston,

by makers this year, perfect order, tax" paid, same
owner since new; now purchased car; £60.—Owner,
Ashton, 32, Portway, Warminster", Wilts. [7572

NOTTINGHAM.—Trinmph 4h.p., countershaft. W.D„
renovated, light sidecar, coachwork and plating

perfect, engine thoroughly overhauled, new Triumph
parts, carefully handled, owner engineer, whole outfit

excellent condition; trial appointment within 50
miles; £85.—McBryde, 20, Arboretum St., Notting-

ham. [7727

RIUMPH Gloria Combination (1919-1920), Model
H. 4h'.p., countershaft 3-speed, new tyres, spares,

aluminium luggage carrier, adjustable wiud screen,

valve guard and power mndshield; 120 gns. ; Myra
dynamo lighting, switchtaox {7 switches). Klaxon elec-

tric horu, and Bonnikseu trip speedometer. 20 gns.
' xtra- near offers.-M., 349, Goldhawk Ed.. Hammer-
smith' W.6. [8047

ASTONISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-
binations.—Brand new 1921 Type H 4h.p. 3-

speed Triumph, with new coachhuilt sidecar. Coverall

apron, 4-ix>int attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-

ments onlv 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovated-

machines, but brand new 1921 models direct frran:

makers' works; free delivery to any address.—TMi
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham,- (066*

Union.

SPORTING Union, 2-stroke, 254h.p., 1919. perfect,

spring rear frame, copper exhaust, 130 m.p.gi:

£40.—Box 6,161, c/o The Motor Cycle. [SlSq'i

• Velocette.

VELOOETTE 2%h.p., 2-speed, new condition, smal

mileage; £40.-47, Heathwood Gardens, CharltOT

S.E.7. f"°;

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any model Velocette or

easy payment system at only 4% extra ; all mirfdii

reduced £10; Model D2 £65, D5 £15, DI,2 ladle,

open frnmel £68. Buy your new machine direct fron r

the Velocette specialists. The Premier Motor Co., Astoi

Rd., Birmingham. (i8S<!<

GET Tour New 1921 Velocette from The Laytoi

Garages, who can give immediate delivery ot an

model. Exchanges (luoted, balance may be paid ont n

income if desired. Enauines treated Per«™.»W,J.'"

with everv courtesy.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holvw^

St., Oxford, and London Rd., Bicester.

TTELOCETTE, 2-speed, late 1919, large tank

[820(

V domed mudguards, T.T. bars, electric l>sbtmE

oversize cylinder, steel piston, also
'^J^'

.

'^din?
new sprockets and chains, many spares inclnding

new Palmer covers, yery ..sporting bus. hUKlim

winner; accept £55 for qnick sale.—Wortcre. cnapi

Grove, Addlestone.
[751

A36 All letters relatlSg to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the fasue.

Motor Cycles advertised by Drivate o'wners are, when desired, marked (F).
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CYRIL
model:

hampton.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

WILLIABI3 lor immediate _dellvery_of_' all

Velocette.—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolver
[X3822

1 Q20 ai^li.p.. alumiaium discs,

tax paid; £70.—Shepherd,
Waltham Cross 31. [0656

Verus.
Venis-Blackburne,

enamelled black, tax paid
Enfield Highway. Tel.

IMMEDIATE Delivery o! any Verus Model; cash or

deferred payments ; book your order now and
avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd..

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brix-

ton 2417 [0502

VERUS-BLACKBtTRNE 1920 2^4h.p., 3-speed.

special engine with side valve Jiead, and also

separate competition overhead valve head and gear,

very fine condition; £87/10.—The Layton Garages,

30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone; 581. [8228

v.s.

V.S. 5h.p. Twin, needs tuninir up, tyres, etc., good;
price £20, or offer.—East Grinstead Motor Garage,

Ltd. [6625

WANDERER,
clutch, 650X65

plated, fine sidecar
liarage. 64, Mill Lane,
^treatham 2813.

Wanderer.
3V-l'h.p., 3-speed kick start, hand

wheel.s, been stoved black and
machine ; ^35.—Butterworth's
Brixton Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone :

[6748

deterred payments
Bolton; also 245,

[X8468

WILKIN", shop-soiled only, 4h.p.
3 speeds, clutch, Idck starter,

Wilkin.

WILKIN.-All models in stock
—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Deansgate, Manchester.

Blackburn© engine
finished all black

;

, makerai price £132, our price £120; deferred payments it

; desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton ; also 245,
Deansgate. Manchester. [X8450

WolL
£25.—2^4h.p. Trolf-Jap, Grado, free; cash wanted.—

_ Parrott, Churchill, Longhtou. rs:8&32

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thames,
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies.

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side, Clapham Common. S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton
2417. [0508

Wooler.
1O20 Wooler, excellent

BEPREPARED
Rain will come DOWN and prices go

UP. BUYNOW at BARGAIN PRICES

"SERVICE" Belted Suit
[as Illustrated), made of stout double twilL

interlined rubber, all seams stitched, sola-

tioned and taped giving absolute weather
protection. Usual Price Reduced to

Jacket 40/- 30/-

Scalless trousers 28/6 21/-

OveralU . 18/6 12/6
Jacket D.B., 36 ins. long, wisd cuffs and
stcrm collar, seatless trousers, neatly shaped
spats, gussets inserted in opening to exclude
all wet and mud, patent fasteners.

8 9 Pairs only. Gauntlet Gloves, badis of eanntlcts
lje5t Quality cashin'^re macliintosli.doubls palms aud fingeis

ol first grarle tan cape leather strap wrist

fast.ner. U-iial Price 27/6 Raduc d to 15/-

ment3 ; £62.—Cole,

1Q20 (middle)
Xt/ out, litfcle

condition,
Ashbrook.

1921 improve-
Cirencester.

[8111
Wooler, splendid condition through-
nsed, equipped; nearest £62.—239,

Porter Rd.. Derby. [7995

WOOLER, 1921, Brooklands model, delivered last

month, verv fa^t, as new: £70.-30, Greenhill
Rd., Harlesden. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [8141

*jQ20 Wooler, new January this year, only riddennew January this year.
3 months, complete with lamps, ta.v paid.

cost £102, accept £60.—N., c/o Parkers,
St; Ives, Hunts.

etc.
Station Rd.

[7833

Zenith.
TQ22 Zenith-Bra dshaw.

TjUlK'REs nothing to touch it; it's it, at £118.

YOU" must not miss the chance of being able to buy
a 1922 model -to-day. Come and see me about it.

RING Regent 205 if you^want a Zenith, new. soiled^
or second-hand. I have them all, and the prices

ire right.

CATALOGUES of new machines and list of second-
hand- models on application.—Allan Gruzelier,

Ulster Chambers, 168. Regent St.. W. [«005

agent, earlv de-
[0556

1Q20 ^Zenith ,5h.p.^ E.g.. rlut.h, Bonniksen ; best

BROOK'S (Patent)

SPRING
LEGGINGS

28/6
42/6
•32/-

47/6

Short Fawn .

.

Hip Extension

Short Black .

.

Hip Extension .

State size o/ calf.

_^
^good:

SPECIAL SAL^Jlf
Post free upon AP?

7ake the kiddy

DAN GOV,
livery all

Weymouth.—Zenith
mndeh.

offer.—Stokes. Elstree,
clutch,
Herts. [7494

not done 100

I1Q20 Zenith,
I X«/ condition

;

lAlderehot.

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Sporting Model
miles, perfect condition ; £105.—Tippen, Mnrdcn.

I Kent. [7938

sports model, lauipg, tools, licensed, fine
f78.-Wright, 101. .St. George's Ed..

[7388

|!J*75: sporting Zenith combination. 5h.p., like new,
I* fully equipped.—Wright, 12, Albert St., Poplar,
1 London. [8198

ZENITH Bh.p., new March, mileage under 1,000,
, accessories, electric lighting; £90.-24, Bellamv
ISt., S.W.12. [7870

Mo 19 5-6b.p. Zenith Combination, unscraiched, well
14.1/ equipped, fast; £75.-24, Balliol Ed., North
[Kensington. [8003

I1Q21 8h.p. Zenith, clutoh and kick starter, slightly
IJ.«/ shop-soiled: £140.—Motriss and Co., Ltd.. 139.
IBnchley Rd., N.W. [7467

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Countershaft Combination, all
on, tax paid. Easting screen; £120.—Batchelor,

"larence >St., Kingston. [8065

.Sidecar, Sh.p 1915, Easting screen
„ .

£70.—Lankester Engineering Co.
13, Victoria Rd.. Surbiton. [7519

ZENITH and
low

THE
"SERVICE"
CHILD'S '

SEAT FOR
SIDECARS.

Plated Fittings

47/6.
Enamelled
Fittings

0-3/-
Carriage "Paid.

i^ound in ilea and construction. Simple to fix—does not
mce-^sitate cuttinc aid: car body or upho sie y. Two small
rlatesscrew to either side of bodv iiT^ide). One amah plate

BCtewsto f'oor, the Beat is collapsible and is instantly rennv-
ed. When in position it is secure and will accommodate
childieii op to 11 years of a«e. Thefi:tiug»arG elrlier heavi^
nickel- plated, or enameled, auJ are adjustable—so tltat

these Beats will fit piactic illy all Bidecura The seat and
lack are welt upholst red andpaddcd. Owinir lo the special

design the space for the a hilt pass' peer's (e t is not curtail-

ed. Notet'io low pi ice includes packirp andcarriase, S.;nt

nn aiinroval. Tlift Trade silpplieo.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Zenith.

ZENITH 1914 3Voh.p., in perfect condition, till ac-
cessories, for 2''j/ih.p. Douglas.—Cfirdo, Edgware

Honse, Edgware, Middlesex. (X8431
|Q19 (November) Zenith 6h.p. Sporting Combination,
J-^ discs, all accessories, licensed, perfect; £95.

—

Blue Anchor Hotel, Staines. [7558

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd.. 139, New St., Bir-
minghnni, for immediate delivery from stock ol

Zenith-Bradshaw, rrice £118. [X8502

ZENITH 1920 5h.p. Countershaft Model, soiled
only; £100.—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holywell

St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581^ (8224

1 021 Zenith 6h.p. Model C, J.A.P., accessories,
J-tf tools, spares, insurance, good honest 'bus; £86.—
30, Cromyell St., Gainsborough. [7305

ZENITH.—All models in stock, solo or sidecar! de-

ferred payments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton:
also 245, Deansgate, JIanchester. _ [X8469

1 Q21 5h.p. Sporting Zenith, _ very fast, demonstra-
Xft/ tor model, completel.v equipped: £115.—John-
son's Motor Works, King's Lynn. [7210

3 lb. p. Zenith Combination, coachbuilt, perfect con-
2 dition throughout, accessories; £38. or offer.—,

94, Glentarg Rd., Catlord, S.E.6. [7914

ZENITH 8h.p., countershaft, under SOO miles,

equipped, insured, liew condition; £98.—Clark,
7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. (7847

ZENITH Sporting Combination, 8h.p., 1920, all

accessories, tax and insurance paid, excellent

condition; £138.—Lochvoil, Gloucester Kd., New
Barnet.

'

[7701

10 20 Zenith 8h.p., clutch, Henderson Elite side-

-Ltl car, as new, only used 800 miles; cost £220,
sacrifice £125.—Scott, c/o Lindfield, High St., Craw-
ley, Sussex. [7631

F.O.C.H. have 1920 8h.p. Zenith combination, large

Middleton touring sidecar, accessories, tax paid:

£128.-5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
Tube Station). [7609

1Q20 Zenith 8h.p., clutch, Henderson Elite side-

JlU car, new condition, only ridden 800 miles;

sacrifice £125.—Elms, 433, Brixton Hd., S.W.
'Phone : Brixton 704. , [7632

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Sports Model, issued new 1921.
licensed, thoroughly recommended and almost

equal to new; £85.—The 'Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

St., Oxford. 'Phone : 681. [8226

ZENITH 1921 5h-p. Sports IModel. accessories,

spares, unscratched, practically new; offers quick

sale- exchange A.B.C. or other good make.—288.
Sangley Rd.. Catford, S.E. [7982

"IQ21 Zenith 8h.p. Combination, clutch, kick starter,

XtF all Lucas accessories, special sidecar, spare tyre,-

etc, onlv used few week-ends, looks hke new; £165.—
73, Lyndhurst Grove. Peckham, S.E. [7884

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Sports Model, fully equipped,
including speedometer and licence, small mileage:

a genuine bargain; £105.—The Layton Garages. 30.

Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. [8225

all

289-293, High Holborn, London.> UBBBBBBBIBBBBBRBBBBBBBBBl

ENITH, Aug.. 1920, 5h.p. sports, P. and H. lamps.
Klaxon, Watford (2,5001, Binks, 100 m.p.g., al

...Is, spare valve, faultless, £95; also Douglas.-Hunt,
Farm, Leamington Ed., Reddish, Stockport. [X8537

1 Q21 5h.p. Countershaft Zenith, with Gradua gear.

X«/ the motor cycle for sidecar or solo, been used

for de nonstration purposes only; list price £131.
£126.—Johnson's Motor Works; King's Lynn. [7209

ZENITH, late 1920, 8h.p., and spring wheel 2-sentcr

sidecar, hood, scieeu, all accessories, insured, ex-

cellent condition; £130, or nearest ofler.—Ridley (3

knocks], 7, Osborne Ed., N.4 (near Finsbury Park
Station!. [TBSl

Sh.p. 1920 Sports Zenith, stored from September to

June, new Lucas largest head lamp and horn, 2

new belts, knee-grips, discs, licence paid, nearly hke
new offers above £100.—Harlyngton, Lawnhead, Ecclcs-

ball,' StaSord. (X8402

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Countershaft Combination, splen-

did condition, electric lighting, all accessoiies,

coachbuilt sidecar, pniticularly comfortable, luggage grid,

top-hole outfit; £150.-Ford, 67, .St. John's Ed., Clnp-

ham Junction.
' [756-

ZENITH Combination, 5-6h.p., 1917, C.S., K.S., good

tyres and belt, just overhauled and enamelled.

D.A. lighting. Tnn-Sad. Millford sidecar, hood, screen,

luggage and petrol carrier: trial; £100.—Henden, 384,

Garratt Lane. Earlsfield, S.W.X8. [7404

ZENITH 1915 Sh.p. Combination, countershaft clutcli

model, 700x80 tyres, new back tyre. belt, chain

tJiis season, tax and insurance paid, speedointeer and

all accessories, well kept up outfit ; bargain, £85.—
Firniin, 17, Milton Ed., Wallington, Surrey. [7427

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination, Lucas
head, rear and sidecar lamjie, horn, Cowey speedo-

meter, knee grips. Ace discs, luggage grid, indis-

tinguishable from new: £140; deferred payments if

desired —Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton;, also 245.

Deansgite, Manchester. [X8451

ZENITH 8h.n. Countershaft Late 1920 Model Com-
bination, brand new Swan Sports sidecar, Avro

wind screen, speedometer, disc wheels, many spares and
accessories, machine just overhauled at Zeniths, guar-

anteed in perfect condition, tax and insurance paid;

£145.—Giles, 18. Old Cavendish St., W.l. (7781

All letters relatitig to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

VELOOETTB, ladv's, perfect as new, tamps; horn,

mirror, tools, licence, 2 speeds; *4'5.-Ironmjm,

5. Bnrter Gate, LoUB'hl'oroDgh-, .
L77U6

LADY'S Douglas, not run 2,000 miles, meclianically

perfect, 2-speed, clrrtclr. kiclr stalter, Lticas horn;

£46.—Byfleet Automobile Co., West Byfleet. 17314

LADY'S Douglas, Z-'Ah.v-, Z-speed, just 'built from

new parts, Bosch mag., latest Amac, tyres, tubes,

belt new opportunity to obtaiu new machine at second-

band price: owner huyinB combmation; ^70, or nearest

offer.— 26, Albert Mansions, Albert B-udfe Bd-, p-",-

Miscellaneous.

OSh.p. and 4h.p. Douglas, also Levis; private

/*4 owners.—Barber, College Rd., HextablS, Kent-
[7513

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange—London's leading

Motor Cycle Exchange—tor real cheap machines.

—Below.
Easy terms. Imme-

B
low linilt.

I Exceptional Bargains I

SPECIALLY "TUNED"

I
Douglas

I
MOTOR CYCLES.

MOTOR SALE.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy term.-). _. .

diate delivery given with ilrst deposit.—Below.

"VS/'ANDSWOETH.—Arno , mag.,
-Below.

_ _ . _ 3iAh.i

sprrag forE6; cheap, 23 gns,

WANDSWOETH.-Humber S'/ih.p., mag., good tyres,

runs splendidly; 28 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva S^^h.p., mag.. 2 speeds,

mechanical honi, drive away; 25 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Humber 3i,41i.p., mag,, 2 speeds,

handle start, licensed; only 32 gns.—Below.

W^iNDSWOETH.-Campion-Jap S'/oh.p.. mag., good

tyres, licensed, runs well; 25 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Peugeot 5h.p. twin, mag., F.E.

clutch, very low, lieiiuty; cheap.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph
tyres, spring forks, any trial

3y<.h.p., mag., good
' 26 gns.—Below.

2fih.p., mag., 2 speeds,

pring forks, licensed; only 30 gns.—Below.

ANDSWORTH.—O.K. lightweight, 2i4h.p., mag.

2 speeds, nice little machine; 35 gns.—Below.
,

T]l/"ANDSWOETH.-T.D.q. de Luxe, 1920, 2J>,il!.p.,

TyANDSWOR'TH.-F.N.

All 1921 standard models
fully equipped in stock.

£85

H

£105

£120

£125

mag..
-Below.

lamps, licensed, runs beautifully; 39 gna.

WANDSWORTH.-^nileia Sy^l.p. twin, m.lg,

speeds, kick, chain, licensed; 39 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber coachbuilt combination,

3',{;h.p., Bosch. 2 speeds, licensed; bargain, 38

gns.—Below.

4h.p. J.A.P.WANDSWORTH.—Zenith,
Gradna gear, clutch, kick start; 43 gus.-

TTtTANDSWOETH.—Hatchless, 3y;;4h.p__

W-'

engine,
-Below.

..jjcii>ujj.j.ii—-^•"'——- -.— . J.A.P. twin

iiginc) s'^speeds.^itns' splenclidly ; 49 gn^-.-Below

WAlNDSWORTH.—Eex coachbuilt combiaation, B

"h.p. twin, Bosch, 2 speeds, lamps.; 4c gns.—

llelow.

WANDSWOETH.-Eex 1914 lovely coachbuilt com-

bination, 6 h-p. tmn, 2 speeds, licensed; 55 gns.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Zenith eoachbuUt combination,

twin J.A.P., Gradna gear, licensed; only 58 gns.

—Below.

WAND3W0ETH,—Premier fine coachbuilt combina-

tion, S'/ih-p.. 3 speeds, clutch, hcensed; 62 gns.—

Below.

? iNDSWOETH —F.N. splendid coachbuilt combina-

tion, 5-6h.p., Boseh, 2. speeds, lanips; 59 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Indian beautiful red coachbuilt

combination. 7-9h.p., 3 speeds; cheap.—Below.

TJrANDSWORTH.-F.S. 4'/Sh.p., 4 cyk. Bosch, shaft

VV drive, wants .attention; 15 gns.—Below.

W4.NDSW0RTH.—Exchanges. —Wandsworth';^ Motor

Exchange, Ebner St., Waudsworth (Town Station]

•Phone: Latehmere 4686. [7775

RICHMOND Park Garage, 110, TTppev Eichrnond.

Ed East Sheen, S.W.14 ('Phone: Puiiiey 2622),

have the foUowiug machines for sale or exchange:

RP Q.-Blackburne 4h.p. combination, 1920, 3

speeds, cintch, and kick starter, aU accessories,

tax paid; £95.

R.P.G.-Enfleld combination, 1917, 61i.p., all acces-

sories, tax paid; £80.

Rli Q —Douglas combination. 4h.p., 1920, new con-

dition, all accessories, tax paid; £100.

RP.G.-New Hudson 4h.p. combination, 3-speed

countershaft gear box. all accessories, tax paid;

,£46.

R.r.G. -Enfield 2-stroke, 1921. 2 speeds, all acces-

s

2| h.p. 2-speed ..

2| li.p. 3-speed kick-starter and

clutch . . . .

4 h.p. Solo, less equipment

4 li.p. Solo, fully equipped

4 h.p. Sidecar Outfit, less

equipment £152

4 h.p. Sidecar Outfit, fully

equipped £160

3.V h.p. Sports Model (as used by
H.R.H. Prince Henry), Reduced to £135

This machine holds the

World's Hour Record,
72-87 miles.

CYCLES rOR
Miscellaneous.

New O^K.'s, Arjels, Harleys, Omegaa^
_, exchanirea ente.rt-'- -^ "

Motorics, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-
Quadrants

;

exchanges entertained. Bootlls

T> ARGAINS.—New . 4i/2h.p.- Quadrant and sidecar,
--' £125 ; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—BootlM
Motorics, Halifiix.

BARGAINS.— 1921 Rndge Multi, £85; 1921 Vf-jL^.
Ariel, £110; 1921 7h.p. Ariel, £12S.—Booths

Motorics, H.nlifax.

BARGAINS.—1921 Eodge Multi, ran '50 miles.
£75/10; J.B.S. motor set, for cycle, £10/5; Ship,

twin Humber, 3-speed, £18/15.—Booths Motorier, ^oH-
fax.

., ,

-3h.p. Fafnir, £10/10; SV'h'.p. N.S.TT.,
3h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, £29/15; 6h.t.

Grade gear, £21/15.—Booths Motories,

BARGAINS.
'£12/10:

Chater-Lea,
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Bh.p. Premier and sidecar, £65/10;
S'/ah.p. free engine Triumph, £26/10; 3t4h.p. E.

and M., 1914, £59/15.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-4h.p. 1917 3-speed Douglas, £59/16;
4h.p. 1920 3-speed Douglas, £85/15; 1915 2^1h.p.

Douglas. £37/15; 1917 Douglas, £56.—Booths M<itorieii
Halifax.

BAEGAINS.—6h.p. S-speed Eudge, £.40/10; 1921 a
speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., £38/18;

1921 2-speed O.K., like new, £52/10; several shop-
soiled machines at reduced prices ; exchanges enter-
tained, including push cycles. Visit irs.—Booths
Motories. Portland Place. Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [3301

TEIHrMPH,
2-8troke,

series; £42/10.

ICHMOND Park Garage,
Ed., East Sheen, S.W.14.

110, Upper Richmond
'Phone; Putney 2622.

[7780
2-seater water-cooled wheel

steeling A.C. Sociable, £55; 1918 Triumph eoiu-

biu.ation, 1917 Triumph, £58/10; Bradbury counter-

shaft combination, 1920 Norton Big 4 combination,

£125 motor cycles bought, sold, or exchanged.—Rhind
and Co., Stone I'lace, Rusholme. . [7696

R
O-SEATEE Humberette;

de

'maroay
- The French super-sporting g

2-8eater

LIGHT CAR ;
A perfect miniature Motor Car at tire pric^

I of a Sidecar Outfit, but with the eomfort. H
accommodation, and weather protection of

B the car for both passenger and driver. H
Dynamo lighting, five detachable wire

B wheels, hood, screen, etc. . ^

£220

A38 All letters relating to advertisements

Special Competition Model £ISO each.

_ Great Bargains

: A. H. LAKEMAN,
g The Depot for all Douglas supplies,

_ 26, Long Acre, London,
" W.C.2

B TRADE SUPPLIED.

B B. B ' I

should quote the member at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.

1914, £39; Si/oh.p. Humber, £36;
£25; L.M.C., 6h.p., £22; w.-mtai, P,

and M. or parts.-Carless, 143, Lowe St., Wolverhamp
ton. [779£

ALLBEE Garage, Thornsett Ed., Earlsfleld, London,
opposite Earlsfleld Station. L.SiW.R. ; 'phone:

Latehmere 4388 ; cash or easy terms ; delivery on de-

posit.

ALLBEE—.Douglas 1916 2''-4h.p., 2-speeds, meehaai-
cal^horn, toolbags, good tyres, condition as naw,

tax paid; £42/10.

ALLBEE.—Radco, single speed, 2-6troke, akaninijan
footboards, new tyre, all lamps, tax paid, splem-

did little machine; £25/10.

ALLBEE.-P.N. 2y2h.p., countershaft 2-8peed gear

box, clutch, shaft drive, good tyres, in splendid

running order, tax paid; £23.

ALLBEE.-Levis 2j.2h.p., popular model, 2-speed geat

box, lamps, horn, nice machine, in splendid iraf^

ning order, tax paid; £35.

ALLBEE.—Levis 2iih.p., big 2-stroke, late model,

Enfield 2-speed gear, all-chain drive, 26rn. wheels,

good tyres, condition as new, tax paid; £42/10.

LLBER.—Calcott 2?/«h.p., single-speed, all acces

scries, equal to new, tax paid;. £30.

LLBEE.—Eoyer 3>^h.p., S-speed, clutch, starter, al

lamps and horn, splendid condition, runainj

order; £37/10.

ALLBEE.—1920 Alldays-Allon, countershaft drive

every accessory, tax paid, indisfeingnishabJe froir

new; a bargain, £42/10.

ALLBEE.—Triumph 3;4h.p., Grado Variable gear

new belt, good tyres, drop irame, complete wiU

lamps, tax paid,, in good order; £25.

ALLBEE.—Indian combination. 1919, 7h.p., s^speed

clutch, kick starter, Phoenix sporting sitlecil

wind screen, in new condition; £87/10.

ALLBEE.—New Imperial combination, 1919-, Sh-J

JAP countershaft 3-speed, clutch, kick starter

enclosed chain drive, Milford sidecar wind screet 1

complete set of iamps, horn, tax paid, jplendia outfit

£87/10. '^^^

TEITIMPH and S.C, Harley 7-9h.p., Douglas 2=.,h.[

all in perfect condition; owner buying light car

no reasonable oiler refused; sell together or separate.

Moore, 103. Cleveland St., Eueton Ed., London. [825

Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy paymentel, fcl

exchange motor cycle or combination, state r-

A^

F
ouirements. Satisfaction guaranteed,

materral.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Distance in

Wealdstone.
[721

t>EX Twin Combination, 2 speeds, £25 ;
Kradbur

-K NS.U. gear, £25; Humber and sidecar, 2 speed

£33- ready for any journey, and many lightweigw

at similar jprioes.-Bunttng's Motor Exchange, Weal

stone.
'"''

FO C H for second-hand cycles, combinations, ai

miiaboiits at bargain prices ; exchanges arrange
j

Anv new cycle, combination, or car supphed, cash

ea.=iy poyments.-Faix Oiler Car House, 5. Heafli S'

I

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phout

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays
^^

MOTOR Cycles at bargain prices.--Mehes ar

Ifebes, the original light car specialists,^ have

limited number of 1920 motor cycles, popular maSt

al brand new, for which they are prepared to acce

liy reasonable offer. -Call and nspect, and mate^
offer. They are relinquishing this department ojg

?o limited space being required lor l>*t. cats^lS*-

Gt. Portland St.. W.l> 'Phone: Langbam 2230.
[75.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P>.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
MlsceUaneous.

Motor Exchange, HortonHALIFAX
•Phone : 1400

ior cash, exchange,

St., Halifax.
-New and second-hand machines

delerre^ payments.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Morgans, £105, £120: 1920 A.J.3.
combindtion, £165; A.V. Moaocar; £79/10;

i Ariel 1920 SV^h.p., £84/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Aleoto S'/ah.p. 1920 combination,
£79/10; Bi-ough 1916 y/Ja.n., 3 speeds, £59/10;

1920 2i,l.h.p. Clyno, £49/10.—Below.

H.\LIFAX.—Enfield 1915-16 combination, £95;
1920 Edmund. £65; F.N. y/,h.p., £19/10.-

Below.

HALIFAX.—1920 Harley eleCtTw- com.bination.

£160: 1920 4-cyl. Henderson combination.
£175.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Norton 1920 S'ih.p. sporting. £80;
lOii.p. Reading-Standard combination, £110;

,Rex 6h.p. combination, £52/ 10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Royal Ruby 2V..h.p., 2-speed. £42>
1921 Scale-Blackburne, 3 speeds, £85; 1920

IjScott, £95.—Below.

TTALIFAX.—1920 Scott combination, "special, £125;
fXX Sunbeam 25,4h.p. lightweight, £45; Sunbeam
ftSh.p. M.A.G. engine combination, £145.—Below.

5TTALIFAX. — Triumph 1914 combination, £75

:

jXl Triumph clutch model, £47/10; 7-9h.p. Peugeot,
2-spced, £37/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—6h.p. Zenith countershaft combination,
£35; 1918 Indian 7-9h.p. combination, like

new. £105.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Cash, exchange. or deferred pay-
ments.—Note address ; Halifax Motor Ex-

change, 25, Horton St., Halifax. 'Phone ; 1400.
(7602

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
Power TTnit, ns new, clutch model

:

Morgan, 36, Pool Rd., Newtown, Montg.
[X8316

WALL Auto-wheel, in good condition: £113/10; fax
paid.—2, Clonmell E<1., Philip Lane, South Tot-

tenham. [7660

YOUNG, perfect, ride 50 miles to purchaser; bought
combination; -will sacrifice f22.—VTeliesley, Manor

Bd., Barnet. [7581

£12/12; will

Masons Hill.

Bromley, Kent. [7487

YOUNG, vith cycle, unpacked; £22. or nearest;
reason selling, ill-health. — Coupland, 43, West

Banks, Sleaford. [7762

019.—Young attachment and cycle, both new March.^ 1921, tax paid, mileage negligible, makers' guar-
intee, as new.—Bacon, Offingtou Lane, Worthing. [7771

YOUNG Engine Motor Attachment on Bicycle, com-
plete with licence, number plate, horn, all quit*

lew, for sale; what ofiers?—Anderson, Wool, Dorset.
[X8470

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
absolutely reliable : week-
Eodwell, 38, Brook Green.

W.e. [6587

r ATEST Models Motor Cycles and Combinations for
' hire, any period —Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston

Id. Museum 4287. [0708

TRICYCLES FCR SALE.
iFNVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue
L free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.

[5248
,1 RGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for^ invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.

, Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [7354

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBUllY Scooters and Spare Parts.—3,

dall Mews, George St., W.l.

CIMPLEXO £15/10.-

WALL Auto-Wheel,
deliver 10 mile;

perfect condition

;

radius.—A.S., 32,

ri.OUGLASU end 50/-,

Combination,
week 100/-,-

Ken-
[1442

A UTOPED, runs, but needs slight tuning
ti Munro, Witham Av.. Englesclifie.

£8.-r.
[7736

L.A.D. Motor Scooter, with seat, 20in. wheels, new

;

bargain.-33, Pembroke St., Middlesbrough. [7382

A UTOPED, 1920, taxed, perfect running order: £18,
;». or exchange: stamp.—78, College St., Salisbury.

[7546
4 .B.C. Skootamota, latest model, as new; £33. orA -near offer.—Bazeiey, Wocdland. Ottery St. Mory

[7590
A UTOPED Scooter, splendid condition, electric liglit-
-V ing, registered; cheap for Quick sale.— 4, Seymour
td., Chatham. [7828

A .B.C.. lateit model, brand new; original price 60^ gns. accept £29. — Parker's, Bradshawgate,
lolton; also 245, Deansgate. Manchester. [X8438
iriNGSBUET Scooter, with seat, 2V2I1.P., little used,tv perfect cfjudition, automatic hooter, carrier, mascot,
te. : £30.—Dorothy Liversidge, Narborough House,
towmarket. [7424
fTNIBUS 1920 Super Scooter, car on 2 wheels, 2-
>^ speed, clutch, handle starter, shaft drive, electric
ear, front, rear sprmging, licensed, insured, just driven
Ondon-Cheltenhara return, special springs, carrier,
?r.T?',S5 gallon; jeso, offers.-143, Kingston Rd..
i'lmbledon. [6845

J^wie^t^m
Guaranteed in PERFECT CONDITION
Money tcilHnghj refunded if not more than satisfied'
All Goods sent on Seven Days' Approval against Remittance.
SURPLUS MANUFACTURERS- STOCK AND W.D.

We have received nume'rous testimonials in connection
with the excellent value our customers have been receiving
from us. It is irapossibletoanswercach one individually.
We therefore in this column take the opportunity of
offering our thanks. niyo
Cunljp Heavy 33/5

24x21.
'

Dunlop Light 30/.
26 X 2.

Palmer Cord Heavv 35 /.

Wood-Mrlne fixtra'Heavy 30/-
26 I 21.

Clincher Extra Heaw 30/.
Dunlop Heavv '.

36/.
Palmer Cord Heavy 36 /.

Wood-Milne Heavy '\
25 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy '

.

'
] 32/.

Wood-Milne Combinatio:i 45 /_

Beldam Combination ' 35/.
Bates Special Heavy

| .

[

'

35 /.

Goodyear Special Heavy '

'

"
39/5

Macintosh Chain 30 /.

26.x 2;.
'

Dunlop Heavy 36 ;.

Palmer Cord Heavv 35 ;.

Clincher Extra Heavv 30;-
Avon Heavy Rubber Studded 30/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 35 /.

Moseley Heavy 29/6
Hutchinson T.T ,'/, 29/6
Hutchinson Passenger 35/.

26,; 2 J for 2) Rims.
Avon Rubber Studded 26/-

26x21 for 21 Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavv 36;.
Wood-Milne Heavv 32 /-

26x3 tor 21 Rims.
Avon Heavy Rubber Studded 50/.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy

'

32/-
26 k3 tor 650x65 Rims.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45 /.

Wood-Milne Special Heavy 38/R
650 X 65.

Dunlop Steel-studded V'oiturettc 47/5
Wood-Milne Special Hca\'y ,'. 32/-
Burnett Grooved \'oiturcttc 30'/-

28x2i tor 2J.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavv 40;-
23 x 3 for 28 x 21 Rims.

Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-
28 X 3 for American Rims.

Dunlop Extra Heavy 55 ;-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30 /-

Kempshali Anti-skid 30/.
Macintosh Heavy Chain 30 '-

700x80 tor 650x65 Rims
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 46 /g
Dunlop Heavv 50/.,

700x65 lor 650;. 65 Rims
Dunlop Heavy 45 /.

700x75 for 650x65 Rims.
Hutchinson Extra Heavv Li2ht Car Type 55/-
SPECIAL LINE OF NEW CLIPPER BELTS.

In original boxes.
6ft. 6in. X J 11/6 7ft. 6in. x J 14/-
8ft. X 3 12/6 8ft. X J 14/6
Sft. 6in. X 3 14/- 8ft. 6ia. x i 15/-
Mt. 6in. X I 12/6 Sft. 6in. X lin. .. 17/6
Tubes, all sizes 7/8 each.

Butt-ended, 1 /- extra.

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
BLUEMBL'S Wind

Easting, as new;

HERCULES Hoods
Heiculea Hood Co.

ham.

Screen witli apron, similar
55/-.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

[X8510
and Aprons. Write for li^t.—

, 698, Seven Sisters Bd., Totten-
[1109

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High Ed., Totten.

ham, London. [5134

QUALITY with Cheapness.—Sidecar wind screens 20/-,

pillions 10/6; trade supplied.—Williamson, 3. Alt
St., Liverpool. [X8429

NEW Latest Bluemel's Wind Screen, with apron and
fittings; cost 88/-, offers.—35, Palmerston Rd.,

Forest Gale, Essex. [7951

^ELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut t6 any size,

2/- per sq. ft.; carriage ijaid for cash.—The Essex
Grove Green Rd., Leyton-

[0680

WIND Screens Actually in Stock: Eastings, Baby,
Standard, Royal, Bluemels latest. Cameo. Hoods,

finest quality, waterproof, with curtains round; £3/5.
-64 Bishopsgate. London.

"
[0620

HOODS and Wind Screens for Sidecars, the finest value
obtainable; hoods, 50/-; wind screene and apron.-;.

^ 2/- per sq. ft
.

Accumulator Co., Ltd
stone. E.ll

celluloid, 35/-,

Manchester.
-Rhind and Co., Stone Place,

BODIES.

Rusliolnie.
[7695

2-SEATEE Sidecar Body
lowest.— 33, Rollins St.,

ROBINI.—Cliassis
Bodies made by

perfect
S.E.15.

R-^

condition; £6,
[7858

and bodie.i complete from £10.
mass production.

Sports, upholstered red EexineOEINI.—Helen __,_.. _

choice, round back seat, bulbous back, painted
dark blue, £7/10; covered polished aluminium, £Q;
trade eupplied.

ROBINI.—Helen Light Tourist, bulbous back, nphol-
steied led Kexine, round back seat, painted dark

bine, £7; covered polished aluminium, £7/10; trade

supplied.

ROBINI.—Helen de Luxe, with large locker at rear.

round liark seat, upholstered red Resiue. painted

dark blue, £10 ; covered polished aluminium, £11

;

trade supplied.

OBINI.—Light Sports Bodies, made from aeroplane
floats, new upholstery, £4/10; trade supplied. Car-

viage extra. See Chassis column.—T. Robini, 22, Water
Lane, and 1, Tnlse Hill. Eflra Rd., Brixton, S.W.
'Buses and trams pass the door. [8176

IDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality, £7/7;
original ^£12/12.—64. Bishopsgate, London. [06(1

"ITENUS.—Singles, tandems, steped, and underslungj
cheapest in trade.

tradesman's; repairs,

W

S'

y^

V

VENUS.—Touring, sporting,
repainting; exchanges.

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to user; save

money; lists ready: write.

ENUS Sidecar Co.. 694, Seven Sisters Rd., South
Tottenham, N.15. 'Phone: Tottenham 2102.

[0519

EDWARDES have Quantity Sidecar Bodies, cheap

to clear, from £4/19/6; fitted free.—277, 0am-
berwell Ed., S.E. [7837

BULBOUS Back O.B. Body, green ' upholstery, as

new off Indian, £8/8. Wanted, 2-6eater sidecar

body state price.-Gihson, 101, Springbfluk Ed., Hither

Green. 1-^^'^

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—'The

Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

ASTONE'S for coachlmilt bodies (no better or

cheaper house), sporting models, bulbous back and
step pattern. All nt low prices. Call or send your re-

nuirements.- 228, Pentonville Kd., King's Cross, Lon-

don, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [6861

t! IDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
io ing. coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St.. London, E.O.4.

ATTACHMENTS.

B^

SIDECAR
and M. Body and Apron
Rd., S.E. 24.

sidecar

£3.-55, Poplar Walk
[741S

converted into aFOLDEE.—Have your
Hopley folder, and save garage.—Below.

SIDECAE.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested

7 years on motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper High-

gate St., Birmingham. [0152

and M. Chassis, £7; new Camber body, £7/10.—
1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [7749

IDECAR Chassis, good order, minus connections;

55/-.— 1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [7750

28 gns.—
1024.
[7349
good
I.

[7749

P

B.S.A. Sidecar, suitable for 1921 machine
Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'I'hone; 1024,

T"| NDEESLUNG Sidecar, 5-point attachment, _

«J order; £9.-1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford,

When ord erine;, ptease write distinctly.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

issue. A3J

^
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
pOR

s
s

ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

ANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.'

S

SANDUM Chassis.—Insist on having our enclosed
wheel type of chassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns., and Sports
26 gns., are of distinctiove appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seaber sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with, the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to
suit any make of machine, 42 gns. ; bodies only,
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seat6r as
designed by us, and approved by the recognised
experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lb.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factories:

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britannia
Worts, Britannia St., W.C. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent. Unbreakable Chassis for
high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi'

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all
kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

promptly corrected.

ECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give ot the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-
car makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27,

Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube).
'Phone : Hornsey 1584. [0522

TORPEDO Sidecar. Royal blue, unscratched, new
tyre; £12; evenings.—156, Browning Rd., East

Ham, E. [7624

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booths Motorics

HalifasL.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar suit
Rudge, £16/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new. £16/10.—Booths. Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker under
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. — Booths

Motories, Halifax. C3302
CANOELET Coachbuilt Sidecar, apron, etc., 4-noint

Buapensiofl (all lugs], off Triumph; £11.-35, ffigh
St., Dartford. [7658'

SIDECAR complete, disc wheel, apron, suit sporting
motor cycle; price £18.—East Grinstead Motor

Garage, Ltd. [6626

EDWARDES Sidecar Chassis, £6/17/6 complete-
brand new, not repaired rubbish.—277, Camber-

well Bd.. S.E. [7886

FAMILY Sidecar, coachbuilt (Canoelet), as new; £27,
or nearest offer; cost £41.—Boylee, Dalkeith

Place, Kettering. [7486

EXCELLENT Cane Boat-shape Sidecar, complete:
£4/ 10 ; quick sale.—Elsinore, Willoughby Rd.,

Colwyn Bay. [8069

BRATVIBLB, C.B., apron, etc., off Zenith 8h.p., £12;
Dunlop S.S., 700x80. new, £2/10.—Fogg, 29. Sel-

kirk Ed., Tooting. [7960

ROEINL—Douglas chassis complete, enamelled, new
tyre and tube, with Helen sports body, dark Blue.

£14; trade supplied.

ROBINL—Douglas chassis, as above, with new Helen
tourist, dark blue, £13/10; with Do Luxe model,

dark blue, £15/10; trade supplied.

ROBINL—Milla-Pulford chassiB, complete, new tyre
and tube, with Helen sports model, £12/10; trade

supplied.

ROBINL—As above, with Helen tourist model, £12*
trade supplied.

ROBINL—Chassis and bodies complete from £10*
carriage extra. For fall particulars of bodies

&ee Body column.—Brixton 1585.—T. Robini, 22, Water
Lane, and 1, Tulse Hill, Effira Ed., Biixton, SW
'Buses and trams pass the door. [8I77'

GLORIA Sidecar, 1919, medium weight, bulbous
back, purple, good condition; best offer.—BecMey

Victor Villa, Harrow View, Wealdstone, Middlesex
,

[7436 I

JjOTOT^CLE"
Insurance Policy

4stim0it|
"THIS space will be oc-

cupied eachweekwith
copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Gentlemen,

of

I thank you for £.....

in cheque in payment
transport expenses.

You may he sure that after

your very considerate treatment

of my case, I shall always

recommend your Insurance,

with the utmost confidence, to

all my friends whom I find in

need of such advice.

Yours faithfully.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FmE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

incorporating The Autocar Insurancs
Vepartmmt, Estailished 1904).

Head Office:

77, Cbeapside, London, E.C.2.

TcUphoM^ City 9831 and 9832.

R

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
BASTONE'S for sidecars and bodies; no better «

eheaper house. Kindly inspect our models befbiv
t)urchQsing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting aod other modalft
in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sideoin

from £14/18/6.

"DASTONE'S.—Wo ha.v© a few soiled eidecara aad
--» bodies to clear at low pricea.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famoM
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting voA

other models in stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.). 228, PentomUIe B4.,
King's Cross, London, N.l. TeL: 2481 North.

[6850
i^OACHBXJTLT Sidecar, Bameo No. 2, suitable lor
^-^ 6h,p., luggage grid, nearly " new; £11/15.—6,
Addison Av., Holland Park, W,ll. [7707

SIDECAR, HendersorL'medium weight, excellent ccA-
dition; £15; trial can be arranged.-Giles, Iflat.

Fairhazel Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.6. [8171

SIDECARS.—Millford, suit P. and M. or Triumxai. j'1

etc., £1&; Douglas, £16; guaranteed perfeot in
I

every way.—33, Hackford Ed.. Brixton, S.W.9. [Ba7»
.

"p ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, larcest
A** stock in London, actual manufacturers through-
out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80
illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.-AU spare parts in stock by th»
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecaia for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, Mid. caa

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and cltstri-nca

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at
knock-oufc prices. Note : Write lor special clearance
list.

ENNOC Co. have the finest selection, ol complet*
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co, undertake repairs to any nlafce ol

sidecar, repainting, _and reupholstering a epeci-

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all

makes, English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., Head Office and Engineer-
ing Works, Victoria Works, Victoria Rd., Stroud

Green, N.4. 'Phone : Hornsey 850. Body Building
Dept., Progress Works, Marlborough Rd., HoUoway,
N.19. 'Phone : Hornsey 1589. [2931

BRAND New Shop-soiled Indian Sidecar, specifll

American, semi-sporting, length of stretch etinti;

to touring body, very comfortable; best offer.—37, Dal»^
ham. Mews, Hampstead, N.W. [7564

LAJJJDAULET Coupe Sidecar, lined Bedford cord,
extra detachable seat, spring wheel chassis, most

luxurious ever built, brand new; cost £150; beat ofler.

—Seen Robertsons, Gt Portland St., London. [7647
|

TWELVE New ChasBis, complete fittings, for Harley-
Davidson, 28in. wheet special offer, £12 each.—

|

Sidecar Body Co., 25, Upper Clapton Rd., E.5,
'Phone : 3110. T.A. : Rideezi, Lowclap, London.

[6087

DOUGLAS Sidecar, complete^ £12/15; another
coachbuilt, £11/10 ; another, £10/10 ; trades-

man's box, £2/10; coach body, heavy, £2/10; sidecar'
wheels, new, £1.-67, Kenbury St., Camberweli; Lon-
don. , [7813

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made for comfort,
i

attachmentj for any machine; price 18 gna. up- !

wards; have few cars to clear at reduced prices; r&-

pairs, repainting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co.,

Leicester. [0335 '

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, Cameo screen, and apron,
splendid order, £15 ; Douglas- sidecar, as nev,

£15710; P. and M. ditto, £15/X0; sidecar for heavr
machine, 28in. wheel, all as new, £20.—DeCort and
Flynn, 39, Esses Rd., N".l. [BlZi

GLORIA, underslung chassis, specially built for 5-6 '

h.p.- machine, with luxurious 1921 bulbous back '

body, 4-point suspension, luggage and petrol tin I

carriers ; owing to delay in delivery, will sell at reduced '

price of £40.—W. Halliday, Metliveu, Perth. [7333

FARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves Btorage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itsell

ajsolutelv reliable. Fits any make of motor cycl»,

and, when folded, combination will pass throagn a

30in doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—win-
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.0.1. [0388

AW. Manulactur-ing Co. have still a few early

season sidecars for disposal cheap. We can ma.k«

any sidecar, sporting or touring, cheap or high-clasa

with or with-out chassis. Call and see us a few

minutes from Willesden Green Station. — 'Phone;

Willesden 2805.—13 to 24, Avenue Close. Poplan

Av.) Willesden Green, N.W. [7206

MBAD-DEAKIN M.M.4 Sidecar, new, Horley gi«n,

£33- Whitworth-Stevens Sidecar, new, Harteyj

ffreen £33* M.P. cantilever sprung sidecar. 6hop-80ileai|

£30-' Sidecar chassis, for fitting to 8h,p. Sunbeam,!

snitable for tradesman's carrier, £7; Norton- sideea^l

sS. new, for 3%h.p. Big Four; £31/10.-CoDP^I
San and Co., 89. Gt. Portland St., W. rRamlr64&ii

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, ^nd the date of the issue.
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r~tARDEN 2-seater, 1921, Jn stock; first
^-^ secures.—Downing "and Donovan, Hyde.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.—We

make bodies to your own desisn. Bodies in

stock, from £5/5 to £10/10: chassis and bodies,

complete with all fittings, including tyre, £11/11. We
are stockists of Mills-Fulford chassis fittings. Call

and see our stock.—LighC- Car and Motor Cycle Engi-
neering Co., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton (>/> min. from
Brixton Skating Bink). [8171

HEPFELTHWAITE and Watkins.—Douglas under-
slung chassis, renovated and complete, as new,

£4/10, suitable for all makes of motor cycles, to order
same price. These chassis are W.D., and when present
stocks are exhausted can never be repeated. We can
supply a few Clyno and P. and M. chassis same price,
but less guards. Don't be afraid of price; we can
assure you they are the goods. Compare our prices;
new bodies, Douglas pattern. £8/10.—'Phone ; 1958
Brixton. 19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth. [7880

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
DAN GUY, Weymouth, G.N. official agent.—Popular

.model from stock; £198. [0691

SCOTT Socifible for immediate deliverv.; list price.—
WelJord, J,lmes St., Brighton. . [7365

, deposit
[8042

4h.p. Garden Monocar, oTcrhaulcd, repainted; £35,
offer.-28. London Ed., Camberliy, Surrey. [7545

G.N. Popular, shop-soiled only; £175.—Keys, 378-
384, Enston Bd. 'Phone : Museum 6436. [6646

nPAMPLIN 1921 2-seater, little used.- guarantead
J. order; £115.—Box 6,012. c/o The Motor Cycle.R[7141OYER 6h.p., all on, rnrmiug order; £45: exchanges

considered.—Hudson, 14, Conwav Kd., Plumstend.
[7715

D-AiN GUY, Weymouth. Morgan agent; reduced
price; Grand Prix 10tt.p. M.A.G., £197, from

stock. [0624
CHASSIS, Phoenix engine, Bosch, 3-speed, reverse,

radiator, etc., going cheap.—24, Prestwick Rrl.,
Ayr. [8140
"1 (1120 De Luxe Morgan, lavishlv equipped; £145.t-
'-•-t/ Braemar, 17, St. Quintin's Av., JCorth Kensing-
ton. [7818
ELEOTEIO Monocar. experimental model: £65, cost

£200; photograph or trial.—Danesfleld. Waldmn,
Sussex. [7335
MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.—Revs.

378-384, Enston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museiim
6436. - [6645
MORGAN Sports, 1920 model, J.A.P.. .nir-coWed, ex-

cellent condition; nearest £145.—Kelly, Langport.
Somerset. ['7419

RUVEE Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., early delivery;
2£0 gns.—Godfrey's. Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St

London. W.l. (0350
."pUNABOUT, A.O. Sociable de Luxe, lavishlvXI eiiuipped, perfect throughont ; £78.-102, Harold
Ed., TJpton Park.

_ [7fi93

1Q21 Tamplin 2-scater, mileage 300. fully equipped^v and as new; £110.—Tel.: Museum 6626.—A.S.C.,
60, Mortimer St., W.l. [8018

Cycle Cars, latest models,
£198 and upwards.—Drabs

Motor Agent's. Bracknell.

Grand Prix or Aero, less engine,
£112.—High Dene, Eidgeway, Enfield.

C.i.EDEN, done 50 miles only, oversize tvres.
accessories, and ini^nrance ; .best offer over .

always in stock

:

and Mount, Ltd.,
[3696

A.O. Sociable, hood, screen, lamps, perfect order, t-ix
paid; £60:-Apply between 2 and 7, 45, Granby

Place, Lower
, Marsh, Waterloo. . . [7432

1Q14 G.N., excellent condition, fully equipped : sacri-
-.»' flee £80: exchange late solo and little cash.- 17,
Sussex Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [8272
"1019-20 Crouch 2-seater, electric lighting, speedo---f meter, detachable wheels; £140.—Tel.: Museum
6626.—A.S.C., eo, Mortimer St., W.l. [8017

MOEGAN, air-cooled, overhauled, repainted; exchange
Grand Prix or Aero, le.^s *^neine. witli «i.Oi : sell

[7688
and all

£100.—
Grimes, 18, Brnton Place, -Bond St., W.l. [7885
"IQ14 Morgan, a.c, hood, screen, lamps, etc., recently-L" overhauled and repainted: accept £88 cash.—
436, Whitehorse Rd. Thornton Heath, S.E. [7896
lyOEGAN DE LUXE, 1921, A.C, red, discs, elec-
.i.vJ- trie light, absolutely as new, small mileage;
£195.—Taylor, Hawkhurst, Utley", Keighley. (7863

A.C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechanic-
ally sound, good appearance: from £55 to £85-

trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.
[7947

1 Q21 (June) Garden 2-seater, mileage 450, dynamo
--*' lighting, speedometer, cost £161; price £140.—
Tel.: Museum 6626.—A.S.C, 60, Mortimer St., W.l.B[8015LERIOT Whippet, little used, exchange (or two

good lightweight motor cycles, with cash adjust-
ment.—Whitaker, Bowerbank, Grove Av., Wilmslow.N[/996EW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes; good selection in stock; cash, easy pay-
ments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holboru.
W.C.I. [0673

1Q21 Morgan de Luxe and Grand Prix Models, for
-».*' immediate delivery; ej^ended payments; ex-
changes.—Keys, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone ; Museum
6436. [rb44

iGr"RI i

THE SINGLE VALVE
FOUR'STROKE

VALVE TROUBLE
ENTIRELY ELIMINATED

The Perfect

detachable

head.

V/f

fy ' i

MN- ^

19^

Average
i

Petrol j

Consumption :

150 M.P.G. j

and over, j

Vide " The Motor Cycle."
" The engine piJled remarkably well and

the valve gear was extremely silent." ^
Vide "Motor Cycling."

"High efficiency and simplicity, combined
with silence and ingenuity of operation."

3 h.p. (349 C.C.) fitted with 2-speed |F

Sturmey'Archer, Clutch, and kick-

starter, Brampton Fork, and best finish

throughout.

Price 85 Guineas
OTHER MODELS

:

3 li.p. Sports - - 72 Guineas.
4 h.p. (500 c.c.) - - 100 „

4 h.p. Sports - - 85 ,,

Combination - £130.

TRADE ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

Sole Distributors

:

i MACRAE & DICK
INVERNESS.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
N'EW H.F.C. 2-seater and dickey, O.A.V. dynamo

lighting, 5 detachable disc wheels; bargain, £175.
—374, Grove Green Ed., Leytonstone. 'Phone: Wan-
stead 48. [7348

1 Q21 G.N., April, mileage negligible, as new, over-
X«7 size tyres, tax, insurance; £180; late com-
bination and cash taken in exchange.—17, St. Charles

Sq., W.IO. [6823

G.N. Standard -louring, 1920y2, done 800 miles only,

absolutely as new, oversize tyres; any trial or

demonstration; fl65, or best offer.-Kodwell, 3!!, Brook
Green, W.6. [7596

20 De Luxe Morgan, lavishly rquipped. alu-

minium discs, good tyres, exceptionally sn.art.

very iast, any trial; £125.-24, Palliol ,'.d,, N.^th
Kensington. ISI.04

De Luxe. 1916. perfect condition, drive

new tvres, J.A.P. engine, all accessories,

tax paid; £95.-Watson, 117, Seaford Kd., E.ahng, Mid-

dlesex, W.13. C7369

CAEDENS.—We are authorised agents. Immediate

delivery of standard model, £135, and de luxe

model, £17S.-Tel. ; Museum 6626.-A.S.C., 60, Mor-

timer St., W.l. [8°'°

20 Grand Prix Morgan, M.A.G., water-copied,

complete lamps, tax paid, speedometer, clock,

etc.. as new; £155.-28, Woo.dtord Kd., Forest Oa.r^

Stratford 2598. '"'^^

THREE-WHEEL Runabout, W.O., 3-spsed and re-

verse, electric lighting and horn, speedometer;

£85; exchange combination.-The Haven, 120, Suther-

land Ed.. Croydon. LSUia

MORGAN 1914 Sporting Model, luUy eanipped, gocd

condition; any trial; £110; deterred payment^, it

desired.-Parkcr's, Bradshawgate. Bolton; "Is" ^''S.

Deansgate, Manchester. LABtt-i

4?35—Sh.p. twin-cyl. Wall tradesman's runabout, Pre-

*' cision engine, 2-speed, roomy 'box body; any

trial run; exchanges entertained.—Specchley, 8b

Chuichfield Kd., Acton, W.5. l'^""

1 ni3 9h.p. Enfield 2-seater, 3-speed, detachable wire

X.U wheels, speedometer, lamps, hood, screen-

MORGAN
away, r

19^

Edwards. 50, Har-
[7174licensed, excellent condition; £75

rington Rd., South Kensington.

MORGAN Latest 1921 Models for immediate aelivery

at latest reduced -prices ; exchanges or extended

terms.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile

St., E.0.3. 'I'hone: Avenue 5548. luu/b

1 (Th'l A.V. Bicar, all on, cost £245 last February,

i-tf accept £135; consider late model ^ombinatiou

[7480

S^

exchange, Harley-Davidsoli preferred.

12. Ashfield Kd., Newbridge, Mon.

n (1121 Bleriot Whippet, brand new, latest model, spare

-Lt/ wheel, lighting set complete; any reasonable ttial

;

£165.-Elce'and Co., 15-16, Bishopsfate Av., Camomile

St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 6548. lUU7b

PORTING A '^., 1919, discs, aluminium body, elec-

tric lisht, engine overhauled, tyres unpunctured;

sell £80 or exchange with cash for Morgan or l'|bt

2.seater.—76, Cromwell Rd., Luton. 17784

GRAND PRIX Morgan Runabout, 1917, electric

lighting, horn, licence paid^ first-class condition;

£145.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St.,

Cambridge. 'Phone; 995. Tel.; Bicycles. [(904

1 O20 Bleriot Whippet, hand starter, unused spare

i-U wheel and belt in leather cover, horn, licensed,

everything in perfect condition; 120 gns.-Edwards,

50, 'Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [7170

TAMPLIN 1920 2-seater, like new. licensed. £90;
this comfortable economical 2-seater, with car

comfort, offered at lower figure than good motor cycle

-Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [8309

TAMPLIN 1921 2-seater, 8h.p. J.A.P., Stnrmey 3-

speed, full ,e(juipment and extras, perfect running

order cost £200, tax paid; £100 for quick sale; nftei

4 p.m.-27, Shelfon Ed., Merton Park, S.W.19. [7598

AC Sociable 2nseatcr, dummy bonnet and radiator,

watertight mag., wheel steering, good tyres, hood

and wind screen, perfect order, ^^/Peeds and clutch

tax paid; £40.-Box 953, c/o The Motor Cyele. [X8473

O-SEATER Car, dickey, 12h.p., 4K;yl., air-cooled.

iC Zenith carliuretter, Thomson-Bennett nmg., iTOi-m

drive, 5 detachalile wheels, hood, screen,. Lamps ; £75, or

exchange.-F. Y. Spear, King's Kd., Crowthorne, Berks.

CO'VENTK'y PREMIER New 1921 (shop-soiled)

8h p 3 speeds, reverse, dynamo lighting, dickey

seat- in stock; deferred payments.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
fAD'I'JD

21 lOh.p. T.B. Cyele Car, Blackbnrne engine,

lamps, horn, dickey seat, spare wheel, find tax

paid, not done 500 miles; cost £266, mnst sell £230.—
Can be seen at Wooften's Garage, 55, High St., Oxford.

MORGAN G.P., 1918, w.c. J.A.P., electric lighting,

speedometer, hood, screen, horn, fixed starting

handle Bowden mag. control, excellent running condi-

tion, tax paid; £165.—Lloyd, 63, South Ed., Smeth-

wick. [X8041

CASTLE THREE Runabout, 9.5h.p. 4-cyl. water

cooled, delivered July, done only 400 mile.^, de-

tachable wheels and spare, electric lighting, alisolutely

a^ new; cost £300, accept £235, or near offer.—The
Hasletaere Motor Co.. Ltd., Station Ed., Haslemere.

[7400

19^
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I^UNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
VICTOB Cycle Car, 1915, 2-cyl., -water-cooled, 2
» speeds and reverse, hood, screen, electric lamps,

2 new tyres, in good order; any trial; £95.—Butter-
worth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
Phone: Streatham 2813. [6750

MORGAN, Grand Prix, 1916, water-cooled J.A.P.,
overhauled, many new parts, repainted red, 3

lamps, speedometer, clock, mechanical horn, hood and
screen, tools, tax paid; £139/10: exchanges.—Smith's,
86, Clialk Farm Rd., apposite Cnalk Farm Tuhe Sta-

tion. [8014

~i Q21 Castle Three, 4-crI. water-cooled engine, 2-seater,

At' fitted with dickey, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,

absolutely brand new, unregistered ; cost £300 ; must
sell, owner going abroad ; sacrifice for Quick scale £240.
—Can be seen at Wootten's Garage, 55, High St.,

Oxford.
'

[7344

MORGAN lOh.p., water-cooled, wind screen, hood,
lamp set, good appearance, special 2-36atei touring

body has been fitted to this machine at a coat of over

£100, making it one of the moat comfortable runabouts
on the road ; a genuine snip, £1 35 ; might consider
reasonable exchange.—Snow, Laurel St., Queen's Ed,
Dalston, E.8. [7675

IN Stock, all models of Morgan runabouts; cash or

deferred terms. Example; De Luxe models,
£61/5/6 down, and 11 payments of £16/12/5. If
account paid in two months, no charge for terms: if

within 4 or 6 months, liberal discounts allowed ofE easy
"payment price.—Lamb's, 50, High Bd., Wood Green,
N.: 387, Euaton Ed., N.W.I : 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, E.17. [5410

CARS FOR SALE.

COX'S.—Foil printed list fifty cars, £45 to £850,
free on application. Call.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the Absolutely Straight Motor
Man, 6. Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, has fifty

cars stocked. Call 9-6 {Saturdays 4); no busines;

Sundays. Established 1902. [7194

/^.N^Model de Luxe, in excellent order; £175.—Miss
Watts, c/o 77, Acre Lane, 6.W.2.

089; Humberette 2-seater and dickey, overhauled^ and repainted, in, fine order.—Wright, 12, Albert
St., Poplar. [8197

NAPLEE I>andaulet, 30h.p., 6 cyls., perfect, property
of titled gentleman; £175.-356, Coldharbour Lane.

London, S.E. [7354

080; 9h.p. Sizaire-Naudin 4-cyl. 2-seater and dickey,
1^ in. fine order, seen any time.^Wright> 12, Albert
St., Poplar, London. - [8196

MITCHELL 2-seater, IBh.p., in good order; would
exchange single or cornbination ; appointment.—

8, Crowhurst Ud., S.W.9. [7356

ROVER, 8h.p. in stock; exchanges arranged.—
Agents : B. E. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition

Rd., South Kensington. [7852

MEERALL-BROWN, 1920, water-cooled, hood,
screen, spare wheel ; bargain, £ 110.—Clark, 7,

Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [7853

5-SEATER Darraca Car, in perfect running order,

tyres and tubes as new, hood, wind screen, etc.

;

£85 to clear; oflexs.—Below.

LITTLE MIDLAND Light Car, 1916, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P.
engine (reconditioned as new" in July), 3 speeds

and reverse, hood, wind ecreen, electric lighting, clock,

Klaxon, daah light, etc.; satisfaction guaranteed; £125,
or lightweight part exchange.—Clifton, back 62, Wells
Ed., Bristol. [X8560

£99; 9h.p. Turner 4-cyl. 2-seater, in very good con-

order, tax paid, fully equipped.—Wright, 12.

Albert St., Poplar, London. [8195

G.N., new standard touring, dynamo lighting, iust

received from works; £275/12/6.—Telford Gar-
age, 47, Streatham HUl, S.W.2. , [8143

1020 G.W.K. 4-seater, dynamo lighting, new con-
A.Xf ditlon; £225; exchanges,—28, Woodford Ed..

Forest Gate. Stratford 2593. (7924

CADILLAC, late model, very economical, 8 cyls., 7-

seater; what olEers? Or exchange small car.—Dr.

Oarr, 94, Branksome Ed., Brixton, S.W. [7352

HALIFAX.—Calthorpe, Lagonda, Standard, and
Airedale cars ; get oar exchange quotation.—

Halifax Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St.. Halifax.
[7605

GN 1920, fast, in beautiful ordgr throughout,
dynamo lighting, full equipment, many improve-

ments, tax paid to 31st. Dec; £200.—Telford Garage,

47. Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [8142

G.W.K., 1914 (March), splendid condition, tax paid,

fully equipped, spare wheel, insurance 11 months,
reupholstered ; any trial ; £125, bargain.-374, Grove
Green Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. 'Phone: Wanstead 48.

[8203

CAR, smart 2-seater with dickey, 10-12h.p., Fafnir,
4-cyl., Bosch, Solex, splendid condition, guaran-

teed, dark green, economical, fast, good tyres, lamps,
tools, trial any time; bargain, £130; exchange com-
bination and cash.—Stepney Garages 77, Salmons
Lane, Commercial Ed., Stepney, London. [7999

1 /V.8h.p. 4-cyl. 4-seater De Dion Bouton Touring
S.\J Car, perfect throughout, hood, screen, new
Stepney, side, head, rear lights, clock, 2 horns,
speedometer, all tools, tax paid year; any expert
examination; any trial; will drive 50 miles to pur-
chaser; a real bargain, cash wanted, £125.—Apply,
456, Barking Rd., Plaistow, E.13. [7663

" RIGHT

I TYRES
fm At trie

il,, RIGHT
PRICES

24x2 Hatchinson T.T. Rubber-studded . 30/-

24 X2i Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded . 33/-

26X3 Wood-Milne 3-ply 25 /-

„ Wood-Milne 4-ply : 30/-

, Wood-Milne Combination W /-

Dunlop Heavy W.D 38/-

HutcUnson Brooklands R.S 26/10
(

Hutchinson T.T. R.S 32/6
„ Hutchinson Passenger R.S 37/6

26X2J Wood-Milne 3-pIy 26/10.
Wood-Milne 4-ply '.

. 34/1

„ Wood-Milne Combination 46/3
Dunlop Heavy W.D 35/6
Palmer Cord Heavy W.D 35 /-

Clincher Heavy W.D 33/6
„ -^ Macintosh Heavy W.D 32/6

Hutchinson Brooklands R.S 28/6
Hutchinson T.T. R.S 34/6

,, (..-Hutchinson Passenger R.S 38/6
26x2} Hutchinson T.T. R.S 36/-

„ Hutchinson Passenger R.S 41/6
Dunlop Heavy W.D 37/6
Palmer Cord Heavy W.D 35/6
Clincher Heavy W.D 35/-

Beldam Heavy W.D 32/6
26x2.VI Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-stud. .. 39/6
for 2i' \ Hutchinson T.T. 3-rib 39 /-

rims J Hutchinson Passenger 3-rib .... 45 /-

26X2^1 Wood-Milne 3-ply 31/10
]

for 2^' > Wood-Milne 4-ply 36/1

rims" J Wood-Milne Combination 51/6
26x3 Wood-Milne 3-ply 33/4

„ Englebert Passenger 37/6
Hutchinson Passenger 45 /-

26x3 \
^

X2i /Wood-Milne 3-ply 32/-

650X 65 Wood-Milne 3-ply 32/4
Dunlop Steel-studded 53/-
Goodrich Safety (guaranteed) 53 /-

Hutchinson Light Car 3-rib 42/-

„ Hutchinson Small Car 3-rib 52/-

700x751
for > Hutchinson Light Car 3-rib 45 /-

650 X 65 ) Hutchinson Small Car 3-rib 57/6
' 28x3 Goodrich (guaranteed), with Tube . 60/-

„ Bates Heavy W.D 45/-

„ Clincher Heavy W.D 45 /-

Wood-Milne Heavy W.U, 40 /-

„ Hutchinson Light Car 3-rib 45/-

„ Hutchinson Small Car 3-rib 63 /-

28x2!- Wood-Milne 3-ply 32/4
Wood-Milne 4-ply 40/4
Hutchinson T.T. R.S 42/6
Hutchinson Passenger R.S 50/-

(lin X 8£t. 6in 17/-

,
BELTSUin. X Tit- 6in 12/-

liin. X 6ft. 6in 10/6

T^TVT^T' WITH EVERY

HW 1^ H POCKET .

I % I >.l >. COMBINATION^
I A. m.\.mJm^ tool set.

WARD & GOLDSTONE'S
: Electric Lamps Stocked :

All sizes of tyres and tabes of ail (

makes stocked.

St. Paul's Rubber Co,,
- T. JAY —

3, Amen Corner,

Paternoster Row,
LONDON. E.C.4.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

CARS FOR SALE.
"|Q16 2-seater Tmmhull, 11.9b.p., 5 detachable wire
-*-*-' wheels, hood, screen, electric lamps and horn,
good rnnning order; £110.—Scotia Motor Works. 80,
Upper Tooting Rd., London, S.W.17. 'Phone: Streat-
ham 2707. [7937

NEW Rover 8h.p. 2-seater, list; another, with speed-
ometer, tax paid, £245; 1931 G.N., standard,

dynamo lighting, speedometer, tax, £185; post ex-
changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith
Rd., London. [7753

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
HUMBER 1-ton Covered Lorry, ninning order; £85,

near ofEer, or exchanges.—Hudson. 14, Conway
Rd., Plumstead. [7713

TAXICABS.
SIDECAR Taxi Combinations.—Consnlt m, the

originators anrT experts.—County Cycle and Motor
Co., BS.A. Specialists, Broad St.. Birmineham. (3694

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or
Becond-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
W.O.l. [0672

ENGINES.
7-9h.p. Indian Engine, o.v., mag., carburetter, per-

fect condition; dE12.~Box 6,164, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [8153

8h.p. 1914 Rex Engine, a genuine bargain, flrst £10
secures —Bryans, 22, Boeebank Place, Aberdeen.

[7512

O.H.V. 3,000 c.c. Twin Cycle Car Engine, es-aero,
complete, ready for chassis; £40.-40, WheathiU .

Rd., S.E. - [7421

CYLINDERS, one pair, new, Rex 1913 6-8h.p.:
whtt offers ?—Newman, 8, Broad Park Rd.,

Plymouth. [7601 .

A.B.C. 2^.p. Power Unit, mag., carburetter, etc.,

splendid condition; £12. — 37, Eldon Rd.,
Blackburn. [Xa535

LEVIS Twin, 2-stroke, T.B. magneto. Bints carbur-
,

etter, as new; £15.—Gibson, 101, Springbank Rd.,
Hither Green. [8276

4h.p. Minerva, big single, mechanical valves, fine en-',
gine, perfect condition ; accept £4 ; cash wanted.

Hood,. 15, Totteridge Lane, Whetstone, N. [7552

8h.p. V Twin Engine, only been used on bench, per-

fect condition; sacrifice £16, quick sale.—D.
King, 61, Somerset Rd., Teddington, Middlesex. [8199

YOU-Vill Never Tiro a Broler sy^h.p. 2-3troke. It-,
runs on ball and roller bearings UneQualled for

speed and power.-Brooks, Trasler and Cos, Narborough,
Leicestei. [X7524.^.

ENGINE Units for Motor Cycles manufactured upon
up-to-dat-e interchangeable principles. Keen' prices'

and prompt deliveries guaranteed,—Box 6,150, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [7643

LEVIS 5-6h.p. Twin Engine, as new, 15 gng.

;

60-lOOh.p. 6-cyL Berliefc racing engine, complete,
quite new, cost £800, accept £60.—S.M.C., 77, Acre
Lane, S.W. 2. [8012

-j Q21 Improved Type T.D.O. 2^.p. 2-stroke En-^
-LtJ gines, brand new, £9; or with C.A.V. mag. and
carburetter, £16/10; stamp reply please.—Hockley
Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St., Newtown Row, Birmingham.

[8089
4h.p. Blackburne Engine, new. complete with en-

— gine plates, sprockets, magneto chain case, oifd

Bosch magneto, i25 ; 81i.p. J.A.P.. new, £20. See
Miscellaneous for J.A.P. spares.—Fitt, near Pikes,

102a, Church St., Chelsea. • [8259

BRAND New Precision lOh.p. Twin-€yl. Oar Engine,
as dehvered from makers, £52/10; new Turner

2-stToke engine, about 2hp., £7/10; 8h.p. twin Blom-
fietd engine, second-hand, £8/10; SOh.p. 4-cyl. lorry

engine, £25.—Murrays, 57a, Charles St, jtatton Garden,
Holbora. [X8476

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—5-6h.p. Peugeot, £6 ; 5-6h.p.
Bex, £5/10; 254h.p. T.D.C., new, £7; 12h.p.

w.c. twin, £11; 2%h.p. a.i.v. J.A.P., £4; 3V2h.p.
m.o.y. Bex, less piston, £4; enquiries invited. Engines
and gears are our speciality.

—'Phone : 1958 Brixton.

—

19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [7881

INDIAN.—A few Powerplus 7-9h.p. engines at tha
remarkably low "price of 15 gns. each.—Smith's,

86. Chalk Farm Rd. [opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station), London. 'Phone: Hampsteod 2767. [6717
BRAND New Engines.—2%h.p. J.A.P.. 70/76. com-

plete with exhaust pipe and silencer, magneto
platform, and induction pipe, compression tap, bar-
gain, £16, plus carriage; also brand new Villiers 2-

stroke, complete- with silencer and mag., £16, plua
carriage.—Box" 6,023, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7155

J.A.P Engines. J.AP. Engines, J.A.P. Enginea.—
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and

parts in England; over 30 engines always in stock to

eelect from, and the price: Sh.p. twins, £17/10; 8h.p.,

fitted with new pistons and 1921 cyhnders, £20; and
ffh.p. at £18/10. Parts: 8h.p. J.A.P. crank cases,

90/- pair; 5h.p. crank cases, 40/- pair; 8h.p. cam wheels
complete, 15/- each; valves complete, 4/- each; valve

ffuides, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 each; exhaust

valve and inlet cap, 4/- each; tappets complete, 2/6^each;

cam levers, inlet and exhaust, 4/- each; gudgeon pina,

5/- each; and all parte for J.A.P. engines.* Stamp lot

reply.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd., Wandsworth. [3949

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
"BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

J
ITAGNETOS. Magnetos. Magnetos.

"(OVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos.—Having
-X bought the entire stock of the following makes
f magnetos., we are able to offer them at large dis-

ounts.—Below.

OSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Bennett.
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, ISO .

'2/15; C.A.V., single or twin, clock or anti, £2/10:
ostage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Below.

ALL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni-

^ tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates,

eady to be immediately fitted on. Please state make
I engine when ordering.—Below. '

BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

pLUGS, high-tension wire, plugs.

GOVERNMENT Surplus; new plugs in boxes.

A .C. (Titan). 1/6; K.L.G. type 7, detachable, 2/6;
.'i. high-tension wire, new, unperished, 9 mm., 5d.

<er yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per yard, 25
ard coil 6/-; 5 mm., 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-;

mm., 2d. per yard,' 25 yard coil 2/-.

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward. 1/-; 3 mm..
9d.; (see other goods under Miscellaneous.) —

itelow.

:\LL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt
["i of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—Below.
-BOUNTY ol London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,
J New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel. :

treatham 2398. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London,
[5583

aELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. lor repairs ano
,

new magnetos.—See below.

![> ELIANCE guarantee to return your magnetc
-t within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with ^

. ritten guarantee for 12 months.
ip» ELIANCE Test Every Magneto after repair unde
-V all running conditions, and, as we contract foi

iiany of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi
jition in placiug your repairs and orders with us.

3 ELIANCE Manufacture and. Stock Spares lor
X Thomson-Bennett, E.I.C., C.A.V.. SpHtdorf, U.H,
osch, Dixie, etc.; special line, genuine platinun'
irews for every make, 12/- per pair.

a ELIANCE Will be Pleased to give advice free oX charge upon any question concerning ignitict
cables, as tvq place our long-standing experience iv
)_ur disposal, and old and new customers may be cer
•in of getting the usual promptness ahd courtesy tha'
e have always endeavoured to give.— Reliance Magnet*
epairing Co.. 283, St: John St., London, E.C.I.

iELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. Jchr
St.. E.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetos,
below.

IHOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, waterproof, variabl
ignition. These magnetos leave us in perfect con

tion,^an<i_ carry our guarantee to either replace 01
fund cash if found unsatisfactory. Single-cyis., clock
anti. 6uit any machine. 55/-; 45, 48, 50. 55. 180

»., for JA.P.. Clyno, Douglas, etc., 55/-.—See below
1.A.V. Magnetos, brand new, single and twin-cyl.
' ideal for Douglas. Levis, Calthorpe, O.K., or any
htweight, single or 180° twin. 55/-.

VI.C. Magnetos, absolutely brand new. not shop
' soiled, ready to fit on Triumph, P. and M,, B.S A.
irton. Sunbeam, etc.; £4. The above are genuine
I.e. standard fitting magnetos.

»OSCH ZA2, 180° twin, absolutely brand new. not
* shop-soiled, for Douglas, Scott, or any 180'^ twin
proval against cash 14 days; few only; £6/10.

{OSCH DAL Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise new
suitable for any stationary engine or big single;

ice £3/18/6. All the above magnetos are water*
oof, variable- ignition, and sent out with written
arantee for 12 months; postage 1/6 on each ma"
to-

lEXIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
" largest stocks of magnetos in London, and can
depended upon for a straight deal at the right price
hen buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

ELIANCE cordially Invite customers to their works
^ to see any oI the above on test; fuller particulars
on application.—Reliance Magneto Repairing Co
3, St. John St., London, E.C.I. f4018
I. and M. Magnetos, C.A.V. and T.B. and M-L;

P. and M. magnetos.—Below.

I. and M. Magneto, complete with sprocket and
cnain, and ready for fixing; £2/10.—Hampstead

ator Cycle Depot, 24, Ciurch Walk, Hampstead
W.3. [820 J

7-R-S. Dynamo, 8-voU,, good order;. £6; exchange —
1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [7747

TJCAS Dynamo Set, quite new, suit small car- 12
J gns.—77. Acre Lane, S.W. 2, [7555

I-L Single, fixed ignition, excellent rondition; £5/5
ofier.— 1, Tj'llwyd R4 , Newport, Mon, [7522

[.L.G. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 for 5/-
^ post Iree.—Thompson. 59, Queen St., Wolver

i

mpton. [5031

1

IROBERTSONS
OFFER A BRAND NEW

SIDECAR
FOR NOTHING
In order to make room lor 100 cases of £;oods

|

I

(House Hlectric Lighting Plants) which '

I
must take delivery of very shortly, we ha^e I

j
decided to ofier 40 Sidecar^ at the following

J

I

specially "educed prices. Each Sidecar will be I

numbered, as shovm'on the Invoice. A member
|

of the staff of "THE MOTOR CYCLE " h
Kmdly consented to select, by drawing, one ol I

these numbers. To the purchaser of the Sidecar I

sold under the number so dravi-n, we will refund
[

tlie whole of the amount paid by him. Should

I

the whole of the 40 Sidecars not be sold within
|

reasonable time, in order not to spin out ;

I

settlement xinduly, we undertake to refund an
|

I
amount in equal proportion to the number sold.

., if 30 (75%) of the cars only are sold the,

I

winner will receive 75% of his money back;

I

if 10 only (25%) are sold, 25% of the purchase
|

price will be returned.

List Offered I
ffiake cnj Description. Price at

£ s. 1, s

I
i MELLS-FULFORD CORVETTES,

suitable for medium and high-
owered motor cycles 30 o 27 C |

I
3 Ditto, painted khalci, with

28 V 3" wheels -"• 33 - 2S 10 I

i4 HENDERSON MODEL "A"
LCGHTWEIGHTS. suitable foe
machines up to 2I h.p 23 o tS 10 I

a HENDERSON ELITES, suitable
for medium and heavyweight
motor cycles 45 o 38 10

|

I
2 Ditto, with 28 X 3" wheels 47 lo 39 15 I

> MILLFORD SKIFFS, suitable

for motor cycles up to 3^^ h.p. , . 25 21 15 I

Only, SWAN DE LUXETOUR-
NQ„ suitable for medium and
heavy\veight motor cycles .... 32 o 2S C

|

J
1 Onlv, Ditto, witli coverall apron 33 5 28 15 I

I
1 MILLFORD DE LUXE, 28 x

3'

wheel 4r o 37 1

1

MONTGOMERY No. 1, with
Dood, cover, screen, luggage
<rid, 23 X 3" wheel, special finish 4^5 a 39 |

1922
ZENITH
BRADSHAW
ON VIEV\^
ALSO SPORTS
DOUGLAS

HI RE
SPECIALISTS.

i57j, GREAr PORTLAND ST., W.l.
Telephone: Lan°ham i'i22.

H
IGNITION APPLIANCES.

B. Ignition Co. for unused W.D. Thomson-Bennett

BOSCH ilagneto Eepairs.-
pair and overhaul of these magnetos.

AH letters relating to advertisements slrould quote the number at the end of each advertisement,

H.B. tan supply (rom stock single and twin T.B..
42, 45, 50, 55, and 180 degrees, clock and anti.

with baseplate and bolts (or fixing on Triumph, P.M..
U.S.A.. J. A. P., Douglas, etc.; £2/10, postage 1/6.

H.B. sends .all goods on approval per return post
on receipt of cash; every magneto sent out

carries H.B. 12 months' guarantee.
tT.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. can offer you large discount for quantities of
A.C. Titan plugs in boxes, 1/6 each. Send your

enquiries to an old-established firm.—H.B. Ignition
Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [0694

We specialise in the le-

any type;
every repair guaranteed ; rapid service.

BOSCH Magneto Kepairs.—Time is money; avoid
delay and write to ua if in trouble with your

Bo.<oh magneto.—Langford's, 37, Ciicklewood Broadway,
N".W.2. [7969

MAGNETOS, Dixie, clockwise, twin, unused, perfect,

£3/3, must sell; Thomson-Bennett, single, as
new, £3/15.-64, Bishopsgate, London. [0615

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to

platinum, for blades, screws, etc., cures mis-
firing; Jebron screws, fit Bosch mag., 10/6 pairt old
screws, any make. Jebronised, 4/9 each, return po3t.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,

Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron.
58, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E.I 8. [0002

C'lONTIN'ENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-
J tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Bosch,

U.H.. Eisemann. Mea, Splitdorf. Dixie, and Berling
magnetos, we can naturally give you better service.

PRICE; Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetismg 2/6,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for

overhauling a motor cycle magneto r-anges between 20/-
HQd 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guaran-
teed for 12 months, and redespatched to you in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hardwick
Rd., Chiswick, London. [86I4

MAGNETOS. Tbo real thing, not converted starter

magnetos. Genuine Bosch 1914 type, waterproof,

anti-clock, ZEl, £3/7/6.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-
change, 135, Edgware Rd., W. 'Phone : Padd. 789.

[4437
MAGNETOS.—Thomson-Bennett, clock or anti-

clockwise, 42. 45, 50, 55, ISO degrees, and single-

cyl. 4-stroke 50/-, 2-stroke 45/-, variable ignition, new,
waterproof, guaranteed; write for particulars. Bosch
magnetos, single-cyl., waterproof; £3.—Super Power
Co., 81, Northside, Clapham, S.W.4. [8139

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos and can be relied upon to give you good'

service. Al. Bl, AG, KBl, KB2V, K^2V type spares
stocked* prices moderate; 12 months written guaran-
tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton.
London. [7623

NISCO, Ignition Specialists to the trade. Actual
manufacturers of spare parts for magnetos,

dynamos, etc. Repairs to all makes of magnetos, cur

lighting equipment, electrical and scientific instruments.

All work guaranteed —National Ignition and Supplies

Co , Pugh Works, Shirley Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon.

'Phone: 435 Croydon. [2381

MOTOR Cycle Magnetos, brand new es-Govt. surplus,

by Thomson-Bennett, O.A.V., M.L., singles and
twins, fitted with leads, variable ignition. Two brand
new sparking plugs dispatched free with each magnelo;
£2/12/6; this includes postage. Magnetos ol all degrees

in stock Cash refunded immediately if dissatisfied.—

The Central' Ignition Works, 14a, Loughborough Rd..

Brixton. S.W. l45C6

RXJNBAKEN Repair Services.—Dynamos, magnetos,

and starteis. Huge stocks of spare parts and a

modern plant enable use to make a thorough and effi-

nient repair to every make and type. Pack in a strong

box, enclose instructions, and address to The RunbakPi^

Magneto Co.. Ltd., 115. Gt. Portland St.. London, W
Phone • Mayfair 3586. North of England :

Derby

St., Chectham, Manchester. 'Phone : City 8266. [025V

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab

lishcd 1912). contractors to H.M. Government,

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re

pairs of eve-/ description; all repairs at lowest pos-

sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. Wa can mostly

return them within 24 hours. We have several new

and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,

all "uaran. 'J.—Thj Magneto Repairin,-; and Winding
Co

"^

78 Hampstead Rd., Eustbn, London, N.W.I.

Phone :' Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Ensroad.

London. [6015

STANDARD Magneto Co.. Magneto Repair Special-

ists.—We undertake the repair of any type of

magneto. Bosch, Berling, Eisemann, IT.H.. Mea, Split-

dorf M.L., E.I.C., etc.. 12 months guarantee returned

with every magneto. If your magneto is urgent you

can depend upon it being, on its way back to you in

24 hours for 10% above usual prices, normal time 2-4

days. We have practically every make of spare and
reconstructed single and twin magneto in stock, which

are guaranteed for 12 months and sent on 7 days'

approval. State the nature of your repair, or make
of magneto desired, and let us quote you.—The Stan-

dard Magneto Co., 55, Churchfield Rd., Acton, Lon

^QO. 'Phone: Chiswick 1518. [5766

and the date of the issue. A 4
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
CLEARANCE of. a few odd magneto lines at

ridiculous prices : Bosch end plates and ignition
levers, sets of 4 aluminium and brass castings ; con-
vert your old open magnetos to iMsh lots, 5/- per set,

half cost; contact breakers, 7/6 each, with points;
a few magnetos, various makes, want attention, 9/6
each; H.T. brushes, holders, etc., at bargain prices.

Great chance for electrical dabblers ; jump to it

;

sprockets, 12T.^ standard, bored to any pattern and
hardened, 5/6, post free; other sizes pro rata.—Wing-
field, Stanley Rd., Bromley, Kent. [7739

ETTSTON Ignit:^!: Co.'s 24-hour repair service-

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos,
S^litdcrf an.; Dixie specialists: official Indian elec-

trical Bervi i station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
f ^res. All repairs ar> tested on an approved A.I.D-
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest sock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,

cables, y2-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition
Co.. 329, Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone

:

Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London.
[0263

TYRES.
PERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.H^

26

SPECIAL Manufacturers' Clearance Lines and W.D.
Stock, every cover guaranteed and sent on 7 days'

approval, post free. We vrill pay return carriage if

you are not more than satisfied.

X2 Dunlop Inner Tubes, special clearance line,

gxinranteed, 4/6 etieh.—Robinson's.

O/iX 21/4 Dunlop heavy, 37/6: Bates special heavy, 45/-;
'Wl* Palmer cord. 36/-; Macintosh, 34/6; Clincher
heavy, 35/-; Beldam combination, 36/11; Avon tricar,

33/-; Matchless, 20/-; John Bull estra heavy, 39/-;
Cuthbe, 42/-; Pedley, 30/-; tubes, all makes, 6/6.—
Robinson'fi.

on ^2% Dunlop Heavy, 37/6; John Bull rib stud,
/W\J 49/6; Hutchinson T.T., 32/-; Moseley extra
heavy, 30/11; Hutchinson passenger, 35/-; Bates special
heavy. 50/-; Beldam. 30/11; tubes, all makes, 7/6.—
Robinson's.

0£?X2V2 John Bull Heavy, 48/6; Bates special heavv,
'WU 50/.; Matchless, 20/-; tub&s, all makes, 7/6.—
Robineon's.

tf>/»x2Vo, to fit ZV4, John Bull special heavy, 48/6;^O Bates heavy, 50/-; Cuthbe Cycar, 48/-; tubes,
7/6.—Rdbinson's.

i^ Qx2Yi Dunlop extra heavy, for American rims,
f^ <J listed 82/6, our price 55/-; tubes, 7/6.—Robin-

X3, for American rims. Dunlop extra heavy,
52/-; tubes, 7/11.—Robinson's.

OQx3 Moseley heavy. 30/11; Cuthbe Cycar, 63/-;
/W O Avon extra heavy 3-ribbed, 50/-;. tubes, 7/11.—
Robinson's.

/»K/\X65 Cuthbe Cycar, 56/-; Avon 3-rib extra
\^tJ\J heavy, 50/-; rubber-studded, 45 /-.-Robin-

38

700
H

X8O Onthbe Cycar, 70/-.—Uobinson's.

ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridae
[7905

ISS D0OI,ET.—26x2i/i Dunlop, second-liana, 17/6
GiHch.—Below.

Below.

ISS DOOLET.-28X3 new Macintosh, 25/-.—Below,

MISS DOOLEY.—26x.2y2 new Macintosli and Srencer-
Monlton at 30/- each.—Below.

M
TM"I3S DOOLET.—26x2%, new, all makes, 251-

M
MIS.S nOOLEY.—28x3 new tubes at 5/- each.—

jit

MISS DOOLEY.—700x65 new Dunlops at £2 each.
—Belo

MISS DOOLEY.—820x135 (oversize for 820X120)
Dunlop and other miike car tyres, new, -and 820x

120, £4/5 eacJi ; tulies for same, 12/- each; these are
not pcrisTied.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—Bargains: 920x120, 915x105,
375x105, 30x3, and 820x135 tubes.

,
I have a

large Qunntity of the above, which are new in "the
wrappers, from 55/- each. Approval against cash.

—

Please apply, Mi^s E. Dcoley, ,33, Killyon R4., Clap-
Uam. [8098

DUNLOP Extra Heavy Cover and Tube, 26x3x2Vl.,
nearly new, unpunctured; £2/2.-25. Branksome

Rd., Merton Park, S.W. [7708

THE Difference, liplween a good retread and a bad one
is its mileage; try us; watch results.—Mfllton

Robber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636

BRAND New Clincher Rubber-studded Tyres,
26X2',/1 33/6. 26x21/2 39/6.—Wandsworth Motor

Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [7774

SCOTTISH Readers will find it advimtageous to pur
chuse thei'r tvrea from McArthur. Hill and Co.

47, Carrick St., Glasgow, Lists post free. [7063

A FEW Real Bargains for Scottish Readers, surplus
Government, etc., covers and tubes. Write for

li=t.—McArthur-Hill, 47, Carrick St., Glasgow. [7062

BASTONES
No Better or Cheaper House.

COVERS.
New Clearance and ex-W.D; Stock. Approval

against remittance.

SPECIAL LINE
Goodrich Safety Tread Covers.

Extra Heavy.

26 X 2i
26 X 2J
to (it

26 X 2i
26 X 2i
650 X 65
700 X 80

to fit

650 X 65
28 X 3

List Price.

£3 6

Out Price.

£1 10

£311 .. £1 18

£3 9

£3 7
£1 17
£2 4

£316 6

£5

£2 5

£2 11 6

26 X ij British Made IS /-

24X2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded 22/6
24.x 2i ClincHer Heavy 32/6
26 X 2i Hutchinson Brooklands 23 /-

Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 27/9
Rom Rubber Non-sldd, Heavy ... 32/-
Rom Combination > . 42 /-

Macintosh Chain Pattern, Heavy . 32/6
Avon Sunstone " 33 /-

Wood-Milne 3-ply 26/9
„ Wood-Milne, E.itra Heavy 32/8

n6x 2l Clincher d3 Luxe, Heavy 34 /S

., Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded . 30/-
Hutchinson Passenger Rubber-stud. 35/-

26X2*1 Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded. 33'-

'°f='?>< f Clincher de Luxe, Heavy ....35/-
2j run J

Michelin Fine-ribbed 21 /-

Hutchinson T.T. Rubber studded 30/-
Hutchinson Passenger Rub, -stud. 32/-
Macintosh Chain Pattern. 3S /-

Englebert Raised-rib (wired edge) 25 /-

Englcbert Rub.-stud. (wired edge) 30/-
Hutchinson 3-ribbed 45/-
Hutchinson 3-ribbed 45 /-

Englebert, Hv, Racing Rub. Bars 47/-
Good/2ar All weather Tread 65/-

Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

\ Dunlop Extra Heavy 50 /-

26X2i
for 26 X
2^ rim

33X3

50/-

5/9
6/6
7/9
9/S

28x3
to at
28X2iJ
700 X 80 1

fit 650 X > Hutchioson 3-ribbed '.
. .

.

65 rim I

' TUBES.
26 X 2i Hutchinson
26 X 2I Michelin '.

28 X 3' Hutchinson -

Good\'ear (butted)

The above are sent carriage paW.

BELTS.

New John Bull (Deep Drive)
',' r 1° iv
2/5 2/10 3/5 4/- per foo

SIDECARS AND BODIES.

We have a large stock of complete Sidecars and
Bodies. All at low prices. Inspection invited.

Complete Sidecars from £14 18 3

Coachbuilt Bodies from £1136
Soiled Bodies from £3 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
La Grande Pan Saddle ...;.. -. ... 25/-

P. & H. Motor Cycle Lamp and Gsaerator 35 /-

P. & H. Tail Lamp 51-

Bowden Front Brakes each 13/4
Bowden Magneto Controls, complete- .. 15/-

Hours oj Business, 9 till 6. Saturdays, S ti! i.

228. Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.

Telephone—2481 North.
Telegrams—"Bastones, -onclon.

TYRES.
6//* is the cost of'repairing your damaged - cover.

/ vF returned carriage paid in 2 days.—Below.

EVERY Job Guaranteed Sound and Reliable before
leaving works.—Below.

OLD Covers Retreaded in 3 da-ys, with extra heavy
studded treads; satisfaction guaranteed; 26x2,

14/6; 26x2'/,, 26x2^, 26x2V2, 17/6; 650x65, 700x ,

80, 28x3, 20/-.—Below. I

LOOK up your old tyres; send by parcel post or I

rail to be repaired and save money.—Below.
[

PHCENIX Tyre Repairing Co.,
Birmingham.

Sherlock St..
'

[S8554

H EMANUEL and Co.'s for tyre and tube bargains.
• Surplus Government stock, and clearance manafae-

turers' stock.

O/l X2 Wood-Milne special 28/-,
/Wtt stndded 22/6.

650"

6/6.

day.^ on aiiprovnt,

c:iniEl;^i.' paid.

Hutchinson ntbber-
|

QAx2Vj Clincher De Luxe heavy; 25/-.

Q^x2i/i Dunlop lienyy 36/6, Macintogh chain 32(6. i

-^O Ayon Sunstone 37/6, C-liucher De Luxe extrr

heayy 35/-, Rom combination 42/-, Ayon combinntior

38/9, Beldam combination 35/-. Palmer heavy cord 36/9

Palmer eord 32/6, SkeAV rubber non-akid(5 29/6.

OCx2% Palmer Heayy Cord 37/-, Palmer cord 33I-^O Dunlop heavy 37/-, Clinchei de Luxe cxtn

heavy 34/6, Wood-Milne extra ^ttong 35/-.

0<?x2y.x2i/l Hutchinson Eubber-studded 33/-, Woofl
'WO Mifne special 33/-.

OCx2V> Eom Gombination 45/-, -Jlocintosh cllail

/*O 36/^. Hutchinson rubber-studded 3.6/-, Skew hear
ribbed 37/fi, Dunlop- heavy 45/-.

55 Heavy Eubber Non-skid 26/6, Wood
Milne extra strong 43/6, •Michelin steel

studdSd 52/6, Burnett grooved 41/9, Dunlop st«d

studded 55/-.

ITAAX80 (to ftt 550X65 rims) Wood-Milne Speoi!

i xfXf 50/-, Wooi-Milne extra strong 55/-, 'Dunl*"

steel-studded 70/-.

OQx3 (to at American rimf) Skew Bubber Non-sJs
/* O Dunlop extra heavy 4-ply 50/-, Dunlop heavy "
Clincher de Liixe extra heavy 45/-, TCood-Mdne
strong 4-rly 35/- (wrapped), Wood-Milne special

29/3 (wrapped).

Q Q x 3 (to fit 21/. rims) Dunlop extra heavy^O Dunlop lieavy.

OQX2V. Hutchinson Heavy Rubber-studded
^ O Hutchinson heavy ribbed 29/6.

NEW Tubes in all si7-e.'! 7/- each. Also 01

tubes, with one small viilcanised patch by

facturers, otherwise quite new,

THE Above Lines are sent 7

forward passenger train,

REMEMBER, the reputation and guarantee, t

Emanuel's is behind all wc sell.

H EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factor.?, 27, Be:

. grade Rd., Stoke Newington, isr.16. Stores: 37i

Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, IT. Teb; Dolsto

3161.
* [S"

TRY TTs- for 3,000 mile retreads. Burst tyree mni

perfect; tube repairs 24 hours, carriage paid.'

Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton, Derbyshire. [81E

rllYRES, 28x2l/.in. (American rims), extra Lenv

X rubber stndded, best make; 45/- each, listed 73'

approval anywhere.—Alltyres, 81, Dale End, Binuiii

ham. [62t

/?KAx65 Clincher De Luxe, extra heayy, unuscDOU 42/-, original cost 80/9; 650x65 O.vlei

heavy, 38/6, orjgmal cost 65/-.—64. Bishopsgate, Lo
don. t06]

OQx3 Tubes', brand new Bates and St. Helens, gui

^ O anteed perfect, in original boxes; 4/6 each, po ;

age 1/^—Marble Arcli Motor Exchange, 135, Edgwf
1

Rd., W.2. • [I"

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special ofler of Wood-Mil
Keygrip covers, new and in perfect condition,

50% oil'list prices. All goods carriage paid, on a

pvoval against remittance.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x2 heavs, 25/-; eit

heavy, 30/-; 26X2V4 heav.v, 26/10; extra heai

34/-; 26X2y2X2i'4 extra heavy, 35/-.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x21/2 O.S., 31/10; ext

heavy, 36/-; 28x21/2 American extra heavy, 40;

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 650X6S heavy, 32/
700x80 heavy, 43/6; extra heayy, 46/6.

ECONOMIC—The following are W.D. clearan.

new, and in perfect condition.

ECONOMIC—26x214 Bates special heavy, 33,

Clincher de luxe extra heavy, 33/9. !

ECONOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy No.
34/6; No. 2, 36/6; Clincher de luxe heayy, 30,1

Hutchinson Passenger, 32/6; Tourist Trophy, 30/-; ij

oversize for 2i^in. rims.

pi CONOMIC—24x 2M._ (oversize 2in. rims) Clincl;

de Luxe heavy, -27/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber-sti

'

24x2 26/3, 24x214, 26X2 28/9, 2_6x2i^ 30/-.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Ed., S.E.

•Phone: New Cross 1393. [6C

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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XyRES.
8UBST Motor Cycle Tyres, chifed beads, remoulded

made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted

-Melton Mowbray^Hreadinf:: send for list,

Vorks, Melton Mowbray.

I ALE and Cu.-Special oftet ol Wood-Milne coven

Rubber
[034-

B^

C

new and condi'.ion perfect, at prices approxi

..lately 50% under list; all goods carriage paid against

emittance; money reluncled if not satistied.

BALE and Co.—26x2!^ 26/6, extra heavy 32/6; 26
X2%. extra hefivy 33/-; 26x3 (to fit 650x65).

.0/-, extra heavy 45/-. 650x65 52/6, 26x3 34/-, extra

leavy 42/-, 26x2ij 54/-. extra heavy 36/-.

BALE and Co —Hutchinson T.T. 26x2^. 35/-; pas
senger, 36/-; Clincher de luxe, extra heavy, 3a/-

'almer 26 x 21,4 and 2^8. 35/-; "Avon lubber studded

'ex2''ix2-\s, 32/6: Dunlop heavy rubber studded 26x
Mx2^'r, 37/6.—126. High St., Croydon. 'Phone: 1882

18380
CENTRAL Garage.—Second-hand covers salved from

army machines, mostly nearly new, and good for

overal thousand miles, 15/6 each; immediately re-

irned if dissatisfied; state size and make preferred;

arriage 1 /-.—Below.

OENTRAL Garage.—Special line of genuine Goodrich
ij Safety Tread covers, eoual to Dunlop extra
[pary, oversize for 26 x ZV* only, at 30 /- each with
ulcaniser. Sent on approval against cash,—Below.

ENTRAL Garage, Thornton Heath, Croydon.—Free.
wi-th any of our covers, a small compact and

ilicient vulcanising machine. Not a toy, but a suitable
pparatus for repairing small holes in covers and tubes.

..Te guarnntee difipatch within an hour of receipt of order.

ind return cash immediately if goods are returned.
Srand new Wood-Milne covers, 26x2i/l. 26/6. extra
eavy 32/6; 26x2% 27/6, E.H. 33/-; 26x2i/2X2»4 30/-

:,H. 35/-; 26X2V' 34/-, E.H. 36/-; 26x3x2iA 32/-.

i:.H. 40/-: 26X3 34/-; E.H; 42/-; 650x65 32/6, E.H
!7/6: 700X80 or 26x3 (to fit 650x65) 40/-, E.H. 45/-;

jeavy tubes, 6/6; carriage 1/6.—Below,

^EXTRAL Garage.—Special line of 28x3 extra Lenvy
^ Wood-Milne. 30/- each, listed at 87/-; tubes, 7/6
-Below. *

[CENTRAL Garage.—Dunlop covers, all eizes, heavy,
^' extra heavy, and combination steel stud. Send
ntting of lowest advertised, and we will supply, to-

ctber with free vulcaniser. on approval.—Below.

-CENTRAL Garage.-Bates 3-ribbed covers, 34/6:
^' Palmer, 35/-; Hutchinson. Avon, or Macintosh.
:4.'-: 26x214 or 2%; all approval against cash; carriage
'6 Anrnne coinp elsewhere does not know how t'

>uy.—London Rd., Thornton Heath, [7804

rTUE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout
including retreading buret covers. Every kind or

etinir to tvres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4

!,irs.~The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-
ricli. [606P

itrOMERTON Bargains.-Jfew Avon or Michcli

i Beldam clearance covers,
;8>.'3 and 650x65, 40/-
loiEierton Rublier Works,

Bteel-.«:tudded covers, W,D., 700x65 35/- each; new
all sizes, 30/- each (except
each. 700x80 50/- each).—
Brooksby's Walk, Homerton.-

[0331

r OOK at This.—Covers, 26x2V2, to fit 2i/i. heavy
L-J covers, all brand new, special clearance, only a
v. hundred left, £1 ; don't miss a chance of a life-

inn?.—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.,
6, Tulse Hill, Brixton (^ minute from Brixton
k;iting Rink). [8168

NORTHERN Motor Exchange, Ltd., 5. Noble's Bank.
* Hendon, are the only fii'm of magneto repairers

•A North-east Coast. Ail spares in stock. Excellent
r\ice. Twelve months' guarantee with every job.
[i(-:ii-tos bought and exchanged. Send your dud mag-
•:•'.> to us and it will be sent back return, [7358

SPECIAL bargains.—New covers, 24x2 Wood-Milup
' 21/-, 26x214 Dunlop heavv 35/-, 2^2% Palmer

1

i lieavy 35/-. Clincher ditto 32/6. Avon heavv tri-
1: 30/-, 26x21/:; Avon Sunstone 37/6, 26x3 nunlop
stra heavy (for 2i/o rim) 50/-. combination ditto 50/-,
:8x3 Wood-Milne 27/6, Kempshall 30/-, Rom com-
•ination 50/-. 700x80 Wood-Milne and Clincher (for
iSO rinisi 50/-.—Hurrays, 37a, Charles St., Hntton
jarden, Hclborn, [X8475

TANKS.
A TRIUMPH Tank to hold 21/2 gallons supplied al
t*. reasonable cwt.—Write to Midland Sheet Metril
ivo., Sherbrooke Rd., Nottingham. [7986
nOVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal

Y manufacturers; petrol tanks for any style sup-
'lied, extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [7464
D'-B.P, Co., Melbourne Rd., Coventry. 'Phone: No.
L* 1965. Petrol tanks of any description made and
epahred; trade enquiries solicited; work guaranteed,

iyiANlCS Re-enamelled to Pattern, nigh-class wnrk
*- only.—B. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At
linson St Deansgatt Manchester Established 2.'5

'**•"= [3801
rANKS Repaired, re-enamelled; partition leakage,

dents, drip feeds, burnt tanks rebuilt etc. ; re-
fnamelling, makers' colours, designs, and transifers

;

>rompt return ; satisfaotion guaranteed.—Park Works',
la, , Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5. [7980

--'pANKS of every deecription replaced, repaired andA re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds of
ittmgs stocked; quick service and reasonable charges
-Send postage for illustrated price list to A. Green
•Vater St.. Chapel St., Salford, Manchester. Tel

'

X :i91 Central. f0256

%

^CLiJî
^^ BROS.
200, GT. PORTLA*ND ST., W

'Phons—Langham 1704.

ANY MACHINE
SUPPLIED on the
following terms

:

4% on Makers' Price, i
down, balance in 12 month-
ly payments.

ROVER LIGHT GAR,
St p., Dynamo Lighting, 250 gns.

SPECIAL OFFER.
ALLON, 1921, slightly shop-soiled £6S
KOVAL ROSY 1921 Sports .Model, slightly

shop-soiled 70 gns.
TRIUMPH Junior, slightly shop-soiled . . 60 gns.
LEA-FRANCIS, slightly shop-soiled 90 gns.
L.M.C, 6 h.p., shop-soiled 90 gns.

SIDECARS SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED ONLY.
HENDERSON A 18 gnf
HENDERSON, spring Irame model 29 gns-

MILLFORD Skill 20 gns-
MILLFORD de Luxe 30 gns-
SWANS, to (it Harleys 26 gns.

1922
ZENITH-BRADSHAW.
ORDERS NOW ACCEPTED
FOR EARLY DELIVERY.

NEW MACHINES.
ALLON, 3-speed, K.S., clutch £73
ARIEL, 3.". h.p., solo £109
ARIEL. 4J h.p., solo £110
ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination £165
B.S.A., 4jh.p., H.2, solo £110
B.S.A., 4} h.p., K.2 £107
B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. A. Combination £175
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on .

.

£152
DOUGLAS. Sports Model £13S
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,

all on £105
DOUGLAS, 2'Speed onlv. all on £85
ENFIELD Model 180 Combination £160
ENFIELD Model 190 Combination £182
ENFIELD Model 200 lightweight £65
HARLEY, all models —
ilAMES, all models —
LEA-FRANCIS, 2-SDCcd, 3* h.p £115
LEA-FRANCIS, 3-sp=ed. si h.p £125
MATCHLESS Combination £18>
MARTIN8YDE Combination £145
ROYAL KUBY, Sports Model £84
RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p., solo 140 gns
RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. Combination 176 gns
RUDGE, 3!h.p., I.O.M £85
RUDGE, 5-6 h.p £100
TRIUMPH. Model H £115
TRIUMPH Junior £70
TRIUMPH, S.D £125
ZENITH, Model H £144
ZENITH, Sporting E. & G £128
ZENITH, Sporting C £115
ZENITH, Model D £131

BARGAINS IN HORNS.
Mechanical Horns, 12/6: postage, i/-. Usual

price, 38/-.

Bulb Horns, 10 /- postage, gd.

Lodge Plugs, in original cases, 3/5 ;
postage Iree.

Usual price, 5 /-.

MILLFORD, CANOELET, HENDERSON, SWAN
and MONTGOMERY SIDECARS in Stock.

TRADE SURPUIED.

BELTS.
MISS DOOLEY.—Good scn.ond-hand ^/iin. belting, all

makes, Bit. 6in. lengths; 6/-.—Apply, E. Dooley,
3* Killyon Ed., Clapham. [8096

CENTEAL Giir.iee.—Branfl new Pedley, Clipiier, or

Dunlop belting; immediate desptitch, all appiov.'il.

lin,, Sit. 6in. leiieth, 17/-: %in.. 81t. 6in., 15/-: 7lt.

6in. 14/-, Bit. Bin. 12/6; »4in., 6ft. 6in., 11/- Cheapest
liouse for regular stOLk. Write for Quotatiousr— 302.

London Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [7807

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.-
Belts. Belts. We are still able to offer motor

cycle belts, all makes, from 'r,m. to lin., all service-

able, from 3/6 to 7/-. any length; -uin., brand new.

in makers' cases, 6It. Bin., 12/6.-Light Car and Motor
Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton ('.•

minute from Bri.vton Skating Rink). (8167

BELTS.-Clincher. unused, not W.D., =im., bit. 6in„

9/6; 7It. Bin., 10/11; 8ft., 11/9; '/sin-. 71t. 6m.,
12/9; 8If. 6in., 14/9; lin.. 7ft. Bin., 16/6; 81t..

18/6; li/sin., 7ft., 18/6; 8lt. 21/-; 8ft. Bin., 23/-;

Bates, sbort lengths, ?iin., 51t., 5/-; Sffc. Bin., 5/6;

i'sin., 4ft. Bin., 5/B; 5ft., 6/3; 5tt. Bin., 7/G; lm„
4lt. 6in., 6/9; 5ft., 7/3; 5ft. 6in., 8/3; leather belts,

i:iin , at 2/6 per ft.; belt fasteners. 9d. and 1/- each.

Postage 1/- extra.—Banciollian Co., 64, Bishopsgate.

London.
. „ [0517

SITUATIONS VACANT.
TRAVELLERS Required in various parts oi the

country to sell on commission several good lines.

—Collyer, 78, Snell's Park, Edmonton. [7B65

SITUATIONS WANTED.
DEATTGHTSMAN (21), motor cycle, cycle, rctinires

situation, auyiyhere.-85, Coidharbour Ed., Bir-

mingham. - 17417

MOTOR Cycle Show.—Salesman, experiencea, good

address, wants berth on stand at above; only

remuneration, expenses; reference given.—Box 6,162.

c/o The Motor Cycle. [8151

POSITION Trade Eider or salesman-demonstrator, age

21, public school, 6 years' riding, 5 years' trade

experience.—Box 6,118, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7453

ADTEETISEE, age nearly 18, seeks situation in

motor business, works, or garage, in any capacity,

for living wage ; keenly interested in motor engineering,

fair theoretical knowledge, good education.-Taylor

Church Farm, Hempstead, Saflton Waldeu, Essex. [7444

PATENT AGENTS.
CONSULTING Patent Agency, 253. Gray's Inn Rd..

London.—Aero and aircraft engines. 12416

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.-King, Registered

Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.G.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.. Chartered
Patent Agent. 29, Southampton Buildings.

London, W.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 3651. [1049

FLETCHER'WLLSON, ol Coventry, Chartered Patent

Agent and Registered United States Patent

Attorney.—Tel. : Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phone : 356

HN t W. S. SKERRETT (H. N. Skerrett. reao«
. ol the Chartered Institute ol Patent Agents.

A I Mech.E.. A.l.A.E. Associate I.E.E.. etc.; W. S.

Skerrett, A.I.A.E.. Registered Patent Agentl.—Patents,

aesigns, and trade marks.—24. Temple Row, Birming-

ham. Tel. : Central 1038. T-A. : Skerrett. Birmmg-

"""
FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.

LONDON Engineer has improved design of 3-wheel

cycle car ifor disposal by way ol cash plus allot-

ment of share5.-A.M.I.A.E.,-15, Princes Av., Fmch-

ley, N.-W. t'958

ENGINEER-DESIGNER with Mluable protected

innovation in cycle design, desires to nieet fiim

preferably iii South interested in same.-Box 6,143, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [^^24

AGENCIES.
AGENTS wanted to represent firm; li|litweit-lits,

motor scooters, etc. ;
good commission.-Box 6 146

c/o The Motor Cycle. ''•'l''

THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd.. reanire sole ageuts

for their celebrated motor cjoles in districts

where thev are not already represented.-\ynte tor hsta

and terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra Ed..

Hornsey, N.8. [2505

INSURANCE,

FOR Most Advantageous rolicies apply Ernejt Bass,

Insurance Broker, 40, Chancery Lane, W.C.2
l0005

ROTS Ltd effect insurances of all kinds. Enguiries

invited.— 170, Gt. Portland St., London. [0055

CLIFFORD WILSON can place your insurance

with any company at lower rates than obtainable

elsewhere. Short period. Special risks, etc Com-
prehensive policies from 50/-.-177, Westminster

Bridge Rd., S.B.I. Immediate cover :
Hop 210.

[6065

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy

authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Pull particulars and pro-

EPectuseo on application. The Autocar. Fire and Acci-

dent Insiirance Co.. Ltd., 77. Oheapside. Lopdon,

E.C.2. ["'"''

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A45
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HOTELS AND APARTMENTS. i

YOUR Maiden Aunt will be charmed with the Old
Barn Teahouse, Stock's Green, Hildenborough,

beyond Serenoaks. [4442

GENERAL TRADE.
j

TO Thoee Unable to obtain show space.—Firm with'
showrooms uear Olympia ofler exhibition space

and offices.—C, Box 6,145, c/o The Motor Cycle.. [7615

TO the Trade.—Write for our lists of nuts and
bolts, split pins, spring wa-shers, and carbor-

rndum wheels.—You will eave money.— Owen W. Jones,
47 Holt Rd., Liverpool [4430

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

GARAGE, tools, goodwill ; lor quick sale, £50.—
Box 6,169, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8158

WOULD join or purchase motor business situated
ea^y access Golders Green ; experienced.—Write

first. M., 4, Dollis Rd., Finchley. N. [7838

CYCLE and Motor Cycle Business for disposal, old
established, main road, Manchester district;

^450; stock at valuation.—Box 6,027, c/o The Motor
Cycle. . [7159

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Business for sale,

garage, workshops, offices, stock includes three
cars; South London, good position; £800.—Box 6,158.
c/o The Motor Cycle. [7702

MOTOR and Cycle Business, London, W., nKiiri

;iitei7, corner preuiises, side pnli-np, old-estab-
liolied; 26 years' lease, small ground rent. Ort'e-red gi'sat

sncTifice owing, to age, ill-health. Easiest terms. Princi-
piils,-Owner, 16, Christehurch Ay., Brondesbury. [7582

WANTED.
GEAR Wanted for N.S.U.—7, Brewery Rd., Bromley

Common, Kent. [8067

OLO or Combination, not earlier 1919.—West, 50,
Maldon Rd., Acton, W.3. [8032S'

TBIUMPH 4h.p. Cylinder, also Eilencer.—HuTSt, 4.

Ascroft Rd., Aintree, Liverpool. [7770

WANTED, Triumph parts, 1912 to 1921.—Wilton,
White Swan Yard, Upper Norwood. [8300

2iili.p. Imperial-.Tai), nuy condition ; cash, or exchange
4 Ti:iiimpli.— 7. Newbury Ed„ iHord. n66S

DOUGLAS Etjgino OT other parts, cheap for cash.—
Hudson, 14, Conway Ed., Plumstead. [7714

WANTED, 1912 Clyno 2-speed gear boi ol chain
sproricets.—39, Priory Ed., Cambridge. [7423

TRIUiMPH Cylinder wanted, SVah.p., 1912.—Wall,
65. Vittoria St., Birmingham. (D) [X8555

WANTED, ZHh.'n. Douglas, 1916, up to £35.—
Creed, 66, Umtreville Bd., Harringay, N. [7831

A.J.S. 1915 Wind Screen, spare wheel and fittings.—
Price, Betts, Waterloo Bd., Smethwick. [7479

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., 1918, later.—Write, particulars,
price, 11, Kilmartin Av., Norbury, S.W.16. [7672

WANTED, J.A.P. cylinder, 85 bore, side yah-es.-
W. Dickson. Sorbie, Wigtownshire, Scotland.

[X8401
F.N., Horstman gears lor 1910-11, 4-cyl.—Particu-

lars, price, condition, to Kirk, Rayleigh, Essex.
[7705

WANTED, 2-speed " gear bos lor lightweight,
Douglas preferred.-King, Egrove Farm, Oxiord.

[X8508
WANTED, countershait Triumph, solo or combina-

tion.—Bamlord, Kay St. Joinery Works, Bolton.
[7461

WANTED. Sturraey-Archer hub gear, belt -wheels.—
27, Buchanan Gardens, Kensal Eise, N.W.IO.

[6614
WANTED, modern combination or solo, muat be

cheap.—Particulars to 76, Neate St., Camber-
well. [7830

WANTED, 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, not earlier
1913, not exceeding £30.—King, Egrove Farm,

Oxiord. [X8509

MOTOE Cycle, 5-8h.i). ; full particular.?; deposit
system ; Warwickshire.—Bos 955, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [X8499

WANTED, Triumph countershaft spare.-^, large quan-
tities; good pricee paid.—33, Hackford Ed.,

Brixton. [8279a

WANTED, 4-cyl., F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, Hender-
sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. [3151

WANTED, Armstrong hub gear belt -wheels and
Mark HI. hub shells.-33, Wilton Groye, Merton

I'ark. S.W.19. [6615

"tT^ ANTED, Fed Indians, rlarley-Davidsons.—Wnnds-
> T worth Motor Exchange, Kbner St., Wands-worth
'Town Station). [3152

TTT-A^TED, fixed back wheel, 1912 Triumph, cheap;
VV also front mudguard for same.—Box 6,142. c/o
The Motor Cycle. [7523

WANTED, 5h.p. Brough, eolo.-Full particulars,
-where seen, and lowest price to Done, 62. Caunce

St., Blackpooh (11) [S8327
WANTED, Foomy 1920 combination, Triumph-

Gloria preferred.—S., Devonhurst, SomerviUe Gar-,
dens, Leigh-on-Sea. [8265'

Q!>^» 1^
6, WARWICK Sr.,

R Ei^ E N T ST.,

LONDON, W.I.

Telephone

:

Regent 554.

] London County and Export •

I
Agents for

—

' •

i "NEW SCALE" (Blackburn) j

:"REX," "ACME,"!
i"MASSEY.ARRAN,"!
I "BRITISH RADIAL" (3-cyl.)

j

{"EDMUND" (adjustable

:

spring frame) and :

:**THE NEW COMET"!
MOTOR CYCLES.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

MOTORCYCLEREPAIRS
expeditiously execu'ed by experts at

moderate chaises.

Sole Sales Goncessionnaires for the

" WATTALITE "

Electric (generating) Lighting Sets

Leasily fitted to any IVlotop Cycle,

Motor Cycle KNEE GRIPS
500 Mile Trial at Brooklands.

7he winner oftheS50 e.c. class used ' Leosco"
Knee Orips.
Made of Ijeat Enfilish leather, thekneesrip is well padded.
Each knee Rripis lined topceventtheenamelof themachine
being damaged, and provides a sure srip to the rider.

Price 12/- per pair. Postage extca.

PATENT TUBE SAVERS
Save 607" of your tabe biH9 bp protect-
ing them from m&ty lims. Write for

interestinc free Ibooklet,

PRICES:
2,2h2^in. .. 5/6 each.

Please atate bIzo o£ tyre used when
orderin?, and name of your agent.

LEO SWAIN &Co.,Ltd.
237-9, Deansgate.Mancliester.

WANTED.
WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good condition,

not earlier 1920.—Eeys, 378-384, Euston Rd.
'Phone : Museum 6436. [6647

WANTED, P. and M. cylinders and gears, iminedt
ately ; good price paid.—Iniuan Oarage, Durbam

Kd., Seafoitli, Liyerpool. (6302

WANTED, leather flying coat, lull length, lined or
unlined, good condition ; appi-oval.—^Romaine,

16, Rodney St., Liverpool. [X8e02

WANTED, pulley-side half cranli case, Peugeot-
Fatnir tiyin 7h.p. ; also magneto to fit, 45°.—Smith,

Portobello, Walton-on-NaKe. [7403

WANTED, N.S.U. gear, similar- exchange Mabon
clutch, Rudge Multi back wneel; sell £2 eaxjlL

—Collett, Waterstock, Onon [7711

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle i

accessories; stale particulars and price.—Serrice
Co., 292, High Holboro, W.C.I. [0671

,

WANTED, combination or solo.—Call, write, cr
'

'phone, James, c/o Dentist, 482, Harrow Rd.,
Paddiugton. Tel. : Willesden 1744. [8060

WANTED, Ariel 6-7h.p., 1921, all-chain, second-

hand, without sidecar.—J.M.. c/o Wincycle Co..

Ltd;, 236, High Holborn, W.0.1. [7341

WANTED, good solo, sports Zenith preferred; ex-

change 1920 Excelsior, Baby Triumph, and
cash; eyeninga.—67, Fomlea Bd;, Bajham. [826S

|

CASH Waiting : solo and combinations, good pricet

given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South KensingtoiL 'Phone : Ken. 3709,

[0601

!

WANTED, good motor cycles and combinations loi

cash ; also machines accepted for sale on com
mission.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W.

[070F

;

-| Q20-21 Lightweights and Combinations wanted
Xt/ also Triumphs: cash offer on sight.—Wellingtot

Garage, Wellington Mews, Ledbury Rd., Bayswatcr, W
Park 3699. ' [797!

WANTED, A.V. or 4-wlieelet, e-lOh.p., or one r<

quiring overhaul or completion : solo 2-stToke par

exchange if desired. See New Comet cr^vert.—Pottei

HenloTV, Beds. [760: :

WANTED, modern lightweights ; cash on sight

good prices for right machine ; a,lso good com
j

bination.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone
Hampstead 1353. [818

LATE Triumph, Sunbeam, or Norton, 3-speed, C

and K.8., Sinks, W.D. T.T. bars, discs, coppe

exhaust, pillion, with 4i4h.p. Bradbury and cash ; stamr
particulars.—59, Dutliie Terrace, Aberdeen. [733

WANTED, carburetters, small or large quantities

also engines, gear boxes, frames, tanks, chaini i

lorry and car parts, damaged motor cycles, lorries-

cars.—Grove, 18, Fore St., Edmonton, London. [80Si

T. 0DNN, Ltd., 326, Euston Ed., N.W.I, W
. . . qnire unlimited quantity modern solos, coH'

binations, Morgans, light cars, etc. ; top prices paid

cash on sight.—'Phone : Museum 5391, write, or oal-

t033'

WANTED, motor cycles and combinations, aJu

make, new or old, for cash.—Write, call, t

•phone, Richmond Park Garage, 110, Upper RicliU

mend Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 262!

;

[777

WANTED, new solo Scout, Indian, or 7-9h.p. Bndg
in exchange for combination {1921 P. and A

bike) cost recently £155; -willing to pay cash .-idjus
j

ment.—Write, Scout, 69, Clrarch Bd., Heudou, N.W. '

t78(

WANTED to purchase outright for cash, baniru]

stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares; pn

chased outright. Send full particnlars.—MoNeille at

Piatt, 57, G*. George St., Liverpool. Phone: 10!

Royal. L53<

TRItEMPHS.—W. T. Dunn, Ltd., are special buye

of these machines, 1915 or later, single machin
or quantities : spot cash on sight.—Write, 'phone. -

call, W. T. Du-nn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., N.W.
'Phone : Museum 5391. [061

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand moti

cycles and combinations, any make or conditio

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 48

493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone
Richmond 2362 and 2363. [05-

WANTED, any good motor cycle or combination,
part exchange for any make of light car or cni

bination. Best possible price allowed.—Vivian Han.
and Lane, Ltd., 23-24, Woodstock St. (oft Blenhei

St.), New Bond St., London, W.l. Tel.: Mayfoir 65£
[071

F.O.C.H. pays highest prices for sound machint
Bring the 'bus along and take the cash awa

exchanges arranged.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Hea
St., Hampstead (near Hampstoad Tube Station). 'Phoii

Hampsteaa. 3752. Hours 9-7, including Sotnrdoye.
[76

EXCHANGE.
B.S.A., 1914, excellent condition, and £30 for leoei

Zenith.—Fison, Sudbury, Suffolk. [73'

DOUGLAS, Auto-Wheel, B.S.A. bike, and cash i\

combination.—68, Burton Bd., S.W.9. [79-

ENFIELD 2Jih.p. Twin, for 2-stroke, genuine!

Medley, 24, Ooptfold Ed., Brentwood. CSO -

_

1O20 Gamage-Villiers, 2-spe6d, 2^ih.p., and £20 l>

X«7 combination.—83, Danby St., Peckham. [75

w.

A46 All letters relnting to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Modernisation.

NEVER before has there been brought to our

notice such a number of examples of pains-

taking modernisation of old machines as

during the last six months or so. This is

understandable, especially in the case of

those owners who possess pre-war mounts, bought
at pre-war prices.

But does it pay ? It depends upon the viewpoint

to which the question refers. Financially, the

answer must, all too often, be in the negative ;

.

actually and mentally, in the affirmative. For
one's very own handiwork, however valueless in a

monetary sense, retains a niche in the affections

to which the newest and finest purchased article

can never reach.

Modernisation of a motor cycle usually presents

unforeseen difficulties undreamt of b^ those who
have not attempted the task ; but in the conquest

of these problems—when and if accomplished—lies

the real joy of the work.

to all ; and we do not think it too much to ask
that every rider should be equipped for, and
capable of effecting, such minor repairs himself,

without straining the unequalled- fraternity of the
road that at present exists between all good motor
cyclists.

The Size of Number=plates.

AN
anomalous position with regard to the

registration and taxation of motor cycles

has existed for some time, and occasionally

the fact is brought home to some unwitting

rider.

The regulations affecting taxation limit the

weight of vehicles of the motor cycle type to

8 cwt. ; this ruling came into force on January ist

this year, but so far as registration is concerned,
a motor cycle is a vehicle which has less than
four wheels and does not exceed 3 cwt.

It will be seen by the first regulation that a
motor cycle is clearly defined as a vehicle which
does not exceed 8 cwt., while the second regu-

lation seems to be a direct contradiction. The
authorities, however, take the view that this is

not the Case, but affirm that a concession has been
made in the first regulation, but the second
remains as it was when first introduced in 1903.

Since this is so, it is not surprising that the

police are taking action against owners of three-

wheeled vehicles which weigh more than 3 cwt.

for using motor cycle instead of car size number
plates, and this is certainly a matter which our
motoring organisations might tackle; a wholesale

insistence on the strict letter of the law would
involve the owners of existing machines in expense
and inconvenience, and seems absurd when one
considers that light cars may be run under trade

numbers of motor cycle size. These " conces-

sions " are apparently impossible unless they

involve a mass of inconsistency, which may easily

put the average motor cyclist all unwittingly in

the wrong.

Straining the Courtesy of the Road.

RETURNING recently to London from a

holiday trip to North Wales, an acquaint-

ance of ours was hailed by two apparently

able-bodied and intelligent young men and

asked if he would repair a puncture in the

rear cover of their lightweight machine ; they did

not "know much about removing tyres." He
complied with the request, but even now, our

friend complains, he is not quite sure whether or

not he was imposed upon.

This, we are afraid, is not an exceptionally

uncommon occurrence on the road nowadays,

when the motor cycle is adopted by so many who
know little more than the effects of control lever

movement. For the motor cycle has passed that

stage when it was necessary to have a fairly

extensive technical knowledge before venturing far

afield. At the same time, punctures, broken belts,

and the like are still a source of potential trouble

-"<
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They Must Come.

THE spring frame is by no means as moribund as

some authorities imagine. Here are a few side-

liglits which slione into the office last week, for

example. One of our road staff was prevented by a

series of misfortunes from accompanying the Six Days'
on two wheels, as is the rule. He got lifts on a

variety of fully-sprung vehicles from the Scott Sociable

upwards; and on his return he reported that he had
only once previously completed a Six Days without

on ache or a pain in his body, the other exception being

a year in which he rode a spring frame. Another of

our men encountered Mr. Draper (part designer of the

W. and D. motor bicycle) at Brooklands, and found

him very busy with a new spring frame, embodying
shock absorbers. A third member of the staff struck a

small workshop near Bath, where another new frame

is under development ; the last-named probably came
nearer the ideal of sheer lateral rigidity than any

previous - sample, but, owing to limited funds, the

inventor - is at present confining his energies to

conversion jobs.

The Challenger Self-sealing Tote.

FOR six months or so I have run a Challenger tube

in the very thin rear cover of my baby two-stroke

over very flinty roads, and the incidence of punc-

tures has been reduced from one per week to none per

month. Simultaneously a colleague on The Autocar
staff has been testing a 710x90 mm. pattern in a

rear wheel of his fast car, and has never had a tyre

stop_ with the wheel in question, though the tread is

down to the canvas. Two friends of mine fitted these

tubes to their rear wheels for their annual Alpine four,

and for the first time in their experience returned home
A25

without having suffered one puncture -in their back

'

wheels. In previous summers they have usually

mended a round dozen, for, as the Swiss trials showed,
nails are far more prevalent on Continental roads than

they are here. Sooner or later one generally strikes

some snag in any anti-puncture tube, but I have yet,

to find a defect in the Challenger, and without com-
mitting myself to any rash optimism I intend to specify

Challenger tubes on all my 'buses for the present.

A Brake Test.

ACCORDING to the poet, the heart of man is

desperately wicked, and I begin to wonder
,

whether we ought not to charter the Big Four
. from Scotland Yard to assist in running otir . big trials.'

A little bird tells me how certain cute spirits managed
to emerge from the brake test in the Six Days with

every credit. Their rear brakes were all right, but^

their front brakes were by no means calculated to hold

a machine on the test-hill; and their callous employer

refused to fit special brakes for the occasion. In-

genuity Avill always find a way. • They adjusted their

brakes to the ". always on " position. __ They roughened

up the shoes with a tyre rasp. They applied

powdered resin in quantities. They chartered kind

friends to . assist them in the short push to the

brow, of the test-hill. After the' test they restored

their brakes to normal ; and they wisely re-

frained from overmuch chaff of those unfortunates

who had failed to secure full marks. As an ancient,

sage remarked, the children of this world are in their ;

generation wiser than the children of light. -Neverr •

theless, the children of this world are occasionally -

tripped up. One sportsman thought it wise to go >

through the trial with a fish tail on the tip of his long
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Occasional Comments.—

exhaust pipe, and a whole chicken pen of wire net-

ting stuffed into the bore; this was because he did

not know Dr. Lowby sight, and feared he might not

spot him by the roadside in time to shut the throttle.

He removed these obstructions prior to the speed test,

hut, as he drew an inside position at the start, an

occupant of the timekeeper's box got ear ache, and
\engeance descended.

Why Not Tyre Consumption?

THE A.C.U. turned a sympathetic eye on our
riding costs this year when they went to the

pains of measuring everybody's oil and fuel con-

sumption through the Six Days. Their neglect of tyre

costs is quite illogical. The average rider uses the

following value of " consumable stores " in 3,000
miles :

Petrol £4 10s.

Oil ... £1 Is.

Tyres ... £5 Os.

It follows that tyre wear interests the ordinary user
at least as urgently as his "fuel and oil costs. But in

the big trials tyres serve the same purpose as the

schoolboy's "Please, sir, it wasn't me." If your
engine seizes, you wire Mr. Loughborough, " No. 999
retired at Puddleton w'ith tyre trouble." If you are
late at a control because your magneto fell off,' you
roll in_with all your spare tubes sw-athed round your
neck, and a few dabs of rubber solution smeared upon
your person. Tyres excuse everything, and nobody
expects a tyre to go through a Six Days without
trouble, though a few of them do. This is all very

well for a trade rider, who gets his tyres for nothing,

and who must do all he can to endow his machine with
a reputation like Mrs. Julius Caesar—I have forgotten
her name. [Calpurnia.—Ed.] But if you are a
village posthian, daily conveying 2 cwt. of mail over
twenty miles of rough road on a 3J h.p. sidecar, and
no back tyre will last you longer than 2,000 miles,

why! you naturally wonder w'hy the A.C.U. ignores
tyre costs. The recording of tyre costs would materially

add to the technical data obtained from the trial, and
there would be no particular inducement to wangle
tyre consumption figures on the part of the drivers.

Makes One Think.

THE usual fleet of cars accompanied the Six Days,
ranging from the Dunlop Rolls-Royce down to
the humble Che\Tolet, which dyed itself with

blue woad like the ancient Britons in its efforts to mark
the course. To the best of my belief, none of these
dozen odd cars were stayed on the road by a puncture.
But most of the motor cyclists had punctures—some
of them quite a lot. The tiny O.K. sidecarette used
two covers, and most of the' entry found it judicious
to fit a new back tyre for the speed test after a paltry

700^ miles on good and easy roads. The moral is

obvious. Cars are not undertyred. Their covers are
stout enough to defy the insinuating nail and the
lacerating flint. But the average motor cycle cover
is as vulnerable as my chin would be if I stood up
to Georges Cai-pentier for ten seconds. Obvious
remedy—much thicker covers. Obvious difficulty

—

loss
_

of resilience and general riding discomfort.
Obvious solution—the spring frame.

^ _^ ..-"^^

.r , , , J ,
A CHARMING "SIX DAYS SCENE.A hne panorama for the top bend of Brass Knocker Hill which was ascended by competitors on the fourth day. P. W. White (8 Sunbeam

sidecar) making light of the hill.
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Lessons to be Learned. An Opportunily that Half the Industry Neglected.

MUCH petrol will flow through our carburetters

before the keen men have finished discussing

the 192 1 Six Days. When the village drunkard
turns local preacher, no such transformation is

recorded as Messrs. Loughborough, Low and Co.

have undergone during the la,5t twelve months. In

1 920 they staged a regular machine-smasher of a

trial. They compounded a prescription in which
the Alps and the devastated Somme area were the

principal ingredients. They stopped us' all on Sum-
mer Lodge. They made us sport for gods and men
up Park Rash.' They"~ caused the sturdy tykes to

guffaw by washing out these failures and cutting

Rosedale Abbey Bank out of the trial when the pro-

cession had nearly reached the foot of that super-

gulley. Their final mood of 1920 was enduring, for

it dictated the 1921 course, which consisted of four
short joy-rides over flattish roads on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday ; a hilly tour on Wednesday,
Avhich might have been Waterloo for many if rain

had fallen in sheets, but was actually less arduous
than fifteen of my pleasure runs this season; and on
Saturday they subjected the survivors to seventy-
Tixe miles of two-thirds throttle on Brooklands bumps.
By a perfectly comic .series of contretemps, many
leading firms abstained, and so robbed themselves
of the easiest gold medals which the A.C.U. ever
awarded. And' now discussion is hot and fierce as
to what form the 1922 Six Days should assume.

The Pros.

Let us examine the merits of such a, trial first.

The machines were subjected to just the kind of
test to which nine private owners out of ten put
their mounts. There were no freak tasks. Nothing
was exaggerated. The trial reproduced with con-
siderable accuracy the riding conditions of private
A28

ownership—easy roads, short distances, moderate
speed, and fair weather. Even the concluding speed

burst on Brooklands was not excessive ; in a year

the average commercial machine does a greater dis-

tance at similar speeds, with an inexpert driver up,

without special tuning, and often with a far greater

load on board {e.g., a pillion flapper, an extra pas-

senger or passengers in the sidecar, a good weight

of extra luggage, and over inferior surfaces). ,

The Propaganda Value.

Secondly, the machines were demonstrated to thous-

ands of potential motor cyclists in the southern

counties. They were displayed toying with tasks

which are ttieir routine w^ork. The exhibition can
have done no harm, and may have done lots of good.
All the petty little local hills^mostly top and second
gear climbs—were crowded with , spectators. Som2
suppose that these spectators regard their local bills

as terrors, and were vastly impressed by the easv

climbing. Others hold that the public recognises the

real calibre of these hills, and merely selected them
as vantage points because nothing better was availaoie.

By contrast, the crowds at the 1920 hills consisted

chiefly of people who were already motor cycli.sts,

and who cai'ne to see acrobatics and obtain thrills

;

while such non-riders as \vere present were frightem^J,

or shocked, or disgusted. 1920 was certainly l^ad

propaganda; the quality of the T921 propaganda is

questionable—no sensible man found it impressive.

Thirdly, it is stated with great emphasis that. 1921 ,

w'as the first trial to show tlie heavy sidecar in its'

true colours. In most Six Days events, Saturday
reveals a shattered battalion in this class. Many of"

the entries hive fallen by the way; and those who
survive are .alleged to be lashed together with copper
wire.' This year twenty-three big sidecar outfits
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EASY GOING
IN THE SIX

DAYS.

(Top) F. S.

Spouse (8 T.B.)

followed by P.

Cunningham (3|-

P, & M. sidecar)

in the village of

Stockbridge.
Both gained gold

medals.

(Centre) W.A.
Fell -Smith (8

Brough Superior

sidecar) and F. J. \
Watson (6 Ariel

sidecar) oi the

easy route of the ,.. ^^

first day's run.

The latter gained a gold medal.

(Bottom) R. C. Winn (3^- Douglas)

near Bidmore Hut.

were entered. One driver fell

sick, another hit a lorry; and
twenty-one arrived, intact and
resplendent, at Brook-
lands. According to the en-

thusiast this is as it ought to

be. The man who pays ^£200
or more for a big sidecar outfit

tloes not bang it at Summer
Lodge; he is not such a fool.

He treats it as his wife treats

her second-best teapot, i.e., he
keeps it clean, and uses it with
discretion. The sidecar entries

were handled after this fashion
for the first time in 1921, and
they triumphantly showed what
they could do-; previous trials

have only shown what they could

not do, and what nobody out-

side the A.C.U. Competitions

Committee ever wanted them
,to do.

Finally, it is urged, the

ordinary buyer spends a lot of

hard-earned cash on oil and

petrol. Manufacturers are pro-

verbially callous about these
two items of expenditure.
Therefore the A.C.U. displayed

genuine sympathy with the

common man in devoting
enormous pains to registering the

fuel and oil consumption.

The Cons.

Now let us look at the other

side of the medal. The biggest

blunder behind 'tlie outcry

against goat tracks in 1920 and

behind the novelties of the 1921

policy is that the A.C.U. has

suddenly become parochial.

It has for-
gotten the
British Empire.

What possible

value has last

week's event to

a buyer w h o

resides - i.n

Australia or

South Africa or

Canada? Of
course, if we
despair of ever

supplying our

sons abroad
with motor

A29
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The Six Days Deductions and Impressions.—
cycles designed and built " at home," this criticism

falls to the ground. But if we still hope to capture

the overseas trade, we must develop motor cycles

suitable for overseas conditions; and gentle ambles
along the Portsmouth Road and similar highways will

never do that.

Too Easy.

Secondly, the 19J1 trial fails in its main purpose,

which is to separate the sheep from the goats. The
allotted task was s& easy that, almost any old 'bus

could, and should, have earned a gold medal.
Most of the arguments put forward in praise of an

easy trial are boomerangs, and return' to wound the

thrower. Grant that the trials reproduced ordinary

riding conditions ; but was the machine an ordinary

machine, and W'as the i-ider an ordinary rider?

You are dealing with picked riders and specially

"readied" machines; you can only cancel these

special factors by imposing a stiff task. Propaganda
work ? You do not demonstrate a razor by sharpen-

ing pencils with it. It is an insult to the modern
motor cycle to pretend that Monday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day, and' Saturday tested its capacity in any rfeal

sense. -

Perhaps the less said about the consumption tests

the better. " The idea was sound to the core. . Very
few roadster m.achines do a hundred miles on a gallon

• of petrol; very few do 2,000 miles on a gallon of

oil. Both these figures might be standard. The
A.C.U. desires to make them so. Let us back it up.

But there were too many loopholes for camouflage
this year. The officials took an- infinity of pains,

and subjected the competrtia-rs to a lot of fiddling

replenishment business ; but- the resulting data are

—

I am sorry to say it— of no particular value. The
first discount must be made for special tuning ; some
fimis went so far as to jettison their intended car-

buretters in the interests of low consumption. The
second discount must be made for riding methods.
We all know how experts ride in- a consumption trial

;

many men rode in that fashion over long patches of

the road routes—they free-wheeled down grades at

speed, and did not restart their engines until the

machines were wobbling ready to fall - over. The
third discount must be made on the score of in-

suflicient safeguards. Some of the sealing was futile.

The seals could be pulled off and replaced after a

secret replenishment. In other cases the stoppers

could be opened without disturbing the seals at all.

On quite a number of machines it was possible to

introduce fresh supplies by methods which th§ ofiicial

imagination had never foreseen, and did not cope
with. If no rider availed himself of any of these

facilities, the case is not altered. We cannot trust

these records, either in the mass or in detail. Un-
trustworthy records are of very limited value. 1

suggest that another year the consumption tests should
be incorporated in the track test. A few experiments
with stock machines would show that Brooklands
speed in each class entails the same consumption as

an ordinary road tour at, say, 25 m.p.h. average.
Such a method would relieve the officials of much
useless labour, free the riders from irritating delay's

and routine, and wiiatever results w&re obtained would
be above suspicion.

A30
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It will be gathered from the foregoing analysis &[

facts and arguments that I regard the 192 1 Trial as"-

unpardonably easy, and hope that the 1922 event will'

consist of" six Wednesdays," and that the weather will

be uniformly bad. I ought to add that I am very-

sorry for the A.C.U. This sounds rather like "Do
not shoot the pianist, he is doing his best." But
nobody is independent in this world, and the A.C.U.
is not strong enough to dictate to the trade or even
to the professional riders who compose the bulk of

a Six Days entry. It can only derive strength from
the general mass of motor cyclists, who are actually

a somewhat silent and lethargic body. They leave -

their chosen delegates on the A.C.U. Committee to

play a lone hand against powerful vested interests,,

and the Committee occasionally loses heart. It lost

heart this year, and the fine weather was grossly

unkind ; if Wednesday had been the third of three

wet days, instead of the umpteenth of umpteen fine

days, the trial would not have been half so soft. Next
year the pendulum \\W\ swing the other way. The
trade are quite cute enough to see that an easy trial,

which furnishes Qur best machines with no more credit'

than is earned by the Bugmobike, of wiiich only three

^have ever been constructed, is of Uttle use to anybody.
Those obstreperous trade influences wiiich • smoothed
dow-n the 1921 event will he clamouring for something
stiff, yet sane, next year. Public opinion will push in

the same direction. The A.C.U. learnt in 1920 that

it must not overdo the "colonial" stunt. After its

1921 experience, it will not be likely to underdo it.

Overwhelming Entries Not Desirab'e.

Taking the policy for granted, the administration

of the Trial reflects great credit upon the officials^

The event is an enormous business, and its cost runs

into thousands of pounds. The only obvious blunders,-

were the inefficiency of the tank sealing and the

holding of the brake test on the first day instead

of the last. For the rest, everything was beautifully

organised, -^he next time tanks have to be sealed,

the staff will be very wide awake ; and it was admit--

tedly difficult to squeeze the brake test into a very*

busy Saturday. Accommodation presented great 1

problems, and -some of the men grumbled at having,

to share beds with strangers in houses wiiich were
little more than cottages and situated considerable

distances from the official garage. Under the circunj-;

stances it is well that the expected entry of 150c

did not materialise, owing to the trade opposition.

If oil and petrol costs are to enter into a trial, is

it logical to ignore tyres, -which probably cost the'

average rider quite as much as his petrol? Any
penalisation of tyre repairs and replacements would
have instant results. It would induce manufa.*turers

to try out the various puncture-preventives and nail-i

catchers, as well as to adopt thicker covers, which

in turn might lead to better springing of forks and
frames.

It is questionable whether the system of having two

fixed checks per day (lunch and night stops), and

not more than two movable or surprise checks (one

in the morning and one in the afternoon), is as efi^ectivs

as the old system of having a timing station at least

e^ery twenty miles. The new system gives a rideji

who meets trouble a better chance of dodging al^

penalties. - B.H.D.
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SIDECAIR ATTACHMENTS.
Deductions, Criticisms, and Suggestions drawn from a Review oi Current Methods

of Securing Sidecar Ctiassis to Motor Cycles.

RUDGE.

MILLFORD.

FEAR and trembling characterise the

attitude in which one approaches the

subject specified in this title.

Only in the matter of tyre and rim- sizes

is there so much lack of unanimity and

demonstration of the workings of the

illogical mind ; and when, in addition
to this, we run up against

flagrant negations of
accepted mechanical prac-

tice, the pen is taken up

in the spiritless fashion

of one who knows the
meaning of the phrase
regarding the stepping in

df fools where the angels

fear to tread.'

Throughout the whole
of the sidecar trade there

seems to be an entire lack

of any definite tendency ; one manufacturer will

adopt a more or less " ideal " straight-tube

triangulated system, while another will pur-

posely bend every one of his connecting tubes.

The former looks askance at the product of

the latter, dubbing it " unscientific," while the

latter justifies his curved tubes by saying that

they eliminate breakages, thanks to the spring

and " whip " which they permit.

It is just on such everyday points that prac-

tice and theory often part company
;

there are many sidecars connected

to machines by what, to the
mechanical mind, are masses of con-

torted tubing applied in an unthink-

ing manner ;
yet, strange to say,

some of these are amongst the most
successful on the road, and give a

minimum of trouble, and are the

cause of no serious frame breakages.

CLYNO.

R£X.

On the other hand, a rigid chassis, rigidly

applied to the machine, may cause frame
breakages in the latter, even though the

chassis itself may remain in perfect order,

and it seems, therefore, that the ideal is

reached, so far as rigid-framed machines
are concerned, if a certain amount of flexi-

bility is permitted between the cycle frame

and the sidecar chassis. Where spring-

framed machines are used, however, or Avhere a spring

wheel sidecar is fitted on a rigid machine, the connec-

tions need to be stiff and strong.

Flexibility may be obtained in a variety of ways ; the

connections themselves may be of some form incor-

porating springs, buffers or hinge joints, or they may
be of tubes so curved that the usual stresses encoun-

tered tend to increase the curvature. In such a case

it is essential that the tubing used be of the very best

quality with a higher elastic limit than is usually used

in frame construction. A further

help to the securing of a desirable

amount of flexibility is the use of

three connections only, thus avoid-

ing torsional stresses on the sidecar

chassis and cycle frame as far as

possible ; where a fourth point of

attachment is introduced it should

spring from the same point on the

chassis as the connection which it supplements

and terminate on the cycle frame in such a

way as to form a triangle composed of (i)

normal attachment
; (2) cycle frame tube ; and

(3) fourth attachment ; thus gaining the

advantage of " four-point attachment " while

retaining the flexibility derived from a three-

point support.

In the 'matter of diagonal stays {i.e., the

connections which pass from sidecar axle to

the upper part of cycle frame, locating the
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Sidecar Attachments

—

latter in the vertical position) the ideal

of a straight tube from the sidecar stub

axle to the motor cycle seat post is seldom
attained ; indeed, actual practice has not

shown it to be necessary and dropped
axles and underslung bodies make it

\irtually impossible. Some designers have
made efforts to keep as near the ideal as
they can by carrying the diagonal stay
in a long sweep from axle to seat lug—

a

deplorable waste of good tubing, since the stay
can bend and will probably take a permanent set,

resulting in the cycle leaning in. A much better
job is made by taking a straight seat post stay
from the axle, at a point as near
to the body as possible. In this

construction the axle tube, or cross
member of the chassis (usually

duplicated) becomes a beam pos-
se s s i n g the characteristics of a

cantilever, the loaded and supported
ends of which are constantly
changing places (except when travel-
ling in a straight line on a practically
uncambered road) ; in conjunction
with the axle tube, the diagonal
member forms an assembly having np
tendency to permanent distortion,
while, if the actual construction of
the

_
axle portion is of the correct

design and material, an inherent flexibility in this
portion of the chassis will be by no means an un-
desirable feature.

One other detail may be criticised in the light

of long experience with all types of sidecars; in

many cases considerable pains have been taken to

secure a certain amount of flexibility in the couphngs,
and yet the joint between sidecar axle and cycle fork-

end is quite incapable of movement in a vertical plane.

Examination of most sidecars will show a slight

tendency to movement at this point and a perfectly

rigid (vertically) connection here is not wanted ; its

presence may result in the breakage of the fork-end or

chain stay. ,Where joints of the usual yoke and spigot

variety are employed the

jaws of the yoke should be
arranged to take the spigot

vertically and, preferably,

should not be locked tightly

with the yoke-end bolt.

Chain - stay attachments

clipped (not too tightly)

to a round section tube
are infinitely preferable

to a rigid connection
brazed or screwed hori-

'

zontally into the cycle
fork-end, for the latter is

a potential source of

frame trouble. Yet, with extra-

ordinary perversity, those who .

are responsible for the produc--

tion of sidecar machines are so

imbued with the fetish of integral

sidecar attachments that they frequently overlook the

stresses involved and the most suitable method of

mitigating their ill-effect. Wharfedale.

AN EMPIRE. NOT
ONE of our contributors criticises the 1921 Six

Days on the ground that it was too easy to
develop .a machine suitable for overseas w'ork.

li\ this connecdon, a letter just to hand from a tea-
planter in India is to the point. He rides a 1913
Douglas, and, during the rains, he has to lay it up
altogether. In the fine weather, his dailv going is
of the Park Rash tvpe, for there is not a made road
Within thirty miles of his place. A legal limit average
A32
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is his ideal rather than his attainment, for mud-holes—

J

dry or wet—compel him to dismount quite frequentlyjf

and every few hundred yards there is a bridge com-'-

posed of a bamboo mat laid across poles; the poles-

settle, the matting sags, and, if the bridge does riot:

go west altogether, the surface resembles a harnmock.

He is of the opinion that he could come home and
earn a gold medal at the first essay invany freak trial

over British roads. Ixion. '
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More Opinions, on iHe Withdrawal of our Classic Races from (tieir Tim;
Course in the Isle of Man.

honoured

NOT onlj- here, in the Isle of Man, and in Belgium
is the A.C.U. decision to hold the 1922 T.T.
Races at Spa arousing comment. In France,

for instance, some followers of the sport ask why
that country was not selected, and the opinion of the

editor of Mtcano, one of our French contemporaries,

is worthy of comment. To him it is naturally a matter

of sincere regret that, after the Auto Cycle Union
had decided to abandon the Isle of Man, they did

not at once turn to France, which is as accessible as, if

not more so than, Belgium, and he gives a good reason

as to why they did not do so, namely, that the

Belgians were the first to oflfer their country for the

race, and that is why it was chosen. Probably he

is right, but he goes on to say :
" It is perhaps a

feeling of systematic disparagement which had caused
preference to be given to Belgium. There has recently

been a great tendency for Englishmen to run down
French motor cycles and to. consider them as bad
imitations of their own. The exploits of French
machines and the popularity they ha\'e enjoyed has

proved the contrary to be the casfe, but people have

none the less been only too happy on the other side

of the Channel .to blaze abroad the English victories

at Le Mans and Francorchamps. If the T.T. were

to be run in France next year, would it not create

arid fo.5ter competition which is already too keen and
should be avoided at all costs ? Yesterday it was only

the tariffs protecting British industries ; to-day there

is as well the choice of a Belgian course, which

oppose our interests and show the feelings the British

cherish towards us. But what does it matter ? We
can succeed alone, even if they do not wish to bring

a foreign event to our shores ; and the ta.sk falls on the

sh'ulders of the leaders of the French motor cycle

industry of proving how much our trade is in a posi-

tion to do."

Who Selected the New T.T. Course ?

We hasten to assure our French critic that no such

feelings exist in Great Britain towards the French

motor cycle industry, and it is purely owing to the

enterprise of the Belgian people that a course was

chosen in that country.

The credit (if credit is due!) for the selection of

the T.T. course in Belgium can be given entirely to

one who has followed the races in the Isle of Man with

close personal interest.

According to our Belgian contemporary, TLa Moio-

cycleite, it appears that M. Paul Kelecom, chief de-

signer at the F.N. factory, placed the matter before

a recent committee meeting of the Federation Moto-
cvcHste Beige, where it was received with enthusiasm,

with the result that M. Kelecom at once communicated

the decision of his colleagues to the Auto Cycle Union,

and, on the arri\-al of Mr. Loughborough at Spa on

the occasion of the Belgian Grand Prix, M. Kelecom
was prepared with a. blue print of the course and took

him round it on the same afternoon that the race

was held.

Below are given a selection from the many letters

Avhich we have received from .readers ; they have been

chosen as typical of the various shades of opinion held

on the subject.

Pros and Cons aptly put.

Sir,—On learning the decision of the A.C.U. to hold the

T.T. races in Belgiumj two main factors present them-

selves before us, viz. :

(a) Suitability of course.

fb) Money laid out and business accruing.

With regard to (a), the Belgian course offers long straight

stretches at a.-high speed. the I.O.M. course does not;

but both courses offer sudden acceleration and braking tests.

Also, because of the car races, the T.T., if held in the

Island, would be at an awkward time. Therefore the

Belgian course gains one point. As to accessibility, the

Belgian course is undoubtedly more get-at-able to foreigners

and Londoners, but for the Midlands and north-country

people the Island is easier. Now, seeing that one north-

country Britisher equals six foreigners of any nation, this

point is halved.

(b.) In these times the amount of money spent out of

the country is a strong factor to be taken into considera-

tion. But it is a speculation, and a good one, because we
will conquer the foreign markets, and probably_bring into the

country double the amount spent out. The Belgian course

here gains another point.

If one adds up the points, the odds are in favour of

Belgium, but there is an extra which also favours the

Belgian course, and of which few people have thought. It

would be possible to organise in Belgium, where it
_
is

impossible in the I.O.M., a big twin race that would give

us the opportunity of bringing out the British 1,000 c.c. 'bus.

Nevertheless, in spite of all this, I am going to watch the

car races in the I.O.M. next year. It costs less.

New Brighton. INIeeset.

A Weli'considered Letter from the I.O.M.

Sir,—The arguments in favour of the change appear to

be as follows :

(a) Advantage to the British export trade

;

(b) International attention will be attracted

;
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On Holding the T.T. Abroad.—

(c) The bigger engine will have a chance to exert its

speed and power ; and
(d) Petty annoyances will be avoided.

I will deal with each of the points in turn.

At the present time three trials at least are held on the

Continent which attract world-wide attention, namely, the

French Grand Prix, the Belgian Grand Prix, and the

International Six Days. One would think' that the way to

foster and encourage our export trade would be for the

English manufacturers to compete in these events, show

their worth, and the results will surely follow. The
authorities who organise tlrese races are killing " the goose

that lays the golden eggs " by removing the venue from the

British Isles, for they must bear in mind that they are

taking it out of reach of the majority of the British public,

and it is the British public to which both the A.C.U. and

the trade owe their existence.

The point of International attention I view as mere
camouflage, as the races, as held last year and for many
previous years, were a topic of universal discussion. When
our foreign rivals feel that they can place on the market

a machine of the same standard of efficiency as many of the

British machines they will give attention to the T.T. held

in the British Isles.

Let us now go into the facts relating to the engines. Mr.

C. Williams informs us that-it is possible to ride the I.O.iNI.

course at 60 m.p.h. The 2| h.p. A.J.S. average speed in

the last T.T. was 54.49 m.p.h., whilst the average speed of

the 3^- h.p. Norton on the Belgian course was 56.91 m.p.h.

—

precisely 2.42 m.p.h. faster. So we see that the argu-

rhent as to the greater speed falls to the ground, as the

new course, with perhaps only three acute bends, in com-

parison with the I.O.Jl.- course with its numerous corners

and mountain climb, only allows an increase of speed of

2.42 m.p.h. over that attained by the machine with the

smaller engine in the I.O.M.
I do not propose to go into the matter of annoyances, as

I understand they are being, or will be, dealt with else-

where in your columns.
T.T. stands for Tourist Trophy, and one would think

that the A.C.U., in ^organising and promoting these races,

was endeavouring to produce a machine suitable f&r the

man in the street. The motor cyclist of England to-day

not only wants speed, but also reliability. He must have

confidence in his gears, transmission, brakes, and frame, and
no hill must deter him. To evolve a machine with these

qualities it must have a thorough test, and it is only a

course similar to "that found in the Isle of Man that can

provide it. As one of your correspondents observes, "there
is no comparison between the courses."

It is to be hoped that when the matter comes before the

General Committee of the A.C.U. it will be fully discussed,

and the real reasons discovered for this astonishing decision,

and published to the members of the A.C.U. and the

motoring public, so that they can consider them.

I would urge strongly every motor cycle club in the British

Isles to oppose Britain's only road race being removed to a

foreign country.

Being a resident in the I.O.M., I have endeavoured to

omit reference to the undoubted advantages accruing to

the Island, and have only dealt with the subject as a motor
cyclist. J. H. L. Cowin.

Taking it as a Holiday.
Sir,—The 1921 T.T. was the first I had ever witnessed, and

I am more than enthusiastic about it; so much so, in fact,

that I do not intend to miss another if I can help it. You
see, therefore, that I am sufficiently keen and interested to

make a special journey to see it.

Spjiaking entirely from my own (rather selfish) point of

view, then, I have a fortnight's holiday each year, and in

future shall reckon to spend it, or most of it, at the T.T.
races. Consequently, I see hardly any other part of the

country (metaphorically speaking, of course) except the route

to and from the Isle of Man. In 1922, with luck, I am
going either to Harwich or to one of the South Coast ports,

then across Belgium to Spa—quite a nice little trip—and see

the T.T. at the end of it.

On the other hand, if I take my bicycle across, I gather
I have to keep to the " wrong " side of the road, obtain
passports, pass the Customs officials, etc. But what about
the Isle of Man? By the time I had filled in my form
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(name, number, rank, religion, etc.), paid my 10s., and got

the licence stuck in my holder, I was about fed lip with it.

Still, the very letters I.O.M. seem to stand for motor cycle

racing,' and although I only toured round the course on a

2| h.p, Douglas, it struck me as being absolutely magnificent

(though I certainly thought the surface of the road was too

loose in many parts).

Will the Belgian course be like this, only including more

fast straight stretches if possible? If so, I am all for it. If

not, the T.T. will be ruined—I mean it will become the Mans
mountain course without Bailie Bridge, Ramsey hairpin, the

"Gooseneck," and HiUberry Corner—positively unthinkable.

To finish, I am looking forward more than ever to the 1922

Tourist Trophy races, and shall be more than contented to

journey anywhere to see them so long as the course resembles

the Isle of Man. Douglas.

King's Lynn.

Private Owners' Race Wanted.
Sir,—As a private owner and visitor to the Isle of Man T.T.

races, may I suggest that if Belgium is the site of the 1922

T.T., why not have a secondary edition for the Island—

n

sporting gall6p for private owners? Ogwin Lewis.

A Comnion View in the North.
Sir,—From the -reports you have published about the new

course, it looks as though it will be faster and safer than the

Isle of Man, but I do not think the machines will have to

undergo the severe braking strains and violent acceleration

as the Isle of Man course demands.
Regarding your remarks about easy to reach the new

course, I thiiik it is hard for the North of England man.

With the T.T. held in the Isle of Man it is possible to go over

Monday midnight, see the Junior race, and back again to the

mainland Tuesday midnight, and doing a similar journey for

the Senior race. If the races are held in Belgium it will

mean a week away from business for ten hours racing.

I should favour the Belgian venue on account of the people,

for, during the 1920 and 1921 races I ran up against lots of

incivility, and also irritating ways such as paying Is. to cross

a field during the race and £5 for a taxi to Craig-na-Baa to

see one race. It is this sort^of thing that keeps people away
. from an event. As regards the cost of taking a machine over

to the Island, well—once bitten, twice shy.

W. Banceoft,
Hon. Sec. Accrington and District M.C.C.

Big Tw^ins, Past Records, and Date Discussed.
Sir,—As an interested private owner and possible com-

petitor in the 1922 T.T., I should like to give my opinion on

the proposed change to a Belgian course.
.

We saw this year that- the 500 c.c. machine has little or

no advanta-ge over the 350 c.c. on the Isle of Man course,
.

while the 1,000 c.c. gets no chance at all. -

Apparently, on the Belgian course, the extra power of the

500 c.c. can show its wortn, and perhaps it would be possible

to let George Brough give the Americans a run for their

money in 80 m.p.h. laps.

I have never seen the Belgian course, but I gather it is far

from flat and tests the brakes, etc., almost as much as the

I.O.M., while the higher speeds obtained will surely' put a

greater test on reliability than ever.

With regard to the money taken out of England, the

matter lies entirely in England's hands, and when it brings

the motor laws up to date the A.C.U. will find a course on
the mainland of Britain.

In accessibility the two courses are about the same, the

passport trouble counteracting better steamer services, etc.

Once on the Continent, however, the courtesy of the police

and ofiicials will be a revelation to those who usually take

their machines to the Isle of Man, and the Continent gives

unlimited scope to the tourist, whereas the Island can be

explored in a day or so.
,

The disadvantage, to my mind, is that all the- Isle of Man
records are wasted, and it will be a few years before the

public realise that a lap of the new course at a; or ?/ m.p.h.

is equivalent to one in the Isle of Man at 60 m.p.h. or

40 m.p.h.
Lastly, why must the race be run at the end of June!

This is just when the University year is ending and the

important examinations are on. All students are prevented

from competing, and probatly from seeing the race. ,

Fife. Universiit.
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The Anglo-Dutch Trial.
ConsKuJion of (he British Team and Details of (he Visitors' Programme in England.

As stated in our last issue, the pro-

gramme for the entertainment of

the visitors from Holland, v^ho are
coming over in connection v.ith the Anglo-
Dutch Trial on September 26th, is

complete.
On Saturday, September 24th, the

Dutch team will be met at Harwich and
entertained to breakfast by the Esse.x:

M.C. They will then ride to Leaming-
ton, being escorted by club- of the
Eastern Centre, A.C.U. At Towcester
the party w-ill meet representatives of the

Midland Centre, who will then act as

guides. A dinner in the evening, in the

Town Hall, Leamington, will be given
;by the Midland Centre.

A Full Programme.

.The next day will be occupied in a
.visit to Stratford-on-Avon and a run to

Worcester, where entertainment will be
provided by the- Western Centre.

At eight o'clock on Monday morning
the trial from Worcester "to IJrooklands
takes place over a secret route, lunch
being taken at Reading. The trial con-

chides with a speed test on Brooklands.
The British team will consist of the

following :

CLASS I.—350C.C

PltrV.\TE OWNERS :

. "D. A- Atkin (2W ITobavt).
E. A. Edwards (2=4 Douglas).
O- Hayes (2=4 A.J.S.).

TRADE

:

K. Don (2-"!4 A.J.S.).
W. B. Gibb {25,4 Douglas).
H. Gibson (2;4 Raleigh).

Reserves :

A. G. Wall (214 Cedos).
A. N. Otliei- ( )-

H- R- Davies (2=4 A-J.S.).
B. Kershaw (214 New Imperial).

CLASS II 500 c.c.

PEIVATE OWNERS :

F. Dover (3"/. Triumph).
P. A. Hardy"(jy2 Zenith-Bradshaw).

.

G- Smith (5'/2 Sunbeam).

TRADE

:

F- A. Appleb?e (3<4 Scott Squirrel).
J. Moffat ^3V, Douglas).
L, Newey (3"4 Ariel).

Reserves ;

R. A. Green (3'/' Norton).
J. Whalley (3Vi Sunbeam).
G- Dance (3'2 Sunbeam).
L. L- Sealey (3% B.S.A.).

CLASS III.—1,000 c.c. Sidecars.

rRIV-\TE OWNERS :

R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith sc).
J. A, Newman (7 A.J.S. sc-)-

G. Nott (8 Matchless sc-).

TR-ADE :

H. Bovnton (4 James sc).
W. Pratt (8 Matchless sc).
E- B. Ware (8 Matchless sc).

Reserves :
•

:

"

F- S. Ellis (8 Matchless sc).
W. A. Pell-Smith (8 Brough Superior sc).
F. -Crosthwaite (31:. Dirzmo sc).
S. Wright (4ii Humber sc)-

Unfortanataly, the constitution of the
Dutch team cannot yet be announced, as,

owing to the difficulty of finding suffi-

cient riders of 350 c.c. and 500 c.c. solo

machines (big twins being the favourite

mounts in Holland), the rules have had
to be revised. The Dutch team will,

therefore, be classified as last year, i.e.,

si.x machines under 350 c.c. and the re-

maining twelve of any capacity. The
sub-classes of private and trade riders in

the Dutch team have also been eliminated,

but only geniiine private owners will be
eligible for the special prizes.

Routes.

The route to be followed by the Dutch
competitors dh'om Harwich is as follows :

Harwich, Colchester, Bishop's gtortford,

Hertford, St. Albans, Dunstable, Fenny
Stratford, Towcester, Daventry, Southam,
and Leamington.
On the Sunday the route will be :

Leamingtoli, Warwick, Stratford, Alcester,

Duimingttm, Spetchley, and AVorcester.

After the trial on 'Monday (the 26th),

the competitors' will become the guests

of the A.C.U. and the Surbiton M.C.C.,
a dinner being given at Thames Ditton.

On Tuesday the Dutch team returns
from the last-mentioned place, via King-
ston, Clapham, Kennington, Tottenham,
Woodford, Ongar,' Chelmsford, Col-

chester, and Manningtree to Harwich.
They will visit the J. A. P. works at

Tottenham, and will be entertained to

luuch at Chingford by Messrs. J. A.
Piestwich, Ltd.

Dynamo Driving from the Road Wheel.
A DIFFICULTY often e-xperienced in

equipping machines with dynamo
lighting is the arrangement of a

suitable drive to the generator, if such
a fitting has not ahtady been provided
for in the original layout by the designer

of ihe power unit.

An Easily Applied Sys(em of

Running a Ligh(ing Generator
on Existing Machines.

Flexible shaft and
speedometer type gear-

ing on the back whee[

for the drive of a

dynamo lightmg set.

Top tube mounting of the rear wheel-driven

Wattalite dynamo ; switch gear and charging

mmeter are mounted on the handle-bars.

In many cases it is impossible to at-

tach a driving pulley or spiocket to any
exposed rotating member of engine or
transmission units, since all is completely
enclosed ; and to meet this difficulty the
Wattalite dynamo and transmission, by
means of flexible shaft and gearing from
the back wheel, has been evolved, and it

appears to be quite practical.

A gear wheel is attached to the spokes
of the rear wheel, while the pinion on the
flexible shaft is attached to the offside

rear fork of the machine. The wheels
are enclosed, so that the drive is ade-
quately protected from mud and grit, and

the actual dynamo is driven liy means of

a speedometer pattern cable having an
ample margin of strength. The gene-
rator, which is designed to give an out-

put of ]6 watts (4 volts 4 amps.), is

situated on the top tube.
A switchboard can be fitted to the

handle-bar, to the top of the tank, or on
the connecting bar between the motor
cycle and sidecar, when the latter is

^tted.
The Wattalite generator is made by

Messrs. Watts. Williams, and Co., Ltd.,

Leysfield Road Works, Shepherd's Bush,
London, W.12.

B5
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Scarborough and District M.C.

Speed trials will be held on the Albert
Drive on the 24th inst., for which prizes

to the value of £100 will be awarded.

Bristol M.C.C.

Starting at midnight to-morrow. the

club is holding a twenty-four-hour tiial

in Wales for the Hutchinson Ciap.

Northants M.C. and L.C.C.

This club is holding its annual speed

trials in Castle Ashby Park on the 22nd

inst. Ten classes are included, starting

from 275 c.c. solo to unlimited cars.

Entrance fee for each class is 5s., which
should be sent to Mr. J. E. Capell, 8,

St. George's Avenue, Northampton, not

later than Monday next.

Levis Athletic Club (Motor Section).

Regulations and entry forms for the
" single gear " trial for the Yardley Cup,
to be held on the 24th inst., are now
available from the secretary, Mr. W. S.

Banner, Levis Works, Stechford, Bir-

mingham. Honorary membership of the

club costs 4s.. and, as already stated in

The Motor Cycle, the event is open to

any make of direct belt drive machine
(variable pulleys must be sealed in one
position).

llliiitm MiMMiini "I'l'i! in

Worcester and District M.C.C.

There will be special classes for purely

private owners at the closed hill-climb

to be held on the 24th inst., the entrant

with a standard machine liaving every

chance to win an award.

Falmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The first hill-climbing test under the

auspices of the above organisation was
held on Monday of' last week. A large

number of the general' , public were
present, and keen interest was manifested;

The fastest time was achieved by N J.

Easom, riding a 7-9 h.p. Indian, who
accomplished his second attempt in 25s.

The following are the results :

CLASS 1 (not exceeding 300 c.c.).— 1, G. Blight
(2ii O.K.), 49|s.; 2, W. G. Easom (214 Baby'
Triumpli), 515. ; 3, A. T. McLeod (2V2 Sun), 53s.:

4 J. M. Pearce (2'/, Bown-Villiers), 53|s.; 5. W.
P'a-coe (2V2 Bown-Villiers), 64Ss.; 6, C. Eooke
(2ii Alldays), failed.

CL.ASS 2 (not exceeding 500 c.c.).— 1, E. H.
Buckingham (3'A Triumph), 31?s. ; 2 (dead heat).

D. J. Colvin (3'/, N.TJ.T.) and A. J. Ferris (31/2

Zenith), 32s.; 3, M. Row (3V2 I.ea-Francis), 42s.;

4, A. McLeod (31/0 Humber), 55s.
CLASS 3 (not exceeding 600 c.c.).— 1, H. W.

lane (4 Triumph), 29^3.; 2, S. Laity (4 Triumph),
32|s.: 3, H. S. Easom. (4 Triumph), 33s.; 4, J. S.

Kneebone (5 Peugeot), 34s.
CL.\SS 4 (unlimited solos).— 1, N. J. Easom (7-9

Indian), 23s.; 2, F. H. Young (6 Rover), 29|s.;

L. Peterson (10 Henderson), failed.

UNLIMITED SIDEC\RS.— 1, N. J. Easom (7-9

Indian) 345s.; 2, G. Hamer Hunt (7 Matchless),
36s.; 3, H. Fernan (4^4 James). 47?s.

Glasgow M.C.C.

This Scottish club held a successful

non-stop reliability trial on Saturday, the
3rd inst.,' the course being through
Lenno.xtown, Fintry, Killearn,, Blane-
field, Cuilt Brae, and Kyber" Pass, this

thirty-three miles circuit being covered
three times to,.^a schedule of 20 m.p.h.
The course proved an excellent test, the
long ascent after Lennoxtown, the stiff

_
climb of Cuilt Brae, and the bends of the
Kyber Pass providing material for many
failures. There were twenty-three en-
tries, twenty-one starters, and fourteen
finishers. The gold medal winners were
as follows : -

R. S. Brown (2iA Clyno), H. Goodwin (4
Triumph), D. B. Calder (2; J New Imperial), R.
D. Robertson (8 Matchless so.), G. Elliott (8 -New
Imperial sc), G. C. Proctor (5-6 Ariel so.), J. C.
McFadyen (8 Sunbeam sc), B. Gold (8 Blackburne
sc.l, and J. W. Morton (3% Rover).

XJl>(2.ek-en6 (Tlub TEveitts.

SUCCESSFUL LIGHTWEIGHTS Among the several amendments m the awards of

the Six Days Trials is that of the New Imperial Team, which has now been given the team

prize in Class A. The riders—B. Kershaw. D. Prentice, and L. Horton—are shoivn

above with their machines.
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Hill-l,t.—Canterbury and District 21.C.C.
climb.
m-17.—Bristol M.C.C. Ticcnty-four Hour
U'elsli Trial,

ir.—North London M.C.C. Inter-club Ralltl 1

at Hcndon.
ir.—Ulster M.C.C. Championship oj Ulster '

Jiace Meetmii at Magillan.
17.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
jRvn to IVeston.

n.—Bridgwatcr anS District M.C. and L.C.C.
Hilt-climb on Puritan Hill.
U.—Harroijate and District M.C. TeaviH
Trials.
17.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Evening Trial i

17.—i>evisbury and District M.C.C. PetroU
Consumption Test.
17.—B.M.C.R.C. Sixth Members' Meeting ati
Brookl^nds.
li-lS.—Northern M.C. Week-end Run
Whitby.

17-19.—Edinburgh and District M.C.C. Two-t
day Open Trial.
IS.—nUey M.C. and L.C.C. Social Run and:'
Gymkhana.
IS.—Leeds and District M.C. Reliability
Trial for the Kirk Rose Bowl, etc.
18.—Manchester M.C. Speed Trials.
IS.—Barrow and District M.C. Hill-climb
IS.—Coventry Triangle M.C. Circular Run.
IS.—Uoncaster and District M.C.C. Run tu
Castle Howard and Kirkham -ibbey.
IS.—Bury and District M.C. Competition.
IS.—Leeds M.U. Run to Ripon.
IS.—Sheffield M.C.C. Social Run.
IS.—Burton and District M.C.C. Run M
Woodhouse Eaves.

18.—Newcastle and District M.C. FlexibilittI
Hill-climb.

IS.—Brighton and Hove M.C.C. Gyrnhhana.'
IS.-Eastbourne and District M.C.C. HaroU
Day and Kett Competition.

IS.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Run U
.irncliffe.

IS.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Run ij

Birdlip Hotel.
IS.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.G.
and L.C.C. Mart Cup Trial.
IS.—Central London M.C.C. Reconnaissance
Run for Paperchase.

IS.—Wakefield and District M.C.C. Run t
Stynes.
IS.—Liverpool M.C. Closing Picnic at Vela
mere Forest.

18.—Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C
Run to Westcliff.

21.—Sutton Coldfield and N. Birminghat
A.C. Hill-climb: ' -—-»'

SS.—North Wales M.C.C. Uill-climb.

b6
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must lie addressel tD the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be aooompaBied by the writer's name and addresi.

MORE EXTENDED PAYMENTS REQUESTED.
Sir,—Would it not be possible for motor cycle agents to

lower the deposit required for the purchase of a motor cycle,

a^ld give extended terms of, say, eighteen or twenty months
in which to pay the balance ?

1 am sure there would be hundreds of men, who, like

myself, could then enjoy the delights of motor cycling, and,
at the same time, increase the trade. OLD READER.
Cockermouth.

BICYCLE OR "PUSH-BIKE"?
Sir,
—

" Ixion " says that "we cannot do without" the
abominable word "push-bike." But we can. Call things
by their proper names, and there can be no confusion. The
name "bicycle" applies to one machine, and to one machine
alone. The other machine with which it is sometimes con-

fused by people who have not the faculty of thinking
coherently, or expressing themselves clearly, is a motor
bicycle.

' ANOTHER ANFIELDER.
Birkenhead.

DECARBONISING TOOLS FROM THE L.C.C.

!

Sir,—When coming from Watford to London early this

summer, I took the short cut from Stanmore to Edgware, in

order to avoid the tramlines at Canons Park. When turning
into the main road at Edgware, and going quite slowly in-

low gear. I crossed the tramlines almost at right angles, and
when passing the second set of rails the machine skidded
violently, nearly unseating both my passenger and' myself.

The engine stopped dead. The machine slithered a few
yards with the back wheel locked, and stopped dead.

On dismounting, I found, to my amazement, a slither of

steel, about 9m. long, with a section of gin., had passed
through the tread, emerged near the bead, and had jammed
tjrmly in the carrier stays as the wheel revolved, locking

both engine and wheel. On examination, the slither of metal
proved to be a piece of steel tramline (apparently from the
outside rail, which in places stands an inch or two above the
road) which had worn thin, and had been detached by my
wheel, peeling off much as a wooden splinter might have
done. The piece of metal was tough steel, strong, and pliable

as a fencing foil. I use it now as a decarbonising tool. The
tyre was a Palmer cord and ran for many hundreds of miles
after, despite a terrible rip in the fabric.

M. TOWXLEY.

COSTSOF SPARE PARTS AND COMPONENTS.
Sir,—Am I right in assuming that many makers either sell

their machines at a loss or profiteer abominably on spares
and renewals? It is apparent, in many cases, that if one

: bought parts piece by piece and erected one's own machine
: it would cost considerably more than buying the outfit

complete, and this notwithstanding that the supplier in the
latter instance has to bear the cost of assembling the various
parts. It is obvious that every manufacturer must keep a
record of the cost of every item that goes to make a complete
machine to enable him to arrive at the figure at which he

;
puts his production on the market ; but does he supply his

customers with spare parts on this basis? In most Cases I

fear not, judging by the disparity of prices charged by
' different firms for parts of a similar character. For instance,

kick-starter springs tor several well-known and popular

makes can be bought in London at 6d. each. I have paid,

several times, 3s. 6d. each for springs veri/ little different from

those sold at 6d. Allowing for size or gauge, the difference

in price is unwarranted. The same applies to most other

components.
I have several friends whose incomes just make it a toss

up whether they can go in for the sport, and who hesitate

because of the uncertainty and fear of upkeep. There must
be hundreds of men who hesitate for the same reason, and
much trade must be lost to those who charge unreasonably.

The motor cyclist with a grievance airs his complaints to

all and sundry, and takes care to warn them off the firms

that fleece him for spares.

Why is the cost of parts when bought separately out of all

proportion to the cost of a complete machine? W'hat do
other readers sav? - POURQUOI.

London, S.E.14.

WHICH IS THE MOST SILENT ENGINE?
Sir,—I desire to express my entire agreement with Jlr.

P. H. Rogers, in your issue of the 1st inst., regarding the

silence and sweet running of the 1921 8 h.p. Enfield sidecar

with Vickers engine. I consider it easily the most silent

machine now on the road. When in Edinburgh recently I

noticed one of these machines, and was interested to see that

more than one pedestrian turned for a second to look at an
outfit which ran with such freedom from noise. FIFE.

Rosyth.

In the 1 92 1 South African T.T.,

C. H. Young won both Junior and

Intermediate classes on a 31" h.p.

and 4 h.p. Triumph respectively

He also won the Intermediate event

in 1920. Young's average speed

over the 152^ miles course was

over 40 m.p.h.
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PLUGS FOR EASY STARTING.

Sir,—Seeing an easy starting tip in your " Ideas " page,

perhaps it will be of interest to " E.S." and others to know

that the M.A.P. plug is the goods for neither sooting nor

oiling up. This is mainly owing to the position of the bar

being directly over the centre electrode, which allows very

easy starting indeed, as oil, etc., cannot get on the back of

the bar.

Another item that I am sure has been noticed by other

readers of the "Blue 'Un " is the illustrations of the

Enfield lightweight. Theij even fitted band brakes to both

u'heds twenty years arjo. The trade must be making great

strides nowadays in design. It has taken twenty years to

perfect the motor cycle, yet we can see all the old

being worked up again and being called new.

Coventry.

'•SO M.P.H." BRITISH BIG TWINS.
Sir,—I have followed the correspondence on "British Big

Twins " with interest. The letters in your issue dated the

1st September, by "Big Twin" and "Observant," call for

a reply from me as the designer and manufacturer of the

Brough Superior. Both of your correspondents are labour-

ing under a misapprehension, and they are not as conversant

with their subject as they would have us believe. The
catalogue published by me distinctly states the object of

the design of the Brough Superior; it is a machine made to

fill a long-felt want for a big twin capable of the highest

speed that road conditions allow, yet fitted up with every

convenience for touring purposes. That the Brough Superior

fulfils all the claims made for it is proved by the dozens

of letters I have received from riders all over the country

—

and, after all, they are the opinions that matter.

"Observant's" presumption that the Brough Superior

engine is the type used by Brooklands racers in 1913 confirms

his ignorance of the subject he is writing about.

GEORGE BROUGH.
SUNDAY COMPETITIONS.

Sir,—I was glad to see, in your issue of September 1st,

a letter frorii the honorary secretary of the North-Western

Centre of the.A.C.U: adversely criticising your comments

of August 18th, regarding Sunday competitions. I can

endorse all the remarks of your critic, and would add that

clubs (in the North) entirely (or nearly so) depend upon

Sunday events for -their very existence.

Provided that competitions are properly conducted and

organised, I cannot^ for the -life of me see where you can

draw the line between Sunday, touring (which you do not

cavil at) and Sunday trials; and a man can be just as good

a sportsman on the" Sabbath as on the other si.x week days.

In the North we work five and a halt days, and Saturday
afternoons are not of sufficient length for big events

—

especially reliability trials—and what are these, anyway,
but "touring"? Motor cyclists, numbered, controlled ,and

in order, are far safer on the road than a lot of irresponsible

motor cyclists blinding along "on their own."
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Lightweight riders who evidently appreciate the absolute independence that the use of the

solo motor cycle affords. . Mr. and Mrs. P. Barry, and Mr. and Mrs. G. Heath, of Hove,

are all owners of Triumph Juniors, on which they are depicted.

No self-respecting club, or club member, would wilfully

be a nuisance or inconvenience to the public, and I would
further say that club riders, as a class, are very law-abiding.

The big Saturday events are well-supported by the

"trade"—otherwise the big entry lists would soon dwindle.

Your comments have not yet been brought before the

Yorkshire Centre Board, but will be at the next meeting,

and I have no doubt that your remarks were inspired by-
the allocation, to the Sheffield and Hallamshire Club, of

Sunday, August 7th, for their Centre One Day Trial.

With all due deference to you, we shall, as long as the
law permits, continue to hold all our events on Sundays

—

or other days—to suit the convenience of our members, con-

ducting them with all respect and regard for law and order

;

and when Sunday competitions are forbidden ( !) one
" Centre " will be sufficient for all clubs north of the Trent.

This letter expresses my personal opinion, and is not written

as honorary secretary of the Yorkshire Centre, but as

W. A. DOVENER.
[Mr. Dovener's views in support of Sunday competitions are

at variance with the considered opinion of the governing
body of which he is a member. Furthermore, he is wrong
in surmising that our remarks were inspired by a Sheffield

trial. (Mr. Place, of the North-Western Centre, imagined
that our remarks deprecating Sunday contests applied to

his centre.) They apply to all organised Sunday competi-
tions, and Thf Motdr'Cyele has never wavered in its stand
against them.

—

Ed.]

ILLEGAL SILENCING AURANGEMENTS ON STANDARD
MACHINES.

Sir,—Your correspondent Mr. V. 0. Gretch seems to have
replied to my former letter without appreciating the point
at issue. As an experienced rider with a practical knowledge
of motor cycles, I am fully aware of what can be done m
regard to the fitting of a silencer, but my contention is that
the Norton machine, as jyrodiiced by the makers, does not
comply with present legal requirements.
Has Mr. Gretch ever tried to- ride a Norton machine

(having no gears) up a steep hill with houses on each side?

I have, and this accounts for my being FED UP.
Kenilworth.

WHY BUY A POGO?
Sir,—I recently rode a motor cycle

London to York, via Leicester, Derby,
caster. As far as Sheffield, save for
outside Leicester and the track between Derby and Sheffield,
the road surface was reasonably good ; but from Sheffield to
Doncaster and Ferrybridge, and thence to Tadcastei:, there
are large portions which are little short of murderous.
Three months ago parts were under repair; ^now those

parts alone stand out like oases along a real Via Dolorosa.
Picture papers have just been showing some sort of queer
new toy on which you stand and bounce heavenwards. Take
a cycle from Doncaster to Tadcaster, and you have learned
all there is to know about bouncing. Some of the pot-holes

are like young bathing-pools, though
here and there a cynical road-man was
amusing himself by converting a hole
into a mound. In one place for many
yards you had to pass over a carpet of
raw earth and jagged iiints, the road
having been riven asunder and left to
repent of its sins.

In one or two places there are short
stretches of perfect surface. One sup-
poses these are put in as a temptation
to the unwary.
Whether the wicked are punished in

this world or another is open to_ dis-

cussion, perhaps, but I hope this dream
I had comes true : for I beheld the
Ultimate Man Concerned stand on trial

before a demoniac court, and the judge
put on the black cap; amid the shudders"
of the spectators, he was condemned to
ride for all eternity to and fro over
the road from Sheffield to York. And,
sir, I may tell you that the Wandering
Jew and the Flying Dutchman will be
kings to that U.M.C.
(Mrs.) CONSTANCE H. LINNEY.

and sidecar from
Sheffield, and Don-
a ; few vile" miles
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POWER UNIT FOR AN INVALID MOTOR CHAIR.
Sir,—Witli reference to your correspondent " Work-

shop's " enquiry for a 3^ h.p. water-cooled engine to fit to
liis hand-propelled invalid's chair, we think your corre-
spondent is greatly over-estimating the horse-power required
even for hilly Wales, and also the capabilities of his chair
to stand up to an engine of this size, especially with all the
etceteras necessary for water-cooling, and, candidly, we do
not know of any chair on the market to which it would be
safe or advisable to fit an engine of this horse-power, or
that would' safely carry an engine of this size with all its

necessary supplementary fittings for drive, etc.

We do not know what make of chair your correspondent's
friend has, but if it should happen to be one of our make,
may we ask him to communicate direct with us in two or
three weeks' time, when we shall have a motor fitted and
running which has been specially designed for the Argson
back axles and could be readily fitted to his chair ?

THE ARGSON ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
A. R. Gaenett, Director.

CLEANING A STAINED WATERPROOF.
Sir,—May I write a word in defence of the cleaner, whom

our friend " I.xiou " appears not to love.

The cleaning price for a heavy trench coat, though vary-
ing according to locality, should be no more than 9s. 6d. ;

less for a snigly-lined coat, and still less for an milined
raincoat. Take the maximum 9s. 6d. (one need pay no more),
if this is half the price of the new coat, then that coal: is

certainly not worth cleaning. It pays much better to buy
a good coat, as it can then be cle.ined repeatedly without
iiijuiy.

The type of coat which is returned from the cleai>er like

a rag is rag, unless it is one with an oiled silk or linen
inter-lining, when naturally dry cleaning (with spirit) will

do it in. A good twill needs no dope to make it turn water,
and can therefore be cleaned without injury. An umbrella
or a canvas tent does not require a coat of paint, and a
raincoat should not require doping, as it wiU no longer be
rainproof when petrol has been spilled upon it.

Moreover, it can be cleaned without petrol—merely with
soap and water. I do not advise sending it to the laundry
with the weekly wa.=h, but it can be " wet cleaned " by a
responsible cleaner, provided it has not been used as an
overall during overhauls. CLEANER.
Kingston-on-Thames.

Sir,^Referring to " Ixion's " remarks on "My Coat," it

may be interesting to know that I have cleaned and re-

proofed my coat at a cost of well under a shilling.

The coat is first thoroughly soaked in warm soapy water
and then wrung out. It is next laid on a table and scrubbed
with soap and warm water, the soap being rubbed on to the

brush and not on to the coat. When done the coat is rinsed

in a small quantity of warm water and hung up till nearly

dry. Any spots of oil, etc., remaining may then be got off

by means of a rag soaked in petrol. The coat is then dipped
into the water-proofing solution, i.e., it is immersed and
thumped for a few minutes in warm alum solution (two
ounces to a gallon of warm water). After, it is taken out
and hung up to dry. It must not be squeezed but simply
let drip. When dry the job is done. A second dipping into

the alum will do no harm, but it will be found that it is

rather difficult to wet the coat, the solution simply rolling

off like water off a duck's back.

There is only one drawback to this process, and that is

that the coat assumes a slight whitish shade.

G. D. BARROW.
THE SUCCESS OF THE SIX DAYS.

Sir,—The A.C.XJ. has been severely criticised; it is only
fair that it should be warmly congratulated. - Everyone
approved the regulations for the Six Days, though some

:. apparently funked them. The only question in the minds
of most was whether the A.C.U. might interpret the rules too
severely—especially in regard to the " silence " and " final

examination " tests. The A.C.U. has been fully justified.

No one can possibly accuse the officials of undue severity.

The trial has been a splendid demonstration of what the
motor cycle and cycle car can accomplish.

This has undoubtedly been the object of the A.C.U.
throughout in these trials. If freak hills were included it

was not in order to "ride a machine to destruction," but

with the object of showing the powSr of some machines to

smmount every obstacle. When freak hills became too

freakish thev have been dropped. The climbing power of

machines had been demonstrated for all practical purposes,

and it was useless to prove that a machine might accomplish

what no sane rider would attempt. It remained to show

(and the proof was not superfluous) that a machine could be

driven without excessive noise—a point of the greatest im-

portance in regard to popularity, to prove the extraordinary

economy of most machines by a "consumption trial," and

their endurance by a severe speed test. This last was not a

race and gives no evidence of the speed which could be

attained, but it has proved that the best machines can stand

the severest possible strain and survive in a fit condition to

pass the final "examination test." Possibly a timed hiU-

climb might have been added, but the objections which were

raised (unfairly, I think) to the Lynton-Porlock test in

another trial had to be considered.

On another point the A.C.U. is to be congratulated. It

has obtained an excellent press. It is astonishing that, as a

rule, so little notice is taken of motoring in the general press

—apart from sensational reports, of motor accidents. This

year's Six Days, however, has been fully reported each day

in quite a number of papers. For this there are two reasons.

In the first place there is no doubt that the novelty of the

conditions has aroused an unmistakable public interest. The

same thing happened in regard to the "stock car" trial,

which was also well reported—it is a pity that both these

trials were less warmly supported than they should have

been by some of the trade. In the second place the results

have been officially published day by day with commendable

promptitude. Too often one has to wait days, or even weeks,

before the results of- a competition are known, and daily

newspapers naturally do not report things which happened

the day before yesterday, or, it may be the week before last.

May I add a word of -praise for the cycle cars? It is

true that onlv three makers ventured to compete, three

Jlorgans, one" T.B., and two G.N.'s—the last the only

starters of the four-wheelers, which were included for the

first time since the war. But all cycle cars which started

obtained "gold medals. It was unfortunate, perhaps, that

no team prize was awarded to this class ; had this been

oftered possibly more entries would have been received.

It was, however, a compliment to the cycle cars that they

were required to accomplish more than the most powerful

sidecars/ H. GEORGE MORGAN.

SUMXL-VRY OF CORRESPONDENCE
"J.B." (Chippenham) wishes to thank H. R. Harveyson

for his thoughtfulness in carrying "Finis" on the day oJ

the Six Days Trial, when he was at the tail end of the

procession of competitors,
" Dug PH 2534 " (Guildford) opines that, although the b«st

British" big twins may be slower than the corresponding

American machines, they will wear longer and are consider-

ably less complicated.

DDDDDnDDDDDnDnDDDnDDDDnnDDnnDnDDDDDDDD
BOOKS AND Maps for Motor Cyclists, o

^ Issued in conjunction with Th^ Motor CycU. q
MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM ' D

D The standard handbook on the motor cycle. '^

Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/10 ^
2 •HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.' q° New Edition. Just Published. Pricenet, 2/- Bypo$t,2/3.

• TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." D
n A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedyin,^ D
n them when found. Fourth Edition.

P Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3.

D TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." D
D A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the rider's point [J

D of view. Price net 3 - By post, ; H. D
° MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." *

g
S By "Ixion," o( Jlie Motor Cycle. „

y
Price net. 5/- By post, 5/). g

D THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
D Set o-' Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
a London. Set of three., complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. D
n Book post, 5 /lo. Set of Two Maps—England and D
D Wales, London (as above). Prioenet,4/6. Bypott,4/3- D
n THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. D
n With 32 pageiof Road Maps. Pricenet,5/- By post, s /4. ^
n Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE& SONS Ltd.,

qj

n 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers an I q
^ Railway Bookstalls. p
EnGQaDDDDnDDDDDDDDaDDDDDnnDnDDDaaaDnnc
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Oimcs to Clg^t Camps.
Sept. 15th ... 8.15 p.m

17t.h ... 8.11 „

19th ... 8.6

)J 21st ... 8.1

Ferry Charges Reduced.

The Firth of Forth ferry "charges have
been reduced by 50% as a result of the
activities of the A.A. and the Royal
Scottish A.C.

A Speed Limit for LynmouthP
A speed lii-.it for motor vehicles at

Lynmouth 4s being urged by Lynton
Urban District councillors, who state that

on August 18th no fewer than 274 cars

and motor cycles passed along Waters-
meet Road, along which, it is stated, the
school children had to pass. Were the

schools open on August 18th ?

Respite or Reprieve ? .

There is only one way whereby the

solo motor cyclist can find out whether
he may or may not dispense with a rear

light. He must find out the attitude

of the police in each district in which
he proposes to ride. Old byelaws still

abound ; anij, ' until some definite ruling

in the way of new legislation is 'issued,

only an optimist will unscrew his rear

lamp clips !

The Six Days through Other Eyes.

from a Somerset paper :
•" In connec-

tion with the reliability trials extending
over six days, which were arranged by
a Lvndon company _ . . .a large

number of interested spectators watched
them go through _ t'le town : but, apart

from the competitors' numbers, there icas

nothing to attract'attention more than to

an ordinary .cyclist." Perhaps the re-

porter expected fancy dress. The italics

are ours.

Chat
Imports and Exports.

Imports of motor cycles for August show
a decline of £8,000 compared with the
^irevious month of July, and a marked
decline compared with August of last

year, when we imported £65,884 worth
of machines and "parts."

Imports. July. 1921. Aug., 1921.
Nuniber of motor cycles .

.

73 35
Value of machine and parts £20,707 £12,756

Bkitish Expoets.
The Board of Trade figures for August

do not denote a very rosy state of affairs

in the export world. The same low level,

however, is maintained that was registered
for June and July, there being only a few
thousand pounds difference in, the figures.
The most startling comparison is when
last month's figures are compared with
August of last year, when well over a
quarter of a million pounds worth of
machines and parts were exported.

Exports. July, 1921. Aug., 1921.
Number of motor cycles .. 646 539
Value of motor cycles only £54,834 £44,366
Value of parts £23,904 £30,848

eclal J^eatures.

£78,738
f78,7'38

£75,214
£75,214

Petrol Imports.

Up to the end of August this year the
importation of petrol exceeded last year's

figures for the same period by 45,021,064
gallons.

The Swing o£ the Pendulum.
Seventeen per day was the average''

number of motor cycles exported last

month. Against the eighty-five per day
of August, 1920, the number is ominoiis,;

but it is to be hoped that it is the zero
figure.

THE "SIX DAYS"—DEDUCTIONS AND
IMPRESSIONS.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
THE ANGLO.DUTCH TRIAL,

Appointments.

We are pleased to record that Mr. C.

Walter Hyde has quite recovered from
his illness, which forced him to resign

his appointment with the B.S.A. Co., and
has now joined the Dunlop concern.

A well-known Northern motor cyclist

and honorary secretary of the Yorkshire
Centre A.G.U. and the Bradford M.C.
and L.C.C., Mr. W. A. Dovener, has
accepted the post of district .representa-

tive of the Scott Motor Cycle Co. for

Yorkshire, Durham, and Northumberland.
It will be recalled that Mr. Dovener
severed his, connection with the firm last

Christmas, after having been -secretary

and cashier for ten years.

From Aosta up the Great St. Bernrad.

Those who competed in the Inter-

national Six Days 'Trials and our readers
who followed the report of that event in

these pages will be able to lealise the
nature of such a hill-climb as that re-

cently held at Aosta in Italy.

To the top of the Great St. Bernard
Pass constituted the course, and the com-
petitors had to ride over a distance
of practically twenty miles, ascending.
5,580ft. between the starting and finishing

,

points.

The fastest time of the day (35m. llfs.)

was made on a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson
'sidecar in the 1,000 c.c. class. This time
was only equalled by a 70 h.p. Mercedes
car. The 350 c.c. class was won "on a

Maffeis in 45m. 21|s., with a Douglas
third in 46m^ 36|s. The 500 c.c. class was
won on a Ferrera in 37m. 54is.
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90M.P.H. ON A COUNTRY ROAD.
2|h.p. and 3ih.p. Sunbeams secure Chief Honours at Norfolk. Club's Open Speed Trials.

Fourteen Firsts for Dance.

One of the official starters was somewhat of a hustler, but Le Vack (Indian) is too old a hand to be caught unprepared at the word " Go.'

ALL the essentials of a most successful

race meeting—glorious weather, a
large and high quality entry, and

good organisation—attended last Thurs-
day's open speed trials, held on West
Harling Heath by the Norfolk M.C. and
L.C.C. Yet the event fell very flat.

This is hardly surprising, for five solid

hours of timed speed trials on a safe but
very dusty kilometre " straight " is long
enough to damp the enthusiasm of most.
There were eighteen distinct classes, six-

teen of which were sub-divided into

members' and open sections, tliui makinr/
thirty-f-our in all, which is at least twice
ad many as should be !

George Dance literally swept the board
in the open classes, winning fourteen
firsts, making fastest time of the day

—

24^-s. for the flying kilometre, a speed
of over 90 m.p.h.—and provisionally gain-

ing four silver cups. Both his 2| h.p.

and 34 h.p. Sunbeams were o.h.v. models.
Le Vack—on his Indian—^was obviously

off colour, for he only succeeded in get-
ting placed once, and he ran in eight
classes.

' 80 m.p.h. Too Slow to Win !

Although G. W. Walker touched 80
m.p.h. on his Norton with great consist-
ency;^ he was no match for the o.h.v. Sun-
beam ; but he was usually just a little

too fast for two comparative newcomers to

such events—E. Searle (3^ Sheffield Hen-
derson) and C. P. Wood (Scott)—who
were both well in the running for places.
Searle's mount had an o.h.v. Blackburne
engine, while C. P. Wood made his best
speed—75 m.p.h.—on the 3^ h.p. Scott
Squirrel.

There was little to choose between I.

P. Riddoch's 2| h.p. Blackburne and H.
F. Mase's 2| h.p. o.h.v. A.J.S. in the
open classes ; but in the members' section
the latter rider secured 100% honours

—

six firsts from six attempts.

Two strokes scored in the open 250 c.c

classes, R. E. Pugh (2i Levis) winning
both from a strong field ; but in the
closed events a local New Imperial beat a
local Levis by 3s.

Although he competed in almost as

many classes as his triumphantly success-
ful colleague Dance, Bennett did not
succeed in running his side-valve Sunbeam
into a place.

J. G. Goodenough, R. M. Knowles, and
J. G. Handworth on Nortons, C. J. W.
Trendall on a Sports Sunbeam, and JM. G.
Bagshaw (7-9 Harley-Davidson) were
others to make fa-r more excellent per-

formances than any of the spectators

realised. (No members' placings were
posted during the event.) -

Below are the full results (which, inci-

dentally, took our representative nearly
two hours to dissect and tabulate) :

OPEN CLASSES (STANDING START).
250 c.c. SOLO.— 1. R. E, Pugh (2i/, Levis),

42Ss.; 1, J. V. Prestwich (21/, J.A.P.), 45|s.; 3,
N. A. Lowe {2Vi Diamond-Jap), 46s.

350 c.c. SOLO.— I. G. Dance (2% Sunbeam),
355s.; 2. I. P. Riddoch (2% Blackburne), 40fs.:
5, H. F. Mase (2% A.J.S.), 415s.

500 c.c. SOLO.— 1, G. Dance (3% Sunbeam), 30s.;
2, G. W. Wallter (3V-. Norton), 33Is. ; 3, E. Searle
(31/2 Sheffield-Henderson), 35!s,

-J

Nobody bothered to ask who won in the concluding dozen or so classes—the answer '

always " Dance." He is shown here winning the 730 c.c, class at nearly 90 m.p.h.



90 m.p.h. on a Country Road.—

750 c.c. SOLO— 1, G. Dance (3'/. Sunbeam),
31Js 2, G. W. Walker (3i,i, Norton), 34!s.; 3, E.
Searle (S'A Sheffield Henderson), 361s.

UNLIMITED SOLO— 1, G. Dance (31/2 Sun-
beam), 31s.; 2, E. C. E. Baraewanath (8 Martin-
M A.G.), and E. Searle (31/2 Sheffield-Henderson)

tied. 35!'s. ; 4, G. W. Walker (31/2 Norton), 35?s.

600 c.c, SIDECARS.— 1, G. Dance (31/2 Sunbeam
EC ) 39s ; 2, G. W. Walker (31/2 Norton so.), 42s.;

3, C. P. Wood (3% Scott sc), 44;s.

750 c.c. SIDECARS.- 1, G. Dance (31/2 Sunbeam
sc.), 39!s.; 2, G. W. Walker (3'/2 Norton so.) , 42s.;

3. E. Searle (31/2 Sheffleld-Henderson sc), 46s.

BUILT FOR
SPRINTS.,

mm&€L^
UNLIMITED SIDECARS,-1. G. Dance (3%

Sunbeam sc), 39!s.; 2, E. C. E. Baragwanath (8

Martin-M.A.G. sc), 401s.; 3, I. P. Riddoch (8

Zenith sc), 42e.

OPEN CLASSES (FLYING START).
250 cc SOLO.— 1, R. E. Push (2y, Levis), 35s.;

2, J. V. Prestwich (21,4 J.A.P.), 35|s. ; 3, N. A.

Lowe (21/4 Diamond-Jap), 37s.

350 c.c SOLO.—1, G. Dance (2% Sunbeam),
28Js.; 2, H. F. Mase (2ii A.J.S.), 31?s.; 3, I. P.

Riddoch (2l4 Blackburne), 31|s.

600 c.c SOLO.— 1. G. Dance (31/2 Sunbeam),
24ts • 2, G. W. Walker (3% Norton), 28gs. ; 3, C.

P. 'Wood (3>/. Scott), 295s.

750 c.c. SOLO.— 1, G. Dance (31/2 Sunbeam),
24|s.; 2, G. W. Walker (31/2 Norton), 281s.; 3, C.

P. Wood (3% Scott), 30as.

UNLIMITED SOLO.-l, G. Dance (31/2 Sun-

beam), 243s.; 2, H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian), 28s.;

3 E. C. E. Baragwanath {8 Martm-M.A.G.), 28|s.

'eOO c.c SIDECARS.-1, G. Dance (314 Sun-

beam sc), 321s.; 2. G. W. Walker (31/2 l^orton

sc ) 343s. ; 3, E. Searle- (31/2 Sheffleld-Henderson

sc)', 36s'.

E. Searle made a very successful debut

on a 31 h.p. Sheffield-Henderson fitted

with an o.h.v Blackburne engine.
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750 c.c. SIDECARS.—1, G. Dance (3'/2 Sun-
beam EC), 31SS. ; 2, G. W. Walker (31/2 Norton
sc), 34s.; 3, E. Searle (3'/2 Sheffield-Henderson
sc), 36^s.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS.— 1, G. Dance (SVi

Sunbeam sc), 31|s. ; 2, I. P. Riddoch (8 Zenita
sc), 33gs. ; 3, E. C. E. Baragwanath {8 Martin-
M.A.G. sc), 334s.

MEMBERS' CLASSES (STANDING STARTr
250 c.c. SOLO.—1, A. H. Bryant (2J4 New"

Hudson), 49!s.; 2, W. Mahouey (214 Omega) jj_

49is.; 3, r. T. Ebbage (a'/j New Imperial-Jap)3
62?s.
350 cc SOLO.—1, H. P. Mase (2% A.J.S.),

41Ss.; 2 W. Mahoney (2% Omega), 495s.; 3, M.
G. Bagshaw (2V4 Levis), 5O5S.
600 CO. SOLO.— 1, H. P. Mase (2% A.J.S.),

37§s. ; 2, C. J. W. Trendall (3'/. Sunbeam), 40!s.;
3, R. M. Knowles (31A Norton), 41is.
750 cc SOLO.-l, H. P. Mase (2% A.J.S.), 38s.;

2, C. J. W. Trendall (3'A Sunbeam), 40s.; 3, R.
M. Knowles (3I/2 Norton), 40is
UNLIMITED SOLO.— 1, M. G. Bagshaw (7-9

Harley-Davidson), 39is.; 2, C. J. W. Trendall (3V2
Sunbeam), 401s.; 3, B. A. Daniels (31/, Norton),
43!s.

600 cc. SIDECARS.— 1, S. A. Towlson (3V2
Norton sc), 49s.: 2, P. Sherwood (4 Triumph
so.), 62is.; 3, J. G. Goodeuough (S'A Norton sc),
56s.

750 c.c. SIDECARS.—1, H. A. Towlsori (4
Norton sc), 61|s.; 2, G. H. Hanworth (4 Norton
sc), 53s.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS.—1, M. G. Bagshaw

(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), 44s.; 2, E. M. Wood
(7-9 Indian, sc), 50s.

MEMBERS' CLASSES (FLYING START).
250 cc. SOLO.— 1, F. T. Ebbage (214 New

Imperial), 37s.; 2, M. G. Bagshaw (2*4 Levis) and
W. Mahoney (2>4 Omega) tied. 40Js.
350 c.c. SOLO.— 1, H. P. Mase (2% A.J.S.),

31?s.; 2, M.,G. Bagshaw (2y4. Levis), 40is.; 3, W.
Mahoney (2*4 Omega), 42s.
600 c.c. SOLO.— 1, H. P. Mase (2% A.J.S.),

301s.; 2, C. J. W. Trendall (3'/. Sunbeam), 33s.;
3. B. M. Knowles (31A Norton), 33|s.
750 c.c. SOLO.— 1, H. P. Mase (23/i A.J.S.),

301s.; 2, C. J. W. Trendall (3% Sunbeam), 33s.;
3, S. A. Towlson {3V2 Norton) and G. H. Hanworth
(3y> Norton) tied, 34s.
UNLIMITED SOLO.—1, M. G. Bagshaw (7-9

Harley-Davidson), 32s.; 2, C. J. W. Trendall (31/2

Sunbeam), 33s.; 3, R. M. Knowles (3V'» Norton),
34s.

600 CO. SIDECARS.—1, J. G. Goodenough (31A
Norton sc), 42s.; 2, P. Sherwood (4 Triumph sc),
445s.; 3, A. G. Bagshaw (4 Triumph sc), 4Bls.

750 c.c SIDECARS.— 1, G. H. Hanworth (4
Norton sc), 41s.; 2, J. G. Goodenough (31/2 Norton
sc.) and H. A. Towlson (4 Norton sc.) tied, 42^3.

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.-l, M. G. Bagshaw
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), 36s.: 2, J. G. Good-
enough (3y2 Norton sc), 42s.; 3, E. M. Wood (7-9
Indian sc), 45ss.

PETROL CONSUMPTION AND SPEEI> OF THE "SIX DAYS" MACHINES.
SOME very interesting data are avail-

able by the publication of the speeds
and fuel consumption figures in the

recent Si.x Days Trials. It should be
noted, however, that the speed test v^^as

not a race; and, although bonus marks
were awarded for times that bettered the

class minimums, several competitors did

not make any attempt to 'take advantage
of this.

CLASS A.—Up to 250 c.c.

Rider and Machine.

Speed
on

Brook- Petrol.

lands.

m.p.h. m.p.g.
33.31 98. S)

37.(;.H 105.7

44.o;i 108.6
42.95 119.8-

43.79 127

A. G. Wall (2i Cedos)

J. Lidstone (2J James)
B. Kershaw (2^ New Imperial)

D. Prentice (2^ New Imperial) .

L. Hoi'ton (2 J New Impei'ial) . ,

CLASS B.—Up to 350 c

J. C. Humphries (2.'. British
Standard-Arden) ,16.64

I. F. Anderson (2.V Connaught) 30.01

G. F. Mason (21 Connauglit) .

.

36.93
C. L. Sprosen (21 C-onnaught)'. 36.72
W. L. Handley ("2,V O.K.) 36.1

A. Milner (21 O.K.) 36.37— . Grahame-Oates (2J Ednrond) —
W. C. Harris (2^ A.J.S.) 42.95

E. Williams (-1% A. [.S.) 43.95

H. R. Davies (23 A.J.S.) 12.95

H. F. Edwards (23 Coulson) . . :!S.48

m.p.g.
1557
194G
2336
3123
1946

CLASS C—Up to 500 c .c.

Speed
on

Rider and Machine. Brook-
lands.

Petrol. Oil.

m.p.h. m.p.g. m.p.g.

C. W. Vallings (4.V Dunelt) .... 38.83 76.3 1940

L. Padlcy (4 Shcffi"'d-Henderson) 39.38 87.2 1108

A. A. Symes (3V Martiusvde) . . 49.61 78.9 1946

G. Strange (3.1 James) 43.53 101.6 2596

W. L. Danskin (3.1 Rudge) .... — 99 1609

F. T. Sibley (3.1 Rudge) 43.41 93.7 1557
R. B. Ewens (.3,1 Rudge) 83.87 94.2 1669

F. A. Longman (31 Ariel) 42.50 88 1,557

43.53 101.6 1108

W. Woodcock (31 Ariel) 46.14 82.9 1946
43.44 88.8 3115

G. Featherstonhaugh fSl Rover) 39.97 97.7 1940

G. W. Ravcnhall (3.1 Rover) . . 33.14 92 3225

A. Eckersley (3i Duzmo) — 99.4 —
A. J. Willies (31 Rover) 44.35 111.3 3596

CLASS D.—Up to 750 c.c.

90.9 953
135.3 1591
126.5 1524
132.5 1946
95 2920

102.5 2123
99.8 2123

108.4 1946
120.4 2330
115.1 2224
121.7 1790

J. Ford (7 F.N.)

H. G. Bell (7 F.N.)

T. W. Buckle (7 F.N.)
W. Leslie Guy (33 Scott)

W. Moore (33 Scott)

W. F. Scott (33 Scott)

E. Foster (6-7 Raleigh)

A. Rollason (4.V Ariel)

H. R. Harveyson (4 Harley-D.)

CLASS F.—Sidecars up to 600 c.c.

51.12 69.5

47.77 74.9

47.73 74.9

45.63 80
40.63 93.1

46.76 90.9

50.07 78.9

44.19 ,84.6

45.63 69.3

1790
2930
953

1796
3920
1946
1460
1669
1298

CLASS G.—Sidecars up to 1 000 c. c.

Speed
on

Rider and Machine. Brook-
lands.

Petrol. Oil.

m.p.h. m.p.g. m.p.g.

J. T. Bashall (0 Martinsyde sc.) -10,13 57.8 934
E. H. Giflord (0 Martinsyde sc.) 40.94 02.8 1015
W. H. Bashall (6 Martinsyde sc.) 41.04 64.1 087
F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc.) .... 46.95 fiO.5 1168
T. J. Ross (7 Matchless sc.) . .

.

28.37 06.7 1015
F. O'Brien (7 Matchless sc.) . . . 28.86 65.0 1398
A. L. Cranch (5-0 Rover sc.) . . 38.12 07.9 I.n4
N. Clayton Russell (4 Norton sc.) 43.95 77.35 730
G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless sc.) . 41.07 63.8 1460
W. A. Fell Smith (S Brough

66.7 1112
F. J. Watson (6 Ariel sc.) 38.19 47.9 1202
G. S. Artev (7 James sc.) 43.19 65.7 . 765

H. Boynton (7 James sc.) 43.21 68.69 898
W. E. Singer (7-9 Rudge sc.) . .

— 51.9 898
F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc.) 43.04 68.0 1298
0. Wade (7 A.J.S. sc.) 41.39 ' 68.1 973

Rex Mundv (7 A.J.S. sc.) 41.88 68.7 1038
M. C. Breese (0 B.S.A. sc.) .... 45.63 63.7 1015
P. W. White (8 Sunbeam sc.) .

.

40.94 52.9 993

T. F. Blumfteld (0 Ariel sc.) 38.01 66.3 687
R. Croucher (8 Matchless sc.) .

.

42,06 73.5 1567

CYCLE CARS.

P. Cunningham (31 P. & M. sc.) 34.93 70.2 898

R. Lewis (3.1 P. & M. sc.) 34.92 74.9 778

G. M. Townsend (3,1 P. & M. sc.) ,34.92 68.7 1015
F. C. North (21 O.k.-Junior sc.) 10.16 87.7 307

P. Pthrson (41 Dunelt sc.) 31.6?' 47.5 792

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) .

.

44.03 67.1 2696

F. Boddington (10 Morgan) . .

.

41.21 61.32 973

S. Hall (10 Morgan) 42.24 65.1 1669
C. Finch (8.7 G.N.) 39.26 54.8 778

F. Watson (8.7 G.N.) 39.20 59.4 097-
F. S. Spouse (8 T.B.) -13.34 49.5 1460

C4
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CURRENT CHAT '''-'-'
from p. 326).

Winding-up a Speed Event.

At the conclusion of the open speed
trials of the Norfolk JI.C. and L.C.C.
(described on another page of this issue)

a highly successful dinner took place at
the JIaid's Head Hotel, Norwich. Many
of the competitors were present,

Lighting-up Time.

An all-the-year-round "one hour after
sunset " lighting-up regulation is by no
means ideal. During the summer one and
a half houi' after would not be too long.
In spring and autumn one hour is about
right, but in the depths of winter the
interval between sunset and lighting-up
might well be shorter. It must be re-

membered that the average speed of
vehicles is much greater now than it was
when the regulation was first ordained.

Pedestrians' Rule of the Road.

The London Safety First Council has
ojjtained official sanction for a campaign
to make familiar to pedestrians the rule

that foot passengers shall Iceep to the left.

By so doing, people on the outside edge
of the footpaths will be meeting the

stream of road traffic, and thus the danger
of accidents, due to persons stepping into

the road with their backs to oncoming
vehicles, will be obviated. In the interests

of general safety, motor cyclists should
adopt the familiar " rule of the road

"

when walking, and advise their friends

of its obvious advantage.

A.C.U. Six Days Amendments.

We have now received from the Auto
Cycle Union a list of amendments to the
list of provisional results of the Six Day.s

Trials already published. These are as

follows ':

R. Elliott (3<A Rover), gold medal witli cer-

tificate.

\. J. Wilkes (3V2 Rover), gold medal with cer-

tificate. Both these riders were formerly announced
as having been awarded certificates only.
E. H. Giflord (6 Martinsyde so.), gold medal with

certificate, formerly atinounced as having -won a
.silver medal.

Class A Team Prize (it was announced that no
team qualified for this prize).—New Imperial
rideis ; B. Kershaw, D. Prentice, and L. Horton

;

total marks, 1,727.

Otiter Corrections.
E. Searle (4 Sheffield-Henderson) completed the

speed test at an average speed of 39.38 m.p.h., and
was awarded a gold medal.
Best Petrol Consumption in Class C.—A. J.

Wilkes (3Vl. Rover), 111.2 m.p.g.
Best Petrol Consumption in Cycle Car Class.—H.

F. .S. Morgan (8 Morgan), 67.1 m.p.g.
Best Oil Consumption in Class B.—G. F. "Mason

(2'/2 Connaught), 3,114 m.p.g.

Provincial Tour of Trade Commissioner.

Mr. W. G. Wickham, His Majesty's
Senior Trade Commissioner in South
Africa, is engaged on an official tour of

this country for the purpose of discussing
with firms the possibilities and conditions
of United Kingdom trade with the Union
of South Africa. The first part of his
tour includes the following towns :

Leicester, on September 19th to 21st.

Nottingham, on September 22nd to 23rd.
Sheffield, on September 28th to 30th.
Leeds, on October 3rd to 5th.

Bradford, on October 6th to 11th.
Firms in these centres desiring to inter-

view Mr. Wickham should communicate
immediately with the secretary of their
local chamber of commerce.
Arrangements to visit other industrial

centres are being made.

To Caterham and Sevenoaks Motorists.

Observers are required for the M.C.C.
sporting trial, which will be held over
a course in the Caterham and Sevenoaks
district on the 24th inst. Local motor
cyclists who are willing to help should
communicate as soon as possible with Sir.
E. A. Bridgman, 366, Euston Road,
London, N.W.I, or report to Mr. L.
A. Baddeley, the chief observer, at the
start of the trial, 9 a.m., at the Railway
Hotel, Caterham.

Motor Traffic through Markets.

Following representations by the Auto-
mobile Association regarding the con-
gested state, on market days, of main
roads adjacent and leading into Aylesbury
Market Place, which is crossed by main
road traffic, the Chief Constable has
kindly arranged to place an additional
constable on duty on market days, in

order to prevent, as far as possible,
obstruction to through traffic. It is

hoped that farmers and others attending
market, also motorists, will co-operate in

this endeavour to avoid inconvenience to

vehicle users and pedestiians.

Autumn.
Summer time ceases for this year on

October 2nd. Motor cyclists will be well
advised to overhaul their lamps.

Next Saturday's Big Midland Climb.

As was expected, the first 1921 open
hill-climb of the Midland Centre A.C.U.
has attracted a very representative entry.
The event, which will be held on Penk-
ridge Banlj, commences at twelve noon
on Saturday next.

North London Rally.

Although the chief award at the North
London M.C.C. rally at Hendon iiext
Saturday is a challenge shield for the
best club attendance, there are numerous
prizes for which unattached motor
cyclists are eligible.

Cause and Effect.

For riding for a distance of from fifty
to sixty yards on the footpath, a South-
port motor cyclist has been fined 40s.
The defendant alleged that the road was
so bad that the last time he traversed it,

it cost him 17s. 6d. for lepairs.

Ffrith Hill, a new terror for trials riders in North Wales, It is a little known gradient

near Caergwrle, and is crossed by the picturesque viaduct of the railway between Wrexham
and Mold. A Norton rider in last Saturday's Reliance Cup Trial is shown commencing
the ascent. (See pages 330-332.)
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK IN NORTH WALES
A Day amid Lanes, Wafers plashes, and Hills [or the Liverpool M.C. Reliance Cup.

The hairpin at the foot ol Conquering Hero. G. Dance (3J Sunbeam) after overtaking S. V. Banner. (7-9 Harley-Davidson) on the bend.

THERE are t\YO ways only of describ-

ing the Liverpool M.C. Open Trial

for the Reliance Cup on Saturday
last ; it was either an easy difficult trial-

or a difficult easy one.

Such an apparently contradictory state-

ment may easily be reconciled if we refer

a moment to past history. The Reliance
Cup event is usually- held rather late in

the year, when the weather is bad ; and
the contest has a reputation which it

clearly all >'^day, and the rain of the pre-
_

yious night had left no_ ti ace ;_^ there-
fore, the difficult became easv—so to

speak, and with qualifications—and a
high percentage of the fifty-one starters

finished to time.

Extended upturned exhaust pipe on Miss
Cottle's 4 h.p. Triumph to obviate back
pressure in the watersplashes.

shares with the city of Manchester

—

" always raining." With such well-
known hills as Alt-y-Bady and Conquer-
ing Hero, not to mention the new finds
at Ffrith (the soi-dlsant Horsman's
Ladder) and Bodfari Station, a trial

which included seven watersplashes, five

other observed hills, one hairpin, and half
its mileage over rough lanes of barely
sidecar width, would be the height of
difficulty. As it was, the sun shone

c8

Alt-y-Bady, thanks to its dry surface, was easy last Saturday, but the sidecars needed extra

weight on the "back wheel, as G. W. Shepherd's 8 h.p. Excelsior sidecar here shown.
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Off the Beaten Track in North Wales—
At the start (the Hawarden Castle

Hotel, Queensferry, near Chester) it was
evident that much nervousness existed as

to the watersplashes. Magnetos were
plastered with grease ; indeed, G. W.
Shepherd (8 Excelsior sc.) had about 2 lb.

of it smeared round the coi.tact breaker
and the brush holders, while the Norton
contingent favoured sponge bs.gs, and

A flexible extension pipe fitted to W. S.

Madon's 8h.p. Zenith silencer.

quite a number of. special silencing

arrangements were fitted. W. -S. INIadon .

(8 Zenith) had a flexible e.xtension pipe
from the: silencer outlet to the carrier

top, as had S. H. Beard (6 Excelsior

so.), and one or two of the . Sunbeam
riders. Miss F. Cottle (4 Triumph) not
only had a permanent exhaust pipe

directed high up behind the machine, but
beside the tank had a Stauffer screw-

greaser with a pipe down to the flanges

of the countershaft pulley. This ap-

paratus was charged with belt dressing,

so that the effects of the watersplashes

could be counteracted.

As it transpired, all these elaborate
precautions were unnecessary, for there
was scarcely a splash with enough water
in it to wet the rims of the machines.
The first thirty miles involved no

special difficulties, Cilcain hill being easy,
but the roads (or lanes more properly)
were narrow and twisting, and the legal
limit average was faster than was abso-
lutely safe ; in many places there was only
sufficient width for a sidecar, and had one
stopped for any reason, the whole trial

would have been held up until it had been
pushed a mile or more to a wider space.

At Cwmman the fifth and most difficult

watersplash was encountered ; it was not
deep, but the flow of the stream was
'treacherous, and caused the solo men to

flounder about, the most surprising thing
being Eric Williams's failure, for his Sun-
beam stopped just as he reached the
far side.

Where Chain Drive Scored.

On the steep hill, with an acute S bend
immediately following, J. Lee (4^ B.S.A.)
came to a standstill through belt slip,

while several footed round the hairpin at

the top, where the main road was reached.

A time check was taken at Ffrith ; im-

mediately after leaving the village the
"new" hill was climbed. It is exceed-
ingly rough and, loose, about half a mile

long, and only wide enough for a sidecar.

Wheel slip was the passenger drivers'

difficulty, while solo men had to go warily

to keep a straight path.

V. N. Wilkinson (3^ Sunbeam sc.)

found the hill too much for his power,
while W. Edwards (4 Powell) likewise

came to a standstill.

Most of the lightweights climbed slowly
but well, and L. Judge (2^ Velocette)
was the only unsuccessful one. H.
Greaves made a wonderfully good ascent
on his 2| h.p. Beardmore, but his con-
frire, L. A. Bees, was not nearly so fast ;

his rear mudguard was also approaching
a state of decrepitude. S. V. Banner
(7-9 Harley-Davidson) fell, and was

W. Edwards's exhaust pipe (4 Powel!).

A spare plug was also carried' in the exhaust

valve cap.

pinned down
. by his machine, and H.

Arkley (6 L.M.C.) followed a wobblesome
course, but did not stop. For excellent

climbs, consult all the names in the list

of survivors not mentioned here I

Alt-y-Bady after Lunch.
Fifty of the fifty-five starters reached

the lunch check at Llangollen.
One wonders if the committee had any

consideration for the fact that Alt-y-Bady
was to be climbed almost immediately
after lunch, when they selected a temper-
ance establishment for that meal ; neither
courage nor comfort was to be had, in

liquid form at any rate.

Probably Alt-y-Bady has never been
in better, or should we say easier, condi-

Solo machines made light work ot Alt-v-Bady A, Hewitspn Oi Scott) making a sure and steady ascent

c-g
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Off the Beaten Track in North Wales—
tion, and the majority made light work
of it. Ovatidiis were earned by Miss
Cottle (4 Triumph) and Miss Pickering
(4 Powell), who handled their machines
in masterly fashion. Westwood Wills (4
Powell), all out to win his "middle
gear " sixpenny sweepstake, almost
reached the summit before changing down .

to low.

Bennett (3^ Sunbeam) evidently thought
he was still in the Grand Pri.\, and his
stable companion Dance made a simi-
larly fast ascent, of the " rough " order

—

leaping into the air and righting his
machine in a wonderful fashion, entirely
calculated to deter the, average non-motor
cyclist from purchasing such a terrifically
dangerous vehicle. In reliability trials'

riding it is a pity that makers cannot
persuade some of their men, at any rate,
to show the public just how docile and
gentle an ascent can be made—without
heroics, without perspiration. Scott
machines have this power, and, despite
their limitations of gear ratio, the climbs
made by A. Hewitson and C. P. Wood
were very convincing. H. S. Barton (3
A.B.C.) also made a pleasing climb; and
J. Lee, on a rather ancient chain-cum-
belt B.S.A., made quite a steady ascent.
Eric Williams (3^ Sunbeam) stripped his
rear sprocket. Of the sidecars, all those
still, running made good ascents, except
E. Edwards (4 Triumph sc.) and H.
Roberts (4 Dunelt sc).

Sidecar Ascents.

V. Horsman (4 Norton sc.) was excep-
tionally fast, and R. Brown (34 Sunbeam
sc.) showed that the hill is not too much
for a 500 c.c. sidecar.

G. W. Shepherd's lady passenger sat

on the carrier of his 8 h.p. Excelsior
sidecar, bumping violently—admittedly
almost a necessary thing to do on such a
hill, but, again, neither good propaganda

|j^^(^ILII

nor particularly pleasing to see. A clever

piece of driving was sliown by J. H.
Green (8 Excelsior sc.) in avoiding the
wild plungiiig of C. Fox's 4^ h.p. B.B.A.

;

both .succeeded.

More and Still More.

Thereafter the story must be sum-
marised. Main roads, mountain roads,
by-roads and no roads, and competitors'

adjectival roads led northwards, via

Conquering Hero and a new rough riding
track near Bodfari Station, tcence to

Holywell, where a timed climb up Pen-y-
Ball was made ; there was some doubt
as to the finish of the timed section (if

this test.

To the finish at Queensferry was main
road going, and the under-mentioned sur-

vived the course, although many of them
suffered stops and loss of time.

On tlie whole, the trial was a thoroughly
sporting one. The weather conditions

favoured the competitors to a remarkable
degree, and the organisation, except at

the lunch stop, was excellent.

Survivora
N. C. Sclater (4 Norton).
J. n. Fox (4 Norton).
G. S. Boston (3V> Sunbeam).
Miss M. Cottle (4 Triumph).
F. A. P. Zacharias {3V> Sunbeam).
S. Ollerhead (3'/, Norton).
J. Lee (4y B.S.A.).
A. Bennett (S^A Sunbeam).
W. H. Stott (S'-S Indian).
S. V. Banner (7-9 Harley).
A. Hewitson (3% Scott).
G. Dance (Sy^ Sunbeam).
J. H. Davies (3Vl' Sunbeam).
N. J, Kellett (4 "Triumph).
N. E. Hope (3VS Norton).
J. O. Jones (4 Triumph).
O. Wade (2% A.J.S.).
F. T. Jones (3V, Sunbeam).
W. Wells [SV- Sunbeam).
L. Judge (2i/i Velocette).
J. Westvrood-Wills (4 Powell).
Miss P. Pickering (4 Powell).
W, Edwards (4 Powell).
H. S. E. Barton (3 A.B.C).
N. S. Madon (B Zenith).
H. L. Belcher (3V. N.U.T.),
B. Caldwell (31!. Norton).
W. J. Astley (31/, Sunbeam).

SEPTEMBER 15th, ig2i.

H. E. Arkley (6 L.M.C.).
G. Warbriek (31/2 Sunbeam).
R. V. Hughes (4 Triumph).
H. V. Jones (4'/4 B.S.A.).
J. A. Newman (3V2 Douglas).
A. R. Evans {3\'n Sunbeam).
L. A. Bees {2^'/^ Beardmore-Precision).
J. G. Oates (2% Edmond).
C. P. Wood (3->i Scott).
H. M. Hardwick (3% Sunbeam).
V. Horsman (4 Norton sc).
J. H. Green (8 Excelsior sc).
Reg. Brown (3V' Sunbeam sc).
H. Roberts (41,4 Dunolt sc).
G. W. Shepherd (8 Excelsior sc.)

The watersplash at Cwmmau. S. Ollerhead (3i Norton) crossing the worst splash of the

seven In the trial.

A SCOinSH 'TWO DAYS."
FIFTY-TWO motor cycle and sidecar

entries have been received, up to the

time of writing, for the Scottish Two
Days Open Trial, which takes place on

Saturday and Monday next.

Described as " a Scottish Six Days in

Miniature," this event will be run on

exactly the same lines as regards check-

ing, etc., as the popular whole week trial,

also organised by the Edinburgh Club.

The route will be as follows :

Saturday. — Edinburgh, Broughton,
Talla, St. Mary's Loch, Selkirk, Moffat,

Thornhill, Moniaive, Dairy, Newton-
Stewart, Glenluce, Stranraer : 196j miles.

SuNDAY.^At Stranraer.
Monday.—Stranraer, Cairn Ryan, Barr-

hill, Barr, Dalmellington, Sanquhar;
Abington, Biggar, Edinburgh : 14S|

miles.

There will be three observed hills on
Saturday (Talla Linns, Atild Brig Road
and Chairley's Brae, and Tynron Hill),

and three on Monday (Laird's Hill, Pin-,

more Mains Hill, and Final Hill).

The start takes pla"e at Libe'tor. C:ir

Terminus, Edinburgh, at 7.30 a.te.

For the convenience of these who wish
to observe the competitors at any point

on the course, a list of entrants with
their official numbers is appended :

A Representative Entry.

1. J. B. Sanderson (2^4 Hawker).
2. W. B. T. Sanderson (3% Scott).
3. J, A. Porter (2^'i Massey-Arran).
4. J. W. Morton (3V<. Rover).
5. D. M. G.alloway (5 N.U.T.).
6. T. Michie (314 Norton).
7. A. Brown (31A Sunbeam).
8. D. S. Milne (3V' Sunbeam).
9. J. P. Dykes (3li Sunbeam).

10. W. B. Anderson (4 A.J.S.).
11. G. Rae-Arnot (3% Scott).
12. D. Wright, jun. (4 Indian Scout).
13. R. Matheson (S'/s 'Norton).
14. J. Hendrle (3V> Sunbeam).
15. D. Ogilvie (2";i Starley).
16. Neville Hall {2V-' O.K. Junior).
17. W. L. Fincher (4 Triumph).
18. R. L. Williamson (3i/> Norton)
19. R. Watson (4'A HumTjer).
20. A. K. James (3'/. N.U.T.).
21. T. Laing (3V2 Sunbeam).
22. A. L. Downie (5-6 Raleigh).
23. S. B. Waldie (S'A Blackburne).
24. L. P. Waldie (3i/> N.U.T.).
25. J. J. A. Dias (3V. Sunbeam).
26. J. W. Burton (3V' Norton)..
27. W. T. TiHen (2i/i Velocette).
28. R. M. Wilson (2»i Hobart).
29. J. C. M. Guy (4 Triumph).
30. Tom Gillies (3V> Sunbeam).
31. A. W. Welsh (4 Triumph).
32. Jesse Baker (3ii Scott).
40. R. K. Morrison 7 A.J.S. sc).
41. J. Shepherd (8 Chater-Lea sc).
42. D. S. Alexander (8 Matchless sc).
43. R. S. Macrae (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).
44. A. P. Sidford (8 Matchless sc).
45. Geo. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).
46. C. R. Logan (6 Campion-Jap sc).
47. W. 'G. Donaldson (5 Eover sc).
48. A. Grant (5 Rover sc).
'49. G. Stokes (5 Rover sc).
50. K. W. B. Sanderson (8 Brough Superior

51. "j.'W. MoKeand (8 Blackburne sc).
52. R. Spence (8 Chater-Lea sc).
53. J. Oswald TurnbuU (7 American X sc).
54. D. S, Anderson (8 Enfleld sc).
55. A. F. Downie (7 A.J.S. sc).
56. H. M. Batten (5 Scott Sociable).

57. (5 Scott Sociable).
58. A. Ure,-iun. (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc),

59. H. E. Pairley (2ii Hawker sc).
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CLUB COLOURS.
All Yacht Clubs have their Flags—Why not Motor Cycle Clubs?

Yellow. Red. Blu

The red and white pennant of v 11 i 1 1 1 1

the Public Schools M.C.C. m^^''7 ''"f n^'^^!" M r ^^
Worcester and District M.C.C
colours.

THE motor cycle is the landsman's yacht—

a

cruising craft or a racer, as the case may be

—

and it is rather surprising that the adoption
of colours, a la yacht clubs, has not become universal.

Man^ clubs have adopted a badge for the handle-bar
or the front number plate, but that represents some-
thing more to ckari. and to catch the dust. Other
clubs—very few, indeed—have their flags. Among
these are the Public Schools M.C.C, the Worcester
and District M.C.C, the

Glasgow M.C.C, and the

Edinburgh and District

M.C
i Living nearer yachting

I water than most' of their

contemporaries, it is not

surprising to find that the

t w o Scottish clubs men-
tioned' have their flags made for them by bunting ex-

perts. The Glasgow club Avent so far as to have
a pennant designed by Mr. Graham Johnston, herald
painter to the Lyon Court.

As will be seen, the pennant consists of the silver

or white cross of St. Andrew on a blue field (the

national flag of Scotland and the foundation of the

Union Jack of Britain), the

white cross being charged with
the red triangle. The device

t may be taken to symbolise
N Scottish motoring Avith caution.

In the quaint language of

heralds, the pennant is blazoned :

azure, on a saltire argent a

triangle gules voided of the

se<?ond. Some other Scottish

motor cycle clubs may adopt
tl^ci same flag, but with a dif-

The black and white pennant

of the Edinburgh and District

M.C.C.

The white cross ot St.

Andrew on a blue field adopted

by the Glasgow M.C.C

Green. Purple. Black.

The recognised method of indicating colours used in heraldi-

or other colour work.

The president, captain, and secretarj' of a club may
be distinguished by his flag. It is suggested that the

first-named displays a rectangular flag, the captain, say,

a double-tailed pennant, and the secretary a flag of

another distinctive shape.

ferent badge in the centre of the white cross. The

standard form of the pennant is of silk stencilled

in fast colour, and it is usually carried on a pole

on the front number plate. Favoured members

may have their pennant embroidered by the lady pas-

senger. The president of the club is entitled to dis-

play the flag in _ rectangular form, 4X5in., and a

method' of distinguishing other officials of. the club,

say, by double-tailed pennons, could be "devised.

As the advantages of

h a V i n g a club flag are

many, English clubs might

consider the question more
seriously. A pennant of

St. George with a club
device in the first quarter

or on the red cross would
look very well. The

nationality and locality of the club would thus be

indicated. Welsh and Irish clubs might also adopt

club flags ; and clubs with a British jurisdiction might

have flags based on the three blended crosses of the

Union. Yacht clubs have their burgees, and the

Caravan Club its pennant; motor cycle clubs should

also display their colours. Black and white have been

chosen for the pennant of the

Edinburgh and District M.C,
and English visitors to thig

very hospitable club may regard

the choice as significant ! It is

of handsome design, and in-

cludes a silhouette of Edin-
burgh Castle.

What do clubmen think of a

general adoption of the idea ?

We shall be pleased to illus-

trate anv other club flags.

'Z

UNAUTHORISED

A WRITER in T/ie Autocar draws attention to

the haughty selfishness with which owners of

carriage drives abutting on to public roads

attempt to decelerate general traffic and insult

motorists by erecting private boards bearing some such

legend as "Private Drive—Danger." Most motorists

resent such boards for tv\'o reasons. The first, is that

!
the onus of avoiding collision rests primai-ily on the

people who construct and use such petty side tracks.

The second is the implication that motorists fail to

see or wholly to ignore gates in the road fences.

WARNING SIGNS.
Within the last month or two these haughty people

have begun to change their tune. Some of the

boards now exhibit an alternative reading which is

intended to deceive strangers to the district
—

" Con-
cealed Turning." Local authorities ought to see to

it that in their areas no unauthorised road signs are

erected, but often the elected representatives of the

people connive at these signs. In such cases our
motoring organisations could find an opportunity to

demonstrate their usefulness by making suitable repre-

sentations to the proper quarters.

_ CIS
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A Hundred Miles of Surrey Lanes.
A Sporting Trial arranged by the Surbiton and District M.C.C, for the Ballard Cup.

C. D. Michaelis (7-9 Harley-Davidson) passing through the gate on Leith Hill He was awarded a silver medal after a good performance.

ONE hundred miles of Surrey lanes,

favoured with much sunshine and

a few spots of rain, a Sprinkling of

stiff gradients with a fair percentage of

Joose stones thrown in, all went to form

the ingredients of a pleasant trial organ-

ised by the Surbiton and District M.C.C.

on Saturday last.

The Ballard Cup was the premier

award, which attracted an entry of thirty-,

five riders. The start was promptly made
at the Angel Hotel, Thames Ditton, at

10 a.m., and for about ten miles the

'course led the competitors over the

popular tourists' route via Ripley and

Guildford up to Newlands Corner—

a

favourite rendezvous.

From the long descent into the sleepy

village of Shere, the route lay via Coombe
Bottom, a moderate climb, and White

Downs to Dorking. The Downs section,

consisting of a track difficult to negotiate

by reason of the loose boulders and guUey

ways, formed an excellent brake test for

the machines. No one, however, failed

to control the rear wheel. A circular

route round Dorking then brought the

riders to the lunch stop at Ewhurst.

More Difficult Keversed.

The afternoon run was the morning's

course taken in the reverse direction. An
appreciable difference was witnessed at

White Downs, when, this time, the com-

petitors were required to climb the hUl.

A sharp hairpin at the beginning of

the ascent,, rising steeply to a 1 in 6 bend,

necessitated very careful handling; yet,

with the exception of the big sidecar out-

fits, speed had to be maintained in order

to negotiate the last bend.

Vivian Olsson (3i Sunbeam), with the

accuracy of an expert, rounded the bend

at a fair speed. R. C. Charlesworth (8

Zenith and sidecar) also made a splendid

climb.

A striking contrast of speed, however,

was provided when L. Peaty (2| Hawker

Cl6

EC.) arrived. His game little machine
behaved well.

R. A. Green (3i Norton) climbed well

as also did R. G. Spikins (3 A.B.C.). W.
Julian's Harley-Davidson sidecar sent the

loose stones flying in all directions. Well
may he fit oversize tyres.

A little 2J h.p. two-stroke which showed
considerable merit was the Vasco, fitted

with an Orbit engine and a Burman gear

box. C. E. Taylor handled it well.

L. G. Bachelier (A.J.S. sc.) and H. F.

Edwards (Matchless sc.) simply toyed

with the gradients.

In aU, the trial was well organised, and,

though not boasting any freak hills, it

was the enjoyable type of run of a dis-

tinctly sporting character of the type si

popular as local club events. Results

;

THE BALLARD CUP AND CLUB GOLI
MEDAL.—R. C. Oharlesworth (8 Zenith sc), tim

error 2m. 25s,

CLUB GOLD MEDAL.—E. L. Showell (6 Martii
syde), time error 2m. 50s.

CLUB SILVER MEDALS.—R. C. Charleswort
(S Zenith sc). time error 2m. 25s.; E. L. Shcwe
(6 Martinsyde), 2m. 50s.; R. C. Staunton (

Triumph), 3m. 15s.; W. Julian (7-9 Harley.Davu
son sc), 3m. 15s.; D. H. Davidson (4 India

Scout), 3m. 20s.; J. W. Wilson (S'-i Sunbeam
^m. 43s.; C. H. Mocatta (2'4 Coulson), 3m. 453

C. E. Taylor (21. Vasco), 4m. 4s.; H. W. Stei

(8 Zenith sc), 4m. 47s.; R. B. Clark (2^i Ne
Imperial), 5m. Is.; C. D. Kichaelis (7-9 Harlc-

Dayidson sc), 4m. 60s.; and A. O. Grazelier (3.

Zenith-Bradshaw), 5m. 175.

TE.A.M PRIZE AND CLUB SILVER MEDAL.
R. C. Oharlesworth (S Zenith sc), R. C. Stan

ton (4 Triumph), and C. H. Mocatta (2'i Conlsui

Competitors on Lelth Hill during the Surbitoiv M.C.C. trial for the Ballard Cup. H F.Edwai

(8 Matchless), followed by H. R. Harveyson (4 Harley-Davidson). at the bottom ot the hill
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LONDON-BALA-DUNSTABLE.
Essex A.C. 24 Hour Trial. Dinas Aawddwy Climbed on the Run.

HELD under ideal weather conditions,
with perfect arrangements and ex-

I

cellent organisation, can aptly sum
up impressions of the Essex Motor Club's
twenty-four hours reliability trial from

I

London to Bala and back, 'which took
' place on Friday and Saturday last. The
\ event was open to members only, and in-

j

eluded solo and sidecar machines, in addi-
tion to_cars.

Narrow Time Limits.

, In order to qualify for a gold " mile-
1 stone," competitors were not allowed more
(than five minutes early or late, and to

:
make non-stop runs over two observed
hills en route. The event attracted forty-
eight entrants, and th'ere were twenty-five
motor cycles.

j
In order to gain - one of the premier

j
awards, it was absolutely necessary, not

I

only to have a good machine, bufc to be
Ian expert driver.

j
The start took place from Ye Olde

Gatehouse, High^ate, the first competi-
'for being sent on his long journey (420
1
miles) at 7 p.m:, followed by the others at

j

one-minute intervals.

The first man to encounter difficulties

was J. Wallis (6 Bradbury sc), who had
I
picked up a large nail in his back tyre
snear St. Albans. After a hasty repair,
;,he proceeded; and, by the time Dunstable
Jwas reached, many of the riders were
lighting their lamps, although some of
the more fortunate ones carried electric.

.Passing Dunstable, A. W. Graham-
Martin (8 Zenith) decided to retire owing
to belt troubles, having forgotten to

carry a " spare." Another competitor
collided Avith a dog, but, fortunately,
without any serious results, excepting a
bent footrest. J. Wallis (8 Bradbury
sc.) stopped in Stony Stratford with -^

broken throttle wire.
Between High Cross and"' Tamworth the

roads were excellent, but very dusty,
and the competitors welcomed the well--

prepared supper which awaited their
arrival at the Castle Tlotel, Tamworth.

It was here that four of the drivers
had taken the wrong turning (although
the route was excellently arrowed), and
checked in late at the control. The two
O.K. -Juniors, driven by W. L. Handley
and Neville Hall, both appeared to have "a

good turn of speed, and they ran with the
greatest regularity.

Trouble in the Night.

The third check was at Cook's Garage,
Welshpool, 175 miles from the start; and
shortly afterwards tliere was a loose patch
of metal which proved the undoing of

T. V. Davies (2J Douglas) and G. A.
Lovegrove (2-^- Eadco), who, in addition
to damaging his lamp and front mud-
guard, lost his gold watch and chain
somewhere near the same spot.

Dinas Mawddwy proved no terror to the
modern machines, but it gave the dusty
drivers food for thought. The following

riders made good climbs : W, G. Grabb
(4 Triumph), A. C. Rhodes (4 Triumph),
J. G. L. Boorer (3^^ N.U.T.), S. M.
Greening (2| Verus-Jap), Noel C. Dear

(3i Sunbeam), and W. L. Handley and
Neville Hall, both on O.K. -Juniors.
Amongst the higher-powered "machines,

W. C. Hemy (6 A.J.S. sc.) was the only

sidecar driver to make a perfectly clean

ascent.
. , j

One and a half hours were allowed at

Bala before the return journey was com-
menced. The observed hill on the return

run was Rhosgwalian^ but it proved no
obstacle to the riders.

Leaving the lunch stop at Tamworth,
the competitors undertook' the last stage
of the journey, and were favoured with
good roads and machines in excellent

fettle to the finishing point, Dunstable,
where the following riders were checked
in' by Mr. A. E. Edwards.

Survivors.

W. G. Crabb (4 Triumph).
H. W. Harrington (2?^ Douglas).
A. C. Rhodes (4 Triumph).
J. G. L. Boorer (5 N.U.T.).
S. M. Greening {2H Verus-Jap).
J. McBirnie (7 Indian).
G. A. Lovegrove (2!/^ Radco).
W. L. Handley (2W O.K.-Junior).
Neville Hall (21/2 O.K.-Junior).
Noel C. Dear (3>'2 Sunbeam).
G. E. CuHe (21^ Metro-Tyler).
E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc).
W. Simpson (7 Indian sc).
J. Wallis (6 Bradbury sc).
W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc).
W. H. Glendinning (8 Rex so.).

A. W. Daniel (8 Matchless sc).

THE MANX M.C.C AND THE T.T.
WE have received from the hon.

secretary of the Manx Motor Cycle
Club a copy of a letter sent to the

secretary of the Auto Cycle Union anent
the decision to hold the 1922 Tourist
-Trophy Races in Belgium :

" ' Eastfield,"
" Douglas, Isle of Man,

" 31st August, 1921.

" Dear Mr. Loughborough,—At a meet-
ing of the committee of the Manx Motor
Cycle Club, held yesterday evening, the

following resolutions were unanimously
passed, and I was requested to forward
them to you, with the hope that you
would bring them, as early as possible, to

the notice of both the Competitions Com-
mittee of the A.C.U. and the General
Committee :

" 1.—That ihis club learns -with

regret the decision of the A.C.U. to

hold the T.T. races next year in a

foreign country.
" 2.—That 'this club is of the

opinion that the holding of this, the

greatest .British motor cycle road
race, in a foreign country, is not in

the best interests of the British

motoK-^ycle trade.

'•'-'3;CLThat both the Competitions
Committee and the General Com-
inittee of the A.C.U. be asked_ to

receive at the earliest possible

moment a deputation from this club,

who would lay the case before them
for the retention of the T.T. races.

if not in Great Britain, then in the
Isle of Man.

" My committee have read certain state-

ments in the press by you, purporting to

be the reasons which have moved your
committee to make this change. In the
issue of The Motor Cycle of August 25th,
you are reported to have stated, ' We
were somewhat bled by the Manxmen.'
My committee feel that such a statement
as this is a serious charge to make, and
would like you to substantiate that charge,
giving instances wherein you consider you
were bled. You also state, ' We were not
our own masters

;
you know as well as

I do the difficulties of transport, and
the absence of any concessions bv the Isle

of Man Steam Packet Co.' We do not
know what you mean by the statement,
' We were not our own masters,' and
perhaps you will more thoroughly par-

ticularise what has" induced you to make
that statement.

" With regard to the" absence of trans-

port facilities and co.'icessions, my com-
mittee feel that you should state exactly
what you mean, s9 that, if there are any
transport facilities or concessions which
you consider should be granted, we would
be able to do our utmost to see that you
obtain them.

.
-

-

" Thirdly, you refer to the difficulty

of the proposed car races. We would be
pleased to use whatever influence we have
both in this island and with the R.A.C.
with the object of arranging dates for

both the cycle and car races next year,

which would mutually be of advantage
to both the A.C.U. and R.A.C. We do
not anticipate, at this end at all events,

there will be any difliculty.
" My committee feel that the proposed

change in the T.T. races is of such im-

portance that you should be asked to

specify what other charges or complaints

you have to make with regard to your

treatment in the Isle of Man, being of

opinion that the greater bulk of public

opinion within this island would be deter-

mined that your complaints would receive

fair treatment here, and that you could

rest assured of receiving at the hands of

the insular authorities every possible ad-

vantage and assistance; but it is neces-

sary to specify your complaints, so that

they can be enquired into and removed.
" In conclusion, we w^ould point out

that motor racing on the Continent, in

the future as in the past, must be con-

ducted under greater difficulties than
have hitherto existed within this island,

and we would instance the treatment
meted out to competitors in the recent

Grand Prix in France.
" We trust that your committee will

give this letter your earnest consideration,

and that we will hear from you at an
early date fixing the appointment we have
asked for. I w.'is further instructed to

send a copy of tliis letter to the incrnbers

of your committee, the oflicials of the

Association of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders, and to the piess.

'^ H. M. E^OERS."
CI 7
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CLUB NEWS. (Continued from
page 322.)

Durham and District M.C.C.

Speed trials, open to members of the

North Eastern Centre A.C.U., will be
held on Legs Cross Flat (eight miles north-

west of Darlington and sixteen south of

Durham) on Saturday, September 24th.

There will be ten classes.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

On Saturday, October 1st, the fifth

annual trial for the Manville Trophy will

be held over a stiff secret course, it is

expected, in the Cotswolds. Entries,
which should be sent to Mr. J. F.
Spencer, 27, Priory Street, Coventry, close

definitely on Saturday next.

Public Schools M.C.C.

Those successful in completing the 120
miles night trial to time, held on the 3rd
inst., were : R. C. Charlesworth (5
Zenith), L. Yeowell (3^ Rudge), H. B.
Browning (3| Scott), W. E. Bishop (5
Zenith), and C. Keith Robinson (Ner-a-
Car).

Evesham M.C.C.

At the recent speed trials in the Cots-
wolds, fastest time of the day was made
by E. Smith (3^ Norton), who covered
the 500 yards course in 13-|s, (approx. 75
m.p.h.). Full results :

LiGHTWiSIGHTS UP TO 350 c.c—E. T. Bent
|2Ji Eduinnd), 23|.'.; J. Bneon (2% Douglas), 26|s.
SOLO MACHINES UP TO 600 c.c—F. G. Byrd

(31/2 Norton), 18s.: f. P. Andrews {".Vi B.S.A.),
ISi.s.-;' F. G. Phillips [4 Triumph), 19is.
UNLIMITED SOLO.—E. Smith (3'A Norton),

13?s. ;
!'. G. Brrd (314 Norton), 17;s. ; P. F.

Andrews 1414 B.S.A.), ISs.
OPEN CLASS FOE SOLO OE SIDECAE

MACHINES (on Formula).-F. B. Bent (6 Bat),
I7|s.

I E. Smith (3<,i. Norton), 14gs. ; F. Byid (3V.
Norton), \1U.
SIDECAES OR CYCLE CAES NOT EXCEED-

ING 10 h.p.-S. Bright (S Enfield sc), 22is. ; J.
N. Bacon (6 Eufleld sc), 23is. ; E. Chidzoy (414
B.S.A. sc), 24s.

The start of the recent Hartlepools M.C. reliability trial, which included Boltby Bank on
which 30% orjy of the competitors made clean akfcents. O. M. Adlard, who secured second
place on his 4h.p. Indian Scout, waiting the signal "Go."

IN THE BALLARD CUP TRIAL.

The lowest powered sidecar in the trial was
the 1\ h.p. Hawker, piloted by L. Peatty.

C18

Hartlepools M.C.

Only about 30% of the entry in the
reliability trial on the 4th inst. made
clean ascents of Boltby Bank. A. J.
Gardener (6 B.S.A.), 6. M. Adlard (4
Indian), and R. Raine (4 Douglas) were,
in the order given, the leading three,
with losses of one, two, and three marks
respectively.

Westoe M.C.

G. Heath (3^ N.U.T.) gained first place
in the recent reliability trial, winning the
President's Cup and a gold medal. Next
in order of merit were T. S. Braid (4

Indian Scout) and W. Ellis (3^ Norton).
A dinner will be held on October 21st

at the Regent Hotel, Ocean Road, South
Shields. "

Bristol M.C.C.

Although it had been announced that
there would be "no freak hills, colonial
sections, or bad roads," the course for
the recent Carter Cup trial was as stiff

as the most hardened trials rider -could
desire. .Results :

THE CARTER CUP (presented bv Mr. W. B.
Carter, president of the club).—H. Walker (3Vg
Norton sc.) ; second "prize, H. Spencer (4 Omega);
third prize, E. G. Fer.? (6 Douglas sc.) ; fourth
prize, P. Burchill (8 Rover); fifth prize (tie),
P. Bonnett (8 Matchless so.) and J. Waycott (4
Harlev-Davidson )

.

SILVER MEDALS.—K. J. Woods (3V. Sunbeam
sc), A. J. Dyer (3 A.B.C. sc), E. L. Smith (4
Triumph). — Chugg (7 James sc), P. G. Mann
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), and — Austice (3
A.B.C).

Aberdare and District M.C.C.

Held on Brecon Beacons in somewhat
unfavourable weather, the recent speed
trials were, nevertheless, very successfully
carried out. Results :

250 cc (Closed).—1, A. J. Sheen (2y> Levis),
69Ss.; 2, H. Harris (2>/. New Imperial), 62Js.
250 c.c. (Open).—1,A. J. Sheen (2i/. Levis), 63s.:

2, T. Parry (214 New Hudson), 64s.
350 cc. (Open).— 1, Handel Davies (2%_Coulson

B), 61s.; 2, R. J. Brace (2'A Francis-Baruett),
66s.

350 c.c. (Closed).—!, Handel Davies (2^4 Coulson
B), 62is.; 2, R. J. Brace (21/- Francis-Barnett),
63is.
600 cc. (Open).—1, Ivor Thomas {V-k Sunbeam),

47?s. : 2, leuan Parker (3% Sunbeam), 49s.

UNLIMITED.—1, Ivor Thomas (31/. Sunbeam),
465S. (fastest tiihe) ; 2, I. Parker (3^A Sunbeam),
48s.

PASSENGER MACHINES (Open).—1, Handel
Davies (8 Brough Superior sc), 59s.: 2, Ivor
Thomas (Sunbeam sc), 61|3.
ABERDARE M.C.C. NOVICE CLASS.—1, A. J.

Sheen (214 Levis); 2,7S. Gregor (31/2 Norton).

Accrington and District M.C.C.

Successful competitors in the sporting
trial held on the 4th inst. were :

SOLO.—H. Smith (3V> Rudge), gold medal.
SIDECAES.-S. Park (8 Enfield sc), gold medal

and cup for best performance.
ENDURANCE PRIZES.—Miss Smith (4 Black-

burne sc) and C. Riley (2i/4 Enfield).

Reigate, B«dhill, and District M.C.C.

Results of the hill-climb held on the

3rd inst. were as follows :

250 c.c. CLASS.— 1, G. Svmonds (214 Levis).
350 c.c. CLASS.—1, A. Gruzelier (3 Ivy).

600 cc. CLASS.— 1. W. H. Sheraton (31,4

Norton): 2, Reg. Green. (SV- Norton).
UNLIMITED CLASS.— 1, Reg. Green (3V. Nor-

ton)*; 2, A. W. Gruzelier (3 Ivy); 3, W. H.
Sheraton (3V2 Norton).

* Fastest time of the day.

On Wednesday of last week a freak

hill-climb was arranged, A. 04. Harris

winning the premier award for the best

performance, riding a 4 h.p. Douglas sc.

NORTON AND HARLEY-
DAVIDSON RECORDS.

Two consistent record breakers, R. N.

Judd and C. F. Temple, were very

busy at Brooklands on Monday and

Tuesday' of last week, and both weie

successful, the former on a 3^ h.p, Norton

breaking two, and the latter on a ?-& h.p.

Harley-Davidson, with and without side-

car, beating eight in all, and, incident-

ally, raising the British flying mile to

100 m.p.h. (exactly) for the first time.

CLASSES C AND D (500 c.c. AND 750 CO.).

Flying Five Miles.—R. N. Judd (31/2 Norton),

3m. 40.«s., 81.52 m.p.h. (131.19 k.p.h.).

Standing Start Ten ItftLES.-R. N. Judd (3^4

Norton), 7m. 40.2s., 78.23 m.p.h. (125.89 k.p.h.)-

CLASS E (1,000 CO.).

Flving Kilometre.-C. F.. Temple (7-9 Haito-
Davidson), 22.4s., 99.86 m.p.h. (160.71 k.p.h.).*.j.

Flying Mile.—C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davia-

son), 37s., 97.30 m.p.h. (156.57 k.p.h.).'

Flying Mile (One Wav).—C. P. Temple 17-9

Harley-Davidson), 36s., 100 m.p.h. (160.93 k.p.h.).

CLASS G (1,000 CO., SIDECARS).
Flying Kilometre.-C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-

Davidson sc), 29s., 77.14 m.p.h. (124.13 k.p.h.).*

Flying Mile.—C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-David-
son sc), 49.1s., 73.32 m.p.h. 1^118 k.p.h.).*

Flying Kilometre (One Way).—O. F. Temple
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), 27.8s., 80.47 m.p.h.
(129.50 k.p.h.).
Flying Mn,E (One Way).-C. F. Temple (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc:), 473., 76.60 m.p.h. (123.26
k.p.h.).
Stanbxng Start, Ten Miles.—C. F. Temple (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc), 42.86., 68.86 m.p.h. (110.82
k.p.h.).

* Mean speed records.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The MotorCycle,"
20. Tudor Street. London, £.€.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions beari ng on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle," desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

,
of the Road Service Depar.tment of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularl/ in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads
in any particular locality.

WHERE ARE THE FORECARS?
Is there on the market a three-

wheeler on the principle of a

bicj'cle with the car in front, as

an alternative to the sidecar? It

would seem that two passengers
-; might be carried without making the
combination wider than the usual plan.

The expense should be little or no
greater. This plan w'ould obviate the
fault of bad distribution of weight and
strain in^'olved in the sidecar construc-
tion and provide better mud protection.
It is possible, of course, that the steering

. presents difficulties which I do not
understand. The machine would be
something on the lines of the common

- tradesman's pedal tricycle.—W.G.B.

The arrangement you describe was used
to a large extent in the early days of the
motor cycle movement ; but all the
original tricycles and tricars have ceased
to exist, as they were not very safe at

speed and frequently overturned on
corners ; at the same time, a successful
nodern design on these lines should be
possible.

ERRATIC RUNNING OF A.I.V. TWIN.
I have just bought a 1911 2j

h.p. Douglas, and have over-

hauled it, but now find that on
starting it fires on one cylinder

only for about twenty yards and
then on both pretty regularly. This
appears to be the fault of the magneto. '

The points break equally for each
cylinder, the cables have been changed,
but not the brushes, for they seem to

be all riffht. Can you suggest any-
thing? The spark occurs on top centre,

two-thirds retarded. After the throttle

has been opened half-way . no more
power can be obtained. Is this the

fault of the jet being too small? What
m.p.g. and m.p.h. should this engine
attain?—H.Q.

If the machine runs perfectly on both
|Cylinders after covering about twenty
:
yards it would appear that the magneto
is in quite good order, and we are inclined

to believe that the trouble is due to an
air leak in the induction system of the
cylinder concerned. Make sure that the
induction pipe union is tight. We assume
that both inlet valve spnngs are of equal
tension. One stiff spring might cause the
trouble. Probably a slightly larger jet

would allow the engine to respond to
wider throttle openings. 80 to 100 m.p.g.
If in ordinarily good condition, the machine
should be capable of doing 40 m.p.h.

FITTING AUTOMATIC DRIP FEED
With a Best and Lloyd drip

feed, is it necessary to fit a non-
return valve on the bottom of the

front cylinder where the oil is led

in? If not, how is the oil pre-

vented from being blown back into the
sight glass?—J.P.B.

It is unnecessary to fit a non-return valve
where the oil pipe enters the crank case,

as there is-a small check valve at the base
of the sight feed chamber. When this

valve is working correctly there will be no
blow-back into the sight teed chamber.

POSITION OF LICENCE HOLDER.
Will it be in order for me to

@ attach the" licence holder to the

top tube of my motor cycle,

over the tank,x with the glass

facing to the near side? I\ly

handle-bars are already crowded, and
I have an A.A. badge on the front

number plate ; and, anyhow, I prefer

to be modest about having paid the

tax, so would choose an inconspicuous

position for the licence, provided it

complies with the law.—F-.G.H.

There is no bbjectioii to you fitting the

licence holder on the top tube of your
machine, provided that it can be seen
readily from the near side of the road. A
better position would be on the side of

the front forks.

A LIGHTWEIGHT FOR TOURING.
I am proposing to o;et a motor

cycle, and find a difficulty in,

deciding whether a 2{ h.p. or

2^ h.p. engine would suit my
requirements best. I am a light-

weight (under 10 st.), and I shall use

the machine chiefly for short journeys,

but twice a year I shall require the

machine to do a journey of 350 miles in

three days. I shall not want to go very
fast, and shall be quite content to

average 20 m.p.h. Is a 2^ h.p. light-

weight capable of this, or would I have
to get a 2| h.p. machine? I want
reliability, economy of upkeep, only

moderate speed (35-40 m.p.h. is the

most I should want to go), and
simplicity.—P.K.W.

Any modern machine from 2^ h.p. up-

wards should be capable of doing a 350-

mile journey in three days. Incidentally,

you will no doubt have to be content

with a 20 m.p.h. average with any light-

weight machine, as this is quite a reason-

able speed, and probably requires a

machine capable of a 35 m.p.h. maximum. stroke engines.

OIL SPRAY THROUGH PULLEY.
A few weeks ago I bought a^ 1912 Rover, which is going very

> well, except" for oil leaking out
-i-l of a hole in the pulley side of the

crankshaft. This hole, I think,

is for crank case release ; but I am not

sure whether it should have a ball

valve, or some such fitting. The
cylinder bore, piston, and rings are all

in good order.—W.J.A.
A ball valve is not fitted in the crank-

shaft release, and if oil blows through
the shaft it would be advisable to fit

some shield which would prevent it

spraying over the footrests.

TWO-STROKE MATTERS.
(1.) What are the maximum

^1 revs, of the 350 c.c. two-stroke

> Precision engine on a level road
-S-l geared 5 to 1 and carrying a

rider weighing twelve stone ?

(2.) What are the maximum revs,

geared 8 to 1? (3.) When driving, the
engine suddenly gives a violent jerk, as

though caused by a too early spark

;

this often occurs w'hen having run only

a few minutes. I know, for a fact,

the magneto timing is absolutely

correct. (4.) When driving, and at-

tempting to drive hard, the engine will

not respond to full throttle, even along

the level. This may continue for

perhaps a mile, when quite suddenly
it will pick up and go away with a

burst : this occurs with a clean engine.

The feeling is that pre-ignition is hap-

pening. (5.) What, in your opinion, is

the mileage covered before it is neces-

sary to decarbonise? and why should

the top piston ring carbonise up very

quickly?—S. P.

(1 and 2.) Thes.: are questions which
should be referred to the makers, as they

will supply you with definite figures.

We should imagine, however, that the

engine should be capable of reaching

3,500 r.p.m. when running on the level

under the given load. (3.) This appears

to be a case of plug pre-ignition. (4.)

This may be due either to temporary
stoppage in the oil supply or to the flow

of petrol to the carburetter bein^' partly

obstructed. (5.) Probably 800 to 1,000

miles. The carbonising of the top piston

ring is a very usual trouble with air-

cooled two-stroke engines. It may be
prevented to some degree by using a ring

which is a comparatively loose fit in its

groove. We should strongly recommend
you to use a plug specially made for two-
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LOW PETROL CONSUMPTION.
Having read the booK "Two-

etroke Motor Cycles" compiled

by the staff of your excellent

paper, I gather that 100 m.p.g.

is good for a small two-stroke

machine, but that one make you kno_w

of would do, somewhere around liO

m.p.g. I want to know if you can

disclose the name of the machine, as

petrol consumption is a big thing to

watch nowadays.^H.R.H.
Connaught, Levis, and Velocette machines
have recorded figures such as those men-
tioned in various petrol consumption
trials ; indeed, Ave believe that the makers
of the Levis machines would guarantee

from 100 to 120 m.p.g. with their single
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bolts.

vided
made.

gear models.

" EARTHING " THE SPARKING PLUG.
I find I get a much "fatter"

spark from the plug placed on top

of the engine if I connect up from

one of the (Dixie) magneto hold-

ing bolts and one of the engine

Can this injure the magneto if

run at speed? My magneto is mounted
on an ahiminium base, and I conclude

that the current cannot return to the

magneto as readily through the engine

and frame as it does when connected

up as above.—J.F.H.

The direct " earth " connection between

the magneto and plug cannot do harm, as

in any case there must be a return circuit,

otherwise there would be no spark at the

plug.

DYNAMO EXPERIMENTS.
I have been contemplating con-

verting a spare magneto into a

dynamo for accumulator charging

for electric lighting, as I under-

stand that this is possible, pro-

the necessary alterations are

i.e., rewinding the armature
with suitable wire and replacing the slip

ring by a commutator ; but, in referring

to a book on dynamo winding, I learn

that the H type armature is unsuitable

for accumulator charging, as when it is

in a certain position it would short

circuit the accumulator'. I should

therefore be much obliged if you would
tell me: (1.) If this is correct? (2.) If

it is at all possible to charge an accumu-
lator in this way? (3.) If so, what
would be the voltage and amps, required

to" charge two 4 volt 20 amp. accumula-
tors? (4.) Should they be connected
up with the dynamo in a circuit or each
be connected direct? (5.) If it would
charge quicker and better to have one
accumulator of 6 volts 30 amps. ?—L.W.

(1.) The H section armature is not the
most efficient variety for accumulator
charging ; but the short circuiting of the
batteries can be avoided if there is a suflB-

cfent gap betweeir the commutator seg-

ments in order to prevent the latter from
being bridged at any position by the
brushes.

. (2.) It is certainly possible to
charge an accumulator this way. H
section armatures for lighting generators
are actually used for motor cycle lighting
by more than one prominent firm. (3.)

The output should be about 3 amps, at
4 volts. (4.) The accumulator and lamps
ishould all be connected in parallel and
not in series. (5.) It is very doubtful if

you could get a pressure of 6 volte with a
generator of this type.

important ~^aX(t.s.

Eat. Sepl. 17th-
Grand Prix Race for Cycle Cars,

Sat.. Sept. 17ih—Midland Centre A.C.U.
Open Hill Climb.

Fri., Sepl. 23rd. lo Tues., Sept. 27l!i-
An8:Io-Du!cli Reliability Trial.

Sal, Sept. 24th-M.C.C. Sportinii Trial.

Sal.. Oct. Isl— Doncaster and Dislrict
M.C.C. Open Speed Tria's.

Mon.. Nov. 28th. to Sat.. Dea 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.
Fri., Jan. 27lh, lo Sal., Feb. 4lh, 1922—

ScoMish Ca- and Motor Cycle ^how.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' rejilles to questions published

under this heading should be sent to the
Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they xcill be for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.
" T.D." (Durham).^Chain guards in-

stead of standard cases on P. and M. :

Do chains wear badly, and is gear affected
in any way ?

"E. B. McL." (Helensburgh).—3i h. p.

1921 Budge Multi : Speed, reliability,

efficacy of gear on hills, and consumption
compared with previous modelo.
"J.T.G." (Shipley).—3i h.p. or 7-9

h.p. Rudge Multi : Reliability, wear on
belt, and slip in wet weather.
" B.W." (Birmingham). — Economic

power unit : Attachment for cycle, all-

weather use, climbing, i-eliability, etc.
" A.H." (Leicester). —P.V.-'Villiers:

Reliability, climbing, comfort of spring
frame, pillion riding.

" R.B.S." (Keighley).—American-E.\-
celsior and Henderson : Speed, reli-

ability, and petrol consumption.
" F.W.W." (Liverpool).—A.V. Mono-

car : Climbing, braking, reliability, and
oil and petrol consumption.
" K.H.B." (Weybridge).—1921 2a h.p.

A.J.S. : Reliability, climbing, speed,
consumption (oil and petrol), gear box,
and transmission.

A Piogiamme Amendment.
In the recent Midland Centre hill-climb

at Penkridge Bank, already reported in

our columns, A. R. Evans, who achieved
some remarkably fast times, was mounted
on a 2^ h.p. New Imperial-Jap. His
mount was specified in the programme as

a 2i h.p. J.A.P.

Catalogues Received.

Taw Manufacturing Co., Ltu... Camps-
bourne Works, High Street, Hornsey,
London, N.8 : A folder describing
several varieties of side lamps suitable

for fitting to sidecar wings or lamp-
brackets ; also three excellent forms of j

tail lamps and a handsome head light.

Found on the Bead.
A motor cyclist, who was reifently

obliged by a supply of petrol at the road- •

side near East Grinstead from Mr. 0. J.

Crawford, left some cf his property in

the latter's sidecar. The articles are
awaiting him at 20, Sportsbank Street,

Catford, London, S.E.6.

A sidecar cover off a (?) Royal Enfield
machine, driven by a lady, was picked up,
on the 4th inst., by Mr. J. W. Britton,
of Glenroyde, 71, Holly Lane, Erdington,
Birmingham, on the Stratford-Birming-
ham road.

A Note for Traders.

An attra<;tive showcard illustrating

Schradei tyre valve specialities is avail-

able, and may be obtained on application

to A. Schrader's Son, inc., Victoria
Road, Willesden, London, N.W.IO.

The new chain-driven Rudge singles in the A.C.U. Six Days Triak. RB.Ewens and F.T.Sibley
on a typical stretch of good going in the West Country. The latter rider gained a gold medal
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Immediate Delivery
RE-PLATED.

I .:;iiiiii

This handy little set, ready for immediate
use, makes small adjustments a pleasure.

Consisting of three spanners to fit six sizes

of nuts, a screwdriver, and a telescopic

tommy-bar; the set, when fitted into it;

neat little case, is a model of compactness

Prices again reduced :

Price per set (including inland rost-

age) 3/lJ: orinleatherca.se, 4/l,J-.

Obtainable from all a^enU

Accles 6? Pollock,
Limited,

Oldbury, Birmingham.

RE-ENAMELLED .

RE-BUILT.

Perfect finish in 1920 Colours.
Fitted with New Tyres and Tubes.

3| h.p. P. & M.—2-speed, kick-start and

clutch—Solo

—

£30 down and 12 monthly

payments of £2-12-6, or fitted with well

upholstered and roomy new sidecar and chassis,

£40 down and 12 monthly payments of £3-10-0

Gash: Solo £60 Combination £80

LIMITED NUMBER ONLY.

Acetylene generator, head and tail tamps, tools, pump, and
mechanical born, £5 the set

MOTOR VEHICLES (l^rir"'''„,,,) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

15, 16 & 17, Eldon Street, London, E.C.2.
•Plion : Wall 54J'>

COUNTY
Wde

-TAXI-
COMBINATION

—Complete with "County" Compensating Brakes-

(PWENT APPLIED POli)

SPECIFICATION: B.S.A. 6 /7 h.p. Special Taxi Model
Magdyno Electric Linliting with Inside Roof Light, etc.

As Licensed in Biritiinoliam, Brighton, Porlsmouih, etc.

•~~~~^ Write for full particulars. "^"-^-"^

COUNTY CYCLE and MOTOR CO.,
B.S.A. SPECIALISTS and
TAXIGAR EXPERTS.

Also all B.S.A. Listed Models always in Stock.
B.S.A. Replacements dispatched by return of post

307, 308, 314, Broad St., BIRMINGHAM

{or the Motor Cyclist /

/

FOX'S PUTTEES
—unquestionably the ideal leg-

covering for the Motor Cyclist*

They give full weather protection
;

they are dust-proof; they provide

perfect ventilation,and thus,

whilst retaining the natural

warmth, do not create heat. '-'•m^

Hygienic,comfortable,and alw i}i. smarC
Regulation Hcnvy \\ eight, 9/- per piir

Extra Fine Light-weight, 11/- per pair Extra Fiut, Light bhide, 12/- per pair,

: CAUTION.—See that the name ' FOX ' is on the ^s?^ ^e-^ :

;
metal discs (right and left), attached to every genuine \^^ \ li*/ '

I

pair of FOX'S New Non-Fray Spiral Puttees. ^<^ ^^S*' *

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers : -^
. FOX BROS. & Co., Ltd. (Dept. N ), WellinBton, Somerset ui

" F.LP."-F..x's y ^„^S^KSaai,^
"Non-Fray

Improved Putlei Spiral."

HOXSiailPtiTTEES
Made in various ^"^feggsMa^^' wjijhts and shades.

Jn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'* B17
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ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.
THREE MONTHS' GUARANT EE.

£very second-hand machine sold by us, whether it be a 1914 or 1921 model, carries our guarantee of mechanical fitness for 3 months from
date of purchase, i.e., to replace any faulty parts. Any machines sent on 24 hours' approval or on *'The Motor Cycle" deposit system.
We control our own Extended Payment System, and machines may be purchased by paying a quarter down, THE BALANCE PLUS 7^%
payable in 12 monthly instalments. Please note we do NOT charge interest on the total. Ail payments are made direct WITH US.
We give below a selection from our stock, and should be pleased to send full list of new and second-hand machines, post free on request

DOUGLAS, 1916-17, 2j h.p., 2-speed,' semi-T.T. bars, re-enamelled
and plated, all lamps, horn, tools, etc. New condition £57 10

ALLON, 1920, 2I h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter, Cowey
speedometer, lamps, horn, legshields. As new throughout . . . £55

RUDGE, 1914, 3-V h.p., T.T.. long exhaust, re-enamelled, in perfect

condition, very fast. Bargain £40
?1ARLEY-DAVIDS0N 1919 Combination, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, clutch

and kick-starter, re-enamelled, all lamps, horn, etc., thoroughly
overhauled. End-of-season bargain £110

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 de Luxe Combination, Splitdorf dynamo
lighting, de luxe Sidecar, owned by one of our staff, perfect

- outfit in every respect £1 80
DOUGLAS, 1916, reconstructed, 2J h.p., 2-speed, all lamps - horn,

tools, etc., run very few miles since left our reconstruction
shops. Tax paid £57 10

DOUGLAS, 1917-18, 2J h.p., overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated,

exceptionally smart and very fast, fully equipped with all

lamps, horn, tools, ett. Tax paid £60
TRIUMPH, 1914, Mabon gear and clutch, coachbuilt Sidecar,

screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, splendid condition both
mechanically and in appearance. Snip £55

GALTHORPE, 1921, J.A.P 2f h.p., 2-speed, clutch, all lamp , horn,

as new, run under 500 miles -. . . . £55
TRIUMPH, 1919 (late), 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter,

Whiteiey Sidecar to match. Easting screen, all lamps, horn,

etc., new condition throughout £115
RADCO, 1920, 2^- h-P-, 2-speed, Lucas lamps, horn, run under-70Q

miles £42 10
1920 NEW HUDSON, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, lamps, hom,^ tools, etc.,

practically new. Snip £55

191S ROYAL RUBY 8 h.p. Combination, re-enamelled and plated as
new

1918 ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, new Sidecar,
splendid condition

1917-18 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick-starter,

thoroughly overhauled, and in new condition

1916 ZENITH, 5-6 h.p., countershaft clutch and k.s., fitted with
1920 Swan sports Sidecar, completely equipped, and in perfect
condition throughout

1916 DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., 2-speed, re-enamelled and plated, only run
200 miles since left our reconstruction shops

1915-16 JAMES 4} h.p. Combination, 3-speed, c.s. clutch, k.s.,

all-chain drive, lamps, horn, splendid condition

1915 MOTOSACOCHE, 3^ h.p. twin MAG engine, Enfield 2-speed

1915 DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., 2-speed, makers' colours

1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, been stored 4 years, hardly
scratched, perfect end ition, rare opportunity

$120 -0

£125

£90

£105 1

£62 10

£80
£37
£58

10

£65

SPECIAL.
1921 3^- h.p. NORTON, Brooklands Model, all-chain drive 3-speed,

clutch and kick-starter, guaranteed 75 m.p.h. solo and 50 m.p.h.

on second gear with sidecar and passenger. The machine is

winner of five firsts, and has only run about 400 miles. The
Sidecar fitted is an A.B.C. Super Sports, and aluminium ; cost

complete over £195. Accept £160

nnORGANS.
1920 de Luxe 10 h.p., J.A. P., all lamps, horn, speedometer, mirror,

special tool boxes, hood, and screen, practically new £170
1920 de Luxe, 10 h.p. Precision, fully equipped, splendid outfit £170

9-10-11, Roya! Parade,

WEST CROYDON.
Icn-Benncl
^TAotor Company Limited.

Phone : Croydon 2450.

Grams : "Track, Croydon
'

WAUCHOPE'S
take your old machine in part exchange for a new one of any leading make. The value mutually agreed upon to

represent the initial deposit on the new model. Balance payable in 12 (twelve) equal monthly instedments.

Second-hand machines can be taken now, and full value allowed in part payment for any model with which we
deal, to be supplied at once, or at a later date. Below is a selection taken from our list.

NEW 1921 MACHINES.

ARIEL Combination, 6-7h.p £165
ARIEL Combination, 4.'. h.p £150
NEW COMET Motor Cycle £69
WOOLER, 2j h.p., touring model, all on ; £84
WOOLER, ^i h.p., T.T. model, all on £82 19
RUDGE, 3! h.p., I.O.M. model £85
CHATER-LEA Combination, No. 10 £160
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., clutch, and kick-start, all on £105
DOUGLAS, .1. h.p., all on £125
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all on £160
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., improved W.D., 2 speeds, all on : £85
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain drive £125
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Model H £115
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Combination £165
1 OYAL ENFIELD, 2} h.p £65
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., kicWtart £70
WOOLER, 2-; h.p-, touring, chain drive, all on £103
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p £160
ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8 h.p., dynamo £182
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model Kz £107
B.S.A., 4:1 h.p.. Model H2, chain drive £110
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p., dynamo £195 15
B.S.A. Combination, 6-7 h.p. twin £175
B.S.A. Combination, 4-J h.p.. Model K2 £149
LEVIS. 2} h.p., 2-stroke £60
BLACKBURNE twin Combination, 8 h.p £197 10
BLAGKBURNE, solo, 4 h.p £127 10
Big Four NORTON, 3 speeds, clutch, and kxk-start £135
NORTON, 3 : h.p.. 3-speed, all-chain £132
Big Four NORTON and dc luxe Sidecar £177

A.J.S. Combination, 7 h.p £195
A.J.S. Conibination, 7 h.p., dynamo £220
MATCHLESS Combination, 8 h.p., standard, spare wheel and. tyre £185
CALTHORPE Gent's Bicycle £10 10
SUNBEAM, 3I h.p £155 8
VELOCETTE, 2J h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £85
QUADRANT Combination, 4-1 h.p £125
QUADRANT, solo, 4I h.p £105
BRADBURY, 4 h.p £95
BRAD3URY, 6 h.p £125
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Combination £160
BRADBURY, 2? h.p £85
G.N. Cycle Car, touring model £215
COVENTRY PREMIER, dynamo £250
MATCHLESS, dynamo, with 2-seater Sidecar £216 15
MORGAN Grand Prix, w.c (with M.A.G. engine £5 extra) £192
A.J.S., 2f h.p £95
DOUGLAS, 3l h.p., sports model £135
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., renovated by the Triumph Cycle Co., tax paid £85

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

AUTOPED Scooter, 1920, dynamo, licence paid £20
J.A.P. Engine, 8-ro h.p., 1920, w.c, magneto new (engine only) - . £40
CARDEN Monocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 £70 '

DOUGLAS and Wicker Sidecar, sj h.p., 1913 £65
Big Four NORTON and Sidecar, as new £85
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., igio £30
SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 3I h.p., 1915 £95
A.V. Monocar, 6 h.p., 1920 {special engine) £85
P. & M. Combination, 3.^ h.p., 1920 £100
CALTHORPE, 2" h.p., ig^o £47 10

H B B B

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.41
'Phone .• Hobom 5777.

B18 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

'Grams: " Opificer, Fleet, Lonion.'
' The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR FOR SALE.

B

BAT-J.A.P.,
Irame,

CYCLESbBat.
AT-J.A.P. CoDibinntion, 6h.p., lampa. spares, in

perfect oidoi'; £65, or exclmnge liglitweight and
ish.—168. Wandsworth Kd., S.W.8. [9154

£45.—4h.p. Bat-Jap engine combination, coachbuilt,
wind screen, all in good condition, tax paid;

'y appointment evenings.—31, Kohat Rd., Wimbledon,
;.W. [8474

AT, late 1920, 6h.p. twin sporting model, fully
equipped, absolutely as new; £105.—Parker's,

iradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Man-
bester. [X8924

SVoh.p., 1913, single speed, spring
splendid condition, last and powerful;

lesi offers ; roomy cnne sidecar body, good, 25/-

;

LS.V. 2speed gear, 1920, complete, off 4h.p. J. A, P.,
'•.8, nearest.—Farndell, 7, Cator St., Peckham, S.E.15.

[9078

Beardmore.
8EARDM0RE-PRECISI0N, spring frame, excellent

condition, accessories, licensed; best offer.^
pencer Parker, Mildenhall, Suffolk. [8995

,1 Q 2 1 Beardmore-Precision, original tyres, un-
it/ scratched, engine just run in; £59/10; cost
,105.—Adams, 34, Tonsley Rd., Wandsworth, [8843

8EARDMORE-PRECISI0N, June, 1921, spring
frame, accessories, spares, licence, perfect; £65.

'-107, Mortimer Rd., London, N.l. 'Phone: Dalston
18. [8976

I

Blackburne.
t]Q20 8h.p. Blackburne, Conoelet sidecar, shop-soiled;
;L€/ £175, or nearest.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.,
irewmarket. [6628

th.p. Blackburne, Sturmey-Archer gear box, built
this year, lamps, speedometer, tax paid; £80.—

14, Brixton Hill. S.W. [8836

|Q21 Blackburne, 4h.p., fully equipped, cost £137
L«/ last month, tax paid, guaranteed faultless;
I95.-57, Lamont Rd., Chelsea, S.W. [8413

bLACKBURNE 4b.p., 1920 sidecar. Sturmey-Archer
-> 3-speed, insured, tax luiid, speedometer; £110 —
lore, St. Ires, Doncucter Rd., Rotherham. [8663

BLACKBURNE 1920 8h.p. Combination, Swan side-

,
car, fully equipped and licensed, very fine outfit;

;;135.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford,
phone: 581. [8208

I h.p. Blackburne Combination, June, 1920, lamps,
Jt horn, Bluemel screen, apron, 3in. Palmers (uncut),
bole machine like new, not done 1,000; price 100

pis.; motor boat also for sale.—Lotueland, Thames
litton Island. [8692

Bradbury.
DRADBURT Combination de Luse, 1919^i, 6h.p..
:'-> perfect condition; £117, offer.—88, Brookside Rd.,
'.W.ll. [8359

LTOW'S This; 1920 Bradbury combination, 4h.p.,
T± cost over £150; £78.-57, Kenbury St., Camber-
ell, London. [8986

3RADBirRT 4h.p., splendid running order, tax paid,
Philipson's pulleyj £30, or near.—65, St. Marv's

'd., Reigate. [8924

111.p. Bradbury Combination, 2 speeds, engine re-
bushed, all on; £50; aiipointment.—1, Manor-

ijte Villas, Kingston Hill. [8481

th.p.
Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,

fully equipped ; £45 ; tax paid.—Speechley, 86,
burchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [9087

[h.p. Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, kick
c start, all on, good running order, tax paid; £48.
Murray, 76, Greenside Rd., West Croydon. £8950

ORADBURT Combination, coachbuilt. Easting windJ screen, 3-speed countershaft, kick starter, lamp,
nd accessories: great bargain, £47.-10, Butterworths'
arage. 64, Mill Lane, Brixton HiU. 'Phone: Streat-
:im 2813. [9145

DROWN 3h.p,
-* offers.—45, Handcrdft Rd

Brown.
sporty lot, just overhauled; best

West Croydon, Surrey.
[8781

>ili.p. Brown, Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn, good
'2 tyres, licensed, splendid running order; £30,

Healeycote, Longframlington,
V [9000

B.S.A.
models always in stock; delivered any-

near' offer.—N. Wood
orthumberland.

3.S.A.-A11
where.

5.A. Replacements by
ment catalogue.

letiim. Writ© for replace-

3.S.A. Specialists:
Broad ^

Z).S,A. Combination,
J —Thompson, Tibshelf.

County-
Birmingham.

Cycle and Motor Co.,
[3248

1917, 4»4h.p., Model H; offers.

[8829

Model K2, slightly shop-ID. S.A., 1921. brand new
-* soiled; £95.-Below.

B.S.A. 1921 Latest Models for immediate delivery
exchanges or extended terms.—Official Agents :

Camomile St.
[0065

£175.—Arthur G
[8835

JEW 1921 B.S.A, Combinations in stock.—Bounds
< Gnrage. 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [8659

h'-e and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
..C-3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548.

3.S.A. 6-7h.p. Combination, new;
Daw, 114. Brixton Hill, S.W.

YOUR
CHANCE!

THE CHANCE YOU'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR-
We are offering the fo'lowing BRAND
NEW (shop soiled) MACHINES at the
rennarkably low prices shown, in order
to reduce stock, prior to our removal
into larger premises.

SCOTT—3 only, latest type, 3f h.p. sports, and
s%ndard models, List Price £r3o at works.

Our Price £115 delivered to you.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON—2 only, latest type +-5 h.p.

flat twin models, 3-speed, Idck-start, List Price
£130 at works. Our Price £130 delivered to you.

WILKIN—1 only, latest type 4 h.p. model,
Blackburne engine, Sturmey 3-speed, all-chain
drive, cush hub, all-black finish. List Price

£132 75. at works.
Our Price £112 7s. delivered to you.

EDMUND—2 only, latest t>'pe 2j h.p. Blackburne
engine, 2-speed and clutch, kick-start, spring
frame. List Price £98 at works.

Our Price £8S delivered to you.

NEW MACHINES,

EKFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £133
ENFIELD, 2I h.D.. 2-speed model £65
KABLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., electrically

equipped £183
l.ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., standard

model, horn, speedometer acetylene

lighting £175
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 4-5 h.p. flat twin,

speedometer, acetylene lighting .... £150
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2J h.p., 2 sp., clutch £75
LEA-FRANCIS, 5 h.p. twin, 3-sp., clutch £135
LEA-FRANCIS, 3V h.p., ditto £125
ZENITH, 5 h.p., sporting model £115
ZENITH, 6 or 8 h.p., ditto £128
ZENITH, 5 h.p.. clutch model £131
ZENITH, 6 or 8 h.p., ditto £144
MATCHLESS H or H2 Combination,

screen, spare wheel and tyre £185
MATCHLESS ditto, sports type £180
SCOTT, 3} h.p., 2-speed £130
SCOTT, 3j h.p., 2-speed, sports model . . £130
NORTON, 3,\ h.p., 3 speeds, kick-start . . £132
NORTON, 3', !i.p.. fixed gear £93
NORTON Big Four, 3-speed, kick start.. £135
COU LSON. Special oiler of export models.

Blackburne engine, Sturmey gear

—

2 j h.p 80 gm.
4 h.p 90 gns.

3.speed, £3 extra.

P. & M., 3!h.p., 2-speed, clutch £115
EDMUi^D, 2j h.p, Blackburne, 2-speed,

clutch, spring frame - £93
A.B.C. Skootamota Offers

SIDECARS. Large selection by leading manufac-
turers. Sidecars can be fitted on any make
of machine immediately. »

Comprehensive stock of Second-hand Motor CycLs
and Combinations always available,

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED' PAYMENTS.
OFFICIAL STURMEY-ARCHER STOCKISTS.

PARKERS
BOLTON MANCHESTER
Bradshawgate,

Tel. : 1348.

245, Deansgate,
Tel. : Cen. 864.

i^pa«BaBa«aa*a*a***"**">*****"*"""***"**'*>ai

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

3i"G-
B.S.A.

B.S.A., clutch model, first-class order; cheap,
£22.-1, Wellington Rd., Watford. ' [8479

"1(0121 Th.p. E.S.A. Coinhination, new Julv, Enstin-r.
Xtf liiiiiiis: £175.-Aucliffe, Asterbj-. Louth. [8517

31.h.p. B.S.A. Combination, 2-3peed, good order;
2 £45.-24, Oxford Rd., Upper Norwood. [8811

BOLTON.-All B.S.A. models in stock. Lnrse stock
B.S.A. parts.— Grosvenor Garage, Bradford St.,

Bolton. [X8404

B.S.A. 4i4h-P- Comhinntion, 1917, lamps. Klaxon,
Mills-Fulford :_ bargain, £73.-Brown, 4, liurieU

St.. Elaokfrinrs, S.E.I.

1 Q20 B.S.A. 4"/4h.p.
-*-•-' horn, excellent _

—Malby, Woodford, E.18,

TD.S.A. 1920 Model H,

H2 Combination, lamps,
running order, tax paid

. _ _ _. new sports eidecar,
grid, accessories; £93.—Write, Greer, 17.

bury House, Highbury, N.S.

[9133

Lucas
£85.

[0660

tyres,
Salic^-

[8416

£30.—B.S.A. 3;.-^h.p., free engine, clutch, enamelled,
overhauled, lamps ;_ exchange lightweight.—20,

Foundry Rd., Stamford, Lines. [9015

4ih.p. B.S.A., countershaft
4 tax paid; £65; exchan]

Addison Av., Holland Park,

4ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3
4 clutch, kick start. Easting,

B

B^

GENUINE Snip.-
speeds, all chain drive.

trial; £59/10.
bam, Suffolk.

-P. W.

3-speed, lamps, horn,
I, cash either way.—5,

W.ll. [8775

B.S.A. 1916 Combination, lamps, tools, screen, com-
plete, perfect; bargain. £75.—Hyland, c/o B.A.B.

Motor Co., 130, High St., Harlesden. [8979

6-7h.p. B.S.A. 1921 Combination, shop-soiled only;
reduced to £158/10; cash or easy terms.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [8766

speeds, all-chain drive,
lamps, tools, etc.,

new sidecar; £80.-108, Hainworth "Wood Ed., Keishley.
I

[8363

B.S.A. 4iih.p. C.B. Comhination, a-speed, F.E.,
makers' overhaul £20 (bill shown), excellent condi-

tion, spares ; £60 ; after 5.-5, Dennett Rd., Crovdou.
[8541

S.A. 4Vih.p. 1919 Combination, lamps, horn,
speedometer, spares, superb condition, tax paid;

£90.—Pack, Chalfont Lodge, Thome Rd., Doncaster.
[8480

FREE Insurance.—Brand new 1921 B.S.A. and
Canoelet sidecar; £115; cannot be repeated.—

Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Ed., S.E.I.
[7193

EAXD New 1921 B.S.A. No. 3 Sidecar, £42; also

new No. 2 B.S.A. at ST>ecinl price, £30; in stock.

—Walbro Motor Cvcle Co., High St., Saffron Walden.
'Phone: 45. [X8882

B.S.A. 1917 4l^h.p. Combination, overhauled, every-
thing on, new tyres, licence, real genuine outfit;

nearest £90; Middlesex district.—Box 6,300, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [9248

B.S.A. 1920 4i4h.p. Combination, chain drive, splen-

did condition, new tyres.'tools, luggage grid; bar-

gain. £110.—Haw-orth.- Record Mill, Great Harwood,
Lancashire. [8561

B.S.A. coachbuilt combination, 2
reliable machine, any

Sherwood, Kelsale, Saxmund-
[9102

B.S.A. 414h.p.. Montgomery trade combination, all

new in May; cost £135, take £110; tax and in-

surance paid to May, 1922; mileage under 300.—78,
High St.. Strood. [8560

S.A. 4i4h.p., Dec, 1917, perfect, 3-speed, kick

starter. Easting, speedometer, - electric lighting,

all accessories, spares, nice lot; £85.—56, Willow
Walk, Bermondsey. [8347

B.S.A. Combinations, all first-class, well eguipped,
1918. £79; late 1919, £85; 1920, £98.—B.S.A.

agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
Kensington 4096. [9212

B.S A. 1915-16 H2 Combination, excellent condition,

speedometer, new tvres, Tan-Sad, fully equipped,

DA lighting, insured, tax paid; £85.-58, Tennyson

Rd., Kilburn, JSI.W.6. [9025

S.A. Singles and Twins, early deliveries, fitted

with any model Sandum sidecars; B.S.A. twin

and dual sidecar in stock.—Sandum Sidecars, 336,

Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.I. [0541

B.S.A. Late 1919 Combination, all-chain drive,

Lucas electric, hood, screen, speedometer, mirror,

Binks carburetter, splendid condition; £110.-28, Lod-
diges Rd., Hackney, E.9. [8777

RAND New 4Vih.p. B.S-A. Model K2 and H2, in

.stock; also B.S.A. sidecars; take 2i/ih.p. Douglas
part exchange.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., High St.,

SnSron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [XS885

BS A 1921 4Uh.p. Combination, Lucas lamps, D.A.
lighting, Cowey. Easing, nearly new, £126; 1916

combination, run 5,000 miles only, £80; both tax

paid.— 114, Brixton Hill, S.W. [8833

.S.A. 4Vjh.p., 1921, Model H2, with B.S.A. No. 3

idecar, an ideal outfit, iust arrived from works,

... „tock. immediate delivery; £152.—Wilkins, Simp-
son (opposite Olympia), London. [9233

BRAND New 1921 B.S.A. 6-7h.p. Twin Combina-
tion, interchangeable wheels, lavishly equipped,

tax and insurance paid; cost £205. sacrifice £145.—
Dentist, 216, Portoljello Rd., W.ll. [8861

B

B^

B^

B^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR

1 (J 19 B.S.A. 41

X O tyres new.

CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A

V^h.p. Combination, fully equipped,

B

. Sfieen, apron, condition absolutely
equal new, magnificent turnout; late Douglas part

;

£85.-37, Canterbury Rd., Dalston, N.l. [9526

B.S.A., 1916-17. 4V4h.p., Mills-Fulford sidecar, wind
screen, lugyage grid, excellent condition, re-

cently overhauled, Umps, horn, licence, etc.; £S0,
or nearest.—Everill, Kempsey, Worcester. [8998

1 Q20 B.S.A. 4'/ih.p. Combination, fully equipped
At/ with hood, screen, Tan-Sad, lamps, etc., in per-
fect condition; £95, or consider exchange with big
twin.— 18, Kelmore Grove, East Dulwich,-S.E.22. [8810

B.S.A., 1920, 41/ih.p., all-chain drive^ B.S.A. best
sidecar, Lucas Magdyno electric lighting. East-

ing wind screen, licensed; really first-class outfit;
£120.—128, Cooper's Lane, Smetbwick, Birmingham.

[8902
B.S.A. Specialists. All models in stock; easy pay-

ments.—Authorised West End Agents, Vivian
Hardie and Lane, Ltd. ('Phone: Mayfair 6559), 23,
24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.) New Bond St.,
W.l. [0657

B.S.A., 1921, Model H2, 4Mh.p., 3-speed, very fine
condition, complete equipment, including lamps,

speedometer, and 1921 licence; £95.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : No.
581. '

[9262

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any B.S.A. Model; cash or
deferred payments; book your order now, nnd

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ; Brix-
ton 2417.

, [0501

BRAND New B.S.A. Combination, chain drive. Mill-
lord huli>ous body sidecar, l)fick locker, wind screen,

l>e.5t Lucas lamps, spare chains; expert examination
invited; £135, or nearest offer.—Stmt, Mere House.
Baddiley, Nantwich. [8535

B.S.A. Combination, Mills-Fulford coach sidecar,
4^4h.p,, all chain, 3 speeds, countershaft,

clutch, kick start, perfect order, complete all acces-
sories, licensed; 60 gns., or exchange lightweight and
cash.—Maynard, 8, Silver St., Enfield. [8945

B.S.A.—A motor cycle worthy of its name is the
B.S.A. We have always in ctock at least three

models, Model K, Model H, and 6-7h.p. twin; imme-
diate delivery ; all spares in stock ; trade supplied.—
Jones' Garage, Mu.swell Ilill, N.IO, and at Woodside
Parade, North Finchley. [0379

3.A., 4i/lh.p., all-chain, 1920 Millford Corvette,
Orto triplex screen, speedometer, horn lamps,

grid, spare chains unbroken, valve, cover, tubes, pre-
pared Scottish tour, splendid condition; trial by
appointment; £105, all on; stripped, £95.—Topliss,
139, Fotheringham Rd., Enfield. [8942
^ET Your New B.S.A. 1921 Model from The Lay-
^-^ ton Garages, who can give immediate delivery of
any model, exchanges quoted, balance may be paid
cut of income if desired; enquiries treated personally
and with every courtesy.—The Layton Garages, Lon-
don Rd., Bicester, near Oxford. [8219

T>.S.A. 6-7b.p. Twin Combination, Nov., 1920, spare
-iJ wheel and tyre, lup^age grid, electric lighting.
College shields, extra large Tan-Sad, spare chain.
Royal Easting wind screen, just overhauled, splendid
outfit, tax paid; £180, or near offer.-Can be seen
at Wootten's Garage, 55, High St., Oxford. [8628

B.S.A. Twin Combination, May, 1921, with acetylene
lamps (unused), spare wheel, luggage carrier,

perfect condition, also carrier box, suitable any purpose,
(an be fixed in place of sidecar in 10 minutes; any
reasonable trial allowed; good reasons for selling.—Par-
ticulars, price apply, Post Office, Wadsworth, Hebdcn
Bridge, Yorks. [9053
-I Q21 B.S.A. 4i4h.p., Model H2, all-chain drive,
J~*y engine No. R 1497, purchased May 6th, 1921,
not done 900 miles, fitted with Best and Lloyds
mechanical oil pump, Lucas lamps. Klaxon horn, knee*"
gripp, fiiderar ond solo sprockets, spare valve, Bonnik-
sen speedometer, aluminium number plates, licensed,
cost over £J30; accept reasonable offer; trial and ex-
amination any time.— 3, Arrows Hotel. Middleton Rd.,
Rhodes,' nr. ftfanchester. [8379

Calcott.

, . , . . .
barga-in,

-Stevens, 142, Cornwall Rd., Brixton.
[9111

Calthorpe

"IQ17 Calthorpe-Jap 2^^1i,p., 2-spGed gear and clutch:
-*-*/ £37.—Rankin, Cowper Rd., Berkhamstend. [8623
2Xh.p. Calthorpe, 2-speed, good condition, all on,

2 tax; £28; genuine offer.—49, Sandilands Rd.,
Fulham. [9187

CALTHORPE-PRECISION 2^h.p. 4-stroke. new
condition, all on; £30.~25, Askew Rd.. Shep-

herd's Bush, W. [9191

CALTHORPE, 2"!4h.p. J.A.P., late 1920, carefully
ridden, splendid condition and appearance; £50.

—276, IfHey Rd., Oxford. [8376

CALTHORPE 1920 2"f4h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, lamps,
tax. fine condition ; £48/10.— Goad, 122, Maida

Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [9273
CALTHORPE 1921 Combination actually in stock

for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms:
place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Burhngton Mutors. Ltd., Clapham C-ommon, S.W.4
Phone : Brixton 2417. [0509

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets

mas^ufacturhrs of
Accessories. Patents. Specialities.

POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.

Set A1—For Solo Machines. I

2M.h.p. Calcott, perfect, tax paid, all on;
4 £25.^

" - -- - .. ^ - _

Comprising :

Fig 875. 65in.Head Lamp, Nickel with patent
adjustable brackets 60/-

„ 576. Rear Lamp (bayonet) . . .

.

4/9
H.H. Ebonite 6 volt Accumulator 51 /6

Specially strong metal case .

.

10/6
I-way screw type Switch .. .. 2/-

1150.

378.
428.

I rice ot Set 127/6

Bayonet Bulbs up to i amp., 2 jb each extra.
Flat Twin Cab Tyre Cable, per yard, i /6 extra.

Set B1—For Sidecar Combinations.

Comprising.
Fig. 895, Head Lamp, Ntckei 60/-
„ 886, Side Lamp (bayonet).. .. .. 20/-

„ 576, Rear Lamp ,, ., .. .. 4/9
„ 1182, 6v. 40 amp. Accumulator .. ., 48/-

„ 429, I way screw type Switch .. .. 2/6

Trice of Set 135/-

Bayonet Bulbs up to i amp., 2/6 each extra.

Flat Twin Cab Tyre Cable, per yard, i /6 extra.

Set CI—For Medium Solo Machines.

Compricmg
Fig. 881, 5i; Head Lamp, Nickei .. .. 36/-

» 57f) Kear Lamp .

,

5/9
„ 1160, 4V. 20 amp. Accumulator .. .. 24/6
>» 377, Strengthened Metal Case .. .. 9/6

Price of Se': 75/-

Bayonet Bulbs for set Ci, 3 /- extra.
Twin Cab Tyre Cable, per yard, 1/6 extra.

Postage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone

:

Croydon 3225, 2226.
Telegrams

:

•' Keyage, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

3^h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1920 model, sloping tani4 Jc^nfield 2-speed gear, tax paid; 40 gns-
Wauchope'a. 9, Shoe Lane, London. r876

Campion.
6h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, 1918 ( ?),- Sturme'

countershaft 3-speed and K.S., perfect order; ex
change good solo and cash or lighter turnout, or ee)
£30.-29, Pembroke St., Cowley Hd., Oxford. [89r \

Cedos.
CEDOS 1921 Lightweight, 2-speed, brand new, bn

slightly showroom soiled; £50.—The Laytw
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : No 581

[926,

1 Q21 Cedoe, 2i4h.p., lamps, horn, speedometer
-L*/ tools, etc., splendid condition, 125 to the gallon
£60, or nearest; owner giving up riding owing t,
health reasons.—Forest Gate Hotel Garage, Tylne-
Rd., Forest Gate, [959;

Coventry Challenge.

1 Q20 Coventry Challenge, SV-h.p. twin J.A P--t/ 3-speed, Sturmey, kick start, M-L, B. and B
Lucas lamps. Klaxon, Watford speedometer, gpar
tube, all tools, excellent condition; £95, or neares
offer. — Bioughall, Priory House, Belvedere Rd
Coventry. [X849

Chater-Lea
\

3ih.p. Chater-lea, White and Poppe, 2 speeds, nei
2 tyres (unpunctured), lamps,, tax paid; £38.-21

O.xford Rd., Harrow. [867

CHATER-LEA Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3-spee
countershaft, all-chain, just ovei^iauled, lamps, ii

suranee, tax paid; £58.-62, Albert Rd,, Dalston, Loi
don. [879

1 Q21 Chater-Le^i. 8h.p. Combination, impuncturec 1

J-«^ electric and acetylene lights, Royal Eaatin-
screen, Tan-Sad, mechanical horn, luggage grid and petn
carrier, tax and insurance paid; cost £186, accept £15(
or ofler.—21, Park Hill, Chiphnm Park, S.W.4. [882

Cleveland.

NEW Cleveland 3h.p., electric light, tax paid, ui
beatable for comtorf ; £52 ; wanted, 1921 0011

bination.—70, W'est Hill, Wnndsivorth. [861 '

CLEVELAND 3h.p., 2^peecl, clutch, K.S., chain dm
all .nccessoiies, including Tan-Sad, tax paid, k

heon completely run in, most comfortable ligLtweig;
on road, new last April; accept £60; owner hougl

.

comljination.—Marks and Baron, Ltd., Lancaster E(
Preston. [X88f

Clyno.

1 020 Clyno 2V2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, new comlitinXtf —152, Eastcombe Av., Charlton. [88£

1 Q20 2y2h.p. Clyno Lightvi-eight, perfect conditio:
;

-i-t/ tax paid; £38.—Thos. Booth, Frodsham. !

[889
(OLYNO 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clutch, full^ equippe*
V.^ lide away; £32.—Scott, 75, Richniond Ed., Bam
t'ury. [861

(^LYNO Lightweight, Sept., 1920, splendid cond
^ tion, tax paid, insured, all on; 38 gns,-^96a, Cli !

ton Hill, London, N.W.8. \iiii-

CLYNO Combination, 3-speed, clutch; no reaso
able offer refused.—Green, c/o 129, Larkha

Lane, Clapham, London. [891

"es in perfe

. . „ spare wbee
£75, or near offer.—H. Ellis, 17, Staines Rd., Suiilmr

[9i;

CLYNO 6h.p., Sandum underslung sidecar, new a
pearance, spare wheel, accessories, wind ^cree

inp;ured, J^ix paid; lowest £80.-223, Green St., Fore-
Gate, E.7. [86i

CLTiS^O 2-stroke, 1915 or 1916, in lovely conditio -

siuart machine, tax paid, and guaranteed ; £3
or ofler.—Bntterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixti
Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813. [91'

1 Q21 Clyno Combination, 8h.p. De Luxe model, pr;
,

-•-*-' tically new, electric lighting outfit, sidecar hoi

and wind .screen with side panels, etc.; £180.—Tinem;
'

Motor Co., Ltd., 54, Trueman St., Liverpool. [85:

CLYNO Combination, 1921, 8h'.p., condition as ne
very low mileage, Lucas head lamp, electric si<

ear and rear, horn, Cowey trip speedometer, liceust
mechanically perfect; any trial; £150.—Littlewood ai

Co., Shenmm Rd., Bromley, Kent. [87:

DOOLEY.—1915-16-17 Gh.p. Clyno mot
, renovated and complete fro

£55 each; thoroughly overhauled; seen any tin
,

during the day. -Also engines and gear boxes for sal

new and second-hand.—Please apply to Miss E. Doole
33,. Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [92(

Coulson.
Coulson-Blackburne, spring frame, 2-:^pe'

clutch, K.S., brand new; list price £84, my jn
£76.—Below.

1 Q21 2^h.p. Coulson-Jap, spring frame, sportn ino<l

-»-t7 2-speed clutcli, brand new; special reduced pri'

£70.—Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd., South Keiv^ingti

r925
COULSON B 1921 Models in Stock.—Sole Wiltshi.

Agents, Wessex Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine S
Salisbury. 'Phone : 72. [50'

5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, tax paid, tyre
condition, lamps, Easting wind screen, :

MISS .

cycles, clutch, K.&

19"o,

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Harley -Davidson.

SALE.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 7-9h.p. Elite Com-
bination, electric model, excellent condition, as

,ew, 145 gns. ; Harley-Davidson, 1917, 7-9h.p., excel-

ent condition, 80 gns.; exchanges,—12, Cornwall Mews,
,:;loiicestei- Bd., S.W.7. [9341

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 Combination, Tan-
Sad, complete Lucas dynamo lighting, all tyres

lerfect, smart appearance, and in perfect mechanical
ondifion: £135.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley
Rd., London. Hampstead 7822. [9230

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Model F, fully

cquip)*d, acetylene lighting, speedometer, horn,
standard sidecar, oversize tjTes on rear, discs, 1920
rent forks, carefully ridden, licence to December,
1921; £110.—V.M., 24, Sheffield Terrace, W.8. [X8563

HARLET-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p.. 1918-19 Model, new
Siindum 2-seater sidecar, hood, 2 screens, Tau-Snd

inck nnd iootrests, electric lijrhting, speedometer, spare

tjre, tools, 2 spare chains, inlly insured 2 pereons and
Iriver and usual risks, tax paid, ideal fahiily outfit

:

£150: after 6 p.m.—120, ludenvick Rd., Hornsey, N.8.
[8757

Hazlewood,
HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 4h.p., clutch, 3-speed, CD.

sidecar; £55, or would separate.—Write or call,

;05, Knatchbull Rd., Myatts Park, S.E.5. [9243

Henderson

FOR Sale, Dee. .1920 Hender-=;on, Hender.^on Elite
Sidecar, aluminium discs, etc., all on. tax paid,

iae for pportv rider; £160; pri-vnte owner; cost £265.—
iox 6,28?, c/o Tkc Motor Cycle. [8712

HENDERSON, 1921, 3 speeds, reverse model, 4-cyl.,

dynamo lighting. Elite combination, tax paid,
;xceUent condition; 195 gns.; exchanges.—12, Corn-
,vall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [9342

Hobart.
HOBART, Villiers, 1920, 2V;;h.p., 2-speed, good con-

dition; £45; to be seen in London.—Write, Rodd.
icott's Lodge, Knockholt. [8688

jq21 Hr)baTt-Jap 23-4h.p., clutch. U.S., 2^peed, nU
'-fJ aece-sories tax and insurance paid, not done
.00 milfr?: co~t £87/10, will accept £70.-130, Thorold
Ul., Dford, Essex. [9199

J.A.P. (Hobart) 4h.p., overhead valte, 90 bore. 2-

speed, free enjiine, 1914 model, in guaranteed
.rder: £38.—Butterwcrtba' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brix-
;0!i Hill. 'Phone; Streatham 2813. [9144

1Q21 (April) Spring Frame Hobart, Villiers
i-iJ engine, Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, clutch and
iick starter, electric lighting set, horn, Speedwell
eg shields, Stanlock, not used last 2 months, un-
cratohed and perfect; £65.—Warrick, 28, Broadway,
iexleyheath. [8867

Hoskison.

F.O.C.H. have 1920 Hoskison-Blackburne 2';^h.p..

kick starter; £55.-5, Heath St., Hampstead
near Hampstead Tube Station). [8637

Humber.
_h.p. flat

£140; £119, or best offer.—Gray's Garage, Wat-
ord. [9155

HUMBER, 2-speGd. 1911, and sidecar, tax paid,
overhauled Hnuiber (receipts shown) ; £45.—Vic-

iriii Guraye, Coventry. [58923

>lh.p, Humber Coachbuilt Combination, excellent
^2 condition, tax paid; bargain, £30.—Fisher, 24.
'remadoc Rd., Clapham, S.W.4. [8786

I Q21 Humber, 4'/^h.p. flat twin, brand new; li.^t

Indian.

I Q 17 7-9h.p. Indian, excellent condition, tyres as
LJ/ new, tax paid; 50 gns.—Rose's Garage,
Jxbridge. [885S

[NDIAN 7-9h.p. Coach Combination, 2-speed, clutt^h.

new tyres ; £48.—Surgery, 484a, Fulham Rd..
Vailiam Green. [8624

IQ19 Indian Powerplus, as_new, taxjpaid; £80; fine
Lt/ 'bus: too fast.

;outh Norwood.
Taylor, Butcher's, Woodside Green

[8801

7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, good condition; reason
able offer considered

; going abroad.—Taylor
iarage, Bearsted, Kent. [7511

'^ih.p. Indian and Canoelet Sidecar, 3-speed. lamps,
3 2 tax, horn; given away, 49 gns.—Ramsdens,
laybell Av., Blackpool. [8605

[NDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model, tyres as new, splendid
condition, electric lamps; bargain, quick sale, £55.

-80a, High St., Bexley, Kent. [9302

7-9h.p. Ind^ian Combination, 3-speed, spring frame;
£ 100 ; full particulars with pleasure.-Cornell,

;7. Queen's Rd., Bury St. Edmunds. [9014

Id ^9 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus, speedometer, lamps,
*-9J etc., excellent condition; £75, or nearest
iffer.—Box 6,292, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9239

[NDIAN Combination, 1915, sporting sidecar,
7-9h.p., 3-speed. K.S., spring frame, fine condi-

ion; £55.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [8865

[XliIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, spring frame, 2-apeed,
clutch, kick starter, fine condition, tax paid- trial

iven; £60.—Sims, 22, Cottenham Rd., Holloway, N.19.
[9162

READ THIS
Alcomba's Hotel,

Exeter.
13. 8. 21.

Dear Sirs,

'

Will you please aemTme to t'la
nb ve R, drrsi o 8 Englebsrc
26 X 2| f( nr py itassenger tvre I
puicliased as.milar tyrp from oa
on til- 17.h or 18th .Jui e laFC.
"hioh lies prove;! wonJe ful in
eviry Wi". I ti ted it to the biclt
wheel of my m .to/ bike, nnd
it has mil 8 lOOO miles since
ti.en without a luuclurj.

I have 1 een on some of the
wirs' rould in h'cuLhem
Eiigla"d. and am immensely
P eased with it.

Yours faithfully,

C.C,P.

it

NGLE

Super-reinforced
The cover that has ben dssigned lo ,

withstand any strain th;»t it is pojsibU to

put J! to—that will stand the kick of any
|

motor cycle engine yet made that wil) I

1 st out any other make. These cov^r i

are acombination of eve-ythin^ that is bes!
|

in tyre manufacture. The finesl possible
|

rubber, the strongest possible walls, and
he best brains lo make iha "best out o.*^ .

ihem" I

ACTUALLY AT HALF PRICE.

Size,

26x2J

28x3

Pattern.

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-p1y Rub-
ber Studded

Touring 3-ply Rubber
Studded

Passenger 4-pIy Rub-
ber Studded

R.?cing, Rubber Bars
and Studs

uur
Prise.

23/-

26/6

24/6

27/9

50/6

Liss
Price

46/

53'-

49/-

55/'

j Whatever tyre mileage you are satisfied v/ith IT

! (hese lyres are "good for more."

"[!
]We guarantee these Covers io give a minimumi
.mileage of 3,000 miles and will replace any!
Iproving faulty on (his basis. These goods are^
]sent on 7 days' approval against remiilanc3.l

' oar " sport-[[

Rfla
(I IT] a

do

ml*

1^

^BCarriage paid. For particulars ol

C Sling offer," see opposite column. IS
grTTTl"'5""»"t -*"- -I'l"'-— •""-

HcJ'

ilS- ^^ ^^^ purchasers of goods jrom * h'br^ » this and opposite column, ue are prepared
J S**-

g'H S to give with every order a pair ol our S lilUa

B[[]|] j Usiikon Solepieccs. Please nxentio.i size S Bj J
jiQ I

leqiiired for fitting to boots.
S QE]

.B^B^Bgni

TheName

ORDER THE

^* ISi-i-Hii I Bee
Ihi sszessssom

TheFirm

WAV
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?.VICTORIA.S.W.l

AND AT
44.SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
q P/Mse dddress allpost orden to Vduthll Bridge Road.

TELEPHONE > VICTORIA 6533 £-655*

OUR AGFNT IS THp PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR SALE.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
kick start, excellent condition; £45, or e

lightweight.—Noitbfield Manor Estate, Hemel
stead.

"I Q 15-16 Indian 7-91i.p. Combination, spring^ fr:
-L*/ 3 .'ijieeds, clutnh, kick start, overlinulecl, rebus

CYCLliS roR
Indian.

1Q19 Powei'iiUis Indian Sporting Combinntion, liond-
J-*-' some und imiaiie outfit, with accessories, guninn-
teeil i»eil'ei-t: £98.-91, Spa Hi!l, Norwood, [8538

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, new April last 800
miles, perfect as new ; £120 ; exchange lower

power conisideied.—Kelham, Na-ssington, I'eterboroniih.

[9200
£45.—Indian, 7-9h.p., 1913, in excellent condiiion,

clutch, 2 speeds. Bosch maK., tax jiaid. any trial
by appointment.—Lindop, 23, ParoUes Rd., London,
N.19. [8438

1 Q 20 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination,
J-«-' dynamo lighting set, speedometer, run about
6,000 miles only; £l30; tax paid.—1X4, Brixton Hill,
3.\V. _ [8839

clutch,
exchange

lightweight.—Noithfield Manor Estate, JSemel Hemp-
stead. [8636

ramp,
ebushed,

lamps, horn; £80, or near offer.-Hashfield, 'Phone
Noith 1341 (10-5). [8807

INDIAN" Combination (1919), Millford de Luxe, little

used; must sell; owner going abroad; offers; any
trinl MLindav, or by appointment.—Slee, Navasota, Yic-
toiia Ducks, London. [8542

"j Q 20 Indian Electric Combinntion, horn, speedo-
X%J meter, Ea.stin^ screan, pillion, tooU, overalls,
etc., tax, insurance, low mileage, perfect; nearest £110.
-Naylor, Eetiro Hou^e, Wellington St., Matlock.

[&947
DICULOUS Bargain, £50.-1916 1-3 Powerplus

Indian combination, sporting slipper sidecar.
wants overhauling, but absurd bargain ; £50 ; first

deposit £e;;ures.—Douglas S. Cox, 6, Lansdowne Hill,
West Norwood. [7195

BARGAIN, 1920 Powerplus Indian Combination,
dynamo lighting, speedometer, original tyres

(1,900 miles only), storm cover, absolutely unscratched,
magnificent outfit, cost £225, any test ; £125 ; ex-
change Morgan.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [8792

INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scout Model, with Grosvenor
sporting sidecar to match, fully equipped,

speedometer, horn, tax paid, indistinguishable from
ne.v ; £145; deferred payments if desired.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate. Man-
ihester [X8926

INDIAN 1916 5-'6h.p. Combination, Mills-FuIIord
sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch, kick start, all-chain

drive, meciianical lubrication, original enamel and
plating very good, perfect condition mechal^ically, any
trial given; £57/10.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Alde-
burgh, Suffolk. [9073

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Indian motor cycles and combinations, for

immed-iate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value aUowed; distance no
,;biect.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0650

5-6h.p. Indian 2-speed Clutch Combination, 80 m.p.g.,
disc wheels, canoe coachbuilt body, screen, lampf?,

horn, new rarburetter, tvres, tnbe.'i, spore.s, as new,
tax paid, splendid condition; will give 50 miles trial:

photo: £45, or nearest offer.-Bingham, 69, Stitflord

Rd., Waltlmmstow, Esfex. [8501

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Combination, complete
with genuine Indian sidecar, dynamo lighting,

speedometer. Cameo screen, etc., mechanical condi-
tion guaranteed, appearance and tyres good, thoroughly
recommended; £105.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. Phone: No. 581. [9267

Invicta.

1O20 2^4h.p. Invicta-J.A.P., Sturmey 2-speed, chitch,
-L-tJ K.S., legshields, Flexekas, tax; £60.-78, Brewery
Rd., Plumsteod, S.E.18. [9121

Ivy.

IVY 2-stroke, 2-speed, tax paid; £45; all on.—22.
Devonport Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [8380

1Q20V' Sports Ivy, 110 per gallon; £40. offers.—
--»/ 109, St. Andrew's Terrace, Kilmarnock. [8901

IVY.—Actual No. 6 T.T. machine, ridden only in

the race; £90.—J. Blake and Co., 22. Rodney St.,

[8441

Wessex
Liverpool.

IVY 1921
Motors,

'Phone : 72.

"I Q20 Ivy, 2y-.h.p.,

XXf excellent condition; £50,—Jackson, Hill Av..

Models.—Sole district agents,
- - ~

-Uii
[5006

2-speed, clutch, and kick start,

tion; £50,—Jackson, Hill Av..
Amersham, Bucks. • [8473

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd.. 139, New St.. Bir-

mingham, wholesale Ivy agents, have all models

in stock, including lady's model, price £69; get list.

[X8501
-| 015 Ivy-Jap 2-fieater Combination, £75 cash, or

Xtf £15 down and balance by instalments.-Lamb's,

151 High St., Walthamstow; 50, High Rd., Wood
Green; 387, Eustou Rd., London, N.W. [8653

Ixion.

IXION 2V'h.p., 1916, tax paid, lamps, splendid run-

ning order; £29.-37, Wellesbourne Grove, Strat-

ford-on-Avon. [8930

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Ixion.

IXION, 1916, 2V,h.p. Villiers, single-speed, Senspray,

E.I.C., good condition : bargain, £25 ;
alter 5.—

J.T.. 110, Tliornhill Ed., Tolworth, Surbiton, [8847

James.

DAN GUY. Weymouth.—1921 Wh.p. James Com-
bination from stock; price £155. [0690

JAMES 1921 2l/ili.p., 2-speed, unscratched :
cost £81,

saciifice £55.-17, St. Oliailes Sri., WHO. [7760

JAMES 4«/ili.p. Combination, 1916, Tan-Sad, lamps,

liood, good tyres, perfect; £80.-22. Gardcn__Ay
Mitirham. [8667

F.O.C.H. have several James solos and combinations,

cheap.—5, Heath
r-tead Tube Station).

St., Hampstead (near Hamp
[8635

SPORTING James aVjh.p., 2-specd, perfect; £40;
exchange clutch Indian or cycle car chassis.—27,

Corinne Ed:, Tufnell Park. [9329

P^-eh.p. James Combination, 1919, in perfect condi-

tion, fully equipped; £125; seen by appointment.
—Lacey, Norris Ed., Staines. [8345

JAMES 1916 41/ih.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,

electric horn, spares; any trial; £100.—Stevens,
2, Tugela St., Catford, S.E.6. [8523

4ih.p. James Combination, 1916, kick starter, 3-

4 speed, Canoelft sidecar, just overhaided; £60, or

neare^t ofier.—Ko«e. 26, Martin Ed., Ipswich. [8392

-| Q21 2'/ih.p. 2-speed James, slightly shop-soiled;
-Li/ reduced to £60, easy payments only 4% extra.—
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[X8518

1 Q 19 5-6h.p. James Combination, de luxe sidecar.

X«7 leg Oiields, Klaxon, all accessories, tax paid,

mileage 1,000, excellent condition; £125.-Dan Guy,
Weymouth. [8444

JAMES 6-611.P. Combination, late 1919, all acces-

sories, electric and gas, wind screen, tax paid and
in.surnnce till Dec, guaranteed; £110.-30, Park Hill

Ed., Harborne, Birmingham. [SB907

JAMES 6-6h.p, Late 1919 Dc Luxe Combination,
screen. Klaxon, epecdoiiieter, electric light, separate

dynamo, perfect condition: £145 for auick sale:

call after 7.30.—7, Bracken Av., Balham. [8565

JAMES Combination, 6h.p., Sept., 1920, Sinks
carburetter, Lucas lighting, perfect condition

guaranteed, licensed and insured; bought car; £120.
—Hatchett, Lloyds Bank, Jamaica Eow, Birmingham.

[X8961
IMMEDIATE Delivery of any James Model; cash or

deferred payments; book your order now, and
avoid disappointrnent later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,

South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone ; Brix-

ton 2417. [0503

J.A.P.

J .A.P. 4h.p., single-cyl., new tyres, belt, Bosch,
waterproof, excellent condition, 90 m.p.g. ; £35.

—

:Aspen Laundry, Sudbury, Harrow. [8972

Juno.

JUNO, 2-speed 2-stroke Villiers engine, good running
order : £30.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd , New-

market. .
• [6634

Kerry.

KEEEY-ABINGDON 1914 4'4h.p., Jones speedo-

meter. Bosch. Grado gear, new Clincher de Luxe;
£30.—Thornton, 349, Lordship Lane, Dnlwich.' [8670

Kingsbury.
KINGSBUEY, brand new, 2%li.p., 2-speed. 2-stroke,

Senspray; £40, oir ofler.-30, Wilson St., E.C.
[9108

Lea-Francis,

refused.—Scott, Butcher, Shotton.
no reasonable offer

[8575

LEA-FRANCIS Combination, as new; £90; exchange
good solo.—21. Pordel Ed., Catford. [9097

r» 90.—1920 Lea-Francis, with Montgomery sidecar,

Sw as new.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge
Ed., S.E.I. [8145

LEA-FEANCIS 1920 3V'3h.p., standard model, in first-

class condition, speerlometer. licence; £85.—A. J.

Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [6630

1019 (late) Lea-Francis, excellent condition; £67/10.
-Itf —LamVs, 151, High St., Walthamstow ; SO, High
Ed., Wood Green

;

387, Euston Ed., London, N.W.
[8655

T EA-PE.ANCIS, 1920, 3y2h.p. M.A.G., splendid con-

19=

dition, with sidecar, speedometer, liorn, lamps,
licence; £95. — Thos. H. Court, De Aston School,
Market Easen, Lincoln. [8459

^20 Lea-Francis Combination. 3V2h.p. M.A.G.
engine, 2 speeds, clutch, and kick starter,

lamps, horn, tools, and speedometer. Easting wind
screen; £85.-Jolin C. Beadle, Ltd., Daitford. [8443

Levis.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-Levis 1921 models in stock;
i£60. [0554

3ih.p. Levis Popular Model, good condition ; £35.

—

4 Kemp, New York, Lincoln. [8826

"I 016 Levis, E.I.C. mag., new tyres and tubes, taxXU paid; £33.—Whitbourn, 3, Butts Ed., Woking.
[8545

THE

BURLINGTON
BARGAIN LIST
1921 WOLF-BLACKBURNE, new
model. 2'2 h.p. Sturraey - Archer
2-spced, kick-starter and clutch . . 80 Gns.

T921 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2\

h.p,, single speed 4 3 Gns.

1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed,

very fast £80

1921 DIAM0ND-VILUERS,2?h.p.,
Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, and kick-

starter 67 Gns.

1921 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2$ h.p.

Enfield 2-speed. and kick-starter. . £66

1921 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke,

2-speed, 23 h.p. 60 Gns.

ZENITH, 4 h.p., Gradua gear, all

on, tax paid £65

1920 A.B.C. in perfect condition,
ridden only 1,000 miles £107 10

NO MORE
BROKEN

DRAWB0LT5

•In 2>iveslmcni

u h I c h •iaves

lime&uwwccs-
sary trouble.

4 h.p.

DOUGLAS OWNERS
Write for particulars

^
ot

a new form of operatins
mecbanisni which elimin-
ates the drawbolt*

TRADE SUPPLIED.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.. LTD.
7,SOUTH SID5»CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4

'Phone; Brixton 2417. Wires: Burlington Motors, Clapham
»

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIS 2Vili-p.. licensed, 1917, excellent cider; £28-
deposit.~24, South St., Newport, I.O.W. [8702

LEVIS 1916 2J/ih.p., tax paid, just overhauled and
in good condition; £30.-181, Neate St., Camber-

well, S.E.
. [9281

LEVIS, 1916, good condition, nearly new Dunlopa.
long exhaust, etc., all on; £32.—147. Dalling

Rd., Hammersmith, London. [8753

LEVIS, 21/ah.p., 2 speeds, 1916-17, tax paid, excel-
lent condition; 32 gns.; exchanges.—12, Cornwall

Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [9338

LEVIS 2i4h.p., lamp, Klaxon, rebushed through-
out, perfect order, only wants seeing; any trial;

£34.-187, Elm Rd., New Maiden. [8747

LEVIS 2V-;h.p., E.I.O., Senspray, engine and magneto
recently overhauled makers, tax, lamps, long ex-

hiuist ; £50.-34, C;i3tlewood Ed., Stamford Hill, N.
H8497

ANNOUNCEMENT of a New Levis Model.-We can.
now supply the Model S with kick starter at

^670 ; immediate delivery.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Tid., Birmingham. - [X8520

LEVIS 2',4h.p., 1920, perfect condition, fast, speci-
ally tuned for competition work, . winner ot

several events, plated head and tail lamps, horn, tools,

etc.; bargain, £50.—Belton, Wothorpe Rd., Stamford,
Lines. [8788

1 Q21 Levis, supplied on deferred payments at only
± */ H% extra ; all models in stock for immediate
delivery. 2i4h.p. 'iouring or Sports model, £60;
Model S, 2'i4h-p., 2-speed, handle-hnr controlled clutcli,

£68.—Buy your machine direct from the Leviti special-

istd. The Premier Motor Co., Aston E-d.. EirmiuKhfim.
[X8519

Lincoln-^Elk.

3.h.p- Lincoln-Elk, Bosch, good condition, tax paid;

/W4 £18; near offer.—Walters, 25, Crouch End Hill.

Hornsey. [8991

3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch, Senspray, good order;

2 gilt, £27/10. — Letters, 12, Winchester St.,

Taunton. [8899

£37.—Lincoln-Elk 4h.p. combination, 2-speed, clutch,

kick start, good Dunlops; a real bargain.—Miller.

151, Kingston Rd TeddingLon.

Mallow.
1921, 2^Ah.p. Blackburne,

[8729

M^

MARLOE, 1921, 23/4h.p. Blackburne, 2 speeds,

clutch, brand new; list price £98, accept £68/10
cash or £14 down and 12 monthly payments of

£5 each.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone •

Hampstead 1353. [8181

Martinsyde.
AETINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, 1921, bouglil

last month, 500 miles, Lucae lamps, Tnn-Siid, nv

.urance, tax, perfect condition; any trial; £130.—Dr.
Xicolson, Hospital, Chichester. [8719

6 h.p. Martinsyde Combination, £145; S'/oh.p. Mar-

tinsyde sports model, £120; free insurance; ex-

changes or deferred payments; ^11 spares.—Cliffoid

Wilson Mfg. Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.i!..l.

Hop 210. [si-te

Matchless.
{

lyjATCHLESS.

DELIVERY Free lor 150 miles from London
Don't forget, every outfit personally tested hv

the (Matchless only) expert. SpoHs model now ready,

the fastest and best outfit ;
gradual payments arranged

5% on balance only.—J. Tassell, la, 31oomfield Rd.,

Plumstead, 8.E.18. [5374

TVTATCHLESS Combinations.

AGENT, T. J. Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E.

'Phone : Lee Green 744.

nPRAVEL in Comfort on a Matchless.

HIGHEST Marks Awarded in any passenger dass

to T. J. Ross in A.C.U. 6 days trial, 1920.

T UXORIOUS Riding on a Matchless.

pCONOMICAL in Petrol.

OECOND to None in Price and Workmanship.

SATISFACTION Guaranteed. Price : Standard"

model *185, with 2-seater sidecar £191/10, Wltt'l

sporting sidecar £180. Easy payments and exchangei

arranged. [8976

31 h.p. Matchless-Jap, tax paid; £22.-15, Fairfielc

2 lid., S.E.7. [879C

£148; Matchless combination, practically unused,

-

Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd
S.E.I. f^lS

MATCHLESS Magdyno Combination, brand neo

unused; £30 under list price.—41, Madrid Rd
Barnes.

^ [925'

8 h.p. Matchless, 2-specd, K.S., excellent condition

licensed; £40, or offer.—17, Heaton Rd
Mitoham. [886

£75.-1914 Matchless 6h.p., Siyan C.B. aidecai, hco<

screen, D.A. lighting.—97, Victoria Av., Barrov

,

in-Furnesa. [84541

ERTAIN to Please.

B28 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega.

\5IEGA-J.A.P. (Dec, 1920), 2^ih.p., 2-siieed, clutch,
/ kick starter, lamps, iiccessorie<?, tiix-paid; £50.—
). Portland At., Stamford Hill, N.16. [8755

920 2''4b.p. Omega-Jap, 2 speeds, kick starter and
clutcli. disc wheele;, all lame sets, and tax i>oid,

en 500 miles ouly, nnd equnl new; £60.—Walbro Motor
rie Co., High St., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45.

[X8886
P. and M.

Ih.p. P. and M. Combination, 1920; £99; tax
>2 paid.—Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [8762

J. nnd M.. late S. type, fast; quick sale £36.-59,
f,

High St., Clapham. [9134

,>. and jVr. Combination, tax, insurance paid, reliable;
£45.-33. Weymouth St., Watford. [9156

•ill. p. P. and M. Standard Model, just overhauled;
'2 £500.—A. J. Touug and Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

f6632
920 P. and M Combination, in excellent order, tax

paid; £115.—J. Pearson, Fleet Kd., Fleet, Hnnt.?.
I [9160

:;>. and M., as new, 2-speed, K.S., clutch, perfect
,

' running ; £45.-56. Conington Rd., Lewisham.
;E.13. [8744

•'}. and M., 1918. overhauled, taxed, perfect; £48.—
' 50. Haverstock Hill. lSr.W.3. 'Phone: Hamp-
-jad 6609. [8954

1*33.—P.M., 1918, all acce-:soiies, licensed, smart ap-
- V pcarance. excellent condition.—B?(con, Offington

:ie. Worthing. [8957

). and M. Coacbbuilt Combination, 1917. in good
running order; £55.—Southorn, 12, Thrale Rd.,

ceatham, S.W. [9005

,
>. and M. Combination. 1918, recently renovated,

f- new tvres, lamps. Klaxon, tax; £58.-106, North
rid Ed., W.14. [9061

]>, nnd M., perfect Condition: £39; send stamp for
1 .particular(*, or come and try it—Joyce, St. Osyth

Clacton-on-Sea. [8805

Lh.p. 1918 P. and M., condition and appearance
t as new. all on, tax; £55, or offer.-95, Lon^inirst
, Lewisham, S.E.13. [9039

,. and M., 1918, with electric lamps, Klaxon, etc.,
in new condition; £58, bargain.-35, Freesrove

, Holloway, N.7. ['8887

and M., recently overhauled, requires tvres, £30;
a speedometer, £3.—Apply, Army and Navy

ires, Victoria St., S.W. [9117

nnd M. 1918 Combination, complete, in good order;
£75, or best offer.—Prior, Repliugham Kd., South-

Ids. 'Phone:' Putney 1694. [9019

ATE P. and M. 3V2h.p., 2-speed, K.S., lamps, gener-
ator, horn, etc., first-class condition; £47.— 62b,

^hgate Rd., Kentish Town. [9024

20 P. and M. and P. and M. Sidecar, machine
only used fo; 3 months, iri first-class condition,

aps, horn, etc. ; first cheque £ 80.—Rootes, Maid-
[8440

and M., Aug., 1919, 3V2h.p., 2-(?peed, K.S., solo,
lamps, 1,000 miles only, perfect condition, tax
£70.-Sharp. 11, Croydon Rd., near Elmers End

:tion, Beckenham. [8622

and M., 1918 model, with sporting sidecar. East-
ing screen, fully equipped, first-class condition

lughont ; £65.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

;

I 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X8938

^ and M. 1920 Combination, engine No. 8612S,
excellent condition throughout ; seen and tried
time; £98.--'Phone : 32 Riverhead.-A. J. Tooth.

'ig's Head, Bessels Green, Sevenoaks. [8819

(Jk20 P. and M. Combination, ehop-soiled ; £120 cash," or £30 down and balance by instalments.-
nb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow; 50, High Kd.,
od Green; 387, Euston Rd., London, N.W. [8656

HE Secretary of The Layton Gaiage.i offers his own
privately owned 3'A.h.p. P. nnd M. combination

3., 1920), complete with electric lighting, horn and
uce; cash offers are invited near £110.—Address:
idon Rd., Bicester. [8214

and M. 1919 Combination (not W.D.). unusually fine
condition, fully equipped, including licence,

hly recommended and a bargain: £75.—The Lay-
iarages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581.

[8233
1 19 P. and M. Combination, in ^ood condition,™ Mills-Fulford sidecar, new chassis, Camac wind
pen, electric and acetylene lights, new sear chains,
separate; no reasonable offer refused.—Rowland. 86,
ernon Rd.. Lewisham. [8814

Precision.
RECISION, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, Binks.

Lucas lamp, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, just overhauled,
namelled, new Dunlops, fast machine; £40, or
r.—12. Barnett Rd.. Lavender Hill, S.W. [8873

Premier.
REMIER Combination, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, per-

fect; bargain, or exchange car.— 5, Victoria Rd.,
aworth, Hants. [8923
REMIER SVjh.p., 2-speed countershaft, £35;
another, 3-speed hub, wicker sidecar, £30.—Tyler,

terloo Rd., Romford. [8990

r

:1:

ALEXANDER'S
STOCKTAKING

SALE
HUGE REDUCTIONS

Our present stock numbers

approximately 400 machines, and

preparatory to stocktaking, a

clearance must be made, regard-

less of original cos!s

We have, therefore, Re-

priced all Second-hand; Shop-

soiled and slightly used

Demonstration Machines to

Figures which will make

for quick sales and

CASH BUYERS CAN
NOW SAVE

POUNDS STERLING.
Send for our complete

LIST OF BARGAINS.

Here are a few samples of s ightly

used Demonstration Models :

—

£135

£75

£175

£140

£118

£100

£135

£165

1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination .

,

1921 2^ h.p. DOUGLAS 2-speed .. .,

1921 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination
2-seater

'

1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination ..

1921 NORTON Big 4

1921 3J h.p. P. & M ,

1921 10 h.p. ACE 4 cylinder ..

1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. Combination

1921 INDIAN Powerplus Combination.. £185

1921 MORGAN de luxe W.C £185

1921 UNIT No. 1 Light Car .. .. £215

1921 G.W.K. 2 seater £290

The mileage done by these machines
is from 10 to 200 miles, and every one is

as good as new, used for short runs only.

ALEXANDER'S

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 A.J.3.

/"^NLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Latest 7h.p. Combinatirvn.
spare wheel, screen, etc., £ 1 95 ; 2^h.p. 3-speed

solo, £ 95 ; cxchanees arranged.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X85I6

PREMIER, 1914. 2^'Ah.v.. 3 speeds, clutch, needs
sliglit repairs, running order, good tyres; £17/10.

—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [9072

3ih.p. Premier and sidecar, 1915, countershnit 3-

2 speed, clutoh, K.S., good condition ; £65, or
ofler.-S. Tite. 113, Lavender Hill, Clapbara, S.W.

[8377
PREMIER SV^h.p., variable speed, free engine,

Simms-Bosch mag., new tubes and back ty^e.
lamps, horn, etc. ; £32/10, or nearest; Monday,
Wednesday, or Friday evening.—Lane, 102, Grosveror
Rd.,' Illord. [8737

Quadrant.
1 Q20 ^V^h.p. Quadrant Combination. dOne 7C0
l-fJ miles, as new, all on, perfect order; any trial;
£95.—Heginbotham. Hull End, Chapel-en-le-Frith.

[8821
1 Q20 AVoh.p. Qufidrant, Watsonian sidecjir. Easting
J-i? wind screen, all accessories, some sparer, fiil'v

insured, good- condition ; £85.-22, Marston Ed., Knov le.

Bristol. [8556

QUADRANT 3h.p., m.o.v., new Senspray carbn-
retter, good condition; bargain, £9/10.—Parker's.

Bradshawgate,
Chester.

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Man-
[X8930

1 Cfc21 Quadrant Combination, Maglita dynamo ligbt-
j-iJ ing, insured, special sidecar extra roomy, lug-
gage grid, excellent condition; £110.—Clifford Wilson,
177. Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [7183

SNIP.—4V2h-P. Quadrant Combination, 1921, demon-
stration runs only, unscratched, mileage 700,

lamps, horn, box tools; £110
Rd.. Thornton Heath. 'Phone

Attwood, 50a. Beulnh
Croydon 1499. [9067

QUADRANT 1920 Combination, 4y3h.p., 3 speeds,
chain drive, complete with lighting set, horn.

tax paid, splendid order; £80.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

Avenue 5548. [0063

QUADRANT Combinations from Stock, all models,
free insurance: cash, exchange, or deferred pay-

ments; all spares.—Official repairers, Clifford Wilson
Manufacturing Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd..
S.E.I. Hop. 210. [4667

Radco.
O ih.p. Radco. splendid machine : nearest £25.-2,^ • Austin Way. Uxbridge, Middlesex. [8809

fast, all on, iax paid, ride

Aylesbury. [8527

/W4:

RADCO, good condition,
uway; £35.-18, Bicester Rd.,

Halelgh.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Raleigha.

EASY Payments only 4% extra. We can deliver
to your address within 24 hours the new Raleigh

5-6h.p. flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; solo, 140
gns. ; sidecar, 176 gns. ; spare wheel and tyre. 6 gns —
Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor C^-- -

AstoD Kd., Birmingham. ' [0626

RALEIGH C-ombination, absolutely new, ownrr
bought car; accept 160 gns.—70, Lytham Rd.,

Fulwood, Preston, Lanes. [7041

RALEIGH Combination, 1921, 5-6h.p. flat twin, aa

new, all accessorie.*, tax paid ; bargain, £170, or

nearest.—Dodsou, 12, Alfred Rd., Lake, near Sandown,
I.O.W. [8504

Redrup.

rn|20 Redrup, 2-spee<l, good condition; £35.—Putt, 1,

•y Myatt Kd., Brixton. [8699

Rex.

REX Combination, 6h.p., perfect, all on; bargain.

£45.-5, Mayfnir Terrace, Morden Rd., Merton.
[8754

1 O 20 Rex-Blackbnrne Sh.p. Combination, lamp,
J-*/ .screen, spare wheel; cost £240, bargain, £120.—
Whit€, 46, Chalk Farm Rd., Camden Town. [X8913

6h p Rex Combination, tyres nearly new, tax,

splendid running order; given away, 28 gns.—
Ramsdens, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [8607

EX Combination, Sh.p., B. and B., Bosch, newly
overhauled, new tyres and tubes; £45.—Harrison,

113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.
272-274, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW.

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

R\
27, Ellen St., Sutton Oak, St. Helens, Lanes. [8310

6 h.p. Twin Bex Motor Cycle with variable pulley.

Brooks, B.B., Dunlops, touring bfiTS, stand, etc.

;

bargain, £8/19/6.—Gwentomahaven, LittleOTer, Derby.
[X8816

Sh.p. Countershaft Rex de Luxe, coachbuilt combina-
tion, perfect order throughout; £75, or exchange

lower power and cash.—46, Cromwell Rd., Waltham-
stow. [9293

6 h.p. Res, Grado, waterproof Bosch. B. and B.,

dropped frame, perfect order, smart appearance:
£25.—Middleton, 35, Millais St., Albany Rd., Cam-
berwell, S.B.5. ,

[9224

REX-BLACKBURNE 8h.p. De Luxe Model, wind
screen, speedometer, spare wheel, lamps, etc.;

£115 for quick sale; London.—Write, Box 6,293. c/o
The Motor Cycle. [9240

B3I
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5 -eh. p. Res, complete, dropped
socid, Druids, - • -

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

SPECIAL Offer of brand new 8h.p. Rex-Blackbnrne
cointiination, detaclinble wheels, spare wheel;

makers' list price ^218, reduced to £160 cash; easy
IK.ymeuts only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [X8521

back frame, engine
, _ . _. , Bosch, B. and B., wheels rebuilt,

new hubs, appearance fair, .wants tuning; £18/10; es-
clianpe good undershing -C.B. sidecar complete.— 114,
Haydock St., Earlestown. [8499

1 Q20 8h.p. J?ex Combination, special 2-seater body,
J-«-' ample room for 2 adults, wind screen, lamps,
watoh, speedometer, wheels and speedometer drive
interchangeable, and spare, tax and insurance paid,
perfect condition; £150.-31, George St„ Worksop.

[8588
Rex-Jap.

Combination, 8h.p., Canoelet sidecar,
. speedometer, 2 horns, gears, lamps,

iicence; any trial; £60; exchange lightweight, cash.—
Wilson. Ways Green, Winsford, Che.shire. [X8958

"DEX-J.A.P.
JlV wind screen.

Rover
5-6h.p., all accessories

September i5'ih, 1921.

ROVER, 1920,
paid.—Box 6,240, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8485

3ih.p. Rover clutch model, good condition ; £37/10.—
2 A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [6633

3_lh.ii. Itover Combination, late 1918, excellent oon-
2 ditiou, lamps: £88.—Moiford, Brenchlev, Kent.

.^ [8558
T> OVER 1914 SVsh.p., 3 speeds, clutch, speedometer,
J-V perfect -coudition; bargain, £45.-157, Tulse Hill,
S.W. [8594

ROVER 1913 SV-ib.p.. clutch model, ia splendid con-
dition, licensed: £30.—Littlewood and Co., Sher-

[8750

brand new, unregi.itered

;

ofSei.-K. Thornton, 5,

[8642

and mag. over-

1 Q20 [June}
JLif eQuipped.

man Rd., Bronilev, Kent.

3ih.p. Rover Combination,
2 mu-^t sell; £105, oi

Stoneygate Av., Leicester.

IQIS T.T. SVjib.p. Rover, engine
-i-«7 hauled, ifcensed, fast machi
Westwood, Lodge Rd., Rugby. [X8917
3ih.p. Rover Combination, Sept., 1919, speedometer,

2 lamps, ^pEires, excellent condition; £90.—Swallow,
Willowgarth, Rose Valley, Brentwood, Essex. [8825

1 Q20 Rover 3V:4i.p.. Mills-Fullord, Cowey. Low
J- 1/ generator, all accessories, tax paid ; Kent

;

what offers?—Box 6,294, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9241

Rover Com bination , 3*Ah .p. , fully
tax paid, iu.<urance free, guaranteed

mechanically perfect; offers.—303, Borland Rd., Croy-
don. ' [9026

ROVER 3V2h.p. Combination, 1914, coachbuilt side-
car, 3-speed, perfect condition, just ovei*hauled

;

owner going abroad; offers.—15, Cromer Rd., Leyton.
E.IO. [9361

ROVER Combination, Easting. 5-6h.p., late 1919,
mileage approx. 600, -just as new, lamps never

used; oMuer rennires reasonable offer.—Holland, Buxton
Rd., ilacelesfleld. [8388

ROVER, 1920, 6h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, leg?hield:,
acetylene lighting, D.A. cylinder, Cowey horn,

perfect order throughout; £75.—Moon, 40, Queen'r
Rd., East Gtinstead. [9122

1 02L Rover Combination, 3',l.h.p., 3-speed, all chain,
JLJT £20 accessories, any trial; £115, or nearest;
take lightweight part exchange.—Hollymount, 145,
Leander Rd., Brixton Hill. S.W.2. [9295

ROVER Combination 3Voh.p., new Jan.. 1920, first-

clflc:.!! condition, just overhauled, speedometer, nccu-
nmlator electric' lighting, horn, tools, tax paid; £90.—
Neve, 49, Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [6446

ROVER 1921 T.T. 75m.p.h. Model, used 400 miles
only, and specially i-repored for competition, been

carefully run in and is lietter than new, fitted with
knee-grip5 and licensed; £87/ 10.—The Layton Garages,
30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [8234

Royal Ruby.

TJ OYAL RUBY. 2^h.p. _ J:.A.P.__Sports
mioal, lamps, tools; £35.-232,

ROYAl.. RUBY Combination
dition; £75.- Corvan,

Rd., Chingford, E.4.

RUBY-VILLIERS, 1916,

Hither Green, S.E,

fast, econo-
Lower Rd., Dept-

[8421

8h.p., excellent con-
Thorneyburn, Old Church

[8850

2-Bpeed, overhauled, splen-

[8687

"I Q19 Royal Ruby, 2^4h.p. VilUers, perfect condi-
Xtf tion, all on; 30 gns.—Jones, 54, Sternhold Av.,

special built machine,
low mileage, complete with lampts, horn, knee

grips, full kit tools ; auv examination ; £46.—De'ath,
183, Moss Lane, Hole, Cheshire. [X8842

Rudge.
clutch, lamps, horn, tax paid, splen

_ . £30, or nearest.—Evans, 6, Terrace
Rd., Plaistow. [8570

31h.p. Rudge Jlulti, clut-ch, kick starter, speedometer,
2 lamps, licence, new condition; £50.-63, Salon

Rd., Brixton. [9167

Streatham Hill, S.W.2.

1 O 20 Royal Ruby 2-stroke,

RUDGE SVah.p.,
did condition

BAMBERS
FOR

BARGAINS
AND

EXCHANGES
Full Market Value Allowed
fop your present machine In good
condition, in part exclnange for any
of the following new machines :

—

-

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Combination £225

8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £160
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £185
3j h.p. ARIEL Combination.. £135
3j h.p. NORTON, i6H model.

.

£132

3i h.p. N.U.T. £110
2| h.p. COULSON, spring frame £84
3j h.p. SUNBEAM £155 8
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, all on £85

WHY PAY FANCY PRICES?
Look at the following

1921 3i h.p. NORTON, i6H model £105
ig2o 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination .

.

£135
1920 6-8 h.p. L.M.C. Combination £92
1920 s h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON

Combination £135
1920 2 J h.p. METRO -TYLER,

S type £60
1920 3j h.p. BEARDMORE PRE-

CISION £55
1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM & Sidecar £130

SPECIAL.
1918 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Com-

bination, lamp.s, horn, spaie
wheel, luggage grid, petrol

tin carrier, licensed, excellent
condition £95

Let us send you full particulars
of the above machines.

DON'T DELAY
WRITE NOW.

R.BAMBER&C0.,Ltll.,
2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.
'Phone

:

607.

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Rudge.

"DUDGE, clutcJi, perfect condition, good appearance-At. £30, near offer.—221, High Ed.. Kilburn. [ZlH
£40.-1913 Rudge Mnlti coachbuilt combiuntion, rnm-» pletely equipped, veiy reliable.—i'eerle^s, OldWindsor, Berks.

'

[8525
£28.—SVoh.p. Rudge, mechanicallv perfect, appeiiranre
°^ goo(^ tyres practicaly new; trial.—56, Arrnil St
Six Bells, Abertillery. [8536
T) UDGE Combination, coachbuilt, excellent condi-
^ tion; £52; take lightweight part.—67. Kenbury
at., Lamberwell, London. ''8987

1Q21 Rudge Multi. I.O.M.,
J-*^ cally equipped, licenset

XV fast,

£35.—B.A.E,

T>UpGE S^^ah.p., clutch, overhauled, enamelled, new^^ belt, tyres good, accessories; £28 gns.—45, Oab
Village, Gospel Oak, N.\V.3. [9041

RUDGE Multi. 1920, I.O.M. special, tax paid ex-
cellent condition; 67 gns.; sxchanges.—12, Corn-

wall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [9339

"pUDGE Multi 3Vjh.p., T.T., with pedal starting, im-
J-l. mediate delivery; £85.—Peaicock. 219. High Rd.
Balham. Phone :_ ^Streatham 1.70. [927f

1 Q19 SVsh.p. T.T, Rudge Multi, excellent condition
J- "^ accessories

; £60, or exchange Triumpli.—I'ike
15, Gastarth Rd., Balham, S."\V.12. [688(

Oih.p. Rudge, thoroughly overhauled and enamelled
^^ accessories, tax paid; £40.—Shepherd, Enfieli
Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [034i

RUDGE Multi 192X 3'Ah.p., T.T., new June, lampj
horn, Tan-Sad, tax Dec, insured; £78; alter €—bimpkins, 27, Old Town, Clapham, S.W. "

- [857

. clutch. Klaxon, electr
. equipped, licensed, guaranteed: £75; ei

change.—Scott, 3, Morpeth Rd., South Hackney. [9lO

"PJ
UDGE, single-speed. T.T., unused 6 years, ver.,

mechanically absolutely perfect; bargaii" Motor Co., 130, High St., Harlesden.

1 QlS Rudge Multi. lamps, horn, etc., complete, e:if cellent condition and appearance, any tria I

£55.-13, Victoria Terrace, Queen's Rd., Battersea. I

£36.—Rudge Multi, 3i^h.p.. clutch, overhauled 1
'

makers, new piston, bearings, controls, bel
good tyres. — Theodore Dewey, Moretonhampstea
Devon. '9o(

7-9h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, 1921, origin
tyres, licensed, and in excellent conditio

£115.—Hamilton, 69a, Ferris Rd.. East Dniwic
S.E.22. [86

3ih.p. Rudge Combination, C.B. underslung Milfoi
2 sidecar lamps, horn, disc wheels, new tyn

licence paid.—Apply, 59, Ecoleston Sq. Mews, S.W,'
Bargain, £30. [gjjj

RUDGE, 1913-14 3V'h.p., Philipson, semT-T.'

^

large lamps. Klaxon, discs, all in good conditic
speedy, tax paid; £30, or offer.—Seymour, 251, Wot
stock Rd., Oxford. [90

-1Q21 3U'h.p. Rudge, I.O.M., T.T., £85; 5-6h.p. a
J.*' 7-9h.p. Rudge Mnlti combinations, soiled. £1
and £150. — Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Te
Waltham Cross 31. [07

RUDGE Multi 3Voh.p. Combination, 1916, mecha
cally sound, lamps. Klaxon, new tyre, tub

belt, taxed, etc.; £55.—Morrison, la. Paradise R
Green Lanes, Highbury, N.5. [z<

1 Q20 Rudge 7-9h.p. Combination, beautiful sidec
X«7 carries large amount ol luggage, thcrcugl
ovarhauled, low mileage, perfect; £130.-21, Sher
Rd., West Hampstead.

'

[83

RUDGE Multi Combination, delivered Aug.. 19
Easting screen, lamp set, tax paid, under 2.0i

£95.—Bruton Mews Garage, 8-25, South Bruton Me
Bond St, 'Phone: Mayfair 4282. • [8:

1 Q^^ Rudge 7-9h.p. and sporting sidecar; £105 r:

J-i' or £25 down and balance in 11 monthlv iut

ments.—I/Jimb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow: 50. H
Rd.. Wood Green ; 587, Euston Rd., London, X.'

RUD(iE Multi 3V.h.p. T.T. Touring, new June, U
Miller lamps, Watford speedometer, spare i

accoBsorie*?, tax, insurance paid, run 900 miles : v

£80 cath.—Earwaker, Ram's Head Hotel, Li-

Cheshire. 8

RUDGE Multi 1914 3Voh.p., tuned, excellent .,.

tion, pedal start, tyres, lamp, belt new, inohu
spares, Biuks carburetter, Clincher cover new. ti

tax paid; bargain, £38.—Eastell, 113, Cornwall
Bri.xton, S.W.2. '5

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p., 1920, excellent coikIh
large touring sidecar, hood, screen, AYattord

2 spare tyres, insured, licence, splendidly fitted, >

bought car; £120, no offers; trial by appointment
Telvertoft, Greenway, Uxbridge. ,i -

RUDGE 1921 T.T. Multi, specially finished enj

100 m.p.g,, complete with electric lights,

costing £100 a few weeks ago, machine is unscratc
selling for no fault: owner getting Morgan; £,

Hovenden, H.IM.S. Excellent, Portsmouth. [

RUDGE Multi 1921 3iAh.p., Isle of Man, del

from stock, with pedal start or footrests;

the best value for money on the market; exchj-

or extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishop
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. "Phone : Avenue 55

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are» when desired, marked (P)r
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge. /

i21 Rudge Multi. milease 500, very fast, overlap

^„ cam (plus oidinaiy one), straight-through ex-

haust. Sunbeam fish tail. Jaegar speedometer to 80,

horn, splendid condition, absolutely as new, full tools;

R.S.V.P.; ^£75—Box 6,315, c/o The Motor CycU.
[9360

GET your new 1921 Endge Multi from the Layton
Garages, ivho can give iuiinediate delivery of any

model from stock ; exchanges quoted ; balance may be

paid out of income if desired. EnQuiiies invited and
treated personallv and with every courtesy.—The Layton
Garages, Loudon Kd., Bicester, near Oxford. [8223

Scott.

F.O.C.H. for Scotts. combinntions and solos.—5, Heath
St., Hampstead (near Hampetead Tube Station),

[8638
1Q14 Scott Combination, 2-speed, kick starter,

i-t/ Bosch, Sinks, lamps, horn; £60.—Tharter,
?eagate, Hunstanton. [8854

^COTT S^ih.p., water-cooled, excellent condition;
J £48; take lightweight part.-57, Kenbury St.,

"amberwell, London. [8984

SCOTT Combination, 1920, electric lamps. Easting
' screen, spring carrier, spaies, new condition ; £115.

-167, High St., Lowestoft. [8369

DCOTT Canoelet Combination, excellent order, very
J fast. Cox Atmos : £75 ; solo £60 ; any trial.-
iudsbu. Brook Rd., Redhill. [8800

I
Q16 Scott, 2 speeds, K.S., new Palmer cords,

X«7 horn, lamps, tax paid, good condition; £55.~
'handler. Ham, Hungerford, Wilts. [8585

I
{Q 21 (May) Scott Squirrel, Lucas equipment, eco-

y*y nomical, absolutely perfect, very fast; forced sale.

:85.— 16, Ailsa Av., St. Margaret's, Twickenham. [8920

i^COTT with sporting sidecar, discs, speedometer,
J Pillion, all on, £50 overhaul agents; photograph

.,r trial; £90.-56, Union St., Burton-on-Trent. [8806

IQ19 Scott and Rally Lightweight Sidecar, engine
L«7 3558, recently rebushed by Scotts, Binks,
.imps, horn ; £90.—Mason, Hosier, Cockermouth.

[8851
92OV2 Scott Combination, splendid condition. East-

ing, Bonniksen, Capac, electric lights. Cowey,
ay trial, examination; £150; offer.—183, Mailsham,
helmsford. [8675

920 Scott, hardly uaed, in perfect running condi-
tion, horn, lamps, tools, tax paid; any trial or

camination; £80.—Oatlanda Garages, Ltd., Leeds Rd.,
:arrogate. [X8874

920 Scott Solo, electric lighting, K.S., T.T. handle-
bars, tax paid, absolutely perfect; any trial or

Mminatiou; £80.—Oatlands Garages, Ltd., Leeds Rd.,
;irrogate. - [S:8903

JCOTT Combination, C.B., S-speed, kick et-artei, 3?^
' h.p., overhauled Aue. this year, condition as new;
iO, bargain.—W. Bourne, 18. Ednaston Rd., Old
11 ton, Nottingham. [8557

iCOTT Sports Model, 1920, 2-speed gear, slightly
' shop-soiled, and unused; at £130.~Burlington
jtors, Ltd., South Side, Clapham Common, S,W.4.
hone : Brixton 2417, [0510

CO'ST 1920 Sports Model Combination, fully
equipped, including licence, not used since

ner. 1921; £110.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
11 St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [8229

920 Scott Combination, as new, electric and
acetylene lighting, Cowey speedometer and horn,

,

Imer cord, numerous accessories; no reasonable offer
used.-Noyes, Bracknell, Berks. [X8761
'Q21 3%h.p. Scott Combination, Lucas Magdyno,
*y electric lights and horn, Bluemel wind screen,
gage carrier, semi-T.T. bars, standard set Scott
res, licensed, not done 150 miles, mechanicallv per-
f. unscratched; cost £225, best offer over £155.—
tford, Green Lane, Hazel Grove. [9358
lET Your New 1921 Scott from the Layton
' Garages, irho can give immediato delivery of any
dfl. Exchanges quoted, balance mav be paid out 0I
ome if desired. Enquiries treated personally and
h every courtesy.—The Lavton Garages. 30, HoivweJI

|, Oxford, and London Rd., Bicester. [8204

Singer.
I'lNGER Combination, 2-8peed countershaft, all on,

tax paid, excellent running order; £45.—Sparkes,
|5, Kilmorie Ed., Forest Hill, S.E. [8938

kl4 Singer SVoh.p., fast, fine condition, winner re-
' liability competition Julv ; accept £55, lowest;

fson selling, accommodation.—Walters, 50, Cobden
^Kidderminster. [8925

Sparkbrook.
PARKBROOK 2i'2h.p. Lightweight, new and fully

I guaranteed, reduced to £50.—M.A.A., Ltd 89
Igmore St., W.- [9346
IpARKBROOK, 1919, good condition, very little

] used; £42, bargain.—Newman, 29, Sutton Hall
[., Carr Vale, near Chesterfield. [8905

|20 Sparkbrook 23'ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-srced, lamps
'horn, tools, equal new; bargain, £48.-Davidson'

Inthorpe Villa, London Colney, Herts. [8878
|[|2iyj Sparkbrook, 2-speed, clutch, kick starterr^ fully equipped, done 200 miles; reason ill-
llth; Lincoln; £70, offers.—Box 6,242, c/o The
I'or Cycle. [8487

G0PPEN,ALLAN&CO-
Sole Distributors for

READING
STANDARD

The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle.

READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p. Solo,

including dynamo lighting £163

READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p., Com-
bination, as above, with M.P, Sidecar . . £198

READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p., Com-
bination, with " Plus One " Sidecar, hood,

and screen £225

A few transit soiled machines left at

£140
Complete with Dyno Lighting.

"PLUS ONE"
A Single or Double-'seater

Sidecar at will.

Speciflcation. Sidecar body and chassis (finished in any one
of the six standard colours). Coverall apron, comiilete with turn-
buttons. Adjustable lamp bracket. Aluminium step plate. Self-
lockiuji sidecar wheel stand, 26in- or 28in. wheel tyre. Four point
suapension, complete with steel sidecar lugs for attachment to
Ekading Standard. Sukbeam. 3J & e h.p. Zenith. Exfield
Harlet-Davidson, Triumph, Douglas Jh-p. blackburne,
8HP. B.3A.. 4 A 6-7 HP. RUDGE. 6 H.P. HENDERSON, Ex
CELSiOB (Americat,). British Excelsior, Indian, ace,
Matchless, a J.S., Jajies, Etc.. Etc.

50 Gns. Complete.

Body only £27

S
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MP
CANTILEVER SPRUNG SIDECARS.

38 Gns. Complete.

89, Great Portland St., LONDON, W.l
Telephone: LaQghana 1601.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Star.

00 GNS., Star motor cycles, fitted with Villiers en-«-»0 Bine; *36 fitted with Wall engine.-Star Motor
Co., Westwood Heath, nr. Coventry. (X8603

Sun.
UN-VITESSE, 2%h.p., 1921, 2-speed, K.S., clutch;
£55; all on.—37, Old Park Ed,, Hitchin. [8918

Sunbeam.
1Q19 4h.p. Sunbeam, Bramble sidecar; £100.-2.
••-" Laurel Av., Perth St., Hull. [8469
QUNBEAM Combination, Dec., 1919; £110; good
•^ order.-Boulton Bros., Newport Ed., Sfcnfford.3„ ,

[X8845
ih.p. Sunbeam. 1919, ns new, all-chain, tax paid;
2 bargain, £90.-322, Green Lanes," Finsburj- I'ark.

is A. [8797
Qh.p Sunbeam Combination. 1919, perfect condition;
'-' fl45; exchange Ford van.—32, Westbourne Bd .

N-7. [8665

3 ih.p. Sunbeam Combination. 1915, lamps, horn
2 and tax paid; £85.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane

London. [8765

15 Sunlicam S'/oh.p. T.T. Roadster, just renovated
by makers; f95.-A. J. Toung and Co., Ltd,

iNewmarket. [6631
Qih.p. Sunbeam Combination, all accessories- £75-
^1 ^'"^S??P--^-S-. 11. Swaton Rd., Bow, E.s!
lei. : t. 3155. -

[9307

1 Q19 S'Ah-V- Sunbeam, black and gold, Lucas light-J-<^ mg licensed, practically unscratched; £90.-106
Church St., Chelsea. [9021

I Q16 Sunb&am 3i,4h.p., with light Henderson sidecar,LIT all on; any trial; £95, or near offer.—Praenell
Milford-on-Sea, Hants. [8422

'

Oih.p. Sunbeam, black and gold, only done 200t'a miles, lamps, tools, tax; £95.—Pitt. nr. Pikes,
102a, Church St., Chelsea. [9297

1Q21 Sunbeam, done 90 miles, tax paid, and com-it/ plete, Lucas lamps, etc.; £10 under list.—
Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [X8942
3 ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, overhauled and re-

2 painted, like new, tax; genuine sift, 89 gns

—

Ramsdens*, JIaybell Av,. Blackpool. [8606
CDNBEAM, 3i/»h.p., 1921, April, perfect condition.
*^ done 400 miles, tax, insurance paid; £120.—
Bennett. 16. Hinton Rd., Gloucester. [9277

8 h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, shop-soiled, spare wheel
and tyre; £215, usual price nearly £250,—

Harris, 5i, Upton Lane, Forest Gate, London E 7

^ [7836
CL'NBEAM 1921 3i,ih,p, Sporting T.T. Model, Lucas^ lamps, Bonniksen speedometer, licensed, only run
500 miles, guaranteed perfect; £135.—Moss, "Weni

[Xe949
SUNBEAM Combination, S'-ih.p,, 1914. tax and

insurance (all risks) paid, lamps, tools, spare
tube, etc; £80,—Capt. Vinson, Great Lines, Chatham

[8820
SUNBEAM 3Vjh.p,. Lucas accessories, Cowey speedo-

meter, very smart, cost £168. at Easter; £130,
or exchange for Morgan.-32, Woodside Rd., Kingston.

^ [8969OUNBEAM 1916 3'/jh.p., Lucas lamps, horn, thor-
^' oughly overhauled, re-ennmelled. like new; £95, 'or
offers.—Purchas. 26. Hocklifte St.. leighton Buzzard.

[9159
1 Q20-21 3i,2h,p. Sunbeam, [egshields. horn, condi-XU tion as new; cost £163; accept £107,—Sud-
bury, 34, Goldhurst Terrace, South Hampstead, Lon-
don. [8940

SUNBEAM Solo, 1919, lamps and horn, in splendid
order, smart machine; £75,—Bnttenvcrtlis' Gar-

age, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Stronthnm
2813. [9151

SUNBEAM 2->4h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, kick start,
copper exhaust, lamps, speedometer, etc., new

condition; £59, near offer.— 8, Croydon Rd., Caterham
Valley. [8343

SUNBEAM 1914 3',4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick —
start, new tyres, just back fi'om makers, perfect;

£70.—Hewin's Garage, Ltd., tha Real Service Firm,
Taunton. [8649

3 ih.p. Sunbeam, late 1919, all accessories, tax, not
2 ridden this year till Aug. 12th, overhauled by

makers, perfect order; £100.—Xork, Llanthony, near
xi.bergavenny, [8502

1Q21 Sunbeam Combination, S'.^h.p., lamps, horn,
J^iy legshields, screen, etc., perfect condition, little

used; cost £221. accept £175; any trial.—14, Morton
St.. Royston, Herts. [9035

SUNBEAM Combination, black and gold, 1919, lamps
and horn, been thoroughly overhauled : £85.—

Butterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hili.

'Phone: Streatham 2813. [9150

1 Q19 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, complete with ac-
Xtf cu-nulator, electric lighting, speedometer, hood,
SI reen, spare wheel and tvre, in perfect condition;
£150.—Lawes, Triangle. AJdershot. [8503

3 ih.p. Sunbeam. September, 1920, engine No.
2 145/10009. Lucas lamps and horn, mileage under

2.500, splendid condition; seen by appointment; £120;
light sidecar £10 extra.— 26, Foxgrove Rd., Beckenhani.

[8695

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles adve.'tised by private owners are. when desired, marked (PI.

A.H^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., Tan-Sad, screen,
grid, lamps, tools, tax paid, insured £200, excel-

lent condition; £150; part exchange solo.—Percival,
Golf Club, Highcliffe, Hants. (P) [8848

SUNBEAM, latest SV^h.p. touring model ,JE155/8;
3\l.h.p. sports model, £152/5; in stock.—Cambridge

agents, Herbert Robineon, Lt4., 32-35, Green St., Cam-
bridge. Tel. : 995. T.A.": Bicycles. [7903

SUNBEAM 1918 Si/oh.p. Model, with sidecar, com-
plete with all accessories, excellent condition

;

£110 ; deferred payments if desired.—Parker's. Brad-
shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, jManchester.

[X8931
1 Q21 (May) Sunbeam Sh.p. Combination, small
J- if mileage, Magdyno lighting, spare wheel,
luxurious outfit, cost nearly £300; what offers 7

owner buying car.—Sunbeam, 85, Grenville Rd., Ply-
mouth. [8423

1021 Sporting Sunbeam, mileage guaranteed under
-i-t/ 300, Lucas lamps [unused). Lucas horn, Bonnik-
sen speedometer. Brooks spare tube case, containing new
tube, 65 m.p.h. ; cost £167/10, offers.—Bowker, 21,
Manchester Rd., Burnley. [XseS?

SUNBEAM 1921 3y2h.p. Sports Model, supplied 10
days ago, fully equipped, tax paid, absolutely in-

distinguishable from new; £145; deferred payments if

desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [X8932

"I Q 20 (July) 3y2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, cost
J-*y £220, interchangeable wheels. Easting screen,
Tan-Sad, mirror, watch, Lucas lamps, spare chain, in
splendid condition, tax and insurance paid; £l40.—
Bowen, Fulshaw Av., Wilmslow, Cheshire. [8383

SUNBEAM 1921 (April) Sh.p. Combination, Magdyno
lighting, electric horn, Cowey speedometer, mud-

shields, mirror, spare wheel, luggage grid, screen, hood,
excellent condition ; what offers ? owner buying car.—
Godfrey, Annesley, Broadway, Peterborough. [8456

WANTED, purchasers lor any model of new 1921
Sunbeam motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part eschauge ; full market value allowed.—E. Bamber
and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607.

[0648
£165, or ofEer; must be sold.—Benutiful 7-9h.p. Sun-

beam twin combination, mileage under 1,000, Lucas
dynamo lighting, electric horn, spare wheel detnchahle,
insured, tax paid, cost £305; owner will give written
guarantee machine in perfect order.—Mr. Knights, 50.
Legard Ed., Highbury, London, N.5. [8869

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p. Combination. Magdyno light-
ing, electric horn, Bonniksen speedometer, mud-

shields. Ace discs, 760x90 cover on rear wheel, tax
paid, indistinguishable frcm new; £195; deferred pay-
ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

;

also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X8933

Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1920, excellent condi-
tion, new appearance, hood, apron, screen, grid.

mudshields, spare wheel, lamps, horn, Klaxon, Cowey
trip, Tan-Sad. knee pads, etc., spares, tax, full in-

surance; trial, inspection Cardiff or Sussex, owner
buying car; £190—S., ISO, Newport Rd., Cardiff.

[8382
SUNBEAM 1921 Latest Type SVih.p. Solos, combina-

tions, and sports models in stock. Exchanges
quoted. Second-hand Sunbeams particularly asked
for. Balance by extended payments if necessary.
Enquiries invited and treated with the utmost cour-
tesv.-The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester, nr.

Oxford. [8230

1 Q21 Sunbeam Sh.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
A*' lighting, with spare bulbs in metal case, elec-

tric horn, speedometer, mirror, hood, adjustable
screen. Brooks cantilever saddle, Tan-Sad. with
liandles, spare wheel, condition excellent, tax paid,
also full insurance till June next; accept £240, or
near offer. If sold, owner buying car.—Rev. S. P.
Kirkley, 16, Ventnor Villas, Hove, Sussex. [8372

4h.p. Sporting Sunbeam Combination, Nov., 1919,
complete with 3 Lucas lamps and generators, Lucas

horn, oversize tyres (2 unpunctured), spares, etc.,

with Watsonian R.34 sidecar, new 2 months ago, Avro
screen, disc wheel, the whole guaranteed new in every
respect; nearest £130 secures; also 1914 6h,p. Jap-
Sunbeam, 3-speed, kick starter, all on, in excellent
condition; £77/10.—Apply, H. Machin, 44, High St..

Biddulph, Staffs. [8815

Triumph.
"PREMIER Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

ONLT 4;^ Extra for Easy Payments.

19

> DAYBEAM" Electric Solo Set

Tie Headlamp supplied with this set is oar Sin.

Daybeam, a very powerlul light-giver. The
brackets are ol exceptionally strong and hand-
some design. They carry the headlamp and also
the (die cast) aluminium case. The accumulator
is specially made for motor cycle lighting, apd
will brilliantly illuminate the head and the rear
lamp lor 20 hours if used intermittently. The
taillamp (our torpedo S.B.G.) is exceptionally
strong and well made, and has a very attractive
appearance. Each lamp is fitted with a switch,
and one lamp may be used independently o£ the
other. The outfit is despatched completely
assembled, and l' volt bulbs are fitted. The
finish is ebony black and nickel plate.
Complete Outfit, List No. 30 /I, Price £5 i i-

(If tail lamp is not required, deduct 12 /6).

'DAYBEAM " Combination Set

The set comprises Daybeam Sin. Headlamp, Idsai
Sidecar Lamp, and Torpedo S.B.C TaU Lamp.
Each lamp is fitted with an independent switch,
and is fimshed in ebony black with nickel-plated
relief. The Accumulator (capacity, 6 volt,

40 amp.) is specially made for motor oyolelighting
£ind will give very satisfactory service in use.
Many have now been in use two or three years,
and are as efficient as when first purchased.
All our Accumulators are specially made to stand
vibration. Ordinary accumulators are never
satisfactory for motor cycle work. The hard
wood case supplied with this set is finished ebony
black, and is specially treated to withstand acid.
This outfit is despatched completely assembled
with bulbs and all necessary wiring, etc.

Complete Outfit, List No. 30 /2, £3 7 0.

DYNAMO & SWITCH BOX

(Write lor List No. 7.)

4.6 volts 20 watts. List No. 30 /8, Price £7 10 '

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 liours

2Vili.p. lightweight Triumph, £70; type H. 4h.p.,
3-speed, £115; type S.D., chain drive, £125; sidecars
from £20 to £50. Write for particulars of our easy
payment system. Ton will be satisfied if you buy yoar
machine direct from the Triumph specialists, The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0627

14 4h p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch; £39.—Hemerv,
98, Eeclrham Eye, S.E. [9095

CROSS, Rotherham, can deliver all model Triumphs
from stock at list prices. [X8940

TRIUMPH, 1918. flrst-class condition, spares; £60.
—F., 49, Tonsley Hill, S.W.18. [8437

NEW 1S21 4h.p. Triumph in stock; £115.—Bounds'
Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn. [8661

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

""for C>cles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

L-gWDEN R° BORDESLEY BlRMINCMftM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

'T'RHJMPH W.D.B. 1920 Millford Combination; snip,
«- above £90.-34, Friars Ed., Coventry. tX8813
1 Q18 Triumph, 1920 sidecar, equipped, sound; £70-^^ —33, Tunley Kd,, Harlesden, N.W.IO. [8903
-1 C»20 Baby Triumph, perfect; £55, or neaiest.-
-L*./ Apply, Richardson, 7, Bronghton Ed., N.16. [8494
TTNRIUDEN, uniegistered Triumph, fully egnipred'^ bargain, £85.-33, Hackford Ed., Brixton. [8280
"1Q21 Cha,in-driven Triumph, tax paid, and com--Lir plele; £105.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X89411Q14 Triumph, good condition, tax paid; whatLkT offers?-66, Hermon Hill, Snaresbrook, E.ll.

3ih.p. Triumph, clutch model, very fast, flrst-class
^ order throughout; £45, or near.—Eowsell, Ascot.B[8903ABY Triumph, 2-Bpeed, perfect order- £29/10 —

28. Woodford Ed., Forest Gate. Stratford 2698.

TRIUMPH 1319 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch and Ksl
*- electric light; £85.—Eodd, Scott's Lodge, Knock-
holt. [8889

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-1921 Triumph all-chiln
combination, £175; Baby 2-stroke, £70; from

stock. [0623
T^RIUMPH 4h:p., 1914, 3-speed, etc., magnijcent
J- condition; £40; deposit.—24, South St., Newport,
I.O.W. [|7o4
THRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, 4h.p., all on; £45; after
-- 5 o'clock.—Battledown, Beckenham Lane, Brom-
ley, Kent. [8360

£75; 1918 Triumph, just renovated by makers, per-
fect.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge.

Ed., S.E.I. [7192

"I
Q20 Triumph Combination, lamps, Easting, excel-

-L»^ lent throughout, tax paid; £110.-114, Brixton
HiU. S.W. [8834

£27.—Triumph 3V2h.p., just thoroughly overhauled
good condition, good tyres. — Rose's Garage

Uxbridge. [885f

jv-st overhauled and enamelled
Greenwich

[873;

TRIUMPH 1920 Lightweight Junior Model; 60 gns.-
The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford

'Phone; 581. [821(

31.h.p. Triumph-Minerva, tax paid, take 2 anywhere
2 first £28/10, bargain.—G. G. Fuller, Croivn Hill

Oxted, Surrey. [872J

1 Q 19 Junior Triumph, new September, fully
-i-»^ equipped, excellent condition; 45 gns.—Rose';
Garage, UxDridge. [885'

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, C.S.
K.S., fine condition, licensed; £34.—17, Heatoi

Rd., Mitcham. [886i

WANTED, offers lor 1917 Triumph combination, al

accessories. — Brigg's Garage, Thornton Rd. .

1 Q18 Triumph,
J-U £65.—J. Haynes, 23, Church St.,
Phone : 1330.

Thornton Heath. [842!
I

:

"1 0211/2 T.T. Triumph, 1,000 miles only, as new
J-t/ £90, or near offer.—Samuel, 7, Pocklington'
Walk, Leicester. [918

TRIUMPH Model F., 1920, fully equipped, as new
£88; D.R. bars, privately owned.—27, Kniphl

Hill, West Norwood. [862

"|Q17 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, fall

-1-*/ equipped; 50 gns.—28. Woodford - Rd., Fores

Gate. Stratford 2598^ [908

1 Q13 Triumph 3V2h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-6pee

JlJ/ hub, new tyres, lamps; £45.—Rhydycrena, Mane
Ed., Farnborough, Hants. [861

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. 1916. 3-epeed C.S., all on, e:

cellent condition; £70.—Seen at Bradford, i
Boundaries Ed., Balham, S.W. [861

TRIUMPH, 1920. W.D., and cane sidecar, we
equipiJed and in its prime: £85.—Bunting

Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [920

TRIUMPH 3h.p., perfect running order, just ove

hauled, belt, tyres new; £40.—A.. S. Eobinsoi

39, Barnmead Rd., Beckenham. [83S

TEIUMPH 1917 4h.p., 3-speed, just overhauled, nn
perfectly, tax paid, privately owned; £65, or one

—318, Broadway, Bexley Heath. "'^'[85E
;

1 018 Triumph Combination, all accessories, as nev

XU any trial; £75; exchange.—C.3., 14, Swslt

Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E. 3155. (93C
^

LATE 1919 Triumph Combination, equipped, splend

condition ; nearest £90 ; appointment inspeotioi

-Shone, 70. Watergate St., Checter. [731

TEIUMPH 1914 3-speed Clutch Combination, lomi

horn, wind Mreen, and spiues, good conditio,'

£58.—Crayholme, Knoll Ed., Sidcup. [83

TEIUMPH 3V.h.p., clutch, perfect condition, lami

horn, etc.,' new tyres; £29/10.-Eed Cross Ci

tage, Kidderminster Ed., Bromsgrove. [i8B;

TEIUMPH, 1921, chain drive, with Jasamin^

Luxe sidecar, nearly new, complete; £if°''
bargain.—14, Morton St., Rpyston, Herts. iBS

TEIUMPH 1921 4h.p.. all-chain drive, £125,
'

exchange; Triumph 1921 Junior, £70, in sto

cash or exchange.—Rose's Garage, Uxbridge. [»"
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumoh.

1,1014 41i.p. Triumph, 3-speed, olutch, new lamps, all

XJF arcessories, 55 m.p.h.. little used, splendid condi-

tion : 49 gn6.—Eedi'ot, Linton Kd., Hastings. [8614

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, new type gear con-

trol, full equipment and licence.— Seen at Gra^
and Levin, 5, The Boulevard, High Kd., BaDiara. [8611

TBIUMPH, countershaft, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,

in perfect condition mechanically and appear-
ance.—C. Brouncher, 2, Inverine Rd., Charlton. [8734

TRIUMPH SVih.p., 1913, clutch, licensed, enamel,
plating, tyres, mechanism splendid condition

;

£37.-47, Clements Ed., Bermondsey, London. [8727

TRIUMPH T.T,, 1919, splendid condition, fast and
reliable, Lucas lamps and horn ; eeen any time

:

£65.—Four Crosses, Maiket Drayton, Shropshire. [X8876

1 Q21 All-chain Triumph.- Lucas lamps, StewartXv horn, insured, tax paid, small mileage, as brand
new; bargain, £112.-38, Glebe Rd., Norwich. (D)

[8342
. IQ19 (Nov.) Triumph Combination, electric light-
Xif ing, all accessories, tax, insurance, perfect
condition: £100 quick sale.—Bellman, Cliffe, Kent.

[8983
TRIUMPH Combination, late 1920, sidecar new, tax

and insurance paid, and usual accessories, in per-
fect condition; lowest price £105.-154, Dalston Lane,
E.8. [9280

TRIUMPH Combination, latest Dunhill sidecar,
only done 2,000 miles, fully equipped, guaran-

teed; any trial; £115.-33, Hacklord Rd., Brixton.
3.W. [9319

1Q18 Triumph. Montgomery sidecar, lamps, horn,
it/ Easting. Tan-Sad, licensed, perfect throughout;
£80.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensing-
ton. [8194

SPLENDID Value.-1921 Triumph 4h.p., type S.D.,
new, nevei been on the road; £117/10 for quick

3ale. — Louis Smith, Automobile Engineer, Barnard
Castle. [7326

31h.p. Triumph, 1912, N.S.U., 2 speeds, free engine,
2 Bosch, lamps. Klaxon, tax, excellent order;

£30.—Hawkins, 10, New College, Upper Heyford, Ban-
oury. [8778
/Ih.p. Triumph Combination, hub 3-speed, every acces-* sory, reliable- and in good working order;- £50.-
ipply, F.H., c/o ^forland Garage, 14, Addison Av
^•11- [8725

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft. Type H; £115;
in stock.-Cambridge agents, Herbert Robinson,

r,td., 32-35, Gieen St.. Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A.

:

Hicycles. ^ [7901

TRIUMPH Countershaft 4h.p., 3-speed, enamel,
plating, and mechanism splendid condition, lamps,

lorn, tax paid; £65.-30, Crystal Palace Park Ed..
Sydenham. [9143

rRIUMPH 1919 Combination. 4h.p.. 3-speed. C.S..
all on, Montgomery sidecar, perfect, new tvres

;

15 BUS., or offer.—Eobinson, 44, King's Ed., Kingstnn-
n-Thames. [9040

rRIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, lamps, horn, tools,
spares, licensed and insured, perfect condition

)W mileage; after S; £65.—Gale, 22, Desenfans Rd.!
)ulwich, S.E. [9104

rRIUMPH 4h.p.. 1919, and MiUs-Fulford sidecar,
splendid condition, engine No. 53763, all com-

lete, tax paid: £85, or offer.—146, Wandsworth

^fii^.
i^S0^=^

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for

Xxcelsior

•ridge Rd., S.W.6. [8385

H Triumph, alsoBRAND New 1921 4h.p. Model
2V,h.p., in stock; take 2?4h.p. Douglas 'in part

schange.—Walboro Motor Cycle Co.. High St., Saffron
t'alden. 'Phone: 45. [X8884

I
Q21 Chain Drive Triumph. Lucas Magdyno. electric

Ltf horn, semi-T.T.. spring boards, Cowev. all on.
early new; £140; seen after 6.—Ludbrook, 11, Priorr
;d., Tottenham, N.15. [8935

"CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. All^ models in stock ready for immediate delivery —
loore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 146, North End.
'roydon. 'Phone ; 2624. [1348

rj E.'a Machines, fast and reliable.—C.S. Triumphs.^ in excellent running condition ; £55 ; limited num-
er only; first come, lirst served.—Branford, 16 Lyd-
urst Av., Streatham Hill, S.W. [9355

rRIUMPH 3y:..h.p., direct drive, T.T. model, brand
new, but sligntly showroom soiled; £70 cash

nproval anywhere.<-The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
t., Oxford. 'Phone : No. 581. [9269
TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Countershaft Combination,
*- Gloria sidecar, lamps, tax paid, as new, un-
:ratched: exchanges; £110.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale
V.9. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [8183

IQ20 Triumph-Gloria Countershaft, Sturmev-ArchorL" leg shields, mirror, fully equipped, as new
;125; cash and same for A.J.S. ; eveninss.—45a
)untshill Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [857'7

pRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, speedometer,
L Easting scieen, elwtric side ;ind rear lights, pur-
Ik-wetl from company May, 1920, ready for road; £95
89, Boundary Rd., Wood Green, N.22. [8724

1020 Triumph, Model H, not W.D., countershaft,
Lt/ done 800 miles, as new, with Henderson Bi
idecar, wind screen, all lamps, tax paid; any trial-
95.—The Poplars, Durkar, Wakefield. [8862

AND

A.J.S., 2| h.p.. Solo .. .. £95
A.J.S., 7 h.p.. Combination .

,

£195

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Complete with Side Valance ...... "60/-

Or without Valance, 55/- Carriage 2/-

EASTING WINDSCREENS - £4 10
Carriage and Packing 4/- extra.

TAYLOR THIEF -PROOF LOCK.
QUICKLY FIXED, SIMPLE. SECURE.

Consists of a flat piece ot steel bent into the shape of

a hook -with a bole at the opposite end. The hook is

passed round one member of the front forks, while tbe

other end is secured to the opposite side by means of

au ordinary padlock, the hasp of which is slipped

through the hole. In that position the motor cycle

cannot be wheeled, and it would take an expert thief

some time to cut through the steel bar with a hacksaw.
Price 7/6. Carriage 6d.

When ordering, state make of machine.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

l\Totor Cvfii^B and Csx'

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Arc-^sioriep, ftiara Parts i\r\<\ Repaira

Zla, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I.
Wholesale-

as ALFRED PLACE. W-Cl
Garage : Tottenham Court Road, W.l

Telephones : Accessories and Repairs. Musenm 1240.

Teloarams
Motor Cycles and Cars. Kensington 7360.

"Dynametro. Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, excellent condition,
carefully driven and looked after, electric light-

ing, speedometer^ Easting; £110; private owner.

—

Write, Keen, 101, The Avenue, Ealing. [8974

TRIUMPH, 1914, coacbbuilt sidecar, S.A., 3 speeds,
pedal start, electric 'lighting. 6 months" in-

surance, licensed, the catch of the season; £50.

—

Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [9209

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive., chain-

cum-belt models.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO;
and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0382

TRIUMPH J912 S'/sh.p. T.T. Model, fitted with latest

dropped-back Irame, brand new tyres, fully

equipped, tax paid, faat machine; £35.—Parker's, Brad-
(ihawgnte, Bolton; also 245, DeaDsgate, Manchester.

[X8934

1 Q 17-18 Triumph Combination, just overhauled,
-i-«? coachbuilt sidecar, tyres almost new, wind
screen, lighting set, whole outfit in splendid condi-
tion; £90; after 6.-55, Highbury Quadrant, N.5.

[9330
VERY Hot Counter.shaft Triumpb, late model, per-

fect throughout, exceptionally fast, very smart,
fully equipped, spare sprocket and c^m ; £70, or nearest.

—BodingtoD, Beale Lands, High Halden, near/AsMord,
Kent. [8664

~IQI1 Triumph, Calthorpe sidecar and spare body,
-i-t? Pbilipson pulley, all on, many spares, top-hole

condition, ride 25 miles to genuine purchaser; after 7

p.m. or week-ends.— 1, Belmont Av., New Maiden,
Surrey. [9044

TRIUMPH 1919 Combination. 4h.p., countershaft,
new bulbous backed sidecar, fully equipped, numer-

ous spares, lighting set, just overhauled, insurance,

guarantee given; £90.-321. Ivydale Rd., Nimhead.
[8710

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any Triumph Model; cash
or deferred payments; book your order now, and

avoid disappointment later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.,
So-uth Side, Clapham Common. S.W. 4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417. [0504

PRACTICALLY New 1921 Triumph Gloria Combina-
tion, unscratfhed. trip speedometer, electric light,

spring footplates, wind screen, luggage carrier, spares,

original trres; £150.—Robinson; 19, Carnaby St., W.l.
Regent 3703. [9096

TRIUMPH Combination, late 1919. small mileage,
excellent condition, full equipment Easting leg-

shield.'^, following spares : 2 belts, 2 tubes, 2 valves, 1

rover, 1 chain; £86.—Lt. Bickmore, 2, Seymour Rd..
Southfields, S.W.18. [8816

TRIUMPH Combination, late 1919, engine No. 61955,
Millford cidecar, screen, lamps, all accessories,

tax, insurance paid, perfect condition, only wants
seeing; £105, or exchange new A.J.S. (twin).—Smith,

N"ew St., Wellington, Salop. [8824

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, renovated by
Triumph, 1920, special wide mudguards, alu-

minium numbers, et-c., absolutely new appearance, 5 to

50 m.p.h. on top: £85.-Write, H. Y. Gilbert. Onk-
lnnd.s. Belvedere Rd., Coventry. [X8905

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., Type H, 3-speed, com-
pletely equipped, including lamps, liorn, and

1921 licence, mileage under 900, condition as new

;

£97/10; approval willinglv.—The Layton Garages, 30.

Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: No. 581. • [9270

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., May, 1921, Model H, fitted with
Cowev speedometer and Lucas lamps, mileage

only 350, 'tax and insurance paid, condition as new;
owner purchased car; cost over £130, accept £115 or
nearest.—Carter, Hilley, Nesscliffe, Salop. [9359

TRIUMPHS. Triumphs, fitted with new engines.
1921 gear boxes, tyres, tubes, mudguards, carbu-

retters et-c., fully equipped with pump, toolbags, and
kit of tools, only a limited number; 75 gns.—The
Hackford Eng. Co., 33, Hackiord Rd., Brixton, S.W.9.

[9320

THIS Week's Snip.—1921 4h.p. Triumph, . 3 speeds.

Model H. fitted with brand new coachbuilt side-

car, bulbous back, 4-point attachment, cycle been 200
mile.'^ only and equal new. complete with tax paid: £120.
—W.-.lhro Motor Cvcle Co., High St., Saffron Walden.
'Phone: 45. [XS883

TRIUMPH. 1920 (late), 4h.p., and Mills-Fulford
Skiff sidecar, P. and H. lamps, horn, Bonniksen

speedometer, licence paid, tools, low mileage, very
carefully used, new appearance; £125.—Herbert Robin-
son, Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995.

T.A. : Bicycles. [7902

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0646

1 Q21 Triumph All-chain Gloria Combination, Lucas
i»7 lamps, Cowey speedometer and horn, Easting
screen, spring footboaerds, spare chain, smart outfit,

perfect condition; nearest £145, or take 1918-20
Triumph solo part exchange.—Sturley, 37, Tho Broad-
way, Ealing. 'Phone ; Ealing 1180. [9353

GET your new 1921 Triumph from the Layton
Garages, who can give immediate delivery of any

model ; exchanges quoted ; balance may be paid out or

income if desired. Enquiries treated personally and
with every courtesy.-The Layton Garages, London Rd.,

Bicester, near Oxford. [8205

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A35
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

"I
QlS (July) 4h.p. C.S. Triumph, as new, engine No.

--*^ 61031, re-stoved throughout tnd thoroughly
overhauled, lamps, horn, tools, etc., and many spares,
D.R. type bars, plated exhaust, long air intake, foot
and hand-operated clutch, new belt and chain, etc.,
55 m.p.h., 110 m.p.g. ; £80, or near offer; by appoints
ment.— Jirson, 7, Blenheim Crescent, S. Croydon.

[8350
ASTONISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-

binations.—Brand new 1921 Type H 4h.p. 3-

speed Triumph, with new coachbuilt sidecar. Coverall
ajiron, 4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-
ments only 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovated
machines, but brand new 1921 models direct from
makers' works; free delivery to any address.—The
Premier Motor Co,, Aston Rd., Birmingham, [0667

TEIUMPH 41]. p., 3-speecl couijtershnft, special raa-
chine, non-^top 'run in Arbuthnot Trophy Trial,

engine No, 43568, latest gear change, foot and hnnd
clutch, chain adjuster, plated long exhaust and standard
sileucer, 2 new extra heavy tyres, special wide front
mudguard, strengthened carrier, spare chain, belt, and
tulK-s, recently re-enamelled and overhauled, lamps,
speedometer, knee-grips, horn, etc, ; nearest £70 for
quick sale.—Lieut. Knox, Mai^ne Barracks, Deal. [8915

Torpedo.
TORPEDO-PRECISION 23/4h.p. 4-stToke, Bosch, Sen

spray, mechanically perfect, enamel, plating as

new, semi-T.T. bars, long exhaust, low, fast; £35.—
Steer, 92, Kedleston Rd., Derby. [9017

Tyler.

TTLOR-PRECISION, 1914, 25,41i.p. 2-stroke, very low,
tax paid; bargain, £17/10.—Euttemorthe' Garage,

64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streathara 2813.
[9152

IT. and I.

TT. AND L Combination, driven from 2-seater sidecar,
*~J 41/ih.p. Precision, Enfield chain driv« 2-6peed,
recently overhauled, painted green, new tyres, foot brake,
Capac, Eiseninnn whistle, Klaxon, lamps, spare tyies,
tubes, tools, most comfortable and clean sociable on
road; trial arranged by appointment; £55.—Toggi. 30
Stockwell Park Crescent, S,W. [8551

Velocette.

1 020 Velocette, 2-speed, all-chain drive, umfsr 200
--*' miles, in perfect order; any trial; £60.—Ellen
P. DaUon, Welney, Wisbech. [81

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any model Velocette on
easy payment system at onlv 4% extra; all models

reduced £10; Model D2 £65, D5 £75, DL2 (ladies'
open frame) £68, Buy your jiew machine direct from
the Velocette specialists, The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [58522

GET Tour New 1921 Velocette from The Layton
Garages, who can give' immediate delivery of any

model. Exchanges quoted, balance may be paid out of
income if desired. Enquiries treated personally and
with everv courtepv.-The Lavton Garages, 30, Holvwell
St., Oxfurd, and London Rd., Bicester.

^ [8206

Verus.

1 Q20 25/4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs.
J-t/ enamelled black, tax paid; £70.—Shepherd,
Enfield Highwav. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0656

IMITEDIATL Oelivery of any Verns Modsl; cash
deferred pc>.'ments; book your order now and

avoid -di;appointu?ent later.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.
South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brix-
ton 2417 [0502

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 1920 2%h.p., 3-speed,
special engine with side valve head, and also

separate competition overhead valve head and gear,
very fine condition; £87/10.—The Layton Garages,
30, Holywell St./ Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [8228

6.

[8337

Victor

1Q21 Victor 8h.p. Sports ModeJ, £60; snip.—

i

--*-' Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [832

Villiers

19 21 Viliiers, flyivheel mag.; £30.—Foster, 26. St
Leonard's Ed., East Sheen. [91]£

£22.—2=411. p. Villiers, 2-stroke, splendid running
order, licensed.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[X8&21
Vindec.

VINDEC a'ih.p. 2-stvokc, 2-spee4, just overlmuled

;

f30.—Prior, Eeplingliam Ed., Southflelds. 'Plione:
Putney 1694, [9018

Williamson,
WILLIAMSON Combination, late 1920, eli.p. twin

J.A.P., electric liglit, horn, eplendid condition;
£135.-17, King Edward Ed., Coventry. [X8915

Wilkin.
WILKIN", shop-soiled only, 4h.p. Blackbnrne engine,

3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, finishod all black
makers' price £132, our price £120; deferred payments if
desired.—Parker's, Bradsliawgat«, Bolton; also 245
Deansgatei Manchester. rXflq^*^'

Wolf.
^^^^^

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thames,
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies

and invite enquiries.-Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton
2417. [0508

Xjf*^^^-^^ IS TO RAISE^^^ THE STANDARD OF
MOTORISTS' OVERALLS

TO
UNEQUALLED
HEIGHTS, SO
THAT OUR
GARMENTS
WILL STAND IN
A CLASS BY
THEMSELVES.

Length 44in

PRICE :

17/6
Post Free.

Give Chest
Measurement

When Ordering.

OVERALL COAT
IS A HIGH-GRADE
GARMENT SPECIALLY
ADAPTED FOR MOTOR-
ISTS AND ALL TRADES
WHERE CLOTHING
PROTECTION IS

ESSENTIAL.

It forms a complete cover-

ing for the clothes and is

made of strong washable

Butf-drill .

The seams are double

sewn throughout ; all

Buttons de;achable, and ,

every point of strain is ^Xi
amply reinforced in order

1

that the garment may
give the utmost satisfac-

lion in wear.

Your Moneij re-
funded in full if

not saiisfted on the
return of the gar-
ment in good
condition.

Length 48in.

PRICE :

19/6
Post Free.

Give Chest Measure-
ment When Ordering.

HANDS BROTHERS,
20, Chapel Street, LIVERPOOL.

THEY'LL WASH, YOUR SUIT WON'T

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zeaitli.

T\ON'T Reaa His!

IT won't interest you unlea? yon liare.a Zenith, ot wish
to purcbase.

1VTY advice to owners is, '* Prepare for the winter now,
-•-•- by sending your Zenith to Allan Gruzelier."

X^OR a small sum I wiU examine your machine, de-
J- carbonise, etc., and make it roadworthy ior the
bad weather, and saye you hours of worry.

MY advice to pro.speetive purchasers is to read the
following: 1922 Zenith-Bradshaw, £118; 1921

Sh.p. sports model, £128; 1921 5h.p. sports. £115; 1921
5h.p. coantershatt, £131; 1921 Sh.p. combination, £177;
these are all new; the following are second-liand; iml
mediate delivery of all. 1S21 SO bore o.h.v., very small
mile:ige. £130; 1921 Sh.p. Magdyno set, all on, £135;
1921 standard combination, all on, £135; 1921 Sh.p.
sports, all on, 3 weeks old, £110; 1920 5h.p. spotts.
all on, £85.

ALL theee machines are in excellent order, and yo«
may be assured of the right article when yon

purchase from the Zenith Expert: Allan Grnzelier,
Ulster Chambers, las'. Regent St., W.l. Eegent 205.

'

[8495
7ENITH 2"'.ih.p. Flat Twin; 69 gns.—Below.

VENITH 8b.p. Sporting SIOB.—Below.

D^

Z^

^ENITH Sh.p. Countershaft; £116.

7ENITH Sh.p. Countershaft; £110.

ZENITH Sh.p. Combination, complete with hood and^
screen; £140. All machines 1920 models, just

received from works arid fully guaranteed.

M.'V.A., Ltd., Zenith Service Depot, 89. Wigmon
St., W.. Zenith Bradshaw, 1922 models; earl;

deliveries from the autliorised Zenith agents, M.A.A. \

Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W. 'Phone: Mayiair 5598'

Spare parts for Zenith machines; all models suppliei-

on shortest notice.—Write, 'phone, or call. M.A.A.^
Ltd., Zenith Service Depot, 89, Wigmore St.. Wl
'Phone; Mayfair 5598. [934!'

AN GUY,' Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early de;
livery all models. 10551.'

ZENITH Twin^yl. 5-6h.p., Gradua gear, 1920, lamj
and accessories: £75.—Stores, Sturmer, Essex.

[851

4h.p. Zenith, perfect condition, all on; £45; eS"

change Douglas.—Hyde, 58, Guildford St., Cherl:

sey. [899

ZENITH 1921 5h-p. Sporting Mo'del, not done 10
miles, perfect condition; £105.—Tippen, aiardei

Kent.
'

[793'

"1019 5-6h.p. Zenith Combination, perfect, fast, Ul

JLt/ scratched; £75.-24. Balliol Ed., North Kei
sington. .[888

£70; Zenith Sh.p. and new sports sidecar, Binkj i

Stewart, Tan-Sad. — 84, Ilex Ed., ' Willesdei

N.W.IO. [867

ENITH-BEADSHAW; £118; immediate delivci.

from Erank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St-

Birmingham. [X894i

ZENITH Sh.p. Sports, Canoe sidecar, as new;
anteed- bargain. £70, or exdiaiige.—217, Belsij-

Hd., Kilbum, N.W.6. [«9!''

1Q20 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, electric lightin
Xt/ spcedonieter, mileage 3,000; £125, auick sale.-

53, Brixton Ed., S.\V.9. [931

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Countershaft Model, eoilt

onlv: £100.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywev
St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. [822

FEANK WHITWOETH, Ltd.. 139, New St., B)i

mingham, for immediate delivery from stock

Zenith-Bradshaw, price £118. (XS5I'

035.—4h. p. Zenith-Gradua, lamps, horn, knee gii^^ licensed, just overhauled.—E. Hudson, Gt. She
ford Rectory, Lambourne, Berks. [89S

ZENITH Sh.p. Countershaft Combination, scree;

Tan-sad, lamps, etc., splendid condition; prit

£100.-46, Fairfield Ed., Edmonton. [832

£50.—Zenith-Gradua 1915 4h.iJ. J.A.P. coaohbni
combination, new Amac, accessories; any trial.

Fellows, 12, Elm Grove, Crouch Hill. [90!

ZENITH Combination, tax paid, all lamps, speed-
meter, coachbuilt, hood and screen ; £75,

near oiler.-Wildey, 31, Eoderick Rd., N.W.3. iSBt

1 Q 20-21 8-lOh.p. Zenith, clutch, K.S., Watsoniti
-1-*/ E34 sidecar, spare belt, tools, etc; first £11
secures.—Williams, Westcliff Towers, Bournemouth. Pr

[90'

I

QA BOEE O.H.'V. Competition Zenith, mechai
'

1/ " cally sound, all accessories: £95; exchan
,

Magdyno. N.U.T.; after &.30.— 6, Colville Rd., Leytc

stone. ' [X89 I

Sh.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft, clut(?hi ki
[

starter, lamps, licence accessories luggage
apron, brand new condition; £90.—63. Salon
Brixton. £91

!|

ZENITH 1921 Sports Solo, Ship., very smart, lamJ
Cowey horn, tool kit, tax paid, insured £98|

Knight, 126, Upper Tooting Ed., S.W.17. 'Phonl
Streatham 2390. [841

A36 AH letters relating to advertisements sliould quote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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nlOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

FOCH. have a 1920 8h.p. Zenith combination,

large jMiddleton tourine sidecar, accessories, tax

laid- £128.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-
.tc.-vd Tube Station). [8636

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Sports Model, issued new 1921,
licenced, thoroughly recommended and almost

tiual to new; £85.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell

it., O.vlord. 'Phone : 581. [8226

CQ20 5h.ji. Zenith, lamps, speedometer, perfect
L«/ condition : first reasonable offer accepted.

Tel. No.:
Museum 3971.

Hore, 36, New
[8578

xchange, Scott or A.B.C. preferred
It.. Chipping Norton, Oxou.

ZENITH l921 5h.p. Sports Model, fully equipped,
iucluding speedometer and licence, small mileage

;

genuine bargain: £105.—The Laytou Garages, 30,
lolywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. [8225

T.T. bars, dis-

tyres, un-
and condition,
Springfield Kd..

[8483

:IQ20 (August) Sh.p. Sports Zenith
IV solved acetylene lighting, 700x80

appearance
— Williams,

inctured, excellent
m.p.g. guaranteed.

.Itrincham.

91.6 Zenith Combination, clutch, kick starter, coach
built sidecar. Cameo wind screen, tyres, belt

r.ictically new, Inmpjj, horn, complete, perfect rac-

lanical order; anv trial; bargain, £95.—MacDougall,
lenroy, Oban, N.B. [8563

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Sports Model, complete with
J lamps, horn, licence, and speedometer, perfect
ndition in every way; £105; approval willingly
lywhere; full particulars with jueasure.—Tollady,
emingford, Bjcester, Oxon. [9271

fENITH Sh.p. Sports Model, 1921, practically new,
J Lucas dynamo, speedometer, clock, unscratched,
ry fast; £110.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 23-
.. Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), New Bond Str,
,1. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [8683

'EXITH Sports, 6h,p., good appearance and condi-
^ tion. lamps, mechanical horn, knee grips, tyres.
It excellent, machine in good tune, fast and eco-
raical; price cut to £43 to secure quick sale; owner
ught Morgan.—Macmillan, 62, Northview, West-
ry Park, Bristol. [3895
ENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination, Lucas
' head, rear and sidecar lamps, horn. Cowey speedo-
:ter, knee grips. Ace di.scs, luggage grid, indis-
^uishable from new; £140; deferred payments if

ared —Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245.
an.sgate, Manchester. [X8956
EXITH 1921 Sh.p. Clutch Combination, 8 volt elec-

tric horn and lighting, powerflfl twin filament
id lamp, special sprung rear set witb air cushion,
g.ige grid, tools, spares, taxed, vcrv fast, specially

;:ed and tended by engineer, mileage 350; cash
,ited; nearest £160.-252, St. Ann's Ed., Tottenham.

[8371
F.adies' Motor Cycles,

ADY'S Douglas, not run 2,000 miles, mechanically
perfect, 2-8peed, clutch, kick starter, Lucas horn;

,—ByBeet Automobile Co., West Byfleet. [7314

EST Bargain Ever Offered.-1920 Lady's model 2V,
h.p. Calthorpc, 2-speed gear, original tyres, corn-

lamp set, horn, etc., only used twice this rear, tax
£55 secures.—Richards, Onslow St., Guiklford

[8466
Miscellaneous.

HN" Combination, 2-spe6d, E. start, clutch, chain-
cum-bclt; £28.-19, Chaldon Ed., Fulham, S.W.6,

^TE 1920 Enfield Magdyno Combination. pJhiA]
your real chance.—Call, 74, Malpas Hd., SE4"™' [9361

,h.p. Motor Cycle, sidecar machine, 14 gn-: •

Triumph chassis, £3/3.-12, Cheshire St., Beth-
Green. [8344
lEGAINS.-New O.K.'s. Aricls. Barleys. Omegas,
,«U!iflrants; exchanges entertained. - Booths

ines. Halifax.

^^?fI?®-~^^"' "''^''-I'- Quadrant and sidecar.

?f',..''°'^ "'I'- '-^"el combination.—Booths
mos, Halifax.

VEGA.INS.-1921 Budge Multi, £85- 1921 4i4h n
.Ariel, £110; 1921 7h.p. Ariel, £125.-Eooths

Ties, Halifax.

I'f,1^i'^^'ri'.^' ^"^SS Multi, run 60 miles,
'£75/10; J.E.b. motor set, for cycle, £10/5; 3h.p.

I

Humber, 3-8peed, £18/15.-Booth3 Motories, Hali-

1'?,*Im^,?'''~v^''-I'- Fl'nir, £10/10; S'Ah.p. N.S.TJ.
1*12/10; 3h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, £29/15
Ijr-Lea, Grade gear, £21/15.-Booths
I 'ax.

6h.p.
Motories,

?l?.^^?~^''P• VremieT and sidecar, £65/10-
., .r™ ";, ''^^ engine Triumph, £26/10; SV-h.p P.i'U., 1914, f39/15.-Bootli3 Motories, Halifax.

'I ?lP;?-'?'c?o;r1''-''' P}7 ^"'«^* Uouglas, £59/15;'4h.p 1920 3-speed Uouglas, £85/15; 1915 23ih pDim, £37/15; 1917 Douglas, f55.-Booths Motorics;

pEGAIN"S.-6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £40/10- 1921 ?
^ speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new CK.', £38/18.
M mff-' °'^:- ''•5" "?"• *52'10: several shop:
,;,

'U'^chines at reduced prices; exchanges enter-

tties. Portland Place. Halifax. Tel.: 1062 [3301

J—i Jliul

-1920 Harley electric combination.

Guaranteed in PERFECT CONDITION
Money uilUnrjly refunded if not more than satisfied.

All Goods sent on Seven Days' Approval against Remittanc:.
SURPLUS MANUFACTURERS' STOCK AND W.D

Any cover not giving usual satisfaction
will be replaced by ourselves.

24,<2i,
Dunlop Heavy 35 ;.

26 -c 2.

"
Palmer Cord Heavy 35 /.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy ' "30-

26>:2i.
Clincher Extra Heavv 30/.
Dunlcp Heavy '.

36/-
Palmer Cord Heavy

"

' 3$ /_

Wood-Milne Heavy 25 /.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/-
Wood-Milne Combination 45 /-
Beldam Combination [ , [ , 35 /.

Bate.s .Special Heavy
[ //^ 39 /-

Macintosh Chain 30/-
26x23.

Dunlop Heavv 36 ;.

Palmer Cord Heavv ], 36 /-

Clincher Extra Heavy ' "
30 /.

Avon Heavy Rubber Studded ...'..' 30 /-
Wood-Milne, Extra Heavy 35/.
Moseley Heavy 29/6
Hutchinson T.T 2916
Hutchinson Passenger 35/.

26 , 2! for 2i Rims.
Avon Rubber Studded 25/-
Avon Extra Heavy 30/-

26 K 2i- for 21, Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 36/.
Wood-Milne Heavv 32 /.

26 X 3 for 2t Rims.
Avon Heavy Rubber Studded 50 .

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32;.
26x3 lor 650x65 Rims.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45 y.
Wood-Milne Special Heavy 38/6

650x65.
'

Dunlop Steel-studded Voiturcttc 47/6
Wood-Milne Special Heavy '.*.*.'.'.*. 32 /-

Burnett Grooved Voiturcttc [ 30 /-

28x21 for 21.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy T 40/-

28 X 3 for 28 x 21 Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 5Q /.

28x3 for American Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 55 /,

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy ,',] 30/.
Kempshall Anti-skid ',,][ 30/-
Macintosh Heavy Chain 30 '-

700x80 for 650x65 Rims.
Dunlop Heavv 50/.

700x65 for 650x65 Rims.
Dunlop Heavy 45/.

700x75 for 650x65 Rims.
Hutchinson Extra Heavy Light Car Type 55/.

SPECIAI. LINE OF NEW CLIPPER BELTS.
In original boxes.

6lt. Cin. X 5 It/6 7ft. 6in. xl 14/-
8(t. X 5 12/6 8ft. X i~. 14/6
8ft. 6in. X } 14/- 8ft. 6in. X J 15/-
Mt. Gin. X I 12/6 8ft. 6in. X lin. .. 17/6
Tubes, all sizes ...each. 7/6

Butt-ended, 1 /- extra.

When ordering;, please write ffistincHy

Indian 7-9h.p. combination, like

H^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

[TT'DMLTND Spring Frame Lightweight, 2-specd,
JlU splendid order, £45: 2-stroke, good order, £21.
-P., 602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [8931

HALIFAX Motor Exchange, Horton St., llalilax.

'Phone : 1400.—New and second-hand machines
for cash; exchange or deferred payments.—Below,

HALIFAX.—Morgans, £105, £120; A.V. monocar,
£79/10; Ariel, 1920, SVah.p., £84/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Alecto 3'/ih.p. 1920 combination.

£79/10; BroUgh 1916 S'/^h.p., 3 speeds, £59/10.
—Below.

HALIFAX.-Enfleld 1915-16 combination, £95;
1920 2'>4h.p. spring frame Edmund-Jap. mileage

nominal, £65.—Below.

TTAMFAX.
£175.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Norton 1920 SV^h.p. sporting, £80;
lOn.p. Reading-Standard combination. £110:

Rex 5h.p. combination, £52/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Hova! Hubv 2i,4h.p., 2-speed, £42;
1921 Seale-iBlackburne, 3 speeds, £85; 1920

Scott, £95.—Below. *

HALIFAX.—1920 Scott combination, special. £125;
Sunbeam 2'jlh.p. lightweight, £45; Sunbeam

Sh.p. M.A.G. engine combination, £145.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Triumph 1914 combination, £69/10;
Triumph clutch model, £47/10; 7-9h.p. Peugeot,

2-speed, £37/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—6h.p. Zenith countershaft combination,
£85; 1918 '

new, £105.—Below.

ALIPAX.—1918 7-9h.p. Harlev, 1920 Henderson
Elite sidecar, £115; 1921 G.N., dynamo lighting,

£175.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Cash, exchange, or deferred pay-
ments.—Note address : Halifax :Motor Ex-

change, 25, Horton St., Halifax. 'Phone: 1400.
[X8943

RICHMOND Park Garage, 110, 'Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14 (Putney 2622), have

the following machines for sale or exchange

:

R.P.O.—1920 Matchless combination. Model H,
M.A.G. engine, all accessories, rncluding hcod,

screen, rear drive speedometer, and several extras,

tax paid; £120.

R.P.G.-Bat combination, large sidecar fitted with
child's seat, 8h.p. J.A.P.. engine, 3-speed,

countershaft gear box, clutch and kick starter, sprung
frame, hood, screen, lamps, extra smart, tax paid

;

£75.

R .P.G.—Indian combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, counter-
shaft gear box, clutch and kick starter, extra

nice condition: £55; tax paid.

P.G.—Zenith combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., clutch

and kick starter, lamps, speedometer; £48; tax

paid.

RICHMOND Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond
Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. ,'Phone : Putney

2622. [9128

WE have cleared many of our snips advertised last

week, but can still offer lightweights and com-
binations ready for work from £6 to £35.—Bunting's
Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [9210

LEVIS T.T. Model in stock, £65; Zenith 4.5h.p. in

stock, £115; Triumph 1921, as new, licence paid,

etc., £98 ; Harlev-Davidfion, brand new, shop-soiled.

£118.-21, Hobfon St., Cambridge. [919ii

4JLh.p. Motor Cyfcle, G.E.O.. Bosch mag., Dunlop
2 tyres, P.H. ' lamps, bargain, £24 ; Minerva 4V2

h.p., wicker sidecar, powerful accumulator, £12 lot.

—

Smith, 162a, Liserpool IW., London, N.l. [9175

IF Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy payments), sell,

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-

quirements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance im-
matenal.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

[7219

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
DOUGLAS Combination, absolutely reliable; -n-eek-

end 50/-, -week 100/-.—Eodwell, 38, Brook Green.
W.6. [6587

LATEST Models Motor Cycles and Combinations for
hire, any period —Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston

Rd. Museum 4827. [0708

FOB Hire, smart Henderson combination, with
owner-driver's services, suit traveller or seasidi

runs;"6d. per mile.—B. Ford, 174, Vicarage Rd., Ley-
ton. [87T9

R'

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
complete with cycle, perfect conditio!

,

-38, Graig Terrace, Swansea. [gi^.O
J.E.S. Ih.p.,

£16/10.-

WALL Auto-Wheel, running order, now Dunlop
Magnum tyre; £10.—Thotripson, Dhoon, Hoglidon

Preston. . [0100

YOUNG Motor Altaohnient, very little used, tax
paid; what offers?—Nixon, Hollymount Keotorv,

Co. Mayo. (D) [8462

n perfect mechanical order: £7.—
Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton

Streatham 2813. [914S

AUTO-WHEEL.
Butterworths'

Hill. 'Phone:
AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (PI.

A3 7
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AUTOWHEEL, _
Wilmot, York Rd., Kettering.

AUTOPED Scooters, new;
9, Shoe Lane, London.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
good condition, tax paid; 10 gns.—

A DTO-WHEEL De Luxe, nearly new; what offers?
J\ —Lugge, 16, Carlton Mount, Leeds. [8926

AUTO-WHEEL, genuine B.S.A. built, Wall's potent,

Dunlop tyre, complete, little used; £16.~
Murray's, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn.

[X8887
LADY'S Bicycle fitted with Young engine att.aclj-

uient. will do 25 in.p.h. on level, 120 miles to

gnllon, only done 200 mile^, licensed find registered

£22/10.—DufE, Onich. {XSS^S

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Eayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
[5248

ARGSON Hand and Motcr-prdpelled Tricycles, for

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [7354

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
£25 each.—Wauchope's,

[8764

KINGSBUIIY Scooters and Spare Parts.-3, Ken
dall Mews, George St., W.l. U442

A.B.C. Skootnmota, as new, 1920, lamps, spares, tax
paid; n tiargain, £25.-151, Hertford Rd., Lower

Edmonton, N.9. [8505

MOTORPED, lady's cycle, 1921 model, complete
with 2-stroke engine, wicker sidecar attached, as

new; take £42.—Mrs. Fanshawe, The Cottage, Brimp-
ton, Berks. ,

[X8812

HOODS, AVIND SCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER.—Hood^ 50/-. wind screens 27/6.—Bright

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [9029

HERCULES * Hoods and Aprons. Write for list-
Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., Totten

ham. [1109

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,
twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd.. Totten-

ham, London. [5134

QUALITY with Cheapness.—Sidecar wind screens 20/-,

pillions 10/6; trade supplied.'—Williamson, 3, Alt
St.. Liverpool. [X8429

(CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut to any size,

-^ 3/- per eq. ft ; carriage paid for cash.—The Essex
Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Rd., Leyton-
stone, E.ll. [0680

RENNOC Co,~We are actual manufacturers of

hoods, screens and aprons. Send for list-.-

Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. [8632

WIND Screens Actually in Stock: Eastings, Baby.
Standard, Royal, Bluemels latest. Cameo. Hoods,

finest quality, waterproof, with curtains round; £3/5.
-64 Bishopsgate, London. r0620

BODIES.
£10.—Chassis and bodies complete from £10; bodies

made by mass production.

ROBINI Helen Sports, upholstered red Rexine or
choice, bulbous back, painted dark blue, £7/10;

covered polished aluminium, £8.—Below.

ROBINI Helen Light Tourist, bulbous back, uphol-
stered red Rexine, painted dark blue, £7; covered

polished aluminium, £7/10.—Below. ^

ROBINI.—Helen de Luxe, with large Jocker at rear,
round bark seat, upholstered red Rexinp. painted

dark blue, £10; covered polished aluminium, £11.—
Below.

ROBINI.-^Light Sports Bodies, made from aeroplane
floats, new upholstery, £4/10; trade supplied. Car-

riage extra. See Chassis column.—T. Robini, 22, Water
Jjixne, and 1, Tulse Hill. Eflra E4., Brixton, SW
'Buses and trams pass the door, [9221

CAMBER.—Coach bodies from £4/17/6.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [9028

SIDECAR Bodies Reupholstered ; reasonable charges
—33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [9322

SIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, best quality, £7/7;
original £12/12.-64, Bishopsgate, London. [06M

VENUS.—Singles, tandems, steped, and underslung;
cheapest in trade.

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesman's; repairs,
repainting ; exchanges.

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to user; save
money; lists ready; write.

VENUS Sidecar Co.. 694, Seven Sisters Rd., South
Tottenham. N.15. 'Phone: Tottenham 2102.

[0519
RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers;

35 models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., upper Holloway, N.19. [8633

A.B.C. Standard Coachbuilt Body, with wind screen;
13 gns.—Wilkinson, 124, Holland Park Av., W.

[8780
EDWARDES have Quantity Sidecar Bodies, cheap

to clear; £4/19/6,' fitted free; new chassis,

£6/17/6.-277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [8784

THIS WEEK'S ATTRACTIVE OFFERS

EXTRA LARGE
TOOL BAGS,

Metal Armoured, two straps, first

quality for 4 h.p; Douglas machines.
Usual price, 20/- My price 1 2 /6.

SMALLER SIZE but SAME QUALITY
for 2% h.p. Douglas machines. Usual
price 11/- My price 9/- There is

room in the large bag for all spares.
Guaranteed to fit Douglas Carriers.

AIR - COOLED
LODGE PLUGS

suitable for high speed, high com-
pression engines. Every Plug
guaranteed. The best Plug for your
Touring engine or Sports Model
Douglas. Only a limited number.
Usual price 8/6. Price now 5/-

SPECIAL BARREL
VALVE SPRINGS
for 2I h.p. DOUGLAS, unbreakable,
and very flexible, giving increase in

power. Touring, 1/6 per pair.

Racing or Hill-climbing — much
stronger—2/- per pair.

1,500 of these

SPECIAL VALVE CAPS
have already been sold. Customers
write, "They are the goods." Pre-

vent knocking, drying up, and lets

your engine retain its power on
long hills. The T.T. riders used
them, also the Grand Prix winners.

They are made for 4 h.p. and 2^, h.p.

DOUGLAS engines and add to the appearance and
efficiency. For the sake of a few shillings you should not
be without them. Only 4/- each.

BODIES,
ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt Iwdies, clear-
ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value.—The
W'iliowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better or

cheaper house), sporting models, bulbous back and
step pattern. AH at low prices. Call or eend your le-

quirements.— 228, Pentonviile Ed.. King's Cross, Lon-
don. N.l. TeL: 2481 North. [6851

D. and F.—Reduction on all our sidecar bodies.

Triumph pattern C.B. body, usual price £12/12,
reduced to £11/10; best bulbous back, sprung eeat

and back, £9/9, now £8/8, suit Douglas; also a
lighter model, £7/7, now £6/6. Any design made
to order.—DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd., N.l.

[9060

^IDEOAR Body Designs for the trade only, work-

O ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult ub when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.CA

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
"POR

QANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

CANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

TWIN RINGS.
Do you appreciate the extra power, oil

economy, greater compression, longer
life and better cylinder surface you get
by fitting these rings ? They are made
under a patented process. Users say
" the difference is ren\3xkable."

2| h.p. size 1 /6 each. 4 h.p. size 1 /S
each. In the 4 h.p. engine the power increase is wonder-
ful, and the reduction in oil consumption very pronounced

THE NEW DESIGN
C A T^r^f V ^y o5er of these
OAULfl^C, wonderful
saddles can only last for a short

time. They give a natural seat,

low riding posi-

tion, and do not foul the side-car stay on
the 4 h.p. Douglas. Made of solid leather,

and have adjustable springing. Only 25 I-

Compare this price with similar offers.

13/- per Cover and 2/-
ner tube saved by buying this wonderful
Extra Heavy Passenger Type Super
Studded Hutchinson from me. They are

new stock and guaranteed—money refunded if not satis-

ied—onl> a few left. H.S. writes—" The finest tyre

value I have ever had"—NOT W.D. Stock.

1921 Douglas Latest Instruction Books, 1/6, by return

of post.

2.1 h.p. Exhaust Valves made of the finest nickel steel

guaranteed. My price only, 3/-

4. h.p. Valves of nickel steel alloy (not mild steel like

most cheap ones on the market). My price 4 /- only.

E. I. C. Magnetos. Service Depot tor West of England.

.^ny part for an E.I.C. in stock.

REPAI RS.—If you want repairs executed reasonably,

quickly, and efficfenflv. it will oay you to writs me.

SPARES.—Any Douglas Spare part by return of post.

W. G. CORAM,
Official Douglas Agent,

140. Victoria Street, BRISTOL.
TRADE :—Write me about machines, repairs, or

accessories ; my discounts are rlglit.

SANDDM Chassis.-

wheel type of chassis for safety.
Insist on having onr enclosed''

lassis for safety. '

SANDUM Models.—The Exftuisite 23 gns., and SpoltST

26 gns., are of distinctiove appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the smartest ^ifl^i

car on the road; highly recommended m lue

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single,

or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds, size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com.

fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-

rect position over rear axle. Finished m colours to

suit any make of machine, 42 gns. ; bodies only,

21 ens The latest development of the 2-seater ai

designed by us, and approved by the recognised,

experts. I

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart asdil

racy, weighf 18 lb.; price £4/17/6.
^

'

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn'

Rd W C 1. 'Phone : Museum 3427 Factories:

162 to 'IM, PentonviUe Rd.. N.; and Bntannja

Works, Britannia St., W.C.
' L™"

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars ar?

guaranteed- 3 years. L

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreaiable Chassis lolij

high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians, ,

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffl

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all,,

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and toi*
;

promptly corrected.
^

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Yooi i

old sidecar taken in part exchange.
|

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not onJs
[

safer and more comfortable, hut are fa^-^ter oi «

bad roads than rigids. They give ot the Bumps, My
bash into them. I

IDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side
" ' ' retail, and ext

Park (near
Jjl^'ca'r^'makerr,' \vholesale, retajl, and export^, ^27

Stroud
Phone

Green Rd., Finsbury
Hornsey 1684.

Tube)
[052;

£S; after 6.-82
[891'

FOLDER.—Have your sidecar converted into

Hopley folder, and save garage.—Below.

IDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Save

garage. Attached to motor will go through pal

sage 27in, Tandem and single bodies fitted

SPORTING Sidecar, off Zenith;
Tremaine Rd., Anerley, S.E.

S^^
Teste

7 years oil motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper Higl

gate St., Birmingham. [015

SCOTT Sidecar, 1920. Easting screen.—Bagot,3f i

Mellalieu St., Middleton, Lanes. [882 '

A.B.C. Aluminium Sidecar, electric lamp; :£22/12'<;|

Box 978, c/o The Motor Cycle. lS-886'1

SIDECAR, light and roomy, ofl Triumph; iT-f^l
Driscoll, 58, Woodfield Rd., Ealing. [«8''|

TWO Coachbuilt Sidecars; £8 each, absolutely gijel

away.—Ramsdens, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [86(|

VENUS Coachbuilt Sidecar, suit SVah-p.; bar|ah|

£10.—Fisher, 24, Tremadoc Rd., S.W.4, .

[87t'|

GLORIA No. 5, new March, 1921, done "2,000 mile!

£40.-Capt. Kerridge, Bank House, Weyjnontl

RENNOC Sporting, wind screen, apron, locken> gO'

,

condition; £15.—Cox,, London Hospital, %^g j;

8/10.—Dark blue coachbuilt sidecar, splendid «

[

dition throughout.—King. Egrove Farm, teto£

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv.-.rtisement, and the date of the issue.
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i SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
f^AMBEE —streamline models. £16/10.—Bright and

'J H:iyl6>, 78, Cliuich St., Camberwcll, London.

OAMBEE.—Liglitweiglit models, f 17;i0,—Bright and

Haj-les, 78, Churoli St., Cumbernell. London.

n(AMBEE.—Semi-touiins models, f 18/10.—Bright and
iL/' Hayles, 78, Clmrch St., Camljerivell.

DA^^BEB:—Tandem models for adult and child,

*26.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camber-
'vell, London.

''CAMBER.—Utilitr models, £25.-Bright and Hayles,

j^ 78, COiurch St., Cambenrell, London.

r'AMBER Sidecars.—JIakers, Bright and Hayles, 78,

1u Church St., Camberwell, London. Thone : Brix-

on 2951. [9027

l/TILLroBD Corvette Sidecar, splendid condition;
-T1 £18, cost £30.-38, Whitehall Ed., Gravesend.

: . [8907
iaiDBCARS, P. and M. chassis, £5; underslung
,'^ chassis, £7.-1, Bellingham Terrace, Catlord.

[9012
rT.\RLEY Sidecar, in good condition; £10, or

rX nearest.—Davis, 1, Norgrove St., Balham. After

p.m. [9001

BARGAliNS.-Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit

Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.-Booths Motorics,

lalifax.

3 ARG.AINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit
Endge, £16/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

ew, £16/10.—Booths Motorics. Halifax.

BARGAINS.-New full-size coach body, locker under
seat. £6/19/6-; cane body, 25/-. — Booths

'tofories, HaUfax.. [3302

• JIDECAR. 1920, bulbous back, blue underslung
chassis; 16 gns.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester;

cl.. S.W.7. [9340

JIDECAE, coachbuilt, green, -On chassis [minus
' Tvheelj, wind screen; £5.—Russell, 161a, Camber-
11 Grove, S.E. [8566

GLORIA, shop-soiled only, oft Triumph, with all
'|T fittings; £34.—Forfield Motors, Forfield Place,
j-amington Spa. [X8978

IAGNIFICENT 1921 O. and M. Sidecar; cost 60
gns.: £45.—D. Brown, Soraerfield, Thongsbridge,

ar Huddersfleld. [8853

>ASTONE'S for sidecars and bodies; no better or
.' cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before
rchasiog elsewhere.

• ASTOJfE'S.—N"ew 1921 sporting and other models
in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6: complete sidecars

,m £14/18/6.

JASTONE'S.—Wo have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices-

I A STONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and

er models in stock: trade aupplied.

ASTOXE'S (Sidecar Dept.). 228, Pentonville Ed..
li-rng's Cross. London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.

[6860

IT.LFORD Sidecar, as new, for Triumph or P.
and J\I., £16; also Douglas, as new, £16—33

kford Rd., Brixton. S.W.9. [9321
1 lEOARS, Douglas, new bulbous body, complete

I £14; P. and M. £10/10, co^plete.-Stock, 107
I mgham Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [8871
I DECAR. Henderson medium weight, excellent

condition; £15; trial can be arranged —Giles
J Fairhazel Gardens. Hampstead, N.W.6. [9231

1 'ACHBtnLT Sidecar, good tyre and tube, liBht
hassrs, new body, painted grey; bargain, £12

< fiflet.-Darke. 2. Warwick Place. Paddingtcn, W.g!

J
.WN 'Torpedo, little used, brand new tyre; seen

J
at Crrcklewood any day by appointment- £9/9

li lUKk sale.—Ekrns. 60. Grange Drive, Winchmore
I, N. [9103

H ;jOEIA 1921 Sidecar, practically new, bulbous back
petrol and luggage carriers, 3 lockers, ridden 500

ii ^, including new Easting wind screen - only £40 —
!;

, 25, Tant Ed., Tooting. [8978

] )KINI.—Douglas chassis complete, enamelled new
* tyre and tube, with Helen sporta body, dark blue
» —Below. '

J
)BINI.—Douglas chassis, as above, with new Helen

' blue, £15/10.—Below.

]
miNI.—Mills-Fulford chassis, complete, new tvre

;;
and tubs with Helen sports model. £12/10.—

iiBINI.—As above with Helen tourist model; £12-
trade supplied.—Below. '

J 'BJNI.-Chassis and bodies from £10; carriage* extra
;

for full particulars of bodies, see Body» in.—Brixton 1586..—T. Robini, 22, Water Lane
>r 1, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd.. Brixton, S.W. 'Bus"sW trams pass the door. [9222
tRAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage
^ bas 7 years to its credit, and has proved itseli
«J utelv reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
an when folded, combination will pass through a
SOj doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win.~ Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0388

GRADO, LTD.,
Have opened commodious premises at

26, Cross St., Hatton Garden, LONDON, E.0.1
Tel. : Holborn 464.] [Two minutes from Gamages.

ijf-^3^^kw
%^k^^^m-
^1^^^K
i^^ ^-^^^^^

n^^w\^^t-

Kicl(-start

Model £8 8s.
Variable cear. free

engine, kick-start,

Hera is our world-
fqin-d kick-start
Model for all ma-
ctaioei from 3 to 10

h x>- Delivers' from
Stoc!;.

Plain Model
£6 OS.

Two-stroke
Countershaft
Model £8 8s.
Va i ible KO.ir, free

engine, handle start
Com pi ete with
c jail), both sprock-
ets aud starter.

Fosiaae Free.

The Grade Concentrix Valve Grinder
Fits in valve cap p sition. Grinds valve absolutely feutral.

State make of engine.

Requires no effort.

No need to take ofl

cylinder.

Price 9/6
Plus Postage, 6d. extra

The Grade Stand Spring Return.

Price 7;6. Plus Postage, 6d. e.xtra.

Grado Valve Fac;r wi>rking between Centres

Price 30/- Plus Postage, gd. extra.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

stock in London, actual manufacturers through-
out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80
illustrations.

PHCENIS Sidecars.—All
Renuoc Sidecar Co.

;pare parts in stock by the

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and cluiri.nce

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc.. all to clear at
Note : Write for special clearanceknock-out prices.

list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection o! complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any- make of

sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all

makes, English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalosue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENiSTOG Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Ed., Upper
Holloway, ISr.l9. .'Phone; Hornsey 1589. [8631

TWELVE New Chassis, complete fittings, for Harley-

Davidson, 28in. wheel, special offer, £12 each.—
Sidecar Body Co., 25, Upper Clapton Ed E.5.

'Phone: 3110. T.A. : Rldeezi. Lowclap, London
[6037

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made tor comfort,

attachments for any machine; price IB gns. up-

wards; have few oars to clear at reduced prices; re-

pairs, repainting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co.,

Leicester. 10335

DOUGLAS Sidecar, complete, £12/15; another,

coachbuilt body, nev, £11/10; another, £10/10;
tradesman's box, £2/10; coachbuilt body, heavy,

£2/10; sidecar wheel, new, £1.-57, Kenbury_bt^
Camberwell, London. [Saaa

1 ia21 Grindlav de Luxe Model (spring wheel), hnished

li/ black, only 200 miles, complete with Easting,

electric lamp, waterproof cover; owner goue to sea; cosi

over £45, Sicepting £30; left with Meeten's Garage

Dorking, Surrey. (D) I.S<'.i&

NEW MiUs-Fulford Chassis, 26 or 28in. wheel com-

plete, fit any make, 4-point fixing, ^^If^^^- J^l
each, makers' price £15/15; also extra fitting and

wheels for MillsFulford chassis; stamp reply.-Beecher

472, Archway Rd., London, N.6. laiio

HEPPELTHWAITE and Watklns.-Douglas '^^^'^il
complete and renovated as new, £4'1.0' .<>' ,™

suit any make motor cycle to order same P"«.
^"'J

new Douglas jiattcrn boches, Saxe blue, £8'1"' .(^^

£12/10 wiUi chassis. We 6av6 hundreds of testi-

monials over this chassis, lo.,*"" ' ""^|„,f,h t E^'T
Phone ; 1958 Brixton.-19, Wilcox Ed., South Lani-

S.W.8. '^^^'^

Co.-
beth, London,

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineermg
Any body made to your .°wi,'i<=,^'S'i. We are

doing this every day. Bodies. ii», stock fjoiJ.,,f 5' =

to £10/10. Chassis and bodies,' complete with all

fittings, including tyre. £11/11 '" ^„y; SSrineer
see our stock.-Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineer

ing Co. 26 Tulse Hill, Brixton. (Half minute froin

Brixton Skating Eink.) y^"""

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

DAN GUY, Weymouth, G.N. official agent.-Popular

model from stock; £198. 10691

'Phone: Museum 6436. [8646G.N.
584, Eustou Ed.

TAMPLIN 1921 2-seater, little used, guaranteed

order; £H5.-Box 6,012, c/o The Motor '^!'«'?;,j

A.y.
Monocar, £115, 1921 demonstration inodel in

Btoek.-Service Motors, Caledonian St., I^™^jgj

lavishly equipped, fast;

North Kensington.
[8881

AN GUY Weymouth, Morgan agent; reduced
ill. vjL^., '.'^i,. .rtL_ UTAi"" iMQ"? fmrm

I Q20 De Luxe Jforgan,
X.U £130.-24, Balliol Rd.,

DVrioe""GranrFrhr"wh.p."M.A.G.7-£i97, from

stock.
[0624

ELECTEIO Monocar, experimental model; £65, cost

£200; photograph or trial.-Danesfleld. Waldroii,

Sussex.
1^^*''

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.—Reys,

378-384, Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone: Mnseum
6436.

1^°^^

MORGAN Sports, 1920 model, J.A.P^ air-cooled, ex-

cellent condition; nearest £145.-Kelly, Lnngpoit

Somerset. [7419

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, Sh.p., early delivery;

250 ens -Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. ' ' f'SO

A.C. 3-wheeler, Bosch, B. and B.^ lamps, horn, etc^

dummy radiator, seats

Cawley Rd., E.9

oifer.—34.
[8656

MORGAN 1920 de Luxe, lavishly equipped; £145.—
HiUier, 1, Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gardens,

North Kensington. [8966

MOEGAN, J.A.P. engine, all new tyres; £95, oi

exchange good combination.—11-2,. Gorton^_ ^Krt
,

London Ed., Coventl, [X8951

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and t( e date of the issue. A39
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dition, body suitable trade purposes; £85, or near

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
HtJMBERETTE. 1915. W.C., «-3-seater, excellent

condition; 125 gns. : excnaDges.—12, Cornwall
Mews, Gloucester Rd.. S.W.7. [9343

BUCKINGHAM 1914 lOh.r.. splendid condition;
£100, or exchange combination.—Eobinson. 6,

Camp Ed., South farnborough. - tXSSQO

ONE Shop-soiled 1921 Morgan do Luxe, water-cooled
M.A.G., full equipment; £190.-Eers, 378-384,

Euston Ed. 'Phone; Museum 6436. [8643

FOE Sale, 2-seater Phcenix, twin, Bosch, Zenith,
streamline, tax to Dec, good order; trial; £80.—

G. Longley, Eaet Grinst^ad, Sussex. [8626

A.C. 2-seater, new hood, fully eauipped, splendid con-
dition, body suitable trade purpi

offer.—Box 6,221, c/o Tlus Motor Ci

MORGAN, Grand Prix, dynamo lighting, tax paid,

overhauled, repainted: 160 gns.; exchanges.—12,
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Ed., S.W.7. [9344

A.V. Monocar, 8h.p., hardly used, appearance new.

and unscratchad, dynarno lighting set; 96 gns.

—Haven, Portsmouth Ed., Esher, Surrey. [9299

A.C. Sociable, perfect condition, hood, screen, lamps,
spares, thoroughly reliable machine; £56

—

Hemery, 15, Hanover St., Peckham, S.E. [9099

COVENTRY Premier. 1921. dynamo, guaranteed,

fast, comfortable, economical, smart; £200, what
offers?-39, Kilmorey Gardens, St. Margarets. [8352

MORGAN DE LUXE, 1921, A.C, red, discs, elec-

tric light, absolutely as new. small mileage

;

£195.—Taylor, Hawkhurst, Utley, Keighley. [7863

A.V. 1920 6h.p. Monocar, licensed, guaranteed in

perfect condition throughout; any trial; £70.—
Littlewood and Co., Sherman Ed., Bromley, Kent. [8749

A.C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechanic-
ally sound, ggod appearance; from £55 to £85;

trial.—29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.
[7947

MORGAN G.P., water-cooled J.A.P., recently over-

hauled, hood, screen, lampe, horn, speedometer,

discs, complete; £125.-51, Windmill Ed., Sunbury.
[8842

3-WHEEL Runabout, W.C, 3-speed, reverse, electric

lighting, horn, speedometer, 4 new tyres; £85; ex-

change combination.—120, Sutherland Ed.. Croydon.

BRAND New 1921-1922 Grand Prix Morgan, w.c.

MA.G., in stock at latest reduced price.—Walbro

Motor Cycle Co., High St., Saffron Walden. 'Phone;

45 [X88B1

~|021 Morgan de Luxe and Grand Prix Models, for

J-«/ immediate delivery; extended payments; ex-

changes.—Reys, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone : Museum
6436. [8644

NEW and Second-hend Light Cars end Cycle Cars

all mates: good selection in stock; cash, easy pay-

ments, or exc^"^g6.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn.

W.C.I. [°*^^

SOCIABLE P.M.C.. almost Identical in design to

A.C, water-cooled engine, new hood and tyres;

any inspection; £60, or near offer.— 1, Rayleigh Rd.,

Basingstoke. [8696

MORGAN Grand Prix, Oct., 1919, Binks carburetter,

exceptional engine, new chains, tyres good, ,one

new £130.—Rev. D. Hodgson, Harpford VicaraEe.

Ottery St, Mary. [8454

MORGAN 1914 Sporting Model, fully equipped, good

condition; any trial; £110; deferred payments if

desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245.

Deansgate, Manchester. [X8927

T.B., 1921. lOh.p. -w.c. Blackburne engine, Lucas
dynamo lighting, speedometer, spare wheel, mileage

1,200; £165.—Hilher, 1, Thorpe Mews, Cambridge
Gardens, North Kensington. [8967

-1 Q13 9h,p. Enfield 2-Beatcr, 3-speed, detachable wire
X«7 wheels, speedometer, lamps, hood, screen

licensed, excellent condition: £75.—Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. [7174

A.C. Sociable, 6h.p., thoroughly reliable, waterproof
'Bosch, B.B., engine, tyres (steel-studded back),

paint, upholstery excellent condition; £50. — 2,

Bungalows, Lampton, Hounslow. [8672

1020 G.N. Cycle Car, £275 model, in perfect oondi-

Xij tion, dynamo lighting, oversize tyres, speed-

ometer, 5 detachable disc wheels; £165.—Oatlands Gar-

ages, Ltd., Leeds Rd., Harrogate. [X8875

-| Q16 Morgan Grand Prix, lOh.p., o.h.v., painted red,

Xt/ liood, screen, very good order, 2 spare chains, full

e<iuipii]ent, licensed and insured; price £125, or rlo.se

ofler.-Hall's Garage, Ltd., Stevenage. [8442

GRAND PRIX Morgan Runabout, 1917, electric

lighting, horn, licence paid, first-class condition;
£145.—Herbert Robinson. Ltd., 32-35, Green St..

Cambridge. 'Phone ; 995. Tel. : Bicycles. [7904

1 Q21 lOh.p. T.B. Cycle Car, Blackburne engine
XtJ lamps, horn, dickey seat, spare wheel, and tn.\

paid, not done 500 miles; cost £266, must sell £230.-
Can be seen at Wootten's Garage, 55, High St., Oxford.

[7343
MORGANS, new and second-hand, always in stock;

spares for all models.—Authorised Agents and
Trade Distributers ; Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av Camomile St.. E,C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0072

:os:^J^s-
THE ,

TYRE HOUSE~ _j

BRAND NEW
CLEARANCE
COVERS
ALL BARGAINS.

24 X 2 Avon Druid -.....«,.

24X 2i Avon 3-rib Heavy c . .

.

26 X 2 Rodace Ribbed -, . .

.

26 X 2i Wood-Milae Special ....« a .

.

. 26/3
. 35/6
19/9

. 28/6

. 33-

..35/.

. 39/-

. 33/
JS '-

38/-
. 35
. 34/-
. 36/-
. 35 -

. 47/3
. 49,-
. 49 i

35/.
39/-

. 36/3

. 39/9
S5/-
25/-

. 45/.

. *o 6

. 32/6
. B5/-

. 47/6
. 46/-
. 41/^
. 27/6

. 44/-
. 49/6

/o

£1 ts.

Pedley Medium 3-rib

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy ....

Hutchinson T.T
„ Hutchinson Passenger

][ Wood-Mihre Extra Heavy . . .,.

26X 2j X 2i Englebert Heavy
Hutchinson Rubber Studded .

.

;' Wood-Milne Extra Heavy

For 26 X 2^ Rims.

26X 2l Heavy Non-sMd „ ,. ., „ ,. .-.

.

" Extra Heavy Non-skid .......
Hutchinson T.T

„ Hutchinson Passenger
Wood-Milne Combi'iatioa

26 X 3 X 2^ Hutchinson Passenger . .

.

28 X 2i

28 X 2j Clincher Dreadnought „ „ ..

.

28 X 3

2x3 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy ,. .

.

„ Goodrich Safety Tread

650 X 65.

Avon. Extra Heavy 3-Rib

Wood Milne, Extra Heavy Key Grip.

Wood Milne, Heavy Key Grip
Lightweight, fluted

700 x 75.

(Oversize for 650 x 65 rims.)

Hutchinson, 3-Rib Ex. Heavy

Nfw Tubes

26x2i, 26x2f,26x2i.
Endless, 7/-

26x3, 28x3.
Endless, 8/6 Butted. 10

New Belts.
8' 6° X l'. . „.„.:... Y . .=. .-. .- .-.

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd.,

The TYRE HOUSE,
8 3, Theoisa-ld's Road,
HOUBORN - V«f.C.1

'Phone: Museum 1 543.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
"IITORGAN G.P., lovely condition, electric lighting,
-L'J- discs, Cowey, Klaxon, new eparee, insurance
£190, about 1917, o.h.v., brand new rear tyre; ex.
change, or sell £139.—Manager, Old Waverley Hotel
Southport, [8910
>ARGAIN.—A.V. Monocar, 8h.p., 1920, just over-
' hauled and improved throughout by makers, coa-
ition as new, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc.; £75;
'" be seen any time by appointment.—Willis, Chorj-

Chesham Borough. [9279

CASTLE THREE Runabout, 9.5h.p. 4-cyl. 'water-
cooled, delivered July, done only 400 miles, de-

'

tachable wheels and spare, electric lighting, absolutely
as new; cost £300. accept £235, or near offer.-Th«
Haslemer© Motor Co.. Ltd., Station Rd., Haalemere.

[740C

E"!

Q21 Oaetlo Three, 4-cyl. water-cooled engine, 2-seater»

I

J-t/ fltt^ with dickey, dynamo lighting, spnre wheel,
absolut'ely brand new, unregistered; cost £300; mue't
sell, owner going abroad; sacriflce for anick scale £240.
—Can be seen at Wootten's Garage, 55, High St.,

Osford. [7344 -

NFIELD 1915-16 lOh.p., 4-cyl.. dynamo lighting,"
. 3-seater, 5 interchangeable wneels, speedometer,
clock, etc., cream and black, under 10,000, insured

I £350; nearest £215; take good cycle or combination.,

I

part ; examination here.—Robin son. Shipping Agent,
Dalton-in-Furness. [9054

(~^ .N,, 1920, recently overhauled by makers, fitted
VJT with 1921 clutch, brakes, lubrication system, and
cylinder heads, repainted grey, black wings, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, FR jet, petrol can carrier,
mechanical condition perfect, any trial; £155.—Henry,
22, Grosvenor Rd., Chiswick. Phone : Chiswick 1186.

[9125
A -B.C. (July, 1921), carefully driven 550 miles, brand

-^*- new condition, very sturdy and handsome appear-
ance, C.A.V. lighting, spare wheel, speedometer, hood,
screen, mahogany dash, 40 m.p.g., 53 m.p.h., 4 speeds,
reverse, differential, etc, climb anvthing ; any tfTal •

cost £346/10, accept £j25 quick sale.—Applv, 4, Brick

I

St., Park Lane, W., or 'Phone Mayfair 1874. [8955

LUXURIOUS Cycle Car, 2-seater tandem, polished
aluminium body and wheels, 7h,p. flat twin engine,

cost over £300 to make, very attractive owing to smart-
ness of design and finish, designed by engineer and made
throughout by tradesmen, everything of the best : can
be seen and tried by appointment, and reason given for
selling; sacrifice for £200, or near offer.—Fountavae
X^amp Co., Broad Lane, Tottenham. [8448

CARS FOR SALE.

COX'g.-Full printed list fifty cars, £45 to £850.
free on application. Call.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the Absolutely Straight Motor
Man, 6. Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, has fifty

cars stocked. Call 9-6 {Saturdays 4) ; no business
Sundays. Established 1902. [7194

£50 down and 12 payments of 5 monthly secures re-

liable landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£50 down and 12 monthly payments £7/10 secures
reliable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£200 Cash secures 1917 Napier chassis, 4 cyls., worm
drive, detachable wheels, cantilever springs.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £lO secures
12-1 4h.p. Fiat landaulet, repainted.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £12/10 se-

cures IBh.p. Oakland touring ear, 7-seater, self-

starting.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10
secures Piccard-Pictet % landaulet, dynamo light-

ing.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures

Sheffield-Simplex % landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£200 Cash secures 30h.p. Berliet touring car, tor-

pedo, 4 speeds, 6 cyls.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£525 Cash secures nearly new 1920 Rover 4-seater,

self-starting, low mileage.—PAlmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£200 Cash secures 20h.p. Minerva % landaulet. 4

speeds, Bedford cord.—Palmer's Garage, TootiDg.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures

15.9h.p. Benz landaulet, 4 speeds.—Palmer s Gar-

age. Tooting.

ff»500; brand new 1931 llh.p. Peugeot 4-seater. 4

ct* speeds, dynamo ligMing, self-starting.—Palmer s

Garage, Tooting.

£600 Cash; brand" new 1921 sports Charron 4-sea*er,

dynamo lighting and self-starting. 6 detachaWe

wheels.—Palmer^s Garage, Tooting. -^ [84U0

PEUGEOT 2-seater, 2-cyl., aeroplane shaped body,

ruunin^^ order; £45.-174, Trinity Ed^ Wands-

worth Common. L**^""

AG N.. late model de luxe, G,4^.V., very fast and

perfect: £165.-Dr. Carr. ,94, Branksome Hd

,

London, S.W.2. -..^
^^"^'

A 1921 a-s'-ater lOh.p.. 4-cyl., C.A.V., all latest

A ^pro'ements; as \ew: £225.^Miss Patmoor

106, Acre Lane, Brixton, S.W.2., 19^50

A40 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Cycle Cars and Sidecars.

IT
has become a habit in some quarters to regard

the high-powered sidecar as doomed, and that

in the hear future cycle cars will materiahse to

take its place. For ten years this subject
has been discussed, and during the present

year, there has been evidence that it has interested

manufacturers of both cars and sidecars.

Production plans for 1922 are now well forward,
and from an intimate knowledge of manufacturers'
intentions we can say that the demands of those

who await the advent of a small four-wheeler at

the price of a sidecar outfit will again remain
unfulfilled.

The reason for this is not hard to seek. Despite
all that has been said to the contrary, the effort,

material, and labour that produces a sidecar outfit

will not produce a miniature four-wheeler of the
same standard of quality and performance. There-
fore, motor cycle manufacturers are not justified

in abandoning a proved proposition in order to

produce an almost entirely new type of vehicle.

It should be remembered that, even in pre-war
days, the cycle car's place in the world of wheels
was not as a sidecar substitute, but rather as a

bridge between the sidecar and the car. The
development of the cycle car is now history, for,

as was prophesied by The Moior^ Cycle ten years
ago would be the case, only those following ac-

cepted car practice with weatherproof transmissions
have survived. The post bcllitm costs of these light

cars rose to nearly three times the amount for
which they could be obtained before the great
upheav.al. Motor cycles, too, have increased in

cost, although not to the same extent, whicti fact
is responsible for the price gap between sidecar
and light car being every whit as wide as was the
case in 191 2 between the sidecars and the large

cars'^ Therefore, the position remains practically

the same as it did a decade ago. Obviously there
is still a large potential market for a type of
runabout between the two types of vehicles now in

greatest use, and, to cater for this demand, auto-

mobile manufacturers in 1922 are producing
miniature cars which will be obtainable at figures
ranging from two to three hundred pounds. These
vehicles will not be cycle cars, however, even if

we interpret the term in its very broadest sense,
According to the governing bodies, a cycle car
is a vehicle with an engine not exceeding 1,100 c.c.

capacity and a maximum weight of 772 lb., and
few, indeed, of the new miniatures will come into
the latter limit. For another year at least, the side-
car's position' as the most economical form of
motoring for two or more persons will be un-
assailed.

Quality of Finish.

NOW that it becomes increasingly evident that
an all-round reduction of the cost_©f com-
modities is taking place, we may well ask if

the production of motor cycles could be
rendered any less expensive.

During the war innumerable machines were pro-
duced with "W.D. finish," i.e., no plating, and no
decoration; a drab enamel being spread over all

parts of the machine. This coating of paint was
not particularly pretty, but it served its purpose,
giving a reasonably hard wearing and weatherproof
finish suited for rough conditions.

Supposing that a maker decided to eliminate ex-

pensive finish and, instead, treat his completed
machines with an all-over coating of black, grey, or
green paint in place of the more usual plated and
stoved machine, with its lined and decorated tank,
a very considerable saving would be effected, for,

apart from the economy of the method itself, a
number of expensive labour charges on the machines
would be eliminated.

That section of riders which favours the motor
cycle as a sporting luxury may well prefer the highly
finished type of machine in which pride of owner-
ship may be taken, but the average user of the hack
machine might well regard with favour the saving of
several pounds of the initial cost represented by the
finishing methods suggested.

^
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Paternity.

KKNOW now what the lady novelists mean when
they describe the ineffable pride with which the

young papa surveys his first offspring as the nurse

lays it in his timid arms. For have I not actually

received a sample prop stand—the first of many in

preparation—after years of clamouring for this useful

accessory. It weighs 2 lb. 4 oz.,- and is made by
Taylor's Garage, of Forest Road, Southport. Mecha-
nically, it is quite simple—a telescopic leg, horizont-

ally hinged to a split lug, which is bolted to the

near side chain stay^ of the bicycle. A collar- on the

head of the leg-contains three notches, any of which
can be locked by a tiny spring pedal. One notch is

located so as to hold the leg vertically upwards out

of the way ; the remaining notches give you a choice
of angles in the active position. The only criticism

which I can make is that dirt and dust may cause the

hinge and the pedal to work stiffly, and that I rather

fancy certain alternative designs may weigh less.

]\;[eanwhile, I am using the stand with considerable
gusto.

A New Sttirmey Gear Box.

LOTS of cycle car builders—both amateur and
professional—are sitting up on their hind legs

begging for early deliveries of a new gear box
which the Sturmey-Archer people are bringing towards
the production point. It will embody three speeds
and a reverse, and should prove invaluable to the
motor cycle trade. Cycle car folk naturally have the

first claim on it, as it will save them having to carry
their tails round when they want to reverse in a narrow
lane; sales managers always say that it is child's

play to lift a cycle car round, but personally I would
as soon drag a fainting woman out of the gallery of
a theatre, for most of the grips which a cycle car
tail provides are extremely sharp, and hberally
smeared with dirt and oil. But I suppose the sidecar
people will also be after the new gear box, and that
our 1922 motor cycle gymkhanas will list a novelty
on the programme—racing backwards on sidecars.

A22

Possibly two-wheelerists of the Albert Milner type

will even want the new box on their solo mounts. I

remember reading years ago—in the Yorkshire Post,

I think—-that some tyke was open to challenge the

world at riding a motor bicycle backwards from Ilkley

to Keighley. Sooner him than me, as the poets say.

Two Machines for One Tax?
^NE or two readers have lately dipped their nibs

in mingled gall and wormwood to complain to

me that an unpaternal Government insists on

their paying two taxes if they own two machines at

the same time, even though anatomical considerations

prevent their riding the pair simultaneously. I refuse

them any sympathy. We have millions of unemployed,
and as a nation we are tolerably insolvent. Ought
not a heavy burden of taxation to plunk on those few

individuals who can afford to keep more than one

'bus ? I trow so. If the complainants had asked

me why they should pay double insurance premiums,

I should have felt more tenderly towards them. But,

I presume that insurance societies find it difficult to

believe that one of the machines will always rust in

its shed, whilst the other takes the road; and possibly ',

they find such instances even more difficult to prove. .

That Opprobrious Word, ** Pushhike."

I
HAVE received several more letters from pukka
cyclists anent their furious objection to the word
"pushbike," imploring my aid to keep it out of

our columns, and to whittle down its use amongst
motor C)'clists in general. None of the writers furnish

any reasons for this quite irrational prejudice, though

I notice it is strongly reflected in the columns of the

cycling press. I can only presume that as the pedal

cycle preceded the motor cycle, its devotees consider-

that it has the prior claim to the plain and unadorned
name of " bicycle," and that they further consider the

term " pushbike " is derisive. Commonsense compels

me to deny both impHcations. No doubt the first and

original pudding was compounded of nuts and berries,

but this does not put Mrs. Ixion in th? wrong when she
_
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invites me to eat " pudding " on Christmas Day.

Moreover, we rightly attach prefixes to the word
pudding, now-there are thousands of different sorts

of pudding ; and Avhy should we not do the same to

"bicycle"? That " pushbike " is derisive, I entirely

deny. If it has any emotional implications, they are

of an admiring character ; for it is undoubtedly
heftier and more manly to rely on one's muscles than

on an engine. There is not an atom of doubt that,

when the veteran cyclists have died out, the term.
" pushbike " will be freed from the false associations

with which a few -survivors of the early motoring days
have invested it; it will be added to the national

vocabulary with such terms as stunt, camouflage,
garage, chauffeur, and the like, some of which have
already changed their meaning (" chauffeur " used to

mean a wealthy owner-driver twenty-five years ago).

For the present, since I have many cyclist friends, I

will try to avoid the word ; but I warn cyclists that

they may as well try to suspend the action of gravity

as to rob the language of such an innocent and handy
abbreviation.

With a Silent Hooter.

EHAVE been defying the law of the land in quite
a new direction lately, for an item of my
electric equipment gave out, and forced me to

drive for a day or two with the hooter out of action.

I felt extremely uncomfortable at first, but gradually

B's LIMIT Of

Vision

-COLUSIOM PMBABIi
HIRE

tfs .iim: OF

TOion

came to two conclusions, viz, that my normal driving

methods are a shade toO' rash, and that the main
utility of a hooter lies in overtaking other traffic. At
most blind spots the utility of a hooter is minimised
by two obvious factors, first that it is seldom audible

to, other traffic (being blanketed by walls, drowned by
engine noises, etc.), and second that many motorists

omit the hoot, so that even if hoots wer€ always

.audible, silence does not mean that the road is clear.

It is usually stated—even in text books—that the

foundation principle of safe driving is to go so slowly

that you can pull up within the limits of vision. This
is not quite good enough. Consider the sketch in

question. If both cars were driven on this plan, the

road being too narrow for passing, a mild collision

must result. If either car is driven a little faster

the collision -will be more serious. If both cars are

-driven on the liberal side a hefty smash may result.

The meditations inspired by my silent hooter have
led me to revise the ancient rule. I now drive at

a speed which permits me to pull up within half the

distance covered by my vision at any moment.

Labowfing the Obvious,

THE fact is that we escape many accidents by

sheer luck. For under the circumstances sug-

gested in my last paragraph, everything depends
on whether the oncoming traffic be fast or slow. If

it takes the form of sheep or a horsed-trap or perhaps

even a cyclist we shall have room to stop safely;

but if the oncoming traffic be engined, the odds are

all in favour of a collision. Now that the number
of motors of all kinds is growing so' rapidly, the

odds in favour of our leaving too small a margin
for an emergency pull-up are vastly increased. The
driving methods which spelt safety in igi4 s-pell

danger to-day. I have increased my safety margins

quite appreciably during-the past year, and I recom-
mend most of my readers tO' do likewise.

Overtaking on Corners.

THE worst and the commonest form of bad driving

observable on the roads consists of overtaking

other traffic on a corner. The A.C.U. since the

beginning has included in the Six Days rules a

threat to disqualify any rider who commits this crime,

but in practice the rule is a dead letter, and I am
sorry to say that it is also a dead letter with thousands

of the new generation of motorists, and also with

the less intelligent people who drive horsed-vehicles.

If anti-motorists had more sense they would recognise

that this offence is a thousand times more dangerous

than express train speeds on the open road. For
example, last week I was negotiating an easy bend
along a road where there is comfortable space for two
cars to pass each other. Luckily I took it vfcy gently.

For just when my machine was making a. tangent to

the arc of the corner, I found the road blocked from
liedge tO' hedge by Madame driving a pony cart', with

assorted off-spring riding miniature pedal cycles on
either side of her equipage. No^ doubt had I been
travelling too fast I should have made the only repara-

tion in my power by ramming a stone wall in lieu of

committing wholesale kidslaughter. As it was;" I

pulled up with yards to spare. Madame, as you will

all guess, scowled at me as if I had been Jack the

Ripper; whereas my part in the affair was that of a

sane individual, and hers that of a criminally reckless

fool.

Music Hath Charms?
WAGGISH friend of mine has reached the age

at which slumber is no longer automatic. He
has—perhaps fooli.shly—purchased a house on a

mainish kind of road. It is infested by baby two-

strokes. He sends me the following score of the kind

of lullaby with which our fraternity annoy him

:

.| K- 111 mmm jjjjj -iiMm
'f f '^^^^'^ f

Not unnaturally, he thinks that Dr. Low ought to

be given the O.M. for inventing the audiometer, and
he is quite savage with the trade for criticising the

A.C.U. penalties on noisy exhausts in the Six Days.
His postscript remarks pettishly that he once had an
Indian, which did not decelerate very perceptibly when
its cut-out was shut.

AZ3
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THE 2ih.p. FRANCIS -BARNETI.

SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE: 2| h.p. single cylinder MAGNETO: C.A.y. WHEELS: 26x2lin.,Dunloptyres

J.A.P. (70 y. 76 mm. = 292 ex.). GEAR BOX: Stwmey-Archer two- FORKS: Brampton Biflex.

LUBRICATION : Hand pump. speed and kick-starter. FRAME: Rigid.

CARBURETTER: Brown and TRANSMISSION: Coventry chain WEIGHT: ISS lb. Tax 30/-

Barlow. and Dunlop belt. PRICE: £S5.

ALTHOUGH the 3J h.p. single is still perhaps

the most popular type of solo mount in this

country, it is being run a close second by the

2f h.p. machines.

During the last year or two this type has indeed

proved itself to be both speedy and thoroughly re-

liable, as witness the excellent performance made by

the tiny J. A. P. engine in the T.T. and recent 500

Miles Race ; these successes,

coupled with the economical

running of the type, will un-

doubtedly continue to gain for

it the favour of many riders.

Glancing over the features of a dozen well-known
lightweights, the similarity of the specification is

striking, although to the average eye the machines look

quite different. The 2f h.p. J.A. P. engine, Sturmey-
Archer two-speed gear box, chain-cum-belt drive,. ,

wheel sizes, etc., convey the idea that such machines

must be exactly similar in performance, and true, it 1

is often difficult, when testing a variety of makes, to

find any outstanding characteristic which would make >

one lean tO'ward any particular one.

It was with this problem in mind that the writer'

1

recerrtly took a standard af h.p. Francis-Earnett for 1

There are several commendable features atxiut the 21 h.p. two-speed Francis-Bamett, among them being the saddle tank, a quickly

adjustable rear brake, and a particularly neat chain cover.
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Road Tests of New Models.

a test run over the

Cotswold Hills one
very hot Sunday
afternoon. This
little mount, which
is a typical example
of the sturdy
British lightweight,

is familiar to most
readers, so that a

detailed specifica-

tion is unnecessary

—the chiefcharac-
teristics being the

saddle tank, short

leg shields, a n d
easily adjustable
rear brake.

Leaving the garage

at noon, the main
road was followed
to Broadway via

Stratford, prior to

trying the machine
on the well-knoAvn

trials hills of Saint-

b u r y, Willersey,

and Rising Sun.
The Francis-
Bar n e 1 1 behaved
very well, and it was not long before one realised

that its real charm lay in its general handiness and
controllability—the riding position, distribution of

weight, and wheelbase length all combining to give

the rider a sense of perfect security and comfort.

One becomes accustomed to any type of machine,
but there are some mounts upon which one immedi-
ately feels " at home." The Francis-Barnett is one
of them.

Turning off the main road at the familiar stone

cross, we were soon humming up Saintbury, bottom
gear being engaged about half-way up, the engine pull-

ing well thereafter with plenty in hand. WDlersey,
the corresponding descent, provided an excellent oppor-

tunity for testing the brakes, and it was found pos-

sible to bring the machine to a dead stop on the steepest

portion, the rear brake being exceedingly powerful.

«^-:usKj;-:^.:Sie>^'-

The riding position of the Francis-Bamelt is particularly comfortabL
immediately feels at home on the mount.

34-3

On the way to

Cheltenham a stop

was made to run
do\vn the Rising
Sun Hill (Gambles
Lane), and attempt
to reclimb it, back
to the maiii road
a g a i n, over the

steep and loose

gradient, a clean
ascent being made
without any fuss.

In spite of the

fine weather very

little traffic was
encountered
between Stratford

and Cheltenham on
both outward and
return journeys,

and with a clear
road it was found
possible to ride
mile aft^r mile

without touching

the bars ; this is, of

course, possible

on other tj'pes, but

how ' often does

one find when
testing the steering that the machine pulls to one side,

and in some cases starts to wobble immediately the bars

are released. This form of riding should not ordinarily

be indulged in for obvious reasons, but it served to

prove tliat the machine in question steers perfectly

without the slightest wobble even when passing over

a bad section of the road. The wide and smooth
tank forms a \ery comfortable grip for the rider's

knees.

It is after using such .machines as this, after the

heavier type, that one appreciates the vast strides

made in lightweights in recent years.

Summing up, the Francis-Barnett is a well-made,
speedy, and thoroughly reliable little solo mount, but
undoubtedly that which appeals to one most is its per-

fect controllability, a quality bringing it into the front

rank of British lifrhtweishts.

GRAPHITE FOR CHAIN LUBRICATION.
MUCH interest is shown from time to time in

the correct lubrication of bearings, and there

are different types of oil recommended for

the various engines, gears, and axle bearings on the

market, but very little has been authoritatively put

forward for chains, except total enclosure in an oil

bath or cleaning with paraffin and soaking in grease.

The former method is, of course, the best, but,

having a machine with open chains, I have been led

to investigate a few samples of graphite.

First, I tried ordinary powdered graphite, and on
analysis found that it contained no less than 24% of

silica or sand. Ordinary domestic blacklead was then

tested, and found to have 18% sand; flake graphite,

recommended by a local garage, had 4.5% sand in it.

Still unsatisfied, samples of special advertised

graphite chain lubricants were obtained. One, a fairly

hard substance, contained 74.7% carbon, only 0.14%
sand, and 25.1% grease. On the carbon content the

percentage of sand is practically 0.2%. The other,

a soft paste, was still better. It had only 0.025%
sand in it, the grease was about 82.37%, and the

carbon or graphite 17.6%.
Graphite is a mineral, and those who have seen the

old blacklead mines near Keswick will appreciate that

it may contain dirt, silica, or quartz; obviously, unless

purified, it is far from an ideal lubricant, and our

readers are recommended to obtain their supplies from
firms of repute who evidently employ scientific control

in their factories. G. J. Denbigh, M.Sc., A.I.C.

BI
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TW©=STE©KI
SSLENCMG SYSTI

Delails of Various Melhods of Dealing wilfi llie

Exfiaust Gases on Typical Two-slroke Engines.

TRIUMPH.

LEVIS.

CEDOS

FREE exhaust, with a moderate degree of silence

and absence of back pressure, is difficult to

obtain on any motor cycle power unit, chiefly

on account of space limitations.

On two-stroke engines the problem is complicated

by the peculiarities of the type, from the fact that there

is no other means of ejecting the burnt gases other

than by virtue of their own tendency to expand, and

the slight pressure of the incoming charge, makes it

very necessary that the exhaust arrangernents

should be as free as they can be made. Apart

from the fact that the three-port type of two-

stroke engine, as used on the majority of motor

cycles, has no positive scavenging action, the short time

available for the expulsion of the expanded charge

makes it doubly necessary that the exhaust system

should be such that the gases not only have a free

outward flow, but that their initial velocity shall

be used to advantage in setting up a condition con-

ducive to the complete exhaustion of the cylinder.

Considerations of frame design frequently
impose limitations on the engine design, and an

obtrusive front down tube, may result either in the

exhaust pipe being contorted to avoid it or the

employment of a duplicated or branched pipe. It

would certainly appear that the latter method is

to be preferred ; its employment, as evidenced in

the accompanying illustrations, is a feature of the

Dunelt and R.W. Scout machines; while duplex

frame constructions permit a central, forwardly

projecting pipe to leave the exhaust port on the

Ivy and Scott ; while long forked engine bearers

allow the same*" freedom on such machines as the

Levis and Radco. In other cases the exhaust port

is rather to the side of the cylinder, or the port

BEARDMORE-PRECISION.

VELOCETTE.

B2
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CONNAUGHT.

flange is inclined so tiiat the
pipe leaves at an angle, thus
avoiding the frame tubes; this

obtains in one form or the
other on the Triumph, Beard-
more, Allon, Villiers, and
Enfield engines in particular.

One unit worthy of note is the
Velocette, which has its cylin-

der well outside the centre
line of the frame, a position
at once favourable for cooling
and for the freedom permitted
to its exhaust arrangements.

In some cases a duplex
frame permits a central pipe,
in others the pipe leaves at

an angle. In cer-

tain instances the

layout of the machine
|3 e r_m its a large

silencer to be used
near the cylinder,

while in other cases

DUNELT. VILLIERS.

ROYAL ENFIELD.

RADCO.

the expansion chamber is con-

nected up by an appreciable

length of tubing.

Wliether it is desirable that

the expansion chamber should

be directly connected to the

cyUnder or not is rather open

to discussion. One or two de-

signers appear to favour a

sudden expansion of the gases,

either into the silencer proper

or into an auxiliary chamber

;

the New Scale silencer fitted

to the Precision unit of the

machine, bearing that name is

an example of the first, while

the Cedos, with its bulbous

exhaust port cover is in the

second category.

Wharfedale.

CLUB CO
IT

was suggested by The Motor Cycle last week that

all motor cycle clubs should have distinctive club

colours. The pennants of some of the clubs that

have already adopted the idea were illustrated ; and
from the following letter, from Mr. J. Norman
Longfield, chairman of the Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.,
it is apparent that the idea is shortly to be adopted
by many more. Mr. Longfield writes

:

"I was very pleased to see your artide-on^ ' Club
Colours,' and it may interest you to know that at

the last Board meeting of the Yorkshire Centre of

LOURS.
tlie Auto-Cycle Union, which was held in' Leeds on

August r5th, it was unanimously decided that each

club aflSliated to the LTnion in Yorkshire should have
its own registered club colours.

" The club secretaries were instructed to send in

to a committee appointed by the Board an application

for the colours his club desire.

" The colours allotted to a club may be used in

any way that club may desire, but it is considered

that the great majority will carry their colours in the •

form of a small flag or pennant."
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An Aid to Clutch Repairs.

Bridge

TO facilitate dismantling the clutch on
the 4 h.p. Douglas, the Crcai.vall

Engineering Co., of 327, Putney
ge Road, Putney, London, S.W.15,

has introduced a special tool consisting

of a steel disc suitably threaded and
with a hexagon top, and a scre-r provided

with a short tommy bar. To make use of

the tool, the clutch release arm is re-

moved, the low gear is engaged, and the

ratchet nut, pro-

vided with a
left-hand thread,

i s unscrewed
from the clutch

body. The'
clutch tool may
now be screwed
into place by
means of a valve
cap spanner. The
centre screw is

then screwed up,

releasing the
clutch spring

pressure on the adjusting ring for '.he

anchor plate, which can then be removed
with ease after lifting the locking catch.

The anchor plate and clutch plats can

now be withdrawn without difficulty. To
assemble the clutch the operation is

reversed.

Transmission Shock Absorbers.

WHILE the majority of firms embody
some means of absorbing engine

shocks on the transmission by

means of some description of shock ab-

sorber, there are still several which rely

upon clutch slip. To overcome these de-

fects, Mr. J. Holroyd, of Holroyd

Motors, 6, Warwick Street London,

W.l, whose name has so long been asso-

ciated with Blackburne engines, is mar-

keting a transmission shock absorbing

In the case of the Blackburne engine,

the sprocket is mounted en a plate pos-

sessing three pegs, which engage with

rubber buffers recessed in th> flywheel.

Ventilating the Sparking Plug.

AS its name aptly implies, the special

feature of the Northwind sparking

plug is that the points are kept

cool and clean by from 500 to 1,500 blasts

of cold air per minute. This is obtained

To aid Douglas clutch

removal—the Cromwell
tool.

AIR niLtT-

An Anti-dazzle Lamp.

IT is claimed that no light is " waste.'.
"

in the Morris anti-dazzle head lamp,

which, by an arrangement of mirrors,

clearly shown in the right-hand drawing,

deflects all the rays forward and down-
wards. Provision is made for focal ad-

justment and for regulating the angle and
length of the beam ; and the reflectors

hinge away from the body for cleaning

purposes. The designer is F. H.
Morris, 20, Gladstone Road, Sparkbrook,

Birmingham.

(Left) The Holroyd auxiliary shock absorber fitted

to a Norton engine. (Right) A special model for

Blackburne engines (drawn on a smaller scale).

DISC VALVE

/i-,

Part sectional view of the

Northwind sparking plug.

device, which is applicable to Elr.-kburne,

J. A. P., or Norton engines. His device

consists of insulating the engine-shaft

from the sprocket bv means of rubber
buffers. In the case of the Norton de-

vice, the sprocket is screwed upon the

portion shown in black in the illustration,

to which three pegs are screwed. These
pegs are embedded in rubber buffers re-

cessed in a disc keyed on to the engine-
shaft. The whole is protected by means
of a plated dust-cap, which is a pi:sh-on

fit.

by means of a disc valve (on the top of

a hollow central electrode), which is

opened by the suction of each downward'
stroke of the piston. Big claims are

made for this plug, which is sold at

7s. 6d. each by the Northwind Spark
Plug Corporation, 25, 'V^ictoria Street,

'Westminster, London, S.'VV.l. The plug

seems to promise certain advantages,

especially when used en hot running two-

stroke engines.

FOR WINTER RIDING.

An ordinary household pin

may be used if necessary for

extending the h.t. wire when

the Sphinx universal waterproof

plug terminal is used. (The

Sphinx Mnfg. Co., Ltd.,

Bradford Street, Birmingham.s

posmorJ

(Left) An exterior view of the Morris lamp. (Right) A sectional drawing, showing the

a rrangement of reflectors and mirror, and the path taken by the rays of light.
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Joltings on Matter^ of Interest to Owners
of Sidecars and Cycle Cars, not to msniion
tlieir Passengers, c^iaiedby Vec^e.te"

IT' is not, perhaps, generally realised that we run

grave risks in haphazard buying of lubricating oil.

Recently a colleague ruined his bearings by consenting

to test a certain oil which enjoys the best of reputations.

Now the trouble was caused through not draining the

tank and crank case of the oil previously in use.

Used separately, both these oils are eminently suitable

for the machine in question, but together they

quarrelled violently to the detriment of the bearings.

Mineral and vegetable

oils will not mix, and
before refilling with

one oil it is very de-

sirable that the other

should be cleared

out. Another col-

league had trouble

with his bearings

through purchasing
" loose oil " of an
unknown quality
while on the road.

It is a long tour
that requires more
than a tank full of

oil plus two quarts;

but two-quart tins

are usually messy things to have lying about. So
Prices Co., Ltd., has introduced a tourist's tin, which,
holding half-a-gallon, is fitted with a screw filler and
spout. What is more important is the cap, which
encloses all parts likely to be greasy. It sells at 4s. 6d.

ct- -cX3- -^Is- -ex^

AN interesting development of the vacuum flask idea
•'* is the Aladdin Jar, illustrated on this page. It

is sold by Dunhills, Ltd., 359-361, Euston Road,
N.W.I, and should appeal
to all sidecarists who
desire to be independent

^ of hotels and cafes during

their Aveek-end jaunts.

The jar has a 4in. mouth,
holds a gallon of liquid or

solid foods, and keeps the

contents hot or cold, as

required. . The price is

;^5 5s., and a smaller size,

A vacuum flask for either liquid with half the capacity,
or solid food. costs £^^ 4s. Now, we

b6

Prices' "Tourist" oil tin.

may expect to see some of the London-Exeter com-

petitors providing themselves with a full course break-

fast in case of an enforced stop on Salisbury Plain.

pr C. NORTH'S performance in the Six Days
^ ' Trials with his O.K. miniature sidecar may be

said to have dissipated any doubts as to the capa-

bilities of the small two-stroke sidecar outfit. Quite

recently I was aboard one of these little machines,

and was very favourably impressed with its power
and speed. According to the official figures upon
which the awards were based. North lost sixty-eight

marks on " Deviation from schedule," which means
time errors, but lost no marks on hill-climbing. One
would have thought that it would have been the other

way about. No marks were lost on silence or brakes.

iVfA ^^

F. C. North and his little O.K. sidecar outfit, the capabilities

or which he demonstrated so successfully during the Six Days
Trials. He made clean ascents of Porlock and Lynton.

but twenty-five were forfeited in his speed test, be-

cause he was scheduled to average 32 m.p.h. ! He was
also "down" a little on oil consumption, but was
decidedly "up" on petrol, his consumption being

87.7 m.p.g^ Undoubtedly, the_ diminutive O.K. is a

wonder, and its demonstration on Porlock and Lynton
was the talk of the day. It will be observed that the

sidecar is not one of the eight-slipper type usually

fitted to low-powered machines. It has a side door
and ample locker space.
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Passenger Machine Topics.—

I^ITH so
'

' many good
sidecar per-

formances in, the

Six Days, one

cannot veiT

w e 1 1 instance

any outstanding

sidecar per-

formance otlier

tlian that of the

little O.K.
T here w a s,

howe\"er, a n -

iither exception

worthy f

meution, and it supports

a view often advanced by-

critics of the big ti-ials.

I.e., that any experienced

motor cyclist, without any

special preparation to his

machine, could emerge
with the same honours as

those who had "a specia

machine resplendent with

all kinds of gadgets to

ensure success. I refer

to T. F. Blumfield's

demonstration of a

privately - owned 6-7 h.p.

Ariel outfit, with which
he won a gold medal.
Blumfield was ran into bv
a car on entering Brooklands, and after obtaining
permission to postpone the preliminary examination,
he returned to the Midlands, borrowed a friend's
Ariel and rode it to Brooklands in time to start and
to win a "gold." The mcst remarkable feature of
the episode is that this machine was about to be
overhauled. In fact, it started the trial with a broken
mudguard. The outfit is illustrated here, and it will

be seen that

the sidecar is

fitted with a

new type of

windscreen,
w h i c h is the

pniijuction o f

pT®lg(nf€ILlS 349

An Ariel' sidecar.

Six Days Trials.

Ithough awaiting

(Inset) A neat

Messrs. A. J. Homer and Sons, of Gooch Street,

Birmingham. It is quite a neat affair, effectively

screening the passenger and opens with the door,

thus obviating the nuisance of having to unscrew
butterfly nuts.

A LMO.ST every 2J h.p. machine on the market is

'* capable of light sidecar work. It is, therefore,

not surprisiiig that Messrs. A. J. Stevens have intro-

d'uced a little passenger attach-

ment -to fit to their roadster

model of the famous mount that

won both Junior and Senior T.T.
races this year. The A.J.S. firm,,

however, as irsual, have gone a

ittle further than the m'aker of

the average lightweight sidecar

outfits. The
sidecar is O' n
touring lines,
with a side door
and high hack

;

in f act,, the

outfit is in keep-
ing with the

high standing

of the 7 h.p.

machine. This
\Viiverhampton
irm has also
introduced a

tandem sidecar

an overhaul, obtained a gold medal in the lor the twin
V windscreen which opens With the door. machine. It has

Thenew A.J.S.

tandem sidecar.

(Inset) Disposi-

tion of addition-

al seat, backrest,

and screen.

An A.J.S. sidecar of light construction, specially designed for thi

2i h.p. model.

a length of 6ft. 6in., and is fitted with two
hinged dashes complete with screens.

<I^ <c- -t» <I^

\Y/HEN I purchase my next year's sidecar,
'^'

I shall insist that the specification in-

cludes a hood cover of some material that

can be easily washed down.- A hood gets

dusty when carried exposed, and it is not an
easy job to clean it; further, when travelling

without a passenger and with the screen
down, wind gets under the folded hood and
turns it into a form of parachute. A com- ^

bined apron and hood cover, such as

fitted on Gloria sidecars, will serve my
purpose.

B7
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"SAFETY FIRST.
>)

Some Hinls and Golden Rules for Motor Cyclisis issued by (he London
Safety First Council.

Two illustrations issued by the London Safety First Council, graphically depicting the dangers motor cyclists run if the rules

of the road are not strictly followed.
_ „

"At cross roads, slow up and give warning." "Don't pass traffic on the near side.

THE work of any body which tends to

remind diiivers of all classes of

vehicles of their obligations must be
to the good of motor cyclists ; and in

this connection the activities of the

London Safety First Council are now well

known to riders in the Metropolis. For
some time the Council has been promi-
nently displaying posters which give hints

to all classes of road users, including
motor cyclists, to whom a variety of

appeals are made. The hints contained in

them are intended for London riders and
drivers in most cases, but most of the

rules apply all over the kingdom.
The " Hints to Motor Cyclists " poster

No. 1 contains the following six simple
hints, obvious to everyone, but so fre-

quently overlooked :

1.—When overtaking other traffic, pass

on the off side. Passing on the near side

may be dangerous.
2.—Be on the alert for sideslips on tjam

rails and greasy roads. A low saddle
adjustment is a safe precaution.

3.—When turning corners, reduce speed
and take correct sweep.

4.—Slow up and give warning before
Entering or crossing main roads.

5.—Keep an eye on the vehicle in front.
5.—Keep lamps well trimmed, and

beware of obstructions at night, such as :

Meandering market waggons.
Vans delivering coal.

Road excavations.
Broken down' vehicles.
Careless pedestrians.
Straying cattle.

Further accident prevention hints are
given in the " Hints to Motor Cyclists

"

poster No. 2. These are :

1.—Before starting out, go over machine
with spanner and oilcan. Smashes have
resulted from loose brakes and seized
bearings.

2.—Learn to change speed without look-

ing at your feet or hands.

b8

3.—Do not carry loads which obstruct

ryour view of the roadway. Overloading
causes loss of control.

4.—On no account allpw " pillion

riding " on solo machines.
5.—Be sure your brakes are in^rder.

It is more important to be able to stop

than start your machine. Be prepared
-to stop. - -

6.—If possible, have all controls

mounted on the handle-bar of your motor
cycle.

LEARN)
WATCHSIGNAIS

One of the posters published by the

London Safety^ First Council showing
drivers' signals.

Very few of our readers will agree with

the preceding hii t, No. 4 ; and, as we do

not wish to reopen a heated correspond-

ence on the question of pillion riding, we
would remind motor cyclists that the

hints have been framed with London
traffic in mind. Everything considered,

however, we think the majority of our

readers will agree that pillion riding on
solo machines in London traffic, although

quite common practice, is rather risky.

After all, the London Safety First Council

is in existence to discourage risk-taking

in all its forms.

Hand Signals and their Observance.

Some of the hints to taxi drivers apply
equally to motor cyclists, and among
them may be mentioned the following :

Give hand signals and slow down when
approaching from side streets into main
thoroughfares. To rut corners limits your
observation and that of approaching
drivers.

Before turning into the roadway, show
hand signal, and give traWc following
time to slow down.
Another postejf, which we reproduce in

miniature, deals with drivers' signals. It is

most necessary that the novice thoroughly
understands these signals, since the
drivers of large hooded vehicles, being
unable to look backward, rely upon their

observance. Such reliance on the observa-
tion of following drivers would not be so

necessary if the frequent urgings of The
Motor Cycle and The Autocar had been
heeded, and reflector mirrors were fitted

to heavy transport vehicles.

Appended are a few additional hints de-

rived from experience and observation :

Ascertain whether full steering- lock can
be easily obtained when the hood of the
sidecar is up. Sometimes stiff gauntlets
wUl fouLthe screen when the arm is being
returned to normal position.
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Safety First."—

If your hat blows off, do not (1) stand
on the brakes, which may cause a skid;
or (2) pull up suddenly and turn before
ascertaining whether the road 13 clear.
Safety is the first consideration. Never
mind the hat for the time being.

If your lamps require attention, (1)
pull up under a street lamp • or (2), if
in the country, find a convenient spot off
the highwa.y.
To mend a punctiu'e, place the machine

so that you will be working on the near
side of the road. You may become so
absorbed in your work that you may not
remember the possibility of passing traffic
each time you stoop.
Make sure carbide tin lids aire secure.

Loose carbide lying about in a sidecar
may escape notice until a wet ride, when
dampness will generate gas, which might
be ignited by the passenger lighting a
cigarette.

Do not start your engine under the nose
of a horse. Think of the likely conse-
quences if it takes fright.

From the "Hints to Motor Cyclists"

poster : "'When taking corners reduce speed

and take the correct sweep."

Keep your eyes opeji for the unex-
pected on the pirt of pedestrians. The
pavement rule usually is to keep to the

light, which means that pedestrians on
the kerb are travelling in the same di"-c-

tion as the traffic, and may -step off into

the roadway without looking round.

When passing through a roadway in

which children are playing, look out for

the unexpected. Chilclren at play forget

everything else.

Heed all warning signs. Some of them
are futile, but others indicate real danger
spots.

A golden rule : Travel cautiously en
roads you do not know.
Do not talrs ,risks in overtaking slower

traffic on the op:;i r^..d, especially with
an empty sidecar. Eemember that a
sudden swerve to the left in front of an
overtaken vehicle, to avoid one travelling

in the opposite direction, may cause the
sidecar wheel to lift.

AMERICA NEEDS A T.T.
American and British Motor Cycle Racing Contrasted, witli a Plea for (he Adoption

of a Road Race for Stock Machines in Amsrica, similar to the British T.T.

-t_?£ \i

"^a^?*?
fen -

An Amencan dirt racing track apparently located where ground space is no object. The scene depicts a tussle

between five Harley-Davldson motor cycles.

AMERICAN dirt track racing
is thrilling and exciting

;

but, beyond annihilating
time and gambling with the
undertaker, it means nothing,
and is not getting us anywhere.
U.S.A. racing machines are of

very special design—fragile, deli-

cate, short-lived, and altogether

impracticable for ordinary road
use. They have been over-de-

veloped, compressions have been
raised, pre-ignition has been
conquered, and the general overall effi-

ciency ra.ised until the machines are

capable of speeds far in excess of the

limits of safety of the tracks, with the

exception of the few two-mile dirt speed-

ways and the board tracks. Indeed, the

only similarity between the special racing

machines and those sold to the public is

the uaraeplate. It is a case of racing one

type of machine and selling another, and
racing resolves itself into a battle of

nameplates, for the general public does

not differentiate 1 etween the special

racing mounts and *he stocks, principally

because we have never seriously featured

stock machine competition. The nett

result of the present scheme of dirt track

racing is to put a premium on reckless-

ness, for the winner is usually the rider

who has least use for the magneto cut-out.

Our correspondent, who holds a responsible position mth
the makers of Henderson and American X motor cycles,

is in close touch with the sporting side of the motor cycle

movement in America, and makes a strong plea for

genuine road racing e\'ents in the U.S-A. His article

reveals the great difference belween the dirt track racing in

America and our own racing at Brooklands, and road

contests such as the T.T,

American factories spend a lot of money
supporting race j eetings. Machines are

being speeded up from year to year, while
the dirt tracks are deteriorating. Really,

we are exploiting hazards and risks, and
have already sacrificed many valuable
lives in the quest of speed. On August
Mth. Albert " Shrimp " Burns met an
untimely end in a race meeting on a mile
dirt track at Toledo. Ohio.
Burns was the mainstay of the Indian

racing team, and just three weeks before

he had met on a mile dirt track at

Kenosha, Wisconsin, the cream of the

Harley-Davidson racing men on eight-

valve machines, and, single-handed, he
outrode and vanquished them in three

events.

The long list of victims in American
track racing bears out the statement that

we are paying an awful price
ftir our sport (?), and getting
nowhere.
The effect of this latest

fatality in American racing will

be far-reaching, for Burns was
known and liked by all. There
is a strong agitation now for a
race patterned after the British
T.T.—a road race for strictly

stock machines which will, be a
real index of the performance
capabilities of the kind of

macliines the riders buy, under actual

road conditions. Such a contest would
also emphasise the skill of the rider,

rather than the chances he is willing to

take. And it would teach us a lot of
things which could be built into our stock
machines. It is a fact that orn- dirt track
racing teaches us practically nothing
which can be utilised in improving
machines for the public. A T.T.
race would really " improve the breed,"
and would attract the attention of
the public, because it would be a true
sporting event, and it would attract
many private owners, who~ are barred
from track racing because of the
danger, and because they cannot afford
special racing machines, which tre alto-

gether unsuitable for anything but these
events. Wesley G. Paulson.

B9
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addtessel to the Editor, "The Motjr Cy3le," Hertford Straet. Coveatry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

MYSTERIOUS LACK OF POWEH.
Sir,—Referring to the letter headed as above, I take it

that the engine is fitted with an automatic inlet valve. The
htting of a very weak spring on it will cause " Constant
Header's " trouble to cease. Hoping to hear the result,

G. J. MoCANN.

Sir,^f "Constant Reader," who complains of a lack of
power in his De Dion machine, is quite sure that the timing
of the machine, etc., is correct, the only possible cause would
seem to be lack of a sufficient ,petrol supply.
Let him examine the fine wire gauze at the bottom of the

Amac float chamber by unscrewing the coupling nut between
it and the supply pipe from the tank. The gauze is probably
choked up with fluff and dust filtered out of the petrol. If

this gauze gets clogged, the petrol only filters slowly into the
float chamber, and as soon as the machine has run a few
yards it pulls up through lack of fuel. By the time the rider
has dismounted and had a look round the float chamber has
filled again, and the machine will start off again for another
few yards. L.V.A.

Liverpool.

WEIGHTS—CATALOGUE AND RUNNING.
Sir,—Would someone please explain to a novice the glaring

discrepancies in the weight of similar machines in your A.C.U.
report? In one 2-^ h.p. model the highest and lowest vary
by 40 lb. ; in a 2| h.p. model, by 31 lb. ; in a 3g h.p. model,
by 37 lb; and in a 3|- h.p. model, by 52 lb.

My new machine will have to be dragged up two aw-kward
steps to get home ; hence a lively interest in the dead weight
—the 7-eal weight. It is clear that a very substantial addition
has to be made to the catalogue estimate. G.L.D.

SUNDAY COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—As one of that vast body of men who come under

the heading of "Public Opinion" or "The Man in the
Street," will you accept my hearty thanks for your spirited
reply upon the above subject? When one has been away
from home on business all the week, the return to home
and loved ones is valuable indeed. I may be unfortunate
in residing upon the main road from York to Harrogate,
but I can say that my Sabbath is disturbed by the pleasure-
going fraternity via char-a-banc, motor car, motor cycle, etc.

Whatever men and women may think about it nowadays,
it is still true that " a Sabbath well spent brings a week of

content." F. RAYNER.

NEXT YEAR'S T.T.

Sir,—With regard to the many and varied pros and cons
raised on this question, may I, as an ordinary John Citizen,
interested, it is true, in the pastime, briefly as possible put
forward my opinion of the change.

I am entirely in agreement with Mr. Gelder's remarks on
the desirability of changing the course of the T.T., provided
that the main objects of the races are not lost to view in so
doing, which, as I understand them, are the evolution of a
reliable machine, with really efficient control and design,
plus, of course, a certain degree of sheer speed, and, of course,
stamina, though it is only natural, as an Englishman, to
prefer the race to be held in our own borders.
May I ask if it is intended to make the change to Belgium

a permanent one, and so displace the Island as a course?
This I should strongly deprecate. Generally speaking, I
should like to see the race held one year in Belgium, another

BIO

in England, another in Scotland, as this would effectually

prevent any stereotyping of a machine for a special course.

Surely it is not impossible for the A.C.U., well backed by
the motoring and motor cycling public, to get the required
permission to hold the race in England and Scotland,
especially as it only entails the closing of a very small portion
of the public highways for a comparatively short period.
The matter of spending so much money in a foreign

country is indisputaiily worth the vast advertisement it will

give to the British motor manufacturers, when foreign trade
is to them becoming more and more a, sine qua non (provided,
of course, that they are prepared to manufacture their goods
at a price that will not be prohibitive to the foreign market).
The transport formalities, etc., to Belgium, will most

probably be found to be less worrying than those to the
Island, which is in favour of deciding the change.
Whether the welcome and the absence of irritating restric-

tions and fabulous prices, etc., will be all that is claimed
for them remains to be seen. ^

It is to be hoped that the loss of profit from the races will

induce the thoughtless Manxmen to remove those several
causes of friction mentioned here and elsewhere in your
columns, and so permit the races to be held there again from
time to time in the future. JOHN CITIZEN.

Staines.

Sir,—I have read with much interest the various points of
view from which the motor cyclists of Great Britain regard
the proposed venue for next year's T.T. races. I say Great
Britain advisedly, as Ireland does not seem to be considered
at all, and although many people regard Ireland as a mere
nonentity, yet from whatever aspect we view her, she must
be reckoned with, and cannot be overlooked. I would like

to give you at least one Irish-

man's unprejudiced views on
the 1922 Tourist Trophy races.

Belgium is in many respects

an admirable ground for the

races, inasmuch as, from what
one can hear, "the transport
facilities,, the enthusiasm dis-

played by both
the Belgian
authorities and
people, and the
legal require-
ments are all

that could

SERVICE. A.D. 192L
A smart and up-to-date messenger boy who, using a

Kmgsbury commercial scooter, ran errands for Six Days Trials
competitors at Taunton.
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reasonably be desirerf, and the roads on the whole are
admittedly fi]ie and fairly wide and straight. So much can
be said in favour of the Competitions Committee decision.

I will now look at the other side of the question, and
speak as one who has personal experience of Belgium. If

the T.T. is promoted purely as a speed contest, then there
is no better place to hold it than Belgium ; but, if it is

promoted as a contest combining speed with efficiency and
reliability in other directions, as seen from the tourists' point
of view, then the new venue is of little or no service. I can-
not remember having seen a mountain road in Belgium
which could even remotely approach the gruelling ascent of
Snaefell—in fact, as we regard mountains, the country has'
practically none. There are no descents which are severe
enough to test braking efficiency thoroughly ; and, with the
exception of slowing for a corner, brakes "would be of very
little value. This would mean that in a year or two our
braking systems would be matters of secondary consideration.
This state of aifairs w-ould hardly please the tourist, and yet
the race is supposed to be run in his interests.

Again, it has been urged that the race is an international
one, and to have such a race in Belgium would stimulate
our overseas trade. Now this is a very plausible argument

;

but the majority of us know how weak a one it is in reality.

We often ask our friends in other countries why they do not
ride British machines, and almost invariably they tell us that
machines of British manufacture are too dear, while American
machijies are sold at a fairly reasonable price—in fact, the
average British solo mount of 35-4 h.p. is nearly as dear as a
high-powered American sidecar. If such is the case, changing
the racecourse to Belgium will not assist us in the least, as
long as British prices are what they are to-day. The race
has always been essentially our own. and should it be turned
into a Continental one 50% of this country's active interest

in it w^ould die.

It is of no use talking of the distance between London and
the Spa V. London and the Isle of Man. London is not, and
never was, and never will be the centre of the British motor
cycle industry. Wolverhampton. Coventry, and Birmingham
are where we must start, and not London. To take Loudon
as a centre means that those Scottish cyclists north of the
Tweed, not to speak of Irish cyclistSj would have a long and
expensive journey to Belgium.

THE

MOTOR CYCLE

IN CARNIVAL

DRESS.

And now I come to my suggestion, which, if considered,
might assist us out of the mess we have got into. If the
Isle of Man authorities are putting obstacles in the way, and
if the question of Belgium raises new dilficulties with the
British motor cyclists, why not make at least an effort to

hold it in Ireland, not in the disturbed areas of the South
and West, but in Ulster? If it cannot be held in 1922, it

may perhaps be held the next year. With wise and careful
handling, this may be done. Here we have a new Parliament,
new laws in respect of Ulster will be made, and a new era
is opening up for the North of Ireland. The steamers from
Liverpool, Fleetwood, Heysham, Glasgow, and Ardrossan run
every night to Belfast in conjunction with the English and
Scottish trains, so there should be plenty of transport facili-

ties. The A.C.U. has the whole raw material in its hande, if

it only uses it wisely.

On the 3rd inst. we had a twenty-five miles road race near
Belfast over a triangular course. The utmost enthusiasm
was shown by both motorists and the ordinary public. As
far as the eye could see the grass banks on the roadside were
crowded with spectators. I was at one of the corners, and
at this point alone there were about three or four hundred
people. Not too bad for one of the first displays of its kind
in Ireland ! The police, assisted by the stewards of the club,

kept the roads clear, and everything seemed well organised.

We had three riders taking part who were entered for this

year's T;T., and I heard one who rode for his trade team in

June say that he never saw the roads kept clearer even in

the Isle of Man. Surely this should act as a spur to the

Northern Cabinet on a matter of such importance to our
A.CUT to send a deputation to meet the members of the

British motor cycling public. SPORTSMAN.
Belfast.

WHICH IS THE FASTEST NORTON MODEL?
Sir.—As an intending purchaser of a Model 16H Norton,

the following information would be of interest, provided,

of course, it is not prying into manufacturers' secrets too

much.
In all speed contests, races, ete.—to mention only two

outstanding events : Mr. Horsman's remarkable ride when
he finished first in his class and fourth irrespective of class

in the five hundred mile race at Brooklands, and Mr.
Hassell's well-deserved win in the Belgian Grand Prix—the

machine used is a standard Model 15H.
Perhaps I am rather "splitting hairs," but what I should

like to know is what type of engine is used : the B.S.,

B.R.S., or the ordinary 16H catalogued at £132 and
expertly tujied for the event, and which appears to be the

same thing, judging by a recent advertisement in The
Motor C>/de, wherein a well-known rider and agent in the

North offers to tune up a T.T. three-speed model to 75

m.p.h.—the speed guaranteed by the B.S. alone.

This seems strange to my lay mind, and I wonder why pay
the extra for tbe^B.S. INQUISITIVE.

Forest Gate.

A B.S.A. enthusiast's highly decorated

sidecar, which took part in the Gampaha

Floral Pageant at Colombo, Ceylon. The

letters B.SA. were picked out in flowers

and fastened on the front of the machine.

(Right) A clever decoration of a sidecar

by Mr. H. Scott, of Winchmore Hill, N.,

used at a charity fete in aid of the London

Hospital. Query : What make is the

sidecar ?
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PLAYING WITH FIRE?
Sir,—In his letter to The. Motor Cycle of September 8th,

Mr. C. E. Baines says that he hopes to get a spark gap
across each burner of his acetylene lamps. I presume his

intention is to light up without stopping by means of a

switch and water control worked from the saddle. Surely
when the water is turned on with the lamp glass closed there

is considerable danger of an explosive mi.xture being formed
in the lamp? The result when the spark gap is brought
into action mav be amusing to all except the owner.

A. S. LYNNE WILLIAMS.

COLLECTING FRICTIONAL ELECTRICITY !

Sir,—I believe that I voice the opinion of a large number
of the motor cycling fraternity when I say that it is about
time that we had a definite Ofjinion from some " No. 8 hat

"

in the electrical world as to the validity of the claims of the
makers of spark intensifiers, which consist of extra spark
gaps to be connected in series with the plug points.

The makers of these devices naturally make great claims

for them, but the retailers of one of these devices actually

stated (amongst other things) that the device collected the
" frictional electricity " (inverted commas are mine) generated
by the engine, and supplied it to the plug, thus augmenting
the sparking current from the magneto.

I ask you, all ye legions of motor cyclists, why not scrap
your magneto and fit a spark intensifier?

I have had quite extensive experience in' various kinds of

electrical work, and am not at sea on the theory ; but I

must confess that all the theory and practice of electricity

which has come my way fails to account for any benefit to

be obtained by fitting an extra spark gap.

Perhaps some expert will pass an opinion.

L. W. E. HARTLEY.
COMMENT OR CRITICISM ?

Sir,—I have much debated the advisability of daring to

reply to "Ixion," knowing full well his skill and also

much respecting his writings, which I have happily fol-

lowed for very many years.

It is, I seriously suggest, a fact that the A.C.U. has not

criticised design, although when a large number of machines
go wrong on one particular point the markings are deducted
for failure of that part. It is the markings that have not

been deducted for design, but in commenting upon loss of

marks for a particular cause it is impossible to avoid
indicating that the design would appear to be responsible/

I have in mind the case of front wheel brakes, which, I

think everyone will admit, have been improved by the trials

of the A.C.U.
"Ixion" says that the judges came near to advising the

trade to scrap air-cooling. The only comment on this

matter that I can trace is a remark by the judges that many
air-cooled engines, after long climbs on low gear, as regards
smell, noise, heat, and liability to knock, are not impressive.

Anyone who saw performances in 1919 on such hills as

Bwlch-y-groes would agree that this remark was justified.

There is no need for air-cooled engines in the ordinary
way to suffer from overheating.

A. M. LOW, D.Sc, A.G.C.I.

"NEVER SAID IT."

Sir,—Under the above heading, " Ixion," in a very con-

descending style, pats the small two-strokes on the head,
saying that he always tries to keep one for pottering about,

but that it would have no value for him unless he had a

larger cycle for general use. I have had extensive motor
experience for the past eighteen years. Two months ago I

bought a 2i h.p. New Hudson. Recently I took a trip of

650 miles round the Midlands on it, and never experienced
the lack of speed that " Ixion " refers to. Forty miles per
hour is quite quick enough, and a faster pace only gathers

up enemies for motor cyclists generally. These little motors
take all ordinary hills on top gear, and as for rough roads I

have yet to find a motor car or cycle which does not jolt one
in passing over them.
The light machines give little trouble as regards punctures,

and I never experienced one on the little tour I have referred
to, whereas on a heavier machine I should probably have
had two or three, especially on the worst roads.

Although I am not possessed of money to throw away, still,

impecuniosity did not force me to the purchase of a light-

weight, but commonsense will make me retain it. --

R. Y. THOMAS.

"SKILFUL DRIVING" THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN
UNNECESSARY.

Sir,—A letter headed "Skilful Drivuig by an Unknown
Rider," and signed "Novice," appeared in your issue of

September 1st.

According to the writer, he was giving his wife instruc-

tions how to drive a sidecar on, of all places, the Snaice Hill,

above Glossop. During the lesson, with the turnout ap-

parently across the road, a solo rider flashes round a turn,

and finds himself with a second or two in which to decide

whether to collide with the sidecar or take oft' the road up a

grass bank strewn with boulders. This latter course he elects

to follow, thereby avoiding the sidecar turnout and owner,
and, according to " Novice," by marvellous judgment and
magnificent driving, he negotiates the boulders safely, and
vanishes out of sight as rajpidly as he appeared.

" Novice " concludes by paying a tribute to the unknown
rider, whose iron nerve, if emulated by other riders, would
go far to rendering the roads generally safer for amateurs,
beginners, etc. The moral from this episode is very clear.
" Novice " should have known better than to choose a stiff

hill on a main road as a suitable place to teach a lady how
to drive a sidecar.

If the " unknown rider " had failed to negotiate the grass

bank and boulders and had crashed he would have received

a reminder as to the recklessness of coming down a steep

hill at high speed, and rounding a turn without being able

to know whether the road beyond was obstructed.

It is motorists like "Novice" and "unknown riuer" that I

hope to keep clear of. R. G. LINDSAY. ,;

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE. :

Mr. S. J. Caswell warns motor cyclists, who are in the

habit of going through the ford in Kenilworth, that there

are at present a number of large boulders, bricks, and i

broken bottles in the bed of the stream.

Mr. R. G. Knight considers that a word of thanks is due;
to Mr. Durant, who gave demonstrations of the L.A.Dajf
cycle car on Crooksbury Hill during the recent Six DayC
Trials. Mr. Durant was the means of preventing severaj
competitors from completely losing their -way.

Recently, when driving his 5-7 h.p. Ariel sidecar nea^
Hartford Bridge Flat, Mr. James Burr fainted, and waM
found unconscious by passers-by. He writes to thank those
who helped him, particularl,y an A. A. patrol, although Mr.l
Burr is not a member of that organisation.

The riders of a sidecar, XD 902, are thanked by ]\Ir. Gi
T. Davies for their help on a recent Sunday morning onj
the Sevenoaks-Farnborough road.

A Swedish correspondent complains that he 'very often

receives replies from advertisers in The Motor Cycle thai
are insufficiently stamped.

Referring to " Ixion's " recent "Comment," headed "Mj
Coat," the Sumtache Co., 2, Cross Street, St. Albans, call

attention to their special preparation for " dry-cleaning " atfl

kinds of clothing.
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BOOKS AND Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued In conjunction v/ith The Motor Cycle.

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM '

The standard handbook on the motor cycle.
Price net,, 2/6. By post, 2/10.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
NewEdition. Just Published. Pricenet,2/- Bypost,2/3.

•TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3,

-TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the rider's point
of view. Price net 3 - By post, ^/3.

MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By "Ixion," of The Motcr Cycle.

Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3.

THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set or Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6.

Book post, 5/ia. Set of Tmo Maps—England and
Wales,London (as above). Pricenet, 4/6. By post, 4/3.

. -THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
WithsapagesofRoadMaps. Pricenet,5/- Bypost,5/4.

Obtainableby post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.,
20, Tudor Street, Loudon, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and

Kailway Bookstalls.
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Essex County and Southend A.C.

Coiiimencijig at 2.30 p.m., a gymkhana
will be held next Saturday in the meadow
opposite Solbys, Hadleigh.

Barns'ey and District M.C.C.

As a result of the recent well-.support€d
and successful gymkhana, the St. Dun-

' Stan's Home benef.ted to the e.xtent of
~-£32 10s.

South-eastern Centre A.C.U.

Ne-xt Saturday the Brighton and Hove
M.C.C, on behalf of the Centre, will
hold a hill-climb on the by-road from the
main Dyke Road to Sadd'lescombe, about
three miles from Brigh': -. The start
is at 2 p.m.

Essex M.C.
An extraordinarily small percentage of

"golds" went to the motor cyclist com-
petitors in the recent London-Bala-Dun-
stable run, described in The Motor Cycle
last week. Results :

GOLD MEDALS.—W. L. Handley (2i/, K
Junior), N. Hall (214 O.K. Junior), diid "W. C.
Hemy [7 A.J.S. sf.].

SILVER MEDALS.-W. R. Crabb (4 Triumph),
A. C. Elicdes (4 Tiiumpli), J. G. L. Booier (5
X.U.T.), S. M. Greening (2Ai Tems-Jap), Ncel 0.
Dear (3'i Sunbeam), E A.. Bridffman (7 Indian
sc), and F. L. Wiaiglit (6-9 Caiden).
BKONZE MEDALS.—H. W. Harrington {2V^

Douglas), J. McBirnie (7 Indian), G. A. Lovegrove
(21/2 Eadeo), (}. E.- CuHe {2V- Metro-Tyler), W,
Simpson (7 Indian- sc.), J. Wallis (6 Bradbury sc.),

W. H. Glendinning (8 Hex s;-.). A. W. Daniel
8 Matflilers sc), and G. C. Formilli (6-9 Garden).

Kilmore Sports Club (Motor Section).

At a hill-climb, open to solo machines
of any capacity, held under the auspices
of the Kilmore Sports Committee, the
Hobson Cup was carried^off by R. Hughes
(3^ Rudge). The fastest times were : R.
Hughes (3^ Rudge) and W. Weir (4

Triumph), 18s., tied ; j\I. Walker (4

Triumph), IS^s. ; W. J. Hughes (3i
Rudge), 18|s. The tie was decided by
another race, in which the winner put up
the same time as in the previcrus case.

Falmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Fastest time of the day at the hill-

climb at Waterhill, Bissoe Valley, was
made by A. Richards on a 4 h.p.
Triumph, his time, over the course of
appro.ximately half a mile, being 33|s.
Full results follow :

NOT EXCEEDING 300 o.c—1, W. L. Thomas
(21^ New Imperial-Jap), SSJs. ; enual 2, W. Pascoe
(2"2 Bown-Villiers) and W. Williams {2'/-, Omega),
62!.

NOT EXCEEDING 500 c.e.—1, E. Johns (3'/,

P. and M.), 42.^.; 2, G. Easom (3i/„ Triumph), 45is.;
3. E. Bufkinghnm (3i,:> Triunrph), 45?s.
NOT EXCEEDING" 600 c.r.—1, A. Eirhards (4

Triumpli), 35s. ; 2, P. A. Bishop (4 Triumph),
36is. : 3. H. W. Jane (4 Triumoh), 3Ss.
UNLIMITED SOLO.—1, A. Eichaids (4 Triumph),

33is. ; 2, W. L. Thomas !2y, New Imperial-,Tap),
36s. ; eriual 3, H. AV. Jane (4 Triumph) and P.
A. Bishop (4 Triumph), 383s.
UNLIMITED SIDECAES.-l. J. Fry (8 Enfield),

59!s. ; 2, H. Eichards (6 Jame-1, 47^3. : 3, E. Toms
(6 Enlie'd). 55s.
SIDECARS NOT EXCEEDING 650 CO.—1, P.

Pryor (33-i Scotth 61.s. ; 2, H. Fernan (4 James),
eSJs. ; 3, W. O. Pearo© (3% Scott), 71!3.

^ecK-eiti Club TEvants.
Svpt. 32.—DQncastcr and District M.C.C. QtiarteTlti

Uanii.
Sept. 2i.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Traders' Cii;) Trial.
S^pt. 2i.

—

Liverpool M.C. Coheyn Bay Speed
Trials.

Sept. 11.—Triumph M.C.C. and Standard M.C.C.
(Corentrii). Inter-team Trial.

Sept. a.—Ulster M.C.C. Wll-climti.
Sept. Slf.—North Lindsaii .-(.C. ?lill-climb.
Sept. a.—Leeds and District M.C. Spi'cd Trials

at A'orf/t Camp, Eipon.
Sept. 2fi.—Lci-rs Athletic Club (Motor .Section).

Single Gear Trial.
Sept. 2i.—Scarborough and District M.C. Speed

Trials on the Albert Drive.
Sept. St,.—South Eastern Centre A.C.U. Hill-

climb (Brighton District).
Sept. It,.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.
Sept. 2i.—Essex County and Southend A.C. Gym-

lehana.
Sept. U.—Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Speed Trials.
Sept. Btt.—Nortli-rrest London M.C.C. Gumkliana.
Sept. SI.—West Birmingham. M.C.C. Speed Trials.

Sept. 2l.—Wolvcr?iampton Auto Nomads. Paper-
chase.

Scjit. 2t,.—Oxford M.C. Social Run to Brook-
lands.

Sept. a.-Kidderminster M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Sept. 2i.

—DcwsbuTV and District M.f'.C. Picnic.
Sept. 21,:—Surrey M.C.C. Team Trial.
Sept. 2i-!5.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.V. Trial to

Newquay.
Sept. 25.—Stafford and District M.C.C. Picnic at

Gailcy.
Sept. 25.—Leeds M.U- Hun to Nun Monkton.
Sept. 25.—Canterbury and District M.C.C. All

Dau Han.
Sept. 25.—Stamlord and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.
Sept. 25.—Burton and District M.C. Run to

-ibbots Bromleu.
Sept. 25.—Shcfjield M.C.C. Blaclibcrrying Social

Run.
ScjH. 25.—Cambridge and County M.C. Run to

Hunstanton. -
Sept. 25.—Halijax and District M.C.C. Run to

.llmscliffe Cragg.
Sept. 25.—Loughborough and District M.C.C.

Bates Trophy Trial.

Sept. -25.—Rochester, Chatltom and District M.C.
and L.C.C. Run to Perry Wood.

Sept. 25.—Central London M.C.C. Reconnaiss-
ance Rim for Vaperchase..

Sept. 25.—Basingstoke and District M.C. and
L.C.C. Run to Nru- Forest.

Sept. 25.— Waleticld and District M.C.C. Run to

Knoresborough.
Sept. 25.—Wallington and District M.C.C. Social

Ran.
Sept. 25.—Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.

Run to Knockholt.
,

Sept. 26.—Western M.C.C. (Glasgow). Open Hill-

clim b.

Sept. 27.—Bericick and District M.C. Gymkhana.
Sept. 2S.—York and District M.C.C. Novices'

Trial.
Sept. 29.—Taunton M.C. and L.C.C. Gymkhana.
Sept. ».1— A'nrfi, Wales M.C.C. Fault-finding

Competition.

North-western Centre A.C.U.

The first event of its kind in Blackpool,

a very successful motor cycle gymkhana,
was held recently by the local club on
behalf of the Centre.

nWey M.C. and L.C.C.

With a route of about 140 miles divided
into four circuits, the trial organised by
the above club on September 11th, for

the trophy presented by Capt. S. S.

English, proved to be a compLte success.

At the beginning of each circuit, each
competitor was given a card bearing the

name of a destination, and telling him
thathe had to reach it by passing through
one place and returning by another.

There were some trying hills introduced,
especially along the moorland trip through
East Morton, which threw most of the

competitors late at the checks ; but W.
Moore (on a 3J Scott) lost only three

marks throughout the trip, thus capturing
the trophy.' W. Scott (3| Scott) came
in second with a loss of I65 marks, and
A. Sutcliffe (4i B.S.A.) wa^ third with
a loss of 3O5 marks.

Western M.C C. (Glasgow).

There were thirty-two starters for the

closed team trial at Strathblane on the

lOth inst. With only two checks, well

arrowed and marked off at intervals of a

mile, the course was just sufficiently

"difficult to find a winning team and pro-

vide an enjoyable, as well as sporting,

afternoon for the competitors,

M. Fraser (7 A.J.S.. sc.) burst his side-

car tyre when sixteen miles from the start,

and rode the remaining fifty-one miles on
the wheel rim, finishing with less than
one minute time error and not a loose
spoke in his wheel. Results :

FIEST TEAM.—.L Johnstone (6 A.J.S. sr), time
error 2m. lOJs. ; A. H. Eobeit-on (6 Eufield sn.),

34s. ; J. M. Cowan (3V, Ecver), 53. Total error,
2m. 49is.

SECOND TEAM—E. Brown (7 A.J.S. sc), time
error Im. 27s. ; A. O. Harrington (2l/i Levis),
14!s. ; P. S. Wright (3>^ Hudge), 3m. 2is. Total
error, 4m. 43;s.

SPECIAL PRIZE FOR COMPETITOE OUT-
SIDE WINNING TEAM.—F. H. Mannine (6

A.J.S. sc ), time error 3Ja

1515
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions shou!d be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the top lelt-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle," desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A. A. and M,U., who ara regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all oyer the country as to the existing state of the roads,

in any particular locality.

SELLING A STOLEN MACHINE.
Please let me know if I am'

compelled by law to return the
sum paid to me for a sidecar

outfit which was stolen before
being sold to me. The thief has

since been caught and convicted, but I

cannot claim from him, as he is in

prison.—F.H.
If the machine was stolen before it was
sold to you, you would not be able to

pass a good title to it, and would have
to return the sum received from a sub-
purchaser. There is an implied condition
on the part of the seller that he has a

right to sell the goods.

INCREASING SPARKING RANGE.
In my ignition control the^ breaker box rotates about 20°

> for advancing or retarding. If I

-i-l filed a longer slot giving a revolu-

lution of, say, 25° or 30°, should

I be able to advance or retard further.

or is the aperture made to advance the

spark as far as practicable? In other

words, is the aperture in a fixed relative

position with the poles of the magnet ?

-G.H.D.

You would do no harm to the magneto
by filing out the aperture in the contact

breaker casing in order to get a wider
degree of advance and retard. The
makers design the magneto so that the

spark occurs in i-elation to the most
effective position of the armature.

FITTING A LARGER CYLINDER.
Would it be possible to increase

^^ the power of a 3^ h.p. motor cycle

^ engine by increasing the size of

-i-l the cylinder, combustion chamber,
and the size of the piston? My

reason for asking this is that I have a

motor of above-mentioned power, the

cylinder of which is cracked, and before

going to the cost of having it welded,
or ordering a new one of similar size, I

thought I would like your opinion.

—

J.M.H.

The only way in which you can increase

the power of the machine is by obtaining

a cylinder of a greater bore and a corre-

sponding piston to fit. If, however, the
new piston is heavier than the old one it

will be necessary to rebalance the engine.
It is quite likely that the expense involved
in the alteration will be greater than- the
corresponding increase in engine power
would warrant., and we think it would be
the better plan to -obtain another cylinder
th€ sume size ai the old one.

REWINDING A DYNAMO.
I have a Westinghouse dynamo

— I giving three amps, at 115 volts.

> I wish to rewind it to give five

-2J amps, at 68 volts, or ten amps, at

34 volts. Will you please say
what gauge and quantity of wire will be
required, or how to make the alteration

if rewiring Is not necessary ? It is

a shunt wound, two pole circular bodv.
—C.W.

It vould be much better to sell the

dynamo and get one of suitable size for

the altered requirements, as you would
scarcely be able to do the rewinding of

the armature yourself. It would have to

be almost entirely rebuilt.

important £>a\zs.

Sat, Sept. 24th—M.C.C. Sportinj Trial.

Mon., Sept. 26th—
Anglo-Du!ch Reliability Trial.

Sal.. Oct. 1st— Doncaster and District

M.C.C. Open Speed Tria's.

Wed, Oc\ Eth. to Sjh, Oct 16lh—
Pa i; Show,

fa', Oct. 8th—B.M.C.R.C Champion-
ship MeBting, Brooklands.

Sat, Oct. 8Ih—The "icDl" Tr.al n
Yorkshire,

rri., Nov. 4th, to Sat, Ncv. 12th—
Automobile Exhibition, Olympia and
While City.

Mon., Nov. 28lh. to Sat.. Dec 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Shovt^

Sal., Dec. 3rd Id Tues., Dec. 1 3lh—
Brussels Show.

Fri., Jan. 27th, to Sal.. Feb. 4lh, 1922—
Scottish Car and Motor Cycle i-how.

TRANSMISSION AND LUBRICATION
QUERIES.

(1.) Would it be jxissible to

Tun my 1911 2| h.p. A.J.S.

machine with single chain from
the engine to the back wheel?

(2.) Would oiling be satisfactory

on a four-stroke with a plain sight drip

feed without pump, and would a non-

return valve be necessary?—E.P.

(1.) It would not be satisfactory to run the

machine with a single chain from engine

to back wheel, as there would be consider-

able whip in such a long drive. (2.) A
non-returir valve would be needed between
the crank case and the sight feed drip,

and a release valve would be needed .iir

the crank case if one is not already fitted.

It would probably be better to have a

hand-operated oil pump.

?

LOOSE CYLINDER STUDS.
The cylinder of my two-stroke

r^ engine moves from side to side

'V on the top of the crank case,

LlJ owing to the pins coming out of

the case. Do you think they

could be properly fixed again?—B.E.N.

The only way to secure the cylinder would

be to have the holes in the crank case

tapped out in .order to take studs of

slightly larger diameter. Any good

mechanic should put matters right fairly

easily.

LAPPING-IN PISTON RINGS.

A 1920 2i h.p. two-stroke which

suffered lately from lack of com-

pression would permit me to

stand on the kick-starter indefi-

nitely when it was new, so I

decarbonised it, at the same time fitting

new piston rings. The rings were not

from the works, but were of a well-

known make, and I fitted them as they

were sent out (except for filing the slots),

and was told afterwards that they

should have been faced up. . For the

first seventy miles the machine w-ent

very well in spite of bad compression.

I then took it down again, and found
that the gas had been blowing past the

rings in places, so I refitted the original

rings. However, compression, is no
better, therefore, I conclude that the

cylinder is scored or scratched. Do you
think the rings will " run in " in time,

or would it be better to lap the rings

into the cylinder with emery? Will

you kindly explain in . detail this

process?—H.A.B.

If the rin^s were of the correct outside

size they snould be "run in" after about
100 to 150 miles. If you wish to lap-in

the rings, however, remove the connecting
rod and piston from the crankshaft and
fit a piece of wood in the big end of the
rod as a temporary handle. Secure the
cylinder on the bench- or in a vice. Now
coat the piston and rings with a thin film

of the finest grinding paste mixed with
oil, and work the piston up and down in '

the cylinder, taking care to give it a

partial rotation every few strokes. Make
quite sm-e that the piston cannot go too

far into the cylinder head, so allowing the
rings to expand into the combustion space
and thus locking the piston in the cylin-

der. A block of wood in the head will

prevent this happening. Altogether, we
think it would be better for you to run
the new rings in on the road rather than
to attempt lapping them in.
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EXl'EHIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions published

under this heading should be sent to the
Editor, " The Motor Cycle" Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.
" C.A.S." (West Hampst«ad).—A.B.C.

sidecar outfit : Speed, reliability, petrol
and oil consumption, and power ; also
petrol and oil consumption of the 7 h.p.
A.J.S.' sidecar outfit.

" W.H.C." (Leigh).—5 h.p. Stanger
two-stroke for sidecar work : Consump-
tion, comfort, reliability, and ijp gear
climbing,

"F.W.W." (Sutton Coldfield):—Ner-a-
Car-; General experiences.
"E.B." (Easingwold). — Ner-a-Car :

Efficiency and practical value.
"J.L.H." (Worthing).—3i h.p. Rudge-

Multi : Eeliability, comfort, climbing
speed, and ilexibility.

"A.CM." (West Bromwich).—3 h.p.
Koyal Enfield, 1916-19 : Speed, climbing,
and reliability.

"W.A." (Findochty).—5-6 h.p. Raleigh,
solo : Reliability, ease of handling, saddle
position, speed, and comfort.
" A.C." (Chelmsford).—Road condi-

tions, etc., in Gambia. Suitability of
4 h.p. Triumph there. "

"E.G.". (DubHn).—31 h.p. N.U.T.,
1920 : Consumption, speed capabilities,

general reliability, and _ .steering,
" J.A.C." (Oxford).—Scott for sidecar

work (combined weight of passengers
20 stones) : Petrol and oil consurnption

;

is it necessary to keep in tune?
Miss H. B. T. (Pembroke).—Unibus :

'

Comparisons with scooters, climbing
(long, steep hills), and overheating.
"F.S." (Wick).—3i h.p. T.T. Rudge

Multi : Device to stop valve chatter,
general reliability, gear inefficiency,

W.S.R. variable jet, and lubrication.
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READERS' Replies.

A KNOCat AT SPEED.
Under the above heading " A.R.H.B."

seeks advice in j-our issue of September
1st. My two-stroke machine behaves in

e.\actly the same manner. Moreover, it

is in perfect condition and no signs of

wear at all. 1 have conducted several
experiments and am fairly confident as
to the cause of the trouble. Like
"A.R.H.B.," I found excess of oil

temporarily, cured the knock. This, how-
ever, is purely due to the cooling effect

of the oil. In my case, it is not plug
pre-ignition, and the engine will stand
a long climb at a speed just under that
required to produce a knock without a
sign of pre-ignitiou. Again, the sound is

quite different in tone from the metallic
" pinking " of pre-ignition. It is a dull
rattle, and, presumably, is the same as
what is sometimes called " two-stroke
rattle." I have proved that variation
in the richness of the mixture has no
marked effect, and if the engine is given
sufficient oil to make it four-stroke no
knock appears at speed. This is due to
the cooling effect of extra oil and reduced
number of explosions. Now the trouble
in my engine (and "A.R.H.B.'s" case
seems the same) is this: When the speed
is increased, although the cylinder does
not bcconie much hotter (owing to amount
of cool air increasing), the small and
light piston, not being proportionately
cooled, gradually gets very hot and swells

up in the cylinder, the greater beat
breaking down the reduced fihu of oil.
The rattle is then produced by the up
and down friction of pLston and cylinder,
both being comparatively dry. This con-
dition is, I believe, what is termed " dry-
ing np," and is next door to "seizing""
If the machine is slowed down, although
the "rattle" disappears, there is still a
slight noise, but this is made inaudible
by the exhaust and the wind passing the
ears. The cause of this effect might be
owing to the piston, or cylinder, having
become slightly distorted, and possibly
conditions will improve with wear. If
at any time "A.R.H.B." should true up
or fit a new piston or cylinder the results
would be interesting if 'published. Is it
because of this possibility of " drying up "

that aluminium pistons are favoured for
racing two-strokes ?—Gudgeon. Pin.

Apropos of " A.R.H.B.'s " letter in
your issue of September 1st, my own
Triumph Junior developed an alarming
metallic knock in precisely similar con-
ditions. This I traced to the presence
of a layer of carbon under the lowest
piston ring, which had not been moved
previously. It was somewhat deceptive,
as the ring looked all right, and was' quite
-free in its groove. The difference :s

astonishing, the machine covering about
200 miles in one day whilst riding from
Cornwall to Portsmouth.—H.H.C. A.

I should like to state that I also own
a Junior Triumph, which a few weeks
ago developed a knock, with precisely
the same characteristics as stated by
" A.R.H.B." It began as soon as the
engine became warm, and got worse and
worse if speed were increased, but was
not audible at slow speed or in second
gear. On being taken down, I found
there was a slight end play in the main
shaft. I have since had it put right,
and there is not the faintest trace of the
noise. It occurred to me that this might
be the cause of " A.R.H.B.'s " trouble.

—

G.H.B.

Sidecar Windscreens.
Coupe windscreens, described in The

Motor Cycle of August 4th, are now
-being manufactured by Coupe Wind-
screens, 28, Middle Street, Portsmouth.

Magnetos in the Six Days Trials.

Tweuty-three gold medals, four silver
medals, and one bronze medal w-ere
aw-arded to riders whose machines were
equipped wit'j the British-made M-L
magnetos.

In South Africa.
The gold I edal awarded in the

Durban T.T. race for the most meri-
torious perfortaance in • the event was
gained by A. R. Morcom (2^ Cedos)

;

142^ miles were covered, and the machine
finished in perfect condition.

Found on the Road.
On Saturday, September 10th, a P. and

M. rider dropped an article from his tool-
kit in Charlton Road, Blackheath, and it

wjs recovered by Mr. F. J. Tilburv of
63, St. John's Road, Blackheath, S.E.3.

Mr. C. S. Bailey, of New- House,
Egerton Street, Stockton Heath, Warring^
ton, reports finding articles of motor cycle
equipment between Lichfield and Stafford
on August 16th and 23rd.

A Scott rider who dropped a pump near
Bodfari- on September 7th may obtain it

from Mr. R. ' F. Ellis, Pe'nne Park,
Ruabon, Nortli Wales.
Between Dunster and Minehead on

August 31st, Mr. C. W. F. Simpson, of
15 and 16, Elgin Street, Hereford, found
a motor cycle toolkit, which the owner
may have on forwarding a description.

CONTRASTS IN TRAVEL.
A scene in Durban where the rickshaw and the "boy" in war paint are a common

sight, and where the lightweight British motor cycle is rapidly gaining popularity.
TKe Douglas rider is F. A. R. Zurcher, winner of many long distance road races

in South Africa,

C3
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A NEW RALEIGH SINGLE.
Ac330c.c. Machine with Outside Flywheel
Engine (o be sold at a Competitive Price.

Many of the features of the 5-6

h.p. model have been retained in

thenew 2Th.p.(350 c.c.) Raleigh,

e.g., the outside flywheel, the

distinctive tank, and the sensible,

tool-bag position.

I N its post-war re-entry into the motow
•• cycle field, the Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd.,

of Nottingham, in offering the now
well-known flat twin spring frame
machine, made a special appeal to those
who prefer the luxury type of mount.
The large resources of this concern are

now being directed to that market which
demands the utility machine, and at this
year's Olympia Show will be staged
several e.xamples of new single-cylinder
Raleighs of 2| h.p. and 3 h.p.

Superb quality, sound design, excellent
finish, and a truly competitive price will
be features of the new machine, and after
an inspection of the preliminary model
we can state that these features are no
mere talking points.

A Woikmanlike Power Unit.

A particularly compact and sturdy
appearance characterised the engine, which
has an exceedingly neat and clean exterior,
an ideal not always attained when an
outside flywheel is used ; no doubt this
admirable quality is the result of mount-
ing the flywheel close up to the crank
case and taking the drive from the out-
side, in which location it is much easier
to employ chain cases.

Plain bearings are used throughout the
engine, there being nothing experimental
or untried in the construction. The
cylinder is an extremely heavy cast-
ing, having very large fins in the' neigh-
bourhood of the exhaust port : the ex-
haust valve cap also is formed with
radiating fins. Standard lines are also
followed in the timing gear, which has
external cams and adjustable tappets
operated by rockers. The exhaust valve
lifter is of the external type, .and is

carried on a plate which locks the tappet
guides.

Transmission.

Standard models will be equipped with
the Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear with
clutch and kick-starter and chain and belt
drive. The primary chain is of ^in. pitch
xjin. width, and is enclosed, as before-

C4

wide. As an extra, a new type of
Sturmey three-speed gear box may be had

Rear brake details, illustrating the very

simple mrihod of adjusting the pad.

in lieu of the two-speeder. One point
making for neatness is the mounting of

the gear lever bracket on an extension

of the off side engine plate instead of

clipping it to the saddle tube, as is

usually done.
The specification of the rest of the

machine may be dealt with briefly. The
wheels, which carry 25x2^in. tyres, run
on large hubs, which are built up from '

tubing and pressed flanges. The mud-
guards are wide, and have ample clear-

ance, so that oversize tyres may be fitted

if desired. Brampton Biflex forks, made
under licence by the Raleigh Co., are

used ; and the frame, which is of ex-

tremely stout construction, has round
tubes throughout, and gives a low saddle
position, owing to the fact that the top
tube slopes directly towards the saddle, '

and has a downward curve as -it.
(1

approaches the saddle lug. ';

Cleanliness of Outline. ;'s

The detail work throughout the m.ichine;.,:.

is excellent, and the design is very<^^

symmetrical. Cleanliness of outline isV'j

obtained by concealing the contror wires -*

in the handle-bars,, into and out of which..'

they pass through special bvazed-on lugs,

mentioned. The final drive belt is lin.

Although the Raleigh lightweight is quite at the other end ot the scale from the luxurious

5-6 h.p. twin which has hitherto repreSSnted the name in the motor cycle world, it bears

obvious evidence of refinements not always common on this type of machine. The pleasing

near-side view.
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A New Raleigh Single.—

and also by fitting a large tool case
oil the saddle tube instead of using
the more conventional pannier bags on
the carrier.

One detail worthy of note is the
slight downward slope of the magneto
platform. This is not accidental, as
might be supposed, but is done in
order to allow any of the popular com-
bined ignition and lighting units, such
as the Maglita, to be fitted.

In addition tc the standard model
equipped with upturned handle-bars
and al-uminium footplates, there will
be offered also a sports model with
semi-T.T. bars and footrests. Both
models come within the 200 lb. taxa-

Chain cover (showing inspection door), footrests,

and conveniently placed brake lever on the new
lightweight.

THE FIRST OF THE 1922 SERIES OF MINIATURE
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tion limit. Features common to both
are the If gallon petrol tank, finished

in the usual Raleigh colours (black

with red and gold lining), and the
heel-operated brake working in the V
of the belt drum. A handle-bar-
operated rim brake is used on the

front wheel, but this will be substi-

tuted eventually for one of the dummy
belt rim type.

Although mainly intended as a ser-

viceable solo machine, the 71x88 mm.
engine (350 c.c.) would no doubt pull

a double load with ease, and it is

more than probable that a further
model, having a larger bore and capa-
city of about 400 c.c, will be staged
at Olympia with a light sidecar.

CARS.

Tins illustration trom The Autocar is the first to be published ot the new 7 h.p. Wolseiey. Included in to-morrow's issue of the

journal named is a fully illustrated description of this interesting development. The engine is a water-cooled flat twm of less than

I.ODO c.c, with three-speed gear and shaft drive, and the complete car weighs under 10 cwt. Our parent journal, The Autocar, announces

that it will describe a number of similar miniature cars before the forthcoming Olympia Show, their advent promising to be one of the

features of the 1922 programme of the automobile industry. So far their prices are considerably in excess of the high-powered sidecar outfit.

HALF-A-CROWN A GALLON: WHAT IT MEANS.
HALF-A-CROWN does not buy much pleasure

now-a-days. An hour on the river—but not

on all rivers; an ^ indifferent seat at a good
theatre ; a good seat at an indifferent theatre : one

second quality golf ball ; two ounces of tobacco ; fifty

"gaspers"—any of these items leave little change

from 2S. 6d. But to the motor cyclist, this small

sum now represents fuel for a hundred miles on the

road". Or to the sidecarist for a sev.enty-mile trip.

When petrol was 4s. 3j^d. per gallon thousands of

motor cyclists still considered the joys of the open

road cheap at the price ; now that No. i quality

spirit is only 2s. 5%d., the motor cycle' must certainly

be the finest value-for-money investment of all.

Not only is petrol much cheaper than it was

twelve months ago ; ' most brands of lubricating oil

have recently been substantially reduced in price, and

if the reduction is not immediately appreciated by

the average owner, full realisation will come to him

.when he totals his season's motoring accounts.

A sixpence ri.se in the price of fuel, naturally,

causes much grumbling: but an equivalent fall passes

almost unnoticed. Those who are already owners.

whether of big sidecar outfits that just reach the

hundredth milestone on a two-gallon tin or of 2 J^!
h.p.

lightweights that go considerably further on a gallon,

will, sooner or later, themselves appreciate the present

downward tendency of the cost of motoring.

Perhaps thiS' can best be done by comparison. In

.September of last year the running expenses of a

400-mile holiday tour on a good 3^-4 h-P- single

would have panned out as follows:

Petrol—4 gallons at 4s. S^d.

Oil—li quarts at 3s. 6d.

£ s. d.

17 10

5 3

Total £13 1

To-day the same run on the same machine would

only cost:

Petrol-
Oil—li

4 gallons at 2s.

quarts at os.

SAd.

s. d.

... 910

... 4 6

Total 14 4

At 23s. id. it would not be excessive; at 14s. 4d.

it is remarkably cheap.
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Oimes to "Clgl^t TLamps.
Sept. 22nd 7.59 p.m.

„ 24th 7.54 „
„ 26th 7.50 „
„ 28th 7.46 „

Safety First

!

One of our staff, who is not noted for
his punctuality nor his early-rising abili-
ties, has read with considerable satisfac-
tion the London Safety First Council's,
admonition to " go over machine with
spanner and oilcan before starting out.".
(He rides to the office daily.)

Well-supported Works Trial.

Entries are coming in very satisfactorily
for the big Coventry inter-works team
trial to be held ne.xt Saturday afternoon,
and it is anticipated that about one hun-
dred competitors will start. The event
is being organised by the Standard and
Triumph Motor Cycle Clubs.

Appropriate.

When air. S. H. Baker, of Jennings
and Co., motor agents in Glasgow, got
married last week, the staff sent the
following appropriate telegram of con-
gratulations :

" May your life be full of Sunbeams
and everything U.K., with Bradburys
unlimited to attain the Acmt of happiness
in Triumph through the Kelvins and
Humbcrs of life.

—

ExccLiior."

An EchD of the T.T.

Recently those responsible for the pro-
duction of New Imperial motor cycles
were entertained at Holt Fleet, when" Mr.
Norman Downes, the managing director,
presented Mr. Douglas Prentice— as
winner of the 250 c.c. class in the Junior
T.T. face—with The Motor Cyde Cup
(an e.xact replica of which he has had
made for the New Imperial works). A
silver cigarette case was also added as
a personal gift from Mr. Downes. A
similar cigarette case was also presented
to Mr. Bert Kershaw in appreciation of
his great ride at Brooklands on July 2nd,
when he accomplished 500 mil* at an
average of 50 m.p.h., and also made the
fastest lap in the 250 c.c. class, in addi-
tion to breaking fouiteen records. Silver
cigarette cases were also presented to Mr.
Leonard Horton and Mr. Fred Bolton,
both T.T. riders.

Mr. Downes, in speaking, mentioned
that since January 1st of this vear New
Imperials had gained 102 gold medals and
firsts in speed events, and sixty-seven
other awards, besides being the winners
of the Glass A team prize in the A.C-U.
Six Days Trials.

Miniature Cars.

In this issue will be found an illustra-
tion of the 7 h.p. Wolseley miniatur-e car.
It is nearly ten years ago since The Motor
Cycle gave to the public first descriptions
of most of the little cars which have
since made history. Among these were
the Stellite-Wolseley, Singer, and ilorris-
Oxford.

Closing Speed Event of 1921.

On Saturday, October 1st, the Don-
caster and District M.C.C. will hold the
last open speed event of the year. Valu-
able prizes are offered, including The
Motor Cycle

,
Challenge Trophy and

several special cups ; and a big entry is

expected. Only flying start classes will

be run, thus limiting the trials to a

reasonable size. Further particulars and
entry forms may be obtained from Mr.
L. Callender, 2'47, St. Sepulchre Gate,
Doncaster.

TWO-STROKE SILENCERS.
PASSENGER MACHINE TOPICS.

SAFETY FIRST!

UP LlTTOiN SLACK ON A 2i h.p. SIDECAR.

Geo. Denley demonstrating, as a result of a challenge, his little Velccette's hili-climbing

capacity. He succeeded in climbing this notorious Derbyshire hill with his passenger standing

up in the sidecar, proving that no weight was put on the rear wheel.

So
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A Sunbeam si<kcar driver successfully " ringing " one of the posts in the " Houp-la
"

competition at the North London M.CC's Rally at Hendon last Saturday

Some Prices Sojisg Up !
' fortunate, as he was much fancied to

The price of the 1921 6 h.p. Martinsyde ^ii- The race was run over 18 circuits

has been increased to £155. The 1922 "^ ^ 10|-mile course, the fii'st four to

3^ h.p. model will be sold at £120. finish and times being ;

h. m. s.

ATwo-<:tj¥>lrp (Vpla Tar 1- Lombard (Salmson) .. .. 3 32 9SiWO-SirOKe L>ycie liar. 2. Viokt (Mourre) 3 50 55i
An addition to the Metro-Tyler range f- g^.'"™?^, ,i^;H-P-1 •- •

f fj
^sf

of motor cycles for 1922 will be a mini^-
*• ^'"'^^ ''^''"' ' " '=

^"™
^'SV^';''''^^''!*'''

employing two of the Championship Meeting at Brooklands.

fi;;>>^ Ih
t^°-=t™'5«.™g\™5, ™°pl«d On Satm-day, October 8th, the British

*
!l K T fl,

transmission -.s by chain jj^^^^. ^yele Racing Club ^iU hold its
and belt through a tfiree-speed gear bo.x. ehampionship meeting at Brooklands,
Ihe price is to be £145 all on. ^hich will iiiclude selen scratch races-__,_,„. one each for 250, 350. 500, and 1,000 c.c.
Cycle Car Grand Pnx.

3„1„_ ^^^ 500 and 1,000 c.c. sidecars and
Last Saturday the French Cycle Car cycle cars. The last-mentioned event will

Grand Pri.x at Le Mans was won with be for machines conforming to the
ease by Lombard on a Salmson four- F.I.CM. definition, i.e., maximum engine
wheeler, a car of French origin. E. B. capacity 1,100 _ c.c, maximum weight
Ware, the well-known Brooklands driver, 772 lb. All races will be five laps
piloted his racing Morgan, but e.xperi- in length. Entries close at noon on
enced a lot of trouble, which was un- Wednesday next.

Lady Motor Cyclist Climbs Riiiiag Sun.
Members of the Birmingham M.C.C. are

rather anxious to learn if a lady motor
cyclist has ever previously climbed Kising
Sun Hill (Gambles Lan'e), near Chelten-
ham. In the club's recent trial to
Chepstow, Miss Hammond, on a 2^ h.p.
Connaught, made a clean ascent.

Demonstration by Wind Waggon.
A wind waggon which recently had

trouble in Ludgate Circus demonstrated
three things, says The, Autocar: (1)

That the propeller .stream effectually

swept the road and sent the sweepings
into people's eyes

;
(Z) that the body was

almost blurred with vibration
; (3) that

it is not so easy as it looks to pilot a car
of this type in traffic.

'Ihe Late A. V. Baxter.

It is with sincere regret that we have
to record' the death in South America of

Mr. A. V. Baxter, old time motor cyclist

and one time a prominent member of the
Coventry and Warwiclcshire M.C. Mr.
Baxter, who held a responsible position
with the Erasmic Co., of Warrington,
left England last month on a business
trip to Rio de Janeiro., where he was
operated upon for appendicitis, and died
on the 5th inst.

Two A.C.TJ. Lieutenant-Colonels.

Lt.-Col. D. F. Nicholl, D.S.O., beside
being one of the most energetic of
A.C.U. officials, is an enthusiastic cycle
carist. He followed the recent Six Days
Trials on his G.N"., and so gained a first-

hand impression of the performances of
the riders and the conditions under which
they rode. In one of our references
to Lt.-Col. Nicholl's ubiquitous G.N.,
Lt.-Col. Brereton's name was mentioned
when Lt.-Col. Nicholl's name was o'»vi-

ously. intended.

TEAM TRIAL AT HARROGATE.
Five Teams in Harrogate and District M.C.C. Annual Event.

IN somewhat dull weather on Saturday

last the Harrogate and District M.C.C.

held its annual team trial, which was

of the non-stop variety. Several observed

hills were included, chief of which were

Wiisiir Raikes, Brownstay Ridge (long,

and of good gradient), and Hebden Wood.

Five teams competed.

All the competitors did well, except A.

Hill (4 Triumph), who had one stop with

clutch trouble, and R. E. Eastwood (6

Zenith sc), who failed on two hills. The

following retired : F. J. Leak (2|

Douglas), H. Robinson (8 Zenith sc),

and W. R. Hill (2i Velocette).

Onlv two complete teams finished, and,

owing to two riders of one of the teams

deviating from the coarse, it is doubtful

whether they will be entitled to an award.

Provisionally, the winning team is :

H. James (21,4" E.xcelsior), J. H. Holmes (33.'i

Scott), and T. W. Monkliouse 14 Tiiumpli so,).

,. Individual prizes :

UNDER 350 c.c.—H. James (2% Excelsior).
OVER 350 c.c. (Solo).—J. H. Holmes (3%,

Scott) and G. Hill (3"yj Scott) tied.

PASSENGER MACHINES.-C. R. Wadding-
ton 110 Morgan-iM.A.G.).
CONSOLATION PRIZE,—B. E. Eastwood (6

Zenith sc).

HARROGATE AND DISTRICT MC.C. TEAM TRIAL.
A. Baines O.^ Zenith-Bradshaw) making a neat ascent of Hebden Bank.
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THE success of last year's Scottish
" Two -Days '""

left no doubt in the

minds of the organisers as to the

wisdom of following it up as an annual

event, and at any rate, in so far as entries

are concerned, this year has surpassed the

expectations of its promoters.

With L. B. C. Cunningham as organ-

iser and Campbell McGregor as secretary,

there was no question of the administra-

tion falling short, and as onlookers

have been nnpressed by the smooth work-

ing of the trial.

Last week we published a list of entries,

to which there are many late additions.

The Rover light car team, consisting of

Alan Hill, D. J. Cullen, and J. O'Connor,
came in at the last moment, as did other

light car entries, including two Galloways,

one driven by Miss PuUinger, the only

lady competitor, a Garden, driven by

Capt. Garden, and a Rhode in the

hands of Norman Macmillan. There were
eighty-four entries, of which only seven

failed to start. Of these, thirty-seven

were solo machines, twenty-two sidecars,

and twenty-three four-wheelers. The two
Scott Sociables around which some interest

is centred, as this is their first important
event, were recognised in the sidecar class,

contrary to A.C.U. ruling.

Twelve Teams.

There were eight agents' teams and
four club teams, the former representing
Edinburgh Pioneers, Ltd., ]\Ioir and
Baxter, Alexander and Co., Rossleigh,
Duthie and Sons (Montrose). W. D.

CI2

J. Shepherd (8 Chater-Lea sidecar) among the Lowland h i lis.
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S sottish Two Days—

On Saturday there were three hills

—

Taila Linn, Selkirk, and the bewildering

Tynron. On Monday the official crags

were Prinmore (of which ugly rumours
were afoot^. Biu'nfoot, and an almost per-

pendicular climb ill one of the Edinburgh-
parks—Last Straw Hilt.'

Talla Linn Hill has a thin shingle sur-

face, is about threequarters of a mile in

length, and has a persistent gradient of 1

in 4 to 1 in 5. It is succeeded by an
atrocious mountain track, including water-
splashes, after seven miles of which came
the check—a short check of the knockout
variety. There were few failures on
Talla Linn. Capt. Garden bad to shed
his passenger, who pushed nobly. Roger
Macrae (7-9 Hailey-Davidson sc.) put up
by far the star ascent, climbing at quite

terrifying speed. Grinton (on a sister

machine) also did well. The Scott

Sociables had abundant power, though
their gears were standard, but on this arrd.

- the subsequent hills their drivers sat on
the bodywork, and the .passengers occu-

pied the wheel seat to obtain wheel grip.

D. M. Galloway, who was sporting

enough to enter a 3^ h.p. racing N.U.T.
with fi.xed gear, natui'ally failed. When
we saw his machine at Moffat, it looked
distinctly the "worse for wear. J. W.
Morton (3i Rover), R. Watson (4i
Humber). A. L. Downie (5-5 Raleigh),

and J. M. Philipps (3^ Sunbeam), all put
^up sensational climbs. T. Slichie (3^
Noi'ton) had evidentlv failed before Talla

Linn, and A. F. Sidford (8 JIatchless)

had something wrong with his engine,
"

as throughout the day he had a mys-
terious lack of power on the hills.

Uountaineenng in Selkirk.

Reaching Selkirk, the route was
somewhat bewildering, and competitors
seemed to be riding in all directions.

Shooting through back streets, they sud-

denly found themselves precipitated at the
foot of a steep but short hill crowded
with spectators and with numerous police
mounting guard. Having climbed or

succumbed, the competitors were hurtled
round further right-angle bends amidst

R. S. Macrae (7-9 Harley-Davidson sidecar) on the shingle of Talla Linn. This severe
incline was negotiated with comparative ease by the majority of competitors.

mad cheers from the populace, till, many,
hatless and perspiring, doubled back
from the main road at a giddy angle,
ascended an almost vertical stretch between
high stone walls for twenty paces,
skidded round a hideous hairpin, hit a
gulley. and proceeded crabwise up a river
bed of 1 in 2-2-. Here the riders found
themselves serenely on the high road
again, with the check within hailing
distance.

Looking back, it was all a dim dream of
jolts, corners, loose stones, and the mad
cheers ; more a test of driving than any-
thing else.

There were comparatively few failures.

Sanderson (3| Scott) stopped as though
his petrol were turned off. The youngest
Faiiiey on a 2| h.p. Hawker had to push
here, as on Talla Linn, as he had forgotten
to mix oil with his petrol. McKeand (8

Blackburne sc. ) collided with the wall,

and subsequently retired.

An examination of the machines at the
Moffat lunch stop revealed that one or
two showed signs of wear. Capt. Garden
had transferred his buckled back wheel
to the front. A. TJre (Harley-Davidsoa
sc.) failed to turn up; he had tried to

climb on a fiat tvre. Gallowav's N.U.T.

On Talla Linn, included also in last year's Scottish " Two Days." G. Stokes (5-6 Rover sidecar) leads A. F. Downie (7 A.J.S. sidecar) and

A. Ure (7-9 Harley-Davidson sidecar).

"3.



At the Moffat check—a welcomed opportunity for competitors to exchange experiences

The group includes D. Wright (4 Indian Scout), J. Hendrie (3* Sunbeam), and

A. K. James (4 Harley-Davidson).

dangled its silencer, and H. E. Fairley's

2| h.p. Hawkec sidecar, which was per-

forming marvellously, had its wheels two
or three inches out of track.

Tyiiron Hill, the tit-bit of the whole

day, was steep, the corners were difficult,

and the surface slippery. Only four of

the sidecars succeeded, and of these two
IkuI chain non-skids.

The solo machines on the whole did

wonderfully well, but the lightweights

were outstanding. The Velocette ridden

by W. T. Tiffeu ran off the road, but

bumped back and continued to climb,

amidst cheers from the huge crowd. W.
R. Bruce (5 Monopole) fell, but kept his

engine
,

going, and, jumping on again,

continued as though nothing had hap-
pened. One rider smote a tree and
mounted the trunk about 18in.

Grinton and Macrae, both on Harley-
Davidson sidecars, made splendid perform-

ances, but the palm goes to H. E. Fairley,

who piloted his little 2| h.p. Hawker
sidecar safely thi'ough. Much credit is

also due to Neville Hall, who similarly

put up a Wonderful performance on a 2^
h.p. O.K. sidecar. The Scott Sociables,
which had run all day as though roped
together, here reluctantly parted. Batten,
got on to the grease, and his rear wheel
began to bury itself. Rhodes, in the si.ster

machine, continued to climb steadily.
The first day finished with forty-two

entrants still in the running for premier
awards. Five had retired. The arrowing
throughout Saturday's run was faultless ;

and though such a large entry took the
little town of Stranraer rather by storm,
everybody was comfortably billeted for
the night.

MONDAY'S RUN.
Ideal weather conditions prevailed for

the second half of the trial, and a most
interesting run through fine scenery and
over fairly good roads was enjoyed on

SEPTEMBER 22nd, igzi.

Monday. Competitors passed through

Ballantrae to Pinmore, where the fii-st

hill in the day's run was tackled. Short,

and with one bend, this hill presented few-

difficulties, yet there were five failures

as follows : L. P. Waldie (Sj single-

geared N.U.T.), D. Cairns (3i Douglas),

D. S. Anderson (8 Enfield sc), R. Spence

(8 Chater-Lea sc), and G. H. Moir
(G.N.).
A very twisty, narrow road led over the

hill to Patna and Burhfoot Hill, a fairly

long gradient, but with an atrocious

surface. Large boulders and rock were
sticking well up.

Under the circumstances the number
of failures was very low. L. P. Waldie
(N.U.T.) made a very good climb,

as did Morton (3^ Rover), Watson (4^

Humber), S. B. Waldie (4 Blackburne),
and Tiffen (Velocette). Wright (Indian)

made a fast climb, but failed at the top.

Other failures were Whyte (Sunbeam) and
Anderson (8 Enfield sc). The Garden
made a very clean ascent, while Rover
light cars put up splendid performances.
Fairley (Hawker sc.) broke his belt when
going well. After repairing it he made a

good ascent.

There was only one more test hill after

Burnfoot, and this was the steep ascent
of Blackford Hill, a mile or so from the
finish.

In to-morrow's issue of The Autocar
particulars are given of the performances
of the twenty-two light cars in the trinl.

The Sebui of the Scott Sociable in a severe trial.

were the diivers.

J. Rhodes and H. M. Batten

INTER-CLUB RALLY AT HENDON.
/yi LTHOUGH somewhat marred by
* * stormy weather, the first annual

inter-club rally of the North London
M.C.C., held at Hendon on Saturday,
was a decided success.
The chief award, the challenge shield

presented by Mr-. A. J. F. Beaurain, was

C14

gained by the Connaught M.C.C., which
attained the highest figure of merit (i.e.,

percentage of members present multiplied
by mileage from club headquarters).
A strong wind, unfortunately, nullified

the facilities afforded to those present for

flights at a reduced rate, and although

several flights were enjoyed, chief interest'

^

centred on the minor competitions.

Mrs. Uhde, of the Surbiton and District

M.C.C., gained the special prize (a Vici

carburetter) for having ridden the greatest

distance to the meet, whilst Walter Scott's

expenditure of energy in polishing his'
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Inter-club Rally at Hendon

—

machine was awarded by the gift of an
Elite motor cycle cover. Both of these

prizes were presented by the manu-
facturers.

Two " gymkhana" events had for their

awards copies of " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them " and " Tracing

Troubles " (presented by this journal)
;

but on consideration it would seem that
the former prize was almost too cruelly
appropriate !

E. W. Cholcroft's A.J.S. sidecar won
the prize of a Service motor cycle watch
tor having the most ingenious " gadget."
His machine was fitted with several detail

365

modifications, particularly to the lubri-
cating system, and to the air iiitake of
the carburetter.
There is little doubt that this rally

will become a most popular annual event,
and we should expect an even more
representative assembly next year when
the event is repeated.

leral view of some of the machines at the North London M.C.C.'s Rally, parked in Hendon aerodrome.

BROOKLANDS RACING IN THE RAIN.
Keen Races, but Adverse Wealher Conditions at Sixth B.M.CR.C. Members' Aeeting;

SOilE quite good sport was seen at the
Sixth Members' Meeting of the
B.M.CR.C. at Brooklands last Satur-

day, but the advent of chilly rain half-
way through the afternoon made condi-
tions for competitors and spectators none
too pleasant. Several records were broken
during the afternoon.

J. W Tollady (3J Scott Squirrel) who won
the 500 c.c handicsp.

The programme commenced at noon
with the Junior One Hour Sidecar Handi-
cap, which was won by O'Donovan on a
"Big 4" Norton at 56.58" m. p. h., with G.
H. Tucker (3^ Norton sc.) and Le Vack
(3^- Indian sc.) second and third respec-
tively. These three competitors each suc-
ceeded in breaking the one hour sidecar
record for machine's up to 600 c.c. R. C.
Chawner (vSnnbeam) retired in his seventh
lap through a faulty valve cap, and two
other competitors retired with minor
troubles. Also ran : C. G. Pullin (3^
Douglas), J. Wallace (3^ Duzmo), R. C.
Chawner (3^ Sunbeam), and R. Deguin
(3^ Rover).

In the second event, the Senior One
Hour Sidecar Race, things resolved thetn-
selves into a duel between Temple (7-9
Harley-Davidsoii sc.f and Ilarveyson (7-9
Indian sc), Le Vack, the star Indian
performer, stopping no fewer than three
times, one of the causes being a blown
out cylinder plug. Temple won the event
at 65.43 m.jj.h., \yith Harveyson close up
behind. S. E. Longman (8 Zenith sc.)

was third. Le Vack broke the five-mile
record despite his misfortune.

Solo Handicap.

The Three Lap Handicap for solo

machines not exceeding 350 c.c. provided
no undue excitement, J. V. Prestwich,
on* a 2i h.p. Diamond-Jap, winning at
61-84 m.p.h., with J. W. Tollady (2i
Velocette) a near second, and K. IJon (2|
Massey-Arran) third.

In Event 4. the Three Lap Handicap
for solo machines not exceeding 600 c.c.

an excellent win was achieved by J. W.
Tollady, on a Scott-Squirrel, at 63.5 m.p.h.
against a fairly large field. Tollady
maintained his lead throughout the race,
with R. G. Spikins (3 A. B.C.) and R, E.
Dicker (3^ Norton) as second and third.
A win for a tiat twin Harley-Davidson

formed the feature of Event No. 5, a

Winner oi two events—R. E. Dicker

(Vi Norton).

cig
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Brooklands Racing in the Bain.—

Three Lap Handicap for solo machines up
to 1,000 c.c, this machine, which had
two carburetters, being ridden by T. R.

AUchin at 68.9 m.p.h. One of the com-
peting machines, an 8 h.p. Sunbeam-Jap
(G. Packman), simply heaved its front

wheel oft' the ground on getting away,
presumably due to the clutch taking up
too quickly. C. F. Temple, the scratch

man, on his big Harley-Davidson, dropped
out of the race shortly after the start, and
did not restart.

m. s.

1. T. E. Allchin (6 Harley-Davidson) 1 54
2. A. G. Miller 17-9 Indian) ... 51
3. E. H. Giflord (6 Martinsyde) ... 19
The last race, the "Winners' Handi-

cap," open to the first four riders in

Events 3, 4, and 5 (rehandicapped on their

perforrtS'ance) was won by R. E. Dicker

(34 Norton) at 58.32 m.p.h., the handi-

capping of the machines being well carried

out, with the competitors finishing in a

fairly close knot. The rain by this time
had made the track very wet, and it was
well that the meeting had been smartly
run off.

m. s.

1. R. E. Dicker (SV, Norton) ... 1 12
2. R. N. Stewart (S'A Trump-Jap) 1 25
3. E. H. Giflord (6 Martinsyde) ... 32
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Awaiting the word to start in the " Winners' Handicap "—T. R. Allchin, on a stripped

Sports Harley, is in the foreground.

RESULTS OF THE
RELIANCE CUP TRIAL.

PROVISIONAL results have now been
annourtced of the Liverpool M.C.
Reliance Cup trial, which was

described in The. Motor Cycle last week.

There was a' tie for the chief award be-

tween Reg. Brown (3^ Sunbeam sc.) and
G. W. Shepherd (8 Excelsior sc). The
full award list is as follows :

RELIANCE OEEN CHALLENGE TROPHY.—
Reg. Brown (3V2 Sunbeam sc.) and G. W. Shep-
herd (8 Excelsior sc), tie.

RELIANCE AMATEUR TROPHY.—N. O.
Sclater (4 Norton).

BUTTERWORTH CHALLENGE' TROPHY.—J.

H. Green (8 E.\celsior ac),

MACHINE TEAM PRIZE.—No award. No teams
succeeded in obtaining three gold medals.

CLUB TE.AM PRIZE.—Liverpool No. 1. N. C.
Sclater (4 Norton), J. H. Fox (4 Norton), and J.

H. Green (8 Excelsior sc). Club spoons and gold
medals.

GOLD MEDALS^^.1. H. Green (8 Excelsior sc),

Reg. Brown (3V. Sunbeam sc), G. W. STiepherd
18 Excelsior sc), N. C. Sclater (4 Norton), J. H.
Pox- (4 Norton), G. S. Boston (3V> Sunbeam), G.
Dance (3'/. Sunbeam), J. H. Davies (3M> Sun-

beam), W. VCills (31/. Sunbeam), W. J. Astley (3%
Sunbeam), H. E. Astley (6 L.M.C.), K. O. Jones
(3% B.Sj^.), J. A. Newman (3'/2 Triumph), A. E.
Evans (SV™ Sunbeam), O. P. Wood (3% Scott),

and H. M. Ardwick ( ).

SILVER MEDALS.—V. Horsman (4 Norton sc),
F. A. P. Zacharias (3'A Sunbeam), W. E. Pope
(3V' Triumph), Miss B. Pickering (4 Powell),
and' W. J. Kellitt (4 Triumph).
BRONZE MEDALS.—A. Bennett (3V. Sunbeam),

J. O. Jones (4 Triumph), O. Wade (234 A.J.S.).
J. T. Jones (3i/. Sunbeam), J. W. Wills (4
Powell), W. EdwJrds (4 Powell), H. S. Barton
(3 A.B.C.), H. O. Powells (3i/, N.U.T.). C. War-
brick {ZYi Sunbeam), R. 0. Hughes (4 Triumph),
L. A. Bees (2% Beardmore-Precision), and J. C.
Gates (2% Edmund),

NEXT MONDAY'S ANGLO-
DUTCH TRIAL.

THE organisation is now complete for

the entertainment of the riders who
will represent Holland in the Inter-

England on Monday next. On Saturday
the visitors -will be the guests of the

Midland Centre A.C.U. at Leamington.

On Sunday the Western Centre A.C.U.
are the hosts at a dinner in the Guildhall,

Worcester, communications regarding

which should be addressed to Mr. E.

Featherstone^ Tregantle, Leckhampton,
Cheltenham. _ ,

At the conclusion of the trial the conir

;

petitors will be entertained by the A.C.TJ,

and the Surbiton M.C.C.

Major Dixon Spain, the organising,,

secretary of the trial, has issued the fol-

following final instructions

:

Hotel AccoTttMOUATiON.—Hotel accommodation
lias been arranged for competitors at Worcester
for the night of Sunday, the 25th inst., and at
Thames Ditton for the night of Monday, the 26th
inst. Lunch has also been .arranged for atWew-
bury on the day of the trial. Competitors will

be required to settle their own accounts at these
places, as no coupon system will be provided.

Assembling.—All competing drivers with their
motor cycles must report to the Chief Marshal at
the Hopmarkct Hotel, Worcester, between the
hours of 4 and 6 p.m. on Sunday, September 25th,
1921. Motor cycles must he presented ready to

start, filled with oil and fuel, and with their
number plates securely fixed. These number plates
will be supplied at the above headquarters and
must be securely fixed on either side of the rear
wheel. In the case- of sidecars the near side
number plate must be fixed securely to the side-
car wheel. :'

THE LATEST MODEL
OF A REPRESENTATIVE
DUTCH MOTOR CYCLE.

The twin-cylinder Sim-

plex which embodies several

well-known British com-

ponents, including Druid

forks, Amac carburetter,

and Terry spring saddle.

The engine is a MA.G. of

600 c.c. capacity. Observe

the pillion seat constructed

as part of the machine, and

complete with footrests.

28 X 3in. tyres are fitted. I
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PENKRIDGE RECORDS BROKEN.
Successful Open Hill-climb organised by (he Midland Cenlre A.C.U.

C S. Boston (2| A.J.S.) made fastest time in the 350 c.c. solo and sidecar classes, which were both very hotly contested He is shown
grossing the starting line in the sidecar event.

DESPITE the peculiar partitioning of
the twenty-eight classes on the pro-
gramme, last Saturday's open hill-

climb of the Midland Centre A.C.U. at
•Penkridge Bank was not at all an unin-
teresting affair.

Apparently the aim of the promoters
'was to give everybody a chance. Because'
the 350 c.c. two-strokes promised to be
'no faster than the 250 c.c. four-strokes,
there was a 251-350 c.c. tu-o-strohe class;
because the best " 3^'s " would most
assuredly be faster than the big twins,
there were classes from 501 c.c. tipward;
and so on. Curiously, enough, there were
only two twins in the event.
' Incidentally, it was thus impossible for
Dance to win 90% of the open classes,

as he has been doing lately : for his 2j
h.p. and 3^ h.p. o.h.v. Sunbeams were
only eligible for fve capacity classes.

He won four of these with considerable
ease, but was not placed in the fifth,

the 350 c.c. solo class, which was won
•by G. S. Boston (2| A.J.S.), and in which
only |s. separated the first three men.
Later it transpired that the'Sunbjam
rider had claimed a baulk, which was
allowed : but a puncture prevented him
from attempting a re-run. D

80 m.p.h. UphiU!

, Fastest time of the day—27fs. for the
flying kilometre, made by Dance in the

handicap event—equals the amazing speed
of 80.47 m.p.h. (The steepest portion

of Penkridge is about 1 in 16, and there

is a slight bend, which several cf the
riders dared not take at 50 m.p.h. with-
out cutting out ! There was, however, a

following wind.)
G. S. Boston (2a A.J.S.) and C. Green-

wood (both on a 2| h.p. o.h.v. Sunbeam,
which had only been assembled into a

standard frame on the previous day, and
on his old 4-5 h.p. Sunbeam) shared
honours for the second best periEormance
generally.

H. W. Haasall (3^ Norton) and H. R.
Davis (2| A.J.S.) had to be content with

places, although they both ascended at
nearly 70 m.p.h.

jNIaking his debut on a T.T. o.h.v.
Triumph, G. L. White did well to -secure
two seconds and 'a third from only two
runs ; whilst A. L. Tompkins's (34 Nor-
ton) winning time in the 5C0 ..c. e.xpert

barred class was also very creditable.

Two-stroke versus Four-stroke.

Thrush, on a Levis, was just too fast

for Kershaw's New Imperial in the class

where two-strokes anS four-strokes were
permitted to fight it out together ; but
Kershaw won the "four-strokes only"
class comfortably.
Although beaten in its class by both

E. A. Barnett {2-1, Francis-Barnet't) and

D. Atkins (2^ Hobart), the new sporting
model o.h.v. Coventry-JSagle, in the hands
of J. W. jSIo.xon, made a most promising
first appearance. These three riders and
several others would probably have made
considerably better times had they known
beforehand that the removal of mud-
guards, carriers, etc., was to be permitted.
The Coventry-Eagle had 5in. guards front
and rear.

Close Handicapping.

Had A. R. Evans (3^ Sunbeam) not
taken 6-^-s. off his first time, the handi-
capping of ilr. P. W. Bischoff would have
been extraordinarily close. Fourteen
qualified for this class, with the following

result :

•/

That do or die spirit "An amusing picture ot A. W. Thrush (32' Sunbeam), handing over

the tally in the relay race to A. R. Evans (3^ Sunbeam), taken just l|s. before he fell over

amongst the tensely expectant crowd on the leit.

C2X
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Net
time.

H'cap
time.

39!s.

411s.
•2.1%%.

. 26Hs.

. 27is.

. 27is.

. 275s.

Penkridge Records Broken

—

SOLO HANDICAP.

1. A. R. Evans (SVa Sunbeam) ..

o JC. Greenwood {4-5 Sunbeam) ..

^IF. J. Price (21/4 Diamond) ..

fi. G. Dance (3'/j Sunbeam)

Only four teams competed in the inter-

team relay race, which was chiefly re-

markable for the spectacular pull-up of

A. W. Thrush, who succeeded in upset-

ting a couple of spectators, but not

seriously.
INTER-TEAM RELAY RACE.—1, G. Dance

(31/0 SnnbeamI and C. Greenwood (4-5 Sunbeam),
S2s:: 2, H. W. Hassall 'hy-i Norton) and A. E.
Tompiuns (3V:- Norton), 563S.

The organisation throughout was good,

and a large crowd of spectators appeared

thoroughly to enjoy the event. Results :

350 c.c. SIDECARS (Open).—1, G. S. Boston

(2% A.J.S. sc), 37Ss.; 2, H. E. Davies (2-/4. A.J.S.

351-600 c.c. SIDECARS (Open) .—1. G.. Dance

(31A Sunbeam sc), 37}s.; 2, H. R. Davies (Z-Ji

A.XS. sc), 40is.

351-6G0 c.c. SIDECARS (Experts barred).—!,
C: Greenwood (4-5 Sunbeam scj, 385s. (walk-
over).
UNLIIMITED SIDECARS (Open).— 1, G. Dance

(3'/> Sunbeam sc), 34is.; 2, G. S. Boston (2%
A.JS. sc), 38is.; 3, H. B. Davies (2% A.J.S. sc),
39!s.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS (Expert barred)—1,

C. Greenwood (4-5 Sunbeam sc), 39is.; 2, G. J.
Read (6 Enfield sc). 44s.

250 cc TW(i-.STROKES (Open).—1,-F. C. R.
Ingram (214 ViUicrs), 37;s.r 2, A. W. ThrHsh (2l^

Levis), 40is.
250 c.c. TWO-STROKES (Expert barred).—

Same as i^receding class.

250 cc FOUR-STROKES (Open).—1, B. Ker-
sliaw (21/4 New Imperial). 41is. ; 2, E. A. Barnett
(2i/i Francis-Barnett), 45^s. ; 3, D. A. Atlrin (2%
Hobart), 4533.
250 c.c. FOUR-STROKES (Experts barred).-1,

E. A. Barnett (2i,4 Francis-Barnett), 45!s. ; 2, D.
A. Atkin (21,4 Kobart), 45Ss.; 3, J. W. Moxon
(2V4 Coventry Ea^e), 47s.
250 cc. CLASS (Any machine, open).—1, A. W.

Thrasii 214 Levis), 40Js.; 2, B. Kershaw (2% New
Imperial), 414i. ; 3, F. J. Price (214 Diamond),
41}s.
250 c.c. CLASS (Any maichine, experts barred).—

Same as preceding class.
251-350 c.c. TWO-STROKES (Open).—1, H.

Greathead (3 Ivy), 49is.; 2, F. Whitworth, Jun.
(3 Ivy), 50,s.; 3, N. Savafe (2V. Villiers), SOJs.

261-350 cc. TWO-STROKES (Experts barred).-
Same as preceding class.

251-350 cc. FOUR-STROKES (Open).— 1, G. S. •

Boston (2% A.J.S.), 32|s. ; 2, C. Greenwood (2%
Sunbeam), 33is.; 3, H, R. Davis (3% A.J.S.), 33i3.

251-350 c.c. FOUR-STROKES (Experts barred).—

1, C. Greenwood (2^,1 Sunbeam), 33is. ; 2, G. E.

Rowley (2%, A.J.S.), 46s.; 3, — . Linlorth (2%
Armis), 48Ss.
551-500 cc. CLASS (Open).—1, G. Dance (SVa

Sunbeam), 28Es.; 2, A. L. Tompkins (3% Norton),

34is. ; 3, G. L. White (3% Triumph), 35is.

351-500 c.c. CLASS (Experts barred).— 1, A. L.
Tompkins (3V' Norton), 343S. ; 2, G. L. White (3Vi
Triumph), 35Js. ; 3, B. Fidgeon (3>t. Norton), 37|s.

501-1,000 c.c CLASS (Open).—1, C. Greenwood
(4-5 Snnbeam), 30ss.

501-1,000 c.c. CLASS (Experts barred).-Samo
as preceding class.

UNLIMITED CLASS rOpcn).^!, G, Dance (31/3

Sunbeam), 28s.; 2, H. W. Hassell (31/2 Norton),
31?s.; 3, G. S. Boston (2% A.J.S.), 32Ss.

UNLIMITED CLASS (Experts barred).—1, C.
Greenwood (4-5 Sunbeam), 31s,; 2, G. L. White
(3'!. Triumph), 34|e.; 3, B. Fidgeon (31/2 Norton),
36Ss.
CYCLE CARS (Open).—1. W, A. Carr (8

Morgan), 46ss-
CYCLE CARS (Experts barred).—Same as pre-

ceding class.

CLUB NEWS, ^^-sr/sir

Redditch and District M.C.C.

Open to all members of the Midland

Centre A.C.U., a one-day reliability trial

will be held on Saturday, October 8th.

Three vafuable trophies are included in

the award list, and further particulars

may be obtained from the honorary secre-

tary, Mr. P. G. English, Easemore Road,

Redditch.

Berwick and District M.C.

Yetholm—well known in th(j North as

.being the home of that famous tribe of

gipsies who have roamed the Borderland

for hundreds of "years—was the destina-

tion of the club's recent reliability trial

and the scene of a timed hill-climb in-

cluded therein. Results :

EELIABILITT RUN.-W. Hogg (3i,(, P. .rad M.)

oiul W H. Dodds (4 Triumph) tied for ftrat place.

HILLrCLIMB.—Solo Class: G. Gore (3% James).

Sidecar Class: J. I. Elder (7 A.J.S. ec).

Lnton and South Beds. A.C.

Lady Ludlow has again given the use

of the track in Luton Hoo Park for the

club's annual speed trials, which are to

be held there on Saturday afternoon.

Entries to be made by Friday to the

trials secretary,- Mr. J. Simpson, 440,

Hitchin Road, Luton. Members jommg
for this event will be regarded as full

1922 members.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Results of the Birmingham-Chepstow,
Chepstow-Birmingham trial have Joeen

announced as, under :

CLASS A.—Gold medals : W. E. Bayliss (214

New Hudson) and Miss E. Hammond (2% Coii-

naught). Silver medals : E. J. Bastock (2^4

Levis), A. W. Thrush (2'/2 Levis), and G. F. Mason
(21/, Connaught).
CLASS B.—Gold medal : J. L. Shaw (2!4

A.J.S.). Silver medals: S. Hall (31/2 Sunbeam).
A. H. Stubbs (2% Marloe), W. R. Urwin (2;4

Wilkin), CM. Undsey (2% Wilkin), J. G. Orford
(4 Blackburne), and R. W. Duke (4 Triumph).
CLASSES D AND E.—Gold medal : H. V.

Collins (31/- Norton sc). Silver medal: B. Bourke
(4 New Hudson sc). Bronze medal : A. H.
Haden (2i/o New Comet sc).
CLASS F.—Gold medal : A. Woodfield (7 James

sc). Silver medals: L. H. Perry (10 Morgan), F.
L. Bolderston (6 A.J.S. sc), R. W. Vaughan
(Massey-Arran sc), and R. E. Newcombe (6-7
Ariel EC.).

On October ist a half-day sporting trial

will be held in the neighbourhood of

Birmingham. Non-members of the club
are particularly invited to join and enter
at special fees. Further particulars may
be obtained from tlie trials secretary, Mr.
L. Clark, 43, Leyton Road, Handsworth.

C22

Worcester and District M.C.C.

Ne.xt Saturday, the week-end the

Anglo-Dutch Trial starts from Worcester,

the club will hold its' second annual hill-

climb, which will be open to any clubs

in the Western Centre A.C.U. Several

well-known riders will compete.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

Of the seventeen starters in last week's

reliability trial for the Wilson cup there

were three non-finishers. Results :

WILSON CUP (to be held for one year) and
STANDARD GOLD MEDAL.—S. E. Wood
(Hariey).
SPECIAL GOLD _ MEDAL.—G. Townsend (P.

and M.).
SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL.—J. Snowden (Match-

less).

Only these three competitors made a

clean climb of the hill, and the result was
found by seconds error in the secret check.

Manchester M.C.

The third and last of, the series of short-

evening .trials for the Taylor bowl was

run off on Wednesday of last week, when
about' fifteen competitors set off from

Bucklow Hill on a twenty miles paper-

chase through Cheshire lanes and by-

ways. Results : 1, H. Clayton (2| Dot)

;

2, 'O. E. Carter (3 A.B.C. sc). The
winner of the Taylor bowl has not yet

been decided.

The club will hold speed trials (twelve

classes) at Bills-o'-Jacks, near Greenfield,

on September 25th. Event No. -12 will

be special, open to any motor cycle,

sidecar outfit, three-wheeler, or car-'

competing in any previous class on handi-
cap, for the Woodward Cup. Classes 1

to 8 are for machines "as per makers'
list, complete with touring, equipment."

" SPORTING RUNS. " Many clubs have this year selected particularly sporting

routes for their trials, among them being the Ipswich and District M.C.C. The illustration

depicts E. C, Lunnis (8 Sunbeam sidecar) in the Noah's Ark watersplash, which was included

in a thirty mile non-stop event held recently.
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T.B. THREE-WHEELER. FROM SUCCESS TO SUCCESS. THE 1922 T.B.

MAKES ITS DEBUT IN THE A.C.U. 6 DAYS TRIAL, AND GAINS

-GOLD MEDAL
1

ONE CAR
ENTERED

Petrol

Oil

consumption

ONE CAR
FINISHED

49.5 M.P.G.

1,460 M.P.G.

SPEED 42.24 M.P.H. _
THE T.B. WAS THE ONLY CYCLE CAR TO COMPLETE THE ^.OURSE
WITHOUT THE LOSS OF A SINGLE MARK, THUS AGAIN
CONFIRMING ITS WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY.

NAILSWORTH LADDER, Sept. 4th. 2 T.B.'s (one straight from the 6 Days Trial)

MADE CLEAN ASCENTS.
Write tor particulars. DELIVERIES, OCTOBER. .

THOMPSON BROS., Bradley, BILSTON, Staffs.

Sirams are the people to

whom you should send
your magneto if it gives
trouble. They make the
Simms Magneto—Britain's
Hest—and will undertake
toput yours in^ef/«<;/order.
' liarees nri strictly reasonable.

5IN4N/I5
MOTOR. UNITS(I920)C
PERCY BUILDINGS. OEESSE STREeT
RATHBONE PUkCE, LONDON. W.I.

PORTABLE
WOOD
IRON
ASBESTOS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
BUILDINGS

Horticultural, Rustic, and Poultry Appliances.

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6
Send jor lUusirUlcu ^aiatotjue jVo. S5. I^osl Free.

T RATH * t'O ITn 18. swoY street,
1. Dj\in a. V/W., I4IU,, LONDON, w.c-2

OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

MOTOR A
CYCLE m^§
HOUSES 1 ™^ll

FROM P
£7 15 ^^—4 4

INFLATE THE

FOR
PERFECT
SADDLE
COMFORT
AN IDEAL AIR
CUSHION

!

Il gives a flal yieldins sur

face, soft and comfortable

on the roughest roads, and
doubling the PLEASUSE OF
MOTOR CYCLING,

Two Sizes

:

Large— 1 4 inches wide.

Small— 1 2 inches wide.

LIGHTLY.

^^ SADDLE '^^

CUSHION
PATENT

APPLIED

FOR

NO
leaki?:g!

NO
HEATING!

NO Vibration!
rir. Starr writes ;

The cushion is a boon.
Just what is wanted at a

Mr

reasonable cost.'

Mr. W. J. Darnell writes :

" Gives a surer and firmer
scat—minimises the discomfort

of long hours in the saddle."

PRICE

15/-

Patent appl ied for by
M r. }, R, P. Curry.

Obtainable from-

DAVID MOSELEY
and SONS, LTD.,

Ardwick, MANCHESTER.
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I OFFICERS' ARMY I

1 TRENCH COATS I

AT 75/- E.-\CH =

ABOUT ONE-FOURTH OF
WAR-TIME PRICE

they are a ligKt,

ex-officers testify

elegant raincoat,

to their worth.

and quits 50%
j

heloUi present- ':

day values.

These goods can \

never be dupli-
i

cated at this
\

price.
\

Brand New, check :

lining, oilskin mfdr- .

lining, and with :

detachable fleece :

lining.

These coots are
;

direct from the ;

Liquidation and :

Disposal Com- ;

mission and are :

guaranteed to be as :

described above. :

They are imper- :

vious to weather,
j

Worn with the •

fleece lining, they
;

combine the
;

warmth & comfort

of an ulster with

the rain resisting

qualities of a stout

mackintosh. With
thislining detached

Thousands of officers and

They will last for years

—

— even war conditions could not wear them out.

H They are specially suitable 1
= for Motorists. 1
•— When ordering, state height and chest measurement over ^
=. waistcoat. Chest sizes :^34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 inches. ^
^ Delivery is made in from 7 to 14 days. Prepaid mail orders ^
:=: only are accepted, and if the coat does not give, complete ^
= satisfaction, money will be at once refunded without question, ^
= provided gawnent is returned undamaged within 7 days. =

1 SEND YOUR ORDER TO-DAY. =

I GEORGE WESTON & Co I
(Dept. M.C.),

Offices: 2, Bath Road, ]

Warehouse
and Stores

:

Inverness Road,

Bankers

:

Barclay's Bank Ltd.,

'

HOUNSLOW,
Middlesex.

BENETFINKS
STUDY
THIS

COLUMN :

A few examples •

of BenetfiBk :

Value. :

All Post Free. :—
Johnson's De- !

carbonizer e/- ;
Liquid Paclting •

for Joints... 1/6 I
Rustrimova .... 1 /6 S
Patehquick Out- ;

fiis 3/-:
Holdtiie Outfits 2/6 :
Vulcanizers

:

J
RIarvuic 7/6 •

Shaler 10/6!
Brass Turnbui- S
tons for Siiie- ;
cars, per doz. ;

sets 3/-:
Spats (more Z

miles to tiie ;

gal.) 1/6, 2/6, 4/-;
Sheet Celluloid :

tor Wind- :

screens, per
square foot.. 3/- •

Aluminium for !

F 1 b ards, ;
per square foot 3/3 ;

Pan Seat Saddles •

21/-, 27/6, 37/6 :

Pannier Toot ;

Bags (armour- •

ed)..S/-, 6/9, 7/6:
Sparking Plugs: !

Lodge 5/- ;
Bosch .. 3/9 •

Cooke 2/6!
L.IVI 21-1

Windscreens: ;
Cameo 60/-
Bluemels 88/- !
Easting 90/- 5
Royal 110/- ;

MECHANICAL
HORNS

Model D.M. Very pene-
trating note. Black and

nickel finish.

Post free. Q /fl
Price O/O

Special Offer

of

WATCHES
30-hour.

Inventic movement.
Heart-shape alu-

minium ease to fit

any handle-bar.

??&'"." 12/6

MOTOR CYCLE LAMP SETS
Solid brass, heavily nickelled, large

size generator, mirror reflector, complete

with brackets, as illustration. 07 /C"
Post free. Price OI/D3

-•TYRE VALUES
A few examples. For more, write now for

our SPECIAL UST of W.D. and CLEAR-
ANCE TYRES (post free on request). Ex-

Government stock. All in perfect condition.

26 X 2J WOOD-MILNE, 3 ply .

.

26 X 2i PALMER Cord . . - .

.

26 X 2i CLINCHER ex. hSavy

26 X 21 PALMER Cord
CLINCHERDE LUXE ex. hVy
WOOD-MILNE 4 ply

4 ply ex. strong

26 X 21
26 X 2i
26x2Jx2J
26 X 2J
650x63
28 X 3

3 ply

3 ply

4 ply

Our
Price.

26/10
33/-

30/6
33/-

30/6
30/-
32/9
31/10

32/4
29/9

List
Price.

53/8

53/6
52/-

56/6
55/-

63/-

67/6

63/8

64/8
87/6

INNER TUBES
W.D. Stoclc in perfect condition. Best Makes

:

Endless. 26 X 21 . . 4/9 Endless, 28 X 3

. ., 26 X 3 X 2J 4/9 Butted, 26 x 2i

. 700 X 80 .. 7/6 „ 28 X 3

Carriage 1 /3

7/6
.. 7/6
.. 7/6
Post gd.

BENETFINKS oJli'^'S'i;

CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, £.C.2i

C26 fn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements' in these columns
-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
itional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
r? charged double rate. Each paragraph is

barged separately. Name and address must
e counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
pecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

e quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

dvertisements should be made payable_^-.j--g^
iILIFFE & SONS Ltd.

reasury Notes, bein?

and crossed,

untraceable if lost in

ransil. should not be sent as remittances .

All alvertisemencs ra this section should be

3i!ampanied with remittance, and be addressed

) the oinces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
treet, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

oventry. To ensure insertion letters should

3 posted in time to reach the ofllces of "The
lotor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

lorning previous to the day of issue. Adver-.
sements that arrive too late for a particular

sue or that are crowded out will automatically

e inserted in the following issue unless accom-
ioied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements sbould-

I9te the number which is printed at the end ol

leb advertisement, and the date of the issue

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers^ letters may be
dressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

ben tbis is desired, the sum of Cd. to defray the cost of

;istration and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the

'Cds Bo.t 000. c/o" The Motor Cycle.*' Only the numbei
11 appear in tlie advertisement. All replies should be

dressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.

0.4. Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are

nic.i against sending remittance through the post except in
islcicd envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit

sk-in IS recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

rkcd "Deposit Depaitmem."

nthe case ol motor cycles oITered for sale under a box

mber.as It Is unusual lor these to be sold without Drst

ng inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

llltate business by embodying In their advertisements

ae mention o( the district in which the machine
ired may ba seen and tried.

W^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
'ersons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

y deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
posit System. If the money be deposited with "The
tor Cycle," both parties are advised of tbis receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
)ds is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
ount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
Tiage one way. For all transactions up to ,fio, a
TOsit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over jf10
1. under £$0, the fee is 2 /6; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

it £75 and under if100, 7/6; and on all transactions
sr £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, snd cheques and money
lets should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
ication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

: Deposit System. Othei advertisers may be equally
-irous. but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

(wer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
'03 a3 an indication that the goods advertised have
eaj/ been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
•ny enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
ill one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A .B.C.' 1920 Combination, dynamo model, with
"». Swan sporting sidecar, completely equipped in-
Inding speedometer and 1921 licence; a genuine
-ayton type bargain. £115.~The Layton Garages, 30.
Colywell St.. Oxford. 'Phone : No. 581. [9260

WE HAVE AN

EXCELLENT SELECTION

OF

Shop-Soiled

1921 Models
AND

Second-hand

Machines
and shall be pleased to

send upon request

COMPLETE LISTS
and particulcurs of our

DEFERRED
PAYMENT
SCHEME.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. &M.U.

418,Roinford Rd., Forest Gate,E.7
'Phone : 490 East Ham. 'Grams : Egaraco, L'don.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

Combination,

FOR SALE.

"IQ20 A.B.O.
-•-•^ oessories
dia-on-Sen.

„ • — rertent order, nil ac-
oScis.-Ev.'ins, Overclifl Hotel, Wwt-

[9498
A B.C. Combination de-Luxe, 1920',:,, dynamo lisbt-

ET ii"^*",'?"''
^^""^^ *"5, or o«e'r.-224, London

Kd., Slieflield. [9428
A B.C. 1920 Dynamo Model, fcowey speedometer, tas

-^-»- oaiu. insurance, fast and in good condition; fioo.
-Clarke,

,B.C

Lynn Ed., Elj-, Cambs. [8451
A-B.p. 1,-ite 1920, perfect, condition, exceptionaUy

*?i of*' ^'W' ''"" Tan-Sad, oiyner bought c.ir;
fSS.-Cless, Tetuey, Bath Ed., Slough. [9812
A -B.C., 1920, lamps, horn, 'speedometer, Tan-Sad,
Sfi '''f?"

racing exhaust pipes, tax paid; nearest
*.85.—ULttimick, bansbury Green, Southampton.

A.B.C., guaranteed
any trial; £84:

vice
Rd.,

given with
New Maiden.

[1079
in perfect condition by makers,

.
no exchanges; 6 hours free ser-

this machine.—Herrington, Grafton
[1421

A .B.C.. 1920, perfect condition, speedometer, lamps,^ horn, mileage 3,500, ovtrhauled last month, done
58 m.p.h., tax paid, insured till Aug. next; £100; seen
at Cheam, Surrey.—'Phone Mr. Poiter, Avenue 5679

[9803
Acme,

1 Q20 8h.p. Acme-Jap Combination, hood, screen,
J-t/ Tan-^d, spare wheel, excellent condition;
£115; deferred payments or exchanges.-Edwards 50,
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. |1338

A.J.S.
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 A.J.S.

/"iNLT tZ Extra for Easy Payments.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Latest 7h.p. Combination,
spare wheel, screen, etc., £195; 2%h.p, 3-speed

solo, £95: exchanges arranged.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X9328

reduced.—Merrick's Stores, 174,
Bradford. 'Phone: 2439. [7898

prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
T.A. : Parts.

[8592
"PjAN coy. Weymouth.-1921 7h.p. A.J.S. combina-
-•--' tion, £195; 2'?4h.p. 2-speed A.J.S.. £95; from
stock. [0687

1 Q16 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Lucas electric light-
J-«-'_ing, good condition; £75.—Warwick, Hinckler

[X9233

all chain, excellent
. -. -._, after 6.-10, Mont-

pelier IW., Peckham. [9805
6h.p. T.T. A.J.S., specially built for competition, ap-

pearance as new, hot stuff; gift, 45 gns.—Eams-
dens. May Bell Av., Blackpool. [9656

"I
Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo set,

-l-«/ spare wheel, small mileage, perfect condition;
£145.—Carver, West St., Willenhall. [X9297

A.J.S., the victorious S^^h.p,, £95; touring and sport-
ing models in sto£k: 7h.li., the super combination.

A.J.S.-All models
Listerhilla Ed.,

A.J.S. Spares; prt__^. __ ^. _^,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

Ed., Leicester.

A.J.S. 23,4-h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
condition, tax paid; £45;

£195.—Marston. 31, Bridge St., Chester. [9988

1 Q21 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination,
LiJ Lucas lamps, liorn : cost £225,

condition as new,
-- --. bargain, £170; onv

tfitil.—Webber, 4, Queen's Terrace, Morecambe, Lnncs.
[9686

BRAND New 1921-22 A.J.S. Combination; owner
unable to take delivery will sacrifice £20 deposit.

—10, Bedford Ed., London, W.4. 'Phone: Chiswick
1747.

. [8030

"I
Q14 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, speedometer, lamps,

-i-^ horn, wind screen, well cared for, and in ex-
cellent mechanical order
Rd., Widues.

1 "1118 5-6h.p. A.J.S. Combination,
-I- i/ complete with spare wheel, etc.

secures; real bargain.—P. Wheatley,
Ed., Cambridge.

£95.—Bowman, Beaconsfield
[X9237

splendid turnout,
first cheque £98

34, St. Barnabas
[9375

A.J.S., late 1919, perfect condition, new tyres this
season, hood, screens, Bosch mag., speedometer,

lighting, spare wheel; £135.—Tillott, 37, Marsham
St., Westminster, S.W. [1170

1 Q20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, electric horn and
-Ltf lights, hood, discs, leg shields, many spares,
mileage 2,000, as new: offers.—19, Hawcliffe Rd.,
j\Iountsorrel, Loughborough. [1125

A.J.S. .1921 7h.p. Combination, new this month, tax
paid, unscratched, not done 50 miles: usual price

£195; will accept for quick sale £169/10,—Wilkins,
Simpson, oppo.<ite Olympia, London. [96S5

A.J.S. 1921 Combination, as new, Avith Royal Easting
and Standard screens, horn, speedometer, lamps,

2 A.L. gas cylinders, licensed, and fully insured to May,
1922: owner oliliged to give up motor cycling; £200.

—

Buincll, Albion St., Engeley. [9393Oxford. 'Phone : No.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR

A .3.5. 6I1.P, .

hood, best Lucas lamps

CYCLES
A.J.S.

{new 28/11/20),

FOR SALE,

, witli insurance and
Binningkam. [X9379

spare wlieel, equipped
tax paid, (ully insured,

peil'ect condition, unpunctuied
i
£165. no oilers; owner

bought car.—Bert Andrews, Carmarthen. I94tb

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Comtiination, spare wheel, hood,

screen, Lucas lamps and horn, full accessories, ana

all in splendid condition; £135,
tax paid.—Perry, 66, Vittoria St

A.J.S. Lightweights, 2=4h.p. Can now supply from

stock. Book your orders now and save dis-

appointment. Official agents for this famous light-

weight.—F. E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. [3695

1 20 (June) A.J.S. Combination, hood and screeli,

tyre= never punctured, spare wheel, unused,

Lucas dynamo lighting and electric horn, speedorneter

nearly new, tax and insurance paid; £170
W.R., 38, Emmanuel Rd., Balham, S.W.12.

19^

,
.J.S.

cantilever

-Write
[1162

WANTED, purchasers for aoy model of new 1921

A.J.S. motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken m
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0649

A J S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, the very latest model

with new sidecar connections, just arrived, £195;
also the 2^/4h.p. sports model, £95. m stock; j-our

present machine can be taken on liberal terms as part

payment.—Authorised agents, Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av„ Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue
5548. l0069

A.J.S. aate 1915) 6h-p. Coinbination, perfect through-

out, det^ncliable interchangeable wheels, Dnnlop
tyres (lanpuncturedK speedometer, Lucas lamps, mirror,

horo, luggage carrier, enamel and plating practically

un.seratched, ta^: and insurance included : ilOO
;

no
nffers entertoined ; seen evenings aft^r 6.30.—1, Ciirolin*

Place, Moscow ltd., Boyswater. t9e20

7h.p. Combination (April. 1921), Brooks
saddle, spare wheel and tyre (un-

scratched), Cowey trip, mirror, Lucas and Klaxon,
Low car generator. F.R.S. Major head, side, and
rear lamps, Tynesider complete pillion, special side

screen, hood, storm apron, mat. full equipmnt, tools.

and spares; a most complete all-weather go-anywhere
outfit; 3,000 miles careful running owner-driven, two
punctures; unquestionable condition; licensed, insured
cost over £25C; seen by appointment; £190. or near
offer.—68, Bushwood. Leytonstone, E.ll. [1451

Alldays.

"I Ol9 Alldays AUon, 2-speed, clutch. Klaxon, lamps,
-Lt/ re-enamelled, new piston, rebtished, perfect; ±42.

—Parritt, 14, Stanhope Gardens, Highgate. [9795

American X.

1 Q20 American X C.B. Combination, 3-speed, dynamo
J- tJ' lighting, perfect condition, siuait appearance

:

£85.—Oakdene. Anerley Park, London, S.E.20. [1235

AMEBICAN X Combination, only shop-soiled; £155
cash, or £31 down and 11 payments of £12A2/4.

—Lamb's. 50, High Ed., Wood Green: 387, Euston
"R-d., K.W.; 151, High St., Walthamstow. [9743

ASTOUNDLMG Reduction.—Brand new 1921 Ameri-
can X 7-9h.p., 3-speed, Milford de luxe sidecar,

27x3V'in. tyres, £165; with Lucas electric lighting
equipment, £175; easy payments only 4% extra; -3
machines only at this price.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. - [X9329

Antoine.

A:NT0INE 3V2h.p., £27. Zenith carburetter. Bosch
njag., tyres revnlcnnised, good condition.—Hopwoo<l.

8, Eucklidge Av., Haiiesdeu, N.W.IO. [9423

Ariel.

fcAN GUY Weymouth.—1921 S^Ah-P- Ariel combina-
tion; 135; from stock. [0688

ARIEL Combination, 5-6h.p., splendid condition:
cheap.—12, I'arma Crescent, Clapham Junctinn.

[9421
B. and B.. Druids, foot-

24, Tremadoc Rd., Clapham,
[9840

D^

S.W.4,

16.—Ariel, 5>,4h.p., Bosch,
boards, etc.—Fish

S^
HOP-SOn.ED Ariel, 3^/^h.p.

tovevoi
309.

ARIEL 1920 Combination, K.S„ ]amp.=, tools, good
condition: £85.—Johnson, 55, Cambridge Parade,

Twickenham. -'[9564

model; £90^ for quick
~"

ria St., S.W.I.
•phone : Vic. 309. [0468

6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, late 1919,* perfect, and ns
new, verv little used; offers wanted.—Bertram.

Gorebridge, Scotland. [X9266

ARIEU—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock. — West Central

Agency, Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High .Holborn^ W.C.I.
[0704

ARIEL 1921 3V-h.p. 3-speed Solo Model, list price
£1C0, slightly showroom soiled; offered for

cash at £85.~The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,

Oxford. "Phone: No. 581. [9261

ARIEL Service Depot.—Orders now booking for the
new all-chain models, which are the Rolls-Royce

of motor cycles. All spares stocked. Prompt atten-
tion.—^F. Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale Rd.,
Harpurhey, Manchester. Tel. : 325 Cheetham Hill,

[5999

^jâJ^k^-

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for A.J.S.

and British Excelsior Motor Cycles

REAL
BARGAINS
which cannot be repeated

Nev*^ Shop -soiled Mounts
Make.

Enfield .

P. & M.

.

Zenith .

Triumph

British

Excelsior

O.K. ..

O.K. ..

Excelsior

Enfield

Zenith

DSte
1921

h..

1921
1921

gr

1921 4

1921 8

l92^ =!

192

1

1921 4
1921 2i

1921
1921 5

Description.

Com., with Colonial Sc.

Cost price, £160 ....

Com. Cost price, £155.
Com., clutch model.

Cost price, £i77
Com., all-chaip. Cost

price, £175
Com., Blackburne engine,

dynamo lighting, etc.

Cost price, £238
Junior, 2-speed. Cost

price, £60
Single-speed
Blackburne engine. Cost

price, £96
2-speed, 2-stroke. Cost

price, £67
2-speed. Cost price, £6g
Sports mod. Cost price,

fits

£150
£138 10

£165

£162

£206 10

£54
£39 IS

£57
£60

£102

Carefully used Machines
A.J.S.

A.J.S.

A.J.S. ..

Singer .

.

Enfield .

Trumph

Douglas

Triumph

A.J.S. .,

Erifield

A.J.S. ..

Ariel .

.

A.J.S. .

Scott .

Calthorpe
P.&M.

.

Wooler .

Triumph
James .

.

Diamond

1920
I9I9

6

6

1920 6

I9I4 3I

I9IS 8

1920 4

1916 4

igig 4

1918
1914
1914
1919
192

1

6
6
6

•

6-7

7,^

1921 3i

191,1

1920
1921
1919
1920
IQ2I

2j

5?

Com., dynamo lighting

.

Com., electric lighting,

horn, - speedometer,
hood, etc. Tax paid .

Com., acetylene, fully

equipped, as new . .

.

Com. fully equipped.

Tax paid
Cora., lamps, speedo-

meter, etc- Tax paid
With Canoelet Sidecar,

Lucas lamps, speedo-
meter, horn, etc

Com., excellent condi-

tion. Tax paid

And new Triumph pat-
tern Sc. Tax paid .

.

Cora., fully equipped .

.

Com., fully equipped .

.

Com., just overhauled .

Com., smart turnout .

.

Com., dynamo, electric

horn" ;

Com., dynamo, run only
roo mili^

J.A.P., 2-speed
Solo,- fully equipped . .

.

Slightly soiled only . . .

,

Solo, equipped ....:'...

2-stroke, equipped . . .

.

J.A. P. engine

£175

£135

£170

£80

El 15

£120

£80

£125
£115
£65
£65
£115

£182 10

£185
£30
£85
£76
£75
£45

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
Showrooms

—

RTotor Cycles and Car^.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.

AcL' 'S-ories. .^' are Pa:t3 a>Kl Repai'S,

21a, Store Street. Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I,

Wholesale

—

38. ALFRED PLACE, W.C-I
Garage : Tottenham Conrt Eoad, W.l

Telephones ; Accessories and Repairs, Maaeum 1240.

elegrama
Motor Cycles and Cars. KensmRton 7260.

"Dynametro, Westcent. London.*'

MOTOR CYCLES
Ariel.

Coachbuilt Combination,

FOR SALE.

in 15 Ariel
Xtf gear, all in excellent order;

£57 10

SWIFT 1914 7-9 H.P. LIGHT CAR, £135

Extended Paiyments ' arranged to suit

those wishing to purchase out of income.

LTD.

3-speed C.3.
.,.___ £60; or exchange

lor recent date or new machine with cash adjustment.
—Bagley, Builder, Gatley. [9695

AEIEL 3V2h-P-. 1921, 3-speed. K.S. and clutch, Dun-
lops unpunctuied, tools, horn, Tan-Sad, mileage

2,000, 1921 t^ix paid, splendid condition; £90.—Stephene,
8, Grove Hill. Tunbridge Wells. [9542

1 Q19 3V2h.p. Ariel Combination, K.S., 3-speed C.S.,
-Lt/ alnmiuiuio disc wheels, Tan-Sad, acccssorie8, jnat

overhauled: £95; would sell solo; or esohange for liglit-

weight and cash.—Kay, Oakdene, Housley Part, Chapel-
town, Sheffield. ,

[9727

ARIEL (Sept., 1920) 3>^.p. Combination, grey
Zeppelin-shaped sidecar, 3-speed countershalt,

tick start, Easting, Watford, dynamo electric lighting,

inspection light, horn, mirror, insured, tax paid, take

3 anywhere; £J20.—Clarke, 37, Ruby Rd., Waltham-
stow. '

• [9567

A RIEL.—This is the machine for reliability. We are
-ti practical riders and gold medal winners with
this wonderfully- efficient and reliable motor cycle.

We can give you immediate delivery from stock. All

spares in stock; trade supplied.—Jones* Garage, Mus*
well HUl, and. at Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

ARIEL9-.—Long^nan Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing,
offer the following machines, gnaranteed abso-

lutely perfect and tuned by us. 1921 3>^h.p. combina-
tion, run 6 weeks only, 100 gns.; 1921 6-7h.p. com-
bination, practically new, speedometer, screen, etc.,

119 gns.; 1921 3i.2h.p., dynamo lighting, F. A. Long-
man's special competition machine, 96 gns.; all new
models for immediate delivery ; deal with the Ariel

experts; Ariel repairs a speciality; spares in stock.
[1267

Armis.

ARMIS 1920 3>^.p. Precision 2-stroke, excelbnt
condition, new tyre, lamps, etc., 2-speed, clutch,

kick starter, licensed for sidecar; £55.~Compton,
Easter Close, Kentisbuiy, N. Devon. [9573

Arno.
Arno, 3-speed S.A. iub,

" rder, t
Westbourne Grove, W.ll.

31h.p. , - -.--- .

2 all in good order, tax paid
new ty_res and tubes,
£36.—Crawler, 132,

• [9384

Bat.

Sh.p., 1920, Henderson Elite sidecar, P. and
lamps, Cowey trip, horn, done 5,000; £125.—

Gieenaway Gardens, N.W.3. [1000 '

B^i,

BAT, late 1920, 6b.p. twin sporting model, fully

equipped, absolutely as new; £105.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate,
Chester.

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Man-
[9583

ASTOUNDING Bargain.—Brand new 6h.p. 3-speed
Bat, spring frame, chain drive, £110; list price

£160. Supplied on easy payment system at only 4%
extra.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmina-
ham. [X9330

Beardmore.
"I Q21 Beardmore-Prec-i^ion 3h.p., 2 months old: reason
J-*/ selling, bought car; £60 cash; licence paid, fully

efiuipped.—Owner, 49, Little Albany St., W.l. [9541

PRING Frame Beardmore, new June, perfect.

Klaxon, Bonniksen, etc., licensed; nearest £60.—
,

107, Mortimer Rd., N.l. 'Phone : Dalston 48. [99?9
S^

Blackburne.
BXACKBTJENE 4lLp. 1921 Combination. 3-spee4

kick start: trial; £99.—Kogerson, Newtown, "Wigan.
X9253

BLACKBTJENE 1919 41i.p.. excellent condition ;
-65-

gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Ee.iding. 'I'lione:

1024. rSTBS

BLACKBTJRNE 1920 41i.e., .all accessories, licensed,

insured, good condition; £75.—Tayler, Bed House,

Lerington, Ipswicb.
^

[9863

BLACKBURjS:E 1921 4h.p., just un'crated. brand

new, list price £127/10; accept £110; fulls

guaranteed.-Below.

I.4.CKBIIRNE 1921 Sh.p., brand new. list pri«

£150; accept £125; deierred payments.—Goad,
122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [1456

LATE 1920 4h.p. Blackburne, 3-.«peed, kick start, al

on, in splenilid tondition; £75, bargain.—20,

Cavendish Ed., Birkdale, Southport. • [948t

21 Blackburne 4h.p., all accessories, tax paid, ver3

siieedy, guaranteed perfect; cost £1.37 last mootll

£90.-57, Lament Ed., Chelsea, S.W. [118!

LACKBURNE 1920 Sh.p. Combination, Swan side

_ car, fully equipped and licensed, very fine outfit

£135—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford

Phone: 581. l-82Ut

Blackburne, 1920, good lamps, horn, speedc

knee grips, valve protectors

economical, perfect; £90. offers; seen Kington b

nppointment.—Barland, Kington. Herefordshire. 198'

BLACKBTJENE 4h.F., July, 1920, in thorough roi

dition, mileage 3,800, DunhiU sidecar, li"i«

screen, tyres excellent, .all lamps, Cowey horn. Smith

speedometer, complete set tools ; trial nm after 7 v^a.

£115—James, 3, Carlton Mansions, 37, Anson^Kd
Tufnell Park, N.7 ; or 'phone Kensington 6492. W)

122,

Cavei

£90.-

4h.p. _
meter, tools.

C30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine.-
-^ Imnie<liate delivery of standard touring niacbine,
-7h.p., 3-speed gear box, all diain drive, £125; clhO
jhort wlieelbaae sporting solo luficliine, f'Mraatee«i 65
a.p.h., £135, winner 500 mile race Brooktanda (750
Lo. cliies) ; tjend lor catalogue. Agents w.n'iid where
ot represented.—Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Cov-
ntry. [C520

De Luxe.
~VE LUXE 2M'liP. 1914 2^^troke, overhauled, re-
-^ bushed, excellent luiining order, good tvres; £23,
r nenrevst.—Hartivell, 4, Augusta Place, Leamin?:ton
pa. [9681

Dinmond
DIAMOND. 1920. 2"!4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed. elertric
L-' lamps, excellent; £45.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale,
.'hone : Hampstcad 1353. [1459

921 Diamond-Jap, o.h.v., speedometer, horn
tax paid, n.s new; £85, or offer.—jST.

Iderley, Bidston, Birkenhead.

spares,
Coilett,

[9557

Douglas-
pRE EHra Motor Works.

\OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

F In Doubt, ring up the EHra ('Phone: Brixton
2847).

.^OUQLAS Machines are our epeciality

?65-— 4h.p. Douglas solo machines, new 1920 Att.^
V carburetter, cables and controls, new Thomson
=nnptf mag., new footboards or footrest?. bvand tipi-

ood-Milne tyres and tubes, wheels rebuilt, fitted
i.th c-lutch, kick start, and ,3-speed gear box, the
lole stove-enamelled, tank in makers' colours, and
iscellaneous parts replated, mostly 1917-18. Sent

;i approval against cash.

*78.—The above 4h.p. Douelas machine, wit'
i' Douglas sidecar, the body finished as new. com
letely upholstered and repainted.

*45 -2^h.p. Douglases, 1916. restoved and replated

J u
^^"^^'s' colfinrs. new mag., carbiirettpr

ards. chain, pulley, etc.. and miscellaneous ntbp'
w parts, whifh add considerably to the value of the
jichine. brand new AVood-Milne tyres and tool bags,
w tubes. So confident are we in these machines
at we agree to send same on approval against cash-
rriage extra.

iHi: Effra Motor Works

TAKE a note of our new address : 59 and 61 Hi"h
' St.. Clapham, S.W.4.

rOTE.—All goods sent on approval against cash

HEQUES and Money Orders should be made nay
able to the Effra Motor Works. 59 and 61 Hi-^h
Clapham, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 2847. [1310

lOUGLAS. Douslas. Douglas.

MOTOR
CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Any of the following may be obtained
on Harrods convenient system of Easy
Payments. Details free.

NEWSOLOMACHINES
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2J h.p., 2-speed,

clutch and kick-starter £75
B.S.A., model K.2, 4^ h.p., c. & k-s. £107
B.S.A., model H.2, 4J h.p., c. & k-s. £nO

£85
£65

£85
£140
£60

DOUGLAS 1921 New lli.i). Solo, fl25;
tioii, inclndine P. nu<i H. lamps. ]

£73 10

Ih.p.
2

s
ih.p.

Sports Model; £135

2-speed Model: £85.

Clutch Model; £106.

i.p. Combination: £160.

,,OUGLAS Specialiatfi. Spare parts stocked

OMPLETE Overhaul.^.

IVIAN HARDIE and Lane. Ltd., 23 and 24, Wood-
stock St. (oH Blenheim St.), New Bond St.,

(don, W.l. Tel. : Mayfair 6559. [0703

iOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

21 Models in Stock: 4h.p. combination, £170;
4h.p. solo, £130: 2'!4h.p. clutch model, £105;

i.p. 2-speed model. £85 ; shop-soiled bargains ; ex
^ed payments if desired; spare parts stocked; re-
" —Douglas Specialists, Vivian llardie and Lane.

.
23 and 24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), New

Id St„ London, W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair 6559. [0375

B16
Douglas Combination; £85.—Kim, Church

Rd., Leatherhead. [9378

|18 41i.p. Douglns Combination; £65.-132, Hieli
Ed., East Finchley. [9387

OURLAY, the great Douglas agent and expert,
Fallowfield, Manchester. [6094

IOUGLAS S'/jh.P.. sporty, long exhaustT £60.-36,
Racton Rd., Fulham, S.W. 6. [1100

Lh.p, Douglas, 3-speed. fine, new machine, going
cheap.—33, Pennard Rd., W. [1015

B16
Douglas 2^th.p., power equal to new; £42.

—

Kim, Church Rd., Leatherhead. [9379

B18
2%h.p. 2-speed Douglas, perfect; £42.-24,

Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [9904
vZl 2%h. p. 2-speed Douglas, used once only; £78.
-Fox, 12, Conduit St., Lichfield. [X9321

kl9 2'f4h.p. Douglas,-, fully equipped; £50.—Rat-
f clifle Bros., 200, (it. Portland St., \V. [X9304

DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 2-speed
ENFIELD, 2-1- h.p., 2-speed
FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2| h.p., 2.sp.,

clutch and kick-starter

HUMBER, 4|-'h.p., 3-speed, c. tS: k-s.

LEVIS, 2} h.p., single-speed
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., s-speed .

.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2.J h.p., 3-speed,
clutch and kick-starter £80 17

O.K., 2 J h.p., single-speed £50
SUN, 2}: h.p., single-speed £47
TRIUMPH, 2i h:p., 2-speed £70
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all-chain £125
TRIUMPH, belt drive £115

NEW COMBINATIONS
B.S.A., model K.2, 4;^ h.p.. No. 3

s/c, belt drive '. £149
B.S.A., model H,2, 4J h.p., No. 3

s/c, chain drive £152
DOUGLAS 4 h.p, flat twin £160
ENFIELD, S h.p., dvn.hght.,chaind. £182
HUMBER,

I
.V h.p., smart sidecar . . £176 3/6

MATCHLESS, model H., 8 h.p., ch.d. £185
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., chain drive £168
TRIUMPH, model H. 4h.p.,beltdrive £165
TRIUMPH, model S/D, 4 h.p., ch. d. £175
MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p., chain drive.. £145

MOTOR CYCLBS FOR :, M.K.
Douglas.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., 32-35, Green St.,
Cambridge.—Below.

PiOUGLAS 1921 New 2%;h.p., 2-6peed, including P.
^-*' and H. lamps, horn, and licence holder; £85; in
stock; exchanges; extended payments.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. T.A. :

Bicycles. Tel. : 995.

"TiOUGLAS 1921 New 2^/,h.p., 3-speed, clutch and
-L^ kick starter, including P. and H. lamps, Jioni,
and licence holder; £105: in stock; exchanges; ex-
tended payments.—Herbert Roljinson, Ltd., 32-35,
Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Biycles. Tel. : 995.

or coinbin.i-
. „ _- horn, licence

holder and sidecar, wind screen, £160: exchanges;
extended payments.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35.
Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 995.

DOUGLAS S'Ah.p. Sports Model, in stock, lull illus-
trated and descriptive pamphlets free, delivery

immediately. £135.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35,
Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

[1329
"IQ18 4h.p. Douglas, perfect condition: bargain.
-I-«^ £50.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [1031

1 (&19 Douglas, 2%h.p., fully equipped; £55.--Rat-
i-fJ cliffe Bros, 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [X9303

SPORTS Model 3V2h.p. Douglas, new, immediate de-

livery; £135.—Moffat, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [5043

DOUGLAS 2':4h.p., single-speed, excellent condition
;

£25.-33, Sandfleld Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey.
[9650

1Q16 Z%]-\,i:t. Douglas, really good condition; bar-
J-^ gain, £35,' 10.—Browne, York Rd., Maidenhead.

[9899
"fl*O|20 Douglas 2^4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch, mileago
-1«> 500- £72, or cfEer.— 6, Birlev St., Newton-le-
Willows. [9335

]'JTjl9 2^ih.p, Douglas, 2-speed, splendid condition,
t> with lamps, horn, licence paid; £45.—Thcs. Bnotli,

Frodshaiu. [9933

£34.— 2'^,i'h.p. 2-speed Douglas, genuine; perfect, ac-

csssories; after 6.30 p.m.—59, Sumatra Rd^, W.
Hampstead. [9851

DOLTGLAS 2')ih.p., 2-speed, 1915, recently over-

hauled, new parts; £45.-45, Heath Huist Rd..
Hauipstead. [1206

23h.p. Douglas, 1915, splendid order, not W.D,,
-1 fiillv equipped, licenced; £36.—Maynard, 8, Silver

St., Enfield. [1180

F.O-C.H. have several Douglas combinations, cheap.
—5. Heath St., Hampstead [near Hampstead

Tube Station)

"TJOUGLAS,

[9670

uncrated, 1919, 2'jih.p., laniits, acces-

sories, licence, new condition; £50.-63, Sn^on

Kd., Brixton. [1313

DOUGLAS Combination, lamps, horn, tax paid,

splendid condition; £70.—Turner, 54, Santley St..

Clapham, S.W. [1423

TO 18 2^:ih,p. Douglas, makers' renovation, fully

i«7 equipped, mileage 200; £42.-37, Arlington
Kd., Surbiton. [1103

4 h.p. Douglas Combination,
8645, thoro'agh order;

£72 10 I

SECOND-HAND
CLYNO, 1920 model, 2 1 h.p £45
INVICTA, 1920, 2i h.p £45

SHOP-SOILED MACHINES
.M,,,4T CLEARANCE PRICES m

I
NEW IMPERIAL Light Tourist

Machines, 2J h.p., J. A. P.
engines, 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter (old price /Sg 5s.)

I BEAUMONT, 2 J h.p., aii-chain

cush drive, Blackburne
engine, 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter (old price £99 15s.

I
HGBART.ViUiers engine 2-|-h.p.,

2-speed (old price ^75) £59

I WOOLER, 2| h.p., flat twin,

Brooklands sports model (old

price ;^io5) £85
Only a lintiied number available,

lHliiillinil(lllllllllllllluaMiMiiaMiailaiiiialliaiMaiaiiatiiiaiiiiiiHaiiaMiniiMMii>~

HARRODS LTD
116-118 Brompton Road London SWl

lOpposile the Main Building.)

£85 i

1

House, Tadworth.

16 Douglas 2-74h.p.

and
New Maiden,

1919
£95,

2 speeds.

(July), engine
offers. — Bank

[9891

lamps, fast and
J-y'^sound:" £34.'—Ward, South-Western Garage,

[1109^ urrey.

DOUGLAS 1920 2"!ih.p., 3-speed, kick start. Klaxon,
mechanically perfect; bargain, £75.—Whiston, 34,

Somerset Rd., Teddington. [9419

DOUGLAS 2-iih.p., 1915, 2-speed, Bosch, new tyre,

chain, all on, tax, insurance: £45.-18, Gower
Mews, Bedford Sa., W.0.1. [9619

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, fnllv equipped, 80
m.p.g. 3 up; any trial: £90.-155, Grange Park

Rd., Leyton. After 7 p.m. [9789

DOUGLAS 2Kh.p.. 2 speeds, very fast, lamps, horn,

footboards: must sell: £35; evenings.—47, North

Wharf Rd., Poddington, W.2. [9813

DOUGL.\S Combination, 1920, little used; £120. or

nfier: cost £195; buying car.—Sliarpe, 29, Upper
Addison Gardens, Kensington. [9822

19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, splendid condition,

lamps, etc.: £95, nearest offer.—Riley, Beecliin

Wood, Borough Green, Kent. [9418

4h p. Douglas Combination, jnst overhauled and re-

painted, owner overseas.— Ofters to Major Nortoi-^

19'

Halton Vilhige, near Aylesbury. (9399

Q(\ GNS.— 1921 2'!4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, Cowey speed-

o" nuieter, new condition: c

', Trcssilliau Rd., Brockley, S.E.4,

I "I Q18 Douglas^ Combination hood, screen.

Lavenham Rd., Southfields, S.W.

[9363

lamp,
-135,
[1108

£55.-1918 4h.p. Douglas, just overhauled, appear-
ance and mechanical condition as new.—33,

Tunley Rd., Willesden, N.W.IO. [9900

DOUGLAS (late 1920)- Combination, 4h.p., lamps,
horn, speedometer, watch, tools.-Apply, Andre-

auofl, v.'illows Btinealow, Walton Bridge) Shepperton.-•--- • [7401

All letters relating to ndvertisements should quote the number at the end of each .n ivuitisemcnt, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when a:;sired, mnrlceJ (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

2^/ih.p., splendid condition,-| C|19 Douglas
Xt/ equipped : £42
I'lidsje Giii'dens, North

DOUGLAS Conibinatjoii, 1919, Pinks,
dition gnarfinteed, nil on, taxed

—49, Princes Av.. i?nliner's Green.

fully

Hiilier; 1, Thorpe Mews, Crmi-
Kensington. [1198

__., Eastinp, fon-

accept hest ofl'er.

[1184

4h.p. Douglas . -.

Easting screen, recently overhauled
speedometer-, lamps,

" by makers

;

London. [1119

Combiuation,
en, recei

£65.-99, Tooting Bee Rd
DOUGLAS 2%h.p., Colonial model, 3 speeds^

16, all on, new accessories, i^erfect con
£46.-30, Violet Rd., Leyton, E.IO.

1 014 Douglas 2^4h.p., good tyres, full lamp ^ei

J-t/ etc., not W.D. : anv trial: £38, or ne
I'liinping Station, Hadley Rd., Entield. [9648

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lull equipment,
Xt7 guaranteed in thorough order throughout; price

£110.—Rippon. High St., Brentwood. [9706

18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, all accessories, wind
'

' £85, or offer.—
[1179

LAMB'S
MOTOR CYCLES FOH

Douglas

SAl.K.

1 Q ] 8 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, 3-speetl, clutct
J-t/ kick start, perfect order, tax paid, all_ accei

Eastings: bargain,
HiH, S.E.24.

£65.-3, Norwood Ed
[124

19^ screen, tax paid, perfect; trial

201, Gladstone Av., Wood Green, N.

41i.r. Bouelns Combination, renovated IDouglas ^Torts
ErLstol, good " -'" "— --" -" — - ""^new, tax paid, all on

;

-Bird, Suffolk Kd., Lowestort.
£95,

near offer.—Bird, Suffolk Kd., Lowestoft. [9472

DOUGLAS, 1917, 2%h.p., enamel, plating, and
mechanism, splendid condition, equipped; £46.—

30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., .Sydenham. [1211

-| Ch21 Douglas 2"iih.p., 3-speed, ehltoh, K.S., insur-
X i/ anee and licences, all on, nearlv new; £90.-29,
Hiuh St.., Barnes. 'I'lione: Pntney 1321. [9509

"I 020 Douglas, 3-speed, clutch,
J- 3' Cowey horn, Velder cyclometer, mileage 1,800

120 Douglas,
(J

£70.—Blain,

K.S., Lucas lamp,
ailea;

2, Station Sq., 'Saltburn, Yorks. [9689

1014 2=4h.p. nouglas, engine 1920 (cxceFt crank-
J-ii/ case), just re-enauiellcd. new tank and tvres;

£42/10.—EroSvu, 4, Auckland Ed., Doncastei. [9476

iOUGLAS, Model E, with 2-speed countershaft and
order

;

[9878
D^ clutch, Stewart warner, good running
£30.—Waterloo House, North Cheam, Surrey.

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 3-5i>eed, kick staiter.

late model, perfect condition throughout; £67/10.
—Owen, 59, Scholeficld Rd., LTpper Holloway. [X9371

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, excellent con-

dition; £100.—Newnhara Motor Co., 223. Ham-
mersmitli Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. r9966

1019 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Saxe blue, 3 lainii'',

l-*y 3-spfceci, clutch, stnitev, recently overhauled: £89.
— Douglas, Catteshall Grange, Farncombe, Surrey. [9412

NEW Douglas 4h.p. Combination, "all lamps, and rejiis-

tered: Urst eheaue £145 receives.—Chinery, 1.

Hanuiiersmith Rd,, Kensington. 'Phone: Western 4140.
[9407

Q3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, makers' colours, tax paid,
/W4 several spares; trial after 6 p.m.; £32, offer

ronudered.— 17, Eileen Terrace, Silver St., Edmon-
ton. [9714

REAL Bargain.—Genuine 1919 Douglas, 2^4h.p.,

speedometer, lamps, horn, tyres new, only wants
!.eeinfi: £49/10 lowest.-37, Canterbury Rd., Dalston.
N.l. .

[1398

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920 frame.D
261, Mitcham Lane, Streat-

[iies
Southcroft Motor Works,
ham.

DOUGLAS 3V-h.p. Sports, 1921, new August 20th.

mileage 200; sell or exchange lightweight 2-^ih.p.

no">^las or A.J.S.—Harley. Lyde House, Sion Hill,

Bath. _
[1122

T Q16 2">ili.p. Douglas, 2-Bpeed, all accessories and
Xt/ spares, tax paid, in perfect condition; £35, or

near offer for cash.—109, Mackenzie Rd., Beckenham.
Kent. [1257

\OUGLAS 4h.p. 1918 Combination, good conditicn.
smart liniousetta sidecar, S-spsed, chrtch, K.S.;

.£62.—Lawson, 66, Perry Vale, Forest Hill Station,

S.E.22. [1133

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2';4h.p., tax paid, privately
owned, would bear any examination; owner will

accept any reasonable offer.—To be seen at 28, Brook
St., W.l. [9637

2^j4h.p.,_ 3-speed, kick start, and
carburetter and new

F R S. big lamp set; £79/10.—Spencer, Weston Gar-
Bath. [9690

fcOITGLAS Combination, 1917, just completely over-

hauled, re-enamelled, plated, tax paid, all acces-

sories- £65. or ne-ar olter.—2, Fulbrook Mews, Tulnel!

I'nvk. N.19. [1292

LEWISHAM.—Exceptional offer, 2"i4h.p. 3-speed
clutch, kick, Douglas, fully equipped, new 1921,

slightly used, Tan-Sad; £85.—Box 6,440. c/o The
Motor Cycle. [122^

DOUGLAS 1918 Combination, S-spead, kick start,

hand i^lutch, mechanically perfect, appearance as
new, makers' colours; trial ; £80.—Paikedge, Thome
Rd., Doiicaster. [S9593

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Douglas motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..

Southport. Tel. ; 607. [0647

DO

1 Q20 Douglas
JLJ/ clutch, fitted with Binks

Brand New B.S A. K2 and No. 3 £3Q
Sidecar
down, and balance in 1 1 payments of £11 8 8

Cash price, £147

Brand New ENFIELD Combination - £35
down, and balance in 1 1 payments of

£12 4 4 Cash price, £160

Brand New MATCHLESS H2 Comb. £37
down, and balance in 1 1 payments of

£14 9 3 Cash price, £185

Brand New TRIUMPH H and Gloria £35
Sidecar
down, and balance in 1 f payments of £12 14 1

Cash price, £165

Brand New ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Comb. - £35
down, and balance m 1 1 payments of

£12 14 1 Cash price, £165

Brand New Morgan M.A.C. Family t J.9
Model . -

"^^^

down, and balance in 1 1 payments of £15 18 7

Cash price, £205

Slightly-soiled 1920 CLYNO, 8 h.p - £^2
down, and balance m 1 1 payments of

£12 5 4 Cash price, £167 10s.

Brand New B.S.A. 6-7 h.p. and No. 1 £35
Sidecar ...-.-.--
down, and balance in 1 1 payments of £13 13 8

Cash price, £175

Brand New ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb., £3gdynamo lighting - - - . -

down, and balance in 1 1 payments of £15 5 4

Cash price, £182

Brand New MATCHLESS H2 Comb., £^2
dynamo lighting- . - . - .

down, and balance in 1 1 payments of £16 3 6

Cash price, £207 10s.

Brand New O.K. Mark IX. - - - £g
down, and balance in 1 1 payments of

£3 2 4 Cash price, £39 18s.

Brand New ALLON, 2-speed, kick- £|5
starter -

down, and balance in 1 1 payments of £5 17 3

Cash price, £75

Brand New DOUGLAS "All On" - £17
down, and balance in 1 1 payments of

£6 13s. Cash price, £85

Brand New CALTHORPE - - - £g
down and balance in 1 1 payments of

£3 10 8 Cash price, £45 3s.

VlTiie for Fall Li'.t of Stock.

DOUGLAS 1920 23.ih.p., S-specd, footboards, full

equipped, tax paid; £75; deferred payments i

desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 246
Deansgate, Mtincliester. [958

£ 38.—Douglas 2\\i.-i\., 1916, thoiouglily overhaule

nd renovated, stove enamelled makers' coloirr

new tvres, numerous new parts.—Pride, 156, Storkwe
Rd., Brixton. S.W.9. [123

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in ne'

machines and spares ; try me. I may be useir

to you.—The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 19(

Cheltenham Rd.. Bristol. [001

1918-19, all lamp

J, smart appearanc
perfect order throughout, licensed; £87.—Ralph, Bn

,

hurst Mews, I'addington. W. [942
;

OUGLAS, 2"j4h.p., all on, tyres good, very ni( I

mechanical condition, £35;. also 4h.p. Dougli

sidecar, splendid condition, £12.—T. C. Buckinghai
Underriver, Sevenoaks, Kent. (P) [99;

20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, as new, smai

mileage, lamps, speedometer, mirror, epa

tyre belt, etc. ; inspection and trial ; 115 gns.

Whrter, Rosefiekl, Cecil Rd.. Cheam. [97{

16 Douglas 4h.p. Combination; any examinatic
seen by appointment only (London district

price 58 gns. for quick sale ;
good reason for d

posal.—Box 6,244, c/o The Motor Cycle. [84

20 4h.p. Dmiglas " Combination, licensed, insrn-*

good condition, lamps, wind screen, legshieln

viu'iable jet, good tyres; seen by appointment.—Co"
brook. Home Farm, Puttenham, Guildford. [941

h.p. Douglas. May. 1921, with disc wheels, Sw^

sporting sidecar, cost £155; sell for £130. or got

offer, or would exchange for new Indian Scout soto'

Pope. Elm Bank, Carlton Rd., Putney, S.W.15. (111

OUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, engine 3

6550, two large brass V. and H. head lampf^, bri

Kcuerator, bulb horn, splendid condition ; any trial.

Ci'ppeu, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland St., ^y.l. [S'^i

20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, claborid

equipped, Cameo double screen, speedoraet.

D.A. lighting, tvres as new, mechanically perio

spares; £96.—Ward, 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putnl

REALLY Handsome Fast 2"?4h.p. 1919 Dpagj
looks like new, siiecially built with large tank

'

D,OUGLAS Combination, 4h.p
new Miller head, new Eaatin;

sidec
Undt

19^
tvre,
Wbrte

19^
price
posal.

19^
viu'ii

broo

4^
otfei

Pop

D^
yeuei
Ci.pp

19^

D-^

lon^
and any
S.W.

nickel exhausts,' Tan-Sad, lamps, tools, ta:f pii

£60.-9, Pope's Grove, Twick?nH!trial;

NO EXTRA CHAR -^E FOR 2 MONTHS' CREDIT,
FOR SETTLEMENT IN 4 OR 6 MONTHS,— LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ARE ALLOWED.—

[1'

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, late 1919. low milen

electric lighting, speedometer. Klaxon,
belt and chain, air tools, tax paid; a bargain, £5.

Phillips, 104, Brandon St., York St., Wahvortlr 1

London. [1

"I 020 Douglas, 2^Ab.p., 3-epeed, -clutch, star.

Xt/ mileage only 500, Klaxon, tools, etc., ;

lutely unccratched, indistinguishable from new;
bargain, £69/10 lowest.—37, Canterbury Rd.,

ston, N.l. [1

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, fully equipped '

lamps, mirror, speedometer (trip). Klaxon,
h^"^ etc., sidecar well upholstered in dark red, l

whole in splendid order; price £82.—'Phone : ]

sington 7050. V-

DOUGLAS 1920 Combination, lamps, horn, Cc

speedometer, tools. Easting screen, alimiii

iliscs, co^t over £20d lnc=t September, done 3.300..

dition <\nd appcfirance as new; £120.—B., 52, Tay
Ed., Lee, S.E. {'

15 Douglas, 2-speed, not W.D., complete
,

elec?tric lamps, footboards, leg and ul

shields, disc wheels, and long exhaust, condition

appearance like new;- sacrifice, £35.—Parker,
Hallswelle Rd., Colder's Green, N.W.4. [

rOETT a'/Ji.p. Douglas, 1915-16, not W.D.,^
! knee-grips, long exbanst, spares, lamps,. .,

di.sf's, fast, lovelv appearance, 120 m.p.g., recently

hauled, new cvlinders, rings, hearings, etc.
;
genuinei

f.ain, £45.-147, Ancona Rd., IMumstead. [

OUGLAS, 1921, latest 2"^h.p., 2-speed. al.

models in stock; £85; your present machin*

be taken as part payment ; extended payment ter;

Authorised Agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Eishoir

Av., Camomile St.

19^

S^

D-^

E.C.3. 'Phone : 5548.

50, High Road, Wood Green, London, N.
'Phone : Hornsey 1956.

(Closed Thursdays 1 o'clock.)

387, Euston Road. London, N.W.
'Phone: Museum 4978.

(Closed Saturdays 1 o'clock.)

i51,Hi^hSt.Walthamstow,London,N.E,
'Phone: 'Walthamstow 169 {2 lines).

(Closed Thursdays 1 o'clock.i

Dunelt.

DUNELT, 1921, demonstration model, hardly s

dynamo lighting, hood, srre'en, speedometer,

siKire wheel, regi.^teied ; £150. — Coppeu, Allan,

Co., 89, Gt. Poitlnnil St., W.

Edmund, .

GOTJRLAY, the spring frame Edmund agent, F
field, Manchester.

EDMUND 2=4h.p., spring frame, J.A.P. engine,

model; reduced price £75.—Marston, 31, 1

St., Chester.

1 Q20 Edmund, spring frame, copper
-Lt/ original tyres, all on trial any time; *.5^

offers.—Spink, Easingwold, York.

Bli All letteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

IMotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

921 Henderson, Model K, guaranteed new con-
dition: £200, or near.—Postmaster, Banchory.

[1217
IENDEKSOX Combination. 1920, condition as-neiv

:iny trial ivhiitsoever ; £125.-13, Victoria Ed..

lelBeW.

IJ5NDEES0N I92O1/2 Combination
screen, done 4.000; cost £250; £l40

ffner, F;iilltoIme, Dunbar Av., Norbury

[9703

dynamo, hood,
or near.-

[9870

9

JENDEESON" 1920_10h.p.,
an 1.1 foot brakes.

JENDERSON, 4-cyl., fast, sporty, Sin. long plated
,^ exliaust, little used; seen in London by appoint-
ent; reasonable offer.—Stevens, Cowlev, Middlesex.

[1401

921 Henderson, P. and H. dynamo lighting set,

reverse gear. 27x^^2 tyres, cost £245 recently,
lall mileage; accept £175.—Dove, Wragby, Lincoln-
are. [9941

20 Henderson, Lucas lamps and horn, Watford
)eedometer, h.b.c. clutch and mag. switch, long

pper exhaust, mileage 3,200, condition perfect,

ensed 1921 (sidecar): fl30.-Hall, .Victoria Hotel,
ckmanswoith.

^
[9503

4-cyI., 3 speeds, hand
2-seater sidecar, apron, Sandum

eeii, Sterling legshields, 3 electric lamps, Cowey hoTu,
iwev .speedometer, spare chain, ete., tax paid; £129/10.
Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm
kbe .Station), London. 'Phone: Hampstead 2767.

I [9859

r Hobart,
i.A.P. (Hobart) 4h.p., overhead valve, 90 bore, 2-
" speed, free engine, 1914 model, in guaranteed
l-?rr £38.—Butterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Eris-
1 Hill. 'Phone; Streatham 2813. [9144

number.
ih.p. Humber. coachbuilt sidecar, good condi-
2 tiun: any offer accepted.—Kenbar, 17, Lons-

,le Rd., Kilburn. [9722

913 3Vi;h.p. Humber Coachbuilt Combination. 2-

speed, all on, licensed; £34, bargain.— 17, E,ed-

\u E<L, N.W.IO. [9610

3h.p. Twin Humber, T.T. model, 3-speed, fast, new
•i tubes and front cover, overhauled; £30.

—

V. 11 Bros., Coundon Station, Bishop Auckland.
[X9116

Ih.D. Humbar, fast and sporty, frame altered to
'2 take S.A. gear box, any trial, £38; Roc wheel,
iiplete. 50/-; also Jain. Senspray, 30/-.—Fox, 301,
Jrnsey Rd., Hclloway, N. [1424

fUMBER Combination, 3lUi.p., 2-5peed, handle
.'L start, particularly good engine, spare tubes,

iming order, inspection by appointment; £38; first

fqup secures. — Ludford, Fern Lea, Four Oaks.
ii.in-liam. [9945

TMBER 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 1915, 3-

- - speeds, free engine,- underslung Canoelet sidecar,

ill lid order and condition, Dunlop new belt, good
B. and B. carburetter, lamps, tools, tax paid,

ay time; bargain, £55.—Stepney Garages, 77,

i='Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepney. [9367

Indian.
perfect condition.

[9645

1 DI \\, 5-6h.p., fixed gear, fine order and condition;
J £50.-151, High Rd., Willesden. [9938

1 Dl VX 7-9h.p., lainps, etc., tax paid; £33; excellent
J .rd'^r.-68, Gloucester Rd.. Camden Town, N.W.

[1017
f ill i>- Indian Combination, 3-speed, K.S., spring

' frame, licenssd ; £55.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.
[1114

-iil5 Indian 5h.p., sidecar; £50, or exchange light

J i\ eight. -Jackson, 77, Gladstone Rd., Watford
1 [,, [1264

I 5,'—Indian, clutch model, overhauled, r^-enamelled
c and plated, very fast.—Ranger, c/o 194, Balhmii
1: 1 Rd., S.W. [9857

I ?..

:5— 1919 Indian, 3-speed, clutch;

i — Shoie, Aldbuiy, Tring, Herts.

] DIAX 1916_ 6h.p., perfect; £79: exchange for
Taylor, 24, Midland

[9660
.B.C. or Douglas and cash,

T ji, e, Willesden.

fiiip. Indian, clutch model, good condition; reason-
t able offer considered; going abroad,—Taylor,
Cige, Bearsted, Kent. [7511

iniAN Combination, late 1915, 7-9h.p., 3 Rpeeds.
J K.S., all on, splendid condition, tax paid; £88.—
a C;dednnian Rd., N.7. [1159

"IDIAN T.T. Powerplus Combination, disc wheels,
-I .^pi^?dometer, etc. ; £70 ; exchange.—C.S., 14.
i nil Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E. 3155. [1127

"]|19 Powerplus Indian Sporting Combination, hand-
^ .^iime and unique outfit, "with accessories, guarnn-

.:Tiect; £98.-91, Spa Hill, Nonvood. [8538

1 1 1 9 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus, unscratched, for
J combination not -earlier than 1916 ; Enfield

' -rred. or sell.—5, Glendower St., Monmouth. [9110

IJIAX Motor Cycle, 7-9h.p., tax paid, open to any
' -..imination, privately owned; any reasonable

I 'cepted.—To be seen at 28, Brook St., W.l.
[9688

Indian Powerplus 7-9h.p. Combination, dynamo
ii>.ihting, completely fitted, excellent condition,

aides, tax paid; £130, or exchange with cash
_! ' ment for light car.—Stevenson, Old Sarum, Salis-

[9830

pJOTCWgCLE"

Insurance Policy

HTHIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with

copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I beg to state that the

necessary repairs have been

duly carried out to my com-

plete satisfaction by

Thanking you for the

prompt and courteous manner

with which you have dealt

with the above case.

Yours faithfully,

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCj;
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating The Autocar Insurance

Department, Established 1904}.

Head Office:

77; Cheapside, London, E.C.2

Tchphonci City 9831 and 9832;

(•••••*"'"*""'{•••••P

ellent condition
Hants.

-r. Wheatley, 34, St. Barnal)a3
[9374

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 7-91i.p., 1914, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, Klaxon,
tools, tax, etc.. recently overhauled, new tyre, e.\-

£65.—Warwick, Aerodrome, Andover,
[9739

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, late 1920, dynamo
lighting and horn, mileage about 1,000 miles, in

splendid condition; accept £130.—Shelley, 24, Fernie
Rd., Leicester. ^. [1285

T'lilS 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, kick start.
J- ^ sporting I'hoenix coachbuilt sidecar ; first cheque
£55 secures, bari ' --

Rd., Cambridge.

1 020 7-9h.p. PoTverplUS-Indian Combination, Swan
J-*^ sporting sidecar, dynamo lighting set, run very
little; £135: exchange lower power considered.—Taylor,
Brookfield Brickworks, Touge, Bolton. [1174

"I tQ15 T.T. Indian, 7-9h.p., clutch model, lamps, horn,
it/ speedometer,, licence paid, been thoroughly over-
liauled and re-enamellcd; trial: nearest £35.—E. Talbct.
Minshall Hall, Middlewich, Cheshire. [9780

"I Q21 4h.p. Indian Scout Combination, Watsoniau
-l-t7 sidecai', V. and H. lamps, bulb horn, tools, mile-
age 2,000; owner abroad; condition perfect; £115, or
near oiler.—Westend Garage, Hereford. [129G

j Q16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed (H. and
-It/ F.), clutch, Tan-Sad, lamps and spares complete,
splendid appearance and running order; £78.—Mat-
thews, R.A.S.C. Officers' Mess, Aldeishot. [9733

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeda,
clutch, and kick starter, lamps, etc., tax and

insurance paid, splendid condition; £95, or offer.—:

Grocer, 25, Frederick's Rd., Custom House, E.16.
[9715

"I Q 20 Indian Electric Combination, horn, epeedo-
J-t? meter, Easting screen, pillion, tools, overalls,

etc., tax, insurance, low mileage, perfect; neaiest
£110.—Naylor, Retiro House, Wellington St., Matlock.

[9916
INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Combination, Indian side-

car, dynamo lighting, rear drive speedometer,
ammeter, electric horn, Cameo screen, good condition;
£ no.—Dixon, 172. Brownhill Rd., Catford, S.E.

[1225

"I
Q20 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., in perfect

X«/ condition. Easting, speedometer, fully equipped;
smart and reliable; any trial; 100 gns.; would con-
sider lightweight part.—Oakleigh, Charlestown, Wey-
mouth. [1172

BARGAINS!—1916 Powerplus Indian sporting
combination, wants overhauling, absurd, £50;

another Indian combination, £85; wicker sidecar,

£3/10.—Call, Douglas S. Cox, 6, Lansdowne Hill,

West Norwood. [1278

£118.—Late 1920 7-9h.p. Indian combination, big

valve iiiodel, dynamo lighting, speedometer. East-
ing, fully equipped, ready for road anywhere; cost £240;
iiaist sell, buying pram; alter 5 p.m.—20, Treen Av.,
Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [1192

INDIAN 1921 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, elec-

trirnlly equipped, electric horn, sEieedonieter, abso-

lutely indistinguishable fiom new, tax paid; £175; de-

fetred payments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgnte,
Bolton; also 245, Deausgate, Manchester. [9589

INDIAN 1920 4h.p. Scout Model. Grosvenor sporting-

sidecar to match, fully equipped, speedometer,

horn, tax paid, indistinguishable from new; £145; de-

ferred pavments if desired.-Parker's. Bradshawgate,
Bolton; also 245, De.iusgate, Manchester. [9588

ltf>19 Indian Po-worplus Combination,. 7-9h. p.. spring
\-*J frame, 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, splen-

did condition, new sidecar, tyres, lamps (3 in No.),

horn, and luggage carrier, tax and insurance paid

;

£100. or near offer.—30, Alexandra Rd.. Sheerness. .

[9728

INDIAN Scout, 1920 I.O.M., aluminium pistons, close

ratio box, speedometer, accumulator lighting, tools,

spare sprockets, etc., horn, kick starter, only done 1.000

miles, delivered May, medal winner, excellent for tour-

ing or competition; £115.-Labin, 7, Hoibury Mews.
Notting Hill Gate. [9659

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Indian motor cycles and combinations, f9r

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank SU
Southport. Tel. : 607. [0650

"|.Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination, big valve

JLt/ engine, splendid appearance and condition. East-

ing screen, luggage grid, and many extras, special

electric lighting arrangements; an ideal machine for

24 hour triak; only £135, or near offer.—Macdonald,
Cotter-^tock, Peterborough. [9949

7-9h p Indian Powerplus Combination, ex-woik.^

August 25th, 1920, a 1921 model, just decarbon-

ised, and in splendid condition, new Easting Royal

screen, ammeter, voltmeter, spare cover and tube, and

ready^ for 5,000 miles tour, privately owned; price

£135—Apply, A. Dalton, Shenfield, Brentwood, or

'Phone Regent 4224. [9441

INDIAN X!ombination. 7-9h.p., Efl<^ter, 1920, in per-

fect condition, special sidecar, large luggage grid,

hood Orto Tjiplc:- screen, dynamo, new Lucas horn

and accumulators, F.R.S. lamps, mileage 6,000, numer-
ous spares, overhauled and reenamelled ; £180, or

neiirest offer; any reasonable trial and examination;

write appointment —130, Oakleigh Park Drive, Leigh-

on-Sea; or ''phoue' Chancery 7739.' [9669

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the nuir.'jer at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. e2I

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

TNDIAN 1919 Poweiplus Combination,
Indian.

. ^.___ ,
complete

with genuine Indian sidecar, dynamo lighting,

epeedometer. Cameo screen, etc., mechanical condi-

tion guaranteed, appearance and tyres good, tljorouglily

recommended; £105—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. Phone; No. 581. [9267

INDIAN 1919 7-9]i.p., spring frame, 3 speeils, kick
starter, new engine, Goodyear tyres {excellent con-

dition), T.T. liandle-liars, carrier, large head light, tail

lamp. Prest-O-Lite cylinder, large ntetal toolbox, tools

and pump, tax paid, £79/10; 1917 model, tax paid,

£69/10.—Smith's, 86, Chall: Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk
I'.nm Tube Station), London. 'Phone: Hampst&ad 2767.

[9860

Invicta.

INVICTA-VILLIERS, 1920: £35; splendid machine;
appointment. — 11, Homesdale Rd., Bromley,

Kent. [1396

Ivy.

IVY I92I Models.-Sole district agents, Wessex
Motors; Ltd.. 60. Catherine St.. Salisbury.

(5006
Motors, Ltd.,

'Phone ; 72.

FEANK WHITWOBTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bij-
mingham, wholesale Ivy agents. Ijaye all models

in stO'ik, including lady's model, price £69; get li^t.

[0710
BARGAIN.—1921 Ivy 21$h.p., 2-speed. clutch, K.S.,

Lucas fittings, practically ..new, tax paid, suit

ladv cr gent; 15 gns. ; cost £69.-18, St. Mary's Rd.,
Pcckham. [1417

James.

"IQ20 James 2-stroke. 2-speed, as new; £45, bargain.
-Helliar, Honiton. [9471

Com-
[0690

19'se

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 4i4h.p.- James
bination from stock; price £155.

1 021 J.nmes 2-siroke, Z-sveed, equipped, t.nx; 39 ens.—
JLt/ —Riimsdens, May Bell Av.. Blactpool. [9654

JAMES 1920 3'1'b.p. Tivin, Lurjis lamps, horu, epeed-
ouieter; £85.—Chidlow, Holmwood, Bioinsprove

Ed., Eedditch.
'

[X9245

James 2-strote, 2-speed, all accessories,
scarcely soiled; £50.-17, St. Charles Sq., N.

Kensington, W.IO. [1008

F.CMH.H. have several James solos and combinations,
cheap.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-

stead Tube Station).
'

[9671

JAMES 1920 3Voh.p., all-chain, complete with all

accessories, licence paid; £85, as new.—Maieton,
31, Bridge St., Chester. [9982

JAMES 1920 2Vih.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax paid.

splendid condition; £58; after 7 eveuin^.s.— 11
Endive St., LUnehouse, E. [9726

1 Q 16 SVijh.p. Twin James Combination, new con
J- 4/ dition, only wants seeing; £75, or near offer.—
Rippou, High St., Brentwood [9708

dynamo lighting, coni-

-25.—J. Daniels, Jun.,
Brixton, S.W.9. [1230

JAMES, late 1919, 5-6h.p,
bination, little used : £ 125.—J,

8. Crowhurst Rd., Brixtoi

"IQ17 James SVdi.p. Twin, 3-speed, C.S.. kick start,
J-ij clutch, electric lighting. Klaxon, as new; £55.
Davidson, 11, Lyndhurst Rd., Hampstead. [9933

JAMES •Combination, A^^h.p., 1915-16, 3-speed
countershatt, clntch, kick starter, lamps, licence.

hooter, spaie tyie; £60.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [1319

5-6h.p. James De Luxe Combination, new 1920, little

used, fuUv equipped, speedometer, legshields. tax
paid,—Fitt, near Pikes, 102a, Church St., Chelsea.

[1455

JAMES 4*4h.p. Combination, oversize tyres, electric

lighting, perfect condition throughout """

180, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
stead.

phone : 2161
£75.—
Hamp-
[1290

"I 019 5-6h.p. James Combination, de luxe sidecar,
Xt/ leg -hieids. Klaxon, all accessories, tax paid,

mileage 1,000, excellent condition;
Weymouth.

-Dan Guv,
[8444

ASTOUNDING Bargain.—New 1921 2V2h.p. 2-speed
James lightweight, £60; easy payments only 4%

extra; slightly shop-soiled.—The Premier Motor Co..

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X9532

JAMES Motor Cycle Combination Carrier for sale,

1916, very little used, in excellent order, 4i,^h.p.

—May be viewed on application to Transport MannRei,
Liptdn, Ltd., City Rd., E.C. [9437

"I
Q20 5-6h.p. James Combination, 3-epeed, clutch,

-Lt^ kick start, good condition, small mileage, C.B.
sidecar, lamps, horn, and Klaxon, Binks; f125.—
Chaplin, Woolpack Inn, Kettering.

_
[X9315

JAMES Combination, 5-6h.p,, Jan., 1920. 3-speed,
splendid condition, recently overhauled, coachbuilt

hulbouo .sidecar. Easting, Klaxon, liceneo paid lor year;
£105.—W.A., 5, Roman Camp Rd., Market Har)jorough.

[9402
1 Q20 ZlQi.-p. James, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, fully
JL «7 equipped, used week-ends, not used since May,
condition as new^ any severe trial here; economical,
120 m.p.g.: £80, cost £142.—Watkins, 8, Brynheulogr
Aberbeeg, Monmouthshire. [9536

JAMES 4.'.jh.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick start,
cverhauled by Messrs. James at cost of £30, new

gears, new Binks, new Dunlop tyres and tubes, speed-
ometer, lamps, etc., tax paid, any trial given; £70.—
64, Brunswick Rd., Upper Holloway, London, N.

[1431

^ i^<^<l^'

"^^M.
The

BURLINGTON
Reconditioned

DOUGLASES
are as reliable as any new
machine and more so than most

reconditioned machines—it is

sound workmanship, and special-

ised experience which has built

up the reputation of the Bur-

lington Douglases.

Fitted with New Carburetter,

New Tyres, New Chain, New
Belt, etc., these machines are

completely equipped for ready

riding. Three months' guarantee -

is given with every machine.

2j h.p. 2-speed . . . . £65

4 h.p. 3-speed kick-start, solo £85

4 h.p. 3-speed, kick - start,

combination with Brand New
Burlington Sidecars . . . . £110

EASY TERMS ARRANGED

Everything for Douglases.

Get into touch with us directly you need

spare parts, or any item of equipment.

Trade Supplied,

THE DOUGLAS CLUTCH
CONVERSION SET

will prevent all trouble with broken
drawbolts in 1915-1918 Douglas

4 h.p. models. Write for full

particulars.

YOUR TRIUMPH
will be easier to control ij you convert it

into a hand and foot operative clutch

model. A neat easily fitted pedal does

this. Price il-. Postage 4d.

7„ SOUTH SIDE,

CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W4.
pjwiie : Bt-ix-on 2J17. JJ'iies: Iiur:iii{ifon Mn'.nrs. Cldph tm.

Jusl by Clapham Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J. A. P.

SPECIAL 1921 350 CO. J.A.P. Twin, o.h.v., Sturmej
2-srjeed: £50 or e.xchange; seen London.~-Bo>

6,433, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. f977;

J.A.P. Bh.p., Mabon' vnriiible genr, Binks ciirhnr

etter, speedometer, etc., very tmt, small mileage

f80, or ofler; Uarlington.-Box 6,595, c/o The Mom
Cucle. 1.952!

J.E.S.

J.E.S. 11411. p., lamps, horn, carrier, snare tyres

etc.: £32.—Wattleworth, Bransty, Whitehaven.
[9881

J.E.S. (genuine) Lightweight, 180-200 m.p.g., prac

tically new, guarantee, iully equipped; £24
private.—Box 6,437, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1221

lea-Fiancis.

LEA-FK-4NCIS, 3i,4h.p., shop-soiled; 90 gns.—Rat 1

cliBc Bros., 200,' Gt. Portland St., W. [X930;

sidecar, taxLEA-FRANCIS, 1918, 1921
lamps, etc., trial; £68.—Miller, 48, Greshan

Rd., Brixton.

paid
shan
[142<

3ih.p. Lea-Francis, 1920, M.A.G., lamps, horn, eto.

2 splendid condition, private owner, tax paid; £80

no cfier6.-19, Cann Hall Ed., Leytonstone, E.ll. [94r

1Q20 Lea-Francis 3V«h.p., M.A.G. engine, £75
i-iJ 1920 3i4h,p., J..AP. engine, S70; both licenc

jiaid, perfect condition.—The Premier Motor Co., AstO!

Rd., Birmingham. [X933

1020 (new 1921) SV'.h.p. M.A.G. Lea-Francis, 80-

-i-tJ miles, like new, well equipped, full trial: buym
combination: £75, no offers; appointment.—96, Rich

mond Rd., Cardiff. [911

1 020 Lea-Francis Combination, SVah.p. M.A.C
Xj7 engine, 2 speeds, clutch, and kick startei

lamps, horn, took, and speedometer, Easting win

screen; £85.-John C. Beadle, Ltd., Dartl'ord. [844

LEA-FEAMCIS and Montgomery Sidecar, 1920, 3'

li:p. twin M.A.G. engine, 2-speed, hand and fw

clutch, kick start, tax paid, horn, accljSBOrics, etc., chai

drive throughout, indistinguishable from brand ne«-

bargain, i92, cr offer.—Dental, 769, Eomford Hi)

Manor Park, London, E. [960

Levis.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models in stock

*60.
'""

lii!
"I
Q21 2-speed Levis, as new; JE55.—132,

i-^ East Finchley."

1019 Levis, Model E, 2-speed;
i-'J' Ellington Ed., Eamsgate.

[055

:h E('

[9(-f

£40.—LaT;e, 7i

[95E

LEVIS 2iih.p. 2-3troke. tax paid; £28—Speechic

86, Churchfleld Rd., Acton, W.3. [107

LEVIS Popular, 1921, lamps, licence, perfect; £4

2, Ghudleigh Ed., Ladywell, S.E. [97i

1 Q20 Levis, splendid condition throughout, acre

Xif sories, licensed; 35 gns.-Fersfleld, Westbii;

Rd., New Maiden. [11'

LEVIS 2r4h.p., 1920, 2 speeds, Dunlops, P. and E
mech. '

horn, splendid condition; £48.—BraniiJi

14, Cardiff. [X92-King's Ed.,

LEVIS 2"'4h.p.. 2-speed, fully equipped, spares, i!

paid, excellent condition; £47 cash.—Glanvill
CranhiU Ed., Street, Somerset. [lOl

LATE 1919 Levis 2,iih.p., Iamp.s, etc., splendid rr

dition, expert examination invited; £42
Pullen, 23, Euston Av., Watford. [93(

1 Q21 Levis, complete, £10 accessories, insurance, cc

J.U dition perfect: £50: Trinmpli -wanted.-Edivnrc

33, Montpellier VilhiS Cheltenham. [96

LEVIS, 1920, splendid condition, fully equippe

electric lighting; £42.—Dcacock, Park Htii,'

Branscombe Gardens, Winchmore Hill, N. [98'

31h p. Levis Popular Model, just been thoronil

4 overhauled and new tyre fitted, lamp, horn, a

licence paid; £40.-Eugeley Garage, Eugeley. [95

LEVIS 1919 2i4h.p., guaranteed in perfect conditi

throughout, tyres unpunctured, tax, in

equipped; photo; £33.-128, London Rd., Kings Lyi

LEVIS New 247 c.c. Sports Model, guaranteed sii

50 m.p.h., one of the very few in England;

stock to-day: £65.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Readii

Phone: 1024. [13

LEVIS, 1915, P3rfect order, many improvemen
tyres and belt excellent, T.T. bars, complete wi i

lamps, horn, licensed; offers or exchanges.—BusM
View, Hampton Wick. [93

LEVIS 1921 and accessories, tax paid; £45 c.isli,

£9 down and 11 payments of £3/10/4.—Lninl

60 High Ed., Wood Green; 387, Euston Ed., N\
151, High St., 'Walthamstow . [97

ANNOUNCEMENT of a New Levis Model.—We <

now supply the Model S, 2-speed with k

starter, at £70 : easy payments 4% -extra ;
urn

diate delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston 1;

Birmingham. t^^-

1 021 Levis, supplied on deferred payments at qXU 4% extra; all models in stock for immedi
delivery. 2Vih.p- touring or sports models, £60; Mc^

S 2i4h.p., 2-speed, handle-bar controlled clutch, £6«.

Buy your machine direct from the Levis speciah'

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., BirminghMQ.
[X9^

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.M.C.

l>iU.p. L.M.C, Bosch, lamps, horn, licensed, per-

p2 feet; £14/10—17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1115

j! Marloe.
I'lTARLOE. 1921, a^^h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed,

JrX clutch, kick start, brand new, list 98 gns.; accept
'63/10, or £14 down, 12 monthly payments of £5
leh.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead
553. [1457

Martinsyde.
'i.rARTINSYDE New 1921 Combinations; catalogue
tX price.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

[1258

921 Martinsj-de Combination, done under 1,000
miies, unscratched,. as new; £130.—Clarke, Queen

.c.. Louth. [9643

'n'EW' 6h.p. Martinayde Combination, fitted latest
1 sidecar support, merely shop-soiled; first £130
-cures.—Hales, 103, St. Paul's Rd., Highbury, N.l.

,!
[9915

ITARTIN'STDE Combination, 1921, delivered Aiigust,

jX 600 miles only, complete "with P. and H. lamp,
imp, lioru, speedometer; absolute bnrR.nin, £125.—
:jppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland St., W-l. [9758

'h.p. Martinsyde Combination, £145; 3y2h.p. Mar-
y tini^yde sports model, £120; free insurance; ex-

langes "or deferred payments ; all spares.—Clifford
'tlson Mfg. Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

M) 210. [8146

Matchless.
TATCHLE33.

)ELIVERY Free for 150 miles from London
Don't forget, every outfit personal] v tested bv

e (Matchless only) expert. Sports model now ready.

e fastest and best outfit; gradual payments arranged
i on balance only.-J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd.,
umstead, S.E.IS. [5374

TATCHLE3S Combinations.

,. GENT, T. J. Ross, 86,
X 'Phone : Lee Green 744,

High Rd., Lee. S.E.

TRAVEL in Comfort on a Matchless.

1ERTAIN to Please.

IIGHEST Marks Awarded in anv passenger class

to T. J. Ross in A.C.U. 6 days trial, 1920.

' UXURIOUS Riding on a Matchless.
i

'CONOMICAL in Petrol.

ECOND to None in Price and Workmanship.

ATLSFACTION Guaranteed. Price : Standard
model i£185, with 2-seater sidecar £191/10, with

-iting sidecar £180. Easy payments and exchanges
anged. [8976

("ATCHLESS Combination, Bh.p., 2 speeds, E.S., ex-
L rellent running order; £45.-34, Goundou Rd.,
'.^iitry. [X9382

Ci21 Matchless, M.A.G.. Mogdyno, fully equipped,
^ like new; £180, close oHer.—Gillam, 37, Payne

. , Hove. [9634

'ATCHLESS.—The latest sports model combination
- at £180 represents the finest value for money

' che market.—Below.

ATCHLESS.—All models in stock; your present
mount can be taken as part payment on most

1 lal terms; our extended payment terms are avail-
; to those who do not wish to pay cash. —City
, nts, Elce and C-o., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
r St., E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [0065
' ATCHLESS 8h.p., twin J.A.P., 2 speeds, belt drive.

liimps. Klaxon, excellent condition ; £65.-2,
f l-el St., King's Lynn, Noifolk. [9411

ATCHLESS-M.A.G., perfect. 8h.p., 3-speed cora-
- bination, fully equipped, 'all-chain drive; 95 gns.
-i iQgman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. [1270

ilEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. AM models in
' stock; sporting models £180, sttmdnrd models £185
-, J. Stacey, 12. Ecclefiali Rd., Sheffield. 10574
ATCHLESS Models for Immediate Delivery; liberal

-- exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
~,h Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9959

ATCHLESS 1921 Combination, all on, M.A.G.
- engine ; bargain, £162 / 10 ; exchanges.—Goad,
1, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [1462
' ATCHLESS, 1921 (May), lamps, Easting, hood,

Binks, speedometer, insurance, tax, perfect out-
1 trial; £165.-41, Cleveland Rd., New Maiden.

[1411
.|19 Matchless, Victory model, spare wheel, lamps,
-,' and horn, exceptionally good 8h.p, J.A.P.
e.me; £90.—Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead,
S 18. [8723

II 21 Matchless, Easting Royal screen, Magdyno,
. •>.' Lucas electric horn, trip apeedometcr, legshielda,

e, new; £187.—Ward, 51, Upper Richmond Rd.,
£aey. [1402

p ATCHJLESS 1920 Model H Combination, with
i- Lucas dynamo lighting; £145.—Newnham Motor
C 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
si. h 80. [9974

THE

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.

THE " BIRDCATCHER

'

Speedy Model.

Above is illustrated a very

beautiful Sporting Model—it is

as strong as a sidecar could be,

and the finish is excellent.

Price with Apron

£28 - -

Write for complete list.

Haveyou a Mascot 7

The latest enterprise oj the Burlington

Motor Cycle Co. is in the form oJ an

attractive representation of
** Burlington

'Bertie " m solid brass, heavily plated.

Price 1016 Postage 1/-

Motor Cycle Bargains
ZENITH i h.p., Gradua Gear, all

on, tax paid £65

1921 DIAMOND-VILLIERS 2}

h.p., Sturmoy-Archer 2-specd

and kick-starter 67 Gns.

1921 CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2J
h.p., Enfield 2-5pced,and kick-

starter £66

1920 COULSON 2} h.p. Sports
Model, Sturmey-.\rcher 2-sp.

and clutch 97 Gns.

1921 CALTHORPE 2-stroke,

2i h.p., single speed . . . . 43 Gns.

7, SOUTH SIDE.

CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

Phove: Brixton 2W. VfirjB: Surlinaton Motors, Clapltam

Just by Clapham Underground Station.

MOTOR CVCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1021 Matchless M.agdyno CombinaLlon, demonstra-
-LiJ lion model, indistinfjuishable from new, special
price: £179.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [1546

MATCHLESS Combination, family model, 1921,
RIagdyno, speedometer, hood, and many extias,

mileage ncgliiible; £195.—RatcliHe Bros., 200, (Jt.

Portland St., W. [X9301

JULY (1920) Matchless Combination, M.A.G., Mag-
dyno, speedometer, horn, screen, legshields, spare

wheel, just rebushed by, makers, insured; £155.-14,
t'opers Cope Rd., Beckenhani. [1400

MATCHLESS 1920 Magdynamo Combination, pei-

le.t; exchange Sunbeam, Triumph conibinatinn,

lightweight aud cash, or sell nearest £165.-436,
Katljuiine Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. [9545

MATCHLESS Combinaiton, 1920, M.A.G. 8h.p.,

hood, wind screen, speedometer, lamps, spare
wheel complete, all on; £145.—Letter only, 40,
lleacon Ed., Kingston-on-Thanies. [X9307

MATCHLESS Sh.p. J.A.P. Combination, 1914 luotlel,

excellent condition, tax paid.—Can be seen at
Wheeler's Garage, Church St., Chelsea.—Number o!

spares and accessories. Offer wanted. [1410

1Q20 Matchless, Model H, Lucas Magdyno, hood',
-Lt? speedometer, and all accessories, just over-

hauled, in perfect condition, any trial; £135.---.T.

Tiissell, la, Blomfleld Kd., Pluuistead. [1^95

IQIS (Belierel Matchless Combination, 3-speed clutch,

-I *y kick starter, nil interch.'ingeable wheels, including

lamps, licence, horn, luggage carrier; to be sold £125,
or near oiler.—E. Cox and Son, Motor Engineers.
Sonuing-on-Thamei?. [8390

MATCHLESS 1921 Family Combination, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, leg shields, double hood,

electric horn, front band brake, sidecar step, mirror,

etc., mileage 2.000, spare wheel never used; £170.—
Crow Bros., Guildford. " [1276

MATCHLESS, the classic combination. — Sam E.

Clapham, the agent, can supply a model to.
meet your requirements for cash, exchange, or easy

terms.' Sports, single-seater, or •' family, outfifr. Free
tuition and delivery anywhere.

MATCHLESS Commercial Model.—The finest pro-

position for a tradesman (see " Motor Cvclin;i '' advt.j.

Demonstrations with pleasure.—Write, call, or 'phone ;

Greenwich 751.—S.E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell

St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [1466

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Matchless motor cycles and combinations, for

mmediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. TeL : 607. ,[0651

GET your new 1921 Matchless from the Layton
Garages, who can give immediate delivery of any

model: exchanges quoted; balance may be paid out of

nine if desired. Enquiries treated personally and
with every courtesy.—The Liyton Garages, 30, Holywell

St., Oxford, and London Ed., Bicester. [8221

MATCHLESS.-We are the recognised North Lon-
don agents for the delightfully sprung and prac-

tically designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-

Royce on three wheels: immediate delivery from stock,

for' cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade sup-

plied; all spares in stock.-Jones' Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

r0381

1 020 Matchless Combination, very good J.A.P. eii-

Xt7 gine, iieifeet condition, jiiet overliaule^l. Watfoid
trip sneedoineter, Victa horn, acetylene lighting, spares,

tools, etc., mileage 7,000, tax paid 1921, insurance

.Tune, 1922; for immediate sale; £145, or very near

offer- owner proceeding India.—Can be seen. Foreman.
Ogle Garage. Upper Marylebonc St., vicinity Gt. Pcrt-

and St., W.l. Trials by appointment. [1256

Metro.

METEO-TYLEE 2l.',h.p., 2 speeds; no reasonable

otter refused; must be sold.-72. luobwhei :Rd^

1-lornsey.

ETRO-TYLER. 1921, brand new,
1 ridden.—31 1. jiviii;^

[9713

1136

METRO-TYLER. 1921, Drana new, 2-speed, aU

enclosed, never been ridden.—317, King St^

Hammersmith.
METRO-TTLER, llec., 1920, enclosed type, all acces-

sories, little used, perfect ; £60, or exchange 4h p

-Ferntiank, Boston Rd.. Brentford. [9364

1 n20 (June) Metro-Tyler 2-stroke, 2-spced, discs,

ly electrically equipped, very siwrty and smart,

cost £73; accept £40; guaranteed.—Wagstatt, Barn-

hurst Farm, Wolverhampton. (1067

Minerva.

31hu Minerva, Bosch, B. and B., new belt, engin*

2 Vebushed, footboards; ^-i "-n _c.o.,,,„„ jiofl7;.10.- Stephen, 42,
[X926SBroad St., Peterhead.

6h.p. Minerva, mag., all acecssoriM, tax paid
:
rWo

O ""away £20,' or nearest offer.—H. G.

Graham Ed., Wealdstone, Harrow.

MINERVA 25,ih.p., C.A.V. mag., new
good running order, low machine;

Gloucester Rd., Camden Town, N.W.

Hills. 24,
[9416

£10.-68.
[1019

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest

possible prices for cash or easy payments.—
Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 28, Alexandra Rd., Horn-

aev. [8493

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B23

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES J OR SALE. |"WESTWOOD" ACETYLENE SETS.
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE, 2>yi.p.. fine order good P"''".^

cash, £16.-151, High Kd., Willesden. [9937

MOTOSACOCHE, little used, fine condition ne^^•

Uunlors, licensed, spares; £20, or exchange 1 lehej

power.-Biitt, 4, -Joime's Ed., Alton, Hants. [3516

New Comet.

NEW COMET, as new, 2-stroke, for sale, 2-speed,

ciutrtV, kick starter, taultlcss, done 20a imles only

just run ii: owner- bought car ;
price ^^O: seen any

time.-aierryfleld, 246, Gray's Inn Ed., AT.C.l. lOba/

New Hudson.

1ft 20 2ilhp. New Hudson, 2-speed, under 2,000, as

19 new any trial; £49.-Moon, Harewood Grove^

Darlington.

-fcTFAV HUDSON, 2-specd, 2-stroke, cost all on £80

N"^June last tost £5^5-seiures.-Butlei. 11, HayeloA

Ed., Hastings.
^^^^^

NFW HUDSON 2Uh.p., Model de Luxe, Oct., 1920,

superlalfve conXtiSu, equipped, licensed; oHers^

—McDougall, Coopersale, Bpping. U^":"

-VTiJ-w ITUU/SON^ 1919 4h.r. Combination, S-speed

N countershaft, kick starter, complete with electric

Inmris Klaxon and accessories, in perfect running

Sn ^MoU cheap; what oflers?-Clay, Mano.^

CTol't, Dewsbuiy. '"'

T>TEW HUDSON L'gl^tweights all models on view:

IN Pnrmlar SO EDS.; de luse, 65 gns.
,
Ace, / s"^-

Spare^"?"'2^ih'pV3y.h.p.. and 6hP machines s^^ocked.

New Imperial.

1019 New Imperial 2^h.p oversize tyres; £35j-

ly Bond, Dental Offices, ISewbury. [9462

W IMPERI.^L 2?ih.p. latest 1921 model; £70^--

Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [9983NEW IMPERI.^L 23ih

Marston, 31, Br _

-VTEW IMPEEIAL, 2%hp., Aug., 1919, 2 speeds

!N £48-104 LiUington St., Victoria. [1240

2fn4?!5ulrif'ii-"?-'^r",SS;
'^' l^e

19^?i^'£ire^SJ^S.^'??SS5Sf'i^"w||

-. t\i-7 ^iht, New ImpcriaWap, clutch, kick-starter,

i£;H?f&s"itrsj^i^^^-'-3^
N-SuXg?.^^ar^^|n^:^^f:oLl3
Maida Vale. 'Phone; Hampstead 1353. [1460

i9^^yJirpe^srsi;ii^->T?^^"^^Tii
iing 9, Blatchiugtou Ed., Seaford, Sussex. [9B46

WT ™|SftJ'x. '£"o"brld\?ng^-trtVokri^^'al

,le-AFti;enr Wickhfle'Mile°smark, Dufenuline. [9778

NPW IMPEEIAL 1919 2«ih.p., 2-speed lamps, horn,

new tfies spare belt and chain tax, msuied

;

new ^>"?'
-J,. £42/10—49, Osbaldeston Ed.,

owner going ..broad, tl^/iu. •">. " "
[9662

IN. 16. „,
1 rk20 New Impenal eh. p. Combination, Klaxon,

19 lamps splendid outfit ; £85. -_C;o Br.admove s

20* •for Lightweights, Price 30/
ROYAL RUBY TAIL LAMP, 4/-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Ryder.

0>Ah,p. New Eyder, good condition, T.T. hand]e-bar8^

/^4 variable jet, Pero eng'/-•a vaiiaoie jet, p'ero engine, all accessories; £35, or

nearest,-H. Morecrolt, New Ed., Aimitage, near Euge-
.... staffs. l950n

Norton.

No. 40/1 •for Heavyweight Solos, 3r/6
NO. 40'2 with Large Generator, 45/
IDEAL Sidecar Lam p, 8/S. TORPEDO Tail Lamp, 5/6.

'DAYBEAM

482. Harrow
1744

Ed., PaddingtoQ. Tel. Willesden
[8059

Tk-nrw IMPERIAL 254h.p., 1919. 2-speed, new tyres,

N^YyeS™ l^rfeit 'condition ; £50 or ofi„

Write appointment, J. Sewell, Juu., 22, Spungfleld

Ed-. Wimbledon. ''

NFW IMPEEIAL 1919 Sh.p. Combination, excellent
""

con™tton tltronghout, lamp., horn «*fon,eter,

wind screen, tax, etc.; £115; reasonable t"=<l-H»'='^

Eainslord Ed., Chelmsford. L»osu

NEW IMPEEIAI, 1919 Sh.p.. complete with M.l'.

cautilefeT sidecar, lamps, tools, etc, in tip-top

nider £100; another fcargain.-Coppen. Allan and Co

89, Gt. Poitland St., W.l. - l"'^^

NEW IA1PERI-\L, special 250 c.c. super J.A.P..

ideal machine lor hill-climbs and speed events,

absolutely unscratched; cost ^93 =.ccept 77 gns.--

Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. Phone ; 1024. [1336

LATE 1919 New Imperial MilHord Combination, elee-

tilc lighting, lugiage grid, overhauled, registered

.and insured for 1921, bon condition; any test
;
£120.-

Peicy E. Buckingham, Marine Garage, Worthing. [9415

1 ft 20 2':ih.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch, kick

ly start, fully equipped, licensed, excellent con-

dition- £50; deterred payment or exchanges—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed.. South- Kensington.

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 1920 Sh.p P and H.

lamp set. Klaxon horn and Mills-FuHord Cor-

vette sidecar. Cameo wind screen, hood, excellent con-

dition throughout, low mileage and very carefully

S.ed- £120; insured—Herbert Robinson Ltd. 32-

35 breen St.. Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tei :

995. ' "

No. 30/2 complete Comb. Outfit, S,7 -7

Motor Cycle

DYNAMO,
Mark 1,

complete with Switch
Box,

£7-10-0
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

"C-J?"

jB,, RIM & PATENTS LTS ,,„
LAWPEN R° BORDESLEY BIRMINCHftM.

"pREJIIER Motor Co. tor 1921 Nortons.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at new reduced

prices

BIG Four, chain drive, £120; Model 16H, SVah.p., ^

3-speed T.T., chain drive, £116. .,Write lor re-

vised price list; easy payments only 4/ extra Buy

you machine direct from the Norton speciahsts The

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [0625

NOETONS are down. Order from Julians ol

Beading.
'"'^

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-Ncrton Big 4 combination

£177; sports model. £132; from stock. [0696

VrORTON Motor Cycles.-Can
,

deliver anywhere;

-LN early dales.-Kelly, Bachelor's Walk, UuWin^^^

VrOETON 1921 Models-Sole district |Sent?, Wesse.

i>l Motors, Ltd., 60. Catherine St., Salisbury

Phone: 72.
^

^^°.°=

OlhP Sports Korton, Model 163, brand new^ list

3i "^irice £132; sacrifice £120 to cle«r.-Ames^

Lynn Bd., Wisbech, Cambs. ,,,
"

10,21 T.T. Norton, fully ^equipped comfortaUyx-

XU ceeds 60, Mabon clutch to fit; £86. Lai|»l«»'

48 Leigh Ed., Hale, Cheshire. L^.''^''

-ik-rr>T>rrn^ TT intp 1 9;:o lamps, born-, etc., specially

N°^™rt .aud'^-guamnteed perfect; ofleis, or exchanse^.

-E«r. Green. 32, High St., Eeigate. U™»

NOETON 3i/,h.p., BiooWands, NS-p- 2-!;K<?'/°'

free engine. Tamps, horn, Cowey tax Pald, £7=
.

-14, Fairlawn Bd., Montpeliet, Bristol. 1''''°"

TvTATiTnv iti?i ^i/,h p I=le of Man model. 3-speea

N'^'^^^iiSJy fit'perf^S ^™1ition;r|^ bargain

£115- cash wai,ted.-68. Corporation St., Staftord. [98'.

-r-T. Norton. 1920, Philipson, l™'f». ^^'f"J'jfSi new belt, licensed and insured, Eood conim on

fast; £95.-A. E. Wickham, The Limes, DeMzes, «m^

1 ft 21 Big Four Norton, li«'!f''•,r'?m°new"r7 "ns'ly age 200, indistinguishable J"™ "S" j^q' ^Har
delerred payment or exchanges—Edwards, »" ^^

rin'ton Rd., South Kensington. i

».Tni?TnN' Bi"' Four, used 196 miles, complete witl

N Cowcv "peertometer. Lucas lamps, L"':f..»'S
Ucencc paid, indistiugmshable !rom new; S^^^^'f^
ain.-Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester L

-.<-»9i P.i" 4 Norton Combination, Henderson Llit

19 si,lec°ar Easting Lucas accessories Bonmkse;

19-i^Sr^X,SS^"lS«^|li>^|?
meter, 700x80 tyres, a fast and =P?rtml outfit mve

good condition throughout; £130.-BrTan Jeneiy-^^^^

Green, Kendal. ,, . ,

NnnTflN 1921 SVohp. 3-specd Sports Model, ver
,

fine condition an§ complete with lamps, bon

phone ; No. 581. '^

«4n under cost—July, 192i; Norton Big 4, De Lu;

£*°sWecar, dyn^io lighting. Easing screen^Pee*

,n»(or l«" shields oversize tyree. Brooks B60D, caoi

e?er
'

saddle insuranio 'and t,ix, absolutely as nev.
•

fl95.-E Hay-Will, Buckliuist Garage, BexhiU-OB-^^a

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 19<

Norton motor cycles and combinations for il

J- t„ ^iMivev^ Your present machine taken

Southpoit. Tel. ; 607. \'"^
;

TVTOETON 1521 S'Ah.p., I O.M. type, large bwd lu
1

N°;S4?J i-ide ta|,, mellow sporting^s.decar,^^hor ,

|;o'^4'Tet"milrge|io^ l'l^65; dLrred paymenu

aeVired.-Parker^s, Bradshawgate, Bolton, also -^i

Deansgate, Manchester.

-1 Hi 20 Big Four Norton Combination, Henderson sr

19 CM fullv equipped, Cowey bom, sTeedom.-f

Hr^ P and h;, electric rear and sidecar Cameo »..

'clen and cover, small mileage privately ot™c(1

new in perfect condition ; any trial; £115.-3Box 6 4

c/o riie Motor Cycle. (D) '''

/-I ET Your New 1921 Norton from «« Layton Ga

Vjf ages, who can give immediate delivery of ai

model exchanges quoted, balance may be Paw ™'

Sccme if desired; enquiries treated personally a

wTth every courtesy.-The Layton Garages, 30, Ho)

-well St.: Oxford and London Ed., Bicester. {62

N.S;U.-

Nti TT 3h p , overhead inlet, long exhaust, tax pai

f2b.-L Sharp, 32, Mason's feiU, Bromley, te

NsiTT Lightweight, splendid running order; £2

•take piish cycle ^art.-57, Kenbury St., Ca

berwell, London.

NS U 3'Ah.p., 2-6peed, Bosch, Sensprny, Tnuni

^^patt4tank,^, nearly new ^re, lamps, ho.

£l8/10.-KmEht, Church St., Beigate,
l^l^^U \ I

—" 11 IB~rm r-.^----r_

„,. All letters .elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement and the date of the Issue.

E24 All lette.s
^^^^^_ ^^^^^^ advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

1921 N.U.T., Lucas Mopdyno liehtinEr, all

new; any trial.— 4, Elm Gardens, Hamuier-
[9856

o.h.v., Amac, 1921, just over-

5, Albert
[9446

a.U.T.^.A.P. SVali.p..
1 himlerl, lamps, tax paid; £38. or near.
d., I'l'fkbam.

J'.U.T.-J.A.P.. Lucas dynamo lig:liting, brand new,
* for immediate deliverv, shop-soiled only; £125.—
. Pollard, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [X9269

T.U-T. 1920 3V2h.p., dynamo lighting, tax paid, as
* new; £110; deferred payments if desired.—
irker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate.
auchester. [9591

plen-

. i90.—Elce and Co.. 15-16.
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

[0071

T.U.T. 1920 3Voh.p. Tv/in, Luca^ MagdynOj in
* did order, tax paid
shopsgate Av.,
venue 5548.

-6h.p. N.U.T., 3-speeds, clutch, kick start, as new,
! will exchange Triumph or any good make up to
i.p., or sell £82 cash; any day from 4 to 1

iS, High St., Harlesden, N.W.IO.

921 SVsh.p. N.U.T..
watch.

'Austin
[1446

Magdyno. horn. Tan-Sad,
licensed, mileage 100, absolutely un-

latched; £110; deferred payment or exchanges.—
i wards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

El 344
O.K.

921 O.K. Junior, licensed; bargain, £32/10
:" -— " - - • — . ,. .

feet.—373. Katherine Rd., Forest Gate.
per-

[9816

).K. 2-;'ih.p., 2-speed, lamps, tools, tax paid, new con-
dition; £35.-13. Crook Log, Bexleyheath, S.E.

[9792
).K. 1917 2-stroke. good little 'bus. in top-hole

order; £23; snip.—33, West End Lane, Kil-
rn. [1449

>.K.-VILLIERS, completely equipped, mileage under
_ 800: £34.—Sleight, 26, Granville Rd., Grange-

vn, Yorkshire. [9779

||.K., 1920, 2-speed, accessories, excellent condition,
trial; exchanges; £45, offers.—Elmwood, Corring-

(ta Rd., Stanford-le-Hope, Essex. [1218

!|.K. Junior 1920 2i/i.h.p.. 2-speed. 2-stroke, condi-
;' tion perfect, tax, insurance, accessories; £39/10,

- 1-gain.—288, Sangley Rd., Catford, S.E. 6. [1308

;

'

Omega.
|3h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed, going order; £30; N.W.

'

|4; district. — Letters, Box 6,434, c/o The Motor
iile. [9773

iMEGA-J-A.P. 1920 22/4h.p., 2-speed. long exhaust,
all accessories.—Evans, Chemical Hall. St. Clears.

I innrthenshire. [9682
P. and M.

' and M.. 1917, as new, kick st^rt, all accessories;
-* £50.-61, Commercial Rd., Lambeth. [9824^

1li8 Phelon and Moore, tax paid and insurance;
y £50,—Fox, 12, Conduit St., Lichfield. [X9322

<lh.p. P. and M.. 1912, 2-speed, overhauled, ride
t2 away; £18.-302, London Rd., Croydon, [1160

2-speed clutch, kick start, perfect
-56, Park Lane, Kidderminster.

[1221
"jIELON and Moore Sy^h.p.. 2-speed, new tvre, g^ood
J condition, licensed ; £35.—Rogerson, Newtown,
Van. [X9255

1 and M., 1918, guaranteed as new:
-I dealers invited
Eiig.

ALEXANDER'S
STOCKTAKING

SALE
HUGE REDUCTIONS

||1B P. and M.,
J» order; £47.-

\Y7E have a comprehensive Stock
" ' of the best machines and, prior

to stock-taking, a clearance must be

made, regardless of original costs.

We have, therefore, Re-

priced all Second-hand, Shop-

soiled, and sHghtly used

Demonstration Machines to

Figures which will make
for quick sales —and

CASH BUYERS CAN NOW
SAVE POUNDS STERLING.

1 and M., 1918,
J pood condition

. £47/10;
-Scott, 59, Murrey Rd., South

[9710
with 1921 sidecar, lamps, licence
; fSG.-Warnes, 46, Churchflelcl

« ACton. [1297

]and M. Cycle for sale, 1916, SVih.p., very little
used.—Apply, Transport Manager, Lipton, Ltd

C Ed., E.G. [9436

I
and M. 3!/^h.p., late O.K. model, overhauled and
enamelled, lovely condition, all on; £42 —38

Pie St., Deptford, S.E. 8. [9849

121 P. and M., absolutely as new, mileage under
500; very great bargain, 90 gns.—Julian. 84,

B d St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024. [1334

]il8' P. and M. Combination, just overhauled and
re-enamelled, perfect ; £65, or near.—J.B., 141,

Citantine Rd., Hampstead, N.W. 3. [9696

I
and M. (Sept., 1920), mileage 2,400, licensed;
£75 sold, or, with sidecar and electric lighting,

£ ).—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester.
[1391

1 20 3Vsh.p. P. and M. Combination, in really sound
^ condition, speedometer, all lamps and acces-
^' s; £140, or near oHer.—Linington, 54, Commercial
K Portsmouth. [1066
1 and M. Coachbuilt Combination, tax paid, lamps,
^ hooter, excellent order, ride away; bargain, £40.
-rris, 9, Kirkeby Buildings, Bourne Estate, Port-
Pt Lane, Holborn. [1406
T and M. 1918 3"/L'h.p., sporting sidecar. Easting
•* screen, fully equipped, first-c-lass condition through-
Jo £65.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
D'^gate, Manchester. [9593
Jand M. (Nov., 1919) and Sidecar, privately owned,• lamps, horn, speedometer, wind shields, recently
'V lauled, .tax paid and insured; £87.—Mucklow, 14,
^ciwick Park Rd., Harrow. [9852

Don't miss this opportunity !

Send for our complete
LIST OF BARGAINS.

Here are a few samples of slightly

used Demonstration Models taken
at random from our List :

—

I92I 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination .. £135
192 1 2|h.p. DOUGLAS 2-speed .. .. £75
1921 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination,

2-seater . . .... . . £175
1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination .. £140
1921 NORTON Big 4 £118
1921 3i h.p. P. & M £100
1921 16 h.p. ACE 4 cylinder .. .. £135
1921 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. Combination . . £165
1921 INDIAN Powerplus Combination. . £185
1921 MORGAN de luxe W.C £185
1921 UNIT No. 1 Light Car .. .. £215
192 1 G.W.K. 2-seater Car .. .. £290

The mileage done by these machines
is from 10 to 200 miles, and every one is

as good as new, used for short runs only.

3ofMANY from ourShop-soiled Column:
Brand New 3 h.p. CLEVELAND, 2-stroke .. £52
Brand New 4 h.p. ARMIS, twin M.A.G.engine £88
Brand New4 h.p. VERUS-BLACKBURNE. . £88

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.
272-274, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
P. and M.

1Q18 P. and M. Combination, '3'/oh. p., chain drive, 2
J- *^ speeds, horn, lamps, new tyres, running and con-
dition excellent, overhauled and re-enamelled; £65.—
Cable, 89, Grundy St., Poplar, E.14 11302

NEARLY New P. and M. Combination, Lucas elec-
tric lighting, Cowey, insurance and tax paid

:

£85, or exchange modern twin.—Wheeler, c/o Eton
Garage, 260, Balham High Rd., .S.W.12. [1117

P.
and M. Combination, 1920 colours, enamel and
plating as new, wind screen, lamps, and new

tyres; any trial given; £67/10, or offer.—Southcroft
Motor Works, 261, Mitcham Lane, Streatham. [1166

1Q19 P. and M., with late model Grindlay sidecar.
At/ electric lighting, tax and insurance paid, me-
chanically perfect, and condition aa new ; anv trial

;

£80.-J. M. Benroson, 501, Hornsey Rd., N.19. [9448

P. and M. 1919 Combination (not W.D.), unusually fine
condition, fully equipped, including licence,

highly recommended and a bargain; £75.—Tlie Lay-
ton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581.

'

_^ [8233
|J. and M., late 1917-18, newly plated and stoveA enamelled makers' 1921 colours, new Dunlop
tyres, tubes, perfect mechanical condition; cash ap-
proval, iSeS.—57, Firshill Rd., Pitsmoor, Sheffield.

.„ - ' [9831
T3. and M.—A number of excellent W.D. models in
J- various stages of completion, for disposal in 1
lot, somg" complete and ready; low quotation; write
for particulars.—-Box 6,445, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.

[1352
Paragon.

PARAGOM' 1920 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, counter-
shatt. C.-\.V. mag., latest Amac carburetter, fud

lamp set. horn, etc., spring frame, original tvres as new,
very small loilenge, and is in perfect condition : £31,
cost £70.—E. Watson, Victoria Ed., Aldeburgh, Suf-
folk. [1202

Peugeot.
PEtTGEOT 3y2h.p.,, single speed, disc wlcels, fast:

£18.-211, Franciscan Ed., Upper Tooting. [U47
PEUGEOT V.S. S-6h.p. Twin, single gear, B. and

B., Bosch; £20.-151, High Hd., Willesden.
[9936

6 h.p. Peugeot C.B. Combination, Ittod, screen, lamps,
speedometer, splendid condition, just overhauled:

£40: bargain: tax paid; trial by appointment.—135.
Leighton Ed., West Ealing, London, W.13. [1023

Pope.

SPEED Model 7h.p. 1918 o.h.v. Pope. 2-speed, C.K.S.:
£63.—Eggets. Sawrev. Ambleside. [9734[9734

AX Opportunity.-One only 7-9h.p. Pope combination,
gear box, clutch, all-chain drive, kick start, spring

frame, 28x3 wheels, electric licliting. Easting screen,
latest pattern - bulbous back sidecar with extra large
luggage locker, tax paid, smart, fast, and powerful

;

first cheriue £75 secures.-Samuel Eeed and Sons, 136,
Ut. Dover St., S.E.t. 'Phone: Hop. 2537. [1291

Precision.

PEEOISION 25ih.p., variable gear, Bosch mag., B.
and B. carburetter, perfect condition throughout

;

£20.—Lindfleld, 72, High St., Crawley, Sussex. [9614

IF you want a cheap, reliable, and comfijrtable
combination that does not look too bad. try my

4i^h.p. Precision, 3 speeds, starter, light sidecar,
and lamps; £40.—At The Elms, Northwood, Middle-
sex. [9879

Premier.
28, Woodford14 31Ah.p., 3-speed Premier; £25.-

Hd.. Forest Gate. [109619
PREMIER 3V''b.p. T.T. Model, lamps, licence. £10

new parts; £25.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [1320

PREMIER 1912 ZV-y^i.v., 2-speed, clutch, kick start,

good condition
; £24.—Rogerson, Newtown, Wigan.

[X9254
3ib.p. Premier Combination, countershaft 2-speed,

2 K.S., clutch, good running order; £35.-34,
Coundon R.d., Coventry. tX9383

PREMIER Combination, 4h.p., 3-sp6ed, clutch starter,

perfect order; best offer accepted.-Lee, 239. Bal-
ham High Rd., S.W.12. [1143

PREMIER SVih.p.. 3-speed, clutch, re-enamelled
and running order, Bosch mag.; sacrifice, £20.-

18, Alexandra' Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [1087

Oili.p. Premier, 3-speed damaged, otherwise good^ 2 condition ; accept £ 22 to clear.—Burrell, The
Cottage, Lawrie Park Crescent, Sydenham. [9720

Quadrant.
1 Q 16 Quadrant Combination, countershaft, perfect,
Xt/ little used.—Ferndale, 1, St. George's Rd.,
Kingston-on-Thames. [9466

QUADRANT 3h.p., m.o.v., new Sensprny carburetter,
good condition ; bargain, £9/10.—Parker's, Brad-

sliawgnt-e, Bolton; also 245, Dean-sgote, Manchester..
(9594

"I
Q21 Quadrant Combination, Maglita dynamo light-

X«7 ing, insured, special sidecar extra roomy, lug-
gage grid, excellent condition; £110.—Clifford Wilson.
177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [7188

QUADRANT Combinations from Stock, all models,
free insurance; cash, exchange, or deferred pay-

ments; all spares.—Official repairers, Clifford Wilson
Manufacturing Co.. 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.,
S.E.I. Hop. 210. [4667

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
Motor Cycles advertised by private owjiers are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

pREMIER Motor Go far 1931 Raleigha.

EASY Payments only 4% extra. We can deliver
to your address within 24 hours the new Raleigh

5-6h.p, flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; solo, 140
gns.; sidecar, 176 gns.; spare wheel and tyre, 6 gns.--
Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co
AstoD Ed.. Birmingham. [0626

RALEIGH 6]!. p., 1921, absohitely new and iiusoiled;
list 140 gns., bargain, 120 gns.—J. E. Brassey

and Son, Ltd., Chester. - [9527

EALEIGH Combination, not done 500 milea, with
bniud new Lneas lamp*, all' acce«^sories, and Ii<^eii<'e

pnid; £176.—Bungalow, Happy Valley, Malvern. [9637

RALEIGH Solo and Combinations, for immediate
delivery; liberal ex<?hanges; spares in stock.

—

Newnhani Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6,
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9957

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Combimition, purchased M;iy,
ownLT returning abroad sell best offer, retimed

jm<l decarbonised by makers oarelully nur^^ed. P. and
H. lighting, insured £200.—Bailev, Sutton St., Notting-
ham. [9551

Readme-Standard.
READIXG-STANDAED, 1921. dynamo lighting,

all lamp^, M.P. cantilever sidecar, coverall apron;
£140.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland St., W.

[9761

^ Regent.
1 Q20 R_egent Combination, 5-7h.p. Coventry VictDr
-"t/ engine, splendid roomy sidecar; the lot in fine
condition; £95.-Benson, Walton, Peterboro'. [9947

Rex.
SPORTING Rex. very low; £22.—Avon Motor Cvcle

Co., Southbridge Rd., Croydon. [1262

REX Si-^h.p. Single, Klaxon, lamps. B.B. variable,
licence, fast; £22.-10, Alexandra Ed., Windsor.

[1155
5-6h.p. Res. Combination, coaehbnilt sidef^ar, all in

good condition.—Particidars, W. Bonnett, ThetlVird.
[9622

REX 8h.p., S-speed, E.S., clutcli,, all chflin drive,
lovely combination, lamps, tax; bargain, £60.

—

4, Passmore St., Sioane Su.. S.W.I. [1105

REX, Indian red, low and sporty, about sy^h-p.,
lamps, horn, plated bars; a real bargain, £18^—

Dental, 769, Eomford Rd., Manor Park, London. B.
[9540

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, Bosch mag., clut(>h, handle stjut.
Tan-Sad, soeedometer, nearly new tyres, pertert

running order; £20, baxgain; must sell.—Lind field, 72,
High St., Crawley, Sussex. [9613

5-6h.p. Rex, 3-speerl, clutch, K,S., free engine, Bcc:pli,
Binks, all on, excellent condition, good tyres, belt;

£30 : give cash and exchange for good 2'^4h.p. Douglas.
—Whymont, 75, Eraybrook Rd., Desborough, Noithants.

[1012
SPECIAL Offer of Brand New Sh.p. Rex-Blackburne

comliiiiation, fleta^-hable wheels, spare wheel,.
raakers" list price £218, reduced to £160 cash; easy
payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co..
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X9357

Rover
14 Rover. S-speed, clutch hub, 3',-h-p., good order:
£35.-151, High Rd., Willesden. [9935

31,h.p. Rover, 1913. tax, lamps, horn; £34.-90,
2 Ayresome Park Rd., Middlesbrough. [1238

3ih.p. Eover, 3-speed, clutch, lnmr»«. tools, complete,
2 tax paid; £50, or nearest.—Apply. Post Office,

Gaywoc(i [9538

"IQ19 eii.p. Rover Combination, not army machine,
Xt? Lucas accessories, any trial; £aO.—37, Arling-
ton Rd.. Surbiton. [1102

3Lh.p. Rover C.B. Comliinntion, 5-speed countersriatt,
2 spares, tax; insurance ;" £75.-36, Eipon St.,

Gieeuheys, Manchester. [1156

1 ttl4 Eover Combination, complete, lamps, horn, littleX «? used, good condition ; £ 65.—Perrott, Charville
Farm, Twyford, Berkc?. [9647

"D OVEE 3V'h,p., clutch model, excellent condition
Xfc throughout, fiilly eq(upped; £35.—Evexitt, 3, Wal-
nut Tree Av., Camluidge. [9623

ROVER Combination, 3Vjh.p., very little used, jnnt
been overhauled ; £80 ; seen any evening after

6.-586. High Ed., Streatham, S.W.. [1384

X? 75.—1920 Specinl Rover, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., onlv dwie
f~W 250, consider lightweight, cash; smart coachbuiit
siderar, 10 gns.—203, Liliie R<]., Fulham. [9667

ROVER Combination, 3'ih.p.. chain drive, 1920.
new last luonth; £132/10, including extras, mile-

age 165.—46, St. GeoPse's St., Canterbury. [6918

ROVER 1921 Latest 6h.p. Combination, £167/10;
complete with all accessories; quite new and un-

soiled.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [9986

1 Q21 (July) 5-6h.p. Rover, Grindlay sidecar,- acce?-XtC sories, insurance, perfect condition ; £145, nearest'
exchange Morgan.—Page, .Dulverton, Somerset. [9638

1 <C|20 (June) Eover Combination, JV-li-p., _ fully
J-*-' equipped, tax paid, insurance free," guaranteed

,

mechanically peffeet; offers.—303, Morland Ed., Crov-
dcn. [9026

1

B26 AU lettei^ relating to advertisements si

Motor Cycles

BtMBERS
FOR

BARGAINS
AND

EXGHANOES

19

Full Market Value Allowed
for" your present machine in good
condition, In part exchange for any
of the following new machines ;

—

7-9 h.p. KARLEY-DAVIDSON
Combination £225

8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £160
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £185
3i h.p. ARIEL Combination.. £135

3} h.p. NORTON, i6H model.. £132

3i h.p. N.U.T £110
2| h.p. COULSON, spring frame £84

3i h.p. SUNBEAM £155 8
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, all on .... £85

Are You Buying Rioiit?

Look at the following :

I92I 3i h.p. NORTON, i6H model £105
r920 S' h.p. L.M.C. Combination £92
1920 5 h p HARLEY-DAVIDSON

Combination £135
1920 2I hp. METRO -TYLER,

S type £60

1920 3i h.p. P. & M £72
1920 3i h.p. BEARDMORE-PRE-

CISION £55
1919-20 3J h.p. SCOTT Comb. .. £100
1919-20 4 h.p. TRIUMPH £75
1919 2| h.p. EDMUND Comb. . . £55

SPECIAL.
1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAIVI & SWAN
Sidecar, electric lamps, horn, discs,

licensed, excellent condition . . £130

Let us send you full particu-

lars of the above machines.

'THE EARLY BIRD"
WRITE NOW.

R.BAMBER&Co.,Lt!l.,
2, EASTBANK ST.,

SOUTHPORT.'Phone : 607.

MOTOH FOR SALE.CYCLES
Rover.

1 Ql9 S'/^h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Rover and Cane
-*-«7 let sideca,r, new belt and tyres, larops, )iorn, tf

Co -

, -, -- tyres, lamp:
,

paid; photo; bargain, £80.—Hallam, Brandon
entry. [X92(

3ih.p. Rover Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, C.
2 sidecar, recently enamelled, plated, speedomete

£40.—Ward, South-Western Garage, New Malde
Surrey. [H
"DOVER Combination, 5-6h.p., 1920 model, tax piu
*~\i recently overhauled, and in excellent order ai

condition; £100.—Wise, 171, Chuich St, Netting H
G;ite, W.8. [94l

6 h.p. Rover 1920 Combinntion, lamps, (=pe<-dfinietp

screen, perfect condition, small mileage, tiix i m
any trial; coat £210, accept £120.-51, Clarke-:
Ed., Sheffield. Oc

1Q15 T.T. Rover SV^h.p., excellent condition, rari
X*,^ cams, carburetter, 2l^in. flexible exhaust, fn'

insured; £38, exchange 2-3troke.—17, Sussex Rd., N'
Maiden, Surrey. [10

T.T. Rover 3J.'zh.p., 1916.17, Philipson pulley.
really fast machine, perfect mechanical con«

tinn, deposit system if required; sacrifice £38.—Sno
Laurel St., Queen's Rd., Dalston, E.8. [14

£60, or near offer; SVi.h.p. Rover combination,
speed, clutch, kick start, lamps, tools, speet

meter, new chassis, tyres, tubes, spare handle-ba
etc.; exceptional bargain.—18a. High St., Putm
S.W.15. [13

3ih.p. Rover, 1914, in good worlcinpr order, poweF
2 machiue. £52/10: or 3y-h.p. Rover 1914 co

biTuitiou, with coachbuiit Farlow sidecar, £65: or si

car separatfr.—L. H. Thomas and Co., "Aladoe Gai-a
Portmadoe. [94,

£100 or best offe-r secures 1921 Rover combinatii
-3'2h.p., all-chain, cost £180, lamps,

Klaxon, licence, etc., cash needed, any trial, leant
taught.—Hollymount, 145, Leander Rd., Brixton Hi
S.W.2. Exchange solo and cash. [14i

ROVFR 192r T.T. -75m.p.h. Model, used 400 m:
only, and specially preijared for competition, bii

carefully rnu in and is better than new, fitted
knee-srips and licensed; £87/10.—The Layton Garaji
30, Holywell St.,. Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [8fif

Royal Ruby.
RUBY-VILLIERS 1917 2^4h.p., lamps, etp., peri

condition; £28.-39, Broug:hton Rd.. Ealing. [l;i

NEW Royal Ruby, 2'''jh.p., sports model, left wo-
Julv, 1921, not yet ridden ; list price £84,

accept best offer.—156, High St., Hounslow. [9i'

1 Q20 Royal Ruby Combination, 8b. p., hood, screr
-*-*' all accessories, mileage under 500: saeri
£135.-17, St. Charles Sq., N. Kensington, W.lOi

[Hi

1 Q18 Royal Ruby 2-stroke. 2o4h.p.. pillion seat, lau
L^Jf accessories, licensed, splendid appearance and i

dition. Dnnlops; £36.—Bussey, 107, Coburg Euildi)
Francis St., Westminster. [1

Rudlge.
Mul'ti 5-6h.p. Combination, good
317, King St., Hammersmith. [9

RUDGE Multi Combination, SV-jh.p., insured
uaid; £40.-7, Paulet Rd.. Cainberwell. [9

new I.CM. model, 1921, shop-soiled,
gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. [1

TJTTDGE-Mnlti I.O.M. 1920, new; £60

RUDGE
£50.-

paid

;

TJUDGE,

new; £60; tax p
any trial.—1, Malliam Ed., Forest Hill, S.E. [£

7-9h.p. I.O.M. Eudge MTilti Solo: exchange k
power.—20, Latchett Rd., Woodford, Essex. [9

RTJDGE 3'Ah.p., clutch, fine condition, new belt,"

paid; ride away; £33.-110, Alton St., Clew
[S

RTJDGE Multi T.T. Mod^l. just delivered from we
not unpacked; £85.-13, Crook Log, Eexleyhe

S.E. [S

7 014 Rudge Rulti and Sidecar, all on, perfect '

--^ dition , new cover ; £ 41.—Cox, 24a, Edginjs
Rd., Streatham. [,'

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, lamps, B
-Lt' wind screen, many spares ; ^90.-94, Add
Rd., Hove, Sussex.

RUDGE Multi, 1914, S'/oh.p., all on. tax paid,
feet running order, any trial; £33.— 133, L

pool Rd., Islington, N. - f!

3ih.p. Rudge Multi (1917), T.T. bars, electric- ligh

2 just overhauled; £45: exchange.
Summer Lane, WoTubwell, Torks.

Apply, 1

Id 15 3Vo]-Lp. Rudge Multi, with Rudge siH
J~*y lamps, horn, etc., ruuniug order, bargain;

)

£50.—Box 995, c/o The Autocar. pt'

1 {|21 Rudge Multi 5-6h.p., sidecar, lamps, nU
XtT plete, and new in May; £110, or near.—EflW
77, Rotherfield St., Ishngton, N.l. I

RUDGE Multi. 1920, I.O.M. special, bsaatii

equipped, speedometer, tax paid, very taat

gns.—18, St. Mary's Rd., Peckham. :.Z

RUDGE Multi, 1921, 3M;h.p.. T.T. modelV- '

soiled; list price, £85; what offers, — Pfeft'^

219, High Rd., Balham. Streatham 170. [

3ih.p. Rudge, thoroughly overhauled and enamii

2 accessories, tax paid; £40.—Shepherd, Ei:

Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31.

lould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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; MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

4 Rudge.
>UDGE, I.O.M., 1920. Lucas accessories, spare belt
i^ and valve, splendid condition; £70; wanted.
ijB.C—40. Fauconberg Rd., Chiswick. - [9939

921 3'/L'li.p. Riulge Multi, Lucas horn, tnx paid,
mileape 500, guaranteed perfect; £80.—Flett, 2.

therton Terrace, Findochtr, Banffshire. [9640
tUDGE, 1914, clutch, K-.S., all accessories, pillion
M and footrests, absolutely sound; any trial; £35,
offer.—14, Braidwood Rd., Catford, S.E.6. [1284
ih.p. Rudge MuUi, 1921, August, as new, tax
2 paid, lamps. Klaxon, etc.; £80; after 6 p.m.—
1, Wilmslow Rd.. Didsbury, Manchester. [X9115
tUDGE Multi, 1917-18, perfect condition, lamps,
i> etc., milea-ie 3,000, guaranteed ; £45.-Robcrtson,
Rosa Alb.T Mews, Kilross Rd., Highbury, K. [9784
l.h.p. Clutch Model Rudge, splendid running order,
'2 tax paid; exchange for 2-stroU-e lightweight; sell
;3.—"^estroyd, Weydon Hill. Faruham. Surrey. [9871
!iUDGE 5-6h.p. Combination, 1921, electric light-
ly mg, Easting screen, mileage 1,900, tax paid;
15—Ratclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.i.

[X9300
UDGE 7-9b.p. Multwin, Millford De Luxe .sidecar,

y luiod, screen, speedometer, lamps, etc., whole as
; liargain, £135.-Grey, Penn Rd., Beaconsfteld,

[9427
[1121 (April) SVoli.p. Eudge, LO.M., lamps, Klaxon,
^1/ insurance, iiU as new, guaianteed mechanically
ifeet; £70.-A. J. Kear, Bream, Gloucestershire. (D)

[9480
UDGE Multi, 1921, I.O.M., as new, Lucas lamps,

' horn, knee grips, accessories, tax and insurance
jd till next June; £78.—Davie, Redcross Chambers
Jerpool. [1348

a21 3V2h.p. Rudge, I.O.M., T.T., £85; 5-6h.p. and
r J-'^-'P- ?."^^e Multi combinations, soiled, £130

il £150. —Shepherd,
'Itham Cross 31.

Enfield Highway. Tel.
[0707

i/9h.p. Rudge Combination, August, 1920, £42
1 sidecar, complete and perfect throughout, tax
jd; best reasonable offer reauired.—Greyhound, Hieh
{ Battersea, S.W.ll. [9890

)20 7-9h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, in excellent
condition lamps. Klaxon, Cowey speedometer,

linage grid. Cameo wind screen, perfect; £115.—
i Bassaleg Rd., Newport. [1282
«?lCRIFICE.-1920V2 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, guaran-
K teed perfect, beautiful condition, lamp, horn,
te grips, spares, new tyre; £65; Yorkshire.—Box
f55, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9774

"JUDGE 5-6h.p. Touring Combination, 1920, horn,
J speedometer, lamps, gas and electric, Tan-Sad.
rror, wind screen, pass for new; £120, or offer.— 75
Bjdalen Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [1409

D.M. Rudge Multi, delivered last month, a grand
H machine; £75, or will exchange for late B.S.A.
Q Triumph ; cash either way.—H. L. Edwards, The
1 ly, Pleasant St., Kidderminster. [X9264

JUDGE 56h.p. 1919 Combination, not done 1,000,
original tyres, cylinder intact, as new, tax paid;

, or nearest.—Victoria Garage and Electrical Co.,
1 ,

Queen Victoria Rd., Coventry. [X9186

"JUDGE MuUi Combination, delivered August, 1920.
J Easting screen, lamp SBt, tax paid, under 2.000;
£.—Bruton Mews- Garage, 8-25, South Bruton
N,'s, Bond St. 'Phone: Mayfair 4282. [9468

-ik21 Rudge Multi, 3V2h.p., latest T.T. Isle of Man
i model, in stock; £85; exchanges or extended
t '^ arranged.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av..
C oraile St., E.C.3. "Phone: Avenue 5548. [0070

] ,M. Rudge, 1921, P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn,
J knee-grips, many spares, scarcely used, unpune-
tt 1, absolutely as new; £82. offers; exchange.—He.itb.
1 Wellington Rd. South, Hounslow, Middlesex. [9532

complete
_ . . . new, sni ill

u i^'e, tax paid; first cheuue for £70; cost over ±.100
\' tiaplete.— Gold, 20, Market, Longton, Staffs. [9425

"1)21 Rudge MuLti, mileage 500, very fast, overlap
J cam (i^lus ordinary one), straight-through ex-

I t, Sunbeam fish tail, Jaegar speedometer to 80,
!i

. splendid condition, absolutely as new, full tools;
i*V,P.; £75.—Box 6,315, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[9360
IJDGE MuUi 3V^h.p., 1919 clutch, pedal starter.
4 horn, acetylene, beautiful condition, front tyre
nhnctured, new belt, £58, including tax; also
li Grindlay sporting sidecar, perfect, £20.—Cams-
Jon, 11, Bryanston Sq., London, W.I. 'Phone:
Pi. 542. [1286

|)21 Rudge Combination, 5-6h.p., new condition.
J Easting wind screen, Lucas lamps, Klaxon horn,
n erous accessories, registered December, insured all
li. May, used few months, owner returning abroad.
P ograph; £110, quick sale; note address with con-
fi ice.-Craig, Police Office, Warrington. [9913

nearly new Venus
.
3-speed Sturmey-Archer, clutch

larter, Bosch waterproof, practically new tyres all

f '1, full lamp set, liorn, tools, etc., very smart, and
ii> lerfect condition throughout ; £34, bargain.—R.
"on, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [1201

Scott. ~^ ~

C )TT, latest 1921 touring model; £120.—Marston.
*- 31, Bridge St., Chester. [9981

f

1|21 Rudge Multi, Si/jh.p.. I.O.M. T.T.,
J lamps, tools, horn, Tan-Sad, nearly n

"j JUGE 3'/jh.p. Combination,
^ <oachbuiit sidecar,

COPPEN,ALLAN&CO.
Sole Distributors for

READING STANDARD
The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle.

(1 \ SOLO Complete with dynamo lighting, elec-
\° J

*'*'^*'' trie horn, all lamps, pump, fi e9
tooli, 3 months' giiaiMiitce 361 WO

(2) COiVJBINATiON LTiSdfn^g tntt:
lever sprung M.P. sidecar, cover-all apron, f-t no
sidecar lamp and bracket, stand St a SO

(3) CO!V!BINATION Sa^'ll^^i^^inf-the
wondeiful " PLUS ONE " single or double seater at will,
fitted with hood to cover one cir two passengers, foldi ig

screen, sidecar lamp and bracket, step plate, fOO^
stand, and cover-all apron mZ,^v
Above prices include Dynamo Lighting (not combined
with magneto), all Electric Lamps, Electric Horn, Shock

Absorber, Cover-all Apron, etc.

A few transit soiled machines left at

complete with Dyno Lighting and 3 months'
guarantee.

"PLUS ONE"
A Single or Double- seatei"

Sidecar at will.

SO Gns. Complete, g^?? £27

MP
CANTILEVER SPRUNG SIDECARS.

38 Gns. Complete.

SPECIFICATION FOR BOTH ABOVE SIDECARS.
Sidecar body and chassis {Ihiiahtid m any one of the six standard
colours). Coverall apron, complete with turn buttons. Adjustable
lamp bracket. Aluminium step plate. Self-locking' sidecar wheel
stand. 2Gin. or 28in. wheel tyre. Four point suspension, complete
with ateel sidecar lugs for attachment to Rkading Standard,
Sunbeam. Si & 8h.p. Zenith, Enfield Harley-Da^tdson.
Triumph. Douglas. 4h. p. Blackburne. 8 h p. B.S A,, 4 & s-7

H.p. RuDOE, 6 H.P- Henderson, excelsior (American),
Britisii Excelsior. Indian, ace. Matchless. Ariel
ItO'V'TlR, A J.S., JAME3, and D. .T. Painted in any one of sik

colours. Clue, Green, Red, Bla'k. Grey, or R.3. Green

RETAILERS AND WHOLESALERS, PLEASE NOTE.

TO THE PUBLIC, YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY'

80, GT. PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.I.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a.d\

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are* when desired,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott

1 021 Squirrel! Scott, shop-soiled only; £115.—Fox,
^*J' Central Garage, Lichfield. [X9323
CJCOTT, 1920. excellent condition, Biuks, tax; £85.-^ haxby, 166, ESra Rd., "Wimbledon. [9632
X^.O.C.H. for Scotts, combinations and solos.—5, Heath
-^ bt., Hiimpstead (near Hampetead Tube Station),

QCOTT, 1920, T.T,, spoitiue sidecar, lamps, liceuce,J speedometer; £100,—Anderson, Waltlmui Abbev.
[9-^00OCOTT Combination, 1915. wind screen, Klaxon, elec-

^J trie light, nice condition; £55.-20, Denison Rd..
Ealing. [1077

JQl? 3^ih.p. Scott Combination, good as new;
-II*.' £57/10.-28, Woodford Rd.. Forest Gate.
ytratford 2598. [1097
QCOTT Combination, Canoelet Minor sidecar. Cameo
*^ wind screen, splendid condition; £60.-53, Undrr-
hiil Rd., Dulwich. [9344
QCOTT, No. 3367, 2-speed, K.S., excellent condition;
y-~y £60, offers; exchange for single and cash.—28.
Bourne Rd., Bexley. [1413

1Q20. Scott Combination, electric lighting, many
-L*l7 spares, excellent condition; £100. — Cociell.
Holiy Lodye, Dalston, E.8. [1210

"IQ19 Scott. semi-T.T. combination, Binks, all on,
J- •-' splendid condition, tax paid; £110. Coventry
district.—Box 982, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9117

SCOTT. 1920. T.T., stored 1921, mileage 2.000,
lamps, horn, speedometer, carefully handled;

what offers ?—Davis, Albert St., Harrogate. [1326

SCOTT Combination, 1920, splendid condition, re-

cently overhauled, owner buying car; £110. or
nearest offer.—Jone^, 1,010, Chester Rd.. Stretford, Man-
chester. [9684

1 Q 16 Scott Combination. discs, lamps, fully
-i *y equipped, smart sporting outfit, reliable ; any
trial; £65, ov close offer.—Borough. Arms, Chickeral
Rd., Weymouth. [1173

"I
Q20 (late) Scott, mechanically perfect, platiug and

-1-*^ enamel as new, electric light, all spares; very
sound combination for £130.—Capt. Spear, 80, East
Sheen Av., East Sheen. [9465

SCOTT 1920 Sports Model Combination, fully
equipped, including licence, not used since

Easter, 1921; £110.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [8229

"I Q20 Scott, and Watsonian sidecar, engine No,
JLi/ 4222, P. and H. lamp, engine just overhauled;
£100.—Trial 8.30 to 6 any day at Claygate Motors,
Hare Lane, Gt. Claygate, Surrey. [1470

1 |Q21 Scott, Magdyno lighting, electric horn, fipecd-
-Lt/ ometer, mileag:e 500, spleudiil turnout" nlso 1920""

2'>4h.p. l")ougIas, K.S., clutch, wind shields, elect rio

light, mileage 2,000 ; ofiers.—Coombes, Grove I'arlc

Terrace, Hairogate. [9473

SCOTT Coachbnilt Combination, Sept., 1913, engine
2160, good condition externally and mechanic-

ally, lamps, horn, tools, tax paid, new rear Dunlop
and main chain, owner moving; cash offers wnated for

quick sale.—F. Caiger, Queen Camel, Somerset. (D)
[9490

GET Your New 1921 Scott from the Laytou
Garages, who can give immediate delivery of any

model. Exchanges quoted, balance may be paid out of
income if desired. Enquiries treated personally and
with every courtesv.—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holvwell
St.. Oxford, and London Rd., Bicester. [8204

Singer.

«i<Ii!^GER 4h-p., 2-speed, kick start, good condition;
£27--Rogerson, Newtown, Wigan, [X9256

SINGER, 1914, 3'Ah.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,
£4 tax paid; £32/10.-317, King St., Hammer-

smith. [9712^

4.1 h.p. Singer and C.B. Sidecar tor sale, 2 speed
4 and clutcli, requires new cylinder; £23, no

offers—E. Moss, 79, High St., Marylebone, W.I.
[9718

4JLh.p. Singer Combination, 2 speeds, clutch, Advance,
2 pulley, pedal start, electric lighting, good tyres,

spare belt, recently overhauled: ride half way to [lur-

chaser : must sell cheap, having bought car.—Booth,

.

East Visw, Trawden Forest. [1013

Sparkbrook.
SPARKBROOK 2',Ui.p- Lightweight, new and fully

guaranteed, reduced t« £50.—M,A.A,, Ltd., 89.
Wigmore St,,' W. [9346

SPARKBROOK, late 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully
equipped, good condition; £55, or offer?.-13,

Coronation Rd,, Bridgwater. [1176

Sun.

£32; Sun-Vitesse 1915 2-stroke, discs, lamps, tax
paid.—29, Old Ford Rd., E.2, [1031

SUN-VILHERS, 1916, newly enamelled black and
gold, 2-3peed, good tyres; £29.—Derrington,

Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [1422 ,

1 Q14 Bun-Villiers 2-stroke, in good running order,
Xt/ new piston and main bearings just fitted, himps,
horn, tax paid; £27,—F. C. Lingley, Woodbridge, Suf-
folk, l151"5

ertlsement, and the date ot the issue, B27
marked (P).

I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

"I
Q15 Si/oh.p. 3-speed All-chain Sunbeam and Side-

J-tf car, "Lucas lamp, perfect condition; ^75.—Fox,
12, Conduit St., Lichfield. [X9320

LATE 1920 3'/oh.p. Sunbeam. Lucas lamps and
horn, tax paiS, complete, perfect oi'der; £128.

—

Box 6,444, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1229

SUNBEAJI S'/j.hp. Combination, brand new, for im-
'

mediate deliverj-; shop-soiled only

;

Chehust'ord.

new; £135.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading,
1024.

£175.-E,
Polhml, Eroonjfield Kd.. Chehust'ord. [X9268

Gh.p. Sunbeam Combination, engine rebushed Jiily,
splendid condition, all accessories, hood, Low

generator; £115.-8, Leeson St., Leicester. [X9317
"I019 S^^h.p. Sunbeam, just overhauled, re-enamelled,
-- «-' new tyre*, all accessories, looks and nins like new

;

£100.-17, St Charles Sq., X. Kensington, W.IO. [1011

LATE 1919 Sunbeam SJ^li-P-, 'guaranteed perfect.
appearance as new throughout, and fully

equipped; £90.—Sesty, Pool Farm, Tibbertou, Glos.'
[9574

1 Q21 5V:.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, brand new.
J-«-' Lucas lamps, tax paid, makers' guarantee; 150
gns.—Pike, 102a, Church St., Chelsea. 'Phone: Ken.
137. [1454
SUNBEAM Solo, 1919, lamps and horn, in splendid

order, smart machine; £75.—Butterwortha' Gar-
age, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone*. Streatli;tni
2813. [9151

1 Q21 Sunbeam 3V{.h-p., mileage under 100; grand
-I- «/ opportunity for_ person reciuiring machine ay

Phone :

[1357
8h.p. Sunbeam Co ubination. Easting, M.A.G.- engine,

excellent tyies, interchangeable wheels, higya^e
grid, speedometer, tools, etc.—Itilibletou Mills, Eibblcton
Laue, Preston. [9991

"IQ20 oVoh.p. Sunbeam ivith Sunbeam sidecar, coudi-
-*-t^ tiou as new, Cowey horn, and trip spee<^lometei

.

new heavy Dnnlop back tyre; £160—69, Blenheim Gar-
dens, Wallington. • [9426

SUNBEAM Combination, black and gold, 1919, lamps
and horn, been thoroughly overhauled ; £85 —

Entterwoi-ths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hili.
'Phone: Streatham 2813. [9150

SUNBEAM 3'/:.h.p., 1917, and sidecar, 1921 chains
and engine parts, accumulator lighting, Easting,

heavy Dunlops, tax, perfect condition; nearest £85.—
29, Dalberg Rd., Brixton. [1099

1 Q21 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, Magdyno light-
J. tf ing, spare wheel, luxurious outfit, splendid
condition, cost £297; what offers; owner buying car
—Bev. Kirkley, 16, Ventnor Vilhis, Have- [1085

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p. and Sidecar, Lucas dynamo
lighting, legsl>ields, mechanical horn, knee grips.

licence paid, used very carefully, small mileage: bar
gain, £165.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [9975

SUNBEAM 1921 3V2h.p. Sports Model, fully equippel
tax paid, absolutely indistinguishable from new-.

£145; deferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad-
tshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[9596
SUNBEAM 1918 S'/sh-p. Model, with sidecar, com-

plete with all accessories, excellent condition:
£.110; deferred payments if desired.-Parker'.';, Brad
shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchestrr

[9595
SUNBEAM Latest 3V2b.p. Touring Model, £155/8;

3Vjh.p. sports model, £152/5; in stock; ex-
changes.—Cambridge agents, Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. :

995.
.

[1332

8h.p. Sunbsam Combination, 1919, dynamo lighting,
electric and mechanical horns, spare wheel, hood,

screen, luggage grid, Tan-Sad. tools, insurance, licance,
perfect; £155.—Bromwich, 1, Princess Rd., Bourne-
mouth. [1164

new, dp-
. speed-

ometer, lamps, disc wheels, |i_ood, screen ; £ 200, or
offer; owner buying car.-E. H., Oakfields. Ashby-de-
la-Zouch. [9716

SUNBEAM Combination, late model, Bh.p.' M.A.G.,
3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, interchnngenble

wheels, complete spare wheel, luggage grid, himps, speed-
ometer, licence, hooter, apron, etc. ; £115.-63,^ Solon
Ed., Brixton. [1321

SUNBEAM 1920 ^'Ah.p. Sports Model, Cancelet sport-
ing sider-nr, fully equipped, Ace discs all round,

tax paid, first-class coadition throughout; £130; deterred
payments if desired.—Parker'e. Brad^hawgaie, Bolton

;

nlso 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [9599

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 192i
Sunbeam motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate deliTory. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed.—R. Eamber
and Co., Ltd., 2, Eaetbank St., Southport. Tel. : 607

[0648
SUNBEAM, 1921 (April), SV-h.p. combination, mile-

age under 600, tyres unpunctirred, Lucas Mag-
dyno, Cowey horn, Bonniksen trip speedometer. East-
ing wind screen, insurance to. April next; £l70.—
Self, Santoza, Rickmansworth Rd., Pinner. 'Phone
2776 Wall. [1365

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p. Combination, Magdvno light-
ing, eleitric horn. Bonnifeen speedometer, mud

shields. Ace discs, 760x90- cover on rear wlieel, tax
piiid,

.
iudistinguif^hable from new; £195; deferred pay-

ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; aJ.^n

'

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [9597
I

1 021 S'/oh.p. Sunbeam Combination, as
-Lt/ livered Ma.y. low mileage, Bonniksei

'SOTTs
PATENT AUTOMAnC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

A Philipson
offered FREE

There are man}^ clever experts

in the Motoring World, but it

is questionable if ONE can
give an accurate description

of WHY and HOW the

PHILIPSON PULLEY works,

and how it has been so

successful.

WE OFFER ONE OF OUR
LATEST PULLEYS FREE
for the best answer given, and
the result will te published in

"The Motor Cycle" dated

October 20th.

Answers must be received on
or before TUESDAY, OCT. 4.

We cannot entertain any corres-

pondence in connection with this

competition, and our decision as

regards the best answer is final,

and the acceptance of this rule is

an expressed condition of entry.

The Lightest, Speediest, and Simplest
Gear on the market for direct belt-
driven 2-str6ke and 4-stroke engines.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
8e.nd, for lUusirated Booklet.

No gear box friction.

No grinding noises.

No wtieels or pinions
to cliew up.

What is your make ? Write us.

REDUCED *7 7 n Carriage
PRICE *'' ' " Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

'Grams :
" Safety, Bolton." 'Phone : 147 Eagley.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Sunbeam.

QUNBEAM ah.p., 1920, Magdyno, electric hoTD,
v-7 mirror, V and usual wind screens, mahogany box
and travelling case for luggage grid. Tan-sad, spares,
etc., mileage 2,500, insured £231 until Jun& 1922-
sell £210; offers, or exchange small car, cash adiu.st-
ment.—H., 22, Brunei St., Burnley. [1036

SUNBEAM 1921 Latest Type S'/^h-p. Solos, combina.
tions. and sports models in etock. Exchanges

quoted. Second.-hand Sunbeams particularly asked
for. Balance by extended payments if necessary
Enquiries invited and treated with the utmost cour*
tesy.—The Layton Garages, London Rd., Bicester nr
Oxford.

_ [8230

CUNBEAM 1920 8h.p. Model. Lucas dynnrao, extra
^^ lari,'e Henderson Elite sidenar, in"terohangea6I«
wlieels idl round, bulb horn, spare wheel and tvre, Bon-
nik.-^en speedometer, tax paid, flrst'Chiss condition
thioughout: £175; deferred payment.? if de^iie*!.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; alao 245, Dean.-^frnte,
Manche.-:t?r. [9596 i

Triumpii.
|

pREMIER Motor Co. for new Triumphs,
j

r~iNLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments.
|

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hour*
2i4h.p. lightweight Triumph, £70 ; type H. 4h.p.

3-speed, £115; tnje S.D., chain drive, £i25: sidecan :

from £20 to £50. Write for particulars of our easj
payment eystera. Tou will be satisfied if you buy youi
maeliine direct from the Triumph specialists, Th*

!

Premier Motor Co., Astoa Rd.. EiiTningham. [062' '

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p.. all accessories; £85.-41 (

Gateley Rd., Stoekw-ell. [972:

TRIUMPH T.T., 1919. horn, tools; £65.—Smith J

e/o Dobson, Yarm, Yorks. [X911ii

TRIUMI*H Junior, 1919, perf^?ct order, tax; £48.-

a

Sasby. 166, Eflra Rd., \Vimbledon. L965.

31.h.p. T.T. Triumph, fa=t -and reliable; 22 pn£f'.-;j

12 Ramsdens, May Bell Av., Elackiiool. [965

TRIUMPH Combination, 1917. ride .away; £68.-.
51a^ Goldhawfc Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [983

,

£60.—Triumph, 1917, splendid order.—Clifford Wl
<

ip-n, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [137
,

1018 Countershaft Triumph: great bargain, £60.-
J-tF 37a, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. [125 .

TRIUMPH, late 1918, splendid condition; £55; evei
,

iug.s.-278, Crystal Palace Rd., E. Dulwich. [962 .

A PRIL Triumph Chain Combination, as new, tax. ;i
|A, cessories : £139.—Mct-s, Beecham's, St. ' Heii^ij>\ '.

!99S

LATE Countershaft Triumph, excellent appearant
accessories; 55 gns.—40, Avnhol Rd., W.14. j

[995 I

£25; Triumph 3V'h-p., equipped, licensed, rebushe^

;

perfect.—Newinan, 82, Pepvs Rd., Wimbledon.
[lOJ

I

3ih.p. Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 2-spee

2 K.3., licensed; £34.—XT. Heaton Rd., Mitchai
11

TRIUMPH, C.S., fine appearance, disne, all on; £6
after 6.—Preston, 101, Mortimer Rd., Dalstn

N.l. [94i

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, recently ovi

hauled; £60.—E. Harris, Ingram House, Stockw*
S.W. [931

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., latest S.A. gears, all on £5
[

also sidecar, £70 lot.—25, Ringstead Rd.. C;

ford. [97

AN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph all-cha

combination, £175; Baby 2-strok^ £70; fro'

Ftocfc. [06'

TRIUMPH Combination, excellent condition, all <

tax paid; £105.-115, Ferahead Rd., Maida H
,

X.W.9. [96
I

I

1 Q20 Triumph, new tyres, all accessories, conditi
-l-*7 as new; £30.-17, 3t. Charles Sq., N. Kensn
ton. W.IO. [10

TRIUMPH (renovated £95), mag., under 500. •<

dition excellent; £65.—Box 6,442, c/o /

Motor Circle. [K-

K iD| GNS.—1918-19 countershaft Triumph, equij i^ *y new Goodyears, perfect.—20, Treen Av., Hn^'.

Corner, Barnes. [1

1

TRIUMPH Late igiS" Combination, wind ^ci-

speedometer, lamp, tools, spares.—King, 23, N<

Cross Rd.; Dulwich. [i

3-speed, I^;:

£68,'10.-C:
: [9;

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, 1921, as new, overhauled r^

renovated by makers; £52; Quick sale.—Bolw
18, Cleveland St.. W.l. - [1(

TRIUMPH 3Vjh-r-, recently overhauled, new x'l;

good running order, fast, tax paid; £28.-

Burton, Buiford, Oxon. [9i

T Q21 Triumph 3-speed, done 500 miles, comp
X tf lamps, horn, and licence ; £ 98.—Cox.
Eltisley Av., Cambridge. [1

LATE 1918 Triumph, 3-5peed, K.S., lamps, Ik

tax paid; any trial, 2 up; £68.—Fox, 20, Id

man Rd., Kentish Town. [1

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Combination, lamps, ex
tional condition; £105.—Goad, 122, Maida V

'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [1

D^

"llQlS "W-D. Tiramph, 4h.p., E.S.,
JL t/ generator, tools, fully licensed

;

Billineshurst, Sussex.

B2S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end- of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR SALE.

Saton Rd.,

1(120 Trium^i, with
'^ fully equipped;

CYCLES FOa
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination, 2-speeds, electric lighting,
excellent condition, licensed; £27/10.-373,

aherine Rd.. Forest Gate. [1437

ih.p. Triumph, 3-speed, Canoelet sidecar, lamps,
2 and licence, excellent condition; £70.—Cox,

, Eltisley Av., Cambridge. [1275

iiRItrJIPH 3-speea Countershaft Conclibuilt Com-
' liination. lamps, horn, Easting, tax paid; £75.—

, Di]i:mar Rd., CanibeiMeU. [9626

920 Triumph Combinntion, fnlly equipped, tax and
in^-nriince, as new; encriftce £110.—Denby, Onk-

Id, Vnlebridge, Burgess Hill. [9864
'RIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft Combination, 3-speed,

kick start, excellent order; £67/10.—Owen, 59,
liolefield Rd., Upper Holloway. [X9372
JLh.p. Triumph, 2-speed and sidecar, electric light,
2 new tyres, most reliable; £39; separate.

—

!ams. Barracks, Knightsbridge. [1042
1RIUMPH, 3V:;h.p., clutch, Philipson pulley, horn,

tax paid, good tyres, runs splendidly; £25.-136.
vensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [1387
i.RIUMPH 4h.p., late 1919 and sidecar; £88; guar-

anteed sound and in very fine order, licence paid,
[arston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [9978
Xh.p. Triumph, perfect running order, just over-
2 hauled, any trial; £30, or near offer.—137.
hmond Rd., Kingston, Surrey. [1086

i RIUMPH and Sidecar, 3-speed, H.C. clutch, new
tyres, disc wheels, all on; £50; Sunday morn-

1.-36, Snells Park, Edmonton. N. [9887
:'ATE 1920 Triumph-Gloria Combination, all

accessories, as new; £105 ; exchange.—C.S., 14,"' Bow, E.3. Tel.: E. 3155. [1126

^1, with 1920 Gloria Triumph sidecar,
^ £89.-28, Woodford Rd..

est Gate. 'Phone: Stratford 2598. [1093

iiRIUMPH 3yoh.p.. Combination, 3 speeds, Armstrong
gear, juet overhauled, tax paid; £70, near offer:

{|'r 7.-22a, St. Ann's Terrace, Barnes. [9383

'RIUMPH 1919 Combination, screen, excellent con-
i:htion; £95.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hamuier-

s th Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9961

TRIUMPH Gloria, 1920, front, eide screen, grid,
; eleijtrie ligliting, legshields, spares, perfect order

;

i. 5.-28, Hambledon Rd., Southflelds, S.W. [9724

/i3UXTERSHAFT Triumph, fitted with ne^ engine
^ and S.A. gear bos, complet-e, machine as new,
g^l-anteed; £75.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [1186

riillUMPH 1911 Clutch, C.B. sidecar, lamps, epeedo-
-. nieter. complete, t^ax paid, good condition, ride
o:r; £40.—Mfirett, 13, Wellesley Ud., Slough. [9547

'?JUMPH T.T., 1919, splendid condition, fast and
- ivhable, Lucas lamps and horn; seen any time;
£ —Four Crosses, Market lirayton, Shropshire. [X8876
*l|21 Model H Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar, all

4 accessories, spares, carefully driven, cost £169;
qik sale £130.-1, Endsleigh Gardens, Ilford. [X9214

r|:'IUMPH, new 1921 model, shop-soiled, 100 gns.;
-I; also perfect 4h.p. combination, fully equipped;
9( :ns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. [1268

lUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, clutch (hub), underslung,
bulbous back, coach, smart lot ; £45 ; ex-

I ^-.-.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham.
[1082

-J
p. Triumph Combination, 1914, in splendid con-

"3 dition. Easting screen, speedometer, lamps, etc.;
£ exchange.—85, Dalberg Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.

[1041
118 Triumph CoraLiination, fully equipped. Klaxon,

etc.. tax. insurance paid, uncrated 1919, spJen-
flii ondition ; £100.—Holt, Stockwell OrpUanage, S.W.

9

[9484
120 Triumph Combination, hood, all accessories,

aluminium footboards, speedometer, etc.; £100.
or ffer.—17, St. Charles Sq., N. Kensington, W.IO.

[1005
114 S'Ah.p. Triumph O.B. Combination, 3-speed and

flutch, in excellent condition, speedometer, horn,
et« £46; must sell.—F. O. Lingleyj 'Woodbridge, Suf-
fOj [1314

T lUMPH, 1916, countershaft, 4h.p.. K.S., clutch,
I 3-speed, specially tuned, tax paid, lamps, horn,
A watch; bargain, £52.-33, West End Lane, Kil-
i^i . [1450

1, 20 Triumph 4h.p., De Luxe sidecar. P. and H.
I

lighting set, 3 new tyres, tools, 35/-' horn, etc.,
pe|ft condition; accept 100 gns.—Stones, Green Lane,
D( i". [9409

11 LUMPH SV^h.p., drop frame, wide tank, T.T. bars,
' new wheels, latest carburetter, tip-top condition,

lati}. horn, tax paid; £37/10.—Clinton, Cash's Lane
Cqitry. [X9384
1'IUMPH and Sidecar, 3-speed, convert from pedal

to kick start, footboards, excellent condition;
£\ or reasonable offer.—C. Nield, The Ash, Audlem
Cthire. [9912

II
19 Triumph Combination, just overhauled, in per-

I

feet order and new condition. Easting, licence in-
ni'ce.paid July, 1921; £95,-3, AA'inslade T*^rrace,
Siiouth.

. [9603
1m18 Triumph, S-speed counterflhaft, Miller'e lamps,
'i generator, hero, pump, tools, Dunlop tyres; offers
W £65.—Chambers, 61, Raynton Rd. Enfield Wash, _
«ij(e<^es. [9823 1^;

n lUM]
J n-:-w

iGRll
THE SINGLE VALVE
FOUR-STROKE

VALVE TROUBLE
ENTIRELY ELIMINATED

Viit " The Motor Cycle."
" The engine pulled remarkably well and

the valve gear was extremely silent."

Vide ''Motor Cycling.

"High efficiency and simplicity, combined
with silence and ingenuitv of operation."

lb

I 3 h.p. (349 c.c.) fitted with 2-speed
Sturmey-Archer, clutch, and kick'

starter, Brampton Fork, and best finish

throughout.

Price 75 Guineas
OTHER MODELS:

<: h.p. (500 c.c. 3-speed 90 Guineas.
4 h.p. Combination - £120.

TRADE ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

Sole Distributors

:

MACRAE & DICK
INVERNESS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Triumnh.

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., 3-speecl, Sturraey-
J-«^ Archer, clutcli, kick start, all ac<eB*iories, good
condition; £85; after 6 p.m.—22, Arbuthnot Rd.. New
Cross, S.E. [9928

1 Q12 3Vjh.p. Triumph, clutch, licensed, eriuipped,
J-*' Mnudee overhauled May.- excellent condition; by
appointment ; £38, or near offer.—Nash, 56, Barcomlie
Av., Streatham. [9533

TRIUMPH, countershaft, 4h.p., 3-speed, enamel,
plating, and mechanism, splendid condition,

liimps, horn, tax paid; £65.-30, Crystal Palace Park
Hd., .Sydenham. [1212

4 h.p. Triumph Combination, 3 speeds, clutcli, ail

lamps. Klaxon, splendid running- order and condi-
tion: £50, or near.—246, Cambridge Bd., E.2. (Oppo-
site Hackney Rd.). [9631

TRIUMPH 1921 Combination, excellent condition,
lamps, speedometer, Easting, spare belt, etc., tax

and insurance paid; £125.—Bray, 13, County Grove,
Camberwell, S.E.5. [1021

TRIUMPH Junior 2i4h.p., 2-speed, splendid condition
and running order, lamps, tools, new tyres, spare

tube, tax paid: £48, or offers.—8, Gavden St., Vauxhall
TJridge Rd., S.AY.l. [9444

RIUMPH Combination, 1919, excellent condition.
fully equipoed. legshields. Easting, numerous

!:;pares; bargain, £75.—Lt. Bickmore, 2, Seymour Rd.,
Suuthfields, S.W. 18. [1121

LATE 1917 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped,
spares, perfect; genuine bargain; privately

owned; £78.—Woolhead, Stanbridge House, Lough-
ton, Bletchley, Bucks. [9908

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. All
models in stock ready for immediate delivery.-

rpf

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd.,
Croydon. 'Phone : 2624.

North End,
[1348

TRIUMPH. 1919. with Gloria sidecar. Easting, horn,
condition almost- as new; best offer for cash.

—

Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
[9960

Newnham Motor Co.. 223,
'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

~IQ20 Triumph Gloria Combination, lamps. Cowey
Xt' horn. Watford speedometer, luggage and pe_trol

carrier, tax paid; £95.-Hirst
Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone.

Parsons, 374,
[1363

X new, but sligntly showroom soiled; £70 cash;
apijroval anywhere.—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. 'Phone: No. 581. [9269

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 1920, Lucas, Klaxon, mile-

age under 3,000. tyres fls rew, insurance, care-

fully ridden solo, ext'eptional condition ; f92.—Marriott,
32. "Drayton Park, Highbury, N.5. " [9443

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cum-belt models.—Tones' Garage. Muswell Hill, N.IO;
and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0382

HAVE a C.S. Triumph. 1915-16 models £50. These
machines are in splendid condition, and ready to

ride away. Also 1917 reconditioned throughout.—liran-
ford. 16, Lydhurst Av., Streatliam Hill. S.W. [1294

TRIUMPH 1912 SVah.p. T.T. Model, fitted with latest

dropped-back frame, brand new tyres, fully

equipped, tax paid, fast machine; £35.—Parker's, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton; nko 245. Deansgate, Manchester,

- [9600
TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft. Type H. £115;

4h.p.. chain drive, £125; in stock; exchanges.—
Cambridge agents, Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35,
Green St.. Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel.: 995.

[1331
TRIUMPH 1921 Model H, in excellent condition.

original tyres unpuncture^l, complete with eet

Lucas lamps, generators, horn, speedometer, mirror, and
sparer; £100.—Berry, 11, Inglewood Rd., West Hnmp-
stead. [9666

GLORIA-TRIUMPH Combination, late 1920,
Triumph shields, Lucas King Road lamps, horn.

Easting. Bonniksen. condition new, small mileage,

owner-driven; reasonable offer. — 14, Harefield Rd..
Coventry. - . [X9310

1 014 Special Spotting T.T. Triumph, very fast, certi-

XO tied over 60 m.p.h., winner of numerous
speed events, in good condition, fitted Lucas front, elec-

tric rear- any trial; £60.—Box 6,431, c/o The Motor
Cycle. (D) ' [9769

-| Q 20 Triumph, Watsonian sidecar. Show model.
X •/ enamelled dark green, enamel unscratched, all

accessories. Easting wind screen, insured April, 1922,
perfect condition; any trial; best offer.—Burt, 16,-

Princes Sq., W.2. [9832

I Q 20 Countershaft Triumph, guaranteed in perfect
Xt/ condition. Watford rear driven speedometer, largo
Lucas lamps. Klaxon, aluminium disc wheels, tax paid,
insurance fully covered till Feb., 1922; £82, or offer.—

49, Well, St., Hackney, E.9. [9621

rpRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., Type H. 3-speed, com-
pletely equipped, including lamps, horn, andX

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

1921 licence, mileage under 900, condition - as new;
£97/10; approval willingly.—The Lavton Garages, 30.
Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: No. 581. [9270

and sidecar, 3-speed, clutch,
hub gear, . lamps, etc., well looked after,

and in peifect order, inspection, and trial by appoint-
ment, insured for. £"70. and tax paid; £65, bargain;

—

G6Mins,85,-Gloucester.St„.Pim.Iico, S.W.I. [9456

1Q14 Triumph 4h.p.^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triuinoh.

TEIDMPII 3i,Mi.li., Bosch, B. iiiul B., Milbon liniul

controlled clutch, brand new tyres, large P. iinil

H. liimp set, hoin, tax ij.nid loi ycEir, perfect condition

thiouglioiit, enamel and platinB almost l)rand new, veiT

f.ist- f23;lO.-K. Watson, Victoria Ed., Aldelniiilli.

Snffolk. [1203

GET your new 1921 Trinmph from the Layton

Garages, who can give immediate delivery of any

model; exchanges quoted; balance may be paid out oi

income if desired. Bmiuiries treated person.ally an"

with every courtesy.—The Layton Garages, London Kd
Bicester, near Oxford. [8205

WANTED, pnrcliasers for any model of new 1921

Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part excliange; lull market value allowed; distance no

obiect.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..

Southport. Tel. : 607.
" [0646

ASTONISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-
binations.—Brand new 1921 Type H 4h.p 3-siieed

Triumph, with new coachbuilt sidecar. Coverall apron.

4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy paynients only

4% extra not shop-soiled or renovated machines, but

brand new 1921 models direct from makers works;

free delivery to any address.—The Premier Motm; Co

Aston Ed., Birmingham, 1X9368

ASTONISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Corn-

binations.-Biand new 1921 Type H 4h.p. 3-

speed Triumph, with new coachbuilt sid4car. Coverall

apron, 4-point attachments, £135 cash; easy pay-

ments only 4% extra, not shop-soiled or renovated

machines, but brand new 1921 models direct from,

makers' works; free delivery to any address.-lhe

Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0667

-1 021 Triumph-Gloria Chain Drive Combination, new
-11/ pattern front mudguard, spring wheel Gloria

.sidecar with luggage carrier, petrol can earner, etc..

Lucas electric lighting eciuipment, Bonniksen speedo-

meter, Cameo wind screen, licence paid, only done

2 000 miles with expert drlTer, cost £221; offered at

£170 cash; no exchanges or easy payments on this

machine.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed. Bir-

mingham. [X9335
Tyler.

:roke, very low,
age,

2813.
[9152

Velocette.

IMAIEDIATE Delivery of any model Velocette on easy
'

payment system at only 4% extra ; all models re-'

duced£100; Model D2 £65. D3 £75; DL2 (ladies

open frame) £63. Buy your new mac-hine direct from

the Velocette specialists. The Premier Motor Co., Aston

Ed., Birmingham. [XSibH

GET Your New 1921 Velocette from The Layton

Garages, who can give immediate delivery of any

model. 'Exchanges quoted, balance may lie paid out ot

income if desired. Enquiiies treated personally and

with every oourtesy.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holvwei

St., Oxford, and London Ed., Bicester.

BANCROFTIAN GO'S.

GREAT SALE

TYLOR-PEECISION, 1914, 2-:ili.p. 2.stroke, very

tax paid; bargain, £17/10. -Butterworths' Gai

64 Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'I'lione: Streathaul 21

[8206

1020 254h.p.

Veru«.
Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs,

tax paid; £70.—Shepherd,
Waltliam Cross 31. [0656

enanielled black,

Enfield Highwsv. Tel.

VEEUS-BLACKBUENE 4h.p. Sporting Combina

tion. 1921, show model, used tcr demonstration

only Canoelet Minor sidecar, pirfect condition

—Galloway, Paddock, Highain, Eochcstcr.
£100
[1131

V special engine with side valve head, and also

separate competition overhead valve head and gear,

very fine condition; £87/10.-The Layton Garages

30, Holywell St., Oxford 'Phone: 581. [8228

Villiers.

LATE 1920 Villiers 2';4h p., 2-speed, drip feed, D.E.
bars, fast, sporty machine, absolutely as new

:

£42, or exchange higher power to value.—Howard, 15,

Baiiiet Grove, Tottenham. [-9855

Vlndec.

\rlNDEC Twin 5-6h._p., less belt,^lamps, and licence;

-Marcliment, Eiverside, Radstock
[1037

bargain, £20
Bath.

"\riNIlEC-6h.p., Aniac, spring forks, wants erecting:

V 8/10.—Saunders, 49, Eiverside, Kingstnn-on

Thames.
"iriNDEC 5h.p. Combination,^ 2_-speed.

V paid, new tyres; any trial; £28
Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel. : B. 3155.

-C.S.,

[X9215
K.S.. tax
14, Swaton

[1128

Werner.
2jlh.p. Werner, E.I.C. mag.,

4 spring forks, drop frame, running order

A. Aldous, 54a, Green Lane, Hanwell, \V.7.

Sensprny carburetter.
£18.-
[9505

Wilkin.

"I
020 AVilkin Combina'tion, 4h.p. Blackbnrne, Stnrmey

itf 3-siteod gear box, clutch, kick starter, all-chain,

Lucas dviianio lighting, equipment; cost £190, sacri-

fice £95.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [1322

WILKIN, shop-soiled only, 1921, 4h.p. Blackbnrne
engine, 3 ppeeds, clutch, kick staiter, finished all

bhick: iiinkers' price £132, our price £12C; deferred pay-
ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also

£45, Deansgate, Manchester. [8601

B30

8h.p. Will
equijipc

£90.-25

n consequence of our Head Depot, 64, Bishops-
gate, coming down, and not having sufBcient room
at 78, Bishopsgate, we have decided to clear our
stock:, the value ot which is about £20,000, regard-
less of cost. No reasonable offers will be refused

for large parcels, as we must clear our stock

within short time. Everything for the Motor
Cyclist in stock. We are advertisers in the
" Motor Cycle " since its first publication. Our
Sale is Absolutely Genuine

Tufae Please note all tyres advertised by us arc

I yiti3> simplv last year's stock. Although they are

iold as clearance, thev are as good as whcir they left the

factories. We have no W.D. tyres.' The prices are actually

below cost. Wood-Milne.—Special clearance lure (not

W.D.): Extra Heavv 4-ply, 26X2}, 31/-; 26X2J, 35/-:

2(5X2.1 to fit 2;!-, 35/-; 28x1, 37 '6
;

700x80, .15/-;

650 X 6;i, i2 I-
; 26 x 2I Combination, 47/6. All the VVood-

Milne are extra heavy, clean, wrapped in the original

packing. Pedley.—26X 2I 3-ribbed, 36/6. Hutcliinson.—

Brooklands, 26x2. 26/6; Tourist Trophy, 26x2, 32/-;

26 - 2.i to fit 2}, 38 /6 ; Small Car Extra Heavy, 650 x 65,

17/6 ;' Heavy 3-ribbed, 700 x 75, for Indian, or 700x65, or

750 X 65, all very heavy for other American machines, 52 /6 ;

650x65 Steel-studded Car Tvpe, 70/- ; Firestone, 28 s- 2I,

M/-; 20x2. for Auto-wheel, 27 .'6. Tube, 7/6. Palmer.

26x2, Light, 27/6; 650X 65. Cord. «9/6 ; 26x2!. Cord,

Heavv 49/6. Oylers.—650x65 Ribbed Square Tread.

35/-;' 26X2t ditto 35/'-. Heavy Michelln.—700 x S5,

55/-. Clincher.—650x65 very hcavv De Luxe, 42/-,

original 80/-; 28X2J,42/-; 28x2,37/6; de Luxe Non-

skid, 24x2, Junior, 19/6; 26x1} Junior, 19/-; 26x2
Heavy, 30/- ; 26 . 2', Junior, 22/6 ; 26x2 Extra Heavy.
37/6." Dreadnought.— Passenger, 700x75. 55/-; 26x2!
Heavy de Luxe. 37 '6 ;

26x2.'. Extra Heavy, 42/-. We
have only three Hutchinson 26'x2i Wired Covers at 32/6

each.

Balte Clincher, unused, not W.D. : Jul, 7ft. 6in.

DCIlOi 10/11, Sft. 11/9; ;in., 7ft. 6in. 12/9, 8ft. 6in.

14/9; lin., 7ft. 6in. 16/6, Sft. 18/6; 1 Jin., /ft. 18/6, 8ft.

21 /-, Sft. 6in. 23,'-. Bates, short lengths : Jin., 5ft. 5/-,

5ft. 6in. 5/6; -Jin., 4ft. bin. 5/6, 5ft. 6/3, s*'- 6in. 7/6;

iin.,4ft. bin. 6/9, 5ft. 7/3, 5ft.6in.8/3. Leather Belts, Jin..

It 2 '6 per ft. Belt Fasteners, 9d. and 1 /-. Postage 1 /-

extra.

CnAn#lAvMA4AVC Slightlv soiled. Smith's, with
speedometers, mp. £4 ns. 6d, ; wattord, with

trip. £5 ; Stewart, with trip (£6 6s. model), £5 5S. ; Cowey,

slightly soiled. Ir:p. S5 12s. 6d., usual £6 rss.

fMnntAtnc Dixie, clockwise, twin, unused, per-

ITlagnclUSi feet, £2 17s. 6d. Must sell ; Thomson
Bennett, sin,2lc. ,as new.'£3 3s.

Sidecar Bodies. SS,'";'"^^"'''''''"'"
Actually in stock. Eastings

Baby, Stmdard, Roval. Blue-

mels IC20 £3 10s., usual i^ 8s. Cameo. Hoods, finest

qtiaity, waterproof, with curtains rcund, £3 5s.

New, unused with back scat. Origina'

price, 57/-. Slightly soiled, 37/6.

Carburetters. * "'" "'=''"' '"""' ^- * ^- '''"'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.
Water-cooled Combination, full

lined, also luggage grid, spares, and Tan-Sac
rower Rd., Boscombe. [117

WILLIAMSON 8-lOh.p. Douglas engine, late clutc
model. Koscli, Links ; any trial : big family eld'

car, suit private or commercial; worth £100, first £6
secures ; money wanted.— 303, Christidiurch Rd., So
combe, Hants: [118

Woll.
WOLF.—Sole agents for London, Bouth of Thame

and district. We are now fixing sub-agencie
and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors. Ltd., Sout
Side, Clapham Common, &:W.4. 'Phone : Brixto
2417. [050

Wooler.
WOOLER, 1920, speedometer, accessories: sell, e:

change combination.—Fry, 31, Gayton Rd
Hampstead. [99c

1Q20 Wooler Touring, all accessories, excellent coj
*-•-' dition, just overhauled; £60.—I3int, Kingstt
Court, Canterbury, [99c

WOOLER^ 1920, in tip-top condition, cheap t
cash; £55.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hamme

smith Rd-, \V.6. 'I'lione; Hammersmith 80. [991,

1Q20 Wooler, excellent condition, lamps, 191
-Li7 improvements; nearest £60: exchange cheap
and cash.—Box 6,443, c/o The Motor Cycle. [12;

Zenith.
yENITH 2:;,ih.p. Flat Twin; 69 gns.—Below.

I/ENITH 8h.p. Sporting £108.—Below,

Windscreens.

Tan-Sads.

Amacs, 59 /S.

i^h'iSnc Rcnolds or Coventry: J
x ^, 7/6;

XfUai n&. 6 '3
; § : J, 5 /10 ; ,1 X J, 5 /2 ; 1 x ^g.. 4/7

per font.

WaterprOOl suits. Great clearance, consisting

of double-brcastrd coats with belts, storm cuffs and collars

and seatless trousers with gussets, patent fasteners and

leather-bound seats. New and fresh, only been made
recently, not half-perished W.D, Our price, £2 17s. 6d. to

clear. Postage i /6 extra. Could not be bought elsewhere

under £4 los. The greatest bargain ever offered. Ordei

inimedrately to save disappointment. All stock sizes.

Colour Fawn.

f^QlintlA^e Clearance, limited quantity only,
UdUIIUClS Leather, lined wool, 5/11; gloves

ditto, 4/11, half usual price. Gauntlet mittens with

thumb and finger, high class leather, heavily lined wool

(£i/r/o line), 10/6 pair. Postage on above, gd.

Soldering Apparatus, t^t^ni'^
lamp, the most niai-\'olloii; invention, solid brass, loin,

long, not a toy, but a useful tool. No motorist should bf

without one. 4/71-, post free. Original price, 10/6.

Order .at once, only a limitei^ quantity. May save you

pounds.
. .

A few 1920 IVIotor Cycles to clear.

Keep this advertisement for reference.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
64 & 78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON.

Grcms: " Chaikel, London." 'Phone: London Wall qS j?

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

y'ENITH Sh.p. Countershaft; £116.

yENITH 6h.p. Countershaft; £110.

ZENITH Sh.p. Combination, complete with hood a

screen; £140. All machines 1920 models, jl

received from works and fully guaranteed.

MA.A,, Ltd., Zenith Service Depot. 89, Wigm«i
St., W.. Zenith Bradshaw, 1922 models; ea

,

deliveries from the authorised Zenith agents. M.A,.i

Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W. 'Phone : Maylair 551,'

Spare parts for Zenith machines; all models supplip

on shortest notice.—Write, 'phone, or call, M.A..\

Ltd., Zenith Service Depot, 89, Wigmore St.,

'Phone : Mayfair 5593. [93i

DAN GOV, Wevmouth.—Zenith agent. earl.f

livery all models. [OSO

ZENITH, 8h.p., with sidecar delivered new 191'

£85.—M.A.A., Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W. [l!l

T021 Zenith 4-5h.p., brand new; cost £115, acc>

-Lf/ £105.—Cox, 43, Eltisley Av., Cambridge, [l;

ZENITH Combination. 1918, splendid conditi.'

trial- £120.—A. Fellows, Crescent Rd., Darlast
[X9i'.

F'.O.C.H. for Zeniths, new and secondhand.— 5, He
St , Hniupstead {near Hainpstead Tu'ie Static

1 Q 19 5-6h.p. Zenith Combination, lavishly equipE
i-V unscratched; £75. — 24, Balliol Rd., No
Kensington. [9'

ZENITH, C.S., K.S., 6h.p., or exchange lower joi

hand clutch essential ; Triumph preferred.-

Fiord St., Rochester. [S9,

Sh.p. Zenith and Sporting Sidecar, powerful ou:

well enuipped, licensed; 80 gns.—Bunting's Mi\

Exchange, Wealdstone. [1

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Countershaft Model,
only; £100.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy'

St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. [8

FRANK WHirWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St..

iiiinghaiii, for immediate delivery from stock

'ienith-Bradshaw, price £118. [0

ZENITH €h.p. Sports, sidecar, 1915, new eng

1921; any trial; £60, or near.—Greenfield, i

Hatch, near Sei'enoaks. [9

ZENITH-GRADTJA, 4h.p., excellent condition, di

new tyre, spare belt, pillion, insurancej all

£50.-9, Claremont Rd., Highgate. '[!

£50, or near offer.-1917 4h.p. Zenith-Gradua, giM

teed perfect, all on, tax paid. Or exchange D
las.-139, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [S

I 21 Zenith 8h.p. Combination, complete with lai

'Xt? horn, speedometer, the licence paid 1921; £

or offer.-To be seen at Caflyns, 56, Terminus
Eastbourne. t!

TO 21 8h.p. Sports Zenith, perfect condition,

xi/ trie head lamp, speedometer, watch, sps-

licensed; £73.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., Sc

Kensington. tl

ZENITH Combination, 1914, 6h.p., clutch m
lamps, spares, insured 9 months, excellent «

tion; £80, or nearest offer.—Marshall, 11, St. Ana»

Sq"., 'Surbiton. ,
t'

r/ENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination, L
head, rear and sidecar lamps, liorn, Cowey sp»ZJ --- . -.

meter, knee grips. Ace discs, luggage grid, i

tinguishable from new; £140; deterred iiayraen'i

(desired -Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also.'

Deansgate, Manchester. l
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

IeNITH 1920 Sli.p. Sports Combination, Mills-Ful-

I
ford Corvette siiiecar, lamps, horn, practically

],• £130.—Ellison, Melbury, Pyrford Ed., West By-

lit. Byflcct 52. [1039

EXITH 1920 Sh.p. Sports Model, issued new 1921.
licensed, thoroughly recommended and almost

,ia] to new: £85.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
i, O.-iford. 'Phone : 5S1. [8226

ENITH-GKADUA, 90 bore J.A.P., F.E.S. Major
liend lamp, accessories, perfect condition and ap-

t nil c. licensed; trial 2 up; appointment; 48 pns.—
^ Ashliy Bd., Loughborough. [9535

EMTH-GBADUA 1914 Sh.p. Combination, sports
. model, Canoelet sidecar, tax paid, perfect
rning condition, any trial given, willing to meet
ler within 50 miles of London; £55.-77, High-
ly Hill, N.5. [9953

'ENITH, 5-6h.p., countershaft, new belt, Dunlop
. tyres, sidecar Canoelet, wind screen, Lucas head
lit, very fast; £95, or exchange Morgan Grand
I v.—209, Newhampton Rd. West, Wolverhampton.

[9693
^21 Zenith Sh.p. Combination, clutch and kick

' starter, special sidecar, whole as new, all

la; accessories, spares, only used few week-ends; a
Ijargain, £'155.-73, Lyndhurst Grove, Peckham,

;. [1266

IENITH 1921 5h.p. Sports Model, complete with
t lamps, horn, licence, and speedometer, perfect
edition in every way; £105; approval willingly
fiwhere: full particulars with pleasure.—Tollady,
Iningford, Bicester, Oxon. [9271

lEMTH Sh.p. Countershaft Late 1920 Model Com-
/ bination, brand new Swan Sports sidecar, Avro
vd screen, speedometer, disc wheels, many spares and
e:ssories, machine just overhauled at Zeniths, guar-
c^ed in perfect condition, tax and insurance paid;
i 5.-Giles, IS. Old Cavendish St., W.l. [9420

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
jA-DY'S Ivy, 1921, 2V'h.p., 2-speed, clutch K.S..
4 unscratched. tax paid; cost £69, accept 45 gns.
-!, St. Mary's Rd., Peckham. [1416

. , fast, silent: £50; fair
Harpenden, Hertfordshire. [1076

Miscellaneous.
1\14 .T.A.P.-engined 4h.p.,
-*' trial —Eossett, Harpend

1J19 41i.p. Countershaft Combination, fullv equipped
-" tax; 69 gns.—Eamsdens, May Bell Av., Black-
i" [9653
JtCHMOND Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond
J Ed., East She«n, g.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622.
-t'low.

ll'.G.-Matchless combination, Lucns dynamo light
^ mg, spare wheel, hood, screen, rear drive spced-
''\teT, «tc. : £85.

jr.G.-4h.p. DonglaB combination, 3 speeds, kick
-» starter, like new, late model; £60, special offer.

"J
['.Ci.—SVsh.p. James combination, 3 speeds, clutch,

-> etc., excellent condition ; £32.

spring frame,
£42.

"I P. G.—Brown S'/Ji.p. approx., mechanical valves.
- Bnsch mag., B. and B. carburetter, good fvres and
li- £12 to clear.

TP.G.-Calthorpe-Jap. 2-speed, £2S.-Eichmond Park
A\ Garage, 110, Upper Eichmond Ed., East Sheen,
h 14. 'Phone: Putney 2622. [1085

j P. G.—Indian 7-9h.p. combination,
-< electric lighting, splendid order;

practically gift;
i^ea.

I .HE Opportunity acquire coaohbuilt combination-
-' practically gift; stamp.—59, Heidelberg Ed..

[9392

] REGAINS.-New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys. Omegas,
-I Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths
Ji jries, Halifax.

1 REGAINS.—New 4i/2h.p. Quadrant and sidecar.
£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths

13 jries, Halifax.

]iEGAINS.-1921 Eudge Multi, £85; 1921 4i/,h.p.

Ariel, £110; 1921 7h.p. Ariel, £125.-Booths
II iries, Halifax.

li-RQAINS.—1921 Endge Multi, run 50 miles,
J £75/10; J.E.8. motor set, for cycle, £10(5; Sh.p.
h Humber, S-speed, £18/15.—Booths Motorics, Hali-

URQAINS.-
* £12/10;

li-EGAINS.

-Sh.p. Fafnir, £10/10; S'/^h.p. N.S.U.,
--- - - . Sh.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, £29/15; 6h.p.

G er-Lea, Grado gear, £21/15.—Booths Motoriea,
B fax.

8h.p. Premier and sidecar, £65/10;
free engine Triumph, £26/10; 3Voh.p. P.

1914, f39/15.-Booth3 Motories. Halifax.

4h.p. 1917 S-speed Douglas, £59/15
^

, d Douglas, £85/15; 19 ',

1917 Douglas, £55.—Booths Motories,

ImGAINS
J 4h.p. 1920 3-speed Douglas, £85/15; 1915 2?4h.p;
J.'las, £37/15 " "' " '

B, fax.

liEGAINS.—6h.p. S-speed Rndge, £40/10; 1921 2-
• speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., fS8/18;
1 2-3peed O.K., like new, £52/10; several shop-
i I machines at reduced prices ; exchanges enter-
ii a, including push cycles. Visit na.—Booths
M.ries. Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [3S01

Cars and Motor Cycles

No. 2 COMPLETE MOTOR
CYCLE SET includes: 4 volt,

3-4 amp., direct current charging

dynamo. Head Lamp 51 inches, best

quality, "with bulb and bracket.

Tail Lamp %ith bulb, accumulator

in strong metal case with clips aud

switches. Necessary wiring, special

pulley, dynamo bracket and belt.

£11-2-0

COMPLETE SIDECAR SETS
from

£12 - 18 - 4

DIRECT CURRENT
CHARGING DYNAMOS.

6 volt 5 amp., £7-0-0
4 volt 3-4 amp., £5-10-0

EASILY FITTED to Triumph, Douglas,

Zenith, Norton, A.J.S., Blackburne,

etc., and all outside flywheel machines.

ALL TYPES OF MOTOR
LAMPS AND ACCESSORIES

SUPPUED.

Full particulars of 6 volt MOTOR CYCLE
SETS, AND LIGHT CAR SETS from:

THE

ASTRA DYNAMO Co.

no, VICTORIA ST., S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 7545.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

SALE.

DSWORTH.—Campion-Jap 3i/:;h.p., Bosch,
res, runs splendidly; 26 gns.-Below.

good

WANDSAVOETH Motor E.xch;inge. London's Xcnding
Motor Cycle Exchange, for re;d cheap machine^.

Below.

TX/"ANDSWOETH.—Easy terms. Easy terms., Don't

—Below,

T» ty

WANDSWORTH.-Koyiil Enfield twin, 2 speeds, kick,

chain drive, lifen^ed; 39 gnc.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.-Arno Si/jli.p., mng., low built.

spring ioiks; who ivants; 22 gns.—Jielow.

WANDSWORTH.—Min«rvii SiMi.p., mag., spring
folks, liceni^ed, drive away; gilt, 19 gns.—Below.

mag., 2 speed*,

16 ens.—Below.

mag., spring
26 gns.—Below.

Pick, flntcli

liice machine; 38 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH—F.N. aV^b.p.
shait drive; wants repairing;

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph 3V:;h.p.,

forks, runs splendidly; clearance;

TTTANDSWORTH.-Abingdon Kin;
model, SVi'h-p., mag

,

WANDSWORTH.-Humber coachbuiit combination.
S^/jh.p., mag., 2 speeds, any trial; 38 gns.—Below.

TANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuiit combination, 4
' h.p., water cooled, Bosch, 2 speeds, lamps; 46 gns.

WANDSWORTH.
combination,

gns.—Below.

rANDSWORTH.-

Alldays Matchless fine coachbuiit

4h.p., 3 speeds, chain diive, lamp.s:

-F.N. splen'did coachbuiit combina-

W^

WAN -.-—
tiou, 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, lamp6, licensed, 59 gns.

low. ^

WANDSWOETH.—Zenith flue coachbuiit combin.a-

tion, twin J.A.P., Gradua gear, lieensed; 68 gns.

Below.

ANDSWORTH.—Eex coachbuiit combination, 5h.p.

twin, mag., 2 speeds; cheap, 46 gns.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—1915 beautiful red Indian coach-

built combination. 7h.p.,

WAN!
coachbuiit combination, new tyres, lamps; 79 gns.

Below.

WAKDSWOETH.—Almost brand new Scott coach-

built combiniitiou, (uUy equipped, unscratched;

95 gns.—Below.

ANDSWOETH.—1920 lovely Triumph coachbuiit

combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 115 gns.

—Below.

3 speeds; 68 gns.—Below

w-
WANDSWOETH.—Eudge SVjh.p.,

kick, newly enamelled red: 39 j

WANDSWOETH.
Gradua gear.

mag., 2 speeds,
ns.—Below.

-Zenith, 4h.r. J.A.P., mag.,
kick, newly enamelled ; 49 gns.

WANDSWOETH.—F.N. 5-6h.p., waterproof Ba=ch. 2

speeds, clutch, runs beautifully; 45 gns.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Humber SVih.p., mag., 2 speeds,

licensed, drive away; only 32 gns.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Elmer St., Wandsworth (Town Station).

'Phone: Latchmere 4686. [1350

HALIFAX Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

'Phone; 1400.—New and second-hand_rnachines

for cash

H
exchange or deferred payments.—Below.

£79/10; Ariel, 1920, 3V,.h.p., £84/10.-.Below.

HALIFAX.—Alecto 3V.h.r. 1920 combination,

£79/10; Brough 1916 SV-h.p., 3 speeds, £59/10.
—Below.

HALIF.\X.—Enfield 1915-16 combination, £95;
1920 2%h.p. spring frame Edmund-Jap, mileage

nominal, £65.—Below.

HALIFAX—1920
£ 1 60

;

£175.—Below.

Harley electric

4-cyl. Henderson
combination,
combination.

HALIFAX.—lOh.p. S-speed Eeading-Standard com-

bination, £110; Bex 6h.p. combmation, £52/10.-

Below.
1920

recision,

£69/10.—Below.

HALIFAX —1920 Scott combination, special, £125;
Sunbeam 2'>ih.p. lightweight, £45; Sunbeam

Sh.p. M.A.G. engine combination, £145.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Triumph 1914 combination, £69/10;
Triumph clutch model, £47/10; 7-9h.p. Peugeot,

2-speed, £37/10.—Below.

ALIFAX.—6h.p. Zenith countershalt combination,

£85; 1918 Indian 7-9h.p. combination, like

new. £105.—Below.

HALIFAX.-1918 7-9h.p. Harley, 1920 Henderson
Elite sidecar, £115; 1920 (November) G.N.,

dynamo lighting, £175; sy^h-P- Premier, 2 speeds,

£29/10.-Below.

HALIFAX.-Cash, exchange, or deferred pay-
ments.—Note address : Halifax Motor Ex-

change, 25, Horton St., Halifax. 'Phone : 1400.
19677

HALIFAX.-Eoynl P.uby aVjh.p., 2-speed, £42

;

Scott, £95; 1921 spring frame Beardmore-Prec

H^

All letters relating to advertisements shiould quote tlie number at tlte end of eaclt advertisement, and tlie date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Miscellaneous.

A FEW Selections "from our stock oi guaranteed
]

bargains.—Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswcll
Hill. 'Phone : lIornse,v 2917.

JONES' Garage.—1919-21 Ariel, S'/jIi.p., and sidecar,

competition machine, specially tuned; ^95.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Douglas Ih.p. combination,

as new, 600 miles, nicely tuned, climb anything;
£135.

JONES' Garage.—1917 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-specd, luUy
equipped; ^50.

JONES' Garage.—1919 Harley 7-9h.p. combination,

electric model, all accessories; £130.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Henderson lOh.p. combina-
tion, 4-cyl., 3-speed, tyres hardly used; £155.

JONES' Garage.-1920 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus com-
bination, electric lighting model, Easting -wind

screen, spring chain, speedometer, etc.; a real bargain.

£117/10.

JONES' Garage—1918 James, 2V2h.p., 2-specd, fine

, order; £40.

JONES' Garage.—1914 Indian, 7.9h.p., 2-speed, as

new; £50.

JONES' Garage.—1919 James 6h.p. combination, 3-

speed, fully equipped ; £90.

JONES' Garage.—1920 O.K.-Villiers, 2i/2h.p.,, 2-stroke,

2-speed, all accessoriee, in fine order and condi-
tion; £40.

TONES' Garage.—1920 Quadrant 4h.p. combination,
fully equipped, all perfect order and condition;

£95.

JONES' Garage,-1919 Rudge Mnlti, SVih.p., un-
scratched, as new ; £70.

JONES' Garage.—1919 Sunbeam, S'Ah.p., absolutely

as new; a snip, £110.

JONES' Garage.—1919 Spur-Villiers, 2-speed, snip,

nearly new ; £45.

JONES' Garage.—1919 Triumph 4h.p. and sidecar,

3-speed countershaft mode], fully equipped; £120.

JONES'- Garage. — 1920 Sunbeam, 4h.p., fully

equipped, fitted with sidecar, all absolutely as

new; a real bargain, £130.

JONES' Garage.—Late 1920 Douglas, 2%ih.p., 3-speed,
kick start, handle-bar control clutch, absolutely

perfect; £80.

JONES' Garage.—1920 Blackburne 4h.p. and coach-
built sidecar, fully equipped; £105.

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. September 22Nd, 1921.

NEW Shop-soiled Macliines

:

JONES' Garage.—Blackburne and luxurious sidecar,
detachable wheels, 8h.p., 3-speed; £155.

JONES' Garage.—B.A.T., 8h.p., 3-speed, spring
frame; £125.

JONES' Garage.—Hobart lightweight, single-speed,
compact little machine ; £45.

JONES' Garage.—Rover sy-jh-p, 3-speed combination;
£125.

JONES' Garage.—Ariel 6-7h.p. combination, chain
drive; £157/10.

JONES' Garage.—Ariel 6-7h.p. combination, model de
luxe; £175.

TONES' Garage.—B.S.A., 4i/ih.p., Model K2 ; £100.

TONES' Garage.—B.S.A., 4Vih.p., Model H2; £105.

JONES' Garage.—Enfield 8h.p. Magdyno combination;
£175.

JONES' Garage.—Matchless Model H2 standard com-
bination; £175.

JONES' Garage.—Matchless Model II2 sporting com-
bination; £170.

TONES' Garage.—O.K.-Uniou single-speed; £35.

TONES' Garage.—Radco No. 2; £39.

TONES' Garage.—Rudge Multi, I.O.M. model; £80.

TONES' Garage.—Triumph 4h.p. Model SD; £115.

JONES' Garage.—This, you must agree, is one .of

the fairest bargain houses in the trade.—Jones'
Garage, The Broadway, Muswell Hill. [1034

LATE Enfield Combin:itiou, oveif^izo tyre.?, engine in
sttleridid condition, hood, wind .screen, speedo-

meter, pillion, fully insured; 84 gus.—Below.

1 Q20 Excel sior-Biiby Triumpli, 2-spe6d, kick etirt,
J.^ unscMtched ; 35 gns. ; must sell ; evenings.—67
Ferniea Rd., Balham. [1232

IF 'Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy payments), eell.

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-

cnirements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance im-
material.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

[7219
MOTOR Cycle, 5h.p. twin, Bosch, Aniac, new heaTv

Hutchinson, Chater-Lea frame, alfio Chater-Lea
sining frame, 3-speed gear, clutch; £18 the lot.—Eden
Htfuse, Edenbridge. [1089

BASTONES
No Better or Cheaper House.

COVERS.
NcviT Clearance and ex-W.D. Stock.

ag,iin?t remittaace.

Approval

SPECIAL LINE
1

Goodrich Safety Tread Covers.

Extra Heavy.
List Price. Our Price. |

26 X 2i . . £3 6 .. £1 10

26 X 2k\

to fit \ £311 .. £1 18

26 X 2iJ
26 X 2J . . £3 9 .. £1 17

S50 X 65 . . £3 7 .. £2

26 X 3!

to fit [ £4 .. £2 12 3

650 X 65)
28 X 3 . . £5 . £2 U c

British IVIade 15/-

Hutchinson Rubber-studded ... 22/6
Clincher Heavy , 30 /-

Hutchinson Broolvlands 23 /-

Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 27/9
Goodyear „ 27/6
Rom Rubber Non-skid, Heavy. . 32/-

Rom Combination 42/-

Macintosh Chain Pattern, Heavy 32/6
Avon Sunstone 33 /-

Wood-Milne 3-ply 26/9
Wood-Milne, Extra Heavy 32/6
Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 31 /-

Clincher de Luxe, Extra Heavy . 34 /-

Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded 30/-

Hutchinson Passenger Rub.-stud. 35/-

26X21 1 Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded 33/-

for26x
J
Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 34/-

2\ rim j ., , , > n^ I

'Michelin Fnie-ribbed 21 /-

Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded 30/-

Hutchinson Passenger Rub.-stud. 32 /-

Macintosh Chain Pattern 36 /-

Englebert Raised-rib (wired edge) 25 /-

EnglebertRub.-stnd. (wired edge) 30/-

Hutchinson 3-ribbed 45 /-

Hutchinson 3-ribbed 45/-

Englebert, Hy. Racing Rub. Bars 47 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-

Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45/-

Hutchinson 3-ribbed 50/-

26x13-
24x2
24X2i
26X2i

26X2i

26X2;-
for 26 X
2 ', rim

28x3

I X 80 )
^

150X \i
rim )

700
fit65(

6'i rim .
^ TUBES.
26x2} Hutchinson 6/6

26x2?.- Michelin 6/6

26X2S iGoodrich 7/9
X2j / _
26x3 Goodrich 1 19

700x80 Goodrich 7/9

"8x3 Goodrich 7/9
Goodyear Butted 8/9

The above are sent carriage paid.

BELTS.
New John Bull (Deep Drive).

?in. Jin. lin. ijin.

2/5 2/10 3/5 4/- per foot
SIDECARS AND BODIES.

We have a large stock of complete Sidecars and

Bodies. All at low prices. Inspection invited.

Complete Sidecars from £14 IB 6

Coachbuilt Bodies from £4 13 6

Soiled Bodies from £3 10
MISCELLANEOUS.

La Grande Pan Saddle 25 /-

p & H. Motor Cycle Lamp and Generator 35/-
p' & H. Tail Lamp 5 /-

Bowden Front Brakes each 13 /4

Bowden Magneto Controls, complete „ 15/-

Hours of Business, 9 till 6. .Saturdays, 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.I.

Telephone—2481 North.
Telegrams—"Bastones, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

ALLBER Garage, Thornsc-tt Rd., Earlsfleld, Loi
don, S.W. (opp. Earlsfleld Station, L.S.W. Rly.

'Phone : Latchmere 4388. Cash or terms. Deliver
deposit.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1916 2%h.p., 2 speeds, goc
tyies, mechanical liorn, toolbags, in sljlendl

condition, tax paid; £42/10.

ALLBER.—Levis 1916 2i/ih.p., 2 speeds, all on, i

good order, tax paid; £35.

ALLBEH.—Triumph S'.ih.p., Grado gear, new bel

good tyres, complete wil,h lamps and irofH^ ta

paid, splendid order; £25.

ALLBER.—Caleott 234h.p., fitted all aocessorie

new condition, tax paid; £27.

ALLBER.—AUdays AUon 1920 2-stroke, counte
shaft drive, legshields, every accessory, equal

new, tax paid; £42/10.
,

ALLBER.—Rudge Multi 1920 3',Ah.p., all acof

scries, tools, tax paid, equal to new every wa,

bargain, £55.

ALLBER.—B.S.A. 3;4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, eb

good tyres, complete with lamps, tax paid,

plendid order ; £36.

ALLBER,—F.N. 2i,ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, ga

tyres, shaft drive, footboards, good machir

going order; £23; tax paid.

ALLBER.—Indian combination, 7h.p., 2-spei

clutch, kick starter, new tyres, electric Ughtll'

sports body, wind screen, all on, tax paid; £48/10.

ALLBER.—New Imperial combination, 1919, 8h<

J.A.P. engine, Burman 3-speed gear box, olutl

kick starter, chain eases, Milford sidecar, wi

screen, all accessories, tax paid, splendid ordti

£87/10.

ALLBER.—Douglas 2i4h.p. Frame, 1916 mod.
complete and re-enamelled, £4. [IZl

REX Twin Combination, 2 speeds, £25; Bradbui,;

NSU. gear, £25; Hiimber and sidecar, 2 spee

£35; ready for any journey, and many hghtweigl

from £88.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone

MEBES and Mebes, the Original Light Car Spec

ists, invit« iea,som\ble offers for the follow

shor-soiled, but otheiwise new motor cycles,^ as tl

ore relinquishing this part of their business in l:iV'

of light cars.—Below.

EAEDMOBE-PEECISION SVsh.p.; Wooler 2=.li

variable gear; Rover touring model, syoh.p.,

speed, clutch; Bat 6h.p. Model 4, clutch, 3-siiei.

L M C 6h p. suspension-frame model, clutch, 3-siie

LM.d. 6h.p., rigid frame, clutch, 3-speed; L,.\l

S'Ah.p., clutch, 3-speed; also 6h.p. L.M.C. f'

bination fully equipped, usetl for demonstration ou

and one'EUte model Henderson sidecar and one srn

frame Henderson sidecar, both new, shop-soiled oiil!

144, Gt. Portland St., 'W.l. 'Phone: Langham 223

A FEW High-grade slightly shop-soiled 1920 :

1921 models at great reductions; Levis, Nort

Raleigh, Triumph, etc. Write for special cleara

bargain list; easy payments only 4^ '^^^^iiZ:
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X9,

FO C H for second-hand cycles, combinations, ;

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges aiiaai

Any new cycle, combination, or car supplied, cash

easy payments.-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath

Hampstead (near Hampstend Tube Station). 'Plio

3752 Hampstead. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [9

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

LATEST Models Motor Cycles and Combinations

hire, any period —Fowler and Brigden, 130, En

Rd. Museum 4827. 1°

B'

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS
TTO-WHEEL for sale, new tyre; £7;
pointment.—20, Woollaston Ed., Hariingay.

[3

AUTO-WHEEL, in perfect mechanical order; 1

Butterwoiths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brb

Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813. [s

CHATER-LEA (Lady), back tandem, with 1

Auto-Wheel, fully equipped, tax paid; £!>

Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [J

SIMPLEX Power Unit, 1920, complete, E.S.A. h
frame, extra strong back wheel, or sepal

reiisonable offer for quick sale ; little used.—32, C

bridge Ed., King's Heath, Birmingham. [!

TRICYCLES FOR SALE
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; oatoU

free.-Eayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool,

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles,

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson n

Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. I

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—3,

dall Mews, George St., W.l.

SKOOTAMOTA, A.E.C., perfect condition; 42tl

' offer.-Turner, Beauchamps Farm, Wickford. II

ABBOTSFORD Scooter, 3 wheels, 2%h.i.,_J

new, taxed; f21.-Prott, 7, Middle Lane, El

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should <juote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by pri-vate owners are, when desired, jnarked (P).
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MOTOR SCOOTERS.
all on, tns juiid; £17/10, 01A UTO-WHEEL Scooter, ^^.^, „- ^ r. i

c\. e.whnnse Sturmey gear bos.—Miller, Wood Rtl.

ihepperton. - [9828

A .B.C. Soootamota,^ order; iiccept

Jaidenhead. ' - j

A .B.C. Skootapiotai nearly new, good order; £16;
cx cost £55:iGlrihbs hills.—68,' Gloucester Rd.. Cam-

fun" under 500 miles, perfect

best Cflsh offer.—Riseley Lodge,
[9752

;ood order; £16

len Town, N.W:

Autoped Scooter, lamps
£12.-J. "W

Juay St., Woodbridge, Suffolk.

[1018

horn, tax
Whisstock,

[1313

INGSBURY Scooter, with , seat, demonstration
model-:

1Q20 Eveready
At/ paidv good running order;

K
'urchas, 25,

"ARSEEL -Motflr Scooter

bargain, £18 or' oSers, to clear.—
HockliHe St., Leighton Buzzard. [9158

.Hers

Cent.
-R.T.. 115.

licensed,
^ntion;

Erskine ^ Park
LtX miles, wants slight attention; cost £33, what

run about 100
ost
Rd..

B.C. Skootamota,
£23/10.-184

'i.W.9. (2 minutes

Rusthall
[1144

brand new condition, tax paid

;

Bellevue Gardens, Clapham E4.,
Stockwell Station). , Call after 6

).m. [9858

j
Q21 Reynolds. Scooter de Luxe, 2^h.p. engine, well

l-t/ sprung, bucket seats, carry 2; photo; guaran-
eed perfect, 22in. wheels; selling' to purchase 3-wheeler.
-Elmwood, Moatcroft Rd., Eastbourne. [9529

WHIPPET Motor Scooter, excellent condition,
nearly new, scarcely used, tax paid, lamps,

lorn, complete, best type of scooter, engine correct
losition, good hill-climber, comfortable seat; price
:30.—Benson, Middletou St. 'George, Co. Durham.

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER.-Hoods, 50/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Bright

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cainberwell. [1046

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for liet.-
Herculea Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-

aam. [1109

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, strapa, turnbuttons,
twill, etc.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Totten-

lam, London. [5134
r>AA AVRO Wind Screens., new; 7/- each.—^W Hampstead Motor Cycle Depot, 23, Church
iValk. Hampstead, N.W. [1443

COUPE Wind Screen, totally encloses passenger, no
back draught, ideal for winter, 3 accessories in

; write for folder.—Below.

DEST Twill, celluloid, 2/6 sq. ft.; press
-Coupe Wind Screens, 28,

[6656

10/6 yard
fasteners, 1/10 doz.

'fiddle St., Portsmouth.

CELLULOID.-Clear transparent, cut to any size,
3/- per 6q. ft ; carriage paid for cash.—The Essex

Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Rd., Leyton-
tone, E.ll. [0680

VTEW Condition, Easting wind screen, standard model •

Li first ofier £2/15; approval.—Barker, Tarlton Av ,

[9553
manufacturers of
Send" for list.

—

ipproval.—Barker,
yVoodhall Spa.

:p ENNOC Co.—We are actual
hoods, screens and aprons.XV

lennoo Motors, Ltd
lolloway. N.19.

Upper
[8632

155a, Marlborough Rd.

BODIES.
,[7"ENUS.—Singles, tandems, steped, and underslung;
' cheapest in trade.

TENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesman's; repairs,
* repainting; exchanges.

i/"ENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to user; save
' money; lists ready; write.

/ENUS Sidecar Co.,
' Tottenham, N.15.

694, Seven Sisters Rd., South
'Phone : Tottenham 2102.

[0519
> ENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers

;

-V 35 models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

3 ENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
-V upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-
jrough Rd., Upper HoUoway, N.19. [8633

)OBINI.—£10.—Chassis and bodies" complete from
V £10; bodies made by mass production.—Below.

3 0BINI.—Brooklands model, painted dark blue, up-
-V bolstered red Rexine. bulbous back, complete with
icker; £7/10.—Below.

' > OBINI.—Helen Sports, upholstered red Rexine or
t choice, bulbous back, painted dark blue, £7/10";
v.jTGd polished aluminium, £8/5.—Below.

:> OBINI.—Helen Light Tourist, bulbous back, uphol-
-^ stered red Rexine, painted dark blue, £7/10;
vc-red polished aluminium, £8/10.—Below. -

3 OBINI.—Helen de Luxe, with large locker at rear,V round hack seat, upholstered red Rexine. painted
irk blue, £10; covered polished aluminium, £11.-
elow.

3 OBI NT.
-^ floats,

1 > OBINI.—Helen Special, designed for MiJIs-Fulford

I
-V chassis, with bulbous back, painted dark blue,

fipholstered red Rexine; £7110; trade supplied; car-
< age extra; see Chassis column.—Brixton 1585.—

T

obini, 22. Water Lane, and 1, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd.,
rixton, S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door. [1367

JEW Coachbuilt Lightweight Sidecar Body, cheap
" —Rlake. 4. Park rrpficpnt, Mpu-?: fit T.^rflan/)

-Light Sports Bodies, made from aeroplane
new upholstery; £4/10.—Below.

-Blake, 4, Park Crescent Mews. Gt.
W.l.

Portland
[1241

r?"' RIGHT
TYRES

Attfie

RIGHT
PRICES

24:-; a Hulchiiiscm T.T. Riiblx-r-sludde.i . 30/-

24X2:^ Hutchinion T.T. Rubber-studded . 33/-

26x2 Wood-ftlilne 3-ply 25/-
Wood-Milne 4-ply 30 /-

Wood-Milne Combination 44 /-

Dunlop Heavy W.D 38/-
Hutchinson BrooWands R.S 26/10 1

Hutchinson T.T. R.S 32/6
Hutchinson Passenger R.S 37/6

ik 2J Wood-Milne 3-ply 26 /10
,

Wood-Milne 4-ply 34/1 :

M'ood-Milne Combination '. 46/3
Dunlop Heavy W.D 35/6
Palmer Cord Heavy W.D 35 /-

Clincher Heavy W.D 33/6
Macintosh Heavy W.D 32/6
Hutchinson Brooklands R.S 28/6
Hutcliinson T.T. R.S 34/5
Hutchinson Passenger R.S 38/6

26 X 23 Hutchinson T.T. R.S 36 /-

. Hutchinson Passenger R.S 41/6
Dunlop Heavy W.D 37/6
Pahner Cord Heavy W.D 35/6
Clincher Heavy W.D 35 /-

Beldam Heavy W.D 32/6
26x211 Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-stud. .. 39/6
for2i V Hutchinson T.T. 3-rib 39/-
rims J Hutchinson Passenger 3-rib .... 45/-
2SX2li Wood-Milne 3-ply 31/10
fori! [ Wood-Milne 4-ply 36/1
rims J Wood-Milne Combination 51/6
26x3 Wood-Milne Srply 33/4

Englebert Passenger 37/6
„ Hutchinson Passenger 45 /-

26x3 \
X2i J Wood-Milne 3-ply 32/-

650 x'65 Wood-Milne 3-ply 32/4
Dunlop Steel-studded 53 /-

„ Goodrich Safety (guaranteed) .... 53 /-

„ Hutchinson Light Car 3-rib 42/-

„ Hutchinson Small Car 3-rib 52/-

7oox;5l
for > Hutchinson Light Car 3-rib 45 /-

650 X 65 J Hutchinson Small Car 3-rib .... 57/6
28x3. Goodrich (guaranteed), with Tube . 60/-

Bates Heavy W.D 45/-
Clincher Heavy W.D 45/-
Wood-Milne Heavy W.D 40/-

„ Hutchinson Light Car 3-rib 45/-

„ Hutchinson Small Car 3-rib 63 /-

28x2! Wood-Milne 3-ply 32/4
Wood-Milne 4-ply 40/4
Hutchinson T.T. R.S 42/6
Hutchinson Passenger R.S 50/-

iiin
>

5in. :

Jin. :

8£t. 6in 17/-
: 7ft. 6in 12/-
; 6£t. 6in 10/6

FREE
WITH EVERY
ORDER A
POCKET

COMBINATION'
TOOL SET

WARD & GOLDSTONE'S
: Electric Lamps Stocked :

All sizes of tyres and tabes of all |

makes stocked,

St. Paul's Rubber Co,,
- T. JAY —

3, Amen Corner,
Paternoster Row,
LONDON, E.C.4.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BODIES.
ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-
ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better or

cheaper house), sporting models, bulbous back and
step pattern. All at low prices. Call or send your re-

quirements.—228. Peutonville Kd., King's Cross, Lon-
don. N..1. Tel.: 2481 North. [6851

D. and F.—Reduction on all our sidecar bodies.

Triumph pattern C.B. body, usual price £12/12,
reduced to £11/10; best bulbous back, sprung seat

and back, £9/9, now £8/8, suit Douglas; also a

lighter model, £7/7, now £6/6. Any design made
to order.—DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd.. N.l.

[9060

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only, \v9rlt-

ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, lull-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

10004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

CANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

CANDITM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Chassis.—Insist ___

wheel type of chassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns,

26 gns., are of distinctiove appearance.

having our enclosed

and Sports
e.

the smartest side-SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns., ---,

car on the road; highly recommended m ine

Motor Cycle.'

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A sing

or 2-5eater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Jsi^

of body as our single-seater Elite.

S^

s-

M^
M'

!W

TNDIANS

A single
ds. Size

Luxuriously com-

fortable seating for "2 adults, with the weight in cor-

rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to

suit any make of machine. 42 gns.; bodies only,

21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seater aj

designed by us, and approved by the recognised

experts.

ANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and

racy, weight 18 lb.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn

Rd W 01 'Phone : Museum 3427. Factories :

162 to
'

165, Pentonville Rd., N. ; and Britanni|

Works. Britannia St., W.C. [0019

WAN Coachbuilt Sidecar; £7.-64, Church St., Edg-

ware Ed.. London. [98^b

1O20 Ariel Sidecar with coverall, as new; *20.—

H

-Lt' Wright, Arlesej', Beds. [9876

IDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

IDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for

hi"h.powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

^„.^,„ ..ith kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your

old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only

safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give ot the bumps, not

bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-

car makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 2'7,

Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube)

Phone : Hornsey 1584. \.°^^^

DOUGLAS Sidecar, grand condition; 12 gns.-Hams-
' dens, May Bell At., Blackpool. [9657

SIDECAR, light Canoelet, wind screen perfect ;
£5/10

-13, Crook Log. Bexlej-heath, S.L. 19734

FOLDER.—Have your sidecar converted into a

Hopley lolder, and save garage.—Below.

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves

garage. Attached to motor will go through pa^

•age 27in Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested

7 years on motors up to 9h.p.-Hopley, Upper High-

gate St., Birmingham. luia,!

Pand M. Millford Chassis, good order and tyre.— 1,

Bellingham Terrace, Catlord, S.E.6. -(1139

CAMBER —StrenmUne models, £16/10.-Bright and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Comberwell, London.

CAMBER.—Lightweight models, £17/10.—Blight and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Ciimberwell, London.

CAMBER.-Semi-toniing models, £18(10 -Bright and

Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER.—Tandem models, for adult and child,

£26.-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camber-

well, London.

CAMBER.-Utility models, £25.-Bright and Hayles,

78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Sidecars.-Makers, Bright and Hayles 78,

Church St., Camberwell, Louden. Phone : Brix-

ton 2951. [10451

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A25
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
GLORIA No. 5, new Mnrch, 1921, done 2,000 miles

£40.—Oapt. Kerridge, Bank House, Weymouth.
[8415

SIDECAR, fits Scott, roomy, aluminium body, good
order; £10.—Stebbings, Attleborough, Norfolk.

[1293
SIDECAR, wicker, side door, good condition, com-

plete; £3/15.-37, Leamington Rd. Villas, W.ll.
[1163

LIGHT Watsonian, dark blue, lamp and apron, good
Dunlop; £9.—Sluman, 41, Evelyn Kd., Wimble-

don. [1281

SMART Coachbuilt Sidecar, Easting, fittings: bar-
gain, £12.-323, Portland Rd,, South Norwood^

S.E,25. [9893

GLORIA Sidecar Ttitb fittings, in good condition,
nearly new tyre and discs; £10.—Rugeley Garage,

Eugelsy. , [9395

BARGAINS.—Shop-BOilcd £27/10 sidecar, suit
Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booths Motones,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit
Rudge, £16/16; Millford 27 gp. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10.—Booths Motories, Halifas.

BARGAINS.-New full-size coach body, locker under
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. — Booths

Motories, Halifax. [3302

ROBINI.—Douglas chassis complete, enamelled, new
tyre and tube, with Helen sports body, dark blue

£14.—Below.

ROBINI.—Douglas chassis, as above, with new Helen
tourist, dark blue, £15/10; with De Lose model,

dark blue, £15/10.—Below.

ROBINI.—Mills-Fulford chassie, complete, new tyre
and tube, with Helen sports model, £12/10.

—

Below.

ROBINI.-As above with Helen tourist model; £12;
trade supplied.—Below.

ROBINI.—Chassis and bodies from £10 ; carriage
extra; for full particulars of bodies, see Body

column.—Brixton 1585..—T. Robini, 22, Water Lane
and 1, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W. 'Buses
and trams pass the door. [1368

BASTONE'S for sidecars and" bodies
j ^00 better or

cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before
purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other models
in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sidecars

from £14/18/6.

BASTONE'S.—Wo hove a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and

other models in stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept), 228, Pentonville Rd..
King's Cross. London, N.l. TeL: 2481 North.

[6850
COACHBUILT Sidecar, nearly new; to clear,

£11/15.—W.J.C. Motor Co., 5, Addison Av.,
Holland Park, W.ll. [1425

LARGE Coachbuilt Sandum Sidecar, 1921 Harley
colour, 28x3 wheel, fine condition; £15.—E.H.,

Post Office, Desborough. [9956

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, 1920, Cameo, etc.. cost
£33/10; sell £18; bargain.—Freeman, 41, High-

wood's Rd., Mexborough. . [1191

CANOELET Coachbuilt Sidecar, practically new,
all lugs, apron, lamp, ^nd generator; £11.—Carr,

Park Crescent, Llandrinclod Wells. [9920

MILLFORD Sidecar, as new, for Triumph, Sunbeam,
B.S.A.. or^P. and M., £16: Douglas sidecar, ae

new, £16.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. (1187

1 Q21 Nearly New Gloria Sidecar, as supplied with
X«7 Triumph combination, only done 300 miles;
sacrifice £40.—Dr. Gamesou, Oakhampton. [9701

SANDUM Lightweight Sidecar, coachbuilt body,
with fittings for 2%h.p. Douglas, new ; offers.

—

Woods, Fircroft, Kimbers Lane, Maidenhead. [9896

HARLEY Sidecar, hood, screen, £25; another,
£15; bodies, from £5, soiled.—R.E.A.L. Car-

riage Works, 55, Kew Bridge Rd., Kew Bridge. [9919

DOUGLAS Sidecar Body, with door, good condition.
Easting screen, as new, ^3; or together £6/15.—

Owen, 59, Scholefield Rd., Upper HoUoway. [X9376
SIDECAR, off Triumph, bulbous back, roomy, strong

chassis, fine condition, £15; sporting canoelet
part exchange.—Driscoll, 68, Woodfield Rd., Ealing.

DOUGLAS Sidecar, complete, £12/10; another,
almost new, £11/10; another, coachbuilt,

£10/10.-57, Kenbury St, CamberweU, London.
[9995

SMART Oanoclet Sidecar, with screen, paintvrork and
upholstery good, complete with all fittings- £9,

deposit.—Brocklehurst, Birds Drove, Surfleet, Lines.
[9618QIDECAE Chassis, complete with wheel, tyre, and

kJ- fittings, excellent condition, stove enamelled, suit-
able Triumph: £4/15, carriage paid.—Saunders, 46
Bridge St., Maidenhead. [9576
MONTGOMERY Sidecar, finished black and red

splendid condition, tyre and tube as new all
flttiDgs, little used: £11/10, or near offer.-Ashman
593, Foleshill Ed., Coventry. [X9288

REYS
173, Gt. Portland Street.

Telephone—Langham 1257.

HIRE
Motor cycles and combinatioiis.

Any period from -one day.

A GOOD SELECTION OF

1921 MODELS IN STOCK.
Easy payments taken on new machines,

and exchanges entertained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1920 JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-spoed £59
rgig ZENITH, sports, 6 h.p £95
igrs 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £80
1920 LEA-FRANGIS and Sidecar, all

accessories £130
ior4 MAG-MATCHLESS, 7-9 h.p., 3-sp. £70
rgrg 2j h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-startf^r £54
1920 Electric model HARLEY-DAVID-

SON and Sidecar £130
1921 MARTIN8VDE Combination, all

accessories ; £135
1921 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combina-

tion, all accessories £150

REPAIRS.
Good Machines taken in for Sale

on Commission
New Imperial Spare Parts Stockists.

r '' Centra*- ^
A FEW DOORS ITROM KINCSWAY

'Phone : 4676 Holborn.

DEPOT FOR THE

ARIEL »>

The Motor Cycle that nriTADTflTV
holds the Record for IVE.L1AdILI 1 I

We carry a large stock of

ARIEL SPARES
and can give IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

MAKE A NOTE OF OUR ADDBESS

PARAGON Patent « m f y^

||l^ SIDE CAR

SavesStorage^
^ WHEN FOLDED COMBINATION
,^lt.L PASS THROUGH 30 INCH^

DOORWAY.

CALL & SEE IT DEMONSTRATED

GRADUAL PAYMENTS
arranged to suit customers'convenience

WINCYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,
236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.C.I.

R

W

R

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, large
stock in Lcndon, actual manufacturers throug

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, (

illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by U
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indli .

motors, with left-hand kick starters, and
deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and cltuti-n
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear '

knock-out prices. Note : Write for special clearan I

list. -
(

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of comple
sidecars in the trade.

]

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make
sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a epi •

ality.

ENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars _tfl

makes, English and-American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 19.
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by &

manufacturers.

ENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Bd., Vu
Holloway, N.19. 'Pbone: Hornsey 1589. [fifi.

A.B.C. Coachbuilt Sidecar, bulbous back. East)'
screen, lamp, dust protector, locker, and app

hardly been used- cost £40, accept £25, or Hi

offer .—Harrisson, Shrubbery, St. Neots, Hunts. [9( ,

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made for comftji

attachments for any machine; price 18 goa. t

wards; have few cars to clear at reduced pricea;.
pairs, repainting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor C
Leicester. _^ (03

LANDATJLET Sidecar, brand new, built for Hew
son, upholstered Bedford cord, estra detaciu

spring slung seats on spring wheel chassis; cost ow
£150, sacrifice best offer.—Seen Robertsons, Gt. Porw
St., London. [9'

1 Q21 Grindlay de Luse Model (spring wheel), fioisi

JL tJ black, only 200 miles, complete ^ritli Eastji

electric lamp, wat-erproof cover; owner gone to seaj.t

over £45, accepting £30; left with Meeten's Gail

Dorking, Surrey. (D) IB

FARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves stori.

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved II

a..solutelv reliable. Fits any make of motor eS'

and, when folded, combination will, pass throngi
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—y-

cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. IQ{

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering X
Any "body made to your own design ; expeciir

is what tells. Bodies in stock from £5/5 to £10]'

chassis and bodies complete, £11/11 to £17. .

and see our stock.—Light Car and Motor Cycle ^
neering Co.. 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. iVz min.J
Brixton Skating Rink.) B

HEPPELTHWAITE and Wattins having secured^

whole remaining dump of chassis at Slough,

offer complete Douglas chassis, including wheel, ei

elled as new, for £4/10, or to suit all makes atii

extra, with quick detachable fitting. New bodiei

euit as per Douglas, £8/10. A few P. and M.'e, 'l

out guards only, as new, £4/10. Bodies to suit,

£7. Get yours, now while we have them, says old n

Hep. Stamp for reply, please.—'Phone : 1958 Brilr

—19, Wilcox R^., South Lambeth, London. S.Wl

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS
T~\AN GUY, Weymouth, J3.N. official agent.—FoJ^

model from stock; £193.

USEFUL Runabout, J.A.P., w.c, chain drive;'

gain, or exchange."—3, Bewsey St., Wairingtt

DAN GUY, Weymouth. Morgan agent; red

price; Grand Prix lOh.p. M.A.G., £197,
stock. f'

ELECTRIC Monocar, experimental model ; £65,

£200; photograph OT trial.—Danesfield. Wa!
Sussex. I

G.N. Popular, 1921, shop-soiled only; £175.-

378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone : Mut
6436.

8 h.p. Denby-J.A.P., good condition, friction

Binks, Bosch, tax paid; £65.-8, Hope St., 1

stone. I

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.-

378-384, Euston Rd.. N.W.I. Thone : Mpl
6436.

A.C. Sociable, perfect condition, lamps; -i

Joseph Hall. No. 2 Bowden ^lose, near C

Durham.

6 h.p. Baby Fournier, Bucliet engine, frictios -a

good tyres, smart turnoul; £65.—8, Hoijei''

Maidstone.

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., early dell

250 cns.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Gt. PorHftiw

London, W.l.

A .v. Monocar, igiSV-., electric equipment, a
faultless; nearest £85; full particulars.—47,

son Rd., Derby. C

HUMBERETTE, twin-cyl., Bosch mag., taxt;

splendid running order.-Summerton, H
Shipston-on-Stour.

a^

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, aiid the date ol the issue.
'Va
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
21 Garden Cycle Cor, -ivitli all Hccessoiies; cost

£126. sell netirest flOO.-Avery, 524, Co^ent^l

[, Birmingliani. [9561

rORGAN 1920 Grand Prix, water-cooled M.A.G.,
J dome wings, foot accelerator, Degory carburetter;

^/5.—Below.

I'^ORGAN De Luxe, water-cooled M.A.G., 1920, per-

J. feet; £175.—51a. Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's
Eh. [9833

"[ORGAN 1919 de Luxe, discs, lamps, horn, 8h.p.,
J. water-cooled; £150; bargain. — Marsbon, 31.
Eige St., Chester. - [9984

(VRDEN, run 1,700 miles, electric light, speedometer,
eti\ ; £85.—C/o Lankester Engineering Co., 83,

Voria Rd., Surbiton.

<.N., new standard touring, just received from works,
dymimo lig-liting; £240.—Telford^ Garage, 47,

e-atham Hill, 8.^.2. . [9451

ii.p. J.A.P. Cycle Car, perfect condition; £100,
*, offer; exchange combination.—62, Maysoule Rd.,
Etersea, London, S.W.ll [9664

f^VHEEL Runabout, electric lighting, speedometer,
t 4 good tyres; £85, or Qombination and cash.—
1 Sutherland Bd., Croydon. [1299

TGHT Chassis as per Morgan, complete less power
J unit; £14; room wanted.—Seen at 19. "Wilcox Rd.,
g.h Lambeth. London. S.W.8. [9799

/")VENTRY PREMIER Runabout. 1921 (June),
\ dynamo lighting, absolutely faultless; £210.—
B 6.441, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1226

1| 19-20 Crouch 2-seater, electric lighting, speedo-
J meter, detachable wheels; £140.—Tel. : Museum
6 3.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., "W.l. [1383

]U0, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, hood, screen, etc.,

fast, £75, or exchange 4h.p. combination,
ols.-19, Bastion Rd., Plumstead. [9917

IINGSBURY Junior 8-lOh.p., dynamo, 7 tyres,
brand new, licensed; list £295, first cheque

£;3.—Army and Navy Garage, S.W. [1195

PORTING Cycle Car, 3-speed gear bos, all perfect
>- (Hithout engine and tyres); photograph if reauired
± -60, Park St., Farnworth, Bolton. [9735

1|21 G.N., April, mileage 600, new oversize tyres,
many spares, all accessories; a gift at £150.-17,

St^harles Sq., N- Kensington, W.IO. [1010

eJlDEN, June, 1921, perfect condition, tax, in-
surance, repainted grey, tools, hood, screen, light-

in^ £135.—Bray, Wilnecote, Tamworth. [1056

120 De Luxe Morgan, lavishly equipped, original
paint, unscratched. fast and smart ; £ 130.—

243alliol Rd., North Kensington, Loudon. [9906

T'E Shop-soiled 1921 Morgan de Luxe, waterH?ooled
V M.A.G., full equipment; £190.—Revs. 378-384.
Eon Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [1243

j '. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechanic-
-^- ally sound, good appearance; from £55 to £85-
r -29, AIlsop St., Uppar Baker St., London. N.W.

[7947
121 (June) Garden 2-seater. mileage 450, dynamo

lighting, speedometer, cost £161; price £140.—
Ct; Museum 6626.—A.S.C, 60, Mortimer St., W.i.

[1381AW and Second-hcnd Light Cars and Cycle Cars.
^ ill makes; good selection in stock; cash, feasy pay-
lu

, or esch'^nge.-Service Co., 292, High Holborn.
^ [0673

KGAN 1919 De Luxe, -w.c. J.A.P.. fully equipped,
in very good mechanical condition ; selling as
going abroad; £140.—A. G. Adams, Rockleigh,

^ ge, Dorset. [9537

|( 1 Morgan de Luxe and Grand Prix Models, for
^' immediate delivery; extended payments; ex-

-Reys, 378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone :

n 6436. [1244

' lENS.—We are authorised agents. Immediate
iivery of standard model, £135, and rle luxe
£175.—Tel. ; Museum 6626.—A.S.C., 60, Mor-

nt., W.I.
'

[1382

IE IGAN, late 1920, Grand Prix, discs, lamps, horn,
baggage grid, numerous extras fitted, particularly
«' machine; £170; licence paid.—Marston, 31,
ri St., Chester. [9985

^ V. 1914 2-seater, Silent Knight engine, D.A. and
' Ipctric liglit, guaranteed mechanically eound

;

iciept combination part exchange.-121, Eose-
,
London, E.G. [9806

1 Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled, in excellent con-
ation mec-hanically and otherwise, all accessories,
1. low mileage; £170, nearest.—J. W. Whisstork,

! -t., Woodbridge, Suffolk. [1311

II? 9h.p Enfield Autolette, 3-Bpeed, detachable
'« wire wheels, speedometer, fully equipped, ex-
eui condition; 70 gns.; exchanges.—Edwards, 50,
lar Ston Rd., South Kensington. [1347

^ ,
1920 touring, first-class order throughout,

-^ rnamo lighting, ignition switch, adjustable tappets,
I luipment, many improvements; £190.—Telford
^-^ 47, Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [9450
,r :GAN Grand Prix, w.c, end of season bargain,
*i£115

: difics, red, hood, screen, all accessories,
Bill I, excellent condition and appearance, all week-
'J--54, Verdant Lane, Catford, S.E. [9546

ATPATENT

Get our price list before ordeiing your Pillion Seat

Particulars of our Patent Safety Seat with drop
spriug Frame which gives the ideal seating position

for the passencer. Always the latest and some-
thinR new wben your purchase from us The oldes: and the or

cinal maJters of Pi'lion Seats. For children and adults. Special

seats for combinations. TYNESIDER PILLION SEATS
are not merely a board with springs, but specially designed for

safety, neatness, and EtroLigth. 12 years of pillion experience be
hiud these seats. Delivery at once. - f^rices from 21/- to £3 10s.

Price list free. ;

Model 64-B. Cantilever afttion. Very low seatins position. Adiast
able spriDffs. Fits any carrier. From 45/-. Thia seat can be used
in 8 different ways, for child or adult. Back-iest and foot rest can
~ be fitted. See list. Also children's seats in variety,

THREE GOOD THINGS.
TYNESIDER

BLACK PLATING ENAMEL
Givesa splendid Elack Plating
FINISH to Lamps. Handle-liars
Windscreens, Brasswork, Steel
and Plated Fittings oi all kinds.
Easilyandadickly ai plied. May
be used for high-class Stoves,
Fireplaces, etc. 2/6 per tin,

post fF:e.

TYNESIDER
TRANSPARENT LACQUER.
One coat of this lacquer on brass

work, plating, or any metal, will

keep it briaht for months with
out cleaning. Try it on handle
bars, lamps, and fittings of all

kinds. Saves time, laboiu-,

and worry. 2'6 par tin,
post frae.

TYNESIDER CYLINDER BLACK.
Gives a beautiful finish to Cylinders, heat-rtsisting and durable.

PreventH rust. 2/6 per tin, post free.

TYNESIDER SEAT WORKS, 9 & 10. Union Stree', M.C-
North Shields, England.

Motor Cycle KNEE GRIPS
600 Mile Trial at BrookJands.

Jhe winner oftheZbO c.c. class used * Leosco'^
Knee Grips.
Made of best English leather, theknee grip is well padded.
Each knee grip is lined topreven t ihe enamel of themachine
being damaged, and ^ovidea a sure crip to the rider.

Price 12/- p^r pair. Postage extra,

PATENT TUBE SAVERS
Save 507° of your tnbe bills by protect-
ing them from rusty rims. Write for
iuterestiijg free booklet.

PRICES:
2. 2}, 2.)in. .. 5/6 each

Please, state sizo of tyre used when
ordering, and name of your agent.

LEO SWAIN &Co.,Ltd.
2d7-9, Deansgate,Manchester

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
Br.ERIOT WHIPPET. December. 1920, elcftric

lights, handle starter, spare wheel, mileage 600,
absolutely like new; £125.—Hillier, 1, TIiohjc Mews,
Cjimbiidge Gardens, North Kensington. [1197

1 020 Liglit Car, J.A.P. 8h.p., w.c, 2-speed aiirl re-
X«/ veise sear box, hood, screen, new tyres, all accos-
pories, tax j.nid ; £140 ; liehtweight considered.—Ward.
84, Crai-niill Lane, Foleshill, Coventry. ^ [X9314

PYKAMID 1914 2-tfeater, 8-lOh.p. J.A.T. engine,
4 .st^eeds and reverse, friction drive, wire wlieel-^,

hood, Inmps, etc., tyres nearly new; a harKiiin, £55,

—

158, Norwood Ed., West Norwood, S.B.27. [9781

1 Q21 T.B., mileage 1,500, cost £282. dynamo
J-*' lighting, 3 speeds, reverse, spare wheel, easy
starting fi.xture, perfect condition and running;
£200.—Vicar, Harpford, Ottery St. Mary. [9939

MORGAN de Luxe. 1918, lOh.p. M.A.G., A.C., Mag-
nums, Binks. hood, speedometer, discs, new

screen, 1921 forks, many spares, good condition, trial;

£110.-128. Golden Hillock Rd., Birmingham. [X9370

£10.—Tricar, 4h.p. White and Poppe engine, mechnui-
cal valves, 2-speed gear, Bosch mag., B. and B.

carburetter, good tyres and general condition; first

cheque secures.—F. C. Lingley, Woodbridge, Snflolk.
[1312

MORGAN. 1915, J.A.P.. perfect, rebushed through-
out, electric lighting, £90 lowest; also new

body for Morgan, exchange tools, spares, or push
bike.—Thomas, 235. Victoria Rd.. Wood- Green,
London. [1178

MORGANS.—The latest models in stock at greatly

reduced prices ; liberal exchange and extended
payment terms.—Authorised agents, Elce and Co.,

15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone :

Avenue 5548. [0072

CABDEN-TAMPLIN 1919 2-seater. 8h.p. J.A.P..
3-speed, kick started from seat. splendid

running order, disc wheels, electric light; £65, or
offer; 2'jih.p. Douglas part.—Mead, Draper, Amers-
ham, Bucks. [9885

iJCk GNS., almost gift.—G.N., spelndid 2-seater.
^ *y dickey, twin, mag., hood; any trial; exchange
combination ; also easv terms ; immediate delivery

with first deposit.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange.
Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [1349

GARDEN Monocar, 6h.p., identical A.V., J.A.P.,
^single lever Amac. tax paid, electric lighting, just

repainted, very sninit, original tyres on front wheels,

in perfect condition, small mileage; £37/10, bargain.

-E. Watson, Victoria Ed.. Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [1204

MORGAN 1920 De Luxe Mwlel. electric and acety-

lene lighting, r.ew Stepney Eoad Grips all round,

lavishly equipped, indistinguit-hable from new. tax pnid;

£170; deferred payments if dpsired.—Pnrker's, Brad-
ehawgate. Bolton; also 245, De,nnsgate, Munchester.

[9590

MORGAN, Grand Prix. 1917. w.c, J.A.P., little

used, repainted red and black. 3 lamps, speedo-

meter, clock, mechanical horn, hood and screen, tools,

and spares, t-ax paid; £139/10; exchanges.—Smith's.
86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station. [1465

A SHOWROOM Bargain, nt a very specinl price.—
Slightly soiled 8h.p. Morgan de Luxe, painted blue

with black upholstery, J.A.P. engine, with lamps, gener-

ator, and horn ; deferred payments if desired.—Mnnn,
Egerton and Co., Ltd., Norwich and London (379-381,

Euston Rd., N.W.l.J. [9440

CARS FOR SALE.
OX'S.—Complete printed list, fifty vehicles, £45

to £850, free on application. Call.

DOUGLAS S. COX. the A.S.M.M., 6, Lansdowne
Hill, Weit Norwood. Call 9-6 (Saturdays 4).

No business Sundays. [1277

£50 down and 12 payments of 5 monthly secures re-

liable landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£50 down and 12 monthly payments £7/10 secures

reliable 2-seater.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £10 secures

12-14h.p. Fiat landaulet, repainted.—Palmer's

Garagei Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10 secures

18h.i>. Oakland touring car, dynamo, self-starting.

—Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10
secures Piccard-Pictet ^A landaulet, dynamo light-

ing.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures
Sheffield-Simplex 'ji landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£475 Cash secures nearly new 1920 12h.p. Rover 4-

seater, self-starting.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£175 Cash secures very fine 15.9h.p. Armstrong
Whitworth 2-seater. dynamo lighling, dickey.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£125 Cash secures 15h.p. Maxwell, smart 2-seater,

dynamo lighting.—Palmers Garage, Tooting.

£500 Ca^h.-Brand new 1921 llh.p. Peugeot 4-

seater, 4 speeds, dynamo lighting, self-starting.—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£600 Cash.—Brand new 1921 sports Charron 4-seater.

dynamo lighting and self-starting, 6 detachable
lieels—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [1362

C

£
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CARS FOR SALE.

R055
22I1.P, 8-cyl. % Landaulet, in perfect order;

£135.-77, Acre Lane, London, S.\V.2. [1231

TRUMBULL. 1916, C.A.V. dynamo lighting, excel-
lent condition; bargain. £130.—Tl

Ampthill,
The Laurels,

[9909

NEW Sh.p, Rover 2-seater, standard equipment,
awaiting collection at works; 250 gns.—Bunt-

ing's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [1259

1 Oh. p. Sizaire Naudin 2-seater. good tyres, new hood,
--'^ screen. lull tax. top-hole condition; £45.— 1.
Springfield Park Crescent, Catiord, S.E.6. [1200

NEARLY New H.P.O. 2-seater and dickev, C.A.V.
dynamo lighting; bargain. £135.—'Phone: Wan-

stead 48.-374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[1253

HALUf'AX.-Calthorpc. Lagonda, Standard, Coventry
Premier; and Aireaale cars. Get our exchange

quotation.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St.,
Halifax. [9680

"I
Q19 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting.Av starter, 5 detachable whels, repainted as new;

bargain £210, or take motor cycle or combination
part.— 1, Norwood Rd.. Heme Hill, S.E.24. [1248

1Q14 12-I4b.p. Brennabor 5-seater Touring Car.
-L«7 4-cyI., Bosch, Zenith carburetter, speedometer,
clock, very good order, tax paid; £80; bargain.—A.
Thrower, 36, All Saints' St., King's Lynn. [1373

7-9h.p. Swilt 2-6eater, 3 speeds and reverse, hood, side
curtains, screen, 5 lamps, speedometer, 2 horns,

mirror. Stepney, tax paid, insurance, lovely condition

;

trial; £150; accept combination part.—197, Henley Rd.,
Hford. [9390

SWIFT 7-9h.p. 1914-15 2-seater, twin-cylinder, ex-
ceptionally good condition, upholstery and paint-

work good, fully equipped; £125, or near ofier.—H.,
3, Cressville, Christ Church Rd., Merton, S.W.
Phone: Wimbledon 1199. [1288

Kh.p. Weigel 5-seater Touring Car. smart body, 4
-^ «^ speeds, reverse, gate change, detachable rims,
hood, screen, good tyres, mechanically perfect ; any
trial; ^£165; exchange good combination or light car,
cash either way.—Owen, 69. Scholefleld Ed., Upper
Holloway. [X9375

TAXICABS.
SIDECAR Taxi Combinations, cash or gradual.—

County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birming-
ham. [8449

£100 down and twelve monthly payments of £20
secures London taxi cab.—Details, Palmer's Gar-

age, Tooting. . _ [1356

MOTOR Cycle Taxi, Excelsior, Blackbume 8h.p. en-
gine, Lucas dynamo lighting, tax and insTUonce

paid, passed for public hire, condition new; £276.-66,
Sutton St.. Aston. Birmingham. (X9262

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
^100 down and twelve monthly payments of £25
c*»' secures a magnificent 3-toD lorry.—Details.
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [1357

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
pOE Best Treatment and best terms tor light cars,
-- cycle COTS, or motor cycles of any make, new or
second-hand, write Service Co.. 292, High Holborn,
W.0.1. 10672

ENGINES.
Iih.p. Clement M.C. Engine, perfect; £5.-54, St.
2 John's Rd., London, N.l. [9579

A ERO Engines, lOOh.p., Government eurplus, as new:
-ci- £8/10.-Bentley Thom, Herbert Lane, Dublin.

P, ,. „ [9461
. and M. Engine and Gear, thorough good order-
£14.-1. Bellingham Terrace. Catford. S.E.6.

5-6h.p. Riley, w.ater-cooled, single, new magneto, over-
hauled; £9/10.-55, St James's Rd., Bermondsey.

[1419
ItllS Harley-Dovidson, Bosch mag.. Sehehter car-
--«-' bnretter: £37/10.—Wright, 12, Bathurst St., W.2.

[1447
T>. and M. Engine, gear, tank, handle-bars, wheels,
J- footrests; £18; sell separate.-Mitchell, Holm-
rook. [9522
("k.H.V. 4h.p. Twtn, Bosch, B. and B. automatic,
^~-' excellent condition; £18.—Tonge, Holmesfield
Sheffield. , [ggjtj

1 A'l-P. Motor Engine and 15in. saw bench, perfect-LV order; £15.—W. Mayes, Battlesden, Bury St.
Edmunds. [9604
Qili.P. P. and M.. B. and B.. complete, except mag.

;

"•! 80/-: cnsh drive 10/-.—Brown, 4, Auckland Ed..
Doncaster. [9477
'yWIN Levis Unit, complete, T.B. mag., BinksJL carburetter, as new; £15.—Osbourn, Campbell
lid., Bedford. [5^062

A EHOPLANE Engines, Gnome, Le Rhone, Glerget;

^1 J'
<=\<'h—Ben C. Caswell, Birches Barn Estate

WoJverharaptou.
[9659

3i''-5:..^'' Engine, m.o.v., B. and B., perfect con-^ .s dition
:
seen running by appointment; £5.-24.The Grove. Ealing.

f-lOSO
Qih.p Triumph Engine, Bosch magneto (ZEl), com-t>2 plete, less carburetter; £10. — Curd, Meath
Green, Horley, Surrey. '

[9512

TYRES

S" GREAT
I REDUCTIONSEND OF SEASON
g SPECIAL CLEARANCE
;b sale

Size.

26x2

26" 2J

26x2f

26x2Jk
x2i"

26x25

28x2i
28x3'

"650x66

CTOOxSO

Make.

Wood-Milne Special
Engle&ert Passenger
Enslebert Touring
Palmer Cord
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy
Bates Special Heavy
Beldam Extra Heavy
Wood-Milne or Spencer

Moulian Extra Heavy .

.

Beldam Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Clincher de Luxe Heavy .

.

Wood-Milne Special

Englebert Touring
Palmer Cord Heavy
Kempshall Anti-skid
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy
Hutchinson T.T. Rub -stud.

I Clincher de Luxe Heavy .

Wood-Milne Combination .

Bates Special Heavy
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy .

Clincher de Luxe Heavy .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

Englebert Racing
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

Best French Malte R.N.S.
Henderson R. Non-skid .

.

Beldam Bulldog

Our List

PriCfc Price.

25/-
23/6
19/6
36/-
36/-
35/-
35/-

30/-
30/-
28/6
27/8
26/10
22/6
37/6
34/6
30/-
29/6

32/6

50/-
37/6
36/1
29/6
27/6
65/-
47/-
35/-
42/6
25/.
65/-
61/-

48/-
53/-
46/-

53/6
62/6
54/-
51/3

6,S/-

44 '3
56/i

54/6
53/9
49/-
62/-

52/6
68/6 _,
59/9-™

51/3

102/-

68/6
72/3
58/9

100/-

93/6
100/9
81/-

83/9
83/-
105/-

TUBES NEW AND FULLY
OUARANTEED.

26x2
26x2i
26x25

Our
Price.

«/6
7/-
8/3

28x3, 9/6

List

Price.

10/-

10 /3

II /3

Our List

Price. Price.

*^^||} 8/9 13./3

26x2i . 8/9 12/0
28x3 (lap-ended), 10/6

BELTS—fn standard Lengths:
Silvertown, Lycett, gin. |in. ^^in. lin. r^in.

I Bates, etc. Per foot. 1/7 1/9 "2/2 3/3 3/6-

These Special Clearance Lines are sent Carriage

Paid on Seven Days' Approval against remit-

tance. Trade supplied. Write to-day.

TheNavie

ORDER • THE

Einmal i^
fmrrTTT'inTii

TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R'f.VICTORIA.S.Wl

AND AT
44.SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
«? Pkdse dddress allpoit orders to VnuMI Bridge Rodd

.

TELEPHONE .- VICTORIA 6533 6- t55*-

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

ENGINES.
Qh.p. J.A.P. Engine, new, complete with Inlet^ valve caps, comniession taps; £20.—Fit
Barrossa Terrace, Church St.. Chelsea, ne.-ir Pikes.

|

OAh.p. Douglas Engine, mechanical valves, ]'** mag., induction pipe and exhaust, ni
order; £14.-153, Manor Rd., West Ham, Londo

5-6h p. N.S.U. Engine, perfect, fitted in li
frame, tank, and wheels; sElO.—Box 998,

J he Motor Cgclc. Advertiser please send addr

Oih.p. 2-stroke Engine, complete with C.A.V./Vi neto. new. complete and perlect; lettei
appointment.—Kelowna, Earlsdon Av., Coventry.

VOU Will Never Tire a Broler 31-f.h.p. 2-strok
-- runs on ball and roller bearings. Unequalle
speed and power.—Brooks, Trosler and Coi, Narbor
Leicester. rj

Qh.p. Precision Twin Engine, 1921, brand
*-J never fired, suit motor cycle or Morgan
£44; offers. — Wilson, 58, Chaucer Drive, Wr
Kd., Lincoln. 1

BAEGAIX.—3y,h.p. overhead valve J.A.P. ei
roller bearings, needs repairs, £4/10; 3V-h.p.

side-by-side valves, 45/-, carriage paid.—H. Rock, C
Gate, Cradley, Stafls.

|

TNDIAN.—A few Powerplns 7.9h.p. engines at tl
-»- mark-ably low price of £16/15 each.—Smith's
Chalk larm Ed. (opposite Chalk rami Tube Sta
London. 'Phone: Hampstead 2767.

|

Sh.p. Twin Abingdon-King Dick Engine, in
class and faultless condition, - with indu

pipe: forced sale due to unemplovment; suit t

ing 'bus or cycle ca.r; only £6/15; appointment.-
1, Station Mansions, Station Rd., Church End II
ley.

,

HEPPELTHWAITE'S -4l/,h.p. W.c. single Hu
complete unit, £16; 3'Ah.p. a.i.v. Eej:, f.

2iAh.p. P.N., £2/15; 3i*h.p. Humber cylinder
valves, 36/-; Hex, 301-. For cycle cars and
'Phone 1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox Hfl., South
beth, London, S.W. 8.

|

J.A.P Enginee. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engl
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engine!

parts in England ; over 30 engines always in sto
select from, and the price: Sh.p. twins, £17/10-
fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20
8h.p. at £18/10. Parts: Sh.p. J.A.P. crank
50/- pair; 5h.p. crank cases, 40/- pair; Sh.p. cam i

complete, 15/- each: valves complete, 4/- each;
guides, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 each; ej;
valve and inlet dap, 4/- each ; tappets complete, 2/6
cam levers, inlet and exhaust, 4/- each; gudgeon .

5/- each; and all parts for J.A.P. engines. Stam
reply.—Hawkins, 456, Tork Ed.. Wandsworth.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
"^JEW Motor Cycle Magnetos.

^AA for Immediate Disposal.—Thomson-Bet
*-'" V C.A.V., all degrees, single and twin,
and variable ignition, for all machines. £2/12/
eludes postage; Bosch £3, postage extra, 1/6.
forward immediately all magnetos on apj
against cash. Money refunded if dissatisfied.
Central Motor and Ignition Works, 14a, L
borough Ed., Brixton, London, S.W.9.

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd i

TITAGNETOS. Magnetos. Magnetos.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos.—fli
bought the entire stock of the following ]

of magnetos, we are able to offer them at larg-
counts.—Below.

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Be)i
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55,"

S2/15; C.A.V., single or twin, clock or anti, £i
postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Belci

ALL these magnetos are fitted with variable!
tion and leads, and are fitted wfth base I

ready to be immediately fitted on. Please state *

of engine when ordering.—Below.

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, LM.J

"pLITGS, high-tension wire, plugs.

OVEBNMENT Surplus; new plugs in boiM.

A.C. (Titan), 1/6; K.L.G. type 7, detachable,^
high-tension wire, new, unpenshed, 9 mm.'

per yard, 25 sard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per y'r.'P*

yard coil 6/-; 5 mm., 3d. per yard, 25 yard coU '•

3 mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-. '
'

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, 1/-; 3

9d.; (see other goods under Miscellaneo
Below,

ALL Goods on Approval per return post on r

of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—

I

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.;

New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. .

Streatham 2898. T.A. ; Ignitionac, Brixstret, LoB

BRAND New K.L.G. Aero Plugs, standard til

1/6 each, post free.—56, Laurence Hill, Bril|

G

A28 All letters relating to adverHsements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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Uninteresting Speed Trials.

CONSIDERABLE difference of opinion appears

to exist as to what constitutes an interesting

and successful speed event. It would appear

that some clubs measure the success of their

big race meetings by the number of hours

necessary to run them off, and by the number of

times the competitors cross the starting and finish-

ing Hnes ; the longer the time and the greater

number of " entries," the greater the success. This

is all very well from the club treasurer's view-

point; but what justification is there for it other-

wise?

Do even those spectators to whom speed trials

are an entire novelty retain their interest after' four

or five hours of witnessing the same thirty or forty

riders again and again flashing past, one at a

time, along a straight and level stretch of road

—even if the speeds reached 80 or 90 m.p.h. ?

Since spacious, natural speed-ways, such as

Pendine sands, unfortunately, are not dotted all

over the countr}', the majority of clubs cannot

increase interest by holding their speed events as

scratch races instead of timed trials, some other

means, therefore, must be found if these competi-

tions are to retain their popularity. Which, in

effect, means that the existing type of meeting

must be made less uninteresting.

There should not be more than ten distinct

classes on the programme ;
" members' " and

" open " entries should run together ; two-strokes

and four-strokes should not be separated ; either

a flying or standing start should be decided

upon, not both; and if, as often happens, the

750 c.c. class receives no " 750 c.c. entries," that

class should be omitted instead of giving the

500- c.c. machines an extra run.

Each man's time should immediately be posted

at both ends of the course. Too often, at present,

results are announced neither prom.ptly, completely,

nor accurately.

Variety may be gained by borrowing the Midland

Centre's idea of a relay race, and perhaps a handi-

cap event; if the earlier advice regarding limita-

tion of the classes is carried out, there should be
plenty of time.

Practically all the foregoing applies equally to

the so-called hill-climb. '

The Anglo=Dutch Trial.

THE
Fourth International Team Trial between

Holland and Great Britain is now an event

of the past. This year held in England,

the event has afforded motor cyclists of

this country an opportunity to return to

a party of Dutch riders the hospitality extended

to the British team, in the 1920 trial in Holland.

Nothing but good can accrue from such events

;

would that there were more of them. Not only

are friendships made between individuals, but

such fraternising helps to cement the friendship

of nations. The motor cycles ridden by the British

team were exclusively of English manufacture, but

the mounts of the visitors represented the pro-

ductions of Holland, America, Italy, and Great

Britain. Thus the trial was of a character in

keeping Avith the spirit that brought the series

into being : it was a competition between the chosen

riders—and not machines—of two nations which

appreciate motor cycling as a sport, as distinct

from a pastime and its utilitarian advantages.

In arranging the trial in this country, the

organisers displayed the characteristic spirit of

British sportsmanship. There are no really severe

hills in Holland, and to have included some of even

the less difficult test-hills would have consider-

ably enhanced the chances of the home team. To
all competitors the route was a secret one, and in

every way the conditions were such that the visiting

team was at no time under a disadvantage through

being in a strange country.

We feel sure that our guests have returned to

Holland agreeing that England is a country well

worth the visiting, and that British motor cyclists

are ready always to extend to them a hearty

welcome.

Ẑ . .A . /. / /..y...j....z..z.j..j...y..../.. J. / y / / / y./../...TT.rr:.\. ,.\. .A.. >...)>, .\ ^ \-s \...\..\.. \..^-v-
An index to the advetctissments in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.

^ ^ A...M-
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"^

Official!

CORRESPONDENT informs me that tiie

cyclists wlio object to tiie term " push-bilce
"

ouglit to memorialise the Government instead
of bullying me. He says that in Air Ministry and
War Office orders such .a phrase as " Cycles, Push,
Supply of," is by no means unknown. Perhaps I

may now be left in peace.

Ugh!
' Y enthusiasm for portable hotels, otherwise

touring with a tent, is swiftly waning. The
storm which broke on Sunday evening, Sep-

tember nth, caught this poor scribe on rather an
exposed bit of ground, where the soil, having been
ploughed in 1920, was still rather soft. Readers who
are cinema fiends and go to see such serials as " The
Hooded Death," or words to that effect, will remember
tiie film hero's expression when the Black Hand
collared him unarmed for the " umpteenth " time, and
attach him by the ankles and wrists to two express

trains moving in opposite directions at high revs.

Similarly, convulsed were my lineaments about 4 a.m.
on that awful Monday, as the hurricane yowled
ferociously round my frail tabernacle. For the future

I may prefer ssmething solid, with a bar to it.

Pegs.

[O, No', No! I do not mean what you mean. I

am still thinking of my tent, The gentlemen
who make tents have still a lot to learn. My

tent was designed by a cyclist for .cyclists. It folds

up into the size of a seafaring man's baccy pouch, and
fits into the waistcoat pocket. It is precariously

attached to mother earth by a couple of dozen tiny

steel skewers about 4in, long. When the storm of

September nth blew itself out, the earth around my
tent "was perforated by tyre levers, tyre inflators, screw-
drivers, cold chisels, brake rods, and other lengths
of odd metal ingeniously improvised from the motor
bicycle. I recommend readers who. take up camping
to make their own pegs from something large and
strong, such as a second-hand crowbar. A colleague

A20

- - i

on The Autocar staff makes his from flat strip iron,

lin. X J<;in. in isin. lengths; but then he camps on
the foreshore just above high-watermark, where the

sand is as friable as the french chalk in a tyre repair

outfit. For myself, I am busy with J4^in. round stuff,

and a length of gin. will probably content me.

The Foui'-wheelef Push.

THIS autumn may see almost as many motor cyclists

at the car Olympia as will visit the cycle show;
for it is common knowledge that lots of car

firms are bringing out four-wheeled cycle cars with

engines of motor cycle type. I doubt whether there

will be any real immediate competition between cycle

cars and sidecars. The price chasm is still fairly wide; .

to quote famous examples, the 8 h-.p. air-coolecl Rover
carette costs ^£262 los., whereas a good twin outfit is

listed at no more than ^155, and any future price

reductions should be proportionate in both lines.

The Force of Example.
I pal Jones has a machine—we will call it the

8 h.p. Cough-Cough—of which an exact

duplicate reposes in my garage. Jones's Cough-
Cough has been a bad starter from birth—it has never

started from cold since delivery in less than a couple

of dozen efforts. My Cough-Cough is a pearl in that

respect—dope, give one kick, and it's off. Last week-

end Jones arrived on a visit to sample the local golf

links. Sooner than wrestle with his Cough-Cough, he

used mine exclusively for transport purposes. Oii

Moaiday evening Jones prepared to depart. Con-
science-stricken by the example of the meek be-

haviour of my machine, Jones's engine started at the'

first kick. We have sent a sworn affidavit of the

circumstances to the Society for Psychical Research. ..

A Taxation Anomaly.

KHAVE just had brought to my notice one of th^
j

most glaring scandals in the taxation laws. An-

ex-officer, whose damagpd legs rendered the use of

a motor bicycle practically impossible, bought an A.V.

cycle car, which costs ;£ns, wfighs about 3 cwt., and-'ll

is fitted with an 8 h.p. J. A. P. engine. Compare this

outfit with a sidecar, and whether you consider its

probable effect on the roads, its implications as to its
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Occasional Comments —
owner's income, or any other rational taxation factor,

it ought to be rated with tlie sidecars or below them.
But just because it has four wheels the li'ttle 'bus is

mulcted ;£g per annum, which is the same as one or

two light sporting cars, listed at ^£600 or more.
.Uisurd, is it not? The A.C.U., the S.M.M.T., and
the Manufacturers' Union ought to get tlie rates altered.

N'ot only because they are a gross injustice to user and
maker, but also because they tend to strangle trade in

a type of machine which, for all we know, may some
day render the whole nation tnuch more mobile.

Another Prop Stand.

THE deluge has started, and I shall soon be search-

ing in vain for naked bits of tube on my 'bus

to which to affix fresh prop stands. The
machine absolutely bristles with them, and I can never

take another toss, for, whichever way it fell, one of

them would support it. The 2 lb. 4 oz. Taylor stand

was the first to go> on,, and proved a great blessing on
, multi-stop rides. It is not perfect; it weighs too

much; it takes two hands—or a toe and a hand—to

operate it, but it is far better than the ordinary rear

. stand. I am now testing a sample which arrived

anonymously, with an indecipherable post-mark, and
scales nO' more than 6 ozs., being designed to fit on to

a footrest or footboard. Moreover, you just knock
it down with your toe, as it is locked up or down by
a short coil spring acting on each side of a dead centre

Uke tlie Rudge rear stand. I fancy everybody will

want a prop stand of some kind next year.

A Rapson Tyre on the Road.

nONCE alluded to Mr. Rapson as the Napoleon of

the tyre industry, since when his side of our corre-

spondence takes the form of a postcard with the

legend "Josephine is calling me." However, one

;
of his customers is more communicative. A Moray-
shire reader tells me .that a small but increasing number
of Rapson motor cycle tyres are being turned
out, and that he has used a 700 x 80 mm. sample
for some time past on the rear wheel of his

Rudge. His mileage is not enough to be de-

cisive, but he has had no trouble, although he
picked up a large piece of broken bottle, causmg
a gash 3in. long and over 54in.. deep. This
terrible wound had no effect on the tyre—in

fact, he rode 500 miles further before a chance
occurred to get the gash vulcanised. My correspon-
dent goes so far as to say that, with the 35 lb. pressure
Rapson tyre on his Rudge became as comfortable
as any spring frame.

Yoa Won't Equal It!

nF you read in the Judges' Report of the A.C.U.
Six Days that the i^s h.p. Potterbus and the

8fo h.p. Hogbus have registered a petrol con-
sumption of 222 m.p.g. and 131 m.p.g. respectively,
order duplicates by all means, but don't expect to
equal their economies. I don't say you couldn't do
it. I say you won't! Why not? Because you are
not the sort of man to coast down every tuppenny
ha'penny slope. Because you wouldn't crouch down
for miles in -the dust astern of a fast sidecar outfit in
order to reduce windage. The inders were rather
too clever for the A.C.U. pundits, who possibly made
a mistake in offering bonus marks for phenomenal
economies. Some riders registered astonishing figures,
and so deluded the public. It would have been
enough to inflict penalties for all engines which failed
to reach a rational standard of economy.

Nevertheless—
F course, several wee snags have naturally
cropped up in the first attempt to carry out
a consumption test with ninety machines over

•730 miles. It spelt gruelling hard work for the
replenishment marshals; bothering delays for all

the riders ; complications for others, who broke petrol
pipes, or suffered from flooding; and there were
one or two rumours of dishonesty. The results—as
I have hinted above—were partly fallacious. But
the_ test was justified a thousand times over ' by an
incident^ of the previous week—several riders scrapped
a certain carburetter because it was, extravagant.
That carburetter will immediately he redesigned: and
so may others, if the A.C.U. keep up the good work.

HILL-CLIMBING IN SOUTH AFRICA.

If a railway crossing were Included in tke course of a

liill-climb in Britain the committee would never " hear

the end of it," but members of the Cape Province

M.C.C. are evidently no respectors of their machines,

for the crossing depicted, showing the competitors in

flight, was included in a recent hill-climbing event

on Sir Lowry Pass. The rider on the left actually

"jumped" thirty feet, and the sidecar, too, has all

three wheels off the ground.

"^SiKSAfiBSJMiftM^^SyT^fJ^^'i^^t*^
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A SINGLE TRACK SPRING FRAME
Commenis on the Auto-
glider as a Hack Machine.

RUNABOUT. An Open Frame Miniature

wilh ihe Power Unit in front

IF
a Ihames punt were

offered to a North
Canadian trapper

there is no doubt tliat

he would laugh it to scorn,

yet a punt has certain

advantages over the birch-

bark canoe, just as the

latter for certain purposes

is superior to the punt.

One could go on in-

definitely with such
examples of special means
for special needs, but the

one given above suffices

to illustrate the point we
wish to emphasise in con-
nection with the Auto-
glider. It is not exactly

a motor cycle, yet it

belongs to that category

;

it is not a scooter, although by most people it is

regarded as such. It is in one of the sub-divisions,

just as the canoe and the punf come into the general
category of boats, and, like either of the types of

watercraft, it has a place in the w-orld of trans-

portation.

" One Man's Meat—"
For a considerable period during the summer we

had one of these machines in use, and at the outset

we made a mistake which approximated to offering

a punt to a Canadian woodsman—we offered it to a

sporting member of the staff, whose ideals cause him
to eschew such refinements as spring frames and small

two-stroke engines. He laughed at it.

Our next offer was to a very tall, veiy dignified,

and very sensitive

member of the staff,

w h o continually

complains that all

motor cycles, are

built for dwarfs.

It was refused with

indignation after a

private trial in view

of a grinning office

boy, who, incident-

ally, half expected
that it would
be handed to him.
(We more than sus-

pect that he had
completely mastered
its control during

a luncheon hour.)

Now it happened that

one short - limbed member
of the staff had two pecu-

1 i a r i t i e s ; one was a

penchant for perfectly-

creased trousers, and the

other a long - abiding love

for a motor cycle with a

very dirty engine. He was

thus prevented from riding

W '° ^^^ office unless in motor™ cycling attire. He did not

* wait to be asked if he

would use the Autoghder.

He put in his c 1 a i m
simultaneously with that of

the Editor's lady private

secretary, who fell in love

with the polished mahogany
bodywork at sight.

During the Autoglider's

stay in Coventry it was used by every member of the

staff and by others. Some rode it once, others perhaps

twice—when they were in a hurry and their own

machine was not available—and quite a number used

it because they really liked it. It was borrowed for

week-ends by riders of both sexes; it was used on

shopping excursions, it went on a short tour, and

one early morning it was the victor in a private match

between an Autoglider enthusiast and the owner of

another machine of a similar type.

As a Utility Mount.

To summarise the opinions of many riders, we

have had to eWminate the views of those who regard

the motor cycle purely as an accessory to sport. The

Autoglider was designed to meet specific requirements,

and these needs are

\ h.p. Autoglider. This attractive

machine is fitted with a spring

frame and clutch.

fulfilled.

It is extremely v

easy to ride ; one

'

pushes off, drops:
the compression il

release lever, and'

the engine- fires,

Then the c 1 u t c jjl|

lever is raised, an

the machine con

to a standstill wh
the rider mat
himself or herselH

(usually the latter) i|

comfortable.

The Autoglider's 1

name has not beenil

derived from thei|
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The Autoglider

will rest against

the kerb, and it is

rarely necessary to

use the stand.

When required,

however, this is

rendered easy by

the strap handle

at the back of the

seat.

manner in which the

machine glides off on the

clutch ; the full meaning of

its name comes home to

Jhe rider when once under

way. In the w o r 1 d of

wheels there is nothing that

gives quite the same sensa-

tion as the Autoglider. Its

spring frame functions per-

fectly, while, on a really

bad road, a second unique sensation is experienced,

and may be likened to a canter on a well-trained

horse. At no time does one feel road shocks, and
as for the speed—well, if it were not so easy to

control, one would almost say it was too fast.

There is no doubt that this seat-type Autoglider

is a great improvement on the seatless type. The
seat considerably extends its range of action. We
once covered forty miles at over 20 m.p.h. on a stand-

up model, and found it somewhat fatiguing—in fact,

it was only the excellent springing that made the

achievement possible at all.

We hesitate before criticising one point which
seemed a disadvantage. It did not prove so easy to

373

push about as a motor cycle ; but this is a motor

cyclist's view. In contradiction to this we ought to

mention that a lady who made the same complaint

regarding a lightweight motor bicycle found no

difficulty in handling the Autoglider, but found a

disadvantage in the fact that it could not be wheeled

directly over the kerb. This is due to the small

wheels and the weight of the engine at the front.

The box under the seat is a veiy useful item;

especially does this appeal when shopping. In this

receptacle the tool roll, a spare tube, and repair outfit

are always at hand without having to undo a number

of straps. A spare can of oil can also be carried—an

advantage when it is remembered that on filling up

at a garage one cannot— always buy a gill of. oil

to mix with the petrol.
There is still room for small

parcels.

The price with clutch is

^^65, while several other

models are marketed from

£,40. The manufacturers

< , are A u t o g 1 i d e r, Ltd.

,

Birmingham.

The locker be-

neath the seat is a

much appreciated

item in its specifi-

cation.

As a runabout

for the business

man or woman the

Autoglider fulfils

all requirements.

h.-J-

BROKEN VALVES.

IF
you read the account of any big trial held this

season, you will see that one or more riders

_
broke exhaust valves. In fact, there was a petty

epidemic of broken vahes in • the speed test which
concluded the Six Days Trial at BrooElands, even
though some of the competitors had fitted new valves
fbr the occasion. A superficial observer would imagine
that no unbreakable valves e.xist. This is a complete
blunder. There are firms who will supply any engine
builder with valves w^hich they guarantee to be un-
breakable ; nor are those valves necessarily so hard
ithat they hammer a soft cast iron seating out of
fshape. One such firm standardised during 1920 three

materials for making valves for motor cycle engines.

I may give an idea of the respective prices by men-

tioning three figures— is. 3d., is. gd., and 6s. The
IS. 3d. valve was not recommended. The is. gd'.

valve was good enough for any ordinary side valve

engine without being pluperfect. The 6s. valve was ad-

visable in designs where a broken valve might cause con-

sequential damage, e.g., to the piston. The firm had

many customers. Only one of its clients bought the 6s.

valve. Most concerns thought is. 3d. quite enough

to pay. I have not broken a valve for donkey's years;

but I am very careful about the make of machine

I ride. Ixion.
A23
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TOOL KITS.
Some Remarks on (he Minor Equipment of Present-day Machines.

i£r^.i^

BY a process of evolution, the modern motor cycle

has become a wonderfully perfect piece of

mechanism. Faults in engines, transmission,

frames, etc., have gradually been eliminated until, in

spite of the fact that there are many opportunities for

improvement, the motor cycle as a whole is a most
reliable and satisfactory means of conveyance.

Now the motor cyclist is usually an euthusiast, and
likes to perform his own repairs and adjustments

;

incidentally, if he is mechanically inclined, he will save

much time and money. But how often has the reader

desired to carry out an elementary adjustment, and
found no tools suitable for the purpose ?

It is becoming a practice to supply a set of box
spanners, a large adjustable spanner, a pair of pliers,

and a perfectly useless screwdriver, neatly rolled up
in a canvas cover, and with these implements the un-

suspecting are content until trouble arises. Those
who have tried to adjust a

hub bearing or a Bowden
cable adjuster with such a

kit knew that both can
be done, but the process

is not good for temper or

plating.

It is sad, but true, that

the commonest adjust-
ments are those least often

provided for. To the two
instances above should be
added the need for

spanners to enable the rider to adjust his tappets and
to tighten an oil or petrol union ; these tools, par-

ticularly the last mentioned, are frequent absentees.

There are Exceptions.
All manufacturers are not to be tarred with the same

brush—some few su|5ply excellent kits, but very few
•supply all the necessary tools. For instance, the last

machine owned by the writer was turned out with a

world-renowned name, and nothing else to assist one
in adjusting the tension of the clutch control, an opera-

tion which became necessary twice in six months. Of
course one can often " manage " with a good adjust-

able spanner, but this is bad for nuts and too wide
in the jaws for general use on motor cycles. I have
an old and ever present friend in a " Lucas Girder

"

with jaws ground down, which has been a constant

companion and help for seven years past.

The ideal motor cycle should require only a modest
kit, since four nut sizes, exclusi^'e of valve cap and
head spanners, are all that are required, but in the
case of machines assembled from proprietary units a
very complete and rather bulky kit is necessary.
No machine should be sent out from the makers

without a spanner to fit every nut, a first-class medium-
sized adjustable spanner, a screwdriver with a correctly
ground point, a chain rivet extractor or belt punch, or
both, and tyre levers.
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Even a small adjustable

spanner is too wide in the

jaws for small adjustments.

With regard to the normal kit: unless split pins

are used, and they are not common on motor cycles,

pliers are unnecessary—and even injurious— since the

average rider employs them only for removing nuts,

holding bolts by the threads, and other most improper
purposes for which special spanners should^ be
supplied. The general run of cheap and nasty screw-

drivers as supplied appear to be designed for any
purpose rather than driving screws, since they are

either too thick to go into the screw slots or else

ground at such sharp angles that they immediately

force themselves out of the slot when a turning move-
ment is applied. Good box spanners are excellent ivheii

there is room to use them, and ring spanners are even

better, though the same qualifications apply. Pro-

vided that the necessary set spanners are supplied,

there is no necessity for a large adjustable spanner

which will only be used as a hammer (for which
purpose the correct tool is both lighter and more
effective).

Complete -svith Oil Tin.
Next, a word about oil guns. An extraordinary

number of motor cycles are turned out with a cycle

oilcan in the tool roll. This
is the most wonderful case -of

optimism cf the whole bunch.
The life of such an accessory

in the average pannier bag is

short and noisy, though pro-

fa a b 1 y anything but merry
;

and ivhat is it there for, any-

way? If the engine needs in-

jection suitable tank fittings

should be included, and no
device ever constructed could

be less suitable for lubricating

motor cycle parts than a

narroM'-necked tin can.

Being a pressman who is accustomed fo riding all

sorts and conditions of motor cycles, equipped or,

otherwise, according to manufacturers' specification, I

possessed (at one time) a private kit as follows : A
set of Terry flat spanners (admittedly a little narrow

in the jaw for big nuts, but strong, well-made, and
close-fitting), a real screwdriver (home-ground), the

Lucas adjustable spanner already mentioned, a tiny

King Dick, a pair of parallel jaw pliers, and a Lucas
oil gun. Unfortunately, this kit has been thinned

down by the ravages of time and unscrupulous motor

cycling friends, but parts of it accompany me on all

long-distance runs, and I am seldom bothered with

badly fitting or missing equipment.

There are so many possible ways of carrying tools

that it would take too long to describe them in detail,

but it must be obvious that the nearer they are carried

to the centre of the machine the less they will be

subjected to jolts and jars.

Ubique.

A screwdriver to be

serviceable should have

a gently tapering blade.

The short steep angle

of the usual tool-kit

instrument is most

undesirable.
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IN placing tile n€w 1.000

CO. twin Duzmo on the
market, the manufactu-

rers are making a direct

appeal to the sporting sec-

tion of riders to whom
power, speed, and flexibility

are great attractions. It

has often been stated that
this section of the public has
no wide choice of British
machines ; thus the new
Duzmo will be an attractive
xddition to the high-powered
solo class. The cylinders
closely resemble that of the
single-cylinder model which
competed in the A.C.XJ.
Six Days Trials. Having a

bore and stroke of 89x79
mm., the cylinders are set
at an inclined angle of 50°.

Detachable Heads.

Detachable heads, held
down by long bolts, and
machined all over internally, are em-
ployed ; and the arrangement of the over-
head valves is such that there is a total

absence of pocketing, the rocker gear
being supnorted from lugs cast integrally
with the head. In the case of the for-

ward cylinder, the exhaust pipe curves
neatly round, and terminates in a drilled
fish-tail extending well beyond the rear
spindle on the near side, while the rear
exhaust pipe is brought straightaway to

the off side of the machine. Lubrication
is by means of a Best and Lloyd
mechanical pump, and, in addition, an
auxiliary hand pump is fitted. There is

a separate oil lead to the back of the
front cylinder.

A separate camshaft is utilised to
operate the valves of each cylinder, and
the whole of the exhaust lifting gear is

enclosed within the timing cover. An
interesting innovation in this respect is

an arrangement by which the front ex-
haust valve is raised before the rear

A NEW BRITISH BIG TWIN.
The Sporting Duzmo, with Overhead «

Valves. f-.^

A new sporting model Uuzmcf, fitted with an ti.p. o.h.v. twm engine and Sturmey-Archer three-speed geai.

The exhaust lifter mechanism, ^hich is

entirely enclosed.

valve, so that the risk of oiling up the

rear plug is lessened. Articulated con-

necting rods are used—a feature which
is unconventional as far as motor cycle

engines are concerned, although common
practice in aircraft.

The rear connecting rod has a large

roller bearing big-end, and close above
the bearing is a lug and pin to which
the forwar'd connecting rod is attached.

Floating both in piston bosses and small

ends, the gudgeon pins are located by
spring split rings, the pistons themselves
being of aluminium, and of more or less

conventional design.

Precautions against Valve Breakage.

We were informed that no trouble has

been experienced with broken valves fall-

ing into the cylinder and causing damage
to the piston and cylinder head. In this

connection the valve gear is so arranged
that, unless the fracture occurs close up
to the head, the valve cannot drop into

the cylinder. Stainless steel is used in

the valve construction, and is giving every
satisfaction. The finish of the engine
is excellent, and the appearance most
attractive.

Transmission is by chain throughout,
a Sturmey-Arcl -r three-speed gear pro-

viding the necessary change of ratios.

Rear braking is carried out by means of

a shoe operating on a dummy belt rim,

and a Webb internal brake is incor-

porated in the front wheel. Wide petrol

tank, straight handle-bars, and narrow
mudguards provide a very sporting appear-

ance to the macliine; though, in the case

of the touring model, ample mudguards
are provided, and it has an expansion

chamber of generous dimensions.

Brampton forks and a Brooks racing

saddle are fitted, and in conjunction with

conveniently placed footrests, the riding

jjosition and general controllability are

distinctly good.

Single Lever Carburetter Standard.

Such excellent results have been ob-

tained from the Cox-Atmos sinj^le-lever

carburetter on test that this device will

be standardised.

Whether the new Duzmo will succeed

in attaining a 100 m.p.h. gait on the

track or not, its performance in competi-

tions will be watched with interest.

Mr. J. Wallace, the designer, is cenfi-

dent that the new model will cater for a

market which undoubtedly exists, and

his confidence should be justified. The
Duzmo is being manufactured at Cedar
Road, Enfield Highway, Middlesex.

Diagram of the

articulated con-

necting rod. A
large roller bear-

ing is employed

for the rear rod.

THE MOTOR CYCLE CLUB OF FRANCE AND THE INTERNATIONAL

WE read in the official journal of the
Motor Cycle Club of France that the
club intends to re-establish '' the

International Trophy, formerly the glory
of the M.C.F. in the early days of motor
cycling," and will make every effort to

regain possession of the trophy in ques-
tion. In 1906 the trophy was won by
Austria, where it is still supposed to

be, although it is said to have been lost.

TROPHY.
To the best of our knowledge, the

matter is one which solely concerns the

International Federation of Motor Cycle
Clubs. On the occasion of its re-

establishment in 1912, an effort was made
to regain the trophy. This effort was
without success, as it could not be traced.

It was further decided at the inaugural

meeting on the occasion of the re-

establishment of the F.I.CM., with a

view to developing design in motor cycles,

that the international competition should

take the form of a reliability trial, and
not a race; and the British Cycle and
Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders
Union, Ltd., filled the gap by presenting

the magnificent silver trophy won this

year by Switzerland. It seems, there-

fore, that our friends the Motor Cycle

Club of France are on the wrong track.
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A WEEK-END IN SCOTLAND.
Being Impressions of a Compeli(or in (he ScoKish Two Days Trials.

A scene on Burnfoot Hill in the Scottish Two Days Trial. J. Shepherd (8 Chater-Lea sidecar) on a portion where the surface resembled

the bed of a mountain stream.

A DISTINCTLY successful trial in sibly at every conceivable angle, and rods broke, and, of course, smashed upi

every sense. This was the unani- liberally strewn with boulders of all his engine. Appalling luck, within a mile 1

mous opinion of those riders who sizes. Rhodes, whose Scott Sociable had " of the last check

!

competed in this year's Scottish Two run like a clock throughout, and seemed Official Results.
Days, which was described in last week's a certainty for a premier" award, made a g^j^P jjedals.
issue of The Motor Ci/cle.

'

clean ascent, but at the summit he j g Sanderson (2% Hawker).

These few notes are'penned, as the im- announced that he had damaged his A. Brown (3% Sunbeam).
(. i-, J i 1 I. 1 J t, J i i' ". B. Anderson (4 A.J.b.).

pressions of a competitor, immediately bevel, and had to retire. j, Hendrie (3"A Sunbeam).
after the conclusion of the second day's „, , , _ ,,., o. ,, w„- -u 5- ,f,- *^"H''.,?i"=°5

"'''=
u
?"""""

run; and as Sunday had intervened be- Waterloo-One Mile from the Finish. R. ^at.onj4%JnnmphK^^.^^^._^^

tween the run out and the return journey, The remainder of the trial was by main A. L. Downie (5-6 Raleigh),

memories of the first day's run had time roads to Edinburgh, interesting and pic- |- \ Pa^pei" (l^TriSmph)™^''
to mature, and in the process Talla Linn turesque scenery and splendid surfaces w. T. Ti£fen (214 Velocette).

has become just a hill and the day itself combining to make the run most enjoy-
il. 'w.''"wel"h (4 Triumph)',

but a pleasurable run under the auspices able. The last hill, West Mains, is in rI Stewart (4 Norton),

of the Edinburgh Motor Club. one of the Edinburgh public parks. J- M. P^inii)p3^(|i/j_ Sunbeam

K

On Sunday bright sunshine awoke us The road is very narrow—a wall on one d.' Ogilvie (2% starlej).

in our various quarters, palatial or other- side, a steep bank on the other. Hun- R- s. Macrae (Harley-Davidson sc 1

,, i_ c L\ -1 , n I.
^ 1 i 1. i Geo. Gnnton (Harley-Davidson sc.).

Wise, to the scent ot the marine breeze. dreds of spectators were present to see w. G. Donaldson (5 Rover so.).

Stranraer has perhaps fewer attractions the show. Most of the solo machines G. stokes (5 Rover sc).

than Oban of last year, but most of the made light work of it; but, since the NeviH^Hall (2% o.K^^sc!?.

competitors visited the curious fish pond gradient is 1 in 3.8 for about a hundred F. D. M. Baxter (8 G.R.).

at Port Logan. This pond is land yards, the fun bee-an with the passenger SILVER MEDALS,

locked, though fed by the sea, and is vehicles. Many of the sidecars failed j ^^''^^(fr^n^fsy^'Rover) .. ^^"''I
"«''

stocked with numerous sea fish, which utterly, and several golds went west. The d'. M. Galloway (s'N.U.T.) .. .. 1

readily take food from the hand. star performers were: Grinton (Harley-
?' S,ta^"(3'''suibelm?°°""

"
V: 1

The" King's ^rms Hotel, the head- Davidson sc), Roger Macrae (Harlev- l! P. Waldie (3V2 N.u'.T.) V. '.'. Z

quarters at Stranraer, is one of the best Davidson sc), Neville Hall (2^- O.K. r m" TOsCS (It HoblTt) ' i W 1

we have encountered in Scottish trials. Junior sc.)—who made a wonderful per- j^; i,.' oiark (3% Sunbeam) '.'.
'.'. 1

In the evening, Capt. McRobert (the pro- formance throughout, climbing every hill D. Whyte (31/2 "Sunbeam) • • 1
. , , , s,V- *^—

, 1 1 ,1 j; 1 11- J J i'™ t ,,^,„. „v, 1. D. S. Alexander (8 Matchless 6C.) .. 1
prietor) and Miss l<ord, both of whom and being dead on time at every check

—

j shepherd (8 Chater-Lea so.) .. 1

have obtained some notoriety in opera. Miss D. Pullinger (Galloway light car), k. w. B. Sanderson (8 Brough

entertained the competitors to a charming Capt. Garden (Garden light car), and two ^ SpencT (8°'chater-Lek so'.)
'.'. 2

concert; but among the competitors of the Rovers. J. Oswald Turnbull (7 American

themselves there was an appalling lack of The most interesting performance was
j^ ^ Downie"(7 a'.'j.S. 'sc.)

'.'. '.'. 1

talent, only one of them subscribing to put up by H. M. Batten, who drove the ~ h'. Mortimer Batten (5-6 Scott

to the programme surviving Scott Sociable. His front
h. G°."ra'iriey''(2?l''Hawicer 's'o.)

.'.' I
On Monday perfect weather conditions wheel refused to remain on the ground, w. E. Bruce (5 Monopole so.) .. 1

again favoured us, and after an enjoy- and he bumped the wall. Simulta,neously,
G°°H*''Mofr f/^G^S")'"^''™'

" "1
able byroad run Pinmore, the first ob- the rear tyre came off, and the climb was Capt. 'Carden (Garden) '.'.

'.'. '.'. 3

served hill, was lightly dismissed by continued'on the rim. Harry Fairley ex- BRONZE medals.
almost everyone. Burnfoot, taken iust perienced e.xactly the same trouble. A. F. Sidford (8 Matchless so.) .. 4

before lunch, was, however, a very 'dif- Alan Hill, with a clean sheet so far,
»^S-

f;i';'"°''p'l„E-l Andrew' "ownie
ferent proposition. It consisted of deep realised his presentiments ; for, at the Ltd^^ Alexander and Co. '

ruts and watercourses running irrespon- foot of the hill, on© of his connecting CLUB TEAM PRIZE.—Cumberland M.O.c.
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Where Four

Speeds Score.

Although only two makes were so

fitted (and in one case " unofficially "'),

the fact that four-speed gears were
used at all in the recent A.C.U. Six Days Trials may
well be a reliable indication of future tendencies. If

this should prove so, none will be more gratified than

certain sidecar users overseas.

We have before us a letter from a resident in the

Xilgiri District of South India, who at present uses

a very well-known British big twin sidecar outfit,

having gear ratios of 4.6, 7.4, and 12.6 to i. In

this mountainous area the gradients are severe ; there

are few stretches of level road more than lialf a

mile in length, and, as a rule, the range of visibility

is considerably less, owing to the incessant turns and
twists in the tracks along the hill sides. It is impos-
sible, therefore, to drive a heavy sidecar at the speed
usual on English roads, for which the gear ratios on
our correspondent's sidecar were obviously designed.

The result is that, he is compelled to use second
speed a great deal oftener than should be necessary

in the interests of economy and a cool-running engine.

While we recommend lower ratios all round (gained

by fitting a smaller engine sprocket) as a palliative

for our reader's troubles, we are inclined to agree

with him that a four-speed gear box would effect a

complete cure. An 8 h.p. sidecar machine ought to

pull a 4.6 to I gear often enough even in a mountain-

ous district to make its retention worth while, and an
additional ratio

of, say, 5^4 or

6 to I would
seem to be
approaching the

ideal. .

Here is an
opportunity for

the British
manufacturer to

cater for the

demands of
quite a large

section of over-

seas motor
cyclists. Next
year it is possible

there may be

several proprie-

tary four - speed
gear boxes avail-

able.

Memo, on

Service.

" It does British firms far more harm
in the long run to export machines

without ensuring that there is an

adequate stock of spare parts in the country than if

they sent no machines at all "—an extract from the

letter of a Shanghai correspondent- These words

might well be framed and hung in- the office of every

British motor cycle, manufacturer who wishes to build

up an export trade. He would benefit—and so would
the overseas motor cyclist.

* [9 ®

Expanding Club

Life Overseas.

After a long period of inactivity motor cycle trials in Ceylon have been resumed.

The illustration depicts the start at Kalulara of the first post-war motor cycle non-stop

reliability trial, showing a Harley-Davidson rider being despatched.

In South Africa there is slackness in the

sale of motor cycles (incidentally, even

greater in motor cars), and in other

overseas markets, yet it is refreshing to note the increas-

ing enthusiasm for competitions and the formation of

new motor cycle clubs. The falling off in trade was
brought about in the majority of cases by economic
causes, of which an unfavourable rate of exchange is

usually the chief, but, where club life and activities

continue to expand, there need be nO' fear for the future

of the motor cycle.

There are now two prosperous clubs in Cape Town
alone ; and recent speed trials of the Mashonaland
M.C.C. attracted quite an enthusiastic entry.

The colonial clubman (if he will pardon the adjec-

tive) is generally an out and out enthusiast, and

natural conditions abroad very often cater for the

sporting type of

i trial. Speed
trials on the

English style are

also gaining in

])opularity, and
consequen tly

there is a grow-

ing demand for

the "sports
model '

'—a type

that England
makes better
than .any other

country in the

world. At one

time overseas

demand tended

towards the big

twin for both

solo arid side-

.car work.
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A Selection of LeKers from Readers scaUered all over (he World.

Yorkshire or South Africa?

Roads in England and South Africa are compared by
"Cloee," a Port Elizabeth (South "Africa) correspondent.
He writes :

" When in the 'Mother Country my home was in Bradford,
Yorks., and, as you know, the roads in that part of England,
especially in the towns, are nearly all cobbles. During the
war those roads began to get extremely ' pot-holey,' the
damage being done mostly by big heavy steam and motor
lorries, and as there was very little repair work going
on, these ' 'buses ' played havoc with the roads. Now, out
in this country, the town roads on the whole are 1C0% better
than the Yorkshire town roads, with a few exceptions of

course; the little villages up country must not be included.
"The roads are all built up in this town, because what

is now town used to be the beach once, so they are com-
posed of chopped stone, well rolled in, and then covered with
asphalt, which makes for quite a nice surface. The faults
we have to find are when the municipality dig up the roads
for drainage, electric cables, etc. ; they never level them off

properly again, leaving either a little mountain in the road
or else a pit.

"Once one gets out of the towns, one never knows what
sort of surface one is "likely to strike—in fact, they are
more like grassgrown tracks. The main roads from big
towns to other big towns are a bit better, but as for sand,
loose stones, young rocks, and mud, you are lucky if you
ever get a stretch a mile long without any of the above
appearing in it.

" Of course, the climate out here is infinitely better for
the pastime of motor cycling than that at home, especially
Yorkshire. As you know, we get very little rain, and
although the dust on the roads is sometimes very bad, it

is better than the incessant rains and cold at home.
" Motor cycles, on the whole, both English and American,

stand up to the conditions very well, and although the latter
at one time practically dominated this market, I am glad
to say that, the former are getting much more popular now,
and a lot oR lightweights such as the Triumph Junior, Clyno,
and O.K. 'Union are finding their way out here, and, I under-
stand, giving excellent service. Of the heavier machines.
Triumphs and B.S.A.'s, with a sprinkling of the Norton
and Douglas, are also represented, and of the sidecar twins
only the new Matchless and A..J.S. are to be seen about."

Motor Cycles for India.

Mr. C. W. Bowles, State Engineer, Patiala, Punjab,
makes the following suggestions :

" For India two classes of machines should be catered for—
(a) For use in cities and cantonments, (b) For district and
touring purposes.

" For (a) the class of machine required is the simple 3^ h.p.
or 4 h.p. single-cylinder, with all its fine feathers gh, if it
likes, by which I mean, three speeds, gear cases ^alore, etc.

;

but the only real necessities are a free engine, a kick-starter,
and a direct drive from the engine to the back wheel by a
good belt.

"For (b) the twin-cylinder of not less than 6 h.p. is desir-
able, for this, in nine cases out of ten, has to run a sidecar
with it, and do fairly long journeys at a stretch, a journey
which may mean fifty miles, wherein no possible help,
spares, petrol, or oil can be obtained, and to carry a servant,
bedding, and a suitcase.
"The roads in India are very fair, but are worn by the

bullock carts into ruts, and all wear comes on to the same
track. The ordinary cart has its wheels about 4ft. 6in. apart,
and the bullocks walk in the same line, so it is necessary
to have one's sidecar to conform to the ways of the bullock
carts.

"Now as regards the requirements for the ysers of (b),
I recommend the following: Wheels, 28in. x 3in., detach-
able, disc type, and strong spring front forks, trussed type,
bpnngs to the rear wheel not really necessary, till such time
as an ideal springing is ensured. In the meantime a good
spring saddle, and, if required, a spring seat-pillar. Brakes

-

to both wheels of V type; three speeds, with kick-starter
on the right

; magneto ignition ; electric lighting set sepa-
rate from the ignition; clutch to be of cork inserts and
plates; enclosed chain cases throughout; efficient splayed
mudguards with good clearance between tyres, and side
pieces to them ; sprung footboards ; stand to "back and front
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wheels ; cut-out to exhaust ; clearance at least Sin. ; large

tool-cases each side of the machine (not little sandwich boxes

as usually fitted), large oil and grease-retaining hubs; and
large sized oil and grease cups, not the usual fitment, into

which a point of a pin can with difficulty be pushed. The
chains, clutch, and cases should be to the right of the

machine, also the valves (not between the cycle and sidecar,

as one sees so many chains, etc., fitted)."

Soimd Sense from Queensland.

Mr. R. S. Adams, writing from Central Queensland, opens

his letter with the statement that " it takes a good deal to

drive the out-back Australian into ink." Our overseas post-

bag hardl.y bears this out ! He continues :

" For a long time we have been reading The Motor Gych
here, and have I'ead many letters from Australia appearing

-in the paper.
" Take the ' Awful Roads ' complaint. Australia is the

most thinly populated country of any size on the globe

Jloreover, it is the ' newest ' country from the point of view
of civilisation. Any sane being never expects to find in the

newer countries roads similar to the European highways,
which date from the Roman times in many cases, and beyond
that period perhaps. We must accept comparatively poor

roads as part of the programme till the population becomes
large enough to provide the necessary revenue for road-

building. 'The man who buys a motor cycle in this country
should know that he is in for a rough time more or less

according to locality.
" Australia has approximately the same area as the United

States of America. In a country of so considerable size, all

kinds of country are met with. Here, in Central Queensland,
most of the hinterland is open black soil downs ; it is similar

to the Canadian prairie in some ways, and the South African
veldt in others ; but the ' black soil ' is, I think, unique.
Tlie 'roads' are like Topsy—they just grow. In the first

place, a waggon meanders out to some newly opened up cattle

or sheep station, and its tracks are followed by other traffic

till the tussocky grass is worn down. One can trace it for

miles ahead like a long dark ribbon. Where the traffic is

light the grass between the wheel tracks is never worn down,
so that you liave twin tracks running parallel, and each one
about a foot wide. We have months and ^ponths without rain .

sometimes, and these tracks beat down firm and smooth

;

it takes practice to enable the motor cyclist to keep the

narrow track, but once the knack is mastered it is possible

to ride for hundreds of miles through the pure, dry air and
across glorious country as fast as the old jigger can clip

along.

"But, if a storm cloud shows on the horizon, it is just as

well to give the engine still more juice. Once rain falls in

this country it is the end. Twenty points or more usually
mean leaving a, motor cycle, though a car, with its wide
mudguard clearance, can battle along up to a certain point.

The black soil ' picks up,' and goes on doing so till the mud
jams between the tyre and mudguards, and both wheels lock

tight. In a frantic effort to keep going the rider gouges this

stuff out with a stick or screwdriver, but another fifty yards.
. pulls him up again.

" Sometimes, while the ground is still wet after rain, cattle

will wander along the road for miles. In drying it sets hard,
and every hoof track is as clearly defined as in a plaster of

Paris cast, and it will remain so till the next rain. Under
such circumstances, we lay our motor bicycles up here and use
horses till conditions are more suitable. Why make a martyr
of oneself in these matters? The motor cycle in the out-back
has a definite place in the scheme of things ; but to ask it

to do' work that could be done more, easily and efficiently on
horse back, or in a light buggy, is only going to retard its

popularity.
" The monotonous bleat concerning the conservatisnr of

English designers begins to pall, and is mostly born of

ignorance. In buying a new machine of English design, my
only complaint is that I cannot decide which is, for my
needs, 'the best of the best.' I am like the child in the

sweet shop with a penny to spend.
"If, after studying the 'Buyers' Guide '»in The Motor

Cycle, the overseas rider is unable to find a machine to meet
his needs, I would suggest that he would perhaps be, after '

all, better served by a caterpillar tractor or a good substantial
pair. of skis."
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TRICK RIDING IN HANDCUFFS.
Interesting—but not Recommended

The rider did everything except turn somersaults, and we
understand he does this, too, at very special request! Then,
"wearing" a pair of regulation handcuffs, he repeated

practically all his most difficult feats ; and indeed, once

going, he seemed to have little use for his hands at all.

Had the steering lock of his machine permitted, we are

sure that he could have journej'ed back and fore with

his hands tied behind his back. As it was, he had to

"reverse" to turn round. And all the while it appeared
childiohly easy.>

ANTI-DAZZLE HEAD LIGHT TESTS.
OFFICIAL certificates have been published concerning

E.A.C. tests of two Salsbury Anti-Dazlo head lights.

In the first model the device is mounted in a lamp
with a lens mirror behind the electric bulb as the

principal reflector, and with a small lens mirror in front of

the bulb that throws the light back to the principal reflector.

The upper part of the front glass of the lamp has saw-tooth
indentations facing outward. With a 44,8 c.p. bulb at

12.5 volts pressure the effective forward illumination was
234ft. within Y^ft. of the centre" line of tlie beam. Side
illumination was much damped down, for 15ft. from the

centre line of the beam the effective illumination was but
56ft. At eye level no dazzling effect from the lamp was
experienced nearer than 82^ft. from the source of light, which
must be considered satisfactory.

The second device consisted of a lamp with a parabolic
reflector with the bulb placed centrally at the back. The
front of the bulb was covered with a patch pi'esenting a

silvered surface towards the light and a black surface towards
the front glass of the lamp. In this model the front glass

had saw-toothed indentations on its inner side and was plain

on the outside.
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yci£ Q^RS under ^Y^ST

THE
ENGINE : S h.p. J.A.P. GEAR BOX: Sturmey-Archer three-speed.

LUBRICATION: Hand pamp. SPRINGING: (Front) Coil; and (rear)

TRANSMISSION: Chain and quarter-elliptic.

bell. PRICE: £145.

THE 8 h.p.

T a m p 1 i n

cycle car is

an extraordinarily

interesting vehicle,

because it so

narrowly misses

genuine greatness

in \Yhat is p r o-

bably the thorniest

sphere of motor-
ing design. The
creation of an
entirely satisfac-

tory cycle car has

never yet been
achieved. In the

teeth .of so many
failures the
Tamplin designer

was ambitious ; he aimed at combining motor cycle

performance and economy with car comfort. His

ambition has overleaped itself ; but in overleaping he

has landed on his feet.

Economy and Hill=climbing.

To expound this enigma more precisely, the sidecar

outfit gives us economical speed without adequate

comfort (remember the exposure of its driver !).

Certain cheap and sedate four-wheelers give us

economical comfort without speed. The Tamplin

essays to provide all three. It runs sixty to seventy

miles on a gallon of fuel, and it can touch 55 m.p.h.

on the flat. It can climb most hills on top gear. It

can scream up our

most infamous
freak hills on first

or second gear at

a terrific bat. It

can restart from
rest anywhere. In

all its gaits it

resembles a motor
bicycle of power
and ' reputation

—

you plan your
trips with that

superb disdain of

gradient which
the motor bicycle

inspires. Simul-
taneously it is

sprung on all its

wheels. Its occu-

pants sit on
cushions, not

breadth if we. interpret a "great

which all the world and his wife

saddles. They are

protected from the

weather in front

by a glass wind-

screen ; on both
flanks by the sides

of the body ; and
overhead by a

neat hood covered

with black fabric.

This catalogue of

praises suggests

that the threefold

ideal o f speed,

comfort, and
economy had
been fulfilled.

Actually, great-

n e s s has been

missed by a hair's
" motor to be one
will buy.

Inter-connected clutch control and
braking system. Observe the block
engaging the gear box pulley. The left

side pedal operates both the clutch

and countershaft brake

Weight=power Ratio.

Tills is hoAv it has happened. You can only get a

really fast machine which is cheap to run if you
establish a high power-to-weight ratio. The Tamplin
weighs next to nothing, and its engine is the famous
8 h.p. J.A.P. One imagines that the designer began
with a conventional layout, and found that the weight'

was too high, the speed and climbing less than he
desired, and the upkeep a trifle more than he deemed
desirable. He ransacked his brain to find some
remedy for all these disappointments, and finally tried

the experiment of cutting down the track tO' extremely

narrow dimensions. The experiment succeeded. The
machine is as

fast as a sidecar

outfit—that is to

say, nothing can

pass it uphill,

and only the
high - powered
cars can hoot
past it on the

flat, whilst the

maintenance
charges remain
low. But a price

must be paid
for success ; and
all the narrow-

t r a c k cycle
cars pay the
same penalty

—

instability.

Front suspension system of the Tamplin

and steering rods.
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Cycle Cars under Test-

Simplicity is the keynote ot the body design, the sides being

constructed of fibre.

Tliis penalty must not be overstated. On a good

road it dwindles to nothingness. On smooth, wide

tar the most jaundiced critic could pick no holes in

the conduct of a Tamplin. But
,
put the Tamplin on

really bad pot-holes, and you are instantly limited to

a very modest speed ; a wide throttle

opening might put it right out of con-

trol. Over really bad ruts its case is

even worse. Steering becomes a job

for two strong hands. Mind you, the

occupants receive none of those spine-

jarring jolts wliich some-

times sicken the rider of a

rigid-framed bicycle. The
springs act ; but they cannot

protect a light chassis from
the ruthless pits in the

n a c a d a m—and to-day's

roads are not yet in pre-war
condition. Cut down the

pace, and the machine bobs
and floats over the bumps
fairly obediently, but just so

that the driver relishes a few
inches of surplus clearance on each side when he nips
between a cart and the hedge.

It follows that lurid corner-work is forbidden to the
driver of a Tamplin. In a week's testing, corner-work
was gradually accelerated to the tune of perhaps 50%,
and never made a wheel lift ; but my cornering was
mild compared to

what one dare
db on a rn o t o r

bicycle, a side-

car, or a racing
car.

This need for

caution on bad
" going and round
corners is, as far
as seven days in-

fo r m me, the
only penalty
which a Tamplin
owner pays for
trying to secure
speed, comfort,
and economy at
£'^45—the price
'M a sidecar.

Cockpit of the Tamplin, as seen by the passenger.

Motor Cycle Specification.
The details of the Tamplin specification are all

e.xcellent. It contains nothing to perplex a motor
cyclist. Engine, gear box,, drive—they all follow motor
cycle practice. Gear-changing requires no sleight cyf

hand—the novice's first change is like a knife slicing

butter. The countershaft belt pulley is very big, very

far from the wheel rim, fully sheltered from wet,

and hoisted high off the road. Pouring rain, dripping
roads, and a six inch watersplash all failed to induce
belt slip. The brakes are probably inferior to none,
with the exception of a Grand Prix racing car. The
carburetter is automatic when the engine is once
started. This last operation is performed by an
ordinaiy kick-starter pedal operated from the driving

seat.

There is little to be said in the way of criticism,

apart from the discussion of the above layout. The
metal, bonnet is secured by two spring tongues and a
pair of straps ; the latter have to be cast off before
the engine can be doped, or the petrol turned off, and
easier access would be welcome. No reverse is fitted,

simply -and solely because the Sturmey-
Archer people have not yet marketed such
a gear box. The machine is very light,

but none too easy to push round with a
stout passenger on board, and there are

no projections affording a very comfort-
able grip if one prefers to

Jift it round. Its length

and big steering radius

demand plenty of room if it

is to be turned round under
power a la sidecar.

Undoubtedly, the Tam-
plin is most at home on
smooth, wide tar, where its

running will evince no' flaw.

Driven with sense and
caution, it is equal to fierce

corners and lorry - shattered
roads; and a little caution under such conditions
is a small price to pay for the privilege of owning
a two-seated car as fast as some sports models, as
cheap to run as many motor bicycles, and cheaper
to buy than many sidecar outfits of smaller power.

Benedict.

The 8 h.p. Tamphn, a well thought out design, to seat two passengers.

A3I
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Portsmcuth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Sixteen started and all finished in tlie

recent reliability trial over a hundred-mile
course. There were two observed hills

(Henley and Duncton), a brake test, and
two secret checks. The winner was H.
Harrison (4 Douglas sc), 20 marks lost;

A. Arnold (8 Matchless sc), 23 marks,
second ; and V. Coatanche (4 James
sc), 31 marks, third. One lady member,
Miss Trowbridge (O.K. -Junior), was
awarded a special prize.

SolihuU Old Boys M.C.C.

Formed during the early part of the
year, the membership of this club is now
approaching fifty, and several very
successful eve- ts, including a miniature
T.T., over a half-mile course, have been
run off. The secretary, Mr. J. W. V.
Wood, Stratford Road, Shirley, Warwick-
shire, would like to hear from any Solihull

old boy who wishes to join.

On October 7th a hill-climb will be
held on a bit of unused Roman road, with
a grade of 1 in 7 at the top.

Surrey M.C.C.

Provisional results of the members'
hill-climb are as follows :

CL4.SS 1 (WD to 350 <-.c.).-l, B. p. Eobiiison
(2'/2 Wolf), 463. (3.0); 2, C. Heath (21/0 Spark-
brook), 65.2s.
CLASiSES 2 .A.ND 3 (over 350 c.c.).— 1, \V. J.

Collis (3'A Rudge), 31.4s (1.6); 2, G. H. Williams
(3'/. Rover), 30s. (4.8); 3,. G. Hopkins (6 Matcli.
less), 29.2s. (3.0).

CLASS 4 (any machine).—!, E. Manning (31/,

Norton), 25.4s.; 2, G. H. Williams (3V< Rover);
30s.; 3, G. Hopkins (6 Matchless), 29s.
CLASS 5 (passenger machines).— 1, J. Potter (8

G.N.), 44s.; 2, F. N. Edney (7 Indian sc), 36.85.
(2.0); 3, P. VV. S. Bulman (8 Zenith sc), 43.2s.
CLASS 6 (1914 or earlier make).— 1, W. J. Collis

(31/. Rudge), 33s. (1.6); 2, —. Hopkins (6 Match-
less), 29.6s. (3.0); 3, S. L. Manners-Smith (3'/-

Triumphl. 35.2s. (1.4).

CLASS 7 (standing start, stop, and re-start).

—

1, J. Potter (8 G.N.), 66.4s.; 2, C. Heath (SV-
Sparkbrook), 76.4; 3, Lt. W. A. Turner (3IA
Budge), 64.2s. (3.4).

Fastest time oi the day—25.4s.—was made by
E. Manning (3'/2 Norton). Penalties for T.T.
models shown in brackets.

Truro and District M.C. and L.C.C.

P. Phillips, on a 3^ h.p. Norton, made
fastest time of the day at the recent hill-

climb at Helston Waterhill, thus winning
the Pearson Cup. Results :

300 c.c. OPEN".—1, W. L. Thomas (8^4 New
Imperi.nli 44|.«. : 2, W. Pasco (2V. Bown-
Tilliers), Im. 15?s.

350 c.c OPEN".— 1, W. L. Thomas (2>/l New Im-
peri.nl), 445s.; 2, H. C. J. Cornelius (2% Douglas),
50Js.

500 c.c CLUB.— 1. A. Asshcton-Salton (3V.
Broush), 36!s. ; 2, P. Phillips (3V. Norton), 37s.
500 cc OPEN.— 1, P. Plullips (3V. Norton), 3538.;

2, A. Assheton Siilton, 36»s
SPECIAL TRIUMPH CLASS.—1, H. F. Benny,

40gs. ; 2, A. J. Eiohnrds, 44is.
UNLIJIITFD CLUB.-l, P. Phillips, 34|s. ; 2,

A. Asi=heton-SaIton, 37s.
UNLIMITED OPEN.— I, A. As«het^n-Salton (3V.

Brmigh), 35^3. ; 2. L. Lavanchy (3V2 '.Tortou), 40fs";

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.-l, .T. "W. Frv (8
Eoval EnfleW), 46!s. ; 2, W. L. Tho.) ns (6 Royal
Enfie'dl, 51!a.
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Sept. SS—'North Wales M.C.C. Fault Finding
Competition,

Sept. 36.—Truro and District M.C. and Z.C.C.
Afternoon Run to Losticithiel.

Oct. 1.—Oxford M.C. Hill-climb at Aston Hill.

Oct. 1.—Coventry and tVancicksJiire M.C. Man-
ville Trophy Trial.

Oct. 1.—Coventry Triangle M.C. Run to Naseby.
Oct. 1.—North Lindsey A.C. Petrol Consumption

Test.
Oct. l.—North-West London M.C.C. Novelty

. Compethion.
Oct. 1.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Hill-climb.

Oct. 1.—Birmingham M.C.C. Sporting Trial

Oct. l.—Surbiton and District M.C.C. Pttllin

Clip 2'rial.

Oct. l.—West Kent M.C. Run to Titsey.

Oct. l.—Dcwsbury and District M.C.C. Cov^-
petition.

Oct. 1.—Surrey M.C.C. Bateman Cup Trial.

Oct. 2.—Bradford M.C. and Z.C.C. Merrick Cup
Non-stop 7'rial.

Oct. S.~Barrow and District M.C. Reliability
Trial.

Oct. S.^Lecds M.TJ. Run to Barnby Moor.
Oct. 2.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Run to Welling-

ton Wrclcin.
Oct. 2.—Eastbourne and District .1/ C.C. Country

Ru-n.
Oct. 2.~Halifax and District^ M.C.C. neliabilitu

Trial.
Oct. !.—Liverpool M.C. Half-day Trial.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

Results have now been announced of

the recent sporting reliability trial :

SOLO CLASS.— 1, W. .J. Prettv (4 Triumph),
gold medal; 2, E, T. Elliot (4 Indian); 3, A. G.
Mann (3V'. Snnhe.nm).
SIDECAE CL.4.SS.— 1, D. Cornell (8 New Im-

perial sc.) ; 2, E. C. Lunnis (8 Sunbeam) ; 3, Miss
L. Sheppard f7-9 Harley-David^on <ic.) and R. Fenu
[4 Triumph sc) tied.

North-western Centre A.C.U.

Splendid weather, excepting a strong

head wind, favoured the Southport Sands
speed trials on the 17th inst. Some very
interesting duels were witnessed between
T. C. de la Hay, T. Simister, L.

Mitchell, and L. W. Hollowell (competi-

tors were despatched in pairs).

CLASS lA.— 1, B. Houlding (2 Matador), 4056.

CLASS IB.— 1, N. Houlding (2 Matador), 43s.

CLASS 2A.— 1, J. Cooke (2% New Scale), 40s.

CLASS 2b.— 1, .1. Cooke (2% New Scale), 39s.

CL.ASS 3a.—1. T. C. de la Hay (3V2 Sunbeam),
29!s.*; 2, L. Mitchell (3V> Norton), 31Js. ; 3, L,

W. Hollowell (3V. Norton), 33!s.

CLASS 3b.— 1, E, W. Wilkinson (3V2 Sunbeam),
33;s. ; 2, L. W. Hollowell (3V. Norton), 36s.; 3, C.

Waterhouse (3V2 Sunbeam), 36^5.

CLASS 4a.— 1, T. C. de la Hay (3V2 Sunbeam),
29fs. ; 2, E. W. Wilkinson (3V. Sunbeam), 31s.; 3,

L. "'Mitchell (3i,i. Norton), 32js.

CLASS 4b.— 1, E. W. Wilkinson (3V2 Sunbeam),
31s.; 2, C. Waterhouse (3'/. Sunbeam) and L. W.
Hollowell (3i,i Norton), 34is.

CLASS 5A.—1, T. C. de la Hay (3V2 Sunbeam),
30^5.; 2, T. Simister {3V. Norton) and L. Mitchell
(31/.. Norton), 32!3.

CLASS 5B.— I, E. W. Wilkinson (3% Sunbeam),
335s.; 2, P. Baron (7-9 Indian), 35!s. ; 3, C, Water-
hoi^ise (3V' Suniieam), 355S.

CLASS 7a.— 1, T. C. de la Hay (3y2 Sunbeam),

Bullou'gh (SVa Norton), 41!s.

C. de la Hay (3^- Sunbeam),

Bullough (3V2 Norton), 42is.

C. de la Hay (3V2 Sunbeam),
37s.; 2, T. Simister (3y-. Norton), 39is.
CLASS 9b.— 1, P. Baron (7-9 Indian). 4313.

* Fastest time of day.

36?5.
CLASS 7b. -1, U
CLASS Sa. -1, T.

39^5.
CLASS 8b. -1, C
CLASS 9A. -i. T.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Over fifty entries have been received

for the Manville Trophy Trial, to he

he'ld on Saturday next.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

Awards in connection with the recent

twenty-four hours trial have been an-,

nounced as under :

GOLD MEDALS.—A. Carton . (SVa Norton), 3.

McAllister (4 Triumph), T". Woods (4 B.S.A.), anil

F. O'Connor (3V. Norton),

SILVER MEDALS.—P. H. Hurse (4i,i B.S.A.),

J. Browne (2% Douglas), T. Henry (2iii Velocctte),

T. E. Greene (214 Enfleld), H, Bell !2i,i James), and
P. S. Doyle (4 Triumph).
BRONZE MEDALS.—J. Murphy (4 Triumph), C.

S. Kettle (4 B.S.A.), and J. A. Carville (4 Triuuiph).

LIGHTWEIGHT PRIZE.^ivided between T,

Henry, J. Bell, and T. E. Greene.

Stockport and District M.C.

Entries for the speed trials on Rushup
Edge on the 18th inst. totalled two hun-

dred. Results :

275 c.c. SOLO (Standing Stait).— 1, F. Boulton
(214 New Imperial), 40s. ; 2, N. ft. Newtoh (2V|
New Imperial), 41s. ; 3, W. "Vines (2Vi Velocettei,

46gs.
275 c.c SOLO (Flying .Start).—1,.F. Boulton (21,4

New Imperial), 35s. ; 2, N. B. Newton {2^4 New
Imperial), 364b.; 3, "R'. Tines '2^4 Velocette), 40-..

350 c.c. SOLO (Standing Start).-1, B. Watts '2-,

Dot-Jap), 36?s. ; 2, E. H. Hunt (2';1A.J.S.), 37?-
;

3, F. Boultou (214 New Imperial), 38Is.
350 c.c SOLO (Flying Start].—1, B. Watts (2M

Dot-Jap), 31?s. ; 2, E. H. Hunt IZ^i A.J.S.), 32Ss.:
3, F. Boulton (214 New luineiial). 34|s.
400 c.c SOLO (Stilnding Start).—1, B. Watts

{23.i Dot-Jap), Zola.; 2, E H. Hunt i2"!4 -AJ.S.!.

37s.: 3, F. Boulton [2^4 New Imperial), 39|8.

400 cc SOLO (Flying Start).—!, B. Watts (2':

Dot-.Tap), 32s. ; 2. F. Boulton (21,4 New Imperial).

34gs. ; 3, N. B. Newton [2^4 New Imperial), 36|a.

650 c.c. SOLO (Standing Stflrt).—1. L. "Mitrhe'l

(31/0 Norton), 31s.; 2, B. W. Wilkinson (3V. Sun-
beam), 31?s. ; 3, T. Simister (3V2 Norton), 32;s.

550 c.c SOLO (Plying Start).— 1, L. Mitchell
(3y. Norton) and T. Simister (3iA Norton) tied,

29s. ; 3, F. H. Andrews (3Vo Norton), 30is.
750 c.c. SOLO (St.anding Start).- 1, L. Mitchell

(3V. Norton), 32ifi. ; 2, E. W. Wilkinson (3V. Sun-
tien'ro), 32|s. ; 3, T. Simister [3i/i, Norton), 33gs.

750 c.c. SOLO (Flying Starf).-.l, L. Mitchell

(3V. Norton), T. Simister. (3y2 Norton), and E. W.
Wiltin.son {Z'U Simheam) all tied, 29s.

UNLIMITED SOLO (Standing Start).—!, L.

Mitchell (3V" Norton] and T. Simi=ter (3V» Norton)
tied, 323s. ; 3. B. Wilkinson ;3V-. Sunheam), 32S.«

UNLIMITED SOLO (Flying Start). — 1, L. I

Mitchell (3>/. Norton), 27s. ; 2, E. W. Wilkinson i

(3'/i Sunbeam), 29s.; 3, T. Simister (314 Norton),

P. "H. Andrews (SV. Norton), and J. L. Hendle
(8 Eoval Euhvl all tied, 29}s.

550 cc SIDECAR (Standing Start).—1, G. Cowley
(31/. Norton sc), 38s.; 2. T. Simister (3% Norton

sc)T 39|s. ; 3, F. H. Andrews (31,4 Norton sc), 42|s.

650 c.c SIDECAR (Flying Start).—1, Geo. CowJev,
,

inn. '314 Norton sc), 34Ss. ; 2, C. G. Bnllouph IV-

Norton "sc), 3613.; 3, P. II. Andrews (3i4 Noitrn

sc). 373. -
-

750 c.c SIDECAR (Standing Start).—1, Gw.
Cowlev, jun. (3V„ Norton sc), 36is. ; 2, P. Plntt

(6 Bradbury sc), 38?s. ; 3, T Simister (31/2 Norton

sc), 39is.
750 c.c. SIDECAR (Flying Start).-1, Geo.

Cowlev, inn. ;3i.4 Norton sc). 33fs. ; 2. P. Plntt

(6 Bradbury .sc), 353.; 3, T. SiniLster (31/2 Norton

sc), 35?s.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS (Standing Starf).-!^

Geo. Cowley (3l'o Norton sc ), 37?s. ; 2, P. Piatt

16 Br.ndlmry sc ), 39s.; 3, T. Simister (31/2 Norton

sc), 408s.
UNLIMITED SIDECAES (Flving Start).-^!. Geo.-

Cowlev, inn. (31/2 Norton sc), 3!?8. ; 2, T. Simister

(31/2 Norton sc), 35!s. ; 3, P. H. Andrews (3',2

Norton sc), 35£s.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Consequently I had toSUNDAY COMPETITIONS.
Sii',—I am so pleased to see the firm stand you take against

Sunday competitions. My confidence in your paper is

strengthened by this knowledge. L. BLOWERS.

BICYCLE OR "PUSH-BIKE"?
Sir,—In reply to " Another Anfielder's " remarks regard-

ing " Ixion's " observations on the term "push-bike," might
I suggest that if your correspondent is so thin-skinned that
he cannot take "Ixion's" remarks in the genuine spirit m
which they are written, he refrains from showing his ignor-

ance unless he can compile a sound argument?
London, S.E.15. PUSH-BIKE.

PETROL PRICES—HERE AND IN AMERICA.
Sii',—When is petrol going to be the hgitiinate price?

We all read in the papers that it is cheaper by lid., after
allowing for transit expenses, in America, and there the
matter seems to drop. Have the A. A. and similar protecting
bodies all fallen asleep, or are they not powerful enough to

do anything in the matter? It seems to me that if all

motorists would agree to give up motoring for a month, or,

in plain words, "go on strike for a little while," we should
soon see if the price would come down. P.L.T.

Chelsea.

EASIER EASY PAYMENT SYSTEMS.
Sir,—Why not put the motor cycle within the reach of

the average working man? The deposits asked for by the
motor cycle agents are too high.

If one could afford to pay £15 down and £3 a month,
one could afford to buy right out. If the agents could lower
the deposits and extend the payments, say over about twenty
months, it would put a motor cycle within the reach of

thousands who, like myself, must be content to read about
them. H. M. D. HARVEY.

Sir,—I quite agree with "Old Reader" that the deposit
and payments required, together with time allowance, are by
tar too much to expect from the general working class

pocket. Why motor cycle agents should base their business
upon such terms I fail to see, taking into consideration the
value one can now obtain in most lines of business, which
carry a period of twenty, twenty-four, and even thirty

months' credit.

I know many (myself included) who would be only too'

willing to take up the sporting pastime if they could secure

an easier condition which would a.^sist them to overcome the
harshness of the first outlay. ANXIOUS.
London, S.W.19.

Sir,—I should like to endorse the opinion of "Old Reader"
-its to the desirability of motor cycle agents giving more
extended terms for the purchase of a motor cycle or sidecar.

There must be many persons who, like myself, are in regular
employment, and could afford to pay, say, £5 or £6 per

month for eighteen or twenty months, besides an initial

small deposit, but to whom the provision of £8 to £10 per

month would be difficult or impossible.

In the early part of this season a well-known company's
advertisement in The Mntor Cyde stated that the balance
was payable in 21 monthly instalments. " Here," thought
I, "is the opportunity I have wanted. Now I shall

be able to get a machine this year after all." But,
' alas, on communicating with the advertisers, I found that
due to an error the figures were reversed, and that they
were-'Only prepared to accept payment of the balance in the

usual twelve monthly instalments.

go without my machine. I hope to be in a better position

next year, but anyhow have lost one previous season's ridnig

in the loveliest of summer weather.

After all, a considerable amomit of money is necessary to

buy a good motor cycle or sidecar nowadays, and any scheme

which makes it easier to pay that money ought to lead to

increased business.

I hope that some of our leading agents will think this

matter over, and give us a' real easy payment scheme next

year. ROAB LOVER.
London, E.5.

DAZZLING HEAD LAMPS AND THE MOTOR CYCLIST.

Sir,—Would it be possible to issue- an appeal to car drivers

to lower their brilliant head lights.when approaching not

only one of their own fraternity, but other users of the

road? I have felt inclined to write you before, and am
only doing so now as the result of a rather bad crash I

had on returning from the Essex jMotor C ub's run on the

loth inst., which was due to my being dazzled by the lights

of an approaching car and running into the kerb. The driver

of the car on seeing me fall switched off all his lights, but

did not stop to enquire if I was hurt. Fortunately I escaped
with a few minor grazes and bruises, although my Douglas
suffered a good deal. This occurred between Dunstable and
£t. Albans.

I believe there has been some controversy on this subject

in Tfie Autocar recently, and one correspondent, who does
not agree wifh the dimming of lights, offers, among otlifrs,

the excuse that it wears the switches so quickly!
When one considers the little trouble it is -iov a, driver

to dim his lights, and the benefit that others accrue from
this action, it is rather extraordinary that it has not become

a more univeisal courtesy
/

"

of the road.
H. W. HARRINGTON.

NURSING A THOROUGHBRED.
Racehorses are never required to travel under their own

power to the racecourse; why should motor cycles? This,

however, is not Bert. Kershaw's only reason for using the

above method of transportmg his competitions New Imperial

lightweight to the scene of its activities ; he is able to

take Mrs. Kershaw with him on a Tan-Sad.

•3
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"SO M..P.H." BRITISH BIG TWINS.
Sir,—In resiDonsfi to my letter in a previous issue, Mr.

George Brough iias endeavoured to judge me as an

"ignoramus" so far as my statements regarding tiie engine of

the Brougli Superior are concerned.
Having assisted technically in the manufacture of this

engine, f claim that I am aware of what statements I make.

This engine was designed and is solely manufactured by
Messi-s. J. A. Prestwich and Co, , Tottenham, and not by
Ml-. Brough. At the J.A.P. works this engine is known as

the "90 mm. overhead," and has been a product of that firm

(J.A.P.) since 1913.

In recent years this engine has had a few modifications,

and (I suppose) by that it is now known as a 1921 model.

Furthermore, I still adhere to my previous statements that

this type of engine has been fitted in other makers' frames,

and ridden at Brooklands for speed purposes before these

modifications were carried out. Perhaps Mr. Brough has not

that knowledge before him. I quite agree with Mr. Brough
that the Brough Superior does all he olaims it to do. Why
not, when we have 3^ h.p. singles doing 90 m.p.h. ?

However, the point is. Can the Brough Superior beat the

Americans in a 500 miles duel, as our former correspondent

thinks it can? It certainly would be a great success for

Mr. Brough's and J.A.P.'s production.

London, N.17. OBSERVANT.

COSTS OF SPARES AND COMPONENTS.
'Siv,—We have noted the letter from your correspondent

"Pourguoi," and would like to offer an explanation as to

why a machine built entirely of spare parts is of necessity

more expensive than a machine sold from series production.

The cost of labour involved in erecting finished parts into a

complete machine is a very small item in the general produc-

tion costs of that machine.
When a manufacturer puts a series of machines into pro-

duction, he calculates on selling such production within a

limited time from the issue of the machines from his works,

and, in fixing the price of his machine, he has to allow for

the interest, etc., on the money locked up in such machines,

between the period of the original purchase of materials, up
to the complete sale pf the machine and the receipt of the

proceeds.

Under ordinary commercial conditions, this period is a

comparatively limited one.
• When, however, the manufacturer has to turn out the spare

and replacement parts for such machine, he does so with the

knowledge that the money involved is locked up for an un-

known period, and during that period it is unproductive

;

consequently, a higher rate of interest has to be calculated

in or3er to cover the capital involved, with a consequence

IS THE LIMIT REACHED? A SIDECAR CHAR-A-BANC.
. wliatever may be said against gigantic sidecars such as tllBt shown above,

it cannot be said that Mr. McDonald, of Ilford—who made it in his spare time-
has not considered the comfort of his passengers. The seating arrangement
appears to be equal to the average four-seater light car. The motor cycle is a
7-9 h.p. Indian.
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that the parts concerned must each bear a higher proportional

charge, and the cost of each part is necessarily thereby

increased to the purchaser.
Furthermore, as models become obsolescent or obsolete, the

quantity of each replacement part put in hand from time to

time must of necessity be smaller, with correspondingly

increased manufacturing costs. Moreover, it is impossible

for a manufacturer to forecast the proportions in which

particular parts will be required. He is therefore compelled

to manufacture an average over every component in the

machine and run the risk of a large number never being

wanted. No manufacturer can afford to leave his customers

without spare parts for obsolescent (or even obsolete) machines
within a reasonable limit, and must therefore take the risk

—

a very real one, as every manufacturer knows in practice

—

of being finally left with a quantity of manufactured parts

on his hands, for which in course of time there is no demand,
and which has practically no scrap value, and yet which

represents a heavy original cost in material, labour, capital

outlay, and interest on the money involved.

It is such factors as these, that entirely govern the extra

cost invariably charged by motor manufacturers for spare

parts.

The question of competition will always keep a manufac-
turer's prices for replacement parts to a reasonable level

;

further, for obvious reasons, no individual manufacturer dare

put prices of his replacement parts to other than reasonable

figures, otherwise he would run serious risk of prejudicing

the sale of his machines.
The spare parts supply side of a branded motor cycle

manufacturing business presents, from many aspects, more
problems and anxiety than the manufacture of new machines.
In point of fact, the manufacture and supply of replacement
parts is an actual bugbear to the majority of manufacturers.-
They would only be too glad, in the larger number of cases,

to finish their responsibility with the termination of their

guarantee, without the rnoral obligation, which at present
they cheerfully carry out, of assisting the purchaser to keep
the machine in running order for a period of years.

F,N, (ENGLAND), LTD,,
A, Ernest Gelder, Managing Director,

Sir,—In endeavouring to ascertain the reason why the
relative costs of spare parts and complete machines are out
of all proportion to each other, I fear your correspondent
"Pourquoi" is seeking the solution of a problem which I,

and doubtless many others, have given up as hopeless.
It is hardly feasible, to my mind, that makers sell their

machines at a loss or profiteer on spares and renewals, but
I venture to suggest that they get a very handsome profit
from both.

A week or so ago I went to a local garage for an exhaust
valve for my 2} h.p, machine, for which I was
asked 5s., and when the proprietor showed me
a valve for a Ford, price Is., it seemed to me

"
, that there was little or no justification for a

difference of 4s. AB 9056.
Droitwich.

'

Sir,—I feel sure that the letter of your corre
spondent " Pourquoi " will call forth a respon.se

i from hundreds of motorists throughout the
', country. Possessing a well-known 4 h.p, single,

I had the misfortune to break the portion of

^
fhs frame known as the back stay, the fracture

/ taking place at what seems to be a weak portion
t of the frame. Judge of my surprise and disgust
7 when I was informed that the price of a new

part would be £3 8s,, without the cost of taking
down the machine and fitting. And this in
days^ when we hear so much about "mass pro-
duction." I would issue a note of warning to
any young fellow before he goes in for the sport
to count well tfie cost, for buying a machine is

by no means the only outlay, and the totally
fictitious values placed" upon ;parts:make it im-
possible for the sport to flourish as it otherwise
would. A.X.
Abergavenny.

[Both sides of the question are given in the 1

above letters, which are only a small selection

of the many that have reached us on the

subject.

—

Ed.I
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IIGBTWEIGHTS FOR AUSTRALIA.
Sir,—We note in a recent issue that "J.H.H.," of New

South Wales, while pleading for a greater variety in the
export of British lightweights, seems to desire that that
greater variety should be amongst four-strokes only.

This rather confirms our opinion that the motor cycle

fraternity, both in Australasia and other countries, has not
enquired deeply enough into the merits of the two-stroke,

^and hence does not realise the enormous possibilities of

this type.

As pioneers in British lightweight construction, we, in

our earliest experience, had, in common with many other
manufacturers, a decided leaning towards the four-stroke

;

but, realising the immense value of simplicity, we also felt

that, under a process of correct development, the two-stroke
should take the lead in this direction.

Having definitely arrived at this conclusion, we set our-

selves out to forward that development, with the result that
we have evolved in the O.K. -Junior, with O.K.-Union
engine, a two-stroke which is quite as powerful and efficient

as the four-stroke, with the added advantage of extreme
simplicity and lower cost, both as regards initial purchase
and upkeep. HUMPHRIES AND DAWES, LTD.

E. H. Humphries, Director.

SATISFACTORY SCOOTER SERVICE.
Sir,—I enclose herewith a photograph of myself and fellow

worker on our Autogliders. I am sure if more district

nurses could get to know of them many would avail them-

" District Nurse" expresses great satisfaction with the

Autoglider as a handy means of transport in a hilly district.

(See accompanying letter.)

selves of such a delightful method of transit. This is an
exceedingly hilly district, but we find no difficulty in

managing it with the Autoglider. DISTRICT NURSE.
Cornwall.

IS THE GARAGE PROPRIETOR ALWAYS TO BLAME?
Sir,—There occasionally appears in your most excellent

journal, and in the press generally, letters which lead the
uninitiated to depict the average garage as a depot for

rogues, thieves, hooligans, and general outsiders.

The garage proprietor is, generally speaking, too busy
earning his bread (only thinly buttered) to reply to these
somewhat one-sided attacks. Perhaps, also, he dare not
raise a voice in protest, because he fears to lose customers
who may chance to hear of his literary efforts.

May I therefore, through the medium of your columns,
raise a solitiu'y voice in protest of the unjust treatment only
too often meted out to the garage proprietor.

I have two cases in mind which have occurred to me
Recently. They are in no way isolated, but form very good
'examples of the attitude which quite a large percentage of

motor cyclists adopt in order to decrease their expenses. The
cases in question are as follow :

(1.) A customer has repairs to an Enfield sidecar outfit.

The sidecar is removed; the back stays, etc., removed; the

frame welded ;
parts replaced ; sidecar fitted and lined up ;

gears adjusted and new parts fitted ; value £3 16s. lOd. He
received a bill for £5 19s. 4d. all told. We hear no more.
ffe. does- not return, but we know him to be a gentleman of

good standing. Our money presumably is safe. The account

is rendered regularly. After thirteen months he announces
that he will not pay for the welding because it went after

a few weeks, and encloses a money order for a little oyer £4.

He only does this apparently because we wrote asking for

payment.
(2.) A gentleman gives permission for one of our branches

to convey his hub-geai'ed sidecar to our works for repair.

On the way a bolt comes loose in the rear mudguard, with
the result that the tyre is scored. The machine is returned,

and we do not notice the scored tyre. The gentleman writes

a very strong letter, and pays only a small portion of hie

accomrt, deducting £3 2s. 6d. for a new tj/re. Incidentally,

the old tyre was very old, and he would liave soon had to

obtain a new one in any case. The new tyre was riot

purchased from us, and we would have been glad to apologise

and provide him with a good second-hand one free.- On
writing to him he apparently refuses to take any notice of

our letters.

Perhaps despite the large number of letters on the subject,

and the fact that undoubtedly there are bad and dishonest

garages, there is more reason for the garage to distrust the

customer than the customer to distrust a firm who has a

reputation to guard. TRADE NUMBERS.
Sunderland.

EXPENSIVE SCRAPS OF PAPER.
Sir,—Can nothing be done to stop the Government still

forcing money out of us already overtaxed motorists? Are
both the " Unions " still asleep, or will they this time try

- to help us a little?

Three weeks ago I rode from London to Hunstanton, and
had the misfortune to be caught in an extra severe thunder-
storm. On completing my journey I found that the rain had
penetrated my "water-proof" licence holder, with the result

that the ink was washed out. Had Indian ink been used no
harm would have been done. When I returned to London
I went to the Guildhall for a new licence, but was charged
5s. for a duplicate. How much longer is the Government
going to carry on like this? X.Y.Z.

Finchley, N.3.

Sir,—Having occasion to go through Westmorland, I had
to travel through a well-known market town, where the
corporation had been amusing itself with a most efiicient ( ?

)

tar sprayer. The road had then been scaled with small stones,

which reminded me of currants in war-time tea-cakes—few
and far between. To get to the point, on returning over the
same road after heavy rain I found, to my horror, that the
road was literally swimming with tar water. This beautiful

and penetrating mixture alternately bathed myself and the

licence holder, eventually entering the holder and staining a

portion of the licence. I sent this to the authorities and
asked them to ink it in again. I received a reply asking
for 5s., on receipt of which they would renew it, and stating

that my " holder must be faulty," which I naturally resent.

I have been many hundreds of miles in wH weather, and not
found it to leak, but one can hardly expect it to withstand
a deluge of such penetrating liquid as tar water.

Is it fair that one should be charged exactly' the same for

helping the law (by keeping the card clean) as those who lose

their licence by neglect? In any case, it is an imposition, as

a shilling would amply cover cost of paper, ink, and "time."
Norton-on-Tees. TARRED UP.

WHICH IS THE WORLD'S BEST SOLO MACHINE?
Sir,—In view of the recent correspondence in The Autocar

regarding which car is generally acknowledged to be the

best in the world, I think it would be interesting to have
the opinions of some of yoiu- readers as to which solo machine
holds the corresponding position among motor cycles. By
this I mean the machine which, regardless of price, is con-

sidered the best from an all-round point of view, viz., reli-

ability, silence, smoothness of ruraiing, excellence of finish,

durability, etc. High speed alone counts for nothing. It

will be noticed that I say solo machine ; this point is im-

portant, because though some might consider, say, the 7 h.p.

A.J.S. to be the, best sidecar machine in the world, it

would uot be considered the ideal solo mount owing to its

weight, size, etc. Though riding a machine of another make,
my own idea of the Rolls-Royce of motor cycles is the 3^ h.p.

standard Sunbeam. Allow me to add the usual disclaimer.

A. ARNOLD.
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A LADY'S EXPERIENCES OF A SIDECAR SUBSTITUTE
Sir,—I have .iust returned from a few days' tour as a

passenger in a Scott Sociable, and thought my opinion as a
" middle-class," also middle-aged, woman motorist might
interest your readers. The route included the Peak District,

with its tortuous hills and varying surfaces—some excellent,

some bad—and is one I have taken almost annually for the
last twenty-iive years. I must say I had the most reliable

and luxurious trip on the Sociable I have ever taken, and
my vehicles have ranged from the push bicj'cle, a 5 h.p.

Wolseley twenty years ago, to several well-known and high-

class sidecars latterly. Among the Sociable's many good
points I count most comfortable seating, ample luggage
accommodation, ease of driving, reliability, great economy of

petrol, excellent finish, -and a good average speed, only drop-
ping to low once in the hilly Peak country. My only
criticism is the engine is rather noisy on low gear.

I am sure the machine is just the thing for many who
require more room than the sidecar affords, but who are not
in a position to pay £400 to £500 for a small car.

I enclose my card, from which you will see I am not
interested in the machine in any way except as a critical and
ease-loving PASSENGER.
Nottingham.

SPECIAL EVENTS FOR SPECIAL MACHINES.
Sir,—I am writing to say that I do not think it exactly

" sporting " of a couple of firms which enter club competitions
with extra special machines ; but I do think it sporting (in

a way) for other men to enter these open competitions also
when they know all too well beforehand they will be hope-
lessly beaten.

Again, is it fair t"hat anyone should enter every available
class, and win all the prizes, cups, etc., with these special
machines, especially as these ^rms' turn out other models
for the public for speed events, which are 20 m.p.h. slower?
In my opinion, this kind of thing will eventually give all

of us the "pip," and I think it high time that secretaries and
committees barred such from competing, except in extra
classes set apart for their special, unobtainable-by-the-public
machines.

Anyway, I think that, in the event of not being able to
work things as above, special classes should be set apart for

guaranteed standard machines. Again, I would bar all

extra special machines, which are not to be placed on the
market, from competing in the T.T., or any other open event.

In conclusion, it is very refreshing to myself, and others
besides, that there is a firm which does sell standard machines
which are winning almost everywhere, except where these
"specials" are also competing.

J^H, WILKINSON.
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

Sir,
—

" Wharfedale," in his article on the above subject, is

distinctly less happy than usual in the treatment of his
subject. To deduce that, because " masses of contorted
tubing, applied in an • unthinking manner ... give a
minimum of trouble," ' whereas "a rigid ' chassis, rigidly
applied to the machine, may cause frame breakage in the
latter," it is desirable to have the afore-mentioned "masses
of," etc:, is not quite up to par, "Wharfedale"!

^
.The whole question of methods of sidecar attachment is

in its present unsatisfactory state chiefly because, with one or
two notable exceptions, no motor cycle manufacturers are
manufacturing (as distinct from marketing) their own chassis.
If they did. and were capable of learning from ocular inspec-
tion of their goods, after many months of use, hopes of 'im-
provement might arise. As it is, A makes a motor cycle,
B builds a sidecar, and C fits the one to the other.
Consequently, with the wide range of adaptability provided
in the sliding split lugs of, the usual type of chassis, motor
cycle manufacturers content themselves with fitting one or
two likely lugs to the motor cycle frame, and leave the very
momentous question of fitting the two units together to C,
who may vary from a man of brains and experience, in a
back street garage, to a " fool of the family " (financed into
motordom with all the swagger of a main road showroom) and
his staff. The most prolific cause of trouble experienced with
sidecar chassis connections is undoubtedly due to faulty
design and location of the clips used for attachment, which
allow malalignment to develop, by reason of the clip's
tendency to swivel when slightly slacked off.
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It must be obvious that, to make one connection flexible,

as suggested by " Wharfedale," and only allow flexibility by
means of " whip " to the other connections, would speedily

entail trouble, because of the crystallisation of the metal
in constant "whip," not to mention the wear of the flexible

joint itself. If a rigid chassis, rigidly attached, causes any
breakage of the cycle frame, it may be due to faulty

alignment, faulty fitting, or faulty frame. Surely "Wharfe-
dale " has seen the usual garage squad of apprentices fit a

sidecai', leaving the vertical alignment until all other connec-
tions are tightened up ( ! ), then forcibly pulling the machine
into vertical alignment, what time one of the crew drops the
bolt into the seat lug connection, and the job is done !

How can thty realise the abnormal stresses set up under
such conditions, aven whtn the machine is at rest? Imagine,
then, what obtains under severe road conditions. Could one
blame them if, provided with one forcibly flexible connection,

they deduced that all the other connections must be flexible!

A study of the Scott system aft'ords an excellent example of

a really scientifically triangulated rigid chassis, constructed

with anchorages in keeping with the rest of the design, being

all situated at strong points of the frame, and not, like most
of contemporaneous design, welded (or brazed) in any suit-

able ( ? )
position, to take the proprietary sidecar marketed

by the firms. If a motor cycle frame will not stand up to

being used with a rigid sidecar chassis (w'hen properly fitted),

then let the remedy be applied to the frame, either by
ihoving the connection lugs to stronger points of the frame,
or by strengthening the frame at the weak points.

Thanks are due to " Wharfedale " for opening up such an
important subject for discussion. J. WILLEY.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Referring to recent convictions of char-a-banc drivers for

being drunk, Mr. R. Mawson suggests that it should be made
compulsory for them to refrain from taking intoxicating
drinks when on duty.
"Motor" (South Shields) suggests while the A.C.IT. looks

after motor cyclists' interests " and the people of the North,"
the A.A. " looks more after the South and the big pots'

motor cars."

So bad are the roads between Llangollen and Bettws-y-Coed
that it took a reader, Mr. J. Sugden, four hours to do forty
miles. He warns others.

An unknown " G-ood Samaritan," who is believed to belong
to Thornaby-on-Tees, is thanked by Mr. Reginald Summers
for his timely help when the gear lever of the latter's New
Hudson sidecar broke.

"S.J." (Hull) reports a very unsatisfactory state as existing

in the East Riding of Yorkshire regarding the local authori-
ties' views of present legal lighting requirements on solo

motor cycles. Summed up, it would appear that they do not
know where they stand.

Very satisfactory experiences on tour with 'an 8 h.p. New
Imperial with double-seated sidecar were enjoved by
"AA 27882" (Leeds).

- DaaDDDDnnnDDDDDnnnnnnnnDDnnnnnnnDDnDDa
a BOOKS AND MAPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS, n
~. Issued in coniunction with The Motor Cycla. ^
n "MOTOR CYO-ES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM '

^ The standard handbook on the motor cycle, D
Price net, 2/6. By post, s/ro. ^

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." °
Q New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3. '^

'TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES,- p
n A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedyin > Q
Q Ihem when found. Fourth Edition.

^
q

O Price net, 2/- By poJt, 2/3. n
n "TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
O A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the rider's point * Q

of view. Price net 3 - By post, ^/3.- Q
•MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES," ' g

By "Ixion," of The Motcr 'Cycle. ^
Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3.

°
a THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. qO Set o: Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, D
O London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. d
n Book post, 5 tio. Set o£ Two Maps—England and n

n
D
D
n

Wales, London (as above). Pricenet^4/6, Bypoit,4/3,
n "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK,

With32pagesofRoadMap3. Pricenet.s/- Bypost,5/4,

a
a
a

2 Obtainable by post (remittance with order) fromILIFFE&SONS Ltd., H
Q 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Bookseller! and
n Railway Bookstalls. D
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A selection ot questions 01 general interest received t-om readers and our replies thereto. All questions snould be aadtessed to tne naitor, ' llie Motor i-ycie,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondens
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and shou'd be kept distinct from questions bearing on teclinical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of " The Motor Cycle," desiring routes may enjoy the benefl:

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularl/ in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the ro-ds.

m any particular locality.

CONVERTING ANGLE OF MAGNETO.
Can I convert a 180° magneto

into one suitable for a 50° engine?
J.P.B.

The magneto is not suitable for the con-

version you suggest.

FITTING A MAGNETO.
(1.) I wish to fit a magneto to

a 2i h.p. Minerva. When the

engine revolves forward the cam
revolves backward, and I want
to know whether I need a clock-

wise or anti-clockwise magneto? (2.)

What size sprockets do I require for

this conversion ?—S.E.

(1.) If you intend to use chain drive for

the magneto, and propose fitting one of

the chain wheels on the camshaft, you
will require an anti-clockwise magneto.

(2.) The two magneto sprockets should

be of equal size—that is to say, the

magneto should run at the same speed as

the cam wheel, which runs at half engine

speed.

LUBRICATING A GEAR BOX.
What oil should be used in a

plain countershaft two-speed gear

bo.\ fitted to a two-stroke Hobart
with Villiers engine ? At present

.>'; I am using light body engine oil,

. but it seems too thin, as it leaks out of

the bearings on to the chain, and gets

thrown all over the machine. Also, is

it necessary that the filler plug should

be drilled right through, as after the

machine has been running a short time

the oil oozes out through this hole and
rnns all over the gear box ?—E.F.L.

A thick body engine oil might be used,

or one of the heavy semi-liquid greases

specially made for gear box lubrication.

Probably the filler cap of the gear box is

drilled for air release ; but it might not

interfere with the running in any way if

you stopped up the hole. It seems pos-

sible that you are injecting much more
oil into the box than is necessary.

PRECISION TWO-S ROKE OILING.
How far should a sump full cf

?oiI last for solo riding on the

3^ h.p. Precision two-stroke en-
-2J gine? I am only getting about

twenty miles.—E.J.C.
It is claimed that 300 miles running
should be obtained with one filling of oil,

and in all probability the adjustment is

incorrect. Write to the manufacturers of

the engine for instructions on its care and
management. After the engine' is pro-

perly " run in," the oil-adjusting screw
should be set at the figure 2.

FLAT TWIN TWO-STROKE.
I am building a flat twin

two-stroke, with both connecting
rods on one crank pin, and I am
in difficulties with the balancing.

Will you please answer the

following questions : Will I have to

balance the crankshaft alone? Will
the fact that both pistons move in

the same direction upset the usual

balance of a flat twin? If any portion

of the reciprocating parts require

balancing, can you give me the neces-

sary directions ?—H.T.
The balance of such an engine is arrived

at in the same way as that of a single-

cylinder engine, the figures for the bob-
weights being approximately equal to the

rotating weights, plus .4 of the recipro-

cating weights. Such an engine, owing
to the great mass of the reciprocating

parts, will be extremely difficult to balance

satisfactorily, and in all probability the

vibration would be excessive. P\. hori-

zontal twin engine is only well balanced
without the use- of additional balance

weights when the pistons move in oppo-

site directions (i.e., the crankshaft must
be of the two-throw variety with cranks

at an angle of 180°. We are not quite

sure as to the type of two-stroke engine

you propose to make ; but we suppose

you are aware that in the layout sug-

gested there is no crank case compression?

ENTERPRISING MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES.
A fleet of B.S.A. machines used by the staff of the Redditch Gas Company.

POOR COMPRESSION
I have a 1909 3^ h.p. Triumph

cycle (bought second-hand), which
hardly gives one quarter the

power it should normally develop.

On the lowest possible gear ratio

of the movable pulley it will not climb

any gradient steeper than 1 in 12. The
cylinder has just been rebored and new
piston and rings fitted ; all the mecha-
nism is apparently perfect ; the magneto
gives a splendid spark at all speeds;

the carburetter is functioning properly

(a No. 32 jet is in use); valve timing

is correct, as the pinions are marked ;

and the valves have just been ground in.

The rings appear to be a perfect fit in

the cylinder, and no compression is

leaking at the valve cap, guides, com-

pression tap, or plug, but the compres-

sion appears ver^ low. It is possible

to start up by turning the engine over

compression by a strong pull on the

back wheel by hand. (1.) Can the

engine be in proper tune if it is possible

to turn the back wheel over the com-
pression by hand without the use of the

valve litter? (2.) If the compression

ratio is too low, what is the most
practical way of raising it? (3.) In

what way is it likely that the compres-

sion has been reduced? (4.) Is it

possible that the fitting of different

valve caps has effected such a great

reduction? (5.) Is it likely that a

shorter connecting ix)d has been fitted

by a previous owner? (6.) Again, is it

possible materially to increase compres-

sion by the fitting of .special valve caps,

comprepsion tap, or have longer connect-

ing rod ?—H.S.
(1, 2, and 3.) It is possible that the new
piston is not suited to your cylinder. The
1909 Triumph machine as made had a

fairly high compression ratio, a dome
topped piston being used. The later

engines were fitted with flat topped
pistons, and the latter do not necessarily

suit the earlier engines. There is a
difference between low compre.=sion and
bad compression. Even with a low Com-
pression engine it should be difficult to

pull the back wheel round by hand.

(4, 5, and 6.) It is unlikely that you
could make an improvement by fitting

differently shaped valve caps. A slightly

longer connecting rod might improve
matters, assuming that everything else is

in order ; but we should advise you to

take up the matter with the makers,
stating the engine number and the type of

piston which lias just been fitt«d.
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BELT WEAR.

^^ I have a 5-6 h.p. sidecar

IqI machine which has a vai'iable

> pulley gear that I find very hard
l-i-l on belts. Even when most care-

fully driven, a rubber belt only
lasts a few hundred miles. The last

belt I used was a three-ply leather one
which lasted about 1,500 miles. I am
told that leather, especially leather
link, belts are very hard on the
pulleys ; but I did not find the one I

tried too bad in this respect, and do not
see why a link belt should be worse.
The belt cannot be more than lin. wide
to get the lowest gears, and the pulleys
are hew and in

.
good order. What do

you advise?—R.O.S.

The excessive belt wear on. your machine
is unusual, and we can only think that it

is due to cai'eless manipulation of the
gear control. It certainly should not be
necessary to use a leather belt on your
machine. It will be advisable to get the
makers' handbook, which no doubt will

contain full instructions regarding tlie

control of your machines. When changing
gear either up or down move the control
lever slowly, and on no account attempt
to drop suddenly from high to low gear.
All leather belts are harder on the pulleys
than rubber, as they tend to pick up small
fragments of grit which become em-
bedded in the surface, and so grind away
the metal of the pulley flanges. They
give good service, however, if periodically
scraped and dressed with oil. ' A good
rubber and canvas belt properly fitted

should run for about 3,000 miles before it

need be scrapped.

DECARBONISATION NEEDED.
I have a new Levis motor cycle,

and have done about 3,000 miles.

The machine runs exceedingly
well on the level, but it does not
take me up hills in the same

manner as previously, and it appears
to be losing power. Can you suggest
the reason for this? The machine is

the same in every respect as when new,
and no adjustments have been made.

—

T.V.

If the machine has run 3,000 miles without
requiring any adjustments, we take it

that not even the cylinder and piston

have been decarbonised;- and this will

account for the falling off' in power. You
should remove the cylinder, taking care

that the edge of the piston is not broken
in the process by allowing it to fall on the

connecting rod. We should strongly

advise you to consult " Motor Cycles
and How to Manage Them " on re-

moving the cylinder and generally over-

hauling the engine. Having removed
the cylinder, carefully scrape the inside

of the head and the exhaust port,

and remove all accumulation of carbon
from the top of the piston and also from
the underside of the piston head. Notice
whether the top piston ring is free in its

groove. If it is not, it must be loosened
(and in all probability will be broken in
the attempt, so that you should not try
this operation unless you have a new one
by you !) When reassembling the engine
make a stiff brown paper washer for the
joint between the cylinder and the crank
case, and coat this with seccotine on both
sides before fitting. Do not forget to cut
an opening for the transfer port when you
make the washer.

BI2-

IJIntportatil iDales.

Sal.. Oct. l8l— Doncaaler and District

M.C.C. Open Speed Trials.

Wed, Oct. 5th, to Sun, Oct. 16lh—
Paris Show.

Sat, Oct. 8th—B.M.C.R.C Champion-
ship Meatins:, Brooklands.

Sat, Oct Sth—The "Scolt" Trial in

Yorkshire.

Fri., Nov. 4lh, to Sat, Nov. 12th—
Automobile Exhibition, Olympia and
White City. (See " The Autocar.")

Mon.. Nov. 28lh, to Sat.. Dec. 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Sal., Dec. 3rd to Tues., Dec. 13th—
Brussels Show.

Fri.. Jan. 27th, to Sat, Feb. 4th, 1922—
Scottish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions pubJished

under this heading should be sent to the

Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-

warded direct to the querists concerned.

" W.D." (Liverpool).—3 h.p. Ivy two-

stroke sidecar outfit : General reliability,

speed, power on hills, comfort of driver

and passenger, consumption, and lubri-

cation.
" J.G.P." (Richmond).—Sinks carbu-

retter on 5 h.p. A.J.S. : Miles per gallon,

power, andn slow running ; also Best
mechanical oil^pump.
" J.W." (Leicester).—Cleveland two-

stroke : Chain, clutch and kick-starter, _

petrol and oil consumption, and reliability.

Lieut. J. H. G. (Belfast).—Cox-Atmos
carburetter on 3| h.p. Scott sidecar : Best
adjustment.
" J.D.S." (Aberystwyth). — Paragon

patent folding sidecar : General - ex-

periences.
" R.N.Tj." (Horsted Keynes).-;-Wales

electric conversion sets : Reliability and
average duration of one charge of the

accumulator.
" T.L." (Morpeth).—1921 water-cooled

Morgan-M.A.G. or J.A.P., and 1921

G.N. :. Running costs, general reliability,

and speed.

Reliance Cup Trial Amendment.
In the list of awards of the Reliance

Cup Trial, J. A. Newman was stated to

have gained a gold medal on a Triumph.
His mount actually was a 3^ h.p. Sports

Douglas, the only one in the trial.

Reason lot a Retirement.

Since the car containing A. Graham
Martin's personal belongings, and spares

for his Zenith, failed to turn up before

he was due to start in the recent Londou-
Bala-Dunstable trial, he was compelled

to retire from the event through a broken
belt.

Dynamo Driving from the Rear Wheel.

The sole sale concessionnaires for the

Wattalite dynamo lighting set, described

recently in The Motor Cycle, are Holroyd
Motors, 6, Warwick Street, Regent
Street, London, W.l, to whom all en-

quiries should be addressed.

Found.

A tool kit picked up by a reade

(Mr. W. Hutchinson) in the middle
August on the Charing-Maidstone road

now reposes in the Bromley Police

Station.

If the Ariel rider who dropped a roll

containing maps or charts, near Sidcup,

on Sunday, the 11th inst., will apply to

Mr. E. K. Nye, 11, Champion Grove,
Denmark Hill, London, S.E.5, he will

.have his property returned.

Although we are always glad to publish

details of articles found by our readers,

we regret we cannot give publicity to the

many letters we receive regarding things

lost on the road.

A TOURING TRIAL IN WHICH EVERY STARTER FINISHED.
J. L. Shaw (2f A.J.S.) and F. L. Bolderston (6 A.J.S. sidecar) in the check at TpIJie

Bridge during the Birmingham M.C.C. run to Chepstow.
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A THREE-SPEED GEAR FOR LIGHTWEIGHTS,
New Moss Gear Box (esled in the T.T. and Six Days Tria's, now Available

in Quanfilies.

IN such an apparently straightforward
piece of mechanism as a proprietary
three-speed gear box, it would appear

that there could be little scope for inven-
tion or departure from conventional
methods of design.
The desiderata of a good component

three-speed gear are that it shall be well
made, lasting, quiet in action, easy of
operation, and adaptable to any machine;
and the qualities of long life, quietness,
and ease of control, are largely dependent
upon design. Foolproofness and easy
changing in a three-speed gear are prin-
cipally sought by adopting the constant
mesh principle; but whwi this is done,
a double system of dog clutches, selec-

tively engaged by - some form of cam
mechanism, is usually required, and the
gear bo.x becomes an expensive produc-
tion. Some designers have overcome this

trouble by having both mainshatt and
layshaft middle gear pinions of the slid-

ing variety, so that, although in constant
mesh, they serve also as high and low
gear dogs, middle ratios being obtained
by interrupted splines or doas on the
shafts.

Constant Mesh Sliding Pinions.

The above-described construction, al-

though working fairly well in practice,

is apt to result in a design in wliich the
sliding pinions, if internally dogged, are

somewhat limited in their bearing areas
;

consequently they tend to become slack

On their shafts, or re-

quire initial slack for T
free \Yorking.

A single plate clutch with cork inserts grooves in each, the plate being moved end-

Kick-starter details, mainshaft and
quick-threaded gear-operating bar en-
closed within the box.

This being so, the sliding pinions fre-
quently run out of pitch, and are noisy

i in action, and the weai- takes place oil

I a weaker part of the tooth than that in-

! tended by the designer.
To improve upon existing practice has

been the plan of the Moss Gear Co., Ltd.,
of Aston Cross, Birmingham. Replete
with one of the finest gear-cutting plants
in the country, this concern has decided
to make a special appeal to the motor
cycle trade in gear components,. as it has
already done successfully in the small car

,, world, and the new Moss three-speed
kl motor cycle gear is the result.

is incorporated, together with the spring
plunger kick-starter used in the Moss
two-speed gears. Incorporated with the

gear box, and enclosed in an extension
of the end plate, is a relief

action gear changing de-

vice, ^vhich allows the gear
le\'er to be moved to any
position, whether the dogs

Cham Com Eclh

All Cham

Exterior view of the box and integral

control mechanism.

are opposite and whether the engine is

running or not. .\lso mounted on the
gear -box is a gate.

The construction is somewhat unusual.
On the mainshaft is the sleeve carrying
the final drive sprocket or pulley and the
large gear pinion and Irigh gear dog.
This sleeve runs in a large ball bearing
carried in a steel cap pressed into the
gear box. On the six-splined portion of
the shaft slides the middle pinion with
dogs at each side, and on the right of
the shaft runs the small pinion.
The layshaft, which also runs- on

ball bearings, has a small pinion rj-gidly

splined on, meshing witli the mainshaft
large gear. On

'

shaft is a flange,

to w h i t h is

riveted a large
pinion of dnim-
like formation,
mesliing with
the mainshaft
small loose
pinion. This
drum-like pinion
has internal
dogs at its outer
edge with a
recess behind
them. The lay-

shaft middle
gear pinion
slides freely,

and has a long
sleeve extension
with peripheral -

dogs.

The two slid-

ing middle gear
pinions are
moved together
by an operating
plate which
drops into

ways by a quick thread and nut device.

High gear is obtained by sliding both
middle pinions to the left, when the dogs
upon that on the mainshaft engage with
the large gear wheel thereon, and the

shaft and sleeve run solid. Middle gear

is given when the mainshaft dogs are dis-

engaged, but when the sleeve dogs on
the layshaft middle gear have engaged
with the internal dogs in the layshaft

drum pinion. For low gear the two
wheels slide completely to the right, thus
dogging the small mainshaft wheel, while
the sleeve dogs of the layshaft middle
wheel pass info the recess of the drum,
and there run idly.

"

Advantages.

The advantages of this construction are
that two sliding wheels, w-hile constantly
in mesh, are supported on uninterrupted
bearings—that on the mainshaft being
broached to a perfect fit on the splines,

and that on the layshaft having a plain
hole of about l^in. in length.

Throughout, the box, gears, and shafts

are of nickel-chrome steel, heat-treated to

120 tons tensile ; and the workman-
ship, as we have seen, is of the very
highest .order.

A quadrant and pniion operate the
quick thread gear-operating spindle, and
all damage to the gears is prevented by
the safety relief device incorporated in

the mechanism.
The only criticism we can make after

a thorough examination of a batch of

gears going through production is the
bulkj' appearance due to the housing of

the control parts in the end plate exten-

sion. The box, however, is light, and
the chain and belt lines and bracket fix-

ings are the same as all other standard
makes of gear boxes.

Internally, there are no keys, all

fixed wheels being either

splined or riveted in posi-

tion. The standard ratios

.'le 5, 7.76, and 14.2

to 1.

Part sectional drawmg, showmg general layout of the shafts, pinions,

bearings, and single cork inset clutch and operating mechanism.

Alternali\ e final drives (chain or belt) are depicted.

BIS
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jb:^ Cii:^ 13^ F" E^^^ T-u roe:.cx^
ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL,

OVERSEAS COMMENTS.
CYCLE CARS UNDER TEST.

TRICK RIDING IN HANDCUFFS.

[iME TO liGHT Ia^P>S
Sept. 29th
Oct. 1st

.. 3rd
5th

7.44 p.m.
7.39 „
6.34 „
6.34 .,

Number-plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

The M.C.C. Annual Dinner.

The fourteenth annual dinner of the

Motor Cycling Club will be held at the
Wharnecliffe R-ooms, Great Central Hotel,
on Thursday, December let.

Next Saturday's Big Speed Trials.

Although entries nad not closed at the
time of writing, the Doncaster open speed
trials seem likely to attract a -positive

galaxy of talent among the speed men.
The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup will be
awarded for fastest time in the best
represented class of the meeting, and
there are several other valuable awards.

A 3i h.p. 0.I1.V. Triumph for 1923.

The- 500 c.c. overhead valve Triumph
which has iigured in the classic speed
events this year will be marketed in 1922
as a three-speed fast roadster.

Legal Brakes.
Mr. Arnold Butler, J. P., at a Birming-

ham court last week decided that flywheel
brakes on outside flywheel engines are
legal

; also that two brakes acting on the
rear wheel belt rim are legal, provided
they, are actuated by separate pedals.

Miniature Sidecar Outfits.

Baby two-strokes propelling sidecars
now compete on level termi with big
twin outfits with success. Early in the
year a small Velocette took a sidecar
round the course of a difficult Midland
trial. In the Scottish Six Days a Hawker
sidecar climbed Applecross. In the
A.C.U. Six Days an O.K. outfit climbed
Lynton and Porlock, and now a sister
machine has secured, a gold medal in
the Scottish Two Days. Congratulations
to its driver, Neville Hall, for being the
first on a miniature outfit to secure a
piemier award in a big event.

THE FRENCH

CYCLE CAR

GRAND PRIX.

Kiekham Recovering.

It may be remembered that E. Kick-

ham, the well-known Douglas rider, had

a severe accident in the Grand Prix de

U.M.F. at Le Mans in July. We learn

that he has progressed satisfactorily, and,

in fact, much better than was anticipated

at first. It will be about a fortnight

before Kiekham is able to leave Le' Mans.

Triumph Prices for 1922.

The 1922 prices of Triumph motor cycles

have now been decided. They; come into

.force on October 1st, and' include free

delivery at any of the .manufacturers'

agents in this country. The prices are as

follows: 4 h.p. chain-cum-belt, £105;
sidecar, .£145; 4 h.p. all ' chain drive,

£115; sidecar, £155; , 3^ h.p. o.h.v. fast

roadster, three speed, all .'chain, £120;
and 2\ h.p. lightweight,' '£65.

A.C.U. General Committee Meeting at

Leicester.

The delegates to the General Committee
meeting of the A.C.U., to be held at the

Bell Hotel, Leicester, on Saturday next,

are being entertained to dinner to-morrow
evening (Friday) by the Leicester .Motor
and Loughborough Motor Cycle Clubs.

- Dinner will be served- at : 7.30, and. all

motor cyclists are heartily invited to

be present. Tickets may be obtained from
the East Midland Centre Secretary, Mr.
K. S. Topping, 64, Frederick Street,

Loughborough. At 9 p.m. a smoking
concert will be held, when it is hoped a

large number of Leicestershire motor
cyclists will attend._--A-n excellent musical
programme has been arranged, and there

is no charge for aidmission.

One of the French-built Morgans on the famous Le Mans course. The race was won by Lombard on a Salmson tour-wheeler,

(Inset) E. B. Ware, an English competitor, who was much fancied to win on his neat racing Morgan.

Bi5
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Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.

_ The annual dinner of the Eesex Alotor
Club will be held at the Holborn
Reetanrant, London, W.C, on Saturday,
January 7th, 1922.

Open Climb on Axe Edge.
An open hill-climb, which promises to

be a very well-supported event, will be
held on Axe Edge, Buxton, on Saturday,
October 15th, by the Stockport and Dis-
trict M.C. The secretary is Mr. E. S.
Abram, 226, Manchester Eoad, Heaton
Chapel, Stockport.

Popularity of Trials.

During the past week-end there was a
surfeit of competitions—each supported
by a large entry. The Scarborough
Speed Trials attracted over 200 entries,
the M.C.C. Sporting Trial nearly 100, an
inter-team trial among employees of
Coventry factories nearly 100, the Levis
Single-gear Trial over fifty—and there
were about twenty other hill-climbs, team
trials, reliability trials anl gymkhanas, in

addition to the annual Anglo-Dutch Trial.

SMALL CARS.
Motor cyclists interested in small cars
should read "The Autocar," the parent
journal of "The Motor Cyde."

Light, medium, and large cars are
adequately covered in its pages. No
artificial division of light cars from
other types is attempted, or, indeed,

is necessary, since the principles of
design are identical and the interests

of users, whether concerning ques-
tions oi upkeep, taxation, roads, ser-

vice or future development, are un-
divided and common to all.

Thus, "The Autocar"—the pioneer
and the largest of all motor journals—
forms the only complete record of the
automobile movement, by embracing
th; interests of motorists in general.

Price 4d.1 Every Friday

30i

A {{porting Big Twin.

A new British big twin sporting model
is described in this issue.

1922 Models Under Test.

Li various trials during last week-end
we observed several experimental models
which may be marketed in 1922. Among
these were the M.A.G.-Brough Superior;
the V twin two-stroke Stanger, a Barr
and Stroud-engined Warne, and a twin
Rover with the engine across the frame

—

a particularly neat machine.

Autumn Trials.

The open reliability trial organised by
the Woolwich, Plumstead and District
M.C. tor the Matchless Cup will be held
on Saturday of next week. The trials

secretary is Mr. P. J. Ellis, 3, Nightingale
Place, Woolwich, S.E.18. Another im-
portant autumn event is the M.C. and
A.C. one day trial open to members of
the Midland Centre. This will take place
on October 15th. The organising secre-
tary is Mr. F. J. Urry, Lionel Street,
Birmingham, and entries must be received
by Wednesday next. .

SPORTING INTER-WORKS TRIAL.
LTHOTJGH last

works team trial was confined to the
motor cycle clubs of Coventry's

'various factories, there were as many—if

not more—genuine private owner entrants
among the ninety-six competitors as ever
graced any event of that size. For several

it was their first trial, but (although the
severity of the route came as»a surprise

to some) we do not think it will be their

last. The event was admirably organised
by a committee of the Standard and
/Triumph Motor Cycle Clubs, and every-

body enjoyed it thoroughly.

Three Watersplashes.

There are no hills of note within easy

reach of Coventry, but a twenty-mile
circuit, covered three times and starting

not five miles from the heart of the city,

provided quite a lot of rough going, which,
with three pe?fectly fair watersplashes,

ensured that too many teams did not
fini.ah with clean sheets. Each rider set

his own speed (between 15 m.p.h. and 20
m.p.h.) for the first circuit, and marks

Coventry Team Tria! atlracts Nine(y-5ix
Saturday's_ inter- were deducted for deviations from schedule

on the second and third times round.
Chief interest centred at the splashes,

which came one after another in the
neighbourhood of Temple Balsall, Knowle,
and Hampton-in-Arden, the first being
about five miles from the start (at Pick-
ford Brook, near Allesley). It was
approached by a right-hand hairpin, and
quite 30% of the competitors blindly
rushed it oii their first circuit—and failed.

One Rover rider would have gone down
stream at speed if a fence had not barred
his way. This time, however, there was
no penalty for failure, and on the next
two occasions, which were non-stop, there

'

was less—sometimes involuntary—driving
to the gallery.

J. Pountney (5-0 Rover sc.)
' roke his

chain at the second crossing, the cause
probably being a small stone thrown up
from the bed of the stream. W. E. Fox
(3^ Rudge) lost his non-stop in the water,
as did J. Bell on a direct belt-drive 3j h.p.

Triumph. Each time round F. Kirby (2|
Connaught) came to a standstill, bu'; he

Entries,

did not seem to ^-orry much, and carried
on. Very fast crossings were made by
A. Brinklow (4 Triumph sc). L. Hatha-
way (4 Triumph), and F. W. Ivens (3^
Norton), but probably the cleverest bit
of driving was accomplished by E.
Merritt (4^ Humber), who got into diffi-

culties at the deep end and wormed his
way out at about ^ m.p.h. without
moving his feet. After two clean circuits,

T. Doyle (3^ Lea-Francis) stopped at bis
third attempt in a cloud of steam, a
feature also of W. Wilday's (4 Triumph)
failure.

ffigh Water.

It was at this splash that some
mysterious agency caused the -water to
rise a full three inches in half-an-hour.
Fortunately, there was a lull in the
stream of competitors when the flood was
at its height, but one or two had very
stormy passages.

The rises immediately following Nos. 1

and 3 splashes were, in several cases, too

much for wet belts ; but it was noticeable

AT THE START. Out of the thirty-two teams which competed only seven made non-stop runs.



Sporting Inter-works Trial

—

that other drivers on identical machines
had no trouble. Of course, some of the
more wily sidecarists had instructed their

passengers that a sprinkling of dry earth
would help matters; others were more
primitive still, and simply wiped the
offending belts with a piece of rag. A
few riders had tried various preparations
to give " grip " to their belts.

Only six lost their non-stops in the

second ford and four at the third. But,
as we have already mentioned, had stops

in the first circuit* been penalised, there^

would have been less need to have relied

upon the timekeeper to find a winning
team.
While the " wet section " of the route

was the most interesting to the spectators,

the portion north of the Coventry-Bir-
mingham road was extremely rough and
called for very careful driving. There
were few failures here, although a case
was reported of a rider retiring because
he had " had enough, without going
round twice more "

!

Several well-known . and experienced
competition riders took part ; they are

SEPTEMBER 2gih, ig2i.

not mentioned individually, for, though
they a'ode well E.nd cautiously, they were
never conspicuous.

Altogether, it was a most successful
trial, providing a thoroughly sporting
half-day's 'busman's holiday. 'The organi-
sation was excellent.

The provisional results are as follow :

Winning Team : Team K, of the Humber Club
(riders F. Yates, L. Crisp, and H. Crisp). Second :

Team V, oJ the Triumph Club (G. H. Kirby, M.
Powney, and G. Shemans). Seven complete teams
finished out of thirty-two^ which entered. In-

dividual prizes ; 1, G. Ingiiam (Triumph) ; 2, W.
F. Fox (3i/« Budge) ; 3, E. L. Roberts (4 Triumph).

A Lightweight Single Gear Trial,
Fif(y-one Compelitors in Sporting Trial organised by tlie Levis Sporls C!ub,

IN previous years the Levis annu.il

single gear trial has been confined to

Levis riders, but this year the popular

event was open to riders of all makes of

machines. Fifty-ofle competitors started

from the Levis works, at Stechford, Bir-

mingham, and those who had change-

speed gears had their gear levers locked.

•The course was about 100 miles, and at

no time were the riders more than twenty-

five miles from Birmingham.
The first obstacle was a watersplash.

About 50% of the field negotiated this

"clean," the other 50% had to -foot-slog

to help their slipping belts. This water-

splash was more difficult on the return

journey, as in the reverse direction the

crossing was followed by a sharp ascent.

As a matter of fact, coming home, only

six completed this section without taking

their feet off the rests. One man fell into

the water, and at the finish was heai'd

anxiously enquiring for the secretary.

Artificial Obstacles.

The ' Colonial Section " was the next
item. The officials thoughtfully placed
some branches in the centre of the track

to ensure that the riders should tackle the
very worst place—thick grass growing in

a minor bog. - Only seventeen accom-
plished this section in a manner to satisfy

the checkers so far as to be marked down
as " clean."
The p'lere de resistance was Gravel Pit

Hill, the surface of which is composed of

loose stones, and is approached by a
sharp corner, which is also very loose.

Only five of the competitors climbed this

to the satisfaction of the judges. With-
out question the best ascent was made by
S, Jones ou a Levis, the last man of

those still competing. W. V. Pickering

(Triumph) skidded completely round, and
charged the bank. N. D. Pickering, a
youth of about fifteen, made a very skiliul

climb. His Triumph was always on the
vei'ge of stopping, but, by clever driving,
he jockeyed it safely to the top.

a' New Method oi Deducting Marks.

The competitors had to average 20
m.p.h., and ' marks were added and
deducted for the various features of the

trial. The observed hills j*'ere divide!
into three sections, so that the higher t-H

competitor ascended before paddling tli

fewer marks he lost. This is quite a goo3
idea, and is worthy of consideration og
the part of other trials- organisers.

At the time of going to press tl^
winner of the premier prize was niT
known, but it was believed that the awar
would go to G. S. Davison (Levis),

S. Hawcutt (Levis), or S. Jones (Levis).

;

One of the watersplashes included in the Levis Trial. E. C. Myhill (2^ Levis) passing

through the comparatively shallow ford at Shirley,

SPEED TRIAL AT LUTON HOO.
TWENTY-TWO classes (sixteen for'

motor cycles and six for sidtecars)

were included in the« programme of
the Luton and South Beds. A.C. annual
speed trials last Saturday.

In the first two events H. Ruyre (Ruyre-
Newsom) and G. Dunham "(Velocette)
performed conspicuously, while A. E.
Marshall, riding a Douglas and afterwards
an A.B.C., impressed one, not only with
the speed of his two mounts, but also
with his neat driving.
Three Duzmos were competing, but were

not in their best form, particularly the
'

C4

twin, which suffered severely' from mis-
firing. F. Burley (Sports Sunbeam) rode
very consistently, and handled his
Inachine well.

In the 1,000 c.c. class E. Baragwanath
appeared fast, and though his engine
spluttered badly half way down the
course, he gahied first place in the ninth
event. In the same event Barker (Zenith)
broke his belt whilst at speed and wobbled
badly. After Event No. 10, in which G.
Bead (8 Enfield) showed up particularly
well; there was an interval for tea, which
was served in a marquee. Then fbllowed

the sidecar class, in which 0. De Lissa
(Motosacoche) and H. Saddington (James)
figured conspicuously.
The event this year did not attract the

large number of spectators usual for an -

event at Luton Hoo. The large number
of events last .week-end may have had
something to do with this.

The fastest time of tj^ day was mads
by Read (Enfield), who covered the flying
half kilometre in 15|s.—68.2 m.p.h.—

a

very creditable performance. This is the
first time the Enfield with "Vickers engine
has competed in a speed trial.
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On main roads in tfie Cotswolds. J. A. Newman (6 o.h.v. Douglas sidecar), H. Boynton (7 James sidecar), and G. J. Hamer (7-9 Indian
sidecar), followed by other riders in the competition. The touring Rolls-Royce was not competing.

British Team proves Successful in the Fourth International Team Trial between the

Two Countries. An Interesting Week-end for Dutch Riders.

Fird held in Holland in 1912, the

Anglo-Dalch Team Trial is quite

unique. It has no parallel in any
other event in the motor cycle world.

A team of IS Dutch riders, chosen by
their fellow motor cyclists, compete in

a reliability trial against a similar team

of riders representing Great Britain.

In the first event, lield in Holland in

1912, the Dutch team won. 191.3 saw
a British victory in this country. The
1911 trial was abandoned owing to the

outbreak of the war, and in the 1920 test in

Holland, the Dutch riders were the victors

and so secured the original trophy.

This year's contest is the first of the

second series and has been won by
the British team-

land track) portion of which took place
on Monday over an indirect route from
Worcester to Ei'ooklauds.

Remenibering the welcome accorded to

the British team last year in Holland
(wheu the Dutch team won), a round of

THE Dutch riders who competed last

week-end in the fourth Anglo-Dutch
\_. reliability trial are undoubtedly
very fast men in a speed burst on average

. roads ; they are also thorough sportsmen,

but—they cannot climb hills. There were
notable exceptions, of course, but that is

the general impression of this highly
successful and enjoyable trial, the road A few of the visitors from Holland at Leamington Spa on the day preceding the event.

ci
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England v. Holland-

festivities was arranged for the visitors,
extending from their arrival on Saturday
until their departure on Tuesday after-
noon. Breakfast as guests of the Essex
M.C. was followed by an escorted ride
to Leamington, and, the Midland Centre,
A.C.U., having taken over the party at
Towcester, dinner that night at the
Town Hall, Leamington, was provided,
right royally, by the latter body. So
was luncheon at the Shakespeare Hotel,
Stratford-on-Avon, where, on Sunday,
the visitors had every opportunity of
inspecting one of the show places of
England.

In the afternoon a move was made to
Worcester, the Western Centre taking
official charge of the Duteh team at
Alcester, amid the usual scenes of much
enthusiasm. That night a dinner was
held at the Guildhall, Worcester, when
the competitors of both countries were
welcomed by the Earl Beauchamp and
the IMayor .of Worcester.
The trite saying that it would be in-

vidious to mention names is very applic-
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An American sidecar on an American
machine fitted American fashion, but with

an Easting screen. W. Van Zyel (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc.) near Crlcklade.

able in reviewing the festivities in
connection with the event ; everybody
worked with a will to give the visitors

a good time, and we may safely affirm
that they succeeded. In return, the
Dutchmen displayed extraordinary keen-
ness.

Well Matured Machines.

On Sunday eivening, when the competi-
tors were rigging up their official number-
plates (incidentally, with "considerable
difficulty) and filling tanks preparatory
to the actual trial on the morrow, many
of the Dutch team were observed taking
down and cleaning out carburetters, test-
ing tyre valves, and effecting all sorts
of back-aching precautionary" measures.
Excepting, perhaps,

, G. Nott, who
changed a tyre on his Matchless outfit,
the English team "stood easy."

C6

Between Stratton Station and Crlcklade during the morning's run. J. N. Nleuwenhuys

(6 Simplex), followed by W. M. Zelle on a sister machine. R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith

sidecar) and W. Fels (7-9 Harley-Davidson) in^he rear.

It was noticeable that the Dutch
machines, most of which were of British

or American manufacture, were in few
cases 1921 models ; some actually were
pre-war, while we should imagirte that
they averaged about three years road ser-

vice to their credit.

At a late hour after the Guildhall
banquet the visitors held a fully attended
council of war, when the route card and
final regulations were discussed and
analysed down to the minutest detail.

Thus each competitor came to the start-

ing [joint, the Hopmarket Hotel yard, at

eight o'clock on Monday morning, with
the regulations as thoroughly at his

finger-tips as had the officials themselves,

and possibly a shade more completely
than some of his English contemporaries.

An Easy Starting Test.

Thirty seconds were allowed in which
to start up engines from cold, but this

proved" a generous allowance, and only

0. Hayes (2J_ A.J.S.) lost marks on this

score ; a night in a damp garage had
caused a sticky contact breaker. Ho
quickly rectified this and carried on ; but
he was not the only one to^ get into diffi-

culties early. Nos. 1 and 2, Jac Brunt
(23 Douglas) and D. . A. Atkin (25

Hobart), were misdirected before they
had run clear of Worcester, a heavy
morning mist nullifying the very com-
\i\ete blue trail of the route markers.
They, too, retrieved themselves in time.

For the first ten nailes it was a main
road run, then a by-road past iNIalvern

Link Station, more good or fair going
through Welland to Holly Bush cross

roads, and then, for the first time, a
narrow track reminiscent of the usual
English reliability trial. This led to the
first serious hill, a stony rise, about two
hundred yards long, with a maximum
grade of 1 m 5, and approaclied by a
sharp left-hand corner.

Nona of the English riders turned a

hair; -but quite a few of the rival team
lost their non-stops. J. R. Donker (2|
Royal Ruby) came to a stand-still about
half-way up, and seemed surprised, and
E. Ekker (4 Bianchi),- apparently taking
his cue from the man in front, di{J like-

wise. Both paddled on to the summit,
amid a tuneful chorus of "konks." There
was a momentary lull, and then three,

more, C. J, H. Wolff
(2-J Royal Ruby),

H. Bieze (2| Royal Ruby), and—tell it

not to i\Ir. Norton!— JI. van den Jagt
(3:^- Norton), simultaneously decided that
fifty yards climbing was enough at a time.

One' of the trio should be able to claim
a baulk—which one, it would be difficult

to say, for all three had much trouble in

1

•"H. Fels (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.^, captain

of the Dutch private owners, ascending

Birdlip. Observe the sidecar on the right

hand side of the machine.
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Two of the English sidecars on Calais Hill, near Cirencester. S. Wrieht (4.V Humber) and
W. Pratt (8 Matchless).

"

getting going again on the grade, mean-
while baulking H. R. Davies. Indeed,
the majority of the Dutch competitors
suffered from a lack of previous acquaint-
ance of single-figure gradients, and,
therefore, had no true idea of the capa-
bilities of their machines. The Simplex
riders were noteworthy, exceptions, th-eir.

machines providing quite the surprise of
the trial.

' A "iew miles further on, Wolff was
noticed repaiiing his front tyre, a feat
which he accomplished in quick time.

- After Gloucester came Birdlip, the test
hill of the day, lined with more observers
than is usually considered necessary for
a purely English trial.

Only 'W. P. jMoftat (3i Douglas) of the
British team failed to make an easy,
clean ascent: and he tried to get up on
one cylinder, having broken a valve ,

spring. His attempt was unsuccessful,

and he lost a valuable hour rectifying
matters.

None of the visitors' lightweights
distinguished themselves, excepting V.
Fonck's 2| h.p. Cedos ; J. R. Donker and
C. J. H. Wolff pushed valiantly—the
latter raising such a heavy smoke screen
that some of the more successful had great
difficulty in passing with safety. The
Bianchi " konked " painfully prior to
giving up the ghost, but no 'more than
Steensma's 4 h.p. Blackburne. The
latter's effort was typical of many : first

he almost stopped on top gear, then he
very slowly went a little further on
second, and again it was touch and go,
and, finally, he engaged low—and stopp(?d!
T. Kersten (4 Harley-Davidson) varied
the procedure; he missed his first gear
change, ran back, fell, pulled his machine
upright across khe road, and then fell

over on his other side.
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Jl. van den .Jagt (3^ Norton), J. M.
Boom (5 Simplex), P. Niemau (5 Sim-
plex), .J. F. M. Smits (7-9 Harley-David-
son), and W. J\f. Zelle (6 Simplex) were
amongst the best of the visiting soloists

;

and Nieuwenhuys, on the forth Simplex,
had ample power, but hung on to top
too long.

If the secret check was at the top of
Birdlip—no one saw it, but so it was
rumoured—L. Sealey (3J- B.S.A.) must
have been caught well ahead of schedule.
He made a good climb, but with Wellen-
siek's B.S.A. it was touch' and go until
he changed down ! J. W. ten Dam, on a
black 7-9 h.p. Harley, was the only big
twin soloist to fail, and he got well up
before stopping.
Just to show that Birdlip j'.s a severe

hill, E. B. Ware's Matchless sidecar
knocked quite appreciably before second
gear was brcmght into action ; and then,
to confirm it, J. A. Hanse, on an old 6
h.p. Enfield ' sidecar, failed in a variety
of ways to make a clean climb. His
passenger had quite a strenuous time
pushing the heavy outfit up. While this
was going on, Sam Wright (4^ Humber
sc.) passed at speed with a look some-
what akin to amazement on nis face.
G. J. Hamer (7-9 Indian so.), C.

Witteveen (7 James sc), and W. van
Zyll (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) were all

good, but L. Jv Z. Veekeens (5-6 James
sc.) spent at leist an hour on the lower
reaches of the hill.

The First Control.

Cirencester was the first control, and
a commendably large proportion of both
teams were dead on time.
Irthe next forty odd miles, via Crick-

lade, Baydon, and Wickham, to the lunch
stop at Newbury, there was more., fine
scenery than there were sin^e-figure
gradients. Not;withstanding this, some
of the visiting 250 c.c. and 350 c.c.

machines had to be "slogged."
Only two were missing at the half-way

halt—Veekeens, whom we have already
mentioned, and who turned up amid
general rejoicings about an hour later,
and Bieze, who had apparently lost his
way.

:\:

(Left) Near Wickham. W. Pratt (8 Matchless sidecar), captain of the English trade team. (Right) J. v. d. Werden (7-9 Indian), followed
by Geo. Nott (8 Matchless sidecar), at Stratton Station.
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Dutch solo riders on Birdlip. J. M. Boom (5 Simplex), who made one of the best

performances in the visiting team on this well known mam road hill, is on the right, and has

just passed H. Bieze (2f Royal Ruby), while in the rear are C. L. Sprosen (2J- Connaught)

and another of the Dutch team—who found the hill too much for his mount.

It was now obvious that not all who
had made clean ascents of the test hill

had retained clean sheets. For example,
F. J. Visscher's Indiaii sidecar was now
largely held by wire, while the same
rider had had trouble Avith his engine
sprocket.

The luncheon arrangements*at Newbury
were very poor, and must have created a
poor impression upon our .visitors, which
is to be regretted by all who know how
well the British team was treated in this

respect last year.

After lunch the trial continued over
good roads through pretty and typically

English scenery. On the whole, the
worst was over, but it was not too easy
for the conipetifors, as a few sandy lanes

before reaching Brpoklands rendered
going uncomfortable for the solo riders.

It is curious to relate that, although
the course was a secre't one, a number of

motor cyclists were observed at various

points.

Unfortunately, one of , the Dutch team
—H. Fels (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), the
private owners' captain—collided with the
Indian lorry on arrival at Brooklands and
suffered a dislocated collar-bone. His-
place was taken by one of the reserves.

On arrival at Brooklands, and after
filling up with petrol, the competitors pro-

ceeded to the fork for the start of the
twelve laps (36.2 miles) at speed. The
speeds required by the regulations were
as follows : 275 c.c. solo and 600 c.c.

sidecars, 28 m.p.h. ; 350 c.c. and 500 c.c.

solo and 1,000 c.c. sidecars, 35 m.p.h. ;

1,000 c.c. solo, 40 m.p.h.

On Brooklands Track.

As was to be expected, the track test

found weak spots in the competitors'
machines. J. R. . Donker (2| Royal
Ruby) and H. ten Velde (6 Bat) were
soon in trouble, while W. B. Gibb (2|
Douglas) was running on one cylinder
and with his front stand down. J. A.
Hanse's 6 h.p. Royal Enfield sidecar was
not running at all well until his sixth lap.
The visiting sidecarists created some*

interest by riding their machines in a
bunch and in close order—not a very safe
proceeding.
Donker (Royal

_
Ruby) stopped on his

seventh lap for oil, and on the ninth lap

CI2

A. G. Wall (Cedes) made a halt for the

same reason, but found that he_ could not
obtain any fuel. G. HOogeveen (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc.) ran round the track
holding on his filler cap, while W. Pratt

(8 Matchless sc.) punctured, and F. A.
Hardy (3^ Zenith-Bradshaw), who had
run 'for several miles on one cylinder, had
to change a plug before the speed test.

J. Whalley (3^ Sunbeam) ran into the
paddock during the speed test, but later

reappeared ; nevertheless, he succeeded in

making fastest time, his average speed
woi'king out at 48 m.p.h.

Nott's Matchless sidecar averaged 46
m.p.h., while Geoffrey Smith (3^^ Sun-
beam) was third at 45.68 m.p.h. Ex-
cepting the visiting lightweights, the

majority of the speeds were over 40
m.p.h.

A Victory tor This Country.

After Brooklands, the competitors
journeyed to Thames Ditton for the

digner arranged by the A.C.U. and the
entertainment provided by the Surbi-

ton M.C.C. at the Vaudeville Club. Here
it. was announced provisionally that the
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British team had won with a loss of

fifty-two marks as against 256 marks lost

by the Dutch team.
Thus the home team again has won the

event, and the second Holland-England
Cup, presented last year by Mr. A.

Citroen, will be in England for the next

twelve months. H. Fels, thS captain of

the Dutch private owners, who met with

an accident after having made a non-stop

run, will be awarded a gold medal.

At the time of going to press the

winners of the special trophies had not

cbeeu decided.

THE COMPETING TEAMS.

Holland.
CLASS 1 TEAM—.lac. Brunt (2% Douglas),

J. R. Donker (2% Royal Ruby), E. Bkkei', jun.

(4 Bianchi). A. Steensma (4 Blackburne), H.
Bieze (2"!i Boyal Ruby), and C. J. H. WolH (25i
Royal Ruby). BcMrffS: M. y/d Jagt (S'/i

Norton) and V. Fonck, jun. (2% Cedos).

CLASS 2 TEAM.—J. M. Boom, jun. (5 Sim-
plex), J. W. ten Dam (7-9 Harley-Davidson), P.
Nieman (5 Simi)le-\), J. F. M. Smits (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), W. H. Wellensiek (iH4 B.S.A.), and
H. ten Velde (6 Bat). TicseTvcs: J. H.

' Nieuwenhuys (6 Simplex), W, M. Zelle (6 Sim-
plex), and T. Kersten (.7-9 Harley-Davidson).

CLASS 3 TEAM.—H. Fels (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc), G. J. Hamer (7-9 Indian sc), G. Hoogeveen
(7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), P. J. Vissclier (7-9
Indian EC), C. Witteveen (7 James sc), and W.
van Zyll (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc). Reserve^;
J. A. F. Bolland (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), J. A.
Hanse (6 Royal Enfield sc), T. T. Gude (7-9
Harley-Davidson sc), and L. J. Z. Veekens (5-6
James sc).

Captain, private owners : H. Fels.

Captain, trade riders ; C. Witteveen.

England.

CLASS 1 TEAM.—D. A, Atkin (2',i Hobartl,
B. Kershaw (2% New Imperial), O. Haves (2~'i
A.J.S.), K. Don (2% A.J.S.), W. B. Gibb (2",1

Douglas), and H. R. Davies (2-?4 A.J.S.). Re-
serves: A. G. Wall (2% Cedos) and C. L.
Spvosen (21/2 Connaught).

CLASS 2 TEAM.—F. Dover (4 Triumph), P. A
Hardy (S'A Zenith-Bradshaw), G. Smith (3% Sun-
beam), W. P. Mottat {3'/, Douglas), L, Newey (31/,

Ariel), and L. Sealey (3V' B.S.A.). Reserreal
B. A. Green (SV., Norton) and J. Wlialley (3',;.

Sunbeam).

CLASS 3 TEAM.—R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith
EC), J. A. Newman (6 Douglas sc), G. Nott (8
Matchless sc). H. Boynton (7 James sc), W. Pratt
(8 Matchless sc), and E. B. Ware (8 Matchless
sc). Reserves: C. Croswhaite (3'/., Duzmo sc ),

S. Wright (41/, number sc), P. J. Ellis (8 Matcli-
less sc), and W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Brougb
Superior sc).

Captain, private-owners: Geolirey Smith.
Captain, trade riders : W. Pratt.

Big twin sidecars of America and England ascending Calais Hill. On the left is J. A. F.
Bolland (7-9 Harley-Davidson), with his sidecar en the right, and W. A. Fell-Smith

(8 Brough-Superior).
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THE M.C.C. SPORTING TRIAL.
New Models in Well-organised Event for Solo Riders.

AGOOD entry of -eighty-foui- riders and
fine but dull weatiier favoured the

M.C.C. 114 miles trial for motor
bicycles. It was. as the organisers
announced it would be, a sporting trial

over a- sporting course. The competitors
were bound by few regulations, and save
that each section had to be covered non-
stop, and the men had to keep to

.

schedule, they had little to worry them.
The- course was practically the same as

that used for the Arbathnot Trophy, and
consisted of winding roads and such well-

known hills as Succombes, High
Lane, Pqlesteeple, Cudham, Rookhill-on-
Starvecrow, and Chalkpit. On this
occasion, the start, luncheon stop, and
finish were at the Railway Hotel,
Caterham.

Early Casualties.

Succombes Hill was encountered within
four minutes of the start, and accounted
for several failures at this early stage.
One of the best ascents was made bv F.
Spikins (5 A.B.C.).
"The next hill of interest was Sunning-

dale Avenue, which rims into the Wester-
ham Road by Newbiggin Aerodrome, and
within a few yards of the summit of
Saltbox or Crown Ash, as it is more
correctly called. It is approached by a
lane, wheie a: few competitors went
wi-ong. Here F. W. Applebee (2{ Levis)
missed his way, and started climbing
.some steps. Be claims to have made a
clean ascent, but his prowess was ill-

rew.irded as he hac^ not only left the
coarse, but a series oi inner tube troubles

kL. J

Two Coulson riders. L. Nicholson and C. F. Alcock on Succombes f-Iill, which the
competitors encountered in the first five minutes of the trial.

The M.C.C. Sporting Trial took thd competitors through picturesque but tortuous lanes.

The debut in competition of the V twin two-stroke Stanger. S. A. McCarthy is the rider,
and he is seen on RjDk H 1—;Ke mDst difficult hill in the trial.

proved his undoing. So far as gradient
and difiiculty in climbing are concerned,
the sitbstitute for Crown Ash proved to be
rather poor, but its surface was exceed-
ingly rough and knobbly, and in wet
weather it would have caused some
trouble. As it '.vas, practically everyone
got up. Ne.xt to Succombes, Rook Hill
was the worst on the course, and being
loose, rough, and steep, it accounted i'or

a large.number of failures in the morn-
ing. Particularlv good ascents were made
by Spikins (A. 13.0.) and R. B. Clark
(Coulson-B.)
Near Caterham the competitors had to

take a very awkward hairpin bend before

reaching the finishing point.

New Models under Test.

At the luncheon interval we noticed that

G. Brough was riding a new model
Brough Superior, with a 750 c.c. M.A.f^.

engine, 72x90 mm., which is to b« known
as the JIark II. Another new machine
was Warne's mount, which was fitted

with the new Barr and Stroud sleeve

valve engine. This is the first appearance
of this engine in competition, and it has
made a good start, as Warne qualified

for a gold medal, while yet another new
and successful competitor was McCarthy's
5 h.p. V twin two-stroke Stranger. The
marking of the course was e.xcellent, and
competitors had little excuse, for losing

their way.
The morning's run accoiinted for many

retirements, as only forty-four competitors

faced the starter on the second round.

Failures were, however, fewer in the
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The M.C.C. Sporting Trial.—

afternoon, and only two stops were

recorded on Rook Hill. _
W. H. Bashall (Martinsyde) retired

through tyre trouble, while R. B. Clark

(Coulson), who got through, cannoned

into Thu Motor Cycle photographer.

Neither was seriously hurt.

The following competitors claim to have

qualified for a gold medal :

C T. Slowman (3V2 Sunbeam), C. Wilson W/2
Quadrant). G. Packman (8 Matchless), B. H.
Brayne (4 Blackburne), L. A. Welch (AVj B.S.A.),

D H. Davidson (4 Indian Scont), P. Cunningham
(31/2 P. and M.), P. Street (SV, Sunbeam), K- Pugh
(4 Triumph), A. C. Rhodes (4 Triumph), V. Bel-

field (A.B.C.), L. Nicholson (Coulson-B.), N. O.

Dear (3y. Sunbeam), E. Hillary (SMi Rover), J.

McBirnie' (7 Indian), V. Olsson (31,4 Sunbeam),
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T. Francis (4 Triumph), F. Begley (Indian Scout),
S. J. Marks (4 Triumph), S. Dunford (2% Verns).
M. O'Reilly (S N.TJ.T.), F. R. G. Spikins (3

A.B.C.), O- W. Jones (7 Harley-Davidson), C.

Bourlet (3y. Ariel), S. A, McCarthy (5 Stanger),
W. C. Hem"y (2?a A.J.S.), G. M. tovtnsend (3J^
P. and M.)—he rode 50 miles in the afternoon on
the rim—H. G. Bell (7 F.N.), M. A. Newman
(5-6 Raleigh), R. B. Clark (2% Coulson-B.), H. F.
Edwards (41^ B.S.A.), S. Warne (2% Warne's), L,
P, Driscoll (3'/. Norton), J. A. Hoult and T. J.

Ross (3% Scotts), and F. A. Longman (SVi Ariel).

Speed Trials on the Scarborough Promenade.
A Successful Motor Cycle Event concludes Carnival Week at Popular Northern Resort.

GLORIOUS weather, splendid sport, a

record entry, and nearly perfect

organisation, helped to make the

concluding event of Scarborough's Car-

nival Week a huge success.

The gardens rising from the Albert

Drive. Where the trials were held,

made an ideal grandstand, from which
thousands witnessed the trials in comfort

and safety. Well marshalled and policed,

the whole event went off without the

slightest accident.

Chief interest centred round F. W.
Pixon (Harley-Davidson), R. J. Caw-
thorne (Norton), and E. Searle (Sheffield-

Henderson), who put up some splendid

limes in the face of a head wind.^ But

the " dark horse " was E. Wilkinson,

of Malton, who had secured the 2J h.p.

A.J.S. w-ith which H. R. Davies won
Ihe Senior T.T. His speed only just fell

short of 60 m.p.h. from a standing start,

which was a splendid performance for an

amateur who had only received the

machine the day before.

F. W. Di.xon (Harley-Davidson), of

course, beat him, and secured the honour

of fastest time of the day 65.9 m.p.h.

R. T. Cawthorne (Norton) also did

splendidly.

It will be seen from the results given

below that the awards were, as usual,

secured by a few riders with exceptionally

fast machines. The little NeW Imperials

secured two firsts, three seconds, and two
thirds in three classes, while Sunbeams
accounted for one second and three

F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harley-Davidson sidecar), who made the fastest time of the day. He also

won the cup presented by Scarborough motor traders.

thirds; the A.J.S. five firsts, one second,

and one third ; Nortons, four firsts, seven

seconds, and one third ; Sheffield-Hender-

son fom- seconds- and two thirds; Ha.r ley-

Davidson two firsts (including fastest

time of the day) and one third ; i«iorgans

took two firsts. In addition to the

motor cycle events, there were several

classes for cars, which, however, failed

Riding the identical 2-J A.J.S. that won the Senior T.T., E. Wilkinson made some fine

performances, twice covering the half mile in 30|secs. = 59.21 m.p.h. He won five firsts

two seconds, and the Webster trophy.

to equal the speeds of the motor cycles.

Results :

260 c.c. SOLO (Amateurs).—!, G. Bower (2M
New Imperial); 2, H. Thomas (214 New Imperial);

3, W. Marriott (21/4 Velocette).

250 c.c. SOLO (Open).—1, G. Bower. (21/4 New
Imperial); 2, R. Wood (2i/l New Imperial); 3, H.

Thomas (2Vi New Imperial).

350 c.c. SOLO (Amateur).—!, B. Wilkinson (2%
A.J.S.) ; 2, G. Bower (21/4 New Imperial) ; 3, J.

T. Jobborn (2% Sunbeam).
350 c.c. SOLO (General).—!, B. Wilkinson (2%

A.J.S.); 2, J. T. Jobborn (lit. Sunbeam); 3, G.

Bower (21,4 New Imperial).

560 c.c. SOLO (Amatexir).-!, E. Wilkinson (2?4

A.J.S.); 2, G. Bower (S'/™ Norton); 3, A. I. Drabble

(3V' Norton).
560 c.c. SOLO (General).—!, R. T. Cawthorne

(31/, Norton); 2, E. Searle (31/2 Sheffield-Hender-

sonl; 3, E, Wilkinson (2=/; A.J.S.).

750 c.c. SOLO (Amateur).— 1, B. Wilkinson (2^4

A.J.S.); 2, G. Bower y^% Norton); 3, W. Wilkin-

son (3^/2 Sunbeam).
760 c.c. SOLO (General).-!, R. T. Cawthorne

(31/, Norton) ; 2, E. Searle (S'A Sheffield-IIendei'-

soni; 3, G. Bower (31/3 Norton).

UNLIMITED SOLO (Amateur).—!, E. Wilkin-

son (2% A.J.S.); 2, G. Bower (Sy, Norton); 3, W,
Wilkinson (31/2 Sunbeam).
UNLIMITED SOLO (General).—!, F. W. Dixoa

(7-9 Harley-Davidson); 2, R. T. Cawthorne (3%
Norton); 3, B. Searle (3'/, Sheffield-Henderson).

600 c.c. SIDECARS (General).—!. R. T. Caw-
thorne (3>A Norton); 2, E. Searle (S'/a Sheffield-

Henderson)"; 3, C. P. Wood (3% Scott).

750 c.c. SIDECARS (Amateur).— 1, J. H. John-
son (Rudge); 2, L. Padley (4 Norton).

750 c.c. SIDECARS (General).—!, R. T. Caw-
thorne (31/2 -Norton) ; 2, E. Searle (V-k Sheffield-

Henderson); 3, O. P. Wood (3'!i Scott).

UNLIMITED SIDECARS (Amateur).— 1, C. N.
Sadler (7-9 Indian)-; 2, L. Padley (4 Norton); 3,

G. E. Carnall (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
UNLIMITED SIDECARS (General).—!, F. W.

Dixon (7-9 Harley-Davidson); 2, R. T. Cawthorne
(31/2 Norton); 3, E. Searle (31/2 Sheffield-Hender-
son).

CYCLE CARS (Amateur).—!. R. F. Prichard
(Morgan) ; 2, J. Moorhouse fWhizz-Bang) ; 3, R.

'

E. H. Hutton (G.N.).

CYCLE CARS (Geneiral).—!, R. F. Prichard
(Morgan); 2, T. Moore (G.N.); 3, R. E. H. Hutton
(G.N.).
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r=MOTOR CYCLE CLOTHING OF DISTINCTION-

''
SfiAA
TREW30'

RITCHIE PATENT SPLIT OVERALLS
In two styles—"TREWSO" and "TAB." Patent No. 10677.

Specially designed to meet the requirements of the business

man, doctors, and all those wanting a quick on and off suit

without soiling hands or clothes no matter how dirty the weather,

and give absolute protection.

1 ivllWoU style are fastened with two long springs and tab at knee.

i Ao style are fastened with four patent undamageable press studs.

The first and only Patent Motor Cycle Split Overalls on the market. Our
Customers say, " The best in the world." Our opponents say, " Beautifully
finished goods." " Ixion," in his ** Occasional Comments" in *'TTie Motor
Cycle," says, "The best of its kind, and I know of nothing to beat it."

THE IMPERVIOUS WATERPROOF CLOTHING
is guaranteed to keep you dry. All proofings guaranteed for two years
against decomposition.

Our clothing was the only clothing that kept the riders dry in the terrible wet
weather during the whole 200 Miles Trials at Copenhagen, in 1914, when clotliing
was included.
See your Dealer and inspect these goods before buying anything else. The best
goods are always the cheapest.
Some of the principal firms handling these goods are : All WTiolesale Drapery
Houses in Glasgow: J, Robertson, Accessories Factor, Glasgow: Fowlers (Aber-
deen) Ltd., Aberdeen ; A. Cheyne, Accessories Factor, Aberdeen ; Henry A. Murton,
Ltd., Newcastle; East London Rubber Co., Sheffield; Rainwear Co., Ltd., Man-
chester and Branches ; Lewis's, Ltd., Liverpool ; London Rubber Co. , and Branches

;

The Ocean Waterproof Co., London ; Messrs. Dunhills and Branches ; The Scottish
Waterproof Co., Ltd., Edinburgh.

"TAB."

Sole Manufacturers : The IMPERVIOUS RUBBER Co., Ltd.,

FALFIELD STREET, GLASGOW. Wholesale and Export Only.
Telegrams: "Impervious. Glasgow.*'

Fill up
,'at the

GOLDEN PUMP
vvith Pratt's "Perfection,"

. the Spirit of power, depend-

ability and economy. Haif-

a-gallon .or - any quantity

in quick time, filtered and

without waste.

PRATT'S
" PERFECTION "

SPIRIT
Sold also in

the Green Can

JmCLO-AMERICAN OI.L COMPANY, LIMITED,
"

36, Queen Anne's Gate, LONDON, S.W.i. Branches & Depots -Everywhere

'GRIPIO'S'
Little Brother

6in. Size

Post Free

The
Wrench
that

does not
Monkey
with the
Nuts.

Why carry

Cumbersome
Wrenches in

your Kit.

The new 6in. size
" Gripio " Wrench and

Spanner takes up very little

room, and provides you with an
invaluable tool in a breakdown.

Young "Gripio" will instantly grip

and securely hold any shape pipe,

bolt,, nut, or fitting up to i^in. -

A flick of your thumb and "Gripio"
does the rest, converting the minimum
efEort on your part in the maximum
turning power.

Complete your kit to-day, by obtaining a
" Gripio " frim your dealer, or from us.

"Gripio" himself can be had in Sin. size.

Takes nuts, etc., up to .sin.

Money bach Guarantee with each Wreiwh sold,

PATENT WRENCH CO., LTD..
12. Hackins Hey. Dale St.. LIVERPOOL.

fn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'' B17
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THE ''BRAMPTON" SPRING CHAIN
FOR MOTOR CYCLES \"^^MMlMMSMi^Il AND LIGHT CARS.

AX.U. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY TRIALS, 1921.

All machines fitted with the BRAMPTON SPRING CHAIN which competed in the A.C.U.

Six. Days Reliabihty Trials, secured Gold Medals and other distinguishing awards as follows

:

nr\\Ti7iy s machines entered, 5 gold medals awarded, also winners of team
Kv/VlliK. PRIZE and petrol consumption prize in class "C."

A D T iri 3 machines fitted with the BRAMPTON SPRING CHAIN ENTERED.
AKlJlLi. MACHINE awarded GOLD MEDAL.

EACH

Illustrated booklet fully describing the advantages and efficiency of the BRAMPTON
SPRING CHAIN may be obtained on request, applications for which are invited.

BRAMPTON BROS., LIMITED, Oliver Street Works, BIRMINGHAM.

Agriculturair
Established I^^M: GSlZ^tlG-

.

A PRACTICAL JOURNAL FOR FARMERS.

T^EALS fully with all technical questions re-

lating to Farming, Stock - Breeding, the

Dairy, Poultry, and gives the latest and most
complete information regarding

FARM MOTOR MACHINERY-
tractors, ploughs, cultivators, etc.

Obtainable of all Newsagents.
EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE.

Specimen copy sent post Iret on reijuest to the PublisJMrs:

iUFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

Th
Neat. Li^lit.

Clean,Bri9ht.
Cheap.

£miossed Aluminium
DOUBLE-SIDED^
FRONTS SQUARE REAR .

NUMBER PLATES^
for

Motor Cycles

With or without
Licence HoHer.

Ijeliveiv I)v letimi.

WRIGHT & SON,
Deiit. 01.

Edgware, Midd*x.
I'Jium^: "Ed^w;iie Four "

7'7>5? A PAIR
# M fmM Posta$e &* / *^ padan^paid f^pk^-^^"^^' Hackney Car-

\^\ /-c ri.ige and other
Licence Holder 5.- e.\tra. plates supplied

B18 In anawerini] these advertisements it is

PORTABLE
WOOD
IRON
ASBESTOS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
BUILDINGS

Horticultural, Rustic, and Poultry Appliances.

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6
Send lor lUiislraied Catalogue No. 85, Post Free.

T RATH Ri C(\ ITD >8. swoy street.
1. DA in Ot \AJ., ItlU., LONDON, W.C.2.

OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

MOTOR M j__--rf^
CYCLE iyiffllSOl
HOUSES 1 '"*'' ijjH
FROM g I^^B

£7 15 Pm""*!"]^^

Proof ^i
Dope . m

KEEP HIM OFF!

This little beggar works
whilst you're asleep or

busy—takes pounds and
pride off your "outfit

"

Stop his activity with

"Corrosine" the Rust-
Preventer & "Derusta"
Me Rust Remover

In 1 /6 and 2/6 sizes,- of all enterprising dealers,

or direct from

UnWCr'Q —The Rust Preventer Firm,—
OvFVVlJjU kj Union Works, SMETHWICK.

desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 13 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable__—T'coT
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed '

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements m this section should be

jccampanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor

Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure tosertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the ofllces of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

aiorning previous to the day of issue. Adver-

tisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically

be inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

]Uote the number which is printed at the end ol

sach advertisement, and the date of the issue

n which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

If printers' errors, although every care is taken

lO avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For tbe convenience o( advertisers; letters may be

ddressed to numbers Qt " Tlie Motor Cycle*' OiSce.

Vhea tliis is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

egistration and to cover postage on replies must be added

the advertisement charge, which must include the

rardsBo.tooo. c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
liU appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

ddressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

i.e..}. Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are

mrned against sending remittance through the post except in

egistcred envelopes ," in all such cases the use of the Deposit

'>°slcm is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

'larhed "Deposit Depattmem."

In tha case ol motor cycles oRered tor sale under a box

umber, as It Is unusual tor these to be sold without Orst

elug inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

aellltate business by embodying In their advertisements

ime mention ot the district in which the machine
Qered may be seen and tried.

wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

lay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
•eposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
[otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

'oaonnt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
3 the dep(Kitor, and each party to the transaction pays
srriage one way. For all transactions up to ifio, a
eposit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over £io
Qd under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

ver i7i and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
ver £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

5. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. and cheques and money
rders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
idication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

le Deposit System. Othex advertisers may be equally
esirous- but have not advised us to I hat ellect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

Dswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
Jenoa as an Indication that the goods advertised have
Iready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
>any enquiries that It Is quite Impossible to reply to
ich one by post.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

1 .B.C., I92OV2, perfect condition; £70; evenings —A Capt. Briggs, 12, Mabledon Place. W.C.I. [1908

9?1 A.B.C, kick starter. Klaxon horn, spares, fully
licensed, onlv done 50 miles; £90, or best offer

Box 18, c/o The Motor Cycle. [iC9776

ONE
OF

THESE
WILL SUIT YOU
All Slightly Soiled.

LIST
PRICE

£175 1921B.S.A. 6.7 h.p.

comb.

£185 1921 MATCHLESS,
Hz, standard comb.

£160 '921 ROYAL
ENFIELD, 8 h:p.

Vickers engine

£115 1921 ZENITH, 5 h.p.

J.A.P.

£184 2 1921 ROYAL
ENFIELD, dyno.

Itg., spring bars.

£168 1921 NEW
IMPERIAL,

8 h.p. & Spt'g. sidecar.

£250 1920 CLYNO comb.

£155 1920P.&M.,3Up.
comb.

REDUCED
TO

£158 10

£167

£138

£99 10

£167

Deferred Paymen Is 1 -5th down
and 11 monthly instalments.

£130

£165

£120

FOR SALE.MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

A:'^2:J^^° ^^"^"'2 Model, Cower speedometer, tax
-Pl„ri.« V

'"^n™""), fast and in good condition ; £100.—uiarlie. Lynn Ed., Ely, Combs. , [8451

19^^..„'^-^-*-'-.r
Combination, practically new, kick

aiirnn
*'^rter, Lucas lamps, Klaxon. Triplex screen,

£1?S' 'fl'''""""i *5 spare... tool kit, etc.; nearest*130, eichange.—63, Solon Hd., Brixton. [9164

Abingdon.
3V2h.p. Abingdon King Dick, hand clutch, fine

order, equipped.—King, Egrove Farm,
[X9739

Acme.

19]t^tT''S''^ ?^P- Combinaticii, lamps, horn.

78™De toey s1,"hu11.'™^"°° ^ 100 gns.-Gar:

019,^ running
Oxford.

butt.

A.J.S

1 *)''''„-*^-J-^- Combination; £80-^^ Mountfleld Gardens, Tunbridge

A.J.S.—All models
list!

[1500

-Wagstaff, 13,
Wells, [1949

•

reduced.—Mprrick's Stores, 174,

1 ft -^^ ^'^''J'-
A.J.S. Solo, just overhauled, kick start,J-«^ 2-speed; oHers.-lT, High St., Beckenham,

A.J.S, 1920
equipped

;

wich.

Combination, mileage
£130.-42, Annandale

[2015
2.000, well
Kd., Green-

[2106
PJAN GUY, Weymouth.-1921 7h.p. A.J.S. combira.
-^ tion, £195; 2?ili.p. 2-speed A,J.S., £95; from
stock. (oggy
1 Q20 A.J.S., almost brand new, complete in evervJ-" detail, all accessories; £175.-59, High St.',Clapham. [2333
33.1i,p. A.J.S. in Stock, £95; 1920 6h.p. combina-
4 tion, complete and tax paid, £158.-Cross,

Agent, Rotherham. [X9751
TQ20 A.J.S. Combination. 2,050 miles only, perfect.J-" speedpmeter fitted: £180, nearest ofler; tiial.—
Gregson, Woodside, Chilwell, Notts. [2036

1 021 A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, condition as'new,
j.nJ Lucas lamps, horn; cost £225, bargain. £170- any
trial.—Webber, 4, Queen's Terrace, Morecambe, Lanes.

[9686
A .J.S. 1921 7h.p. Combination, hood, electric light,
-ci horn; cost £250, very little used; sell £200.—
Goodman, 7, Barnslev Kd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.

[1990
1 Q21 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Lucas electric, sideJ-^ screen, discs, perfect condition, small mileage,
tax paid; nearest offer £200 secures.-26, Evington
Rd., Leicester. [1779

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination. M.M., new June, 1919,
electric lighting. Klaxon, Bonniksen speedometer,

spare tyres and parts; £135.—Mortimer, 42, Freegrove
Rd., Holloway. [2245

1 020 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, Lucas lamps, spare
J-«/ wheel, speedometer, tax and insurance paid,
splendid condition; £135; after 6.—McNeill, Suther-
land House, Maple Rd.. Surbiton. [1998

"IQ20 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, fully equipped,
J-U clutch (hand and foot controlled), excellent
condition: £140:
mouth Park Hill,

Write for full list of stock.

LAMB'S
387, Euston Road, London, N.W.I.

'Phone: JVluseum 4978.

i51,Hi^hSt.,Walthamstow,London,N.E.
'Phone; Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

50, High Boad, Wood Green, London, N.
'Phone: Hornsey 195^.

appointmenb.
weight.—F. E,

alter 6.30. — Hudson, 114, Dart-
Highgate, N.19. [2004

£79; A.J.S. Combination, 1916. detachable wheels,
spare, all accessories, Tan-Sad, luggage grid,

licensed, smart appearance, excellent condition, any
trial.—Bacon, Offington Lane, Worthing.

, . [1958

"I Q20 A.J.S. Combination, fitted, superbly or[uipped
M-tJ lull 2-senter bodj-. excellent condition thioughout,
mileage under 2,000, acetylene liglitinK ; cost £265,
sell £175.—Smith, Selws'u, West St., Bolton. [X9636

A.J.S, Lightweights, 2%h.p. Can now supply from
stock. Book your orders now and save dis-

Official agents for this famous light-
Wootten. Ltd.. High St., Oxford. [3695

A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, 1921, only ridden 800
miles, spare wheel, lamps (acetylene), horn,

hood, wind and side screens, licence and insurance
paid; price £175, or nearest.—Robtoson, 23, Lily-

croft Rd., Bradford. [1999

A.J.S. 1921 Combination, os new, with Roynl Easting
and Standard screens, horn, speedometer, lamps,

2 A.L. gas cylinders, licensed, and fully insured to May,
1922: owner obliged to give up motor cycling; £200.—
Burnell, Albion St., Rugeley. [9393

ANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
A.J.S. motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full markfet value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0649

^ynre Parts

:

\ .J.S. Spares;

W^

prompt
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

delivery.—Cyril Williams.
T.A. : Parts.

[8592
Alldays.

A LLON 1917^2^4b.p. Combination, all on, tax paid;
£45.-2, Moreton Terrace Mews, S.W.I.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

[2040

B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

A LLDAYS Alien, 1920, 23,lh.p., insured, registered,

tX perfect, complete; i;45.—James, Daventry, [1669

AIiLON, 1920 engine, good condition, lamps; ne.irest

£32.—Clifton, Clauville Lodge, near Andover.
[2156

3I.-414I1.P. Alldays Matchless. 2-speed, handle start,

2 new Palmer, good condition, licence; £57.-12,
Rectory Ed., Barnes, S.W.13. [1548

"IQ20 Alldays AUon 2%lh.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick
JLt/ start, indistinguishable irom new; £49/10.

—

Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353.
[2272

1 018 Alldays AUon Combination, clutch, kick start,

J-t/ replated and enamelled, engine rebushed, Wat-
Bonian sidecar as new, complete with lamps; £65; after

6 p.m,-36, Eanelagh Ed., Ealing. [1982

American X.

"I Q20 American X. Montgomery, 500 miles only, and
-LU cost £200; sacrifice for £98.—Dudley, Shear
Bank, Latchfovd Without, Warrington. [2027

AMERICAN X., 1920, Henderson sidecar, original

tyres, disc wheels ; trial by appointment ;
price

£150.—Box 6,667, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [2182

7-9h.p. American X., 1916, very fa^t and powerful.
Cox Atmos- carburetter, about 75 ra.p.g., Kush-

more searchlight, etc. ; open expert examination ; £80
—Owner, Stoneley, Curry Rivel, Somerset. [1539

Ariel.

DAN GUY Weymouth.—1921 S'Ah.p. Ariel combina,
tion; 135; Irom stock. [0688

ARIEL, SV'h.p., 1915, splendid condition, tax paid;
£45.— Withey, 64. Hengist Rd., Erith, Kent.

[1688
SHOP-SOILED Ariel 3i,!.,h.p. ; £90 for quick sale.—

Autovevors, Ltd., Service Depot, 4-12. Palmer St.,

S.W.I. [0468

2ih.p. Ariel, C.A.T., Druids, taxpaid, good running
2 order; nearest £16; stamp.

Q Wonderful Bargains^

Sea, Lines.
Chandler, Sutton-on-

[1919

1 Q20 3'Ah.p. Ariel, all accessories, tax paid, £82;
i-O also"l914 T.T. model, bargain £36.—Ross, 86,

High Kd., Lee. [1694

A ELEL SVih.p. Combination, 1920, all accessories,^ - " ' -'" £99/19)11^4.—Barney,
[S9694

j3L Easting, a.s new, tax paid;
Grafton, Bromsgrove.

P. J. EVANS
offers a limited number of 1921
Models only slightly Shop-Soiled at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

Spare Parts:

COMPLETE Sets of Gears for Bat motor cycle,
1919-20 models: delivery from stock, '""

Gear and Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Kings.

Beardmore.
SHOP-SOILED Beardmore-Preeision, spring frame,

3'/2h.p., unused; accept £65, list £85.—Light

The Motor
High Ed., Seven

[6250

Motors, I'lymouth.
Blackburne.

[1656

^ Ask For "Bargain List."

ABSOLUTE Bargain, 2>2h.p. Ariel, splen_did^^condi-

tion throughout " - - -licens2d; £22/10:-
Wandsworth Common, S.W.17.

Wandle
[2176

1 020 Ariel 6-7h.p., lamps, horn, speedometer, scarcely

A*/ used, a.s new, spares, tax; bargain, £128.—Colli-
BOn, Blacksmith, Chnrch St., Burnley. [1481

ARIEL.—.AH models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock. — West Central

Agency, Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I.
[0704

ARIEL Late 1920 3y,h.p. Combination, 3-speed, easy

starting, lamps, Inggage gnd, etc., excellent con-

dition, very reliable: £95.-16, Morley Ed., Lewisham.
[1833

ARIEL 1920 6-7h.p. Combination, speedometer,

horn, luggage grid, spare belt, done 2,000 miles,

excellent condition; £115.—Monro, Culverlea, Win-
chester.- [2218

1017 Ariel 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, splendid con-

it/ dition, speedometer, Binks, Tan-Sad, Easting,

1921 Motor cycles in Stock

BIIIIBIIinilllBIIII NEW illllBIIIIBIIIIHin
= SOLO MACHINES. =
rz 2j h.p. A.J.S., solo, 3-speed machine .... £95

4:lh.p. B.S.A. Model K2, solo 1107"
2j- h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £65— 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, chain-cum-= belt £115

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all chain drive £125

=: 3.'. h.p. JAMES, twin, solo £120
zz 3.'. h.p. ROVER. 3-spced, chain drive .... £115

3,1 h.p. NORTCN, 3-speed £115~
2I h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, kick-start

= 2ih.p. MASSEY ARRAN-BLACKBURNE 95 gns. =~
2'ih.p. EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, 2-sf., n

kick-start £98 S
=z 2j h.p. EDMUND-il.A.P., 2-speed £85 =z
= 2} h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed ... 66 gns. —~

2j h.p. CALTHORPE, sinRlc-speed 43 gns. ffi

2} h.p. TRIUMPH, 2 speed £70 =
2I h.p. JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed ; £67 10 ;^

lillHIIIIBIIII

wheel; £85.—Vicar, Bovnton
[1991

i*pare baw and back
Biidlingtou.

ARIEL and Sidecar, 6-71i.p., 1919, electric light-

ing, Klaxon horn, speedometer, new condition;

price £90 ; can be seen any time.—Apply, Staley,

.Craven House, Kingsway^ W.C.
^

- [1826

ABIEL (1920, October) 4b. p. eombination, Eastinff

speedometer, Lucas lamps, tax paid, done 1,700,

condition as new; cost £165, accept £100.-6, Uiider-

clifle Ed., Boscombe, Bournemouth. [2157

ARIEL Combination, 1914, SV^li-P-, with new Grado
gear and kick starter, engine recently over-

hauled, sidecar and chassis as new; owner buying
car- price £48.—Apply, 139, WoUftston Rd., Lowestoit.

[2084

ARIEL 1921 3V'h.p., 3-Bpeed solo model; list price

£100- usual makers' guarantee given; imper-

ceptibly soiled; bargain for cash at £85.—The Laytou
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Oxford.

[2298

I ATE 1919 SiAh-p. Ariel Motor Cycle, 3-speed,

J clutch, kick starter, with new Montgomery side-

car, iully equipped, perfect condition; trial by appoint-
ment; £Q0, or near offer.—Smith, Milsted, Sitting-

bourne, Kent. [1737

ARIEL.—This is the machine for reliability. We are
practical riders and gold medal winners with

this wonderfully efficient and reliable motor cycle.

We can give you immediate delivery from stock. All
spares in stock; trade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Mus-
well Hill, and at AVoodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

Bat.

BAT 6-8h.p., 1920, and Millford sidecar, ran 3,000
miles: £125.—Denholm, AYoodlyn Stepps, Lanark-

[X9632

„ model, fully
£105.—Parker's,

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate Wan-
[S9647

BAT, late 1920. 6h.p. twin sportin;
equipped, absolutely as new "

Bradshawgate,
Chester.

=:

?!
Si—
=

£80 17 =:

8 h.p Royal Enfield Comb., £160.

IIIIHIIIIHIinillllNEWillllBllllHIIIHIIII
= COMBINATIONS.
= 7 Jr.p. A.J.S. Combination £195= 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £160

7 h.p. JAMES Combination ,. £175— 7-9h.p. INDIAN Combination £198= 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination . . £168 I

5-6h.p. ROVER Combination £167 10 B
4 h.p. NORTON with deluxe Sidecar .. . £159 ""

= 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination £175

4j h.p. JAMES Combination £155
,1 h.p. B.S.A., Model K2, with No. 3= .Sidecar £149 =
3 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination, M-L B|

_ Maglita £110 5 ^
illlWIIHIIIIBIinBIIIIBIimiMIIIIBIilll

THE
BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
FOR MOTORISTS,

81-91, John Bright Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
'Phone : Mid. 2910. *Grams : Lytcar, Binniugham.

"I Cfc20'3V.h.p. Blackburne, with accessories, tax paid;
-JLO' £82.—Boss, 86, High Rd., Lee. U633

BLACKBURNE, 8h.p., slightly used; £110; excel-

lent machine.—Box 6,558, c/o The Motor Cycle.

U797
BLACKBURNE 1921 4h.p., just uncrated, brand

new, list price £127/10; accept £110; fulls

guaranteed.—Below.

BLACKBURNE 1921 8h.p., brand new, list prict

£150; accept £125; deferred payments.—Goad
122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [145f

1 019 Blackburne, 4h.p., 3-speed, splendid condition

X*' licensed; groat bargiiin, 60 gns.—Julian 'c^, M
P,ro:id St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [174

BLACKBURNE 4h.p., speedometer, horn, laiups

bargain, nearest £90: unused this year; no re^if

tration.— Beattie, 36, Hamilton JJrive, Shettlestou. [150

"I Q21 4h.p. Blackburne, speedometer, lamps, hem
-JL tF liL-ence and lusuranre, demonstration maohim
low mileage; £110.-West Sussex Motor Co., 58, Porl

land Rd., Woithing. [157

BLACKBURNE 1920 8h.p. Combination, Indian d

Lnxe sidecar, only done 1,850, the lot in perle.

condition, fully eqnipiwd, insured; accept £170, c

near for quick sale ;
private owner ; any trial.—Seet

Carr Bros. Garage, Purley. [18£

Bradbury
4h.p. Bradbury and Sidecar, Sturmey-Archer ge:i

nearly new tyres, tax paid; £28.-2, Boyne Kc

Lewisham. [I7f

BR.\DBURY 4h.p. Ooachbuilt Combination, ti

paid, fully equipped; £45. — Speechley, 8

Churchfleld Rd., Acton, W.3. [211

I Q14 Bradbury 4'4h.p., newly enamelled, rebusht

J-tJ and new rings, lamps, horn ; £40. or near offt

—Howard, Ryecroft, Lindfleld, Sussex. [15'

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, coachbuilt sic

car, 2-sp2ed, free engine, ride away; bargai

£32.-8, Stevondale Rd., Drayton Park, N.5. [23:

GENUINE Bargain.—1913 4i4h.p. Bradbury com
built combination, 2-speed N.S.U., Bosch, Kpli

did runninB order; first £32 secnres.-Clark, Sherwo

Terrace, Irchester, Northants. near Welhngboro . [16

BRADBURY Combination, coachbnilt. Easting wi

icreen, 3-speed countershaft, kick starter. Ion

and accessories: great bare-.iin, £47.-10, Butterwort

Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Stre

ham 2813. ' L^'

Spare Parts:

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs Agents.-Brig

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Oamberwell. [10

Brough Superior.

1 ff)l21 Broueh Superior and Swan sporting sidecar, &i

Lif overhead valve J.A.P., fastest machme on roi

absolutely as new; £190.-Rae, Anniokvale, Salteoj
[lill

BRAND New 8h.p. Brough Sirperior, 1922 modr
just delivered, unridden unregistered, compleili

equipped as makers' specification, at £175: must if
cash immediately, and will sell at a saonflce.-BoxJ

c/o rfte Motor Cycle. li.9.|

Brown.

(J3h.p. Brown-Prjcision ; £18.-R. Blackwell,
South Tottenham. [2rlGladesmore Rd,

B.S.A

.S.A.—All models always in stock; delivered i

ere.

Write for replj

Jl> where.

TJ.S.A. Replacements by letnm.
nrent catalogue.

B.S.A. Specialists 1 County Cycle and Motor
Broad St. Birmingham.

'

B.S.A., splendid condition

;

' Lee, S.B.

[31

£b:|-IQie 4"4h.p,XH Ross, 86, High Ed,

£37/10.—3'Ah.p. B.S.A. combination, 2-speed, cftlj

trial.—24, O:tford Ed., Upper Norwood. [If

NEW 1921 B.S.A. Combinations in stock: list pl
-Bounds' Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn, [ll

£70.—B.S.A. 1915 combination, 4r<4h.p., H.S., <|

overhauled and re-enamelled as new.—Moon, Foi|

Bar 1-J
1 021 B.S.A., 4'/4h.p., all-chain drive; *110.—Mol
LU and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., LonJ
N.W.3. tr

BOLTON.—All B.S.A. models in stock. Large i

B.S.A. parts.—Grosvenor Garage, Bradfoidi

Bolton. [^1

1021 'June) B.S.A. Combination, Basting's, .k

I

XJJ tools; £115, close offer.— 81, Dundee Ed., 'S|

I
Norwood.

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issiie.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

rpHE Effra Motor Works.

"TVOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

IF In Doubt, ring up fte Effra CPhone : Briston
2847).

"TXOCTGI.AS Machines are our epeciality.

£65.—4Ii.p, Douglas solo machines, new 1920 Amac
carburetter, cables and ccmtrols, new Thomson-

Gencett mag., new footboards or lootrests. brand new
Wood-Milne tyres and tubes, wheels rebuilt, fitted
with clutch, kick start, and 3-speed gear box, the
whole stove-enamelled, tank in makers' colours, and
-niscellaneous parts replated, mostly 1917-18. Sent
m approval against cash.

£78.—The above 4h.p. Douglas machine, with
Douglas sidecar, the body finished as new. com

pletely upholstered and repainted.

£45.—2';+h.p. Douglases, 1915-16, restoyed and le-
X)lated, tank makers' "colours, new mag,, carbu-

etter. guards, chain, pulley, etc., 2-speed gear bos, and
nisceilaneons other new parts, which add consider-
bly to tha value of the machine, brand new Wood-
'lilne tyres and tool bags, new tubes. So confident
.re we in these machines that we agree to send
ame on appToral against cash; carriage extra.

VfAKE a note of our new address : 59 and 61, High
TA St., Clapham, S.W.4.

VTOTE.—All goods sent on approval against cash.

"CHEQUES and Money Orders should be made pay-J able to the Effra Motor Works, 59 and 61, High
t., Clap'iam, S.W. "Phone: Brixton 2847. [2337

r^OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.

921 Models in Stock: 4h.p. combination, £170;
4h.p. solo. £130; 23^h.p. clutch model, £105;

^ih.p. 2-speed model. £85; shop-soiled bargains; ex-
nded payments if 'desired; spare parts stocked; re-
iirs.—Douglas Specialists, Vivian Hardie and Lane,
td.. 23 and 24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), New
ond St., London, W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair 6559. [0375

JEBBEET EORINSON.
A Cambridge.—Below.

Ltd., 32-35. Green 5t.,

DOUGLAS 1921 New 234L.p., 2-6j>e©d, JDcludin* P.^ and H. lamps, horn, and licence holder: iUb; id
ock

:
exchanges ; extended payments.—Herbert

obinson, Ltd.. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. T.A.

:

icycles. Tel. : 995.

DOUGLAS 1921 New 23ih.p., 3-sreed, clutch and
^ kick starter, including P. and H. Inmp:^, horn,
id licence holder; £105; in stock; exchanges; ex-
nded payments.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35,
een St., Cambridge. T.A. : Biycles. Tel. : 995.

JOTJGLAS 1921 New 4h.p. Solo, £125: or comblna-
^ tion, including P. and H. lamps, horn, licence
Ider and sidecar, wind screen. £160; exchanges;
tended payments.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35,
een St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 995.

iOUGLAS 3^^2h.p. Sports Model, in stock, full illus-
' trated and descriptive pamphlets free, delivery
mediately. £135.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35,
•-en St.. Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

[1329
919 2V,h.p. Douglas, perfect; £45.-24, Balliol Rd.,

North Kent^ington. [1978
lOUGLAS 4h.p.. 1917, 3-speed, E.S., hand clutch;
* £47.-92, Elyth Rd., Leyton. [1547

121 Douglas 23.4h.p., unused, and all on; £75.-19,
y Fleet Hd., Hampstead, N.W.3. . [1866

tOUGLAS 23/4h.p., 1911, pillion, good order; £15,
Itnrgoin.—44, Victoria Ed., Barking, Essex. [1627

jOtTGLAS 4h.p. Comlnnation, lamps, horn, etc.

;

£50.— Mylara, 197, Loudon Ed., Croydon. [2126

IPOETS Model 3V2h.p. Douglas, new, immediate de-
livery; £135.—Moffat. Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [5043

if|21 4h.p. Douglas Combination, all on ; £140, orV near offer.-Henry, 146, High St., Rochester.
[2189

30.-1914 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, perfect condi-
tion, licensed.—King, Egroye Farm, Oxford.

[S9740
OUGLAS 2^01. p., 1919, speedometer, electric Inmpe;
and horn; £60.—St. Olaves, Mulgrave Rd.. Sutton

[2066
OUGLAS 1950 Combination. new condition,
eauipijed; £98 —Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7*.

[2296
38.—1916 Douglas 2^4h.p., lamps, accessories, Tan-
Sad.—Tuck, 69, Boundary Rd., East Ham, E.6

[1482
),0t7GLAS 1916 2^!4h.p., makers' colours, as new.
fully eauipped; £55.-59, Tankerville Rd., Streat-

1. [1994
OUGLAS. 2^ih.p., 1916, 2-speed, all on, foot-
boards, Tan-Sad; 38 gns.—26, Torrington Park,

2. [2113
OUGLAS 23;h.p., 2-speedi 1914-15, splendid con-
dition; £45; take 2 anywhere.—28, Bourne Rd

ley. [2238

OUGLAS, uncrnted 1919, 2'ih.p., lamps, acoee-
sories. licence, new condition; £50.-63, Solon
Briston. [9165

SHOP-SOILED ONLY.
LIST PRICE.

£i6o

£182

£140

OUR PRICE.

ARIEL Combina-
tion, 6-7 h.p., all-

chain drive .

.

/l72 T'k B.S.A. Combina-
"^ ' -^ tion, 4i h.p., all-

chain drive, Lucas _ - —j,
Magdyno Lighting XrluO

ENFIELD 8 h.p.

Standard Combina- ^^ _-,
tion abl 00
ENFIELD 8 h p.

Combination, Lucas _ - __
Magdyno Lighting SlOO
LEVIS 2i h.p.

2-stroke, 2-speed

.

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. £^59
Sports Combination

MATCHLESS 8 h.p.

Standard Combina- «.*«*»
tion £1dO

/IQI 10 MATCHLESS 8 h.p.
^ -^ Family Combina-

tion

NEW IMPERIAL 2j
h.p., 2-sp., clutch
and kick-starter .

.

TRIUMPH 4 h.p..

£62

i 5 Tj-pe H
/I27 ID "NVICTA 3^ h p ,

^ ' 3-speed, kick-st.,

and Millford Side-

car, screen

£165

£72

£105

£105

SECOND-HAND.
GUARANTEED.

B.A.T. 191:0 S h.p. Combination. 3-specd,

clutch and kick-starter, spare rim and
tyre, lamps, horn, speedometer, mirror,
screen, and pillion seat. Tax paid ... £125

DOUGLAS W.D. 4 h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
clutch and kick-starter, as new £98

DOUGLAS, 1920. 2^ h.p., 3-speed. clutch,

kick-starter, and accessories. Tax paid^

ENFIELD, i9i7,3h.p., 2-speed, clutch and
kick-starter, lamps, horn. Tax paid .

.

ENFIELD, 1921, 2} h.p., 2-slroke. 2-speed,
Lucas lamps, horn, tax paid, as new .

.

MATCHLESS 1920 8 h.p. Combination,
3-speed, clutch and kick-starter, lamps,
horn, speedometer, hood, screen. Tax
paid £135

NORTON, 1916, 3>Iip-. Model B.S, Philipsoa
pulley. Tax paid £65

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4 h.p., 3-speeds, clutch and
kick-starter, all chain. Tax paid £95

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4 h.p.. Model H, 3-spced,
clutch and kick-starter, lamps, horn,

speedometer, windscreen. Tax paid . . £110

£80

£55

£57

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
Quarter down, and twelve monthly

instalments.

Eastern Garage Go.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C, A.C.U.,

A.A., and M.U.),

418, Romfcrd Rd., Forest Gate, E.7

Telephone : 490 East Ham.
Telegrams: " Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q20 2^4h.p. 3-3peed DougI,^e and accessories, tax
J-*' paid, in Rood condition; £72.~l^ounds. 233, High
Ed., Kilbum. [1750

F.O.C.H, have several Douglas combinations, cheap.
—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead

Tnbe Station).

DOUGLAS,
enuinned:

[9670

„„ new, registered May 21st, fully

equipped; JE55, or offer.—47, Brigbtwell Crescent,

Tooting, S.W.17. [183S

4h.p. Douglas Combination, as new, lamps, horn. East-
ing, licensed, insured; £115.—Norwood, 35, Western

Ay.. Ashford, Kent. U549
"|021 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, etc..
-1-tF fully equipped; bargain, £115.-33, Hackford
Ed., Brixton, S.W. [2320

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, 1921, fully equipped,
and liceiised, as new; £60.—Ratcliife Bros., 200,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [X9771

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, hood, screen, and
l-*y fittings complete; trial given; £35, or near offer.

—Earn Bros., Leatherhead. [1596

"I Q16 Douglas, 2-r4h.p., 3-speed, re-enamelled and
i-*/ overhauled, guaranteed 47 m.p.h., complete.—
Carruthers, Halstead, Essex. [1693

FOE Sale, 4h.p. 1918 Douglas combination. Easting
wind screen, Tan-Sad seat, lamps, etc.—Chandler,

Harapden Park, Eastbourne. [1661

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p., 2-speed, new 1918, good condi-

tion, all on; £45, or offer; London, S.W.—Box
6,297, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9245

DOUGLAS Combination, 1916, condition guaranteed,
any trial and examination; 58 gns.—IIL, Kramer

Mews, West Brompton, London. [1793

1019 (Sept.) 2iaTi.p. 2-speed Fully-equipped Doughis,
-Li/ splendid condition; any trial; £50, or offer.—137,
Hortington Ed., South Lambeth. (2317

"I Q19 Douglas 2?«'h.p., 2-spced. engine 40007. all

Xt. lamps, 6pee<lometer, condition equal new; £48^
37, Canterbury Ed., Dalston, N.l. [2312

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, dynamo light-

ing, speedometer, condition and appearance good;
£125.—Sharp, Oaken, Wolverhampton. [1913

£36.—234h.p. Douglas. 2-speed, lamps, horn, splendid

condition throughout, licensed; offers after 6.—
27, Wandle Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.17. [2173

DOUGLAS, 1917, 2%h.p., enamel, plating, end
mechanism splendid condition, equipped; 40 gns.

—30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [1969

DOUGLAS 1921 Combination, all on, small mileage,

as new; £135; owner bought car.—31, St. Catlui-

rine's Terrace, Southbourne, Bournemouth. [1581

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 2-speed. complete lamps, horn,

and tools, tax paid, good condition; £32/10.—
Cope, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [2142

DOUGLAS 2%li.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, good con-
dition, licensed; real bargain, £32/10.—Armstrong,

17, Goldliawk Ed., Shepherd's Bush, London. [1614

1 O20 Douglas 2^^ih.p., 3 speeds, hand clutch, kick
Xt/ start, aht^olutely unscratched, ns new: £68; even-

ings.—278, Crystal Palace Ed., East Dulwich. ' 12314

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination. 1920, excellent con-

dition; £100.—Newnham _RIotor Co., 223_, Ham-
mersmith JRd W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. (9966

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%h.p., 2-5peed, lamps, etc., tax

paid perfect condition; £38,—Smith's, 86, Chalk
Farm Ed., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0716

1 tf>19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Saxe blue, 3 lamps,

iy 3-si*ed; <4utfh, starter, recently overhauled: £89.

—Douglas, Catteshall Grange, Farncombe, Surrey. [9412

DOUGLAS, 4h.p.. just been renovated and over-

hauled, 3 speeds, clutch, kick start. £52/10;
sidecar, £10 extra.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.

2iJh p Douglas, 2-speed, 1919, new 1920, perfect.

4 last and sporty, all on, spares; exchange

Triumph or sell £60.—Shearme, Bank, Ampthill.

(D) [21''^

4h p. Douglas Combination, guaranteed perfect, fully

equipped, beautiful running and condition;

£69/10; exchange lightweight.—73, Windermere Ed.,

NorLhfields. [^203

1 Q20 (Au".) Douglas Combination,, wind screen,

At/ perfect condition, guaranteed, ins^ured ^March
next; £110.
Bournemouth.

IB, Castlemain Av., Southbourne,
(2010

OSh.p. Douglas, T.T., Model V, 50 m.p.h., alu-

/V4 minium chain case, long exhaust, re-enamelled

and plated, nearly new tyres; snip, £45.-42, South-

sea Av., Watford. [1890

DOUGLAS Sidecar Outfit, fitted with low gear, go

anywhere, light combination; 2%h.p., flrst-class

condition, good tyres; real bargain, £45.—Box 6,583,

c/o Tlie Motor Cilde. [2346

£15/15.-1914 Douglas 2-'!4h.p., in nearly new con-

dition, tax naid, lamps, horn, etc.. absolutely

complete, minus eneine only; £15/15.—Dawson, 34,

Ampthill Rd., Bedford. [1929

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares ; try me. I may be useful

to vou —The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196.

Cheltenham Rd.. Bristol. [0016

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. B25

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p„ epecially built, handsome
appearance, engine excellent, discs, copper ex-

haust, spares, all accessories, tax paid; what offers?

—30, Spenser Ed., S.E.24. [1935

Id 21 (May) 2';ih.p. Douglas, speedometer, alu-

J-«/ minium disc, loug plated exhaust, lamps, tools,

tax paid, as new; £78.-6, Dove Mews, Old Bromuton
Rd., London. Kens. 3932. [1893

"I.Q15 2?4h.p. Douglas, Tecently o-verhauled, peitect,

-i-v new belt, new heavy Duniop, Tan-Sad, fully

equipped, long exhaust: £47, or near ofEer.—Preestone,

Barkway Ed., Eoyston, Herts. [1513

DOUGLAS, 2%h,p., 1921 models, new but shop
soiled, £80; also clutch models, £97/10 for

cash, or easy terms; trade supplied.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Meet St., London. [1851

4h.p. Douglas Combination 1920, bought new 1921,
hood, screen, Tan-Sad, done less than 1,000. fully

insured, quite as new; £125; want Morgan.—Johnson,
The Neuk, Freeman Ed., Leicester. [2008

DpUGLAS Late 1920 4h.p. Combination, Cameo
screen, lamps, tax paid, machine perfect and as

new; £87/10; any trial. ^Phone: Waltham Cross 299.

—Bi*3, 44, Sun St., Waltham Abbey. [2152

DOUGLAS 1916 2?4h.p., 2-speed, P. and H. light-

ing, aluminium discs, long copper exhaust, new
tyres, machine as new; £37.-1, Albert Cottages,

Marlborough Ed., Old Kent Ed., S.E.I. [2237

-|Q18 2%h.p, 2-speed Douglas, engine thoroughly
-LJ/ overhauled, re-stove-enamelled makers' colours,

new tyres and tubes, many new parts fitted; £36.—
Pride, 156, Stockwell Ed., Brixton, S.W.9. [2170

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918 and 1919, rebuilt

with new parts, new sidecars, lamps, horn, tool

kit; from £70.-13, Somers Mews. Hyde Park, W.
Tel. : Padd. 899 (close Paddington Station). [1927

1 018 Douglas Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p., 3
-LI/ speeds, kick, lamps, licensed, gift; 68 gns.; ex-

chant^es; also easy terms.—^Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town-Station). [2285

4h.p. Douglas Combinations, renovated at Douglas
Worts, Bristol, good as new, all guaranteed, new

sidecars, £110; 2%h.p. £60; easy teiins arranged.—
Parkes, Douglas Specialist, Charles St., Newport, Mon.

~li\fi GNS.—Douglas combination, practically new±UU and unsoiled . (No. 11529). Cowey trip,

lamps, screen; ride 50 miles to purchaser; solo in

nart considered.—22, Buller Ed., Thornton Heath.
[2080

1 Q 19-20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, coachwork un-
-L%/ scratched, Saxe blue, Lucas -accessories, electric

and acetylene lighting, licensed, exceedingly smart
outfit; 75 gns.—Fersfield, Westbnry Ed., New Maiden.

[1902

3ih.p. Sports Douglas, the property of an officer,

2 complete with speedometer, watch, horn, tools,

spares, extra inner tube, etc., tax paid, mileage under
100- owner posted to Egypt; £135.—Loke House. West
Ed., Cambridge. [X9692

4h.p. Doughis Combination, 1919. 3-speea, clutch,

starter, lamps, recently overhauled; free trial by

appointment; £82/10, a bargain, for quick sale.—

Apply, H. O. Cuss, The Burrell, West Grinstead, near

Horsham, Sussex. [1590

1 O20 (Nov.) Douglas Combination, er^rcely used, ab-

J-U eolutely new, 1 eautifally kept, blue sidecar and
cover, pleitsure to drive, Klaxon, lamp^, spare tyre, tax

paid; £120, no offer; garaged West End.—Wapping
Eectory, London, E. [1869

TO 19 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition,

J-*J engine perfect, lamps, horn, complete tool kit,

Tan-Sad and foot rests, spare belt and cTiain, tax

paid- £55 no offers.—Sheel, Westella, Osborne Ed.,

S. Farnboro', Hant:,. [2111

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Douglas motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0647

Spare Partft

:

ion Douglas Spares, repairs, 1910, etc.—F. W.
-Lt/ Allsopps, 35, Clifford St;, Manchester, S.E.

[2179
DOUGLAS Spares.—Order from the firm on the spot.

Any part sent per return post, carriage paid.

—

G. H. Tucker, Eedcliffe Hill, Bristol. 'Phone : 4042.
(2290

UNUSED 2%h.p. Douglas Spares.—Pistons, 7/6;
rings, 1/-; valves, 1/6; tappet guides, 1/6; gud-

geon bushes. 1/6; postage extra.—Corner. 3, St. Mar-
tin's Pd-. Preston. [X5687

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Spares, all new.—Connecting
rods complete, 18/-; front cylinders, 30/-;

pistons complete, 12/6; piston rings, 1/-; gudgeons,
1/3; valve guides, 1/6; tappet guides, 1/6; valves
complete, 3/-.—Dowell (below).

DOUGLAS 2%h.p.—Pistons, with new rings and
gudgeon, 6/-; crankshafts, 25/-; new timing

studs, 1/-: cam wheel stud, 3/-.—Dowell (below).

DOUGLAS Amac Carburetters, complete with con-
trols, 25/.; new C.A.V. magneto for 2%h.p.,

35/-; 1920 Amac for 4h.p., complete, 35/-; 2%h.r.
front forks complete, 50/-; semi-T.T. bars for 2%h,p..
7/6; approval; carriage extra.—Dowell, Pyrford,
Surrey. [1732

SSJI
8:'-s<isa«iis«g-'

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for A.j.S.

and British Excelsior Motor Cycles-

£4 10

The LOW Motor Cycle Lamp Set.
A3 illustrateLl a ove, the LOW Motor Cycle Lamp Set is the
most pefect DO (rouble acetvleue lamp set on Uie market to-
f ay. Itccmp:ises 6iD. h^adlarap, faraons Low generator, and
allmetalcoiineciious. Rubber tiiT,»ing beini: entirely eliminated.

Facki g and carriage 2/- extra.

LOW
GENERATORS.
Motor cycle size,

£1 19 O
Light Car size,

£4 l6 9
Carriage 1/6. Full
particulars sent free.

CAMEO
Windscreens.
Complete with Side
Valance, 60 /- ; or
without Valance

B5/- Carriage 2/-

EASTING
WINDSCREENS

£4- 10 O
Carriage and Pack-

ing 4/- extra.

We have just made another huge purchase of excellent

quality Motor Goggles which we are offering at the
phenomenal price of 2/6, postage 4d. extra. The
usual price oi these Goggles is 7/6.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

^rotor Cycles »vd Car^.

S2-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Ace. fl-oriep, .-> :ire Pa is ;\nrt H-t^pairB.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.G.1
Wholesale

—

38. ALFRED PL^CE, W.Cl
GaraRe : Tottenliam Court Road, W,l

Telephones ; Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240.
Motor Cycles and Cars. Kensington 7260.

Telegrams ..." Dyuametto, "Westcent, London,"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dunelt.

QUICK Sale.—1921 4M.h.p. Dunelt, gold medal
^o* winner, 3-speed, electrical equipment, Bonnik-
sen siieedometer, horn, sidecar machine; £112; cost
£123 June.—16, Calthorpe Rd., Banhury. [2X19

Edmund.
1 Q 2 1 294h.p. Edmund, spring Irame, shop-soiled

;

J-t? £90.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. 11697

Enfleld.

. , <t11 on;
Heaton Rd., Mitoham.

"1 Ql? "Enfield 3h.p., ,t11 on; £A0, or exchange.—17,
-Lt/ Heaton Rd.. ATitchjim. [2072

TjiNFIELD Sli.p. Twin, 1914, all on; cheap, £32.-
J~i 44, Junction Rd., Highgate. [2161

SHEFFIELD Agent lor Eoyal Enfields, all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573

NEW 1921 Enfield Combination in stock; £160.—
Bounds' Garige, 223, Higa Rd., Kilburn. [1748

IJ^NFIELD Combination, 1915, lamps, wind screen,
-i licence, good condition;. £80.—Stevens, 59, Wote

St., Basingetoke. [2043

~| Q21 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, only soiled, all
JL*/ accessories; £50. — 17, St. Charles Sq., N.
Kensington, W.IO. [1007

ENFIELD Combination, 1920, 6h.p., Lflcas Magdyoo,
splendid condition, fully equipped.—Stevenson,

Belle Walk, Moseley. [X9529

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, 6h.p., lamps, horn,
licensed, splendid condition ; £60, or near offer.—

Crow Bros., Guildford. [2335

1 017 6h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, wind screen,
JLt/ lamps. Klaxon, etc.; £77/10; bargain.-436,
Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [192A-

1 Q21 2i4h.p. Royal Enfield, complete lamps, horn, aU
JL«/ tools, licence paid, not ridden 100 miles,

lutely as new; £65.—Longland, Crowland, [175e

ENFIELD 1921 Lightweight, 2-speed, brand new, bm
shghtiy soiled; £55.—The Layton Garages, 30

Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Oxford. [230C

IINFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1913 (Dec), Luca'
i dynamo lighting. Easting, speedometer, Tan-Sad

spares; £120.-254, Fore St., Edmonton., N.18. [210<

ROYAL ENFIELD 8h.p. Combtootion, lamps, bora

tools, Cameo wind screen ; £70, or near,—Hilliei
1, Thorne Mews, Cambridge Gardens, North Kensington

[198;

8h.p. Enfield Combination, 1921, shop-soiled onlj

reduced to £155: also dynamo model, £177; cas]

OE easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St

London, [185

ENFIELD 1913 6h.p. Combination, fully equippe<

tax paid, good condition throughout ; £60.- !

Parker's, Biiidshaw^ate, Bolton; also 245, DennsKat-
Manchester. [X966

LATE 1920 Enfi.eld Combination, as new, Magdyn<
splendid equipment; sacrifice £130.—James c,

Bradmor6, 482, Harrow Rd., Paddington. Tel. : Wi
lesden 1744. [21£

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, brand new, slight

shop-soiled; sacrifice, £145.—Elce, Ltd.. 15-1

Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

ATenue 5548. [OOt

ENFIELD 3-h.p. Twin, 1915, been thoroughly ove '

hauled, lamp, and horn, tax paid; £45.—Euttf 1

v.orths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton HilL 'Phont '

Streatham 2813. [91'

ENFIELD Lightweight, 1921 Canoelet sidecar, T.

bars, new Duulops, lamps, horn, etc., in real

fine condition; any trial; 60 gns.—26, Thornfield Et

Shepherd's Bush. [16:

ENFIELD 1917 6h.p., Family sidecar, hood, scree
^

speedometer, lamps, and spares, in splendid cc

dition; trial; £110, or near.—244, Mount Pleasa

Rd., Tottenham, N.17. [18

LATE Enfield Combination, oversize tyres, engine
splendid condition, hood, wind screen, spee(

meter, pillion, fully insured, must sell; evenings;

gns.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. , [22

ENFIELD 1921 Bh.p. Colonial Model Combinati.
slightly showroom soiled; list price £160, . siiet

cash price £137/10.—The Layton Garages. 30, Holy^

St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Oxford. [23

1 Q^l 8h.p. Enfield Combination, electric, spec

J- «/ large pillion. Easting, speedometer, ho

licensed, driven 1,000, excellent condition; £1'

seen appointment.—Walsh. 24, Bingham Rd., Croyd 1

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination (Oct., 1918), 8li

electric lamps, speedometer, -etc., tax pa

mileage- 7,800, carefully used, condition as new; £

—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Fa

Tube Station. 10'

ENFIELD 1915 3h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, clutch,
chain drive, mechanical lubrication, Jarg

Brooks, very good tyres, good condition throughc
smart and "fast; £30, bargain.—R. Watson, Vict^

Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [1

SPLENDID 1920 Enfield Combination, Magd >

lighting set, Apollo eTectric horn, Lucas tg
horn, speedometer, Easting wind screen, Tan-if

. knee grips, tax paid, insurance ; bargain, £ 125

J

I

near.—'Phone : Wanstead 4&.—374, Grove Green A
Leytonstone, E.ll. -Ell

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES
James.

2-speed

FOR SALE.

all accessories,

St. Charles Sq.. N.
[1008

10171/2 James
J-«7 countershaft.

1Q21 James 2-stroke,
-1-t' scarcely soiled; £50.-17,
Kensington, W.IO.

F.O.O.H. have several James solos and combinations,
cheap.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-

Btead Tiihe Station). [9671

JAME.S 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, splendid condition,
700 miles, all on, tax paid; what offers?—6,

Dyers Hall Rd., Leytonstone. [1952

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination de Luxe, late 1919. good
condition, extra good engine, equipped ; 85 gns.—

Dny, H. B. Sale, Ltd., Summer Lane, Birmingham.
[1487

6h.p. James 1920 Combination, legshields, speedo-
meter, luggage grid, excellent condition; consider

exchange T.B. ; £125. — L. B., 12, Sylvia. Gardens,
Wembley Hill. [1814
TAMES 6h.p., late 1919 De Luxe, Binks, Easting,V Lucas lamps and horn, D.A. cylinder, perfect con-
dition ; bargain, £130: seen aft-or 6 o'clock, or appoint-
ment.—Wbisson, Glenhurst, Linden Gardens, Lenther-
'jead. [1546

414b.p. Combination, standard,
, enclosed chains, Lucas lighting,

horn, trip speedometer, mirror, tools, splendid condi-
tion throughout; £85.-43. Bolton Gardens, Ted-
dington. . [1904

JAMES 1920 Sh.p. Twin de Luxe Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, Klaxon and bulb horns, Watford speed-

ometer, mileage 3.700, perfect, any time by appoint-
ment; £120, or offer; exchange solo.—Emms, 66, Cam-
bridge St., Victoria, S.W. . [2058

|~|Q19 James de Luxe 5-6h.p. Combination, excellent
--«/ condition, speedometer, n-ind screen, pillion, lug-
gage grid, 2 iead lights; hand and foot clutch, special
Ferodo brake, new tyres, tools, etc., tax paid; £132.—
Winney, 39, Chatham Ed., Wandsworth Common.
6.W.11. [1714

J.E.S.
l"|ih.p. J.E.S. Motorcyclette, 3-speed genuine B.S.A..
|X2 spring forks, very fine climber, licence paid, guar-
.anteed condition; £20.-9, Arcade, Exeter. [2133

TiWO 1921 J.E.S. Motor Cydettes, both thoroughly
•*- overhauled and in excellent condition, makers' full
;uar,'intee given with each machine; one £33/10. and
me £31/10; first cheque secures tliese bargains.—Box
j.515, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1598

Juno.
. perfect order, new carburetter,

horn, piston, etc., tvre, belt; £33, or
Her.—54, Fentiman Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W. 8. [1903

Kingsbury.
rriNGSBURY 1921 2^ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed. chain
IV drive, new; £47/10.-365, King St., Hammer-
smith. [2200

-I Q21 2'^h.p. Kingsbury 2-stroke, 2-speed, chain
l-Y drive, unridden; cost £65; accept £45, or near.
'-Llinsbury, 4, Hillside Terrace, West End Lane.
Jarnet. [1920

lightweight.

JUNO-VILLIERS,
'J handles.

£24/10.—192| Kingsbury brand new _
cost £75 all-chain drive, only wants assembling,

11 complete, only minus carburetter and few small
arts; £24/ 10.—Dawson, 34, AmpthiU Rd., Bedford.

[1928
Lea-Francis.

' EA-FRANCIS SV-h-p., mileage 4.600; offer ex-
-^ change Douglas,—21, Fordel St., Catford. [1963
" EA-FRANCI3 Combination, 3V2I1.P. twin, 2-speeu,
-i kick start, perfect; £50.-5, Farm Av., Streathnm,
AV.16. [1498

Levis.
"\AN GUY, Weymouth.—Levis 1921 models in stock;
-^ £60. [0554
' EVIS 2i4h.p., excellent condition; no reasonable
^ offer refused.— 7, Park Rd., S.E.21. [1625
EVIS 2^ih.p., 2-Eipeed, Lucas lamp6, fast, reliable,

guaranteed perfect; £50.-26, Howiird Rd., Brom-
/, Kent. [18'42

EVIS, excellent condition, Bosch, fully equipped,
i licfeiice and insurance; £25.-103. St. Albans Av.,
idford Park, Chiswick. [1840

H.h.p. Levis Populnr Model, just been thoroughlv
1*4 overhauled and new tyre fitted, l.nmp. horn, and
•ence paid; £40.—Rugeley Garage, Rugeley. [9394

,i.Q16 Levis, all accessories^ gcod tyres, in good
'-w -working order, tax paid; £23. — Bathurst,
iwrence's Buildings, Stoke Newington, N.16. Tel
alston 2837. [2136
EVIS, 2M;h.p., 2-speed, enamelled and plated re-

^
,
cently, with new Dunlop and head lamp, tax.
in perfect condition; accept nearest offer £35.—

>icer, 20, Howland St., Tottenham Court Rd.. W.l.

10 Levis Riders.—Fit your Levis with a gear for
winter riding. Roc super 2-speed gears have

ecial attachments for Levis and other lightweights;
price £6/1^5; immediate delivery.—A. W. Wall

d., Tyseley, Birmingham.

L.MX.
Combination,

, pped, perfect:
omwell Rd., Peterborough.

|Q19 L.M.C.
'v fully equipped,

4V4h.p.,
bargain,

[X9707

3-speed S.A.,
£70. ~ 153.

[1689

OUR -
i

In order to increase our post-sale business, mm
we are prepared to refund tlie remittance on
every lOOth order, and s^nd the goods, carriage Ull]

paid, no matter the amount. We Iteep separate
boolc for post-sales, therefore tiiis offer does not nrn

apply to counter customers. ]jjM

TYRES!
! GREAT- a

I REDUCTIONS:
END OF SEASON Z

Z SPECIAL CLEARANCE: SALE

MOTOR CYCLES
Marloe.

FOR SALE.

Ulll

6I1.P.

MARLOE, 1921, 2%h.p. Blackburne, 2-3peed,
clutch, kick start, brand new, list 98 gns.; accept.

£68/10, or £14 down, 12 monthly payments of £5
each.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead
1353. [1457

Martin.
SPORTI.\'G 4h.p. T.T. Martin-Jap, o.h.v., good con-

dition; £44.—J. J. Smith. Barton-under-^eedwood.
Staffs. "[X9706

Mnrtinsyde.
Martinsyde Combination; £145.—Morriss
Ltd., 139, Finchley Rd., London, W.VV.3.

[1789

1 Q21 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, £155, or with
J-tf hood, screen, Lucns Lnnips, Klaxon, etc., com-
plete, £170.-2, Moreton Terrace Mews, S.W.l. [2037

1 Q21 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, run under
-*-tf 1,000 miles, complete accessories, including
Easting wind screen and Tan-Sad pillion seat, fully
insured, ta.\ paid; £130.—Bower House, Ightham.
Kent. [2140-

6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, £145 ; 3V2h.p. Mar-
tinsyde sports model, ^6120; free insurance; ex-

1021
J-*^ and Co.,

changes
Wilson Mfg.
Hop 210.

deferred
Co., 177,

payments ; all spares.—Clifford
Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

[8146
Matador.

BERT HOTTLDING'S Racing Mntador, a47c.c., o.hly
all-chain drive, exceptionally fast lightweight, and

winner of every open 250 event entered, guaranteed 65
m.p.h. ; a machine to make a name on; 90 gns.—43.
Balfour Rd., Preston. [X9667

Size.

26x2

26x2i

26x21

26x2i

28x2J
28x3"

) 700 X 80

Make.

Wood-Milne Special
Englebert Passenger
Englebert Touring
Palmer Cord
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy
Beldam Extra Heavy
Goodyear A.W. Tread
Wooo-Nlilne or Spencer

Moulton Extra Heavy .

.

Beldam Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Clincher de Luxe Heavy .

.

Wood-Milne Special

Englebert Touring
Palmer Cord Heavy
Kempshall Anti-skid
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy
Hutchinson T.T. Rub -stud.

Our
Price.

2?-
I
Clincher de Luxe Heavy

Wood-Milne Combination .

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy .

.

Clincher de Luxe Heavy .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

Goodrich SiU^ Tread . .

.

Englebert Racing
Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy .

.

Goodrich Safetv Tread . .

.

Goodyear A. W. Tread ...

Best French Malie n.li.S.

Beldam Bulldog

25/-
23/i
19/6
36/-
36/-
351-
34/-

30/-
30/-
28/6
27/6
26/10
22/6
37/6
34/6
30/-
29/6

32/6

50/-
36/1
29/6
27/6
55/-
47/-
35/-
42/6
35/-
25/-
61/-

List

Price.

48/-
53/-
46/-

53/6
62/6
51/3

63/-

44/3
56/.
54/6
53/9
49;-
62/-

52/6
68/6

59/9

51/3

02/-

72/3
58 /q

100 I-

93/6
100 Ig

81/-

83/9

83/

[QI] These Special Clearance Lines are sent Carriage

m Paid on Seven Days' Approval against remit-

^ tance. Trade supplied. Write to-day.

FREE "• • °-^ - To all purchasers of goods over £1 ;
from this: and opposite coluttin, we are

prepared to give with every order a pair of m

our Ustikon Solepieces. Please viention Z
size required for fitting to boots.

M
Matchless.

ATCHLES3.

DELIVERY Free for 150
Don't forget, every ontfit

mllea from London.
personally tested by

the (Matchless only) expert. Sports model now ready,
the fastest and best outfit; gradual payments arranged
5% on balance only.—J. Tassell, la, Bkjomfield Rd.,
Plumstead, S.E.18. [5374

1YTATCHLESS Combinations.

AGENT, T. J. Ross, 86,
'Phone : Lee Green 744.

High Rd., Lee, S.E.

TRAVEL ill Comfort on a Matchless.

/-CERTAIN to Please.

HIGHEST Marks
to T. J. Ross

Awarded in any passenger class
in A.C.U. 6 days trial, 1920.

UXURIOUS Riding on a Matchless.

Matoliless
lamps, hora.

Mews, S.W.I.

Qh.p.
<5 lar

SSISHSHSHSHSSSHI J
TheName

ORDER THE

TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R° VICTORIA.S.Wl
98. VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W1. & AT
44.SURBITON ROAD. KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
1 PhdSf address allpost orders to Vat/MlMfe Road.

TELEPHONE '.-VICTORIA 6533 6-655*-

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

"PCONOMICAL in Petrol.

QECOND to None in Price and Workmanship.

SATISFACTION Guaranteed. Price: Standard
model £185, with 2-seater sidecar £191/10, with

sporting sidecar £180. Easy payments and exchanges
arranged. [8976

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. C.B. Combination, lamps, etc.,
fine order; £80.-44, Chapel St., Marylebone.

[1729
£135; 1920 Matchless spring frame combination, as

new.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridrf^
Rd., S.E.I. [2252

Corahinntion, 2-apeed, hoo^, screen.
tax p/iid; £65.-2, Moreton Termce

[2038

1 Q 21 Now Standard Model H -Matchless Combina-
-I- 17 tion, M.A.G. engine: end of season bargain,
150 gns.—Ross, 85, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [1708

SHEFFIELD Agent for Mntchless. All modeh in
stock: sporting models £180. strindnrd modL'la £185

-A. J. Stacey. 12, Ecrle/^ali Rd.. Sheffield. [0574

MATCHLESS Combination, 1919, just overhauled,
well equipped, spare wheel, etc., carefully used.

—Bedford, 102, Bromley Rd., Catford, S.E. [2021

MATCHLESS Models for Immediate Delivery; liberal
e.\changes.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-

smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9959

MATCHLESS 1920, Magdyno, new hood, speedometer,
all accessories, excellent condition; bargain, £147;

14, Gloucester Crescent, Camden Town.
11841

ATCHLESS Combination'; highest prices allowed
excliause-^ : all modc!,^.—Agent:^ : R. B. Clnrk

:nid Co., 1, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. KensiuRton 4096.
[2297

ATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, with
Lucas dynamo lighting; £145.—Newnham Motor

Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [9974

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H, M.A.G., every
fitment, little used, cost nearly £250 with

spares, etc., tax and insurance paid: take £180; no
offers entertained.—J. Dennis, The White Horse, Rich-
mond, Surrey. [1711

21 Matchless Comtanation, Mngdyno lighting, fully
erinipped, hood, erieen, speedometer, legshield^,

mileage 2,200, new condition, tax paid;' cost £245, sell

£180, genuine bargain.—Gipps, 14, Parkhurst Rd., Bex-
hill-on-Sen. [1558

buying car,-

M^
and I

M^

19=
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Matchless.

SALE.

IQ2I Matchless Combination, Ju
-Lt/ Lucas lamps, xtras, as new';

122, Maida Vale.

, M.A.G. engine,
bargain, £155;
'Phone : Hamp-

[2270
exchanges.—Goad,
stead 1353.

MATCHLESS 8B., speedometer, electric lighting, pan
seat, 2-8eater sidecar, wind screen, good tyres,

owned bv niecliame ; only wants seeing

;

75 gns.— 10,
Comcy Kd., Hornsej-. [1612

"1021 Sports Matchless, Lucas lighting outfit, East-
-I- 1/ ins, speedometer, horn, etc.^ Six _Days Trjal
machine, done 2,000 miles; £175.-
Jackson St., Woolwich.

O'Brien, 36,
[1887

]l|"ATCHLESS-M.A.G. Combination, 7h.p., 1915 (im-
proved 1920), spring i\-heel, detachable ivheels,

spare, Lucos dyn^iino lighting, beautiful order; £115.
bargain.—64, Melrose Av., Mitehani. [1845

MODEL H Matchless Combin.ition, new condition
Throughout, mileage under 2,000, "Lucas lighting,

horn, to.ol3, etc.; any trial or examination giren ; 13f'

gns. ; cash needed.—Apply, Cobbold, Clifton Mount,
Summeihill Rd., Daitford. [1775

MATCHLESS, the classic combination. — Sam E.
Clapham, the agent, can supply a model to

meet your requirements for cash, excliange. or easy
terms. Sports, single-seater, or family outfit. Free
tuition and delivery anywhere. *

MATCHLESS Commercial Model.—The finest pro-
position for n tradesirian (see " Motor Cycling " advt.}.

Demonstrations with pleasure.—Write, call, or 'phone :

Greenwich 751.—S.E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell
8t., Greenwich. S.E.IO. [1466

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Matchless motor cycles and combinations, lor

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0651

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, spring frame,
7-9h.p. M.A.Gv engine, Lucas Magdyno, hood,

screen, speedometer, electric bom. spare chain, and
all accessories, competition model, appearance and
condition excellent; written guarantee given; offers
wanted; owner buying car.—44, Richmond Rd., Thorn-
ton Heath. [1735

MATCHLESS Combination, not run 1.000 miles,
March, 1921, absolutely faultless, family model

H2 2-5eater car, 2 screen-s, hood, Magdyno. speedometer,
spare wlieel, and £tep ; owner getting small car; insur-
nnce paid to March, 1922; £195, no ofi'er; or might
exchange for good 2-seater modern ear.—G. Baker, Wine
Merchant, A.shtead, Surrey. [1536

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North Lon-
don agents for the delightfully sprung and prac-

tically designed Matchless combination ; the Rolls-
Royce on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock,
for cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade sup-
plied; all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Pinchley.

[0381
"j C|20 Matchless H Combination, new Feb., 1921,
J-tf Magdyno, separate acetylene, head, tail lamps,
generator, Ace alumininm discs to all 4 wheels. Lucas
bulb born, Stewart mechanical horn. Watford rear
speedometer, Bowden extra air inlet, single-lever car-
buretter, mileage 6,000, Easting wind screen, sidecar
step, leg shields, Tan-Sad with back rest, spare tube,
in first-class running order, privately owned; £160,

—

Arnold, 35, Aldridge Rd., Balham, London. 'Phone :

Latchmere 4'ft7. [2056

Metro.
Dec, 1919,METEO-TYLEE,

lamps, mechanical horn, tools.

T.T., discs to match,
_ .

lols, rear unpunctured,
spare l)elt, tax paid; trial 2 up (not Saturday); £35
cash.—Sharpe, Hawks Rd., King-ston. [1477

Minerva.
£16.—5h.p. twin Minerva, mag., fine condition, lamps,

horn, licensed.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[X9741

23.h.p. Minerva, overhauled, new tyres, belt pulley,
4 etc., unregistered, guaranteed ; £ 16 ; exchange

2-stroke.—Greenfield, 16, Temperley Rd., Balham.
[1810

£18, Bargain.—6h.p. twin Minerva, Grado gear, frpe
engine, long exhaust. Bosch, new Amac. wids

tank, mechanical valves; quick sale.-89, East Hill.
Wandsworth. [2232

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest

possible prices for cash, or easy payments.—
Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 28, Alexandra Rd., Hoin-
sey. [8493

MotO"Reve.
jlTOTO-REVE Lightweight, needs small adjustment,
-LTJ. otherwise perfect; .sacrifice £12; exchange higher
power in same condition.—Lisher, Esq., Minsted, Mid-
hurst. [2057

Neal.
]>TEAL-DALM 1920 3h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, as^^ new; £52.—Webb, Lydbrook. Glos. rX972GV'ehb, Lydbrook, Glos.

New Comet.
OQ GNS.—1921 New Comet, 2'fih.p., 2-speed. clutch,^^ K.S., equipped, mileage 400, cost £69/7 a few
v/eeks ago; must sell.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner,
Barnes. [2007

;, 5S gns.

Model, 2-sp.

D/gnS. VILLIERS,
S.A. 2-sp., k.s

80gns.«''piV&''-74giiS.

97gns'«fTp'"'s.!:90gns-
2-spd., clutch
Sports Model

Terms Nett Cash.

TYRES
Splendid Bargains.

^^ £17 6
£1 5

5 6

ALL BRAND NEW
ARMOURED TOOL BAGS.
with strap fastening complete, and
witb necessary clips.

Large size for 4 h.p, Douglases 13/6
Next size for 23 h.p. Douglases 9/6
Smaller size for Triumphs 7/6

Hutchinsons,
26 X 2iiin.

Clincher 26 x 23in.

TUBES,
26 X 2iin

Moseley

mm^^mim

A great opportunity for

Motor Cycle Readers.

BIG REDUCTIONS
in prices of

MOTOR CYCLES.

LIST NOTE THE OUR
Price DIFFERENCE Price

^f £731s.«*J:THORPE.-£g5

^

I

kick-starter

'-'"5"=- 2-sp. 2-stroke •'"gns.

43 gns. ^^X"""^' 39 gns.

£130 ^Po^Ii'f-rp^'^flOO

7 SOUTH
i>lDE, CLAPHAM

COMMON, LONDON, S.W.4
Phone: Brixton 2417

Wires : Burlington Motors, ClaithHm

SO yar'sfrr.m Clapham Common Vndergroiind Station,

tax paid;
[1702

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Comet,

NEW CORIET, as new, 2-stroke, for sale, 2-Bpeed,
clutch, kick etarter, faultless, done 200 milee only,

just run in; owner bought car;, price £60; seen any
time.—Merryfleld, 245, Gray's Inn Rd., W.0.1. [Q697

New Hudson.
fQl3 New Hudson, with C.B. sidecar,
J-«7 £40.-Hoss, 86, High Rd., Lee.

03.h.p. New Hudson. 3-=peed, dutt-h, licenced; £22
'^4 offer6.~17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [1073

3ih.p. New Hudson Popular, shop-soiled, umieed-
4 accept £40, list price £52/10.—Light Motors,

Plymouth. [1655

"I
Q20 2',41i-P- New Hudson, 2-speed, fully equipped. 1

J-*^ guaranteed perfect; £36.-45, Pelham Rd..
Wimbledon. f205;

'

NEW HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., S-speed, K.S.
eounterahaft belt, repainted, overhauled, esoelleir

tyres, lamps; £65.—Bos 6,543, c/o The Motor Cyclt.

166:

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed
C.S. gear, K.S., every accessory, guaranteed con

dition; £50.-22, St. James's Rd., Kingston, S.W.
[2di(

1 Q20 New Hudson 2^h.p., 2-.sreed, 2"sLrok6, tourer
A«^ fully eouipped, very economical, small milengi
perfect order, beautiful- little machine; £45.—Scratton
4, Warwick Av., Maida Hill, London. [181

BIG Six New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination, 191^
just overhauled, and new genr.s fitted: £50. (

nearest : eschange for Douglas, or good lifjhtweiglit foi

sidered.— Slia rpe, Cannock Rd. , Hednesford. [155

33.h.p. New Hudjion, 1914, 3 speeds, clut<^h, staite
4 just overhauled, gears new, wicker sidecar, vei

little used, ^stored 6 years, general condition a.s new, ju

cost £100; offers.—Faulkner, Spion Kop, ClifEe-at-Hn
Rochester, Kent. [18E

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view
popular. 50 gns.; de luxe. 65 gna.; Ace.- 75 go

Spares For 2^h.p., 3'/^h.p., and 6h.p. machines stocke
Deferred payments arranged. Catalogues.—New Ha
son Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. [39;

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 1921. 3-spe6d, 350 o.C. .T.A,

engine, scarcely Ti^ed: £79.-jClark, 7, ExLi
tion Rd., S.W7. [22

"j (^n 2^4h.p. New Imperial-Jap, countershaft peji

-i-v tax paidj^ excellent condition; £38, bargain.^;
Walton Rd., Hoddesdon, Herts. [15.

"I
Q16 2^h.p. New Imperial,, 2 speeds, clutch, ki

-L*^ start, splendid condition, fnllv equipped, i

paid; 34 gns.—Mayriard, 8, Silver St., Enfield. [20

1 Q20 New Imperial. 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, clut-
Xt/ kick start, lamps, tax, good condition; £50
Goad, 122, iVIaida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353

[22

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 Combination, 8h.p. Cam)
tiideear. Eaeting, Klaxon, lamps, etc. ; £105,

ofler ; must realise ; trial Wimbledon.—Box 6,564.
The Motor Cycle. [If

BARGAI^J.- 1921 2*ih.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-bik -

hand clutch, kick-starter, lamps, horn, liccr

insurance, excellent condition, fast; £63.—40, W
ington Rd., N.W.8. [1'

33.h.p. New Imperial-Jap, engine A1329, counW
4 shaft 2-sp,eed, perfect mechanical order, ts^

2 anywhere; bargain, £32, or exchange.—H., 30, 4
vale Rd., Tooting. [2;'

NEW IMPERIAI^J.A.P. 1920 8b.p., P. and
lamp set. Klaxon horn and Mills-Fulford (

vette sidecar. Cameo wind screen, hood, excellent (I.

dition throughoiit, low mileage and very caref
used; £120; insured.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

35, Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. »
995.

New Ryder.
-| Q19 2%h.p. New Ryder-Jap, 2 speeds
JLt/ equipped, tax paid, e: " '

Maynard, 8, Silver St., Enfield,

New Scale.

1 Q20 Scale Combination, SV-li.p-, 2-speed, i

J-t/ start; £72/10.—Parker,- Calow, -Chesterfij"

Norton.
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Nortons.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at new redj
prices I

BIG Four, chain drive, £120; Model 16H, 3^1
3-5peed. T,T., chain drive, £115. Write Joif

vised price list; easy payments only 4% extra, f

you machine direct from the Norton specialists, I

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. ,_0|

7 Q21 16H Norton, as new; £8.5.—42, Fox-jl
X»/ Palmer's Green, N. ''tl

Hawking,
]J

. l\
exc^lent order ; AZm

PI

1021 T.T. Norton: £80.-Aprly, G.
J-^ mede, Long Grendon, Bncfcfi.

T.T. Norton, be-iiatiful ooiiclition, fully eqiiipDediil

exchange.— 6, Crystal I'Eilaee Station Rd.,.S.|

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district »Eenta, Wl
ST

" ---• -. . . .

'Plione

lis
!?''

11
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MOTOR CYCLES
Rudga.

FOR SALE.

3ih.p. Eudge, thoroughly overhauled and enamelled
2 accessories, tax

"'" ^. . . . ..
-r:,-^.,^

Highway. Tel. :

paid; £40.—Shepherd, Enfleld
Waltham Cross 31. [0340

as new, tax paid" " r.—101.
Wilmslow Rd., Didsbury, Manchester. [X9755

1920, Lucas nrcesaoriea, spare belt
.-

' --- A.B.O.
Fanconberg Rd., Chiswick. [1973

31h.p. Rudge Multi, 1921, Aut .

2 lamps, Klaxon, etc.; reasonable offer.—101,
low Re

RUDGE, I.O.M., .^^„ ^^.^^ ...

and valve, splendid conditioa ; £70
wanted.—40,

RUDGE Multi, 3V2h.p., 1920, splendid condition, all

on, tax paid reliable machine; £68, or near
offer.—Ovrington, Holmbury St. Mary, Surrey. [2118

tjres,

,--, , , , ._-_Ject cond

'

£65.-5, Prince's Mews, Hereford Rd.

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, new .

lamps, belt, tax, insurance, perfect condition

59

Bayswater.
[2138

GNS.—1920-21 SVjh.p I.O.M. Rndge Multi,
splendid condition, fully eauipped; sell, or es-

:hnnge lightiveight.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith.
[2034

RUDGE Midti, I.O.M., 1921 (April), Lucas lamp,
horn, Cowey trip, tax, insurancs; cost £95: mile-

age 400 ; £75.—Barlow, 40, Ashbourne Av., Golder's
Green. [1471

1Q21 SVoh.p. Rudge. I.O.M., T.T., £85; 5-6h.p. and
J-v 7-9h.p. Rudge Multi combinations, soiled, £130
and £150. — Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.:
Waltham Cross 31. [0707

1Q 14-15 sy^h.p. Rudge Multi, clutch, starter, new
-L»/ tyres. Deft, etc., full equipment, tax, insur-
ance, 1921 colours, good condition;
Rd.. Dulwich, S.E.22.

£45.-266, Friern
[1885

RUDGE Multi Combination, delivered August, 1920,
Easting screen, lamp set, tax paid, under 2,000 ;

£90.—Bruton Mews Garage, 8-25, South Bruton Mews,
Bond St. 'Phone: Mayfoir 4282. [1544

3ih.p. Rudge Multi 1914 Combination, Easting,
3 lamps, fully equipped, tax paid; exchange and

^£20 for higher power combination, or sell £50; pri-

vate; Battersea. district.—Box 6,560, c/o The Motor
.Cycle. 1799

RUDGE, 2-spced, countershaft, clutch, and starter.
Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, 2 new tyres,

amp-, speedometer, spares, etc., excellent condition,
"ide 50 miles to purcliaser; nearest £55.—Vernon.
iKnutton, Nev/castle, Staffs. [X9712

BARGAIN.—Rudge Multi, hand clutch, kick start,
licensed, multi gear, good tyres, wide tank, foot

iler (1915 pattern), excellent condition, absolutely
' eliable, Senspray; nearest £38; exchange entertained;
iierfectly sound; any trial given.-89, East Hill, Wands-
forth. [2230

RUDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., engine 7875, Millford spring
wheel CB. sidecar. Easting, lamps, electric,

as, speedometer, Tan-Sad, discs, mechanical horn, 2
lew tyres re-enamelled, overhauled, spares, tax paid.
nsured April next, excellent condition; £68.—28,
'orbay Rd., Brondesbury. [1923

Scott.

920 Scott, lamps, liorn, milenge 3,000, licensed:
£85.—Brown, New Inn. Silvertou. Devon. [1518

^.O.C.H. for Scotts, combinations and solos.—5, Heath
St., Hainpstead (nenr Htimpetead Tube Station).

[9673
^COTT Combination, 1919, lamps and horn- £50,
y rjiiiek sale.-Brookman and Co., 5, St. Albnn's
•^.. Watford. [1565

<COTT. 1920V2, aluminium sidecar, upholstered,
J Easting screen, disc, lamps, horn, insured £150
:]>i... tax paid; £120.—Adams, 196, Putney Bridge
I. 3.W.15. [2146

920 Scott, 4)/th.p., kick starter, 2-3peed, fully
equipped, perfect condition, under 1,000; owner

valided; £90. — Lewis, 47, Broad St.. Newtown.
ontgomeryshire. [1722
'COTT 1914, Montgomery siderar 1920. perfect me-
' ohanic^il condition, thoroughly overhauled by
ikers, acce^^sories, 'spare tyre, Klaxon; £75.—Freeman,
'iitiQorlaes, Merthyt Tydvil. [1520
<COTT Combination, August. 1920, Easting, lamps,
' Cowey horn and speedometer, mirror, etc., only
m nths use. perfect; £130, or offer.—White 91
iithbourne Rd., Southbourne. [1896
'EX3ATI0NAL Special Super-sports Scott Combina-

I

'
tion, without doubt one of the finest and most

pensively equipped outfits on the road; photo poet-
rd sent for stamp, also full particulars; seen by

' pointment any time; reason for sale owner bought
lit car; cash wanted, therefore one of tbe bargains
the year; 110 gns. ; including all accessories, lamps
rn, wmd screen, insurance, etc. — IIL, Kramer
3WS, West' Brompton," London. [1792

Singer.
IINGEE Combination, Bosch, 2-speed. clutch, kick

start, new O.B. sidecar, 3 lamps, 2 generators, and
^esBOries; £55.-37, Turnham Green Terrace, London
•^*

[1489

ALEXANDER'S

STOCKTAKING

SALE
HUeE gEDVCTIOIIS

THIS WEEK WE PUBLISH
ONE OF THE MANY LETTERS
WE HAVE BEEN RECEIVING
FROM SATISFIED CLIENTS
WHO HAVE AVAILED THEM-
SELVES OF THIS OCCASION.

Sparkbrook.

9^!r,&!5'"'°°Hi-.?''''^''Pt
Villiera, 2-apeed, licence,

St Farleigh, Maidstone, Kent. [1710
Sun.

,XTtf-T.T.S., 1920, 2-speed, clutch, E.S., electricmmps^horn, msiirance, tax, good condition- £45
Ilford. [1640

er.-42, Menth Bd.,

17th September, 1921.
Dear Sirs,

I have to thank you for the prompt
attention and courteous treatment I

have received from you in my recent
dealings. I received the machine this
morning and was very agreeably sift-

prised with it.

You have recently advertised bar
gains, and I must say my machine is

wonderful value indeed. In future, I

wOl do everything in my power to
recommend your firm to my friends.

I am.
Yours faithfully,

Sgd. (C.B.G.)

S^

1 Q15 3VL>h.p. Sunbeam and Coronet Sidecar, hand
-i-t^ controlled clutch, K.S., 3-speed, used only
summer months, first-class condition; owner buving
car; £95, near offer.—Prout, Campden, Glos. [1731

SUNBEAM 1921 3VL;h.p. Sports iVIcdel. fully equipped
tax paid, absolutely indistingui.-^hjihle from new;

£135: deferred payments if desired.—Parker's. Biad-
fihawgate. Bolton : also 245, Deansgate, MNnciie5ter.

[X9658
1 Q21 SV^h.p. Sunbeam, semi sports model, with
-M.*y straight through exhaust, special engine, pur-
chased 7 weeks ago; co.st £160; accept £l35.—Sud-
burv, 34, Goldhursb Terace, Hampstead, London.

[1922
LATEST S'/ob.p. Sunbeam Combination, spare

wheel, interchangeable, Easting screen, Lucas
lamps and horn, legshields, impunctured; cost £230,
accept £155.—Hallewell, Alexandra Rd., Lytham.

[2114
TJNBEAM 1918 ^Vjh.p. Model, with sidecar, com-

plete witli all accessories, excellent condition

;

£110; deferred payments if desired.— Pa rkers. Brad-
sbawgate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate. Alanchcst^pr

LX9657
SUNBEAM Latest Si/jh.p. Touring Model, £155/8;

Si-^'h.p. sports model, £152/5; in stock; ex-
changes.—Cambridge agents, Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel.:
995. [1332

1 Q20-21 S'i'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, tax paid
i-*y and insured, low mileage, good condition, fitted
with all general requirements and .'jpare wheel; cost
£240, accept £180, or near offer.—110, Beauchamp
Rd., Upper Norwood. S.E.19. [1862

SUNBEAM 1920 V^.h.p. Sports Model. Cancelet •=port-

ing sider-ar, fully equiiiped. Are disns all round,
tax paid, first-olnss condition throughout; £130; d^terrefl
payments if de.'iirefl.—PnrkerV, Brad=hnwgate. Bolton

;

also 245, Dennsgfite, Mnnrl'e'ter. , [^9660

1 Q19 3^h.p. Snnbenm, ,iu,st overhauled, re-enamellcd,
Liy new tvre^. all accessoiies, looks and mns like new:
£100.-17, St. Charles Sq.. N. Kei.sinpton, W.IO. [lOU

mllC T aI-L:«.« PJ rniMDTTDi^U I 'W7^^"^^D, purchasers for any model of new 1921
*1 15, LOinian RQ., C.UlllDUl\fjn. V sunbeam motor cycles and romhinntions, for

immediate delivery. Your pre-^ent inochine taken in

?7? 97A flf WAcfAt-n HA CI ACrnW part eKCbniige; full market vnlne nllnwed.-R. Bnmher
Cl£*-£^tfy \JU rresiern IVa., «li/10Ut;W. Und Co.. Ltd., 2, Eaetbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607,

All I tf 1 '
(0648

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issu
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NOW!

HAVE roil SEEN OUR

LIST OF BARGAINS?
IF NOT-SEND AT ONCE.
DON'T MISS THIS VALU-
ABLE OPPORTUNITY,

ALEXANDER'S

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1 Q21 T.T. Sunbenm, equipped, under 500- 130 gn.i.~
-*-*' 5, Anerley St, Battersea. [1567

NEW S'/ot.P. Sunbeam in Stock, shop-soiled only;
£140.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [X9752

1Q19 3'/jh.p. Sunbeam, chain-oum-belt; £95.—Brew-
-L*^ ster, Sparhawk St., Bury St. Edmund's. [1494

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1915, lamps, horn,
2 and tax paid; £85.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.

London. [1854

1 Q21 3V2h.p. Sunbeam, just run in, mileage about
J;«^ 500, like brand new; £145.-17, Victoria St.,
Windsor. [X9671

1Q16 3i^h.p. 3-speed All-chain Sunbeam and Sidecar,J-^ excellent order, 2 new tyres; £85.-0. Barton,
Clapham, Yorks. [0714

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1919, perfect condition;
£145; exchange solo cash, or Ford van.—32, West-

bourne Rd., Barnsbury, N.7. [2247

SUNBEAM 3^/^.hp. Combination, brand new, for im-
mediate delivery, shop-soiled only; £175.—E.

Pollard, Broomfield Ed., Chelmsford. [X9268

CUNEEAM syoh.p., 1916, recently overhauled by
^^ makers, electric lighting, Watford speedometer,
Cowey horn; £75.—Deacon, Dinnington, Rotherham.

[^1605

WELL-KNOWN Sunbeam Combination, Reg. 1.T.2,
last word in appearance.—Full specifica,tion,

price, etc., apply K. Clavton, Castle Bromwich.
1X9714

1 Q21 sy^h.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam, small mile-
-1-^ age, delivered late July, excellent condition

;

£125; London, W.I.—Box 6,557. c/o The Motor Cycle.
[1796

SUNBEAM Solo, 1919, lamps and horn, in splendid
' order, smart machine ; £75.—Butterworths' Gar-

age, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Strentham
2813. [9151

1019 (late) 3'/^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, recently
J-*-' done up, all accessories except wind screen;
£110.—Wagstaff, 13, -Mountfield Gardens. Tunbridge
Wells. -[1950

SUNBEAM 3V2h.p..a920, Nov.) Combination, P. and
H. lamps. Klaxon, Bluemel wind screen, tax paid,

little used: £136.—Job, 54, Chipstead ValleyEd., Couls-
don, Surrey. [2159

SUNBEAM 1920 (July) 3V>h.p., better than new,
Bmks, F.R.S. Major (unused), Lucas back; £100,

great bargain, without F.R.S. £95.—Newitt. Eaton
Villa, Market Drayton. [1906

SUNBEAM Combination, black and gold, 1919, lamp.-;
' and horn, been thoroughly overhauled: £35.—

Butterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.
'Phone: Streatham 2813. [9150

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 3 lamps, horn, acreen.
hood, apron, luggage carrier, spare wheel and

tyre, tools, spares, used daily;
Elill, Lezayre. Isle of Man.

-Apply, Duke, A~h
[1585

A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

• ftl^^BEAM 1920 8h,p. Model, Lncas Magdyno, extra
•^^ large Henderson Elite sWecar, interchangeable
wheels all round, bulb horn, spare wheel and tyre,
lionniksen speedometfr. tax paid, first-class condition
thionshout; £175; deferred payments il desired.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,
ilanchester. [X9659

Triumph.
JDEEMIEE Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

QNLY 4% Extra for Easy Payments.

WE can deliver to your address within 24 hours
21/ih.p. lightweight Triumph, £70 ; type H. 4h.p.,

3-speed, £115; type S.D., chain drive. £125; sidecars
from £20 to £50. Write for particulars of our easy
payment system. You will be satisfied if you buy your
machine direct from the Triumph specialists. The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0627

CROSS, Rotherham, can deliver all model Triumphs
from stock, at list prices. [X9750

TRIUMPH Combination, 2-,5peed. K.S., all on; £40,
oflers.—17, Heaton Ed., llitcham [2071

TRlnilPH, T.T., 1912, renovated at Triumphs;
£30.—Bradley, 16, King St., Ludljw. [1941

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph; great bargain, £60.—
J.I/ 374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. [1252

1020 Countershaft Triumph, speedometer, spares;J-" £75, or offer.—Jacobs, Princes Eisborough, Bucks.
[1651

1Q21 Chain-driven Triumph, complete, £105; side-
J-fJ car to suit. £15.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X9753
TRIUMPH, 1914, absolutely perfect, splendid con-

dition; best offer.—119, Brecknock Rd., N.19.
[2137DAN GUY, Weymouth.- 1921 Triumph all-chain

combination, £175; Baby 2-3troke, £70; from
stock [0623

"I
Q14 4h.p. Triumph, Grado gear and kick start, good

.
-*-«-' tyres, lamp and horn; £39.-2, Seaview Terrace
Holywell. [1562
£60; 1917 countershaft Triumph, in excellent con-

edition.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Brid'^e
M., S.E.I.

, [2253
"|Q20 Triumph, new tyres, all accessories, conditionJ-V as new; £80.-17, St. Charles So., N. Kensinc-
ton, W.IO. [1006

"IQ19 Triumph Combii-ttion, any trial, privately
-LtJ owned; £75.—Coviutton, The Cottage, Leigham
At., Streatham. [1961

TRIUMPH Si/ah.p., just overhauled. Bosch mag
good tyres, lamps, etc.—C. Kilby, 1, The Square

Sawbridgeworth. [2216

combination, 3-SDeed, K.S., lamps,
good condition.—W.H., 36, Birk-

[2187
fully equipped, £75; with Canoelet
• Hart, 3, Summer Hill, Harble-

[1509

J?«5.—Triumph
t^ horn, tax paid,
beck Av., Acton.

"I 020 Triumph.
LtJ sidecar, £83,
down, Canterbury.

TRIUMPH Combination, Gloria, lamps, Lucas horn
wind screen, etc., carefully used; £85.-365, King

St., Hammersmith. [2201

TEIUMPH 4h.p. Gloria Combination, new bulbous
body, tax paid, all on; £78/10.-102, Kenyon

St., Fulham, S.W.6. [2141

in very good condi-
on, near
[S9525

3ih.p. Triumph, clutch model,
2 tion; £50, ne:

TCirkham, Lancashire.

TRIUMPH Spares
Call, writer, or

RedcliHe Hill. Bristol

-| Q18 Triumph Combination, renovated 1921, new
-J-«/ bulbous back sidecar, fully eanipped; £85.-9,

Bent per return
'phono 4042.—,G.

from stock.
H. Tucker,

[2291

Church Ed.. Harlesden. [2153
•] Q 21 4h.p. Trimnph (April), registered, all on, must^^ sen, splendid condition; any trial; £88—4 Elm
Gardsne. Hammer.smith.

.

[1864
1 Q21 Renovated Triumph, by makers, fully equipped
-•-I' tax paid, only used a few times; £77/10—365'
King St., Hammersmith. [2202
"1 Q14 Triumph, S-speed, clutch (hub), good conditionJ-tf all accessories, tax paid; £40, or offer.—66Hermon Hill, Snaresbrook. [1989

"I Q 15
.
Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, good condi-

tT t""''.?.^"^ 'J?'"^?,
","'* *"'"=: £55.-Champion,

Jocks Lane, Binfield, Berks. [2217
rpEIUMPH 1919 Countershaft Combination, Easting

,
usgjige grid, new tyre^ splendid condition; £90—2, S.alisbury Rd., Seven Kings. [1828

j Q18 C.S. Triumph, lamps. Klaxon, pnmp, knee-
r:r J"""'-

t« P="<1. c.'ieellent condition; £75.-^Apply236, Francis Rd., Leyton, E.IO. [1638
Qlh.p. Triumph, 1911, engine perfect, new mae
n I,'-"" ^S?" V,'V^1 allowed on security; 0^06^26'-Dickinson, 21, Nelson St., Bury.

'

[1732

19^LT'',iS'^*,*'°™^o'"?;'''<"'' Dunhill sidecar fully
« Ti^^'VP/^'i,?™.^ ?-°°° mi'es; sacrifice, £115-
33, HacWord Rd., Brixton, S.W. [2319
npRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, 4h.p., lamps horn-L licence, etc., perfect order; £45-A]frid w„^'
land, 164. Earlsdon Av., CoveBtri. [X9^Si

DO YOU WANT

TO MAKE AN

EXCHANGE?
Full Market Value Allowed
for your present machine in good
condition, in part excliange for any
of tiie following new machines :

—

7-9 ii.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Combination £225

8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb .... £185
7 h.p. A.J.S. Combination .... £1^5
8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £160
3^- h.p. ARIEL Combination.. £135
3^ h.p. SUNBEAM £155 8
34 h.p. N.U.T £110
2jh.p.C0lILS0N-B,springtrame £84
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, all on £85

A FEW OF OUR
BARGAINS.

1921 3i h.p. NORTON, 16H model £95
1920 8 h.p. L.M.O. Combination £92
1920 5 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON

Combination £135
1920 3§ h.p. P. & M. £72
1920-21 BEARDMORE-PRECISION

Combination £75
1920 TRIUMPH Combination £93
1919-20 TRIUMPH £75
1919 2| h.p. DOUGLAS £60

MANY MORE.
SPECIAL.

(Late) 1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH
Combination, lamps, horn, screen,
luggage grid, petrol tin carrier,
licensed, spares, exceptionally good
condition £93

LET US SEND YOU
FULL PARTICULARS
of the ABOVE MACHINES.

1

YOU CAN RELY ON
MACHINES BOUGHT FROM

R.BAMBER&Go.,Ltll.,
2, EASTBANK ST.,

Phone: 607. SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

gihP- Triumph Junior, 1921, second-hand,
price

accea-
£60.-
(1855

SVsh.p., 3-speed, clutch, nnpunc-
5, lamps, Stewart, fine condition;
d., Leyton, E.IO. [1860

Eories, tax paid, insured;
Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London.

TRIUMPH, 1914,
tured Dunlo

£38.-65, Sophia '.

Qih.p. Trinmpli, clutch, Bosch, Senspray, good luii-y.i mng order, tax paid: £2S.-Middletoa, 35, iliilaia
St., Albany Rd., Cambenrell, S.E.5. 12204

1012 3y2h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, complete-^f accessories, recently overhauled by makers-
£50.-60, Holmdene Av., Heme Hill. [1827

1 Ql4 Triumph, 3-speed, gtJod condition, recently oicr--^^ haul^, tas paid, speedometer, Klaxon: £40 —
Haivard, Hillcrcst, West End Ay., Pinner. [1634

'pEIUJItH 1918 4h.p., 5.«peed, C.B. sidecar, spring
-- wheel, luggage grid, lamps, spares, peitect running
order; JE88.—M., 46, Clarendon, Pntney. [1983

nPEIUMPH Conntershaft Combination, Easting screen,
-- Bosch mag., acetylene lighting, excellent cou'li-
tion: bargain, £90.—'Phone: FincMey 126. [1873

TBIUMPH Combination, 1919, fully equipped, excel-
lent condition; record bargain, £65.—Lt. Bick-

more, 2, Seymour Ed., Southflelds, S.W.18. [1910

TEIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., Stnrmey 3-spce<]
countersliaft, .ndjustable carburetter- £80

plete.—Hart, 153, Upland Bd., East Dulwich.
L'om

[205i

COUNTEHSHAFT Triumph, fitted with new engin'
and S.A. gear box, complete, machine as new

guaranteed; £75.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. [232

TRIUMPH. 1918, renovated by Triumph May, 1921
Mllls-Fulford 1921 sidecar, Cowey, lamps, hoi-n

accessories; £105.-106, North End Ed., W".14. [217;

TRIUMPH sy^h.p., clutch, lamps, horn, licensed, ne'
piston, cylinder, valves, guaranteed perfect : £5E

ofiers.~W. Hill, 17, Franchise St., Kidderminster. [156

1Q20 Triumph Combination, hood, all accessorie-
-Lt/ aluminium footboards, speedometer, etc.; £10(
or offer.—17, St. Charles Sq., N.- Kensington. W.l(

[100
31.h.p. Triumph, 1912, perfect running order, ver

2 fast, economical, Bosch, corhplete, tax paid
£30, or offer.-33, Sea View Rd., Briglltlingsea, Esse;

[201
IQIS Triumph Countershaft Combination, Eastio!

'

J-U equipped, smart, £85; Swan sporting sideca
separate, £20.—11. Kilmartiu Av., IS'orbury. S.W.16.

[le'i

TRIUMPH S'/ah.p., direct drive, T.T. model, slim
room soiled; bargain at £70 cash.~The Lavtc

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone- 581 Oxfcu
"[23C3 ill.p. Triumph, drop frame and tank, new tyre

2 cylinders, valves, and rings, also carburette
£35; a real bargain.—46, High Rd., Balham, S.W.i

ns;
TRIUMPHS.—1918 at £71 and £73, 1919 C.S. £8

3 ircntlis' guarantee given; also 1914 3-spe
S.A. hub gear models, £45.—Ross, 86, High E(
Lee. [1711

1Q17 Countershaft Triumph, engine No. 47,000, Ml^ equipped, £4 tax paid, excellent condition; £5il
would take lightweight part.—15, SummerhiU Rd., DalT
lord. tI7'.j

TRIUMPH-GLORIA Spring Wheel Combination,
montlls old, Royal Easting, Klaxon, Luoil

lamps; sacrifice, 125 gns.—56, Malyons Ed., Lewf
ham. [2i-

[

TEIUMPH, all. chain, 1921, mechanically perfeJ
frame, tyres likewise, mileage 2,000, accessoliij

spares; £110.—V.D., 23, Collingham Place, EarlJ
Court. [2ft'l

TRIUMPH, late model. 4h.p., countershaft, enamJ
plating, and mechanism splendid condition, fiiti

equipped; 58 gns.—30, Crystal Palace Park Bfl
Sydenham. [l?l|

1 Q20 (Nov.) Triumph Combination, mileage 250, coJ1 1/ plete outfit. Easting, perfect condition ; m|
offers? Owner
thomstow.

going abroad.-4, Hempstead Ed., Wl
[lei

TRIUMPH Gloria Combination, 1919, 4h.p., connltf
shaft, K.S., not W.D., all on, perfect, well kft-f

nearest oiler over £95.-

Green, N.4.
-68, StapletoE Hall Ed., Stic I

[lei

TEIUMPH Gloria Combination, almost new, Ul
Sad, screen, etc., perfect condition: any trial

j

or exchange light car.—Seen 9, Wellesley
Ilford, Essex.

"IQ21 Triumph Combination,

Gard«
tl(

chain drive, Tr^
.screen, luggi.ge carrier, horn. Lucas lamps, f

only done 700 miles, like new; £125.—14, Morton
Royston, Herts. £2;

TEIUMPH Late 1914 Combination, splendid cor
tion, kick start, all on, mnd screen, hood, .gr

tyres and spares; £65.—Hoare, Fire Station, Gt. ,ft

land Yard, S.W.I. D(
TEIUMPH 3-6peed C.B. Combination, 1912, law

horn, tax paid, new tyres, guaranteed peiUi
£40,
'Phone

offer.-61, Grand Parade
615 Hornsey.

Gloria

Harringay,

-| O20 Triumph Gloria Combination, Easting ti

-Lt/ screen. Brandish footboards, speedometer,
new condition; £13ehanical horn, lamps, spares;

Ashurst, Fyflcld, Ongar.
All letters relating to ad'cctisements siiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issut.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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September 29TH, igai. THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. Advertisements xxi.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

I^ROYDON Agent_ for Triumph motor cycles. All

models in "stock ready for" immediate delivery.—
Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd.,' 145, North End,
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. [1348

re-

and
Ltd.. 78,

[2144

vj

Service jnnn or-deied India ; £90 quick sale.

White Swan, Upper Norwood.

TEITTMPH Late Countershaft Combination,
revarnished, overhauled,

TRIUMPH 1914 SVah.p., practically new engine,
I>ainted, nickel-plated, new saddle, tyres,

aluminium footboards; £36.—Mars Motors,
High St., Hampstead, N.W.3.

TEIUMPH. ueiv 1921 competition engine, new Stur-
niey C.S., unused, cost £110 last week, owner

' " " *-- ' -Wilton,
[2318

recently
Easting, beautiful condi-

tion, appearance ; £80, or hear ; must sell ; bargain.

—

80K 6,515, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1600

1 Q 20 Triumph Gloria Combination, lamps, Cowey
X«/ horn, Watford speedometer, luggage and petrol
carrier,' tax paid; £95.—Hirst and Parsons, 374,
Orove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [1363

TRIUMPH Combination, late 1919, esi-ellent condi-
. tion, Lucas arces^ories. Ea-^ting-, speedometer, tyres

,ood, insured to Marnh, mileage mostly solo; any trial;

nOO.—44, Stainton Rd.. Sheffield. [X9734

TRIUMPH, 1918, mechanically perfect, T.T. bars,
countershaft, long copper exhaust, fast, fully

equipped and licensed ; any trial : £65, no offers.

—

Derrington, Grafton Rd., New Maiden. [2330

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

:um-belt models.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO;
ind at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0382

Sih.p. Triumph, massive lighting set, tax paid, horn,
2 tools, etc., Bosch, B. and B., go anywhere, very

ast : any trial or examination : top-hole condition ; satis-

Qction guaranteed; £50.-12, Brook St., Rochdale. [1648

rRIUMPH J912 SVah.p. T.T. Model, fitted with latest
dropper-back frame, brand new tyres, fully

quipped, tnx paid, fa^st machine; £35.—Parker's, Brad-
bawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester,

^
[S9661

rRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft, Type H, £115;
4h,p,, chain drive, £125; in stock; exchanges.—

ambridge agents, Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35,
reen St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel.: 995.

[1331
920 Model H Triumph, Cowey horn, P. and H.

lamns, new spare Ijelt, all tools and spares,
jcnsed and fully insured for. next year, excellent con-
tion. low mileage; £85.—Warburton, Grosvenor Dene,

larket D«yton. [S9738
pEIUMPH Gloria Spring Wheel Combination, late
L 1920. first used April, 1921, done 1,600 miles
ily, Easting wind screen, Smith speedometer, electric
,'liting; £150; nhsolntelv perfect; buying twin.—H.,
I, Dagmnr Av., Wembley Hill. [1773

1RIUMPH Countershaft Combination, 1919,
luxurious Sunbeam sidecar, luggage carrier,

isting. Klaxon, new tyres, insurance and tax paid,
st overhauled, excellent condition; £95; after 7.

—

.
Shoot-up-Hill, Crlcklewood. [1925

j^INEST Triumph on the road, Magdyno, C.S., new
1915 engine purchased last year, fast, auxiliary

itvlene lamps, Tan-Sad, coachbuilt sidecar, new tyres,
ick and gold tank with nickel-nlnted switchbnard;
rifice. ^£98; only wants seeing.—Rossi, 1-3, Stephen
, W.l, [2139
TANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
' Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for
mediate delivery. Your presen)> machine taken in
t exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
ert.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,
ithport. Tel. : 607. [0646
[AGNIFICENTLY Equipped Triumph, C.S., hit?
L 1919, not W.D., condition inside and out perfect,
tools, lamps, licence paid, 2 pistons, 2 carburetters,
re chains, valves, new Dunlop cover, very fast, kept
rterfect condition by owner; £95.—Harvey Bashall,
nor House, Ripley, Woking, Surrey. [59536
STONISHING Offer of New Triumph Sidecar Com-
bmations.—Brand new 1921 Type H 4h.p. 3-

ed Triumph, with new coachbuilt sidecar. Coverall
on, 4-point attachments, ^£135 cash; easy pay-
its only 4% extra,, not shop-soiled or renovated
bines, but brand new 1921 models direct from
kers' works; free delivery to any address.—The
raier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0667
nare Parts:

'RIUMPH Countershaft.—All parts brand new or
.

equal new, engine ^19, gear box £14; all parts
I stock; Etamp.—22, Princess Rd., Finsbury Park.

[1734RIUMPH Parts —Every part, any year, in stock'
new or second-hand, guaranteed serviceable. En-

' e stamp for reply. Why not second-hand gooda in
1 6 of new while pricfoi are so high? Half the price-

1

' ataction guaranteed.—Foifleid Motors, 11, Forfieltl
I

J'e, Leamington Spa. rX9763
'

Tyler.
'l'LOR-PRECISION, 1914, 254h.p. 2-stroke, very low.

t.J-\^^^^^^ 'bargain, £17/10.-Butt6rworth8' Garage,
t Mill Lane, Brixton Hill, 'Phone: Streathom 2813

[9152
. Velocette.

\ ^LOCETTE, in good running order ; £28.-22
1 Myrtle Gardens, Harrogate Hill, Darlington

[2028

FROM SEPT. 1st.

I
OUR RE-CONDITIONED I

DOIOLAS
I MOTOR CYCLES I

are reduced to

55 Guineas
In order to clear the re-

mainder of our stock of
approximately

50 Machines.
They are the standard W.D.
2| h.p. 2-speed machines
completely rebuilt.

Practically indistinguishable
from new. Over 50% new parts,
including new tyres, belt, chain,
carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all parts of the country

Supplied with bags, tools,
and pump, or completely
equipped with lamps and

horn, 3 Guineas extra.

Special Terms for Deferred
Payments.

Special Terms to Trade.

DOUGLAS
FRAMES
2| h.p. and 4 h p.

RENOVATED,
STOVE ENAMELLED,

TESTED.

-lO-O
each.

Carriage Extra.

Write for full list of suplus
Douglas parts.

GRABTREE & SON~
LTD.,

rilotor Engineers,

WISBECH.
[Ml

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Velocette.

1 O 21 Velocette, open frame, unacvatched : £50 or
-**' offer; .sacrifice.—Day, Manor House, Marylebone
Rd., N.W. [2033
VELOCETTE, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, 1919-20, electric

lighting, mudsnields. new tyres at Easter; £47
—Austin, 67, Tiverton Rd., Exeter. (D) [1811

VELOCETTE, 1919, 2-sp., good condition, licensed;
bargain at £45.—The Layton Garages, 30,

well St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 Oxford.
Holy-

VELOCETTE, 1921, 3sp., clutch, special model.
This machine was produced at a cost of £120

specially for racing purposes, and can attain a speed
of over 60 m.p.h.. and will lap at Brooklands at 54
m.p.h. Unusual opportunity for competition riders.
Offers invited.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Oxford.

Veru8.

1Q20 2^:4h.p. Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs,
--*' enamelled black, tax paid; £70.—Shepherd,
Enfield Highwpv. Tel. ; Waltham Cross 31. [0656

. , , Sturmey-Archer 2-speed coun-
tershaft, kick start and clutch, low mileage, for

quick sale; £48, as new.—91, Dugdale Rd., Radford.
Coventry. • [X9756

Victory.
VICTORY 1920 2-stroke, 2 speeds, clntcli, kick

starter, fully equipped as new; £45.-
bury Ed., Earlsfield, S.W.

-| Q21 Z^Ah.p. Veru
JL«7 tershaft. kick ,

-136, Rtivens-
[2208

Villiers.

"I Q20 Villlers-Gamage, 2 speeds; bargain, £42/10.—
-i-*^ Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead

Vindec
[2274

VIN'DEO, 2-speed, 2-stroke, perfect order, tools, lamps,
and horn: £32.—Rose. 34. Hnle.roft Rd.. Hnrkn^v.Hackney.

[1541
Rose, 34, Holcrolt Ed.

Werner,
WERNER, 3h.p., C.A.V., spring forks, low sporting

machine ; genuine bargain, £ 12 ; ride away.

—

genuine bargain.
Confectioner," 179, York Rd., Islington.

away.-
[2087

Wilkla.
WILKIN", shop-soiled only, 1921, 4h.p. Blackburrio

engine, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, finished all
black; makers' price £132, our price £120; deferred pay-
ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; al'-o

245, Deansgate. -Manchester. [S9662

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON 8-lOh.p. a.c. Flat Twin {Douglas}

Combination, C.B. sidecar, 2-speed and clutch,
kick start, countershaft, chain drive, lamps, speedometer,
and spares, tax paid, had little use, condition splendid i

nuy trial; speed 5 to 60 m.p.h. fully loaded; £95.—
Wiseumn, 1, Little Park, Enfield, Middlesex. [1767

"I Qie Williamson Combination, eh.p., w.c. Douglas
-^^ engine, 3-speed, Binks carburetter, undershield.
luxurious sidecar, hood, screen, luggage grid, enamel
and upholstery perfect, brajd new 700x75 Palmer cord
light car tyres, mechanically perfect, accessories; any
trial; £75.—Drayton, Kingswood, Warlingham, Surrev.
'Phone: Purley 575. [2151

Wolf,

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Tbames,
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side. Clpjjham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brixton
2417. [0503

i^FNUINE Bargain.—SKh-p. Wolf-Jap, 3 speeds,
^-^ Klaxon, licensed, electric lighting, good tyres,
]oni exhaust, T.T bars, adjustable tappets, Amac,
Thomson-Bennett, 2 brakes; £25.-89, East Hill,
>v^andsworth. [2228

Wooler.
WOOLER, 1920, in tip-top condition, cheap for

cash; £55.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd-, W.6. 'Phono: Hammersmith 80. [9962

1 Q20 2^h.p. Wooler, jnst delivered from makers after
At/ complete overhaul, new frame with oil savins
device, has exceeded 200 ra.p.g. petrol, speedometer,
horn, electric lamps, nnderehield, tax paid ; £70.—Bell,

19, Lancaster Gate, London. [X9670

Zedel.

ZEDEL 6-7h.p. Combination, O.B., Bosch, speed-
ometer, tax paid, all on; £56.-52, Albion Ed,,

VN'oohvich, S.E. [1763
Zenith.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-
livery all models.

-Zenith agent. early de-

r0556

single-cyl., 1915, in splendid condl-
-Sands, Burnham, Bucks. [1526

3ih.p. Zenith,
a tion; £35.

BRADSHAW-ZENITH 3y^h.p., oil-cooled; in stock;
first cheque.—Light Motors, Plymouth. [1657

1Q19 5-6h.p. Sports Zenith Combination, imscratched,
J.*/ perfect; £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

[1979
1020 Sh.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, raile-
l-V age only 3,000; £120.-53, Brixton Rd., 3.W.9.

[2243
F'.O.C.H. for Zeniths, new and secondhand.— 5, Heath

St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station).
[9673

>^.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

£60; 1919 6h.p. Zenith, all accessories, insurance.—
Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd..

S.E.l. [2254

ZENITH Sli.p. Couiiteislmft, new May. 1921, equipped,
iusured, under 600 miles; £98.—Clnrh, 7, Exhibi-

tion Kd., S.W.7. [2295

ZENITH, 4h.p., 1915, fully equipped, good running
order and condition; cheap, or exchange.—Maile,

Ketton, Stamford, [1744

BRAND New 1921 5h.p. Zesith, equipped; real
bargain, £100.—Lt. Bickmore, 2, Seymour Rd.,

Southfields, S.W.18. [191i

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports, sidecar, 1915, new engine,
1921; any trial; £60, or near.—Greenfield, Ivy

Hatch, near Sevenoaks. [9483

FEANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham, for immediate delivery from stock of

2enith-Bradshaw, price £118. [0711

"I C|21 Bh.p. Zenith, clutch and kick starter, ehop-
J-t/ soiled only; £135.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139,
Finchley Rd., London, N.W.3. [1788

1 021 Zenith 5h.p, Sports, accessories, Tan-Snd, tax
-l-t/ paid, mileage 1,000; £85, or near offer.—29, St
Peter's Sq., Hammersmith, W.6. [1620

1 Q21 Zenith 5h.p. Sports, accessories, Tan-Sad, tax
J-*/ paid, mileage 1,000; £90, or near ofler.~29, St.

Peter's Sq., Hammersmith, W.6. [1619

1 Q20 Zenith Combination. Sh.p., countershaft, all
i-tJ on, several sparer, owner going abroad; offer.

—

Box 6,562, c/o The Motor Cycle, (D) [1837

6h.p. Zenith-Gradua Sporting Model, T.T., Bosch mag.,
B. and B., powerful, fast; £45; write for appoint-

ment.—17, Birdhurst Rd., South Croydon. ^ [1831

yENI^H 1920 Sh.p. Countershaft Model, slightlr
^-i sliowroom soiled; £100.—The Layton Garages, 30.
Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Oxford. [2302

£55.—Z*iith-Gradua coachbuilt combination, 1914,
single-cyl., good condition, lamp set and horn

:

reasonable trial.—152, Queen's Rd., Peckham. [2002

Sh.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, licence, accessories, luggage grid,

apron, brand new condition; £90.—63, Solon Rd.,
Brixton. [9168

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Model, brand new (shop^soiled
only) : £105; deferred payments if desired.—

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Dean?gate,
Manchester. [X9664
"I Q21 Zenith Bh.p. Combination, complete with lamps.
J-*/ horm speedometer, the licence paid 1921; £150,
or offer.—To be seen at Caffyns, 56, Terminus Ed.,
Eastbourne. [9474

6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, re-enamelled, oyerhauled, good
tyres, splendid condition throughout; £55 (de-

posit) ; sidecar, £^5 ; 2-speed wheel, £3.—Morris, Walker
St., Eastwood, Notts. _ [1676

ZENITH 1914 90 bore competition machine, with
racing sidecar, special gear and tank, accessories,

ipares; £65; separate, or exchange.—^Pendennis,
Chiflrch Circle, Farnborough. [2167

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Sports Model, complete with
lamps, horn, licence, and speedometer; perfect

conditon; £105.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 Oxford.

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Sports Model; list price £115:
very slightly showroom soiled, usual makers' guar-

antee given; £97/10.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Oxford. [2304

ZENITH 1920 Bh.p. Sports Model, issued new 1921,
licensed, thoroughly recommended, and almost

equal to new; 80 gns.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. Thone : 581 Oxford.

1 Q16 Sh.p. Clutch Model Zenith, £58; also S-6h.p.Xt/ clutch model, with large aluminium sidecar,
electric lamps, tax paid, £70; also 5h.p. sports
model, in stock, new, £115.—Ross, B6, High Rd., Lee

[1703
ZENITH Sporting Model, 4-5h.p., 1920, fitted with

Cowev speedometer, electric outfit, aluminium disc
wheels, indistinguishable from new, has been thoroughly
overhauled by Zeniths and just returned, all accessories

;

price £85. or near offer.—Spears, 115, Elborough St.,
Southfields, ' [2209
^ENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination. LucastJ head, rear and sidecar lami)6. horn, Cowey speedo-
meter, knee grips. Ace discs, luggage grid, indi';-
tmguishable from new: £140; deferred payments if
desired —Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; -also ?as
Deansgate, Manchester. [S9663
VENITH 1917 8h.p. Combination, countershaft._MU clutcb. kick start, fast, powerful, Gloria castor
spring wlieel sidecar, beautiful condition; seen any
time; lamps, mechanical horn, licensed- 97 gns con-
sider lightweight or solo pnrt.-Cook, Conway House,
Harrington Rd., Preston Park, Brighton. [1492

7;ENITH 1921 Sh.p. Clutch Combination, 8 v
^-^ electric horn and lighting, powerful dual fila-ment head lamp, speedometer with lamp. Easting
luggage grid, specially sprung rear seat, t-ools, spares
taxed, very fast, tuned by engineer, mileage 350 -I
cash wanted; sacrifice, £160.-252. St, Ann's Rd

'

Tottenham. [1892

PATENT AJLTTOMATIC GOVERNOR I

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

A Philipson
offered FREE

There are many clever experts

in the Motoring World, but it

is questionable if ONE can

give an accurate description

of WHY and HOW the

PHILIPSON PULLEY works,

and how it has been so

successful.

WE OFFER ONE OF OUR
LATEST PULLEYS FREE
for the best answer given, and

the result will te published in

"The Motor Cycle" dated

October 20th.

Answers must be received on
or before TUESDAY, OCT. 4.

We cannot entertain any corres-

pondence in connection with this

competition, and our decision as

regards the best answer is final,

and the acceptance of this rule is

an expressed condition of entry.

The Lightest, Speediest, and Simplest
Gear on the market for direct belt-
driven 2-strolte and 4-stroIte engines.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated BooMel.

No gear box friction.

No grinding noises.

No wlieels or pinions
to chew ap.

What is your make ? Write m.

REDUCED 4?7 7 n Carriage
PRICE *' ' " Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

'Grams :
" Safety, Bolton." 'Phone : 147 Eagley.

-MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

^ENITH, 1921, Sh.p., sports model, brand He"
^-J condition, fully equipped. P. and H. lamp Be
mechanical horn, all tools and accessories, tax pal
lor the year; cost over £125; mill accept £87/10 fc
quick sale; guaranteed perlect.-B. Watson, Victori I

Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [195 [

7ENITH Sh.p. Countershaft Late 1920 Model Con
i^ bination, brand new Swan Sports sidecar, Avi

wind screen, speedometer, disc wheels, many spares an
accessories, machine just overhauled at Zeniths, gu»anteed in perfect condition, tax and instirance paic
£125.—Giles, 18, Old Cavendish St., W.l. fl86

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
T ADY'S Douglas, perfect condition throughon
J-/ overhauled by makers at cost of over £30
speed clutch model; £42 / 10.—Turner, 60, St. Jam.
Rd., Rounds Green, Oldbury, Worcs. [X97i

Miscellaneous.
ROVER 5-6h.p., 1921, Grindlay sidecar, full eoui

ment, practically new; £135.

JAMES Combination, 5-6h.p., 1920, Magdyno ligh
ing, fullest equipment; £115.

DOUGLAS 254h.p., 1919, W.D., 2-speed, £5
Humber S'/oh.p. and sidecar, 2-speed, £35.

NEW HUDSON 3iAh,p., 3-speed, £35; Douglas 2

h.p., 1914, 2-speed, £30.

REX Twin 5-6h.p. and Sidecar, 2-speed, £25; ma
lightweights, from £20; all good running cc

dition.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone, [22

~|019 SVch.p. Combination, complete with lamps, e
-*-*' —Vincent, Hemsworth Lane Ends, near Wakefie

[15
RICHMOND Park Garage, 110, Upper Eichmo

Ed., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phonei Putney 26:

—Below.

R.P.G.—4h.p. Douglas .combination, 3 . speeds, k

starter, like new, late model; £60, special ofie

R.P.G.— 3i,9i.p. James combination, 3 speeds, clnt

etc., excellent condition ; £32.

R .P.G.—Indian 7-9h.p. combination, spring fiai

electric lighting, splendid order; £42.

R,P. G.—Brown SV^^-V- appros., mechanical v.i]->

Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter, gdbd tyres i

belt; £12 to clear.

R.P.G.—Calthorpe-Jap. 2-speed, £28.—Eichm.ond P
Garage, 110, Upper Eichmond Ed., East Hhe

S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622. fl(

RABE Opportunity acquire coachbuilt combinatji
practically gift; stamp.-59, Heidelberg I

Southsea. [9:

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys, Omec
Quadrants ; exchanges entertained. — Boo

Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-New 4%h.p. Quadrant and sidei

£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Boc
Motories, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.—1921 Endge Multi, £85; 1921 4>41

Ariel, £110; 1921 . 7h.p. Ariel, £125.-Boc
Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1921 Endge Multi, ran 50 ml

£75/10- J.E.S. motor set, for cycle, £10/5; 3

twin Humber, 3-speed, £18/15.—Booths Motories, B
fax.

BAEGAINS.—Sh.p. Fafnir, £10/10; sy^h.p. N.S

£12/10; Sh.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, £29/15; 6

Chater-Lea, Grade gear. £21/15.—Booths Motoi

Halifax.

BARGAINS.— Sh.p. Premier and sidecar, £65/

3V-h p. free engine Triumph, £26/10 ; 3',4hP-

and M." 1914, £39/15.—Booths Motories, Hahfaj

BARGAINS.-4h.p. 1917 3-speed Douglas, £69/

4h.p. 1920 3-speed Douglas, £85/15: 1915 23;

Douglas, £37/15; 1917 Douglas, £55,—Booths Moto

Halifax.

BAEGAINS,-6h.p. 3-Bpeed Eudge, £40/10; 192:

speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., £38

1921 2-8peed O.K., like new, £52/10; several s

soiled machines at reduced prices; exchanges ei

tained, including push cycles. Visit ns.-Bc

Motories. Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [.

6hp Sports Zenith-Gradua, £50; 3i,ih.p. Chafer

all accessories, tax paid, £35 ; one pair of Doi

cylinders, 2°/ih.p., £1/5.-14, Phosnix St., Euston, N.

Sh.p. Motor Cycle, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, Kla f,

..,4 good Dunlops, licence paid, guaranteed per .

£35.—V. Cooke, Kinnersley, Severn Stoke, Worces

IF Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy payments,,

or exchange motor cycle or combination, stat ^•

onirements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Disfapoe B-

material.-Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstol^

FOCH. for second-hand cycles, combinations,

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges am
Any new cycle, combination, or car suppbed^ c;i

easy payments.—Fail Offer Car House, 5, .Heatli

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). PI

3752 Hampstead. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

SALE.

HALIFAX Motor Excliange.

phone: 1400.—New aud seconcl-hand^maHiines

TTALIFAX.-

Horton St., Halifax,
d _

for cash; exchangVor deferred payments.-Below,

-Morgans, ;E105, iei20: 1919 A.V.

monocar, £79/10; Ariel 1920 S'ih.p., ie84/10.-

Below.

HALIFAX.—Alecto SVah.p. 1920 combination,

£79/10; 1918 S'Ah.p. P. and M. combination,

£65.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Enfield 1915-16 combination, £95;
1920 2%h.p. spring Irame Edmund-Jap, mileage

nominal, £59/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—1920 Harley electric combination,
£155; 1920 4-cyl. Henderson combination, £175.

-Below,

HALIFAX.—1917 Harley and sidecar, electrifcal

equipment, hood, screen, £115; Rex 6h.p. com-
bination. £52/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Humber 1914 S'/jh.p. 3-speed combina-
tion, £49/10; 1920 Scott, £95; 1921 spring

frame Beardmore-Precision, £69/10.—Below.

HALIFAX. — 1920 Scott combination, special,

£125; Sunbeam 8h.p. M.A.G. engine combina-
tion, £145.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Triumph 1914 combination. £69/10;
Triumph clutch model, £47/10; 1921 Sh.p;

Eofield combination, 250 miles, £145.—Below. •

HALIFAX.—6h.p. Zenith countershaft combination,
£85: 1918 Indian 7-9h.p. combination, like

new, £105.—Below,

HAIJFAX.-1918 7-9h.p. Harley, 1920 Henderson
Elite sidecar, £115: 1920 (November) G.N.,

iynamo lighting, £175; 3^'^.h.p. Premier, 2 speeds.
£29/10.-Below.

HALIFAX.—Cash, exchange, or deferred payments,
special terms quoted.—Note address, Halifax

\Iotor Exchange, 25, Horton St., Halifax. 'Phone

:

ilOO. [1723

JITOEGAN Eunabout, De Luxe Model, M.A.G. engine,
ITX with hood, water-cooled, £203, new from works;
3radbnry, • 4h.p., all-ohain drive, 1921, shop-eoiletl,

oakers' price £95, our price to clear, £90; A.J.S. 6h.p.
;nd Grindlay super sprung sidecar, fitted with hood
ad wind screen, accumulator lighting, 3 lamps, Dec,
919, licensed, £130; Douglas 4h.p. combination. Cameo

, .ind screen, 1921, not done 600 miles, in perfect
rder, licensed, £130; Triumph, renovated 4h.p., and

- ideear, complete with lamps and horn, licensed, £80.—
teed and Lockerbie, Motor Engineers, 18, New Elvet,
Jurham. [X9527

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
' ATEST Models Motor Cycles and Combinations for
-i hire, any period —Fowler and Brigden, 130, Enston
d. Museum 4827. f0708

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
JALMER'S Garage, Tooting^ The pre-eminent place

lor disposing of motor cycles.

)|>ALMER'S Garagg, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

I*ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of
^ a good cheque if you sell your machine at
timer's Garage.

|»ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

|>ALMER"S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality ol
motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

ursday at 2.

|»ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction fee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve, 5/-; over £50 reserve,

I/-. No garage charge is incurred until 7 days'
I tice is given.

|)ALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

l:e la held every Tliursday, commencing 2 p.m. [2096
\lGHTWEIGHT or Combination wanted, must be

modern.-Innian. 1. Othello Ed., Liverpool. [8509
liTANTED, 2=4h.p. Douglas or other lightweight,
I' cheap for cash.—Maynard, 8, Silver St., Enfield.

[2024
/ANTED, 2^5troke, 2-speed. State lowest cash, con-

dition, year.—Balsdon, Blacksmith, Highampton
i«»- [1643
»TANTED, 4-cyl., F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s. T.M.C.'s, Hender-
II' sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St
Ifndsworth. [315]
ftroMPH, 4h.p., countershaft, wanted; cheap for

spot cash; will collect.—Snow, 91, Mapledene Rd
|..ston, E.8. [2265
|7'ANTED, Red Indians, narley-Davidsons.—Wands
I worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., WandsworthIwn Station). [3152
ISTROKE Lightweight, modern, Levis or Con.

naught preferred.-Particulars, Clarke, 38, Broad-
,
Coventry. [X9719

ASH Waiting
: solo and combinations, good prices

I Siven._-Wrile, 'phono, or call. Edwards. 60, Har
|;ton Rd.. South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709

''AN'TED. good rbotor cycles and combinations for
.
cash; also machines accepted for sale on com

tt;ion.—Eatclifte Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W
[0706

Guaranteed in PERFECT CONDITION.
Money u-illingly refunded if not more than satisfied.

Ml Goods sent on Seven Days' Approval against Remittance.

SURPLUS MANUFACTURERS' STOCK AND W.D.

24x2i
Dunlop Heavy ".

.- 30/-
26x2

Palmer Cord Heavy '. 35 /-

Wood-fVlilne Extra Heavy 30/-
Hutchinson Rubber-studded 20/-

26x2i
Dunlop Heavy 36 /-

Palmer Cord Heavy 36 /-

Clincher Extra Heavy 27/6
Wood-Mllne Heavy 23/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 39/-
Baies Heavy 36 /-

Goodyear Extra Heavy 30/-
Avon Sunstone 36 /-

26x2J
Dunlop Heavy 36 /-

Dunlop Extra Heavy 42 /-

Palmer Cord Heavy 36 /-

Clincher Extra Heavy 30 /-

Avon Heavy Rubber-studded 30/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 35/-
Moseley Heavy 30/-
Hu'chinson T.T 29/6
Hutchinson Passenger 35 /-

26x2}x21
Clincher Extra Heavy 35 /-

Heavy Rubber-studded 25 /-

Extra Heavy Rubber-studded 30/-
26x2^ for 2i Rims.

Wood-Milne Heavy 32/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 36/-

26 X 3 for 26 x 2} Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 55 /-

Dunlop Heavy 45 /-

Wood-Milne Heavy 32/-
26x3 for 650x65.

Wood-Milne Heavy 35/-
Wood-Mine Extra Heavy 42/-

650x65 for Voituretie Rims.
Dunlop Steel-studded 47/6
Dunlop Grooved 42 '-

Avon Sunstone 39/6
Goodyear Diamond 30/-
Burnett Grooved .30/-

650x65 for Standard Rims.
Palmer Heavy Cord, Light Car Type 45/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 32 /-

2Sx2t for 21^ Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 40/-
Dunlop Heavy 42/6
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

28x3 for ih Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

28 X 3 for American Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-
Macintosh Heavy Chain 30/-

700x75 for 650x65 Rims.
Hutchinson Extra Heavy, Light Car Type 55/-

650 X 75 for 650 .: 65 Rims
Hutchinson Light Car Typo 50/-

700x80 for 650x65 Rims
Dunlop Extra Heavy 55 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45/-

Motor Cyclists' Waterproof Combination
Suits as illustrated last week, 25/-

When ordering, please write distinctly.

new, and casli,—Watson, Ware
[2108

MOTOR CVCLES WANTED.
COMBINATION in exchange for Sh.p. sports Zenith,

condition and -appearance as new.—64, Riverviow

Grove, Chiswick, W. L1984

WANTED. 2-speed lightweight; will exchange A^tO;

glider, good as '
"

"'" "^"^

Rd., Hailey, Hertford

WANTED, combination or solo.—Call, write, or

'phone, James, c/o Dentist, 482, Harrow Rd.,

Paddington. Tel. : Willesden 1744. [2199

WANTED, motor cycles and combinations for caeh.—
Richmond Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond

Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622. [1085a

TRIUMPHS.—W. T. Dunn, Ltd., are special buyers

of these machines, 1915 or later, single machines
or quantities; spot cash on sight.—Write, 'phone or

call, W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
Phone : Museum 6391. 10681

CASH on Sight for new and second.hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

—Call, write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-

493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone:
Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

F.O.C.H. pays highest pricee for sound machines.
Bring the 'bus along and take the cash away;

exchanges arranged.—Fair Oiler Car House. 5, Heath
St , Hampstead [near Hampfitead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[9676

WANTED, any good motor cvcle or combination, in

part exchange for any make of light car or com-
bination. Best possible price allowed.—Vivian Hardie
and Lane, Ltd., 23-24, 'SVoodstock St. (of! Blenheim
St 1 New Bond St., London, W.l. Tel.: Mayfair 6559.

[0702

WANTED, S'Ah.p. or 4h.p. Solo, kick start, 3-

speed, gears, clutch, any reliable make, 1918 or

later, cash on exchange; AUdays Matchless corribina-

tion and cash adjustment or sell, £40; also 2Vch.p.

1915 Ivy 2-stroke ior disposal.—Engineer, 107, Lothair

Rd., Leicester.
.

[X9735

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Booms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest

Station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lon-

don station. Machine can be included in auction

sale if desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage, Toot-

ing.
[203''

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
YOUNG Motor Attachment', nearly new: £17; with

back wheel complete.-Daniels, Cycle Agent, Mid-

hurst. [1584

WALL Auto-wheel de Luxe, excellent condition,

number plates; £9/lC.—Plnyfoot, Wellington
[1642

19^

W^

Auto-wheel de L
number plates; £9/1

Arms. Hawklmrst.

20 Simplex Attachment, complete with Hobart
cycle- £18/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

Phone : Hampstead 1353. [2275

AUTO-WHEEL, in perfect mechanical order; £7.—
Butterworths' G.lrage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton

Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813. [9146

ALL Auto-Wheel, privately owned, 1920, attached

to gent's cycle, perfect condition.—Full particu-

lars from Messrs. Stathers, 146, Wimborne Ed., Winton,
Bournemouth. [1569

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayner, 1012, George St., Blackpool.
[5248

INVALID Tricycle for sale, in good condition, Dunlop
tyres; price £10.-Apply, J. Clifford, Newton

Purcell, near Buckingham. [1580

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles,' for

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [7354

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
Ken.
[1443

2i!ih.p., 2-stroke, rapid, reli------
[1838

Scooter, excellent condition; cost

what offers —Miss Leighton, Sweeny Hall,
[1774

Sept., 1920. guaranteed perfect.

KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts,

dall Mews, George St., W.l.

KINGSBURY Scooter, „ . .

able ; £17.—E., 22, Cedar Rd., Croydon.

UNIBUS Motor
£75;

Oswestry.

A.B.C. Skootamota, . - „ - .

tax paid: nearest offer £25 secures.—Maurice,
Groombridge, Sussex. [1609

22.—Abbottsford 3-wheel motor scooter, nearly new,^ 5i4h.p. engine, overhead valves, foot cluteb, handle
start, peifett running order; a bargain.—Apply, Waite,

2, Church St., Isleworth. [1871

WHIPPET Motor Scooter, 1921, as new, run 30
miles, perfect condition, 125 m.p.g., 20 m.p.h.,

extra controls: cost £56, take £40, including tax: bar-

gain; seen after 8.-76, Beulah Hill, S.E. [1713

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

STORM Aprons and wind screens repaired and leno-
' vated from 5/- upwards.—Below.

SEND Your Enquiries and Repairs .to Hughes and
Co., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham. [X9778

EASTING Wind Screen, with apron and fittings, as
new; 50/-.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [X9743

CAMBER.—Hoods. 50/-; wind screens, 27/6.

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camb;rwell.

All letteia relating to advertisements stiould quote tlie number at the end of eacti advertisement, and the date of tlie Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, wtien desired, marlted (P).

-Bright
[1046
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HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list-

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters Ed., Totten
hnm. [1109

EASTING Wind Screen, standard, brand new, com-
plete; £4, offers.—Bisliop, Kensington Terrnce,

Darlington. [1942

CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cat to any size,

3/- per m. ft ; carriage paid for casL.—The Esses
Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Rd., Leyton-
stone, E.11. [0680

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manulaoturers oi

hoods, screens and aprons. Send for list.

—

Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. [8632

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turn-buttons,
twill, etc.: hardwood polished wind screens, 27/6:

celluloid sheets, 50x20 16/-, 25x20 8/6, 20x121/,
4/9.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham,
London. [2345

BODIES.
VENUS.—Singles, tandems, steped, and underslung:

cheapest in trade.

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesman's; repairs,
repainting ; exchanges.

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to user ; save
"money; lists ready; write.

VENUS Sidecar Co., 694, Seven Sisters Rd., South
Tottenham. N.15. 'Phone : Tottenham 2102.

[0519
ROBINI.—£10.—Chassis and bodies complete from

£10; bodies made by mass production.—Below.

ROBINI.—Brooklands model, painted dark blue, up-
holstered red Resine, bulbous back, complete with

locker, £.1110. Robini.—Helen sports, upholstered red
Rexine or choice, Wilbous back, painted dark blue,

£7/10; covered polished aluminium, £8/5.

ROBINI.—Helen Light Tourist, bulbous back, uphol-
stered red Rexine, painted dark blue, £7/10

;

covered polished aluminium, £8/10.—Below.

BOBINI.—Helen de Luxe, with large locker at rear,
' round back seat, upholstered red Rexine, painted

dark blue, £10 ; covered polish-ed aluminium, £11.
Robini.—Light sports bodies, made from aeroplane
floats, new upholstery, £4/10. Robini.—Helen special,

designed In- MiUs-Fnlford chassis, with bulbous back,
painted dark blue, upholstered red Rexine, £7/10.
Trade supplied. Can-iage extra. See Sidecar Attach-
ments column.—Brixton 1585.—T. Robini, 2, Water
Lane, and 1, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W.
('buses and trams pass the door). [2195

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers;
35 models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOO Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19. [8633

SPORTING Aluminium Sidecar Body; £4/10.—
Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead

1353. [2276

BAMCO Sidecar Bodies, want finishing, coat of
paint, well built and roomy, from £2/10 to

£3/10.-2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [2307

BIG Stock Bodies, all designs, to clear cheap; call
or send requirements.—T. Williams, Manufac-

turer, 9, Lower Chatham St., Axford St., Manchester.
[S9731

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, nis(
class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better oi

cheaper house}, spoitinp models, bulbous back and
step pattern. All at low prices. Call or send your le-

(jnirements.—228, Pentonville Ed.. King's Cross, Lon-
don, N.l. Tel.; 2481 North. [6851

SIDECAR Body Designs lor the trade only. Work
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.-

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd-., established designers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.G. 4.

[0004

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
GLORIA. 1920, wind screen and grid; £35.—Ward.

38, Ribble Rd., Coventry. [X9696

SEVERAL Sidecars, cheap to clear; room wanted.—
57, Kenbury St., Cambei'well, London. [1967

CANE Sidecar, complete with all fittings, off Triumph

:

£3/10.-76, Calling Ed., Hammersmith. [1870

("^AMEER—Stienmline models, £16/10.—Bright and
^ Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER.—Lightweight models, £17/10.—Erieht and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER.—Semi-touring models, £18/10 —Bripht and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBER.—Tandem models for adult and child
£26.—Blight and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camber-

well, London.

CAMBER.—Utility models, £25.—Bright and Hayles.
78, Church St.. Camberwell, London.

CAMBER Sidecars.-Makers, Bright and Hayles, 78
Church St., Camberwell, London. 'Phone : Brix-

ton 2951. ri045a
£8.—Sporting racing sidecar, Watsonian coachbuilt,

light, S6in. wheel.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [59744

, RIGHT
TYRES

,,,
Attfie

IIIL RIGHT
PRICES

24x2 Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded . 30/-

24 X2i Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded . 33/-

26x2 Wood-Milne 3-ply 25 /-

„ Wood-Milne 4-ply 30 /-

Wood-Milne Combination 44/-
Dunlop Heavy W.D 38 /-

Hutchinson Brooldands R.S 26 /10 .

Hutchinson T.T. R.S 32/6
„ Hutchinson Passenger R.S 37/6

26X 2 J Wood-Milne 3-pIy 26/10,
„ Wood-Milne 4-ply 34/1
„ Wood-Milne Combination 46/3

Dunlop Heavy W.D 35/6
„ Palmer Cord Heavy W.D 35 /-

Clincher Heavy W.D 33/6
Macintosh Heavy W.D 32/6
Hutchinson Brooldands R.S 28/6
Hutchinson T.T. R.S 34 /S

„ Hutchinson Passenger R.S 38/6
26X 22 Hutchinson T.T. R.S 36/-

„ Hutchinson Passenger R.S 41/6
Dunlop Heavy .W.D 37/6
Pahner Cord Heavy W.D 35/6

„ Clincher Heavy W.D. 35 /-

Beldam Heavy W.D 32/6
26 X2.\1 Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-stud. .. 39/6
tor 2i \ Hutchinson T.T. 3-rib 39 /-

rims J Hutchinson Passenger 3-rib .... 45 /-

26x2*1 Wood-Milne 3-ply 31/10
for 2I \ Wood-Milne 4-ply 36/1
rims' j Wood-Milne Combination 51/6
26x3 Wood-Milne 3-ply 33/4

„ Englebert Passenger 37/6
„ Hutchinson Passenger 45 /-

26x3 \
X 2j J Wood-Milne 3-ply 32/-

650 X 65 Wood-Milne 3-ply 32/4
Dunlop Steel-studded 53/-

„ Goodrich Safety fguaranteed) .... 53 /-

Hutchinson Light Car 3-rib 42/-
Hutchinson Small C^r 3-rib 52/-

700X,-;5l
for > Hutchinson Light Car 3-rib 45/-

630 X 65 J
Hutchinson Small Car 3-rib 57/6

28x3 Goodrich (guaranteed), with Tube . 60/-
BatesHeawW.D 45/-
Clincher Heavy W.D 45 /-

Wood-.Milne Heavy W.D 40/-

„ Hutchinson Light Car 3-rib 45 /-

„ Hutchinson Small Car 3-rib 63 /-

28 X 2l Wood-Milne 3-ply 32/4
„ Wood-Milne 4-ply 40/4

Hutchinson T.T. R.S 42/6
Hutchmson Passenger R.S 50/-

fiiu X 8ft. 6in 17/-

BELTS] Jin. x 7ft. 6in 12/-
tjin. X 6ft. 6)n 10/6

T^-»v W^ W^ WITH EVERY

PWhP ?S"cfE'T
I Im I .1 > COMBINATION*A JLm..a.dfJLtf TOOLSET,

WARD & GOLDSTONE'S
: Electric Lamps Stocked :

AU sizes 0/ tyres and tubes of a 1

1

makes stocked.

St. Paul's Rubber Co.,
— T. JAV —

3, Amen Corner,
Paternoster Row,
LONDON, E.C.4,

TRADE SUPPLIEIX

s
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

POR
O ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

QANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Chassis.—Insist on having our enclosed
wheel type of chassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns., and Sports
26 gns., are of distinctiove api:)fcaranee.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the smartest Bide-
car on the road; highly recommended in "The

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Lnxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to
suit any make of machine, 42 gns. ; bodies only,
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seater as
designed by ng, and approved by the recognised
experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lb.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering C^., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Ed., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factories:

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and BriUnnia
Works, Britannia St., W.C. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indiaoa,

New Imperials, Suirt>eams, Blackbiirnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi,

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs o! al
kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forfc;

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Vbu
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not onln
safer and more comfortable, but are faster oi

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, nc:

bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side!

car makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 2'

S troud Green Rd. , Fiuabury Park (near Tube
Phone : Hornsey 1584. [052

GLORIA Sidecar with fittings, in good conditio
nearly new tyre and discs; £10.-Eugeley Garag

Rugeley. (;93£

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 eidecar. su
Triumph or B.S.A.; £13/15.—Booths Motorie

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, su
Rudge, £16/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, neai

new, £16/10.—Bootha Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker uod
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. - Boot

Motories. Halifax.

SMART Sporting Sidecar, as
lamp, £22; another, £10

Fordel Rd., Catford.

[33

new, screen, electi

, both complete.—;
[19

BASTONE'S for sidecars and bodies; no better
cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models bef<

purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 r-porting and other mod
in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sideei Li"

from JE14/18/6.
^' '

BASTONE'S.—Wo have a few soiled eidecarai
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.-Distributing agents for the fflOl'

Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sportiae'

»

other models in stock ; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.}. 228, Pentonville I
King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 24S1 Nort

(61

TWO Nico CoachbuUt Sidecars, one Montgomery,
Triumph, and B.S.A. Smart.—Sherwood, Kelfl^

Saxmundham, Suffolk. (iJj [1

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, aluminium disc, apron, 4-pi

attachment, ofl Triumph : £10 ; evenings.—

1

Pulborough Rd., Southfield, S.W. [1

SIDECAR, light sporty, coachbuilt, £5; King I|
' iVsh.p., 1914, 2-speed, £23.-Bambiidge,

Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [X9j

HENDERSON Lightweight Sidecar, 4-point. DutJ
Eluemel wind screen, excellent condition; £lj

22, Eoscastle Rd., Highgate Rd., N.W.5. [3|

Q-SEATER Sidecar, 1919 Rennoc, 4 connectil

-V 28x3 wheel, tyre, screen, hood, carrier ; 1

1

£20.—Apply, Diver, Public Offies, Marple. IJI

TAYLOR'S Coachbuilt Bulbous Back Sidecar,' ll
with wind screen; £18. or exchange spoii|

type.—112, Gorton Rd., Coundon Rd., Coventry!

t\

m
GLORIA Sidecar, 1921, practically new, bull

back, petrol and luggage carriers; £3=: I

any time.—75, Crowborough Rd., Tooting, Londpl

MILLFORD Sidecar, as new. tor Triumph, Snnbl
B.S.A or P. and M.. £16; Douglas sldecal

33, HacWord Rd., Brixton. L|

\ fc

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

new, £16

advertisenieat, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS
ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens,

In Tyondnn, actiial

1921 catalogue, 32
K"stock"in'^ London, acUiai manufacturers througb-

largest

80Jut. Send for
illustrations,

PHCENIS Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, ^nd can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and cUi.ri.nce
sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear' at

knock-out prices. Note : Write for special clearance
list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection oi complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of

sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all

makes, English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd., TTpper
Hollowny, N.19. 'Phone " r^^r,-,

Hornsey 1589.

chassis.

[8631

hood,IF You Require a Sidecar, body,
screen, apron, fiiats, or repair job, see T. Williams.

Manufacturers, 9, Lower Chatham St., Axford Rd.,
Manchester. [X9732

ONE New Sidecar, unused, undersluug double chassis,

,

would cost frou
' sain, £25.—Geiger,
1
London, N.W.3.

ikTILLS-FULFORD Sidecar Chassis, unused.
"J- second-hand, "'

"

manufacturers £35 to £40: bar-

24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak,
[1591

T> U YAL Leicester Sidecars are made tor comfort.
-tV attachments for any machine; price IB gna. up-
wards; have few cars to clear at reduced prices; re-

lairs, repainting, etc.—The Wiliowbrook Motor Co..
Leicester. [0335

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

I
age 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
' years on motors up to 9h.p.—Ilopley, Upper High-
;ate St., Birmingham. [0152

FARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itsell

' jEolutelv reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
nd, when folded, combination will pass through a

;
Oin. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.— Win-
ycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. fOSSS

. £8110;
,

£4/10. All Millford parts in
lock. A large quantity of second-hand fittings at
'.at prices. Trade supplied. The best chassis for all

I
arposes, and especially for the rider who desires to

j
de solo at times, as the chassis can be detached and
,-tached single-handed in 3 minutes.—Light Car and
otor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill, Brix-
n (V^ minute from Brixton Skating Rink). [1731

XEPPELTHWAITE and Watkins, ^£4/10; Douglas
J- chassis, renovated as new, complete, underslung,
^0 supplied with special fittings for P. and M.,
iumph, Rudge, etc. Bring your bike and have One
ted. Don't be nervous of price; approval against
Ai there! New tyre, 30/- extra; new bodies from
.710, bulbous backed. Old man Hep., quarter day,
1
itter up. See Parts and Accessories columns.—
lone: 1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox Rd., Souch I.am-
h, London, S.W.8. [1819

' OBINL—Douglas chassis, complete, enamelled, new
tyre and tube, with Helen sports bodv. dark

e, £14. Robini.—Douglas chassis, as above, with
V Helen tourist, dark blue, £15/10; with de luxe
del. dark blue, £15/10. Robini.—Mills-Fulford
ssis complete, new tyre and tube, with Helen sports

I
del, £12/10. Robini.—As above, with Helen tourist

:

iel, £12. Trade supplied. Robini.—Chassis and
les from £10. Carnage extra. For full particulars
bodies see Body column.—Brixton 1585.—T. Robini
Water Lane, and 1. Tulse Hill. Effra Rd., Brixton'

_ /.
( buses and trams pass the door). [2196

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
AN GUY, Weymouth. G.N. official agent

mnripl from stock; £198.
PoDuIar

[0691

£120.-Mvlnm.
[2128

electric lights, etc., perfect

;

Hills Rd., Cambridge. [1523
Weymouth. Morgan agent: reduced

LERIOT Whippet, 1920, as new
197. London Rd., Croydon.

20 A.V. Monocar,
£70.-L. Bull, 44,

AN GUY
price; Grand Prix lOh.p. M.A.G., £197, from

^- [0624
120 Family Morgnn, hood, lampfi, etc., good eondi-
' tion; £155; trial.-Vicar, Newton St. Cyres,
ter.

, [1556
V. Monouar, £115, complete; demonstrator in stock

—Service Motors, .St. Chad's Rd., Headingley.
^- [2006
ORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.-Revs
378-384. Euston Rd..- N.W.I. Phone : Museum

i- [1245
N. Popular, 1921, shop-soiled onlv; £175.—Revs
/378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
> [1246
»16 Morgan Sh.p., just overhauled, spares; must
r RPlt. i;90, tax paid.-Musson, 102, Urban Rd

[1575

sell:

caster.

Be on the

Safe Side
by taking: advantage of
this unique olfer of
sliG;htIyshop-soiIed[,new
1 92 1 motor cycle and
combination bargains

—

our Extended Payment
System enables you to
make US3 of these
opportunities without
disturbing your capital.

A few examples are given
below. Full list on
application.

BROUGH Com., 5-6 h.p. flat

twin, all-chain drive, spring
wheel Sidecar, hood, screen,
Lucas lamps £170

CLYNO 8 h,p. Com., spring
frame, spare wheel, screen £175

ZENITH, 8 h.p., clutch.
Model H £132 10

RALEIGH 5-6 h.p. spring
frame Com £175

ENFIELD 8 h.p. Com., Lucas
Magdvno lighting, horn £167 10

. O.K. 2|h.p. Sidecarette £87 10
METRO, 2! h.p., 2-speed,

sports model £57 10
P. & M., 3i h.p.. ch.iin drive £107
O.K., 2j h.p., 2-specd, clutch,
and kick 'Starter £61

// you are unable to take immediate
delivery, we sJiiill be plea'. ed to store
any machine on receipt of a small
deposit.

SECONDHAND, over-
hauled, and in good order,

ALL TAX PAID.
LEVIS Popular, re-enamelled
and plated, lamps, etc. . .

.

ENFIELD, 1921. 2-stroke,
2-speed, lamps, as new . .

.

O.K.-VILLIERS, --speed, r92i
P. & M., R.A.F. type, 2-speed,

kick starter £60
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 1914 Com. . . £80
1920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-

J.A.P. Com., and access... £120
T920 SCOTT Com., complete. . £120
CLYNO 5-6 h.p. 3-speed Com.,

renovated as new £105
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Com., reno-

vated as new £115
HENDERSON 10 h.p. 4-cyl.
Com., elcc. lighting, speedo-
meter, etc £90
Ftdl Second- hand List post free.

Extended payments.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
I^AEDEN-J.A.r. Monocar, all on, tax paid: bargain,

^^„ f 50.-Three MaspiSs, Bath Kd., Hiuliiit-ton,
Middlesex. ^ [1772

O 20.—Rex Lette, 5-6h.p., w.c., 2 speeds, Bosch, good
<^^ order; stamp, replies.—H. Eobinson, Longhouehton,
Lesbury. [1940.

MORGAN G.P., ivater-cooled J.A.P., perfect; £125,
or part exchange decent solo.—51, Windmill Kd.,

Sunbury. [2101

1Q21 T.B. 3-wheeler, ivater-cooled, dynamo lighting;
J-t/ cost £297, accept £165.-24, Ballicl Ed., North
Kensington. [1976

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, Sh.p., early delivery:
2t0 gns.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Ct. Portland St.,

London. W.l. [0350

HUMBEEETTE, 1915, water-cooled. Stepney, and all
.accessories ; £100, no oflers.—Mylam, 197, London

Rd., Croydon. [2129

1Q16 Grand Prix Morgan, very fast; £150, or ei-
-Ltf cliange for combination with cash adjustment.
—Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee. [1704

"I Q20 Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled, lavishly equipped;
-•-«-' £145.—Hillier, 1, Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gar-
dens, North Kensington. [1987

MOEGAN.1921 G.P., lOl.p. M.A.G. engine, every
accessory, like new throughout; £195.—ilylam,

197, London Ed., Croydon. [2127

G.N. Late Model de Luxe, dynamo lighting and all
improvements, tax paid; £165.—J. Daniels, Jun.,

8, Croivhutst Ed., Brixton, S.W.9.Brixton,

standard touring,—^— dynamo lighting;
Garage, 47, Streatham Hill, S.\V.2.

G.N., 1921, new
works August,

[2211

received from
£240.—Telford

• [1525

MORGAN Sh.p., smart appearance, perfect running;
nearest £90 : motor cycle part exchange considered.

-Young, 24, Albion Ed., Lewisham. [1945

1 Q21 G.N., April, mileage 600, new oversize tyres,
J-*/ many spares, all accessories; a gift at £150.-17,
St. Charles Su., N. Kensington, W.IO. [1010

A.V. Monocar, 8h.p., hardly used, appearance new,
and nnscratched, dynamo lighting set

Haven, Portsmouth Rd
MORGAN de Luxe,

electric lighting. <

Plains Ed., Mapperley, Nottingham

Esher, Surrey.

lOh.p. M.A.G.,

£95.—
[2261

water-cooled,
'26: trial.

[X9523

£39

£56
£50

-127,

ONE Shop-soiled 1921 Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled
M.A.G., full equipment; £190.—Eeys. 378-384,

Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [1243

4-WHEELED Monocar, 2-speed countershaft, les6
power unit, ;rood tvres, painted red, splendid con-

dition; saciiflce £30.-56, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [2079

rQ18 G.P. Morgnn, chassis overhauled, body repainted
*' and reupholstered ; sell £135, or exchange com-

WE ARE DISTRIBUT-
INGAGENTS FOR THE

O.K. JUNIOR.
The little machine with

the big heart.

We have all models in stock
trom 38 Gns. Catalogue and
particulars post free on request.

An initial payment ot £io will
secure one of these splendid machines.
Watch the performances of the O.K.

is provai by Deeds, not words.

289-293, High Holborn,
LONDON, W.l.

pholstered : sell £135, or escliango com-
liinntion and cash.—18, Hestercombe Av., Fulham. [2088

HUMBERETTE, a.c. speedometer. Stepney, electrio
lamiw, nil accessoiies, m.p.g 45, tas paid • any

trial; £90.—Richardson, 380, Kiugsland Rd., E.8. [I486

A.C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechanic-
ally sound, good appearance; frdm £55 to £85;

trial.—29. Allsop St., Uppsr Baker St., London, N.W.
[7947

1 Q20 G.r. Aero Morgan, dynamo lighting, lOh.p.
-Lv M.A.G. engine, fastest and smartest Morgan
running; £150.-24, Ballicl Rd., North Kensington.

[1980
lYTORGAN Pattern Runabout, 3-.ireed and reverse,
ITJ. elet'trie.Iitrhting, siteedometer; £85; exchange com-
bination.—The Haven, 120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon.

[2121
NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes : good selection in stock ; cash, easy pay-
ments, or exchange.— Service Co.. 292, High Holborn,
W.C.I. [0673

1 Q21 Kingsbury Junior Smart do Luse Light Car,
--^ Brolt dynamo set, steel disc wheels, tas paid

i

£240; part exchange enteitained.—76, MarmioH- Rd.,
Southsea. [2035

IQIS AC. Runnbout (4 wheels), 6h.p., 2-speed and
J-*.' reverse, in good running order; £60. or eschanga
combination; cash oflers invited.—Joy, 5, Park St., Bri|-
house. Torks. [X9711

1 Q21 Morgan de Luxe and Grand Prix Models, for
A-iJ immediate delivery; extended payments; ex-
changes.—Reys. 378-384. Euston Rd.. N.W.I. 'Phone :

Museum 6436. [1244

1 Q16 Morgan Grand Prix:, J.A.P.. hood, screen, first-
-!-«-' class condition, full eauipment. licensed and in-
.snied; price £110. or near offer.—Hall's Garage, Lt<l.,
Stevenage, Herts. [1660

A.V. Monocar, 8h.p., December, 1920, electric and
acetylene lighting, horn^ tools, etc., small mileage;

£85.~Hillier, 1, Tliorpe Mews,
North Kensington.

Cambridge Gardens.
[1988

NEW Brooks Light Car, 9h.p., dynamo lighting, sport-
ing body, hood and screen, 5 detachable -ivheels.

nnscratched, and never been used; exceptional bargain,
£105—Can be seen at The Colonial Motor Co., 104a,
Finchley Rd., N.W.3. [1762

BLERIOT WHIPPET, July. 1921, perfect running
order, reverse gear, hand or foot drive, Magdyuo

(Lucas) lighting, spare wheel and tyre, luggage grid
on back, tax jiaid, insured till next July; best offer.

—

Mellows, 4, High St., Hornsey, N.8. [1824

All letters relating te advertisements should quote the number ^t the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issut» ASg
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
BLERIOT AVbippet. December, 1920, electrically

'

eiiuipped, uiilenge 500; ride 50 miles to purcbnser;
il25. -Sillier, 1, Tlicipe Mews, Cambridge Gardens,
North Keiisiiigtou. [1986

MORGAN Brand New 1922 Modele de Luxe 4-seater,
10b. p. M.A.G, engine, w-C, lamps, born, etc.

;

£210.— Stevens, 184, Pentonville Kd., King'3 Cross.
'Phone: Central 10264. [2205

1 Q 1 9 Merrall-Brown 2-seater, 3-wbeeler, 10b. p..
Xt/ vjit?:"-cooled, 2-speed, reverse, spar© wbeel, bood,

itl lamps, etc. ; £110, or near offer.—Brown,
71, Twill.- Wandsworth. ["2240

MORGAN,
retyred ail

G.N.
dv

1914, stored during war, a.c, spoitin^.
round, screen, speedometer, repainted

;ind varnished ; sacrifice £85 ; must sell.—23, Kemp-
sbott Rd., Streatbam, S.W.16. [1932

1920 Touring, first-class order tLrougbout,
dynamo lighting, ignition switch, adjustable tappets,

full equipment, many improvements ; £190.—Telford
Garage, 47, Streatbam Hill, S.W.2. [1524

NEW Scott Sociable ' in stock for immediate delivery,
complete, ready to drive away; car comfort at

motor cycle and sidecar cost; licence paid; 260 gns.—
Glossop Motor Co., Gloesop. 'Pbone: 48. [1791

1CI20 8b.p. A.V. Monocar, ae new, perfect 4hrougli-
J-t^ out, just overhauled and re-enamelled; £85; con-
sider exchange for good 3'/>b.p. cmmtersbaft A.B.C. or
Norton.—H. Pentelow, Rotbwell, Kettering. [1954

HUMBERETTE, late water-cooled engine, upholstery
and body absolute new condition. Palmer tyres,

55 m.p.g., and eistraordinary hill-climber, bad very little

uinning, and only short journeys, licence paid; £155;
;iccept motor cycle port payment.—C/o 3, Station Ap-
proach, Reading. [1554

A SHOWROOM Bargain, at a very special price.—
Slightly soiled 8h.p, Morgan de Luxe, painted blue

with black upholstery, J.A.P. engine, with lamps, gener-
ator, and horn; deferred payments if desired.—Mann,
Egerton and Co., Ltd., Norwich and Loudon (379-381,
lOuston Rd., N.W.I.). [9440

CARS FOR SALE.
COX'S.-Complete printed

to £850, free on appli
list, fifty vehicles,

application. Call.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the A.S.M.M., 6, Lansdowne
Hill, Weit Norwood. Call 9-6 (Saturdays 4).

So business Sundays. [1277

jp50 down and 12 payments of 5 monthly secures re-
:^ liable landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £10 secures
12-14h.p. Fiat landaulet, repainted.—Palmer's

' ^rage, Tooting.

OlOO down and 12 monthly payments £12/10 secures
cfe" lah.p. Oakland touring, self-starting.—Palmer's
Curage, Tooting.

£1 00 down and 12 monthly paym'ents £12/10
pet ures Piccard-Pictet % landaulet, dynamo light

in^.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

monthly payments £10 secures
34 landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,

£100 down and 12
Shedield-Simplcx

£275 Ca^h secures 16h.p. Meteor Touring^Car, Sankey
steel wheels, dynamo lighting, extra good.—

Palmer s Garage, Tooting.

Landaulet, small Six, 4 speeds,
Palmer's Garage, Toot-

O Ah.p. La Bui
.'WV detachable rims; £295

"I Kb. p. Panhard Modern % Landaulet, 4 cyls,
-i-O bloc, Bedford cord ; £250.—Palmer's
Tooting

,, mono-
Garage,

1 Ab.p. Darracq
J-\J enclosed
Garage, Tooting.

£165 Cash secures
Whitworth

Light 2-seater, 4
valves ; exchanges

;

cyls., monobloc,
£150.—r

"

-Palmer's

very fine 15.9h.p. Armstrong-
2-seater, dynamo lighting.—Palmer's

Garage, Tootini

£125 Cash secures 15h.p. Maxwell, smart 2-seater,

dynamo lighting.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£500 Cash, brand new 1921 llh.p. Peugeot small 4-

seater, self-starting, 4 speeds.—Palmer's Garage,
Tooting.

£600 Cash, 1921 sports Charron 4-seater, dynamo
lighting and self-starting. 6 detachable wheels.—

Palmer s Garage, Tooting. 'Phone : 208 Streatbam,
[2099

LAGONDA Coupe," in good condition: price £100.—
Houston, 36, Buckingham Gate, S.W.I. [2336

otherwise as
"I Q21 8h.p. Rover Car, slightly used,
J- •7 new; £200.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [2054

G.N.,dynamo
April, touring,

iiamo Morgan,
Grove,'N.W.5.

No. 1975; £200;
must be good.—10,

wanted.
Elaine
[2067

DE DION 6h.i
order; £65,

Upper Tooting.

2IZAIRE, 15.9b.p.
Ider, in perft

0/0 77, Acre Lane, Brixton,

, 2-seater Car, complete, in first-class

tax paid; trial.— 3, St. James's Rd,
[1566

GrandQL _ .

O" holder, in perfect order; £250.—Captain Jackson,
Prix
£250
S.W,9.

record
ckson,
[2213

HALIFAX.—Caltborpe, Lagonda, Standard, Coventry
Premier, and Airedale cars. Get our exchange

qnotation.
dalifax.

A4O

-Halifax Motor Exchange, 25, Horton St.,

[1727

ACCESSORIES
I

H

•V

S5

H ss

ADAPTERS
To convert bayonet
to screw-in bulb.

,.i SILENCERS
Lb^ for harleys.

k*s5
carriage

"i 0/0 paid.

5S —

METAL CASED
TOOL BAGS.

Leather fiont. Two clips supplied with
each bag.

HB I

H
H
H

5«

5J^

[il 5/9 - 10/9&m
rst^ CARRIAGE PAID. »j5 J J

"JS We have in stock and can supply Xxil
! S^V Repair Parts for B.S.A. Machines, J}Ji n
l-^iK J.A P. and VILLIERS Engines, N5_l

-vv" ond Senspray Carburetters, and
'xi Chater-Lea luss and races, etc.

S'^-'i-

CARS FOR SALE.
Rover 2-seater, hood, screen, lamp. Stepney,

3-speed, reverse; £50, or excliange good motor
cycle,—Kiley, Elkstone, Buxton, Staffs. [2174

8h.i). Kover Car, lato 1921 model, air-cooled, fitted

with speedometer, extra air, clock and rubber mat,
m excellent condition, mileage 1.700, no punctures, all
tools and many spare ports; £250. a bargain.—L. Lea.
6. East Park Parade, Northampton. [1645

"pfAITSTIE lOh.p., 4-cyl., smart 2-seater with dickey
-» seat, Bosch, paintwork, tyres, everything gocwl
condition, guaranteed perfect, stylisli lamps, tools,

barfjain, £130, or exchange combination and cash; trial
any time.—Owner, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial Ed.,
Stepney, London. [2062

TAXICABS.
SIDEOAK Taxi Combinations, cash or gradual.-

County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birming.
ham. [8448

£100 down and twelve monthly payments of £30
secures London taxi cab.—Details, Palmer's Gar-

age, Tooting. [209C

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
£100 down and twelve monthly payments of £2£

secures a magnificent 3-ton lorry.—Details

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [209:

MAETINSYDE Tradesman's Box Carrier, complet
with chassis, absolutely as new; 19 gns.; thi6_ i

less than hali cost.-

St., Birmingham.
Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139. Ne\

[S963.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
OTOR Cycles, Cars, Lorries, etc., cash or extende
terms.—Writs Kenneth Beadunll, 130, Northfleb
Baling, W.13. [2lOl

NEW and Second-hand Motor Cycles; delerreS paj,.

ments at lowest rates.—Halifax Motor Exchange

M
Av

Horton St., Halifax. [172;;

FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light oar
cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new <

second-hand,
W.0.1.

write Service Co., 292. High

ENGINES.

Holboriir

[061

Oh.p.
/V £

New Moto-Reve, single, mag. and
£9.-35, Avenue Rd., Clapton, E.5.

DE DION Engine, 2%h.p., with magneto
buretter; £6.—Mylam, 197, London Ed.,

carburottei'

[20j]

and ca
Croydol'

[21!l

n /\-100h.p. 6-cyl. Beiiiet Engine, complete, and cim.i

UVf new; £55, cost £800.-77, Acre Lane, S.W.2.'
i22i,

7h.p. Twin o.h.i.v. Engine, 45%, complete with mg,
and pulley; £9/10; perfect.—19, Key Hill, Bill

mingham. [X97(vl

J.A.P. Engine, 4h.p., and mag., flret-class conditicil

£12; N.SiU. gear, £5/10.—Farrow, Spains yai.l

Gravesend. [20;;f

FOE Sale, 5-6h.p. N.S.U. engine, Bosch, B.B.,

able pulley, complete unit; £10.—Burden, BroiJ
mayue, Dorchester. [15J

TRIUMPH, 1912, adjustable tappets, powerftlj

£8/17/6, carriage free.—Forfield Motors, F.ir

field Place, Leamington Spa. [X97/1

i^/^h.p. o.h.v. V Twin, complete, ready lor chassj
/*" brand new, cost £100 to build; any casTi offjl

or exchange.—40, Wheathill Rd., S.E. [Ml

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Engine, complete with magmaT
(O.A.V.), carburetter, oil pipes, and controls, re(r|

for frame; £12/10.-L. F. Brimfleia, 96, Melfort 11
Thornton Heath, Surrey. [2C;|

,OUGLAS 2%h.p. Engine, complete Bosch ett«\

carburetter, controls, silencer, splendid cooj

tiott excellent running order; £9.—Dawson,
Ampthill Rd., Bedford. [H'

D^

TNDIAN.—A fe^v Powerplus 7-9h.p. engines _ at

price of £15/15 each.—Smitylow prl.-w w, . ,--
J

Ed. (opposite Chalk Farm T'l]

D^

TURNER'S STORES
The Motor Cyclists' Accessory House,

180-1-2, Railway Approach,
SHEPHERD'S BUSH, W.12

'Phone : —Western 6177.

remarkably
86, Chalk Farm ,„ -

Station), London. 'Phone : Hampstead 2767. [lil|

OUGLAS Flat Twin, believed 10-12h.p., comii;f

Solex carburetter and mag., seen running;

offer accepted, or exchange (cash either wayl for 6-61

J.A.P. 1918-21.—Seward, Red Hill Bas«ett, Southatl

EPPELTHWAITB'S.—3y2h.p. a.i.v. Rex, £3ft
2V,h.p. F.N., ie2/10; 4-cyl. F.N. complete Tl f

£12/10f 5h.p. Stevens, £3/15; 2h.p. Mmerva mi<i|

£3/10; 3h.p. Minerva a.i.v., £3; a.i.v. P. and

£3/10; 2idl.p. Peugeot, £2/10; Humber w.c.
.

complete, £14/10; Bosch magnetos, enclosed £3, j< I

30/-. See Sidecars column.—'Phone : 1958 BrixtOI

19, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, Londoij, S.W.8. LI I

JAP Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. EngiBi.)

I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines;!

oarts in England ; over 30 engines always in stoi

select from, and the price: 5h.p. twins, £17/10;

fitted with new pistons and. 1921 cylinders, £20;l|

8hp, at £18/10. Parts: 8h.p. J.A.P. crank, o

J

50/- pair; 6h.p. crank cases, 40/- pair; 8h.p. cam wj|

complete. 15/- each; valves complete, 4/- Mich|^ ll

guides, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 each;
|^|

?olv6 and inlet cap, 4/- each ;
tappets complete, 2/6 el

cam levers, inlet and exhaust, 4/- each; endefa J
5/- each; and all parts for J.A.P. engines. Stamil

reply -Hawkins, 455, York Ed.. Wandsworth. ;li
|

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue..
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
TITAGNETOS 50% Below Original Cost.

BOSCH W.D. 1-cyl., variable iBnition ; 63/-. de-

livered.

rHOMSON-BEIWETT and M-L's of Coventry, 1-cyI.

A.D.S. or P.L.R. types, 40/-, delivered, suitable

'or stationary engines. Any of the above if variable
gnition 10/- extra.

C.A.V., suitable for 2 or 1-cyl. lightweight motor
bicycl^^, heiglit 4i4in., breadth 25/hin., dejith 4V2in.,

ariable ignition and short circuiting terminal, guaran-
eed platinum points, and workmanship of the finest

;

:-cyl. fires at 180° All working parts are interchange-
ble with C.A.V.'s types KUl and 2. 52/6, delivered.

rHOMSON-BENNBTT Types A.M.I and 2. variable
ignition and short circaiting terminal; A.M. 2 fires

,t 180°; 55/-, deUvered,

rHOMSON-BENNETT 4-cyl., variable ignition; £5/5,
delivered.

*J".B,—Any of these magnetos supplied clock or anti-
" dock. When ordering state which when looking

t driving end and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

rEEMS : Net cash. Satisfaction or caeh returned, if

requested within 21 days.—Vale Engineering Synd.,
11, Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

^.A.y. 2-eyl. Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Magnetos,
^ LiUitinum points, workmanship of the finest, and
] working parts are interchangeable with C.A.V.'s
re KU2, perfect for plug testing. One, caniage paid,
i/-: lots of six, rail forward, 22/6 each, of 20 at
/6. ol 100 at 20/-.—Vale Engineering Synd. Terms
id address as above. [0698

10DNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

y-lGNETOS. Magnetos. Magnetos.

JOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos.—Having
' bought the entire stock of the following makes
magnetos, we are able to offer Ihem at large dis-
acts-—Below.

>03CH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Bennett,
' single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 65, 180',
1/lS; C.A.V., single or twin, clock or anti S2/10i
stage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Below.
LL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni-

L tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates.
;a.v to be immediately fitted on. Please state make
engine when ordering.—Below.
OU.N'TY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

LUGS, high-tension wire, plugs.

OVERNMENT Surplus; new plugs in boxes.

.C. (Titan), 1/6; K.L.G. type 7, detachable, 2/6;
high-tension wire, new, unpenshed, 9 mm., 5d.
yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7 mm.. Ad. per yard, 25

a coil 6/-; 5 mm., 3d. per yard. 25 yard coil 4/-;
im., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.

OSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, 1/-; 3 mm..
9a.; (see other goods under Miscellaneous.)—

JW,

LL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt
ol cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—Below.

";?"'''X. "', London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a
,

Ivew Park Hd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W Tel •

alham 2898. T.A. ; Ignitionac. Brixstret, London.

AGNETOS to trade only; 50.^ below original cost.

OSOH 1-cyl., as new, 63/-, delivered.

lOMSO.N-BENNETT and M-L's of Coventry 1-oyl
A.p.9. or P.L.E. typas, 40/-, delivered, suitable

stationniT engines. Any of the above if variable
ion 10/- extra.

i.y., suitable for 2 or 1-cyl. lightweight motor
bicycle.'., height 4V4in., breadth 2iji,in.. depth 4V-.in

able Ignition and short-circuiting terminal. Giiar-
3d platinum points, and workmanelip of the finest
. fires at 180°.

.L working parts are interchangeable with C.A.V.'s
types KUl and 2; 52/6, delivered.

ipMSON-BENNETT Types AMI and 2, variable
Ignition and short-circuiting terminal; AM2 fires
80°; 55/-, dehvered.

'O^SON-BENNETT 4-cyl., variable ignition, £5/5,

8.—Any of these magnetos supplied clock or anti-
clock. When ordering, state which when looking

tiving end. and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

BMS Net Cash. Satisfaction or cash returned-if
|5iinested within 21 daya.-Vale Engineering Synd.,

Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe. E.C.3.

M;*-^""'''-
Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Magnetos;

platinum points, workmanship of the finest, and
torklug parts are interchangeable with C.A.V 's

??/K \..t^J''t
*"',

"J'"^
testing. One, carriage

a ZVh,l°l SL^' '"i'
fMwrd 25/- each; of 20 at

Sri„ ^S° 3* ^i'--
'"'^ 250 lots 22/- each.-Vale En-

;M ring Synd. Terms and address as above. 'Phone

:

WESTWOOD" ACETYLENE SETS.

for Heavjweight Solos, 37/6
With Larg^e Generator, 45/-

tal 877.
[0698

No.

RELIANCE manufacture
Thomson-Bennett, E.l.C,

"IDEAL"

SIDECAR

LAMP.

Similar in construction to 19/4 Lamp, but having
ijin. diameter lens, and also Ruby Lens in rear.
List No. 205. Price 8/6 each. Plated finish.

SIDE LAMP.
List No. 19/4.

Price 16/- f-oh.
Right or left fitting.

SIDECAR LAMP.
List No. 19/2.

Price 6 /- each.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
"VTEW Motor Cycle Magnetos.

K|/\/\ for Immediate Disposal.—Thomson-Bennett,*J"" U.A.V., all degrees, single and twin, leads,
and variable ignition, for all machines. £2/12/6, in-

cludes postage ; Bosch £3, postage extra, 1/6. We
forward immediately all magnetos on approval
against cash. Money refunded if dissatisfied.—The
Central Motor and Ignition Works, 14a, Lough-
borough ltd., Brixton, London, S.W. 3. [9809

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs and
new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with, a

written guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair tinder
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesita-
tion in placing your repairs and orders with us.

and stock spares for
Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,

Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws for
every make, 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of

charge ui>on any question concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-

tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., E.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetos.—

See below.

THOMvSON-BENNETT Magnetos, waterproof, vari-

able ignition. These magnetos leave us in per-
fect condition, and carry our guarantee to either
replace or refund cash if found unsatisfactory. Single-
cyls., clock or anti, suit any machine, 55/-; 45, 48,
50, 55, 180 deg., for J.A.P., Clyno, Douglas, etc., 55/-..

—See below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, brand new, single and twin-cyl.,
ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe, O.K., or any

lightweight, sirgle or 180° twin, 55/-.

absolutely brand new. not shop-
, to fi,t on Triumph. P. and M.,

B.S.A., Norton, Sunbeam, etc., £4; the above are
genuine E.l.C. standard fitting magnetos.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, 1-cyl., suitable for any stationary engine

or big single, ^£3/15; twins, any degree, ready to drop
on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, a£4/5; powerful
park at low speed. All the above magnetos are water-

proof, variable ignition, and guaranteed 12 months;
postage 1/6.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELLANCE cordially invite customers to their works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairmg Co., 283, St. John St., London,
E.C.I. [1071

P.
and M. Magnetos, complete sprocket and chain,
ready to go on. guaranteed; £2/7/6.—Below.

MAGNETOS, T.B., clock or anti, for any machine;
£2/5.—Below.

new, guaranteed ; 2 /-

Accessory Co., 868a.
[2349

K.L.G. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 for 5/-,

post iree.—Thompson, 59. Queen St., Wolver-
hampton. [5031

C.A.V. RIagnetos.—180° twin, or single, brand new;
38/6, carriage free.—Langford's, 37, Cricklewood

E.l.C. Magnetos,
soiled, ready

MADE
TO

LAST.
ifada from eolid brass, tariied
anJ threaded at joints. Every

_. part of Bolid conatruction.
Theae lamps may he taken to

t'lece^ for cletminn. and will remain alight
in tlie stroncest gale. Best quality lenseg
are fiLted, and can be easily replaced if

broken These lamps wiH last as long aj
the machines they are nsed on, and are absolutely rnstlesi

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.
Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

TRADE (^ ^ MARK

[ST^
RIM Be PATENTS LTP

LAWPEN RB BDRDESUEV BlRMINCHftM.

/^ AA SPARKING Plugs,
0\J\f each.—Motor Oyole
Old Kent Rd., S.E.

Broadway, N.W.2. [2193

K.L.G. Sparking Plug, perfect condition, 1/- each.
10/6 a dozen.—Applv. Harry Bowser, General

Merch-nnt, Driffield, E. I'orka. [1633

OKA W.D. K.L.G. Spaijking Plugs, detachable mica
Otivtviie, standard thiead. to be cleared regardless

ot cost; 3 for 5/6, 6 for 10/-, poet free.— S. Spencer,
Potter St., Bishop's Stortford. [1550

BOSCH Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in the
repair and overhaul of these magnetos, any type,

every repair guaranteed; rapid service.—Langford's, 37,
Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [2192

NISCO, Ignition Specialists to the trade. Actual
mouufattiirers of spnre purts for mngnetos,

dynamos, etc. Repairs to all makes of mngnetos, car
lighting equipment, electrical and scientific instruments.
All work gunriinteed —National Ignition nnd Supplies
Co.. Pugh Works, Shirley Ed., Addiscomhe, Crovdon.
'Phone: 435 Croydon. [2381

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab.

lisho'l 1912). contractors to H.M. Government,
and officially appointed b? the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of eve-- description; all repairs at lowest pos-

sib..' prices, and strictly guaranteed. W3 can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have severaii new
and second-hand single am', 2-cyl. magnetos m stock,

all guaran ;i.—Th' Magneto Repairin" and Winding
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd.. Euston, London. N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagneleo, Eusroad.
London. [6015

i

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Aiil
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.-We repair Con-

tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Bosch,
U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berling
magnetos, we can naturally give you better service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
Ecrewa (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price lor
uveihauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-
and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guaran-
teed lor 12 months, and redespatched to you in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13. Hardwick
Ed., Chiswick, London. [2284

MAGNETOS. Thomson-Bennett, clock or anti, 42,
45, SO, 55. 180'\ and eingle-cyl. 4-stroke, 50/-,

2-stroke 45/-. Variable ignition, new, waterproof,
guaranteed. Write for illustrated particulars.—Below.

BOSCH Magnetos, single-cyl., waterproof; £3.—
Super Power Co., 81. North Side, Clapham,

S.W.4. [2172

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele-

graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed
in from -2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.—
Pahner's Garage, Tooting. [2092

RTXNBAJCEN Repair Service.—Thorough and efficient
repairs to any make of dynamo, starter, or mag.

We have the spare parts, plant, and skilled labour turn-
ing out guaranteed v,-ork only.—Enclose instructions and
Ncnd by rail to Tlie Ruubaken Mageto Co., Ltd., 115,
Gt. Portland St., London, W. ('Phone: Mnyfair 3586).
N'orth of England: Derby St., Cheetham, Manchester
(•Phone; Oity 8266}. [0258

EUSTON Ignit;:>;i Co.'s 24-honr repair service.
Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos,

Siil.td::rE an*.; Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-
iriaal eerv i ; station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
'. 'Tes. All repairs ar-; tested on an approved A.I.D.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest sock
oi guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees:
spare parts lor all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, V^-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition
Co.. 329, Euston Rd„ London, N.W.I. 'Phone

:

Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad. London.
[0263

TYRES.
qiHE Effr-i Motor Works.

NOT W.D., but clearance.—Goodyear 26x2^ (large)
lovely cushion tyre. Try one on your 2% or

4h.p. Douglas; price 27/6; carriage 1/-; on approval
against cash.—The Effra Motor Works, 59-63, High St.,
Clapham. [2339

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.,
bridge.

Green St., Cam-

36

yiilS space will be oc-

cupied each week with
copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected

.

Dear^ Sirs,

I have to-day received your

cheque for in settlement

of Account for repair to my
car. Please accept my best

thanks for your prompt and

courteous handling of the

matter.

Yours faithfully.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURATSfCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

(Incorporating The Autocar Insurance
Department, Estahlislied 1904).

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

TcUphong: City 9831 and 9832.

••••gBHaaBaaBBaB^
A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

SPECIAL Manufacturers' Clearance Lines and W.D.
stock, every cover guaranteed and sent on 7 days'

approval post free. We will pay return carriage if

you are not more than satisfied.

X 2, best make inner tubes ; special clearance
price, 4/6 each.—Robinson's.

OCX 214, best make, 37 / 6 ; Bates special heavy,
/QlJ 45/-; Palmer cord. 36/-; John Bull extra
heavy, 39/-; Cuthbe, 42/-; Pedley, 30/-; special bar-
gain in tubes, 4/6.—Robinson's.

i^£tx2%, best make, 37/6; John Bull rib stud,
/v \J 48 / 6 ; Moseley extra heavy, 30/11; Clincher
extra heavy, 35/-; Bates special heavy, 50/-; tubes,
all makes, 7/6.~Robinson's.

0^x21/2 to fit 2V4, Robinson's rubber-studded, 27/6;
/W \M Robinson's extra heavy, rubber-studded, 32 / 6

;

John Bull special heavy. 48/6; Bates heavy, 50/-;
Cuthbe Cycar, 48/-; tubes, 7/6.—Robinson's.

Q£lx2y2 John Bull Heavy, 43/6; Bates special/WU heavy, 50/-; Matchless, 20/-; special bargain
in tubes, 4/6.—Robinson's.

X2^, best make, extra heavy, for American rims,
listed 82/6; our price 55/-; tubes, 7/6.—Robin-

X3, best make, extra heavy, for American rims,
52/-; tubes, 7/6.—Robinson's.

X3 Cuthbe Cycar, 63/-; Avon heavy, 3-ribbed,
50/-; tubes, 7/11.—Robinson's.

x3y2 Bates Extra Heavy, list price 90/-; special
clearance line, our price 55/-.—Robinson's.

29TH, I92I,

38
son's.

28
38
39
650
son's

X65 Cuthbe Cycar, 56/-; Avon 3-rib extra
heavy, 50/-; rubber-studded, 45/- Robm-

TOA'^S" *-™° 'E^tia. Heavy 3-ribbed, SO/-; Cuthbe•yy Cycar, 70/-; special bargain tubes, 4/6—
Herbert Eobinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [2260
lyrOTOB Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standardJ-TX makes; list post free.-J. G. Graves, Ltd., Shet-"«"

[0589
fpHE DiBerence between a good retread and a bad one
n ,,v'° w ,"''1?^,^.= H^ "»: wa'':'" results.—MeltonRubber Works. Melton Mowbray. [0636
CtCOTTISH Eeaders will find it advantageous to nur-kJ chiise their tyres Irom McArthur, Hill and Co.,
47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post tree. [1654

PlOTCM^CLE-

Insurance Policy

TYRES.
MISS pOOLEY.—New heavy Dunlop, 28x21/2. 35each.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—New Kempshall, 28x3, 30/- eac'—Below. '
'

-New Macintosh, 28x3, 25/- eac!

Spencer Moulton, 26x2J

MISS DOOLEY.-
-Below.

MISS DOOLEY.-New
25/- each.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.-New 26x2 14 tyres, various mato
25/- each.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.-New 26x3X2Ji new Dunlol
heavy, at £2.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.-New 28x3 Palmer endless or Du
lop butt-ended tubes at 5/- each.—Below.

"V|"ISS DOOLEY.-New 820X135 (oversize for 820±TX 120) Dunlop and other make car tyres, £4
each; also 820x120 at £4/5 each; tubes ior same 18
each, new.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—920x120 new Michelin, steel stl

and plain, £5 each; not W.D. or blemished.
Below.

ISS DOOLEY.—920x120 new U.S. chain and Pi
rubber-studded, £5/10 each.—Below.M

MISS DOOLEY.-
Below.

DOOLEY.-
Below.

MISS
£4/10

-915x105 Fisk at £4/10 each

-875x105 U.S. chain and Fii

DOOLEY.-30x3
-Below.

MISS
plain 50/

MISS
tubes, 12/- each.—Below.

teel-studded, £3 eac

DOOLEY.—820x135 Dunlop and Goodyi

ISS DOOLEY.—36x5 to fit 920x120 Dunlop a

Goodrich tubes, 12/- each.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—The above car tyres are all nn
not W.D., and hot perished ; cheapest on I

market.—Please apply to.iMiss E. Dooley, 33, Killil

Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [Kl

is the cost of repairing your damaged tj

returned carriage paid.^Below.

DON'T Buy a new tyre; send your old one to
retreaded with rubber studs.—Below.

M^

6/6

LIGHT 12/6,
heavy 20/-.

medium
-Below.

15/6, heavy 17/6,- ex

NO Extras are charged for small repairs on retieadt

prices: 28x3 and 700x80 covers retreaded,
heavy, 25/- extra heavy.—Below.

PHOENIX Tyre Repairing Co., 224, Sherlock
Birmingham. [X9'J

BASTONE'S for Covers and Tubes; no better;

cheaper house.—See displayed adverts. [2 \

H EMANUEL md Co.'a for tyre and tube bareaJ
• Surplus Government stock, and clearance manuj

turers' stock.

0/1x2 Wood-Milne special 28/-, Hutchinson nihil

><>frt studded 22/6.

34 X214 Clincher De Luse heavy; 25/-.

OCX214 Dunlop heavy 36/6, Macintosh chain S]
'wO Avon Sunstone 37/6, Clincher De Luxe
heavy 35/-, Bom combination 42/-, Avon combinaij

38/9, Beldam combination 35/-. Palmer heavy cord 3 f
Palmer cord 32/6, Skew rubber non-skids 29/6.

Ofix2% Palmer Heavy Cord 37/-. Palmer cord 3

1

(*0 Dunlop heavy 37/-, Clincher de Luxe
heavy 34/6, Wood-Milne extra strong 35/-.

Qf?x2yoX2i4 Hutchinson Kubber-studded 33/-,

^O Mifne special 33/-.

i)£'x2Vi Hom Combination 45/-, Macintosh
6'J1*0 36/-, Hutchinson rubber-studded 36/-, Skew hi if

ribbed 37/6, Dunlop heavy 45/-.

H KA X 6S Heavy Rubber Non-skid 26/6, W(|
OilVf Milne extra strong 43/6, •Michelin

studded 52/6, Burnett grooved 41/9, Dunlop
studded 55/-.

TAAxSO (to fit 650x65 rims) Wood-Milne Spi|
i \f\f 50/-, Wood-Milne extra strong 55/-,

steel-studded 70/-.

OQx3 (to fit American rime) Skew Rubber Non-iil

/i O Dnnlop extra heavy 4-ply 50/-, Dunlop heavy <[

Clincher de Luxe extra heavy 45/-, Wood-Milne (

I

strong 4-ply 35/- (wrapped), Wood-Milne special '

29/3 (wrapped).

4)0x3 (to fit 21/2 rims) Dunlop extra heavy
/C O Dunlop

•Dnil

O Q X 2% Hutchinson Heavy Eubber-studdedJffi I

/W O Hutchinson heavy ribbed 29/6. ^'i I

NEW Tubes in all sizes 7/- each. Also oleU)l
tubes, with one small vulcanised patch by, itf |

facturers, otherwise quite new, 5/6.

THE Above Lines are sent 7 daye on approTaIia|
forward passenger train, carriage ' paid.

REMEMBER, the reputation and guaranteaj
Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

H EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27,,'

. grade Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stoio&lj

Balls Pond Ed., Dalston, London, N. Tel.: Dal

3161. II

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TYRES.
, , FEW Real Bargains for Scottish Readers, eurpUis
V. Goveniaieiit, etc-., covers and tubes. Write for
t.—McArtluir-Hill, 47, Carrick St., Glasgow. [1663
'^UY Us tor 3.000 miJe retreads. Burst t7refl made

perfect : tube repairs 24 hours, carriage paid.—
uston Vulcanising Co., Buston, Derbyshire. [8182
1YEE Bargains.—Rom 700x80, 7/6; Dunlop 700X

80, 7/6; Kempshall 26x2yo, 5/-; Palmer 26x3,
6; skew, 26x3, 5/-.—Llanage, 79, Waverley Hd.,
:dland, Bristol. (1808
:;CONOMrc Tyre Co.-Special offer of Wood-Milne
\ Keygnp covers, new and in perfect condition, at
% oft iist prices; all _goods carriage paid on approval
amst remittance.

,1C0N0MIC.—Wood-iVIilne 26x2 heavy, 25/-; extra
J heavy. 30/-; 26x2J4 heavy, 26/10; extra heavy,

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x2^^ heavy, 31/10;
J extra heavy, 35/-; 28x2V> (Americanl, extra
avy, 40/4.

'CONOMIC—Wood-Milne 650x65 heavy, 32/-; 700
x80 heavy, 43/6; extra heavy, 46/6.

ECONOMIC—The toHowing are W.D. clearance, new,
I and in perfect condition.

'C0NOMIC.-26x2;4 Bates- special heavy, 33/-;
' Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy, 33/9.

'CONOMIC—26x2J^ Bates special heavy No. 1,
' 34/6; No. 2, 36;6; Clincher de Luxe heavy, 30/-;
ttchinson passenger, 32/6; Tourist Trophy, 30/-;
oversize for 214 rims.

'CONOMIC—26x2i5x2Ji Clincher de Luxe heavy,
I 35/-; listed £2/17/6.
'CONOMIC 24x21i (oversize 2in. rims). Clincher
I de Luxe heavy, 27/6; listed 45/-.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber stud,
I 24x2, 26/3; 24x214, 29/-; 26x2, 28/9; 26x2;<,

I CONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Ed.,
1 'Phone : New Cross 1393.

S.E.14.
[9228

lURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded.
' made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted.
reading; send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
-rks. Melton Mowbray. [0347
>ALE and Co.—Special oHer of Wood-Milne covers.
* new and condition perfect, at prices approxi.
tely 50% under list ; all goods carriage paid against
littance; money refunded if not satisfied.

ALE and Co.—26x2]4 26/6, extra heavy 32/6; 26
' X2%, extra heavy 33/-; 26x3 (to fit 650x65),
'-. extra heavy 45/-, 650x65 32/6. 26x3 34/-, extra
vy 42/-, 26x21/, 34/,, extra heavy 36/-.

ALE and Co -Hutchinson T.T. 26x23^. 35/-; pas-
senger, 36/-: Clincher de luxe, extra heavy. 34/-

mer 26x214 and 2%. 35/-: Avon rubber studded
214x2%. 32/6; Dunlop heavy rubber studded 26x
•;2%, 37/6.-126, High St., Croydon. 'Phone: 1882

f83S0
-TEE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout

including retreading burst covers. Every kind of
nir to tvres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4

. s,-Ihe Motor Tyro Co., 66. High St.. West Brom
ii [6068
EN'TRAL Garage.—If you buy tyres and belts else-
where you are not buying at the right prices.

irc- ordering be sure and look up our displayed
ert. on page xli. With every order for covers we
' a portable vulcaniser free, or vulcaniser can be

- based separately for 5/6.

I

ANTRAL Garage.—Brand new Palmer covers. 26x
214, for 2in. and 21^in. Tims. 32/6. a good hefty

I To every purchaser of a cover a tube to fit will
i -ent free. Only a limited number. Order quickly.

2, London Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [1377

OMEETON Bargains.-New Avon or Michelin
Bteel-studded covera, W.D., 700x65 35/- each; new

inm clearance covers, all sizes. 30/- each (except
3 and 650X65, 40/- each, 700x80 50/- each).-
oerton Rubber "Works, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton,

[0331
'^X2>$ New Beaded Covers, 24/-; new best quality
J tubes, 24x2!4, 5/-; 26x2, 6/-; 26x21^, 6/6;

: 2S'. 7/6; 26x21^x214. 8/-; 26x3, 9/-; 700x80.
!; 750x75, 10/-; 28x3, 10/6; new rubber belts,

2in.xlin., 10/6; 15in. inflators, 2/3; sent appro-
carriage paid receipt remittance.—Palmer's Gar-
Tooting. S.W. [2095
SW 23x3 Rom Combination, £2/10; 28x3 Eemp-

shnll, 30/-; 26x3 Dunlop combination, £2/10;
rubber ditto. £2/5; 24x2 Wood-Milne, 21/-; 26x
Dunlop. 35/-; Palmer, 35/-; Clincher. 32/6; Avon,
; 26x21/. Avon Sunstone, 37/6; 700x80 Wood-
re and Clincher, 50/-.—Murray's, 37a, Charles St.,
ton Garden, Holborn. [X9689

TANKS.
KNKS for B.S.A., new, 45/6; 1911, 1921.—Coventry

' Tankers, Ltd., Spon End, Coventry. [X8993
iNK for Triumph, new, 45/-: 1911, 1921. -Coventry
Tankers. Ltd.. Spou End, Coventry. [S8992

B.F. Co., Melbourne Rd., Coventry. 'Phone. No
1,1965. Petrol tanks of any description made and

.• ired; trade enquiries solicited; work guaranteed. "

r\NKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. Iligh-class wnrK
• only.—D. Jenkins and Sons. 6, Richard St At

Ic r.n St DeansgatL Manchester Established 2fi

^ s [3601

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets

manufacturers of
Accessories. Patents. Specialities.

POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.

Set A1—For Solo Machines. I

Comprising

:

Fig 875- 6|ia.Hend Lamp, Nickel with patent
adjustable brackets 60/-

M 576. Rear Lamp (bayonet) . . . . 4/9
„ 1150. H.H. Ebonite 6 volt Accumulator 51 jo

„ 378. Specially strong metal case .,"10/6
,, 428. i-way screw type Switch .. .. 2/-

r rice of..Set 127/6

Bayonet Bulbs up to i amp., c /6 each extra.
Flat Twin Cab Ts're Cable, per yard, 1 16 extra.

Set B1—For Sidecar Combinations.

Comprising.
Fig. 895, Head Lamp, Nickel ,

.

„ 886, Side Lamp (bayonet)..

„ 576, Rear Lamp ,,

,, 1182, 6v. 40 amp. Accumulator
,, 429, I way screw type Switch

60/-
20/-
4/9
48/-
2/6

Price of Set 135/-

Bayonet Bulbs up to i amp., 2/6 each extra.
Flat Twin Cab Tyre Cable, per yard, i /6 e.Ktra.

Set CI—For Medium Solo Machines.

Head Lamp, Nicket .. .. 36/-
574, Rear Lamp 5/9

„ 1160, 4V. 20 amp. Accumulator ,. .. 24/6
,. 377, Strengthened Metal Case . , .

.

9/6

Price of Ce- 75/-

Bayonet Bulbs for set Ci, 3 /- extra.
Twin Cab Tyre Cable, per yard, i/5 e.\tra.

f'ostage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Croydon 2225, 2226.
Telegrams

:

Keyage, Croydon."

TANKS.
COVENTRY Tankers. Ltd.. makers to the principalvy manufactL'rers; petrol tanks for any style sup-
plied, extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [7464

THANKS.—Any pattern made, repaired, re-enaraelled,
J- and returned in double quick time; first-clasa
workmanship; trade enquiries invited.—G. Day, 27,
St. Luke's Rd,, Birmingham. [9644

PVOUGLAS 4h.p. Tanks, 1918-21 pattern, brand new,
-»-' unsoiled, complete with filler cap, unions, and
enamelled makers' colours and designs; £3/10 —
Park Motors, la. Paradise Rd., Green Lanes, High-
bury, W.5. [1785

BLUEBIRD Components.—Tanks made to order,
complete with filler caps and taps, 32/6; stove

enamelling, 10/- and 17/6; top tube tool hoses,
enamelled any colour, no screwing required, fit any
frame, 12/6.

AUXILIARY Oil Tanks.—The cure for leaky tanks.
I'Mt on saddle tube. Any colour, 12/6. 6in.

domed mudguards, steel, beautifully enamelled, 19/6,
front or back.

LISTS and Measurement Forms free on applica-
tion.—H. S. Bowman, 122, Everton Rd., Liver-

pool. [1805

TANKS Repaired, re-enamelled; partition leakage,
drip feeds, burnt and smashed tanks rebuilt, etc;

re-enamelling, makers' colours, designs and transfers
guaranteed; prompt return.—Park Works, la, Paradise
Rd., Green Lanes, Highbury, London, N.5. [1759

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re enamelled at our own works; all kinds o!

fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.
—Send postage for illustrated price list to A. Green,
Water St.. Chapel St., Salford, Manchester. Tel.

;

2191 Central. [0256

BELTS.
MISS DOOLKY.—A large quantity of ^iin. beltinff

(rubber), in 6ft. 6in. lengths, at 6/- per length,
1/- post; also some new lengths of s.'iin., 1/6 per foot.—
Please apply, Miss E. Dooley, 33, Eillyon Rd. Cbp-
ham, S.W.8. [1803

"DALATA-CHROME Combination T Belts, suitable
-L* for variable pulleys and wet weather conditions;
500 more belts offered for trial on the following terme-
%in. 1/6, lin. 1/9, l^sin. 21- per foot, plus 1/- postage:
fasteners 9d. each.—Pollin and Son, Hollington, St.
Leonard's-on-Sea. [8564

CARBIDE.
I^AEBIDE, Lighesl qnnlity, 29/6 cut, 9/6 28 Ihs ,

v-* 5/- 14 Ihs.. carriage forward; drums free.—Kerap's
Garage, Importers, Louth, Lines. [^9679
j^AEBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
'-^ gas yield, all sizes; cwt. 30/-, i/>-cwt, 18/-, 28 lb
10/6; drums free.—Young, Importer, Misterton,
Somerset. [7180
J^AHBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield, British
'-^ Acetylene Association standard, ZSI- civt.. drums
free, all meshes

: stocks at 22 depots; immediate do-
'"<='!'"'"'«' Cycle Works, Importers, Qedney Drove
End, Wisl)ech. [4651
r^AKBIDE. 25/6 cwt., drum free, cash with order,
*-> free on rail Aberdeen. Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh
Glasgow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull. Leeds, London"
Lowestoft, Newcastle. Preston, Manchester, Port Talbot.
Runcorn, Sharpness. Swansea, Yarmouth.—E. C Mad-
dock, Wareham, Dorset. [1668
/CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all sizes in 1 lb ,

,V „^j"'- ^""i 6 lb. lever lid tins and 2 cwt. drums,
labelled or plain for retailers' own labels, quality
guaranteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the
cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
Engmeering Co., Ltd., IMoorfield Works, Armley,
Leeds. [5312

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, e.'vpert magneto repairer; must he first-

class man with sound experience. Good fixed
salary and profit participating. Permanent position.—
Northern Motor Exchange, Ltd., Marion St., Sunder-
land. [1728

MOTOR Cycle Manufacturers require road travellers
'

for Scotland. North of England. Midlands, and
London; must have extensive connection amongst
agents, and be eflicient salesmen : excellent opportunity
for capable men. Fullest details, age, commencing
salary required, etc., must be stated.—Box 6.545. c/o
The Motor Cycle. [1665

PATENT AGENTS.
E. S. LOCKWOOD. 3, New St., Birmingham.
'Phone 5816 C. Patents guide free. [9057

j-^ONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Grays Inn Rd..
vy I.,ondon.~Aero and aircraft engines. [2416

PATENTS Advice, handbook free—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a. Queen Victoria St., E.C.

35 years' references. [0129

BRYSON. B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.O.E., Chartered
Patent Agent. 29. Southampton Buddings.

London. W.C.2. . 'Phone : Museum 3651. [1049

FLETCHER WILSON, ot Coventry, Chartered Patent
Agent and Registered United States Patent

Attorney.—Tel. : Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phone : 356.
[X4194

J.

w

All letters relating to advertisements bnuiild quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A4^
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GENERAL TRADE.
TBADEHS Send for list of surplus stock; low priRes

to clear, or exchange.—Service Co., 289, Hiph
Holbom, London, W.C. [9544

MOTOR and Cycle Traders Only.—Trade guide and
catalogue, 1,000 selling line, at right trade

prices; iwstage 6d.—Perseus Co., Burton-on-Trent.
[1917

AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.

Terms 71^%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest
goods stations ; Falcon Lane {L. and N.W.B.). Wim-
bledon (L. and S.W.R. and G.W.E.).—Sole address ;

Palmer's Garage, Tooting, London. [2098

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT on Works Efficiency, production, costs, de-

velopment of inventions and experimental work.
—W. H. Sumner, A.M.I.Mech.E., M.I.A.E., 28 a)id 30,
Victoria St., Westminster, S.W.I 'Phone: Victoria
757.^ and 1702. [9301

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by post ior this paying profession. Start
a btisiness ol your own. Prospectus Iree.—Agricul-
tural Correspondence College (Dept, T.), Ripon. [0389

AGENCIES.
ESTABLISHED Motor Company, Newcastle-npon-

Tyno, wisliea sole agency for anything in motor
line.—Box 6,516, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1601

THE Mohawk Oycio Co., Ltd., reauJre sole agents
for their celebrated motor cjcles in districts

where they are not already represented.—Write for lists

and terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra Rd.,
Homsey, N.8. [2505

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

CYCLE and Motor Cycle Business for disposal, old
established, main road. Manchester district;

£450; stock at valuation.—Box 8,561, c/o TJi,o Motor
Cycle. [1804

MOTOR Oyole and Light Car Easiness for sale;
offices, workshops, garage, goodwill, etc. ; must

Bell; no reasonable offer refused; S.W. London.—Box
6,563, o/o The Motor Cycle, [1846

FINANCIAL,—PARTNERSHIPS.
MOTOR Cycle Manufacturers, exceptional connection

and prospects, desire active salaried partner iu-
Teating £1,000 upwards.—Box 6.432, c/o TJtc Motor
Cycle. [9771

INSURANCE.
pOR immediate Cover ring up Hop 210. [2258

OYS, Ltd., effect insurances of all kinds. Enquiries
invited.— 170, Gt. Portland St.. London. [0055

£5/15 Covers "All Rieks " for Morgans or similar
three-wheeler.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,

W.0.2. [0005

CLIFFORD WILSON can place your insurance with
any company at lower rates than obtainable else-

where.—177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [2257

THE Motor Cycle '* Inalirance Policy is the policy
authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximara
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
Epectuses on application. The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77. Cbeapside. London.
E.C.2. [000?

STOLEN.
£20 Reward.—Stolen, on the evening of the 30th of

August, froj the Boat House, Aylestone,
Leicester, a Premier motor cycle, B02115, engine No.
8231TT, frame No. 10625, kick start. SVoh.p., black
enamelled galvanieed tank with red panel " Premier

"

thereon,. Dunlop tyree, Bosch mag., Senspray carburetter,
with Lncae King of the Road front and rear lamps.

THE above reward will be paid by Powell and Bon,
Burton Buildings, Parliament St., Nottingham, to

the first person giving such Information as will lead
to the exrest and conviction of the thief and recovery
of the property, or pro rata to the value recovered.

[1659

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS,
\7"0UR Maiden Aunt will be charmed with the Old
-*- Barn Teahouse. Stock's Green. Hildenborough.
beyond Sevenoaks. [4442

R

WANTED.
A'^^JP'J, 2.speed. plain oi clutoli.-

St. N., Taunton.
Winchester

[1608w.^TED, A.B.C. sidecar.-Particnlars, Bell, Smitliv
St., South Shields. [1530

Ed., Marlborough, Wilts. [1499
INDIAN Frame, for electric Pmverplns, 1916 model -

Lemar. 2, Dover St., Canterbury. [1561 I

W'^??^5',^°"''
Morgan, T.B.. Triumph, or DouKla<! I

24, Balhol Ed., North Kensington. I1977-I

H.F.EDWARDS
& CO,

50, Harrington Rd.,

SOUTH KENSINGTON
Phone: Ken. 3709.

END OF SEASON SALE.

ABSOLUTE GIFTS

1921 MATCHLESS Comb. . . £160
1921 2-seater MATCHLESS Comb. £16S
1921 MATCHLESS Sports Comb. £150

Magdyno extra if wanted. These show a
saving of £40 or more under list price,
and the machines are only very slightly
shop-soiled.

1921 4 h.p. Sports HARLEY-DAVID-
SON, speedometer, lamps, etc.,

brand new .

.

.

.

, . £112
£53 under List price.

1921 2;J h.p. COULSON-JAP. 2-speed
Sturmey. List price £95 ; our
price, brand new .

.

. . £68
1921 2|h.p.C0ULS0N-BLACKBURNE

2-speed, clutch, k.s., brand new,
reduced price. . .. .. £75

1921 &1920 Used Bargains.
1921 Big 4 NORTON, licensed, spares,

indistinguishable from new. .87 Gns.
1921 TRIUMPH, all chain, fully

equipped, as new .

.

. . £108
1920 2f h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2-

speed, kick-start, fully equipped.
perfect condition . . . . 60 Gns.

1920 21 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, ex-
cellent order, fully equipped. . £48

1915 T.T. 7 h.p. INDIAN, speedometer,
Tan-Sad, perfect . . . . 39 Gns.

1921 4 h.p. WILKIN-BLACKBURNE,
3-speed. electric lights, as new, new
July £78

DEFERRED PAYMINTS
AND EXCHANGES.

WANTED—
SOLOS & COMBS.

L

WANTED.
TVT.S.U. Gear, lit Triumph, condition immaterial-J-? cheap.-250. New John St., W. Birmingham. [154(5

M°^9AJ' Wanted; must be cheap; cash waitine —
M. R., 58, Malvern Rd., Dalston, London. [2268

OIDECAR tor 4h.p. Harley-Davidson; state price*J full particulars.—Pitman, Chemist, Bristol, [2044

'T'EItJMPH Countershaft Spares, good prices paid
-«- new or second-hand.—35, Hackford Ed.. Brixton. '

[2322WANTED, back hub irith sprocket lor 1915 Ameri-
can X. motor cycle.-2, Eoyal ililitary Av., Shorn-

diffe. [1671

3i.h.p. Minerva Cylinder, recently reeround, and pis-
2 ton preferred.—Wright, HoUyhouse, Langmere,

Norfolk. [1675

FRAME, new or second-hand, for 1915 clutch
model Indian. — 93, Culyerley Ed., Catlord,

».E.6. [lees

T\7"ANTED, cylinder and piston for 1916 T.T. Bover.
»' state condition.—Mackenzie, Oodrae St., l!rirlg-

end, Glam. [1533

WANTED, 4-cyl. tasicab, sound, perfect order: ex-
change 5-6h.p. 3-speed motor cycle.—Box 13, The

Motor Cycle. fX9717

N.S.U. Gears, any parts. Grades, Phillipson, Branip-
tons, hubs, countershafts.—Box 6,574, c/o TAe

Motor CycU. [2222

WANTED, Sturmey-Archer gear box, complete with
clutch and kick start, cheap.—244, Mitcham

Rd., Croydon. . [2086
'

NORTON Frame for 16H Model, also back wheel, '

full details and price.,—Anderson, Brackenboro',
Bramliall, Cheshire. [1602

PHILIPSON Pulley, good condition, fit TriurnjJh.-
Particulars to G. Straker, 194, Bishopsgate, E.C.2.

[1652
WANTED, SVoh.p, Triumph engine, magneto, silencer,

good condition, not earlier 1911.—Chalmers. 65
Brandon, Hamilton. [1736

WANTED, sporting sidecar for army Indian with
left kick start.—B. Morton, Edgeworth, Hawle\

Lane, Hale, Cheshire. [199:

WANTED, 1918 Triumph, complete less engini
and gear box, condition immaterial if sonnd.-

Beal, Durrington, Wilts. [174^

WANTED. Amac carburetter; exchange B. and B
pilot, 1920 model, Vk inlet.—Letters, Engineer

University College, Nottingham. [151 f

E.I.C. Contact Breakers, other parts (single-cyl. I.-

Montagues Motor Mart, 85, London Rd., Mac
Chester. 'Phone 7745 Central. [176!

WANTED, seccmd-hand Morgans, iu good condition
not earlier 1919.—Reys, 378-384, EustonEd,

N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 6436. [124'

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycl-

accessories: state particulars and price.—Servii
Co., 292, High Holborn. W.C.I. C067

PHILIPSON Pulley, Triumpli, Villiers clutch wheel
Sturmey 3-speed wheel complete, Amac 2-lever.-

Broivn, Laurels, Stansted. Essex. [15C

WANTED, 2 or 3-speed wheel, suit 2y2h.r. tiplil

weight. Reply, giving diameter wheel, lim. widt
stays. Cheap.—81, Lion Ed., Bexley Heath. [168

WANTED, W.C. and a.c. single and twin engine!

gear boxes, spring forks, etc. ; cheap. 'Phone
1958 Brixton.-19, Wilcox Ed., London, S.W.8. [448

WANTED, airman's leather coat, cheap and goo
condition; wanted also 45° Bosch enclosed ma;

neto.—17, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, London. S.W.)
[182

WT. DUNN, Ltd.. 326. Enston Rd., N.W.I, r-

• (luire unlimited quantity modern solos, cod
binations, Morgans, light cars, etc. ; top prices paic

cash on sight.—'Phone ; Museum 5391. write, or cal

[03;

MORGAN .Wanted, Grand Prix or sporting, wil

cash, for A.V. Monocar, Bh.p., hardly used ar

new, dynamo lighting set.—Haven, Portsmouth Ei

Esher, Surrey. [22f

WANTED to purchase outright for cash, bankru'
stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares; pu

chased outright. Send full particulars.—^IVicNeiUe ai

Piatt, 57. Gt. George St., Liverpool. Thone: 10!

Royal. [53!

QUANTITIES of Motor Cycle Accessories urgent
required, spares, etc. Bankrupt stocks pii

chased to any amount.—^The Central Motor and Igi

{ion Works, 14a, Loughborough Rd., Brixton, Lo
don, S.W. 9. [981

WANTED, in good running order, 2-3h.p. secon

hand engine, complete with magneto and ci I

buretter.—State make and all particulars, with priil

placed f.o.r., to Victory Piano Player Works, StejiJ

ing, Sussex. [16 f

M

B

EXCH.4NGE.
ETRO-TYLEE, 1921, Baby Triumph, c

lightweight.—Beagheu, Lyghe, Tonbridge.

Ih.p. B.S.A. for Indian, Harley, Scott; cash ad.
4 ment.—Bolton. Stover, Newton Abbott. [191

S.A. Combination, 1916 Sun-Vitesse, for Dajl
Villiers.-43, Bushey Grove Ed., Watford. [211

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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EXCHANGE.
7-91i.r. I.O.M. Eudge Multi Solo; exchange loiier

power.—20, Lnfcliett Ed., Woodford. Esse.'c. [9821

EXCHAN'GE Magceto Motor C.vole for Scooter and
little cash.—Bo.x 12, c/o The Motor Cycle. X9716

INDIAN Powerplus Combination; exchange with cash
for Morgan.—26, Lower Park Ed.. Peckham. [1878

EXCHANGE 1919 SVl'h.p. Sunlwam for Ford touring
0«r.—Brewster, Sparhawk St.. Eury St. Edmund's,

[1495

NEW Stewart Speedometer, or Tan-Sad, for kit bug
or suit ease.—Dougall, 29, Argyle St., Eothesov.

[14884 Jr. p. Humber Combination, tax paid, for lightiveight
and Cxa.sh.—Stevens, 142, Cornwall Ed.,. Brixton

[1876
1Q20 2;4h.p. 3-speed Douglas for A. B.C., in good
i.*y condition.—214, Whitehead Lane, South Nor-
wood. [1813

SPECIAL .Sporting 2-seater L.M. Eunabout; 1921
Sports Sunbeam, Norton.—37, Eldon Rd., Black-

burn. , [X9736

EDMUND-LEVIS Spring Frame Lightweight, for
good combination.—P., 602, King's Ed., Fulham,

S.^y.6. [2047

3ih.p. Hudge Multi, 1921, brand new, for lightweight
2 and cash, or cell.— 9. Eiversley Kd., Nuneatou,

Warwickshire. [9607

MOTO-REVE Twin for cycle and cash, or reason-
able offer.—Hipkins, 4, Farrance Rd., Chad-

well Heath. [2158

VINDEC 2-speed 2-stroke, for C.A.V. electric light-
ing set and cash.—40, Replingham Rd., South

fields, S.W.13. [1946

MORGAN, a.c, 1915, Binks, fully enuipped, for com
bination, or sell first reasonable offer.—26. York

Ed., Woking. [1863

4h.p. Singer, 1914, perfect condition: exchange for
4-cyl. F.N.. or 5-6h.p. Rex.—7, Knighton Park,

Sydenham, S.E.26. [1679

OAh.p. r'althorpe-.T'ip, 3915, 2-speed, lamps, taxed:
'^^ level for SVoh.p. or 2-stroke.—19, Cholmeley
Park, Highgate. [1607

A.C. Tradesman's Carrier, good running order, tax
paid; any trial; exchange for M.O., or sell £40.-88.

Park Ed., Dulwich. [1479

DOUGLAS 1921 4h.p. Combination, new, unregis-
tered, for solo or combination and cash.—52,

Sidbury, Worcester. [2120

1 Q20 8b. p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, ex-Xv cellent condition; £145; exchange G.N.—17,
Garden Ay.. Mitcham. [2244

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, Aug.. 1921, as new,
for 4h.p. combination, cash adjustment.—Kelham.

S'assington, Peterborough. [2124

1 K.91i.p. Renault 4-seater Touring Car for any make
i-t/ ot* c-ombiuation, or sell.—Askins, 24, Upper East
Smitbfield, Tower Bridge. [1532

EXCHANGE 1920 3'Ah.p. Ariel, 3-speed, quite
faultless, for lighter 1920721 and cash.—Box

^S69, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2184

EXCHANGE practically new Douglas combination
(No. 115291 for solo and cash; sell £105.-22.

., iuller Rd., Thornton Heath. [2081

PREMIER 3'/,h.p. o.h.y. Twin, 2-speed. clutch, for
cheaper 2>ih.p. Douglas and cash; sell £45.-150.

iarratt Lane. Wandsworth. , [1909

I
Q 18-19 Harley-Davidson and sidecar, electrie model,

»-«.' very fast, for good solo and cash adjustment.-
36. Lavenham Rd., Southfields. [2248

DOUGLAS, complete, sidecar chassis, renovated, as
new. for anything motorish.—17, Wilcox Rd..

onth Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [8770

f Q20 P. and M. Combination, in excellent condition,
*.*/ for light car or cycle car, or sell £95.—J. Tooth.
wing's Head, Bessels Green, Sevenoaks. [1501

21 5h.p. Sports Zenith, Milford sidecar and East-
ing, practically new, fast, exchange for Morgan;

;ll £140.-21, Minto St., Edinburgh. [X9722

th.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination, 1916, for
v.ater-cQoled Morgan, with cash adjustment or sell;

Iter 6 p.m.—2, Beulah Rd., Wimbledon. [2315

EXCHANGE for combination, or sell £65, SV'.h.p.
P. and M., e-xcellent condition, lamps, tools, "and

ijares.-Craven, Laythorne, near Gisburn. [1572

lift 18 sy^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, in splendid con-Lf ditiou, hke new, for 6h.p. Enfield combination,
r sell £95.-G. Webb, 93, Cobbold Rd., E.ll. [1709

EXCHANGE Rover 8h.p., brand new, for combina-^ tion and cash.—Newnhem Motor Co.. 223. Ham-
• lersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9972

.j-TON Karrier Loiry. in perfect order, for motor
« cycle and cash, or fnrnitnre.-Apply, E. Giddens,
iJUesthorpe, near Lutterworth, Leicestershire. [X9690
fjiXOHANGE 1919 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi Combinatiou.
r .

perfect, for modern countershaft Triumph or
(orton.-Harnson; 68, Treinellen St., Accrington. [1757
ITATCHLESS-M.A.G. Combination, 3-speed for
.>,,. °,i'^,'.

P""'!"; solo, cash adjustment, or sell £80
234. Belsize Ed., N.W. 'Phone : Hampstead 6800

[2147

19

BASTONES
No Better or Cheaper House,

COVERS.
New Clearance and es-W.D. Stock.

nfiainst remittance.

Approval

SPECIAL LINE
Goodrich Safety Tread Covers.

Extra Heavy.
List Price. Our Price. 1

26 X 2i . .£3 6 .. £1 10
26 X2J1
to fit \ £311 .. £1 18

26 x2il
26 X 2i . .£3 9 .. £1 17

650 X 65 . .£3 7 .. £2
26 X 31

torn } £4 .. £2 12 D

650 X 65)
28 X 3 . . £5 .. £2 It 6

26x rl British Made 15/-

24 X 2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded ... 22/6
24 X 2i Clincher Heavy 30 /-

26 X 2i Hutchinson Brooklands 23 /-

,, Hutchinson Tourist Trophy .... 27/9

,, Goodyear 27/6
Rom Rubber Non-skid, Heavy. . 32/-

,, Rom Combination 42/-
Macintosh Chain Pattern, Heavy 32/6
Avon Sunstone 33 /-

Wood-Milne 3-ply 26/9
Wood-Milne, Extra Heavy 32/6

26 X 2§ Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 31 /-

Clincher de Luxe, Extra Heavy . 34/-
HutchinsonT.T. Rubber studded 30/-
Hutchinson Passenger Rub. -stud. 35/-

:6x2l 1 Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded 33/-

for26x > Clincher de Luxe, Heavy 34/-

2I rim I

fMichelin Fine-ribbed 21 /-

26x2 J
HutchinsonT.T. Rubber-studded 30/-

for26x_ I Hutchinson Passenger Rub. -stud. 32/-
2,', rim

"i

Macintosh Chain Pattern 36/-
Englebert Raised-rib (wired edge) 25/-

i Englebert Rub.-stud, (wired edge) 30/-

Hutchinson 3-ribbed 45/-

28 X 3 Hutchinson 3-ribbed 45 /-

Englebert, Hy. Racing Rub. Bars 47/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-

,, Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

700x80 1 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45/-

fit 650 x [Hutchi;:son 3-ribbed 50/-

65 rim J

TUBES.
26X2} Hutchinson 6/6
26X2i Michelin 6/6

'xly }
Coo'J"* ^''

26x3 Goodrich ' 7/9

700x80 Goodrich 7/9

28 X 3 Goodrich 7/9
Goodyear Butted 8/9

The above arc sent carriage paid.

BELTS.
New John Bull (Deep Drive).

?in. Jin. . lin. rjin.

2/5 2/10 3/5 4/- per foo.
SIDECARS AND BODIES.

We ha\'e a large stock of complete Sidecars and
Bodies. All at low prices. Inspection invited.

Complete Sidecars from £14 18 6
Coachbuilt Bodies from £4 13 6
Soiled Bodies from £3 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
La Grande Pan Saddle 25/-

P & H. Motor Cycle Lamp and Generator 35/-
1'. & H. Tail Lamp 5/-

BowdcT Front Brakes each 13/4
Bowden Magneto Controls, complete „ 15/-

Hours of Business, 9 till 6. Saturdays, 9 till 1.

228. Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.

lelephone—2481 North.
Telegrams—**Bastones. London.*'

EXCHANGE.
MATCHLESS Combination. M.A.G., 3-speed, K.S.,

equipped, registered, perfect: exchange Morgan
or fast solo; sell £85.-12, Canonbury l^Iace, N.l.

[1773
EXCHANGE .smart A.C. Sociable, wheel steering,

hood, wind ficreen, perfect order, tax paid, for
combination, or offers.—Box 14, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X9718
'T^.T. Triumph S'/jh.p., clutch, lamps. Klaxon, Tan-Sad,
-*- engine perfect, for 2-ptroke or Douglas ; sell £38.
—Jones, 30, Wigan Ed., Atherton, near Manchester.

[1593
HOBART Combination, 4-5h.p. twin., 3-0peed, kick

start, clutch, fast, powerful; £58; take light-

weight part.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[1968

"IQ16-17 6h.p. Clyno Combination, lamps and
JLi' horn; exchange for countershaft Triumph solo

or combination.— 2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W.
[2308

LATE Sporting Triirmph Combinntion, all on, £75

;

also sporting Scott, couihination, £65: offers; ex-
change liglit 2-seater.—iron Bridge, Newport Pagnell,

Bucks. [X9693

4h.p. Abingdon, 1914, countershaft, chain and belt,

handle-bar clutch, weight 199 lbs., for 2-stroke

or Auto-Wheel and cash.—33, Snell's Park, Edmonton.
London. [2316

DRUMMOND sy.in. Screw-cutting Lathe, £10 worth
extra chucks, tools, new condition, for best motor

cycle offered.—Smith, 24, Monson Ed., WiUesden,
N.W.IO. [1974

SPECIAL Racing I.O.M. Rudge Multi, enamelled red,

very iiosh, over 60 m.p.h. 1 trial; exchanges. A.B.C.
or sports combination.—Fairview, Thorkhills Kd., Thames
Ditton, Surrey. [1918

SCOTT, engine 1268, plating, enamel like new; ex-
' change Zenith, Eudge; sell £55. Also light 4-

point C.B. sidecar, Cameo, £12.-N.S.R., 12, Fairfield

St., Lincoln. [1^1*

EXCHANGE 1920 4h.p. Hirley, electric lamps.

Klaxon, speedometer, as new, for late solo or coin-

bination, cash either way.—30, Crystal Palace Park
Rd., Sydenham. x [1972

MORGAN. 1919?i, a.c, completely ciuipred. nn-

scratched; exchange for first-clasa combination,

A..LS. or Harley preferred; seU £155.-153, KnoUys
Ed., Streatham. [2089

EXCHANGE Brand New Raleigh Combination lor

good light car; cash adjustment.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.5. 'Phoni:
Hammersmith 80. [99S8

EXCHANGE 1920 8h.p. Zenith, countershaft, K.3.,

T.T. bars, and sporting Canoelet sidecar, lovely

condition, for solo and cash, or sell £130.-93, Winder-

mere Rd., Leigh, Lanes. [ISlb

EXCHANGE Late 1916 Douglas, 2-speed, lamps,

Klaxon, licensed, new tyre, tool bags, not W.I}.,

long exhaust, perfect, and cash for 1920 I.O.M. RudBp-
—89, East Hill, Wandsworth. L2331

EXCHANGE 1921 O.K.-Villiers 2-spcea Lights

weight guaranteed perfect, for 1920-21 SVjh.p.

or 4b.p., reasonable cash adjustment; Norfolk.—Box

6,570, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2185

ESOH-\NGE Sunbeam 5h.p. Combination, in exceEont

condition, all on, oversize tyres, for 8h.p. M.A.U.

Sunbeam combination. No cash adjustments.—H.e., 11.

Chancellor Ed., West Dulwich. [1712

O C H are noted for fair exchanges.—Fair Offer

^ Caf House. 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752

Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [9674

5-6h p Raleigh Combination, new, under 100 miles

since delivery, for Morgan Premier. 8h.p. Rover,

or similar; send full particulars; sell £175.---Sam

Scott, 31, Lincoln St., Leicester. li-ibn

EXCHANGE late 1919 8h.p. Sunbeam combination,

spare wheel, wind screen, grid, lamps, hood, for

late Triumph, Norton. lilackbnrne 60I0, cash adjust-

ment.—Nicholes. Mill Rd.. Cambridge. [1613

ALLDAYS Allon 2y4h.p., 2-speed. "'Jt'^b. lamps

generators, pillion, licensed, insured, splena'd

appealance and condition: £50, or exchange higher

power.-Collins' Hotel, Heme Bay. [2123

01 1920 Rudge Multi, excelleirt condition, speedo-

02 meter lamps, etc., cost £120. for good ah-p.

(Triumph. Blackburne. Norton preferred.—Appointment

40 Crystal Palace Park Ed., Sydenham.

F

[1872

19 16 lOhp. Ritz Sporting 2-seater, 4 cyls.. dynamo
lighting, hood, screen. Stepney, speedometer,

spares; £160, or exchange combination and cash.-

Lingard, Bridgeholme, Chapel-en-le-Frith. [X9749

-•/•hn. 4-cyl. Panhard Sporting 3-seater, engine and

-LO gears guaranteed perfect, exceptionally fast, re-

liable; exchange good combination, or solo, cash either

way.-Seward, Red Hill, Bassett, Southampton. [2277

OOD Car Required, suitable for hire work, in ex-

^^ change for lOh.p. open van and motor cycle com-

bination, both in daily use and good ™°"'°S o^fj-^
Snodgrass, 18, Junction Rd., Brentwood, Essex. [1900

SPAEKBROOK, nearly new, countershaft model, all

on, tax paid. £36, or exchange for T.T Triumph.

Eudge, or similar, about 1914, or Inter.-Skel.pn, 11.

HavSnaEd., Wimblwlon Paik, London, S.W.19. [\9635

G^

All letters relating to advertisemeats should auote tlie number at tlie end of eacli advertisement, and the date of (he issue. A45
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EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 41). p. New Hudson combination, 3-spetcl,

K.S., countejshaft belt drive, overlianled, painted,

excellent tyres, for es-army 4-cyl. lightintr plant, or

2'j'.i]i.p. Monfrlas.—Box 6,544, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1664

ADVERTISER will exchange for 1920-21 motor
cycle and cash. 1912 7h.p. Swift 2-seater, excep-

tionally smart, and mechanism guaranteed, very fully

equipped; Middlesex.—Box 6,568, c/o The Motor
^ycle. [2183

IQIS Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
Xt^Bet, detachable wheels and epare, guaranteed m
sound order, for 2%h.p. Douglas or lightweight and
cash, or sell; £155.-30, Legard Rd., Highbury, Lon-
don, N. [1883

WANTED to exchange, Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed,

clutcli, \\ith all Ted Swan sidecar, and little cash,

for 1914 Morgan, EuU particulars of Indian combina-

tion sent on request.—Marsden, 19, Potter St., Work-
EOp. [1616

EXCHANGE Opel Chassis, 12-15h.p., Bosch mag.,
Zenith, disc wheels, excellent order, ]'ust com-

pleted £60 overhaul, for good motor cycle. Triumph
countershaft or similar, or sell.—50, Bell St., Henley-
on-Thames. [2207

HALIFAX.—New Airedale, Calthorpe. Lagonda,
and Standard light cars; Norton, Triumph,

Enfield, B.S.A., and Douglas motor cycles; auick de-

liveries- exchanges or deterred payments.—Motor Ex-
change, 25, Horton St., Halifax. [1725

MILLS-FULFORD Underslnn" Chassis, complete,

£8; sidecar chassis, underslung, £6; P. and M.
cylinder, piston. £2; exchange for Tan-Sad, pan saddle,

B. and B. carburetter, 650 steel-studded cover; cash
adiustment.-19, Ashbourne Grove, East Dulwich.^'

[1812
TKY not place your order for a new machine now
and obtain best price for your old mount. We

will pay up to deposit and you take delivery as re-

quired.—Newnham Motor Co., Exchange Specialists.

223, Hammersmith Rd., \V.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. [9973

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 4h.p., 1920 and sidecar.
Easting, 3-speed, first-class, £120; exchange

older and cash or extra cash for light car; also
Harvey Frost vulcaniser and tools. Model A, perfect,
exchange or cash offers wanted.— 1, Grosvenor Rd.,
Rugby. [X9721

EXCHANGE Late Powerplus Indian Combination,
dynamo lighting, all accessories, done 2,000, ori-

ginal tyres, absolutely unscratched, magnificent outfit,

cost £225 last year, for late solo and cash; sell £125;
genuine bargain offer; exchange.—89, East Hill,
Wandsworth. [2229

5-6h.p. 3-spGed F.N. Combination, .with, liaxurious
coachbuilt sidecar, hood and wind screen, disc

wheels, electric lighting, just been renovated, costing
over £60; price £75. or exchange for big twin com-
bination or 2-stroke, cash adjustments.—3, Belgrave
Rd., Mitcham. .

[2020

EXCHANGE 1918 Singer 2-seater and dickey,
dynamo lighting and starter, thoroughly over^

hauled and repainted Singer blue, new tyres, for G.N.
or combination and cash.—Newnham Motor Co., Ex-
change Specialists, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9969

EXCHANGES.—If you wish to exchange your motor
cycle or car, you cannot do better than write us.

See adverts, in classified columns for some of this
week's bargains; exchanges arranged by post.—Newn-
ham Motor Co.. Exchange Specialists, 223. Hammer
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9967

1 Q17 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam (mileage 6,000), legshield.
J-t? speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, Mead and IDenkin
O.E. sidecar with screen, footrest, and stoim apron,
Bpleudid condition, and any guarantee; price £110, oi

exchange good jewellery or furniture with cash adjust-

ment.—Goodwin, Framlingliam, Suffolk. 'Phone: 17.
[9699

REPAIRERS.

A"'^
A RM3TR0NG or Sturraey-Archer Gear^ Repaired

' .c\. promptly and efiiciently.—County Engineering
Co.. Hnunslow. [0517

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has no
equal. Price, complete with piston, from £2.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind your cylinder at our works.—

Foster, of Leeds, 170. Cardigan Rd. [0003

WHITTALL.-Pistons complete from stock tor al)
leading makes.

WHITTALL.—Pistons with rings and gudgeons,
Triumphs all dates. Premier. .J.A.P.. Bradbury.

Douglas, B.S.A., Sunbeam; 14/- to 24/-. on approval;
pattern and weight exact.

WHITTALL for Welding.—Aluminium experts;
prompt delivery; repairs guaranteed.

WHITTALL.— Cylinders promptly reground and
new complete pistons fitted, 48/6, standard

makes; periection guaranteed; rebushing. Pistons
to pattern or sketch.-Wbittall Machinists' Co.,
Whittall St., Birmingham. [0017

Armstrong and

Sturmey-Arclier
- (QEARS -

REPAIRED IMMEDIATELY

We make a speciality of prompt
and evident REPAIRS, and
GUARANTEE that when a Gear
!eaves our works it is in perfect

order, so, if in trouble with your
Gear» it is to your own interest

to send it direct to us. This is

the most satisfactory method and
quickest, for we submit quota-
tion same day, and repair
immediately on receipt of in-

structions. If quotation no
accepted, no charge

REMEMBER.
We undertake to repair your geac
while you or your messenger waits.

WHEN SENDINQ REPAIR}:

', It is advisable to send complete wheel ti

Hounslow, L. & S. W. Rly.

r. A letter advising as to date despatch, station
sent from, and mark and number of hub should
he posted, and, MOST IMPORTANT, two label;

tearing sender's name and address ou reverse

ci both should be tied to the wheel.

Station for Callers—Heston-Honnslow, District Rly.

County Engineering Co.
64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,

^LONDON, W.
Vires; " Threespeed. FTonnslow. Phona: Hounslow 322

SHOP = SOILED
BARGAINS.
We have a number of brand new
1921 Models which we are offering
at greatly reduced prices, all fully

guaranteed by makers. A selection
as follows. Send for full list.

B.S.A.

DOUGLAS
MATCHLESS
ARIEL

LEA -FRANCIS
ENFIELD
RUDGE
B.A.T.

SECOND-HAND.
1920 HARLEY 7-9 h.p.. Comb , electric

1921 HENDERSON 10 h.p. Comb. ,,

1920 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comb. „

1919 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Comb.

1920 N.U.T. 3\ h.p., dynamo
1916 A.J.S. 4 h.p. Twin, 3-speeil

1920 ARIEL 3^ h.p., 3-spee(l

1920 G.L. (French) 4 h.p. Comb. ...

£125

£165
£135
£95

£90

£65
£85
£105

'Phone: AveuueC54!^. 'Grams: ElcemocyCH, Stock, London.

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
Camomile Street, E.C.3.

EH m CE^H
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REPAIRERS.
CYLINDERS Rebored, new pistons fitted, from 46/-,

Wall's (below).

PISTONS made to reauirements In Quick time. AH
Tiiumpli and Sturmey-Archer spares and renaira;

satisfaction guaranteed; welding and brazing.—Below.

ARD'S, 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney.
Phone: Putney 2754. [163X

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gear Specialists;
pracLJcally every part in Btock.—Below.

GEAR Repaired and returned within the week

;

enquiries answered return ol post.—Below.

MEDIUM Son Pinions, 10/-; small planets, 2/6j
pawl cages, 7/6; cones, 4/-; clutch capa, 7/6;

clutch nuts, 3/-.—Below.

MAIN Drivers, £212; axles, 35 /-; best material
used; price list on application.—A. F. Lewii,

Charlestown, Weymouth-

LONDON Agent for the above Armstrong gear parts:
White, 437, West Green Rd.. Ilarringay, Loo- '

don, N.15. [5000

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs Agents.—Bright
i

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [1048
I

SIDECAR Chassis and Bodywork Repaired ; estimates !

free.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camber- I

well. [1061

ARMSTRONG and Stnrmey Gears repaired or

parts supplied promptly.—Cherry Lane Garage,

Lymm, Cheshire. [5194

SHELDON Engineering Co. can convert your motor
cycle to a countershaft geared machine.—Below.

SHELDON Engineering Co. can supply conversion
sets, gear Iroxes, or parts to enable you to

convert your machine to

COUNTERSHAFT Gear. Latest type chain-cam-
belt or all-cnain model gear boxes fitted or

supplied by

SHELDON Engineering Co., Bayley Lane. Coventry,
who are recommended by the leading motor cycle

;

mannlacturtrs for conversions.—'Phone : 634. [7970

CYLINDERS Reground, glass finish, accurate, com-
plete with piston and rings, from 30/-.—Below.

PISTONS, complete with rings, standard or oversize,

Douglas 15/-, Triumph, etc., 24/-; no waiting.

-

Below.

PISTON Rings, high grade, standard 1/6, oversizf

or step cut 2/-; return post.—Patent Rings. 30

Wigan Rd.. Atherton. [929]

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer gears repaired
while you wait.—Tavistock Engineering (below).

ARMSTRONG Gears, all parts from stock; spintUes,!'

£1/10, £1/15; cones, 4/-; large suns, 6/6; smalli

suns, 4/6, etc.—Tavistock Engineering (below).
,

ARMSTRONG Planet Pinions. 2/6; clu,trh caps!'

7/6; clutch nuts, 3/6; return of post.—Tavistoci
1 1^

(below).

STURMEY-ARCHER Countershaft Gears Over
hauled, 10/-; parts at makers' prices.—Tavistocl

(below).

GEARS.—Any gears made to -pattern or drawingai

Send all gear repairs to Tavistock Engineerini

Co.. 254a. Portobello Rd., North Kensington, LoodoD
'Phone: Park 643. [4981

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes t
experts ; immedjat* attention ; reasonable priees.-

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges. combusUoii
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installa

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed
new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybeil

St.. Birmingham. [47fi

PISTONS for all engines up to 60 mm. 20/-, 70 nu
22/6, 80 mm. 25/-, 90 mm. 27/6; complete wll

riugs and pin.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, up t« '-

mm. 45/-; to 85 mm. 52/6; complete wi!

piston; 3-5 days delivery.—Kellett and Collinson. IM\
Ilavelock St.. Gt. Horton, Bradford. [98!

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted conipletl

£2/12/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church 81

Camberwell, London. [W'

FOR Expert Engine Overhauls, cylinder grindin

new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Fori.

St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [133

ENGINES Rebushed overhauled, rings fitted, co!

pressiou guaranteed; singles 35/-, twins 45/-?; i

turned 3 days.—Below.

VALVE Seats Rebuilt from 10/-: "valves, valve hoAs
caps, piston lings, any make to pattern.—Ton

Eros., Forest Motor and Engineering Works, Summ
seat, near Manchester. [1°

NEAR Enough is not Good Enough. Let us qutl

for your machine work and repairs; accarif

guaranteed.—Below.

OBSOLETE Parts Manufactured, cylinders wdcl
and regrotind, oversize pistons s-^'l- ^jJ^SSi^l

make; competitive prices, 24 hours service;—The L3|

piam Motor Co.. 29, Palmerston Rd., South Actan.J
'Phone : Chiswick 343.

FRAME, chassis, .ind tank repairs, enamelling i|

plating by experts: prompt deliveries.—Uangn|

Co., Fitzroy St.. Leicester.
'

^^'f
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A Manx T.T. After All i

AFTER all the annual Tourist Trophy Races

are to be held in the Isle of Man in 1922.

This is the decision of the A.C.U. General

Committee, which body last Saturday

rejected the recommendation of the Com-
petitions Committee to hold next year's race in

Belgium. The race may be held towards the end
of May or at the beginning of June, but in any case

before the two car races already arranged for

June 20th and 22nd. Among the A.C.U. com-
mitteemen, opinion was clearly divided. The
Belgian course had many attractions, the main
one being the financial inducement offered to the

A.C.U. by the Belgian authorities for a race near

Spa. Badly as the A.C.U. needs improved finances,

the Committee was clearly not ready to be over-

influenced by monetary considerations. The event

has gained its recognised importance on British

soil, and the present is hardly the time to transfer

many thousands of pounds to foreign soil. In view,

therefore, of the promises and undertakings of the

deputation which arrived from the Isle of Man,
the air was cleared, and finally the decision to

retain the Manx course was reached by an over-

whelming majority.

When, in August last, the announcement was
made that the A.C.U. had "decided" upon a

Belgian course for the T.T., T/ie Motor Cycle, it

will be recalled, at once tested the feeling of manu-
facturers and T.T. riders. Many strongly advo--

cated Belgium, and approximately half equally

strongly urged the retention of the Isle of Man
course over the Snaefell road. The objections to

the Isle of Man were, however, so thoroughly

ventilated that enterprising Manxmen at once set

to work to cancel out the objections which were
advanced. As a result, nearly all the pin-pricks

experienced by former visitors have been or will be
investigated, and many concessions are promised,

including a double daily boat service, a harbour

crane for handling motor cycles properly, half an

hour later for practising, a shilling registration fee

for visitors' motor cycles, and assistance in various
other directions. Thus the Manx deputation won
the support of the A.C.U. for another year, and
the side question as to whether the 500 c.c.

machine is too fast for the tortuous Isle of Man
course, and therefore cannot show itself to advant-
age, must be left for further demonstration next
summer.

of

Fewer Open Competitions in 1922.

DUE to the larger number of open motor cycle

competitions held ths year, their importance
has been considerably minimised. Two
and three important contests each week-end
have assisted in overshadowing the merit

first-class awai'd, apart from which the very

fact that open trials have become so numerous is

leading to a lukewarm feeling on the part of

manufacturers. Fewer open trials will mean that

each one will gain added importance. Recognising
this state of affairs, the Auto-Cycle Union General
Committee resolved at its last meeting to limit the

number of open permits next year. One open
permit only will be granted to each A.C.U.
centre (there are fifteen at present), which decision

will prevent clashing of dates and possibly induce
manufacturers to support such events unanimously.
These open trials are in addition to certain

recognised A.C.U. trials, such as the Six Days
event, the T.T., the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial,

and the one-day test for stock machines. All

motor cyclists will, we feel, welcome this limitation

of open events, for the genuine clubman will now
have a better chance, especially in speed trials

and hill-climbs, than hitherto when pitted against

the leading trade riders on specially prepared
machines.

At Olympia a meeting is to be called by the

A.C.U. to settle the fixture list for 1922, the idea

being to spread the allotted events over the whole
twelve months. The centre will in each case

decide the form of the trial, viz., whether a
spee'd test, hill-chmb, or reliability event.

^

^

-

An Index to the adveptlaaments In this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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The Challenger Punctare-sealing Tube.

n
REPORTED recently that I had found these tubes
satisfactory in that they prevented a tyre deflating
after penetration by small nails or flints. My

comment provoked a letter from another user, whose
experience is not so pleasant. He has tested one of
the tubes, and jn his case its effect is merely to render
further progress possible with the aid of occasional
pumping up, so that repair may be deferred till the
journey is finished; but the layer of plastic material
between the two skins of rubber on the tread side of
the tube does not in his case—as it has in mine—ever
seal the hole completely; the sealing is merely partial.
He further points out that, in the event of a lono- nail
penetrating both sides of the tube, the inner" hole
necessarily remains unsealed. To judge from my
own experience, I should imagine that the plastic
layer m his tube is stiffer and less expansive than mine,
which so far has proved quite efficient where small
holes are concerned. Perhaps the manufacturers may
care to take up the point?

Everlasting Flash Lamps.

n
COMPLAINED pettishly the other, day that my
so-called inexhaustible electric torch "had gone
west," that the vendor had shut up shop, and

that nobody seemed eager to repair it. As it has
lit up many a night job, ranging from burst covers
to sooted plugs, I missed its cheery presence, the
more so as I had half dige.sted a brainwave for coupl-
ing -up^ its lever to the overhead valve tappet, and
so setting both my hands free for the jobs in hand.
Captain French-Brewster, of 23a, Old Bond Street,
is now the British handler of these French lamps,
and scenting me as a user of his wares, he played
"Aladdin's Uncle," and swopped my old dud for
one of his latest pattern, which weighs much less,
and is altogether a superior article. I have accepted
it with my usual cynicism, and if by next Christmas
the article is still sparking gleefully, I will say so in
these columns. At present I name him partly
because he is obviously a man of bowels, and partly
because there may be other unfortunates like myself
who have worn out the gears of an early model, and
do not know what to do with the wreakage of a fairly
expensive article. The same post brought me a
sample of a much cheaper dynamo torch, the Magneto-
lite. This is handled by Mr. F. S. Morris, of Conway
A22

.Road, Luton. It hangs round your neck like a
locket, and when you want a light, you pull a chain
which depends from the case of the gadget. Mrs.
Ixion has borrowed it, and intends to use it for church
going this winter. She is a somewhat pious lady,

and by about Easter I hope to report that it has
facilitated her orisons. In confidence, dear reader, I

admit that my main motive in giving publicity to

these two gadgets is to get my own back on the un-
scrupulous traders who have coaxed me into buying
apparently cheap torches, and then bankrupted me by
charging high prices for batteries which apparently
inspired the author of Hymn 341.

Passengers, Power, and Hills.

fifi TT^UMPLING "^ and others have been discussing

J \J) the horse-power required for passenger work
in such counties as Devon. So far as absolute

requisites are concerned, a 4 h.p. engine will take two

people anywhere in the British Isles provided that the

gearing- is suitable, and that the engine is so well de-

signed that it does not distort on long spells of a really

low gear. But I quite agree that more power is

desirable^ and that for two main reasons. The first is

that most of us like to keep up a certain average speed,

and that fast hillwork is essential to a good speed aver-

age. You can only get fast hill-climbing with the aid

of plenty of power. The second reason is that a small'

.

engine, driven hard, wears faster, and gives more-

trouble than a big engine of the same quahty, which
is always running well within itself. . So if I lived at

Tavistock, my sidecar would certainly boast 6 h.p., and
my cycle car would be an 8 h.p., since the latter often

"embodies far more internal friction than a good sidecar

outfit.
"

Not a Pub.

fY recent remarks on the rapacity of certain 1

hotels have inspired a Cheshire cafe keeper to 1

complain that, though he lays himself out to tlj

cater for motor cyclists, they always pass his place

and go on to a pub. I have never fed at his cafe,

but on the date of his letter he provided vegetable

'

soup, roast, beef, Yorkshire pudding, potatoes and

marrow, rice and fruit, for 2s. at midday, and his

" bed and breakfast" terms are 6s. 6d., whilst a

hot bath, such as we often need after a day on the

road, is only 6d. ' He is probably shrewd enough to

know that the motor cyclist's main problem with '
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Occasional Comments.—

regard to cafes and restaurants is garage. We never
know whether the police will allow the machine to

stand in the road or not; and if they are complaisant,
we have no protection against thieves; and if we
take the 'bus to a regular garage, we may have to
walk a considerable distance, or hunt about in a
strange town, whilst in any case we shalfhave to pay

—

possibly IS. 6d.—for a sidecar for oae hour.

Pfop Stands.
©ON'T tumble over yourselves, dear readers, to

buy up the prop stands of which I have written.

Doubtless some of them will be O.K. by show
^ time, but as yet most of thein are in the experimental
condition. I was adoring one of mine the other day

; whett its leg suddenly wilted, and down came my
beloved jigger on its hip bone with an awful crash, to

the great glee of the pals whom I had summoned to

,
do poojah to the new accessory. It transpired during
the post mortem that the carca-se of the beastie was
made of brass, to which the steel tube leg was affixed

by a small pin; the pin bit through the brass as if it

were Cheddar cheese. I am now bolting on two more,
after testing them with a file to see if there is any brass

about them; but I must admit that I stand near the

machine when they are in action, with my arms out-

: stretched like the hero in a film serial when the villain

is terrifying the heroine into diving out of a skyscraper
fifteenth storey window.

Brass ! Ugh

!

My Coat Once Moi-e.

[UMEROUS readers engaged in the alum-and-
water industry wrote and guaranteed to make
my poor old motor cycling jacket drencher-

proof once more for a consideration. I finally sent it

to Harding's dyeworks at Kingston, as their manager
is a keen motor cyclist, and offered to stand me a new
coat if my old one leaked anywhere after he had
finished with it. It doesn't, so the ancient garment
must do duty for another summer, unfortunately. It

was in a horrid state ere it went to him, and now it is

as good as new, except that it has rather a bleachified

kind of look. All these various experts assert that it

is quite an easy and inexpensive matter to renovate

these old jackets. They append two " buts." One
is that the colour is bound to suffer a little. The
other is that a number of cleaning firms merely dip
the coat in alum-and-water to re-proof it, whereas it

is impossible to get it really watertight without using

rubber in some form. The last time I trusted a

coat to an unknown reader it returned with a glutinous

surface and a colour resembling a piece of frozen beef
after a week in the ashbin.

Otherwise, a '' Crash/'
"jJOURNALISTS are commonly supposed to use ten

W words where one will do, and tliis reprehensible
habit is accounted for by the fact that the meaner

kind of journalist gets his remuneration at space rates.

But a breezy letter just to hand from an A.C.U.
consul, who also belongs to one of the learned pro-
fessions, speaks of " a slight difference of opinion in

relative kinetics between my Norton and myself."
Never again will I be content with the simple Saxon
word " crash." In the last two years the said consul
has owned three Nortons (B.R.S., I.O.M., and 4
h.p.), a Scott, a Velocette, an A. B.C., a single-

cylinder F.N., and a four-cylinder F.N. I wonder if

any other reader can match this high-class stud?
The I.O.M. Norton's mileage for nineteen months
is 26,000, and it is still using its original main and
con. rod bearings.

Two Anglo-Dutch trial competitor near Malvern
: C. L. Sprosen (Connaught) leading J.M. Boom, jun. (5 Simplex). This event was fully

described last week

A23
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Before the trial the visitors from Holland were nervous about the Brooklands test; many of them imagined that it was a

saucer track requiring special skill in order to traverse it

after the start of the speed test.

THE fourth of the series of Anglo-Dutch inter-

national trials proved as great a success as its

forerunners. Undoubtedly our Dutch guests

appreciated the entertainments provided by the sport-

ing English clubs for their benefit, and were not slow

to express their pleasure. With two wins for either

country honours are now even, except that Holland

won the original

trophy in 1920, by
which s,u c c e s s it

has an advantage,

England holding the

first share in the new
" Beker " "hy reason

of its overwhelm-
ing success last

week. If anything,

the Dutch motor
cyclists entered this

year's contest with
greater zest than
their British ~~con-

frcrcs. Nothing, was
left to chance by
our overseas visitors,

and to see the hive
of activity at

A24

Here are shown the international competitors a few seconds

Worcester on the eve of the trial, v/hen, "just to

make sure," the Dutchmen dismantled carburetters,

removed sparking plugs, and shortened belts, in itself

proved their enthusia.sm. Most were suffering from
smarting eyes, for they found that our tarred roads

cause particles to rise with the dust and affect

their eyes.

Of the trial itself,

we recorded clearly •

last week that hill-

climbing is not then]

Dutchmen's forteA
yet, .appreciatingil

that fact, the courseJ

set was not tooil

difficult, and wSsJ

mostly over ma in I

roads. What would!
have happened iff

the Old Wyche atJ

Malvern had beer,

included one carh

only conjecture, iil

view of the fact thail

thirteen' failed oiJ

Birdlip. The Dutcll

amateur captain, HI

Three of the earlier competitors arriving at Brooklands. W. B. Gibb

(2J Douglas), leading, is intently studying his watch, while the Dutch rider

just behind, has found a new position for the route card—gripped in his teeth.
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THE ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL. Some Pictorial Reminiscences.
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(Bottom) An old Eiiglish back-
ground {or a parting portrait
group of the Dutch team

—

Chmgford.
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Why England Won.—
Fels, thought Bircllip a fine test hill. The Dutch team's

mounts were good and workmanlike, for, with mainly

British and American machines in the team itself, the

trial largely resolved itself into a question of driving

skill. On Brooklands, again, the set speeds of 28,

35, and 40 m.p.h. were not extraordinaiy, but the

Britishers showed to advantage in this test. It had

been suggested that 40 m.p.h. was too high for the

big American solo machines which the Dutchmen
brought over, but since several much smaller British

sequently en.tertained to luncheon by Mr. J. A.

Prestwich at the Royal Forest Hotel, Chingford. Here
it was that the full provisional results were announced,
the International Cup itself having been received by
Messrs. Geoffrey Smith and W. Pratt, captains of the

British amateur and trade teams respectively, after

the dinner at Thames Ditton on Monday.
The Dutchmen were immensely intrigued by Aid.

Arthur Carlton's remarks at the Guildhall, Worcester,

as well as by the witty rejoinder, a clever

spontaneous effort, by the A.C.U. chairman, Col.

^
F. S. Brereton, C.B.E.

~^
There is no doubt

that these trials
between teams repi-e-

senting different

countries do a great

deal of good in foster-

ing good feeling among
devotees of the

pastime. They, too,

enable an interesting

comparison of experi-

ences, for Dutch motor
cyclists have certain

preferences which are

worth studying. They
prefer powerful twins,

r-233SlJS3i;iSK3SSS^»aS?TK^S»«r33r32S:

The line up tor the speed test on Brooklands.

(In circle) G. Hoogeveen (7-9 Harley-Davidson sidecar)

near £lirencestcr.

mounts considerably exceeded this speed, the criticism

falls flat. In short, Birdlip Hill and Biooklands
proved the undoing of the Dutch team, and even at

the luncheon halt at Newbury the result was already

almost a foregone conclusion.

For the social entertainments provided, the Midland
Centre at Leamington and Stratford, the Western
Centre at Worcester, and the A.C.U. in conjunction

with the Surbiton and District M.C.C. at Thames
Ditton are to- be heartily congratulated.

Incessant Hospitality.

Not a single participant failed to express apprecia-

tion of the fare pro'vided, and our friends from
Holland returned as they had started—with an
excellent impression, for the Essex M.C. were
thoughtful in providing breakfast on the morning of

their arrival, whilst on Tuesday, when the Dutch team
left for Holland, they had the opportunity of looking
over the J. A. P. works at Tottenham, and were sub-

a cut-out seems to be a sine qua non, they wear leather

coats almost exclusively (black or brown), they affect^.;,]

racing helmets at all times, they prefer pillion riding

astride with a hand-rail for support, their sidecars

are mostly on the right-hand side, and the louder,

the horn, the more they like it. Several told us that'v-

British mounts are preferred in Holland, to a degree^

and tlie preference v.'hich they suggest is their limit

v/as put at 10%. Big American twins, fully equipped,

cost ;£i25 in the Netherlands, and no matter how much
they may prefer the finish and quality of British, "pro-

ducts, their pockets will not allow more than a 10%
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Why England Won.—
advantage over this figure. Holland is experiencing

the effect of the world trade depression, and must
accordingly' study costs carefully.

Undoubtedly, however, Britain loses many oppor-
tunities on the Continent in failing to specialise on
first - rate examples of controllable twin - cylinder

machines of 6 to 8 h.p. capable of successful use so'lo

and with a sidecar, and this is a point worth studying.

On the other hand, several Dutch riders of experi-

ence man'elled at the speed of our best single-

cylinder touring mounts, and also of their willing-

ness to tick along quietly and smoothly when
desired.

Why Heavyweights are Popular in Holland.
In our many conversations with the visitors, we

Avere told that the chief reason why the big twin is

favoured in Holland is that the roads in that country

are very poor, and that, in their opinion, the heavier

machines hold the road much better than the light-

weights so popular in this country. These opinions

suggest that there is a certain market in Holland for

an efficient spring frame motor cycle.

It was clear that England's motor cycling guests

were keenly interested in the many different examples
of British motor cycles ridden by the members of the

English team, and, as several _of the Dutch riders

were " in the trade," the excellent performances made
by the sinaller British machines may be regarded as

propaganda demonstrations for the British industry in

general.

Most Dutch motor cyclists, of course, like the idea

of next year's T.T. being held in Belgium^ and one
may count upon a goodly percentage of spectators

from the ' neighbouring country, if Spa is " finally

approved.

Complete Results.

Complete results of the fourth international trial

—

England v. Holland—are now available, and are

appended

:

The principal award, the Holland-England Cttp (presented

by Mr. A. Citroen) was won by the English team, who lost

a total of 52 marks throughout the trial, as against the loss

of 256 marks by the Dutch team.

The SoBBiTON Cdp (presented by the Surbiton and District

M.C.C. for the best performance by an English trade rider)

was won by Kaye Don (2| A.J.S.), who only varied fifty

seconds from schedule throughout the trial.

The WoBCESXEK Cnp (presented by the Worcester and
District M.C.C. for the best performance of a Dutch trade
rider) was won by W. van Zyll (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.).,

140s. error.

The Motor Cycle. Cup (presented by this joui'nal for the

best performance of any amateur ride.A was won by, R.

Charlesworth (8 Zenith sc). ; 80s. enoi.

Gold Medal Winners (Lost no Marks)
DUTCH COMPETITORS.

V. Fonck, jun. (2-J C-edos). W. M. Zell_e (6 Simplex).

A. Steensma (4 Blackburne).
J. M. Boom, jun. (5 Simple-x).

P. Nieman (5 Simplex).

J. F. N. Smits (7-9 'Harley-
Davidson).

W. H. Wellensiek (4i B.S.A.).
J. H. Nieuwenhuys (6

Simplex).

H. Fels (7-9 Harley-David-
son sc).

W. van Zyll (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc).

J. A. F. Bolland (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc).

T. T. Gude (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc).

ENGLISH COMPETITORS.
D. A. Atkin (2| Hobart).
B. Kershaw (2J New

Imperial).

K. Don (2J A.J.S.),

W. B. Gibb (2i Douglas).
H. R. Davies (21 A.J.S.).
C. L. Sprosen (2^ Connaught).
F. A. Hardy (3i Zenith-

Bradshaw).
G. Smith (3i Sunbeam).

L. Newey f^ Ariel).

J. Whalley (3^ Sunbeam).
L. Sealey (3i B.S.A.).
R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith sc).

J. A. Newman 6 Douglas sc).

G. Nott (8 Matchless sc).

E. B. Ware (8 Matchless sc).

S. Wright (4^ Humber sc).

W. A. Fell-Smith 8 Brough
Superior sc).

SrLVEE, Medals (Dutch- CoirPETixoBs).—Jac Brunt (2|
Douglas), J. R. Donker (2| Royal Ruby), E. Ekker, Junr.

(4 Bianchi), C. J. H. Wolff (23 Royal Ruby), M. v/d Jagt

(^ Norton), J. W. Ten Dam (7-9 Harley-Davidson),
.J. v/d Weiden (7-9 Indian), G. J. Hamer (7-9 'Indian sc.),

G. Hoogeveen (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), F. J. Visscher
(7-9 Indian sc), and C. Witteveen (7 James sc).

Beonze Medals (Dutch Competitors).—Nil.

Silver Medals (English Cojlpetitors).—0. Hayes (2|
•A..J.S.), A. G. Wall (2| Gedos), F. Dover (4 Triumph)', R. A.
Green (3^ Norton), H: Bovnton (7 James sc)., W. Pratt (8

Matchless sc), and F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless).

Bronze' Medal (English Competitor).—P. W. Moffatt

(3^ Douglas).

X.B.—These results are subject to official confirmation.

The Dutch motor cyclists at Stratford-on-Avon,

B3
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ENGINE. 60.5 mm.
345 e.c.

X 60 mm..

LUBRICATION: Crank case

pressure.

MAGNETO : C.A.V.

CARBURETTER: B. and B.

SPECIFICATION

GEAR BOX: Three-speed, integral

with engine.

TRANSMISSION : Gear and final

chain.

WHEELS: 26x2iin.

FORKS: Waaler.

FRAME: Sprung.

WEIGHT: 16Slb.

PRICE: £112.

MAKERS: Waaler Motor Cycle Co..

Ltd., Alperion, Middlesex.

ch is capable

THE new chain-driven Wooler came intO' our

hands a few days 'prior to this year's T.T.,

and was used for some time after it had been
^
to, and had returned from, the Isle of Man. One
reason for choosing this mount for the journey to the

classic races was due to the fact that it is a machine
of moderate weight, and yet one w
of a very fair average speed on long

journeys. Only those who have

taken a motor cycle over to the

Island know hoW important the

weight factor is when lifting the

machine from the steamer to the

quay at Douglas.
For the journey from London to

Liverpool {vm Birkenhead) the route

through Berkhamsted, Aylesbury,
and so on south of Birmingham, was
chosen in preference to the main
Holyhead Road-Watling Street way,
which is very rough in parts, and on
the morning we set out a furious
north-westerly gale was blowing, thus
compelling a head wind to be faced
for practically the entire journey.

B4

The handle-bar adjustment on the 21 h.p

Wooler.

On the whole, the road was exceedingly good, but
where rough patches were traversed the springing of

the frame was greatly appreciated.

The little machine was heavily laden with a bag
containing all that was necessary for a week away
from home, but, notwithstanding the weight carried

and the fearful wind, quite a good average was mads.
After Aylesbury, Akerman Street

—that fine old Roman road which
'

passes through the fertile parts of

Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire,
so famed for its dairy produce

—

'

was followed. Owing to the number
of milk-carts passed at different times

,

on this highway, a certain rider of
our- acquaintance aptly named it

" The Milky Way."
Our journey continued through ,

Bicester and Stratford-on-Avon, but,

when more hilly parts of the country^
were encountered, a slight slipping

of the clutch was experienced, which
could not be cured by external ad-
justment. However, the clutch held
well enough to drive if reasonable
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The Wooler lubrication system.
The oil contained in the air release

from the timing gear is forced

against a baiHe at the top of the
saddle tube, and, falling to the lower
end of the tube, rises to the level of

a pipe, which returns it to the sump.

Road Tests of New Models-

care were used ; this

notwithstanding, a

very fair average
was "kept up all the

way to Birkenhead,
which was reached
via Droitwich, Kid-
derminster, Bridg-

north, and Chester.

The ferry from
Birkenhead to Liver-

pool is quite excel-

lent from the motor
cyclist's point of

view,' for the service

is frequent and the

cost only a matter of

pence.

During the 190-

mile journey the

machine had demon-
strated that its

steering was excellent, and that the riding position was
comfortable. It was good at cornering, capable of very
nearly 30 m.p.h. average on level roads, and practically

\-ibrationless ; like most units of its type, the engine
depends upon revolutions for its power, and if there is

doiibt about climb-
ing a hill on top
speed it pays to

change earh' down
to second, when up
to 25 or even 30
m.p.h. may be
attained.

As regards
trouble on the
road, apart from
the clutch slip

(which was after-

wards found to be
due to a bad batch
of springs) and . a

broken plug, there
was none : and the

journey, including
stops for meals,
etc., was accom-
plished easily in ten

hours. In the Isle

of Man itself the machine gave splendid service.

Another test to which the Wooler was put was the Inter-

team Trial for The Motor Cycle Cup, when it

was taken round the course and climbed every hill

successfully. This latter excursion -was far more
trying to the machine than the other 300 miles, and
despite the rough roads and steep gradients, it proved

itself to be a handy, reliable little mount.

Too Sensitive Carburation.

From the point of view of adverse criticism, the

chief objection is against the carburetter, which was
reminiscent of earlier days in that it required too

much manipulation of the , air lever to obtain flexi-

bility and even running. "Valve noise was also rather

prominent. The lubrication appears to be perfect,

and. little could be said against the method of- changing

speed, which is accomplished by the foot, though a

stronger spring against the plunger locking the second

gear would be desirable. The machine is full of

interesting points, and its designer, Mr. Wooler,

has embodied many ingenious features. The unit

construction of engine and gear box is worthy of

favourable -comment. Small details have been care-

fully considered ; for example, the position of the

speedometer dial on the front forks, so that it is

illuminated at night by the air holes at the base of

the lamp, is a case in point.

The 2J h.p. Wooler all-chain model, fitted with 60'5 X 60 mm.
flat twin engine, and three-speed gear box.

"^atiMssi

ROAD TESTS OF
SINCE Januai-y, The Motor Cych has published a number

of articles dealing with the road behaviour of new
models and new machines. To enable readers to refer

back to any of these, we append the following table,

showing the dates of the issues in which they appeared.

Machine and Model.

7 h.p. Matchless sidecar . .

.

8 h.p. Brough Superior ....

5 h.p. Raleigh
8 h.p. Royal Ruby sidecar.

.

Z\ h.p. Sports Sunbeam ....

3| h.p. P. & M. sidecar

2I h.p. Armis sidecar

4i h.p. Quadrant sidecar

li h.p. Kenilworth Miniature,

Si and 7-9 h.p. Rudge sidecars
8" h.p. Excelsior sidecar t'axi.

2J^ h.p. Diamond-Jap
5 h.p. Lea-Francis

Date 0}

Title of Article. Issue.

Through the 1920 Trials" Jan. 13
'' Road Tests of New Models " Tan. 20
' Road Tests of New Models " "Feb. 10
' Riding to Win " Feb 17
' Road Tests of New Models " Feb. 17
' Winter in the Highlands " Mar. 3, 10
' Road Tests of New Models " Mar. 3
' Road Tests of New Models " Mar. 10
" Road Tests of New Models " Mar. 24
" Road Tests of New Models " Mar. 31
" Road Tests of New Models " April 7
' Road Tests of New Models '*

April 7
' Road Tests of New Models " April 1

1

NEW MODELS.
Machine and Model.

fi h.p. B.S.A. sidecar
fi-7h.p. Ariel sidecar
3 h.p. Ivy
S h.p. Royal Enfield sidecar.

i h.p. Triumph

7 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar

8 h.p. Chater-Lea sidecar .

.

3 h.p. Ivy sidecar

2J h.p. O.K. sidecar
4:i- h.p. Humber
'2\ h.p. Royal Ruby

Scott Sociable

22 h.p. Hob.irt
3^ h.p. P. & M. sidecar (1922)
4Jr h.p. -Dunclt sidecar
2|h.p. Hawker
2| h.p. Francis-Baruett

Date of

Title of Article. Issue.

Road Tests of New Models
'* April 14

A Holiday Week-end " April 21
Lightweights for Hard Se'rvice "

.

.

April 28
Road Tests of New Models " April 28

Nine Months on a Chain-driven May 5

Triumph."
The Performance of a Stock May 19

Machine."
To Edinburgh in a Sidecar " May 26
Road Tests of New Models" June 9
Road Tests of New Models " June 23
Road Tests of New Models' JvUy 14
The PossibiUties of the Lightweight Aug. 4

Four-stroke."
The Scott Sociable on the Road "

. Aug. 11
' Road Tests of New Models ' Aug. 18
' A Four-speed Single " Aug. 25

'Two on Tour" Sept. 1

' Road Tests of New Models " Sept. 1

' Road Tests of New Models " Sept. 22

- ^5.
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WAYSIDE MEMORIALS.
Highway Lighlhouses to ihe Memory of (he Falen.

THERE have recently been unveiled two most un-

usual roadside war memorials in different parts

of the Home Counties which might well be

copied in other places. One is at Beaconsfield, and the

other at LingSeld, Surrey ; and both are lighted at

night. It is believed that, with the exception of one in

Kent, these are the only two war memorials designed to

exhibit lights. That at BeaconsSeld stands in the midst

of the village, where the London and Oxford and

Windsor and Aylesbury' roads cross. It is designed

The war memorial at Lingfleld, tlie stone lantern of which is

fitted with gas lighting.

The electrically lighted memorial at Beaconsfield.

to be in harmony with the Gothic architecture of the

parish church in the background. The open stone

lantern of the memorial is fitted with electric light.

Fortunately the roads at this point are very wide

:

exceptionally so; and the imposing monument is thus

not in the way ;-and the light secures that it will not

be the cause of some nocturnal accident.

The Lingfield memorial is fitted for gas. It forms
an added feature of interest just outside that pictur-

esque village, at its western extremity. This point,

the so-called "Gun Pond" at St. Peter's Cross, on
the New Chapel and Crawley Road, is a very pretty

spot. Here a stone base has been built into the pond,
and the tall stone shaft of the memorial raised upon
it. The queer old building in the background is the

ancient Lingfield lock-up, called " The Cage." It is

thought originally to have been a chapel. C.G.H.

SCOTTISH OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
Successful Event Organised by the Glasgow Weslern M.C.C.

on Ballagoich Hill.

AN open hill-climb organised by the Glasgow Westeri

M.C.C. was held at Ballagoich on September 24th.

It is the first time that this hill has been used

for a climb, but, with its straight half-mile of good

surface, it was a great success.

There was a large entry, many competitors coming from
Edinburgh and Falkirk. A. Brown rode from Aberdeen
to compete on his 3j h.p. Norton, and made a fine show,

winning three firsts and the Paterson' gold medal. R. M.
Wilson put up a star performance on his 2^ h.p. Hobart;
the way his little machine took the hill in the 600 c.c. sidecar

class came as a surprise to many. A. H. Alexander carried

off five classes on his 3^ h.p. Douglas, while Douglas

Alexander made fastest time of the day on his Indian.

The results are as follows

:

CLASSES 1 and 3 (Solo >1B to

350 c.c. Experts b.iTied).—Time

:

K. M. Wilson (214 Hobaitl. For-
mula; F. M. Wilson (214 Hobartl.

CLASSES 2 and 4 (Solo up to
350 c.c.).—Time: J. W. Walker (2K
A.J.S.I. FoimulQ; J. W. Walker
(2i4 A.J.S.I.

CLASSES 5 and 7 (Solo up to
6O0 c.c. Experts barredL—Time

:

A. Brown (3V2 Norton). Formula

:

A. Brown (31/. Norton).

CLASSES 6 and 8 (Solo up to
600 c.c.).—Time: A, H. Alexander
(31/2 Doufjias). Formula: J. W.
Walter 12% A.J.S.I.

CLASSES 9 and 11 (Solo un-
limited. Experts barred).-Time:
A. Brown (31/2 Norton). Formula:
A. Brown (31/2 Norton).

CIASSES 10 aKd M (Solo un-
limited).—Time: D. S. Alexander

b5

(7-9 Indian). Formula : A. H.
Alexander (3V2 liouRlas).

CLASSES 13 .lud 15 (Sidecars
up to 600 c.c. Experts barred).—
Time: R. Watson f4V^ Humber sc.).'

Formula. B. M. Wilson (214 Hobart
sc).

CLASSES 14 and 16 (Sidecars
up to 600 c.c.).—Ti*e: A. H.

. Alexander [3i/t Douelaa sc). For-
mula : A. H. Alexander (3',^

Dousjlas sc).

CLASSES 17 and 19 (Sidecars un-
limite<l. Experts barred).—Time

;

E. Watson (41/2 Humber sc). For-
mula: B. M. WiUon (214 Hobart
6C.).

CLASSES 18 and KO (Sidecars
unlimited).—Time: Geo. Grinton
(7-9 Harley sc). Formula: A. H.
Alexander {31/2 Douclas sc).

The four-stroke 2i h.p. lightweight has come to the

fore in speed events since its success in the 250 c.c. class

in the Junior T.T. R. M. Wilson, shown above, put

up a star performance on his little Hobart.

special awards.
Prize for the Highest Figure of Merit in the General

Classes.^I. W. Walker (23 A.J.S.).

Prize for Highest Figure of Merit (experts barred).

—

R. M. Wilson (2i Hobart).
The Barnett Gold Medal.—R. Wilson (2^ Hobartl.
The Pateeson Gold Medal.—A. Brown (3^ Norton).
Prize presented by W. Simpson for Fastest Time of the

Day.—Douglas Alexander (7-9 Indian).
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Tiverton M.C. and L.C.C.

Since its inception a sliort time ago,
tile club has gained enthusiastic support
over the whole neighbourhood. With
Capt. L. H. Amory as president, there
is now a membership of over a hundred
motorists. The dub is now in proper

. working order ; social runs have already
been an-anged, to the satisfaction and
enjoyment of all. One reliability trial

has so far taken place, and a hiU-climb
will probably be held shortly.

Bristol M.C.C.
Only one sidecar, F. G. Mann's Harley-

Davidson, made a clean climb of Bwlch-y-
Groes in the recent twenty-four-hour trial

;

four soloists, Anstice (3 A.B.C.), McWal-
ters (6 Zenith), Cornish (2| Ready), and
H, Spencer (4 Omega), also made perfect
ascents. Results :

THE HUTCHINSON CUP.—P. G. Mann (7-9
Harley sc), — McWalters (6 Zenith), and H.
Spencer (Omega-Blackburne), tied.
FOURTH PRIZE.—E. G. Fery (6 Douglas sc).
GOLD MEDALS.—K. J. Woods (3>$ Wilkin sc),

E. Colmer (3,'.^ Norton sc), and — Cornisli (2^4
Read_v).
SILVER MEDAL and SPECIAL PRIZE.-J.

Edbrooke (2'-4 Douglas).

The last-named gained the special
award for the best ride other than the
prize-winners ; at one stage he towed
another competitor, similarly mounted, for

twenty-seven miles.

Southport A.C.

On the 25th ult. the club held a
reliability trial for the Scai'isbrick Cup.
The course was one of 100 miles, mainly
over moss roads, with two observed hills.

Results :

A, Dougtas (33-4 Bcott), E«<iseU KinE (33^ S<'ott),

A. Joivis t2y» Jarvis), B. Allinson (3Vi> Sunbeam),
find R. Ball [35/1 Scott), equal l&t. 1st Lightweight,
A. Jarvis (21/2 Jarvis) ; 2, C. Cunninpham (2^4

Verus).

Oct. 8.-

Oct. «,-

Oct. *.-

Oct. S.-

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

S.-

S.-

9.-

Oct. S.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9.-

9.-

9.-

9

Oct. 9.-

Oct. M

^ee.k-eit6 (Tlub Cvents.
—Sutton Coldfield and North Birminijham
.I.e. Rill-climb on Pcnkridne Bank.
—Essex County and Southend .-i.C. Closed
Speed Trials.
—Redditch and District M.C.C. Sporting
Reliability Trial (open to all Midland Centre
A.C.U. clubs).
—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Land's End Trial.
—Luton and South Beds. A .C . Paperchase.
-North Wales M.C.C. Hill-climb.
—Stafford and District M.C.C. Consistent
Driving Test,
—Stamford and District M.C.C. Captain's
Run.
-"North-west London M.C.C. Closing Run.
—Leeds M.V. Hill-climb.
—Sheffield M.C.C. Run to Castleton.
.
—Halifax and District M.C.C. Run to
Castleton.
—Basingstoke and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Club Run.
.—Oxford M.C. Speed Judging Contest.

Levis Athletic Club (Motor Section).

Results of the Yardley Cup trial,

described last week, are appended :

YAPDLEY CUP AND GODFREY GOLD
3IEDAL for the Best Performance of the Day.—
A. R. Edwarils i2M Levis), 246 marks.
SILVER MEDALS.—Class B; W. S. Haiveiitt

(2'A" Levis) and J. Knihbs (2V, Levis] tied. 243 marks
each. Class C: N. D. Pickering (SV-r. Ti-iumph),
232 marke.
SILVER MEDAL for the Best Performance on

n Levis Motor Cycle ivith 26in. Wheels.—J. Knibiis
(214 Levis), 243 marks.
BRONZE MEDALS.—Class A: G. S. Davison

(2'A Levis), 229 marks. Class B : S. Jones (2V2
Levis), 233 marks. Class O: W. V. Pickering (3V.
Triumphl and J. H. V. Wood i3iA Tiiumnh) tied,
220 marks each.
SPECIAL MEDAL for the Best Performance on

the Observed Hills l>y a Competitor nof aualify-
ing for any other Award.—Gem Smith (31/0 B.S.A.),
209 marks.
SPECIAL PRIZE for the Best Performance by

a Private Owner on a Machine over 250 c.o. and
under 350 c.c. in Classes B or C: J. Knibbs (2Vo
Levis), 243 marks.
PREMIER PRIZES.—1, For the best perform-

ance by a piivate owner on a machine up to 250
c.c. in CUlases B or C : L. West f2i,/; Velocettc),
141 marks. 2, For the be^t performance by a

private owner on n machine over 350 c.o. in Classes
B or 0: W. V. Pickering (3V-. TiiumphI and J. H.
V. Wood 131/0 Tiinmph) tied, 2'20 marks each.

tM5Sti_.

G. H. Symonds (2i Levis), winning his class at 32.2 m.p.h. in the Brighton and Hove
M.C.C. hill-climb.

Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.G.

A hill-climb will be held on Saturday

at Penkridge Bank, open to all clubs

in the Midland Centre A.C.U. Classes

will be run on time and formula, —tj^—

Motor Cycling Club.

Results of the one day trial for solo

machines, described last week, have been

announced as follows :

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.—C. F. Plowman (3V2

Sunbeam), B. H. Bravne (4 Blackburne), D. H.
Davidson (4 Indian Scout), P. Cunningbam (iVi

P. and M.), P. Street (31/2 Sunbeam), E. Pugh
(4 Triumph), A. C. Rhodes (4 Triumph), J. Wallw
(Bradbury), V. Belfleld (3 A.B.C), L. Nicholson
(Ooulson-B.), N. O. Dear (3V2 Sunbeam), J.

McBirnie (7-9 Indian), V. Olsson (3V2 .Sunbeam),

T. Francis (4 Triumph), S. J. Marks (4 Triumph),
S. Dunford {2''t Verus), M. O'Reilly (SVe N.U.T.),
P. R. G. Spikins (3 A.B.C), O. W. Jones (7-9

Harley-Davidson), C. Bonrlet (31/3 Ariel), S. A.
McCarthy (5 Stanger), W. O. Hemy (2% A.J.S.),

H. G. Bell (7 F.N.), G. M. Townsend (3V2 P. and
M.), M. A. Ne-wnham (5-6 Ealeigh), R. B. Clark
(2% Coulson-B.), H. P. Edwards (4i/i B.S.A.), S.

Warne (3 Warne), J. A. Hoult (3«4 Scott),

T. J. Ross (354 Scott), and P. A. Longman (3y2
Ariel).

The cases of E. Hillary (3^ Rover), who
is reported to have left the course, and
F. Begley (4 Indian Scout), who is

reported to have missed his gear on Pole

iSteeple, are being considered.

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Encouraged by the success attending

the recent Yeovil-Land's End trial, the

committee has decided to hold a further

reliability run to Land's End on Satur-

day. The e.xact route on this occasion

will be a secret one. The trial is open
to the following clubs : Barnstaple,

Bournemouth, Bridgwater, Dorchester,
E.xeter, Launceston, Okehampton, Ply-

mouth, Taunton, Tiverton, Truro, Weston-
super-Mare, and Yeovil. An excellent

entry has been received.

East Midland Centre A.C.U.

E.xcepting an unfortunate accident to

Mr. K. S. Topping, the honorary secre-

tary, of the Centre, the recent speed trials

organised by the North Derbyshire

M.C.C. were very successful. Results :

560 c.c. SIDECARS.—Expert : 1, E. Scarle (3V2
Sheffield-Henderson sc), 43.4s.; 2, Jack Haslam
(S'/t Douglas sc), 47.1s. General: 1, O. B.
Hodgson (3'A Sunbeam sc), 54.2s.

750 c.c SIDECARS.—Same placings as pre-

ceding class. _
1,000 cc SIDECARS.—Expert : 1, E, Scarle (3V2

Shemeld-Henderson sc), 41.1s.; 2, G. Brough 18

Brough Superior sc), 45.4s. General: 1, A.
Robson (8 Zenith sc), 44,3s.; 2, K. S. Topping (3
Zenith sc), 52s.
275 c.c. SOLO.—Expert ; 1, G. Brough (2H

J.A.P.), 45.13.; 2, A. Palin (2Vt New Imperial),
59.3s. General: 1, A. Roberts |2Vi Oa:ega),
51.4s.; 2, W. Bellian (2'/4 Omega) 52s.

350 cc. SOLO.—Expert : 1, G. Brough (2>i
J.A.P.), 45s.; 2. A. Palin (2i,i New Imperial),
54.3s. General: 1, J. Simpson (2% A.J. 9.),

33.4s.; 2, H. Bannister (2% Coulson), 39s.
550 c.c. SOLO.—Expert : 1, E. Searle (3V2

Sheffield-Henderson), 33s.; 2, Reg. Lucas (3V2 Sun-
beam), 37.4s. General: 1, J. Simpson (2;4
A.J.S.), 35.2s.; 2, H. B. Howson (31/2 Norton),
36.1s.
1,000 c.c. SOLO.—Expert : 1, E. Scarle (3V2

Sheffield-Henderson), 32.4s.; 2, G. Brough (8
Brough Superior), 36.2s. General: 1, A. Robson
(8 Zenith), 36.2s.; 2, R. Landrick (SVs Norton),
37s.
TEAM PRIZE.-Loughborough M.C.C.

B7
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanieJ by the writer's name and address.

WHO CAN TELL?
Sir,—I was lookiiig up the various performances of the

"Six Days in the issue of September 15th, when I suddenly
observed that the petrol consumption figures for the 3-J h.p.

Scott reached as high as 98.1 m.p.g. Can anyone tell me
how to attain this figure on this fascinating machine?

Reading. SOUTHERNER.

'COLLECTING FRICTJONAL ELECTRICITY!"
Sir,—The following extract from an article on "The

Modern Motor Car" (published as far back as 1894), by
Wilfrid J. Lineham, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., M.I.E.E., may
be of interest to your correspondent Mr. L. W. E. Hartley :

" I must not omit to mention the external spark gap that

is now imiversally employed, and which I call the Panhard
spark gap.

" Whether true or not, it is said that some of Panhard's
.

worlonen discovered ^accidentally that an external gap of

-3^in., in addition to that within the cylinder, made the
internal spark occur with greater certainty. The truth of the

result is indubitable, so that the secondary wire is now led

direct to the dashboard, and there inteiTupted by a suitably

protected contrivance, when the driver can see if the spark-

ing occurs regularly." J.L.

Portobello.

Sir,—Although neither a "No. 8 hat" nor an electrical

expert, may I advance the by no means original theory
that the benefit obtained from an auxiliary spark gap accrues

from the fact that this device insulates the secondary mag-
neto winding from the sparking plug while the secondary
current is "building up," thus preventing losses due to

plug leakage, and consequently allowing a more rapid rise

in potential. W. C. WINGFIELD.

Sir,—In connection with Mr. Hartley's letter, has any
serious or successful attempt been made to replace magneto
ignition by frictional electricity, incorporating, e.g., a very
small Wimshurst and condenser ? What were the difficulties ?

Reading. SOUTHERNER.

Sir,—Under the above heading a correspondent enquires
about the use of extra spark gaps in the high-tension circuit.

The claim that any such device " collects frictional

electricity generated by the engine" is best described as rot.

and further comment on this point is unnecessary.
But there is something in the use of an extra gap in series

with the plug. If the plug should be partly short-circuited

by carbon, a very low resistance path is provided for the
high-tension current, and under these conditions the voltage
cannot attain a very high value, as will be readily understood
by anyone conversant with the theory. If the plug conditions
are very bad no spark will be produced. If we now put an
extra gap in series with the plug the voltage is pennitted to

rise sufficiently to produce a spark and the sudden oscilla-

tory discharge is sufficiently energetic to produce a spark at
the plug points as well as at the gap in spite of leaky insu-
lation. That is the case for the gap. Against it there is

much to be considered. The " amplifiers " or " intensifiers
"

sold usually consist of a pair of points enclosed in a glass
tube. This form of gap is just about the worst possible for
the purpose. The erratic behaviour of such gaps when an
impulsive voltage is applied has been the subject of many
papers read before various scientific bodies. It is possible
for the voltage requireil A jump a gap of this Sescription to

P-S

vary enormously at different instants, and its use puts

unfair strain on the insulation of the magneto, causing it to

spark repeatedly at the safety gap, which is very likely to

cause trouble if continued. One team of riders, who shall

be nameless, spoilt all their chances in the recent Six Days
Trials solely by the use of these "amplifiers."

It is not impossible to construct a gap free from the more
serious disadvantages mentioned. A pair of spheres, or_ a

ring with a wire through the centre, would be fairly satis-

factory if well ventilated and kept clean ; but the last two
conditions are somewhat antagonistic - on a motor cycle, and
probably the best way out of the difficulty is to buy a good
plug. Then the extra gap is unnecessary.

I enclose my card, but prefer to remain anonymous, as my
hat is only "7^."

Coventry.

Sir,—With reference to the letter from Mr. Hartley asking
that an opinion should be given as to the advantage of the

external spark gap by some "No. 8 hat," I would suggest

that if he really wants information on this subject he might
buy a copy of Mr. A. P. Young's book on "Magnetos"*
and study it. The question is dealt with there, and the
reasons why a spark gap type of distributer was adopted
in many of the aero magnetos is explained.
Another course is to try for oneself. Oil up a plug well,

and try whether it shorts more easily when there is an
external gap or no gap.

Persorially, I have found that a plug so oiled up that
there was no sign of a spark with the wire coupled in the
ordinary way would often spark quite well if the high-
tension wire was held -j^'m. from the terminal. I have also

found that if for any reason the engine was liable to oil

up its plugs, it would run far better with an external gap.
Last summer I was running an engine of experimental type
in which the lubrication was defective, and, in consequence,
there was great difficulty in preventing the plugs oiling up.
This was completely got over by introducing external spark
gaps. F. STRICKLAND.

'Published by lliffe and Sons, Ltd , ::o, Tudor Street, London, E.C. 4.

This i.s the Cumberland County M.C.C. team that has fcr the

second year in succession won the club team prize in the Scottish

Two Days Trial. The riders are : W. T. Tiffen (2i Velocet e),

R.. L. Williamson BJ Norton/, and W. B. Anderson (4 A.J.S.)
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SUNDAY COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—I should like to endorse heartily the opinion of Mr.

F. Rayner.
With all due respect to Mr. Dovener—whose letter, in my

opinion, hardly savours of a truly sporting tone—I think it
very unfortunate that our clubs cannot organise a satisfactory
trial m the time they have on hand after Saturday midday.
iMoreover, I am sure that by far the majority of club members
could give the whole of Saturday to this purpose if this were
the rule.

I am a motor cycling enthusiast, and venture to call myself
a sportsman; but give me the Sunday worth calling a
Sabbath. M. E. MILES.

TYRES, EX-W.D., EXPERIENCES WITH.
Sir,—For some months past your advertisement columns

have been particularly full of advertisements dealing with
cheap tyres, variously designated "Ex-W.D.," "Clearance,"
etc. I think it would be of interest to learn your readers'

' general opinion of these goods, ily own experience in the
matter persuades me that they are rather in the nature of a
"lucky dip," and on the whole to be avoided.
My first e.xperiment was with an American cover, 26x2iin.

It was still in the original wrapping and appeared perfectly
sound and fresh. After 500 miles running the canvaswas
showing through the tread, not all the way round, but for
about half the circumference.
Next, I tried an English cover, 700x80 mm., extra heavy

pattern. This, too, appeared quite fi-esh, and was in the
original wrappings. After its first run of 150 miles, I noticed
sevei'al long cracks in the walls, particularly near the bead
and around the raised letters of the makers' name. The
rubber in these places did not seem to be satisfactorily
bonded with the canvas ; it could be peeled away without
much difficulty. Airiend of mine had one of the same make,
which was completely worn out in five weeks' normal use.

I should like to state here my appreciation of the fair dealing
and courteous treatment I received from the people at the
Central Garage, Thornton Heath, from whom I purchased the
last mentioned cover. I wrote informing them of my bad
luck, but scarcely expected them to accept any responsibility

for a "clearance line" article. I was agreeably surprised
when they offered to exchange it for another of different make
free of all charge. The cover I have from them now is giving
very satisfactory service, showing, I think, that cheap covers

are rather a matter of luck.

I have no connection or interest in the above concern
except that of a client who appreciates a

Stafford. FAIR DEAL.
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INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION OF THE LIGHT-
WEIGHT SIDECAR.

.^"V—Under this heading, in your issue of September 1st,
Mr. h,: H. Humphries, of Messrs. Humplu-ies and Dawes, has
commented upon the decisions taken at the congress of the

1 J t
^''^'^ '" Greneva on August 8th, and has especially

asked for explanations which he thinks I can give as having
been in the chair at the said congress.

I he minutes of the meeting having not yet been circulated
to the different associations, it is hardly possible to give a
detailed account of the discussion which took place when
J\lr. Ebblewhite introduced the motion of having the 350 c.c.
sidecar class reintroduced into the F.I.C.M. regulations after
its elimination only a year ago.
-All I can state at present, and without the minutes before

me, is that sidecar outfits of 350 c.c, and even of 500 c.c,
have not proved a success in any of our mountain districts of
which we have knowledge. In Switzerland, all sidecar
machines up to 500 c.c. have had to be used very carefully
and gingerly, and have not given entire satisfaction to their
ownei-s when they used them for mountain touring.
The congress therefore, after careful deliberation, con-

"

sidered that it would be unwise to foster, by racing and
consecutive publicity, a type of machine which, in actual
touring use, would not give entire satisfaction.
So far as I am concerned, I am well aware that, with the

wonderful development in power of small size engines', con-
ditions have materially changed in favour- of reduced cylinder
capacity. Unfortunately, small size engines are generally
fitted to light or medium-weight frames, which do not seem
adequate for carrying sidecars on which very often two or
three passengers may be conveyed, as Jlr. Humphries must
himself admit just by contemplating page 203 of The. Motor
Cycle of September 1st (the sarne page on which his letter
appears). JULES NEHER,

President of the Swiss Motor Cycling Union.
Geneva.

UNINTERESTING SPEED EVENTS.
Sir-,—At the last meeting of the Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C.

a number of our members expressed their surprise at the
remarks contained in the report on our open speed trials
published in your journal, and I am requested by my com-
mittee to write you on the subject.

At the dinner held after the trials, the Assistant Secretary
of the A.G.U. (who acted as A.C.U. steward at the meeting)
expressed in most emphatic terms his entire satisfaction of
the way in which everything had been carried out, and con-
gratulated the club on its undoubted success. Considerable

Two well-known solo riders in the successful English team in last week's International Trial between Holland and England.
... . (2J A.J.S.) and W. B Gibb (2J Douglas), followed by two of the visiting team, at Malvern.

H. R. Davies
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C. F. Temple, in tlie opinion of many Brooklands halitues, one
or the three best track riders in this country, has named his

Harley-Davidson " Mutt." He is seen here being congratulated

after breaking eight records.

importance was attached to this gentleman's kind remarks,
knowing that he had been present at a vast number of similar
meetings before. Moreover, as you know, a number of the
coiiipetitors were men whose names are famous in the racing
world; and who should therefore be most critical judges of

the success or otherwise of a speed trial. They were also in

unanimous agreement as to the unqualified success of the
meeting.
Your representative's remarks upon the number of classes

is not quite accurate as to facts. There were only eighteen
classes and not thirty-four. The fact that the club members'
times were taken as well as the open competitors' times in

each event -did not prolong the meeting in any way whatever,
and the fact that members took prizes in each class as well

as open competitors did not make that event into two classes.

I wish to point out to you that the whole organisation of this

meeting, which involved untold hours of work, was carried

out entirely by members of the club on an honorary basis,

purely for the sport it involved. Hinc illoe lacrimce.

R. A. LOWER,
Hon. General Secretary Norfolk Jl.C. and L.C.C.

[In reviewing the Norfolk Club's speed trials, we pointed out
that the meeting was unwieldy and monotonous, from the
spectator's point of view, with such a lengthy list of classes.

We agree that the organisation, as well as the entry list,

were first-rate. The subject of uninteresting speed trials

was discussed in a leading article last week.

—

Ed.]

WHICH IS THE FASTEST NORTON MODEL? "

Sir,—With reference to " Inquisitive's " letter in your issue

of September 22nd, we should like to explain that the
Brooklands Special and the B.R.S. engines are specially tuned
and built with one end in view—pow^ development—without
which speed is, of course, impossible.
Upon completion in our works, these engines are sent in

batches to Brooklands, where they are checked over and
tuned by Mr. O'Donovan and his staff. After a few prelimi-
nary laps, they are officially timed over the " kilo," and a
certificate of the individual performance of each engine is

issued by the authorities. This certificate states that the
engine has exceeded speeds of 70 and 75 m.p.h. as the case
may be, and is signed by the track superintendent. After
this the engine, exactly as when certified, is returned to our
works and fitted either to a countershaft mod«l 16H or direct
belt drive model No. 9, and, after passing a short road test,
is ready for despatch.

"Inquisitive" enquires whether the machines ridden by
Mr. V. Horsman (when he finished first in the 500 mile race
at Brooklands) and Mr. H. Hassall (when he won the Belgian
Grand Prix) wer« standard l&H models. In both cases, the
engines were standard and uncertified, tuned entirely by the
respective riders. In this connec'/on,- we should like" to point

out that every standard model 16H is capable of being tuned
to speeds to equal the Brooklands models provided the owner
has the necessary tuning ability and riding skiU.

The material used in all engines, whether certified or

otherwise, is identical ; but, while the standard engine is

caqyoihle of being tuned for record speeds, the B.S. and B.R.S.
have actually accomplished the speeds which are stated upon
the Brooklands A.R.C. certificate, which is supplied to the
purchaser of the machine.

For NORTON MOTORS, LTD.,
W. J. Hassall.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent " Inquisitive," as

to which is the fastest Norton model, if he would read
carefully the Norton catalogue it would impress even his

lay mind that the B.S. engine is certainly the fastest.

This does not mean to say that the other engines they
turn out have not the possibilities of equalling or exceeding
the speed of the B.S. engine, but the certificate given with
the B.S. engme is a guarantee that the engine has actually

exceede_d 75 m.p.h.
As the writer of the advertisement offering to tune up

a 3^ h.p. three-speed model to do 75 m.p.h., may I correct

"Inquisitive," who seems to have got the impression that
no charge would have been made for this? As a matter of

fact a" charge was made after our customer had purchased his

machine. iThis was not a big charge, as this particular engine
was exceedingly fast when we received it from the works, and
the time involved in tuning was very little.

Although our customer has now an engine which he actually

witnessed doing 75 m.p.h., he has not a certificate in his

possession to show an intending purchaser any time he wished
to dispose of the machine.
That is the difference, " Inquisitive," and if you have

sufficient tuning knowledge, believe us, you can make a

,

Norton do over 80 m.p.h.
BULLOUGHS MOTORS, LTD.

L. Mitchell.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
F.E.W. valve attachments fitted to a fairly old J.A.P.-

engined Enfield are enthusiastically praised by jSIr. W. R.

Burnett.

Complaining that few makes of motor cycle are really

suitable- for winter riding, " Splash " pleads for the more
general adoption of protected transmission and all-black

finish a la Sunbeam.
" W.B." (Stafford) comments on the over-zeal of the Slough

police, who recently successfully summoned a youthful rider

of a lightweight for exceeding the local speed limit immedi-
ately after making a strenuous push start.

Each and every week we receive dozens of letters commend-
ing the service of various makers and garages. Recently
there has been an appreciable increase in the numbers of

these unsolicited testimonials.
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BOOKS AND Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued In coniunction with The Motor CycU.

MOTOR CYCXES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM •

The standard bandboo'.^ on the motor cycle.
Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/ro.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
NewEdition. Just Published. Pricenct.a/- Bypost,2/-j.

TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of rsmedyin

;

them when found. Fourth Edition.
Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3.

•TWO-ETKOKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the rider's point
of view. Price net 3 - By post, 5/3.

MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES,

'

By " Ixion," of Th£ Motcr Cycle,

Price net. 5/- By post, ^/j.

THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Set o" Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6,
Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps^-England and
Wales, Loadon{asabove). Pricenet,4/6. Bypost,4/3,

THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/- By post, 5/4.

C btainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &SONS Ltd.,
20j Tudor Street, London, E,C.4, or of leading Bookselleri and

Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection 01 questions ol general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the tditor, ' Ihc Motor Lycie,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelops for reply. Correspondenis
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle," desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
vt^ith by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularl/ in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the rocds
.n any particular locality-

H[LL-C!,I.VI BING FORMULA.
^

Can you supply me with a

formula for fiill-climbing com-
petitions?—E.L.H.

The formula invariably recommended by

C X T
The Motor Cycle is Where C =

total

W
capacity in c.cm., T = time, W
weight. The lowest figure wins.

FITTING OVERSIZE TYRES.
I am desirous of fitting 28in. x

3in. tyres on 26in. x 2iin. rims.

(1.) How much will the distance

be from the rim to the circumfer-

ence of the tyre? (2.) Are 28in.

X 3in. tyres extremely liable to roll 6tf

either in cornering or at speed (40

•:,m.p.h.) on a sidecar outfit? (3.) What
size of tube do you recommend with
these tyres? (4.) Do you recommend
security bolts with these tjTes?—A.E.L.

(1.) The distance will vary according to

the makes of tyres and the pattern of the

tread, but in most cases about 3in. (2.)

There is very little danger of this

happening. (3.) 28in. x3in., although
26in,x 2^111. may be used in an emer-
f;ency. (4.) Security bolts may be
ueces.sary ; it is rather a matter to be
decided by experience.

FINE SERVICE FROM HUB GEAR.
About 14,000 miles have been

r^ri covered on my 1913 Triumph,
^ which is fitted with a Sturmey-
-D Archer three-speed hub gear, and

the latter has never given trouble.

(1.) Is it now likely that the gears will

.-uddenly go wrong, and, therefore, would
it be advisable to have them overhauled,
or should I let well alone? Although
the gears still change properly, there is

rather more backlash between the wheel
and the belt drum than there used to be.

(2.) At times, when in top gear, there
seems to be a certain amount of " slip,"'

although I inject thin oil frequently.
Is this a sign of wear?—W.A.C.

1.) The distance of 14,000 miles without
rouble from your three-speed hub gear is

ery satisfactory. As the gears still

ppear to be working properly, it scarcely
eems necessary that they should be over-
lauled. The backlash between the wheel
nd belt drum is due to wear, and may be
lisregarded if it is not excessive. (2.)

^he slipping on top gear is no doubt due
wear of the clutch plates, or weakening

!' the clutch springs. If it interferes
I'ith hill-climbing, new clutch plates or
ew springs should be fitted.

Will

REMOVING BACK PRESSURE.
I have a 1912 single-cylinder

machine with silencer fitted across

the frame under the magneto.
If I run the machine with the
cut-out shut it will not pull at all.

any improvement be felt if I

fitted an exhaust pipe direct from the
cylinder without going through the
silencer at all? I see that many racing
men favour this arrangement.—-L.R.O.

An exhaust system which does not allow
the gases to pass through an expansion
chamber does not comply with the law.
We would advise you to close permanently
the cut-out on the existing silencer and
replace it with an extension pipe. Special
fittings for this purpose can be obtained.

important i)ates.
Sat, Oct. Sill—B.M.C.R.C Champion-

ship Meeting, Brooklands.

Sal., Oct. 8th—V/oolwich, Plumslead,
and District Open Reliabili y Trial.

Sal, Oct 8lh—The "Scoll" Trial In
Yorkshire.

Fri., Nov. 4th, to Sal., Nov. 12lh—
Automobile Exhibition, Olympia 'and
White City. [See " The Autocar.")

Sal , Nov. 5th- Midland Centre A.^.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Nov. 28th, to Sal.. Dec 3rd—
The Olympia Motor Cycle Show

Sat.. Dec 3rd to Tues., Dee. )3lh-
Brussels Show.

Sal. Dec 3l8t.- N.-W. London M.C.C.
Twelve Hourff Opera Win'er Trial.

Fri., Jan. 2 7th, to Sat., Feb. 4lh, 19 22—
Sco'.tish Car and Motor Cycle bhow.

SIDECAR ALIGNMENT.
I have just bought a 1915 8 h.p.

Matchless outfit, and it is in good
running order, but steering
requires some effort, as there is a
distinct tendency for the steering

to pull into the sidecar, i.e., to turn to

the left, even when running on the
right-hand side of the road. What is

the cause of .this?—G.J.D, ^
Probably the sidecar is not correctly
aligned ; the sidecar wheel should be
parallel with the rear wheel of the cycle.

See " Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them." Steering is usually improved by
adjusting the motor cycle so that it in-

clines slightly away from the sidecar. You
wiji find that so adjusted the steering is

much easier than when the machine is

quite vertical. If this does not effect a
cure, adjust the sidecar so that its wheel
runs in about ^in. towards the front of

the machine.

PROS AND CONS OF PETROIL.
What are the chief points, good

or bad, of the petroil system of

lubrication with a two-stroke

engine ?

—

Novice.

The chief objection to the petroH system

of lubrication arises from the amount of

dirt which collects on the carburetter and
petrol supply system generally, as a result

of slight leakages, which are usually

present but unnoticed until oil is mixed
with the petrol. There are really no

mechanical objections to this system,

which is decidedly economical, simple, and

quite efficient, especially in the case of

roller bearing engines.

MAGNETO QUESTIONS.
I have a 6 h.p. twin and the^ engine is difficult to start. I

^ think the trouble is in the

-iJ magneto. I have had it discon-

nected, and find that I cannot

get a spark in the fully retarded posi-

tion, whereas I can nearly always- in

the fully advanced. Also that by with-

drawing the cam ring clear of the peg

which limits the advance, and advanc-

ing still further, I can get a good spark

for another |in. circular motion of cam
ring. It looks as if the slot limiting

the travel of the cam ring is cut not

quite in the best position relative to

cams and armature. Will you answer
the following: (1.) How can I verify

that contact is breaking in the best

position for the armature? (2.) Why is

the vulcanite slip ring made.V shape?
Is there any other reason but to keep
oil or grease from creeping on the con-

tact surface?" (3.) Would any dama-ge

to windings, conden.ser, etc., occur if I

fitted an e.xtra magnet outside the

present one to intensify further the

permanent field?—G.E.

'

(1.) A rough way of verifying whether
the contact breaker points separate in the

most favourable position of. the armature
is to rotate the latter by hand until the

position of maximum resistance is felt.

At this position the contact breaker
points should be just separating in the
fully advanced position. (2.) The V
shape of the slip ring not only tends to

protect the segments from oil or grease,

but also the large area of non-conducting
surface offers greater electrical resistance
to leakages of the high-tension currents.
There is absolutely no object in fitting

extra magnets, and if you suspect that
the present ones are weak it will be best
to return the magneto to the makers to

be remagnetised. " *

BI5
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions published

under this headinij should be s nt to the
Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, u-hen they will he for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.
" F.F." (Stratford-on-Avon).—28x3in.

tyres, W.S.R. variable jet, and Bowden
extra air inlet on 4 h.p. Triumph.
"A.M.H." (Cumberland). — A.B.C. :

General capability as a sidecar machine
with passenger and luggage in a hilly dis-

trict, speed, reliability, and consumption
(both solo and sidecarj.

"H.J.H." (Reading).—6 h.p. British
Excelsior-Jap (Popular model) sidecar
outfit : General reliability, speed, con-
sumption, and ease of starting.

"C.A.I." (Blackpool).—7 h.p. A.J.S.
sidecar : Petrol consumi^tion with Binks
carburetter, most suitable combination of

jets, and oil consumption.
"D.P.T." (Ilford).—7-9 h.p. electric

model Harley-Davidson sidecar : Speed
and general reliability, petrol consump-
tion, tyre mileage, controllability in

traffic (chain snatch at speeds below 20
m.p.h. on top), and amount of attention
necessary to engine (particularly valve
gear).

"S.H." (Bootle). — A.J.S., Royal
Ruby, and 6 h.p. B.S.A. sidecars :

General experiences.
" L.'R.G." (South Woodford).—3i h.p.

1921 Rudge Multi : Speed, reliability,

suitability for use in London traffic, steer-

ing, and effect of fitting special overlap
cam.
" G.T." (Bermondsey). — Burlington

clutch conversion sets for 4 h.p.

Douglases : General experiences.
" C.T.P." (Northwood).—3 h.p. Royal

Ruby : Comfort, speed, reliability, and
brakes.

READERS' REPLIES.
LAPPING IN PISTON RINGS.

Under the above heading, in your issue

of the 22nd ult., you, grudgingly, it is

true, explain to "H.A.B." how to lap in

his piston rings. Will you permit me to

say that in a life experience of engineering

shop practice this is something I have
never permitted to be done. Some firms

even go so far as to prohibit the polishing

of cylinder bores, but insist that they
shall be left as finished by the tool or the

grinding wheel. The reason for this is

that the abrasive used becomes embedded
in the walls of the cylinder, from which
it is practically impossible to remove it.

. Further, unless very skilfully done, the
process would not result in a parallel or

round bore. It is probable that the
cylinder in question has distorted. It is

commonly known that, unless the cylinder
castings are seasoned or annealed before
the finish boTing operation, there is a
liability to distort in the first hundred
miles or so; but, once corrected, this

rarely occui-s. "H.A.B." would be well
advised to get the cylinder reground by
a reputable firm. If the piston rings he
fitted were of a well-known make, it is

very unlikely that these caused the
trouble. Rings are so made that they
give a uniform pressure all round the
cylinder wall, either by turning to a
special shape or by turning cylindrical,
a,nd, after cutting, being rolled or
hammered on the inside to give them the
necessary spring, and, finally, being

Bi6

ground in a special fixture to the exact

size of the cylinder they have to fit. If

your correspondent has to use crudely

made rings, his better course would be

to smear the cylinder walls lightly with
Prussian blue, insert the rings in the

piston, and pu^h them up and down in

the cylinder a few times, when the high
places will be marked, and can then be

very carefully filed 'off. This, however, is

not a practice to adopt where properly
made rings can be obtained.

—

Engineer.

A KNOCK AT SPEED.
Having read "A.R.H.B.'s" and other

readers' experiences of the above, may I

venture to give my own ? After my
machine had been running quite well, I

started up (from cold) without any
obvious change in the engine. As soon as

I changed into top gear, a most alarming
rattle began, and I thought that the big

end was swinging about free in the crank
case. I immediately shut down, when the
rattle disappeared. On opening out again
it commenced anew. On dismantling
everything seemed O.K. The piston ring

slots were cleaned out (I do not use a
bottom ring), bearings tightened up, and
the little end rebushed. I thought it

might be piston slap, as my piston is

very loose in the cylinder.. On taking
the 'bus on to the road it gave a few
bangs and a rattle or two, and the fly-

wheel came off. The flywheel key had
sheared, and I found that so long as the
key touched the flywheel anywhere the
engine rattled badly when going all out,

although it sometimes reached 30 m.p.h.
before doing so. It was not through heat,

as "Gudgeon Pin" states, for when rid-

ing normally I can leave my hand on
the cylinder for several moments. A
friend had the same trouble, which he
cured by packing the taper on the shaft

with copper foil.

—

Flywheel. -

I should like to add a few words to

what has already been written on "two-
stroke rattle." Having done most of my
riding -upon Villiers-engined machines, I

cured the trouble in the following

manner. In both the instances I am
citing, the noise was caused, as " Gudgeon
Pin" states, by the piston, but not

through this "drying up." I found in

both cases that the sides of the baffle had
become shiny by contact with the cylin-

der wall, presumably that part above the

point reached by the top ring at top dead
centre. If this baffle is filed all the way
round its circumference so as entirely to

clear the cylinder wall, and if the rings

are not allowed to stick or burn into their

grooves, I am confident that a complete
cure will be effected. When filing the
baffle every part of the piston above the
top ring must be given full clearance—at

least .025.—OE 1382.

British Success in Denmark.
In the twenty-four hours pair-race at

Zeeland, Denmark, September 17th and
18th, Rasmussen {on a Rudge) and his

partner Olsen (on a Wooler) finished as

first pair in their class.

To Owners o£ Pre-war Machines.

Owners of machines with hub gears ~

are well catered for by the Cromwell
Engineering Co., 327, Putney Bridge
Road, London, S.W.15. This firm issues

a useful series of " hub gear hints," and
is now marketing a special oil (in tins),

for these gears.

Found.
On Saturday, the 24th ult., Mr.

Heritage, 59, Bourne Road, Stoke, Cov-
entry, found a brake pedal on the
Warwick-Leamington road.

Between Bidford-on-Avon and Honey-
bourne Station, Mr. Geo. Mannell, Bran-
don Villa, Honeybourne, Worcs., found
a new sparking plug.

iMr. Harold Ainsworth, 4, Victoria i|

Road, Penketh, near Warrington, wishes
to return a pair of gloves left behind ll

by the driver of a Rex sidecar on the

Liverpool Road, Bold, on the 2Sth
September.

A 20 H.p. MOTOR CYCLE.
This machine, obviously useless except in its particular sphere of work which is cycle

pacing on the track, has points of interest, however. Observe the auxiliary exhaust ports,

and the enormous pulley, giving a gear ratio of If to 1.
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MOTOR CYCLE DEVELOPMENTS IN GERMANY.

Krupp firm. In design, it is difficult to
find any diiference between the product
of this great German gun factory and

'

Motor-assisted Bicycles Popular with Manufacturers.

Angle V Twin. Several Flat Twins.

A Single Track Runabout for Two.

HIGH petrol costs and heavy taxation

have had an important influence on
German motor cycle design, as

could be plainly eeen in the models exhi-

bited at the first Berlin post-war motor
show last week. During the war our late

enemies made little or no use of motor
cycles, and there was consequently no
development of design. With the return
to peace conditions, they had to face

heavy taxation and particularly high fuel

costs, for although home-produced benzole
is used to a considerable extent, American
petrol is also necessary, and is very costly

to the German, whose mark is only worth
an American cent.

Becauee of these conditions, the German
industry has turned towards the motor-
assisted bicycle. In the Kaiserdamm
Palace, a huge hall erected on the western
suburbs of Berlin specially for motor
shows, there is every conceivable variety
of motor-assisted bicycle. And the
German engineei-s appeal to have taxed
their brains to discover in how many
different positions they can mount these
little engines in an ordinary bicycle frame.

, They are in front, behind, on top, at the
bottom, placed at all angles, and drive
by belt, chain, and friction pulleys. The
motor wheel type is favoured by the
Upel Co., one of the biggest manufac-
turers of cars and bicycles, while the

.
numerous other and smaller firms prefer
to attach the machine to the bicycle
frame. There is only one exception in
the L.F.G. made by a firm which acquired
some notoriety during the war as a

^ -manufacturer of aeroplanes, which has a
motor wheel trailing behind, and which
pushes the bicycle.

Under-powered Invalid Carriages.
In several cases these small engines are

fitted to tricycles and four-wheelers for
invalids and wounded soldiers ; but some
of the engines are so tiny that they must
be inadequate for the work they are

;_^.ihterided to perform.
- No motor scooters were seen on the
streets of Berlin, or indeed of any German
eity ; ^

but evidently it is believed that
there is a future for them, for their con-
Bb'uction has been taken up by the great

An Aluminium Narrow

A German flat twin motor cycle, the engme ol which closely tollows British lines, whilt
an American type front fork is fitted—the Deutsche Werke.

%.

Bergmann .ilummium engine with steel

liners, cast iron cylinder heads, and direct-

operated o.h. valves. From this view of

the engine it is difficult to appreciate that

it is a V twin.

some scooters which have been imported
from America.
The German motor cycle industrv is

very much smaller than that of England,

The Mars flat twin with box frame of unusual construction.

and the superiority of the home country

is revealed in the adoption of British

exclusively German, and where even the

indirect products of foreign countries can

be counted on the fingers of one hand, it is

counted on the fingers of one hand, it is

interesting to find the English Triumph
two-stroke, presumably built in Germany
under licence. On the whole, however,
German engineers do not show a great

deal of enthusiasm for the two-stroke.

The two German firms best known out-

side their own territory in pre-war days

—

N.S.U. and Wanderer—do not present

machines with any new features of design,

construction evidently having been taken
up just where it was left off in 1914.

Some of the really big factories, however,
do not despise the motor cycle. As an
example, the B.M.W., a company which
developed a huge factory at Munich for

the production of aviation engines, is

specialising on a flat twin of very up-to-
date design, built in various sizes for

motor cycles and cycle cars. Labour
costs being low in Bavaria, and the value
of the mark having shrunk enormously,
a unit such as this might be a serious
competitor on foreign markets As to the
complete machines, there is not very
much to be feared from them, for
although they have the advantage of low
price when placed on a foreign market,
they are, generally speaking, not equal
to the British product. '

An Aluminium Engine.

Another good unit for assemblers is

the Bergmann, a V type with aluminium
cylinders, ha\ang steel liners and vertical
overhead valves directly operated by an
overhead camshaft, no gear being used
between the cam and the valve stem.
This engine has a cast iron detachable
head, and is built as a unit with the
change-speed gear. It is the work of
one of the most reputed German engi-

neers, and is undoubtedly a fine piece of
work.

As an example of a good class 500 c.c.

machine, with a powerful company behind
it, the Deutsche Werke flat twin is

interesting. This is produced ;n the

former Government munition factory at

Spandau, and is evidently the work of

C3
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One of the most extensively used lightweights appears to
be the M.F.Z., which is fitted with a. single-cylinder overhead-
valve engine, the valve operation of which is by push rods
and rockers. This has the change-speed mechanism com-
bined with the crank case and final drive by belt.

The Bergmann narrow angle V twin

constructed of a

an engineer who has closely studied

British design. The engine is a
flat twin, recalling the Douglas,
with vertical inlet valves, the

rocker arms of which are enclosed

in a metal box with hinged cover.

Without having any startlingly

novel features, it is a smart job.

The Mars machine, another flat

twin, is original by reason of its

box frame. The engine, which is

one of the most powerful to be

found in the show, has no unusual
features of design, being a flat

iwin of 80x95 mm., with hori-

zontal side-by-side valves. All

chain drive is used, there being
two chains from the countershaft

to the hub sprockets, protection for

them being afforded by the box
frame. Rear mudguarding is very
adequate, the valances completely

covering the upper half of the
wheel. The guard can be taken
off as a unit, and the wheel re-

moved, leaving the chain sprockets

in position. This machine is sold

with a two-seater sidecar, the seats

being in tandem, and, in accord-

ance with the general rule in Ger-
man car construction, the hood is

concealed.

Belt Drive.

The Victoria machine is fitted

with the well-knoAvn B.M.W. flat

twin of 68x69 mm. bore and
stroke. One of the features of this
engine is a crank case forming an
oil sumj], with pump circulated oil

supply to the main and the con-
necting rod bearings. Contrary to

the more general German practice,
final drive is by belt, instead of
by chain, for both primary and
secondary drives.

C4

with integral gear box.

lummium.
It is

A single track runabout—the Mauser—demonstrated at the

German motor show. For years our late enemies have

endeavoured to produce a motor bicycle having most of the

advantages of a car. Observe the small steadying wheels.

The Deutsche fiat twin engine, which is very reminiscent of

British design.

One of the novelties of the show is the Megola, with five-

cylinder rotary engine built in the front wheel. This machine
has already been described in Tlie. Motor Cycle. The
cylinders, which, naturally, have all their rods connected
up to one crank, have a bore of 52 mm. with a stroke of

60 mm., the general principle of construction being like

that of the well-known Gnome aviation engine. A pressed
steel open frame is used, with semi-

. elliptic springs for the rear; this

type of construction gives a rather
long wheelbase. Instead of the
usual saddle there is a comfortable-
looking armchair, the back of
which is combined with the mud-
guard over_ the rear wheel.
Another armchair motor cycle is

the Lomos, which has an open
tubular frame and only 20in.

wheels. An armchair is mounted
in the place of the usual saddle,

and immediately below the rider's

legs is a single-cylinder air-cooled

two-stroke engine of 55x60 mm.
bore and stroke.

Single Track Runabout.

If our recollections are correct,

tlie Mauser, is the revival of an
idea put forward in America
several years ago. The machine
is an ordinary type motor cycle
with rather lengthened wheelbase,
driven by a B.M.W. engine, and
having a car type body built on
this frame. There are two seats
in tandem, and in addition to the
two ordinary wheels a central axle
with a small diameter wheel at each
end. When standing, or running
slowly, the axle can be dropped,
allowing the wheels to come in

contact with the road, but when
running normally the axle is raised,

and the machine runs just like an
ordinary motor cycle. The flat

twin engine, being placed fore and
aft in the frame, is particulaidy

well suited for this type of motor
cycle. It is carried under the floor-

boards, beneath the passenger's
feet, and is invisible from outside.

There are openings in the body to

allow of a cooling draught.
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ANOTHER SPORTING MODEL BIG TWIN.
Rigid Frame 8 h.p. Ma(chless, for Fast Solo Enlhusiasts, lo Sell at £130.

IT is gratifying to note that manufac-
turers are taking serious notice of the
fact that there are very few British

big twin machines on the market suitable
for solo riding. One of the latest manu-
facturers to recognise the demand for a
powerful, sporting solo machine is the
firm of Messrs. H. Collier and Sons, Ltd.,
44, Plumstead Road, London, S.E.18,
who, in the Model J Matchless, have
produced a comfortable and powerful
mount, fit for serious touring not only
in this country, but overseas, where high
power is often necessary through the
heaviness of the roads.
The engine used is either a 7 h.p/

M.A.G. (82 mm. x94 mm. =996 c.c.) or
an 8 h.p. J.A.P. (85.5 mm. x85 mm.=

976 c.c). The frame is a modification
of that supplied to the sidecar mode),
the rear portion being rigid. The trans-

mission is by chain, the front chain being
totally enclosed, while the rear chain is

protected by means of a guard. So far

as the gear box is concerned, this is

identical with the sidecar model, and tlie

arrajigement of the kick-starter, which
raises the exhaust valve, is retained,

there being no exhaust valve lifter on the
handle-bars. The gear ratios are 4.1, 7^,

and 10^ to 1.

A front rim brake is fitted to the front

wheel, but a contracting band brake may
be fitted to order if desired, while the
rear brake is of the internal expanding
pattern, actuated by a pair of pedals so

A sporting big twin for solo riders, the new Matchless

model with a rigid frame.

that it may be applied by either foot.

The usual type of Matchless clutch is

fitted, and this may be actuated either

by the heel and toe pedal, which has long

been a feature of Matchless motor cycles,

or by a lever on the handle-bar. Foot-

rests" instead of footboards are supplied,

while 28x3in. tyres are a standard.

The Model J is intended not only to

be a sports model, but also a double-

purpose momit, and lugs are provided

for the fitting of a sidecar. Considerable

improvement has been made in the

handle-bars, but the exact pattern of

these has not yet been finally decided.

It is hoped to place this model on the

market for £130, and deliveries will

begin in November.
We tried the machine, and

found it to be particularly

well balanced and extremely

comfortable, while owing to

tlie fitting of a very large

expansion chamber and a

long exit pipe the engine is

beautifully quiet. Needless
to say, it has wonderful
acceleration powers, steers

remarkably well, and is

capable of a high turn of

speed. Tried on the steep

liills in the Woolwich dis-

trict, it made light of these

on top gear, could be slowed
down to a walking pace,

and rapidly accelerated on
a gradient of 1 in 12 or

worse. As a competitor to

the Americans, the new
Matchless must be seriously

considered.

RE-INTRODUCTION OF SIMMS MAGNETOS.
THERE is no name more intimately con-

nected with magneto manufacture
than that of Simms, for, eighteen

years ago, Mr. F. R. Simins introduced
the high tension magneto to the world,
thereby conferring an enormous benefit

upon -the motor cycle movement that is

even now not fully realised.

One Size Only.

Simms motor cycle magnetos were
extensively manufactured before the war,
but since that date the company has
devoted its attention chiefly to the

supplying of magnetos to industrial motors
and now has these standardised on Ley-
land and Thornycroft lorries. At the
present time, however, the manufacture
of a motor cycle magneto has been
resumed, and Simms magnetos, made in

one size only, but in types suitable for

single cylinder engines, flat-twiu engines

A British

magneto,
well known a

decade ago,

the Simms,

which has

been re-in-

troduced in

a thoroughly

up to date

form.

and V-twin engines, are again available.

So far as design is concerned this fol-

lows absolutely standard and tried pi'ac-

tice, there being no special features to

mention concernmg the construction of

the magneto. It goes without saying,

however, that the finest workmanship and
material are employed ; whilst eighteen

years' experience of magneto manufacture
ensures the Simms magneto being a

thoroughly reliable article. One point in

which the new Simms magneto is said to

excel is its good spark at very low
speeds.

Good Spark at Slow Speeds.

Sparking in air at from 70 to 80 revolu-

tions per minute, a spark length of 5.5

mm. is obtained. Simms Motor Units
(1920), Ltd., Percy Buildings, Grove
Street, Rathbone Place, London, W.l, is

the address of the makers.

THERE is every indication that motor
cycles in 1922 will be much lower
in price than during the current

year. Many of the manufacturers are

not waiting for the Olympia Show to

announce their reduced figures, but are

issuing them at once. Iii last week's
issue were published the Triumph prices

CHEAPER MOTOR CYCLES IN 1922.
for 1922, and this week we are able to outfit at £145. The sports model 2i h.p.

give several more 1922 programmes. three-speeder with clutch is £80. For

Ivy lightweights now range from £64 1922 the Rudge Multi 3i h.p. model

for the 2;^- h.p. model with two-speed gear, remains at £85, but the three-speed

clutch and k.s. to £102 for the sidecar.

The New Imperial range begins with

the 2J h.p. Light Tourist three-speed at

£53, and ends with the 8 h.p. sidecar

remauis .._- -,

models have been considerably reduced,

£100 being the price of the 3^ h.p. model

(£120 with sidecar), and £120 for the

7-9 h.p. twin (£150 with sidecar).

C7
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A WELL-TRIED GEAR BOX,
New Burman Lightweight Three-speed Box, weighing only 20 lb.

4

AFTER most searching tests, in which
thousands of miles of road work
were included, the Model E Burman

gear box is now launched on the market.
Our readers will remember that this gear
has been used successfully in the Junior
Tourist Trophy Race and in most of the
big reliability trials of the year, so that
there is little doubt of its soundness both
in detail and general design.

In construction it is simple, robust, and
of excellent workmanship ; constant mesh
gears are employed throughout, dog
clutches being used to lock the gear
wheels to their respective shafts as

required.

With regard to constructional details,

the mainshaft runs on double ball bear-

ings, a long bronze bush being used for

the spigot bearing. The layshaft is sta-

tionary, and the sleeve carrying the gears

revolves on ample bronze bushes. No
loose keys are employed, the shafts being
splined and the pair of gears for the
introduction of the intermediate ratio are

connected by a double fork plate and slide

together.

Independent Gear Location.

Normally, the middle gear wheel re-

volves freely on the layshaft, but when
the intermediate gear is required it is

locked to the sleeve by an overhanging
dog. Top and bottom" gears are engaged

^S^

Cut away view ot the Burman lightweight three-speed gear

box, showing the simple internal locking device for positioning

the gears.

by dogs, the middle gear wheel on the

main shaft being moved laterally to its

extreme position in either direction in

order to effect the engagements.
The striking gear is exceedingly simple,

and a neat and substantial locking device

is incorporated in the box. This consists

of a toothed quadrant locked by a spring-

controlled ratchet arm, and this alone is

sufficient to locate the gears without the

external quadrant.

Optional Control Levers.

Either a tank rail gate or a saddle

tube quadrant can be supplied, and 'in

each case it is practically impossible to

miss a gear position owing to the effective

Middle gear is

engaged by
means of over-

hung dogs.

design of the quadrant. The seven plate

cork insert clutch is particularly interest-

ing in that the corks are not of the
usual circular section, but are so arranged
as to present the greatest possible fric-

tion surface. When the clutch is with-
drawn the chain wheel
runs freely on two ball

bearings. . •

Incorporated with the
chain wheel is a very
simple form of shock
absorber. Large holes
are cut in the sprocket
and filled with rubber
rings, the drive being
conveyed through the
rubber to steel bushes
mounted on the driving
pegs. This refinement is

unusual and relieves the
motor cycle designer
from the necessity of

incorporating any further
shock-absorbing device.

The box, which is

admirably constructed in

every detail, is inter-

changeable as regards

(Left) Specially shaped cork inserts

in the clutch to ensure the greatest

possible friction area. (Right) Rubber
blocks are inserted in the cham wheel

to absorb the transmission shocks.

belt and- chain line and bracket fix-

ings with other proprietary gears,

and the kick-starter is of sensible

proportions and unlikely to fail under
the most severe treatment. In spite of

the robust construction of the gear, which
we are informed is up to the work of

most 500 c.c. machines, the total weight
is only 20 lb.

Intended for Lightweights.

This new gear, which is intended for

the increasingly popular 2^ h.p. machine,
is an important addition to the standard
Burman lines which have already found
their way into public favour by means
of their genuine
merit and sound
construction.

The novel sad-

dle tube quadrant

which may be

supplied as an

alternative to the

tank rail gate.

THE POPULAR MOTOR CYCLE.
Over 94,000 Increase of Motor Cyclists In Twelve Months.

ACCORDING to the Ministry of Trans-
port, the number of motor cycles
licensed from January 1st to the

end ot August amounts to 373,300, bring-
ing in a revenue of £875,700. This is

averaged at £2 7s. per motor cycle.

-^ Compared with the figures issued, show-
ing the position at the end of May, motor
cycles have increased by over S.'OOO and
private cars by 16,500. The total revenue
obtained from motor taxes (exclusive of
miscellaneous items and horse-drawn
hackney carriages) is £9.276,000 made up
as follows :

C8

j^ximber.

Motor cycles .. .. 373,200
Private c.irs .. .. 242,500
Invalid yelncles .. 312
Commercial cirs .. 128,200
Hoad locomotives .. 2,650

Motor plouglis .. .. 13.000
Motor tractors .. 1,520

Motor hackneys .. 82,800
Traincars .. .. 15,200

It will be seen that motor cycles on
the road exceed jirivate cars by over
130,000, and are an easy first in point ot

numbers, while the increase during 1921

Tax receipts.

£
875,700

3,981,000

78
2,639,300

65,000

3,250
23.200

1,593,500
11,400

over the 1920 figures is greatly in excess

o£ any other type pf vehicle. 94,600 more
motor cyclists hav€ paid taxes this year
than last year's number, while the
increase in private car owners is 56,800.

The increase in the two types of vehicles
is shown in the following figures :

1919-20. 1921. Increase.
278,600 373.200 94,600
185,700 242,500 56,800

Of the total road receipts of £9,876,105, |
England and Wales have contributed ll

£8,777,863, Scotland £888,227, and Ire-

land £210,015.

Motor cycles
Private cara
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Oimes to TLlgl^t TLamps.
Oct. ,6th ... ... 6,27 p.m.

8th 6.22 „
10th 6.17 ,.

12th 6.13
iJIiimber-plates to be illumlnatea thirty minutes
earlier, vide Koad Vehicles Eegistration and
Licensing Order (1921).

he Paris Salon.

_ The Pai'is automobile salon opened
yesterday (Wednesday). Our next issue
will contain an. illustrated review of the
motor cycle exhibits by members of The
Motor Cyde staff.

H.M. the King and the Car Show.
His Majesty the King has been

graciously pleased to grant his patronage
to the International Motor Exhibition
which will take place at White City and
Olympia from November 4th to 12th next.

k Hectic Ride.

We think it will be a long time before
the forty odd motor cyclists who com-
peted in the Anglo-Dutch Trial will
forget their ride across London to Ching-
ford on their way to Harwich from
Thames Ditton. London ti'aific is very
demoralising to those unaccustomed to
our rule of the road.

Next Saturday's Varied Programme.
All tastes in competitions are catered

for by the important events on Saturday.
There is the Woolwich, Plumstead, and
District M.C. open reliability trial for
those who want a comparatively straight-
forward run ; there is the Scott trial in

Yorkshire for the man. who likes it

rougher ; and there is the championship
meeting of the B.M.C.R.C. at Brooklands
for the aspirant to speed honours. There
are also one or two " centre events," two
of which, in the Midland centre (the Red-
ditch trial and the Sutton Coldfield hill-

climb at Penkridge), would probably have
been better supported if they did not
clash.

An " All-star " Team.
Fame travels afar—in the motor cycle

world. At Worcester, during the visit

of the Dutch motor cyclists for the
England v. Holland trial, the visiting

riders eagerly sought out Howard R.
Davies, Eric Williams, and J. Whalley,
on account of their T.T. fame. No doubt
if the British team were next year made
up' of " all champions " the motor cyclist

fraternity of Holland w^ould be immensely
delighted. Why not a team of men such
as Davies, Dance, Williams, Hassall. Le
Vack, de la Hay, Dixon, Gibson,
Whalley, Alexander, and such like 'i

4

Cleaning a Sooted Plug.
After suffering from misfiring in the

rear cylinder for some time prior to the
track test in the Anglo-Dutch Trial, F
A. Hardy (3-^ Zenith-Bradshaw) saved his
non-stop by detaching the high-tension
cable, and " spark-gapping " the plug.

" The Motor Cycle " in Paris.

At the Paris Salon current copies of this
journal may be obtained on Tlie. Motor
Cycle stand. Furthermore, a full range of

books for motor cyclists and car owners,
published in conjunction with The
Autocar and The Motor Cycle, will be
available.
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Special features.
AN ISLE OF MAN T.T. IN 1922.

WHY ENGLAND WON—
Impressions of the Anglo Dutch Trial.

SCISSORS TO GRIND i

W. W. Wiggins, an old Northampton ' ?cissoi

grinder, has created a .sensation among his fraternity

with the new motor cycle grinder outfit on which

he is seen seated. He has traversed the roads with

an old bicycle outfit for forty-eight years, but

although sixty-two years of age. he believes in

movmg with the times, and " now " revs instead of

plods, covering a radius of thirty or forty miles a

day, as compared with his old limit of twelve miles.

The machine is a 6 h.p. Enfield twin, and the

erinder is fitted to the sidecar chassis.

Eric Williams Married.

Congratulations to Eric Williams,
D.C'.M., twice winner of the Junior T.T.,
who was last week married to Miss M.
G. Lewis, of Dilwyn.

An Optimist!

In reply to an advertisement of his
lightweight machine (present value
£45-50), a reader received the following :

" Seeing you want to sell your motor
cycle, -would you look at £20 (twenty
pounds) ? I do not wish to surprise you,
but I am not keen on buying a back
number on a falling market, when next
season's machines will range from about
£25."

^

A New Road to Southend?
A proposition is being brought before

the Essex County Council to. construct a
new road between London and Southend.
At the present time there is no good

main road, and the two routes through
Grays and Stifford have become inade-
quate for the large amount of motor
traffic. The Essex County Surveyor will
be asked to prepare plans and specifica-
tions for a new main road.

The Old Wyche Road in Competitions.
The Worcester County Council recently

decided to make application to the
Ministry of Transport for the prohibition
of motor traffic on the Old Wyche Road,
Malvern. The Council received a petition
from the Malvern Urban District Council,
signed by residents in the Old Wyche
Road, complaining of the danger and
nuisance to the public and residents by
motor cyclists using the road for trial

and test purposes, and the Malvern
justices similarlj' complained.

1922 Programmes.
In addition to the 1922 prices mentioned

on page 00(), the B.S.A. Co. have an-
nounced their next year's programme as
follows : ^ h.p. chain-cum-belt. £107

;

all chain, £110; 6 h.p. twin, £152;
8 h.p. twin outfit, £185.
Douglas prices for 1922 will be reduced

as follows : 2-| h.p. two-speed, £75 ; 2|
h.p. three-speed, £90; 4 h.p., £110; 4
h.p. sidecar, £135; 3| h.p. sports model,
£130; and 6 h.p. o.h.v. with sidecar,
£165. All these prices include full equip-
ment, lamp, horn, etc. Excepting the
two-speed model, all the Douglas range is,

of course, fitted with clutch and kick-
starter.
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Seaplane Squadion Reunion.

To-morrow, Fridav evening, the 7th,
ex-members of the Seaplane Squadron No.
8, R.N.A.S. (German East Africa 1916-

1918) will hold a reunion dinner at Gatti's,
when Capt. F. W. Bowhill, C.M.G.,
D.S.O., K.A.P., will preside. jMr. C. S.

Thompson, 42, New Broad Street, London,
E.G. 2, is the organising secretary.

London's Motor Cycle Police Withdrawn.
The motor cycle section of the Metro-

politan Police, formed a few months ago,
has not proved so successful as was
hoped, and is to be withdrawn. The
section was intended more particularly for
traffic regulation duties, and for dealing
with offences against the Highways and
Motor Car Acts. It is quite distinct
from the special branch of the detective
force, known as " the Flying Squad,"
which, using motor cycles and cars as
occasion demands, has recently effected
some sensational captures.
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A BADGE
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The Roughriders' Trial.

On Saturday the one event of the year

which specially appeals to go-anywhere

OCTOBER 6th, ig2i.

riders, the Scott Trial, takes place. The
start takes place from the Cattle Mai'ket,
Otley, at 9 a.m., and the finish is at
Burnsall at 4.30 p.m. The route will be
similar to last year's, but the scheduled
average speed is 20 m.p.h.

A Warning.

We have received an urgent letter from
the Commissioner of Police with reference
to the noise and undue speed of motor
cycles in the Metropolitan area. The
complaints principally emanate from Rich-
mond Hill, Hill Rise, Kew Road, and
Sheen Road, and the Commissioner goes-
on to point out that doubtless many of
the cases giving rise to complaint are
due more to thoughtlessness than to any
want- of consideration for other persons

;

but should these motor cyclists persist so
as to render it necessary to resort to
drastic measures, the offenders will have
only themselves to blame for any proceed-:
ings that may be taken.

CLUB NEWS. ^^°Se"4l)9r
South-eastern Centre A.C.U.

Promoted by the Brighton and Hove
M.C.C. the hill-climb on the 28th ult.
was supported by a number of well-known
riders, including H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian),
who made fastest time of the day, but
only after a tie with Kaye Don on one of
the new sporting 6 h.p. o.h.v. Douglases.
As the appended results indicate, A. J.
Koehler (3i Douglas) was successful in
five classes :

300 CO. TVCO-STROKES-l, G. H. Symonds [iV.
Levis), 28s.
350 CO. (Amateur).—!, J. Stockwell

Hobart), 18s.
350 c.c. (General).—!, J. stockwell

Hobart), 18!s.
350 0.0. (Open).—1, J. Stockwell (214 Hobart),

500 c.c. (Amateue).-I, W. -H. Sheraton (3V,Norton), !7^s.
500 c.c. (General).- 1, A. J. Koehler (31/.

Douglas), !55s.
MO 0.0. (Open).—!, A. J. Koehler (31/, Douglas),

t'so CO. (Amateur).—!, W. H.
Norton), !6-3s.

750 c.c. (GENEP.AL).—1,
Douglas), 15s.
750 c.c. (Open).— 1, A J. Koehler (31/2 Douglas),

(2'4

Sheraton (3V2

J. Kcehler (3'/^.

UNLIMITED (Amateur).-1, W. H. Sheraton
(314 Norton), lejs.
UNLIMITED (GENER.4L).— 1, A. J. Koehler (31/2-

Douglas), 15s.
UNLIMITED (Open).-I H. le Vack (7-9

Indian), \^%.
600 c.c. SIDECARS.— 1, B. S. Allen (3V3 Norton

£0.), 22|s.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS.-l. II. le Vack (7-9

Indian sc. ), I65S.

Worcester and IMstrict M.C.C.

The results of this club's successful

hill-climb of the 24th ult. have been
announced as below :

TOWNLEY CUP.—Eric Williams (2^A A.J.S.),
29^3., fastest time of the day.
MELHUISH SILVER CIGARETTE CASE.—R.

Eveson (31/^ Norton), 33is., fastest time by private
owner,
GILT PLAQUE.—Eric Williams (2')4 A.J.S. sc),

37§s., fastest three-wheeler or sidecar.
SOLO MOTOR CYCLES (Unlimited c.c.).—Ex-

pert : !, E. Williams (2% A.J.S.), 30?s. ; 2, E.
Main (8-10 Zenith), 31?s. General: 1, E. Main
(8-10 Zenith), 31|s.; 2, R. Eveson (31/2 Norton),
331s. Private: 1, R. Eveson (3V, Norton), 33|s.;

2, C. Eveson (S'A Norton). 36is.
SOLO MOTOR CYCLES (not exceeding 600

c.c.).—Expert : 1, E. Williams (2")i A.J.S.), 29is.;
2, A. Tompkins (3'A Norton), 3O5S. General; 1,

—. Tompkins (31A Norton), 30Ss.; 2, R. Eveson
(31/0 Norton), 33!s. Private: 1, R. Eveson (S'A
Norton), 33is.; 2, C. Eveson (S'A Norton), 364s.

SOLO MOTOR CYCLES (not exceeding 350
c.c). On time.—Expert : 1, E. Williams (2%
A.J.S.) , 29is.; 2, F. G. Morgan (2% Cotton), 45s.

Oxford M.C.

Extremely favourable weather attended
the club's hill-climb on Aston Hill last

Saturday. The hill rises gently to a
sharp right-hand bend, where an easing
of the gradient enables the rider to

accelerate on top gear to the main climb
after rounding a slight left turn at the
bottom. The speeds were not unusually
high, but some good riding and skilful gear
manipulation were witnessed. Results :

CLASS 1.— 1, M. Pearson (3'/. Norton), !m.
165s.
CLASS 2.-1, I. P. Riddook (3 Zenith), Im. l|s.;

2, E. J. Cross (7-9 Harley-Davidson), Im. 4§s.
CLASS 3.-1, H. Lindop (214 Velocette), Im.

23-?s. : 2, H. G. Moore (2i/> Ner-a-car), 2m. 7Ss.
CLASS 4.-1, H. S. Barge (G.N.), Im. 30is.;

2, C. Kimber (Bleriot Whippet), Im. 583s.
CLASS 5.— 1, H. Lindop (2^4 Velocette). Im.

17is. ; 2, S. G. Oliver (2% Douglas), Im. 22?s.
CLASS 6.-1, I. P. Kiddock (8 Zenith), 565s.;

2, E. J. Cross (7-9 Harley-Davidson), 57s.
CLASS 7.-1, H. S. Barge (G.N.), Im. 27is.; 2,

C. Kimber (Bleriot Whippet), !m. 46fs.
CLASS 3 (SJ/j Norton), 67es. : 2, F. Hancox

(4 Triumph), Im. Ofs.

AN INNOVATION FOR CLUB ENTERTAINMENTS.
DURING the most important events

this year Tht Motor Cycle has been
preparing an innovation to assist in

making winter club life more attractive.
The result of these efforts is The Motor
Oydc film, which provides a most interest-
ing hour's entertainment. This film
features the leading stars in the motor

cycle world in their history-making
acliievements. Included in the programme
are the Junior and Senior T.T. races, the

great 500 miles race at Brooklands, inci-

dents in the Six Days Trials, and, to

vary the intere.st, there are episodes in

the greatest car race of the year—the

Grand Prix at Le Mans.

This film will be loaned to the clubs
during the winter months, and secretaries
should lose no time in booking theii- dates.
In writing, alternative dates should be
quoted. Communications should be ad-
dressed to the Editor (Films Department),
The Motor Cycle

,
Hertford Street,

Coventry.

NEW LONG DISTANCE RECORDS.
ON the afternoon of the finish of the

Anglo-Dutch trial (Monday of last

week), D. R. O'Donovan, riding a

3i h.p. Norton and sidecar (79 mm. X
120 mm., 588 c.c), in perfect weather,
succeeded in breaking the fifty miles
record. His average speed was 60.73
m.p.h. (97.73 km.p.h.), tlie time being
49m. 23.8s. He also beat the one hour
record, covering in that time 60 miles
1,368 yards (60.77 m.p.h., or 97.80
km.p.h.).

A few days earlier Tudor Thompson,
ori a 2| h.p. Douglas (60.9 mm. x60 mm.,

350 c.c), gained a wonderful series of

records, breal^ing those for the 100, 200,

and 300 miles, which have stood in the
name of Hugh Mason, on a N.U.T.-Jap,
since 1913. He also beat Holroyd's
record of September 20th last year on a

Blackburne, and gained Mason's three,

four, five, and six hour records. As
has been usual this year, he was favoured
witn excellent weather. The figures

stand as follows, and they are remarkably
consistent ; the stamina of the small flat

twin engine was well demonstrated by
such sustained high speeds.

150 milos

200 miles

250 miles

300 miles

350 miles

400 miles

3 hoiars

4 hours

5 houi-s

6 hours

2I1. 23m. 66.9s. = 62.32 m.n.h.
(100.61 km.p.h.].

. 31i. 12m. 37.2s, = 62.29 m.p.h.
(100.24 km.p.h.),
4h. 3m. 45.2s. = 61.48 m.p.h.
(98.96 km.p.h.).
4h. 55m. 3s. = 61.00 m.p.Ii. (98.17
km.p.h.).
5h. 48m. 21.7s. = 60.29 m.p.h.
(97.03 km.p.h.).
6h. 37m. 4.4s. - 60.44 m.p.h (97.27"
km.p.h.).
186 miles 1,511 yards = 62.28
m.p.h. (100.23 km.p.h.).
245 miles 1.686 yards = 61.48
m.p.h. (98.96 km.p.h.).
305 miles 219 yards = 61.02 m.p.h.
(98,20 km.p.h).
362 :niles 1,294 yards - 60.45
m.p.h. (97.28 km.p.h.).
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The 1922 T.T. to be held in the Isle of Man.
Previous Dec Sion Reversed at the A.C U. General Meeting at Leicester.

AFTER all, the 1922 T.T. races will

not be held in Belgium, and the

Isle of JMan will again be the scene

of our classic speed event.

This reversion of the decision, which
was made by the jNIanagement and Com-
petitions Committees of the A.C.U. (on

August 15th last), was arrived at on
Saturday morning during the A.C.U.
General Committee meeting held at

Leicester.

A deputation from the Isle of Man,
consisting of Councillor Crookall, Member
of the House of Iveys ; Councillor Cowin,
iMr. H. Cowin, the Manx M.C.C. ; jMi-.

H. Mylchreest, president of the Manx
JM.C.C. ; Mr. H. Eogers, secretary of the

Manx Club ; and Mr. Ct. J. A. Brown,
Tlie Isle of Man Tlittes and A.C.U. dele-

gate, attended the meeting, and nothing
of importance transpired mitil it came to

the report of the Competitions Committee
of August 15th, which contained the
momentous decision to hold next year's

T.T. in Belgium. Mr. G. J. A. Brown
then asked for information concerning the

1922 T.T., and what had led to the com-
mittee's decision.

Why Belgium was Chosen.

i\'Ir. Greenhill then replied, giving five

reasons which had influenced his com-
mittee in deciding that the race should
be held in Belgium. First, the 500 c.c.

machines had outgrown the Isle of Man
course. Secondly, the possible dates were
inconvenient. Thirdly, the restrictions

imposed by the Isle of Man authorities

rendered the holding of the race difficult.

Fourthly, there was the heavy cost of

organising the event in the Island.
Lastly, if the race were held in Belgium
it would be a useful lever to persuade the
British authorities to give permission to

hold the race in this country in future
years. Mr. Otto Thomas (who was
elected vice-president) rose on a point of
order. The report could not be adopted,
he said, as it had not yet been decided to

hold the 1922 race. He thought that the
manufacturers should have been consulted.
He would be the last to suggest that the
A.C.U. should be governed by the trade

;

but, in a case of this kind, the trade,
which were reported to have spent
£1,000,000 on the T.T. races, should have
had the matter put before them.
Major Potter urged that the meeting

should not bicker over procedure, but first

decide if the T.T. should be carried out,
and, secondly, if so, if it should be in
Belgium. The first proposal was proposed
and carried unanimously, while the second
was proposed by Mr. F. H. Bevan, and
seconded by Mr. Norman Longfield.
A lengthy discussion then ensued.

First, Mr. S. L. Bailey proposed an
amendment, but, before he had finished,

Maj. Vernon Brook proposed thai the
Competitions Committee report of August
15th should be accepted, leaving out that
portion dealing with the T.T. races.

Mr. S. L. Bailey was then urged by tlie

Chairman to carry on the discussion on
Mr. Thomas's motion, and most ably
put forward the case for the Isle of Man.
It was most important, he said, that the
race should be held in Grea,t Britain.

The value of the Isle of Man course had
created an impression which had taken
years to create, and enormous interest

was taken in the event, not only here
and on the Continent, but in our Overseas
Dominions. If another course was used,
the whole business would have to be
started all over again. The behaviour of

motor bicycles on the I.O.M. course was
understood by the man in the street as
clearly as b.h.p. It was the onlj' gr«at
race whole-heartedly supported by Great
Britain. Events were certainly held on
the ContineTit, but could not be compared
with this one. The modern engine had
been developed by the T.T., and the
500 c.c. engine was not too fast for the
Manx course. He did not think this type
of engine was yet fully developed. As
regards the international side, he gave a

list of the foreign competitors of various

nationalities who rode in 1914. As"

regai'ds the restrictions in the Island, were
not these, he asked, imposed very largely

through the fault of the competitors?
Riders had been trained on the Manx
course, and there were fewer accidents
now at high speeds than there had been
in the past, when speeds were lower.

He suggested that the race should be
held in the I.O.M. in May, and asked if

steps had been taken to run off the race

in England. It was now clear, even at

this early stage, that the feeling of the
meeting was in favour of reverting to the

Isle of Man, but the discussion continued,
and Mr. Loughborough read favourable
reports on the Belgian course from
Messrs. A. G. Reynolds and F. H. Bevan.
These gentlemen referred to the value

of this circuit for testing the acceleration

of engines, and the reliability of trans-

missions, the kindly attitude of the
authorities, the guarding of the roads
by 1,000 soldiers—thirty-three per mile

—

free of charge, special customs and travel

facilities, and the number of possible

Continental entries. Mr. Loughborough
agreed that the race should be held in

England, but saw no chance of getting

a special Act passed in the next twelve
months, but, if the race was held in

Belgium next year, the A.C.U. would
have a far more powerful lever with the

British authorities. J

Belgian Official Assistance.

The Chairman pointed out that in

Belgium assistance was guaranteed by
the Army, municipal, and Government
authorities, and contributions to the value
of £1,000 had been promised towards the
expenses of the race.

After further discussion it was agreed
to receive the views of the I.O.iM. dele-

gates. Councillor Crookall said that all

Manxmen wanted to see the races held in

the Island. The motor cycle tax would be
reduced to Is. for a month's visit, the
Highway Board would erect an electric

crane to facilitate the landing of the
machines, while the I.O.M. Steam Packet
Co. would carry and laud the machines
at an inclusive fee. There was still much
A.C.U. property in the Island, and as

the R.A.C. would run its races after the
A.C.U., could not they share expenses
in such items as the grandstand? With

regard to the difficulties of daylight during
practice in May, 'the hour could be
extended to a later time.

Councillor Cowin said the Highway
Board would grant any date up to within
fourteen days of June 20th, the date of

the car races, and would tar spray the
course. The other delegates also spoke
on the subject.

Mr. Quintin Nicol said he supported
Belgium for business reasons—on account
of the guarantee offered.

Apropos of engine size, Mr. Gieoffrey
Smith asked if 500 c.c. macliines were
still wanted. Was there not, he asked,
a tendency to reduce engine sizes to

350 c.c? Would it not be better to make
the 350 c.c. machines the Senior class, and
so advance further along the steps to

progress ?

Negotiations with I.O.M. to Recommence.
The discussion then went in the direc-

tion of seeing whether the Isle of Man
would not make a similar monetary offer

to that made by Belgium.
On behalf of the Isle of Man as an

A.C.U. delegate, Mr. G. J. A. Brown
then spoke on the subject ably and at

length. He made promises to the A.C.U.
similar to those made by Councillor

Crookall, and stated that the cost of

policing the Manx course did not exceed
£150. Had the Island, he ask-ed, been^
approached for a guarantee? As regards
cases of profiteering, he had never heard
of Isle of Man ho'telkeepers being asked
for special terms.

Next, a long discussion ensued as to

whether the matter should be referred

back or settled at once, and the final

course was taken, and it was ultimately

agreed that the 1922 T.T should .be held,

as formerly, in the Isle of Man, subject

to a guai'antee offered by the J\lanx

authorities being acceptable to the General
Committee.

JMr. Loughborough, dealing with the
report of the Legislation Committee, gave
a long list of the good work done by
that body, on which the A.C.U. is

represented.

As regards the 1922 competition pro-
gramme, it was decided that the A.C.U.
should hold the Tourist Trophy Races,
the Six Days Trials, the Arbuthnot Trophy
Trial, and the One Day Trial for stock
machines, while one open trial should be
allotted to each centre, to be run by that
centre, or a club in the centre nominated
by the board.
A proposal in the name of Mr. Nicol

that A.C.U. events should not be under-
taken unless they could be made financi-

ally profitable was put forward by Mr.
G. Featherstone, and very fully dealt with
by Mr. Loughborough, who explained the
matter very clearly and at great length.
It was decided to leave the matter to the

, Management and Competitions Committees.
As regards the Reliability Premiership,

it was announced that eight centres were
in favour of the scheme and two against.
The Tiverton and District M.C. and

L.C.C., the Uxbridge L.C. and M.C.C,
and the Connaught M.C.C. had their
applications for affiliation to the A.C.U.
accepted.
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HILLS THAT HAVE LOST THEIR TERRORS.
Few Failures on Noted Colswold Grades in the Manville Trophy Trial.

MOTOR cyclists following an arrowless

trials route in unfamiliar country
are rather like sheep—the one who

goes confidently on at a doubtful turning
is accejjted as leader by the others, who
find out too late that—dismissing the
woolly analogy—a little more 'careful

study of the route card would have paid.

This happened several times on Satur-

day during the fifth annual Manville
Trophy Trial of the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C., which w"as otherwise
a remarkably successful and enjoyable
affair, attracting no fewer than seventy-
five entries, despite the fact that it was
a strictly closed club event. It was
clearly stated in the regulations that only
the non-stop sections would be arrowed,
and, although the twenty odd miles
before the lunch stop were admittedly
very complicated to follow on the route
card, the fact that fully 50% of the
starters "discovered" all the observed
hills and came in on time shows that it

was not impossible.

No Trouble Climbing.

Starting at Coventry—No. 1 at 8 a.m.

—

the earlier men had a cold, damp run
through the morning mists almost to

Saintbury, the first observed hill, for it

was well after nine before the sun
appeared. The hill was quite dry, how-
ever, and many of the soloists only used
second gear for a hundred yards or so of
the steepest portion. Neither were any
of the sidecars seriously troubled, and
the lone observer, consequently, had a
dull time.

Following the time-honoured Midland
trials route down Willersey, through

Although troubled with clutch slip, D. A. Atkin (5-6 Rover sidecar) makes a good ascent ol

Sudeley Hill.

Broadway to Winchcombe, brought the
competitors to Sudeley Hill, which is

only a shade more difficult—when, as on

The only Morgan in the trial, driven by C. E. Hulse, conquers Rising Sun without difficulty.

Saturday, it is dry—than Saintbury.
Before getting thus far, however, J, E. B.
Bramley (S^J Coventry Challenge) broke
his frame and retired.
One or two others were observed to be

in difficulties oiv Sudeley. E. A. Barnett
(^if Francis-Barnett) just survived the
"""-srop section with a loose petrol union,

"

and P. H. Johnson, who with M E
Holroyd, had been doing wonders on a
belt-driven Rudge, broke a belt.

On Portway Hill.

Apart from one or two awkward gates
(that opened inwards) there was little of
note now until, passing through Chelten-
ham, the third observed hill, Portway,
was reached. Here the surface was roughi
but, as it was also dry, the majority had
httle difficulty in picking a clean course
A. L. Constantine (2J Hobart) failed, but
W. F. Smith and F. T. Downs, also on
Hobarts, made excellent ascents. In the
same way there was some doubt whether
M. W. Banks (2| Francis-Barnett) would
get up, while E. A. Barnett, similarly
mounted), never wavered. C. Mansfield

. (3 A. B.C.) appeared to be in difficulties
with his gear lever, and E. M. Broughall
(3^ Coventry Challenge) came up on a
flat rear tyre—he retired later, having
suffered, according to various reports, six
to nine separate punctures.
M. E. Holroyd and P. H. Johnson on

the belt-driven Rudges made wonderful
ascents ; but tor sheer speed the palm
must be given to the two sporting
Humbers, driven by L. Crisp and M.
Seally. Of the sidecars, "W. J. Mont-
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T. R. Gibbins (8 Acme sidecar) makes a fast ascent of Rising Sun, which was m very

good condition.

gomerj''s Brough Superior was as fast as
most of the solo machines. R. A. Wright
and H. Finch (on Triumph sidecars) were
also very good, but H. A. Smith, on a
third Triumph outfit, failed completely.

Less than three miles further on came
Cranham Hill, which is, perhaps, not so

steep as Portway, but which has an ex-
ceedingly deceptive turn studded with
a miscellaneous collection of miniature
boulders. How Holroyd (3^ Rudge) got
up on a 7 to 1 gear only he himself
knows ; but Johnson had to slog this

time. No. 13, A. L. Constantine, upheld
popular superstition by failing, and riding
dovTO the hill. D. A. Atkin (5 Rover sc.)

was troubled with acute clutch slip, but
managed to scramble up, as did T. R.
Gibbons (8 Acme sc), after a stop through
taking a wrong turning just on the hill.

All the solo Humbers were again e.x-

oellent, but W. Brandish was probably
the most impressive of the three. The
Rev. J. M. Philpott (2^ Velocette), as
usual, made an effortless, careful ascent.

Many go oS the Course.

As already indicated, several competi-
tors missed the next two tit-bits, the
hairpin at Sheepscombe—comparatively
3asy—and St. Chloes Green—deceptively
difficult for 'hot engines. Nevertheless,
only two sidecars failed on the latter
Trade, W. A. Weaver (5-5 Coventry
Victor sc.) and H. A. Smith (4 Triumph
-c.) being the unfortunates. P. H. John-
<m (3-^- Rudge) had again to use his feet,
vhich is not surprising considering that
he hill is approached by a fairly acute
iaht-hand hairpin.
Immediately after lunch, at Stroud, an

asy starting test was held. Petrol taps
vere turned on by an official 15s. before
he word to go, and marks were deducted
or failure to start )« thrtt seconds.
There was considerable nervousness
mongst the early starters, whij did not

know just what they could do in the
specified time, after their engines had
had two hours to cool down ; and,

curiously enough, the first six men,
variously mounted, lost more marks
between them than all the rest put to-

gether. The Humbers and the chain-

drive Rudges excelled in this test.

The Acceleration Test.

Proceeding r/'a a weighbridge, where
weights were obtained " while you wait,'

the competitors were sent up Rodborough
Lane for the acceleration test (over a

measured hundred yards from a stand-

J!K*S^* ir^S«7 ^^ '

still). As it was held on a grade of 1

in 10, clutchless machines were at a dis-

advantage. Some atrocious driving was
witnessed. The three Humbers, a Norton,

. a Triumph, and an A. B.C. were best in

the solo class, a Brough Superior among
the sidecars, but the final results will be
made on- formula. Four sidecars stopped
altogether.

t)n the homeward journey Birdlip was
observed—with no result.

Rising Sun again.

Then came Rising Sun, which was bone
dry, and therefore not such a terror as
usual. Quite a number of spectators had
gathered here, but, after Rt. W. Danks
{2| Francis Barnctt) and J. N. Roberts
(2| New Imperial) had failed, they were
treated to a procession of clean ascents.
A non-competing Rover light car baulked
W. E. Grant (7 F.N.), but he made a
clean climb on his second attempt. It
was touch and go with many more, but
in every case they succeeded in breasting
the summit unaided. Apparently thote
Who had been finding the course too
difficult had retired at the lunch stop.
Three of the early solo men missed the

right turn to Gambles Lane, and made
very excellent ascents of Post Office Hill.
There were no cheering spectators, so
they discovered their error in quick time,
and made startling descents without losing
their non-stops.
Thus, to all intents and purposes, ended

the trial, for the run home via Willersey
was not productive of incident, and it

was an easy task for the survivors to ride
in dead on time. One wily soloist rode
up to within fifty yards of the finish,

stopped, and coolly corrected his watch
to official time (supplied by waiting
friends). Approximately 80% finished

;

but, as quite a few had not completed
the entire course, we refrain from pub-
lishing a list of finishers.

It should be an easy matter to find a
winner, for not many retained absolutely
clean sheets, and the acceleration test

should prevent a tie

Birdlip was observed, but there were no failures. E. Poppe (4 Triumph) on the upper
reaches of the hill.i

C19
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BIG TWIN BEATS THE SINGLES.
Game Struggle of Supar-sfficient 500 c.c. Machines with 1,000 c.c. Racer at Doncasfer.

GOOD sport and some fine riding were
exhibited by an entry of nearly 250

at the open speed trials of the Don-
caster and District M.C.C. on Satur-

day last.

The half-mile course was in splendid

condition, although a slight left bend

and a rather short flying start through

some gates rather tended to the register-

ing of slower times than might have been

expected.
Several thousand spectators lined the

course during the afternoon, and for once

did not evidence any intention to stray.

They evidently enjoyed the events, which

were concluded without any untoward
incident ; and, although taking five and a

half hours to run off, they did not flag

to any extent, each class being run off

promptly, the only intervals being those

necessary for the riders to return to the

starting post.

Results Promptly Announced.

Special mention might be given to the

way in which the times were announced
immediately after the riders had passed

the finish, v/hile at the end of each class •

the speeds of the leading men were also

given out.

In Class 3 a re-run was necessary, J. R.

Sylvester (2^ Velocette) having the hard

luck to crash within a few yards of

starting ; his carburetter was damaged,

and he had to be content with second

place.

E. Searle (3^ Sheffield-Henderson)

seemed to get a bad wobble in the 500 c.c.

Expert Glass, which certainly put him
out of the running, but a glance at the

results of other classes proves that his

nerves were not affected. In this class

Getting up speed in the flying start. C. P. Wood (3-|- Scott) is shown passing through the

gates that led on to the course proper.

H. CoUard on a Rover had to retire with

valve trouble.

Class 11 brought some very fast riding,

for it was the best represented class, and
thus the winner becomes the holder of

Tlic Motor CycU' Cup. Great interest was
shown in the riding, but H. Le Vack
(7-9 Indian) easily outpaced the field with

Winner of The Motor Cycle Cup for fastest

(7-9 Indian), who also made fastest time

time in the best represented class, H. Le Vack

of the day in both solo and passenger classes.

a margin of 2s. at a speed of 81-82 m.p.h.

;

this time was the fastest of the day (22s.),

and a record for the course. The same i

rider made the highest speed in the side-

car classes at 67.16 m.p.h.

Speedy Lightweights.

J. H. Simpson did well on his 2| h.p,|;

A.J.S., and with the excellent time ofn

25|s. easily beat numerous machines oft

higher capacity. The brothers Houlding,):
on 2 h.p. Matadors, rode well. Thd.
results as announced were as follows :

CLASS 1 (Two-strokes up to 260 c.c.).—Experts:'
! K- L-,B. Taylor (21(1 Levis), 32js.; 2, J. Syivestel.
(2"4 Velocette), 32|s.
CLASS la (Four-strokes up to 250 c c ) —Ex-

perts : 1, N. Houlding (2 Matador), 31s.; 2, B

1

Houlding (2 Matador), 3I5S.
CLASS 2 (as Class 1).—General: 1, R. L. B

Taylor (214 Levis), 32is.; 2, W. Vines (2M Velol
oette), 34|s.
CLASS 2a (as Class la).—General r 1, M

Houlding (2 Matador), 31s.: 2, R. Wood (2^4 Nev
Imperial), 32ss.
CLASS 3 (Two-strokes up to 300 c.c.).—Experts I

J. R. Sylvester (2M Velocette) and R. L, B. Taylot
{2';i Levis) tied, 33s. Re-run : 1, E. L. B. Tayloil
33.4s.; 2, R. J. Silvester, 36.1s.
CLASS 3a (Pour-strokes up to 300 c.c.)".—Eilf

perts : 1, B. Houlding (2 Matador), 30?s.; 2, J |
Houlding (2 Matador), 31is.
CLASS 4 (as Class 3).—General: 1, R. L. 1

Taylor (214 Levis), 32s.; 2, W. Vines (2^4 Veil
cette), 36s.
CLASS 4a (Four-strokes).—General : 1, 1

Houlding (2 Matador), 30|s. ; 2, J. C. Nichols (Si
Ouiega^Jap), 31|s.

CLASS 5 (Solos up to 350 c.c.).—Experts : 1

H. Simpson (2% A.J.S.), 25is.; 2, G. S. Bosli(-

(2^'4 A.J.S.), 27Js. ; 3, B. Watts (2% Dot), 28J5.
CLASS 6 (Solos up to 360 c.c.).—General :

!/
Watts (2'!4 Dot), 2S3s.; 2, J. Cooke (2")4 K
Scale), 29is.; 3, N. Houlding (2 Matador), 32e.

CLASS 7 (Solos up to 500 c.c.).—Experts : 1,

W. Hassall (S'/a Norton), 24is.; 2,_ E. T. Cal

thorne (31/' Norton), 25s.; 3, J. H. Simpson- (^

A.J.S.), 25>.
CLASS 8 (Solos up to 500 c.c.).—General : 1, Ij

Sisson (3IA Norton), 26is.; 2, R. Lucas (SVz S»f

beam), 27|'s.; 3, S. OUerliead (3% Norton), 28Jsi|

CLASS 9 (Solo up to 750 c.c.).—Experts : l.ll

W. Hassall (5>A Norton), 24is. ; 2, E. T. Cal]

thorne 13V, Norton), 24Bs.; 3, J. H. Simpson (1

A.J.S.), 25is. •

.^l
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Big Twin beat the Singles.

—

CLASS 10 (Solo lip to 750 c.c.).—General : 1,
B. Searle (314 Sheffleld-Henderson), 24!s. Three
tied for next place at 27s., and on re-run were
placed: 2, F. Sissons (3V2 Norton), 25;s.; 3, S.
Ollerhead (31/3 Norton), 26is.; 4, R. Lucas (3y,
Sunbeam), 27s.

CLASS 11 (Solo unlimitd).—Experts : *1, H, le
Vack (7-9 Indian), 223.: 2, H. Hassall (31/,
Norton), 24s. Tllree tied for next place at 24?s.,
and on re-run were placed : 3, R. T. Cawthorne
(3>4 Norton), 245s.: 4, E. Searle (31/. Sheffleld-
Henderson) and F. W. Dixon (7-9 Harley-David-
son), 24i. * Fastest time of the day (speed =
81.32 m.p.h.).
CLASS 12 (Solo unlimited).—General : 1, E.

Searle (5'/- Sheffield-Henderson), 24?s. : 2, J. Stacey
(7-9 Harlev-Daridson), 25|s.; 3, F. Sissons (3Vo
Norton), 26bs.
CLASS 15 (Sidecars up to 500 c.c).—Experts : 1,

R. T. Cawthorne (31,2 Norton), 28ss.: 2, E. Searle
(3V2 Sheffield-Henderson), 30s. Winner's speed
over 63 m.p.h.
CLASS 17 (Sidecars up to 750 c.c.).—Experts :

1, R. T. Cawthorne (31,4 Norton), 29is. ; 2, E.
Searle (3V2 Sheffield-Henderson),' 29?3.
CLASS 19 (Sidecars, unlimited).—Experts : 1,

H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian), 26!s.; 2, R. T. Caw-
thorne (3y2 Norton), 29Js. ; 3, E. Searle (S'A Shef-
field-Henderson), 295S.
CLASS 20 (Sidecars, unlimited).—General : 1,

E. Searle (31/2 Sheffleld-Henderson), 30s.; 2, L,
Padley (314 Norton), 33is.

Special Awards.
It is understood, although not con-

firmed, that A. B. Dodds (2i Levis) wins
the Chronicle Cup and gold medal and

i
a silver bowl, and that J. E. Claybourne

I

{4 _
Triumph) wins a silver cup, these

I prizes being for Doncaster Club members
;
only. Le Vack (7-9 Indian), as before^

!
mentioned, gained 77ie Motor Cycle

I
Cup.
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Miss Wilson (2;^ Vdocelte) adopts a most business-like riding attitude.

the finishing line.

She is shown crossing

A NOVEL MIDLAND EVENT.
GLORIOUS weather favoured the

Birmingham M.C.C. Half-day Sport-
'; ing Trial last Saturday ; the entry
ijwas a very fine one for so late in the
Sseason, there being some fifty-two com-
tjoetitors. The route was sixty-six miles
jjlong, and was within a radius of twenty-
ave miles of Birmingham ; it included a
trlow hill-climb, an acceleration test, a
ili urprise brake test, as well as several stiff

;(;iills, a colonial section, and a " splash."

ijj The first man departed at 2 p.m., the
* thers following at minute intervals,

i 'rom the commencement the course was
1
ery well arrowed,, and some humorous

ifficials had plac€d a few inspiring

I
lacards to encourage competitors—one

ijorded, "Don't stop, accelerate," being
I
laced outside an inn!
B. Kershaw (2^ New Imperial) put up
1 excellent performance in the slow
imb on Beacon Hill, his time being 10s.

iiower than any other competitor, includ-

ing the sidecars. A. E. Phillips (3^
Norton) was next best of the solos;, while
in the sidecar class J. H. Ross (3^ Sun-
be,am sc.) made the best performance.

Ne.xt came a tricky hairpin corner.
Most of the riders were very careful,

being satisfied to crawl round at walking
pace. There were very few failures,

and these were all solo men, the first

being a Connaught rider, who, approach-
ing too fast, fouled the bank, and came
off. R. C. Bennett, on a Federation,
applied his brake, but could not release
it again, consequently he came to a stand-
still: Other failures were 0. Hollvoak

(2i Federal), L. West (2-i Velocette)', K.
Sutherland (2| Douglas), and G. Pehrson
(4 Dunelt). Miss Pickering, riding a 4 h.p.
Powell, came round in wonderful style,
and everyone applauded her.
The next difficulty was (travel Pit Hill,

where only twenty-six riders made clean
ascents ; but some consolation was found

when, on reaching the top, they were met
with a cartoon depicting a man with his

finger to his head, worded, " This is where
j'ou want it."

In the acceleration test, the star per-

formers were R. W. Duke (4 Triumph),
B. Kershaw (2-^- New Imperial), T. H.
Weaver (2\ Verus), and F. A. Watson
(3^ Sunbeam).
The brake test, which was a surprise

event, was held near Ullenhall, and
several were " caught napping," because
they were required to pull up in the short
distance of 21ft.

Forty-two finished on time and two
were late, the others being on the " list

of missing." - Everyone arrived in a
very happy mood, for which must be
praised the excellent organisation and
also the "social element" brought about
by the introduction of inspiring notices

on various portions of the route. Results
are not yet available.

PRELIMINARY LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL EXHIBITORS AT OLYMPIA.
N a little time we shall again be in the falling oft' this year either in the number
midst of the hectic days of the Olympia '

'

Motor Cycle Show. From an examina-
m of the preliminary list of exhibitors,

ij e may forecast that there will be no
(and
1 2. Allon.
1,9. Ariel.
7. Armis.
7. A.J.S.
7. Beardmore-Precision.
4, Bown-Villiers.
8. Bradbury.
4. Brough Superior.

;,3. B.S.A.
7. Blackburne.

ifiS. Connaught.
Tio. Castle-Three.

... 3. Chater-Lea.
!0. Coventry Victor.
!9. Canoelet Sidecars.
'0. Calthorpe.

• 2. Cykelaid.

hundred and sixty, of which nearly half

of exhibitors or the interest of the are large displayed stands on the ground
exhibits. Several names are missing, but floor. Following is a list of motor cycles,

a number of newcomers take their place. runabouts, and sidecars, together with
The number of exhibitors exceeds two the stand numbers

:

Stan d Stand Stand Stand
92. Dayton. 62. Hobart 38. New Hudson. 101. Royal Ruby.

119. Douglas. 124. Humber. 69. New Imperial. 120. Rudge.
136. Dunelt. 60. Indian. 99. Norton. 96. Rover.
30. Dot. 64. Ivy. 85. New Scale. 129. Sandham Sidecars
56. Diamond. 104. James. 54. Omega. 131. Scott Autocars.

143. Economic. 59. J.E.S. 108. Osborne. 128. Scott.
132. Edmund. 45. Kenilworth. 135. Olympic. 24. Sidecar Bodies.
86. Enfleld. 138. L.S.D. Runa bout. 91. O.K. 93. Sparkbrook.

100. Excelsior. 67. Levis. 75. Peugeot. 72. Sun.
41. P.N. 39. Lea-Francis. 67. P. and M. 29. T.B. Runabout.
28. Francis-Barnett. 65. Matchless. 21. Powell. 44. Triumph.
27. Grindlay Sidecars. 122. Monopole. 17. P.V 23. Unibus.

117. Hack. 142. Metro-Tyler. 22. Quadrant. 162. Vindec.
35. Harley-Dayidson 58. Milllord Sidecars. 37. Radcb. 36. Velocette.
25. Hawker. 55. Montgomery Sidecars 71. Raleigh. 123. Victoria.
66. Hazlewood. 63. Morgan. 61. Rex. 73. Wall.

130. Henderson Sidecars. 141. N.UT.

\
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A NEW M-L MAGNETO.
Light Weight, High Efficiency, and Compaclness are Features of the Latest Model.

RECENT developments in special

cobalt steels have given rise to the
hope that the magnetos of the future

would be smaller and lighter. That this

hope was not unfounded is evidenced by
the latest type of M-L magneto which
has been produced for lightweight single-

cylinder and flat twin motor cycle

engines.

In construction this magneto is some-
what unusual, for, though the armature
is of normal design, two separate magnets
of remarkably small dimensions, though
of very high capacity, are separated at

each end by laminated pole shoes. Die
cast aluminium end pieces of circular

formation support the pole shoes, while

the magnets are held in jjosition by their

own magnetism and the endwise grip of

the two end pieces, which in turn are

held together by two long bolts. Under-
cut grooves are formed in the end pieces,

and into these fits a sheet steel cover

which entirely encloses both pole pieces

and magnets, and forms an effective

(Left) Showing one of the magnets and laminated pole shoes.

(Right) The contact breaker is very accessible.

waterproof protection. Following the
lines of the Maglita set, the contact
breaker has a parallel action, the
movable point being mounted on a leaf

spring which is forced outwards for the
break by a rod operated by a face cam.
On the removal ot a spring cap the whole
contact breaker stands clear of the
remainder of the instrument, and the
adjustment for the tungsten points is

therefore extremely accessible.

Light Weight.

In appearance the new instrument is

very neat and compact, and the weight
is but 4^ lb. In addition, the simple
construction will probably permit of its

being sold at a low figure. We have had
one of these magnetos in use on a S^ h.p.
Norton for some distance, and have
founa it satisfactory in every way. The
starting and slow running are at least
as good as either of the two instruments
which we have previously tried, one of
which was a special racing device, and

we have not experi-
j" "

.
.

enced a misfire at
any speed. . In spite

of its light weight,
the new M-L is

robustly constructed,
and it should be
added that prolonged
tests have proved the
tungsten points to be
eminently satisfactory

with this special type
of magneto. Though
our illustration shows
an external return
spring for the spark
retard, this fitting

has been obviated in

later models by an internal clock spring

device, which adds to the neat appear-

ance.

Maglita Improvements.

Detail modifications have also been
made to the Maglita combined ignition

and lighting device. The switch gear has

been improved, and a time element has
been introduced in the cut-out, so that

there is little chance of the dim bulb
coming into action during a momentary
slowing for a corner.

This illustration of the new" M-L
magneto on a Norton motor cycle conveys

some idea of its small size. Its height is ,

not much more than half the usual.

/ C2a

Included in the route of the Levis trial, described last week, was a portion called the " Colonial Section." Obstacles were placed on the

smooth pathway, necessitating competitors traversing a section of bog. J. Knibbs (2i Levis) avoiding the branches.
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LIGHT CAR 1922
DELIVERIES NOW COMMENCING

WHY pay high

prices for com=
binations w iien

you can have the

comforts of a Car

at less cost P
•

WRITE FOR FULL SPECIFICATIONS, ALSO FOR PARTICULARS OF OUR MOTOR CYCLES, FROM 50 GNS.

THE METRO-TYLER CO., Ltd., Banister Road, Kilburn Lane, W.IO.

All EXPORT enquiries should be addressed to our export departmeni~\70, STRAND, W.C.2.

THE BEST RESULTS, SMOOTH RUNNING, INCREASED SPEED and
MILEAGE ARE ASSURED BY USING THE BEST OIL, AND THE BEST IS

44 DRAGONFLY " THE
LEADING

LUBRICANf.

" The oil with the greatest body when hot."

•Dragonfly" Ai Cycle Oil (Extra Heavy) for Summer Use.
A2 Cycle Oil (Heavy) for Winter Use.

„ Wi Motor Oil (Extra Heavy) for Summer Use.
W2 Motor Oil (Medium) for Winter Use.

CAN BE HAD IN ANY QUANTITIES AT MOST GARAGES,

Dragonfly " W3 Motor Oil (Light) for Light Cars.

„ Fordfly Oil (Light) for Ford EngineS-

„ Gear Oil (Thick) for All Seasons.

Motor Grease for All Seasons.

'Phone: 4120,

jQrams : "Oils,

ShefSel^."

R. D. NICOL & CO., LTD.,
PRUDENTIAL BUILDINGS - - SHEFFIELD.*

Works

:

Dronfield,

Nr. Sheffield.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'" C25
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I OFFICERS' ARMY

I TRENCH COATS

I ^'^ 75/" ^^^"

I ABOUT ONE-FOURTH OF
1 WAR-TIME PRICE

they are a light, elegant raincoat,

ex-officers testify to their worth,

even war conditions could not wear

and qaite 50% ;

below present- i

day values, i

These goods can i

never be dupli-
i

cated at this
\

price.

Brand New, check :

lining, oilskin inUr-

lining, and with

detachable fleece

lining.

These coats are

direct from the

Liquidation and :

Disposal Com- :

mission and are
;

guaranteed to be as :

described above.

They are imper-

vious to weather.

Worn wth the
:

fleece lining, they
:

combine the
warmth & comfort

of an ulster with

the rain resisting

qualities of a stout

mackintosh. With

this lining detached

Thousands of officers and

They will last for years—

them out.

= They are specially suitable =
s for Motorists. §
= When ordering, state height and chest measurement over =
= waistcoat. Chest sizes :—34, 36, 38, 40. 42, 44 inches. =
= Delivery is made in from 7 to 14 days. Prepaid mail orders =
^ only are accepted, and if the coat does not give complete =
= satisfaction, money will be at once refunded without question, =
= provided garment is returned undamaged within 7 days. =

S SEND YOUR ORDER TO-DAY. 1

1 GEORGE WESTON & Co. I
(Dept. M.C.),

2, Batfi Road,Offices

:

Warehouse
and Stores : In^||rness Road,

Bankers: Barclay's Bank Ltd.,

HOUNSLOW,
Middlesex.

Amazing Result

of ourse of

MAXALDING
The Story of Case B12706 is briefly to'.d

here without comment or emballishment.

At the beginning of treatment—Condition:

Heart dilatation. Great exhaustion and weak-
ness. Measurements : Weight, g st. 4 lb. Height,

5ft. lin. .Neck, iz^in. Chest (expanded), 36in.

Waist, 3oin. Forearm, 8Jin. Biceps, loin.

Triceps, gin. Thighs, JtSin. Calves, I2jin.

At the conclusion of treatment three months

later—Condition : Heart, normal. Lungs,

perfect. Health splendid. Measurements

:

Weight, 10 St. 7 lb. Height, 5ft. i^in. Neck,

I5in. Chest (expanded), 44iin. Waist, 32in.

Forearm, loin. Biceps, I3in. Triceps, iiin.

Thighs, 23in. Calves, I4in.

The three Branches of MAXALDING are :

THE CURATIVE TREATMENT, which eradicates

Functional Disorders, and strengthens the

heart, lungs, and other internal organs.

THE HEALTH COURSE, for men and women
who are organically sound, but lack Nervous
Energy, and desire to be absolutely fit. Also

for those who desire to be as bright mentally

and as. beautiful physically as Nature intended

them to be.

THE GREAT STRENGTH COURSE, prepared

for men who desire a very fine development

and, man's crowning ' Glory—Great Strength.

Write for the Booklet entitled "MAXALDING,"
and in your letter please state whether you
desire to eradicate a Functional Disorder, to

develop a Perfect Body, to increase Energy, or

to acquire Great Strength. The enquiry will

cost you nothing and commit you to nothing,

yet your desires may be reaUsed beyond your

expectatidus.

=n

C26

MAXALDING,
22, New Stone Buildings,

Chancery Lane,

I
LONDON, W.C.2.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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fcT re€id^,i^
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NEW RUBBER THIGH BOOTS

Sizes

5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11.

17/6
PAIR.

1/- extra
carriage.WONDERFUL BARGAINS

ex-surplns and Bankrupt Stock, motor cycling helmets

24x2
Hutchinson Rubber Studded

24 X 2{
Clincher de Luxe Rubber Studded Heav

26x2
Hutchinson Brookiani;s R.S
Palmer Cord Heavy

26 /2i
Dunlop Heavy
Macintosh Chain
Bates Special Heavy
Palmer Cord Heavy
Palmer Cord
Rom Combination
Avon Combination
Avon Sunstone
Wood-Milne Combination
Beldam Combination

26 X 25
Palmer Cord Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy .

Palmer Cord
Dunlop Heavy
Dunlop Extra Heavy
Avon Tricar
Hutchinson Passenger R.S

26x21x2}
Avon Rubber Studded
Avon Heavy Rubber
Hutchinson Rubber Studded . .

.

26x25
Rom Combination
Macintosh Chain
Hutchinson Rubber Studded . .

.

Dunlop Heavy
Avon Sunstone
Wood-Milne Extra Strong
Wood-Milne Special

. 22/3

26/-

26/5
34/6

36/.
32/3
34/9
34/9
34/9
41/9
38/9
32/9
46/-
35/-

35/3
27/9
35/9
35/9
41/-
32/9
32/9

24/8
29/6
33/-

45/-
35/9
33/-
45/-
42/6
34/6
31/7

650 V 65
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 40 /-

Palmer Cord Light Car Pattern 41/6

650 65 for Voiturette Rims.
Duniop Steel-studded 47/6
Dunlop Three-ribbed 45 /-

Dun'OD Grooved 42/6
Burnett Grooved 30 /-

26x3 or 650x65 Rim.
Equivalent to 700x80 for (5'^o < (15 Rims.
Englebert Touring Rubber Studded . . . 30/-
Englebert Passenger Rubber Studded . 32/6
Englebert Superior Reinforced 37/6

700 75 to fit 650 65 Rims.
Hutchinson Sma I Car Three-ribbed .. 55/-

700x80 to fit 650x65.
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 45/.

28 3 to fit American Rims.
Dunlop Heavy 45/.
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 45/.
Wood-Milne Extra Strong 32/6
Wood-Milne Extra Strong Three-ply 28/-

CLIPPER BELTS. NEW. Clearance Stock.
Oft. Oin. X Jin 11/6
8ft. 6in, X 3in 13 /-

8fi. 6in. X Jin 14 /-

• W.D.

A fine assortment to suit all tastes.

British manufacture, by the makers to the

Air Services during the war. All finest material

throughout.
If you have never felt the comfort of using a helmet,

try one. You will then realise what you have missed.

The assortment we offer you does not contain any
unsightly models. They are all manufactured by
specialists in this branch of industry.

Write tor illustrated leaflet giving full particulars

OILSKINS.

BELTS.
to/-

Clearance S'ock.
i'in 10/-

CLEARANCE BELTS.
8/6

NEW TUBES in all sizes, 7 /- each ; Butt-
end, 6d. extra. Also CLEARANCE TUBES,
with one small vulcanised patch by manu.
facturers, otherwise quite new ; 5 /6.

6fi 6in.x}ii

NEW PEDLEY BELTS.
6ft. 6in.x Jin

6ft. Oin. X tin.

The above lines are sent 7 days on approval,
and forward passenger train, carriage paid.

Remember, the reputation and guarantee of
Emanuels is behind all we sell.

Motor
Cyclists'

Water-
proof

Combination

Suits.

Actually worth
£3 3s. each.

Our price

25/-

Motor Tyres stocked

in ail sizes Prices

on application.

H. EMANUEL & CO. (tyre factors)

27, Belgrade Rd., STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16.
stores : 37a, Balls Pond Road, DALSTON, LONDON, N. Telephone: Dalston 3161.

In answcrinri this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C29
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GENUINE SALE
End of Season Clearance Bargain.

Many actually under cash price.

SWEEPING REDUCTIONS.
CASH. EXCHANGE. EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

Brand New 1921-22 Models at greatly reduced prices. These machines

are very sHghtly shop soiled, but carry the usual makers' guarantee.

List Price.

MATCHLESS, Model H, standard, spare wheel, etc. .. £185 o

MATCHLESS. Model H, standard, spare wheel, 2-seater £191 lo

MATCHLESS, Sports, spare wheel, etc -£tSo o

Dynamo lighting, £15 extra.

INDIAN. Powerplus Combination, electrically equipped £226 o

INDIAN Scout, electricallv equipped, speedometer .. £172 o

NEW IMPERIAL Combination, all-chain drive £160 o

NEW IMPERIAL, 2| h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-st'r £80 17

ARIEL Combination. 7 h.p., dynamo £186 o

ARIEL 4 h.p. Combination £i33 o

ALLON, 2i h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter £75 o

LEVIS, 2i h.p., single-speed £60 o

Our Price.

£160
£165
{155

£175
£135
£135
£70
£160
£120
£67 10
£52 10

List Price.

CALTHORPE 3 h.p. Combination. d\-namo lighting . . £110 o
CALTHORPE, 2J h.p. 7.A.P., 2-speed £69 6
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed, all-chain £127 10
WOLF, 4 h.p., 3-speed, Blackbunie engipe £110 o
COULSON, 2^- h.p., 3-speed, spring frame £91 o
COULSON, 4 h.p., 3-speed, spring frame £102 o
NEW COMET, 2I h.p., 2-speed. clutch, and kick starter £69 6
DIAMOND, 2j- h.p., 2-5peed, clutch £84 o
WOOLER, 2j h.p., Brooklands model £96 o

O.K., 2j h.p., 2-speed £59 -17

DUNELT 4I h.p. Comb., spare wheel, dynamo lighting £150 o

Our Price.

£92 10
£62 10
£95
£90
£85
£92 10
£60
£67 10
£82 10
£52 10
£140

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1921 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electrically equipped, C. and M. dc Luxe

Sidecar, disappearing hood, windscreen, mascot, etc. ;
cost £290

three months ago ; unscratched the most handsome outfit on

the road •
r

; ',:

'

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sports, 5 h.p., and Swan Sidecar, fully

equipped, all lamps, speedometer, as new ; run under 1,000 miles

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9 h.p. Combination, overhauled, re-

enamelled, all lamps, horn, powerful outfit *115

1910-20 A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting, horn, speedo-
'

meter, windscreen, hood, disc wheels, and spare wheel
;

carefully

used, and in new condition throughout

J920 ZENITH 8 h.p. Countershaft, and Zenith de Luxe Sidecar,

Lucas electric lighting, horn. Easting windscreen; perfect

condition ; "A." : * * *

'

1920 ZENITH 8 h.p. Countershaft, and de Luxe bulbous back Sidecar,

fully equipped, all lamps, horn, speedometer, as new
1915-16 ZENITH 5 h.p. Countershaft and Swan Sports Sidecar, all

lamps, horn ;
exceptionally well preserved *95

J919-20 ARIEL, 4 h.p., and Watsonian Monarch Sidecar, electric

lighting, horn. Easting screen •

J»f
1919 ROVER 4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped ; most carefully used £34

1920 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., djTiarao lighting, -spare wheel, etc., hood,

and screen
;
perfect condition *'*^

1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, hood, and screen, all lamps, horn,

speedometer ; as new £115

1919 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all lamps, speedometer ;
as new

in every respect *^*'^

1916-17 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed, re-enamelled Indian red, tally

equipped ; very fast *" 10

1916 DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., re-enamelled makers' colours, all Jamps,

horn ; as new ^6^
1915-16 DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., finished makers' colours £55

£195

£125

fISO

£135

£130

1919 HOBART,
2,'J h.p., 2-speed, all lamps ; as new £42

J0i6 HOBART, 2} h.p., 2-speed, all lamps £35
1918 TRIUMPH 4 h.p. 3-speed Countershaft, thoroughly overhauled,

re-enamelled, semi T.T. or touring bars £80
1914 TRIUMPH and Coach-built Sidecar, Grado gear, all lamps, horn,

speedometer ; exceptionally well kept £55

1914 BRADBURY, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and coach-built Sidecar,

fully equipped, excellent order £60
1920 NEW HUDSON, 2j h.p.. 2-speed, aluminium footboards, lamps,

and horn £55

1919 ROYAL RUBY 8 h.p. Combination, re-enamelled, and thoroughly

overhauled, new Sidecar £115
1916 ROYAL RUBY, 2.V h.p., single-speed J2 10
1918 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, re-enamelled, and thoroughly

overhauled £115

1917 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, fully equipped ; been stored for

two years ; snip £110

1916 ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed, all lamps, horn, thoroughly over-

hauled £55

J920 S.S.A., 4j h.p., 3-sp., all lamps, as new ; £85. Or with new S'car £105
3915-16 JAMES 4i h.p. Combination, all-chain drive, lamps, and

horn, thoroughly overhauled £89

1918 P. & M , 3.V h.p., 2-speed, re-enamelled, and thoroughly over-

hauled, al liamps Solo, £68. Combination £90

1920 WOOLER, 2| h.p., variable gear, all lamps, horn, hardly used
;

as new £85

1920 MORGAN de Luxe, fuUv equipped, all lamps £155

1919-20 MORGAN Aero, special bodv ; cost £275 Our price £175

1914 MORGAN Sports, all lamps, etc £105

1920 TAMPLIN, all lamps ; run under 500 miles £120

1916-17 WOLF, 2.1 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, aluminium
footboards ; "just been thoroughly overhauled £37 10

The above machines have been thoroughly overhauled, and are guaranteed for three months from date of purchase. Al! are tax paid.

SIDECARS.
SWAN SPORTS, brand new, shop-soiled. List price, £33. Our price, £25. A.B.C., bulbous back, de Luxe, any colour, any fittmgs. Usual price, £30.

Fittings for all makes. Reduced to £24.

OTHER SIDECARS IN STOCK FROM £16 16s.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS—J down, the Balance, plus 7^ %, payable
in 12 monthly instalments.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.,
9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, W. CROYDON.

Open Saturdays nntil 7 30 p.m.

'Phone

—

Croydon 2450.
'Grams—

Trac:<, Croydon."

C30 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

BLACKBUBNE 8h.p., 1921, with Volta (late
Delta) sidecar de luxe, the most etriltingly attrac-

tive outfit on the road, admired everywhere, practi-
cally new, mileage 850 only, tyres unpunctured.
Stepney Road Grip on rear, P. and H. electric light-
ing, Bonniksen, Ace discs, Lucas born, aluminium
number plates, W.B.S., spares, tools, insured, tax
paid, magnificent torpedo sidecar with door, very
roomy and beautilully fitted, switchboard with
ammeter, 8-day watch, and locker, with mirror
mounted in turned aluminium dash, large locker and
luggage platform at rear, neat petrol carrier. Triplex
screen, coverall apron: bargain price, £205, fraction
of cost: owner buying car: photos sent (returnable):
seen week-ends or appointment.—F.V., 12, Grange
Rd,, Gunnersbury, W.4. [2742

Bown.

f) OWjr-VILLIEES, shop-soiled; £50.—Porter, Agent.
-'-' Whitchurch. Salop. [2399

I f Q16 Bown-Villiers 254h.p., splendid condition; £40
-'-•-' —14, Barnehurst Ay.. Erith. f30a£Barnehurst Ay., Erith.

Bradbury.

[3089

T3RADBURY Coachhuilt
-*-* equipped, tax paid

;

Churchfield Ed., Acton, \V.3.

/?h.p. Bradbury Combination, 1919. perfect; best" offer.—392, Burnley Lane, Chadderton, Oldham.

'IQI* Bradbury, 2-speed, countershaft, kick start,
-1- 1* clutch, lamps, horn; £36.—lingley, Thorof.nre,
« ottdbridge.

•

[2845

Combination, fully
£45.—Speechley, 86.

[2799

BRADBURY Combination. 1920, 4h.p., beautiful
outfit, cost £150; £78; any exchange.—57, Ken-

:bury St., Camberwell, London. [2865

BEADBtJRT 4h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-«pee<i, clutch,
perfect condition, all on; any trial: what ofters?

—Write, 9, Oppidans Rd., Primrose Hill. N.W.3. [2368

BRADBURY, 4h.p., Rally sidecar, all chain drive,
new gear box, good running order: £80, or

near offer.—Forster, Rookhope, Eastgate, Co. Durham.
[2780

BRADBURY Combination, conchbuilt. Easting wind
screen, 3-speed countershaft, kick starter, lamp.

fiu^ accessories: great bargain, £47.~10, Butterworths'
liarage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streat-
Uiim 2813. [9145

Spare Partis :

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs Agents.—Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [1047

Brough.
WHAT Reasonable Cash Offers'—1916 3i,(;h.p. 3-

speed Brough. only used one season; evenings.—
[20, Marlborough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3.

[X0122
3JLh.p. Brough, Model N, 2-speed, o.h.v., fitted with
2 sidecar, brand new body, recently overhauled by

iiimufacturers; best offer.—252, Bolton Rd., Atherton,
II. Manchester. [2911

\rEW 1921 S'/jh.p. Brough Flat Twin, overhead valves.
-^ 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, all chain drive, touring

Buodel;

makers' price £130, bargain price £110.-22.
todney St., Liverpool. [2472

VTEW 1921 3'/.jh.p. Brough Flat Twin, overhead valve'.
-^ 3.<ipeed Sturiney-Archer, ell chain drive. T.T.
porting model: makers' price £130. bargain price £110.
-22, Rodney St., Liverpool. [2473

ROUGH Late 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, new £40
Dunhill sidecar. Royal Easting. . 6 volt electric

ighting, tax. insurance, powerful, perfect, only used
eek-ends; cost over £200, sell £148.—Skidmore, 18.

hatswcrth Gardens, Acton, W, [2409

Brown.

Bih.p. Brown, Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn, tools,

2 good tyres, licensed, just overhauled; £30, or

ear offer; also Bancroftian coachbuilt eidecar, com-
pete, £15.—McDonald, Bungalow, Kelvin Rd., Ipswich.

[3158
B.S.A.

3.S.A.—All models always in stock ; delivered any-
. where.

B.S.A. Replacements by letiim. Write for replace-

ment catalogue.

S.S.A. Specialists ; County Cycle and Motor Co-
Broad St. Birmingham. [3248

Whit-
[2398

Jh.p. 1921 B.S.A. Combination, as new; £150.-
* Ajlply, F. H. Jenkins, Wallingford. [2431

3BAND New Shop-soiled B.S.A. Model H2; £103.
—Jones Garage. Muswell Hill, London. [2991

BRAND New Shop-soiled B.S.A. Model K2; £100.
—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [2992

8.S.A. 1921 Models in stock.—Porter, Ag«nt. Whit-
church, Salop.

I^EW 1921 Twin B.S.A. Combination; £164.—
Bounds, Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.

[2597

IJEW 1921 41/ih.p. B.S.A. Combination; £142.—
ly Bounds, Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn, N.W.

[2599
|5.S.A. Clutch Model, dropped frame^ new tyres, belt,

1^ lamps
_- -- . . , ^£26.-50, Marlborough Rd., Coventrv

[X0170

WE ARE OFFERING THE FOLLOWING
MACHINES AT THE REMARKABLY
LOW PRICES SHOWN, IN ORDER
TO REDUCE STOCK PRIOR TO OUR
REMOVAL INTO LARGER PREMISES.

INDIAN— IQ2I (June), 7-9 h.p. combination,
electrically equipped, tax paid, equal to new
cost ^230 £175

SUNBEAM—r92o, 8 h.p. combination, Magdyno,
extra large Henderson Elite Sidecar, spare wheel
and tyre, Bonniksen Speedometer, ':ax paid,

magnificent turnout .- £175

SUNBEAM—I92r, 3I h.p. Sports Model, fully

equipped, tax paid, indistinguishable from new,
only three weelvs old £135

RUDGE-MULTI—Late model, 3! h.p., clutch,

equipped, brand new tyres, tax paid, bargain £27
ZENITH—I92r, shop-soiled only, 5 h.p. Sports
Model £105

SUN— 1919, \"illiers engine, tax paid, good con-
dition £32

HARLEY-DAVIDSON—r92o, Combination, fitted

de luxe sidecar, electrially equipped, hood and
cover, screen with side-shields, many extras, tax

paid, low mileage £150

A FEW OF THE NEW MACHINES FOSl
WHICH WE ARE AGENTS.

ENFIELD—8 h.p. Combination, 2-speed,

clutch £160
ENFIELD—2i h.p., 2-speed, clutch £60

ALLDAYS ALLOlM, 22 h.p., 2 sp., clutch £75

LEA-FRANCIS, 5 h.p. twin. 3-sp., clutch £135

LEA-FRANCIS, 3.I h.p., ditto £125

ZENITH, 5 h.p.. sporting model £115

ZENITH, 6 or 8 h.p.. ditto £128

ZENITH, 5 h.p.. clutch model £131

ZENITH, 6 or 8 h.p., ditto £144
MATCHLESS H or H2 Combination,

•screen, spare wheel and tyre £185

MATCHLESS ditto, sports type £180

SCOTT, 3} ri.p., 2-speed £130

SCOTT, sih.p., 2-speed, sports model „ £130
NORTON, 3* h.p., 3 speeds, kicl:-star4 .;. £132
NORTON, si h.p., fixed gear £93

NORTON Big Four, 3-speed. kick stirt.. £135

P.&M.—4jh.p., 4-speed, tuUy equipped
combination £150

P. & M., 3^, h.p., 2-spee(l, clutch , illj J

EDMUND, '22 h.p. Blackburne, 2-specd,

clutch," spring frame £93

A.B.C. Skootamota OBers

SIDECARS. Large selection by leading manufac-

turers. Sidecars can be fitted 9n any maks
of machine immediately.

Comprehensive stock of Second-hand Motor Cycles

and Combinations always available.

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
CFFICIAL STURMEY-ARCHER STOCKISTS.

PARKER'S
BOLTON MANCHESTER
Bradshawgate,

Tel.: 1348.

245, Deansgate,
Tel.: Gen. 86 1.

•>•"**"""**•?

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 41/ih.p., all-chain drive, latest new 1921
model; £100.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester.

[2624

B.S.A. Late 1919 4i/lh.p., large Canoelet sidecar, hood,
screen, etc.; £105.-26, Dynevor Ed., Stoke New-

ington. [2429

B.S.A. Combination, 1919, hardly used, condition as
new, lamps, etc.; £75.—Coliard, 12, Station Parade.

Muswell Hill. [3153

1 Q16 B.S.A. 4i/;h.i)., S-speed countershaft, taxed,
it/ piinipped: bargain, 49 gns.— 5, Addison Av., Hol-
land Park, W.ll. - [3020

B.S.A. 4Vlh.p. Combination, Model K., 1917, all on;
any trial; a genuine bargain, £80.—Hazeldene,

Craven St., Melton Mowbray. [2603

1Q16 4>4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, run about 6,000
-*-v miles only, perfect throughout, fully equipped:
£70.-114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [3135

B.S.A. 41/lh.p., Model K., new Sept., 1920, Uttle used,
splendid condition, Cowey horn, lamps, tools : £70.

or near ofier.- Oldrid, Boston, England. [2449

4Uh.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch.1 Q19 B, ,, . ...
-i*/ and K.S., all-chain drive, splendid condition:
£95.-J. Powell, Shawbury, Shrewsbury. [X0140

B.S.A. S^/^h.p., 2-3peed, free, hand and loot control,

good running order; 38 gns. ; exchange lightweight

and cash.—W., 83. Button St., Greenwich. [2856

6-7h.p. 1921 B.S.A. Combinations, shop-soiled only;
reduced to £158/10 cash, or easy terms.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [1849

B.S.A. 4i4h.p. 1919 3-speed Combination, all chain,

excellent running condition, gas lighting, screen,

trial; £115.—Owen. Post Office, Amberley. Sussex.
[2513

B.S.A. Combination. 1921, as new. speedometer,
lamps, mirror, wind screen; bargain. £140.

—

Chatfield, Grosvenor Gardens Mews Bast, Victoria,

S.W.I. [2563

1Q21 41/ih.p. B.S.A. Combination. Lucas lamps,
-L«7 Cowey. Easting, etc., good as new; £125.—
\rthur G. Daw. B.S.A. Agent. 114. Brixton Hill,

S.W.2. [3136

B.S.A. 1921 4l/4h.p., chain-belt combination, perfect

condition, insurance, tax. horn, spares; £115. or

highest near offer.—17, Princess Rd., Crumpsall. Man-
chester. [X0163

1 019 4^h.p. B.S.A. and large coachbuilt sidecar

i-V (Model K.l, speedometer, lamps, screen, hood,

hoi-n, good condition; £90.-47. Hazel Ed.. Keusal

Else. London, N.W.IO. [2693

B.S.A.' 1917 4'4h.p. C.B. Comhin.ltion, complete with

lamps, hoiu, speedometer, and Easting wind screen,

in excellent condition, and as new; bargain, £95.-24.

Grosvenor Ed., Forest Gate. [2497

BS A 4>.lh.p.. 1920, all chain, delivered April last,

torpedo sidecar, all accessories, insurance, etc.,

perfect, smart outfit; £115; any trial.—Kia Ora
Woodgrange Av., Laindon, Essex. [3051

BS A 4i4h.p. Combination, latest model, all chain

drive, unused: £140.—Vivian Hardie and Lane.

Ltd 23. Woodsto-k St. (oft Blenheim St.). New Bond
St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [2403

BARGAIN.—Late B.S.A. combination, countershaft

3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, lamps, licensed,

beautiful condition: any trial: as new: £55; guaranteecl

scund.-89. East Hill, Wandsworth. [2841

iviii.v. B.S.A. 4l4h.p.. 3-speed, T.T. bars,

._ ..peedometer. electric lieht and horn, Sinks. 2in.

brass exhaust, Tan-Sad. etc.; any examination; £90;

stamp. photo.-Riley. Church St.. Flint. [2560

BSA Late 1920 4V4h.p. All-cliain Combination, lug-

gage grid. Easting, handle-bar and foot clutch, me-

chanically perfect, smart appearance ;
trial; ilOO. ™

nearest.-Box 6.667, c/'o The Motor Cycle. [2665

BSA. Specialists. All models in stock; easy pay-

ments:—Authorised West End Agents, Vivian

Hardie and Lane. Ltd. ('Phone: Mayfair 6559). 23..

24 Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.) New Bond St.,

W.l. [0657

4l'hp. B.S.A. Combination. 1920, excellent condi-

4 tion lamps mechanical horn, speedometer. E.ast-

in" lu"gage grid and spares, spare cover and tube;

fl°2'5- appointment.—Young, 22a, Hillside Gardens,

Highgate. [2379

BS A —A motor cycle worthy of its name 13 the
' B S A ~eWe have always in stock at least three

models,' Model K. Model H. and 6-7h.p. twin; imme-

diate delivery; all spares in stock; trade supplied.—

Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [0379

BS.A. 1916 4'4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, chain

drive, specially designed 2-seater sidecar for a<:lult

and child, lamps, horn, tools, overhauled last year by

makers, fully insured to March next, licence paid;

£65; owner bought car.-Corney. 96. Ulleswater Rd..

Palmers Green, N.14. ('Bus 29.) [2391

OPORTING

Campion.
CAMPION -J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination,

on; £37.-17, Heaton Rd,
perfect, all

Mitcham. [2753

Oihp Campion-Jap, new mag., lamps, new tyres;

/*2 cost £48, sell £35, carriage paid.—Streetn, V

Giecndale Terrace, Whitwell, near Mansfield, Notts
[255'j

letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, pit

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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C^
Common, S.W.4.

[0509

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE Junior, 21/ih.P., 2-speed; £20, or ex-

change.— 17, Heaton fid.. Mitcham. [2752

1 Q20 Calthorpe-Jap, 2"/ih.p., 2 speeds, in nice con-

X«/ dition, fully equipped; £639.—Maynard, 8, Silyer

St., Enfield. [503^

(ALTHORPE 1921 Combination actually in stock

for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;
place your orders with the Calthon^e specialists,

Burlington Motors, Ltd.; Clapham
'Phone ; Brixton 2417.

2 ah. p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1914, single-speed, new Thom-
4 fion-Bennett mag., new B. and B. carburetter,

tank newly painted, machine overhauled; reason of

selling, larger machine; £27, or nearest offer.—Bowie,
14, Garibaldi St., Scarborough. [2573

Cedog.

CEDOS 1921 lightweight, 2-speea, brand new, and I

only slightly soiled- £45.-The Lavton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Oxford. [2299

Centaur.
CENTAUR, 3i/.h.p., 2-speed, fine condition; £32, or

with £20 for combination.—37, Leamington Rd.
Villas, W.ll. [2818

Chater-Lea.

NEW 1921 2y.h.p. Chater-Lea, 2-speed; makers' price

£70, bargain price £49/10.-22. Rodney St., Liver-

pool- [2475

Chater-Lea-.Iap.

CHATER-J.A.P. 6h.p.. 3^peed countershaft, Coverley

sidecar, Tan-Sad light luggage carrier, tax paid,

the turnout finished in royal blue; £68.—W. Marriott.

170, Red Lane, Coventry. [X0136

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, hood,
screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, splendid con-

dition; bargain, £60, or near.—Doe, 3, Truro St,

Prince of Wales Rd., N.W.5.

Clyno.

[2822

£35, worth double.—Clyno combination, 5-6h.p., goc

—27, French St., Derby. [31
good.
""'15

1 Q 20 Clyno 2-stroke, 2-speed, h.b.c. clutch, tax, iier-

JLiJ lect; £42/10.—Gray's Garage, TiVatfora. [2962

CLYNO 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, tax paid, in

good order; £40.—Moieton, Manor Houfie. Southani.
[X9916

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, kick start,

splendid order; £66; take Icwer power part.— 57.
' - - • • ' ---— [2864

LYNO Combination, 1917-18. 3-speed, clutch. K.S
lowe
[3119

Kenbury St., Camberwell, London,

c
power.—131, Lavender Rd Battersea.

CLYNO 6h.p. 1918 Combination, perfect, 4 inter-

changeable wheels, light car tyres, 3-speed clutch.

K S . lamps. Klaxon; £75.-66, Perry Vale, Forest Hill

Station, S.E.22. [3205

1020 2iAh.p. Clyno, miIe<Tge under 1,000, lamps,
Xt7 horn' and all accepsoiies, appearance as new and
inechankallv perfect; 39 gns. ; seen after 5 p.m.—96,
Gowei St., W.C.l. [3032

CLYNO 6b. p., 2-.'5peed, like new, and- Canoelet side-

car, electric lieht, £65; also sidecar, complete,
wants renovating, £7; money wanted.—Ross, 21. Wood-
bury St., Tooting, S.W.17. i:3067

CLYNO 2-stroke, 1915 or 1916, in l6vely condition,

smart machine, tas paid, and puaranteed; £36,
or offer.—Entterworths' Garnge, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton
Hill. 'Phone; IJtrentham 2813. [9148

MISS DOOLEY.—1915-16-17 6h.p. Clyno motor
cycles, clutch, K.S.. renovated and complete from

£55 each; thoroughly overhauled,; seen any time
during the day. Also engines and gear boxes for sale,

new and second-hand.—Please apply to Miss E. Dooley,

33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, SAV.8. [3214

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, recently overhauled, 3-

speed, kick starter, mechanically perfect, spare and
interchnngeablB wheels, 'pillion seat, lamps, speedometer,

many spares, excellent condition, insured, licensed; bar-

gaini £95. near offer; must sell; owner going abroad;
appointment only.—R.C.B., 73, Delaware Rd., \\.9.

[1634
Syare Parts:

1LYN0 Spares.—Huge stock ol all parts, bolts.

nuts, gear, clutch, engines, fon^ wheel, and
magneto parts, cheap. Don't waste time writing
others ; write and support an ex-soldier. Stamp,
111 ease.—Llanage, 79, Waverley Rd., Redland, Bristol.

[2561

CLYNO Spares.—We can supply immediately from
stock Clyno parts for all models. Parts "supplied

by us are perfect, not Government rubbish. Write re-

quirements; stamp please.—Claridge's, Clyno House.
8, Chandos Rd., Redland, Bristol. 'Phone: Bristol
5034. [2562

Connaught.
ALLAN GRXJZELIER for new or seeond-hnud

Connanght models immediately.—168, Rfceut
St., AY. Regent 205. [2540

CONNAUGHT 2'j4h.p., 1921, mileage under 500,
Stnimey-Archer 2-speed, kick start, Lucas lamps,

tax paid, fully insured, climbed Porlock and Lyntou

;

what offers? Seen by appointment.—Box 6,505, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [D) [1545

PHILIPSOR?
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's

Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
GEAR COMBINED WITH
FLY WHEEL for all two-

stroke engines. Only adds

about 2 lbs. to the weight of

your machine.

WE CAN FIT SINGLE-

SPEED LEVIS, O.K., and

all 2-stroke engines similar

to the J.A.P. and Villiers.

C^

The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,

Send for Illustrated Booklet,

No gear box friction.

No grinding noises.

No wheels or pinions

to chew up.

ake ? Write u.What your

REDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carriage

Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Eslablished over 40 years.)

'Grams :
" Safety, Bolton." 'Phone : i47Eagley.

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FO«
Coulson.

"I 021 Coulson B^ 2%li.p., 3 speeds aaa^.S.,^silent

ham.

19=1

fast; £7'5.-Bartlett. 11, Albemarle Ed., Becken-
[2505

Below.

Coulson-Jap Sports Model,
brand new, list price 92 gns.;

2-speed, clutch,
our price £68.

—

1 021 Coulson-Blackburne 2^/lh.p., 2-speed, clutch,
-Lt/ kick start, brand new^ special reduced price

£75;
Rd.,

exchanges or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
South Kensington. [3223

COULSON 234h.p. Sports J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch,

brand new; cash £85, or £17 down and 12 pay-.

QC
ments of £6.—Below.

OULSON, 2%b.p. Blackburne, 2-speed, clutch,

brand new; cash £90, or £18 down and 12
monthly payments of £6/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale,

W.9. 'Phone ; Hampstead 1353. [2899 -

.C.H. have a new Uh.p. Coulson, Export 3-spee(l,

kick starter.-5, Heath St., Hampstead (near
[2583

brand new; £90;
122, Maida Vale.

[2904 .

-p.o.c

Hampstead Tube station).

COULSON 4h.p., spring frame,
deferred payments.—Goad,

phone: Hampstead 1353.

COULSON, 1920 4h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed, spring

frame, splendid condition, engine perfect; £80.—
Wilson, 36, Coney St., York. [3058

COULSON-BLACKBURNE 1920 2Kh.p., spring

frame, 2-spe6d, clutch; £50.—Wilcox. 1. Salconilie

Villas, Vineyard, Richmond. Trial, 'phone City 5391.
[2704

lOlS Coulson B 25ih.p., spring frame, horn, pump,
-Lt7 mirror, tools, licence, condition as new: £65.—
Barkworth, Anna Valley, Andover. 'Phone; Andover

95. [2516

1 AA GNS.—Ooulson-B. 4h;p. 1920 combination, 3-

Xvf \F speed S.A.,_ electric lighting, perfect condition

throughout.—347a, New King's Ed., Fulham.
737.

NEW 1921 234h.p. Conl*:on B, Blackburne engine.

Sturmey-Archer S-speed, kick start. clutch ;-

mal;=rs' price £117/12. bargain price £95.-22. Eodncy
St., Liverpool. [2478

OULSON, 1921, bought May, 3-speed, clutch, kik
start, 4h.p., cost £126; seen any time by

appointment; £90, or near offer.-Pope, 62, HoUaii

Park Av.. W.ll. "" " '
""''

(.C

'Phone ; Park 2955.

Putney
[30,27.)

[2839

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE, 2?ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, fnlly

eouipped, insured £70 until July next; what oiSers:

—14, St. James's Av., Gravesend. [2649

1 O20 (April) Covenry Eagle, J.A.P. 2%h.p.. 2 sptfil*,

.L«7 clutch, K.S.. excellent condition, fast, relinb].-,

lamps areessories ; £45.—Box 6,624, c/o The Molor Ciirl,.

[2391

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine.-

Immediate delivery of standard touring machine, -

5-7h p., 3-i3peed gear box, all chain drive, ,£125; c.\m

shoit wheelbase .sporting solo machine, tiuraatee.1 r.5

m p h £135 winner 500 mile race Brooklanda (750

c c class) ; fend for catalogue. Agents sv..niea wLere

not repiesented.-Ooveutry Victor Motor Co.. Ltd., Cov-

entry. ^^^'°

niamond.
19 Dianiond-J;ip 23ih.p., 2-spce<l, like new; £40,

or nearest.-Hill, Bromley Lane, Kingswinforil,

Staffs. .
fSl"*

TVIAMOND, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 1920, 2-speed, good condi-U tion- £39/10.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phout;

Hampstead 1353. [2902

OAh.p Diamond, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., new condi-

/W4 tion- £35; exchange combination with casii-

120, Sutherland Rd., West Croydon. [306<l

Dot.

T O20 Dot-Jap 2%h.p., 2-flpecd. just stove-enamellcr

X*y black and gold, head lamp, horn, licensed, excel

lent order; £45.—Apply, 1, Oppidans Mews, Priiuros'

Hill, London. [2611

OT-J.A.P. 8h.p. T.T. Clutch Model, 1916, ahsn

lutely like new, Biuko 3-,iet. adiustable pulley I

fast, reliable; best ofEer.—Truefitt, Hotel Granville
|

Esplanade, Scarborough.

19^

D^
[X002'

Douglas.
Douglas. Douglas.

Sports Model; £135

"pvOUGLAS.

3.h.p. 2-speed Model; £85.

pSh.p. Clutch Model; £105.

/I h.p.- Combination; £160.

"pvOUGLAS Specialists. Spare parts stocked

piOMPLETE Overhaul-i.

IVIAN BARDIE and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Wow
- " " Blenheim St.), >'- ^—

' °*

Mayfair 6559.
V^'stock"str"(off Blenheim St.)', New Bond
London, W.l. Tel. - -

"

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR Model De Luxe Combination, 8h.p.
Blackburne engine, 1921, unrecognisable from

new, cost over £200, any trial any time; accept £145.
—King, 35, Wellbouse Rd., Barnoldswick, via Colne.

[3120
1 Q21 2^4h.p. British Excelsior, new pattern Villiers
J-U engine, very slightly shop-soiled, complete with
lamps, horn, pump, tools, and licence holder, 2
speeds, kick starter, clutch, open frame; £62.

—

Mobility, Andover. [2658

F.N.
4-OYL. F.N.; 2 speeds, clut<^h, drop frame, good con-

dition, hcensed; £35.-10, Kemball St., Ipswicli.

„ [2614
f>23, or nearest.—2t4h.p. F.N., tax paid, accessories,
c** just been overhauled.— 199, Harlesden Rd., Willes-
dcn, N.W.IO. [2435

F.lsr. 2i4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, shaft drive, horn, taxed,
goes splendid; bargain, i21.— 136, Ravensbury

Hd., Earlsfleld, S.TV.18. [3245
"p.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed, hand clutch, kick starter, all
J- accessories, discs, very nice condition ; £48.-365,Kmg St., Hammersmith. [2826

Francis=Barnett.
20 25jh.p. Prancis-Barnett, clutch and kick start,

2-speed. fully equipped, perfect condition; 58
gns.; exchanges or deferred.-Edwards, 60, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington. [3224

Harley.Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons

;

from
£120.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

£65.—Harley Combination, 1915, exceptionally good
worth £95.-27, French St., Derby. -[3116

"(11121 Harley, electric model, double sidecar: £185.J-ir -Phillips, 20, Wightman E-d., Harringay. [2957
"1Q19 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, electric model,
^„ , all accessories; £115.—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill. London. [3011
TTARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, 2-seater sidecar, allA-L accessories, tax paid; £79/10.-365, King St.,
Hammersmith. [2830

A LLAJS- GRFZELIEE for new or second-hand
Harley-Davidson models immediately.—168. Regent

St., W. Regent 205. f2543
"1 016 Hurley Combination, mag., electric lights, re-J-«^ cently overhauled, good running order; f SO — 60,
Portland Ed., Worthing. [X0041
TVrEW 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Model P., complete,
J-^ shop-soiled; £135.—Dickinson and Adams, Ltd
Motor Engineers, Luton. [2789
"NJEW 4h.p. Harley-Davidson Sports Model, complete,
^^ shop-soiled; f 12fl.-Dickinsou and Adams, Ltd
Jlotor Engineers. Luton. [2738

1 Q20j.Harley-Davidson Combination, excellent con-

Bj f.'^",'?"'
fl'SO; electric light, etc.-ll. Cedar

Kd.. Cricklewood, 1N.W.2. [2421

1Q19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, dynamo-^" lighting, an excellent outfit; great bargain
£100.-114, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [3133
"P.O.C.H have a smart 1920 electric Harley and
-t. coach sidecar; bargain.-5. Heath St., Hamp-
itead (near Hampetead Tube Station]. [2584
1Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, dynamo-y lighting, disc wheels, etc.; £110.-28, Woodford
(d., Forest Gate, E. 'Phone: Stratford 2598. [2876
fTARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, good condition
*-»- new tyres, tax and insurance paid; any trial- f lOo"
r nearest offer.-44, Whitley Wood Lane, Reading. '

I Q21 4h.p. Harley Sports, speedometer, lamps, brandLtf new; £1,12; £53 under list; exchanges or de-
erred.-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
°°- [3229
IQ20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, justL^ overhauled by makers, lamps, horn, speedo-
neter. hood, etc., splendid condition; £115.—Ferrari
Ufred St., Leeds. [3079
I Q 21 Harley-Davidson 4h.p. Flat Twin, run 1,500,-*' dynamo lighting, speedometer, mechanical horn,
ax paid; £120; exchange.—Newnham Motor Co., 223
iammersmith Rd., London. [2895
CTAELET-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 191S Combination,
>--«- new tyres, di^cs, screen, etc.. guaranteed perfect,
IX paid; reasonable offer; seen evenings.—17. Edith
•i.. West Kensington. 'Phone: Western 1395. [2509

I

Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, mag.^v model, fully equipped, acetylene lighting, speed-
uieter, horn, tools, excellent tyres, discs, tax to Decem-
er; must sell; accept. £105.—V.M., 24, Sheffield Ter-
l»ce, W.3. ' f [3167
ICTAELEY-DATIDSON 1920 7-9h.p. 'Combination,
\*~ electric lighting, hood, screen, side wings : cost
272, accept £150; deferred payments if desired.-
mker's. Bradshawgatc, Bolton: also 245, Deansgate,
lanchester. [X0068
tXAHLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1918, 3 speeds, foot ^

*--- and hand clutch, magneto model, kick starter, i

uaranteed faultless, aluminium discs, roomy sidecar,
ood. wind screen, Tan-Sad, lamps, tools, tax paid •

rial any time; bargain, £95.—Stenney Garages, 77,
almons Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepney, London

[3143

: 1 1 KEjiSs
BB GREAT H

i REDUCTIONS
AMAZING OFFER

: BATES'
S _ SPECIAL HEAVY _,

I ^ COVER & TUBE. ^
H Size Our Price

m 26 X 2i 41/-^
26 X 2A 45/3

26x2i

IVIake.

:6,<23

26 x 2.1

x2i"
26x2

28 x 2,V

28x3'

700x80

Wood-Milne Special

Englebert Passenger
Eni;leliert Touring
Palmer Cord
Be'dam Extra Heavy
Goodyear A.W. Tread
Wooa-Milne or Spencer

Moulton Extra Heavy .

.

Beldam Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Clincher de Luxe Heavy .

.

Wood-Milne Special

Englebert Touring
Palmer Cord Heavy
Kempshall Anti-skid
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy
Hutchinson T.T. Rub -stud.

I
Clincher de Luxe Hea'/y .

Wood-Milne Combination .

Wood-Milne Ex. Heavy .

.

Clincher de Luxe Heavy .

.

Goodrich Satety Tread . .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

Englebert Racing
Wood-Milne Ex. Heav/ .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

Goodyear A. W. Tread ...

Best French Make R.N.S.
Beldam Bulldog

Our List

Price. Price.

25/-
23/3
19/6
36/-
35/-

34/-

30/-
30/-
28/6
27/6
26/10
22/6
37/6
34/6
25/-
Z9/6

32/6

50/-
36/1
29/6
27/6
55/-
47/-
35/-
42/6
35/-
25/-
61/-

48/-
53/-
46/-

53/6
51 /3

6,S/-

44/3
56/>
54/6
53/9
49/-
62/-
5-'/6

63/6

59/9

51/3

102/-

72/3
5S/9

100/-

93/6
loo/g
81/-

83^9

33/-

TUBES NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Our List Our List
Price. Price. Prica. Price.

26x2
26 X 2i

6/6
7/-

10/-

10 1^

26x211
X2t /

8/9 13/3

26x23 8/3 11/3 26x21 . 8/9 12 /Q

28x3, 9/6

BELTS—in standard Lengths:
Silvertown, Lycett, gin. ^in. ^in. lin. ijiu.

Bates, etc. Per foot. 1/7 1/9 2/2 3/3 3/6

FOR DETAILS OF "OUR OFFER"
PLEASE SEE OPPOSITE COLUMN.••••••>••«
These Special Clearance Lines are sent Carriage

Paid on Seven Days' Approval against remit-

tance. Trade supplied. Write t

^^^^^^j
Write to-day, [f]

TheName

ORDER TH E

EKSil I ffiSB TheFirm

'

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE H° VICTORIA.S.WI
98, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.I. & AT
'44.SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
*I P/me address allpost orders to V^xhill Bridge Road.

TELEPHONE;-VICTORIA 6533 fr 6554-

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

TTARLET 1919, -with H.nrley 1921 sidecnr. electric
-*--»- lights, srieedonieter, KLixon horn : tbis machine
h.ns been little u.sed and exceptionally well kept, lookg
new; £130, or near offer.—29. Portland Bd., Finsbury
Park, Loudon, N. [2407
TJAELEY-DAVIDSON Lnto 1920 7-9h.p. Combina-
-»--*- tion, electric model. Easting, double apron, tools,
speedometer, .just overhauled, like new. tax paid, in-
sured all risks, including passenger, 2.000 miles; £170,
bargain; owner bought car.—Williams, 13, Gwydr Ter-
race, Swansea. [2382
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, smart

appearance, just re-enamelled by makers, engine
overhauled, electric lighting, spare parts (outer cover,
inner tubes, chain. Tan-Sad, tools, etc.) ; owner pur-
chasing car.—Any tima between 9 a.m. and 8. Wednes-
day before 1 o'clock, 58. Lavender Hill, Battersea, or
after at 247, Roman Rd., Bow. [2745

H.ARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1920, No. L20T10164,
electric model, disc wheels, mirror, watch, full

kit tools, spares, luxurious C. and M. eidecar, con-
cealed hood, side curtain, Auster double screen, fibre
mat; rea.son for tselling, buying a car; photos if T-e-
quired; this combination is absolutely in first-class
condition, and is open to any expert examination;
cost £284, will accept £190.—Apply, A. H. Brill,
Trouville, Smitham Bottom Lane, Purley. Tel. :

Purley 675. [2776

Syare Ports:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Spares, 4h.p. and 7-9h.p.,
quantity for sale, cheap, new; list on application.—

I'ortlaud Motor Co., Ltd., 53, Leeming St., Mansfield.
[1595

Henderson.
"1020 Henderson lOh.p. Combination, 4-cyl., 3-
-»-*' speed, tyres hardly used; £150.—Jones Garage,
iVluswell Hill, London. [3007

HENDERSON, 4-cyl., just overhauled, renewed, and
bulbous 2-seater sidecar; £95; write trial.—32,

Arcadian Gardens, Bowes Park, N.22. [2657.

"I
Q20 Henderson Combination, as new; deliver to

-*-»^ purchaser within 150 miles; any trial whatso-
ever; sacrifice, £125.-13, Victoria Rd., Sheffield.

^ [2595
TXENDERSON 1920 lOh.p., 4-cyl., 3 speeds, hand
-fi-i- and foot brakes, 2-=eater sidecar, apron, Sanduni
screen. Sterling leg shields, 3 electric lamps, Cowey
horn, Cowey speedometer, spare chain etc., tax paid;
115 gns.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opnosite Chalk
Farm Tube Station), London. 'Phone: Hampsteod 2767.

[2738

Hobart,
BRAND New Shop-soiled Hobart, 2y2h.p. 2-stroke

Villiers engine; £42/10.—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill, London. [3OOI

J.A.P. (Hobart) 4h.p., overhead valve, 90 bore, 2-

speed, free engine, 1914 model, in guaranteed
order

; £38.—Butterworths' Garage. 64, Mill Lane, Brix-
toa Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813. [9144

H
number.

UMBER 2h.p., good order, tax paid; £18; ex-
changes.—76, London St., Chertsey. [2812

HTIMBER 2>4ai.p. Twin, 3-speed. clutcTi. lamps, discs.
very fast; J228.—14, Phcenix St., Euston. [2715

3ih.p. Hiimber and Sidecar, liandle starting, 2-speed.
2 thorougbly overhauled; £48.—Bell, 49, Bouverie

St., Chester. [2612

3ih.p. Hnmber, 2-speed, Bosch, Amac, tax paid, good
2 running order; £25.—Middleton, 56, Leo St., Old

Kent Rd.. S.E. [3242

HUMBER Lightweight, running order, tyrea new,
£23; also 2^Ali.p. T.D.C. 2-stroke engine, nearly

new, £7; cash or exchange.—4, park View, Ingleton.
[X0013

LATE 1914 Humber Water-cooled 3V2h.p., 3-speed.
and sidecar, very little used, first-class going

order, tax paid, lamps, spares, and all complete; £65.—" Journal " Office, Carmarthen. [3139

HUMBER Sy^h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, starter, Bosch.
B.B., Cowey speedometer, lamps, horn, tools, tax

paid, sound condition and appearance; first £38 secures.

—Hayes, 27, Highbury New Pork, N". [2733

HUMBER 3'^h.p. Coachbuilt Canoelet Combination,
3-speed, clutcn, K. start, 3 lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, etc., splendid condition; £40; level exchange,
recent Douglas.—24, Brunswick Rd., Leyton. [2884

HUMBER 1912 3h.p., Bosch, B. and B., Druids,
complete with lamps and horn, tax paid for year,

tyres and belt very sood, and is in good condition.
runs well; £15.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh,
Suffolk. [3060

HUMBER 4i/3h.p. Flat Twin, 1921 model, with
special Griniilay sidecar, fully eouipped with light-

ing set, horn, etc., cost over £170, only used 2 monthe.
condition as new, running perfect; will eell at special
[jrice.—King, Allesley House, Bray's Lane, Coventry.

tX9993
"S Q21 Humber Flat Twin, luxurious Henderson side-
J-iy car, new August, electric light, speedometer,
Cowey horn, watch, etc., lovely outfit, absolutely fault-
less; what offers? Wanted, family Morgan or similar,
water-cooled.—Write, E.H., the Post OflE,ce, Desborough.

[2820

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B22
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (PI
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Humber.

SALE.

3i"-!'-
Humber Combination, coachbuilt, all black,

1916 rebuilt, 3-speed, kick start, clutch, lamps,
splendid condition, sound and reliable; £60, no
oners.—Spencer, Kenwood, Daventry, Northants. [2426

Indian.
Speechley, 86,

[2801

1919; offers; cheap,
[3078

7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model; £32
Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3.

INDIAN Motor Cycle Frame,
perfect.—Norbury Terminus Garage,

1 015 Indian 7-91i.p. Combination, horn, rear Inmp,
J- 17 good order ; £80, or ofler.—Morgan, Lille Barincks,
Aldershot. [2444

~IQ14 Indian
X*/ from new

London.

7-9h.p., 2-speed,
£47/10.—Jones

INDIAN 7-9h.p.,
dition; £60; after 7.-28,

indistinguishable
Garage, Muswell

Hill. London. [3019

1919, lamps and lioru, excellent con-
ifter 7.-28, Minford Garden?, Shep-

herd's Bush, W.14. [2700

"I Q 20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, electric, perfect
-i-*' order, only used this year; £135.—Greenwood. 30.
Hainton Av., Grimsby. [2440

1 Ql9 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, discs, hood, screen,
J-tf smart outfit; £75, bargain; must sell,—207, West-
conibe Hill, Elackheath. [2923

INDIAN 5-6h.p.. fitted irith P. and M. gear, good con-
dition

; ivants assembling ; £25.-1, Springfield
I'ark Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [2855

1 Q19 Indian Combination, little used, smart outfit;
Liy owner going abroad; must sell; first cheque over
£100.—The Got, Leigh-on-Sea. [2436

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting
fully insured, splendid condition; £130, or near.—

Victoria St.

fully
Pram Store: Coventry,

Indian Combination

[SOI64

"I Q 16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination fully equipped,
-»-*^ eplendid condition; offers; after 5.— 7, Gold-

' smith Lane, Roe Green, Kingsbury, N.W.9
O 50.—Indian combination, 7-9h.p.,
1^ large metal sidecar, just had

[3102

2-speeds, clutch;
£10 overhaul.—

Gordon, 30, Parthenia Rd., Fulbam, S.W.6. [3130

£37 Saved; brand new 1921 Indian Scout solo, stan-
dard model, list price £l57; our reduced price

£120.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [2985

£46 Saved; brand new 1921 7-9h.p. electric model
Indian solo, list price £186; our reduced price

£140.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [2982

1 Ql6 3-speed 7-9h.p. Powerplus IndianCombinatioa.
Xt/ electric lighting; £48
Rd., Forest Gate, E.

bargain.—28, Woodford
Phone: Stratford 2598. [2874

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus Model, complete with side-
car, and in very good working order. 1917

1918 model; -£75.—Attwood's Garage, Stafford. [X9997

T.T. Powerplus- 3-speed Indian, road racer, 1916-17,
kick starter ; nearest 59 gns ; not W.D. ; es-

change.—Manager, Old Waverley Hotel, Southport,
[3069

£37 Saved; brand new 1921 Indian Scouts, elec-

trically equipped, list price~£l72; our reduced
price £135.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London.

[2983
-| Q17 7-9h.p. Indian, good condition, 2-speed, kick
Xi/ start, clutch, new tyres, tax paid, speedometer,
electric lights. Klaxon horn; £50.—Hewens, Maiden-
head. [0713

1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian, 3-speed, kick starter, clutch,
X fj electric lamps, horn, first -class condition through-
out : £55.—Lewis, 46, Eorest Drive East, Leytonstone,
E.ll. [2578

Sporting Twin, 3-speed, clutch, equal
:e Triumph or similar, cash either
-222, Albion Rd., Stoke Newington,

[2815

INDIAN sy-h.p,
new, excliani

way; sell £65.-
N.16.

"I Q21 Indian Scout, electric lights, speedometer, new
-Lit' June, excellent condition; £86; exchanges
deferred.—Edwards,
sington.

50, Harrington Rd., South Ken-
[3227

£38 Saved; brand new 1921 Indian Scout Combina-
tions, electrically equipped, list price £203_ , our

reduced price £165.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill,

London. [2984

SPECIAL 8-valve Racing Indian, 3-speed, Senspray,
Bosch, winner Scottish championship and other

speed events this year; £120, or near.—R. J. Braid,
Elie, Fife. [3045

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, 3-speed. clutch,
K.S., hood, and screen, electric lighting, perfect

running order; £63, or offer.~13, Vernon Rd., East
Sheen, Surrey. [2775

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., £23 worth new parts, perfect
running order; £75, offers ; seen 7.30 p.m., and

Sntvirdnv 3.30 p.m.—Silva, 104, High St., Hampton
Hill, Middlesex. [2528

INDIAN 1915 Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed.
lamps, 2 wind screens, tyres in good condition,

tax paid ; best offer, or exchanges entertained .

—

Lebster, 572, Osmaston Rd., Derby. [2686

INDIAN 7-91]. p. Combination, late 1914, 2-speed,
clutch, electric lighting and horn, speedometer,

recently overhauled, tax and insurance paid; £55.—15,
Lamie Park Rd., Sydenham, S.E.26. [2917

INDIAN Combination, 1920, 7-9h.r., electric equip-
ment, many accessories; £135.^ViTian Hnrdie and

Lane, Ltd., 23, Woodstock St. 'off Blenheim St.), New
Bond St., W-l. 'Phone: Mavfair 6559. £2404

£65
£85

DOUGLASSES
DOMINATE
Because there are
no reconditioned
machines which equal
them in efficiency and

reliability.

Fitted with new car-

buretter, new tjTes, new
chain, new belt, etc., and
guaranteed for three

months. Each machine
is fully equipped ready
to ride away. Easy
terms arranged.

2i h.p., fitted with
Vici single lever

carburetter - -

4 h.p, 3-sp , k-
Solo . - - -

4 h.p., 3-sp, k.-3..

Comb., with brand
new Burlington f 1 1 A
sidecar - - - -SrllU

TO 4 H.P.

DOUGLAS
OWNER

1915-18 Models.

Don't risk

broken draw-
bolts. Write
for details of
our clutch con-
version set,

which entirely
eliminates the
trouble.

SEND
FOR

*BERTIE*

A pleasant little fel

low, in heavily plated
brass, 10/6.

Postage extra.

Write, 'pKone, or call.

THE BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO.. LTD.,
7, SOUTH SIDE, CLAPHAM COMMON,

LONDON, S.W.4.

Phone. Brixlon 2417
Wires: Burlington Motors Ctapnam.

Just ly Clapham Cinnmmi Uniergronni Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

£51 .Saved; brand new 1921 7-9h.p. electric model
Indian combinations. We can offer a limited

number only; list price £226; onr reduced price £175.
—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [2981

WAR Loan Accepted, or deferred payments from
approved purclj;iser.—1919 Powerplus Indian eom-

Itination, electric model, excellent order; any trial.—
Offers to D.E.R., 60, Hatherley Rd.. Winchester. [2589

7-9h,p. Indian 1920 Motor Cycle, with sporting side-

car, electric lighting set, in good running condi-
tion, been carefully driven by experienced rider ; what
offers.—P. Pickworth, The Terrace, London Ud., Spald-
ing. [2685

"I
Q15 7-9h.p. Indian, 3-speed clutch, liick start, good

-L«? running order, spring frame model £65, sidecar
to suit £fff; a snip, or exchange for lighter machine
and cash.—Gray and Raynes, 8, Low Rd., Balby, Don-
caster. [3212

1 Q16 Powerplus Indian Combination, Swan s.c, elec-

-I-*' trio or acetylene light, completely equipped, speed-

ometer, screen, tools, spares, etc., handsome turnout
and condition ; bargain, £85.—W., 3, Tictor Rd., Willes-

dcn, N.W.IO. [2539

1O20 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, clec-

-i-t/ trie lighting model, fitted with Easting wind
screen and Brampton patent spring chain, speedometer,
etc.; a real bargain, £125.—Jones Garage, Miiswell

Hill, London. [3008

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, ilck start, hand and
foot clutch, wired for electric light, in excellent

condition, also tyres very good; must sell; best offer

over £50 : trial invited.—Apply, A.W., 7, Beverley Ed.,

New Maiden, Surrey. [3346

INDIAN Combination, 7-9i.p., luge coachbuilt Zep-

pelin sidecar, whole painted primrose and black,

most distinctive outfit ertont, guaranteed perfect; any

trial: £80: instalments, or solo and cash: photos, stamp.

-Potter, Harlow, Beds. [2408

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1914, 2-Bpeed, clutch, kick start,

electric lamps and horn, speedometer, tools, tax,

etc., just overhauled, enamelled, and parts renewed,

condition excellent ; 60 gns.—Duncombe, Laburnums,
Lane Head, Wolverhampton. [X0109 i

INDIAN 1921 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, elec-

trically etiuipped, electric horn, speedometer, abso-

lutely indistinguishable from new, tax paid; £175; de-

fetjed payments if desired.—P.arker's, Bradshawgate.

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate. Manchester. [X0069 i

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921 i

Indian motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed'

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2,

Southport. Tel. ; 607.

20 Powerplus Indian Combination, engine 73E172,
dynamo, electric and bulb horns, Orto 3-pane

wind screen, hood, side curtains, mirror, spare long

chain, tube, lamp bulbs, valve, all tools, ujileage 2,500;

trial bv appointment after 6, Saturday all day; £135

—Skeat, 120, Cranbrook Ed., liford. [2654

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3 speeds, kick

starter, new engine, Goodyear tyres (excellent con-

dition), T.T. handle-bars, carrier, large head light, tail

lamp, Prest-o-Lite cyl., large metal toolbox, tools and

pump, tax paid, £69/10 ; 1917 model, practically jndis-

tinguisliable from new, V" I"'''!; i59/10^Smith'6 86,

Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station),

Loudon. 'Phone; Hampstead 2767. 1^759

Synre Parts:

TNDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Bri-xtou

Ed ('Phone Brixton 3129), can supply all 7-9h p.

from stock, new, including all types oJ

, distance no
iiastbank St.,

[0650

192

forks.

[1594 Ij

parts -- ^ ,.

They also specialise in Indian repairs.

Ivy.

1 O20',!. Ivy, 2-speed. kick start, cciuipped; 48 gns.—

i-fJ 9'. Church Ed., Harlesden. [2926

Ivy Lightweight, 2!,Jh.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,

spares, new condition; bargain, £50.-28, Middle-

ton Ed., Banbury. [2796

FRANK -WHITWOETH. Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham, wholesale Ivy agents, have all models

in stock, including lady's model, price £69; get list.

[0710

ISLE of M.in T.T. Ivy, ociual T.T. macliine, Ms
only been used in the race, fitted with close intio

3-pepd gear box. all chain drive, exceptionally large

tank, special wheels; snip, £75.-22, Rodney St., L"vw-

pool. [2479

SPECIAL 2iih.p. o.h.v. Racing Ivy-Gieen, guaranteed

in "perfect mechnuical r^onditiou. fr-inie just re-

plated throughout, new tyres fitted, winner of over 12

firsts in npeu competition; price £65.—W. Oilmonr

Smith, 136, Benfield S_t., Glasgow. [1754

Ixlon.

LATE 1920 Ixion, Villiers 2-speed, fully equipped;

£50. or exchange with cash for- late Triumph.—
116, Cambridge St., Pimlico, S.W.I. [2565

Jamea.

DA.N GUY, Weymouth.—1921 4l4h.p. James Com- r

bination from stock; price £155. [0690)

1Q19 James 2'ih.p., 2-speed, fine order; £35.---
J-JJ Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [3017 ,.

E22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Nev=a=Car.

NER-A-(?AK.—The wonderful nevr 2-wheeler :
price

66 pus. I'urchnse one of these delightful mncbines
I

from Cleiuent Butler and Co., 32, Borough High St..

Loudon. [2970
Norton.

pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Norfcohs.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at new reduced
prices.

BIG Four, chain drive, £120; Model 16H, Si/jh.p.,

3-specd. T.T., chain drive, £115. Write for re-

vised price list; easy payments only 4% extra. Buy
you machine direct from the Norton specialists. The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0625

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton Big 4 combination,
£177: sports model. £132; from stock. [0696

NORTON 3V.h.p., 3-speed, Model 16H, very fast

machine; £115; quite new.—Marston, 31, Bridge
St.. Chester. [2621

NORTON 1921 Models.—Sole district agents, Wesses
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury,

'Phone; 72. [0718

ALLAN GRTJZELIEB for new or second-hand
Norton models immediately. — 1 68, Resent

St., W. Regent 205. [2545

: 1 Q21 Big Four Norton Combination, fully equipped,
J-t' condition excellent; £112;^ exchanges or de-
ferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. [3228

NORTON 3y2h.p., B.RS. engine, purchased Nov.,
1920, do 65 m.p.h., lamps, lioin. etc., in,=ured

for £125; any reasonable offer accepted.—Porter, Agent,
\Ylutchurch. Salop. [2397

HALIFAX.—Norton new 1921 SMih.p., sporting, £80;
3V2h.p-, 3-si>eed, £115; Big Four, 3-speed, £120;

reduced prices; exchanges quoted.—Motor Exchange,
Horton St., Hahfax. [2667

NORTON.—Immediate delivery Big 4 and 16H
Models; spare parts always in stock and sent

per retjrn. Call wire, write, or 'phone 4042.—G. H.
Tucker, the Norton Rider, Agent, and Specialist,
Redcliffe Hill, Bristol. . [2289

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Norton motor cycles and combinations, for im-

mediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market Value allowed; distance no
object.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Elastbank St..
Southport. Tel. : 607. [0644

N.S.U.
3ih.p. N.S.U. Combination, 2-speed, free engine, ride
2 away; £30, or nearest.-Lucas, Edmacot, Nur-

1
sery Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [3055

N.S.U. Lightweight, pretty machine, running crder,
any trial; £24; take push cycle part.—57, Ken-

bury St., Camberwell, London. - - [2862

N.U.T.

N.U.T. 1920 SV'h.p., Magdyno, perfect, and
£115.—Holmleigh, Baring Rd., Grov*

S.E.12.

as new;
rove Park.

[2420

N.U.T., 1920. Magdyno lighting, excellent condi-
tion; £100.—Chambers, 60, Creffield Ed., Col-

chester. [2417

£85; 1921 N.U.T., as new, SVjh.p. twin sporting, 3-

speed.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge
^d., S.E.I. [2255

N.U.T. I920V2 3y2h.p., dynamo lighting, mileage
small; £110, or near.-Burley, Jun., Old Bedford

Rd., Luton. [2741

BRAND New N.U.T., complete with Lucas electric
lighting, shop-soiled only; £120.—Dickinson and

idams, Ltd., Motor Engineers, Luton. [2787

N.U.T. -J. A.P., Lucas dynamo lighting, brand' new,
for immediate delivery, shop-soiled only; £125.—

E. Pollard, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [X9269

NEW 1921 5h.p. N.U.T., with dynamo lighting, elec-
tric horn. 3-.?peed, kick start and clutch; makers'

price £145, bargain price £96.-22, Rodney St., Lir^r-
pool. [2477

N.U.T. 1920 SVah.p.. dynamo lighting, tax paid, as
new; £110; deferred payments if desired.-

Parker's, Bradshawgale, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate,
, Mancheeter. [X0070

N.U.T. 314b. p.. 1920, dynamo, splendid condition;

,

£88.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23, Wood-
stock St. [ofl Blenheim St.). New Bond. St., W.l.
'Pboue: Mnyfair 6559, [2405

N.U.T., 1920, special machine, Sh.p. Precision en-
gine, 28X3 tyres, Magdyno, ammeter, Henderson

Elite sidecar, screen, apron, Rushmore searchlight, 2
accumulators, magnificent condition ; cost over £300,

]

accept £ 1 90.-Moore, Moorville. Allerton Av., Harro-
gate Rd., Leeds. . [1475

O.K.
1021 O.K.-Villiers, Mark IV. engine, 2-speed, as
J-"«7 new, perfect; £47.-19, High St., Whitechapel.
E.l. [2723

O.K. 2^ib.p., splendid condition, 2-8peed; £55; T.T.
,

bars.—H. Farris, The Ferns, Piddington, West
Wycombe, Bucks. [2609

O.K. 2^h.p., 2-6peed, lamps, horn, etc., nearly new
tyres, excellent condition; £35. or offer.—High-

tieids, East Chiltington, Lewes. 2441

COPPEN,ALLAN&CO.
Sole Distributors for

READING
STANDARD

The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle

READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p. Solo.

including dynamo lighting £163

READING STANDARD, 8-10 li.p., Com-
bination, as above, with M.P. Sidecar . . £198

READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p. Com-
bination, with "Plus One " Sidecar hood,
and screen £225

A few transit soiled machines left at

£14rO
Complete with Dyno Lighting.

(( PLUS ONE

"

A Single or Double-seater
Sidecar at will.

^"iw^sf^. ." V

Specification. Sidecar body and chab=iib itimshed m any ona
of the six standard colours) Coverall apron, complete with turn
buttons. Adjustable lamp bracket. Aluminium step plate. Self-
locking sidecar wheel stand. 26in. or 28iii. wheel tyre. Four point
su3i>ensioo, complete with steel sidecar lugs for attachment to
READING STANDARD. SUNBEAM, 3.i & 8 h.p. ZENITH. EVFIELD
Harley-Davibson, Triumph. Douglas. 4h.p. Blackburne
s H p. B.3.A,. 4 & 6-7 HP. RuDGE. 6 H.p. Henderson, Ex-
celsior (American), British Excelsior, Indian Ace
MATCHLESS, A J.S., JAMES, ETC.. ETC.

SO Gns. Complete.

Body only £27

MP
CANTILEVER SPRUNG SIDECARS.

3S Gns. Complete.

89, Great Portland St., LONDON, W.l
Telephone": Langham 1601.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

O.K. .Turiior, new, 1921 single-speed model, £38;
O.K. Junior, new, 1921 2-speed model, £57.—

Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [2618

O.K.-J.A.P., 1917, 2 speeds, clutch,- all on, foot
plates, aluminium exhaust; £35, or offer.

—

Burrows, College Av., Maidenhead. [2908

O.K., 1917, J.A.P. 2%h.p.. 4-stroke, 2-8pccd, lamps,
etc., splendid condition: £46: owner bought

combination.—Skippon, 15, South Terrace, Esh ^Vinni^g,
Durham. [2577

Omega,
OMEGA-J.A.P. 2";Jh.p., July, 1920: £50. cost £83/14.

— Goodey, Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Barnet.
[2692-

OMEGA-VILLIERS 2%h.p., 1921, all on, good
condition, tax paid: £45, or nearest offer.—Gray,

9, Princes Sq., Bayswater, W.2. [2570

OMEGA-J.A.P. 2llh.p., August, 1920. 2-speed, clutch,
kick start, fully equipped, condition excellent

;

£50; Mansaeld-Letters, Box 6,681, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [3238

P. and M.
£40.-1918 P. and M. ; seen evenings.—Kennaid, 75,

Yerbury Ed., Upper I-IoUoway, N.19. [2518

Itlie SV'h.p. 2-Speed P. and M., overhauled; bargaiu,
-13' £45.-1, Bellingham Terrace, Oattord. [2853

1Q18 P. and iVI., just overhauled; £55, or ofler.-
JL*y -Jones, 75. New St., Kennington, Loudon. [2737

P.
and M., 2-speed, etc., Tan-Sad, lamps, horn,

pump; £50.—Dayii, 53, Lennard Rd., Penge.
[2003

P.
and M. Combination, 1919, overhauled, taxed,

accessories; £70; otter.-50, Haverstock Hill.

N.W.3. [3053

3ih.p. P. and M. Combination, 1920; 3695; tax
2 paid.—Wauchcpe's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

London. [1853

3ih.p. P. and M., excellent condition, tools, etc.; any
2 trial- £65.—Thomas, Mansfield ViUa, Binley Ed.,

Coventry. [X0080

-| Q1I8 r and M. Combination, perfect order, good
i-tJ appearance; £70.-73, Mortimer Ed., Kingsland.

London, N.l. [2430

Pand M , Feb., 1920, excellent order, lamps, horn,

speedometer; £65.-Soundy, 52, Berkeley Av..

Reading. [2375

P.
and M. Late Model 3Voh.p., 2 speeds, fully

equipped and perfect; £47.—62b, Highgate Rd..

Kentish Town. [2572

1ft 21 P and M. Solo, brand new, not registered;

Xif first cheque for £100 takes it.—Bates, 4.

Pasture St., Grimsby. [2592

P.
and M., 1918, excellent condition throiighout.

lamps. Klaxon, insurance, tax paid; £56.-Abbott.

22, Fairfield Ed., Chelmsford. L2600

1 irkl8 P. and M., excellent condition, very fast, tyres

i-iJ and tubes as new; bargain, £55.-Bo.lton, 28.

nenzil Ed., Willesden. N.W.IO. •
12482

1018 P. and M.-Empire Combination, lamps, speed

JLU ometer, screen, insurance, etc., splendid out-

fit; £65.-201, London Ed., Croydon. L2//4

P.
and M. and Sidecar, E.A.F., new engine, gears,

chains. 1919 2-speed, kick start, lamps, horn; £65-

-George, The Blanquettes, Worcester. L^004j

£48 —P and M. combination, 2-speed, kick start,

Bosch, lamps, horn, electric inclusive, thoroughly

reliable; offers.-Joy, 5, Park St., Brighouse, Yorksh|re^

Pand M. 3'Ah.p., new appearance and splendid run-

ning order; acetylene lighting; £30 ; ride avvay

;

will teach novice.-H. A. Charwood, T.M.O.A., Totten-

ham Court Ed., W. [2857

Pand M, autumn 1919. with sidecar, not W.D.,

fully equipped, speedometer, tax, insurance,

recently overhauled; reasonable offer.—Mucklow, 9.

St. George's Sq., London, S.W.I. [3105

Pand M. 1921 3i/'h.p., standard model; list price

£115- very slighfly sliowrooni soiled, usual makers'

guarantee given ; £95.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holj;

well St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Oxford. [230o

Pand M, 1917, W.D., painted blue, speedometer,

Klaxon, copper exhaust, 3 toolbags, tax paid, looks

dnd, but mechanically sound; £40.-King, c/o 3, Holden-

hurst Rd., Bournemouth. Seen at above address. [2442 \

Svnre Parts:

P.
and M.—Incomplete machines from £17/10; 1913
renovated machines, as new, guaranteed, £55.—

Below.

P.
and M.—Thousands of new and second-hand parts

at miles below list.—Below.

Pand M.—Engines from £11, gears £5, frames 25/-,

forks 70/-, wheels 45/- pair.—Below.

P.
and M.—Carburetters 45/-, magnetos 5d/-, chain
case (magneto) 6/-, valves complete 5/-, saddles (new)

27/6.—Below.

P.
and M.—Chain cases 32/6, footboards 12/6 pair,

tanks from 18/-, Eenolds chains 15/-.—Below.

P.
and M. Speciahst and agent, Lewis M. Inman,
Durham Rd., Sealorth, Liverpool. 'Phone: Water-

loo 296. [8507

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o£ the issue. B25
Motor Cycles advertised by orivate owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

and M.—All parts in stock for P. and M.'s
-H.

send
Beardwood,

[9524
stamp ; P. and M. specialist

147, Burlington St., Liverpool.

P.
ami M. Parts.—Magneto chain covers, complete with
back plate, 4/-: gear chain case, with detachablo

fovere:, 14/-; footboards, with bolts, 12/- pair; silencers.

7/6, with extension pipe 10/-.—Brett Bros., Stanningley.
Leeds. [2491

Handle-bars 5/6, front forks 18/-.

I'ront

stands 15/-, frames 12/-; crank cases, flywheels, eon-
nectin{>: rods, timing wheels and cases, £5 ; cylinders
£1, timing wheel cases 7/-. Ample stocks.—Pas Garage,
Chapel Side, Moscow Ud., Bayswater. [7526

P. and M. Spares: _

front staya 3/9, gears £3, foctrests and

P. and S.

PEARSON and Sopwith, 1920, Villiers engine, 2-

speed, as new; £35.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. [X0102

Paragon.
PARAGON 2-stroke, 2-speed, spring frame, unridden;

£55; exchange Triumph or similar.-Alderton.
Hardwick Rd., Reigate, Surrey. [2883

Peugeot.
PETTGEOT 3V>h.-p., Bosch, single speed,

£22.-17, Dyer's Lane, Putney:
sacrifice

[2732

PHCENI5 3i^.h.p.

plated exhaust,
66. "Wells Rd., Bath.

Phoenix.
Sporting, single speed 'bus, long
topping condition; £30.—Palmer.

[2460

Precision.
31.h.p. Precision .Tuuior. 2-srecd, free engine, speedo-

2 meter, &\] on; £30, or exchange for Syoh.p.—
Turl, 86, Walton Rd., Man6r Park, E.12. "[2702

2JLh.p. Precision Junior, 2-speed, perfect order,
2 enamel and plating as new, tyres good,

mechanical horn, licensed; £18 for quick sale.—248,
Bentley Rd., Doncaster. [X0128

PRECISION Combination, 4i4h;p.. 3 speed, clutch,
mechanically soimd, appearance good, new tyres,

taxed; £38. Wanted, lower powered machine.—Lewis,
Firs, Llandewi-Skirrid, Abergavenny. [2575

PRECISION 4J4h.p. Combination, 4-speed. kick,
chain-belt, pillion coachbuilt sidecar, underslnng,

repainted, excellent condition, tax, insurance, July
1922; £75.-11, Stanley Gardens, Cricklewood. [2718

Premier.
5h,p. Premier, countershaft, 2-seater C.B. sidecar,

D.A. lighting outfit, speedometer, etc., as new

;

what offers.—27, Maiden Hill, New Maiden. [2779

PREMIER, 3Voh.p., engine rebushed, new cylinder,
saddle, 6in. P, and H. lamps, re-enamelled black

and ^old, tax paid, done 200 miles, sidecar ; £ 38,
near.—56, Elmwood Rd., " Chiswick, W.4. [3123

Spare Parts

:

PREMIER Parts,
.stam ped envelope for

Motors,

Write the specialists," enclosing
. 3 for immediate reply.—Forfield

Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [X0153

P.V.

P.V.-VILLIERS, 2-speed, spring frame, splendid con-
dition, -insured; £45.-172, Sydenham Rd., Syden-

ham. [2725

Quadrant,
£75; 1920 ^Vi-h.p. Quadrant combination, tax paid,

insurance, splendid order.—Clifford Wilson, 177.
Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [2256

tf>3h.p. Quadrant, 2-speed, K.S., Bosch, splendid
^4z Older, taxed, genuine bargain; first £25.-3.
Shirehall Rd., Hawley, Dartford. [2909

1 Q20 Quadrant 41i.p. Combination, fully equipped,
-l-t/ licence paid for 1921, all in perfect order and
condition; £90.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London.

[3009QUADRANT Combination. 1920 4i/;h.p., mileage 900,
complete, peifei't, £130 ; al«o <Jliater-Lea 2"j'|i].p.,

1919, 2-speed, little iised, splendid condition, £40.—
Newman, 70, Oakley Sq., Mornington, N.W.I. [2655

Tj Q20 Quadrant Combination, 4^2h.p., S-specd, kick
-i-t/ start, all chain, Easting screen, dissolved acety-
lene, optional luggage grid; £100, or nearest offer.—
Thomson. 76, Brondesbury Rd., N.W.6. 'Phone:
Will-sdMi 59. [2719

THE Sole Distributers and Official Repairers for
Quadrants are the Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 177,

Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. Tel.: Hop 210. All
models; all spares; exchanges; deferred payments.
Second-hand machines. [2251

Radco.
Shop-soiled Radco 2V2h.p., No. 2

Garage, Muswell Hill,
[2997

RADCO 2i4h.p., good condition, Amac carburetter,
new tyres; £28.—Atkinson, 32, Portland St.,

Leamington Spa. [X0106
RADCO 2i/,h.p.. C.A.V. mag., 24x2V2 wheels, lamps

e.xcellent condition
; £25.—Wrfeu, 137. Mofielli

Av., Nnel Park, Wood Green,

BRAND
model;

London.

New
£39. - Jones

N.
Moselle
[2701

ALEXANDER'S
ASTOUNDING OFFERS!

Our Sale of Machines at
Bargain Prices is proving
an unqualified success, as
the prices at which we
are offering Motor Cycles
is unequalled elsewhere.

SWEEPING REDUCTION

STILL ANOTHER
SUBSTANTIAL GONGESSiON!

We realise that, at the present
time of the year, many intending
purchasers of motor cycles are
waiting until after December 31 st

before buying, solely on account of

the full year's Bicence having to be paid

for the remaining part of this year.

As a further special inducement,
we are prepared to pay the tax for
this year on the few remaining
shop-soiled machines which we
are still offering at huge reduc
tions. This concession only lasts

until our present stock is cleared.

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ralelgb.

PREMIER Motor Co. for 1931 Raleighs.

EASY Payments only 4% extra. We can deliTer
to your address within 24 hours the new Raleigh

5-6h.p. flat twin, spring Irame, chain drive; solo, 148
gns. ; sidecar, 176 gns. ; spare wheel and tyre, 6 gns.—
Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co..
Aaton Ud., Birmingham. [0626

1 Q21 5-61i.p. Raleigh, a« new, tax paid, lamps,
J-t/ horn; £140.—Rusholme, Petergate, York.

[X0125
RALEIGH Solo and Combinations, for immediate

delivery; liberal exchanges.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., London. 'Phone : Ham-
mersmith 80. [2896

Reading-Standard.
READING-STA1SID.\ED 1917 Combination, 3 speeds,,

electric lights and horn, Palmer cords nearly new;
genuine b.nrgain, £85, offers.—29, St. Albans Rd.,
Harlesden, N.W. [2530

Redrup.
REDRUP-RADIAL 1920 3h.p., 3-cyI., 4-stroke, 2-

speed, clutch, kick start, acetylene lighting set,

horn, etc., aluminium footboards, Hutchinson tyres,

2'A gallon tank, tax 30/- paid, in splendid condition,.

fast and quiet; £30; exchange.—1, Albert Cottages,
Marlborough Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E.I. [2793

Rex.
h.p. Rex Comhinntion, 2^pee(3, handle stait, iw-rt

overhauled, powerful; any trial; bargain, £55.-

Compasees Garage, Romford. [2529

5-6h.p. Rex Motor Cycle, absolutely complete and
guaranteed perfect, less mag. and carburetter; £11

lowest.—9. Red Hill, Bassett, Southampton. [3113

B.B., M-L mag.,,

i; after
Kingston Hill.

6^

3ih.p. Res, single speed, T.T. bnr=,
2 hom, tax pjiid; any trial; £28; nfter 7 o'clook.f

—Barnes, 42, Norbiton Av.

Send at ONCE for our

LIST OF BARGABNS.

ALL MODELS TO SUIT
ALL MOTOR CYCLISTS
N.B.—It will be helpful if you
will give us an idea of your
particular wants when writing.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.

272-274, Gt Western Road, GLASGOW.

19=

Surrey.
[2527

SPECIAL OHer of Brand New Sh.p, Rex-Blackburnem
coiiihinntion. detacliable .ivbeels, spare wheel,'

makers' list price £218. reduced to £160 cash; easy

payments only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Ed., Binningliaui. [S0064

TJEX, believed 1914, SV-h.p.. single, Bosch water-
-CV proof. B. and B. pilot jet, P. and H. full lamp i

set, adjustable tappets, largest Lycett's pan seat, alu-n

minium disc wheels, mechanical horn, tax paid, good
tyres and belt, smart, and very fast, good condition i

throughout; £22/10, bargain.—R. Watson, Victoriaii

Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [3059'.i

Rover
ROVER 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, .K.S., latest

new 1921 model; £155.—Marston, 31, Bridge St..

Chester. [2626

'

£25 Saved.—Brind new shop-soiled 5-6h.p. Rover
chain drive solo; £100.—Jones Garage, Muswell'

Hill, London. [2994"

035 Saved.—Brand new shop-soiled 3V2h.p. Rovei'
oW combination; £120.—Jones Garage, Muswell
iiill, London. [2995

FO.C.H. have 1919 T.T. Rover, exceptionally fast,

fully eQuipped.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube- Station). [2582

ROVER 3V>h.p., 3-speed, with new Montgomery side-'

car, everything complete; f75.—Hounslow, 38,"

Normanby Rd., Willesden. [2652

20 (August) T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley, all.i

accessories, mileage 1.800, unscratched; £70.—
Heady, 44, Alma Rd., Carshalton, Surrey. [2949;'

-| Q 20 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. engine [twin),'

-L*/ baldly used this vear; £120, or near; bargain;

ill-health cause of sale.—Nag's Head, Canterbury. r2695>

3ib.p. Rover Combination, September, 1919, fully

2 equipped, licence, excellent condition; £85.-
Swallow, Willowgaith, Rose Valley, Brentwood; Essex,

[2832

1 O 20 SV'h.p. T.T. Rover, sports, as new, h.b.c.

Xt/ Philipson, long plated exhaust, fully equipped
£70; exchange considered.—11, Banbury St., Battersea,

S.W. [2821

1 O20 T.T. Rover, 3y2h.p., Philipson pulley, original

X«7 Dunlops, 650x65, fully equipped, a delightful

mount, and perfect in every particular; 58 gns.—
Maynard, 8, Silver St., Enfield. [3037

1 (ffel? Rover 4h.p., C.B. sidecar, lamps, horn, tools i

i«^ good tyres, new Tan-Sad; £80.—Lawrenson,
Oroxton R-d., Middlewich, Clieshiro. [3145

OVER 5-6h.p. Combination, 1918-19, splendid out-

- - fit, particularly fine engin?. Easting, lamps, horn,

tools, spares, licence paid, fully insured to April, owner
bought car; £100.-96, Ulleswater Rd., Palmer's Green,

N.14. ('Bus 29.) [2892

5 h.p. Rover, large, comlortable sidecar and chassis,

S-siieed, clutch, large mudguards, horn, tools,

luggage carrier, speedometer, licence, insurance, ex-

cellent condition, and fast, new Easter. 1920.—Station
Garage, Bath Rd., Hounslow. ' [2746

20 Si/^h.p. Rover, S-speed, chain-cuni-belt, indis

. - tingiiishable from new, low mileage, electricalij

equipped, Cowey speedometer, thoroughly overhauled l)i

makers August, fully licensed, insured, and equipped
£95 _w. T. Rooerott, Heathfield, Sharpies, Bolton.

[2601'

11°

19=

E26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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.

jjQ14 Hud^e, lamps, Iiorn, in sood order;
jy ley, Tliorofnre, Wooubridge.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

£26.—Ling-
[2844

tUDGE 3'^h.p., clutcll, tyres, good lamps, fast;
£35.-14, Phoenix .St., Euston. [2712

919 Rudge Multi, overhauled, equipped; 55 gns.

—

8, Leigham Court Drive, Leigh, Essex. [2823

iiih.p. Rudge, discs, new Binks, licensed, cheap:
'2 exchange.—Norbury Terminus Garage. [3072

JRAND New Shop-soiled Rudge Multi 3V>h.p.:
> £80.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [2993

»UDGE Multi, 1921, Siih.p., T.T., new June, in-
^ sured; ^£75.-Simpkius, 27, Old Town, Clapham.

[2825
919 Rudge Multi 3l/i;b.p., unscratched, as new;

£60.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London.
[3013

921 Rudge Multi, I.O.M., practically new, iully
equipped; £70. — 72, Longridge Rd., Earl's

urt. [3103

) rPGE, Sept., 1921, exceedingly fast, Cowey, and
I insurance: £83.—Ellison, Fernrille, Greenroyd,
,if;ix. [2486

lUDGE, 1920, I.O.M., clutch, pedal start, Lucas
J accessories, spares; £65.—40, Fauconberg Rd.,
iswick. [3068

-6L.p. Rudge Multi, 1914, with PLcenix sidecar, ex-
.'lleut running order; £55.-139, Church Rd.,

ldinf:ton. [2357

riii:E Hulti T.T. Model. 1921, very slightly shop-
-"iled; first cheque tor £75.—G. H. Tupliug, Ltd.,

it-]iinch, Salop. [3147

riiGE Multi, 1914, very good condition, new Uun-
' lop tyres and belt, Tan-Sad, acceasories, complete;
.5.—I'ayne, Anerley, S.E.19. [2500

^21 Rudge Multi. LO.M., lamps. Klaxon, condition
-

' i>crtect ; any trial ; mutit sell

Catmos Villa, Oakham.
first ofler £65.—

[2963

"120 31J1.P. Rudge
-^ equipped, unscratched, guaranteed perlect; £60.

'Lh-p. Rudge, thoroughly overhauled and enamelled,
'^ accessories, tax paid: £40.—Shepherd, Enfield
1 hway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0340
" rDGE Multi 1921 3V'h.p. T.T. Model, shop^oiled;
- list price £85; what oi!er~?—Peacock, 219, High
I, Eiilluim. 'Phone: Soutliam 170. [2406

Multi, mileage 500, fully
ranteed perfect: £60.

-itham, 114, Junction Rd., Highgate, N. [2767
" UDOE and C.B. Sidecar, 3r.jh.p., 2-speed, clutch,
. K.S , lamps, mechanical horn, licence: £45.—
I All, Prospect House, Vicarage Rd., Thetford. [2748
" rUGE Multi, LO.M., 1921 (April), Luras lamp,
J lutrn, Cowey trip, tax, insurance; cost £95: mile-
;i 400 : £75.—Barlow, 40, Ashbourne Av., Golder's
I ?n. [1471

II 21 3i4h.p. Rudge, I.O.M., T.T., £85; 5-6h.p. and
-I" 7-9n.p. Rudge Multi combinations, soiled, £130
n £150. — Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.:
X^tham Cross 31. [0707

IC'DGE Mnlti, late 3'Ah.p. model, clutch, ,ind pedal
starting, fully equipped, tax paid, brand new tyres

a 1: £27.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton: also 245,
Lisgate, Manchester. [X0071

JUDGE Multi Combination, delivered August, 1920,
Easting screen, lamp set, tax paid, under 2,000:

fi, or exchange,—Bruton Mews Garage, 8-25, South
~ ' " Phone: Mavtair 4282.

[2425
•B on Mews, Bond St., W.l

ire Parts:

C E Banister and Botten's advertisement
*.. Spares for Rudge parts.

^ E Banister and Botten's advertisement
.- Spares and save money.

under
[2871

under
[2872

Scott.

i21 Scott 3%h.p., slightly shop-soiled; £120,-

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

manufacturers of
Accessories. Patents. Specialities,
POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS

I
Price as illustrated (less bulbs and wire) £6 7 6

Set B1—For Sidecar Combinations.

^S'QI>
Price as illustrated (less bulbs and wire) £6 15

Set 01—For Medium Solo Machines.

ii.m

Gibb, Motors, Gloucester. [3141

C OTT Latest Touring Model, absolutely new;
K, £110.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [2622

^ )TT 3?4h.p., water-cooled, fast, powerful, any
k trial; £48; take lightweight part.—57, Kenbury

,

S^Camberwell, London. [2863

C 3TT Combination, fully eanipped. overhauled and
I- renovated eQual to new; £80, or nearest.—125,
Al ns Park Rd., Walthamstow. [2511

319 Scott, engine No. 3805, and Dunhill sidecar,
lamps, spares, excellent order, trial; £65.

—

S^!y, 88, Princes Av., Watford. [3100

120 Scott Motor Cycle, in perfect order and con-
dition, tyre.? nearly new; £90. or near offer.

—

DiMowat, Astley Hou-se, Bolton. [2533

COTT 3^4.h.p., 1915, overhauled makers, all acces-
^ scries, foot /hand gear control, Bosch, Binks,
ty new, enamel good; £55, or exchange.—Ainsworth,
62 Victoria Rd., Romford. [2948

120 Scott Combination, electric liglifg. fully
equipped, excellent condition, mileage 2,700

;

CO £191/10, accept £110, or good solo and cash. (See
Eiiange.).-Jowsey, Brook St., Scarborough. [2690

C)TT 1915 3Kh.p., sporting sideonr, topping con-
V dition, engine recently overhauled by makers,
tai *, horn; any trial; quick sale, liest over £70 secure*.
—laham, Motor Uouee, Cliftonville. Margate. [2455

Price as illustrated (with bulbs—less wire) £3 15

H.A.H. COMPLETE REAR SETS.

Fig. 573, Rear Lamp,
7/6 each.

Fig. 560, Side Lamp,
7 / 6 each.

f'ostage extra on the abovs.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 2226, " Keyage, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES
Scott.

FOR SALE.

SCOTT, 1919^1, Binks, Palmer tyres, T.T. bars. Ace
disc3, gas and elecbric lighting:, recently over-

hauled Godfrey's, perfect condition.—Seen 489, Upper
Richmond Ed., S.W.14. £60, or offer. Gibson. [3129

Scout.
1 020 Scout Combination For Sale, all accessories,
-*-*^ just overhauled; what offers ?—Write or call.
Savage, c/o Abery's, Porchester Mews, Cleveland Sq.,
Bayswater, [3101

Slager.
^INGT^m ^'Ah.p., sin8:le. inf sound, good condition;

£26.—Harvey, 5, Baldock St., Ware, Herts. [2930

1Q15 Singer 2T^.p., 2-speed, clutcIi, splendid coudi-
-i-*y tion, tax paid, been stored 2 years; £24.—Wad-
low, Orpingtou, Kent. [2916

SINGER Combiu.ntion, 2-speed countershaft, excellent
running order, new coachbuilt undersluug sidecar,

good tyres; £65.—Kent, 69, Blinco Grove, Cambridge.
[2616

Sparkbrook.
OPAEKBROOK, 2-speed sporting, new 1921 model,
k5' unused; to clear £60.—Browns' Garage, Kirbymoor-
side. [2501

Spur,

1 Q19 Spur Villiers, 2-speed, snip, nearly new;
X*? £40.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London.

[3015
Sun

SUN-VITESSE 1921 2-stroke, 2-3peed, all on. new
condition; £55; part e.xchange other cycle.—Rex,

Bridge Restaurant, Taunton. [2782

SUN, 1919 fixed geared model, 2»/ih.p. Villiers en-

gine, tax -paid, good condition; £32.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deausgate, Manchester.

[X0075
Sunbeam.

WANTED, buver for a snipe Sunbeam combination;
£110.-164, St. John's Rd., Hyde Rd., London,

N.l. [2707

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, accessories, tax, like

2 new; £125; cheaper part.—Walter Jones, New-
port, Salop. " [3066

1 019 Sunbeam SV-b.p., absolutely as new, very
Ai/ posh: a snip, " £100.—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill, London. [3014

-| 021 Sunboom fMay) Sporting Model, electric lamps,
-L«/ perfect condition; £135.—Wren, Sycamores, Har-
penden, Herts. [2374

1Q16 sy^h p. 3-speed AU-cliain Sunbeam and Sidecar,

-i/ excellent order, 2 new tyres; £85.-0. Barton,

Clapham, Yorks. [0714

1 "B 019 3V'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Lucas, speed-
-Ltf ometer, perfect ; sacrifice £95, no offers.- 7, Gilv

[

son Sa., London, N.l. [2964

ALLAN GRUZELIER for new or second-hand
Sunbeam models immediately.—168, Regent

St., W. Regent 205. [2546

SUNBEAM Sh.p. Combination, 1919, electric light,

. speedometer, new condition; £125. — Ratcliffe

Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W, [X0103

SUNBEAM 3i/o.hp. Combination, brand new, for in>-

' mediate delivery, shop-soiled only; £1'75.—E.

Pollard, Broomiield Ed., Chelmsford. ^
[X9263

SU'N'BEAM 1919 Sh.p., double seated Henderson side-

ear, electri.' lighting. Klaxon, di,=cs; price *U0.—
Ernest Hobbs, Little Faringdon, Leehlade. [2376

1Q20 Sunbeam 4h.p., fully enuipped, fitted with
-Lt/ sidecar, all absolutely as new: a real bargain.

£125.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [3010

1 Oil9 Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., dynamo lighting,

XSl coinpletelv equipped: photo sent: insured August,

1922; £155.—Wright, 2, Park Rd., Eugb.v. [X0142

SUNBEAM, 1914, 25,lh.p., clutch, kick starter, npce.s-

sories, perfect condition: £60, or best offer.-Write

Box 100, at Horncastles, 60, Cheapside, E.G. 2. [2428

1Q21 3V>h.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam, small mile-

X.*J age, " delivered late July, excellent condition;

£125; London, W.l.—Box 6,557. c/o The Motor Cycle.

HALIFAX.-Sunbeam 1921 new 3i,tJi.p. touring, 135

gns.- 3Wi.p. spoits, 130 gns. : reduced prices; ex-

changes (luoted.-Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[2666

SUNBEAM Solo, 1919, lamps and horn, in splendid

order smart machine; £75.—Bntterworths' Gar-

age 64 Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Stroatbam

2813. [9151

T 020 3i»h.p. .Standard Sunbeam, mileage 3,500, com-
Xt7 plete with all accessories, licence paid, perfect

£115.—Coggins, The Hall. Raunds, Welling-
[2608

condition
;

borough.

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p., with sporting sidecar,

dynamo lighting, all accessories, very little

mileage, condition as new; £165.—Marston, 31, Bridge

St., Chester. . [2623

LATE 1920 Semi-sports S'/ah.p. Sunbeam and C.B.
sidecar to match, perfect, onlv done 2,000, Lucas

lamps; £140, or nearest.—C. Wheatley, 30, Royland
Ed, Lougliborough. [X0130

UNBEAM Combination, black and gold, 1919, lamps
and horn, been thoroughly overhauled ; £85.—

Bntterworths' Garage. 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hili.

rptona: Streatham 2813.

S^
[9150

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date oS the issue. b37

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

"I Q21 3Volr.p. Sunbeam Combiriation, brond ne-w.

J- *y mnkeis' gnninntee, Luras accessoiies ; 150 gns.

;

solo machine pnit pavment.—Pike, 114, Draycott Av.,

Chelsea. Tel.: Ken. 137. [2648

SUNBEAM Combinntion. late model, 8h.p. M.A.G., 3
speeds, interehangeiiltle wh^;els, spare wheel, lamps,

licence, screen, apron, etc. ; nearest £125 ; exchanges
-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3174

1 Q21 Sunbeam, T.T. model, mileage under 1,000,
J-t? enamel and plating unscratched, Cowey horn,
aluminium number plates, perfect, fast, silent; £l34.
—Lavin, Old House, Sonning,' Berks. [3207

SPECIAL Sporting 3V'.h.p. Twin M.A.G.-Sunbeam
(photo " The Motor Cycle," Aug. 25), un-

scratched, it: best over £100; evenings.—120, Marl-
borough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. tX0123

SUNBEAM 1921 .^'/oh.p. Sports Model, fully equipped
' tiis paid, absolutely indistinguishable from new;

£135 : deferred payments if desired.—Pai'ker'^s. Bzad-
fihawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Detmsgate, Manchester.

[XO073
SUNBEAM 1918 SVoh.p. Model, witJi sidecar, com-

plete with all accessories, excellent condition;
£110; deferred payments if desired.—Parker's. Brad
shawgate. Bolton; also 245. Deansgate, Manchester,

[X0072
WANTED, purchasers for any model of new l92i

Sunbeam motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed.—R. Bamber
and Co., Ltd., 2, Eaetbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607.

[0648
SUNBEAM Latest 3V->h.p. Touring Model, £155/8;

3V2h,p. sports model, £152/5; in stock; ex-

changes.—Cambridge agents, Herbert Robinson, Ltd..
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel.:

995. [1332

8h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, delivered Dec, 1920, com-
plete with spare wlieel, horn, wind screen, Lucas

light car ffenerntor and lamps, in splendid condition,

bought car; £220.—Daniels, Lightpill Iron "Works
Stroud, Glos. [2465

SUNBEAM Late 1920 ZV-^.V- Sports Model, trials

machine. 700x80 tyiet*, new condition, Luc^s
lamps and horn, Mills-Ful'ford 4-point connection side-

car, hood. Cameo wind screen, and luseaee carrier, a
perfect combination; £140.—G. Lee, 48. Irving Rd.,

Coventry. [X9998

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, late model, a magnificent
outfit, complete with all accessoiies, including hood,

screen, spare wheel, electric lighting, etc., guaranteed in

perfect order; must sell this week; meet buyer any-

where: £165, or near offer.— 1, Guildford Rd., Pendle-

ton, Manchester. [X0052

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p- Model, Lucas Magdyno light-

ing, extra large Henderson Elite sidecar, inter-

changeable wheels all round, bulb horn, spare wheel and
tvre. Bonniksen speedometer, tax paid, first-class con-

dition throughout: £175; deferred payments if desired.

—Parker's, Bdadsliawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,
Manchester fX0074

t.d.c. -

1 Q15 4h.p. T.D.C. Frame, drop top tube, Saxon
xXf forks, wheels, 3-speed, clutch, mudguards, front

and back stands, carrier, handle-bar, covers, engine,

mag., carburetter, for above; £22 lot.—Prout, Canon
St., Taunton. [2803

Torpedo.
TORPEDO-PRECISION 2S/lh.p., 4-stroke, counter-

shaft 2-speed, engine rebuilt by makers, tyres good,

lamps, licence: £35.—Underwood, Woolpit. Suffolk.
[X0083

Triumph.
TpREMIER Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at reduced 1922
prices.

TYPE H., 4h.p., 3-speed, £105; Type S.D., chain
drive, £115; Type L.W., lightweight, £65; sidecars

from £20 to £50; easy payments only 4% extra. Buy
direct from the Triumph Specialists, The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0627

CROSS. Eotherham, can deliver all model Triumphs
at reduced list prices. [X0115

TRIUMPH SV^b.p., 2-speed. tax paid; £27.-Barfield,
7, Fairfax Rd., Hampton ^Yick. [X0015

1 18-19 Triumph, all accessories; any trial; perfect;
J-tl 55 gns.-40, Aynhoe Rd., W.14. [2936

£118 secures 1921 model Triumpb, sidecar, guaranteed
perfect; co.st £169,-1, Endsleigh Gardens, Ilford.

[X9994
APRIL Triumph Chain Combination, as new, acces-

sories, tax; £129.—Moss, Beecbam's, St. Helens.
. [2795

p'/l GNS.—1918 Triumph, a snip. 'Phone: WausteadOv 48.-374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.
[3185

BABY Triumph, £50; genuinely first-rate order, all

accessories.—Harold Fallon, Mount Boone. Paign-
ton. [2977

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph all-chain
combination, £ 175 ; Baby 2-strokQ, £70 ; from

Btock. [0623

3 Hi. p. Triumph-Minerva, tax paid, take 2 anywhere
5 £20, oflers.—G. G. Fuller, Crown Hill "

vt.T IT

TAYLORS
Sole London & District Agents for
A.J.S. & Britisii Excelsior Motor Cycles.

GENUINE
STOCKTAKING

BARGAINS
At prices and upon terms which

defy competition.

All BciELrtcl New 1321
IVloun-fcs —Showroom Soiled

Surrey.

B28

[2462

ZENBTH 19" 5 h.p. Sports
ACil^B O Model. Cost price
£ir5. £25 down and 12 payments
of £6 17s. rid., or cash £102. £25
PRf M '921 3^ hp. Com-

«M> iTBi bmation. Cost price

£155- £30 down and 12 payineuts
of £8 los. 2d., or cash £125. £30
f^Emi^ita bination. Cost price

(j-50. £z- dovrn and 12 payments
of £9, or cash £r32 iffs. £32
MARTINSYDE l',^.
Combination. Cost price £155.

£35 down and 13 payments of

£8 19s. 2d., or eash £135.
£35

Be A lO-i 7 li-P- Combina-*''* tion. Cost price £175.
£38 down and 1 2 payments of

£10 7s. rod., or cash £154.. £38
TRIUrvIPH Combination'.

Cost price £i75- £39 down and 12

payments of £10 15s., or cash

£159-
£39

RALE IGH Combination!

Cost price £184 i6s. £40 down
and 12 payments of £10 4s. lod.,

or cash £i59-
£40

VCMITU 19-' 8 h.p. Com-
ACnil n bination. Cost

price £ry7- i^° dovm and 12 pay-

ments of £10 15s., .or cash £160. £40

A I C 1921 7 h'P' Combina-
.M.O- tion. Cost price £195

£45 down and 12 payments of

^12 IS. lod., or cash £180. £45
The above bargains are a few examples from our

varied stock of high-class mounts, all of which carry

the makers' usual guarantee. Send for complete list

of new and carefully used machines.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycles ancl Cars.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.

Ace stories, Srure Pa'ts and Repairs.

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I
Wlloiesale

—

as, ALFRED PLACE, W.O.I
Garage : Tottenham Court Boad, W.l

Telephones ; Accessories and Repairs, jsruaeum 1240,

Telegrams
Motor Cycles and Cars. Kensington \

"Dynametro, Westcent, London."

.411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

BABY Triumph, 1915, 2-speed, nfiw condition, nrtes.

Bories: £35.-64, Marshain St.. Westminster. [2691

TRIUMPH Combination, coimtershaft, K.S., all on;
£48, or exchange solo.—42, Viaduct St., Bethual

Green. [2549

4 h.p. Triumph (1920), W.D.B., 3-speed, counter-
shaft; a beauty; £82.—Stebbings, Attleborough,

Norfolk. [SllO

10 20 Triumph, Model H, countershait, well
XJ/ equipped, as good as new; £75.-17, St. (Jharles

Sq., W.IO. [2759

£60; 1917 countershaft Triumph, in excellent con-

dition.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge
Rd., S.E.I. [2253

TRIUMPH SVoh.p., clutch, excellent running order,

:ill on- £35^ or near offer.- 119, Lower Bichniond
Rd., Putney. [2661

1 Q21 Triumph, all chain, firlly equipped, as new;
-LJ/ £95.^— Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Kensington. [3232

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3 speeds, and sidecar,

lamps, etc.; £48, great bargain.—114, Brixton
Hill, S.W.2. [3128

BRAND New Shop-soiled Triumph 4h.p., Model
S.D., chain drive; £110.—Jones Garage, Muswell

Hill, London. [2999

1 021 Triumph 4h.p., chain drive, licence paid, not

if done 500 miles; £100.—Jones Garage, Muswell

Hill, London. [3002

3ihp. 1912 Triumph, Armstrong hub, Fellows mag.;

2 £26, or exchange lightweight.—Scott, Old Farm
Rd., Guildford. [2885

TRIUMPH 5y„h.p., just overhauled, Bosch mag.,

good tyres, lamps, etc.—C. Kilby, 1, The Square,

Sawbridgeworth.- [2216.

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 1917, new condition; £58;
exfhiinge Douglas and .caEh.—Oranleigh, College

Sliii, Bromley, Kent. '2639

ALLAN GBUZBLIEB for new or second-h.ind

Triumph models immediately. — 168. r^'-^SJ

St., W. Regent 205. [2547

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p. and Dunhill sidecar, innj

equipped; £90, or exchange new Irght car^—4J

Lovelace Rd , Surbiton. 12481

TRIUMPH, countershait, late 1918, all on, tax paid;

must sell, arst reasonable offer accepted.—73,

Sydney Ed., Ealing, W.13. [2953

1 021 Triumph Junior, perfect, ridden 300 niileS:

-l«7 lamps, horn, licence, tools, and spare belt;:J

£63.-45, High St.. Daventry. ,

[2427

TRIUMPH 1915 Combination, 4h.p., excellent order

3-speed, clutch, kick starter, lamps, spares; S65.

-Leach, 'ijew Park, Axiniuster. L-sest

1 ftl9 Triumph 4h.p. and Sidecar, S-speed, counter-

i-V shaft model, fully equipped; £110.-J<mes,

Gaiage, Mus^'ell Hill, London. LSOlt

TRIUMPH, late 1918,, 4h.p., little used, new condi

tion, 3-speed. Klaxon horn; £78.—ISales, B'wie?

hurst Hotel. Hindhead, Surrey. 12':6!

1 Q 17 Triumph, S.A. 3-speed, speedometer. Klaxon

XU tax paid, splendid condition; £60.-Dealey

Gossems End, Berkhamsted, Herts. [241a

31hp Triumph Junior, 1921, second-hand, ac^

'

a series, tax paid, insured; price f65 --

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. U8=-

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918 4h.p., countershaft, ;

speeds, kick start, splendid condition; £75, c

nearest.— 140, Coulsdon Rd., Caterham. [264

Q K GNS.—3>4h.p. Triumph, 1914, excellent runnin!
'

OO condition, Bosch mag., all on, tax paid.—Knott

c/o McDonald and Gibbs, Wendover, Bucks. . [279:

TRIUMPH Brand New 1921 Model H, new Mont

gomery £32/10 sidecar, nice outfit; bus

realise, £130.-365, King St., Hammersmith, [282:

TRIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, new appearance, pci

feet lamps. Klaxon, etc.; £59.—Lawson, £

Athenlay' Rd., Ivydale Rd., Nnnhead, S.E.15. [320

TRIUMPH, clutch, coac.hbuilt sidecar, lamps, speK

ouieter, complete, tax paid, good condition; nd

away; £35.-Marett, 13, Wellesley Ed.. Slough. [Z66

TEIUMPH, 1920, Gloria sidecar, speedometer, lamp.

horn, condition perfect; £115; exchange highe

power.—Brown, 1, St. Leonard's Rd., Surbiton. [30,

JUNIOE Triumph, as new. owner no time to u.S'

not done 70 miles, new end of Jul/. 1921; wli:

offers? (London).—Box 6.641. c/o The Motor Cycle. [246

TRIUMPH.' 1914. 3-speed, clutch, underslung ne

bulbous back coach, smart lot; £45; exchange

-Taylor. 637. Seven §isters, Tottenham, London.
,

31h.n. Triumph. T.T., just completely overhaule'

2 clutch, lamps, etc.; trial; tax, like new; Ijoagi

car; first over £39.-Long, E.A.F., Duxlord, Caiubs

1Q21 Triumph. Type S.D.. new June, perlec

Ltf Siemens lamps, speedometer, spares ;
£95.

Barrow. Willerby House, East Parade, Harrogate^^

LATE 1918 Triumph. 1920. Montgomery sidecar, ful

equipped, insured, all spares, condition as ne-

nearest f 80.-Thorogood, 305, Brockley Ed.. Brockle

S.F,. -.., '

advertisement, and the date ol the issue,

desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
- Triumph.

1 Q 1 4 Triumph Combination, 41i.p., good condition,
-Lt/ Stewnrt speetloraeter. spares ond tool?, fully in-

sured; nearest £70.—Blooker, 37, Coundon Rd., Cov-
entry. [X0027

TEirMPH all cliain, 1921, mechanically perfect,
frame, tyres likewise, mileage 2,000. accessories,

spares; £95. — V.D., 23, Colliugliam Place, Earl's
Court. [2065

BRAND Nevr 1921 Triumph, ridden half n dozen
times, lamps, Cowey, etc., tax nad insurance, long

pipe: first cheque £108 secures.— Gouldeu, 14, Sutton
St., Hull. [2506

TRIUMPH SVoh.p., 2-epe6d, F.E., overhauled, new
piston, etc., new tyres; £27/10, or exchange light-

weight.—7, Ladbroke Grove, Holland Park. 'Phone:
Park 2620. [315R

TRIUMPH Countershaft. 4h.p., 3-speed, enamel,
plating, and mechanism splendid condition, lamps,

hern, tax paid; 58 gns.—30, Crystal Palace Park Rd.,
Sydenham. [2887

TRIUMPH Combination, as new, lamps, tools,
Klaxon, pillion, spares, tax, insurance, perfect

throughout; £88, or near.—28, Brockenhurst Rd.,
Addiscombe. [2384

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft.—Several second-hand
combinations, guaranteed, in perfect running

condition, from £85 upwards.—Marston, 31, Bridge
St., Chester. [2627

1 Q21 Baby Triumph, electric lighting, Klaxon,
At' watch, tax paid, hardly used, 12 months' in-

surance; £65.—Tel. : Museum 6626. A.S.C., 60, Mor-
timer St., W.l. [31^1

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft Combination, excellent
condition, all accessories and spare parts, fully

insured, tax paid; ^95, or offer.—115, Fernhead Rd.,
Maida Hill, N.W.9. [2918

TRIUMPH Countershaft, 1918, silver C.B. sidecar,

fully equipped, perfect mechanical order, recently
re-enamelled, any trial; £69; exchange solo.—11,
Castlemaine Av., Croydon. [2710

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. All
models in stock ready for immediate delivery.

—

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End,
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. [1348

TRIUMPH 1921 (new June} 4h p. and Gloria sidecar,

all chain transmission, hood, wind screen. Klaxon,
tools, licence paid, not yet nm 500 miles, owner going
abroad.—41. Amott Rd., East Dulwich. [2512

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can give immediate delivery; chain drive, chain-

cum-belt models.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, N.IO

;

and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley. [0382

4h.p. Triumph, -nith Millford sidecar, new this
summer ; £95, including licence and insurance

:

genuine bargain; cash required towards house purchase.
-A.'H., 9, San Remo Parade, Westcliff-on-Sea. [2664

£95. bargain.—1920 Triumph combination, Gloria
sidecar, VTatford speedometer, Millers lamps, Cowey

3 gn. horn ; expert examination invited. 'Phone : Wan-
stead 48.-374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [3184

TRIUMPH 1912 Sysh.p. T.T. Model, fitted with latest
dropped-back frame, brand new tyres, fully

equipped, tax paid, fast machine; £35.—Porker's, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X0076
j1 Q19 Triumph, countershaft, Lucas lamps, horn,
iJL t/ Cowey speedometer, Dunlop tyres, belt, spare
chains, adjustable pulley and belt to convert single

sear; £72/10.—Ecroyd, 73, Leyland Rd., Southport.
[2809

TRIUMPH 1921 4h.p., countershaft. Type H. £115;
4h.p.. chain drive, £125; in stock; exchanges.

—

Cambridge agents. Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35,
Green St., Cambridge. T.A. : Bicycles. Tel. : 995.

[1331
TRIUMPH, 1918. 3-3peed, countershaft. Klaxon,

speedometer, 1920 Mead and Deakin sporting side-

:;ar, electric and acetylene lights, insurance, tax, 100
miles trial; £80, offers.-49, Tottenhall Rd., Palmers
Green. [2559

GLORIA-TRIUMPH Combination, late 1920,
Triumph shields, Lucas King Road lamps, horn,

Blasting, Bonniksen, condition new. small rhileage.
jwner-driven ; reasonable offer. — 44, Harefield Rd.,
>ventry. [X9310

ll^RIUMPH 1919 Combination, screen, legshields,
I X footboards, carrier, speedometer, Tan-Sad, lamps,
lew tyres recently, excellent condition, spares: best
easonable offer. Evenings.—48, Alcester Rd., Moseley,

, Birmingham. [X0012

1 Q 21 Triuriiph Combination, cliain model, Gloria
«-^ sidecar, Lucas Magdyno, electric lighting set and
loru, new last June; cost £200; in perfect condition
hrnuehout, with all spares; what offers?~Box 6,679,
,0 The Motor Cycle. [3240

TRIUMPH, 1914. Mills-Fulford sidecar, 3-speed
clutch, thoroughly overhauled recently by

I
nakers. re-enamelled, all nickel parts re-nickelled,
plendid condition; 60 gns.—Fletcher, 12, Derwent-
ffater Rd.. Acton. [3202

A LMOST New 1921 Triumph Gloria Combination,
tV. \inscratched, trip speedometer, electric light, spring
or.it plates, wind screen, luggage carrier, spares, original
vre^: £140.-Robinson, 109, Earlsfield Rd., Wands-
,01th. Regent 5703. [3166

CLEARANCE SALE.
LAST 7 DAYS.

" SERVICE ' Belted Suit. Made
m Stout Double Twill, interlined
rubber. All seams stitched,
solutioned, and taped, giving
absolute weather protection.
Jacket, D.B., 36in. long, wind
cuils, storm collar, seatless
trousers, leather - strengthened
crutch, gussets, patent fasteners.
All sizes.

Usualprice63/-; Reduce(lto47/6
Same style ia Lightweight Stout

Double Twill-
Usual price 52/6; Reduced to 40'-

SPECBAL SALE LIST
380 only. Genuine TRIPLEX AVIATION
MASK GOGGLES, lined nutria fur. Ex
Government Surplus.
Makers' Price, 42/-. SERVICE Price 11/9.

50 pairs only. One finger DRIVING GLOVES,
Sac wrist, in natural sheepskin, wool-lined,
fingers and palms, tan cape.

Usual Price 7/6 ; Reduced to 4 /3.

POST FREE, UPON APPLICATION,
Only ZOO Pairs

left.

One finger

GREY
HORSE HIDE
Gauntlet Mit-
tens, lined
wool, strong
and durable.
Worth at to-

day's value
17/6 a pair.

5/-
PER PAIR.

POSTAGE 4d. extra.

DON'T DELAY, WRITE TO-DAY.
58 only. Tan Chrome Leather Helmets. I<ined
cotton fleece, fastening with strap and
buckle. U.sual price 18/6; Reduced to 11/8.

34 pairs only. "SERVICE" Legging Overalls.
Made stout double texture mackintosh

;

colourfa-nm. Usual price 18/6; Reduced t0l2/&

HUNDREDS OF GENUINE BARGAINS
"' GOOD SERVICE " Oilskins

are made from an entirely new
material that is guaranteed not
to stick, crack, or let in wet.

Usual Reduced
Price to

7 only Tan Jackets,
38in. long, belted 47/6 38/6

5 only Tan Jackets,
36in. long, i-lined 42/6 32/6

9 only Tan Jackets,
36in. long, unlined 36/- 27/6

5 only Tan Trousers,
seatless, lined . . 27/6 22/8

7 only Tan Trousers,
seatless, unlined 21/- 16/9

289-293, High Holborn,
LONDON, W.l,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q14 Triumph, 3-speed hub, just renovated makers,
-*-f clutcji, exceptional engine, lamps, horn, tools,
spares, Tan-Sad, overalls licence insurance, good con-
dition; £45.-38, St. Thomas's Rd.. Brentwood. [3052

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, 1920 sidecar.
Cameo screen, lamps, outfit just overhauled and

in perfect condition, any trial; £80.—'Phone : Wal-
tham Cross 299. 44, Sun St., Waltham Abbey. [3201

BARGAIN':-1914 Triumph, 3 speeds. F.E„ and
coaclibuilt sidecar, lomps, etc., just been ovei-

h.TuIed throughout; £65; will ride 25 miles to genuine
buyer.— S. G. Auger, 4, Connaught Ed., Chatham. [2361

TRIUMPH 4h.p,. 1920, with Gloria eidecar, olu-

minium disc wheels, lamps and spares; £105;
officer serving in Ireland; bics'-cle stored for last 14
month-3.—Apply before Oct. llth to Lt. Bolton, Swan
Hotel, Reigate, Surrey. [2372

Hf^RIUMPH Combination, Dec. 1913, 3 spcedd, clutch,
A kick start, all lamps, 4-point sporty wicker under-
slung sidecar, Tery reliable, in perfect order; £50: can
he seen Saturdav afternoon and Sunday.—Elliott. 2,

Mona Villas, Portfield St., Hereford. [3241

j Q 20 Triumph Combination, coachbuilt, S-speed
J-^ countershaft, kick start, clutch, Eastings screen,

Tan-Sad, spare tyre, lamps, accessories, tax paid, in-

surance, splendid condition ; any trial ; £98, bargain.
— 128, Mackenzie Rd., Eeckeuham, Kent. [2550

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p. countershaft, bulbous
back sidecar, luggage grid. Lucas dynamo lighting

set and electric horn, speedometer, spares, etc., insur-

ance and tax paid, very fast machine: £90. or offer.

—

Chapman, 262a, King St., Hammersmith, W.6. [2380

"I rt21 (April) Triiimph Combination, all-chain drive,

-it/ Sporting Montgomery sidecar, complete with Lucas
lamps, Bonniksen speedometer (trip type) , tools, mile-

age 2,000, very sporting and fast combination; £140.—
Seen George Heath, Ltd.. John Bright St., Birmingham.

[50040
WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
obiert,—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0646

1 Q20 Triumph Model H.. not W.D., or renovated,
-l-t? D.E. bars, Cowey licence holder, tax paid, hand
and foot clutch control, pew Dunlop tyres, new belt,

valve guard, mileage about 5,000, perfect running order,

new condition, many extras.—Sellers, Croft House.
Skirethornes, Threstfield, via Skipton. [2588

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed. Millford sidecar, screen.

dickey seat child, engine recently overhauled
makers, P. "and H. lamps, extra heavy Dunlops and
Palmer cord, run 800, Watford speedometer, Mec. horn,

mirror, spare tubes, belt, tax paid"; £50.—Warkworth
House, Isleworth. 'Phone: Hounslow 382. [3170

1 Q21 Chain Drive 4h.p. Triumph, deUvered from
J-t7 works in May, and carefully run in. solo gears,

T.T. bars, steers hands off indefinitely and starts first

kick from cold without priming, new 28x3in. rear tyre,

Lucas (large) hehd and tail lamps, new spare chain,

valve, etc., insured till June, 1922, for £140; £102, or

offer.-MacLennan, 53, Mickleton Rd., Coventry. [X0096

TRIUMPH (Baby), recently cost owner over £70,
enamelled grey, fitted polished aluminium discs

and footboards, mud shields with large pockets,

handle-bar cross-bar for mechanical horn, licence

holder, etc., double set of tools., in absolutely new
condition, posh little mount, admired whenever seen;

must sell through illness; best offer over £55.—
Richards. Lescrow, Fowey. [3065

Svnre Parts:

TRIUMPH Spares sent per return from stock.

Call, writer, or 'phone 4042.—G. H. Tucker.
Redcliffe Hill. Bristol. [2291

TRIUMPH Parts.—Every part, any year, in stock;
new or second-hand, guaranteed serviceable. En-

close stamp for reply. Why not second-hand goods in

place of new while prices are so high? Half the price;

satisfaction guaranteed.—Forfield Motors, 11, Forfield

Place, Leamington Spa. [X0157

Tyler.

TYLOR-PRECISION, 1914, 2%h.p. 2-stroke. very low.-

tax paid; bargain, £17/10.—ButterM^orths' Garage,

64 Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813.
[9152

Ladles' Motor Cycles.

LADIES' 2-stroke, Villiers engine, 2?4'h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter, perfect; £35.—J. Devon-
shire, Elston. Newark, Notts. [2606

Velocette.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of any model Velocette on
easy pavment system at only 4% extra ; all models

reduced £10; 2-6pe6d £65, 3-speed £75, lady's open
frame £68. Buy your new machine direct from the
Velocette Specialists. The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [X0065

Verus.

VERUS 2i^.p., 1920, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,

lamps, tax, good condition; £45.-Goad, 122,
Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [2903

"IQ20 23/ih.p. Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs,
X*/ enamelled black, tax paid; £70.—Shepherd,
Enfield Highw»v. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0656

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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inzl _Victor__ 8h,p. Sports_ ModeU £60,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Veriis.

VEEUS-BLACKBUENE th.V- Combination, Mills-

l-"iil*ord. Busting, lamps, tools, extra pniiier liags,

Dec, 1920, splendid condition; ilOO: any tri.nl; pri-

vate owner; Catford.—Eeply, Box 6.643. e/o The Motor
Cycle. [2171

Victor
gilt.-6,

IMount Pleasant Rd.. Ealing, W.5. [2386

Vitliers.

1 Ck2VA 6K Villiers 2-speed. tax, insurance, perfect,

-1-^ any trial; £52.—Sunnyvill, Gloucester Rd., Tan-
kerton, Kent. [269S

1 021 2V,lj.p. Villiers, 2.etroke, 2-speed, all on, mileage
i-*J 400: iTo ivork: £47.—E.G. B., 267, Winchester
Ed., Highams Park, E.4. [2353

1Q19 2^^1i.p. Villiers, 2-speed, good condition. P. and
Xt/ H.'lainps, long exliiiust. Klaxon, carefully used:

£40.—Hutton, Eastcote, Lentherhe,ad. [3152

VILLIEES 1919 2-stroke, 2 speeds, lamp, horn, .me
chanically sound; trial; £33.—Ayland's Boot

Store, 609, Tort Ed., Wands-worti. S.W., or 'phone.
[2925

Wilkin.

WILKIN Combination, 1920, 4h.p. Blactburne, Stur-

niey 3 speeds, clutch, kick start, all-chain, Lucas
Magdync lighting; cost £190, sucrifico £85.-63, Solon

Ed., Brixton. [3173

-| Q21 4h.p. 'Wilkin-Blackburne, 3-speed, electric
X?/ lights, excellent condition, new July; £78; ex-

changes or deferred.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed..
South Kensington. [3226

WILKIN, shop-soiled only, 4h.p. Blackbume engine,
3-speed, clutch, kick starter, finished all-black

:

makers' price £132, our price £120; deferred payments
if desired.-Parker's, Bradshaivgate, Bolton; also 245,

Deansgate, Manchester. [X0077

Williamson.

1 Q16 Williamson Combination, Sli.p. w.c. Douglas
J *y engine, 3-speed, Binks carburetter, undershield,
luxurious sidecar, hood, screen, luggage grid, enamel
and upholstery perfect, brand cew 700x75 Palrner cord
light car tyres, mechanically perfect, accessories; any
trial ; £65.—Brangton, Kingswood, Wailingham, Surrey
Phone : Purley 575. [2924

Wolf.

WOLF 1918 23,4h.p., 2-strok6 T.D.O., overhauled,
lamps, pillion, accessories, tyres splendid all in

sound mechanical condition; first £26; trial.—128, Mac-
kenzie Ed., Beckenham, S.E. [2641

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South <5f Thames,
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies.

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton
2417. [0508

Wooler.
12, St.

[3244

Showroom Soiled.

To-day's
Price.

£50 8s. O.K. 2|
engine .

h.p., special

^155 P. & M. 3ili.p. Comb.

£X7S B.S.A. 6-7 li.p. Comb. .

.

£165 ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Comb.

£250 CLYNO Combination ..

£iSS JAMES 4i h.p. Comb...

£186 4s. ENFIELD 8 h.p., 2-

seater, dyno. lighting.

.

,,fii5 TRIUMPH "H," 4t.p.

£100 DOUGLAS 2|- h.p., " All

on"

£215 MATCHLESS 8 h.p., 2-

seater, dynamo

£185 MATCHLESS H/2 Stan-

dard Combination ....

£69 ss. CALTHORPE 2J h.p.,

J. A. P., 2-speed

£47 IDS. CONNAUGHT 2J h.p. .

£155

047.—1920 Wooler; cash urgently needed.-^ Michael's Terrace, Wood Green.

1 Q20 Wooler, eplendid condition, electric lighting.
JiU 150 m.p.g. ; £55.—Eouse, Cycle Agent. Welling-
ton St., Kettering. [2514

WOOLBE 234h.p., new August, 1920, lamps, horn,
perfect condition; 66 gns., or nearest; cost £103.

—Motors, 118, Dunning Ed., Middlesbrough. [2564

Zenith.
Zenith agent, early de

[0556
D.4N GUY, Weymouth

livery all models.

ZENITH 4h.p., Gradua gear; £20; good order.—68.
Gloucester Ed., Eegent's Park, N.W. [3086

"IQI9 Zenith Combination, unscratchcd, perfect;
J- if £75.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3128

1Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, mile-
Xt/ age only 3,000; £120.-53, Brixton Rd., S.W.9.

[2243
ZENITH 8h.p. 1920 Sporting Model, very fast

machine: £85.—Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester.
[2629

£60; 1919 6h.p. Zenith, all accessories, insurance-
Clifford Wilson, 177, Vi'estminster Bridge Rd.,

S.E.I. [2254

£65.-28. Wccd-
Phone : Stratford

[2878

d.6h.p. Zenith, disc wheels, - special oiling to front
cylinder, lamps, sporty 'bus; £50.-14, Phoenix

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Zenith, T.T. model;
Xi' ford Ed., Forest Gate, E.

£^SS

£160

/I68

£73 I OS

;£230

Ours.

£39

£120

£154

£140

£165

£129

£163

£105

£85

£187 10

£160

£62 10

£4210

£135

£139

£138

£130

£65

£185

And many others.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Zenith.

ZENI5H 1920 5h.p. Countershaft Model, sUghtly
showroom soiled; £100.—The Layton Garages, 30.

Holywell St, Oxford. 'Phone

:

Layton Garages,
581 Oxford. [2302

ZENITH Combination, 5h.p., countershaft, brand new
(shop-soiled); list £164, accept £150 to irst ac-

ceptance.—Hanison and Bunkall, Chichester. [2674

AMERICAN-EXCELSIOR
7-9 h.p. Combination .

.

6 h.p.

h.p.

MARTINSYDE
Combination

ROYAL ENFIELD :

Combination

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p.

and Sporting Sidecar .

.

. NEW IMPERIAL 2|

h.p., 2-speedJ.A.P. . .

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
7-9. h.p. and Sidecar .

.

St., Euston.

ALLAN GEUZELIEE for new
Zenith models immediately.

St., W. Regent 205.

FRANK WHHJWOETH. Ltd., 139, New St., Bir.
mingham. for immediate delivery from stock of

[0711

wicker side-

[2713

r second-hand
168, Resent

[2548

Zenith-Bradshaw, price £118.

ZENITH Combination, 3i,4h.p., single-cyl
.

car, excellent condition ; seen South London ; £40
—Box 6,663, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2556

1 Q20 8h.p. Zenith, Gradua gear, splendid condition,
X«/ complete with lamps, horn, tools, speedometer,
tax paid; £110.—Mobility, Andover. [2659

ZENITH 8h.p. Late 1920 Countershaft Combination,
carefully used, fully equipped, insurance policy;

£120.-91, Abingdon Ed., Earl's Court. [3104

B30

LAMB'S
151, High St., WALTHAMSTOW

London, N.E.
'Phone: Walthamstow 169 {2 lines).

50, High Road, WOOD GREEN
London, N.

'Phone : Homsey 1956.

387, EUSTON ROAD,
London, N.W.I.

'Phone: Museum 4978.

ZENITH 6-8h.p. Combination, practically new, speed-

ometer, lamps, horn, hood, screen, tax paid; £130.
—Tomliuson, 194, Church Rd., Hove. Sussex. [3160

•(Q20 5-6h.p. Zenith Combination, perfect condition,
-l-«7 mileage under 800, Easting screen, lamps, horn;
flOO.-Eadclifle, 131, Holton Ed., Barry Dock. [2967

1 Q 20-21 Sports Zenith 5h.p., brand new conditio!;,

-Lif Watford, Klaxon, P.E.S.. low generator, all

tools, absolutely as new; £79.-88. Lord St., Southport.
[3070

3ih.p. Zenith Combination, good lamps, etc., reli-

2 able condition; £40, cheap.—Gray and LevB<
6, The Boulevard, Balham, S.W. Tel. ; StreatMErn

2417. [2635

ZENITH-GEADTJA 1920 5h.p. Combination (sport-

ingl. Swan sidecar, good tyre^, top-hole condition

throughout; £120.—Brook .and Churches, Barcomhe.

Sussex. [2458

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Model, brand new (shop-soiled

only); £105; deferred payments if desired.—

Parker's Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgate,

Manchester. rs;0079

ZENITH-GEADTJA 1914 8h.p. Sports Combination,

tax paid, perfect running condition ; any trial

given- canoelet sidecar; real bargain. X48.—77, High-

bury Hill, N. [^2'

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Sports Model, complete with

lamps, horn, licence, and speedometer ; perfect

condition ; £105. - The Layton Garages. 30, Holywell 1

St., Oxford. Phone ; 581 Oxford.

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Sports Model; list price £115:
very slightly showroom soiled, usual makers guar-

antee given; £97/10.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-

well St., Oxford. 'Phone; 581 Oxford. [2304

ZENITH 3V>h.p. Combination, C.S., K.S., wind screen,

all accessories, insurance, tax paid, recently over-

hauled, condition splendid; £90.-Mann, 18, Borons

Conrt Ed., West Kensington. (Evenings.). [2974 .

ZENITH Sh.p., late 1920 sportiiig model, with brand

new Canoelet sporting sidecar, whole outfit guar-

anteed as new, complete lamps, horn, and licensed;

owner going abroad.—Apply, Browns' Garage, Kirby-

moorside.
" [2503

.

4-Sh.p. Zenith 1921 Sporting Model, lamps, horn, .-jidl

licence, has .inst been thoroughly overhauled, only .

(lone 1 200 miles, flrst-class order ; can be tried in 1

London; for auick sale, £100.—Apply. Lt. Tod, E.A.I

.Mess, Weedon. [2519!

ZENITH Sh.p. Sports, 1920, sporting sidecar, really-

fast, 75 m.p.h. solo, 60 easy sidecar. Zephyr high

«

compression pistons, racing cams, Senspraj, V. and H.,

economical; what offers' Very smart.—Warner,
f,

St.

Andrews St., Cambridge.
_

[2735

1 020 Zenith Sports Model, 5 h.p. J.A.P., tax paid .

-Lt/ £3, Klaxon, P. and H. lighting set, aluminium

disc wheels, knee grips, 1921 silencer, condition abso-.

lutely as new, cost £125, real bargain; £85, or offer.

-Teeth, 769, Romford Ed., Manor Park, London, E.
[2696 '

ZENITH Sporting Model, 4-5h.p., 1920, fitted with

Cowey speedometer, electric outfit, nlumrninm disc

wheels indistinguishable from new, has been thoroughly-

overhauled by Zeniths and just returned, all accessories

;

price £85, or near ofler.-Spears, 115, Elborougli bt^

Southflelds. 12209

1

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination, Lucas:

bead rear and sidecar lamps, horn, Cowey speedo-

meter, knee grips. Ace discs, luggage grid, indis-

tinguishable from new: £140; deferred payments il

desired-Parker's, Braihawgate. Bolton; also 245.

Deansgate, Manch€«ter. Li0078;|

ZENITH 8h.p. Countershaft Late 1920 Model Com-
bination, brand ne-w Swan Sports sidecar, Avro

-. - '•-- --'—
1.5, many spare;

guar-
paid:>
(1867

«-* DinatlOU, UiililLl iic" .jnuu. .jPO. -.. i ,

wind screen, speedometer, disc wheels, many spares and

accessories, machine just overhauled at Zeniths, guar-

anteed in perfect condition, tax and insurance paid.

£125.-Giles, 18. Old Cavendish St., W.l. ""'''

z
B

Miscellaneous

ENITH, 8h.p., and sporting Swan sidecar, luxuri

ously equipped, going like new; 60 gns.

S..A. Combination, 3-speed gear box, fulb

equipped, re-enamelled and plated; 60 gns,

CALTHOEPE-PEECISION, 4h.p., 2-specd gear box
and sidecar, good running order; £30,

1(120 Edmund, £50: Coventry Eagle, shop-soiled

XU £50; Invicta, £40: several others from £20.-

Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [318:

LIGHTWEIGHT, absolutely complete, less unit, T.T

bars, knee grips, good tyres; £14.-20, Frankfor

St.. Birmingham. [290i

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand motor cycles and con

binations; oflers wanted. Get list.—Halifax Motr

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [267

13.h.p. Motosacoche, £16, good running order and coi

4 dition; also S'Ah.p. Eex, incomplctij, £10; stami

for particulars.—Baldbck, 5, Elmdale, Chepstow. l235'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Slotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Miscellaneous.

^TTANDSWORTn Motor Exchange.—Creafc^ bargains
combinations, fine selec-in good motor cyclf

iion.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terras. Ride while you
pay. Immediate delivery first deposit.^Below.

WANDSWORTH.—N.S.U., with coachbuilt sidecar,
3V-.'h.p., mag., 2 speeds; gift, 29 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Humber, with coachbuilt sidecar.
3',1'h.p., mag., 2 speeds, lamps; 38 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Rudge, 3Vjh.p., mag.. 2 speeds,
kick, newly enamelled, beauty; 39 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH. — Zenith-Gradua. 4h.p. J.A.P.,
clutch, kick, newly enamelled; special, 45 gns.

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson. 8h.p., 4 cyls., mag.,
2 speeds, lamp, licensed; only 48 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, late, SVsh.p., mag., 3
speeds, clutch, nice machine; 46 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH^—Royal Enfield twin lightweight.
2 speeds, kick, licensed; cheap, 39 gns.—Below.

TTANDSWORTH.—Humber coachbuilt combination.
»» sy^h.p., 2 speeds, wants attention; clearance,
J8 gns.—Below.

XT/"ANDSWORTH.—Premier coachbuilt combination,
VV syob.p., 3 speeds, clutch, fine outfit; 49 gns.
-Below.

T7ANDSW0RTH.—1918 P/ and M. coachbuilt com-
T» bination, SVsh.p., 2 si/eeds, kick, lamp; 58 gns.
-Below.

T/-ANDSW0RTH.—1915 Indian coachbuilt combina-
'T tion, 5h.p. twin, 3 speeds; sacrifice, 55 gns.

—

lelow.

[T7ANDSWORTH.—1918 Douglas coachbuilt com-
TT bination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, kick, lamps; 69 gns.
-Below.

7n'ANDSWORTH.-1920 lovely Rudge Multi coach-
»* built combination, lamps, hood, screen; 79 gns.
-Below.

JP'ANDSWORTH.—1920 Norton, fine coachbuilt
» » combination, Big 4h.p., 3 speeds; 118 gns.

—

ielow.-

ntrANDSWORTH.-1920 Indian coachbuilt combina-
» » tion. 7-9h.p., dynamo lighting, 3 speeds; 115
ns.—Below.

^ANDSWORTH.—1920 Scott coachbuilt combina-
*
" tion, water-cooled, lamps. Klaxon, done 500

liles ; 96 gns.—Below.

jTT-ANDSWORTH.—Zenith, splendid coachbuilt com-
Vt bination, twin J.A.P., runs well, licensed; 52
lis.—Below.

T7ANDSW0RTH.—P.N., fine coachbuilt combina-
» T tion, 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, lamps ; only 49 gns.
-Below.

in'ANDSWORTH.-Rex coachbuilt combination, 5-6
'V h.p. twin, Bosch, 2 speeds, lamps; 36 gns.—
elow.

T7ANDSW0RTH.—Rex, late, beautiful coacbbuilt
' * combination, Bh.p. twin, 2 speeds; 55 gns.—
elow.

\7ANDSW0RTH.—1920 T.D.C. de luxe, 2V4h.p.,
V lamps, licensed, fine running machine; 35 gns.
Below.

VANDSWORTH. ~ AUdays - Matchless, splendid
coachbuilt combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, counter-

aft; 58 gns.—Below.

¥ANDSWORTH.—Kenilworth scooter, IVah.p., mag.,
lamps, licensed, drive away ; cheap, 18 gns.

—

;low.

iTTANDSWORTH.-N.L.G., SV^h.p., mag., spring
V forks, drive away ; bargain, 1 5 gns.—Below.

iX7ANDSW0RTn,—F.N.. 4V2h.p., 4 cyls., mag., shaft
V drive, wants attention; gift, 13 gns.—Below.

17ANDSW0RTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
'V Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
hone : Latehmere 4686. [3026

tTEBES and Mebea, the Original Light Car Speeial-
iX ists, invite reasonable offers for the following
op-soiled, but otherwise new motor cycles, as they
e relinquishinE fliis part of their business in favour
light cars.—Below.

>EARDMORE-PEECISION SV^h.p.; Wooler 2^ih-v.,
• variable gear; Rover touring model, 3V'h.p., 3-

eed, clutch ; Bat 6h.p. Model 4, clutch. '3-speed ;

M.C. 6h.p. suspension-frame model, clutch, 3-apeed;
M.O. 6h.p., rigid frame, clutch, 3-apeed; L.M.O.
oh.p., clutch, 3-spe*!d: also 6h.p. L.M.O. com-
lation. fully equipped, u^^ed for demonstration only;
d one Elite model Henderson sidecar and one spring-
ime Henderson sidecar, both new, shnp-soiled only —
4, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230

[2490
p.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and

runaboutfl at bargain prices. Exchanges arranged.
"1 iy new cycle, combination, or car supplied, cash or

sy payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St..
ampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
impstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[2586

IGarage
Our stock is rapidly decreasing, but for

the present we can offer a selection of

SHOP-SOII.ED
but quite new machines at the followingREDUCED RRICES.
It is necessary to order at once if you
wish to secure one of them. We will

send catalogues upon request.
List Price. Our Price.
£163 o ARIEL, Combination, 6-7 ftAti

h.p.. all-chaiti drive XlflU
£17- 15 B.S.A., Combination, 4^ h,p.,

all-chain drive, Lucas Mag- Ol CC
dvno lighting dUXOO

fifo o ENFIELD, 8 h.p., standard £100
Combination XXOO

i'lSi o ENFIELD, 8 h.p., Combina- £1 CC
tion. Lucas Magdyno lighting XIOD

£6S o LEVIS, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, 2 ocn
Speeds XOu

£172 o MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.. Sports £1 Ctl
Combination AtLOv

£185 o MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., standard £1 Crt
Combination 3&1DU

£191 10 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.. Family £|fiC
Combination dtlUO

£80 17 NEW IMPERIAL, 2j h.p.. 2 cnn
speeds, clutch, and kick starter X §£i

£115 o TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., Type H . . £1 flC

£127 10 TRIUMPH Type SD fl 1 »
£127 10 INVICTA, 3j h.p., 3 speeds.

kick starter and Millford Side- £| AC
car, screen XIUO

£r55 o MARTINSYDE, 6 h.p., stan- CI AC
dard Combination XXrlO

SECOND HAND
(Overhauled and Guaranteed)

" BAT, 1920, 8 h.p., Combination, 3
speeds, clutch, and kick-starter, spare
rim and tyre, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, mirror, screen, and pillion £10C
seat ; tax paid X1«0

DOUGLAS, W.D., 4 h.p., Combination,
3 speeds, clutch, and kick starter

; £QQ
as new **FO

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2:2- h.p., 3 speeds,
clutcli, Idck-starter, and accessories

; £QA
tax paid SOU

ENFIELD, 1917. 3 h.p., 2 speeds,
clutch and kick-starter, lamps, horn

; CCC
tax paid Xwv

ENFIELD, i92r, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 2..

speeds, Lucas lamps, horn; tax ' CC'T
paid ; as new «J •

NORTON, 1916, 3\ h.p.. Model B.S. CCtt
I'hilipsnn pulley; tax paid XDO

TRIUMPH, 1920. 4 h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch and kick-starter, all-chain

; X?QC
tax paid duUO

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4 h.p., Model H, 3
speeds, clutch, and kick-starter,
lamps, horn, speedometer, wind- £1in
screen ; tax paid XAAU

COUISON, 1920, 2j h.p. Blackburne CCC
engine, 2 speeds ; tax paid XOO

N.U.T,, 1920, twin, with Swan Sporting
Sidecar, Lucas' Magdyno lighting, £< < C
etc. ; tax paid XAiO

Deferred Payments
Quarter down and Twelve Monthly

Instalments.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A,

and M.U.)

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 490 East Ham.
Telegrams " Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

TDARGAINS.-New O.K.'s. Arieia, Harleyg, Omegafl,
J-* Quadrants ; exchanges entertained. — Booths
Motorieg, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New a'/ah-P- Quadrant and sidecar,
£125; neTT 7I1.D. Ariel combination.—Booths

Motorics, Halifax.

BAEGAINS;~1921 Rudge Multi, £85; 1921 aVah-p.
Ariel, £110; 1921 7h.p. Ariel, £125.-Bootba

Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1921 Rudge Multi. run 50 miles,
£75/10: J.E.S. motor set, for cycle, £10/5; 3h.p

twin Humber, 3-speed, £18/15.-Booth3 Motories, Hali-
fax.

BARGAINS.—3h.p. Fnfnir, £10/10: 3i/.h.p. N.S
£12/10; 3h.p. Enfield, 2 epeeds, £29/15- 6h p

Chater-Lea, Grade gear. £21/15.—Booths Motorics
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Bh.p. Premier and sidecar, £65/10-
S'/^li.p. free engine Triumph, £26/10; S'/ob.p p'

and M.. 1914, £39/15.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-4h.p. 1917 3-speed Douglas, £59/15-
4h.p. 1920 3-speed Douglas, £85/15; 1915 2^ib u'

Douglas. £37/15; 1917 Douglas, £55.-Booth8 Motorics
Halifax.

BARGAINS.-6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £40/10; 1921 2-
speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., £38/18-

1921 2-speed O.K., hke new, £52/10 ; several shop-
soiled macJnnes at reduced prices ; exchanges enter-
tained, including push cycles. Visit us.—Booths
Motories. Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [3301

A LLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlafield, London,
-^^ S.W. (opposite, Earlsfleld Station, L.S.W.R.).
Phone : Latehmere 4388. Cash or terms. Delivery on
deposit.

A LLBER.—Velocette, 1921, 2-stroke, 2-speed, ail
-i^*- chain, complete with lamps, tax paid, run 50
miles, absolutely a new machine; £47/10.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1916 2%h..-p., 2-speed, good tyres,
accessories, in good order, tax paid; £40.

ALLBER.—Levis 2i'4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, all acces-
sories, good order, tax paid; £35.

ALLBER.—Triumph 3;2h.p., Grado gear, clutch and
starter, good tyres, lamps, horn, etc., tax piad,

fast machine; £25.

ALLBER.— Calcott 3b.p., fitted all accessories, new
condition, tax paid; £27.

ALLBER.—Alldays-Allon 1920 - 3h.p., 2-speed.
clutch, kick starter, original tyres, splendid

order, tax paid; £45.

ALLBER.—Rudge Multi 1920 3j^h.p., fitted with all

accessories, absolutely as a new machine, tax
paid; £52/10.

ALLBER.—Humber 2Mh.p. twin, 3-speed and clutch,
new tyre, in good order ; £23.

ALLBER.—B.S.A. ^I4h.-p., 2-speed, clutch, etc., good
tyres, all lamps, horn, etc., splendid condition,

fast machine, tax paid; £36.

ALLBER.—F.N. 2j^b.p., 2-speed, clutch, shaft drive,

good order, tax paid; £23.

ALLBER.—Metro-Tyler, 1921, 2-speed, original

tyres, complete with lamps, little used, new con-

dition, tax paid; £45.

ALLBER.—Indian 1916 5h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, all lamps, horn, tools, etc., T.T. model,

ery fast, good order; £49.

ALLBER.—Humber combination, 4h.p., 2-sp3ed,
handle start, coach sidecar, all accessories, tax

paid, splendid outfit; bargain, £40.

ALLBER.—P. and M. 1919 3>^h.p., 2-speed, kick

starter, very low coach sidecar. Easting screen,

11 accessories, smart outfit, tax paid; £50.

ALLBER.—Douglas frame, ladies' model, complete
with tank and dress shields, re-enamelled; £6.

[3187

PREMIER SVoh.p. Combination, 1914, 3-speed, 3-

ply sidecar, clutch, all on, £65 ; also New
Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1920, perfect, all on,

£48.—Tibbett, Rothbury, Dunstable. [2593

IF Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy payments), sell,

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-

quirements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance im-
material.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weatdstone.

[3183

1 Q20 7h.r- L.M.C. Combination, C.B., S.A. 3-speed,
-L t? K.S., £120, or exchange good cycle car; Triumph
1914 3y>h.p. combination, 3-3reed, £S0; 1916 2Hh.p.
Excelsior, 2-speed, and clutch, £'5.—F. Shakeshaft, 109,

Beam St., Nantwich. [2351

SIDECAR Combinations.—Bh.p. J.A.P., Bosch, new
tyres, free engine, £40; 3y2h.p. Humber, 2-speed:

6h.p. Rex, 2-speed, £50. Also 16h.p. Darracq ton
van, £80: 12h.p. Darracq landaulet, £80. Offers for

any of above.—Wells, 381, West Green Rd., N.15.
[2935

SAM E. CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich.-Previous
to stocktaking, we can offer some rare bargains

in new and second-hand motor cycles at end of season
price8; exchanges, cash, or easy terms; write, call, or
phone Greenwich 751.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors).
27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3180

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
LATEST Models Motor Cycles and Oombinotions for

hire, any period —Fowler and Brieden. 130, Eiiston

Rd. Museum 1827. 10708

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
PALMER S Garage. Tooting. The pre-eminent place

lor disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Tou will bo sure of

a good cheque if you eell your machine at

Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every
Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction fee for motoi
cycles under £50 reserve, 5/-; over £50 reserve,

10/-. No garage charge is incurred until 7 days'
notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machine;
~ from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m. [2943

TRIUMPH, 1919 or 1920, cheap for cash.—95, I

Langroyd Rd.. Colne, Lanes. [X0131 I

GOOD Combinrttion in exchange for Ford ton van.
-E., 277, Cambcrwell Rd., S.B. [2730

i

ANTED, best lightweight I can get for £50.—
Haycralt, Mann St., Hastings. [2798

LIGHTWEIGHT or Combination w.inted, must be
modern.-Inman, 1. Othello Rd., Liverpool. [8509

WANTED, good modern lightweights, cash waiting.
—Goad, 122, TVIaida 'Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead

1353. -
. . [2905

WANTED, Triiimph countershaft combination or
solo ;' must be really cheap.—King, Egrove, Ox-

ford. , [X0118

WANTED, Triumph, - clutch model, about 1912;
luust be cheap and good order.-King, Egrove,

Oxford. [X0120

WANTED, 4-cyl., F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s. Hender-
sons^—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Eoner St.,

Wandsworth. 13161

WANTED, Red Indians, liarley-Davidsons. -Wands
worth Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth

riown Station)- (3152

REX or Premier, old type motor cycle, must be

cheap; and nlso 3-spe6d wheel.—Motorist, 164.

Earlsdon Av., Covejitry. [X0169

WANTED, C.S. Triumph, late, smash not objected

to; must be cheap.—E. V. Brown, South Rd,,

Hayw,wds Heath, Sussex. [3050

COMBINATION, not earlier 1920, any good make.—
Full particulars and price to Grohmann, Rve-

lands, Caterham, Surrey. Letters only. [2568

WANTED, good second-hand motor cycles arid com-
minations; we pay cash on sight.—Percy and

Co., 314, Euston Rd., London. Museum 1337. [3178

CASH Waiting : solo and combinations, good prices

given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har.
linet^n Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone; Ken. 3709.

[0604

WANTED, good motor cycles and combinations for

cash; also machines accepted for sale on com-
mission.-Ratclifte Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W.

[0705

RANTED, lightweight solo, or about 4h.p. coml>in,i-

tion, reliable, good make; £10 down, £3 monthly;
jably in four months.—Box 6,640, c/o Tlie

[2468

W^
bnlance probably
Motor Cycle.

Pand M.'s, incomplete macliines or parts required

immediately; bankrupt stocks purchased; com-
binations and modern solo machines; cash ivaiting.—

Inman. Durham Ed., Seaforth, Liverpool. Thoae

:

Waterloo 296. - t8508

TRIUA'fPHS.—W. T. Dunn, Ltd., are special buyers
of these machines, 1915 or later, single machines

or quantities; spot cash on sight.—Write, 'phone, or

call. W. T. Dunn, Ltd.. 326, Euston Rd.. N.W.I.
Phone : Museum 5391. [0681

CASH on. Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition

—Call write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485
493, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone :

Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

17.0.C.H. pays highest prices for sound macliines.
. Bring the 'bus along and take the cash oway

;

exchanges arranged.—Fair Offer Cor House, 5, Heath
St., Hampstead (near Hampt^tead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[2587
WANTED, any good motor cycle or combination, in

paii, exchange for any make of light car or com-
bination. Best possible price allowed.—ViTian Hardie
and Lane, Ltd., 23-24, Woodstock St. {off Blenheim
St.), New Bond St., London, W.l. T61.: Mayfair 6559.

[0702
MOTOR Cycles sold on commission basis. Why

waste time and money in useless advertising
when our expert salesmen are at your disposal
Spacious garages in central districts. Write now lor
terms.—Amalgamated Enginering Co., Ltd., 176d, High
St., Camden Town, London, N.W.I. [3195

FROM SEPT. 1st.

OUR RE-CONDITIONED

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES
are reduced to

55 Guineas

In opdep to clear the re-

mainder of our stock of

approximately

50 Machines.
They are the standard W.D.

2i h.p. 2-speed machines
completely rebuilt.

Practically Indistinguishable

from new. Over 50% new parts,

including new tyres, belt, chain,

carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all parts of the country

Supplied with bags, tools,
and pump, or completely
equipped with lamps and

horn, 3 Guineas extra.

Special Terms for Deferred
Payments.

Special Terms to Trade.

DOUGLAS
FRAMES
2| h.p. and 4 h p,

RENOVATED,
STOVE ENAMELLED,

TESTED.

£S-10-
each.

Carriage Extra.

Write lor full list of surplus
Douglas, parts.

CRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVIotor Engineers,

WISBECH.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's -Garage and

Motor Auction Rooms Hieh St., Tooting. Cash
offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
Station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Ten-
don station. Machine can be included in auction
sale if desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage, Toofc.

ing. [2945

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
j

INVALID.S' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue
free.—Rayner, 10-12. George St.. Blackpool.

[5248

ARGSON Hand and Molor-propellcd Tricycles, loi

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng,
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [263<

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.— 3, Ken.

dall Mews, George St., W.l. . [1442

KENTLWORTH 1921 H4h.li., nearly neiv. tnx rmid

£40.-Wiflen, 2X, Bank St., Newton Abbot. [245:

SKOOTAMOTA, done 500 miles only, tax T'aid

insurance; £29.—Clifton. 62, Wells Rd., Bristol
[X991.'

A'DTOGLIDER Scooter, passenger model, only usei

once: cost 55 gns., accept £30.—Pope, 51, Corn

\\:M Rd... Bristol. ..
[2681

KENILWORTH Motor Cyclette (1921) ideal for lady

cost 01 er £50 July, jierfect condition; inspei'tio

It appointment (Birmingliaui).-Boi 35, cio Tlie Molo
Cycle.

' -

- [i013

AUTOGLIliER, Model A., late 1920, Villieis 2'

li.p.. 2-stroke, 4-40 m.p.li., climb anytliini

passengor macliine, excellent condition; bargain, £25.-

Maishall, H.M.S. 1'38, Portland. [245.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEBL. attached gent's cycle; price £14.

108, Merrow St., .Wahvorth.- [241.

AUTO-WHEEL, fittings, complete, tax paid; £7/18/
grand lot.-Aerials, Littleover, Derby. [X99!'i

AUTd-WHEEL on man's cycle, good condition; wh
offers -15, Eglinton Hill, Woohvich. [26'

AUTO-^^'HKEL [Wall's), in'splendid condition: wll

oflers?—119. Upper Hanoyer St, Sheffield. [XOO

ALTTO-WHEEL, new Dunlop cover, good conditio]

£8, or nearest offer.—Hordley Rectory, Ellesme::'
1 [2611

CHATER-LEA Tandem and Auto Wheel, 3-spee

fully equipped, tax paid; £28.—Speechley, 8

Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [28i'

AUTO-WHEEL, in perfect mechanical order; £7'

Buttervvorth.s' Garage, 64
Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813.

Mill Liine. Brixt
[9lJ

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
ORM Aprons and Wind Screens Repi
Renovated, from 5/- upwards.—Below.

QTORM Aprons and Wind Screens^ Repaired a

SEND your enquiries and repairs to Hughes 8

Co., 224, Sherlock. St., Birmingham. [XOl

CAMBER.—Hoods. 50/-; wind screens. 27;6.-Bri(
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [ICl

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for llfi';

Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd.. Totti

ham. [1

COUPE Wind Screen, totally encloses passenger,
back draught, ideal for winter, 3 accessoriesi

1 ; write for folder.—Below.

BEST Twill, 72in. wide, 10/6 yard; celluloid

sq. ft. ; any type wind screen repaired.—Co
Wind Screens, 28, Middle St., Portsmouth. [3

C~1ELLUL(.»1D.—Clear transparent, cut to any !

>* 3/- per eq. ft : carriage paid for cash.—The E
Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499. Grove Green Rd., Ley
stone, E.ll. [0

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturersi
hoods, screens and aprons. Send for li

Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a. Marlborough Rd., Ul
Holloway. N.19. [!

BENT iloops, hood fittings, straps, turn-bntt
twill, etL. : hardwood polished wind screens, 2

celluloid sheets, 50x20 15/-. 25x20 8/6, 20X
4/9.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenl
London. [I

BODIES.
yENUS.—Singles, tandems, steped, and undersl

cheapest in trade.

I US.—Touring, si

epainting; exchanges.

JUS.—Bodies direct fri

money; lists ready ; write.

NUS Sidecar Co., 694, .5e _ . .

Tottenham. N.15. 'Phone : Tottenham 21

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesman's; rei
repainting; exchanges."

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to user;
money; lists ready ; write.

yENUS Sidecar _Co._, 694, .Seven Sisters Ed.,_S

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual maniifacti

35 models, also several clearance, cheap to

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting,

upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a,

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19.

SE'VERAL Sidtcar Bodies, suit any cli

£4/17/6, fitted free.-Edwardes, 277, Ca
• ' well Rd., S.E.

-B.'^2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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BODIES,
T> OYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, flrst-

XV class finish; have a lew coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines Irom *S each; extra good value.—The
WiUowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [035°

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better or

cheaper house), sporting models, bulbous back and

step pattern. All at low prices. Call or send your re-

(luirements.-228. Pentonvillo Ed.. King's Cross, Lou-

flon, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. 168=1

SIDECAR Body Besigns for the trade only. Wprk-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings o! original

designs, also working drawings, lull-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal. Ltd., established designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

Chassis and bodies

mooa
complete fromROBINI,-£10. ^,„..,„o ,
- , . „ ,

,£10. Bodies made bv mass production. Brook
lands model, painted dark blue, upholstered red

Bexine, bulbous back, complete with locker, jtv/lO;

Helen sports, upholstered red Rexine or choice, bulbous

back, painted dark blue, *7/10; covered polished alu-

minium, £8/5 ; Helen light tourist, bulbous back,

upholstered red Rexine, painted dark blue, i£7/10;
covered polished aluminium, £8/10; Helen de Luxe,

with large locker at rear, round back seat, upholstered

red Rexme. painted dark blue, jeiO; covered polished

aluminium, ill; Helen special, designed for MiUs-
Fulford chassis, with bulbous back, painted dark blue,

upholstered red Rexine. *7/10. Trade supplied.

Carriage extra. See Sidecar Attachment column.—T.
Bobini. 22. Water Lane, and 1. TUlse Hill, Effra Ed.,

Brixton, S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door. l3218

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
-pOR

QANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists

QANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDT7M Chassis.—Insist on having our enclosed

wheel type of chassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The" Exquisite 23 gns., and Sports
26 gns., are of distinctiove appearance.

SANDXJM Elite Sidecar," 27 gns.; the smartest ^side-

car on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single

or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size
of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-

rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to

Buit any make of machine. 42 gns. ; bodies only,
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seater as
designed by us, and approved by the recognised
experts. *

SANDUM Feathervpeight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lb.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factories:

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and BriUnnia
Works, Britannia St., W.C. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis lor

high-powered machines ; Zenith, Harleys, Indians,
New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-
car makers, wholesale, retail, and export, -27,

Stroud Green Rd., Fiusbury Park (near Tube).
'Phone: Hornsey 1584. [0522

fcOUGLAS, 1920, grid, sr-ieen, uneorntched; £25,

YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER

THAN AT THE

CENTRAL
GARAGE .

Tyres at best prices guaranteed in

perfect condition—sent on 7 days'

approval against cash.

Money willingly refunded if not satisfied.

D' 56, Ormcley Ed., Balhaiu. [2637

COACH Sidecar, Montgomery chassis cff Triumph;
£8, bargain.—Prout, Canon St., Taunton. [280^

CAMBEE —Streamline models, £16/10.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. London.

CAMBEE.—Lightweight models, £17/10.—Bright and
Has'les, 78, Church St., Cumbenvell. London.

CAMBEE.—Semi-touring models, £18/10 —Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

CAMBEE.—Tandem models for adult and child,
£26.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camber-

well, London.

CAMBEE.—Utility models, £25.—Bright and Hayles.
78, Cliurch St., CamherKell, London.

CAMBER Sidecars.-Makers, Bright and Hayles, 73,
Church St., Camberwell, London. 'Phone : Brix-

ton 2951. [1045a

SITIECAR, suit Triumph, good conditiou. £9/10: light-
' weight sporting bodies, £5.—Stock, 107, Coningham

Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [2965

WITH EVERY COVER ORDER

We give A
Portable

VULCANiZER.
Size. Description of Tyre. Price.

26X2} Dunlop Rubber Studded ...... 36/-
, Wood-Milne Heavy 25 /.

Wood-IWilnc Extra Heavy 32/-
Palmer Cord Heavy 35 /-

„ Clincher Extra Heavy 30/-
„ Goodyear Extra Heavy 30/-
„ Bstes 3-ribbed- 34 /-

26x23 Dunlop Rubber Studded Heavy 36/-
,, Dunlop Rubber Studded Extra

Heavy 47/.
Palmer Cord Extra Heavy 36/-

„ Clincher Extra Heavy 30/-
Avon Rubber Studded Heavy . 30,'-

,, Moseley Heavy 29 /-

„ Hutchinson T.T 29/-
„ Hutchinson Passenger 35/-

Bates 3-ribbed 34/-
26x2! Dunlop Rubber Studded Extra
X2j Heavy 47/6
„ Clincher Extra Heavv 35 /-

„ Avon Rubber Studded Heavy . 25/-
Avon Rubber Studded Extra

Heavv - -30/-
Hutchinson T.T. 38/6

26x2! Wood-Milne Heavy 32/6
Wood-Milne E.xtra H.oavy 36/-

"xlf/ ''""'"P Rubber Studded Heavy 45/-

26x3 Wood-Milne Heavv 35 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45 /-

23x2V Dunlop Rubber Studded Extra
Heavv 50/-

Wood-Milne Heavy 40/-
28x3 Dunlop Rubber Studded ExtraH 55/-

„ Wood-MilneExtra Heavv 30/-
Kempshall 30/-
Maclntosh 30 /-

650x65 Dunlop Rubber Studded Heavy 45/-
Dunlop Rubber Studded Extra

Heavy 50 /-

„ Dunlop Grooved (voiturette) ... 47/6
Palmer Cord Heavy (light car

t\T<') 50/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 32/-
Goodyear Extra Heavy 30/-

„ Burnett (for voiturette) 30/-
Dunlop Steel Studded , 47/6

700 X 80 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45 /-

,, International Grooved (light car
type) Guaranteed 55/-

TUBES, all sizes, NEW, at 7/6 each.

LAMPS AND GENERATORS (unused).
p. and H., sSin., 30/- set: 4Hn., 25/- set.

Absolute bargains. Sent on approv.il against cash.

CLIPPER BELTS in Original Boxes.
6ft. ein.xjin., 11/- Sft.xijin., 12/-
8ft. 6in.xjin'., 13/6 6ft. 6in.x5in., 12/-
7ft. 6in. xjin.. 13/6 8ft. 6ip.. xjin., 14/6

8ft, 6in. xiin., 17,'-

All sizes kept. Send for Quotations.

SEND 1/6 CARRIAGE ALL ORDERS.

All Cheques or Postal Orders made payable to

CENTRAL GARAGE,
302, LONDON ROAD,

THORNTON HEATH, S.E.
Phone : 2237 Croydon,

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR and Chassis, excellent condition: £13/10:

' private sale.—Seargeant. Victoria St., Clifton.
[2362

MONTGOMEEY Chassis, with coachbuilt body and
apron: £4/10.—Apply, Crown Garage, \Ycybridge.

[2433
SIDECAE, C.B., good condition, complete: fe.-l'ort-

' man Garage, Portuian Mews North, Baker St., W.
12934

SWAN Sporting Eed Indian Sidecar, as new, suit ,nny

machine: £21.—Smith. 75, St. Clement's, Oxford.
[X0127

DOUGLAS Sidecar, complete, £12/10; several others

cheap. —57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London.
[2866

BARGAIN.-Good light C.B. sidecar, side door, suit
3i/,h.p.

: £7/10.—Searle's Stores, Soutliborough.
'- "

•

[3111
f)-SEATER C.B. Sidecar, screen, aprons, splendid
* condition; £13/10.-59. Kitchener Ed., E. Finch-
ley. [2'?24

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar. suit

Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booths Motories.

Halifax,

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit

Rudge, £16/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker under
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. — Booths

Motories, Halifax. [3302

HARLEY Gloria C.B. Sidecar, tyre as new, luggage

grid, perfect: £12.-16, Burton St., Gorton, Man-
chester. - [X0039

sIDECAR, coachbuilt, excellent condition, suit SVjh.p.
' cycle : £8, or near offer.— 3, Blakemore Ed., Streat-

[2683ham

4-POINT Connection Basket Sidecar, re-enamelled,

chassis in good condition.—A. Beltou, Old Ernis-

ley, Eastwood, Notts. ' ' [2363

COACHBUILT Sidecar, complete, ready lor fixing,

nearly new; £9/15, worth £15.-5, Addison A\-.,

Holland Park. W.ll. [3021

BASTONE'S for sidecars and bodies; no better or

cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models beforo

purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other models

in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete sidecars

from £14/18/6.

BASTONE'S.—Wo hate a few soiled sidecars and

bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and

other models in stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.l. 228, Pentonville Rd..

King's Cross. London, N.l. Tei.; 2481 North.
[6850

SIDECAR Chassis, new, enamelled and lined;

£6/17/6; not repaired rubbish.—Edwardes, 277,

Camberwell Rd., S.E. [2727

COACHBUILT Sidecar, navy blue, £12; chassis com-

plete, new Dunlop, £3/10; both almost as new.—
H. Bradley, Tibberton. Glos. [2785

."IIDECAR, wicker, reupholstered, adjustable chassis,

1^ new Hutchinson tyre; best ofler over £4.-Box
6,664, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2657

HENDERSON Sidecar, spring frame, unscratched,

used fortnight's tour; list £36, sacrifice £25:
London district-Box 6,677, c/o The Molor Cycle. [2882

FOLDING 2-seater Hopley Sidecar, 1920, with power-

ful Douglas 4h.p., 1917-18, Easting, electric,

spares: ofler,-G., Buicott, Derby Ed., Sutton, Surrey.
[2678

BS A Sidecar. No. 3. brand new, large locker, com-
plete with apron, and all fittings: list £42, best

oiler for auick sale.-Bibey, 6, Broad St., Uoss-on-Wye.

DOUGLAS Sidecar Body, with door, good condition,

£4/10; Easting screen, as new, £3; or together

f6/15.-Owen, 59, Scholefteld Ed., Upper Holloway.

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80

illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian

motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clcurtnce

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at

knock-out prices. Note : Write for special clearanca

list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make ol

sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all

makes, English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Ed., Upper
Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [8631

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A23
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
GLORIA Sideenr, piuchnsed witb Triumph October.

1919, dash and screen fitted, only used occnaionally,

-Majoi Stomford, Sea-
[2448

new condition, very snmrt; £28.
view. Priory Hill, Doyer.

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars are made lor comlort.
attachments for any machine: price 18 gna. op-

wards: haye tew cars to clear at reduced prices: re-

pairs, repainting, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co-
Leicester. [0335

SIDECAE, second-hand Mills-Fulford, complete,
£5/10; new coachbnilt body, £5: new sidecar

wheel, complete with spindle, 20/-: new yalance mud-
guards, 10/6 each.-Murravs, 37a, Charles St., H;itton

Garden, Holborn. [Xa043

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
7 years on motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper High-
gate St., Birmingham. [0152

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—f4/10, renovated underslanB
Douglas chassis, complete, or suitable lor Clyno,

P. and M., Budge, or any make, 7/6 extra; new tyre,

30/-. We hold the largest stock of Douglas chassis in

London (no swank). 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.— 19, "Wilcox

Ed., Soutli Lambeth, London, S.W.8. L3095

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

ajsolutelv reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in. doorway. Call and see it detnonstrated.—Win
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0383

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, unused, £8/10, second-

hand £4/10; all Millfotd parts in stock. A large

quantity of second-hand fittings at cut prices. Trade
supplied. The best chassis for all purposes, and especi

ally for the rider who desires to ride solo at times, as

the chassis can be detached and attached single handed
in 3 minutes.—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineerin;

Co 25, Tulse Hill, Brixton (half minute from Brixton

Skating Rink.) .
[3250

ROBINi.—Douglas chassis complete, enamelled, new
tyre and tube, with Helen sports body, dark

blue, £14; Douglas chassis, as above, with new Helen
tourist, dark blue, £15/10; with De Luxe model, dark

blue £15/10: Mills-Fulford chassis, complete, new
tyre and tube, with Helen sports model, £12/10; as

above, with Helen tourist model, £12. Trade sup-

plied. Chassis and bodies from £10. Carriage extra.

For lull particulars of bodies see Body column.—Brix-
ton 1585.—T. Robini, 22. Water Lane, and 1. Tulse

Hill Effra Rd., Brixton, S.W. 'Buses and trams pass

the door. .

[3219

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1~\AN GUY, Weymouth, G.N. official agent.—Popiila

BANCROFTIAN GO'S.

GREAT SALE

[0691

worm drive

:

[2976

GUY, Weymouth, Morgan agent: reduced
„ , ., , ,«,— »» « ^ oinr,^ from

[0624

model from stock; £198.

7-9h.p. Chater-Lea Cycle Car, 3 speeds,

£50.-13, North St., Barking.

J)AN
stock.

sale, Olav, complete, less

Bos 30, c/o 21te Motor
[2389

4-POINT Cycle Car for

mag. ; £35, or offer. -

Cycle.

8h.p. Rover Light Car. dynamo lighting, tax paid;

£205. — Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St

W.l. [XOlOl

-| C|21 T.B. 3-wheeler, dvnamo lighting; cost £297
itf accept £165.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensing-
ton. [3124

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.—Beys.
378-384, Euston Rd.. N.W.I. "Phone: Museum

6436. [1245

G.N. Popular, 1921, shop-soiled only; £175.—Keys,
378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone : Musenm

6436. [1246

MORGAN de Luxe, 1921. a.c, red, discs, electric

light, as new; £185.-Taylor, Hawklinrst, Utley,
Keighley. [2525

1 Q20 Morgan Grand Prix, 8h.p. water-cooled J.A.P
-i-U engine; £137/10.-28, Woodford Rd., Foresi;

,Gate, B. [2879

"DOVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., early delivery
-BTfc 250 gns.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Ct. Portland St.,

London, W.l. [0350

M0RG-4.N, 1913-lS, J.A.P. Sh.p., perfect; exchange
for combination, or sell £100.-235, Victoria Ed..

Wood Green. , [3098

HALIFAX.—1921 11.9h.p.. tagonda cotipe, fully
equipped, tax paid; £3135.—Motor Exchange, Ho:

ton St., Halifax. [2674

I ATE 1920 De Luxe Morgan, watsr-cooled, beauti-
J fully equipped; any trial; £140.-24, Balliol Rd.,

North Kensington. [3126

T Q21 Coventry Premier Runabout, dynamo lighting
-I-tJ dickey seat; £165.—Ratcliffe, Bros., 200, Gt
Portland St., W.l. [XOIOO

A.C. Sociable, wheel steering, wind screen, hood, speed-
ometer, lamps, good condition; £70.-31, Wilmin"-

ton Av., Cliisivick. W. [257'3

MORGAN, 1914, stored during war, a.c
retyred all round, screen, speedometei

-, ,, . " . sportin;
retyred all round, screen, speedometer, repainted

and varnished; sacrifice £85; must sell.— 23. Kemi)-
shott Rd., Streatham, S.W.I 6. [1932

A26

In consequence of onr Head Depot, 64, Bishops-
gate, coming down, and not having sufficient room
at 78, Bishopsgate, we have decided to clear our
stock, the value of which is about £20,000, regard-
less of cost. No reasonable offers will be refnsed
for large parcels* as we must clear our stock
within short time. Everything for the Motor
Cyclist in stock. We have advertised in " The
Motor Cycle" since Its first publication. Onr
Sale is Absolutely Genuine

TvmfS Please note all tyres advertised by us are

jf I vOa simply last year's stock. Although they are

sold as clearance, they are as good as when they left the

factories. We have no W.D. tyres. The prices are actually
below cost. Wood-Milne.—Special clearance line (not

W.D.) : Extra Heavy 4-ply, 26 X 2i, 31 /- ; 26 X 2|, 35 /- ;

26X2,V to fit 2-i, 35/-; 28x3, 37/6: 700x80, 45/-;
650x65,42/-; 26X2i Combination, 47/6. All the Wood-
Milne are extra heavy, clean, wrapped in the original

packing. Pedley.—26x2} 3-ribbed, 36/8. Hutchinson.

—

Brooklands, 26x2, 26/6; Tourist Trophy, 26x2, 32/-;

26X2i to fit 2I, 38/6; Heavy 3-ribbed, 700x75, for

Indian, or 700x65, or 750x65, all very heavy for other
American machines, 52 /6; 650 x 65 Steel-studded Car Type,
70 /- ; Firestone, 28 x 2,!, 45 /- ; 20 X 2, for Auto-wheel, 27 /6.

Tube, 7/6. Palmer.—26x2, Light, 27/6; 650x65, Cord,
49 /6 ; 26 X 2-J, Cord, Heaw, 49 /6. Oyler8.^65o x 65 Riblwd
Square Tread, 35 /- ; 26x2* ditto 35/-. Heavy Mfchelln.—
700x85, 55/-. Clincher.—650x65 very heaw De Luxe,
42 /-, original 80 /- ; 28 x 2-V, 41 /- ; 28 x 2, 37 /6 ; de Luxe
Non-skid, 24X2, Junior, 19/6; 25xt| junior, 19/- ; 26x2
Heavy, 30/-; 26 x 2.! Junior, 22/6 ; 26x2 Extra HeavT,
37/6. Dreadnought.—Passenger, 700x75, 55/-; 26x2!
Heavy de Lu.ie, 37/6 ; 26x2! Extra Heavy, 42/-. We
have only three Hutchinson 26~X2i Wired Covers at 32/6
each.

Ral4e clincher, linused, not W.D. ; Jin., 6ft. 6in.
DVIU. B/6, 8ft. 11/9; |in., 7ft. 6in. 12/9, 8ft. 6ia.

14/9; tin., 7ft. 6in. 16/6, 8ft. 18/6; liin., 7ft. 18/6, 8ft.

21/-, 3ft. 6in. 23/-. Bates, short lengths: jin., 5ft. 5/-,

5ft. 6in. 5/6; |in., 4ft. 6in. 5/6, 5ft. 6/3, 5ft. 6in. 7/6;
rin. . 4f t. 6in. 6 /9, 5f t. 7 /3, 5f t. 6in. 8 /3. Leather Belts, Jin.,

at 2/6 per ft. Belt Fasteners, Sd. and 1/-. Postage 1
/-

extra.

Smith's, with
Watford, OTth

trip, £5 ; Stewart, with trip '{£6 6s. model), £5 5s. ; Cowey,
shghtly soiled, trip, £5 12s. 6d., usual £6 15s.

Dixie, clockwise, twin, unused, per-

fect, £21 7s. 6d. Most sell; Thomson'
Bennett, s njlc, as new, £3 3s.

Sidecar Bodies. gS,"ii2?2s^°""'''""'
Actually in stock. Eastingfl

Baby, Standard, Royal. Blue-
mels 1920 £3 10s., usual d 8s. Cameo. Hoods, finest

quality, waterproof, with curtains round, £3 5s.

New, unused, with back seat. Original
price, 57/-. Slightly soiled, 37/6.

Carburetters. i^Z^'tH:
"'"' ^- * " "'

Chains RcoWs: Jx-iV, 7/6; 1x5, 6/3; Sx},
WliaillS. syio; J-x}, 5/2; -J X -ft, 4/7, per foot.

Waterproof Suits. S° d/a,'ed?"T;ssS
pre-war prices. Great clearance, consisting of double-
breasted coats with belts, storm cuffs and collars,

and seatless trousers with gussets, patent fasteners and
leather-bound seats. New and fresh, only been made
recently, not half-perished W.D. Our price, £2 2/- to

clear. Postage i /6 extra. Could not be bought elsewhere
under £+ los. The greatest bargain ever offered. Order
hnmcdiately to save disappoifitment. All stock sizes.

Colour FaWn.

Clearance, limited quantity only.
Leather, lined wool, 5/11; gloves

ditto, 4 /it, half usual price. Gauntlet mittens with
thumb and finger, high-class leather, heavily lined wool
(£1/1/0 line), 7/6 pair. Postage od above, gd.

Speedometers. S^!'^ ,|°"61;

;

IVIagnetos.

Windscreens.

Tan-Sads.

Gauntlets

1 Q22 Morgan 4-seater, lOh.p, M.A.G., w.c.
-•-y horn, etc; £213/2; delivery from
Gibb, " '

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
lamps.

Motors, Gloucester. '
'

- -
-—

[3142

MOBGAN, n.o. Sh.j. J.A.P.. electric light, perfect
order; any trial; muet sell; £90; atter 6 p.m.—

Pack Horse, Loughborough, [X0129

SCOTT Sociable, June, 1921, dona 800 miles, all ac-
cessories ; £255.—Write Hawes, 7, Chatham Close,

Hendon, N.W.I 1. Regent 1928. (2955

MORGAN, 1916, M.A.G., a.c, good condition, digc
wheek, luggage carriers, many spares.—Berry,

E.A.P., Oattewater, Plymouth. [2533

A.V. Monocar, 1920, nnscratched, fully equipped;
sacrifice, £80.—Hillier, 1, Thorpe Mews, Cam-

bridge Gardens, North Kensington. [277,3

A.V". Monocflr, 1920, Sh.p., diclley, electric, insurance,

tax paid ; exchange combination, or sell £85.-9,
Aberdour Gaidena, Goodinay&?, Hssos. ^2494

BLEBIOT-WHIPPET, 1921, electrically equipped.,
spare wheel; £125.—Hillier, 1, Thorpe Mews,

Carhbridge Gardens, North Kensington. [2770

G.N., 1920, touring, dynamo lighting, many mechani-

cal improvements, very smarl: little_ ear ; £182-~""

Telford Garage, 47, Streatham Hill. S,W.2. [2394

ONE Shop-soiled 1921 Morgan de Luxe, wflter-cooled.

M.AG., full equipment; £190.—Revs. 378-384,

Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone : Museum 6436. [1243

T^ORGAN, Luxe, 1920, M.A.G- engine, water-cooled.

mileage 3,600
fl65.-Palmer, 53,

spares, all excellent condition; price

Shepherd's Bush Green. .
[3099

LATE 1920 G.P. Morgan, lOh.p. M.A.G. engine;

dynamo lighting, exceptionally smart and per-

fect; £145.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [3126.

HAXIFAX.-G.N., 1920 (Nov.), 2-seater, Ajnamo
lighting, speedometer, hood, screen, etc. ;

£17o.-

Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halilax. [ZbTS

1 Q20 Morgan de Luxe, W.C, fully equipped, spCedo-

Xt/ meter, side mirror, disc; £145.—HiUier 1,

Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gardens, North KensingtOT^

MORGAN Runabout, 1920, M.AG. engine, dynamo

and acetylene lighting, ride 100 miles t« intend-

ing purchaser, all spares.-Box 6,688, c/c TU Motor

Cycle. *-

EW and Second-he-d Light Cars and Cy«lo Care,

all makes: good selection in stock; cash easy pay-

ments, or excl-uge. "-"'- "' ""' ^'"' ""!•'"">

W.C.I.

w
Service Co., 292, High Holborn.

[0&73.,i

1 Q17 Grand Prix M.A.G. Engine Morgan hood, wiwl

-It/ screen, tamps, and speedometer ; .any trial
:
£12",

offers, or eschange.-W., 45, West Sq., St, George s^^^d.^

k.V. Monocar, late, 1919, fully eauipped M6'>s«^!A etc., in excellent condition throughout :
^86, JI,1

exchange new Douglas.-Smith. Market Place, Willejl-

hall, Stafls.
[X01Z6

1 Q20 Grand Prix Morgan, fully e^^'PSf .' fdiLLV lighting set, aluminium dash and disc, i, 145

Hillier, 1, Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gardens, North

JOI '

Kensington.

1 021 Morgan de Luxe and Grand Prix Models,

ly ii^ediate delivery: extended naymeiits

changes.-Reys, 378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I. P"™!^
.

Museum 6436.

ri.N., 1921. new standard touring, 1|« ™'3='„,^S;
(jT dynamo lighting, the ™m*ort of -

cycle and sidecar cost; £240.-Tehor- _- _ .

Streatham Hill, S.W.2. l-^^""

1 020 Crouch 2-seater. electric lighting, speedometer/

ly detachable wheels tax P^^'d appearance a,ad
,

condition as new; £155.-Tel. : Museum 6626. „
60, Mortimer St., W.l. '-""'

A .0. Sociable, modern Model de Luxe, e^.f
"«"*«'?-

A dition, hood, screen, luggage carrier et^y 85 gnS;.

or nearest ofler.-Milsom, Hill House, Etchings

Lyminge, Folkestone, Kent. l»

£135—4 sporty 2-seater, 8-lOh.p. w.c. J.A.P.,

speSis and reverse. C.A.T. dynamo lighting, me-

ohanic_air:pe5ect.-3_25,__Hifter Green Lane, lewisto324, Hither Green Lane.

Lee Green 2156.

20 .Bleriot Whippet, electric lighting hom,i

licensed Dec, spare wheel unused, really Al

condition' £108; e_x<;haSges or ddejrred.-Edwards^ 50,i

Harrington Rd.,

S.E.13.

19=

Tel.:

.Bleriot

South Kensington. [333*

Type C. overhauled, perfect, revise,.

Soldering Apparatus. A combined solder-^
' ing iron and blow-

lamp, the most raarvelJous invention, solid brass, loin.

long, not a toy, but a Useful tool. No motorist should
be without one. 4/7^, post free. Original price, 10/6.
Order at once, only a limited quantity. May save
vou pounds.

A few 1920 Motor Cycles to clear.

Keep this advertisement for reference.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
64 & 78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON.

'Grama.: " Chaikel, London," 'Phone ; London Wall e^'i-^y

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the datt of the issue.

Ac Sociable, j.vije \^-, u>ti..uiL.— , t- . " ^^i...'

wtael stecriig. hood, lamps, spare cover, tsbft

engine valve, tools, tax paid; £100:-35, Archer «.
Notting Hill. 'Phone: Park 1689. (P) [241S

U-p-TO-DATE 3-wheeler, 2-seater, eVjh.p., water,

cooled, friction drive, and reverse, Uixie mlg^

hood, screen, horn; £70, or "«" -i'«"'„"[,,tS''l°|\
motor cycle.-F.R., 20, Arngask Bd., Catford, S.E^6^^^

riOVENTRY Premier, 1921, 8h.p., '''<^-.
J|f"*<'' wheel, speedometer, 3 speeds lei

done 2,000 miles, excellent condl
at -^TnT-rrnrpt.'s. TwlCKen"

, [315'
ham.

,

MORGAN, Grand Prix, 1916-17. water-coolet

J.A.P., little used, repainted red and blaci

lamps, speedometer, clock, mMhanical liorn, new ^d
screen tools, tax paid: iE125.—Smith s, 86, ChaU;

Farm Rd. (opp. Chalk Farm Tube Station), N.W.3

t"onliloO.'i?4rVeTveSu"e7st*rMargl«?s,-Twickte|
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

MORGAN De Luxe, water-cooled model, complete
equipment. £150; Morgan Grand Prix model,

complete eaiiipment, £155; Rlorgan 1920 Grand Prix
model, specially equipped, £165.—Marston, 31, Bridge

St., Chester. [2630

COVENTRY PREMIER, slightly soiled, 3-speed and
reverse, spare wheel, .etc., dynamo lighting, £210;

Coventry Premier, new 1922 model, 4-wheeler, dynamo
lighting, etc., £250; delivery from stock.—Marston,
31. Bridge St.. Chester. [2631

MORGAN de Luxe, not done 500 miles, bought
Aug:ust, 1920, garaged practically ever since owner

luiving to give up motoring, turnout complete as new,
disc wheels, solid brass lamps and generator, mechanical
horn, etc. ; £200, or nearest.—Major Lloyd, St. Martin,
Jersey. . .12510

BLERIOT-WHIPPET, 1920-21, fitted reverse gear,
electric and oil lighting, speedometer, clock, hood,

large screen, detachable wheels, spare wheel, many
spares, in new condition throughout ; any inspection
or trial; £150, genuine bargain.—Owen, 59, Schole-
field Rd.. Upper Holloway, N.19. [X0132

TAMPLIN-CARDEN 2-seater, 1919V., 8h.p. J.A.P.,
3 speeds, Sturmey-Archer, seat starter, F.R.S.

electric lighting, all tyres very good, has just been
completely overhauled, and is in perfect condition
throughout, very smart and fast, beautifully easy to
control, climbs anything; any trial and inspection
allowed ; £65.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh,
Suffolk. [3062

DUO 1915 4-wheeler, Sh.p. J.A.P., repainted, new
hood, fully equipped. £70 ; Tamplin 2-seater,

1920, in the pink. £90; Merrall-Brown 2-seater, new
1920, 4-cyI. Coventry Simplex engine, well equipped,
spare wheel, £160; dozens of others from £20; all
ready to drive away.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Wealdstone. [3181

CARS FOR SALE.
DARRACQ Vx Landaulet, in good condition; £65.-77.

Acre Lane, S.^V.2. [3199

ROSS 3/i Up-to-date Landaulet: sacrifice £135.-22,
St. Anu'e Rd., London. S.W.9. I32O0

£50 down and 12 payments of £5 secures reliable
4-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £10 secures
12-14h.p. Fiat landaulet. repainted.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10 secures
18h.p. Oakland touring, self-starting.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10
secures Piccard-Pictet ^,i landaulet, dynamo light-

ing.—Palmer's Garage, looting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10 secures
Sheffield-Simplex i^ landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£275 Cash secures ISh.p. Meteor touring car, Sankey
steel wheels, dynamo lighting, extra good.

—

Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

h.p. La Buire ^i Landaulet, small Six, 4 speeds,
detachable rims; £295.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-30

Tel No •

Museum 3971

-^^
T¥RE €9 tyn
HS-^'.S.

H L

.Bw-

IffiF
/=^i^£S!2\

^jfeofef?

, 1 Kh.p. Panliard Modern ^4 Landaulet, monobloc,
-i-tl Bedford cord; exchanges; £250.—Palmer's Gar-
age, Tooting

1 /\h.p. Darracq Light 2-seater, 4 cyls., monobloc,W3 enclosed valves; exchanges; £150.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting.

1 Q.9h.p. Scripps-Booth Coupe, seats 3, monobloc,
J-O self-startirtg, dynamo lighting, detachable
wheels; £225.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£165 Cash secures very fine 15.9h.p. Armstrong-
Whitworth 2-seater, dynamo lighting.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£450 Cash.—Brand new 1921 Peugeot 4-seater, self-

starting, 4 speed;, detachable wheels.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting.

£550 Cash.—1921 sports Charron 4-seater, dynamo
lighting and self-starting, 6 detachable wheels.

—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£65 Cash secures 1921 light 2-seater, 2 speeds; also
lOh.p. Warien-Lambert 2-seater, £95.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£160 Cash.—lOh.p. 1916 AUdays light car, 4 cyls..
monobloc, dynamo lighting; exchanges.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting. [2946

COX'S.—Complete printed list, fifty vehicles, £45
to £850,. free on application. Call.

DOUGLAS S. COX. the A.S.M.M.. 6. Lansdowne
Hill. Weit Norwood. Call 9-6 (Saturdays 4).

No business Sundays. [1277
METZ 4-cyl. 2-seater, in good order; ofEers, or ex-

change motor cycle or combination.—14, Glenelc
Rd., S.W.2. [3197

DE DION 6h.p. 2-seater Car, complete, in first-clnss
order; £65. tax paid; trial.— 3, St. James's Bd.,

Upper Tooting. [1566

SALE, Hnmberette 2-seater, perfect; £100; esehange
combinatinn nnd cash.— 19, Andover Pliice, Maidii

Vale, Ijondon, N.AV. [2350

ARGYLL Chassis, complete with radiator (sound).
Rear box, and steering, modern ; £20 ; suit 14-

leii.p. engine.—LingTey, Thorofitre, Woodbridge. [2848

Guaranteed in PERFECT CONDITION.
Monty willingly refunded if not more than satisfied.

All Goods sent on Seven Days' Approval against Remittance.

SURPLUS MANUFACTURERS- STOCK AND W.D.

24x21
Dunlop Heavy 30/-

26x2
Palmer Cord Heavy 35/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-

26x2i
Dunlop Heavy 36/-
Palmer Cord Heavy 36 /-

Clincher Extra Heavy 27/6
Wood-Mllne Heavy 23/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 39/-
Bates Heavy 36 /-

Goodyear Extra Heavy 30 /-

Avon Sunstone 36/-
26x25

Dunlop Heavy 36 /-

Dunlop Extra Heavy 42/-
Palmer Cord Heavy 36 /-

Clincher Extra Heavy 30 /-

Avon Hea /y Rubber-studded 30/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 35/-
Moseley Heavy 30/-
Hu'chinson T.T 29/6
Hutchinson Passenger 35/-

26x2Ax2l
Clincher Extra Heavy 35 /-

Heavy Rubber-studded 25 /-

Extra Heavy Rubber-studded 30/*
26x21 for 2* Rims.

Wood-Milne Heavy 32 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 36 /-

26x3x2*
Dunlop Combination 55 /•

26x3
Englebert Extra Heavy 50/-

2Cx3 lor 26x2i Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 55 /-

Dunlop Heavy 45/-
Wood-Mllne Heavy 32 '-

650x65 lor Volturette Rims,
Dunlop Steel-studded 47/6
Dunlop Grooved 42 /-

Avon Sunstone 39/3
Goodyear Diamond 30 /-

Burnett Grooved 30/-
650x65 for Standard Rims.

Palmer Heavy Cord, Light Car Type 45/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 32/-

28x2* for 2V Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 40/-

Dunlop Heavy 42/6
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

2Sx3 (or 21 Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

28x3 for American Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-
Rom Combination 50/-
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-

700x75 for 650x65 Rims.
Hutchinson Extra Heavy, Light Car Type . 55/-

700x80 for 650x65 Rims
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45/-

Motor Cyclists' Waterproof Combination
Suits as illustrated last week, 25/-

CARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX,.—Latest new Calthorpe, L.iKOn,-ln, Standard.

Coventry Premier, and Airedale cars. tjet our
exchange quotation.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St.. Hahfax. [2673

1 r)|-12h.i). Clyde, White and Poppe engine. Zenith.
-IV 4-seater and light van body intereliangeable to

carry 6-cwt., good running order; £95.—Wait .and Co.,

Ltd.. Leicester. - ' L248B

"IQ16 Caltl.orpe 2-seater, dynamo, clock, speedo-
-i-*^ meter, appearance and condition excellent, pri-

vately owned; £210.—Tel. : Museum 6626. A.S.C..
60, Mortimer St., W.l. [3193

1 1 A GNS.—LagoDda llh.p. 1915 4-seat6r, dynamo
-*---" lighting, 5 detachable wheels, excellent con-

dition; consider motor cycle part.—98, Tulse Hill, S.W.2.
'Phone; Brixton 2104. [3056

7-9h.p. Swift 2-seater, 1914, lamps, tools, tax,

splendid order: Triumph or 20od cycle part
payment: £135.—Gray and Levin, 5. The Boulevard.
Balham, S.W. Tel.: Streatham 2417. [2636'

MOKKIS-OXFORD lOh.p. De Luxe Model, special

sporting- 2-seater body, Iralbous-lmck, bodywork nn-
scratched, mecbonically perfect, fast and economical;
any trial or examination; £225.-71, Bengeo St., Hert-
fofd. [2524

1 /\-12h.p. Clyde (£9 tax). White and Poppc engine,
-JLV wide 2-seater, new hood. screen. Stepney,
thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed, tyres almost
equal new, repainted; photo; £105.—Wait and Co.,

Ltd., Leicester. [2487

HUMBER lOh.p., 4-cyl., smart 2-seater car with
dickev seat. Bosch, Binks carburetter, economi-

cal, fast, guaranteed perfect, paintwork, mechanism,
every tiling splendid condition, lamps, tools, tax paid:

trial any time; bargain, £120: exchange combina-
tion and cash.—Charles, 45, Charles St., Commercial
Rd., S*,epney, London. [3144

TAXICABS.
SIDECAR Taxi Combinations, cash or gradual.-

County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birming-
ham. [8449

£100 down and twelve monthly payments of £20
secures London taxi cab.—Details, Palmer's Gar-

age, Tooting. [2937

w
MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
IND Screen, Easting Royal, like new; £3/10, bar-

gain.—Campbell, 55, Gibson St., Hillhead, Glasgow.
[X0053

£100 down and twelve monthly payments of £25
secures a magnificent 3-ton lorry.—Details.

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2938

1 Ol^ 5-cwt. 6h.p. Girling Delivery Van, repainted
JLt/ royal blue, overhauled and guaranteed perfect;

£35.—Malvern Garage, Malvern Rd., Thornton Heath,
Surrey. [2819

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
HALIFAX.—New and second-hand motor cycles; de-

ferred pavments at lowest rates.—Halifax Motor
Exchange, 25,' Horton St., Halifax. [2672

FOR Best Treatment and beat terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new o:

teeond-hnnd. write -Service Co., 292, High Holhorn,

W.0.1. 10672
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When ordering, please write di:lii;ll/.

ENGINES.
13 L.I\LC. Engine, 4Vih-p., complete; offers.-Nor-

bury Terminus Garage. [3073

3h.p. Arden, new, C.A.V. mag.; offers.—Jones, 7,

ri'4 ColUngham Rd,, London, S.W.S. [X0026

REX 6h.p. Twin Engine, Bosch, B. and B., com-
plete; £9.-Tintagel, Wickham Rd., Beckenham.

[2576
4h.p. Bradbury, single, newly overhauled; £6. a bar-

gain.—Dykes, 25, Moor Park, Stcvenston, Ayrshire.
[2446

5-6h;p. Rex Engine, a.i.T., Bosch, B. and. B.; £7;
offers.-Shepherd, Thwaite Piatt, Dalton-m-Fur-

ness, [3243

31h.p. Stevens Engine, m.o.v., with T.B. magneto,
2 fine condition; £8/8.-12, Winchester St..

Tiiunton. (2805

4 h.p. Twin, *h.v., Bosch, Amac, *16: 2')4h.p. Dal-

man. £27/10, new, complete.—Tonge, Holmes-

field, Sheffield. [2951

INDIAN".-A few Powerplu^ 7-9h.p. engines at the

remarkably low price of £15/15 each.—Smith's, 86,

Chalk Farm Bd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station),

London. 'Phone; Hampstead 2767. [2740

2ih.p. 2-stroke Engine, complete with C.A.V. mng-
4 neto, new, complete and iierfect; price £10;

letter for appointment.—Kelowna, Earlsdon Av., Coy-

entry. [X9390

HEPPELTHWAITE.—6h.p. W.C. Humber, single,

complete unit, clutch, mag., carburetter, pump,
etc £14; S'Ah.p. Triumph engine. £9; S'/ah.p. Rex,

£575 m o.v. :"3',ih.p. Rex, a.i.v., £3; 2'/ih.p. Minerva,

m.o.y!, £3/10. aTi.v. £3; 2h.p. Peugeot, £2/10; 5h.p.

Stevens, £3/10; White and Poppe less cylinder and
piston, £2; James cylinder, 30/-: a.i.v. Re.': cylinder,

£1/10—'Phone or write Heppelthwaite s, and see Side-

cars column for chassis snips; stamp please.—19, Wil-

cox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W. 8. [3097

All letteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. hZy
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ENGINES.
BABGAIN.—41i.p. Hnmber engine, complete, mag-

neto, carburetter, guaranteed; £15.—Searle's Stores,

Bouthhoiough. [3112

IQIS Vel'us 2-strote, complete, mrig., Senspray, alu-
J-tJ' minium silem^er, engine plates, all controls just

rebushed, guarajiteefl
-,

£8/10, or neafest offer.—Under-
liill, 12, Mervyn Rd., Bieliopston, Bristol. [2522

J.A.P Enginee. J. A. P. Engines, J.A.P. Engines.—
I have the largest stock of J.A.P, engines and

parts in England; over 30 engines olwaya in stock to

eelect from, and the price: 5h.p. twins, £17/10; 8h.p..

fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; and
Bh.p. at £18/10. Parts: 8h.p, J.A.P. crank cases,

50/- pair; 5h p. crank cases, 40/- pair; 8h.p. cam wheels
complete, 15/- each; vahes complete, 1/- each; valve

guidea, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 each; exhaust
valve and inlet cap, Al- each; tappets complete, 2/6 each;
cam levers, inlet and exhaust, 4/- each; gudgeon pins,

5/- each; and all parta for J.A.P. engines. Stamp for

leply.-Hawkins, 455, York Ed.. Wandsworth. [9218

N
IGNITION APPLIANCES.

EW Motor Cycle Magnetos.

R:AA for Immediate Disposal.—Thomson-Bennett,
0\t\f C.A.V., all degrees, single and twin, leads,

and variable ignition, for all niachines, £211216, in-

cludes post.ige; Bosch £3, postnge extra, 1/6. \\ e

forward immediately all magnetos on approval

against cash. Money refunded if dissatisfied.—The
Central Motor and Ignition Works, 14a, Lough-
borough Rd., Brixton, London, S.W.9. [9809

/~<ODNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

FAGNETOS. Magnetos. Magnetos.M^
GOVEENMEXT Surplus TJnueed Magnetos.—Having

bought the entire stock of the following makes
of magnetfko. we are able to offer them at large dis-

counts.—Below.

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, 180°,

£2/15; C.A.V., single or twin, clock or anti. £2/10;
postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Below.

ALL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni-

tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates,

ready to be immediately fitted on. Please etate make
of engine when ordering.—Below.

I^OUNTY of London Engineering "Works, Ltd.

*pLUGS, high-tension, wire, plugs.

f^ OVERNMENT Surplus ; new plugs in boxes.

A.C. (Titan), 1/6; K.L.G. type 7, detachable, 2/6;
high-tension wire, new, unpenshed, 9 mm., 5a.

per yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per yafd, 25
yard coil 6/-; 5 mm., 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-:

3 mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upvfard, 1/-; 3 mm..
9d.; (see other goods under Miscellaneous.}—

Below.

ALL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt

of cash; money refunded il not satisfied.—Below

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.. 51a,
New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London, 3.W. Tel.

:

Streatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London
[5583

H.B. Ignition Co. for unused W.D. Thomson-Bennett
magnetos, 500 in stock.

H.B. can supply from stock single and twin T.B.,

42, 45, 50, 55, and 180 degrees, clock and anti,

with baseplate and bolts for fixing on Triumph, P.M.,
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc.; £2/10, postage 1/6.

H.fi. sends all goods on approval per return post
on receipt of cash; every magneto sent out

carries H.B. 12 months' guarantee.

H B. will take your old magneto in payment.

".B. can offer you large discount for quantities of
-..-- A.C. Titan plugs in boxes, 1/6 each. Send your
enquiries to an old-established firm.—H.B. Ignition

Co., 78, New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [0694

SEVERAL Magnetos, cheap or exchange for gears

or parts.—Box 6,687, c/o The Moidr Cycle. [3255

SEVERAL Magnetos, perfect, all types; cheap; sale

or exchange.—Norbury Terminus Garage. [3074

QPARKING Plugs, Sphinx, A.C, etc., perfect; 9d.

;

fy postage 3d., package.~15, Dallin Rd., Woolwich.
[2385

K.L.G. Bparking Plnga, wonderfnl Talue, 4 tor bt-.

post free.—Thompson, B9, Queen St., WoWer-
hampton. [5031

MAGNETOS by CA.V.'s, Bosch, and Thomson-
Bennett, 50% below cost; see last or next week's

issue of this paper.—Vale Engineering Syndicate, 8-11.
Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. [0700

P.
and M. Magnetos, complete sprocket and chain,
ready to go on, guaranteed; £2/7/6.—Below,

MAGNETOS, T.B.. clock or anti. for any machine,
£2/5.—Below.

^AA SPARKING Plugs, new, guaranteed; 2/-
Oyfyj each.—Motor Cycle Accessory Co., 868a
Old Kent Rd., S.E. [2349

•JdOTOT^CLE

Insurance Policy

ft—

1

•I

"THIS space will be oc-

cupied eachweek with
copies of letters from

Policy holders who have

made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Dear Sirs,

Your cheque in settlement of

my claim to hand to-day, for

which I thank you. I must

express my appreciation of the

prompt and husiness-like way

in which my claim has been

dealt with.

Yours faithfully.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporaling The Autocar IttsuratKi

Department, Established 1904).

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Telephone: City 9831 andgB^z*
Telegratns : "Autoiiisure, Cent, London,

•^•••fe!l

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
BELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. lor repairs and

new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

written guarantee for 12 rnonths.

RELIANCE tost every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

rnany of the largest concerns, you need have no hesita-
tion in placing your repairs and orders with us.

"O ELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for
XV ' Thomson-Bennett, E.I.O., Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch.
Dixie, etc; special line genuine platinum screws lor

every make, 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free ot

charge upon any question concerning ignition.

,

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience afc

your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer- 1

tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that •,

we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Majf- -^

neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I. .

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John v>

St., E,C.l, for new and second-hand magnetos.-^
See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, waterproof, vari-

able ignition. These magnetos leave us in per-
fect condition, and carry our guarantee to either
replace or refiind cash if found unsatisfactory. Single-
cyls., clock or anti, suit any machine, 55/-; 45, 48,
50, 55, 180 deg., for J.A.P., Clyno, Douglas, etc., 55/-.
—See below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, brand new, single and twin-cyl.,
ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe, O.K., or any

lightweight, sitgle or 180° twin, 55/-.

E.I.C. Magnetos, absolutely brand new, not shop-
soiled, ready to fit on Triumph. P. and M>,

B.S.A., Nofton, Sunbeam, etc., ^4; the above are
genuine E.I.C. standard fitting magnetos.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, 1-cyl., suitable for any stationary engine

or big single, £3/15; twins, any degree, ready to drop
on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; powerful
spark at low speed. All the above magnetos are water-
proof, variable ignition, and guaranteed 1 2 months

;

postage 1/6.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of tbe
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London,
E.C.I. [1071
CONTACT Points Renewed, guaranteed pure plati-'

num, full thickness; 6/6, or 12/6 pair, return
post.—Venimore, 31. Court Oak Rd., Birmingham.

[X9914
JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to

platinum, for blades, screws, etc., cures mig-.
firing; ebron screws fit Bosch mag., 10/6 pair; old
screws, any make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.B.18. [0002

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Boscb, -

U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berling 1,

magnetos, we can naturally give you better service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum'
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6.'

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price fot

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-
and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guaraa-i
teed for 12 months, and redespatched to you in 2 days* '

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hardwick 1

Rd., Chiswick, London. [2284'

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send yonr magneto to Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele--

graphed on receipt. Quick, eEBcient repair guaranteed
in from 2 to 6 days, usually with-ia 24 hears.—-

Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [2939'

MAGNETOS.—Thomson-Bennett, clock or anti clodE-i

wise, 42, 45, 50, 55, 180°. and single-cyl. 4-

stroke, 50/-; 2-stroke, 45/-; variable ignition, new,
waterproof, guaranteed; write for illustrated particu-

lars.—Super Power Co., 81, Northside, Clapham, S.W.4.
,

[3163

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos, and can be relied upon to give you good

service. AI, BI, AO, KBI, KB2V, KZ2V type sparr?

stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guaran-

tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton,

London. [STB-I

N^ISCO, Ignition Specialists to the trade. Actual

— . manufacturers of spare parts for magnetos,

dynamos, etc Bepairs to all makes of magnetos, cai

lighting equipment, electrical and scientiftc instruments.

All work guaranteed—National Ignition and Suprjiw

Co, Pugh Works, Shirley Ed.. Addiscombe. Crovdon

'Phono: 435 Croydon. ' [2381

RUNBAKEN Repair Servfces.—Dynamos, magnetosi,

and starters. Huge stocks of spare parts ana lij

modern plant enable us to make a thorough ana ^ *

cient repair to every make and type. Pack in a strOTi 1

box, enclose instructions, and address to The Bunbalreil

Magneto Co., Ltd., 115, Gt. Portland St.. I^ndon, Wl
•Phone: Maytair 3586. North of England: Derb 1

St., Cheetham, Manchester. 'Phone : City 8266. L025 r

A28 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Paris Salon.

ANY
British motor cyclist visiting the Paris

Salon musi first be impressed by its im-

mensity, magnificence, and artistic arrange-

ment. Second impresssions concern the

exhibits themselves, and the visitor is be-

wildered by the galaxy of glittering- chassis and

sparkling coachwork of the world's leading cars.

When, however, he turns his serious attention to

motor cycles he discovers that, if the Salon reflects

French opinion, the manufacture of motor cycles

is regarded as one of the subsidiary industries in

the same category as pedal cycles, accessories,

and tyres, and allocated a portion of the gallery

where effective display is impossible. That is

the main difference between the French motor
cycle industry and our own ; it has not yet been

taken seriously, and while these conditions pre-

vail the motor cycle movement in France will be

severely handicapped.
Fortunately the British motor cycle industry

is large enough to stand alone, and does not have

to play a minor part in an exhibition of cars.

As regards the motor cycle exhibits in the Salon

we were much impressed by the large number of

British makes represented, and they lose nothing

in being staged alongside those of our cross-

Channel friends. This is not the case with the

sidecars, for, in the quality of sidecar bodies, our

French contemporaries easily surpass the produc-

tions of this country, and, incidentally, at prices

considerably lower than the British article. It

occurs to us that British sidecar manufacturers

would learn much to their advantage were they to

make a point of visiting the Salon or any other

show where French sidecar bodies are exhibited.

At the present rate of exchange there does not

seem much prospect of a large trade in British

motor cycles in France, which will be appreciated

when it is known that one British 4 h.p. twin-

cylindered sidecar outfit costs in France almost

as much as a French four-cylinder small car of

a make well known in this country.

Head Lamp Dimming Etiquette.

NO
question of road etiquette is in a more un-

settled state than the vexed one of dimming
head lamps when passing other road users.

Of course, the simple solution lies in a
perfect anti-dazzle lamp, but if such a device

has yet been evolved—and we doubt it—certainly

it is not in use to any tioticeable extent. From
the average motor cyclist's point of view, there-

fore, the car driver who fails to dim his penetrating
beam on the approach of a less powerfully-lighted

vehicle is demonstrating his ignorance of the motor
cyclist's difficulty in continuing to ride a solo

machine into a blaze of light and the subsequent
yawning chasm of blackness beyond.
Two cars or a car and a sidecar outfit may

approach each other with no great danger, whatever
their lights, for they are in stable equilibrium,

and may slow down to a crawl without loss of

steering way. The unhappy soloist, especially on
a wet and cambered road,' cannot ride at any speed
into he knows not what, nor can he slow to a dead
crawl for fear of wobbles in a space of unknown
width ; moreover, what to a car might be a mere
brushing of wing tips, would inevitably result in

a nasty spill to a solo machine. The question, of

course, is complicated by the fact that the majority

of motor cycle, lamps, although quite powerful
enough to offend, cannot be dimmed readily,

although this, of course, does not apply to many
of the electrical equipments now fitted to sidecars.

Regarding the whole subject without bias, the

inevitable conclusion is that, until efficient anti-

dazzle lamps are universal, each road user must
base his " policy " strictly on consideration for

others. In other words, it is no valid argument
for anyone to complain that it is dangerous (to

himself) to dim his lamps suddenly ;'~ he should

reduce his speed. Nor should the driver of an
electrically-equipped vehicle switch on agafn after

finding that an approaching driver neglects the

courtesy; the latter may be powerless in the

matter.

'
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An index to the adver<tls3ments in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Nearest Standard?

SOME bright lad is trying to start a discussion as

to which is the best motor bicycle. It would be
more to the point if the discussion centred

round the firm which supplies stock machines most
nearly equal in quality to the stunt 'buses handled
by its own trade riders. 1 may be wrong, but I

fancy that an almost unanimous vote could be obtained
on that point, and, if so, the compliment is no small
feather in the cap of the firm concerned.

Pilfering.

TIME was when I used to store various small acces-
sories in special leather holsters disposed about
the machine. This habit was forced upon me

by de.signers who sent out machines with toolbags too
small to carry more than a spare plug and the requisite
ironmongery; so my spare carbide, inner tube, tyre
repair outfit, and oil gun demanded special receptacles.
Twice this summer all these special holders have been
deftly emptied by lightfingered gentry, whilst my
machine reposed outside—well, outside church. Now
I keep them all in my pockets. 'Tis better so.

Cycle Car Detail Work.
EHAVE always urged that the real cycle car boom

would not start until cycle cars adopted a more
refined type of engine than most of them utihse.

A 1,000 c.c. V twin is a lovely engine when it is
throttled down on a high gear, which is its normal
function on_ a motor bicycle; it is less lovely Avhen
it is stumbling over in free engine, or revving on a
very low emergency, gear—two occasions when the cycle
car occupants are made to recognise that they have
an engme. But I would add that the detail work on
many cycle cars is skimped, for the simple reason
that so much money has already been lavished on the
chassis. A friend of mine brought home a new four-
wheeler the other day. The bottom gear and the rear
springing were out of action when he reached his
house—which IS separated by one county from the
works. In the former case the trouble was due to
saving 3d. on a proper voke and pin joint; in the
latter to saving 6d. on raw material. Some enthusiasts
A20

are trying to make cycle cars too cheap. There is

nothing to be gained by trying to, make a four-wheeler

appreciably cheaper than the average price of a side-

car of equal power.

More About Prop Stands.

THE latest prop stand to arrive is Mr. A. H. D.
Alltree's which weighs 2lb. and looks sturdy

enough to survive a Scottish Six Days. My
enthusiasm for these gadgets has already bored one

reader, who sends me a cutting from the Passing

Show. " How to make a cheap bicycle stand—look

for a nice wall." Well, I stick to my guns. If some-
body will market a prop stand which does not weigh
more than 2 lb., cost more than los., and take more
than two hands and a foot to operate it, he will enjoy

a little healthy trade.

Tent Pegs.

Y moan about the precarious shelter afforded

by a tent in a gale has revealed the fact that

there are many campers among our readers.

They are sundered into two opposed camps. The
one camp agrees with me that a i5in. peg is really

desirable on certain types of soft ground. The
other camp asserts that no gale will tug out 4in.

skewers, provided you insert them in pairs, crossed

like the letter X, with the guy attached to the peg
which is more remote from the tent, and with both
pegs leaning backwards at 30°. All I can say is that

the short peg merchants should have been my guests

in two of my 192 1 camps, one on ground which had
been ploughed and then parched by this record
summer, the other on the dusty sand of a beach abovp
highwater mark.

Broken Forks.

I
THINK the times are ripe for some authoritative

pronouncement by a steel expert on the safe life

of a pair of forks. Many years ago, when motor
C5'cles were fitted with light untrussed forks of pus^-
bike (sorry, I mean pedal cycle) type, two of my
best pals were killed by fractured forks. For years

afterwards I fitted new forks every second year to

any machines which I owned for keeps. Latterly, I
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Occasional Comments.

—

have had several friends rather seriously injured
through the fracture of their forks, though recon-
cjitioned war machines appear to have been the culprits
in most_ cases. Is there any simple method of
ascertaining whether fatigue of the metal has com-
menced ? If not, how long ought a modern fork of
good design and material to last before the metal
fatigues ?

.

Pity Me.

n
BELIEVE this cross-heading is a quotation from
Browning, after he had tried to expound one of
his own poems ; anyhow, I like to be as literary

as I can. I w-as setting out to say that a reader w^ants
to know

(i.) Why an engine accelerates when you open
the throttle. Surely it should absorb) as big a
charge with the inlet vah'e open for a long period
on small throttle as with the valve opening quickly
on full throttle. His friends say he ought to know,
but they do not know themselves.

(2.) What single factor produces the initial

acceleration when the throttle is first opened wider ?

(3.) Why does weak mixture make an engine
knock ?

Do vou know ?

429

Six Days Fuel Recofds.

THE Bordesley Engineering Co. take strong ex-

ception to my remarks about the petrol records
in' the A.C.U. trials. Their Connaught two-

stroke was credited with 13214 m.p.g., and they can
produce many letters from clients who obtain 160
m.p.g. in daily work with standard Connaught
machines. If the Bordesley Co. ttfrn to what I said,

they will find that I did not question the trial con-
sumptions as a whole, or as accurate records in the
vast majority of cases. What I said was that, in

many cases, the riders obtained unusual economy for
the make of machine they were riding by various stunts
and wangles, of which coasting down hills and shelter-

ing behind bulky sidecar outfits were quite frequent
.=^pectacles. Since the Connaught did not quite achieve
its usual mileage per gallon, it is fairly obvious that
it is immune from any charge of squeezing the best
possible figure out of the rules. But I think harm
would result if innocent readers were left to imagine
that, under ordinary riding conditions, any amateur
would register the excellent fuel economy obtained
with all the machines in the trial In some cases—of
which the Connaught is evidently not to be numbered

—

he would find -it quite difficult to get more than half
the trial mileage.

Amid the foothills of the Alps. Two tourists on lightweights near the summit of the Col du Bruch, which was traversed by the competitors
in this year's International Six Days Trials.
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Wilh the Sea on every Side, Varied Scenery and AssociaUons of Quaint and Historical

Interest, tliere is no Limit to tlie Cfiarni of Mona's Limited Area.

TO the majority of motor cyclists the Isle of
Man is just a convenient place in which to
hold the Tourist Trophy races. Others know

it, or rather Douglas, as a holiday place akin to
Blackpool or Margate. A few have visited the island
as tourists, and know that its 227 square miles
contain much to interest the motor cyclist who explores
them and is content to take it easy, for daily runs
of a hundred miles are not the rule on Mona's Isle.

Far better is it to make Douglas or Ramsey, Port
Erin or Peel, headquarters for the stay, and to explore
the island in daily runs at leisure. And what is there
to explore ?

Let any motor cyclist take a " one-inch " ordnance
survey map of the island, let him study it closely and
note the suggestions of romance and old history to
be found in the large number of tumuli, forts, cairns,

stone circles, wells, burial grounds, etc., that are
marked in the quaint old Runic type, indicating that
the Isle of Man has its links with the ancient past.

Historic Associations.
If we look this up, we find that the Isle of Man

was not founded by boarding-house keepers crowded
out of North Wales resorts and Blackpool amusement
caterers bent on finding a fresh outlet for their
enterprise, as some might suppose. It has a highly
interesting history going back long before Sir Hall
Caine wrote his Manx novels. As before mentioned,
the Druidical remains and Runic monuments are
numerous. The Bishopric of Sodor and Man is sup-
posed to have been founded by St. Patrick in 447.
The island was known to the Romans as Mona, and
was repeatedly raided by Norsemen.

During the T.T. week, the present writer, with a
colleague and a camera, not to mention a spring
A22

frame Matchless outfit, decided to steal a few hours

off the T.T. course to see the island, and although

time was limited, sufficient evidence was found to show
that a week or a fortnight could profitably be spent,

although the island is but thirty-three miles long and
twelve miles broad.

Tlie Nature of the Roads.
Every keen motor cyclist will, of course, tour round

the Tourist Trophy course, and in doing so he will

probably acclaim his admiration for those riders who
covered it at such amazing average .speeds. No
amount of ink either in words or in reproduced photo-

graphs can adequately convey the difficulties of the

large number of corners the racer has to negotiate,

or of the climb up the mountain and the nature of

the road which he traverses at such terrific speeds on
the descent.

The one-inch ordnance map indicates the various

classes of roads by different colours. There are " main
routes," "other routes," "roads under 14ft. wide,"

and " minor roads." On the whole, the main routes

are good—not nearly so wide as the main highways
of this country—in fact, they may be likened to the

Briti-sh second-class roads—but generally having a good
surface. The " other routes " are scarcely roads at

all, while~ those in , the third category compare
favourably with farm tracks, and the "minor roads

"

are like nothing on earth.

In exploring the Isle of Man, the motor cyclist will

be able to restrict his use of the second, third, and
fourth-class roads to short detours off the main routes,

when he must expect adventure, but may not always

find it. A good machine with efficient brakes is

essential if the main roads are left, as there are many
precipitous descents bordering unprotected ravines.

I
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An old-world village in the

south part of the island and

near to the Calf of Man.

On one of the ex-

peditions referred to,

my companion was the

chief of The Motor
Cycle staff of photo-

graphers, and our trip

was not quite a pleasure

jaunt. Other photo-

graphers had been

assigned duties on the

mountain and far side

of the island stretches

of the T.T. course.
The adventures of one
of them have already

appeared in these

pages.

My companion's
assignment included
attendance at the start

of tliQ race, a dash
round the outside of
the course to B a 1 1 i g
Bridge, Laurel Bank,
Ballacraine, and Kirk
Braddan, thence back
to Douglas for the

finish. Now to get
round to these places
on die outside of the

fcourse meant negoti-

,
t i n g some of the

I' ether roads"; fur-

ber, it called for open
Throttle and a con-
|dence in the Matchless

The Calf of Man from
Cregneish : Spanish Head
is on the left.

4-3^

to stand a he(_tii; ride

over surfaces which
would find the weak
places. I may say

that during the Senior

race I was passenger

during the business per-

formance of which our

first trip was but a

route-finding run, and,

despite the comfort

provided by the Match-
less spring frame and
the excellent suspension-

of the sidecar body,
my ribs were sore for

days through hanging

on to prevent divorce-

ment from the outfit.

However, on the re-

hearsal trip I was able

to take in some of the

characteristics of the

scenery off the beaten
" track which we left at

Foxdale—a m i n i n.g

village which would
make an excellent back-

ground for a film play,

although neither pic-

tiuesque nox particu-

larly interesting.

For a time our route

lay over roads marked
on the map as being
" indifferent." It suf-

fices to say they were,

but eventually we were

some 500ft. up among
the ruins of a deserted

Soon after leaving Castle-

town Port St. Mary comes

into view, nestling on the

hills across the bay.
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(4) Sulby Bridge, a dangerous corner on the T.T. course.

(5) Above Ramsey, a scene T.T. competitors seldom look back

to view when on their long climb "up the mountain."

(1) The palace of the Bishop of Sodor and Man, between

Kirkmichael and Ballaugh.

mine. A great beam engine towering above our heads

intrigued our interest sufficiently to induce us to stop

and explore. In the dusk or moonlight a more un-

<;ann)- place could not be imagined. The crumbling

building and decaying engine with its rusty rods lean-

ing where they had fallen, the wind moaning in the

gaunt roofless building all combined to produce an

effect of utter desolation.

The old engine bore the date 1843, and, despite

its enormous cylinder, we doubted whether it developed

any more power than the best of the 500 c.c. machines

which were to be raced the next day.

A study of the map revealed the presence of cairns,

tumuH, and ancient forts in the vicinity. Not far away

there was St. Patrick's Chair, all to be explored on

a future occasion.

The scenery in this part of the Isle of Man is very

like parts of Central Wales. The people, too, appear

similar to the Welsh, and are certainly just as pious,

as anyone motoring on Sunday will discover in the

listening whitewashed church at Rushen, near Port Erin.

(2) Rushen Castle, Castletown, originally a Danish
fortress, afterwards the home of the kings of Man, and
finally a prison.

(3) A deserted mill at Eairy, with a beam engine
dated 1843
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Touring in tlie Isle of Man.—

groups about the innumerable chapels and churches

and the look of silent reproach one receives.

Whitewash is favoured by most of the faimers, not

only for the exterior of their houses and barns, but

for the walls bordering their domains also.

Searching for Stenery.
The second expedition- was purely in search of

scenery, and our route lay chiefly over main roads

to Castletown, Port St. Mary, and Port Erin.

We had both been to the island many times, yet

our activities had been confined to regions in the

neighbourhood of the T.T. course.

AVe decided, therefore, to find the Calf of Man,
and the headland glorying in the romantic name of

Spanish Head. Studying the map en route one

wondered whether we were not in England, for such

names as Hampton Court, Richmond Hill, and

Southampton caught the eye.

At Ballacurrey vye hesitated about taking a side

road down Grenaugli Glen to the sea at Port Grenaugh,

where there is a tumulus and a fort, but we carried

on. At Ballasalla, a few miles further on, we hesitated

again before taking the road to Castletown, but the

fe route on the map was marked "other roads." We "
P knew what that signified, and also that /we had to

traverse some of them, and also of the third and
fourth-class, before we found the Calf of Man. There
was " a site of battle a.d. 1250 " down the " other

road," but what on earth the contestants had to fight

about we could not conjecture nor could we discover

who fought whom.
Castletown was the seat of the Government from

the sixth century until the middle of the nineteenth

century, and Rushen Castle, in the centre of the sleepy

town, and which was a Danish fortress in the tenth

century, was long the residence of the Kings of Man.
Near here there are ancient buriah grounds, more
tumuli and forts.

The run from Castletown to Port St. Mary is

s^ particularly picturesque, the latter port beihg in sight

l'~ across the bay very soon after leaving the ancient

, capital. Here, as in Castletown, the town was

,• apparently enjoying a siesta, so we pushed on towards

our goal. On enquiiing the way we were warned by

a car driver that the route included a long steep hill,

and he looked doubtfully upon our outfit. This gentle-

man had evidently little knowledge of the capabilities

of the modern motor cycle, for we climbed that hill

"on top," and we were still looking for it when we
arrived at Cregneish—as sleepy as may be expected

from its position on the map.
From Cregneish the road is of the fourth category,

and for two miles to the end of the land on the shores

of Calf Sound the reliable Matchless was most unfairly

treated. Calf of Man was in sight for the whole time

—

a green island isolated by turbulent water.

Here we halted to sit upon the boulders overgrown

with moss and besprinkled with diminutive pink flowers,

to gaze upon this separate Isle of Man, which is

private property, as we were advised by a notice on a

deserted bam on the mainland. Others had been
drawn there—a courting couple, and a party of elderly

people who might have come from Manchester. Two
fishermen hunting for bait completed the picture of

sombre cliffs and angry waters—very like a fragment

of Cornwall.

It was well worth the two miles of " minor roads
"

we had covered tO' reach it. There are dozens of such

out-of-the-way beauty spots which can be reached if

a motor cycle holiday is taken in the Isle of Man.
The map suggests all kinds of weird places. The
chasms at Bay Stacka, east of Spanish Head, Flesh-

wick Bay on the west coast just north of Port

Erin, and the disused lead mines tO' the west of

Foxdale. Glen Maye,' a mile or so south of Peel, is

one of the most appealing of all Manx glens for the

reason that it is natural.

Some Odd Corners.

Then the north end of the island should be worth

exploring, and the district between the main road and

Maughold Head, north of Laxey.

If one is in search of adventure, it may be found

by crossing from one side to the other of the T.T.

course, traversing the rough country in the neighbour-

hood of. Snaefell.

Undoubtedly there is fascinating country to explore

in the Isle of Man, and even on the main roads there

are many things to interest, and material in abundance
for the photographer's camera. Vedette.

I

In the heart ot England A James sidecar on the edge ot the Green at Meriden. Turning on the Birmingham-Coventry Road.
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Number-plates to be illuminated tbirt.v minutes
earlier, vide Hoad Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

The Paris Salon.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found a
studied review of the varied range of the
motor cycles at the Paris Salon, written
and illustrated by members of The Motor
Cycle staff.

Italian Champion Dead.

We regret to record the death of Carlo
Jlaffeis, Italy's best known motor cyclist.

JIaifeis fell in the Italian Grand Prix
last week and died from injuries received.

Taxes after October 1st.

Do our readers generally realise that
only half tax is payable on new motor
cycles or sidecars bought after October
1st'

i?rench Motor Cyclists in the T.T.

According to the official journal of the
Jlotor Cycle Club of France, some of its

members will make a serious effort next
year to carry off the T.T.

Official Anglo-Dutch Awards.
In the Anglo-Dutch Trial, fifteen

British contestants gained .gold medals,
seven silver medals, and one a bronze
medal. Of the Dutch team, twelve
gained gold medals and eleven silver
medals. The special cup winners an-
nounced in The Motor Cycle last week
have been confirmed.

Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The second ordinary general meeting
of the session of the I.A.E. will be held
at the Chamber of Commerce, New
Street, Birmingham, on Tuesday next,
the 18th inst., at 7 p.m. A paper will be
read by Jlr. H. D. Teage on •' The
Development of the Single-cylinder Motor
Cycle." Cards of . invitation to admit
visitors may be obtained on application
to the Secretary of the Institution, 28,
Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

1922 Prices.

Prices of James machines for 1922 have
now been fixed as follows : Standard
two-stroke lightweight, £60; two-stroke
lightweight fitted with separate gear box,
£65; 3^ h.p. "sports" twin, £105; 4^
h.p. single, £105; 7 h.p. twin, £125;
de luxe sidecar, £35 ; and standard side-
car, £30.

It is promised that a considerable re-
duction will be made in the price of the
Dunelt before Olympia ; but for the
present 1921 prices will stand, with a
guarantee to refund the difference when
the new figures come into effect.

British Motor Cycles in France.
There is a splendid array of British

motor cycles at the Paris Salon, which
lose nothing in being staged in the same
building as those of the French industry.

Spjizc\a\ Tf^eatures.
MOTOR CYCLES AT THE PARIS SALON.

NEW BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES
FOR 1922.

TOURING IN THE ISLE OF MAN.

Sunday Competitions in Wales.

Apropos our long-standing opposition to

Sunday motor cycle competitions, it is

interesting to note that the Cilcain Parish
Council has asked the Flintshire County
Council to take action to stop the holding
of motor reliability trials on Sundays at

Cilcain.

Official Nomenclature.

It seems e.xtraordinary that in issuing

statistics regarding motor taxation, the
Ministry of Transport should refer to

motor cycles as " cycles," as all the world
knows that the ordinary cycle is not yet
subject to taxation, and is still the
favoured vehicle which uses the roads
without contributing towards their up-
keep.

Olympia becoming Too Small.

Owing to the increased number of ex-

hibitors at Olympia this year, there will

be a large number of interesting exhibits

in the Annexe, which has hitherto been

given over to offices and tyre stands.

North London Danger Spot.

A Finchley reader calls attention to the

dangerous cross roads at Harrow, where
the London-Harrow road bisects the

Kingbury road. , He considers that an
A. A. scout would be much more profit-

ably employed there than at Barnet, and
has written to the A.A. to that effect.

Motor Transport at Olympia.

To-morrow is the opening day of the
Commercial Vehicle Exhibition, organised
by the Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders, at Olympia, and in con-

nection therewith will be several con-

gresses. That to be held on Monday
morning, the 17th inst., at eleven o'clock,

should be of interest to all road users,

for the subject of the paper to be read
by Mr. A. E. Brookes, O.B.E., M.Inst.T.,
engineer, surveyor, and architect to the
Durham County Council, is " Highway
JUaintenance and Administration under
Modern Traffic Conditions."

"TWO-STROKE PISTONS."

Recently we published an article on two-stroke piston design ; the above example was
(more or less) madvertently omitted ! It is the piston of a semi-Diesel oil engine,

photographed by the side of a Beaidmore-Precision in the Beardmore Oil Engine Works
at Coatbridge. Observe the piston ring—of orthodox design if somewhat unusual size

—

and the mammoth gudgeon pin.
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Eastern Centre A.C.U.

Starting aud finishing at Ipswich next
Saturday, a reliability premiership com-
petition will be held. It will be open to
members of any of the nine clubs in the
centre.

i Siirbiton and District M.C.C.
Ne.xt Saturday the club ivill hold a

one-day reliability trial, with the Sopwith
hundred guinea challenge cup as the
chief award. The start will be at the
Talbot Hotel, Ripley, at 10 a.m.

Chester and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Until now Chester has not had a motor
cycle club, but a promising future should
await the newly-formed body, as above

—

the result of a recent meeting of local
motorists at the King's Head Hotel,
Grosvenor Road. Mr. John Gamon was
elected captain and Jlr. J. C. Walker
vice-captain. Capt. Hill, 64, Cherry
Road, Boughton Road, Chester, is the
hon. secretary.

Lincolnshire A.C.

0. -B,, Hodgson, on a 3^ h.p. Surrbeam,
made fastest time in the Thonock Park
speed trials on the 1st inst., thus winning
the Foster Challenge Vase. The course
was one-third of a mile. Results :

350 c.f. SOLO.--StaiKliiig Start: 1, Mrs. Mary
0. Jenni^on [V.^ Yelocettel, 26-;s. ; 2 S. Cotton
;2";i Dousliis), 29;-s.,- 3, W. E. S. Herring (2^4
.4.J.S.), 295.«. Flving St.nrt: 1. Mis. Mary C.
Jenuison (2i..l Telotette), 203s.

i
2, V. Cotton (251

Donglas), 22j;^.; 3, Gia.:e M. Durance {2% Douglasj,

550 -o.c. SOLO.—Standing Start: 1,- 0. B. Hodg-
son (31/. Sunhcaiu), 24Js. ; 2. Geoff. Staniland (3V.
Norton), 26>.«. ; 3. J, T. Marfrrave (31,4 Norton),
29Js. Flying Start: 1, 0. B. Hodgson (3V-, Sun-
beam), 17|s. ; 2, J. T. Margrave (3'/. Norton),
19!=.; 3, Geoff. Stauiland '3i/. Norton), 20s.

UNLIMITED SOLO.—Standing Start: 1, A. E.
EoJjson (8 Zcniti), 24?s. ; 2, O. B. Hodgeon (314

Sunlieam), 24is, ; 3, I.. Peel (7-9 Harlev-Davidson).
26Ss. Flying .Start: 1, O. B. Hodgson (3'/'. Sun-
lieani), 175s.; 2, J. T. Mnrgraye (3',i Norton), 18s.;

3, Geofl. Stauiland (SU Norton), 1853.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

Such well-known test hills as Farlow
Bank and Flagstaff Hill were included in

the club's recent successful trial ; and s,

stopping and restarting test, held on a 1
in 4 gradient, caused some excitement,

and was a fine test of the various clutches.

There were thirty-five entrants. Results :

" CASTLE " CHALLENGE CUP AND GOLD
!MEDAL, for test rcrtormauco ot tbe day.—F. W.
Giles (7 A.J.S. so.), won «cond y<var in succession.

SILVER CCPS.—For se.-ond best periormance,
H. Penu \.2^i NeW' Imoerial) ; for be=t 500 c.e.

solo, F. J. Adam (3>i Norton); for best 350 o.c.

solo, L. HemineTray (2^,4 A..T.S.) ; for best single

gear, L. Soutliirell I3V2 Noitrm).

GOLD MEDALS.—For se'oud best solo, A.
Wilkes ;3i.. Eovei); for scrond be;t eideeai, S. E.
Roberts !7"A..J.S. s?.).

SILVER MEDALS.—J. G. Nixon [3V. Douglas).

H. 0. Rhodes (3'/-. Sunbeam), W Allen (6 A.J.S.),

H. Morria (2».; Diamo:id), S. Griffltlis (3',:. Norton),
W. Lewis (Ca<tle-Tiir(;e), and S. Minclrell (31/2

Triumpli).

BRONZE MF.DALS.-D. Henry (Castle-Three)
and J. Higginfcn (6 A.J.S. s'-l-

i

We(tk-en6 (Tlub TEvcnts.
Oct. IC,-—Rochester, Chatham and District M C

and L.C.C. Run to Ch-islchnrst.
Oct. 15.—Eastern Centre A.C.U. Rcliabnity Pre-

miership Trial.
Oct. IS.Siirbiton and District HI.C.C. Trial for

the Sopwitli Cup.
Oct. IS.—Stockport and District M.C. Axe Edge

llill-climb.
Oct. 15.—Midland Cvcling and Atliletic Cl-ub

One Day Trial.
Oct. 10.—Coventry Triangle M.C. Run to Cath-

iron.
Oct. 16.—Harrow and District M.C. JliU-cUmb.
Oct. 16.—Manchester M.C. Closing Run.
Oct. IG.—lLalijax and District M.C.C. Run to

Aldborough.
Oct. 16.- Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Conso-

lation Event. —-_
Oct. 16.— iVoolwich, Plumstcad and District M.C.

Hilt-climb.

Evesham M.C.C.
The club held its second hill-climb on

Hipton Hill on a recent Wednesday and
Thursday evening. An excellent auto-
matic timing arrangement had been fixed
up by JMr. F. B. Bent, and, after a few
preliminary mistakes, all went smoothly.
Some fast times were done on this steep
third of a mile, where the gradient at the
crest is about 1 in 9. F. Morrall, nn a
stripped 4i h.p. B.S.A., made the climb
in 23fs. (the fastest time of the day).
The results in detail were :

350 CO. SOLO.—1, A. Perkins (23-i New
Imperial), 40;s.; 2, J. Jones (2I4 Douglas), 433s.;
3, F. Jinks (2'4 New Imperial), Slis.
600 c.c. SOLO (Non-trade).— 1, F. Byrd (3'4

Norton), 275s.: 2, P. F. Andrews tl'-i B.S.A.),
28!s.; 3, H. \V. Smith (4)4' B.S.A.), 295s.
600 c.c. SOLO (Members).— 1, F. Mcrrall (4':

B.S.A.), 23|5.; 2, V. Morrall {HU B.S.A.), 25Js.:
3, F. Bvrd (3'; Norton), 26Ss.
UNLIMITED SOLO.— 1, F. Morrajl (4'4 B.S.A-),

25Ss. ; 2. P. F. Andrews (4V, B.S.A.). 25Ss. • 3 C
Lewis (31^ Nortont, 25Js.
60 c.c, SIDECARS.- 1, F. Morrall (41^ B.S.A.

sc). 31s : 2. A. Sharp [4 Triumph sc), e3cS.
UNLIMITED PASSENGER MACHINES -1 F

Morrall (41i B.S.A.I, 30s.; 2, R. Gibbrn (8
Enfield sc.), 31is.; 3, N. Bacon (6 Enfield sc )

42;s.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

As the result of the club's gymkhana
on the 1st inst. in aid of the Lough-
borough Hospital, a cheque for £20 was
handed to the institution.

North-west London M.C.C.

G. Baxter (6 Zenith sc. ) was the
winner on points of the very successful
gymkhana on the 1st inst. ; J. D. Sang-
way (5 Zenith) was second.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

There were thirty-three starters and
twenty-five finishers in the recent Merrick
Cup Trial, which took the form of three
21^ mile circuits (each non-stop), awards
being made, as under, on seconds error
from schedule.

1, Merrick cup, J. C. Neilson (4 Harley), 49s.
error; 2, silver inedal, P. Shaw (3I/2 P. and M.
sc), 50s. error; 3, bronze medal, W. He)Oie [3 '4

Scott), 56s. error.

Barrow and District M.C.

Fastest time of the day at the recent

speed trials was made bv G. Bethwaite

(3i Norton), who averaged 67.92 m.p.h.

over the kilometre from a standing start.

A lady competitor was first in the 350 c.c.

class, despite a bad start. Results :

275 0.0. CLASS.—1, L. S. Parker (Velocette)

;

2, J. Atkinson (Velocette) ; 3, J. L. Hall (Velocette).

Winner's npied. 52.94 m.p.h.

350 o.e. CLASS.—1, Mrs. Roberts (Monarch);

2, L. S. Parker (Velocette) ; 3, J. C. Deardon (Dot-

Jap). 'Winner's sijeed, 65.38 m.p.h.

550 CO. CLASS.—1, G. Bethwaite (Norton); 2,

A. Hawkins (Triumph); 3, H. Jackson (Stuibeiim).

Winner's speed. 66.66 m.p.h.

750 CO CLASS.—1, G. Bethwaite (Norton); 2, A.

Hawkins (Tri\linph) ; 3, H. Jackson (Sunbeam).

Winner's speed, 67.92 m.p.h."

1,000 o.c. CLASS.— 1, P. Barron (Indian); 2, G.

Bethwaite (Norton) ; 3. H. Jackson (Sunbeam).

Winner's siteod, 66.66 m.p.h.

rNLIllITED SIDECAR MACHINES.-!, P.

Bairoi- Judiaii); 2, H^ Jackson (Sunbeam), 3, H.

T. Wilson (Norton). W^inner's speed. 59 m.p.h

Two snapshots taken at a recent Basingstoke M.C.C. lilU-climb. On the lett

:

A. J. Fleming (4 Harley-Davidson sidecar) changing gear while his passenger is doing

his best to eliminate himself in order to redu.c cjnd lesistance. (Right) W. Julian

(2i Levis) at 50 m.p.h

B3
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must bs addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must bs accompanied by the writer's name and address.

SO M.PrH. BRITISH BIG TWINS.
Sir,—I have read "Observant's" letters in your respective

issues under the above heading ^Vith much interest. Who,
may I ask, ever suggested that the Brough Superior engine
Avas manufactured by Mr. Brough, as he seems to imply?
Surely it is tolerably natural to call an improved 1913 engine
(if this is the case) a 1921 model, is it not?
London, N.16. MORE OBSERVANT.

WHICH IS THE WORLD'S BEST SOLO MACHINE?
Sir,—I quite agree with Mr. A. Arnold that the 3^ h.p.

Sunbeam comes on top. But when price has to be taken
into consideration, the Sunbeam has to be put on one side.

It is a splendid machine ; but one has to pay an extremely
high price for it. One of the world's best, and which heads
the list for value for money, is the 3^ h.p. Rudge. I think
everybody will agreS with me on this poiirt, and many may
say that it is the world's best regardless of price.

I am lucky enough to own a Sunbeam, and, during the

last five months,Jiave covered 5,000 miles, and the reliability

is nothing short of marvellous. Most of it has been hard
riding. For instance, taking one of the many long runs, I

rode from London to Wrenbury in Cheshire, a distance of

179 miles, in six hours, including two stops of about ten

minutes each, and myself and machine were as fresh at the

end as when starting. 'The same evening I attached my
sidecar, and brought the day's run to well over 200 miles.

This machine does not used balancing, but holds the road
itself. H. M. MAIN CLARK.

Sir,—For an all-round solo machine, j)Ossessing such quali-

ties as reliability, silence, silky running, excellence of finish,

durability, etc., I plump each and every time for the 3^ h.p.

Lea-Francis, which, in my opinion, is the aristocrat and
RoUs-Rovce of motor cycles. Eil 940.

Bootle!

Sir.—Mr. Arnold has opened an interesting discussion in

his ktter on the world's best solo machine.
The Lanchester and Rolls-Royce built up their reputations

on three main factors—reliability, comfort, and " finish." I

agree that the nearest equivalent in' the motor cycle world
is the 3^ h.p. Sunbeam. Certainly, for "finish," the firm

has no competitor, and I would also call it the most reliable

;

but for corafq.rt there is room for improvement. C.J.

Ross.

Sir,—Undoubtedly, the chain-drive Triumph.
For monotonous reliability, economy from all points of

view, go-anywhere capabilites, sui^erb detail design, and
finish, and value for money, this famous single is unexcelled.

With T.T. bars and a 28in. rear tyre, it is as comfortable,

controllable, and fast as any .sane rider could desire—and it

positively revels in being neglected. Usual disclaimer.

Coventry. —UMPH.
Sir,—Mr. A. Arnold speaks reverently of the 3^ h.p.

Sunbeam. I must state that I had always disliked the single-

cylinder machine, though I had ridden such fine examples
as the Triumph and the Rudge. One day I had the chance
of trying a Sunbeam, and started off feeling that I might be
converted. But I have to confess that tlie single-cylinder
could not be disguised, and I have never come across any
single that pleases me.
The V twin is even worse; witness the appalling splutter

of any American V twins, except at fairly high speeds. The

English examples certainly are less irritating ; but then,
think of their tortoise-like gait

!

No doubt, I am exceedingly narrow-minded ; but I feel

that no motor cycle can claim to be a Rolls-Royce it it has
anything less than car engine torque, smoothness of running,
and complete absence of distinguishable explosions. There-
fore, from the Rolls-Royce standpoint, the only motor cycles

to be considered are the F.N., Henderson, Stanger, and Scott.

The first two are complicated, the Stanger I have not yet
tried, but am e.-cpecting great things from it. The Scott I

know well, and place it far ahead of any other solo machine
obtainable. I have never yet heard it seriously contended
that there is a more comfortable machine. Its reliability is

unquestioned—the last two Si.x Days Trials are proof.

Durability? My own Scott is nine years old, and I recently

ran from Bournemouth to Land's End without using low
gear, except tor startmg and through towns. It will take
a light sidecar and passenger at 45 m.p.h., though your
correspondent is not thinking of speeds. Its purr is a delight

to hear. Its safety on the worst surfaces is proverbial.

I am entirely a private rider ; but for me it will be a Scott
or a Stanger until a four-cylinder two-stroke is evolved.

NORMAN WILLIAMS.

MATCH-LESS ACETYLENE LIGHTING.
Sir,—I notice in your issue of September 22nd Mr. A. S.

Lynne Williams presumes that my intention is to light up
my acetylene lamps by means of a spark gap "without stop-

ping," thus converting my lamps into e.xplosive bombs.
. May I apologise to him for the ambiguity of my English,

if that is how he interprets it, as I may say that, being a
chemist, I am fully acquainted with the characteristics of

acetylene gas, and also having used a spark gap for lighting

up whilst despatch riding in France (where I covered more
than 50,000 miles) I am quite au fait with the modus
oj^erand)

.

I shall arrange a switch f.or each lamp, and the procedure
will be to dismount, with the engine running in neutral, open
each lamp in turn, blow into it to disturb the explosive

mixture, then switch on and off the relative switch.

I trust this will ease Mr. Williams's mind
and others who may have drawn the same
conclusion.

W. E. BAINES, M.P.S.
:.*

At least nine motor cyclists out of every ten will deplore the

slackness of any fellow rider who neglects his mount. To find a

virinner for the best kept machine at any rally is often a difficult

task. Walter Scott, shown above with his Harley-Davidson, wa-s

the winner in this respect at the recent rally at Hendon.
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COST OF SPARES AND COMPONENTS.
Sir,— It may interest mnny of your readers to know that

one of the best known 7 h.p. American twhis would cost,
approximately, £500 if assembled piece by piece from spare
parts as listed in the current catalogue for the British market.
Perhaps the firm whose conscience is pricked by the above
fact would care to explain how this comes about. R.B.
London, K.C.4.

Sir,—Knowi+ig the value of your space, I did not intend
to communicate again with you on the above subject.' I
feel, however, that the letter 'of Mr. Ernest Gelder calls for
a few comments.
He agrees right away that spares are more costly when

bought separately.
I think he discusses too lightly the cost of assembling

a complete machine.
He states that the quantity of replacement parts put in

hand from time to time must of necessity be smaller, and
adds that there is the risk of a large number never being
wanted. He cannot argue both ways.
Further, he says that competition will always keep prices

to a reasonable level. Let me point out that, while there
is plenty of competition as regards complete machines, there
is very little indeed as regards p,arts. Obviously, the owner
of a particular brand has to go to the maker of that machii.e
for his spares. Although a purchaser is aware beforehand
what he has to pay for the motor cycle of his choice, he
never knows what he will have to pay for spares.
My remarks as to the disparity in the prices for similar

parts as charged by various makers is passed over.
I cannot see how, what he describes as an actual bugbear,

can be cheerfully carried out.
There should be no "moral obligation" to supply spares.

It should be a recognised duty. The firm that will stock
.".pares at reasonable prices, and advertises the fact, will
eventually get the business. The buyer will be saved at
least two big disappointments—delay and mireasonable
charges. POURQUOI.
London, E.G. 14.

Sh-,—The somewhat bitter complaiiit of your correspondent
" A.X." will lose some point if he is informed that the repair
to the bottom back stay of his cycle can be carried out by
any really competent 'engineer 'at a cost of about 30s.
"A.X.'s" machine is obviously a Triumph, and the list

price of the lug he has fractured is 21s. 6d. In this case
(a very common one) it is ridiculous to fit a complete new
stay, when only one new lug is required to be brazed on.

30s., not 68s., please. GRAY AND LEVIN.
R. L. G.4NDT.

IMPROVING BUTT-ENDED TUBES.
Sir,—I find it very difficult to purchase butt-ended tubes

at the average garage, and one is usually told that they are
never asked for now, on account of the trouble they" give
(which, in my humble opinion, can be avoided).
The average tube is finished off as shown in A, and the

"stuck" part is as arrowed. When the tube is blown up
this part is stronger than the rest, which expands first,
and tends to tear itself away,
which,, in course of time, it

does. On getting a new tube,
r always convert it as shown
in B, where the "stuck" part
is simply as indicated, which
eliminates the tearing action.

Two pieces of tin sweated
together with solder will easily

tear apart, but cannot be
separated by an end pull.

Again, when testing tubes in

water for a puncture, if

finished as A, no pressure can
be applied, as trouble would
appear at the rece.?sed end

;

but, if finished as B, the end
simply blows out, and will

stand more pressure than the rest of the tube.

I find a solution made from Dunlop's filling for tyres

dissolved in petrol is an excellent adhesive, if the tube has
previously been well roughed with sandpaper.

Stoke-on-Trent. BUTT-ENDED.

(Top) The usual method
of making butt-ended tubes,

(Below) How "Butt-ended"
alters his. (See accompany-
mg letter.)
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COLLECTING FRICTIONAL ELECTRICITY!
Sir,—With reference to ilr. L. W. E. Hartley's letter in

The Motor C'nclt of September 22nd, permit me to offer an
explanation of "Spark Intensifiers."

, .

In connection with the explanation offered him by a
retailer of the device, he may safely take it that such a
theory is purely fallacious. Without analysing the theory

of electro-statics, it will be
evident that if such a theory
was correct, a continuous
discharge would take place
across the gaps during the
whole period that the engine
was running, irrespective of

the position of the magneto
contact breaker.
Dealing next with our

correspondent's difficulty in

connection with spark gaps
in series, I can assure liim

that there is an advantage
in such a system. The use of such a device is to
increase the potential difference between the spark plug
points. This is best illustrated by reference to figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 1 is a " sine curve," illustrating the nature of the
e.m.f.' set tip in the cireiiit depicted in fig. 2. Now, if the
source of supply A (fig. 2) is capable of producing sufficient

high-tension e.m.f., the intensity of the spark at the gap S (i

is governed solely by the length of that gap. We will

suppose that the length of gap "is O.lin., and that the e.m.f.

at the instant of discharge is 500 volts; Then, if the gap
be incTeased to 0,2in. the discharge e.m.f. Avill rise to 1,000
volts, as illustrated by the peak of the curve in fig. 1. There-
fore, by fitting an extra gap in series with the spark plug, in

addition to obtaining a greater e.m.f. at the points, a sharper
and quicker spark is obtained, because the discharge does not
occur until the e.m.f. has risen to the maximum value that
it is possible for the magneto to produce, instead of starting

half-waj' up the curve, and thereby prolonging the discharge
over a considerable fraction of time.

It is assumed, of course, that these intensifiers are capable
of adjustment, in order to suit the particular magneto with
which they are being used. RADIO.
Grangemouth.

COMFORT IN A SPORTING SIDECAR.
Sir,—Why do not manufacturers fit a footrest, or stretcher,

more particularly to the lighter sidecars, where the passenger's
heels are on- the floor?

Such an addition, when the body was under construction,
would be quite simple to fit, and would cost but a few
shillings, while the extra weight would be negligible ; but the
increased comfort to the passenger who is thereby enabled to

steady himself in his seat instead of being tossed about like

a loose parcel may easily be appreciated.
Having contrived such a fitment to my own little 'bus, I

commend the idea to other sidecar users, and suggest that
manufacturers might themselves test the difference in comfort
which it makes. LH 1005.
London.

SANS CARBURETTER.
Sir,—Can anyone account for the following mysterious

behaviour on the part of my 1920 4 h.p. Triumph?
After having decarbonised and reassembled, I pumped some

paraflfln into the crank case for the purpose of washing it

out, and on turning the engine over by means of the kick
start, to my great astonishment, it started to fire and kept
on doing so until I lifted the exhaust. Note the engine
being stone cold. Thinking it might be due to some petrol

left in the carburetter, which, by the way, had previousl,y

been dismantled, I drained it bone dry, inserted some more
pararfin in the crank case, and kick started. It again fired

on the second kick. The spark was fully advanced, the

petrol and air completely shut off, so at present I am at a

loss as to why this should happen. I can vouch for this,

as my friend, who also has a Triumph, was assisting me at

the time.

(aj How far do you think I could travel on a crank case

full of paraffin?

(bj Do you advise me selling my carburetter, as it appears
I have no 'further use for it?" PUZZLED.
Alexandria, Egypt.
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EASIER EASY PAYMENT SYSTEMS.
Sir,—I have always made a speciality of meeting peoples'

pockets so far as manufacturers' minimum terms allow me
to do so, my minimum with a new machine being one-fifth of

the total amount, pJus interest, as deposit, and the balance
payable in twelve, eighteen^ or twenty-four monthly
instalments.

Only the best of machines are allowed out on the two-year
basis, as obviously some of the cheaper models would not
allow of sufficient security in the event of payments not being

kept up. H. J. YOUNGS.
Kilburn.

Sir,—With reference to the several letters which appear

in your issue for September 29th Avith regard to the above,

we think your correspondents may take it that the present

generally accepted terms for easy payment business have been

adopted by the trade as being the only terms likely in its

estimation to be satisfactory. It has to be lemembered that

motor cycles differ from most other articles supplied on the

extended payment system, in so far as they involve, in

addition to the monthly payments, a fairly substantial sum
for running expenses and general upkeep, -sp that it is not

sufficient for the intending buyer to feel that he could afford,

say, £3 to £4 per month out of his regular income to meet

the monthly instalments, __ . . _ , .

but he must also see his

way clear to something

like a similar amount for
^

his running costs. It is a

fair assumption that if , •

such a person has only ,

been able to put by £10 | .

or so without these addi- '

tional expenses he has

been living fairly well up
to his income, and would
find providing for the in- -•..

^

stalments and upkeep of a '
,

motor cycle somewhat ^
v ' < .

irksome, unless he very

,^raaterially altered his style

of living. This Avould be

bad enough for twelve
months, but if continued-

for, say, eighteen months,

the irksomeness is more
than proportionately in-

creased.

We think the above are

factors which dealers and
financial houses Avho under-

take this class of business

have in mind ; and it must
be also remembered that a

large number of would-be

buyers are probably so

keen to beconie the owners

of a motor cycle that they^

would be inclined to gloss'

over or under-rate the dif-

ficulties of providing for

the monthly payments.

However, as your corre-

spondence columns would
seem to convey that there

is a considerable public
wishing to purchase on ex-

tended payments if the

facilities were increased,

and, as one correspondent

points out, this might be
a means of increasing the

trade generally, this com-
pany, which can claim to

be one of the pioneers of

supplying motors on this

system, is quite prepared
to try the experiment, and
will accept orders extend-
ing the payments over a

period not exceeding
eighteen months, one-fifth
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EIGHTY HAIRPINS IN SEVEN MILES. TheStelvio Pass in Austria

—one of the most famous climbs in the world, and surmounted by single

geared British motor cycles before the war. The advent of the countershaft

gear has introduced a new school of riders, and single gear exponents are

disappearmg. One is constrained to wonder whether present-day nders
would care to climb this pass on a single-geared mount.

of the total cash price to be paid by the customer before

the machine is delivered. But, as it has never been

the policy of this company to induce the public to under-

take obligations which they might ultimately regret, we
would suggest that persons wishing to avail themselves of

this offer should carefully consider whether they can afford

not only the monthly payments but the necessary upkeep in

addition.

We would also recommend those buyers who would like

to purchase the latest 1922 models to commence putting
by- for the deposit forthwith, and bank a certain amount each
month, or put it to their credit with some firm of standing,
so that they may have the necessary sum available when they
wish to make their purchase. We are prepared to assist in

this way by accepting monthly payments on deposit, and
paying a fair rate of interest on them pending delivery of a
machine, on the understanding that the sum to a customer's
credit can be withdrawn if so desired at any time ; there
being no obligation to purchase.

THE SERVICE COMPANY (LONDON), LTD.

Sir,—Respecting correspondence in your last issue on the
question of easier easy payment system's, we might state that
we have in certain cases extended our deferred payment
system beyond the usual twelve months period, but' have

- _ _ „
' _ never increased this

' '
_

^ "„ „ " beyond eighteen months.
Dealing particularly
with the letter from

j
"Anxious," we would

j like to mention that, from
our own experience, we

I have found considerable
difficulty in obtaining pay-

1
ment after a period of
about one year, and
whether this be due to the
fact that owners have lost
interest in the machine,
or whether it can be attri-
buted to some other cause
we have not the means of
ascertaining ; but certain
it is that there would be
increased difficulty should
the payments become un^
duly extended.

After all, a motor cycle
can hardly be compared
with furniture, as in the
latter case the furniture
is purchased and installed,
and

^
does not depreciate

in its value quite so
quickly as a motor cycle,
whilst after the furniture
is purchased there is no
maintenance charge as
with a motor cycle ; and
we have not infrequently
found that there is a ten-
dency to purchase
machines that clients
cannot afford to maintain,
and, consequently, here
again there is the further
difficulty of collecting pay-
ments.

In the case, however, of
sound references we cer-
tain 1 y, so far as the
makers' agreements allow,
are quite prepared to ex-
tend payments to eighteen
months should it be of
assistance to any prospec-
tive purchaser of a motor
cycle or sidecar outfit.

GEO. PETTYT,
Maudes' Motor Mart,
London, Exeter, and
Walsall.
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SUNDAY COMPETITIONS.
Sir,'—As a oojistant leadei', and cue who has the greatest

respect for your jjaper, I venture to disagree with your pohey
and with the opinions of your correspondents about Sunday
competitions.

I thinli your correspondents must either be " men of

leisure," who can indulge in competitions any of the other
six days of the week, or be rather Pharisaical in their

observance of Sunday. All modern leaders of religious

thought agree that the most beneficent way for a man who
sits in a stuffy office all the week to spend the Sabbath is

to take healthy outdoor recreation ; for, moreover, " the
Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath."
No outcry is made against playing golf or going for joy-

rides on Sunday. Why, then, is such consternation caused
at a harmless little reliability trial? However, the feelings

of those holding contrary opinions should be considered. I

agi'ee that hill-climbs, with more or less open exhausts, should
be repressed on Sundays, as I can (juite understand them
causing great offence. GROUSER.
Epsom.

NEXT YEAH'S SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Sir,—I venture to put the following idea regarding the

EngUsh Six Days Trials for 1922 before your readers, and
trust it may have some criticism.

That the trials should start from London and finish at

Brooklands, making the outward objective Edinburgh,
traversing an outward and return route which might be
suggested by the A.C.U.
When the routes are chosen, let each A.C.U. Centre whose

area becomes involved be responsible for the marking of the

route, the checking of the competitors, and all arrangements
for garage, hotels, replenishment, etc. A.C.U. officials to

follow up the competitors, collect all reports, and arrive at

their findings nightly. The A.C.U. to evolve some method
of indicating to the public, the position of merit of each
competitor as he goes along from day to day. This could

be done by the competitor carrying some symbol of his

position of merit. This would add greatly to the interest the

public take generally in the competition. As it is to-day,

it simply looks upon every rider merely as a competitor, but
has not the slightest idea as to who are prospective gold

medallists and who are not. Some such general scheme would
undoubtedly relieve the A.C.U. headquarters of a terrific

amount of arduous work ; would, of course, be a considerable

saving financially to the Union; and would, in my judgment,
create an interest and rivalry between the centres concerned,

which I think could only tend to foster the "ood fellowship

of the sport and pastime we have all so much at heart. It

w'ould likewise save the Union from much criticism which
is often most unjustlv levelled against it.

T. RUTHERFORD.
SIDECAR CONNECTIONS.

Sir,—The object of the article under the above heading,
which was published in the issue of the 15th ult. . appears

to have escaped the perception of ilr. J. Willey entirely.

Unfortunately, motor cycle design has been evolved largely

by those who have had comparatively little appreciation of

the difiicvilties which would be encountered in the actual road
performances of their prod-acts. Motor cycle design has

probably more of that element of compromise which is said

to be embodied in all mechanical construction than has any
other branch of engineering.

It was with the spirit of compromise prominently before

me that I penned the opinions to which your correspondent

objects. I arrived at these opinions, moreover, after a pi'O-

longed experience and observation of sidecar construction and
sidecar usage on the road. During the past two years I have
suffered frame breakages on two of my sidecar machines as a
direct consequence of what I consider to be a grave defect in

almost all sidecar attachments. In both cases the breakages
occurred with machines in which sidecar lugs were in-

corporated on the lines suggested ijy Mr. Willey.

That one connection (i.e., the back fork connection) should
be flexible, or should have vertical movement in the plane
of, or parallel with, the sidecar axle, is a contention from
which no second-hand references to "masses of contorted
tubing," etc., will dissuade me.

Mr. Willey instances the Scott as "a really scientifically

rigid chassis." Admittedly the Scott design is excellent

;

but it is not nearly so rigid as Mr. Willey imagines. The

43Q

front triangulation is not in the plane of the blows delivered

to the cycle frame from the sidecar wheel, and as it involves
three yoke joints, mnuite movomeuts must take place in any
case. (If the front triangulation teas rigid, vertical alignment
of the cycle would not depend upon the adjustable diagonal
tube stay

) .

The back fork-end yoke joint has its tongue parallel with
the ground instead of in a vertical plane ; consequently,
the above-mentioned slight relative movements of chassis

and cycle frame (all accentuated by steering head play, wheel
bearing play, tyre roll, etc.—compromise again !) result in

continuous wrenching of this connection, which would be
obviated if it was turned through an angle of 90°.

I know of at least three firms which have discarded sidecar
lugs on the rear fork ends of their cycles in order to obviate
continual fractiu'e. Flexibility, or slight play in a vertical

pl.qne, is a -sine qua nan at this point, and would eliminate
all too frequent back fork troubles.

Perhaps Mr. Willey is unaware of the fact that all our
constructions flex to some extent, for " rigidity " is a very
relative term. Certainly, when a sidecar has long front

connections and short stifi rear fork attacliments there is a

considerable variation between the relative movements of

the back and front portions of the frame and chassis

respectively. The flexing of the front arms, which horrifies

Mr. Willey with thoughts of crystallisation, will do no harm,
except in conjunction with the comparative inflexibility of the
rear attachment, where breakages generally occur.

A sound system of construction is embodied in the Enfield

chassis—its main member is rigidly attached to the cycle

frame in the nature of a parallel outrigger. If Mr. Willey
rides behind an Enfield outfit over a rough road he will

receive an eye-opener in the flexing of the transverse chassis

members. The Rudge is on similar lines and equally

satisfactory.

-

" If a motor cycle frame will not stand up to ... a rigid

chassis . . .let the remedy be applied to the frame,"
says Mr. Willey. - Surely, my article was written to heliD

those who design, make, or select sidecar chassis to attain

that w-hich would do the least harm to existing motor cycle

frames w-hich are designed primarily to withstand stresses

in the vertical plane. ' I am convinced that a proper appre-

ciation of non-rigid construction will permit even existing

lightw-eight machines to be used w-ith sidecars without detri-

ment to their frames. To redesign machines to stand up to

an attadhhient is a Gilbertiau proposition.

WHARFEDALE.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
".J.P." and "A.M" (Kilmarnock) wish to thank the

partv of motorists and the two motor cyclists who kindly

rendered assistance in the accident on the Largs and Fairlie

road on Saturday evening, October 1st.

A lady rider of a 2i h p. Enfield (writing from Trimdon)
wishes to thank the Rudge-Multi rider who assisted her to

get home with a broken valve on the 20th ult.

DDDDnnDnDDDDnDnnDnnDnnnnDODDDDnnnDDDD
S BOOKS AND Maps for Motor Cyclists
^ Issued in coniuoction witb The Motor Cych. _

D ' MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM O
D Xte stand.'ird handbook on the motor cycle. ^D Price net, 2/6. By post, 2/to. ^
n HINTS AND TIPS FOB MOTOR CYCLISTS.'- °

y NewEdition. Tiist Published. Pricenct,2/- Bypost,2/3, D
D TKACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES.'
Q A system lor tracing motor cycle faults and of rsmedyin

;

D
Q theni when Jound. Fourth Edition- D
Q Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3. D
D -TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." D
n A reliable treatise on Two-strokes from the rider's point ^
D of view. Price net 3 Bypost. j/j. D
° MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES,' °

Q By "Ixion," ol The MoUr Cycle. )±

^ Price net, sh By post, j/j. ^
D THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. a
D Set or 'Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, U
D London. Set of three, complete in ca-,e. Price net, 5 /6. D
D Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and D
D Wales, London (asabove). Pricenet,4/6, Bypost.^/d.
n THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK. O
CI Witb32pagesofRoadMaps. PrJcenet,5/- Bypost,5/4, ^

n Cbtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE& SONS Ltd., q
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and r-,

^ Railway Bookstalls.
pjCnODCiDDDDDDDDDaDDDDnDaaaDDDDnDDOaDDi3Da
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A selection 01 questions ol general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions shou:il be adOiessed to tjie Editor, "Ihe Motor Cyce, "
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelopQ for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legli
questions should be marked " Legal " in the top leit-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle," desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

V, 1, 1 a"«"^^
Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularl/ in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads
n any particular locality.

box

THREE AND A HALF TO ONE GEAR.
What number of teeth should 1

require on my engine sprocket to

get a gear of 3^ to 1 ? The rear
wheel sprocket has forty-five

teeth, the sprocket on the gear
has seventeen teeth, while the

clutch sprocket has thirty-five teeth.

—J.S.

Twenty-si.x teeth on the engine sprocket
will give you a gear slightly lower than
what you require ; twenty-seven teeth
will give a slightly higher gear.

RESPONSIBILITY OF ROAD REPAIRING
AUTHORITIES.

Is it possible to claim damages
from a borough council or cor-

poration for an accident caused
-2J through the bad state of the roads

in that borough ; and also the
best method to take action in the
matter?—H.W.P.

A borough "council or corporation is not
responsible for accidents occurring through
the bad state of the roads caused by ordi-
nary wear and tear, but if an accident is

caused through the negligent way in

which a road is being or has been repaired,
then such authority is liable. For instance,
if through the negligent way a road was
reiJaired there was some excavation left

improperly filled in and this caused an
accident, then there could be a successful
claim for damages.

GEAR RATIOS.
I have recently had a two-speed

Albion gear box convert-ed to

a clutch model. Owing to the
original sprocket having twenty-
five teeth and the new one thirty-

two, it has lowered my top gear to

6^- to 1. (1.) How many teeth are
required on the flywheel sprocket to
raise the top gear to 4| to 1? There
are fifteen teeth on the flywheel sprocket
and thirty-two on the gear box
sprocket, while the outside diameters
of pulley and belt rim are 6^in. and
18iin. respectively. (2.) Will it do
harm to the engine (2| h.p. Blackburne)
to run it on the present gear till I can
obtain new sprocket?—H.E.W.

(1.) Nineteen teeth. It is perfectly easy
to calculate the figures required yourself.
First multiply the Edir.feer fei tosth or thp
diameters of all the driving elements and
then multiply the similar dimensions of the
driven elements ; divide the latter product
by the former to obtain the ratio. (2.) It
will not do the engine any harm to run it
on a 6i to 1 gear.
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FOR LIGHTWEIGHT SIDECAR WORK.
Will you kindly inform me

? which would be tire most suit-

able lightweight for fitting a
-^ sidecar — single - cylinder four-

stroke, twin-cylinder four-stroke,
or two-stroke? The weight to carry
would be about 17 st., and upoii fairly
level roads. Also, please state the
earliest model suitable, as I intend to
purchase a second-hand machine for the
purpose. Will you also kindly advise
if the petroil system would "be satis-

factory if adapted to a four-stroke flat

twin in lieu of the usual method?—A.S.

As a general practice, we do not advise
the fitting of sidecars to light machines,
unless the manufacturers specially recom-
mend them for such use. For the most
part, the frame and front fork construc-
tion of the average lightweight motor
cycle is not designed to resist the
enormous stress imposed by a sidecar
attachment. If, however, you persist in
the idea, we should recommend that you
obtain a machine fitted with a
single-cylinder 2J h.p. engine, XlJ^
preferably with outside fly

wheel if a four-stroke ii

selected. The petroil system cannot be
applied to a four-stroke machine except
to supplement the normal supply to the
crank case.

USE OF BENZOLE.
(1.) What size of jet should be

fitted in an Amac carburetter on
a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder machine
used for solo riding with benzole,
and is any special adjustment of

the carburetter necessary? Should the
level be raised? (2.) Is a mixture of
benzole and petrol recommended, or
benzole only? (3.) What are the special
merits or demerits of this spirit other
than effecting economy? Is maximum
speed or power affected ?—J.R.B.

(1.) The level should be slightly lowered
if benzole is to be used exclusively, and
the jet may be slightly reduced iii size. .

(2.) There is not the slightest objection to
using benzole alone. (3.) Benzole gives
a slight increase in power, chiefly notice-
able at low speeds. Usually, however, the
maximum speed remains the same. The
engine very seldom knocks, owing to the
sloAver Tate of combustion, and it is

possible to run with the ignition well
advanced under all circumstances.

WINNER OF A CONTINENTAL CLASSIC RACE. . ^_ -

On a Daytona Beach record-breaking Indian, Kellner won the historic Semmering hill-climb

for 1921 . He is shown at speed on one of the many curves on the course. A pre-war 3J h.p.

Triumph, driven by the Archduke Rainer Hapsburg, was first in the 500 c.c. class after a keen
tussle with several post-war German machines.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' reiilies to questions published

vitder this heading shoidd be sent to the

Kditor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-

trurdcd direct to the querists concerned.

"P.J.JM." (Blacklion).—Norton Big 4

combination : Speed, consumption, reli-

ability, and remarks in general.
" R.R." (Abingdon).—Flexekas valve

guides : Effect on consumption, attention

required, and improvement noticed.

"H.P.E." (Doncaster).—Binks, Cox,
Degory, or other carburetter on 1921
Scott ; also most suitable plug.

"T.S." (Dublin).—Reynolds runabout:
General reliability.

"J.H.H." (Ramsey, Hunts).—Sports

Sunbeam : Durability, reliability, ease of

handling, gears, and speed.

"H.C.S." (Mitcham).—Cox-Atmos car-

buretter on Scott sidecar.
" V.G.H." (Plymouth). — Beardmore-

Precision : Reliability spring frame,
climbing, lubrication, and enclosed gears.

"B.A.T." (Wisbech).—5-7 h.p.B.S.A. :

Petrol and oil consumption, ease of start-

ing, reliability, speed, and climbing.

"r.L." 4I\iorpeth).—Will this reader

kindly I'epeat his full address to the

Editor, so that replies to him may be

forwarded ?

"J.S.H." (Prestwich).—2J h.p. o.h.v.

Douglas : Speed, gear ratios, reliability,

consumption, quality of material and life

of engine parts, and steering at high and
low speeds.

" P.R.D." (Oxford).—3i h'.p. Norton
with direct belt drive, with or without

Philipson pulley : Ease of control in

traffic, climbing, general touring, and life

of belt with Philipson.

fJ^miSlgciLl

READER'S REPLY.
l,OW PETROL CONSUMPTION.

In your issue of the 15th ult. a querist

(" H.E.H.") asks you to disclose the name
of a machine capaljle of doing 130 m.p.g.,

and in your reply you quote the Con-

Haught, Levis, and Velocette, all of which

I know from experience to be most reput-

able machines. It may interest your

readers to know that I have got well over

120 m.p.g. from a two-stroke engine not

belonging to either of the three you-name.

The machine in question is a Calthorpe

2| h.p. two-stroke, and anybody who has

been over the road on which I got this

mileage last September must have painful

recollections of its atrocious surface. I

started from Bundoran, Co. Donegal, and

rode to Omagh, Co. Tyrone (forty-four

miles), from Omagh to Newtownstewari,

and back to Omagh (sixteen miles). This

was a journey of sixty statute miles.

When leaving Bundoran my tank was full,

and lubricating oil was mixed through

the petrol at the rate of half a pint to

the full tank—a gallon and a pint I think

it holds. As I had to go to Dungannon
that evening, 1 considered that a replen-

ishment of petrol would be required to

complete the journey, so I called at -

• garage in Omagh and ordered half n

gallon of petrol. The tank took the half

S.gallon, less about a pint. This, in my
Topinion, was a very creditable perform-

fcince. Needless to mention, I nave no
Enterest in the Calthorpe firm other than
E-hat of a satisfied user of one of their

Fserviceable little machines.—P. F. Eng-

Only ExperimentaL

The windscreen made by A. J. Homer
and Son, illustrated in our issue of Sep-

tember 22nd, and shown on an Ariel

sidecar outfit, is not being offered com-
mercially as it was made for test pur-

poses only.

Club Secretary's Success.

In addition to being secretary of the
winning club at the recent North-West
London M.C.C. rally at Hendon, Mr. S,

C. T. Nunn was the driver of the 2| h.p.

Connaught sidecar to win the special prize

for the most ingenious fitment.

Litton Slack Echoes.

When F. W. James climbed Litton

Slack fifty times in succession. Clincher

tyres were used ; and, as a photograph
just to hand proves, only the tread of

the rear tj're showed signs of wear. The
Velocette sidecar on which G. Denley
succeeded in climbing the same hill was a
standard 2^ h.p. model.

Six Days Trials Models Obtainable.

The O.K. Junior passenger machine
which created so much, attention in the

A.C.U. Six Days Trial, fitted with all-

chain drive and three-speed gear box, is

actually in production, and delivery can

be made within a few weeks at the 1922

price of 92 gns. Another new model
which was tried out in the " Six Days,"
and is now being offered to the public,

is the four-speed P. and M.

In the Cause of Charity.

In two afternoons the decorated side-

car outfit, representing a yacht, which

was illustrated in Tlie Motor Cycle of

September 22nd, carried over 600

passengers. The machine, made and

driven" bv 5Ir. H. Scott, of Cambridge,

was a 5-6 h.p. Rover fitted with Wat-
sonian sidecar ; it appeared none the

worse for its helpful service in aid of the

London Hospital.

"Smportant i>ates.

Frin Nov. 4lh, to Sat, Nov. 12th—
Automobile Exhibition, Olympia and
White City. iSee " The Aulaair.")

Sat, Nov, Eth-Mid'ani Cenl,-e A.C.U.

Open Reliability Trial.

Mon.. Nov. 28th, to Sal., Dec 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Sat, Dec. 3rd to Tues., Dec. 1 3th—
Brussels Show.

Mon.. D c 2€lh, Tues, Dec. 27th—
M.C C London-Exeter London Trial,

Sat. Dec 3l8t- 'N.-W, London M.C.C.

Twelve Hours Open Win'er Trial.

Fri., Jan. 27th, to Sal,, Feb. 4th, 1922-
Sco.tish Ca- and Motor Cycle thov-
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Consumption Tests in Sweden.

At a trial for consumption held recently
in Sweden, the winning machine in the
750 c.c. class was a 4^ h.p. B.S.A., driven
by Ivar Savosnick. It covered twenty-
five and a half miles on one litre of

petrol, which is equivalent to 115| m.p.g.

Gear Box Service.

Owing to the widespread popularity of

the Sturmey-Archer gear boxes, the
makers have appointed a chain of service

agents throughout the country. Any
delays due to ordering spares from the

works will thus be obviated.

Successful Novices.

Only five sidecars gained gold medals
in the Scottish Two Days Trial ; and
thus special credit attaches to the per-

formance of the two successful Rover
drivers, G. Stokes (on a 1919 model) and
W. G. Donaldson, who were riding' in

their first and second trials respectively.

A Correction.

In our report of the Luton Hoo speed
trials (page 392, September 29th), G.
Read's Enfield machine, which made
fastest time of the day, was stated to be
an 8 h.p. Vickers engined model; we are

now advised that it is engined with a- 6

h.p. J.A. P. unit.

Built-up Number Plates.

An exceptionally good line for agents

is the Ever-Ready aluminium number
plate, which consists of a. frame into

which separate characters are inserted as

required. These plates may be stocked,

and with a sufficient quantity of letters

and figures any required plate may be
made up as required. They are made by
the Adams (hitherto the Birmingham)
Non-Ferrous jNIetal Co., of Forward
Works, Legge Street, Birmingham.

Successful Closed Trial at Cambridge.

There were twenty-six entries for the

recent reliability trial held by Messrs. H.
Robinson, Ltd., the well-known motor
agents of Cambridge, for their employees.

All finished, and the awards were made
on times at the secret checks. R. Ciris-

w'ood (4^ Humber) was the first motor
cyclist, and third in the general category.

A most enjoyable dinner was held after

the event.

"MUestones" in Next Year's T.T.

Readers who visited the 1921 T.T.
races will remember the useful John Bull
" milestones," which were of considerable

value to the competitors during the race.

The Leicester Rubber Co. inform us

that they intend to do the same next year,

and will mark out the course in a similar

manner with either mile or kilometre-

stones, wherever the race may be held,

whether in British territory or on the

Continent. We understand that the

A.C.U. has sanctioned this scheme.

Found on the Road.

A pair of leather gloves were found

in Mitcham o:i the last Saturday in Sep-

tember by Mr. H. W. Inderwick. The
loser should forward a description to him

at Woodlands, Crofton, Orpington, Kent.

A Zenith rider also left his gloves in

a Singer car in Devonshire, and the owner

of the car, Mr. T. S. Mclntyre, 22''!,

Uttoxeter New Road, Derby, is anxious

to have his address in order to return

them
"51 I
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THE B.S.A. RANGE FOR 1922.
Three New Models: A "Light Six," an 8 h.p. Twin, and a Sporting Single.

IN addition to its already well-known
types, the B.S.A. Co. has decided to
list three new machines, which differ

in detail only from present standards.
An 8 h.p. long-stroke engine (80x98

mm. = 985 c.c.) will replace tire-standard
touring 6 h.p. in a machine of almost
identical specification. The B.S.A. inter-
changeable wheels, cast aluminium chain
cases, and ample mudguarding, are, of
course, retained; but, in addition, a
Brooks B600 saddle will be stand.ardised,
and a long shoe brake operating in a
dummy belt rim will be added. Thus,
with the standard expanding rear wheel
brak© and the front belt rim brake, three
methods of retarding the machine will be
provided. A further modification consists

of screwed nipples in forks and hubs to

take the end of a screw-down grease gun.
28x3in. tyres are used. The engine is a

larger edition of the 6 h.p. model, and
embodies the oscillating mechanical oil

pump introduced by the firm ; in fact,

with the e.xception of a slight modification

An entu'ely new B.S.A. model sidecar outfit.

tained either solo or attached to an
attractive-looking sidecar of the sporting
variety.

E.xcept for the substitution of footrests

for footboards, and the fitting of wide

Normally, only one pair of footrests is

fitted, but provision is made for a second

pair, which also forms an additional side-

car connection. ^ A long, oblong section

silencer with dual exit pipes is fitted

below the chain stay in place of the usual

expansion chamber in front of the engine.

The 4^ h.p. all-chain and chain-cum-

belt models remain as before, so that the

manufacturers now cater for all types of

M

Broadside view of the " light six
"—an excellent double purpose mounL

in the timing gear, and an increase in

cylinder dimensions, the engines are
i
rac-

tically identical. A luxurious sidecar,

with a strongly constructed chassis and
very large luggage accommodation, is

attached.

The Light 6 h.p. Twin.

The 6 h.p. engine has proved such a

success that it is not to be dropped ; but
it will be fitted to a lighter frame—

a

modification of the 4^ -h.p. frame—end
will be known in future as the " liriit

six." Fitted with the same sidecar body
as the 8 h.p., but with a simplified

chassis, or with a sporting sidecar, the
machine retains most of its original

features, except that the wheels, though
readily detachable, are not interchange-
able; 25x3in. tyres are employed. No
expanding rear brake is fitted in this case.

The " light six," which made its debut
in the Six Days Trials in the hands of
M. C. Breese, is a compact and handy
machine, which should be a fast and
comfortable solo mount for those who
prefer high power.
A third novelty is the Sports model

" four-and-a-quarter," which may be ob-

handle-bars, the machine outwardly re-

sembles the standard single ; but the

piston and connecting rod have been
lightened, and lighter flywheels with
polished rims are employed.

A neat expansion chamber fitted to th'e chain

stay of the sporting model 4i h.p. B.S.A.

motor cyclist, except the lightweight
rider. As usual, the finish of the new
machines is in keeping with th^ reputa-
tion of the firm.

Of the sidecars, that fitted to the 8 h.p.
machine is very roomy and well uphol-
stered, and, in addition to a large locker,
there is a luggage platform behind the
seat. The springing is most luxurious,
and a sturdy chassis is used. At the
opposite end of the line comes the simple
chassis and streamline shell of the sport-
ing model, which nevertheless offers con-
siderably greater comfort than might be
expected from such a racy-looking con-
trivance.

Despite its adequate mudguarding and complete chain cases, the new sporting B.SA
lias a very speedy and rakish appearance.
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OTOIR CYCLI
AT THE PAEIS SALOM.
A Review of (he Mofor Cycle Exhibits at ihe

Paris Automobile Show. Tendencies in Design.

Many British Machines. An International Aspect.

was naturally somewhat of a blow to the

French motor cycle trade, but was gocd
for the movement as a whole.

The Future.

It is a little difficult for the foreign

observer to foretell the future in a

country other than his own, but it is the
opinion of those who know France well

that there is a distinctly good prospect

for the cheap motor bicycle ; but it must
be cheap, as the young Frenchman is nat

so well off as the average Eng'.ish youth.

It may be light, but it must be robust,

because the French roads, especially in

and near the great towns, are more
bumpy than our own. Owing to the low
cost of upkeep there must be a greater

demand for the motor cycle at the pre-

sent time when few can afford a car, but
much depends on the roads, and, unless

they are put into a good state of repair,

and are well maintained, the future of

the motor cycle in France cannot be too
rosy.

The beautiful, long, straight French
roads are much improved since last year,

but more work on them is needed, while
the great main thoroughfares need build-

ing of Tarmac or other hard wearing

T..1E Pans Automobile Show at the
Grand Palais, Champs Elysdes, was
opened on Tuesday of last week.

Without doubt, it is the most mag-
, nificent display of the productions of the
' motor cycle, cycle, and car industries of

France (together with representative ex-

hibits of Great Britain, the United
States of America, Belgium, and Italy),

- that has ever been shown at any of

the Paris exhibitions, which have been
held for sixteen years.

At this time, when we are reviewing
the French built motor cycles, we can
opportunely refer briefly to the French
motoi' cycle industry. When a glorious

British win is recorded on the Continent
we are apt to pat ourselves on the back,

and think how wonderfully superior British

motor cycles are to those made in other
countries. Our products are certainly

excellent now, but they were not always
so. Years ago, when practically every
English motor cycle had a French or

Belgian engine, France led the vvay.

The Past.

In those days the names of De Dion
and Werner meant perfection among
motor cycle engines. Races without
number were won by the brothers Collier,

then daring youths, who drove their 2J
h.p. L>e Dion engined Matchlesses to vic-

tory on Canning Town track. That was

a wonderful little engine, most reliable,

and though, compared with a modern
motor, it seemed a mass of metal, it vi'as

a marvel for cool running and efficiency.

Curiously enough the De Dion-engined
motor bicycle was a rarity in France,
though this is, perhaps, not to be
wondered at, as the makers' motor
tricycle catalogue of those days stated
that they were prepared to accept orders
for motor bicycles hut did not recom-
mend them.
At that time French motor bieycles and

their riders were unassailable in their own
country. Undoubtedly we owe much to

our French friends for their brilliant

pioneer work in the days of long ago.

The Present.

At the present moment the French
motor cycle industry, like every other,

is in a bad way, owing to trade depres-

sion, but the French motor cycle move-
ment is on the increase. The reasons
for this are interesting. First, the
wonderful success of the motor cycle in

England has caused the Frenchman to

think there must be something in it

;

secondly, during the late war, he' has
seen with his own eyes what our machines
can do; and, lastly, the end of the war
has thrown a number of British and
American ex-army motor cycles on the

market at a very moderate figure. This

Pulley side of the two-cyhnder two-

stroke engine-gear unit of. the new model

Bleriot.

material. Provided the exchange is

stabilised between the two countries, and
the rate is brought down more nearly

to the normal, there is hope for British

machines to be sold in France. Their
quality is much appreciated and fully

lecognised, as some thousands are in use
at the present day. iMany French
machines are now built on British lines,

but while the fact that this must be so

is realised, it is evident that a good deal
of work yet remains to begone to bring
them even to a state" of equality with our
own productions.

B15
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TENDENCIES IN FRENCH DESIGN.
Unconvenlionali y In Engine Design and Frame Construction. Side by-side Twin

Engines Favoured. Many Motor-assisted Bicycles.

ALTHOUGH the French motor cycle

industry is as old as, if riot older

than, that of this country, in order

to be fair to our friends across the

Channel one has to remember that the

motor cycle movement in France was

practically moribund in 1914. When the

re-establishment of peace time industries

took place in 1919, the French motor cycle

industry was to all intents and purposes

reborn.
Viewed as the productions of a new

industry, the French motor cycles at the

Paris Show reveal an enthusiasm and

enterprise which, from the British stand-

point, is surprising, to say the least. The
English visitor must be astonished at

some of the remarkable designs which are

so different from what the British rider

e.xpects. But it does not necessarily

toUow that the British idea is right, at

least so far as France is concerned. If

the French ideal is a machine totally

opposite to the British, then several manu-
facturers have achieved their aim. If,

on the other hand, the potential French

rider prefers a machine on British or

Anierican lin«s, then the makers referred

to are in the same position as their con-

freres of two decades ago. They are

pioneers—a much to be praised body of

enthusiasts who, unfortunately perhaps,

seldom reap any benefit from their labours

and ingenuity.

Three Main Classes.

The French motor cycles exhibited at

the Grand Palais may be divided into

three main' classes :

(1.) The unconventional.
• (2.) The conventional.

(3.) The motorised bicycle.

Conventionality is generally a matter

of viewpoint. What is conventional in

England may be unconventional in

France ; but in this case the use of the

terms is quite permissible, for the reason

that the unconventional designs are

different from iiny yet produced by any

country. Therefore they are as uncon-
ventional to French buyers as they would
be to the British. The very English
expression " like nothing on earth " was
never better exemplified than in several

juachines at the Salon, but this is not
meant in any sarcastic spirit ; indeed, to

apply the phrase to any design is, at any
rate, a tribute to its originality.

We may, therefore, summarise the first

group of French motor cycles as being
e.xtremely original, although they will

depend for their future success upon two
main factors—first, their originality.

Pressed steel front forks of the Janoir

which must be proved justifiable by
demonstration of some great advantage,
whether in cost, economy, or increased

comfort; and, secondly, upon whether
their unique appearance will be accepted
by the buying public.

Now, nine-tenths of British makers
appreciate that unconventionality creates

a line of resistance difficult to overcome,
therefore they avoid it, and one is some-
times inclined to agree with their policy.

On the other hand, if there were no

brave spirits willing to face all criticism

by launching ,out on new lines, there

would be no advancement. In England,

at all events, it has been proved times

without number that the soundest policy

is to progress by evolution. If 1921

fashions in ladies' attire had been intro-

duced in 1896, the wearers in all

probability would have been stoned

;

whereas, by a process of gradual evolu-

tion, what was impossible in 1896 becomes

an accepted fact in 1921.

From the Buyer's Viewpoint.

Such designs as the Janoir and one or

two others impress one in this light.

They are opposed to accepted ideas of

to-day, and on that account may be diffi-

cult to market commercially.

Thus the main tendency in one section

of the French trade may be said to be

revolutionary design based on a genuine

belief that the public will appreciate the

aims of the designers. But often the

engineer's sense of proportion goes astray,

and we should say that much of the

ingenuity of such machines as the Janoir,

Lutece, Louis Clement, Bleriot, and
Peugeot front wheel drive will be lost

on a public whicTi is not composed of

engineers. Excellent as are the pressed

steel frames of the Louis Clement and
Janoir, the buyer may be inclined to ask

if they possess any great advantage over

their contemporaries having tubular

frames. To be justified, an innovation

must have some great advantage, and,

while the engineer may agree that certain

machines are excellent specimens of engi-

neering talent, the buying public may
demand to know whether such construc-

tion signifies any advantage to them. Is

it cheaper ? Does it render a machine
more accessible, or lighter, or easier to

control ? It is not sufficient to claim that

pressed steel is better than tubes. Buyers
require to know why, and answers

based on theori-s carry little conviction

nowadays.

Two unconventiona! designs. (Lett) The pressed steel Janoir, with 8 h.p. flat twin'engine. (Right) The Lutece, which has a side-by-side

I

twin engine (built integral with gear box), shaft drive, and car type springins

Bl6
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Motor Cycles at the Paris Salon.

—

Such is our view of unconventionality
after contact with the motor cycle move-
ment since its inception.

The Conventional Designs.

In passing on to the next group of
motor cycles—the conventional types

—

one can summarise them in a very few
words. Mostly they are fairly good imita-
tions of popular British makes, using in

some cases well-known British com-
ponents in the usual British way, but in

doing so the makers have perpetrated
some of the errors of British makers of

a decade ago.

It is not with such makers, however,
that the rise or fall of any industry is

dependent, and their sphere in the world
of wheels is to supply a known and
existing demand, and not to seek to

advance the motor cycle movement. They
neither make nor unmake history : they
merely assemble well-known units, and
compete with their confreres using the

same units only on matters of price,

equipment, or finish. Engine and gear
unit manufacturers make the entry of

small motor cycle makers into the indus-

try quite an easy matter, and it is there-

fore not surprising that several of these

Bleriot 500 c.c. side-by-side twin tour-stroke, which embodies a concealed rear springing

system. The disc wheels are built up from steel pressings.

Pressed steel construction of the

Louis Clement front fork.

machines are fitted with English-made
power units and gear boxes or the engines
and gears of component manufacturers
in France.
The apparent popularity of any par-

ticular type is not entirely genuine, if

judged by assembled machines, as one
maker producing, saj', a really good two-

stroke engine may induce many firms to

fit that engine, but the chances are just

as much in favour of another engine
maker who markets a four-stroke. In
England, the J. A. P. four-stroke and the
Villiers two-stroke are fitted by the
majority of "assemblers"; in France
the Ballot two-stroke and the Zurcher
four-stroke occupy similar positions.

As in Great Britain, this section of the

industry prefers not to specialise on any
particular model, but offers both four and
two-strokes, with and without two-speed
gears, and, in the former types, with the

option of clutch and kick-starter.

Auxiliary Engines.

Any visitor to the Grand Palais must
be impressed by the large number of small

engines fitted as auxiliary power units to

pedal cycles. In this category we have
conditions entirely different from those

prevailing in the first two groups already
referred to. Undoubtedly the number of

these small units reveals the real crux of

the whole position of the French motor
cycle movement. France is a great

cycling country and always has been, and
it is considered that the greatest demand
tor power-propelled machines will eventu-
ate from ordinary every-day cyclists.

In England motor cyclists form the

greatest fraternity of any section of road

users. There is nothing to be conv
pared to it; but in France only the

nucleus of a similar fraternity exists,

therefore the strictly utilitarian machine
must be considered, and a low-priced

motor-propelled pedal cycle is the result

of that consideration.

In this group of machines we have con-

ventionality and unconventionality, but
at times the two are so cunningly blended

1 he Gnome-Rhone, a machine which contorms to tirihsh ideas ot clean design and finish

The engine has an outside flywheel and the gear fitted is a Sturmey-Archer three-speed.

An improved detail of the French A.B.C.

:

extensions to the leg guards. Observe the

clock and speedometer on either side of the

lubrication indicator.

that to the purchaser with, as yet, un-
developed ideas of what is, and what is

not, approved engineering practice, all are
equally attractive.

In this section the many makers appear
to have deliberately set out to avoid per-

petrating anything similar to their com-
petitors, and it is impossible to say that
there are any particular tendencies, for

the reason that no maker has tackled the
proposition in the same manner. It is

astonishing the number of ways and means
that can be adopted with a little in-

genuity, and the French are nothing if

not ingenious. Thus at the Paris Show
there are tiny two-strokes and four-

strokes utilising every form of mechani-
cal transmission. Perhaps friction drive
is a little more popular than any other,
for one has a small pulley engaging with
the front tyre, another a flat pulley in
contact with a flat faced rim on the side ot
the rear wheel, and a third within the hul>
of the front wheel. Some have belt drive,
others chain or gear transmission. Some
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are fitted in the frame, others on the
carrier, or on the handle-buT. The
majority are two-strokes, and of the four-

strokes some have automatic inlets and
some are at the other extreme with
mechanically operated overhead valves
and detachable heads ; and they are placed
in all positions, vertical, inclined, hori-

zontal, and even "upside down."

General Impressions.

As is to be expected from a nation
so long identified with the manufacture
of pedal cycles, the cycle work of most
of the French exhibits is exceptionally
gocd, but with a few exceptions, the
mudguarding is capable of great im-
provement. Tanks, too, are somewhat
rough, but strike one as being con-
structed of much stouter material than
those of British machines. Welded
frames appear to be much favoured, and
very excellent results, so far as appear-
ance ~ is concerned, are obtained.
The locking ring on the steering 2^§i
heads is usually knurled, while
the detail work of forks is good.

fJ^OT^ILlS
while these have a good appearance when
Kew do not assist cleaning, as they pre-
sent so many sharp projections to catch
the cleaning rag.

Brakes.

French motor cycles are not well
equipped with regard to brakes. On a
large number of machines only one brake
is fitted, and where the equipment in-
cludes two brakes they are usually fitted
to operate on the same belt rim. In
a few cases the brakes are side by
side,' one working in the V of the rim
and the other on the flat extension be-
tween the V and the wheel spokes. In-
ternal expanding and the external types
are in evidence on the newer designs,
but, taken generally, the brake work is
not what one would expect from France.
At least one solo machine has" a hand
brake similar to the clutch lever of an
American machine.

TWO
CONVENTIONAL

FRENCH
MOTOR CYCLES.

,-;s-«S
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Single - cylinder Two - stkokes are
fitted to the following motor cycles ;

Terrot, Peugeot, Soyer, Motosolo, Plas-
son, Alcyon, Thomann, .D.F.R., Yvels,
Louis Clement, Supplexa, . Blanche Her-
mine, Armour, and Labor.
Single-cylinder Four-strokes to the

under-mentioned : Griffon (two types).

Ultima, Gnome-Ehone, Magnat, Labor,
Otobiron, Alcyon, Thomann, Armour,
Yvels, and Viratelle.

Side - by - side Twins.—Four-strokes :

Bleriot, Lutece, and Viratelle. Two-
stroke : Bleriot.

V Twins : Rene Gillet, Griffon, Alcyon,
and Oriol.

Flat Twins : A. B.C. and Janoir.
Water-cooling is favoured by the

makers of the JNIotosolo and Viratelle

(two types).

Overhead Valves : Griffon, Magnat,
and Otobiron.
Considering that at least three large

engine unit manufacturers — Anzani,
Train, and Sicam—all have
remarkably extensive ranges
of engines, which would
permit every assembler in

The Magnat Debon, a 400 c.c. four-stroke ivith overhead
valves. It has a two-speed gear, chain-cum-belt transmission,

and a cone type clutch. The design appears to be somewhat
spoiled by the single forks fitted.

The Terrot two-stroke, an exceptionally well finished machine,

following more or less conventional lines. Observe the square

fins, and the spare petrol tin and circular tool box on the

carrier.

Front Forks.

The kinds of front forks are many, and
the majority are of the type which em-
bodies blades hinged or pivoted directly
below the steering column, and not a
few utilise the principle of the well-

known Triumph fork. Not a few have
forks of the parallel link type on the
lines of the Druid, while the well-known
British fork units—Brnid, Brampton, and
Saxon—are included.

Tyres.

Taken on the whole, the size of tyres
adopted is ample for the weight of the
machine. In one case 710x90 mm. tyres
are used, which, so far, appear to be the
largest tyres yet used on a motor cycle.

Almost without exception, mudguards
are insufficiently valanced, especially front
guards, which generally have no valances
at all forward of the forks. Silencing,
too, has not received the attention due to
it, and usually very small silencers are
fitted, which are equipped with cut-outs.

In several designs means have been
adopted to minimise faults where eradica-
tion should have been attempted. For
example, the Peugeot Co. are responsible
for a front fork, which requires a rubber
buffer to prevent shock when the forks
strike the head.
Name plates in lieu of transfers are

fitted to many of the machines, and
C4
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Features of 1922 French Motor Cycles.

Pressed steel construction.

Welded tubular frames.

Side-by-side twin engines.

Superb sidecar bodywork.

Auxiliary engines numerous.

Nearly thirty British makes repre-

sented.

Spring Frames.
It is to be expected that as bad roads

are rather more the rule than the excep-
tion in France, designers would give con-
sideration to the question of spring
frames. The A. B.C. and the three newer
designs (Janoir, Lutece, and Bleriot) are
so equipped ; therefore one may con-
jecture that there is a tendency in this
direction.

Engines.
The details given below will show the

tendency in engine types, and will reveal
the surprising fact that probably the
most unsuitable type of engine for motor
cycles, the side-by-side twin, is repre-
sented by four different machines, while
the well-tried V twin so general in this
country is used as the power plant for a
like number.

France to have a distinctive type or size

to himself, one cannot help but marvel
how the temptation has "been resisted.

French engine design deserves every
commendation, and many different two
and four-stroke models are available.

French motor cycle assemblers have the

choice of several sizes in all types, includ-

ing flat twin four-strokes from about 200

total c.c, several sizes of single-cylinders,

and a variety of V twins from 750 to

1,100 c.c.—some with overhead valves,

and both air and water-cooled. In two-

strokes there are singles and side-by-side

twins of several sizes, also obtainable

either air or water-cooled.

The rear position for the magneto is

favoured by most of the French manufac-
turers, while in the case of single-cylinder

engines an inclined position appears to be
preferred, but this apparent tendency is

misleading on account of so many fitting

a proprietary two-stroke engine, which is

designed to be so located in the frame.

Seventy Different Makes Represented.

Excluding the dozen or so auxiliary

motors, no fewer than thirty French
makers of motor cycles are exhibiting at

the Paris Salon,' a really excellent entry
for a young industry. In addition, there
are examples of Belgian, American, and
Italian productions, besides nearly thirty

British makes of motor cycles and sidecars
on view.
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THE EXHIBITS DESCRIBED—THE UNCONVENTIONAL TYPES.
UNDER this heading reference has

already been made to the Janoir

motor cycle; and as an unconven-

tional machine it certainly takes first

place. As will be seen from the illustra-

tions, it not only employs a pressed steel

fi-ame, but its general outlines are quit-e

the reverse of the accepted idea of what
a motor bicycle should look like. It is

sprung fore and aft on leaf springs, and
a spring saddle is not considered neces-

sary. We described an earlier model of

this ingenious design at the time it was
exhibited at the last Paris Salon, and
our illustrations suffice to show its main
points of interest. The sidecar, which
is marketed with it, also has a sprung
axle.

Car Piactice.

The Lutece is unconventional in another

direction, and conforms more to accepted

motor cycle praotice plus certa.in features

borrowed from the car. It has a vertical

twin engine with gear box integral with

the crank case, and the final drive is by
shaft. Like the Janoir, it is sprung at

the rear on leaf springs, but no torque

rods are fitted, and stays, pivoted at the

rear of the saddle, are intended to ensure

lateral rigidity.

The Louis Clement is another pressed

steel machine which made its dfbut at

the last Paris Show, and which now
appears in an impi'oved form. In 1919,

Side-by-side twin water-cooled Viratelle, with

radiators on the side of the tank.

Rear springs enclosed in the pressed steel

floating members of the Janoir.

however (there was not a show in 1920),

a twin-cylinder model was exhibited, and
this has been abandoned in favour of a

Train single-cylinder two-stroke of 500

c.c. capacity.

Side-by-side twin engines are favoured
by the Bleriot Company, for, in addition

to the four-stroke two-cylinder model now
established on the French market, a twin
two-stroke of 750 c.c. capacity is intro-

duced this year—finished, in fact, a few
days before the Salon opened. Like the
four-stroke model, the gear bo.x forms
part of the crank case, the clutch is

located between the two crank chambers,
and there are three speeds and reverse,

the latter, perhaps, more by accident than
intention, since the power unit was de-

signed for and is fitted in the new Frenaji

Bleriot cycle car. The machine presents

quite a good appearance, but there is

still a certain amount of experimenting
to be done before the model will be
offered to the public, such points as

economy and silence not yet having had
very close attention.

EXAMPLES
AND DETAILS

OF SOME OF
THE UNCON-
VENTIONAL
DESIGNS AT
THE SALON.

The last machine in this group is the

Viratelle, which was seen outside Olympia
last November. It has a water-cooled

side-by-side four-stroke twin engine,

Bleriot sidecar suspension system. The
arrow indicates the position of the wheel

hub.

placed across the frame, with integral

gear box, the final drive being by chain.

Two circular radiators are located at the

fore end of the tank. A single-cylinder

model on similar lines is also exhibited.

i
Now fitted with a two-

stroke engine of 500 c.c,

the Louis Clement appears

in an improved form. It has

pressed steel frame and forks.

Another unconventional type—the Bleriot two-stroke side-by-side

twin. It has two crank chambers with a clutch disposed between

them, and drives through spur gears in a unit three-speed and

reverse gear box.
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THE CONVENTIONAL
TYPES.

PROBABLY the nicest motor cycle in

the Sliow from the English point of

view is the French-built A. B.C.
Although unconventional two years ago
the design is now so well IcnOAvn that
we place it in the category of the con-

ventional. Several minor amendments
have been made to the original Bradshaw
design. The internal expanding brakes
on both wheels are larger, the hot air

muff on -the induction pipe has been in-

creased in area, and the overhead valve
rockers are fitted with extra Avire springs.

Another addition is an oil circulation

indicator fitted on the top tube, and
forms the centre of three dials, tlie

si^eedometer and clock being the other

two, neatly disposed at the front end
of the tank and protected by inturned
extensions of the leg guards.

A Fianco-British Machine.

Exhibited alongside the A. B.C. is a
new production, the Gnome-Rhone, a

taking looking machine quite on English
lines. The engine is a four-stroke single

of 500 c.c, having an outside flywheel

and a cylinder reminiscent of the
Triumph. Chain-cuis-belt transmission
is adopted, with a W.D. type Sturmey-
Archer gear. The mudguarding is ex-
ceptionally well done, the side extensions
being part and parcel of the main guards
and of stouter metal than is usually
adoijted by British manufacturers.
Taken generally, the French makes,

with old-established reputations in ~this

country, are somewhat disappointing.

One would expect something distinctive

from the Peugeot concern, but apart from
a novel front wheel-driven motorised
bicycle, the Peugeot models are no dif-

ferent from their many contemporaries
fitted with proprietary units. Other
mediocre machines with old names are
the Terrot, Labor, Alcyon, and Rene
Gillet, all of which fit proprietary units.

Taken on the whole, they are quite good
for the market they are intended to

supply, but it seems sad that in, an in-

dustry that once led the way the pioneers
should display so little enterprise.

The Griifon, another well-known French
motor cycle, is an exception, and three

distinct types are exhibited. The first

is little more than a motorised bicycle,

but has a tiny and beautifully made four-
stroke engine with overhead valves ; the
second type is a four-stroke lightweight
approximating to the popular J.A.P.-
engined lightweight in Great Britain

;

and the third a V twin of 6 h.p. Both
the two last-mentioned models are fitted

with Burman gears.

On English Lines.

PreviQusly known as the G.L.—

a

machine which competed in the 1919 Six
Days Trial—the M.A.G.-engined Oriol
follows accepted British practice, and
some minor details, such as the foot
plates and silencer, are carried out in a

W^

One of -the several miniature motor cycles, the Monet-Coyon.
Machines bearing this name^ and engined with small four-stroke

power units, are offered to the public in many forms.
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SUPER SIDECARS.
HEN we say the French motor

cycles do not come up to the

English as regards design or

finish, we may be forgiven, but as

regards sidecar bodywork, upholstery,

and finish the French have us badly

beaten. There is no doubt that quite the

finest sidecar carrosserit yet attached to

motor cycles is now on view at the Paris

Salon.

There is a distinct tendency to follow

boat design, and one attractive feature

is the varnished light wood deck w';;ch

contrasts pleasantly with the painted or

varnished natural dark wood of which

the rest of the body is usually built.

There is an excellent

example of this on the

D.F.R. stand, where the

coachwork referred to is

by G. Gille, of Puteaux.

Perhaps the highest

class example of French
sidecar coachwork is to

be seen on the A.G.
stand, where two bodies

at once strike the eye.

Of these, one is practical

and the other highly and
exquisitely ornamental.

The practical body is an
attractive looking and
thoroughly sound piece

of woi-k. The chassis is

very neat manner. On the other hand,
the finish of the mudguards is poor.
Such names as tjltima, Thomann,

Armour, D.F.R., Supplexa, and Blanche
Hermine grade the tanks of quite con-
ventional types of motor cycles, while
the Yvels—the winner of the 250 c.c.

class in the Grand Prix—is also on view.
A machine known as the JMotosolo has a
two-stroke engine—one water-cooled, with
the radiator neatly arranged in the fore
end of the tank. The JMagnat is a 3^ h.p.
four-stroke with overhead valves, and the
Soyer a neat two-stroke with detachable
cylinder head. The only full-powered
lady's model in the show is exhibited by
this firm. It is a well-designed machine
with an open frame, and a tank which
forms a part of the frame. We were
informed that there are, however, very
few" lady motor cyclists in France, which
is somewhat surprising considering the
activity of French ladies in other outdoor
pastmies ^

mounted on semi-elliptic

springs, while C springs support the body,
which is not only comfortable but of

pleasing design.

A special trunk is supplied, which fits

behind the body. The hood is quickly

detachable and easily folded so that it

can be stowed away in a box made for

the purpose and fixed near the step.

The finish is excellent and far superior

to that found in similar examples of this

type of work in England. The other

body is obviously specially got up for

the Show, but-is nevertheless interesting,

as it demonstrates the length to which
luxury sidecar bodybuilding can go. The
style is Louis XV., and the body follows

closely the design of a luxurious sedan
chair. There are the four-pane plate

glass windows, the graceful curves and
lamps of the same -period, while suitable

carving (really moulding) arid upholstery

complete this unique body. The appear-

ance of such a turnout on the Portsmouth
Road would lead to such a
scene as might be better

imagined than described.

The only lull-powered lady's motor cycle in the exhibition—the
Soyer. It is of very pleasing design, exceptionally well made, and
the tank forms part of the frame. The engine fitted is a two-
stroke having a detachable head.

C8

Details of the Bleriot two-cylinder two-stroke power and gear

unit, showing the lower half of the crank case, the gears, and

pistons.
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On the Indian stand, the Ceel sidecar

is well worthy of mention. It is of the
two-seated variety, and it must be stated
here that until this year double-seated or
multi-seated sidecars were unknown in
France. Built of steel, there is no doubt
that the Ceel is not only smart, but quite

firactical. The front passenger has ample
eg room, and the rear passenger enough.
Each has his own windscreen, and the
hood protects both. It is interesting to

note that the front passenger occupies
the centre of the body, so that if only
one seat is filled the balance is correct.

The spare wheel, carried at the rear, is

_ slipped over the tail and carried in a
suitable bracket.

Boat Body Building.

A side car on the Lutece stand is so

like a boat, having a correct bow and a
yacht pattern stern, that it looks as if

one could rig a small mast and sail, put
it in the water, and sail away. The deck
is of varnished bird's-eye maple and the
hull of mahogany, copper fastened—

a

very pleasing contrast—and, curiously

enough, these boat pattern bodies do not
look too uncomfortable. Tony-Bouley
show a wide family sidecar with stag-

gered rear seats and a seat in front for

the child. The same firm also show a

handsome two-seated body, with doors
giving access to each seat.

THREE-WHEELERS.
So far as three-wheeled cycle cars are

concerned, the French-built Morgan
is the sole genuine example.

,
Four

models of this make are shown—two
water and two air-cooled. Of the former
one is a sports type with a rather deep
back to the body, and what seem to be
slightly wider seats. The single screen

is of rather unconventional pattern, as

it is hinged near the top, while no hood
is supplied. The other water-cooled

model is the touring pattern. The air-

cooled Morgan is provided with upright

backs to the seats, which do not look too

comfortable, and there seems little pro-

tection in the low-sided body. A well-

finished polished chassis is also shown
on the stand, while it is interesting to

note that M.A.G. engines are fitted ir. all

cases.

We have thought for a long time that

the old forecarriage was dead, buried.

A corner of the

A.G. stand show-

ing in the back-

ground an elabo-

rate Sedan cKaif

—themost extrav-

agant example of

sidecar body
building ever ex-

hibited. In (ronl

of it are two of the

beautifully fin-

ished tourin?
models

and well-nigh forgotten ; but Ajasson de
Grandsagne has attempted its revivaL He
argues that the forecar is more safe and
more rigid than the sidecar, it only pays
the motor cycle tax in France, and has
never been tried on a three-speed-cum-
clutch motor cycle of modern construc-

This viiek's, AUTOCAR contains a de-

tailed illustrated review of the car exhibits at

the Paris Salon, with special reference to ths
large number of small light cars to which
so many French manufacturers are now
giving their attention.

tion. He does not seriously intend it for
passenger-carrying, but rather f r trans-
forming a motor bicycle into a tricycle
for winter use and for the transport of
light goods in a suitable box carri;.'.
Two examples are shown—one fitted to a
Powerplus Indian, in which case the
longitudinal members terminate ; i a point
below the saddle, thus avoiding interfer-
ence with the rear springing; while the
other IS fitted to a 4^ h.p. B.S.A. The
design has been modernised, in so far- as
the fitting of sprung front axles, coil
springs being used.

REAL FLYWEIGHTS.
THE absurdity of the A.C.U.'s term

" flyweights " for 250 c.c. machines
in the T.T. is emphasised when one

examines the tiny auxiliary engines for

pedal cycles at the Paris Show. It was
suggested to us in the Salon that we
should term these machines " microbes."

Detachable spare petrol tank and circular

tool box to match on the D.F.R.

Upwards of a dozen types of these
auxiliaries are being exhibited, of which
probably the Peugeot takes pride of place.

It is contained in the hub of the front
wheel. The Cyclotracteur is a two-stroke
employing a small friction pulley on the

A real dinghy sidecar on the Lutece. It is superbly finished

in the natural colours of the wood—teak for the hull and

bird's-eye maple for the deck.

The height ol the tilenot sidecar appears to be absurd, but

French passengers desire to be on a level with their drivers

in order to be sociable.
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B.S.A., N.U.T., and A.J.S. ; and Levis,
Zenith, and Skootamota, may also be men-
tioned ; while a Grindlay sidecar is shown
fitted on the Humber, and Easting wind-

A new English model at the Salon—the 4 h.p. New Hudson, a sound and well-finished

proposition, which marks the re-entry of the New Hudson into the sidecar world.

front tyi-6. The Exshaw is placed on
the carrier, and drives by a chain, as does
the Auxi ; while the Motofly-Voisin is

placed " upside down " on the side of
the rear wheel. The Monet is used in a
variety of ways, from propelling a cycle
car to pushing a perambulator bicycle.
Cyclette and the Sicam are the names
of two others.

BRITISH tXHIBITS.
TUCKED away from the light that

reaches the Gallery from the great
glass domes of the Grand Palais are

to be found specimens of representative
British motor cycles. The Douglas has
the largest display, and the 3^ h.p. Sports
model comes in for its full meed of praise
from the French speedmen, who then
seek out the black and gold Sunbeam of
the type that won the Grand Prix. The
Nortons, too, are there in numbers, one
of them finished in aluminium paint
throughout, which not a few
assume to be the winner of the
Belgian Grand Prix. The New

Hudsons, like the Douglas
range, have a stand to them-
selves. Here the new 4 h.p.

sidecar outfit is on exhibition,
and with it we shall deal
later. It suffices to say that
it is a good-looking, sound pro-
position, and worthy in every
way to mark the re-entry of
the New Hudson Co. into the
sidecar field.

Triumphs are well known
and respected, for their ser-

vice during the war is still

fresh in the minds of French
buyers.

It is interesting to note that
the number of imported ma-
chines exhibited is equal to
that of French productions.
Among the British machines,
Rover, Diamond, and Ariel

;

Rudge, Velocette, and Raleigh ;

Enfield, Humber, and Scott;

A real hand brake on the D.F.R. TwJ
brakes operating on the belt rim is quitf
common practice in France.

screens on several machines. America is"*
represented by most of her makes,
ranging from the tiny Evans lightweight—one of which is fitted with a baby's
sidecar—to the 1,100 c.c. Reading Stan-
dard. Indians and Harley-Davidsons are
popular big twins; Schickle and Cleve-
land represent the two-strokes.

BODYWORK THAT
IS MAGNIFICENT
WITHOUT BEING
OVER ELABORATE.

Graceful A.G.
family body which
has a bird's-eye

maple "deck."

From Belgium comes the old-established
Sarolea, fitted with a Sturmey-Archer
fear, and the well-known four-cylinder
.N. Italy's representative is the Bianchi.

ACCESSORIES.

The Bianchi V twin, quite one of the nicest Continental machines exhibited at the Paris
balon. The engine is of 7 h.p., and the crank case bolts directly on to the horizontal duplex
members of the frame. The gear box is fixed to the engine, and, at the rear, is connected by
a single lug to the frame, thereby providing a three-point attachment.

IN France the motor cycle accessory
business has been either ignored or
neglected. French firms now depend

largely on English carburetters and other
paits, so that home-made fittings of this
nature are few and far between. It is

interesting to note, however, that the
best-known French lamp manufacturers
are devoting their attention to^ motor
cycle requirements. British lines are
being followed, but the finish and design
of the majority. are behind our owil
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B.M.CR.C. CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Many Records Smashed. Sidecar Race won at 76 m.p.h.

THE five-lap scrat-cli championship races
in the six standard classes produced
tlie best afternoon's motor cycle

speed work ever seen in this country.
Blistering sunshine and a very large gate
honoured the occasion, and records were
broken wholesale.
The organisation of the actual racing

was, as usual, superb. But the manage-
ment must ask Mr. C. B. Cochran to
take a hand if they have the faintest wish
to convert motor cycle racing into a
popular spectacle.

275 c.e. Solo Championship.

A megaphone warned the starters in

each race that "hanging on" would entail

disqualification, and that overtaking must
be done on the outside wherever possible.

J. V. Prestwich (2^ Diamond-Jap) was a
hot favourite, with Kaye Don (2^ Massey-
Arran) next in demand. Prestwich pro-
ceeded to run clean away from the field

;

and, ignoring many signals to slow down
from backers, who feared a valve might
go, he won anyhow. Placings :

m.p.h.
1. J. V. Prestwich (2i/i Diamond-Jap) ... 62.16
2. E. Remington {2i^ Blackburne)
3. W. J. Lord (2'4 New Imperial)

J. V. Prestwich broke the following record,? :

Five iVliles Flying Record. 4m. 43. 9s.= 63.40 m.p.h.
Ten Miles Standini; Record, 9m. 38.04s. = 62. 28
m.p.h.

350 c.c. Solo Championship.

The bookies' offers showed that Don
, was " expected." Remington and Brock-
bank (2| Brock-Blaekburne) got away best,

and the latter headed a fast race for three

laps. Just as the layers began to offer

fours against Remington, Brockbank
stopped, and let Remington in, to win
by half the length of the straight. Don
had plug trouble. Onl,y three men were
able to finish. Placings :

m.p.h.
... 69.391. E. Remington (2^4 Blackbnrne)

2. Kaye Don (25/.i Massey-Arran).
3. A. A. Swan (2Vi New Imperial).

500 c.c. Solo Championship.

Don rode Le Vack's T.T. Indian, and
Pullin had fitted an ingeniously balanced
air intake to his sports model Douglas.
Bailey and Emerson (Douglases) used
metal bridges to steady their engines to

the centre of the middle frame tube.
The anticipated duel between Emerson
and Halford (o.h.v. Triumph) was com-
plicated by the pushful Pullin. Halford
stole a nice lead by a magnificent get-
away, but Emerson and Pullin soon
caught him. After three laps Emerson
went in front, and won by perhaps 500
yards, reducing the standing start ten-

mile record to 7m. 32.6s. =79.54 m.p.h.
m.p.h.

1. J. Emerson (3»A Douglas) 79.8
2. C. G. Pullin [i^ Douglas).
3. F. B. Halford {Z\'2 o.h.v. Triumph).

1,000 c.c. Solo Championship.

Another gorgeous race ! To tlie general
amazement, and thanks mainly to a
superb start, an English twin led for the
first lap ; but Remington (8 Blackburne)
was soon passed by Le Vack (Indian),

who led on the second lap, onlv to yield

to Temple (Harley-Davidson) on the
third. The Harley-Davidson streaked
round the track at a frightful speed, and
won by at least 100 yards. Placings ;

1. C. P. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson) ... 92.47
2. H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian).
3. D. H. Davidson (7-9 Indian).
Temple broke two records in this brilliant ride,

viz. : Five Miles Flying Start, 3m. 6. 44s.=96.54
m.p.h. Ten Miles Standing Start, 6m. 34.88s.

=

91.17 m.p.h.

Baldwin broke a connecting rod

;

Ilarveyson had magneto trouble; and
Remington broke his wheel rim.

600 c.c. Sidecar Championship.

Though no more than five starters

turned out for this race, it was easily

the most exciting of the day, and pos-

sibl,y the best ever contested at Brook-
lands.

Pullin (Douglas sc), Horsman, and
O'Donovan (Norton sc.j, raced over the
whole five laps in a compact little clump
at over 60 m.p.h. Horsman led after

the first and fourth laps ; whilst Pullin
was in front on laps 2 and 3, though there
was never more than a few yards in it;

and O'Donovan was alwa,ys with them.
On the fifth lap O.Donovan went ahead,
and won, to the rage of the bookies, who
had stopped laying up fifteen minutes
before the start. Placings :

m.p.h.
1. D. R. O'Donovan (4 Norton sc.) 62.39
2. V. Horsman (3V' Norton sc).
3. C. G. Pullin (3'/2 Douglas sc).

1,000 c.c. Sidecar Championship.

This ought to have been another
Temple-Le Vack duel ; but the Indian
refused to start for 100 yards, and the
repeated effort caused the engine sprocket
to shear not long after. Temple's famous
Harley-Davidson, " Mutt," now adorned
with a beautifully streamlined aluminium
sidecar, led by 100 yards at the end of

one lap, and travelled so magnificently

that the spectators forgot to deplore the
runaway character of his win. Great
an.xiety was created by a report that Le
Vack had gone over the banking, which
was fortunately an invention. Placings :

m.p.h.
1. C. F. Temple (7-9 Harle.v-D. sc.) ... 76.00
2. D. H. Davidson (7-9 Indian sc).
3. O. de Lissa (8 Motosacoche sc).

Temple broke the following records

:

3m. 20. 81s. =77. 98 m.p.h.
= 75.57 m.p.h.

Ten Miles, 7m. 56.35s.

ALL THE CHAMPIONS.
Thi winners of the various championship races at Brooklands last Saturday. Left to right : J. L. Emerson (3i Douglas), D. R. O'Donovan

(4 Norton sidecar), E. Remington (2| Blackburne), C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson sidecar), and J. V. Prestwich (2i Diamond-Jap).

CIS
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A YORKSHIRE STEEPLECHASE.
Boulders, Bogs, and Heather—The ScoH Trial.

IN spite of many imitators, the Scott
trial still remains in a class by itself

as regards sporting events. Perhaps
the reason lies in the suitability of the
country in the neighbourhood of Ilkley,
or perhaps the secret lies in the cheery
spirit of the organisers and the thorough
sportsmanship of the Yorkshire riders
who form the bulk of the entry.
On Saturday last a band of some fifty

optimists gathered at Otley in a drizzling
mist, of whom twenty-nine only were to
survive the course, and many of these
were very late. Most of the competitors
were mounted on Scotts—old Scotts, new
Scotts, Scott Squirrels, and hybrid Scotts
—but there was a fair sprinkling of other
machines.
A number of machines had exhaust

extensions reaching up to the carrier so
as to avoid " drowning "in the deep
splashes.

Within ten minutes of the start the
riders were plunged into Dobpark splash,
a deep and rocky stream, with a natural
gallery for spectators in the form of a
packbridge. Many, failed, ' to the great
amusement of the onlookers, and many
crossed safely to receive \yell-merited
applause, but perhaps the best crossings
were those of L. Whalley (Sunbeam) and
J. Baker (Scott).

The real hard work commenced at
Grimwith Eeservoir, where all signs of a
track disappeared, and competitors at-

tempted to follow a line of stakes, pick-
ing their way between boulders and bogs.
This stretch culminates in a series of
gulleys, the last of which formed by a
stream.

It . was amusing to watch the set faces
of the old hands as they approached the
obetacle and the looks of blank amazement
on the faces of those who saw the course
for the first time.

W. T. Brand (4 Triumph) climbing a slag heap in Hebden Ghyll, on the course of

the Scott trial.

After- Lunch.

signs of damage, and after the long spel!

of low gear work many exhaust notes
were distinctly fluffy. Catherick's Durielt
had a damaged mudguard. Clapham
(Scott) dashed at the obstacle and shed
his saddle frame, several had missing
footrests, and one carrier was adrift. B.
Hill (Velocette), W. Wells (Sunbeam), A.
Hill (Triumph), H. Sellers (Sunbeam),
W. Edwards (Powell), C. P. Wood (Scott),
A. Budd (Triumph), and W. Backhouse
(Triumph) made the best performances,
ilrs. Knowles, whose very sporting entry
had been the subject of much comment,
did not ai-rive, having had the bad luck
to suffer from a drowned magneto.

#

• ^*" ' _"-

Oyer the Yorkshire moors. Jesse Baker (3i Scott) bogged near Grimwith Reservoir.
Awamng their turns to cross the obstacle are B. Hill (2i Velocette), G. M. Townsend
(3iR and M.), and M. Sedgwick (3-^ Sunbeam.)

After the lunch stop, Hebden Ghyll ar.d

the track through the Cupola Works was
the first item of interest.' This section
was responsible for at least three falls,

Russel King (Scott), G. Townsend (P. and
M.), and one of the Velocette riders being
unlucky in this respect. Further up the
moor an unexpected water hole caused
some amusement. Near Grassington F.
Moffat (Scott) collided with a cow and
retired. Darnbrook Hill was in fair condi-
tion, but, shortly after, a humorous youth
nearly caused a bad accident by slamming
a gate shut in the face of Capt. Knowles,
who was approaching at speed on his
Norton.
As usual, a small crowd collected to

watch the asc-ents of Park Rash. The
hill was in comparatively good order, and
caused only a few failures. C. P. Wood,
who had now gained the lead from forty-
eighth place, came up at a great pace.
He was followed by Whalley, whose
ascent was equally fine. Jesse Baker
(Scott), H. Mooriiouse (Triumph), W.
Moore (Scott), and W. Clough (Scott)
were the star performers.
The crossing of the Nidd was deep, but

the bottom was comparatively smooth, so
that there was less trouble at this point
than ,was expected. The Scar, however,
was practically unclimbable ; in fact, not

-

a single rider made a really clean ascent
with feet, on the rests.

In spite of falls, it was a cheerful group
of survivors who assisted Mr. N. Vint3r
in auctioning a programme signed by C.
P. Wood and Mrs. Knowles; the sum of-
nearly £5 was collected for this work of
art, in aid of St. Dunstan's Hospital.

Results were worked out at Burnsall,
and prizes were distributed by Mrs. R.
Vinter before the breaking up of the
party. Results :

To Club Secretaries about to plan their winter programmes: see page 456 for particulars of " The Motor Cycle " fihn.
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Entering Hebden Ghyll. M. Sedgwick (3-^- Sunbeam) on a "good section" of the route.

BEST PEHFOKMA^'CE OP TRADE.-C. P.
Wood (3"'^ Scott).
BEST PERFORMANCE OF AMATEUR.-J.

Whalle.v (31!, Sunbeam).
BEST PERFORMANCE ON A SCOTT, EX-

CLUSIVE OF .SCOTT STAFF.-G. Hill (3i^i Scott).TRADE TEAM PRIZE.-Scott Team: C. P.
Wood. H. Langman, and W. Clough.
AMATEUR TEAM PRIZE.-Sunbeam Team:

H. W. .Sellers A. R. Naylor, and W. Wells.
CLUB TEAM PRIZE.—Bradford Team : W.

Moore (Scott), A. R. Naylor (Sunbeam), and C. B.
Haig (Scott).

CONSOLATION PRIZE. - B. H. Catherick
(Dunelt).

The following received certificat-es for

completing the course :

B. Dewhurst (Triumph), H. Russel King (Scott),
E. C. Eckroyd (Triumph), B. H. Catherick (Dunelt),
Jesse Baker (Scott), M. Sedgwick (Sunbeam), J.
C. Thompson (Martinsyde), Capt. Knowles
(Norton), A. Hill (Triumiih), G. M. Townsend
(P. and M.), W. Edwards (Powell), H. W. Sellers
(Sunbeam), A. R. Naylor (Sunbeam), W. Wells
(.Sunbeam), J. S. Duxburv (Scott), C. W. Ward

- (Triumph), A. E. Budd (Triumph), E. H. Wheat-
lev (Triumph). W. Moore (Scott), C. B. Haig
(Scott), G. Clapham (Scott), W. T. Brand
(Triumph), H. S. Moorhouse (Triumph), J.
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Whalley (.Sunbeam). W. Backhouse (Triumph), G.
HiU (Scott), O. P. Wood (.Scott), H. Langman
(Scott), and W. Clough (Scott).

NOTES.
As a spectacle, the Scott Trial fails

merely because the average spectator will

not walk, and dare not ride to the most
interesting points. -

There are sections of road in the trial,

but only where it cannot be helped.

The consolation prize for the man who
f-ell off most often was indeed a trophy.
It took the form of a bottle of whiskey
with a suitable quotation attached, point-
ing out that, although in a race all ran—

•

only one obtained the. prize.

Amongst the survivors alone we counted
fourteen machines with damaged or miss-
ing footrests, and there were also—other
troubles.

Our sincere sympathies are with Jesse
Baker, who fell early in the day, and
severely hurt his knee. He pluckily

finished the course, and put up a very
tine show;

C. P. Wood's average sj .2d was most
amazing.

The programmes were—as they modestly
claimed to be—priceless. The advertising

matter showed a very pretty wit.

In times past herds of sheep and cattle

grazed on the peaceful Yorkshire moors

;

but, as in the case of the buffalo of
America, the herds have been- decimated
by the advancing waves of—well, civi-

lisation !

SUCCESSFUL MIDLAND HILL-CLIMB.
THE Sutton Coldfield Club's hill-climb

last Saturday on Penkridge Bank,
near Rugeley, turned out a very

successful event ; and, as it was open to
all members of clubs in the Midland
Centre A.C.U., the entry was rather
large, amounting to thirty-nine in all.

The weather conditions were very
favourable; and, as the surface of Penk-
ridge is of Tarmac, and in no way broken
up, some fine speeds were attained.
A. W. Thrush's (2^ Levis) riding posi-

tion aroused much interest. He adopted
the unusual attitude of lying on the top
of his machine with his legs crossed over
the rear mudguard. Incidentally, he came
first on time and formula in his class.

Another competitor, although not yet
seventeen, who put up a very creditable
performance, was G. E. Rowley (2J
A.J.S.), and quite a number of people
requested him to sign their autograph
albums.

G. Dance (Sunbeam) was well to the
fore again, easily making the fastest time
of the day, 30-^s. F. G. Edmond, riding
an o.h.v. Triumph for the first time in

competition, also did well.

The timing was carried out by means
of telephone, and formula results were
worked out on a comptometer, and after-

wards verified by slide rule. Results :

350 c.c. SIDECARS.—F. C. Greenwood (2% Sun-
beam sc), first on time and formula; O. Wade
(2% A.J.S. sc), second on time and formula.

S60 c.c. SIDECARS.—G. Dance (31,.', Sunbeam
sc), first on time; F. C. Greenwood (3',!j Sunbeam
sc), second on time, first on formula. Non-
expert: P. Cheston (31,2 Norton sc), first on time.

UNLIMITED SIDECARS.—G. Dance (31,4 Sun-
beam sc), first on time; F. C. Greenwood (3V2
Sunbeam sc ). second on time, first on formula.

P. Cheston (3V2 Norton firstNon-expert
on time.

250 c.c SOLO.—A. W. Thrush (2^ Levis), first

on time and formula; J. N. Roberts (2I4 New
Imperial), second on time; J. W. Moxon (214
Coventry Eagle), second on formula. Non-expert:
T. Stone (21 i Massey-Arran). first on time.

350 c.c. SOLO.—F. C. Greenwood (2=1 Sunbeam),
first on time; O. Wade [Z-% A.J.g.). second on
time; A. W. Thrush (21,4 Levis), first on formula;

J. C. NichoUs (21,4 Omega (second on formula).
Non-expert: J. C. Nicholls (2^ Omega), first

on time.
560 c.c. SOLO.—O. Dance (3% Sunbeam), first

on time; H. Hassall (3'/2 Norton), second on time;
F. C. Greenwood (3V> Sunbeam), first on formula;
A. W. Thrush (2',4 Levis), second on formula.
Non-expert : P. G. Edmond _(3V, Triumph), first

on time; J. C. Nicholls (2-ji Omega), first on
formula.
UNLIMITED SOLO.—H. Hassall (31/2 Norton),

first on time; F. G. Edmond (3V2 Triumph), second
on time; F. C. Greenwood {ZV? Sunbeam), third
on time, first on formula. Non-expert : F. G.
Edmond (3y,, Triumph), first on time; J. C.
Nicholls (2^i Omega), first on formula.
CYCLE CARS.—H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan), first

on time and formula.

RIDING POSITIONS AT PENKRIDGE.
Snaps during the Sutton Coldfield A.C. speed trials last Saturday. (Left) B. Fidgeon (2j Diamond)

(Right) P. Cheston (Norton sidecar).
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ON THE KENTISH DOWNS.
A Two-circuit Course in (he Woolwich Club's One Day Open Trial.

A SUCCESSION of steep hills, separated

by stretches of rough by-tracks,

found the weak spots in a number
of machines in the one day reliability trial

organised by the Woolwich, Plumstead
and District Motor Club on Saturday last.

Knockholt, one of the prettiest little

villages in Kent, was the scene of the

start, the lunch interval, and the finish.

The trial was approximately 100 miles in

length, and at one minute intervals the
thirty-four competitors were directed

along a well-arrowed route through Sun-
dridge to Ide Hill. York, Toys, and
Brasted hills were traversed in succession

;

but the severity of the latt«r, however,
was accentuated by the imposition of a

starting, stopping, and acceleration test.

In this there were few failures. How-
ever, the engine of H. F. Edwards's 8h.p.
Matchless appeared to resent the prevail-
ing heat, and partially seized ; while the
only 3i h.p. Rudge entered in the trial,

ridden by B. T. Seade, also failed, as did
Allen (8 Matchless sc), who burst a
tyre.

J. A. Hoult (3-J Scott) employed a novel
idea, of tying a piece of string to his

stand, which was kicked down when
stopping, and deftly pulled up when get-

ting away on first gear.

B. J. Simms (4 Triumph) was the victim
of a loose gear change lever bolt, which
inappropriately released itself as the first

C. R. Collier (8 Matchless sidecar) on the colonial section between Westerham and Chalk

Pit. He is co-designer and co-manufacturer of the Matchless, and co-donor of the premier

award which he won.

Chalk Pit Hill again. G. Jenner (3J Norton)
climbing in an unconcerned manner.

gear was engaged, thus rendering the

machine uncontrollable.

A tricky bit of road was provided before

reaching Titsey Church, where a left bend
joined the main road for some distance

before striking off the trail to Chalk Pit

Hill.

This climb is a real "trembler," inso-

much as the frame does quite as much
work as the other essential parts of the

machine. The surface would have caused

some real fun had the gods decreed rain.

As it was, however, the loose, dry stones

and dust permitted a good grip for the

tyres.

Of the group of hills which rise out of

the basin in the vicinity of Westerham,
Polesteeple caused some difficulty. Suc-

combe, a long hill terminating in a sharp

bend at the entrance to Upper Warling-

ham village, is probably more notorious.

Lady Sidecarist Does Well.

C. R. Collier (8 Matchless sc.) made an

excellent climb, whilst a similar machine

in the capable hands of Mabel Hardee

defied all the terrors of the gradient.

Polesteeple and its hairpin was next

negotiated. T. J. Ross (8 Matchless sc.)

was the first up, and swung round the

hairpin with the same ease as he had
climbed the hill. J. Wallis (6 Bradbury)

just missed the hedge. H. W. Harrington

(2| Douglas) attempted too much speed,

and shot beyond the bend, only to return

at the bidding of a kindly observer. R.

B. Clark was not quite at home on his

>Iatchless and swerved a little at the

corner; whilst R. P. Steytler (6 P.V. sc.)

just scraped round. A winding route via

Cudham then terminated at the " Three
Horseshoes " in Knockholt village.

Opinion was divided as to the inclusion

of the lunch " scramble " in the trial.

Twenty-five survivors faced the starter

for the afternoon's run, which was the

identical route followed in the morning.
Of these, ill luck befell G. Maund (3

A.B.C.), G. Nott (8 Matchless sc), W. J.

Reynolds (3 A.B.C.), J. R. G. Haill (7

Harley sc), and H. Chalklen (7 Harley sc).

A gold medal was awarded to the riders

making the best performance in each
class, and also for the best performance
of the day. The latter was easily secured

by C. R. Collier (8 Matchless sc), who
also carried off the " ^Matchless " Cup.
W. B. Mills (6 Clyno sc.) gained a gold

medal in his class, his error being Im. 9|s.

Collier was but 14|s. over time. The team
prize went to the A.J.S. riders—F. W.
Giles, R. G. Mundy, and W. C. Hemy.

Survivors :
" -

P. Cunningham (3% P. and M. sc), J. Wallis (6
Bradbuiy), C. R. Collier (8 Matchless sc), T. J.
Ross (8 Matchless sc), F. J. Watson (6 Ariel
sc), H. W. Harrington (2^4 Douglas), Mabel
Harilee (8 Matchless sc), R. B. Clark (7 Match-
less), W. B. Mills (6 Clyno sc), F. W. Giles (7
A.J.S. sc), R. P. Steytler (6 P.V. sc), H. G.
Mundy {7 A.J.S. sc), F. O'Brien (8 Matchless
sc), W. C Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc), A. Clark (4
Triumph sc), G. E. Stacey (2% Verus), O.
Jenner (4 Norton), and S. A. McCarthy (5
Stanger).

\SMALL CARS.
Motor cyclists interested in small cars

should read " The Autocar," the parent

journal 0/ "The Motor Cycle."

Light, medium, and large cars are

adequately covered in its pages. No
arlificial division of light cars from
other types is attempted, or, indeed,

is necessary, since the principles of

design are identical and the interests

of users, whether concerning ques-

tions of upkeep, taxation, roads, ser-

vice or future developmerd, are un-
divided and common to all.

Thus, "The Autocar "

—

the pioneer

and the largest of all motor journals—
forms the only complete record of the

automobile movement, by embracing

the interests of motorists in general.

Every Friday Price 4d.

if"—'
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HUMBERS FOR 1922.
A New 73 m.p.h. Sporling Model at a very Moderafe Price.

Touring Machine;

NEXT year the sporting solo rider will

be specially catered for by several

firms who have hitherto devoted
theniselves to, and built up reputations

on solid, reliable double-purpose mounts.
Quite one of the most attractive of these

new "sports" models is the 1922 flat

twin Humber, which will sell at the
wonderfully moderate figure of £100.

In general layout the sporting model
differs but little from the standard
Humber, which, incidentally, was always
a fascinating solo machine. Closer

' examination reveals several modifications

and improvements ; and that these have
been successful is jjroved by the fact that
the new model has already been timed
to do 75 m.p.h. on the road.

A Special Engine

Aluminium pistons, with two narrow
rings at the top, a higher compression
ratio, a redesigned camshaft giving a

quicker lift to the valves, and completely
interchangeable valve pockets are the

chief alterations to the well-known 600 c.c.

(75x68 ram.) flat twin engine. (It will

be remembered that the valve pockets on
this engine have always been quickly
detachable ; but on the touring model the
exhaust passages take a downward turn
to the silencer, which is unnecessary when
long e.xhaust pipes are fitted.)

Although the standard three-speed gear
box with clutch and kick starter is used,
no transmission shock absorber is fitted

;

neither are chain guards, although it has
not been definitely decided that these will

Few Alterations in the

Flywheel side of the Sporting Humber, showing the exhaust arrangements.

be discarded. So that the change speed
gate will not foul the rider's Icnee, it

has been slightly modified, leaving both
sides of the tank clear for the inevitable
knee grips. The gear ratios are 4.5, 7.4,

and 12.4 to 1. The footrests are adjust-
able in a very ingenious manner, the
various changes of position being located
by a peg in a drilled quadrant on the
supporting bar.

Most comfortable flat handle-bars,
narrow mudguards, a Brooks racing
saddle, and 25x2iin. three-ribbed Dunlop
tyres complete the si^ecification of the
sporting model.

Detail alterations only have been made
on the touring machine, chief of these

beino; a " breather " on the timing case,
whicli ejects oil vapour on to the primary
chain and a cranked gear lever.

Detail Items.

Sump lubrication, with a mechanical
pump for retaining the oil level, plus an
auxiliary drip feed, a Claudel-Hobson
single lever carburetter, snd Druid
pattern forks have been retained on both
models. An all-black finish is an optional
item ; while, if desired, a Lucas dynamo
lighting set, for which a neat, enclosed
drive has been designed, may be supplied
as an extra. The price of the touring
machine has been fixed at £110, or, wiHi
G-rindlay sidecar, £144.

NEW THREE-SPEED LIGHTWEIGHT.
An All-chain Drive 350 c.c. Rex-Acme lor 1922.

FROM all indications next year will

be a lightweight year—from the
soloist's point of view, anyhow. The

350 c.c. machine with a three-speed gear
and all-chain drive, is now a true go-

anywhere mount ; and realisation of this

fact has led the makers of the Rex-Acme
to expend much thought on a model of

this type to sell at a verj' competitive
price.

In appearance the new lightweight
suggests a de Ivxe specification, and it

would be difficult to point out any
feature, either in design or finish, which
could reasonably be improved were i rice

a matter of much less consideration.

Outside Flywheel Engine.

The power unit is a 2| h.p. Blackburne
engine, and the method of almost wholly
enclosing the primary chain—a difficult

matter with an outside flywheel—is very
neat. Either a two-speed or a lightweight
three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear bo.x may

Neat lines are followed in the new 2f h.p.

three-speed Rex-Acme.

be fitted at option, and a transmission

shock absorber is dispensed with by using

a Brampton spring link chain for the final

drive.

The brakew-ork is simple, neat, and
efficient—dummy belt rim on both wheels.

The rear brake pedal is conveniently
placed, and the band-operated front brake
is smooth and powerful. Illustrating the

careful detail design, the footrest bars

are independently screwed into a special

lug, and the mudguard bridge on the rear

stays is shaped to conform with the

special section of the 6in. guard. Equally

extensive is the front guard.

Refined Equipment.

Brampton forks, with double vertical

springs, are standard, as is a neat, " flat

handle-bar.
Finished in Royal blue, the tank has

unusually good fittings, including the
" most visible " type of Best and Lloyd
drip-feed, with a flat, circular glass, and
large, secure filler caps. It holds about

one and a half gallon of petrol.

Another model, which resembles the one

under review at a first glance, differs in

power unit (a 292 c.c. J.A.R.) and trans-

mission (chain-cum-belt via a two-speed

gear box). There are also detail differ-

ences in the mudguarding, control levers,

and spring fork.

. C21
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CURRENT CHAT J^rjT^
Reward o£ Enterprise.

One of the features of the last Olympia
Show was the Enfield 8 h.p. sidecar outfit,

selling at £160, then a low figure for such
a machine. That the Enfield Cycle Co.'s

cut price policy was right is now proved
by the very excellent balance-sheet just

issued, for a profit of £66,155 has been
made. Ordinary shareholders secure a
dividend of 15% free of tax, and the "A"
preference shareholders have had two
dividends at the rate of £7% per annum
each. A balance of £37,703 is transferred
to the Reserve Fund. Such a result is

indeed satisfactory.

More Records Broken.

On Friday last V. Horsman, riding a
Sj h.p. Norton, recovered the 500 c.c.

class hour record, covering fifty miles in

40m. 27.9s. = 74.14 m.p.h., and 73 miles
644 yards = 73.38 m.p.h. in the hour, an
improvement of 1.51 m.p.h. over the
record established by J. L. Emerson on a
Douglas on September 24th. On the
following day, E. Remington on a 2| h.p.
Blackburne covered ten miles (standing
start) in 8m. 36.5s. = 69.7 m.p.h. This
record stood only for one day, for on
Monday, K. Don, riding a '21 Massey-
Arran, covered the same distance in
8m. 25.48s. = 70.22 m.p.h.

"The Motor Cycle" Film.

We have already received a large

number of requests for the loan of Th&
Motor Cycle, film, which has been pre-

pared by us to give clubmen an hour's

entertainment such as is impossible to

obtain elsewhere.

Imports and Exports.

According to the Board of Trade returns

for Septernber, 1;557 "motor cycles and
tricars" were imported against 35 during
August. As the value of these fifteen

hundred odd machines is given as £21,448
(or approximately £14 apiece), it would
appear that some of them are ex-Army
stock. The export figures are not so

startling, the most pronounced feature

being the decline in number and value

of exported British machines compared
with August. Detailed tables are ap-

pended :

IMPORTS.

Aug., 1921, Sept., 1921

Number of mo^or cycles .-. 35 . , l.Sr'JT

Value of machines and parts £12,756 .:. £36,491

EXPORTS.
Aug., 1921. Sept., 1921

Number of motor cycles .

.

539 .

,

42."»

Value of motor cycles only. £44,360 ,. £34,747
Value of parts £30,848 . . £18,341

Total value £75,31

1

t53,5SS

Royal Patronage ior the Show.

His Majesty the King has graciously

consented to give his royal patronage to

the seventh cycle and motor cycle show,

which opens at Olympia on November
28th next. H.R.H. the Duke of York
has announced his intention of visiting

the show, probably on Wednesday,
November 30th.

Additions to Olympia Exliibitors.

Owing to delay in having a stand

allotted at Olympia, the name of the

Coventry Eagle Cycle and Motor Co. did
not appear on the list published last

week. This company is jxhibiting on
Stand 47.

The Wulfruna Engineering Co. (1920),

Ltd., of Wolverhampton, will also be at

Olympia.

Forthcoming MidJand Open Event,

As already indicated under " Impor-
tant Dates," an open trial will be held
by the Midland Centre A.C.U. on
November 5th. It is promised that there
will be no secret checks, etc., but that
the event will be rather like a good stiff

day out of the Scottish Trials. Further
particulars may be obtained from Mr.
P. W. Bischoff, Sunhoney, Richmond
Road, Wolverhampton.

CLUB NEWS. ^^tr/sS"
Reigate, Redhill, and District M.C.C.

On Wednesday of last week the club
held a- petrol consumption test, with the
following results :

SIDECAR CLASS.—1, E. P. Duplcde (8 Zenith

SOLO CLASS.—1. Eeg. Green (31/2 Sports Sun-
beam),

Oxford M.C.

No accidents, high speeds, and wonder-
ful weather all contributed to make the
speed trials, which were held on Akeman
Street, Chesterton (near Bicester), on
Saturday last, the most successful event
yet held by the club. Classes won by
trade riders also carried special awards
for amateurs. The distance was one mile
from a standing start. Results (in

awards: A. = amateur; T.= trade):
CLASS 1 (Sideca-rs up to 650 c.c.).— 1, M. Pear-

son (3% Norton sc), Im. 17i3. (T), bronze medal;
2, S. Hjincox (4 Triumph sc), Im. ISfs. ; 3, L. A.
Welch (41/4 B.S.A. 6c.), Im. gsgs. (A.), bronze
medal. Won at 46.39 m.p.h.

CLASS 2-(Sidecars unlimited).— 1, I. P. Riddoch
(8 Zenith sc), Ira. 611. (A.),' silver medal; 2, E.
J. Cross (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), Im. 9gs. (T.),
bronze medal; 3, A. W. Cross (7-9 Indian sc),
Im. 21|s. (A.) bronze medal. Won at 54.05 m.p.h.
CLASS 3 (Solo up to 250 c.c.).— 1, O. Kimber

(214 Levis), Im. 22is. (T.), bronze medal; 2. C.
Reyersbaoh (2% Velocette), im. 23is. Won at
43.8 m.p.h.

CLASS 5 (Solo up to 350 cc).— 1, P. G. Oliver
(2>4 Douglas), Im. ISjs. (T.), bronze medal; 2, C.
Re.versbach (2% Velocette), Im. 20is; 3, C,
Kimber (214 Levis), Im. 21|. Won at 47.62 m.p.h.
CLASS 6 (Solo unlimited).—!, E. J .Cross (7-9

Harley-Davidson), 56i5. (T.), silver medal; 2. P.
H. Lewis (3'/2 Norton). Im. 3s. (T.), bronze medal;
3, S. Hancox (4 Triumph). Im, 3|s.; 4 L A.
Welch (4i,i BS.A.), Im. Vfs. (A.), silver medal.
CLASS 8 (Solo up to 650 cc).— 1, P. H. Lewis

(31/2 Norton), 55gs.* (T.), silver medal; 2 S. Han-
cox (4 Triumph), Im. 2s. (T.), bronze medal; 3,
M. Pearson (4 Norton), Im. 29s.; 4, L A Welch
(4'i B.S.A. ). Im. 9|s. (A. I, silver medal; 5, E
Colegrove (4 Triumph), Im. 15*3. (A.), bronze
medal. * Fastest motor cycle time -of the dav
(64.75 m.p.h.)."
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TO CLUB SECRETARIES .

"The Motor Cycle" Film will shortly

be available for loan to enterprising dnbs
who are keen to make their winter social

events a success. This exclusive film

takes approximately an hour to exhibit,

and the programme includes scenes at

the Junior and Senior T.T. Races, the

500 Miles Race, the Six Days Tried,

and the Grand Prix Car Race. Club
secretaries should write to the Editor

{Film DepartmcTit), "The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, for a list of open dates.

Leicester M.C.

Official results of the Bowerman Cup
two-stroke trial have been announced as

under :

WINNER OF BOWERMAN CUP: G. Povey
(2M Velocette), 199 marks. Gold medal: G.
Denley (2Vi Velocette), 196 marks. Silver medal:
P. J. Strong (214 Enfield), 190 marks. Bronze
medal: H. J. Woodgate (2\i New Hudson), 189
marks.
GENERAL CLASS.—Gold medal: L. West (2l,i

Velocefete), 197 marks. Silver medal; L. Judge
(21,4 Velocette). 197 marks. Bronze medal: J. L.
Baxter (2iA Clyno), 187 marks.

BEST SIDECAR PERFORMANCE (Expert).—
Silver medal; E. Amey (3 Ivy), 182 marks.

BEST PERFORMANCE BY NOTTINGHAM
RESIDENT.—Gold medal; J. R. Sylvester (214'
Velocette), 179 marks.
MOST PLUCKY PERFORMANCE (Leicester),—

Silver medal: H, Ward (2^4 Campion), 171 marks,
BEST PERFORMANCE IN CLASS A.-Gold

medal: G. Povey (2^4 Velocette), 199 marks.
AN OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.—Silver

medal : W. Pym [2% Beardmore-Precision), 185
marks.
TEAM PRIZE' (Gold medals) .—Leicester Velo-

cette team: A. Bowerman (214 Velocette), L.
Judge (21,4 Velocette), and L. West (214 Velo-
cette), 581 marks gained.

Basingstoke M.C.C.

It is estimated that 2,000 spectators

were present at the highly successful hill-

climb held on the 29th ult., formula and
time results of which are now available :

FORMULA CLASSES.
600 c.c. Sidecars.— 1, W. Osmond {31/2 Ariel

sc).
1,000 CC. Sidecars.— 1, W. Osmond (3^^ Ariel

ec).
275 C.C. SOLO.—1, W. Julian (2% Levis).
350 c,c. Solo.—1, W. Julian (214 Levis); 2, B.

Potter (21/2 O.K.).
550 c.c. Solo.—1, H. V. Stevens (31/2 Norton);

2, W, Julian (2% Levis).
750 CO. Solo.—1, H. J. Gilford (31/2 Norton); 2,

W. Julian (214 Levis).
1,000 c.c. Solo.—1, G. A. Gammon (3^^ Norton);

2, O. \y. Tyler (7-9 Indian).

TIME CLASSES.
600 CC Sidecars.— 1, A. J. Fleming (4 Harley-

Davidson sc), Im. 7s.

1.000 c.c. Sidecars.—1, A. J. Fleming (4
Harley-Davidson sc), Im. 4is.
275 c.c. Solo.— 1, R. Stevens (2"% Donglas), 373s.
6S0 c.c. Solo.—1, H. V. Stevens (3V- Norton),

303s.
1.000 c.c Solo.—1, R. W. H. Davis (8 Zenith),

325s.

North-west London II.O.

The programme of this club produces
several novelties each year. The latest,

last Saturday, took the form of .1 " point-
to point time schedule," the exact position
of each check being defined only to the
extent of a named circle of a diameter
varying from one-half to one inch on the

,
official map. Starting from Edgware, the
checks were situated near Aldenham,
Ridge, Mill Hill, Kingsbury, and Stan-
more. To those familiar with the net-
work of roads at these points, the fact
that the winner was far behind schedule
will cause no surprise. Many faile,'. to

discover the checker at all. Results :

1, T. E. Moon (Douglas), penalty 161; 2, J. D
Sangway (Zenith), 257; 3, D, P. C, Fitzgerald
(Norton), 305; 4, Miss Thomas (Morris), 405.
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Grip & Long Mileage
gELDAM TYRES have most rubber where it

is most needed—hence long mileage.
But j^ou get more than mileage : the Beldam design of tread
assures a steady grip on the road, and less puncture-hability.
And they cost less ! More mileage, more safety, more satis-
faction—for less money ! Ask a user. Booklet " Testimony "

sent free on request. Write
to-day. Or send a trial order.

The Beldam Tj're Co. (1920) Ltd.,
Brentford, Middlesex.

'J'c!cp}w7te : Ealing 115.

Manchester and District and North Wales:W. Bnggs & Co., Windsor Bridge, Salford.
^ottmgham

: The City Rubber Co., io6. Upper
Parliament St. Colne, Lanes. : G.W. Rushworth,
Brown street. Four Northern Counties:
K. i

. Mcintosh & Co., 13, Shakespeare Street,

v.'*T*^,"°°°''^ >'"=• Scotland: Drysdale & Co.,
Vork Place. Dumfries. Ireland: Messrs. Hill &
CO., Motor Engineers, Galway.

PRICES OF BELDAM 1

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

Size.

All Rubber, V Design

3-ply. 4-ply.

in. i s. d. I s. d.
26x2 2 19 2 11
26x2i 2 4 3 2 11 3
26x2! 2 4 6 2 13
20x21 2 5 9 2 14
26x3 2 10.3 2 16 9'
2Sx3 2 13 6 3 9

Also 26 3in. cci. I'tting.

All British

Cost less—Last longer

BLAGKBURNE SCORES AGAIN
Brooklands Meeting, August 27th, 1921.

EVENT ENGINE RESUL1
3 2| h.p. 3rd
4 2|h.p. 1st
6 8 h.p. 1st
7 2| h.p. 2nd

For power, speed, and reliability
you cannot beat the Blackburne.

INSIST UPON HAVING A
BLACKBURNE ENGINE

FITTED TO YOUR MACHINE—
YOU CANNOT HAVE A BETTER.

Wr.te for our Free Booklet.

BURNEY & BLACKBURNE, LTD
(Bept. I), ATLAS WORKS, BOOKHAM, SURREY.

In aiisweiini) these advertisements iC is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle C25
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TAXATION
by

PETROL
CONSUMPTION.

WRITE TO
COX "ATMOS"

ABOUT IT!

COX CARBURETTERS, LTD.,
LOWER ESSEX STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.

L"^^^^

KEEP HIM OFF!

This little beggar works
whilst you're asleep or

busy—takes pounds and
pride off your "outfit

"

Stop his activity with

"Corrosine " the Rust-

Preventer & "Derusta"
tht Rusl Remover.

In 1/6 and 2/6 sizes, of all enterprising dealers,

or direct from

HOWSE'S -^The Rust Preventer Firm,—
Union Works, SMETHWICK.

PORTABLE
WOOD
IRON
ASBESTOS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
BUILDINGS

Horticultural, Rustic,

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSES
FROM

£7 15

and Poultry Appliances.

MOTOR
CAR

HOUSES
FROM

£10 2 6
Send for lUustraied Catalogue No. 85, Post Free.

T. BATH & CO., LTD., '\o%''^oV. l^.^^^-
OUR NEW SHOWROOMS ARE NOW OPEN.

SIDEOAR SPRINGS.
ItEAL SPRINGS

12 /S each.

iUade from thu BEsT bpriuK inteel.

SIDECAR CO.. 25. Upper Clapton Road, E.5.

'Phone! DaisconSllO.

STURMEY-ARGHER
COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.

Complete range of Spare Parts
in stock.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
418. ROMFORD RD, FOREST GATE, E.7.

GODDARD'S MOTOR HOUSES-
A well-constructed

house, built off in.

matchboard, on
stout framing,made
in sections to bolt

together, roof of

matchboard cover-

ed tarred felt.

Lists Postfi-ee.Carr. Paid.
Height

Size to Ridge
ylt. X 5ft. 61ft.

8ft. X 6ft. 7ft.

gft. X 6ft. 7ift.

loft.xyft. 8ft.

GODDARD'S

£ s.

7 4
7 17
8 15
13

Floor extra.
18

1 9
1 11 6
1 16

Vicaraee Lane,
I L FORD, ESSEX.

SANDUM SIDECARS
Seeour Advertisementunder "Sidecars"
in MISCELLANEOUS COLUMNS,

SANDHAM ENGINEEfiING Co.. Ltd.,

336, Gray's Ina Road,
LONDON, W.C.

'Pho-^e • Mceam 8427.

Spare Parts lor

THE DENNIS ACCESSORIES STORES,
89, BrixtOQ Eoad. London, S.W,

SpeclaliBtsln "Indian" Repairs and Overhauls.
'Phone : Brixton SI29.

Motor

Cycled

26 In ansiveiing these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

I
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The Ideal BOOT
Foi- AUL. -WEATHER RIDING
or -foi- "fcl-ie Field ^nd GELt-den
Pertectly New, absolutely Waterproof, and easy to slip on and oiT.

These boots are of lar superior quality, and will j^ive far more
service than similar articles, of infinitely inferior materials, which

are offered by other stores at slightly lower price-

Officers' Field Service

TRENGH BOOTS
Our Price - So/""
Postage and packmg, 1 /6. In Brown or Black.

All sizes. Guaranteed to be made of the

finest Government Leather. Sizes from 4 to

12. Smaller sizes suitable for ladies. These
boots reach to the knee, and have full length
tongues and side buckles, which effectively

prevent any water penetrating through the

lace holes or over the tops of the boots. The
uppers are strong and stout, and yet ex-

tremely soft and pliable. The SMARTEST and
MOST COMPORTABLE Trench Boot procurable.

BRITISH ARMY
20/-

OFFICERS'^'ifow" BOOTS

30/-
Send Postal Order or

Cheque, and state size

required.

UONDON ARMY BOOT OO.,
Government Contractors,

iDept. M.C.) 186, Bishopsgate, Uondon, E.G.

2

{Adjoining Bishopsgaie Street Police Station).

Immediate Delivery
RE-PLATED.

RE-ENAMELLED .

RE-BUILT.

Perfect finish in 1920 Colours.
Fitted with New Tyres and Tubes.
END OF SEASON CLEARANCE.

25—R. A. F. Model Zl h.p. P. & M., 2-speed, kick-

start and clutch—Solo

—

£30 down and 12 monthly
payments of £2-12-6.

7—CLYNO 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, kick-start—Solo—£35
down and 12 monthly payments of £3-18-9.

Well upholstered and roomy new coachbuilt sidecar,

and chassis for either of the above £10 down and
12 monthly payments of 17/6.

CASH TERMS.
P. & M. Solo £60 Combination £80
CLYNO Solo £80 Combination £100

Acetylene generator, head and tail lamps, co3is, pump, and
mechanical horn, £5 the set

MOTOR VEHICLES (L"|'"sup"p1v) ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

15, 16 & 17, Eldon Street, London, E.C.2.
Phone : WaU 5436.

PATENT N9 20337.

For

easy

speedy

valve

work
get one of

Ask
ber

No.
I020.

Contact
file for

cleaning

Sparking

Plugs, Coils,

and Magnetos.

About 6in. long.

1 1- each from your
agents.

for Terry's—remem-
"Terry" quality.

Terry's
Patent Valve
Spring Lifters

IT fits any engine, and
enables a valve to be
taken down whilst hot.

At one operation it holds

valve down, and lifts spring

clear of pin, and holds it in

any position—cleaving both
hands free.

It is high-grade quality

and will give good service.

1/6 each with ratchet back

1/3 „ without „ „
From your agent.

List post free.

Herbert Terry& Sons, ltd.

Manufacturers,

Redditch,

Eng.

;st, 1855.

NoTV the cold weather is

coming, a pair of " AVECTA"
armbands fvill be vrelcome
to wear outside the sleeves, to

keep arms and hands warm. Has
no soldering, but is joined by
patent invisible clip, and has
inner tape to stop over-stretch.

Ask for the "AVECTA"—see

name on bo.x. It is British.

When you require one—iusist
on a "TERBY " Kick-starter
Spring. We make for all

machines.

Nickel-plated

Gilt or silvered

9id. pair.

lOd. „

Get them from j'our men's out-
fitter, a draper, or fancy goods
stoies. If you have difficulty,

order from us, giving your
agent's name and address.

No. 603. Terry's high-grade
Magneto Spanner.

Blued i\d. each.

Plated 7Jd. each.

From vow agent pleare

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle. C2C,

W_
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SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
'q;3 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electrically equipped, C. and M. de Luxe

Sidecar, disappearing hood, windscreen, mascot, etc. ; cost ^290
three months ago ; unscratched the most handsome out&t oa
the road £195

IQ20 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sports, 5 h.p., and Swan Sidecar, fully
equipped, all lamps, speedometer, as new ; run under 1,000 miles £125

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9 h-P- Combination, overhauled, re-
enamelled, all lamps, horn, powerful outfit £115

T91Q-20 A.J.S. 6 h.p." Combination, dynamo lighting, horn, speedo-
meter, windscreen, hood, disc wheels, and spare wheel ; carefully
used, and in new condition throughout £160

IC20 ZENITH 8 h.p. Countershaft, and Zenith de Luxe Sidecar,
Lucas electric lighting, horn. Easting windscreen

;
perfect

condition £135
1920 ZENITH 8 h.p. Countershaft, and de Luxe bulbous back Sidecar,

fully equipped, all lamps, horn, speedometer, as new £130
1915-16 ZENITH 5 b.p. Countershaft and Swan Sports Sidecar, all

lamps, horn ; exceptionally well preserved £95
1919-20 ARIEL, 4 h.p., and Watsonian Monarch Sidecar, electric

lighting, horn. Easting screen £95
1919 ROVER 4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped ; most carefully used ^5
1920 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., dynamo lighting, spare wheel, etc., hood,

and screen
;
perfect condition £145

ir 20 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combinarion, hood, and screen, all lamps, horn,
speedometer j as new £115

i9i9 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, all lamps, speedometer ; as new
in every respect £105

1916-17 DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., 2-speed, re-enamelled Indian red, fully
equipped ; very fast £57 10

1916 DOUGLAS, 2.J h.p., re-enamelled makers' colours, all lamps,
horn ; as new £60

1Q15-1G DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., finished makers' colours £55

£42
£35

£80

£55

igig HOBART, 2$ h.p., 2-speed, all lamps ; as new ,

1916 HOBART, 2j h.p., 2-speed, all lamps ;

iri8 TRIUMPH 4 h.p. 3-speed Countershaft, thoroughly overhauled,
re-enamelled, semi T.T. or touring bars

1914 TRIUMPH and Coach-built Sidecar, Grado gear, all lamps, horn,
speedometer

;
exceptionally well kept

1914 BRADBURY, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and coach-built Sidecar,
fully equipped, excellent order £60

1920 NEW HUDSON, sj h.p., 2-speed, aluminixmi footboards, lamps,
and horn £55

1919 ROYAL RUBY 8 h.p. Combination, re-enamelled, and thoroughly
overhauled, new Sidecar £115

1916 ROYAL RUBY, 2^ h.p., single-speed -.32 10
1918 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, re-enamelled, and thoroughly

overhauled £115
1917 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, fully equipped ; been stored for

two years ; snip £110
191D ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed, all lamps, hom, thoroughly over-

hauled £55

3920 B.S.A., 4j h.p., 3-sp., all lamps, as new ; £85. Or with new S'car £105
1915-16 JAMES 4i h.p. Combination, all-chain drive, lamps, and

horn, thoroughly overhauled £80
1918 P. & M , 3^ h.p., 2-speed, re-enamelled, and thoroughly over-

hauled, all lamps Solo, £68. Combination £90
1920 WOOLER, 2I h.p., variable gear, all lamps, hom, hardly used

;

as new £65

1920 MORGAN de Luxe, fully equipped, all lamps £155
1919-20 MORGAN Aero, special body ; cost £275 Our price £175
1914 MORGAN Sports, all lamps, etc £105

2920 TAMPLIN, all lamps ; run oider 500 miles £120
1916-17 WOLF, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, aluminium

footboards
;

just been thoroughly overhauled £37 10

The above machines have been thoroughly overhau cd, and are guaranteed for three months from date of purchase. All are tax paid.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS—J down, the Balance, plus 7J%. payable in 12 monthly instalments.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.,
9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, W. CROYDON.

Open Saturdays until 7*30 p.m.

Phone—
Croydon 2450.

'Grftinj—
'Track, Croydon."

"THE COVENTRY" CHAINS
"The Coventry " Chain Co., Ltd., have pleasure in announcing a sub-

stantial reduction in the retail prices of " The Coventry " cycle and motor
cycle chains as from October 1st.

The reduction made is greater than is warranted on present-day cost oJ production, but in

attempting to stabilise prices for the coming season, the anticipated reductions in the price

of raw material and labour have been taken into account

Cycle: T X i" and h" X^"
Other sizes

Motor Cycle
per foot

:

8 X s , f X- ig-

4/- 4/11 5/5

Elite. O.A. 3 Spires.

13/6 8/4 6/5
14/10 9/3 7/-

¥^i; i"><r, rxi". rx^-, rx
6/1 6/6 6/10 7/3

rx^»
7/9

"THE COVENTRY'
London. Manchester.

CHAIN CO., LTD., COVENTRY.
Birmingham. Glasgow. Belfast.

C30 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BBADB0RY 4h.p. Combination. 1920. fully
eiiiupped; £70.—Rotclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Porthind

St.. W.I. [X0475
BEADBUEY 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,

clutch, fully equipped, tax paid; £45.—Speecnley,
86, Churchfield Ed., Acton, \V.3. [3644
/?h.p. (late) 1914 Bradbury Combination, sidecar new

!"'*';. February, cost £40, folding child's seat,
lighting, perfect condition; £90, or near.—11,

[3351

Advertisements. xi.

electric „. ^ ^. ^ ^..

Girton Rd., Sydenham, S.E.26.

"1 Q21 6h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3^ipeed, kick start,-tf htfed iTith Grindlay patent spring wheeled side-
cnr brand new, never been registered,- cost me £184,
will accept £125.-Geo. Pickard, 96, Burley Lodge Ed..
Leeds. [3468
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-" 2-;ih.p. Bradbury, 1921, shop-soiled only, re-
duced to £75: also 6h.p. Bradbury combination, "l921,
shop-soiled only, leduced to £145; no extra charge
lor easy terms. [4205

Brough.
1020 5h.p. Brough and Henderson Sidecar, condi-J-t^ tion perfect everywhere, fully equipped- £125-
entertain good solo part.—355, Norwich Rd., Ipswich.

DROUGH and Sidecar, 1920, all on, engine just
J-» overhauled by Mathers, 1922 improvements; real
bargam, ie75.—Eedgate, 21, Parliament St., Notting-
1»^™- [3618
|>JEW 1921 Sl-ih.p. Brough Flat Twin, overhead valves,
1-1 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, .all chain drive, touring
mcdel; makers' price £130, bargain price £110.-22,
Rodney St., Liverpool. [2472
lyjEW 1021 SVih.p. Brough Flat Twin, overhead v.nlve=
-1-' 3.<>peed Sturmey-Archer, all chain drive, T.T
sporting mr>del; makers' price £130, bargain price £110.
—22, Rodney St., Liverpool. [2473

Brough Superior.
TJ ROUGH Superior, solo, carefully ridden and well
J-» run m; £145.—Ross, 38, York Mansions, Batter-
Sea Park, S.W.ll. Any morning before 11. [3603

Brown.
BROWN 3h.p. Single, fast, perfect, overhauled, re-

bushed, new mag. recently: £21 for quick sale

—

Lamb, 49, Grange Hd., South Norwood, S.E. [3761

B.S.4.

B.S.A.—All models always in stock; delivered any-
where.

B.S.A. Replacements by letnm. Write for replace-
ment catalogue.

"D.S.A. Specialists: County Cycle and Motor Co^-^ Biroad St. Birmingham. [3248

B.S.A. 1921 4i,ih.p., brand new, slightly shop-soiled-
a saenhce, £95.—Below.

D.S.A.- 1921 Combination, Canoelet sidecar, brand-" new, shghtly shop-soiled; bargain to clear, £103.-

"D.S.A. 1921 6-7h.ri. Oombin.ation, brand new, sliabflvJ-» shop-soiled; a bargain, fl56.-Elce, Ltd. 15-16
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. 'Phone; Avenue""8.

[0069
p.S.A Combination, coachbuilt car, in perfect oon--" dltion; £50.-31, Silver St., Enfleld. [3897
"DRAND New Shop-soiled B.S.A. Model H2- £103^-' —Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. ' [2991

"3^

AT

N^
EW 1921 B.S.A. Combiiuition(^ in stoek- list price
~Eoun<Is' Giirnge. 223. High Rd., Kjlburn. [3575

BRAND New Shop-soiled B.S.A. Modef K2 • £100
—Jones Garage. Muswell Hill. London. [2992

"1Q21 4^h.p. B.S.A.. new condition, equipped: £105
-1-v or offer.—Box 6,804, c/o lite Motor Cycle.

[4149
B.S.A. Combination, 1916, electric lighting eood

condition; nearest £85.—Ellis, Norfolk Rd Harm-
gate. [3771
B.S.A. Combination, 1921, all-chain, 4i4h.p,, complete

aecesoories; £120, nearest-Davis, 227b, Erook>
Bd., Upper Clapton. [3457

B.S.A. 4l^h.p. Combination, all-chain. Watford fullv
equipped, licence; any trial; nearest 95 ens

—

55, Traffoid Rd., Eccles. . [4104

DEC. 1919, B.S.A. 4i4h.p. all-chain combination
fuHy equipi)ed, low mileage; £90.-159, Morninr-

lou Ed., Leytonstone, 3E.11. [3452

B.S.A. ai4h.p. Combination, 1920 model, with hoofl
screen, lamps, horn, etc., in excellent mechanical

:ondition: £100.—239, Walthall St., Crewe. [3539

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4Vjh.p. B.S.A. and Canoelet
sidecar; ^75, bargam.—Fair Offer Car House, 5.

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station).

__ [3687
T>.S_A. 1920 4V4l'-P- Combination, with accessories;
XJ'cost £170, what offers? Must sell;, owner pur-
chased car; inspect any time.—241. Main Rd., Sidcup.
.^

"-

[4269
T>.S.A.—We can supply all models for cash, ex-
A-* change, or deferred payments.—Newnham Motor
Co., 225, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammer-
smith 80. [4188
"IQ19 4,'^.p. B.S.A., with sidecar, Tan-sad. Klaxon.
-Lt' lamps, spares, excellent condition; £95.

—

Hambly, 113, Longford Rd., Chorlton-cum-Hardv,
Manchester. [X0520

All letters relating to advertisements sh

Motor Cycl

NORTON, igar (Sept.). 3] h.p.. 3-speed.
nj^ K.S., fitted speedometer, head lamp,

Pn] tail lamp, horn, knee-grips, mudshields,
nj^ mileage approx. 100. To clear £105

[Ue MATCHLESS 1921 H Combination, M.A.G.

3nl engine, Magdyno lighting, hor.a, speedo-
,

nj^ meter, mudshields, screen, tax paid,

3nl as new £17C
|

pnl ZENITH, 1921 fnew), 5 h.p., sports model.
|O2 List price ^^115. Our price £100 1

05 HARLEY-DAVIDSON latest model 4-5 h.p. '

Sn] Combination, fully equipped, speedo-
i

[US meter, tax paid, as new £ 120 <

[jJ5 JNDIAN 1921 7-9 h.p. Combination, ele> 1

5rL trically equipped, tax paid, as new. 1

jLTS Cost £230 £170 '

[U£ SCOTT, 3^ h.p., sports model, tax paid, '

5nJ new 6 weeks ago £100 I

[L[^
'

3g SUNBEAM (new. shop-soiled). 3^ h.p., [Uc sports model, tax paid, horn £135 '

QJ^ HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9 b.p. Com- <

SrU bination, electrically equipped, hood,
|

[UC screen, Tan-Sad, tax paid, as new. <

3nJ Cost £260 f150 1

NEW MACHINES
AT REDUCED PRICES.

NORTON, No. 9 model, fixed soar £80

NORTON, No. i6M model, ^i-speed, K.S.. . £115

NORTON No. I Big Four, 3-speed, K.S... 3120

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain and belt, 3-speed,
K.S £105

TRIUMPH, 4fa-P-, all-chain, 3-speed, K.S. £115

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p.. T.T., o.h.v., all-chain £120

TRIUMPH Junior, 2J h.p., 2-speed £65

MATCHLESS H Combination, spare wheel
and tyre, screen £185

'ffl.4TCHLESS H sports model - £180
am

ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combmation S160 I

ENFIELD z\ h.p. model £65
|

Extra for K.S., £5.

EXCHANGES :: DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

OFFICIAL STURMEY-ARCHER STOCKISTS.

^ BOLTON MANCHESTER
Bradshawgat.'

Tel. 1348.

243, Deans^ate.

TeL : Cen. 864.

lould quote the number at the end of each

es advertised by private owners are, when

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

/?-7h.p. B..S.A. Combination, accumulator, lighting
^' set. Easting Royal, horn, etc., new May, 1921,
cost *185, run 1,000 miles; £150.—Box 47, c/o the
Motor Ciicle. [X0406
TyAUCHOPES. 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
»» 6-7h.iJ. B.S.A. twin combination, 1921, shop-

soiled only: reduced to £160; easy terms without
extra charge. [4202
"I3..5.A. 6-7h,p,, small mileage, most luxurious side-
--' car, with car hood, side screen, and luncheon
tahle, suit invalid,- f 140.—Seen Sanduuis, 336, Gray's
Inn Ed.. W.C.I. [0718

B.S.A. 41/ih.p. Combin.^tion, 1915, excellent condition,
.^ny trial, all chain, special spring cusli, Binks,

Tnn-Sad, spares and tools ; i70.—Hazelwood, 27. Dou-
gett Ed„ Catford. [3593

B.S.A., Aug., 1920, 4'/ih.p., all-chain, Montgomery
sidecar, lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, spring seat

pillar, tax paid; £110, or thereabouts.—Arnold, 41,
Park Rd., Worthing. [3872

B.S.A.—Being official agents we have them always
in stock, and immediate delivery can always be

,'^iven.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside
Parade, N. Fjnchley. [0379

B.S.A. 41/lh.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, free clutch,

kick start, electric light, wind screen, excellent
condition ; £65, or near. Alter 5 o'cloek.—Housekeeper.
54, St. Mary Axe, E.0.3. [3707

B.S.A. 1919 4i.ih.p., 3-sreed, clutch, Lucas King of

Eoad, spare belt, tools, etc., licence paid, thor-

nughlv reliable; any trial: whot otters?— Callaghan,
Excise, Borris, Co. Carlow. [3547

Tj Q19 B.S.A., 41/ih.p., coach sidecar, just thoroughly
-i- ^ overhauled, and in splendid condition, lamps, t!is,

etc. ; bargam, £78 ; exchange Triumph or Sunbeam.-
Blanden, Lakenheatli, Suffolk. [3859

B.S.A. 1919 4i4h.p. Combination, speedometer. East-
ing, tools, accessories, all on as new; £97/10;

trial given. — Moore, 40, Sedgeford Ed., Shepherd's
Bush. 'Phone : Hammersmith 1168. [3868

B.S.A. 1913, 2-speed, clutch, Canoelet sidecar, lamps,

new tyres, belt, excellent condition throughout;
exchange fur solo, or sell.—'Phone: 1562 Mayfair.—
Seen 125, St. Margaret's Ed., Twickenham. [3346

B.S.A. 4Vih.p. 1920 All-chain Combination, lamps,
horn, speedometer. Easting, and luggage grid, un-

used spare valve, chains, covers, tubes; £115; appoint-

ment.—Young, 6, Jackson's Lane, Highgate, N.6. [4036

1Q20V. B.S.A. Combination, 4Vih.p., lamps, tools,

Xtl spares, comfortable coachbuilt iolding sidecar,

mileage 1,100, tax and insurance paid, excellent

condition, carefully ridden; £110, or offer.—9, Yarrell

Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens, W.14. [3939

B.S.A. Model H2 4>ih.p., with B.S.A. No. 3 sidecar,

1921 latent model combination, not done 50 miles,

tax paid, new last week: great bargain, £129/15.—Wil-
kius, Simpson, opposite Olympia -London. [4224

BS.A. Model H2 4Vih.p. with B.S.A. No. 3 sidecar,

1921 latest model combination, not been 50

miles, tax paid, new last week; great bargain, £129/15.

—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [3268

BS A 1919 Combination, lamps, horn, screen,
'

spares, tax paid, nearest £80; also 1921 Norton,

model H17. lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid; £90.

-Priest, Cleveland House, Clifton St., Stourbrid|e^^

'lQ21 (May) B.S.A. 4y4h.p. Combination, No. 3 side
' LV car. Lucas Magdyno lighting, electric horn. East-

i ing Eovnl, Tan-Sad, tax, new oondition ;
cost £184,

;

£145, or Reasonable oiler.-Mills, 77, Dudley Kd. Tip-

I

ton. *-

B.S.A. Specialists. All models in stock ; easy pay-

ments'-Authorised West End Agents Vivian

Ilardie and Lane, Ltd. (Phone ; Mayfair 6559), 23,

24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.) New Bond St ,

W 1.
[0657

R\ND New B.S.A. 4l4h,p. Combination, all-chain

drive, sidecar, carries makers' full guarantee;

El 35 -Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock

It (off Blenheim St.), New Bond St.. W.l. 'Phone :

-Mayfair 6559. [0725

BS A 4Wh p., 1917, MiUs-FuHord sidecar. Easting
'

screen, perfect condition; any trial and examina-

tion-full kit tools, speedometer, 2 new t-yres, lamp,

cc;' price £70, or near offer ; seen any time.-Blake

11, Broadway, Church End, Finchley, N.3. [3427

T-» S A 1920 4i4h.p., oil chain drive, 3-speed, K.S.,

X> hand clutch control, fitted with electric lighting

set (accumulatorj, speedometer, electric horn, complete

wit-h tools snares, etc., in \ery good general condition,

IclnceFaid, ride away;, f 75, or near ofler.-6, Warwdck

St., Eegent St., W.l- [3703

finare. Parts:

O-EI T5 s A Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
aUI Si' St.', Ealing. [3984

lye I Calthorpe.

SSiTf\20 25ihp Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, completely

^! 1" eauipped; f 40.-Victorio Garage, Suibiton, [3851

^SiiTllhD Calthorpe 2-stroke, 2-speed, overhauled, ex-

^p5a cellent; £25.-Dosser, Slingsby, Malton. [4139

fU5 /-^ALTV-IORPE Junior, 2h.p., 2-speed, speedometer,

5nl|V.^ lamps, licensed; £20.-49, Vesta Rd., Brockley.

5ra /CALTHORPE Junior, 2'^. p. Precision, tappets,

nn= Vy crank case, gears, frame (Druids), wheels tor sale^ -Gables, Dartlord Heath, Kent. [3982

advertisement, and the date of the issue. BI7

desired, marked (P).

B^
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stock

MOTOR CVtLLS lOR SALE.
Cijlthorpe.

CALTHOEPE, a'fih.p. .J.A.P., EuBeld 2.specd gear
new appearance; £35; will lorward on deposit

sjstem.— Snow, Liiniel St., D:iktoil, E.S.

C.4LTH0EPE 1921 Combination actually i

for immediate delivery; casti or deferred terms;
place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.—
Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone : Brixton 2417. 10609

Campion.
CAMPION-VILLIEES 2i/.h.p., good condition, all ac-

cessories, electric lamps ; £30.-Hill, Whitehill Ed.,
Ellistowu. [xoigg

Cedos
CEDO,S 1921 Lightweight, 2-speed, brand new but

slightly soiled; £42/10.—The Lavton Garages, 30,
Uolynell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 Oxford. .[X058S

Chater-I.ea
2-stroke. 2.speed, new conditionClfATEB-LEA

*28.—33, St, Steirieu's Ed., Bow, E, [3639

"VTEW 1921 2"2h.p. Clinter-Lca, 2-speed: makers' price
-L' £70, harg.nin priie £49/10.-22, Rodney St., Liycr-
pool.

-
[2475

rf^HATEE-LEA, 3-speed and revert-e gear box, almo.st
^-^' new, Stellite hubs, hearings, t^tub axles, etc.

;

rflers—Ivy Villa, Carshalton Ed., Sutton, [3590

CHATEE.LE.\, 8h.p., tandem sidecar, will hold 1
adult and 2 children, hood, lamps, speedometer;

£80.—141, Tutnell Park Rd., HoUoway, N.7. [3421

CHATEE-LEA Combination, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, free
engine, Chater-I>ea gear box, 1920 Amac, good

tvies, hoi-n, lamps, foot clutch, in running order : £35,
offers.-Buckley, 12, Barlot St., Lower Edmonton, jS'.9.

[4273
Cleveland.

CLEVELAND 3h.p., 2,sre2d, clutch, kick starter,
only run 200 miles; £60; -would accept good push-

cycle part.—70, West Hill, Wandsworth. [3494

1 Q20 Cleveland 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutch,,
-=- ^ lamps, mechanical horn, licence, 3in. tyres (un

condition and appjarance; £55.—Williams,
House, Ponciau, Wrexham.

splendid
Eicn-n' nd

[3551

CLTJSTO eii.p.

wlieel : any
Kingston.

LYNO 1914
acc?ssories.

Clyno.
Combination, all on
trial; £100.—Mead,

c
Valley, 'Brentwood

like nerr, f^pare

67, Deacon Ed.,
[3405

5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed. -Binks.
juat overhauled; £70.—Ashbee, Rose

[3736

CLYNO 2i4h.p.. a^peed and chitrti. 1920, lamps and
tools, splendid little monnt ; £52.—Bell, 106, Gais-

ford St., London, N.W.5. [3440

CLYNO Comi'iuation, 6h.p., 2-speed, kick start; any
trial: £68; take older machine part—57, Keu-

bnry St., Carobenvell, London, 13849

CLYNO 6-8h.p. Combination, 1914, excellent eondi-
tiuu. all accessories: nearest £80; seen after 6

p.m.— 34, Hare^vood Hd., Meiton. [3659

CLYNO 1917 2V.h.p., 2-speed, clutch, tax; £28 —
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4192

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds and kick starter,
coachbuilt '

'

paid

;

idecar, screen, Inpgage carrier, tax
40 ens.—Willou-hby, Mersthnm, Suirey. [3788

-| Q20 Clyno 2V3b.p., 2-stroke, clutch, tax paid, insur-
--*' auce, all on, t^plendid condition and appearance.
leMable; £43.-15. Broadlmrst Gardens, Hampstead.

[3559
Qh.p. Clyno Combination, all on, excellent condition,O also tradesman's large covered sideear and chassis:
£100 the lot; separate.—Temiilar, Court Ed., Cardiff,

rf^LYNO Lightweight. 1914-1915, ,=ii,gle speed," lovely
'*-^ solo, in good order; £32.—Bntterwortbs' Qara?e,
64, jVIill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streathani 2813,

CLYNO 1917 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed. K S
recently overhauled and repainted, all on

licensed; 65, or offer.—78, Tamworth St., Fulham'
S.W. f41Yl
5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, K.S., 1921

Binks, screen, hood, side curtains, accessories,
tax paid, excellent running order; ^70.—Hodge^
Lauderdale. Dawlisli. [3622

1 017 5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, countershn't,
JL*^ clutch. 3-speed, kick-start, spare wheel, fully
equipped; £65.—Wheatley, i. Paddock Cottage, Hamp"-
ton Court Rd^ Hampton Court. [3733

CLYNO 6h.p. 1918 Combination, verv nice condition
speedometer, screen, Lucas lamp and horn, inter-

changeable ivheels and snare, lifeased, insured to May
1922: £65.-Crow Bros., Guildford. [3844
"I Ql8 Clyno Combination, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, kick-ttP %tait horn, lamps, pilliou seat, etc., in goodrunning ordei-. Ux paid; ^75.-Scotia Motor Works,
80, Upper Tootmg Rd., London, S.W. 17. 'Phone-
Streatham 2707. [4038
fVP Interest to Tradesmen.—6h.p. 1917 Clyno andM sidecar, o-speed, spare wheel, complete with easily
detachable tradesman's sprung carrier chassis easily
take 3 cwt., any trial; £90 lowest.—Snow, Laurel St i

Queen's Ed., iJalston, E.8. -

[3295

1

BASTONES
No Better or Cheaper House,

COVERS.
New Clearance and ex-W.D. Stock.

aeainst rcnittancc.

Approval

SPECIAL LINE
Goodrich Safety Tread Covers.

Extra Heavy.
List Price. Out Price. 1

28 X 2^^ . £3 6 .. £1 10
26 X 2h\
to fit [ £311 .. £1 18

26 X 2J)
26 X 2^ . . £3 9 .. £1 17
650 X 65 . . £3 7 .. £2
26 X 31

to fit [ £4 .. £2 12
6;o XG5)
28 X 3 . . S5 .. £2 11 6

26xii British Made 15/-
24x2 Hutchinson R. bb r-studdcd ... 22/-

26X2! Hutchinson Brooklands 23/-

,, Hutchinson Tourist Trophy .... 27/9
Goodyear 27/6
Rom Rubber Non-skid, Heavy. . 32/-
Rom Combination 42/-
Macinto<;b Chain Pattern, Heavy 32/G
Wood-Milne 3-pIy 26/9
Wood-Mihie, Extra Heavy 30/-

26x2g HuchmsbnT.T. Rubber-studded 30/-
26X2.V \
for 26 X V Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded 33/-

2} rim I

(Michelin Fine-ribbed 21 /-

Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded 30/-

Madutosh Chain Pattern 36/-
Englcbert Raised-rib (wired edge) 25 /-

Ln^lebert Rub.-stud, (wired edge) 30/-

28 X' Hutchinson 3-ribbed 45/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-

Dunlop Ex tra Heavy 50 /-

2BX3
)

to fit 28 VDunlop Extra Heavy 60/-

X 2k rim

)

yoSxHu 1 Wood-Milne Extra Heavy .... 35/-
fit 650 X I Hutchi son ^-ribbed 50/-

65 rim ( Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy 50/-
] Clincher Dreadnought 50/-

TUBES.
26 X 2\ Hutchinson 6/6
26x21 Michelin 6/6

^t
2?* } Goodrich 7/9

26x3 Cnodrich 7/9
28 X ^ Goodrich ' /9

„ Goo year Butted 8/i^

SPECIAL BARGAINS in

Clincher Rubier Non-SVid Covers.
Lis: Price Our Priep

£15
£15

£2 li 6 £15
£3 80 £17 6

£2 16 6 £1 12 6

24 X 2i
26 y 2}
26 X 2'i

26 X 2}
26 X :

to :

26 ;

650 >: 65

X 2h
3 fit }

Heavy De Lu:ce £:

£2 14 6

Extra Heavy

Heavy - -

700 y 80
J

to fit
\

650 <65'

Dreadnouglit
Ribbed -

DreadQOught
Ribbed -

De Luxe Extra
Heavy - - £4

- £3

-£3

76 £2

8 o £2 12

. o £2 12

kii:Llt>.

New John Bull (Deep Drive)

lin. |in. liii. ijin.

2/5 2/10 3/C^ 4/- per fo»i

hours of Business, 9 iill 6. Saturdays, 9 till 1.

L

228. Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l,

Telephone—2481 North.
Telegrams—" Bastones, London."

MOTOR CYCLES
Clyno,

FOR SALE.

MISS DOOLEY.—1915-16-17 6h.p. Clyno motor
cycles, clutch, K.S., renovated and complete Irom

£55 each; thoroughly overhauled; seen any time
during the day. Also engines and gear boxes lor sale,
new and second-hand.—Please apply to Miss E. Dorilev,
33, Killyon Ed., Clapham, S.W.8. [4156

Svort^ Ports:

CLYNO Spares.-
St.. Ealing.

Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
[3985

CLYNO Spares.—I can supply instantly all parts for
;in Clynos. f

.-.—..
Cly

ments ; stiimp
land, Bristol,

Support an ex-soldier. Write refinire-

please.—Llanoge, 79, "Wnvei'ley Rd., Re^l-

[3588
Connaught.

CONNAUGHT. 1916, standard single speed: £27.-
Clevevley, 29, AUandale Kd., Enfield Wa=h. [3596

CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, brand new, sacrifice for £4
under list price.—46, Cromwell Rd., Waltham-

stow. [4291

2ih.p. Connaught, 2-speed, month old, perfect ooadi-
2 tion; £42.—Ellum, 56, Sealxiurne Ed., Bourne-

mouth. [4238

Coulson.
COULSON 2''4h.p. Sports J.A.P., 2-&peed, clutch,

brand new; cash £85, or £17 down and 12 pay-
ments of £6.—Below.

COULSON. 2?ih.p. Blackburnc, 2-speed. clutcl),'

brand new; cash £90, or £18 down and 12
monthly payments of £6/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale,
W.9. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [2899

COULSON, 2"^h.p. Blackburne. fully equipped,
ispeedoraeter. Binks, under 3,000, spares, as new;

£70.—Simmonds, Field Lane School, West Hampstead.
[3938

NEW 1921 23ih.p. Conkon B, Blackburnc eugiue,
Stunney-Aicher 3-sreed, kick stiiit, clnteli;

mak-^Ts' price £117/12, baiguin price £95.-22. Eodncv
St., Liveipool. [2478

Coventry Eagle.
1 iQ20 Coventry Eagle, Villiers 2i'2h.p., _2-speed gear,
-*-*^ exceilent condition, licence, owner' bought eai;
£40.—Manafon Cottage, Bairiew, Mont. [X0394"

F.O.C.H. have 1920 zy..h..\^. Coventry Eagle, 3-speed,
kick starter, and Millford sidecar, fully equipped,

tax paid; £88.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). [3685

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOR 5-7h.p., Aug., 1920, with '

Grindlay de Luxe sidecar. Easting Roval, lamp?.
Klaxon, aElSO; or ^olo £90.—Rogers, 57, Allesley Old
Rd., Covenliy. [X0471 .

COVENTRY VICTOR, the perfect flat twin engine.-
Immcdiats delivery of standard touring machine,

5-7h.p., 3-speed gear box, all chain drive, £125; also
short vs'Iieelbase sporting solo machine, guaranteed 65
m.p.h., £135, winner 500 mile race Brooklands (750

class) ; send for catalogue. Agents wanted where
not represented.—Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd., Cov-
entry. [0520

Diamond
]

£45.—2^4h.p. Diamond, J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed,
accessories, as new.—Clifford Wilson, 177, W^t-accessones,

minster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4014

OUGLAS,
Douglas.

Douglas, Douglas.D
1 Q2a Models in Stock : 4h.p, combination, £170;
-L*^ 4h.p. solo, £130; 234h.p. clutch model, £105;
2'^h.p. 2-speed model. £85; shop-soiled bargains; ex-
tended payments if desired; spare parts stocked; re-
pairs.—Douglas Specialists, Vivian Hardie and Lane,
Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St. {off Blenheim St.). New
Bond St.. London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0375

"TVOUGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.

1 Q22 Models.

03.h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped; £75.

3.h.p., 3-speed, fully equipped; £90.

^h.p. Solo, fully equipped; £110.

^h.p. and Sidecar, fully equipped; £135

3ih.p., o.h.v., fully equipped;
2

19

o.li.v., all-chain,
ear; £165.

PARE Parts Stocked.

£130.

and new design, roomy tido-

s
DOUGLAS Specialities.—75% of catalogue

allowed on old machines purchased from
returned in good condition within 12 mouths.

VIVIAN HARDIB and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstoci
St. (off Blenheim St.), New Bond St., W.l,

Phone : Mayfair 6559. [0703

aU on; £H7.
[3635

£42.-24,
[404C

DOUGLAS, 2?lh.p., smart and fast,

323, Earlsfield Rd.. S.W, 18.

-| Q19 2"j4h.p. Douglas, - well equipped;
Xfe/ Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

r

Ei8 All letters relating to advertisements sh,ould quote the numbar at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
i^'otor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.'^

10 20 6h.p. Enfioia Combination, l.imps, hoin, East-
-y. '"^ screen^ tax, insurance; £120, or near offer.reen^

1, CI—Roberts, HI, Chamberlayne Rd., Willesden, N.W.IO,
[3278

^25 Saved.—Brand new sliop-soiled Enfield 81i.p.ow combination, electrically equipijed; £25 below
list price, £157.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London.
:„ - [2993
XTNFIELD 1917 6h.p. Combination, lamps, speedo-
J-^ ineter. Klaxon, etc., oversize tyres, sidecar hood;
n™~ "'''""• ^ 5''' London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone :

2..,79. |-4113

TyAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C.-
'
' Sh.p. Royal Enfield combination, 1921, shop-

soiled only; reduced to £165; easy terms, no extra
charge. . [4203
"IQ21 Enfield Oombinafion, fully equipped, Tan-Snd,-^" Easting, tax jaid, in splendid condition, only
run a lev miles; f135.—Tebbutt, 34 - ' --
at. Helena.

piNPIELD 3hp. Twin, 1919 (guaranteed), 2 speed:J-J rl„t,.h IT -1
^ lamps, toe'- -' --"-- -
accept £52

Advertisements. XV.

equipment:
Bradm6re, 482, Harrow Rd.,
lesden 1744.

, - . -. -, , ~~^., t.^..^^„ ... .ippear-
ance iind tune; accept £62.—Leach, Coppenhall Ter-
race, Crewe. [3971
T ATE 1920 Enfield Combination, as new, Magdyno
J-* splendid equipment: sacrifice £130.—James c/o

Paddington. Tel. : Wil-
[2913

TyAUCHOPB'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-' Sh.p. Koyal Enfield combination, 1917, fitted
with Tan-Sad speedometer, lamps, etc., ready for the
road, tax paid; £95. [4206

1 021 Enfleld-Jiip, Lucas Magdvno, mileage 2,500-Lt' perfect condition, Cowey, Easting, Tan-Sad, spare
cover, insurance, tiix paid; £175.—Mali "- — '

House Kd., Beckenham.
47, Clod;

[4271
"17 NPIELD.—We are official agents, and can give im-LJ mediate delivery of any model of this ioolprool
- ' Tr cycle.—Jones Gara " "

Parade, N. Finchley

i.icuirtLe ueiivery 01 any model 01 this foolproof
m< tnr cycle.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and VVood-

[0380

1 f^l8 Enfiekl Combiniition, Lucas dynamo lighting--f and horn, extra horn, screen, hood, tyres nearly
new. Tan-Sad, tax paid, topping condition; f 100 —63
;?tewait Rd., Bournemouth. [3389

"pSFrELD Combination, Sh.p., hood, screen, pillion.
-Ll discs, electric-acetylene lighting, accessories
sieelometer, excellent condition; £110.-35, Bramble-
lui;- Rd., Plumstead, S.E. [4064

1 Q21 (Aug.) Enfield Combination, 8h.p., complete
J- tr wind screen, Lucas lamps, horn, tax paid, also
fully insured, ridden under 500 miles; bargain, ^135 —
34, Manchester Rd., Swindon. - [3623

recently fitted

T^ M' lELD.—Immediate delivery latest model Sh.p.
-L-' combination, £160; 2,iih.p. model, £65; deferred
[payments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton;
;ilso, 245, Deansgate, jManchester. [X0426

Sh.p. Enfield, 1916yo, 2-speed, K.S,
with new bearings, chains and ty. ._, , ...

"hange, cash adjustment.—St.'inley Green, 1, Albert
j

Place, Belle Grove, AVelling, Kent. [4045

ENFIELD Combination, Sh.p., 1918, 700x80 tyres,
electric lighting, speedometer, hood, wind screen,

Claxon, ta.x paid, reliable outfit, any trial; £110.
; 8, Darley Rd., Wandsworth Common. [3816

ROYAL ENFIELD 1919 6h.p. Combination, lamps
speedometer, tools, spares, etc., very good coMdi-

inii, outer covers all new, tax paid, fully insured; £120
-Barrett, 30, Church St., Chatham, Kent. [3658

ENFIELD Combiuation, 6h.p., 1916, completely
overhauled, fitted- with discs, hood and screen,

lid Cowley very smart, licence paid and insured'-
1:100.—Apply by letter to 'Motor, 73, Romford Rd ,'

f tratford. [3428
iT7"ANTED, purchasers tor any model ot new 1<:21
VV Royal Enfield motor cycles and combinations
.[ immediate delivery. Your present machine ttken
I part exchange; full market value allowed; distance

' object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank .'^t

...uthport. Tel. : 607. [0645

921 (Feb.) Enfield Combination, Sh.p. Vickers en-
gine, as new; £150; oversize tyres. Easting,

'A. cyls., 2 spare tyres and tulles, new Eenolds chain,
leiity of tools, splendid condition ; any trial ; seen by
ipnintment; entering ^nnatorium causes sale.—Edwards,
S4. Finchley Rd., N.W. [33ei

y OTAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, 1921, de-
-l' livered March, Magdyno, Efisting, Brooks' back
-t, Tan-Sad pillion, spare-s, licensed to 31/12/21, in-
II. Ml to 18/3/22, splendid order, tyres little worn,
,\]ier buying car; £160, or near ofi!er ; trial.-Write!
e.iling, JEssendon, Herts. [3543

71NFIELD Combination, late model, 6h.p., in ex-
-^ ceptionally good condition, Lucas lamp set,
iood, wind screen, Bonniksen speedometer, sidecar
1 'upholstered this spiing, Tan-Sad, new oversize
'res, 3 new tubes one month ago, 75 m.p.g.; £125.

—

i{, Bath Rd., Bedford Park. W.4. . [4112

921 (June) 8h.iv Enfield Combination, condition
as new, mileage 400, Easting, Tan-,Sad, lamps,

Lily insured: cost £190, accept £160, or nearest;
ould consider Triumph solo exchange and cash;
iv trial and examination.—Write, appointment, 65,
Ibeit St., Regent's Park, N.W.I. [3305

YOU DON'T PICK
UP A BARGAIN

like this every day—so grasp the
opportunity while you have the
chance. We offer you this week

A BRAND NEW MODEL D2

of the very latest type, at the

astounding price of

£55
cash, or on easy payment system

£S7 4s. Write TO-DAY for

full particulars and illustrated

catalogucf

Patent mechanical jdH pump, lubricated ball
head, and gear control; Duplex Loop Tube
Frame; all-chain drive; both brakes internal
expanding ; Petrol consumption guaranteed
120-130 m.p.g.

\

MOTOli CYCLES 1-OH SALE.
Enfield.

~PNFIELr) Coiiiliination, new June of this year, 8h p-L. iieiv type Vickers engine, dynamo ligliting, winii
..cieen etc,, licence paid, not run 500 miles; £150.-E
i ollard, Broomfleld Eoad Garages, Chelmsford. [3496
Spare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares.-Immediate
Bond St., Ealing.

delivery.—Kays, 8,

,C3987

Excelsior.
"VTEW 1921 2=<h.p. Excelsior, Blackbuine engine,
-L^ Sturmey-Archer 2-spec<l, kick start and clutch;
makers' price £88, bargain piice £75.-2.'!. Hodney St.,
Liverpool. [2476

F.N
Lightweight, see under Exchanges.—47, Curzon

Rd., Ealing, W.5. [3602

bargain, £26; will exchange for light-
46, Uxbridge Rd., Hanwell. [3614

F.N. 5-6h.p. Combination, excellent order; £60, or
nearest offer.-Moore, Park Garage, Wood Vale,

F'N

F.N., 4-cyl.
weight.-

Forest Hill, S.E.

^-CyL. F.N. 5-6h.i

F\

[3408

, . 2-speecI, Bosch. Dunlcps, over-
hauled, enamelled, ride away; 20 gns., bargain.

Pastryccok, 179, York Rd., Islington. [3922

1920-21 7h.p., 3-speed, ridden 2,000 solo only,

650x60 mm. car tyres, 70-60 m.p.g,. 64 m.p.h.,
electric ligliting, etc., showroom condition inside and
out, property o! expert, ssen and tried by appoint-
ment; cost £170, accept £110, or near offer.—9, Rad-
nor Place, W.2. [3569

Syare Parts

:

r:N. Simi&s.—We can supply for fill models from 1904;
prompt attention to all euQuiries. Please send

trnme number or old part as pattern.—Langfoid'^, 37.
Cricklewood Broadway, London, N.W.2. [3919

_ Harley^Davidson.
SHEFFIELB Agent for Harley-Davidsons; from

£120.—Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Kd. [0577

1 Q19 Harley Henderson Elite Combination, beautv
Xt/ prize winner; £115; photo.—20, Alfred Rd..
Acton, W. [4135

1Q18 7-9h.p. Harley, as new, gunrautee given; £7
J-t/ —28, Wuodlord Kd., Forest Gate, 'Phone:
ford 2598.

Str;;t-

[4084

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPY.

z
Aston Road,
BIRMINGHAM.

TCTT T' PHONE: Cetial 7:167 (2 li es )

1 I1.I-.EGKAMS I'llIMUd, Bir . iiiKham>^

1Q19 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, electric model,
-Lt/ all accessories; £115.—Jones Garage, Muswell
Hill, London. [3011

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, just

overhauled, trial; £80.—Baker, 430, Lordship
Lane, Dulwich. [3556

"I Q20 Harley-Davidson and Henderson Elite side-

Ji*y car, nerlect condition: sreat sacrifice, £135.—
Morden Garage, 5, Lewisham Rd., S.E.13. (4100

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1919. Cannelet M.M.4
sidecar, lamps, horn, acressoiies; £110, or will

sell solo.—Wiite, 202, Maxey Ed., Plumstead. [3443

£85.—Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., clutch model, engine
No. M 541, special racing model, lamps, horn,

tool box, and Tan-Sad.—A. Harmer, 2, Church St..

Kingston. [3887

HAELEY-DA'VIDSON 1919-20 Combination, elec-

tric light. Easting wind screen, spares, etc.;

£145 —Write, W. I. Farrand, 97, Barrowgate Rd.,

Chisvfick, W. [X0273

HAELEY-DA'VIDSON Late 1915 Combination,
mag., recently thoroughly overhauled; trial given,

appointment onlv ; f95.—Whitton, 25n, Hnngerfmd
Ed., Holloway, N.7. [3903

HAHLEY-DA'VIllSON.—Immediate delivery of all

models, reduced prices; deferred payments if de-

sircd.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,

Deansgate, Manchester. [X0430

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, P. and 11.

lamps fnllv equipped, unscratched, guaranteed per-

fect- fllO.-Ea'ves, c/o Healey-Ec<j'le, Chemist, Wells

Ed., Shepherd's Bush. L4272

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 7-9h.p. Elite Coin-

"bination, dynamo lighting, excellent condition, as

new; 140 gns.-Below.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1917 7-91i p., excellent condi-

tion- 77 gns.: exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mew-,

Gloucester' Ed., S.W.7. [3326

19 Harley Combination, new 1920, overhauled,

tax, equipped, touring sidecar splendid condi-

tion- £95, or exchange with cash for Morgan.—60,
Dyne Rd., Brondesbury. L3620

"B tf\21 Harley-Davidson, has only run 3,000 miles,

AiJ electric lighting, sporting sidecar; cost £260;

wlnt oilers ?-Can be seen Curzon Garage, Carnngtoii

Mews, Hertford St., Mayfair. [9986

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1921 Combination, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, etc., hood and screen,

nr-.Iect condition, small mileage; £140 cash, no offers,

icahoon? 8, Grenville St., W.C. Museum 6594. [4091

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 Combination, Tan-

Sad, complete Lucas dynamo lighting, all tyies

.rood smart appearance, mcL;hanic»lly perfect; £125.-

Colouinl Motors, 104a, Finchley Ed. Hampstead 7822.

19'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advirtiseraent, and the date of the issue. B2I

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley 'Davidson

GREATEST Bargain This Week.-1918 Harley-
Davidson combination, lamps, Klaxon, licensed,

good tvres, large bulbous back sidecar, 3 speeds, kick
Klart. ride away; first £75.-89, East Hill, Wands-
worth. [4215

HAHLEY-DAVIDSON 1919-20 CcBibination, Tan-
Sad, complete Lncas Dynamo lighting', all tyre^s

fecod, smart iipp&Trance nn-d meclinnicaUy nerfect; bar-

piiiu, £125.—Colonitil Motors, 104n, Fincliley Erl.,

Hampstcad 7822. [3271

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9li.p. 1918 Combination,
Henderson de Luxe sidecar, disc wheels, T.T.

bars, 3 lamps, speedometer. Klaxon, insurance, tax
paid: ^85.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite

Chalk Farm Tube Station), N.W.3. [4311

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Flat Twin Combination, new
July la.st, si)e^dometer. Klaxon, P. and H. acety-

lene lighting (unused), tyres unpunctured, a line outfit,

licenseJ. and fully iu.i^uiecl ; a bargain, £130 ;
owner

buying car.—100, Station St.. Bnrton-ou-Tient. [3597

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Eleetrii', 7-9h.p., bought new
last April, cost over £240 the combination. We

are opeii to a<?cept the avernce motor cycle present
price or a slinde below, so ^^eud along for a bargain.—
Horswill, Indian Agent, 42, Bridge St., Chester.

'Phone: 943. , [3492

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p., electric model,
speedometer, excellent condition; expert examina-

tion invited; trial run to genuine buyer; £115, oi with
new luxurious C. and M. 1921 snorting sidecar, V wind
screeij, and luggage deck; £165.—Flemons, Broadway,
Benconstiekl. [3555

HARLEY 1919 7-9b.p., practically n=w appearance.
touring sidecar. Cameo screen, apron, horn, 3

lamps, pump and tools, tax and £6 insurance paid,

anv trial; £95-—Smith's, 86, Clialk Farm Rd. (oppo-

site Chalk Farm Tube Station), London. 'Phone:
Hampstead 2767. [3934

HARLEY (1920, Dec), a smart electric model, Hen-
derson Elite sidecar, discs, equipped "ttith every

possible accessory, run 2,000 miles, iauttxt in beautiful

condition ; sale necessitated by owner going abroad

;

rids 50 miles to genuine enquirer: £160.-9, Delafield

Ed., Charlton, S.E.7. [4242

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Ele-tric Mndel, late

1920. only done 1,400 miles, fitted with larpe

bulbous back sidecar, beaiitiiuUy upliolstered, fully

equipped with horn, speedometer, lamps, screen, Tan-
Sad, etc., and licence paid; absolute bargain, £155:
only wants seeing.— Bastone's, 228, Pentonville - Rd.,
King's Cross, London, N.l. [4263

HAHLEY Combination, 7-9h.p., 1920, ahsohitely as

new, guaranteed faultless, tyr-es neit', electric light,

ppesdometer, tax paid, aluminium diecs, Tan-Sad,
Barker's mudshields, beautiful de luxe Patey side.ar.

hood, folding screen witli side shields, 2 lock-ers. all

tools, many spares ; any trial ; £200, or near cffer.—
Veiieey, 194, Balliam High Kd., S.W'.12. . [3592

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p., special finish,

plat3d tank, M-L. magneto, sports handle-bars,
fitted with Gazekah sporting sidecar' and every con-

ceivable accessory, including Smith's speedometer, 4
electric lamps, electric horn, c'ock. aneroid, mirror,

Auster wind screen, gradiometer, originally cost cv^rr

£350, tax paid; £180.—Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland
St-, London, W.l. [X0560

Spare Partu

:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [3938

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Spaa€s, huge stoct, engine:.
frame*, geari=, >«.prockei«, all eizes ; send your

wants. Repairs while you wait, by experts, and no big

tiigar prices. Quickest and Ijest eervice in the country.
Futurist Garage Specialists, for Harlev-Davidsons only,

13, Wheeler St. (Central), Birmingham. [S0556

Henderson.
1 /\li.p. Henderson Combination, with Lucas dynamo^" lighting set, any trial, as new; £125.-13,
Victoria Rd., Sheffield. [3756

1 Q 20 Henderson lOh.p. Combination, 4-oyl., 3-

X-9J speed, tyres hardly used; £150.—Jones Garage,
Muswell Hill, London. [3007

FOR Sale, Henderson combination, 1920 (Dec);
£265; all on, sporting; must sell, no reasonable

offer refused.—'Phone : Western 2007.—Lugg, 39,

Abingdon Rd., W.8. (Any trial.) [4306

HENDERSON 1921 4-cyI.. side valve?. 3 speeds,
reverse, model, dynamo lighting. Elite combina-

tion, tax paid, excellent condition: 190 gns. : exc]ian°es.

-12, Corn^-all Hews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [3327

LATE 1920 Henderson, unscratched, mileage neg-
ligible, original tyres unpunctured, 65 m.p.h.

and m.p.g., acceleration unequalled, Tan-Sad, laftips.

boirn, speedometer; £135.—O.K., Bolnore, Haywards
Heath. [3937

HENDERSON, late 1920. perfectly tuned for tour-
ing. 60 miles to gallon, does Reigate Hill 20

m.p.h. with passenger, Capjon Mndd sidecar de luxe,
enclosed luggage accommodation, disappearing hood.
Triplex glass wind screen, electric lighting through'
out, dynamo. Klaxon horn and Cowey auxiliary horn.
Tan-Sad rear seat, machine like new throrighout; price
£180; reason for selling, owner bought 1921 model.

—

London Motor Garage, 161, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7.
[4287

Engine Parts for 2^ h.p. Douglas.—Cylinders,
front only, £1 15s. ; Pistons, compl&te, 12/-

;

Piston Rings, 1 /6 ;
Gudgeon Pins, 1 /3 ; Big-

end Bushes, 3/-; Small -end Bushes, 2/-;

Exhaust Lifter Links 7 /6 per set ; Timing Side

Ball Races, 12"/-; Cam Wheel Studs, 3/-;
Intennediate Wheels, 5/- ; Valve Guides, 2/- ;

Tappets, complete, 3/- ; Tappet Guides, 2/6 ; -

Flvwheel Sprockets, i6, 17, and j8 T., 3/9;
Exhaust and Inlet Valves, complete, 4/- each ;

Silencers, complete with Unions, 17 /6 ; End
Plates, 9d. ; Carburetter Gauze, 4d. ; Gauze
Washer, 6d. ; Amac Jets, No. 26, 2d.

2jh.p. Douglas Tank, £2 15s.; Oil Pump
"Plunger, complete, 4/6; Petrol Filter and
Tap combined, 3/6; Drain Tap, 2/-; Tank
Caps, glass or plain, 2/-; Drip-feed Needle

Valves, 4/-.

Frame Parts for 2] h.p. DougEas.—Frame, £7 ;

Mudguards, 12 /- per pair ; Rear Stands,

12/6; Front Stands, 4/- ; Clips, 1 /- ; Frame
Races. 1 /- ; Fork Spindles, long, 1 /9 ; Fork
Spindles, short, 1/6;. Shackles, 1/3; Front
Brake, complete with Lever and Cable, 15/6 ;

Belt I^ms, not drilled, 12/6; Wheel Rims,

front 7/6, rear 8/6 ;
Carriers, 17 /6 ;

Saddles,

£110s. ; Footboards, 12/6 per pair ; Handle-

bars semi-T.T., 15/-; Head Locking Rings,

1/6.

2} h.p. Douglas Gear Box. original aluminium
halves, but fitted throughout with new ball

races and gears, £5 ; Pullcvs, 6 /- ; Chain
Wheels, 7/-; L.H. Chain Wheel Nuts, 8d.

;

Adjustable Clamp for Gear Rod, 3/-; Ball

Races, large 7/6, small 5/6. All other Parts

in stock.

4 h.p. Douglas Big-end Bushes, 3/6; Small-

end Bushes, 2/6; Flvwheel Sprockets, 5/6;
Valve Guides, 2/6; Clutch Draw-bolt, com-
plete, 4/6; Clutch Plate Ball Races, 1/-;

Fork Springs, 3/6; Brake Springs, 9d. ; Rekr
Stand Clips, 1/6; Exhaust Pipes, 26/- per

pair; Silencers, 16/6; Footboards. 15/- per

pair, Belt Rims, not drilled, 15/-; Frame
Head Lugs, 23/-; Y Lugs, 12/6; Undcr-

shield, 5 /- ; Carriers, 25 /- ; Tank only," £3 lOs.

Rear Spring for 4 h.p. Dougias Chassis, 15/-;

Front Springs, 4 /- ; Luggase Carrier, with

straps, £2 lOs. ; Sidecar Tvludguards, 18/6.

Triumph Spares.— Piston Rings, 1/6; Inlet

Valves, complete, 4/-; Exhaust Valvts,

complete, 8 /- ; Rear Wheel Spindle, with

Cones, 5/- ; Front Wheel Spindle, with Cones,
4/-- Wheel Cups. 8d. ; Tool Kits. 18/6 ; Rear
Stands, 22/6; Oil Squirt, 3/-; T.T. Handle-

bars, with grips, new, 15/-; Renolds Chains,

50 links, 15/-.

Armoured Tool-bags with strap fastenings and
clips, for Triumph, 7/6: Special Deep Bag.

2f h.p. Douglas, 9/6; Long Bag, for 4 h.p.

Douglas, 13/6.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

HENDERSON 1 920 Model, 4-cyl. lOh.p., electric

combination. Elite sidecar, wind screen and hoed,-
; one of the finest outfits on the road, in new conditioo,
recently overhauled and all worn parts replaced, e!e;-trifl

lit eiieedometei ; the whole outfit has been privately
owned and carefully driven, and is a baipain at the
price asked; £110.—Ash, The Hall, Dnllinghoo, Wick-
liam Market (near Ipswich), Suffolk. Tele;'roms : A^h,
Cliarsfield. [3270

Hobart,
j Q19 Hobart 2V'h.p. 2-stroke, fine condition, genuincj
-*-*/ trial; £30.-72, Beechfield Rd., Harringay, N.4.

[3808
3.h.p. Hobart 2-stroie, new, all on, insured,

.'W4 licensed; £45.—Edwards, Edward's St., Pontar-
dawe, Glam. [3940

HOBART, Villiers, 1920, 2Vih.p., lamps, tax, looks
like new; £39.—Windsor, Loney Green, ShareshiU,

Wolverhampton. [X0487

HOBART Condunatiou, 3-speetl, kick start, splendid
outfit : £58 ; take older machine part.— 57, Ken-

hury St., Cambenvell, London. [3848

HOEAET-J.A.P. 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch. e:.S., new"
tyres, long exhaust, new March this year, winner

numerous trophies ; £50.-862, Argyle St., Glasgow.
[4225

Humber.HUMBER Motor Cycle, twin-cyl., single speed; £18.-
Victoria Garage,- Surbiton. [3854

1 Q21 Humber 4yoh.p. Flat Twin, DunhiUs Lijnousetta
-Lt/ eidecar, small mileage; £145.—Rydal, Woidswoitli
Rd., Wallirgton. [4239'

3ih.p. Humber Combination,' 3-spced, K.S.. counter-
2 sbaft; £55, or offer.—Ludlow Villa, Coleridge

Rd., N.. Finchley. [397Ci

HUMBER 3Vi;h.p. Combination, 1914, -3-speed S.A.
tax, lamps, and tools, etc., good condition; £48.-

8, ZofEany St., Holloway, -N.19. [352i

6 h.p. 1917 Flat Twin Water-cooled Humber jCom
biuation; £75; exchange?.—59,

Dorsfet Rd., Ciapham Rd., S.V/.8.
Palfrey Place

[382'

1<Q21 ;!ate| 4Voh.'p. Twin Humber Combination, com.
JLt/ plete, new condition, low mileage, insured, ta;i

liaid; £120.—Loekington, 55, Earl St., Coventry. [S052..

HUMBER Light^veight, 2h.p., new B. and E., tyi
and tube, xebiished, condition perfect, all on; £2^'<

—Pryor, Off Licence, Newchapel, Liugfield, Surrey.
[371!

HUMBER, late 1920, 4y2h.p. flat twin, just ov^^
hauled by Humbe.s, and indistinguishable froiu

nsw; price ^£110.—Timewell, 61, South Castle St^i

Liverpool, [502T'

1 Q21' ^ 4;.jh.p. Humber Combination, nearly ne^
J-«^ all fittings, Bluemels screen, Tan-Sad, etc.; ba:i

gain. £125.—Cummings, 101, Fulham Rd., Souti
Kensington, London. [397''

F.O.C.H. have 2^:4h.p. twin"~ Humber, hub clutc'i

kick starter, iully equipped, tax paid; £25.—Fa
Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., HampsteaA (nr. Hamn
:tead Tube Station). [361.

J Q21 Humber Combination, guaranteed perfei
J- 4/ condition, fully equipped, electric lightim
spee.-iometer; cost £195 in June, accept £125.—
Cliase Hill, Enfield. [331:

HUMBER S'/oh.p., Bosch, B.B., heavy . Dunloj.
guaranteed perfect running order ; any trial

examination; £20 and :;ood cycle secures ab;olii

bargain ; Herefordshire.—Box 6,808, c/ o The Mot
Cycle. [411

Indian.

INDIAN 7-91i.r., clutch model, excellent conditic:

£55, or exchange.~80, High St., Bexley. [42

INDIAN 7-9h.p. and Coachbuilt Sidecar; £35
Speechley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [3€'

1 Q18 Indian Combination, 3-Epeed, K.S., (J

JLi/ wheels; £55.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4(i

1 Q14 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, indistinguishai.
XS/ from new ; £47/10.—Jones Garage, Musv
Hill. London. [3(i

'Phone, Write, or Call.

7. SOUTH SIDE,

CLAPHA-VI COMiWON, S.W.4.

Phone: Br xloii 2417. 'SVir.s: BuiUitglon Motors, Claplui-vi

Just by C apham Comaicn Undeftround Station.

)7-9h.p. Indian Combination, wants attention; dE i

offer ; appointment.—323, Amhiirst Rd.. St-'

Newington, M.16. [3i'

INDIAN, 1915, elutei, Binks, good running couditi'
must seU; £36, nearest offer.—Mitchell, The 1

dens, Famliom, Surrey. [3

INDIAN S-61i.p. Motor Cycle, clutch; £50; with
without sidecar; too fast for owner.—2a, Col !

dale Av., llendon, N.W.S. 13 P
INDIAN, 1915, K.S., 3-speed, electric light, li

haud-foot cfutth, B. and B. carburetter; J

oflero.—Slater, Southbrook Ed., S.E.12. [,"

INDIAN Scout, done 150 miles, full electrical ei)

mcnt, etc., perfect; f140.—Treyieta. The Oi
Coulsdon, Surrey. 'Phone; Purley 1171. £3!

7-9h.p. Indian PoweiTlus Combination, electric 1

jug, 3 speeds, K.S., regi«tere<l in April, 1921
as new; fllO.—Lees, 17, i'airbridge Ed., High
N.19. . £•

1 Q19 Powerplns Indian Sporting; Combination, 1

J^*y ing, ..speedometer, D.A. lighting; £105; esch
A.B.C., Norton, N.U.T.—Apple Porch, Maidcnleat

A2Z All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Combination, July, 1921, Lucfis Mag-
(lyiio. fully eaiiipred. perfect condition, mileage

2.000; £180, no offers —T^evi^stn, The Grove, OcmlS'
dou, Surrey. 'Plioue : Parley 1171. [3578

MATCHLESS. Model H2, Oct., 1920, M.A.G.
engine, Magdyno, speedometer, spare wheel,

electric and bulb horns, long exhaust; £145.—Mylam,
197, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 2379. [-^H^

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H, M.A.G., everv
fitment, little used, cost nearly £250 with

spares, etc., tax and insurance paid; take £180; no
oHers entertained.—J. Dennis, The White Horse, Rich-
mond. Surrey. [1711

1 Q20 Matchless, M.A.G. engine, trip speedometer.
Xt/ hood, screen, horn, legshields, sidecar step,
pillion, acetylene lamps, separate generators, tools, in-
sured fully July, 1922; quick sale, 56120.—Pitts, Crom-
well Av., Cheshunt, Herts. [3369

MATCHLESS Combination. H. 1920, 7-9h.p. J.A.P..
hood, screen. Magdyno, speedometer, spare

wheel, new tyres. Klaxon, Sinks, spares, tools, little
run, insured to June; owner leaving England; £170.
or offer.—Haslam. Rayleigh, Essex. [3122

£25 under List Price.—We have a few 1921 sports
model Matchless combinations which we can

supply with spare wheel complete, £155; less spare
wheel, £150; covered with the makers" guarantee.—
Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [2986

MATCHLESS. 1921, very special offer, brand new,
slightly shop-soiled, free deliverv. Prices :

Sports ^150, Model H combination £160, Family
model £165.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av!,
Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0067

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, J.A.P., 3.700
miles, overhauled recently by Colliers, lamps,

horn, speedometer, hood, screen, and side wings, side-
car step and spare wheel, tax paid; nearest £150.—
Letters. G., 30, Great North Rd., Highgate. 'Phone :

Hornsey 2903. [4035

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Matchless motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St..
Southport. Tel. : 607. [0651

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H. 1920-1, Bh.p.
J. A. P., 3-speed, K.S., dynamo lighting set, elec-

tric horn, hood, screen, spare wheel with new Dunlop
cover, speedometer, horn, licence Dec, 1920, perfect
arder, any trial at any time bv appointment.—'Phone ;

Ilford 330.—xA.. N. Ellis, c/o John Smith and Co.
London, E.), Ltd., Hainault Works, Chadwell Heath.

[4167
SAM E. CLAPHAM, Motors. Greenwich. 'Phone:

751.-The premier Matchless agent. Can offer
tome exceptional biirgnins in new and second-hand 1921
nodels at end of season prices. Get in touch with Snm
S. Clapham and secure one. Place your orders now lor
1922 models with the agent. j^ot« address: Sara E
:;iapham, Motors, 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO

E3179*TATCnLESS.-We are the recognised North Lon
,!TX don agents for the delightfully sprung aqd prac-
lically designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-.
Itoyce on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock,
3r cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade sup-
lied; all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
nil, N.i0, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

[0581
Metrd

^ETRO-TTLER, 2-3pepd. liardiv used; £35, harpain
Ti —Beale, Westwell St., Plymouth. [3394
(* 35.—Metro-Tyler, 1919, 2-speed, new condition; on
«^ view in London.—61, Albany Rd., Coventry.

LX0474
jTETRO-TYLER, 1920, 2-speed. sports, completelv
U. overhauled, rebalanced, Lucas lamps; £37.-27,
:. John's Rd., Putney.

. [4126

t/TETRO-TYLER. 1920, 2-speed, good condition, new
'X cylinder and piston dust fitted; £42. — Shaw,
eyes Mount, Rainhill, Lancashire, [3797

(March) Metro-Tyler, discs, well equipped,
all accessories, not 1,000; cost £89, accept £70;

laranteed.-201, High St., Walthamstow. [2450

iTETRO-TyLER 23-^h.p.. 2-speed, jusfc overhauled,
'X perfect condition, lamp, horn, tax paid; £35
,3fore 6 p.m.-B. and C. Studios, 317, Hoe St., Wal-
;amstow. [3290

Minerva.
Ih.p. Minerva, rebnshed, new mng., tax paid- ride]

*'S away; £20.-63, Camilla Rd., Bermondser. [3962

ITINERVA, 2%h.p., sporting, low, T.T. bars, long
t*- exhaust, new Dunlops; £24.—Blackshaw Farm,
lossop, - [3648

I

-h.p. Minerva Twin, Bosch, Amac, Grado gear, drop
' top tube, wide tank^ 2 brakes, spring forks,
jchanical valves; bargain, £14.-89, East Hill,
andsworth. [4216

Mohawk,
IOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest

possible prices for cash or easy pavments.—
Jhawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 28, Alexandra Rd,, Horn

[8495
Moto^Reve.

rOTO-REVE Twin, back cylinder needs attention,
otherwise perfect, take 2; bargan, £7; after 6.—

orogood, White House, Aveley, Essex. [4006

TYRES
A SPORTING
a OFFER h
In order to increase our post-sale business,
we are prepared to refund the remittance on
every lOOtli order From this and opposit;
column, and send the goods, carriage paid,

no matter the amount. We keep separate
boolcs for post-sales, therefore this offer does
not apply to counter customers.

THIS WEEK'S
!§.AMAZING OFFER IHlj

BATES' SPECIAL HEAVYSPECIAL
COVERS.

Size Our Price

26 X ii 33/-
26 X 2i 37/6

TUBES NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Our List Our List

Price. Prxe. Price. Price.

26
26

2

2\

6 6
71-

lO/-

10/3

26

1i} «'» 13/3

26 2? 8/3 11/3 26 2; 8/9 1-/9
28 3 9/6 /OO 80 10/- 13/9

921
a:

BELTS—in Standard Lengths:
Silvtrtown, Lycett, §in. fin. Jin. lin. i^iii

Bates, etc. Per foot 1/7 1/9 2/2 3/3 3/6
These Special Clearance Lines are sent Carriage

Paid on Seven Days' Approval against remittance.

Trade supplied. Write to-day.

^§§^§§§^1
ORDER .THE

NEE-A-CAR,
cost £72. done _ _ _

Kibbs, 13, Portway, Frome.

aa

Our Li5t M
Size. Make. Price. l-*rice. 1
26 2 Wood-Milne Special 25/- 48/- ^

„ Englebert Passenger 23/6
,, Englebert Touring 19 6 46/- m

26 2! Beldam Extra Heavy 35/- i^'3 m
'';" fim
4-1/ 3' 'M

Palmer Cord 32/6
Beldam Heavy 30/-

„ Spencer-Moulion E%. Hvy. 30 -

,, Goodyear A.W. Tread . .

.

28 '6 - HID
„ Hutchinson T.T 27 9

49/-

„ Clincher de Luxe Heavy .

.

27 6

„ Wood-Milne Special 25/-

„ Englebert Touring 22/6
26 21 Palmer Cord Heavy 35/6

59/9
68/6 WS.

51/3 n

100/- QID

„ Hutchinson T.T. Rub. Stud. 27/6

„ Clincher de Luxe Ex. Heavy 25/-

,-;2j 1
Clincher de Luxe Heavy.

.

32/6

26; 21 Wood-Milne Combination . 50/-

„ Wood-Milne Extra Heavy . 36/-

„ Clincher de Luxe Heavy .

.

29/6
28 2', Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

27/6
28 3 Goodrich Safety Tread . .

.

51/6 100/- _
„ Englebert Racing 4//- 100 /9 mn

8:/- M
83 /9

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy . 30/-
650 65 Goodrich Safety Tread 42/6

„ Goodyear A.W. Tread .

.

35/- - m
„ Best French make R.N.S..

.

25/- 83/-

37^8 m700 ' 80 Beldam Bulldog 61 /-

Firestone Rubber Non-skid 58/-

.i

TheName TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?.VICTORIA.S.W.l
98, VICTORIA STREET.LONDON.S.W.I. & AT
44.SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
<I P/eiif aJdreu allpest on/ers to Vsuxhall Bridte Road.

TELEPHONE :-VICTORIA 6533 t' 655*
OUR AGENT IS tHE PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Monarch.

MONARCH, 1920, Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speed. as
new; £37.-19, Grafton Mews, Warren St., W 1

[3410
1 020 8h.p. Monarch Combination, J.A.P, engine,^y Sturiney-Archer 3-sp3ed gear box, machine in
splendid condition, tyres good, Milford quick detach-
able coachbuilt sidecar; no reasonable offer refused.—
Box 6,773, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3566

Motosacoche.
M0T0SAC0CHI3 aVoh.p., good condition, muet eell:

bargain, £15.-93, Clock House Ud., Beckenhnm,
Kent. [3475

NealDalm.
]^EAL-DALM. 1920. 3h.p., 2-stioke, 2-speed, lamps,
-L' Klaxon, Tan-Sad, accessories; ;e50-£55; buying
combination.—Hele, The Friars, Hereford. [3418

Ner=a=Car.
latest type, licensed, unscratched,

50 miles only ; accept £66.—
[4108

"IVTER-A-CAE.-The Hondeiful new 2-uheeler; price
-Li 66 gns. Purchase one of these delightful machines
I'lom Clement Butler and Co.. 32, Borough High St.,
London. [2970

New Hudson.
NEW HUDSON 2i4h.p. Popular, 1921, showroom

model shop-soiled; £45.—New Hudson Depot, 45,
Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.2. [40964 h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed gear, clutch, good tyres

and belt, all accessories, perfect condition; £37.

—

Bas-s, High St., Amershain. [4168

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1920, 3^h.p.. 3-speed,
K.S., guaranteed perfect, tax paid; £90, bar-

gain.—Nicoll, Stationer, Perth. [3735

NEW HUDSON 2i4h.p. De Luxe, kick starter, 1921,
showroom model, shop-soiled; £60.—New Hudson

Depot 45, Gray's Inn Rd.. W.C.2. [4095

3 ih.p. 2-speed New Hudson, new lamps, mechanical
2 horn, enamel unscratched ; bargain, d235. — 3,

Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [4233

NEW HUDSON 2V4h.p. Model de Luxe, 2-speed, n«w,
never ridden, £55; also same model, little used,

£45, licence paid.—Rogers, 42, Church Rd.. Hendon.
[3950

£35.-1913 2V2h.p. New Hudson, 3-spe«d and clutch,
condition and appearance as new, stored 5 years;

any trial; fiilly equipped, spares.—Meyers, 8, Chub-
woithy St., New Cross. [3414

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view;
Popular. 50 gns. ; de luxe, 65 gns.; Ace, 75 gns.

Spares for 2J-4h.p., 3j2h.p., and 6h.p. machines stocked.
Catalogues and any information by return.—New Hud-
son Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. [4094

New Imperial.

"I (CI 20 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, new condi-
XiJ tion; £95.-9, Church Rd., Harlesden. [3964

1 Q 20 New Imperial Bh.p. Combination, perfect,
-l-t^ little used.—72, Cedar St., Southport. [3823

1 Q21 New Imperial, 234h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,
-i-t/ licensed; nearest £55.-1, Market Place, Picker-
ing. [4169

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2%h.p., counetrshaft, 2-

speed, excellent condition, tax paid; £36.-28,
Bourne Rd., Bexley, Kent. [3299

1 Q20 New Imperial, 6h.p. J.A.P., Giindlay spring
Xt/ wheel sidecar, perfect order; £100, or near.-
Eiineckles, 10, Brudenell Mount, Leeds. [X0495

B'

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, first-class con-
dition, complete; owner buyine cat; £130, or

nearest offer.—Tindles, Motor ATorks, St. John's Chapel,
Wenrdale. [X0496

1 Q20 (November) New Imperial, 2Mh.p., 2-speed,
X.*f clutch, kick starter, lamps, Watford speed-

nmeter, tax, etc., excellent condition; £60.—B., c/o

Salter, 9, The Pavement, Middle Lane, Crouch End,
N.8. - [3604

Norton.
"pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Nortons.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at new reduced
prices

IG Four, chain drive, £120; Model 16H, 3V2h.p..

3-3pecd. T.T.. chain drive. £115. Write for re-

vi.^ed price list; easy payments only 4% extra. Buy
you machine direct from the Norton specialists. The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0625

NORTON, 4h.p., sound condition; £40.—Darke, 3,

Warwick Place, W.9. [3385

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton Big 4 combination,
£177; sports model. £132; from stock. [0696

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.—
4h.p. Norton and sidecar, 1920. tax paid; £75.

[4207
3 ih.p. Norton, Sturmey countershaft, as new; £83,

2 or exchange with cash.—49, Well St., Hackney,
E.9. [4117

NORTON Big Four Combination, sporting sidet^ar;

£85.— Gutteridge, Coventry Rd., Market Har-
l.orough. [3500

NORTON 1921 Models.— Sole district agents. Wessex
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisburv.

Phone; 72. [0717

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the ^nd of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES
Norton.

FOR SALfi.

NORTON, 1921, SM-h.p., 3-speed, do 80, small
mileage, as nsw, complete; nearest c-ffer £205

68. CoriKiratiou St., Stafford. [5655

KORTON 3^h.p., 2-speed. c.VVh IticV i^^^art. fully
equipped, spares, indistinjiuishablb Irom new

;

£70.-27, Oliver Rtl., Walthamstow, E.17. [3975

"VTORTON, 1921. T.T., iully tqr.Ipped. i: freely -Jsed,
iL~ as new, insured; £75, oliers, exchange.—Heath,
i68, Wellington Rd. South. H-^unslow, Middlesex.

[3833
]VrORTON.—Immediate delivery all 1922 models, re

-;d.i duced prices; deferred payments if desired.

—

"barker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Beansgate.
Manchester. [X0422

1 Q19 (Oct.) T.T. Norton, Philipson and fixed pulleys,
X t? new Dunlops, new rings, guaranteed mechani-
cally perfect, exceptionally fast.; £70.—Price, Mala-
koff, Abergavenny. [4133

HALIFAX.-Norton new 1921 3V'h.p., sporting. £80
3V^h.p., 3-speed, £115; Big Four, 3-speed, £120;

reduced prices : exchanges Quoted.—Motor Exchnnge
Horton St., Halifax. [5908

1 £j!H Norton, 1921, in perfect condition, just over-
J-O hauled by makers, not been used since, plated
tank, Bonniksen electric horn; £85; any trial. — 30
Forest Rise, Walthamstow. ^ [3890

NORTON.—Immediate delivery Big 4 and 16H
Models; spare parts always in stock and sent

per i-etjrn. Call wire, write, or 'phone 4042.—G. H
" Tucker, the Norton Rider, Agent, and Specialist,
Redcliffe Hill, Bristol. ' [2239

OCTOBER [1919} Norton, E.R.S., Philipson. just
overLauled, fitted new B.S, cylinder tiud piston,

very little used, very fast, nnd absolutely perfect, engine
faultless, framework , like new, genuine ; what offers ?—
Mellor, 28, Belmont St., Oldham.''* [3667

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Norton motor cycles and combinations, lor im-

mediate delivery.' Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..
Southpoit. Tel. : 607. f0644

NORTON 1921 Big 4 Special Sporting Combination,
Norton polished aluminium sidecar, adjustable

tappets fitted, very completely equipped, lamps unused,
mileage 1,265, an ultra refined outfit of universal
interest; cost 200 gns., accept £155.—Newton, 29.
Prospect Rd., Moseley, Birmingham. [X0472

NORTON, 3ioh.p., 16H, 3-speed, April, 1921, engine
No. BA 1730, Lucas Magdyno lighting, electric

horn, knee grips, Bonniksen, full, tool kit, all spares,
65 m.p-h. with all on, a. most luxurious and super
fast touring mount, in faultless condition throughout;
cost £165, £125.—Pearn, 69, Birchfields Rd., Man-
chester. [X0486
Spare Parts:

NORTON Agents.—Spare** by return of post; over-
hauls. FoiTvard your Norton carriage paid. We

will completely dismantle, decarbonise, enamel, fit neiv
-small parts where we think they are required, and re-
turn carriage naid £10. Tuning for speed, ifiH. models
only, £5, and £1 }>er mile over 70 m.p.h. Machine
tuned on Binks Rat-trap, and timed over fiying half-
mile. Tou can come here, ride or time your own ma-
chine when ready.—BuUoughs Motors, Ltd., Waterloo
St., Oldliam. [3670

N.S.U.
£12/10.—N.S.tl. 3V2h.p., mag., perfect running order:

first cheque secures.—Johnstone, 6, Dovepiount
Place, Hawick. [3420

N.S.V. Twin, spring frame, new Druid forks, Grade
gear, handle starter, pood tyres and belt, splendid

order; £30.-56, Seabourne' Rd., Bournemouth. [4236

SPORTING N.S.U. C.B. Combination. 6h.p.. gears.
clutch, spring frame. Easting, Tan-sad, fully

equipped ; offers
;

privately owned.—Allendale Garage,
278, Balham High Rd., S.W. [3753

N.U.T.
o.h.v. Brooklands Model, Philipson,
57 gns.—Lartsr, Twyford, Bishops

Stortford. [3615

N.TT.T. 234li.p. oh.T. Twin, Zephyr pistons, tuned
competition machine: further informatioD ; offers.

—Jamee, Randolph Crescent, Edinburgh. [3374

NEW 1921 5h.p. N.U.T., with dynamo lighting, elec-
tric horn. 3-speed, kick start and clutch ; makers'

price £145, bargain price £96.-22, Rodney St., Liv?r-
pool, [2477

O.K.
rf^.K^, 1920, all_acce3sories_,_ tax; sacrifice, £

N.U.T. 2?fh,p.
new tyres

;

1920, all accessories, tax;
70, Baring Kd., Lee, Kent. [3944

O.K.-VILLIERS, 1920, 2-speed, guaranteed as new;
£42/10.-217, Belsize B,d., Kilbnrn. [3822

T ATE 1920 O.K. Junior, complete; £30.-101, Ful-
-LJ ham Rd., South Kensington, London. [3978

BARGAIN, O.K. Junior, 2'ih.j>., brand new; sac-
rifice £35/10.—Sun Garage, Henshaw St.. Old.

ham. [XOSOl

1 Q20 O.K. Junior, ahop-soiled, tax p,nid lomps, etc.;

<r^ ^''S.—Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchler Ed .

N.W.3. [3400
"I |Q20 fDec.) O.K. Union, licen;:ed, equipped, 2.000
-S-<-' miles, guaranteed perfect; £30.-25 Fuirfas Rd
N'W.6. [3536

Still Putting

it off

and why ? Why deny
yourself that promised

Motor Cycle or Com-
bination when the
autumn-tinted coun-

tryside is now at its

best,—the most fas-

cinating time of the

year ? Get that ma-
chine now !

Firstly
You cannot buy at lower

prices than at present.

Secondly
In order to meet the

wishes of numerous en-

quirers, we are tempor-
arily prepared to consider

orders on the following

terms :

Deposit, one-fifth of the

cash price ; Balance, in

12, 15, or 18 monthly
payments.
These terms are for

the autumn and winter

months, and only a

limited number of orders

can be accepted. We
trust this offer will bring

Motor Cycles within the

reach of all desirous of

purchasing.
Please write, 'phoae, or wire
us your requirements NOW.
List of new, shop-soiled, and
second-hand Motor Cycles,

order form, etc., post free on
application.

IN STOCK:
New and Second-hand Models
of the following" makes :

—

ARIEL, A.J.S., BROUGH, B.S.A.,
DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, INDIAN,
LEVIS, MATCHLESS, NEW IM-
PERIAL, N.U.T., NORTON, O.K.-,

P. & M., RALEIGH, RUDGE,
SCOTT, SUNBEAM, TRIUMPH,
VELOCETTE, ZENITH, ETC.

Send a Postcard NOW.

289-293, High Holbom, London
Telephone— Telegrams—

Holburn 6.uo. "Admiliedly, Loudon

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

"I
Q20 O.K., complete witli lamps, horn, advance nnd

-*-*^ reUird lever, 1921 tauk; 28 gns.—Hfluiilton,
^\ocKlside, Fouiriijirk.s, Hants. fSSSl

1 Q20 O.K.-Villiers, 2i/;,h.p., 2-speed, perfect, tyres
-LtJ new, P, aad H., -tax, jnsurance, 85 m.p.g., 2^ up
anywhere ; trial ; 50 gns.—73, Highwoit"h
Southgate, London.

New
[3884

1 Q20 O.K., 2-speed, accessories, insurance, tax paid,
-L «/ excellent condition ; £40, or exchange with
cash for higher power.—Warburton, Corringham Rd„
Stanford-le-Hope, Essex. [3936

Omega.
OMEftA-J.A.P., late 1919, 2'j'4h.p., 2 speed'

condition, insured ; £45,

OMEGA-J.A.P. 234h.p.. July,
£ 50.—Goodey, Brightview,

perfect
51, Campbell Ud.. Sontli-

[4243

1920, cost £83/14;
Hadley Rd., New ^

[3974

OMEGA-J.A.P. 1920 2=/ih.p., guaranteed thorough
.^oing ordei' and condition, lamps, etc.; £45. .or

exchange late Triumph, cash adjustment.-29,
andra St., Southend. (D)

Alex-
[3767

P
-Li? 1, Belli

OMEGA-J.A.P. and Henderson Lightweight Sidecar,
1920, 2^411. p., 2 speed.s, kick starter. Easting

screen, and lamps, horn, etc., tax paid, condition as

new; £60.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite
Chalk Farm Tllbe .Station), N.W.3. [«1C

P. and M.

and II.. late model, as new: £50.-114, Hill Sf.

Peekham, S.E.15. [571:

P. and M., 2-speed, good order; £45.-
ingham Terrace, Cattord. [40'Z(

"I C618 P. and M., in parts, not quite complete; £25
-Lt/ —1, Bellingham Terrace, Catiord. [401:

and M., 1919, not W.D., fully equipped; £60.-
Ratclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [X047r

and M., S. trpe, excellent condition : £46 ; exchanp
good lislitweight.-30, Fordel Bd., Cattord, S.E.j

[346.'

P.
and il., July, 1920, perfect, fully equipped, an
trial; £80, or nea.-'est.—Parsons, Newall St., Abel

tillery. [381

and M. Coachbuilt Combination, fully equippec
tax paid ; j£45.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Bd •

Acton, W.3. - [364oi

and M.
colours

:

Ilford, Essex.

P
P

P
Actc

P Combination, R.A.F. model, mnken
60 gns.— 19, The Market, Green Lam

[355-

1 Q18 P. and M., renovated throughout 1920 colour).
J- *y guaranteed 3 months ; £55.—Inman, Durhai

Sealorth, Liverpool. [564

and M., 1918 (late), coachbuilt sidecar, spleodi
condition ; any trial ; what offers .^-Juffkim

ShilUngford Hill, Wallingford. [369.:

and M. S'Ah.p. 1918 Combination, new eidece
body, accessories, perfect condition; £67.— 12(.

Fairbridge Rd., Highgate, N.19. [3a3ii

and M. Combination^ splendid running machinn
recently overhauled. New Dunlops, tax paid; £61

-Chapman, 82, Eattersea Rise, S.W. [204'

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.a^
SVlih.p. P. and M. combination. 1920, tax. paic

£95; no extra charge ior easy terms. [42C

P.
and M. Combination, August, 1919,
speedometer, Eastine', lamps, etc.: £

Rd.,

P
ShiU

P
Fair

P

minsurance, ta:

speedometer. Easting, lamps, etc.; £80.—Nicholso'
Malham Croft, War Coppice, Caterham. [37^

£52 Lowest.—P. and M., 1918, fast, excellent co
dition, electric lamps, etc. ; bargain ; only wani

seeing.—35, Freegrove Rd., Holloway, N.7. [37(

"I
Q21 V. and M. Sy^h.p., 2-speed. guaranteed not n

Xt/ 250 miles, eaual to new in every respect; 90 gi.

—Julian, 84, Bread St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. '

~| Q19 P. and M., as new, excellent condition, lamii
J-iJ lamps, horn, tools; nearest £65, or exchanf.
late Triumph.—Clarksou, 10, Golgotha Rd., Lancaste

[403f)Et:

LATE P. and M. Combination, mileage 3,000, bulbo
marone sidecar, liood, Easting, speedometer, el(

trie lighting; £78,-23, Rosenau Crescent, Batteraeo
[37

T itll3 P. and M., exceptionally fine condition, imua
S-iJ during winter, economical and reliable; anv trir

genuine bargain, £45.—Davies, Emlynfan, Newcas'
Emlyn. [X04

P.
and M. and Sidecar, engine just been decarboniaf
good running condition ; £45.—Call any time '

tween 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. at 45, Laurie Park H
Sydenham, S.E.26. ^ [37

P. and M. Solo or Combination, entirely rebui
.enamelled and plated, guaranteed perfect;

trial; tax; solo £58, combination £65.—Jennings,
and 13, Stveatham Place, S.W.2. [36

P.
and M., 1918, with MilUord sidecar, unused sit

thorough overhaul; £67/10; exchange c

ferred.—Kewnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith H
\V.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [41

•fl Q19 ^- 'iiitl M. Combination, not W.D., Cam
XtJ Tan-Sad, lamp«, tax and insurance paid Ap\
excellent condition; £95; seen City.—C.C., Eldon Str
Houi^e, E.C. 'Phone: 5465 London Wall. [3^

E26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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.MOTOR CYCLES FOR
P. and M.

SALE.

p. and M., 1921, 3',.h.p., standard model, list priceA £115, very slightly showroom soiled, usual makers'
guarantee given; seSO.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. 'Phone: 681 Oxford. [XOSST
;p. and M. 1919 Combination, excellent oonditiou and* appearaiice, recently overhnuled, all accessories;

:SU''i i"i ""? „*'™,*', "* Cox and Sanders, 307, Gold-
howk Bd,

; £70.-M:ason, 2, Cleveland Ay., Chisvvick.

"p. and M.—Immediate delivery latest models, re

iTr,
''"t^S'l. prices; 3>Jh.p. 2-speed model, £115; 1',ih.p. 4-speed combination, fully equipped, £150; de-

fcrred payments if desired.—Parker's, "
Bolton; also 245, Deansgatc

Bradshawgate.
Manchester. [X0429

TVTESSBS. PHELON and Moore beg to announce thatXTJ. tliey have in stock a number ol used and shop-

ilJc * "K„!,""*''
'"""i sidecars at prices laugiu^ fromtea to ±120. Owing to the introduction of the 4-speed

model a number of P. and M. owners are desirmrs of
disposinsr of their present 1921 2-speed models at a
low figure. These machines can be inspefted at the
r. and M. Showrooms, 4, Bernera St., W.l.
Sun re Parts

:

[3407

OR P. and M. .Spares see Long Bros. Advt. in
Spares and Accessories Column. [3300

.
and M.-Incomplete machines, f 17/10; 1918 reno-
vated machines, as new, guaranteed, £55.—Below.
f""' M.-Engines f U, gears £5, frames 25/-, forks
70/-. wheels (unrenovatedj 35/- pair.—Below,
and M.-Magnetos 50/-, chain case 6/-, valves 5/-,
saddles (new) 25/-, tanks 15/-.—Below.

.p. and M.-Chain case sets 32/6, footboards 12/6,i-l tinndle-bars 15/-. All parts stocked.-Below.

Ti^^?^ F- ,I=^'MAN, Specialist and Agent, Durham
-'-' Kd., Seatorth, Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296.

p. and M.—All parts in stock for P. and M.'s; send
*- staran: P. onH M specialist.—H. Beardwood

P
P

stamp; P. and M.
147, Burlington St., Liverpool. [9524
ip. and M. Spares: Handle-bars 5/6, front forks 18/

7 , '™I'* "'"y" 3/9, gears £3, footrests and front
.t.HKls 15/-, frames 12/-: crank cases, flywheels, con
le. tmg rods, timing wheels and cases, £3; cylinders
tl, tuning wheel cases 7/-. Ample stocks.—Pax Garage.
-iiipel Side, Moscow Ed.. Bayswater. [7526

P. and S.
pE.iR.SON and Sopwith, 1920.

speed, as new;
itland St., W.

£35.-
Villiers engine. 2-

-Hatcliffe Bros., 200. Gt.
[X0482

Precision.
Jill. p. Precision, 2-speed, free, guaranteed; £30.-42,-^i I'rinces Rd., Holland Pnik. [3550

2 i]j. p. Precision Jnnior, 4-stroke, 2-speed, free en-* * gine, running order, needs repairs, tax paid
-Dnnby. Oibournby, Sleafprd. [3370£14, offers

;^9

Jiih.p. Precision, guaranteed perfect running order-'* any trial or examination; £20 and 3-speed
>cle secures absolute snip; Herefordshire.—Box 6 805
o The Motor Cycle. [4150

Premier.
3HEMIER 4h.p. and Sidecar, '3-speed, wheel

damaged; £22.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4074
Q16 Premier, 3 speeds, K.S., ideal sidecar machine-^ £40.-152, Meeting House Lane, Peokham. '

[4098PREMIER, 1914, 2i/2h.p., perfect;. £30; exchange
powerful combination ; cash adjustment.—45.

jidon Rd., High Wycombe. [3365
14 Premier Combination, S'/.h.p., countershaft

gear, fully equipped, tax paid, spare tvre, and
splendid condition; £50, no oflers.—Rylance, 40

verpool Kd., St. Helens. [3545
)EI-]]MIER 1914, 3-speed, clutch, engine and gear

just overhauled, stored 6 year.s; £19 for quick
le, no offers; call Saturdiiy afternoon.-Ayers, 254
-rtoitello Rd., North Kensington, London. [326'7
Spare Parts:

)REMIER Parts.—Write the specialists, enclosing
.^tamped envelope for immediate reply.—Forfield

jtors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [X0534

p.y.
h.p. J.A.P. Twin 3-6peed, solo, P.V. spring frame

pillion ficat, tax paid; any trial; £38, cheap—22'

lapel St., Lowestoft. [3695

Quadrant.
QUADRANTS on Deferred Payments. Write for
• terms.—Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge
i; S.E.I. f4019
020 4V2h.p. Quadrant Combination, 3-speed, KS
if £75, for quick sale. — 18, Nightingale Lane!
ipham. S.W. [3796
*70.—1920 41,-211.^. Quadrant combination, in excel
I' -lent order.—Clifford Wilson. 177, Westminster
-idge Rd., S.E.I. [4017
'105.—5h. p. Quadrant 1921 combination, brand
' new; reduced from £135.—Clifford Wilson, 177
lestmlnster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [4018
>8S.—1921 4V2h.p. Quadrant, special o.h.i.v. engine

used competition only, as new.—Clifford Wilson
7. Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [401b

v'E?":

TAYLORS
Sole London & District Agents for
A.J.S & Britisli Excelsior Motor Cycles

Special Line

Waterpr.of Helmets,

2/-
Here is a real chance to
secure a genuine bargain,
for these Helmets are
guaranteed waterproof.
They are made from the
best quality twill, and
are exceedingly comfort-
able to wear. Postage
4d. extra.

£4 10

The LOW Motor Cycle lamp Set.
As illustrated above, the LOW Motor Cycle Lanip Set
is the most perfect no-troub'.e acetylene lamp set on
the market to-day. It comprises 6in. head lamp,
famous Low generator, and all metal connections.
Rubber tubing being entirely eliminated. Packing
and carnage 2/- extra. Supplies are at present

limited, and orders executed in strict rotation.

LOW
GENERATORS.
.Motor Cycle size

£1 19

Light Car size,

£4 10 9

Carriage 1/6. Full
particulars sent free.

CAMEO
WINDSCREENS.
Complete with Side
Valance, 60/-; or
without Valance
55/- Carriage 2/-

EASTING
WINDSCREENS.

£4 10

Carriage and Pack-
ing 4/- extra.

STOP I'HIEF.
The Taylor thief-proof de\ ice for attaching to front
forks of motor cycles. Complete with Yale lock and
two keys. State make of machine when ordering.

Price 7/6. Postage "4d.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD,
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycles nnd Car,^.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Acct'ssorieci. .'^t'.^re Parca and Repaira,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.Cl
Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I
Garage : Tottenliam Court Road, W.l

Telephones : Accessories and Repairs. Museum 1240.
Motor Cycles and Cars. Kensington 7260.

Telegrams - - - "Dynainetro, W-estcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

1 Q20 Quadrant 4h,p. Ccmbination. lully equinned
7:,~,:.:ll^^"^'':.J''^^^

^°^' 1^21, allin perfect orde;
condition; £90".—Jones Gara'gi

and
London.

[3009

TJiOH, all Quadrant Spares and Reiiairs, The CHHord
J- WiUon Manufacturing Co., Quadrant Sole Whole-
sale Distributers. 177, Westminster Bridge Rd._,
London, b.E.l. Hop. 210. [4020

Radco.
TJADCO, 2V2li-p., 2-speed, late 1920^^ fice, £35.—Fairhurst. Back Mesni

13 RAND New Shop-soiled Radco 2V>h.p., No.
J-» model; £39. —Jones Garage, Muswell Hi

as new ; sacri-
Mesnes St., Wigan.

[3349
D 2'Ah.i5.. ^

Garagi
London. [2997

Raleigh.
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1921 Raleighs.

T7ASY Payments only 4% extra. We can deliver
-L' to your address iwthin 24 hours the new Raleigh
5-6h.p. flat twin, spring frame, chain drive; solo, 140
gns.

; sidecar, 176 gns. ; spare wheel and tyre. 6 gns.—
Sole Birmingham Agents, The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0626
RALEIGH 6h.p., 1921, absolutely new and un-

soiled, list £147; bargain, £120.—J. E. Brass^y
and Son, Ltd., Chester. [3560

RALEIGH 5-6h.p., absolutely perfect, condition as
delivered, electric light, horn, licence; £135.—

Lambert, iJrumcImpel, Glasgow. [3509

RALEIGH 5-6h.p. Combination, 1921, Luca.s lamps,
Bonniksen speedometer, extra tools, tax and in-

surance, indistinguishable trom new; cost £212, accept
£170: e-eea bv appointment.—Write McCurrioh, 77, High
St., Marylebone. [3557
RALEIGH 2>jh.p., 2 and 3-speed models, ^solo and

combinations, for earliest deliveries; £68 and
£73; book your order now; exchanges or deferred pay-
ments.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd..
W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4186

A STOUNDING Bargain.—New 1921 Raleigh comhina-
-ti. tion with spare wheel and tyre, list price £191,
reduced to £160 cash; easy payments only 4% extra.
Write for our special clearance bargain list.—The Pre-
mier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X0509
WANTED, enquiries for the new Raleigh 2^/ih.p.

and 3h.p. models; the best value for money pro-
position for next season; cash, exchange, deferred pay-
ments.—Raleigh specialists, Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[4201
Regent.

1 020 7h.p. 3-speed Regent-Coventry Victor, luxurious
-L«^ sidecar, discs, electric lighting, perfect order;
only £65.-2, Half Moon Lane, llerne Hill, S.E.24.

[4235
Rex

10 20 Rex Combination, special competition 5h.p.
t' model, spare wheel, splendid condition; any

trial; £100.-14, Church Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.
[3624

REX 4h.p. T.T. Model. 2-speed, clutch, lamps, lenr
seat, etc., as new, 30/- tax, n splendid bargain,

mu-^t sell; £30.-54, Marcellus Rd., Hornsey Rd., N.7.
[3725

REX Late Model Cc^rhbuilt Combination, aVjh.p.
water-cooled, 2 speeds, hood, ecreen, lamps, me-

ohanicfll horn; any trial; must sell; sacrifice 39 gus.^
77, Arthur Rd., Wimbledon Park. [3379

KEX Combination, 6h.p., 1914, stored 4V2 years,
hood, screen, speedometer, 2 speeds, " handle

start, tax and insurance paid, tyres, unpunctured,
any trial; £60; after 5.-23, Acre Rd., Merton, S.W.

[3949
ASTOUNDING Bargain.—Brand new 8h,p. Rex-

Blackburne, combination, detachable -wheels, spare
wheel; list price £218, reduced to £150 cash; easy pay-
ments 4% extra. Write for special end of season clear-
ance bargain list.—The Premier Motor Co., Aeton Rd..
Birmingham. [X0510

Hover.

£35 Saved.—Brand new shop-soiled 3%h.p. Rover
combination; £120.—Jones Garage, Muswell

Hill, London. [2995

1 Q 19 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, Bonniksen,A fJ Klaxon, Tan-Sad, luggage grid, lamps ; £ 85
53. Oakbank Grove, Heme Hill, S.E. [3832

ROVER, Syoh.p., 1913. T.T., mechanically perfect,
new tyres, very fast, ride 50 miles; genuine bar-

gain, £27/10.-57, Villiers St., Stoke, Coventry.
[X0570

ROVER, 1921, 5-6h.p., and Gnndlay sidecar, fully
equipped, licensed, small mileage, practically aa

new; £130.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.
[4030

ROVER 1912 3V2h.p., single speed, adjustable pulley,
good running order; £25.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. [4194

ROVER 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916 engine, just over-
hauled, 3-speed, kick starter, tools, lamps, etc.;

£75, or offer.—Osmond, 26, Marquess Rd., N.l, Seen
by appointment. [4309
3;-^h,p. Rover Combination, 1918, perfect condition,

tax paid, lamps, speedometer, tt)oIs; £100, or
nearest offer.—Downshire Motor Co., 28, Rosslyn Hill,
Hampstead, N.W.3. [3279

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date of the issue, 327
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

pOVER 1919-20

Rover
„._ -„ 6h.p. Combination, not AV.D.,

. makers' colours, specially picked engine, and cut-

fit was winner of gold medal in the London-Edm-
b irgh ; the whole is in perfect condition. Gloria isidc-

car. 3 speeds, countershaft, all chain drive, Lucas full

lamp set, Stewart speedometer, Lucas horn, full tool

hit, tax paid, 3 new tyres jnst fitted; an exceptional
opportunity to secure a really fine outfit at a bar-

gain figure; accept £95 for quick sale; any trial and
examination.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh,
Suffolk. C4127

Royal Ruby.
T> OYAL RUBY 2y4h.p- Sports, 1921, equipped, in-

-£V sured, perfect; £65.—Atkins, Kingfield, Woking.
[4005

"I Q21 Royal Ruby Combination, 2%h.p., sports mndel,
XU full e"uipment, nlmost new, t;ix p:iid ;

£90.—
Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston Rd. Museum 4827-

[3683
111119 8h.p. Roynl Ruby Combinntion, liandsonie out
-E-t? fit, fuUv eonipiiefl with Imuos, electric lights.

hora, etc. ; bargain, £90.-28, Woodford Rd., Eoiest
Gate. 'Phone: Stratford 2598. [4081

Rudge.
"DUDGE Multi 5-6h.p., good tvres and h^lt, sph^ndid
-SX machine; £o5.-EUum, Pokesdown, Hant.s. 14237

BRAND New Shop-soiled Rudse Multi SV-h.p.;
£80.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [2998

1 Q19 Rudge Multi S'Ab.p., unscratched, as new;XC £60.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London.
[3013

T.T. Rudge, fully equipped; must sell, bargain. ^635.

—Purser, Manor Farm, Old Windsor, Berks.
[3792

KTTDGE Combination, clutch, kick start: any trial:

£52: take older machine part.—57, Kenbury St.,

Ciimberwell, London. [3847

3ih.p. Rudpe Multi Combination, 2 months ohl,

2 licenfal, in,>ured, tools not unsealed; reason.ab'e
Dffer.—309, Roman Rd., Bow. (D) [3390

8 ill. p. Rudge, thoroughly overhauled and enamelled.
2 accessories, tax Daid; £40.—Shepherd, Enfield

Highway. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0340

RUDGE Multi 1921 3>^h.p. T.T. Model, shop-sciled,
list price £85; what offers?-Peacock, 219, High

3t., Balham. 'Phone: Streatham 170. [3359

RUDGE Multi 3y2h.p., 1920, splendid condition, all

on, tax paid, reliable machine ; wliat cfEer;^?—
Ovrington, Holmbury St. Mary, Surrey. [3696

1 Q21 Rudge Multi 5-6b.p., sidecar, etc., all com-
--*? plete, and new in May; real bargain, going
cheap.—Edwards, 77, Rotherfleld St., N.l. [3720

RUDGE Multi, 3%li.p., 1921, electric light, horn,
tai, ineuriince, tools, xierfect condition; 80 gn,';.,

or offer.—E., 24, Upper Mont.^.gu St., W.l. [3361

RUDGE Multi, I.O.M.. 1920 model, new tyres.

speedometer, Tan-Sad, absolutley sound; £63,
must sell.—43, Morley Rd., East Twickenham. [3415

ISLE of Man Rmlge Multi 3i/Mi.p., 1920. speedometer,
lamps, .poare;, injured, ex'ellent condition; £59.—

Remington, Chalet, Sanderstend Hill. Croydon. [3896

TJUDGE Multi, 1917-18. perfect condition guaran-
-tV teed, lamps, etc.. 3,000 miles only, fast; £45.—
Plowman, 46, Iverson Rd., Brondesbury, N.W.6. [4076

RUDGE Multi 1921 3Voh.p., T.T. model, shop-
soiled; list price £85, what offers ?—Peacock,

219, High Rd., Balham. 'Phone: Streatham 170.
[4304

£26.—Sporting Rudge Multi, 1913, smart appear-
ance, excellent condition, licensed, tyres as

new, iust overhauled.—Bacon, Offington Lane, Worth-
ing. [5814

31h.p. Rudge Multi, 1914, appearance and condition
3 very good, tyres nearly new; bargain, £50, or

with, sidecar £65.—Moss and Rushworth, Abridge,
Es^ex. [3347

UDGE Multi 3,'.^h.p., September, 1919, engine
No. 16914, clutch, starter, new heavy Dunlops

and belt, good condition; £48.-Morris, Printer, Wor-
cester. [3752

I 020 Rudge Multi, new March, 1921, insurance
X t/ £6/15, Tan-Sad. Klaxon, tax paid, as new

;

what offers; owner going abroad.—Sampford, South-
minster. [4004

DUDGE Multi 1920 LO.M. Special, low. short wheel-
-Cii ha^e, speed model, tax paid, excellent condition

;

67 gns. ; exchanges,—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester

Rd.. S.W.7. [3322

1 Q21 3y->h.p. Rudge, I.O.M.. T.T.. £85; 5-6h.p. and
-•Li/ 7.9h.p. Rudge Multi combinations, soiled, £130
prid £150. — Shepherd, Enfield Highway. Tel.:
Waltham Cross 31. [0707

RUDGE Multi, 1921, SVsh.p., T.T. model, brand
new, slightly shop-soiled; accept £78/10.—Elce,

Ltd., 15-16, Bishops^ate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3.

'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0068

1 Q20 3y2h.p. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, Cowey speedometer.
Xtf P. and H. lamps, etc., in excellent condition,
very fast; £67/10. or near ofier.—H. B. Beeve, 61, Vic-
toria Terrace, Littlehampton. [3858

RUDGE Multi Combination, delivered Aug., 1920,
Easting screen, lamp set, tax paid, under 2,000;

S2 gns.—Bruton Mews Garage, 8-25, South Bruton
Mews, Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: May. ^282. [3406

W

COPPEN,ALLAN&CO.
Sole Distributors for

READING
STANDARD

The WORLD'S MASTER Motor Cycle.

READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p. Solo,

including dynamo lighting £163

READING STANDARD, 8-10 li.p.. Com-
bination, as above, with M.P. Sidecar . . £198

READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p. Com-
bination, with " Plus One " Sidecar hood,

and screen £225

A few transit soiled machines left at

Complete with Dyno Lighting.

SOLE LONDON AGENTS
FOR

DUNELT 4 h.p.
THE WONDER MACHINE.

DUNELT, 4 h.p., solo, with electric lighting

set, all lamps £115

DUNELTj 4 h.p. Combination, as above,

and including detachable wheels (1 spare) £150

NEW HUDSON
NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p. Popular Model £52 10

NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p. de Luxe Tourist

Model, 2-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

with clutch and kick-start £68 5

NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p. Ace Racer,

2-speed special engine £78 15

"PLUS ONE
A Single or Double-ssater

Sidecar at will.

99

'l'-^--^
-'

1 any ono'Specification. Sidecar body and chassis uini

of the six stajidard coloars). Coverall apron, coniplt:Le with tuni-

buttous. Adjustable lamp bracket. Aluminium step plate. Self-

locking sidecar wheel stand. 26in. or 28in. wheel tyre. Four point
suspension, complete with steel sidecar lugs for attachment to

Keading Standahd, Sunbeam. 34 & 8 h.p. Zenith, Enfield,
Hahley DavidSON, Triumph, Douglas. 4h.p. Blackbdrnk,
8 H.p. B.S.A.. i & 6-7 HP. RUDGE, 6 H.P. HENDERSON, EX-
CELSIOR (AmericaiO. British Excelsior, Indian. Ace,
Matchless, A.J.S., James. Etc., Etc.

RETAILERS AND WHOLESALERS. PLEASE NOTE,

B28

TO THE PUBLIC, YOUR DEALERS CAN SUPPLY.

89, Great Portland St., LONDON, W.l

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR

SCOTT Combination, good
Gillett, 9, Spencer Rti.,

SCOTT 35/4h.p.,
adjustment;

CYCLES FOR SALE.
Pudge.

1 Q20 (December) Rudge I.Q.M., lamps, horn, tools,
Xt? spares, licence, insurance, plating untouched,
appearance and condition as new ; £69.-9, Cart-
wright Rd., Chorltcn-cum-Hardy, Manchester. [X0466

1?65.—T.T. I.O.M. 3Vjb.p. Rudge Multi, 50 m.p.li., SO^ in.p.g., uiileiige between 2,500 and 3,000, con*

ecientiouslj' nin in, Runranteed (in writing) 1 920 , not

ridden till April, 1921, nnd sound; ride lair distance

to prospective owner.—166, Church Rd,, Upper Nor-

wood. [3894

RUDGE Multi, 3!^. p., 1920, late, brand new
Lucas lamps, electric rear, new spare belt in

leather case, horn, tax, knee grips, starter, full T.T.

bars, in brand new condition, tyres unpunctured, very

economical and reliable; £70.—Willis, Shotley Castle

Rd., Weybridge. L3929

Syare Parts:

SEE Banister and "Botten's Adverti.senient for Riidpe
' spares under Parts and Accessories. [3865

Scott.
running order ; £48.—
Acton. [3748

1913, good condition, but requires
£-20.—Hibbs, 13, Portway, Frome.

[4107

SCOTT Combination, 1915, wind screen, Klaxon, and

electric light; £55, or nearest.—20, Denison Rd.
Ealing. v [379£

SCOTT 3%h.p., water-cooled, fast, powerful ; ±48
,

tnke older machine part.—57, Kenbury St., C:iui ,

berwcU, London. . . -- I384f I

£38, or best offer secures 1914 Scott, Millford side

car, lamps, horn, licensed, insured lor £85.-145
Lenndcr Rd., Brixton Hill, S.Ay.2. (371(.

1 C|20y'. Scott Combination, as new, perfect condition
JL«7 electric lighting, Easting, etc.; ^110, no oHers.-

Box 6,806, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4151

19 Scott, engine No. 3805, and Dunhill sidecai

lamps, spares, excellent order, trial; £65.-
Sealey, 88, Princes Av., Watford. [310'

SPORTING 1920 Scott, as new, purple Ace discs

electric lighting, full equipment, fast; accep
£80.-122, Lower Mortiake Rd., Richmond. [400

1 Q 20 (late) Scott, semi-T.T. bars, flcce£sorie= , 3ij

-LU tyres, splendid condition; good bargain, £&5.-

Frank Smith, Undenvcod, Morton Banks, Keighley.
[404'

COTT 1919 (late) Combination, Easting, acce (

sories, nice outfit, splendid condition; £85.--

Pindar, Court Farm, Aylton, Ledbury, Herefordshiri
[387

F.O.C.H. have 1920 Scott Combination, tax paiei

excellent condition; £113.—Fair Offer Car Hcus?]

5, Heath St., Hampstead {nr. Hampstead Tuli
Station). [368j

VERY Special Sporting Scott Combination, wor(i

sending for particulars and pioto; bargain

cleor; excellent reason for disposal; London district.

Box 6,772, c/o The Motor Cycle. [35?

SCOTT 1919-20 Combination, in very special cond-i

tion double lubricator; cash, exchange, or d
ferred; £88.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmit:^
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [41£

1 (Q15 Scott, with roomy snorting sidecar, engine ove

Xt/ hauled bv makers this summer, appearance ve

good, mechanicallT perfect, fully equipped, lamps, spare

£60.—Rimisay, 93, Sussex Rd., Watford. [35'

COTT.—Immediate delivery latest models- standa;

model, £130; Squirrel, guaranteed 60 m.p.l

£130; deferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brat

shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X04JJ

1 (ft 21 Scott, Magdyno lighting, electric horn, sp«
Xt/ ometer, mileiige 500, splendid turnout; also 19

234h.p. Douglas, K.S., clutch, wind shield-i. elect

light, mileage 2,000; offers.—Coombes, Grove Park T
race, Harrogate. [32'

Syare Parts:

COTT Riders !—We are always at your service. A
part; any repair; any sort of help. 12 years

Scott experience. Hundreds of satisfied customers

Ward Motors, Ltd., the Scott Specialists, 32, Hnat
St.. Bradford. [07

Singer.

INGER 1912 4h.p. Combination, practically

coachbuilt sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch, full lai

set, tax paid, in perfect condition throughout, smi

and fast tyres very good; £34.—R. Watson, Victo:

Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [41

19^

S^

S^

s-^

s^^

Sparkbrook.
SPARKBROOK 2?ih.p. Lightweight, new; usual pi

£64, price to clear £60.—M.A.A., Ltd., 89, Vi

more St., W. [4(

Sun.

SUN, 1919 fixed geared model, 234h.p. "Villiers

gine, tax paid, good condition; £32.—Parke
Brodshawsate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Mont-hes

STJN-VILLIEBS 2»/ih.p., o.h.i.T., 2-speed and clut

T.T. bars, very fast, cheap for cash; £32/11
Newnham Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed., v

'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM 1919 SVih.p. Combination, complete 5i

lamps, etc.—Vincent, Hemsworth Lane En
Wakefield. P

fee

3

Alotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

19 Sunbeam SVbh.p., absolutely as new, very
posh ; a snip, £100.—Jones Garage, Muswell

Hili. London, [3014

1 (Qie SVab.p. 3-speed All-chain Sunbeam and Sidecar,
-*-<-' ejct-cllent order, 2 new tyres; £85.—C. Barton
Cliipbaui, Yorts. fOVlfl

T-fJ'^O Sunbeam 4h.p., lully eauipped, fitted with
-j-«/ sidecar, all absolutely as new; a real bargain.
£125.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [3010

SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 1918, SVi'b.p., many extras,
electric lighting, sijecial mudsbields, complete

tool kit, etc.; £100.—Lubbock, Peterhouse, Cambridge.
[3657

HALIFAX.—Sunbeam 1921 new 3V-b.p. touring, 135
gns. ; 3'/oh.p. sporting, 130 gns.; reduced prices;

eschangeis quoted.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[3907

1021 Sports Sunbeam, unscratched; sacrifice £125.
X*/ or exchange Triumph and cash.—Jackson,
Heatherlea, Grappenhall Rd., Stocktonheath, Warring-
ton. [3981

NO. 1 Sunbeam Sidecar, screen, apron, mat, soiled,
42 gns.; S'/ih.p. Sunbeam, unregistered, stored

3 years, excellent condition, £ 95.—Dosser, Slingsbv,
Malton. [4136

RELIABLE Combination, 1920 (July), sy^h-p. Sun-
beam, HA.H. electric lighting, tax paid; owner

^bought car; £125, or offer.—Coulson, Watton Abbev,
:Crans\vick. [4025

jQLTNBEAM, 1919, SV^h.p., only done 4,500 miles.O eltctiic lights, Bonniksen speedometer, leg guards,
and luggage box; £100.—E. Rotherham, 27, Spon St.,

Coventry. [X0364

10)19 SVsh.p, Sunbeam Conibiuation, engine just ovui-
XiJf hauled, splendid condition, mileage 3.500, sidecar
..ittle used; trial welcomed; offers over f110.—Poole,
Ehvorth, Sandh.ich. [3454

1Q21 Sunbeam Sy^h.p. Touring Model, guaranteed
«/ not run 100 miles, eou-al to new in every le-

ipect, fully licen.sed; £135.—Julian, 84, Broad St..

leading. 'Phone: 1024. [3483

^UNBEAM Combination, 1914, 3-speed, Cnnoe'et
^ ^ide?ar. in splendid order; bargain, £62/10.—
intferwoiths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

Phone: Streatham 2813. [4053

:;jrXBEAM 3Uh.p. Combination, 1921. Lucas Mas-
.-' dvno, Cowev horn, Bonniksen, tax, insurance, nb-
ilutplv perfect; cost £210, price £163; London.—Box
.758. c/o The Motor Cycle. [3489

^T'XUEAM Combination, 1919. Sunbeam sidecar, 3-

^ .-ipeeci and reverse, all ch^iin drive, lamps an^l

£85
. , -. , Jamps an^l

-Butterworths' Gacage, 64, Mill Lane.
ri>;ton Hi!l. Thone : 2813. [4054

•h.p. 1920 Sunbeam Combination, Lucas dynamo
!* lighting set. electric horn, speedometer, interchange
heels and spara. hood, screen, luggage grid, all re-

ntly overhauled and in most excellent condition;
i 145.-Moxhams. Newport, Mon. [3350

n'XEEAM 1919 4h.p. Sporting Canoelet Combinn-
' tion, new tyres, all accessorie.s, fast, economical,
iier bought ear; neare.-t £95; by appointment.

—

vIt, 65, AltenbuTg Gardens, Clapham Common,
^'- [3474

919 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, J.A.P. engine,
Lucas dynamo lighting, spare wheel, hood,

•^•=n. all in good condition; ^160, or exchange good
htweight and cash.—Williams, 19, Portland St.,

leltenham. [X0470

UNBEAM.—Immediate delivery latest models, re-

duced prices; S.'^h.p. standard model, 135 gns.:
li p. sports model, 130 gns. ; deferred payments if

ji ,.,]._ParkeT's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
niisgate, Manchester. [X0428

UNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, dynamcr lighting,
,-pare wheel, hood, wind screen, speedometer,

re,-, in perfect condition; £180, or nearest offer;

vate owner. Sir Malcolm Murray.—Can be seen at
k s Garage, Sunningdale. [4026

919 SVih.p. Sunbeam Combination, winner Reliance
Cuii. 1919, many golds, perfect order. Easting,

?fTie side, tail, acetylene head, Lucas horn, Cowey
edometer. Sunbeam shields, sprockets, spares; £125.
8, Borrowdale Rd., Liverpool. [3436

TANTEU, purchasers lor any model of new 132;
• Sunbeam motor cycles and comhiDations, for

nediate delivery. Tour present machine tnken iti

t exchange; full market vnlue allowed.—R. Enm'^pr
1 Co., Ltd., 2. Eaetbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607

UG., 1921.—SV^b.p. Sports Sunbeam with sportin™
coaclibuilt sidecar, engine No. 150/14327/S, ^raall

eage solo, ele-^tric lighting, trip speedometer, whole
fit a'* new, spares; ofiers over £140; trial by ap-
Qtment.—Gardner, 14, St. Swithun's Terrace, Lewe?.

[3540
UNBEAM 8h.p. 1921 (June) Combination. 3

lamps, horn, and spare wheel, 5 tvres, tori-!, spares.
insurance to .Trme. 1922. under 3,000 miles; owner

ing up through ill-health; £210, or nearest offer;
mouth district.—Box 6,791, c/o TJic Moi4rr Cvch

1:3677
JNBEAM 2^.4h.p-, special racing model, very fast,
comnlete with Bonniksen speedometer, set of spare

dguards, small, and large petrol tanks, 4 sprockets,
re gears, 2 pistons. 3 new comDiete valves and chain,

£110.— G. Stephenson, " Tlie Rhuddlan," 20a,
>lannde, Scarborough. [3506

All letters relating to advertisements shou
Motor Cycles

"ciESs^Z^E^

iSilcisi

END OF SEASON

S A I^ E^

ENORMOUS
REDUCTIONS
CLEARANCE COVERS.

DON'T LET THIS CHANCE
pass, because we shall be un-
able to repeat at these prices.

26 X 2.

Rodace Ribbed 17/9

26 X 21.

\^'ood-Milne Special 26/9
Wood-Milne Combination .. 39/-
Rom Rubber Non-skid 29 / -

Pedley 3-Rib 35/-
Pedley 3-Rib Extra Heavy .

.

39/6

26 X 2J.
to fit 26 X 2^ rim.

Palmer Cord Heavy 35/.
Dunlop Rubber Stud W.D.. . 37/6
Hutchinson Passenger 33/6

26 X 2}.

Heavy Rubber Non-skid .... 25/-
Extra Heavy Rubber Non-skid 29 /-

26 X 3 for 2J rim.

Hutchinson Passenger 42/8

28 X 3.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy .

.

29/9
Goodrich Safety Tread 52/-

650 X 65.

Wood-Milne Heavy Key Grip 41 / -

Lightweight Fluted .

.'.

26/6

Nevsr Tubes.

26 X 21 7/-
26 X 2| 8/6
28 X 3 8/-

PIKE TYRE and
RUBBER Co., Ltd.,

The TYRE HOUSE,
S3, Theobald's Road,
HOI.BORN - W.C.I

•Phone: Museum 1 543.

id quote the number at the end ol each
dvertised by private owners are, when
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MOTOR CYCLES HOR SALE.

Sunbeam.
21 Sunbeam. T.T. model, mileage under 1.000.
enamel and plating unscratched, Cowey horn,

aluminium number plates, perfect, fast, silent; £134.—Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Berks. [3207

1 021 (JulyJ 3y;..h.p. Sunbenm. Coniljination, in perfer t
-*-^ condition, fitted with acetylene himps, ond nil
latest improvements; price £170, or near ofler. cost
£220.—Pact, EdgehiU, Devonshire Av., Grimsby. [X0514

Triumph.
pEEMIEB Motor Co. lor neir Triumphs.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at reduced 1922
pricee.

'T'rPE H.. ah.p.. 3-speed, £105; Tvne 8.D., chain
J- drive, £115; Tj-pe L.W., lightweight, £65; sidecars
from £20 to £50; easy payments onlv 4% extra. Bur
direct from the Triumph Specialists, Tiie Premier Motor
Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0627
CROSS. Rotherham, can supply any model Triumph

from stock at list prices. ' ' [X0517
3ih.p. Triumph, tax, electric, perfect running order;

2 £20.-10, Briscoe Rd., Merton. [3805
TRIUMPH, good running order; £18; genuine bar-

gam.—70, Baring Rd., Lee, Kent. [3945

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p., beautiful condition, nil accis-
sories.—41, Gateley Ed., Bri.xton, S.W.9. [3442

TRIUMPH 3iih.p.. 3-speed. clutch (hub); £35:
evenings.—18, Wellington St., Woolwich. [3599

"I
Q14 Triumph, 3-3peed hub gear model, complete,

-it/ lamps, etc^; £39.—Cross, Agent, Eotlierham.
[S0515

TRIUMPH, 1914. absolutely perfect, splendid con-
dition: best offer.—119, Brecknock Rd., N.19.

[3759
TRIUMPH, new 1921. C.S.. lamps, etc.; £85; quick

sale.—Wilton, White Swan, Upper Norwood.
[4294

TRITJMI*H 3V2h.p., good condition, all accessories;
£oO, nearest.-Apply, 180, Whitehill Ed., Ellis-

1
town. [X049S
DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph, all-chain

combination, £175; Babv 2-stroke, *70; from
stock. [0623
COUNTERSHAFT Triumph. 1921 engine nnd gmi

bos. lully guaranteed; £75.-33, Hackford Ed.
Bri-xton. [3412

3ih.p. Triumph, drop frame and tank, perfect;
2 £33.—Simpson, Orchard Rd., Sunbury-on-

j

Thames. [3728

TRIUMPH 1916 Countershaft Combination, in ex-
cellent condition; £57/10.-217, Bebize Ed..

Kilburn. [3821

TRIUMPH Grindlay Combination: £95: deposit
,

system only.—Oakford, Jordan Well Chambers,
I

Coventry. [X0567

TRIUMPH, 1913-14. clutch, guaranteed perfect
throughout: best cash offer.—57, Stopford Rd..

Plaistow. [4179

1 Q14 Sporting 4h.p. Triumph. S-speed, clutcti, P.S.,
-Lt/ all on; £45, oSeis.-Suffleld, 113a, High Ed..

:
Streatham. [3511

|lQ20 Triumph, Model H, countershaft well
X«/ equipped, as good as new; £75.-17, St. Charles

1^
Sq.. W.IO. [2759

TRIUMPH, SViih.p.. free engine, well equipped, good
order, licensed; £25.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,

Ij Wealdstone. [4032

TRIUMPH 3'2h.p., 1913, S.A. 3-speed and clutch,
. excellent order; £35/10.—169, Commercial St.,
I Aberbargoed. [5926

BRAND New Shop-soiled Triumph 4h.p., Model
S.D., chain drive; £110.—Jones Garage, Muswell

Hill, London. [2999

£45.—Triumph combination, 3-3peed, K.S., lomiw,
horn, tax paid, good condition.—W.H., 36. Birk-

, beck Av., Acton. [3450

TRIUMPH 1912 3"„h.p., splendid order; £25. or
uearest ; bargain.—Tindles, Motor Works, St. Jolm's

Chapel, Weardale. [X0497

TRILTMPH 3'/2h.p., Bosch mag., Senspray, good tyre?,
lamps, etc., good condition.—Eastaugh, Highbury

House. Saxmundham. [3549

TRIUMPH. C.S., new this year, all details new;
offers; letters only.—Powell, 1, Linslade Villas.

Dorset Rd.. Eltham. [4295

TRIUMPH Combination. 4h.p. countershaft, excel-
lent oouditiou. tax, insured; £68; evenings.—115,

Tuam Ed., Plumstead. [3780

1 Q14 3-speed Triumph, lamps, horn, tax- paid, good
-JLJ^ condition, any trial; £42,—Guy's Retreat,
Buckhurst Hill, Essex. [3288

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p. and Dunhill sidecar, fully

equipped: £90, or exchange new light car.—41.
Lovelace Ed.. Suibiton. [2480

3ih".p. Triumph Motor Cycle, 3-speed. with sidecar
2 chassis, in good running order ; £33.—Fellowea,

15, Union St., Sheffield. [i499

TRIUMPH Junior. 1920, splendid condition, water-
proof suit, accessories, complete; £52.—Smith. 47.

High St., Wellington, Salop. [3553

advertisement, and the date of the issue

desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
.Trinmph.

"JQ19 Triumph 4h.ii. and .Sidecar, S-speed. countc
J-tf sliaft model, fully equipped; £110.—-lone.

91

Gajp.gc. Muswell Kill. London. [3016

TRIUMPH. 1913. Slili.p.. clutch model, renovated,
splendid running order; £37.—23, St. George's

Rd., St. Margarefs-on-Thames. [3826

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, Duuhill ddec.Tr, fuKv
-^ *^ equipped, tax paid, guaranteed peifejt; snip,
£115,-33, Ilackfoid Eel., Brixton. [3411

3ilj.p. Tiiampli Combination, 3 speeds, free e-^.^iuc,

2 cluteh, uew No. 2 Montgomery sidecar; £52.—
Wljiteley, Gas Works, Kirkburton. [X.0407

TRIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, in perfect order,
lamps, fully equipped; £S0.—204, Ladbroke

Grove, W.IO. 'Phone: Park 5541. [4002

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, 4h.p., connterdialt fliive. 5-
speed, good condition, new tyre; £60.—View Dr.

Hopkins, Stroud, I-'reshwater, I.W. [4267

TRIUMPH 1911 Combination, 3-speed Armstrong,
hand and foot clutch, accessories, tax paid; £48.

—Edwards, 125, Catford Hill, S.E.6. [4066

IQie 4h.p. Trinmph 3-spced Countershaft, lu'lv
-«-" eanipped, tax paid; £47/10.-28, Woodtord Ed.
Forest Gate. 'P.hone: Stratford 2598. [4078

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.~
3V2h.p. 1913 Triumph, all accessories, tax paid

:

£40; no extra charge for easy tonus. [4210

"1Q21 Triumph and "C.B. Sidecar, Easting .=ore,e:i,
-ttf F.R.S. electric lamps, tools, like new; £130.—
Haste, 8, Queen St., Eawdon, near Leeds. [3724
fTlEIUMPH Late Countershaft Combination, Ea.4iuf,
J- lamps, overhauled, fine outfit, splendid condition

;

£70. oHer.-Box 6,796, c/o T!ie Motor Cycle. [3712

"IQ19 4h.p. Triumph Combination, with lamps and
J-*' all accessories, splendid condition; £90. or
offer.—Gordon, Tregenna Mead, Eastbourne. [3606

TO 19 Triumph Countershaft Combination, lamps,J-^ Cowey horn, speedometer, any trial, tax paid;
£85.—Gny's Retreat, Buckhurst Hill, Essex. - [3287

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., countershaft, coach-
built sidecar, perfect order throughout; £67/10.

—Owen, 59, Scholciield Rd., Upper Ilollcway. [X0525

TRIUMPH Late 1919 Combintaion, Mills-Fulford,
siieedoraeter, lamps, etc., perfect condition, little

used ; what offers ?—C. H. Pizey, Royston, Herts. [3368

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p. Countershaft, new Gloria side-
car, lamps. Klaxon, perfect condition, tax paid;

£112.-30. Norliury Court Ed., Norbury, S.'nM6. [3534

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., 3-sneed countershaft, Lucas
lamps, very pood condition; £57/10.—28. Woorl-

iord Ed., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Strafford 2598. [4077

TRIUMPH Countershaft S-speed Combiuaticn. in

fin-t-cla&s. condition; £75, or exchange lightweight
and cash.—97, Waldegrave Rd., Te;ldington, S.W.

[3377
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-

2Vih.p. Triumph .Junior, tax paid, fully insured,
all accessories; £55; no extra charge for easy terms.

[4209
TKITTMPH Combination, 1919, Gloria, perfect con-

dition, auv trial, tax paid, lamas, disc wheels;
bargain, £120, or offer.- (Vhite, 156, High St., Merlon.

[3902
COUNTERSHAFT Triumphs,-Only a few W.n. ma-

chines left, fully renov.ated and guaiauteed ; do not
miss this opportunity^ £65.—33, Hackford Rd.. Brix-
ton. [3413

TRIUMPH, .all chain, 1921. mechanically perfect,
frame, tyres likewise, mileage 2.000. acce?i~nries,

spares; £95. — Y.D., 23, Colliugham Place, Earl's
Court. [2065

LATE 1918 Triumph, 3-Bpeed, K.S., Kaiups, hern,
Tan-Sad, etc., thoroughly overhauled; any examina-

tion or trial 2 up; 60 gns.—Fox 102a, Church St..

Chelsea. [3964

"I CfelS Triumph Countershaft Combination, renovated
-L«7 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmey, K.S.. Ea,stinf.
lamps and spares; £90, or offer; mornings.—29, Sr.niali

Ed.. N.W.2. [3444

TRIUMPH 1919^,4 4h.p. Countershaft, 3 speeds,
speedometer, new tyres, fully eanipped; 82 gns.,

bargain; exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester
Rd., S.W.7. [3320

£125.—Trinmph Gloria combination, 1920, screen,
hood, Tan-Sad, electric lighting and gas, spares,

beautifully equipped. After 5.30 p.m.— 3, AVvatt Rd.,
Highbury, N.5. [3447

TRIUMPH Combination, Nov., 1918, with n«w cylin-
der piston, back wheel. =inocket3, Grindlay 1920

sidee<ar with spring wheel; £80.—AVebster and Bennett,
Poleshill, Coventry. [S0393
/CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. All
^-^ models in stock ready for immediate delivery.

—

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End,
Croydon. 'Phone : 2624. [1348
T-lRIUMPHS.-We are the North London agents, and
-»- can deliver from stock for cash, deferred pay-
ments, or exchange.--Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and
Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. t0382
TRIUMl'H 3V2h.p., very fast and reliable, recently

overhauled, rebushetl, and re-enamelled, new belt,
pood tyres, all on

: £32. bargain.— Gibbon, Hu-ifnu
r,]idge, King's Langlcy, Herts. [34 62

FROM SEPT. 1st.

I OUR RE-CONDITIONED

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
HI

DOUGLAS
I MOTOR CYCLES

j
are reduced to

55 Guineas
In order to clear the re-

mainder of our stock of
approximately

50 Machines.
They are the standard W.D.
2| h.p. 2-speed machines
completely rebuilt.

Practically indistinguishable
from new. Over 50% new parts,
including new tyres, belt, chain,
carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all parts of the country

Supplied wi-th bags, tools,
and pump, or completely
equipped with lamps and

horn, 3 Guineas extra.

Special Terms for Deferred
Payments.

Special Terms to Trade.

DOUGLAS
FRAMES
2J h.p, and 4 h p.

RENOVATED,
STOVE ENAMELLED,

TESTED.

-lO-O
each.

I Carriage Extra .

I Write for full list of surplus
Douglas parts.

MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SAl.K.

Triumph,

-j Q14 Trinmph,
J- *y liaiiled and

r^OMBIN-ATION W'oilh 6ceiii'r.—1919 Trmmpli, -

^^ splendid condition, Henderson Aern =idecnr (roMoli-
biii]tl, aJl fl<oeEso^i^f6, disc wheel?; £120, or ueur offer.
—86. Culverdeu Ed., Balham, S.W.12. [3710

j Q21 TTinniplj Jnnior 2Vili.n., 2-sre«d, 2-Rtroke,
-L«/ comjilete uith lamps, horn, tax paid, splendid (-ou-
dition; £47.—Klce, Ltd., 15-16, Biahopsgate At., Caniu-'
mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: A-venue 5548. [0077

TRIUMPH 1912 Sjih.p. T.T. Model, fitted lat'st
dropped frame, new tyres, fully equipped, tax

paid, fast machine; £35.—Parker's, Bradshawgate.
Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X0432

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p. Combination accessories, con-
--«.' dition as new, mileage 1,000, tax and insur-
ance paid, nny trial; £110; private sale; owner going
abroad.—120, iNorthview Rd., Priory Rd., Hornsey.
«.8. [3806

TRIUMPH, 1920, just overhauled by the makers,
frame and tank re-enamelled, new Lucas lamp

set, machine as new; a gift at £85; owner bought car.
—Seen at Melrose and Co., Victoria Rd., SLanford-le-
Hope, Esse?;. [3336

3-speed, chitch, engine just over-
gears, receipt to show, with 1920

Parsons coach sidecar, cost £30, all new tyres, fully
equipped, any trial; bargain, £50.-128, London Rd.,
K-ing's Lynn. [4213

TRIUMPH.—Latest modek iu stock, reduced prices;-

Model H, chain-cum-belt, £105; model H. all-

chaia, £115; 2'4h.p. Junior, £65; deferred payments
if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Boltcn; also 245, ,

Dcansgate, Manchester. [X0424

"I CI2l Triumph, type SD, roller chain, registered July,
~M.tJ neaiiy as new also Paragon folding aidecur,

£125, or sell separately; 1915 Douglas, renovated by
Douglas Motors?, Ltd., Al mount, £55, or near offer.—'

71, Warwick Av., Bedioid. [40493

1 Q17 Ti'iumph, renovated 1920, hand clutch, coach-^
i "t/ built Canoelet sidecar, new 1920, speedometer,
many accessories, insured, tax paid ; owner shortly

.

leaving for India; any trial; £75, or offers.—F.
Champion, Heatherside, Hoisell, Woking. [3416

TRIUMPH, something appealing to speed mer-
chants, -machine fitted B.S.A. engine, single-

speed, specially tuned, very hot on hills, Philipson,
large copper exhaust, T.T. bars; bargain, £58/10.—
Goad, 122, -Maida Vale. Phone: Hampstead 1353.

[4261
TRIUMPH oiAh.p., Bosch watertight, Grado gear,

free engine, kick starter, eplendid order, goc<l.

tyres, fast, powerful, guaranteed, lamps, tools, with

bull tous back coach sidecar, .?ide door, wind screen

;

trial; bargain, £32.—Stepney Garages, 77, Sulmon?.

Lane, Stepney. [376S':

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 19211
Triumph motor cycles and combination.^:, foi

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken ir

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance nc

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0646.

Spare partj,
^

TRIUIMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8
Bond St., li^aling. [399(

TRIUMPH Spares sent per return from stock
Call, writ-er, or 'phone 4042.—G. H. Tucker

Eedciiffe Hill, Bristol. [229

PARE Parts.—HackfOld Engineering Co. for an
Triumph countershaft spore, always in stock.----

33, Hackfoid Rd., Brixton.
'

[341.

;

S^

1 Q14 Slab.p. Triumph Free Engine Wheel, com
J- *y plete, £5/10 ; bottom back stays, 21/-.—Brem
ridge, Haileybury College, Herts. [36li.

TRIUMPH Parts.—Every part, any year, in stock-
new or second-hand, guaranteed serviceable. Er

cjose stamp for reply. Why not second-hand goods i

place of new while prices are so high 1 Half the price
satisfaction guaranteed,—Forocld Motors, 11, Forfiel

Place, Leamington Spa. [X053.' T

Velocette.

VELOCETTE 1920 2-stroke, 2 speeds, fully equippe(
as new; £42, bargain.—136, Ravensbury Rd

Earlsfield, S.W. [402

VELOCETTE, 1921, 2-speed, fully eanipped am
licensed, slightly soiled onlv : £52/10.—TJie Laytc

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 Oxfon
[X057

VELOCETTE,- 1921, 3-speecl. clutch, special modt
This machine was prodTited at a cost of £1£

specially for racing purposes, and can attain a speed '

over 60 ni.p.h., and will lap Brcoklands at 54 m.p.
Unusual onpoitunity for competition riders. Offers i

vited.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxfoi
'Phone: 581 Oxford. [SCSI

ASTOUNDING Offer of a few ne^ slightly showroo
soiled Velocette 1921 models at enormous redv

tions: Model D.2, 2i.4h.p., 2-3peed, internal expandii
brakes to both wheels, mechanical lubrication, all lat(

inipTOvements, £55 ; Mod?) D.3, 5-speed, £62 ; Moc'

'E'

'E\

'iM

D.L.2, lady's open frame, £55; easy payments only A

extra. Wiite for our special end of season clearan
bargain list.-

mingham.
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., B

[X05
Verus.

1 020 Varus 23,^h.p., horn, lamps, 2-«peecl, kfik

±*7 clutch, tax paid; £40.-63, Stewart Rd., Bourn
mouth. [3~

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOil CYCLES
Verus.

"I
Q20 Verus 2'4h.p,

JLt/ lamps, etc.;

Newark.

FOR SALE.

in perfect cider, small mileage,
£38.—W. Evans, Collingliam,

[3612

1 Q20 2^jli.p. Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs,
JLtf enamelled black, tax paid;_ £70.—Shepherd,

\7-ERUS, 2-/4h.p.

K.S.. clutch.

Enfield Highwpv. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0656

Blackburne, late 1920, 2-speed,
ridden about 450 miles, indis-

tinguishable from new; £72, or nearest.—68, High
Lane, Chorlton-cum-flardy, Manchester. [3412

1 Q20 (Septembsr) 4h.p. Verus Blackburne, 3-sp?ed,
--*' Swan sporting sidecar, painted and lined to
match tank, screen, luggage grid, apron, step, electric
light throughout, speedometer. Ace discs, horn, etc.,

condition perfect, exceptionally smart sporting outfit

:

£115; small car wanted.—Harrison, Coddenham, Ips-
wich. [3356

V Indec
VINDEC-SPECIAL-J.A.P., late 1914, Sh.p.. 2-speed

combination, jMilford C.B. sidecar, with child's
seat and wind screen, complete with lamps, speed-
ometer, many spares, appearance good, mechanical
.ondition excellent, been carefully driven, ssen by ap-
oointment, Ealing district; £85, genuine bargain.—
Box 6,769, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [5562

WHIiamson.
WILLIAMSON Combination, Sh.p. w.o., 2 speedt;,

good Older; £78.-13, Epsom Ed., Leyton. [3892

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

mai\:ufacturers of
Accessories. Patents. Specialitses.
POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.

Set A1—For Solo Machines.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

"IQ14 Zenith Combinution, 81i.ri., tns and iusuraure
-L«7 pnid, excellent condition, drive awiiy; what ofters?
-55, Treniaine Ed., Aiierley. [3501
"I Q21 Zeiiith Sh.p. Sports, aoeessories, Tan-Sad, tax
J-t/ pnid, mileage 1,000; £85, or nenr offer.—29. Stpnui, mileage
Peter's Sq-. Hammer.smith, W.6. [1620

AVoII.

2-stroke, 1919,WOLF 2i4h.p
.'^haft. perfect condition; £33,

vay. Frome.

2-sv>eed, counter-
-Hibbs, 13, Port-

[4106

WOLF 2i4h.p., 1921, 2-speed, clutch, kick, horn,
lamps, tools, very little used; £45.-63, Stewart

td., Bournemouth. [3387

PH'OLF-J.A.P.. 2^h.p.. 2-speed countershaft gear
• box, electric lighting. Palmer tyres. Klaxon,

icensed, long exhaust, T.T. bars; genuine bargain,
22.-89, East Hill, Watdsworth. [4217

ST^'OLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thames,W and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies,
d invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South

ide, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton
417. [0508

Wooler
TtTOOLER, 1920, as nev?, iuHy equipped, very smart.
TT 21, Fordel Rd., Catford. [3999

(TTOOLER. 1921, tax pnid, enual new; £85. Call
VV after 5 p.m.— 1. Spencer Park, S.W.18. [3467

922 Wooler, latest 3-speed, chain drive, tax paid;
first offer £75.-66, Adelaide Ed.. W'est Ealing.

[4308
920 Wooler, all accessories, just overhauled, perfect

condition; £55, bargain.—Box 6,802, c/o Thi-
'otor Ci/clc. [4147
iTTOOLER (special machine), shop-soiled onlv; £75.—
yV —Applebee Bros., Wooler Agents, Church Hill.
althamstOTv. [3503
iTTOOLEE 1920 3h.p., first-olaes mechanical oondi-
'V tion. late 1920 model, fully equipped; £47/10.—
Ice, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. 10072

,X700LEE 2^4h.p., 1919, spring frame, mechanical
T lubrication, new engine, gears and mag. last
nnth, -done ICX) miles since, Pedley t>elt done 100
ties, tyre.s and enamel good, Pedley grips, 2 lamps
d generators, new Clavrit* horn, tools, pump, and
ire belt, tax paid; 65 gne.—Boi 6,734, c/o The Motor
-de. [3404

Zenith.
(AN GUY, Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early de-

livery all models. [0556

ENITH, 8h.p., clutch model, 1920, new, and fully
guaranteed ; £ 1 10.—Below

ENTTH-BPADSHAW, 1922 model; delivery from
^tock.—Below.

'ENITH, 8h.p., 1920, De Luxe sidecar, electric
lighting, acetylene lighting, disc wheels, clock,

eedometer, fully licensed, only run 800 miles, cost
T £200; £150.—Below.

ENITH, 1919 model, delivered 1920, sports
machine with sidecar; £75. — M.A.A., Ltd..

Qith Service Depot, 89, Wigmore St., W. [4028

20 Zenith 5h.p., K.S., clutch, Bonniksen, fine con-
dition.—Stokes, Elstiee, Herts. [5448

914 Zenith 2Vih.p., recently overhauled- £30,
ofler.—Hudson, Great Shefford, Berks.

9
[3382

h.p. Zenith Combination, splendid order, been well
cared for; £55; all on.—Harris, School, Koydon,

J6X. [3431
: ENITH Combination, 1915, 4h.p. J.A.P., Bosch;

£95.—Writ-e appointment. Owner, 48, Barmeston
,., Catford, [3744
ENITH Sh.p. Sports, condition as new, guaranteed;

bargain, £48/10, or exchange lower h.p.—217,
size Ed., Kilburn. [3820
il9 6h.p. Sports Zenith, perfect condition throu°^h-
\f out, fully equipped; £75, or near.—A. Eodway
Elm Ed., New Maiden. [3807

KANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, New St., Sir-
mingbam, for immediate delivery from stock of

lith-Biadshaw, price £118. [0711

Price as illustrated (less bulbs and wire) £6 7 6

I
Set B1

—

For Sidecar Combinations.

^^^

Price as illustrated (less bulbs and wirej £6150

Set CI—For Medium Solo Machines.

Pr'ce as illustrated (with bulbs—less wire) £3 15
H.A.H. COMPLETE REAR SETS.

Fig. 573, Rear Lamp. Fig. 560, Side Lamp,
7/6 each. 7/6 each.

Postage extra on the abme.

A. H, HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 2226. ' Keyage, Croydon."

&'

4 h.p. Zenith Ccuichltuilt Combin.ntion. enamelled rwl.

take 3 anywheie; bargain, £38, no otfers.—Dunk-
ley, Braokle.v, Northarantonshire, [3591

5 h.p. Zenith Oountersbaft Coachbuilt Combination, as
new, elec-tiic light, perfect condition ; any trial

;

£62/10.-6, Thirlmere Ed., Muswell Hill. (3445

ZENITH Twin, 1917, Canoelet sporting sidecar, elec-
tric lamps, I'almer cords : nearest £75 accepted.—

Adams, 14. Gilbert St., Museum St., W.C. [3465

5 -6b. p. Zenith Combination : £75 ; part escliange
lightweight, 2^4h.p. llonglas preferred, or good 2-

stroke.-J. Austin, 147, High St., Harlesden. [3564

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Sports Jlodel, very slightly used.
1921 licence paid: £90.—The Lavton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxtord. 'rhonei 581 O-xford. [X0582

105.—1921 8b.p. Zenith, countershaft model, prac-
tically new, insurance, accessories: sidecar, £10.

-Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.
[4015

ZENITH 1914 Sports Model. Bosch, Senspray,
F.R.S. spares, tyres, enamel, plating and engine

lierfect: £60, or offer.—Wadey, Five Daks, Billings-

hurst. [3933

ZENITH 4-51i.p. Counter.-ihaft, kick start, complete

with lamp.^, tax paid, guaranteed perfect :
£45.—

28. Woodford Kd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Stratford

2598. [4082

ZENITH 6-8h.p. Gradua Combination, 1919, mag-
nitlcent turnout- trial, appointnrent by letter;

£110, or nearest.—Box Villa, 157, Maybank Hd., South
Woodford. [3883

ZENITH-BR-4.D.SHAW 3','.h.p., immediate delivery:

exchanges: deferred payments.—Newnham Motor
Co . 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.S. 'Phone : Hammer-
smith 80. [4187

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Model, brand new, shop-soiled

only; £100; deferred payments if desrred.—

Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate.

Jfanchester. [X0435

ZENITH 5-6h.p.. late countershaft model. Swan
sidecar, unndden since completely reconditioned

September: £85, or exchange high power solo —2.
Norton Mews, Hove. [3763

ZENITH Combination, 8h.p., 1920, countel^sh.aft.

lamps, speedometer, discs, spares, grey finish,

winner gold medals; cffers.-Charleswoith, Kingsdale,

Stanmorc, Middlesex. L58b/

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Sports Model, complete with

lamps, horn, licence, and speedometer, perfect cori-

dition; flOO.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holyw'cll St,

Oxford 'Phone: 581 Oxford. [X0581-

1019 8h.p. Sports Zenith, lamps, horn, spares, in-

-L«7 eluding 2 covers, tubes, belt, valves, etc., licensed

and insured, excellent condition: £78. After 5.-Gale,

22, Deseaf;ins Ed., Dulwich, S.E. [3961

21 5h p. Zenith, indistinguishab'.e from new,

beautiful finish, mileage under 100, liceiLsea,

fully e.iuipped; real bargain, £95.-Lt. Bickmoie, 2.

Seymour Ed., Southfield-s S.W.18. [3790

19=

71

1 O20 Sh.p. Clutch Zenith and Sidecar, in perfect

JLjI condition, fitted Lucas lamps, T.T. bars; will

consider a late model solo and cash or ivill give cash

and above for G.N.-Letter, Newbold, 23, Melrose

Rd., West Hill, Wandsworth. [3362

LATE 1920 Bh.p. Countershaft Zenith De Luxe
Combination, mileage 1.400, magnificent sidecar,

equipped F.R.S. electric .lighting, horn speedometei.

bevelled discs, latest Brooks saddle; cost £214. accept

£110; unscratclied.-24, Balliol Rd., North I^ensing-

ton. L4uaa

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination, Lucas

head, rear, and sidecar lamps, horn, Cowey.

knee grips. Ace discs, luggage grid, indistinguishable

from new; £140; deferred payments if desired

-

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,

Manchester. [X0433

ENITH 1921 5h.p., sports model, Gradua gear,

every accessory. lamps, etc., in brand new con-

dition, mileage negligible, runs like a Rolls-Royce,

fast and flexible; accept £85 for quick sale; cost

over £130- tax paid; would consider lightweight

part.-R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, SuHolk.

JULY, 1919.—Sh.p. Clutch Model Zenith and "Swaa

sidecar, thoroughly renovated and in perfect con-

dition throughout, Miller aluminium side and fail with

Lucas generator, Klaxon, 2 spare tubes, makers' kit

with many extras and spares, unused retread on side-

car unused spare extra heavy Dunlop, Palmers, spars

Dunlop belt, pair Brooks' gaiters, tax and licence paid,

holder fitted, machine not used since end of last year;

£105 or close; sole reason for selling, ill-health.—

Brain'sby's Garage, Peterborough. [3274

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Douglas, condition and appearance as new,
very little used; 60 gus.—Goulson, Belvoir Rd.,

Coalville. [4134

TTEANK 'WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming-
X ham, for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. The most
suitable ladies' machine. Get list. [0724

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOH CYCLi:S FOR SALE.
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

2-spei;d, Iniiln, horn, etc.,LADY'S Velocette 2i«li
.

siilendid condition, licence ptiid: £35, or oflers.—
Mrs. C.lrroU, M.lrine Drive, Horn,sea. [S0410
"S 015 2^jilr.p. Lndj-'s Douyl.ns Coirsbination, 3-sree<l,
--«.' ilutcji. Jii,-k stmt, fnllv euniiiierl. gcod condition:
£55: -seiKmite.—AVest I'arm, ElHngLiiin, Le.ntlierl:e:K!.

T ADY'S Hobart, 1913, 2i5l!.p., 3-5peed.- clutch.
AJ lamps, horn, tools, tax, tyres new', condition and

I

appearance excellent; 24 gns.—74, Victoria EJ.. Stret-
ford, Manchester. [X0467

i

VELOCETTE, 1921 (Jnnc). lad.v's model. 2Mh.p.. 2-
speed, mechanical lubrication, all-chain, mileage

nnder 250, cost over £80, Brampton forks, aUiminium
legshields. footboards, B.B. carburetter, horn, tools,
repair outfit, plug, and tax; expert examination and
trial; £54.-10, Cross Rd., Lexden, Colihe:t3r. [3877

M
Miscellaneous.

ATCHLESS.

A Fl!lW Conibin;itions
"-^^ St,ind:ird model fl60, 2-seater 4165. spcrtiiit

offered at

pREAK. Motor, all new, 2K^h.p., E.I.C.. Ama
-»- T.T. bars, fast and .^nofty ; £60.-1, Fovtni
N.19. -

reduced piic
ouiijuiud iiimipi aiiou, ii-seater £165, spc

£150: frriidu'd iiavmeuts 5% on balance onlv ^T T::~--el]
la, Rlooinfiekl Ed., Plumstend.

'

[5374

, discs.
rtnam Rd.,

[3947

"PJOUGLAS with 2.*peed, £17: also Triniaoh 3iAh r-•-' £17: both good order.—Hall. Hcckman, -niet-
stone, London. [3542
Ty4N'DSW0ETH Motor Exchange.-Great bargains-
'» finest -^election motor cvcies, ccxnbinations in
London.—Below.
"OTANDSWORTH.-Easy terms. Ride while yon
'' pay. Immediate delivery first deposit.-Beiow. '

Ti;-ANDSWORTH.-Kenilworth scooter, IV-h p , ma-^f lamps, licensed, runs splendidly; sacrifice 19'
gns.-Below.

* '

WANDSWORTH.-1920 T.D.C. de luxe. 2iih p"' lamps, licensed, fine iiinnicg machine- 55 -^ns
^llelow. ^

1^ANDSWORTH.-1920 beautiful Triumph coach-

1

'' bitrlt combination, 4h.p., 3spceds, lamps- q-
ens.—Below.

TyANDSWORTH.—1920 lovely Rudg.
*» built combination, hood screen. 1—Belcw.

ry-ANDSWOETn.-1920 Scott coachbuilt ccmbna-" tion, water-cooled, lamps, Klaxcn, p'-actica"vnew: 96 gns.—Below. .
i

-

TyANDSWOETH.-1919 P. and it. coachbuilt com-v bination. S'/ih.p.. 2 speeds, kick; cheap, cjfe-:—Below-

WA.NDSWORTH.-Magnificent F.N., lateH S-6'' pmade, 2 speeds, clutch, lamps ; 63 gn* —
Below.

TyANDSWORTH.-F.N. (late) 5-6h.p., waterprcci
»» Bosch, 2 speeds, clutch, lamps; 45 t,nc _

Below.

-TtTANDSWORTH. - Alldays - Matchless, splendid
T » coachbuilt combination, 3-speeds, countershaft

lamps: 62 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1916 beautiful Indian coachbuilt
combination, 7-9h.p., 3 siieeds, lamps; 69 en-

- Below.

W-\NDSVVORTH.—1916 Red Indian 5h.p. twin
speeds, kick, lamps; 52 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH,
5h.p. twin.

- ^ Multi coach-
tron, hood screen, lamps; 79 gns.

i

Rex coachbu
Bosch, 2 speeds.

it cwmbina-ticD.
lampis; 33 ^r.?.-

WANDSWORTH.-Royal EnBeld 3h.p. t\v:n. 2
speeds, kick, licensed; only 39 gns.—Belcw.

WAjSTDSWORTH.—Humber coachbuilt oouihinntinn.
S'/^h-P-, Bosch, 2 speeds, wants adiuc*inc: 23

gn?,—Below

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, SVoh.p., mag., good
tyres, drive away; bargain; 26 gn^.—Below.

WANDSWORTH—Zenith, 4h.p. XA.P., Gradna
gear, clutch, kick, newU- enamelled; 45 sn^.—

BeloAY.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, 3V2h.p.. Bosch. 5
epeeds, clutch, kick, nice machine; 46 gns.—

Below. . -

WANDSWORTH.—N.L.G., 3V.Ix.p. Peuge.ot . engine.
spring forks, drive away ; clearance. 1 5 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., 4V.h.p.. 4-cyl5.. Bosch, shaft
drive, wants attention; gift, 13 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. lightweight, 2i'4h.p., 2
speeds, shaft drive, wants attention; 16 gns.—

Below.

"YTTANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motoi
*J Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station).
Phone : Latchmere 4686. [3927
'RTEW Lightweight Motor Cycle, less engine, petrol
J.1 tank painted yellow with blue panel, sloping
top tube, 2-speed gear, tyres, belt, brakes, and all
controls, low racing bar?, wheels balanced, half back
mudguard detachable with carrier, suit either 247 or
293 c.c. J. A.P. or 348 c.c. twin J.A.P. ; a gift at £=;0
cost double.—T. Twentvman, Pickering, Yorks [4170

*SONs
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED,

Philipson's
Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
GEAR COMBINED WITH
FLY WHEEL for all two-

stroke engines. Only adds

about 2 lbs. to the weight of

your machine.

WE CAN SUPPLY TO
FIT SINGLE-SPEED LEVIS,

O.K., CALTHORPE, CON-
NAUGHT, AND SIMILAR
2-STROKE MACHINES.

The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

THE ONLY GEAR Vv'ITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Send tor Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.

No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to cliew tip.

What IS your make? Writs v

REDt-'CEE)
PRICE £7 7 Carriage

Paid.

Philipson & Co,, Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 40 years.)

'Grams: "Safety, Bolton." 'Phone: i47Eagley

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous-

New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys, Onip
escliangea entertained. Bootha

BAEGAINS.-
Qnadrants

:

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New 4y2h.p. Quadrant and eidecar,
£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BAIIGAINS.-1921 Eudge Multi, £85; 1921 A'/sh.p.
Ariel, fllO; 1921 7h.p. Ariel, £125.-Bootb8

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1921 RndRe Mnlti, run ^0 miles,
£75/10; J.E.S. motor set, for cycle, £10/5; 3Ii.p.

twin Humber, 3-speed, £18/15.—Booths Motories. Hali-
fax.

BARGAINS.- 31].p. Fafnir, £10/10: Si^h.p. N.S.0.,
£12/10; 5h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, £29/15; eh.p.

Clinter-Lea. Grado gear, £21/15.—Booths Motories,
Haliias.

BARGAINS.— 8h. p. I'remier and sidecar, £65/10;:
S'/oli.p. free engine Triumph, £26/10; S'.-^^h.p. P.

and M., 1914, £39/15.-Booths Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—4h.p, 1917 3-speed Douglas, £59/15 •
4h.p. 1920 3-speed Uonglas, £85/15; 1915 2^ih.p.

Dougias, £37/15; 1917 Douglas, £55.-Eooths Motories,
Halifax.

BARGAINS.— 6h.p. 3-speed Eudge. £40/10; 1921 2-
speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new 0-K., £38/18;

1921 2-speed O.K.. like new, £52/10 ; several shop-'
soileJ machines at reduced prices; exchanges enter-
lained, including' push cycles. " "Visit us.—Eootlis
MntotiPB. I'nitlacd Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [3301

1 Ql6 4i4h.p. Combination with Mills-Fulford side-

-L«' car and extra child's c^eat, all on,, licence; £80.—
Sandnms, 336, Gray's Iiih Rd., W.C.I. [0719

HALIAFX.— 50 second-liand motor cycle.;; and com-
biniilion*. Oners wanted. Get list. Cash or ex-

ihan-ge.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[3911 ;

DOUGLAS 2^';ih.p., also Junior Triumph, both in
excellent condition, all on, tax paid, accessories,

Triumph insured; would separate.—21, Haydon Park's
Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [3891',

IF Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy payments), sell,^

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-'

quirement5. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance im- :

material.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.
[3183 1

NEW Motor Cycles at End-of-.sea5on Prices.—Ealeigh :.

combination, 5-6h.p. ; Royal Ruby 3h.p. ; Wooler-i
Rrooklands model; Wooler tonrist model; and Hobart;
prir-e"? and details on application.—Clark and Co,,

Station E-d., Donenster. 'Phone: 176. [3561 :

SAiM E. CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich.—Previous
to stocktaking, we can offer some rare bargains

in new and second-hand motor cycles at end c! eeaaou
prices; exchanges, cash, or easy terms; write, call, or
phone Greenwich 751 -—San. E. Claphani | Motors),

27, Stockwell St., Greenwich. S.E.IO. [3180

F.O.C.n. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargain prices. Exclinnges arnrnged,

Any new cycle, combjnatiou, or car supplied, CAish or
easv payments.—Fair Ofl'er Car House, 5, Heath St.
Hiinipstead (nenr H.tnipstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[3689

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
LATEST Models Motor Cycles and Combinations for

hire, anv period —Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston
Rd. iMu-^eum 4827. 10706-

D.OUGIiAS Motor Cycle ajiJ Sidecar, week-end 50/-,

week lOO/-, no extras. Everv hirer pleased anci

satisfied.—Note new address : Eodwell, 11, Red Lion
P;i-^SLige, W.C.I. Teh: Chancery 7272. [^471

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.

Icr disposing o! motor <

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of
a good cheque if you sell your machine at t'

Palmer's Garage. __ _

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Thousands of men
iiave sold. their machines here.

PALi\llF:R'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction eale ever^

:

Thursday at 2. .

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction lee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve. 5/-; over £50 reserve,

}0/-. ,No garage charge is incurred until 7 days*
notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, will collect machine^
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m. [4166

B.S.A., Ariel, or. other big piiucle. See Exchange.—48,.
ii-A >ba'OUi--e E<t., Bromley, Kent. _ [3485

WANTED, 2^i-3'/i'h.p. bike, cheip. not earlier 1914.
-Rx;., 26, West Hill, Highgate. {411&

WANTED, gccd Morgan, combination, and Douglas.
-24, Ballioi Rd., North Kensington. [4044 ^

CASH on sight for several old solos or combinationB^
must be very cheap.-Write, 20, Tieen Av., Barnes -

[378B0
WANTED, 23^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, not earlierr

1913; about £30.—King, Egrove, Oxford.
[X0492;^

The pre-eminent place, •

clea.

will make you a cash

B32 All letters relating to advertisemsnts should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue-
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOn CYCLES WANTED.
iiQUNBEAM Sports, end oi season bargain.—Full par

;0 ticulars, Baines, Wigton St., Hightown. Man
'heater. [X0272

£100 offered privntely for 1920 Indian dynamo com
hinntion, enuipped.—Bos 6,778, c/o The Motor

:'!,ch: ^ [3567

WANTED, countershaft Triumph solo, not earlier

than 1918. for cash.—Maynard, Woolhampton,
:Reading. [3803

CJOLO Wanted, modern, light or medium weight, nny
O' condition, but must be cheap.—Write 11, Stirling

Rd., E.17. . [3742

WANTED. O-cyl., F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s. Hender-
sons.-Wandsworth Motor- Exchange, Ebner St^.

Wandsworth. [3151

COACHBUILT Combination, Humber and Roc gear
prefeirwl, about £25.—Ridgivay, Eagle Hotel,

Mablethorpe. . . [3550

WANTED, Red Indians, Harley-Davidsons.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth

Town Station). [3152

WANTED Urgently, modern lightweights, cash
waiting.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone

:

lampstead 1353. " [4262

WANTED, Henderson 4-evl. combination,- dynamo
lighting preferred. Send, full part.iculars.~287,

;;!t'ethorpe Rd., Grimsby. " " [3662

WANTED, 1921 A.J.S. or 8h.p. Sunbeam combina-
tion, dv-namo, good, condition; Midlandis.—Bos

i ;,790, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3676

rRIUMPH 1920 or 21 3-speed Countershaft Model;
state lowest price for spot cash and where seen.—

!-x 55, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0562

rSIAjNTTED, connter.shnft Triumnh, 1918 or later..

,
VV oomlition immaterial if ch^ap for cash.-30,

( Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [4048

COMBINATION Wanted, A.J.S., IMatchless, Siin-
<y beam, or -similar machine; light car". considered.
-Write, Thompson, 253, Munster Rd., Fulham. [3765

CASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices
^ given.—Write, "phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-
ington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.

[0604
ITTTANTED, good motor cycles and combinations for

\ VV cash ; alst) machines accepted for sale on com-
iission.—Ratchffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.

[0705
IXr T. DUNN, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I, re-

VV . quire unlimited qtiantity modern solos, com-
inations, Alorgans, light cars, etc.; top prices paid;
aih on sight.—'Phone : Museum 5391, write, or call.

[0332

P.
and M.'s, incomplete machines or parts required
immediately ; bankrupt stocks purchased : com-

inations and modern solo machines; cash waiting.—
amnn, Durham Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool, 'Phone:
rnterloo 296. [8508

rRIUMPH Combination, must be late model, chain-
cum-belt or all chain, s'tate fullest particulars,

t W.D. model.—Advertiser, 40> Carlton Mansions,
onLlon. W. [X0563

^ASH on Sight for new and second-ha.nd motoi
\ J cycles and combinations, any make or condition

' Call, write, or 'phone, Short and Glass, Ltd.. 485
^3, Upper Richmond Rd.. Ea^t Sheen, S.W, 'Phone :

ichmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

»125 Cash for 1920 Bat-Jap 8h.p. combination,
'' Cowey speedometer, Cowey horn, Cameo screen,
perfect order and good condition; will ride 50 miles
prospective purchaser.—Write, Box 6,807, c/o The

otor Cycle. [4153

TRIUMPHS.-W. T. Dunn. Ltd.. are special buyers
oi these machines, 1915 or later, single machines

quantities; spot cash on Eight.—Write, 'phone, or
11. W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
hone: Museum 5391. [0681

VANTED, any good motor cycle or combination, in
part exchange for any make of light car or com-

Dcition. Best possible price allowed.—Vivian Hardie
id Lane, Ltd., 23-24, -Woodstock St. (off Blenheim
.), New Bund St., London, W.l. Tel.: Mayfair 6559.

[0702
j^.O.C.H. pays highest prices for sound machines.

Bring the 'bus along and take the cash away;
changes arranged.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath
., Harnpstend (near Hamp.'^tead Tube St,^tion). 'Phone:
cimpstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[3690
'END Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
* Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash
fci- telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
ation, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lon-
n station. Machine can be included in auction

i
le i£ desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage, Toot-
g- [4159

i^OTOR Cycles sold on commission basis. Why
,'i waste time and money in useless advertising
,hen our expert salesmen are at your disposal,
jacious garages in central districts. Write now for
:rms.—Amalgamated Enginering Co., Ltd., 176d High
I.., Camden Town, London, N.W.I. [3195
:^ANTED.—Second-hand cars and motor cycles ac-
» tepteiin part payment for new machines. We will

vcent your machine at present market price and
ipply your new machine as required; cash paid up
' within deposit—The Exchange Specialists. Newn-
im Motor Co., 223,-Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone-
ammersmith 80. .rz:..: _ _ _

, [4200

Tel. No.:
Museum 3971.

J^j^ieS^^
HUGE REDUCTIONS
FROM 10% TO 25% DROP.

Money willingly refunded if not -more than satisfied.

All Goods sent on Seven Days' Approval against Remittance.
SURPLUS MANUFACTURERS' STOCK AND W.D.

24x2i.
Dunlop Heavy 22/6

- 26 X 2.

Palmer Cord He.ivv 31 /-

Wood-Milne E.xtra Heavy 29/-
26x21.

Dunlop Heavv 31 /-

Palmer Cord Heavy 31 /.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 23/6
Avon Sunstone 32/-
Goodyear Heavy Diamond 30/-
Bates Super Heavy -. 31 /-

26x25.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 40/-
Dunlop Heavy 34/6
Palmer Heavy Cord 34/6
Clincher Extra Heavy 30 /-

Avon Heavy Rubber-studded ....'.. 28/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/6
Moseley Heavy Ribbed 28/6
Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 28/6
Hutchinson Heavy Passenger 32/6

26x2Ax2i.
Clincher Extra Heavy 32/6
Extra Heavy Rubber-studded 30 /-

Heavy Rubber-siudded 25/-
26x2V for 21 Rims.

Dunlop Heavy 36 /-

Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 34 /-

Wood-Milne Special Heavy 30/-
700 X 80 (26 X 3) for 650 x 65.

Englebert Extra Heavy 30 /-

Englebert Super Extra Heavv 37/6
26x3 for 26x21 Rims.

Dunlop Combination 55 /-

Dunlop Extra Heavy 50 /-

Dunlop Heavy 42/6
Wood-Milne Heavv 30/-

650x65 for Voiturette Rims.
Dunlop Steel-studded 45 /-

Dunlop Grooved 39 /-

Avon Sunstone 37/6
Goodyear Extra Heavy 30/-
Burnett Grooved 25 /-

650x65 for Standard Rims.
Palmer Cord Heavy Light Car 42/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 30/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavv 35 /-

28x2! for 2i Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50 /-

Dunlop Heavy 42/6
28x3 for American Rims.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-
Dunlop Extra I-Ieavy ^ 50/-
Rom Combination 55 /-

700x75 tor 650x65 Rims.
Hutchinson Extra Heavy 50 /-

700x80 for 650x65 Rims.
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45 /•

700x85 Light Car Type for Voiturette Rims.
Engle!)ert Square 55 /-

TUBES. All sizes and makes. 7/6 each.

When ordering, please write distinctly

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, motor cycles and combinations lor cash.

—Write, call, or 'phone. Richmond Park Garage,
110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 14.
Phone: Putney 2622. [3811

TRICARS FOR SALE.
TEICAK, 2-.?eater, Sli.p., ivater-cooled, 3 speeds, hooil,

screen, lamiis ; £85.—Wrisht, C.P. and Co., Hri.x-
c? 1-1- o r-^KQ^ton, S.W.2. [3595

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayner, 10-12. George St., Blackpool.
• [5243

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for
invalid and disabled.—Particulars, ArK?on Enp.

Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2684

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALLS Auto-\Yheel, perfect condition ; £8, or near

oiier.-Major King, Bnngor-on-Dee, "Wrexliam.
[X0448

BICXCLE with Toiing's motor attachment, ne-vv. suit
lady or gentleman; accept £28.—Hayes, Purbrook,

Hants. [3610

AUTO-WHEEL, genuine Wall, complete, in good run-
ning order; £10.—Murray's, 57a, Charle,^ St.,

Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X0436

ECONOMIC Twin Engine, with 26x2 wheel and tyre,

dvnamo lighting and lamps ; reasonable offer.

—

309, Roman Rd., Bow. IDl [3391

YOUNG Motor Attachment and Cycle, complete,
new, licence paid, not done 100 miles.—Long, 7,

High St., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [3504

YOUNG Attachment, fitted special cycle, £22/10, per-

fect ; attachment only, special, wheel, complete,
£17/10.-Cross, 63a, Sparksholt Ed., Barking. [3652

1 (\19 Auto-Wheel, Model de Luxe, in perfect cou-
-Lw dition, fitted lady's 2-speed oil bath B.S..\. ma-
chine, together £24, or separate.—Taylor, c/o Appleton's
Boot Shop, 32, High St., Hailesden. [i535

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—3, Ken-

dall Mews, George St., W.l. [1442

AUTOPED. new condition (electric light) ; £13, cost

f30.-Elliott, 2, Hawkley Ed., Lies. [3953

SCOOTER, Kingsbury, saddle, 2h.p., good as new;
' £15.-Harrison, Abergele, North Wales. (4067

A .B.C. Skootamota, 1920; £15; including lamp--,

horn, disc wheels, insurance and tax.—Lynde, 7.

Bath Ed., Bu.xton. [37S7

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
iEM Aprons and Wind Screens r

vated from 51- upwards.—Below.
STOEM Aprons and Wind Screens repaired and reno

,,„ - - - , _ ,

sEND your enquiries and repairs to Hughes iind Co.,

224, Sherlock St., Eirmingliam. [X0540

HERCULES Hoods and Aprons. Write for list —
Hercules Hood Co., 698. Seven Sisters Rd., Totten-

ham.- - [1109

BEXT Hoops, Lood tittiiig:3, straps, turnbuttons,
twills, etc.; hardwood polished wind screens, 27/6.

—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, London.
[4257

CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut to any size.

3/- per eQ. ft ; carriage paid for cash.—The Essex
Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Rd., Leyton-
stone, E.ll. [0680

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of
hoods, screens and aprons. Send for list.

—

Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a. Marlborough Rd., Upper
HoUowav. N.19. [8632

BODIES.
SIDECAR Body. W.D. type; 30/- each.—Speechley,

86, Churchiield Rd., Acton, W.3. [3643
T3ENN0C Sidecar Bodies, actual manalacturers;
-tV 35 models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper HoUoway. N.19. [8633

I HAVE Several Bodies, soiled; prices from £4/17/6,
fitted free-—Edwardes. 277, Camberwell Ed., S.E.

[3874

BOX.ES to suit Tradesmen, second-hand or made to
order, to suit all motors.—Edwardes, 277, Camber-

well Rd., S.E. . .
' ^

:
[3875

SIDECAR Bodies to suit all chassis ; few clearance
' lines from £5 efich"; very roomy. Send for list,—

The Willowbiook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

BAMCO Sidecar Bodies ready for finishing, roomy
and well made, £2/10 to £3/10, fit nearly every

chassis; stamp for reply.—2, Fortune Gate Rd., Har-
lesden, N.W. [3862

3-SEATERS and 3-seaters to clear £7 each (coet

£20); a few 1921 models to clear from £4; coll

to see us; save you pounds.—Sandum Sidecars, 336.

Gray's Inn Rd.. W.C.I. [0720

BASTONE'S for coachhnilt bodies fno better or

cheafier house), sporting models, bulbous back and
step pattern. AH at Jew prices. Call or eend your re-

Quirements.-228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, Lon-
don, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [6851

All letters relating to advertisements sbauld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2^
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BODIES.
ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chagsis, first-

class finish; have a lew coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

JIUEUAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also \^orking drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers

to the coach trade lor over 80 years. Consult us when
oesignmg new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

rnoo4

ROBINI. £10.—Chassis and bodies complete from
£10; Brooklailds model, bulbous back, complete

with locker, £7/10; Helen sports, bulbous back,

£7/10; covered polished aluminium, £8/5; Helen light

tourist, bulbous back, £7/10; covered polished alu-

minium, £8/10; Helen do luxe, with large locker at

rear, round back seat, £10; covered polished alu-

minium, £11; Helen special, designed for Mills-Ful-

ford chassis, with bulbous back, £7; carriage extra;

see Chassis column.—T. Robini, 22, Water Lane, and

1, Tnlse Hill, Effra Ed., Bri3:ton, S.W. 'Buses and
trams pass the door. [4022

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
JjlOR

QANDITAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

CANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

SANDUM Chassis.—Insist on having our enclosed

wheel type oE chassis ior safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns., and Sports
26 gns,, are of distinctiove appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the smartest side-

car on the road
Motor Cycle."

highly "recommended in " The

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 secondsj^ Size

ot body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriouslj*8com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to
!?uit any make of machine, 42 gns.; bodies only,
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seater as
designed by us, and approved by tlie recognised
experts.

QANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart andO racy, weight 18 lb.; price ^4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. Factories

:

162 to 165. Pentonville Ed.. N.; and Britannia
Works, Britannia St.. W.C. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

MmOLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis lor
yQigh-poweied machinss : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all
kinds. Twisted motor cvcle frames and forkskinds. Twisted

promptly corrected.
frames and forks

YourSECOND-HANDS ot various makes for sale.
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.
MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established side-

car makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27,
Stroud Greer. Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube).
'Phone : Ilornsey 1584. [0522
VTILL,FORp Sidecnr, Douglas sidecar

fh
; Bramble I'oi P. and M.,

£16, as new,
3.—Below.

UNUSED Millford Siilerar Chassi<:, complete TvitU
nil fittings, 4 points, fit any machine; £10 —

Below.

BODIES, upholstered any colour, all shapes, from
£5.-33, Hackford Ed., Brixton. £3415

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest
stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80
illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc Sidecar Co,

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

DENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and ckaTLnce
-*-!' sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at
Knock-out prices. Note : Write lor special clearance

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.p ENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make oJ

JL,'^ Sidecar, repainting, and reupholsfcering a speci

ENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit allmakes, English and American.
ENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921xt catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by anvmanufacturers. ^ *

|

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., I55q, Marlborough Rd TTni-e-
Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589 [863i

1

1

R
R

H.F.EDWARDS
& CO.,

50, Harrington Rd.j

SOUTH KENSINGTON
Phone: Ken. 3709.

END OF SEASON SALE.

ABSOLUTE GIFTS

1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS SPORTS
SOUO, FIXED FRAME,
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.. £130

Illustrated in The Motor Cycle, 6th Oct.

1922 TRIUMPHS, IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY £105 and £115

ig2i MATCHLESS Combination £160
1921 2-seater MATCHLESS Combination . . £165
1921 MATCHLESS Sports Combination £150

Magdyno e.\tra if wanted. These show
a saving of £40 or more under list
price, and the machines are absolutely
brand new.

1921 4 h.p. Sports HARLEY-DAVID80N,
speedometer, lamps, etc., brand new.. £112

£53 under list price.
1921 2j h.p. COULSON-J.A.P,, 2-Epeed Stur-

mey. List price fys ; our price, brand
new ,. .

.

, £63
1921 23 h.p. COULSON-BLACKBURNE,

2-spd., clutch, k.s., brand new, reduced
price £75

i92r HARLEYS, standard equipped £135
Dynamo £145
Harley sidecar, £40 e.\tra.

1 921 & 1 920 Used Bargains.
1921 TRIUMPH, all-chain, fuily equipped,

as new
. £95

1920 2jh.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2-speed,
k.s., fully equipped, perfect condition 57 GnS

1920 2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, e.'vcellent

order fully equipped £45
1921 4h.p. WILKIN-BLAGKBURNE, 3-spd.',

electriclights, as new, new July. £78
1921 INDIAN SCOUT, speedometer, perfect,

new last June £88
1921 4i h.p. B.S.A., all-chain, new last July,

mileage goo, indistinguishable from
aew 79 Gns

1921 Big 4 NORTON Combination, excellent
condition £1 15

1921 6 h.p. MARTINSYDE Comb., fully
equipped, hood, condition excellent .. £115

1920 3J h,p. ROVER and Rover Sidecar,
fully equipped, legshields, windscreen,
perfect order, cost jfiSo £90

1920 4.h.p. BLACKBURNE and Montgomery
Sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting, speed-
ometer, spares as new £105

J918 TRIUMPH and new Rideasy Sidecar,
Cameo screen, equipped £63

1917 TRIUMPH, renovated by Triumph
Co., fully equipped £52

1915 3i h.p. NORTON, equipped, fi.\ed gear £48
.

1920 BLERIOT WHIPPET CYCLE CAR,
absolutely as new, spare wheel unused £108

DEFERRED PAYMENTS & Exchanges.

WANTED—SOLOS & COMBS.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
Si'^-'^SP^'^ Eodie3 .'ind Chassis; bargain prices.-Stcl
*^ 107, Counighaui 'Ed.,

"''----
QIDHCAE ChassiE,
^-l £5/8.—Edwardca, 277, Camberwell Ed.,

Sheiiherd'd Bush. [3870
uudev^ung, second-hand, suit box;""" " ' - ~ S.E. [3873

Spoitine Sidecar, good coiulitiou, 08
±13.-Coiiy, 16, Carlton IIU., Sidiinj.

£10.—Douglas aideear, complete, 4 connections to lit

CANOELEr
Triumph

;

ittmiih.—31a, Oie.3Cent Bd., Crouch End, N.3.

SEVEEAL Sidecars, cheap, also Douglas sidecar : room
v.-ant3d.-57, Kenbury St., Cambenvell, Luudoii

[3850
PJOACIIBUILT Sidecar and Chassis, new body,
v.^ painted grey.—Darke, 2, Warwick Place, W.9.

[3384
QIDECAE, 1920, bulbous back, blue, underilnns
k-T flun.i,,-.. IK gas.—12, Cornwall Mews, Glcuieitelflw-iis; 16
Ed., S.\T.7. [3323

2^ili.p.,LIGHTWEIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar, suit
only used 5 months, good tyre; what ofiers?-Haid'

ing, 11, Haveloek Bd.. Hastings. [3514

SMABT Coachbuilt Sidesar. liks new, suit 3V*.n-.
bargain, £8;i5.-190a, -West End Lane, NTw.a

(P) mi;
—Touiing coachbuilt sidecar, apron, dark blue
26in. wheel couplings.—King, Egrove Farm!

Oxford. [X049d

£'

£27/10 eidecar, tuil

£18/15.—Booths Motoriod,
BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled

Triumph or B.S.A.;
Halifa^f.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suif,
Rudge, £16/15; Millfovd 27 gn. sidecar, nearlj

:

new, £16/10.—Booths Motories, Halila-x.

BARGAINS.—New IuH-&i2e coach body, locker undei
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. — Booth''

Motorics. Halifax;. [33o;

CLYNO Ch^issis with fitting-s and ivheel, as new; £6
~1, Paddock Cottage, Hampton Court Rd., Hamp

ton Court. [3731

CHASSIS, ofE Triiimph, 6 gns. ; front connection

,

(riuht angle), 4/6 each.—26, Barrinaton Rd., Biix
ton, S.W.9. [4121

BASTONE'S for sidecars and bodies; no better o|i

cheaper liouse. Kindly inspect oar models befon

the tamoutx
sporting .ajiCn

purcbasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1S21 nporting and other model..
in stock. Bodies trom £4/13/6; complete sidecaci

from £14/18/6.

BASTONE'S.—Wo have a few wiled sidecars ami
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S.—Distributing agents for
Montgomery sidecars. Latent 1921

ether models in atock ; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.), 223, Pentonville Ufll i

King's Cross, Loudon, N.l. XeL: 2481 North.

„ [685CCWAN Sidecar, torpedo model, as new, Triplex wian^ ticreen, new tyre; £13/10.—HoUis, 27, Brent St
Hendon. *Phone: I'^inLadey 153. [X052'.

I HAVE several sidecar chassis, underslung, to sui
all makes, al'^o tradesmen's, from £6/15.-

Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [oS7i

,

ROYAL LEICESTER Coachbuilt Sidecar, excellen
condition. £8, uew ; also Beestou magneto, siii'

Triumph or other make.—29, Norfolk St., Coventry.'.
[X056i

BARGAIN.^Enclosed wheel type chassis l.-Kifh knocl
ciut .spindle], fitted touring body; £16; new aui

not W.D. : 10 only to clear.-Sandums, 336, Gray''
Inn Ed., W.C. [072

"j Q 20 Swan Sporting, mauve, Cameo, luggage gric 1

-l-»^ acetylene, new tyre and tube, cfl Scott, neivl
painted: £18/10.—Applv, Lambeit, Clothier, 84, Hi».
Rd., Ilford, E, [373

UNDERSLUNG Sidecar, art cane, new chassis an
tyre, right .s'hape body; £8/10.—Butterwoithf

Garage, 64,
ham 2813.

Mill Lane. Brixton. Hill. 'Phone

:

Strefi;

[405

MILLFORD aiediumweight sidscai body, Tayloj
screen, in good condition; £4/10, or exebangi

etc.—Einchampstead, Pan
[339

pu,sli cycle, gramophone,
burn Av., Slougb.

WILLOWBROOK Royal 'Leicester Sidecars, smfirtec
designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gni

Write for t-atalogue. Repairs undertaken, boods, win
Eoreens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

[035
BODIES (six only}, built for Cboter-Lea lOb.p., coacl

built, 2 lockers, paintecl and upholstered; r-eal bar
gain, £11/10. 'Phone; Chiswick 1859.—Burlington Cai
riage Works, rear George and Devousbire, Bnrlingto
Lane, Cbiswick. [552

£4/10, renovated undersiua
chassis, complete, or suitable for Cly^v

P. and M., Rudge, or any make, 7/6 extra; new tyr*

30/-. We hold the largest atock of Douglas chassis J

London (no swank). 'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—19. Wilco
Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. 1309

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storagi

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itsei:

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cyclii

and, when folded, combination will pass throupn
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wii
cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I... [038:

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.-
DOUR la I

A26 All letters .elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adverticeraent, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
< IDECA R.—Have a Uopley folding sidecar. Saves
* garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

ge 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
vear.-; on motors up to 9h.p.— Uopley, Upper High-
,te St., Birmingham. [0152

>EALLr Nice Large Touring Bowser Coachbuilt
V Si.leciir, would take extra child's seat, smart dark
ecu tiiiish, makers' lining and transfers, strong chassis,
point couuectioas, not a W.D. renovation ; honestly
tith £15, clearance £12, or exchange, ca^h either way.
e Aricssoiies column.—Wiugfleld, Stanley Rd., Brom-
r. Kent. [3959

yflLLS-FULFORD Sidecar Chassis, unused, £8/10;
J- second-hand, ^4 / 10 ; bodies made to your own
sign; bodies in stock from £5/5; chassis and bodies
raplcte from £11/11. Come and see us. you will be
teiested. Quantity of second-hand fittings at cut
ice^. Mills-Fulford stockists.—Tel. : Brixton 1292.
u- numb^^r is 26.—Light Car and Motor Cycle En-
iieering Co.. 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton {V-2 minute from
-ixton Skating Rink). [3694
.'OBINI.—Douglas chassis, enamelled, new tyre and
*j tube, with Helen sports body, £14; "Douglas
assis. as above, with new Helen tourist. £15/10

;

ch de luxe model, £15/10; Mills-Fulfcrd chassis,
w tyre and tube, with Helen sports model, £12/10;

. above, with Helen tourist model, £12; chassis and
dies from £10; carriage extra; for full particulars

bodies see Bodies Column. Brixton 1585.—T.
>bini. 22. Water Lane, and 1, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd..
ixti. n, S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door. [4023

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
915 Morgan Griind Prix; £120; any trial.— 166.

llimstnble E<3., Luton. [3619

*50.— Sb.p. 2-seatRr runabout, tax paid; trial.—37.
•I Marlborough Ed., Eomford. [3878

"VA.N GUY, Weymouth, G.N. official agent.—Popular
^ model Irom stock; £193. (0691

^YCLE Oar, tandem, Sb.p. J.A.P., hood, screen; £75:
' exchange.—210, High St., Tonbridge. [3625

921 8h.p. Eover Light Car; £200; exchange ^nter-
taiaed.—37, Arlington Ed., Surbiton. [3761

21 T.B., dynamo lighting, spare wheel; ^155.—
24, Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [4043

,V. 1920 2-seotcr, Tv.c, dynamo, perfect; cost £300,
rt bargain, £125.-6, Church Ed., Forest Hill. [3952

fORGANS, second-hand; several in stock.-Eeys,
378-384, Euston Ed. 'Phone: Museum 6436.

[4181
I.N. Popular, 1921, shop-soiled only; £175.-Eeys,
T 378-384, Euston Ed. 'Phone: Museum 6436.

[4182
\\AN GUY. Weymouth. Morgan agent: reduced
r price: Grand Prix lOh.p. M.A.G., £197, from
ick. [0624

I.N., 1920, dynamo lighting, condition as new, all
V new tyres; £165.-7. Batouu Gardens, Hammer-
iith. [3609

J'OEGAN de Luxe, 1921. a.c, red, discs, electric~A light, as new; £185.—Taylor, Hawkhurst, Utlev,
igbley. t [2525

[OHGAN de Luxe, 1920, J,A.P., fully eriuipped, in-
sured, perfect condition ; £170.-7, Tcrmount Ed

imstead. [3598
OVER Light Car, 1921 model, 8h.p., early delivery;

J 250 ens.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,
idon, W.l. [0350

RAND Prix Morgan, new February, every equip-
ment; £175.—Walley, Milton Bd., Sncyd Green,

nicy. Staffs. [X0461

EOUCH. early 1920, fully equipped, completely
overhauled; £145, near; appointment.—Dean, Bar-

rs Bank, Lingfield. [3941

ATE 1920 De Luxe W.C. Morgan, beautifully
equipped; any trial; i6140.—24, Balliol Rd.,

itli Kensington. [4042
I ASH Rattlers requiring cycle cars, runabouts, and

rars. see Douglas S. Cox's, West Norwood, adver-
;menb under Cars. [3843

rORGAN" G.P., Sept., 1920, lOh.p. w.c, hood, disc,
L -lertric; £140.-Dawe, c/o Dental Surgery, 216,
rtoiiello Ed., W.ll. [3905

AMPLIN. 1920, very fast, in perfect order, com-
iJete kit: bargain, £110.—Ealph, 7, Titchbonrnc

,
Edgware Ed., W. [3401

30.— 8h.p. Eiley. water-cooled, 3-wheeler, for quick
sale.— Sparkright, Winchester Mews, Winchester

., Swiss Cottage, N.W. [3411

[120 G.P. Morgan, new condition, tax paid; £165,
*-' or exchange late combination and cash.—19,
afton Mews, Warren St., W.l. [4285
[118 Morgan, Grand Prix model, water-cooled,
•-' good condition throughout, any trial; £130.—
X 6.788, c/o The Motor Cvcle. [3673
LI.DAYS Midget, 2-seater and dickey, detachable

wire \ heels: £125; exchange.—59, Palfrey Place,
rset.Ed., Clapham Rd. S.W.8. [3829

^20 Grand- Prix Morgan, fully equipped, un-
scratched; £140.—Hillier, 1. Thorpe Mews, Cam-

rlgo Gardens, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [3969

I OVENTRY Premier. 1922, 4-wheel model; £250;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—

hlifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [X0477

WESTWOOD" ACETYLENE SETS.

No. 40/1 'for Heavyweight Solos, 37/6
No. 40/2 With Large Generator, 45/-

No. 204 for Lightweights, Price 30/-

BOYAL
fiUBY.
List No.

I9./3.

Price
4/-

TAIL LAMP ^ach.

List No. 19/1.
Price 5/6 each.

"IDEAL"

SIDECAR

LAMP.

Similar in construction to ign Lamp, but having
ijin. diameter lens, and also Ruby Lens in rear.
List No. 205. Price 8/6 each. Plated finish.

SIDE LAMP.
List No. 19/4.

Price 16/- each.
Right or left fitting.

SIDECAR LAMP.
List No. 19/2.

Price 6 /- each.

MADE
TO

LAST.
arade from solid brass, tcmed
and threaded at joints. Every

^^_____^_ part of Bolld constraction.

¥
These lampa may be taken to

niecea for cleaninc, and will remain alight
in the 8tront:eat gale. Beat aiiality lensea
are fitted, and eaa bo easily repiaeed if

broken. These lamps will last as long a^
tbe machines they arenaedon, and areabsolately rnstlesa

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked
by all reputable agents.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
LATE 1920 G.l'. Morgan, loh.p. II.A.G. engine,

speciallv tuned, lavi&lilj' equipped; any trial;
i£145.—24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [4041

MORGAN de Luxe, 1920 (Ang.l, J.A.P. iv.c., 60
!uil03 per gnllon, excellent condition nearest £165.

— S;iyer, Tlic Limes, Eegent St.. Stoke-ou-Trent. [3838

A.C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, ineclinnicnlly
sound. t;ood appearnnec, from £55 to £85: trial.—

29. Allsop St., Tipper Haker St., London, N.W.I. [3425

*B Chl5 Grand Prix Morgan,"^ water-cooled, excellent
-La/ order: £110, or exchange combination and caslr.
—White, 437, West Green Hd., Harringay, N.15. [4097

MORGAN lie Luxe, lOh.p. Precision, a.e., hood,
screen, lamps, toolbox, smart, just painted ; best

offer over £105.—Stott, Branch Ed., Batley, Yorks.
'

f3423
f^-V; Sept., 1920, dyn:imo lighting, detachable wheels,VX epeedometer, numerous spares., recently over-
hauled; £175.—Cnrmel, Cove, Farnborougli Hants.

[3881
1 ft21 Morgan de Luxe and Grand Prix models for
-M-ir immediate delivery. Extended payments, ex-
changes.—Keys. 378-584, Euston Ed. 'Phone: Museum
5436. [4180

£95.-1921 Garden, complete with lamps, horn, hood,
screen, speedometer, tax paid, small mileage, ex-

cellent; trial run.—Carden, 25, Grosvenor Ed., Birken-
head.

.
[4103

A.V. Monocar, 8h.p., appearance new and un-
scratched, hardly used, dynamo lighting set: £95.

or ofler.—Mead, Haven, Portsmouth Rd., Esher,
Surrey. [4283

NEW and Second.ha:id Light Cars and Cycle Cars,
all makes; good selection in stock; cash, easy pay-

ments, or exct'-'ige.— Service Co., 292, High Holborn.
W.C.I. [0673

MORGAN, 1918, Grand Prix model, good condition
throughout, water-cooled, illness compels selling,

no reasonable offer refused.—Hull, c/o Cass, St. Mary's
St., Ely. [3674

G.N., 1921, dynamo lighting, done 2,000 miles onlv;

cost £275, sacriflce £167/10.—Elce. Ltd., 15-16.

Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. tO074

MORGAN, 1921, Grand Prix, very little used,

M.A G. engine, every accessory, appearance as

new- £195.—Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon.
Phone : 2379. [4115

KINGSEITET 8-lOh.p., 2-seater, biand new, dynamo,
discs, licensed: list £295; must sell, whatever loss;

any ofler over £175 considered.—Seen Army and Navv
Stires, S.W. [4227

8h.p. 2.seater Sporting Cycle Car, Simplex o.h.v. V
twin, a.c, discs, running order, but wants tuning

:

snapshot; offers, or exchange solo.—Collier, Aston Clin-

ton, Aylesbury. [5956

A.V. Monocar, 1919, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, electric

lighting, disc wheels, excellent condition and ap-

pearance throughout; bargain, £55.-29, Allsop St.,

Baker St., N.W 1. [3515

CAJIDEN 1921 (August) 2-seater, hood, wind screen,

tools, horn, oversize tyres, electric lighting, in-

surance, 70 m.p.g.; £120.—Chatsworth House, Derby
Rd., Ponders End, N. [3637

MORGANS.-The latest models in stock at greatly

reduced prices. Liberal exchanges and extended

payment terms. Spares for all models from stock.

Authorised agents.—Below.

MOEGAH Grand Prix, w.c. M.A.B., 1916-17, in first-

class mechanical condition, paint, etc., excellent;

£115.-Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0073

1 Q20 Morgan de Luxe, w.c, speedometer, side

-L«/ mirror, hood, cover, disc, in perfect condrtion;

£140—Hillier, 1, Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gardens,

Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [5968

1 Q20 Crouch 2-seater, electric lighting, speedometer,

LU detachable wheels, tax paid, appearance and
condition as new; £155.-Tel. : Museum 6626. A.S C
60, Mortimer St., W.l. [3192

£175.—G.N. standard touring, 1921, adjustable tap-

pets, dynamo lighting, detachable wheels, tool-

box, petrol carrier, magnificent condition, any tns.1.--

Wynter, E.A. Mess, Aldershot. 1X0465

BLEEIOT WHIPPET, 1920, perfect condition, com-

plete, lamps, horn, tools, spare wheel, speedometer,

etc . open to any examination ; f145.-Mr. C. Heasinan,

Chiirtwell F;irin, Westerham. [3630

COVENTET PEEMIEE New 4-wheeler model actu-

ally in stock ; cash or deferred payments.—Lamb's,

50 High Ed., Wood Green, 387, Euston Ed., N.W 1;

151, High St., Walthamstow. 13497

AO Sociable 2-seater, 5-6h.p., Bosch, 2 speeds, hood,

'screen; any trial; gift, 39 gns. ;
exchange motor

cvcle or combination.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,

Ebner St.. Wandsworth (Town Station). [3928

VICTOR 1915 Cycle Car, 2-cyl., water cooled, 2

speeds and reverse, fast and auiet 2-8eater, lamps

and horn; £85.—Butteiworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane,

Brixtorr Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813. [4052

COVENTET VICTOR Engined 2-seated Cycle Car,

2-speed, reverse, discs, hood, screen, built October.

1920, unpunctured, 60 m.p.g.; cost over £200 accept

£130 —37, Cranley Gardens, Palmer's Green, N. L41<:4

All letters relating to advertisaments should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A27
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

A.V. Monooar, 1919, 6h.r., liirge bend lamp, side,

tail, oar geuerator, speedometer, liorn, -wind screen,

tax paid, good condition; £70; no reasonable offer re-

fused : week-ends.—Hadiew, Woodlands Rd., Biekley,

Kent. [4063

MORGAN, late 1918 Grand Prix, very special lot,

engine lOli.p. ivater-cooled Precision, tax paid,

insurance paid up till Sept., 1922, C.A.V. lighting,

new tyres, Goodrich front, oversize Bates back, ma-
hogany dashboard containing switchboard, speedometer,
spot light and sight feed lubricator, new Binks carbu-

retter of latest type, colour primrose ond black, disc

wheels ; the foregoing is open to any examination and
trial; reason for disposal, owner bought large car; price
and further particulars on reaoest ; a real end-of-season
bargain.—IIL, Kramer Mew6, West Brompton, London.!

[3521
TAXICABS.

SIDECAR Taxi Combinations, cash ot gradual.—
County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birming-

ham.
' [8449

£100 down and twelve monthly payments of £20
secures London tasicab.—Details, Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. [4160

CARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.—Perry 8h.p., w.c, 2-seaterj £135.—

Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[3916

£35.—12-16h.p. Sunbeam 2-seater, 4-cyl., 5 detach-
able wheels, fine running order.—King, Egrove,

Oxford. [X0491

DE DIOJT 6h.p. 2-seater Car, complete, in first-class

order; £65, tax paid; trial.— 3, St. James's Rd.,
Upper Tooting. [1566

G.N. Late 1920 Model de Luxe, dynamo lighting,
etc. : 140 gns.—Miss Watts, c/o 77. Acre Lane,

London, S.AV.2. [4088

CADILLAC, 30h.p., 8 cvls., 7-seater. 1916 model,
little used; £275, worth £600.—Dr. Carr, 94,

Branksome Ed., Brixton, S.W. [40S9

HALIFAS.-e.N., 1920 (No\.), 2-seater, dynamo
lighting, speedometer, hood, screen, etc.; £175.—

Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., HaHfax. [3915

ROVER Sh.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting ;

' 230 gns. ; terms cash or deferred pay-
ments.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.

[50476
HALIFAX.—Latest new Calthorpe, Lagonda, Standard,

Coventry Premier, and Airedale cars. (let oui
exchange quotation.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. [3914

SWIFT 7-9h.p. 2-seater, new tyres, very smart, guar^
anteed; £125, or exchange late combination.—217,

Belsize Rd., Kilburn. [3819

Sh.p. De Dion, tax paid, mechanical valves, mag. igni-
tion, good running order; trial; £55, or exchange

motor cycle.—Bishop, Fernbank Rd., Ascot, Berks. [3777

DAIMLER 15h.p. Touring Car, Knight engine.
C.A.V., excellent order; offers, or exchange single

combination or small car.— 8, Crowhuiet Rd., Brixton,
S.W.9. - [4090HUMBER Coupe, lOh.p. twin. Bosch, Claudel, gate,

5 detachable wheels, new tyres; exchange for
combination.-S., The Limes, Woodberry Down, N.4.

[4297
"I Q15 Lagonda Coupe, overhauled, and recently re-
J- «^ painted, acetylene lighting, must sell ; offers
wanted.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l. Tel.:
Museum 6626. [4265
1 /l-12h.p. Clement 4-seater, new mag., Zenith car-
-i-" buretter, good condition, 25 m.p.g. ; bargain,
£75; can be seen evenings or week-end.—43, Lans-
downe Rd., Tottenham. [3319

BABY Peugeot, 1915, 3-speed, tax paid; £130; i

motor cycle or combination taken in part ex-
'

change.—Overend and Cotton, Grafton Mews, Warren
St., W. Museum 6980. [3309

1 Q 16 Calthorpe 2-seater, dynamo lighting, clock,
J- ft? speedometer, in good order throughout ; offers
wanted ; owner must sell.—A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St.,
W.l. Tel.: Museum 6626. [4264

K.R.I.T. 1914 5-seater Touring, 3 speeds and reverse
gate, detachable rini;?, liood, screen, lamps, tax

paid; £95, or exchange.—Butterworthe' Garage 64,
Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2S'13.

[4051

WEST NORWOOD invariably provides bargain-
hunters' requirements. Fifty vehicles always

actually stocked. Here's just a lew : 8h.p. Rover 2-

scater, £35; 1915\4 Warrick Auto-carrier, £45; All-
days chassis, £60; 191514 Indian combination, ^75;
12h.p. Sizaire sporting 2-seater, £75; 12h.p. 4-cyl.
Duhanot 3-seater, dickey, monobloc, £85; 20-28h.p.
Darracq van. £85 ; White steamer, 5-seater. £85

;

3-ton 1913 De Dion, worm drive, enclosed valves,
sample of dozen lorry bargains, £85; Mitchell sport-
ing 2-seater, bargain, £100; 8-lOh.p. 1913 light car
coupe, £125; G.W.K. 2-seater, £135; lOh.p. 1915
Whiting^Gvant light car, £145; 12h.p. Gladiator tor-
pedo. £145; 8-lOh.p. 1920 Lawrence-Jackson 2-seater,
£165; lOh.p. Swift 2-seater, 4-cyl. monobloc. enclosed
valves, £165; Singer light car. £185; lOh.p. 4-cyl.
light car. streamline 4-Eeater. £185; smart Fiat lan-
daulet, £185; many other landaulets, lots other cars
£200 to £850; postcard brings full printed list.
Callers rattling their money given extra special atten-
tion. Please call (and rattle).-Douglas S. Cox, the
absolutely straight motor man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill
West Norwood. Established 1902. [3841

"^OTOT^CLE-

Insurance Policy

Q^niimrnxu
T'HIS space will be oc-

cupied eachweekwith
copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Dear Sirs,

and at the same
time thank you for your
consideration and fair

dealing, and shall have
no hesitation in recom-
mending you to anyone.

Again thanking you.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

(Incorporating Th£ Autocar Insuraiicg

Department^ Estdblisiied 1904.).

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Telephone: Ct7y 9831 a«(i 9832,
Telegratns : "Antoinsure, Cent, London,'^'

•••••••••••Ik

CARS FOR SALE.
SIJTGEE Coupe, 1920, lOh.p., dynamo lighting, Bel .

(itarter, finished royal blue, Bedford cord iipht .

stery, spare wheel: bargain. £300.—Elce, Ltd., 15-1
Eishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenl i

5548. [001 1

1 ^h.p. Light Ariel with 4-seater sports body, lai

-*- jt and reliable, do any trial, exchange for sma
3-seater or combination. Wire or phone Balston 18C
London.—S. B. and L. Splitter, 16, Woodberry Dflw)
N.4. [43S

1 Q19 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, sd
-LU starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as n^
perfect rnnning order; £195, or exchange motor (|

or combination and cash.—5, Norwood Ed., E^
Hill, S.B.24. t«

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.*
LIGHT Coachbuilt Motor Van; £100; exchange ente

tained.—Groye, 18, Fore St., Edmonton, Londo
[421

UNIO Van, IS-cwt., any trial; going cheap; ofie

wanted; must clear.—Allison, Church Ed., A^to
[42;

£100 down and twelve monthly payments of f;

secures a magnificeDt 3-ton lorry.—Details, Pt

mefs Garage, Tooting. [41f

CHATEE-LEA Motor Cycle and business sidecar,

h.r., 2-specd.—Bradfords, 57a, High St., Svde

ham. 'Phone: Sydenham 1493. [37!

LdEEY (small], Adams lOh.p., 3-speed and rcvers

mag., carry 10-cwt., do good service; £25
Butterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hi'

'Phone: Streatham 2813. [401

FAFNXR 12h.p., 4-cyI., smart 2-seater, Solex caib

retter, Bosch, faultless, guaranteed, simple, fas

econcmical, lamps, etc; trial; bargain, £110; exfli.in

combination and cash.-Owner, 14, Piggott St., Bnnk
Ed., Stepney. t'"'

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
MOTOK Cycles, Cars, Lorries. Best treatment.

Write Kenneth, Beadnall, 130, Northfield A'

Ealing. f^^,

HALIFAX.—New and second-hand motor cycles; d

ferred pavments at lowest rates.-Halifax Mot
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [391;

FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light can
cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new i

second-hand, write Service Co., 292. High Holboto

W.O.I. 106'*

ENGINES.
OAh-P- Arden, new, C.A.V. mag.; oflers.—Jones,

/Vi Collingham Ed., London, S.W.5. [XOtK

Pand M. Engine and Gear, late: £9.-1, Sprini
"

• field Park Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [38j

DE DION Engine, 2%h.p., magneto and carburettei

£5/10.—Flack, Kynnersley, Wellington, S.iio

[39?

3iS.h.p. Singer Engine, sell or exchange with ca;

4 for 2-stroke.—Walter, Kiaora, Westmoors, Dc

set. .

[37f

33,h.p. Minerva, m.o.v., 50/-; 3-sp3ed Oppermr
4, gear box, 50/-.—N„ 16, Pleasant Place, Ma

gate. -^6"

J A P. 7-9h.p. Twin W.C. 1918 Model, guaranteec

£20, offers.—Tait, Glendower Hoetl, South Kt

sington. -361

Sh.p. 45° twin m.o.iv. engine, by Brevet, in goi

condition; £6.—Cooper, 63, Avenue Hd., Cai

berwell, S.E.S. C^
4h.p. Douglas Engine, 1919, complete with carb

retter and magneto; £16.—Snow, Laurel s

Dalston, E.8. [42'

-1016 J.A.P. Engine, 6-8h.p. twin, mag., indntti.

J-»/ pipes, exhausts, splendid condition, guarantpi

£18: approval.-79, Friern Ed., E. Dulwich. [39

2ih.p. 2-stroke Engine, complete with C.A.V. lu;

4 neto, new, complete and perfect; price £1
letter lor appointment.—Kelowna, Earlsdon Av..^ Cc

entry. " [a93

3ih.p. Minerva, mechanical valves, perfect conditio

2 £3/15; appointment in writing to ins;»?ot

Bay, 1, Station Man-ion.s, Station Ed., Church Ei

Finchley. N. [37

1Q15 3Sih.p. Precision, Bosch, B. and B., pull'

JLi/ engine plates, as new, £14/10; 1913 S'jh.

Brough single engine plates, pulley, perfect; £7.—

S

Lordsmill St., Chesterfield. [J^04-

1 rk-12h.p. Cadillac Engine, with gear mag., ai

JL\J carburetter, horizontal stroke, make good g

engine; exchange, or sell £10.—Cooper, 63, Aveni

Ed., Camlierwell, S.E.5. [32^

INDIAN.—A few Powerplus 7-9h.p. engines at t

remarkably low price of £15/15 each.—Smith

86 Chalk Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube St

tion), London. 'Phone: Hampstead 2767. [39.

COMPLETE Unit, 3i;4h.p. Minerva, overh.nnl,

Simms mag., B. and B. carburetter, Mabon chit.-

handle-bar control, silencer, all flrst-claes ;,
£10/5 fli

cash.—Barwick, Victoria Parade, A.shton, Preston,
[yo4

DOUGLAS 23,ih.p. Engine, complete with magnel

brand new carburetter and induction pipe, ct

trols, silencer, 2-speed gear box, chain and. belt, p'

lect; cost £60; accept £40, or nearest.—Box 6,7'

c/o The Motor Cycle. i::>

A2& All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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ENGINES.
1 REX Twin, 1913, special sporting solo type, 7-9

\ h p., aluminium pistons, specially lightened parts,

ill do 70 ra.p.li.. Binks carburetter, mag.; £16; con-

der 2-'=troke part exchange.—110, Willows Rd., Can-

on Hill. Birmingham. [X0576

BROLER 2-strok6 Engines.—One of our many festi-

moni>nls : " My combination pulls like a 5h.p.

vin. Liverid^e and Meriden .ire easy top gear chmlK
.',:, to 1)." You can travel 5 to 50 m.p.b. and as

in'g' as you like on Brolers.—Brooks, Trailer and Cos,

(irborough, Leicester. [50538

*li.p. 50° V" Twin, a.i.v., cylinders like glass,
5 pndgeon pins, bushes, etc., valves reground.

new
com-

ete with polished induction pipe, exhaust pipes, twin
lencers, engine plates, large adjustable pulley and cast
agneto- platform, drilled connecting rods, clearance
6: 2V>h.p. Minerva, £3/5. See Accessories column.—
riagfleid, Stanley Rd., Bromley, Kent. [3957

LTEPPELTHWAITE.-eh.p. W.C. Humber, single,
LL complete unit, clutch, mag., carburetter, pump,
., £14; 3Voh.p. Triumph engine, £9; 5-6h.p. 4-oyl.

.N., complete unit, £12/10; 7h.p. twin Premier unit,

11; pair W.C. J.A.I'. cylinders, oft Morgan
o/15 ; SiAh.p. Res, a.i.v., £5 ; 2\4h.p. Minerva,
;i.o.v., £3/10, a.i.v. £3; 2h.p. Peugeot, £2/10; 5h.p.
tevens, £3/10; White and Poppe less cylinder and
iston, £2; James cylinder, 30/-; a.i.v. Rex cylinder,
I / 10.—'Phone or write Heppelthwaite's, and see Side-
irs column for chassis snips; stamp please.—19, Wil-
>x Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W^.8. [3097

r.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines.—
'' I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and
irts in England; over 30 engines always in stock to
lect from, and the price: 5h.p. twins, £17/10; 8h.p.,
.ted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; and
I. p. at £18/10. Parts; 8h.p. J.A.P. crank cases,
)/- pair ; 5h.p. crank cases, 40/- pair ; 8h.p. cam
heels, complete, 15/- each; valves complete, 4/- each;
Ive guides, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 each; ex-
lust valve and inlet cap, 4/- each; tappets complete,

1 6 each ; cam levers, inlet and exhaust, 4/- each

;

idgeon pins. 5/- each; and all parts for J.A.P.
igines. Stamp for reply.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd.,
andsworth. [3665

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
fJ.B.L

ll.B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new

). 55, and 180?, single and twin,

T.B. Specialise in T.B. lor fixing on Triumpl, P.M.,A B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 1/6.
A.V. clock twin, for 25/jh.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.
J.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

I.B. sends all magnetos on approval against cash.
Every magneto drspatched carry H.B. 12 months'

arnntee

I-B. „

1 Park ad..
Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brixton 610), 78, New
rk Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [0694TEW Motor Cycle Magnetos.

00 for Immediate Disposal.—Thomson-Bennett,
C.A.V., all degrees, single and twin, leads,

d variable ignition, for all machines, £2/12/6, in-
ides postage; Bosch £3, postage extra, 1/6, We
•ward immediately all magnetos on approval
ainst cash. Money refunded if dissatisfied.—The
ntral Motor and Ignition Works, 14a, Lough-
-ough Rd., Brixton. Ixindon, S.W.9. [4256

>OSCH W.D.
' livered.

JAGNETOS 50% Below Original Cost.

1-cyl., variable ignition : 63/-, de-

moMSON-BENNETT and M-L's of Coventry, 1-cyl.
A.p.S. or P.L.E. types, 40/-. delivered, suitable

• stationary engines. Any of the above if variable
lition 10/- extra.

J.A.y., suitable for 2 or 1-cyl. lightweight motor
'. bicycles, height 4i(Sin., breadth 2%in., deiSth 4i/-.in.,
riable ignition and short circuiting terminal, guaran-
,!d platinum points, and workmanship of the finest
:rl. fires at 180°, All working paits are interchange-
le with C.A.V.'s types K.U1 and 2. 52/6, delivered,

'IHOMSON-BENNBTT Types A,M.l and 2. variable
Ignition and short circaiting terminal; A.M.2 fires

\
180°; 55/-, delivered.

I'HOMSOi^-BENNETT 4-cyl., variable ignition; £5/5
deliveiecl.

T.B.-Any of these magnetos supplied clock or anti-
' cinrk. «hen ordering state which when looking
drivmg end and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

,1EEM3: Net cash. Satisfaction or cash returned if
y requested within 21 days.-Vale Engineering Synd..
111. Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.

j)-^-y-,.2-<^yl. Clockwise Aeroplane Storting Magnetos
I platinum points, workmansliip of the finest and

Wjirking parts are interrhangenhle with C.A.V.'s
paid.

.
.

,---_,_. 20 at
Engineering Synd. Terms

[0698
volt, as new; £4.—Bond,

[3932
•LATINIJM Points, heavy, 11/- pair. Send pattern

-Wallis, Eedhill Ed., Hay Mills, Birmingham
[3422

vv^yvvvsrt^^^.%v-"=n.Wirti'

ACCESSORIES

I'
IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

S\ /BOUNTY of London Engineering Works. Ltd.

lYTAGNETOS. Magnetos. Magnetos.

w i-W

To convert bayonet to screw in bulb.

2/-Single or
Double Pole,

each,
post free.

STADIUM
SIDECAR LAMPS.

Cast aluminium, Higrliiy polisiied.

Manufactured in two sizes.

No. r Size No, 2 Size

3/9 Carriage
Paid. 4/6

METAL CASED
• TOOL BAGS. •

Leatlier front. 2 ciips supplied with each bag.
Best value obtainable.

5/9 eac 10/9 per
pair.

CARRIAGE PAID.

lurner _
itores

i

». r-Vjn ' P""^ ^™ interrhangenhle with C.A
!.,? fierfect for plug testing. One, carriage
/-, lots of SIX, rail forward, 22/6 each, of 2:
/6, o| 100 at 20/-.-VaIe Engineering Synd. T;d address as above.

STRA Dynamo, 6
- Brasted. Kent.

180-1-2, Railway Approach,
SHEPHERD'S GUSH, W.12

'Phone : —Western 6177.

^^^^flJV^-"U*U--%%V%-^i^^%%

GOVERNMENT Surplus TTnused Magnetos.-Having
bought the entire stock of the followiDg makes

of magnetos, ive are able to offer them at large dis-
counts.—Below.

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3 ; Thomson-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, 180°,

£2/15; C.A.V., single or twin, clock or anti. £2/10;
postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Below.

ALL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni-
tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates,

ready to be immediately fitted on. Please state make
01" engine when ordering.—Below.

r^OUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

"DLUGS, high-tension, wire, plugs.

/^ OVERNMENT Surplus ; new plugs in boxes.

A.C. (Titan), 1/6; K.L.G. type 7, detachable, 2/6;
high-tension wire, new, unpenshed, 9 mm., 5d.

per yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per yard, 25
yard coil 6/-; 5 mm., 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-;

3 mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, 1/-; 3 mm.,
9d.; (see other goods under Miscellaneous.)—

Below.

ALL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt

of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—Below.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.. 51a.
New Park Ed., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel.

:

Streatham 2898. T.A. ; Ignitionac, Brixstret, London.
[5583

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs and
new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

written guarantee lor 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need have no hesita-

tion in placing your repairs and orders VHth us.

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for

Thomson-Bennett, E.I.C., Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,
Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws lor

every make, 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of

charge upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-

tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John
St., E.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetos.—

-

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, waterproof, vari-

able ignition. These magnetos leave us in per-

fect condition, and carry our guarantee to either
replace or refund cash if found unsatisfactory. Single-
cvls., clock or anti, suit any machine, 55/-; 45, 48,
50, 55, 180 deg., for J.A.P., Clyno, Douglas, etc.. 55/-.

—See below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, brand new, single and twin-cyl.,

ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe, O.K., or any
lightweight, single or 180° twin, 55/-.

E.I.C. Magnetos, absolutely brand new, not shoi>-

soiled, ready to fit on Triumph, P. and M.,
B.S.A., Norton, Sunbeam, etc., ^4; the above are
genuine E.I.C. standard fitting magnetos.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, 1-cyl., suitable for any stationary engine

or big single, £3/15; twins, any degree, ready to drop
on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; powerful
spark at low speed. All the above magnetos are water-
proof, variable ignition, and guaranteed 12 months;
postage 1/6.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute,

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to tbeir works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London,
E.C.I. [1071

P.
and M. Magnetos, complete sprocket and chain,
ready to go on. guaranteed; £2/7/6.—Below.

for any machine,MAGNETOS, T.B.. clock or anti,
£2/5.—Below.

SPARKING Plugs,
each.—Motor Cycle

Old Kent Rd., S-E.

new, guaranteed

;

Accessory Co., "
2/-

E^

500
[4300

XIDE Accumulator in open glass cell, 6 volt 15
amp., perfect order; best offer.—Bartlemas, Sand-

wich. [3367

TWIN Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V. Margnetos, 180°,
from 30/-.—12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd.,

S.W.7 [3324

K.L.G. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 for 5/-,

post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolver-
hampton,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the

[5031

A29
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
DYNAMOS, 6 V. 8 amp., cut-out, Lucas, -third bnisli

control; £5 ench,—Jenner, 165, CJiuich St..

Mitchnm. [4070

PLUGS.—Brand new W.D. Apollo; 2/6; post 3d.—
Central Garage, 302, London Rd,, Thornton

Heath, S.E. [4175

BOSCH 50°, Tvaterproof, 75/-; 1-cyI., 60/-; several
from 30/-; approval.—F., 21, Bristol Gardenfi,

Maida Vale, W.9. [5802

LUCAS Dynamo Lighting Seta, complete, Irom £7
each.—Bept. H.I., Leslie Dixon and Co., 9.

Colonial Av., Minories, E.l. [0709

ELECTRIC Rear Lamps, with bulb and wire, 2/6;
sidecar ditto, 2/6; money back if dissatisfied;

postage 3d.—95, Grosvenor Rd., Highbury. [3900

BOSCH Magneto (Triumph), enclosed; £3, or ex-
change ivith cash for 45° Bosch, enclosed.—19,

Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [4230

C.A^V. Mn.?netcs.—Extraordinary bargainsj. Brand
new 180°, twin or single, approval againfit cash,

38 / 6, carriage free.—Langfords, 27, Cricklewood
Broadway, N.W.2. [3921

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Bosch,

U.H., Eiscmann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berling
magnetos, we can naturally give yon better service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, ^alatinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetisin^ 2/6,

elip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for
overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-
and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guaran-
teed for 12 months, and redespatched to you in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13. Uardwirk
Rd., Chiswick, London. [2284

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele-

graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed
in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.-
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [4162

MAGNETOS, Thomson-Bennett, clock or anti, 42, 45,
50, 55, 180°, and eingle-cyl. 4-stroke, 50/-, 2-stroke

45/-. Variable ignition, new, waterproof, guaranteed.
Write for iHustrated particulars.—Super Power Co., 81.
Northside, Clapham, S.W.4. [4105

MAGNETO and Dynamo Repairs Service, also self-

starters, batteries, and general electrical equip'
ment are speedily and thoroughly repaired by the
Eunbaken Repairs and Spares Service, all work re-
turned indistinguishable from new. Spare parts for
every known make.—Connecticut Service Station.

THERE is a Service Depot in every large town. Call
to-day for a quotation. Head Office and Works,

Derby St., Oheetham, Manchester; Manchester town
depot, 288, Deansgate ; London depot, 115, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l ; Leeds depot, 52, Woodhouse Lane

;

Liverpool depot, 65, Renshaw St.; Birmingham depot,
192, Corporation St.; Bristol depot, 14, Colston St.;
Paris deiwt, 40, Rue Brunei. [0258

U.K. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos, and can be relied upon to give you good

service. AI. BI. AG, KBI, KB2V, KZ2V type spares
stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written gnaran-
tee.—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton,
London. [2764
NISCO, Ignition Specialists to the trade. Actual

manufacturers of spare parts for magnetos,
dynamos, etc. Repairs to all makes of magnetos, car
lighting equipment, electrical and scientiflc instruments.
AH work guaranteed —National Ignition and Supplies
Co.. Pugh Works, Shirley Rd., Addiscombe. Cioydon,
'Phone: 435 Croydon. [2381

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-
lished 1912), contractors to H.M, Government,

and officially appointed by tho R.A.O. Magneto re-

pairs of eve-T description; all repairs at loweet poa-
sibJ: prices, and strictly guaranteed. Wa can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,
all .guaranteed.—Th J Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd.. Euston. London, N.W.I
'Phone : Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Ensroad.
London. [6015

EUSTON IgnitiDv. Co.'g 24-hour repair service.
Guaranteed repaire to all types of magnetos,

Splltdcrf antl Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-
triml servi : station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
f -res. All repairs an tested on an approved A.I.D.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest sock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, V2-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
gi'.e you real live service always.—Euston Ignition
Co.. 329, Euston Rd., London. N.W.I. "Phone:
Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London.

[0263

TYRES.
fj / g is the cost of repairing your buret tyre.—Below

VOU can't afford to throw an old tyre away; the
J~ eofit of repairing is low for Q tiorough sound job.—
Below.

TJETREADING Old Covers with studded treads, 12/6,
--*' 15/6, 17/6. and 20/-, returned carriage paid in
3 days.—Below.

PHCENIX Tyre Repairing Co., 224, Sherlock St.,
Birmingham. [X05l2

1

:: INDISPUTABLE INVESTMENTS. ::

A.B.C. 1020 Combination, dynamo model,
with Swan sporting Sidecar, completely
equipped, including speedometer and
ig2i licence £110

BLACKBURNE 1930 8 h.p. Combination,
Swan Sidecar, fully equipped and
licensed, very fine outfit £132 10

B.S.A., 1921, Model K2, 4^ h.p., 3-speed, very
fine condition, complete equipment, in-

cluding lamps, horn, and igsr license . £87 10
B.S.A., 1921, Model Hz, 3-spefcd gear, chain

drive, completely equipped, including
lamps, horn, and speedometer, r92i
license paid, fitted with aluminium num-
ber plates, exceptional condition £90

DOUGLAS 1919 4 h.p. Combination, electric
lighting, 3-speed, very fine condition .. £80

ENFIELD r92i Combination, Lucas Magdyno,
windscreen, license, veiy fine order .... £150

EDIVtUND-il.A.P., 1920, 2^ h.p., 2-spd., spring
frame, fully equipped and licensed .... £55

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9 h.p. Combina-
tion, unusually fine condition, appear-
ance almost as new, fully equipped and
highly recommended £100

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Combination, com-
plete with genuine Indian Sidecar,
dynamo lighting, speedometer, Cameo
screen,

'
etc., mechanical condition

guaranteed, appearance and tyres good £90
.

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Combination, fully
|

equipped and licence paid, exceptional
condition £120 '

JAMES igrS 6 h.p. Combination, d^mamo I

lighting and full equipment, mileage less
|

than 2,000, almost new condition £105 ,

MATCHLESS 1921 8 h.p. M.A.G. Combina- '

tion, equipped with electric lighting set, '

Easting screen, etc., very small mileage, I

almost new condition £130
|

NORTON, 1921, 3i- h.p., 3-speed, sports
model, fully equipped and licensed,

exceptional condition ; . . . £100 I

NEW HUDSON, 1920, 2i h.p., 2-speed, licence
|

paid exceptional coadition £40
|

N.U.T., 1920, si h.p., Magdyno, lavishly
equipped, and almost as new £100 '

ROVER, I92r, T.T., 75 m.p.h. model, used I

only 400 miles, and specially prepared lor
|

competition, better than new, fitted with .

hand-controlled Philipson and knee-grips,

licence paid £80 '

RUDGE-MULTI, r920. 3-^ h.p., and Canoelet 1

Sidecar, completely equipped with lamps,
]

horn, and speedometer, and 192 1 licence

paid, had ver\^ little use T £80 '

SCOTT 1920 Sports Model Combination, fully 1

equipped, and licence paid, not used since
|

Easter; i92r £100
j

SCOTT ig2r 500 c.c. Squirrel. J. W.Tollady,
winner of the 500 c.c. Handicap at '

Brooklands, Sept. 17th, 1921, ofiers his .

his reserve machine with guaranteed
kilo, speed of 75 m.p.h Offers invited '

TRIUMPH Junior, 1920, 2-speed, fully I

equipped, and licence paid £45
VERUS-BLACKBURNE, 1920, 2|h.p., 3-sp.,

special engine with side valve head and '

also separate competition overhead valve I

head and gear, exceptionally fine condi-
|

tion £75
,

Extended payment propositions catered for on
non-rigid lines. Tor further bargains, see Mis- '

cellaneous Columns. Unequalled bargains offered. I

TYRES.
g^x2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded 22/3.

2^x214 Clincher de Luxe Rubber-stud Heavy 26/^

36^L?he'a^;y"T4/6^'°°^'^^^ ^^- ^'^'' ^^"«
p/'x2ii Dunlop Heavy 36/-, Macintosh chain 32/3.

S/V T^.f
^^ special heavy 34/9, Palmer cord heavy

fiihZ'^\^.''.''^f^ 2^(?' %^^°^biaation 41/9, AvoJcombination 38/
combination 46/-,

Avon Sunstone 32/9, Wood-Milne
Beldam combination 36/-.

O^xa.js Palmer Cord Heavy 35/3, Clincher dc Lnie

ilVI
3o 9, Dunlop extra heavy 41/-, Avin trica?

O'i/B, Hutchinson passenger K.S. 32/9.
Qd'Xiy^X^Vi Avon Rubbsr-studded 24/6
J-'y heavy rubber 29/6. Hutchinson rubber-
31/

, , Avon
rubber-studded

Orjx2i/2 Rom Combination 45/-, Macintosh chaia
iT, 35/9, Hutchinson rubber-studded T.T. 33/-
Lilinlop heavy 46/-, Avon Sunstone 42/6, Wood-MilMextra strong 34/6, Wood-Milne special 31/7.

flilO^^^ .j^.^'l"*''''"'
^'^^^^ Strong 40/-, Palmer^J^^\J cord (light car pattern) 41/6, i^^"-" — "-i-—

(for Voituretto
studded 47/6, Dunlo

rims)

heavy rubber

Dunlop Steel-

90, High Street, OXFORD,
And London Road, BICESTJ&R.

Phone—581 & 784 Oxford.
'Phone - - - 35 Bicester.

'Grams
—

" Inlegrily, Bicester and Oxford '

ck;ax65
Y „S',"'^''$,d '"/6, Dunlop 3-ribbed 45/-: Duiion

grooved 42/6, Burnett grooved 30/-.

OfixS (for 650x65 rims, equivalent to 700x80 tor

* jj I\°„^^^j,-J'°'^'' Englebert Touring Eubber-
studded 30/-, ditto passenger ditto 32/6, ditto superior
reinforced 37/6.

v vi

700
700

X75 (to fit 650X65 rims)
Car 3-ribbed 55/-.

Hutchinson Small

X80 (to fit 650X65) Wood-Milne Extra Strong
45/-.

SS^J.-''^^' American rims) Dunlop Heavy 45/-,
1

Clincher de Luxe extra heavy 45/-, Wood-Milne
extra strong 32/6, ditto 3-ply 28/-.

QH^^ '*? ^' ^V2 rims) Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-,'VtJ Dunlop heavy 45/-.

T>JEW Tubes, in aU sizes, 7/- each, butt-end 6di I

J-'' extra; tubes with one small vulcanised patch by i

manufacturers, otherwise quite new, 5/6.
T^HE Above Lines are sent 7 days on approval, and
-«- forward passenger train, carriage paid.

REMEHrBER, the reputation and guarantee of"
Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

TT' ItFAJ?^^,*'"^ Co-. Tye Factors, 27, Belgrade li

S"^n?V S'*^ Newiugton, N.I6. Stores: 37a, Balls i

fond Rd., Dalston, London, N. Tel. : Dalston 3161.

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., '(Dai-
.'

bridge.
.

^

GREAT Reductions in motor covers and tubes; brand -

new and guaranteed; money refunded if tyres not i

approved of.
j

nAx2 Dunlop Heavy, 34/6; tubes, 7/6.—Robinson's.

OA_x2ii Dunlop Heavy, 36/3; tubes, 8/-.—Robia-r^^ son's.

OC;x2 Dunlop Heavy, 36/6; tubes. 8/-T Woo*Milne,
]/^^ 25/-: combination, 44/-; clearance tubes, 4/^. f

—Robinson's.
j

Heavy, 37/3; tubes, 8/3; Dunlop
55/3; tubes, 9/6; Bates heavy,

45/-: Palmer, 30/-; Wood-Milne combination, 35/6;
Beldam combination, 35/6; Matchless, 20/-; Pedley, !

20/-; clearance tubes, 4/6.—Robinson's. I

Heavy, 41/6; extra heavy, 49/6;
9/-; Palmer, 35/-; Avon studded, 30/-;

Dunlop clearance, heavy. 30/-; extra heavy, 34/-; Jolm u

Bull, 48/6; Moseley, 30/-; Bates, 50/-; Hutchinson i

passenger, 30/-; clearance tubes, 6/-.—Robinson's.

46/- ; extra heavy,
48/6; new tubw, '

6/6; cleararice tubes, 4/6.—Robinson's.

3Qx3 Avon Extra Heavy, 50/-; tubes, 6/6 —Robin-
O son's.

/» e; ^4 X 65 Avon Extra Heavy, special bargain price,

OO vf 42/6: tubes, 6/6; Dunlop heavy. 46/9; esfeta

heavy, 53/3; Dunlop tubes, 10/-.—Robinson's.

TAAxSOO Dunlop Heavy, 46/9; extra heavy, 53/3;'
I U" tubes, 10/6.—Robinson's.

p/2x?i< Dunlop^ vl extra heavy.

Ofix2% Dunlop
<! O tubes, '

OCx2^ to Fit 2>4 Dunlop Heavy,
z*" 55/3; tubes, 9/6; John Bull, 48/6;

ROBINSON,

ISS DOOLEY.—New heavy Dunlop,

HERBERT
bridge.

jyX each.—Below,

Ltd., Green St., 0am-
[4252 •

28x2y2, 25/-.

vriSS DOOLEY.—New Macintosh, 28x3, 25/- each, i

MouItoQ, 26x2Ki

various makes, e

Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—New Spencer

£1 each.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.-New 26x2K tyres,

25/- each.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.—New Palmer endless tubes, 28x3,
5/- each.—Below. x

MISS DOOLEY.—New Dnulop butt-ended and end-o

less, 28x3, 5/-.—Below.

PLEASE apply for all the above to Miss E. DqjJct,'

33, KiUyon Rd„ Clapham. [41SS:

BASTONE'S for Covers and Tubes; no better or F
cheaper house.—See displayed adverts. [2344

A30 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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EciTORiAL Offices: Hertford St., Coventry. Adverfising and Publishing Offices: 20, Tudor St. London E.C4

Teli^ams: " Motorcycle Cowntr>-." TeUgrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, Loadoa."
Jdcphone: lo, Coventry (5 Imes). TeUplwne: 2848 City (13 liaes).

Midland Branch Offices
: Guildhall Buildingi Navijation Street. Birminsham. Northern Offices : 199 Deans'ate Manchetter

^ril^h^.'- JS'^'T^-,?'^^'^^'^" Tekorams: "lUffe. Manchester."
TeltvhoiK : 2970 and 2)71 Midland. TeUplwae : 6970 and 8971 Citr.

Subscription Rates: Home, 23s. lOd,: Canada, 23s. lOd.; otter countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

The Popular Motor Cycle.
IHE statistics recently issued by the Ministry

of Transport and already gi-s-en in The Motor
Cycle show that no less than 94,000 more
motor cyclists paid licences than the number
officially recorded in 1920.

^^ hile the new system of licensing no doubt
makes accuracy more certain, and probably there
were a few machines - on the road last year upon
which no taxes were paid, the enormous increase
is remarkable. Every manufacturer will agree that
the present year has not been so successful as it

might have been, and there is a tendency in some
quarters to discredit the accuracy of the figures

;

but the revenue obtained speaks for itself—the

average tax is jg2 7s., and the total revenue from
motor cycles £fi'i'i,']oo. Nevertheless, the increase
this year in numbers is over 25% of the official

figures for 1920. The figures reveal a very satis-

factory state of affairs and emphasise the great
popularity of motor cycles.

In America the tendency is quite in the reverse

direction, which may be attributed to the failure

of the American industry to realise that the motor
cycle's greatest feature is its economy. In the

U.S.A. very few of the mediumweight and
lightweight types, so popular in this country, are

made in any quantity.

The totaJ revenue derived from the new taxation

already exceeds the ;£;, 000,000 " budgeted " to
road users and upon which the taxation schedules
were based. It is natural, that motor tax payers
should be curious as to the purposes to which these
extra millions will be put. Are they to be spent on
improving the roads, and so contributing to the

solution of the present unemployment problem?
Another question motorists will ask is whether,

in view of the surplus this year, taxes will be
reduced in the future ? Everyone in this country
is severely over taxed, and the burden on the

country is one of the reasons for the present trade
depression. A reduction in motor taxes next year
would materially assist the motor industry to find

employment for thousands of artisans now doing
nothing, increase the number of vehicles on - the
road, and so help to circulate money in every
part of the country.

Price Reductions.

ALMOST every post brings us notifications

of price reductions of motor cycles and
accessories. By the time that the Olympia
Motor Cycle Show opens, the price level for

1922 will have been reached and business
should resume a more normal aspect. At the
present moment, it is an undoubted fact that a
number of prospective buyers are withholding their

orders in anticipation of a substantial drop in costs

;

in addition they are awairing with interest the
introduction of new models.

It is perhaps rather early to make an accurate
forecast of the Olympia Exhibition, but it is safe
to say that the. general tendency will be towards
the production of cheaper machines than to the
introduction of startling novelties.

In a way, this is all to the good, provided that
the movement is not overdone, to the detriment
of development. It is dear, for example, that, if

manufacturers were influenced' only by the public
clamour for cheaper machines, we should arrive at
a stage where small tyres, and poor fittings and
workmanship, would be the rule, and real progress
in design would stagnate.

Fortunately, the British motor cycle trade as a
whole is far too sensible to follow such a short-
sighted policy, and has a reputation of excellence
to maintain ; we may rely also on the brains of
some of our designers to produce new models which
will show a definite advance, over past practice.

In spite, therefore, of the recent trade depression,
there is every reason to expect that 1922 will mark
a \tT\ considerable improvement in the motor cycle
trade. Lower prices of motor cycles, petrol, oil,

tyres, etc., will add very considerably to the number
of those who will be able to afford to enjoy the
cheapest and most pleasant form of locomotion.

u... / f ^ y / /,/.,,/ /,^, ,y../y ^. , / / / / y /y i\ \ \ \.\ .\ \ -. \ \ \ \...\ ..\..\ \- ^ >^ ^ ^r

An Index to the advertisaments in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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Why Gates are Small.

FROM a correspondent

:

" Having nothing particular to do on Saturday,
October 8th, I decided to take a party over to

see the B.M.C.R.C. championships ' at Brooklands.
The snag was that we did not know what time the

first race was billed to start. We searched carefully

through the current and back issues of all the

technical papers. We hunted in vain for even a

one-line advertisement in the daily newspapers. We
enquired at the local L.S.W.R. station. We turned
up the ofificial programme of an earlier meet, when
the first race had kicked off at 2 p.m., but, of course,

this was no guarantee that the championships Avould

commence at 2 p.m. Finally, having no idea whether
the meeting opened at noon or at 2 p.m., we went
off to see a professional soccer match. The soccer

people take care to let everybody know when they
are going to kick off, so they get the gates. I have
often found myself in a similar difficulty about club

hill-climbs, etc., and I really marvel that secretaries

do not keep The Motor Cycle informed in advance of

the hour as well as the date of their fixtures."

'Nuff sed?

Wanted, a Showman.
"^5TFHEN I meditate en the varied spectacles with

Brooklands hps frc fc.e, this

summer, I feel that the management really

needs a heart to heart talk with a professional show-
man, i.e., somebody who has first lo.st and then made
money b) attempting to diaw the public to a spectacle

which they originally regaided with indifference. Let
me, say frankly that I vastly prefer a B.M.C.R.C.
meet to one organised by the B.A.R.C. The pros
of the motor cycle events are that the spectators are

massed at the fork, where they can watch the start,

the race, and the finish without padding wearily about
on unyielding concrete, or clambering up precipitous
hills; and, secondly,, that the races are often fairly

lengthy, so that the riders' fortunes undergo kaleido-
scopic changes, as do also the tempers of the bookies.
Against the B.M.C.R.C. one must,' however, urge
several incredible facts. They furnish not one square
inch of shelter from the Brooklands sun, which is

several million more B.Th.U. than any other sun this
side of the equator. They compel one to go a
mile to obtain food or drink, . an excursion for

A22

which the programme makes no allowance. ThJ
endeavour to keep their events as secret as a new tai

in 1917. They divide the small territory at the fog

by several barriers, so that even if one sports tfe

badges of a judge, timekeeper, and pressman, mobility
would be difficult, even if visitors' cars and cycles

were parked, instead of being stuck down anywhere
and everywhere. Nevertheless) I thoroughly enjoy the

average B.M.C.R.C. meet.

But the B.A.R.C.

To5 Y contrast at a car meeting the start is usually

J 0) carried out as furtively as initiation into the

Ku Klux Klan, many parasangs away from the

paddock, or I cannot see the monster projectiles at

close quarters. If I stay in the paddock, I shall not

see much of the race. If I go to the hill, I must
sprint down again and along the straight to see the

finish. All these journeyings must be done on foot;

and I should not be a motor cyclist if I liked walking.

Finally, the races are usually sO' short that the fortunes

of the racers depend principally on the handicapping

;

and if a man manages, either by running dark or by

gingpfjng up bis tuning, to defeat the judgment of the

tiandicappers, I am not half so thrilled by his victory

as I am at a B.M.C.R.C. meet, where perhaps six

men are using rister engines—375 c.c. J.A.P.'s, 500 c.c.

Nortons, or 1,000 c.c. Yankees—and defeating their

rivals from scratch on level terms. No. Give me
the B.M.C.R.C. every tinie, peity 5s ?, rpotor cycle is

by comparison with a .350 h.p. Sunbeam; but let the

B.M.C.R.C. develop the showman's instinct during the

winter, or engage somebody who has it. Any theatre,

cinema, or football club which was run on B.M.C.R.C.
lines would have the shutters up inside three months.

The Note of Hooters.

D
REMARKED the other week that the average bulb

hooter is not rowdy enough for blind corners,

considering' the amount of traffic one meets

nowadays. This provoked the Dekla people to

forward me a sample of their manufacture. Its

arrival reminded me that I had long meant to, con-

gratulate them on having exorcised the twists which

make the ordinary bulb horn so liable to rust and so

tiresome to clean, for their " trumpet " is straight-

sided and smooth. The note is very possibly "just
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Occasional Comments.—

about as piercing as that of a bulb horn can be ; but

.
1 am afraid it only strengthens my conviction that

electric hooters or exhaust whistles are demanded by

modern riding conditions. To quote two examples:

Every time I start out from Hot Air Villa I have

(a) to negotiate a walled V corner ; and (b) to overtake

motor 'buses. A lorry tried to pancake me at the

aforesaid corner, and whey I remonstrated, the driver

remarked that he had sounded his horn, ttat I hadn't

sounded mine, and that in no case would my blood

have lain at his door. As it happened, I couldn't

hear his horn, and I had given tliree full-blooded toots

on mine. As for 'buses and coaches—well, I've tried

my Dekia horns on them repeatedly, and they take no
more notice of them from astern than a tipsy Aussie

took of a Bolo major on Armistice night. The Dekla
people make an excellent electric horn, so they will

l)ear me no malice for my general conteation that

we live in a noisy epoch, and must make more noise

ourselves if we wish to survive.

.The Silence of Oil-cooIing.

EHAVE now been privileged to drive one and sit

behind the other of the only two oil-cooled engines

in the world. (I exclude the ordinary air-cooled

engine, yclept " oil-cooled " by the cynics, for it is

only 50% oil-cooled, whereas the new Zenith bicycle

and the new Belsize car have Bradshaw engines which
are at least 80% " oil-cooled.") We all know that the

ordinary " air-cooled " engine has a special metallic

ring of its own. I do not in the least object to this

noise where solo machines are concerned. But on
_all passenger mount.s—whether sidecar, cycle car, or

car—it spoils the tick-over, and, when such an engine

is pulling hard, its tinny resonance is not relished by

jnany people with quite the same fervour as tlie purr
or roar of a water-cooled engine. Now the new oil-

cooling may turn out to have special defects ot its

own, if only of a sentimental character; at any rate,

it is much too juvenile for me to enthuse precipitately

about it, though I already like it passing well. But
one thing can and should be said in its favour, e\*i
at this early date; it makes for a remarkably quiet
engine. The cylinder barrel quite clearly acts as a
sounding box on ordinary engines. When that sound-
ing box is first of all largely submerged in an oil bath,
and, secondly, secreted inside a capacious crank case,
its resonance gets rather daunted. Neither of the
Bradshaw oil-cooled engines possesses any tinny ring.

Boycotted.

AN officer in a Sikh regiment discourses interest-

ingly of overseas trade. There are British

macliines in India, for which not one solitary

spare part exists in that country ; I do not know which
to admire most, the impudence of the vendors, or the

optimism of the purchasers. The complaints of our
riders in the International Six Days about the effect

of altitude on carburation lea^'e him cold ; in riding

up to Kashmir for a shoot, he began by climbing
6,000ft. and presently dropped 5,000ft. He states

quite justly that a carburetter which does not embody
a lightning adjustment for such variations is of no use

to him. Gi^en a suitable machine and adequate
service, he considers that British firms should take
stringent measures to prevent profiteering on the part

of their agents in India. I should have thought that

the ordinary laws of supply and demand would have
prevented overcharging for new machines in these

days; but perhaps my gallant correspondent is thinking
of repairs and spare parts.

AUTUMN IN WALES.
Many of the 1922 models whidi wjU be shown at Olympia will have passed through a period of intensive testing which approximates to

a year s normal running. Recently, in Wales, we met a party on new Rex nrodels returning from an expedition among the steepest hills in
the Prmcipahty. On the road from the summit of Llanberis Pass to Capel Curig ; in the distance Snowdon may be seen.

A23
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IN

our report of the

Scott Trial last week,

some mention was

made of the cheerful spirit

which pervades the whole

gatheririg. At no other

event have we experienced

quite so much good-

natured fun or quite such

good sportsmanship, so

that it seems worth while

to try and convey to our

readers some idea of the

atmosphere.

The trial is unique in

many ways, the organisa-

tion is excellent, and
every provision is made
for the comfort of com-
petitors

—

except when in

the saddle—^and the route

is the last word in villainy. No photo-

graphs can convey the nature of the diffi-

culties which have to be faced, and no one

who has not seen the course would believe

that motor cycles w'ould survive them.

Any of some five or six sections would

cause streams of protests in an ordinary

trial, yet not a grumble is to be heard from

tired and often bruised competitors, who
proud to receive their certificates or joke about

their mishaps. A premier award is a thing to

dream of, and many would rather

earn a certificate in this trial than a

" goldj' in an ordinary reliability

event.

One well-known Scott

rider went to some trouble

iij arranging for a com-

fortable ride. Previous

to the event, he spent

some time in fitting a

specially-sprung saddle,

and the work was admir-

ably done ; nevertheless

Oer bog OP steep

through strait,

pouon, dense.

OT" rdre.

Cost
"

An Advantage.
Undoubtedly, those who do not

know the course .start under a con-

siderable handicap, and performances

such as those of the Scott team can

only be accomplished by a combina-

tion of first-class men with a know-

ledge of Yorkshire and machines

that will .stand the racket. The
Sunbeam win in the class for amateur

teams was very popular, and Whalley 's

performance was little short of mira-

culous. Triumphs also showed up
well in the hands of local riders.

"Incidents" are far too frequent

for the mere journalist to handle,

and, even though one of the coveted
certificates occupies a place of honour
in his office, it is impossible to be
everywhere on a course of this

description.

^24

HERE
IT IS,

Canoodle Sidecar

within thirty miles of the

start we observed him
dashing at a series of

gulleys—at the first, both

rider and machine lept

high in the air, and there

were ominous sounds, at

the second there was a

rending crash-, and the

special seat attachment

parted company with its

^ owner. In spite of this,

the rider finished the course.

Even after the short, morning's run,

many machines were shorn .of footrests,

carriers, mudguards, etc., and not a few

riders bore honourable scars. It is no

disgrace tO' fall off during a Scott Trial,

and few, indeed, are the survivors who can

boast that they stuck to their saddles throughout.

Of the twenty-nine machines to complete the

course, there were not ten which had emerged
without visible damage. Why do we ride ?

Why do we risk our necks and our

machines? Why do we enjoy it?

And what good^ does it do ?—I do
not know. All I do know is that if

I do not again compete next year

—

and on my own machine, too—it will

be because I am to be numbered
amongst the halt, or the maimed, or

the blind.

gV Built Like a Boat, O
As Comfortable as a Tin Roof. •

Ju&l As much room fo3 £ ^^ \.

Can be Used for SaUiin^ Bab"^.

Pnce 7/6; Lai-^os. Size, 9*1.

>VriIer lor Brochure;

CANOODLE blOECARS UNLIMITED (Capllal 4.000.00D roublcsi.

Lovers' Lane SLOPTON-ON-SLUSH.

ONE SURE

REMEDY FOR

INDIGESTION.

Qarburetted Klagnesiutn

(UnrcQislcrcd Iradc-Mark)

CAHBO.MAG. LTD, Carbo Worka, Carta .Slrccu CaRBOTOWN.

One of the pages of " advertisements " in

ihe official programme of the Scott Trial.

Spectator's View Feints.

It was for such a reason that

I was a spectator this year—doc-

tor's orders—and, in spite of the

agonised expressions of the riders

-

as they jolted over boulders or

dragged their machines out of bogs,

an insane (possibly) longing came
over me to be amongst them again.

Perhaps all motor cyclists are a little

mad ; at any rate, spectators at the

Scott Trial may be excused for reach-

ing this conclusion, yet they are good_

sportsmen, and they do enjoy a

really sporting trial, and will travel

far to attend it.
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The Spirit of a Sporting Trial.—

Now as to the pro-

gramme. This artistic

piece of literature is

compiled by a member
of the Scott staff; it

contains m u c h good
advice and many bad
advertisements.

In addition, . there is

the following poem of

undoubted m e r i t, in

which the firm's own
production is mocked in

no uncertain terms

—

after all, if a machine
can stand this sort of

publicity, it must have
its points.

With Apolo0ie3 to Mr. George Robey,

THE FACT IS.

I've just bought a wonder-
ful motor, it has an
engine, a tank, and a

. gear.

Now I have this new toy,
all the world is a joy,
I travel for miles without
fear,

fl ride it in day-time and
night-time, all its uses I

:
cannot describe,
rings like a bell, raid

travels like

It belongs to a wonderful
tribe.

May I say it's a marvellous
goer ?

Well, perhaps, that is

nardly correct
M a r V e 1 1 u s

true, and it

sometimes
does go,

Though I am
rather afraid
it's inclined to
be slow

;

Perhaps it does
overheat on
occasions.

It is even
reputed to

knock.
It's a wonderful

'b u s—though
it's taught me
to cuss.

Well the fact

i s — S RI E
CROCK I

I used it last

for a journey,
to Brighton,
to spend the
week-end.

The weather
was fine, so I

started at
nine, and sent

off a wire to

my friend.

The 'bus was in

fine, fettle, it

started first

of mykick
feet.

Alex. Hill, a Trmmph nder, illustrates " Spectator s
" remarks

that " the route was the last word in villainy." (The upper
photograph depicts B. Dewhurst, another Triumph rider.)
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So I mounted my steed—put her into low

speed

—

And waved to the kids in the street.

The journey was really successful.

Well, perhaps that is hardly the word,
At least it was pleasant, now that I can say,

Though I felt rather tired at the close of

the day ;

Well, when I say tired, I was weary!
1 was almost too fagged out to talk,

I'd a terrible thirst ! though my feet were
the worst.

Well, the fact is—I HAD TO WALK.
^

Now this really wonderful auto is the joy

of my life so to speak,
It gives to my boy, in a minute more joy,

than a car could give in a week

;

It never goes right for an hour, it breaks
down at the slightest excuse,

It fizzles and pops, and misses and etops.

And causes the vilest abuse.
It's a sort of a kind of a Triumph,
Well, Eudge is p'rhaps nearer the mark,
Yet it isn't a Paidge and it isn't a Bat,

Though all of these names make me take

off my hat

;

Now Douglas you guess, or

Zenith or Nut,
You may even surmise it's

a Dot,
It's a wonderful bike—a real

Yorkshire Tyke,
Well, the fact is—IT'S A
SCOTT.

The following instruc-

tions to competitors and
spectators are amusing:

INSTRUCTIONS TO COM-
PETITORS.

Competitors must on no
account assist one another
by drinking all the water in

the splashes.

Competitors found remov-
' ing gates to make footboards

will be disqualified.

Competitors may lift their

machines over rough places,

but must bounce them on the ground every three

paces.

Competitors must cross all splashes under their

own power. The use of oars, floats, life-buoys,

etc., is prohibited.

INSTRUCTIONS TO SPECTATORS.
Don't loiter in the middle of the splashes, as

\ on may baulk other swimmers.
Don't stand in the road I Lie down; it makes

a better surface for the competitors.
Valves, wheels, engines, cylinders, etc., may be

found on the road. These will have been dis-

carded by competitor.s to reduce weight. Specta-
tors will greatly assist if they bring any such
spare parts direct to Burnsall.

This is not a Race, it's a Tragedy.

This programme may be purchased for

6d. or more, and all receipts are handed
to St. Dunstan's ; various auctions are also

held for this worthy object, and it is to be
regretted that the patients are unable to

enjoy a little of tlie innocent fun which
takes place—it would surely do tliem a

power of good.
Well, perhaps the Scott trial is too severe

to be really popular with all sections of
the pubhc, but, nevertheless, it is a classic

event. Spectator.

^^®^^



IMPRESSIONS OF A TRIP TO THE FRENCH
CAPITAL FOR THE AUTOMOBILE SALON.

By Mab. Lockwood Tatham.

I

AM going to start my impressions oE

Show with a confession. It was my
the Paris

first visit

so I must be
to the " gayest city in the world,

forgiveii if I claim a feminine privilege

and digress sometimes from the main

point—^ which is the motor cycle

exhibits. But if you are a man, dear

reader, please dO' not be alar-ped, and

rush to the usual masculine con-

clusion that I am going to discuss

dress. It is an almost unbelievable

statement, but hterally I was not inside a shop!

It had been my original intention to make the

journey by road, but not being quite

sure how the French people regarded

lonely lady motor cyclists (and I had

also heard nimours of bad roads),

I left my little Cedes in its garage

and took a taxi to Victoria.

There was little of interest in the

sea trip from Dover to Calais—that

is, from the motor cychst's point of

view—but I judged that the ship

was on full throttle most of the way
.a c r oi s s, for which we were duly

thankful, for the sea was choppy.

In the Customs House at Calais I

had my first opportunity to air my
knowledge of French ; then came the

long journey to the capital, and my
first experience with French taxis.

springs,

Our contributor arrives in Paris

Hundreds of picturesque police form

a guard of honour for the Important

personage opening the exhibition. Our

correspondent sends a plea that the

Life Guards would help the decora-

tions of Hammersmith Road.

The specimen I eventually got into had a red

Chinese lantern for a tail light, one cylinder, no

a pip-squeak horn, and a villainous-looking

driver! His driving was hair-raising,

and he had to stop every time he
changed gear. It took me five minutes

to realise he was not on the wrong
side of the road. I do not think I

like that right-hand rule. It might _

be all right when one is used to it.

And oh ! how dark the streets were
after London. I expected bright lights, gay music,

smiling faces and laughter. And I found gloom,
silence, sad people, and gravity. I

suppose it is la guerre combined with

the prohibition of absinthe, but
getting a smile out of a Parisian

nowadays seems as difficult as getting

a nail out of a back tyre.

Next morning I sallied forth, under

a blazing sun and cloudless sky in

my thinnest frock, to the Grand
Palais, and after driving down the

Champs Elysees I stood and gazed

at the most wonderful building and
exterior ornamentation I have ever

seen. Surrounding the entrance were

trees and grass slopes in ^summerlike

verdancy—much greener tRan Lon-

don—and the gilded-winged figures

surmounting the columns on ai
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An impression of M.
Mahon, the President

of the premier motor
cycle organisation of

France—the U.M.F.

ott.

Through Feminine Goggles.

—

nearby bridge glittered in the

sunlight, while flags fluttered

everywhere, and lines and
lines of gendarmes (or are

they just common and garden

policemen?) lent dignity tO'

an already imposing scene.

Then inside— hundreds of

cars

!

Of course, being a motor
cyclist before all things, I

steered straight up to the sec-

tion of the gallery set apart

for those exhibits, and there

I saw all that the heart of a

human being could desire in

the shape of a light vehicle

on two (or three) wheels and an engine.

I was very impressed with some of the lightweight

solo machines, which struck me as being suitable for

ladies, although designed for mere man. There was
one lady's model, however, the

Soyer, a beautiful thing in several

tones Oi blue, having a two-

stroke engine,- and a frame which
embodied the tank. A very kind

Frenchman informed me that the

ladies of his fair

country are not over

keen on motor
bicycles, 'and I

guessed that one
machine had been
designed more to

create a demand than
to meet one.

Another stand

which occupied my
attention for some
time was the Monet

and Coyon exliibit. Never have I

. seen such a weird collection of

objects with engines attached. I

have sketched my impression of the

cycle car, which, by the way, is

brilliant yellow and black, and so
small that it might be garaged under
tlie dining room table. I think it

must have been designed for madame
and the baby ; anyway the engine
was only a kind of auto-wheel affair, so if madame
were big the baby would have to be very young.
There was also the double bicycle (no, not a tricycle,

it had four wheels), which I would love to see being
propelled down Bond Street. They also had bicycles

with engines on the

carrier, several sorts

of motor bath chairs

with one and two seats,

bicycles, quadricycles,

auto-wheels, etc. I.

rather expected to see

a unicycle, otherwise

every form of vehicle

seemed to have been
considered. Anyway, I

Tl.e pressed steel frame
construction of the Janoir

evidently startled our cor-

respondent, who dreamed
of It as above.

A Monet "double"

idea, one of about

fifty-seven varieties

Here is a selection from the many charm-
ing mascots which caught the feminine eye:

The Egyptian dancer symbohsed grace, but

the large bill of the bird suggests a heavy

consumption, while our contributor, asks us

to imagine the lower contemplating figure

after a tyre burst.

flow some couples

might look in the
little Coyon cycle

car.

Some of the models have
very sporting lines.

can imagine that the designer
is one of a large family who
has endeavoured to cater for
all of relatives from grandma
to the baby.
When I am very old and

I still pine for the scent of
petrol I may persuade one of
my grandchildren to let me
have a Monet Coyon catalogue
before I finally decide on a
bath chair. At present the
Gnome-Rhone is more to my
fancy. The colour scheme
was so chic! Cream and blue
tank with an aeroplane engine
en wings transfer, in red and black, shaped like a
scarab! It also had other merits. The frame had
beautiful sporting lines, and an engine that might have
been designed by someone in the Blackburne works
who owned a Triumph.

Seeing my interest,
_
the owner promptly invited me

to ride one last week in the race
around Paris. Unfortunately my
time is limited!.

A really c h a rm i n g lightweight
machine was called the Terrot. I

liked the neat spare tank for petroil
corresponding _ to the

tool case on the
carrier,: also the
spare i n n e r tube
holder. Even all

those gadgets would
not prevent using
the carrier as a

flapper bracket.

By the way, our
French sisters
certainly are not pre-
pared for in that way.
The Harley-Davidson was the only
machine with a pillion seat fitted.

It seems to be a case of sidecar or
nothing over there.

If I were a sidecar enthusiast my
next year's outfit would embody a
French body on a British chassis.

Some of the sidecar bodies in the
Salon were really beautiful, but I

do not like the way many of the
makers hoist them up in the air. They look so un-
gainly, and they cannot always be comfortable. The
Viratelle, for example, slopes to the front, and the
shape of the back compelled --you to lean forward,
while the cushion for your feet turns up your toes.

On the other hand,'

the Lutece was a lovely

model with a graceful,

comfortable sidecar
shaped like a boat.

The mahcine itself had
a .self-starter.

There was also a

wonderful Sedan chair

of the Louis XIV.
period, with lamps to

London and Paris

fashions.

The difficulties of

the char lady who
was instructed to

clean inside one of

the little salmons.
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Through Feminine Goggles.—

match. I can imagine Marie Antoinette's dainty face

peering out of the tiny windows, and scrutinising with

surprised eyes the little electric bulbs that furnish

the light for the quaint lamps.

Luggage Accommodation.
Quite the other e.xtreme was a striking looking

torpedo two-seater, in which the beauties of to-day

are asked to recline gracefully against the knees of

whoever may be occupying the rear seat, for no back

rest is fitted. Then there was another sidecar with

enough luggage accommodation for- a honeyriroon

tour—a beautifully fimshed body illustrated last week

in company with the Sedan affair.

Some of the colour schemes were very effective

and often uncommon, the Griffon, for instance, is

finished in cafe au lait, chocolate, and pale gold.

Space being limited, I cannot mention here all

the machines which impressed me—there were so

many—but I must refer to one which I am sure must

have been the result of a wonderful dream. This

wa5 the Janoir; it had a frame of pressed steel, and

the engine was a flat twin, and, to the feminine eye,

it appeared tremendously heavy. Of course, I am
quite prepared for my brothers of the wheel to tell

me that it has many advantages, and is a tribute to

engineering skill, but, then, so is the Forth Bridge!

Probably tO' the men on Mars the machines we love

so much would appear as monstrosities, and perhaps
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the Janoir would be, to them, what Venus de Milo

is to the artist. I am only giving a woman's view.

But frankly I returned with a feeling of disappointment.

French ladies would appear to take little or no
practical interest in motor cycling. I searched for

feminine enthusiasts in vain. A good Frenchman
explained to me as delicately as possible that it was
not considered quite comme il faiit. But I am sure it

is only a matter of time before Frenchwomen realise

the joys of the open road on two wheels as well as

on four, as we have done for quite a long time now.

National Characteristics that -wreren't !

One thing that struck me particularly in my rambles

round the show was the difficulty in telling the

difference between English and French people.

Wishing to sharpen my pencil, I marched up to a
fierce-looking individual with an Apache hat and
pointed beard, and asked in my best French, ''' Avcz-

vous un canif s'il vous plaitl" He replied, "Sure
thing—let me sharpen it for you !

'

' On the other

hand, a thoroughly British-looking person in tweeds
who used a Gillette every morning suddenly hurled

volumes of French at me without any warning. I went
away. I am very much afraid he wanted to sell me
something.

The Paris Salon is undoubtedly an education in

itself, and I hope that next year there will be more of

my own sex to appreciate it both among our own
English enthusiasts and our French sisters.

HOW MUCH PETROL ARE YOU WASTING? |
Asked and Answered by a Molor Cyclist.Some Questions on Fuel Consumption

WHAT mileage do you obtain from a gallon of

petrol?

The engine only requires a certain amount

of petrol to enable it to caixy out its work efficiently,

but between tire amount of petrol the engine actually

uses and the amount you pour iii the tank there is

usually a wide discrepancy.

How are we to account for this difference?

Before going any further, it must be clea"rly under-

stood that the engine must be in good order—a " dud "

engine was never yet economical.

If you are a regular reader of The Motor Cycle,

that is to say, an enthusiast, it is in all probabihty in

first-class condition, but if you are a beginner, get

a copy of
'

' Motor Cycles and How to Manage

Them "—
^I did when I started, and found it invaluable

for many years.. However, let it be assumed that your

machine is in good order—compression, timing, jet

size and petrol level O.K., and no undue friction in

engine, transmission, or road. wheels. Many people

gear too high; it is a. p;ty, as there is no real

advantage to be gained—it wastes petrol, as has been

proved by tests, does no particular good to the engine

or transmission, and, in the case of " single lungers,"

is apt to add to the weight of the tyre bill.

Waste Not, Want Not.

Do you fill your tank from a two-gallon tin or

measure it out by the gallon? There is a difference!

After an overhaul or a -greasy road-side job you

probably rinse your hands with petrol—an excellent

idea,, too, but do not accuse the engine of consuming

that petrol.

B4

Do you "dope" before starting up, or flood the

carburetter rather liberally ? The engine gets little

value from that, you know.
Running your engine in " free " is not healthy for

your m.p.g. figure; do it no more than is necessary.

Two Economy Tips.

During the war, when there was a pressing need
for economy in petrol, many weird and wonderful
" gadgets " were fitted tO' motor cycles by the credulous

in search of those extra m.p.g., not to mention various

"dopes" that we were exhorted to add to our

precious fluid. Of the whole bunch, there were but

two (in my humble opinion) of any real value

:

1. An extension pipe of six to eight inches

in length fitted to the air inlet of the carburetter.

2. An extra air valve in the induction pipe.

The former traps any blow-back, and also tends

to give a " cleaner" insweep of gas, whilst the second

has the effect of breaking up the mixture better.

Here is a little tip—not by any means new, but not

too well known—that is well worth trying.

Give your engine a clean up—externally—particu-

larly the induction pipe, carburetter, and petrol pipe.

Now add a small quantity of engine oil to the petrol I

in the tank. After running a few miles you will in

all probability find that your petrol pipe and car-

buretter bear distinct traces of oil. In the ordinary ^

course of events, petrol is leaking at these points the

:

whole time you are riding.

All the above are little points that are so easily
y

overlooked, but they should all be watched if economy y

is desired. P.S.
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THE "L. S. D."

THREE-WHEELED
RUNABOUT.

ENGINE: S h.p. J.A.P., air-cooled.

TRANSMISSION : Shaft to gear box,

hence by single chain to rear wheel.

WHEELS : Sankey artillery, detach-

able and interchangeable.

STEERING: Direct.

SPECIFICATION.
SPEEDS : Two forward and reverse.

TYRES : 700 x SO mm.

LUBRICATION : Drip feed.

PETROL CONSUMPTION:
50 m.p.g.

EQUIPMENT : Large screen and
hood, acetylene lighting, with large

car type generator.

PRICE: £215.

MAKERS : Sykes and Sugden, Ltd.,

Linthwaite, Huddersfield.

THE two points upon which the three-wheeled

runabout is usually criticised are its alleged

propensity for rolling and the possibility of

discomfort through having three-wheel tracks instead

of the two of the sidecar or the car.

These two faults are suspected in all three-track

vehicles, and have undoubtedly influenced many
sidecarists to pass over the runabout when the sidecar

no longer fulfils their requirements.

It is probably true that 90% of the experimental

models of three - wheelers have rolled considerably

when first introduced to the road, and the ultimate

success or failure of the production model has been

due to the manner in which the disconcerting tendency

has been overcome.

Importance of Correct Springing.

most cases rolling is caused by the fitting of car-

front axle and springs, the latter being designed

data obtained from experience with four-

wheelers. No three-wheeler

with car-type front spring-

ing giving the same amount
of movement permitted

in a car is immune from
rolling. Therefore, it

becomes necessary to damp
out road shock with as

little movement as possible,

hence it becomes necessary

to reconsider entirely the

front springing question

when it concerns a three-

wheeler.

suspension and steering ,
The three-tracks bogey

swivels. owes its origin to bad

In

type

from

Front

roads. On smooth roads it matters little whether a
car is supported on three or four wheels, and the
same may be said if the pot-holes are so plenriful
tliat it is impossible to steer clear of them. We will

assume that a road is holed like a cullender: each
wheel of a vehicle would then receive its shocks, and
obviously the three-wheeler would suffer least because
it had only three wheels. The whole question, there-
fore, is reduced to a matter of driving, and the fact
that with only two tracks it is easier to "dodge"
the pot-holes.

Massive Construction.

These theories have accnied from e.xperience with
several three-whee'ers of ancient and modern design,
and quite recently we were afforded an opportunity
to test them again aboard an L.S.D. runabout, which,
as most of our readers are aware, is the production
of a North-country factory. Those who have examined
the sturdy con-

struction of the

L.S.D. will better

understand the
reason for its

strength . when it

i s remembered
that the roads in

the neighbour-

hood of the West
Yorkshire manu-
facturing towns
are such that

they would break

up any vehicle

with any weak-
n e s se s in its

Rear suspension and driving wheel ot

the L.S.D. Observe that the runabout

is fitted with a stand « la motor cycle.

B.5
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Road Test o£ "L.S.D."

construction. \Vith

its bad roads, miles

of pave and multi-

tudinous hills., there

could be no better

locality to prove
any design, and the

L.S.D. has the

appearance of ha^-
ing been " bred

"

where the going is

hard.

We once came
across an L.S.D.
wliich had been in

collision with a

steam tractor, and a

local wag expressed

surprise that the

little runabout had
come off " second
best." Although intended as a joke, it serves to

illustrate the impression one obtains that the L.S.D.
is capable of withstanding any amount of rough
usage. The artillery wheels enhance this impression,

and have had something to do with it being likened

to a British bull dog. This is a good simile certainly,

but one which its manufacturers could afford to

render less effective by a little change in the design

of the engine bonnet—an excellent piece of- metal
work, but somewhat unusual to the eye.

Since the L.S.D. was last seen at Olympia the body-
work has been vastly improved, which visitors to the
forthcoming show will appreciate. Those who are

»TOS((¥€IL®

Controllability is one of the L.S.D.'s strong points. Only very occasionally

was it found necessary to engage low gear, even
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thinking of purchas-

ing a r u n a b O' u t

should sample the

seating accommoda-
t i o n. It will be

found that there is

more leg room than

in the majority of

light cars.

On the road we
found that the

comfort could be

favourably c o m -

pared with the best

sprung sidecar

—

and perhaps a little

more. The quality

of the roads w^as

from good to " mid-

d 1 i n g, " and -at

fter a stop. Speeds up -to
, 30

m.p.h. the vehicle

did not roll, and the three-track bogey did not obtrude

itself upon us.

As an example of steady running, it may be

mentioned that on the runabout we were driving a

small key hung on a piece of string from the dash-

board and remained steady for miles on end—it neither

danced nor swayed like a pendulum.
The L.S.D. has only two speeds, and, not knowing

what freak hills we should attempt to ascend, the

makers delivered the car with the lower of- two sets

of ratios, which are optional to the purchaser. The
top gear was
bottom gear 9-?^

the neighbourhood of 5^' to r, and
to I. On these gears we should say

the L.S.D. would go any-

where. We tried it 011

N e w n h a m Hill, near
Daventry, a n d, although

,

steeper than any road
likely to be met with under
ordinary conditions, the

b6

Very few mam roads are steeper

tKan Newnham Hill, nr. Daventry,
which, despite the rough surface,

the L.S.D. climbed at a speed of

approximately 18 m.p.h., with a
reserve of power. (Right) The
new models have a kick-starter

with which it is a simple task to

start the engine.
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Cycle Cars under Test.—

runabout ascended it at a speed exceeding 18 m.p.li.

For anywhere but the hilHest country the gears

mentioned were too low, as the maximum speed per-

missible was about 35 m.p.h. Notwithstanding the

air-cooled J. A. P. engine made no objections when
called upon to maintain 30 m.p.h. for stretches of

twenty miles, neither was «bration excessive. For any-

one who does not require to exceed 35 m.p.h. often

the ratios mentioned have their advantages. In traffic,

for instance, we did not find it necessary to change
down when forced to a crawl, the engine picking up
on top gear in a manner not usually associated with

sidecar outfits.

As regards controllability, anyone who has driven

a motOT cycle can manage an L.S.D. The levers

for the Amac two-lever carburetter are on the large

diameter Sturmey wheel, a drip feed lubricator is

on the dash, there are pedals for the clutch and

powerful service brake, hand levers for the change
speed, side brake and reverse.

We tested the brakes on the steepest portion of

Newnham Hill, and found that with engine in neutral

either of the brakes, which are both on the rear

wheel, would pull up and hold the vehicle.

To swing over a 1,000 c.c. V twin is much more
difficult than to- perform the same feat with a four-

cylinder engine, and the makers of the L.S.D. have
now wisely fitted a pedal starter at the side of the

vehicle, which not once during a trial failed to start

the engine at the first " kick."

There is no doubt that the L.S.D. is well made
and quite up to the work expected from a vehicle

of its type, and we think that if a little closer attention

were given to improving the general appearance these

machines would be very popular next year, although,

so far, the makers have had no difficulty in disposing

of their output.

SCENES m THE ITALIAN MOTOR CYCLE GRAND PRiX.

(Top) The start of

the 750 c.c. class, which

. was won by D. Malvisi,

on a 7-9 h.p. Harley-

Davidson.

(Right) An impres-

sion of the fine speed

way

(Left) Compctitoi^

in the 5(X) c.c. class

getting away at the

start. This class was

won by M. Accerboni

on a Frera.
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CHIME TOPIC
JoUings on Matters of Interest to Owners of Sidecars and Cycle Cars, not to

mention their Passengers. coUaied by "vedetie."

PROBABLY the enthusiastic sidecarist changes his
* sparking plug more frequently than any other

item on his machine. This mucli-maligned article is

blamed for all kinds of sins of which it is entirely

innocent, and
many a sound
plug is " scrap-

ped " -without

just cause.
This, however,
is by the way,

for the Bluemel
Type S plug,

which I have
been testing for

some months
past, has given

e n t i r-e satis^

faction in every
respect. It has
not shown any

"
J. .L ji The 1922 Humber sidecar outfit This well-known

u wi 1 j' machine has earned the enviable reputation as one o;

tacnable gland, the quietest motor cycles on the road. Next year the
it has never Grindlay sidecar will be fitted as standard.

sooted up, and has not caused pre-ignition, although it

it fitted to a high-compression single-cylinder engine,

and has been instrumental in the accomplishment of

several long-distance journeys at high average speeds.

A pair of these plugs has also given e.xcellent service

on a 7 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar. The plug is thoroughly

well-made, and the special insulating material shows
no signs of deterioration after several thousand miles of

hard usage.

PVEN the owner of the sporting
'—' or semi-sporting solo machine
usually desires to become a side-

carist at some period of his career.

Hence the popularity of these

ultra-light streamline sidecais,

in which the younger generation

love to loll. Quite one of the

neatest and most " sporting " of

this type that I have seen for some
time has just been introduced b}

Watsonian Sidecars, Ltd., Cony
here Street, Birmingham, who, of

course, are the makers of the

popular " R 34 " attachment. The

SPORTING ATTACHtvlENT

illustrations show the simplicity of the triangular chassis

and of the springing; the body, too, is light and
simple, being constructed of polished aluminium on an
American ash frame. With a 26 x 2i^in. tyre the com-

p 1 e t e attach-

ment weighs
only 60 lb., and,

what is perhaps

more important,

costs only

£l^ los. (in-

cluding crate or

fitting).

't^ <t^ ^^^ *^^

I HAVE taken

delivery of

a little Verus-

Blackburne
sidecar outfit.

It is a fascinat-

ing little ma-
chine fitted with

a Canoelet
sporting sidecar

with scoop type

windscreen. My first impressions are that, despite

its small capacitiy, this type of machine has great

possibilities for the younger generation. There is

plenty of speed ; in fact, in this direction it reminds

me of the a\'erage pre-war j,yi h.p. outfit. There
are two little points I do not like. First, the alu-

minium toolbox in the top tube chattered in a most
disconcerting way that I have removed it, much against

my inchnation ; it is such a handsome fitment.

Secondly, the little sidecar, when empty, also chatters,

where, I have' not yet dis-

covered, but I rather suspect

the shackles. I hope to im-

prove this by the use of

spring washers.

TWrUCH ink has been
'^^ spilled on the subject

of spring frames, and many -

are the designs which have
been put forward, and yet

few machines have incor-

porated this eminently de-

sirable feature. In the

meantime, I have been

Three views of the new " feather-

weight " Watsonian sidecar which
sells at £17 IO3.
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Illustrating the elliptic springing of the 1922 Triumph sidecar.

experimenting with a Brooks B600 laminated spring
saddle attached to a medium-powered sidecar outfit.

The result is all that can be- desired from the
rider's point of view, though, of course, the rear
part of the machine is not insulated from road

Showing how Brookss B600
saddle is attached to the

shocks. It will be re-

membered that the saddle

is supported on four

long cantilever

springs attached

to the carrier.

^The arrangement is such that the full

' length of the spring comes into action and
thg saddle has a parallel motion of con-

siderable magnitude. In addition, the

springing is instantly adjustable to the

rider's weight by means of a simple screw

and nut device conveniently situated at the

rear of the carrier. In actual practice, the

increase in comfort over a normally well-

sprung saddle attached to a rigid frame
" machine has tO' be experienced to be
.believed. In the present condition of many
of our roads, anything which will increase

the comfort of the rider is eminently to be

desired, and, after riding the Brooks B600
for some 3,500 miles, we have nothmg but

the highest praise to offer. There is no noticeable side

roll, and the shocks from the worst pot-holes are

smoothed out into an easy floating motion, which

enables long daily m.ileages to be accomplished without

discomfort. Certainly as a spring frame substitute,

the Brooks B600 will be hard to beat.

SO familiar is the purple sidecar fitted, exclusively,

to Triumph machines for the last year or
two that a somewhat drastic change in its design wi
coroe as a sui-prise to many who probably saw little

room for improvement. The spring

wheel has been discarded entirely,

, as has the petrol tin carrier on the

A chassis—a method of carrying spare
* fuel which, it will be remembered,

5 atoused considerable discussion in

? our correspondence columns a

little while back. In consequence

the chassis has been considerably

snnplified. The wheel is of the

enclosed variety, supported at both

sides on vertical lugs, which '

' under-
• sling" the whole sidecar four or

J fi\e inches. Two half - elliptic

springs are now used at the rear,

and two' compression coils in front.

Whilst following the same general

lines as hitherto, the body is larger, and now has a

bulbous back serving as a luggage space and housing

for the spare tin of petrol, wliich is held securely in

place by a spring on the underside of a hinged

partition. It is unnecessary to comment on the detail

design and finish, which are only what one expects

on a Triumph production. This sidecar will make
its appearance at Olympia, and will be fitted as

standard thereafter.

ta>- <x> <i^ <!>

HTHE reminder in last week's issue of The Motor
* Cycle that ©nly half taxes are payable after

October ist came as a surprise to many people who
ought to have known better. It has now been
definitely announced that, in addition to- the above
concession, a tax of los. only is required from the

man who buys a sidecar for an already registered

machine during 'the |ast three months of the year.

This means that light-

weights pay 15s. for

three months ; over

200 lb., 30s. ; light-

weights with sidecars,

25s. ; and big sidecar

outfits, 40s.

Threequarter view o(

the new Tnumph sidecar.

(Inset) The spacious
bulbous back, showing the

d of the petrol tin com-
partment raised and the

spring that holds the can

'n position.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be aecompanied by the writer's name and address.

LIGHTWEIGHTS IN THE INDIAN JUNGLE.
Sir,—The correspondent who contributed your article en-

titled "Lightweights in the Indian Jungle" in the issue
of August 2Sth, and his friends, are to be congratulated on
their boldness in trying their luck on a Kacha road (in a
neighbourhood at one time, I think, not unfamiliar to Sir
Eric Greddes) during the rains.

They are less to be congratulated on their (?) sportsman-
ship in shooting feathered game during the close season.
Lakhimpur. F.

SUNDAY COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—:Mr. Miles, in his recent letter, says he "is a motor

cycling enthusiast and ventures to call himself a sports-
man." I do not dispute this statement, though we disagree
on the above question, but why does Mr. Miles state that my
letter "hardly savours of a truly sporting tone?" Surely
not because he disagrees re Sunday trials, as everyone is

entitled to his own opinion.

I most certainly contend that the half day on Saturday is

not sufficient for club events (especially reliability trials). I
hardly think Mr. Miles can reside in either Lancashire or
Yorkshire when he says that " the whole of Saturday could
be devoted if necessary." Sunday riding is a very popular
feature, and I still fail to see any difference between joy-
riding and reliability trials on Sundays. The average club-
man is .just as good a fellow as any other rider—perhaps
better. Who knows ? I am always prepared to do anything
I can to help motor cycling as a clean, healthy sport on all

days, and as long as I am convinced that Sunday trials are
essential to club life, so long shall I support and work for
them. W. A. DOVENER,

Hon. Secretary Bradford M.C. and L.C. Club.

PUNCTURE-SEALING TUBES.
Sir,—Our attention has been drawn to a paragraph in

your issue of 6th October, by " Ixion," in which a user of
the Challenger puncture sealing tube states that, with a tube
he had tested, the punctures only partially sealed, and that
the tube had to be inflated at intervals until it could be
removed for repair.

Such a case is very unusual, and we are inclined to think
this user must have got hold of one of our earlier tubes, in
which the puncture-sealing material was in a thinner layer
than we are at present using. Even so, in ninety-nine cases
out of a hundred the punctures sealed rapidly and satis-

factorily. Certainly, such could not happen in the present
make of tube, through which comparatively large objects
repeatedly penetrate without any leakage whatever.
Only to-day we have received a cover for repair fitted with

a Challenger puncture sealing tube which had been pierced
right through cover and tube by a halfpenny. There was
no deflation except for a second while the halfpenny was
being withdrawn. The puncture sealed itself immediately
and the tube requires no repair.
The writer's argument about an exceptionally long nail

piercing right through the inner side of the tube really
requires little answer. In such a case, the nail would not
deflate the tube in the first instance as in an ordinary tube,
and, therefore, would be easily heard and withdrawn before
it had time to penetrate right through to the back. To pro-
tect the tube all round would cause quite unnecessary
weight, considering the extreme rarity of such a possibility.

J. P. COCHRANE AND CO., LTD.
(Colin R. Cromeie, Director).

BI2

GRAPHITE FOR CHAIN LUBRICATION.
Sir,—We are in complete accord with the advice given by

the writer of the article headed as above, Mr. G. J. Denbigh,

M.Sc, namely, the recommendation that your readers should

obtain their supplies from firms of repute who evidently

employ scientific control in their factories.

Our Foliac motor graphite, which is used in our FoUac
motor chain compound, contains no grit or sand. The
carbon content is over 98%, and the difference is principally

talc or soft mica, which is non-abrasive. Your contributor

will be aware that talc and mica contain 63% and 46% re-

spectively of silica, but that such silica is distinctly not sand.

We think this well-known distinction should be made
very clear in your columns.

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS, LTD.
B. Philips Smith.

27.32 M.P.H.—A PRIVATE OWNER'S T.T. LAP RECORD
Sir-,—In September, when in the Isle of Man, I took my

machine a lightweight fitted with a 2| h.p. J.A.P. engine,

round the T.T. course. Being a complete stranger to the

course, riding an untuned machine, with full touring equip-

ment, I consider that my average speed of 27.32 m.p.h. (per

Bonniksen'and watch) a creditable performance for so small

a machine.
I feel sure that your readers would be interested to know

how standard machines ridden by private owners have per-

formed round the course. OMEGA.
Cambridge.

TYRES, EX-W.D., EXPERIENCES WITH.
Sir,—My experience is about the same as "Fair Deal's."

One 28x3in. Wood-Milne I had from Allen Bennett, after

doing 1,200 miles, looked as new, but another Wood-Milne,
26x2^in. for 2^in. rims, from another firm was worn bare to

the canvas under 300 miles. Since this I have thought it

advisable to leave W.D. alone. If dealers would only guar-

antee a reasonable mileage from these tyres, many more,
like myself, would no doubt buy them.

A. DASHFIELD.

Sir,—My experience of these tyres is exactly the opposite
of "Fair Deal's," as related in The Motor Cycle recently.

I ran a 26x2i-25in. tyre on the rear wheel of my 4 h.p.

Douglas sidecar for 4,000 miles, and when I sold the machine
it was still doing good work on the front (Dunlop extra
heavy, 30s.).

I bought a Goodyear, 28x3in., for 50s. from the Hendee
Co., and after 2,500 miles on the rear wheel, of my Harley
sidecar it looks good for a further 2,000.

A friend bought a 29x3in. for 55s., which has been run-
ning for a considerable time on the rear wheel of his Harley
sidecar, -and it is still going strong, and he is a driver who
likes to drive at his outfit's best speed whenever possible,
and he does not believe brakes are made for ornament.

SOUTHCOMB MAY.

Sir,—In answer to " Fair Deal," re above, I purchased
two 28x3in. tubes. They were W.D., and appeared to be
quite all right and packed in original boxes. After a run of
fifteen miles the butt end blew out. I tried the second, adid
the butt and valve bo£h blew out. I wrote to the people at
the Marble Arch Motor Garage, Edgware Road, from whom
I purchased them, and explained what had happened, and
they immediately sent me another new tube.
Wimbledon, S.W.19. HARLEY-D.
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"GATHERING ADVERT. MATTER."
Sir,—I suppose you have amongst your readers many who,

]ike myself, have ridden and taken a vast interest in motor
cycles way back over the j'ears, and who, though now, alas

!

perchance fat and forty, have a sneaking regard for a fast

'bus, and dislike the "hot and bothered' note of the two-
stroke. We read week by week of terrific speeds in hill-

climbs up and down the country made on one or two famous
machines. In the words of our picturesque cinema cousins,

may we have at some future date a " dose up " photograph of

the actual engines used.
I merely ask as one who last year and this has bought two

different makes of machines, each of which is famous tor

speed, records, and cups. I do not mention medaJs, for

indeed they must have such a stock of these that probably
they have been long since melted down for exhaust pipes on
tlieii- directors' EoU-Royces.

ilowever, in both the bicycles mentioned, the road
performance was disappointing. Very. The front fork
springing as sold to the public is not used by them in

competition. Transmission varied, and engine design was
quite a different proposition fi'om that used to gather adver-
tisement matter.

I have now in use a model 16H Norton, which, as a
solo machine, is a really fine job. I mention this solely

because it is a pleasure to ride a bicycle which, though
standard, is good enough to force other manufacturers to

build special machines to keep their name in front of those
who love a really fast and efficient motor cycle.

ily notepaper will prove to you I am not in anyway con-

nected with the trade. GEO. F. COLE.

WHICH IS THE WORLDS BEST SOLO MACHINE?
Sir,—I am somewhat surprised to see that no one has yet

put forward the undoubted claims of the 3^ h.p. Norton for

, the world's solo title. Having owned two of these machmes

—

one pre-war single-geared and the other post-war three-speed
"—I feel it my duty to claim fair consideration for this

estimable mount. As regards reliability, I can only state

: that my present record is over 5,000 miles without a road
stop, except for tyres. The speed and hill-climbing capa-

bilities of the Norton are unquestionable, as a glance at any
competition results will prove—and these results are obtained
on standard machines—but, in addition, to these qualities,

the smooth, slow running and the instant and rapid accelera-

tion of this mount are surely hard to beat. The addition of

700x80 mm. tyres (which can be fitted to the standard

660x65 mm. rims) has made my machine the acme of

comfort. Detail finish might possibly be improved ; but
I, for one, prefer results to " pretties," and have no reason to

bg ashamed of my favourite mount on any score.

^
"

H. WHITEHOUSK
Sir,—I agree with ilr. Arnold that, provided the argument

is conducted on a sound basis, it would be interesting, and
to a certain extent instructive, to learn the opinion of other

readers regarding this subject.

I have followed very closely the correspondence in 7'Ae

Autocar regarding the world's best car, but find the whole
thing getting further from the point every week, through
sheer lack of a substantial basis upon wliich to argue. It is

(iseless to take price into consideration, for there is no com-
parison between the machine that is built up to a standard
of perfection and the machine that is built down to a price.

It is also a sheer waste of time and space for a correspondent

to state that he considers his 2^ h.p. Tink-a-ponk to be the

world's best machine because it does all that he requires of

,it, has given him long, economical, and exceedingly satis-

factory service, and, when not in use, may be folded up and
hung in the wardrobe, thereby saving garage fees. His
little 'bus is wonderful, no doubt, but stand it by the side of

' a Sunbeam, and one will realise that a comparison is absurd.

I do not say that tlie Sunbeam is the world's best, because,

being a resident in the South of Ireland, I am, unfortunately,

out of the running, so to speak. Here I take off my hat to

The Motor Ci/cle, for it is only through this inestimable

paper that I am able to keep in touch with a truly sporting

\?orlid- I am certain that the world's best machine can be
looked for in England. Motor cycling is more prevalent in

England than in any other country, and the English manu-
facturers are in the forefront of the motor cycle industry.

Of really first-class machines, on the manufacturing of

which no expense has been too great, and in the designing

of which every detail has been studied to a marked degree

by the finest brains of the motor cycling world, there are

bnt few. Study the performance of these few, as to relia-

bility, dm'ability, accessibility, and other abilities that one

expects to associate with a thoroughbred, and it confines the

choice of the world's best motor cycle to an exclusive and

very minute circle. E. S. BADCOE.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. A. Arnold's letter, I am glad to see

this discussion started, as I had meant to do so for some time.

My ideal is the 'bus I own, a 1920 three-speed 4 h.p.

Triumph, with A.C.E. discs, speedometer, etc.

London, N.12. TRIUMPH.

Sir,—In my opinion the 16H Norton has that honour.

While being a really fast machine, it is docile in traffic and

as reliable as a Rolls-Eoyce. These machines are finished

beautifully, and nothing is overlooked as regards small

adjustments. As for noise, the exhaust is rather loud, but

valve clatter is almost entirely absent, a»d the exhaust itself

does not bother. SATISFIED.
Fourmarks, Hants.

ONE OF THE NOVELTIES

OF THE
PARIS SALON.

The Peugeot motor-driven bicycle

wheel.

Sir,—As a purely solo machine, I think the Scott cannot
be excelled. It is to be assumed, however, that by "purely
solo machine " we infer that the question of sidecar usage
will never be considered in relation to it.

The Scott was designed essentially for solo work, and its

designer definitely abandoned the sidecar idea when he
_

seriously tackled the three-wheeled passenger vehicle ; hence,

the Scott Sociable.

Having cleared the air, I base my opinion that the Scott is

the best solo machine on the following points : (1.) It steers

bett«r than any other machine I have ridden ; on rough or

greasy surfaces it is stable to a remarkable degree. (2.) It

is really comfortable ; riding position, saddle springing,

smoothness of propulsion, and fork springing approach the

ideal. (3.) Controllability thoroughly good; controls distri-

buted to both hands and feet, and all operated without
change of riding position.

These qualities outweigh the little extra attentions which
this machine occasionally demands. TYKE.

Coventry.

BIS
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SHAFT-DRIVEN CYCLE CARS.

Sir,^It has often occurred to me that there are apparently

no shaft-driven cycle cars on the market. Why should^ this

be so? The maxim of cycle car manufacturers is Oar

comfort at motor cycle cost." That the shaft drive is practi-

cable on one wheel is demonstrated by the F.N. in particular.

Why then, do not manufacturers approach one step neai-er

to cars by embodying this type of drive? I do not see that

much extra cost would be entailed, as the F.:N.—a motcr

cycle—has this drive, and is not abnormally dear.
^

It is

surprising to me that this query has not cropped up m your

pages before. SH-iFT DRIVE II.

Tottenham.
[At least two three-wheelers—T.B. and Scott—are shaft-

driven.

—

Ed.]

DANGEROUS LICENSING DELAYS.

Sii- —Appended is a copy of a letter which I have just

addressed to the London County Council in connection with

the registration of a motor cycle and sidecar which I had

bought at the beginning of June. The letter speaks for

itself, and, to my mind, this long delay on the .part of the

London County Council in efiecting the transfer of owner-

ship on its books ought to be mentioned m the press^ in

the interest and for the protection of the motoring fraternity.

The latest Motor Licensing Act, as I understand it, is not

merely framed to facilitate tax gathering, but also for the

protection of motor owners ag^ainst theft, etc., by giving

them a proper "title deed." If I am right m my conten-

tion, the Act, as at present handled by the London County

Council, defeats its own ends as far as the public protection

is concerned. How is a theft to be traced if it takes four

to five months to register the change of ownership ?

F. W. STEAKOSCH.
[Copt.]

"With reference to my previous letter, dated September

3rd, which, so far, has remained unanswered, I hereby

again wish to draw your attention to the fact that, although

the registration book referring to the above number had

been sent to your department as far back as June 3rd for the

purpose of transferring the ownership out of the vendor's

name into my own, it has not yet been returned to me.

I' should feel grateful if you could give the matter your

earliest attention.
" I trust you will excuse my insistence, but I am prompted

by a very unpleasant experience in connection with my
previous machine. Fully six weeks after I had sold it, and

when it was apparently "still standing in my name, although

the registration book had been sent immediately to your de-

partment on completion of sale, I was visited by a police

inspector suspecting me of having either maliciously or

accidentally set the heath near Keston on fire. It turned

out that the police had been supplied by your department

with my name and address as the owner of the No. XB ,

which, of course, was wrong."

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION OF THE LIGHT-
WEIGHT SIDECAR.

Sir,—I have read with much interest Mr. Jules Neher's

reply to my letter of September 1st.

Apparently, the international body is no longer an inter-

national body, but purely one studying conditions of Switzer-

land. In this case, it merely resolves itself into a parish

meeting, and I can only assunie that its Continental members

are so far behind the general trend of design that they have

unwittingly fallen into an error in violently opposing the

reintroduction of the 350 c.c. sidecar class.

From an economic point of view, we all want the highest

efficiency for the least money paid ; and, in fact, must have

this to-day to carry on successfully.

Since my last letter was written events have happened in

which lightweight sidecars have taken part which should

clearly prove to Mr. Neher and his canfreres that engines

have 60 developed that a small cubic capacity engine would
now comfortably take two average passengers practically any-

where. So far as frame construction is concerned, how are

manufacturers to develop without they are given the oppor-
tunity of a try out in such trials as the F.I.C.M. are

responsible for?

It is apparently unknown to these people that by scientific

frame construction average loads of 2 cwt. are daily running
about England for the quick and economical delivery of goods,

Bi6
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quite apart from the pleasure given to the man of moderate

means who desires something more sociable than the solo

motor cycle inside £100 cost.

The illustration on page 263 of your issue of September 1st

just once more brings forward the old tag that the motor

cycle and sidecar is the cheapest four-seater in the world,

though I am not suggesting that it would be wise and

desirable for every sidecar rider to load his back wheel as

the gentleman portrayed has done.

Nevertheless, there is heaps of room for the cheap, econo-

mical, go anywhere, lightweight motor cycle and sideeft, ^and

they certainly should not be excluded from the F.I.C.M.

regulations unless that body want to lay themselves open to

being partisan, or merely look ridiculous.

liir. Jules Neher will remember that years ago he and I

experimented with a lightweight small capacity JI.A.G.

engine, which astounded even me, and which is, I believe,

giving good results.

Since then progress has been rapid, and I am quite sure

there will be multitudes of lightweight sidecar outfits on the

roads of the world before this time next year.

E. H. HUMPHRIES,
Managing Director Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.

WHAT IS A STANDARD MACHINE?
Sir.—Might I trespass upon your space in order to ask

Mr. J. H. Wilkinson what exactly he means, in his letter of

Sept. 29th, by a "guaranteed standard machine"?
For instance, does he consider the fitting of special handle-

bars, carburetter, exhausts, plugs, lighter mudguards, or an

alteration in timing to be deviations from the standard?

If so, then I should say that very few standard machines

have ever been entered for open speed events, and not many
for reliability trials.

If, on the other hand, the above alterations do not con-

stitute deviations from the standard, why shoj>ld the fitting

of special cylinders, pistons, gear boxes, or anything else

be considered to do so?

The argument is, thus, rather a wash out, and, in my
humble opinion, almost every machine ceases to be standard

very shortly after it gets into the hands of an enthusiastic

private owner. RAF.
London.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A liquid blacklead knciwn as " Zebo " is recommended by

Mr. H. Walton to those who like to blacklead their cylinders.

According to two local correspondents, long exhausts pipes

are taboo in Devizes and in Blakedown, a village on the main
Birmingham-Kidderminster road. At the latter place the fine

is usually £3, and sometimes "to avoid monotony," £5.
Eton police, according to "J.C.W.," appear to be on the

look out for motor cyclists whose rear number plates are

obscured.

,
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° Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. D

° " MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.' ^
^ The standard handbtook on the motor cycle. j-.

Y.
Price net, 2/6. By post, 2; 10. ^

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." n
New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3. n

n " TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
D A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying ^
D them when found. Fourth Edition. D
n Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3. D
n „ xWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." q
y A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point q
^ of view. Price net, 3 /- By post, 3 /s. ^
D " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." a

By " IxiON," of The Motor Cycle. Q
Price net, 5 /- By post, 5 /3. n

D 1' THE MOTOR CYCLE " RQAD MAPS. ^
n Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, ^^ LondOii. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6.

^^D Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and bi

n Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8,
a

n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. g
With32pagesof RoadMaps. Pricenet,5/ . Bypo5t,5/4. n

Q Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS D
n Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers u
n and Railway Bookstalls. n
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CATERING FOR ALL TASTES.
Improvements in each of Ihe James Models. Infroduclion of an AHraclive Sporls Machine.

Following the lines of tlie l.O.M. and Grand Prix

machines, the new sporting James is pleasing to look

at and to ride

WITH the conversion ot the 5^ h.p

twin into a true sports model, there

will be a 1922 James to suit every

type of motor cyclist. In this policy the

James Co. is almost unique, for the

machmes are made throughout at one

factory, and not merely assembled, like

the products of most other firms with an

ultra-wide range of models.

In point of interest, the new sporting

machine must come first. The 64x77 mm.
(496 c.c.) V twin engine does not differ

in general design from last year's, but its

efficiency is such that a guaranteed speed

of 60 m.p.h. may be obtained without
special tuning. Neat and symmetrical long

exhaust pipes, taper valve springs^ hexagon
nuts on the induction pipe, and separate

lubricating leads to each cylinder and to

the crank case are the chief alterations.

It is in the frame, ' tank, and bicycle

parts that the biggest change is noticeable.

These have been "cleaned up" or re-

designed on the lines of this year's Isle

of Slan and Grand Prix models, resulting

in a considerable weight reduction (200 lb.

for taxation), and a wonderfully natural

and comfortable riding position—quite the

best we have yet experienced. An excep-
tionally wide tank (which holds two and
a quarter gallons) and careful considera-

tion of Uandle-bar and footrest angles are
chiefly responsible for this

feeling of comfort.

Transmission is by chain, tlu-ough a

James three-speed box with clutch and
kick-starter ; light chain guards only are
fitted ; and a polished aluminium gate

—

die-cast, like the majority of the alu-

minium castings on all the models—im-

Gear box and power unit of the additional

two-stroke model.

proves the apjjearance of the gear-chain
mechanism. The gear ratios arc 5, 6.9,

and 10:25 to 1. Internal expanding brakes
ai-e fitted to both wheels, the front one
following the lines of that fitted to the

company's pedal cycles for many years.

At £105, this model represents a very
attractive proposition to the sporting

soloist. Quite in a different class, the

44 h.p. (86x103 mm. = 598 c.c.) single is

primarily intended for economical side-

earring, and has also undergone much
improvement for, 1922. It is now an easy
task to remove the cylinder, the design
of which has been modified. Framework
and cycle parts have, again, been cleaned
up and lightened, and 28x3in. tyres have
been standardised. As on the sports
model, a light guard only covers the rear

chain—in this case, a Brampton spring
link—and an aluminium gate is fitted.

The rear brake is internal expanding.
The sidecar chassis has been entirely re-

designed, and the bodywork has been
improved in minor details. With sidecar,
the price is £135.

So successful has been the 7 h.p. sidecar
outfit this year that only impovements in

wliat may be tei'med convenience have
been made. ' All three wheels are quickly
detachable and interchangeable, and it is

proposed to incorporate a speedometer
dj'ive wliich will remain in situ when the
front wheel is removed. Oil-bath cast
aluminium chain cases replace the light
guards hitherto fitted, and the brake peSal'
is now offset to give easier operation.

Other Models.

AU the well-known features of the
73 X 89.5 mm. (749 c.c) engine, the
staggered fins, the offset exhaust valves,
and the valve and tappet covers are
retained, as is the heel-operated clutch.
Brampton type forks are fitted ; hut on
the other James models only the vertical
parallel motion is retained. The outfit,

with screen, grid, etc., sells at £160.
The standard 2^ h.p. (66x70 mm. =239

CO.) two-stroke has been least altered of
all. It will be remembered that this
model has a double chain drive to the
countershaft, a dog clutch giving high
and low gears. An additional model will
now be marketed with a conventional two-
speed gear box with clutch and kick-
starter. Both the lightweights, which are
respectively £60 and £65, now have
internal expanding front brakes, and are
fitted with the new lightweight M-L
magneto, recently described in The Motor
Cycle.

(Lett) Aluminium chain cases and detachable and interchangeable wheels are the chief alterations to the 7 h.p. James outfit.

Vee shaped Sterling leg-shields will also be substituted lor the type shown.
(Fyght) The "Big Single"—a sturdy example of the economical sidecar machine

C3
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THE SINGLE-CYLINDER SOLO MOUNT.
Extracts from a Paper read before the Institution of Automobiie Engineers.

THAT the 1904 3 h.p. Triumph engine

was almost exactly similar to many
1920 single-cylinder engines illus-

strates how little conventional design,

has changed during the past seventeen

years. This point was mentioned by Mr.

H. D. Teage, of The Motor Cxjck, hi a

paper read last Tuesd.?:y before members
of 'the Institution of Automobile Engineers!

at Birmingham.
The following are extracts from the

paper :

The original engine (the 3 h.p

Triumph) had a ball bearing crankshaft

of normal built-up construction, side-by-

side mechanically-operated valves, and

any individual part might be mistaken

for that of a modern motor cycle engine.

The 3 h.p. Triumph is given as an example

of a seventeen-year old engine which was
the forerunner of the present-day single-

cylinder engine, and as showing that i^^-

provements have tajcen place in detail

only. A second example of up-to-date

engine design was the de Havilland,

originally designed by Mr. 6. de Havil-

land, and afterwards developed by Messrs.

C. S. and E. A. Burney. One of these,

engines, built in 1903, is still in the pos-

session of the author. The design em-
bodied a solid Crankshaft, a large outside

flywheel, plain bearings, detachable head,

and mechanically-operated valves, both

actuated by a common cam. The engine

did not reach the market till nearly ten

years later, when the forerunners of the

now popular Blackburne began to appear.

Such improvements as have taken place

during recent years have been largely

confined to efforts to discover the most
suitable compression ratio by a process of

elimination and to improvements in valve

gear, and though these are steps in the

right direction, with but few exceptions,

they have nSt yet gone far enough.
However much good the sidecar has

done for the motor cycle, and it un-

doubtedly showed up some weak spots,

which were consequently corrected, it un-

fortunately did a certain amount of

harm. The ideal solo machine can never

be suitable for heavy sidecar work, and
the ideal sidecar machine is bound to

be too heavy and clumsy for the critical

solo rider

Weight.

It is obviously undesirable for any
type of machine to carry about even a

pound of unnecessary weight, and until

a considerable improvement is made in

weight-saving no present-day machine
can be called really efficient. At first

sight it would appear to be a diiBcult

matter to cut weight to any considerable

extent, and it must be admitted that to

make an appreciable reduction in the
weight of an existing model would be an
arduous and costly proceeding, and that
the result would not be worth the cost,

though many pounds could still be sav^d
by a careful survey of all parts. On
the other hand, if the whole question of

%veight is carefully studied and a new
machine laid out as a result of this

study, it will be found that a very much
lighter machine can be produced at
approximately the same cost.

A pair of bevel gears is saved by the

ingenious arrangement of cams on the

H.F.G.

It is not only in the engine that weight

can be saved. An engme-shaft clutch

can be made much lighter than a counter-

shaft clutch, since its speed is higher.

Gear boxes are often used with no refer-

ence to the power which they are de-

signed to transmit. Frame lugs are often

quite unnecessarily heavy, and the

strength of the frame would be increased

by scientific cutting away of these lugs.

Valve Gear.

A bad design of overhead valve gear is

no better, and probably considerably

worse, than a good side-by-side valve

arrangement, but taking into consideration

fuel consumption, power, and a given

standard of excellence in each case, the

overhead valve engine will have a slight

advantage in every case. First, if the

valve gear is placed in the head, it

is a comparatively easy matter to pro-

vide a well-shaped combustion chamber.

Secondly, if the ports are equally well

Enclosed valve gear and push rods, and
excellent cylinder design. The Hotchlciss.

designed the overhead valves may be

smaller and lighter to provide the same
efficiency. Thirdly, a carefully designed

overhead-valve cylinder is a much
simpler foundry proposition, and there

is less likelihood of a large proportion of

scrap ; and, fourthly, it is easier to pro-

vide equal and a~dequate cooling to such

parts as most need cooling.

The two greatest difficulties lie (1) in

designing an overhead valve cylinder-

head which provides reasonable cooling

facilities and yet is a simple moulding •

proposition, and (2) in devising a simple

and easily made operating mechanism
for inclined overhead valves.

Taking these points in the order

named, inverted valves to be of adequate

proportions involve a considerable in-

crease in the diameter of the cylinder

head, since to provide sufficient cooling

for the centre of the cylinder head they

must be set fairly wide apart. Since

also the normal valve gear necessitates

the setting of the valves in line with the

frame, it is not easy to arrange the cool-

ing fins in such a way as to provide

proper cooling without involving costly

patterns and foundry work.

Longitudinal head fins will leave an

uncooled pocket at the vital spot be-

tween the valves, while transverse fins,

though easy enough to mould, are almost

useless as regards cooling. We are left,

then, with the alternative of circumfer-

ential ribs and with the difficulty of pro-

viding enough of these to give an ade-

quate cooling surface. Probably the

most satisfactory. solution of the problem

is to increase the head thickness towards

the centre of the head to a very con-

siderable degree, and to use the largest

possible number of finely pitched ribs.

To prevent burning and distortion of

exhaust valves the walls of the exhaust

port should be carried up well clear of

the cylinder walls, leaving a clear space

for air to impinge on the casting at the

junction of the port and the head.

Overhead Camshafts.

Inclined overhead valves, especially in

conjunction with a long stroke engine,

provide an ideal combustion chamber and

gas flow ; cylinder fins of the circumfer-

ential type are easily applied and the

foundry work is simple ; it is not, how-

ever, easy to devise a satisfactory valve

gear. An obvious solution lies in the

use of an overhead camshaft carried well

clear of the casting for cooling purposes.

Unfortimately, this involves .considerable

cost in bevels, or skew gears, thrust

races and expansion joints, though it is

possible to devise a simple two-step chain^

drive which shall not be unduly strained

by cylinder expansion. A simple method

of avoiding a multiplicity of gears is

used by the H.F.G. light car.

If push rods are used, both rods and
rockers should be kept as light as pos-

sible, and tension rods are preferable to

compression rods if this can be arranged.

The M.A.G. engine long ago demon-

strated the fact that overhead valve

gear .may be suitably enclosed, and a

very ingenious system of enclosed valve

gear is in use on the Hotchkiss light
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The Single-cylinder Solo jyioiint.—

car engine. This system provides a
simple metliod of macliining rocker-pivot
bearings for inclined valve engines, while

Mhe' total enclosure of the valve gear
keeps the push rods warm and helps to
ninimise the increase in tappet clearance
vhen the engine warms up. If push
rods are employed it is of the utmost
jpiporfcance that separate return springs
fehould be fitted for the operating gear,

and that the valve springs should attend
|o the valves alone.

In defence, of the side-by-side valve
fengine it must be stated that good effi-

feiency can be obtained from this type if

enough care is expended on the design
&f the .valve ports, combustion head, and
iooling areas, though after twenty years'
Esperience the engines which have been
go designed might be counted on the
Ingers of one hand.

Tworcycle Engines.

On account of simplicity and ease of
ttanufacture alone, the three-port two-
^ycle engine has an immense field for
development, and it has already gone a
long way in assisting the production of
llie machine for the multitude.

It is curious that the would-be designer
of a two-cyde engine is faced with an
extraordinary absence of data on which
to base his calculations, as such figures as

are available refer almost entirely to low-

I:. speed engines such as are used in launches,

g A mechanical transfer valve has
. many possibilities, since by delaying the
closing of such a valve it would be pos-
sible to use a fixed carburetter and con-
trol on variable compression, the excess
charge b«ing returned to the-crank case
as in the case of the PuUin design.
The most fascinating problem, however,

lies in the possibilities of direct injection.

Cooling.
.'" With the data available there should be
no difficulty about cooling either a two or
four-cycle engine of any size likely to be
used in motor cycle work. There are,
however, many engines in which very
considerable improvement can be made.
Since cylinder cooling relies mainly on
convection, it is essential, if the best
results are to be obtained, that the ribs

should be arranged so as to receive the
maximum draught, and aay shielding of

one rib by another is undesirable. The
cylinder head is the most important part
as regards cooling, the barrel, except in

the case of two-cycle engines, being com-
paratively unimportant. Care must be
taken to ensure sufficient thickness of
material to even up the temperature
throughout so far as is possible, and most
existing motor cycle cylinders err by being
on the thin side.

It is useless to employ deep radiating^
fins if there is insufficient thickness at the
root to carry away the heat from the
cylinder, and the recent practice of using
long ribs " as thin as the foundry can
cast them " has its origin ia a mistaken
theory.

It is not necessary to use aluminium
or alloy cylinders to obtain good cooling
if sufficient metal is used and scientifically

disposed. Nor is there any need for
water-cooling on any single-cylinder motor
cycle engine, and such a tendency would
be a retrograde movement, especially from
the solo rider's viewpoint.

}[{onr«^Mi

A-

The 3 h.p. Triumph engine, showing the

similarity of this seventeen years old engine

to modern production.

Lubricfttion.

The history of lubrication of motor
cycles is of some interest, since many
manufacturers have used a considerable
amount of ingenuity in breaking away
from standard car practice ; whether or
not this ingenuity has been wisely ex-
pended is a matter which is open to dis-

cussion. From the earliest days the
simple hand pump has found favour with
motor cyclists, and is still the most
common form of lubrication to-day, though
in many cases it is refined by sight feed
and drip attachments. Curiously enough,
when trouble was experienced with plain
bearings in conjunction with this some-
what crude form of lubrication, motor
cycle designers decided that, rather than
improve the system, they would evade
its faults by using ball bearings wherever
possible. The practice has gradually
expanded until the majority of modern
engines are fitted with ball or roller main
ajid big end bearings, while in one case
rollers are used even in the small end.

SMALL CARS.
Motor cyclists interested in small cars
should read "TheAutoear," the parent
journal of "The Motor Cycle."

Light, medium, and large cars are
adequately covered in its pages. No
artificial division of light cars from
other types is attempted, or, indeed,

is necessary, since (he principles of
design are identiccd and the interests

of users, nhdher concerning ques-
tions of upkeep, taxation, roads, ser-

vice or future development, are un-
divided and common to all.

Thus, "The Autocar"—the pioneer

and the largest of all motor journals—
forms the only complete record of the

automobile movement, by embracing
the interests of motorists in generaL

Every Friday Price 4A.
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This scheme has worked satisfactorily,

since it leaves only the piston and timing
gear to the tender mercies of the novice,

and once the engine has been thoroughly
run in, it is wonderful how much evil

treatment those parts w'ill withstand.
The lubrication of two-cycle engines is

a somewhat complex matter. The
" petroil " system gives remarkably good
results, and is a very simple method of

proportioning oil supply to load; it has,

however, the disadvantage of being messy.

Diy Sump Lubrication.

Excess oil in the crank case makes its

presence felt in a much more objectionable
manner than in the case of a four-cycle

engine, and, consequently, a dry sump
lubrication system appears desirable. This
end may be achieved in two ways. The
simplest is to utilise a release valve in

the lowest part of the crank case to drain
the sump, and the pressure thus generated
may be utilised to circulate the supply.

A system on these lines is embodied in

the new Hawker two-cycle engine.

The same end may be obtained in a
more positive manner by the use of a
plunger pump arranged to draw oil from
the lowest part of the crank case. If

necessary, this pump could be timed to

operate on every explosion stroke or evejy
alternate stroke, involving a very slight

increase in cost, which would probably be
well repaid by the advantages gained.

Steering head design calls for much
criticism, and yet very little improve-
ment has been made. Th5re is, it is

true, a tendency to fit larger ball races,

but few designers appear to realise the
fact that there is heavy radial loading on
the head races and that the normal races
used in motor cycles are unsuitable for

radial loads. Cup . and cone bearings
should be much more satisfactory, and it

is probable that a plain bearing head
with a good sized ball thrust at the base
would give results as good as, or better
than, the more usual system of two thrust
races.

Unit Systems.

It is curious that the unit engine and
gear box system has not become more
popular in this country. The -A. B.C.,
Clyno two-cycle, Beardmore Pre'cision,

and Wooler colonial models practically
complete the list of existing British
machines, though the Diamond, Singer,
Veloee, and Villiers have all built
machines of this type, and the Superb
Four is a promising design. On the other
hand, almost every modern Continental
a-nd American design embodies the gear
box with the crank case (either cast

integral or bolted on).

Spring frames have been a fruitful

source of discussion, and much ingenuity
and paper have been expended on the
subject, but, as far as the solo mount
is concerned, their inclusion in the speci-

fication should be justified by the fact
that lighter parts can be used in frame
manufacture, so that the total weight of
the fully sprung machine is little or no
greater than that, of the imsprung type,
and the former is equally rigid laterally.

Once shaft drive becomes popular, the
unit system will automatically come into
vogue, and in the meantime tne designers
of the machine for the multitude would
do well to study the designs of the Clyno
and the Gillet two-cycle machines.
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Judges' Report on the Six Days Trials.
Extracfs from (he Olficial Report and Results issued by the Auto Cycle Union.

THE Auto Cycle Union has now issued when a particularly noiseless machine 6 (2^ New Imperial) was the best in

its shilling booklet on the annual passed them. The judges would venture Class A, both for oil consumption and
Six Days Trials held in August—

a

to recommend the improvement of speed ; the machine making highest speed
little late, it is true, but not so late as standard machines to a further extent, in Class D, No. 30 (3^ Martinsyde), used^
last year, when the report was issued and the elimination of mechanical noises, 94.6% less oil than was allowed; No. 45'

about Show time. At the same time, which with certain makes of machine (7 F.N.) was the fastest machine on the
there seems no reason why this report were very pronounced indeed. track, and showed a saving of 124.6% of

should not be made public while the trial "The Beakje Test.—Most brakes were oil on the road, whilst similar results are

is still fresh in the public mind. _ excellent. Front brake controls on several noticeable amongst the fastest of the pas-
The results differ only in minor details of the machines were not of sufficient senger machines, such as No. 90 (8

from those published in The Motor Cycle strength. Faulty attachment of an other- Morgan), No. 69 (8 Matchless), and tlie

for September 8th and 15th. We append wise efficient front brake led to disaster in three P. and M.'s.
extracts. the case of No. 1 (2^ Cedos) who was dis-

" With so many machines of dissimilar qualified for obtaining and fitting a rein- Final Test.

character it is impossible to say that any forcing plate. The brakes on the P. and* " The final test of the machines was
particular motor cycle, or make of motor M.'s, which provide for the outfit being divided into three parts : First, the high
cycle, did best in the trial. For this held when unattended, are worthy of speed test on^Brooklands, then the ascent
reason, instead of a single team prize as special notice. of the test hill, and, finally, an external
in previous years, five team prizes had " f^el and Oil Consumftion Tests.— examination. The 730 miles on the road
been offered by the Union, one in each The results obtained from the fuel and oil having been of the nature of an extended
of the classes thought particularly worthy consumption tests, particularly when the trial run, during which valuable informa-
of encouragement. In each of the follow- loads are taken into account, are instruc- tion as to hill-climbing, brakes, noiseless-
ing cases members of the winning team tj^g The Union would direct particulair ness and running costs had been obtained,
were all gold medallists : New Imperial, attention, not to any extraordinary in- this 68 mUes at high speed was almost

"j T> '^^'j^^^T
^'^

-\T^°
'^'''^^^^)'. "°^^''' dividual performances, but to the follow- certain to disclose any weakness not

^S ?• ''^.i rs
^° .^^^^^ prize was

jj,g analysis of the results, based as they previously apparent. It was just possible,
ottered in Glass, D (medium-weight solos) are on 730 miles of running over ordinary however, for a machine to have- failed
or in Class H (cycle cars), but in these two touring roads. towards the end of the speed test, and yet
classes such meritorious performances

^^^, ^^ accomplish the distance at the required
were made by the three 3|h p. Scotts Ton-mi!es Costp.-r average speed. In 1920, at least one
and the Morgans that the judges have

„,,,^ . ^\^fr °m machhie completed the requisite number
requested ths Competition Committee of

fS>llt\o W V WV::. W*2 W:. 5 2J of laps within the time limit with a broken
the Auto Cycle Union to award their jOOcc. solo 18.05 .... 2}8i piston at the finish.
manufacturers some special recognition. 760c.c. solo 16.40 B/lt /

' nr.!-.- * i, ^ 1,

"In general the following performances 600 c.c. sidecars 20.79 ....-3/4 This year, to obviate such a possi-

were o! exceptional merit : P. and M., 1,000 c.c. sideo.rs 20.40 .... 3;iLi bility, every machine, after completing

Scott, A.J.S., Matchless, O.K., F.N. 1. 00 c.c. cy.le c..rs ... 20^30 .... 4/U he speed test, had to be driven up the

New Imperial Rover, Morgan, tIb., and ^^^ V^S^^ '^/I't * "*
'"^'I f^^f'

'"'*
'"IV

?"* /'' gradient of 1 m 4, to

G.N. All of the six cycle cars that ^Sf^ of aownward slopes was taken by prove that not only engine but trans-

started viz three Morgans the T B drivers to reduce fuel consumption, the mission also were in working condition,

and two G'n 's succeeded 'in winning "^^^ °^ ^^^ throttle as an. air_brake and of "Eighty-four per cent, of the machines

gold medals
"*

'

^ variable jet controllable whilst driving, which started the trial reached the final

" SpeciaJ mention must be made of the were commendable features on certain test, and of these 92% completed the

2i h.p. O.K. Junior and sidecar driven by machines. speed test. Over 60% of the latter passed

F C North With an engine of only As regards oil consumption, many the final examination without loss of

292 c.c. capacity,. this outfit climbed all
competitors confessed that before the trial marks ' ,.

, ,
hills and completed the trial. That such a t^ey were ignorant of the quantity of oil The final exammation disc osed a

light passenger machine can provide a sure really required. Ihe actual amount 01 noticeable improvement in reliability and

means' of rapid transport for two adult o'l "scd up as a lubricant in an internal simplicity of operation of gear boxes,

persons appears a fact of real importance combustion engine is, of course very Kick-starters were often over-hard to

to both user and manufacturer. ^mall ; a comparatively large surp us has operate, and it vvas noticed that in

to be fed to make good losses by leakage several cases steering heads and tork

The Various Tests. and burning, and to prevent the working links needed lubrication. There was a

" The Ro,\d Test. On the road the oil becoming . too dirty. Other things ' marked difference amongst the successful

competing machines ran, as was expected, being equal, the consumption of oil by machines as regards cleanliness and neat-

with clock-like regularity. The few marks an engine largely depends on the accuracy ness. Such machines as the P. and M.,

lost for unpunctuality were usually due of workmanship of its component parts. A.J.S., Matchless, O.K.,
^
and Dunelt

to tyre trouble or carelessness. The If too little surplus oil is fed, serious show that reasonable cleanliness is easOy

weather throughout the trial was favour- damage must ensue. If too much, the attained. Controls and particularly con-

able. An occasional shower of rain im- engine will become dirty inside and out, trol cables, can be arranged so as not to

proved the road conditions, and the two the exhaust system will be fouled, plugs interfere with cleaning, and the shield-

most severe hills in the trial, Porlock and will get ' oiled up,' whilst valve stems and in" of engine parts appears very desir-

Lynton, were in excellent condition. tappets will become choked with oil and able. Although a number of machines

Nevertheless, it is evident from the 'dust, etc., etc. Lacking any definite were dirty, the marked improvement

results that the modern motor cycle is guide, the average motor cyclist over-- observed on others shows that dirt and

more than capable of climbing any lubricates, and in the light of the results motor cycles are not inseparable,

gradient likely to be encountered by the disclosed by this test the Union itself " Under the heading of ' General Re-

general user. appears to have erred on the generous marks,' the judges state^ that they are

"The SiltvNCE Test. The judges are side when the maximum consumption ot of opinion that over the relatively short

glad to be sbie to I'eport a great improve- oil was allotted. distance covered no part of the power
ment as regards noiselessness. Many of " No engine trouble was reported as unit should have needed attention. They
the competing machines were fitted with due to insufficient lubrication ; on the recommend that further attention should

special silencing arrangements, which did other hand, certain engines, whici be given to general cleanliness and to

not appear to cause any loss in overall throughout the road test were given an the prevention of rattle in accessories and
efficiency. Again and again favourable unusually small quantity of oil, performed fittings. Transmissions should not have
comments were heard from spectators exceptionally well in the speed test. No. required frequent lubrication j this re-

To Club Secretaries about to plan their winter programme ; see " Club News " page for particulars of " The Motor Cycle " film.
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CHAMPIONSHIPS
At Brooklands, 8th October, 1921.

Championship Scratch Race, Class A (275 c.c. solo)

* 1st J. V. Prestwich—Diamond J.A.P. 2nd E. Remington—Blackburne
* Breaking flying 5 mile record at 63.40 m.p.h. and 10 miles (standing start) record at 62.28 m.p.h

Championship Scratch Race, Class B (275—350 c.c. Solo)

1st E. Remington—Blackburne.

Brealcing 10 mile (standing start) record at 69.70 m.p.h.

Championship Scratch Race, Class C (350—500 c.c. Solo).

fist J. Emerson—Douglas. 2nd C. G. Pullen—Douglas.

t Breaking 10 mile (standing start) record at 79.54 m.p.h.

Championship Scratch Race, Class E (500—1000 c.c. Solo).

list C. F. Temple—Harley -Davidson. 2nd H. le Vack—Indian.

3rd D. H. Davidson—Indian.

+ Breaking flying 5 mile record at 96.54 m.p.h. and 10 miles (standmg start) record at 91.17 m.p.h

Championship Scratch Race, Class G (600—1,000 c.c. Sidecar).

Illst C. F. Temple—Harley Davidson. 2nd D. H. Davidson—Indian.
II Breaking fljing 5 mile record at 77.98 m.p.h. and 10 miles (standing start) record at 7537 m.p.h.

ALL WON ON

'/mTTff/.

UTiiiili
THE TYRE WITH NINE LIVES

When it's speed—the Acid Test

Hutchinson never lets you down.

HUTCHINSON TYRES
'

70, Basinghall St., LONDON, E.C.2

Tyre Manufacturers since 1877 Rubber Manufacturers since 1850

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C9
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B. M. C. R. C.

CHAMPIONSHIP MEETING,
8th OCTOBER, 1921.

Class A. 1st and 3rd places
ALSO BEATING

WORLDS RECORD
For FIVE and TEN Miles

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

J. A. PRESTWICH & Co., Ltd

Northumberland ifcoad,

Tottenham,

LONDON, N.17.
^NGSNE.

BB

THE

]f^oftoS)
at Brooklands, on October 7th, Mr. V. Horsman, riding a

STANDARD 3ih.p MODEL 16H,
WAS SUCCESSFUL IN

SMASHING
THE

ONE HOUR RECORD at
AND ALSO THE .

SO MILE RECORD at

73.38

74.14

M.P.H.

M.P.H.
(500 p.c. class, subject to A.C.U confirmation.)

YOU CAN BUY AN IDENTICAL MACHINE
Write joT free Art Catalogue showing latest reductions in prices.

NORTON MOTORS, LTD. - - BRACEBRIDGE STREET, - - BIRMINGHAM^
CIO in answerincj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Judges' Report on the Six Days Trials.—

mark would also apply to the links of
sidecar springs.
" It is obviously important to design

the suspension o£ a passenger-carrying
machine so that overloading does not
produce any damage.
"All unnecessary cables should be re-

moved from the handle-bars, as the
resulting simplicity would strongly appeal
to the inexpert public. The provision of
detachable wheels with dustproof bear-
ings is not yet sufficiently general.

fj^OT^ILS
" It appears that modern transmission

has progressed somewhat further than
has the power unit. Much more atten-
tion should be given to the elimination
of noise of every kind. The Morgan and
T.B. machines were noticeably good
under the heading of mechanical silence.

Demonstrating British Superiority.

"Although the percentage of premier
awards is lower than those won in the
1920 trial, the 'judges consider that with
the revised system of marking the 1921
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Si.K Days Trials have demonstrated more
fully and convincingly than has ever

been done previously the general all-

round e.xcellence of the British motor
cycle, whilst at the same time it has
indicated where improvements would
seems to be desirable."

The report is signed by the two judges,

Dr. A. U. Low, A. C.G.I. . M.I.A.E., etc.,

and Lt.-Col. D. F. Nicholl, and the clerk

of the course, Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
A.M.I. A. E., secretary of the Auto Cycle
Union.

SCRAMBLING ROUND SURREY.
Sporting One-day Trial of the Surbiton and District M.C.C. for the Sopwitli Cup.

TRIAL organisers are in an unfortunate
position nowadays, for, when efforts

are made to provide sport in a
category different from that to which we
are accustomed, they are invariably the
victims of high-pressure criticism. When
sidecars and solo machines compete over
the same course, it is extremely difficult

to include tests siifficiently severe to
impede the soloist without overburdening
the three-wheelers to disadvantage.
The Surbiton and District M.C.C. trial

on Saturday is a concrete e.xample. In
order to find a super-rider and machine
from among the sixty entrants attracted
by the generous prize of a 100 guineas
cup (presented by Mr. T. 0. M. Sop-
with, C.B.E.), a course reminiscent of the
shell-ridden areas of Flanders was selected.

The wide tarred road from Ripley, the
starting point, to Guildford, reassured the
riders, optimists all, of their vision of a
real joy ride, which, blessed with a crisp,

morning air and bright sunshine, seemed
to be materialising.

Guildford High Street, with its unique
hill, was descended, and, thereafter, sur-

prises of the type that instinctively glue
the hands to the bars and sink the knees
into the tank .greeted the competitors at
every turn.

An Appetiser.

Deflected at the bottom of the High
Street, the route rose steeply up a middle
gear hill from the Guildford valley, and,
as a primer for the riding which would
be required later, a two mile grass track
was traversed.
Breathing time was granted whilst

admiring the beautiful country surround-
ing Farncombe, Godalming, and Hasle-
mere ; no doubt a cunning scheme to dis-

arm the riders from the terrors to follow.

With curiosity aroused by a sudden
but well-indicated left turn off, the main
road from Haslemere, the ruts, holes,

and boulders which jumped before the
eyes were not so great a surprise.

Solo men, if more fortunate than
V. Gayford (8 Zenith), who slid into the

rut, could plunge along the narrow ridge

separating the gulleys; sidecar outfits,

however, were doomed to axle scraping.

Had normal October weather been the

rule, it would have been big odds against

a single clean climb of Bexley Hill ; as it

was, a small patch at the bottom defied

the back wheels of many of the sidecar

machines. Higher up, things were worse.

Here a gradient of about 1 in 7, studded
with boulders as numerous as the adjec-

tives employed by the unlucky riders,

weeded out many aspirants to the cup.

F. C. Townshend's 8 h.p. Zenith was as

unhappy as its pilot, whilst Secretary

Reeves (also on a Zenith)-, probably
anticipating the difficulties his high gear

would involve, canie up at speed and
hopped from boulder to boulder. E. A.
Deeding (5j James) just saved a spill,

whilst J. S. Bennett's 4 h.p. Metro-Tyler
had no scruples and roared up at full

throttle. A. H. Lowe (3^ Norton) had
bad luck when his back wheel slipped

into the rut at the side of the track and
spoiled his clean sheet. An_ 8 to 1 low
gear was too high for G. C. Labin's

3i h.p. Indian. R. A. Green, a speed
merchant on a Sj h.p. Sunbeam, was
lucky to escape a fall when his footrest

struck a rock halfway up the hill. D.

H. Davidson (4 Indian -Scout) made an
excellent climb, and R. Chaplin (3,^ Sun-
beam) also qualified, although he took

the hill slowly. C. E. Taylor (2J Vasco)

did not turn up ; that he and H. Sawtell

(8 Morgan) had retired was reported later.

A circular route via Easebourne termi-

nated at Haslemere, the lunch stop, but

before reaching there Fernhurst accounted

for many failures ; stops were recoi'ded

against R. G. Spikins (A,B,C.), F, A.

McNab (8 Trump-Jap), J. L. Boscall

(A,B.C.), E, A. Deeding (3i James), C.

I. Freeman (A,B.C,), C,,^ C. Labin
, (3^

Indian), A. S. Richardson (6 Trump-Jap),
and R. Chaplin (3^ Sunbeam). It will be
gathered that few riders with clean sheets

entei'ed the field in the afternoon.

The Afternoon's Run.

Ill-luck prevented Kaye Don (2-J A.J.S.)

from starting. Apparently an improperly

cleaned petrol tin was the cause of water
in his jet. He got away later, A colonial

section of sandy soil, boulders, and cart

tracks was followed by a freak climb,

known as High Button, There were
many failures, due partly to the gradient,

and partly to the soft nature of the road.

W. H. D. S'teer (8 Zenith sc.) stopped and
had to push, and so had C. I. Freeman

Abbot (8 Zenith) and C. Finch (8 G.N.) taking the steep hill leading up to the main

Milford-Haslemere road.
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A picturesque scene on the route of the reliability trial held by the Surbiton and District

M.C-C. (or the Sopwith One Hundred Guinea Challenge Cup. A Matchless sidecar on

the rough surface of Fernhurst Hill.

(8 Enfield sc), K. H. Bywaters (8. Zenith
sc), 0. A. Chaplin, and K. Preston (5

Zenith).
The last and most " freakish " climb of

the day was situated in the woods which
encircle Gomshall. A narrow track of

appalling surface, gradually lessened in

width as the climb proceeded, until,

terminating in a sharp rise to the knoll at

the top, the width of the rideable track
did not exceed 5ft. As a consequence,
much sport resulted.

Leaf Hill, as it was christened, could
not be climbed in the winter months, as

the thick layer of leaves, soddened by the
rain, would not permit a' grip of any sort.
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Fine weather again saved the situation.

Kaye Don (2| A.J.S.) came up first, well

within his recovered time. His speed was
good. R. G. Spikins (3 A. B.C.), however,
simply leaped up.

R. C. Charlesworth made a great effort,

and, with scientific bumping of the back
wheel, just succeeded in bringing his big

Zenith sidecar to the top.

Wheel spin was the cause of W. H. D.
Steer's (8 Zenith sc.) failure. R. A. Green
(3^ Sunbeam) again climbed at speed, al

also did D. H. Davidson (4 Indian Scout).

F. A. McNab (5 Trump-Jap) hit a
boulder, which tore the footrest and en-

gine plate away; he subsequently retired.

The route was excellently indicated" by
red dye, whilst the general organisation
was very good. Results : ._

THE SOPWITH 100 GUINEA CUP.—D. H.
Davidson (4 Indian Scout).
GOLD MEDALS.—W. J. Kelly (3% Norton), J.

R. Bennett (4 Mctro-Tylei). R. B. Cla'rk (8 Match-
less). L. Nicliolson (2% Coulson), A. H. Love (3V'
Norton), G. E. CuHe (2y, Metro-Tyler), R. G^
Spiltins (3 A.B.C.). Allan Gnizelier (8 Zenith),
and V. Gaylord (8 Zenith).
SILVER MEDALS.—F. O. Townshend (3 Zenith),

lost 10 marks: R. C. Charlesworth (8 Zenith sc.).

0; R. C. Staunton (4 Triumph). 4; R. A. Green
[V-l-i Sunbeam), 12; E. A. Leeding (3V, James),
15; E. R. Jacobs (2% Wooler), 18; Kaye Don (2%
A.J.S.), 10; A. G. Wall (2-)i Cedos), 4; J. Abbott
(8 Zenith), 5; Cliflord Pinch (8 G.N.), 12; Stanley
Watson (8 G.N.), 10; E. L. Showell (6 Martin-
syde), 10; O. Clark (8 G.N.), 6.

BRONZE MEDAL.— W. H. D. Steer (8 Zenith
sc), lost 20 marks.
TRAM PRIZE.—R. C. Charlesworth (8 Zenith),

V- Gayford (8 Zenith), and F. C. Townshend (8
Zenith).

SPEED TRIALS ON THE BOIS DE BOULOGNE.
World's Flying kilometre Record in 230 a c. Class broken by Brilish-engined Mach'ne

and Brilish Rider.

FOR the first time in history the Bois
de Boulogne, in Paris, was the scene
last Thursday morning of motor

cycle speed tests. Thanks to the energetic
Motocycle Club de France, the municipal
authorities consented to allow the famous
Allee des Acacias, which, during the
season and at certain hours of the day, is

the most el'egant rendezvous in the world,
to be given up for three or four hours to

attempts on motor cycle world's records.

In addition to this, the authorities placed
at the disposal of the organisers a force

of more than 2,000 soldiers, police, and
municipal guards, who were used for

controlling traffic and keeping spectators
off the course. The event is really unique,
and constitutes a most important victory
for motor cyclists, for although there is

no legal speed limit in France, the Bois
de Boulogne is most jealously guarded,
and at normal times fast driving is almost
as rigorously suppressed as in Hyde Park.

An Ideal Speedway.
The Allee des Acacias is a broad,

perfectly straight highway, passing
through the heart of the Bois, from Porte
Maillot to Longchamps. The surface is

tar macadam, and was in excellent con-
dition on the morning of the trials. The
only complaint of riders was that they
had not had any preliminary practice

;

they felt that had they known in advance
the surface was so good they could have
made even better time.
The English rider, J. V. Prestwich,

broke the world's record in the 250 c.c.
class by averaging 68.59 m.p.h. for the
flying kilometre. In accordance with the
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international regulations, the average was
calculated on the out-and-home runs. The
machine was built by Bartlett, a well-
known English motor cyclist, who h^s
been resident in France for several yeari,
and was equipped with a J.A.P. engine.
Times in the 250 o.c. class were as follows :

J. V. Prestwich (214 J.A.P.) ... 32!s.
Jolly (214 Armor) 365s.
Vernisse (2Vi Yvels) 36ss.
Moussard (2'/, Mousse) 46is.
Rasser (2\4 Rasser) 46is.

There was only on© competitor in the
350 c.c. class, namely, Meunier {on an
Alcyon), who covered the kilometre in

31|s.

No records were broken in the 500 c.c.

class, although Pean (on a twin Peugeot)
came very near lowering the- figure held
by Judd on a Norton. The French
rider made very fast time on the outward
run ; but on the return his engine seized,
and he cut the tape with the momentum
he had acquired, his time for the kilo-

metre being 26e.s., compared with the
record of 25s. The others in this class
were :

'

Marc (3V- Alcyon) 29is.
Bartlett "(3 A.B.C.) 29is.
Millaud (31/0 Motosacoche) ... 29sS.
G. Jolly (3% Alcyon) 32|s.

In the 750 c.c. solo class Gillard (on a
Peugeot) was timed in 26|s., and Liaudois
(on a machine of his own make) in 34s.
Pelissier (on a Motosacoche) was fastest
in the 1,000 class (time, 25s.), followed
by Coquide (on an Indian) in 29^5.
Bartlett (riding an A.B.C. in the 600

c.c. sidecar class) made the beat time of
the day by covering the" flying kilometre
in 34|s. Coquide (on an Indian) was
first in the 1,000 c.c. class with 36s., fol-

lowed by Psalty (on a Harley-Davidson)
in 43|s.

Cycle cars were run both as solo mounts
and with passenger. In the former class

Darmont established a record with his
Morgan in 28|s., the second in this class

being Mauve (on an Elfe), time 34|s. In
the cycle car class with passenger, the
results were as follows :

... 29|s.

... 30s.

... 314s.

... 34s.

... 50js.

The winning machine in this class is

the new four-cylinder cycle car with
which Lombard won the Grand I*rix race
at Le Mans a few weeks ago.

1. Lombard (Salmson)
2. Darmont (Morgan)
3. Chabreiron (E.H.P.)
4. Lams (Mathis)
5. Mauve (Elfe)

BRITISH SUCCESS IN
ITALIAN GRAND PRIX.
British machines scored a sweeping

success in the 350 c.c. class of the Italian
Grand Prix race, pictures of which appear
on another page of this issue. Detailed
i-esultfi, including distances, times, and
winners' speeds are appended

:

350 CO. CLASS.—1, A. Garanzini (2% Verus),
2h. 51m. 30s.; 2, P. B. Badino (2% Douglas)
2h. 52m. 385.; 3, P. Ramni (2% A.J.S. ), 3h. 4m.
lis. Distance, 224.9 km. Winner's speed, 56
m.p.h.
500 c.c. CLASS.—1, M. Accerboni (3>A Frera),

3h. 40m. 8s.; 2, —. Gileri (3yo Prera), Sh. 47m.
31s.; 5, B. Oppessi (3y2 Triumph), 3h. 51m. Dis-
tance 311.4 km. Winner's speed, 52.5 m.p.h.
750 c.c. CLASS.—!, M. Castagno (4 Indian),

3h. 30m. 25s.; 2, R. Rava (4 Indian), 3h. 54m.
54s. Distance, 311.4 km. Winner's speed, 55.2
m.p.h.
1,000 c.c. CLASS.—1, D. Malvisi (7-9 Harley-

Davidson), 2h. 54m. 9s.; 2, V. Paraglia (7-9
Harley-Davidson), 2h. 57m. 45s.: 3, A. Ruggeri
{7-9 Indian), 2h. 58m. 50s. Distance, 311.4 km.
Winner's speed, 66.7 m.p.h.
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Number-plat.es to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vi^e Koad Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

First Olympia Show Niunbei.

To-morrow's issue of The Auiocar will
form the first of the fom' Special Show
numbers, and will deal particularly with
Accessories and Coachwork.

Motor Cycles in South Africa.

Only twenty-four British motor cycles
were imported into South Africa during
the month of July. Germany and the
U.S.A. sent four each.

Some Dog!
Under the heading of " Dogs, Poultry,

and Live Stock for Sale," a Bleriot-

Whippet is offered for sale in a pro-

vincial newspaj)er.

Ex-W.D.
Ex-W.D. parts were used in several

machines at the Paris Salon ; for example,
Harley-Davidson engines were fitted in a

new cycle car.

Chab»
Egyptian Imports of Motor Cycles.

In July, 1920, sixty-eight motor cycles

were received into the country, but the
corresponding month this year only six.

Four of these were from the United
Kingdom and two from France.

Road Conference.

-

Twenty-one countries were represented
at the International Road Conference at

.Paris last week. The conference is due
to the initiative of the French Govern-
ment, which is anxious that steps should
be taken towards modifying road regula-

tions tlu'oughout the world.

New M.C.C. Trials Secretary.

To enable the Motor Cycling Club to

can'y out its successful competitions in

the most eflScient manner possible, the
committee has apiwinted Mr. F. T. Bid-
lake, the well-known timekeeper, to be
the permanent trials hon. sec. for the
club. Mr. Bidlake's first great work will

be to organise the London-Exeter run

;

particulars will shortly be published.

^Kaye Don starting his record-breaking ride at Brooklands last week. On a 21 h.p.

Massey Arran, he broke the ten 'miles record (standing start), covering the distance in

8 min. 26.48 sees. =70.22 m.p.h. The engine is an o.h.v. Blackbume.

Special 'features.

THE SPIRIT OF A SPORTING TRIAL.

THROUGH FEMININE GOGGLES.
THE SINGLE CYLINDER SOLO MOUNT.

Helvellyn climbed by Lightweight.

An O.K. -Union rider, W. S. Chapman
of Butterknowle, claims to have reached
the summit of HelveUyn (3,118ft.). He
used a gear of 18 to 1. He ascended

- from Patterdale, via Grisedale Tarn, and
descended to Wythburn. Those who
know this locality will appreciate that it

is a remarkable achievement.

The Grand Prix Races.

Some confusion may exist in the minds
of our readers owing to the number of

motor cycle races on the Continent bear-

ing the title Grand Prix. The most
important of these was. the Grand Pifx
of the Union Motocycliste de France, an
event bearing the importance in France
that the T.T, races hold in England.
There was also the Grand Prix de France,
organised by the Motoeycle Club de
France—a live and energetic club—hut
naturally this race did not occupy the
same exalted position as that to which
we first referred. Finally, there was the
Grand Prix organised by the Belgian
Motor Cycle Federation, which occupies
in Belgium the same position as the T.T.
does in England. So as to clear up the
matter finally, we give herewith the
results of these three races, together with
reference to the issues of The Motor Cycle
in which they were reported :

GRAND PRIX DE FRANCE, M.C.F. (CIRCUIT DE
PROVINS).

(July 7th, p. U.)
h. m. s.

1.'50 CO. Class (149 miles).—Sandford (SJ

M.S.) '1 47 27
3.50 c.c. Class (183 miles).—Marc (2j

Alcvon) 3/^45 IC

500 c.c. Class (183 miles).—Naas (3

A.B.C.) 3 28 54
1,000 c.c. Class (183 miles).—Andre (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc.) 4 34 57

GRAND PRIX DE L'U.M.F. (CIRCUIT DU MANS).
(July 2Sth, p. 126.)

h. m. s.

200 c.c. Class (16H miles).-Vernisse (2i
Yvels-I.A.P.) 3 44 49.

3.50 c.c. Class (1935 miles).—Meunier (2|
Alcyon) 3 55

500 c.c. Class (193J miles).—A. Bennett

(3J Sunbeam) 3 13 24S

GRAND PRIX DE LA F.M.B. (CIRCUIT DE SPA
BELGIUM).

(August ISth, p. 210.)

h. m. s.

250 c.c. Class (111 miles).—Kicken (2i
Gillet) 3 9 41

COO c.c. Class (188 J miles).—H. W. Hassall

(3{ Norton) 3 18 53

CI3
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BM.C.E.C, Annual Dinner.

Monday, November 28th, is the date
selected for the annual dinner of the
British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

Level Crossings.

Every level crossing should be guarded
by gates; recently a Leicester motor
cyclist was killed through this omission.
Ihis is a matter our motoring organisa-
tions might take up.

Season Tickets for the Show.
Season admission tickets for the Motor

Cyde Show at Olympia (November 28th
to December 3rd inclusive) are now avail-
able, price 7s. 6d. each, on application to
the British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers and Traders Union, Ltd., " The
Towers," Warwick Eoad, Coventry.

Eickham Convalescent.

We are glad to know that E. Kickham,
who was so severely injured in the Grand
Prix Race, is back" in England. His leg
is still in plaster and his arm out of
action, but there is every prospect of a
complete cure. We congratulate him on
his recovery, which the doctors say is

due to his cheery optimism.

Boads Improvement.
The annual general meeting of the

Roads Improvement Association will be
held at the Chamber of Commerce,
New Street, Bii-mingham, on Thursday,
October 27th, at 7 p.m. The chair will

be taken by the Earl of Denbigh.

Red Lamps on Motor Cycles.

Some doubt s.till exists in the minds
of motor cyclists—and in the minds of
the police !—as to whether or not motor
bicycles need carry a rear red lamp at
the present time ; but we are assured by
the Legal Department of the Auto Cycle
Union that ridel's of solo machines are
exempt. On the other hand, it is urged
that, for the safety of the motor cyclist
himself, without considering the conveni-
ence of the other road users, a lighted
rear lamp should be carried after dark.
The sight of a red lamp ahead is a con-
siderable comfort to the overtaking
motorist, no matter what type of vehicle
he is driving, and is in itself a valuable
protection to the user. There is no doubt
at all that sidecarists must carry a rear
lamp, but they have the option of light-

ing either the front or back number. This
Order dates from 1913, but there is no
order compelling the use of a rear lamp
on a solo mount.

Closing Brooklands Meeting.

The final I'ace meeting of .the

B.M.C.R.C. for the 1921 season will be
held on Saturday, November 5th, and
there will be three-lap handicap races

for machines up to 500 c.c, from 500 c.c.

to 1,000 c.c, and for passenger machines.
Followinjj these, there will be a winners'
handicap for the first four finishers^ in

each race. A five-lap championship race
for machines between 500 c.c. and 750 c.c.

will also be run. This should be a most
entertaining meeting, and the handicap
events will no doubt result in some close

-finishes.

THE SOPWITH CUP TRIAL. (See

"Scrambling round Surrey. ") Competitors

on High Button Hill : L. Nicholson

(2-i Coulson - B), and A. G. Wall, whose

mount is a 2-J h.p. Cedos.
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A Tang in the Air.

The time for leather helmets, thick

-gloves, and warm clothing is making evi-

dent its approach.

Lectures on Carburation.

^ Club secretaries who are arranging

winter evening items in their programmes
are advised to communicate with C. Binks
(1920), Ltd., Eccles, Manchester, as this

well-known firm of carburetter specialists

has arranged a lecture on carburation,

illustrated with lantern slides.

Utility Sidecars.

Several trade.smen's sidecars are exhi-

bited at the Commercial Vehicle Show .at

Olympia, together with numerous light

vans which would undoubtedly interest

those of our readers- who are tradesmen
alive to the advantages of the ability

promptly to deliver customers' orders.

The current issue of Motor Transjiort

contains a description of these exhibits.

British Machines in Holland.

Apropos the recent Anglo-Dutch trial,

it is interesting to receive particulars

showing the imports into Holland of

motor cycles during July, 1921. These
were as follows : German motor cycles

numbered 107, Belgium 27, Great Britain

85, and United States 100. The totals

for the first si.x months of this year were
from Germany 568, Belgium 352, Great
Britain 1,209, and United States 1,735.

A Commonsense Viev?.

Some remarks on motor cycle trials

recently expressed by the North armpton
Borough Coroner, Mr. A. J. Darnell, are

in refreshing contrast to the views put
forward by various rural authorities who
attempt to prohibit trials in their districts.

The occasion was an inquest on 3, boy who
was killed through a rider in a hill-

climbing competition crashing intfl the
spectators at speed. Li summing up, the
Coroner said that no blame could be
attached to the rider, but he considered
that where tests were held on narrow
roads they should be attended only by
club officials and the police. He was iiot

saying that these trials were not necessary
or desirable. It was just as well to hold
these t-ests to show that England could
produce a motor cycle as good as any
other nation. We may add that Mr.
Darnell is neither a motor cyclist nor a
car owner, and his comments are, there-
fore, all the more valuable, but we fear
that if the public were excluded the value
of such tests would be lost.

A 2,300 MILE TRIAL IN FRANCE,
NEXT spring there will be held in

France a motor cycle reliability

competition of a more pretentious
nature than ever previously attempted in
that country, for the competitors will be
called upon to make a complete toui»
around France, starting from Pai'is,
following the coast line to the Pyrenees,
skirting the Spanish frontier, following
the Italian, Swiss, and Belgian frontiers
almost as far as the North Sea, and then
dropping down to Paris after having
covered nearly 2,600 miles.
There is something in the idea of a

tour de^ France which appeals to the
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Frenchman, for long before railways
appeared it was the habit of young
artisans to make a tour afoot around their

country before settling down. Of later

years the cyclist Tour de France race has
become almost a national institution.

From time to time there have been relia-

bility tours around France for motor cars,

but no such competition has ever, been
held for motor cycles. Starting from
Paris on April 14th, the daily stages will

end at Caen, Nantes, Bordeaux, Toulouse,
Avignon, Nice, Greno,ble, Besangon, Stras-
bourg, Rheims, Lille, and Paris, the
average distance to be covered each day

being in the neighbour-hood of 200 miles.
Regularity will be the basis of the com-
petition, with penalisations for late arrival
at the various controls. The organisation
is in the hands of the Motocycle Club de
France, which has just submitted the date
and the rules to the approval of the
governing body, the Union Motocycliste
de France. Entry fees have been fixed at
1,000 frs. for one machine, 1,800 frs. for
two, and 2,500 frs. for three, these
amounts including insurance agains^ fire

risks and third party accidents. The event
is international in character, and it is
hoped that British riders wUl coinpete.
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HAIRPINS-RIGHT AND LEFT.
D.v:„. AbUi,., Ease^o, S.eerj^n., ^^^^^^^^ Tes.ed ,„ ,ha

ALTHOUGH "this wonderful weather"
did its literal best, it did not quite
succeed in making last Saturday's

M.C. and A.C. trial as easy as were many
o£_ the, so called, most difficult events of
.the year. Imagination fails to portray
what would have happened had Saturday
been wet, for, -although 141 of the 141^
miles route were bone dry and 95% oi
the sixty-five starters finished, not 45%
retained absolutely clean sheets.
The lightweights, for the most part

with freak low gear ratios, and the
Moi-gans and G.N.'s particularly dis-
tinguished themselves in what was a
severe test, both of machines and driving
ability; but, to penalise those with ultra-
Jow gears, "a low gear acceleration test"

.
was held on Saintbury, consequently the
first point of interest on the route.

Varying Speeds on Low Gear.

j

B. Kershaw (2^ New Imperial) was
extraordinarily fast, and as he performed
.very well later, he should be well in the
running for one or two of the trophies.

j
Others to show up well here were W. B.
Gibb (3i Douglas) and G. F. Povey (2^
Velocette). W. A. Bown (2^ Bown-

i Vilhers) and E. Neal {2i Metro-Tyler)
I

were surprisingly
' slow, but P. Aherne's

' Ner-a-car had quite a creditable turn of
speed, for which he was to pay for later—a 9 to 1 bottom gear does not make a 2^
h.p. lightweight a go-anywhere machine!
Apart from a surprise observed hairpin

at Sheepscombe, it was fair going now to
Stancombe Hill, although E. Arthur (3|
Scott) somehow succeeded in breakino- his

4.81

Special commendahon is due to R. G. G. Beesley's plucky lady passenger, who never

ovlr h^
>n eavmg the 3J. Sunbeam s.decar when necessary. They are shown bouncing

over the gulley at the top of Bussage.

frame in the neighbourhood of Andovers-
foxd. Wet leaves made the lower portion
of the hill unexpectedly difficult, but the
hairpin higher up was in good condition

;

and, excepting the Ner-a-car, all the
soloists got up with varying degrees of
confidence. Wheel slip troubled the side-
carists in general, and Reg. Brown (3^
Sunbeam in particular) so much sq thaf
he decided to retire there and then.
Next came a precipitous winding descent

through a wood (" Caution " in block

One ot the lew sidecarists to make a clean ascent of Bussage was L. Newey (6 Ariel
sidecar). The reason is on the carrier and weighs 18 stone!

letter? on the route card, but almost un-
necessary in the absence of recent rain),
and then Bismore—rocky, steep, but dry.
F. Adam (3^ Norton) was one of the few
failures, the result of a hair-raising dry
skid. ° '

Exactly a mile further on, Bussage was
easily the most difficult hill of the
mornimr's run. Approached suddenly by
a left-hand turn the 1 in 4 bottom portion
looked dry, but certainly was not; and
)y,- F-

^'"^"^ '^i Hobart) and A. Linforth
[i-k Annis) were early deceived, and failed
Bert Kershaw (2i New Imperial), J.
Doherty (2i Levis), J. Lidstone (2J-

James), and J. Johnson (2i Sun) made
outstanding climbs among the light-

d'^'?,',*'^ ?^ ^^^ heavier solo machines,K W. Duke s Triumph and W. B. Gibb's
05 h.p. Douglas were probably best. L.
Paynter (51 Nortonj skidded and fell ; but
i. i. Blumfield (6 Ariel) made a clean
and fast ascent despite a tendency to
wobble. Both T. H. Richards (4 Triumph)
and H. Prosser (3i Ariel) held their legs
out ready tor skids which did not come,
but a like precaution was not in vainm the case of J. H. Walker (6 B.S.A.).

Wheel-slip on Bussage.

On the whole, the sidecars made a poor
showing, F. A. Watson (3^ Sunbeam sc 1

and N. Hall (2^ O.K. sc.) both hung on
to the railings at the side to prevent
their outfits running back; while H. G
Uzzle's 8 h.p. New Imperial sidecar came
up like a crab, but it had no claws, and
slopped. Helped by his passenger on the
carrier, T. R. Gibbons (8 Acme sc.) made
a clean ascent of the most difficult por-
tion, only to break a belt higher up.
While he v.as getting out of the way, the
drivers of the three Morgans improved
the shining hour by fitting Parsons chains,
and their subsequent ascents were in con-
sequence very fine. So were the three
G.N.'s, and particularly Eastwood's,
which disdained the aid of

'"' Mr. Parsons."
L; Newey (6-7 Ariel sc.) found that his

19c
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Hairpins—Right and Left.

—

eighteen-stone passenger on the carrier
was a sure preventive of wheel slip

;

but T. F. Watson-'s (4 Norton sc.) young
lady passenger would probably have been
too light had she left the sidecar. The
latter driver appeared much surprised at
his failure.

Quite the finest sidecar climb was made
by F. H. Brown (4 Rex se.) ; but R. G.
G. Beesley {3^ Sunbeam sc), assisted by
his plucky lady passenger, was also quite
good. All the other sidecars had to be
assisted.

Knapp Hill concluded the morning's
difficulties. Perhaps the best perform-
ance on the hairpin here was made by
N. Hall (2i O.K. sc), but J. Wraight on
a similar mount did not do so well.

Sills came thick and fast after the
lunch stop at Stroud ; but the first of
these, Bownham, certainly did not merit
the dozen or so observers placed there.

Kershaw—and, indeed, all the earlier

lightweights—made light of the gradient

;

and J. Lidstone (2^ James) was very
unlucky to come off in a rut. Aherne,
as usual, pushed the Ner-a-car up. Smith
(2^ Hobart) and both the O.K. sidecars

failed; but Smith (on the 2j Morris sc.)

made a wonderful ascent. J. L. Shaw's
Morgan (without Parsons) failed ; and
Eastwood (G.N.), who had broken a mag-
neto chain after Bussage, had apparently
re-timed his engine in a hurry.

Giddynap, from a New Angle.

Most of the competitors knew Giddy-
nap, but even the most pessimistic had no
idea that it was to be taken with a sharp
right-hand bend on to the steepest stretch,

which is quite 1 in 3. It was a test of
driving ability, more amusing to the spec-

tators than to the drivers. The low-
geared lightweights were again good ; but
Povpy (2^ A'^elocette) , Linforth (2| Armis),
and G. Mason (2^ Connaught), all footed.

Aherne did not attempt it. J. P. Brettal

(2^ Connaught) fell, and his trouser leg

got mixed up with the primary chain

;

which happened first no one knew. C. L.
Sprosen (on the third Connaught.) whizzed
round, but " conked out " in a yard or

two. G. Hill (2^ Diamond) ran up a
grass bank of 1 in 2, but recovered. W.
Banskin (3^ Rudge) had a hectic time,

but F. Sibley (similai'ly mounted) was
good.
R. Duke (4 Triumph), W. B. Gibb (3i

Douglas), G. Butcher (3^ Sunbeam), and
F. Adam (3^ Norton) were, in the order
named, best of the soloists ; C. Atcherley
and H. J. Stretton Ward (both on
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Rising Sun Hill did not trouble many on Saturday. H. Boynton (7 James sidecar) made
a very fast ascent.

Triumphs) had rough passages. A. E.
Rollason, W. T. Woodcock, and T. Blum-
field (on Ariels), L. Paynter (4 Norton),
and F. Begley (4 Indian), all merited
a " v.g." H. Prosser (3^ Ariel) tried
to get round at speed, but did not succeed.

, When the first sidecar (F. A. Watson's
3^ Sunbeam) danced round on one wheel
and overturned, a relief party was quickly
organised—and had a busy time! In an
endeavour to keep the machine from lift-

ing, Mrs; Bladder got too far on to the
New Imperial carrier, and, defying all

known rules, the outside sidecar wheel
lifted. The first passenger machine to

take the turn successfully was H. V.
Collins's Norton. Then Hall's O.K., with
a scared-looking passenger, repeated the
unicycle stunt, but recovered ; the second
O.K. sidecar failed completely. L. Newey
(6 Ariel sc.) and H. G. Uzzle (8 New
Imperial sc.) were both good, as was T.
F. Watson (4 Norton sc), whose pas-

senger seemed most unconcerned. After

a remarkably fine climb, Smith (on the
little Morris outfit) broke his belt. His
active passenger did not avail Beesley (Sj

Sunbeam sc.) this time, and it took four

strong men to push the outfit up. Then,
_taking just the correct wide turn, H.
BjJ/tou (7 James sc.) made the star side-

car ascent of the day, and was only beateo
by the three Morgans and two of thai-'

G.N.'s; Eastwood (on the third) failed

after five or six spectacular attempts.

After this, the remainder of the trial

seemed easy, and even Rising Sun caused •

few failures. Both the O.K. sidecars

'

were good, but Smith's -Morris was even"

faster—until his belt again broke.

There were time checks at Wirichcombe
and at the top of Willei-sey, and then
plain sailing to the finish on the Bir- ,

mingham-Alcester Road, which had also
.

been the scene of the start.

The organisation was excellent ; and
the arrows, if not too judiciously placed,

were plentiful.

KNOCK-OUT HILL-CLIMBING AT AYR.
THE Glasgow Motor Cycle Club

brought its competition season to

a close by holding a very successful

knock-out hill-climb on the Asylum Brae,
near Ayr.
The handicapping, which is always a

difficult business, was good, and almost
all the events were fought out within a
few yards of the finishing line.

Douglas Alexander rode his experi-
mental overhead valve Norton, the same
as he had at Ballagoich, and although he
seemed to have got a few more m.p.h.
into it, he failed to catch George Kelly
(2| A.J.S.) in the 600 cc. class. When
riding his 7-9 h.p. Indian, however, he

C20

won both the events in which he en-

tered. The Barr and Stroud sleeve valve
machine was the dark horse of the after-

noon. ' It was ridden in the first five

events by R. D. S. Barr and G. H.
Wilson, and was only beaten by George
Kelly in the 350 cc. class. It was un-
fortunate that the magneto gave out at

this stage, and it was withdrawn from
the rest of the classes in which it was
entered.
This is the first knock-out hill-climb

held in the West of Scotland, and, from
a spectator's point of view, it is to be
hoped it will not be the last. It is un-

doubtedly more interesting to watch two

men riding against one another than to

see a solitary cqjnpetitor riding against

;

time. Results :

350 cc. SOLO.—General: 1, G. H. WlIsoii (2%
Barr and Stioiid). ExDerts Barred: R. D. 6. Barr
(iVt Barr and Stroud). Open Scratci: Geo. KeUy
(234 A.J.S.).

600 cc. SOLO.—General: G. H. Wileon (2% Ban
and Stroudl. Experts Barred: E. D. S. Bair (2?4
Barr and Stroud). Open Scratolr: Geo. Kelly (2M
A.J.S.).

1,000 cc SOLO.—General: Geo. Kelly (2Ji

A.J.S.). Experts Barred: J. Beck (31/2 Brouglrl,.

Open Sciatcli: D. S. Alexander (7-9 Indian).

600 cc, SIDECAKS.—General : Geo. KeUy (2M
A.J.S. sc). Experts Barred: E. Watsok (4i4
Humber ec). 1

1,000 CO. SIDECARS.—General : D. S. Alexander
(7-9 Indian scj. Experts Barred: E. Watson (4%
Humber sc.l.
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The club movement show5 no tendency to decelerate its rapid march of development. Every town has its club : old boys' associations are
finding a common interest in motor cycles—a happy means of preserving schoolmite friendships in manhood. Most large works, and large

garages, too, have their motor cycle clubs. Above is saen a turnout of the employees of Messrs. Herbert Robinson, Ltd., the Cambridge agents,
on the occasion of iheir recent trial.

Caidigan and District M.C. and L.C.C.

We are asked to make it clear that this

club was not responsible for the hill-climb

to have been held at Pentrecourt on the
I 6th inst., and which was apparently
abandoned.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Although gold medals in the sporting
trial (described in The Motor Ci/ch of

the 6th inst.) could have been won by
any competitor whose total marks were
95% of those of the best performer, only
one qualified. B. Kershaw (2^ New
Imperial) won the silver cup for the best
jerformance, and H. V. Collins (3^
Sforton sc.) was the gold medallist.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.
There was not a very large entry, but

some good riding and skilful gear mani-
pulation was witnessed at the hill-climb
m Willingham Hill on the 8th inst. The
fastest time of the day was made by A.
B. Hodgson on a 3^ h.p. Sports Sunbeam.
Results :

275 o.c. SOLO.—1, Mrs. M. C. Jennieon (2i/'

Telorettel, 35|s. ; 2, C. H. CiMling (214 Levisl, 43is.
350 CO SOLO.—1, Mrs. Jeunison |2i/> Velocettel,

566. ; 2. F. C. Cotto.T (2% DouBlasl. 37ils. ; 3, G. H.
Sosling (2^4 Levis), Sli.s.

560 CO SOLO,—1, A. B. Hodgson (31,4 Sunbeam).
lOJs. : 2, N. Plastow (3 A.B.C.), 3315.; 3, A. M.
Surge.'^a (3V2 Norton), 35i3.
750 CO. SOLO.—1, A. B. Hodgson (3% Sunbeam),

!0|s. ; 2. N. Plastow (3 AB.C). SOts.; 3, J. T.
tfargrave (3i/> Norton), 32s.
UNLIMITED SIDECARS.-1, A. B. Hodgson

S'/j SunlwamI, 37js. ; 2, A. E. Eobson (8 Zenith),
•lis.

Stourbridge and District M.C.C.
Eesults have now been announced of

he annual autumn half-day trial, which
Pas held on October 1st over an eighteen-
aile circuit, covered twice, including the
oUowing hills : Hagley Wood, New
Valton, Siiut Mill, and Beacon.

:5i WALLACE CUP, for Best Performance of the
)ay—Tie, J. Doeher (Enfield ac.) and F. S. Barnes

- Sunlieam).

STOUE VALLEY CUP AND GOLD MEDAL:
le-it Performance by a Private Owner on a Machine
nder 275 c.c—S. Downing (Velocette).
SILVEE MEDALS.—J. Dosher (Enfield) and F.

. Biirne.s (Simbcnm).
liKONZE MEDALS.—D. Greig, Q. L. Gardner,
Brooliea. W. Worrall (Sunbeams). E. Griffiths, .

i. E. Smith (Nortons), F. Ferridar. H. Eobinfion
'riiiraphs). A. E. Hock, S. Hock (Eooksons), and

I.ewis IB.S.A.).
TEAM PEIZB.—The " Oripoles'" team; Messrs'
rf'ig, Gardner, and Bttrnes ,Sports Sunbeams).

>>5>eek-end (Tlub "Events.
Oct. 2S.—JVcst Kent M.C.C. Speed Judging Test.
Oct. 22.—Birmingham University M.C.C. Run to

Twiljord.
Oct. H.—iircrpool M.C. Percy Butler Shield

Second Half-dat/ Trial.
Oct. 22.—Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Annual Dinner.
Oct. 23.—Vklei( M.C. and L.C.C. Autumn Deli-

abilitv Trial.
Oct. 23.—Halilax and District M.C.C. Bun to York.
Oct. i3.—Shrffleld M.C.C. Bun to Budbu Wood.
Oct. SS.-Hoehester, Chatham, and District M.C.

and L.C.C. Surprise Hu.n.
Oct. 26.—Eastbovrne and District M.C.C. Annual

Dinner.
Oct. 26.—Leeds M.V. tl'hist Drive and Dance.

Uxbridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.

This newly-formed club held a very
successful reliability trial to Eastbourne
on October 2nd, with the Committee Cup
as premier award. Results :

COMMITTEE CUP AND GOLD MEDAL: W.
MilUgan (31/7 Sports Sunbeam).
SILVER MEDAL: H. Eobinson (2% Wooler).
BRONZE MEDALS : H. S. Milward (3 A.B.C.)

and R. Donaldson (3'/j Norton).

North Wales M.C.C.

Four well-known Welsh hills—Alt-y-
Bady, Dolywern, Sun Trevor, and Con-
quering Hero—were included in the club's
sporting trial, which resulted as follows :

PREMIER AWARD (for the best performance
of the day) : W. Edwards (4 Powell).
GOLD MEDAL: J. O. Jones (4 Triumph).
SILVER MEDAL: J. H. Fox (4 Norton).
BRONZE MEDAL: W. Williams (5-6 Raleigh).
CLUB PRIZE: J. H. Davies (3V- Sunbeam), F.

T. Jones (3V2 Sunbeam), and W. Williams (5-6
Raleigh).

TO CLUB^ SECRETARIES.
"The Motor Cycle" Film will shortly

be available for loan to enterprising clnbs

who are keen to make their winter social

events a success. This exclusive film

takes approximately an hour to exhibit,

and the programme includes scenes al

the Junior and Senior T.T. Races, the

500 Miles Race, the Six Days Trials,

and the Grand Prix Car Race. Club
secretaries should write to the Editor

(Film Department), "The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, suggesting two or three alterna-

tive dates on or after the Olympia Motor
Cycle Show.

Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

Formed during the early part of the

year, with H.Q. at Hatfield, the member-
ship of this club has increased weekly,
and several most enjoyable events have
been organised. The competition season

finished up a fortnight ago with a most
successful map-reading and speed-judging
contest over a course of eighty-five miles,

for which there were nearly thirty entries.

Members are now being enrolled for

next year, and all interested should write

to the hon. sec, Mr. D. C. Archer, "The
Hawthorns," Hoddesdon.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Eesults have now been worked out of

the Manville Trophy trial, described in

T/ie Molar Cycle a fortnight ago. Eleven
competitors in the motor cycle class lost

no marks, but the acceleration test gave
first place to R. A. Grindlay (3 A.B.C),
an A.B.C. thus winning the trophy for

the second year in succession. G. W.
Ravenhall (3i Rover sc.) wins the gold
medal in the sidecar class, while silver

medals are awarded to all who lost no
more than twenty marks.

Yorkshire Centre A.C.U.

At a Board meeting of the Centre, held
in Leeds on the 10th inst., it was unani-

mously decided that the one open event
which is to be allocated to the Centre for

1922 be a reliability trial. It was pro-

posed by the Ilkley Club and seconded
by the 'Bradford M.C. and L.C. Club
that a "colonial" trial be arranged
(worse than the Scott course) with a loop

course for sidecarists. The Harrogate
Club proposed that the event be run by
the Centre officials, and not allotted to a

club to organise. The Yorkshire Centre
promises a real sporting event next year,

and they can certainly provide t7i.e course.

The next meeting of the Board will be
at 4 p.m., Saturday, November 19th, at

the Hotel Metropole, Leeds, to be followed

by the first annual dinner at 6 p.m. the

same day at the Victory Hotel, Leeds.
It is hoped that Colonel Brereton and
Mr. Loughborough will be present on this

occasion.
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Proposed Stranraer M.C.C.

Those interested in forming a club as

above might communicate in the first

place with Mr. D. Lang, 12, Hanover
Street, Stranraer.

Stocksbridge and District M.C. and L.C.C.

On October 8th the club held its

Thompson and Webb Trophy reliability

run over the same course used by the

Sheffield and Hallamshire M\C.C. on the

annual Traders' Trophy run. The
winners (now confirmed) are :

1, Len. Hayward (S'/o Sunbeam); 2, W. Brown,
jun. (7-9 Hiirley-Davidson sc.) ; 3, C. W. Hayward
(5-6 Clyno).

, „ . „ «, ,.v
Best Lightweight and Special Prize : H. Webb

(2"^4 New Imperial).

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

The club has arranged for the presenta-

tion of the East Midland Centre Cup to

take place at the smoking concert, to be

held on Friday, November 4th. A whist

drive is to be "held in the Corn Exchange
on Wednesday, November 23rd, and it is

also suggested that application be made
for the use of Tht Motor Cycle cinemato-

graph film of the principal events of the

year.

Guernsey M.C.C.

On Thursday, the 6th inst., a success-

ful reliability tsial was run over a thirty-

eight miles give-and-take course in

Guernsey. The fifty-ninS" entries included

nine from the neighbouring islarfd of

Jersey. Mr. Geo. H. Lock, local A.C.U.

consul for Guernsey, was responsible for

the organisation.

The premier award was the Thomson
reliability cup, the full results being as

under

:

1 J Roberts (2'^ Coventry Eagle), single-

geared: 2, S, Arnold (2% Douglas); 3, P. Manger
(4 Verus-Blackburne) ; 4, A. Lewis (2% Douglas);

5, A. Candey, Jersey (4 Triumph).

An allowance of 20% was made for

single-geared machines.

Leinster m.C.C.

A reliability trial from Dublin to

Enniscorthy was held on the 8th inst.,

with the following results :

CAPTAIN'S CUP (for machines up to 350 c.c.

solo, or sidecar machines up to 600 c.c).—C. S.

Maguire (4Vi Humber sc).
CAETER-DRAJEB CUP (for machines over

350 c.c. solo, or sidecar machines over 600 c.c).

—

J. Brown (4 Douglas).
GOLD MEDAL.—J. Brown (4 Douglas).
SILVER MEDALS.—T. E. Green (2V4 Enfield),

T. F. Slevin (214 Velocette), T. Henry (2\4 Velo-
cette), J. A. Carvill (4 Triumph), B. Murphy (4
Triumph), G. A. Daly (4 Triumph), H. Adair (414
B.S.A. sc), Hon. H. Massy (7-9 Harley sc), P.
Holmes (8 Enfield sc), and E. Walsh (2% Coul-
son B).
BRONZE MEDALS.—J. W. Lacy (8 Sunbeam

sc), James Adair (4";; B.S.A. sc), John Adair [Wi
B.S.A. sc), W. E. Gilmour (4 Douglas), P. Smyth
(7-9 Indian sc).

Redditch and District M.C.C.

The club's most important event of the

season, a one-day reliability trial, with
the B.S.A. and Terry Challenge Cups as

premier awards, was held on Saturday,

October 8th, over an interesting course,

which embraced both the Cotswolds and
the Clent Hills.

Forty competitors, comprising twenty-

four solo, ten sidecar, and six cycle car

riders, started from Eedditch Gasworks,
and followed the usual route to Saint-

bury Hill, where a re-start and low-gear

speed test was observed. A colonial

stretch over the Cotswolds brought the

competitors to Winchcombe; and, after

a loop to Rising Sun Hill, a return to

Winchcombe was made for the purpose of

a time check. Owing to the prolonged

tropical weather, all hills were quite dry,

and the going was so good that only five

failures were observed on Rising Sun.

Shut Mill HiU—almost unrideable in

wet weather—was also quit© dry, but

sufficiently severe to cause twelve failures,

principally because of the deep ruts.

The provisional list of results is given

below; and an observation of the few
competitors to finish with 100% marks

to their credit will indicate the severity^

of the course even under summer con-

ditions. The trial was open to members
of all the clubs in the Midland Centre

A.C.U.
B.S.A. CHALLENGE CUP AND GOLD MEDAL.
—B. Kershaw (214 New Imperial). „ ,„TERRY CHALLENGE CUP AND GOLD
MEDAL.—H. Boynton (6-7 James sc).

REDDITCH AND DISTRICT M.C.C. CLUB CUP.
—L. Sealey_( 314 B.S.A.). '

, , ,GOLD CENTllE MEDALS (100% marks).—A.
Norton (4V, B.S.A.), H. Walker (6-7 B.S.A.) L.

Sealey (S'A B.S.A.), B. Kershaw (2Vi New
Imperial), J. Dosher (8 Enfield sc), H. Boynton
(6-7 James sc), and G. Silk (8.7 G.N.).
SILVER MEDALS (90% marlis).--P. Howies S

Brough), T. Weaver (2"/4 Verus), G. Mason (2%
Connaught), E. Brown (3% Sunbeam sc). E.

Smith (3'/-, Norton sc), H. Malins (8.7 G.N.), J..

Cave (8,7'G.N.), P. Bicknell (2y Enfield), and T.

Wood (23/t Verus).
'

, , „ „, j ,yii/BRONZE MEDALS (75% marks).—H. Ward (4%
B.S.A.), J. Lidstone (2% James), C. Je^kms (4Vi

B.S.A. sc), and S. Lewis (6-7 B.S.A. sc).

TEAM PRIZE.-E. Smith (3V.. Norton sc), B.

Kershaw I.ZVi New Imperial^, and T, Weaver (21/4

Verus).

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

More detailed results have now been

issued of the Matchless Cup open trial,,

which was desci'ibed last week. Results ;

MATCHLESS CUP AND GOLD MEDAL.-C. R.

Collier (8 Matchless sc). . „„tt%
FIEST-OLASS CERTIFICATE AND GOLD

MEDAL.-G. E. Stacey (25i Verus), P. Cunning,

ham (31/2 P. and M. sc), and W. B. Mills <6

FIRST-CLASS CERTIPICATE.-T. J Ross (8

Matchless sc), R. B. Clark (8 Matchless), F.

O'Brien (8 Matchless sc), S. A. McCarthy (5

Stanger), F. J. Watson (6 Ariel sc). P. W. Gik-J

(7 A.J.S. sc), E. G. Mundy (7 A.J.S. sc), and

W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc).

TRADE TEAM WINNERS (Gold medjlsJ.-P.

W Giles (7 A.J.S. sc), R. G. Mundy (7 A.J.b.

sc), and W. C. Hemy (7 A.J.S. sc).

SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES INTER-CLUB
CUP WINNERS.—Woolwich, Plumstead and Dis-

trict M.C. Team A: C E. Collier (8 ilatcliless

sc), T. J. Ross (8 Matchles sc), and A. H. Usley

'bI'sT^PERFOBMANCE by A WOOLWICH
CLUB MEMBER (outside the Matchless Cup
winner).—F. O'Brien (8 Matchless sc.), Duncan
Best Cup and gold medal.

BEST PERFORMANCE BY A LADY.—Mrs. M.

Hardee (8 Matchless sc), special prize

BEST PERFORMANCE IN THE TRIAL (out-

side the Matchless Cup winner).—F. J. Watson (6

Ariel sc), gold medal.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" FILM
Enthusiastic Reception of the Cinema Record of 1921 Events

APPLICATIONS for The Motor Cycle as an addition to the usual programme,

film are already pouring in, and As a spectacular picture it is almost as

those clubs which wish to book a interesting to the general public as to

the enthusiastic motor cyclist. This

scheme overcomes the difficulty of hiring

a special hall, projector, and screen, which

more ambitious proposal is being adopted

by some of the A.C.U. centres.

definite date are advised to lose no time

in making their preliminary arrange-

ments. As far as possible dates will be

allocated in order of receipt, but future

suggested dates should be after the Show
at Olympia (November 28th-December
3ra).

Club secretaries are, in some eases,

arranging with their local cinema
managers ; there is little difficulty in

arranging the inclusion of a film such as

The Motor Cycle record of 1921 events

Tabloid History of the Year.

Many of our readers have no doubt

already seen fleeting glimpses of the T.T.

on the screen—incidents that are just

becoming interesting when—flicker!—

a

fashionable wedding or foundation stone

laying abruptly breaks the spell. For

a whole hour The Motor Cycle film shows

motor cycle history being made, not only

in both Tourist, Trophy Races, but in

the 500 miles race at Brooklands and the

A.C.t). Six Days Trials, and, to lend

variety, there are several exciting scenes

from this year's car Grand Prix at Le-

Mans.
Club secretaries who have already made

applications will be informed as soon as

possible if their suggested dates are con-

firmed. Enquiries should be addressed

to the Editor (Film Dept.), The Motor

Cycle, Hertford Street, Coventry.

EASTERN CENTRE PREMIERSHIP.

ON Saturday, the clubs comprising

the Eastern Centre A.C.U. held a

reliability premiership trial. The
start took place from the Great White
Horse, Hintlesham, nr. Ipswich, and the
course consisted of a circuit of thirty
miles covered four times, making 120
miles in all. Much of the surface was
of a *' colonial " nature, including several
watersplashes, some of these being very
deep. Not a single competitor made an
absolute non-stop run. Marks were given
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for reliability, and there was also an

engine starting test (held after the lunch

stop), competitors having to start their

engines within five seconds. In the after-

noon, a slow-running test was held on a

gradient, the maximum speed allowed

being 5 m.p.h. This was followed by an

acceleration test, in which the best man
in each class established a standard, the

others losing marks proportionately. L. F.

McCardie (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) made
the best performance of the day. Results :

350 c.c. CLASS.-S. M. Greening Essex M.C.

(21/. Verus-JapJ, silver medal; H. W. Harrington,

Essex M.C. (2-* Douglas), bronze medal
500 c.c. CLASS.-T. P. Hemsman. Norfolk M.C.

and L.C.C. (3 A.B.C.). silver medal; E. H G°'""|'

Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C. (3% Sunbeam), bronze

"^SO^'cc CLASS.-E. A. Colliver, Essex M.C.
,
(4

Indian Scout), gold medal; W J. Pretty Ipswioh

and District M.C.C. (4 Triumph), silver medal, C.

E Dansie (4 Harley-Davidson), sliver medal; E.i

T. Elliott, Essex M.C. (4 Indian Scout), bronze:

"ifo'ob c.c SIDECAR CLASS.-L. F. MoCardie."

Illord M.C.C. (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.),Ea^ns r

premier award knd gold medal; H. W. Wheeler,

Sorfolk M.C. and L.C.C. (8 New Imperial so.),

bronze medal.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" ip the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readeis of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

oi the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads

in any particular locality.
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A MAGNETO TO DYNAMO CONVERSION.
Is it possible to convert a Dixie

magneto into an a.c. dynamo? If

60, would you please tell me
what length and gauge of wire to

use in the armature? I want it

to illuminate about two six volt lights.

-J.H.H.
^

It would no doubt be possible to convert
the Dixie magneto into an a.c. generator,
but the instructions for so doing cannot
possibly be given in a paragraph. You
should obtain a simple handbook, such as
can be bought at any good booksellers, on
the making of small electrical instruments,
in order to gather a general idea as to
the method of procedure. We would
suggest that 20 gauge or 22 gauge cotton-
covered wire would be suitable. Get as
much as possible on to the original
armature core.

CARBURETTER ADJUSTMENT OF OLD
ENGINE.

(1.) Some time ago I bought

Sa Binks carburetter for my 1910
2-| h.p. Douglas. When received,
the jets were 0, 3, and 7 respec-
tively, but with these the con-

sumption was abnormal. Now I use
000, 00, and 2, and still cannot get more
than 40 m.p.g. Everything seems all

right ; no leaKage past the jets, or any
other part of the carburetter. I wonder
if the jets are still too large, as when
extra air is admitted the machine gains
speed. I tried for air leaks found the
induction pipe with petrol, but all was
tight. The speed, I may say, is any-
thing from 28 to 20 m.p.h. with a.o.i.v.

(2.) The spark occurs at top dead centre
with the lever threequarters retarded.
Is this correct? (3.) As there seems to
be a waste of power with the lever fully
advanced, would I gain anything by
timing the spark to occur at top dead
centre, the lever fully retarded.—F.S.

(1.) If the speed increases permanently
when the extra air is opened (on all the
jets) it is is evident that the mixture is

too rich, and smaller jets should be fitted.
Try 0000, 000, and 2, and if these do not
give a satisfactory result, write to the-
makers of the carburetter. It is just
possible that the high consumption is due
to some other cause, such as excessive
belt slip, or faulty compression, or weak
valve springs. (2.) The spark is timed
more or less correctly, but it might be
retarded a little. (3.) The most suitable
timing would be for the spark to occur
when the piston is on top dead centre
with the control lever two-thirds retarded.

r.EPLACING SINGLE WITH TWIN ENGINE.
I am running an Invicta with

500 c.c. Abingdon engine, and am
thmking of fitting a 5 h.p. twin
J.A.P. I take it that owing to

the more even torque and less

impulse per cylinder, the frame would
not be stressed any more than at

present. Will you be good enough to

give me your opinion as to this ?

—

C.F.B.
You will be quite safe in fitting the 5 h.p.

twin-cylinder engine to a frame which
was designed for a 500 c". single-

cylinder. As you suppose, the more even
torque and smaller impulses will stress

the frame even less than the normal
engine does.

"Sntfiortanl £>a\i.s.

Fri., Not. 4lh, to Sat, Nov. 12th—
Automobile Exhibition, Olympia and
White City. [See " The Atilocar.")

Sat , Not. Sth- Midland Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability TriaL

Mon.. Not. 28th. to Sat., Dec. 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

fat.. Dec. 3rd to Tues., Dec. 1 3lh—
Brussels Show.

Mon. Dec. 2€th. Tues, Dec. 27th—
M.C C. London.Exeter London Trial.

SaL, Dec 31 St.- N.-W. London M.C.C.
Twelye Hours Open Win'.er TriaV

Fri.. Jan. 27th, to Eat., Feb. 4th, 1922—
Sco'.tish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

CHANGING A GEAR BOX.
A 6-8 h.p. Campion-Jap com-^ bination (late 1916), which was

> fitted with a four-speed Jardine
-iJ gear box, became unserviceable

owing to someone tampering with

the kick-starter and clutch, and the

gear box was ]endered irreparable.

However, I am thinking of having a

Sturmey-Archer gear box fitted, and
wish to know (1) whether there will be
much alteration to be made on the

machine ; and also (if there is not) (2)

how I shall have to set about the con-

version? The machine is a chain-cum-

belt drive.—F.R.J.
(1.) It will probably be necessary to

have a bracket suitable for carrying the

Sturmey gear box, brazed into the rear

stays of the machine. (2.) It would, be
best to consult the makers of the machine,
as they have now adopted this make of

gear box as standard, and could probably
supply a complete conversion set.

ADAPTING A DYNAMO.
I have a dynamo developing six

volts two amperes at 3,000 r.p.m.

Will you please tell me if this

could be suitably fixed up to light

a head light on a countershaft

Triumph ; and, if so, would' you mind
telling me what you would consider the

best method of carrying this out?

Would it be possible to light the lamp
direct from the dynamo?—W.S.W.

Not knowing the dynamo which you men-

tion, it is impossible to give you a definite

answer ; but, in all probability, it is one

designed«to run at a constant speed, and

possibly also may not be suitable for use

in a position where it would be exposed

to the weather. If there is no speed or

output regulating device it will certainly

not be satisfactory to use it on a motor

cycle, since its speed would be continually

fluctuating. It would be absolutely

essential to use accumulators in the

system ; if the lamps were directly con-

nected their life would be short.

COMPLETING A PURCHASE.
Having paid a deposit of £1,

leaving a balance of £26 10s., on

an old sidecar outfit, I do not wish

to go any further with the matter,

but unless the balance is paid

within a week the seller has threatened

me with county court proceedings. I

have signed no form or agreement with

him, but have admitted the'payment of

£1 in a letter. Can he compel me to

complete the payment? If so, have I

the right before paying the balance of

demanding him to prove to me, in an

actual test, that the machine will do

what he has claimed for it, i.e., is an

excellent hill-climber, with plenty of

power and in perfect running order? To
do so, he would first have to take out a

licence, which, I presume, he is not

willing to do.—J.C.

The payment of a deposit on account of

the price of the machine constitutes a

contract to complete the purchase, and
the owner will be within his rights if he
takes steps to obtain the balance. Ap-
parently there is no obligation on his part

to demonstrate the machine ; but, if it

does not conform to his guarantee when
you receive it, you might recover some
portion of the purchase price if you take

action against him for misrepresentation.

If you do not complete the purchase there

is nothing to prevent the owner selling the

machine for the best price possible and
suing you for the difference between what
he obtains and what you should pay.
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READERS REPLY.

A KNOCK AT SPEED.

With reference to " A.R.H.B.'s,"

"H.H.C.A.'s," and others' remarks and

tips about the Junior Triumph in your

issues of September 1st and 22nd, I own

such a machine, wlrich has served me
in a similar manner to your corre-

spondents. The metallic clanking alter

climbing long hills on top geaa- is eertamly

due to enlargement of the deflector sides

Mine used to scrape the cyhnder, but I

filed both sides to give a slight clearance,

and that noise did not recur, as I recently

climbed a hill three miles long -on top

gear, rise about 800ft., and had no sign

of the noise at all. Regarding sticking of

the top piston ring, mine always got stuck

near the peg. I fancy this is due to the

peg- boss being so near the underside of

the deflector that that little lump of metal

permanently distorts the ring slots. I

have in some measure cured my trouble

by emery papering and filing the top of

the ring for about half an inch or so each

side of the slit. To keep the top of the

deflector as free as possible from over-

heating, it is advisable thoroughly to

scrape out the carbon inside the deflector.

I recently obtained just under ^ oz. from

underneath mine. With regard to mag-

neto timing, mine was timed in the

orthodox way ; but as I could not get

more than about 18-20 m.p.h. with this,

I , e.xperimented, and found the best

position to be with the lever iuUy re-

tarded, the points breaking with the

arrow at six minutes to twelve. It is just

possible that there is a certain amount
of lag in my magneto, which is a Bosch.

With this setting and spai-k lever two-

thirds advanced, the machine will hum
along at nearly 30 m.p.h. without any
sign of overheating or distortion, gentle

rises or long slight up grades making very

little difference to the pace. I might

mention that the crank case compression,

bearings, rings, etc., are in as good order

as possible, and the compression with the

engine either cold or hot as near perfection

as no matter. The slits in the exhaust

pipe should be scraped out and kept open,

and the pipe kept as free from deposit

inside as possible. The squashed end, if

made as near circular in section as it can

be, assists matters considerably. The
exhaust system would benefit if an
auxiliary pipe were added in substitution

for the left end plate of the exhaust box.

This makes a great improvement, and
necessitates less frequent cleaning of the

present pipe fitted as standard.—C.A.P.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
lieaders' replies to questions published

under this heading should be sent to the.

Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventri/, vhen they will be for-

varded direct to the querists concerned.

T.T. Rudge-Multi solo ; speed on hills,

with sidecar : Consumption with makers'

or other carburetter.

"G.A.P." (London, N.W.I.).—1921
T.T. Rudge Multi solo : Speed on hills,

consumption, belt wear, noise of o.h.v.,

reliability, and comfort.
"G.W.C." (Wallasey).—1920 4i h.p.

Quadrant with sidecar : General perform-
ances, reliability, consumption, and speed.

" I..R." (Banwell). — F.E.W. valve

attachments on single-cylinder.

C24

In Denmark.

Eight hundred kilometres (approxi-

mately five hundred miles) were covered

in a recent twenty-four hours trial held

at Copenhagen. Two Wolf lightweights,

with Villiers engines, Vere successful in

cornpleting the course without loss of

marks.

Found on the Road.

Jlr. P. Butcher, of 257, South Street,

Garrowtree, Rotherham, foun^ a lady's

black mackintosh between Bubwith and

Selby on the 2nd of this month, while on

the day previous a 6 volt dry battery

was picked up near Hailsham by the

Rev. G. H.. West, of St. Christopher's,

Eastbourne.

Show of Used Vehicles.

It has been decided to hold the third

automobile show of used motor vehicles m
the City Hall, Manchester, from Novem-

ber 5th to 19th. A niotor bicycle antici-

pated to fetch a price up to £75 if of 19^1

or 1920 manufacture will be admitted on

pavment of £2; 1919, or earlier £2 IDs

Sidecar outfits and cycle cars; 19<il-19^U

models, £2 15s. ; 1919, or earlier, £3 10s.

If the desu-ed price is up to £100 the

entry fee would be increased 5s.

Mr W Glass, 12, Buckingham Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2, the organiser of

the show, has arranged for this to take

place immediately before the Olympia

Motor Cycle Show, so that it gives motor

cyclists anxious to buy new machines a

chance of selling their old mounts.^

Works Trials.

The prize distribution in. connection

with the recent Humber trial took place

early this month at a social gathering

under the presidency of Col. Cole, O.B.E.,

managing director of Humber, Ltd.

Efliciency certificates were awarded to

66% of the entrants in the trial.

The first motor cycle competition ever

organised for the employees of John

Marston, Ltd., was held on Saturday,

October 1st. It consisted of a mixture ot

paperchase distance-judging, and speed-

judging. Mr. A. S. Bowers (managing

director) acted as starter., Mr. J. E
Greenwood" (designer) was "hare and

Messrs. T. C. de la Hay and P. W.

Bischoff shared the timekeeping and

checking.

Each rider was given a different (and

secret) speed at which to ride, and he had

to find and follow the course and finish

as near to his time as he could guess it,

watches and speedometers being barred.

The winner was A. Cowan (2-| Sunbeam

sc). The speed set him was 14.41 m.p.h.,

and he was only 8s. out at the finish. N.

W. Bowkett was second, and C. E. Green-

wood third. There was also a sweepstake

on estima'ting the exact distance, which

was 28.8 miles. Cowan's passenger, M.

Harper, was only 362 yards out. After

the finish a large party sat down to tea

at the Stewponey Hotel. The next Sun-

beam works competition is fixed for

Saturday next.
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Stabilising Second-hand Values.

A scheme whereby they are prepared

to allow 75% of the catalogue price for

any machine purchased from them if

returned in good condition within twelve

months is being inaugurated by Vivian

Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, .Woodstock

Street, London, W.l.

A Useful Oilcan.

In order to popularise their motor cycle

oils Alexander Duckham and Co., Ltd.,

have offered to present a quart can of

motor cycle oil to any reader who cares

to apply for one at their City Depot, 4,

Broad Street Place, London, E.C.2. All

the reader has to do is to mention The
Motor Cycle and to state the particular

machine for which the oil is intended.

The cans are fitted with telescopic spouts.

It is interesting to note that R.

Croucher, who rode an 8 h.p. Matchless

sidecar outfit in the A.C.U. Six Days
Trials, used Duckham M.C.6 oil, and

showed a consumption of 1,557 m.p.g.

The A.A. and M.U. Handbook.

The new edition of the Automobile

Association and Motor Union handbook,

which is issued annually to members, con-

tains a vast amount of information for

motorists, including taxation regulations,

particulars of licence cards, and condi-

tions which must be observed when buy-

ing or selling new or second-hand motor

vehicles. A considerable portion of the

book is devoted to the advantages of

membership and to the services rendered

to members by the A.A. road patrols.

The Association is gradually replacing the

pedal cycles by motor cycles, giving the

road organisation greater mobility, and

allowing the patrols to cover larger areas.

Another interesting development is the

provision of road service outfits carried

on sidecars. The Association has also

issued a road map of London so as to

allow members to get from central or

other points of London on to the main

arterial roads, and also to enable motor-

ists who are travelling from one side of

the Metropolis to the other to traverse a

route which avoids the more congested

portions. On the back of the map is an

excellent street plan of London.

CatalQgues Received.

Dunlop- Rubber Co., Ltd., 41, Easy

Row, Birmingham : Revised lists of

motor cycle tyre and belt prices.

Ferodo, Ltd., Chapel - en - le - Frith,

Derbyshire : Catalogue of Ferodo friction

linings for brakes and clutches-

John Marston, Ltd., Sunbeamland,

Wolverhampton : A handsome brochure,

describing Sunbeam -performances in the

Senior T.T. races of 1914, 1920, and 1921,

as well as in the last French Grand Prix.

Cromwell Engineering Co., 327, Putney

Bridge Road, London, S.W.15 : Spare

parts lists of the Sturmey-Archer three-

speed countershaft gear and^ of the

Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong^ motor

cycle hub gears, together with hints on

fitting and adjusting
.

Alkn-Liversidge, Ltd., 106, Victoria

Street, S.W.I. In addition to the manu-

facture and supply of cylinders of dis-

solved acetylene and motor cycle lamps,

this concern makes a speciality of and

catalogues oxy-acetylene welding and cut-

ting equipment, which is largely used in

the motor and motor xycle .trades.
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'

Don't give it up

!

There is no reason why you should

give up motor cycling for the winter.

With proper clothing, and the right

machine you will find it just as cheap,

just as quick and convenient, and
even more sporting and enjoyable

than summer riding.

But treat yourself to the right machine.

Examine the design and finish of the

Beardmore - Precision. For
cost you get first-class value.

its first

Then

—

StoHda^SpHna^^ame

SpvtCd So{o£7S^

it is cheap to run and maintain; simple,

safe, and comfortable to drive ; and

can be hosed down in three minutes

after a muddy run, and left to dry

without damage.

To enjoy the winter you must have

THREE MODELS.
At £85 : The luxurious spring-frame Beardmore-PrecisioQ,
with :—The Precision 350 c.c. two-stroke engine, developins
over 4 h.p. Detachable cylinder bead. Automatic luhrication.
Precision patent two-speed in xmit with engine. Clutch and
kick-starter. All-chain drive w\t\\ shock absorber. Full
Cantilever spring frame. Petrol tank (two steel pressing's

welded together), mudgtiards, and toolcase form part of frame.
Band brakes. Footboards and legshieldsin one. All-black finish.

At £105 : The Sports Sidecarette. Same as the Standard,
but minus-the rear springing. Light sporting coach -built side-

car, with water-proof cover-apron and windscreen complete.

At £75: The Sports Solo. Same as the Standard, but minus
the rear springing ; Stm^mey-Archer two -speed gearbox with
kick -starter aud clutch : chain and belt drive ; belt rim rear
brake, and foot rests; weight, 19S lbs.

Both Sports Models have also a lighter pattern of rear mud-
guard, carrier, and stand, and one toolbag. Any model can be
"titted, if desired, with the B-T.H. Sparklight electric lighting
equipment at the following prices, which include all lamps,
wiring, and fitting:

Solo £7 10 Sidecarette £8 10

Spi>tli Sidec^^atteS/gs

F. E. BAKER, Ltd.,
(Associated with William Beardmore & Co., Ltd.)

LONDON DEPOT:
Beardmore Motors, Ltd., iia, Great Portland Street, W.i.
'Phone: Gerrard 238. 'Grams: "Ausdaimo, Wesdo, Londoo.''

PRECISION WORKS^ KING'S NORTON,
Near BIRMINGHAM.

'Phone • King's Norton 1S4-5. 'Grams : "BachucU, King's Norton."
VVHOLES.A.LE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Scotland—Jas. Robertson, 11', Bath Street, Glasgow.
Lancashire and Cheshire—J. Blake & Co., 112, Bold St., LiverpooU

In GTiswering this advertisement it is desirable. to mention ** 2'Ae Motor Cycle.'* C25

i
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Price <SsS 4/6.

This PENNANT Patent Mark III.

CHAIN RIVET EXTBACTOR
Instantly rcmovea links from any bicycle,

jnoi-or cycle, and light car elmIdb- Compact,
simple, weighs 5 0Z8, and lasts a llletiaio.

•PENNANT UTILITIES" appeal to

motorists who demand efflcient. Tellable,

tools and aocessorics, guaranteed by Our
Trade Morfe to stand the test ol time.

Obtainable from your local agent, op, II

any difficulty, post tree direct trom

—

The

Pennant Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Cenlral WwUii, WmciTt Lane Birmlnghanfc,

PENNANT

A
LICENCE
HOLDER
WHICH

IS
WATER-
PROOF

-Quite one of the neatest on the market.—
THE MOTOR CYCLE.

Machined from light brass castings — not flimsy

pressed metal— highly finished. Does not break

the glass. S/6 N.P. finish, post paid. Money
refunded if dissatisfied. State size of clip required.

THE HOHA EMG. CO., Wh«tstene, LEICESTER.

DEANS

^DEANS ELEaRICAl & ENG. CO,
I.TO.,

44, Noltmgbam Sl,'ROTHERHAM

COMFORT AND SAFETY
for driver and ridtr) by uaing the "Eversura" Foot

Rests for pillion seat rideid.

An even
joaluee,

N s de-

Bli p'.ng.

Pri-'e 7'6 n.iir. 8/- p^^^st free. CbsIi with order. SprciaT terms

10 the trade, S:audard size, lb^. Other siz s to order. Fixe I

oil back stays oE machine.—G. NICHOLLS, The C-rtral

Kead this Extract

Irom

E.M,BOXMORE:

"J- }iav£ idhen out

several thorns with-

out the tyres being

deflated."

un
makes puncture
trouble impossible

and it preserves rubber.

Send lor Pamphlet and Proof.

PBICES:
No. 1 size, 4/-; post free, 4/6.

No. 2 size, 7 /- ; post free, 7 /9.

HABMEN'S (Motor Agencies)
LTD.,

10, New Cavendish St., W.l

The Watkinson Northedge Emergency control. Invalu-
able to all motor cyclists, whether out for business or
pleasure. Fixed in a few minutes by the merest
novice. Can be used by all motor cyclists using
Bowden Wire controls for throttle, air clutch, etc.
No more wondering what to do when your throttle
wire breaks, simply fix one of oht controls and
avoid any further trouble. Price 10/6,
WATKINSON & NORTHEDGE,

Cycle and Motor Cycle Repairers, Dealers, etc.

Palatine Villas, MORTON, Nr. Altreton.

TRANSFERS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Writefor specimens and quotations.
N.B.—Wecannotsapply makers' own tranaters to individuala.

Hs bRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO., LTO.
fProprietora : Iliffe & Sons Ltd.),"

OUINTON ROAD. COVENTRY.

Norwell the name that

Solid
stands for
Footwear Value f

New Shoes and Repairs are less -freo^uently needed
there is £:reater comfort and longrer lasting: stylishness
when the footwrear is purchased from Norwell's of Perth.
Because everv Norwell Shoe is skilfully, honestly built from finest selected

leather to withstand hard wear and to give all-round satisfaction.

Miifells "Direct

from

Scotland."

8 H.P.

The "AthoU" (No. 7.) A perfect Brogue
for Golf and general wear. Uppers of flexible

^chrome gram Calf, black or brown; leather-
lined, extended heel seats.
With or without nails.

55/-

55/
Gent.'s "Gleneagles"
(No. 1.) Cut from best
selected Scotch tanned
chrome •^rain Calfskin,
leather - lined through-
out, extended heel seats,

ordinary or overhanging
tongues. 45/ 6.
Dri-ped Soled, 4-r, B.

45/6.
Dri-ped Soled,

4T/6.

Postage paid in Britain; Postage Abroad extra; Foreign Orders receite apecial altention.

Norwell Guarantee To give entire satisfaction with :

every transaction, or to refund purchase money in full. :

Write to-day for free Illustrated Catalogue to

—

NORWELL'S (PERTH) FOOTWEAR Ltd.
PERTH. SCOTLAND. C^

In answering these advertisements it is

RUNABOUT

An All-Weather
TWO-SEATER

£155
DEFERRED PAYMENTS

ARRANGED

"all-on" except
Lighting Set.

= For illustrated catalogue please apply- to—

I WARD & AVEY, LIMITED,
= TEDDINGTON - - - MIDDLESEX.

1 STAND No- 73, WHITE CITY.

U desirable tj mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements' in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable^--^-^
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed,

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisemsms m tnis section should be

aoEompaniei with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the ofTices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue. Adver-
tisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically
be inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience oi atlvertisers-, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " ilie Motor Cycle" Office.

When tliis is desired, the sum of Cd. to defray the cost of

registrutiou and to cover postage on replies must be added
to tiie advertisement charge, which must include tlie

words Box ooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only thenuniber
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street

E.G. 4. Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are
wanted against sending remittance through the post except in
registerel envelopes ; in all such cases tlie tise of the Deposit
Svslein is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

marked "Deposit Departmeni" '

In the case ot motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
number, as It is unusual for these to be sold without Orst

being inipected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

[acilitate business by embodying In their advertisements
some mention ol the district in which the machine
odered may be seen and tried.

3»«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money- be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to ifio, a
deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over f10
and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over 1^50 and under ,f75, 5 /-;

'^^'er £75 and under jfioo, yf6; and on all transactions
over £100, J %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
Drders should be made payable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

iadication that the ad vertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Othet advertisers may be equally
iesirous- but have not advised us to that eSect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
illanos as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite impossible to reply to
lach one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A -B.C.. new January, 1,500 miles, dynamo liehtinK** perfect condition; ^6X05.-26, Liverpool Rd..
rhornton Heath. [5032

il9^9.-^*^l'::-J_. ^Ji^.^^y
srrntrlied, in beautiful condiA.E.r

,r. rr*'?"' ^^^^^ flttiui?, full equipment:
'9, High St., Eton, Bucka.

£80.—Cullmn.
[4519

NEW BIKES
FOR

OLD PRICES
SEND FOR

GODFREY'S
GREAT

.

Clearance List
IF YOU WANT A NEW MACHDJK,
:: NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY ::

Brand New and Unused

1921 MODELS
SECOND-HAND GUARANTEED

MACHINES,

SIDECARS
ACCESSORIES
ALL MARKED DOWN TO REALLY
RIDICULOUS PRICES TO MAKE
ROOM FOR NEW 1922 STOCK.

ANY MACHINE CAN BE PURCHASED
ON OUR

DEFERRED PAYMENTS SYSTEM.

Write for Proposal Form.

SPARE PARTS
We can supply from Stock Spare Parts
for B.S.A., Indian, Levis, and Scott
machines. Also Spare Parts for
Burman Countershaft Gear and
Senspray Carburetter.

OFFICIAL SERVICE DEPOT.

REPAIRS.
For prompt and thorough Overhauls
and Repairs send your machine to

GODFREY'S REPAIR DEPOT, 14,

MILLER ST., CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.

Esttnates Given.

GODFREY'S, Ltd.
208, GT. PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON. W.l.

'Phonn /Showrooms; Langham 1300
1 Works: Miiseum2434.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

FOR SALE.

1Q20 3h.p. A.B.C, dynamo lighting, pcrlect condi-
J-t/ tion throughout, not done I.OUO miles; £90.—
Baines, 166, Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [X0974

A.B.C, 1920, 3,500 miles, splendid condition, elec-
tric lighting, licensad, insured, 120 m.p.g.; £85.

—Dawson. Birltby Grange, Iluddcrsfield. C5203

A.B.C, 3h.p., new January, 1921, 4-speed, semi-T.T.,
accessories, tax, insurance, almost new; birgain,

.£85; well worth inspection.-164, Broadfield Rd., Cat-
ford. [5050

1 Q20 Dynamo A.B.C CombinEition, GracemiU itia-
-L*/ minium bcidy, ^well eouipped; £105, or exchange
1921 2i4Ji.p. A.J.S. and cash; Berkshire.—Box 73, c/c
The Motor Cycle. [X.0907

A.B.C Combination, 1920, "dynamo lighting, speedo-
meter, spares, A.B.C. sidecar wind screen, 3,000

miles, recently overhauled; £120; Ealing.—Box 79,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4709

A.B.C. 1920 Combination, dynamo model, with
Swan sporting sidecar, fully equipped, includ-

ing speedor".eter and licence; £110.-The Layton Gar-
ages, 30, Holywell St., 0.\ford. 'Phone : Oxford 581.

[4313

A.B.C, 1920, perfect condition throughout, fast,

powerful, and reliable, very easy starter. Palmer
tyres, very economical in petrol (about 100 m.p.g.

I

and in oil, tax paid, spring frame. Brooks saddle (INo.

B175). 4 speeds, semi-T.T. handle-bars; £95.—Box 59,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0565
Abingdon.

4h.p. 1914 Abingdon, 2-speed, countershaft, h.b.c,

clutch; £29.-33, Snells Park, Edmonton. [4724

3J,h.p. Abingdon, countershaft 2-speed; £35; ex-

2 change ligbtweigllt. — Hale, Bourts, Lydbrook,
Glos. [4575

Abingdon, clutch, Bosch, Senspray, licensed,

"perfect running order; bargain, iE25 —Middle-

35, Millais St., Albany Ed., Camberwell, S.E.5.

A.J.S.

A.JS Motors.—Make appointment at Olympia with

Geo. Merrick, 174, Listerhills, Bradford. [4577

JS 2^1b p , 1915, 2-speed, clutch, excellent littls

machine: £32.-Bent, Main St., Katby, Lekester.

AN GUY. 'Weymouth.—1921 7h.p. A.J.S. combina-

tion, £195: 2%h.p. 2-speed A.J.S., £95: from

stock.
'°^'^

A J S Combination, 1921, small mileage, accessones,

fully insured; £170.-St. Trinians,

Weston-super-Mare.

A.J.S. Combination, complete, side_curtnin.

3ih.p.

ton,

D'

Manor Rd.,
[5052

h20
A«7 "elecSric" Miting ; b.argaiu,

E<1.,

19=

£160.-45,

Highgate Hill,

20 (Oct.) A.J.S. Conihination,
mileag

Chestnut Ed., 'West Norwood,

A .J.S. 1919 Combination

Waterlow
[4506

Binks, Cower.
i.-88,
[5109

speedometer.horn, .

„..t-class order; £125, or near offer.

Vicarage, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire.

AJS. Combination, 1920, 6h.p., small mileage, Lucas

lumps, speedometer, spare wheel, hood, etc.:

—Harrison, 3, "Vernon Av., Blackpool.

A.J.S. Combination, complete, best ncces-

-G.B..
[4375

£140.
[4566

19
^ Bor1esy's^rre"'whMr,""s"ciecn, 'good "condition ;

£120

Liverpool.-Box 72, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0903

20 A J S. Combination, licensed and insured, lamps,

3 generato;s,_Klaxon,_ wcedometer. hoods, sparwj19 _^ _ _
£155.-Bonne'r"""ii'7, Charlotte St., W.l.

AJS 2'?ih.p., sports model, completely equipped;.
'£35 ^^-^ mce. Ltd., 15-16, B'|i"res'% n"*;?^

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [0072

in 18 A J.S. Combination, 6h.p., fully equipped,

19 lamps, spare wheel. Easting, perfect any trial

£125.--38, Hazeldene Bd., Goodmayes, Ilford. [4349

-. ,0. 1 T ITS rnmbination, 2-seater sidecar, spare

19 wh«'' hood scJeen speedometer, lamp set, Tan-

Sad new tyres: £118.-25, Terulan, Av., Walthamrtow.

Combination, 1920, dynamo lighting, electric

horn hood screen, speedometer, "jj-iy ^P"f • .jj^

£155.-Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland S^-^^""^-

rNS —1919 A.J.S. combination, complete with

lamps etc., splendid condition; very great

ter:gain.-JuU?n, 84,' B?oad St., Reading.. Phon|.

mileage

^.J.S.

115
1024,

J.S.AT s 1921 7n.p. Combination, _ .

2000 iood .Sde screen, all lamps, perfect con-

dition?' £195 -^Findlay, 28, Borough Rd., Burton_on-

Trent.

A J S late 1919 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel,

.needometer watch, hood, lamps, etc., very goorl

conditTnT "llO-Pt^dt. 13, Birkhurst Rd., South

Croydon.
spare wheel,TR 1920 6h 0. Combination,, -.

mete? Binks electric lighting .(4 volt accumu-

lator]; nearest fl30.-Evered Davies,

Aberystwyth-

Castle St.,

[4805

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by orlvate owners are, when desired, marlced (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

23.]i.p. A.J.S. Coinbinfition. specially built tliie yeai,
4 sportiuf. perfect, fully equipped, smartest on

road; bargain, 100 gns.
;
photographs or tiial.—14, West

et., Wolverh.nmpton. [4410

1 Q19 A.J.S. Combination, spnie wheel, hood, screen,
JL^y speedometer, pillion, etc., tax, insurance, splendid

£120.—Weobley, 11,
[X0947

condition; trial by appointment;
iManor Ed., Eugby.

A.J.S. 1914 5-6h.r., irith Swan sidecar, in excellent

mechanical order, electric lighting {accumulator),
engine recently overhauled; i70,—Apply, Box 6,940,
jc/o ,Thc lilotor Cycle. [4621

A .J.S. 1919 Combination, well equipped, and in per-
J\. feet mechanical condition, hood, screen, luggage
carrier, etc., licence -paid; £110.—West London Garage,
Keniey St., Princes Rd., W.ll. [4920

;
A .J.S. Combination (Oct., 1919). 3,200 miles, hood,

d\. speedometer, lamps, Tan-Sad, special saddle,
jetc, insured to August, 1922, like new; £130.—
'Parish, Shortheath, Parnham, Surrey. [4350

A.J.S. Lightweights, 2^4h.p. Can now supply Irom
stock. Book your orders now and save dis"

appointment. Official agents for this iamous light-

weight.—F. E. Wootten, Ltd., Higli St.. Oxford. [3695

A.J.S. 1920 6b.p. Combination, completely equipped,
Lucas lamps, Tan-Sad, Easting, special fitted tool

box, owner driven, smart, perfect condition; £140.—
Pewsey Motor Co., Pewsey, Wilts. 'Phone : 16.

[5011

;1 4120 A.J.S. Combiuation, in perfect order, recently
J-t/ oTCThauled by Messrs. Taylor and Co., P. and
IH and Lucad lamps, B. and B. pilot jet, Tynesider,

Stewart trip speedometer; £140.—Box 6,950, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [5192

"I Q20 A.J.S; 6h.p. Combination, excellent condition,
'-Li/ new Sept., 1920, complete with 3 lamps, horn,
licence, spring seat-pillnr, and spare wheel; £165. ur

near ofler.—Apply, E. ^Y. Holloway, Westergatc House,
Arundel, Sussex. [4606

l-NTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
A.J.S.' motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present macliine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. ; 607. [0649

I A -J.S, 1921 Combination, latest model, brand new,
i|-£3L slightly shop-soiled; genuine end-of-the-season
bargain; complete, with interchangeable wheels and
spare, £175; list price £195; exchanges entertained.
—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Eishopsgate At., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. "Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination, grand condition and
appearance, Lucas lighting, air pillion seat, acreen,

spare wheel, all necessary tools, new spare chain and
inner tube, several other spares, licence to Dec, ako
£180 insurance policy (transfer;) hie) to June next; a

real bargain, £145.—Harrison, 69, Borton St., Hulme,
Manchester. [4312

I
Synre Parts

:

I
A .J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8. Bond
ii- St., Ealing. [3983

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

[8592
AUdays.

,"| 016 Alldays Allon, 254h.p.. splendid oondition ; £35.
J-i/ —Symes, 22, Ceylon St., Batterseii. [4455

ALLDAYS Allon, 1917, good condition, tyres, lamp
set and horn (new); £37/10.-237, Broadway,

iBexleyheath, Kent. [4866

"1 021 (March) Alldays Allon, lamps and all ncce.^-

:JL«7 sories, splendid condition; £70.—J. Stafford, 26,

W

ISherbrooke Rd., Fulham. [3036

|"| Q21 Alldays Allon, fully eanipped, including speed'
I J-*/ orfjeter, mileage under 500; a gift, £65.—Jones
'Garage, Muswell Hill, London, N.IO. [4259

ALLDAYS Allon 1917 23/4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, thor-
oughly overhpuSled, lamps, tax and insurance,

condition and appearance excellent, speedy ; £40, or
near.-Dodd, 104, Plough Ed., Battercea. [4329

American X.
8-lOh.p. American X., 3-'4-seater sidecar, electric,

suit family or taxi, guaranteed; photo.

—

McDonald, 35, Park Ed., Ilford. [4965

rtJ20 American X Combination, 3-speed, kick starter,
•^ lamps, spares; exchange oil engine or solo and

cash; oflers.—Nodder, Ashover, Cliesterfield. [X0798

£90.—American X Combination. 7-9h.p., in good run-
ning order, all occe>sorie,;, etc., tax paid,~Scotia

Motor Works, 80, Upper Tooting Rd., London, S.W.17.
'Phone: Streatham 2707. [5122

AMERICAN X, .1920, dynamo lighting. Rennoc
sidecar, screen, very powerful; £97/10; exchange

or deferred.-Newnhara Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Ed., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4790
£52 Below List Price.—Special offer of new latest

model American X. royal blue finish. 27x3V''
tyres, etc.; £165; easy payments only 4% extra'
write for special clearance list.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5075

Ariel.

under Harlev-
[4424

GREAT

CLEARANCE

SALE.
BRAND NEW

MATCHLESS
Shop-Soiled.

Standard Comb. .. £160
Two-seater £165

Wonderful Value.

SHOP-SOILED MODELS.
T.T. 247 c.c, 50 m.p.h. guar. £55
Two-speed .. •• •• £58
S ngle-3peed •• •• £50

SECOND-HAND.
1921 NORTON, 16H Lucas lamps,

hom, licensed, almost equal to new,

cost £140 95 gns.

1921 P. & M., as new, mileage

under 250 88 gns.

1919 A.J.S. combination, lamps, hom,

fine engine 115 gns.

1920 DOUGLAS combination, 4

h.p.. Easting, lamps, etc., beautiful

. condition 100 gns.

1920 A.J.S. combination, exceptional

condition . . . • • • 140 gns.

1921 SUNBEAM, 3|- h.p touring, not

run 100 miles, absolutely
unscratched 125 gns,

H.JULIAN,
84, Broad Street, Reading.

'Phone ! 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

AEIEI, 1914 SVzh.p., good condition; JE30.—202,
Triiiit7 Ed., S.W.17. [4441

DAN GD¥, Weymouth.—1S21 S'/zh.p. Ariel combina.
tion

; 135; Irom stock. 10688

1Q20 3y2h.r. Ariel, lamps and speedometer, as new:A" X78.—Boss, 86, High E<1., Lee. [4474

ARIEL SVih.p. Model, slightly shop-soiled; £90 tor
quick sale.—Autoveyors, Ltd:, Service Dept., 4-12,

i'olmer St., S.W.I. [0468

ARIEL.—^AU models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock. — West Central

-Agency, Wincycle Co.. Ltd.. 235, High Holborn, W.C.I.

I
Q 20-21 SVjh.p. Ariel, complete with oU accessories

--v and speedometer, sporting sidecar, guaranteed
perfect; £95.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill. Loiiilon..

N.IO. [5124
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.-

6-7h.p. Ariel combination, 1921, shop-soiled
only; reduced to £155; no extra charge lor eas.v

payments. £5102

ARIEL 6-7h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Combination,
screen, lamps, good condition; £59.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone;
Hammersmith 80. [4786

AEIEL Combination, 1916 5-6h.p. twin, lamps, e1«.i

3-speed, K.S., sound condition; £80, or exchange
late Allon and- cash ; weekdays after 6 p.m.— 1, Ard-
gowan Ed., Catford. [4629

ARIEL Combination, 3-speed, counter, sheet, electric

lighting, electric horn. Easting, speedometer, in-

sured, tax paid, spares : trial ; very smart
;
photo ; £95.

—97, Scotts Ej3., Leyton. [3885

ARIEL 4V2h.p. 1921 Combination, lamps, horn,
speedometer, done under 2 000 miles; owner buj--

ing 1922 model Ariel; £140. — Anderson, 36, Buddon
Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [5085

ARIEL 1915-16 6h.p. Twin, countershaft, lampa,

horn, tools, tax paid ; ride away ; Ariel sidecar,

hood and wind screen ; £80.—Gore's Motor Works, Kiiil.

way Ed., Ejng's Lynn, Norfolk. [4677

ARIEL Motor Cycles arc the last word in reliability.

We have always in stock the reliable motor
cycles; trade supplied.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill,

and Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

AEIEL Combiuation, SV-jh.p., 3-speed, kick start, new
January, 1921, speedometer. Easting, lamps com-

plete, spotles's condition, as new, tax and insurance paid,

low mileage; £125, dose offer.—27, Wolseley Ed., Forest

Gate. [50824

1 Q20 (late) SV-li.P. Ariel Combination, Wats(ftian
i»/ Monarch sidecar, Lucas lamps, horn. Sinks,

Easting, new tyres, accessories, tax paid, condition ex-

cellent; owner buying car; £110. — Wilson, Yarsop,

Mansel Lacy, Hereford. [5010

Aster.

3ih.p. Aster, drop frame, new B. and B., Bosch, tyres;

2 any trial; £20; selling through linemplbyment'j

Bennett, 135, Acre Lane, Brixton. 14746

Bat.

£50 Saved.—Brand new shop-soiled Bat 8h.p. solo;

£110.—Jones G'arage, Muswell Hill, London. _

1 Q20 eh.p. 3-speed Bat, with Henderson sidecar, all

Xi/ lamps, D.A. cylinder, Cowey horn and speedo-

meter, sidecar screen; tax paid, perfect; £96.—7, Nor-

wood Rd.. Heme Hill, S.E.24. [19S3

I Oil Bat-Jap 6h.p. Combination, S-speed, speeded

Xi/ meter, lamps, Easting, etc., licence, completely

overhauled, mech.anically -=:onnd, tyres new; trial; £60,

—Millington, Rowley Park, Stafford. [4576

B^X-J.A.P. 1914 Sh.p. Countershaft, Sturmej-

Archer 3^peed. sporting aluminium sidecar, fuITv

e.iuipped, tax paid; £75.-Butterworth»' Garage, 64,

Mill Lane, BrLxton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813.
[400

'

£50 Below List Price.-Special offer of brand ne»

6h.p. 3-speed Bat-Jap, chain drive, spring frame,

£110 cash; easy payments only 4% extra; write lor.

special clearance bargain list.—The Premier Motol

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. 160'»

.Snare Parts:

COMPLETE Sets of Gears for Bat motor cyole.

1919-20 models; delivery from stock.—̂ 6 Mo^
Gear and Engineering Co., Ltd
Kings.

Beardmore.

EW 3V.h.p. Beardmore-Precision, spring frame, 4
-^ " .'- ^. ,. , i._.i ,-,1.1— . nr,o _5 Parker

[S094J

Jun^,

High Ed., Seret
[SZSp

N .

Lane, Burnley.

1021 3i/,h.p. Beardmore, spring frame, new
XU unpunctured, lamps, horn, insured; c™' o«r

£90, sell £78-—Hoare, Buibage, Wilts. l'*'^^

WA,UCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-r

6h p Bradbury comhination, 1921, shop-soded

only; reduced to £145; no extra charge '°' ,^l
terms.

. a

1020 Beardmore-Precision, lamps, horn, lif™'S'

Xif small mUeage, excellent condition; £55.--K.

Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southpo^

'Phone: 607 Southport. l-iuo^

Blackburne, ]
>

1020 4h.p. Blackburne, full accessoriw, nice o^r;

;

ly trial given; £7S.-Eoss, 86, High Ed., L«.^
^

3ih.p. Ariel. See ndvt. No. 4423,
2 Davidson. _^^
C30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"T^OrGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.

1(a22 Models.

Q3h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped; £75.

^3.ti-P-, 3-speecl, fully equipped; £90.

^li.p. Solo, fully equipped; £110.

^h.p. and Sidecar, fully eqttiipped; £135.

3ih.p., o.h.v., fully equipped; £130.

61i.p., o.li.v., all-chain, and new design, roomy side-
car; £165.

CPARE Parts Stocked.

DOUGLAS Specialities.—75% of catalogue prices
allowed on old machines purchased from us if

returned in good condition within 12 months.

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock
St. (off Blenheim St.), New Bond St., W.l.

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. Advertisements, ix.

'Phone : Mayfair 6559.

. . . . .
perfect;

North Kensington.

[0703

£42.-24,
[4852

1019 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed,±V Balliol Rd " • -

1 ([421 2^4]!. p. Douglas, complete, and tax paid; £75,
At/ new.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [X.0906

4h.p. Douglas, complete, speedometer, lamps, as new;
£73.-40, Forest Hill Bd., London, S.E.22. [4998

3.h.p. Douglas Motor Cycle, splendid condition; £28.
.'^4 —Apply Naish, Church Rd., "Wheailey, Oxon. [4548

DOUGLAS
equipped

;

1920 4h.p, Combination, like new,
£96.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.

[5063
052.—Douglas, 4h.p., 1918, renovated, makers"^ colours.—Mather, 52, Rutland Rd., Harrow.

[4928
DOUGLAS, fitted A.B.C. engine, 3 speeds, lamps,

licensed; ^£55.—Box, 201, Earl's Court Rd., S.W.
[5019

"1017 Douglas, splendid order, long copper exhaust;
J-*/ nearest £40.—M'Fadyean. Piccadilly. Montrose.

[X0851
£45.—2%h.p. Douglas, 1917, "very good condition and

rehable, ridden daily.—Woods, 6, Bourne Av., TTind-
soi. - [4520

1 Q14 Douglas £38, 1915 £42, 1916 £45, all 25/4h.p.,
-Lt/ 3 month.s' guarantee given.—Ross, 86, High Rd..
Lee. [4476

DOUGLAS 23.j'h.p., 2-speed, 1921, accessories, nickel
exhausts, tax: £68.—AJlen, 60, Coolhurst Rd.,

N.8. [4827

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., 32-35^ Green St,
Cambridge,

Below,
T.A.

.
32-35,

Bicycles. TeJ. : 995.-

DOUGLAS 1922 3i/.h.p. Sports Model, overhead
valves, all-chain cirive, clutch and kick starter,

specially designed for speed, best quality horn, lamps,
and licence holder, etc. ; £130.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

best quality
" :livery
Green

1922 2^ih.p., 2-speed,DOUGLAS
lamps, horn, licence holder, etc.; £75; delivery

from stock; exchanges.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd, "
St., Cambridge.

DOUGLAS 1922 2^-Ah.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick
starter, best quality lamps, horn, licence holder,

etc. ; £ 90 ; delivery from stock ; exchanges.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

DOUGLAS 1922 4h.p. Solo, best quality lamj^s,
horn, licence holder, etc., £110; combination,

£135; delivery from stock; exchanges.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [5092

3.h.p. Dougla.^, renovated, good condition; ^635 cash.
/W4 —Langdale Smith, Holton, Wheatley, Oxon.

[X0395
DOUGLAS 3-speed. clutch, K.S., fully equipped;

£47.—Ratclilie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
[5197

DOUGLAS 1917 4h.p. Conibinntion^ good ronditjon.
.^X>eedonieter, lamp^, etc.;

S.W.17.

D.OUGLAS 4h.p.,
cally oerfect

;

Wandsworth.

202, Trinity Rd.
[4440

1918, renovated as new, mechani-
£65, or exchange.—71, Twilley St..

[4650

DOUGLAS 23^. p., 2-speed, all- acce.««ories, tax paid,
very nice condition; sacrifice £41.-365, King

St., Hammersmith. [4912

DOUGLAS Combimition, 1916, any examination or
trial; reason disposal, bought car.—Box 6,771,

e/o The Motor Cycle. [3519

HALIFAX.—Douglas new models ; 2yih.p. £75,
3'/>h.p. sports £130.~Halifax Motor Exchange,

Horton St., Halifax. [4595

BARGAIN.—3-3peed Douglas, 1915, splendid order;
ride away; £32.—G. Mayne, 6. Townshend Rd..

Regent's Park, N.W. [4565

A LLAX GRUZELIER for new or second-hand
ti Douglas mcHlels immediately. — 168, Regent
31. W. Regent 205. [4359

t Q21 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed. new March, all on
Arjtf £67/10 cash, lowest.—Edwards, ' --

-

-

Rd., Streatham, S.W.
19, Buckleigh

[4962

MOTOR
CYCLES
On Easy Terms.

Any of the following may be obtained
on Harrods convenient system of

Easy Payments. Details free

NEWSOLO MACHINES
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2jh.p., 2-speed, £75
B.S.A., 4jh.p. model K2, c. &k.-s. £107
DOUGLAS, 2|h.p., 2-speed £85
ENFIELD, 2J h.p. 2-speed, ...... £65
FRANCIS-BARNETT,2f h.p., 2-sp.,

clutch and kick-starter £85
HUMBER, 4-3- h.p., 3-speed, c. & k.-s. £140
LEVIS, 2i h.p., single-speed £60
NEW IMPERIAL, 2ih.p., 3-speed, £63
NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p. 3-speed.

clutch and kick-starter £69
O.K., 2 J h.p. single-speed £50 8
O.K., 2^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch & k-s. £67
SUN, 2i h.p. single-speed £47 5

SUN, 2ih.p., 2-speed, clutch & k-s. £63
TRIUMPH, 2ih.p., 2-speed £65
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. model SD, all-

chain, clutch, & kick-starter £105

NEW COMBINATIONS
B.S.A., 4i h.p., model K2, No. 3

sidecar, belt-drive £149
B.S.A., 4ih.p., model H2, No. 3

sidecar, chain-drive £152
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., flat twin £160
ENFIELD, 8h,p., Dynamo lighting,

chain drive £182
HUMBER, 4ih.p., smart sidecar .. £176 3 6
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. model H,

chain-drive £185
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., chain-drive £168
TRIUMPH, 4h.p. model H belt-drive £145
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.,. model SD. Chain £155

SECOND-HAND
CLYNO, (1920) 23 h.p.. Two speed &

clutch, accessories, overhauled £45
SUN VITESSE, 2} h.p. 1921 model £39 Q
LEVIS, 2jh.p., popular 1921 .... £45 n

INVICTA VILLIERS, 2lh.p £40 q

SHOP-SOILED MODELS AT
SPECIAL PRICES

BEAUMONT, 2f h.p., all chain cush drive,

Blackbume engine, 2-speed, clutch and

k.-s. (Old price £99 15s.) .... £75

HOBART, 2i h.p., Villiers engine, 2-speed

(Old price £75) £50

WOOLER, 2i h.p., flat twin. Brooklands

sports model (Old price £105).. £75

Otdy a hmitid number availabl;.

wHiVRRODS MOTOR SALES ROOMi
116-llS Brompton Road London SWl

(Opposite the Main liuildini.t

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

MOTOR SALE.

[4932

accessories;

;ouse, Coptic St.,

[4626

CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, fine order,, just over-

hauled, tax paid; £75, or near oHer.—25, High
St. North, Dunstable.

'""'

DOUGLAS 1916-17 2%h.p., 2'

sacrifice £33.-13, St. George's
New Oxford St., W.O.

1 Q19 Douglas, 2-speed, in excellent condition, fully

-i-t' equipped, special engine; £55.—RatcliHe Bros.,

200, Gt. Portland St., W. [5200

1 Q20 (July) 2%h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutcli, kick

J-«3' start, lamps, born, splendid condition i
£70—5

Banister Ed., Southampton. [4742

1 018 4b.p. Douglas Combination, perfect running
i-iJ order, electric lighting; *95, or near offer, must
sell.—33, Land St., Croydon. [4964

IQZl Douglas 2%h.p. S-speed Model, fully equipjad,
J-«/ licensed, only run few miles, perfect; Cambridge).

—Box SO, 0/0 The Motor Cycle. [4118

9 Douglas Combination, good condition, in

ranne. tax, accessories; £87; after 7.--11.
[4284

19^1
Sydney Rd.,- Muswell Hill, N.

BEAND New 2%;h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, all on, neyer

been used, just received from works; best offer Ms
it.—lonn, 34, Rye Lane, S.E.15.

A A GNS.-1916-18 2%h.p. Douglas, clutch

"dbV fully eciuipped. and in perfect condition; bargaui^

D ditioiT:" any'tn'nlTseen'z-S Saturday^ £21. bar-

"lounslow.

~l fkl9-20 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., _

ly hauled. Easting, iully equipped, tyres new^

[4389

model,
irgain.

4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [4517

OUGLAS 2%h.p., just overhauled, in splendid con-
. seen 2-5 Saturday; £21. bar-

gain.-155. High St., Hounslow. llSia

19-20 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., just over-

_- hauled. Easting, iully equipped, tyres new;

£120.—Goodly, Ock St ,
Abingdon. [4680

OiLhp. Douglas, 1917, been beautifully kept and
/-W4 eaual to new, every accessory, fitting; £60.--

Cullum, 79, High St., Eton, Bucks. [4370

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-sroed, speedometer, Tan-Sad,

lamp, horn, tax paid, splendid condition ;
£45

.

must sell.-56, Laudells Rd., E. Duhvich. [4507

1 Q20 2iih.p. Douglas, enamel and plating as new,

-Lt/ no punctures, fully equipped, undershield; ^72--

Martin, 60, Well St., Buckingham. (D) [4463

DOUGLAS 1917 254h.p.. enamel, plating and me-

elianism splendid cojidition, eijuipped; 40 SJ^^-—

30, Crystal Pala'ce Park Rd.. Sydenham.

19 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully
19^

[4878

_ ,
equipped,

pillionT new tyres, ind'istmguishable from new;

£55.-1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [4952

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1920, disc, speed-

ometer, screen, little used: £120, or offer
;
bargain

—Sharpe, 29, Upper Addison Gardens, W.14. [4655

DOUGLAS 2'!lh.p., 2-6peed, fully eauipped, good con-

dition, licensed; real bargain, £32;iO.-Aimstrong

17, Goldhawk Ed., Shepherd's Bush, London. [4567

DOUGL.AS 1920 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,

speedometer, licensed: £105; Saturday or appoint-

mcut.-Lock, Holmesdale, Hadley Wood, Middlesex.
[4653

TO 22 Douglas Models in stock for immediate de-

-lU livery, including 2i4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped;

£75.—Kemp's Garage, Douglas Agents, Louth, Lines
[X0687

1 019 Douglas 2'ih.p., everything on, condition

i-tJ absolutely equal new, guaranteed perfect; £44;
exchange.-Maton, 37, Canterbury Rd., Dalston, N4^

1 fkl5 21/ih.p. Douglas, dynamo lighting, horn, licensed,

in very good condition; £45.—R. Bamber and Co.,

Ltd 2, Enstbank St.. Southport. 'Phone: 607, Smith-

port.
[X0840

1 ir>20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, speedometer,

-lO' horn, wind screen, luggage carrier, tyres and outfit

as new £125.-Levitt, 80, Streatham High Ed. 'Phone

2701. ' ^^^}°

15 25,lh p Douglas, fine condition, complete with

wide valance, mudguards, lamps, horn, licence,

new Dunlop heavy; £35.-M.aynard, 8. Silver St

Enfield.
["^'^

21 2'j4h.p. Overhead Valve Sports_ Douglas, Jully
equipped, licensed, spares,

19^

19= under 100 miles,

Martin Wright, Riverside,
[5006

perfect everywhere; £130.-
Nottingham.

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., all on, brand new 1922 model;

latest reduced price £75.-Elce, Ltd. 15-16.

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. Phoiie L

Avenue 5543. »067

-1ft 20 Douglas Comibnation, 4h.p., whole outfit in

-Lif exceptional condition, complete with lamps.

Easting, etc.; 100 gns.-Julian, 84, Broad St., Rejid-

ing. 'Phone 1024.

]ft20 Douglas 2';ih.p., 3-8peed model, in perfect roii-

\j dition, licensed, and many extras; price £65.—

The Catetham Motor Co., Caterhom Valley, Surrey.

'Phone: 98 Cateibam. [5216

17 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, splendid order,

tyres good, all accessories, tools, tax_ paidj jiny19'
£65.- Taylor, 27, Oxford Ed

[X0917
trial: owner bought car;

Windsor. 'I'hone : 243.

OUGLAS, uncrated 1919, 2%b.p., 2 speeds, over-
' hauled, original enamel, nil lamps, licence, knte-

erips. accessories, long copper exhaust, perfect; £38.—

63, Solon Rd., Bri.xton, (4871

BI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares ; try me. I may be useful

to you.—The Pioneer Agent lor Douglas Motors, 196.
Cteltenham Rd.. Bristol. [0016

1 Q20 Douglas Z^h.^j., 3-speeds, hand clutch, kick
-**^ start, cost £108, bought new February 1921,
indistinguishable from new ; £68 ; exchange.—Mate n,

37, Canterbury Rd., Dalston, N.l. [5176

"I Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete, lamps,
JLtJ born, Ciimeo iviud screen, little used, in excellent
order; genuine bargain, £105, or nearest ofler,—Will-

way, St. Augustine's Parade, Biiatol. [4490

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., late model, just overhauled, all

all; £38; quick sale or exchange late combina-
tion and cash.—Ayers, 254, Portobello Rd., North
Kensington, London. 'Phone : 643 Park. [5166

1Q15 Gear Box Model Douglas (not W.D.), Binks
-i-J7 carburetter, pillion seat, just overhauled, excel-

lent condition; 40 gns. ; appointment.
—'Phone: Wan-

stead 557.—Glaze, Norfolk Lodge, Bushwood, Leyton-
etone. [4373

4h.p. Douglas 1920 Combination, 3 Lucas lamps,
liorn, speedometer, screen, tools, plenty of spares,

tyres and belt nearly new, insured, perfect condition,

built for the late Sir John Alcock; price ^£95.—Keen,
Leominster. [5033

DOUGLAS 4h.p., late 1918 (not W.D.), electric light-

inK, lug-gage carrier, new chain and belt, and spare

ditto, all tyres practically new, recently thoroughly over-

hauled, and in perfect order; 85 gns.—63b, Drartou Gar-

dens, S.\Y.10. [4508

1QI9 234I1.P. Douglas, fitted with acetylene Inmps,
-Lt? electric lamps, Cowey epeedometer, I'ootbcardS;

legshieldis, horn, iimpmet'er. etc. ; £64.—H. Bai:4ber
and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St, Southport. 'Phooe
607 Southport. [X0842

"I Q20 234I1.P. Douglas, 3-speed model, fitted with
-l-tf lamp6, mirror, horn, spare belt, licensed, mile-

age about 1,500, in excellent con'dition ; £73.—R.
Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St., Southport.
'Phone: 607 Southport. [X0829

1 020 Douglas, 2^h.p., all on model, 3-speed, clutch,
JLi/ kick starter, fully equipped, tax paid, this

machine is in every way as new, having been very little

used and carehillv kept; £55.—Nicholson, 26, Budge
Row, Cannon St., E.C.4. Tel. ; City 6619. [5070

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.-
2^^h.p. Douglas, 1921, shop-soiled, 3 speeds.

clutch and kick sta,rt, fully equipped^ reduced to

£85; also 25^b.p. improved W.D. Douglas, 1921, shop-
soiled only, reduced to £70; no extra charge for easy
payments. [5099

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Douglas motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.-R. Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St..

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0647

DOUGLAS 234h.p.. 1915-16, recently overhauled,
new 'cylinders, bearings, etc., very fast, 120 m.p.g.,

not W.D., knee grips, brass exhaust, lamps, horn,
aluminium discs, enamel and plating excellent, engine
mechanically perfect; sacrifice £38, or nearest.— 147,
Ancona Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [4721

1 018 4h.p. Douglas Combination, in perfect condi-
XtJ tion, countersliaft 3-speed, liand and foot clutch,
3 lamps and generators, full equipment, spares ; any
trial or examination ; seen evenings or Sunday ; reason-
able offer, or exchange SVsh.p. 3-speed Norton.—Mnslcn^
54, The Vineyard, Richmond Hill, Surrey. [4469

Svare Parts:

DOUGLAS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [3986

BANISTER and Botten for Douglas new spares.—
341, Upper St., N.l. [4883

1 Qll Douglas, 1910, etc.—Spares, repairs, rebuild-
X«J ing.—Allsopps, 35, Clifford St., Manchester,
S.E. [4831

DOUGLAS Spares.-Order from the firm on the sput.
Any part sent per return post, carriage paid.—

G. H. Tucker, Redcliffe Hill. Bristol. 'Phone : 4042.
[2290

ALL 2^A'h.v- and 4h.p. Douglas Spares at most attrac-
tive prices—in fiict, all the odrls and ends you

lequire for your Douglas. Sidecars, as new, from £15/15,
cninplete (including new tyre and tube).—Tlie Eflra
Motor Work<=, 59-63, High St., Clapham, S.W.4. [4612

Duzmo.
1 022 Models in stock of the famous Super Sports
-i-»^ sy^hp- Duzmo, o.h. valves, the finesf eports
mount on the market. Write for particulars of this
•^reedy single. Designed for the sporting rider. Real
hot stuff. Single epeed, £80; with 3-speed S.A., £115.
—Stanworth, Motors, Higham, near Burnley. . [4620

Edmund.
£32/10.—Edmund, spring frame, 2Voh.p. J.A.P., 2

speeds, clutch. 1916, fully equipped; must sell

—

B., 30, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [5113

1 019 2i4h.p. Edmund -R-ith Heudereon sidecar, spring
-fl_»/ frame, horn. 2-speed. licensed, in excellent con-
dition; £55.—R, Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbnnk
St., Southport. "Phone : 6O7 Southport. [XOffS?

w%

ni/v^

LINES
FOR THE

COMING WINTER. £|^

WV
To all purchasers a! goods over £1

from this and opposite column, we are

prepared to ^ive with every order a pair

of our Ustiko i Solepicces. Please men-
tion size requiredfsr fitting to boots.

mil

g All

[Ml
goods

B are

Hill
sent

g| Carnage

m Paul.

Motor Cycling

HELMETS
In soft tan leather, linsd

ins:de with chamois.
Beaitilully finished
with peak ear pieces and
strap. Indispensable for
winter riding. State

size when ordering.

m
Everv

hiie

suitatJe n
lor

iim
Winter B
wear.

tUli

a MOTOR
CYCLE SUITS
BEST QUALITY
PEGAMOID

These suits are finished

in dull Mack, absolutely
waterproof material.

Double . breasted, wind
cuffS: and strap ankle
fastenings.

Complete writh
Sou'-Wester.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

^56.—Enfield combinntion, 6h.p. all on, perfect.—84,
"«' Greensirte Ed., Croydon. [4659

R OYAL ENFIELD, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, perfect, all
-«*' on; £30.-44. Junction Rd.. Hicheate. [5040

N

RUBBER
j

HIP BOOTS.
I

Manufactured by
|

North British Rubber 1

Co., Ltd.,

Dominion Rubber
Co., Ltd., etc I

Quite New.
Sizes:

7, 8, S, 10, 11,

TheName

ORDER THE

FUTl TheFirm'

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE RP.VICTORlA.S.W.l
98, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.I. & AT
44. SURBITON ROAD. KINCSTON-ONTHAMES
q /%«(> dddress allpost ordmtoVmMI &rid(e Road.

-

TELEPHONE :- VICTORIA 6553 fc-fcSS'f

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

BaHaBHHBHBHaHHHBHHIBHI

EW J921 Enfield Combination, shop-soiled; *150.—
Bounds, Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn. [5049

SHEFFIELD Agent !or Royal Enflelds, all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0673

ENFIELD LigMivcigbt, 1921, oil on, tax paid
:

60
eus. : private owner.—Allison, 6, Station, Selny.

[X0921
ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke, absolutely new condition,

equipped; *44.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[5066

21h.p. Enfield, 1920, electric light, licensed, insured,
4, perlect; £49/10.-130, High St., Harlesden.

[4833
-1021 8h.p. Enfield Combination, screen, etc.; £90,
-Lt/ or nearest offer.—407, Coldharbour Lane, Brix-

ton. ^ [51««

O-STROKE Enfield, perfect conditiDn, accessories;

j^ i42.-0. J. Smith, 118, Elsenham St., Wands-
worth. [1452

A LLAS" GEUZELIEE for new OT Eccona-hand
ci- Enfield models immediately. — 168. Eeaent
St., W. Regent 205. [4360

EiSTFIELD 2?4h.p. Twin, 2-6peed, perfect running
Older, chain driye, lamps; £22.—N.P., Llanhist«r,.

Penybout, Radnorshire. [4394

ENFIELD 2r/,h.p., lat« 1921, tamps, tax paid, un-
scratohed, only done 200 miles; t6S.—Beency

Bros., Hailsham, Sussex. [4314

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, first-

class order, many spares, guaranteed; £70.

—

Earldoms, Sidgeway, Enfield. [4988

ENFIELD 1921 2>4h.p., kick start, Maglita electric
'

lighting, prticticaUy new, all accessories; £55.-17,
Penman Driye, Golder's Green. [4569

ENFIELD Combination, late 1916, perfect condi-

tion, Easting and lamps; jE90.—Hume, 142, St.

John's Hill, Clapham Junction. [5085-

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., fully equipped with
Lucas fitments, perfect order; £100.—Ratciiffe

Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [S196

1 Q20 Boyal Enfield Bh.p. Combination, Binks, East-
L*/ injr, original tyres, pert'ect condition, tax paid;

£120.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury. [4560

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, practically

new, all accessories; no dealers; price £120.—
Yeatman and Son,?. West Norwood, [4540

ENFIELD 1919 3h.p., 2-speed, mileage less than
700, perfect condition, equal to new; £55.—E.

Smedley, 141, Wilbury ad., Lelchworth. [4717

61). p. Enfield Combination, mechanically perfect, £10
worth of accessories, spares; any trial given; £75.

—Kiny, 35, Wellhouse Ed., Barnoldswick, Colne. [4319

£25 Saved.—Brand new shop-soiled Enfield 8h.p.
combination, electrically equipped; £25 below

list price, £157.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, London.
,

[2993
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.—

'

8h.p, Eoval Enfield combination, 1921, shop-
' soiled only; reduced to £155; easy terms, no extra

-harge. [5093

KOYAL ENFIELD Oombination, 1917, 6h.p., dynamo
lighting. Easting, as new throughont, tax and

insurance paid; £1-30.—304, Fulham Ed., S."W. 'Phone:
Kens. 2372. £4345

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination,—1915, 2-speed, recently

overhauled, first-class condition, licen-sed to Dec.
31?^t, lamps, horn, etc. ; £75.—Buston and Hornsby,
Ltd., Lincoln. [4618

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, brand new, slightly
shop-soiled; £140; sacrifice.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5648, [0068

F'OR Sale, 1921 Enfield motor cycle, 2\(0i-V- 2-stroke,
in good condition, perfect running order, and all

accessories.—Apply, John E. Miles and Sou, 47, Mile
End Ed., London. E.X. [X0849

ENFIELD.—We are official agents, and can give im-
mediate delivery of any model of this foolproof

motor cycle.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and Wood-
side Parade, N. Finchley. [0380

ENFIELD 1921 Lightweight, 2-speed, fully equipped,
and almost as new; cash price, £47/10; approval

willingly.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Ox-
ford. 'Phone ; Oxford 581. [4824

ENFIELD 1921 8h.p. Colonial Model Combination,
quite new, but slightly showroom soiled: special

cash price £135.—The Layton Garages, 30, JBlolywell
St., Oxford. 'Phone : Oxford 581. [4820

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C.-
Bh.p. Royal Enfield combination, 1917, fitted

with Tan-Sad, speedometer, lamps, etc., ready for the
road, tax paid; £95; easy terms. [5103

ENFIELD 1912 Bh.p. Enfield Combination fcoachr
built sidecar), fully equipped. Easting screen, ex-

ceptionally good condition, tax paid; £65; deferred
payments if desirevl.—Parker's, Bradehawgate, Bolton;^
also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [S0900

Bli All letters relating to advertisements stiould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

£10 Below List Price.—Special clearance oHer oi

brand new 250 c.c. T.T. Levis, makers' speed
guarantee 50 m.p.h. ; reduced to £55: easy payments
4% extra. — The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [5079

Lea-Francis.
"I Q20 Lea-Francis S'/ili.p., M.A.G.. all accessories,
-L*/ absolute new condition; £75, a real bargain:
must sell, owner giving up.—19, Cann Hall Rd., Leyton-
stone, E.ll. [4628

LEA-FRANCIS, genuine 1914, J.A.P. V/ih.V- twin.
2-speed, clutcli, enclosed chains, good Palmers,

lamps, horn, Tan-Sad, stored war, exceptional condi-
tion; going abroad; seen London; £60.—Box, 6,959,
o/o The Motor Cycle. [4367

Lincoln-Elk.
4h.p. Lincoln-Elk Combination, 2-speed, clutch,

kick start, good Dunlops: first offer over £30
accepted, absolute bargain.—Miller, 151, Kingston Rd.,
Teddington. [4714

Lloyd.
LLOYDS Motor Cycle, late model, 2lih.p.. 4.stroke,

accessories, very smart and fast, beautiful running
machine; sacrifice, £25, cash needed.—Dental, 769,
Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E. [4983

Marloe.
MARLOE, 2^h.p. Blackburne, brand new, counter-

shaft; cash £68/10. or £14 down and 12 pay-
ments of £5.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone :

HamiJstead 1355. [5132
Martinsyde.

GRUZELIEE for new or second-hand
models immediately.—168, Retrent

Regent 206. [4362

MARTINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, new July last,
mileage 4,500, Watford speedometer. Easting

screen, just overhauled by makers, tax paid; £115, a
bargain.—Holmden, 7, Ravensbourne Gardens, West
Ealing, W. [3647

Massey.Arran.

1 Q21 2:^ih.p. Massey-Arran, Blackburne engine, fully
-Lv equipped, not done 300 miles; £90.—Baines,
166, Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [X0976

ALLAN
Martinsyde

St., W.

Matchless.
ATCHLESS.M-

A FEW Combinations offered at reduced price*^

:

Standard model £160, 2-Heater £165, sporting
'£150

: gradual rayments 5% on balance only.-
la, Bloomfleld Ed., Pluuistead.

-J. Tassell.

[5374

BRAND New Unridden Magdyno Matchlest^, complete

:

£178.—Bruce, Crisphams, Buxted, Susse.x. [4663

"1 O20 Matchless Combination, fully equipped; bar-
i-if gain, £110.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland
St., W. [5199

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1920, Lucas light

ing, all accessories; £140.-40, Replingham,
Southfields, S.W.18. [4996

BRAND New 1921 Matchless Combination, M.A.G.
engine, spare wheel; accept £152.-24, Ballio]

Rd., North Kensington. [4854

1 (\1Q Matchless Combination, just overhauled, screen.
J- J/ lamps, spare wheel: trial; £125.—Rymer, Wyeeliffc,

Hales Rd., Cheltenham. [465C

"I Q21 Matchless 8h.p. Combination, n§w, electric

Xt7 lights, fully equipped; £170.—Paynter, Long,
causeway, Farnworth, near Bolton. [4797

MATCHLESS 1920 8h.p. J.A.P. ComMnation, speed
ometer, lanipf*, spare wheel, etc.:

condition.-202, Trinity Rd., S.W.17.
£130; excellent

[4439

MATCHLESS 1920 H Model Combination, lamps,
horn, speedouieter, _first-clas3 condition; £130,

Hill, 50, Orayford Ed., London, N.7. [4436

1 Q21 New Standard Model H Matchless Combina
J-«7 tion, M.A.G. engine; end of season bargain
150 gns.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [1708

MATCHLESS.—Still a few 1921 shop-soiled models:
standard £160, 2-seatcr £166: Magdyno £20 extra.

—Maudes', London, Exeter, and Walsall. [X0959

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in

stock; sporting models £180, standard models £185
—A. J. Stacey, 12, Ecclcsali Rd., Sheffield. [0574

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., 1918,
perfect condition, all accessories; real bargain,

£80.—Stern, 27, Hammelton Rd., Bromley, Kent.
[4722

£68.—Matchless combination, 1915, M.A.G. engine,
3 speeds, K.S., wind screen, spares, excellent

condition; bargain.—136, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield,
8.W. [6112

MATCHLESS Models for earliest delivery; cash
exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham Motor

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammer-
smith 80. [4785

£25 under List Price.—1921 standard models Match-
less combinations, a few only; £160; covered with

the makers' guarantee.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill,
London. [298'?

1 Q19 Matchless, sidecar, purchased new by owner
X«/ £100; 1921 2-stroke taken part exchange.- 9,
Canterbury Terrace, Sutherland Av., Maida Vale, W,9
Hamp. 4899. [4537

J^ its a Douglas -

nows qour cKancc

BIG REDUCTIONS
in

BURLINGTON
Reconditioned

DOUGLASES
vrOW is the time to buy that

Douglas you want.
The prices are right down, and
the machines are as rehable

as could be desired—Burlington
Douglases stay reliable. Here
are a few—come and test them.

2| h.p., fully equipped with Lamps,
Horn, and Licence CC
Holder DO gns.
4 h.p. Solo, 3-speed,

kick-start, all on .

4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped
with Lamps, Horn, Licence Holder,
and with new Burlington No. 2
Touring Model Side- ^_ _
car Body, complete 93 fifllS
with Storm Apron 9 *

EASY TERMS ARRANGED

Everything for Douglases.

Gel info touch with us directly you need

spare parts, or any item of equipment.

Trade Supplied.

ANOTHER BARGAIN.
Reconditioned Douglas Chassis,

Stove Enamelled; with new Springs
and No. 1 Touring Model Burlington
Sidecar Body, with Storm Apron,
New Tyre, and Tube.
Price

'; 75 gns.

rf (.wa, AAA a M.^M. wuj

1 5 gns.

1

7. SOUTH SIDF,

CL.flPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

p}u)ni:: Brixton 2417. JVire^: riitrliuotoli Uotora.Clapham.

Just by Clapham Underground Station,

I
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Matchless.

1CI21 Matchle3S-.Tap, never ridden, Magdyno' lighting,
-1- *^ accessories, tax paid, insured, Lucas horn, side-

car step, owner goiuij abroad; accept £170.-205, Bexley
Rd.. Erith, Kent. [3429

f?26/10 under List Price.—A few only, 1921 Match-^ less 2-seater combinations, standard models,

covered with the makers' guarantee; £165.—Jones
Garage, Muswell Hill, London. [2988

MATCHLESS, 1920 (July), Magdyno lighting, spare

wheel, speedometer, wind screen, etc., perfect

condition, trial, owner buying car: sacrifice, £140,
near offer.-Purcell, 12, Elm Grove, Wimbledon. [4384

1 Q21 Matchless Combination, MA.G. engine, 2-=eater

-1-^ sidecar, fully equipped, condition and appearance

as new, insured until March, tax paid ; cost £240
;
price

£175.-79, Main Avenue, Bush Hill Park, Enfield, N-
[4607

MATCHLESS Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G., 3-

speed, countershaft, hood, screen, lamps, speedo-

meter, etc., excellent condition throughout: £98. or

offers ; appointment.—Martin, 9. Lindore Rd., S.\V 11.
[5140

MATCHLESS New 1921 Standard Combination,
straight from works, *160; sports combmation,

£150: 2.seater, £165; new solo Model J, sElaO.--

Agents, E. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Bd., South

Kensington. 1-="°'

MATCHLESS, 1920, M.A.G., Easting screen, lamps,

generator, special sidecar brake, spare wheel, speed-

ometer with light, Tan-Sad, only done 6,000 miles,

better than new; sacrifice £145.-Maple, 9, Gurney Ed..

Stratford, E. 1X0823

MATCHLESS, 1021: special offer: brand riew,

slightly shop-soiled: free delivery; sports £150,

standard £160, family model £165.—Elce, Ltd. 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. Pho?,|;

Avenue 5543. 1°''°^

MATCHLESS 1921 H Combination, M.A.G. engine,

Lucas Magdvno lighting, screen, spate wheel and

tvre inudsiiields, speedometer, as new; £170; deferred

payments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, »?"<>?:

also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X0S94

£25 under List Price.—We have a lew 1921 sports

model Matchless combinations which we can

supply with spare wheel complete, £155; less spare

wheel £150; covered with the makers guarantee--

Jones Oarage, Muswell Hill, London. [2985

~in21 Matchless Combination, Magdyno lighting,

-L«7 spare wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, leg-

shield, pillion, mileage 2,200, new condition; sell

£175, cost £245.-Seen, Westminster Bridge Garage,

Lambeth Palace Rd., London. (Tax paid.) [5143

-1 Q K GNS.; exchange cheaper machine and fn|j?.—

J-OO Matchless 1920 combination. Model H. Mag-

dvno hootl, screen, luggage grid, spare wheel, speedo-

meter, smart turnout, fast, any examination, tn.al.—

Seabridge, Honsler Ed., East Dulwieh. Sydenham
2^4^5^2^.

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

Matchless motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market ''il"f/"°w='y„*'^'tt „?
object -R. Bambcr and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..

Southport. Tel.: 607. [0651

M.VTCHLESS 1921 M.A.G. Magdyno Combination,

electric and bulb horns, speedometer. Easting and

Matchless screens, hood, Binks and Amao carburetters,

tyres good, spare bulbs, gadgets, etc., will drive 50 miles

from London to exhibit, machine has been treated like

an only child; price £175 net.-Box 6,927, c/o Tlie

,1/0(0.- Cjcle.
1**3"

SAM E CLAPHAM, Motors, Greenwich. 'Phone:

751 —The premier Matchless agent. Can offer

some exceptional bargains in new and second-hand 1921

models at end of season prices. Got in touch with Sam
E Clapham and secure one. Place your orders now tor

1922 models with the agent. Note address-. Sain E.

Clapham, Motors, 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.KIO^

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North Lon-

don agents for the delightfully sprung and prac-

lically designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-

Royce on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock,

for cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade sup-

plied; all spares in stock.-Jones Garage, Muswel
Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

Metro.

METRO-TYLER, 1919 (^te),^ *»"?.. 19"'l'P«'^V/,'^=o
feet; £27.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4758

-1 n20 2y4ll.p. Metro-Tyler, lamps, horn, licence paid,

ly practically new; *50.-Reader, 32, Coniston

Rd.. Muswell Hill. t4999

METEO-TYLER, 1920, 2-speed, sports, completely

overhauled, rebalanced, Lucas lamps; £37.—27^

St. .John's Ed., Putney.

T. 2y»h.p., Dec., 1919,
new 'bushes, tyres, all

perfect; £35.—Write, Cullen,

(4123

MT 2y»h p., Dec., 1913, 2-spe6d, just overhauled,

liew 'bushes, tyres, all on, discs, go anywhere,
-- ~ " 20, Wade Rd., E.16.

[4417

-1(0 20 2y..h.p Metro-Tyler, S type, 2-speed, lamps.

LtJ horn, licensed, only run 50 miles; £60.—R.
Bainber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport.

'Phone 1 607 Southport. [X0832

Mohawk.
OHAWK Cycles, new or second.hand, at lowest

possible price's ^ for cash ^or ea|y ^ymei^ts.-M i.=.™ ^
Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 28, Alexandra Ed., Horn-

sev. [8493

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when
advertisement, and the date of the issue. B2I

desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Monarch.

TtrONARCH-J.A.P. 1920 2%h.v., 2-speed, kick start,
-L'J- fully equipped, discs , new tyres and belt
guaranteed; bargain, £48/10, or exchange—217,
Belsize Kd., Kilburn. [5152

Moto>Keve.
OTO-EEVE 2h,p., splendid condition, tax paid;
"""

3, Stockbridge Ed,, Cliichester. [4408M
M

£15.-

Motosacoche.
OTOSACOCHE iVi^.p., new belt, licence paid: £12
to clear.—Oswald, Daiuaere Rd., Brechin. [4552

MOTOSACOCHE 2h.p., Bosch, Amae, tas paid; £18;
ride awjy.—J. Eeaning, 4, Wellington St., Mes-

boroufh, near Eotherham. [4432

New Hudson.
4h.p. 3-ereed New Hudson Combination; a eitt, £38.

-Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [4464

NEW HUDSON 1920 Model De Lnxe Lightweight,
completely equipi^ed and almost new; £37/10.

—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., - OxEord.
'Phone; Oxford 581. [4825

£35; 1914 4h.p. T.T. New Hudson, 3 speeds, clutch,
new tyres, lamps, licensed, long exhaust, flexible,

fast, excellent condition, guaranteed; exchange.—89.
East HiU, Wandsworth. [4687

NEW HUDSON 1914 Big Six Combination, hnb gear,
not iised during war, excellent condition and ap-

pearance, 3 new tyres and epare, all on; £70.—Smith,
44, South Bar, Banbury. [X0945

LATE 1921 New Hudson 2i/4h.p., 2-speed counter-
shaft. Model de Luxe, exceptionally low built.

24in. wheels, all on, tas paid, perfect throughout; ap-
pointment only.— 115, Stratford Rd., Plaistow, E. [4405

NEW HUDSON Lightweights, all models, on view;
Popular, 50 gns.; de luxe, 65 gns. ; Ace, 75 gns.

Spares for 2>4h.p., 3>2h.p., and 6h.p. machines stocked.
Catalogues and any information by return.—New Hud-
son Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. [4094

New Imperial.
tf)3.h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, countershaft, ex-
r^4: cellent condition; £45.—80a, High St., Bexley.

[5151

NEW IMPERIAL, 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 1920, 2 speeds;
£45.—Goad. 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hamp-

stead 1353. [5135

NEW IMPERIAL, 1 921 , 3-speed, 350 c.c. T.T.
J.A. P., very special; £75.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. [5065

LATE 1920 Imperial 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, fully equipped.
pillion; after 6 o'clock; £60.-8, Lanhill Rd.,

Elgin Av., W.9. [4836

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2^ih.p. , 2-speed, perfect
order, very fast; bargain, £28.-4, Camplin St.,

New Cross, S.E. [4733

1 Q21 New Imperial 2^;41i.P-, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
it/ st-arter, laniijs, horn, licence, excellent; £58.—40,
Wellington Rd., N.W.8. [4666

1 Q21 (July) New Imperial 2?4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
J- *y luck Btart, scarcely n«5ed, lamps, complete ; ac-

?ept £67.—John, Lyndale, Narberth, [4330

NEW IMPERIAL, 1921, 2->4h.p., tax, insurance,
A.A., paid to Aug., 1922, fully equipped, ride

iway; £65; offers.—128, Graham Rd., Wimbledon.
[4679

NEW IMPERIAL.—23/4h.p., No. 1 model, 3 speeds,
£63; clutch and kick start models. No. 2,

25-4h.p., 3 speeds, with clutch, £69; extended pay-
ments arranged, also exchange.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe
Lane, London, [5105

New Scale.

"I Cfc21 New Scale 3V2h.p., 2-speed, kick start, hand
X«7 clutch (not Colonial model), 100 miles: disposal

health reasons; privatelv owned; complete, £65.—Box
6,925, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4486

-J O 20 New Scale Combination, 3i^h.p., 2-speed, kick
X«/ start, hand clutcli (not Colonial model), sidecar

and box attachment for trade purposes; £55.—Inspec-
tion Premier Sheet Metal Co., Beerer St., Oldham. [4487

Norton.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for Nortons.

LATEST Improved Models for immediate delivery at
1922 reduced prices.

BIG 4, chain drive, £120; Model 16H.. S^Ah.p., 3-

speed, T.T., chain drive, £115; Model 9, 3V'h.p..
belt diive, £80. Write for revised price list. Easy
payments only 4% extra. Buy your machine direct from
the Norton specialists. The Premier Motor Co., Aston
V\.d., Birmingham. [0625

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton Big 4 combination
£177; sports model. £132; from stock. [069f

*1 C|20 (Nov.) Norton, B.R.S., speedometer, lamps, in-
X«/ durance, mileage 2,000; £58.-37. Arlington Rd.,
Surbiton. [4897

NORTON 1921 Models.-Sole district agents, Wesse-
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury

'Phone: 72. [0717

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
4h.p. Norton and sidecar, 1920, tax paid; £75;

easy terms arranged. [5093

ALEXANDER'S

GREAT SALE.
A RECORD VALUE WEEK

15 Very Special Offers.

Onlvone ofea.ch
SLt ±l-iose prices.

1921 Shop-soiled Brand New Mounts,
List

Price.

^185 o

^182 o

£226 o

^162 10

;£75 o

/80 17

£105 o

£110 o

£115 Q-

£68 o

£l25 O

;£l22 O

£115 o

8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb. .

.

8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb.,
electrically equipped ....

7 A. p. INDIAN Powerplus
Combination, electrically

equipped

6-7 h.p. B.S.A. Combination

4h.p WILKIN-BLACKBURNE
Combination

2j h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-speed

2| h.p. NEW IMPERIAL,
3-speed

2j h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed .

.

2f h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed.

kick-start

3| h p COVENTRY EAGLE,
3-speed

3|- h.p. P. & M., 2-speed. . . .

2I h.p. LEVIS, Model S,

2-speed

4 h.p. COULSON B, 3-speed,

kick-start

4 h.p. OMEGA Blackburne,

3-speed

5 h.p. ZENITH, Sports Model

Sale
Price.

£158

£153

£175

£155

£120

£60

£60

£55

£85

£85

£95

£56

£90

£90

£90

The above prices are for cash
—we cannot accept exchanges
on those machines—and we
have only one of each to

offer at those special prices.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.
272-274, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

A LLAN GRtJZELIER for new. or second-hond^^ Norton models immediately. — 168, Recent
St., W. Regent 205. [4363

1 Q21 Big 4 Norton Combinntion, fully equipped, per-
--•.' feet condition; any tiial oflers.—Chambers, Fear-
field H0U.SP, Stapleford. Notts. . [X0938

1 Q15 3-speed Hub Gear Norton, new tyres, mechani-
J-c/ cally perfect, licence paid, very fast; £60.—P.,
5, Craufurd Drive, Maidenhead. [4973

3ih.p. Model 16H. Norton, March, 1921, condition
2 escelleut, spares value £10 ;

particulars with
pleasure; 80 gns.—Vale, Leominster. [4445

NORTON 1919 3y2h.p., T.T., excellent condition,
engine perfect, h.b.c. Philipson, horn, knee

grips, etc.; £55.—Dunlra, Epsom Rd., Guildford. [4707

-| Q21 Norton, Model 16H, Lucas lamps and horn,
J-*-' tax paid, only few iveeka old; cost £140, 95
gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone : 1024.

[4581
NORTON, B.B.S., unscratched, Philipson, new tyre,

new head light, regist^ered, very fast, £58; torpedo
sidecar to suit. £11.-156, Browning Rd., East Ham.

[4430

NORTON 1922 Models now for delivery at reduced
prices; deferred paymeuts or exchanges arranged.—

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London; and "Walsall

Garage. Walsall. [X0957

HALIFAX.—New Norton models : 3V2b.p. sporting
£80, SVoh.p. 3-speed £115, Big Four 3-speed

£120, reduced prices; exchanges quoted.—Motor Ex-
change, Horton St., Halifax. [4594

T.T. Norton, h.c. Philipson or 2-speed gear, exactly
year old, lamps, Cowey, Watford, knee grips,

mileage well under 2,000, unscratched, 70 m.p.h. ; £72.
—C.K., Bolnore, Haywards Heath. [5057

NORTON Biff 4 lat-e 1919, heavy chains, Sin. Palmer
cord on back wheel, pillion seat, spare Dnnlop

cover, speedometer, lamps, etc., splendid condition;
£95.—Graham, Bungalow, Walmersley, Bury, Lanes.

[4395
NORTON.—Immediate delivery Big 4 and 16H

Models; spare parts always in stock and sent
per retain. Call wire, write, or 'phone 4042.—G. H. '

Tucker, the Norton Rider, Agent, and Specialist,

Redcliffe Hill, Bristol. [2289

NORTON 1921 Big Four with sporting sidecar, Lucas
Magdyno lighting, Lucas horn, Cowey spee<lometer,

oversized tyres, absolutely fis new ; £160 ; deferred
pavments if desired.—Parker's, Biadshawgate, Bolton;
also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X0899

NORTON 1921 SVoh.p. 16H Model, Smith speedo-
meter, head lamp set, tail lamp, horn, knee grips,

metal mudshields, licence holder, tax paid until Dec,
as new; £105; defen'ed payments if desired.—Parker's,
Biadsliawgote, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X0895
1 Q21 Specially Built 4i/4h.p. Norton, engine in 3Vi;b.p.
J-i/ I.O.M. frame, specially tuned, long exhaust and
silencer, all lamps, horn, tools, Canoelet K4 sidecar,

paijited primrose, screen, luggage grid; photo if de-

sired, mileage 1,000; £125, or offer.—K Booth, 71,
London Rd., Leicester. [4489

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Norton motor cycles and combinations, for im-

mediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange ; full market value allowed ; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0644
N.S.U.

£24.—2^.p. N.S.TT. twin, Bosch, nmning order.—
Toney, Causeway, Coalpitheath, Bristol. [4327

N.U.T.

GNS.~1920 N.U.T., Magdyno, perfect.—79, Caetle-

ton Mansions, Barnes. [4864

N.TT.T. 1920 Sy^h.p., Magdyno, mileage 3,000, excel-

lent conflition, accessories, spares; £110.—Root,
Clarke Ltd., Heme Bay. [4740

1 Q20 [October) SVoh.p. N.U.T., Fallolite lighting set,
•i-*y Cowey horn, tools, perfect condition; £75; owner
must sell.—Apply, Love, 21, Park Rd., Bromley, Kent.

[4894 1

N.U.T. 1920 SVoh.p., dynamo lighting, t^x paid, e<3ual

to new; deferred payments if desired; £110.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. [X0887

N.U.T. 1920 SVsh.p., dynamo lighting, electric horn, ,

Cowey speedometer, mileage 2,500, indistinguishable *

from new, tax paid; photograph; £110.—Holmleigh,
Baring Rd., Grove Park, S.E.12. [4538

N.U.T.—Solo agents for nine counties. Sub-agents
being appointed under attractive conditions. No

binding contracts asked. Specially attractive discounts
to agents stocking one machine.—Maudes' Motor Mart,
London, Exeter, and Walsall. [X0958

O.K.

1 Q20 O.K., 2%h.p., accessories, good condition;
-L«7 owner going abroad; £35.^Bradley, Castle St.,

Dover. [4372

O Q GNS.—23Ah.p. O.K.J".A.P., 2-speed, ride away ,

iV *7 anywhere, tyres good; bargain.—181, Newton "

Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [5026 6

O.K. 21/ih.p., 2-speed, lam,p3, horn, etc., nearly new
tyres, excellent condition; £33, or offer.—Higli-

fields. East Chiltington, Lewes. [5110

85

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE Multi, 1921, very slightly shop-soiled,
3',2li.p., T.T. model; £78/10.—Elce, Ltd.. 15-16,

Bi.^hopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone

:

Avenue 5548. [0070

•|Q21 3i^h.p. Rudge. I.O.M., T.T., £85; 5-6h.p. and
Xt7 7-9h,p. Rudge Multi combinations, soiled, £130
and £150. — Shepherd. Enfield Highway. Tel.:
Waltham Cross 31. [0707

RUDGE Multi SVsh.p., new July, 1921, Lucas
fittings, Tan-Sad, etc., tax paid, in perfect run-

ning order; £75, or best offer; owner going abroad.—
C. F. Halsall, 110, Wilton Rd., Victoria, S.W.I. [5114

RUDGE Multi, T.T., late 1920, with handsome
sidecar, lamps, horn, Cameo screen, spares, tax

paid, insured, condition perfect; £85.-6, Faraday
Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens, West Kensington.

[4377TO 20 (late) Rudge Multi, I.O.M., SVsh.p., low mile-
J-t/ age, excelltnt condition throughout, fast,

sporting, no-trouble 'bus, P. and H. lamps, Cowey,
spares, and tools; £63.—7, William Place, Chase Side,
Enfield. [4712

1Q20 Special Single Gear T.T. Rudge, specially low
-Lv frame and exceptional rake on forks, giving ex-
f-eileut position for- fast riding, very good engine that
will rev. without rattle, Dunlop tyres, Lucas horn,
Millers lighting set, licence, weight 188 lbs. ; £65 for
Qiurk sale.-35, Stafioid Rd., Wallington. [4450

i^vare Parts

:

ANISTER and Botten for Rudge new spares; half
price.—341, Upper St., N.l. [4884

Saltley.

1 Q21 Saltley-Villiers 2i/ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick
-Lt' st-art, done 200 miles; must sell; what oflerfi?—
Avv^y, C. Stonier, Coppice E-d., Talke, Staffs. [4514

Scott.

1 CI 20V, Scott, splendid condition, lamps, accessorie.s

;

J-»/ £75.—Wolstenholme, 11, Castle St., Hincklev.
[X6908

SCOTT-SQUIRREL, July, 1921, criual new, perfect;
£90,—Particulars, Wilkinson, Twigmoor, Doncasfei.

[X0920
F.O.C.H. have 1920 Scott Combination and nearly

new solo.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hamp-
stead Tube Station). [4£,88

SCOTT 3^4h.p., 2-speed, water-cooled ; £48 ; take
lightweight or push cycle part.—57, Kenbury

St., Camberwell, London. [4751

SCOTT, 2-speed W.C.H. twin, Bosch, Amac, all chain,
overhauled, runs perfectly; nearest £35.—Barclay,

251, Maryhill Ed., Glasgow. [433"4

1 iftl5 Scott, recent overhaul, many new parts (£30),
J~ *^ guarnnteed condition ; .eelUng, reasons

;
photo •

£55.—G., 104, Mildmay Rd., Romford, E. [4605
QCOTT Combination, just overhauled; £88; cash, ex-
k> change, or deferred.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Plammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

„ [4791

1 Q20 (late) Scott, semi-T.T, bora, accessories, 3iu.
J-t' tyr«3, splendid condition; good bargain, fa's.-
Frank Smith, Underwood, Morton Banks, Keighley

[4046
1 (t|14 3-;ih.p. Scott, K.S., large size tyres, excellent
-i-^ condition, Binks; £50: exchange Norton or
Zenith, or lightweight and cash.- 120, Clerkenwell Ed.,
E.C.I. [4857

VEEY Special Sporting Scott Combination, worth
sending for i>articulars and photo; bargain to

clear: excellent reason for disposal; London district.—
Box 6,772, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3520

SCOTT 1920 3^..ih.p. Combination, fully equipped.
Easting screen, tnx paid, new condition ; £90

;

deferred payments if desired.—Parker's. Bradshawgate,
Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [S6898
SCOTT, 1921, 500 c.c, Squirrel Model.—J. W. Tol-

lady, winner of the 500 c.c. handicap at Brook-
lands. September 17th. 1921, offers his reserve
machine, with guaranteed speed over the kilo, of
75 m.p.h. : offers invited.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : Oxford 581. [4821
Synre Pnrti<

:

SCOTT Riders!—We are always at your service. Any
part; any repair; any sort of help. 12 years of

Scott experience. Hundreds of satisfied customers.—
Ward Motors, Ltd., the Scott Specialists, 32, Hustler
St., Bradford. [0727

Singer.

1 Q16 Singer 2-seat6r, French grey, black wingfi, nickel
J-V radiator lamps and fittings, dynamo electric lighting,
speedometer, mirror, bulb and Klaxon horn, condition
Gs new, nearly new tyres, done small mileage; any ex-
amination; illness reason for selling; 195 gns.-Chauner,
Hallwood Oranbrook, Kent. [457.3

THE Machine of the moment is the Stanger V twin,
5h.p. 2-stroke. This machine is really a first-cbiss

mount with wonderfnl power, and excellent smooth run-
ning, fitted with the neatest rear springing yet seen;
price £112/10. Send for particulars.—Jones Ginage.
Maswell Hill, London, N.IO. [0731
Syare Parts:

SINGER Spares are mv speciality. 4Voh.p. cylinder.
complete with piston, £5/10; 2>/2h.p"., £5; 4y4h.p

connecting rods, 30/-; 2V3h.p., 25/-: adjustable
pulleys, all types, 27/6: large quantity of spares in
stock.—Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesmore, Coventry.

[X0981

BAMBERS
OF

SOUTHPORT.
WHY PAY CASH?
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
ONE-FIFTH DOWN AND 12 MONTHLY

INSTALMENTS.

MORE BARGAINS.
SOLO MACHINES.

1921 2J h.p. VERUS-
BLACKBURNE

1920 5-6 h.p. ZENITH .

.

1920 3J h.p. P. & M
1920 2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp.
1920 24 h.p. METRO-TYLER
1920 Z\ h.p. BEARDMORE-

PRECiSiON ..

1919-20 4 h.p. TRIUMPH
1919 21 h.p. DOUGLAS
1919 3.V h.p. NORTON
1915 5-6 h.p. INDIAN ..

COMBINATIONS.
1921 S h.p. ENFIELD Comb.
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb
1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Comb.
1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb
1919 2| h.p. EDMUND Comb
1915 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-

DAVIDSON Comb.
1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb
1913-14 TRIUMPH Comb

£63
£78
£70
£73
£58

£53
£74
£60
£53
£52

£128
. £93
£130
. £93
. £55

£90
. £60
£50

ALLTHEABOVE MACHINES
ARE LICENCE PAID,AND IN
EXCELLENT CONDITION.

May we send you full

particulars ?

SPECiAL.
1915 21 h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-sp.,

dynamo lighting, licensed,
excellent condition .. .. £43

Full market value allowed
for your present machine in part
exchange for any of the following :

A.J.S., Matchless, Norton,
Harley-Davidson, Enfield,
Ariel, N.U.T., Etc., Etc.

WRITE NOW.

R. BAMBER & CO., LTD.

2, EastbankSt., SOUTHPORT
>Phone 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Spur.

BRAND New 1921 Spur, aV^hTi., 2-5troke. singlo
speed, Villiers engine, Amac, Brampton, Dunlops,

etc., nice machine, won by owner in a competition,
and has never been ridden; list price 45 gns., first £30
secures, no oHers.—Beaney, 118, St. Georges Rd.,
Hastings. [4984

Sun.
STJN-VILLIERS 1916 2-stroke, in perfect condition,

fnlly equipped; i35, or escliange.—71, Twilley
St., Wandsworth. [4651

Sunbeam.
£65.—3^Ah.p. Sunbeam, believed 1918, perfect order;

any trial.—18, Friars Place, Chelmsford. [4748

SUNBEAM Solo, 3 speeds, clutch; £95, or near offer.

—Shaw, Estate Office, Jervauls Abbey. Middleham.
[X0854

1 Q20 Sunbeam 3V'b,p., fully equipped, tax paid; solo
J-" £95, combination f110.—Philpot, Motors, Canter-
bury. [4561
"IQI6 SVoh.p. 3-speed AU-chain Sunbeam and Sidecar,
J~tJ excellent order, 2 new tyres; £85.—C. Barton,
Clapham, Yorks. r0714

1 Q21 Sports Sunbeam, small mileage, fully equipped;
-Lt/ £135. Wanted, Brough Superior.—Sevmour
Hotel, Gloucester. [4574

3ih.p. Sunbeam, done 500 miles, lamps, horn, tax,
2 condition as new; £90.—Fitt, c/o Pikes, 102a,

Church St., Chelsea. [5147

SUNBEAM 2''lh.p., H.B. clutch, K.S.. speedometer,
horn: 50 gns.; appointment.—Poole, 143, Knox

Ed., Wellingborough. [4850

ALLAN GEUZELIEE for new or second-hand
Sunbeam models immediately.—168, Regent

St., W. Regent 205. [4364

3Jlh.p, .Sunbeam Combination, almost brand new,
2 fully equipped: nearest £135; appointment.—

156, Dale St., Walsall. [4718

ty.Q GNS.—SVjh.p. Semi-«ports Sunbeam, 1919, fully
* *y equipped, as new throughout; any trial.—4, Elm
Gardens, Hammersmith. [4518

HALIFAX.—New Sunbeam SV^h.p. Touring: 135
gns., reduced price; exchanges quoted.—Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4593

SUNBEAM S'.ih.p., late 1920, practically unsoiled,
Lucas accessories; £110.—R. East, Atheneum,

Vale of Health, Hampstead, N.W. [5163

TlCklS Sunbeam Combination, in perfect running
A *y order, sidecar newly upholstered and painted ; any
trial- price £85.—Write Hutchings, High St., Eastry,
Kent. [4470

rtK21 Sunbeam 3y2h.p. Touring Model, guaranteed
^y not run 100 miles, equal to new in every respect

;

125 gns.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone;
1024. [5214

SUNBEAM 1914 2?ih.p., 2-speed, all accessories,

little used, equal new in every way, original

eu.nmel, wants seeing; £67/10.-365, King St.. Ham-
mersmith. [4910

SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 1918. Z'/A.v-, many extras,

electric lighting, specially constructed mud-
shields, toolkit, etc. : £100.—Lubbock, Peterhouse,
Cambridge. [4985

SUNBEAM 1921 3'ih.p. Sports Model, fullv equippe<l,

good condition, tax paid; £135; deferred payments
if desired.—Parker's, Eradshawgate, Bolton: also 245,
Dennsgate, Manchester. [X0890

SUNBEAM Combination, 1914, 3-speed, Canoelet
sidecar, in splendid order; bargain, £62/10.—

Butterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

•Phone: Streatham 2313. [4053

rtk21 Sunbeam Sports, specially fast, lamps, horn,
• ^ Bonniksen speedometer, 2 racing carburetters, 3

tool cases, many epares; bargain, £130.— Duthie and
Son, 52, High St., Montrose. [4549

LATE 1920 S'/oh.p. Sunbeam, semi-T.T. bars, foot-

boards, Cowey speedometer and horn, perfect con-

dition, small mileage; best offer accepted.— 12, May-
field Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. [4678

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919. Sunbeam sidecar, 3-

speed and reverse, all chain drive, lamps and
horn; £85.—Butterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane,
Brixton Hill. 'Phone : 2813. [4054

SUNBEAM Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., perfect, ex-

cellent condition, all on, oversize tyres; only wants
seeing: price £135, or near offer.—H.G., 11, Chan-
cellor Rd., West Dulwich, S.E.21. [4353

lfil9 8h.p. Sunbeam with Swan sidecar, electrio
iv lamp,-*, Cowey horn, wind screen, licensed, excel-

lent condition; £130.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2.

Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone: 607 Southport.
[X0836

f C|21 Sunbeam, T.T. model, mileage under 1.000,
J-t/ enamel and plating unscratched, Cowey horn,
aluminium number plates, perfect, fast, silent; £134.
—Lavin, Old House, Sonning, Berks. [3207

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Sunbeam motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange ; full market value allowed.—E. Bamber
and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.; 607.

rn64n

LATE 1920 3,'2h.p. Sunbeam, equipped regardless
of cost, black and gold discs, aluminium polished,

watch, speedometer, spare sprocket, valve, and
springs, rings, tyre, tube, proceeding abroad ; accept
any- -easonable amount.—22, Brent St., Hendon.

[5184

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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1Q19 O.S. Triumph,XU last; f78.-Boss, 86, High Kd., Lee.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM 8h.p. 1919 Combination. M.A.G. engine,
complete lighting set, speedometer, interchange-

able wheels and spare, screen, luggage grid, a real

elegant turnout, looks and is like new; £135; exchange
and cash considered.—Maton, 37, Canterbury Rd.,
Dalston, N.l. [5175

SUNBEAM 1921 Comhination, Si^h.p., detr.chable

wheels, spare wheel, over £20 -worth of accessories,

cost over £235 all on, indistinguishable from new;
accept £120.—Apply, Richmond Park Garage, 110,

Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen, S.W.I 4. 'Phone:
Putney 2622. [4886

£115 and £88.—Special sporting S'/jh.p. twin Sun-
beam, M.A.G. (photo " The Motor Cycle," Aug.

25th}, delivered June, nnscratched. Also 1914 SVoh.p.
Sunbeam, unused since 1917. Sell one only. Near
offers. Evenings.- 120, Marlborough Flats, Walton St.,

Chelsea, S.W.3. [X0953

1 Qig Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, engine overhauled
J.*J by makers, Magdyno, ampmeter, horn, spot and
inspection lamps, hood, wind screen, spare wheel, Cowev
speedometer, tax paid, insured £200, excellent condi-
tion: £165, or near offer.—Cra.swell, Ravenswood, Ash-
ford, Middlesex. [4633

Triumph.
"DREMIBR Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

ALL Models for Immediiite Delivery at reduced 1922
prices.

TYPE H.. 4h.p., 3-Ep6ed, £105; Type S.D., chain
drive, £115; Type L.W., lightweight. £65; sidefars

from £20 to £50; easy payments only 4% extra. Buy
direct from the Triumph Specialists, The Premier Motor
Co., A.ston Rd., Birmingham. [0627

Qlh.p. Triumph, 3-speed; bargain, £29.—Boss. 86.OZ High Rd., Lee, S.E. [4476

CROSS, Rotherhnm, can deliver all model Triumphs
from stock at list prices. [X0904

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, clutch.
£42.-53, Cannon St., St. Albans. [5174

'|<T|13 3V'h.p. Triumph, fine order; great bargain, £25.
XtF -4i; Regent St., Wellington, Salop. [X0960

with lamps, nice order, very""""
" [4481

£25.—SVsh.p. Triumph, clutch, sporting machine, fully
equipped.—King, Egrc^e Farm, Oxford. [X093b

1 021 Triumph, new September; £80; trial, appoint-
Xt/ ment.—Wilton, White Swan, Upper Norwood.

[5187
TRIUMPH 1912 31,1*. p., ii.xed engine, excellent run-

ning order; £25.—Pepper, ColsterwQjth, Grantham
[4603

TRIUMPHS.—A fine assortment of all models in

stock at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High Rd.,
Lee. [4485

BABY Triumph, 1921, little used, lamps, horn, tools,

spared, as new; £60.—B. Kinneen, Galway, Ire-
land. [X0802

TRIUMPH C.S. Combination, DunhiU sidecar, fully

equipped, tax paid, done 100 miles; £110.

—

Below.

BRAND New Countershaft Triumph, 3-speed, etc.:

bargain, £90.—Below.

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, renovated, new engine
and gear box; £75.—Below.

TRIUMPH, countershaft 3-speed. etc., snip; £60.—
The Hackford Eng. Co., 33, Hackford Rd., Brix-

ton, S.W.9. [5169

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph, all.chain
combination, £175; Baby 2-stroke, £70; from

stock. [0623

TRIUMPH 1913, clutch, ony trial; £30 for quick
sale; owner going abroad.—59, Holland Ed., Brix-

!on, S.W. [4313

1Q20 Triumph, Model H, countershaft, well
ji*y equipped, as good as new; £75.-17, St. Charles
Sq., W.IO. [2759

T 021 Triumph 4h.p., all-chain, condition and appear-
J-«7 ance as new, tax paid; £105.—Philpot, Motors,
Canterbury. [4564

£12/10.—Triumph 3V2h.p., Bosch, Senspray, tyres

almost new.—J. Greenwood, iun., 81a, King's
Cross, Halifax. [4336

TRIUMPH, 1919, 64322, 3-speed, all on, condition
as new, taxed, fully insured; £66.-50, Cranmer

Rd., Forest Gate. [4923

ALLAN GRUZEEIER tor new or second-hand
Triumph models immediately. — 168, Regent

St.. W. Ecgent 206. [4365

TEIUMPH 1918 Combination, good condition, lamps,
horn, tools, etc.; £72/10.—Cope, 15, Upper Hag-

ley Ed., Birmingham. [X0955
3ih.p. Triumph, tax paid, rebored, new piston and

2 parts, perfect; £19/10; snip.—58. Cromwell
Rd., Upton Park, E. [4702a

TRIUMPH, 1913. countershaft K.S., coachbuilt com-
bination, fully equipped, equal to new.—36, High

St., Old Woking, Surrey. [4401

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-
3V2h-p. 1913 Triumph, all accessories, tax paid;

£40; easy terms arranged. [5096

"WESTWOOD" ACETYLENE SETS.

No. 204 -for Lig;htweights, Price 30/.
ROYAL RUBY TAIL LAMP, 4/-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, all on, excellent
condition; £90. — Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [5134

£38.—Triumph. 1913, clutch model, C.B. sidecar,
beautiful condition throughout.—Kitching, 19,

St. Michael's Rd., Stockwell. [4716

1Q19 Countershaft 4h.p. Triumph, recently over-
X*-^ hauled, licence, insurance, tax, etc.; £55.—136,
Lymiugton Av., Wood Green. [4355

1 Q14 Triumph and sporting sidecar, speedy and re^
i«-' liable, only wants seeing; £48. After 6 p.m.—

'

5. Ridgmouut Ed., Wandsworth. [4550

1 (ft 20 Triumph, Giindlay spmng wheel sidecar, all
A •/ accessories, tax paid, perfect; nearest £120.—
Whittle, 82, Castle St., Hinckley. [X0882.

No. 40/1 -for Heavyweight Solos, 3T/6.
No. 40.2 with Laree Generator, *5/-
IDEA". Sidecar tamp, 8/6. TORPEDO Tail Lamp, 5/6

(( DAYBEAM" ELECTRIC SETS.

S¥-'--

No. 30/2 compicte Comb Out'fit, ST T

Motor Cycle

DYNAMO,
Mark 1,

complete with Switch
Box,

£7-10-0
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

[

TRADE (f^^ MARK

_ RIM 6t PATENTS LT9
L.AWPEN HB BDRPESLEV BlRMINCHftM,

TRIUMPH Coaclibuilt Combination, S-speed, 1914,:
splendid order tliroiighont ; £48 ; tax ptiid.—Speenli-

ley, 86, Cburchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. [4812

:

TRIUMPH, 1920, with Gloria sidecar, accessories;
£98-—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith

Rd., W.6. Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4792

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, , E.C.—
ZV^h.p. Triumph Junior, tax paid, lully insured,

all accessories; £55; easy terms arranged. [5095

£35 ; Triumph, 1913, 3-speed, clutch, original
enamel, good tyres, lamps, Klaxon, etc., licensed.

—145, Leander Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [5145
I

1 Q13 Triumph, 3V2h.p., 3-speed hub, lompg, Triekeri
-i-t-' sidecar, in perfect order; a bargain, £36/10.

—

H. E. Ellis, 17, Staines Rd., Simbury, Middlesex. [4841:

TRIUMPH Combination, 3^peed Sturmey, hand
<'iutch, lamps, electric horn, disc wheels, couch-

built sidecar; £40.-37, Arling'ton Rd., Surbiton. [4900 J

I Q 14 Triumph 3-speed and Coaclibuilt Sidecar, new>v
--*^ * lamps, new Binks, and Easting wind screen, i,

splendid condition; £45.—H. Wright, Ailesey, Beds.
[4116'=

TRIUMPH Combination, renovated model, feather-
weight sidecar, with screen, licence paid; £65.—

West London Garage, Kenley St., Princes Rd., W.ll,
[4922.

I Q14 4h.p. Triumph C.B. Combination. 3 speedj=,

,

L^ clutch, new tyres and belt, Tan-Sad, tax paidyi,

all on; any trial; £55.-16, Ciimscott St., Bermondsey,.,
S.E.I. [4670'0

JUNIOR Triumph, 1919, laipps, Klaxon, epare belt.l.

plugs, and tube, tools complete, enamel andii
plating as new; £56; appointment,— 7, Balloch Rd,,i,

Catford. [4374 J

Triumph, good condition, N.S.U. 2-speed.'
clutch (hub), pedal start, new tyre, belt, Ucenised;:

trial; £36.—E.B., 14, Gordon Rd.. High Wycombe,
Bucks. [4830

BRAND New 1921 Triumph, ridden half n dozea,
times, lamps, Cowey, etc., tax and insurance, longi

pipe; iiist cheque £100 secures.—Goulden. 14, Sutton
St., Hull. [2506'

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph, splendid condition through-
M-iJ out, 80 gns. ; 1917 4h.p. Triumph, perfect con-
dition throughout, £65.—Baines," 166, Belgrave Gate,
Leicester. [X0975

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Counter.^haft Combination, all ach'

cessories; £65.—Richmond Park Garage, 110,'
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S,W.14. 'Phone:
Putney 2622. t4888*i

"I Q19 (late) 4h.p. Triumph, Model H, lamps, horn,.
-* V licensed, in excellent condition; £75.—R, Bnmbei
and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St., Southport. 'Phone:
607 Southport. [X0834

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, clutch, etc., light-

ing set, etc., licensed, smart coachbuilt sidecar;

bargain, £48.—Blackmore, 767, Romlord Rd,, Manor
PaA, London, E. [4981

TRIUMPH, 1918, 5-6peed, clutch, K.S.. lamps, horn,

good tyres, new appearance, easy starter; £62;
exchange Douglas combination.—Lawson, 8, Atbenlai
Rd., Nunhead, S.E.15. [486S

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. All'

models in stock ready for immediate delivery.—
Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North End,
Croydon. 'Phone; 2624. [1348-

rilRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, 1917, with 1921 sidfr'

J- car. Cameo screen, Tan-Sad, all lamps, tax paid:

70 gns. ; any trial.—'Phone: Waltham Cross 299.—Biss
44, Suii St., Waltham Abbey. [481C

1 Q20 4h.p. Triumph and Sidecar, lamps, horn
l-*y licensed, in very good condition, speedometer
£93 _It. Bamber and Co.. Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., South

port. 'Phone : 607 Southport. [50831

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, anci

can deliver from stock for cash, deferred pay
ments, or exchange.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and

Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0382

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, excellent condition

C.B. sidecar, lamps, horn, pillion seat, speedo

meter, accessories, recently overhauled, tax paid

£55.-16, Birchwood Mansions, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
[498i

TRIUMPH, countershaft, 1915 engine, new Sturmey.i

Archer gear box, new sporting sidecar, all accest

sories, as new, registered Sept., not done 1,000 miles

e

35 gns.—T. Fairclongh, Park Rd., Adlingtofl, Lanfis;-

[438.'I

B26 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR

TBIUJrPH. sporting
engine. Philipson.

CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

SALE.

lot, modern frame, B.3.A.
„ . . . large copper exhaust, specially

tuned, very hot; £38/10, bargain.—Goad. 122. Maida
iVale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [5133

COMBINATION Worth Seeing.—1919 Triumph,
splendid condition, Henderson Aero stdecnr (oo.ioh-

j, builtl, nil Jiecessori-is, disc ivheels; £120, or nenr offer.

ii—86. Culverdeu Ed., Balhniu, S.W.12. [3710

1Q21 Triumph, all chain, electric lighting (Wates),
X«/ Klaxon, purchased 21st. July, insurance; first
offer over 100 gns. ; view by appointment.—P., Old
Manor House, Hailsham, nr. Eastbourne, [4701

MODEL H. Triumph, late 1919, engine No. 65248
OTO, frame No. 304861, and Millford sidecar.

lamps, horn, etc.;

tiou : any trial
2 new tyres and belt, excellent condi'

-Bussey, Dunston. Norwich. [4464

TRIUMPH, countershaft,
exceptional

1Q13-14 3V-h.p. Triumph Combination
J-tf clutc-h, kick start, electric lamps,
meter, excellent condition; £50. " ~
Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport,
port.

and Swan C.B. sidecar,
condition, completely overhauled,

lamps, wind screen, hood, many spares, etc.; £70 for
quick sale.—Tiltman, 3. Randolph Rd., Maida Vale,
W-9- - [4994

3-speed, hand
liorn, epeedo-

R. Bamber and Co.,
'Phone: 607. South-

[X0841

TRIUMPH 1920 Model H., Dunhill Liniousette side-
car, hood, screen, niat, electric light, Bonniksen,

Lucas horn, Tan-Sad, spare chain, belt, tyres, valves,
etc., insured £160; tax paid; £105.—Clarke 1, Bnllour
Ed., Acton. [4638

IQlS Triumph, 1921 bulbous back sidecar. Easting,
J- 1^ lamps (electric side and tail), car Klaxon, 3in.
eyres, fully equipped, all spares, tax and insurance
paid, condition as new; £93.—Dean, 98, Ullswater Rd.,
Palmers Green, N. [4955

1 021 Triumph-Montgomery, renovated, electric light-
Atf ing, wind -screen, speedometer, luggage grid,
horn, tools, all tyres and belt new, mechanically perfect.
90 ni.p.g. guaranteed, insured; neiirest £125.-9, Fancon-
I'ero- Rd., Chi.^wick. [4604

NEW Triumph Motor Cycles.—Chain and belt
models, £ 105 ; all-chain drive models, £115;

combinations, £145; Baby Triumphs, £65; extended
payments and exchanges- arranged.—Wauchope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, London. [5104

Triumph Combination, 3-speed, etc
licen>ed, screen, luggage grid, i>etrol

tin carrier, exceptionally good con.<lition ; £93.—R.
Bamber and Co., Ltd.. 2, Eastbank St., Southport.
'Phone: 607 Soutbiwt. [S0835

^95.—Triumph _4h.p., 1919,

with new Millford coach sidecar and Easting at cost
£50 :

guaranteed perfect ; any trial ; insured August,
1922.—Shires, 80, Armley Ridge Rd., Leeds. [Xd942

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Triumph motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in
part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..
Southport. Tel. : 607. [0646

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, large bulbous
Sandum sidecar. Easting, removable child's seat,

spring footboards, speedometer, completely equipped,
accessories and spares, 2 new tyres, splendid condition.
smart appearance; £95; purchasing larger make.—82,
Woodgrange A v.. North Finchley. [5141

Spare Parts
:_

:"| Q19 (IMe) 4h.p.
A-iJ lamps, liorn.

fully equipped, speed-

TRIUMPH
Bond St.,

Spares.-
Ealing.

-Immediate delivery.-

TRIUMPH Spares
Call, writer, or

Redcliffe Hill. Bristol.

sent per return
'phone 4042.—G.

,
rriRlUMPH Parts.—Every part, any year.

-Kavs, 8.

[3990

from stock.
H. Tucker.

[2291

_ _. in stock;
new or second-hand, guaranteed serviceable. En-

,
close stamp for reply. Why not second-hand goods in
place of new while prices are so high ? Half the price;
satisfaction guaranteed.—Forfield Motors, 11, Forfield
Place, Leamington Spa. [X0923

TRIUMPH Countershaft Parts.-Centre portion,
£4/5; bottom stays £3/8, back 28/6; tank com-

plete, 50/-; forks, £4/15; Baby centre portion. 50/-;
1912 cylinder, genuine, new, slight chip. £3/17/6;
varied assortment of Triumph spares, all years.—
Pearson, Gate House, Cheylesmore. Coventry. [X0979

Trump.
,^h.p^ Trump-Jap, 3 speeds, and kick start (hub), lanips

horn, tax paid, good condition, reliable
£29/10.-93, Ormerod Rd., Burnley.

j
Velocette.

ll"yELOCETTE, 1921, 2-speed model,
I-

1
v approval anywhere; 50 gns.—The

lages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone

po%verful
[X094d

quite new;
Layton Gar-
Oxford 581.

ASTOUNDING Offer of a few new slightly showroom
soiled Velocette 1921 models at enormous reduc-

tions: Model D.2, 214b. p., 2-speed, internal expanding
'Takes to both wheels, mechanical lubrication, all latest
m\provements, £55: Model D.3, 3-speed, £62; Model
D.L.2, lady's open fr-ame, £55; easy payments only 4%
extra. Write lor our special end of season clearance
^bargain list.-The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bjr-
imgham. [5081

Thrifty Motorists

buy in the Autumn
when Bargains are about.

Here are some examples from

our bargain list. Remember
they cannot be repeated.

.-,o^"ur4feE

TAYLORS
Sole London & District Agents for

A.J.S. & British Excelsior IVIotor Cycles

We have a limited- number of high-class

SHOWROOM-SOILED Combinations and
Solo Mounts to dispose of at greatly reduced
prices, to make room for new stock. Every
machine carriesthe maker'susual guarantee

Description. Cost Price Sale Price

1921 TRIUMPH Tch^^S
drive. 3-speed gear, kick-starter,

and clutch

1921 ZENITH ^°etr; ^8C'
clutch, and kick-starter .

.

1921 P. & M. r,ted,^k;c£
starter, all chain dri\e

1921 ZENiTH |Pd°elVh"p^

gradua gear

1921 WOOLER ToT:t.
2|h.p., acetylene lamps ..

1921 MARTINSYDE
6h.p. standard comb.

1Q9I R^ A 7h-P-eomb., all

luiil u.tJ.n. chain-drive

1921 B.S.A. 4J1=P. comb.

1921 MATCHLESS
8h.p. comb., spare wheel..

1091 A IS 7h. p. comb, spare
luLil rt.J.iJ. wheel, screen etc.

1921 ARIEL 4ihp. comb.

1921 ENFIELD 8 h.p. comb.

192lRALEIGH6hp.comb

£175

£177

£155

£115

£95

£155

£175

£155

£185

£195

£!50

£160

£185

£145

£160

£125

£102

£75

£135

£154
£135

£160

£185

£130
£138

£159

Any of the above machines supplied
for Cash, or on *' Payment out of

Income " System,

li^rite for our Complete List of New Showroom-
Soiled and Carefully Used Mounts. The prices are

absolutely London's lowest. Buy NOIV and save money.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

Motor Cvdea and Cars.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories. Srare Parts ami Hepairs,

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.l
Wholesale

—

38 ALFRED PLACE, W.Cl
Garage : Tottenham Court Road, W.l

Telephones ;- Accessories and Repaira, Museum

Telegrams

1240.

Motor Cycles and Cara. Kensington 7260.

Dynametro, Westcent. London.*'

MOTOR

VELOCETTE
equipped.

Garai
581.

CYCLES FOR
Velocette.

SALE.

30,

VILLIERS 2>/4l).p.,

condition, tyres

W^

1919 Lightweight. 2-speed, fully
good condition; £35.—The Layton

Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : Oxford
[4822

Verus.

1Q20 2%h.p. Verus-Blackburne, aluminium discs,
J-*^ enamelled blacit, tax paid; £70.—Shepherd,
Enfield Hishwsv. Tel.: Waltham Cross 31. [0656

Villiers.

2-strol£e, Albion 2^;peed, excellent
yres nearly new ; £35, or near.—Bn.ssiu-

dale. Green Rond, Hall Green, Birmingham. [4728

Vindec.

VINDEC, special J.A.P. 6h.p. 1917 combination.
C.B., 3-5peed Sturmey countershaft, guaranteed

mechanically perfect, nice lot; £85.—W. Richardson.
75, Battle Rd., Belvedere, Kent. [4685

Wilkin.
£95.-1921 4h.p. Williin-Blnckbnrnc, 3-spced S.A.

genr, clutch, Icick start, all-ch.nin drive, T.T. bars,

long exhaust,- Dunlop extra heavy tyres, tools, etc. : the
.nbnve m.ichine specially built for competition work,
slightly shop^^oiied, but otherwise brand new and un-
regisfered.-Slater, Highflelds, South Elmsall, Yorks.

[4448

Wolf.
OLF-J.A.P. 4h.p., 1916-17, countershaft, clutch,

K.S., equipped; £55: exchange cheaper machine
and cash.—28, Bourne Rd., Bexley. [5144

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thames,
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd.', South
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton
2417. [0508

Wooler,
IQ20 "Wooler, 1921-2 improvements, perfect engine,
-Lt/ powerful, Cowev horn, speedometer, lamps: £65.
-16, Pickwick Rd., Diilwich Village. [4896

WOOLER, 1920. 3h.p., mechanical condition first-

class, fully equipped: bargain, £45.—Elce, Ltd.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone :

Avenue 6548. [0071

20 "Wooler 2'4'h.r. Touring, variable gear, electric

and acetylene lighting, speedometer, horn, tools,

etc., tax paid, insurance, perfect condition througliout;

£70 or near ofler.—Box 1,899, c/o The Motor Cucle.

[4895
Zenith.

AN GUY, Weymouth.—Zenith agent, early de-

livery all models. [0556

14 Zenith, 90 bore, will do over 70 m.p.h. :
bar-

ain. £42. -Ross, 86, High Ed.. Lee. [4482

20 Zenith Combination, well equipped; £87.—
24, Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [4851

ENITII-BRADSHAWS in stock, immediate delivery;
- "' "' "--bridge. [5059

PORTS Zenith, 3V.h.p. twin J.A J"., fully equipped^

19^

19=

^ 'kYlS.—Ca'c^o.'l, Sidney St., Cambridge. [5059

O £65.'—̂ Hearn', Liverpool Rd., Burscough. [5030

z
19

8
Ed

A

ENITH 1920 6h.p. Sports, lamps, speedometer, like

new; «78.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7.
[5064

15 5-6h.p. G.S. Zenith Combination, new aluminium
sidecar ; bargain, £65.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.

h p Zenith Countershaft Model, K.S., all on, very

fast, low mileage, as new; £80.—Flynn, 39, Essex

Ed., London, N.l. [1906

LLAN" GRtJZELIER for new or second-hand
Zenith ino<lel3 immediately. — 168. Regent

St., W. Regent 205. . [4366

1 Q20 8h.p. Zenith Motor Cycle and Combination,
-Lt/ like new; £105, or offer.-Seen at 32, Chester

Mews, Belgrave Sq., S.W.I. [4320

21 Zenith 8h.p. Sports Solo, all on, tax, insured,

hardly soiletl.—Knight, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.
'Phone: Streatham 2390. [4416

FRANK WHirWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir.

ininghnin. for immediate delivery from stock of

Zenitli-Btadsliaw, price £118. [0711

21 Zenith 8h.p. Sports Solo, .nil on, tax, insured,

slightly used; 90 gns.—Knight, LTpper Tooting

Rd., S.W. 'Phone: Streatham 2390. [4415

ENITH, 5h.p., 1921 (July), countershaft, hand
clutch, kick starter, fully equipped; :£105; ex-

change lightweight.—Dr. Warren, Ponders End. [4972

ENITH-GEAPUA 1914 Sli.p. Sports Combination,
clutch, Canoelet sidecar, tax paid, perfect running

order : real bargain, £48.-77, Highbury Hill, N.5. [5203ii

105.—1921 8h.p. Zenith, countershaft model, prac-
tically new, insurance, accessories; sidecar, £10.

-Clifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.
[4015

ZENITH 6-8h.p. Gradua Combination, 1919, mag-
nificent turnout - trial, appointment hv letter

;

£110, or nearest.—Box Villa, 157, Maybank Rd., South
Woodford. [3883

in perfect
bars ; will

consider a late model solo and casb, or will give cash
and above for G.N.—Letter, Newbold, 23, Melrose
Rd., West Hill, Wandsworth, [3362

19=
'Phom

pR.
Zenitl

19=
Ed.,

chai

Z'
orde:

"I
Q20 Sh.p. Clutch Zenith and Sidecar,

JLf' condition, fitted Lucas lamps, T.T.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P),
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH Crole and Sidecnr, 1916, 8-lOh.p., ball bear-

ings, clutch, kick starter, Gradua g«ar; barg-iin

;

seen hv appointment —J.W.D., 74, Lancaster Gate,

London, W. [4465

ZENITH, shop-soiled only, brand new 1921 5h.p.

model; £100; deferred payments if desired-
Parker's, Biodshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. [X0892

ZEiSITH, 1921, 8h.p., Gradua gear, fitted to 1921
Gloria sidecar, wind screen, perfect: absolute

bargain, £160, or near offer.-
"'

Rd., Dalston.
Fincham, 59, Queen's

[4376

ZENITH Sh.p., countershaft model, 1915, Eennoc
sidecar, electric lightijlg, in good condition

throughout: £78.—Sumner,
den Rd., N.W.

70, Camden Mews, Cam-
[4694

"I 021 Sh.p.

F.O.C.H. have e%h.p. Douglas, lady's

condition, licensed.

-

I Q20 Sports Zenith, discs, electric lamps, speedometer.
-i-«7 knee-grips, special engine, long separate exhaust.?,

fast and powerful, perfect, and as new; £80.—Baxter,
Eden Vale, Morecambe. [X0902

ZENITH-BRADSHAW and all models for immediate
delivery: cash, exchange, deferred payments-—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
Phone : Hammersmith 80. [4783

ZENITH-GRADUA 1919 6h.p., 770 c.c, good
front and oversize back tyrff, Lucas lamps,

speedometer, tax paid, fast and reliable: £70; any
trial.—Swainson, 54, Sidney St., Cambridge. [4754

1 Q21 Competition Zenith Combination, 8h.p., o.h.v.

-L*7 (90 bore), specially built, lavishly equipped, in-

sured, genuine racing machine, 80 ni.p.h. solo, 65 side-

car, new, perfect; deliver anywhere; .sacrifice" £165,
cost £200.-70, Station Rd.. Harooine, Birmingham.

14902

Id 21 Sh.p. Zenith Combination de Luxe, clutch,
-It/ countershaft, kick start model, electric lighting,

speedometer, discs, ;ill on, condition as new; cost £216
March, 1921; accept £128; exchange, lower power
considered.—254, Portobello Rd., North Kensington,
London. 5123

Model H. Zenith Combination, clutch,

kick starter, llillford. Easting, lamps, F.E.S.

streamline. Tan-Sad. accessories, condition as new, sportv

appearance, fast, fully insured; bargain, £150.—W.
Stock, A.M.I.E.E.. Chief Engineer, Electricity Works.
Hindhead. [5202

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

mcdd, new
-5, Heath St., Tlampstead (nr

Hampstead Tube Station). 14589

TCmANK WHITWOKTH. Ltd., 139, New St., Birming-
Sj ham, for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. The most
suitable ladies' machine. Get list. [0724

1Q1S New Imperial, ladi&s'* model. 2-J4h.p., clutch,
-Lt/ kick ptarter, etc., excellent condition; £38.

—

Peall, 143, Upper Clapton Ed., N.E. [4342

LADY'S Douglas, S-sfwed, foot clutch, kick start, all

black, lamps, horn, not ridden for 2 years, has
?ince had complete overhaul at Douglas works, perfect

'ondition; £75.—Eanken, 11, Spence St., Edinburgh.
[4461

£23 Below 1921 Price.—Special offer of a new
Model DL2 open frame ladies' Velocette. 2Vih.p.,

2-6peed, chain drive, aluminium legshields; £55:
slightly showroom soiled only; easy payments 4%
extra.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birming-
ham. [5082

Miscellaneous.

0.^b.p. 2-stroke, Amac, Druids, practically new engine;
/V* £18.-13, New St., Wellington, Salop. [X09S1

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Arreis, Harleys. Omegae.
Quadrants ; exchanges entertained. — Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.—New AVih.p. Quadrant and sidecar,

£125; new 7h.p. Ariel combination.—Booths
Motories, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-1921 Eudge Mullf, £85; 1921 4V2h.p
Ariel, £110; 1921 7h.p. Ariel, £125.—Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1921 Eudge Mnlti, run 50 miles,

£75/10; J.E.S. motor set, for cycle, £10/5; 3h.p.

twin Humber, 3-speed, £18/15.—Booths Motories, Hali-

fax.

BAEfiAINS.-3h.p. Fafnir, £10/10: SlAh.p. N.S.D.,
£12/10; 3h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, £29/15; 6h.p

Chafer-Lea, Grado gear. £21/15.—Booths Motories.

Halifax.

BAEGAINS.— Sh.p. Premier and sidecar, £65/10:
3V2h.p. free engine Triumph, £26/10; S'/ah.p. P

and M., 1914, £39/15.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-4h.p. 1917 3-speed Douglas, £59/16;
4h.p. 1920 3-speed Douglas, £85/15; 1915 2?ih.p.

Douglas, £37/15; 1917 Douglas, £65.—Booths Motories,
Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-Sh.p. S-speed Eudge, £40/10; 1921 2-

speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., £38/18;
1921 2-8peed O.K., like new, £52/10; several shop-
soiled machines at reduced prices ; exchanges enter-

tained, including push cycles. Visit ns.—Booths
Motories. Portland Place. Halifax. Tel.; 1062. [3301

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand motor cycles and com-
binations. Offers wanted. Get list. Cash or ex-

change-Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[4597

-:'•-<%;

PHIIIPSORS
PATENT AirrOMATlC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

: AN- :

ANNOUNCEMENt
\X7E thank the numerous com- i

petitors for their efforts :

in our recent competition, and ;

regret that owing to the very ;

large number of replies we have ;

received, we are unable to an- ;

nounce the result until the issue
;

of "The Motor Cycle" of
;

OCTOBER 27th. ;

PHILIPSON'S LATEST!
GOVERNOR PULLEY AND GEAR
COMBINED WITH FLYWHEEL,
for all two-stroke engines. Only
adds about 2 lb. to the weight of

your machine.

We can supply and fit to single-speed

LEVIS, O.K., CALTHORPE, CON-
NAUGHT, and similar two-stroke

machines.

The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,

Send for Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make ? Write v

REDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carriage

Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge,

BOLTON, LANCS.
(Established over 50 years.)

'Grams :
" Safety, Bolton." 'Phone ; 147 Eagley

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

LONGMAN, 17, Bond St., Ealing, have the M-
loJfing exceptional autumn bargains

:

LONGMAN Bros.—P.M. combination, about 1918,
absolutely perfect, smart, and guaranteed: £55.

LONGMAN Bros.—I.O.M. Budge Multi,' brand new,
shop'Soiled; £75.

LONGMAN Bios.—Brand new Triumph, shop-soiled;

£100.

LONGMAN Bros.—1919 Triumph combination, abso-

lutely perfect condition: £85.

LONGMAN Bros.—1920 5-6h.p. .James combination,
magnificently equipped, used very little: £110.

LONGMAN Bros.—1920 Harley-Davidson sporting

combination, electric model, special machine;
any trial; very fast; £135.

LONGMAN Bros, can always supply your wants and
give you service second to none. Write, phone,

or call.—Tel. : 689 Ealing. 4960

ALLBER Garage. Thornsett Rd., Earlsfleld London,
S.W. (opposite Earlsfleld Station, L.S.W.Ry.).

'Phone : Latchmere 4338.—Cash, exchajUges, or eass

terms : bargains.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1916 2llh.p., 2 speeds, good

tyres, accessories, tax paid, in really good order;

£40.

,j„..»»w.—Sun-Villiers 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, good tyres,

:i\. speedometer, lamps, horn, tax paid, in excellent
ALLBER.-

speedor
condition; £27/10.

„„„„ „ _,^.--,-. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, all

accessories; tax pai'dr in good order; £32/10.

ALLBER.—Calcott 3h.p., fitted all accessories, tax

naid, new condition; £27.

Alien 1920 3h.p., 2 speeds,

tyres, tax paid.

A LLBER.—Levis 2"/2h.p.,

ALLBER.—Alldays .-, ,

clutch, kick starter, original

in splendid condition; £45.

A LLBER.-Humber 2-iih.p. twin 3 .
speeds clutcli,

A etc new rear tyre, complete, in fairly good

orfer, needs minor adjustments; £18/10 to clear.

2iAh n 2 speeds, clutch, shaft
-

£23.ALLBER.—F.N. -,. .,

drive, good order, tax paid;

* LLBER.-Indian 1916 5-6h P . ^JJ,f'5=A^='°,^^'A kick starter, all lamps, horn, tools, etc., i.i.

model, very iast; £4r

A LLBER.—P. and
model, very iast; £49.

M combination, 1917, 3',yi-p..

? speeds clutch, kick- starter, new cast alu-

minium'S eases ind foot plates, all accessories,

good order, tax paid; £48/10.

. T.TTiirt> Indian combination, 1916, "^'^l^-P:'.
'

A^SS?s, c?nS. kick starter, electric lighting,

^ ' -- '— tax paid;
good tyres, all accessories

LLBER—Humber combination,

^_ handle starting, coac

tax paid, in good condition

£65.

4h.p.. 2

A^handt'^tarTng, corch'-iideckr, all _a_ccessori«,

ecently overhauled; £40.
[4944

brand new;
-DUDGE 3%h.>, -ith nil ^--=«o„es_,_^^^_,^

^^^

„^e,s"'^"2l°°™rh.,?e^Vck Lrter.-Write, Barren^

13, Abinger Ed., W.4.
, > „

'

TP Wishing to Buy, (for.ca^h or_ea.^y payments,._^sen.

ouirements. Satisfaction guaranteed.

SiterTal -Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Distance im-
Wealdstone.

[3183

TAilES lahout 4%h.p.l Combination, 2-8peed, Wck

J (Starter; ^50, or exchange good solo. Also

V . '1 M/i,'r, 2-s'need free engine, wants connecting

^odTauicftfe:£:^-BoJ"6,857fc/c TM Motor CvcU.

Alti^^Sinbi^ation splendi^cond^^^^^^

trial, barg.T,in, £60, alter D. J.(, wuni.
M966

sea Rise, S.W.li. i

'.Ihp Douglas Combination, 6h.p. Clyno combiiia-

4 tion Iv^h p. Lincoln-Elk combination 3ij.h.p.

Ilidge ?ombinltton, 4h.p. 1920 B^dbnry^ combina ion

c'S4'lV7^%t^iur"st^&aS^r'i?erLoi;Son^.^^^7'5''0

^-^
. "n„ j>ia. n TT 1917 motor OTcle, less power

S' to°cS i'lll-sSin Motor" Works. '

80, TTpet

Tooiing Ed., London, S.W.17. 'Phone: Streottam

2707.
'

TRIUMPH 1921, Montgomery sidecar, luxuuously

eniipped, every detail, as new f 100; Sunbeam

twin comHn.ition, like new, £100; Triumph, free M-5 model in the pink. X27; and several hghtwe^hts

from f 20 in £50, all in good order.-Buntmg's Motol

Exchange, Wealdstcne. 1='-'"'

SAM E CLAPHAM (Motors). Greenwich.-Previous

ti stocktakin" we can offer some rare bargains

in new and second'-band motor c>;cles at end ol season

Si?es- exchanges, cash, or easy terms; write call, or

''phone Greenwich 751.-Sarn E Clapham fjJotors),

27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3180

F'
O C H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and

iunabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges .Tranged.

Any new cycle, combination or car stipphed. cash or .

K1S7 payments.-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St,

Hamnstiod (near Hampstead Tube Station) 'Phone:

H^Sp^tead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Miscellaneous.

rEBES and Mebes, the Originnl Lif

SALE.

MEBES and Mebes, the Originnl Light Car Special-

ists, invite lensonable offers for the following
shop-soiled, but ofherwise new motor cycles, as they

are relinQuishing this part of tlieir business in favour
of light cars; Beardniore-Precisiou 3V>h.p. : Wooler
23^i.p., variable gear; Rover touring model, S'/^li-P-. 3-

speed, clutch ; Bat 6h.p. Model 4, clutch, 3-speed

;

L.M.O. 6h.p. suspension-frame model, clutch, 3-speed;
L.M.O. 6h.p., rigid frame, clutch, 3-speed ; L.M.C.
3V2h.p., clutch, 3-speftd; also 6h,p, L.M.O. Com-
bination, fully equipped, u^ed for demonstration only;
and one Elite model Henderson sidecar and one spring-
frame Henderson sidecar, both new. sliop-soiled only.—
144, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230.

£4502
MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

STANnARID Touring G,N. Car, week-end £5, full
week £10; no extras.—Below.

D,OUGLAS Motor Cycle and Sidecar, week-end 50/-,

week 100/-, no extras. Everv hirer pleased an^i
satisfied.—Note new address : Eodwell, 1 1 , Red Lion
Passage, W.C.I. Tel.: Chancery 7272. [3471

LATEST Models Motor Cycles and Combinations foi
hire, any period —Fowler and Brigden, 130, Euston

Rd. Museum 4827. [0708

w
MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

ANTED, Triumph, S.D.. Gloria.—Lowest
47, Alexandra Rd., Heudon.

cash to
[4454

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting. The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage,
offer at sight.

Tooting, will make you a cash

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure of
a good cheque if you sell your machine at

Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMERIS Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cycles in the weekly auction eale every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction fee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve, 5/-; over £50 reserve,

10/-. No garage charge is incurred until 7 days'
notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m. [4166

TT/"ANTED, 1920 B.S.A,
—37, Arlington Rd.,

combination or solo.
Snrbitou.

cheap.
[4641

Kent.

WANTED, late model 2-Bpeed lightweight, must
perfect; £30 offered.—237, Broadway, Besleyheat

Kent.

ROVER 3l{:h.p.. 3-speed, and clutch, not earlier than
1916.—Box 6,939, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4617

WANTED, cheap, Triumph, clutch model preferred;
.must be clieap.— King, Egrove, Oxford. [Sa931

LIGHTWEIGHT Complete, less unit, suit Villlers
engine.—'Willis, 8, Martin St., Wolverhampton.

[X0943
£50 offered for best countershaft Triumph, fully

equipped.—King, Egrove, Kennington, Oxford.
[X0932

WANTED, late solo or combination; must be cheap.
—Ayers, 254, Portobello Rd., North Kensington,

London. [5167

EEQUIRED. lor immediate cash, but strictly reason-
able price, 1920-21 motor cycle.—Graff, Hayes,

[4382

be
yheath.
4866a

£25 for best 234li.p. Dougkia offered thi.H week.—Par-
ticulars, W. Spink, 52, Brodrick Rd., Wands-

worth Common. [4340

CLUTCH Indian, 1914 onwards, mechanically
sound, cheap ; within 60 miles.—Parker, Proi^pect

Place, Hastings. " [5014

URGENTLY Wanted, modern lightweight; cheap
for cash.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone

:

Hampstead 1353. [5138

WANTED, 2';4h.p. New Imperial, 2i/ih.p. New
Hudson, Junior Triumph, or similar.—Maynard,

Silver St., Enfield. [4875

7"ANTED, good 3y2h.p. or combination, Triumph oi

Sunbeam preferred ; no fancy prices.-Cos, 43,
Eltisley Av.. Cambridge. [5108

WANTED, good solo motor cycle, spot cash ; no
dealers ; reliable make.—Townsend, 5, Gloucester

Villas, Ashford. Middlesex. [4337

COMBINATION wanted, roomy sidecar, good running
order essential ; lowest price for cash.— 3, Prospect

Place, Combe Down, Bath. [X0060

WANTED, good second-hand motor cycles and com-
binations; cash paid on sight.—Percy and Co.,

314, Euston Rd. Museum 1337. [4987

WANTED, 1920 Big Valve Indian Combination,
dynamo model, for c-ash.—'Phone ; Waltham Crosa

299.—Stanley Bi^s, Waltham Abbey. [4811

WANTED, Indian Scout, electric model. Give full
details, mileage, condition, etc., and lowest cash

price.—35, Manor Av., Fulwood, Preston. [4735

WANTED, old 2%h.p. W.D. Douglas, less engine,
gear box, etc., any condition; must be cheap.

—

Askew, 8, Franconia Rd., Clapham Park, S.W. [4713

W^

Tel. No.:
Aluseum 3971

6

HUGE REDUCTIONS
FROM 10% TO 25% DROP.

Money willinqly refunded if not more than satisfied.

All Goods sent on Seven Days' Approval against Remittance.
SURPLUS MANUFACTURERS' STOCK AND W.D.

24 ; ; 1\.

Dunlop Heavy 22/6
26x2.

Palmer Cord Heavy 31
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 29

26-/21.

Dunlop Heavy 31
Palmer Cord Heavv . .- 31
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30
Wood-Milne Heavy 23
Avon Sunstone 32'

Goodyear Heavy Diamond 30,
Bates Super Heavy 31

26x2J.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 40
Dunlop Heavy 34
Palmer Heavy Cord 34
Clincher Extra Heavy 30
Avon Heavy Rubber-studded 28
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32
Moseley Heavy Ribbed 28
Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 28
Hutchinson Heavy Passenger 32,

26 X 21 X 2J.
Clincher Extra Heavy 32
Extra Heavy Rubber-studded 30
Heavy Rubber-studded 25

26x2i tor 2i Rims.
Dunlop He.ivv 36
Wood-Mllne Extra Heavy 34
Wood-Milne Special Heavy 30

700x80 (26x3) for 650x65.
Englehert Extra Heavy 30
Englebert Super Extra Heavv 37

26x3 for 26x21 Rims.
Dunlop Combination 55
Dunlop Extra Heavy 50
Dunlop Heavy 42
Wood-Milne Hea\-y 30

650x65 for Voiturette Rims.
Dunlop Steel-studded 45
Dunlop Grooved 39
Avon Sunstone 37
Goodyear Extra Heavy 30
Burnett Grooved 25

650x65 for Standard Rims.
Palmer Cord Heavy Light Car 42
Wood-Milne Heavy 30

Wood-Milne Extra Heavv 35
28x2^ for 2 J Rims.

Dunlop Extra Heavy 50

Dunlop Heavy •.
42

28x3 tor American Rims,

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30

Dunlop Extra Heavy ;

.

50,

Rom Combination 55
700x75 lor 650x65 Rims.

Hutchinson Extra Heavy 50
700x30 for 650x65 Rims.

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 45

700x65 Light Car Type for Voiturette Rims.

Englehert Square 55

TUBES. All sizes and makes. I ji each.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
CASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices

given.—Write, 'phone, or call. Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.

[0604
WANTED, good motor cycles and combinations for

cash : also machines accepted lor sale on com-
mission.—BatcliHe Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St., W.

[070B
UNDERSIGNED will purchase new motor cycle from

firm making best offer for present machine. Par-
ticulars on application.'
ford

-Wall, 10, Trinity Bd., Chelms-
[4747

WANTED, motor cycles and combinations in part
payment for light cars and runabouts.—Newn-

ham Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 80. [4794

WANTED, 6h.p. James combination, 6h.p. Martin-
syde combination, or Matchless, in exchange

for o'Ah.p. James combination and cash.—Rogers,
York Rd., Oroxley Green, Herts. [4324

WT. DDNN, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd.. N.W.I, re-

• quire unlimited quantity modern solos, com-
binations, Morgans, light cars, etc.; top prices paid;

cash on sight.—'Phone : Museum 5391, write, or call.

[0332

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor
cycles and combinations, any make or condition.

—CalL write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd., 485-

493, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone ;

Richmond 2362 and 2363. [0372

TRIUMPHS.—W. T. Dunn. Ltd., are special buyers
of these machines, 1915 or later, single maohines

or quantities: spot cash on sight.-Write, 'phone, or

call. W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd.. N.W.I.
'Phone : Museum 5391. [0681

WANTED, any good motor cycle or combination, in

part exchange for any make of light car or com-
bination. Best possible price allowed.—Vivian Hardie
and Lane. Ltd., 23-24, Woodstock St. (oft Blenheim
St 1, New Bond St., London, W.l. Tel. : Mayfair 6559.

[0702

F.O.C.H. pays highest prices for- sound machines.
Bring the 'bus along and take the cash away;

exchanges arranged.-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath
St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[4592

WANTED immediately, for cash, unlimited number
of motor cycles and combinations, new or second-

hand, any make. Before selling your machine, bring

it to ns for a c.ish offer.—Richmond Park Garage, 110,

Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone:

Putney 2622. [4889

MOTOR Cycles sold on commission basis. Why
waste time and money in useless advertising

when our expert salesmen are at your disposal.

Spacious garages in central districts. Write now tor

terms.—Amalgamated Enginering Co., Ltd., 176d, High
St., Camden Town, London, N.W.I. [3195

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed Immediately on receipt. Nearest
Station, Wmibledon. We will collect from any Lon-
don station. Macbine can be included in auction
sale if desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage, Toot,

ing. [4159

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

free.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
[5248

ABGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, lor

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2684

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
AUTO-WHEEL, good running order, less small part;

£6.—Keen, Leominster. [5035

AUTO-WHEEL, shock absorber, spares, licence, fine

order; £7.-21, Swiss St., Accrington. [4513

AUTO-WHEEL, splendid condition, tax paid; real

bargain.—Treverbyn, Harold Wood, Ecsex. [4656

B.S.A. Auto Wheel, absolutely as new, does 28
m.p.b.; reasonable offer; exchange.—15, Alfred

Rd,, Acton, W.3. [6065

When ordering, ple:se v;fite disUnctiy

4U letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the da]^ ot the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

CYCLE with Young motor attachment, complete with
hourn. licence paid, only used once; bargain, £26.

—Letters, Box 6,938, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4616

TANDEM (2 tadies, Centauil, 2in. tyres, with 1921
Simplex attachment, only done 200 miles, per-

fect; £25.—Mitchell, 39, Warrmgton Rd., Present,

Lanes. [4380

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
AUTO-GLIDER, as new; best offer accepted.—Wat-

son, Ware Rd., Hailey, near Hertford, [4978

INGSBURY Scooters and Spare Parts.—3, Ken-
dall Mews, George St.. W.l. [1442

KOOTAMOTA, new last April, perfect; £23, or

nearest.—Archer', 7, Adelaide Square, Bedford.
[4700

OTOK Scooter,- Unibus, new condition, must sell

;

offers.—Leighton, 13, Sloane Gardens, London,
S.W.I.

,
[4396

1 Cfc21 Kingsbury, 2-3peed, 2-stroke, perfect; £46; ex-

X*y change combination.-Kemp 27, Westmorland
Rd., S.E.17. [4398

I'"
INGSBURY Scooter, as new; Middlesex: offers.-

^ Box 703, Ashby Service Agency, Ltd., 26, High
Holl.orn. [4536

B29
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HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER Hoods, 55/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Bright

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.
[4940

BENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons.
twills, etc.: hardwood polished wind screens, 27/6.

—Henry Jones, 778, High Kd., Tottenham, London.
[4257

CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut to any size,

3/- per eq. ft : carriaRO paid for cash —The Esses
Accumulator Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Rd., Leybon-
stone, E.:i. [0680

RENNOO Co.—We are actual manufacturers ol

hoods, screens and aprons. Send lor list.—

Rennoc Motors. Ltd.. 155a, Marlborough Ed., Upper
Hollowav. N.]9. [8632

BODIES.
ROOMY Coach Bodv, hood, and screen; £5.-129,

Ehley Rd., Lavender Hill, S.W. [4684

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manalacturers
35 models, also several clearance, cheap to cleai

RENNOC Co, specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd

borough Rd., Upper Holloway. N.19.
155a, Marl

[863:

3-SEATERS and
£20);

EDWARDES.—Bodies to suit all types of chassis,

from £4/17/6.-277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [4755

CALIBER Bodies from £4/17/6; lists free.—Maker*;,
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell,

London. [4939

3-sefiters to clear £7 each iCO*.:

few 1921 models to clear from £4; c;tl

to see US; «)ve you pounds.—Sandura Sidecais, 356
Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.I. [07?C

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit nny chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coacfabailt bodies, clear
nnce lines from £5 each ; estra good valne,-The
Wjliowhvook Motor Co.. Leicester. ^OSZG

ROBINI.—Bodies of the latest type with bulbou?
back, from £7/7; 2-seater body, £12/10; car-

riage extra.—'Phone : Brixton 1585. T. Robini. 1.

Tulse Hill and 22, Water Lane, S.W. 'Buses and
trams pass the door. [5074

BASTONE'S for coachbuilt bodies (no better or

cheaper house), sporting models, bulbous back
and step pattern. All at low prices. Call or send
your requirements.-228, Pentunville Rd., King's
Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [6851

OIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work
ij ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
t;ooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. established designer-
to the coach trade lor over 80 years. Consult us when
aesigning new ideas.— 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

1 000 '4

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
-pOR

CANDHAM, the- smartest sidecar specialists

CANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show,

SANDUM Chassis.—Insist on having oni enclosed
wheel type of chassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns.. and Sports
26 gns., are of distinctiove appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

QANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
^-p or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size
of body as our single-seater Elite. Luxuriously com-
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to
suit any make of machine, 42 gns. ; bodies only.
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-seater as
designed by us, and approved by the recognised
experts.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lb.; price £4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factories:

162 to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britannia
Works, Britannia St., W.C. [0019

T> ARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
-L» Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booths Motories,
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar suit
Rudge, £16/15: Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker under
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25 /-, — Booth<:

Motories, Halifax. [3302
SIDECAR, complete, £9; bodies from £5.-Stork

107, Comngham Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W. [4908

1 Q20 Ariel Sidecar, as new, £18/10; Millford sideca-*-t^ with new Eas*- -^ - — — —
Aile=ey, Beds.

wind screen; £10. -H. Wri'ght'

_
*

[4117
i^OMPLETE Sidecar, C.B., underslung, good condi-^^ tion: £8. offer.—3Sn_ WatiHciv-^r+T. Ti^i^— t>j
FLaha'rLw.e:

««"-«°; Wands-wSth irTdke: Rd!

1?DWARDES.-
l-i £6/17/6;
biawell Rd., S.E.

[4749
Chassis, new, underslung, from
tradesmen's, £9/17/6.-277, Cam-

[4756

BELOW
MAKERS'

PRICES.

Original

Makers' Prices.

8£50
155
165

250

155
186

145
115

215

Ours.

£39
120
140
165

^ JAMES 4i hp. Combination "
ENFIELD 3 h.p. 2-seater, 1 gj

O.K. 2| h.p., special engine.

P. & M. 35 h.p. Combination

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination

CLYNO Combination .

.

4KnrickU o 11.

p

dynamo lighting.

^ TRIU^VlPH " H " 4 b.pM and -I QC
^ Gloria sidecar . .

. _
****

ZENITH 5 h.p. 99 10
MATCHLESS 8 h p. 2-seater, -107 -tA
dynamo iWi IW

55O '^ CALTH0RPE2-stroke,2 5pecd •*«*
"

TC-H ri AMERICAN EXCELSIOR 7 9 IOC A
'DJ '^

h.p. Combination «»»* "

160 o c^''rin^tiL'•"^'.'..^.''..'':l35 o
168 o s^^a«'sE'.*''.^•^^"'13o
o-ro n MORGAN Family Model, 1QC ft^^D *-"

fully equipped, tax ft ee. .. . ' ^w »»

42 B.S.A. No. , Sidecar 39 1

je jcf WATSONIAN Sporting wicker ^n -^Q

SECOND-HAND
1921

1920

1920

A.C. (July) 2-seater and dickey

AUSTIN (October) Coupe, as
new, special

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, H. -D.
sidecar, aluminium discs, electric

equipment, speedometer, as new
HARLEY-DAVIDSON and H D.

Trv^A sidecar, discs,e]ectric equipment,
LiJZrU speedometer

HARLEY-DAVIDSON aud H.D.

TCkOCt sidecar, ascetylenc lighting, nice-
1 yZU [y ( quipped

HARLEY-DAVIDSON and sport-

ing sidecar, electric equipment.

.

B.S.A. all chain and sidecar .

.

LEVIS Popular, as new
DOUGLAS 2j h.p. "All on"
(5)

A.J.S. Combination, every acces-

sory
MORGAN Family Model, as
new
DOUGLAS Combination, " All

495
595

145

150

1915
1916
1921

1916
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920

ENFIELD Combination, "All
on." as new
ENFIELD Combination, "All

AUTO WHEEL Standard

TRIUMPH Clutch Model and
accessories

AND MANY OTHERS.

140
75
75
42 10
50

125
175
75
115
112 10
10

28 10

387, EUSTON ROAD; LONDON, N.W.
Phone: Museum 4978

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW,
LONDON, N.E.

'Phone: Walthamstow 169 {2 lines).

50, High Rd., Wood Green, LONDON, N.
'Phone; Hornsey 1956.

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of th

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 years.

TyriDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable _ Chassis lor- Unbreakable
high-powered machines: Zenith, llarleya, Indians,

New Imperials. Sunbeams, Blackbnrnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETQN'S specialise in frame repairs ol all
kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and iorks

promptly corrected.

SECOND-HA_NDS of various makes lor sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, bub are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bmnps, not
bash into them.
MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established aide-

car makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27»
Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube).
Phone : Hornsey 1584. [0322

SIDECAR, coachbuilt body, new; sacrifice £10/10.
—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lpndon. [4753

SIDECAR Chassis, take underslung Chater joints,
complete; £4/10.-33, SneU's Park, Edmonton.

[4735
BARGAIN; good light C.B. sidecar, complete with

side door; £6/10.—Searles Stores, Southborough,
[5041

SWAN Sports Sidecar off Zenith, black, red ribs, all
fittings, heavy Dunlop; offers 2—Denham, Epsom.

[4990
MONTGOMERY Chassis, with coachbuilt body and

ajiron ; £5/10.—Apply, Crown Garage, Weybridge.
[4530

SIDECAR, 4-point, screen, hood, suit powerful
machine, splendid condition; £18.—Doe, 6, Truro

St., N.\V.5. [4635

1020 Metal Sidecar, mileage 50; listed £37/10 j

-Lt/ evenings; £15.-120, Marlborough Hats, Walton
rit., Chelsea, S.W.3. [X0954

SIDECAR, C.B., May, 1921, 4-point, perfect, lamp,
mascot, apron; £19, or oifel-.-132, Trentham

St., Southfields, S.W. [4695

BASTONE'S for sidecars and bodies; no better or
cheaper house. Kindly inspect our models before

purchasing elsewhere.

BASTONE'S.—New 1921 sporting and other models
in stock. Bodies from £4/13/6; complete side-

cars from £14/18/6.

BASTONE'S.-We have a few soiled sidecars and
bodies to clear at low prices.

BASTONE'S—Distributing agents for the famous
Montgomery sidecars. Latest 1921 sporting and:

other models in stock ; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S (Sidecar Dept.), 228, Pentonville Rd.,

King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North.
[6850

CAMBER Sidecars, lists free.—Makers, Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St,, Camberwell, London.

'Phone: Brixton 2951. [4938

COACHBUILT Torpedo Sidecar, off Triumph, 4-

point attachment, Cameo -wind screen;. £6.-18,
Paget Ed., Plumstead, S.E, [4388

COACHBUILT Sideear, perfect condition, red, strong

chassis, 26x2y2 heavy Dxmlop; to cl&ir £ip.—

-

Hambro Lodge, Datchet, Bucks. [4531

MILLFORD Sidecar, new body, Douglas sidecar,-*

new body; £16 each; all MilUord spares and
parts.—33. Hackford Rd., Brixton. [5170

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest;

stock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages, 80

illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co. i

T>ENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian;.
XV motors, with left-hand kick starters, aud can
deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clfcurtnca

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at

knock-out prices. Note : Write for special clearance

list.

KENNOG Co. have the finest selection ot complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of
sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a specie

atity.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all

makes, English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by anj

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd^ 155a, Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [8631

WILLOWBROOE Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish ; prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester

f:0335

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves sroragt^
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself (

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle^
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co., Ltd.. 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. - [0388

e issue;
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
GLORIA Sidecar, T\-iud screen, hood, special spring-

iiiK, noaily new; £30, originally cost £52; seen
any time.—F. Stoiior, 27, Montagu S'l-, London, W.

[4467
BARGAIN.—Enclosed wheel type chassis 'yritli kaock-

Luit wijindle). fitted touring body; £16; new and
not VT-D. ; 10 only to olear.—Sandums, 336, Grny's
Inn Ed., W.C. [0721

UNDERSLUNG Sidecar, art cane, new clmssis and
tyre, lislit .^tliape bn<ly ; £8/10.—Butterwortlis'

Gitragc, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streat-
ham 2813. [4059

SIDECAR, 4-point, Triumph fittings, good tyre,
coachbuilt body, wind screen, electric lamp, ride

away, complete: £6/ 10. — Write, Vanstone, 22,
Baskerville Rd., S.W.18. [4708

SIDECAR.—Have a Ilopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage. Attached to motor will go through, pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tested
7 years on motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper High-
gate St., Birmingham. [0152

ROBINI.—Underslung chassis, complete with new
tyre and tube, all fittings, with Helen sports or

tourist body; £15; carriage extra.—"Phone : Brixton
1585. T. Robini, 1, Tulse Hill and 22, Water Lane,
S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door. [5074

1 Q21 Montgomery Tandem, Olympia Show model,
J-*J hood, petrol and luggage carrier. Cameo wind
screen, unpunctured Clincher de luxe, luxurious up-
holstery and appearance; seen by appointment; £33.—
Wooitoo, 20, Warltersville Mansions, Warltersville
Rd., N.19. [4696

LIGHT Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co.-Mills-
Eulford sidecar chassis, unused, £3/10, second-

Ijand £4/10; bodies made to your own design; bodies
in stock I'roui £5/5; chassis and bodies complete from
£11/11. Come and see us: you will be interested..
Quantity of e-econd-hand fittings at cut prices. Mills-
l-'ullord stockists. Tel.: Brixton 1292. Our number is
26.—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26,
Tulse Hill, Brixton. Half minute from Brixton Skating
Rink.). [4601

HEPPELTHWAITE and Watkins.—Chassis. Chassis.
Chassis. £4/10 complete Douglas underslung,

renovated as new ; special fittings for P. and M.,
Triumph, etc., 7/6 extra; new tyres, 30/-; please com-
pare prices ; new Douglas pattern bodies, £8 ; also
lower, and higher priced bodies, Note.—When present
stocks of chassis are exhausted we cannot repeat at
double the price.—'Phone : 1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox
Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W. 8. [4632

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
DAN GUY, Weymouth, G.N. official agent.—Popular

model from stock; £198. 10691

A.V. Monocar, 1920, fully equipped; £75.—Alder-
ton, Hardwick Rd., Reigate. [4710

ORGANS, second-hand; several in stock.—Reys,
378-384. Euston Ed. 'Phone: Museum 6436."

[4946DAN GUY. Weymouth. Morgan agent; reauce.;
price ; Grand Prix lOh.p. M.A.G., £197, from

Etock. (0624

G.N. Popular, 1921, shop-soiled only; £165.—Rey's,
378-384, Euston Rd., N.W. 'Phone: Museum

6436. [4947

"I Q20 De Luxe Water-cooled Morgan, equipped re-
X«7 gardless; £140.-24, Balliol Rd., North Ken-
sington. [4856

65.—1919 Cardan 2-eeater, electric lighting-, es-
-^ cellent condition throughout.—47, Leigh Rd.,
East Ham. [4697

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, Bh.p., early delivery;
230 gn^t.-Goldfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.l. [0350

CHATER-LEA Light Car, 8h.p. twin, practically
new; bargain, £70, or exchange.—25, Wellington

Rd., Charlton. [4870

MORGAN Grand Prix, W.C., M.A.G., 1916-17, first-
class mechanical order, paint, etc., excellent;

£115.—Below.
MORGAN, sporting model, lOh.p. Precision engine,

acetylene lighting, new condition throughout,
special fittings; £115.—Elce, Ltd.. 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0074
1 Q20 Coventry Premier Runabout, dynamo lighting,
-L«/ dickey seat; £165.—RatcliHe Bros., 200. Gt.
Portland St., W. [5201

CASH Rattlers requiring cycle cars, runabouts, and
cars, see Douglas S. Cox's, West Norwood, adver-

tisement under Cars. [3843

LATE 1920 G.P. Morgan, special lOh.p. M.A.G,
engine, lavishly equipped ; £ 145.—24, Balliol

Rd., North Kensington. [4855

TAMPLIN 1921 2-(«eater, little used, perfect order,
guanmteed; £105.—Shannessey, Musclifle, Oakfield

,
Eel., Selly Park, Birmingham. [4546

1 CfeSl Garden 2-f;eat€r, splendid condition, all acces-
-Ltf sories; £120, or near offer.—Apply, Victoria Gar-
nge. Church Ed., Wimbledon. [4654

MORGAN De Luxe. 1922, w.c. M.A.G., blue, acces-
sories, discs; cost £215, accept £196.—J. C.

Ivens, Stanmore, Kidderminster. [X0948

A.O. Wheel Steering Sociable, 1914, complete with
hood, wind screen, speedometer, 4 lamps and tools

;

€60.-31, Wilmington Av., Chiswick. [5163

M

NEW
MOTOR CYCLES

AT

REDUCED
PRICES.
SHOP-SOILED ONLY.

LIST PRICE. OUR PRICE.

fi63 ARIEL Combination, 6-7 h.p., CI ^rt
all-chain drive H^U

£172 15 B.S.A.Combination, 4i h.p.,all- jCl CC
chain drive, Lucas Magdyno SAOD

£i5o ENFIELD 8 h.p. Standard Com- PI QC
bination XlOU

£182 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, ri EC
Lucas JVIagdyno Lighting XlOU

£63 ENFIELD 2j h.p. 2-speeds £60

£60 LEVIS 2} h.p.. Popular Model x5U

£68 LEVIS 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed *0U
£172 MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Sports Com- P| CA

bination IlUU
£185 MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Standard C|cn

Combination otXUU
^tgi 10 MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Family P-|/JC

Combination *XUO
£155 MARTINSYDE 6 hp. Standard CiqC

Cniiilimation StlOS
£80 17 NEW IMPERIAL 2j h.p., 2-sp., CCQ

clutch and kick-starter XUI/

£115 TRIUMPH 4 h.p., Type H £100
£12710 TRIUMPH 4 h.p.. Type SD jPIln

£127 10 INVICTA 3I h.p., 3-speed, Idck- CinC
start, & Millford Sidecar, screen o&AUil

These machines may now be registered

at half usual taxation.

SECOND-HAND
(Overhauled and Guaranteed).

B.A.T.t 1920, 8 h.p. Comb. 3-speeds,

clutch and k.s. spare rim and tyre,

lamps, horn, speedometer, mirror, £10C
screen and pillion seat, tax paid *i«0

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 1921, 2% h.p.

Blackburne engine, 2-speeds clutch £CQ
and kick-starter, as new. Tax paid wOO

DOUGLAS. W.D. 4 h.p. Combination, 3- TOO
speeds, clutch and k.s.. as new XHO

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2jh.p.. 3-speeds. clutch, COf)
k.s. and accessories. Tax paid . . XOv

ENFIELD, 1917, 3 h.p.. 2-speeds, clutch CCC
and k.s.. lamps, horn tax paid . . Xv*#

MARTIN8YDE, 1921. 6 h.p. Combination,
3-spceds, clutch and kick-starter.

Electric lighting, speedometer, £1 i C
horn, windscreen, tax paid XIlU

NORTON, i9i<3, 3^- ^-V- Model B.S., OCn
Philipson pulley, tax paid XUU

N.U.T, 1920, 3*^ h.p. Twin, 3-speeds.

clutch and k.s., Lucas magdyno
lighting. Swan sporting sidecar. PI

-f
C

Tax paid XIla

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A..

and M.U.).

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE; E.7

Telephone 490 East Ham.
Telegrams " Egaraco, London."

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
BLERIOT-WmpPET, new July, inn 300. spare

wheel, speedometer. rever.=e; great bargain, £120.
—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W. 7. [5068

COVENTRY Premier, 1922, '4.wheel model; £250;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.

—

Eatchfle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.. W. [0730

DUOCAR, 8h.p. J.A.P., Binks carburetter, perfect
throitHhout, guaranteed; £38; any trial, examina-

tion.—Shair, Jeweller, Wellington, Salop. [X0949

MOROAIS^, 1920, G.P., lOh.p., w.c, hood, screen,
and electric; £145.—Dawe. c/o Dental Surgery,

216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington, W. [4743

1Q20 De Luxe Morgan, water-cooled, fully equipped,
-t.*' very fast; £145.—Hillier, 1, Thorpe Mews,
Cambridge Gardens, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [4843

1 t])21 Sporting 2.^eater, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P., water-cooled,
JLft/ very smart and economical; sell £175, or com-
bination and cash.— 179, Torridon Rd., Catford. [4391

A.C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped, mechanically
sound, good appearance, from £55 to £85: trial.—

29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.I. [3425

MORGAN De Luxe; JBS5; a.c, hood, screen, lamps,
tax paid, perfect; any trial; sacrifice; motor

cycle part.—257, Cavendish Rd., Balham, S.W. 12.
[4970

G.N., 1921, dynamo model, mileage 2,000; cost £275.
sacrifice £167.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16. Bishopsgate

Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5B*8.
[0075

NEW and Second-her.d Light Oars and Cycle Cars,

all makes; good selection in stuck; cash, easy pay-

ments, or esc)- ~ige.— Service Co.. 292, High Holborn,

W.C.I. [0S73

A.V. Monocar, 1919, electric light, discs, aluminium
body, hot-looking lot, overhauled; any trial l

best offer over £70, bargain.—76, Cromwell Rd.,

Luton. [4893

B.S.A. 1914 2-seater, Silent Knight engine, D.A. and
electric liglit, guaranteed mechanically sound;

£170- accept combination part exchange.— 121, Rose-

bery Av., EC.l. lASi^

-| Q21 Morgans, de luxe and Grand Prix models, for

X«/ immediate delivery; extended payments; ex-

changes.—Rey's, 378-384, Euston Rd., N.W. 'Phone ;

Museum 6436. [4945

CEOTTCH Cycle Car, 1914, 3 epeeds nnd reverse,

good running order, smart looking; £75.—Scotia
Motor Works, 80, Upper Tooting Ed., London, S.W.17.
Phone ; Streatham 2707. [5120

1Q20 (September) Aero Morgan, special lOh.p.

XJJ M.A.G. engine, electrically equipped, hood

and screen; £150.—Hillier, 1. Thorpe Mews, Cam-
bridge Gardens, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [4842

VICTOR 1915 Cvcle Car, 2-cyI., water cooled, 2

speeds and reverse, fast and quiet 2-seater, lamps
and horn; £85.—Butterworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane,

Brixton Hill. 'Plione: Streatham 2813. [4052

CARDEN-J.A.P., 8h.p., 1919, 3-speed, and kick from
seat, single-seater and dickey, nice condition;

£65, or exchange solo and cash; N. London; Scott

preferred.-Box 6,875, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. L4385

Q Q GNS.—Chater-Lea 2-seater, 2 speeds, reverse,

00 hood, screen, differential, running but wants

little attention; motor cycle exchange considered^

20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes, S.W. 13. [4976

A.V Monocar, late 1919, 6h.p., discs, electric light,

hood horn, insurance, tax paid, overhauled last

week, rebushed and 2 new tyres fitted very fast; £75,

or nearest offer.—Doyle, 22, Stanway Rd., Coventry.
[X0984

LATE 1920 Morgan De Luxe, water-cooled, electric

side lights, Lucas head lights, 2 spare chains,

spare tube, full kit of tools, perfect condition, paint-

work as new.—Baines, 166, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.
[X0977

TAMPLIN 2-seater Cycle Car, late 1920, 8h.p J.A.P.,

good condition, mileage 1,000, fast, comfortable,

"conomical ; nearest £90. or exchange good solo or com-

lination.—Stanley, 82, Mancrhouse Ed., Newcastle-on-

Tyne. [4578

GEAHAME-WHITE (new) 2-seater Buckboard, 2-

speed, clutch, kick starter, 2 brakes. Palmers, done

100 miles, excellent condition, licensed; any trial ;
cost

£105. OS new; £50; private owner.-sg. Last Hiil,

Wandsworth. L4667

GARDEN 2-seater, lato 1921, hood, screen, clock,

speedometer, spare wheel (nnnsed), electric,

beautiful outfit, insured, and tax paid; £110.--13,

Grenlell Rd., Netting Hill (Latimer Rd. Station

Metropolitan). [5024

MORGANS.—The latest models in stock; official

agents; trade distributors; exchanges and ex-

tended terms arranged; spares for all models.—Elce,

Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

Phone : Avenue 5548. [0073

MORGAN, late 1918 Grand Prix, very special lot,

engine lOli.p. water-cooled Precision, tax paid,

insurance paid up till Sept., 1922, C.A.V. lighting,

new tvres, Goodrich front, oversize Bates back, ma-
hogany dashboard containing switchboard, speedometer,

spot light and sight feed lubricator, new Binks carbu-

retter of latest type, colour primrose and black, disc

wheels ; the foregoing is open to any examination and
trial: reason for disposal, owner bought large cur; price

and furtlier particulars on request : a real end-of-season

bargain.—11 L. Kramer Mews, West Bromptou, London.
[3521

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B31
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

COVENTEY PUEjnEE 1921 8h.p., complete ivith

l30(Hl and ecreen, <lyu.nmo lighting, 3 speeds .nna

reverse, interciiingeable wlieels. spare irliee! and tyre,

dickev seat, tax paid, as new; £210; deferred paymeiits il

desired—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; ^'^^ A^^
Deansgate, Maucliester. [XU896

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.

SIDEOAK Taxi Combinations, cash or gradn.il-

County Cyele and Motor Co., Broad St., Birming-

ham. 1814a

£100 down and twelve monthly payments of i:20

secures London taxicab.—Details, Pahuer's ^ir"|^
Tooting. '"l^"

UNIQUE Opportunity to purchase fleet of 6 fullj

licensed motor cycle taxicabs, operating Brigh-

ton, B.S.A. 1921 pattern; leaving through illuefs;

investigation courted.—Apply, Bristol Garage, Ohurch

THE SAVOY STORES,

Great Bargains
at less than PRE-WAR

SALE PRICES.

CARS FOR SALE.

Place, Brighton. [4315

CARS FOR SALE,
T Srh.p. 5-seater, needs small repairs; cheap for cash.
XO —Webb, Lydbrook, Glos. [X0944

£50 down and 12 monthly payments £5 secures re-

liable 4-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £lO secures

12-14h.p. Fiat landaulet, repaiDted.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting.

OlOO down and 12 monthly payments £12/10 secures
oW iSh.p. Oakland touring, self-starting.—Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10
secures Piccard-Pictet 3,i landaulet, dynamo light-

ing.—Palmer's Garage, Tuoting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10 secures
Sheffield-Simplex ^4 landaulet.-Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

£275 Cash secures 18h.p. Meteor touring car, Sankey
steel wheels, dynamo lighting, extra good.—

Palmer's Garage, TootLng.

OAh-P- fca Buire Landaulet, small six, 4 speeds, de-
/WU tachable rims; £295.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-
ing.

1 /\h.p. Darracq Light 2-seater, 4 cyls., monobloc,
XU enclosed valves; exchanges; £l50.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting.

"I Q.9h.p. Scripps-Booth Coupe, seats 3, monobloc.
XO self-starting, dynamo lighting, detachable
wheels; £225.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£450 cash, brand new 1921 Peugeot 4-seater, llh.p.,

sell-starting, detachable wheels.-Palmer's Garage,
Tooting.

£550 Caeh.—1921 sports Charron 4-seater, dynamo
lighting and self-starting, 6 detachable wheels.

—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£160 cash, lOh.p. 1916 Alldays light car, 4^ cyls.

monobloc, -dynamo ' • ""
'

Garage,
[5117

lighting.-Palmer's
Tootio:

1 Ah-r- DarracQ 2-seater: new cost £600, , sacrifi( eXV £120.—Fiiirhurst, back -Mesuts St., Wigan. [4544

LEADER 20h.p. 2-seater. 4-cyl., running order; £50,
offers.— 60a, Gloucester Ed., Boscombe, Bourne-

mouth. [4498

LA LICORNE Car, 1920, 7-9h.p., 4-tyL, 2-seater.

guaranteed perfect ; £180, quick sale.—Caeco, 1,

Sidney St., Cambridge. [5060

EXCHANGES, Exchauge?,—Several email 2 and 4-

s^iatere ; bargain prices ; motor cycles taken part
exchange.—Seabridge (see Esihangesj. / [4803

FORD Touring Car. detachable wheels, good tyres,

electric lights, tax paid; £85; exchange Dongias
combination.—27, Sidmouth St., Devizes. [5002

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car. 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; 230 gns. ; terms cash or deferred pay-

ments.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
[0729

TKITMRULL 2-£eat*r, 1916, 4-iyl., ll.9h.p., 5 de-
tachable wire wheels, electric, lamps and horn,

hood and screen, good running order; £100.—Below.

O-SEATER jMas.s Car, rnnniug order, hood, efieen,
-^ lamps, etc.; £75.—Scotia Motpr 'U'orks, 80, Upper
Tooting 'Ed., London, S.W.17. 'Phone: StreJithnm
2707. [5121

D,E DION 2-seater, single-cyl., regroimd, new instoa.
new body, spares, convertible trade van, splendid

'oudition ;
photo : offers, or exchange late good make

*_ountersbaft cycle.—Balnagowan, Selkirk. [4471

K.E.LT. 1914 5-seater Touring-, 3 speeds and reverse
gate, det.nchjible rims, hood, screen, lamps, tiix

paid ; £95, or escliange.-Butterworths' Garage. 64,
Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone; Streatham 2813.

[4051

"I
Ql9 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, self-

-Lt/ starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as new,
perfect running order; £195. or exchange motor cycle
or combination and cash.—5, Norwood Rd., Heme
Hill, S.E.24. [4954
OVERLAND, new, fitted with £55 worth of extras.

18. 3b. p., tax paid, small 5-eeatei, painted light
blue; any examination and trial run given; lor sale at
reduced price, or would exchange tor cycle car and cash
to value.—Fuil particulars and photo from Box 6,924,
:^/o J'he motor Cycle. [4472

Special Clearance Lines

TYRES
ALL, SOUND GOOD STOCK.

WOOD-MILNE, 26 X 2i . . . . .... 25 /-

26x 2i • .. 30/-
26 X 3 or 650 X 65 . . 32/6

CLINCHER DE LUXE, Heavy. 26 x 2i
tofit26x2i 34/6

Also in DUNLOP and PALMER, etc., at

Special Low Prices. Post paid.

INNER TUBES
all sizes, real fine value, 6 /6 ea. Postage gd.

OUR SAVOY GAS HEAD LAMP.

Beautifully made of Solid Brass, will stand
any amount of vibration, gives a splendid
light. Our price complete, black' or plated,

only £2. Carriage paid^ •

B32

BELTS
Sizes : J" and |",

length 8' 6"

at 8/6 each

HORNS
The "Savoy"

12/6
Postage gd.

Special Offer

HALLITE
for making ex-
haust, induction,
or C3'linder wash-
ers, it, ^, i
thickness.

Any size cut.

2/- square foot.

Postage gd.

WEST NORWOOD invariably provides bargain-
hunters' requirements. Fifty vehicles always

actually stocked. Here's just a few ; 8h.p. Rover 2-

seater, £35; 1916',!i Warrick Auto-carrier, £45; All-

days chassis, £60; 1915V; Indian combination, £75;
12h.p. .Sizaire sporting 2-seater, £75; 12h.p. 4-cyl.

Duhanot 3-seater, dickey, monobloc, £85; 20-28h.p.
Darracq van, £85; White steamer, 5'seater. £85;
3-ton 1913 De Dion, worm drive, enclosed valves,

sample of dozen lorry bargains, £85; Mitchell sport-
ing 2-scater, bargain. £100; 8-lOh.p. 1913 light car
coupe, £125; G.W.K. 2-seater, £135; lOh.p. 1915
Whiting-Grant light car, £145; 12h.n. Gladiator tor-

pedo, £145; 8-lOh.p. 1920 Lawrence-Jackson 2-seater,

£165 ; lOh.p, Swift 2-seater, 4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed
valves, £165; Singer light car. £185; lOhj. 4-cyl.

light car, streamline 4-seater, £185; smart Fiat lan-

daulet, £185; many other landaulets, lots other cars,

£200 to £850; postcard brings lull printed list.

Callers rattling their money given extra special atten-
tion. Please call (and rattle).—Douglas S. Cox, the
absolutely straight motor man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill,

West Norwood. Established 1902. [3841

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
£100 down and twelve monthly payments of £25

secures a magnificent 3-ton lorry.—Details, Pal-

mer's Garage, Tooting. [4161

CARAVAN for Sale, 12h.p., may be used as lorry,

going order; £32, or nearest; stamp; first cheque.
—Steele, 27, Fraser Place, Aberdeen. [5046

IORKY (small), Adams lOIi-p., 3-speed and reverse,

J mag., carry 10-owt., do good service; £25.—
Butterworths' Garage. 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

'Phone: Streatham 2813. [4050

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
FOR Best Treatment and liest terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any inake, new or

second-hand,
W.G.:

write Service Co.. 292, High Holhorn,
10672

C.540. The "Savoy" Gener-
ator. Well-made and finished

10/6 each.

Our Combination Generator,

18./-

ANY MAKE
of

Motor Cycle
supplied.

Everything for the Motorist. Send
for List, "C" Dept., or, better still,

give us a call.

THE SAVOY STORES,
T. BATH & Co., Ltd.,

Savoy Street, Strand, W.C.2.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

HALIFAX.—£X0 deposit and £5 monthly purchases
1920 Edmund, £59/10; 1914 SMth.p. Humber

combination, £49/10 ; 3V)b.p. Bradbury couibination,
£59/10; 3V>b.p. Premier combination, £59/10: 3iAh.p.

t'remier solo, £39/10; 6h.p. Rex combintition, £49/1(5;
7-9h.p. twin Peut;eot, £37/10; 3V2I1-P- clutch Triumph,
£42/10; Tamplin 1920 8h.p. 2-seater, fine condition,
£115; Triumph combination, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed,
£55/10.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-
fax. [4599

ENGINES.
FOR Sale, 2V4h.p. M.C. engine, complete; what offers?

-83, Little -Albany St., N.W.I, [4539

PREMIER Engine, 3'/'b.p., complete less cylinder,

piston, tappets; £3.-51, High St., Chatteris. [4019

6h.p. Peugeot Engine, carbiirettfir, silencer, everything'
new : £7.—h'uirhurst, buck Mesnes St., Wigan.

[4542

O.H.V. 4h.p. Twin, Araac, Bosch, make fine sport-

ing solo; £15-—Tonge, Holmesfield, Sheffield.

[4829

THREE 2'j4h.p. Douglas Engines, in good order, lor

sale ch€ap.—Pugh Engineering Works, Shirley Rd.,
Croydon. [4618

BARGAINS; 4\4h!p. Quadrant unit, £12/10.; En-
field twin engine, £4.—Searles Stores, . South-

boroush. [5042

8h.p. J.A.P. Engine, Mabon pulley, exhausts and
silencer, good condition; £11.-179. Earlafield Ed.,

Wandciworth. _ [4459

4h.p. Antoine and 2^4h.p. Hobart (4-stroke), complete;
sell or exchange ior 2-stroke.—Hills, -47, Halkyii

Ed., Chester. [4499

5-6h.p. Eex, fitted Mabon clutcb, good order, £8/5;
magneto for same, £2.—A. Fogden, Him^ton

Dairy Chichester. [4412

J.A.P. 8b. p., W.C., with carburetter, no mag., all

water pipes, suit light car; £20.—West, 50, Mai-
den Rd., Acton,, W.3. [4762

33.h.p. Single, o.h.v., 67x85, complete magneto, car-
4 buretter, controls ; £12/10 ; write particulars,—

37, St. Luke's Ed., Maidstone. [4399

ENGINE, 23/4h.p., long stroke, E.I.C., B. and B.,

adjustable tappets and pulley, beautiful condi-

tion* £9/10.—Decourcy, Frankfort St., Birmingham.
[4720

NEW Blackburne 4h.p. Engine, complete with Amac
carburetter and Thomson-Bennett magneto; bar-

gain, £23 ; approval against cash.—Bastone's, 228, '

Pentonville Rd., King's Ci-oss, London, N.l. Tel.:

.2481 North. [5128 i

BROLEE 2-stroke Engines.—One of our many testi-*

iiKinials :
" My combination pulls like a 5h.p.

twin. Liveiidge and Meriden are easy top gear climbs

[5V> to 1)." You can travel 5 to 50 m.p.h. and as

long as you like on Brolers.—Brooks, Trailer and Cos,

Narboiough, Leicester. [X0538

HEPPELTHWAITE'S, Engine Specialists.— 6I1. p. De
Dion w.c. unit, £10; 4^^h.p. Precision unit, £10;

6h p. twin Premier unit, crank case damnged. £9;
4h.p. o.h.v. J-A.P.. £9, unit; 3V2h.p. Fiifnir, £3: 3V2h.p. 1

Rex, a.i.v., £3; 2V2h.p. Peugeot, £2/10; White andn
Poppe, less cylinder and pif^ton, £2 ; 4y2b.v. Precisionn

cvliuder, 37/«; rear Rex cylinder, 30/-; 2i4h.r. Min-ii

eWa, £3/10 ; P. and M., a.i.v., £3; others. 'PhcHfteti

1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Ltmibeth, LonAmfi
S.W.8. [4631:
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ENGINES.
INlllAN.—A few Toirerplua 7-91i.p. engines nt the

leluarknbly low iilioe of £15/16 each.-^Sniith'a, 86".

Clinll; I'arm Rd. (omiosite Clialk Fami Tube Station).

London. 'Plione: Hnuipstead 2767. [4800

J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines.—
1 have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and

parts in England; over 30 engines always in stock to

select from, and the price: 5h.ii. twins. £17/10; Sh.p..

fitted Kith new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; and
Sh.p. at £18/10. Parts: Sh.p. .J.A.P. crank, cases,

50/- pair; Sh.p. crank cases, 40/- pair; Sh.p. cam
wheels, complete, 15/- each ; valves complete, 4/- each

;

valve guides, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 eacli; ex-

haust valve and inlet cap, 4/- each; tappets complete,
2/6 each; cam levers, mlet and exhaust. 4/- each;
gudgeon nins, 5/- each ; and all parts for J.A.P.
engines. Stamp for reply.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd..
Wandsworth. [3665

I

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

H B.L

H.B. Ignition Co. carry large storks of new and
second-linnd magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42, 45,

50. 55, and 180° single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Tiinmph. P.M.,
B.S.A.. J.A.P.. Douglas, etc.. £2/10, postage 1/6.

C.A.V. clock twin, for 2%b.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.

TT.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. sends all magnetos on approval ag:ain3t cash.
Every magneto dispatclied carry H.B. 12 months'

guarantee
x.

H.B. Ignition Co. (Tlione: Brixton 610), 78, New
Park Rd., Briston Hill, London. [0694

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. lor repairs and
new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

written guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair undei
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

raany ol the largest concerns, you need have no hesita-
tion in placing your repairs and orders with us.

EELIANCE manulacture and stock spares for

Thomson-Bennett, E.l.C, Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch.
Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws for
every make. 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free ol

charge upon any question concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-
tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
w-e have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John
St., E-C.l, for new and second-hand magnetos.—

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, waterproof, vari-
able ignition. These magnetos leave us in per-

fect condition, and carry ou9 guarantee to either
replace or refund cash if found unsatisfactory. Single-
cyls., clock or anti. suit any machine, 55/-; 45, 48,
50, 55, 180 deg., for J.A.P., Clyno, Douglas, etc., 55/-.
—See below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, brand new, single and twin-cyl..
ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe, O.K., or any

lightweight, single or 180° twin. 55/-.

E.l.C. Magnetos, absolutely brand new, not shop-
soiled, ready to fit on Triumph. P. and M.,

B.S.A., Norton, Sunbeam, etc., £4 ; the above are
genuine E.l.C. standard fitting magnetos.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, 1-cyl.. suitable for any stationary engine

or big single. £3/15; twins, any degree, ready to drop
on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; powerful
spark at low speed. All the above magnetos are watfr-
proot, variable ignition, and guaranteed 12 months;
postage 1/6.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon lor a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their work 4

to see any of the above on test. Magneto list
giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John St.. London
E.C.I. [1071

LIGRTING. Lighting. Lighting. Lighting. Lighting.
Lighting. Lighting.—Below.

I
T IGIiTING Sets, electric, comprising ol 4 volt 20

!

J-' amp. accumulator, new, in case, head li-^ht, tail
' lamp, switch, and v/Iring, £1/17/6 per set.—Below.

LIGHTING.—Head lamp and generators, 17/- nair-
only 200 left, ex-W.D. stock.-Below.

*

LIGHTING.—Accumulator. 4 volt 20 amp., new, in
case. 14/- each: tail lamp, switch and wire 10/--

head himp, 16/- each; po.stage extra on above.—Motor
Cycle Accessories Co., 868a, Old Kent Rd., S.E. [5189
T>. and M. Magneto, guaranteed complete, sproclcet,
-- chain, and new plug. £2/5/6.—Below.
"ItfAGNETOS for all machines from £2. postage
:^J- extra.—Motor Cycle Accessories Co., 868a, Old
Kent Rd., S.E. [5179

"]Vf"-L Singles 30/-, ThomsoD-Tlennett 40/-; carriage 1/6.
,

J7J. —84. Groeneide Kd., Croydon. [4660

The

Bi-Flex

SPRING FORK

Have yon noticed the large
number of successful Motor
Cycles in all speed and relia-
bility IriaJs. ihat are fitted with
the BRAMPTON BI-FL,£X? Here
are a few reasons why;

—

THE exclusive double-action principle on
which the •; BRAMPTON " Bi-Flex Spring

Fork is designed facilitates an independent

and simultaneous movement of the wheel in the

direction of the lines of force produced by
horizontal and vertical shocl^s, whilst the suc-

cessful combination and arrangement of the

springs, acting m compression, respond to the

slightest vibratory movement or the irregularities

of the worst road surfaces with masterly

effectiveness.

Another feature which has contributed to make
The "BRAMPTON" Bi-Flex Spring Fork

famous, and so universally popular with riders,

is the simplicity and efficiency of the patent

adjusting arrangement of the links and rocker

bars, by means of which lateral instability is

entirely eliminated.

Measurement form and descriptive booklet

illustrating models for Motor Cycles from

2i h.p. upwards free on request, applications

for which are invited.

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.,

Oliver Street,

BIRMINGHAM,

A^

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

K.L.G. Sparking Plugs, wonderlul value, 4 for 5/-.

post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St.,- Wolver-
hampton,

'

[5031

DYNAMOS. 6 V. 8 amp., cut-out, Lucas, third brush

control: £5 each.—Jenner, 165, Church- St..

Mitehnm. [4070

ELECTRIC Lighting Set. head lamp and tail; ofierj,

or exchange lor acetylene set.—Turner, Bid-

borough, Kent. [^'331

LUCAS Dynamo Lighting Sets, complete, from £7
each.—Dept. H.I., Leslie Dixon and Co., 9.

Colonial Av., Minories, E.l. [0709

C.A.V. Ma.gn©tos.—Estrnordinary bargains. Brand
new 180° twin or single, approval against cii-sh,

38/6, carriage free.—Langfords, 37, Cricklewood Broad-
way. N.W.2. [4848

LTJCAS E3 Dvnamo, switchbos, cables, head, side,

tail lamps, accumulator, £14; Lucas electric horn.

push, and wires, 55/- [new).— 60, Baker St., SparkhiU.
Birmingham. (D) 14501

GOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Mngnetos.-Having
purchased tlie entire stock of the following makes

of miignetos, we are able to ofler them at large dis-

counts.—Below.

BOSCH Single, clock or anti. £3; Thomeon-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45. 50. 55. 180°,

£2/15: O.A.V.. single or twin, clock or anti. £2/10:
special long driving spindles for Rudge, 10/- extra;
postage on the above ninguetos 1/6 extra.-Below.

LL these magnetos are iitted with variable igni-

tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates,

ready to be immediately iitted on. Please state make
of engine when ordering.—Below.

GOVERNMENT Surplus New Plugs in boxes.—A.C.
(Titan), 1/6; K.L.G., type E7, detachable, 2/6.—

Below.

HIGH Tension "Wire, new. unperished, 9rnm. 5d, per

yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7mm.. 4d. per yard, 25
yard coil 6/-; 5mui.. 3*1. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/--

3mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.—Below.

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, 1/-: 3 mm..
9d. See other goods under Parts and Accessories.—

Below.

ALL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt
of cash; money refunded if not satistied.—hteiow.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,
New Park Rd.. Brixton Hill. London, 3.W. Tel.

:

Streatham 2393. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London
[4421

MAGNETOS by C.A.V.'s. Bosch, and Thomson-
Bennett, 50% below cost; see last or next week's

issue of this paper.—Vale Engineering Syndicate, 8-11,

Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.G. 3, [0700

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, for blades, screws, etc., cures misfiring;

Jebron screws, fit Bosch mags., 10/6 pair; old screws,

any make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return pogt,

JEBRON, the pioneer motor contact, registered
March, 1907, and March, 1921; hundreds of un-

solicited testimonials.—Jebron, 38, Herbert Ed., Wool-
wich,S.E.18. [0001

|^ONTINE]\;rAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repair Con-
V> tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Bosch,
U.H., Eiseraaiin. Mea. Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berling
magnetos, we can naturally give you better service.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6.

slip rings 6/6. il.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-
and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guaran-
teed for 12 months, and redespatched to you in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.,

Rd., Chiswick, London.
13. Hardwick

[2284

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.-BOBch
Bosch,

6-cyl., 37/6: single
enclosed, £3 ; lightweight, enclosed, 55/-

;

Dixie. 38/6: Ruthardt. 38/6; Bosch open type, 30/-;
tiemltler coils. 5/-.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth,
London, S.'W.8. [4633

MOTORISTS and Motor Cyclists.—Don't buy new
plugs. Fouled and choked plugs renewed by my

process arc good m new. I sove you 4/3 on every plug.

Plugs renewed 9d. per plug.—A. Smith, 35, Barnwell
Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. [5206

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Palmer's
Garage. Tooting. Reply paid, quotation tele-

graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed
in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.

—

Pidmei's Garage, Tooting, [4162

AGNETOS.—Thomson-Bennett, clock or anti clock-
wise, 42, 45, 50, 55, 180°, and single-cyl. 4-

stroke. 50/-; 2-stroke, 45/-; variable ignition, new,
waterproof, guaranteed; write for illustrated particu-
lars.—Super Power Co., 81, Northside, Clapham, S.W.4.

[5061

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-
lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,

ond oiEcially appointed by the B.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of every description ; all repairs at lowest pos-
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-ryl. magnetos in stock,

nil guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co. , 78, Hampstead Rd. , Euston, London, N.W. 1

.

'I'lione; Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumaguelec, Eusrond,
London. [6015

M^

I

All letters relatinfi to advertisements should a-i:ote tiie uiimber at tlic end oS e;!t!) advertisement, and the date of the issue. a25
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THERE is a Service Depot iii_evei-yJai'ge town^
to-day for

^ IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos, and can be relied upon to give you good

service. AI. BI, AO, KBI, KB2V. KZ2V type spares
stdcked; prices moderate; 12 months' written guaran-
tee,—Charles Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd., Acton.
London. [2764

MAGNETO and Dynamo Repairs Service, also self-

starters, batteries, and general electrical equip-
ment are speedily and thoroughly repaired by tne
Runbakeu Repairs and Spures SerTiee, all work
turned indistinguishable from new. Spare parts for

every known make.—Connecticut Service Station.

Call
quotation. Head Office and Works,

Derby St., Cheetham, Hanchester; Manchester town
<Jepot, 288, Deansgate; London depot, 115, Gt. Port-
land St.. W.l ; Leeds depot, 52, Woodhouse Lane

;

Liverpool depot, 65, Eenshaw St.; Birmingham depot,
192, Corporation St.; Bristol depot, 14, Colston St.;
Paris depot, 40, Rue Brunei. [0258

NISCO, Ignition Specialists to the trade. Actual
manufacturers of spare parts for magnetos,

^nomos, etc. Repairs to all makes of magnetoa, car
lighting equipment, electrical and scientific instruments.
All work gutiranteed —National Ignition and Supplies
Co., Pugh Works, Shirley Ed., Addiscombe, Ciovdon.
'Phone: 435 Croydon. [2381'

FOR Immediate Disposal. — Thomson Bennett,:
C.A.V., all degrees, siugle and twin, leads,:

and Taiiable ignition, for all machines, £2/12/6, in-
cludes postage ; Bosch £3, postage extra, 1/6. We
lorward immediately all magnetos on approval
against cash. Money refunded if dissatisfied.—The
Central Motor and Ignition Works, 14a, Lough-
borough Ed., Briston, Loudon, S.W.9. [5213

24-hour repair service.

_ . _ to all types of magnetos

:

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists ; official Indian elec-
trical service station; TJiomeon-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.D.
test bencli before despatch, and ther-efore carry out
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins nil degrees;
".pare parts for all makes in etoek ; charged accumu-
lators, an voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, Vs-watt and vacuum bulbs, all -voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,
329, Eiiston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
5034. T.A.: Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [0265

TYRES.
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-

bridge.

GREAT Reductions in motor covers and tubes; brand
new and guaranteed.; money refunded if tyies not

approved of.

0^x2 Dunlop Heavy, 34/6; tubes, 7/6.-^Robinscn's.

O/J.X^'4 Dunlop ' Heavy, 36/3; tubes, 6/-.—JRobin-
iQrt son's.

0^x2 Dunlop Heavy, 36/6; tubes. 8/-; Wood-Milne,
^\M 25/-; combination, 44/-; clearance tubes, 4/6.
—Robinson's.

EUSTON Ignition Co.';
Guaranteed repairs

Q£?x2,'/4 Dunlop Heavy,
/Q v> extra heavy, 55/3

;

37/3; tubes,* 8/3; Dunlop
tubes, 9 /6 ; Bates heavy,

45/-; Palmer. 30/-; Wood-Milne combination, 35/6;
Beldam combination, 55/6; ' Matchless, 20/-; Pedley,
20/-; clearance tubes, 4/6.—Robinson's.

<r>/*x23s Dunlop Heavy. 41/6; extra heavy, 49/6;
/WO tubes. 9/-; Palmer. 35/-; Avcn studded, 30/-;
Dunlop clearance, heavy. 30/-; extra heavy, 34/-; John
Bull, 48/6; Mcscley, 30/-; Bates, 50/-; Hutchinson
passenger, 30/-; cleai-ance tubes, 6/-.—Robinson's.

Ql? x2'.2 to Fit 2''i Thinlop Heavv, 46/-; extra heavy,
"WO 55/3; tubes, 9/6; John Bull, 48/6; new tubes,

6/6; clearance tubes, 4/6.—Robinson's.

[x3 Avon Extra H^avy, 50/-; tubes, 6/6.—Robin-
son's.

fit American rims; £65
Robinson's.

28>
OQX3V2 Dunlop,
/^*y Eobinson's.

/? K/|x65 Avon Extra Heavy, special bargain price,

\jO\J 42/6; tubes, 6/6; Dunlop Jheavy, 46/9; extra

heavy, 53/3; Dunlop tubes,

fy i\i\x800 Dunlop Heavy,
i \y\J tubes, 10/6.—Robinson's.

XTERBERT

1 / -.—Robinson' s.

46/9; extra heavy, 53/3

ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cam-
[5090bridge.

6//» Only is the cost of repairing that damaged tyre
/ O vi yom's.—Below.

SEND Tour Tyre by post to-day. We guarantee
thoroughly sound job.—Below-

made equal
and 25/-.—Below.

OLD Covers Retreaded with rubber studsj

to new ag; 12/6, 15/6. 20/-,

"pOST To-day toJPhoenix Tyre Repairing Co._^ 224,

B
THE Difference between a good retread ajid a bad

one is its mileage

Sherlock St., Birmingham.

ASTONE'S lor Covers and Tubes; no
cheaper house.—See jSisplayed adverts.

[X0919
better or

[2344

try us; watch results.
Rubber Works, Mel Ton Mowbray.

KEMPSHALL N*w Clearance,
2 22/6, 26X214 27/6.

Melton
[0636

26x2i/jX2V4 30/-, 26x
Light Car and Motor Cycle

Tulse Hill, Briston. [5215

I

OUR RE-CONDITIONED

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

55 Guineas^iB
Or £15 down,
and 12 instal-

ments of £3:18:4
They afe the standard W.D.
2j h.p. 2-speed machines
completely rebuilt.

Practically Indistinguishable

from new. Over 50% new parts,

including new tyres, belt, chain,

carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all partsof the country.

Supplied with bags, tools,
and pump, or completely
equipped with lamps and

horn, 3 Guineas extra.

Special Terms to Trade.

DOUGLAS
FRAMES
2| h.p. and 4 hp.

RENOVATED,
STOVE ENAMELLED,

TESTED.

£S-10-0
each.

Carriage Extra.

Write for full list of surplus
Douglas parts.

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVIotor Engineers,

!• TYRES.
f)^ Apconnt of redurtion in tie price of tries,v-' tmdermentioned prices are loduoed liy 10%.
0^x2 Hutchinson Kubbex-studded 22/3.

^Ax^Vi Clincher de Luxe Rubber-stod Heavy 26f-.'

0^x2 Hutchinson Brooklamds E.S. 26/5, Palmer
^\^ cord heavy 34/6.

Q fix 21.1 Duttlcp Heavy 36/-, Macintosh chain 32/3,^y9 Bates special heavy 34/9. Palmer cord heavy
34/9. Palmer cord 34/9, Rom combination 41/9, Avon
combination 38/9, Avon Sufistone 32/9, Wood-Milue
combination 46/-, Beldam combination 35/-.

p£Jx2% Palmer Cord Heavy 35/3, Clincher de Lnie
/WV extra heavy 27/9, Palmer cord 35/9, Dunlop
heavy 35/9, Dunlop extra heavy 41/-, Avon tricax
32/9, Hutchinson passenger P,.S. 32/9..

Ofi X 2% X2V4 .Avon Rubber-studded 24/6, Avon

31/-.
heavy rubber 29/6, Hutchinson rubber-studded

non-skid.

g5QX65

O^. X2'/' Rom Ckimbination 45/-, Macintosh chaia
/*" 35/9, Hutchinson rubber-studded T.T. 33/-,
Dunlop heavy 45/-, Avon Sunstone 42/6, Wood-Mihxe
e-xtra strong 34/6, Wood-Milne special 31/7.

^K/\X65 Wood-Milne Extra Strong 40/-, Palmer
fitJvf cord (light car pattern) 41/6, heavy rubber

(for Yoiturette rims) Dunlop Steel-

studded 47/6, Dunlop 3-ribbed 45/-, Dunlop
grooved 42/6, Burnett grooved 30/-.

0^X3 (for 650x65 rims, equivalent to 700x80 for
'

/WO 650x65 rims) Englebert Touring Rubber-
studded 30/-, ditto passenger ditto 32/6, ditto superior
reinforced 37/6.

TAAX75 (to fit 650x65 rims) Hutchinson Small
I \J\J Car 3-ribbed 55/-.

ly/\/^x80 (to fit 650x65) Wood-Milne Extra Strong

QQx3 (to fit American rims) Dunlop Heavy 45/-.
/w O Clincher de Luxe-extra heavy 45/-, Wood-Milne
extra strong 32/6, ditto 3-ply 28/-.

Heavy 50/-,

each, butt-end 6d.
vulcanise

manufacturers, otherwise quite new, 5/6.

THE Above Lines are sent 7 days on approval, and
iorward passenger train, carriage paid.

REMEMBER, the reputation and guarantee of

Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

F.MANTTF.T, and Co., Tj-re Factors, 27, Belgrade

Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores : 37a, Balls

Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N. Tel. : Dalston 3161.
[07r.2;

SCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to par-

chase their tyres from McAithur, Hill and Co.,

47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. ',1654

A FEW Real Bargains for Scottish Reefers, surplus

Government, etc. covers and tubiw. Write for

list.—McAithnr-HiH, 47, Carnii St., Glasgow. [1653

TRY Our 3,000 mile lefteead. Eepnixs of everr

description. High.class workmanship guaranteed.

Return carriage Beid.-Buiton Vulcanising Co., Buxton,
Derbyshire. W255

ORST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray. [0347

of Wood-Milne
,, ^ It condition, at
all goods carriage paid on approval

25/-; extra.

i) Qx3 (to fit 2V-' rims) Dunlop Extra
/*0 Dunlop heavy 45/-.

NEW Tubes, in all sizes, 71- each, --
extra ; tubes with one small vulcanised patch by

H

B^

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—Special oHer __

Keygrip covers, new and in perfect condition, at

50% off list prices;
against remittance.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26x2 heavy, ...
heavy, 30/-; £6xZ'A heavy, 26/10; extra heavy,

34/-.

IiiCONOMIC—Wood-Milne 26xZ'A heavy, 31/18T
-J extra heavy, 36/-; 28x2y2 (American), extra

heavy, 40/4.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne 650x65 heavy, 32/-; 700

X80 heavy, 43/6; extra heavy, 46/6.

ECONOMIC—The following are W.D. clearance, new,

and in perfect condition.

ECONOMIC—26x2J4 Bates special heavy, 33/-;

Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy, 33/9.

ECONOinC—26x2% Bates special heavy No. I,

34/6- No. 2, 36/6; Clincher de Lnxe heavy, SO/-',

Hutchinson passenger, 32/6; Tourist Trophy, 30/-S

.

all oversize for 2^ rims.

ECONOMIC—26x2'?x2ii Clincher de Luxe hea^,
35/-; listed £2/17/6.

(oversize 2in. rims), Clincher

(6; listed 46/-.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rtlbber stnfl,

24x2, 26/3; 24x2>S, 29/-; 26x2, 28/9; 26X2;4

ECONOMIC 24x2)4 , -

de Luxe heavy, 27/6; listed 46/-.

314. New Cross Rd., S.E.14. i

[922« '
ECONOMIC Tyre Co.

'Phone: New Cross 1393

HOMERTOIsr Bargnins.—New Avon 01 MichaSj

rteel-studded covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each
:
nOT .

Beldam clearance covers, all sizes 30/- each jexcegt

?Rv3 and 650x65, 40/- each, 700x80 50/- each).—

HOTertmRubtSr Worts. Broobby'a Walk. Homeitrai.

E,«Engineering Co., 26

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.

[0331
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TVRES.
CENTRAL Garage.—Buy your tyres at the right

price. We have the finest selection of Mvers in

London, and. what is more, we give tree with every

order a portable vulcaniser.

OHx^Vi Dunlop Rubber-studded 31/6. Wood-Milne
/WO H. 25/., E.II. 30/-.' Palmer cord heavy 31/-.

Goodyear E.H. 30/-, Bates 31/-.

OCx2% Dunlop Uubbor-studded H. 36/-, E.II. 42/6,
/*0 Palmer cord E.H. 34/-, Clincher E.H. 27/-.

Avon H. 30/-, Moseley 11. 29/-, Hutchinson T.T. 29/-,

or Passenger 32/6, Bates 31/6.

OCx2'/2>;2Vi Dunlop E.H. 45/-, Clincher E.H. 30/-,
/SO Avon H. 25/-. or E.H. 30/-, Hutchinson T.T.
37/6.

OA>-'2'/2 Wood-Milne H. 30/-, or E.H. 35/-, 26x3x
/*" 2'/i Dunlop rubber-studded heavy 45/-, 26x3
Wood-Milne H, i"fe/6, E.H. 40/-.

OQX2V2 (to fit American rims) Dunlop extra heavy
/VO 45/-, Wood-Milne H. 40/-, 28x3 Dunlop rubber
E.H. 47/6, Wood-Milne E.H. 30/-, KempshaU 30/-.

/» e;/\X65 Goodyear E.H. 30/-, Wood-Milne II. 32/-,Otiv Dunlop giX)OVed voiturette 47/6, Burnett
for voiturette 30/-, Dunlop steel-stud 47/6.

lynrkXSO Wood-Mllne E.H. 45/-, International
t \f\J grooved 55/-, Englebert touring 32/-, pas-
senger 34/-, or super-reinforced 42/-, these Englebert
covers are real fine, are marked 26x3, but are quite
suitable for 650x65 rims; tubes of all sizes at 6/6
sach.

WE have a special line of Palmer cord tyres, 26in.,
for 2in. or 2l^in. rims, which we can supply

Itt the exceptional price of 24/6, or, with tube, 30/-;
only a few left; orders executed in strict rotation.

ANY of the Above Covers will be sent on approval
against cash, and money will be willingly re-

funded if you are not satisfied. Please include 1/6
(or carriage, and make all cheque and Post Orders
payable to The Central Garage, 302, London Rd.,
Thornton Heath. [4967

CLINCHER de Luxe Heavy Covers, 26x2y2X2',4in.,
half list prices, guaranteed new, not "W.D. or

Clearance : 30/- each ; carriage paid.—Cryspal Garage.
86, Church Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.19. [3082

TXRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
including retreading buret covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66. High St.. West Brom-
wich. [6068
Q^x2i^ New Beaded Covers, 24/-; new best quality*" tubes, 24x2li 5/-, 26x2 6/-, 26x2l/, 6/6, 26x
21,2 7/6, 26x21/2x21/4 8/-, 26X3 9/-. 700x80 9/6, 760x
75 10/-, 28X3 10/6; new rubber belts, 6ft. Zin.xlin.,
10/6; 15in. inflators, 2/3; sent approval, carriage
gaid, receipt remittance,—Palmer.s Garage, Tooting,
W. [511S

.;
TANKS.

J ITIANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.—Coventry
-- Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [X8993
fpANK tor Triumph, new, 42/-; 1910, 1921.-Coventry
-1- Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [X8992
TANKS Re-enamelled from 10/6.—Bright and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.
___ [4937THANKS Repaired, re-en.ninelled; any pattern made:
JL cut pii'^ei; expert workmanship.—Edmonds, 192
Beaimiont E<1., Plymouth. [4627
"DRADBURY Tanks Re-enamelled, makers' transfers:
J-» 15/6.—Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
at.. Camberwell, London. [4936

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd.. makers to the principal
manulactvre-s; petrol tanks for any style sup-

plied, extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [7464

B.B.F. Co., Melbourne Rd., Coventry. 'Phone : No.
,

1965. Petrol tanks of any description made and
:
repaired; trade enquiries solicited; work guaranteed.

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 5, Richard St., At-

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25
i

y^^rs. [3601
TANKS Re-enamcllcd Makers' Colours, design, and

transfer, first-class work, prompt return.—Donald
I Enamellers to the Trade, 138, Glover St., Deritend'
I Birmingham. [X0946

j
TiOUGLAS 4h.p. Tanks, brand new, unused, plated

I
--' filler and unions fitted, latest type (round
edges): £2/18 each.—la Works. Paradise Rd., Green
Lanes, Highbury, N.5. [4826

j

fpANKS.—Any pattern made, repaired, re-enamelled,
I

-- and returned in double quick time; first-class
;

workmanship
; trade enquiries invited.—G. Day, 27,

1
St. Luke's Rd., Birmingham. [3653

.
fpRIUMPH Riders.-We are supplying a special large

1

- 2'/2 gallon tank for this machine: old tank
taken in part payment; write for full particulars.-
Forfleld Motors, Forfleld Place, Leamington Spa.

[X0990"TRIUMPH Riders.—Large capacity tanks, holdi'n- 21/
-^ gallons netrol, 31/2 pints oil, fine tapuretl design^
large dome fillers, beautifully made; £2/18, enamelled
makc^' colours 12/- extra.-Park Works, la. Paradise

[Ed., Highbury, N.5. [3845
I'FAIJKS Repaired, re-enamelled; partition leakage.
[,7 urip feeds, burnt and smashed tanks rebuilt, etc.;
re-enamelling, makers' colours, designs and transfers
guaratiteed; prompt return.—Park Works, la, Paradise
Kd., Orecn Lanes, Highbury, London, N.5. [1759

Cars and Motor Cycles

No. 2 COMPLETE MOTOR
CYCLE SET includes : 4 volt,

3-4 amp., direct current charging

dynamo. Head Lamp 5| inches, best

quality, with bulb and bracket.

Tail Lamp with bulb, accumulator

in strong metal case with clips and

switches. Necessary wiring, special

pulley, dynamo bracket and belt

£11-2-0
COMPLETE SIDECAR SETS

from

£12 - 18 - 4

DIRECT CURRENT
CHARaNG DYNAMOS.

6 volt 5 amp., £7-0-0
4 volt 3-4 amp., £5-10-0

EASILY FITTED to Triumph, Douglas,

Zenith, Norton, A.J.S., Blackburne,

etc., and all outside flywheel machines.

ALL TYPES OF MOTOR
LAMPS AND ACCESSORIES

SUPPUED.

Full particulars of 6 volt MOTOR CYCLE
SETS, AND LIGHT CAR SETS from:

THE

ASTRA DYNAMO Co.
no, VICTORIA ST., S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 7545.

TANKS.
TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and

re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds ol

fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.

—Send postage for illustrated price list to A. Green,
Water St. Chapel St.. Salford. Manchester. Tel. :

2191 Central. [0256

BELTS.
NEW Clipper Belts.—Sft.x'/iin. 11/6, 8ft. 6in.x'!,iin.

13/-, 8tt. 6in.x%in. 14/-, 8Jt. 6in.xlin. 16/9.

W.D; Bel!s.— 6tt. 6in.x%in. 10/-; new Pedley belts,

clearance, 6ft. 6in.x%in. 10/-; clearance belts,

elt.xlin. 8/6.

H. EJVIANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Rd.. Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores : 37a,

Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N. Tel. : Dalston
3161. [0726

BALATA-CHROME Combination V Belts, suitable

for variable pulleys and wet weather conditions;

500 more belts oHered lor trial on the following terms :

%in. 1/6. lin. 1/9, Hkin. 2/- per loot, plus .1/-

postage ; fasteners 9d. each.—Pollin and Son, HoUing-
ton, St. Leonards-on-Sea. [3586

CENTRAL Garage, 302, London Rd., Thornton
Heath, S.E., offer Clipper belts, brand new.

packed in original cases, at the following exceptional

prices: %in., 6ft. 6in. 11/-, 8ft. 12/-, 8ft. 6in. 13/6:
%in., 71t. 6in. 13/6. 6ft. 5in. 12/-, 8ft. 6in. 14/-; Im.,

8ft. 6in. 17/-; all other sizes kept at pro rata figures;

all sent on approval against cash; please include 1/-

postage [4963

CARBIDE.
FINEST Carbide, cwt. lots 23/6, f.o.r.. c.w.o.

:
packed

in lb. \im, gross or holt gross lots, 6/9 per dozen.—
Sports Depot, Denby Dale, Huddersfield. [4435

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
gas yield, all sizes; cwt. 30/-,- i/i-cwt. 18/-, 28 lb.

10/6; drums free.—Young, Importer, Misterton.
Somerset. [7180

CARBIDE.—Guaranteed highest quality, 24/- metric
cwt., all meshes; immediate delivery; carriage

forward: drums free.—Kemp's Garage, Importers.
Louth, Lines. tX0853

CARBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield. British

Acetylene Association standard, 25/- cwt. drums
free, all meshes; stock at 22 depots; immediate de-

]iTery.—Elloc Cycle Works, Importers, Gedney Drove
End, Wisbech, [3972

CARBIDE, 25/- cwt., drum free, cash with order,

free on rail Aberdeen, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh.
Glasgow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull. Leeds, London,
Lowestoft, Newcastle, Preston, Manchester, Port Talbot,

Runcorn, Sharpness, Swansea, Yarmouth.—B. C. Mad-
dock, Wareham, Dorset. [2596

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery ol all sizes in 1 lb..

2 lb., and 6 lb. lever lid tins and 2 cwt. drums,
labelled or plain for retailers' own labels, quality
guaranteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the
cheapest firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and
Engineering Co.. Ltd.. Moorfiold Works. Armley.
Leeds. IS312

PATENTS.
MOTOR Cycle Manufacturers.—The owner of Patent

relating to Spring Roller Motor Cycle Leg Shields,

adaptable to any design machine, desires to negotiate
with any firm for the sale of patent rights or the grant-

ing of licence to manufacture under Royalty.—Box
6,941, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4671

PATENT AGENTS.

JE. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New St., Birmingham.
• 'Phone: 5816 C. Patents guide free. [9067

CONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Rd..
London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2416

PATENTS Advice, handbook* free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.G.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.O.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings.

London, W.C.2. 'Phono : Museum 3651. [1049

FLETCHER WILSON, of Coventry, Chartered Patent
Agent and Registered United States Patent

Attorney.—Tel. : Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phone: 356.
[X4194

H. N. & W. S. SKERRE.TT (H. N. SSerrett, Fellow
ol the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents,

AIMech.E., A.I.A.E., Associate I.E.E., etc.; W. S.

Skerrett, A.I.E.E., Registered Patent Agentl.-Patents,
designs, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row, Birming-

ham. Tel. : Central 1038. T.A. : Skerrett. Birming-
ham. [1534

AGENCIES.
AGENCY wanted for cars, commercial vehicles, motor

cycles, etc., in Rotherhani district.—R. Jenkins
and Co., Ltd., Engineers and Boiler Makers, Wortley

H<1., Rotherham. [3697

TIIE Mohawk Cycle Co . Ltd., require sole agents

for their celebrated motor cjcles in districts

where they are not alreatiy represented.—Write lor Hsts

and terms to Mohawk Cycle Co.. Ltd., Alexandra Rd-
Hornsey, N.S. [2505

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
AUTOMOBILE Engineer and niaughtsmnn.-Designs,

working drawings, opinions on inventions, draw-

ings, tracings, and prints, valuations._-C. h.. SheplierfU

Queen's College, Paradise St., Birminghani. L3bB9

All letters relating to advertisaments should quote the number at the ei-.O of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A27
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GENERAL TRADE.
TO Mannfacturers.—Macliine -work of all deecription
- Tvanted.—Brewster. Sparhawk St., Bary St. Ed-
UBd'6. [^839

MOTOR and Cycle Traders Only.—Trade guide and
catalogue, 1,000 selling line, at right trade

prices; postage 6d,—Perseue Co., Burtou-on-Trent.
[1917

AUCTION" Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, tlie

oldest solely motor auction rcoms in London.
Terms 7^^%, not chargeable if machine «inEold- Motor
cycles and" cars bought and scld lor cash. Nearest goods
stations. Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.E.. Wimbledon L:
and S.W.R. and G.W.H.—Sole address: Palmer's Garage.

Tooting, London. [4165

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SALESMAN seets position, 4 years* esiperienoe, all-

round rider and driver, good education.—^A., 2,

Hopedale Ed., Charlton, S.E. [4534

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

COUNTRY Garage and Sidecar Manufacturing Busi-

ness, established 1914: freehold £700: stock,

plant, etc., £650.—Martin Langlev, Peliam St.. Notting-
ham. [4428

MOTOR Business for sale, South Durham, situat-*^

Great North Road, excellent position : est^ablished

20 years ; large local connection ; estensive shew "win-

dows and workshop: motor car and motor cycle agencies..
Proprietor wishes to retire. Applications to Tiew invited.

—Apply, Bos 6,735, do The Motor Cycle . [3103

INSURANCE.
OTS. Ltd., egect insurances of all kinds. Enquiries
invited.—170^ Gt. Portland St., London. [0055

£5/15 Covers "All Risks" for Morgans or similar
three-wheeler.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,

W.C.2. [0005

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the polic>

authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and cover?
motor cycles or cycles a.iid sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximuo:
benefits, minimum rates. Pull particnlara and pro-

tpectusee on application. The Autocar Fire and Acxji
dent Insurance Co.. Ltd.. 77, Cheapside, London.
E.C.2. [0007

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
YOUR Maiden Aunt will be charmed with tie Otd

Bam Teahouse, Stock's Green, Hildenborcugh
beyond Sevenoaks. [4442

WANTED.
EX Front Forks, about 1910.—Bradstone Ecad Gar-

age, Bradstone Rd., Folkestone. [4511

MALL Light Engine, mag-, etc^ about IVih.p..
any type.—36, Whyke, Chichester.

R

R
S [4333

!

WANTED, forked connecting rod, for 7-9h.p. Peuseot. I

-Alcock, Eosslyn, Mill Hill, N.TV.7. [4980 :

3-SPEED Gear Eos, K.S. ; wlieel with belt rim. 26x
25s.-Cooke, 24, Duffield Rd-, Iierby. [4729

£8 for chain belt gear, suitable 5-6h.p.—Particulars,
17. Springfield Av., Horfield, Bristol. [4358

WATSONIAN Sidecar. State where seen in London
district.—Bos 6,926, c.'o Tlu Motor Cycle. [4496

TRIUMPH Spare Parts, large quantities; good
prices given.—33, Hacfcford Rd.. Brixton, [5172

WANTED, surplus frcm manufacturers and garages.
—Grcve, 18, Fore St., Edmonton, London.

[4211
THEEE ScTiebler Carburetters, suitable for Har-

leys, cheap.—1. Bellingham Terrace, Catford.
[4771

WA>TED. front cvlinder head. 1913, 7-9h.p. Indian.
Ashton's Motor TN'orks, CaerphiUv, Cardiff.

[4339

MORGAN, old, w.c, wanted, cheap, or exchange W.D.
Triumph and cash.-E., 92, Romford Ed., Strat-

ford. 4957

WANTED, Enfield sidecar chassis and front forks.
fit 1914 machine.—Parsons, 41, Chsss Court Gar-

dens, Enfield. [4515

INCOJIPLETE P. and M.'s or Parts. W.D. spares,
bankrupt stocks, etc.—Imnan, Durham Rd., Sea-

forth, Liverpool. - [3641

PREMIER 3'/3i-P- Cylinder, seccnd-hand. good ccn-
dition. 1912, cr later.—Shuttleworth's, Mctora.

Keighley. Yorts. [3861

ENGINE-SHAFT Gear for 5-6h.r. Res; also sidecar
liodv, cheap: paintwork immaterial.—Laurel Farm,

Headmston, Osiord. [5045

PREMIER and Triumph Parts, new or second-hand;
also complete machines if cheap.—Jack Ward, 11.

Radford Rd., Leamington Spa. [S0926
7"ANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good condi-

tion, not earlier 1919-—Rev's, 378-384, Euston
Rd., N.W. Phone : Museum 6436. [4948

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cvcle
accessories ; state particulars and price.—Service

Co.. 292. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0671

A.C. Sociable or Morgan Etmabout wanted for cash

;

must be fairly modern and cheap.—Parriculars to
24, Eiffel Rd., WiUesden Green. London. ^.W. [4407

Wi

Insurance Policy

"THIS space will be oc-

cupied eachweek with

copies of letters from

Policy holders who have

made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Sir,

I should like to express my
deep appreciaticfn of the^

prompt way in whichyou have

dealt with this daini. and

certainly shall have no hesita-

tion in recommending you to

my various friends.

Once again thanking yon.

Yours faithfully,

The only Safe Test

of Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

[Incorporating The Autocar Insurance

Depariment, Established 1904}.

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Telephone : City 9831 and 9S32.

Telegrams: "Autoinsure, Cent, London,"

••••••••••a

19
6

WANTED.
WAITED, A.J.S. parts, any condition, rear spiocliet

and brake complete, spare wheel and brackets,
sidecar luggage carrier.—Tl, Twiller St., WaDd£i»orth.

r4662

SUNBEAM Gear Box, slight repair not objected,
Sunbeam front wheel brake, T.T. bars, counter-

shaft covers wanted.—395, Yardley Kd., South Taxdley,
Birmingham. rX0884

ENGINES, 4-cyL, 2-cyl., and l-cyl., air or water-
cooled; also gear boxes, spring forks, hub gear^,

cvcle cars, and parts: state price.—19, Wilcos Rd.,
South Lambeth, London, &.W.8. [3094

TT7'ANTED to purchase outright lor cash, bankrojt,
»» stocte. W.D. spares, miscelianeous spares. &eo4

full particulars.—lIoNeille and Piatt. 57. Gt. George St..

Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 EoyaL [2489

EXCHANGE. »

1 irk^-P- 4-cyl. 3-wheeler for Indian, or sell cheap.—
J-VF 17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4761

HUMBEE 3«.h.p., 2-speed, for Autoglider; eell £38.-

—Hirst, 91, Falsgrave. Scarborough. [4975

EXCHAXGE 5-6h.n. Eudge Combination for 4h.j.

Douglas Solo.-Knight, Holt, Wilts. [4610

MORGAN 1920 G.P. for motor cycle and cash; sell

£155.—Barnes, SO. High St., HuU. [5058

EXCHANGE Cvcle Car Parts for Lightweight, or
sell £30.-11, Taughan Rd.. Harrow. [4343

14 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, for old big twin, any coa.

dltion.—212, Tallance "BA., Betlnal Green. [4780

h.p. Zenith-Gradua, T.T., very fast 'bus, perfect con.

dition. for piano.—Edgar Wroe, Wombwell. [4433

EXCHANGE 4l4h.p. James. 2-speed. sports model,
for 2-3troke.—27, Corinne Ed., lufaell Part. [5178

SPORTING 1920 2-seater Light Car for combinatioB,
or sell.—21, Hartington Ed., W. Ealing. [4705

8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, sporty, sound, 'or 4h.p.
solo or piano: sell £45.-11, Harriet Mews, S.W.

:'1379

£40.—3ioh.p. Triumph, perfect: level, higher power.
Zenith. Indian preferred.—Bowers, Swanmore.

[4528

TOOLS, chest of carpenter's, full tit. for lightweight
motor cvcle.—Lennard, 25, Charlesworth St., N.7.

i

[4673

1 Q17 7-9h.p. Harley Comhinatiou for solo cr cash,
ii' or sell cheap.—145, Liverpool Rd., Islington.

I [4881

1Q19 Sunbeam, value £95, for lightweight or Ford.
JL" —Brewster, Sparhawk St., Bury St Edmund's.

I

[4838

EXCHANGE Vindec, 2-spced, 2-stroke, for £20 and
f'ood push cycle.—40, Replingliam, Southfields.

S.W.rs. [4997

HENDEESON lOh.p. Combination, lor less powefT

Bndge preferred.-Thompson, 12, Trinity Hd.,

Balham. ' [4661

CLEMENT TALBOT 2-seateT, twin; exchange com-
bination, small van, or sell.-51, Brighton Ed.,-

Surbiton. [477?

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 1915, and sidecar, wants overhaol;
exchange late lightweight and cash.—130, High'

St., Harlesden. [4834

4-SEATEE Touring Bodv, ofi Decauville: eschange
van bodv, suitable 26h.p., or sell.—51, Erishtoa

Ed.. Surbiton. [4778

BABT Triumph, new condition, and £10 cash, for

combination ; sell 48 gus.— 6, Victoria Parade, Ash-

ton, Preston. [4734

PILLION Seat, new, cost 70/-: exchange binocnlate,

aneroid, anything useful.—Denbigh. Osborne Gar-

dene, Monkseaton. [X0845

LIST 50 Car Bargains Free.—Combinations, moier
cycles, etc.. part exchange.—Douglas S. Cox, West

Norwood. See Cars. [3842

TErrMPH, countershaft, offered with cash for A.J.S.

(combination 7h.p. preferred).—The Denne, Harf-
wick Ed.. Eeigate. [4527

SPLENDID 35-gn. Gramophone, nearly new: ex-

chanse motor cvcle, cash either way.—Bos 81,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [4844

"I Q14 4h.p. New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination, per-

Xt/ feet order, for Scott, solo preferred.—Page. Col-

ston, Huoclecote, Glos. [4587

EXCHANGE 1-ton Earner lorry for motor cycle

and cash.—E. Giddeos. tniesthorpe, near Lutter-

worth, Leicestershir-?. [X0789

EXCHANGE 2-speed Coachbuilt Combination anfl,

good typewriter for 1 ton motor lorry.—Box 74,'

c/o The Motor Ct/cle. [K0913

BEAND New Triumph Touring Bars; exchange for

copper exhaust to fit 1920 Triumph.—ClaytoM.
Uphollaud, near Wigan. [^--

AEEEL 1917 3V!.h.p. Combination, accessories, ;

lect condition: £55; exchange lightweight—-,

Mecklenburgh St., W.C.I. [4869

TEniMPH 3V-2h.p., 2.speed, overhauled, new tyiw;

£30- lightweight wanted, cash adjtistmeut.—121,'

Acton Lane, London, W.4. [4860

1020 Scott and MiDford SkiS sidecar, for 1915 «
i-U later Scott combination, any condition, and »*-
—34. Heslington Ed., York. C"** -

A28 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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Which Type Makes the Best
Sporting Machine ?

AN
interesting discussion is proceeding in our

pages as to wiiich is the world's best solo

machine. The debate, however, deals

with makes and not types, and, as an
enthusiastic owner is always ready to defend

his own mount as the ideal, even if he has not

sampled more than two other machines in his

whole experience, allowances must be made for

some of the resultant opinions. At the same time,

in view of the great prominence of " sports

models " in the majority of 1922 programmes, it

would be useful to discuss which is the best type
of sporting solo motor icycle.

It certainly cannot be said to-day that only a

machine of 500 c.c. or over may rightfully claim
to cater for the soloist who takes a pride in the
liveliness and speed of his possession ; indeed,
there are one or two super-efficient 250 c.c. light-

weights already on the market which cause one
instinctively to wonder if anything heavier is not
superfluous and will not in the near future be con-
fined solely to sidecar haulage. Then just one
step higher up the scale, we have a select band of

350 c.c. " thoroughbreds " that competition has
proved very little inferior to 500 c.c. machines when
matched under equal conditions.
Of course, the>^ can be no doubt that it will be

very difficult to oust the so-called "
s}4

"—usually
a single—from being the first favourite of the club-
man and his like, but the matter is- further com-
plicated by signs of a distinct revival of the British
sporting big twin—a type that its devotees claim
has a fascination not associated with anything else
on two wheels.

While a cursory consideration of the subject mav
incline one to a decision in favour of the smaller
machines—mainly on account of their proportion-
ately higher performances—it may also be argued
that only the larger singles and big tivins are really
suited for trouble-free and comfortable fast tour-
ing on present-day roads. For instance, a very

large proportion of sports models are sadly under-
tyred. Larger tyres on the genuine lightweights
(although they are by no means the only offenders)
would cause a considerable loss in livehness.
Here, then, the heavyweight school scores a distinct

point.

Finally, it will be said that we have disregarded
price. We have, purposely. As in the discussion
regarding the " best •' make of machine, it would
be preferable to find the ideal type of sporting
machine irrespective of cost.

The Transport Ministry.

THE
recent resignation of the Minister of

Transport is an event on which at present
no explanatory light has been shed ; mean-
while, the Ministi7 carries on with its Parlia-

mentary Under Secretary as its temporary
head. Meanwhile, also, the beneficent effects of
the Ministry's work, which were to result upon the
increased and heavy taxation of motor \-ehicles,

remain unrealised. True, in a desultory kind of
way, a few signposts have been labelled "A" or
" B " to designate main or secondary roads, but
perhaps the most fitting commentary on this par-
ticular branch of the scheme is the surface of
Watling Street, one of the most important roads
in England, linking London with the important
centres of the North-west. The condition of this
road, withits long straight stretches and Class A
signposts, is abominable in many places.

In the unification of sign and warning posts
also little appears to have been attempted, although
here and there the new hieroglyphic warnings are
to be seen, but " private carriage drive " signs still

flourish. It must not be forgotten, however, that
many dangerous corners have been eliminated.

ft is not known whether the resignation of the
Minister of Transport will result in the winding
up of the Ministry, but motorists are wondering
what use will be made of the ^2,000,000 surplus
of taxation over the amount that the new licence
scheme was estimated to vield.
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Our Roads at Night.

AFTER the last B.M.C.R.C. meeting at Brook-
lands, I pobbled along the Portsmouth Road,
marvelling at the chaos of our laws and the

consequent dangers resulting therefrom. There were
lots of cyclists about—some with rear lamps and some
without. The time was that awkward quarter of an
hour when it has grown much too dark to see an
unlighted "vehicle (if the evening be gloomy), but when
the law does. not compel vehicles to bear lights. The
traffic procession included lots of cars with powerful
head lamps ; some of these cars switched on dimmers
or switched off head lamps as they met me, others
carried on as they were. Intermixed with the stream
were innumerable motor cycles mounting dazzling
lights, which they could neither dim nor switch off.

A more ridiculous medley of inconsistencies and perils

could hardly be imagined.

So it came About.

THE nastiest of many nasty moments occurred as

follows: As everybody knows, miles of the

Portsmouth Road are just wide enough for two
single-breadth streams of traffic, with, perhaps,
squeezing space for a solitary cyclist ne.xt each kerb

;

'

and the car driver who can gauge his nearside clearance
~to a foot when he has a right-hand steering wheel is

rare. We had all just emerged from a regular mix-up
(due to an unlit Ford lorry producing a bulge in the
double stream) when a large car dashed up towards
me and my followers. This large car was running on
two tiny side lamps and two enormous head lamps. As
it- neared us, the driver—from a mistaken sense of

"courtesy—switched off his head lamps. When he saw
that neither I nor my followers imitated his example
(/ couldn't), he switched them on again, and, of

course, blinded us. Luckily, I had the sense to tread
on everything, and stop till he was past, simultaneously
flinging up my arm to prevent the people behind from
ramming me in the bustle. When the dazzle had
passed, I sighted a meek cyclist just in front of me,,
wearing a dun suit, riding a cvcle on which no plating

showed, and devoid of a tail lamp. (Incidentally, he
had no head lamp either.) When I take out a push-
bike, I am' most careful to carry a rear lamp in my
own interests; and nothing would induce me to pedal
on crowded roads without this. protection. Busy high-
ways are grossly unsafe at night until the dazzle
problem is solved,' and even then logic dcnaands a
return to universal tail lamps, or, at any rate, to
universal coloured reflex

, mirrors. Finally, the
D.O.R.A. lighting-up times were far more sensible
than the " hour after sunset '' business.

A22

Dimming Head Lamps.

nDO not know -what motor cyclists as a class think

of the dim-and-switch-off business. It is obviously

at best nothing more than a temporary com-

promise until the dazzle bother meets with a sensible

solution. At present it can hardly be judged on its

merits, because it is nowhere practised with consis-

tency. Many car drivers regard the dodge as

dangerous, and blaze ahead on full lamp power,

probably because their side lamps are too weak to

show up the road in the sudden contrast created by

switching off two enormous head lamps. Others

switch off or dim as they approach another vehicle,

but instantly restore full lamp power if their compli-

ment is not reciprocated. The result is that we get

the most absurd oscillations between dazzle and
darkness. Up comes 2,000 c.p. He suddenly dims

to 2 c.p. You don't respond. He savagely turns

on 2,000 c.p. once more. No human optic can

instantaneously adjust itself to these terrific varrations.

We motor cyclists are an integral factor in the trouble,

because the majority of our lamps cannot be dimmed
or switched off.

The Supet Cycle Car.

MISTORY repeats itself. When a particular notion

makes good in the motor industry, its success

creates a fresh jumping-off point for other

designers, and the followers always turn out something

more complicated and expensive than the original.

Eve began with a- figleaf, and Mrs. Ixion is now
trying to wheedle the cost of a baby two-,stroke out

of me for her dressmaker's bill. So the sidecar

devotees wondered whether the 1921 achievements of

the 8 h.p. Rover would sire a fleet of four-wheeled

1922 cycle cars. The expected offspring are materialis-

ing ; but most of them are going to cost nearer ;£3oo
than ;£2oo. Does the 8 h.p. Rover represent rock-

bottom in its class, as the Morgan appears to do in

another class? ; "

'

Special Engines.

AT the last B.M.C.R.C. meeting, I heard loud
words emanating from a gesticulating little knot
of notabilities, and, pushing in to the fringe of

the crowd, I heard various cynics accusing sundry
manufacturers of racing with specially built engines
alleged to have cost ^500 apiece. The manufacturers
\yere defending themselves heartily, but nobody, con-

founded the hecklers more than W. H. Wells' of the

Indian wigwam. The riders were just parading for

the 1,000 c.c. scratch championship. "W.H.W." bent
down for a minute over the two engines entered by
his 'firm. ' Then he ro'se to his full height and rertiarked

defiantly, "The numbers of these two engines are
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M 14 and M 149. They are absolutely standard in

every particular. To prove this, any of you can have
the engines immediately after the race at ordinary list

price!" Quoth the unabashed cynics, "Ah, yes, and^
you will take the cams and pistons out before delivery,"

or words to that efifect. To which the Big Chief
retorted that the purchasers could take the engines
out of the frames that very afternoon on the track;

but the frames he would not sell, as they were
admittedly special.

I think tlis kind of offer is a very sound advertise-

ment, and I wonder that other firms who win speed
competitions with standard stuff do not follow suit.

Incidentally, such a practice might ultimately protect

local club meets from providing a field day for a
solitary star engine, unpurdiasable for less than the

National Debt, brought down by train or lorry.

A Fine Sports 'Bas.

nDO not often borrow a mount, but when a pal

acquired a new Zenith-Bradshaw, I could not resist.

The hardier kind of motor cyclist is fond of assert-

ing, that genuine sports mounts are extinct, and that
" Slaughtered by the Sidecar " ought to be their

epitaph. Perhaps this type of rider would refuse

the title of sports ''bus to a 500 c.c. machine with a

6J4 bottom gear, even if it were minus a kick-starter

and clutch. But personally I regard this particular

Zenith model as one that fully deserves the honourable

title. When I begged the loan of it, my interest

centred solelv around the engine. Bradshaw usually

^8g

turns out " something different," and, as one who felt

disappointed that his first post-war engine was only
400 c.c, I longed to try one of his flat twins with some-
thing of a thump to it. This new engine is going to
make good. It sneaks along silently at 5 m.p.h. on
top, will probably do better than 60 m.p.h. all out,
and accelerates like a shell from the muzzle if you
lower the gear and "tread on everything," as the poet
said. Best of all, you catch yourself gazing madly
round for the speedometer or a milestone and the oil

drip, only to remember that at last a wise man has
produced a motor cycle which lubricates itself as auto-
matically as any car. There is no valve rattle either.

Up to about 25 m.p.h. the hiss of the Aniac carburetter
was quite distinctly audible above the exhaust and all

the rotary and reciprocating noises; and I never knew
before that an Amac carburetter made any noise at all.

But a little road work shows that the Bradshaw engine
and the Gradua gear fit each other like Charlie
Chaplin and the famous Kid. It would be a sin to
part them—they are made for each other ; and Barnes
has built a nice, little machine with beautiful steering
round the engine.

The Eclipse as We Saw It.

SUNDAY night, October i6th, 1921. Ten o'clock.

Papa is scraping the piston ring grooves of

his baby two-stroke.

Small son (in aw-ed tones): "Daddy, whatever's
the matter with the moon? "

Daddy (after a hasty glance) : "Its port side want-^

decarbonising. '

'

RELICS OF OLDEN DAYS.

(Top) Beyond the Triumph rider may be seen the

stone marking the spot where King James of Scotland

met the English monarch to decide the boundary

between the two kingdoms.

(Left) An old gateway in Rye known as the Land
Gate, and dated 1360, a relic even in the days when
Rye was a thrivmg seaport.

(Right) New Abbey ruins, a few miles from

Dumfries. Both the sidecars depicted are 1921

A.J.S. models.

y^'
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A Rambling Tour from the North of England, through

France to he Borders of Spain.
By "A GENTLEMAM WITH A SPANNER."

fhe Heart of

IT
was during one of the celebrated wet Sundays of

last summer that the idea struck us, and we

decided to get to a warmer and drier climate than

England for our holidays this year. The idea once

started, our plans went on apace; I was able to get

away for a clear ^ three weeks, so we decided to go

southwards . through France in that time as far as

we could.

All hands were then turned on to the machine—an

A. B.C. with coachbuilt sidecar; my luggage was put

on the carrier and the passenger's on a grid at the

rear of the sidecar. The back of the seat was filled

with our coats, while on the floor I stowed a large

camera, a spare tin of petrol, and another of oil.

Plenty of space was found under the seat for our

spares— a magneto, two spare leaves for the rear

springs, a valve, and a spare inner tube. The
remainder of the space was taken up by packets of

chocolate and beef lozenges, which despairing relatives

thrust on us, being convinced we should be stranded

at the top of the mountains. The chocolate we ate

on the way from Wigan to Southampton, and the

beef lozenges, I believe, were enjoyed by Sopwith's

repair department on our return

!

A Favourable Crossing.

The route Southampton-Le Havre was chosen for
our crossing, one reason being that it is the cheapest,
the other that one gains 200 miles on one's journey
to the south. The sea was kind—not even a ripple

—

and one morning in early summer we set foot in

France.

24

There was very little difficulty in getting away.

The A. A. representative obtained petrol for us, and

soon had the outfit passed by the Customs, so that

within an hour of arrival we were en route for,Rouen,

where we met Bartlett. He will be remembered by

all who frequented Brooklands in pre-war days. He
is the agent for the French A. B.C. in Rouen, and

had one there with which he had been lowering several

hill-climb records. After a look~ round the old town,

we headed south. The roads soon improved, and we

made good time to Evreux, where we spent the night,

starting next morning for Tours—a run of 138 miles.

We made good time; gone were the pot-holes of

the day before, and over mile after mile of smooth

straight road the speedometer needle hovered round

about 35. Lunch was taken at Chartres, a fine old

town with a perfect cathedral, which we visited.

Where Good Roads Do Exist.

Once south of the Loire we found excellent roads,

and from this point onwards only about twenty miles

of poor road in the next 2,000. We ran on to

Limoges through very pretty country, and saw our

first indication of the approaching south, for all signs

of horses disappeared, and we found oxen everywhere

in their stead. The ox-carts are one of the draw-

backs of the roads, they are always on their wrong

side, and the only means of directing the oxen is by

prodding them with a stick ! The wheels of the carts,

too, have large nails hammered into them, which seem

to distribute themselves freely on the road, for our

only punctures were due to these.
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From Wigan to the Pyrenees.—

From Limoges we ambled through the Cevennes to

Castres, spending a night at Aurillac on the way. All

this part of' France is very lovely, and we would not

have hurried even if the roads had permitted, which

^ they did not. The surface was always excellent, but

the road at times is at an altitude of about 5,000ft.,

and hairpin bends are frequent. It is quite a common
occurrence in this part of the country to have to drop
down two or three thousand feet into a valley, and
promptly climb up again. The country is very wild,

the only inhabitants^ clustering around the few small
villages. Traffic on the roads is practically non-
existent ; the, first car we saw after Limoges was the
Toulouse 'bus near Castres.

0!d World Surroundings.
Carcassonne, which we reached next morning, is

unique. The. Cite dates from the fifth century, and
is the most perfect example of a medijeval fortress
in Europe. The French always take care of their
old places, and the Cite looks to-day as
it did in 480 a.d. Some. idea of the size

may be obtained from the walls, wdiich
are 1,600 yards round. At Carcas-
sonne, too, I, as mechanic, had to get
to ^vork. I had come over with plain
rubber tyres, and spent a somewhat warm
afternoon changing over the back tyre
with the sidecar tyre. The tread of the
back tyre would, apparently, only, last
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a thousand miles, and I strongly recommend others

to use a steel-studded tyre for their back wheels. The
engine was still running perfectly, and all that was
done to it was tappet adjustment. Before leaving

England, the original adjustment had been scrapped
and two lock nuts substituted, which were found to

keep their place much better.

After two days of Carcassonne, we were tempted
by the deep brown of the contours on the map to

try the crossing of the Pyrenees. On leaving Carcas-
sonne, the sunny weather was also left behind, and
we started off in heavy rain, and after about twenty
miles found the mountains towering above us. The
road was narrow and the surface very slippery with

the rain ; gradients averaging about i in 6 enabled an
easy climb to be made on second gear at about eight-

teen to twenty miles an hour. Considering that the

whole outfit, ourselves included, weighed 7^ cwt.,

we were quite pleased with the performance. The
climb is about thirty miles long, although only the

last seven or eight are really severe, but we found

Where French bull-fighting lakes place—the arena at Aries.

The old bridge and cathedral at Limoges.

our engine at the top quite cool, and there were never
signs of bottom gear being required.

We had now got to an altitude of 5,500 feet, and
were in bright sunshine above the clouds. Here we had
a run of some fifteen miles along the plateau to Bourg-
Madame, right on the Spanish frontier. After a brief

stop to photograph the kilo post and feed the bicycle,

w'e pushed on into the mountains. A rare old climb

!

The road goes up to 7,000 feet, and one looks over

the practically abrupt sides of the hill to see the road
one has left far down below. However, our climb was
rewarded : at the top of the pass I was able to sUp into

neutral and coast down the last ten miles to Ax.
Ax is quite a cheery Uttle place, but pretty cold,

being at an altitude of nearly 2,500 feet. It is a

favourite summer resort of the people of Barcelona.
This we found to our cost, as we found none there

whO' could speak French; however, by mixing our
French with a little ancient Latin, we concocted a

language which seemed to be more or less understood,

A2
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From Wigan to the Pyrenees.—

Having meandered about the South of France,

exploring where fancy led, we found that time was
now getting on, so at last we had to head north

again. The run up to Blois, passing through Clermont
Farrand, was good, and Blois appeared to be a

dehghtful old spot. Here stands one of the old

Royal Chateaux of France ; it is perfectly preserved,

and the walls in all the rooms richly decorated. In

one room only have the decorations been stripped,

this being done during the revolution. From Blois

we crossed our old tracks at Vendome and headed
for Caen, and found this road to be much better than

the one We had come down by.

From Caen we progressed by easy stages back
again to Le Havre, which we reiched again after

three weeks and two days : when we arrived at

Southampton we learned that the weather was still

OCTOBER 2jih, ig2i-

unbroken in England, but we did not regret our trip

on that account, anyway

!

Our total mileage worked out at 2,306 miles, and

at the end the engine tfas pulling as w-ell as ever.

Our petrol consumption gave us an average for the

whole trip of 79 m.p.g. Our only troubles were

punctures, caused in every case' by nails from the

ox-carts; the next time I shall fit a nail-catcher.

In conclusion, I would advise anyone wanting a

cheap tour to visit France. Transportation can be

left entirely in the hands of the A. A. Freight

charges for getting a sidecar across are by no means
excessive, and, once there, living is cheap, for the

hotels are always inexpensive and clean, and one is

always sure of excellent food. Our bills for dinner,

plus wine, room, and breakfast, averaged under los.

each. Language, too, need be no bar; we found
the magic word to be " vin "!

SOME NOTES ON EASY STARTING.
A Few Hints (o Ihe Novice on Slarting his Engine.

NOTHING so disgusts a novice with motor
cycles as the hot and exhausting efforts

demanded from him when his engine becomes
difficult to start;, yet the cause is always traceable.

The first essential is that the engine turns freely,

whether the rider is push starting or operating a

kick-starter. If the engine is stiff, the magneto spark

will be poor, as will be the suction on the jet. An
injection of petrol will free the piston.

Intelligent Application of the Starter.

When the novice has satisfied himself that his

engine is really free to turn, it must be under-

stood that no kick-starter rotates an engine through

several revolutions. An engine can only start on the

firing stroke, which occupies half nf a revolution.

But allowing for the gearing of the kick-starter, and

the fact that a tired and ignorant rider perhaps only

uses part of the starter range at each dig or kick,

some attempts to start up only turn the engine through

one revolution ; and that revolution may consist of the

exhaust and inlet strokes, and not include a firing

stroke at all ! The next dig may include the firing

stroke ; but, on the other hand, the rider may wearily

turn the crankshaft a little further in preparing -for his

next dig, and so miss the firing stroke again on his next

attempt. Care is therefore needed in setting the kick-

starter, so that its downward movement commences

just before the compression stroke, and is continued

to include the firing stroke. Equal care is needed to

drop the valve early enough; otherwise pure air is

sucked in, and the engine does not fire when the spark

occurs.

Middle Gear for a Running Start.

Similarly in the push-and-run start, the weak user

of a heavy machine cannot push his mount over several

compression strokes on a high gear; in fact, his efforts

will usually result in the machine stopping with the

piston at the top of the compression stroke. But if

his engine is properly free, and he engages the lower
gear of two or the middle gear of three, he can run
the machine fast enough to carry it over once or tv.ice,
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Having cleared away these elementary difficulties,

we can now consider the case of an " unguiBmed
"

engine,- which will, not start when the kick-starter is

sensibly operated, or when it is pushed along quickly.

The ignition is the commonest culprit, and in most

cases the sparking plug is the faulty item. The
novice often handles his carburetter rather stupidly,

or uses too much oil. Both blunders accumulate

carbon inside the combustion chamber, and this carbon

fouls the interior insulation of the sparking plug.

T-he weak spark generated in attempts to start the

engine does not relish the leap acros.s a wide gap at

the sparking plug points, and the current may find

an easier road along the film of carbon inside the

hollow end of the plug. So the next step is to see that

the inside of the plug is" perfectly clean, and that the

gap is not too wide and not too narrow.

When the plug is right, the spark may still prove

unsatisfactory. In this event, the next step is to see

whether the platinum points of the magneto contact

breaker are breaking
;

possibly the rocker 'arm is

inclined to stick in its bush, which should be cleaned

and reamered out very gently by a pencil rolled out

of a strip of emery paper. If the gap is correct and

the break smart, see that the meeting faces of the

platinum points are clean, smooth, and bright.

Carburetter Troubles.
If the source of the starting trouble has not yet

been identified, the carburation must come under

suspicion. It is highly improbable that the carburetter

adjustment is to blame, and there is no need to fiddle

about with spare jets or with the petrol level. Nor
will a little tendency; to "flood" do any harm, so far

as starting is concerned ; it is generally rather a help J

than otherwise. It is air leakages at the joints of

the inlet pipe with which w-e are concerned now. They
can always be countered by petrol injections or liberal

flooding, but if they are caulked, these tiresome little

attentions should cease to be needed. A whole cata-

logue of dodges for discovering air leaks will be found

in the new edition of " Hints and Tips," published by

the proprietors of The Motor Cycle. Road Rider.
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LUBRICATION OF TWO-STROKE
ENGINES.

An Informal ive Sludy of a Vilal Queslion

IN
connection with the lubrication of motor cycle

engines there are many points of considerable
interest which are frequently neglected or mis-

understood. Especially is this the case with two-
stroke engines, where, in addition to the usual

functions, the oil is subjected to a washing action by
the petrol vapour. This fact necessitates considerable
care in the selection of lubricants, if the best results

are to be obtained.

Choosing a Suitable Oil.

There are three classes of oils on the market, viz.

:

Vegetable (leading example, castor oil), mineral or

hydrocarbon (mainly the heavy residues from paraffin

and shale oil distillation), and com-
pound (a blend of the above two).

The consideration that s h O' u 1 d
most strongly influence our choice

is that " all the main bearings of a

crank case induction two-stroke are

exposed to the detergent or wa.shing

action of the fuel vapour," so that

no matter how well an. oil may resist

high temperatures or maintain the

spheroidity of its particles under
great pressure, if it is liable to be
washed or carried away by the fuel,

its value vanishes. Presuming other

qualities to be equal, the criterion of

judgment tlien becomes the degree of

solubility of the oil in the fuel

vapour. Viewed from this stand-

point, vegetable oils- carry the day
as against mineral. Were it not for

the fact that some engines are still

lubricated by the petroil system,

one could recommend vegetable oils

always. With this system they are

difficult to use in practice, as

they separate out in the tank and
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Working parts of a two-stfoke single

cylinder engine. Although simple in

construction and having but few parts,

it IS essential that adequate supplies of

oil be led to the various points indicated.

Where Oil is Wanted.
Having fixed upon our oil, let us consider separately

the four places where it is called for: (i.) The main

journal bearings, (2.) The big end. (3.) The .small

end. (4.) The piston.

With all these, we iind again that " crank case

induction " is the devil amongst tlie tailors, and

forms a disagreeably complicating factor. Whether

we deliver tiie oil mixed with the fuel through the

carburetter or direct to the bearings in its natural

state, crank case induction tends to suck them dry.

In direct-feed systems, if one increases the feed to

counteract this, the oil consumption becomes alarm-

ingly hea\7 ; if one reduces, the consequent dry

bearings wear rapidly.

The Main Journals,

The foregoing drives us to the

conclusion that roller -bearing s,

despite their rattling and compression

losing tendencies, are the most suit-

able for the above duty. With these

a further bush or washer is necessary

to hold compression. I have often

thonglit that a reversal of the usual

system of placing the phosphor
bronze bush on the outside would-

be beneficial, as, were the roller

bearing to occupy this position, it

would be practically .free from crank

case suction, and its useful life would

be enormously lengthened. This
would also seem to emphasise the

advantage of single bearing engines

with one side entirely closed as the

Scott, Velorette, and Sim.

lead to car-

buretter troubles. The requirements are best met
by a compound oil, which dissolves just sufficiently

in the fuel to pass through the jet regularly, but
separates out rapidly under subsequent atomisation.
Vegetable oils are imperative where paraffin is used.

Mineral oils, being of the same nature as the fuel

itself, combine with it, and are washed away far more
rapidly. Granted that this easier and more complete
solubility renders them the most convenient to use
with a petroil system, and avoids separating-out
trouble, this very fact militates against their lubricating
value, inasmuch as they do not separate out fast

enough in the induction pipes and crank case, and
are liable to vaporise against the hot piston top, thus
forming part of the explosive charge. For four-stroke
engines mineral oils are quite in place.

Big End Bearings.

Again, we are given a bearing

subjected to a most irregular thrust, which is con-

tinuously whirled through one of the most cleansing

\apours known to science. Roller bearings, from the

fact that they will run practically denuded of lubricant,

are again the only an.swer to the problem of big end

lubrication under conditions of present-day design.

Their lubrication might be further improved by

receiving oil through a hollow connecting rod as a

further extension of the system indicated below.

These are, as, at present constructed, by far the

most difficult to lubricate. I am under the impression

that they very rarely do, get lubricated, but are

dry for nine-tenths of their life, which life is alto-

gether disproportionate to the life of four-stroke bear-

ings and pins. I have taken gudgeon pins out of

two-stroke engines which I know have never run really

hot, and have fonnd them blue and scaled, the bush
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Lubrication of Two-stroke Engines-

having a peculiar rough feel insjde

altogether unlike a worn bush which

has 'been well lubricated. A great

deal o! the much - discussed two-

stroke rattle is, I am convinced,

owing lo this state of dryness.

The u n i v,e r s a 1 adoption of

gudgeon pins fixed m the connect-

ing rod and oscillating in the piston

itself would improve matters, as

this type receives oil direct on to

the bearing from the cylinder walls.

|j^OT(^ILIS

Oiling the Piston.

Piston lubrication, where this

is directly through the cylinder

walls, is fairly satisfactory. It is difficult to assist,

as in four-stroke practice, with extra rings, grooves^

etc., to distribute the oil, as, the piston functioning

also as a slide valve, there is risk of forming com-

munications between the ports.

By slight modification to existing design, it might

be possible to arrange for oil to be mechanically

pumped to a hole in the cylinder wall, which would

remain always covered by the piston, lead being made
by means of grooves or slots to a holl'ow gudgeon or

connecting,rod through which the oil would be forced,

thus lubricating the small and big end bearing. -The

surplus from the cylinder walls could be led to. the

side journals, as in present practice. It might be

possible to put a groove round the cylinder itself,

missing the ports.

Quantity Regulation : Load the Deciding Factor.

Having arranged that the oil actually gets where

one want.s it, there remains the problem of its correct

proportioning for the load. This brings us to a con-

sideration of interconnection of throttle and

lubrication control (graduation . by engine

speed— whereby, as engine speed rises, -supply

is increased—obviously fails, for high speed

does not necessarily imply big load).

Present=day Systems.
These have, upon the majority of machines,

not- advanced far beyond the stage of leaving

it.tO' the discretion of the rider either to

fiood or to starve his 'engine:

We have to consider three systems :

Petroil.

Direct drip feed.

Positive mechanical feed.

(Left) A plain bearing in which the

journal (shaft) rotates in a bush. Contact

between the large frictional areas is pre-

vented by "floating" the shaft upon an

oil film. (Right) Roller bearings require

less lubrication, as contact between the

parts is in the nature of rolling lines

instead of rubbing surfaces.
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desired. It may strike one as

peculiar that all the engines which
use the system successfully are of

the type which Irave their induction

pipes adjacent to the exhaust, as

the Triumph, Connaught, or Royal
Enfield. The explanation is that

the extra heat thus attained for

the mixture separates out the lighter

fraction of the mixed fuel more
quickly—a mild cracking pr'ocess,

in fact. Engines of this type will

all four-stroke until w^arm, owing to

this cause.

.uuu.

Drip Feed.

This system, as far as the tank

and drip mechanism is concerned, is identical with four-

stroke practice. Oil is fed by pressure, gravity, or

suction-controlled drip to the crank case or any part of

the cylinder below the highest point reached by the

bottom of the piston. The higher this point is taken,

the suction upon the drip is shorter in its dwell but

more sudden and violent in its action. It is not quite

similar in its effect as feeding oil to the Jnlet pipe. But

wherever it is placed, one cannot. get rid of an inherent

and fatal defect—the fact that crank case suction does

not decrease proportionately with the closing of the

throttle, but has the effect of increasing if the road

speed be maintained, as in light and downliill run-

ning. If the throttle barrel be at all a good fit, it

is possible, whilst obtaining a braking effect, to exer-

cise the whole of the crank case suction upon the

drip ^yith fatal four-stroking results. When the throttle

is again opened to meet the call of a heavy load, the

rate of feed returns to the minimum for which it was
set; in consequence, unless what amounts to over-

oiling for 80% of the running time is practised, there

is danger of starving' the engine when it is

worked hard during- the other 20%, unless

one is p:;epared to mess with the oil control

all the time. Even then ane cannot adjust

the feed against the ever-varying suction.

Interconnection with throttle might assist,

but these drips have a setting below which
they work very erratically or" not at all.

Temperature and varying thicknesses of oil

also affect them enormously.

Mechanical.
Every indication points to this being the

ultimate system. At the moment of writing

there have only been submitted to prac-

tical test in the hand of the general rid-

ing public two machines embodying it

—

the Precision and the Velocette.

For the thousands of machines at

present in the hands of owners, the new
K suggested lubr!c.-\t!on scheme for a Best and Lloyd meclianical pump should

two-stroke engine. Oi^l is fed by ^^ ^ ^, great bo On. I had experience
mechanical pump to a drilled gudgeon pin 1 j. ji „„„ ,,^^,.,1-1 J • .u ? J some eighteen months ago upon an

,

" which IS secured in the connecting rod "-'"'^ ^igii..,.,%-ii ^ i-

mg rule should be load earned and end. An oil-way leads directly to the roller early experimental model, and was struck

average speed it is intended to maintain; bearing big end, while the surplus with its economy. It seems to attain

as these two rise, so the proportion of lubricant from the cylinder walls is caught ^\^q much desired consummation: it is

oil should increase. For continuous ^'^ ''^'^ .•'y '^"'='! .'° '\^
T^'" '"^"ii?s positive, it is almost throttle controlled,

town work the smallest proportion rn'lXoll'Hi^gs'retlve 6if flm it is unaffected by crank ca.se suction,

possible it avoidance of four-stroking is the crank case ^nd stops and starts autoinr.Lically.
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Petroil.

In this system the lubricant is mixed
with the fuel in the tank, passing
through the carburetter, separating out
when inside the crank case. The pro-
portion of oil to fuel varies between one
to ten and one to sixteen. The govern-
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Lubrication of Two-strolce Engines.—

On no Qther type of engine is mechanical lubrication

so essential as on a two-stroke, as it is so intimately

bound up with carburation.

Possibilities.

A possibly simple system might be the combination

of petroil and mechanical, in which the oil could be

pumped to the float chamber to mix there with the fuel.

It would give all the advantages of the petroil system

without its most serious disadvantages.

An alternative might be to feed the oil through

the carburetter from the air side of the throttle, where

it would not be. exposed to the inverse action of

crank case suction. The feed could be controlled by

means similar to the fuel control on the B. and B.

needle valve carburetter. In types of carburetters

having separate gas-making arrangements, as the

Claude], Cox-Atmos, and single-lever Aniac, in which

high air speed is used, this should be easy, as suction

would have to be relied upon to bring the oil to the

carburetter, for, were it fed by gravity, the flow

would not cease automatically as soon as the machine
was stopped.

To Reduce Running Costs.

In view- of the fact that there are thousands of two-

strokes running to the complete satisfaction of their

owners, my strictures on present-day lubrication may
seem to be a call to paint the lily ; but, in considering

that we are a much poorer nation than we were, and
that the bulk of the ownership of motor cycles has

passed from the jeunesse doree to the higher grade

workman and lower middle class family man, may I

make this plea to manufacturers to design and produce
more for low running costs than for the winning of

cups and medals by climbing stone staircases?

- v. C. Rayner.

Eighty Miles an Hour up 1 in 15.
The Power Output Required.

NOT long ago, as reported in The Motor Cycle,

George Dance rode a t,% h.p. Sunbeam up,

Penkiidge Bank, a hill on Cannock Chase, not

far from Rugeley, at about 80 m.p.h.

This was a notable performance, although Penk-

ridge Bank is not a steep hill, for it is not so very

long ago that 80 m.p.h. was just exceeded by a motor

cvcle with an engine under 500 c.c. even on the level.

This was, I believe, when H. R. Davies covered a

flying kilometre on & 2}^ h.p. A.J.S. on October 19th,

1920, and won the Godfrey Cup for being the first to

attain a speed of 80 m.p.h. on a machine having an

engine capacity not exceeding 350 c.c.

Now we speak of the Sunbeam ridden by Dance as

being 3^^ h.p., but, in view of the power developed

bv present-day motor cycle engines, I think that it is

quite time we dropped the use of the nominal horse-

power rating and called an engine by its size or by

some rating which at least gave an approximation of

the power that can be attained.

It is not, of course, every 500 c.c. machine that

will equal the power of Dance's Sunbeam, and possibly

it is not desirable that it should be so. Longer life

will result from a more moderate power output-

The Probable Horsespower.
A few simple calculations will show with a fair

degree of accuracy the horse-power developed by the

35^ h.p. (I use the term under protest) Sunbeam on
this occasion. Penkridge Bank is said to have a

gradient of 1 in 15, and, for the sake of example, I

estimate the weight of Dance and his machine at

400 lb., and 80 m.p.h.= ii7j feet per second. There-
fore the power required for raising the weight must be

40oxzr7^ =£5^ =5.68 h.p.
15x550 45 ^

Not very excessive certainly, but the power required

to raise the weight is only a small part of the whole,
and there is more to come.

Air-resistance increases approximately with the
square of the speed, and, consequently, the power
required to overcome it varies with the cube of the

speed, for, not only is the resistance greater as the

speed rises, but it is overcome much more quickly.

The Eiffel constant for air resistance is .003, but

this is for flat surfaces, and the constant for a motor
cyclist on his machine is probably tnuch less, and I

will take it as .002 and estimate the surface exposed
to air resistance as 5 sq. ft. The formula then is

R=.oo2Az;^, where R = air resistance, A = area of

surface, and w" = velocity in m.p.h., and we get

- „ -'><.Sx8Dx8o_g^j^^
1,000

and the horse-power will be

64X 117^

55°
= 13.65 h.p.

(550 being the constant for horse-power, i.e., 550 ft. -lb.

per second). The horse-power, therefore, which is

required to overcome the air resistance is more than

double that needed for lifting purposes.

One thing more is required before we can get at the

total horse-power, and that is the tractive resistance.

Penkridge Bank having a good surface will have a low

resistance, say 50 lb. per ton, which gives the required

h.p. as

50 x^4oo X 1 17-^

2,240x55

And the total is 5.684-13.654-1.9 = 21.23 h.p.—

a

very respectable power output for a " 3^ h.p." engine.

I do not suggest that the Sunbeam should be called

the 21 J4^ h.p. Sunbeam, nor even the 10-30 h.p. Sun-

beam, but that it should be given the horse-power at

a moderate number of "revs." (say, 2,000 r.p.m.) as

its rating, or alternatively that it should be called by
its capacity or the capacity of its class in A.C.U. com-
petitions, e.g., the 500 c.c. Sunbeam. Penolver.

4°
1— =1.9 h.p.-

21 7 1-

THE ZOO MILE RACE FOR LIGHT CARS.

To-morrow's issue of our parent journal "The Autocar"
contains a graphic illustrated description of last Saturday's
great 200 mile race for small cars. This event approximates
to the 500 mile race for motor cycles held in July last.
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Improvements to the Low Lighting Set.
Modilicalions <o (he Generalor, now marketed as wilh Lamp Complete.

CON SIDERABLE improvement has

been made in the design of the Low
motor cycle lamp set, wnich includes

the Low generator. This latter, though
the principle of working is the sanie as

when last described in Tin Motor Cycle,

is far more symmetrical in design, and
its weight has been reduced to 12 oz.

The illustration gives a general idea of

the neatness of the set, while the sec-

tional drawing shows the generator.

Sectional view

of the generator,

showing the

water valve which

IS automatically

osed as the gas

pressureincreases

I

The carbide is held in an inner con-

tainer shaped rather like a carbide tin,

and refills can be carried all ready for

use on the machine. When the lid

has been removed the water valve

is turned on by unscrewing the

milled nut on the top and press-

ing down the valve with the finger.

The moment water dripping over

the cone-shaped water distributer

in the container attacks the car-

bide, gas is formed, but when, the

pressure exceeds a certain deter-

mined figure the water valve is

automatically sealed, and any
egress of gas is prevented by the

rubber non-return valve at the top

of the needle valve stem. The
container is now ready for use and
cannot leak, but in the case of any
excessive pressure being generated. Out
this is got rid of through the
safety valve. On opening the gas
control valve, gas, of course, flows

through the burner, and when the pres-

sure inside the generator falls, the water
valve again opens and more gas is gener-

ated. The internal carbide container has
a porous lining, which absorbs the gas

contained in the reservoir.

Lamp Bracket as Gas Passage.

It is worthy of note that no rubber
tube is used between the lamp and
generator, a brass pipe being substituted

;

a union for a tail light is also provided.

On leaving the generator the gas passes '

through the hollow lamp bracket, then

through the transverse tubular member,

y^ardly the Low lightmg set diflers little Irom

a conventional acetylene lamp.

in which the filter is situated, and from

there direct to the burner. This trans-

verse member is provided with a «crew

at both ends, and when removed the

filter can be cleaned or replaced. This

equipment is marketed (at £4 IGs. for

the outfit) by the Low Generator and
Engineering Co., Ltd., Alperton, Middle-

sex, and should appeal to those who look

askance at the high price of electric light-

ing sets. By ihe Low system the troubles

usually associated with acetylene when
used intermittently are negligible.

-I

J

BELT GRIP IN WET WEATHER.
Erusa—a New and Very Satisfactory Preparation for Preventing Belt Slip.

I'HE only disadvantage of chain-cum-
belt and all-belt transmission is the

tendency to slip in wet weather.

But for this, all-chain drive would not
have taken first place in thi favour of

motor cyclists generally. The present
writer owns a big twin family sidecar

with chain-cum-belt transmission, which
has given every satisfaction for the past
eighteen months ; but during the wet
weather of last winter average speeds on
long journeys fell short 0" the planned
schedule solely on account of slight belt

slip.

Outweighing the Disadvantages,

The advantages of final belt drive, how-
ever, have always outweighed the disad-
vantages, for which reason the machine
has been retained ; but, after last

winter's experience, it was decided to try
the various preparations for preventing
slip, and for weeks several samples of
these have reposed on the writer's table
awaiting the wonderfully fine weather
to break. It was finally decided, how-
ever, to try the preparations under arti-
ficial conditions.
By tightening the primary chain, the

belt was slacked off until It was irapos-
'

sible to get under way without extraneous
assistance, thus creating the trouble
which many sidecarists experience after
a machine has been standing for some
A.so -

time at the kerb in the rain, or has passed
over a stretch of rain-flooded Tarmac.
The preparation to be tested is known

as Erusa, and is a liquid very like treacle,

which, it is intended, should be applied
to the sides of the belt in little dabs
about six inches' apart. I have, always

SMALL GARS.
Motor cyclists interested in small cars

should read "The Autocar," thepareni

fournal of -'The Molor Cycle."

Light, medium, and large cars are

adequately covered in its pages. No
artificial division of light cars from
other types is attempted, or, indeed,

is necessary, since (he principles of

design are identical and the interests

of users, whether concerning ques-

tions oi upkeep, taxation, roads, ser-

vice or future development, are un-
divided and common to all.

Thus, "The Autocar "

—

the pioneer

and the largest of all motor journals—
forms, the only complete record of the

autoniobile movement, by embracing
the interests of motorists in general.

Every Friday - - Price 4d.

run the belt moderately slack {permitted
on my machine by the somewhat long
pulley centres), and have acquired the
habit of carelessly dropping in the clutch
in consequence

Positive as a Chain.

After dressing the belt as per direc-

tions I started up the engine, very doubt-
ful that the application of the liquid
could make up for the sagging belt.

Greatly to my surprise, on letting in the
clutch, -I stopped my engine, showing
that the drive was more positive than I

had ever had it. More warily the next
time, I gradually applied theclutch, and,
with full load of three persons,, got under
way in a manner that suggested chain
transmission. '

After readjusting the front chain, and
so tightening the belt a little, I took the
outfit to a watersplash, and traverse:! it

without sign of slip in the transmission.
Without doubt this Erusa is a useful

preparation to all who use belt drive,
and apparently lasts about three weeks
before re-dressing is necess&ry. The
sample will soon be used up, for other
members of The Motor Cycle staff are
trying it, and finding it good now that
the wet weather is here. 'The makers of

"

Erusa are Messrs. Thomas and Bishop,
Ltd., 28, County Chambers, Corporation
Street, Birmingham. Vedette.
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Olmes to TLlal)t "Camps.
Oct. 27t:i 5.43

„ 29th ... • ... 5.39

„ 31sfc 5.35

Nov. 2nd 5.31 „
Namber-plates to be illuminated thirty minutes

earlier, vide Hoad Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Sir Haiold Bowden.

Sir Harold Bowden, Bart., head of the

Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., has been elected

president of the British Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union.

Oil in Western Australia.

The discovery of distinct traces of

mineral oil in the Kimberley district of

Western Australia is reported. Leases

covering 100,000 square miles have, already

been applied for.

Belgian Grand Prix in 1922.

We learn that the Belgian Motor Cycle
Federation has decided to organise an
Int-ernational Grand Pri.x for 1922. There
Avill be two classes, 350 c.c. and 500 c.c,

the latter class having to cover at least

450 kilometres.

Chdb
£10 Reward.
A reward of £10 is offered for the re-

covery of a stolen 6 h.p. Enfield two-
seated sidecar outfit—registered number
XA 5,502, engine number 64,531. The
machine was stolen while the owner and
his family were taking tea at the top of
a roadside bank near Hayes.

The Compulsory Cut-out?
From the Macclesfield Ponrier and

Herald : Edward Clifford Pegg, grocer,
Stockport, was summoned for riding a
motor cycle at Poynton on September
15th without a proper cut-out or expansion
chamber. Sergeant McFall said he was
in London Road, and heard the machine
making a very excessive noise. Defendant
said the " muffles " of his machine blew
off, and he put it in his pocket. Fined
ten shillings.

That Rear Number Plate.

In the case of an obscured rear number
plate *at South Shields recently, a rather
unusual point occurred. The defendants
were a father and son, the latter on the
pillion and obscuring the rear numbers.
The alleged offence occurred after dark;
and, the defending solicitor successfully

contended, as only the front number
plate was legally required to be illu-

minated, the covering of the back one was
immaterial. The case was dismissed.

Spiclal "features.

FROM WIGAN TO THE PYRENEES.

TWO STROKE LUBRICATION.

1922 MODELS.

Sidecar Cbars-a-hancs for Police.

Powerful motor cycles, with sidecars

able to carry four policemen,, if necessary,

are now part of the equipment of all the

Paris police stations. It is anticipated

that their presence in the streets will act

as a deterrent to would-be infringers of

the speed limit. Then, agairi, the per-

petrators of many armed robberies have
recently escaped by using motor cars, and
there has been no means until now of

overtaking: them. The sidecars ' will be

used also in transporting victims of street

accidents to the hospitals.

—

Beuter.

Important Forthcoming Trial.

E.xcepting the Christmas holiday

events, the West Midland open trial on

Saturday, November 5th, will be the last

big competition of the year, and should

attract a good entry. There are two

special awards : a private owner's prize

presented bv Norton Motors, Ltd., and a

team prize presented by The Motor Cycle.

The route will lie, in the morning circuit,

east of Stewponey, and include Gravel Pit

and Beacon Hills': and in the afternoon

chieflv to the west in the Cleobury and

Ludlow districts. Entries close to-

morrow. Mr. P. W. Bischofl, Sunhoney,

Richmond Road, Wolverhampton, is the

trials secretary.

THE UTILITY SIDECAR.
(Left) Mr. Turk, of Brighton, is to be

congratulated on his bright idea of advertising

a brand of metal polish by making the body
of his Zenith sidecarrier a replica of the
speciality in which he deals. (Right) A
juvenile member of the United Dairies Calf
Club of Loughborough, taking home the calf

after a "draw" at the Cattle Market. The
outfit is a B.S.A.

N?>t
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ENGINE: VilUers two-stroke,

70x70 mm. [2(j9 c.c.)

LUBRICATION : Drip feed.

MAGNETO: VilUers flywheel.

WHEELS: 26x2^in.

SPECIFICATION.

CARBURETTER : Amac two -lever.

GEAR BOX : Burman two-speed.

TRANSMISSION : {in. chain and

|-!7i. belt.

FRAME: Spring.

MAKERS: P.V. Motor Cycles,

Ltd., Periy Vale, Forest Hill,

London, S.E.23.

THE P.V. was a pioneer amongst lightweight

spring frames, and the detail improvements
which have been made were incorporated more

to facilitate the adjustment and long wearing qualities

of the mechanism than to increase its efficiency.

The construction of the springing system, which the

makers claim eliminates all lateral play, is exception-

ally simple. The rear wheel is _
carried in a fork which is pivoted at

the rear fork end lugs of the chain

stays ; this fork terminates in a peg
which passes through a slot in - the

saddle, tube and engages with a

cylindrical fibre block. (The strength

of the saddle tube is considerably

reduced, but this is compensated by
the use of heavier gauge tubing and
lugs.) A coil spring is located above
and below the fibre block, the upper
one acting as a recoil spring.

Accessibility of Main Spring.

The main spring can be removed
and another fitted with ease, merely
by taking out the plug at the bottom
of the saddle pillar tube.
The machine which we were to

take upon test was equipped with a

2}z h.p. Villiers engine.

Details of the P.V. spring frame :

(A) The floating member
(C) Housing for the coil springs
(D) The cover concealing the slot in thesaddl

tube
(G) Adjustment for the springs

A preliminary inspection of the conti'ols and equip-

ment completed, which latter we would say was more
adequate than that supplied with many new machines,
the engine was started, and, engaging the clutch, the
machine took up the drive sweetly, and rapidly acceler-
ated on but a small movement of the throttle.

Although scorned by a number of "big twin"
^, speedmen, there are many points

in
^
favour of the two-stroke light-

weight, notably smoothness of
torque and ease and simplicity of
control.

Value of a Good Clutch.

Negotiating traffic in the South-
west of London without, constantly
changing down necessitates much
work for the clutch, and if it is

sensitive to the slightest movement
of the finger, as we found was the
case with the Burman, much time
and inconvenience are saved. So far
as the two-speed box is concerned,
when once out of the dense traffic,

the lower gear may be regarded as a
superfluous luxury.

Happy to leave the London streets

well in the rear, the long strip of
road from the Metropolis towards
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I

Roa'i Tests of Kew Models.—

Guildford and the coast

wider throttle opening. A
fitted, and with both aii

instinctively encouraged a

A " B. and B." carburetter is

,ir and throttle barrels wide

open the machine had a remarkable turn of speed for

its engine capacity.

When one ,has traversed a bad piece of road many
times, a definite channel, where the most violent roa(J

The 2| h.p. spring frame P.V.,

one of the most comfortable

lightweights on the road

Later, turning left off the main Portsmouth Road,
and ascending the famous Newlands Corner, which
has a gradient of about 1 in 9, we again found no
necessity to change to the lower gear^ although a
corner at the bottom of the hill reduces one's speed
considerably ; the engine accelerated rapidly, and,
halting at the top to make an inspection, we found it

exceptionatlv cool.

The appearance of the machine is pfeasing, whilst

the compact disposition of the various units gives one
the impression of easy accessibility. Incidej.itally,

shocks can be avoided, is instinctively chosen. The
ability to disregard this chosen route without the

anticipated jolting in the saddle most effectively

demonstrates the efficiency of a spring frame. This

was our experience with the P.V. The rear springing

is most effective, whilst if is not, as in many designs,

.too sensitive. It has the added merit of being quite

simple.

petrol consumption was in the neighbourhood of 70

to 80 m.p.g.

Other models manufactured by P.V. Motor Cycles,

Ltd., and all embodying the same springing system,

are a special ladies' model with a cut-away tank, a

23^ h.p. J.A.P.-engined model, and a 5-6 h.p. J.A.P.-
engined dual-purpose mount, eqyipperj with a P.V.
spring frame and a sideca'r.

VIEWING THE ECLIPSE.
The night of the recent eclipse of the moon was ideal for a moonlight run by motor cycle, an.l the above illustration, taken by flashlight,

shows Basingstoke motor cyclists who took advantage of a run out in the clearer ocountry- air to observe the phenomenon
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MR. JAMES BOWEN propounds a
somewhat unusual method of air-

cooling the cylinder head. His
cylimler is apparently of cast iron, inno-
cent'of any finning on the head, to which
a copper washer is attached. This washer
is ribbed and tongued in such a fashion
that all the air currents concentrate

^HQTABSOEBEIl
MUCSMiBEBt

confined, are free to slide in the barrel, but
are prevented bV keys or feathers from
rotating. The two outer discs or washers
ai-e free to rotate when a load is put upon
their respective shanks, projecting from
the ends of the barrel. As the inner
washers cannot rotate, the coiled springs
are compressed. The intention is evidently

to obtain a cam action
upon both ends of the
springs, and so to get
a big spring action in

return for a very limited
motion of the levers. I

find it difficult to be-
lieve that the device
would work smoothly
or prove durable.

James Bowen's cooling device. No. 160,926. 7/4/21.

towards one corner. The washer is en-
closed in a hollow and perforated alu-
minium air box, through which a current
of air is induced by means of a special
pipe coupled to an ejector nozzle operated
by the e.xhaust gases. This system might
conceivably be inferior to standard prac-

tice at high
road speeds, but
should improve
the cooling when
the engine is

pulling a heavy
load on a very
low gear.

Coil Springs.

Big End Assembling.

ilr. Granville Brad-
shaw, like most small
men, is of an extremely
jovial disposition. His
best friends say that
nothing ever depresses
him except the an-
nouncement of a new
patent for assembling
a roller bearing big end.

He is responsible for the pioneer patent in
a long list, and his original specification
was not drafted widely enough to give
him what every inventor dreams
of — a master patent over some
article which is in common use.
So a cloud will once more pass '

over his features when he studies the
Tyler Apparatus Co.'s roller bearing
big end shown herewith. By careful
calculation the various angles, chamfers,

spnng
n the

John Arthur's spring-

ing dev'ce. No
161.054. 30/3/21

The
shown
accompany! n g
sketch lends it-

self to a variety
of uses, and can
easily be adapted
to the front
forks or rear

frame of a motor
cycle. The two
" b . 1 i q u e

washers," be-
tween which the
coiled springs are

and radii are so arranged that the
connecting rod can be threaded "into
position over a one-piece crankshaft, and
yet have no more than the correct frac-

tion of side play when it arrives on the
crank pin. No cheek plates are needed,
and the rollers are inserted via a recess

machined in the opposite crank cheek.
This recess is afterwards filled by a lock-

ing plate, which abuts against a flange,

and is finally secured by two locking
screws and a, wire.

A French Motor Wheel.

Messieurs Burlat and Eenaudin reside
at Impasse St. Alban in the city of
Lyons. I sincerely hope there is nothing
prophetic about the first word of theiV
postal address, but I have lived to see
many motor wheels invented and- fe?,-

succeed. Their wheel, so to speak. 1=

Tyler and Simpson's roller bearing.

No. 159,276. 20/2/21.

Burlat and Renaudin's motor wheel.

No. 139,767. 10/3/21.

mostly Imb. for the Dower unit, etc., are
carried inside the hub. -V small crank-
shaft pinion drives a much larger pinion,
which in turn operates an enormous clock
spring. This clock spring " stretches at

the explosiwi, and relaxes during the
other three movements," thus providing
a practically constai.t torque ! (What
further need have we of multi-cylinder
engines?) Anyhow, the dive, thus
smoothed out, finallv arrives at internal
teeth cut on the inside of the hub. The
hub and wheel are centred by rollers

and suitable tracks. The motor is pre-
vented from rotating round the fixed

wheel spindle " by the rigidity of the
mudguard," assisted by a special strut.

I
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Recent Patents.—

Simplicity in Carburettei Design.

Mr. E. R. Turner's motor cycle carbn-
,retter is extremely simple, and admits of
very rapid tuning. The first element of
noveJLy is to be noted in the petrol inlet
to the float chamber, where the almost-
universal needle valve is scrapped in
favour of a spring ball, opened by a guide
spindle, which carries the weight of the
float when the chamber empties. The
spraying chamber consists of a straight
through tube, in the lower side of which
two jets are drilled, and rendered ad-
justable by means of threaded needles.

Turner's

carburetter.

No. 150,891

16/4/20.

The jet nearest the engine is the pilot,

and the base -of the throttle is shaped
to concentrate- a fierce depression about
this jet. No extra air is provided.

Riders who have expended much time
in trying to obtain power, economy,
and even acceleration from vaporisers

equipped with three jets and three choke
tubes will wonder whether Mr Turner
has not put up with a little crudity in

his desire to evolve a really simple one-

lever carburetter.

The Question of Forks.

For some unknown reason Mr. W. G.

Beil nourishes a violent objection to the

ordinary steering fork, which is cer-

tainly shared by the designers of the

Ner-a-car anj by those responsible for

some now obsolete models of the James and
Zenith motor bicycles. His specification

contains hints which suggest that he is

contemplating a tricar of the two-wheel
astern type. However that may be, the

two sketches indicate how he thinks the

steering of such a vehicle ought to be
arranged. May he prove successful in

convincing the general public.

Rear Spiinging.

Mr. A. J. Biggs's spring frame is of
the type which employs a single leaf

spring to restrain the oscillations of a
hinged rear frame, and his specification

rather implies that he has- thoughts of

Biggs's spring frame.

No. 159,412. 3/3/21.

marketing it as a conversion set for
springing existing rigid frames. It em-
bodies a bell crank and shackle beneath
the saddle-pillar

Effortless Gear Changing.
Of course, I cannot say how Mr L

E. Fowler's gear-shifting mechanism
works in practice, but it sounds like one
of those beautiful dreams Avhich never
come true. . The rider swears off the
actual labour of gear changing for the
I'est of his life, just as a toper swears
off beer when the Salvation Army gets
hold of him. On starting out wiih
bottom gear engaged, he puts the gear

Bell's steering device 159,633. 7/3/21.

Fowler's gear change. No. 150,070.

27/7/20.

lever in the second gear natch. Nothing
,

happens at the moment. But when the
rider considers the time opportune for

a change-up, he momentarily depresses
his clutch pedal. No sound is heard,
but the engine reduces its revolutions,
and the machnie increases its speed. A

similar manoeuvre
translates him on to

top gear. Top once
reached, he puts his

gear lever in notch
2—notch 1 if he is

competing in a
freak trial. Top
gear remains en-

gaged, but the lower
gear may be in-

stantly obtained at

any moment simply
by the merest tickle

of the clutch
pedal.

This miracle is performed as follows :

The gear in engagement is locket by a
trigger, which can only be freed by a
lever connected to the clutch pedal. "The
gear lever cannot unlock this trigger,

and movement of the gear lever from one
notch to another, therefore, effects no
gear change provided the clutch pedal is

not touched. But the gear lever con-
nections include a spring box, and the
movement of the gear lever compresses
one of two powerful springs—one for
" up," the other for " down." The in-

stant the clutch pedal is depressed, the
locking trigger is freed, and the com-
pressed spring pulls the selected gear
into actioij.

A Fork Design.

Mr. W. A. Bruce's springing device is

applicable to either forks or a saddle
carrier The fork stem is attached to

the steering stem at two points. The
lower attachment is a pair of links, while
the upper attachment is a trunnion

Bruce's spring

fork. No. 158,639.

7/2/21

mounted at the apex of a rigidly braced
triangle. IMain and rebound springs are

fitted above and below this trunnion.

Frame Springing.

Mr. A. Alltree, who has designed many
motor cycle gear boxes, is now turning
his attention to spring frames. The
sketch is really self-explanatory. When
the rear wheel passes over a bump, the
pivoted chain stays swing upwards, and
the pivoted down stays telescope.. These
actions are resisted by the opposed pres-

sure of the thin ends of the two leaf

springs shown. The leaf sprinus are held
in register by any form of clip or pin
which does not prevent them from sliding
over each other, and may be encased in

a metal or leather sheath. The design
is light, inexpensive, and efficient.

Altree's springing

arrangement. No.
159.658. 10/3/21.
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How Spring-wheeled Sidecars may Ease Driving Strain and Sinocks (o

the Motor Cycle Frame.

IN
"a recent issue, " Wharfedale " wrote at some
length on the subject of sidecar connections
and evinced a marked leaning towards the advoca-

tion of a certain amount of flexibility between the
sidecar and its propelling attachment.
The present writer is also in agreement with that

idea, and has long maintained in his own immediate
circle that a semi-flexibly connected sidecar, or a side-

car with spring wheel, would take away the majority
of those unpleasant side shocks which mar sidecar
driving Avherever the roads tend to roughness. As an
assistance in cornering, moreover, an attachment which
permits the motor cycle to make slight departures from
the vertical, provided its alignment is unimpaired on
a straight road, should be advantageous. This
question of facility -in cornering was indeed of special
moment, for most of the writer's mileage is acconi-
plished with nothing more than a small bag and a
photographic outfit ih-the sidecar to act as ballast.

Choice fell upon
a Henderson spring

frame model for

attachment to a Scott

machine, and after

having the sidecar

fitted at the works
of Henderson Motors,
Ltd., at Sheffield, it

was run for some 500
miles, when delivery

of a 192 1 ^% h.p.

B.S.A. \yas obtained,
and with new connec-
tions promptly sup-

plied the sidecar was
transferred.

On the Scott machine, perhaps in part owing to the

long connections up to the head lug of the machine

and also to the slight inherent " whippiness " of the

Scott frame, the steering with a passenger was rather

heavy, but ridden empty the freedom from shocks

transmitted from the sidecar wheel was remarkable,

and the machine steered and felt almost as unfettered

as a solo machine. The same remarks apply to its use

on the B.S.A. , only the steering is much better.

With this type of sidecar it becomes very essential

to line up carefully and «ith a distinct oiihtard lean

of the cycle as the weight of the passenger naturally

depresses the spring of tlie floating axle, but an adjust-

ment is provided for varying weights. For those who
travel chiefly with light loads such a sidecar is admir-

able. The working of the floating axle is easily noted

when driving, and it is obviously saving chassis and
frame from all major shocks. Incidentally, the opinion

of " expert passengers " is that the comfort of this

Henderson body illustrated is unsurpassed. H.S.

Swinging spring-controlled axle

or the Sheffield-Henderson sidecar.

Adjustment is effected by extending
the leal spring. Graceful body lines ; comfort and luggage capacity are also leahires.
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A SWISS MAGNETO.
The Scinlilia, a Simple High-fension Mcchire Embodying Ro'adng Magneis

and a Stalionary Winding.
THE Scintilla magneto, wluch is not as

yet \vell_known in this country, is

an interesting piece of meclianism,
as it works on a principle which is quite
different from that employed in x.ie
average magneto machine.

Its performances on motor bicycles on
the Continent have been remarkably good.
For instance, practically all the Jloto-
.sacoches which did so well in this year's
International Si.x Days Trial were
equipped with it, as were also two New
Imperials. The magneto itself is of
Swiss manufacture, and is made at
Soleure.

Non-rotating Contact Breaker.

The contact breaker of all models is

interchangeable and it does not rotate

;

the component parts are very robust. A
bayonet fastening allows the contact

armature windings are carried above the
rotating magnet i-' the case of the single-

cylinder pattern. The chief differences

between the single-cylinder pattern and
that suitable for twin-cylinder motor
bicycles are in the contact breaker and
the distributer. The type for twin-
cylinder motor cycles has a slip ring and
two carbon brushes in each brush holder,

one of which collects the current from
the armature, and the other transfers it

through the segment on the slip ring to

the sparking plug.

minium c.nver

while the enu

Details of the twin-cylinder magneto, showing the cover, twin

brush holder, and contact breaker.

The Scintilla magneto for twin-cylinder

motor cycles,

breaker to be instantly removed for ad-
justment, and tire platinum points may
be inspected by removing a small alu-

hetd by spring clips,

plate car-ryiug the spark
advance lever is held
into position by a
central screw, which,
if loosened, allows the
lever to be placed in

eight; different posi-

tions ; a powerful
spring returns the con-
tact breaker to its

retarded position

Unlike magnetos of

the rotating armature
type, the windings do
not rotate between the
magnets, and even the
usual type of polar
inductor layout is sub-
stituted by a rotating
magnet, thus dispens-
ing with the more
conventional rotor re-

volving between the
poles of a stationary
horseshoe magnet ; the

The revolving magnet with laminated

pole shoes.

With the single-cylinder type the high-
tension current passes direct to the plug
tei'minal, and no slip ring is employed,
and there are thus no sliding contacts or.

air gaps in the circuits.

Cut-out Switches as Staadard.

Every Scintilla magneto is provided
with an e_arth terminal for the purpose
of switching off the magneto : in the case
of twin-cylinder models this is situated
on the driving side, and in the case of
single-cylinder models it is placed adja-
cent to the high-tension terminal. The
magnetos are beautifully finished, while
the working parts are of robust con-

struction. They are handled in Great
Britain by Scintilla Magnetos, Ltd.,
Trafalgar House, Waterloo Place, London,
S.W.I.

A Dynamo with a Mechanical Charging Switch.
New Sm

THE accompanying sketch shows the

general arrangement, of the commu-
tator and the four brushes, which are

held in pairs on the new Smith lighting

dynamo which will be seen at the Olympia
Motor Cycle Show. The automatic cut-out

is a most novel feature, since it is con-

trolled entirely by centrifugal action.

The arnrature shaft is drilled, and inside

iih Generator with Centrifugal
accommodates a small push-rod, which,
at one end, comes in contact with a rocker
arm, and at the other with a fiat on a
cross spindle, which carries the governing
ring. This ring lies at an angle of

appro.ximately 45° when the armature is

stationary, but when the speed of this

shaft reaches 950 r.p.m. the ring swings
until it is at right angles to the arma-

Cu!-oul.

ture, and in consequence the full diameter
of the governer spindle abuts on the

end of the push rod, and so forces it

outwardly and operates the rocker arm,
making contact between the studs at the

top of the casting and joining up the

charging circuit. This device cuts out

again when the armature speed drops

below 950 r.p.m.

Details of the Smith dj-namo, showing commutator, lamp and dimming switch, and automatic switch gear
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Which is the World's Best Solo Machine ?
Should Value for Money be Considered ? Fascinating Belt Drive

DESPITE the fact that almost invariably a proud

owner's present mount is, in his opinion, un-

doubtedly the world's best machine, some very

interesting views have arisen from our readers' efforts

to decide the premier solo motor cycle.

In the letter from Mr. A. Arnold, initiating the

discussion, the 3^ h.p. Sunbeam was mentioned, and

since then the following names have been put forward

by ^'arious enthusiasts: 3!/^ h.p. Rudge, 3J4 h.p.

Lea-Francis, 4 h.p. Triumph (twice), Scott, Stanger,

3K h.p. Norton (twice), and the 3>^ h.p. Sunbeam

(for the second time).

This w^eek brings a further large batch of letters

and several additional aspirants to the title.
_

Power-weight ratios, according to " Otazenithing
"

(Croydon), must be taken into account. He writes:

"The Rolls-Royce has a very large engine, which gives

great liveliness and speed, both on the level and on hills.

Now, although the 3i h.p. Sunbeam is a very fine machme,

it is burdened as regards weight with a gear box, chain cases,

and many other doubtless 'excellent features in their way,

which, however, militate against the aforementioned Rolls-

Royce liveliness. Regarded from this standpoint, has not the

Zenith a good claim to the title? This machine is very

comfortable, not at all unwieldy, has a high power-to-weight

ratio, and, with its smooth, silent drive, incorporatmg the

incomparable gear with no power-absorbing gear box, should

be hard to beat."

Variable Gears.

Somewhat similar opinions are held by " C.G.E.S."

(Croydon)

:

"I think those who know both types of gears well

will agree with me that the variable gear is unequalled for

solo riding. The Rudge and- Zenith are both admirable solo

mounts.
"

I have a 5 h.p. Sports Zenith-Gradua, and for_ silence,

speed, and reliability I would not change it tor any other

solo 'bus. It is a joy to handle."

An American mediumweight twin is the ideal of

"Satisfied " (Southport)

:

" For a solo machine of all-round excellence, I think

that my mount, an electrically equipped Indian Scout, would

require some beating. Personally, I have not noticed the
' appalling splutter ' to which Mr. Norman Williams refers.

On the contrary, I find the engine most flexible ajid smooth

running, and po.«sessed of remarkable powers of acceleration.

The finish is excellent, and the machine most reliable in

all ways. Usual disclaimer."

Mr. Graham Haynes cannot decide between the

claims of the small twin and two famous singles :

" For all-round and everyday purposes, nothing
^
can

equal the following three tor' reliability, silence, durability,

and value for money, etc. They are the 3^ h.p. Lea-Francis,
3i h.p. Sunbeam, and 4 h.p'. Triumph. They absolutely

come out top of the lot."

A Dutch correspondent, writing from the Hague,

gives his choice in his nom-dc-plume. " Raleigh ":

"Neither finish nor torque (especially when unable to

run slowly and using too much petrol) alone will make a

machine good.
"Torque and balance, spring frame, interchangeable wheels,

and chain cases are the first necessities before it will be
possible to compare a motor cycle with any Cir at all.

"The get-at-ableness is another interesting point for the

owner-driver. Now we have at last one such machine. For
me every other mount is dead. I am sorry."

That price should not be considered is the view

of " S.K.C." (Belfast): ,,

" In my opinion, for either tourists or speed men, the
Norton is second to none.

B(5 -

" I notice that IVIr. H. M. Main Clark points out that the

price of the 3^- h.p. Rudge-Multi is a large factor in its

favour, but then the 3^ h.p. single-speed Norton's revised

price is £80. -

"The 16H Norton is as comfdrtable as anybody can desire,

and as for power and speed, well, everybody knows what the

Norton can do."

" T.B. 5623 " (Waterloo) also thinks that value

for money should not be considered

:

" I have read with interest the names of the motor
cycles which your readers give as being two-wheeled Rolls-

Royces, and they have occasioned me no surprise whatever,
with the exception of the machine chosen by Mr. H. M. Main
Clark, viz., the Rudge. I admit that this machirie is certainly

very fast on the level, but still I do not think that anyone
will say that it shines on freak hills.

"It is not my intention to run down the Rudge, but I

should like to know why Mr. Main Clark should mention this

machine when he possesses a Sunbeam. A Rolls-Royce is not
cheap, so I fail to see that price has anything to do with
the choice of ' the world's best solo machine.' One has to

pay for luxuries."

Running economy is named by Mr. John W. Parr

as a desirable feature

:

"I have owned and ridden many makes of machines,
but none of them can come up to the 1921 3^ h.p. Ariel for

reliability, durability, economy, and all-round excellence.
Usual disclaimer."

Dr. G. R. Harland replies to the question directly:
" I do not know, as I have not ridden all of the many

makes., I have owned sixteen motor cycles, including Hum-
bers. Triumphs, P. and 51. 's, Douglases, Indians, Royal
Enfields, and Velocettes. My present two mounts are

A.B.C.'s, gbiid I should like to say that in my opinion they
are incomparably the best of the lot ; they are fast, quiet,

very comfortable, extremely easy to start, they never in the
leiast overheat."

A T'Wo=stro".le Favoured.
" Ivy Three " (Olton) tabulates his reasons for

choosing the machine of that name :

" (1.) Low initial first cost, low weight, and perfect finish.
" (2.) Extraordinary reliability in every branch of the

sport, and possessing extreme simplicity.
" (3.) Silence without loss of power.
"(4.) Low petrol consumption, and, therefore, cheap up-

keep.
" (5.) Ability to take a sidecar if required.
" (6.) Speed when necessary without vibration.
" I am the proud owner of an Ivy Three, and, without

any special tuning whatever, am obtaining, 105|^ m.p.g."

An earlier letter from " —Umph " is backed up
by " Tri " (Wallasey) :

'

" His remarks about monotonous reliability, superb detail

design and finish, and revelling in being neglected, etc., are
not exaggerated in the least. The Triumph is, without a
doubt, 'it.' Usual disclaimer."

Few of the machines already mentioned stand up
to Irish roads, according to Mr. J. W. Wallace. .'He

continues :

" Seemingly, none of your correspondents have taken into
consideration the cost of maintenance for each machine. I

have ridden nearly all the leading makes of nlbtor cycles

from 1910 to the present date, and may candidly say that
among the lot I have never found anything to be compared
with the 'old contemptible,' the trusty Triumph, for solo

work, reliability, comfort, and principally, design. I am
at present the proud owner of a 1920 C.S. Triumph, on
which I travel about twenty miles per day, and this machine
has cost me nothing in repairs (tyres and tubes not in-

cluded) up to the present.

"The war has proved to us that the trusty Triumph is the
world's best all-round motor cycle, for reliability at any
rate."
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SPEEDOMETER LIGHTING.

Efficient and
very neat, this

new Cowey
speedometer
lamp is ope-

rated merely

by pressure

on the top

portion. Price

20s. (The
Cowey En-
gmeeringCo.,

Ltd., Archer

Works, Kew
Gardens.
Surrey.)

FOR PILLION ENTHUSIASTS.
To avoid bemg obscured by a pillion

passenger's coat, etc., this patented num-
ber-plate is extensible to the rear, being

mounted on telescopic rods, clipped to

the carrier. (Richard B. Higgins, 43.

Freehold Street, Spring Bank, Hull

)

POSITIVE MAGNETO CONTROL.
On the Villiers flywheel magneto, the

control lever is sometimes very "free";
the quadrant illustrated, sold by Read
Bros., 4, Goods Station Road, Tunbridge
Wells, provides a range of positive stops

beUveen full advance and full retard.

Improved Valve Attachments.

SINCE the F.E.W. yalve protectors
were first produced, several modifi-
cations have been introduced. The

reciprocating ^ sleeve is now lubricated

by an annular felt washer inside the

A SIMPLE BELT FASTENER.
Designed by a well-known competition

rider, J. S. Holroyd, of Holroyd Motors,

6, Warwick Street, Regent Street, London,
W.l, this simple belt fastener consists of

only three main parts, incidentally pro-

viding a very short gap between the two
ends of the belt.

The latest type F.E.W. valve lubricator

shown dismantled. The upper sketch de-

picts the protectors on a Triumph engine

stationary upper portion ; the device ij

also more easily fitted, a special valve
spring clip being provided. The manu-
facturers are F.E.W. Patents Co., 217,

Grordon Road, Peckham, London, S.E.15.

For Carrying Spare Petrol.

SEVERAL readers have commented re-

cently ill th: correspondence columns
of 2 he Motor Cycle on ths difficulty

of carrying a spare supply of fuel in the

ordinary two-gallon tin. The Greenwich
carrier, which is made by Duffett Bros.,

Greenwich
spare petrol tin

carrier, com-
plete with lock,

(Inset) How the

tin is inserted

and retained in

position

NEAT LEVER-OPERATED LAMP.
No refills are necessary for the Deklalite

inspect-ori lamp, cuiTcnt being supplied

directly from a dynamo operated by the

hand-lever. Price 25s. 6d. (Dekla. Ltd.,

Dekia House. 168. Great Hampton Street,

Birmingham.)

78, Great Jackson Street, Manchester,
together with the special tin, provi-'es a
safe means of storing an t.mple supply of
petrol for emergency Lse. It is quickly
detachable and rattle-proof.

DUAL-PURPOSE PILLION SEAT.

Spare belts or tools may be carried with

safety in the locked compartment of the

Box pilhon seat, access to wh;ch is gained

by hinging the cushioned lid. The price

is 42s. (The Box Pillion Seat Co., 42,

Earl Street, Coventry.)
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SILENT OVERHEAD VALVE GEAR,
One Face Cam driven by a Vertical Shaft operates Boih Valves.

MANY new types of overhead valve
engines have appeared vfithin the
last few monthsj but most of them

have adhered to the practice of applying
push rods, tappets, and internal or ex-

ternal cams.
The efficiency of this type of valve

operating mechanism has been proved in

competition, but there are many points
on which it is open to improvement, and
these the designer of _ the engine under
review has set out to eliminate.

On the Newson engine, as it is called, a

bevel-driven shaft rotates a circular face

cam housed in a chamber above the cylin-

der head. A small bevel on the crank-
shaft drives a 2 to 1 pinion bolted to the
tapered end of the vertical shaft, whilst
keyed to the latter is another bevel, which
drives a Thomson-Bennett magiieto acces-

sibly mounted on an aluminium plate cast

integrally with the bevel housing. A ball

bearing is located at either e.xtremity of

the shaft, the top one forming the base
for the circular cam. Here another
" eliminating " feature is found, since
both valve rockers are operated from the
same cam.

Friction is reduced by the use of a ball

fixed beneath the rocker and lyin^ in

the cam channel. The axis of the rockers

is provided with oil-retaining slots, whilst
the lubrication of the bevels and shaft

is effected by the oil vapour forced up

Sectional drawing of the Newson engine,

showing clearly the main details of the

valve gear.

the casting by the pressure in the crank
case.

Conical valve springs are used, the
cotter pins being retained by means
01 recessed spring cups. The valve
lifter is simple in the extreme. A small
lever and cam are located in a boss in

the valve box, the cam lying directly

beneath a small tongue on the rocker.

l|in. valves with a .4in. lift are used,

and the Ijin. diameter of the straight

through induction and exhaust port is

adequate to ensure the efficient and un-

obstructed passage of the gas. A cast

iron cvlindei', having a bore and stroke

of 63x80 mm. (248 c.c), is held to the
crank case by four long bolts, which also

retain the valve box in position.

The crankshaft and the 7in internal

flywheels follow standard practice. A
somewhat novel piston, however, is in-

corporated. It is of the slipper type,

and narrow, deep rings of the aero engine
variety are used, j^i"- roller bearings
are fitted to the ^big end, whilst oil

grooves fed from the crank case encircle

tho crankshaft.
Incorporated in a neat lightweight

frame under the name of the Eeyro-
Newson, this power unit has already
enjoyed success in various speed events.

The designer is Mr. S. C Newson,. of

32, Eastbourne Street, Stamford Hill,

London, N.15.

A SIMPLE MOTOR ATTACHMENT.
Tlie Cyc'otracteur, a French Production, arranged for Front Wheel Friciion Drive

As the motor attachment forms a very
important link between the pedal
dycle and the lightweight motor

cycle, a new fitment of this desciiptiou

r -^

Simplicity is the keynote of the
Cyclotracteur. The engine is a 50x55
mm. four-stroke, and the transmission
friction drive on to the front tyre.

will possibly interest those of our readers who are considering
mechanical propulsion for the first time.
The Cyclotracteur, which is of French origin, was exhibited

at the Paris Show with a large number of similar auxiliary
attachments, and attracted considerable attention.

A single-cylinder engine of 50x55 mm. bore and stroke
is suspended in a V shaped tubular frame,
the converging ends of which are fitted into
the front wheel hub spindle, whilst the long
arm of the frame is attached to the head
of the cycle frame. An automatic inlet

valve is used, whilst the exhaust is

mechanically operated. Petrol sufficient for
a fifty-mile run is carried in a circular tank
clipped to the handle-bars, adequate lubii
cation being effected by a small gear 01

pump in the crank case sump.
Friction drive on to the front

tyre propels the machine ; and-,

by the use of a handle and tele-

scopic tubes, the whole unit can
be lifted, and contact between
the friction roller and tyre is

broken. A floatless carburetter
supplies the mixture, which is

regulated by a lever on. the car-

buretter body. The jet is fed
froin an automatic valve in the
barrel. Ignition is by a small
magneto, driven by a pinion en-
gaging with the cam wheel.
The attachment can be fitted to

any bicycle, and is a distinctly
neat device.

Sole distribution in the Britisli

Empire is in the hands of the
British Motor Cab Co., Ltd., 1

and 3, Brixton Eoad, London,
S.W.9,

•0%

The Cyclotracteur—a French motor attachment

fitted to a lady's bicycle. Its neat appearance

is an asset from a lady's point of view.

bS
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondants.

AJ] letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

HEAD LAMP DIMMING ETIQUETTE.
Sir,—If the owners of cars with ,bright lights are just

recognised when they switch off while we motor cyclists are
passmg, I think it would help matters a great deal ; it only
needs a wave of the hand. iSIy idea is that if they know
it is appreciated they will continue to switch their lights
otf and give people with the small lights a "look in."

REG. GREEN.
COMPARATIVE INSURANCE HISKS.

Sir,—-ilay I ventilate a grievance with reference to insur-
ance? The various companies seem to think that speed is

proportional to horse-power. As the owner of an 8 h.p. side-
car outfit, I am chai-ged 50% more than the owner of a 3^ h.p.
outfit. If it is desired to average 20 m.p.h. over hilly
coimtry the latter has to travel up to 30 m.p.h. on the level
and down hill in order to make up for going up hill at 8

:
or 10 m.p.h. A powerful engine enables the driver to
maintain a steady 20 m.p.h. Which involves the most risk?

H. S. LITTLE.

SEATING ACCOMMODATION ON CYCLE CARS.
Sir,—Under " C\-cle Cars Under Test," you describe a

test of the Tamplin. Perhaps my own experience may be
interesting to you.
Seating.—The back seat is uncomfortable, and is really

more of a dickey. Pass^enger's legs cramped ; windscreen
gives no protection to the passenger.
Brakes.—Foot brake, good ; side brake, difiicult to operate

without moving the passenger's legs.

No ratchet. If left on a hill, gear has to be engaged.
Owing to short steering lock, turning the car round is

quite a business.

I can fully endorse all " Benedict " says regarding speed
and power. R.P.

Charing, Kent.

GARAGE TROUBLES.
Sir,—My son was "demobbed" in Jlarch, 1920, and we

started a garage. We have a good many customers among
labourer?, fine fellows, honest and hard-working. But we had
a tradesman customer who ran up a bill for over £15. He
came in with his motor cycle with a broken valve. The
engine was dismantled and examined, and found all right.

The customer came early next morning and took the machine
to another garage, and refused to pay his account till two
days before the case would have come into court. A second
customer paid a monthly account of £15 to £20 regularly

, enough till the end of the season. He let one bjil run
.

- a fortnight, then paid, but a fuial accoimt twelve months'
old is still outstanding. Another customer has not yet settled

. 1920 accounts. This is only a small garage, and not an old-
established one either. COUNTRY GARAGE.

Norfolk.

. A CATECHISM FOR POTENTIAL CYCLE CARISTS.
Sir,—At the forthcoming show there will be hundreds of

sidecar owners buzzing round the cycle car stands, like bees
round a hive, and wondering whether this season they will
not scrap the sidecar outfit and go in for something more
comfortable.

Well, if they do they will get the com'tort all right, but
before deciding let me advise them to ask themselves the
following questions? If the answer is in the affirmative, let

them go in for the cycle car, or at the later show a three-

wheeler.

1. Are.you absolutely and utterly certain that you will

neverwant to take three up ? -

2. Are you quite prepared to lay out an initial cost of

close on £300? Remember insurance, tax, garage, and
delivery charges are alL about double.

3. Are you prepared to stand a depreciation of close on
£70 for the season ?

4. Are you prepared to pay car charges for any repairs,

overhauls, etc., and also car charges for accessories and
spares ?

The writer thoughtlessly^ embarked on a runabout last

season, and now regrets a much depleted bank balance.

Edinburgh. THREE-WlHEELER.

BRITISH MACHINES IN SWITZERLAND.
Sir,—During a two months' walking tour from one end

of Switzerland to the other, I noticed the foUowhig
machines, placing them approximately in tlie order of their

frequency : Motosacoche, Condor, Indian, Enfield, Douglas,

Triumph, Scott, A.J.S., Henderson, New Hudson, Moto-
Reve, B.S.A., Clyno, James, N.U.T., and^ Zenith. Two
Triumphs I met on top 'of the Gurka PassTabout 8,000ft.),

and, according to their riders, they had had no trouble

coming up. The total number of British machines must very

nearly have equalled that of the Motosacoches.
Montreux. D. L. GALBREATH.

GERMAN MAGNETOS AGAIN.
Sir,—Recently, in a large motor shop in a well-known

South Coast town, I was shown the latest thing in light-

weights. I was particularly interested in it, as I own an
elderly, but extremely active machine of ttie same type
myself. Jly machine, being one of the earliest made, has
a Bosch magneto, because in those days the makers had a

stock of these magnetos, and had to use them up. The
Bosch magneto, as everyone very well knows, was a German
magneto, and a very efficient electrical machine.

I have frequently read articles stating that, in the last

few years, British electrical firms have produced magnetos
equally good as, or even better than, the Bosch or any other

German magneto.
I also remember reading, shortly after the Armistice, an

advertisement headed " No Trading with Germany," under
which were subscribed the names of several firms (chiefly

motor cars and motor cycle manufacturers) who thereby

pledged themselves not to deal with the (at that time)

enemy nations.
Hence, I was astonished to observe on this latest model of

a representative British machine that the magneto was tallied

"Robert Bosch," and underneath, "Made in Germany."
I commented upon this to the proprietor of the shop, who

evinced no surprise; but remarked that it was a well-known
fact that German magnetos were being fitted this year to

that particular model.
I am still astonished that such should be the case. One

reads every day about the black outlook of trade for us, with
the German rate of exchange, and the people working fourteen

hours per day all helping the Germans to undersell us, and
yet here is one of the best known motor cycle firms dealing
direct. I feel sure I am not the only one of your readers
who would like to know what about it?

C. T. NULHALL.
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WHERE DO THE TAXES GO?

Sir,—The time is drawing near when we will require to

renew our licences. Are Ave to be fleeced in the same

outrageous fashion again?
Excepting the unwarranted, and unwelcome attention we

get from the police everywhere, I should like to know what

the motorist of to-day gets for his money.

For 'my contribution to the State, I get mauled to death

ill riding the present-day "roads." One would not mind

paying if the money went on the roads, but it does not.

I think I speak the opinion of the majority of motorists

when I suggest that the clubs and motoring associations of

this country would be much better employed, and more

valued, if they would confine their energies and attention

to the question of ta.xation, which is out of all reason, than

to useless trials, which serve no purpose whatever.

Stoke-on-Trent. ZENITH.

COLLECTING FRICTIONAL ELECTRICITY!
Sir,—My question in regard to the alleged " frictional

electricity"" collected by a certain spark intensifier has elicited

quite a number of replies from various correspondents.

That of "J.L.," in your issue of the 6th mst., is very

luiconvincing. That of Mr. W. C. Wingfield is certainly

ingenious; but, as far as I can see, would hardly account

for the alleged increase in power.

Why does "Southerner" want a Wimshurst and condenser

when a common or garden magneto is quite effective?

Some correspondents adopt the attitude of " try it and see

the benefit "
; but, unfortunately, I am one of those strangely

constituted individuals who require the reason, for reason

there must be. Moreover, I must see the reason for the

benefit before I try such a gadget.

"Radio" tells me that, owing to the higher e.m.f. built

up, a quicker discharge will take i^lace— " a sharper and

quicker spark," to quote his words. I would remind him that

the rate of flow of electric current is constant where the

capacity of the circuit is the same, so a voltage increase can

make no difference; and, moreover, the spark will occur

immediately a sufficient e.m.f. has been built up to spark

the gap.
i_ J 1,

In any case, a greater advantage would be obtained by

increasing the plug gap than by fitting an extra gap in series,

for if the magneto would spark across the two in series it

would certainly spark across an increased plug gap, and in

this case a greater area of spark would be exposed to the

mixture—a most decided advantage, particularly in the case

of such engines as a flat twin.

It is a fallacy greatly existent among motor cyclists that

a small gap gives easy "starting. A gap of -|jin. to Vs"!- o°

a bad starter will often end this trouble, particularly where

the trouble is due to imperfect carburation when cold.

Ifecenons a nos montons : the arguments in favour of the

spark gap in series with the plug are not good enough, and

some of the statements and claims made on its behalf in an

advertisement in a venj prominent daily paper are an insuit

tc the intelligence of the motoring public.

L. W. E. HAETLEY.

Sir,_Being very much interested in the present discussion.

I would like to add my little quota. In the first place, I

would like to sav that the title given by your correspondent,

"Frictional Ele"ctricity," conveys an erroneous impression

regarding the conditio'n of affairs when an auxiliary gap is

used between -the plug and magneto.

For very many years I have studied and experimented m
the generation of X-rays, especially with the influence

machfne, as opposed to "the same rays generated with an

induction coil, and I found, along with one
'
or two other

experimenters on the same subject, that a series of small

spark gaps, made up in the form- of what are known as choke

coils, placed between the electrodes of the influence machine

and the X-ray tube, produced X-rays of a much more penetra-

tive power, and were excellent for radiography, but were not

so suitable for visual work owing to their intermittent

sparking.
Now.' I take it that these spark gaps, as described above,

have their counterpart in the auxiliary gap as used with a

motor engine plug and magneto, therefore their function to

me appears to be to create a higher dielectric valve of the gas

formed within the cylinder, (idded to ichich is the dielectric

v;ilue of the air, thereby raising the potential of the energy
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required before a spark can occur. Thus, the higher this

dielectric value can be raised before a spark occurs the higher

the potential, but the point to which the potential may be

raised is dependent upon the dielectric strength (or resistance

to leakage) of the generator itself.

In conclusion, the writer would like to add a fact of his

own observation in connection with the phenomena of high

pot^ential currents, i.e., that a series of small air spaces

between the electrodes of the secondary and the primary
spark gap are much more efficient in producing a higher

potential than one large spark gap, hence the reason why
the plug joints as used in a motor engine cannot be separated

more and obtain the same result as with the auxiliary gap.

Finally, it would be well if your readers would understand

that the magneto is an induction machine, and that there is

no frictional electricity in connection with it in producing the

secondary current. FREEMAN LEE, D.B.O.A.

[The heading under which this correspondence has appeared
is a quotation from Mr. Hartley's original letter enquiring

the advantages of a spark-gap.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—As an electrical engineer and motor cyclist, I have
been interested in the letters in i-ecent numbers of Thf.

Motor Ci/rh under the above heading dealing with extra

spark gaps. Your correspondents seem, however, to miss the

point, which is that the length of the extra spark gap, the

magneto, and the plug should be suited to one another. It

this is so, the result should be a more intense spark at the

plug points, and an oiled up plug or a plug shorted by
carbon, etc., would be automatically cured. On the other

hand, an extra strain would be put on the insulation of the

magnet's high-tension winding.
Consider what happens when the break in the primary or low-

tension winding occurs. We break a highly inductive circuit,

the collapse of the flux causes a rapid rise in potential in

the secondary circuit, and, consequentl.v, at the plug points,

where the electrical strain increases until the insulation of

the air between the points or electrodes breaks down and a

spark passes.

Suppose an oiled up plug, or one the electrodes of which
are bridged by carbon, the insulation resistance between the

electrodes is low instead of very high ; as the potential in

the winding starts to rise, a current starts to flow across the
electrodes via the oil or carbon, the energy in the secondary
(high-tension) winding is gradually dissipated and no spark
is produced.
Now suppose an extra spark gap to be in circuit, remember-

ing the plug is oiled up or bridged by carbon, and thus

oft'ers a low resistance, the potential rises at the electrodes

of the extra gap, a spark passes, w:hich means a sudden rush
of current, which burns out the fault at the sparking plug
electrodes, and so cures an oiled up, etc., plug.

A decorated A.J.S. sidecar that obtained a prize in the recent

carnival held at Wrexham. The owner is Mr. B. Jones, of

the North Wales Motor Exchange.
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With a sidecar as '* tender,' this caravan made a capita! place of

abode during the pa?t remarkable summer. The photograph was

taken on the banks of Loch Eck by Mr. R. Hay, of Dunoon.

When the plug is O.K. we have two spark gaps in

circuit, and a greater rise in potential must occur before

a spark passes than when there is only one gap (the plug).

Hence, the extra strain on the magneto insulation, and when
the spark does pass it is thus more intense.

.

May I apologise for being " long winded," but I have tried

to make things clear to the non-electrical reader.

H. W. BARCLAY.
EXORBITANT HOTEL CHARGES.

Sir,—While out motoring the other afternoon we called

at a large hotel in the Jlidlands, which is apparently a well-

known rendezvous for motorists, and ordered tea, bread and
butter, and cakes. Our total consumption was four small

cups of tea—all we could extract from the pot, as we dis-

covered on adding hot water, the latter experiment apparently
not intended, as we had to ask for hot water—four small

pieces of bre:id and butter, which we concluded had been
left over from the previous week-end, and three chocolate-

coated biscuits,, size one mouthful. The milk was curdled,

and the charge was 8s.

If this is not a case of profiteering, may I ask what is,

and I should also like to know the cost of a substantial meal?
Perhaps one of your readers could inform me, as I do not
feel inclined to try the experiment.

I consider you will be doing your readers an invaluable
.service by publishing this as a warning to the unsuspecting
riders who, likenivself, cannot afford such excessive charges.

DISGUSTED.

SANS CARBURETTER.
Sir,—Permit me to offer a few suggestions re the mysterious

behaviour of " Puzzled's " 1920 4 h. p. Triumph. I should
imagine that his piston is somewhat "sloppy," and the
rings are of a poor fit, or, quite possibly, his cylinder is

very badly scored. This would naturally allow the paraffin
to escape through into the combustion chamber, where,
once compressed, it is very easily fired.

(a) Regarding the distance " Puzzled " could travel on
a crank case full of paraffin, I do not think he would do
many miles before the engine "seized up," as there would
be no means of lubrication, which in this case is thrown up
by the flywheels from the crank case, now that oil is.

replaced by paraffin.

(b) I should certainly retain my carburetter if I were
" Puzzled," as he will no doubt find to his cost that feeding
the engine with paraffin in this manner is a " wash-out " in
the case of the 4 h.p. Triumph. L. R. TANNER, Jun.

Sir,—In reference to the strange occurrence mentioned by
" Puzzled " in his letter, I beg to forward my humble
solution of this matter and to answer his questions.
On kicking over his engine, pressure would be exerted on

the paraffin in the crank case on the induction and firing
strokes. This would tend to vaporise the paraffin, a means
of egress being afforded to it by the piston ring slots and
any " sloppiness " in the piston generally. His magneto.

presumably, being good, an explosion would occur, the
pressure on the piston top during the firing stroke prevent-

ing any paraffin gas passing into the cylinder. The engine
would then function in the ordinary way until the paraffin

was exhausted. As the heat increased, so, I presume, would
the efficiency of the engine.

(a) It is doubtful if enough power would b"e generated to

drive the machine along the road. In any case, it would
certainly only "rev. over" until the bearings seized up,

paraffin being distinctly the reverse of a good lubricant.

(b) I should advise " Puzzled " to keep his carburetter

and not to wash out his engine with paraffin again while it

was assembled. New engines especially have a tendency
to run into a solid mass when so treated. Paraffin penetrates

to places in a few moments which would not be reached by
oil in half an hour. CHARLES A. EXLEY.

TOOL KITS—PHEW .'

Sir,—I had the pleasure of sending " Ubique's " article

on "Tool Kits" to the agent who supplied me with a new
outfit this year, merely to confirm all the nasty things I

have said to him on the subject. I also sent him the follow-

ing, and declined to be responsible for consequential damages
(if any) as a result of his reading it. "Ubique's" article

brought it up, and he is ^entirely to blame.

Pakadise Lost.

A motor cycle tool,

As a general rule.

Is considered the ointment's fly

;

And none but a curate

Could really endure it.

And avoid words not heard on high.

Out in the motor shed.

Where you are skinned and bled.

Screwdrivers neither drive nor screw

;

No insulating tape

There could prevent escape.

Language of a sulphurous brew.

Pliers are made to do
When spanners laugh at you.

Amidst oil, and petrol, and gore
;

The cursing mechanic
Becomes more satanic.

Till brimstone's his lot evermore.

Gateshead. CU 1218.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"Dad" complains of the danger of loose horses on the

Lincolnshire roads. He also asks who is responsible for

keeping danger signs unobscured by foliage, etc.

"R^.B." considers that all signposts should be illuminated

at night.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunctrGn with The ^lolor Cycle.

" MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.'
The standard handbooii ou the motor cycle.

Price net, 2 ,'6. By post, 2/10.

' HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
New Edition. Just Published. Prirenet, 2/- By post, 2/3.

' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2 /- By post, 2 13.

" TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strolces, from the rider's point

of view. Price net, 3/- By post, 3/3.

" MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " txioN," of The Hotor Cycle.

Price net. 5/- By post, 5/3.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
Londoki. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6.

Boole post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4 /6. By post, 4/8.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Pricenet.s/. Bypost,5,/4,

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.
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Ivy Modifications.
Redesigned Cylinder for

Sidecar Work.

No very great changes will take place
in the 1922 Ivy models. A neat
little dummy belt rim brake will

be added to the front wheel, the tank
will be slightly modified, though it will

retain the distinctive Ivy outline, the
spring forks will be slightly altered to
conform with the type of fork associated
with the name of Brampton, and a new
cylinder Avill be fitted to passenger
machines.

This cylinder is an imposing casting
with long deep ribs and an increased
cooling area for the head. Its intr(j(lLic-

tion is due to the fact that the manufac-
turers considered their standard cylinder
more suitable for solo and sporting work,
and rather on the high efficiency side for
towing heavy loads. The new casting has
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The 1922 Levis
Programme.

Gear Boxes now Oplional on
Both Models.

VERY little alteration will be made to
the popular little 211 c.c. Levis in

the near future. All essentials re-

main unchanged, but a few minor details
have been cleaned up. A very smart little

machine will, however, be staged at

Olyrapia embodying the 247 c.c. engine.
Having a bore and stroke of 67x70 mm.,
this engine is the T.T. power unit modi-
fied for touring purposes. It has plain
bearings throughout, and all the well-
known Levis features are retained. It

will be fitted in a new frame with sloping
top tube, the tank being carried on sub-
stantial platforms brazed to the duple.x
detachable lower rails; 24x2iin. tyres
are fitted. A feature of this new type
will be that the single-geared model may
be converted to a two-speed machine with-

Bleriot-Whippet
now

Chain-driven.
Improvemenfs in Bodywork

and Transmission.

VARIABLE pulleys and final belt

drive have been abandoned in the
Bleriot-Whippet cycle oar in favour

of an orthodox three-speed and reverse
gear box and all-chain transmission.
There are several other detail improve-
ments for 1922, including a body 2iin.
higher than this year's type. The mag-
neto is now placed at the rear of the
8 h.p. Blackburne engine, while the
standard equipment includes a combined

Bi6
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The latest sports model 3 h.p. Ivy, although unaltered m its gential appearance, has been

improved in several minor paits.

been designed for general all-round per-

formance, and a considerable improve-
ment in pulling at low speeds is claimed.

From our own experience, we are aware

that slow pulling was always a commend-
able feature of Ivy engines, so that the
new design should be remarkable in this

respect.

Entirely new frame design has made a most attractive 2-^ h.p. Levis.

out structural alteration. The sloping

tank contains IJ gallon of fuel, and just

over halt a gallon of oil. Malleable lugs

have been discarded wherever possible in

favour of steel stampings. The price

of the 247 c.c. machine with single gear

is £56, while that of the 211 c.c. machine-

is £48. In each case £10 is charged for

a two-speed gear box with chain and belt

drive and clutch ; while a kick-5.*.rtsr

may be added if de;ired for a further

charge of JB2.

A slightly higher body enhances, if anything,

the smart appearance of the new Blerioc-

Whippet cycle car, the transmission of which
is now by chains throughout,

lighting set, hood, scieen, and spare which is made by the Air_Navigation and
wheel. The price of the little vehicle, Eng. Co., Ltd.,' Addlestone, is £198.
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An O.H.V. Sporting Triumph.
Four-valve 499 c.c. Engine Tested in (he T.T. now Incorporaled in a Sofo Mounr fided

wilh 26 X 3in. Tyres, and Adequale Mudguarding and Silencing Arrangements.
CONSIDERING that the model upon

which the Triumph reputation has
been chiefly built is essentially a

dual-purpose mount, it is a wonderful
testimonial to its qualities that so many
consider it to be the ideal solo machine.
It is only natural, therefore, that the
announcement of a sporting o.h.v. 3-^- h.p.
Triumph, exclusively for solo use, should
arouse widespread interest. We are now
able to give full details of the new model,
which, as anticipated, is fitted with the
Ricardo design of engine.

Used in the Big Speed Events.

This engine, as used in the T.T.
Triumph, was first fully described and
illustrated in The Motor Cycle of June
2nd, but as nearly five months' testing
in the big speed events has resulted
in several important modifications, its

general features are recapitulated.
Four inclined overhead valves are dis-

posed in the hemispherical and detacliable
cylinder head, which has lugs cast on it

for the rocker gear. Cowls are situated
behind the two exhaust valve stems to
assist cooling, while the radiating fins have
been designed with a view to most efficient

heat dispersion. With this in view one of
the lower cylinder fins also acts as an
anchorage for the holding-down bolts.

Both the head and the cylinder can be
detached without removing the engine
from the frame.

IQasked Inlet Valves.

The. inlet valves are "masked"—that
is, they have recessed seatings so that
the effect of a very quick lift is pro-
duced. One-piece nickel steel rockers
are carried in dustproof ball bearings,
and there are two exhaust pipes ex-
tending to a neat silencer with detach-
able ends and an unrestricted tail pipe.

Each valve has two concentric springs, a
split taper screwed' collar locating the
spring cups. The timing gear now re-

sembles the standard Triumph design

g^W^

Cowls have been fitted behind the
exhaust valve stems. This view also shows
the disposition of the twin exhaust pipes
and the neat detachable silencer. Both the
cylinder and the head are of cast-iron

very closely, including, of course, the
useful decompressor.
Both the cylinder and the head are

now of cast iron, but a slipper type

!L-
Perhaps accentuated by the 31n. tyres, there is an impression about

the new sporting Triumph of strength and roadworthiness sometimes

lacking on the super-sports type of machine.

Ricardo aluminium piston and light
reciprocating parts generally are em-
ployed

; the capacity is 499 c.c. (80.94x
97 mm. bore and stroke). Apart from
a flat base to the cranlc case, the lower
half of the engine follows standard
Triumph practice, mainly if not exactly.
The usual semi-automatic carburetter is
fitted.

Although the power unit deserves very
complete consideration, there are several
points about the bicycle parts, etc., of
the new model which may interest the
average reader to an even greater extent.

Designed for Hard Use.

It is apparent at a glance that the
machine has been designed for hard use,
and not solely for occasional participa-
tion in a speed event by an owner who
takes it there in a lorry! Dunlop
Magnum 26x3in. tyres on round base
rims, reasonable mudguardrng, and a
comfortable saddle are points that will
be doubly appreciated on a sports model,
while the oil-bath primary transmission,
spring drive, and Triumph three-speed
gear box have already proved their con-
venience and reliability. The gear and
transmission, by the way, are quite
standard, excepting the ratios— 4 23
7.02, and 11.72 to 1.

Improved controllability at high speeds
IS gained by fitting W.t). type handle-
bars, Druid forks, and the footrest arm
behind the crank case, and thus almost
directly underneath the rider. The rear
brake pedal is enormously long, and
extends conveniently downward to within
an inch or two of the footrest.
The approximate weight is 240 lb., and

the price,- as announced some weeks ago,
£120. Deliveries will commence after the
Show.

Finally, it must be specially empha-
sised that, although this model, like all"
Triumph productions, is of very sturdy
and robust construction, it is not intended

as a sidecar machine, and it is hoped
that owners will refrain from experi-
menting with an attachment.
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A Lady's
Sidecar Outfit.

Open Frame and Profecfed

Transmission are Features

of the New Comet.

FITTED with a Climax engine of 70 x 76
mm. bore and stroke (292 c.c.) and a

two-speed Albion gear box, with
clutch and kick starter, the latest model
New Comet is specially intended for ladies'

use. A semi-open frame and well-guarded
transmission are features that will appeal
to the fair sex, while the absence of an
outside flywheel obviates another possible

chance of damage to skirts and long coats.

OCTOBER 2-jih, ig2i.

Clean lines and sturdy construction characterise the lady's model lightweight New Comet.

24 X 2iin. tyres are fitted.

Rear view oi the New Comet, showing the tool box on the side

member of the sidecar chassis and the wide rear guard.

Aluminium foot

plates, Druid forks,

24in. X 2^in. Dunlop
tyres and excellent

mud guarding are in-

cluded in the specifi-

cation. Attached to

this neat little
machine is a light,

but sturdy, coach-
built sidecar, sus-

pended on C springs
at the rear and coil

springs in front. The
chassis is somewhat
unusual, and a
straight tube, parallel

with the cycle frame,
extends from the
dropped axle to the
head of the machine,
where it is fixed to a

short horizontal bar.

The toolbag is

mounted on the long
side member. After a

few miles on the road

we are in a position to state that this

little outfit is admirably suited for run-

about purposes or for shopping trips.

The plucky little engine will pull its

full load up reasonable hills on top gear,

and low gear is sufficient for all normal
work.

Some Good Performances.

It will be recalled that the Climax
engined New Comet has several side-

car records to its credit, which proves
the power and reliability of the engine,

one of the main features of which is the
fact that, unlike the majority of two-
strokes, inside flywheels are fitted. Tiis
accounts for the absence of "ring," so

noticeable with most outside flywheel

engines. Smooth running and silence

are good features of the little outfit, while
the finish of the outfit is in black enamel
relieved with gold lines, +'- tank being
decorated accordingly. The primary driv-

ing chain is enclosed in a polished alu-

minium case, which also enhances the
appearance, and at 87 guineas complete
the proposition is quite attractive.

Sirrah and Verus Models
for 1922.

From the solo enthusiast s point of view, this

all chain drive sports Sirrah is probably the most

attractive model.

All Classes calered lor.

T.T., Touring, and Sidecar
Machines

THERE are few firms who make a

wider range of models than Alfred
Wiseman, Ltd., Glover Street, Bir-

mingham. *In addition to the deservedly
familiar Verus, this concern is responsible
for the lesser-known, but nevertheless
popular, Sirrah lightweight. It may
come as a surprise to many that during
this year 250 Sirrah machines of one
model alone were sold.

For 1922 the Sirrah range is being
extended to include almost every type
between the single-speed lightweight and
a 5-6 h.p. J. A. P. -engined twin with all-

chain drive and 26x3in. Dunlop Magnum
tyres. Intended as a double-purpose
mount, the latter machine is most attrac-
tive, both in specification and appear-
ance, and its very short wheelbase should
ensure its popularity as a solo mount as
well as with a sidecar.

C4

Massive but clean mudguards (Sin. in

front), a saddle tank, Brampton forks, a
Webb front brake, Sturmey three-speed
gear box, and final chain drive through
an Enfield cush hub are the salient

features of the specification ; but it must
also be mentioned that the frame is par-
ticularly neat and strong, and has sur-

vived nearly a year's severe road testing.

At the other end of the scale, the
Sirrah two-stroke has a Union (70x76

mm. =293 c.c.) engine, and when fitted

with a gear box (Burman), either a plain

two-speed or a two-speed with clutch and
kick-starter may be supplied. Footboards
or footrests are optional. This model, like

all its namesakes, will sell at a very com-
petitive price, but not at the expense of

finish and general quality.

Coming to the larger lightweights,

there is a choice of belt or chain drive,

of 2| h.p. Blackburne, or 2i h.p. and
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you
value

"wonder-
ful accelera-

tion with per-

fect docility" you
will not fail to in-

vestigate the features of

this notable new type of

motor cycle.

Write for the2ENITH.BRADSHAW Pamphle t

Horizontally opposed
oil-cooled engine of
: perfected design. :

£118.

|^^H| ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,
^^^^^^^^" Hampton Court :: ENG.

'Phone—Molesey 169. "Wires—^Zenith, East Molesey."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

you

desire

to be on

the latest and
proved reliable

in public tests,

you will place your

order for one of thest

machines.

Purchase by Deferred Payments arranged

C.5
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SIDECARS.
AN UNPRECEDENTED OFFER

!

A limited number of the famous "Grindlay Model-de-Luxe" Sidecar.noted for its efficiently sprung

wheel, and cantilever body springing, and without a doubt the most comfortable

sidecar on the road, are now being offered at the special price of

<JB34> (Usual price £39)

This price includes 26" x 2|" Heavy motor cycle Tyre, (or

28" X3"), four point connections to suit any machine, coverall apron,

and coachfinished in any of the following colours: Grey, Black, Mauve,
Green, or Kh.aki, lined to match. Only a limited number are available, so if

you require a high-class sidecar at a genuine bargain price, book your order now.

GRINDLAY (Coventry) LTD.,
M-i'bo'in- Works COVENTRY.

PuMli
IWO -STROKE

1

A.CU 6 Days Trial

The only 41 h.p.

DUNELT Combination

to enter in the above

trial secured

GOLD MEDAL.

DUNELT 4i h.p. inter-

changeable Wheel Com-
bination, complete with
Spare Wheel and special

Electric Lighting Set

Announcement
re PRICES!

After carefully considering the question of

"DUNELT" prices for 1922, we confidently

announce that we shall be able to make
substantial reductions at the Olympia Show.
However, in- order to take the fullest advan-

tage of the falling market, we have decided

not to fix our next year's prices imtil then.

Meanwhile, on and after Oct. loth, we are pre-

pared to execute orders at our 1922 PRICES
and we will guarantee to refund the difference

between our present and our 1922 prices

on all machines sold between October loth

and the end of November.
'

Therefore you can confidently order NOW,
with the assurance that whatever reduction is

made will be refunded to you. Write for

Catalogue and address of nearest agent.

Dunford & Elliott (Sheffield), Ltd.,

BATH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

C6 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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New Models.—

2% h.p. J.A.P. engines, including a
promising sports model with one of the

latter power units.

Only advance details are available of

the 1922 Verus machines, which are in-

tended for the man who likes the very
finest quality, refined detail work, and
luxurious finish.

A 5-6 h.p. Twin.

The twin, which will be fitted with a
5-6 h.p. Blackburne engine, will be an
out-and-out luxury mount, such details as

silencer and chain cases being of cast

aluminium. Incidentally, the silencer is

a form of semi-streamlined rectangular
box of pleasing appearance.

All-chain drive through a Sturmey three-

speed to an Enfield eush hub, Brampton
forks, a Webb front brake, and Dunlop
Magnum tyres also figure in this specifica-

tion. A Lucas Magdyno lighting set may
be added if required.

Perhaps the most interesting Verus,

however, will be the 2^ h.p. J.A.P.-
engined sports mount, with all-chain

|j^m(^ILS 513

Villiers

Innovations.
Flywheel Lighting Set and

Engine Shaft Clutch.

ANY new features introduced by the

Villiers Co., probably the largest

manufacturers of two-stroke engines

in the country, are of peculiar interest.

Undoubtedly, the most important innova-

tion for 1922 is a lighting set combined
with the now well-known flywheel magneto.

This is a particularly simple and effective

arrangement, which has the merit of

saving much weight and a subsidiary

drive. The flywheel magneto has under-

gone minor refinements only, but a

modified arrangement of contact breaker

and condenser render the device absolutely

waterproof even without the sheet metal
flywheel cover.

By a simple but clever arrangement of

parts, the laminated pole shoes of the
ignition device are so laid out that any-

one with the slightest knowledge of

mechanics can add the two coils and
connections which convert the machine
into a combined lighting and ignition

apparatus.

Head lamp and battery case of Villiers

lighting set. The switch is located below
the battery box

Although this view shows all the main details of the 5-6 h.p. machine, the final production

model will have a much neater frame, approximately lOin. shorter.

drive and a three-speed Burman gear
box. 24in. wheels are fitted, and
everything else is in proportion. Alu-
minium chain covers and a Webb front

brake are two of its refinements. The
similar 350 c.c. J.A.P. is used in another

Back plate of the Villiers ignition and
lighting set, showing new contact breaker,

and the arrangement of ignition and light-

ing coils.

Current is led directly to the lamp, with-

out any intermediate accumulator, but a
large dry battery capable of producing
twenty hours light is supplied for use
when the machine is standing. A single

switch is utilised for the battery and lamps.
In practice, the lamp can be lit

mechanically so long as the engine is

revolving fast enough to fire, and at under
12 m.p.h. the light thus produced is

brighter than that given off by a 4^ volt

battery. A four-volt .3 amp. head lamp
bulb is used, and, after, careful experi-
ment, it has been found that the selected
type will withstand the highest voltage
given off by the lighting set without
burning out. A four-volt .5 amp. bulb is

fitted to the tail lamp ; both bulbs, which
have bayonet caps, are wired in series.

The whole lighting and ignition device
is constructed by the Villiers Co., only
the most suitable material being employed
throughout, and after erection each set

receives a thorough bench test. A detail

which is evidence of a practical designer
is the fact that the switch lies underneath
the battery bo.x, where it is kept dry and
is out of the immediate vision of meddle-
some urchins.

One other modification consists in

grinding away three sections of the taper
flywheel fixing, which, by intensifying

model with 26in. wheels, but otherwise

almost identical. Flat fiandle-bars are,

of course, standard.
Finally, there is a 2J h.p. Blackburne

lightweight with, however, only a two-

speed box.

the . pressure and providing space for any
possible oil film, has prevented slip with-

out necessitating the use of a key.

A Multi-plate Clntcli.

An item which is of considerable interest

to riders of single-geared machuies is the

optional inclusion of an engine-shaft

clutch. Six steel and six bronze plates

are housed in an extension of the belt

pulley in such a manner as to form a
very small and light clutch. The opera-

tion is ingenious, and there is no end
thrust on the engine-shaft even when the
clutch is withdrawn, the thi'ust being
taken between the cable and casing of the
Bowden operating gear, and ball races
being used between these points. In
practice, the cable of the operating
mechanism is fixed and the outer case
moves.
As regards the engine itself, the only

alteration of any importance lies in the
method adopted for obviating piston slap.

To effect this very desirable end, the
centre of the gudgeon pin has been offset
to a slight degree so as to coincide exactly
with the centre of gravity of the piston.
It is claimed that the results obtained
from this modification are excellent, and
that rattle has been to all intents and
purposes eliminated thereby.

The new Villiers engine shaft

clutch for fitting to existing

In conclusion, we may say that the
light given off by the new lighting set

is most satisfactory, and the makers are
to be congratulated on their productions.
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The 1922 Four-speed P. and M.
Increased Engine iizs , bimplified Lubrication, Improved Mudguardin^, and

General Relinement of Delail.

THE policy of Phelon and Moore, Ltd.,

of Gleckheaton, Yorkshire, has been
a year by year improvement of an

originally exceltent layout ; startling modi-
fications have always been avoided, unless

they were proved necessary and practical

by test. This year, however, the innova-

tions for 1922 are considerable. In the

first place, reference must be made to the

four-speed gear box, first described in The
Motor Cycle of August 25, 1921, page
729. A team equipped with these com-
peted in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials with
considerable success, and since this gear

was described the change speed lever has
been considerably simplified in design.

It will be remembered that two speeds

are given by the well-known selective

clutch gear, and two additional gears by
a dog clutch sear box. The standard
gear ratios are 5.3, 7.8, 12, and 18 to 1,

but higher gear ratios can, of course, be
supplied for a machine used exclu.sively

as a solo mount.

Lengthened Stroke.

So far as the engine is concerned con-

siderable alterations have been made. It

has been realised that the P. and M. is,

and will be, largely used for sidecar work,

and the engine size has consequently been

increased to 84.1x100 mm. (555 c.c).

The cylinder casting will revert to the old

pattern, with radiating fins at right angles

to the centre line of the cylinder ; the

fins, however, are considerably deeper,

and they are now cast on the cylinder

head, increasing the cooling surface.

More room is also available above the

cylinder head for cooling purposes, while

the frame lug adjacent to the cylinder

also has been removed, increasing the

air space. The engine is now absolutely

oil-tight, and has an exceptioiially clean

appearance, while the timing case is

circular and contains a new and simplified

timing gear, there being only two gear

wheels, of which the larger carries the

double cam for inlet and exhaust valves,

with a small half-compression cam be-

tween them, which is brought into opera-

tion by an eccentrically mounted tongue

worked by a small lever on the outside

of the timing case. The heel of this

tongue also works the exhaust independ-

ently of the half-compression device.

The crank case has been increased in

size, and the piston now dips down into

The 1922 model P. and M., which is now fitted with a tour-speed gear box and a larger

engine having a cubical capacity of 355 c.c. A Brooks cantilever spring saddle is fitted

as standard.

it, receiving oil thrown up from the fly-

wheels. A Best mechanical pump driven
off the camshaft delivers oil through a

sight-feed on the tank to the engine, and
the pipes now pass through the tank, and
are hidden from v'^w. The valve rocker

spindles are supported at both ends, and
the whole timing gear is a vei" fine piece

of design. Clip-on spring protectors are

fitted to the valve springs.

Section of the P. and M. four-speed gear,

which was described some time ago. Two
primary chains are used in conjunction with a

two-speed (dog clutch gear box.

The new change-speed lever.

Modifications in the transmission have

also been effected. The front chain case

is of aluminium, while the rear case has

been much simplified.

The frame is com-
posed exclusively^ of

round tubes, and is ex-

ceedingly light; and,
though the machine
weighs about 12 lb.

more than the 1921
model, the sidecar with
which it is fitted is

25 lb. lighter, making
the total weight of the
outfit considerably less

than the previous model.
The ratchet hand brake
is retained, but has been
moved to the off side of

the machine. The same
brake can also be ap-
plied by means of a
pedal working inde-

pendently of the ratchet lever, while

the front rim brake now has the shoe

reversed, and has been made more power-

ful. The front guard is in one piece with

its valances, and is well splayed out at

the rear.

Fully Equipped.

The equipment of the machine is par-

ticularly complete. A Brooks B500 canti-

lever saddle is fitted, while the lighting

outfit consists of Lucas acetylene lamps,

the head and tail lamps being supplied

by one generator for the side lamp, and
a licence holder is also provided. Points

of convenience and appearance have been
well studied, as the control wires pass

through the handle-bars, and the new-

tank holds two gallons of petrol and 3^
pints of oil. The ground clearance is

lOin. from the crank case, and 5^in. from
the footrests.

The sidecar is, of course, produced by
the makers, and is considerably improved
in construction and bodywork. Lugs in-

corporated in the motor cycle frame serve

as points of attachment for the chassis

connections, and the latter do not require

adjustment to attain good alignment.

Now that the capacity of the engine is

increased in conjunction with the four

speeds, the outfit should be capable of

going anywhere.

Details of the decompressor device of the

new P. and M. engine.

cS
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Solo and Sidecar O.K.'s,

515

A Three-speed All-chain Sports Model added to the Range;

(Left) Perhaps the most popular of the O.K. range is this single-geared lightweight, which may now be fitted with the makers own engine.

.

(Right) A similar model, with an Albion three-speed gear box.

THE makers of the O.K. Junior

machines (Humphries and Dawes,
Ltd.) must rank among the pioneers

of the lightweight sidecar movement

;

and as one of the little O.K. outfits gained
special mention in the judges' report of

the Six Days Trials, considerable interest

centres in the details of the 1922 edition

of this model.
An O.K. engine, which has a bore and

stroke of 70x76 mm. (292 c.c), only will

be fitted to the sidecar outfit, and, with
an Albion three-speed gear box with clutch

and kick-starter, it makes an economical,
handy, and capable little passenger
machine. It sells complete at £96 12s.

An identical model without the eidecar is

priced at £71 8s. ; while an entirely

new departure for next year will be a
three-speed all-chain drive sports machine,
also with an O.K. engine, which is listed

at £69 6s.

The extremely popular £45 3s. single-

geared O.K. has not been altered to any
appreciable extent, although an O.K. or

Villiers engine is optional. Fitted with

an Albion two-speed box and final belt

drive, the price is £60 18s., or with three-

speed clutch and kick-starter, £65 2s.

All the models are fitted with the well-

known and most efficient O.K. front fork,

which allows great freedom of movement
to the wheel. It will be remembered that

last year the springs were strengthened

by the addition of another leaf. This has
proved most satisfactory.

Excellent finish and a pleasing appear-

ance are undeniable features of the O.K.

New 6 h.p. Douglas Sidecar Outfit.
All 1921 Models Retained, with Minor Improvements. .

A SIDECAR outfit which, it is claimed,
will exceed 60 m.p.h., is the chief

addition to the Douglas range of

motor cycles for 1922. Although new to

the public, this machine has been on
the road for many months, and we have
heard very good accounts of it from
various sources. We have also seen it per-

form when in its " hush, hush " disguise,

and long ago we had formed the opinion
that, when marketed, it would be a
worthy addition to the short list of really

fast machines produced in this country.
Having a bore of 83 mm. and a stroke

of 68 mm., the piston displacement of this

Over 60 m.p.h. has been attained by the new
6 h.p. Douglas sidecar outfit, which is fitted

with an engine on the same lines as the "
3i.

"

Theflattw!n6h.p.

Douglas, of 733 c.c.

The overhead valve

rockers are lubri-

cated by a wick

system enclosed in

an aluminium box.

new engine is 733 c.c. From these figures
it will be seen that the power unit is a
development of the speedy 3^ h.p. sports
model, the bore and stroke of which are
68 mm.

An o.h.v. 6 h.p. Twin.

The new 6 h.p. unit embodies the over-
head valve arrangement, now well-known
as a feature of the smaller machine, and
which, it will be recalled, includes a
unique system of, wick lubrication for the
rockers contained in aluminium boxes
over the cylinder heads. All bearings in

the engine are of the ball or roller type,
the cylinder heads are detachable, and the
connecting rods are of H section with
double row roller big ends. A special

heated induction system is also incorpor-
ated.

Two shock absorbers are fitted, the first

on the engine shaft, and the second inter-
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New Models.

—

posed ill the rear hub. fxjin. Renold
chains transmit the power via the Douglas
three-speed gear box, which embodies the

clutch and a kick starter on the off side.

Incorporated with tlie rear shock absorter

is a very powerful internal expanding
brake, operated from the right-hand toot

pedal. A Douglas patent V shoe brake,

acting on a wedge-shaped drum running

on roller bearings, is fitted to the front

wheel ; at the same time both wheels are

The 31 h.p. Sports Model Douglas. Observe that the tool-box is carried on the mudguard in

the absence of a carrier. It is sold equipped with lighting set and horn.

quickly detachable and interchangeable by
removing the knock-out spindle. Light
car type rims are used with specially

large oversize tyres. Aluminium foot-

boards of a very handsome design are
fitted, and an extremely rigid tool box is

carried as on the 3^ h.p. o.h.v., i.e., on
the mudguard, instead of on the more
usual carrier, whicli is not fitted.

Finished in the Douglas blue, the side-
car equipment includes apron, windscreen,
dash, etc. ; and the complete outfit, fully
equipped with lamps, generator, horn, and
licence card holder, is £165.

Embodying minor improvements only,
the other and well-known models of the
Douglas range will be marketed next year
at prices which show a substantial reduc-
tion over the 1921 figures. The 4 h.p.

outfit will be offered at £135 and at £110
solo, fully equipped. The 1922 3^ h.p.

sports model is £130; the 2-| h.p., with
three speeds, clutch, and kick .starter,

£90; and the ever popular little 2| h.p.,

with plain two-speed, at £75, also fully
equipped. This is surely the most com-
prehensive range of fiat twins imaginable,
embodying, as it does, four different

engines.

Few Changes in Wolf Models,
Dual Purpose, Medium-weight Solo and Two-stroke Lighlweights.

IITTLE modification has been deemed
_( necessary in the products of the

Wulfruna Co., of Wolverhampton.
With regard to machines already listed

by this firm, the chief alteration lies in

the adoption of a sloping top tube, with

tank to match, which will be supplied

as an alternative to the dropped top tube

frame if required. Minor modifications

have taken place, but the all-black models

fitted with 4 h.p. Blackburne or 2| h.p.

Blackburne engines still retain their main
features. Taking the former as typical,

it will be remembered that Druid forks,

B. and B. carburetter, Sturmey-Archer
gear, 26x2iin. Dunlop tyres, and straight

chain . stays, are incorporated. Wider
guards are now fitted ; the forks have

been altered to suit. One new model will

be fitted with the 350 c.c. J. A. P. engine,

and another new model (which is not yet

quite finished) will have a ViUiers engine

fitted in a neat loop frame. This will belt drive. All the countershaft models
retail at thirty-eight guineas, with dir-!\;t have chain and belt drive.

The 1922 lightweight WoK fitted with J.A.P

engine and Sturmy-Archer gear.

PREPARING THE MACHINE FOR WINTER.
THE wise rider who keeps his machine

until the spring, rather than sells it

in the autumn, takes care at this

season of the year to prepare it in such

a way that it shall not suffer from use

in the wet weather nor from the ill effects

of standing in an oft-times damp or ex-

posed shelter.

Such preparations are simple, and need
not occupy more than one or two evenings

or an afternoon at the week-end. First,

the machine should be cleaned down
thoroughly, removing all mud, dust,

and oil: The bright parts may then be
cleaned with metal polish, while the ap-

pearance of the frame and tank can be
enhanced to an extraordinary degree by

ADAPTABLE GAUNTLET GLOVES.
An excellent design by Messrs. Dunhills, Ltd.

treatment with one of the special wax
polishes now so popular for furniture.

After these preliminaries, two methods
are open to preserve the condition of the

machine until spring-cleaning time comes.

The first and simplest—and in some ways
the most effective—is to brush over the

whole of the bright parts, the lower por-

tion of the frame, the wheels, and the

mudguards, with a thin cream of grease

dissolved in petrol. The alternative is to

carry this treatment out in the same way,
omitting the larger plated parts, which
may be coated with a transparent lacquer.

By either method the machine will re-

main in good order under the worst accu-

mulations of winter mud.

To Club Secretaries about to plan their winter programme : see " Club News " page for particulars of " The Motor Cycle " film.
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A New Sparkbrook Lightweight.
Villiers Engine, Loop Frame, and Pressed Sfeei Lugs.

A light and reasonably priced two-stroke—the Spark, a machine fitted with Villiers engine

and flywheel magneto.

ONE of the most interesting light-

weights which has yet been pro-

duced is the latest model Spark-
brook, to be known as the " Spark."

Primarily intended to be produced in

quantities at a low figure, it is the frame
construction which rivets attention. At
first sight it would appear that a loop
frame of normal construction is employed,
but a closer strutiny reveals many un-
usual features. To begin with, pressed
sheet steel lugs are used throughout.
Even the head lug, a particularly fine

piece, of work, is a one-piece pressing,

welded at the edges of the webs. The
main frame consists of the head, tank rail,

and a loop member, to which stout pressed
steel engine bearer plates are brazed.
Bolted to the rear engine bearer plates are
the chain stays, the back stays being
detachable from both chain stays and seat
tube. These stays have flattened, ends,
but are reinforced where the swaging
takes place by .stout inner liners of steel

tube.

Head lug, tank fixing, and lubrica-

tion details.

Quite an unusual feature is incorporated
in the stand, for this is so arranged that
the light tubular legs receive the minimum
bending stresses, since they lie directly

between the chain stay and the ground
when the machine is raised.

Two sheet steel straps position the legs,

and one of these lies on either side of tlie

rear fork-end lug, taking a bearing on the
outside of the retaining bolt boss and not
on the bolt itself. The front fork is of

the well-known Triumph type in so far as

it is pivoted at the bottom of the head
lug, but plain bearings are employed on
the pivots, a feature which is emphasised
by the designer, who claims that the
slight amount of friction at this point is

beneficial in its damping action.

Planned tor Production.

Both compression and rebound springs
are fitted at the top of the fork, and the
amount of pressure is adjust-
able. Before leaving the frame
it should be mentioned that
each side of the chain stays,

back stays, and spring forks is

identical, and this simplifies

replacements as well as lower-
ing production costs.

Footrests are carried from
the engine plates, and on the
cross-bar are mounted a pair
of brake pedals, cne on each
side of the machine. These'
pedals operate Ferodo shoes in

the belt rim, one being placed
above the chain stay and one
below.

All brake gear is arranged
in such a manner as to clear
a gear box and primary chain
should such a device be fitted.

The brake shoes ako are inter-

changeable, and a single return spring
suffices for both brakes.
Again composed of pressings, the tank

is of tubular section, with a recess along
the top to fit snugly round th? tank rail

;

projecting lugs are formed at each end,
which bolt up to the steel webs of the
head and seat-pillar lugs.

Befpre joining up the two tank press-'
ings, a steel bottle is inserted, and this
serves to contain- lubricating oil. The
cap of this bottle is screwed dc .vn on to

a leather washer, so as to be absolutely
air-tight, and carries a ball non-return
valve and an adapter to suit a normal
tyre pump. A tap and sight-feed arrange-
ment are fitted to the neck of the bottle.

Thus, after filling up with oil, a few
strokes of the tyre pump will supply suffi-

cient pressure to empty the tank of oil

gradually when the tap is turned on. It
has been found in practice that the oil com-
partment is so completely air-tight that,
even after several days, or even weeks,
no diminution of pressure is traceable.

Low Price,

Fitted with the well-knoyn Villiers
two-stroke engine and flywheel magneto,
the little machine will sell at thirty-eight
guineas, with direct belt drive. At this
attractive price the machine is thoroughly
well equipped, 26x2^in. Dunlop tyre's

being fitted. Sensible mudguards, a sturdy
little carrier, and good quality saddle are
included in the specification, and the finish
is black, with Sparkbrook green tank and
flywheel cover.

The well-known Sparkbrook lightweight
models will continue to be sold either with
single gear, two-speed, or two-speed and
kick starter; and, in addition, a new
model fitted with the 350 c.c. J. A. P. en-
gine and a three-speed gear will be listed.

Sparkbrook engine plate and

rear brakes.

THE 200 Mile Race r'. Brooklands
last week-end showed that the
1,100 c.c. four-wheelers have not yet

attained the speeds of the 1,000 c.c. solo
motor cycles. In the 500 mile motor cycle
race last July the 200 mile record was
broken on a 7-9 h.o. machine, the average

200 MILES AT SPEED.
speed being 74.34 m.p.h. In Saturday's
race the fastest four-wheeled cycle car,

with a 90° overhead valve twin cylinder
engine of 1,100 c.c. capacity, averaged
71.54 m.p.h.

It was unfortunate in this race that
the other machines of cycle ear type did

not approach the speed of the winner, as,

of course, the 'Id saying that "one
swallow does not make a summer " holds
good, and it must be recollected that the
winning cycle car was a highly specialised

machine specially desigr 1 for events of
this kind.
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Average of 71.54 m.p.h. for 200 Miles.
G.N. Cycle Car's Success in Great Race at Brooklands.

HUNJjEEDS of motor cyclists were
intermingled with the record crowd
at Brooklands last Saturday, the

occasion being the magnificently organised

200 miles race of the Junior Car Club.

The e*ent was divided into two classes,

(1) for 1,500 c.c. cars and (2J 1,100 c.c.

cycle cars. A graphic description, with

many exclusive illustrations, appears in

to-n>orrow's issue of The Autocar. The
racf/ started at noon. Taking the lead

in the 1,100 c.c. class from the start, a
Morgan with water-cooled J. A. P. engine
having side-by-side valves and driven by
E. B. Ware led for nineteen laps at a

very hot pace. On the twentieth circuit

he retired with a broken propeller-shaft.

This let Eraser Nash on a twin-cylinder

four valve G.N. into the leading place

temporarily, as he was hotly pursued by
Lombard (the cycle car Grand Prix winner)

on a four-cylinder Salmson and Phillips

on a four-cylinder water-cooled Deemster,
who alternately led at intervals up till the
fortieth lap. Lombard, who won the half-

distance prize, made one mistake, which
cost him several minutes. Near his depot

he suddenly decided to pull up for re-

plenishments, and, applying his brakes •

violently, caused the car to skid suddenly
and ram the depots, which buckled his

front wheels. No other damage being
done, the wheels were changed and the
race continued, but this unexpected
incident robbed the 1,100 c.c. class of

much interest.

Nash continued his regular lap speeds
of about 72 m.p.h. ; and, taking the
lead at forty laps, never lost it again,

accomplishing a non-stop run, his time
being 2h. 49m. 24|s. for the seventy-three

Brooklands laps, i.e., 201 miles 1,728

yards—an average of 71.54 m.p.h. Second

A. G. Fraser Nash (8.7 G.N.), winner of the 1,100 c.c. dass, overtaking W. H. Gates

(ID Lagonda) in the

71.54 m.p.h.

200 miles light car race at Brooklands. Nash's speed was

to finish was Andre Lombard on the

Salmson in 2h. 55m. 23^s. ; and third,

W. H. J. Phillips (Deemster) in 3h. Ora.

40s. Nash tolJ us that he used six

gallons of petrol on his G.N., and two and
a half gallons of oil during the race.

Except for the engine, which has four

overhead valves operated by an overhead
camshaft driven by bevel gearing, the
winning G.N. is of standard type. His
final lap was at the rate of 77.45 m.p.h.

A Coventry-Premier was fourth in 3h.

38m. 3s., and an A.V. but 4^6. slower.

The 1,500 c.c. class was won by H. 0.

D. Segrave on a Talbot-Dairacq at 88.82
m.p.h., second and third positions being
occupied by small cars of the same make
driven by K. Lee-Guinness and Malcolm
Campbell respectively. Detailed results

will be found in The Autocar Buyers'
Guide Numb;r on sale all over the
country to-morrow (Friday).

A Four-wheeled Sidecar Substitute.
FOR a long time past Messrs. Ward

and Avey, of Teddington, the manu-
facturers of the A.V. monocar, have

been experimenting with a two-seated

cycle car, but forebore to make any public

announcement until the design had been

thoroughly tested, and production was
actually in progress. We have now tried

the little car on the road, and prophesy

that at the extremely low figure of £155
it should prove a sturdy rival to the
sidecar.

In general specification the machine
bears a strong family resemblance to the
A.V. monocar, but the track has been
widened sufficiently to accommodate a
body 30in. wide, which, in conjunction
with an Sin. stagger of the seats, permits

two average people to be carried in real

comfort. The engine is an 8 h.p. J.A.P.
mounted at the rear, and additional cool-

ing is provided by a rotaiy blower, driven
by belt. Buyers may choose between a

three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box or

the firm's own epicyclic gear, which
affords only two forward speeds, but has

a reverse.

The new two-seated A.V. runabout, which has a slightly wider

track than the monocar.

Ackermann steering has now been adopted and' the shock absorber

improved.
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Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.
On Saturday the club will hold a_closed

reliability trial for the Sutton and Shell
Cups (for best solo and sidecar perform-
ances respectively).

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.

A most successful dance and prize dis-

tribution was held at the Savoy Hydro
on a recent Friday evening. The annual
general meeting of the club will be held
on November 4th.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

Next Saturday a closed sporting trial

will be held for the President's Cup, the
Er>o Williams Cup, and other awards.
The route will cover some new ground in

Wales.

Oxford University M.C.C.

Reorganisation is taking place, and a

new secretary, the Rev. Si. P. Sargent,
St. Edward's School, Oxford, has been
appointed. Novices as well as experts
will be catered for in future; and, as a
start, handicap speed trials will be held

on Saturday next.

Hinckley and District M.C.C.

Although rather late in tb ; year, the

recent formation bf a club as above has
met with distinct success. The member-
ship approaches forty, and a programme
for 19g2 is being commenced upon imme-
diately. Mr. H. A. Gutteridge, 72, Rugby
Road, Hinckley, has been appointed hon.
secretary and treasurer.

South Birmingham M C.C.

To-morrow the club is entertaining the

delegates of the fourteen affiliated motor
cycle clubs of the A.C.U. Midland
Centre; and, in connection with this

function, a smoking concert will be held

to wiiich all club members and friends

are invited, ladies especially. It will be
held at 7.30 p.m., at the club's head-
quarters, the Mermaid Hotel, Stratford

Road, Sparkbrook.

TO CLUB SECRETARIES.
"The Motor Cycle" Film will shortly

be available for loan to enterprising clubs

who are keen to make their winter social

events a success. This exclusive film

takes about forty minutes to exhibit,

and the programme includes scenes at

the Junior and Senior T.T. Races, the

600 Miles Race, the Six Days Trials,

and the Grand Prix Car Race. Club

secretaries should write to the Editor

(Film Department), "The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, suggesting two or three alter-

native dates after the Olympta Motor
Cvcle Show.

^eak-end (Tlub Cvcnts
Oct. S9.— Worcester and District M.C.C. Sporting

Trial.
Oct. 29.—North London M.C.C. Theatre Ninht.
Oct. 'SS.Stourbridgs and District M.C.C' Paper-

chaso and Social Evening.
Oct. 29.—Sutton Coldfield and North Hirmingham

ji.C. Closed Reliabilitv Trial.
Oct. 30.~Barrow and District M.C. Speed Trials.
Oct. 30.—Halifax and District M.C.C. Run to

Brown Cow.
Oct. 30.—Rochester, Chatham, and. District M.C.

and L.C.C. Run to Mayfield.
Oct. 30.—BirminQham University M.C.C. Reli-

abilitii Trial.

Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.

With the object of raising funds for
the ensuing year, the club is holding a
novel fuel consumption guessing compe-
tition next Saturday. A 4 h.p. solo

machine will be driven from a certain
point at approxim.i,tely 20 m.p.h., with
exactly one pint of petrol in the tank.
The competitors' task is to estimate the
exact distance the machine will run.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

There were twenty solo and fourteen
sidecar entries for the annual hill-climb

for the Dyson Shield, which was held on
Tong Hill on the 15th inst. Each class

was run on the knock-out principle on
handicap, the winner of each class then
competing in the final for the shield,

which, with gold medal, is held for one
year. No final was necessary this year
as H. Langman, the well-known Scott
rider, won both classes. The semi-finals

and finals in the classes were as follows :

SOLO.—H. Langman (3% Scottl beat H. Askham
(4 Norton); A. Mercer (3?4 Scottl beat H. Holmes
(3 A.B.CI; H. Langman (3'4 Scott) beat A. Mercer
^3^ Scott).

SIDECAES.—G. Townsend (31/, P. and M. sc.)

beat W. Backhouse {SV-. Triumph sc.) : H. Langman
;3% Scott sc.) beat H.' Holmes (3 A.B.O. so.) ; H.
Langman {3H Scott sc.) beat G. Townsend (3V'
P. ,nnd M.).

Dkley M.C. and L.C.C.

A large number of spectators followed
with interest the speed trials held on the
15th inst. It was a most successful event,
with a good number of entries, held
in perfect weather conditions, and along
a fine road surface, the course being
a third of a mile. Two Scott riders (C. P.

Wood and H. Langman) both achieved a
speed of 83.33 m.p.h. ; and C. P. Wood
had been placed first on taking the aggre-

gate speeds in the various events in which
the two riders had taken part. Since
the decision had been announced, how-
ever, there had been further conversation
on the subject, and it had been mutually
agreed that C. P. Wood should take the

cup and gold medal for the best improve-
ment on handicap time, and that H. Lang-
man should take the Sellars gold medal
for the fastest time. The results, ren-

dered specially interesting by the inclu-

sion of all speeds, are as follows :

SOLO ]NIAOHINES.
350 C.C—1 and bronze medal, J. Stansfield (25^

Edmund), S6.07 m.p.h.; 2, L. A. Runton (214
Velocette), 54.05 m.p.h.
550 C.C.— 1 and silver medal, C. P. Wood {Zli

Scott), 83.33 m.p.h.; 2 and bronze medal, H.
Langman (3;''4 Scott), 78.94 m.p.h.; 3. A. Jack-
son [314 Norton), 73.17 m.p.h.- 4, A. Fieldhouse
iS'A Norton), 73.17 m.p.h.; 5, H. W. Sellers (31.4

Sunbeam) and J. Du.xbury (33i Scott), 65.21
m.p.h.; 6, J. H. Holmes (35-4 Scott). 62.5

7, W. Backhousa iS'A Triumph), 60
8, J. Midgley (314 Triumph), 56.07
3, E. C. Caswell (3J^ Triumph), 55.05

m.p.h.;
m.p.h.;
m.p.h.;
m.p.h.
750 C.C.—1 and bronze medal, C. P. Wood {314

Scott) and H. Langman (3?4 Scott), 81.08
2, A. Jackson (SVj Norton),
3, A. Fieldhouse (3i^^ Norton),
4, H. W. Sellers i3'A Sunbeam),

73.17
69.77
68.96

m.p.h
m.p.h
m.p.h
m.p.h
1,000 C.C.— 1 and bronze medal, H. Langman

(334 Scott), 83.33 m.p.h.; 2. C. P. Wood [314
Scott), 82.19 m.p.h.; 3, A. Jackson (3^ Norton).
72.23 m.p.h.; 4, W. Bradley (7-9 Indian), 63.16
m.p.h.

SIDECARS.
1 and bronze medal, H. Langman O^i Scott)

68.18 m.p.h.; 2, J. N. Longfleld (7-9 Indian sc.).

65.21 m.p.h.

ON AXE EDGE, NEAR BUXTON.
_

Whalley (2-| h.p. Massey-Arran) in the recent Stockport and District M.C. Open hill-climb.

Whalley, it will be recalled, came very near to winning this year's Junior T.T. race.
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Club News--

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

F. C. Townshend (8 Zenith) and R. H.
Chaplin (3 A. B.C.) are now announced as

additional gold medallists in the Sopwith
Cup Trial described last week. R. S.

Spikins (3 A.B.C.) made a non-stop run.

Camberland Counts^ M.C.C.
A series of interesting lectures, all

starting at 8 p.m.. at the Crown and
Mitre Hotel. Carlisle, will be held on
November 5th, November 25th, December
17th, January 14th, and February 11th

The first, on the subject of " Road
Traffic,' will be given bv Mr E. H.
Spence, with Mr. W. T. Carr, M.P., in

the chair.

Midland Cycling and Athletic Club.
Results of the one-day trial, described

last week, wei'e very promptly announced
last Thursday. W. B Gibb (5i Douglas)
gained the premier award—the M.C. and
A.C. Trophy—and, as anticipated in our
report of the event, B. Kershaw (2J(

New Imperial) won the " Gowch ' Trophy
for the best performance by a 350 c.c.

machine. Other awards were :

JOEDISON TROPHY (best passenger machine).
—L. J. Cave (8 G.N.).

" TRADER " TROPHY (best solo machine over
600 CO.).—Cliff Atcherley (4 Triumphl.
" B.N." BOWL (best solo machine over 350 c.c.

and undor 600 c.c.).—W. B. Gibb (31/2 Douglas).

BEST CLUB PEEFOHIHANCB on a solo
machine.—J. Doherty (2',j Levis).
BEST CLUB PERFORMANCE on a passenger

machine.—L. Newey (8 Ariel sc).
WINNING TEAM.—T. P. Blumfield (6 Ariel),

C. Atcherley (4 Triumph), and J. Doherty (214
Levis).
GOLD CENTRE MEDALS.—As above, and F.

Morgan (2% Cotton), G. Mason (2y2 Connaught).
A. Milner (21/2 O.K.), G. Butcher (3V> Sunbeam),
T. Richards (4 Triumph), A. Rollason (31/-.

Ariel), H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan), F. H. Brown
(4 Rex sc), F. C. Parkes (a'/j Sun V.T.S.), and
J. Walker (6-7 B.S.A.).
SILVER MEDALS.—E. Neal (2V. Metro-Tyler).

A. King-Smith (214 Morris), E. F. Goodman (2V4
Velocette), G. F. Povey (2% Velocette), W. L.
Handlev (2i/. O.K.), J. Lidstone (214 James), M.
Bishop (2'/™ Sun V.T.S.), C. L. Sprosen (2% Con-
naught), G. Hill (2%" Diamond), F. Begley (4
Indian), R. Duke (4 Triumph), W. Danskin (3V.
Rudge), P. Sibley (31/2 Rudge), W. T, Woodcock
(3\2 Ariel), F. A. Watson (3V2 Sunbeam sc), B.
Bladder (8 New Imperial sc), W. H. Carr (8
Morgan), R. Beasley (3V. Sunbeam sc), and S.
Lewis (6 B.S.A. sc).

As S. W. Lewis's name did not appear
on the official programme, we inadver-
tently omitted to credit his 6 h p. B.S.A.
sidecar with a clean ascent of Bussage
Hill.

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The second trial to Land's End this

season was held on Saturday, October
8th, and from every point of view was an
unqualified success. The weather was
glorious, and, with two exceptions, all

the competitors reached Land's End. A
new freak hill, Warren Hill, was dis-

covered near Honiton, and a deviation
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was made from the main road to include

this hill, and also a couple of watei^-

splashes immediately preceding it. A
feature of the run was the admirable way

in vrhich a 2i h.p. O.K. and sidecar nego-

tiated the hill after 6 h.p. outfits had

failed. The performance of this mmia-

ture outfit was considered to be the gem

of the trial. A 2^ h.p. Cedos and sidecar

also covered the route. Awards are an-

nounced as follows :

TRADERS' CUP.—Cup and first-class certificate,

G. L. Morrish (3H Sunbeam). First-class certifi-

cate, 100% marks, I. F. Andsrson (2)4 Con-

naught). Second-class certificate, 90%, S. H. Crow-

hurst (31.5 Martinsyde), 295; P. V. Hare (VA
Douglas), 205; F. Skinner (6 Martinsyde and sc),

280; and D. Merson (VA Ready), 270. Third-

class certificate, F. Gardner (3>i Scott), 255; b.

Goodman (3H Sunbeam), 230.
CHALLENGE BOWL.—The Autumn challenge

bowl, value £15 ISs., presented by Mr. F.

Hewins, and silver medal. In this competition

five competitors tied : V. Tucker (VA Norton),

F G. Vincent (3>^ Sunbeam), G. L. Mornsh (3,^

Sunbeam), C. G. Clapshaw (4 Douglas), and J.

Eddy (V/i Excelsior). »
TEAM CHALLENGE CUP .-Challenge cup Jot

teams, presented by Mr. H. T. Kite. The Taun-

ton team, consisting of P. V. Hare (314 Douglas),

S. W. Easton (3 A.B.C.) and P. Heal (4 Norton

sc), 895 marks.
, , „ . .

Lightweight Machines.—1 (equal), I. P. Ander-

son (2^5 Connaught) and W. L. Handley (2\i

O.K.). 300 marks each; 2 (equal), J. WraigM
(2>^ O.K.) and D. Merson (2>5 Beady), 290 marks

Solo, over 350 c.c—1, S. W. Easton (3 A.B.C);
2, S. H. Crowhurst (3>S Martinsyde).
Sidecars.-l, J. Eddy i.VA Excelsior so.), 300;

2, L. S. Potter (6 Martinsyde sc), 300.

Last Open Hill-climb of 1921.
Keenly Conlesled Event of Jhe Stockport Club at Axe Edge. 1

SEVERAL well-known riders attended
the last open hill-climb of 1921, the

Stockport and District M.C. event

on Axe Edge on Saturday, the 15th inst.

H. W. Hassall (3^- Norton) made fastest

time of the day, winning all the four

classes which he had entered. E. Searle

(3i Sheffield-Henderson) and C. P. Wood
(3^- Scott) were usually second and third

respectively in the "general " solo classes.

Other conspicuously successful riders

were : G. Cowley (3^ Norton sc ), F.

Hatton (3j Douglas sc), J. C. Nichols
(21 Omega), and E. W. Wilkinson {3i
Sunbeam).

SIDECAR CLASSES.
550 c.c. Geneeal.—1, G. E. Cowley (31/. Norton

EC) 2, E. Searle (3V2 Sheffield-Henderson sc).

550 CO., Experts Barbed.—1, P. Hatton (3V2
Douglas sc); 2, B. Caldwell (3V2 Norton sc).
750 c.c , General.— 1, G. E. Cowley (31/2 Norton

sc); 2, P. Piatt (6 Bradbury sc).
750 c.c, Expert Barred.— 1, P. Hatton (3^/^

Douglas sc); 2, P. Piatt (6 Bradbury sc).
1,000 c.c. General.— 1, G. E. Cowley (31A

Norton sc); 2, E. Searle (31/2 Sheffield-Henderson
sc).
1,000 c.c. Experts Barred.—1, P. Piatt (6

Bradbury sc.) ; 2, F. Hatton (3lA Douglas sc).
Unlimited General.— 1, E. Searle (314 Shef-

field-Henderson sc); 2, G. E. Cowley (3>/2 Norton
sc).
Unlimited, Experts Barred.—1, S. Brown (10

Reading-Standard sc.) ; 2, P. Piatt (6 Bradbury
sc).

SOLO CLASSES.
250 CO., General.—1, J. C. Nichols (2%

Omega); 2, N. B. Newton (2Vi New Imperial).
250 cc. Experts Barred.—1, J C. Nichols {21^

Omega); 2, N. B. Newton (2iyi New Imperial) and
R. Taylor (2l/i Levis) tied.

350 c.c. General.—1, J. Whalley (2^4 Massey-
Arran); 2, B. Watts (2% Dot).

350 c.c. Expert Barred.—1, B. Watts (2%
Dot); 2, J. Whalley (2% Massey-Arran).

400 c.a.. General.— 1, J. Whalley (2% Massey-

Arran); 2, B. Watts (25i Dot).

400 c.c. Experts Barred.—1, J. Whalley (2%
Massey-Arran) and B. Watts (2% Dot) tied; 3, E.

Bates (3 A.B.C).
550 CO., General.— 1, H. W. Hassall (3>/2

Norton); 2, E. Searle (3V2 Sheffield-Hfenderson).

550 c.c. Experts Barked.— 1, P. Hatton (S'/a

Douglas); 2, B. Watts (2?i Dot).

750 C.C, General.—1, H. W. Hassall (3%
Norton) ; 2, G. E. Owley (31/2 Norton).

750 c.c. Experts Barred.—1, -E. W. Wilkinson

(3V2 Sunbeam); 2, P. Hatton (3V2 DouglA).
1,000 CO., General.— 1, H. W. Hassall (31/2

Norton); 2, E. Searle (31/2 Sheffield-Henderson).

1,000 C.C, Experts Barred.— 1, F. Hatton (3^
Douglas) ; 2, C. Waterhouse (31/2 Sunbeam).
Unlimited, General.— 1, H. W. Hassall [Z^z

Norton); 2, C. P. Wood (3V2 Scott).

Unlimited, Experts Barred.— 1, E. W Wilkin--
son (3^,2 Sunbeam); 2, F. Hatton (3^/^ Douglas).

HILL-CLIMB FOR SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
IN connection with the Glass Automobile

Show of second-hand vehicles at Man-
chester, which opens on November

5th, Sir Robert Peacock, M.V.O., the
Chief .Constable of the city, has given
permission for a hill-climb test of the

vehicles entered to take place on Stoney
Brow, close to the City Hall. The trial

of the first cars and motor cycles will

take place on October 29th ; later entries

will undergo their hill test as they arrive

on October 31st, November 1st, 2nd, and

3rd. There will be no hill:climliing on
November 4th ; but vehicles arriving after

this day will be tested and examined.
,

Mr. William Glass, the organiser of the
exhibition, has transferred his offices to i

the City Hall, Manchester.

SIMPLICITY IN FRAME CONSTRUCTION.
SEVERAL makers have lately been con-

sidering the merits of a frame con-
struction eliminating brazing. The

design illustrated (provisional patent
9,216, 30/3/20) attains this end in rather
a novel manner, and at the same time is

perfectly triangulated.
Seven pairs of double-butted tubes

of D section are simply bolted together
with suitable lugs at the steering head
and rear fork ends. Engine plates are
dispensed with, the engine being attached
directly to the frame by means of bolts

ci8

Seven pairs of double-butted
tubes, bolted to suitable lugs,

form the Denison frame.

through three transverse lugs cast on the

'

crank case in suitable positions, the crank
case, of course, giving rigidity to the
whole.
There are five pairs of tubes connected

to a common transverse bolt just below
the saddle, but should any slackness occur
at this point the rider is at once warned
by movement in the seat-pillar, which is

mounted in a clip, which is tightened by
the same bolt.

Mr. C. Denison, 29, Oddfellow Street,

Blackpool, is the designer of this inter-

esting frame layout.
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A selection ot questions o. general interest received irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to ihe .Editor, "The Motor *-y^'^'

20. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES -By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readeis of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

01 the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt ol reports from their representatives all over the country as to the ejcisting state 01 the roads

in any particular locality.

SILENCERS AND THE LAW
Is it legally necessary actually

to have an exhaust box or

silencer, or is a long e.\haust pipe

past the back hub allowed by
itself, such as is fitted to many

"sports models"?—E.H.B.

The regulations regarding silencers are

rather vague. The legal requirement is

that a machine shall be reasonably silent

(it being specified that the e.xhaust gases

shall pass through an expansion chamber
or other " suitable apparatus "). In many
cases, however, the fitting of a long

exhaufit pipe alone is regarded as an
infringement of these regulations, and
numerous riders have been successfully

prosecuted by the police on this account,

even though their machines were fairly

quiet.

MAGNETO QUESTIONS.
A Thomson-Bennett twin mag-

neto in my possession gives a

good spark when it is off the

machine, but when I put it on
the engine I get practically no

spark at the plug, and if I put my hand
on the cylinder or armature driving
spindle a shock is felt. I have cleaned
every part and adjusted the platinum
points etc. In the aluminium base
plate of the magneto there is a carbon
brush rubbing on one end of the
armature, independent of the one on
the platinum points, and the two rub-

bing on the distributer ring. I should
be very glad if you could tell me the

cause of my trouble ; also, if you could
explain the working of the magneto

;

also if it is possible to alter a 50° mag-
neto to a 60°, and the best way of

doing it.—F.A.C.

It is very difficult to tell you the cause
ot the trouble without actually subjecting
the magneto to test. We suspect, how-
ever, that there is a fault in the wind-
ing, and it would be best to send it to

the makers- and allow them to test it for

you. An explanation of the working of

the magneto cannot possibly be given in a

short space, and we would suggest that

you obtain " Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them," which contains a most
complete chapter devoted to high-tension
ionition. " Magnetos " (by A. P. Young),
also issued by our publishers, deals still

more fully with the subject. It may be
possible to . alter the magneto as you
suggest, but it would be best to obtain
the makers' advice on this point.

REPAIRING A TANK.
How does one mend a hole (not^ a split) in the top of the petrol

V tank without having the tank
-I-l down? The machine is a B.S.A.,

and the leak occurs round the

petrol tap on top of the tank, as the
securing collar has become unsoldered.

—L.R.O.

It will be necessary to resolder the collar

of the petrol valve, and if you intend
doing this without removing the tank
from the frame, you must take particular
care that all petrol and petrol vapour is

withdrawn before commencing operations,

otherwise you may cause an explosion,
with possibly disastrous results, not only
to the tank, but to yourself.

"Smportant i)at&s.

Fri., Nov. 4lh, lo Sat,, Nov. lath-
Automobile Exhibition, Olympia and
White City. (See " The Autocar.")

Sat, Nov. 5lh Midland Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability TriaL

Mon.. Nov. 28th, lo Sat.. Dec, 3rd—
The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

fat., Dec 3rd lo Tncs., Dec. 1 3lh-
Brussels Show.

Mon,, Dec, 26lh. Tues , Dec. 27th—
M.C C. London-Exeter London Trial,

SaL, Dec 3l8t.- N.-W. London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours Open Winter Trial.

Fri.. Jan. 27lh. to Sat.. Feb. 4th. 1922-
Sco'tish Car and Motor Cycle bhow.

Oversize Tyres.

Some time ago in an article by
^Tl one of your staff, the writer men-
^ tioned that he had fitted a 28x
-iJ 3in. tyre to the rear wheel. ' The

tyre makers do not recommend
the fitting of this size, and the largest

they quote for this rim is 26x2-^-in. for

2^in. rim. Will you please say whether
(1) In your opinion it is satisfactory

to fit a 28x3in to these rims, and
(2) whether there is any danger of

this tyre coming adrift?—F.J.C

(1.) It is quite satisfactory to fit such a

tyre—in fact, several members of our

staff have followed the practice, which
was initiated by D.R.'s during the war,

and have obtained every satisfaction. (2.)

There appears to be no danger of the tyre

coming adrift, but security bolts are

advisable.

RESPONSIBILITY OF INNKEEPERS.

(1.) When on a tour and stop-

ping at an hotel for the night,

if the motor cycle is handed over

to the person in charge of the

hotel garage, is the proprietor

responsible for theft of the machine or

not? (2.) What is a good means of

securing the motor cycle from theft

on ordinary . asions?—E.M.

(1.) If a person actually becomes the

guest of an innkeefer, the latter (under

the Innkeepers' Act) becomes ret sible

for the guest's personal property up to

the value of £30 ; this amount does n.t

include carriages (which includes motor

cycles, of course", and the '. .nkeeper s

liability as regards these is unlimited.

In many cases, however, you will find

that hotel garages are under sepa ate pro-

prietorship, and the garage usually dis-

claims responsibility for loss by fire or

theft. (2.) The best means of securing

the machine is to lock either the wheels

or the gear control mechanism with a

suitable locking device, such as most

accessory dealers can supply In some

cases it is possible to put the aclune

out of action by removing the high-

tcnsion wire or ; n essential part of the

contact breaker, etc.

MISFIRING OF TWIN-CYLINDER.
At times my 5-6 h,p Clyno

will fire quite all right on both

cylinders, then sometimes the

front one will stop, leaving the

back firing alone, and vicz versa.

I 'have it timed back piston on top,

exhaust valve just closing with mag-

neto (Dixie) just breaking. Is the

timing correct? What do you suggest

is the cause of the trouble? I find the

engine runs on both cylinders much
better if I run without any air.—W.L.

We do not quite follow the method by

which you have timed your engine. The
exhaust valve should be just closing when
the piston reaches the top of the exhaust

stroke and one full revolution after this

point (that is, at the top of the compres-

sion stroke) the contact breaker points

should be just separating when the igni-

tion control is two-thirds retarded.

Perhaps there is some structural defect of

the magneto, which your letter does not

make clear ; but, if closing the estra air

eliminates the misfiring to a degree, we
suspect that there i re bad air leaks at

either or all of the following points : Inlet

valve guides, valve caps, and induction

pipe joints.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' rejdies to questions published

under this heading should be sent to the

Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.

" E.D." (Farnham).—5 h.p. N.U.T. :

Speed, consumption, comfort, reliability

(including Magdyno equipment), solo and
sidecar ; also similar experiences of

Indian Scout.

"T.K.T." (Bootle).—4i h.p. B.S.A. :

Chain drive, climbing, power, reliability,

speed, consumption and tyre life.

" L.W.E.H." (Bexley Heath).—Wates
electric conversion set for acetylene lamps :

Light given, duration of light on one
charge, life of cells, convenience and
accessibility of cells for recharging

;

retention of acid.

"G.E.S." (Shirley).—28 x3in. tyres and
Cox Atmos carburetter on 4 h.p. Triumph.

"R.J.S." (Oxford).—Economy effected

by W.S.R. adapter on Amac fitted to a

3^ h.p. single.

"C.C.T." (Elgin).—W.S.R. and Bowden
extra air on 7 h.p. James, or similar

machine.
"G.N." (Leicester). — Beardmore-Pre-

cision spring frame : Climbing, consump-
tion, gear handling, effect of pillion rider.

||OTm^€IUI

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
OwEE TO Dorchester.—T.G.
Ower, Cadnam, Ringveood, Wimborne,

Bere Regis, Dorchester.

London to Sotjthsea.—D.A.K.
Hammersmith Broadway. Kingston-

on-Thames, ' Esher, Ripley, Guildford,
Godalming, Milford, Hindhead, Liphook,
Petersfield, Horndean, Cosham, Ports-

mouth, Southsea.

Found on the Road.

A rear stand was found near the " Cat
and Fiddle " (Macclesfield-Buxton road),

on October 9th, by Mr. W. Riseley, 25,

Turnock Street, Macclesfield.

Coulson-B. Machines and Spares.

Coulson-B. machines and spare parts

are being handled by Mr. R. C. Empson,
of 15, Woodstock Street, London, W.l.
It is understood that parts will shortly

be naanufactured in Birmingham.

Trials Amendments.
In the recent Reigate, Redhill and Dis-

trict M.C.C. consumption test the follow-

ing corrections have been received : First

sidecar E. P, Duplock (8 Sunbeam sc),

and first solo machine R. Green (3^
Sunbeam).

G. Baxter, who gained the highest
marking on points in the N.W. London
M.C.C. gymkhana, on the 1st inst., rode

a 5 h.p, Martinsyde sidecar.

Prices for 1922.

Royal Ruby prices for the Olympia
Show and the next year are announced
as follows : 2J h.p. sports model, £75

;

ditto, touring model, £77 10s. ; 3 h.p.

spring frame, £99 10s. ; 2| h.p. sports

sidecar outfit (three-speed), £100; 3 h.p.

light touring outfit (three-speed), £115

;

8 h.p. spring frame outfit with Easting
and spare wheel, £185.

OCTOBER 2p/i, IQ2I.

Record-breaking Equipment.

On the last occasion on which Victor
Horsman broke the fifty miles and one
hour record on a 3^- h.p. Norton he used
a Sturmey-Archer gear box.

The Bedelia Again.

The sole agency for the British Empire
of the Bedelia cycle car has been secured
by Palmer's Garage, 183-199, High Street,

Tooting, London, S.W.17.

A Belgian Champion.

Our Belgian contemporary La Moto-
cyclette awards a "Brassard of Honour"
for the best trade rider in the country

;

it is awarded to the one gaining the

highest aggregate number of points to the

various speed tests and reliability trials '

throughout the year. For 1921 the award
has been made to M. Antoine, of Liege,

who rides a Triumph. This rider's latest

success was at a combined hill-climb and
speed test at Hainaut, where he attained

a speed of 77 m.p.h.

Ex-W D. Tyres.

In order that we might see for ourselves

the condition of ex-W.D. and cheap clear-

ance line tyres, we were invited by a

large wholesale firm, which distributes

these covers throughout the trade, to

inspect its stock. We. found several

thousand motor cycle covers of all sizes,

makes, and types carefully stored in

darkened rooms. Most of the stock had
come from the R.A.S.C. Tyre Depot at

Camden Town, while others were 'clear-

ance stocks of manufacturers who had
given up the making of motor cycle

covers. We handled and examined a
great number of these covers selected at

random, and gained the impression that

many real bargains could be obtained I

among stock of this nature.

IN SURREY LANES.
Compelitors in the Surbiton and District M.C.C. Sopwith Cup Trial (described last week). (Left) W. H. D. Steer (8 Zenith sidecar)

on Bexley Hill. (Right) Another scene on Bexley Hill. W. R. Preston (3i Sunbeam), followed by J. L. Boxall on a 3 h.p. A.B.C.
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-Practical Insurance -

— i4n Interesting Scheme—
IT

is the common experience of motor cyclists at some time ot

other to find their machines out of action. In the majority of

cases the cause is trivial in itself and could be-mstantly rectified

if one only had the necessary spare part.

What is more aggravating, in response to your S.O.S. call than

to receive from an agent either a note of regret that he has not the

part in stock or a polite recjuest for cash in advance.

YOU WANT THE GOODS. NOT EXCUSES OR REQUESTS
FOR CASH.

For many years Godfrey's have placed a service organisation

at the disposal of its customers which obviates these irritating

delays and which, if we can judge from an ever-growing testimonial

file, gives entire satisfaction.

Briefly it is this : you enter your name and address on our spare

parts register and open a Deposit Account with us. The minimum
deposit is 10/-, but larger amounts can be sent if desired. There are

no conditions whatever and any deposit is retumablein full on request.

Against your name on the register is entered particulars of

your machine and a number. The advantage of this is that in any
telegram, telephone message, or letter, applying for spare parts, and
giving the name and number, we can identify the machine they are

required for and send the right parts at once.

Where possible the registered customer is supplied with a priced

spare part list, so that for expensive replacements he csn remit the

exact amount with his order, whilst for small requirements the order

is executed against the Deposit Account whether it exceeds it in value

or not. Efficient and immediate service rather than a red tape
adherence to rules being the essence of the scheme.

It is obviously impossible for the individual rider to guard

agamst any and every emergency by carrying replacements for every

part of his machine, but this is precisely the business of one of the

departments of Godfrey's. In the course of a long experience we
have identified to a very large extent the nature and proportion of

spares it is essential to carry to ensure an efficient Spare Parts

Service Depot.

At the present time v/e are holding a very complete and
comprehensive stock of the following spares:

B.S.A. SCOTT INDIAN LEVIS

while m addition to a well organised accessory store, including tyres,

lamps, complete electrical equipment, chains, belts, etc., etc., etc,

our Spares Depot carry complete' replacements for the following

components

:

BURMAN COUNTERSHAFT GEAR
SENSPRAY CARBURETTER.

If you would like us to include your name on our Register

write for Form S.A. By doing so you will ensure against delays and
disappointments when next you are in urgent need of any particular

Spare or Accessory.

Godfreys, Ltd

GODFREY'S ARE AGENTS

FOR

FOLLOWING

THE

MACHINES:

INDIAN
SCOTT
B.S.A.

LEVIS
MATCHLESS
COVENTRY EAGLE

ZENITH
ROYAL ENFIELD

RUDGE

TRIUMPH
NEW IMPERIAL

BLACKBURNE

ARIEL
MARTINSYDE
EXCELSIOR

Etc., etc.

Cash or Gradual Payments.

Head Office:

208, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.l.
'Phone : Langham 1300. 'Grams ;

" Gofrabike, London."

Repair Dept.:

14, Miller Street, Camden Town, N.W.
'Phone r Museam 24.34.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Ci/cle."
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Inclusive

Charges
No Extras.

^ykteOTto Crate and

Pack ing

Revised Prices lor 1922.

New Prices :

—

Taxi Sidecar . . £77 5
Monarch! Model . . f26
R34 „ . . £25
Tourist „ . . £22
Feather-weight . . £17 10

Unaltered Specification.

Old Prices :—
Taxi £95 5

Monarch
R34 . . .

.

Tourist

Feather-weight

£31 10

£30 9

£27 6

Send a Post Card for 1922 list.

WATSONIAN SIDECAR CO., 129-131, Conybere St, Birmingham.
Telephone : Mid. 520. Telegrams :

" Watsonian, Birrainsbam."

BLAGKBURNE SCORES ABAIN
Brooklands Meeting, August 27th, 1921.

EVENT
3

4
6

7

ENGINE RESULT
2fh.p. 3rd
2| h.p. 1st
8 h.p. 1st
2| h.p. 2nd

For
you

power,
cannot

speed, and reliability
beat the Blackburne.

INSIST UPON HAVING A
BLACHBURNE ENGINE

FITTED Tt> YOUR MACHINE—
YOU CANNOT HAVE A BETTER.

"Wr.te for our Free Booklet.

BURNEY & BLACHBURNE, LTD.
(Dept. I), ATLAS WORKS, BOOKHAM, SURREY.

I

C22 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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All British '^^
Cost Less—last longer

gELDAM TYRES have most rubber where it

is 'most needed—hence long mileage.

-

But you get more than mileage : the Beldam design of tread
assures a steady grip on the
road, and less puncture-liability.

And they cost less ! More mileage,
more safety, more satisfaction

—

for less money! Ask a user.

Booklet " Testimony'^ sent free on request.
Write to-day. Or send a trial order.

The Beldam Tj^re Co. (1920), Ltd.,

Brentford, Middlesex.
Telephone : Ealing 1:5

PRICES OF BELDAM |

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES. |

Size.

.\11 Rubber, V Desigaj

3-ply. 4-ply.

in. (. s. d. i s. d.

26x2 1 16 6 2 3

26x2i 1 15 3 2 5 6

26x2J 2 1 6
[
2 7 6 1

26x2i 2 5 9 2 14
26x3 2 10 3 2 16 9

28x3 2 13 3 9

Also 26x3ia. cci. fitting

Don't throw an old cover away—it may be

worth retreading. No matter what make
it is, send it to us, and, i£ the canvas is

sound, we will quote cost i)I making it

good for several thousand extra miles by
renemng with a BELDAM RETREAD.

THE BELD.^JI TYRE CO. (1920), LTD., BRENTFORD, JMmpLESEX.

BELDAM
RETREADS

1 AM. "IMPY"—l\ns, my pet name, will

do foj the moment. I am a 4 h.p. 550 c.o.

single cylinder motor cycle.

.You will have an opportunity of seeing

me at Olympia. I am the product of a

well-known motor cycle factory, with years

of experience. There is nothing flash about

me, no frills, just a good sound proposition

on accepted lines. Jly performance, however,

is remarkable, a real dual purpose mount,

a-go-anywhere-j'ou-p'.ease machine. I have

been on test some months now, and yon

ought to know all about it. I am not what

the boys call a speed mount exactly, but yet

I am a sporting solo, and I pride myself

in touching 60 mWs". per hour solo, and 50

miles per hour with sidecar a-nd passenger.

I have done 300 miles in the day, and been

just as fit and fresh, at the finish as when

I started. 1 have tried conclusions irith

machines for which" I have the greatest

respect— and left them behind. I have

climbed hiUs with sidecar and passenger

hitherto.^ unclimbed by .single cylinder com-

binations, and I am still undisturbed and

looking forward with pleasure to finding a

hill I cannot climb. In the meantime be

guided by me, send a postcard so that full

information may be sent to ycu later. My
price is right.

—" IMPY," care of TU Motor Cycle.

In answerinn these advertisements it is desirabh- to mention "The Motor Cveie.."
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6
The Third Show of the Se I I h Id al

IHE CITY HALL MANCHESTER
From NOVEMBER 5th to xBm .. .. 11 am. — lO p.m. aaiiy

Every vehicle is road tested and critically examined
——and will bear

AN EXPERT'S CERTIFICATE.

Full pariiculars and entry forms for cars, commercial vehicles, or motor cycles may be obtained from—
WILLIAM GLASS, CITY HALL, MANCHESTER.

AUGUST
HOLIDAY

SUCCESSES
No. 2

9 Gns.
E. A RADNALL & CO.

SILVER CUP & GOLD MEDAL—North London Trial.

SILVER CUP—North Wales Reliability Trial.

SILVER MEDAL—Redditch Speed Trial.
(each event, one entry.)

Dartmouth Street

No. 1

46 Gns*
BIRMINGHAM.

^lJW%^irL\^/v-'Vk-^l-nwu"-^^^i^.'^i"

\

\

>.

i

^otor-Cycle
TRADERand

CYCLE
H ^^r die TTJADE ONLTV

The recognised authority on
all matters relating to the

Motor Cycle and Allied Trades.

—10,000 Copies Weekly-

Give yourselves an eqnal chance
wLh the

MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS
who have the advantage of following the develop-

ments and possibilities of the Trade week by week
in the pages of this journal.

1

EVERY
FRIDAY, 9/-

POST FREE
PER ANNUM.

, For bona-fide members of the Trade only

l] "THEMOTORCYCLE&CYCLE TRADER"
h 139-140, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

i

^-VbV^.---, '^m'V^'J'a'.JWV./'i^ .^i

DON'T WASTE TIME LOOKING FOR
THE SPANNER THAT FITS THE NUT,

USE A

"GRIPIO?'
The Wrench that doSs not Monkey with the Nuts.

The Tool that does the V/ork of Ten

I
8" price 7/H (post

I
6" price 5/6

J
free

Money refoaded
if not satisfied

PATENT "GRIPIO" WRENCH Co. Ltd
13, Hackin's Hey, Dale Street, Liverpool (^^

A USEFUL BOOK
for Motor Cyclists

FULL o£ valuable information
and "wrinkles" relating to
the purchase, driving, ad-

justment, management, equipment,
repair, garaging, etc., of motor
cycles. The present edition ha.,

been thoroughly revised and is

right up to date in every respect.

Price 2A net. By Post, 2/3
Home or Abroad.

From
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor St., Loadon, E.C.4,
and nil leadinyljooksellersanaboolvStaUs.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

IGarage
transit, should not be sent as remittances . '} YO" ^re considering the pur-

AU alvertisenienis in ttiis section should be chase of a Motor Cycle, write for
acBompaniei with remittance, and be addressed I „,,.. ^i-nnt lict n( clifTl-.tIir
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor ""' !=lock nbt or biignuy

PRICES.
ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable,^.,----^^"

to ILIFFfl & SONS Ltd., and crossed^,-*
—

'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
A.B.C.

1920, liorn, kimpp, speedometer,

SHOP-SOILED
1921 MODELS

You will

prices at

be amazed at

which we are

such first-class makes as

the low

offering

The Motor Cycle

Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue- Adver-
tisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically

be inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end oi

each advertisement, anl the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For tbe convenience of advertisers- letters may be

addressed to numbers at " J lie Motor Cycle" Office.

WheD this is desired, the sum of Cd. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include tlie

words Box 000, c/o*' The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in tlie advertisement. AH replies should l>e

addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.

E.C.4. Readers who reply to Box No. advertise;ne-nts are

warned ogahvst sending remittance through the post except in

registered envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit
j

y-v » • £
System is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly \J\JiY SGlCCtlOn Ot
marked ''Deposit Dcpattmeni"

In the case ol motor cycles offered for sale under a box

number, as It is unusual for these to be sold without flrsl

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying In their advertisements

some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried. I

3»* DEPOSIT SYSTEM. lalso embiace some exceptional bargains.
Persons who hesitate to seiirt money to unknown persons

1 a 11 1 1 t. ^ C ,i,. ,-.,.^^l,-,,J«J
may deal ia perfect safety iy availing themselves of our AH have been moSt caretuUy OVernauled,
Deposit Systein. U the mciiey be deposited with "Tbe -J ^^.^ guaranteed.

A-B.C.
-t»- pertec't vonditiua
Peterborough. {V

£75.-
. tyres good,

Vickers, i'otheringh.'iy,

[5628

1020 A.B.C, T.T., Lucas lamp and horn, Bonuiksen
-L tf speedometer, complete, ' and perfect ; .£80,—
Hntcbinsou, Bcrouehbridge. L5779

A.B.C. 1921 Solo Model, tax paid, very fine order;
£80.-The Layton Garages, 30, HolvTv-ell St., Ox-

ford. 'Phone: 581. T.A. ;

' -
• ^

A.B.C. 1920 Oombination,
Swan sporting sidecar,

Phone: 581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [6036

dynamo model, with
fully equipped, includ-

ing speedor^.eter and licence; £110.—The Layton Gar-
ages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone; Oxford 581.

[4818
A.J.S.

O^h.p. A^J.S^ in stock, £95^; 7h.p. A.J.S. in 3_d;iV8.

£195.—Croea, Agent, Kotherham. [S1285

ARIEL
B.S A
LEVIS

MARTINSYDE
MATCHLESS

NEW IMPERIAL
ROYAL ENFIELD

TRIUMPH

SECOND-HAND
MACH I N ES

A.J.S. Motors.—Mnije nppointment at Olynipia with
Geo. Merrick, 174, List«iliills, Bradfbrd. [4577

"IQ14 eli.p. A.J.S. and Milford sidecar, complete,
-I-t/ lamps, etc.; £90.—Cross, Agent, Uotherliam.

[X1284

DAN GUY, Weymouth.— 1921 7h.p. A.J.S. comDina-
tion, £195; 2')4h.p. 2-spesd A.J.S.. £95; from

stock. [0637

1Q21 (May) 2%Ii.p. A.J.S., perlect condition, un-
-Lt/ punctured, mileage 500: £83.-26, Wanderers'
Av., Wolverhampton. [5637

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, 6h.p., Lucas lamps, horn,

speedometer, hood, insurance, as new; £145.

—

179. Torridon Rd., Catford. [5820

A.J.S. 2%h.p.. 2 speeds, clutch, oyerhauled by makers
July, new chain and tyres, speedometer; £45.— 28,

Portland St., Leamington Spa. [X1295

A .J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination,. Tan-Sad, Klaxon,
speedometer, perfect condition, insurance

£140.-61, Worrall Ed.. Sheffield.

May;
[5311

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen, spare wheel.

it/ acetylene and electric lighting sets; £130.—Ness.
225. Wimborne Rd.. Bournemouth. [5914

A.J.S. 2?4h.p. 1916 Sports. 3-speed. clutch, spare

racing cams, valves, and sprockets: £53.—Hol-
land, 183, Chester Rd., Macclesfield,

\ .J.S. Combination.

19^

Cheshire.
rX1255

dynamo lighting, electric horn,

hood, screen, speedometer, many spares, as new

;

£165.-Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W
[61 OU

19 A.J.S. Combination, good coirdition. clectTic

lighting, good accessories ; any trial. Cambrrdye

district; £130.-A.J.S., 11, Carlyle Rd., Cambridge.
Loooti

-lOig A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, wind

XV screen, lamps, etc.; a remarkable bargain, 115 giis

-Julian, 84. Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [5489

A.JS. Combination, 1914, in perfect rnnning order,

recently overhauled, lamps, wind screen, hood, et<?.

:

f90.-Apply, A. Smith, Commercial Sa., HayivaiTls

Heath. '^^''^

A.J.S. Sports Model, new August,
lamps, Bonniksen, etc., done 800

miles unscratched; oHers.—Eadington, Alderley Edge
Cheshire. Lba^l

Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,

peedometer, Tlin-Sad, wind screen,

spares, mileage 2.700; £165, close oflei-.-153, Knollys
^ Streatham.

-1021 2%h.p.
X *J electric

-1 Q20 A.J.S.
i«7 spare wheel.

[5577

brand
Motorcycle," both parties are advised of Ibis receipt. ttnu arc guaiantt^-^j. lEd.,

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the i , , . -r i
• r A -JS- 1921 ''hi'- Combination, latest model,

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
! Settlement tor any machine can, it desired! ii new. slightly ^hop-soiled intercnangeaoie wneer

amount to the seller, but; if not, we return the amovmt
j

. J k
i and spare; bargain, list pjice ±195, -peciai price si lo

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
,

be made by
For all transactions up to £ro.

DEFERRED
PAYMENTS

carnage one way.
deposit fee of r /- is charged: on transactions over jflo
and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-;

over £75 and under jfroo, 7/6; and on all transactions
over £roo, J %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4. and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an . . . . j .

indication that tbe advertiser is willing to avail himself oi [The minimum deposit accepted IS One-
the Deposit System. Othei advertisers may be equally ^ „ „( |.U„ r^,,r^Ua^a t^r'irp anA tVip
desirous but have not advised us to that effect. [quarter ot the purchase price, ana tne

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that It is quite impossit)le to reply to
sach one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

A.B.C.

and spare: bargair
exchanges entertained.

-

A J S 1921. 2%h.p.. sports model. 3 speeds, cliitch,
'

the ideal lightweight, very special oftjr, fully

Av.,

A.J.S. Combination,
cnitn

electric lighting.

-1 020 6h.p
i-rj hood, side cmtnins, spaje

A.B.C.. perfect, lamps, horn, speedometer;
Gerakline Rd., Chiswick.

A.B.C. brand new. only run
paid; £85.—C.S., 14. Swaton Hd., Bow, E.3

20 miles.

£70.-24.
[5981

K.S.. tax-

balance (to which 7|% is added) can be

spread over twelve monthly instalments.

Eastern Garage Co,,
Omcial Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U.. A,A. & M.U

,

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate,

E.7.

Te'ephone—490 East Ham.
_^

Telegrams
—

" Egaraco. London.

eauioned- £8'8/10.-Elce. Ltd.; 15-16, Bishopsgate
'•' "camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 554^^^

., fitted wind screen,

..heel, horn, handle-bar

cover for machine; £125.—

194, Tufnell I'ark Rd., HoUoway. [5552

6h.n. (Nov., 19191 Combination, all 1920 im-

provements added, complete with spare wheel.

horn, Bonniksen speedometer, spring saddle

,h11 ir 5 000 miles only, excellent condition, recently
'

•' overhauled; £130.-Brown, Optician, Wey-
[oolo

E. 3155. [5555

All letters relating to advertisements shoulU quote the number at tlie end of each advertisement,

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

mnfis,
Dentist,

^.J.S,

lumps, horn
liar.

mpletcly
uiuutli.

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921

A J S motor cycles and combinations, lor

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken m
part exchange: lull market value allowed^"

object —K. Bamber and Co.

Southport. Tel. : 607.

-1 020 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, lavish supply spares.

i-tJ Cowey horn, speedometer, Low generator, Binks

carburetter, hood, spare wheel, only owner-driven,

small mileage with greatest care, beautiful condition,

licenced and insured: cost £265. sell £150.—'Phone :

Museum 1717 morning.—Write, Oilman, 27, Glenmore

Rd.. Hampstead, N.W.3. [5696

and the date oJ the issue. b2I

. distance no
Eastbank St.,

[0649
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE*
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Lightweights, 2%h.p. Can now supply Irom
stock. Book your orders now and save dis-

appointment. Official agents for this famooa light-
weight.~F. E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. [3695

Synre Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St.. EaliDE. [3983[3983

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cjrril Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

[8592

Alccto.
ALECTOS.—I 6tiU have a few left for disposal at

^60, ^1 on; 3Vjh.p. 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,
lamps, horn, tools, etc., brand new ; £60, listed at
JS87/10, les£ accessories.—Arthur G. Daw, 114, Brixton
Hill, S.W.a. [5905

A IIdays.

,_ ^ . free
Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

condition;
[5677

ALIyDAYS. 3Vjh.p., free engine, good
£2C '" " — -' -'

^27/10; 254h.p. Alldays 2-stroke, fully equipped,
^^ take 2 anywhere.—Evers, Neuton Rd., Burton-
on-Trent. [5772

ALLDATS Allon, 1920, esceUent condition, fully
equipped; any trial; £50, or near.—128, Ofiord

Rd., BarnsbuiT, N.l. [5478

JO 19 Alldays Allon 25/ih.p., 2-speed. clutch, good
J-v condition, including nearly new Tan-Sad; £55
or near offer. Denbighshire.

"^5425

ALLDAYS Matchless Combination, 1914, 4h.p., 3-

speed. larflps, coachbuilt sidecar, tax paid, ex-
cellent condition; £44.—13* Crooklog, Bexley Heath,
S.E. [5727

, 1 Q21 Alldays Allon, nearly new, medium weight com-
-«-*/ bination, 2 speeds, clutch, .kick start, fully
equipped; £75; offers; exchange.—19, Richmond Ter-
race, Clapliam Rd., S.W.8. 'Phone: Latchmere 4280,

[5816

American X.
£90.—American X Combination, 7-9h.p., in good run-

ning' order, all accessorie,?, etc., tax paid.—Scotia
Motor Works, 80, Upper Tooting Rd.. London, S.W.17.
'Phone: Streatham 2707. [5122

_ . 1920, dynamo model, speeilo-
Tan-Sad. mileage under 2.000, carefully

u cd and in .splendid condition; £95. or ne^ir offer.—
53, Tilehurst E-d.. Residing. [X1196
"1 Q 20 7-9h.p, American X. Combination, comiilete
-i-tr with lamps, horn, disc wheels. Easting wind
fcreen, and licence, done about 2,000 miles, in perfect
condition; what offers?—Dunn, Crosskevs, Mon.

[X1211

Anglian.
£16.—Anglian lightweight, 2V2]i.p., single speed, only

needs timing, lampe on.—11, Highland St., Poplar.
[5273

AMERICAN X J-9h.p.,
meter,

CLEARANCE

BARGAINS ! !i

BAT-J. A. p.
after 6

Norbury.

YOUR GREATEST
MONEY-SAVING
OPPORTUNITY.

p.J.EVANS^
J
NEW MOTOR CYCLES J

Slightly Shop-soiled, at

J

4rlel.

7, Carnaliv St..

[6569AKIEL 3V..!i.p., pood condition

;

Eegent "f3t., W.

DAN GUY Weymoiith.-I921 Sy^li.p. Ariel combmi
lion; 135; from stock. [0638

"I Q20 Ariel SVi'h.p. ComMnation, fiillv eouiiiped- £75.Xt/ -Cox, 67, Deaiii>ille Ed., Clapliam. [5720

ARIEL SJzli.p., 3-speed countershaft combinaticn,
splendid condition; £75.-49, South Lambeth

Ed., S.W.8. [6083

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied Irom stock. — West Centra'

Agency, Wincycle Co.. Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I.
10704

WAUCHOPE-S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.-
6-7h.p. Ariel combination, 1921, shop-soiled

only; reduced to £155; no extra charge for easv
payments. [6074

"IQ20 Ariel SVjh.p., eQuipped, perteit condition, mile-
-L«/ age 1,500, £85; W'atford speedometer, trip, new
drive, £2/15.—Beaumont, Heathfleld- Ed., Golrar,
Hudderefield. [5731

1 Q22 Ariel and Sidecar, 4i/,,h.p., chain drive, Lucas
-«-«/ Magdyno lighting outfit, electric horn, tax paid
brand new; cost £171, accept £150.-Apply, Lloyd and
Son, Lewes. [5236

^ RIEL Motor Cycles are the last word in reliability.
We have always in stock the reliable motorii

c.vcles; trade supplied.—Icnes Garage, Muswell Hil
and Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

solo model; list price
guarantee given, iniperceptiiilv

polled
: £80.—The - Layton Garases, 30, Holyivell St,

O.iford. 'Phono: 581. T.A. : Integrity, 0.^(ord. [6037

AHIEL 1921 3y2h.r., 3-speed
£100, usual uiakers' guarauti

Ascot.
Oh. p. Ascot, mechanical valves, good order low
t* complete except mag.; particulars stamp; £7/lo'
—4, Yewtree Rd., Beckenham, Kent. [6785

Aster.
€?18; 3h.p. Aster, in good condition; push bike part»v —8, Wyke St., Hedon Rd., Hull. [5822

K Slightly Shop-soiled, at ^
iC REAL BARGAIN PRICES! "I

II B.S.A. "K2," with special sidecar £125 \
. H B.S.A. "K," with B.S.A. sidecar ; . . . £115 l"

^ ^ B.S.A. "K," 4^ h.p., with special coachbuilt |^> sidecar £110 JI
;i
B.S.A. 4i h.p. "K" solo £88 V

«! CALTHORPE 2l tep., 2-stroke, single-speed £38 K.
1 CALTHORPE 3 h.p. combination, with

".Maglita" set £95
H CONNAUGHT 2i h.p., single-speed £36
1 ENFIELD 8 h.p." comb., list price ,Ci6o £138 -.

T[ ENFIELD 8 h.p. combination, wilh Lucas t
"Magdvno" lighting £158 f

- II ENFIELD 2jh.p. 2-stroke, list price f65.. £58 J"
% it EDMUND 2j h.p. Blackburne, with spring

^ frame, Burman 2-speed gear, hand control -_

5
clutch, kickstart. List price ;f98 f 85 r

. ^ EDMUND ditto with JAP. engine. ....... £72 ^
:i HUMBER 4i b. p. model, solo £100 J
1i NUMBER ditto, combination £135 'm

_. "il MASSEY-ARRAN 2} h.p. J.A P. engine .. £65 C
^ II MASSEY-ARRAN 2i h.p. Blackburne (with f
J discs) £82-10 J"
%.1I NORTON 3j h.p.. with Sports sidecar and Tl

5 Lucas '-Magdyno" lighting set £165 \
u 1 ROVER 3^ h.p. 3-speed motor cycle, com- t^

Jplete with Rover sidecar £105 ^
II ROVER si h.p. 3-speed motor cycle with J

g special sidecar £120 V
_ ^, ROVER 3J h.p. single-spe«d T.T. model . . £82 C

i'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

1 020 Sh.p. Bat 3-speed Combination, lamps, etc., per-
-Lt^ feot; £90.-Lee, VeUore, Station Ed., Llanishea,
Glam. [5230

spoTtiug, o.h.y. twin, Bosch, all on;
£80, or otter.—25, Northborongh Ed.,

[5330

BA.T Sh.p. 1920 Sporting Combination, fullv equipped,
perfect order; f70.—UnderhiU, 13, Cross St.,

Scutliport. [5466

K-6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination. 3-apeed clutch, kick
^^ starter, lampj, hooter, speedometer:
Bawdeswell, East Dereham, Norfolk.

£80.—(jrdl,

[5264

slightly shop-soiled, £110

DON'T DELAY, CALLS
WRITE, OR 'PHONE 5

NOW! J

T>AT Combination, 6-8ii.p., Cowey, Easting, Lucas,
--* very fine outfit, licensed : trial by appointment

;

£75.-l'jior, 21, Ireton Ed., Colchester. [5739

1 4114 Bat-Jap Motor Cycle, 7-9h.p., coachbuilt sidecar,
-*-^ 3-speed, 2 new tvres, stored during war, tax paid,
powerful: appointment.—L, Bawldwin, Chinnor Ed.,
Thame, Oxon. [5482

1 Q20 6h.p. 3-5peed Bat, with Henderson sidecar, all
--«./ lamps, D.A. cylinder, Cowey horn and speedo-
meter, sidecar screen, tax paid, perfect; £95.—7, Nor-
wood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E. 24. [5750

DAT-J.A.P. 1914 Sh.p. Countershaft, Sturmey-
-i-» Archer 3-.speed. sporting aluminium sidecar, fullj
equipped, tax paid; £70.—Bntterworths' Garage, 64,
Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813.

[5599 >

Beardmore.
"DEAEDMOEE-PEECISION, 1921, spring fratac,
-L* speedometer, all accessories, numerous spares ; £60.
-Colher, Sunnyhuiot, East St., Farniam. [5400

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, spring frame model,
listed £85, new June, 1921, very little used; bar-"

gam. £70.—H. Gammon, Glendower, The Wych, Gt 1

iVIalvern. [5890 ;

Blackburne.
BLACKBURNE 4h.p. Combination, brand new, cash i-

£138, or £30 down and 12 payments of £9/11/6..—Below.
piiACKBURNE Sh.p. Combination, brand new;
-*-' cash £155. or £35 down and 12 payments
£10/12/6.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1353. - [2898 •.

OjllLp. Blackburne engine, Burman 2-speed, purchased I

'»'4 new June last, 5,000 miles, fast, splendid con-
dition

; £85, offers.—Box 6,969, c/o The Motor Cycle.
(Di [5248 3

BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p.
'

Combination, K.S.,
S.A. 3-speed_ speedometer, horn, screen, spares,

tax ; £90, offer.—Stevenson, Ooombe Crags, Low Row,
Carlisle. [X1261 1

BLACKBLTENE 1920 Sh.p. Combination, Swan side-
car, tally equipped and licensed, very fine order;

£130.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.
'Phone: 581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [6038 •

BLACKBUHNE-WILKIN Combination, 1920, 4h.p..
Blackburne, S.A., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,

all-chain, Binks, Lucas Magdyno lighting, perfect;
cost £190, sacrifice £85.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton

[5925
1Q20 4h.p. Blackburne and Montgomery Sidecar,
J~0 Lucas dynamo, speedometer, special shock'
absorber, spares, perfect condition; £100.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. Deferred pay-,
ments and exchanges. [60081?

SPECIAL Super-tuned 2^/.ih.p. Blackburne, in speci-
ally-built racing frame, 48in. wheelbase, 60 m.p,li.J(

guaranteed, electric lighting, horn, tax, etc., 2-si«edvl
Enfield gear with spare sprocket, Hutchinson tyres,-
winner of hill-chmb; bargain, £65.—Bos 6,937, e/o
The Motor Cycle. (D) . [4615;

BLACKBURNE, Sh.p., 1921, with Volta sidecar del'

luxe, winner smairt machine competition, illus--
trated "Motor Cycling" October 12th, magnificent/,
and lavishly equipped outfit, electric lighting, Bonnik-i
sen. insured, etc., mileage under 1,000, tyres unpunc-
tured, sidecar fitted turned aluminium dash with in-:!

struments, etc.
;
purchaser will secure an outfit to ben

envied at an absolute bargain price, first £185!
accepted ; owner buying car

;
photos and furthei-i

details sent ; seen week-ends or appointment.—F.V.,
12, Grange Rd., Gunnersbury, W.4. [59031;

Bradbury.
BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-speed, smart appearance, per-r

feet, licensed; £22.-17, Heaton Ed., MitchantJ
_^ [5676'
TDRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, 1920, fulljli
-L* equipped; £70.—Eatcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-i
land St.. W.l. [61461

BEADBURT 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, fulljl

equipped, tax naid ; £45.—Speechlev, 86, Church,
field Ed., Acton, ^0^3. [5511

Shoe Lane, London, E.G.—
. . .. 1921, shop-soiled only: re-

duced to £75; easy terms arranged. [6071

3ih.p. Bradbury, 1914, with cane sidecar, complete-
2 in perfect running order : any trial : owner re

quires cash.—Phcenix Garage, Church St., Lee, S.E. 13
[642i

BRADBURY 1921 6h.p. Combination, as new
£115; exchange.—Newnham Motor Co., 223'

Hammersmith Rd., "W.e. 'Phone; Hammersmith 80
[686;

WAUCHOPES, 9.

2%h.p. Bradbury,

B22 All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

HERBERT
Cambridge,

ROBINSON.
T.A.

:

Ltd., 32-35, Green St.,

Bicycles. Tel. : 995.-

DOUGLAS 1922 23/ih.p., 2-speed.
lamps, horn, licence holder^ etc.;

from stock

;

"

DOUGLAS 1922 4h.p.
horn, licence holder,

DOUGLAS 1922 3V«h.p. Sports Model, overhead
valves, all-rhnin drive, clutch and kick starter,

speciiilly designed fnr speed, best Quality horn, lamps,
and lii-ence holder, etc.: £150.—Herbert Robinson,
Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

best quality
£75; delivery

exchanges.—Herbert Robiuson, Ltd., Green
St.. Cambridge.

DOUGLAS 1922 2%h.p.,' 3-speed. clutch, and kick
starter, best quality lamps, horn, licence holder,

etc. ; £ 90 ; delivery from stock ; exchanges.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., Greea St., Cambridge.

Solo, best quality lamps,
etc., £110; combination,

£135; delivery from stock; exchanges.—Herbert
Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [5092

DOUGLAS 4>Ah.p., solo. 1921, all on, mileage under
200. perfect; 100 gus.—Dr. Heiser, Bath Rd.,

Colubrook.
'

[5475

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 1913, single speed, lamps, etc.,

perfect, tax paid: £33.-13, Crooklog, Bexley

HBHHBttHHII^HimHPH^i^lB

I BAMBERS

perfect,
Heath, S.E. [5730

2ilh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, all on, just overhauled; £38,
4 or nearest ofler.—Swift, Jun., 6, St. ThomnwSt.,

[5431

equipped. Tan-
Rd., "

SCEirborough.

DOUGLAS 23/ih.p., 2-speed, fully
Sad- £23.—Easton, 24, Webbs Rd., Battersca

Rise, S.W.ll. [5390

23.h.p. 1916 Douglas Bosch, Amac, lamps, horn,
4 pump, tax paid; £35.—C. Houlston, 558, King's

Rd., Fulham. [5817

-| Q16 Douglas, 2^h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,
X«7 licensed; real bargain, £32/10.-59. Aytoun
Rd., Brixton. [5898

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, 2-speed, not W.D., lamp
set, etc., fine condition; £34.—Snow, Laurel St.,

Dalston, E.8. [6118

kick1Q18 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick start.
J-U £55.-28, Woodford Rd.. Forest Gate.
Stratl'ord 2598.

DOUGLAS 3V2h.p.
splendid condition

Av., Acton, W.3.

rQ20
4h.p. Dougla;

*y oellent order

;

Clifton Rd., Rugby.

3.h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, clut
/^ 4 taxed, splendid condition ; £
Netting Hill, W.ll.

£45.—25^b.p. Douglas, 2-8pe8d,
footboards, long exhaust,

Woolstanwood, Crewe.

1 Q12 Douglas 23.411. p., 2-6peaii, tax paid, Bjnks
J-*' perfent running order; £26.-32,
Kd., Stratford-on-Avou.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination,
hauled, tax

IS new

;

'Phone

:

[5252

1919, spring frame combination,
£85, or near offer.- 2, Emnnuel

[5578

Combination, spares, unused, ex-

ofEera ; after 5.—Monckton, 307,
[X1192

and kick starter,
-6, Mortimer Rd.

[5222

excellent condition
obert
[5483

Bosch,
Birmingham

[S1199

fine order, just over-
paid; £75, or near offer.—25, High

St. North, Dunstable. [4932

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, very good condi-
^*y tion: £67/10—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate,
'Phone: Stratford 2598. [5257

Douglas Combination, lamps, horn,
ofEer; after 6.—21, Upper Charles

E.C.I. [5545

Douglas, 2-speed, in excellent condition, fully

equipped, special engine; £55.—RatcliHe Bros.,

200, Gt. Portland St., W. [6152

mileage negligible,

58 gns.—Fersfield,

[5902

1921 new Douglas
£88; insured.—24,

[5686

-| Q18-1919 4h.p.
-L*/ etc.; £75, 01

St., Goswell Rd.,

19 21 Douglas, 2%h.p., perfect,
fully equipped, licensed

;

Westbury Rd.. New Maiden

LATE 1920 4h.p. Douglas, with
sidecar, lavishly equipped;

Balliol Rd., North Kensington.

1Q20 Douglas, 3-speed clutch
Xt/ licensed, new ^onditu3n, original
Sunningdalc Motors,

model,
ripii

Ltd., Berkshire.

lamps,
tyres

;

horn,
£70.-
[5464

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 2-speed, etc., excellent order,
electric lighting set^ motor suit, etc.; £30.-68,

Gloucester Rd., Regent's Park, N.W. [5804

1 Q19 Douglas, 2%b.p., p-speed, fully equipped,
M-iy pillion, new ty
£52.-1, Norwood Rd,

pillionT new tyres, indistinguishable from new"
^ '^ Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5748

4h p. 1921 Douglas Combination, done about 200
mil&i; £120; would exchange for lightweight and

cash.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St.. W.l. [5976

1Q19 Douglas 2%h.p., condition absolutely equal
J-t/ new, complete lighting set, guaranteed perfect;

£43.—Maton, 37, Canterbury Rd., Dalston, N.l. [6134

DOUGLAS 1917 2%h.p., new condition throughout;
40 gns.; exchange 1918 Triumph, cash adjust-

ment.—30, Crystal, Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [5670

DOUGLAS Spares per return post
prompt firm on the spot. W<

H. Tucker, Redclifle Hill, Bristol. 'Phone: 4042,
[5994

Order from tlie

)ay PC
Phone

OF

SOUTHPORL
CASH,

EXCHANGES,

EASY PAYMENTS

THESE PRICES WILL

SAVE YOU POUNDS

SOLO.
1921 3J h.p. SUNBEAM, as

new £115
1921 2V h.p. FEDERAL, 2-sp. £43
1921 2| h.p. VERUS-BLACK-

BURNE £65
1920 5-6 h.p. ZENITH . . . . £75
1920 31 h.p. P. & M £70
1920 2] h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp. £70
1920 2V h.p. METRO-TYLER £58
1919-20 4 h.p. TRIUMPH ..£74
1919 2} h.p. DOUGLAS ..£60
1919 3J h.p. NORTON . . £63
1915 5-6 h.p. INDIAN . . ..£50
1915 2J h.p. DOUGLAS,

dynamo lighting .. .. £43

COMBINATIONS.
1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb. £128
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb. £93
1919 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Comb. £125
1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb. £93
1919 2} h.p. EDMUND Comb. £55
1915 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-

DAVIDSON Comb. .. £90
1913-14 TRIUMPH Comb. .. £50

SPECIAL.
1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Com-

bination, shop-soiled ..£145

YOU IVIAY GO FURTHER
BUT YOU WILL NOT
GET BETTER VALUE.

All IV!otor Cycle Accessories

in Stock.

WRITE OR CALL—

R. BAMBER & CO., LTD.

2, EastbankSt.. SOUTHPORT
'Phone 607.

MOTOR CYCLES I-OR SALE.
Douglas.

1919 Dougliis Combination, lateist

equipped, lirerjied: £70, bcrgaiu.—
rioiiipslead (iifiar Hampstead Tube Statioul.

[5501
1916 Douglas Motor Cycle, good running

4 order; £35.—Scotia Motor Works, 80. Uijper
Tooting Rd., London, S.W. 'Phone : fjtreatham
2707. [6057

"DARGAliM.—1921 4h.p_. pouglas_ and folding sideci

F.O.C.H. have
clutdi, fully

Heath St.
"'

3 ill. p.

4 ord

all on,
Poyner, 13
Arms).

as new condition;
Carnarvon Rd.,

;£90; money wanted.—
Leyton (near Baiter's

[58::a

DOUGLAS 2'''.h.p., 2-speed, lully equipped, good
condition, licensed; real barga-in, £52IJ-0.-

Armstrong,
London.

17, Goldhawk Rd., _g«epherds Bush.
[542^1

4h.p., as new througii-
fuUy quipped; £90.—

Nicholson, 26', Budge Row, Cannon St., E.C.4. Tel.:
City 6619. [6143

18.—Douglas, 1911, new pi«ton, variable Amac, liorn,

copper exhaust and tail pipes, aluminium foot-

boards, toolbag, licence,' tepainted.—Morgan, Winston,
Stowmarket. [5472

W.D. Brand New 4h.p. Douglas Solo, T.T. bars; a

genuine bargain at £75; guaranteed, 1921 finish;

approval, deposit " M.C."—Richmond House, Staple-

ton, Bristol. [5662

"I
Q20 Douglas Combination,

i-*y out, speedometer, and

&'

DOUGLAS 2r>ih.p., 2-speed, 1915,
hiiuled, plated and enamelled, tax _paid, newtyie

recently over
paid, ni

Grosveuor Crescent Mews,
[5354

flat bars, big

and tubes: £35.-Blyth,
Knightsbridge.

IQie 2',4h.p. Douglae, special engine, _.

X?/ exhaust, knee-grips, and all accessories, sporting

lot, tax paid; £50.-Hatlield, c/o Hobertsons, 154, Gt.

Titehaeld St., W 1. [5629

DOUGLAS, 1911, with clutch and 2-speed counter-

shaft, £27/10; another, similar, but no dutch,

DOUGLAS,
model.

19^

£25; running order, ta.x paid.—Waterloo House.
North Cheam, Surrey. [5425

2'f4h.p., 2-speed, all on, brand new 1922
at greatly reduced price; *70,—Elce.

Ltd.. 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3-

'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0067

16 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, tax

paid lamps, horn, not W.D., like new, any
trial; bargain, £36.-28. Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.

'Phone : Stratford 2598. [5788

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares ; try me. I may be useful

to you —The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196,

Cheltenham Rd.. Bristol. t0016

OUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combination, aluminium
sidecar bodv, not W.D. mach»ine, lamps, etc.,

excellent condition; price 62 gns.—10, Bonner Hill

Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. . [5923

20 Douglas 2';ih.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick start,

cost ,£108, bought new February, 1921, abso-

lutely indistinguishable from new; £68.—Maton, 37,

Canterbury Bd., Dalston, N.l. [6133

OUGLAS 1919 Combination. 4h.p., 3-speed, elec-

tric lighting, very good condition throughout; £80.

-The LtiTton Garages, 30, Hohvell St., Oxford. 'Plione:

581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [6039

1Q20 Douglas Combination, electric lighting, hood.

-L*/ etc overhauled, repainted and plated, tax paid,

excellent condition; £120.—To be seen Hacks and Co..

James St., Camden Town, N.W. [5566

15 2?',h.p. Douglas, not W.D., Lucas lamps, horn,

overhauled, excellent running condition; £35.

—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.

Deterred payments and exchanges. [6017

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
25/ih.p. Douglas, 1922 models, prices £'75 and

£35; also SV.h.p. sports model, £130; all fully

equipped; easy terms no extra charge. [bu^a

OUGLAS New 1919 2%h.p., overhauled, new larce

1' and H , Klaxon, new carburetter, special chain

case, long exhaust, fast, exceptional condition
;
£45--

68, Lichfleld Grove, Church End, Finchley. [538b

OUGLAS 4h.p. 1920 Combination (not W.D.), Saxo

lilue sidecar. Easting screen, Cowey speedometer,

tyres, low mileage, etc.; owner going abro.id

;

£90.—Parsons, 1, Acton Lane,

20 4h.p. Douglas Combination,^

D°

19=

D^

19^

D^

D^
bn r-

Ciiiswick. [5616

1 ni''0 4h n Douglas Combination, 1921 improvement.^,

icf low mileage, perfect conaition, hood, screen,

peedometer, Cowey horn, complete spares ; any trial,

no oilers.-Box 7,040, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5509

Douglas Combination, late 1918, electric light-

im; luggage carrier, new chain and pelt, ami

ditto, all tyres practically new, recently decar-

—63b, Drayton Gardens, S,W.10.

20 Douglas. 2"!ih.p., licensed, 3-speed, clutch, and

kick start, speedometer, Tan-Sad, every acces

=ory, perfect, practically as new
Teeth, 769, Romford Rd., Manor

£120,

I 4I1.P.

spare
bonised

19=
„ bargain. *70.-
Park, London, E.

[5882
1921 type, electric

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlieu ti-)

I'TiOUGLAS
4h.p. Combination, __

XJ li»htiug, Oaineo wind screen, many extras,

l,»autiful condition, almost equal to new
;
£90, genuine

bargain.-Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd.. 24. Woodstock

Sf (ofi Blenhewr St.l. New Bond St.. W.l. 'Phone:

Maylair 6559. '5993

and the date of the issue. E25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"IQ20 2¥ili.p. 3-speed Douglas, little used, pertect
JL*' throughout, undershield, knee grips, tools,

horn. Pedleys, W.S.R., good tyres; trial; Croydon
district; best over £6S.—Box 7,0S3, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6146

DOUGLAS 1918 2%lh.p., 2-speed, just overhauled,
repainted, condition as new, Degory carburetter,

electric and acetylene lamps, speedometer, spare

tyre, valves, etc., new Brooks saddle, silencer, and
sporting exhausts, extremely last and economical;
bargain, £60—Eea, 23, Clarendon St., Cambridge.

[5922

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Douglas motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no
object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St.,

Southport. Tel. : 607. [0647

Syare Parts:

DODGL.AS Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [3986

11 Douglas.-Spares, repairs; staie requirements.
~ "" ~ Manchester,

r5664

•w,

19
S.B.

F. W. AUsopps, 35, Cliffordm:

LINES
FOR THE

COMING WINTER.

'm'l.rm

'JV,,

ni^-j

WL
WJ

EFFEA.-AU 2%ih.p. and 4h.p. Douglas spares at most
attractive prices—in fact, all the odds and ends you

require lor your Douglas. Sidecars, as new, from £15/15,
complete (including new tyre and tube).—The Eiiia

Motor Works, 59-63, High St., Clapliam, S.\T.4. [5846

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Spares.—Everything you need, new
and second-hand parts, large stock of nuts, bolts,

and small parts; cheap. Prompt, dependable service.—

R. G. Gamble and Co., 13, Somere Mews, Hyde Park,
W.2. Tel.: Padd. 899. (Close Paddington Station.)

(6610

Dtizmo.

1 Q22 Models in stock of the famous Super Sports
xJ/ 3i/.h.p. Duzmo, o.h, valves, the finest sports

mount on" the market. Write for particulars of this

speedy single. Desigued for the sporting rider. Efal
hot stuS. Single speed. £80; with 3-speed S-A., £115.
—Stanworth, Motors, Higham, near Burnley. [4620

Edmund.
EDMUND-J.A.r. 1920 2^Ah.p., 2-speed, spiing frame,

fully equipped and licensed; £50.—The Lnyton
Oarages, 30, Holvwell St.. Oxford. Tlione: 581. T.A.

;

Integrity, Oxford. [6042

YOUR Speed Mount for 1922,—S'Ah.p. Edmund with
special o.li.v. 60° twin Moser engine, liglit Zephyr

steel pistons, Bosch mag., special racing Senspray, spaic
vjilves, pockets, rockers, etc., drip feed, separate oil tank,
new close ratio 3-sijecd Sturmey, spare sprockets giving

eight difleront ratios, special exceptionally low frame,
leinarkabjy steady steering, racing bars, spare flat T.T.
bars, Hughes special racing sidecar, very light and
smart, has obtained many firsts in open competition,
cfipable over 60 with sidecar; £100, complete, or £85
solo; over twice this sum spent in perfecting; fullest

particulars, stamp.—White, Glendevon, Drumchappl.
Dumbartonshire. [53G2

Enfield.

all on. insured:
Hackney.

£50, or
[5579

1 Q21 Royal Enfield 2i!lh.p
-If oSer.—88, Eleanor Rd
1Q21 Enfield 2-6troke; £46-—69, Palfrey Place,
J-i7 Dorset Rd , Clapham Hd., S.W.8. [5635

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfields. all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573

1 Q16 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, kick; must sell:
-LC 35 gn.s.-53, SwafUeld Ed., Waudsworth. [5722

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke, absolutely new condition,
equipped; £44.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7.

[5066
ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, all on, splendid con-

dition; any trial; £57.-408, Essex Rd., Isling-

ton.
"- [5876

'IQIS Enfield Combination, equipped, not W.D. : £96-
-Lt/ must sell.—R., 7, Thornbury Ed., Clapham Park,
S.W.2. [5716

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., fully equipped, in
splendid condition; £45.—23, Sydney Rd., En-

field, N. [6103

ENFIELD Combination, fully equipped, perfect,
trial; £110; exchange Morgan.—23, Sotheby Rd.,

Highbury. [6107

1021 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting,XO lavishly equipped; £135.-24, Balliol Ed.. North
Kensington. [5687

M.A.G. engine, 2-speed,
!W; trial; £37.—Rogerson,

Newtown, Wigan. [XI 287

ENFIELD 1917 3h.p.
licensed, complete as new

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, fully equipped, 700x
80 tyres, perfect condition; trial; £88.—144,

Estcouit Ed., Fulham. [5576

"|(C|19 Sh.p. Eoyal Enfield Combination, dynamo light-
i-iJ iug, speedometer, splendid condition; £120.—The
Morris Garages, Oxford. [5487

FOE Sale. Royal Enfield twin a-'ah.p., kick st,irter,
2-speed (1914), running order; on approval; £36.—T. Ager, Sudbury, Snfl'olk. [5271

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., fully equipped with
Lucas fitments, perfect order: £100.—Ratclif[> i

[6148 '

To all purchasers o) gooils over £1

trom this and opposite column, we are

prepared to give with every order a pair

of ourUstikonSolepieces. Pleas; men-
tion size required for fitting to boots.

Motor Cycling '

HELMETS -?
In soft tan leather, lined caj!'
inside with chamois. ^
Beautifully fi n i s h e d

with peak ear pieces and
strap. Indispensable for

winter riding. State

when ordering;.

eeBBB/a
JVIOTOR-^"''""^

;=CYCLE
>=SUITS

Si 25/-

lor

Win'.et

Riding.

I Complete with
I Sou'-Westcr.

I Finished in dull black,
I absolutely Waterproof
material. Double-

I
breasted, wind cuffs,

I
and strap ankle fasten-

I ings.

Manufactured^r
by B^

Nortli British Ji
Rubber Co., ™S
Dominion Sr

Rubber Co., na^
Ltd., etc. ^V—

'•'L

I 8,

lite Ne^v.

Sizes

:

9, to.

11, 12.

RUBBER
r— HIP BOOTS
^S A BOON TO THE
JLtm iVIOTOR CYCLIST.'

^S3B0ieilBIBIBIIIBIBIBIIIIIII!
-JVm'JWJWtrmTm'J'V^m'mr.^'m'm

17/6
^1

TJieWame

ORDER THE

^" Bl :l =ij:l 1 ffim

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAKE.
Enaeld.

Sh.p. Enfield, 2-speed, clutch, any trial, 2 anywhere
numerous new parts, excellent appearance; £50

all on.—Webb, Ellenslea, Stafford. rXl27]

"I?NFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1915, perfect ruuning
-*-* new M-Xj mufineio. and new tyres fitted, tax paid
£70.~Hjinis, 49, Suburb, Dursley. [576:

T ATE 1920 Sh.p. Enfield Magdyno Combination
J-' Binks, perfect throughout, to be drawn for.—Al
particul;ir«, Hnghe.s 74, Malpas Kd., S.E.4. [60(K

"I7NEIELD 2-stroke, 1919, peU £40, or exchange com
J-' bination, sot earlier than 1916, with cash ad
Iustment.-99, Lancaster St., Newiufjton Causeway, S.E,1E[555iNFIELD 1921 Lightweight. 2-Bpeed, very slitrhtl)

soiled; £50.-The Lavton Garages, 30. HoWwcl
St., Oslord. 'Phone; 581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford.

[6043
TTTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C-
' T ah.p. Royal Enfield combination, 1921, shop

soiled only; reduced to £155; easy terms, no extn
charge. [607;

pNEXELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped
-^-^ new condition: £70; deferred payments if desired,-
Pniker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; glao 245, Deansgate
Manc]j6.>ter. -[XI 23'

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., tyres almost new
Tan-Sad, lamps, horn, tools, in absolutely tip-to)

running order; £55.—Watchmaker. 605, Garratt Lane
Tooting, S.W.18. [559'

TC^NFIELD 1921 Combination. Lucas Magdyno. wim
J-i screen, licence, condition as new; £150.— Th^
Layfon Garaj^es, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone; 581
T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [604i

ENFIELD.—We are official agents, and can give im i

mediate delivery of any model of this foolproo
motcr cycle.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and Wood
side Parade, N. Finchley. [0381

ENFIELD 1918 6h.p. Combination, Lncas lamp.^
horn, liood, tide cnrtain.s, spiendid outfit coiid ^

tion like new; bargain, £85.-28. Woodford Rd.! Fore'
|

Gate. 'Phone : Stratford 2598. [525

ENFIELD 1921 Sh.p. Combination, brand new, ven
slightly shop-soiled; i;i38, absolute bargain.-

(
Elce, Ltd., 15-16, . Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St-i
E.C.3. "Phone : Avenue 5548. [006't

WAUCHGPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-
8h.p. Royal Enfield combination. 1917, fitter

with Tan-Sad, speedometer, lamps, etc., ready for thil

road, tax paid; £95; easy terms. [607i(

ENFIELD Combination, 5-6h.p., lamps, horn, etct'

godd running order and condition ; £50.—Scotiit

Motor Works, 80, Upper Tooting Rd., Londoio
S.W.17. Phone : Streatham 2707. [60511

"I C|21 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, speedd
-«-t^ meter and horn, in exceptionally nice ordeii

£150; easy payments if desired.—Harrodd' Motor Cycl
Dept., 118, Biompton Ed., London. [553'

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1917, 2 £peedtf, clutch, kick stani
Eostii, Amac, laiaps^ engine recently overhauJeli

by makers, excellent order, running well; nearest ,1

£'48.—Davy, Eosemont, Pomphlett. Plymouth. [526 i

"1 Q12 6h.p. Enfield Combination, coachbnilt sideca
i-tJ' fully equipped, exceptionally good condition, ta

paid; £65; deferred payments if desir^.—Parker' '

Bradshawgate. Bolton; also 245, Deanseate, Mancheste
[X122

10 21 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, Tan-Sad, Eastin
JLo' lupgage grid, tools, etc., tax paid, 3 lockers, s

ns new; this machine only been run in; £120, neares'

any trial: must sell.— 18, Marlborough Rd., Old Ket
Rd., S.E.I. I57f

'

'B Q21 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, speedometer, lamp
-Lt/horn, Triplex wind screen, spare cover and t»iH

tax paid, fnll:^ insured till next April, condition pe
feet; owner going abroad; trial runs; gift. d£13b cash.
Kearns, Monkton Combe School, Bath. [SS^

ENFIELD 1915-16 Sh.p. Twin, 2-speed. clutch, a
chain drive, mechanical lubrication, very goi

condition throughout, tyres and chains good, la^
'

climbs anything, very smart; £27/10. a real bargai
,

—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [541

WANTED, purchasers lor any model ol new IC;

Royal Enfield motor cycles and oombinatio
for immediate delivery. Your present machine t-ifct

in part exchange; full market value allowed; distan

no object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank £
Southport. Tel. : 607. [06'

Spare Parts

:

NFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, ij

Bond St., Ealing. [39'»IE

Lucas fitments, perfect order
Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W

WAV ;

LONDON S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R° VICTORIA.S^W.I
98, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.I. £• AT
44.SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON THAMES
*1 P/edse dddress illpost orders to Vnuxhsll Bridie Rosd.

. TEtEPHONEi-VICTORlA 6553 fc- 655*. .

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

CxcelBlof.

ItTXCELSIOB 2-stroke. all parts re-enamelled a&
X!j plated, everything complete, ready for rebuildinii

;£14.—Lunu's Garage, Market Place. Evesham. [XIO'O

F.N.

F.N. 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, engine No. 70485, good con '

tiou ; at Bury St. Edmund'a.—Benn., H.M
Vernon, Portsmouth, [52

.

,N. 7h.p„ 4-cyl., 1920 model, with De Luxe sii

ffli- • £135.—Motorists' Advisory Agency, Lt- — [60.
F

1 89, Wigmoie St., W.

B25 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

Svare Parts

:

F'.N. Spares.—Wo cfln eupplr for .ill models from 1904;
pronipt fittentiou to oil euqniries. Pleiis© send

(.rmue number or old part .ns pEitterti.—Langford's, 37,

.Cricklewood Broadway. London, N.W.2. [5810

Harley -Davidson.
JHEPPIELD Agent for Harley-Datidsons; from

i£120.—Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0577

fABLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed ronntertsliaft,
nenect; Saturday afternoon: £70.—60, Lowden
Heme Hill. [5466

7-9h.p. Harley Combination, nc* W.D., large sidecar,
screen, lamps, and horn, splendid condition ; bar-

gain, j678.—97, Lonehurst Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13.
[5886

I Q15 7-9b.p, Harley Combination, dyn.amo liglitint?,
It/ .ns new, £75- 1919 7-9h.p. Harley. as new, £65.
~2S. Woodford Ed, Forest Gate. 'Pbone; Stratford
:598. . [5263

HAULET-DAVIDSON 7-9b.p 1918 Sports Combina-
tion, all extras, .speedometer, 2 sas cyls., perfect

onilition • £105.—Skilton, 2, Lime Tree Terrace, Pitt
;5t., PecWiam. [6080

"I
Q20 7-911. p. Harley-Dayidson and Montgomery side-

-L*/ car, fully equipped, electric lights and horn

TYR ESS
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Harley.Davidson.
7Q19 7-9h.p. 3-speed Harley,
-f.t/ Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
2598.

Still rf

l"L%V

£69.-23.
Stratford

[5790

-Kays, 8,

[3983

m'-Tm

-75, Cleave Ed.
[5377

A SPORTING OFFER.
L_ji__ In order to increase out post-sale

22^i business, we are prepared to rotund the

H|H| remittance on every 100th order from
i^l^P this and opposite column, and send the "j

^^^« goods, carriage psid, no matter the j
B^|B amount. We keep separat: books for , n n 1 Q20 .^^L post-sales, therefore this offer does not ^^^b ^ " equipment

apply to counter customers. BHal
IF YOU REQUIRE .!SS"
ARELIABLEARTICLEYOUHUSTPAY " '

REASON AB LE
S^|19

perfect condition, Tan-Sad; price £125.
Gillingbam, Kent.

HARL1?T Combination, late 191-9, with Lucas dynamo
Ufibting, hood, screen, speedometer: £125.—

.Vewnbam Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6.
Phone: Hammersmith 80. [5859

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, 1919,
P.H. lamps, nnscratched, original tyres, guaran-

teed perfect: £110.—Eves, c/o Healev Royle. Wills
.Hews, Wills Rd., Shepherd's Busb. [6114

TO 15 Harley-Davidson and sidecar, Bosch mag., elec-
-Lt/ trie lampsj rear drive speedometer. Easting, ,nln-

ijiiuium discs, splendid condition; anv trial; £98.— S^l-

ivay, 69, Cbetwynd Ed., London, K.W.5. [5630

,[11TAELET Combination, late 1919. elctrin model.
[tl Henderson Elite sidec?ir. Cameo, aluminium discs;
[iE125; exchacees.—Newnhara Motor Co.. 223. Hammer-
riinith Rd., W.6. 'Phone; Haniinert^mith 80. [5858

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916-17. 7-9h.p., speed
model, as new. special sports engine, clutch

;

bargain, £60. — Elce, Ltd.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5648. [0073

HAELEY-DAVIDSOIJ 1919-20 Combination, Tan-
Sad, complete Lucas dvnnmo ligbtiu:^. all tvres

?ood, smart appearance, mechanically perfect; £120.—
Colonial Motors, 104o, Finchley Ed. Hanipstead 782?

[6093
H.iELEY-DAVIDSON 1920, 7-9h.r. Combination

electric li?hting, hood, screen, side wings; cost
2272. accept £150: deferred payments if desired.

—

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. [X1229

1 Q19 Harley and H.D. Sports E33 Sidecar, complete,
i-tr electric liiiht. Bo(;ch mag., special exhaust, new
vr' s. etc., very attractive and fast, guaranteed; any
ri;il or examination; bargain, £125.—Seen at Hav
t'ard, Duncan St.. Islington. [5561

HAELEY-DAVinSON Flat Twin, 19211,!., speed-
ometer, Kla.von, Tan-3ad, dynamo lighting, un-

cratclied. mileage 38, sacrifice £107: also Hcadstrom
arburetter, off 7-9h.Ti. Indian, and induction pipe, 39/-.

-Curry, College Police Station, Dublin. [5405

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, Harley
sidecar, brand new, driven from agents to pur-

liaser's home, lights, born, speedometer, .accessories,

icpij.sed: £200, delivered anvwhere in U.K.; owner pur-
h;i,sed car.—Brown, 124, Stanley St.. Aberdeen. [6518

H-VELET Solo, electric model, 1919, just over-
hauled, enamelled, and plated, small mileage,

pecial exhaust, 2 silencers, 2in. copper exhaust
.ipes, special gears, T.T. bars, spares; sell, or ex-
hange lighter machine.—86, Wiverton Rd., Sydenham.

[6945
14^19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Family Combination
i-ij 12 seatsj, carry 4 anywhere, hood, screen, electric
:;lit, clock, luggage carrier, tools, new tyres and spare,
'^n.^. t running and condition, tax paid and insurance

;

125.-324. Hither Green Lane, Lewisham, S.E.13.
el. Xo. : Lee Green 2156. [5564

CTARLEX-DAVIDSON Model llj, Eemy generator,
' * electric lamps and horn, speedometer, tyres nearly
c\v, condition and appearance excellent, new Canoelel
,I,M.4, bulbous back, Eluemel wind screen, all tools,
mic.-ious spares, including higher gear sprocket, new
li;iins, small mileiige; £95.-B., 46, Braemar Av.. Thorn-
011 Heath. [5481

H.\ELEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Coachbuilt 7-9h.p. Com-
bination,__magneto model, fast, 3 siteeds, kick start,

uot and hand clutch, splendid condition and appearance,
miranteed perfect, hood, wind screen, lamps, tools,
hmiinium discs: trial any time; bargain, £95.—Step-
.ey Garages, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial Rd.,
tepney. London. [6694

|

HAELEY-D-\VIDSON 7-9h.p. Electric Model, late
1920. only done 1,400 miles, fitted with large

inlbous back sidecar, beautifully upholstered, fully
|

' iiuipped with horn, speedometer, lamps, screen, Tan-
>ad, etc., and licence paid: absolute bargain, £155:

: 'Illy wants seeing.—Bastone's, 228, Pentonville Ed..
ving's Cross, Loudon, N.l. [4263 I

26x2^ Bates Special Heavy
„ Palmer Cord

„ BelJam Extra Heavy
„ Spencer-Moulton Ex. Hy
„ Beldam Heavy
„ Clincher de Luxe Heavy
„ Goodyear A.W. Tread .

.

„ Hutchinson T.T
„ Englebert Touring

26x2^'Palmer Cord Heavy ...

„ Hutchinson T.T. Rub. S
Clincher de Ljxe Ex. Hy

\ Clincher de Luxe Hvy

26 X 21 rsates Special Heavy .

.

„ 'jWood-MJIne Extra Heavy
„ Clincher de Luxe Heavy

28x2'!Goodrich Safety Tread .

28x3 'Goodrich Safety Tread .

„ Englebert Racing
eSOxOSiGoodrich Safety Tread.

.

„ {Goodyear A.W. Tread .

.

„ Best French R.N.S
TOOxSOiBeldam Bulldog

„ Firestone Rubber N.-S. .

.

26x2
x2!

23/6
19 /(

33/-
29/-
28 't

27/9
27 6
25/-
25/-

23/-

22 /e

34 6
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25/-
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37 /£

34/-
27 6
27 6
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39/6
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25/-
61/-
5J/-
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49/-
6;/-

59/9
68/6

51/3

63/6
72/3
58 /9

100/-
100/-

[OO/O

67l-

S3I-

87/3

We have deleted several low-priced linas, as
we find we are unable to give any guarantee.
ALL GOODS supplied by us will be
REPLACED at a price proportionate to

the mileage obtained in (he event of any
complaints arising. All manufacturers only
entertain complaints on a 3,000 mile basis,

fair wear and tear excepted.

||SS TUBES ~EW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Our List

Price. Price
26:' 2 4/9 10/-

26x21 7/- 10/^
26x2J 7/9 II /3

28 X 3 7 /6 —

26x2;i
X2if

26 X 2 (

700 A 80

Our
Price.

8/9

8 9

10/-
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I

Price. I
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'

12 Ig
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— BELTS.
i Bates, Lvcelt,™ etc. Per foot.

IN STANDARD
i

LENGTHS. I

§in. Jin. -Jin. lin. ijin. I

1/6 1/7 1/10 2/2 2/8
]

These Special Clearance Lines are sent™ Carriage Paid on 7 Days' AfP oval againstS remittance. Trade suprtiad. Write to-day.
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ORDER THE

Emv-Kt m SSQ TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE RP.VICTORIA.S.W.l

98. VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.I. & AT
44. SURBITON ROAD, KINGSTON-OK-THAMEr"
<l P/me dddnsi allpost orders to ViuKkll Bridfe Road.

TELEPHONE:- VICTORIA 6533 6-655*:

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

H-\RLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.

-

Bond St.. JSaling.

HAELEY-rj.WIDSOS" Spares.—New 1920 eii;ii:e-.

gears, trnme.s. huge stor-li; exchanpe old engine.-

Sly famous SO'ul.p.li. stunt engine... leal road Iniiiiei-.

£48 ejielj. 4 montlis' guarantee.-Harley Sneeiali-^ts .'mil

Exiievts, 13, WheeliT St.. Birminsilaiu. (X1277

Francis- Barnetl
2:^^h.p. Francis-Barnett, 2-speed, K.3.. Luf-as

new; 54 gns.—Edwards. 50, Har-
niJ:ton Rd".. Soutii Kensington. Deferred payments
nd exchanges. . [6005

Henderson.
21 Henderson, 4-eyl., dynamo lighting, Brookes

cantilever saddle, many special fitments, nearly
new; cost £230, sacrifice £150.-32, Victoria Rd., Shet-
fleld. - ' [5467

IQIS lOh.p. Henderson and beautiful sidecar, in
-It/ almost new condition: this cycle only wantts see-

ing; must sell; £115; open to expert examination.—
\pplv, 205, Brondeslmiv rark, Willesden Green, N-W.

r5366
HENDERSON Combination, 1920, lully equipped,

sporting sidecar, long plated exhaust, whole out-

fit very smart and in condition nearly new; £148 10;
exchanges.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone ; Hamp-
stead 1353. ' fSOer

HENDERSON, 1921 (May), Model K, 4-cyl., 3-

speed, 2-seater sidecar (Millfordl, acetylene

lamps, horn, tools, in perfect condition throughout

:

£185; exchange lower power combination.—203. New-
land Av., Hull.

• LX1253

ENDERSON, late 1920, dynamo lighting. Swan
sidecar, Auster triplex screen, irlso Easting, Ace

discs, 65 m.p.g., 76 m.p.h. Brooklands. special engine.
no overhaul required, condition tyres, enamel, very

good, insured to April, 1922; given away at .£140;
photo.—Il.M. Inspector of Taxes, King's Lynn, Nor-
iolk. [5607

Hobart,
21 Hobart-Villiers, 2i..h.p., 2 speeds, all acces-

sories, almost new; S40.— 114, Brixton Hill.

S.W.2. [5909

Humber.
TTUMBER 2i^h.p., exceptionally good condition,

taxed; £16.—Halkes. Waddington, Lincoln.
[X1254

20^^., Humber 4V-jh.p. Flat Twin Combination.
pratcically new; £125.-14, Claremont Hili.

Shrewsbury. [5924

HUMBER 3'..h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. 2-sreed.

splendid order throughout, tax paid; £28.—
Speechley, 86, Churchfleld Rd.. Acton, \V.3. [5644

HUMBER 3l^h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-sl)eed.

clutch, kick starter, good condition, engine just

overhauled; bargain, £38.-4, Austin Waye, Uxbndge.
[5669

-| (rx21 4V>h.p. Flat Twin Humber Motor Cycle, all-

J- *y chain drive, demonstration motor cycle :
first

rheiiue secures, 97 gns.—Johnsons' Motor Works, King'^

Lynn. [5759

lOU Humber S'Ah.p., S.-A. 3-speed, clutch, over-

i-tJ hauled, good running order; £28/10, or good

Auto-Wheel part.—Jordan, Steeple Ashton, Trow-

bridge. [S'731

UMBER Combination, in beautiful condition,

smart coachbuilt sidecar, 2-sreed, clutch, handle

start, tax paid, etc., only needs seeing ; £45, or near.—
Motorist. 769. Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.

[5880

"I Q21 Humber P'lat T\rin. Grindloy sidecar. Tan-
-Lt/ Sad. wind screen, Gamage accumulator lighting

set, licensed to Christmas, 10 months' insurance, not

idden 500 miles, as new; £145.—Wilkins, 110.

Yardley Ed., Acocks Green, Birmingham. [X1273

L'MBEE Motor Cycles.—The Layton Garages, sole

igeuts for Humber motor cycles, can give de-

livery of the ne.v flat twin speed model, and guarantee

75 mph.: this motor cycle at £100 wdl be the l«-t

ll;it twin bargain of 1922.- Euouiries invited uu-!

treated with every courtesy.—Tl'.e Layton Garage-,

30 Holywell St, Oxford. 'Phone: 581. T.A. : Ii:-

teg'rity.
^^''-'

1 '1)121 4V.h.p. Flat Twin Humber Combination.' :il:-

Ltf black model, perfect running order, complete w;t:i

Lucas acetylene lamps. Cower horn and reflector, Sniitl.'*

trip speedometer, Tan-Sad pillion, spares include t'.io

•hains, 2 valvas and springs, 2 piston rings. 1 fm:;,

tork spring, third party insurance, done 3,000 mil.-:

'ost £215, sell £150, or nearest oSei.—Box 7.052., c

Tht Miilor Cycle. [602;

Indian.
what offer:—

[5974

H^

19^

19^

H^

H^

IrOR Sale, Indian and sidecar, 1914;
Robinson, Vicarage, Wantage.

SI'LENllIU Indian Motor
-Adlaui. Church Bd.,

IJicvcle, good order: £28.
Overton, Hants. [5474

TO 16 Indian 5-6h.p., 3-speed, perfect condition;
A«7 £40.—Baines, 166, Belgraye Gate, Leicester.

[X1313

INDIVN 7-9h.p., clutch model: £28- snlendid orrler

throughout.—Speechley, 86, Churchfleld Ed., Actnn,

\V.3. [5513

All letters relating to advertisements stiould quote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1Q19 7-911.P. Indi.nn, 3-?peea, clutch and K.S. ; ex-
•-" cliaiiBe for 1914 5-61i.p. F.N. and ciLsli.—49. Eeil
Lion St., W.C.I. [6002

TNDIAN Combiuntioii {June, 1920), milenjie 3,000,
J- excellent condition; £126.—Eeade, 214, Higli Ed.,
Wood Green, London. .. [5432

INDIAN Combination, 1916, in perlect condition;
£75. — Pull particulars, apply, - Owner, 14,

Ornaiston Ed., S.E.IO, [6420

INDIAN, 1919, 7-9Ii.p., spring Irame, 3-speed, Power-
plus; bargain, £60.—Eke, Ltd., 15-16, Bishbps-

gate Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. [0072

1Q16 Indian 5-61i.p., 3-.5peed, K.S,
--tC sound, fast machine; £60.—Harding,
niercial Sq., Hayivards Heath,

1920
. - . ---Uiet

Mornington Ed., Wanetead, E.ll

clutch, all on.
1, Com-

[5568
TNDIAN Scout 4h.p., 1920. fully equipped, speed-
-*- onieter, etc., insured, lovelv machine; what offers?
—30, Mornington Ed., Wanstead, E.ll. [5412

rQ14 5-6h.p. Indian, 2-speed, lamps, horn, tax paid,
t/ very good condition; £30.—afl Wnrtdfnrr? T?,l

Forest Gate. . 'Phone :

23, Woodford Rd.,
Stratford 2598. [5787

1 014 Indian Combination.
-L<i7 clutch,

. 2-speed, kick starter,
,
disc wheels; offers or- exchange 3V'h.p.

single.—35, Church Rd., Upper Norwood. [5806

INDIAN Scout, 1921 .(April), dynamo lighting,
speedometer, ammeter, electric horn, perfect con-

dition; £110.-43, Freezywater, Waltham Cross. [5851

"IQ20 Indian Scout Combination for sale, just over-
JLt7 hauled lamps, speedometer, private owner; £90,
or near otter.—Abery, Porehester Mews, Bayswater. [5565

1C)19 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, electric lighting, 2
-i-*/ hoins, hood, screen, child's ^eat, insurance, tax
paid, splendid condition; £110.-179, Henlev Ed., Ilfdrd.

[5469
TNDI-AN 1919 Powerplus Combination, dynamo light-

_- ^"^' 'I'nn^cter, rear jlrive speedometer. Cameo
Brownill Ed.,

[5298

INBIAN 1920 Powerplus Combination, fully eauipped
and licence paid; £105.—The Lavton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., O.xford. 'I'hoae: 581. T.A. :
• Integritv,

Oxford. [6043

1019 7h.p. Indian Powerplus. 3-speed, solo, excel-Ay „'«»,'' condition; £53.—Edwards, 60. Harrington" ' '^ " Deferred payments and ex-

[6010

"Tvti 20 Indian Powerplus Combination, electrically
-L«/ equipped, specinl Millford sidecar, perfect condi-
tion, ninny spares; offers, please.—Hancock, Manor Ed.,'

[5290

screen, etc. ; £95.
Catford.

-Dixon Bros., 172,

Rd., South Kensington,
changes.

St. Albans.

TNDIAN 1920 Combin.ation, mileage under 5,000,
*- wind screen, absolutely fiound, licence and rnsur-
anca; £125; seen in town.— 7, ,St. John's Park, Black-
heath, S.E.3. [5314

'T'.T. Indian 7-9h p., 1915. thorongbly overhauled and
-- le-enamelled, fully equipped, ^peednnieter, licence
paid; a bargain. £35.—E. Talbot, Minshnll Hall Middle-
\vich, Cheshire. [5345

Tj Q19 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus, licensed, speedometer,
-J^^ dynamo' electric lighting, complete, and in ex-
cellent order: £70, or nearest offer.—Box 6,787, c/o
7'hc Motor Cycle. [3672

TO 15 Indian 7.9h.p. Racing Cluch JModel, perfect
J-*.' condition, tyres as new,, electric lamps; £65, oi
exchange lightweight and cash or combination —80,
High St.-, Bexley. [6125

£48, absolute gift.-1914 7-9h.p. Indian cb. com-cW bination, spring frame, pillion seat, 2-speed, lug-
gage carrier, Amac carburetter, guaranteed order.—44,
Chapel St., Marylebone. . 15617

TNniAN 1920 7-911.P.. electric. Swan sporting sidecar,
-«- choice of two bodies, under 7.000 miles- nearest
£125; private owner.—Culver, Crouch End Motor Co.,
Coleridge Ed., Crouch End. [5743
TNDI.AN Scout, late 1920, electric light, extra lamp.
-»- speedometer, excellent condition, only done 4 000
miles; £110; can be seen at London or Portsmouth-
Box 6,887, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4426

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1921, Montgomery sidecar, fuUy
luUy equipped, in new condition, insured; sell 85

gns., or exchange 2-si)eed 2-stroke and cash.—25
Frederick Rd. Custom House, E.16. [5795

1 Q21 7-91i.p. Indian Poweiplns Combination, electri-J-" eally eqiiipped, horn, speedometer, as new; £165-
deterred payments if desired—Parker's. Bradshawgate'
Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X1225
"1Q21 Indian Scout, electrical model, de luxe side-JLtf car, combination, cost £211 Easter last tax
insurance paid, spares; bargain, £120.—Carter Lvn-combe Sunnyside, Wyke Regis, Weymouth, [5783

A BSOLUTELY the -finest bargain for money is uu-
ff-

doubtedly the Silent Indian, fully equipped at
£175; and the Eolls-Eoyce of solos, the Indian Scout,
less electric equipment, but with rear drive siieedo-
meter, £120. Let me have your order now; delivery
immediately-—'Phone: 943.—Horswill, 42, Bridge St.,

TXTHT have your Indians butchered for reliable over-" hauhng. Send or 'phone 943 Chester. Over 10
years' experience with Indians.—Horswill, 42, Brid-e
St., Chester. [3490

For handle-bar, number-plate,
and sidecar fitting; in solid brass,

.in brass or with plated finish.

Price 10/6. Postage 6d.

Two Sidecar Bargains.
Speedy Model Sidecar, sound
construction, suitable up to

4 h.p. machines, strong under-
slung chassis, with enclosed,
wheel, 4 point suspension, com-
plete with apron and tyre ....

Price £2S List Price £28 1 Os

Douglas chassis, reconditioned,
stove - enamelled, with new
springs, and mudguard, and
No. I Touring Model Burlington
Sidecar Body, with Storm
Apron and New Tyre

Price IS Gns.

To Triumph Riders.
Convert your clutch into Foot
as well as Hand-Control. A neat
pedal, finished in dull plate, and
so designed that it can be fitted

in a lew moments by an amateur.
Its effect is to convert the
Standard machine into a Foot
and Hand Operative Clutch
Model. Price*/-. Postage 4d.

Trade Supplied.

Triumph Spares.
Piston Rings, 1 /6; Inlet Valves, complete
4 /- ; Exhaust Valves, complete, 8 /-

;

Rear Wheel Spindle, with Cones, 5/-;
Front Wheel Spindle, with Cones 4/-;
Whf^el Cups, 8d.; Tool Kits, 18/6- Rear
Stands, 22/6; Oil Squirt, 3/- T.T.
Handle-bars, with grips, new, 15/-

;

Renolds Chains, 50 links, 15/-. ^

Armoured Tool-bags with strap fastenings
and clips, for Triumph, 7/6.

The BURLINGTON
Motor Cycle Company,Ltd.

7. Soulh Side.

CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.
Thone- Brixton 2417.

'GrjLiMs: "Burlington Motors, C'aph^m *.

(50 yards from Clapham
Common Underground Statioa.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Indian.

1 Q20 Indian Combination, De Luxe bulbous sidecar,
Jt-*^ dynamo lighting, electrical and mechanical
hoi'ns, speedometer, under 3,000, as new; any trial:
£96.—Drayton, 16, Jessamy Rd., Weybridge. [5891

MAGNIFICENT I92OV2 Indian 7-9h.p. Combina-
tion, dynonio, amp., sf<?eLlometer, as new, prac-

tically un-^crntcheil, used only wek-encls; trial; £135.—
Oatley, 65, Weadover Ed., Harlesden, N.W.iq, [5531

IQIS 7-911. D. Indian Combinntion, fully euuipped,
J-*^ £85; 1916 5-6h.p. Indian comlmiation, fuljj
equipped, £65; pasitively be*;t value obtainable.—CreW'
ford Garas'e, Stock Orchard St., Caledonian Ed., N.7.

[528S
INDIAN 7-9-h.p. 1916 Combination, MillL-i-FuKoid

sidecar, fitted with Existing screen, hood, etc.,

electric and acetylene liRhting, sjinres, etc., in Bplendk
condition; price £100.—Apply, Fielding, Bishop's Tar-h-
brook, Leamington Spa. [X1276

"I
Q20 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, Easting, e!e,tii(

-i-*^ lighting, born, speedometer, spare cover, tas
paid, insurance till May, mileage under 5,000, ownei
appointed abroad ; £r25, or near offer.—Besant, Prrstiee'
Villa, Minster, Stieerness. [527^

INDIAN 1919 Poiverplns Combination. comTiIete witi
j

genuine Indian sidecar, dynamo lighting, speed
1

ometer. Cameo screen, etc., mechanical condition gnnr .

anteed, appearance and tyres good: £-80.—The Lavtci
GfiragcR, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. T.A.
Integiity, Oxford. [604*

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 192)
j

Indian motor cycles and combinations, fo;
j

immediate delivery. Your . present machine taken ii

part exchange; lull market value allowed; distance n(;,

object.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbauk St.-
Soutbport, Tel.: 607. [065(.-

"1O19-1920 Sporting 7-9h.p. Indian, T.T., S-speed
-*-*' K,S., clutch, in new condition throughout, tfli.

enamelled and plated, discs, 8 v. electric lighting, Hgltl
car head lamp, mechanical horn, new Bosch, new Pal'u
mer tyre, cut-out, takes English plugs, ispares; anpr
trial : £95, tax paid ; exehauge--G.P. Morgan, or nei"
SVgh.p. sports solo, cash adjnstment.—Martin Lax, ftr
Hilton td., Leeds. [S38i8

Synre Parts:

INDIAN Spares,—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bojii'
St., Ealing. [398't

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, BiixtOii'
Rd. {'Phone Brixton 3129}, can supply all 7-9h.ii

parts from ptocb, new, including all types of fortiK
1 They also siiecialiso in Indian repairs. f159.5

I Invicta.
"I 020 Invieta, Villiers engine, single speed, very littll
J-t' used and in splendid order; £40; eas^y paymeniit
if desired.—Ha rrod 3' Motor Cycle Dept., US', Bromptoii
Ed., London. [554.-1

j 020 Invicta 3V2h.p. Combination, powerful, Abinin
it/ don King Dick engine, just overhauled, coio
dition nearly new, Sturmey 3-speed, Cameo screeii-

Paragon folding sidecar chassis, enabling passage
through 36in. doorway, speedometer, luggage grici

Tan-Sad, lamps, front new, tools, Dunlop Magnum'r
unpunctured; £100, or near offer; tax paid, insurancfi
to July.—7, Ethelbevt Terrace, Margate. [573'

Ivy.

IVY 2i/'b.p., all-purpose, discs, splendid conditioiin
cheap.~-49, Brondesbury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.-

^ [56Sh'

IVr Three, May, 1921, Sturmey 2-speed, clutch, kic*

start, lamps, born, accessories, spares, perfect; £61''

;—Byworth, 4, Mead Rd., TJxbridge. [521..

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139, New St., Bi':

mingham, wholesale Ivy agents, have all modei(
'.in stock, including lady's model, price £69; get list,

i [0737

I James.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.— 1921 4i/4h.p. Jame^ Con.
bination from stock; price £155. [068.

JAMES Ai^h.p., all on, Binks, 1914, good conditioi'
bargain, £32.-18, Deansfleld Rd., Eltham, SJ

[55T
JAMES Motor Cycles, new or second-hand ; spar

an.i repairs.—W. Whitby and Son, 7, The VaJi
Acton, W.3. [56(1

1 Q16 4VJh.p. James Combination with Mills-Fulfo:.
-^*^ sidecar and extra child's seat, all on, licenC')

£80.—Sandums, 336, Gray's Inn Kd., W.C.I. [073,

O40.—Jarnes 4^4b.p., in good oondition. Bosch ma)
^' B. and B. carburetter, Grado-multi Rear, Jcv
start; any trial.—Rosebank, Chertsey Rd.,
Moor, Surrey.

Addlesto;
[531;

"I
Q20 6h.p. James de Luxe Combination, Stewart trii

M.U P. and H. lamps, Easting, luggage grid, m
tyies, insurance, spares; £135.—Eeid, 40, Forest HI
Rd., Duhvicb. [S7j;

"I Cbl9- 5-6h.p. James Combination, repainted makff'
it/ colours, speedometer, luggage grid, electric ligl
ing, tyrea good, new chains; a bargain. £100.—D. Wat
Sylvana, Wiuton Rd., Furnham- [54

JAMES 4^h.p. Combination, 1915. Canoelet, Ta
Sad, luggage grid, Cowey, Lucas lamps and hoi

excellent condition throughout; £78; trial.—33, I

John's Av.. Harlesden, N.W.IO. [56

B28 An letters relating to advertisements should quote the number M the end of each adrertisement. and the date of the issue,
Motor C.vcles advertised by iwivate owners are, wlien desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Jnmes.

MES 1920 6I1.P. Combination, fiillv e(iiiip!w<l,

sijeedometer. Easting, aa new: £12,0: defeiTod
lentB if <le.sireO.—Parkei's, Bradshawsate, Bolton:
245. Deaiisgiite. Manilester. [X1230

MES 1918 eli.p. Combination, dynamo lighting',

;nid full I'Qiiipment, mileage less than 2,000, alninst
i,'.( condition: £105.—The Lavton Garages, 30, Holv-
'.!] St.. Oxford. Tbone: 581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxfcrd.

[6045
T.V-ME3 Combinations, all types, !rom £50 to £150,
-' many bargains in stock. James spare parts for
Ji|iil.. and 5-6h.p. models, 1913-1921.—W. Whitby
ii'.d ^on, James Specialists, 7, The Vale, Acton, W.3.
I'hone : Chiswick 1513. -

[5666

J.E.S.
T.E.S., lV:;h.p. 1918, appearance as new, splendid
l' :;oer, tax paid ; £20,—Prout, Canon St., Taunton.

[5919
T.E,,5.. 1920, 2i,L.h.p., good condition, licensed; £30,

or near offer; after 5 p.m.—61, Dongola Rd..
r.^ctenham, N.15. [5893

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FBANOIS Combination, tniu J.A.P.. counter-

shaft, perfect: £50.—Jackson, Castle Pid., Kenil-
rl'. [X1281
EA-FRANCIS, 3^4h.p. twin M.A.G., 3-speed, clutch,
kick-starter; price £100, list price £125, sacri-
—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0069

L

DAN GUY.
£60.

Levis.
Weymouth.-Levis 1921 models in stock:

[0554

LEVIS Popular Model, 1921, licence, perfect: £38
-2, Chudleigh Ed., Ladywell, S.E. [5438

y EVIS Popular. 1916, splendid order, runs like new
;

£23.-34, Manchester Rd., Swindon. [5849Xj

LEVIS 1921, 2-=peed, fully equipped and equal new-iSO—132, High Ed., East Finchley.

Olli.P. Levi.?, 1916,
"• -i Barber, College

7Q19 Levii
-I-'.' ance paid; £35.-

-Li_ £26.—Sp'ee'chley,

LEVIS. 2H,h.p., 2.speed;
223, Hammeramith

, 1917, 2ilh.i
variable jet, straight

:Mi[iearance excellent; £35;
Eimon Rd., N.W.

lamps, horn, discs

;

Ed., Hextable, Kent.

[6082

£28.—A.
[5437

2-speed, all-chain drive, tax and insur-
H. Eock, Cradley, Staffs.. [X1291

y EVIS 2»lh.p., 2-stroke, splendid order throughout;
86, Churchfleld Rd., Acton,

[5646

£S8.—Newnham Motor Co.,
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Ham-

luersmith 80. [5863

LEVIS Popular, perfect, powerful, easy starter, carrv
2_; honest bargain. £36,' near offer.—92, High

>'., Wandsworth. [5872

LEVIS, enamelled, plated, completely overhauled,
every mechanical part renewed, tax paid; bar-

s.un. £32.—White, Brighton Ed., Addlestone, Surrey.
[5821

LEVIS, 1917, 2ilh.p.. registered, discs, T.T. bars,
variable iet. straight, exhaust, running and

after 7.—Hughes, 379,
[5606

LEVIS 2%h.p., 2-speed, powerful, speedy, 110 m.p.ir.,
lamps, minor, discs, enamelled violet, tax paid

:

t59. Before 7, after by appointment.—Fowler, 12,
I'.iitilway, Streatham. [5744

1 Q21 Levis 2i4h.p., popular model, very little used,
;-*-*^ and complete with accessories: £45; easy
Kiyments if desired.—Harrods' Motor Cycle Dept., 118,
Br..uipton Ed., London. [5541

LEVIS 1921ii Sports Model S, 2Vih.p., 2-speed,
clutch, perfectly run in, unscratched, £20

spares; £60, or exchange Blackburne-engined machine;
photo.—White,' Notts Ed., Loughborough. [X1212

Marloe.
MARLOE, 2^4h.p. Blackburne, brand new, counter-

shaft; cash £68/10. or £14 down and 12 pay-
ments of £5.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone

:

iHainpstead 1353. [5132

Martlnsyde,
MAETINSTDE, just delivered, unregistered

Box 98, c/o ne Motor Cijde.

M.\RTINSYDE Combination, 1921, shop-soiled,
makers' guarantee; £130.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6155

MAETINSTDE 6h.p. Combination, new Aug., mile-
.120 300, absolutely as new, Lncaa lamos. Klaxon,

Tan-Sad: £120, or offer.—Jones, 2, Cambridge Cre--
cent, Watford. [XI 270

1Q20 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, lamps, horn,
X«? screen, indistinguishable from new; £105.—
Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed.. South Kensington. De-
ferred payments and exchanges. [6007

Matchless.

BR-\ND New 1921 Matchless, M.A.G. ei

24, Balliol Ed., North Kensington.

1019 Matchless Combination; £90.-59,
-LJ/ Place, Dorset Hd., Clapham Rd.

1Q20 Matchless Combination, fully equipped; bar.
i-V gain. £110.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland!
St., W. [6151

1

£125.-
[6026

; £152.
[5692

Palfrey
S.W.8. [5584

&^^
We hava made a

BIG REDUCTION
in the price of

BURLINGTON DOUGLASES
Because

—

we wish to maintain our present output during
the winter, and thereby give our customers the
usual Burlington VALUE.

2th,p., fully equipped with Lamps, CC „„-
Horn, and Licence Holder .. .. UO gQ5.

4 h.p.. Solo, 3-speed, kick-start, ^ ^ nne
all on 5 *

4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped with Lamps,
Horn, Licence Holder, and with new Burling-
ton No. 2 Touring Model Sidecar QO -.«e
Body, complete with Storm Apron *'*^ S"^'

EASY TERMS ARRANGED.
Large Siochs of A H.p. Spares.

Sparesfor2|hp. 'Douglases."
Engine parts : Cylinders, front only, £1 15s ;

Pistons, complete, 12-; Piston Rings, 1/6;
Gudgeon Pins, 1 /3 ; Big End Bushes, 3/- ; Small
End Bushes, 2 - ; Exhaust Lifter Links, 7/6 per

set; Timing Slide Ball Race, 12/-; Cam Wheel
and Intermediate Wneel Studs. 3/- each ; Rocker
Arm Studs, 2 6 ; Intermediate Wheels, 5/-; Valve
Guides, 2 -; Tappets, complete, 3/-; Tappet
Guides, 2 6; Fly-wheel Sprocket?, i6, 17 and
iS T, 3/9; Exhaust and Inlet Valves complete,
4/- each ; Silencers, complete with Unions, 17,6 ;

End Plates, 9d. ; Carburetter Gauze, 4il. ; Gauze
Washer. 6d. ; Amac jets. No. 26, 2ll.

23 h.p. "Douglas'* Tank, £2 15s.; Oil Pump
Plunger, complete, 4,6; Petrol Filter and Tap
combined , 3,6 ; Drain Tap, 2,- ; Tank Caps, glass

or plain. 2 - ; Drip-feed Needle Valves, 4,'-.

Frame Parts: Frame. £7 ; Mudguards, 12/- per

pair ; Rear Stands, 12/6 ; Stand Bolts, 6d. ; Rear
Stand Clips. 1/6 ; Front Stands, 4/- ; Clips, 1 /- ;

Frame Races, 1 /- ; Belt Rims, not drilled, 12 6 ;

Wheel Rims front, 7^6 ; Rear, 8/6; Carriers,

17/6; Saddles £1 10s.; Footboards, 12/6 per

pair; Handle-bars, semi T.T., 15/-.

Front Fork Blades shop-soiled. 25 '- ; Front
Fork Springs, plated, 2/6; Fork Spindles, long,

1 /9 ; short. 1 '6
; Spindle Nuts 4d. ; Front Brake,

complete with lever and cable, 15/6; Head
Locking Rings. 1 ,6.

2} h.p. "Douglas " Gear Box original aluminium
halves, but fitted throughout with new Ball Races
and Gears £5 ; Pulleys, 6/- ; Chain Wheels 7/- ;

L.H. Chain Wheel Nuts, 8d. ; Adjustable Clamp
for Gear Rod, 4/-; Ball Races, large,, 7/6;
small. 5/6; All other parts in stock.'

Special peep Armoured Toolbag with clips. 9/6.

Carriage on all Spares extra.

Burlington Motor Cycle Co., Ltd,,

7, Soulb Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.
' Phone :Bnxl'-7j 2J17, Wires: B-irUnfilou Motors, Clapham

Just by Clapham Common Underground StatiOjj

M

MOTOR CVCLF.S FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLE,SS, brand new, nnieBistered 1921 stnniliiril
couihinution : socriftce £148.-9, West Hentli Av.,

Golder's Green. [6067

1 Q21 Now .Standard Model H Matchless Uombina.
J-*' tion, M.A.G. engine; end ol seasoa bargain.
150 gns.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [1708

ATCHLESS Combination, Model II., July, 1921,
M.A.G.. Uimiis, tools, iusuriinoe: £165, bargain.—

Culbreen," Sheerwater Av., W. Byjleet. [5111

MATCIILESS.—Still a lew 1921 shop-soiled models;
standard £160. 2-seater i£165. Maedyno *20

cxtia.—Maudes', London, Exeter, and Walsall. [X1330

JULY, 1921, Matchless combination. M.A.G.,
Magdyno, done 1,500 miles; £175; owner return-

ing Africa.—Larkfield Grange, Eawdou, Leeds. [5435

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in^ stock. Sporting models £180, standard models
£185.—A. J. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd.. Sheffield. [0574

MATCHLESS, 1921 model, M.A.G. engine, sports
sidecar, etc., excellent condition; £130.—Pack-

man, 86, Bonrnbrook Rd., Bournbrook, Birmingham.
[X1266

MATCHLESS. 19211,4 (August), H2. fully equipped,
guaranteed as new; cost nearly £200, sacrifice

147 gns.—Hynard, Farmer, Eynsford, Kent, or 'phone
Paddingtou 5788. [5939

MATCHLESS Combination for immediate delivery;
cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnhani

Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed.. W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [5853

1 C|21 Matchless Brand New Bargains.—Standard
Xt/ combination. -£160; 2-seater combination.
£165; sports combination, £150; Magdyno lighting
£18 extra.—Below.

1 Q22 8h.p. Matchless Sport's Solo, in stock; £130.—X^ Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensing-
ton. [6016

1 Q21 Matchless Combination, Magdyno lighting,
it/ spare wheel, etc., brand new, unused, unregis-
stered, must sell; £158.-41, Madrid Ed.. Barnes.
Deferred payments and exchanges. [6009

MATCHLESS 1921 Combination, 2-seater sidecar.

Magdyno, hood, 2 screens, speedometer, spnrfe

wheel, luggage grid, etc., practicalv new: bargain, £165.
—23, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway. Regent 3198. [5993

MATCHLESS 1919 Victory Model, fully equipped,
iuulu'ling Cameo wind screen. Tan-Sad pateut leal-

spring saddle, recently completely overhauled by Col-

liers; f 110.—Ootlands, Ashwood Ed.. Woking. [5319

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, M.A.G. engine,

Easting screen, lamps, exceptional contlitiou;

£125; exchange.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [5857

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination. M.A.G., Lucas
lamps, hood, screen, epeedometer. perfect condi-

tion- £127; exchange.-Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [5866

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H.. complete with
himps, spare wheel, speedometer, almost new, tax

paid, insured, splendid condition; any trial; £160, or

ofSer.-Shackleford, Post Oiflce, Streatham Ed., Mitchnm.
;

[5359

"I 021 Matchless H. Combination, dynamo lighting,

Xcf hood, screen, spare wheel, speedometer and pillion,

insured and tax paid; all at £186; guaranteed rtinning

order —Apply, " Hop Pole," Gambia St., Blackfriars,

London. '
,

[5477

MATCHLESS New 1921 Standard Combination,
straight from works, £160; sports combination,

.£150; 2-seater, £165; new solo Model J. £130.—
I Agents, R. B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., South
[Kensington. [5067

i "VrATCHLESS Combination. 1920, Lucas lighting,

llX spare wheel, new wind screen,^ M.A.G. engure.

splendid condition ; any trial

;

owner' goijig abroad, £120.—P.C., 2. Hanbury St.,

SpitalfieTd* E.l. [X1217

absolute bargain,
2. ~ '

SpitalfieTc

1^20 7-9h p. M:itchless Combination, spring frame,

l-Xf Magdyno electric lighting, hood, screen, spare

wheel and chain speedometer and all accessories; any

trial- written guarantee given; £140.-44. Richmond
Ed., Thornton Heath. [5272

MATCHLESS, 1921. Sh.p. M.A.G. engine, 2-seater

sidecar, speedometer, compressed acetylene lamps,

Tan-Sad. watch, all extras, outfit like new; £135;
seen any time.—28. Woodford Ed.. Forest Gate.

Phone : Stratford 2598. [5786

MATCHLESS, 1921. special offer, brand new. slightly

shop-soiled, free delivery ; sports combmation
' £150 standard combination £160, family cotnbmation

£165!—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 554S.' [0071

1 Q K GNS.; exchange cheaper machine and cash.—
LOO Matchless 1920 com'bin.ation, Model H, Mag-
jdyno hood, screen, luggage grid, spare wheel, speedo-

1
meter smart turnout, last, any examination, trial.—

Iseobridge, Hansler Ed., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452.

I'

[4802
, "VTIIANTED, purchasers for any model ol new 1921

;
VV Matchless motor cycles and combinations, for

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken in

i part exchange; full market value allowed; distance no

object —E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St..

^' Southport. Tel. : 607. [0651

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when

advertisement, and the date of the issue. B29
desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1 Q21 Miitolilesa, shop-aoiled showroom moaels,_stan<l-
A*/ aid; £160; don't miss this cihaiioe,

Upper Tooting-, Ed., S.W. 'Phone
Knipht,

Streatham 2390.
[5281

1921, M.A.G. Bh.p,, oomijletelyMATCHLESS
equipped, including Easting wind screen, Lucas

lamps and horn, detachable wheels and spore wheel,
almost new condition ; indisputable bargain at the cash
price of £155.—The Layton Garapes, 30. Hoij'well St..

Oxford.. 'Phone: £81 Oxford. T.A. : Integrity. Ox-
ford. [6031

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North Lon-
don agents lor the delightfully sprung and prac-

tically designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-
Royce on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock,
for cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade sup-
plied; all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage. MusweU
llill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley,

[0381

SAM E. CLAPHAM, Motors, Greenwich. 'Phone:
751.—The premier Matchless agent. Can offer

some exceptional bargains in new and second-hand 1921
models nt end of season prices. Get in touch with Sam
E. Clapham and secure one. Place your OTders now for
1922 models with the agent. Note address: Sam E.
Clapham, Motors, 37, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.

[3179

1 Q21 Mati^hless, H2, M.A.G., 2-seater Combination,
-i-^ new Au^^ 24t!i. I-ucas Magdyno lishting, trip
'speedometer, hora, hood, side ourt;iins. step, £p;ire wheel,
tyie unused, mileage under 2,500, recently deparhoni'--ed,
"aretully run in, whole combination in execcllent con-
dition, deliver 50 miles : cost £233 (receipts shown)

;

accept £180: owner leaving country Nevember; genuine.
—M., 21, Alexandra Rcl., Worthing. [5338

MATCHLESS Combination, Sept.. 1919. as new. not.
lun 2,000, 8h.p., 3 sreeds, overhauled la.^t May,

replated and etove enamelled black, with gold lines.
PJasting screen, sidecar mat, Tan-Sa(!t with hack and
tootrests, Cowey trip speedometer, watch, Lucas horn,
I-'.R.S. electric lighting "set with 3 lamps, polished alu-
iiiinium footboards, interchangeable wheels with spare,
tyres nearly new, tax paid; seen and tried any time;
nearest £125.-73, High St., Merton, S.W. [5555-

Snnre Porta:

TASSELL, la, Bloopafield Rd., Plumstead. for any-
thing Matchless at the right price. [6144

Blaclcburnc eng

.Wetro

METRO-TYLER, 4h.p., 3-speed,
special competition machine, £80; also some

second-hand lightweights, guaranteed.—The Metro-
Tvler Co., Ltd., Banister Rd., Kilburn Lane, W.IO.

< [5899
Mohawk.

MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest
possible prices for cash or easy pavments.—

Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 28, Alexandra Rd., Horn-
sey. [8493

MONARCH 1920, Sli.p. J.A.P.. Sturmey-Arrher 3-
speed, Millford sidecar, fully eauipped, practically

as new; £100.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, WenVlstnne.
[5969

New Hudson.
33.h;p. New Hudson, 3-speefl, clutch, tax paid- £25
4 or olYer. After 6.— 1, Tankerville Rd., Streathauj.

[5551
^37/10; 4h.p. New Hudson combination, 3-speed

STILL FURTHER

REDUCTIONS
Original

Malcers' Prices.

C.

Ours.

r86
i86

185

215
160

155

155
165

250
155
168

145
213
115

^ ENFIELD S h.p. 2-seater,

4 d\aiamo lighting, 163
> ENFIELD 2-seater, dynamo i RQ
4 lighting '«**'

O MATCHLESS Combination "J 57
^ MATCHLESS 8 b p. 2-5eater, -I Ort^ dynamo ' **"
„ ROVAL ENFIELD a b.p. -jQC^ Combination ^
O JAMES 4J lip. Combination 129
O P. & M. 3I h.p. Combination 1 20
O ARIEL e-7 h'.p. Combination 1 40

CLVNO Combination 1 65
^ AiVIERICAN EXCELSIOR 7-9 -I 9e
"-" h.p. Combination "*»

p. NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. and « OQ^ Swan sidecar - ' "^
TRIUMPH • H" 4 h.p.. and

.j 35^ Gloria sidecar . " *'*'

Model, 195MORGAN Family
fully equipped, tax tree.

ZENrTH 5 h.p.

SECOND-HAND.
102 1 LEVIS Popular, as new ,

ENFIELD Corabinatiofi,

coai-h sidecar, ride away
Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

offers.—Evers, Neuton
[5770

Taylor. 42;.

[53'03

£45.—New Hudson 2^/ih.E. De Luxe, 2-speei;t, 1930'^.,
lamps, horn, very low mileage, as new '" ' "~

Nolton St., Bridgend, Gl;im.

IVTEW HITDSON-J.A.P. 3'Ah.p. Coachbuilt Corabina-
*-" tion, 3-speed, clittch, hood, s<:-reen, excellent con-
flition, licence; 50 sns.— 128, Broi-kley Rise, S.E.23.

NEW HUDSON 1920 Model De Luxe Lightweight,
completely eqni pped and almost new ; £ 37 / 1 0.

—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford,
"Phone : Oxford 581. [4825

NEW HUDSON 1914 Big Six Combination, hirb gear,
not used during wnr, excellent condition and ap-

pearance, 3 new tvres and epare, uU on; £70.—Smith,
44, South Bar, Banbury. [X0945

hiodels, on view

;

-- ^ - , -- 65 gns. ; Ace, 75 gns.
Spares for 2'4h.p., S^h.p., and 6h.p. machines stocked.
Catalogues and any information by return.—New Hud-
son Depot, 45, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn, W.C.2. [4094

1 Q20 6h.p. Twin New Hudson Combination, tax
--*-' paid. Easting screen. Smith speedometer, Lycas
and F.R.S. lamps, legshields, horn and Inggage grid,
splendid condition; first cheque secures; bargain,
£75; no offers.—Seen 336, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.I.
'Phone : Museum 3427. [0732

New Imperial.

1 Q20_New Imperml_ 8hji. J.A.P. Combination; £85

NEW HUDSON Lightweights,
Popular. 50 gns.; de luxe.

1920
1920

1920

r920

on. as new
ENFIELD Combination,

'AH

'All

99 10

42 10
115
112 10

HARLEV-DAVIDSON, H. -D.
sidecar, aluminium discs, electric

rquioinent, speedometer, as new
HARLEY-DAViDSON and U.tl.

sid'car, ac 'tylene lighting, nice-
ly rqtiippcd . :.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON and H.D.
1920 sidecr^r discs,electric equipment,

-^ sp.=e:lometer ...,.'

B.S.A. all chain and sidecar .

.

DOUGLAS 2.1' h.p. "All on"
r9i6

1916
1920
1920
1920

(5)

DOUGLAS Combination, ' All

A.J. 5. Combination, every acces-

sory
MORGAN Family Model, as

new

145

140

150
68
50
75

125
175

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
New Imperial.

25.h.p. New Imperiol-Jnp, 1914, 2-speed, good condi
i tion', lamps, horn, tax paid; £52, or ofler.—86

Denmark Hd., Ctimherwell. [534i

NEW IMPERIAL, 1921, 5-speerl, 1922 J.A.1'. en
fliue, 350 C.C., exceptionally fast; 69 guJ.—Clark

7, Exliibition M., S.W.7. [606l

NEW IMPEEIAL 2i/2h.p., Z-speed, lamps, horn, newl;
overhauled, splendid condition; sacrifice £35.—Bo:

7,054, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6021

NEW IMPERIAL. 1920, 254h.p. J.A.P., clutch, kid
start, sell-lubricating, tax paid, perfect condition

£55.—Noakes, Princes Viila, Little Sandhurst, Berks.
[589i

NEW IMPEEIAL 8h.p., December, 1919, Milllor
sidecar. Eastings, speedometer, Tan-Sad, and Luca

ligbtinf? set, mechanicallv sound; £105.-47, Voltaii

Kd., ClapSam. [553

1Q20 2%lh.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, K.S., lampi
-ti/ etc., excellent condition; £44.—Edwards, 5(

Harrington Rd., South Kensington. Deterred pa;

ments and exchanges. - [600

NEW IMPEEIAL, 2?i3l.p. J.A,P., 191S. 2 speo*
kick start, band clutch, Tan-Sad. P. and E

any trial: £47.-4, Pai;

[627
I

1 Q20 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, Easting win
-*- «> screen, speedometer, just completely overhaulec

no reasonable oft'er refused.—Shephard, 30, West H^at
Drive, Golders Green, N.W.ll. [63«

LATE 1918 2%li.p. New Imperial, kick starter, cliitc'

Senspi*ar, accessories, beautiful condition, tax paid

auv tri.^l; £40, or nearest ofler; nmst sell, going I

India.-168, Clapham Park Ed., S.W.4. [544

lamps, Elaxon, accessories

;

bourne Ed., Tottenham.

9, Church Ed., Willesden. 5708

NEW IMPERIAL. 2%h.p. J.A.P., countershaft,
^ 1920; £42;10.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1353.

^

[6064

19
Rd., North Kensington.

1 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, and kick
tart, beautifully equipped; £50.-24, Balliol"'""

L5691

Norton.
"pREMIEE Motor Co. for Nortons.

LATEST Improved Models for immediate delivery i

1922 reduced prices.

BIG 4, chain drive, £120: Model 16H.. 3>/>h.p.,

speed, T.T., chain-drive, £115; Model 9, 3y2h.i
belt drive, £80. Write for revised price list. "Ea .

payments only 4% extra. Buy your machine direct I'ro

the Norton specialists. The Premier Motor Co., Aatit
Ed., Birmingham. [PBt

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—Norton Erg 4 combinatioii
£177; sports model, £132; from stock. [06!'8

NORTON SV^h.p., 3-speed, cnnntersliaft : £75; exellMw
lightweight and cash.—49, Well St., Hackney.

[54H

NORTON 1921 Models.— Sole district agents, Woss.
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., aalisiilllii

Phone; 72. [07 1?

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C.i

4h.p. Norton and sidecar, 1920, tax paid; £7.;

rtjeasy terms arranged. [60 i

OJTVrORTON B.S., 3.,!peed, new Sept., 1920, perfect -cc
(J-* dition, winner several firsts in speed ccmpetitkrir
what oflers?—Eveion, WoUescote. [52.2

QUPER Norfons, 1920 T.T., £6S; 1916 B.R.3., £5-!

01 O Baby Levis, £30: Diamcnd-Jap and MorgK
wanted.—Manning, Weybourne, Farnham. [5.6(

1 Q^^ Norton 16H., Lucas Inmiw, horn, etc., fii

,

^ At/ licensed, beautiful condition; great bargain;
ens-—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: lOJi

[54.i

"fl Q21 T.T. Norton, perfect condition, spring liiljri

JL ^ Tan-Sad, lamps, silencer, mudshields; any i

amination; *78.—Boulton, Highfleld, Westbnry, Will
[58;l

BEOOKLANDS Special 1920 Norton, Lucas lamii

Bonniksen, fully equipped, 70 m.p.h. guarantef-
£73, offer.—Morris, 81, Huntingdon Rd,, Coventry

[X12,
NORTON (Oct.) 1920 T.T., fully equipped, pert I

condition, run 800 miles;- £70,. or best offill

onwer buying car.—S. H. Beesley, St. James Miifs

Northampton. [58'i

-| (I> 20 Big Fortr Norton and sidecar, original ty*i

^*y still good, equipped, and insured, splendid ordi!

Home Counties district; £110, or near.—Box 99. i(
Tlie Motor Cycle. [57: J

NORTON,- 1922 models now for delivery at redtrni

prices ; deferred payments or exchanges arrangiJ
—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London, and Walsli
Garage, Walsall. [Xljlf

-j Q21 ,(Sept.) S'Ah.p. Norton, model No. 9, fill
^*y equipped, as new; £75; deferred paymentsfT
desire^l.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton: also 5 J
Deansgate, Manchester.

'

[Xlllj

TTALIFAX.—New Norton models : SVsh.p. sport>

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAIViST0W,l£120, reduced^ prices; exchanges ' quoted.-Motor i

-- — change, Hortpn St., Halifax. [5'

AND MANY OTHERS.

LATEST FREiVilER RUN-
ABOUT IN STOCK,

^250

LONDON, N.E
'Phone : Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

50, High Rd., Wood Green, LONDON, N.
Phone :Hornsey 1056.

387, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
'Phone: Museum 4978.

NORTON Spares per return. We cany huge stoil

A trial will convince. All goods sent cairJii

B30

puaid.—G. H. Tucker, the Norton Eider Agent, III
clifle Hill, Bristol. THone: 4042. [S.'f

"VI ORTON 1921 3'4h.p., 3-speed sports model, f
|

i-^ equipped and licensed, fine condition, very III

cost £140, offered at £100.—Tie Layton Gari(|
30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. T.A.:
tegrity. [e(J

All letters relating to advertiBements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

iMotor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Norton.
V'^ORTON' 1921 B if;' Four ivitli sporting siilecnr, Lui^ns
^ iliimlviio liyljtiiif,'. Lucufi horn, Cowey speedometer,

i^u^'mI tj-ies, 0-; new; £160; deferred Ciiyments if

Dc^.—pniker's, Uriidslmwgate. Boltou; also 245.
lasi^iite. M;nu'i)ester. [X1232

VTuRTON". ]920 (Sept.), tools. Taa-Siid, Inmps, Klaxon,
* mirror, speedometer, lioenoe, nearly new heavy
'||filn|i hac'k tyre, perfect condition : owner reqnire^
ulifHi ninoliine; no other reason for selling : neanvt
100: Horetord.-Box 7^042, e/o The Motor Cycle. [5521

^T"^AXTED, piirohasers for any model of new 1921
' * Norton motor cycles find combinations, for im-
'^ihtTe delivery. Your pi'e=eijt machine tateu in part
v!i tnae; full market vjilne allowed; distance no ob-

r -K. Bamber and Co.. Ltd. 2. Ea-tbank St., South-
er Tel.: 607. [0644

N.S.U.
*-61i.p. N.S.U.. .=piing forks. Brooks, minus power
•' unit: best ofier.—Aubrey, Town Hall, Elgin. [5229

N.U.T.

I
020 3^h.p. N.IT.T., Lucas dvnamo lighting. Apollo

l U horn, Tan-Sad : £85.—Woods, St. Ronan<^.
^tthing. [5933

Lucas Magdyno. condition shop-
offer, or cheaper machine and

Hamilton Rd., Reading. [5595

S^.U.T., 1920, 3Vi;h.p., Magdyno, lavishly equipped,
and almost new; £96.—The Lavton Garages. 30,

~ - - - Phone: 531. T.A. ; Integrity.
[6046

Vr.U.T.—Sole agents for nine counties, sub-agents
..^ being appointed under attractive conditions. No

>r.u.T., s'^h.p..
^ roiled: cash

[:>iyweU St., Oxford.
I X ford.

uding contracts asked. Specially attractive discounts
1 asents stocking one machine.—Maudes' Motor IMart.
y.idon. Exeter, and Walsall. [X1329

O.K.
oudition : trial.— 14

oor, Chesteifield. [5443

V

921 Shop-soiled P.
cleaiunce prite

XT:.iri.

T-nd M
and M. Combination : speci.d
£ 1 50.—The Morris Gnrapes,

[5488

916 Phelon-Mooie, 2-speed, enamelled, good condi-
tion, licensed ; trial ; £29.—Kogerson, Newtown,

"i-,m. [X1288
.'tud M. Combination, 1918.
axed, accessories; £65,-50,

perfect condition.
Haver,;tock Hill,

.W.3. [5718

? 40 —Renovated R.A.F. late model P. and M., per-
* iei^t, fully equipned, insurance.—King, Egrove
-iv.n. Oxford. [X1253

918 P. and M. S'.jh.p.. 2-speed, lamps, tax, fast
and reliable; any trial; 48 gns.—22, Fort St.,

lUiliields, E.l. [6115

," OC.H. have a 1919 P. and M.. fully equipped;
£56, bnrgain.—5, Heath St.. Hampsteiid (near

-;-tead Tube Stiitiou). [5502

\~ArCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
' 3'.2b-P- P- andM. combination. 1920, tax paid;
15; easy terms arranged. [6069

) nnd M., 1921, all accessories, licence paid, ex-ei-
leat T'onditiun, veiy little iimniug ; £95.—Arnett^

, (jiieeu's Rd., Donnaster. [5455

>. and M. 3ii.h.p. Combination, makers' colours, per-
iert condition, accessories, £62; solo, £48.—62b,

.]-:ite Rd., Kentish Town, N.^T.5. [5614

920 P. and ]\[.. as new, only ridden 300 miles,
iully equipped and insured; bargain, £80.—

, Croslands Park, Barrow-in-Furness. [5418

5. and M., 1916. speedometer and all accessories.
Ijerfectly sound and reliable machine; £45.-4,

M.Luioot Rd., Wallingtcn, Surrey. (P) [6160

919 P. and M. Combination, coach sidecar, all ac-
les^ories, Cameo, taxed, perfect condition ; £67,

ffer.—Courage, Elcot. ICintbury, Berks. [5408

) uid M. 1918 Combination, fine condition through-
ui, 3 lamps, En.?ting, rug. watch, tax paid; seen

L.ui: owner's ill-health; £56/10.—Write, Box 6.997.
The Motor Cycle. [5333

). and M., 1921, SVoh.p., standard model, list price
£115, very slightly showroom soiled, usual makers'

niantee given; £90.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holv-
i! St., Oxford. "Phone: 581 Oxford. [X0587

) ;"iud M. Combination, complete, perfect condition,
new sidecir (cost £27). bulbous back, enclosing

T jir child, with hood, side curtains, screen, tax paid;
1: £85.-100, Clonmore fit, Southfields, S.W. [5225

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighijni
Sets

manufacturers of
Accessories. Patents. Specialities
POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.

Set A1—For Solo Machines. I

Price as illustrated (less bulbs and wire) £6 7 6

I
Set B1—For Sidecar Combinations.

~\.K. 2i,jh.p., 2-speed. splendid c
-' Belmont St., Whittington Mooi

"^.K. 2V7li.p. 4-&troke. 2-speed, equipp?d. tax paid.
J qood condition; £20.-54, Dalmeny Rd.. Tufnell
a:k-; N.7.

_
- [5885

~\.K. Junior 2V.h.p., 2-speed, lamps, tax paid, per-
-' fecb throughout: £30.-13. Crooklog, Bexlev
>ath. S.E. [5723

~\.K. Junior, 4-stroke. 2 speeds. C.S., lamps, excellent
-' rondition: £20.—T^we, 4, Carlton Terrace.

.: i^ Hill, N.W.2. [5649

Orbit.

<P!:CL4.L Competition 1921 Orbit, 2^i\\.v- 2-Epe6d

;

^ iMrgain, £40.-Hi[;lidene, Kidgewoy, Enfield. [5444

I Price as illustrated (less bulbs and wire; £6 15

Set CI—For Medium Solo Machines.

Price as illustrated (with bulbs—less wire) £3 15
H.A.H. COMPLETE REAR SETS.

Fig. 573, Rear Lamp.
7 6 each.

Fig. 560, Side Lamp,
7/6 each.

yosia^e extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 2226^
" Keyage, Croydon.'

P

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

and M., 1919, not W.P.. Iully equipped: £66.—
BatcliHe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [6147

1 Q21 SViih.p. P. and M. Combination, Lucas equip-
X?/ ment, demonstration model, mileage 100. abso-
utely as new; £115.~Edwards, 50. Harrington Rd..
^outh Kensington. Deferred payments and exchanges.

[6013
and jVI.. 1921, SV'.h.p., standard model, list price

£115. very slightly shop-soiled; usual makers'
guarantee given; £90. — The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. T.A. : Integrity.

Oxford. [6047

SEPT., 1920, P. and M. combination, mechanical
lubrication, hand brake, electric lighting, horn,

and licence, splendid condition, small mileage; £100:
extended payments arranged.—The Layton Garages,
London Rd., Bicester, [6063

P.M. 3'/.h.p., 1919. 2-speeci, kick start, complete out-

fit, new Tan-Sad .ind chains. Best lubrication,

mechanical horn, 2 brakes, excellent condition, little

used, sound, reliable liargnin : any trial ; £65, near offer.

—91, Toothill, LoughborouGh. [5777

Paragon.

"I Q20 £28 Paragon, 2-speed, spring frame, fully

Xi/ equipped, good tyres, flywheel damaged: ex-

changes.—181. Neuton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [5764

Pierce-Arrow.

PIEHCE-ARROW Racing Machine, big single,

5h.p., clutch, Binks, taxed
Halkes, Waddington, Lincoln.

£45; photo 6d.-
[X1256

Precision.

PRECISION 2iyi.p., 1914, M-L waterproof, new belt

and piston, engire rehushed, lamps, reliable; £20.

lo«est—S3, High Ed., East Finchley. 5560

Premier.

£30 -Premier : baigniu : 2i,.,h.p., excellent condition.

—Apply after 6.30, 67, Lawrie Park Rd., Syden-

ham. [^8^^

]Ckl3 Premier 3V>h.p.. 3-speed, freo engine; £20.—
if 28. Woodford Ed.. Forest Gate. 'Phone-; Strat-

ford 259S. [5258

PEEAIIER Combination, 1914, 4h.p., S-specd, clutch,

best offer accepted; trial 2-5 p.m. Saturday.--Lee,

239, Bolham High Rd., S.-SV. [5447

PREMIER 3'ih.p. Combination, fitted with brand

new 2-speed g^r. ninning order; £38.—Dixon

Bros 172, Brownhill Rd. Catford.

model. and£25.-Premier 3',4h.p., T.T. _ . _

cylinder, £10 new parts, lamps, licence, etc.,

£25; exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5930

PREMIER 4h.p., fitted late Triumph engme, 3-

speed, countershaft, K.S.; exchange light%veight,

;ell £40, offers.—Corliss, Wellington St., Long Eaton

1 fkl6 4h p Premier Combination. 3 speeds, counter-

LV shaft,' all on, tax paid, excellent conditKin any
Pearce, Island Cottage,

[5803

P.V., 3h.p.
cycle it

trial; best reasonable offer.-

Ufton. Reading, Berks.

PREMIER Combination, 1911, 3y2h.p.. Brampton

variable gear, Bosch, Amae. good condition, run-

i..i.> well now, tvres nearly new, tax paid; £35.--Ee\\

thorp. Cossington, Bridgwater. [5627

Spare Part'i

:

PREMIER Parts.-Write the specialists, enclosing

stamped envelope for immediat* reply.-Forflejd

Motors, Forfleld Place, Leamington Spa. [X1314

P.V

J A.P. twin, spring frame. 1913, motor
i^ood condition and first-rate running

order, engine overhauled by J.A.P. Co to cost of

£9 in May. little running since. N.S.U. 2-speed gear;

£35.—G. Morrison, Fife Arms, Braemar. [fal5S

Quadrant.
£85.-1921 4V..h.p. Quadrant, special o.h.i.v. engine

used competition only, as new.-Clittord Wilson,

177. Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [401B

S fin re Parts:

FOR all Quadrant Spares and Repairs 'The Clifford

Wilson Manulactuiing Co., Quadrant Sole Whole-

sale Distributers, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd^
London, S.E.I. Hop. 210. [1020

Raleigh.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for Ealeighs.

.C^iPECIAL Offer of new Ealeigh eolo 5.6h p., spring .

ij frame, chain drive, slightly showroom soiled. £125;

rasy payments iX extra; second-hand 1921 Ealeigh

sklenar to match, £20.-Sole Birmingham agents, llie

I'lemier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Biimmghaui. [0626

RALEIGH 2'Ah.p and 3h.p. Models from £68;
earliest deliveries from the Enleigh specialists;

• fish exchange, or deferred payments.—Newnham Motor

Co 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone; Hammer-
.mith 80. [5°52

R4LEIGH 5-6h.p. Combination, new August, all

lamps, watch, mirror, Bluemel adjustable screen,

tax, insurance paid, equal new; exchange enter-

tained; £170, cost £220.—Atkinson, Brook Nook^ Out-

wood Lane, Horsforth, Leeds. [X1259

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Readin^'Standard.

READING-STANDARD Combination, " June; 1920.
electric Hghtingj 2 horns, speedometer, K.S.,

Easting wircl screen, tax paid, good condition; £90,
or first nearest offer.—Penfold, Artindel. Tel. : 12,

[5436

Kex
lQ2a 8]i:p. Standnrd R?x Coml'ination^.^-speed. Stnr-
J--«y mev-Arclirer, -speerlonieter, electric lighting, mil€-
nge 2,000; £90.—The Monis Gnrages, Oxford. [5485

eh.p. Rex CoJichbuilt Combiuntioh, Sturniey. S-v^peed,

fhit-eh. kic-k start,- srreenj electric light, good order,.
t;ix paid: £50, or near olfer.— 6, Exeter Rd., Cedars, Av.,
WaltJiamstow. , ^ [5227

REX T^\-in, 6-8h:p^ and C.B. siderar, 2-snei'd, handle
start, well tyred, tax paid; any trial; sell, £52,

or exchange good solo . with gears.-Cunningham, 35,
Cardiff Rd., Luton, Beds. [5834

R
Rover.

OVER 1918 Slj.R. Twin. S-speert, K.S.. ^ils

-Oft;re to Box 7,053, c/o The ilolor Cycle.
.' ' , - - . - , [6025

1 Ol^ Rovor 5-speed Comliination, csr-ellent nril^r; a
Xt/ bargain, £55, or .inll .sell se5»aiat-e.^BrenTlei',
Siviifi'liam, Norfolk. [63S0

1 qi2 Dover M.C.
J-*J did nmniii?,
Farnborongh, Hants.

19

-with sid'^ffir,. 3iyi.li., f'lutch, -splen
order; £35.—Conev, Victoria Rd.

[5573
j.

1'20 Rover Couibincition, Swan sporting siderar,
ser-een, hinip.s, tools, etc., complete; £85, or offer.

—10,. Gt: Oburch-Lane, Hammersmith. [5958

T> OVER SVi'h.p. Combination, 1918, all accessories.
XV tax paid; "no reasonable rfler refu3ed.~Seeu at
Saunders Garage, High St., Hampstead. [4503

1013 Rover 3Vi;h.p., 3-speed hub; speedometer, lamps,
-»-*-'

.
licensed, exceptional condition; £38.—A. J.

Shitter, 3, Clifl Terrace, St. John's, S.E.8.
_
[5711

ROVER SVoh.p., 1919, 3-speea, clutch, etc.," recently
repainted,, as pjiod as', uew ; l^jest otfer over £70

se'.'utes.—J. Sncll, tJioakham, Axminster. [5287

£58.-1913-1914 3Voh.p. Rover combination 3-speed,
R.3., just overhauled, tax paid, onlv wants

sce-ing.- B, Half Moon Lane, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [5746

"DOVER 1921 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped, a;
JLv new; cash or exchange.—Newnham Motor Co.,
223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith
80. [5864

ROVER, 1920, 6h.p. XA.P., exceptionally good con-
dition, with brand new sidecar; bargain, £85;

exchanges.—Goad, 122, Madia Vale. 'Phone : Hamp-
stead 1353. [6060

ROVER Combination, SVsh.p., 1913, 3 speed, clnteh,
recently overhauled, .JampiS, tools, speedometer;

any trial; £70; tseen by appointment only.—9, E.ast
Bank, Stamford Hill. [5276

"j C|14 3'.2h.p. Rover, 3-Epeed and clutch, footboards,
J-*' t:ix paid, the whole in excellent condition me-
chanically and otherwise, baen very carefully used;
£3& cash.—62, New, St.. Woodbridge, Suffolk. [6090

"IQ19 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, heantifnl condition,
-I-«7 recently overhauled, enclosed chain drive, Triplex
screen, hood,' speedometer, accessories," ideal donble-
pnrpose outfit; £100, or nearest.— Lewis, 39, Hartfietd
Rd.. Wimbledon. [5471

Roya! Pilot.

3h.p. Roynl Pilot, mag., Anjnc, tax paid, good tyre>,
perfect running order; £10.-32, Rirmingham Ed.-

Stratford-on-Avon. [X1198

Royal Ruby.
OFFERS Invited for brand new 1920 shop-soiled 3h.p.

Royal Ruby,—The MoTris Garages, Oxlord. [5484

ROYAL RUBY .2Voh.p., splendid running order,
good appearance ; £ 40.—Pearson, Shaftesbury,

Dorset. [5668

OQ GNS.—191^ Royal Ruby 2-stroke, 2-speed, well^ if equippeti.-20, Treen Av., Hoggers- Corner,
Barnes. '

- - [5936

I ATE 1920 3h.p- Royal Ruby, 2-speed, spring frame,
J X.T, b;ns, re;;eutly overhauled by makeip; 75 gns.

;

reller buvinti' combination; Burnl<?y district.—Box 6,971,
rkn Motor CijcU. [5250

ROYAL RUBY 8h.p. Combination, brand new,
lamps, horn, wind screen, s.i>eedometer, Tan-Sad,

Miller tyres; bargain. £120.—Wocdard, 3, Eldon Villa.=,
Brdwnlow Rd., Chnrch End, Finchley. [5612

Rudge,

I.O.M. Rndpe Multi, exeoptionally fast, fine appear-
ance; £35.-105, Belmont Rd.. Maidenhead. [5318

RUDGE Multi, late 1919, all on, fast, excellent con-
dition; £50.-19, Montpelier, Hyde Park, Leeds.

[5836
RL DGE Multi, 5-6h.p., hand clutch, new back wheel,

le-enamelled; £45.-408-, Essex Rd., Islington.
[5876

1 Q20 Rudge Multi 3^/2h.p.. witli Swan sidecar, excel-
-B.tJ' lent running order, lamps, horn, belt, tvies: owner
abroad: £70.-P. G. Baldwin; WiUowfield, "Halifax.

- [5364

is^yiJfes>

TAYLORS
Sole London & District Agents for
A J.S & British Excelsior Motor CycJes

STOP XHIEF.
The Taylor thiei-proof de-\ ice for att.-'ching to front

foi't.s of motor cycles. Complete with Yale lock and
two keys. State make of machine when ordering.

Price 7/6. Poitage U.

£4 10

The LOW Motor Cycle Lamp Set.
As illustrated above, the LOW Motor Cycle Lamp Set
is the most perfect no-troub'e acetylene lamp set on
the marktt to-day. U comprises 6in. head lamp,
famous"^ Loiv generator, and all metal connections.
Rubber tubing being entirely eliminated. Packing
and carriage 2/- extra.- Supplies are at present

lirhited. and orders eTiecuted in strict rotation.

LOW
GENERATORS,
Motor Cycle size

£1 19^

Light Cat size

£4 10 9

Carriage 1/6. Full
particulars sent free.

CAMEO
WINDSCREENS.
Complete with Side
Valance, 60/-; or
without Valance
55/- Carriage 2/-

EASTTNG
WINDSCREENS.

£4 10

Carriage and Pack-
ing 4/- e.xtra.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

- - . >'ofor Cycles and Carv
&2-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington. .

Acct^ssories, Srare Pa'xs Hiid Repairs.

Zln . ^fore Street, Tcttenham Court Road. W.v.r
Wholesale—

38 ALFRED P1.4CE, W Cl
Garace: lottenhomCcartEoad, W.I

Telenlionea . AccesFories and Eepaira. Museum 1240,
Motor Cycles and Car<i. Kensington 7280.

Teteit-atiM -' • - " Dynametro. We^tceot. London,"

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Radge.

RUDGE Multi Combination, equal to new; exchang
Harley or iVIorgan, or sell £90.-65, Davy St

Ferryhill.
, [553

^27/10 Rudge Multi, lamps, last, new tyre, beloV ride away.—Argyle Lodge, Neuton Rd., Bnrtbi
on-Trent. - [575

1 Q 20 5-6hrp. R-iidg'e Multi Combination ; exchan^'e f(^^ ligrlitweight and cash.—Avondale, Park Ed., Chi
well. Notts. . - , [540

£40.-1915 Rudge Multi, 3V2h.p., and sporting 31*
car, tax paid, equipped.—Ritchie, 92, Calbourr

Rd.. Balhara. -
[56C

1020 Rudge Multi 3V^h.p., new February, 192
-LO' luQmc;, etc., tax paid; £65.—Bragg, 64, Vicarai
Rd., Snietrnvicli. [53C

RUDGE Multi, late 1920. clutch, as new; sni
- £58/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone

Hampstead 1353. [60(

RUDGE 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination ; can 1 1

seen running; £35, or- tffer.— 636, Harrow B(
Paddingt-on, W.IO. [582 '

030.—Rudge Multi, hand clutch, kick start, Hcens©^ ' lamps, smart, good condition.~5, Addison A.\
'-

Holland Park, W.11. [Sit
j

RtTDGE Multi 5-6h.p. Com>iination, thoionshly ov(
f

' luiuled, aud Ensting wind sneen; any te'st; £60. I

92, York Rd.. London. . [56! :

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.
'Ji/^Ii-P- Rudge Multi, Isle of Man model; *8i

easy terms or, exchange. _ [6O1
j

"IQ21 3VL'h.p. Rudge Multi, perfect condition, tyn
-*-t/ Vfeit, . and appeiirance as new; any trial; £65. .

Richar^ls, Caciaws, Mont. ''
[52!.!

RUDGE 5-6h.p. Conibinaticbn, 1921, electric ligk
Easting screen, manv extras; £95.—Ratcliffe Bu

200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [61,.^

RUDGE Multi 1921 3%h.p., T.T. model, pedal sl^
just delivered from Rudge Works ; £85.t^

Crooklog, Bexley Heath, S.E. {i%

3ih.p, Rudge, t"lioroughly ovei'hauled and enamellti
2 accessories, tax paid ; £40.—Shepherd. Enfiifi

Highway. Tel. : Walthara Cross 31. [03i

RUDGE Multi. 1920, I.O.M., splendid conditin
new back tyre and belt, lamps; £55; after 6

;

23, Miniord Gardens, Shepherds Bush. [61

1 Q15 Rudge Blulti, 3V2h.p., sporting wicker sidec
Jt <lP engine )u=t overhauled, good condition; ^50 (

W.K.W., 74, Station Rd., Redhill, Surrey. [59V

C<WAUCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane, London, B,
^i.'h.p. Rudge LO.M., 1921, electric lighfl

tax paid'; £75; easy terms no e.vtra charge. [6(>

RUDGE Muiti, coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen,
accessories, new tyres, perfect condition; nea;

£55.—North, 32, Mackescn Rd., Hampstead. [&

T.T. LO.M. Rudge Mnlti, 1919, SVjh.p., speedomeih
all acressorios, standard find overlap cams, niit

syifires, excellent condition ; £60.—Steven*^, East ViV

Mackenzie St., Slough. [5^

RUDGE Multi. 1921. brand new, slightly shop-soil
3iAh.p., T.T. model; special price £78/10.--E

Ltd.. 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.(

'Phone : Avenue 5548. [01

T.T. Rudge, SVih-P-, long copper exhaust, ne >

enamelled and overhauled,
,
.smart appearain

eiiceptionally fast; 38 gns; ride away.—29, Lichfl,

St., Charing Cross, London. ["6 -l

Tj (£120 3y«h.p. Rudge Multi T.T. Mcdel. un=crotel
i*^ perteft, small mileage, all accessories, sparel
raring piston and cam: £66, or oflers.—Davis, 40, j

grove, Shorron, uenr Chester. [5

"DUDGE Coachbuilt Combination,, splendid condit'
-fix -new Binks, fully equipped;, trial; sell £55 '1

exchange for higher power.— 176, Harbour Lane, K'
rmv. Rochdale. [Xl

-| 020 3V-li-P. Rudge and 35-gn. Sidecar, lamps, hi
Xt/ scre'en, spare tyre and belt, condition pear
£78.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.. South Kenst
otn. Deferred paypaents and exchanges. [i

SPECIALLY Tuned Late 1920 sy^h.p. I.O.M. RV
Multi, overlap cams, fast, but docile, eleii

lighting, horn, liV-enf^ed, insured, condition gnaranit
trial; i68, near offer.—Write, Shaw, 33, Malwood
Balhan), S.W.12. . . [!

RUDGE Multi, 1920. 3V_'h.p.. and Canoelet sidii

completely equipjjed with lamx>s, horn,
'

speedometer, licence paid ; small mileage ; £ 8^.-

Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford. 'Ph<
581. T.A. : Integrity,- Ox Eord. {

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. C.B. Combination, .

little used, splendid condition mechanically
appearance. Easting, Klaxon, mirror, Stewart
gas lighting. Lucas King head and generator, |
.seat, spare valves, etc. ; £80 ; home Saturdd
Taylor, 32, Dunstads Rd.. Ea^t Dniwich. ' [^)

1 Q 19, Rndge Multi SVah-p-, Smith speedometer*.
Xir Miller head light. Klaxon, many spares, inol'i

cormecting rod, bearings, rings, valvea, springs, in
class condition, £75; also Spur Jight^vexght siti

almost new. Cameo wind screen, Coverall apron,
£18; owner gone abroad.—Pearson, The Downs, AbIs

Surrey. - - - - -

B32 All letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marJced (P).



tiJOTT Combiiintioii, 1915. ,
ovcdiaiiled, new gear

' ' '- - Cameo; £65.—Tonce. Holmesfleld. - Sliet

October 27TH, 1921.

j
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Scott.

11i20 Scott, exrellent condition, milease about 2,000;

Jf/ £85 secures—21, Norman Ed.. Wrexliam. [5265

._. - -'ediauled.,

£65.—Touge, Holmesfteld.
(.;!

-

- . [5751

1 'OTT 1920 (latel Combination, Binks electric light,

k perfect condition; £100.-Wigtall, Infirmary Ed.,

S;flield. [X1076

(COTT, late 1920, semi-T.T. bars, Lucas fittings,

K splendid condition; ofiers.—Berrington, 22, Beau-

int kt., W.l. . .
[5597

*a GNS.—Late Scott combination, perfect running
•O order, electric lamps.—20. Treen Av.. Hoggers
( ner. Barnes. ., ' ' .[5935

110 —1920 Scott combination, tboroughlv overBaiiled,

^, in splendid condition; any - trial. — Crawley,

J/ltteris. Oambs. [5291

liOCU have 1920 Scott Combination and nearly

J new solo.- 5, Heath St., Hanipstead (nr. Hamp-
!ia Tube Statioii). . ;

' ' [6500

(COTT, 1920 solo, 3iih.p., tax paid, unpunctnred,
) lierfect condition. fiiH equipment ; 80 gns., or ofier.

-ceu 14:i, Balb.im Hill, S.W. [5226

13.11. p. Scott, bargain, 1920 "model, as new. condition
• 4 perfect, only done .about 200 miles: best offer

1 rpit £80.—Athol' Motor ''Garage. Ltd.. Douglas.

l.JI. -,
.

.- [5245

iCOTT Combination. 1914 cycle. 1921 sidecar. Low
I generator, all lamps, Cowey. Binks, Bluemel
leen, horn, insured; £80.—Hetherington, 12. Hill

(1, Rd., Bolton. [5427

95.—1921 Scott, as new. not run 1.000 miles, licence

i. paid, lamps, horn, etc.; cost £140; great snip.—
;:ker, Eedclifle Hill. Bristol. Thone: 4042. [5996

COTT 1920 3^411. p. Combination, fully equipped,

H Ka-ting ecreen. as new; £90; deferred payments
i desired.—Parker's. Brodshawsate. Bolton: also 245.
Jmsgatc, M;mchestev. , [X1231

iCOTT Combination, 1916. splendid condition,

i lamps, wind screen, purple outfit, very pretty:

<npr want.s cash badlv; £60. or near offer.-W.F.,
iHanbury SL. Spitalfields, E.l. [X1218

i:OTT 1921 3?fh.p. Touring Model, shop-soiled only;
I today's price £130, clearance price £110; de-

\f•^\ payments if deisired.—Parker's, Erad.5haw.gate,

] toil : also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [S1235

^I'OTT 1921 3'/.*. p. Squirrel Model, fastest SV^.h.p.

i model in the city of Oxford, guaranteed kilo speed

; m.p.h.; offers invited.—The Layton Garages, 30,

Iiywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 531 Oxford. [6034

COTT, November, 1919, .stored 12 months, only
1 iLin 4,000 miles, full Lucas equipment, in ex-

(Icnl condition and perfect running order, licence

d : owner bouglit car; bargain, £78.—Hunt, Llan-
uartli, Abergavenny. [5419

OOTT, 1921, 500 o.c, Squirrel Model.—J. V/. Tol
\ lady, winner of the 500 o.c. handicap at Brook-
ids. September 17th, 1921, offers his reserve
I chine, with guaranteed speed over the kilo.' of
' m.p.h. ; offers invited.—The Lavton Garages, 30,
;iywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: Oxford 581. [4821

vti rp Pa rts

:

1 .'OTT Riders !—We are always at your service. Any
part; any repair; any sort of help. 12 years of

: U experience. Hundreds of satisfied customers.-
I'l Motors, Ltd., the Scott Specialists. 32. Hustler

: Bradford. [0727
Singer.

(NGER 4h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch, full lamp set. tax
)iaid. Bosch, latest Triumph carburetter, good

eg very smart, good condition throughout; £25.

—

Watson, 'Victoria Rd.. Aldeburgh. Suffolk. [5455

Sparkbrook. •

P.VRKBROOK a'/ih.p. Lightweight, new and fully
guaranteed: price to clear. £55.—Motorists'

visoiy Agency Ltd., 89, Wigmore St., W. [6020

Stanger.
' HE Machine of the moment is the Stanger Y twin,

5h.p. 2-stroke. Thid machine is really a first-class
I unt with wonderful power, and excellent smooth run-
i g. fitted with the neatest rear springiug yet seen

;

143 £112/10. Send for particulars.-Jones Garage.
iswell Hill, London, N.IO. [0731

Sun.
UN-VILLIERS 1920 2%h.p.. condition as new:

.£32. offer; seen appointment; tax paid, insured.
toberson, 20, Hardinges Lane, Penge, S.E.20, [5823
[i2l Sun-Vite-sse, single speed, vei-3- little used, and
'J complete with accessories: £39; easy paymnets

1 le<ir'><l.—Harrods' Motor Cycle Dept.. 118. Brompton
I, London. [5542

Sunbeam.
I'NBEAM 1921 3'Ah.p. Touring, new; £130 —

Forrester. Graham's Rd., Falkirk. [X1237
mCJ16 3>Ah.p. 3-speed All-chain Sunbeam and Sidecar
!\y excellent order, 2 new tyres; £85.-0. Barton
liphani, Yorka. [0714
|>HAND New Sunbeam Sports, fullv equipped, tax
!' naid

; reasonable offer accepted.—Box 7,037 c/o
'f Ttalor Cycle. f5493

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. Advertisements, xxi.

YOUR Satisfaction

is our ONE aim :—

A FIRST CLASS STOCK
of NEW, SHOP-SOILED,
and SECOND-HAND
GUARANTEED Machines,
a selection covering every
possible choice. LOWEST
CASH PRICES& EASIEST
EXTENDED PAYMENT
TERMS, and, of course,

courtesy and business-like

methods.

SECOND-HAND SELECTIONS.
1916 DOUGLAS 2,5 h.p., 2- £^ Q
1920 NEW IMPERIAL, J. A. P. EC f\

2;} h.p., 2-speed "*' ^
191S P. SiM. 3i h.p., 2-speeci, Kg Q

chain drive **** ^
1914 ENFIELD 6 h.p., J.A.P. OC rt

engine and sidecar **** ^

1920 SCOTT and Sidecar 1 1

«

^
1915 S h.p. ENFIELD Combina- «

-J
ft A

tion, accessories, "as new ** V
1916 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Q? 1 ft

screen and accessories *" ' "
1917-1S 6 h.p. CLYNO 3-speed

Combination, renovated as QK A
new, makers colours .... ^V ^

1917 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed AT 1 Q
countershaft gear *" '^

i9I9-207-9h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed "TC A
spring frame '*' ^
AND MANY OTHER BARGAINS.

ALL TAX PAID.

FULL LIST POST FREE.

NEW 1921 MODELS
AT REDUCED PRICES.

List Price OUR PRICE
£195 BROUGH 5-6 h.p. 3-

speed Combination,
hood, screen, acces- -^ ISA ft
sories, reduced to. .. .

"w V
250 CLYNO 8 h.p. spring

frame Combination. ^ Cft ft
spare wheel and screen

"" ^
175 B.S.A. 6 h.p. Combina- IKy IQ
165 ARIEL 6 h.p. Com- I^A A

bination ;

.

'**' «
184 16 RALEIGH r-6 h.p.

spring frame Combina- H CC A

182 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Corn-
bin a t i n , magdyno •% ISC A
lighting, etc "'»' "
AND MANY OTHERS.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
from one fifth deposif, and balance in

12, 15, or IS monthly payments.

289-293, High Holbom, London

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

"IQ14 Sunbeam ZV-l'-v-, comiiletely overhauled makers
-Lt/ 1919, accessories; £55, or near offer.—Mozley,

Haaleinere, Surrey. [5288

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Double-seater Combination, • spare

ivbeel, hood, screen, side curtains; snip, £140.-15.
Sedgwick Ed., Leytou. [5217

I 021 Sports Sunbeam, unscratched; £120; exchange
i-iy N.U.T. or Triumph and cash.—36, Grappenhall
Rd., Stocktonheath, Warrington. [5615

HALIFAX,—New Sunbeam 3i,'2h.p. Touring; 135
gns., reduced price; exchanges quoted.—Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax, .. [5194

SUNBEAM 3'/,h.p. 1920% Combination, lamps, horn,
etc., perfect; ;£1 28, or exchange -solo and cash.—

W. Ayers. Garage, Kensington Palace, W,8. [5827

SUNBEAM Combination, 6h.p., Bowser tandem side-

car, hood, wind eeieen. all accessories; excellent

condition; f 150.—Wood, 10, Station Tid., Horley. [5326

SUNBEAM and Sidecar, 1918 SVih.p., many extras,

electric lighting, epeeially constructed mudsbields,

tool kit, etc.; £90.—Lubbock, I'eterhouse, Osmbridge.
- [5537

SUNBEAM 1915 3'/*. P., 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
' all-chain, fully erfnipped. long exhaust, tax paid;

£48; exchaiige.-l, Albert Cottages, Marlborough Kd..

Old Kent Ed., S.B.I. . [5441

1 Q21 (Sept.) S'Ah.p. Sports Sunbeam, fully equipped.
-«-«7 shop-soiled only; £130; deferred payments il

desired.-Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton: also 245.

Deansgate, ManeJiester. [X1227

Combination, 1914, 3-sp6ed, Canoelet
n splendid order; bargain, £62/10.—

Butterworths' Garage, 64. Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

Phone : Streatham 2813. [5600

UNBEAM 3i/2h.p. Combination, latest type leaf

spring forks.' Lucas lamps. Klaxon, screen; £135.
Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [5861

UNBEAM Combination. 1919. Sunbeam sidecar, 3-

SUNBEAMsidecar.

—Ni
'Ph<

horn : £85-—Butterworths* Garage,
Brixton Hill. 'Phone : 2813.

64, MiU Lane.
[5602

1 021 Sunbeam. T.T. model, mileage under 1,000,
Xy enamel and plating unscratched, Cowey horn,

aluminium number plates, perfect, fast, silent; £134.
—Lavin, Old House, Sonning. Berks. [3207

SUNBEAM 1921 SVyi.p.. Lucas Magdyno, Bonniksen
Cowev horn, absolutely perfect condition, insured

;

any trial Loudon; £130, or near.—Box 7,047, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6567

SUNBEAM 1921 3'/oh.p., 3-speed model; fully equipped
' and licensed, sniall mileage, equal to new; price

£115-The Layton Garages, 30. Holywell St., Oxford.
'Phone; 5S1. L.-i., : Integrity, Oxford. [6033

03.h.p. Sunlteam, yery fast solo machine, been stored
/^4 to 1919, in excellent running order, been thor-

oughly overhauled mechanically, new tyres and tubes;
£50 Preston district.—Box 7,051, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6021
31.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, coachbuilfc sporting

2 sidecar, perfect condition, lamps, horn, Tan-
Sad, etc.: good reason lor selling; trial run given;

£99.—Smith, Springdene, Kingsley Ed., Limbury,
Luton, Beds. [5428

WANTED, purchasers for any model of new 1921
Sunbeam motor cycles and combinations, for im-

mediate delivery. Your present machine taken in part

exchange ; full market value alowed.—E. Baml>er and
Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank St., Southport. Tel.: 607. [0648

EEIC WILLIAMS will dispose of his 1920 Tourist
Trophy Sunbeam, on which he has so success-

fully competed in leading open competitions; with
acetylene lighting, £130, or with new M-L IMagdyno
lighting set, £150.—Apply, Eric Williams, Worcester.

UNBEAM 1919 Combination, 8h.p. M.A.G. engine,

complete lighting set, speedometer, interchange-

able wheels with spare, screen, luggage grid, really

elegant turnout; £135: exchange and cash con-

sidered,—Maton, 37, Canterbury Ed., Dalston, I'-l-

S^

T.D.C.
26,

T.D.C.

2V,h.p.. 2-stroke. 2-spee;l

Norbury Crescent,

accessories

;

Norbury. S.W.16.
£30.-
[5953

Triumph.
"pEEMIEE Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at reduced 1922
prices.

TYPE H., 4h.r., 3-speed. £105: Type S.D., chain
drive. £116: Tvpe L.W.. lightweight. £65: sidecars

from £20 to £50; easy payments only 4% extra. Buy
direct from the Triumph Specialists, The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0627

CE0S3. Eotherhain. can deliver any model Triumph
froin stock at list prices. [XI 285

TEIUMPH. T.T., 1913; £22.-1, Springfield Park
Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [5712

£25.—Triumph, free engine, in sound preservation.-

76, Dalling Rd., Hammersmith. [5705

1 020 Triumph Combination, accessories, as new; £100.
XO' -106. Sydney Ed.. Raynes Park. [5719

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P),
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed; £40.-59, Pallrey
Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [5583

3ih.p. Triumph, tax. clutcli hub: ride away; £25
. 2 lowest.—40, Foulser Ed., Upper Tooting. [5378

TKIU3IPH 3l/,li.p., 1912, clutch, in good condition;

£28, or oflir.—Seen at 267, Hisli St., Bow, S.B.I.
[5556

1 Q12 Triumph M.C, 3'Ah.p., clutch, perfect condition;
Xir £25.—Coney. Victoria Ed., Parnborough, Hants.

[5374

LAME 1S20 Countershaft Triumph, cijuipped regard
less; £74.-24, Balliol Ed., North Kensington,

[5690
TEIUMPH, countershaft model, perfect condition;

any reasonable offer.— 6, Blackfriars, Chelmsford.
[6651

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, excellent condition and
appearance: £56.-75, High St., Witney, Oxon.

[5895
TEIUJIPHS.-A fine assortment , of all models in

stock at prices to suit all.—Eoss, 86, High Ed.,
Lee. [4485

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1921 Triumph, all-chain
combination, £175; Baby 2-stroke, ^70; from

stock. (0623

"I Q22 Triumphs, in stock, current prices.—Arthur G.
J-" G. Daw, Triumph Agent, 114, Brixton Hill,
S.W.2. [5910

TEIUMPH C.S. Combination, Dnnhill sidecar, fully

equipped, tax paid, done 100 miles; £110.

—

Below. '

BEAND New Countershaft Triumph, 3-speed, etc.;

bargain, £90.-Below.
COUNTERSHAFT Triumph,, renovated, new engine

and gear box; £75.—Below.

TRIUMPH W.D. Machines, fully renovated, only a
few left at £65; do not miss this opportunity.

—

Hackford Eng. Co., 33, Hackford Ed., Brixton, S.W.
[6138

TEIUMPH, drop frame; £33; exchange DougLis,
Levis, etc.—Simpson, Orchard Ed., Sunburv-on-

Thames. [5457

"1 Q20 Triumph, Model H, countershaft, well
JLt' equipped, as good as new; £75.—17, St. Charles
Sq., W.IO.

3ih.p. Triumph, 2-speed N.S.U.
2 ride away

;

[2759

splendid condition,
£25.—Springfield, Old Ed. East,

liravesend. [5415

TEIUMPH, 1918 countershaft, 3-speeds. clutch, kick
start; bargain, £60.-118, Hither Green Lane,

Lewisham. [6100

1 Q13 SVjh.p. Triumph, S-speed, eplendid order; £32.
J-if —28. Woodford E<1.. Forest Gate. 'Phone:

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEIUMPH 4h.p., speedometer, battery, dvnamo liell

ing, Swan ajinrting sidecar, all on; £105; alti't

6 p.m.—25. Clock House Ed., Beckcnham, Kent. [663

1 Q19 (guaranteeil date) 4h.p. Triumph Combinatioi
-* •-' not W.D. model, complete, in good conditimi i

£75.-28, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate. 'Phone: 8tr« i

ford 2598. [5ZS '

"1 Q 14 Triumph and Canoelet Coachbuilt Sidecar, I

-Ltf speed, clutch and kick start. Easting scie«<
speedometer, lamps, etc. ; £60.-85, Delberg Ed.. Bril s

ton,. S.W.2. [BSS'i

1 Q 18 Triumph and Sandum Sidecar, Easting, etc

J-t/ • excellent condition; £68.—Edwards. 50,
rington Rd., South Kensington,
and exchanges.

Deferred paymenj n

[60J

-28. Woodford
Str.ntford 2598.

'Phone
[5256

TEIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, accessories, perfect con-
dition; £40, near offer.—Polhill, Rosemead.

Waltham Abbey. [6113

TRIUMPH 1914 Racing Model, 3-speed. clutch;
£38, or near offer.—E. Stone, 24, West St.,

Carshalton, Surrey. [5647

4h.p. Triumph, iust overhauled, with new Pa-^agon
folding sidecar, tax paid; £65.—Saunders Garage,

Parade, Golders Green. [5593

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Comhinntion, 3-speea, fully
equipped, ta.x paid; £45.—Speechley, 86, Church-

field Rd., Acton, W.3. [5512

-in 19 4h.i
-l£» W.D.;

Triumph, discs, all accessories, not
. . £70, or offer.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed.,

Bow, E.3. Tel, : E. 3155. [6656

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.O.-
SVoh.p. 1913 Triumph, all accessories, tax paid;

£40; easy terms arranged. [6070

BABY Triumph, 1921, perfect condition, lamps, tax,
and insurance, done 300 miles only

Lyndhuret Ed., Hampstead.
£56.-lla.

[5781

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p., Philipson pulley, new Binks,
lamp, tax, etc.; anv trial; £20.—C.S., 14, Swaton

Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel. : B. 3155. [5658

TRIUMPH 1919 Combin.ntion, Gloria with luggage
carrier, lamps. Klaxon, just completely overhauled;

£95.—Spratling, Kenwood, Malvern. [5339

3jLh.p. Triumph, Watsonian sporting sidecar, 3-speed
2 clutch, overhauled by Triumph, lamps, tools.

—

Hunt, 113, Packington St

l-h.p. Triumph

Islington. [5589

^ 2 carburetter, valves.
drop frame, tank, new cylinder,

. . .... dves, tvres; £35, bargain not to
be missed.—46, High Rd., Balham, S.W. [5434

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C.—
2Vih.p. Triumph Junior, tax paid, fully insured,

all accessories; £55; easy terms arranged. [6077

TRIUMl^H 1919^4, countershaft, first-class condition,
lamps, horn, tools, spares, insured, tax paid, long

steel exhaust; £75.—Puller, Grocer, Jilalton. [5736

TRIUMPH C.B. Combination, 4h.p., eng. 51561,
countershaft, 3 speeds, K.S., Easting, all on, tax'

paid; 73 gns—22, Estelle Rd., London, N.W,3. [5894

rpRIUMPH 2iih.p., new June, 1920, little used;
owner in India; equipped, licensed; £50-

-Write, E., Rosemary, Heath End)
[6135

stored London
Farnham.

Mo I Si7e

ISTADIUIVI

No 2 Sl7^

SIDECAR!
LAMPS

Cast aluminium. Highly polished.
Manufactured in two sizes.

No. 1 Size No. 2 Size

Carriage

Paid 4/6
IVIETAL
CASED
TOOL
BAGS.

stores
.- r̂^ ^^,
Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
W.12 'Phone Western 6177

?vww%rt;^wvwAnd%vwA»

TRIUMPH Combination, 1916, renovated, 3-spcei

clutch, large Swan coachbuilt, Easting, speed-

meter, horn, lamps, tools; £65.—Drennan, 25, Eln
Rd., Clapham, S.W.4. [58J

TEIUMPH 1918 Combination, C.B. sidecar, engii

rebushed August last, all accessories, Taa-Sai

Easting, tyres nearly new, spares; £80.—Teesdale, 1'

Lyndhurst Drive, Leyton. [554

TEIUMPH, something exceptionally good, fitte

B.S.A. engine, long copper exhaust, exceptional,

fast and smart; snip. £38/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Val
Phone: Hampstead 1353. [60e

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. A
models in stock ready for immediate deiivery.-

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., 145, North Eni

Croydon. 'Phone : 2624. [Ill

BRAND New Countershaft Triumph, unridden ar

unregistered; first cheque for £85 secures.—

and B. Motors, 16, King's College Rd., Hampstead
mins. Swiss Cottage, M^Bl.T.). [6i;

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, an

can deliver from stock for cash, deferred pa

mants, or exchange.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, ar

AVoodside Parade, N. Finchley. [038

£35.-1912 Triumph, clutch model, discs, long e

haust, lamps, watch, Bonniksen speedomete
engine rebushed, new wings, etc.—Write, 0. S. Eoob
Atlantis, Buckhurst Hill, Essex'. , [531

"I Q21 Triumph, all-chain drive and sidecar, Eastii

X-*y wind screen, electric lighting set, horn, license
j

property of ofHcer ordered back to Lndia ; £105.—8u
uingdale Motors, Ltd., Berkshire. [54!

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., engine N
54597; any examination, trial; lamps, hor

Tan-Sad, knee grips, accessories; £65.—Appointroen
C. Ellis, 12, Euston Av., Watford. [61;

TEIUMPH, 1920, 4h.p., original tyres and bel

speedometer, Tan-Sad, knee grips, Lucas hor

lamps, tools, beautiful condition; jEgO.-Watchmake
605, Garratt Lane, Tooting, S.W.18. [55!

ABAEGAIN.—Triumph 1919 combination, Eastii

screen, leg shields, new tyres and spares, guara

teed in good order; owner luust sell owing to iline

£77/10.—Bennett, c/o Tulse HiU Garage, 6-12, Till .1

Hill, S.W.2. [531
!

1018 4h.p. Triumph . Combin.ation ; £67/10; Cancel I

jL*y sporting sidecar, complete with lamps, tool

horn, apron, luggage grid, etc., tax paid, new tyi

good running order.—60, Hanger Lane, Ealing, W.5.
I

[52;

1Q20 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, Lucas lamt
X«7 Cowey trip speedometer, discs, Tan-Sad, kn
Trips Klaxon, insurance and licence paid, conditit 1

as new; £100.-47, Evington Valley Rd., Leiceste
[55'

TRIUMPH 1921 Combination, fully ejiuipped wii .

lamps and horn, usual makers' guarantei

exceptional bargain, £125—The Layton Garages. 3

[lolywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581. T.A. : Integrit

Oxford. , [60'

TEIUMPH 1911-12 3yoh.p., Bosch P. and 1

lamp set, horn, tax paid for year, tyres and beii

nearly new, in perfect condition throughout, smai

and very fast; £21.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Ale

burgh, Suffulk. [641

TRIUMPH, 1921, special model, brand new, 2 plu

side by side, simultaneous spark, highly polish-

aluminium crank, chain, timing cases, cylinder ba

nickel-plated, absolutely first-class machine; £115
Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Ed. Hampstead 782

WANTED, purchasers lor any model of new 19:

rriumph motor cycles and combinations. I

immediate delivery. Your present machine taken

nart exchange; full market value allowed; distance

object—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, Eastbank S

Southport. Tel. : 607. [06

ADVERTISED a fortnight ago at £102, now
duced to £95.-1921 chain-drive Triumph (Ma

carefully tun in. solo gears, T.T. bars, tuned recen

by Triumph Co. for competition, large Lucas Ian

new 28x3 tyre, new spare chain, valve, etc., insui

till June, 1922 for £140.—Madennan. 53, Micklet

Ed., Coventry. [X12

1 fl20 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch and kick star)

-Li/ with coachbuilt sidecar, P. and H. head lamp n

generator, Lucas rear, electric sidecar lamp, Klas
horn, Cowey speedometer, new back tyre, tax paid,

surance, machine in perfect running order; trial i

given; owner going abroad; price £96.—Young, 41, E
ston Ed., Hornsey. [5f

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the ittmiber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Triumph.

917 Countershaft Triumph, recently overhauled,

"uifS"\Ltod exhaust, T,T.. bars, speedome er

nd KlVixon, any examination or trial

hrublands Rd.. Berkhamsted.

Spare Parts:

£55.—Seaton
[5807

WESTWOOD" ACETYLENE SETS

rBIUMPH Spares.-
Borid St., Kaling.

Immediate deliyery.—Kays, 8,

[3990

rRIEFMPH Parts.—Every part, any year, in stock;

new or second-hand, guaranteed serviceable. En-'

lose stamp ior reply. Wliv not second-hand goods in

ilace of new while prices are so high ? Halt the price:

atisfaction guaranteed.—Forfield Motors, 11, Forfield

•lace, Leamington Spa. [X1313

Velocette.

1020 Velocette, electric lighting. Bonniksen speedo-
lU meter, spare handle-bars: £15. — Milner,

.vennels, Gt. Paciington, Coventry. [X1206

VELOCETTE, 1921, 2-speed model, quite new;
approval anywtiere; 50 tfns.—The Layton Gar-

,ge«, 30, Hiilywell St., O.xford. 'Phone : Oxford 581.
°

[4823
VELOCETTE 1919 Lightweight, 2-speed, fully

equipped, good condition; £35.—The Layton
Jaragea, 30 Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : Oxford
581. W822
'fTELOCETXE 1921 2-speea Model, 2 only, brand
V new and with usual guarantee; list price £65;
iSered for cash at £65 each.—The Layton Garages, 30,

aolywell . St., Oxford. [6035

DAN GUI, Weymouth.—Zenim
livery all models.

No.
No

40/1
40/2

for Heavyweight Solos,

With Large Cenerator,
37
45/-

Verus.
£68.

[5486
Ifjai Verus^Blackbume 2?;4h.p., 2-sBeed, K.S.
Xt/ —The Morris Garages. Oxford.

IQ20 Terns-Blaekburne 4h.p., Sturmey S-speed, fully

i-v equipped, as new; £85.-63, Stewart Ed.
3iontb.

Bourne
[5267

1Q20 25ih.p. Verus, 2-speed, K.S., clutch, splendid
XU condition, all on; £70, or nearest.—Fisher, 15,

Popplewick Lane, Hucknall, Notts.
-

[5421

VEEUS, 1920, 2V>h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick
start; £39.-Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammer-

smltb Ed., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [5865

"1020 2^4h.p. Verus-Blackburne. aluminium discs.

X«7 enamelled black, tax paid; £70.—Shepherd.
Enfield Highwsv. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0656

VERUS 2^ih.p., overhead valve, Blackburne engine,

lamps, horn, licensed, guaranteed 60 m.p.h., 1921,
3 months old; £100, delivered anywhere in U.K.—
Brown, 124, Stanley St., Aberdeen. [5519

VERUS, 2%h.p. Blackburne, late 1920, 2-speed,

K.S.. clutch, ridden about 450 miles, indis-

tinguishable from new : £68, or nearest.- 68, High
Lane, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester. [5375

VERUS-BLACKBURNE. 1920, 2%h.p., 3-speed,

special engine with side valve head, and also

separate overhead valve head and gear for competi-
tion, exceptionally fine condition: £75.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. ^ 'Phone : 581.
T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [6050

WilIia(.:son.

WILLIAMSON, B-lOh.p. water-cooled Douglas,
dooble-seater sidecar, new condition, splendid

hiring or family outfit ; oSers.—7. Fitzroy Av., Ebbw
Vale, Mon. [X1246

SPORTING 8h.p. Williamson Combination, water-
cooled, 2-speed C.S., clutch. 3 lamps, 2 gene-

rators, good tyres, recently overhauled, 50 miles trial;

£75, or oiler.—20, Blandford Ed., Beckenham. [5327

Wolt.

1021 Wolf 2i<>h.p., Sturmev 2-ipeed, kick, nearly
i-tf new; £45.-63. Stewart Ed.. Bournemouth. [5269

WOLF.—Sole agents lor London, South of Thames,
and district. We are now fixing sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.—Biu-lington Motors, Ltd., South
Side, Clapham Common, S-W.4. 'Phone : Brixton
2417. - (0508

Wooler.

WOOLER 2"^h.p. 2-stvoke, variable gear, spring
frame : bargain, £35.—Ness, 225, Wimborne Ed..

Bournemouth. [5915

I; "1.020 Wooler, new October, spring frame, plating per-

[

-L«7 feet, covers uupunctured, excellent condition:
I Tide 30 miles to show ; 55 gns. ; exchange with cash
combination.—43, Gordon Ed., Camberley. [5239

MOTOR CYCI.liS FOR SALE.
Zenith,

BEArjSHAW-ZENITH.-1922 models tor immediate
delivery; £118.

WHY Wait for the Show, when you can buy next
year's model to-day:'

YOtT Want the Best Motor Cycle, and you want it

at the right price. Then come and obtain it with-
out delay from

ALAN GEUZELIEE, Ulster Chambers, 158, Regent
St., W.l. Regent 205. [6515

early de-
[0556

ZENITH 6h.p., countershaft model. 1920 pattern,
new, and fully guaranteed; £110.

ZENITH 8h.p., countershaft model, fitted with De
Luxe sidecar, acetylene lighting with D.A. outfit,

electric lighting, 3 horns, mirror, clock, speedometer,
only run 800 miles; price to clear, £140.

ZENITH 8h.p., 1919 model, delivered 1920, fitted

with sporting sidecar; price to clear, £75.—
Motorists' Advisory Agency, Ltd., 89, Wigmore St..

W. [6013

ZENITH Model D, shop-soiled; list £131, our price

£115.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
[6156

1Q20 Zenith Combination, well equipped; £ci):

-L«J unscratched.—24. Balliol Ed., North Kensing
ton. [5688

FEANK WHir\VOETH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham, lor immediate delivery froth stock of

Zenith-Bradshaw, price £118. [0711

ZENITH Combination, 1916, 4h.p. J.A.P., Bosch:
trial willingly; £35: after 5.30.—Rule, 34,

Gaskarth Rd., Balham, S.W.12. [5417

tubes.

"IDEAL"

SIDECAR

LAMP.

6h.p. Zenith Coachbuilt -

covers, belt bush, licensed, lamp, horn; £75.-

Bateson, Gayhurst, Foxcombe Hill, Oxford. [6273

ZENITH 1921 5h.p. Model, shop-soiled only; £100;
deferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad-

idiawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deausgate, Manchester.
f^1228

ZENITH Sh.p., 1917, electric lighting, C.A.V. 7iu.

headlight, re-enamelled and replated in May, ex-

cellent condition; £75.-18, Chesiltou Ed., Fulham^^^

12 Zenith Combination, 3y2h.p. J.A P. engine,

perfect condition, all on; any trial; baream.
*33/10.-Edwards, 105, High St., Colliers W«id,

S.W.19. 1-°°°°

ZENITH Cvcle and Sidecar, 1916, 8-lOh.p., ball heal-

ings, clutch, kick starter, Gradua gear; bargain

:

seen bv appointment.-J.W.D., 74, Lancaster Gate

London, W. ^'^'*^^

SPECIAL 90 mm. bore twin Zenith, side valve, 21/,

to 1 top gear, condition and appearance excellent,

fully equipped; £66; seen London.-Box 6,968, c/o

The Motor Cycle. L5247

ZENITH 1921. 6h.p., sports model, licence paid,

very slightly used; £85.—The Layton_ Garages

19^

Similar in construction to ig/4 Lamp, but navlng

iJIq. diameter lens, and also Ruby Lens in rear

List No. 205. Price 8/6 each. Plated finish.

SIDECAR LAMP.

[

X.L.

[
Y.L. Motor Cycles.—Immediate delivery from stock

' -^»- of the latest masterpiece of motor cycle engi-

i

neering production. We cordially invite your inspec-
tion.—Sole District Agents : White. Holmes, and

; Co., Ltd., Princes Garage. Down Place, King Street.
1 Hammersmith. W.6 (opposiie Palace of Varieties).

I [5470

Li... Zenith.
' ^ENITll 1920 Sh.p. Sports, lamps, speedometer, like

'-i new; ie78.^Claik, 7, -Exhibition Ed., S.W.7.
[5064

ZENITH. 5h.p.. 1917. K.S., Swan sidecar, all on,
like new; ;e75.—13, Westmoorland Rd., Barnes.

[6590

SIDE LAMP.
List No, 19 /.f.

Price 16/- each.
right or left fittin^

MADE
TO

LAST.
Made from soUil brass, torned

111 threaded at joints. Every
part of solid construction.
TlifSQ lamps may be taken to

'iecej for cleanintt. and will remain atiglit

n the sLronRCst pale. Best quality lenses

are (UteJ, and can be easily replaced if

broken These lamps will la3t as long as

the machines they are aaed on, and are absolately rostlesi

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

Westwood Special Lines are stocked

by all reputable agents.

'Phone

;

581. T.A. : In-
[605230, Holywell St., Oxford,

tegrity, Oxford.

ZENITH-BEADSHAW and all models (or immediate

delivery; cash, exchange, deferred payments.-

Newnhnm Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed., W.6

'Phono: Hammersmith 80. L&Bao

ZENITH 3'Ah p. Countershaft Model, kick start,

clutch, ivfth coachbuilt sidecar, very nice order;

£59_Newnhnm Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Ed..

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [bsbu

1ft 20 6h.p. Zenith Sporting Combination, top-hole

ly condition throughout, electric outnt, speedometer,

wind screen, all .accessories, tax paid: £110 -35, Eton

Hampstead. 'Phone: Hnmpstead 2542. [5384Av

ZENITH 1921, 6h.p., sports model, complete w:

lamps, horn, and speedometer, licence pauj

perfect condition; £95. - The Layton Garages

Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone ; 581

Oxford.

th

T.A.
30.

Integrity.
[6051

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Counter-ihaft Combination, special

eidecar; hood, screen, electric lighting, apeedo-

meter tools, etc. , mileaije 3,000, m absolutely new

condition: il20.-5, Bol.ngbroke Grove Wandsworth

Common, S.W. 'Phone: Kensington 7276. [5284

1ini22 Model 5h.p. Clutch Zenith, all enclosed chain

Lu from countershaft, which is now silent, improved

mudguarding, leaf spring saddle, new type handlebars

wilhnibbei grips: a dehghtful mount either solo or

sidecar This particular machine has been used once,

over the Sopwith Cup course, gaming a silver medal,

liis absolutely new and gunranteed.. The list price to-

rinv is fl31- the bargain price of this machine is £115.

^llanGrL'ehei, Ulster 'chambers, 168, Regent St

W.l. Regent 205. [5515

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

FO C H have 2^ih.p. Douglas, lady's racdrl, new

condition, licensed.-S, Heath St., Hampstead (nl^

Hampstead Tube Station). Ib&Ui

"CVSANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming-

r ham, for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. The most

suitable ladies' machine Get list. l"":-*l-AWDEN Rg BDRDESUEY BIRMINGHAM

All letters ichiting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A35

Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are. whea desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

LONGMAN, 17, Bond St., Ealing, hkve the fol-

lo.ving exceptional autuian bargains

:

LONGMAN Bros.—P.]\r. combination, about 1918,
absolutely i^eriect, smart, and guaranteed; £55.

LONGMAN Bros.—I.CM. Rudge Multi, brand new,
shop-soiled ; £75.

LONGMAN Bros.—Brand new Triumph, shop-soiled;
£100.

LONGMAN Bros.—1919 Triumph combination, abso
lutely perfect condition; £85.

LONGMAN Bros.— 1920 5-6h.p. James combination,
magnificently equii>ped, used- very little; £110.

LONGi\[AN
combination,

Bros.—1920
, electric

trial; veiy fast; £135.

Harley-Davidson sporting
model, sijecial machine

;

LONGi\[AN Bros, can always supply your wants and
give you service second to none. -'Write, 'phone,

or call.—Tel. : 689 Ealing. 4960

r.M.C. Motor Cycle, S'.'.h.p.,

J tax paid, ride 50 miles
Below.

2-?peed, free
tc purchaser;

REX 6h.p. Combination, engine just overhauled, re~

quires .just tuning up ; £20 : first cash secures

;

ijflers entertoiu3d.—Moore, Sunnyhurst, Simonstone,
Burnley. [5413

TT7ANDSW0ETH Motor Exchange.-Great bargains.
»
* Fine selection motor cycles, combinations; autumn

prices.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. The only firm to
give immediate dehvery on first deposit.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.~1920 Kenilworth Cyclette, VA
h.p.. lamps, licensed, a^ new; 25 gna.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 T.D.C. d_e Luxe, 2i,4h,p.

lamps, licensed, little be^mty
de
35 gns.

:

Triumph coachbuilt com-
unseratehed": 115 gns.

;

1918 O.K.,
only 42 gns.

1917 Doxiglas
42 gns.

2->Xh.p. J.A.P.,
easy terms.

2?'4h.p. twin,
easy terms.

.—1916 Velocett© 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
heap, 29 gns.; easy terms.

1 5 Zenith,
order; 45 gns.

WANDSWORTH—1921
binatiqii, 4h.r:., 3

e^^sy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-
speed-;, lamps

;

WANDSWOETH.-
spe-eds, lamps, licensed

WANDSWORTH,
lamps; very c

WANDSWORTH.—191
Gradiui gear, nice c

WANDSWORTH.—1916 Zenith, 4h.p. J.A.P,
gpar, disc wheels; offers; easy terms.

TTr"ANDSWORTH.—Triumph (late) 3M;h.p.
Vv cmti'li, tine m;ichine; 46 gns.; easy 1

WANDSWORTH.—Humber with sidecar, SV^h-p.;
2 -^peed::, drive away; 36 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuiit combination, 5
li.p. twin, 2 speeds; only 39 gns.; easy terms.

l^DSWOETH,—Rex combination, 6h.p. twin
speeds, lamps; 45 gns.; easy terme.

WANDSWORTH.—Premier splendid coachbuilt com-
bination. 3',i;h.p., 3 speeds, clutch; 49 gns.; essy

4h.p. J.A.P.
easy terms.

Gradua

3 speeds

WANDSW
Bosch,

-Alldays Matchless coachbuilt corn-

nation, 3 speeds, countershaft, lamps; 62 gns.;
terms,

SVsh.p., 2
speed>s, complete, drive away; 26 gns.; easy terms,

3^^h.p., waterproof
Bosch, dropped frnme, newly enamelled ; 25 gns,

T\/"-\NDSWORTH
e;ipy tei

TjrrANDSWOETH.-Vindec combination,

"117"ANDSW0RTH.^ — Minerva

easy terms,

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. ^V^h-p., 4 cyls., mag., shaf1
drive, drive away; 24 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Motosacoclie 2V2h.p., mag,, vari'

able gear, licensed, runs splendidly : 23 gns. ; easy
terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Rex 5h.p. twin, mag., 2 speeds^
wants attt^ntiou; gift, 15 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH—Scott 3%h.p. tvpin, water cooled,

2 speeds, drive away; 35 gns.; easy terms,

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station),

'I'lione: Latchmere 4686, [5697

NEW Motor Cycles.—We can supply any make of new
uiachine, and we ore prepared to make a liberal

allowance for your old machine, not earlier than 1914
models. All enquiries will be dealt with without delay.—
iJ. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golder's Green

[53474h.p. (>tltliorp6 and Sidecar, Precision engine, 2-speed
gear bos, £27/10; Himiber and sidecar. 2-speed,

£35; Campion lightweight 2-speed gear bos. £22; Con-
nnught lightweight, good running order. £15; several
otheT-;.—Bnnting'<5 Motor Excliange, Wealdston©. [5968

T IGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle, 23/4li.p. Triumph en-
J-' giue, 2-speed, lamps, horn, speedometer, toolbags,
footboards, B. and B, pilot jet carburetter. M-L mag.,
in goml going order; a bargain, £18/10, or ofler —

L

C. Mather, 171, Stafford Ed., Wallington. Surrey.
[5325

P1otchr@:le

Insurance Policy

•••

HTHIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with
copies of letters from

Policy holders who have

made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Sir,

I beg to acknowledge

your letter ...... and to

thank you for the prompt-
ness with which the

matter has been settled.

Yours faithfully,

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating The Autocar Insurance
Department, Established 1904),

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London^ E.C.2.

Telephone: City 9831 andQS32.
Telegrams: "Autoinsure, Cent, London.*'

••BBBanasaBBBaaaBaaaaBB,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

JgAEGAINS—New O.K.'a, Ariels, Harkys, Omegl
Qnndnints; excliauges

Motories, Hiilifiix.
entertained. Bootl :

BAKGAIXS.—1920 Miltoliless combination, tletac
able wlieels, £130/10,; 1913 61l.p. James conibit

.

tion, lamps, speedometer, f89710/6.—Bootlis' llotorin
Halitax.

BARGAINS.—1917 AUon, 2 speeds, cltltcll, ki
starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6: free E

sine Trinnjph, £22/10/6.—Booths' Motories. Halifaj

BAEGAINS.—1916 G.W.K. light ctir, det.nchal

wheels; £139aO/6; 1920 William.son combinatiS
dynamo lighting, f 115/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halife'

BARGAINS.-Sh.p. Premier combination, £55/10/
1914- P. lind M., £35/10/6; late model tw.

N.S.U., speed gear. £19/10/6.—Booths' Motorii
Halifax.

BAEGAINS.—Harley-Davidson combination, mileo

300, £130/10/6: IS21 Eiidge Multi. £85; anoth
£75/10/6, like new.—Booths' Motories. Halifax. .;

BAEGAINS.—31i.p. Fafnir, £10/10/6; 3y3h.p. N.S.I
12/10/6; 3h.p. Enileld, spesd Rear. £29/10/>

81i.p, Peugeot, Grado gear, £19/19/6.—Booths' Motori
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—5h.p. 1921- ehop-soiled Quadrant co

binafion, £115/10/6; 1917 4h.p. Donglil

£59/15/6; 1915 Douslas, £35/17/6.—Booth,?' Motorii^

Halifax.

BAEGAINS.—6h, p. 3-speed Kudge, £40/10; 19211
.•ipeed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K.. £38/11

1921 2-speed O.K., like new, £52/10; several she.

soiled machines at reduced prices ;
excbanges ent

'

taiued, including push cycles. Visit us.-Boot
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [55

HALIFAX.-50 second-hand motor cycles and co

binations. Ofl'ets wanted. Get list. Oasb or

change.-Halifax .Motor Exchange, Horton St., Ha'if

IF Wisiiing to Buy (lor ca^h or easy payments), si
j

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state
|

quirements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance i

material.—Bunting's Motor ExchJnge, Wealdstont
[3l

3] h.p. Tiinmrh Motor Cycle, lerjuires slight odji

5 ments. to clear £10; Enfield a^^h.p., 2 spee

running order, £18; O.K. 1917 motor cycle, less poi

unit to clear £15.—Scotia Motor Works, 80, Vv
Tooting Bd., London, S.W.17. 'Phone: Streath

2707. [51

SAM E. CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich.—Previ,
to stocktaking, we can oHer some rare barga

in new and second-hand motor cycles at end ol seal

prices; exchanges, cash, or easy terms; write, call,

'phone Greenwich 751.—Sam E. Clapham IMoto:

27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [i.

FO C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, i

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges arranj
|

Any new cycle, combination, or car supplied, cash

easy payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath
Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Pho;

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, includmg Saturdavs
[5,

BARGAINS.-P. and M. combination, coachbi:

all on, tax paid, £37/10; Douglas 4h.p. coml

ation late type, £62/10: Triumph countershaft d

bination, 4h.p., £65; Connaugbt 2-stroke, all

£27/10; Harley combination, £87/10; Bie
Whippet reverse gear, £50 worfh extras, £137/
practically new; Weigel 5-seater flush-sided toui

car, £135; 2-cyl. Halley covered lorry, £55; ab

are all in perfect running order; arry trial,—Owen,
Scholefield Rd., Upper HoUoway. [XI

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.

LATEST Models Motor Cycles and Combinations

hire, any period —Fowler and Brigden, 130, En:

Rd. Museum 4827. t"

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
TTT. T. DUNN, Ltd., always buy.

FULL Market Value given for modern solos, c 1-

binations, and cvcle cars. Call, write, or 'PI I

Museum 6391.-W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston
|,

London. i''
'

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting. The pre-eminent p

for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a <
i

offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sun 1

a good cheque if you sell your machine I

Palmer's Garage. j,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands ot ,)

have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speoialil:

motor' cycles in the weekly auction sale e )

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction tee for m i

cycles under £50 reserve, 5/-; over £50 resi .

10/-. No garage charge is incurred until
J7

c i

notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect mad
from any London railway station. The au,

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m. '

• A 36 \\\ letters relating to advertisements should
Motor Cycles adv

quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue,

ertised by private owners are, when desired, marke^, (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
.ASH on Sight for several lightweights, must be
' very eheui).—20, Treen At., BiUnes. [5937

lEIUMPH Countershiift Motor Cycle: cheap for cash.

—Writs 32, Horsell Moor. Woking. [5296

(/ANTED, modern lightweight, must be cheap,
' c.ish waiting.— 1, Othello St., Liverpool. [5460

»50 Cash Offered for best countershaft Triumph.—
' 30, Crystal Palace Park Ed., Sydenham. [5671

ITANTED, 1920-21 Velocetle, 2 or 3-speed model;
V lowest cash price.—Britten, Winskil], Carlisle.

[6913
n"ANTED, P. and M,^ 2-3peed model, in good
V running order; cheap.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

[XI 262
ITANTED, good motor cycle or combination; cash.
V —C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, B.3. Tel. : E.
55. [5859

• 85 offered for 1921 16H. Model Noi-ton.-Full de.
i' tails, J. E. Anderson, Brackenbolo', Bramhall,
eshire. [6964

XTANTED, motor cycle, solo or combination, any
V condition, must be cheap for spot cash.—61

THE SAVOY STORES,

Great Bargains
at less than PRE-WAR

SALE PRICES, i

and Parade, Harringay, N.4. [5449

• 25 to £35 waiting: lor best solo macliine offered.
i' Send full paiticulnTs aud lowest price.—Motorist,
5, Siimmerliill Kd,, Dartford. . [5223

TTANTED, good second-hand motor cycles and com-
'V binations ; cnsb jiaid ou sight.—Petcy and Co..
L4, Euston Kd. Museum 1537. [4987

TTANTED, solo
,
Triumph or B.S.A.. ^Iso modern

'V lightweight; cash waiting.—Goad, 122, Maida
ale. 'Phone : Harapstead 1353. [6065

^ASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices
J given.—Write, 'phono, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-
ngton Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.

{0604
TTANTED, good motor cycles and combinations lor
'V cash; also machines accepted for sale on com
isaion.—RatcHHe Bros.. 200. Gt. Portland St.. W.

[0705
TOTOK Cycles, solos and combination, all makes;
A highest prices given; spot cti^h paid.—The T. and
Motor Co., Ltd.. 372, Euston Ed.. London. N.W.I.

[5564
XTANTED, motor cycles and combinations for cash,
V any make and condition, new or second-hand.

—

"rite, call, or 'phone. Richmond Park Garage, 110,
pper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. S.W.14. 'Phone;
122. ^

- [5916

[FECIAL Cash Buyers, Triumphs. A.J.S.'s. En-
* fields, Sunbeam^, Matchless, P. and M.'s. Doug-
ses, A.B.C.'s, Bradburys, Nortons. N.U.T.'s, Rudges,
niths.—Wandsworth ^lotor Exchange, Ebner St.,

andsworth (Town Station )

.

VANTED. 4-cyl. F.N.'s. T.A.C.'s^ T.M.C.'s, _Hen-
dersons.—

V

.., Wandsworth.

ITANTED, Indiana, Indiajjs,
V Wandsworth Motor
andsworth {Town Station).

1A8H on Sight lor new and serond-hand motor
J cycles and combinations, any make or condition
Call, write, or 'phone. Short and G!as3, Ltd., 485

Harley-Davideons.—
""

r St..

[5698

Special Clearance Lines

TYRE
ALL SOUND GOOD STOCK.

WOOD-MILNE, 26 X 2i 25 /-

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
A UTO-WHEEL, 1914, licensed, re-enanielletl, spore
^^ clifiin, valve, etc.; £5.—Bateson, Gayhurst, Fox-
comhe I-Iill, O.xford. [5279

YOUNG Attachment, perfect, not done 20 miles,
tax paid, number iilates; sacrifice, £17.— 150,

Franciscan Kd., Tooting, .S.W.17. 15622

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
AUTOPED, new; £15.—Box 7,055, c/o The Motor

CiicU. [6025

INGSBUEY Scooters .and Spare Parts.—3, Ken-
sington Mews, George St., W.l. [5334

BRAND New Autoped Scooter, dynamo lighting,

lV.l>.p. ; £12/10.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston
iRd., N.W.I.

"•""
[5956

"I Q20 Autoped Scooter, clutch, electric lamps, tax
At' paid, good order; first cheque £8/10.—F. O.

Lingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk. [6091

30/-

32/6

34/6

26 X 2_
6 X 3 or 650 X 65

CLINCHER DE LUXE, Heavy, 26 x 2|
to fit 26 X 2^

Also in DUNLOP and PALMER, etc., at

Special Low Prices. Post paid.

INNER TUBES
all sizes, real fine value, 6/6ea. Postage gd.

OUR SAVOY GAS HEAD LAMP,

FOR Sale, owner going abroad.—A. B.C. Skoot^mota,
purchased new by present owner and in practically

same condition, in perfect running order ; co.st £50

;

accf'pt £30, iieiir cft'er.—Vincent-Gompertio. Glendon

Hall. Kettering. [5305

HOODS. WIND SCREENS. ETC.

CAMBER Hoods. 55/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., CaCiberwell, London.

[4940

FOE Sale, Baby Easting wind sci-een, apron, cut,

otherwise new; accept £2/2.—Moore, Excise Office.

Hereford. r5297

COUPE Wind Screen, only screen with complete
protection, combined screen, hood, cover apron,

comfort of a conpe car ; write for folder.—Below.

ALL Types of Screens Repaired; celluloid 2/6 jq.

ft.; best twill. 72in. wide, 10/6 yd.—Coupe Wind-
screens, 28, Middle St., Portsmouth. [5841

BENT Hoops, hood tlttings, straps, turnbuttons,
twills, etc.: hardwood polished wind scieens, 27'6.

—Henry Jones. 778, High Rd., Tottenham, London.
[4257

CELLULOID.—Clear transparent, cut to any size,

3/- per sq. ft. ; carriage paid for cash.-TJie Eseex
Arcnmnlator Co., Ltd.. 499, Grove Green Rd., Leyton-
stone. E.ll. [0680

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hood?,
iscije6r>;, a.nd aprons. Send for lii^t.—Renncv

Motors, Ltd., 155n, Marlborough Kd.. Upper Hollowav.
IN.19. _ [8632

ADJUSTABLE Wind Screens to any angle, com-
plete with the latest fittings and coverall apron,

beautiiullv finished; 35/-, carriage extra.—"Phone :

Brixton 1585.—T. Robini, 1. Tulse Hill, and 22, Water
Lane, S.W. 'Buies and trams pass the door. [5525

BODIES.

W.D. Sidecar Bodies: 30/- each.—Speeehley, 86.

Churchfteld Rd., Acton, W.3. [5514

KENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers. 35
models, I also several clearance, cheap to clear

-o i-f 11 J f c i-j T3 -11 . 'T>ENXOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
Beautifully made of Solid Brass, will stand Xi nphohtering.-Rennoc Motors. Ltd.. 155a, Mail-

iciimind'2?62^™Sd^ 2^363
^^^^ ^^^^°' ^ ""^ '^^[^372'^°^ amount of vibration, gives a splendid ''orough r-i.. Upper HoiioM-ay, n.19.

[0372

i^.O.C.H. paya highest prices f'r sound raachines.
Bring the 'bus along and take the c.nsh away;

changes arranged.-Fair Offer Cnr Hou?e. 5, Heath
, Hampntead (near Hampc5tead Tube Station). 'Phone:
impstead 3752. Hours 9-7, inoludinr Saturdays.

[5506

VANTED, any good motor cycle or combination, iu
part exchange for any make of light car or com-

natiou. Best possible price allowed.—Vivian Hardie
id Lane, Ltd., 25-24. Woodstock St. foff Blenheim
.), New Bui'd St., London, W-l. Tel.: Mayfair 6559.

[0702
<END Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
* Motor Auction Room?, High St.. Tooting. Casb
fer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
ation, Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lcn
m station. Machine can be included in auction
le if desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage, Toot
%. [5986

TRICYCLES FCR SALE.
NVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

Iree.—Rayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.
[5248

LBOSON Hand and Sloior-propellcd Tricycles, lor
invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Eng.

J., Ltd., 3, Kendalls ftfews, George St., W.l. [2684

TRICARS FOR SALE.
IEICAR, 2-seater, 5h.p., w.c, 2-3pced, clutch, chain
- drive, mag.. Binks, cteam body, good running
aer; £15.—Vannier, Mon Abri, Parkwav, Gidea Park,
isex. [5547

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
/"OUNr; Attachment and Back Wheel, perfect. 250
L miles only, tax paid; £15. — 4, Aston Rd..
"entry. [Xl2a2

2h.

[8633

light Our pnce complete, black or plated,; i^AMBER Bodies from £4/17/6; lists free.-Maker^,

r^ryUr Sn> P'it-^J'.^^ t^ni^ \^ Bright sud Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.
only £Z. Carnage paid.- London. [^959

- /CLEARANCE Line.—Bramco sfidecar bodies, rough
v^ painted, wnut upholstering ; £2/10 to £3.-2, For-BELTS

Sizes : J" and J",

length 8' 6"

at 8/6 each

HORNS
The ' Savoy "

12/6
Postage gd.

Special Offer

HALLITE
for making ex-
haust, induction,
or cylinder wash-
ers. iV, al, J
thickness.

Anj' size cut.

2 /- square foot.

Postage gd.

npli

tune Gnte Ed., Hatleiden, N.W.
f>-SEATEES and S^^enters t ._,

^ i20); a few 1921 models to clear from £4; ciiti

[5674

to clear £7 each icc.;t

to see 113 ; save you pounds.
Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.I.

Sandum Sidecars, 336.
[07?0

C.540. The "S.-xvoy" Gener-
ator. Well-made and finished

|0/6 each.

Our Combination Generator,

18/-

ANY MAKE
of

Motor Cycle
suppUed.

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies tit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—The
Willni. brook Motor Co.. Leicester. ro336

ROBINI.—Bodies of the latest type, with bulbous

back, from £7/7: 2-scater body, complete with

coverall apron, etc.. £12/10; second-hand. A few of

these bodies left, from £4; carnage e-xtra.— Fhone :

Brixton 1585.-T. Robini, 1. Tulse Hill, and 22,

Water Lane. S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door.

SIDECAR Body Design.? *or the trade only. Work-
ing, oolourcil. rencil, or line drawinKS of original

designs, .also working drawings, lull-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. establislied designers

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us wlieu

dcsiening new idea.s.-20, Tudor St.. London, E.C.4.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

Everything for the Motorist. Send 8'^tlti.trRa''.\^rSll'''
"' "™' *'''""' --'•

for List, "C" Dept., or, better StiU,\ CJI'OETS Canoelet. ofS Eiulse; £12
_• .- -.1 If f3' 64, Vicarag
give us a call.

arage Rd., Smethwick.

[5591

or offer.-Braci:.
[5307

I TITO-WHEBL,
^ last month

;

li.p., cost £35, only "purchased
what offers ?—King, Limpsfield,

[5623

XT'ALL Auto-Wheel, iu peifent condition, tax paid

;

'» f.lO, or with tent's cycle £16.-58, Eye Ed.,
oddesdon, Herts. [5372

THE SAVOY STORES,
T. BATH & Co., Ltd

,

Savoy Street, Strand, W.C.2.

SWAN Sidecar, nearlv new, complele; £17.—Grimes.
13, Bruton Place," Bond St., W.l. [5975

LIGHT Watsonian. lamp, apron, and spare tyre;

^8/10.-408, Kssex Rd., Islington. [5877

SIDECAIi, good order, clips complete; 55/-.—Bain-
' bird. Eas^gate, Bury St. Edmund's. [5277

POSH Coachbuilt Sidecar, green, Easting, complete;
£12—323, Portland Ed., South Norwood.

[5683

Ail lettcis lelaling to advertisements shbuld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

ANDUM Sidecars.—Best value in Olympia Show.

s

s
s
SANDUM Chassis.—Insist on having our enclosed

wheel type of chassis for safety.

SANDUM Models.—The Exquisite 23 gns., and Sports
26 gns., are of distinctiove appearance.

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, 27 gns.; the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended in "The
Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Dual Purpose Sidecar (patented). A single
or 2-seater sidecar as required in 5 seconds. Size

of body as our single-seater Elite. Lnxuriously com
fortable seating for 2 adults, with the weight in cor-
rect position over rear axle. Finished in colours to
suit any make of machine, 42 gns. ; bodies only,
21 gns. The latest development of the 2-Beater as
designed by us, and approved by the recognised
experts.

ANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lb.; price ^4/17/6.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. Factories:

162 to 165, Pentonville R^., N.; and Britannia
Works, Britannia St.. W.C. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring TVheel Sidecars are
guaranteed. 2 yeare.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
liig'ii-powered machines: Zenitb. Harleys, Indians,

Xew Imperials. Sunbeams, BUiL'kburnes, etc.

INDIAN'S with kick-stai-t*r on left present no diffi-

culty with MiddJeton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S -specialise in frame repair.^ of all

kins. Twifited motor' cycle frames and fork^
promptly correcte<l.

SECOND-HAJ^DS of Tarious makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring AVheel Sidecars aie noi only
safer and more comfortable, but aie faster on

Ijad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
I'ash into tliem.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oId&?t estiibli^he<3 sidecar
niakei«>, -wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn-
eey 1584. ' [0522

NEW Underslung Coachbuilt Sidecar for Triumph;
cost £19, accept £12/10.-2, Appian Rd,, Bow.

[5598
SWAN" Sporting Sidecar, as new. and cash for T^ortnii

de Luxe sidecar.—72, Tooting Bee Rd., S.W.17.
[5558

OIDECAE, C.B. Millford, off 1920 Rover, little used,
'•^ tyre as new; £15.—Browning, Stotfold, Bedr;.

[5368

P.
and M. Sidecar, complete with fittings for
Triumph; £8.~Simpson, Orchard Rd., Sunbury-

on-Thames. [5812

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
Triumph or B.S.A.; £18/15.—Booths Motorics,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar suit
Rudge, £16/15 : Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker under
seat, £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. — Booths

Motories, Halifax. - [5528

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, brand new; cost £30,
sacrifice £22; buying ear.—Smith, Edendale,

Harston, Cambs. [5533

PERFECTION Sidecar, coachbuilt. door, fittings,
well upholstered, Palmer; £5. — Larchcrofti

. Ridgeway, Redhill, [6137

COACHBUILT Cantilever Sidecar, screen, lockers
Dunlop. as new; £10/10.-5, Park Terrace,

Headingley, Leeds. [5920

DOUGLAS Sidecar, polished aluminium body, ex-
cellent condition; £12.-17, Sussex Rd., New

Maiden, Surrey. [5754

SIDECAR, cxDmplete, £7/10; new sidecar bodiei.
locker at back, from £5.—Stock, 107, Coninghara

Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [5717

CAMBER Sidecars, lists free.—Makers, Bright and
llayles, 78, Chiirch St., Camberwell, London,

Phone : Brixton 2951. [4938

LIGHT Racing Sidecar for sale. Middleton Fliei,
enamelled Indian red, all-steel bodyj £6.-67, Vic-

toria Ud., Mexborongh. [X1280
^ENITII Super Sporting Sidecar, excellent condition,

m .;^ith apron, tyre; £11/10, offers.—Barnes, 83c,
Trinity Rd., Tooting. S.W. [5663

Tt/TILLS-FULFORD Fully Underslung Roomy Sidecs'

'kr' T?^1 condition: £10/10, no offers.—14, NortJi
Rd., Haydon Rd., Wimbledon. [5707

NEW Sports Model Sidecar, on Watsouian chas'^is
painted Indian red- £12/12.—Roberson, 20

Hardinges Lane. Penge, S.E.20. '
" [5824

GOVERNMENT

SURPLUS
STORES
AIRMAN'S NEW FLYING SUITS,

Combination, imitation fur-lined. Wallaby

collar 50/- suit

NEW LONG LEATHER COATS, double-

breasted, belt, fleece-lined - £6 10 each

NEW LONG LEATHER COATS, double-

breasted, belt, tweed-lined - £5 each

LADIES' LEATHER COATS, double-

breasted, belt, fleece-lined - £6 10 each

ARMY OFFICER'S NEW TRENCH
COATS, check-lined, detachable fleece

lining, and oilskin interlined - 70/- each

NEW GAS MASK TRENCH COATS
30/- each

NEW REAL WITNEY ALL WOOL
BLANKETS, 72x90, weight Sflbs.

30/- pair

NEW HEAVY TWILL SHEETS,
70x90 - 10/6 pair

COTTON CLEANING GLOVES- Zi. pair

MACKINTOSH CAP COVERS- 3d. each

AIRMAN'S CRASH HELMETS 5/- each

CANVAS GAUNTLET GLOVES,
padded palms ----- 1/- pair

LEATHER JERKINS, part worn, condi-

tion good - 5/- each

AIRMAN'S SHEEP - SKIN LINED
THIGHBOOTS, part worn, condil'n good

17/6 pair

NEW RUBBER KNEE BOOTS,
"Bull's Eye" brand, sizes 7 to 10 only

14/6 pair

NEW RUBBER THIGH BOOTS,
U.S.A. best brands, sizes 7 to 10 only

16/6 pair

SHEEP - SKIN LINED MOTOR
DRIVER'S LONG COATS, part worn,

condition good - - - - 17/6 each

GOAT - SKIN LINED MOTOR
DRIVER'S LONG COATS, part worn,

condition good- - - - - 27/6 each

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID.

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT
THOROUGHLY SATISFIED.

J. M. MILLET & SONS,
Government Contractors,

SOUTHAMPTON.

sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a spy

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR, Coulson, semi-sporting, suit A-B.C.

other spring frame machine, new, unused; £;
bargain.-Francis, Wickham Heath, Newbury. 15%

HENDERSON Featherweight Sideoar, red, at
[

Easting ordinary sfreen, lump, excellent couditii
cash £18.—Lynch, 1, Em-kingham Rd., Winslow, Buc

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, larg ,)

stock in London, actual manufacturers throu, i

out. Send lor our 1921 catalogue,* 32 pages,
illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by ^

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Ind
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and >

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clturj.:

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear
knock-out prices. Note : Wfite ior special clearai
list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection ot compl
sidecars in the trade.

T> ENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any mabe^f

dlity.

RENNOC Co. have, in stock sidecars to fit

makes, English and American.

RENNOC Co. -again ask you to send for their li
catalogue, the mosc comprehensiye issued by

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough Rd.. U]
Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 16B9. [at

SUNBEAJVI Sidecar, very sporty and good orir

underslung, 4 points, £12 ; coachbuilt sidelt

good order, £5.—J. Wells, 7, Atbara Terrace, Sa^n
born Rd., King's Lynn. f£;'

SIDECAR Cha.ssis, light, £4; 15; Douglas chassis
tyre, £6/15; sidecar, coachbuilt new body. £8ie

tradesman's box, £2/10, cost double.—57. Eenli
St., Ciimberwell, London. H™
WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, fima;!

designs, first-class finish; prices from 17/
Writ-e for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, i

screens, etc.—The Willowlirook Motor Co., Leicester

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Si

garage. Attached to motor will go through i

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Wi
7 years on motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper Bi
gate St., Birmingham. [d

SPECIAL Offer.—MjUs-Fulford chassis, conj|ij

with all fittings, new tyre and tube,
brand new bulbous back body, specially built i

this chassis, complete with coverall apron ; £ 11
only a dozen, carriage extra.

ROBINI.—Underslung chassis, complete with
tyre and tube, all fittings, with Helen s;

or tourist body; £15, carriage extra.— Phone : Brn
1585.—T. Robini 1, Tulse Hill, and 22, Water J

S.W. 'Buses an^ trams pass the door. t

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves sco

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved
absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor <

and, when folded, combination will pass thrmij

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated —
cycle Co., Ltd,, 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. l

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—£4/10 Douglas chassis,

pkte, renovated, underslung ; 7/6 ext ra

special fittings ior other makes, viz., Triumph, U
B.S.A., etc. New Douglas pattern bodies, saxe

£,8] new cover and tube, 30/-. Can you beal

'Phone: Brixton 1958. See Spare Parts columns
WUcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. I

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar Chassis, unused. £
second-hand, £4/10. Bodies in stock from

or made to your own design. Chassis and bodies

plete from £11/11. A quantity of second-hand fi-

fit cut prices. Mills-Fulford etocUifits.—LiEht Cai

Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill. Br

(1/2 min. from Brixton Skating Rink). i

BARGAINS.—Not ex-W.D. New heavy Kemj
cover and tube, 26x2i/i, 30/-; large Miller

set, plated, complete, perfect, 25/-; ditto P.H..

new 3 gn. electric plated horn, 20/-; Brooks B17(

saddle, large, as new, 30/-; Garner exhaust a

12/6- Dunlop belt, 7ft. 2in.x%in., new, 12/6;
second-hand, 7/6; strong carrier, 6/-; Bosch watei

magneto, anti, perfect, as new, stiit big single, ft;

B S.A. variable jet carburetter, complete as new
b!s.A. touring bars, plated, 15/-; B.S.A. rear _•

26x21^, with belt rim, as new, 30/-; sound In
tank, 1911, 20/-; Zenith back stays; 26x21/2

wheel 15/-; Triumph 1913 carburetter, complete,

feet 20/-; 25^h.p. engine, m.o.v., rebuslied throuii

fitted in drop frame,, forks, tank, etc., £5/10. i

replv.—95, North Rd., Brighton.

1«

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CAR
DAN GUY, Weymouth, G.N. official agent.—P(

model from stock; £198.

AV. Monocar, 5h.p., perfect; £60, or exrli.

Barker, 14. Emery St., Cambridge.

A.O. Sociable, 1914, engine recently rebuilt by u ^
tax paid, £50.-Caudwell, Milton, Berks. p4t

LJ 1920 2-6eater, w.c, dynamo, perfect; cost iOO

bargain, £125.-6, Church Rd., Forest Hil!. ?

atlyertiseraent, and the date of the issue.
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AND CYCLE CARS.RUNABOUTS
HABDEN 6I1.P. Monooar, Binks, very fast, perlect

' c-onditioni £45.-Halkes, Waddineton, Linraln.^^

/TOEli^NS, second-hand ; several in stock.—Keys,

X 378-384. Bnston Kd. Thone :
Museum

,

^''^S-

TORG'VN 1915, recently ovevhauled; end of season

'X bargain at £95.-27, Linden Gardens, Chisivick.

JLERIOT-WHIPPET, 1920, perfect condition, tax

5 paid; £95.—Dunn. 326, Euston Hd., N.W.I.

)AN GUT, Weymoutli, Morgan Agent.—Reduced
price: Grand Plix lOli.p. M.A.G.. il97, from

o<*. [0624

I .v. 1921 Demonstration Mouocar, for good motor
». cycle .^nd cash.—Service Motors,

920 G.N
fl45, or

Caledonian St.

[5312

Touring, 2~eater, dvnamo lighting, all on

;

ood solo part.—17. TalUot Ed., Wrex-

t

[5357

"I.N. Popirlar, 1921, shop-soiled only; £165.—Key's, 1

J 378-384. Euston Ed., N.W. 'Phone : Museum
436. [4947

[

^.N. Popular, July, 1921, done 1,000, fully cqilippeii. I

T unscratched, tax paid; 150 gns.—53, Wadbrou^li I

A., Sheffield.
^

[X1295

ATE 1920 G.P.
lavishly equipped

;

f ATE 1920 G.P. Morgan, lOh.p. M..\.G. engine,
Vj lavishly equipped; £145.-24, Balliol Ed., North
".ensington. [5684

ROVER Light Car, 1921 model, Sh.p., early delivery;
230 sns.-Goldlrey'sr Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.,

.ondon, W.l. [0350

dvnamo lighting,
Eatclifte Bros., 200, -Gt.

[6153

1920, dynamo lighting, oversize tyre-, Binks
>uretter: £150.—Artliur, Marchamley, Hawk-

I
Q 20 Coventry Premier Runabout,

Lt/ dickey seat;
ortland St., 'W.

jr ,

rone, Shrewsbury.

E165.-

[5294

IfORGAN Grand Prix, w.c. M.A.G.. 1916-17, first-
.vX class mechanical condition, paint, etc., excel-
>nt; £115.-Below.

Model, Precision engine, lighting
pecial fittings; £115.—Elce,

.td., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
Phone : Avenue 5548. [0075

yORGAN Sporting
.vJ. set, new condition.

IQ20Ltf splendid
Grand Pdx Morgan, lOh.p.

condition throughout

;

66. Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

sr.A.G.
£150.-

engine,
-Baines,
[X1317

. M.A.G. engine,
eqmpped regardless, water-cooled: £140.—24,

lulliol V.i... Xorth Kensington. [5685

PEEMIEE.-For sale, super Premier runabout, 1921,
nearly ne^v condition, electric, lighting, tax paid.—

'lifiord, Barnwood Cottage, Gloucester. [5355

Car, Sh.p. Blackburne, 3-speed
£145. or best offer.—45, Summer-

Id Crescent, Edgbaston, Birmingham. [5951

|Q20 De Luxe Morgan, lOh.p.

jQ21 Burney Cycle
tt/ and reverse

'COVENTRY Premier.
^ immediate delivery
:ntclifle Bros., 200. Gt.

1922, 4-wheel model; £250;
cash or deferred payments.—
Portland St.. 'W [0730

Dh.p. Humberette,
^ tyres. St spney.
ear offer

J.A.P,
ed, 7

50.—Lunu's Garai

a.c recently overhauled, new
lamps, in fine condition; £100,

Box 7,050, c/o The. Itlolor Cuclr. [5636

ITORGAX,
fX overhauled, rebrrshed, new mudguards.

Bosch Uiag., bcdy jebuilt, engine
:ds. repainted;

Market Place, Evesham. [X1077

920 Grand Prix Morgan, M.A.G. engine, fully
equipped; £145.—Hillier, 1, Thorpe Mews,

ambridge Gardens, North Kensington, AV.IO. [6131

A .C. Sociables, modern, fully equipped.
.*- sound, good^ appearance, from £55 to £85

:

A -v.^ sr

mechanically
- - - -. £85: trial.-

9, Allsop St., Uri>er Baker St.. London, X.AV.l. [5425

Monocar, 8h.p., appearance new and un-
scratchcd-, hardly used, dynamo lighting set;

:85.—Mead. Haven, Portsmouth Rd., Esher, Surrey.
[6116

ilT'EST NORWOOD Bargains Protrude Prominently !

'" Peruse particularly Cox's absolutely unapproacli-
Ijle bargains under Cars, /rhat's a good 3/- worth.—

irORGANS. brand new 4-seater, w.c, lOh.p. M.A.G.
'-'A engine, 1922 models (two); £185 each, list price
;213.—Stevens, 184, Pentonville Bd., King's Cross,
'.1. [5997

>TBW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars.
-' all mak€s

; good .selection in stock : cash, easy
ayments, or exchange.—Sei vice Co., 292, High Holborn,
r.C.l. [0673

OUR RE-GONDITIONED

jDOyGLAs!
I MOTOR CYCLES I

55 Guineas

IfORGAN de Luxe. J.A.P.,
.TX meter, etc., guaranteed
-Carter, 82, Leghorn Hd.,

^
513 Gerrard.

dynamo lighting, speedo-
perfe':t condition ; £99.

Harlesden. N.W. 10. 'Phone:
[5302

A -V. Monocsr 1920, 8h.p., perfect condition and
ca. appearance, electric lighting; any trial: £75
or cash, bargain.—Henry V. Smith, Osmondthorpe
jane. Xeeds. [5883

1920 Light Car, lOh.p., 2-<=eater

. dynamo lighting and full equip-
aent; cort neatly £500; price £245; good motor cycle
r combination considered in part paymont.—The Layton
iarages, 30. Holywell St., Oxlord. 'Phone: 581. TA
ntegnty, Oxford [6029

PEIC CAMPBELL
'^ aluniininm body.

Or £15 down,
and 12 instal-

ments of £3:18:4
They are the standard W.D.
2| h.p. 2-speed machines
completely rebuilt.

Practically indistinguishable

from new. Over 50% new parts,

including new tyres, belt, chain,

carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all partsof the country.

Supplied with bags, tools,
and pump, or completely
equipped with lamps and

horn, 3 Guineas extra.

Special Terms to Trade.

DOUGLAS
FRAMES

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1 Q21 Morgan.^, de luxe and Grand PrU model.?, for
-i-t7 immediate delivery; extended payments; ex-

378-384, Euston Rd., N.W. 'Phone:changes.—Rey's.
Museum 6436 [4945

REYNOLDS Motor Cycle Runabout, demonstrating
machine, not more than 200 miles, as new; £70;

no exch;inges, and guaranteed.—Jackson, Berkshire
Agent, I'angljourne. [5440

HUMBERETTE, a.c., 1914, hood, screen, discs,

speedometer, dickey, fine order; bargain, £85;
modern combination part.—A., 7, Salterlord Rd.,
Tooting Junction, S.W. [5859

20, Sept., Aero Morgan, lOh.p. M.A.G. engine,
Lucas electric lighting, hood, fully equipped;

£150.—Hillier, 1, Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gardens,
North Kensington, W.IO. [6130

CROUCH Cycle Car, 1914, 3 epeeds and reverse.

good Tunning order. sm;;rt looking; £75.—Scotia
Motor Works, 80, Upper Tooting Rd.. London, S.W. 17.

'Phone : Streatham 2707. [5120

19=

A.C. Sociable, wind screen,
brass electric lamps, electric

spare tyre, hand brakes

;

Mumford, Gillingham, Dorset.

hood,
:tric

£70,

Bide curtains, 3
horn, foot gong,
>r near offer.-

[5808

SEATER Cycle Car, Ranger, Precision water-
cooled engine, lamps, speedometer, hood, wind

screen, will guarantee in perfect condition.—Bradfield,
Tebworth Farm, Hockliffe, Beds. [5442

T7"ICT0R, 1915, Sh.p., water-cooled, 2-seater, 2 speeds
V and reverse, fully enuipped, bodv repainted, fast

and good hill-cIimber, smart little car; bargain at £90.—
Riseleys, 100, North Ed., Brighton. " [5266

-WHEELED Monocar, 2 speeds, countershaft,

clutch, complete less power unit, splendid con-

dition; £30, or exchange good motor cycle, cash

either way.—56, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [5793

1Q20 L.W. Light Car, detachable rims and spare,

-1-*/ hood and screen, all accessories, electric light-

in" etc ; £150; good corabination part.—C.S., 14,

Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E. 3155. [5657

ORGANS.-All models in stock, ready for imme-
diate delivery, tax free; liberal exchange terms.—

Official agents, Elce, Ltd., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., ' E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0074

MORGAN 1921 Sh.p. de Luxe Model, M.A.G. engine,

water-cooled, electric lighting, tax paid, as new

2'

4

M^

£180; deferred pr.yments
sliawpate, Bolton ; olso 245,

desired.—Parker's. Brad-
Deanseate. ilancliester.

[X1235
issued new Sept., 1921.TO 21 Croncli LigM Car, .

i~tJ completely eiiuipped and licensed, mileage neg

lieible- cost £270, price £195.—The Layton Gaiaires,

30, Holvivell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. T.A.: In-

tegrity. [6027

PEEMIER 1920 Super Runobout, dynamo lighting,

defadiiihle ivheels and spare wheel, excellent coU'

2^^4 h p. and 4 h p.

RENOVATED,
STOVE ENAMELLED

TESTED.

£5-10-0

paid
ham

£250.—B.S.A,
Rd., Bristol.

£155.—The Layton
Phone: 581. T.A.

;

[602S

AND CABS.
cash or trradunl.—

Broad St.. Birming-
[8449

of £20
arag"

[5987

Taxi, with dynamo lighting, roof

and
agent. S. J

dition ; cost £275 ; a bargain at

Gflragcs. 30, Holvwell St., Oxford.
Integrity.

TAXI-COMBINATIONS
SIDECAE Taxi Combination.s,

County Cycle and Motor Co.,

ham.

£100 down and twelve monthly payments
secures London taricah.— Details, Palmer's Garage^

Tooting.

BS A .J...... -—
iainpr'spare wheel and large luggage grid, tax

FaiiV 20-1. Chelten
[5810

each.

Carriage Extra.

Write for fuU list of

Douglas parts.
surplus

CRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

CARS FOR SALE.

£50 down and 12 monthlv payments i£5 secures re-

liable 4-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments o! £10 secures

12-14h.p. riat landaulet, repainted.—Palmer s

;e. Tooting.

down and twelve monthly payments £12/10
ures 18h. p. Oakland touring car, self-starting,

dynamo.-Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

12 monthly payments £12/10

Gar,

and£100 down ^..« -- ----, ' . •. J 1- V*
secures Piccard-Pictet •.'l landaulet, dynamo light-

ing.—Palmer's Garage, luoting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10 secures

Sheffield-Simplex % landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,

Tooting.

30"-t"a,
La Buire Landaulet, small six, 4 speeds, de-

hablo rims; £295.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-

10-14h r Piat Cah-landaulet. 4 cyle. monobloc, cheap
li to run; f 125.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£75 down and twelve payments £5 secures very smart

15h.p. K^E.I.T. touring car, detachable nms.

hood. screen.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

2-seater, 3 speeds and reverse.

550—1921 18h.p. Cliarron 4-seat6r, 4 speeds, dynamo
Blf-=tarteT, 6 detachable wheels.—

Tooting. _ [S93=:

\n letters relating to advertisements should auote tte number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issuo- A39

1 rwh.p. Alldays Light - „ , , ^ _ ..1" wire wheels; £60.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting,

£450—1921 llh.p. Peugeot 4-seater, 4 speeds, dynamo
lighting and seU-starter.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-

ing.

Palmer's Garage.
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M^
CARS FOR SALE.

ITCHELL 2-seater, in good order, 4 cyls.; £65.—
94, Branksome Rd., London, S.W. [5973

PERRY, 1916, sood running order, electric lighting;

prioQ £130.—Pebworth Manor, Stratlord-on-Avon.
[5825

1 Q20 Singer 2-seatei, self-startnr, dynamo lighting;
J-*/ £250.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham
Rd., S:VV.8. [5586

5-SEATER Car, good condition, lor motor cycle or
cash offer,— 9, Jubille Terrace, Broomfield Rd.,

Chelmsford. [5572

G.N., late model de luxe, dynamo lighting, tax
paid; £145.—Miss Watts, c/o 77, Acre Lane,

Brixton, S.W.2. [5971

8h.p. 4-seater De Dion, meohanicnl Talves, 3 forirard

and reverse, eliding gears, first-class order; £65.—
24, Lady Mtirgaret Rd., Southall. [5285

EXCHANGES, Exolinnges.—Several small 2 and 4-

seater^; bargain prices; motor cycles talren part

exchange.—Seabndge (see Exchanges). [4803

ROVER 8h.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; 230 gns. ; terms cash or deferred pay-

raents.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W
[0729

1 Q12 7h.p. 2-seater Swift, tax, lamps, hood, screen,
-L«/ Stepney. Bosch, Zenith, gate change, perfect
order; any examination; quick sale, £58.-456, Bark-
ing Rd., Plaistow, E.13. [5635

1 Ah.p. Morris-Oxford 2-3-seater, in first-class con-
J-" dition throaghou b, dynamo lighting, 5 detach-
able wheels; £175, ot near offer. Heath, 20, Heath-
field Rd., Bexleyheath. [1957

1Q22 Model Coventry Premier (4-wheeleT) Light Car,
X «/ electric lighting, spare T\'hee] and tyre unused,
licence paid till Dec. 3l€t, in new and perfect condi-
tion.—Tieliever, Quinton Rd., Coventry. [XI 191

K.R.I.T. 1914 5-seater Touring, 3 speeds and reverse
gate, detachable rims, hood, screen, lamps, tax

paid; £95, or exchange.—Bntterworths' Garage. 64,

Mill Lane, Brixton HilL 'Phone: Streatham 2S13.
[5604

1 Q19 Che-vrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting, self-

JLt/ starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as new,
perfect running order; £195, or exchange motor cycle
or combination and cash.—5, Norwood Rd., Heme
Hill, S.E.24. [5747

FAFNIR, smart- 2-seater car, 17h.p., 4-GyI., Bosch.
Solex, economical, good tyres, guaranteed perfect,

lamps, etc.; bargain, £100; accept motor cycle part
exchange for customer ; trial any time.—Stepney Gar-
ages, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepney, Lon-
don. [5695

8-9h.p, Streamline 2-seater, bulbous back, child's
dickey, 3 and reverse, hood, screen, electric light-

ing and horn, bulb horn, speedometer, Stepney with
new cover and tube, tools, tax paid; any trial; fast,

economical, reliable; £65.—Palmer, 16, Fox Hill,

Crystal Palace. ,[5709

WEST NORWOOD'S Home for Lost and Starving
motor car sellers' bargains worth attention now,

surely! Sixty vehicles actually stocked. Do call.

Here's just a lew specimens: 8h.p. Rover 2-seater, ma;^.,

good tyres, pulls well, £35; 19151/4 Warrick Autocairier,
£45; Alldays chassis, £60; ditto van, £65: lOh.p. Adams
4-seater, smartly repainted, £65; 1915i/i Indian combina-
tion, £75; 12h.p. 4-cyl. Dulianot 3-seater, dickey, mono-
hloc, £85; 20-28h.p. IXTrracq van, £85; White steamer,
5-seater, £85; 3-ton 1913 De Dion, woim drive, enclosed
valves, sample of dozen lorry i>argains, £85; Mitchell
sporting 2-seater. harcnin, £100; 8-10h.ii. 1913 light car
i-oupe. £125; G.W.K. 2-seater, £135; lOh.p. 1915
Whitmg-Grant light car, £145; 12h.p. Gladiator tor-

pedo. £145; 8-lOh.p. 1920 Lawrence-Jackson 2-seater,

£165; lOh.p. Swift 2-seater, 4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed
valves, £165; Singer light car, £185; lOhji, 4-cyl.

light car, streamline 4-seater, £185; smart Fiat lan-
daulet, £185; many other landaulets, lots other cars,

£200 to £850: postcard brings full printed list,

Callers rattling their money given extra special atten-
tion. Please call (and rattle).—Douglas S. Cox, the
absolutely straight motor man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill,

West Nonvood. Established 1902. 16054

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
^100 down and twelve monthly payments of £2t^ secures a magnificent 3-tou lorry.—Details, Pa!
mer's Garage, Tooting. [5988

FORD Van, Dec, 1917, ready for road, licensed,
equipped, sell £110 or exchange motor cycle,

combination and cash, or piano, furniture, household
silver.—Lemon, Yew Cottage, Amesbury, Salisbury.

[5757

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
pOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,
-i cycle cars, or motor cveles of any make, ne^v or
.second-hand, write Service Co., 292, High Holborn,
W.C.I. [-0672

XXALIFAX.—£10 deposit and £5 monthly purchases--- 6h.p. twin Zenith combination, £57/10- 1920
Alecto combination. 69/10; Humber combination,
£49/10; SV^h.p. Bradbury combination, £59/10- 3Voh p
Premier solo, £39/10; twin Rex combination £49/10-
7-9h.p. twin Peugeot, £37/10; 3i/>b.p. clutch Triumph'
£42/10; Triumph 1914 3-3peed combination, £69/10
1914 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, £55/10.-Halifax Motor
Exchange, Horton St.. Halifax. [5499

BASTONES
No Better or Cheaper House,

GREAT REDUCTIONS.
COVERS.

New Clearance and Ex-W.D. Stock.

Approval against remittance.

Best British Make , 14/-
Hutcliinson Rubber-studded ..... 21 /-

Clincher de Luxe Heavy 24/-
Englebert Passenger 23/6
Goodrich Safety Tread Extra

Heavy 30/-
Hutchiuson Tourist Trophy 26/9
Goodyear Diamond Tread 26 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 28/-
Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded 29/-
Clincher de Luxe Heavy 25 /-

.Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy . . 27 /-

Clincher de Luxe Heavy 31 /-

Goodrich SafetyTread Ex. Heavy 38/-
, Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 31/-

ilVIichelin Fine Ribbed 18 /-

Hutchinson Tourist Trophy 30/-
Goodrich SafetyTread Ex. Heavy 37/-
Englebert Raised Rib. (wired edge) 25 /-

650 X 65 /Goodrich Safety Tread Ex. Heavy 40 /-

IClincher Dreadnought (3-ribbed) . 39/-

Best British Make (Extra Heavj') . 47 ,-

26X1:5
24x2
=4X2i
25X2

36X21

26X23^

26X3;
to fit

26X2i

28 X 3 1

to fit I

28X2*
)

fBest British Make (Extra Heavy) 47/-
38 X 3 J GoodrichSafetyTrrad (Es.Heavy)-50/-

I Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 29 /-

i,
26x3
to fit

f
Goodrich Safety Tread (Ex. Heavy 50/-

650x65 )

700 x 80
(
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy .

to fit J Clincher Dreadnoughts-ribbed .

650 X 65 I Wood-Milne Extra Heavy

47/-
47/-
35/-

TUKES.

26X2i and 26x2* Best Quality each 6/3

26x2iX2i Goodnch ,.
J/626x3 Goodrich ,. '/6

28x3 Goodrich ,. ,. '/»

28 X 3 Goodyear (Butted) ,. ' /6

BELTS.

Improved Buffalo Hide. Recommended for vari-

able pulleys and heavy work.

Jin. 2/-, lin. 2/3, jjin. 2/6 per foot.

SIDECARS AND BODIES.

Several to clear to make room for new season's

stock. Slightly Stock-soiled.

Sidecars, complete, from £13 17s. 61L Bodies

from £4.
Mo.itgomerj' No. i Sidecar, stock-soiled, with

screen and luggage grid. List price, £36 los.

To clear, £28 10s. Montgomery Sporting Model,

slightly soiled, to clear, £22 10s.

ENGINES.

6 only, Blackburne, 4h.p., complete 'lith Amac
carburetterand Thomson-Bennett magneto. New
Each £23

ASSORTED BARGAINS.

Grado Multi Pulleys, with kick-starter, less contro'

handle, and bracket and clip, £4.

Set of 4 Wheels, 26 x 2i, with front and back axle,

for cycle car, backs fitted with belt rim. Per
set,S5.

Bowden Front Brakes, each 11 /-.

Bowden Magneto Control, each 11 /-.

Stadium Sidecar Lamps, aluminium, small, 3 /9

;

large , 4 /6,

Lodge and K.L.G. Plugs (re-conditioned), 1 /-each

Hours of Business, 9 till 6. Saturdays, 9 till 1

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.

Telepbone—2481 North.
Telegrams—** Bastones, Londoa.**

ENGINES.

P. ,iuil il. Engine, 1918. perfect; £8.-1, SpringB
I

Paik Crescent, Cfitford, S.E.6. [S'l ,

>. and M. Engine, in good order, £7/10; magm
50/-.—147 Burlington St., Liverpool. [5*

TWIN 4h.p.. o.li.v., Amac, Bosch, sound, £15: Bo
45", cIoek-ifiBe, £3.—Tonge, Holmesfield, SlieO

[6'
'

P.
and M. 1918 SMih.p. Engine, perfect conditi
£11.—Inman, Durham Rd., Sealorth, Liverpoi

[5"
3itLp. Triumph Engine with carburetter, £ ;

2 clutch, £4.—Atkinson, Plumber. Mapplew
Barnsley. [St

1Q13 Triumph, decompressor, silencer, and pij
-L^ carburetter, and controls; £10/10; cam
paid.—60, Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [51

4h.p. Douglas Engine, with induction pipe and
;

mag., good condition, £12; with gear box Ci

plete, £20.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8. [6!

33.h.p. Precision, 1915, complete pulley nla

,

4 etc., guaranteed, £10; Bosch anti. £2; Sini.

anti, 36/-. perfect.—87, Lordsmill St., ChesterfleHi,

ENGINES.—2^4h. p. 2-stroke, eminent make, ^^
anteed brand new, less mag. and carburetU

bargain, £8 each.—Grant, 1, Gosta Green, Birmiu
ham. [5

!

J.A.V. ah.p., 1920, £28; 6h.p., 1916, £23; as 1

1

rebuilt by makers. All types spares for JJ
engines.—V.M., 13, Ashmount Rd., South Tottenh:
N.I5. [5^

"I Qh.p. Cycle Car Engine, 120x160, V twin, si

JLO cylinders, o.h.v., a.c, carburetter, ignition,

wheel, clutch, inlet, exhaust pipes, ready for chat,

new; cheap.—40, Wheathill Rd., S.E. [5:

INDIAN.—A few Powerplus 7-9h.p. engines at '.

remarkably low price of £15/15 each.—Smiti
86. Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm T
Station), London. "Phone; Hampstead 2767. tE

3ih.p. Triumph Engine, new cyl.. carburet
2 silencer, mag. platform, £11; Humber. 3iAl

1915, complete, perfect, £13; SVoh.p. Brown, B.

E.. new mag., £9.—Margrave, Dean Head, Audensl
Manchester [J

h.p. Clyno Engines, overhauled and
,
new 516_ fitted, £11; new engines. £15. B.S.A. engi.

4h.p-, overhauled and in. good condition, £10.—Mai;
Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., '

•Phone; Padd. 789. [«

'

7 h.p. 4-cyl. A.C. Engine, m.o.v., needs little aJt

tlon, £4/10; new 5-6h.p. Spache, a.c, B*
Schebler, £12; o.h.v. Douglas 2^4h.p., as new; m
little attention, £12.—Lowe, 4, Carlton Ten
Childs Hill, N.W.2, [I

BROLER 2-strok6 Engines.—One of our many
uionials: " My combination pulls like a

twin. Liveridge and Mcriden ore easy top gear cl

[5V. to 1)." You Mn travel 5 to' 50- m.p.h. an<i

long as you like on Brolers.—Brooks. Tratsler and i

Nnrborougli, Leicester. [XK

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.~8h.p. M,M.C. T^ater-cc

unit, complete £11; Bh.p. De Dlou, £10; t

w.c. J.A.P., £18; 90° Premier twin, £6/10; 4h.p. rf

J.A.P. o.h.v. unit, £9/10; 4h.p. m.o.v. Stei>hens, £51

5'/-.h-p. Quadrant, 1914, £6: twin Humber 4-

£6/15; 4-cyl. F.N. unit, £13; lots of a.i.v. singles

£2 upwards; state requirements.—'Phone : 1958 ]

ton.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.-

[. P

J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engin \-

I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines \\

parts in England; over 30 engines always in stoc
"

select from, and the price: 5h.p. twins, £17/10: S

fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20;
8h.p. at £18/10. Parts: 8h.p. J.A.P. crank c

50/- pair; 5h.p. crank cases, 40/- pair; 8h.p.

wheels, complete, 15/- each; valves complete, 4/- ';

valve guides, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 each

haust valve and inlet cap, 4/- each; tappets conir

2/6 each; cam levers, inlet and exhaust, 4/- t

gudgeon pins, 5/- each; and all parts for J.

engines. Stamp for reply.—Hawkins, 455, York ..

Wandsworth. i ^

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

JJ.B.I. -
I

H.B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of ne^
second-hand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42

50. 55, and 180°, single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Triumph,
B.S.A.. J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postnpe

O.A.V. clock twin, for 2^ih.p. Douglas, etc., £2/1

.B. will take your old magneto in paymeiilH'
H.B. sends al! magnetos on approval against ,:

Every magneto dispatclied carry H.B. 12 m( '

guarantee

H.B. Ignition Co. CPhone: Brixton 610). 78. few

Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. '
I

"

HOFFMANN Magneto Ball Races, 2,000 branrl

cheap.—BeU, Darlington St., Leeds.

DIXIE Magneto, nearly new 180°, twin-cyl. <

£3.—Glynn, Gold Hill, Caialfont St. Peter, ]

H.A. Electric Solo Set, Siemens batteries, sr

used; £4/10.—Morris, Spaxton, Somerset.

A40 All letters relatiu^ to advertisements should auota the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue;

L
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; j
IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

JaGNETOS 50% below original cost.

lloSCH 1-cyl.. Yarinble ignition; 57/6, delivered,

aiOJISON-BENNETT oud M-L's of Coventry, ,1-cyI.

J A.n.S. or P.L.R. types, 37/6 delivered smtab e

h sttitiouiuy engines. Any of the above if -variaWe

igtion 10/- estio.

(A.y., suitable for 2 or 1-cyl. liglitweieht motor bi-

cvcles, height 4Viin-. breadtli 2%in., depth ay^in.,

Viable ignition and short circuiting terminal, guaran-

t( plntioum points, and >Torkmanship of the finest;

2 I. fires at 180°. All working parts are interchange-

!i with C.A.V.'s types KUl and 2 :
50/- delivered.

raOMSON-BENNETT Types AMI and 2, variable

. ieiiition and short circuiting terminal; AM2 fires

luSOO; 52/6 deliverecl.

THOMSON-BENNETT, 4-cyl., variable ignition; £5/5
.; delivered.

,B.-Any of the above magnetos supplied clock or

J (luti-clock. When ordering, state which when look-

i- at driving end and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

S A.Y. 2-cyl, Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Magnetos,
^ phitinum points, workmanship of the finest, and
V. ivorking parts are interchangeable with C.A.v. s

t s KIT2, perfect for plug testing; one carriage paid

:, lots of six rail forward 22/6 each, of 20 at 21/6,

c 100 at 20/-.

TAGNETOS Leave our works carriage paid in per-

J feet condition.

U UAHANTEE.—Will replace within one month or

*? refund cash if unsatisfactory.

f ALE Engineering Svndicate, 8-11, Browns Buildings,
: St. JMary Ase, E.C.3. [0698

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs and
i new magnetos.—See below.

" lELIANCE guarantee to return 50ur magneto
, I within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

.ten guarantee for 12 months.

ELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

iiy ol the largest concerns, you need have no hesita-

i; in placing your repairs and orders with us.

ELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for

Thomson-Bennett, E.l.C. Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,
(ie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws for

jy make, 12/- per pair.

JELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free ol

-^ charge upon any question concerning ignition
tibles, as we place our long-standing experience at
; r disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-

l; of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
V have always endeavoured to give,—Reliance Mag-
I) Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

': ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
-, St., E.C.1, for new and second-hand magnetos.—
i below.

^ aOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, waterproof, vari-
able ignition. These magnetos leave us in per-

f condition, and carry our guarantee to either
1 ace or refund cash il found unsatisfactory. Single-
* , clock or anti, suit anv machine, 55/-; 45, 48,
i 55, 180 deg., for J.A.P., Clyno, Douglas, etc., 55/-.
- e below.

I A.V. Magnetos, brand new, single and twin-cyl.,
ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe, O.K., or any

-;1' tweib'ht. siLgle or leo^" twin, 55/-.

I.e. Magnetos, absolutely brand new. not shop-
- soiled, ready to fit on Triumph. P. and M..
1 A., Norton, Sunbeam, etc., £4; the above are
£ line E.l.C. standard fitting magnetos.

OSCn D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
.new. 1-cyl., suitable for any stationary engine

c )ig single, £3/15; twins, any degree, ready to drop
c Indian. Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; powerful
f k at low speed. All the above magnetos are water-
1)1, variable ignition, and guaranteed 12 months;
i age 1/6.

ELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
. largest stocks in London, and can be depended
T n for a straight deal at the right price. When
^
ing it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

"1 ELIANCE cordially invite customers to tbeir work^M to see any of the above on test. Magneto list
-|ng full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
J;neto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John St., London.

^^•^- [1071
^r .L.G. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 for 5/-
-'« post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolver'

[5031

Tel. No.:
Museum 3971.

T¥^l C® L'^B

CONFIDENCE!!!

;;D ipton

J^^J'^'l'T'^°"E^?°^" Magnetos, single, anti-clock,
rj complete; 35/-, post free.—Dowell, Pyrford
'^ '^^- [5451

•lP?i:?'9^' ?,J^ ® "?P=- 0"t-™t. Lucas, third brushM control; £5 each.-Jenaer, 165. Clurch St^cnam.
[-5,703

;ilOSCH, anti, ball bearings, snit flat twin or 2-oyl.

i,;„T' "^ "'='^' *14--Clarke, Woodlands. Lyddington,^^ngnam.
[5349

'rAGNETOS.-T.B. 180°, nnused. perfect, 60/--

Jl; r'^VO,- *'"''' "'^^^ attention, 40/-; M-L single,
Bf.ect, 50/-.—Porteous, 169, Liverpool Efl.. Cadishead
"rr [5369

Every Tyre Here Guaranteed
3,000 Miles.

700 X 85 for 700 > 50 LTglit Car Covers.

Clincher Plain 45 /-

Clincher Grooved 55/-
700x30 (26x3) for 650x65 Rims.

Engleberl Touring 27/6
Englebert Passenger 32/6
Englebert Super Reinforced 37/6
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 37/6
Clincher Grooved Voiturette 50/-

650x65 Voiturette Fitting.

Dunlop Grooved 39 /-

Dunlop Steel-studded 45 /-

Avon Sunstone 37/6
Burnett Grooved 25 /-

650 X 65 Standard.

Palmer Heaw Cord Light Car 42/6
Wood-Milne Heavy 30/-
WOOd-Milne Extra Heavy 35/-

28x3 American Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 45 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-

Rom Combination '. 55 /-

28x3 for 28x21.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 45 /

28x2^ tor 2^ Rims.
Dunlop Extra Heavy 45 /•

Punlop Heavy 40/-

26x3 for 26x2i Rims.
Dunlop Combination . . ..^j . 55 /-

Dunlop Extra Heavy , 45 /-

Dunlop Heavv 37/6
WooJ-Milne Heavy 30/-

26x21 for 21 Rims.
Dunlop Heavv 36 /•

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 32/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 29/-

26x2'. X 21.
Clincher Extra Heavy 32/6
Extra Heavy Studded 30 /-

Heavy Studded 25 '-

M X 2i
Dunlop Extra Heavy ,. .. 40/-
Dunlop Heavy 34/6
Palmer Cord Heavy 34/6
Clincher Extra Heavy 28/6
Avon Heavy Rubber-studded 30/-
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-
Hutchinson T.T 27/6
Hutchinson Passenger 32/6

26K2i.
Dunlop Heavv 31 /-

Palmer Cord Heavy 31 /-

Wood-Milne Extra Heavy 30/-
Wood-Milne Heavy 23/-
Avon Sunstone 30 /-

Goodyear Diamond 30 /•

Bates Extra Heavy 31 /-

26x2.
Palmer Cord Heavy 30 /-

Wood-Milne Extra 29/-

TUBES. All sizes and makes. 7/6 each.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

nOMPLETE Lighting Set, '/.h.p. engine, dynamo,

O ewitr-hboard : £25, oflers.-Pope, 31, May IM..

GillinBham, Kent. I-"""

r UCA.S Dynamo Lighting Sets, complete, Irom £7

-Li each.-Dept. ILL, Leslie Dixon and Co
^,^(,''3

Colonial Av.. Minories. E.l.

C.A.V. Ma.gn6t05.-Extraordinary bargains, Erarid

new 180°, twin or single, _.2Ppro7al,jigain8f_ ca. n.

carriagi
,
twin or single, aPl""?".', """"J T,,„art

38/6, carriage free.-Langlords, 37. Cricklewood Broad

way, N.W.2. '"'

switchbos, cables,, head, ,«iide.

LUCAS E5 uynamo, bwucuuu^, .,.^""'^"',^,1,-: imm
toil lamps, accumulator, i!l* ;Liicas electric horn,

push, and ivires, 35/- lneM).-60, Baker St., Sparkhu^

Birmingham. (D) .

GOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos^--Ha™g

purchased the entire stock of the ioHfJ'P/,™ ais-
of magnetos, ne are able to oflet them i.» Wre^ ui

counts.—Below.

PJOSCH Single, clock or anti £3; Thomson-Bennett

iJ single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, S"'
.''^io/lO

£2/15: O.A.V., single or twin, clock. or anu. * jj^.
special long driving spindles for Kuage, ^"',

postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.-»ei"- .

A LL these magnetos are fitted ji*''
."{.'"Jl'^iates;A tion and leads, .-""i

'lI''
6"'='^

pT^se stle Sake
ready to be immediately fitted on. Please staio "
of engine when ordering.—Below.

GOVERNMENT Surplus New Plugs j" ,''9^f-T/^'

J

ITitan), 1/6; K.L.G., type F7, detachable, .iio.

Below.

HIGH Tension Wire, new, unperished, 9intn. 5d. ^i

yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7min.. 4d. per
m?-^,..

yard coil 6/-; 5mm., 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil "

3mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.—Below.

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, I'-Jx' ^_'
9d. See other goods under Parts and Accesiories.

Below.

LL Goods on Approval per return P?st 01 "^^g'
oey refunded if not satisfied.—Below

nOUNTY of Loudoun Engjn^eringJVo;kSj^Ltd.,^51a.

A^^of' cash; money

New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London S.W

Streatham 2893. T.A. ; Ignitionac, Brisstret, LoMon

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.-We tepai' 0°"

O tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Bosch,

U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorl, D'^J'St/^f.^ice
magnetos, we can naturally give you better seryice.

PRICE- Rewinding IB/-, condensers 10/-, platinum

''l^rews (iSsch sunda;dl ,6/-. '™\6"f'!;°i|^= „';

sliD rin«s 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price lor

ov?rhaufing a liolor cycle ?'^Sf^tf ""^1=
'',l'"lSaran:

^rd1oV-i2^°m^on^\T/nd"rfles%Jh'e*d\„'^|o;i^n'l"Ss.

c Rd., Chiswick, London.

RTAGNETO Repairs—Sejid you:

[2284

magneto to Palmer's

Reply paid;" ouotation tele-

Guick, efficient repair guaranteedGarage, Tooting.

r:tt TioT&. S^"y w«wi- 24 liours.-Palu.r

Garage, Tooting.
[6989

also selfMATNFTO and Dynamo Repairs Service, also self

^J^^-h tS^rSf^'r^^itefbr'f

»^^dfesl^e ^o^'^'%g£^ ^
e?ei"y known mIke.-Connecticut Service Station.

rpHERE is a Service Depot i-yvery large town Call

-L to-dav for a quotation. Head Office and worK...

l5^rby St Cheetham, Manchester; Manchester town

dVAnt 288 Deansgate; London depot, 115, Gt. Foil-

laiS St W 1 rLeeds depot, 62, VVoodhouse Lane;

Paris depot, 40, Rue Brunei. 10253

UH Magneto Repairs.-We specialise in these mag-

netos and can be relied upon to give you good

.ervice AL BI, AC, KBL KB2V KZ2V type spares

Itocked- prices Moderate; 12 months' written gunran-

M?'.^CharTes Parker and Co., Churchfield Rd.. Acton.

London.

NISCO Ignition Specialists to the tra<le- ^;^™«'
manufacturers of spare ports for magnetos,

dynamos etc. Repairs to all mokes of magnetos, cor

hghtSgeauipment, electrical and wieiitific instruments.

'i?l wo'rk'gvUiranteed.-Notional Ij?'*'-J»/ BupPlie,

When ordering, please writs distinctly.

Ml letters relating to adverlisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A4'

Co "pigh ''worksr'shiiiey Ri, Addiscombe, Croydon

'Phone: 435 Croydon. L2381

FOB Immediate Disposal. — Thomson - Bennett,

C A V all degrees, single and twin, leads,

and variable "ignition, for all machines £2/12/6, iii-

eludes postage; Bosch £3 postage extra, 1/6. We
lorward immediately all inagnetos on approval

L/ainst cash. Money refunded li dissatisfled.-The

tfeht"ral Motor .and 'ignition Works, 14a. Lou|h_

borough Rd., Brixton. London, S.W.9. [5213

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

nairs of every description ; all repairs ot lowest pos-

sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly

return them within 24 hours. We have several new

and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,

nil guaranteed.-The Magneto Repairing and Winding

Co 78 Hampstead Ed., Euston, London, N.W.I.

'Phone:' Museum 1158. T.A.; Kumagnelec, Eusrond

London. ^^°^^
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC,
ETJSTON - Ignitioa Co.'s 24-bour repair serTice.

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;
Splitdori and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-

trical service station ; Thomeon-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.U.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee foi 3 2 months. We hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in etock; charged aceumu-
latws, all Toltoges, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, i^-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service alivavs.—Euston Ignition Co.,
329, EustoQ Rd., Iiondon, N.W.I. 'Phonef Museum
5034. T.A.: Magdyno. Eusroad, London. r0263

TYRES.
REPAIRS.—Below are prices for retreading and

repairing covers and tubes.—Below.

is the cost of repairing your damaged cover
(carriage extra>.—Below.5/-

1/#? each is the cost ol repairing damaged tube.-
' W (carriage extra).—Below.

OLD Covers made equal to new again, with rubber-
studded treads.—Below.

ALL 26in. Sizes^ light 12/6. medium 15/6, heavy
17/6, extra heavy, 20/-.—Below.

heavy 20/-, extra^^AX65, 28X5, and 700x80,V»U\f heavy 25/-.—Below.

SEND Your Tyres, by post or rail, to Phoenix Tyre
Repairing Co., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham,

[X13U

ON Account of reduction in the price of tyres, the
undermentioned prices are reduced by 10%.

0^X2 Hutchinson Rubber-studded 22/3.

O^X2i^ Clincher de Luxe Rubber-stud Heavy 26/-.|

0/?X2 Hutchinson Brooklands R.S. 26/5, Palmer!
^vf cord heavy 34/6. !

Q(iX2V4 Dunlop Heavy 36/-. Macintosh chain 32/3,1
'^ \9 Bates special heavy 34 / 9, Palmer cord heavy

|

34/9, Palmer cord 34/9, Rom combination 41/9, Avon
combination 38/9, Avon Sunstone 32 /-S, Wood-Milne
combination 46/-, Beldam combination 35/-.

^£\X2% Palmer Cord Heavy 35/3, Clincher de Luxe
i^W extra heavy 27/9, Palmer cord 35/9, Dunlop
heavy 35/9, Dunlop extra heavy 41/-, Avon tricar
32/9, Hutchinson passenger R.S. 32/9.
Onx2y2X2i4 .Avon Rubber-studded 24/6, Avon

31/-.
heavy rubber 29/6, Hutchinson rubber-studded!

0/?x2V2 Rom Combination 45/-, Macintosh^U 35/9, Hutchinson rubber-studded ^.T.
Dunlop heavy 45 /

extra strong 34/6.

chain t

.. ... 33/.,.)
Avon Sunstone 42/6, Wood-Milne !i

Wood-Milne special 31/7.
\

/JK/\X65 Wood-Milne Extra Strong 40/-, Palmer;!

non-skid.
cord (lighc car pattern) 41/6, heavy rubberj]

(for Voiturette
studded 47/6, Dunlop

rims) Dunlop Steel-
3-ribbed 45/-, Dunlop

'7(\(\XlP (to fit 650x65

OOU studded 47/6, Dunlop
grooved 42/6, Burnett grooved 30/-.

0/*x3 (for 650x65 rims, equivalent to 700x80 for
/0\J 650x65 rims) Englebert Touring Rubber-
studded 30/-, ditto passenger ditto 32/6, ditto superior
reinforced 37/6.

rims) Hutchinson Small
Car 3-ribbed 55/

w/\r^x80 (to fit 650x65) Wood-Milne Extra Strong

OQX3 (to fit American rims) Dunlop Heavy 45/-,
/V O Clincher de Luxe extra h^avy 45/-, Wood-Milne
extra strong 32/6, ditto 3-ply 28/-.

OQx3 (to fi:t 2Vo rims) Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-.
/WO Dunlop heavy 45/-.

NEW Tubes, In all sizes, 7/- each, butt-end 6d.
extra; tubes with one small vulcanised patch by

manufacturers, otherwise quite new, 5/6.

THE Above Lines are sent 7 days on approval, and
forward passenger train, carriage paid.

REMEMBER, the reputation and guarantee ol
Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

H. EMANUEL and Co.. Tyre Factors, 27, Bel^ade
Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores : 37a, Balls

Pond Rd., Dalston, London. N. Tel. : Dalston 3161.
[0722

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, slaudarci
makes; list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Shef

lield. [0589

STARTLING Offer.—New Beldam covers, 26x2 or 2^4
20/- each, 26x2y2 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 40/-,

700X80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each.—The Homerton Rubber
Works, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton. E.9. [0331

MISS DOOLEY.—New 28x3 Palmer endless tubes,
5/- each; new Dunlop butt ended, 28x3 and 26x

3, 5/- each; new Dunlop endless, 28x3, 5/- each; new
26x3x2V2 Moseley tubes, 5/- each.—Pleaee apply to
Miss E. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [6087

4> £5x21/3 New Beaded Covers, 24/-; new best qualityiWU tubes, 24X2V4 5/-, 26x2 6/-, 26x2^i 6/6, 26x
2% 7/6, 26x21/2X21/4 8/-, 26X3 9/-, 700x80 9/6, 750x
75 10/-, 28x3 10/6; new rubber belts, 6ft. 2in.xlin
10/ 6 ; 15in. inflators, 2 / 3 • sent approval, carriage
paid, receipt remittance,—Palmer.s Garage, Tootine
8.W. [5983

SOLO
rg-o 0.K.-VILLIER3. 2'. h.p., amps,

and horn, complete and licensed,
perfect order £35

igso IXION-VILLIERS, 2.Vh.p., 2-speed,
clutch and kick-starter, bulb horn,
licensed - (39 10

1921 TRIUMPH, 2:1 li-P-, 2-stroke
2-speed, lamps and horn, complete
and licensed £47 l(J

ri2i NEW IMPERIAL, 2^ h.p. J.A.P.,
2-speed, bulb horn, used only a few
weeks, and really as new £59

1921 2jh.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, clutch
and kick-starter, lamps and horn
complete, perfect order throughout,
licensed £75

iQ2^ READING STANDARD, 8-10 h.p,
3-speed, clutch and lack-starter,

dynamo and electric horn, complete
ind licensed . £ i05

COMBINATIONS
ig^'i WOLF, 4 h.p. Blackburne engine,

3-speed, clutch and kick-starter,

coachbuilt Sidecar, Easting wind-
screen, lamps and horn complete,
little used demonstration model,
I icensed £95

igrg JAMES 3-speed. clutch and kick-

starter, lamps and horn complete,
excellent condition, licensed 185

REX-J.A.P., 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, handle
starter, coachbuilt Sidecar, fully

equipped, lamps, horn, hood, screen,
- nnd luggage carrier, licensed £55

Any machine or combination

may be had on

DEFERRED
PAYMENT

TERMS
—4% only extra.

Deposits from |th of Purchase Price
secures delivery.

The balance in 12 monthly payments.

In addition to the second-hand machines
quoted above, we have a number of

1921 SHOP-SOILED
BARGAINS.

Wriie for pariiculars,

Wm. WHITELEY, LTD.,
Queen's Road, W.2.

Tflegrams : "Wliitele>, London,"
Telephone ; Park One.

TYRES.
T?CONOMIC Tyre Co.-We have the loUowin:.
--'

_
gains in stock for immediate delivery on ap

carriage paid against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24x214 (oversize 2in. rims) C
de Luxe heavy, 25/-, listed £2.

"pCONOMIC-26x2 Wood-Milne extra strong.
special W.D., 31/6; Wooc I

J-J 2ex2V-i Bates
extra strong, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy,
Hutchinson Passenger W.D., 30/-; '

Trophy, 29/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2VsX2i4 Clincher de Luxe
30/-; Avon rnbher-stud extra heavy, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—650X65 Goodyear clearance,
Wood-Milne special, 30/-; 700x80 Woo«

special, 40/-; extra strong, 42/6.

ECONOMIC-Fully guaranteed Dnnlop rabbi.

24x2 22/6, 24x21^ 24/9, 26X2 24/6, :

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.. 314, New Cross Ed.,
(near Town Hall). 'Phone : New Cross ]

good retread and
_ s; wa'^ "'"

Rubber Works, Meiton IVIowbray.

'pBT Onr 3,000 mile

IS

THE Difference between _ „
one is its mileage; try us; watch results.-

Mowbray.
retread. Repairs of

description. High-class workmanship guar ^
Return carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., 1

Derbyshire.

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, rem
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-endd

retreading; send for list.—Melton Mowbray
Works, i^elton Mowbray.

CENTRAL Garage.—Buy yonr tyres at th'

price. We have the finest selection of co

London, and, what is more, we give free wit!

order a portable vulcaniser.

OHx^Vi Dunlop Rubber-studded 31/6, Wo«
'VW H. 25/-, E.H. 30/-, Palmer cord hea»
Goodyear E.H. 30/-, Bates 31/-.

E.Il
E.H

Hutchinson T.'

ID—' m

0^x25;, Dunlop Rubber-studded H. 36/ ,

/4 Palmer cord E.H. 34/-, Clincher E.H
Avon H. 30/-, Moseley H. 29/-, "

'
'

or Passenger 32/6, Bates 31/6.

O £ix2VsX2Vi Dunlop E.H. 45/-. Clincher E.I
1*0 Avon H. 25/-, or E.H. 30/-, Hutchinsf 1

26^f Wood-Milne H. 30/-, or E.H. 35/-,

Dunlop rubber-studded heavy 45/-
Wood-Miino H. 32/6. E.H. 40/-.

i) QX2V'^ (to fit American rims) Dunlop extr:^O 45/-, Wood-Milne H. 40/-, 28x3 Dunlop
E.H. 47/6, Wood-Milne E.H. 30/-, Kempshall

a S; AX^S Goodyear E.H. 30/-, Wood.-Milne 1

Ot-lv Dunlop grooved voiturette 47/6,
for voiturette 30/-, Dunlop steel-stud 47/6.

wrvAxSO Wood-Milne E.H. 45/-, Ihteii
i \J\J s;rooved 55/-, Englebert touring 52
senger 34?-, or super-reinforced 42/-, these Ei

covers are real fine, are marked 26x3, but ai

suitable for 650x65 rims; tubes of all sizes

each.

WE have a special line ol Palmer cord tyre

for 2in. or 2i,^in. rims, which we can

at the exceptional price of 24/6, or, with tub

only a few left; orders executed in strict rota

ANY of the Above Covers will be sent on a '

against cash, and money will be williiiiJ

funded if you are not satisfied. Please inclllil

for carriage, and -make all cheque and Post.ll

payable to The Central Garage, 302, Londdf
Thornton Heath.

TYRE Repair Specialists.-H.F. process thnr(|

including retreading burst covers. Every

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours. retrea<jf|

doys.—The Motor Tyre Co., S6, High St..

wich.

TANKS.

TANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6: 1910, 192^.-^l
Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry,

TANK for Triumph, new, 42/-; 1910, 1921.—

I

Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works. Coventry.

TANKS Re-enamelled from 10/6.—Brigli
Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell, Loif

TANKS for every mate; new, second-hand,

capacity design euppliod from stock at loTi

Park Works (below)

TANKS repaired,

broken fastenings. ----..
lino- • we guarantee makers' colours, designs and
tra'&e marks as new.—Park Tank Works, la,

Bd., Highbury, N.5.

BRADBURY Tanks Re-cnamelled, makers' t

16/6.—Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, .Jon;

St., Camberwell, London.

LL Spare Parts, tanks, etc., for Coulsons.

quote you for any year, any moael ConK:

—17, Clapham Park Bd., 8.W.4.

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the
manufactc.rers; petrol tanks for any si

plied, extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventi

Wes'.J

e-enamelled :
partLition

X broken fastenings, dents, rebuilds, etc.

[fen:

:4s;'

It M
t»l

idpi

m
[746
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TANKS.
ANKS Ee-en.imelled to Pattern. High-class work

1- only —D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-

inson iit Deausgate, Manchester. Established 25

cms. [3601

rANKS Re-cnamelled Makers' Colonrs, design, and
transfer, first-class work, prompt return.—Donald,

hiamellers to the Trade, 138, Glover St., Dentcnd
iirmingham. [XOg^lb

rANKS.—Any pattern made, repaired, re-enamelled,

and returned in double quick time; flrst-class

.'crkmaDship : trade enquiries invited.—G.
ii.. Luke's Rd., Birmingham.

Day, 27,
[5653

flt-BRAND New Clyno Tanks, complete with all

ings, including Best and Lloyd lubricator, with
'Ut fitting, 23/-.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135,

-Sdgivare Rd., W.2, Rhone : Padd. 789. [6109

BLUEBIRD Components.—Tanks made to order
complete with filler caps and taps, 32/6; stove

: namelling, 10/- and 17/6; top tube tool boxes
mamelled any colour, no screwing required, fit any
rame, 12/6.

IAUXILI.\RY Oil Tanks.—Tlie cure lor leaky tanks,
;!ci. Jifit on saddle tube. Any colour, 12/6. 6in
:iomed mudguards, steel, beautifully enamelled, 19/6.

liiront or back.

nT ISTS and Measurement Forms free on applica
iLj tion.—H. S. Bowman, 122," Everton Rd., Liver

lljool [6157

i(TnANKS of every description replaced, repaired, anc
X re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds ol

Ittinga stocked; quick service and reasonable charges
:'-3end postage for illustrated price list to A. Green
I iVater St., Chapel St., Salford. Manchester, Tel.
ii!191 Central. [0256

BELTS.
'..lUEW Clipper Belts.—Stt.x^in. 11/6, 8ft. ein.x^in.
'.

1." 13/-, 8ft. ein.xVain. 14/-, 81t. eiu.xlin. 16/9.

W.D. Belts.—6ft. 6in.x%i_n. 10/-; new Pedley belts,

clearance, 6ft. ein.x'iitm. 10/-; clearance belts,

jft,xlin. 8/6.

H.
EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Ed., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 3"

I Jails Pond Rd.,
Ijiei.

Dalston, London, N. Tel.

:

Dalstf.n
[0726

it/TISS DOOLEY.—"iin. second-hand belting in lengths
L LTi up to 6tt. 6in, at 9d. per foot. Some complete with
;asteners.—Please .Tpply to Miss E. Dooley, 33, Killyon
W., Olapham, S.W.8. [6088

ilr ARGE Stock of Belting, in new condition, mostly
iiLj 6ft. 6in. lengths, ^in., 5/-; %in., 5/-; lin., 71-.—
Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd.,

_ .V.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. [6110

BALATA-CHROME Combination V Belts, suitable
for variable pulleys and wet weather conditions;

ir'jOO more belts offered for trial on the following terms

:

J/jin. 1/6, lin. 1/9, IVain. 2/- per foot, plus 1/-
jxistage; fasteners 9d. each.—PoUiu and Son, HoUing.
on, St. Leonards-on-Sea. [3586

""ipENTRAL Garage, 302, London Rd., Tliorntoa
:\^ Heath, S.E., offer Clipper belts, brand new,
^lacked in original cases, at the following exceptional
ij.rioes: %in., 6ft. 6in. 11/-, 8!t. 12/-, 8ft. 6in. 13/6;
'sin., 7ft. 6in. 13/6, 6ft. 6in. 12/-, 8ft. 6in. 14/-; lin..

ft. 6in. 17/-; all other sizes kept at pro rata figures;
11 sent on approval against cash; please include 1/

'

. [49S8

CARBIDE.
FINEST Carbide, cwt. lots 23/6, f.o.r.. c.w.o.

:
packed

in lb. tins, gross or half gross lots, 6/9 per dozen.—
ports Depot, Denby Dale, Huddersfleld. [4435

^ARBIDB, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure^ gas yield. ;" ' - - . ..- -. _- ..

0/6; drums
iomerset.

sizes; cwt. 30/-. l.4K:wt. 18/-, 28 lb
free.—Young. Importer. Misterton

[718'

^AHBIDE.—Guaranteed highest quality;
<^ cv.-t.. carriage forward, drums free;
.elivery all meshes.—Kemp's Garage,
.outh. Lines.

24/- metric
immediate
Importers,

[X1221
[^ARBIDE, guaranteed' maximum gas yield, British
<^ Acetylene Association standard, 25/- cwt. drums

-( ree, all meshes; stock at 22 depots; immediate de-
ivery.—Elloc Cycle Works. Importers, Gedney Drove
!nd, Wisbech [3972

'CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all .^izes in 1 lb
,

„ 'f 2 lb., and 6 lli. lever lid tins and 2 cwt. drums,
;,.
abehed or plain for retailer,,' own labels, quality guar-

•"t'nteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the cheapest
rm m the trade.—The Premier Lamp and Engineering

Moorfleld Works, Armlej-, Leeds. [5312Ltd,

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
DEQUIRED, educated gentlemen to purchase share

,

l-l in very well-known motor cycle sales business,
[jondon district; large turnover and fijst-class com-
letition record; knowledge of the business not absc-

tS.1 ??fJ!,'"''',
''"' preferred; £1,000 approximately.-Box 7,039, c/o The Malay Cycle. [5503

SITUATIONS VACANT.
L VA/'Btli-KNOWN Importing House of American acces-

In , i,°"? *'*',"'' t" eet in touch with travellera to
eji a popular and quick selling accessory to motor cycle
-;»«?" a commission basis.-Write Box 6,999, c/o
he Ulitor Cycle. [5335

mwt mm i^i

^ ^

m

Motor Cycling Helmets

1922 PATTERNS.

Various shapes. Illustrated list on

application.

No. A.GL 9
Tlie Over and Tan and
Brown Leather Helmet,
thoroughly windproof'
and waterproof. Ear
Rolls, and Adjustable
Ear Flaps, and Peak
Lined Fleecy, Trimmed
Imitation Fur.

Price - 13 -

No. A.GL 10
A Better Quality. Lined
Chamois. Price 15, -

No. A GL !3.

The I.O.M. - Tan and
Brown Leather Helmet,
thoroughly Waterproof
and Windproof, Fleecj'

Lined, with Wind Roll,

Adjustable Goggle
Loops, etc. Price 12 6

No.A.G.L 14.
A Better Quality Lea-
ther, Lined Chamois.

Price - 15, -
2fil

NEW RUBBER THIGfl BOOTS Wi

m

Sizes

5,6,7,8,9,

10, 11,

15/6
^ PAIR.

j j) V- extra
1/ carriage

W^ 1922 Tyre Price List on application |UE
^^ SeeEmanuel'sTyreBargainsin Miscellaneous. 30

Remember, the reputation and guarantee
[Ucf of Emanuels is behind all we sell.

fl. EMANUEL SCO.
(TYRE FACTORS),

27, Belgrade Road,

STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16.
stores : 37a, Balls Pond Road,
DALSTON, LONDON, N.
Telephone : Dalston 3161.

^

m^ m
GODDARD'S MOTOR HOUSE?.

A well-constructed

house, built of;|in,

matchboard, on
stout framing,made
in sections to bolt

together, roof of

matchboard cover-

ed tarred felt.

Lists Post free.

Size
•/ft. X 5ft.

8ft. X 6£t.

9*t. X 6ft.

loft. X 7ft.

GODDARO'S

c s.

7 4
7 17
8 IS
13

Floor extra.
18

1 9
1 11 6
1 16

Vica.r£LSC La.no,
ILFORO, ESSEX.

w-

PATENT AGENTS.

JE. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New St., Birmingham.
" 'Phone- 5816 C. Patents guide Iree. [9057

CCONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Kd..
^ London.—Aero and aircraft engines. (2416

PATENTS Advice, handbook Iree.—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.O.

55 years' references. [0129

BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Uuddings,

London, \V.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 3661. [1049

FLETCHER WILSON, ol Coventry, Chartered Patent
Agent and Registered United States Patent

Attorney.—Tel. : Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phone: 356.

AGENCIES.
AGENCY wanted for cars, commercial Tehicles, motor

cycles, etc., in Eotherham district.—E. Jenkins

and Co., Ltd., Engineers and Boiler llakers, Wortlcv

Rd., Eotheiham. [3697

GENTLEMAN representing lightweight manufacturers
desires heavyweight agency; three counties covered.

-Box 7,038, c/o The Malor Cycle. [5507

TlUB Mohawt Cycle Co., Ltd., reauire sole agents

A. for their celebrated motor cjoles in districts

wliere they are not already represented.—Writ© tor lists

and terms to Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., Alexandra Ed.,

Hornsey, N.8. [2505

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
AUTOMOBILE Engineer arid Draughtsman.—Designs,

working drawings, opinions on inventions, dran'-

mgs tracings, and prints, valuations.—C. K. Shepherd,

Queen's College, Paradise St., Birmingham.

PECI-\LIST on Translations of Technical Docu-
ments, patent specifications, catalogues, trade

leaflets- automobile work only. — C. K. Shepherd,

Queen's College, Paradise St., Birmingham. [3698

ip
XPERT on Works Efflciency, production, costs, de-

J velopraent of inventions and esperimental work.

-W H. Sumner, A.M.I.Mech.E., M.I.A.E., 28 and 30,

Victoria St., Westminster, S.W.I 'Phone: Victoria

7573 and 1702. [930!

TUITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by post for this paying profession. Start

a business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricu.-

tural Correspondence College (Dept. T.). Ripon. [0389

INSURANCE.

S^'

ROTS, -

invited.— 170,- Qt. Portland St,

Ltd., effect insurances of all kinds. Enquiries
-— - ~ ' ' "' London. [0055

All Risks " for Morgans or similar^ ~ -~ -.. Lnne,
[0005

£5/15 Covers
three-wheeler.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane

W.C.2.

TAKE No Risks. Delays are dangerous. Insure your

'bus with an old-established office. Absolutely

cheapest rates.-Apply, Goerge Williams, 109, Bruns-wick

St., C.-on-M., Manchester. l5309

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy

.authoiised by " The Motor Cycle." and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
tieueflts, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

spectuses on application.'—The Autocar Fire and Acci-

dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, Loudon, E,C.2.
[0007

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.— Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the

oldest solelv motor auction rooms in London.

Terms 7V'%, not chargealile if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and" cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods

stations. Falcon Lane. L. and N.W.R., Wimbledon L.

and S.W.E. and G.W.E.-Sole address; Palmer's Garage.

Tooting, London. [5984

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

MOTOR Cycle and Cycle Business wanted, Kent,

Surrey, or Sussex, with living accommodation : total

ingoing about
Grinstead.

£600.—Russell, 16, Station Rd., East
[6234

HdTII.S VM) .M'AUrMHNTS
OUTl Maiden Aunt will becharmed with the Old

Barn Teahouse. Stock's Green. Hildenborough,

beyond Sevenonks. [4442

WANTED.
WANTED, fork stem for 1911 Triumph.-Edge. 53.

B,'_lge St., Bolton. [S1159B,'_lge St.,

Dayies, 59,
[5241

'\TTANTED, 2-speed_ Roc vvhcj^or low gear whcels^^-

SCOTT Engine and gear, good condition.

-

Piccadilly, Manchester.

Aldtidge, 2a, Mote Ed., Maidstone, [5295

OLD Covers. 30x3, 30x31/., and 760x90; best prices

given.—Hercules Tyre "Co., Northampton. [5946

Sunliam Parts wanted; forks .and other
parts.—Snow, Laurel St., DalstoU, E.8. [6121

TED, surplus from manufacturers and garages.

Oih.p,O2 pi

Grove, 18, Fore St., Edmonton, London

All letters relating to advertisenietits should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

[4211
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WANTED.
WANTED, racing car, also another, cheap lor cash.

—J. Daniels, jun., 8, Crowhurst Ed., S.W.S.
[5972

"DEMY Generator, off Harley, wanted, cheap; also
-tV 20in. steering wheel.—40, Wheathill Rd., S.E.

[5774
WANTED, Scott crank case. State condition, lowest

price.—3, Lansdowne Villae, Harlineton, iliddle-
sex. [5293

WANTED, motor cycle parts, engines, etc., any
make; cheap.—23, Jupiter Terrace, Well Hall,

S.E.9. [5680

SCOTT 1911 Crank Case, or engine, 1911
good condition essential.-40, i'rodingh

Scunthorpe.

WANTED, S'lh.p. Fafnir, 75 mm. 4557 cylinder and
piston, new or second-hand.—Dayis, 14, Maughan

St., Blyth. [5365

or later

;

'rodingham ltd.,

[5738

INCOMPLETE P. and M.'s or Parts, W.D. spares,
bankrupt stocks, etc.—Inman, Durham Rd., Sea-

forth, Liverpool. [3641

WANTED, tor spot cash, -motor cs'cles and light cars:
best prices paid.—28, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate.

'Phone: Stratford 2598.
'

[5251

SCOTT Radiator wanted, not earlier pattern than
1912; approyal, deposit.—E. W, Mason, 1,

Osborne Rd., Southampton. [5409

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle
accessories ; state particulars and price.—Service

Co., 292, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0671

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good condi-
tion, not earlier 1919.—Rey's, 378-384, Euston

RJ., N.W. 'Phone : Museum 6436. [4948

ALBION Plain 2-speed Gear, complete with controls,
sprocket wheel sound; cheap.—Bromfleld, East

Hill House, Charles St., Heme Bay. [6560

WANTED, late combination or runabout, dynamo
lighting preferred, 6h.p. or over; no dealers.—

30, York Rd. S. Farnborough, Hants. [5426

A.O. Sociable or Morgan Runabout wanted for cash;
must be fairly modern and cheap.—Particulars to

24, Eiffel Ed., Willesden Green, London. N.W. [4407

3Xh.p. Premier Engine or parts, any condition ; etat^
2 particulars, lowest lor cash. Also 1912 6h pRex.—Advertiser, 5, Tavistock St.. Leamington Spa.

-» [5270
*? 2,000 Cash Waiting for quantities of motor cycle
<>^ parts and accessories.-Marble Arch Motor Ex-
change, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone : Padd. 789

[6112WANTED, 3-wheel motor scooter, new or second-
hand, good seat for elderly person ; lowest cash

price.—Crowther, 8, Sackville St., Eavensthoipe, Dews-
bury. [5370

TtTANTED to purchase outright lor cash, bankrupt
*

» stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Send
full particulars.—McNeille and Piatt. 57. Gt. George St.
Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Eoyal. [2489

EXCHANGE.
MOTOR Scooter, lor latlie. or sell £20.—S. Jacks.

158, Halifax Ed., Todmorden. [X1176
MORGAN, food condition, and cash lor Baby Peugeot.

-Downing, 24, TJnion St., Eyde. [5237

^21, or exchange, 6-6h.p. L.M.O. twin, a.i.v., 2-speed.
"^ -143, Lowe St., Wolverhampton. [5381
fy-9h.p. .Indian 3-6peed Combination, for Morgan, or
• sell.—33, St. Stephen's Rd., Bow, B. [5439
TVr.S.U. 2-speed C.B. Combination; exchange solo big
-LI twin, speeds.—434, Fulham Ed., S.W. [5588

"pvOUGLAS Combination for lightweight and cash, or
*-^ sell £80.—Jeanes, Crowthorne, Series. [5391

-|Q20 N.U.-r^ (see under N.II.T.) for Zenith orJ-" Scott.—Woods, St. Eonans, Worthing. [5934

EXCHANGE Zenith (see For Sale) for spring frame
solo.—13, Westmoorland Rd., Barnes. [5592

£160.—Motor launch, exchange for good combina-
tion.— Ogilvie, 275, Crow Rd., Glasgow, W. [5416

6-Sh.p. Combination f£851 lor light car, about sai
price.-A. Edge, 63, Bridge St., Bolton. [XI

1

A.J.S. 1920 Combination (as new), lor Douglas or
similar ajd cash.-59. High St., Clapham, S.W.

Oh.p. Ohater-Jap Combination, perfect, level lor good" tolo; sell £40.-36, Commerce Ed., Wood Green.

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in nse by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and onr ALLIES.

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
be)t equipment outfit—tine best and
cheanest Insurance you can effect

against be It trouble on t(ie foad. It contains

'W P'^fKfn PATENTUl

IhF STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.

Hardened ^tempered hook and flanged pins

Tha STANLEY '=PARE LINK which Is the best

belt length adjusteryet invented. Savestlme.
trouble&money. Saves the cost of a new belt.

same
[X1158

ood Green
[5734

B.S.A. 1919 4%h.p. All-chain Combination lor mot"or
van - -^-' • ' — _._-.__

suitable Mker.-20, St. John's Ed., East Ham,''
. [5356

TC'^'-'J'J.'W^ specially tuned 1914 Triumph lor

Tr„,i
lO.M. Eudge.—5, Park Terrace, Headinglev,

''^'^'^^-
[5313

"PXCHANGE Humber 4-cyl. Van for combination, or-LJ sell £65.-5>peechley, 86, Churchfleld Ed.. Acton
[6645

for late Suu-
Asliby, SCuu-

[5235

W.3.

"1Q19 Indian 7-9h.p., perfect condition,
-t *^ banm or Norton, or sell —Price
thorpe. '

R^*'!'. *«'*;• 1921. speedometer, etc., for counter-
Shalt Norton or Triumph.—82, Caledonian Ed"'

[5878

Ihe STANLEY SHIELD, which protectstho belt

fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conservcsRower. Specially designed for use
with the Phllipson Pulley. 9d.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, for adjustlngths

length ofyour beltin one second. Set of ^tSd^
**Ncver be without a box at Stanley Spares.

'

Price 3 /6 post ires. Send size al belt when ordering.

Tha LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 6,000
miles

—

't'tfU
, , ^ „ ,,,,.

Our Goods are World-renowned for tholr Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTEflER fraa with each belt.

BeltPunches
1/10

Adjustable
Punche32/4

Peril

I" 1/6
ri/9
rz/-
i" 2/4
if 2/10

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BfllTISH THROUGHOUT

,

(STANLEY WEBB, inventor of the Original Hoo<
Belt Fastener and other Praetleai Belt Aidsj

BROMLEY, KENT. J^^^,^^

EXCHANGE.
4?, 10 Cash and hot stuff T.T. Royer for best 3';.-4li p=v countershaft offered.-Sealey, Princes Ay.7 VVat
''"''•

[583'

POWERFUL Ship's Glass; £3/10; exchang
JL brazing lamp, yice.—Bacon, Belleyue, St. GeorEt
Bristol. [jsl.

TriNGSBUEY 254h.p., 2-speed, practically new, ivitl
J-»- cash, for Norton, Triumph.— 3, Kildowan Rd
Goodmayes. [5711

1 Q^®, S°4''-^- Douglas, 2-specd, good condition, fo
-f-i' I.O.M. Eudee Multi.-S. Maitin, Tannnt St
Arundel. [567;

Sf-'^,?,4^„°'l-^- J-4-P- Sporting Solo; exchange 1911
1914 Scott; sell £36.-1, Elsiedene Bd., Wincl

more Hill. [555
pOTTERY, 2,000 pieces, exchange for combinatioi
J- or light car.—Brace, 66, Fenchurch St., E.f
Bank 624. [6o9

IQIS 2i/2h.p. Clyno, 2-speed and cash for mm
power or combination.—181. Neuton Ed.. Bui

ton-on-Trent. [576

EXCELLENT M.C. HOMES

rtte last word In Motor Cycle Combination Honses made
in Matching and Weather Boarding. Prices now redaced.

4 sizes. In stock. The Best is eventually Cheapest.

E. B. HAWTHORN & CO.,
Sole Makers oi Better BuiU Buildings in Timber,

GO, Uondon Woi-Us, READING.

'pRIITMPH, fixed gear, cash, for 4h.p. Tviumpli i

J- speed countershaft.—Tapficott, Mill Hill, Stom
house, Gloa. [531

EXCHAISGE Auto-wheel, complete, for typewritei
first-class order; or sell £8/10. — CowlishEW

Methwold. [59Ai

O.K. 4-stroke, M.A.G., Albion 2-speed, new cond
tion, and cash, for heavier machine.—63, Solo

Rd., Brixton. [593

rUBNITTTRE Manufacturer will exchange new gooc
for motor cycle, good machine.—Bos 7,026. <-

The Motor Cycle, . [53;

4h.p. 1920 Triumph, S-speed, perfect order, for Scot
wanting overhaul, and cash.—Stebbings, \ttl

borough, Norfolk. rsg^:

3 3.h.p. Precision Engine, complete unit, for Sl.h.
4 Triumph ditto, or sell £12/10.-Lvndale, Bal

clava Ed., Surbiton. [571

LIST 50 Car Bargains Free.—Combinations, mot
cycles, etc., part exchange.—Douglas S. Cox, We

Norwood. See Cars. [38*

P.
and M. Combination, perfect order, for lightweig
motor cycle, or Ford chassis.—Marsh, Cippenh?

Green, near Slough. [53' I

PREMIER 4h.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch, value S.t

for lower power, cash adjustment.—150, Garr^
Lane, Wandsworth. [57

ALLDAY3 12h.p. 2-seater, new condition, v

scratched, for 2-seater or water-cooled Morjian
63, Solon Rd., Brixton. '59

1 Qll Douglas, smart but wants timing, and lad, I

-*- *^ cycle, for higher power or 2-r;troke.—J. Ne-mni
Alderholt. near Salisbury. [52

]

G.N. Popular, July, 1921, done 1,000, fully eqiiipr
for late Morgan or combination and cash.—

i

Wadbrough Rd., Sheffield. [XI

2

TVELAGE 2-seater, 1913, 10.4h.p. ; any exp«it
-L' amination and trial; for first-class combinatioi
Ashley, Piobus, Cornwall, ' [5J

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, also 1919 side-
Triumph preferred.—Thompson, 32, Cla re

Rd., Kentish Town, N.W. •
fS'

EXCHANGE 2-speed Twin Coachbuilt Combinat
and new scooter for good Ford ton lorrv.—

I

96, c/o T\e, Motor Cycle. [Xi:

8-lOh.p. w.c. J.A.P. Chassis, perfect, for good c<

bination, or two solo machines.—J.A.P., 150, A
and Park Bd., Twickenham. [5:

£15 and 22in. Chater-Lea Speediron, 1920 (

£10) , for best make motor cycle offered.—

1

Moore Park Rd., Fulham. [5

NEW Raleigh, 5-6h.p., unridden, for lower pc
and cash, or sell £128'; cost £147.-W. Ay

Garage, Kensington Palace, W.8. [5

1 Q16 Premier, solo, countershaft, perfect, £40 oh
X»7 for Douglas or Villiers, flywheel mag.—
Meeting House Lane, Peckham. 15 !

1 018 Renovated Countershaft 'Triumph, equip
AtF taxed; exchange lightweight and cash,

£65.-1, Otliello St., Liverpool. [£

I Q20 2Voh.p. T.T. 2-speed New Comet, 5 gold m
J-tf winner, for higher power 01' cycle car.—F.
Hobson, Hill Lodge, Welwyn, Herts. £

1 Q21 2y2h.p. 2-speed Federal-Tilliers, complete
-I-t/ F.R.S. lamp, etc., as new, for heavier machine
Bell.—Box 6,970, c/o The Motor Cycle. [J

WANTED, Morgan or good 3-wheeler, for 1920 £

countershaft Zenith combination, fully equip
—Glover, 4, Trinity Rd., Sheerness. [i '^

DOUGLAS, 1919, for 2-stroke and cash; Omega-
1919, 2-speed, ditto, cash for combinatu

Evers, Neuton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. :

-| (I>20 4h.p. Coulson B., 2-speed, fully gf|ui]

JLt/ original tyres; any trial; exchange good ooni

tion.—Burrow, Colaton Raleigh, Davon. [ :*1

"IQ21 Burney Cycle Car 8h.p. Blackburne, 3-s |id

Xt/ and reverse, for solo and cash.—45, Sum r-

field Crescent, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

A44 All letters relating to advertisements, should quote the number at the end oI each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Quarterly Licences for Motor
Cycles.

AS
a result of continued agitation, the Ministry

of Transport has, it is understood, agreed

to issue quarterly licences for motor cycles

in 1922. This decision will considerably

ease the burden of taxation so far as users

of the most economical type of motor vehicle are

concerned, and form interesting reading to motor
cyclists. As a matter of fact, the refusal of the

Transport Ministry to grant quarterly Hcences for

motor cycles when the new scheme of taxation

was introduced has always remained unaccountable.

Whilst acceding to the plea of organisations

representing car owners who have all through 1921

been able to obtain quarterly licenses at a figure

a little above one-quarter the amount of the yearly

rate, motor cycUsts had to pay the full tax,

no matter when they registered their machines

prior to October ist. Abundant proof has been

furnished to the authorities that this riiling

adversely affected trade in motor cycles toward

the end of the summer, and no doubt fhe decision

is due to the pressure brought to bear from various

quarters.

New regulations are shortly to be issued by the

Ministr)' of Transport concerning these short-period

licences, says The Autocar, and in view of the

further concessions which are to be granted to

car owners, it is sincerely to be hoped that at

least equal concessions will be provided for motor

cyclists. For instance, a sliding scale of taxation

is proposed. Licences expiring on December 31st,

if taken out in March, will cost 90% of the full

annual figure, in April 80%, in May 70%, and in

June 60%. After September the quarterly r-.-ie

will apply.

This announcement would indicate that the

Transport Ministry has no intention of abandoning

car and motor cycle taxes in favour of a petrol

ta.x—which is still urged as the most fair and

equitable system, since the tax payable is propor-

tional to the use made of the roads. But we may

repeat the remark in our last issue that, if the

return shows a ^2,''ooo,ooo surplus over estimate,

is it not time that a reduction of taxes was made,
and so assist the expansion of the movement and
thereby brighten trade to the extent that thousands
of unemployed may be absorbed by the various

factories all over the country?

The Status of the Three-wheeler.

APART from its present score in the matter

of taxation, the three-wheeler has in tlie

past served a useful purpose as a link

iDetween the motor cycle—^the cheapest form

of travel—^"and the rather more expensive

light car. At the moment prices are in a state of

flux, but will have settled down to a more stable

basis by the time that the Motor Cycle Show at

Olympia opens its doors. We shall then be able

to see whether the three-wheeler is, to retain its

former status or whether it is to develop on more
ambitious hues. Long .ago the forecar was the

favoured ..form of three-wheeler, but in course of

time it developed from the smiplest form of pas-

senger motor cycle into a fully equipped car on three

wheels (termed a tricar) selling at a comparatively

high price. As a result it disappeared, and gave place

to the simple three-wheeler which has justly enjoyed

a very considerable vogue. At the moment the

three-wheeler shows signs of following in the foot-

sTeps of its prototype—the forecar—and passing

from the stage of a link between the motor cycle

and light car to a very highly-developed and

equipped three-wheeled car. As a consequence the

general run of prices has risen until they are

above those of the cheaper four-wheelers and
equivalent to those of some moderate-priced light

cars which offer the same equipment. It would
appear, therefore, that the three-wheeler is tending

to over-development—a state of affairs inuch to

be regretted, since in itj lighter and less elaborate

forms the three-wheeled runabout is a machine of

strong appeal and high perfomrance.

^

^

An Index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on the page facing the back oovei'.
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A Relic.

TIDYING up my garage

the other day (one has

to, w h e n the Wood-
Mihie tyre pump gets lost oar jj

the bench), I came across an i

eloquent relic of bygone days, i

It consisted of a small leather

case about 6 x 4in. containing

half a dozen handy tools. I

was its original inventor. I

pointed out to the trade about
fifteen years ago that a motor
cycle stopped every few miles,

and that it was a great
nuisance having to unlash the

main toolkit ; v;hy not carry

knife, screwdriver, belt

punch, and a few 'other handy
oddments in one's side

pocket? The trade responded
nobly, and somebody—Reg.
Samson, I fancy—went one
better by designing a special

motor cyclist's belt with sewn
holsters for containing the
necessary kit.

Nowadays one goes from
.Coventry to Edinburgh, round
the Scottish Six Days, and - —

^

~ —

back home again, without opening the tool kit.

The Experimental Engine.

JONES designed it. ' All the crack power units of

the day were going to be back numbers. At last

it was ready for demonstration to a few trusted
friends. We gathered round. The new engine was
mounted in a four-wheeled chassis—unkind critics

have remarked before- now that a four-wheeled chassis
makes an admirable roadside bench in emergencies.
Jones started it up, and dismounted to commence
his potted lecture on the merits of the engine. The
revolutions varied from 200 to 2,000 per minute on
a constant throttle opening. Yes. You have guessed
right. It was a multi-cylinder two-stroke.

Jones is now redesigning its induction system

From a Reader.
fifiTpjNEAR Ixion,—

ijjj " As you seem to be taking an intelligent

interest in stands just now, why don't you
clamour for a gadget which sidecar men have always
wanted. You must have noticed that when you are
detaching your sidecar from your motor cycle, it

generally jams for about a quarter of an hour. Then
you get ratty, clump it with a coal hammer, and it

tumbles off, scarring its glossy coachwork, abrading
your shins, and generally playing! the goat. Why
doesn't somebody^ evolve a neat hinged prop which
would enable the sidecar to remain gracefully poised
on its own wheel and the suggested leg when the decree
nisi^ becomes absolute ? The sidecar could then remain
on Its leg until remarriage became due."

There may be something in the suggestion. Any-
how, I am willing to testify that there is nothing so
unhandy as a divorced sidecar, unless it be a machine
gun tripod.

B18
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The Super Saddle.

THOUGH spring frames

gain very little ground;

the "comfort move;

ment " progresses apace, anc

our spring frame campaign 0]

the last few .years has fatherec

two comfort gadgets whicl;

nobody foresaw when \hi

whole trade first commence^
its experiments. The first is

the oversize tyre, which may
ultimately become t h ti

standard size tyre. The
second is the super saddle.

Of the two alternatives to a

spring frame, I should give

my vote for the oversize tyre

if one was limited to either

dodge exclusively ; for it is

undeniable that when rear
wheel shocks are intercepted 1

by a big, flabby tyre or a ,

scaffolding of springs under

the saddle, the front fork

promptly Confesses to crimes

of which it was previously

unsuspected. The oversize

tyre goes far - to soften thle

acerbity of an imperfect fork.

,

But, of course, the trouble about the big tyre is thati

you cannot put it on to every machine. If the rimssi

will accept a walloping tyre, it by no means follows-

that the mudguards, brake work, and other obstacles

will clear. Given a good fork, a pair of big tyres,

and "a super saddle, nobody need clamour for additional

comfort. On the other hand, it is probable that a

really well-designed spring frame would afford similar

comfort at a lower weight, and usually at reduced cost

Why not Overtyre?

SEVERAL kind friends have written to point outii

that the real cure for the puncture nuisance is>

to overtyre. I quite agree. My winter mountii

has electric lighting, legshields; and 3in. tyres, all!

of which I regard as essential elements in a Novembers

to-March mount. Several credible witnesses assert

that a pair of 3in. tyres will run two whole seasons.'

on an average 500 c.c. machine without puncturing^

The lasf pair of 3in. tyres which I mounted on 1.

35^' h.p. ran 5,000 odd miles before I sold it, anci

were neve^ re-inflated, whilst "^heir ribbed, treadiii

showed no signs of abrasion. Oversize tyres majl

therefore be regarded from tliree standpoints. Firstf

they are a genuine cash economy. Second, they comul

pete with spring frames for comfort. Third, they

far towards eliminating tyre stops.

Direct Steering.

EHAVE received most woebegone letters durin/l

the last few months from readers who have puij

chased direct-steering cycle cars after previouil

experience with geared-steering cars, /and who conJ

sider the simpler method totally unsafe. This idea
'

a pure illusion. Direct steering is as accurate an

safe as any other type, for all practical purposes,

have covered many, many thousands of miles with i'
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Occasional Comments.—

and quite admrtr- that the change from one form of

steering to another is trying at the outset, and eVen

apt to alarm the timid. But the contrast is not in-

superable, and a very few days' practice will put a

driver quite at his ease with the simpler type. He
should conduct his early experiments in a roomy
place where traffic is light, keep a firm grip on the

wheel, and take his corners cautiously.

Would Yot* Believe It?

N opening one of niy letters yesterday, thick blue

fumes poured out of the envelope as soon as

it was slit. The fumes emanated from the

sulphurous comments a reader had annexed to a letter

received from somebody who had advertised that he

wanted to buy a certain make of motor cycle. The
advertiser's reply ran :

"I thank you for offer of your motor cycle,

but I have decided that my horse will be the best

for me through the winter."

A Sidcot Suit.

CORRESPONDENT wants to know what a

Sidcot suit is. It is like a revolver—a handy
thing on special occasions, but you do not want

it every day Actually it is what the tailors call an

"aviation suit," and is designed to achieve the impos-

sible, i.e , keep you warm in December at altitudes

of 25,000ft. and speeds of 100 ra.p.h. It is externally

constructed of waterproofed twill, lined with fleece

and ether cosy materials, and makes you look like a

hybrid. It follows that a Sidcot suit is just the goods
for a London-Exeter or for any other motor cycle

expedition on which warmth is of far more account

posal merchants have not sold them all yet, and the

ardent motor cyclist can still pick one up at much

under the original price which the R.A.F. paid for

them. It is odd how war relics come in handy.

When I test an 8 h.p. sidecar at night this winter I

shall be clad in a helmet and Sidcot suit—both made

for the R.A.F.—gum boots designed for the much-

enduring infantry. Triplex goggles (M.T. pattern),

and a pair of mitts originally ordered for the

Archangel field force.

Why not Velocipede?

CORRESPONDENT who enjoyed a classical

education suggests that if cycHsts dislike the

term " pushbike " they should adopt tlie one

and only word m CKir language which properly belongs

to them, to wit, "velocipede," by which name all

pedal cydes were known in his Jather's young days.

I think he is not on the surest ground. It is, of

course,-- ridiculous for cyclists to claim the plain word
" bicycle," which means " two-wheeler," and contains

no imphcations about the source of power used for

propulsion. But " velocipede " only means "swift

foot," and says nothing about wheels of any kind.

I fear my verdict must still be cast in favour of

" pushbike."

Thanks to the Dtooght?

nMUST never say another word against belts. Has

anybody ever run a brand new belt for seven

months without touching it ? My baby two-stroke

took the road on March 23rd last with a new J^in.

Dunlop helt, wdiich is still running without attention.

I cannot give the mileage, as I cannot afford to adorn

a potterbus with six-guinea accessories, but the little

'bus goes out nearly every day, and thinks nothing of

a sixty-mile spin. The belt, of course, figures in a

combined drive, and is not direct.

than appearance ; but it is not, of course, quite the

dress in which you would go to declare your income
and past mora! character to Mabel's papa. The dis-

THE DORSET ARMS, NEAR TONBRIDGE.
Many a motor cyclist would pass by this inn thinking that it was a private house but for the quamt sign,

which at once catches the eye. For the rider who carries a camera it is worth while stopping at, as the

bjiilding is over four hundred years old.



MUCH may be said

in favour of the

twin - cylinder

two-stroke engine for

motor cycles. Having
the torque of a " four,"

and yet, withal, very

simple, it is not sur-

prising that much
interest has been aroused
by the advent of the

only V twin two-stroke

on the market, the 5 h.p.

Stanger. (This machine
was briefly described in

The Motor Cycle of

June 9th, 1921^) It has
now reached a more
advanced stage in pro-

duction.

We were particularly

impressed by the excel-

lent workmanship notice-

able in all the internal

parts of the engine.

The cylinders, which are

ii^terchangeable, are of
the three-port pattern,

are highly finished as

regards their interior,

and have neatly cast

radiating fins. The
cylinders are offset, but,

notwithstanding this
fact, the crank journals

are only i Jin. apart. The crank case is in two separate

compartments, each being compression tight, and a

special washer abutting against each ball bearing

on each external side is rendered compression tight

by an oil seal. The centre .bush is in two halves, and
there is a greaser underneath the crank case so that

grease can be forced

on to the crankshaft

through four holes

cut in the bush re-

ferred to. The crank-

shaft runs on double
rows of Skefko ball

bearings. The con-

necting rods possess

roller bearings, the

rollers being intro-

duced through a slot

in the crank, thus

enabling- the connect-''

ing rod to stay in

position and each

THE 5 H.P. V TWIN TWO-STROKE
STANGER.

SPECIFICATION.

70 X 70 mm. (53S CO.), V twin

MAGNETO: E.I.C.

ENGINE: Sianger,

two-siroke.

LUBRICATION: Petroil.

CARBURETTER: Senspray.

GEAR BOX: Sturmey-Archer three-speed.

TRANSMISSION : Chain-cnm-bell.

WHEELS: 26x2lin. FORKS: Brampton.

FRAME: Stanger sprung. WEIGHT: 230 lb.

PRICE: £112 108. MAKERS: The Sianger Engine

Co., 13, Steele Road, Tottenham, London, N.17.

The crank case of the Stanger

V-twin two-stroke engine.

roller to be fitted into place

singly. ___ Two " keeps,"

made out of one piece, then
separated and secured by
split pins, serve to hold the

rollers in place.

The pistons are more 01 \

less of standard design, but

'

are beautifully finished, and
carry two pinned rings at I

the top and one at the

bottom. The method of f

securing the gudgeon pin is 1

worthy of mention. This is n

held by two headless spliti

pins, which repose in a.i

groove cut in the piston ; :

they are retained in place

by being expanded in the)

centre. Considerable

thought has been exercised

in the design of the inlet

pipes, which are so

arranged that th€y distri-

bute the mixture equally to

the two cylinders. Although
the cylinders are set at 45°,

a 180° magneto is fitted.

giving equal firing intervals,

the crank angle being 135"

The exhaust box is of excel-

lent construction, consist

ing of two large expansioi

chambers terminating in ,

final exit pipe.
j

~ The frame is symmetrical in design, and has the rea
|

portion sprung, there being a multi-leaf sprinf

anchored in a

box immediately

under the
saddle. There
are two bell
cranks working

o n hardened
steel pins at the

rear of the

chain stay and

a stirrup con-

necting these to

the lower parts

of the spring.

All moving
parts are sup-

plied with
grease cups of

sensible dimen- View of the engine showing inlet and

sions. exhaust arrangements
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Road Tests of New Models—

The other week-end one of these

machines was placed at our disposal

by the Stanger Engine Co. The
Tottenham High Road, is not an ideal

place to attempt experience with a

new mount, but the surface, though
-execrable, was dry, .and we first of

all noticed the comfortable way in

which the machine throttled down
while negotiating the heavy traffic,

which lasted for several miles. It is

a noteworthy feature of the Stanger that, while we
would not like, to say that four-stroking at low speeds
is entirely absent, it is much less marked than on other

two-strokes we have tried, and would probably be a
good deal less if a modern single-lever carburetter were
fitted. The machine is particularly sensitive to spark
advance, and it is absolutely essential to keep the lever

retarded when starting ; and it is also advisable to

retard on a hill. The first hill of any consequence
came after leaving Enfield Town, and was climbed in

excellent style, notwithstanding the fact that there

were several checks caused by traffic, and at no time

was it impossible to regain 30 m.p.h. on the gradient

on top gear. Power and acceleration were admirable.
We also found that the machine steered well, and there

is no doubt that the spring frame added largely towards
comfort over rough roads.

Capable Hill^climbing.

Our destination was reached that evening with no
further trouble than a nipped tube, which necessitated

the final stage being covered in the dark. The London
side of Ridge Hill was 'taken with the greatest ease

and on about half throttle, and the remainder of the

The Stanger twin-cylin-

der two-stroke, fitted with

spring frame. The cylin-

ders are 70 X 70 mm. (538

c.c), and are set at 45°.

but neat silencer is

fitted;

a basket was strapped to the carrier,

and in it reposed our faivourite

terrier, adding about 10 lb. to the

\veight of the machine. The hill

was descended, and a stop was made
at the bottom for a photograph.
A restart was made on the gradient
on first speed, the engine accelerated,

and the change was made into second
on the steepest portion, but to our
surprise the engine -picked up without
a falter, and finished the climb at

about 20 m.p.h. Tire new Stanger is most comfort-
able, and iinpressed us very favourably from every
point. It appeared, however, to be slightly under
geared, >ut, notwithstanding, it attained a speed of
40 m.p.h. on the level without any attempt at letting

it " all out."
Perhaps the machine's most attractive feature is

tlie delightfully even torque of the engine; it is scarcely
possible to distinguish the separate explosions at speeds
above 20 m.p.h. This fact, too, combined with a
comfortable riding position, makes it very stable on
greasy roads or wet city streets.

Slow Runnin° on Top Gear,
At the end of the trial it was driven back to

Tottenham, and on reaching Enfield an extremely
dense fog was encountered. This necessitated driving
at tiimes on second speed below ro m.p.h. and on top
speed from 15 to 12 m.p.h., and, unpleasant though
it was, it served to show what the Stanger would do
at slow speeds. As before mentioned, although it

would not be right to say that four-stroking was
entirely absent, it was certainly far less noticeable
than in any two-stroke we have yet tried, and the
slow running in top gear was by no means uncom-
fortable.

Looking back over the week-end, we find that there
are very few points, if any, in which .the Stanger can

journey was finished withotit incident in a curious half-
light, which rendered the lamp of very little use. The
following day an excursion was made into the country
to test the hill-climbing powers of the machine, and
jt was taken to a gradient near Dunstable known as
Chaul End, a little hill hidden away in the Chilterns
with a gradient of about i in 5. During this trip

be criticised. It is unconventional but by no means
freakish, and a machine which, in our opinion, deserves

to be more widely known and to enjoy increasing popu-
larity. The Stanger two-stroke has appeared several

times in reliability trials during the past season,

and on each occasion has acquitted itself remarkably
well.

A2I
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VALVE PORT
PROPORTIONS.

A Technical Discussion of the Relalions between Valve Sizes and Gas Velocities.

1-0

0-8

ALTHOUGH it is common knowledge tliat the
valves of an internal combustion engine need
have as large a port opening as possible,

there is another matter that is not so well understood,
this being the ratio of the inlet port dimensions to
those of the exhaust port.

In a well designed modern engine the ports are
made as large as the design will allow. Although the
reason for this policy is well-known, a brief explana-
tion of the .effect of valve port size upon engine
efficiency will allow what follows to be more easily

understood.

Advantages of Large Valve Ports.
Dealing first with the inlet port—supposing the

engine to be running very slowly, there
is plenty of time for the gas to flow
through the induction pipe into the
cylinder which can receive the maxi-
mum charge of gas. AVhen the engine
is running qtiickly there is less time g
for the cylinder to fill, and the gas has ^

^ to travel more rapidly in the induction ^
system in order properly to fill the g 0-6

cylinder. Unfortunately, the speed of g
the gas does not increase in proportion
to the increase of piston speed, on jj^

account of the resistance of the pipes, S ""^

valve port, etc., which restrict the
^

passage of the gas. Thus, in the case
of the inlet valve, large port dimensions
offer less resistance to the passage of
the gas and a fuller charge is obtained.

In the ca-se of the exhaust the effects

of size are similar, but here any resist-

ance to the passage of the gas leads to back pressure

upon the piston during the exhaust stroke.

From this it will .be seen that increase of the inlet

port dimensions results in a better charge being

obtained in the cylinder, while uicrease of the exhaust
port dimensions leads to. reduction of back pressure
by allowing the exhaust gases to escape more easily.

Relation Between Induction and Exhaust.
A little consideration will make it clear that there

is a kind of relation between the losses caused by
resistances at the inlet and at the exhaust ports and
passages j for example, the effects of resistance either
at the inlet or exhaust may be measured' in terms
of horse-power, and for a given loss in power due
to restricted inlet, an equal loss in power could be
obtained by a suitable restriction of the exhaust. Now
A22
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it will be obvious that an equal increase or reduction

of both valve dimensions would not necessarily cause

an equal increase or reduction of efficiency.

Supposing the valve port areas, both inlet and
exliaust, of a given engine, tO' be increased by equal

amounts, it may happen that at a high speed the

increase of power due to the increase of inlet area may
be about, say, i h.p., while that due to the increased

exhaust area may be only about ^ h.p. ; in a case

of different engine design, size, running speed, or of a

different amount of port area increase, the results may
be totally different—in fact, the effects of modifying
the valve areas depend much upon design factors.

The foregoing has shown that the gain of power
due to high volumetric efficiency and reduced back-

_ pressure depends not only upon the

size and lift of the valves, but also

upon the size of the inlet in relation '

|

to the exhaust.

How Maximum Efficiency is

Obtainable.
In view of the necessity of making •

the valves as large as possible, they are

usually allowed to take up all the

available space in order to give each
port as large an area as possible.

This means that the space is divided II

up between the inlet and the exhaust 1

ports, and, therefore, any increase in 1

the area of one means a decrease in il

that of the other. From this it will b^i
clear that reducing the area of one
port allows a corresponding increase

of that of the other, and the decrease :

in power due to the reduction of one port may not ll

be so great as the increase in power due to the increase^:

in area of the other port.

It is, impossible to eliminate all volump losses due ;j

to inlet restriction at high speeds, and it is equally.'

impossible entirely to eliminate all back-pressure\j

losses. The best way t6 deal with the situation is J

to eliminate the larger losses as much as possible.

Now, if for every unit of area taken from one port,!

an equal unit of area may be added to the other, it isj

possibfe in most cases for the one valve port to bea

made- larger than the other, with beneficial results,

the larger area being allotted to the valve port whichjl

will show the greatest rediiction in resistance, measuredT
in terms of horse-power.

To take, an example: supposing a reduction of yA
a square inch in the exhaust valve area causes a loss!

3 4
50UAE£ mCHES
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Valve Port Proportions.—
of, say, y^. h.p.—if the corresponding increase of inlet

area only causes an increase of J^ h.p., the pro-

portions will be wrong, because they will result in

a total loss of J^ h.p. If, however, the gain of power

due to the increased inlet area equalled % h.p., it will

be obvious that, after deducting the increased % h.p..

2 9
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loss at the exhaust, there would still be about i^ h.p.

.to the good.

This principle may be still further explained by

reference to fig. i, which helps to show how the

losses increase as the valve areas are decreased.

How the Losses Vary.
The graph, which is merely explanatory, is drawn

to represent curves of horse-power losses due to

exhaust back-pressure and imperfect charging, the

curves indicating the- manner in \diich the losses are

reduced or increased by varjdng the valve areas.

According to the figure, the exhaust losses are

much less than the inlet losses for the valve areas from

I to' 4 square inches. It is evident, therefore, that

any smaller area, such as i square inch, would' have

a greater effect upon the inlet losses than upon the

exhaust. Tlais may be proved by making a few

investigations in regard to various sizes of valve ports,

by the use of the graph.

It has already been mentioned that the losses under

discussion mount up at a rapidly increasing rate as

the engine speed is increased. This has the effect of

complicating the matter of valve port sizes still

further, because the losses, in changing their valve with

variations of speed, do not "both change their value

at the same rate, sO' that the relation between inlet

and exhaust is changed whenever the speed is varied

to any- extent.

\ Fig. 2 shows an actual graph of volumetric

efficiency taken from an engine after being properly

warmed up by running. It will be seen that the amount

of charge, and, therefore, the drop below maximum
volumetric efficiency, falls rapidly as the speed is

increased. Now this loss of volume means a loss of

a certain amount of horse-power.

This loss of power due to imperfect induction at

high speeds is accompanied by a loss of power due

to increased iack-pressure at the exhaust, this loss

also increasing with increase of speed, as indicated in

fig. 3, which shows an actual curve of mean pressure

at the exhaust of an engine.

There are several points about figs. 2 and 3 which

may be explained here. It will be noted that both the

induction and exhaust losses increase at a varying

rate as the speed increases, and, therefore, the rela-

tions between the inlet and exhaust losses are continu-

ally varying. Now it has already been explained that

to get maximum results at high speed the valve areas

should ha^-e a certain relation tO' each other. Of
coursse, the valve areas are fixed, and, therefore, suit

only one set of relations between the exhaust and

inlet losses, and as the relations change with variations

of speed the valve proportions become less suitable.

How Compromise may be Obtained,

. The greatest effect of good valve design is always

found at high engine speeds, and the benefits of a

correct ratio between the respective areas of inlet and

exhaust ports are likewise found more at high speed, so

that it is essential to design the valves and ports to

suit the speeds at which it is intended that the engine

should normally run.
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Of course, large numbers of engines have the ports

all the same size, but this is usually to cheapen pro-

duction by avoiding the use of two different patterns

of valve. When there is plenty of reserve power, or

when a suitable range of gear ratios is available,

this is not so important a matter," but for cases where

the engine is desired to give its utmost power at high

engine speeds, the careful designing of the valves

is of first importance. H. George Harley.

THIS YEAR'S LONDON-EXETER-LONDON RUN.
PARTICULARS and entry forms are now ready for the

seventh London-Exeter-London run, open to members
of the Motor Cycling Club. It will be held on
Monday and Tuesday, December 26th and 27th. The

following is a brief risumi of the regulations. The start
will be from the Bridge House Hotel, Staines, on Monday
evening, December 26th, at eight o'clock.
The route will be Staines, Bagshot, Basingstoke, Salisbury,

Shaftesbury, Yeovil, Chard, Honiton, Sidmouth, Peak Hill,
Exeter. The return journey will be Trow Hill, Lyme
Regis, Bridport, Dorchester, Blandford, and Salisbury.

"

Gold medals will be awarded to competitors who are not
more than fifteen minutes early nor more than ten minutes

late at any point on the journey, and who make non-stop

ascents of Chard and Trow hills. Silver medals will be
awarded to competitors who are not more than fifteen

minutes early at any point, and who complete the journey
in twenty-one and a quarter hours. Entries cost £2.

Intending competitors who are not members of the M.C.C.
must apply to the secretary, Mr. Southcomb ^lay, 34, Gower
Place, London, W.C.I, for an application form, which must
be completed and returned to him, together with member-
ship fees, not later than Monday, November 21st. Par-
ticulars regarding the trial can be obtained from the trials

hon. secretary, Mr. F. T. Bidlake, 85, North End Road,
Golders Green, London, N.W.I. Entries close in Dec. 7th.
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YCLEfS

A Small

Four-wheeler
^ on

Motor Cycle

Lines.

A
Monocar

with

Dickey

Seat.

fc^^JS*..*^.^ ~̂—..Kfli^

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE: S h.p. J.A.P., S5-5 x 85 BRAKES: V drums, with Ferodo TRANSMISSION : One chain Co

mm. {0S6 c.c.) shoes. back axle.

GEAR BOX: Two-speed epicycUc. WEIGHT: -540 Vb.
1
LUBRICATION: Drip feed.

on engine shaft. TRACK: 30in. CARBURETTER : Claudel auto-

TYRES : 26 x 2lin. WHEELBASE: 7ft. malic.

THE " narrow track " type of cycle car originated

with the Bedelia in France, and is represented

in this country by the Tamplin and the A.V.
monocar. Motor cyclists as a class are prone to

imagine that such vehicles are inherently unstable
except upon the best roads ; it is fancied that a broad
track alone allows a machine to sit the road comfort-
ably. The suspicion may be true in" some cases, but
I was surprised and delighted to find during a week's
trial that the A.V. is perfectly steady even upon bad
roads. I drove it at all sorts of speeds over all kinds
of surface, and it holds the road far better than the

average motor bicycle. Provided reasonable caution

is observed on
corners, it is abso-

lutely safe, and it

further affords a
surprising degree of

comfort. Its road-

holding and sus-

pension put it as

high up in the

cycle car class as

the famous Bugatti
stands in the small
car sphere.

"The machine
which I have been
driving has done
3,000 miles, and
is a monocar with
a dickey on the

top of the body

A24

behind the driver, the passenger's feet resting on the

near side running board. No reverse is fitted, and
the two-speed gear is of the epicyclic type with Ford
control, viz., a single pedal with three positions

—

right down, low gear ; half-way up, neutral ; and •

right up, top gear. This gear did not appeal to me '

in the least. The absence of a reverse is tiresome in 1

lane and town work ; the gear appears to embody a-

!

great deal of friction on the low ratio ; the gap 1

between the ratios is so wide that the engine generally

-knocks badly when picking up after a change to top,

a knock accentuated in my case by one slack -fitting
;

piston, and very , heavy foot pressure is required to 1

keep low gear en-

The engine is quite easily started by means of a chain

in the manner shown. Considerable leverage may be

obtained by this method.

gaged on full!
throttle up a steep

hill. The friction

of the gear is 1

probably respon-

sible for the rather r

heavy fuel con-

sumption.

The machine is;s

a monocar to itss

marrow, and thee

dickey must be re-

garded as purelyj

casual accommo-r
dation, like thei

folding seats^in ,a.(

big car. Its occu-

pant is practically^

devoid of protec?
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CyPle Cars under Test—

tion from the weather, perched up' like a parrot ori a

stand above the tiny aeroplane windscreen. No- hood
is provided, and the second seat is only fit for a short-

distance passenger in fine, warm weather. An alterna-

tive pattern of car is made in which two staggered

seats accommodate two people in real comfort, and
the " duocar " model should always be ordered where,

two is the usual load. I understand that a family
model is in preparation for next year, accommodating
two adults and two children inside tire body.

Engine starting is perfectly easy, being performed
by a handle, chain and sprocket at the rear of the

machine. With the engine warm, one pull always
suftices ; a doping and one pull always succeed with
everything cold. There are two petty drawbacks
which one must put
up with on_ a four-

wheeler sold at the

price of a motor
bicycle— the hand-
grip is in a very ex-

posed position, and
gets very dirty,
whilst one must dis-

mount to restart the

engine in the event of

an accidental stop.

The engine is either

a 6 h.p. or 8 h.p.

J. A. P. V twin, and
runs very sweetly at

1 o w and moderate
throttle openings on

the high gear. On low gear and in free engine there

is necessarily a good deal of vibration. It is doubtful

whether an engine carried at the tail of the machine

keeps quite so cool as is practicable in the Morgan or

Tamplin positions ; with a passenger occupying the

dickey, the power unit is probably rather too much
screened from cooling draughts. But all the knocking

which I was able to provoke was ascribable to the loose

fit of one piston, or to the wide gap between the gear

ratios.

Lubrication and ControMability.

Lubrication is by drip from a conveniently situated

sight feed. This simple method is probably the best

available' for cycle car work, as the oiling can be nicely

adapted to the work in hand. Care must be taken to

shut the tap when the maclfine is stopped, as the feed

is by gravity, and the entire contents of the tank can

drain into the engine if the tap is left open.

Braking presents no anxiety, as the low gear—as on

the Ford car;—always acts as a powerful reserve to

the two useful brakes.

The 8 h.p'. A.V. monocar used tor the road test. The sporting yet graceful body
design is an attractive feature of the little car.

The controls comprise switch, throttle, spark lever

(all- mounted on the body) ; side brake lever (inside

body on left); brake pedal (left); gear and clutch

pedal (Ford type on the right) ;
gear levfer (outside

body on the right, employed solely to lock the gear

positively in neutral when the car is at rest). On the

road the machine is absurdly simple to drive, being

controlled exclusively by the right hand and foot.

One finger is kept on the throttle lever of the automatic

Claudel-Hobson carburetter, whilst the right foot

controls the gear pedal, which will serve as a brake in

all ordinary circumstances. It is perhaps rather a pity

that the clutch and brake pedal positions do not

correspond with car practice.

Hill-climbing is excellent. The machine's compass

on the top gear roughly covers all gradients which a

^500 small car can^

climb on its top and
middle ge'ars. Low
gear is very seldom
requisitioned, and
will apparently take

two people anywhere.

The speed is com-
parable to that of a

500 c.c. motor
bicycle. No speedo-

meter was fitted, but

45 m.p.h. is easily

attained in a very

short distance on the"

flat, and on a slightly

falling road the little

car maintained just

Petrol consumptionunder 55 m.p.h. for a full mile,

worked out at 41 m.p.g. over sharply undulating roads,

and the oil feed was at the .rate of 900 m.p.g., which
is a shade more than a sidecar outfit of similar c.c.

would require.

Tyre Acce-ilbiLty.

The wheels are non-detachable, but it is naturally

a very easy job to insert a new tube, while to change
a cover is not much more difficult.

To sum up, the substitution of a gear box for the

present epicyclic two-speed will convert the A.V. into

an extraordinarily attractive little monocar. I cannot
understand why a good fleet of these very capable
machines has not been entered in any Six Days Trial.

They are exactly what a number of riders are looking
for, as they are safer on grease than a two-wheeler,
provide more comfort than the average motor bicycle,

and offer good weather protection. I have the

pleasantest memories of my week's trial, and look
forward to sampling the later models.

Benedict.

A 67 FEET JUMP FOR THE FILMS.

GUS MARTIN, a well-known Los Angele.s motor cyclist,

recently made a blood-curdling leap of 67 feet in

mid-air for a firm of film producers.
The scenario called for the rider to dash down a

steep hill, about 200 feet long, shoot up a short incline with
a 10 foot rise, and leap a gulch 37 feet wide and 30 feet deep.

Dfishing down the hill wide open in second gear at forty-

five miles an hour, the rider gracefully sailed high in air

as he reached the end of the up-grade take-off, and
cleared the chasm under him by a big margin, sitting his

machine steadily and easily in a semi-upright position.

As the machine lost momentum in the air, it started
downward in a nose-dive, and crashed to the ground, front
end first, and then lunged forward in gigantic somersaults.
The plucky rider rapidly recovered from the shock, and so
far has suffered no ill-effects from his leap.
lleasurements taken showed that Martin had made a

loa|:i of 57 feet from the take-off to the point where the
machine first landed, and that it had travelled a total distance
of 97 feet before it came to a stop.
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THREE PROBLEMS.
NOVEMBER 3rd, 1921.

Knolfy Questions on Mysterious Troubles and Noises,

OCCASIONALLY our " Queries " Editor lias

problems submitted which, on the data supplied,

are apparently insoluble.

It is in the hope that some of our readers with long

experiences of the makes mentioned may be able to

suggest a cure that we print the following posers.

Unaccountable Valve Trouble.
A puzzling valve defect is "Mechanic's" trouble.

He writes as follows :

"I have considerable trouble with the valves (especially

the exhaust) of my 4^ h.p. flat twin Humber. They do
not always seat properly. When I take them out, there
are plenty of signs of blowing past the seatings.

"The valves are dead true, and a perfect fit in their

seatings and sleeves, and the tappets are properly adjusted.
Thtj strange thing is that the machine will gp perfectly

for half a mile, then commence misfiring, then go right
again, and so on.

''I may add that new, valve springs and pockets have just

been fitted, but still the blowing back continues."

Changes in an Exhaust Note.
" Alechanovice " (Watlington) has experienced a

very curious phenomenon. He writes :

"My lightweight has a 2| h.p. Union two-stroke
engine. After about five miles' steady running the exhaust
takes on an altogether different note, a low, musical throb,

in contrast to its previou.sly resonant 'crackle.' The
change takes place quite suddenly, and continues for the

rest of the journey; but this is what puzzles me mo.=t,

the changed exhaust note is accompanied by a noticeable

increase of power. I am quite certain of this, and ha\'fe

proved it to my own satisfaction on several occasions by
the change taking place at the foot of a slight hill, when,
without altering the position of the controls in any way,
the speed will remain just as high as on the level, the

machine acceleratmg quite remarkably on reaching the top.

If the engine is allowed to cool down, the exhaust note
regains 'iii former character, and does not alter till at least

five miles have been covered—occasionally seven or eight.

I r iin quite understand that there is some change in the

working conditions of the engine, which does not take place

until everything is thoroughly warmed up. Exactly what
it is I should be most interested to learn. Incidentally, I am
troubled with a great deal "of four-stroking. I have tried

two carburetters and many different jets, but with no im-

provement. The engine has just been taken down and
appears perfect in every way."

Locating an Objectionable Noise.
" Chainman " (Gloucester) is also in difficulties re-

garding noise, but in this case it is of the unwanted

variety :

" Some two months ago I took delivery of a big single and
sidecar with all-chain drive and Sturmey gear box. The
engine is delightful and seems to run perfectly at all times

when it is in neutral—dead slow, or speeded up, or when
doing any work ; but immediately I run light, or the outfit

drives the engine, a most objectionable rumble commences,
which seems at times to tend to pull the machine up, and at

other times it causes a distinct vibration,
" I rode up to the makers, whose tester, after a short ride,

said the noise was not in the' engine but in the gear box. I

went to the Sturmey-Archer Co., and, without a moment's
hesitation, they fitted a new ' inside.' The noise, however,
continues.

"The piston, rings, cylinder, and big and little ends seem
perfect, and all the chains are well cared for and at proper
tension. I put it down to a loose bearing in the timing case,

so took that down, but all the bearings were well oiled, and
as firm as thieves. I have not very much time available for

working on the machine, and do not want to have to take

the whole engine down to examine the main bearings. Filling

the gear box with oil and flooding the engine with it makes
no dift'erence.

" Considering the care with which these particular engines

are built up, run, taken down, examined, and rebuilt, I

cannot think that either of the main bearings is loose in its

housing. I have been riding many years, and have ridden
and examined most of the best English makes, and have
had many cases of revolving and dry bearings, but the noise "

has always been somewhat higher in pitch than this deep
rumbling. I cannot ' feel ' the fault anywhere.

"The Ferodo inset clutch does not slip."

TESTING A VALVE.
VALVES are vei7 vital components in the motor

cycle engine, and although valve breakages

are rarer nowadays than in the past, these

occiirrences are by no means unknown. With o.h.v.

engines the consequences are usually serious.

Several factors go to make a really good valve ; the

mere fact that it is made of " stainless steel " does

not ensure, as some people fondly imagine, that it

will be thoroughly successful. The heat treatment of

the metal must be right, the (Resign must be right,

and the workmanship must be flawlessly accurate.

.These considerations were all kept in mind when
Messrs. Pattison and Hobourn, Ltd., of Shakleton

Road Works, Coventrj', decided to market a valve

that could be guaranteed indefinitely, and an examina-

tion and "test" of a P.H. valve seems to indicate

that they have attained their objective.

- \Ve quote the word " test " because, of all the

many and varied accessories The Motor Cycle has
officially tested, an unbreakable valve is assuredly the

most difficult of which to form a true and reliable

opinion. This particular valve was fitted to the exhaust
of a staff 4 h.p. Triumph, which once during its

career had broken a standard valve. The consequent

replacement, however, was still almost as new after

another 3,000 miles; and, therefore, after a further

4,000 miles with the P.H., it would be unfair to

infer that the latter is superior to the Triumph
standard article.

It is certainly as good, however, both in wxirkman-
ship and "life," as the best standard valve, and
considerably more satisfactory than the valves on
another staff machine of the same make, which on_
two occasions stretched about Ain. after 3,000 miles'

running.

Briefly, then, its virtues are negative ones, i.e., it

is still as new after a strenuous 4,000 miles, and
there seems no reason why it should not last out the

life of the engine without much attention (it has had
none so fai").

Much more conclusive proof of its virtues is supplied
by the fact that it was used, so we are informed, in.

the racing Triumphs this year, and also in the Crouclj
car which has been meeting with such success at_

Brooklands in the hands of J. Cocker.
Two models of the P.H. valve, one for ordinary

touring and the other for track use, can be supplied

to fit any make of motor cycle.
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A HALF-DAY WITH THE
CUMBRIAN HILL MEN.

Sporting Freak Hill-climb of {he Cumberland
M.C.C. Successful Ligh(weigli(s.

A large number of spectators watched the sport on Old Garth
Hill. R. L. Williamson makes a good climb on his 4 h.p. Norton.

Nearmg the summit ; F. R. Anderson, who, on a 2f h p. A.J.S.,

made a successful ascent.

THE enthusiasm of the members of the
Cumberland JI.C.C. must be almost
unsurpassed anywhere.

They are favoured in having the most
beautiful bit of Britain for their, play-

ground, and there is scarcely a mountain
height in all Lakeland that has not
echoed with the hum of their ens'ines.

Nearly a fortnight ago the final rally of

the year was organised by the Western-
Section, and over two hundred nierabers

and friends gathered at the famous
Castle Inn, just north of Bassenthwaite
Water and in full view of grand old
Skiddaw, clothed in all the purple and
golden glory of a perfect autumn.

Eagerness for Fiist Honours.

Far aloft snowy summits were first

harbingers of oncoming winter, and the

keen nip in the air made one thankful
that the run was to be a short one.

Everybody was anxious _ to have first

shot at the hill of the day. This was the
old pack-hor.se way up Whinlatter Pass
from near Thornthwaite. Its existence
as a splendid test hill was first men-
tioned in Tlir Molur Cycle , following the
earliest sidecar ascent, which was made
in the autumn of 1919 by i\Iary Eiley on
an 8 h.p. Enfield. The main features of
the Old Garth Hill were its length of

threequarters of a mile and a lower grassy
hairpin, followed by a long, steady
curly climb over rough surfaces on
gradients of 1 in 4 and 1 in 5. There

were morasses at the finish on the new
road, but few got thus far.

After the deluge of the previous day
the grassy parts of the hill were in very
bad condition. The "racers" achieved
little advantage, for traffic was quickly
blocked on tlie first corner. Then the
serious work of the day began. The
crowds of spectators realised by painful
experience that it was. wiser to give the
riders more elbow room. It was a- fine

experience to .stand higher up the hill,

with shapely Skiddaw towering snow-
capped across the vale, and down through
the gloom of underlying larches spy the

hill-climbers dart one by one upon the
opposing gradient. Many failed quite
low down through choosing the turfy
surface in preference to the stony way.
Considering the very "sporting state"
of the hill, the successes were astonisliing.

Notable Sidecar Ascents.

One of the earliest solo machines to

make a clean ascent was the 4 h.p.

Norton, ably ridden by R. L. William-
son, the vice-captain of the Cumberland
club. The fir.st sidecar up was a 4 h.p.

Triumph, driven by J. Pape, of Wigton.
The passenger spent little time in the
sidecar. A notable feature of the day
was the very steady and quiet climb made
by Jack Bennett, the treasurer of the
club, on a 34 h.p. Sunbeam. Perhaps the

star performance, however, was that of

J. Tiffen on a small 2\ h.p. Velocette and

sidecar. Success was achieved at the first

attempt, but during a later ascent Master
W. F. Tiffen, in the sidecar, was sur-

prised to see his father flung off on to

the hillside. The little fellow amused the
spectators by shouting " Hurry up,
daddy, she's getting away !

"

British Singles to the Fore.

The scarcity of American machines was
as noticeable as the preponderance of 4
h.p. Triumphs. All the latter did splen-
didly, and those ridden by J. Peak, E.
J. and A. Marley, J. Tweddle, J. M.
Renny, and S. Ridge, were especially

prominent. The two last-named each
made five ascents, and like several others
gave the spectators stirring times. Yet
no one was damaged in the slightest by
the plunging and bouncing machines.
Much interest was shown in the perfect
way H. Leslie Edmondson upheld his

reputation and that of his 2f h.p. Coulson
B. Probably his machine had the highest
gear of all, 11 to 1, and the perform-
ance was speedy as well as spectacular.
His brother John Edmondson stuck well
to the 2-J h.p. A.J.S. , and on the upper
part arrived speedily. The only other
A.J.S. to achieve success was cleverly
piloted by F. R. Anderson, and 'F. 0.
Huntrods on the 4 h.p. Norton showed
that experience counts on the worst of

hills. The end of a perfect sporting
day was spent in jovial company at

Castle Inn.

B3
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A Famous Scoltisli

H 11 and Rendezvous
for Glasgow Riders

THERE are few motor cyclists in Scotland who do
not know the hill, Rest and be Thankful, either

by hearsay or by bitter experience. There are

many in England who know it as one of the toughest,

trickiest, and yet most alluring hills in the British

Isles, whether as an obstacle to uninterrupted touring

or as a duly marked, checked, and beflagged test

gradient. Gradients of i in 7 and i in 10 and a hair-

pin at the end of a three miles climb ought to make
the reputation of any hill.

But the true peculiarity of the " Rest " is that it is

not a freak hill, to which aspirants in motor moun-
taineering travel far, but a feature of a main road. It

lies on the direct route from Glasgow to Oban; unless

you care to dodge round less interesting country by way
of Tyndrum and Dalmally, you must take the road

through Glen Croe. It is a five mile climb from the

shores of Loch Long to the stone on the summit
(erected by military engineers) which bids the traveller
" Rest and be Thankful,' and from which, again, the

road falls down towards Loch Fyne. A hard climb, a

thorough test of man and mount—but very good fun

In T\iro Instalments.
That long climb is an epic in two instalment;. The

motor cyclist is first called upon to face, not far from
the mouth of the glen, what is known affectionately as
" the wee Rest." It is an awkward bit of hill. A left-

hand turn leads on to a quarter of a mile of the world
tilted at a gradient of i in 10, and there are some who
fear it more than they do the cleaner " blind " up " the

big Rest." Then, a mile further on, comes the real,

the true hill. It sneers at you from a i in 7 eminence,

lets your gasping machine recover on about i in 10,

tortures you again with another stout spell of i in 7,

eases off round a left-hand corner to i in 15, and com-
pletes the process with a nasty hairpin, fatal to him
who would take it fast. This practical joke of
Nature's is three and a half miles long.

So it is plain that if the Glen Croe road were not a
main arteiy, the motor cycling enthusiasts of Scotland
would yet be attracted to it, particularly since it lies

within easy distance—forty miles to be precise—of
Glasgow. And now that motor cycling is the sport of
one half of Britain's youth and the dream of the other

B4

half; Rest and be Thankful, at any summer week-end

,

is a sight for the gods of the pastime. It is a sight

when tests are being held and all the stars are there to

twinkle up the hill at fifty-seven to the hour. But it is

better when the amateur riders on their standard

machines struggle up and, being up, look down criti-

cally on those who follow.

Free Entertainment.
Every yard of the long climb is visible from the

summit, which is a sort of gallery to the amphitheatre

of the Glen. A four-horse sidecar becomes visible as a .

moving speck, far below. The driver rushes gamely
at the first i in 7 slope.

"He's sticking!" gasps the man who got up on a

two-stroke.
" Not a bit ! Not a bit of it !

" another cries.

The click and subsequent purr of changed gears

comes reassuringly from below. Another blind at

another i in 7 section

—

" He's sticking !
" crows two-stroke.

" 'Wait a second," says another tensely.

If he is not sticking, he is not exactly flying. He
creeps over the bridge—faces another hill—falters

—

recovers—splutters—tickles his carburetter—heaves
forward—his passenger scrambles to the carrier—he
jerks round the left-hand bend on to the easier i in 15—greatly relieved, the engine sings cheerfully. Shortly

the 4 h.p. outfit is with us on the top.
" Took it like a fairy," says the rider, waving a

proud hand towards his machine.. He joins us in

criticising the efforts of a seven-nine or a very worried
light car. So it goes on till late afternoon, when,
at last, we trolley off homewards, convinced that our

own performances were the best of, the day.

In point of strict fact, Rest and be Thankful
presents very little difficulty to the modern machine,
decently driven. The writer surmounted it recently

on a fixed gear mount of dubious ancestry. But all

the fun of motor cycling is in the driving, and all the

technique of driving—the essentials, the errors^ the

excellences, the idiocies, and the ideals—are seen at

their best or worst on a long and stubborn slope. Tha't,

with magnificent scenery thrown in, is why Rest and
be Thankful is such an interesting hill. G.R.B."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addresseil to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

WHICH IS THE WORLD'S BEST SOLO MACHINE?
Sir,—Noticing the amount of discussion as to the world's

finest motor cycle, I have ventured to offer my opinion.
I think that it is only natural that every nation should
claim this title, and that it is a little narrow-minded to
confine opinions to British machines alone. Why not take
into consideration a few Continental and American
machines ? Also I consider that each machine has its

purpose, either racing or touring. In my mind, the one
great objection to a big single is the noise that it is liable
to make. A. M. LEITCH.
[Opinions were not confined to machines of any particular

nationality, although the majority of letters received
specified British makes.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—My only excuse for intervention in this corre-
spondence, seeing that I seldom ride solo, is to express my
entire concurrence with jMr. Norman Williams in his
advocacy of the machine of even torque, but to dissent
from his classification of the F.N. and Henderson as "com-
plicated." In point of fact, both machines are delightfully
simple ; they are also simply delightful to drive. The
Scott is no whit behind them either in distinctive merits,
and I look with interest for the Stanger and Superb Four.

It would be difficult to ascertain the most popular machiiie
in the world ; it would be quite certain that that machine
would not be the best, otherwise the goal of progress were
well-nigh attained !

But it is easy for me (and others) to say what machines
wa like best, and I would make my choice every time from
the small group that provide an engine with car-like torque.

Newbury. HENDERSON RIDER.

Sir,—I thoroughly agree with the opinion of " Tyke " as to

the Scott being the best solo machine. Having ridden two
machines of this make, one a pre-war model I have yet to

experience a serious mechanical breakdown of any kind, and
the even pull of the twin two-stroke is a joy to experience,

to say nothing of the remarkably long life of the chains and
tyres, and almost silent hum of the exhaust.

It is possible to set the throttle lever in one position, and
leave the machine to negotiate all hills and corners on the

road without once touching this or the gear lever.

Another point, not mentioned by "Tyke," is the really

excellent mudguarding on the machine.

It is astounding what gradients the Scott will negotiate on
top gear (4^ to 1) without complaint from the engine, and
only on hills of the most vile surface or dangerous corners

is it necessary to have recourse to the low gear. I live in a

hiUy district, which abounds in freak hills, and have yet to

find the machine which equals the Scott in taking one any-

where in absolute comfort. GREAT SCOTT.
Harrogate.

Sir,—I have read with intei-est letters from brother motor
cyclists and their opinions as to the best motor cycle on
the road. I do not think anyone can really say that this or

that machine ie the best on the road. No individual motor
cyclist can speak for the whole community of motor cyclists.

A cigar, be it a threepenny one or a half-crown one, if the

smoker likes it, is a good cigar ; if he does not like it, then
it is a bad cigar, so far as he personally is concerned.

The same, I think, applies to a motor cycle. I have had
many ; with one exception, they have all been good. I now
have a 3-^ h.p. Rover solo. I have never had a better

machine : it is most comfortable to ride, most reliable, goes
anj'where and everywhere, climbs anything. I could not
get better service, I imagine, from any other make, but I

cannot say, or at least I do not say, that it is the best

machine on the road. It suits me, and I am very fond of the

'bus, which is a 1920 model. It answers to my every whim,
and in return I look after it as though it were a favourite
child. I have just given it a new set of F.R.S. lamps aaid a
Terry saddle. The latter article is certainly the most com-
fortable saddle I have had ; it is a wonderful invention.

My last ride on it was 150 miles in just over seven hours,

fvingsdown. MAJOR.

Sir,—I venture to suggest that, in my opinion, an ideal

machine can never be one with a rigid frame. Doubtless
many of your readers have never ridden anything else, and
are more or less content; but I think it would be a very
pleasing and eye-opening experience if they took, say, a 200-

mile run on a spring-frame machine. On a long run, comfort

is everything to the rider, especially under present road
conditions.

The next point on an ideal machine should be accessibility

to the engine and other working parts, and chains, etc.,

should be enclosed as much as possible.

For a solo mount, the Raleigh 5-6 h.p. spring-frame is

ideal, and as near perfect as j^resent-day experience can give.

For speed, power, hill-climhing, smooth i-unning, cleanliness,

and comfort, etc., I know of no other reliable machine on
the market to compare.

Unfortunately, I am not the proud owner of one of these

machines, but 'l have ridden some 3,000 miles this year on
'one, and I must say that it is everything that is ideal and
unexcelled in any way, and as soon as I am able to afford a

new mount, mine is a Raleigh. The usual disclaimer,

London, S.E. READER.

Sir,—I make no excuse for again butting into this dis-

cussion, which threatens to become a rather aimless eulogy

of every machine on the market.
"Tyke's" letter, in the issue of October 20th, somewhat

amuses me, particularly his closing statement : "These quali-

ties outweigh the little extra attentions which these machines

occasionally demand."
The "qualities," which I am not going to dispute, are (1)

easy steering, (2) comfort, and (3) controllability. Now, to

an entire novice, "Tyke's" Scott admittedly excels my
Triumph in these points ; but after a thousand or two miles

road experience these two machines become equally satisfac-

tory to their respective riders in both controllability and

comfort. -

One soon gets used to a machine, and that machine then

becomes comfortable and controllable as a matter of course.

But one cannot get used to "little extra attentions"!

I am rather careful of my finger nails and dislike dirty

hands ; that is why (and I have ridden 75% of the machines

mentioned so far ' in this controversy) I will buy another

• Triumph next year. —UMPH.
Coventry.

[We have received so many letters on this subject that we
are able to include only a small selection this week. The
letters which have been held over mention the Norton

twice (particularly eulogising the courteous service of

the nrakers), the ' Indian Scout twice (on account of its

sweet running and flexible engine, large tyres, and hand-

some appearance), the Scott, the 2-| h.p. Douglas, and the

4 h.p. Triumph.—En.]
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WHY DOS.S AN ENGINE ACCELERATE?
Sir,—The problem propounded by " Ixion " as to why an

engine accelerates v.'hen the throttle is opened is one that
must have puzzled most motor cyclists. Doubtless, some of
your technical correspondents can give a convincing explana-
tion. As an amateur i have often thought over the matter,
and I have come to the conclusion that most of us tackle the
problem from the wrong end. The matter is simplified by
considering the meaning underlying the word "throttle." In
common parlance, to "tlu-ottle" anything is to "get it by
the throat." This affords a clue to its engineering application.
It must be obvious that a petrol engine, unlike a lazy horse,
needs no whipping to cause it to accelerate. From the
moment it fires its every tendency is to increase its revolutions.
Given unlimited access to the carbuiMtter, it would reach its

maximum in no time. Some methoS is necessary to check
this tendency, and a throttle slide serves the purpose. To
revert to the engine analogy, the engine is like a spirited horse
wanting to be off. The throttle slide is the controlling rein.

This explanation disposes of " Ixion's " second query, " What
single factor produces the initial acceleration when the
throttle is first opened wider?" The opening of the throttle
merely allows the engine more rein to run.
So far so good ; but I confess that while I can see some

part of the reason for an engine's 'acceleration, I cannot see
all of it. If water is pouring through a sluice and the sluice
is partly closed less water goes through. But there can be
no parallel between a sluice and a throttle slide, for the
latter has no pressure of gas behind it. How, then, does the
slide operate? When the engine sucks, it is supposed to fill

the cylinder whether the opening it sucks through is small
or large. But does it suck its fill, or is it always hungry for
more? Judging from its behaviour when the throttle is

opened wider it is in a constant state of starvation. Yet the
jet and air openings remain unaltered, and the mixture is the
same. The only conclusion is that the throttle slide does not
allow the engine to suck all the gas it requires ; hence its

restricted "revs."
This opens up the whole subject of gas supply, and it would

be interesting to have further information on this point.
, What happens when an engine is supplied with explosive gas
from a container like an oxygen cylinder? Can the throttle
be abolished and the engine speed be controlled by the
container tap? Personally, having conducted a long series
of experiments this summer with a variable jet and an extra
air valve, I am of the opinion that a vast field of research
is still open in this direction. The results are of extreme
interest to me, and if deemed of sufficient interest to readers,
I should be pleased to supply them. My only fear is that
I am traversing ground already well-trodden by the technical
experts. NENE-SIDER..
Northampton.

Sir,—Not having had much experience in driving motor
cycles, one hesitates to answer "Ixion's" questions, my only
excuse being that I have a degree for engineering, the course
of study including heat engines, etc.

The whole phenomena depend on the great speed at which
the gases rush into the cylinder. In the case of the 4^ h.p.

B.S.A. engine, turning over at 2,000 r.p.m. (corresponding
speed of the machine 29f m.p.h.), the average piston speed
is 14^ m.p.h.
The area of the piston top is nine square inches nearly ; so

if the area of the inlet pipe between the cylinder and the
carburetter is abotit one square inch, then the speed of the
mLxture in this pipe during induction must be in the region
of 9 X 14i = 130 m.p.h. !

It is therefore obvious that any obstruction in the carbu-
retter or inlet pii^es will seriously affect the flow of gases.
Hence the pains taken by speedmen to cut chunks off the
cylinder ports wherever necessary.

Now, the engine does take in about the same charge, and
a nearly full charge at that, whether the engine is going
slowly on small throttle or fast on full throttle, but the
point is that an engine—loaded—can only go slowly on small
throttle, for if it did speed up by any chance, e.g., a push
behind, it would, when the push was ended, slow down
again, for at the higher speed on the same throttle opening
the cylinder could not get a,^full charge, due to the shorter
time the valve is open.
Now, if the throttle were opened wider, the engine could

draw a full charge of gas into its cylinder at the higher
speed and smaller time of valve lift.
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Consequently, the engine runs up to such a speed that the
cylinder just fails to draw in a full charge of gas. That is

the stable running position as explained above.
When the throttle is opened up the engine draws a full

charge—quite full this time (unless over-heated)—the engine
accelerates ; the suction on the jet increases, due to the
greater velocity of the air in the inlet pipe, giving a richer
mixture, so the air lever has to be opened wider.
This gives the well-known result that for two-lever^carbu-

retters the air lever has to be freshly adjusted for every
position of the tlu'ottle.

From this it would appear that the factor governing
acceleration is : Size and lack of obstruction in the air supply
path from atmosphere to cylinder.
Hence, acceleration will depend on valve diameter, valve

lift, design of cylinder ports, etc., as well as jet size.

Lastly, a weak mixture burns more slowly than a correct

mixture ; hence, combustion may^ continue until the inlet

valve opens, and the new charge of gas, also of slow-burning
quality, is'ignited. Thus, a state of pre-ignition exists, and
knocking ensues. HONS. B.ENG.

Bootle.

ELIMINATING MECHANICAL NOISE.
Sir,—Can any reader tell us how to reduce the noise from

the valve gear of a 3^ h.p. Rudge-Multi? With a silent

gearing I am sure Rudge riders could desire no more in

the way of a sporting solo machine. Has anyone tried

enclosing the ovei-head valve gear after the M.A.G. style?

If so, with what result? MULTI GEAR.
South Norwood.

ALPINE PASSES.
Sir,—On page 438 of your issue of October 13th appears an

illustration of the Stelvio Pass (9,041 feet), with a note that

it was climbed before the war on single-geared machines.
If this letter catches the eye of any reader who has climbed

the Stelvio it would be interesting to hear his experience.
Old readers of The Motor Cycle may recall the name of

Mr. Douglas Fawcett. If my memory serves me right, he
was a pioneer of Alpine touring on a twin Bat (single-geared).

I should be interested to know whether the Stelvno is more
severe than the Galibier (the highest main road in France,

8,530 feet). I have crossed the Galibier in both directions on
a single-geared 6 h.p. Matchless-Jap. My companion's mount
last vear was a Lea-Francis, and this year a Rudge-JIulti.

We did not attempt non-stop climbs, and I had some assist-

ance from my friend in re-starting, but no serious difficulty

was experienced. This year we crossed from the north,

climbing to the first tunnel with one stop. (I made a restart

unassisted.) We stopped in the Valloire Valley at the foot

of the " zigzags," leaving the stream, and once more below
the final hairpins. The total rise is 5,201 feet, and the ruling

gradient 1 in 10 on the lower portions and 1 in 8 towards the

- summit.
It is perhaps needless to say that the road is 3 wonderful

piece of engineering—it is a real " surprise " climb on a

gigantic scale.

Alpine touring deserves more attention from Engli.sh riders,

many of whom would not miss it if once they tasted its attrac-

tions. Can any reader tell me the number of turns on the

Col de la Forclaz, between
Martigny and the summit?

A. D. DRAPER.

A neat looking three-wheeled runabout designed and built by
Mr. J. Jones, Sunderland. The transmission is by friction drive

to countershaft, the final drive being a l^in. belt. An 8 h.p.

air-cooled J.A.P. engine is fitted.

i
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PmVATE OWNERS' T.T. LAP RECORDS.
Sir,—I read with interest th-e letter by "Omega," headed

"27.52 m.p.h.—A Private Owner's T.T. Lap Record," in your
issue of October 20tli. I went to the Isle of JIan for the first

time last June to see the T.T. Races, and took my 'bus, a
"Big Four" Norton, across with me. I went for a run round
the coiu'se on the evening of my an'ival, and my time for the
Jap was 62m., an average speed of just over 362 m.p.h. I

could no doubt improve this time a little after knowledge of

the course. Coming down the mountain road at a good
"bat," I found Keppel Gate shut, and, as the evening light

was failing, I did not notice it until I was quite close. How-
ever, I managed to pull up with an inch or two to spare.

Bishop's Castle. NORTON.

"ISSUED TO MEMBERS "—BUT NOT FREE.
Sir,—I am somewhat surprised to see that, according to

a paragraph in the " Sparklets " page of your paper, the
A.A. and M.U. handbook is "issued annually to members."
I would point out to all those interested that upon applying
for one of these I was informed that it would be for-

warded to me upon receipt of 5s.

This appears to me to be a somewhat exorbitant charge
for a book having a " considerable portion of it devoted to

the advantages of membership and the services rendered."
Sudbury. ZENITH, DX 1997.

[Several other letters in the same strain have reached us,

although in some cases the charge for the handbook is given

as 2s. 5d. Perhaps the A.A. and M.U. will explain.

—

Ed.]

WHAT IS A STANDARD MACHINE?
Sir,—In reply to "R.A.F." (London), as- to what is a

standard machine, is he trying to be funny or what? He
should know as well as I do that a standard machine is one

which anyone may buy, such as the Norton, and which is

not made specially for racing. My son and I ride one

each, and would not "swop" for any other make at

present. They are absolutely standard, and I myself saw
Jlr. Hassall (that fine Norton rider) do the quarter-mile in

10s. ( = 90 m.p.h.) on my new Sj h.p. standard Norton.

Regarding changing handle-bars, plugs, etc., this is mere
piffle. J. H. 'WILKINSON.

Sir,—It is with great pleasure that I have seen this, to my
mind, most important point brought into your correspondence

columns, and I do not think it ought to finish in that place,

but be brought forward by the^A.C.U. into a deiinite defini-

tion and acted upon in all trials that are of any first-class

importance, no matter the type—hill-climb, speed event, or

reliability trial.

The non-standard maciine should be made to compete in a

definite " non-standard " class, and if its resultant perform-

ance is utilised for advertisement it should be definitely

stated as being in that class.

We who are specially interested in organising trials realise

perhaps more than anyone else this snag of non-standard

machines competing against pare standard ones in the same
class, and the difficulties that arise when a rider comes along

with a machine that we all know, barring a smash up, will

sweep the board, and its effect on entries.

I would therefore suggest that the definition be framed
much on the following lines :

That a standard machine for the purpose of competition

trial riding, no matter whether the resultant performance is

used for advertisement or not, shall be a machine which can

be bought direct from the manufacturer or from his duly

authorised sales agent, and is listed at a definite price in that

manufacturer's sales list, and is available for prompt delivery

to the general buyer. Tyres, handle-bars, plugs, and carbu-

retter could be excluded, as each individual has his own pet

fancy on these, and would possibly alter to meet the special

class of event he was competing in ; also gear box, so long as

it was the same make as supplied with the machine and- the

cycle manufacturer gave the option of open or close ratio

gears. Also a rider would alter his timing in regard to late

or early firing, but no alteration to cams, etc., would be allow-

able. A different make of magneto would be allowable so

long as it was capable of being purchased in the ordinary
way. For instance, a rider with a ilagdyno for ordinary
touring would be permitted to replace this with a C.A.V. or

B.T.H. if he were competing in a speed event.

If this rough idea were acted upon and brought into a

definite ruling by the A.C.U., I think it would prove of the
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greatest interest to the sporting side of the pastime. Such
a definition as this would prevent all the special freak

machines that now are going about the country in the hands
of manufacturers' pet riders sweeping up everything in the

prize list, as they would only be able t-o compete against

machines of their own class, and leave the standard class to

be won bj' a standard machine. As an instance, it would
place the o.h.v. Blackburne, o.h.v. A.J.S., o.h.v. Sunbeam,
and such like special engines and machines, which I as an
ordinary buyer could not inspect and buy from an agent's

stock, into a class of their own ; but immediately they
became on the general market they would come into the

standard class.

I could enlarge further on this interesting subject, but
before doing so await the comments of others interested.

Sheffield. ROTOM.

SUNDAY COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—As a reader of several years standing, I am taking

this opportunity to congratulate you on your firm stand

against Sunday trials.

The trouble seems to be that some motor cyclists do not

look upon the matter m the right light. Sunday trials, as

Sunday trials, are ethically as right as Sunday golf or tennis,

as far as Sabbath-breaking is concerned. But neither temiis

nor golf affects anyone but the players, whereas with regard

to motor cycling the point is this: The " man-in-the-street"

has a prejudice against motor cycles. He terras them noisy.

L'nfortunately enough, he is to a great extent right, for there

are barely half a dozen makes that, as usually driven, are

comparatively silent, even .compared with a cheap car. Now,
the • man-in-the-street " is no fool, and he realises that the

motor cycle has come to stay; and so, during the week, he

endiu-es'even speed trials without kicking, and confines him-

self to reading, with unconcealed pleasure, of the numbers of

motor cyclists who have been run in aiid fined for infringing

one or more of the many laws that a paternal Government

has appointed for their confusion. But on Sunday, when he

hopes for a little rest and quiet, and he hears the exhausts

and valve rattle of twenty or thii'ty motor cycles on some

trial, making the day hideous with their uproar, he gets

really peeved. And -ffhen they continue, on and off, Sunday

after Sunday, he is absolutely wild, and makes an outcry

at the local town council, and does his best to have all trials,

whether Sunday or weekday, prohibited. And he rouses the

police, and they become officious, and start to set traps, to .

inspect licences,' and to make themselves generally unpleasant.

Now, it is as hard to make the average Englishman part

with a'prejudice as it is to make the average Scot part with

sixpence. Yet motor cyclists, as a class, seem to be makmg
no effort to remove this prejudice against themselves; and a

section, luckily small, seems to take a delight in strengthening

it. Those who advocate and participate in Sunday trials

should remember that they are enjoying themselves at the

expense and to the discomfort of a large portion of _that

community in which they form so small a portion. Such

behaviour", tending to bring the whole motor cycling fraternity

inio disrepute, is not sport ; it becomes mere selfishness, and

is justly condemned bv all right-thinking motj^ f^y^^ifJ^S-

„

Seacroft. SAMUEL ST. JOHN.

A WELL-
PROTECTED

SOLO
MOUNT

A French reader, M. A. Gustave

Merlin, sends this photograph of

his Indian motor cycle, showing

how very thoroughly he has studied

the problem o( weather protection.
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"AN EXTRA 20 M.P.G."—WITH EASE.
Sii-,—I notice in a recent number of The Autccnr that a

correspondent obtains as high as 90 m.p.g. on a W09 8 h.p.

Rover car. By means of " fine steel wire up the jet he

manages to obtain this remarkable petrol consumption.

When this attachment was fitted to a Triumph motor cycle

jet an extra 20 m.p.g. without decreasing power was obtamed.

As there are doubtless many like myself who have never

before heard of this " economiser," it would be a favour if

you could give publication to this letter, so that a full descrip-

tion may be obtained. SK 695.

Wick.

COSTS OF SPARES AND COMPONENTS.
Sir,—It mav interest some of your readers to know that

if they buy Villiers parts at the prices advertised in The

Motor Cycle they can build an engine within a very few

shillings of the price quoted by Messrs. Villiers for a com-

plete engine. This is as it should be. L.A.P.

Norfolk.

Sir,—It is to be regretted that your correspondent
" Pourquoi " cannot differentiate clearly between the conse-

quent average higher price, which must be placed on all

spare parts, due to the fact that there may be no call for a

large number of items (which therefore subsequently laecorae

scrap), and the remanufacture of other parts for which the

demand has been larger than was originally foreseen, and the

production of which must be put in hand piecemeal from

time to time, over a number of years, in consequently

diminishing quantities. These two conditions are entirely

independent, though concurrent.

I am sorry also that your correspondent translates ray

remarks respecting competition between makes in Jts

narrowest sense.

In the first place, it should be well known that there are

quite a number of standard components which are common
to many of the machines on the market.

In the second place, it should hardly be necessary for me
to explain that the competition in the sale of motor cycles

to-day is exceedingly keen, and that the cost of spare and

replacement parts is very often the factor which decides a

customer in the choice of his ultimate purchase. Therefore

the manufacturer is compelled, through this competitiijn, to

keep the cost of his spare and replacement parts as low as

possible.

As my letter was written to explain some of the reasons

for the alleged high cost of spares, and not as a polemical

tou: de force in subtleties of meaning of words and phrases,

I am left cold if " Pourquoi " is unable to see how a bugbear

may be cheerfully endured, or that a moral obligation and a

recognised duty may be, and often are, one and the same

thing. A. ERNEST GELDEE,
Managing Director, F.N. (England), Ltd.

SIDECAR CONNECTIONS.
Sii,^_Wheu " Wharfedale's " article on sidecar connections

Appeared I read it with unusual interest, and noted his

general opinion that some kind of flexible connection should

be used to reduce, as far as possible, shocks to the bicycle

frame and sidecar chassis. I have also followed the subse-

quent correspondence.

Most motor car engineers ridicule the sidecar as an un-

mechanical device. It is, however, still with us, and so long

as motor cycles are used will, in my opinion, remain as the

handiest and lowest priced method of comfortably carrying

a passenger, when the motor cyclist becomes tired of journey-

ing alone.
r,

•

My motor cycling experiences include most forms of side-

cars—the so-called rigid type, the Montgomery hinged type

(where the bicycle was partly balanced as well as steered),

the spring wheel variety, the castor wheel design, the spring

controlled steerable wheel, etc.

Suffering about a year ago from aches, brought- on by
sidecar jolts and fearing the sidecar or cycle connections

might break, I provisionally protected a flexible joint or

connection for sidecars, which you reviewed in The Motor
Cycle. These are designed on the lines of the Hardy patent

universal joint disc, and since the experimental models were
made have been considerably improved. Two sidecars so

fitted have been in constant use for about twelve months,
and have proved quite successful. These flexible connections

give the movement required, but it is only a small amount
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of movement, sufficient to absorb road and engine shocks,

but not sufficient to interfere with the steering. The
joints are situate about midway along the tubular members
by which the sidecar frames are attached to bicycles.

Some designers find that one reason of cycle frame breakage
is the provision of attachments that do not yield. The
provision of lugs built into the frame appears to be a more
thorough and neater method than clips, but their extra

rigidity sometimes defeats the object desired, because of

increased strain transferred to another point. Engine vibra-

tion also is sometimes the cause of cycle frame breakage.
My idea is that, as engine vibration and road shocks are

almost impossible to eliminate on a low-priced machine like

a sidecar outfit, one method to overcome the difficulty

is to provide a flexible joint or joints betweenthe cycle and
• sidecar, which allow a certain degree of elasticity without
great complication and increase of manufacturing costs.

When my patent is adopted, the only alteration required
is to cut the sidecar tubes and insert the flexible joint by
brazing two disc carriers one at each end of the divided tube,
and bolting the disc to the carriers.

Practically any degree of flexibility may be obtained by
increasing or decreasing the diameter of the disc and number
of plies of Hardy fabric. W. F. GREW.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"Enfield" (London, S.W.ll) complains that the Motor

Licence Department of the L.C.C. demanded a " statutory
declaration made before a Commissioner of Oaths " before
they would replace a lost licence card.
," Rover" (Oxford) wishes to thank the motorist who towed

him into Leighton Buzzard, going three or four miles out of

his way to do this.

A Durham correspondent calls attention to the inequality
of fines inflicted on motor cyclists in his local police court. ,

Dangerous driving at (according to the Mayor) " the most
dangerous corner m the district apparently costs five times
as little as a similar offence at a, presumably, less dangerous
spot.

Mr. Charles P. Ibotson states that he was recently fined 10s.

at -Windsor for insufficient illumination of his rear number
plate, caused by dust on his rear lamp. It is worth recollect-

ing that, as reported last week, a case in South Shields, in

which the rear plate was entirely obscured, was dismissed
on the ground that only one number plate need be illuminated

at night.

Referring to a correspondent's reference some time ago to

the state of the Liverpool-Ormskirk road, Mr. J. E. Sharrock
reports that this road is now in good condition throughout.
"XA6897" (Ilfracombe) complained of the stone-laying

nuisance in Devonshire to the A.C.U., and asked, as he had
twice broken his frame on roads under repair, if the county
council could be summoned. The reply was in the negative.
The Barnstaple-Ilfracombe road via Braunton is instanced
by "XA6897" as being in particularly vile condition.
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g Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, g
O Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. .,

" IMOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." S
Q The standard handbook on the motor cycle. ^

Price net, 2 /6. By post. 2/10. p, .

D " HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." n
n New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3. *

" TRACING IMOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying ^
them when found. Fourth Edition. ^

Price net, 2 /- By post, 2 /3.
D

" TWO-STROKE IHOTOR CYCLES." S^
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's point r-.

of view. Price net, 3/- By post, 3/3. q
a " MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
D By " IxiON," of T/wMo/of Cyc/5. q

Price net, s /- By post, 5 /3.

D " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. D .)

^ Set o{ Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, n
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6. D '

Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and D I

Wales, London. Price net, 4 /6. By post, 4/8, n
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. ^

Q With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/ , By post, 5/4. q
n Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS D
^ Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C,4, or of leading Bookseller3 D
n and Railway Bookstalls; D ]
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A selection ot questions o. general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked. " Legal" in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES— By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

"•fl h^°if** f^^^"
Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way {enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U.. who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all ever the country as to the existing state oi tie roads
:n any particular locality.

?

USING A CAR MAGNETO AS A DYNAMO
(1.) Is it possible to use a

Q four-cylinder magneto for elec-

> trically lighting a motor cycle,
-^ running for just that purpose

from the engine? (2.) If the
above is possible, could you tell me
where I could gftt the information as to

utilising the magneto for this purpose ?

-J.C.N.

A four-cylinder magneto . as it stands is

not suitable for electric lighting. It

would, however, be possible to convert
such an instrument into a dynamo, but
unless you are competent to deal with
electrical apparatus we would advise you
not to undertake the experiment.

SPEEDING UP A TOXJRING MOUNT.
I have recently taken delivery

ot a chain-drive Triumph, and
should like to get 60 m.p.h. I

have been thinking of having a

Ricardo slipper piston and an
Araac racing cai'buretter. Is it possible

to get over the 60 m.p.h. mark without
fitting a lighter piston ? Will the fitting

of a piston upset the balance of the
engine? If unnecessary to alter the
present pi.stou, can you give me a feW
hinte as to timing to get the desired
result?—J.S.M.

Vou will have considerable difficulty in

obtaining 60 m.p.h. without very consider-

able modifications. Though quit* fast

enough for all normal purposes, it is not
designed as a high-speed mount, and in

normal tune is capable of about 50 m.p.h.
If you fit a Ricardo piston the engine will

certainly have to be rebalanced.

DAMAGED FLYWHEEL KEY.

My 1914 two-stroke engine,

|
— I since overhauling and re-bushing,

j 5 I
has sheared five separate flywheel

L-!J keys. I have tried three in one
day, made of the best steel, and

i it has cut them all clean out.—J.W.
I The trouble in the first case was no
I doubt due to the flywheel being insuffi-

ciently locked upon the engine-shaft^ an.d

the shearing of the first key has probably
damaged either the keyway in the fly-

wheel or the shaft itself. It is possible

that the key was standing a little too

high in its seating, thus preventing the
flywheel bedding properly on to the taper

of the shaft, very few makers of two-
stroke outside flywheel engine now fit

keys, and your best plan would be to

do away with the key in your own engine
and to grind the flywheel on to the shaft.

A THANKLESS TASK.
A short time ago I had a

mishap with my 1914 6 h.p. out-
fit, and the brake rim was bent
and broken at the brazing. I
have taken it to a repairer, who

tried to obtain a new rim from the
makers but was unsuccessful. He
therefore straightened the rim and re-

brazed it, but the result is not
altogether satisfactory. Do you think
the repairer should make a "charge in

these circumstances ?—.J.A.V.
It is extrem.ely difficult to repair the
brake or belt drum, atid if the work which
you had done was unsatisfactory, perhaps
the repairer is not altogether to be blamed
—apparently he endeavoured to do the
best possible, a new rim not being obtain-
able.

"Sitifortant i>ates.

Frj., Nov. 4th, to Sat, Nov. 12lh—
Automobile Exhibition, Olympia and
White City. \See "The, Autocar."}

Sat , Nov. 5th- Midland Centre A.C.U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Mon., Nov. 28th, to Sat., Dec. 3rd~
The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

SaV. Dec. 3rd to Tues., Dec. I3lh-
BrtiseeU Show.

Mon. Dec. 26th, Tues, Dec. 27th—
M.C C. London-Exe!er London Trial.

Sat., Dec 31sl. - N.-W. London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours Open Win'er Trial.

Fri., Jan. 27th, to Eat., Feb. 4th, 1922-
Scoltish Car eind Moto.- Cycle Show.

ASKING TOO MUCH.
(1.) Could you tell me whether

I could fit a lightweight sidecar
to my 2| h.p. flat twin Zenith
without racking up the engine?
(2.) • Could it get up reasonable

iiills witli the aid of the Gradua gear ?

—R.L.
The 2| h.p. flat twin Zenith should be
capable of propelling a light" sidecar

under favourable conditions, but as it

was not built for such work, it would
be advisable to query the manufacturers
regarding the strength ot the frame for

this purpose. It is hardly fair to attach

a sidecar of any description to a machine
designed purely as a solo mount. The
range of the Gradua gear is not very
wide, but the ratios should enable you
to climb all ordinary main road hills with

a sidecar.

?

TOP GEAR TOO LOW.
Can you give me a suitable

gear ratio for my 4-5 h.p. twin

sidecar outfit? At present it is

too low with an eighteen tooth

sprocket driven to Ihirty-eight on
countershaft. The final drive is by a
6in. belt pulley to a 20in. drum on the

back wheel. I propose raising the gear

by putting a bigger sprocket on the
engine, but I do not know the number
of teeth suitable. The present gearing

is very low, and makes the engine very

hot owing to it racing.—I.S.

The present gear is 7 to 1, and this is

much too lew. A top gear of 5g to 1

should be satisfactory, and an engiiiie

sprocket with twenty-four teeth will give

this approximately. The rule tor calcu-

lating gear ratios is quite simple, and is

as follows : Multiply the diameters or

number of teeth of all the driving

elements, and similarly multiply the

driven elements ; divide the former

product into the latter to obtain the gear

ratio.

NO POWER.
After running perfectly for-

three or four miles, my Levis

engine tires and then stops, but

in a few minutes it can be started,

and will run perfectly again for

a few more miles, only to " konk out"
once more. When this happens the

engine is too hot to touch (even though
it be blowing a gale), but has no sign

of seizure. It has a new Eunbaken
magneto (fixed ignition), timed 2 mm.
before T.D.C. (points just opening), and

I have decarbonised the engine and
fitted new rings—gaps eight to ten-

thousandths respectively top and
bottom. Compression is good, and
there are no air leaks. When running

it will take full air.
,
Petrol consump-

tion seems excessive; jet 24. Have
tried 22 unsuccessfully. B.B. top feed

carburetter. I have thorougUy cleaned

all ports, exhaust pipes, and silencer,

and there is no stoppage in petrol pipe,

jet, or carburetter.—T.L.

The igjiition of your engine is apparently

too far retarded. You might try setting

the points to break with the piston 6 mm.
liefore top dead centre. This should make
a considerable difference to the power and
consumption. It is possible also that the

type of plugs you are using are not suited

to the engine. The makers will inform
you which is the most suitable in their

experience.

BI5
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HIGH CONSUMPTION OF TWO-STROKE.
_ As far as I can judge, the

engine (Villiers) of my 2^ h.p.

Overstone seems perfect. The
timing is correct, the carburetter
all right, the machine starts

perfectly, goes well, and is in every
way satisfactory, with one exception.
I cannot get more than 25 m.p.g. out
of it. The machine was only bought
new in May of this year. Can you
kindly suggest a remedy?—D.N. P.

You should obtain not less than 70 m.p.g.
with your machine, but the details you
give do not make clear the cause of the
trouble. The following points, however,
should receive attention : (1.) Reduce the
size of the jet as much as possible. If

the jet is too small, however, there will
be a considerable amount of blow-back
through the carburetter, and if this
happens the jet size must be increased
a little until cured. A variable jet

adapter will help you considerably in

carburetter tuning. (2.) Reduce the
petrol level until there is slightly less

than -[Jgin- play between the split pin on
the float chamber needle and the top of
the float. (3.) Keep the ignition well
advanced. The spark should occur when
the piston is on top dead centre with the
ignition control fully retarded. (4.) Guard
against leaks in the petrol pipe joints,

transmission slip, or undue friction.

SUDDEN LOSS OF TUNE.
During a recent tour round

Derbyshu-e on a 2{ h.p. Enfield,
when about five miles from
Buxton, the engine stopped in the
middle of a long hill, having

previously climbed some serious hills

without any trouble. The throttle was
almost wide open, also the air lever.

When I felt the engine stopping I

closed down the air and worked the
throttle, but without effect. I cleaned
the plug and mounted again. The
most I could get on second speed
was about 12 m.p.h. still on the hill.

The engine then began to backfire, loud
short explosions, which appeared to
come from the carburetter. After each
explosion the machine appeared to go
slightly quicker and then gather itself

for another explosion. I gave plenty
of petrol, but without any improve-
ment. Also during this time the ba<!k
wheel gave a jerk evefy few yards. On
arriving at Buxton I took down the
carburetter but found nothing amiss.
On the return journey the engine gradu-
ally slowed down at the first hill, and I

was compelled to change down into first

speed. This happened at all the hills

for about ten miles, when I began to
feel a slight improvement ; but I was
only gettuig about half-speed even on
the level. On arrival home I found I
had used as much petrol on a forty-mile
run as I had previously used on eighty
miles. On pulling up to ijismount I

changed into free engine, and with the
throttle open about a third an^ the air
lever closed the engine stopp'vld itself
after about half a minute.—E.T.

Your trouble would appear to be due to one
of two causes. Either the magneto timing
has shpped, in which case you should re-
set the magneto so that the points are
just about to break on full retard when
the piston is on top dead centre ; or you
are suffering from pre-ignition due to an
Bl6

^OT(^ILII
unsuitable plug. It would be worth your
while to try another plug before making
any further alterations.

CHOOSING A MOUNT.
Will you please let me know

which is the simplest and best

machine for light work? Easy
starting and handling in traffic

are needed, but not nigh speed.
—G.H.B

For obvious reasons, we are unable to
recommend any particular machine in the
way you require. The majority of the
lightweight machines on the market at

the present time will give you satisfactory
service, and are quite capable of perform-
ing the work for which they are intended.
We would advise you to obtain a copy of
" ilotor Cycles and How to Manage
Them" from our publishers, and to read
therein the chapters on choice of machines.
You will then be in a better position to
select the type which you require.

- EXPANDING BRAKE AND CLUTCH
LUBRICATION.

I have an old motor cycle
which has a clutch of the type
in which a band of phosphor-
bronze expands into the steel

drum of the belt wheel. Also
the rear brake consists of two iron
or steel shoes, which expand into a
steel drum (after the fashion of the
A..J.S. rear brake, which, however, is

Ferodo-lined, whereas mine is metal-to-
metal). Will you please tell me whether
these should be lubricated, and, if so,
with what ' The machine is

a 1911 6-7 h.p. Rex.—J.M R
Phosphor-bronze brake or clutch
drums do not lequue a great
deal of lubrication, otheiwise
they tend to slip. Very thin
oil, such as that used for peda
cycle bearings, is most suitable
It is possible that the shoes
have enough metal in them to
allow of turning down suffi

ciently to permit them being
fitted with a modern friction
lining, which lequiies no oiling.
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FOUR-STROKING
Having experienced some slight

running defects in my James two-
stroke, I shall be glad if you will

put me right on the following :

With magneto timed fully re-

tarded, with piston at dead top, my
machine misfires on the level, and four-

strokes badly down gentle slopes and
hills It is not excessive oiling, as I

rarely give it enough to make it smoke.
The only time it two-strokes perfectly
is uphill (with the ignition anything
from fully retard to one-third advance)
and on the level with fully retard. The
carburetter is an Amac (27 jet), the
engine is sound, and there are no air

leaks. I might say oiling it, no_matter
how little, tends to make it worse. The
average speed is about 20 m.p.h.

—

Treblio.

We can only think that your methods of

driving are at fault, especially as regards
the control of the ignition. The magneto
should be timed so that the contact
breaker points are just separating when
the piston is on top dead centre with
the magneto control fully retarded
When driving normally,- the magneto con-

trol should be fully advanced, and it

should only be retarded when hill-

climbing at very slow speeds. You would
find the handbook on " Two-stroke Motor
Cycles," published by Iliffe and Sons
Ltd. of considerable assistance to you,
as it contains information both on the
driving and maintenance of all two-
stroke machines.

The designer of

the Barrand Stroud
sleeve valve engine,

Mr. A. Douglas S
Barr, on the saddle

of an A.J.S. light-

weight, fitted with

-one of these
units. (Inset)
Showing the engine

mounted in a 22
h.p. AJ.S. flame.

The cubic capacity

IS 350 c.c, the bore

and stroke being

70 X 90-5 mm.

ii
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REC 3MMENDED ROUTES
Newark to Kirkby Overblow (Yorks.).

—F.T.S.
Tuxford, Retford, Bawtry, Doncaster,

Weiitbridge, Ferrybridge, A b e r f o r d
,

Wetherby, Spoffor'th, Harrogate.

Warrington to Bruton (Somerset).—
C.S.B.

Warrington, Weaverham, Tarporley,

Whitchurch, Hodnet, Wellington, Bridg-

north, Kidderminster, Worcester, Tewkes-
bury, Gloucester, Berkeley Road, Filton,

In-istol, Pensford, Binegar, Shepton
Mallet, Evercreech, Bruton. Approxi-

mately 183 miles..

Slottgh to Warrington.—C.S.B.

Slough, Farnham Royal, Beaconsfield,

'High Wycombe, Tetsworth, Holton,

Heddington, Oxford, ; Deddington, Ban-
bu'jv, Uaydon, Warwick, Solihull, Bir-

mingham, Sutton Coldfield, WatKng
Street (to Holyhead), Cannock, Stafford,

Eccleshall, ilarket Drayton, Audlem,
Nantwich, jMiddlewich, Northwicli, Bud-
worth, Warrington.

Leeds to Peterhe.\d.—J.T.W.
. Lseds, Otley, Ilkley, Skipton, Settle,

Clapham, Kirkby Lonsdale, Kendal, Shap,
I'enrith, Carlisle, Gretna Green, Eccle-

fechan, Lockerbie, Beattock, Elvanfoot,

Abington, Lanark, Carluke, Cumbernauld,
Penny, Stirling,- Dunblane, AucMerarder,
Perth, Coupar Angus, Forfar, Brechin,

Laurencekirk, Aberdeen, Peterhead.

EOLTON TO AsHINGTON.—H.H.F
Bolton, Astley Bridge, Belmont, With-

nell, Hoghton, Walton-le-Dale, Preston,

]5roughton, Garstang, Galgate, Lancaster,

Caton, Claughton, Hornby, Melling, Tun-
stall, Casterton, Sedbergh, Kirkby
Stephen, Brough SoAverby, Brough,
Bowes, Barnard Castle, Staindrop, Raby
Castle, Bishop Auckland, Spennymoor,
Durham, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Gosforth,

Morpeth, Pegswood, Ashington. Approxi-
mately 161 miles.

PeTERBOROCGH TO WiGAN.—J.B.
Peterborough, Ahvalton, Elton, Oundle,

Benefield, Upper Benefield, Great Weldon,
Corby, Wilbarston, Dingley, Market
Harborough, Lubenham, Theddingwovth,
Husbands Bosworth, North Kilworth,
Lutterworth, Bitteswell, Ullesthorpe,

Claybrooke, High Cross, Atherstone,
Fazeley, Weeford, Lichfield, Rugeley,
Stone, Woore, Nantwich, Tarporley, Cote
Brook, Cuddington, Weaverham, Danes-
bury, Warrington, Wigan. _ Approxi-
mately 166 miles.

Bromley to Torquay.—H.B.W.
Bromley, Bromley South Station, Hayes,

Addington, Coombe Lane Station, Waddon
Station, Wallingtou, Carshalton, Sutton,
Clieam, Ewell, Epsom, Ashtead, Leather-
head, Great Bookham, Effingham, East
Horsley, East Clandon. Merrow, Guild-
ford, Hog's Back, Puttenham Corner,
Farnham, Alton, Chawton, Alresford,
Itchen, Stoke, King's Worthy, Win-
chester, Hursley, Romsey, Sherfield
English, Whiteparish, Salisbury, Wilton,
Shaftesbury, Sherborne, Yeovil, Chard,
Yarcombe, Honiton, Fenny Bridges,
Honiton Olyst, Exeter, Alphington, Kenn-
ford, Kingsteighton, Newton Abbot, (edge
of) Kingskerawell, Torquay. Approxi-
mately 210 miles.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to (/uestiims publisfied

under t/iis headinq should he sent to the
Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.

'-' J.W.C." (Brentwood).—Disc wheels
on 4 h.p. Triumph ridden solo.

' H.C.S." (Mitcham).—Cox-Atmos car-

buretter on Scott with sidecar.

"V.P." (Long-ton) —Tamplin : Reli-

ability, durability, upkeep, cornering,

tyres, etc., over twelve months.
" G.L.S." (Croydon).— Metro-Tyler :

Reliability, climbing, and petrol and oil

consumption.
,

"F.E.D.'' (Norwich).—8 h.p. Match-
less family outfit Lateral rigidity of

spring frame, quality of material, and life

of engine parts.

" J.H." (Paisley).—Norton Big Four
(solo and "with sidecar) : Speed, reli-

ability, quality of material and durability,

and climbing.
" J.A.S." (Salisbury).—3^ h.p. Norton

with direct belt or Philipson pulley drive.
" J.S." (Dulwich).—Four-cylinder Hen-

derson ; General experiences.

"V.N.S" (Goole).—Dry battery light-

ing sets, using from three to four hours
twice a week : Expense of upkeep, etc.

" H.H." (Denton).—3 h.p. Royal
Ruby : Speed, comfort, reliability, con-

sumption, acceleration, and control at

speed.
" C,S." (India).—12 h.p. A.C.E., with

sidecar : Consumption, detachability of

back wheel, accessibility of carburetter,

etc. 8 h.p. Matchless and sidecar and
8 h.p. Sunbeam, ditto : Speed, accessi-

bility, ease of wheel changing, luggage
capacity, etc.

"R.G.R." (Eton).—O.K. Junior, single-

speed (Mark XI.) : General experiences.
" E.R.S." (Northumberland).—Brough-

Superior : Especially reliability of o.h.v.

mechanism for hard riding on long

journeys.
" G.G.H." (Higham Ferrers).—5 h.p.

N.U.T. Speed, consumption, and reli-

ability (solo or sidecar), and same ques-

tions regarding the 4 h.p. Coulson-B.
" J.H.C." (London, N.16).—3| h.p.

Scott, 3i h.p. P. and M., or 3^ h.p.

Ariel (as solo machine) : Reliability,

climbing, saddle comfort, fork springing,

and consumption.

Will the following readers forward full

addresses so that replies may be sent to

them?: " C.T.P." (Northwood) and
" J.L.H." (Worthing).

TO CLUB SECRETARIES.

"The Motor Cycle" Film will shortly

be available for loan to enterprising dabs

who are keen to make their winter social

events a success. This exclusive film

takes about forty minutes to exhibit,

and the programme includes scenes al

the Junior and Senior T.T. Races, the

500 Miles Race, the Six Days Trials,

and the Grand Prix Car Race. Club

secretaries should write to the Editor

(Film Department), "The Motor Cyde,"

Coventry, suggesting two or three alter-

native dates, preferably in January or

after.

A Competition Eider's Venture.

Motor cyclists in the Birmingham dis-

trict who require expert assistance in

tuning and repairs should note that G.

E. Stobart, the well-known James compe-
tition rider, has established himself in

business at 6, Minsjead Road, Erdington.

Similarity of Names.

The N.W. London M.C.C. gymkhana
took place at the Stag Lane Aerodrome,

while the North London M.C.C. rally,

which was held last month, was at Jien-

don Aerodrome. Some confusion as to

the organisers of the two appears to have

occurred.

Found on the Road.

An Avon inner tube, size 30x3^-in., was
picked up between Newtown and Caersws
by Mr. J. Robinson, of the Widnes
Foundry Co., Ltd. Widnes, on October

7th ; while the secretary of the Sutton

Coldfield Club (Mr. P. Mosedale, the

Nook, Maney Hill Road, Sutton Cold-

field) reports that a leather helmet was
left behind on Penkridge Bank after the

hill-climb on October 8th.

Speed Trials in Belgium.

During a recent meeting at MonCaign,

near Liege, organised by the Belgian

Motor "Union, some excellent performances

by Triumph machines over the flying

kilometre were recorded^ In the pro-

fessional class (500 c.c.) M. Antoine

covered the distance in 29|s. (76 m.p.h.),

and in the 600 c.c. sidecar division of

the same class M. Phillippart took 40|s.

(54 m.p.h.). A Triumph was also first

in the 600 c.c. amateur class, viz., M.
Thys, 34^s. (65^ m.p.h.).

At the same meeting a single-cylinder

F.N. made fastest time in the 250 c.c.

class, while against all comers the four-

cylinder F.N. proved the winner.

Catalogues Received.

Butterfields, Ltd., Levis Works, Stech-

ford, Birmingham : the seventh edition

of " Driving Instructions and Useful

Hints and Tips." A most complete hand-

book for users of Levis motor cycles.

Norton Motors, Ltd., Bracebridge

Street, Birmingham : a booklet describing

Norton models which are specially con-

structed for overseas use. These include

the Big Four, the 34 h.p. Sports model,

and the de luxe sidecar outfit. Mr. J.

L. Norton is at the present time in our

overseas dominions studying motor cycle

conditions.

Leopold Ward, A.C.G.I., B.Sc, Har-

mood Place, Chalk Farm, London, N W. :

_" Some Notes on Experimental and Re-

searcli Engineering "
: a small booklet

dealing with several interesting motor

cycle engines and other engineering

appliances made by Mr. Ward. Some of

these have boon dealt with in The Motor

Cycle.
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The New Imperial Programme.

A Loop Frame Lighlweigh! wHh Engine and Gear Unit Assembly

As makers of lightweight motor cycles,
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., have
had a wonderfully successful year.

Perhaps the most outstanding success was
the winning of Tim Motor Cycle Cup for
the 250 c.c. Tourist Trophy, and in this
respect it must be remembered that the
firm have marketed their little T.T. model,
and have also run it most successfully in
reliability trials.

We ourselves have had some little

road experience with the machine, and
have found it thoroughly roadworthy and
far from being a purely racing mount.
The A.C.U. Six Days Trials and the 500

Mile Race at Brooklands have added to
the New Imperial laurels, and no fewer
than thirty-five special trophies have been
won, while gold medal awards are in-

numerable.
Similar- machines to the Tourist Trophy

type will be listed for 1922, but much
int-erefit will be concentrated on a modified
type, which is the subject of the sub-
joined notes.

Novel Engine Mounting.
Driven by a New Imperial-Jap engine

of 293 CO., the engine is mounted on long
bearer plates, on which are carried the
magneto—directly behind the cylinder

—

and the three-speed gear bo.x. Thus, the
engine forms a unit with the main part
of the transmission, and the whole can
be detached from the loop frame by merely
uncoupling the petrol and oil pipes and
removing three accessible bolts. Many
detail refinements are included in this

unit. For instance, a breather is fitted

to the gear- box, and this has been found
to obviate oil leaks almost entirely. A
rubber return stop has been fitted to the
kick-starter, and ball and roller bearings
will be fitted to the engine.
The loop frame is a sturdy piece of

construction, and is particularly rigid
laterally, as we can testify from a short

Showing the neat disposition

of the engine, gear box, and
magneto.

New pornu in the New Imperial are a loop frame, ail-chain drive, and an internal

expanding rear brake.

run. Transmission is by chain through-
out, and an adjustable shock absorber is

fitted on the engine-shaft. The primary
chain is well protected by a metal guard,
and a special guard protects both top and
lower runs of the low speed chain without
entirely enclosing it.

~

The rear spindle

of the New Im-
perial is held in

substantial steel

blocks, and
correct chain
tension is

effected by screw

adjusters.

Very wide domed mudguards are fitted,
and the spring forks have undergone
Blight modifications.

External expanding brakes are fitted
to both wheels, that in the rear having

aluminium shoes faced with
Don friction fabric, the
surface being ground true in
position. ^

Rear chain adjustment is
effected by screws carried
in the fork end, and butting
against solid steel blocks in
which the spindle is carried.
The comfort of the rider

has been carefully studied,
and, in addition to a com-
fortable saddle, large alu-
minium footplates are fitted,
and ingeniously arranged leg
shields may be added. These
shields are unusual in
appearance, since they lie

rather on the "inside of the
leg than to the front ; but,
in this position, they catch
the mud which is not
trapped by the front guard,
and act as air deflectors to
increase cylinder cooling :

they do not interfere with
the simple device for adjust-
ing the footboards.

The valve gear of the engine is particu-

larly silent, and a large aluminium muffler

with long tail pipe effectively reduces the
exliaust noise.

Altogether, this is one of the most
completely fitted and practical lightweights
which we have examined, and on the I'oad

it is fast, silent, and easy to control.

The standard machine is fitted with
26in. wheels. The tyre section is not yet
finally settled ; but a model will be made
with 24in. wheels to suit ladies or short
riders. Sports models fitted with 250
or 350 c.c. J.A.P. engines may be obtained,
and these will have clutch 'but no kick-
starter, and will be
fitted with footrests,

narrower guards, and
lighter equipment.
These models will be
in addition to the chain
and belt range.

Long plates carry the engine, gear box, and
magneto on the loop frame New Imperial.

Note the gear box breather, and rubber stop
for the kick-starter.

It must not be forgotten that 8 h.p.
passenger machines are a feature of the
company's programme, though for 1922
only minor modifications, such as Timken
roller bearing hubs and an ingenious
sidecar standard have been incorporated.

Nevertheless, an 8 h.p. sporting mount
fitted with the latest type of side-by-side
valve J.A.P. engine will suppl}- the needs
of the "big twin" speed enthusiast.

C4
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A Wide Ran^e of New Hudson Models.
Waler-cooled Three-wheeler. 4 h p. Single, Lightweight Two-stroke with Ail-chain Drive.

AT the last Qlympia Motor Cycle Show
something of a sensation was caused
by the production of a beautifully

finished three-wheeler by the New
Hudson concern. This machine has now
undergone several modifications, and, in

its new form, has already proved itself

on the road. The layout of the chassis

is simple and workmanlike, and there is

an atmosphere of solidity which seldom
surrounds the normal light car, whether
three or four-wheeled.

Carried on the frame by stout alu-

minium castings, a 10 h.p. water-cooled

M.A.Gr. engine transmits its power
through a single dry plate clutch to a

three-speed and reverse gear box.
_
A

simple clutch stop is brought into action

by a full depression of the pedal, and
the propeller-shaft has a flexible joint

arranged immediately in front of the gear

box. In the rear portion of the gear box

is a pair of bevels and a cross-shaft, and

all the gear selector mechanism is pro-

tected by an aluminium housing. Final

A de luxe model 2i h.p. two-stroke, with

all-chain drive, upswept footboards and leg-

shields, is added to the New Hudson range.

that, after removing the knock-out rear

spindle, the wheel comes away, leaving
the chain sprocket and brakes in situ.

The brakes, by the way, both act on the

Internal expanding brakes, chain drive, with quick detachable rear wheel, leg-shields, and a

very comfortable sidecar, are features of the 4 h.p. New Hudson outfit.

New Hudson, Ltd., are by no means
newcomers to the passenger motor cycle

world, so that peculiar interest attaches

to their return to this field. The new
4 h.p. New Hudson has a single-cylinder

engine of 87x100 mm. bore and stroke

(594 c.c). The side-by-side valves are

operated by a single cam, and clear air

spaces are left between the cylinder walls

and gas ports. A two-ringed aluminium
piston is fitted, and plain bearings are

used throughout, special precautions being

taken to avoid oil "leakage. The trans-

mission is by chain, a shock absorber
being mounted on the engine-shaft, and
a Sturmey-Archer three-speed box being
fitted to the bottom bracket casting. The
magneto is carried behind the cylinder,

and draw-bolt adjustments are provided
for tensioning both magneto and primary
drive chains. A special arrangement of

change speed mechanism is provided, the

operating lever protruding through the

tank in a convenient position. Aluminium
footplates and sensible legshields are

fitted, and the front chain is protected

by a cast aluminium guard, which extends
rearwards over the front end of the rear

transmission is by chain. Channel steel

side members, with two channel and two
tubular cross members, comprise the
frame, which is additionally cross-braced
by intersecting tubes. Within the front
channel cross member, and protected by
its flanges, lies the rack and pinion
steering gear, which is connected directly

to the tie-rod immediately behind the
steel tubular front axle. The rear tubular
cross member forms a support for the
back of the gear box, and also a pivot
for the centre of the long cantilever rear

springs. A tubular frame carries the rear

wheel chain, tension being adjustable by
means of eccentrics on the front end of

the radius rods. The chassis is supported
in front by quarter-elliptic springs.

Such is the bare specification of the
New Hudson three-wheeler, but there are

many interesting features which are well

worthy of attention. For instance, the
wheels, shod with 26x3in. Dunlop light

car tyres, are quickly detachable and
interchangeable. A permanent jack is

incorporated in the rear frnie, bv means
of which the rear wheel can be raised

from the ground with the least possible

delay. It should be mentioned, also,

rear chain ring, the
hand brake being of

the contracting type
and the foot brake
having expanding
shoes.

A spare- wheel is in-

cluded in the specifi-

cation, as also are a
Lucas M a g d y n 0,

driven by bevel gear
from the front of the
engine, and a Cox-
A t m s carburetter.

Lubrication of hubs
and other working
parts is effected by
means of a screw-in
grease gun.
A deep and luxuri-

o u s 1 y upholstered
body, with screen,

hood, and good mud-
guards, is fitted to the
very attractive vehicle,

and a neat radiator
admirably sets off the
whole. It is a most
elaborate model.

A permanent jack is incorporated in the rear frame of the

three-wheeler, and the brakes and chain are unaffected by the

removal of the rear wheel. Interchangeable wheels, with a

spare, are supplied.

C7
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Advance Details of 1922 Models.—

chain. A sheet metal extension protects
the rear chain from mudguard drippings.
Special provision has been made for quick
detachment of the rear wheel, and very
wide domed mudguards are fitted.

Attached to this very practical looking
machine is a roomy coachbuilt sidecar,

suspended on C springs, front and rear,

from a rectangular chassis. The chassis

is underslung, and is attached to the
motor cycle at four points. A wide mud-
guard is mounted on the sidecar body.
It is probable that 25x3in. tyres will- be
fitted all round, and the complete outfit

is to sell at a very attractive figure.

A minor point, which, however, is not
without importance, especially from an
overseas point of view, is that a 6in.

ground clearance is obtained. 'This end
has been achieved without making the
machine unduly high or ungainly.

Lightweights.

In addition to the well-known 2^ h.p.

two-stroke popular model, a similar

engine with all-chain transmission and
Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear with
clutch and kick-
starter -will be
marketed. This
little machine
will be turned out
with foot plates,

legshields, a i r

deflector to plug,
and 24 X 2|in.

tyres. The speci-

fication should be
ideal for the busi-

ness man, since

sensible m u d -

guards have not been forgotten.
New Hudson lightweights have

already made a name for themselves,
both in the hands of private users and
in open competition work. Oddly
enough, though this little machine is

particularly well adapted for a short
rider, the seating arrangements are
such that even a large man neither
looks nor feels ungainly—in fact, one

One of the

cleanest . but

most complete

three -wheeler

chassis which

has yet ap-

peared—the
10 h.p. New
Hudson.

The low centre of gravity of the New Hudson three-wheeler provides great stability, but
does not interfere with the ground clearance or smart appearance of the machine.

of the firm's best known riders is cer-
tainly taller than the average.
The popular model is similar to the

dl luxe type but has 24x2in. tyres, foot-
rests instead of -aluminium footboards,
and no legshields are supplied. The same
little three-port two-stroke engine of 62x
70 mm. bore and stroke is fitted in each
case, and this engine is built in the New
Hudson works throughout.

The Metro-Tyler Cycle Gar
A Lightweight Runabout
driven by Two 2\ h.p.

Engines.

APOUR-WHEELER built on purely
motor cycle lines is the £125 M.-T.
cycle car, which is driven by two

2i h.p. 70 X 70 mm. M.-T. two-stroke

engines coupled together, with the

Double quarter elliptical springs are used
for the front springing. The starting lever,

it will be observed, can be operated from
the driver's seat.

crankshafts in line. This unit is

fttted in a strengthened ash frame. The
gear box is the well-known Sturmey-
Ar-cher incorporating three speeds and
clutch, the starting mechanism being

connected to a lever within reach of the

driver so that the engine can be conveni-

ently started from the seat. From the

gear box to the live back axle the drive

is by lin. belt, while the axle runs on

roller and thi-ust bearings situated in

housings between the double-quarter

elliptical springs, this method of spring-

ing being adopted for the front of the

vehicle as well. The gear ratios are 5|,

The M.-T. cycle car, a neat little

four-wheeler, having as the power

unit two 2J h.p. two-stroke engines

coupled together.

8i, and 13 to 1, and it is hoped to in-

corporate a reverse in future models as

an extra. The carburetter is a Zenith,,

and is controlled by the ordinary accele-

rator pedal.

A roomy two-seater body ifi fitted pro-

vided with ample lockers. We had a

short run on the machine, and found the

steering, though direct, to be quite

effective. The twin engines seemed to

possess ample pulling power, and, starting

by means of the side lever, was sim-

plicity itself, the engines starting on the

first pull over, nor were they unduly

noisy.

c8
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SE^RKING PLUGS I

5Si; SmNEftRD KI/G'G' SERIES ^1
I Jill ^^—

Type G 1—for average engines—standara metric _^thread, ^-^ '

Immi
"• '"'" '"^

12 m/m reach. .

'- .~ '. ——;•-•-
Type G 2—for average engines-standard metric thread. >*'

18 m/m. reach. -

Type G 3—for'Amerlcan Gars taking A.UA.M. -threads,

i In. reach. .'

Type G 4—for American Cars taking A.UA.M. threads,

3 in. reach. Suitable for the latest ' BulcV Cars.

Type G 5—the popular " Ford ' model, and for American
Cars taking J in. gas thread.

THE DESIGN OF THESE PLUGS INCORPORATES
THE FOLLOWING T4EW 6- UNIQUE ADVANTAGES-

m^J \ The plug body and gland nut, which constitute the
permanent portions of the plug, are treated by a

special process before assembling which renders them
rust -proof and absolutely obviates the not infrequent
trouble caused by the plug "seizing" In the ^cylinder.

g The central electrode and Insulation can be rtadlly
removed from the plug by unscrewing the gland nut

without the necessity of removing the plug body from the
engine cylinder. This renders possible the Inspection and
thorough cleansing of the Insulation.

C" Complete " centres " for renewals can be supplied
and carried as spares. With ordinary care the original

plug body and gland nut should last almost Indefinitely.

RETAIL PRICE OF ALL *G' TYPES
^Z- EACH

'

SPARE INSULATED CENTRES3"EACH -,

Manufacturere of K-L'G Plurfs '.

The ROBINHOOD ENGINEERING WORKS LTD
Putnevy Vale. Lonaon S)»:i5

?ole Eacport A^en.ts :

S.SMITH & SONS (M-A.> LTD C«*r<JVorks,CTickk*Do4

-i< iiiiiiunii iiuiiuiiiiiiiiMimmiini iiiiiii ill

In nnswrrinrj this a(lvi:rtlsement it is desi rtibln to mention " 'I'lic Molnr (Jiicle.' C9
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REPAIRS

Now is the time to

have your engine
overhauled for next

season

We undertake Repairs

of all kinds to JAP
Engines having a

specially well
equipped depart-

ment for this work.

ESTIMATES
supplied when desired.

MOTOR CYCLE
SHOW

Before deciding on

your Machine for

1922, call at our

STAND
NO,

and inspect our new
models of

JAP ENGINES,

J. A. Prestwich & Co., Ltd.,
Northumberland Park, ,

TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.17.

XVhy su^r t£e
Convevi^ your li^hiinff

Bother no longer with odorous and troublesome acetylene—just
switch on and flood your path with brilliant Electric Light.
You can equip j'our Cycle with new lamps or convert your
existing Lamps to Electric with

discorr^rt ofAcefylene?
•io Eleci:T»ic Jbf

^ELECTRIC CONVERSIONSETS
Wc feel that nothing we can say about them is such strong testimony as
the unsolicited opinions of actual users which continually come to us.
Here is one of them :

—

" TAe solo ligUling set you supplied to us a iev weeks
ago is acting splendidly and is a huge success."

Solo Lighting Sets. Conversion set with new tail lamp £2:5:0
. Complete set with new head and tail lamp £4:0:0

Sidecar Combination Lighting Sets.
Conversion set with new side and tail lamp ..£3:15:0
Complete set with 5 inch head lamp £5 : 10 :

Complete set with 7 inch head lamp £6 : 5:0

In the Solo lighting sets, the accumulator case fits on the existing acetylene lamp
brackets. The following lamp sets are all suitable for holding the accumulator
case. These are not the only sets suitable for converting, but give an idea of
what is required.

PoweUand Hanmer Lamps, Nos. 127 H.B., 127 S.B., 128 H.B., 12 S.B., 125 H.B.
Miller l^mps, Nos. 29 H., 31 H., 24 S., 22 i:.; Lucas Lamps, Nos. 462, 341, 331

Why not iirrite to-day /or illustrated list giving prices of complele
sets for Solo and Covihination work, conversion sets for existing
lamps, and our motor cycle electrical fittings ?

WATES BROS.,
- 5, High Street, Bloomsbary, W.C.

132, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.

Retail
Offices

CIO

EXCEPTIONAL ACCUMULATOR OFFER t !

Hart or Peto and Radford Manufacture.

(In metal case with strap handle.)

4 Volts
12 amps, actual

Quantity.

24 amps, ignition

Price Total
each. price.

1 14/- 14/-

2 13'- 26/.
3 12/8 38/.
4 12/3 49'.
6 12/- T2'.

Size 5l X 3l X 3|.

Ml above price.* include free deliverv

In answering t/ie.se advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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Hazlewood
Introductions.

Sperling and Touring Light-

weigiils. Passenger Machines
mainly Unchanged.

A LIGHTWEIGHT will be added to

the existing range of Hazlewood
models for" 1922. Carried in a

frame with dropped top tube, a 293 c.c.

The new lightweight Hazlewood incorporates the 293 c.c. J.A.P. engine, and has a serviceable

black finish.

The rear brake unit of the new lightweight

Hazlewood is easily detachable to facilitate

wheel removal.

J.A.P. engine drives the rear wheel
through a two-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

with clutch and kick starter, the final

drive being by belt. Aluminium foot

plates, a cast aluminium chain cover, B.

and B. carburetter, and Best and Lloyd
drip lubricator, are included in the speci-

fication. A sports mode], with long ex-

haust pipe and footrests in place of foot-

boards, is listed, and is fitted with a

neat rear brake, the whole of which, with

its operating pedal, can be readily re-

moved, should tyre trouble necessitate the

withdrawal of the rear wheel. This
machine is listed at £70. A somewhat-

similar but more stoutly constructed

machine will be marketed, and will carry

a 4 h.p. J.A.P. engine and three-speed

gear.

All Hazlewood models are fitted with
wide Druid type forks, and mudguarding
has received very special attention, being

most efficient. The existing 6 h.p. model,

with chain and belt drive, and the 8 h.p.

type, with all chain drive, will be re-

tained, but the latter will in future be
fitted with an internal expanding reai

brake.
The makers are Hazlewood's, Ltd.,

Coventry.

A Clutch Model
Velocette.

Re-designed Gear Box now
incorporates a Kick-starter.

UNCHANGED in its more character-

istic features, the 1922 Velocette is,

nevertheless, worthy of special at-

tention, since a very considerable change

has been made in the transmission. An

entirely new gear box is now fitted, and
includes a cork clutch and kick starter.

The three-speed gear is a very ingenious

piece of work. Both shafts run on ball

bearings, and heavy pitch teeth are used.

Top and low gears are engaged by dogs,

but the middle gears are meshed as in

normal car practice. It should be men-
tioned, however, that these gears are of

the same pitch and width as employed

by many 6 h.p. machines. An unusual

feature lies in the fact that the final drive

chain lies outside the clutch, the sprocket

being locked to its shaft by face dogs.

In spite of

^ this, the

_) clutch is

extremely ac-

cessible, and
can be reached by the re-

moval of one hexagon and
one ring nut. The middle
plate runs on a ball race

when free, and the outer

plates are pressed together

by a number of small

coil springs, which are so

arranged that the locking

nut can be started on its

thread before compressing

the springs. Clutch opera-

tion is effected by face cams
operating on pegs, the con-

trolling lever lying between
the clutch and the gear box.

No extra gears or quadrants

are employed in the design

of the kick-starter, which
works on the free-wheel prin-

&)mpact design and sturdy construction are the essentia! ciple, a roller being forced

features of the three-speed Velocette gear box with clutch outwards into a groove by

and kick.sta.-ter. the action of a cam on the

starter spindle. The action is positive

;

and, by means of an ingenious and

simple arrangement of safety device, the

roller is forced out of its groove in

the case of a back-fire. A two-speei

The gate quadrant is fitted on the front

end of the tank.

gear box of similar type may be sup-

plied ; but in this case a plain bearing

layshaft is used. The t\-?o-speed gear

supplied for the sports model, however,

has ball bearings throughoul,, but no kick

starter is fitted. Detail modifications

have taken place in the chain guards to

improve accessibility. Wider front forks

liave been adopted to avoid trapping the

mudguard, and wider rear hub, forks,

and mudguards are fitted. The new light-

weight M-L magneto is to be standardised.

Gear operation is now by means of a gate

quadrant, and the spark advance lever

incorporates a simple cork friction device.

CI I
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B.T.H. Novelties.
Combined Lighling and Ignilion

Apparatus in Various Forms.

S far as 'concerns two-stroke engines,
the B.T.H. Sparklight ignition and
lighting set has ah'eady made its

name ; but until recent times the system
of utilising the idle maximum point of

the magneto has been confined mostly to

A

The new B.T.H. SparktigKt for four-

strokes. Note the distributer box.

Bown Additions.
IN addition to the 2| h.p. Blackburne

and 2^ h.p. Villiers models, Bowus,
Ltd., will market a neat little tour-

ing machine fitted with the 2-^- h.p. J. A. P.
engine (293 c.c). An Albion two-speed
gear with clutch and kick-starter is

fitted, chain and belt drive being erp-

ployed. Druid forks, M-L mrgneto, 26 X
2^iu. tyres, B. and B. carburetter, and
an internal V brake are used, and all the
fittings are of good quality. The rear

forks of all models are now wider to pre-

vent trapping of the guard. Lubrica-

tion of the engine is through a Best and
Lloyd sight feed device, and the primary

.

chain is well protected by a neat cover.

A dropped top tube frame is retained,

and the general appearance is good.

Liberty Engine
Modifications.
Built-up Crankshaft of

Unusual Design.

STEADY progress is being made in the

design of Liberty two-stroke engine
manufactured by A. W. Wall, Ltd.,

of Tyseley, Birmingham, and several

modifications are included in the design
for 1922. The engine is of the normal
three-port design, and is beautifully made,
the crankshaft being a particularly fine

piece of work. Each shaft and crank
cheek is formed from a special steel
forging, and is machined and ground
until it takes the form of a miniature
internal flywheel, complete with balance
weight. Plain bearings are used on the
main shaft, but the crank pin, which is

utilised to bolt together the two sides of
the shaft, is fitted with a roller bearing

that type of engine. The B.T.H. Co.

has, however, just introduced a modified

set for four-stroke engines.

In this appliance, the magneto is driven

at engine speed, and, consequently, gives

a better spark for starting and at low

speeds. The Sparklight collector attached

in place of the contact breaker cover

remains unaltered ; but, since with this

arrangement two sparks are generated

where only one is needed, a simple dis-

tributer with two terminals has been

added. By this means the waste spark is

earthed, and the useful spark is led to

the plug in the normal manner.

Prolongei Road Test.

The new system has been given a pro-

longed road testing and has proved

thoroughly reliable. A four-volt twelve

am.pere battery is carried on the handle-

bar and a five watt head lamp bulb is

employed.
The" B.T.H. flywheel magneto and light-

ing set has been improved in detail, and
will form a standard line for 1922. In

addition, a mag-generator of interesting

construction will be exhibited for the first

time at Olympia.
The magneto and dynamo of this set

form separate units, which are dovetailed

NOVEMBER 3rd, J921.

together ; but, contrary to usual practice,

it is the generator which is driven from
the engine (at half engine speed in the

case of motor cycles), and the magneto
which is driven from the generator
spindle. This system imposes less load-

ing on the gears, which connect the two
spindles, the driven gear in the B.T.H.
set being of a special composition manu-
factured by the firm. A cut-out is

embodied in the dynamo and Cobalt steel

magnets are_ used for both ignition and
lighting sets. An output of twenty watts
is claimed at 1,200 r p.m. of the armature.

Head lamp and battery box of the

B.T.H. Sparklight set. A 4 volt 12 amp
battery and 5 watt bulb are used.

. A neat little 21 h.p. J.A.P. model has been added
to the Bown programme.

big end. The hollow gudgeon pin is

carried rather high up in the piston, and
is located endwise by the lower of two
piston rings, the lower edge of the groove
being bevelled off so as to trap the oil.

The cylinder is well finned, and in prac-
tice has been found to cool very satis-

factorily. Every , engine is given a
thorough bench test before it leaves the

The Liberty crankshaft is built up of two
forgings. A roller bearing big end is used.

works. An Amac carburetter has been
found to give excellent results.

Naturally, an out-
side flywheel is also
fitted. Besides the
increased rigidity of
the built-up form of
crank construction,
another advantage is

that, by reducing
the crank case
volume, crank case
pressure is increased.
The Reynolds run-

about, which is

manufactured by the
same firm, and is,

of course, fitted

with the Liberty
engine, will in

future be fitted with
24in. wheels and all-

chain drive. It is

probable that
further developments on interesting lines
will take place in the near .future, but
for the moment our tongue is tied.

Piston of Liberty

two-stroke, showing
the lower ring
groove. The ring

acts as a sudgeon-
pm keep.

iM
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A Sporting Francis-Barnett,
2fh.p. J.A.P. Engine, Three-speed Gear Box, All-chain Drive.

ONE of the most attractive lightweight

machines which will be exhibited

at Olympia is the sports model
Francis-Banitit. Incorj)orating the 350

c.c. J. A. P. engine, a three-speed light-

weight Sturmey-Archer gear with clutch

and kick-starter, all-chain drive, and an
Enfield shock absorber, the whole machine
weighs only 190 lb. Every detail has
been carefully thought out, and though
there may be other machines with a some-
what similar specification, it is in detail

refinements, so dear to the heart of the
enthusiast, that the Francis-Barnett ex-

cels. 26x2i-in. extra heavy tyres covered
by wide flat section guards, Brampton
forks with a positive stop to prevent the
handle-bars damaging the tank,' and a
stand which is particularly neat and

The latest 2| h.p. Sports Model Francis-Barnett in an unfinished state. A 350 c.c.

J.A.P. engine and three-speed lightweight Sturmey-Archer gear are fitted.

One of the many neat features of the

Francis-Barnett is the fact that the change

speed lever is mounted with the gear box.

The unit is adjustable endwise by means of

an eccentric operated by a projecting stud.

strong help to make the machine service-

able. The tank is of the saddle type
associated with the Francis-Barnett name,
and all the control wires pass through
the space between the two tank parti-

tions, so that they are out of sight for

the greater part of their length. The B.

and B. carburetter and the new M-L
lightweight magneto are part of the

equipment.
The operating lever of the Sturmey-

Archer three-speed gear is mounted on
the bottom bracket and secured by the

same nuts as the gear box itself, so that

when the primary chain is adjusted there

is no need for adjustrhent of the gear

control rod. It will be remembered that

a positive chain adjustment is provided,

the gear box being moved by an eccentric

on the lower end of a stud which projects

through the bottom bracket casting.

Footrests only are fitted, but these can

be set in five different positions by merely
slacking off a nut and replacing the locat-

ing peg in any one of a series of holes.

The finish, which, by the way, is ex-

cellent, is in black throughout, a mini-

mum number of plated parts being used.

A Webb front brake is fitted, and the

rear brake is of the V type acting inside

the groove of a dummy belt rim. It

should be added that there are no clips

on the machine except for handle-bar

fittings.

Blackburne Engines for 1922.
Four Singles and Four Twins (o be offered Next Year.

BLACKBURNE engines for 1922 will

include at least two completely new
models. These are the 4-i h.p. and

the 2| h.p. T.T. engines. The lai-ger of

these has a bore and stroke of 85 X 97 mm.
(548 c.c), and like all the latest ))attern

Blackburne engines the finish has been

much impi-oved, the crank case being

sand-blasted, and the magneto and timing

gear cases polished.

The chief improvements in this pattern

lie in the provision of larger and deeper.

radiating fins, especially round the valve

ports, a roller bearing big end, and a new
cam and exhaust rocker. The new cam

is so designed that it first lifts the valve

gradually, then opens it rapidly, keeps

it open a longer period than the old cam,

and then allows it to close quickly;

consequently, on account of the overlap,

greater efficiency is obtained. The crank-

shaft is of the built-up variety, while the

crank webs are steel stampings.

It is interesting to be able to record

that the T.T. engine, with overhead

valves, which came near to winning the

Junior T.T., is to be placed on the market

for the coming year. Since the classic

event, however, it has undergone several

modifications, one of these being the

placing ot the sprocket outside the fly-

wheel, thus reducing the overhang' and

The connectmg rod, flywheel and cam

A feature of the new 4i h.p. Blackburne

engine is the increased size of radiatmg fins

round the valve ports.

The skew gear magneto drive with the

cover removed.

CI3
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Advance DetaUs of 1922 Models.—

bringing the flywheel nearer tlie arank
case. This arrangement not only brings
the sprocket l^in. closer to the crank case,
but considerably facilitates the enclosure
of the chains. The new flywheel is lighter
than the old pattern, has the inside of
the mainshaft hole hollowed out, and the
main bearing boss slightly chamfered.
The split hardened steel bushes for the

o.h.v. rockers are mounted on supports
screwed into the detachable head and
secured by a lock-nut. In the case of
the latest models, the main adjustment is
effected by means of the usual adjustable
tappet as found on side valve engines

;

but further adjustment can be obtained
by means of the supports, which may be
screwed or unscrewed, and then held by
the lock-nut. No adjustment is now pro-
vided on the end of the rocker arm,
which strikes the valve stem ; but, fol-
lowing car practice, a cam pad is pro-
vided. The timing gear is the same as
the standard 2| h.p. engine.

Great care is taken to prevent distor-
tion in the Blackburne cylinders and other
parts ; and all castings, such as cylind-ers,
pistons, and cylinder heads are nor-
malised—that is to say. they are first
rough machined, then put in an oven, and
heated to 800° C. for two hours, and
allowed to cool ; the process is then re-
peated, and the cylinders are finally
finished off.

The 2f h.p. overhead valve T.T. pattern,

which will be placed on the market as a

standard production.
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The piston is of standard design, but is

very light. The full range of 1922 engines:
consists of the following : The 2| h.p.

standard model; the 2| Ti.p. T.T. pat-

tern, as described above; the standard.
4 h.p. and the 4^ h.p. new type with roller

big-end, previously referred to; the 5-6.

h.p. twin, 71x88 mm., 695 c.c. ;'the.

8 h.p., 85x88 mm., 998 c.c. ; and the 10

h.p., air or water-cooled, 85x97 mm.,
1,098 c.c. All Blackburne twin-cylinder
engines have the cylinders set at 60°, and
all may be fitted with the spiral drive^

magneto, and are suitable for nlStor cycles''

or cycle cars. Naturally, the well-known'
features of these engines—^the detachable
head and outside flywheel—are retained.

DUNELT REFINEMENTS.
NO radical changes will take place in

/next year's Duhelf models except in..

the matter of price. The shape of,

the tank will be niodified for the sake of
appearance, a' longer and more con^

veniently placed brake pedal will be
fitted, and the aluminium foot plates will

be splayed outwards at the front so as

to provide a more natural riding position.

(This is a feature wliicli might well be
adopted by other manufacturers.) Detail

alteration will take place in the steering

head ball races, and purchasers will be

offered the option of 28x3in. tyres at a

slightly increased cost.

Raleigh Lightweights.
As first announced in The. Motor Ci/ch

of September 22nd, when a full
description of the new model was

published, lightweight machines will form
important addition to the Ealeigh

programme for 1922.
The prices of the new models have now

been fixed, and prove to -he surprisingly
moderate, the two-speed 2| h.p. ^machine

(with a 348 c.c. engine) being only £58.
A similar machine as a sports model,
with a two-speed gear box, T.T. bars,
and footrests in lieu of footboards, is

listed at the Si^me figure. These models
with a three-speed box cost an extra £5.
In its third form, as a lightweight

sidecar outfit, the price is £103 complete
with sidecar. In this case the bore of

the engine has been increased, bringing

the capacity up to 400 c.c, rated at 3 h.p.

The luxurious 5-6 h.p. flat twin
Raleigh, with spring frame, is, of course,"

retained, and may now be obtained either

solo or as a de luxe or standard sidecar

outfit. It has not been found necessary

to make any modifications of note

specially for the Show.

MOTOR cyclists as a body will have
learned with regret of the passing
away of Mr. John Boyd Dunlop,

which took place in Dublin on October
24th.

It is not unreasonable to say that high-
speed road vehicles-^cycles, motor cycles,
and cars—not to mention aeroplanes, all
owe their present popularity and success
to the pneumatic tyres which Mr. Dunlop
invented in 1887, and which made possible
the successful application of the rapidly
developed internal combustion engines to
fast-moving machines.
The story of the Dunlop tyre is well

known, its inception being. the outcome of
an effort to render the tricycle of the
inventor's nine-year old son vibration free.
Despite crude construction, the tyre,
made of canvas solutioned to a flat rim,
was successful, and it became popular
amongst racing cyclists in the North of
Ireland. The fame of the Dunlop tyre
spread further afield, and many sub-
sidiary patents were obtained, bought and
fought over by those who were financially
interested in the new tyres.
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The Pioneer of Pneumatic Tyres.
Soma Delails of the La'e Mr. J. B. Dunlop's Career.

The late Mr. J. B. Dunlop.

Mr. Dunlop was a Scotsman, born in,

Ayr in 1839, and was educated at Edin-
burgh University. A veterinary surgeon
by profession, he was not devoted to the

cycle or motor industry very intimately
other than as the inventor of the tyre
which bore his name. He practised' in
Scotland before settling in Belfast, where
he lived many years.

OFFICIAL TEST OF FALLOLITE.
On September 3rd the R.A.C. tested

the Fallolite motor cycle head light,
which contains an atmospheric acetylene,
burner the flame from which impinges
on a pastille. In the .certificate which is
now issued, it is stated that the jet
showed a consumption of 0.34' cubic foot
of gas per hour. At an eye level of 4i6.
any dazzling effect ceased at a distance
of 253ft. from the lamp. A motor cyclist
using this lamp when approaching a
pedestrian so dressed as to be seen only
with difficulty, would be able to pick him
out at a distance of 127ft. provided he
was within 4ift. of the centre of the
beam. It would not be posssible for a
rider to see a pedestrian step into the-
roadway 30ft. wide.
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A MIXED FIELD ON THE WELSH BORDER.
Worcesler Ciubs Reliability Trial. Motor Cycles. Sidecars. Cycle Cars, and

Cars Compete on Level Terms for President's Award;

ON Saturday, under fine weather con- .- ,— , -, ,, _
ditioiis and over road surfaces which
were mercifully dry, the Worcester

and District M.C.C." and the Worcester-
shire Motor Club joined forces in a one
day trial of 115 miles.
Eight checks were taken throughout

the day, each check being complete in
itself, a la Scottish Trials. The first
thirty miles was over good main roads,
via Bromyard and Leominster to Amestry,
where, amidst typical Herefordshire
scenery and the scent of cider apples, the
competitors switched into winding ways
and tortuous paths. At this point quite
a stiff hill was encountered, but it

was unobserved. Between Lingen and
Presteigne was the first observed water-
eplash, and although this section of the
route was avoidable, everyone elected to
essay- it on the chance of earning a bonus
mark. They "had jam on," as the saving
IS, for the splash ' was only about 12in.
wide, although a local press report fore-
casted it as being 35 yards long!
The next observed point was at

Gladestry ; everyone negotiated the splash
and the subsequent gentle gradient fol-
lowing with greater or less ease except E
R. N. Main (8 Zenith), who suffered belt
slip on the hill. P. Andrews, on a 4^ h.p.
B.S.A; sidecar, also had a slipping belt,
but, despite a slow recovery on the hill,
he did not actually stop.

Passenger Machines Good.
Of the other machines, the Enfield

sidecars were all good, while the Morgan
team, Carr, Shaw, and Leeke, were up
to- form as usual. G. C. Rogers (3^ Sun-
beam) just touched gromid with a foot;
he, Main, and J. A. Newman (3i
Douglas) were the only soloists, for J.
Edkms (2J- Allon) had already retired.

The watersplash at Gladestry; J. L. Shaw (10 Morgan) approaching the water at a
gentle pace m the Worcester Club's President's Cup Trial.

From here onwards the going was
rough and bumpy, but otherwise easy to
Clyro, thence to Glasburv and an excel-
lent lunch at the Three Cocks.

In the afternoon the great adventure
was Trefadoc (near Hav), associated as
the stnig in the tail of the famous Two
Days Worcester Club trial of last April.

On Trefadoc. S. W. Lewis (6 B.S.A. sidecar) on one "of the lower bends ; higher up
a slipping clutch spoiled his ascent.

On that occasion rain and hail made
Trefadoc a terror, almost uncliinbable

;

on Saturday it was as easy as rolling off
a log. R. Brown {5^ Sunbeam sc.) was
the first arrival, and he made light work
of the ascent; Main (8 Zenith) just
touched with his foot on one corner; P.
•Andrews (4^ B.S.A. sc.) was troubled
with a knocking engine and excessive belt
slip; G. H. Leeke (10 Morgan) made a
fast ascent, his back wheel tilting over to
an extraordinary degree on the bends. W.
J. Knight (8 Enfield sc.) almost skidded
into the bank, but recovered well ; S. W.
Lewis (6 B.S.A. sc.) failed through clutch
slip, although he evidently thought the
wheel was spinning; B. B'ladder (8 New
Imperial sc.) was fast all the way up; J.
A. Newman (3^ Douglas) pottered up the
1 in 4, whistling blithely, but N. Bacon
(8 Enfield sc), after being allowed a
second attempt owing to being baulked,
was again unsuccessful.
After Trefadoc the remaining forty-five

miles was mostly main road running via
. Hereford back to Worcester.

The following started :

J. Edkins (21/2 Alton)
R. Brown (3'A Sunbeam sc.)
G. H. Leejve (10 Morgan)
E. R. N. JNIain (8 Zenith)
W. A. Carr (10 Morgan)
J. M. Doshcr (8 Enfield sc.)
N. Bacon (8 Enfield sc.)
W. J. Kniglrt (8 Enfield sc.)
P. Andrews (414 B.S.A. sc.)
P. Movrall (4"/i B.S.A. sc.)
J. L. Shaw (10 Morgan)
G. C Rogers (31/2 Sunbeam)
B. Bladder (8 New ImiJerial sc.)
J. A, Newman (31/, Douglas)
S. W. Lewis (6 B.S.A. sc.T

Of these, only Edkins failed to finish,
but Leeke, Morrall, Andrews, and Bacon
were all late. Incidentally, seven cars
started, and all finished except one.

cig
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There are two ways of getting up Litton Slack ; this is
" Easy Litton," birt H. Davies

(3J James) does not appear to agree with the qualification I

ATEIAL over difficult roads witli all

the riders the purest of amateurs,
and many of them newcomers to

competition riding, is always full of in-

terest, and teaches more than many a

duly sanctioned and officially supported
open event.

Such a competition was held on Wed-
nesday afternoon, the 26th of October,

by the Sheffield University M.C.C., a
"young " club which hopes to foster the
best interests of the s^jort amongst pre-

sent and ex-members of the University.
Unfortunately, the entry of twenty-one
was rather small, but still worse was the

fact that seven of these failed to face

the starter.

1S14 Six Days Hills.

Briefly, the route consisted of a main
road run of twenty-two miles from
Sheffield via Baslow, Hassop, and Ash-
lord to Taddington, near Buxton. Here
commenced a circuit of sixteen and a half
miles, to be completed three times, which
included Miller's Dale, Litton Slack (the
" easy " way, and not too easy at that !),

Taddington, Cowdale, Kingsterndale, and
Taddington again. The course consisted

of winding lanes, which made speed im-
possible, but the surfaces throughout were

- dry ; the bottom portion of Litton Slack
was rather loose, but not so bad as in

the summer. All reached the commence
meut of the first circuit except F.'

Adcock (2| Douglas), who had new (and
too tight) piston rings, but H. E. Stone
was delayed through losing the crank case
drain plug of his 6-7 h.p. Ariel sidecar.
Stone's fear of a seizure was confirmed
after a village repair man had screwed
a bolt into the hole, for the engine
had become immovable while this was
being done. After many efforts, some
bright person unscrewed this temporary
plug, when it was found that tbe engine

C20

once more revolved, and after fiUn^ down
the bolt, so that it did not lock the fly-

wheels, the driver and his passenger

settled down to retrieve their lost time !

The easy way up Litton Slack involves

some hard climbing on a loose, stony sur-

face and two hairpin corners, one being

fairly acute. C.F. Boothroyd (4 Norton)
broke, his throttle wire at the bottom,
and was compelled to retire; while E.
Banks (on an ancient 5-5 Indian), H.
Woffenden (2| Royal Ruby), D. Bailey

(2J A.J.S.), and H. Davies (3i James) all

used their feet to greater or less degree.

Woffenden and Davies, however, had not

studied their route blue prints, however,

for both essayed the most difficult path up

the Slack, the former r-ealising his mis-

take too late, hesitating, and becoming

lost : while the latter ploughed his lonely

way up to the worst patch before " conk-

ing " ingloriously. Excellent climbs were

made by H. A. Winterbottom (3^ Ariel),

H. Soderberg (3^ Sunbeam sc), and F.

Nicol (2i Sun-Vitesse).

On Cowdale only the unfortunate H. E.

Stone failed to make a clean climb on the

first circuit ; and, after replacing a broken
belt, he ascended well with his 5-7 h.p.

Ariel sidecar ; thus came the forebodings

of the Jonahs to nought. E. Banki (5-6

Indian) retired here through a skid
;

while C. E. Jenkins (2^- Diamond) also

withdrew, owing to.- slipped magneto
timing. Good climbs on Cowdale, as on
Litton, were made by Winterbottom, who
was riding really well ; Soderberg, who
showed what a 3^ h.p. sidecar can do

;

and B. Wiggins, whose 35 h.p. Norton
toyed with the gradient. On the second

and third circuits Bailey (2| A.J.S.) and
Davies (3^ James) improved their form.

Several time checks were made on a

schedule worked out to 3m. per mile for

500 c.c. and larger solos (^^ m.p.h.), and
3^m. per mile for lightweights and side-

cars (17.1 m.p.h.), and the results were
as follows, the figures showing the marks
lost.

Gold Medal.—H. A. Winterbottom
(3^- Ariel), 1 mark lost.

SiLVBE Medal.—H-. Soderberg (3g
Sunbeam sc. ), 6.

Bronze Medals.^-S. Nicol (2^ Sun-
Vitesse), 8, and B. Wiggins (3^ Norton), 8.

The following also checked in at the

finish : H. R. Handbidge (3^ Norton),

10; D. C. Bailey (2| A..J.S.), 11; H.
W.offenden (2| Royal Ruby), 14 ; and H.
Davies (3^ James), 124.

All the awards were presented by Mr.
Dan Bradbury, the well-known Norton
exponent, and an ex-member of the
Sheffield University. ,

The top hairpin of " Easy Litton." E. Banks (5-6 Indian) taking it steadily.
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Olmes to TLlg^t Camps.
Nov. 3rd 5.29 p.m.

5th 5.25 ,,

7th 5.23 ,,
•

9th 5.19 „
Number-plates tu be illuminated thirty minutes

earlier, vide Koad Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

At Brooklands on Saturday.

Saturday's B.M.C.R.C. meeting at
Brooklands, the last of the year and in-

cluding a 500-750 c.o. solo championship,
will start at 2 p.m.

Police Trap at Leatherhead.

We have received information of a

police trap - in the ten-mile limit at

Leatherhead. An inspector waits to catch
motor cyclists on Swan's Corner Bridge.

A Three-speed Scott.

It is not without interest that the
-makers of the Scott motor cycle are
e.'vperimenting with a three-speed gear,
which may be on view at Olympia fitted

to the. sidecar model.

The Late Kennedy Jones, M.P.

In the death of Kennedy Jones, Esq.,
M.P., the North London M.C.C. lose

t/heir president. The club was repre-

sented at the memorial service and at

the funeral.

1932 Belgian Grand Prix.

We hear that preparations are already
afoot for the 1922 Grand Prix race in

Belgium, and that it is anticipated that
the event will surpass anything that has
been done so far in international races in

that country. There may ' also be two
international car races.

Show Banquet.

The banquet of the B.C.M.C.M.T.U.,
preparatory to the Show, has now been
fixed for Friday, Nevember 25th, at

7 p.m. in the Grand Hall, Hotel Cecil,

Strand, London, W.C. A notable gather-
ing is expected, and tickets can be ob-

tained from the Union's offices (on re-

ceipt of remittance—one guinea) not later

than November 19th.

More Records.

There is great activity at Brooklands
at the present time, where several manu-
facturers are endeavouring to secure new
records before the Show. On Thursday
last H. R. Davies, riding a 2J h.p. A.J.S.,
beat the standing start ten miles record
in Class B, which distance he covered in

8m. 21.8s., equalling 71.74 m.p.h. The
next day he improved on this, his time
being Bra. 20s. (72 m.p.h.).

Motor Taxation and the Roads.

Speaking at the annual dinner of She
Taunton and District M.C. and I^.C.C.
last week, ilr. F. Wills, of Bridgwater,
said he had been very much surprised
to hear the county surveyor say that none
of the money contributed by the motorists
of Somerset in the way of taxes had yet
returned for the use ot the County
Council. This question is exercising the
minds of most motorists, who require to
know how much of the £9,000,COO ob-
tained from motorists in taxation has
been spent on the construction of new, or
the improvement of existing, roads.

QUARTERLY UCENCES FOR
MOTOR CYCUSTS.

An announcement has been made to the
effect that quarterly licences will be
issued to motor cyclists dating from
January next. An increased rate will

have to be paid in respect of these short-
time licences, but the exact amount is

not yet obtainable.

The Ministry of Transpoi't has decided
to carry out this alteration, but up to

the present moment the Order has not
been issued to the public ; consequently,
any figures which have been published
as regards the rates of the new short-
period licences should be taken as in-

accurate.

Justice?

A Staffordshire motor cyclist was sum-
moned last -week because it was claimed
that his front number plate was not illu-

minated. The defendant maintained that
his lamp was in such a position that the
numbers would be adequatelv illuminated,
and the Stipendiary intimated that he
would examine it if the motor cyclist

would bring his machine upstairs. Be-
cause he could not do so, the Stipendiary
refused to examine it, and fined the
defendant 15s.

The Belgian M.C.U. Championship.

The kilometre speed trial recently con-
tested on the road from Dieghem to Nels-
broeck was a great success, and several

Belgian records were obtained. The
results are as follows : Private owners.

—

1, Cachy (Norton), 37|s., average speed
95 km.p.h. (59.4 m.p.h.). Trade riders

(600 c.c. sidecars).—1, Brahem (Harley-
Davidson), 25s., average speed 144

km.p.h. (90 m.p.h.) ; 2. Taymans (Ex-
celsior). 1,000 c.c. sidecars.—1, Pierard
(Excelsior), 34p., average speed 104

km.p.h. (55 m.p.h.).

Special jFeatures.

ADVANCE DETAILS OF i922 MODELS
VALVE PORT PROPORTIONS.

ROAD TESIS

For the Convenience of Foreign Visitors.

Interpreters in most of the European
languages will be available during the

aiotor Cycle Show at Olympia on applica-

tion at the Exhibition offices..

French Petrol?

The borings for petroleum in the De-

partment of the Ain, France, are being

continued. To the south of Amberieu-en-
Bugey, two companies are taking borings

near "the village of Vaux. Recently a

large quantity of hydrocarbide gas was
struck, and it is hoped that petroleum

may be discovered shortly. Near the vil-

lage of Torcieu, another company has

struck a pocket of gas w'hich produces

100,000 cubic metres per day.

Undergrads and Motor Cycles.

The conflicting claims of motor grease

and BrA. degrees were the subject of a

lively discussion, when the Cambridge
Union Debating Society rejected by 170

votes to 113 a motion calling tor a bail

on the use ot motor vehicles by under-

graduates during term time.

Jlr. A. S. A. Frere-P>eeves, proposing

the motion, said motor cycling students

read periodicals dealing with the sport

instead of attending to lectures. Oppos-
ing the motion in a humorous- speech,

iMr. R. JL Simon "proved" that motor
cycling was synonymous with knowledge.

Next Saturday's Open Trial.

Eighty entries have been received for

the open trial next Saturday organised

by the Midland Centre, A.C.U.
" No fewer than twelve teams will com-

pete for The Motor Cycle prize. These
are as follows : New Imperial. A.J.S.,

Sunbeam solo. Sunbeam sidecar. Sunbeam
(Birmingham), James, Ariel, IMr. Blum-
field's Ariel team, Martinsyde, and Sun-

Vitesse.

The start is from the Stewponey Hotel
(between Wolverhampton and Kidder-
minster) at 9 a.m., and the first competi-

tor is due back at 4.4 p.m., so that every

rider up to time will finish in daylight.

The chief points of interest .will be
Beacon Hill Hairpin (near Bromsgrove)
an.d New Walton Hill (near Redditch) in

the morning, and Flagstaff Hill (near the

Hundred House), Farlow Bank, and High
Oak Hill (near Kidderminster) in the

afternoon. Non-skid devices will be in

great demand if the weather is damp.

C2I
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Redditch and District M.C.C.
The following amendments have been

made in the published results of the trial
on October 8th : H. Malins (8.7 G.N.),
gold centre medal instead of silver medal

;

and C. Jenkins (4^ B.S.A.), silver medal
instead of bronze medal.

Central Cornwall M.C.
The club organised a reliability trial

over a ninety-si.x: mile course on Thurs-
day last for all makes of cars and cycles.
A start was made from St. Austell at
two o'clock. There were several secret
checks. The results were : 1, J. Ivey
(7 A.J.S. sc), 30 marks lost; 2, M. S.
Aldham (Ford), 38 marks; 3, J. Kelly
(4 Norton sc), 39 marks.

Eastern Valley M.C.C.

At 7.30 p.m. on Thursday, November
17th, the club is holding a smoking con-
cert at the Clarence Hotel, when all

motor cyclists in the district are invited
to be present. The annual dinner will

take place on Thursday, December 15th.

Taunton and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Lieut.-Col. Dennis F. Boles presided at

the annual dinner of the club on Satur-
day, October 22nd, and was supported by
many of the leading residents of the town
and surrounding district. The company
numbered nearly one hundred members
and friends, and a very enjoyable evening
was spent. Bepresentatives were present
from a number of neighbouring clubs, and
the president distributed the prizes won
during the past season, which included
four challenge cups and bowls.

^cek-eit5 (Tlub TEvcnts
Nov. 5.

—

CnmhcrTand Countv M.C.C. Lecture on
Road Truffle.

Nov. 6.—Sheffield M.C.C. Bun to Peak Forest.
lands.

~*

University College oJ North Wales M.C.C.
On Wednesday of last week the club

opened the new session with a very
successful petrol consumption trial over a
course ending at the now famous " Screw
Hill," where some of the members com-
peted for the medal offered for the best
ascent. In the petrol consumption test,

competitors were issued with one quart of
petrol, and started off in pairs on the
twenty-seven mile run to Llithfaen,

. where those arriving had their remaining
petrol measured. Results :

UNDER 480 c.c—1 and gold medal, T. Lewis
(23^ Omega), 138 m.p.g.; 2 and silver medal, M.
O. Williams {2.'4 Levis), 110 m.p.g.; 3, W. H.
Tiiomas (2^4 Francis Barnet), 104 m.p.g.
OVER 480 c.c—1 and gjld medal, T. E. D

Browne Hy, Scott), ISO m.p.g.; 2 and silver
medal, M. Griffith, capt. {S<4 Sxinbeam), 145
m.p.g.; 3, E. S. Evans it'^i B.S.A.), 120 m.p.g.

On the hill the slippery and loose sur-
face, the result of recent rains, accounted
for a high percentage of failures, and
strenuous efforts on the part of the helpers
were called for. J. E. Edwards (3-^- Sun-
beam) carried oif the club gold medal,
and made a really splendid climb, coming
up very slowly ; and, in spite of ominous
wheel slip at times, made a clean ascent
without assistance. J. G. Phillips (34
Norton) and W. S. Jones (4 Triumph)
also made creditable ascents with but
little assistance.

Widnes M.C. /.

The club held a successful reliability .-

trial on October 22nd for the Ireland rose ';

bowl, which has been presented by Mr. '

W. Ireland, the vice-president. As the S
first man started rain fell heavily, which j

made the course more difficult, and out of
^

fourteen entries only four finished, i*

Results ;
'Ji

1, A. J. Bailey (4 Norton sc), 97 marks; 2, T. H. -*

Sandland (4 Triumph), 95 marks; 3, W. Patter. ..;

son (4 Blackburne), 81 marks. '
ti

North Wales M.C.C. J
On Saturday last the club held a speed

hill-climb at Pen-y-Ball, Holywell. The ']

event was very well supported, there _:

being over-,sixty entries. The provisional .-,

results are as below : .;'

CLASS I., 350 cc—1, J. Cooke (234 New Scale); ^
2, W. Edwards (2=4 A.J.S.) ; 3, J. \V. Jones (3

-

Ivy). .; '
:

CLASS II., 500 c.c—1, E. G. Bannard {^A Ifor- . ,

ton), fastest time of the day, 36is. ; 2, G.- F. Burns
'

(314 Sunbsam); 3. S. OUerhead {i'/i Norton). '
CLASS III., 750 c.c—1, E. G. Bannard {3^A-\-'

Norton) ; 2, G. P. Burns (3K Sunbeam) ; 3, S.
'••'

OUerhead (314 Norton). :'-'

CLASS IV., 1,000 c.c—1, E. G. Bannard (31^3
Norton) ; 2, A. J. Brewiu (8 Zenith) ; 3, G. K -"^

Burns (3>2 Sunbeam).

SURPRISE BRAKE TEST IN MIDLAND TRI.AL.
H. C. G>luns_ (3J Norton sidecar) nearing the second tape in the brake test included

m last Saturday's closed trial of the Sutton Coldfield and N. Birmingham A.C. Trial for
the Shell and Sutton Cups.

Cork and District M.C.C.
A very successful smoking concert was

held on Wednesday last week, over
seventy members and friends enjoying the
excellent programme provided. The
A.G.M. will be held on November 2nd,
and it is hoped to arrange a winter pro-
gramme, including, if possible, the exhi-

bition of T/ie Motor Cycle film. Fifteen
Hew members handed in their names at

the " smoker," which augurs well for

next season.

RELEASE OF "THE MOTOR
CYCLE" HLM.

Arrangements have now been made to

exhibit TJie Motor Cycle film in London
during the week of the Motor Cycle Show
at Olympia. It will be shown twice daily

at the Polytechnic Cinema, Regent Street,

W., commencing on Monday, November
28th. Fui'ther details regarding the times
that it will appear and prices of admissioff,

etc., will be published shortly.

-

Applications from the clubs are pouring „

in and dates are being allotted as quickly I

as possible. We hope to announce in an
early issue the names ot the clubs which
have been fortunate (and enterprising),

enough to secure early dates. 1

The lengtk of the film as it stands %t|
present is 1,767 feet, and occupies jusiJ
thirty minutes' continuous running. BetpMij
release, however, it is hoped to add]
another 400 feet, including scenes froipl
the recent 200 Miles Race for light cafsjl
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PROP STANDS.
A Review of an Increasingly Popular Fitiing on Solo Machines. By " Ixion.'

SINCE motor cycles became popular,
three methods of supporting a dis-
moxmted machine have been in vogue.

Where the surroundings furnish no
impromptu prop, as very frequently
occurB, riders use the rear stand. The
rear stand is essential for certain repair
jobs, but is wholly unsuitable for a tem-
porary support. It necessitates lifting
the machine several inches, and many
solo machines weigh 3 cwt., so that the
physical effort is excessive. In hauling
the machine up, the owner must grip the

will ever regret his expenditure, or dis-

pense with such a fitting in future.

The stand manufactured by the Pressed
Products JManufafrturing Co., of North
Wharf, West Ealing, is an aluminium
casting and not a pressing, as their trad-

ing title might imply. It weighs 12 oz.

and sells at 8s. 6d. The aluminium lug

is attached to the near side footboard by
three bolts, and the hinge is set at such
an angle that the leg is vertical when in

action. A novel feature is that the leg

is non-telescopic, as the inventors consider

trigger is too small for footwork, but
a touch of the finger will push the prop
down, and the trigger immediately springs

into a lock. On restarting, the operation
is less easy, as the rider must hold the

machine up with one hand while the
other hand pulls the trigger out of its

notch against the action of a strong
spring. A telescopic leg will be fitted to

the production model.
A design commendable in many ways

is that protected by Mr. A. H. D. All-

tree, of 279, Wilmslow Road, Fallowfield,

A FEW DESIGNS IN PROP STANDS

(4) (5)

(1) A cast aluminium
stand by the Pressed

Steel Products Mfg. Co.

(2) The Bowland prop

stand, weighing but half-

a-pound.

(3) A commendable
design, by A. H. D.
Alltree.

(4) Marketed by the

M.A.P. Co., this stand

w ighs 4 oz. only,

(5) Designed by C.

H. Morris, and simple

in construction.

carrier, which is almost invariably very
dirty. Thirdly, since the stand clip must
be light, if it is to be disengaged easily,

it often allows the stand to drop when
the machine is in motion. Another
method consists of propping the machine
against a wall ; in this position it is

never too stable ; it requires a little

manoeuvring into position ; and some of

the fittings will sooner or later get

scraped and damaged by friction against

the wall—control lever knobs, handle-bar
grips, hooters, and the like. The third

method—always employed when available

by p'ractised riders—takes the form of

propping the machine by its footrest or

footboard against the stone kerb of a

street or the earthen kerb of a country
road, viz., the edge of the turf border-
ing the macadam. As this last method
is at once the easiest and the safest, it

is naturally the most popular. You may
often see a good roadman gauging the
height of the road edge with his eye as

he selects a place at which to pull up.

"Carry your Kerb with you."

I The inevitable popularity of the new
"-prop stands" is that they render the

I

last method of supporting a dismounted

j

machine universally available. They
make a motor cycle, so to speak, " carrj?

jits own kerb with it," as a brief study of
johe several devices described herewith
will indicate. They are of very vary-
i.ing merit, price, and weight. Some of
I'them are still obviously crude, and as yet
I
in the experimental stage. I have tried
'^hem all, and find that a good device of
-his kind is one of the most pleasing
gadgets one can fit to a pet machine,
-'Specially if its daily work entails in-
uimerable stoppages. A week after pur-
chase many gadgets strike a thrifty buyer
,is having been pure extravagances. No
fider who invests in a good prop stand

there is a risk of a telescopic leg closing

up when the weight comes upon it ; so

they prefer to produce legs of three
different lengths, a range which fits all

standard machines. As the illustration

shows, the stand is toe-operated, a spring
locking it on either side of a dead centre.

My only criticism on this stand would
l^e that aluminium is a somewhat brittle

material from which to manufacture a
prop.

The next stand illustrated herewith is

produced by Mr. H. H. Bowland, of the
Central Garage, Stockport, and weighs
about half a pound. It is screwed under
the footboard at right angles to the wheel
track, and, when it is in the inactive
position, it protrudes about an inch from
the side of the footboard. The operating

A telescopic stand, by Messrs. Taylor
and Co., Southport.

Manchester, which is already in produc-
tion, and will soon be obtainable in

various modifications to fit any standard
footrest or footboard. Its tip protrudes
slightly behind the tail of the footboard
when the prop is out of action. On
stopping, the rider depresses the prop
with his toe, leans the machine over
towards him, whereupon the weight of

the 'bus locks the prop in action. When
the rider is ready to proceed, he merely
tilts the machine back to the vertical,

when the prop instantly flies up. A
safety catch, consisting of a tiny trigger
and notched washer, is provided for

use when the machine is to be left

unattended for a long period. It should
be observed that this stand is mounted as

near the weight centre as possible, and
also far out from the centre line of the
wheel track. These two points are

probably vital. It is as nearly automatic
in use as a stand can be, one touch of

the boot toe being the sole control

required in the double action of apply-

ing and releasing it. I can detect no
fault in it.

Simple and Very Light.

The M.A.P. stand, marketed by the

M.A.P. Co., of 24, Bullock Street,

Birmingham, has now been on the market
for some time. It weighs upwards of

4 oz., according to the length of its leg,

and costs 5s. 6d. A touch of the toe

knocks it down ; another touch of the

toe knocks it back again, and the spring

pulls across a dead centre to hold it rigid

when it is acting as a prop. It is plainly

as light and simple as such a gadget can
be. Perhaps it is almost too light for a

very heavy mount, and the attachment
may prove hardly strong enough for

some ultra heavy machines. As the sketch

indicates, it is held by a rectangular or

L shaped bracket ; a hole in one arm of

C23_
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rrop t:tands—

the L threads over a footboard bolt or

footrest spindlej and the other arm of

the L bears against the underside of the
foot support.

Mr. C. H. Morris, of 83, St. James's
Road, Oldbury, Birmingham, propounds
an altogether different type. ,As the

sketch indicates, it is cheap to maiiufac-

ture, is put in action by a touch of the

foot, and flies back when the weight of

the machine is taken off it. The weight
will be negligible. On the other hand, I

question whether the chain stay is the
proper point of attachment. The weight
of the machine centres far in advance of

this point, and a strong wind or any
other violent impetus might cause the

machine to pivot on the prop and fall

over, with disastrous consequences to the
footrests.

The stand shown at the bottom of the
preceding page is made by Taylor's
Garage, Southport. The telescopic leg is

hinged to a split lug, which is readily

bolted to the chain stay of a- motor
bicycle. On the T head of the leg is a

notched collar, which may be locked by
a small spring pedal in any of three

positions, one being the "out of action"
point, in which the leg lies snugly along

the chain stay, wliilst the other two
notches give a choice of angle in the
support position. I do not object to the
weight of this stand, and the wide angle

at which the leg swings out radially from

the track makes for stability, in spite of

the rearward mounting of the prop. But
the operation is not ideal, for a foot and
a hand are employed in utilising the
stand. It weighs rather more than the
majority, viz., 2 lb. 4 oz.

Young as this accessory still is, it is

already becoming hedged in by patents,
and engineers who are attracted by its

possibilities will do well to enquire what
principles are already protected. Several
inventors' have met a cool reception at the
hands of motor cycle manufacturers ; but
I think the new gadget is going to be very
popular in 1922, and that ultimately it

will become part of the specification of

most first-class mounts, for its conveni-

ences are very real.

CLUB COLOURS.
Twelve More Examples

SINCE we illustrated the club pennons
of four well-known clubs in our issue

for September 15th, we have received

many letters from club secretaries, in

which they state that the general adoption
of the idea is supported by their members.
On this page we are able to give illuitra-

lions of a dozen more club flags, and
next year, no doubt, many more clubs
win adopt the flag scheme.

The Best Size.

As a general rule, the flags measure
about 9x5in., which is not so large as
the familiar red flag which so many
Indian riders sport. The flag of the
Wallington and District M.C.C.. however.

Adopted

Some clubs have badges in enamels to

match the flags. The Taunton club's

badge is a triangle, with a red, white,

and black centre, while the centre of the

Wallington club's badge is a black and

white check.

Motor Cycle Clubs,
yacht racing may be interested to learn

that yachts fly pennons to show how
many successes they have to their credit.

A reader suggests that this idea would be

popular with club members. We are

afraid, however, that a long string of flags

would be difficult to fly aboard a motor
cycle, but perhaps the scheme could be

applied by having tiny pennons with

which to decorate the machine on gala

,days. In any case, every keen motor
cyclist would like to decorate his room
with such emblems of success.

Out of all the flags we have so far illus^

trated, only two deviate from the triangle.

The JIarlow and District M.C.C. flag is

one of these, being a swallow tail ; w'hile

The Wallington

and District M.C.
and L.C.C. colours

are black and white,

without lettering.

Marlow and Dist

M.C.C. Cardinal

red with yellow

letters.

Rotterdam M.C.C.
(Holland). Green
and white, black

lettering.

Ipswich and Dist.

M.C.C. Red
ground and yellow

letters.

Claret, edged with

royal blue are the

colours of the Solihull

Old Boys' M.C.C.

Yellow and black

arethe colours chosen
bv the Royal Dutch
M.C

is quite small (6x2iin.) and is made oS

silk. It has no lettering, but the black

and white check is so distinctive that it

is not necessary. This club extends the

idea to its badge, which is a most artistic

fitment finished in black and white

enamels. The Taunton Club also has a

badge in colours to match the flag ; and
again, both flag and badge are well carried

out, the colours being red, white, and

The Sheflfield and Hallamshire Club
favours black and 'jold. Incidentally, this

club has had its colours for several years,

and is one of the most enterprising clubs

in the country. It has twice won
The Motor Cycle Cup in the M.C.C. team
trials, and advertises the fact on its

notepaper. That shows the right spirit

for a sporting club. It is an achievement
to win an important event of this nature,

for years past acknowledged to be the

club championship, and it is not egotism

to advertise the fact.

Apropos honours and club colours,

those of our readers who know little of

-the Folkestone and District M.C.C. favours
a rectangular flag 8 x 4in.

Undoubtedly the best position to fix the
flag on the machine is the front number
plate or mudguard ; a suitable clip is not

'

a difficult matter to evolve.

In the meantime club secretaries are
asking^ where they can obtain flags to.

their order and design. We understand
Messrs. Eccles and Sherar, of 6, Ann
Street, Edinburgh, and also Messrs. Good
and Son, King William Street, London,
E.G., specialise in this class of bunting...

Black and gold

have been chosen

by the Builth Wells

M.C.C.

The Sheffield and
Hallamshire M.C.
also favours black

and gold.

Pe terbo rough
M C.C. Red and
blue, with white

lettering.

Folkestone and
Dist. M.C.C. Dark
blue with white

device.

Taunton and Dist.

M.C. and L.C.C.

Red and white,

black lettering.

Okehampton
M.C.C. Another

unlettered flag in

red and black.

C24
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By Appointment to

H.M. The Kinj.

W. B. GIbb

W. B. Gibb

F. T. Hatton-

MIDLAND OPEN TRIAL
PHENOMENAL PERFORMANCE OF MR. W. B. CIBB, OF

GLOUCESTER, ON HIS

Douglas
M.C. and A.C. TROPHY

FOR BEST PERFORMANCE OF THE DAY.

"BICYCLING NEWS" TROPHY
FOR BEST PERFORMANCE OF ANY M.C. and A.C. MEMBER

" Motor Cycling " says ;—" was very fast, but he was beaten

by W. B. Gibb (31 h.p. Douglas), who covered the 200 yards in 13

seconds from a standing start in bottom gear!"

This performcince is really remarkable. There was only one Douglas

among the 60 machines of all types, yet it carried off every prize for

v^rhich it was eligible. . It must be remembered that Mr. Gibb's

machine was a standard 3-^ h.p. Douglas, fitted with detachable, light

car tyres, three-speed gear and clutch, and is the same machine on

which he has won so many Hill Climbs, proving beyond all question

that apart from its wonderful speed of 80 m.p.h., the Douglas is

essentially a touring mount.

AXE EDGE HILL CLIMB.

SECONDS
SECONDS
SECONDS
SECONDS

In solo and sidecar classes were gained by Mr. Hatton, on a 31- h. p. Douglas.

5
FIRSTS
FIRSTS
FIRSTS
FIRSTS
FIRSTS

AND 4

E. Gnesa.

ITALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP, CIRCUIT OF THREE REGIONS.
(369 miles). (590 kilos).

ERNESTO GNESA . . . . FIRST.

This race was over a very arduous course, extremely long with moun-

tain climbs, and not only did the Douglas win the 500 c.c, but it beat

all the 1,000 c.c. machines in the TONALE HILL CLIMB, included

in the race.

Victorious in strenuous long distance races, as these machines con-

sistently are, confirms beyond a doubt the outstanding merits

of the Douglas.

The new price of the Douglas Sports Model,

£130 complete with lamps, etc.

To be seen in most Douglas Agents' Showrooms.

DOUGLAS MOTORS, LTD., Kingswood, BRISTOL.
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Terry's
patent

Spring Links

absiorb bar vibration

—

stop wrist ache, and
increase motor cycling

comfort. When you fit

the spring hnks, the
front wheel kicks are

not carried to the wrists.

Thus the machine will

ghde over the roughest
surfaces easily and
smoothly at speed.

This

stops

sidecar
bounce, and
saves you the
trouble of hold-
ing the sidecar
down when you
are running empty
No. 978. Terry's
patent check spring
sidecar fitting. Very best
quahty workmanship, 5/-
pair, from your Agent.

Suitable for all ly^k Types.

Up to 2J h.p. solo .

.

12/6 pair.

2'Jh.p. to 6 h.p. sidecar IS/B „
'Douglas" 2j li.p. only 15/6 „
"B.S.A." 4j h.p IS/6 „
' Enfield " 2| h.p ai /. „
' Enfield ' 6 to 8 li.p. . . 2*/-

SUCCESSES EVERYWHERE.
BROOKLANDS—
10/9/21 D. R. O'Donovan (4 h.p. Norton and Sidecari

breaks 5 Miles and 10 Miles British and
Worlil's Records.

5 /10/21 Major Gates (Lagonda) breaks 1 Mile (Flying),
10 Laps, SO Miles, 1 Hour, and 100 Miles
British Records.

Order a pair from your
own Agent. List post free

Hjrbert Terry & Sons Ltd.,

Manufacturers,
Redditch, England.

Est. 1855.

J
Have oil and petrol squirts
close to hand. Clip them
to the frame. Save time
opening and closing tool
bag. Very best quality.

4-/6 each. From your
Agent.

No. 687. Terry's High-grade
Kick - up Stand Clip. Best
quality hardened and tempered
STEEL Enamelled, 1/6 each.
From your Agent.

No. 864. Terry's Regd. Inflator
Clips. Stops loss of pump. Wing
bolt and nut prevents the pump
shaking out or rattling. Enam-
elled, 2/. Plated, 2/6 pair.
Dependable—because "Terry"
quahty all through.

Use Terry's "AERO"
qualityValve Springs

for pace and power.

7/I0/2T Victor Horsman (3I h.p. Norton) breaks 60
Miles and One Hour World's and British
Records, class " G."

8/10/21 Victor Horsman (si h.p. Norton and Sidecar)
breaks 10 MJes World's and British Records.

8/10/21 G. G. PuUin (3i h.p. Douglas) makes Record
Lap tor 3i h.p. machine—82.9 ni.p.h.

10/10/21 Kaye Don {1% h.p. Massey-Arran) breaks 10
Miles World's and British Records, class "C."

22/10/21 Great 200 Miles Motor Car Race— 6 Gold
Medals.

LEINSTER M.C.C.—
Enniscortby Reliability Trial—The two cup* :

C. S. Maguire (4^ h.p. Humber and Sidecar).
' G. A. Daly (4 h.p. Triumph). All the Sll»;r

Medals, and 4 out ot o Bronze Medals.
ULSTER M.C.C.—

50 Miles Road Handicap—1st and 2nd, and
Fastest Time (as usual).

EDINBURGH M.C.C.
Open Hill Climb, 1/10/21.—14 Firsts oul of

16, and Fastest Time ot the Day (as usual).

Ihe British Oil and Turpentine Corporation, UJ.
55, Chancery Lane, London, W,C.2

Visit go Motor E.xhibition
Stand No. **^ White City.

^^

MOTOR OILl^

«i^

Picking, tKem up
WITH ROYAL "EDISWAN" AUTO-
MOBILE LAMPS you can drive fast

with a comfortable mind, confident that

your lamps will pick up everything on the

road hundreds of yards before you reach it.

ROYAL "EDISWAN" LAMPS for brilliance,

economy, efficiency, and durability have a

world-wide reputation.

Ride easy at night by installing ROYAL
" EDISWAN •' LAMPS.

The Edisoa Swan Electric Co., Ltd.,
PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.

««
ROYAl-

ibi

EDIS>VAN
ELECTRIC LANTPS

JofAutotaolileXi^ntiny

Fully licensed under Patents Nos. 23499/09 10918/13 and otl-^ers.

99
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JjT Here is the

^ GREATEST
TYRE OFFER
EVER MADE

You cannot
Afford to

Miss it!

BENETFINKS
have DOW completed a huge purchase of the whole

of the famous

VOOD-MILNE

TYRES
CLEARANCE

GRUV-RIB
Having determined to clear the whole stock, compris-
ing many thousand covers, in record time they are
being offered at prices hitherto unthought of.

SIZE -

26x2i
26 X 2| o.s.

650x65
26x3

26x2i

t 26 X 2| O.S.

650x65

SPECIAL
THREE
PLY.

All at one
Price

;"

EXTRA
STRONG
FOUR
PLY.

All at one
Price

:

POST FREE.

20/-
POST FREE

Special Terms to the Trade for

Quantities. Order Now to Secure
• from

BENETFINKS
''The City's Own Store,"

107, CHEAPSIDE,
LONDON, E,C.2.

Bradbury
MOTOR CYCLES.

1922

riodeb and Prices

2-4 h.p. single, 2-speed countershatt gear,

chain and belt drive, cork clutch and

kick-starter. 2|in tyres - £80

2| h.p. single, 2-speed countershaft gear,

chain and belt drive, minus cork clutch

and kick-starter, 2fin. tyres £75

2f h.p. single, fitted with countershaft and

large diameter adjustable pulley, 2fin

tyres £65

4 h.p single, 3-speed countershaft gear, cork

clutch and kick-starter, chain drive

650 X 65 tyres £92

6 h.p. twin, 3-speed countershaft gear, cork

clutch and kick-starter, chain drive,

28in. X 3in. interchangeable wheels, front

and rear internal expanding brake - £117

8 h.p. twin, 3-speed countershaft gear, cork

clutch and kick-starter, chain drive,

28in.x 3in. interchangeable wheels, front

and rear internal expanding brake - £135

EARLY DELIVERIES,

BRADBURY & CO, LTD.,

OLDHAM.
Telegrams—** Rotary, Oldham.' Telephone—1608

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C29
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£17 - 10
DOWN and the balance plus 7^% in 12 monthly instalments

purchase any of the following COMBINATIONS :

B.S.A. 1919 Combination, fully equipped, Lucas lamps, horn, windscreen, etc., as new

B.S.A. 1917-8 Combination, as above, only chain cum belt

THOR 1919, 7-9 h.p., all-chain, De Luxe S.C, windscreen, electric lighting, practically new .

.

ARIEL 1915, 4 h.p. Combination, 3-speed C/S, clutch, and K.S., perfect mechanical condition

DOUGLAS 1920, 4 h.p. Combination, all lamps, horn, speedo., windscreen, disc wheels, as new
JAMES 1914-5, 4| h.p. Combination, all lamps, horn, windscreen, etc., exceptional condition.

.

Several DOUGLASES from £42 10. P. & Ms., TRIUMPHS, ENFIELDS, etc.

will

£90

£80

£75

£65
£110

£70

, etc.

The above machines are guaranteed for 3 MONTHS FRO.VI DATE OF PURCHASE and
are sent on 24 hours' approval.

IF you do not see the type of machine you require, WRITE FOR FULL LIST.

WE HAVE ONE of the largest and most select stock of motor cycles in LONDON.
We are open unttt 7 p.m., including Saturdays. Why not favour us with a call?

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO., LTD.,
9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, London Rd., West Croydon
Phons— Croydon 2450

The Ideal BOOT
Fot- AUU-V«fEATHER RIDINGS
oi* -Fot- -the Field and Ga.i-clen
Perfectly New, absolutely Waterproof, and easy to slip on and off.

These boots are of far superior qfiality, and will give far more
service than similar articles, of infinitely inferior materials, which

are offered by other stores at slightly lower price-

Officers' Field Service

TRENCH BOOTS
Our Price 35/-
rostage and packing, i /6. In Brown or Black.

All sizes. Guaranteed to be made of the

finest Government Leather. Sizes from 4 -to

12, Smaller sizes suitable for ladies. These
boots reach to the knee, and have full length

tongues and side buckles, which effectively

prevent any water penetrating through the

lace holes or over the tops of the boots. The
uppers are strong and stout, and yet ex-

tremely soft and pliable. The SMARTEST and
MOST COMFORTABLE Trench Boot procurable.

BRITISH ARMY BOOTS
20/-

OFFICERS'|'ifo'\lJN" BOOTS

30/-
Send Postal Order or

Cheque, and state size

required.

L.ONDON ARIVIY BOOT
Government Contractorb,

'Depf. M.C.] 186, Bishopsgrates L.onclon.
(Adjoining Bishopsgate Street Police Station).

THE REVELATIONS
OF THE TRIALS
The wonderful successes in the recent A.C.U. SIX DAYS

TRIALS of the NEW ROVER and CONNAUGHT Tearts

again brings to the notice the benefits to be derived from the

" BONNIKSEN." All these machines were fitted with this

tj-pe of Speedometer, and the general opinion of the riders

emphasises the assistance derived from the use of the Instrument,

as the following extract from a letter will show. "All Connaughl

riders fitted a Bonniksen Speedometer and found them very

satisfactory. My personal views on them are that they leave

nothing to be desired. They helped me very much in keeping

to scheduled times, and I relied wholely and solely on them for

the speed test at Brooklands."

PRICES ;

MOTOR CYCLE TYPE.

Trip. Non-Trip.

£6 5 £5 10

CAR AND CYCLE CAR
TYPE.

Trip. Non-Trip.

£8 5 £7 10

Sendjor Illustraled Booklet

I ROTHERHAM & SONS, LTD., COVENTRY.
= Telephone : 752 and 753. Telegrams: " Rotherhamj. Covenlry."

C30 [n answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The MotorCycle.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

VTEW B.S.A. Combinations in stock, list price—
'I Bounds, Garage, 23, High Rd., Kilburn. [6819

3.S.A. Oombiiintion, indistingui<'liable from new;
£90.-30. Woodfleld Ed., LeiEli-on-Sen. Essex.

[6383
I>.S.A. 1914 aVjb.p., 3-speed, overhauied, accessories,
-* splendid order; f48.—Symonds, Havering, Eoin-
ird. [6211

IQ12 S'/L'h.p. 2-speed B.S.A., rebored and. bushed
i-v by makers; £35.-3, Norwood Rd.. Heme Hill,
.E.24. [6787

|Q17 41,^11. p. B.S.A, Combination, excellent order,L" accessories; £65.—St. Pancras Baths, Prince of
fales Bd., N. [6176

B.S.A. 1921 Brand New 4t4h.p., 3-specd model K2,
horn, licence paid; £88.—Turner, 27, Mattock

jane, Ealing. [6620

B.S.A. Combination, ooachbnilt sidecar, good condi-
tion; £65.—Oakwood, East Horsier, Leatherhead,

lorsley Station. [6470

£85.—B.S.A. 3-speed combination, all accessories, tax
paid, indistinguishable from new.—5, Norwood

Id., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [6783

£70.—Late 1919 B.S.A., Swan coachbuilt sidecar,
lamps, horn, licensed, perfect; any trial.—69,

iingston Rd., New Maiden. [6829

I
Q21 K2 B.S.A., lamps, Clayrite, spare valve, spring,

!-«/ collar, unused, barely ridden 500 miles: £86.—
S"oodcock, Hull St., Leicester. (D)

iParker's

Perfected

Pagtnent
Policy I

£86..
[6472

1915, 4h.p., 3-speed, chain
on and appearai

Ellis, Almington, Market Drayton.

B.S.A., . , . _ _^„_, ,
tax, condition and appearance perfect

lamps, horn,
*65.—
[6851

lyA GNS.—1920 B.S.A. combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
• Vf K.S., fully eauipped, Mills-FuKord coachbuilt
ddecar.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X1630

12 monthly >
payments

IQ20 B.S.A. Combination, fully equipped, with
-1-t' Lucas accessories, in lovely condition, guaran-
teed; £85.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [6487

ar ATE 1919 B.S.A., 3-spe6d. E.S., all accessories, as
-•-' new, guaranteed; bargain. £08/10, or exchange
lightweight.—217, Belsize Ed., Kilburn. N.W.6. [6482

CPECIAL 1920 3y2h.p. T.T. B.S.A., Philipson pullev,
o- as new, and guaranteed perfect- first cheque £55;
iicbanges.—Jackson, 106, East I'arade, Keighley. [6334

"D.S.A. 1918 4l4h.p. Combination, guaranteed
->-» mechanically perfect, fully equipped, new condi-
tion; *85, offers.—Gibson, Fenay Bridge, Huddersfield.

[6716
(IQIS B.S.A.. 4i4h.p., just renovated as new, brand-LV new sidecar, countershaft model; £68/10; ex-
changes.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead
.1353.

. [6862

B.S.A. 1922 Models for earliest delivery; cash, ex-
change, deferred payments.—Newnham Motor

:Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. "Phone : Hammer-
:smith 80. [6648

WAUCHOPES. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
6-7h.p. B.S.A. twin combination, 1921, shop-

soiled only: reduced to £160; easy terms without
:extra charge. [6441

B.S.A. 1920-21 4i4h.p. Model K., new this year.'fast
and powerful, condition perfect ; £80 ; seen by ap-

;pointment.— 117, Bromley Ed., Catford, ,S.E.6. (54
;Tram passes.; [6419

B.S.A. (Dec, 1919) 4i4h.p. All-chain Combination;'
£90 : hood, ecreen, 3 lamps, and speedometer,

:?ood condition, only uced Thursdays.—159, Morninaton
:Rd., Leytonstone. [6363

5
\ Deposit

\ £25 SCOTT, ig2o Combination, fully

\ equipped, Easting Screen tax paid £5 19 7

V £27 ZENITH. 1921 tnew), 5 h.D..sport<^

\ mode! /. £8 14 2

't £-8 EMFIELD 1912 Combination, 6

^ h.p., fully equipped, tax paid, good

^ condition, complete £4 6 6

1" £45 INDIAN 1921 7-9 h.p. Combina-

1^
tion. electrically equipped, tax paid,

Ji as new. Cost £230 £11 1 Q

V £37 SUNBEAM (new. shop-soiled), ^\

JI h.p., sports model, tax paid, horn. .£903
V £41 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 192a 7 9 h.p.

Combination, electrically equipped,
C hood, screen, Tan-Sad, tax paid, as

J new. Cost £260 £10 5

\ £21 NORTON, ?i92i, Model No. 9.

mlly equipped, tax paid, indisting-

? uishable from new £4 19 5

£9 TRIUMPH, 1912, 3} h.p., T.T.
model, latest dropped-back fmme,
new tyres, fuUv eauipped, ta\ paid £2 15 5

£33 JAMES 1920 Combination, 5-6

h.p., fully equipped, speedometer,
screen, luggage :?rld, tax paid, new
conditioD £8 fl

£14 DOUGLAS 1914 2} h'p. Sporting
Combination, fully equipped, tax
paid, excellent condition £3 S 3

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1921 Model H2 Combination, completely
equipped and licensed, very small mileage, and in

exceptional condition; £115.—The Layton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. T.A. : luteerity,
Oxford. [6875

Syare Parts

:

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate deliverj^—Kays. 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [3984

VALVES for B.S.A.'s, unbreakable, nickel eteel;

4/6; sent leturn post.—Coventry Motor Depot,
Rosefieid St., Leamington. [6562

FX> .S.A.—Being official agents we have them always
-L* in stock, and immediate delivery can always be
given.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside
Parade, N. Finchley. [0379

B.S.A. 1920 Henderson Elite Combination, spe^edo-
meter, horn, lamps, perfect condition, £95; Nov.,

1919, Canoelet combination, £85.—Clark, 7,

tion Rd., South Kensington.
Exhibi
[5062

B.S.A. 1914-15 Combination, 3-speed countershaft
gear, in good condition; bargain, £46; offers.

—

Eke. Ltd., 15-16, Bisliopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0066

BARGAIN.—1916 B.S.A. combination, beautifully
kept, lamps, speedometer, many new spares, new

tjres, absolutely reliable, perfectly sound; genuine out-
fit; £65.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [6611

B.S.A. 4i4h.p. 1917^2 Combination, countershaft, 2-

seater, screens, Stewart trip, new chains, tyres,
t^pares, condition excellent; reasonable- offer. — 47,
Biamblebury Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [6330

1920, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,

, ,
tools, tax paid, powerful

machine, -.plendid condition ; £ 70.—Garnar, Maison-
ette, a. "^ "' ' ^ , ^„i

B.S.A., 4iAh.p..
legshields. lamps,

dampton Rd., Worcester Park. S,W [6592

B.S.A., Model H2, 4i/ih.p., with B.S.A. No. 3 side-
car, 1921 latest model combination, not done 50

miles, tax paid, new last week; great bargain, £135.—
Wilkins, Simpson (opposite Olynlpia), London. [6842

B.S.A. Specialists. All models in stock; easy pay-
ments.—Authorised West End Agents, Vivian

Hardie and Lane, Ltd. ('Phone: Mayfair 6559), 23. _
24. Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.) New Bond St., I

,

W.l. [0657

BRAND NEW 1921
MODELS

SLIGHTLY SHOWROOM SOILED.

ENFIELD 2I h.p.. Model C, speed and
clutch. List price £65. Our price £58 10

ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, 2-speed and
clutch. List price £160. Our price . , £144

SCOTT, 3J h.p., standard . model. Lisc

price C^io. Our price £115

SCOTT, Squirrel model, 60 m.p.h. and
7ora.p.g. guaranteed. List price 1^130.

Our price SnS
P, & M., 3^ h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S..

mechanicaUubrication. List price £ir5.
Our price £105

MATCHLESS Mod. H Combination, M.A.G.
engine, spare wheel and tyre, screen,

complete. List price JC185. Our price £ieO

EXCHANGES :: DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

OFFICIAL STURMEY-ARCHER STOCKISTS.

BOLTON MANCHESTER

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE Junior 2'.ih.p., licensed, perfect. 2-

speed; £18.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [6546

1Q20 Caltliorpe, 2i;ih.p. J. A.P., 2-speed. excellent
J-v condition; £42/10. — Goad, 122, Waida Vale,
Phone : Hampstead 1353. [6866

£32.—4i,4tl.p. Calthorpe-Precision, coach sidecar, 2-

speed, K.S., countershaft; exchange lightweight,
offers.—181, Newton Ed., Bnrton-on-Trent. [6541

FOR Sale, 2%h.p. Calthorpe-Jap Motor Cycle, 2-

speed, in perfect running order, very little used;
*35.—Address, Box 116, c/o The Motor Cycle. [S1655

"I Q21 3h,p. Calthorpe, 2-speed, lamps, horn, 2
-Lt/ months old, as new; 39 gns.—Edwards, 50.
Harrington Rd., South Kensington. Deferred pay-

ments and exchanges. [6014

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination actually in stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.

—

Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4.
Phone : Brixton 2417. [0509

CamDion.
CAMPION 8-lOh.p. with Sweater sidecar, electric

light, dstachable wheels, done 1,000 miles; £180.
—Bradley, Albion Hd., Margate. [61S2

Cedos.

FOR Sale, 1921 Cedos, shop-soiled; offers.—56, Canld-
well St., Bedford. [6300

CEDOS zV^h.p., 2-strol;e, 2-speed, late 1920, lamps,
horn, etc.. mechanically perfect; £50; exchange

late Scott or Triumph, cash adjustment.—Uouner,
Urgate, Louth, Lines. [6278

Chater-Lea-Jap.

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P. Combination, 4h.p., 2-speed and
free engine, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,

spring frame, Kempshall tyres, lamps, horn, and spares,

tax paid; £65, or near offer; seen Saturday or Sunday.
-AVillis, 14, Nelgarde Kd., Catford. [6704

Clyno.
1 4^16 Clyno Combination, spare wheel, good conditio:!

,

-Li/ overhauled, tax paid; £55, lowest.—Millaid. 99,

Upper Abbey Ed., Belvedere. [6474

1 Q16 2',2h.p. 2-speed Clyno, clutch, in perfect condi-
-!-»' tion, licence paid, horn, etc.; £25 for quick

I

sale.—Grout, Milgate Park, Maidstone. [6220

C f^hYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., 1919, indistinguish-- V^ able from new, guaranteed, finished in black and
gold; £85.-59, High St., Clapham, S.^W.4. [6923

-| Q18 Clyno Coachbuilt Combination, Easting, lamps,
-l-t7 interchangeable wheels and spare; £80, or light-

weight and cash.—135, Leighton Ed., Ealing, \V.13.
[6597

I

Bradshawgats.

Tel. 1348.

245, Deans|ate.

Tel : Cen. 864.

SNIP.—1921 8h.p. Clyno spring fr.nrae combinatio-:!,

Lucas accessories. Cowey speedometer, ivind screen

and luggage grid, nnpunctuied, spare wheel unused.

mileage 1,700; £130.—Tong, 143, Masons Hill, Brom-
ley, Kent. [6630

SvcirtJ Part!*:

/^LYN0_Spare3.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [3985

S-J".".--"nVni^-%%V'--VWbV.^^

CLYNO Spares; instant delivery.—Ex-soldier Llanage.

79, Waverley Ed., Eedland, Bristol. [631i

ENORMOUS Stock of Genuine Clyno Spares, new
"oods, lowest prices; trade supplied. Liberal

discounts on large quantities.—Marble Arch Motor*

E-tchange, 135, Edgware Rd., Vi .2. 'Phone: Padd.

789. [6111
Connatight.

CONNATJGHT Combination. 1920, fully equipped,

Burberry sidecar; £55 cash.—Ashby, Cross Keys,

High "Wycombe. [6192

CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, tax paid, brand new; sacri-

fice £43/10; fast, reliable mount.—46. Cromwell

Rd., Walthamstow. [6606

Oilh.p. Connaught, 3-speed, clutch, just overhauled,
^4 new carburetter, powerful; ride away; £29/10.
—Evers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Treut. [6539

Coulson.

TO 20 2°,4h.p. Coulson-Jap Sports, 2-speed Sturmey,
1.U brand new, list price 93 gns.; my price £65.
—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.. South Kensington.

Deferred payments and exchanges. [6012

1 Q21 (August) 4h.p. Coulson-B., 3-speed, clutch, and
X«7 K.S., lamps, horn, speedometer, watch, tools

etc., perfect condition: cost £115,
Warrick, Woodville, Welling, Kent,

accept £75.—A.
[6214

AH letters relating to advertisements 0ould quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. BI7

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

IQ2I Coulsons, brand new, Z% and 4h.p. models,
JLt/ at clearance prices; write lor particulars, cash,
or very advantageons deferred terms; exchanges.

—

Goad, 122, jMaida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353.
[6867

Spare Parts:

ALL Spare Part?: tanks, etc., for ConlsoDS. Let me
quote 'you for any year, any model Couleon tank.

—17, Clfipham Pai'k Rd., S.W.4. [5979

Coventry Eagle.

f>3.h. p. Coventry Eagle, 1921, almost new, lamps,
/W4 Klaxon, spares; £80 ; doctor's orders.—Langley,

3, Exdiange St. B., Liverpool. [6267

COVENTRT EAGLE, 1921, 23ih.p. J.A.P., Stimney
2-speed, clutch, kick stoiier, lamps, horns, minoT,

pood tyres, carefully used, perfect order, excellent new
condition; £65.-11, Allfiuthing Lane, Wandsworth.

[6294
Co\entrv Victdr

1 021 8h.p. T.T. Victor, excellent condition; 50 ens —
J-«7 Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Ed., Ealing., [6315

COVENTRY VICTOE. Tlie perfect flat twin engine.
Befoie deciding on your new mount, get our li<^t

for 1922, showing Coventry Victor motor cycles fitted

with this famous 5-71i.p. engine. Also our special offer

of demonstration machine. The last word in motor
cycle design and coustnTction.—The Coventry Victor
Motor Co., Ltd., Coveutry. [0520

DAYTON 2-stroke,
Cowey speedometer.

lamps, £25 ; new
602, King's Rd.,

[6500

Dayton,
little used

£5 P
Fulham, S.W.6,

De Dion.

DE DION Motor Cycle, good running order; JE16;
take push cycle pa;rt.—57, Kenbury St., Camber-

well, London. [6752
Diamond, ^

DIAMOND-J.A.P.. 2"!4h.p., new March last, Stnrmey-
Archer 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, footboards,

a?, new, only rim 500 miles, guaranteed perfect; £65.—
Moss. Wem. [X1623

23Ji.p. DIamond-Jap, 1919;20, 2-speed, clutch, copper
4 exhaust, lamps, tools, etc., taxed, insurance,

everything perfect r £45.~Farmer, Inglewood, St.
James's Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [6527

Douglas.
T^OTTGLAS. Douglas.

1 C>22 Models.

3.li. p., 2-speed, fully equipped; £75.

3.h.p., 3-speed, fully equipped; £90.

^h.p. Solo, fully equipped; £110.

^h.p. and Sidecar, fully equipped; £135

Olh.p.^ o.hvv., fnlly equipped; £130-

6h.p., o.h.y., all-chain, and new design, roomy side-
car; £165.

GPARE Parts Stocked.

DOUGLAS Specialities.—75% of catalogire prices
allowed on old machines purchased Irwn us if

returned in good condition within 12 months.

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane," Ltd., 24. Woodstock
St. (off Blenheim St.). New Bond St., W.I.

'Phone : Mayfair 6559. [0703
rpHF: Effra Motor Works.

|~\OUGLAS Machines and Spares are our speciality.

tf>65.—4h.p. Douglas solo machine, 1921 Amae, C.A.V.^ uing., new Goodyear tyres, clutch and kick start, 3-
.ipeed gear box, all plated and stovo enamelled, and
iinishetl in makers' colours (built from new W^.D,
spares). Trade supplied.—Below.

4P78.—The above machine, iltted with Douglas side-
c^ car. body finished as new, compli
and repainted.—Below.

5letely upholstered

^45—23.ih.p. Douglas, 1921 Amac, C.A.V. mag., 2-
c^ speed, new Goodyear tyres, stove enamelled mid
plated, all new sprockets, chain, guards, and toolbags.

' —Below.

'T K% or' New Parts on each machine, and every oup
* ^ finishe-d as new. So contident are we in these
machines that we agree to send same on approval against
cash (carnage extra). Trade supplied.—Below.
r^HEQUES and P&stal Orders should be made pny-^ able to The Ea-ra Motor Works 59, 61, and 63
High St., Clapham, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brixton 2847'
Grams : Eliramota, Clapcom. [6925

£68.- Box 7,160, c/r. Tlie

[6439

, licence paid; £3G.~55
[6(^66

r^OUGLAS _2j4b^p.,_ single spefd_, good order; £25

1 Q22 ]»ouglas, brand new;
-B-«J' Molor Cycle.

DOUGLAS, fully cquippec
Holland St., Brixton.

I

BAMBERS
OF

SOUTHPORT.

LET US SUPPLY
YOU.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT
OUR STOCK IS RIGHT.

PAY US A CALL
YOU WILL NOT, REGRET IT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas-.

TVO0(JLAS, -Douglas, Douglas.

1 Q21 Models in Stock: 4h.p. combination, £17C
J-t» 4h.E. solo, £130; 2%li.p. clutch model, £105
2°/th.p. 2-8i)eed model, £85 ; fihop-soiled bargains ; ej
tended pajrments if desired; spare parts stocked; it

pairs.—DouKias Specialists, Vivian Hnrdie and Law
Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St. (oil Blenheim St.), Ne'
Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone; Mayfair 6559. [037

T 016 2%h.p. Douglas; in splendid condition; £35.-
J-«-' 24, Cottage Grove, Surbiton, E648

1 Q2I 25/ih.p. Douglas, tax: paid, and complete; Ml
J-t» —Cross, Agent, Botherham. [XI 63

TQ14 Douglas, 2 speeds, lamps, licensed; £33.-81
J-t/ Dundee Rd., South Norwood,

1915-16 Douglas's,
Clapham, S.W.4.

from £32.-59,

few of ourThe following are
second-hand machines

—

SOLO.
1921 3V h.p. SUNBEAM, £115
1921 2f h.p. VERUS-B. .. £65
-921 2}, h.p. FEDERAL, 2-sp. £43
1920 5-6 h.p. ZENITH .. ..£70
1920 3.V h.p. P. & M £70
1920 2f h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp. £70
1920 2; h.p. METRO-TYLER £58
1919-20 4 h.p. TRIUMPH ..£74
1919 2| h.p. DOUGLAS
1919 3i h.p. NORTON
1915 5-6 h.p. INDIAN .

.

1915 2| h.p. DOUGLAS,
dynamo lighting ..

COMBINATIONS
1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb. £125
19208 h.p. SUNBEAM Comb. £145
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb. £93
1919 8h.p.SUNBEAIVIComb.£125
1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb. £93
1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb. £60
1915 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-

DAVIDSON Comb. .. £90
1913-14 TRIUMPH Comb. .. £50
If you would secure one of the above bar-

gains write us IMMEDIATELY.

£60
£63
£50

£43

FASTING WINDSCREENS, LUCAS
ACCESSORIES. SIMPLEX MOTOK

ATTACHiVIENTS.

CASH
EXCHANGES

EASY PAYMENTS.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED,

R. BAIVIBER & CO., LTD.

2, EastbankSt., SOUTHPORT
'Phone 607.

gSh.p.
4 St.,

1019 2^/yi-p. 2-speed Douglas, perfect;
i-O Balliol Ed., North Kensington.

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p.
eauipped ; £96.-Clark,

[651

Hig:
[692

£42.-2<-
[657

Combination, like new
7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7

[506;

aiih.p. Douglas, tax, very fast and sporty; £25. o

4 near offrvr.-40, Foulsey Rd., Upper Tooting
S.W. [6491

3 3.1). p. Douglas Coiubination, splendid condition
4 sporty, fully eauipped ; dB55.—56, Otmeley Rd.

Balhanl. - [6Jei

DOUGLAS 1917 254h.p., new condition throUBhoui
equipped; 40 gns.—30, Crystal Palace Park Rd. 1

Sydenham. , [670!

MANCHESTER.-2l4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1918
tax paid, as new; £45.—12, Riversdale, Glebe

lands- Rd., Sale. [X163'

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, fine order, just over
hauled, tax paid; £.15, or near offer.—25, Higl

St. North, Dunstable. [493;

J Q19 4h.p. Dou;;las Combination, mileage 1.500
-Li/ Easting, speedometer, lamps, etc.; £90, liear oSer
—9, Fleet St., Toicnay. [6631

DOUGLAS 2=ih.p. T.T., 2-speed, lamp, horn, Dunlop
Bates, new tubes, any trial; £35.—Tolley, St

George's Ed., Aklershot, . [6171,

DOUGLAS 2")ih.p., 1913, open frame model. flr.=t

cla^s conditiouT 2-speed; £2&.—H. J. Marston, 50,:

Argyle St., Birkenhead. [63fl;!f|

DOUGLAS 1920 2?ih.p., S-speed, fully eetnipped, faj i

paid, unpunctured, splendid condition ; £65.-55
Goldsmith Av., Acton, W.3. [645^

j

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination,, lamps, "ho-rn, etc.

tyres nearly new; £50.—IMylam, 197, Loudoi
Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone ; 2379. [6201

1 Q19 2-3peed Douglas, in excellent condition, full;
,

-Lt/ equipped, special engine; £55.—Ratcliffe Bros.
200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [677'

"I 1 1 Douglas, complete, engine wants repair, every I

-I- *y thing else perfect ; iirst oil er, or sell parts,-Pear I

son, Barston, near Birmingham. [S155: '

4h.p, Douglas Combination, beautifull;TQ-21
qiripped, in nev^ oonrtitiou ; £90 ; insured.—24

Balliol Rd., North KenslDgton. [657!

1 CkZX Douglas, exceptional macliine in every way
JLt/ speciaHy built, spares^ guarajitee; £57.—Ward
5Ir Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [697;

DOUG-XAS, 1918, aiih.p., 2 speeds, fully equipped
licence, splendid condition: £40.—I, Bewle:

Rd„ Old Kent Rd., London, S.E. [656; i

1 <i21 Dou?l;is 2''0i.v., 2-si>eecI, all on, speedoliieter '

Xtf 8 uiontlis insiuouce; £"78.—Evans, 20. Ijadforc

Rd. (top George !Lfine). Lewish^m, S.E. [61 7'

-j Q19 Douglas, 2'^i\i.-p., 2-speed, fully equipped
XtJ* pillioD, new tyres, indistinguishable from new
£52.-1, Norwood Rd.,- Heme Hill, S.E.24. [678;

£35.—Remaining lour 2Tihl>. Douglases, renovated
sbop-soilcd ;. may be had for £35 nett each.—Pugt

Engineering Works^ Shirley Rd., Addiscombe. [684C

SPORTING Douglas, 1915, 23/4h.p., perfect condition
lumps, discs, etc.; 38 gns., or nearest: after 7.-

Standing. 9, Hiehiuond Gardens, Shepherd's Euah. [622^

1 Q 20 2^;4ti-P- Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, banc
Xtf clutch, all on, very good condition, guaranteed
£55: seen any time.—15, James St., Covent Garden.

[6821

F.O-C.H. hare a 1919 Douglas Combination, Inte^l

cluteb, fully equipp«i, licensed; £70, bargnin.-
5, Heath St., Hampstead (neai Hampstead Tube Station}

[676£

DOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p., 2-speed, aluminium diiscs

all at'resoorieir, good condition, guaranteed; bar
gain, £34/10, or exchange.—217, Belaize Rd,, Kllburn
N.W.6. [6481

BOUGLAS Combination, late 1920, fitted with elec

trie ligb*, eotiehbuiW siderar, many aceeasnriesf

condition ns new; £95.—Midland Garage, 7, Broad St,

Birminghaiu. [624;

"I Q15- Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Colonial B, largc

A*' CB. sidecar, Easting, pillion spares, little us^d

stored over 3 years, fully insured; £90.-88, Gc.^bertor

Rd., Balham. [697£Brrmk-s, 23, Park View.. Bexley. [6496

Bi8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the aumber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

HarUyDavidson.

y K GNS., exchange considered.—1915 Harley-David-

( O son coaohbuilt combination, latest colours

imps, Klaxon, speedometer, pillion seat, 2 wind
:reens, excellent tyres and spare, exceptional encinei

ny examination, trial.—Seabridge, Hansler Bd., East

)uhvich. Sydenham 2452. [6855

niOR Sale, Harley-Davidson, 1919, electric model,
" 7-9h.p., combination, painted cream, nickel-plated

ttings, absolutely perfect condition, very fast, very

mart, special sidecar, practically new, all accessories;

>west price ^E155.—Apply, Froys, Brunswick Works,
lammersnrith. Tel. : Hammersmith 2380. [6204

Sycire Parts:

HABLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [3988

ETAIjVES for Ha'rleys, unbreakable, nickel steel:

V 4/6; sent return poet.—Coventry iVIotor Depot,
losefield St., Leamington. [6561

1 Hazlewood.
HAZI/EWOOD-J.A.P. 254h.p , 3.«peed, clutch, Bosch,

B and B., a<'cessories, just overhauled: nearest

>fler £42.—Laurisdene. Inverne.ss Av., W&stclifl. [6455

Henderson.
1 Q20 Henderson Combination, sporting sidecar,

LU lamps, tax paid, whole outfit exceptionally good
ondition and smartest on the road; £148/10; ex-

'hanges.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hamp-
itead 1353. [6859

Hobart,
1020 Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed counterehaft, new con-

i-t/ dition. electric light, fully equipped, insurance

and tax paid; £50, or near offer.—H. P., 21, Colwick

Rd., W.B., Nottingham. [6216

H umber.

HUMBER 3[.0l.p., 2-speed. coachbuilt combination;
£23.—Speechley, 86, Churchfleld Rd., Acton.

W.3. ^ [6531

HUMBER, SVih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, H.B.
clutch, requires cylinder, otherwise perfect; £20.

—Box 7.174, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6850

£20.—Sporting SVih.p. Humber, believed 1913, ex-

ceptional condition, accessories, licensed, tyres,

as new.—Bacon, OfiEington'Lane, Worthing. [6565

alh.p. Humber, splendid condition and perfect run-

4 ning order, owner giving up riding : £20 ; stamp
reply.—Beecher, 472, Archway Rd.. London, lf.6. [6325

1 O 21 4y2h.p. Flat Twin Humber Motor Cycle, all-

X«/ chain drive, demonstration motor cycle :
first

chenne secures, 97 gns.—Johnsons' Motor Works, King's

Lynn. [5759

31h.p. Humher, 2-speed, handle start, good sidecar

2 machine, lugs fitted: £30, or exchange lightweight,

2-stioke or 4-stroke.—137, Highfleld, North Wingfield.

near Chesterfield. (D) [6555

1Q19 i'/ih.v. Flat Twin Humber C.B. Combination,
X*/ lavishly equipped, exceptional condition and ap-

pearance, privately owned; bargain, £65.-4, Elm
Gardens, Hammersmith. [6693

1 Ol'' Humber Combination, 6h.p., w.c., 3-apeed, flat

-Ltl tmn, aluminium disc wheels, electric .accumulator

lighting, large head lamp, toolbox and luggage earner,

Tan-Sad, Easting wind screen, completely equipped in

every way, tax paid; £100.—Gooding, Jubilee Works,
George St., Croydon. [6374

1 fk21 4i/.h.p. Flat Twin Humber Combination, all-

i-V black model, perfect running order, complete with

Lucas acetylene lamps, Cowey horn and reflector^ Smith's

trip speedometer, Tan-Sad pillion, spares include two
chains, 2 valves and springs, 2 piston rings. 1 front

fork spring, third party insurance, done 3,000 miles;

cost £215, sell £150, or nearest ofler.-Box 7,052, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [6022
Indian.

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Combination, fully equipped,

and bcence paid; £105.—Below.

INDIAN" 1919 Powerplue Combination, complete with
Indian sidecar, dynamo lighting, speedometer.

Cameo screen, etc., perfect condition : £80.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone; 581. T.A.

:

Integrity, Oxford. ^ [6877

INDIAN 7-9h.p., T.T. clutch model, fully equipped,
tax paid; £35.—Homac's, below.

3J/2h.p. Twin, 3-speed, K.S^ fully
|

equipped, perfect, tax paid; £45.—Homac's,
243, Lower Clapton Rd., E.5. Dalston 2408. [6808 1

•1Q19 Indian, S-speed; £58/10.—Goad. 122, Maida
JLiF Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [6865

INDIAN Combination, 1919, powerplus, perfect, any
trial; £70.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [6544

|

INDIAN, 1919, 7-9h.p., condition perfect, hardly
used; £67.-406, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.

[6731

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3 speeds and clutch, lamp, and
-i-*y horn; any reasonable offer.—Jacobs, 665, Ful-
ham Rd., S.W.6. [6196

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model, splendid order
throughout; £28.—Speechley, 86, Churchfleld

Rd., Acton, W.3. [6528

1 C|14 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, Binks carburetter,
-•-«' good condition, tax paid; £25.—Box 7,160, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [6401

m\
^ A SPORTING OFFER.
^^ffj* In order to Increase our post-saEe ^'•J*^

business, we are prepared to refund the j^aaa
remittance on every 100th order from B^^^H
this and opposite column, and send the ,^*m",
goods, carriage paid, no matter the H^HH
amount. We keep separata hooks for ^SHH
post-sales, therefore this offer does not ^jft^

^m apply to counter customers. ^^^B

2^ IF YOU REQUIRE^VHH ARELIABLEARTICLEYOUMUSTPAY iJ^H
?^""" A REASONABLE P R I C E . %r,-"-J

Viin.;

Make.
I

Our
Pr'ce

List

Price.

26 X 2 EngleDert Passenger ... 23 /6

Englebert Touring 19/6
26 X 2} Bates Special Heavy . . . 31 /-

Palmer Cord 29/-
Beldam Eitra Heavy .. 2S/6

Spencer-Moulton Ex. Hy 27 /9

Clincher de Luxe Heavy 25/-

Gocdyear A.W. TreaJ . .
25/-

Hutchinson T.T 23/-

Englebert Touring 22/6

26 X 2S Palmer Cord Heavy ...30/-

Hutchinson T.T. Rub. S. 27/6
Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy 25/

*^^p (
Clincher de Luxe Hvy 33 /i

26 X 2J Goodrich Satetv Tread . 45 /-

Bates Special Heavy . . 39 /-

Wood-milne Extra Heavy 32
Clincher de Luxe Heavy 27 /6

28x3 Goodrich Safety Tread .51/6
Englcbert Racing 39/6

650x65 Goodrich Safety Tread. . 49/
Goodyear A.W. Tread . . 35 /

Best French R.N.S 25/-
Beldam Bulldog 61 /-

Firestone Rubber N.-S.. .58 /

53/-
46/-
54/-

I

53/6
I

51/3
68/- I

54/6
I

56/6

5' '3 mi]"'
5=/6 HiT

72/3 m'a
s8/9 'n
too/- rrma
100 Ig "S,"
67 1- ,
- ml-
83/- B,<
87/3 i»:

WE GUARANTEE
these goods to be quite new and

not old stock. We are prepared

to stand by every line.

TIIRPQ NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Our List

Price. Price.

26x2 4/9 10 1-

26x21 71- 10/3
26x23 7/9 11/3
28x3 7/6 —

26x24\

Our
Price.

8/3

8/9

List

Price.

13/3

12/9

15 19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

electric lighting
177,

[6823

1Q19 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus,
-Li' set. excellent condition; £75.—McGregor, 177,
High St., Barnet.

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3-speed, Power-
plus twin, complete with many accessories; bar-

gain, £60.—Below.

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick starter. Power-
plus, lamps, horn, etc.; sacrifice, £65.—Eke, Ltd,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. B.C.

3

Avenue 5548.
Phone

:

[0073

INDIAN Combination (June, 1920), mileage 3,000,
03

-' - ' - — - -

BELTS.
Bates, Lvcctt,

etc. Per foot.

X2i;
26 X 2V
700x80 10/-•••«

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS.

Gin. ?in. |in. rin. l-J-in.

1/6 1/7 1/10 2/2 2/8

These Special Clearance Lines are sent

'B Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against
" remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-dav.

excellent condition; fl25.-Eeade, 214, High Kd.,
Wood Green, London. [5432

1Q19 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p.. 1921 sidecar, all

JLiy accessories, perfect condition; £120 —120, St.

Asaph Rd., Brockley, S.E. [6221

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed. K.S., new covers,

lamps, etc.; trial; £55; week-ends, afternoon.—
Smith, 293, Broadway, Bexley Heath. [6362

INDIAN" Combination, 1914, 2.6peed, kick starter,

electric lamps, horn, speedometer, mileage 5,000;
price i70.-75, Nantwich Ed., Crewe. [6268

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 191B, 3 speeds, clutch,

K.S., new sidecar, accessories, tax, insured April;

£90, offers.—D., 38, Sussex Rd., Harrow. [6623

1 Q19 Powerplus Indian, 3-speed, clutch, spring
J-t/ frame, absolutely as new in every way; £64.—
Ward. 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [6974

INDIAN 1918 7-9h.r. Combination, electric lights,

spring frame, spares, tools, etc_., mileage 5,000

;

£93, or offer.—120, Estcourt Ed., Wood Side, S.E.25.
[6436

1 Q 19 7h.p. Indian Powerplus, 3-speed, solo, excel-

Xf lent condition; £53.—Edwards. 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington. Deferred payments and ex-

changes. [6010

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1914 Hendee Special, 2-«p«ed, clutch,

spring frame combination, electric dynamo stalter.

lighting, Binks, speedometer; £75.—E. Tolley, The
Green, Aklershot. [6170

INDIAN, 1919, with 1921 sidecar, electric lamps.

Easting wind screen, condition perfect, smart ap-

pearance: cheap for iiuick sale, £120.—Warden, Hill-

Tiiorton Faddox, Eugbj'. [X1628

INDIAN 1921 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, elec-

trically equipped, horn, speedometer, as ne\v;

£165; deferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X1606

LATE 1919 Indian Combination, 3-speed lamps,

horn, wind screen, carrier, enamel and plating

like new, £100, tax paid; 1915 3-speed, £60, owner

bought car.—Leith House, Oakdale Ed., Wcybridge.
[6684

£125—7-9h.p; Indian combination. 1920, electrically

equipped, completely overhauled, rear tyre almo.st

new, sidecar fitted with hinged dash and wmd scteen.-

Mar-kay, 11, Craigpark Drive, Dennistoun, Glasgow.
[X1605

ABSOLUTELY the finest bargain for money is un-

doubtedly the Silent Indian, fully equipped at

£175 • and the Rolls-Eoyce of solos, the Indian Scout,

less electric equipment, but with rear drive speedo-

nietor £120. Let me have your order now; delivery

immediately.—'Phone: 943.—HorswiU, 42, Bridge St.,

Cliester.

WHY have your Indians butchered for reliable over-

hauling. Send or 'p^mnf, 943 Cliester. '^— •'•Over 10
42, Bridge

[3490

"IQ15 Indian
ORDER THE

TheName TheFirm

WAY I

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE I

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?,VICTORIA.S.W.l

98, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.I. & AT_
44,SyRBlTON ROAD. KINCSTON-0N-THAMn~
*1 Pleasp address allpost orders to VsoKball Bnd(e Rosd.

TELEPHONE :-VICTORIA 6533 6- 655*

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

ears' experience with Indians.—Horswill

St.. Chester.

1 Ili20 7-9hp Big ""^alve Powerplus Indian Combina-
1" tion, 3,500 miles T.T. bars, electric light, horn,

speedometer, silver discs all round. 3in. nickel plated

exhaust pipe with cut-out, 2 brand new Goodyear tyres,

"uaranteed 50 m.p.h. two up, spare chains, etc., hand,

somest mMlel on the road; £150.-8. Clement sGai-
.lens, Cambridge. [^^54

NEAEEST Offer to £110.-1920 Powerplua Indinn

combination, hoo<l, screen, luggage carrier, discs,

specially designed comfortable bars, iust overhauled,

sDl-ndid condition, fast, reliable, luxurious outfit
;

price

'low owing to general sbimp; nearly new DunhiU over-

alls thrown in: garaged near Victoria Station.--Box

7,158, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [6399

Svare Farts:

INDIAN Spares—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond

St., Ealing. 1-3989

SPARES (Indian), new or second--hand, all models.-

Langford's, Indian Specialists, 37, Cricklewood

Broadway, N.W.2. 16792

VALVES for Indians, unbreakable, nickel steel;

4/6; sent return post.—Coventry Motor Depot,

Eosefleld 'st., Leamington. 6560

INDIAN —The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton

Ed. ('Phone Brixton 3129), can supply all 7-9h.p.

parts from stock, new, including all types of forks.

They also specialise in Indian repairs. [1594

Invlcta.

Invicta-Villiers, new engine, tyre, and belt;

*38.—D. Huxley, Rnyton XI. Towns, Salop.
[6518

£38.-Invicta-Jap 1920 2Kh.p., 2-speed, in perfect

condition.—Springhurst. Fassett Ed., Kingston.
[6629

2ih-p.

All letters relating to aavertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2I

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New Bt., Bir-
mingham, -wholesale Ivy agents, have all models

in fltoek, includine lady's model, price £69; get list.

[0710

James.
r\AN GUY. _Weymouth.-192I 4\ih.p. James Com-

bination from stock; price £155. [0690

1Q19 5-6b.p. James Combination, fully equipped,
JLiJ touring trim; any reasonable offer.—JacoDS, 665,
Fulham Rd., S.W.6. [6195

"I Q20 6-6h.p. James Combination, lamps, born,
X*/ tools, etc., splendid -condition throughout; £95,
bargain.—H. Wright, Arlesey. Beds. [6982

FOR Sale. James SVsh.p. 3-speed, folding sidecnr

;

must sell ; no aeawouoble otter refused.— 7.5a,

Eav^nsbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [6416

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, Easting, fine order,
1919 (November), all lamps, almost unscratched

;

£100 spot.—14, Bromliam Rd., Bedford. [6743

JAMES Combination, fl^^h.p., kick starter, 3-speed,
all accessories, insurance and tax paid; ^65, bar-

gain.—Dryden, 1, Glyn Ed., Homerton, E. [X1583

1Q16 414b. p. James Combination with MiUs-Fulford
J-t/ sidecar and extra child's seat, all on.

£80.—Sandums, 336, Gray's Inn Rd..
licence

W.C.I. [0719

JAMES 5-6h.in. De Luxe, Binks, Eastin?;, Lucaci
lamps, IJ.A. cylinder, fully equipped, excellent <.-on-

dition ; cash only, £120.—Service Co., 289, High Hol-
lioin, W.C.I. -

, L6426

JAl\iES 1920 2i4h.p., 2-stroke,. 2 speeds, good as
new, lamps, generator, tools, horn, tyres as new,

guaranteed; any trial.—Write, Box 817, Reynell's,
44, Chancery Lane, W.C.2. [6941

JAMES 1920 6h.p. Combination, fully equipped.
nspeedometer, Eaa+ing, as new: £120; defeiTcd

payments ii desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

;

also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X1611

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. De Luxe Combination, Lucas
dynamo lighting, excellent, order, speedometer;

£115.—Newnbam Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6, Tiione : Hammersmith 80. [6652

JAMES S'/^h.p. Twin, condition almost as new, hand
and foot clutch, speedometer,' lamps, etc.; £65;

just overhauled at cost exceeding .-£20; seen West
London.—Box 7,111, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6199

JAMES 1918 6h.p. Combination, dynamo ligbtiog.
and full equipment, mileage less than 2,000.

almost new condition; £100.—The Lavton Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. T.A. : Integrity,
Oxford. [6878

J. A. P.

J.A.F. 6h.p. Twin, new 1920, Fellows mag., perfect;
inspection invited ; £20.—Green, Berkeley House,

Ingatestone, Essex.
"

[6746

J.E.S.

1 Q14 2h.p. J.E.S. 3-speed Motor Cycle, recently
-Lt/ overhauled, very good order; 10 gns, — W.
Walden, Hairdresser, Wisbech Rd., King's Lynn.

[-6789

Lagonda.
LAGONDA, SVih.p., Bosch, Mabon, pulley, clutch,

good belt, tyres; £15.—Davey, Aveley, Essex.
[6197

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FRANCIS 35^h,p.. 1920 twin, M.A.G. engine,

lamps, horn, 3-speed; £60.—Below.

LEA-FRANCIS 1920 3>^h.p., twin M.A.G. enfjine,
3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, all extras.—

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Blshopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0081

2-speed model, slightly shop-
£94/10,—Eatcliffe Bros., 200. Gt. Port-

W. - [6771

. 1919, fully equipped with Lucas
accessories; £65.—Ratcliffe Bros, 200, Gt. Port-

[6772

Lucas accesfiories, low
perfect in every respect ; nnv trial given :

£80. -E., 45, West St., Marlow. [6946

LEA-FRANCIS, 1921, brand new, shop-soiled, 31/0

b.p. twin M.A.G., 3-.speed, clutch, kick starter,
list price £125; price £97/10; cash only.—Elce. Ltd.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

Avenue 5548. [0069

BRAND New Lea-Francis, 3V2h.p. M.A.G. enpiue,
2-6peed, and foot control clutch, kick starter,

all-f'hain drive, totally enclosed; list price £115; special
end of season price, £87/10.—D. and S. Autocar Co.,
33, The Parade, Golders Green. . [6326

Levis.
pEEMTEE Motor Co. for 1922 Levis

LATEST Improved Models for immediate delivery at
1922 reduced prices.

POPULAR 2i4h.p. Single-gear Levis, £48; Model S
2Vih.p., 2-sreed, clutcli. £58. or with kick starter

£60; easy paymeuta only 4% extra; caniaBe iiaid to
any address. Buy your machine direct fiom the Levis
specialists.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Bir-
mingham. [X1674

LEA-FRANCIS ^V^h-Xy
soiled

land St,

LEA-FRANCIS.
accessorit

land St., W.l

LEA-FEANCIS, 1920, M.A.G.,
mileage,

0^^
Reduced Prices
Reconditioned DouglaseS
2^ h.p., fully equipped with LampSt Ct^ ernQ
Horn, and Licence Holder .. .. ^^ S"*'
4 h.p., SqIo, 3-speed, kick-start, 7K /vmo
aU on ' *^ gnS •

4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped with Lamps,
Horn, Licence Holder, and with new Burling-
ton No. 2 Touring Model Sidecar 0*3 ami
Body, complete with Storm Apron ^^ S"**

To 4 h p, Douglas Owners
No more broken drawbolts
A new form of operating

mechanism for the 4 h.p.

Douglas Motor Cycle, by
which the Drawbolt is

entirely eliminated.
Writs for full particulars.

Trade Supplied.

SELECTION OF BARGAINS
IN

4 hp. DOUGLAS SPARES
Big End Bushes, 3/6; Small End Bushes, 2/6;
Gudgeon Pins, ? /6 ; Flywheel Sprockets, 5/6;
Valve Guides, 2/6 ; Clutch Drawbolt, complete,

3/-i Clutch Plate Ball Races, 1 /- ; Fork Springs,

3/6; Brake Pedal Springs, 9d.; Rear Stand Clips,

1/6; Exhaust Pipes, 26/- per pair; Silencers,

16/6; Footboards, 15/- per pair ; Belt Rims, not
drilled, 15 /- ; Wheel Riins : Front, 7 /« ; Rear,

8/6; Carriers, 25/-; Saddles, £1 Ids.; Frame Head
Lugs, 23/-; YLugs, 12/6J Undershields, complete
with Clips, 5/-; Tank, only £3 lOS.; Ferodo Rings
for Clutch, 5/-; semi T.T. Pattern Handlebars,

£1 ; Rear Spring for "Douglas" Chassis, 15/-;
Front Springs, 4/-; Luggage Carrier with Straps,

£210s. ; Sidecar ^ludgards, 18/6; Special Long
Armoured Toolbag with Strap Fasteniai;, real

Leather Fronts, 13/6. Carriage extra.

Burlington Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

7. South Side. CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.
'plume: Brixl n2J17, yy^iri^s: Btirlinnlonjiloion, Ctapham.

Just by Clapham Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

T^AN GtJY, W^moutli.—Le?l8 1921 models in Etoei,-^ *60. [055*

LEVIS 1921, 2-8pee<I, clutcli, small mileage; offers.-
151, Eamsdcn Ed., Balham. [624C

LEVIS Popular, nice order, accessories, licence; bar-
gain, 5626.—12, High St., Wandsworth. [6734

1Q20 Levis, perfect, smart, lully equipped, licensed;
•At' 30 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury Rd., New Maiden

LEVIS 2)-^. p., splendid order throughout, tax paid;
£26.—Speechley, 86, Chnrchfield Rd., Acton,

W.3. [6632

LEVIS, 1920, unscratched, mileage '300
equipped; i£38.—406, Garratt Lane,

S.W. [6731;

. full]

Earlsfield

L. .,

equipped
Hampton Hill,

EVIS, 2%b.p., 3-speed, splendid condition, full]

tie; "*" '" ' "

"

*36.—1, Stanley Villas, Wolsey Rd.
[6501

•JQ18 (June) 2%h.p. Levis, 2 speeds (Enfield), Inmpi
J- ^ horn, licence, etc., very powerful, and in peifec
Older: £34.—Maynard, 8, Silver St., Enfield. [655(
£30.—Levis 1916 2i.ih.p,, perfect order, little ridden

Dunlop belt, B. and B., spare saddle, tyre, plugs
and belt.—Write first, T.E., 113, Brixton Rd., S.W.9

[699;
"I O20 Levis Popular, perfect, fully equipped, electri,

.1*7 lighting, insurance; £38, near offer. — Write
Park House, Branscombe Gardens, Winchmore Hill
N. [681'

SPECIAL Offer of a few slightly showroom fioiie*

250 c.e. T.T. model Levis motor cycles; list piie-

£65, reduced to £55; makers' speed guarantee of 5(

m.p.li. witli each machine; easy payments only 4% e.vtra

carriage paid to any address.—The Premier Motor Co,
Aston Rcl., Birmingham. [S167,'

LJiicoln=Elk,

GNS.—1912 Lincoln-Elk 3V2h.p., equipped,-2(
Tieen Av., Hoegers Corner. Barnes. [662

"j QIS 4141. p. Lincoln-Elk 2-speed Coach Combitintioi
-'-•-' hood and screen, good running order: £37/lC
or near offer for quick sale.—Electro Co., Cardinpto
Rd., Bedford. . [XI 60

Lloyd.

LLOYDS Motor Cycle, late model, 2ysh.p., 4-strok(

accessories, very smart and fast, beautiful runnin
machine: sacrifice, £25, cash needed.—Dental, 76i

Romford Rd,, Manor Park, London, E. [642

L.M.C.
L.M.C. and S.C. new 19S0: price £75.-

Wakely. 9, Victoria Rd., Feltham, Middlesex,
[663

Martlnsyde.

"I
Q21 Martinsyde Combination, 3 weeks old (cost £160

JLv done 50 miles;

13

4ih.p^

£115.-89, East Hil
[661

Gt. Portland

1020 6h.p.

M"

bargain,
Wandswortb.

MARTINSYDE Combination, 1921. shop-soilef
makers' puarantee; £150.—Ratcliffe Bros., 20(
" • ' St., W.l. r67s

^

Martinsyde Combination, lamps, hor]
screen, indistinguishable from new; £105,-

Edwards. 50, Harrington Rd.. South Kensington. D
ferred payments and exchanges. feOC

ARTTNSYDE 6h.p. Combination, wind scveei

apron, mat, horn, electric lamps, accumulate
tax paid and insured, splendid condition; £115,-

Bowers, 320, Broad St., Birmingham. [X16^

1 Q21 (June) Mortinsydti Combination, Lucas ncc

J-*/ muiator lighti-ag" set, horn, Oowey speedouiete

atoim apron, ciirefuliy used and in every respert

found proposition; any triiil given, ony distance; £121

ryiiHonable offers, or exchanges for s'ood eolo -vvith c<t

1 entertained; fullest particulars on request.—Owner, 10

Speldhurst Rd., Bedford Paik, London, W.4. fee;

Massey-Arran.

SPORTS Mcdel Massey-Arran, 23/ih.p. Blackburiie,

speed Stunuey, disc wheels, pneumatic horn, coi

plete tool kit. just run in, as new; £90.—Lieut. Smit

Rosewell, Midlothian. [62;

Matchless.

JULIAN'S of Reading hav« shop-soiled Matchless
bination; £1€0. [621

l/PP
[691

MATCHLESS, brand new,' unreeist^red 1921 stamiii

combination; sacrifice £148.-9, West Heath A
Golder"s Green. [60i

20 Matchless Combination, dynamo lighting, inli

changeable wheels; solo considered; £140.—

£

Dundee Rd., South Norwood. [65

1 Q21 New Standard Model H Matchless CombiE
X*7 tion, M.A.G. engine: end of season bargal

150 gns.—Ross, 86, HigR Rd., Lee. S.E. [17

3C|21 Matchless Combination, M^gxiyno, electric he
-V fully equipped, splendid condition: £155; hona

BRAND new Model H; £92.—Ward, 51,
Richmond Rd., Putney.

19=

car,—Buiili, 67, Hoyal Parade, Eastbourne. [63

MATCHLESS 1920 H, Lucas Magdyno, spare whc-

Easting wind screen, quantity spares; £1;

I

quick sale.—Box 7,176, c/o 37ie Motor Cade. [68

MATCHLESS.—Still a few 1921 shop-soiled machin,

standard £160, 2-seater £165, Magdyno^ i
I extra.—Maudes', London, Exeter, and Walsall. [X16

B2 2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the «nd of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private Oivr.eis are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Pearl.

921 Pearl.—For sale, sporting motor cycle, 6h.p.

J. A. P. engine, B.S.A. frnme. 3-6peed gear box,
d apnie parts; prioe £90, or nearest ofler; owner going
lond.—Reginnhl G. Smith, 340, TJie Broadway, West
endcm, N.TV.Q. [6282

Peugeot.
I
h.p. Peugeot, running order, tax paid: £15/10.--

: 141. Framfield Rd., Hanwell. [6672

8GN3.—1915 3i.l,h.p. twin Peugeot. Claudel-Hol)-
son single lever, Boscli enclosed, very fast sport-

,g model.—20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner. Barnes.
[6625

•h.p. Twin Peugeot Coachbuilt Combination, nood.
' screen, speedometer, lamps, etc., tax paid, any
iai; £35: would separate. — 135, Leighton Rd.,
aling. \V.13. [6596

Premier.
I>REiMIER 3! ah. p., 2-speed, good condition, licensed;
- £18.-17. Heatou Rd., Mitcham. [6545

DREMIER. 25/4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch; good order.
licence, accessories; bargain, £17/10.-12, High

t.. Wandsworth. [6733

DREMIER, 3V2h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed.
new cylinder, piston, everything rebiished, all

1, excellent condition, any trial; £58.—Haydon, Mill
ottage, Aylesbury. [6588

Syore Parts

:

pREMIER Spares and Repairs. ~ We are the
L specialists, late with the manutacturers; stamped
Dvelqpe for reply per return.—Forfield Motors, If^or-

eld Place, Leamington Spa., [X1648

Precision.

tb.p. Precision Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
start. Easting wind screen, "good condition.—Love.

Eigh St., Chard. [6265

IQ14 3''4h.P. T.T. Precision, excellent condition,
L*/ licence, fast machine; £26, offers.—49, High St.,
ralton-on-Thtimes. 1.6473

Quadrant.

I

Q12 4h.p. Quadrant, 3-speed gear, o.k. condition.
Ltf recently overhauled; £36.—Bagley, Wright St.,
odnor, Derby. [6556

e
19,—Quadrant SVob.P-. Boech, B. and B., recently

overhauled, lamps, horn, tax, ride away.—WooIIard.
4, aiinford Gardens, W.14. [6351

£75.-Quadrant 1921 5h.p. combination, accessories,
insurance, tax paid, overhauled.-Clifford Wilson.

77, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [6894

£95.-Quadrant 1921 o.v. 4M;b-P- combination, used
competitions only, new sidecar, guaranteed.-

'lifford Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

Syare Parts:
[6895

FOR all Quadrant Spares and Repairs, The Clifford
Wilson Manufacturing Co., Quadrant Sole Whole-

ale Distributers, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd..
.ondon, S.E.I. Hop. 210. f402C

Radco.
PADCO 2^h.p., 2-speed, 192034', new; £32.—Fair-
'-t hurst, back Mesnes St., Wigan. [6987

I
C|20 Radco, very good condition; reasonable offers

Lft/ considered.-West, 32, Wouldham St., Canning
'own, E. [6290

RADCO, in splendid condition, discs, electric lighting;
seen any time; £20, or near.—58, West Green Rd.,

'ottenham, N.15. [6621

Raleigh.
pEEMIER Motor Co. for Ealeighs.

raiMEDIATE delivery at 1922 reduced prices.

!^-6h.p., 3-speed, spring frame, detachable wheels,
^ £130; standard e^idecar, £35 : De Luxe sidecar.
£42; spare wheel and tyre, £6. The Raleigh is now
lie liest value in high-grnde combinations. Easv pay-
lentrt only 4% extra.—Sole Birmingham Agents": Tlie
'remier Motor Co.. A-^ton Rd., Birmingham. [0626

RALEIGH Combination, sports model from Olympia
Show, wind screen, horn, lamps (acetylene and

leetric), tax paid, all tools, numerous spares, perfect
rder; £135.—Bush, 50, Herbert St., Loughborough.

[6291
RALEIGH 234h.p and 3h.p. Models from £68;

earliest deliveries from the R^ileigh specialists;
ash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham Motor
'^0., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hamnier-
iraith 80. [6646

WANTED, enquiries for the new Raleigh models, for
which we are special agents. Particulars on re-

luest. Cash, exchange, deferred payment?.—Newnha ut
,ilotor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed.. W.6. 'Phone-
ilamniersmith ao. [6660
"THE New Enleigh 234h.p. 4-^troke Lightweight, 2-
»- speed, with <dutch and kick starter, at £58, is
he best value offered the motor cyclist for the 1922
eaeon; orders now booking for January delivery.-Sole
Birmingham Agents: Tlie Premier Motor Co.. A^ton
VI., Birmingham. [SI 678

HAVE YOU DECIDED

ON YOUR

1922 louiT ?

GODFREY'S will be

pleased to give you any
information or advice
concerning the NEW
MODELS, and can give

EARLIEST DELIVERIES.

1922 MODELS.
(FIRST LIST.)

B.S.A., 4i h.p., chain-cum-belt £107
B.S.A., 4j h.p., all-chain £110
B.S.A., 4} h.p., sportb model £110
B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Twin Combination . . £164
LEVIS Popular, 2i h.p £48
LEVIS, 2i h.p., 2speed . £58
LEVIS, 2j h.p., 2-speed, and kick-starter £60
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., sports £130
MATCHLESSSh.p.standardCombination £170
MATCHLESS S h.p. 2-seater Combination £176 10
NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p., 3-speed £63

NEW IMPERIAL, ditto, with kick-starter £69
NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p., sports, 3-speed £80
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination .. £145
QUADRANT, 4', h.p., chain-cum-be:t ... £80
QUADRANT, 4! h.p., all-chain £85
QUADRANT4'.h.p.. Combination, allchain£105

RUDGE-MULfl, 3!h.p £85
RUDGE, 3', h.p, 3-speed £100
SCOTT, 3'i "h.p £110
SCOTT 3-i h.p. Combination £145
SCOTE^h.p. Squirrel £105
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., chain-cum-belt £105
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., all-chain £115
TRIUMPH-JUNIOR, 2t h.p. £65
ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 3I h.p £118

LIGHT CARS .

ROVER, 8 h.p £220
BAYLISS-THOMAS, 10.5 h.p £315

Still a few 1921 BRAND NEW
MACHINES to CLEAR. Write

for SPECIAL BARGAINS LIST.

EXCHANGES-
EASY TERMS

GODFREY'S, Ltd.
SHOW ROOMS

:

208, GT. PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.l.
'Phone : Langham 1300.

Repairs Depot

:

14, Miller St, Camden Town, N W.
'Phone ; Museum 2434.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex

REX 2V2h.p., Dixie, B.B., spring forks, low. ride

away r sacrifice 12 ens.—179. York Ed.. Islington.
[617R

REX 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, excellent con-

dition, every accessory; £38; money wanted.—Ivy
Cottage, High St., Beckenham. [6828

REX 6-8h.p.. 2-seater sidecar, 1914. lamps, wind
screen, 2-3peed gear, good tyres: accept £57/10.

or eschange piano.—277, Camberwell Rd., S.E. [6638

Rover.
-] 020 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, lamps; £80. or

.LcF oHers; any trial.—Hearn, Liverpool Ed., Burs-

cough. [6525

1 OlS 3i/>h.p. Rover, countershaft, excellent condition.

-L«? tax" and insurance paid; f70.—PickerinB. 36.

Gresham St.. Coventry [XI 520

ROVER 3i/.h.p., 1920, 3-speed and clntcli, condition

perfect, appearance as new; £80 -Andrews, nevou-

sliire Garage, Buxton. [Xieao

1 016 3lAh.p. Rover, clutch model, fully equipped,

J.U tax 'paid, in splendid condition; £26.—37
Arlington Rd., Surbiton. 16'tSO

10|14 3'Ah.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, break on

IJ/, car Lucas lamps, little used, recently overhauled:

£58.—Baron, Square, Barnstaple. [bbua

1 Q21 Special T.T. Rover, S'/Ji.p., Philipson, long

if/ plated exijanst, accessories, spares, insurance, very

'ot: £68.-38. Elmbourne Ed., Balliam [6469

ROVER 3V,h.p. Combination, 1918, all accessories,

tax paid: no reasonable oHer refused.—Seen at

Saunders Garage, High St., Hampstead. [4603

£58.-1913-1914 3V-h.1>. Rover combination. 3-speed,

K.S., just overhauled, tax paid, only wants

seeing.-8, Half Moon Lane, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [6784

ROVER 1921 T.T. Speed Model, SVah.p., complete

with all accessories, condition perfect, very fast;

£68.— H. J. Marston. 50, Argyle St.. Birkenhead

1 Q21 Rover T.T., Philipson and fixed pulleys, usual

i-U spares, small mileage; £80, or near offer.—

c/o Deates, The Nook, Burgh Heath, near Epsom
Surrey. [bb/b

ROVER 1921 T.T., 75 m.p.b. model, used only 400

miles, and specially prepared for competition, fitted

«ith hand controlled Philipson and knee-grips, licence

paid.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell bt., Oxtorcl

'Phone: 581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [688-!

Royal Ruby.
SyA GNS.-Royal Euby 2-stroke splendid condition:

4^ s.acriflce.-Fisher, 24, Tremadoc Rd., S.^\.4. [6604

1 Q20 Royal Euby 3h.p., 2-specd, kick starter, spring

J-«7 frame- £40.—Wessex Motors, Ltd.. Catherine

St.. Salisbury.' r6205

ROYAL RUBY ' 254h.p. Villiers, splendid conditiou,

all accessories, discs; bargain, £25, or near ofler.--

34, Magdala Rd., N.19. >.624<i

ROYAL RUBY, 2j4Ti.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed, kick start,

clutch. E.I.C., Amac, lamps, tools, spares good

condition; £45, or near ofler.-106. Seymour Ed., H.ar-

lingay, N,8. t^^^^

Rudge.

KAm.p.h. Kudge, polished crank case, equipped

;

OU £22, or exchange.-Turpington, Bickley, Kent
[D505

1Q20 Eudge Multi, 5-6h.p, 40 gn sidecar, EastiiiK;

ly trial; genuine; £75.-White, Lyndhurst,
YfiSfs,"

ton.

RUDGE Multi 1921 3l/2h.p., I.O.M. model brand

new, shop-soiled, list price £85; accept £72/10.

—Below.

RUDGE Multi, late 1920 combination, 3V2h.p. I.O.M.

model, machine in almost new condition; sacri-

fice, £50.-Elce, Ltd 15-16 Bishopsgate Av., Canu>

mile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. 1007<!

£27/10-Rudge Multi. lamps, fast, new tyre, belt;

ride away.-Argyle Lodge, Newton Rd., Burton^

on-Trent. ^

RUDGE Jl/.h.P.. 1916. 3-spced, I.O.M., T.T. bars,

in perfect condition ; £40.-HiffBms. Dumnow
Hill, Fleet, Hants. 1^6373

RUDGE Combination, kick start, splendid condition

;

£52; take lightweight part.-57. Kenbury Sty

Camberwell, London. Lb'ia

K/» GNS.-Rudge Multi, 1920, I.O.M.,. lamps, speed-

ODometer, insured, scarcely used.-Remington. Chalet,

Sanderstead Hill, Croydon. 16942

1 n20 Rudge Multi, hand clutch, kick start, equal

lU to new; £58/10. - Goad, 122, Maida Vale

Phone ; Hampstead 1353. [6864

31 h p Rudge, thoroughly overhauled and enamelled.

2 accessories, tax paid; £40.—Shepherd, Enfield

Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [0340

RUDGE 5-6h.p. Combination, 1921, electric light.

Easting wind screen, many extras; £95.—Rat-
cliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6779

-| 020 Rudge Multi Combination, splendid condition,

XU 2.000 miles, tax paid, insurance to July, 1922,

lamps, horn, spares; £90.—Wren, Kimpton, Herts.
[6510

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when

advertisement, and the date of the issue,

desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

IQ22 Rud|;e 3-speed 3^,^.p., all-chain drive; we can
J-*/ give iromediate delivery ; price £ lOO.—Percy
and Co., 314, Euston Rd. Museum 1337. [6896

WAUCH0PE3, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.—
SVjh.p. Rudge, I.O.M., 1921, electric lighting,

tax paid; £75; easy terms no extra charge. [6444

3jLh.p. Eudge Multi, tax paid, hand clutch, speed-
2 ometer, excellent condition, tyres as new; bar-

gain, £40.-125, Canal Rd., Mile End, E.3. [6559

RUDGE Syoh.p. T.T. Hulti, 1921, complete witli
lamp?, horn, licence, etc., condition as new; £65.

—H. J. Marston, 50, Argyle St., Birkenhead. [6394

RUDGE Combination, 4-point sidecar, 3-speed,
clutch, and pedal £tart, condition as new; £50.

—J. Rhind and Co., Stone Place, R^isholme, Man-
chester. [6755

1Q14 Rudge Multi Combination, excellent condition,
A«7 sidecar undersluug, beautifully upholstered,
lamps, tax, tyi-es, appearance as new; £52/10.—Har-
rington, 89, Wood St., Earnet. [6922

RUDGE Miilti, LO.M,, SVi-h.p., April, 1921, head
i'.nd tail lamps, mechanical horn, speedometer,

mHeage 2.800, very fast mac!:iae, trial; £75.—-Mar-
shall, 82, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I. 16574

1 Q20 3y2h.p. Rudge and 35-gn. sidecar, lamps, horn,
S-iJ scre"en, spare tyre and belt, condition i>eriect;
£78.—Edwards, 50, Harriiigton Rd., South Kensing-
ton, Deterred payments and exchanges. [6015

1 CI21 (late) Eudge Multi, tax paid, cost £90 with
-Lt/ accessories, will drop £25 to realise for Income
Tax, perfect tune and condition, a jeal snip; Terry
pillion seat, 30/-.—29, Alderbrook Ed., Clapham Com-
mon, S.W.12. [6377

RUDGE Multi Combination for sale, 1920 model,
delivered March, 1921, 7-9h.p., wind screen, full

equipment, mileage 5,000 ;
price £130 ; can be seen

any time for trial by appointment.—Brainsby's, Ltd.,
Broadway, Peterborough. [6246

7-9h.p. Riidge Multwin, April, 1921, P. and H.
head set, auxiliaiy electric set, Stewart Lorn, in-

sured, tax paid, and spares valued 70/-, coachbuilt side-

car; complete £120, solo £105.—Seen at Rudge-Whit-
worth, Ltd., 55, Westgate St., Gloucester. 'Phone: 936.

[6227

1 Q20 Almost New Budge Multi Coachbuilt Com-
J-v bination, 5-6h,p., Multi gear, clutch, kick
starter, liood, screen, lamps. Klaxon, speedo-
meter; sacrifice, 79 gns. ; exchanges, easy terms.

—

Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
(Town Station). [6762

Scott.

SCOTT 3i^h.p., Binks carburetter, new chains and
tyres ; any trial ; nearest £38.—Scott. Lorton,

Cumb. (D) [6189

F.O.C.H. have a i920 Scott Combination and nearly
new Eolo.~5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hamp-

stead Tube Station}. [6764

SCOTT 1^20 33'ah.p. Combination, fully equipped,
Eatitinp screen, as new ; £90 ; deferred payments

if desired.—Parker's. Bradshawgate. Bolton: also 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [X1612

SCOTT 1921 3?.ih.p. Touring Model, ehop-soiled only;
to-day's price £130. clearance price £110 ; de-

ferred payments, if desired.—Parker's, Bradi^hawgate,
Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X1615

1 Q20 Scott Combination, electric lamps, speed-
-Lt/ ometer, etc., double pole ignition, sports and
standard bars, Binks, very last, guaranteed, tax paid;
£85.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Rd., E.5. Dal-
ston 2403. [6811

SCOTT. November, 1-919, .stored 12 months, only
run 4,000 miles, full Lucas equipment, in ex-

cellent condition and perfect running order, licence
paid; owner bought car; bargain, £78.—Hunt, Llan-
wenarth, Abergavenny. [5419

1 Q22 Scott, fitted with 500 c.c. T.T. engine, alu-
-i-?/ minium pistons, special gear box, Lucas 4-point
magneto, also spare magneto, complete set of ,j8pare

chains, several sprockets and" jet, spare back wheel
sprocket, nuiny other spares, including Palmer' cord
tyre, 2 inner tubes, etc., only rnn in 3 trials, dinner of
2 cups, exceptionally fast, guaranteed 100 miles per
gallon, as new; accept 100 gns., bargain.—King, Ren-
della, Oxford Rd., Birkdale, Soutliport. [6292

Sycire Pnriii

:

SCOTT Riders !—We are always at your service. Any
part; auy repair; auy sort of help. 12 years of

Scott experience. Hundreds of satisfied customers.—
Ward Motors, Ltd., the Scott Specialists. 32, Hustler
St., Bradford. [0727

Singer.

1 Q 13-14 3V:>h.p. Singer, h.b. clutch, re-enamelled,
J-v cylinder rebored, new piston, big, little end main
bearings and valves fitted, Dunlops, Pedley belt done
2000 since above overhaul complete Lucas lamps, Tan-
Sad, tools, tax paid; £50.—Write appointment, Strutt,
4, Kinver Rd. So\ith, ^^ydenham. [6312

Stanger.

THE Machine of the moment is the Stanger V twin,
5h.p. 2-stroke. This machine is really a first--cl:iss

mount with wonderful power, and excellent smooth ruu-
iiing, fitted with the neatest rear springing yet seen;
price £112/10. Send for particulars.—Jones Garage,
Muswell Hill, London, N.IO. [0731

SHOP-SOILED

NEW
1921 MODELS

ARIEL
6-7 h.p. Combination, all-chain drive

List Price £165 OUR PRSGE £140 or
£35 down,'andi: ; monthly payments of £9 8 2

B.S.A.
4-:^ h.p. Combination, all-chain drive,

JLucas Magdvno Lighting.

List Price £172 15 OUR PRICE £148 or
£37 down, and 12 monthly payments of £9 18 11

LEVIS
2] h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speeds.

List Price £68 OUR PRICE £60 or
£15 down, and 12 monthly payments of £4 8

LEVIS
2i h.p. Popular IVlodel.

List Price £60 OUR PRICE £50 or
£12 10 down, and 12 monthly payments of £3 7 2

MARTINSYDE
6 h.p. Standard Combination.

List Price £155 OUR PRICE £1S5 or
£33 15 down, and 12 monthly payments of £9 1 5

MATCHLESS
8 h.p. Combination, Standard Model.

List Price £185 OUR PRICE £160 or
£40 do\vn, and 12 monthly payments of £10 15

iVIATCHLESS
8 h.p. Combination Family Model.

List Price £191 10 OUR PRICE £165 or
£41 5 down, and 12 monthly payments of £11 1 9

IVIATCHLESS
8 h.p Combination, Sports Model

(without spare wheel).

List Price £172 OUR PRICE £150 or
£37 lOdown, and i2raonthly payments of £10 1 7

NEW IMPERIAL
24 h.p. 3-spceds, clutch and kick-starter.

List Price £80 17 OUR PRSCE £69 or
£17 5 down, and 12 monthly payments of £4 12 9

ROYAL EMFIELD
8 h.p. Combination, Lucas Magdyno Lightins.

List Price £182 OUR PRICE £155 or
£38 15 down, and 12 monthly paymentsof£10 8 3

TRIUMPH
4 h.p. Model JI. Chain-cum-belt.

List Price £115 OUR PRICE £100 or
£25 down, and 12 monthly payments of £5 14 5

Complete Lists upon Request.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A.,

and M.U.).

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 4Q0 East Ham.
Telegrams "Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES
Sun.

FOR SALE.

I QI6 2V2h.p. Sun-Vites.se, 2-stroke, Senspray, T3m
;

-**/ eon-Bennett mag., complete with liunps, he >

licence, etc. ; £22/10.—Maynnr-d, 8, Silver St., Enfii ,

[6!
;

Sunbeam.
QTTNBEAM SVah.p., S-speed, kick starter, Lu 1

^^ larap6; £68.—Below.
"j Q19 (Dec.) Sunbeam Combination, 8h.p., 3-sp4 ,

-*-^ kick starter. Magdyno lighting, full equipmi
,

spare wheel, splendid condition; £150.—Wesees Mot'
Ltd., Catherine St.. Salisbury. [6:

:

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919, lopely lot: bargi
£90.-59, High St., Clapham, S.W.4. [6' '

1 Q16 3y2h.p. 3-speed All-chain Sunbeam and Side j

J-<-' excellent order. 2 new tyres; £85.—C. Bar< 1!

Clapham, Yoiks. fo >

SUNBEAM 1921 3iA.p. Touring Model, new Ian ^

horn, speedometer, and spares; £135.—Ogle, T i!

wyn, Herts. [g

1 Q19 Sunbeam Combination, speedometer, Ian'
-Lt/ perfect; hard up, £90, genume.—7, Gibson i

London, N.l. [6 ;

1 Q 15 SVsh.p. Sunbeam Combination, newly pain
J- 1' tax, etc. ; giTing- away, 59 gne.—Ramsdens, 5
bell A-v., Blackpool. ffi

SUNBEAM Combination. 3Voh.p., Dec, 1919,
condition and appearance; £100;—Jonee,

Oulverden Bd^ Balham [6

HALIFAX.-New Sunbeam 3V2I1.P. Tonrins

;

gns., reduced price; exchanges quoted.— iX

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [S

"I Ql9 3|^h.p. Sunbeam, appearance and conditioi
[

-Lt/ new, fully equipped; any trial; bargain, £77 v

—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [6
'

I Q20 (latfi) sy^l^.p. Sunbeam, in perfect order,
;

J-tf new, all on; firet £100 secures, lowest, barga;
,

R.W.C., 29, Fylde St., Moses Gate, near Bolton, [e

LATE 1920 SVob.p. Sunbeam Combination, :
!

equipped, electric lighting, carefully used;
j

trial; £130.—Nuthurst, Petersham Av., Byfleet, Su
|

f'
I

I Q20 3i/^h.p. Sunbeam, Grinulay sidecar, wind sci

-L*/ Lucas, Binks, all accessories, tax paid, insiirr

splendid condition; £125.-44, Churchill Av,, Coyci
[51-

SUNBEAM SVoh.p., Sept., 1920, first-rate condi
' small iJuleaR's, speedometer, rear lamp, tvres

cellent; £120.—The Gablee. 19, Foxgrove Rd., Bei

ham, Kent. [S

3.h.p. 2-speed Sunbeam, kick start, hand clutch,^4 chains, overhauled, lenewals makers, 1920, hi

insurance £100, licensed, perfect order; £65.— Mi
58, St. George's Sa., S.W.I. [X

SUNBEAM, 1921 (September), SVah-p., sports,

equipped, shop-soiled only ; £130 ; deferred
ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

;

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X .

SUNBEAM Combination, No. 1 sidecar, August, ]

- ' mileage 1,500, not used for 6 months, unscruti
,

Birmingham dis

[X
cost over £215, will accept £155;
—Box 115, c/o TM Motor Cycle.

8 h.p. 1921 Model Sunbeam Combination, Lucas
dyno, electric horn, spare wheels Tan-Sad, i\>'

meter, hood, screen, perfect condition, engineer o\v
:

£200.—Chilton, Crescent, Northwich, Cheshire. '

t Q20 Sunbeam 3y2h.p. Lai« Combination,
it/ equipped, Cowey, Easting, etc., innumerable

>'i. .

low mileage, like new, 6 months' insurance left:

£140, near offer.—15, Jackson's Lane, Highgate,

BRAND New 1921 Sunbeam Combination, shi

shop-soiled only ; list price £ 1 62, offerei t

£150 for cash.—The Layton Garages, 30, Hoi I

St., Oxford. 'Phone; 581. T.A. : Integrity. Oxf

SUNBEAM, 1921. 3V2h.p., special T.T,, sports ni

only run 300 miles, indistinguishable from
guaranteed perfect, licensed, and accessories com) ,

£125; or without accessories, £115, genuine bargt -

Moss, Wem. [X 1

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, dynamo lightinp, "

wheel hood, wind screen, speedometer, .spai >

perfect condition; £170, or nearest offer; private

Sir Malcolm Murray.—Can be seen at Pack'*; li.

Suuningdale. (

SUNBEAM 3Voh.p., 1915-16, Mills-Fulford sir

electric lighting, whole machine in perfeit

dition; accept cash £67/10.—Elce, Ltd., 1

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'PI

Avenue 5548-

1 C|21 3i^h.p. Sports Model Sunbeam, mileage ]

J-tJ Jaeger speedometer and clock, a fast and
machine; £135; must sell; will accept lower fif.i

sold without instruments.—J, N. Macleod, P*=iii

College, Cambridge.

1 021 SJ^h.p. Srtnbeam Sports Model, guaranteec ^

X*? foot in every respect, done 350 miles, o-

scratched, insured for £170, owner buying car sol '^

son for disposal; £120, with insurance policy.—-'*

McLung, North End Farm, Barrow-in-Furness.

SUNBEAM 8h.p 1919 Combination. Sunbenm si

complete lighting set, detachable wheels,

spare, Bcreen, luggage grid, etc., in absolute i

condition, eqrial new ; exchange and cash consi

£130—Maton, 37, Canterbury Ed., Dalston, N.l.

B26 All letters relating to advertisements sI.io

Motor Cycles
uld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of -the issue,

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

i'.T. Zenith 1914-15 Coaclibuilt Combination, 41i.p.,

l Grnfliia gcnr, lamps, discs, overbauled, renovated
pest colours, sound; genuine bargain, first £37; ex-

.mpe.—89, Enc;t Hill, Wandsworth. [6609

ENITH-BRADSHAW and all Zenith Models for
, I immediate delivery; cash, exchange, or deferred
vments.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
1., \V.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [6649

h.p. 1921 Sporting Zenith, fully insured, mileage
4,000, Binks cnrbiirettei, Cowey speedometer,

"cas lamps, separate generators, ku^e-grips, T.T. bars.

; new; £80.—Arnott, Garth, Monmouth. [6546

922 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate de-
livery : £118; cash, exchange, or extended pay-

i'nts.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11. Koyal
rade, London Ed., West Oroydou. *Phone: Croydon
50. [0754

h.p. Sporting Zenith, 1915, red enamel, discs, large
:' exhaust, drilled pistons and connecting rods, new
r:dle, magneto, and Binks, great speed, phenomenal
v: running, a sound machine; £60.—Hornsey Tavern.
:gh St., Hornsey (2-5 p.m.). [6687

921 Zenith Competition Combination, specially
built, with 8-lOh.T). o.h.v. {90 bore) racing

,A.P-j 65 m.p.h., 80 m.p.h. solo, insured, lavish equip-
!'nt, as new; would separate; ^150, cost £200.-70,
Ttion Rd., Harborne, Birmingham. [X1643
'ENITH 1920 8h.p., countershaft, kick start, clutch,
I combination de luxe, J^.E.S. electric lighting, speed-
leter, discs, mileage 1,500, condition as new; £119,
lest, or exchange lower power and, cash.—Avers, 254a,
rtobello Rd., Notting Hill, London. 'Phone- 643
rk. [6869

920 8h.p. Zenith Countershaft Combination, al-
most indistinguishable from new, mileage 1,500,

wey horn, speedometer. Easting, Lucas sets, discs,
rror, Tan-sad, numerous ac-cessories and spares,
;rth £240; sacrifice £140.—Box 7,189, c/o The
Mot Cycle. [6964

Ladies* Motor Cycleg.
' ADY'S Velocette, 1919, 2-speed, very fine order,
\i fully equipped; £35.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
pealdstone. [6919

i(kl3 Lady's Douglas, 2-speed, splendid condition
good tyres, lamps ; trial

(per Abbey. Belvedere.
£53.—Millard, 103.

[6456

VRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming-
ham, for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. The most

table ladies' machine. Get list. [0724

lOYAL RTJBY 1917 Ladies' Model, 2^a.p. J.A.P.,
" . h.h.c, kick, excellent condition ; £40.-rTatton,
.eplioue Exchange, Leek. 'Phone: 23. [S1408

;
ADY'S Douglas, Dec, 1915, S-specd, clutch, etc,

if fill-black, lamps, horn, not ridden for 2Y2 years,
|i since had complete overhaul at Douglas works, like
|y.—Miss Ranken, 11, Spence St., Edinburgh. [6384

I
Miscellaneous,

[ALIFAX.—Motor exchange, Horton exchange,
Halifax. A.J.S. 1919 combination. £135; Ariel,

h.p., 1920 combination, ^97/10.—Below.

fALIFAS.—Ariel, 3V2h.p., 1920. £84/10; 1920
L Alecto, 3y2h.p., 2-speed combination, £79/10.—

' ow.

I ["ALIFAX.-Alecto, 1920, 3%h.r>., 2-speed, £60;
l 1921 Beardmore-Precision, SVah.p., spring frame,
3/10.-Below.

[ALIFAX.—B.S.A. 1915 4^4h.p. combination,
L i'76/10; Bradbury 3V2h.p. 5-speed combination,
9/10.—Below.

("ALIFAX.—Chater-Lea 8h.p. combination, £85
;

;L Douglas, 1920, 2^h.p., 3-speed. £75.—Below.
1 rALIFAX.—Enfield 6h.p. combination, £95; Ed-
L mund, 1920, 2^Ah.p., spring frame, £65.—Below.
TALIFAX.-Excelsior. 1920, 2y2h.p., 2-speed,
L £42/10; Harley, 1918, with 1920 Henderson
?car. £115.—Below.

[ALIFAX.—Henderson 4-cyl. combination, £165

;

Humber 1914 3V2h.p. combination, £49/10.—
] ow.

ifALIFAX.—Indian, 1918, 7-9h.p., 1920 sidecar,
X £105; Indian Scout, 1920, £105.—Below.
fALIFAX.—Norton Big Four, 1920, £99/10; O.K.
.L 2V4h.p., 2-speed, £35.—Below.
[ALIFAX. — Rex 6h.p. 2-speed combination,

£49/10; Rudge 1920 7-9h.p. combination, £115.
i ielow.

1920 3%h.p. combination,
, . 1913, handle-bar-controlled

Uch, £42/10.—Below.
[ALIFAX.—Triumph 4h.p. 3-speed combination,

, £69/10; Peugeot, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, £37/10.—
. low.

[ALLFAX.-Zenith-Gradua 6h.p. twin combination,
£57/10; 8h.p. countershaft Zenith combination,

i 5 ; deferred payments quoted.-Halifax Motor Ex-
linge, Horton St., Halifax. [XI66I
[ALIFAX.—50 second-hand motor cycles and com-

binations. Offers wanted. Get list. Cash or ex-
nnge.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[5497

TALIFAX. — Scott
115; Triumph,

.—Bel 01

YOU MAY HAVE
a d&wO machine

for £15
down OP

£100 outfit

for £20
down or

£150 outfit

for £30
down, and balance over 12 instalments
(No extra charge for terms for 2
months, or liberal discounts allowed i1

account cleared in 4 or 6 month;.)

ENFIELD
JAMES
P. & m.
A.J.S.
DOUGLAS

LEVIS
CLYNO
mORGAN
B.S.A.
IVIATCHLESS

HARLEY-DAVIDSOIM
TO SELECT FROM.

L.ATEST
ZENITH-BRADSHAW

(Oil-cooled Engine)

IN STOCK - £118

ACCESSORIES.
Engine Valves (for any machine) . . 4/3 each.

Tool ICits from 7/6 „ .

Gas Rear Lamps ,, 4/3 ,,

Aluminium Discs 20/- per wheel.

Bouniksen Speedometers (plain model)
£5 10s. each.

Bonniksen Speedometers (trip model)
£6 5s. „

Electric I^amp Sets from 45/- ,,

Celluloid One-piece Goggles 2/3 „
Rubber Goggles 1/3 ,,

Sparking Plugs of All Makes
Any of above sent post free.

50, High Rd., Wood Green, LONDON, N.

'Phone:Hornsey 1956.

387, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I
'Phone: Museum 4978.

151, HIGH ST., WALTHAMSTOW,
LONDON, N.E

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mlscellaneoua.

TRIUMPH ComljiDation, roiichbuilt underalung side-
car, esceUent running order : £^2.—Below.

BRADBURY Combination, C.B., 2-speed counter-
shaft, clutch and kick start; bargain, £50.

—

Below.

RUDGE Combination, 4-point sidecar, 3-epeed, clutch
and pedal start, condition as new; £50.—Below.

1 020 Norton, 3-sreed S.A. countershaft, clutcli. kick
-^*^ Starr, fitted large new bulbous Sandbam sidecar-
wind screen, apron, lamps, tools, speedometer etc.,
tirstclass outfit; £125.—Below.

A.C. Sociable, 2-seater, wlieel steering, lamps, wind
screen, etc.; £40.—'Phone: 776 Rusholme.-—J.

Rhind and Co., Stone Place, Eusbolme, Manchester.
[6754

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s, Ariels, Harleys, Omegas,
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths'

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 Matchless combination, detach-
able wheels, £130/10; 1919 6h.p. James combina-

tion, lamps, speedometer, £89/10/6.—Booths' Motories.
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1917 Allon, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6; free en-

gine Triumph, £22/10/6.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1916 G.W.K. light car, detachable
wheels, £139'10/6; 1920 Williamson combination,

dynamo lighting, £115/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BjMIGAINS.—Sh.p. Premier combination, £55/10/6:
1914 P. and M., £35/10/6: late model twm

N.S.U.,
Halifax.

speed gear. £19/10/6.—Booths' Motories,

BARGAINS.—Harlev-Dayidson combination, mileage

300, £130/10/6:1921 Rudge Multi, £85; another,

£75/10/6, like new.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—3h.p. Fafnir. £10/10/6; 3y2h.p. N.S.U..

12/10/6- 3h.p. EnSeld, speed sear. £29/10/6;

8h.p. Peugeot, Grade gear, £19/19/6.—Booths' Motories,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.-5h.p. -1921 sliop-soiled Quadrant com-

bination, £115/10/6; 1917 4h.p. Douglas,

£59/15/6- 1915 Douglas, £35/17/6.—Booths' Motories.

Halifax.

BARGAINS.-6h.p. 3-speed Rudge, £40/10; 1921 2-

speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., £38/18:

1921 2-sreed O.K., like new, £52/10: sSTCial shop-

-oiled machines at reduced prices; exchanges enter-

tained including push cvcles. Tisit us.-Booths'

Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.; 1062. [5529

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Ed., Earlsfleld, Loiidon,

SW (opposite Earlsfield Station, .
L.S.W. By.).

Phone: Latchmere 4388. End of season bargains.

Easy terms.

ALLBER.-Douglas 19,16 2?.ih.p., 2 speeds, good

tyres, fully equipped, smart appearance, tax paid

;

£39.

ALLBER.—Sun-Villiers 2i^h.p. 2-stroke, speedometer,

lamps, horn, etc., engine just overhauled, good

appearance, tax paid; £27/10.

ALLBER.—Levis 2Kh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speeds, all acces-

sories, tax paid, good condition and running

order; £32/10.

ALLBER.-Calcott 3h.p., fitted all accessories, con-

dition as new, tax paid; bargain, £27.

ALLBER.-Humber 2=4h.p. twin 3-speeds in good

order, needs a few adjustments; £13/10 to clear,

ALLBER.-F.N. 2'2h.p., 2-speeds clutch, shaft

drive, good order, tax paid; £23.

A LLBER.-Indian 1916 5-6h.p., 3-speeds, clutch

A kick starter, T.T. model, extra fast, acetylene

lighting, all tools; £49.

AT T BER —Douglas combination, 2Mh.p., 2-speeds,

Watfonian sporting sidecar, complete with lamps,

LLBER.—Indian combination, 1916,.. 7-9h.p.. 3-

. Speeds, cluti

tyres, in splendit

* LLBER-Humbev combination, ^
4h.p^,

,
2-speeds,

born, tax paid; £42/10.

tvre^. in splendid condition, tax paid, £60.

i^-hlndle starting coach
, ^"^Xion^Tsf''

'''"''

lamps, horn, tax paid, in good condition, £38.

AT LBER —Matchless combination, 1916, M.A.G.

^engine, 3-speeds, clutch, kick starter good tyres

1920 sidecar body, renovated as new, £69. [6751

w.c. engine taken in part payment.-Kuaptmu

r-klhi, Wolf, 2-speed, 2-stroke, excellent top gear

2i''£acW^"' £30 ^ 3..h^;,Tn«mph. single ^ear,£^:

lathe or w.c. engi

New St., Pudsey.

S4M E CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich. 'Phone:

751 -Only a few bargains left now in new and

second-hand motor ,fyd'^'r. '^™'% ""cfTT iT'T^sol
address ; 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, b.E.lO. [6807

SPECIAL Sporting 3V:h.p. Twin Sunbeam, M.A.G.
(photo. "The Motor Cycle, Aug. 25th), delivered

June, unscratched, £100; 1914 3%h.p. Sunbeam,

stored since 1917, *80; 1916 V/Av- Broiigh and new

metal sidecar, used one season only, £85; evenines.-

120, Marlborough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S^j^j

Phone : Walthamstow 169 (2 lines).

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B2g

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

IP Wisliing to Buy (for cash or easy payments), sell,

or exchange motor cycle or combination, state re-
quirements. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance im-
material.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

[6921
F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and

runabouts at bargain prices. Exchanges arranged.
Any new cycle, combination, or car supplied, cash or
easy payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St..

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[676S
MEBES and Mebcs, the Original Light Car Special-

ists, invite rea^ouable offers for the following
shop-soiled, but otherwise new motor cycles, as they
are relinquishing this part of their busiiiess in favour
of light cars : Beardmore-Precision SVah.p. ; Wooler
2%'h.xi., variable gear; Rover touring model, 3V2h.p., 3-

cpeed, clutch; Bat 6' p. Model 4, clutch, S-speed;
L.M.C.. 6h.p. suspension-frame model, clutch, 3-speed;
L.M.O. 6h.p., rigid frame, clutch, 3-speed; L.il.C.
3V2h.p., clutch, 3-Bpeed; also 6Kp. I/.M.O. com-
bination, fully equipped, u^ed for demonstration only ;

and one Elite model Henderson sidecar and one spring-
fiiinii:: Hender>.on sideti'ar, both new, shop-soiled only.

—

144, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone: Langham 2230.
[6304

BTJTTERWORTHS', Bntterworths', Butterworths'
Autumn Clearance Sale now on.—Sunbeam com-

bin-;itiou, 1919. black and gold. Sunbeam ddecar, all
lamps. Olid guaranteed, £78; Suubeam . combination,
1914. Canoelet sidecar, lovely lot electric liehting set,
£58; Sunbeam solo, 1919, had little use. lamps, etc.,
all taxes paid; £69; Ciyno 2-stroke lightweight, in splen-
did order and guaranteed, £25; overhead valve J.A.P.
solo, cheap 'bus. £17. tax paid; Enfield >915 ti^-in 3h.p..
2-speed, clutch, £34; underelung .sidecar, nice bodv, £6;
Indian spares. Triumph spares N.S.U. parts J.A.P.
connecting rods and pistons ; welding nlant. all complete,
only been used twice. co:?t £40, sell £18: P. and M.
cylinder, £1; pillion seats. 1 doz. speedometers, cycle
cor p.qrts, a few good saddles. Give us a ring for
your wants.—Butterworths' Gnrage. 64. Mill Lane
Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813. [6838

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
LATEST Models Motor Cycles and Combinations for

hire, any period —Fowler and Brigden, 130, Eustnn
Rd. Museum 4827. [0708

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
TX/". T. DUNN, Ltd., always buy.

FULL Market Value given for modern solos,
binations, and ryc]e cars, rinll ^utj^a m- n

THE SAVOY STORES.

Great Bargains
at less than PRE-WAR

SALE PRICES.
Special Clearance Lines

TYRES
ALL, SOUND GOOD STOCK.

WOOD-MILNE, 26 X 2^ .-25/-
26x2,J 30/-
26 X 3 or 650 X 65 .. 32/6

CLINCHER DE LUXE, Heavy, 26 x af
tofit26x2i 34/6

Also in DUNLOP and PALMER, etc., at

Special Low Prices. Post paid.

INNER TUBES
all sizes, real iine value, 6 /6 ea. Postage gd.

Mnse^m 5391.-
London.

LEVIS Wantea,
Portland St,

W. T. Dunn,

30^ for hest_ 2?ih.p. Douglas.-

roiri-
Call, write, or 'Phone

Ltd., 326, Enston Ed..
[0332

romplete, condition inimnterinl,—26,
Soutliport. [X1626

-„-.... „.„.. E., 26, riumstead
Common Ed., Plumstead. [6285

Q-STEOKE Wanted ; reasonable price.—Reggie, 65.^ Nottingham Ed., Alireton. [6270

^25 casli for 23il),p. Douglas.—Particulars, Eeed, 3,
'=*' P.uk St.. Pickering, Yorks. [6533

PALMEE'S Garage. Tooting The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage. Toot
olfer at sight.

will make yon a cash

Tooting.—You will be sure of
if you sell your machine at

PALMER-S Garage,
a good cheque

Palmer's Garage.

pALMEH'S Garage, Tooting.-Thousands of menJ- haye sokt their machines here.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality ofJL motor cycles in the weekly auction sale erervThursday at 2.

pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction fee for motorX cycles under £50 reserve, 5/-; over £50 reserve
10/.. INo garage charge is incurred until 7

"

notice is given.
days'

X>Ai.MERS Garage, Tooting, will coHect machine-
, ,°1', ""'' '""'ion railway station. The auction

sale 18 held every Tliuisday, commencing 2 p.m. [6904
'Y\/'ANTEn, good motor cycle or combination: ca.«h.-
'» C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. [6955
"VyANTED, 2',ih.p. Douglas, not earlier 1913. not" e-xceedin.'; £30.-E:ing, Egrove, Orford, [XI 632
TX/"ANTED, cheap motor cycle, good make, for cash —'» Write, 14, Upham Park Rd., Chiswick. [6736

clieap,
[5460

"VS/"ANTED, modern liglitweiglit, 2-speed and. clutch.-
»' CiTllard, 12, Station Parade, Muswell Hill. [6339
pvOUGLAS 25,ihp. 2-speed, or Levis, but must beJ-' cheap.—Box 7,110, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6172
T IGHTWEIGHT Wanted for £40, Enfield ori-i Triumph preferred.-136, Dalmally Rd., Croydon.

^ASn Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices
given.—Write, 'phone, or calL Edwards, 50, Har-

TTTANTED, modern lightweight, must be" cash waiting.— 1, Othello St., Liverpool.

rington Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709^
[0604

OUR SAVOY GAS HEAD LAMP.

Beautifully made oi Solid Brass, will stand
any amount of vibration, gives a splendid
light, Our price complete, black or plated

only £2, Carriage paid.

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
HA:RLE.Y. Enfteld, A.J.Si, Korgan, spot casl

Mosedale, 30, Canterbury E4., Kilbmn, N.W.i
[6

WANTED, good solo or combination, good make,
fancy prices, cash.—211, Garratt Lane, Wai

worth. [6^

WANTED, for spot cash^ motor cycles, combi

:

tions, lugent.—W. Dawe, 216, Portobello I I

N. Kensington. [6!.'

WANTED, good second-hand motor cycles and o
bina-tionj ; cash paid on sight.—Percy and {

Rd. Museum 1337.

solo Triumph or B.S.A.,
-Goad,

[4U
ilso mod f

122. Man

WANTED, sporting combination or eolo;
motor pnnt, 4y.h.p., inbcard, and caiUi, ac

perfect; photo.—3, Hillsboro' Rd., E. DuTwicl]

314, Euston

WANTED, _
lightweight; cash waiting

"Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353

exclut
acceefiw

"wich, [6'

MOTOR Cycles, solos and combiiKition, all mall

highest prices given ; spot rash paid.—The T, i

B. ITotox Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Ed., London. N.W.
.

[M
CASH on Sight for new and second-hand mo.

cycles and combinations, any make or condlti

—Call, write, or "phone, Short and Glass, Ltd.. 4

493. Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. S.W. 'Pbor
Richmond 2362 and 2363. tO;

WANTED, for- business purposes, four Sli.p. ri

binations, well-known make, new 1920-21, or sL

soiled, or good second-hand. Tenders invited lor s

cash by Waterer and Sons, Estate Agents, 25, W
minster Palace Gardens, Victoria St., S.W.I. [6;

WANTED, any good motor cycle or combination,
part exchange for any make of light car or ci

l)inatiou. Best possible price sdlowed.—Vivian Hm
and Lane, Ltd., 25-24. Woodstock St. (off Eleiib

St.). New Bund St., London, W.l. Tel.:"* JIayfair 6£
10'

WANTED, for cash, motor cycles and combimitii

new or second-hand, any make. Be sure

give u^ a call bel'oie selling elEewhore. Be.-^t i-r

paid.—Richmond Park . Garage, 110, Upper Eicbm
Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622. f6

SEJND Your Motor Cycle to Palmers Garage ;

Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. C
offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Neai
Station, Wimbledon. We will collect from any L

don station. Machine can be included in aurf

sale if desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage. T.

ing.
'

[6

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalo

free.—Rayner, 10-12, Geoige St., BlacliiKX)!.

ARGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles,

invalid and disabled.—Particulars. Argson I

Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C. Tricar, wheel steering, hood, screen, spe

meter, lamps, tools; £55, or nearest.—31,
mington Av., Chiswick, W. [6

BELTS
Sizes : f" and |",

length 8' 6"

at 8/6 each

HORNS
The 'Savoy"

12/6
Postage gd.

Special Offer

HALLITE
for making ex-
haust, induction,
or cylinder wash-
ers- -k, &, i-

thickness.

Any size cut.

2 /- square foot.

Postage gd.

ANY MAKE
of

Motor Cycle
supplied.

C.540. The "Savoy" Gener-
ator. Well-made and finished

1 0/6 ^a=li-

Our Combination Generator,

18/-

Everything for the Motorist. Send
for List, "C" Dept., or, better still,

give us a call.

B30

THE SAVOY STORES,
T. BATH & Co., Ltd.,

Savoy Street, Strand, W.C.2.
411 letters relating to ad>ertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

A.C. Sociable, thoroughly reliable, hood, srr

lamps, speedometer, tyres and general condi
™ . House, Riverf

[£

excellent.' licensed; £55.—Tudor
Kingston-on-Thames,

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
Spare Parts.

-

W.l.
KINGSBTJEY Seoot«rs and

sington Mews, George St.,

SKOOTAMOTA, new, hcence pslid. not inn 40 mi
£30.—Lemottee, IJoxted, Colcliestei. IE

,
^ood as new. tax paid; &

Aerials, Littleover, Derby. [Xl£
MOBILE Pup Scooter,

cost S45.—A( • -

BRAND New Autoped Scooter, dynamo light

I'Ah.p.; £12/10.—Percy and Co., 314, En
N.W.I.

JWOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
ATJTO-WHEELS, new shod, perfect; £7/19/6;

paid.—Aerials, Littleover, Derby. [XI

WALL B.S.A. Auto-wheel, perfect; £9, or offer

Caledonia St., King's Cross. [£

AUTO-WHEEL, 1921,
condition; £15.—1,

with B.S.A. cycle, per

Simpson's Rd.. Eion
Kent. It

SIMPLEX Unit. 1921, brand new but shop-soi

£16/T0, 01 eschango motor cycle.—Snoncer, T
bridgo. C^l^

GIMPLEX Unit, lyii.p., on 24in. bicycle, spa
io' made for it, all as new; £22.-133, Sloane

Chelsea, S.W.I. - [XI

3.A. Auto-Wheel, with licence, spare wheel,

sprocket, plug: bargain, first £12 eecnres.—"n i

sou, Leslie St., St. Helen's, Auckland, Co. Dnrlimi
B

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

ORTO Hood, with side curtains and coyer, as i

offers.—Adney, Bank, Cinder-ford. ['

AMBEE Hoods, 55/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Bi

and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, LonC''
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HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
3ENT Hoops, hood tittinga. stmps, turnbuttons,

twills, etc.; hnrdwood polished wind ecieens. 27/6.
-Henry Jones, 778. High Rd., Tottenh.iui, Loudon.

M257
r> ENNOC Co.—We Bie actual mamifacturers of hoods.
[^ isca-eerjc, aaid flprons. Send for liist.—Ednnoc
[otors, Ltd., 155a, Mailborotigh Kd., Upper Hollowny."
19. [8632

"CELLULOID.—Cleilr troufiparent, cut to any size,

1^ 3/- per sq. ft. : carriage paid for eaeh.—Tlie Esees
l.wuiKulntoi- Co., Ltd., 499, Grove Green Ed., Leyton-
fone, E.ll. [0680

BODIES.
JPII/IO.—Mills-FuHord chassis and new bulbous back
fw body, complete; £11/10.—Below.

O OBINI.—Brooklands model, bulbous back, complete
JIV with locker, lined and painted to choice, £8;
;'Ielen sports, bulbous back, lined and painted to
lioice, £8; covered polished aluminium, £9; Helen
?ht tourist, bulbous back, lined and painted to
liOicc. £8; covered polished aluminium, £9; Helen
e I.u.xe, with large locker at rear, round back seat,
lied and painted to choice, £10; covered polished
lummium, £11/10; Helen special, designed lor
hlls-Folford chassis, with bulbous back, lined and
ainted to choice, £7/10. Trade supplied. Carriage
stra. See Sidecar column.—Brixton 1585.—T. Kobini,
2. Water Lane, and 1, Tulse Hill, Effra Rd., Brix-
^n. S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door. [6915
T EN'NOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers 35
,-t models, also sever.al clearance, cheap to clear

l3E^jSr0C Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
i.l- upholstering.—Eennoc Motors. Ltd.. 155a, Marl-
'wongh Ed., Upper Holloway, N".19. [8633
"CAMBER Bodies from ie4/17/6; lists free.—Makers,V Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell,
ondon. [4939
'>-SEATERS and 3-seat«rs to clear £7 each (cost
•I £201; a few 1921 models to clear from £H; call
) see us

: §ave yon pounds.—Sandum Sidecars, 336,

~

ray's Inn Ed., W.C.I. [0720

iOTAL I.eicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-
class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ace lines from £5 each; extra good talue.—The
'illowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336
Ij^OUR New Langford Picnic Sidecar Bodies, suit-

able for Harleys or any big twin, require uphol-
,ermg and painting; *4 each, cost double- to make.—
ugh Engineermg Works, Shirley Ed., Addisoomhe.

HDECAE Body Designs *or the trade only. Work-
' iug, coloured, pencil, or line drawinge of original
isigns, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale —
joper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers
r the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
[[(Signing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London. E.C.4.

!

- [0004
'

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

710R

jtANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists

[ANDUM Sidecars.-We shall give best value in
)
^ Olympia Show.

j

'jALL at Stand 129, or write for prc-shcw clearance
•' list.

' 1'^'™HAM Engineering Co„ Ltd.. 3S6. Gray's Inn
>' Ed., W.C.I. 'Phone; Museum 3427. [0019
' fIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

fl- guaranteed 2 years.

/TIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chas«i.i for
-«- lugh-powered machines: Zenith. Harleys. Indians
iiw Imperials. Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

NDIANS with kick-starter on left present no diffl
culty with Middleton's special model.

/TIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs oJ all
-i kms. Twisted motor cycle frames and forki
•omptly corrected.

JEOOND-HAU'DS of various makes for sale. Tonr
' old sidecar taken in part exchange.

TIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
-- safer and more comfortable, but are faster on
d roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
sh into them.

TIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar
-- makers, wholesale, retail, and export. 27, Stroud
ceen Ed., Finsbury Park (near Tubel. 'Phone: HoTn
f 1584. [052

, DALLY S^iorting Coachbuilt Sidecar; a snip, £8-
y^ 37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [649:

inDECAR, light, suit 2->.J]i.p. ; iE7/10, complete.
I' Edwardes, 277, Oilmberwell Ed.. S.E. [663.

"J. LOEIA., sprung wheel, perfect. Basting, luggage grid;
IJI £36.-9, Xew Grove, Oricklewood. [6838
HHEEE Luxurious Sidecars, coachbuilt- 7 gns. each
I- —Ramsdens, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [6390
H^OETINH Sidecar, perfect condition; £10/10 • aftei
T 6 p.m.—70, Newlands Park, Sydenham. [6161
IjI/'ATSONIAN 1921 Sporting Lightweight Sidecar
'» red; ^69.—106, North End Rd., W.14. (6746

IWO-STROKE

fHERE'S

::No:N:fc::i.:;:;5|

TO TEtC i

S/VTISFAGTION

IS -y
,":: ^'-l-v-

GUARANTEED

WORKS :-

SUNBEAM STREET.

WOLVERHAMPTON.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CANOELET Minor Sidecar, off B.S.A. • 7/10 har-

gain.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Ed., S.E
_ [6636T ARGE Coachbuilt Sidecar, 26in. wheel, all fittings;
-L^ £6/10.—Reed, Lime Park Lodge, Herstmonceux.
Sussex. [6668

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit
Triumph or B.S.A. ; £ 18/15.-Booths Motorics,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit
Rudge, £16/15: Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10.—Booths Motorics. Halifax.

BARGAIN,?.—New full-size coach bodv. locker under
seat. £6/19/6; cane body, 25/-. — Booths

Motorics, Halifax.
^

[5528

COACH Sidecar,- off Scott, new Dunlop, fine order;
£10.—Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., E.5.

Dalston 2408. [6813

COACHBUILT Body, as new, cost £14/10 June;
bargain, £8/15.—Particulars, Webber, Eastleigh,

Honiton, Devon. [6670

CHASSIS, £6/17/6 complete, fit any motor; bodies.

£4/17/6; call and inspect.—Edwardes, 277, Cam-
berwell Ed., S.E. [6640

CAMBER Sidecars, lists free—Makers, Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

'Phone : Brixton 2951. [4938

MILLS-FULFOED Coachbuilt Sidecar, excellent con-

dition throughout, very comfortable; £12.
Eiverdale, Alfriston, -Sussex. [6248

CANOELET Sporting Sidecar, red. Easting screen,

nearly new tyre, oil Norton; nearest £10.—Lieut.
Knox, Marine Barracks, Deal. - [6369

MILLFOED Sidecar, coachbuilt, underslung. Zenith

fittings, new tyre, perfect; £10; exchange lighter

sidecar.— 7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [6340

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

-stock in London, actual manufacturers through-
out. Send lor our 1921 catalogue, 32 pages. 80

illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 second-hand and clfci.r<. .ice

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc.. all to clear at

knock-out prices. Note ; Write for special clearance

list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repaij-s to any make of

sidecar, repainting, and reupholstering a speci-

ality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all

makes. English and American,

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manulacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 1 55a, Marlborough Ed., Upper
Holloway. N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. 18631

MONTGOMERY.—Special offer; shop-soiled, Model
No. 2A, b.-and new; £25 cash.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. '""""^i
Avenue 5548. W"'"

HENDERSON 1920 Lightweight Sidecar, coach-

built, with Easting screen, condition as new;

12 gns—Smiths, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk

Farm Tube Station. [6760

WILLOWBEOOK Eoyal Leicester Sidecars, smartest

designs, flrst-class finish ;
prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, l.oods, wind
screens, etc.—The WiUowhrook Motor Co., Leicester.

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves

garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. 'Tested

7 years on motors up to 9h.p.—Hopley, Upper High-

gate St., Birmingham. [0152

VOLTA Sporting Sidecar, special for spring frame
Indian, polished dash, flush ampmeter, switch,

mirror, Aero wind screen; cost £65 May this year; ac-

cept first reasonable offer; seen by appointment.-Clif-

ford, Thornhill, Stalybridge. [6295

EFFE-^.—Douglas chassis, complete with' all new fit-

tings, new tyre and tube, £8/8, or complete side-

car, with Douglas body, £15/15; sidecar mudguards,
17/6- stovprl enniuelled hearer bars or springs, 9/6.—
59, High St., Clapham, S.W.4. [6927

MILLS-FULFOED Sidecar Chassis, unused, £8/10;
second-hand, £4/10. Bodies in stock from £5/5,

or made to your own design. Cliassis and bodies com-
plete from £11/11, A quantity of second-hand fittings

at cut prices. MiUs-Fulford stockists.-Light Car and
Motor Cycle Engiucering Co., 26, Tulse Hill. Brixton
(1/2 min. from Brixton Skating Eiukl. [6004

HEPPBLTHWAITE'S.—£4/10 Douglas chassis, com-
plete, renovated, underslung; 7/6 extra for

special fittings for other makes, viz.. Triumph, Rudge,
B.S.A., etc. New Douglas pattern bodies, saxe blue.

£8; new cover and tube. 30/-. Can you beat it ?

'Phone ; Brixton 1958. See Spare Parts columns.—19.
Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [5736

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eaeh advertisement, and the date o( the issue, s^ti
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECARS.—Several cheap, room wanted, also lamps,

hoods, screens ; speedometer, Jones, done 400,

£2/10.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [6751

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves scoragc,

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-

cycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.0.1. [0368

ROBINI.—Douglas - chassis, complete, enamelled,

new tyre and tube, with Helen sports body,

£14/10; Douglas chassis, as above, with new Helen
tourist, £14/10, with De Luxe model £15/10, alu-

mininm £1 extra. Trade supplied. Carriage extra.

£11/10, Mills-Fulford chassis and new bulbous back

body, complete. £11/10. For full particulars of

bodies see Body column.—Brixton 1585.—T. Robini.

22, Water Lane, and 1, Tulse Hill, Eifra Kd., Brixton,

S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door. [6916

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

DAN GUY, Weymouth. G.N. offioia.1 agent —Popular
model from stock; £198. 10691

G.N , 1920, perfect condition, dynamo lighting; fl60,
bargnin.— 230, Stan.stead Rd., Forest Hill. [6475

HALIFAX.—G.N., 1920. dynamo lighting, .«165;

Tamplin 4-wheeler, 1920, ieil5.—Address below.

HALIFAX.-Morgan, 8h.p., £105; another, £95;
1920 Bh.p. A.V. Bicar, £80; 1919 5-6h.p. A.V.

monocar, £69/10.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. ' [X1659

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.—A. P.
Rey. 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436

[6409

DAN GTJY, Wevmouth, Morgan Agent.—Reduced
price; Grand Prix lOh.p. M.A.G., fl97, from

~tock. [0624

twin J.A.P. engine, late model, per-

-3, Crowhurst Rd., Brixton, London,
S.W. -

^
- [6796

BLERIOT-WHIPPET, 1920 (late), excellent order,

spare wheel, electric lighting; £97.-14, Bromham
Rd., Bedford. [6742

ROVER Light Car. 1921 model. 8h.p^, early delivery

230 gne.- Goldtrey's, Ltd

A.V. Monocar,
feet; £68.-

London, W.l.
208, Gt. Portland St.,

[0350

A.C. Sociable, mechanical perfect, fully equipped, any
trial, take 3 anywhere; £55.-34, CaM'lev Rd.,

South Hackney. [6455

very good order, tax paid, lamps and

[6790

MORGAN, a.c, __. . . .

horn; £65, or exchange light car.—Wilderspin,
(Chatteris, Cainbs.

1 O20 Coventry Premier Runabout, dynamo lighting,
Xi/ dickey seat; £165.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt.

Portland St., W.l. [6778

LATE 1920 G.P. Morgan, special lOh.p. M.A.G.
engine, lavishly equipped; £145.-24, Balliol

Ed., North Kensington. [6583

ROVER 8h.p., brand new: £241/10; modern motor
cvcle or combination taken in part exchange.

-

Keeping, Milford-on-Sea. [6222

CARDEN-J.A.P. Monocar, overhauled and repainted,
very sporty and fast; £50, exchange Zenith.—

Old Baiik, Haslemere. [6996

MORGAN, 1915-16, a.c. M.A.G., pre-war Bosch luag.,

Binks carburetter: any trial; £115.—No. 1, West-
'lourue, Witton Rd., Salisbury. [6601

COVENTRY Premier, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—

Eatcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. I'ortland St.. W [0730

A.C. Sociablet?, modern, fully equipped, mechanically
sound, good appenranee, from £55 to £85 : trial.—

29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W.I. [3425

3-WHEEL Runabout, 3-6peed and reverse, electric

lighting, speedometer, new appearance; £80, or

motor cycle part.— 120, Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [6521

WEST NORWOOD Bargains Protrude Prominently!
I'eruse particularly Cox's absolutely unapproach-

able bargains under Cars. (That's a good 3/- worth.—
• [6054a

NEW and Second-hand Light Care and Cycle Girs.
all makes ; good selection in stock : cash, easy

payments, or exchange.
W.C.I.

-Service Co., 292, High Holborn
[0673

MORGANS, all models for immediate or early de-

livery ; authorised agents ; extended jiayments, ex-

hanges.-A.. P. Eey, 378-384,. Euston Rd.
Museum 6436.

'Phone
[6408

MORGAN 1921 Grand Prix, M.A.G.. every accessory,
very little used, condition and appearance as
£195.—Mylam,

Phone : 2379.
197, London Rd., Croydon

[6202

1 Q20 (Sept.) Morgan de Luxe, lOh.p. M.A.G. engine,
-S- 1/ wjiter-coled, discs, speedometer, spare chain, etc.

;

S145.—HiUier, 1, Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gardens,
Xoith Kensington, N.W. [6553

1020 Ruliardson Light Car for sale, 2-seater and
-*-•' dickey, electric light, fully equipped, nearly new;
a bargain, price £150.—Richardson, Whitewell Bottom,
Waterfoot, near Manchester. [6179

MORGAN, sporting, June, 1920, IGh.p. M.A.G., elec-
tric and oil laniiw, speedometer, done 5,000, pei-

1.:ct order; owner ordered India; what offers?—Capt.
Wren, 8, Castle Hill Av., Folkestone. [6185

WORTHY of NOTE
BARGAINS IN

FRONT BIM BRAKES

Genuine Bowden L'gHt
weil'it Front Brakes, plated

with Bowdenite Cable.

Special types in stock to

suit a.l lightweight motor
cycles, including Douglas

2j h.p. All new and com-
plete. Usual price, 25 /-

"SERVICE" PRICE
XB700 1 3/6

DIRTY WEATHER
AHEAD

Prepare for it.

CoUf ge Mudshields
XMr2o;C No. loS. Double
Japanned leather shield, with
allfittmgs, 32/S
XMi20'CA. No. 252. Dittr.

with asbestos for protection
on machines with silencer fit-

ted in front of engine 36 /S
XM3008 No. 173. As No. 108
with pockets in shield 4-* /S
XMi2o,'A. No. 144. Double
Japanned leather cloth shield

t6/6

JUST OUT!
White Autumn Bargain List. E'glit

pagescramnxed with offersof accessories

at auction prices.

SEND FOR IT—IT'S FREE.

CAMEO
WINDSCREEN

XS702. With valance,

60/- XS704. Without
valance, 5 t /- XS704A
Intermediate flap, 3/6

TAN-SAD SEAT
1922 Models in stock.

XS707. As shown, S'- /-

Back rest for astride
position—Just out.

XS3085. 9/.

L«ATH|ft

Iha 'SERVICE*
L ather ^3eit

1922 Price List and
Descriptive Book-
let now available.

Send for free co-f>y.

Special 1922
Inlroduciion.

Service Super Belt
for Rudge-Multi
and Gradua Gears.

SPECIAL LINES.
XC3061. AU-leather Map Cases T /6
XL414. Electric Rear Lamps 3/6
XL5. Electric Sidecar Lamps 3 /S
XLg5oA. Tail Lamp Generators 4./

XS3072. IngersoU Luminous Handle-bar
Watches 3 2 /B

XWri6. Double Twist Bulb Horn T /6
Standard Sparking Plugs 2/-
Coiilson-B Silencer Pipe Cones. Will fit

Norton and other sporting machines.
Quickly fitted and removed "^ /®

'Admittedly, London.''*

289-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

Telegrams: Telephones
Holborn 6430.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS,
GRAHAME-WHITE Buckboard, complete less enein

in new condition, £30, oHers; also a .T.E.i

cvcle attachment, chain drive, in good running orde, -

£20.-118, Crioklade Bd., .Swindon, Wilts. [682

MORGANS, new and second-hand always in stocl

official agents, immediate delivery, exchanges t

extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av
Camomile St., E.C. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5518. [007

MORGAN de Luxe 1921 (late) lOh.p., M.A.C
engine, ivell equippsd, discs, perfect condition

bargain, £150.—Elce, Ltd.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [007

BABY Peugeot, 1915, 3 speeds,' reverse, outsid

exhaust, hood, screen, lamps, excellent tyres, I

splendid order: £110, or exchange Morgan.—Homaci
243, Lower Clapton Ed., E.5. Dalston 2408. [681

CYCLE Car, 1920 8-lOh.p. 7.A.P., Bosch, Bini

3-speed Stumrey, acetylene and electric hghtiji

speedometer: any trial: owner buying larger car ;i91

or near&st.-Coe, Post Oftice, St. Anne's, Bristol. [673

CROUCH Light Car, 1921, issued new Sept., 182

completely equipped and licensed, mileage negl .

Eible- cost £270; offers.-The Layton Garages, i

Holywell St., Oxford. Phone : 531. T.A. : lategrit

Oxford. L68S

AC. Light Car, clover body, perfect mechanical c«

dition, any trial, £135; Morgan G.P., M.A.G

dynamo, 1919, perfect condition, £135; exchanges m
si'dered.-Banister and Botten, 341, Upper St., N..

2480 North. L»7<,

PREMIER 1920 Super Runabout, dynaino lightin

detachable wheels and spare wheel. exceUell

condition; cost £275, bargain at £155.-The Lajta

Garages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford. 'Phone : 54

T.A. ; Integrity, Oxford. ["»

SIMPLIC, 1922, speedv, safe, and simple, light

wheelers, 2-seaters, all-ehain drive, J.A.P. twi'

engines, llnnlop tvres, 12 months' guarantee, tul>

eciuinped, hood, screen, electric lamps, horn, and lurta-

i'anier- fl57.-\Vrite Simplic Motor, JeSBamy Ed.. Wei

Ijiidge. ,

[-6611

£16.—3-\vheeled car, a.sh chassis, 6h.p. N.S.U. engin

B.S.A. carburetter, new mag., -wheel steenng,_el(i

trie lamps, ampmeter, dashboard, single gear, belt dnv
all complete, wants finishing (very little to dol; c(.

£25- v-iU exch.-nge' tor motor cycle.—B. Talbot, 8. JJ"

liugton Rd., West Norwood, London. [.65'j

TAMPLIN-CARDEN 2-seater, 1919, 3 snee..

Stnrmey-Archer, seatKiperated starter, elect;'

lightini', all tyres almost new, painted Royal btft

very smart, perfect condition mechanically; any til

and examination welcomed; has been carefully uain

and mileage is small: £57/10.—R. Watson, Victot

Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. L6e»

RICHARDSON 1921 Light Car, 2.seater w.
dickey, 3h.p., 4 speeds, reverse, original tyr

condition "as new, very smart and fast, 55 m.l'

.Guaranteed, electric lighting, complete eQuipMei

hood, screen, etc.; any examination and trial; £1.

exchange good combination or solo machine and ca

—R. -Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [66!,

COVENTRY PREMIER Runabout, 1921, It

equipped, including dvnamo lighting, electric lio

2 snare ivheels (unused), 3 Dnnlop and 2 Stepney tyr

ihckey, special oak dash, speedometer, Tapley gradl"

meter dash lamp, fibre mat, tool locker, tools and ap.

yahes, in .eicellent condition, mileage under 2,00(1

V. B, Shelley, Manor House, Titensor, Staffs. [6;'

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.

SIDEC\E Tnsi Combinritions, cash or gnidna

County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St.. Birnii

bam. t®'

£100 down and twelve monthly payments of -.

secures London tasicab.—Details, Palmer's GiU-

Tooting. „ L^'

CARS FOR SALE.
EXCHANGES, Exclianges.—Several email 2 and

sefitew ; bargain prices : motor cycles taken i

excliange.—Seabridge (see Bxphnuges). [4

SCRIPPS-BOOTH, ^1915-16. dynamo lighting

starting, very quiet and economical; £165.-
Glenelg Rd., London, S.W. 2. [6

ROVER 8b.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dyn;

lighting: £220-; tenns, rosli or dei'erred

ments.—Ratclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W
[0

£55.— 2-seater 7-9h.p. Adler car, twin cyls., w.c, li

3-8peed, reverse, electric lamps, hood, screen,

running order, 40 m.p.g.—King, Egrove Fai-m, axi

rQ22
Model Cm-entry Premier f^-wheeler) Light

t* eler-tric lighting, spare wheel and tyre unii

licence paid till t)eo. 31$t, in new and neiieet oc

tion.—Treliever, Quinton Rd., Coventry. [51

1 Q19 Chevrolet Touring Car, dynamo lighting,

J-»/ starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as i

perfect running order; £195, or exchange motor i.

or combination and cash.—5, Norwood Ed., H
Hill, S.E.24. I'

DE DION 12h.p., 1913. wide 2-seater body
dickev. detachable rims, t"horoughly good 0(

tion; opportunity to acqnire a high-class car at

low price of £225; fullest particulars with plea:

—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Ox
'Phone: 581. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford.

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CARS FOR SALE.
£50 down and 12 montlUy payments ^5 secures re-

liable 4-seater.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments of £10 secures
12-14b.p. Fiat landaulet, repainted.—Palmer's

j
Garage, Tooting.

I
£100 down and 12 montlily payments £12/10 secures

I
^^ ISh.p, Oakland touring car, se If-eta itine:.—Palmer's

i

Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10
secures Piccard-Pictet ^A landaulet, dynamo Ught-

i
ing.—Palmer's Garage, looting.

i 0100 down and 12 monthly payments £12/10 secures
,1
^wf aixeffield-Simples % landaulet.—Palmer's Garage,

,|
Tooting.

^ QA^iP- La Buire Landaulet, small six, 4 speeds, de-
. /WVf tachablf rims; £295.~Palmer's Garage, Toot-

J 1 Q21 2-litre Ballot Sporting Chassis, 4-spe6d gear
1

-l*^ box; wire wheels, nearly new: £275.

1Q-14h.p. Fiat Cab-landaulet, 4 cyls. monobloc, cheap^ to run; £125.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

Ji £75 dcLwn and 12 monthly payments £5 secures smart
1.^ 15h.p. K.E.I.T. touring c-ar, detachable rims,

J'

hood, screen.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£450.-1921 llh.p. Peugeot 4-f:eater, 4 speeds, dynamo
lighting and self-€tarter.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-

ing. -._-..
£550.-1921 ISh.p. Charron 4-seat6r, 4 speeds, dynamo

lighting, self-starter, , 6 detachable wheels.—
J
Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

' £325.—Magnificent 251i.p. Napier ^ landaulet, wire
cW wheels, . dynamo lighting.—Pahner's Garage, Toot-
]"& [6913

1Q20 G.N.. dynamo, speedometer, spare wheel, mile-
r-lt/ age 2,000; £145.-9, Fleet St., TorQuay. [6534

I 1 Ah.p. 4-cyl. 1920 2-seater, C.A.V., in splendid
; J-V order; £175.—Miss Patmoor, 106, Acre Lane,
[ S.W.2. [6797
'. 1 /Jh.p. 5-seater Pick, fine -condition ; trial; £60; es-XW changes, cycle, cash.— 637, Seven Sisters, Totten-
[ham. [6720
" A BSOLUTELY satisfactory treatment," customers
^1- write continually. Unsatisfied clients absolutely

nil.—Cox, West Norwood.

CONSOIENTIOtJS treatment. Advertised dates guar-
anteed accurate. Every facility for fullest trial

and examination.

ROVEE 8h.p. 2-seater, mag., runs well, £35; 1915^4
ATarrick autocarrier, bargain, £45.

ALLDATS 12h.p. "Van, £60; smart lOh.p. 4^eater,
dual, repainted, runs well, £65.

INDIAN 19151/i 3-speed Combination, £75; 12-I5h.p.
Duhanot, wide 3-eeater, dickey, 4-cyl. monobloc,

l£85.

DARRACQ 20-28h.p. 1-ton Van, £85; ISh.p. White
steam 5-seater, £85; 3-ton 1913 De Dion. £S5.

UNIC 15-cwt. Van, 4-cyl., sump, £95; Uuic 4-cyl.
taxiiab. £125; 3-ton L.G.O.C.. £125.

EXCEPTIONALLY Smart 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin
Torpedo 2-seater. dickey, 4-cyl. monobloc, detach-

[ibles, Zenith; £135.

W.K. 2-seater, good ooe, £135; 8-lOh.p. 1913
coupe light car, £135; l-ton Ford, solids. £145.

GLADIATOR 12-15h.p. 4-5eated Torpedo, smart,
£145; lOh.p. 1915 \NTiiting-Grant 2-ieater. £145;

;
L81i.p. 6-cyl. streamline 5-seater. £150.

SWIPT lOh.p. 2-seater, 4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed
Talve.^;, £165; 16h.p. landaulet. enclosed valves,

I

£165; 8-lOh.p. 1920 light car, 4-speed. steel wheels,
{£165.

SINGER, £185; Fiat landaulet, £185; 2-ton 1915
Palladium. £185; lOh.p. streamline 4-seater, mono-

3I0C. steel wheels. £185; dozens other cars to £750.

COMMERCIALS.—Vr-ton, 1-ton, 2-ton, 3-ton, 4-ton,
from £85; biggest bargains anywhere.

LANDATJLETS, good selection, £165 to £850; five
interior-drive saloons; several rPxTl emart tourers,

EXCHANGES a speciality. Sixty absolutely right
cars ar-tually in stock on premises. Postcard

Tocures complete list. Please call.

DOUGLAS S. COX. the absolutely Straight Motor

I

Man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, 8.E
iours 9-5.30, Saturdays 4. No business Sundaya. Fre-
iiupnt trains Olympia to Wesc Norwood. Established
1-902. [6993
jIT'.R.I.T. 2-3cater, ISh.p., 3 speeds and reverse (gate),
ilV detachable rims, hood, screen, good running ordpr-
'my trial; £95.-81, Uxbridge Rd.. Ealing. [6293
jT\ARRACQ Landaulet, 4-cyl., monobloc engine, 4-
|-L' speed and reverse, 5 good lamps, 5 detachable
iims, 3 nearly new tyres, upholstered in black
I eather, tax paid, the above in good condition and
,
unning order, make good hire car; £75, or motor

;-ycle taken iu part exchange.—F. C. Lingley, Wood-
iDridge, Suffolk. [6835

I
MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.

£100 down gnd twelve monthly payments of £25
!^^ secures a magnificent 3-toa lorryr—Details, Pal-
aers Garage. Tooting. [6907

G

v€L2:

TAYLORS
Sole London i District Agents for
A.J.S. & British Excelsior IVlotor Cycles.

CASH or CREDIT

BARGAINS
All Brand New 1921
IVIounts Showroom Soiled.

WOOLER 1921 2'| h.p.

Brook lands
Model. Cost price £95. £18 down
and 12 paj^ents of ^5 2s. 2d., or
cash £75

£18
7EIUITU 1921 5 h.p. Sports^f ' n Model. Cost price

;fii5. £25 down and rz payments
of £6 17s. iid., or cash £102 £25
PO. M 1921 3^ h.p. Com-

*X ITI. bination. Cost
price £155. £30 down and 12 pay-
ments of £8 los. 2d., or cash £125 £30

•^•^^ bination. Cost price jL ^ M
£150- £32 down and 12 payments J» ^ j ^
of £8 15s. 7d., or cash £130 CM ^^^«

AD|F|_ 1921 4-i h.p. Cora-'* "fc bination. Cost price

B.S.A. ?
'
^' h.p. Com-

bination. Cost price

£i55- £33 down and 12 payments
of £9 2s. 9d., or cash £135 £33
TRIUMPH 192 1 4 h.p.

Combination
Cost price £175. £35 down and
12 payments of £9 17s. id., or cash
£145

£35
RALEIGH 1921 6 h.p.

Combination
Cost price £184 i6s. £40 down
and 12 payments of £10 13s. 2d.,

or cash £159
£40

7BNITU '9^' s ^P- c°™'
^trei I n bination. Cost
price £177. £40 down and 12 pay-
ments of £10 15s., or cash £160 £40

A I
O 1921 7 h.p. Combina-

UaO* tion. Cost price £195.

£45 down and 12 payments of

£12 rs. lod. or cash £180 £45
Write for our Complete List of new Showroom-soiled and
Carefully Used Mounts. The prices are absoLuUly

Lotido7i's lowest. Buy NOW and save tnoney.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms

—

l\rotor Cycles and Cara.

52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Snare Parts iind RcDatra,

21a. Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I
Wholesale—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W-Cl
Garage : Tottenham Court Road. W.l

Telephones ; Aocessoriea and Repaira, Musenm 1240.
Motor Cycles and Cars, Konslneton 7260.

Telefrramg • • - "Dynametro, Westcent, Lonijon.*'

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
T^ON Ford, 1918, open body, excellent conditloD,A lisliting;, etc., complete; £135; exchanea piano
part payment.—277, Cnmberwell Ed.. B.B. [6639

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
FOR Best Treatment and best terms for liglit cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any mate, new or
second-hand, write Service Co., 292, HiKh Holborn.
W.0.1, [0672

HALIFAX.—£10 deposit and £5 monthly ptirchases
6h.p, twin Zenith combination, £57/10; 1920

Alecto combination, 69/10 ; Humber combinatiOE,
£49/10; 3y2h.p. Bradbury combination, .£59/10; SVjh.p.
Premier solo, £39/10; twin Res combination, £49/10;
7-9h.p. twin Peugeot, £37/10; S'Ah.p. clutch Triumph,
£42/10; Triumph 1914 3-spe6d combination, £69/10;
1914 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, £55/10.—Halifax Motor
Exchange. Hortou St.. Halifax. [5499

ENGINES.

P. and M. Engine, in good order, £7/10; magneto,
50/-.-147 Burlington St., Liverpool. [5491

DE DION 2%h.p. Eigine, with mag. and carburetter.
—Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon. [6203

TWIN 4h.p., o.h.v., Bosch, Amac, make iine sporting
machine; £15.—Tonge, Holmesfield, Sheffield.

[8594
TWIN 8h.p. J.A.P. Engine, complete mag., exhausts,

Amac carburetter, as new; £30.—80, High St.,

Bexley.
,

[6945

Id 18 Douglas 4h.p. Engine, guaranteed in perfect
-l-«7 condition and splendid running order, complete:
£13/15.—Below.

1Q14 Singer 2%h.p. Engine, guaranteed in perfect
XJJ condition and running order; £5/15.—Dawson
Bros., 34, AmpthiU Bd., Bedford. [6821

6 h.p. Peugeot, going order, inechanical inlets, Bosch
carburetter, gears; olfers, or parts.—Waterworks,

Hinxhill, Ashford, Kent. [6228

23,h.p. 2-stroke, eminent make, brand new, complete
4 unit, less mag. and carburetter; £8 each.—

M.C.S., 1, Gosta Green, Birmingham. [6703

8 h.p. Water-cooled Blumfield Twin, complete with
new T.B. mag., Capac carburetter, inlet pipe;

£20 for quick sale.—Davis, 30, Beaconsfleld Kd.,

Tottenham, N.15. [6719

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Engines, second-hand, carriage paid.

£10; also 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, £14, second-hand:

Bosch to suit £4/10.—De Cort and Flynn. 39, Essex
Rd., London, N.l. [6727

T.D.C. 2-stroke Engine, £3/10; E.I.C. magneto, off

same, £Z\ B. and B., adjustable jet, IVsin., £1;
B. and B., %in., 15/-; frame, with wheels, tyres, tank,

£3.—Wren, Kimpton, Herts. [6511

INDI-iN.-A few Powerplus 7-9h.p. engines at the

remarkably low price of £15/15 each.—Smith's,

86 Chalk Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station), London. 'Phone; Hampstead 2767. [6453

h p Clyno Engines, overhauled and new parts

_ atted, £11; new engines, £15. B.S.A. engines,

4h p overhauled and in good condition, £10.—Marble
Arcli Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Ed., W.2.
Phone: Padd. 789. [6108

BEOLEE 2-strok6 Engines.—One of our many testi-

monials :
" My combination pulls like a 5h.p.

twin. Liveridge and Meriden are easy top gear climbs

(51/, to 1)." You can travel 5 to 50 m.p.h. and as

long as you like on Broleri.—Brooks, Trasler and Cox,

Narborough, Leicester. [X0538

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—Sh.p. M.M.C. water-eooled

unit, complete £11; Sh.p. De Dion, £10; 8h.p.

wo JAP., £18; 90° Premier twin, £6/10; 4h.p. racing

JAP o.h.v. unit, £9/10; 4h.p. m.o.v. Stephens, £5/10;
3¥.h.p. Quadrant, 1914, £6; twin Humber 4h.p, unit,

£9" 41/lh.p. Precision, £9 ; 4h.p. Abingdon King Dick
unit. £10/10; 4-cyl. F.N. unit, £13; lots of a.i.v. singles

from £2 upwards; state requirements.—'Phone :
1958

Brixton.—19, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, London,

S.W.8. .

(5725

J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. Engines.—
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and

parts in England; over 30 engines always in stock to

select from, and the price: 5h.p. twins, £17/10; 8h.p.,

fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; and
8h p at £18/10. Parts: Sh.p. J.A.P. crank cases,

50/- pair; 5h.p. crank cases, 40/- pair; Sh.p. cam
wheels, complete, 15/- each; valves complete, 4/- each;

valve guides, 3/6 each; tappet guides, 2/6 each; ex-

haust valve and inlet cap, 4/- each; tappets complete,

2/6 each' cam levers, inlet and exhaust, 4/- each;

gudgeon pins, 5/- each; and all parts for J.A.P.

engines. Stamp for reply.—Hawkins. 455, York Rd.,

Wandsworth. [3665

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

LIGHTING, lighting, lighting, lighting, lighting,

lighting, lighting.—Below.

IIQHTINQ, Set, comprising of new 4 volt 20 amp.
J accumnlator in case, he-id lamp, tail lamp, switch

and wiring, £1/17/6, carriage extra.—Below.

LIGHTING Accumulator, new 4 volt 20 amp., in

case, 14/-; tail lamp, switch and wire, 10/-;

bead lamp, 16/-; carriage extra.

"R/roTOR Cycle Accessories Co., 868a, Old Kent HA

6

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A2.5
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

U'
H.B. Ignition Co. carry Ini&o stocks of new and

second-hand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42, 45,
50. 55, and 180'=', single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. (or fixing on Triumrh, P.M.,
B:S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 1/6.

C.A.V. clock twin, for 25,.ih.p. Douglas, etc., f2/16.

TT.B. will take your old magneto in payment.

H.B. sends all magnetos on approval against cash.
Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 months'

guarantee

H.B. Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brixton
Park Kd., Brixton Hill, London.

6101, 78, New
[0694

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs and
new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto
within 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

written guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

many of the largest concerns, you need hare no hesita-
tion in placing your repaire and orders with us.

RELIANCP manufacture and stock spares lor

Thomson-Bennett, E.I.C, Splitdorf, D.IL, Bosch,
Dixie, etc. ; special line genuine platinum screws for

every make, 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of

charge upon any question concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-

tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we .have always endeavoured to give,—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., E.C.I, for new and second-hand magnetos.—

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, ne-w and unused,
single-cyl., clock or anti, suit any machine, price

55/-; twins, 45, 48, 50, 55, 60, 180 degrees, lor J.A.P.,

Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/-. See our guarantee.—
Below.

CA.V Magnetos, new, single-cyl. and 180° twins,

clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe,

OK or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the

finest workmanship throughout; price 65/-. See our

guarantee.—Below.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as

new single-cyl., suitable for any stationary eu-

gine or big stngle, £3/15; twins, any degree ready

to drop on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, ie4/5, a

powerful spark at low speed, eusuring easy starting

AH the above magnetos are variable ignition and htted

short-circuiting switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE.-Every magneto that leaves our

worts, no matter what the price or make, carries

a written guarantee. Not merely a guaranoee that same

is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written

statement that we guarantee every machine against all

defects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,

justifies us in charging a tew shillings more than cer-

tain of our competitors.,

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one ol the

largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their workJ

to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.— Reliance

Maeneto Eepairing Co., 283, St. John St.. London.
E.C.I. [6616

GOVERJTMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos.-Having
purchased the entire stock of the following makes

of magnetos, we are able to ofier them at large dis-

counts.—Below.

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, 180°,

£2/15; O.A.V., single or twin, clock or anti. £2/10;
special long driving spindles for Rndse, 10/- extra:

postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Below.

ALL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni-

tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates,

ready to be immediately fitted on. Please state make
of engine when ordering.-Below.

GOVERNMENT Surplus New Plugs in boxes.—A.O.
(Titan), 1/6; K.L.G., type F7. detachable, 2/6.—

Below.

TTIQH Tension Wire, new, unperished. 9mm. 5d. per
---- yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7mm.. 4d. per yard, 25
yard coil 6/-; 6mm., 3d. per yard. 25 vard coil 4/--

3mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.—Below.

"pOSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, 1/-: 3 mm..
;*- 9d. See other goods under Parts and Accessories.—
Below.

A LL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt
-cv of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—Below

/-JOUNTY of London Engineering Works. Ltd., 51a.\y New Park Rd^ Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel. ;Streatiam 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret. London

D'^Sl-tffi^' %^- ! T'^ ™*^^*' ^'"^'' tWrd 'tfiushi/^^coiifol: £5-each,-Jenner, 165, Church^^st.,

''WESTWOOD" ACETYLENE SETS,

No. 204 'for Lightweigh-ts, Price 30,
ROYAL RUBY TAIL LAMP, 4'-

No. 40/t for Heavyweight Solos, 3T/6.
No. 40 2 with Large Generator, 45 /•

IDEA", Sidecar Lam p, 8/6. TORPEDO Tail Lamp, 6/6

"DAYBEAM" ELECTRIC SETS.

No. 30/2 complete Comb Outfit, fiT T

Motor Cycle

DYNAMO,
Mark 1,

complete with Switch
Box,

£7 ^ 10 ^

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS

IGNITION, LIGHTING. ETC.
N^Y-.J-'-'^'^-T^.V'^r?'^^^: 1/6 each, post fiee.-66,-^^ Lawrence Hill, Bristol. i-gssa

B°r*r.!fM^^^J°*'f°'.P^?- ^'"Sle; £3/10.-P. Jones,--^ Church Bank, Montgomery. [6679
"VTAGNETO, Fellows, single, new, fat spark: 37/6.—-^TX iearu, 65, Nottingham Rd., Allreton. [6271
'pHOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new, single, antiA clock, complete; 35/-.—Dowell, Pyrlord, Surrey.

KT r. o , r,. [6847a
.Ij.O. Sparking Plugs, wonderlul value, 4 lor 5/-,

post tree.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolver-
hampton. [5031
r^ .A.V". Ma.gn6tos.—Extraordinary bargains. Brand^ new 180°, twin or single, approval against cash,
38/6, carnage free.—Langfords, 37, Cricklewood Broad-
way, N.\V.2. [6795

npPIOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, 180°, clock and
J- anti, new, guaranteed, £.2 each, 1/6 carriage;
Bosch 4-cyl., new, ^65. — Banister and Botten, 341,
Upper St., N.l. [6722

T\YNAMO Lighting Sets, complete, from 37/6; com*
-*-' plete cycle eet-s, 28/6. See our adverts 22nd and'
29th Sept., or particular-i from Daylite Dynamos, Lons-
dale Rd., N.W.6. [6961

lyrAGNETOS by C.A.V.'s, Bosch, and Thomsoa-

.

J-'J- Bennett, 50% below cost; see last or next week's
issue of this paper.—Vale Engineering Syndicate, 8-11,

,

Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Aze, E.C.3. [0700 h

JEERON, re;:;istered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, for blades, screws, etc., cures misfii'Jng;

,

Jebron screws fit Bosch mag., 10/6 pair; old sci^wa, «,

any make, Jebi'onised, 4/9 each, return post.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colter, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron,

38, Herbert lid., Woolwich, London, S.E.18. [0002

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.-We repair Con-
tinental magnetos only. By specialising on Bosch,

U n., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and Berling
magnetos, we can naturally give you better service.

PRICE; Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remaguetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between 20/-
and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure. Guaran-

1

leed for 12 months, and redespatched to you in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.. 13. Hardwick
,

Rd., Chiswick, London. [2284
'

MAGNETO Repairs—Send yonr magneto to Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. Reply paid : quotation tele-

graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaranteed
in from 2 to £ day.?, usually within 24. liours.—Palmer's

,

Garage, Tooting. [6906

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag
netos, and c-an be relied, upon to give you gooi!

service. Al, Bl, AO, KBl, KB2V. KZ2V type spare:

stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' \nitt6n guarantee

—Cliailes Parker <md Co., Chuvchfield Rd., Acton
Loudon. [6956 '

MAGNETO and Dynamo Repairs Service, also self

starters, batteries, and general electrical equip
menfc are speedily and thoroughly repaired by th<

Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service, all work re

turned indistinguishable from new. Spare parts foi

every known make.—Connecticut Service Station.

THERE is a Service Depot in every large town. Cal
to-day tor a quotation. Head Office and Works .

Derby St.. Cheetham, Manchester; Manchester towi
depot, 288, Deansgate; London depot, 115, Gt. Port
land St., W-1 ; Leeds depot, 52, Woodhouse Lane
Liverpool depot, 65, Renshaw St.; Birmingham depot
192, Corporation St.; Bristol depot, 14, Colston St
Paris deix)t, 40, Rue Brunei. [025f

FOR Immediate Disposal. — Thomson - Bennett
O-A-V"., oU degrees, single and twin, leads

and variable ignition, for all machines, £2/12/6, in

eludes postage; Bosch £3, postage estra, 1/6. W
forward immediately all magnetos on approva
against cash. Money refunded if dissatisfied.-Th
Central Motor and Ignition Works. 14a. I/Ouch

borough Rd., Brixton, London. S.W.9. [696

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. festat

lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Governmecl
and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto n
pairs of every description ; all repairs at lowest poi

silile prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can most!
return them within 24 hours. We have several nc
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in etoct

all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Windin
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.]
Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Eumagnelec, Eusroac
London. [601

EDSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-ho«r repair servic
Guaranteed repairs to all types ol magnetos

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian ele-

trical service station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs an
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval AJ.I
test bench before despateh, and therefore carry oi

guarantee lor 12 months. We hold the largest stoc
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accnm
lators. all voltages, always ready in stock; ' plu?
cables, y2-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. t^

^i'^Q you real live service always.—Euston Ignition C<
329. Euston Rd., London, jST.W.l. 'Phone: Museu
5034 T.A. : Magdyno. Eusroad, London. f02f

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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TYRES.
N AccoHnt of reduction in the price of tyres, tlio

undermentioned prices are rednced by lo;;.

X2 tlutcliinson Rubber-studded 22/3.

X2ii CJincher de Luxe Itubber-stud Heavy 26/-.

0/ix2 Hutchinson Brooklands R.S. 26/5. Palmer
/vO cord heavy 34/6.

0£'x2\i Dunlop Heavy 36/-, Macintosli chain 32/3.
/WVl Bates special heavy 34/9, Palmer cord heavy
34/9, Paimer cord 34/9, Rom combination 41/9, Avon
combination 38/9, Avon Sunstone 32/9, Wood-Milne
combination 46/-, Beldam combination 35/-.

Q^X2-^s Palmer Cord Heavy 35/3, Clincher de Luxe
/wO extra heavy 27/9. Palmer cord 35/9, Dunlop
heavy 35/9, Dunlop extra heavy 41/-, Avon tricar

32/9, Hutchinson passenger R.S. 32/9.

<r>/>x2'^x2Vi Avon Rubber-studded 24/6, Avoir

31/-.
heavy rubber 29/6, Hutchinson rubber-studded

f>/?x2V., Rom Combination 45/-, Macintosh chainwO 3579, Hutchinson rubber-studded T.T. 33/-.

Dunlop heavy 45/-, Avon Sunstone 42/6, Wood-Milne
extra strong 34/6, Wood-Milne special 31/7.

AKAX65 Wood-Milne Extra Strong 40/-, Palmer
yJOyf cord (light car pattern) 41/6, heavy rubber
non-siid.

/»e'i\x65 (for Voiturette rims) Dunlop Steel-
liOXf studded 47/6, Dunlop 3-ribbed 45/-, Dunlop
grooved 42/6, Burnett grooved 30/-.

Q^X3 (for 650x65 rims, equivalent to 700x80 for^O 650X65 rims) Englebert Touring Rubber-
studded 30/-, ditto passenger ditto 32/6, ditto superior
reinforced 37/6.

l7fif\X7S (to fit 660x65 rims) Hutchinson Small
< UU Car 3-ribbed 55/-.

Wi^/lxSO (to fit 650x65) Wood-Milne Extra Strong

OQx3 (to fit American rims) Dunlop Heavy 45/-,
>^0 Clincher de Luxe extra heavy 45/-, Wood-Milne
extra strong 32/6, ditto 3-ply 28/-.

OQx3 (to fit 2'/- rims) Dunlop Extra Heavy 50/-,
lilO Dunlop heavy 45/-.

NEW Tubes, in all sizes, 7/- each, butt-end 6d.
extra; tubes with one smal vulcanised patch by

manufacturers, otherwise quite new, 5/6.

THE Above Lines are sent 7 days on approval, and
forward passenger train, carriage paid.

REMEMBER, the reputation and guarantee of
Emanuel's is behind all we sell.

H.
EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Ed., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores : 37a, Balls

Pond Ed., Dalston, London,- N. Tel. : Dalston 3161.
[0722

6//* is the cost of repairing your burst covers,
/ O broken beads, etc., returned carriage paid.—Below.

jp/ii, 15/6, 17/6, and 20/- are the charges for re-
A-^ I O treading old covers.—Phcenix Tyre Repairing
Co., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham. [XI 644

Ofix2% Palmer Cord 35/-,
'WW heavy 37/6, ~" '

QQx3 (to fit American rims) Palmer 3-cord heavy,
^^0 2 onlv. unused: £3 each.^58. Natal Rd., New
Southgats, N.ll. [6417

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
Great reduction in covers and tubes, all guaranteed,

and sent on 7 days' approval.

i^£*x2 Special Line in clearance tubes, best make, and
'WO guaranteed; 4/6 each.—Robinson's.

f>/JX2M Palmer Cord 32/-, Wood-Milne 23/6, Wood-
'WvP Milne Combination 32/-, Macintosh Chain 32/-,
Dunlop W.D. 30/-, Matchless 20/-, Pedley 20/-; clear-
ance tubes 4/6.—Robinson's.

Dunlop W.D. 30/-, extra
Clincher 30/-, Avon 32/6, Hutchin-

son 30/-, Kempshall 30/-; best make tubes 6/-.—Robin-
son's.

pC;x2V2 Wood-Milne 28/-, Kempshall 30/-, John Bull
/WvPheavy 48/6, Bates extra heavy 50/-; clearance tubes
4/6.—Robinson's.

p£Jx2if, (to fit 2'A] Rubber Studded 27/6, Robinson'e
,
'WVP c-xtia heavy 30/-, John Bull 48/-, Bates extra
|heavy SO/-; best make tubes, 6/-.—Roliinson's.

:PQX3 Avon Heavy Ribbed 42/-, Wood-Milne 30/-,'WO Cuthlie 55/-; tubes, 6/-.—Robinson's.

PQ X 3 V^ (to fit American rims] Bates extra heavy

:

/W " SO/-.-Eobinson's.

x65, special bargains in Avon clearance extra
heavy, 37/6; John Bull rib stud, 45/-; Cuthbe,

tubes, 6/-.—Eobin<*on's.

''7(\(\>^S0 John Bull Heavy 50/-, Cuthbe Cycar 65/-;
• VVf tubes, 8/-.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
SU Cambridge. [6931rpHE Diflerence between a good retread and a bad
n ^1°"^,,',^ ''^ mileage; try us; watch results.—Melton
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636

CJCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to pur-u chase tlieir tyres from McArthur. Hill and Co
47, Carrick St.. Glasgow. Lists post free. [6184
'PET Our 3,000 mile retread. Repairs of every
:^ description. High-class workmanship guaranteed
Keturn carnage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton
Derbyshiie. [4255

650

OUR RE-CONDITIONED

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

5 5 Guineas

Or ^15 down,
and 12 instal-

ments of £3:18:4
They are the standard W.D.
2| h.p. 2-spe6d machines
completely rebuilt.

Practically Indistinguishable
from new. Over 50% new parts,

including new tyres, belt, chain,

carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all partsof the country.

Supplied with bags, 'tools,

and pump, or completely
equipped with lamps and

horn, 3 Guineas extra.

Special Terms to Trade.

DOUGLAS
FRAMES
2| h.p. and 4 h.p.

RENOVATED,
STOVE ENAMELLED,

TESTED.

£S-10-0
each.

Carriage Extra.
Write for fuU list of surplus

Douglas parts.

CRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.

TYRES.
BARGAINS, 19/6, new unused 26x2'/i clearance

Midland covers; heavy ditto, 30/-; 26x21/1 tubes,
6/-: carriage paid to your door.—214, Kensington,
Liverpool. [6713

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray. [0347

CIENTRAL Garage.—Buy your tyres at the right
' price. We have the finest selection of covers in

London, and, what is more, we give free with every
order a portable vulcaniser.

OCx2"4 Dunlop Rubber-studded 31/6. Wood-Milne
/WW H. 25/-, E.H. 30/-, Palmer cord light 25/-,
heavy 31/-, Goodyear E.H. 30/-, Bates 31/-.

Qflx25's Dunlop Rubber-studded H. 36/-, E.H. 42/6,'^U Palmer cord E.H. 34/-, Clincher E.H. 27/-,
Avon H. 30/-, Moseley H. 29/-, Hutchinson T.T. 29/-,
or Passenger 32/6, Bates 31/6.

Ofix2i/3X2'/j Dunlop E.H. 45/-, Clincher E.H. 30/-,
-*" Avon U. 25/-, or E.H. 30/-, 'Hutchinson T.T.
37/6.

0(ix2V2 Wood-Milne H. 30/-, or E.H. 35/-, 26x3x
^v» 2IA Dunlop rubber-studded heavy 45/-, 26x3
Wood-Milne H. 32/6, E.H. 40/-.

6> 0x214 (to fit American rims) Dunlop extra heavy
'*C5 45/-, Wood-Miine H. 40/-.

OQx3 Dunlop rubber E.H. 47/6, Wood-Milne E.H.
/VO 30/-.

/? Krkx55 Goodyear E.H. 30/-, Wood-Milne H. 32/-,
\J ti Vf Dunlop grooved voiturette 47-/-6, Burnett
for voiturette 30/-, Dunlop steel-stud 47/6.

'y{\(\ySO Wood-Milne E.H. 46/-, International
9 "Vf grooved 55/-, Englebert touring 32/-, pas-
senger 34/-, or super-reinforced 42/-, these Englebert
covers are real fine, are marked 26X3, but are quite
suitable for 650x65 rims.

lUBES of all sizes from 6/6 each;

ANY of the Above Covers will be sent on approval
against cash, and money will be willingly re-

funded if not satisfied. Please include 1/6 for car-

riage, and make all cheque and Post Orders payable
to The Central Garage, 302. London Rd., Thornton
Heath. _ [6831

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
doys.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-
wich. [6068

STARTLING Offer.-New Beldam covers, 26X2 or 2^4
20/- each, 26x2y2 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 40/-,

700x80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each.—The Homerton Rubber
Works, Brookflby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

0^x21/3 New Beaded Covers, 24/-; new best quality
/CO tubes 24x2i/i 5/-, 26x2 6/-, 26x21,4 6/6, 26X
21/, 7/6, 26x21/2x214 8/-, 26x3 9/-, 700x80 9/6, 750x
75" 10/-, 28x3 10/6; new rubber belts, 6ft. 2in.xlin.,

10/6; 15in. inflators, 2/3; sent approval, carriage
paid, receipt remittance.—Palmer.s Garage, Tooting,

S.W. [6912
TANKS.

TANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.—Coventry
Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [X8993

TANKS Re-enamelled from 10/6.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

[4937

TANKS for every make; new, second-hand, or extra
capacity design supplied from stock at low prices.

—Park Works (below).

TANKS repaire-i, le-enamelled ; partition leakage,

broken fastenings, dents, rebuilds, etc. Enamel-
ling; we guarantee makers' colours, designs and transfer

trade marks as new.—Park Tank Works, la. Paradise
Rd., Highbury, N.5. [66H

BRADBURY Tanks Re-enamelled, makers' transfers;

15/6.—Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
St., Camberwell, London. [4936

ALL Spare Parts, tanks, etc., for Coulsons. Let me
quote you for any year, any model Coulson t.ank.

—17, Clapham Park Ed., S.AT.4. [6980

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal
manufacti-rers; petrol tanks for any style sup-

plied, extra capacity.—Hearsall Works. Coventry. [7464

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Tanks, latest type (round edges),
' enamelled makers' colours, brand new, unsoiled;

65/- each —la, Works, Paradise Rd., Highbury, N.5.

!

[6641

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-

fered; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 30
years.-Attwood's, 86, Eosebery Av., London, E.C.I.
'

_ [6997

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern,
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6,

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester,
years.

TANKS Re-enamelled Makers' Colours, design, and
transfer, first-class work, prompt return.—Donald,

Enamellers to the Trade, 138, Glover St., Deritend.
Birmingham. [X0946

TANKS.—Any pattern made, repaired, re-enamelled,
and returned in double quick time; first-class

workmanship; trade erjquiries invited.—G. Day, 27,

St. Luke's Rd., Birmingham. [3653

High-class work
Richard St., At-
Established 25

[3601

.Ml letters lel.-tting to advertisements should quote the aumber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A27
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TANKS.
TANK for Tiiumph, new, 42/-; 1910, 1921.—COTentry

Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Woilis, Coventry. [X8992

BRAND New Clyno Tanks, complete witll all flt-

ings, including Best and Lloyd lubricator, with-
out fitting, 28/- Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135,
Edgwave Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. [6108

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled nt our own works ; all kinds of

fittings stocked; quick service and "reasonable charges.
Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chapel St.,

Salford, Manchester'. Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

AVERY'S have tanks in stock lor Douglas, Haile-
wood. Ivy, E.S.A., Sun, Omega, Triumph, Rudge,

enamelled in makers' colours, with plated fittings, 40/-

each, or any other design or shape made to order. A
guarantee for 12 months with every tank.—Gordon
Street Tank Works, Coventry. 'Phone: 1774. [X1161

BELTS.
EW Clipper Belts.—81t.X%in. 11/6, 8ft. 6in.x%in.

13/-, 8Jt. 6in.X%in. 14/-. 8ft.: 6in.xlin. 16/9.

^D. Belts.—61t. 6in.x%in. 10/-; new Pedley belts,

clearance, 6ft. 6in.x%in. 10/-; clearance belts,

eft.xlin. 8/6.

H. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 37a,

Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N. Tel. : Dalston
3161. [0726

BELTS, 6ft. Sin.xlin., Dunlop, round top; 12/6 each.
Excelsior Motor Co., Ltd., Tyseley, Birmingham.

[6218
LARGE Stock of Belting, in new condition, mostly

6ft. 6in. lengths, ¥iin., 5/-; Jiin.. 6/-; lin., 11-.—
Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd.,
W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. [6110

BALATA-CHROME Combination V Belts, suitable
for variable pulleys and wet weather conditions

;

500 more belts offered for trial on the following terms

:

%in. 1/6, lin. 1/9, I'/sin. 2/- per foot, plus 1/-
postage : fasteners 9d. each.—Pollin and Son, Holling-
ton, St. Leonards-on-Sea. [3586

CENTRAL Garage, 302^ London Rd., Thornton
Heath, S.E., offer Clipper belts, brand new,

packed in original cases, at the following exceptional
prices: Kin., 6ft. 6in. 11/-, eft. 11/6, 8ft. 6in. 13/-,
%in., 7ft. 6in. 13/6. 6ft. 6in. 12/-. 81t. 6in. 14/-: lin..

8ft. 6in, 16/9; all other sizes kept at pro rata figures;
.-rll sent on approval against casti; please include 1/
postage. [6832

CARBIDE.
CARBIDE, cwf. drums, f.o.r. Bristol IS/- each.-

Hine, Carbide Dealer, Hemyock, Devon. [51679

FINEST Carbide, cwt.- lots 23/6, f.o.r., c.w.o ; packed
in lb. tine, gross or half gross lots, 6/9 per dozen.—

Sports Depot, Denby Dale, Huddersfleld. [4456

CARBIDE, highest quality, cwt. 23/-, 28 lbs. 10/-,
14 lbs. 5/6, carriage forward, drunrs free: iniuiedi^

ate delivery.—Kemp's Garage, Importers, Louth, Lines.

^ [S1690
I^ARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure
V^ gas yield, all sizes; cwt. 30/-, y2-cwt. 18/-, 28 lb.

10/6; drums free.—Young. Importer. Misterton.
Somerset. [7180

CARBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield, British
Acetylene Association standard, 25/- cwt. drums

free, all meshes; stock at 22 depots; immediate de-
livery.—Elloc Cycle Works, Importers, Gedney Drove
End, Wisbech . [3972

BEST Qnalily Carbide, 24/- per cwt., 28 lb. 8/6,
drums free. Any quantity supplied from V2 Hi

tins to 2 cwt. drums. Only the best brands stocked.
Trade enquiries invited.-Dargue, 57. Grey St., jTew-
cnstle-on-Tyne. [6900

CARBIDE, 25/- cwt., drum free, cash •with order
free on rail Aberdeen, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh,

Glasgow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull. Leeds, London
Lowestoft. Newcastle Preston, Manchester, Port Talbot,
Runcorn, Sharpness, Swansea, Yarmouth.—E. C. Mad-
dock, Warehara, Dorset. [2596

CARBIDE.—Immediate delivery of all seizes in 1 lb.,

2 lb., and 6 lb. lever lid tins and 2 cwt. drums,
labelled or plain tor retailers' own hihels. Quality guar-
anteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the cheapest
firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp and EDgineering
Co., Ltd., Moorfield Works, Armley, Leeds. [5312

PATENT AGENTS.
JE. S. LOCKWOOD, 3, New St., Birmingham.

'Phone: 5816 0. Patents guide free. [9067
/^ONSULTING Patent Agency, 253, Gr.ay'3 Inn H,d,
^-^ London.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2416
"PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
-•- Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., B.C.
35 years' references. [0129
TjlLETCHER WILSON, of Coventry, Chartered Patent
-»- Agent and Registered United States Patent
Attorney.—Tel. ; Wilpat, Coventry. . 'Phone : 366.

TT- ^; l^-o?- S^ERRIITT IH. N. Skerrett, MIow
A T.i°'v'i!^ 9'V".''S''''

Institute of Patent Agents,
A.I.Mcch.E., A.I.AE., Associate I.E.E., etc W S
Bkerrett, A.I.E.E.. Registered Patent Agent) —Patents'
designs, and trade marks.—24, Temple Row, Birmine-
ham. Tel. : Central 1033. KA. ; Skerrett, Birmine-
ham. (isf^

^— I. SSIB^i-^

J|OTC®^CLE""

Insurance Policy

"THIS space v^^ill be oc-

cupied eachweek w^ith

copies of letters from

Policy holders v^'ho have

made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Dear Sir,

I am in receipt of your

letter oj ji;esterday's dale en-

closing cheque in

settlement of my son's claim.

I lake this opportunity of

thanking you on his behalf

for the prompt and business-

like settlement, which I shall

not lose sight of in furthering

your Company's interest.

Yours faithfully.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating The Autocar Insurance
Department, Estabhshed 1904),

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C,2.

Telephone: City 9S31 and 9832.

Telegrams : **Autoiytstire, CeiU, London,*'

PATENT AGENTS.

W. BRYSON, B.So., Assoc.M.lnst.C.E.. Chartered
1

Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings,
London. W.C.2. Thone : Museum 3651. [1049

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, tbe

oldest solely motor nuc+ion rooms in LoudoiL
Terms 7V'%. not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles ancf cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods
stations, Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R., Wimbledon L. :

and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address; Palmer's Garage,
Tooting, London.

AGENCIES.
[6911,

1

AGENTS [residentj wanted in large towns to introduce
motor lubiicants t-o garages, commercial users, etc.,

in their locality.—Apply, Box 7,161, c/o The Motor
Cycle. - [6402

;

AGENCIES Required lor light cars, motor cycles, ani
accessories by company handling all branches of

motor trade in South Wales district.—Nukanen and Co.,

97, St. Mary's St., Cardiff. [61 9S

ENGINEERS, capable of reporting on condition 01

used cars or motor cycles, are reauired in all parts

of Great Britain.—Write, stating experiencer to Willinni

Glass, City Hall, Manchester.
'

[6210

WANTED, travellers or agents having a good con*

nection with motor cycle manufacturers to handle

new patent Une; oomuiissiou only.—Victory, 540,

Chaussee de Waterloo, Brussels, Belgium. [6208

THE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole agents

for their celebrated motor cycle in districts where
they are not already represented.—Write for lists end
terms to the Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 248, Alexandra
R<i., Hornsey, N.S. [6245.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
AUTOMOBILE Engineer and Draughtsman.—.Designs,

working drawings, opinions on inventions, draw
ings, tracings, and prints, valuations.—O. K. Shepherd,
Queen's College, Paradise St., Birmingham.-Bdow.

SPECIALIST on Translations of Technical Domi-
ments, patent specifications, catalogues, trade

leaflets ; automobile work only. — C. K. . Shepherd
Queen's College, Paradise St., Birmingham. [369£'

INSURANCE.
ROTS, Ltd., effect iuBurnnces of all kinds. EnQuiriei

invited.— 170, Gt. Portland St.. London. [005J-

£5/15 Covers "All Risks'* lor Morgans or similai

three-wheeler.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane
W.0.2.

'

- tOOOi

" rpHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the polic]

J- authoiised by " The Motor Cycle." and coven
motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used lor privat*

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. MosimuD
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro

spectuses on application.*—Tlie Autoc^ar Fire and Acci
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, CheaT>side, London, E.C.2

[000^

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET. OR WANTED.

WANTED, premises for motor cycle business. 0:

would purchase going concern.—Box 7,171, c/t

The Motor Cycle. [685^

MOTOR Cycles, etc, : Beckenham.—Trade £55. splen

did position ; £700, including stock £450.-18
Ravensbourne Av^ Shortlands. 2346 Bromley. [642i

FOE Sale, old-estaVOished motor and cycle business

main road, 8 miles from city, good living accom

modation, goodwill, stock, and property will be sacriilce*

for £850 for imniediat-6 sale; owner going abroad.—Bo:

7,175, c/0 The Motor Cycle. [684)

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
YOUR Maiden Aunt will becharmed with the 01'

Barn Teahouse. Stock's Green, Hildenboroue-i

beyond Sevenoaks, [444

WANTED.
THItrMPH Bottom Back Stays, clieap.—Wa^erlej

Spiins Grove Ed., Islewortl. [669

B.S.A. 2-speed Hub Gear, sound, romplete.—Prico t

Hargieaves, 50, King St., Huadersfield. tS.166

OLD Covers. 30 x!, 30x31,4, and 760x90; best price

given.—Hercules Tyre Co., Northampton. [594

MOBGAN, immediately, for cash.—Call or write,
'

St. Mark's Mansions, ToUiugton Park, N.4. [674

WANTED, surplus from manufacturers and garage;

—Grove, 18, Pore St., Edmonton, London,
[421

WANTED. Dixie magneto, single, txrint cheap.

McAllister, 69, High St., Kutherglen, Qlaagoj
[635

WANTED, second-hand spring forks, light sidecl

chassis, -Particulars, Trim, Shepton Beaucham,
[632

WANTED, countershaft gear box, suit 4h.p.-^sta

make and price; complete.—Battersby. Holm
York. [^^°

WANTED, Scooter, Abbottsfold, Skootamoto,

Mobile Pup preferred.-Feltham, West Mool

Dorset. ["='

MORGAN Wanted, any type; reasonable price for ii

jnediate eettlement.-Snow, Laurel St., Datatt

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

London.
^^^

advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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WANTED.
WANTED, scooter; exchange Barlock typewriter nnd

Houeo duplicator.—Denbigh, Osborne Gardens,
Monkseaton. [X1671

CXLINDER for 3'/-h-p. Singer. State condition.—U.
A. Osboru, 5, Lower King's Bd., Gt. Berkham-

sted. Herts. [6718

INCOMPLETE P. end M.'s or Parts, W.D. spares,
bankrupt stocks, etc.—Inman, Durham Rd., Sea-

forth, Liverpool. [3641

ENGINE, a.c, 4-cyl., or twinr magneto, carburetter,
wheels, other larts for cyclecar.—Riley, Ogden,

New Hey, Eochdale. [6361

SMALL Car or Motor Cycle, Jacobean pedestal
gramophone, new, cash adjustment.—Box 7.179,

c/o T/ic Motor Cycle. [6871

WANTED, old engine, cheap.—Particulars and price.
Advertiser, 1, Station Mansions, Station Kd.,

Church End, Mnchley.
'

[6580

WANTED, crank case for old pattern 2V,h.p. Min-
erva engine clamped to down stay.—101, Brocklev

Else, Forest Hill, S.E. [6476

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good conditior
net earlier 1919,-A. P. Key, 378-384, Eusto:

llOUi

Euston
[6410

WANTED. 4i4h.p. James engine, also chain cases
(late), any condition if cheap.—Reed, Lime Park

Lodge, Herstmonceux, Sussex. [6669

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle
accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co., 282, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0671
Tji-N. 2-speed Gear and Shaft, for 4-cyl. model; 1921
-- Claudel-Hobson carburetter for sale, suit SVo or
4h.p,-Box 119, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1712
"lT;rANTED, Douglas or Triumph spares, in small or
' » large quantities, new or second-hand.—Write,

;
59, Aytoun Kd., Brixton, S.W.9. [6730

WANTED, Howard cover for Matehless combination;
new Howard eolo coyer offered in exchange.—

Kirch, 47, Threadneedle St., E.C.2. [6264

SPOT Cash Paid for any spares; bankrupt stocks or
W.D. goods; large or small lots.—Full particulars

to Jackson, 106, East Parade, Keighley. [6336

WANTED, gear box, 3-speed, clutch model, to suit
about 1913 AUdays Matchless, iiKht-hand chain

drive—A. Martin, Harthill Garage, Gildcrsome. [6586

A.C. Sociable or Morgan Eunabout wanted for cash;
must be fairly modern and cheap.—Particulars to

24, Eiffel Ed., Willesden Green, London. N.W. [4407

£2,000 Cash Waiting for quantities of motor cycle
parts and accessories.-Marble Arch Motor Ex-

I, change, 135, Edgware Rd., W.-2. 'Phone: Padd. 789.

WANTED, countershaft Triumph engine or crank
case and flywheels, also bottom bracket stays

jfor gear box.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton,

I'W/'^^^I'S, handle-bars, silencers, chain cases, forks,
'' Mudguards, stands, for 1917 8h.p. W.D. Match-

less; also sidecar chassis.—Peters, 11, Osborne Ed
Birkenhead. [6322

Motor cycle spares bankrupt stocks
., engines, gear boxes, any quantity.—

Banister and Botten, 341. Upper St., London, N.l.
2480 North. [6723
TTTANTED to purchase outright for cash, bankrupt
»

» stocks. "W.D. spares, miscellaneous sparee. Send
nil particulars.—McNeille and Piatt. 67. Gt. George St
Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Eoyah [2489
pNOINES, 4-cyl., 2-cyl., and 1-cyl., air or water-
--i cooled; also gear boxes, spring forks, hub gears,
cycle cars, and parts; state price.—19. Wilcox Rd.,
booth Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [3094

BANCROFTIAN COS.

GREAT SALE
FINAL REDUCTIONS. FINAL REDUCTIONS

HiLEARANCE LINES.

EXCHANGE.
3ih.p. P, and M.,

2 beam, or A.J.S.
Hants.

1919, for 2'j4h.p. Diamond, Sun-
-I'eople, Chattis Hill, Stockbridge,

[6263

3ih.p., 2-specd, chain drive, for piano, or with
^ for twin: sell £32.-37. I.eamineton Rd. Vi

. , -— *. , - casii
for twin; sell £32.-37. Leamington Ed. Villas,

W.ll. [6642
fTiRy Homac's lor Exchanges. Write lor detailed

list.—243, Lower Clapton Rd., E.5. DalstoD
2408.

Tyres.

£1,000 Waiting
purchased.

[X1569

discs, for
[X1667

EXCHANGE.
1 Qie Maxwell 4-seater for Ford and cash.-l, Belline--Lif ham Terrace. Catford. [6702
IVJOETON 1920 Big Four for SVoh.p. 16H, or sell
•^' Lnmls 37, Ardcn St., Edinburgh.

yERUS 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps,
» heavier,-591, Foleshill Ed., Coventry.

iCjlNGEE 4-Eeater; exchange for motor cycle and cash
'-' —26, Arron Ed., Bow. London, E.3. [6435
jyrOTOU Van, irnic, £65; exchange combination.--L'A Alhsoj), 50, Church Ed., Acton. Any trial. [6677
1 O21 Levis, good condition, and cosh for combination

l-^'-' or good solo; sell £48-6, York Grove, Peckham!

.J_-CYL. 2-speea Cycle Car, nearly complete, for good.^ ^combination.-S., 5, Esplanade. South Farnborongh.

"EXCHANGE 8h.p. Humberette for good solo or Muf-•J-' bination.-Amour, 73, Cumberland St., Darlington.

TyriNEEVA Engine, 3'/2h.p., for pulley gear, or ivith
.1.TA cash lor gear boi.-134, War Lane, Harbornc,

Ift'^^'^A- Combination, perfect, cash, for Villiers

, y Warsoman wanted.-43, Bushey Grove Ed Wat-
loid. '[6177
TyrOEGAN-J.A.P., 1915, fully equipped, smart"'- aijpearance, for lower power solo or combina-

cash adjustment.-143. Eavensbury Rd. Earls-
''•^^-

[6803

-tioo,

field.

In consequence of our Head Depot, 64, Bishopsgate, coming
down, and not having sufficient room at 78, Bishopsgate,

we have decided to clear our stock, the value of which is

about £20,000, regardless of cost. No reasonable offers will

he refused for large parcels, as we must clear as much as

possible of our stock within a short time. Everything for the

motor cyclist in stock. We are advertisers in " The Motor
Cycle" since its first publication. Our Sale is Absolutely
Genuine.

Drastic Reduciions. All Tyres advertised by
us are simply last year's stock. Although

they are sold as clearance, they are as good as when they
left the factories. We have no W.D. tyres. The prices

are actually below cost. Limited quantity only. Must
clear; buynowwhiletheylast. Wood-Milne, Extra Heavy
4-plv, 26X2i, 26 ;r; 26X2?, 27/6; 26X21 to fit 2J
29/6; 28^3, 32/6; 700x80, 37/6; 650x63, 35/-
'26 X 2^ Combination, 45/-. All clean and wrapped in or-

iginal packing. Pedley, 26x2i3-ribbed, 27/6. Hutchinson,

26x20- to fit 2} Tourist Trophy, 35/-; Extra Heavy
3-ribbed, "00X75, for Indian, or 700x65 or 750x65 for

American machines, 42 /-, original price 85 /- ; 650 x 65

Steel-studded Car Type, 70 /-, original price £6 6s. Fire-

stone, 20 X 2, for Auto-wheel, 21 /-, original price 45 /-

;

Tube, 6/6. Palmer, 26 x 2, Light, 22/6 ; 650x65, Cord,

42/-; 26x25, Cord. 42/-. Oylers, 650 x 65, Ribbed Square
Tread Heavy, in original packing, 27/6. Heavy Michelin,

700x85, 55/-. Clincher de Luxe very heavy, 650x65,
37/5, original price So/-; 28x2}, 35/-; 28x2, 32/6;
26x2 Junior de Luxe, 25/-; 26xi|, 17/6. Hutchinson
Wired Covers, 2 only in stock, 26x2 J, 30/- each.

Tubes. ^Xi^Jt
''"'' '"'' ''''^' '"''

Clincher, clearance line, but unused—not W.D.

;

Jin., 7ft. 6in. 10/11, 8ft. 11/9; Jin., 7ft. 6in.

12/9, 8ft. 6in. 14/9; rin., 7ft. 6in., 16/6, Sft. 17/6 ; ijin.,

/ft. 18/6, Sft. 21/-, Sft. 6in. 22/-. Bates, short lengths:

Jin., 5ft. 5/-, 5ft. Sin. 5/6; im., 4ft. 6in.5/6, 5ft. 6/3,
5ft. 6in. 7/6; lin., 4ft. 6in. 6/9, 5ft. 7/3, 5ft. 6in. 8/3.

Leather Belts, ,5in., at 2/6 per ft. Belt Fasteners, 9d. and
1 /-. Postage, I /- extra.

CnaaflnmA'fAI'e Clearance,slightlysoiled. Smith's
opeeUOineiera. „.ith trip, SA ISs.; Watford, with
trip, £5 10s. ; Stewart, with trip (£6 6s. model), £4 17s. 6d,

Cowey, with trip^ £5 12s. 6d., usual £6 15s.

P^M Q'iflQ Clearance, but new, unused, with back

soiled. 37/6.

Chains clearance. Renolds, Jx^,_ 7/6;

Belts.

per ft.

6/3; &xi 5/10; JxJ, 5/2; ^xA, 4/7

Less than pre-war prices.Waterproof Suits. Great clearance Consist

irTs of double-breasted coats with belts, storm cuffs, and
collars, and seatless trousers with gussets, patent fasteners,

f.nd leather-bound seats. Finest quality extra heavy
double-texturewaterproof material. Darkfawn. New and
fresh, only been made recently—not half-perished W.D.
Our fin::-l reduced price, £2 2s. ;

postage i /6 extra. Could
not be bought elsewhere under £4 los. The §p-eatest bargain

ever offered. Order immediately to save disappointment.

AU stock sizes.

f^'lim'flAl' Mittens, with thumb and finger, high-
VlCtUllllvl class leather, heavily lined wool, 7/6

ilt IS. line) ; postage gd. extra. Leather Gloves, wool-

Imed, 4/11 per pair.

Large Clearance Stock of Windscreens. All leading makes
at right price. Bluemel's, £3 lOs. Magnetos, £2 17s. 6d.,

as new. Sidecar Bodies, £6 17s. 6d., original price £12 ras.

Carburetters—Amac and B. & B.—a few shop-soiled to

be cleared below cost.

Soldering Apparatus. ^^:rXt^^
Blow-lamp. The most marvellous invention, solid

brass, loin. long, not a toy but a useful tool. No
motorist should be without one. You can do your
own soldering without any trouble, nipples to wire, and
other small repairs to motor cycles. You will save time
and expense. Only a limited quantity. Order now to

save disappointment, as they can never be repeated

again. 4/8, post free. Orij:rinal price, 10 /6.

Brakes.
Lightweight, 15/-. Genuine Douglas
LiJ,'htweights, 21 /-.

lUln+nf f^utf^lAC I only Alien and i Sporting Model
IVIOXUr UyUDCd. padco, also one 2-speed Ditto.

Brand new, unused ; must be cleared. No reasonable offers

ill be refused.
Keep this advertisement for reference.

BANCROFTIAN CO.,
64 & 78, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON.

Grams :
" Chaikel, London." 'Phone : London Wall 9897.

All letters relatina to advertisements stiould quote ttie number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

2p.p.

[6815

QIMPLES rnit. 1921, brand new, but shop-soiled;

J^' £16/10, or exchange motor cycle.—Spencer, Trow-
oridge. [X1555

Douglas, 2-speed, uncrated 1919, and cash
for heavier machine or Morgan.—63, Solon Rd.,

Brixton. [6599

QMAET Humberette, 2-seater, equipped, tax; sell,
*^ exchange solo, combination.—19, Streatley Rd.,
Kilbuin. [6484

3^h.p. Douglas, Talue £45, for heavier machine or
4 combination.—Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chis-

wick, W.4. [6820

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination and caah for Sh.p.
combination of popular make.—76, Bovill Ed.,

Forest Hill. [6665

SPECIAL Sporting 2-5eater L.M. Car, for 1921 Sport*
Sunbeam or 1922 H Norton.—37. Eldon Ed.,

Blackburn. [X1581

B.S.A. 4i4h.p., 3-speed C.S., clutch and kick, for 2-
stroke and cash.—Watts, 14, Woodfield St., Black-

[6274
stroke and cash.

wood, Mon.

EXCHANGE 1920 L.J.
and cash, or s^l £150 -

E.3. Tel.: E.3155.

light car for combination
-C.S., 14. Swaton Ed.. Bow,

[6953

SCTN-VITESSE, good running order, for motor cycle,
less power unit, suit 4h.p., and cash; sell.—Collett,

Waterstock, Oxon. [6460

WANTED, late combination, in exchange 1920
Bleriot-Whippett 2-seater, or eell.—31, The Drive,

Eoundhay, Leeds. [6586

HARLET Combination, late model; exchange lower
power and cash, or level for Morgan,—Snow, Laurel

St., Dalston, E.8. [694S

CLYNO Combination, 2-speed, kick start, chain
drive: £68; take older lot part.—57, Kenbury St.,

Camberwell, Loudon. [6748

BEOUGH 1919 T.T. 3-speed Sturmey countershaft,
all acceseories, perfect, for good Harley solo.—89.

East Hill, Wandsworth. [6614

PILLION Seat, new, cost 70/-; exchange binoculars,
barometer, anything useful.-Denbigh, Osborne

Gardens, Monkseaton. [51672

LIST 50 Car Bargains Free.—Combinations, motor
cycles, etc., part exchange.-Douglas S. Cos, West

Norwood. See Cars. [3842

ALLDATS 12h.p. 4-seater, _new condition, un-
scratched, for 2-seater or water-cooled Morgan.—

63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [5932

A. B.C. Engine (new), gear bos, clutch, mag., car-
buretter; exchange anything Douglas.—Dyer, North

St., Bedminster, Bristol. [6520

SCOTT Combination, lamps, hood, screen, speedo-
meter, for lightweight and cash, sell £70.-78,

Florence Rd.. Southall. [6674

RUDGE Multi Combination and cash, for Harley,
Enfield. A.J.S., Morgan.—Mosedale, 30. Canter-

t^-ury Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. ['6451

MOTOR Cycle and Cash for Bebe Peugeot De Luxe
2-seater. 4-cvl., 8h.T)., makers' overhaul.—Box2-seater, 4-cyl., Sh.p,

7,178, c/o The Motor Cycle
overhaul.—Box

[6872

EXCHANGE 3V2h.p. Sunbeam combination, new con-
dition, for 1921 A.J.S., cash adjustment.—Wood-

ward, Tower Ed., Heswall,' Cheshire. [6275

1 Q19 Harley Combination, in excellent condition, for
i«7 Triumph 1920 combination, or similar, or Morgan,
or sell £95.-60, Dyne Ed., Brondesbury. [6169

NEW 1920 4h.p. Douglas Combination, guaranted
perfect, for late Morgan or higher power.—16.

Queen's Parade, St. Augustine's, Bristol. [6676

3ih.p. Rudge-Multi, 1916. clutch, kick etarter, new
2 condition, and cash for Sunbeam, Norton,

A.B.C., Morgan.-63, Solon Ed., Briston. [6600

NORTON Sporting Combination, hub gears, clutch,

perfect going order] £48; exchange good light-

weight, Douglas preferred.— 12, Timperley St., Widnes.
[6269

3EXCHANGE 5-6h.p. 2-speed combination, complete,
-J good condition, for light car or 3-wheeIer, must

be wheel Eteering.—Bos 117, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[XI 681

EXCHANGE Velocette, 1921, all accessories, insured

£80, for late Triumph or any good make, cash

adiustment.—Lincoln Stores, Lincoln Ed.. Ponders End.
[6458

1 <ai9 Special Indian, very low, T.T., 7-9h.p., Mag-
J-V dyno, new tyres, do 75, beautiful machine, abso-

lutely perfect, for late American X.—89, East Hill,

Wandsworth. [6615

.p. Darracq Touring Car, detachable wheels,

dynamo lighting, one-man hood, low senii-sportmg

4-seater body, in fine condition, for 2-seater, cash ad-

justment either way.—Foster, 170, Cardigan Rd., i^eds^

A29
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EXCHANGE.
B.S.A. Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, chain, lamps,

etc., or Abingdon King Dick 6-7h.p. twin com-
bination, for 2-seater or Ford.—Box 7,173, c/o Ift«

Motor CycU. [6852

EXCHANGE 1919 Powerplus Combination, tip-top
condition, for small car, lightweight motor cycle,

cash either way.—A.E.. Silverdale, Goodwin's Rd.,

King's Lynn [6690

INDIAN Scout, 1920, and Swan sporting sidecar, small

mileage, for late Triimiph combination or similar,

or solo machine and caeh.—Cheetham. Draper, Water
Lane, Preston. [6365

EXCHANGE lOh.p. Enfleld Alldays, 1918, 2-seoter

with dickey, for combination and cash.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed.. W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [665R

C'tALTHOEPE 2-seater and dickey, 1916, repainted
'' and overhauled, electric lights; exchange for new

combination and cash, or sell £195; tax paid.—Fox,
St. Helens, I.O.'W. [6310

WANTED, Lea-Francis, Sunbeam, 'or cycle car; ex-

change 1920 Eudge Multi, I.O.M., fully equipped,
equal new, cash adjustment.—Batchelor, 15, Princes
At., Finchlcy, N.3. [6272

EXCHANGE Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, mileage
2,000. dickey seat, Tan-Sad, Easting, eyerything

as new, for lightweight and cash.—Collard, 12, Station
Parade, Muswcll Hill. [6338

F.O.C.H. are noted lor fair exchanges.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead

Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,

including Saturdays. [6767

1 Qia Harley-Dayidson combination, like new, electric
-i-v light, speedometer, etc.; exchange lower power
solo or combination, cash either way.—Evers, Newton
Ed., Burton-on-Trent. [6543

HAIilFAX.—New Airedale, Calthorpe, Lagonda. Gov-
entry Premier, and Standard light cars, Nortou,

B.S.A., Sunbeam, and Douglas motor cycles; quick de-
liveries; liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Horton St., Halifax. [X1658

EXCHANGE 1921 A..V. 2^eater, hood, screen, dynamo
lighting, clock, speedometer, with good motor

cycle combination, cash adjirstment.-W.. 20, Waklemar
Avenue Mansions, Fulham. [6306

"I Q 21 (Aug.) SVih.p. T.T. Eudge Multi, licensed, spares,
S-iJ accessories, guaranteed perfect, mileage under
500; exchange Scott, not earlier than 1919, or sell

£76.—Box 7,156, c/o The Molor Cycle. [6397

EXCHAJSrGB Brand New Eover 8h.p., latest model,
for combination and cash; sell at new nrice, £220

plus can'iage.—Newnham Motor Co.,223. H.immersmith
Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. (6667

-I Q20% Francis-Barnett, 2iih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed S.A.,
Xi/ kick, hand and foot clutch, speedometer, lamps,
accessories, fast, and cash for 1920 S'Ah.p. twin.—Write
Challis, 11, Alltarthing Lane, Wandsworth. [6622

EXCHANGE 1919 llh.p. I,agonda Coupe, dynfimo
lighting, spare wheel, etc., for combination or

Morgan and caeh.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223 Hammer
smith EjJ., W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith 80. [6659

8h.p. Williamson Combination, water-cooled, excellent
condition, will deliyer by road within 50 miles of

Manchester ; exchange for 8-9h.p. car, age immaterial
if in good order; will sell £95.-64, Moorland Ed., Stock-
port. [XI 669

1Q21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, "dickers engine,
-Iv hood, screen, side curtains, Tan-Sad, F.E.S. lamps,
bom, mirror, in first-class condition, any trial, for Ford
tonner or car; sell £130.-188, High St.. AVinsford,
Cheshire. [XI 624

EXCHANQE Eedford-Buick, 12-14h.p., 2-seatcr and
dickey, 3-speed reverse, gate. Zenith, detachable

rims, hood, screen, £60 worth repairs just complete, for
recent 6-8h.p. combination; appointment.—27, Cathles
Ed., Balham. [6321

EXCELLENT 3in. Screw-cutting Back Geared Bench
Lathe (new), cost £20, gap, Cushman chuck, etc

,

and good half-plate stand D.E. camera, (or 2-stroke
that needs overhauling.—J. Chambers, 1, Sussex St..
Eegent Ed., Salford. [X1409
EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Motor cycles taken in

part exchange for small and large 2 and 4-aeaters •

bargain prices. — Seabrldge. Hansler Ed., E.ast
Dulwich. Hours 10-5.30, or appointment (not Sun-
days). Sydenham 2452. [4804
TfXCHANGE handcart (hew) £20 (suit joiner, builder
J-' or other), portable forge (as new) £6, joiner's
bench with vice 25/-, for motor cycle or WD dis-
mantled Douglas or similar; forge for gear box.—Box
7,162, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6404
•pxCHANGE 1914 Austin 2-3-seater with dickey
-V* dynamo lighting, detachable wheels, speedometer verymce condition, for combination or Morgan and Msh-would accept late model hght car. cash either way

-

^^Zt'^'-nZl°L^.i 'J'-
Hammersmith Ed., T.V'Phoue: Hammersmith 80, [6656

Specialized

ror

Better - Paid
Business Posts
can be acquired in your leisure

hours. By means of Wolsey Hall

Postal Courses in ^Accountancy.

Book-keeping, Costing, Secretarial

Work, Transport, Foreign Trade,

Company Law, etc., you can, in

a few short months, quaUfy for

rapid promotion or a bigger job.

C Wolsey Hall also provides Postal

Courses for the leading Account-
ancy and Secretarial Examinations
Our unique reputation for success-

ful preparation for the London
University Degree in Commerce is a

sure guarantee as to the efficiency of

all our Higher Commercial Courses

C You have everything to gain, and
nothing to lose, by sending for our

Free Guide
and Specimen Lesson. Write to-day to the

Director ofCommerce, Dept. AL 9,

EXCHANGE.
A .0. 2 to S-eeater, new Aug , 1920, low mileage,

.*^*- latest type, ll.ah.p. Anzaui engine, condition
as new; £335, or combination and cash.-Eichmond
Park Garage, 1,10. Upper Eichmond Ed., East Shceo,
S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622. - [6644

rf^HATEE-LEA No. 7 Combination, new April, beauti-

n eidecar. Easting screen, Lucas dynamo lighting,
Cowey horn, speedometer, new roller bearings just fltted;
£165; exchange for 1920-1 EH. Ford 2-seat6r.—Ap-
pointment, 21, King's So., E.C.I. (6430

XTOTCHKIfS Brougham, le«Oh.p., mecTianically
-"*- sound, is ready for the road- would make gooii
taxi; m.ay be seen and tried any time; £120, or would
excliange for combination or motor cycle or Morgan,
—Irwin Hanson, Lower PCall. Live-sidse, Yorks. [6500

MACHINES taken in part payment for any of the
following: 1920 Henderson combination. £127(10;

1919 Harley combination. £105; 1919 Indinn. £79:
1917 Indian, £65.—Smith's, 86 Chalk Farm Ed. (opBO-
site Chalk Farm Tube Station), Loudon. 'Phone:
Hampstead 2767. [6454 ,i

EXCHANGE Specialists.—We are willing to accept

you^- present machine at to-day's market vglae

in part exchange for new cars or motor cycles. Cash
paid to within deposit. Delivery given as required.

Any make of car or motor cycle supplied promptly.
Agents for Eover 8h.p. and similar cars. Why act

deal with us and ensure satisfaction. Established nearly

30 years.—Newnham Motor Co., Exchange Specialistn,

223. Hammersmith Ed., W.6 'Phone; Hammersmith
80. [6655

STURMEY

ARCHER

GEAR

SERVICE

We are rcccmmended by iwessrs. Sturnisy-Arc'ie.- Sears,
Ltd., tor Repairs and Spares. Full range oi 2 and 3-speed
parts, and complete gears IN STOCK. No Waiting

CROMWELL EIMG. CO.
327, PUTNEY BRIDGE RD., S.W.15
Telegrams and 'Phone : Putney 1601.
SEND REPAIRS PUTNEY STATION. (L. & S.W.^RIy.

Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong: Gears-
Emmediafe Repairs. All parts tor all types m stock.

Qnotations desratched same day as gear is received.

STURMEY - ARCHER COUNTERSHAFT GEARS, tuU
range of 2 and 3-speed parts in stock. Any type of gear re
placement made to paitem for motor cycles and cara. In-
Btrnctlon sheets and price lists by retam of post ; send stamps,
(We do not repair pnsh cycle gear3.) Use our Gear Oil . speoially
prepared for Hub and Countershaft Gears in quart tins, 3/-,

per tin. post free 3/6. Sturmey Countershaft Gear Rosea in

stock, wholesale and retail—2-sp66d fill, 8-speed fil7.

CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD, S.Yl.lS.

Telegrams and Telephone—Potney 1601.

Send Repairs to Putney Station (L. <t S.W.R.)

REPAIRERS.

ANY

S n^^^r^n^°T^'?^?'*'^' V^^P- Premier, just com-y P'etely overhauled, replated, enamell^. S-gneedclutch, wind ecreeu, speedometer, lamps, luxurious cb'eideMr, disc wheel, spares galore, fast, powerful and
SS®^5^^^ "' «^cl^*''"ge Sunbeam or Blackbuine ormmjlar solo or combination.-Timber Hill CottaceCaterham Valley. 'Phone: l&a. £6276

A30 AIJ letters relating to advertlsementa should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

ARM311R0NG or Sturmey-Archer Gear? Repaired'
promptly and eflBcientty —County Engineering

Co., Hnunslcw. f0517

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylindei

griding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has nc

equal. Price, complete with piston, from £2.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipmenl
that will grind rour cylinder at our worbe.-

Foster, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0002::

WHITTALL.—Pistons complete from Btock for al..

leading makes.

WHITTALL.—Pistons with rings and gudgeons
Triumphs all dates, Premier, J.A.P., Bradbury

Douglas, B.S.A. , Sunbeam; 14/-. to 24/-, on apprOTal;
I pattern and weight exact.

WHITTALL for Welding. — Aluminium experts
prompt" delivery ; repairs guaranteed.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders prom.ptly reground ant

new complete pistons fitted, 48/6, standnn
makes : perfection guaranteed ; rebushing. . Piston
to pattern or sketch.—Whittall Machinists' Co.

Whittall St., Birmingham. [001' '

EARS Cut.—Raymond, 37, Lisle St., Leicester Sq.
London. Tel, r Gerrard 4637. [X052*

ARilSTRONG ana sturmey-Archer Gear Specialista

practically every part in stock.—Below.

EAR Repaired and returned within the week
enquiries answered return- of post.—Below.

MEDIUM Sun Pinions, \0f- ; small planets, 2/6
pawl cages, 7/6; cones. 4/-; clutch caps. 7/6

clutcli nuts, 3/-.-Below.

MAIN DrJTers, £2/2 ; axles, 35/-; best materifi

used; price liat on application.—A. F. Lewie
Charlestown, Weymouth.

LONDON Agent for the above Armstronff gear parta

White, 437, West Green Rd., Harringay, Lou
don, N.15. [3261

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs.—Agents, Brigh
and Hayles, 78, Church St.. Camber-well. [494;

ENGINES Oyerhauled by Experts, rebushed, ring
fitted, singles 35/-. twins 45/-.—Below.

FRAME and Chassis Repairs, alterations, machin
work, turning, etc.; estimates free.—Henry V

G

G

Smith, Osmondthorpe Lane, Leeds. [690:

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears repair&
while you wait.—Tavistock Engineering (belowj.

ARMSTRONG Gears, all parts from stock; spindlef

£1/10, £1/15; cones, 4/-; large suns, 6/6; smal

suns 4/6, etc.—Tavistock Engineering (below).

ARMSTRONG Planet Pinions, 2/6; clutch cap.'

7/6; clutch nuts, 3/6; return of post.—Tavistoc
(below).

STURMEY - ARCHER Countershaft Gears Ovei

hauled, 10/-; .parts at makers' prices.—Tavietoc

(below).

GEARS.—Any gears made to pattern or drawing!
Send all gear repairs to Tavistock Engineerin

Co , 254a, Portobello Rd., North Kensington, Londoi

'Phone: Park 643. [686

STOVE Enamelling, frames repaired; prompt deepatcl
' —Ashgate Engineering Co., Edgedale Rd, Sh«i

field. t448

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears repaired or pari

supplied promptly.—Cherry Land Garage, Lymn
Cheshire. [491
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REPAIRS and General Overhauls a ^t-^Liu-.L..,

,

mates free.—Bright and llayles, 78, Church

REPAIRERS.
pecialitv; esti-
- — h St.,

mberwell.
"

t4942

»El'AIES.-Coniplete overhnuU on4 lepairs under-

I token to any moke of motor cycle. J.A.P. eugiDes

speciality-—Below. /

ENAMELLING of nil descriptions undertaken at com
petitive prices; finish guaranteed.—Below.

j"NO^rVERSIONS.—Your hub gear machines brought

UP to diile by converting to 2 or 3-speed couutei-

lOft gear; est imntes^^ given with pleasure. Trade en-

liries solicited.—Gordon I. Francis, 3. Lower Ford

t., Coveutry. [0723

ITTELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes by
VV espeits; immediate attention; reusoaable prices.—

i-Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts oi 11 years' experience.-Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;
'.ew pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
kt.. Birmingham. (4763

'"CYLINDERS Reground. complete with new pistons;
'U £2/12/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.,

'.amberwell. London. [4941

FOR Expert Engine Overbauls, cylinder grinding.
new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Forth
Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1333

;IX7"ELDING. broken cylinders, connecting
VV cns&i. and water-jackets also brazing.

rods, crank
by experi-

Qced workmen .-Below.

'CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted with ring>
^ and gudgeons, from 22/6.—Below.

ENGINES Overhauled ia 5-6 days. Speciality:
Triumph aud Premier. Spare parts supplied {see

'arts mid Ac<'es50vies also}.—W, R. S. Fiddiaa, Mnsh
.ane House, Bush Lane, E.C.4. [6957

FRAME, chassis, and > tank reeairs, enamelling and
paiutiiig by experts; prompt deliveries.-Langham

- - [6097lo., Fitzroy St., Leicester,

RNGINES Rebu^lied, overhauled, rings fitted

pression guaranteed
eturned 3 days.—Below.

singles 30/-,

com
twins ^0/-;

[/"ALVE Seats Rebuilt from 10/-; valves, valve guides,
V caps, piston rings, cylinders rebored, new pistons,
my mak.e to pattern.—Turner Bros..
Vorlis. Summerseat, Manchester.

Forest Motor
[6714

["CYLINDERS rebored and ground, new pistons fitted;
[-' price on application.—AV. G. Hansell, Mill Close.
;.;ikeulKini, Norwich. Tel. :1287. [6230

J.A.P. and Blackbnrne Engine Experts; reasonable
and reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Eidgware fid.,

|fendon. 'Phone: Kingsbury 134. [4209

1"CYLINDERS rebored, new pistons complete, from
'-^ 45/-; Triumph nnd Douglas repair specialists; ail
'arts in stock (see Miscellaneou.s}.—Below.

!^ARp'S, 51^_TTpper Richmond Rd., Putney. 'Phone
Putney 2754. [6141

'yELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., made
M» like new: work guaninteetl; Quick return.-Tonee
' "elding Co., Morton St., Middleton. Manchester. [6302

;^RAMES.—Repairs and alterations; special frames
and tanks built, any design : enamelling and

ating.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd.,
inniDtrhara. [4439
;^;"EEDOMETER Experts.—Repairs to all make?.
; ' Stewart repairs a speciaUty. New and second-hand
ts in stock.—London Speedometer Co.. Kramer Mewj?,
;
arl's Court. [2306

PISTONS, new, complete, standard or oversize,
Minerva, J.A.P., Triumph, Singer, etc., 19/r;

"*ih.p. Douglas, etc., 10/-; also aluminium pistons
(pplied.—Below.

"CYLINDERS Ground, new pistons with Brico ring?.
' -^ No idle boast. 17 years' grinding experience.
-'ork guaranteed and cheapest in the trade. Support
lie firm who brought the prices down.^Write for
npy testimonials and prices.—Kendall and Co., En-^i-

,

eers, Stoney Stanton Rd., Coventry. [X1248
pISTONS for Every Type of Motor Cycle, ancient
L and modern in stock, prices complete with rings
nd gudgeon pins, from 19/- each; all full girrtranteed
y us.-C.M.D. (below).

1,'^YLINDERS Reground on the same machinery as
!-^ used by the leading motor cycle manufactureic;.
h.p. Triumph, J.A.P, Rover, Singer, Premier, B.S.A.,
tc., cylinders reground and fitted with new piston,
smplete with rings and gudgeon pin, 40/-- Z^/^b.v-
l.A.P, Singer. Humher, etc., 36/-; returned in 48
;

ours.-C.M.D. (below).

:>^h.p. Douglas two cylinders reground and fitted^* with two new pistons complete. 59/-; other
wins, Indian. J.A.P.. etc.. 60/- to 78/-; compression
na satisfaction guaranteed.—C.M.D, Engineering Co
-eamington Spa. 'Phone: 768. [7116
5T7"ELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank cases
»

» cracked water jackets, valve seating^, weldednd machined complete; Gcored bores filled in and
,:round to existing pistons.-Below.
:nYLlNDER3 Reground, new pistons fitted complete
.

in cost iron or alumiaium.-West London Weld-
,ng C/O., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chiswick
r®- [0415

A FEW DOORS fROM KINGSWAY
'Phone: 4676 Holbo:"n

L-EPOr FOR
tiARIEL

RELIABILITY
Tho Motor Cycle that
holds the Record ior

We carry a targe stock of

ARIEL SPARES
and can give IMMEDIATE DEUVERY

MAKE A NOTE OF OUB ADDRESS

PARAGON Patent

CALL & SEE JT DEMONSTRATED

GRADUAL PAYMENTS
arranged to suit customers'convenience

Vi/INCYCLE COMPANY, LTD..
238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I

Armstrong and

Sturmey-Arclier
— GEARS —

REPAIRED IMMEDfATELY
VVd make a speciality 01 prompt
and efficient REPAIRS, and
GUARANTEE that when a Gear
leaves our works it is in perfect
order, so, if in trouble with your
Gear, it is to your own interest

10 send it direct to us. This is

the most satisfactory method and
quickest, lor we submit quota-
tion same day, and repair
Immediately on receipt of in-

ctructions. It quotation no
accepted, no charge.

REMEMBER,
We undertake to repair your gear
while you or your messenger waits,

WHEN SENDING REPA1R3:
', H is advisable to send complete wheel '

1

Hounslow, L. & S. W. Rly.
r. A letter advising as to date despatch, station
fent from, and mark and number of hub should
be posted, and, MOSTIMPORTANT, two labels

tearing sender's name and address on reversa
cl both should be tied to the wheel.

Ftation for Callors—Heaton-Honnslow, District Rly.

COUNTY Engineering go.
64. STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,

LONDON, W. s

Wires: Threespeed, Hounslow." Phone: Hounslow, 322

REPAIRERS.
CYLINDER Grindinf,', new pifitoucs, etc.; accurate

find highly lliiiphed work; pioiapt delivery; prioe
list on applicotion.—W. nnd F. Wills. Ltd., Engineers,
Bridgwater. [0728

ENAMELLING. Plating. — Tanks enamelled ns
before; handle-bars, etc., plated, — Send to

Murray's Plating Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers
and enamellers to the trade. [0024

V.3.
Motor Cycle Agency.—Supplying spare parts and
overhauling V.S. 2-speed gears, which are also

fitted to Matchless rrrachines, etc.— Geiger, 24, Mans-
field Ed., Gospel Oak, Loudon, N.W.3. [4949

CYI.INDERS Reground and fitted with new pistons,

complete with gudgeon pin and rings; Tiiumpli,

J.A.P., Eover, Singer, Premier, B.S.A.. etc., 40/-;

accuracy and satisfaction guaranteed.-Below.

WB specialise in repairs, and guarantee same; com-

plete overhauls;" machining; any part made to

pattern or drawing; no waiting.—Harvey's, 47, South

Lambeth Ed., S.W.8 (near Vauxhall Station). [6568

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling and
renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeain experts at

the makers' own depot, 5, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds.

Competent and satisfactory service assured. [SSbJ

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, overhauling and

renovation of Sunbeims by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot, 16, London Ed. Leicester^

Competent and satisfactory service assured. 15964

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, overhauling ajid

renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the rnskers' own depot, 20, Peter St., Manchester

Competent and satisfactory service assured. [5965

SUNBEAM Motor Cyoles.-Eepairs, overhauling and

renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot. 63, Renshaw St. Liverpool.

Competent and satisfactory service assured. [5966

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, oyerhauling and

renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam e^pert=J;'
the makers' own depot, 37, ffeorge St., Edinbuigh.

Competent and satisfactory service assured. [bab/

WHY Wait tor Repairs^ — Engines overhauled,

cylinders reground, new pistons fitted i"" «e»'

days, and spare rings by return; accuracy En""nteed

-Bowser, 30, Summer Row Parade, Birmiugham. [8341

QUNBEAIM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, ov"'"'""'ifl,^°'J
!!> renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbearn experts at

the makers' own depot 8. H°l<l,<=°hur5tRd. Bourne

mouth. Competent and satisfactory service ^issured.^^

SEND Tour Work to the firm who msite **«
„f'

=1';'';

borne motor cycle. Tanks any make, S™"*!,
?f„^

all details, also repairs to al P"'?*'': ''P"'?? "°J?'if„"X
right. Try us.-Osborn Engineering Co., Qosport, Jiagr^

WE Specialise in Overhauls; any make engine re-

buSd, overhauled, 30/-; **>», .^''';'„j;!?i"'=|-

ments cheap; satisfaction guaranteed; "f^rafd
f

days.-A. E. and F. Brittain, Bentley Lane, Wal^saU^

HART.ET-DAVIDSON.—Overhauls and repairs by

expert late foreman Harley-Davidson, Lt<L

Tenns moderate; satisfaction guaranteed --Ajax

Motors, 154, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Lontlf^g^o

HARLET-DAVIDSON Repairs and Overhauls -We
are now able to put work in hand w ithout de

lav skilled staff under careful supervisiou.-Hailes-

navidson Motor Co., -Ltd., 74, Newman St., loM™^

WELDING.-AU kinds of new and repair work under-

taken; keen Quotation for repetition work^ Alu-

minium repairs and adaptions a sneciality.-Paragou

Welding Works, la. Canal Terrace, York Ed., Kings

Cross. t^^^^

WE can bring your machine »p,t''-'l=>*» .=°'l,,™„"h';

it into a countershaft model by fitting a new

back, with Sturmey-Archer gear box ;auy machine rx.n-

verted.-A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Ed. Bir-

mingham, loooo

CYLINDERS Reground. accurate finish, compression

guaranteed : Triumph, Rover, „P!'emier etc

37/-; all 2%h.p. single, 33/-; twins. 2%h.p. Douglas.

55/-; J.A.P., Indian, James, 60/-; complete with

pistons and rings.

PISTONS.—Every pattern, standard or oversize, in

stock; low price.

PISTON Rings, high grade; none better; thousands

of testimonials; oversize or step cut 2/-, standard

1/5 each; return post.—Patent Rings, 30, Wlgan Rd.,

Atherton [5191

HUB Gear Machines Converted to Countershaft, or

complete conversion sets supplied to suit all

makes; recommended by the leading motor cycle

manufacturers.—Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Lane,

Coventry. 'Phone: 634. [2679

TXTELDING Welding. Welding.—Welding done byW expert; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes,

pietons, cranks, flanges, etc. ; aluminium a speciality.

No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.-H.
Heap, 105. Bissell St., Birmingham. [0023

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken flanges,

cracked water jacket*^, scoreii- bores, worn bearings

built up; aluminium gear boxes, crank cases, any
broken motor part welded and machined up and re-

turned in 7 davs ; 14 years' experience.- Lincoln Jeffries,

Jun.. Gun and Motor Maker, 120, SteeUiouse Lone
Birmingham. 'Phone: Central 729. [2813

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a^i
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BASTONE
No Better or Cheaper House.

' GREAT REDUCTIONS.
COVERS.

New Clearance and E.x-W.D. Stock.

Approval against remittance.

Best British Make
Hutchinson Rubber-studded
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Eiiglebert Passenger
Goodrich Safety Tread Extra

Heavy
Hutchinson Tourist Trophy
Goodyear Diamond Tread
Wood-I\lilne Extra Heavy
Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
.Clincher de Luxe Extra' Heavy .

.

Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Goodrich Safetv Tread Ex. Heavy
.Hutchinson Tourist Trophy
Michelin Fine Ribbed '.

. .

.

Hutchinson Tourist Trophy
Goodrich Safety Tread Ex. Heavy
Englebert Raised Rib. (wired edge)

650 X 65 /Goodrich Safety Tread Ex. Heavy
\Clincher Dreadnought (5-ribbed) .

28X3 1

to fit iBest BritishMake (Extra Heavy)

.

28X2i|
(Best British Make (Extra Heavy)
GoodrichSafetyTread (Ex. Heavy)
Wood-Milne Extra Heavy

26x3
I

to fit }-Goodrieh SafetyTread (Ex. Heavy
650x65)
700 x 80

f
Clincher de Luxe Extra Heavy .

.

to fit i Clincher Dreadnought 3-ribbed .

.

650 x 65 IWood-Milne Extra Heavy

26X1J
24X2
24X2i
26x2

26X2i

26X2J

26 X2!-
to fit

26X2i

26X2!

14/-
21/-
24/-
23/6

28/-
26/9
26/-
28/-
29/-
25/-
27/-
31/-
36/-
31/-
18/-
30/-
35/-
26/-
40/-
39/-

45-

45/-
48/-
29/-

48/-

47/-
47/-
35/-

TUBES.

26X2i and 26x2* Best Quality each 6/3

26X2jX2i Goodrich >, 7/6

26x3 Goodrich 7/6

28 X 3 Goodrich , 7/6

28 X 3- Goodyear (Butted) 7/6

BELTS.

Improved Buffalo Hide. Recommended for vari-

able pulleys and heavy work.

Jin. 2/-, iin.2/3, i Jin. 2/6 per foot.

SIDECARS AND BODIES.

Several to clear to make room for new season's

- stock. Slightly Stock-soiled.

Sidecars, complete, from £13 17s. 6d. Bodies

from £4.

Montgomery No. r Sidecar, stock-soiled, with
screen and luggage grid. List price, £36 los.

To clear, £2ti 108. Montgomery Sporting Model,

slightly soiled, to clear, £22 10s.

COMBINATION.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9 hp. Electric Model,
late 1920, only done r,4.oo miles, fitted with large

bulbous back Sidecar, beautifully upholstered,

fully equipped with horn, speedometer, lamps,

screen, Tan-Sad, etc., and licence paid ; absolute

bargain £140

ASSORTED BARGAINS.

Grado Multi Pulleys, with kick-starter, less control

handle, and bracket and clip, £4.

Set of 4 Wheels, 26 X 2i, with front and back axle,

for cycle car, backs fitted with belt rim. Per
set, £5.

Bowden Front Brakes, each 11 /-,

Bowdeu Magneto Control, each 11/-,
Stadium Sidecar Lamps, aluminium, small, 3/9;

large, 4/6.
Lodge and K.L.G. Plugs (re-conditioned), 1 /- each.

Hours of Business, 9 till 6. Saturdays, 9 till 1

228, Pentonvilie Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.

Telephone—2481 North.
Telegrams^** Bastones, London."

REPAIRERS.
SUNBEAM Motor Cyeles.—Repairs, overhauling, and

renovation of Sunbeams bv Sunbeam experts at
the makers' own depots, 57, Holborn Viaduct, London,
E.C.1, and 157 and 158, Sloane St., London, S.W.I.
Competent and satisfactory service assured. [5961

BEAOH Engineering Co., 12, Earl St., Coventry.—
Engines rebushed, cyhnders reground, aluminium

or O.I. pistons fitted from £2 ; connecting rods rebushed
i

valves 5/-, guides 3/6 : plEtous complete from 25/-,

rings 2/-: valve caps 4/6; other repairs quoted for. (0593

ROC 2-speed Wheels, Humber, Rex, V.S., Matchless,
and Campion-Jap, thoroughly overhauled; spares

stock; repairs recommended by manufacturers.
When forwarding, leave outer cover—protects rim

;

Rex V pulleys.—Connolly, Carmelite Ed., Coventry.
[X1716

N.S.U. Gears, N.S.U. Gears, N.S.tl. Gears.-Butter-
Tvorths' Garage can undertake the repair of these

gears at short notice. Good stock of replacements

always available. Send gear along to tis.—Butterworths'

Garage. 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streat-

ham 2813. [6839

CRITERION for Cylinder Grinding and New Pistons
complete, every cylinder ground and perfect

compresBioii guaranteed; complete engine overhauls,

practical efficiency guaranteed. — Criterion Motor
Works Criterion Mews, Fairbridge Rd., London,

N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1147. [5244

FRAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Out^lowns,

new forks, Dack stays, chain stays: fixed and hub

gear machines converted; tube bending and machinery

of every description: obsolete parts made to order;

urgent jobs returned in 12 hours.-The Enfield Engi-

neering Co., 31, Silver St., Enfleld. [5160

GODFREY'S, U-i., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,

W.l, specialists in motor cycle repairs ot all

descriptions. Completely equipped workshops at 14.

Miller St., Camden Town, N.W. ('Phone Museum 2434),

which aflord exceptional facilitiCB for overhauls and re-

pairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [oess

WHITE and Watson, Motor Cycle Repair Specialists.

Douglas riders now is your opportunity. 2%h.p.

Douglas cylinders reground and fitted with two new

pistons complete, and valves refaced, for *2^per parr.

Other cylinders at the following rates : Up to 85

mm 25/6, 70 mm. 29/-, 80 mm. 34/-, 85 mm. 37/-,

and over 39/6; 2-stroke3 extra; aluminium jpistons.

Enaine rebushed, rebalanced, and overhauled ;
gear

boxes overhauled, and replacements machined.—White

and Watson, 80, Belvedere Ed., S.E.I. [6437

WE Specialise in repairs to N.S.U. engines and

N S U.' engine-shaft gears ; our enormous stock

nf N" S U spare parts (having acquired the company s

entire stock-in-trade and patterns) enable us to supply

to suit practically all N.S.U. models including the

earlier types, fitted with Eisemann L.I?, "ag. also for

the 2h.p. N.S.U. engines fitted to 1913-14 O.K.

machines. In ordering, it is important to submit old

pirts as prttern; irade enauines invited -Eagles and

Co , Acton Hill Works, Spares Dept., 275, High St.^

Acton, London. Lusoo

FOE 13 Solid Years we have earned our daily bread

by properly repairing motors. We are the oldest

firm of motor repairers in the Midlands, and our ex-

perience is worth a lot to you. You run no experi-

mental risks here. Specially selected men and specially

selected machinery enable us to turn out work which

is a pleasure to our clients and us. Cylinders rebored

and ground to n glass finish.
.

Pistons, rings and

bushes made that really fit. Engines overhauled
;
bodges

rectified ; s.ntisfaction guaranteed. If we cannot please

vou, von are hopeless.-Tennant Engineering Co., 238,

Bristol St., Birmingham, Official Eepairers to the A.C.U.

and E.A.O. [0047

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE! In addition to advertisements under

this heading, advertisements of Spare Parts for

individual makes of motor cycles will be found at

the end of the advertisements of such makes in

the classified pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale."

OOK Here I

A N Opportunity

CLYNO 8h.p. Frame, complete, fitted with spring

seat-pillar, Brampton biflex forks, tank complete

with all fittings, including Best and Lloyd lubricator,

2 interchangeable wheels, back driving sprocket fitted

with internal expanding brake complete, 3-speed gear

box with hand control clutch, handle-bars, front and

rear mudguards, front and rear stands; £30.

REMEMBER the above are all brand new and per-

fect parts; these would he ideal lor the fitting ol

8h o J A.P. or similar engines; hundreds of other

parts in stock.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135,

Bdgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone : Jadd. 789. [6833

TNDIAN Front Forks.

Forward Plugs are widely

used by Motor Cycle and
Car Manufacturers, and are

famous for their superior

service and lasting qualities.

They deliver full power to -

the engine, and stand up to

years of hard service. Every
insulator is tested for di-

electric strength with a volt-

agefrom two or three times as
high as the severest demands
of actual use.

There is a special type of

plug for every type of

Motor— porcelain or mica
insulators.

Send for list.

FORWARD STAND
No. 242

OLYMPIA, Nov. 28*^ to Dec. 3">-

The Forward Fastener with

the unbreakable steel links

is the best in the. World,

but those riders who prefer

a hook type fastener should

specify KING HOOK—the

-fastener with the double

strength hooks and roller

bearings.

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, B'liai

Lj.«.i. .^^«ii« *.^.»^ ^ear boies, and engines, and
all parts for same.—Below,

TNDIAN Intake„ Domes, carburetters, magnetos
clutclies, kick starters.—Below.

TNDIAN Carriers, chains, and CTiards, springs.
lor 7-9h.p. ; all

, __^ , „jards,
— sprockets; in fact, everything lor 7-— .t-., --

parts absolutely new.—Dennis Accessories Storea, 89,

Brixton Rd., London, Specialists in Indian Repairs.

Phone : Brixton 3129. 11195

^unKKl
Reaa ihis EMtaOi

from

EM.BOXMORE:

"/ have taken out

several Utorns with-

mil the tyres being

de/laUd."

makes punciu
trouble impossil

i and it preserves riibl

Send tor Pamphlet ant Pi

PRICES:
No. 1 size, 4 /-; post free, (

, No. 2 size, 7 /- ;
post free,

«

i
HABMEN'S (Motor Agent

: Ltd.,

10, Mew Cavendish St.*

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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Motor Cycle Number Plates.

IT
is an open secret that the authorities are

urging an amendment of the present regu-

lations affecting the size of motor cycle number
plates. It is unlikely, however, that the motor
bicycle number plates will be altered^ but in

the case of heavy sidecar outfits and three-wheelers

coming under the motor cycle definition, some
alteration .will, iy all probability, be made. The
matter is one the necessity of which is beijig

impressed upon the Ministry. It appears that

several provincial chief constables have complained
to the Ministry of Transport that, after dark

especially, the identification number of a fast

heavyweight sidecar outfit or three-wheeler is

practically illegible.

As our readers are aware, under the existing

regulations any vehicle which weighs less than

3 cwt. may carry motor cycle number plates. By
the old Act of 1903, vehicles which weigh more
than 3 cwt. must use full-size number plates.

Fortunately, this regulation has not been strictly

or generally enforced up to the present, but

proceedings have been taken against owners of

heavyweight three-wheelers, and many of thccie

have been compelled to use the larger .size identi-

fication marks.

The present position is a little indefinite, but,

owing to the pressure brought to bear by the

police in various parts of the country, the Ministry

of Transport is determined to do something to

render the identification marks on the particular

types of vehicles referred to more legible. Exactly

what form these alterations will take has not yet

been decided, but motor cyclists must be prepared
for the introduction of a new form of legislation

which will certainly entail the carrying of larger

numbers, and may also probably entail the

necessity for these to be illuminated at night.

-As the law stands at present, vehicles registered

as motor cycles may either have their front or

back numbers illuminated, but it is considered bv

those in authority that the front number illumination
is, generally speaking, ineffective, and we should
not be at all surprised to find that all mechanically-
driven vehicles, of whatever size or power, will

have to have the tail light so arranged that the

rear number plate is adequately illuminated.

While not wishing to appear hypercritical, we
cannot help thinking that this particular phase of

activity is one of those needlessly surviving pin-

pricks from the days of the " red flag."

Quarterly Licences.

WE made reference, in the last issue of The
Motor Cycle, to the fact that in the near

future motor cycle licences may be taken

out quarterly. As we then forecasted, these

short-period licences will not be issued for

less than three months, and at the rate of about one-

third more than an exact quarter of the amount at

present payable ; for example, a motor cyclist taking

out a licence for a machine on which the annual tax

is £^i\ will have to pay ^^i 5s. for a quarterly

licence, and a motor cyclist whose machine bears

an annual tax of £,2 los. will pay 15s. This
privilege has been enjoyed by car owners, of

course, since the introduction of the new motor
taxation regulations in 1921, and it has been very

satisfactory to all affected by its provisions—new
cars being ordered and delivered fairly evenly
throughout the year, as prospective owners were
not deterred by having to disburse an amount of

tax disproportionate to the period covered by the

payment.
There is no doubt that these short-period licences

will be heartily appreciated by private owners, and
that they will be a great boon to the motor cycle

industry, as they would encourage the purchase
of machines towards the end of the year, whereas
at present the obligation to pay half the licence

duty on a machine purchased at the Show must
tend to influence would-be purchasers to wait until

the New Year.

An Index to the advertisements In this Issus will be found on the page facing the back cover.

>
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Depreciation.

nN motoring papers and in trade circles, it is rather

assumed that universal poverty and heavy taxation

are the chief obstacles to the revival of lively

sales in the motor industry. I may be wrong, but

the testimony of my acquaintances, coupled with my
own experience, rather suggests that quite unparalleled

depreciation is the worst evil of all. Taxes are

certainly large, but they bear a very small proportion

to the expenditure involved in commencing a motoring
career, or in a change, of motor. We may be poor,

but quite a lot of us can still find the money for a

car or a sidecar or a bicycle. What is holding up
thousands of sales is the knowledge that, when a man
puts down his money for a new motor, an enormous
slab of it is instantly gone beyond recall. Should
one wish to resell next mornnig, the loss on a new car

may run into hundreds, and even on a modest bicycle

it may tot up to ^^o in extreme cases. Such depre-

ciations are inevitable just now. Prices have been
tumbling, and have accustomed buyers to ridiculous

prices. Over-production has been rife. New models
are being introduced, and rendering current .patterns

obsolete in a sentimental sense, if not from a practical

standpoint.

And the Remedy.
PERMANENT remedy can only come when
prices are recognised to be stable, when design

becomes less fluid, when supply and demand
balance more evenly. At the moment, in view of the

vast amount of unemployment, it is the obvious duty

of any Britisher who needs a commodity, and can

afford to buy it, to place his order instanter. That
is his duty to the nation ; and if everybody who is

contemplating the purchase of some valuable com-
modity ultimately, did it at once, trade woujd revive

very appreciably, and unemployment would shrivel

quite a lot. His duty to himself is to buy very care-

fully. For example, my 1922 bicycle is being ordered

this week. I shall carefully avoid all firms which
are likely to make profound changes of design, firms

which are likely to go out of business and those

which do not enjoy the soundest technical reputation.

I should regard myself as almost a criminal if I did
not buy at once. I should regard myself as a fool

if I bought rashly. I may sacrifice a pound or two
by not making shift with my old 'bus for another
year ; but I can just afford a new one, and it will be
my small contribution to improving the lot of many
AI&

who are far worse off than myself. I appeal to all

patriotic motor cyclists who have a cash balance to go

to the Show determined to buy. When several million

people are beset by a keen anxiety about their bread

and butter, it is a crime for the wealthier classes to

sit tight in
' the hope of sa^ing a pound or two

later, on.

The Challenger Self-sealing Tube.

EDO not handle gadgets in these pages unless they

are of special interest ; and anything which tackles

the universal puncture nuisance comes in that

category. Therefore, a few weeks ago, I wrote in a.

vein of moderate encouragement about the Challenger

,

self-sealing tube. A correspondent complained that his

tubes of that make merely postponed the hour of

repair, as the sealing was never absolute ; and I gave
his criticism equal prominence. Since then I took the

tube out of my wheel, blew it up to a measured pres-

sure, kept it in my den, and stabbed it daily with

many sharp instruments, ranging from nails to the fat

marlinspike on a Scout knife, which is a good -4-in.

in diameter. At each stab the layer of mastic inside

the double tread spat out a tiny dab of itself, and
sealed the hole within three seconds and completely.

Subject to the obvious drawbacks of its construction,

I think there is no. doubt that this tube is effective.

It seals all medium-sized holes thoroughly, and it can

be patched when a huge gash is sustained. On the

other hand, there is a, slight loss of resiliency, and a

substantial increase in 'cost. Expenses would iiiount

high in the case of a rider w-ho is in the habit of

destroying tubes at frequent intervals by riding covers

to destruction, but few of us are such idiots as to dp
that ; and, given reasonable attention to covers and fit-

ting, the life of an inner tube resembles that of I

Methuselah.

Non-startitis.

THE other nighf*I found myself in an impromptu
rural garage where a small crowd had garaged

. their motors whilst they watched Charlie Chaplin;

in "A Dog's I-ife." A trio of the company spent'

about a quarter of an hour getting away. .Jones had'

a single-geared belt-driver, which couldn't take thai

slope up to the road from cold. Smith had a chain-

1

and-sprocket starter on his cycle car, and, despite wild(

leaps into the air, he couldn't get enough leverage toi

rouse a frozen engine sw'amped in gluey oil. Brown 1

had an air-cooled car, the handle of which revolved
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Occasional Comments.—
backwards at speed for umpteen revs, whenever any-
body could pluck up the courage to tweak it. Not
first-»'ass propaganda for the year 1921, was it? A
crowd of loungers was most unpleasantly impressed.
In each case the root trouble was that the carburetters
were too simple. One and the same setting was
supposed to serve for (i) tickover, (2) starting from cold
in Slimmer, (3) starting from cold in winter, and (4)
starting when warm in any weather. There is a marked
tendency both in car and cycle carburetters to add
extra controls for emergency use, such as mixture
regulators, air stranglers, and the like. This is all

to the good. In their absence a slight retuning of
the carburetter should be performed when the cold
months approach.

How not to do it.

BENZOLE Villa (my private address) is situate
far from the madding crowd, partly because

_
rents are low, partly to prevent the Editor from

nabbing me for unwelcome stunts out of ofEce hours.
Not since I signed the lease has any motor cycle trial

penetrated my rural fastness until the other week, when
one of our premier clubs unearthed two or three of
ray pet pimples, and consequently defiled our secluded
roads with yellow ochre, burnt oil, and horrid noises.
Hodge, Mrs. Hodge, and perhaps even more parti-
cularly Miss Hodge and Master Hodge, were naturally
excited. A day or two before, several bright knut's

557

tacked cardboard arrows to some of our pet fruit

trees, besides sampling the local malt and cider in

the intervals of their exertions. Several of our
bourgeois and knutty residents, who had thought
tepidly of buying motor cycles, opined it wouldn't be
half bad fun to watch ' the motorists " clambering
up the gamekeepers' paths and dried up rivulets

which these lunatic invaders had mistaken for roads.
Timid enquiries made by daring habitues of our
several taps had elicited the haughty information that
Saturday w-as the great day. Saturday dawned. The
village took a holiday, and assembled themselves at

various grandstands about 8 a.m. The first man
arrived about 2.45 p.m., by w-hich time the sightseers

had grown weary, and had mostly tramped off to the
pictures at Slushington, or were trying for the «th time
whether a Government reject pick would make any
impression on thei- calloused allotments.

When a club runs a trial in unfrequented areas,
why does not its secretary at least placard the local

- pub, somewhat as follows

:

200 MILE MOTOR CYCLE TRIAL FOR THE
STIGGINS GOLD CUP.

The Riders will Climb ( ?
) So-and-so Hill.

(Drown in this splash, slither down that precipice,
etc., etc., at p.m.)

The Following are Competing, amongst Others:
(Here mention any record-holders, race winners,

etc., giving their numbers.)

. ,
HILL-CLIMBING IN CUMBERLAND.

.s „ae vxw from old Garth Ml showing the snow-capped Sklddaw. The little 21 h.p. Velocette. with sidecar, made the
(.-unibcrland M.C C. sportmg half-day meeting described last week ; it is seen just after passing the lower haii

star ascent at the

lairpin.

AI9
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THE 300 c.c ZENITH-BRADSHAW.

ENGINE

:

THE Bradshaw-engined model of the famous

Zenith wa? obviously staged in a somewhat
unripe condition at the 1920 Olympia, and it

has only lately reached its full bloom. But a week's

trial of a brand new production model shows that a

notable addition has been made to the list of first-

class sporting mounts. We use the word " sporting
"

advisedly, because no good motor cyclist is likely to

affix a sidecar or even to

attempt unrestricted touring

with a specification which
employs belt drive and is

limited to a bottom gear of

about 6^ to I. Taking
these limitations for granted,

it would be difficult to name
a more delightful machine.

Two remarkably distinctive

features clamour for admir-

ation before points common to more conventional

designs are discussed. The first is the quite unusual

mechanical silence. A variable pulley gear is, of

course, as nearly silent as a transmission can be; in

this case the silent drive is flanked by a notably quiet

engine.

The OiUcooling System.
It would seem that oil-cooling may remove a

reproach hitherto regarded as inalienable from air-

cooled engines. No matter hoM' carefully such engines

have been designed and built, they have always emitted
a tinny rattle, due to the resonance of a naked cylinder

SPECIFICATION.

Bradshaw, o.h.v. flat twin, 6SxSSmm.
{494 c.c.)

LUBRICATION: Gear pump.

GEAR: Zenith-Gradua variable pulley.

TRANSMISSION : Belt. FORKS: Diaid.

FRAME: Rigid. TYRES: 26x2^g in.

barrel. On water-cooled engines this resonance is

dulled by the jacket. On oil-cooled engines it is

damped almost out of existence by the triple barrier

of the oil-mist, the air space, and the crank case. wall.

A similar silence is observable with the oil-cooled

engine designed by Mr. Bradshaw for the new Belsize

car. In the second place, the removal of all anxiety

about lubrication is a great boon. The tank top

carries no excrescences ex-

cept the petrol filler cap;

there is no hand pump, no

sight feed, no visible oil

pipe, and, consequently, no

green stains. The only tell-,

tale consists of a rise-and-

fall bobbin on the crank

case ; this betokens the

action of a simple gear

pump, with which no trouble

need be apprehended. Provided the rider has verified

the presence of sufficient oil in the crank case before

leaving home, he can ride all day without any lubri-

cating anxieties, and that is without a doubt a big

consideration.

A Cool Running Engine.

In practice there do not appear to be any draw-

backs to the new method of cooling an engine, by;

submerging its cylinder barrels in the crank case.

Our test engine was brand new, and it kept cool •

enough to meet every test \ye . could invent to torture

it, including five miles of full throttle on bottom gear
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Road Tests of New Models-

ahead of. a following

wind. We have
known a few new
engines which kept

cooler, but it was
impossible to make
it pink or pre-ignite

under the most
brutal treatment.

Neither could a plug

be induced to soot

up by wild scraps up
steep hills, followed

by cautious descents

of the reverse in-

cline with the
throttle shut. This
latter test was con-

lirmed by the fact

that the oil con-

sumption was too

trivial to admit of

measurement in a

week, signifying that \'ery little oil enters the com-
bustion chambers. The only criticisms which can be
passed are that the outside of the crank case does noT

keep spotlessly clean, though the leakages are slow

and small ; and that the insides of the pistons are

not easily reached for decarbonisation purposes.. A
much longer test would be required to verify the

amount of oil which becomes charred on the interior

of the pistons in prolonged running; the Zenith works'
experience suggests that the engine will easily run

for a season before the insides of the pistons need be
exposed—the engine must be taken to pieces for this

to be done, though the detachable heads permit the

combustion chambers to be cleansed very rapidly and
easily.

5 to 65 m.p.b. on "Top."
On the road the machine is simply charming. It

starts up instantaneously, is capable of from 5 to

65 m.p.h. on top gear, evinces splendid acceleration

on the lower ratios, and runs at about 72 m.p.g.-when

The belt transmission and the silent and smooth running engine make the flat

twin Zenith-Bradshaw an ideal solo mount.

^59

ruthlessly " ho.gged,"

greater economy
being possible at a

slower speed With
a 500 c.c. engine

and a top gear of

3^ to i , speed

c a n be obtained

without resorting to

high revs., and a

smoother running
" hogbus " would
be difficult to find.

If revs, are utilised,

as they must be up
\ery steep hills when
the bottom

,

gear is

higher than a con-

ventional middle, no

vibration arises, for

the engine is well

balanced. Many
air-cooled engines

emit a distressing

mechanical .scream when they are freely revved, but
the crescendo of the exhaust remains the chief

—

indeed, almost the only—noise of the Zenith-Bradshaw,
when it is being pushed.

With a 500 c.c. engine and a top gear of 3^^ to i,

speed can be obtained without resorting to high revs.,

and a smoother running " hogbus " would be difficult

to find.

A fast machine requires good steering, good spring-
ing, and good brakes. The new Zenith frame is

excellently balanced, and we could not wring the least

symptom of a wobble out of it at a speed estimated
at 65 m.p.h. in the absence of a positive meter. The
saddle is so well insulated Ijy the makers' special
spring mounting that jars from the rear wheel are
only felt on really atrocious going.

Readers who lament the decease of the old-fashioned
belt-driven .sports mount should not fail

, to examine
the Zenith-Bradshaw. It offers a better performance
than its predecessors with a tremendous advance in
road manners and refinement, although it weighs more
than they did, and has a somewhat more complicated
power

The 3J h.p. flat twin Zenith, fitted with the Bradshaw 500 c.c. oil-coo!ed engine.
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100 MILES ROAD RACE IN SOUTH AFRICA.
Easfern Province M.C. Club's First Big Event under T.T. Conditions a Signal

Success. Winner Averaged over 60 m.p h.

THREE lioiirs of thrills was the reward
of the 10,000 spectators who distri-

buted themselves all round the
twenty-mile Kragga Kama circuit, near
Port Elizabeth, to witness the Eastern
Province M.C.C. 100 mile road race 011

October 3rd.

It was a handicap race, the limit man
being Germon on a 211 c.c. Cedos, and
the scratch L. Walsh on a 1,189 c.c.

Indian, who retired with tyre troubles.

The winner proved to be W. Wilson (7-9

Indian), who covered the cour-i^e in Ih.

39m. 10s. =60.5 m.p.h., with D. Brink

(2| A.J.S.) .second, Ih. 59m. 59s. =50
m.p.h.

Five Twenty-mile Laps.

The race attracted entries from various

centres of the Ur.ion, and was decided
over a circular course of twenty miles,

which the competitors had to traverse

five times. The surface of the road, but
for about a furlong of veldt, was perfect,

but on some of the bends it, was necessary

to exercise the utmost skill in riding

and controlling the machines to negotiate

the course at speed. There were a ievi

spills—fortunately, none of them serious

—and the race was run off without a

hitch.

There were twenty-two starters, as

follows :

Rider and Machine. C.C. Handicap.

Germon (Cedosl 211 .

.

.38 miii.

Mayhew (A.B.C.) "100 .

.

1 .3 „

V. D. Schj-ff (A.B.C.) 400 .. 13 „

Pyott (A.B.C.) 400 .. 1.5 „

Brink (A.J.S.) 348 .. 17 „
Krager (Triumph) 490 .

.

11 „

Seale (Triumph) 49!l .. 11 „

Bell (Scott) 528 . . 9 „
Pashley (Scott) 532 .

.

9 „
Ball (Triumph) 550 .

.

9 „
Collett (B.S.A.) 557 .. 9 ,.

Landry (Triumph) 499 .. 11 „
Steers (Indian) 596 .-. 7 „
Paton (Indian) .'.... 596 .. 7 „
Braybrooke (Norton) 499 ..11

,

Wild (Harley-D.) 089 .

.

2 „
Stroetiel (Indian) 997 . . 2 „
Brittan (Indian) 997 . . 2 „

Peterson (Harley-D.) 989 . 3 „
Lilienfeld (Hariev-D.) 989 . 2 „
Wilson (Indian) 997 .

.

2 „
Walsh (Indian Police) 1189 Scratch

THE VICTOR AND T.4E RUNNER-UP.

W. Wilson, winner of the race on a 7-9 h.p. Indian, and D. Brink, 2J h.p.

A.J.S., congratulating each other after the strenuous ride. Both performances v.-ere

notable—^ihe average speed of the winner being 60.5 m.p.h.,

50 m.p.h. The latter rode a side-by-side valve mochl.

nd that of Brink

The handicaps were allotted on power
of machines and the competitors' per
formances during the past twelve months.
Germon on his 2\ h.p. Cedos was the

first man to get away, and was followed
by the remaining competitors at intervals.

The acceleration of the Scotts, A.B.C. 's,

and A.J.S. was terrific, and pleased the

crowd. Before the scratch man left,

Germon had covered a lap, and arrived

with his engine four-stroking very badly,

and he abandoned the race. Walsh
(8-10 Police Indian), the scratch man,
was sent off, amidst cheers from tbe

crowd, in pursuit of the field. Jlayhew
(A.B.C.) soon made his appearance, and
had put up a very fast round. He was -

closely followed by Dr. Pyott (A.B.C.)
and Brink (A.J.S.). The latter was going

at a terrific speed, and was overhauling
the earlier starters in fine style.

Wilson (7-9 Indian) had picked up
several places, and roared past the depots

at well over 70 m.p.h. Three men fell .

out during the first lap. Peterson

(Harley) had a very narrow escape from
being precipitated over the bridge at

Frames Drift, and damaged his machine
badly and was unable to continue.

Brayebrooke (Norton) retired with a

burst tank. - . '

Good Racing.

By the end of the second Jap the pace

had' begun to tell, and many of the

machines were getting "tired." May-
hew- (A.B.C.) was leading, while Brink
(A.J.S.), Kruger (Triumph), Wilson
(Indian), and Lilienfeld (Harley) were
hot in pursuit. Walsh, the scratch man,
after putting up a record lap, had the

misfortune to have tyre trouble.

jMayhew put in at the depot after the

third lap to replenish with petrol and
kept his engine running. Some' petrol

was spilled on the machine and immedi

From kit to right : D. Brink (2J A.J S.), who came in second,

J. L. Kruger {3J Triumph), and L, T. Scale (3^ Triumph).
Two -A.B.C. riders, L. E. Mayhew and I. H. van der Schyfi.

The former machine unfortunately caught fire on the third lap.

A22
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100 MUe Race in South Africa.

—

ately tlie whole outfit was enveloped in

flames, which were fortunately, extin-

guished after a short while with sand
before much damage was done. Thi'ough
this misfortune Mayhew was compelled
to abandon the race.

Excitement grew tense when Brink
(A.J.S.) started on the last lap -with

about a minute in hand from Wilson
(Indian), while Lilienfeld was three

minutes later, Ball and Kruger being close

in attendance.
Ere long white flags waved frantically,

the oflicials and police striving hard to

keep back the dense crowds at the
winning post. A speck hove into

sight on the horizon, and the roar
of Wilson's Indian became wore and
more ioud, and in an iiistant he
Hashed over the winning line at well
over 70 m.p.h. Brink (A.J.S.) had
the misfortune to have a toss during
the last lap, which impaired his

i'liances of winning considerably.
Much shaken, he pluckily remounted
and continued the race, to finish

second nearlv four minutes after the
winner. Lilienfeld followed three
minutes later in third place.

A Pre-war Machine.

.

One of the surprises of the race
was the performance put up by
Kruger, of Bloerafontein, on a seven-

56t

year-old Triumph, albeii of the racing
breed. When he started away on his
highly-geared single-speed mount it seemed
as though the tortuous and hilly nature of
one or two portions of the course would
inake his lack of a lowei' ratio fatal to any
chance of success. Despite this dis-

ability, however, he rode a most credit-

able race, and actually was the fourth
man to finish, although he Had to be
disqualified on account of taking in petrol
otherwise than at his depot when he ran
short. He had suffered a damaged hand
in practising the previous day, and rode
with it well swathed in bandages.

The following nine finished

Rider and Machine. Start.

min.

n

Time.

1. W. Wilson (7-9 Indian)
-'. D. Brink (2J A.J.S.)
3. E. Lilienfeld (7-9 Harlcy-D.)
4. A. C. Ball (3i Triumph) 15 . . 2
5. L. T. Seale (.!'. Triumph) ..

.

15 .. 2
0. F. Pashley (.5| Scott) 15 . . 2
7. N. Collett (4} B.S.A.) 15 . . 2
S. E. W. Steers (5 Indian) 13 . . 2
9. E. Landry (31 Triumph) ... 14 . . 3

'I'be fastest lap was made by the
winner, who covered the course on his
last circuit in 18m. 49s. = 63.8 m.p.h.
Brink's (A.J.S.) fastest lap was his first,

22m. 55s. = 52.3 m.p.h.

IN THE 100 MILE HANDICAP
RACE IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Except for a short distance the

surface of the road was good, tlie

worst portions being at certain corners.

The illustration on tlie left depicts

A. Pashley (Scott)—whose cornering

incidentally was a feature of the

race—on a bad stretch. A. Steers

(4 Indian) is shown on the right also

negotiating rough going at a bad

corner.

SPRINGING WITH CONSTANT TRANSMISSION TENSION,
To maintain approximately constant

transmission centres has satisfied

most designers of motor cycle rear
springing systems, but Whitelock's
frame, which we illustrate, gives no
variation whatsoever in belt or chain ten-
sion. This is attained by mounting the
rear wheel axle in guides (of course, with
suitable bearings), which are struck at a
radius to the countershaft centre.
Auxiliary rear stays pivoted at the rear
of the gear bo.K actually support the
wheel, and, being horizontally slotted,
allow it to follow the radius guides.
These stays are in turn linked to another
pair of auxiliary stays, which are con-
trolled by enclosed spiral springs (or,
alternatively, laminated springs).

The principle is certainly ingenious,
and, if carefully carried out, particularly

Constant transmission tension is

attained in this spring frame by carrying

the wheel in a slotted guide, struck at a

radius to the countershaft.

at the bearings for the axle, the c-.esign

should certainly be worth trial.

Mr. A. Whitelock, 2, Carlton Terrace,
Thirsk, Yorkshire, is the inventor.

FACILITIES FOR A.C.U. MEM-
BERS AT OLYMPIA,

THE Auto Cycle Union has made
arrangements for the convenience of

its members attending the Motor
Cycle Exhibition- at Olympia. The
Princes Rooms will again be reserved for

the exclusive use of A.C.U. members
throughout the week, and will doubtless
provide the much-appreciated facilities

enjoyed by members of the Union in

former years—the lounge, writing room,

and cloakroom accommodation contained

in them being much valued.
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nkley M.C. and L.C.C. (Bingley Section).

There were 137 entries, including
several well-known riders, for the thirty-
four events in the gymkhana held on the
29th ult. Local charities benefited to the
extent of over £5.

Uxbridge and District L.C. and M.C.C.
Sornething of a novelty, in the form of

a " village-finding competition " was held
on October 30th. Results : 1, E. Strainge
(2-J Douglas) ; 2, R. Donaldson {6i>

Norton).

Stoui'bridge and District M.C.C.
Taking the form of a paperchase, the

last outdoor event of the year was held
on Saturday, October 29th. The awards
were given as follows : Gold medal, J.

Bowyer (5-6 Rover sc), 3ni. error; silver

medal, Miss Blackford (4 Norton sc), 5m.
error.

The annual dinner will be held at

headquarters on Saturday, November
19th, at 7.30 p.m. Prize distribution

9 p.m. Tickets are now available from
the secretary, and it is hoped that all

members will attend.

Hinckley and District M.C.C.

A very successful smoking concert in

connection with the above club took place
on Monday evening of last week in the
Masonic Hall, Union Hotel, Hinckley.
The attendance was good, and the musical
programme was very much appreciated.

Mr. K. S. Topping, hon. sec. of the East
Midland Centre A.C.U., kindly took the
chair, assisted by the Rev. J. M. Philpott,

local consul A.C.U., the former giving a

broad outline of the advantages of atBJia-

tion under the Auto Cycle Union, and the
latter giving the details of the various
schemes. Ten new members were
enrolled.

Stalybridge and District M.C.

Speed trials were held on the 30th ult.

over a quarter of a mile distance on a
private road ; but, on account of the
short flying start, no exceptionally fast

times were recorded. Fastest time of the

day was made by B. Watts on a 2-| h.p.

Dot-Jap. There were sixty competitors.
Results :

350 c.c. SOLO.
Thi'mQ Slart.—l. B. Watts [2% Dot-Jap), 17?s.

:

2, G. Porter (2?;; Excelsior]. 22!s.
Standing Start.—1, B. Watts 12H Dot-Jap),

2Hls.; 2, G. Porter [2% Exoslsior). 31Js.

550 c.c. SOLO.
F/i/ino Start.—1, B. Watts i.2\ Dot-Jap), 153.:

2, H. Fellows (4 Triamph), and A. Margrave (4
Triumph), tied, 16s.
Standing Start.— I. B. Watts {2% Dot-Jap),

20s.; 2. E. Barnes (4 Triumph), 22s.

UNLIMITED SOLO.
Fiying Start.—l, E. Barnes (4 Triumph), ISJs.

;

2, A. Margrave (4 Triumph), 16s.
Standing Slart.—l, B. Watts (2?, Dct-Jap).

20^s. ; 2, E. Barnes (4 Triumph), 21|s.

PRE-WAR MACHINES.
Fining Start.—l, J. W. Hamer (5' 2 Rudge).

17s.; 2, W. Hojie &,i Triumph), 17Js.

SLOW RACE. KNOCKOUT COMPETITION
1, F. Wagstaife (4 Humber sc.) ; 2, G. Topp

(31^ Bradbury sc).

A24

Surrey M.C.C.

Provisional results of the recent speed
trials are as under. The course was just
under half a mile, and about twenty yards
was allowed for a flying start. Fastest
time of the da.y worked out at 55 m.p.h.,
this honour being shared by L. J. Mitchell
(8 Zenith) and W. P. Wiltshire (8
J.A.P.). Results :

350 c.c. SOLO (Formula).—!. E. P. Robinson
(21/2 Woli), 38.7 m.p.h.; 2, O. J. Feeny (214
Triumph), .34.7 m.p.h.
350-600 c.c. SOLO (Formula).—!, G. W. Ralph

(3 A.B.C.), 48.6 m.p.h.; 2, G. H. Williams (31/0
Kover), 47 m.p.h.
OVER 600 c.c. SOLO (Formnlal.-l. R. Hopkins

(6 Matchle=.=), 52.2 m.p.h.; 2. W. P. Wiltshire (S
J.A.P.), 54.2 m.p.h.
ANY MACHINE.—Formula : 1. G. W. Ralph

(3 A.B.C.), 44.6 m.p.h.; 2, R. P. Robinson (2V-.
Wolf). 39.! mp.h. Time: L. J., Mitchell (8
Zenith), 55 m.p.h., and W. P. Wiltshire (8 J.A.P.),
55 m.p.h.. tied;. 3, T. G. Meeten (7-9 Rudge), 54.6
m.p.h.

1,500 c.c. PASSENGER MACHINES (Formula).—!, P. N. Edney (7 Indian sc), 47.6 m.p.h.; 2.

L. G. Willson (6 Bradbury sc). 33.8 m.p.h.

Barrow and District M.C.

Fastest time of the day at the club's

recent hill-climb was made by H. Jackson
(3^ Sunbeam) after a tie with J. G.
Bethwaite (3^ Norton). There were 100
entries and about 1,000 spectators.

Results :

CLASS 6.— 1, S. A. Marks (2li Diamond) ;. 2,
T.. S. Parker (2',4 Velocette) ; 3. W. B. Dall (214
Omega).
CLASS 7.-1. S. A. Marks (2>4 Diamond) ; 2,

B. Hill (21/4 Velocette); 0, W. B. Dall (214
Omega).
CLASS 8.—1, J. Whallev (2% Massey-Arran) ; 2

S. A. Marks (2I/I Diamond!; 3, B. Parkinson (2^4
Douglas).
CLASS 9.-1, B. Parkinson (2^>i Douglas).
CLASS 10.— I, H. .Tackson (31/. Sunbeam) ; 2,

I. G. Bethwaite (Si/i Norton); 3, H. Baxter (31/2

Norton).
CLASS 11.— 1, H. Baxter (S'A Norton); 2, H.

.lackson (31/2 Sunbeam); 3, I. G. Bethwaite (3%
Norton).
CLASS 12.-1, H. Baxter (SVo Norton) ; 2, H.

.Tackson (3V2 Sunbeam); 3, J. Whalley (2^A
Massey-Arran).
CLASS 14.—!, H. Jackson (3'/. Sunbeam); 2,

H. Baxter (31/2 Norton); 3, A. Hawkins (4
Triumph).
CLASS 16.-1, M. Parkinson (2l/i Diamond); 2,

J. Atkinson (214 Velocette); 3, W. B. Dall (214
Omegal.
CLASS 17.— 1, G. Roberts (3l,i. Norton); 2, W.

MacKenzie (3y2 Rover): 3, E>. Channing (3V2
Sunbeam).
CLASS 18.-1, W. MacKenzie (3V> Rover); 2, J.

Morrison (31/2 P. and M.).

TO CLUB SECRETARIES.
The Molor Cycle" Film will shortlf

te available for loan (o enterprising clubs

who are keen to make their winter social

events a success. This exclusive film

takes about forty minutes to exhibit,

and the programme includes scenes al

ihe Junior and Senior T.T. Races, the

500 Miles Race, the Six Days Trials,

and the Grand Prix Car Race. Club
secretaries should write to She Editor

IFilm Department), "The Motor Cycle.'

Coventry, suggesting two or three alter-

native dates, preferably in January or

after.

Lewes and District M.C.C.

The club concluded its summer pro-

gramme on October 23rd in the form of

a hill-climb near the Dyke, Saddlescombe.
Rain marred the competition, but the

events were well competed for. Results :

360 c.c. CLASS.—!, B. Jenner (2?4 Royal Ruby).
243.; 2. L. P.. Greenwood and G. E. Stacey (both
2-'.4 Verus), tied, 26s.
TWO-STROKE CLASS.—1, Miss N. Dunforrl

(21J Sirrah), 30is.; 2, W. J. Hylands {2<A Verus),
41?s.; 3, D. Stacey (2>^ Sirrah), 46s.
600 c.c. CLASS.—1,C. Volk (31^ Sunbeam).

18s.; 2, W H. Sheraton (3H Norton), 22is. ; 3.

E. Jenner (2'4 Royal Ruby), 23s.

The special prize given by Messrs. J.

B. Brooks and Co. for best supported
class went to the winner of the 350 c.c.

class.

Bkley M.C. and L.C.C.

With four observed hills and two water-

splashes over a sporting course in Wharfe-
dale, Washburndale, and Nidderdale, the

autumn reliability trial, held on October
23rd, produced some excellent riding.

One of the observed hills was the famous
(or infamous) Middle Tongue, in Nidder-
dale, which climbs from Bewerley to the

top of Greenhow Hill, which probably has

never before been included in any re-

liability, trials for passenger machines.
There was only one failure on this hill,

and that with a solo machine. The water-

splashes were made difficult on account of

the heavy rains the previous day. Alto-

gether, there were eleven checks, and so

close was the' competition that it was only

by reference to the secret checks that the

winner could be decided. The first place

went to W. Moore {3| Scott), with an

absolutely clean sheet. A. R. Naylor (3^

Sunbeam) was second
.

(total error 45s.),

and W. Bradley (7-9 Indian) was third,

with a total error of 2m. 20s.

South-eastern Centre A.C.U.

Mr. E. Featherstone, treasurer of the

Western Centre of the A.C.U., a member
of the General Committee of the R.A.C.,

and of the Competitions Committee of the'

A.C.U., attended at Taunton on Saturday,'

October 22nd, to meet representatives of -

the local motor cycle clubs tor the pur-

pose of forming a South-western Centre

of the A.C.U. Sir. C. C. Harvey, Exeter,

presided, and representatives were present

froni five other clubs, whilst two other

clubs sent proxies. Following an address

by Mr. Featherstone, setting out the

advantages of the A.C.U., and also that

of a loQal centre, it was decided to form
a South-western Centre, consisting of the

following clubs : Bridgwater, Barnstaple,

Exeter, Taunton, Tiverton, Yeovil,

and Weston-super-Mare. The following.;

officials were appointed for the local

centre : Hen. secretary, Mr. Herbert T.

Kite, Taunton ; hon. treasurer, Mr. A. M.
Knill, Exeter ; chairman, Mr. W. E.

Treloggen, Tiverton ; and vice-chairman,

Mr. A. J. Hill, Barnstaple. The delegate

to the A.C.U. will be appointed at the o|

first meeting of the Board of the Local

Centre.
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Quick Action Sidecar Stand.
I^VERY sidecar should possess a side-
— car stand ; but. unfortunately, there

are many attachments at present on
the market lack-
ing this con-
venience. The
Lyndon fitment
is designed to
fill this gap, and
differs only from
the conventional
article in a very
ingeniou.s quick-
action locking
arrangement;.
When not in use,
the prop is held
firmly in the
horizontal posi-
tion, and a half-
turn of the
small tommy-bar
allows it to di-op

into action a.^

a stand, when it

is again locked.
Lyndon and
Holt, 25, Wind-
sor Street, Leam-
ington, are the
makers.

General arrangement

of the bearing portion

and lockmg device on
the Lyndon sidecar

stand.

Acetylene to Electric
Conversions.

THERE are a good many users of
acetylene lamps who are not au.xious

to take the trouble of keeping these
in order merely for the sake of a few
short journeys in lighted streets; and
for riders using their machines under
such conditions, Messrs. Wates Bros., -of

132, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2, have

Wates Bros, acetylene to electric lighting

conversion set.

introduced a lighting set consisting of a
bulb and holder suitable for inserting in

place of the ordinary acetylene burner
of the head lamp, a tail lamp, and an
excellent battery in an acid-proof case
intended to take the place of the acety-
lene generator. When much night riding
is done, a spare accumulator is recom-
mended.

For Miniature Engines.

Some idea of the size of the new *' baby"
Runbaken plug for cycle attachment units

may be gathered from the picture, which
shows it alongside a .-tandard plug. The
price is 5s. 6d. (The Runbaken Magneto
Co., Ltd., Cheetwood Lane, Manchester.)

Valve Grinding
Made Easy.

Convenience of operation is the chief

feature of the Jones valve grinding tool.

The bevels are of gunmeta!, and the spindle

cast steel, hardened and tempered, and
adjustable to different lengths. (A. J. W,
Jones, 10, Springfield, Fentham Road,
Erdington, Birmingham.)

A Neat Acetylene Lighting Set.

Owing to
** streamline'

electric set

Works, Vere

Its clean outline, the new FJR.S.

acetylene head lamp approaches an

n neatness. (F.R.S. Lamps, Beam
Street, Birmingham.)

Facilitating Valve Removal.
VALVE or valve spring removal is

made easy with the device shown
above, which is to be marketed as

the Stoakes valve spring cage and washer
by E. Stoakes, 218, Soho Hill, Bir-
mingham. The washer must be fitted

permanently.

:oakes s valve spring cage.

Electrical Timing Apparatus.

SPEED events are so popular with the
clubs nowadays that a simple elec-

trical timing apparatus, such as the
one under review, will be of wide interest.

The apparatus is quite portable, and is

carried in a polished mahogar.y lock-up
case, only llxOxSjin., which contains a

starting and finishing device, telephones,

and battery ; it weighs 6 lb. complete.
Timing is effected by a cotton thread

The Reader timing apparatus.

stretched across the road, which the com-
petitor breaks as he passes. The battery
is an ordinary flash lamp type, and works
both the timing instrument and the tele-

phones quite well over a distance of a
mile. An ordinary stop watch is used,
but is not touched by hand throughout
the competition. The apparatus is

marketed by the Reader Electrical Co.,

56, Northgate, Wakefield.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^or the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

WHICH IS THE Vf/ORLD'S BEST SOLO MACHINE?
Sir,—I should very much like to endorse Mr. N. Williams's

remarks regarding the Stanger as one of the world's best
motor cycles. • -

I have just covered a distance of some 8,000 miles on a
5 h.p. Stanger spring frame model, and have not yet come
across a machine that possesses the comfort of a Rolls-Royce
that one has in a Stanger machine.
The running of the engine at all speeds is really wonderful,

with excellent acceleration and truly marvellous climbing
power ; more so, that one cannot overheat the engine.
Apart from this wonderful engine, one has a rigid frame

motor cycle with what appears to me to be car springing
entirely, the rear wheel only being sprung, not the frame.

I, myself, drive a 1921 23 h.p. Renault limousine, and can
honestly say that there is very little to choose in smoothness
o,f running and .springing. M. BARRETT.

Sir,—Relative to the question as to which is the best all-

round solo motor cycle, I am surprised that the 4 h.p.
flat twin Harley-Davidson has so far not received the attention
it deserves.

I have owned well over thirty machines, amongst which
were included the Raleigh, Douglas, Lea-Francis, Sunbeam,
Triumph, Zenith, Scott, 7.h.p. F.N., A.J.S., B.S.A., Enfield,
Hujnber, James, etc:, but I have yet to discover a machine
equal to the fascinating mount above mentioned. Except for

inaccessibility it scores on the following points : Revolutions,
flexibility, even torque, balance, reasonable speed, magnificent
steering, comfort, Sin. tyres, a no-trouble enclosed trans-
mission, three-speed gear box and engine mechanically lubri-

cated, low riding position, twist grip controls, spare petrol
compartment in tank, etc. I would, however, prefer the
kick-starter on the right side of the machine, and the valve
tappets better protected from the summer dust.

I rule out all single-cylinder and V twins on account of

their uneven torque, the consequent vibration of them
tiring the rider on a long ride even more than do the bumps
of the road. The A. B.C. would doubtless find a soft spot in
my heart if it were designed for 3in. tyres, as greasy tram-
lines are a serious menace to the soloist at night riding
smaller tyres. I liked the Raleigh for some things, but the
steering left much to be desired ; also the lubrication system
must take second place where the Harley is concerned. But
I would that my pet incorporated the magnificent finish and
the hand clutch of the Raleigh ! Then it would be indeed
" some " 'bus. VIC.
Hendon.

Sir,—Whatever may be the outcome of the present interest-

ing discussion in The Motor Ci/cle, may I claim for the
Beardmore-Precision the title of the second best machine in
the world, by the consensus of opinion amongst the manu-
facturers themselves? For it ycTu were to ask any maker,
which is the best machine, he would naturally say his^own;
but on being asked to name the second best he must say, in
point of design coupled with all-round excellence, the spring-
frame Beardmore-Precision.

Passing over the many excellent features of the engine
(such as detachable cylinder head, automatic lubrication, and
foolproof gear), look at the frame. The use of pressed steel
is a thing which has been suggested in T!ie Molar Cycle
for many years. In the Beardmore it is in use to the fullest
possible extent. Then it is almost acknowledged that ultimately

we must have spring frames; and, in my opinion, the only

design that can stand the test of time is the, Beardmore, if

only because of its simplicity, there being only one_group of

springs to each wheel.

I shall be satisfied for the present if you allow me my title

for my favourite make. NULLI SECUNDUS.
Penicuik.

Sir,—For each individual owner to state off hand that liis

motor cycle is the best is rather an arbitrary way of settling

the matter. Personally, I have owned a Norton, Douglas, 1920

Sunbeam, and presently shall have a 1921 sporting Sunbeam.
For me to settle w-hich of the machines I have mentioned
as .being the best motor cycle would be an arbitrary act on
my part. The above machines are only four of the products

of the motor cycle world. Once I have ridden every solo

machine manufactured I will then consider myself in a

position to say which is the best. A.B.C.
Wishaw.

Sir,—Mr. E. S. Badcoe's letter moves me to ask for a little

of your space. He says, " It is sheer waste of time and space

for a correspondent to state that he considers his 2^ h.p.

Tink-a-ponk to be the world's best-solcf machine." Do not

let us forget the word mlo. Surely if the Tink-a-ponk will

do all that can be reasonably asked of a solo machine, it

has just as much claim to be considered as the 3^ h.p. Hogbus
or the 7-9 h.p. Incinerator.

What are the requirements of a solo machine if it is to

justify a claim to be the world's best? It must be reliable,

capable of sustaining a good average speed, able to climb any-

thing, economical in petrol, oil, and tyres, comfortable, easily

controlled at all speeds on all surfaces, and- of first-class

materials and finish throughout. If a machine is capable of

fulfilling these conditions, and will keep its tune a reasonable

length of time, then I say that it is emphatically not a
" waste of time and space" to consider its claims.

Now can the small machine fulfil these conditions? I can

answer for one that does. Its cubical capacity is 220 c.c.
;

it is unfailingly reliable ; it will average more than 30 m.p.h.

all day ; it will climb anything climbable (standard machines
have climbed Applecross, the Screw Road, Alt-y-Bady, Park
Rash—a sufficiently representative selection surely) ; ordinary
petrol consumption, about 130 m.p.g. ; and oil, 3,000 m.p.g.
Tyres. I cannot give definite figures, but very light on them.
Comfortable. I have ridden 325 miles between sunrise and
sunset on one, when my biggest previous day for nearly a

year was eighty-foiu' miles. Control at speed and in grease^

sand, stones, rocks, and grass, excellent. Materials and finish

both unexceptionable.
As a solo touring machine, it at least cannot be " waste of

time and. space" considering its claims, which I hope Mr..
Badcoe will now admit, as he obviously knew nothing previ-

ously of the capabilities of the standard three-speed Velocette.

Usual disclaimer. (Rev.) J. M. PHILPOTT.
[Many of the letters which we continue to receive on this

subject cover the same ground as others that have been
already published, or in spme cases where fresh names are

mentioned, the arguments may well be summarised. For"
example, "15 H" (Notts.) reiterates the claims of the

Norton with close gear ratios, Binks carburetter, and 1

Ricardo piston, on the grounds of reliability, coraforty

.economy, finish, easy starting, speed, flexibility, and hill-

climbing. The same machine is chosen by "EL 6196"

•,-ti
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(Winchester), who, incidentally, calls attention to its acces-

sibility compared with American designs. In the course of

a very reasonable letter, Mr. A. Horneck admits his in-

ability to state a definite opinion, bnt chooses the W.D.
model 2J h.p. Douglas from among the machines he has

tried. Two further Scott enthusiasts, J'Ir. H. R. Hard-
castle and "Enthusiast" (South Mimms), repeat at length

tlie claims of the twin two-stroke for recognition. In the

case of two satisfied Sunbeam owners, Flight-Lt. A. D.
Pryor and-Mr."W. H. Fortington, their arguments are

based on mileage figures and low running costs, as well as

such qualities as absence of vibration and mechanical
silence. Mr. H. de Main Clark replies to the critics of

his choice of a Eudge, pointing out that, although he owns
a Sunbeam himself, a friend' on a Eudge-Multi leaves him
well behind on hills which necessitate a change down on
a three-speed g'ear machine. He also emphasises that the

price of the Eudge includes a clutch. " Duzit " tabulates

his reasons for considering that the 3^ h.p. o.h.v. ,Duzmo
takes first place among solo mounts, and particularly sport-

mg solo mounts. His chief points are safe steering at

high speeds, very fine acceleration, and the standardisation

of 26x3in. tyres and mechanical lubrication. Another
Ariel rider, Mr. J. 0. Crawford, is emphatic i-egarding the

merits of the 3^ h.p. model as a solo machine. He instances

all-round durability and reliability, power, speed, fuel

economy, and controllability (helped by a dual band and
foot clutch control and a veiy sensitive throttle). Relia-

bility, fair speed capabilities, comfort, finish and design,

and price are "Jeglide's" summarised list of the qualities

which, in his opinion, entitle the Beardmore-Precision to

first consideration.

—

Ed.]

LUBRICATION OF TWO-STROKE ENGINES.
Sir,—^Jlr. V. C. Rayner in his article on the above subject,

resurrects the idea of controlling lubricant supply by means
of interconnected throttle and oil control, asserting that

systems of lubrication depending upon engine speed obviously

fail, because they supply a possible excess at high engine
spfeeds.

Would not the intercoimected throttle and oil idea fail, by
reason of either (a) having to supply a regular excess, or

(bj a periodical serious shortage when most needed? Suppose
a machine in hilly country—a gradient is met which calls for

full throttle on top gear, and eventually demands a drop to

bottom (most two-strokes have only two speeds), tlie throttle

being, of course, simultaneously shut off to about one-tliird

open, say, engine speed being very much increased, and
cooling draught reduced considerably, both of which latter

factors call for more oil, whereas the throttle opening allows

but a meagre supply

!

Lubrication, like mo.st details of motor cycle construction,

being a compromise, let us have the best compromise, which,

in lubrication, must entail a slight excess at some time, to

ensure a liberal supply when urgently needed. Load demands
quality ; consumption should govern supply. J.W.
Derby.

Sir,—In his very interesting article, Mr. V. C. Rayner
raises a point which for some time I have been greatly

interested ui, i.e., roller bearings v. plain bearings.
' From experiments, I find that the plain bearing has a

longer life than the roller bearing, and that the wear in the

latter will increase in greater proportion than that of the

former. I will endeavour to point out my reasons (which

are probably well known to many) :

The crank pin is running at the same number of revolutions

per minute as the big end of the connecting rod, but tho

actual race in the rod being of larger diameter-J,han that of

the pin has greater surface speed.

From this, it is obvious that the rollers will be sliding on

one surface or the other, however perfectly the bearing may
be functioning.

I have personally fitted phosphor-bronze bearings to several

machines of a prominent American make, and find them a

great success as regards general wear, easy starting, slow

tick-over, and acceleration.

On the other hand, there is a slight decrease in maximum
speed; but that, as it is, is quite fast enough for anyone

on the road.

My experiments have been essentially on big twins ;
but

I think the same will apply to smaller engines, including

two-strokes. N. A. BLOOJlIER.

'A CATECHISM FOR POTENTIAL CYCLE CARISTS."
Sir,—I was very pleased to read the interesting letter of

"Three-wheeler" in The Motor Cycle of October 27th.

Our family consists of father, mother, son (12), and daughter

(10). I have had several sidecars, and while on holiday last

year on a 6 h.p. outfit, with four up, plus luggage, etc., we
averaged 130 miles a day for the first four days, covering

some of the ground mapped out tor a previous trial in Wales,

and during a fortnight covered over 1,000 miles.

This year we wished to get to Scotland. The questions of

comfort' and engine power (with the children a year older, and

other little points only known to the family man) were con-

sidered. The result was that the proposed trip did not come
off. The kiddies spent their holidays at diii'erent times and

places from their parents.

However, the parents went for a tour, which included

practically a week's stay at Coventry, and during that time

the evergreen and burning question was, What can we find in

the way of a small car suitable for our requirements and at

a reasonable price? The answer, unfortunately, was
" notliing."

Should a pnrchaser go in for a Rover, Coventry Preniier, or

other similar machine, he will find that each machine is only

comfortable for two, although an improvised " dickey " could

be made out of the tool-box. The nearest approach to a first-

grade sidecar outfit would appear to be a two-seater Swift;

but then the price was prohibitive.

The result is that I have not emulated " Three-wheeler,"

and he has my sympathy. I shall purchase a two-seater

Matchless sidecar. Why?
1. Because there are only three wheels instead of four,

consequently one tyre less.

2. Tax only iB4, instead of £9 or £10.

3. The reserve of power is greater than in an 8 h.p. car.

4. Four up can travel in comfort.

5. About half charges are made for repairs, garage, insur-

ance, accessories, etc., as compared with a car.

The carist will say that he can motor to tennis or go out

to dinner without dressing up like a diver of the Stone Age ;

but, being out in all weathers, and having evening functions

to attend, sometimes in evening dress, I have never yet

caught cold, and have always arrived clean. At present,

therefore, I remain as I am, a sidecarist and

Woking. FAMILY MAN.

PASSENGER MACHINES.—First Show Number of

NEXT THURSDAY'S issue of " THE MOTOR CYCLE," dated NOVEMBER ifth, will be devoted

chiefly to Passenger Machines.

Of great interest to all motor cyclists, and to sidecar owners particularly, next week's enlarged

issue—the first of the three Olympia Show Numbers—v/ill contain much informative matter relatmg

to all types of sidecar machines. Many special articles are in course of preparation, mcludmg :

ECONOMICAL MOTORING FOR TWO, not to mention the possibilities of transporting whole

families at a cost less than railway fare for one.

THE MODERN RUNABOUT. COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE for passenger and driver.

NEXT YEAR'S SIDECAR OUTFITS. 1922 SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS. Etc., etc.

NEXT THURSI>AY. 4d.
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HEAD LAMP DIMMING ETIQUETTE.
Sir,—It is not possible for the average motor cyclist to

dim his lamp, but when approaching a car which has lowered
its lights for his benefit, it is quite simple for him to put his
hand over the right-hand side of the lamp, thereby eliminat-
ing the glare from the driver of the car. It also shows the
intention is good. MANNERS, PLEASE.
Buxton.

Sir,—aiy e.xperience may be helpful to those who use head
lamps that can be tilted, as with the Lucas, etc. When
approaching a car with powerful lights I tried, as an experi-
ment, the tilting downwards of my lamp, throwing the light

on to the front wheel. Invariably, the approaching car has
switched off while passing.

This leads me to believe that drivers leave head lights

on from forgetfujiiess, rather than from want of courtesy,
and ,the tilting down of my lamp is a reminder to which
they respond. MOONSHINE.
Durham.

BRITISH MACHINES IN SWITZERLAND
Sir,—As a reader

of your valuable
weekly, I was
greatly interested

in the recent letter

on British machines
in Switzerland.
My friend and

myself are just

back from a tour
through France and
Switzerland. This
is our fourth tour
in Switzerland on
motor cycles, on
different makes
each time, and
must confess that
the most enjoyable
has been this last

season on our 4h.p.
Triumphs. We
covered exactly
2,500 miles without
the slightest engine
trouble. Our trip

included the famous
Swiss Six Days
Trial. Of all the
machines we have
ridden here and
abroad, we must say
that the Triumphs
are the most reli-

able.

FULLY EQUIPPED FOR A TOUR
IN THE ALPS.

A reader's heavily-laden Triumph,

snapped in a picturesque spot during a

recent holiday in Switzerland. (See

accompanying letter.)

ERNEST OGGIN.
MICHEL GENOUD.^

EXPERIENCES WITH A SIDECAR SUBSTITUTE.
Sir,—I was glad to see the appreciation of the Scott

Sociable in your correspondence columns recently.

As I took delivery of No. 1 last Easter, I may perhaps be
allowed to give the experience of the first private owner.
Right at the start I had transmission trouble, perhaps due

to my own clumsy handling ; anyhow, heavier transmission

was fitted, and since then I have had no involuntary stops,

save for tyres and a choked petrol pipe, and my mileage

approached 5,000. Petrol consumption (including oil), 70
m.p.g. at least, and the studs are still showing on the tyres.

The machine is as fast or faster than anything in its class,

and will climb anywhere where the wheels will grip. The
bevel is certainly on the noisy side; not, I think, due to the
bevel itself, but to the Scott disc wheel, a beautifully light

and strong structure which has the defects of its qualities

and rings like a cut glass tumbler.
This trouble has apparently been successfully tackled, as

recently I saw a later model, and the bevel was absolutely
silent.

I think Mr. Scott made a great mistake is not entering a
team for the Six Days. Technically, the " Crab " may be a
sidecar ; practically, I should be willing to go to the other
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extreme and enter it in competition with the most expensive

four-cylinder light cars, as I maintain the machine does every-

thing "the light cars can do at half their initial outlay and

upkeep, and would beat them on many points; certainly for

comfort at speed on rough roads.

The Scott Sociable is delightfully light and easy to start,

steer, and handle
;

gear changing is not a nicely calculated

operation calling for double clutching, as on most cars.

Tinkering is unnecessary. Preparation for a strenuous week-

end consists of a turn to four grease cups and filling the

fuel tank.

Up to now I am more than pleased with the machine ; and

I consider it to be one with a great future.

ERNEST CREIGHTON.

SIDECAR CONNECTIONS.
Sir,—Apparently, " Wharfedale's " remedy for an obvious

fault is to try to" transfer the danger elsewhere ! That, in

effect, is all that would happen, if one connection was made
flexible, as suggested.

I am quite aware of the fact that relative movement (whip)

of chassis members is always apparent on bad roads, and
it is because I think that the stress of that whip should be
equally distributed between all the connections that I differ

from "Wharfedale" in his advocacy of one flexible connec-

tion. It is beyond my fallible comprehension to see why
turning the rear fork connection in the manner suggested

will -help matters at all. The only apparent effect would be

to make the connection itself more vulnerable 1

I contend that rear fork fractures are due to several causes,

one of which is the jar caused by the back wheel dropping
into a pot-hole. Actual experience of unsprung pillion riding

will amply demonstrate this j)oint on a pot-holey road. The
rear wheel, being most heavily loaded, causes most shock on
bad roads, which is entirely transmitted to the back forks

and connections. In such circumstances, what would happen
to "Wharfedale's" flexible connection? Surely, the obvious,

weakness is in the eye and bolt (both being further weakened
by wear), which, being flexible, i.e., not supported by the

-jaws of the yoke, take the shock entirely, causing fracture
sooner or later.

Tlie object of sidecar chassis designers should be to provide
a perfectly rigid chassis, together with suitable attachment
arms and fittings, which would ensure (a) no risk of mal-.
alignment or maladjustment, (b) that whip Avould be reduced
to the absolute minimum—the Scott design, as before
mentioned (and, despite "Wharfedale's" pitiful attempt to

claim its allegiance !), being an excellent example. And where
does one find more engineering ability than at the Scott
works? With the type of design specified, every road shock,
from either of the three wheels, will be, practically, equally
distributed between all the connections, thereby eliminating
existing non-distribution of stresses. Spring the sidecar
wheel by all means, with due provision for permanent lateral

sigidity, but there can be no compromise on the question of
connections ; either all or none must be flexible.

I must leave readers to judge which is more Gilbertian,
"Wharfedale's" idea of flexibility, i.e., by means of sloppily
fitting rear connections (in original article), or my suggestion
so to alter motor cycle design as to enable them to stand up
to sidecar work—which only needs stronger section tubing
with a ribbed liner ! J. WILLEY.

TYRES, NEW, EXPERIENCES WITH.'
Sir,—I recently purchased a 650x65 mm. extra heavy >

cover of a famous make at full list price. At about two
hundred miles this tyre developed an ominous bulge on the .

side. I at once removed it, and found the fabric split in the
exact line of the wearing of the canvas and the joint in
the cover. The rubber outside was untouched, except a
tiny - nick where it had fouled some part of the machine
owing .to the bulge.

I returned the cover to the makers for their opinion.
After a lot of irrelevant correspondence about the beads and I

rims and the cover blowing off the rims, which it never 1

did, they decide that "this cover has been damaged by a a

cut received in the course of ordinary fair wear." They >

offer to repair it at their usual rates !

This sort of thing is going to make the cost of motor 1

cycling prohibitive, and one can only think that the tyres s

supplied to competition riders are a different product altg-:

gether from those supplied to the public.

S. E. DRUITT.
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EXPLAINING THE SPARK GAP.
Sir,—May one be permitted to chip in to the spark gap

controversy ?

Mr. Barclay sets out the pros and cons in a very lucid
manner, and I agree with him that a spark gap, properly
installed, may have certain advantages.

It has, however, certain marked disadvantages, and one
which your corrrespondents seem to have left out of con-
sideration is the fact that althougji an additional spark gap
causes the voltage to build up to a high point before dis-

charging, when the discharge does take place the energy is

not all available at the sparking plug's points, some of it

being dissipated at the points of the au.xiliary gap.
The sum total is that an au,xiliary spark gap enables one

to carry on to some e.xtent with a scrap plug, or defective
lubrication. On a well designed motor cycle, fitted with a
suitable plug, it has no advantages whatever.

Jlr. Hartley, in his first letter, mentions that the makers
of one of these gadgets claimed in an advertisement in the
daily papers that the device collected frictional electricity

from the engine. This claim, of course, is adjectival non-
sense. I have no doubt the device would be successful in
collecting quite a lai-ge quantity of "hot air." ___._

In Mr. Hartley's second letter he seems to have run off
the line a bit because he reminds " Radio " " that the rate
of flow of electric current is constant where the capacity
is the same." This is not so, and I would suggest that
" Radio " forgets it again. (By the way, since current is

the rate of flow, what is the rate of flow of current?)
Also, his statement about two gaps in series is not quite

in accordance with facts. The truth about gaps in series is

very much as stated by Mr. Freeman Lee in his letter of
the same date.

I agree with Mr. Hartley's last two paragraphs, and if

he will take the trouble to look through the advertisement
pages of almost any paper I think he will agree with me
that there are still a large number of " flats " in existence,
and an equally large number of persons selling—shall we
say—"flat traps." MATT. JENNISON.

Sir,—Having read with interest the letters of your corre-
spondents re the merits of an extra gap in the circuit of. an
ignition system, I have been wondering whether anybody
has thought of the following explanation as to why an extra
gap improves the spai'k. '

You are no doubt aware that in expTaining the behaviour
of ,the " somewhat " bigger sparks which occur in thunder-
storms two terms are used, namely, " Steady Strain " and
"Impulsive Rush." Although, perhaps comparison between
a lightning dis-

charge and the
spark discharge in

an ignition circuit

may not be easv
(irrespective of on a

basis of dimension),

I consider the ex-

planation of light^

ning phenomena
will go a long way
to explain why an
extra gap can be

made beneficial to

the plug gap. In experiments conducted by (I believe)

Sir Oliver Lodge, he made use of apparatus' represented

by the enclosed diagrams. .- In fig. 1 a represents a

ciiurch steeple, pointed ; while b could be some flat topped
building. Both a and b are electrically connected to the

ground r/. A piece of tinfoil c represents a cloud. On
subjecting g and c to a steadily increasing potential dift'erence,

a spark always occurred between c and a. but not between
e and 6. Now turn to fig. 2. c was now electricall.y

isolated, and an electrode e, representing another eloud, was
\ introduced near c. e and g were now subjected to a steadily

increasing potential difference. The result was to create a
:

" steady strain " between the cloud c and the two ground
objects a and b, up to a point when a sjjark occun-ed
between e and c. The strain between c and g was now

,
suddenly increased, and it was found that the resulting spark,

;in the form of an "impulsive rush," was as likely to strike b

las a, although b was further away. And the experiment
shewed that where an impulsive rush existed the spark was
both more uncertain and more damaging—more uncertain in

c/

LA ? 1-
s

a
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that it did not behave in accordance with the usual rules of

discharge surfaces and distances ; damaging^ in that what

spark did occur occurred in the shortest possible time, thereby

being hotler and more concentrated
The case of the magneto discharge is very similar except

that only two gaps altogether need be considered. In fig. o

a is that part of the magneto secondary circuit that lies

between the external gap a b and the internal gap a c. At
or after the moment when the interruption of the primary

takes place the high-tension secondary is being built up,

and a steady electrical strain is created between c and a in

the same manner as between c and g in figs. 1 and 2. If

now the gap^ a b is smaller than a c, a spark occurs more
readily at ab, a is suddenly electrically overcharged, and

the resultant "impulsive rush" at a c, the internal gap, creates

a hot, destructive spark—destructive, that is, to anything

that may lie in its path. If, on the other hand, the gap

a b be greater than the gap a c, as in fig 4, a different state

of affairs exists. In this case, when a spark occurs at a b,

apart altogether from the large amount of energy which is

dissipated at that point, due to the larger gap, and is,

consequently, wasted to igniting the mixture, this spark

takes place" just too late to be of any value, because a c.

being a smaller gap, discharges, almost simultaireously, any
impulsive rush which exists in this case, serving to keep

the spark burning at gap a c for a longer period than would
otherwise be the case. In other words, the -energy dissi-

pated at ac is, in the latter case, not sufficiently concen-

trated. It must be borne in mind when considering this

subject that it is the amount of energy discharged at the

fraction of a second when the spark begins, rather than

what subsequently follows, that matters. -If you can concen-

trate most of the energy of the spark into actually breaking

down insulation it does not matter what the character of the

spark is once the insulation has been energetically overcome.

"Impulsive rush" does this to a marked degree in the

case of the magneto if the external gap be smaller than the

internal gap, although the result may be too uncertain to

be of anv practical value to the motorist.
W. H. MASSY.

SUMJIARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
On a recent tour from London to Eastbourne on a 4 h.p.

standard Triumph sidecar, covering a distance of 320 miles

(two up), " Ignoramus " averaged 92 m.p.g. He wishes to

know if other Triumph owners can equal this.

Referring to the discussion on head lamp dimming, "OH
4634" points out that Messrs. Brown Bros, have, since 1911,

marketed the Autoclipse lamp, which possesses a simple dim-

ming device consi.=ting of a dull metal disc, which may be

lowered between the reflector and the flame.

Regarding the controversy about the Brongh Superior

engine, Mr. G. F. Randall opines that in .general layout it

is the same as the engine used by C. R. Collier in his match
with Jake de Rosier on July 15th, 1911.
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A selection ol questions -j- general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'!

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and en one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desirinff routes may enjoy the benefit

01 the Road Service Department of that organisaticn. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt 01 reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state 01 tl e roa.is

:n any particular locality

TAPPET CLEARANCES.
To get good results, how many

thousandths of an inch clearance
should there be in the tappets
o£ my 4 h.p. 1921 Triumph?
Kindly advise for inlet and

exhaust.—E.M.R.
The clearance in the tappet of the 4 h.p.

Triumph should be approximately ten
thousandths exhaust and six to eight
inlet.

SIDECAR FOR A LIGHTWEIGHT
Could you give me the name

and address of the makers of a
really light sporting sidecar

-2J which could be readily fixed to a
2| h.p. Douglas? Would the

' frame of the machine have to be
altered in any way ? What gear ratios

would be most suitable for a moderately
flat district, both my passenger and
myself being lightweights?—D.H.M.

You would find any of the well-known
lightweight sidecars suitable for your
machine. We do not usually recommend
sidecars for use with purely solo

machines, but if you decide to fit a
sidecar to your 2| h.p. Douglas we would
recommend you to fit the smallest front
sprocket obtainable from the manufac-
turers, since the gear ratio should be
kept very low for sidecar work.

WEIGHT DISPOSITION OF SIDECAR BODY
Having read with much interest

" Wharfedale's " recent article

on " Sidecar Attachments," I

would like your opinion as to the
correct position of the sidecar

on the chassis. I notice that

a majority of sidecars on the
road have the body slung very forward,
throwing the weight of the car and pas-
senger on to the front connections and
front frame of the cycle, with a tend-
ency to twist the latter from back to

front. Only recently I put the body
of my sidecar back, so that the weight
when loaded was more or less balanced
over the axle, and was surprised to
learn how much easier the whole
machine ran ; it was also easier to steer.
Which do you consider the correct posi-
tion for the sidecar body?—F.K.T.

Undoubtedly the best distribution of
weight in a sidecar is that which balances
most of the weight over the back axle.
An example to which sidecars may be
approximated is the horse-drawn dog 'cart,
so laden that the shafts merely float in
the harness of the horse—this ideal, of
course, is difficult to obtain in a sidecar.
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LOST POWER AFTER OVERHAUL.
My 2| h.p. T.D.C. has lost

power and speed since an over-

haul. I have had the brass main
bearings turned up, as the rollers

were subject to air leaks ; also

new piston rings. There are no air

leaks, the spark is good, jet No. 26,

compression better than before, also

crank case suction. Timing points just

breaking, piston 2 mm. from top dead
centre, and fully retarded, yet the
engine overheats. I have had it

carefully run in, and it is now quite
free. There is the same thickness of

packing between the cylinder and the
crank case as before, also the piston is

on correctly. The exhaust is not
blocked. The only difference is that I

am running on one-third benzole and
two-thirds petrol instead of all petrol,

and still the engine refuses to take full

air, and will not start from cold without
having the air intake stopped up. I am
using the same sparking plug, and the
wheels are free.—S.L.

It is possible that your engine requires
still further running in, and we should
recommend you to advance the ignition

point until the contacts break with the
control fully retarded when the piston is

on top dead centre.

THE WORCESTER CLUB'S PRESIDENT'S
CUP TRI.AL.

J. A. Newman (3^ Douglas) whistling

cheerily on his way up Trefadoc. He was
one of the winning team (Worcester Club).

SILENCING A SINGLE.
Several Triumph riders and

myself would be glad to know
of any method of completely

silencing the" exhaust ^ of a

Triumph, as the standard fitting
;

is rather noisy.—B.H.B.
The only method of silencing the exhaust t

on a single-cylinder motor cycle is to fit \

an extra large silencer. In your case you
might be able to fit a long exhaust

pipe to your machine in place of the

present pipe and silencer, and fit a large

expansion box at the end similar to that i

used on the Zenith machines.

LIGHTING-UP TABLES.
Does your lighting-up time-

table, as shown in Tht. Motor -/

Gtjch each week, apply to Ayr- ;

shire, Scotland, as well as '>\

London? Is the lighting up time

the same in both places?—E.M.R.
The times given in our lighting-up table

are for London. For Ayrshire you may
add roughly eighteen minutes to the time,
plus about three minutes in March, six

minutes in April, ten minutes in Ma/,
June, and July, six minutes in August,
three minutes, in September, six minutes^
in October, twelve minutes in November,
fifteen minutes in December and January,!
and nine minutes in February. Theseii
figures are only approximate, and you
would be well advised to get the locala

correction lor latitude and longitude.

ADJUSTING WEIGHT OF NEW PISTON.
Having recently had my S^h.p.i

single-cylinder engine rebored andii

a new piston fitted, with resulting'
increase in poyver, I find that the

engine vibrates badly, the rivets
securing the throw pin to 'the flywhee'

_ shaking loose in less than 100 miles.

On searching for the cause, I find thai

the new piston is two ounces heaviei
than the old one, which no doubt cause:
the vibration. 'Will you be good enoujjl
to inform me what additional weigh
should be added to the flywheels h
compensate for the extra two ounce
in the piston?—W.S.M.

Your best plan would be to endeavou
to lighten the piston to the necessar
amount, which will probably be a con
paratively simple job ; whereas to n
balance the engine would cause som
difficulty, and you would have to ad
weight to the balance weights, and thei

is usually very little room to do this i

an internal flywheel engine.

\M
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BROKEN SPOKES.
All 8 li.p. sidecar outfit that

^ is being iised over very rough
> roads and with very heavy loads
-2J is continually breaking the

spokes. I have had the rear

wheel rebuilt with No. 9 spokes, but
with very little better results. Can you
give me the address of any wheel
builders who would be able to construct
a wheel cither of the artillery pattern
or with a solid disc in place of spokes?
—G.M.N.

We do not know of anyone who will con-
struct a wlieel such as you require, as so
far solid discs or artillery pattern wheels
have not proved satisfactoi-y on motor
cycles. It certainly sliould not be neces-
sary to have a wheel built with any
heavier spokes than 9 gauge, and we can
only think that the breakages result from
faulty methods of driving or careless use
of the clutch.

EVADERS' BEPLIES.
28>:3iii. TYRES ON 26x2Jin. RIMS.
We notice in yom' " Questions and

Beplies " page of The Motor Cycle of
the 27th ult., in reply to a correspondent,
you say :

" It is quite satisfactory to fit such
a tyre " (28x3in. on a 26x2^in. rim),
and that several members of your
staff have followed the practice, with
every satisfaction.

That may be so, but there is, all the
time, an element of risk both to tyre and
rider; and, knowing you desire to be
scrupulously accurate in these matters, a
few facts and figures herewith appended

i may be of interest to your readers who
I may be tempted to do likewise.
! The 26x2^in; (1)2) rim has a circum-
i ference of Tl^in. Tlie 28x3in. rim has
i'a circuinfere?ire of 73in. Difference, IJin.

I,
The 2Sx2iin. (1)2) has a section

j
measurement of Ifin. The 28x3iii. has

i^ section measurement of Ifin. Differ-

I ence, iin.
I The sketch shows the 26x2^in. section

and the 28x3in. section rims, showing
comparative depths under clinch. The
26x2^in. (D2) rim, being mucli smaller

in circumference, the 28x3in. tyre must
be a very loose fit

upon it, making
it liable to creep
and cut the
bead. The 26 X
2iin. (D2) rim
being much nar-

rower, there is

not proper room
for the extended

flaps of a 28x3in. cover, making it diffi-

cult to get the cover on the rim. The
!
space uuder the clinch of the 26x2^111.

t (I)2i rim is much less than the 28x3in.
;

' consequently the larger bead of the latter
' tyre cannot go under the clinch, of the

; 26x2iin. (D2) rim, with the result that
' the bead never reaches its proper anchor-
' age. From the above, it will be seen that

1
there is an appreciable difference in sizes

' and fittings, and that there is sufficient

'\ reasan why the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., does
' not recommend the fitting of a particular

size tvre to a different size rim.

—

The
. Palmer Tyre, Ltd. (H. W. Weald).

''( [While agreeing with our correspondent's
- remai'ks about the appreciable differ-

ences in circumference and section of

the two rims, the fact remains that

there are to-day hundreds of 2~x3in.
covers giving very satisfactory service

on 26x25in. rims, and we ha-e yet to

find a case where excessive wear at the
bead or rolling could be directly traced

to this cause. We have several times
experienced sudden punctures with
these " oversize " covers, with no ill

effects whatsoever ; and on one occa-

sion we rode fully five miles with an
uhinflated 28in. cover on a 26in. rear

wheel. Until larger tyres are stan-

dardised, we consider that the fitting of

these " unofficial " oversize covers is to

be recommended as a very excellent

compromise .

—

Ed . ]

CARBURETTER ADJUSTMENT.
Reference to "E.S." enquiry (October

20th) on the Binks carburetter for 2| h.p.

Douglas, may I suggest that a leakage of

petrol is taking place at the base of one
or more of the jets, allowmg petrol

from the float chamber to enter the gas

mixer without travelling through the jets?

As " F.S." is only getting the ridiculous

mileage of forty to the gallon, I would
further suggest he temporarily stop up
the jets with wax, and then endeavour
to start the engine. I find the correct

jets for a 2J h.p. Douglas are 000, 0, and
6.—A. C. R0HBINS.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Headers' replies to questions publis/icil

under this headinq should be sent to the

Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they u'ill be for-

icarded direct to the querists concerned.

"J.S.T." (Suckley).—Low acetylene

lighting set.

"H.N." (Manchester).—2| h.p. Boyal
Ruby, sports model : Speed, climbing, and
general running.
' "H.E.W." (London, S.W.ll).—5-6 h.p.

Raleigh, solo and sidecar : Speed, acceler-

ation, performance ; ease of handling solo.

"G.G.G." (Glasgow).—2| h.p. Barr
and Stroud engine, solo : general per-

formances, reliability ; if suitable for

heavy frame and 2^in. tyres.

"W.S." (Perth).—7 h.p. F.N., with
sidecar : Consumption, oil and petrol over-

heating, power and power maintenance,
wear, breakages, transmission. How
compared with Morgan Runabout ?

" A.B." (Maidstone).—G.N. cycle car

after 8,000 miles running ; especially chain
adjustments, springs, broken" parts, and
wheel bearings. Also possibility of better

silencing.

important i!)ates.

Fri., Nov. 4lh, to Sat., Nov. 12th

—

Automobile Exhibition, Olytnpia and
White City. [Sec "The Aiiiocnr")

Mon.. Nov. 28th, to Sal., Dec. 3rd—
The Olympia Motor Cycle Show,

Eat., Dec. 3rd to Tues., Dec. )3th~
Brussels Show.

Mon. Dec 26th, Tues, Dec 27lh—
M.C C. London-Exeter London Trial.

Sat., Dae 3l8t.- N.-W. London M.C.C.

Twelve Hours Open Win'.er Trial.

Fri., Jan. 27th, to Sat., Feb. 4th. 1922-
Scottish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

A Change o£ Address.

X.L. Motors, Ltd., the makers of the

X,L. machines recently reviewed in our
pages, have now moved into new premises

at 506, Ulster Chambers, 168, Regent
Street, London, W.l.

A South London Works Trial.

On October 22nd, tlie employees of

A. E. Parnacott's works held a success-

ful half-day trial. Starting from Penge,

the route included Whyteleaf. Succombs
Hill, Sunniugdale Hill, and Cudham
Church Hill. W. B. Dickens (4 Douglas)

and E. C. Anderson (2^ Ivy) made
outstanding performances on the hills.

. Plugs Jor ail Engines.

The makers of Lodge sparking plugs

(Lodge Plugs, Ltd.. Rugby), having re-

cently published lists of their products

suitable for almost all types of engines,

still find that users occasionally select the

wrong type of plug for a particular

engine ; in all cases of doubt they offer

advice on receipt of particulars regard-

ing make and date of the engine in use.

Ill m.p.h. for 200 Miles.

The G.N. which won the 200 mile

cycle car race at Brdoklands was
equipped with one of the new square-

shaped 90° M-L magnetos-, having the

special steel magnets recently described

in our pages.

In Denmark.

A reliability trial organised by the

Copenhagen M.C. recently incorporated

a novel feature. The riders had to ride

in pairs, each pair having to start and
finish together. First prize was secure^!

bv two Wolf riders, who cov'ered 880

kilom-etres (550 miles) in twenty-four

hours without loss of marks. Dunlop
tyres were used on both machines.

A Permanent Lighting-up Table.

An ivorine lighting-up table, .suitable

for -fitting to the dashboards of sidecars

or cycle cars, has been prepared by H.
Taylor and Co., Ltd., 52. Sussex Place,

South Kensington, London, S.W. It is

being offered free to readers of The
Motor Cycle.

Auto-wheel Parts.

The prices of spare parts for Auto-

wheels have been reduced by 10%, and
Auto-Wheels, Ltd., Russell Road, Ken-
sington, London, W.14, carry a large

stock, and can deliver immediately.

Orders for spares, however, should in-

clude the number of the engine for which
the parts are required.

Catalogues Received.

British Lighting and Ignition Co.,

Ltd., Adderley Park, Birmingham : List

of the B.L.I.C. magnetos, several of

which are suitable for motor cycle
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Two New Long Stroke Sunbeams.
A Bi^ Single for Sidecar Work and a Special T.T. Machine added to Sunbeam Range,

which now includes Five Dislincl Models.

ONE year's T.T. model very often be- w—
_^

comes a next year's sports model,
""

but Messrs. John Marston, Ltd.,

tave gone one better, and now offer to

the jDublio their 1922 T.T. motor cycle,

which has an entirely new long stroke

engine and a long wheelbase frame. This

machine embodies all the lessons of past

racing experience, and has been on the

road for a considerable period in the

hands of 'T. C. de la Hay and George
Dance, who inform us. that without the

special tuning which every Tourist

Trophy mount receives, it is several miles

an hour faster than the Tnachine which
won the 1920 Senior T.T. and this year's

French Grand Prix. That is the Sun-

beam offering to speedmen for 1922.

There is, however, a large coterie of

Sunbeam enthusiasts who drive sidecars,

and who, up to the present, have had
the choice of the 3^ h.p. outfit and the

8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined twin. A long-

stroke 590 c.c. machine has now been in-

troduced, which is a worthy addition to

the big single sidecar outfits on the

market.

The Full Programme.
Every class of rider, save those who

favour lightweights, is catered for in the

1922 Sunbeam range of five machines.

These are briefly outlined below :

3^ h.p. T.T. model : new engine,

longer wheelbase, no carrier or kick-

starter. Price £136 10s.

3^ h.p. " Sports " model : as popular 1921

prototype, but with kick-starter. £136 10s.

3j h.p. "Standard" dual-purpose
mount : similar to the current year's

model, but with "belt rim" brakes,

Druid type forks, and without inter-

changeable wheels. £125.

4i h.p. sidecar model : long-stroke

engine, interchangeable wheels. Sunbeam
leaf spring fork, internal expanding rear

brake. £141 15s.

8 h.p. twin sidecar machine, with new
type J.A.P. engine. £168.

The T.T. Model Described.

One's first impression of the new T.T.

model conjures up the simile of the

thoroughbred racehorse, as compared with

A long stroke big single for sidecar work.

105 mm.

=

the more robust hunter, to which the

1920 sports model approximates. There
is something of that " slimness " which
suggests speed in the slightly lengthened
frame. The saddle position is lower, and
the' handle-bar, instead of being fixed

The detach-

able split sidecar

connection lug,

which grips the

lower tank rail

and the front

down tube.

at the head of the steering post, is carried

on two brackets extendhig rearwards and
downwards from the head clip. Thus the

handle-bar is actually lower than the top

of the head tube, which is fitted with a

cap. The shape of the bar is particularly

graceful, and' the average rider will find

The standard Sunbeam " 3^ is now a dual purpose machine, a step between the " Sports
'

and the 4i h.p. sidecar models.

It has a bore of 85 mm. and a stroke of

- 596 c.c.

on assuming a natural riding position that

his hands drop on to the grips.

As before mentioned, the T.T. engint

is a new design of the long-stroke type,

the bore and stroke being 77 mm. and
105 mm. respectively (489 c.c), and the

compression ratio rather higher than is

usually the case. The ports are designed
to give an exceptionally big sweep, which
brings both the induction and exhaust
pipes lower down the cylinder than in the
other models.
An aluminium single-ring piston is

adopted, and this, in conjunction with
the other light reciprocating parts, gives
the engine remarkable acceleration. The_
transmission is by chain through a close

ratio Sunbeam gear box without kick-

starter ; but the little oil bath is only

fitted to the primary drive, the rear chain, i

being protected only by a light guard.

As before mentioned, no carrier is fitted, i

so a place has been found for the tool-

bag on the right side chain stay.

Another deviation from the design of i

the heavier models is that the drip-feed

is omitted and a hand pump with two-
way tap, which allows oil to be directed

to the gear box or engine. The mud- \

guarding is light, being minus valances,

and, altogether, the machine is a ttucn

sporting mount. It is capable of lappingi
• Brook-lands at 70 m.p.h., and is as flexible, i

as silent, and as docile as a modest tourist/

type.
,
This we demonstrated for ourselvesi

one day last week, when we spent am
afternoon trying both the new models'
among the hills around Bridgnorth.

At 25 m.p.h., this T.T. mount, whiclii

has a straight through pipe, is quieter thai:

companion machines fitted with thf

standard Sunbeam silencer.

The Light Solo "3i"
The sports model of the current yeai

remains practically unaltered, exceptini

that a kick-starter is now fitted. ThI

gear box is of the close ratio type, anci

as in the case of all the Sunbeam sol
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mounts, Druid type forks and an alu-
minium piston are fitted.

" No frills " is the keynote of the
standard modef, which is intended to
meet the requirements of those who desire
a dual-purpose mount. It has shoe brakes
on both wheels, 650x55 mm. tyres, and,
generally, may be regarded as a heavier
edition of the light solo model. The
wheels are not interchangeable. Druid
type forks are fitted, and t'ootboards form
part of its specification. Two sidecars
are offered as being suitable for this
machine—a sporting type and a touring
attachment.

New Sidecai "4i."
Although the current 3^ h.p. model as

a sidecar machine appro.ximates in per-
foi'mance to the average mount with an
engine of 600 c.c, Mr. Greenwood, the
Sunbeam designer, has decided that 500
c.c. is scarcely large enough to satisfy the
requirements of all who would own a
single-cylinder Sunbeam. Some drivers
require a fast machine, and are satisfied
to travel moderately light, in order not
to forfeit the acceleration powers and
high maximum speeds of which tlae 3^
h.p. standard Sunbeams are capable.
There are others who have families to
provide transport for, or perhaps it is

that their wives insist upon hoods,
screens, and much luggage.
For this latter class of rider, the new

4^ h.p. Sunbeam has been produced, and
from our own e.xperience with the
machine we can say tlrat it will fulfil its

purpose in every way.
In general appearance, the new model

closely resembles the 1920 standard. It

has 650x65 mm. tyres, detachable wheels,
internal expanding rear brake, leaf spring
fork, wide mudguards, and all the appur-
tenances of the fully equipped sidecar
outfit.

IJ^OT^IUI 571

A new super Sports Model, with long-stroke engine of 77 X 105 mm. No carrier or

kick-starter is fitted.

The cylinder, the dimensions of which
are 85x105 mm. (595 c.c), has a detach-
able head held down by three studs, but
this feature is not intended so much to
facilitate decarbonising as to prevent dis-

tortion of the cylinder barrel. The piston
is of the cast iron type, with two rings.
It will be seen that two bore and two
stroke sizes are used in the Sunbeam
single-cylinder range, 85 mm. bore being
used on the 3^ h.p. standard and the 4i
h.p. sidecar engines, the variation of
capacity being obtained by the length of
the stroke, as under :

Bore and Capacity
stroke.

3/, h.p. T.T. engine 77x105 .. 489
3",L. h.p. sports engine 85x88 .. 499
31/. h.p standard engine 85x88 .. 499
41/i h.p. fiidecar en^ane ... 85x105 ... 596

On trying the new sidecar model on
the road, we enjoyed a new experience in

sidecaring. It was like driving a twin
with the beat of a single. The com-
paratively low compression renders it

almost as flexible as a twin, and, fully
loaded, one may drive at speeds between
30 and 35 m.p.h. up hill and down dale
for miles on end. • The maximum speed

The 1922 Sports model—similar to the

The Sunbeam 85 X 88

1921 type, but fitted with a kick-starter.

mm. engine is retained.

is probably in the neighbourhood of 45
m.p.h., although our speedometer needle
did not go beyond the 40 m.p.h. mark.
At all speeds the steering is delightfully

light, and one may release the handle-bars
without any tendency for, the wheel to
leave the direct track. During our short
test, we visited several of the test sections
of last Saturday's Midland Centre trial,

including a deep watersplash, which all

but submerged the engine. But this

model is used to such tests, for during
the past two years it has participated in
many trials, which have helped to bring
the machine to that stage of perfection
when it shakes off the chrysalis shell of
experiment -and enters the market a
thoroughly proved production.

The 8 h.p. Model.

With the exception that the 8 h.p. twin
Sunbeam will be fitted with the latest
type of J. A. P. engine (described on page
574), this model practically remains un-
altered.

Sidecar Improvements.

Several minor alterations have been
made to the Sunbeam sidecar chassis. The
current model has three-point attachment
at the front by means of straight tubes,
one from the footrest bolt and two from
the front tube. The 1922 design elimi-
nates the straight tubes, one tube only
being used at the front, and this is

curved, being attached to the cycle frame
by a neat split lug, which grips the lower
tank rail and the front down tube. A
single bolt is used, but in order that the
clip remains in place when the sidecar
connection is withdrawn, three small
bolts are embodied to retain the lug in
position.

At the rear, also, a bent tube is used,
connecting with the chassis at a point
near the centre of the transverse member,
instead of on the longitudinal member as
hitherto.

A New Royal Ruby Lightweight.
IN addition to the well-known and well-

tried spring frame, there are several
points incorporated in the design of

all the Royal Ruby models which deser\'e

to be called distinctive.

Detail work has always received careful
attention, and it has not been found

:, necessary to make changes in the majority
}

of the models. One entirely new type,

I

however, has been introduced for ne.xt

I
year—a spring' frame 375 c.c. machine.

conservatively rated at 3 h.p. Both
engine and gear box—a three-speed with

clutch and kick-starter—are of Royal
Ruby manufacture, and the machine in

the main follows the lines of the smaller-

engined model of 1921.

This new model, with the well-known
Royal Ruby spring frame, is sold as a

solo mount at £90, or with a rigid frame
and light sidecar at £105.
The older 21 h.p. (349 c.c.) rigid

frame sports model is retained, and with
sidecar sells at £95, at which figure it

appears to be very excellent value.

The main modifications to the luxurious
8 h.p. sidecar outfit have been made in

providing even greater comfort for the
passenger and vietail improvements to the
sidecar. The spare wheel is now attached
to the chassis instead of to the body

;

and a new tandem-seated sidecar is an
important addition.
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.Note the rear springing

Beardmore-Precision Developments.
A 4^ h.p. Four-s(roke Single-cylinder. Unit Construciion. Pump Lubrication.

THE 350 c.c. two-stroke Beardmore-
Precision being now firmly estab-

lished on the market, Mr. F. E.
Baker has once again given his mind to

the production of the big single four-

stroke. In spite of the fact that the pre-
war 4^ h.p.~ Precision was sold overseas
in greater quantities than at home, there
are still many admirers of that popular
engine in this country who have been
looking forward to the appearance of a

post-war Precision four-stroke.
Founded on the main essentials of the

old " 4^," the new enigine is a combina-
. tion of the most up-.to-date practice with
the results of years of practical experience.
To begin with, the engine is lubricated

automatically by a meclianical pump

;

and, though a simple supply adjuster is

provided, once this has been set the driver
is relieved of all further worries. Again,
the engine, gear box, and magneto form
a single unit, the crank case and gear box
being cast together. At the same time,
the two units are separated by the walls
in such a manner that, but for the con-
structional advantages, they might as

well be two entirely separate units. The
mechanism of each is inspected through
separat* end plates, and no particles of

foreign matter from one unit can affect

the working of the other.

597 c.c. Cylinder Capacity.

A cylinder of 89x96 mm. bore and
stroke is bolted to the crank chamber in

the normal way, but the side-by-side

valves are mounted in a detachable cylin-

der head, which has radially disposed
cooling fins, and is held down by four
set pins.

Within the cylinder lies a slightly

waisted cast iron piston with two top
rings and one in the skirt which acts

as a scraper ; double row roller bearings
are employed for the big end. Two ball

bearings support the crankshaft on the
drive side and one on the timing side,

and the flywheels are notable for their

large diameter and the fact that they are

Transmission side of the new 4i h.p. Beardmore-Precision.

and upcurved footboards.

forged solid with their shafts, leaving
only the crank pin to be assembled. A
separate gear wheel, cam, and light rocker
are employed to operate each of the ad-
justable tappets, and a subsidiary exhaust
cam is brought into action when required
t€ act as a decompressor.

lies between the tappet guides. A notched
quadrant provides several adjustments
for regulating the oil flow through a

simple needle valve, and oil is delivered

from the regulating chamber to the crank
case through a ball valve. In addition,

a pedal on the exterior of the crank case

operates a disc valve, by means of which
the crank case can be flushed with oil

for racing purposes or in case of emer-
gency. A special crank case breather re-

turns the majority of the otherwise waste
oil to the sump, but a small quantity is

fed to the primary chain.

An eccentric vane type pump is used to

circulate the oil on the 4-ih.p. Beardmore-

Precision.

Directly below the crankshaft pinion

lies a bronze wheel, having a 3 to 1 reduc-

tion, which drives a rotary vane type
pump, and -delivers oil from a sump
(formed by a chamber below the gear

box and an enlargement of the timing

cover) to a regulating chamber which

AN ENGINE-GEAR
UNIT.

Driving and timmg sides of the combined engine and transmission unit ; the cylinder
is of 597 c.c. capacity, and the gear fas three speeds with clutch and kick-starter.

Oil regulator and quick thread screw exhaust

lifter on the engine.

So short are the centres of the primary
drive that no adjustment is provided,
since when the chain is stretclied suffi-

ciently to cause bad running it should
be replaced. The gear box housing is

arranged so as to accommodate standard
Sturmey-Archer gears, shafts, and Clutch,

though a modified starter and change-
speed quadrant are fitted. The primary
chain is almost entirely enclosed by a

cast aluminium case, and special pro- -

vision is made for trapping mud thrown
off by the rear chain.

This most interesting unit is housed
in a frame almost e.xactly similar to tlyat

.

already popularised on the spring frame '

Beardmore-Precision two-stroke. The
same type of steel tank forms the main
member of the frame. Similar front and
rear springing is employed, and no casts

lugs aj'e incorporated, all joints and lugsj

being made of steel pressings weldjsd'

together where necessary. Both brakes i
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are of the contracting band type—that on
the rear wheel being wide and particu-
larly powerful.

Detail modifications include a pressing
to replace the tubular member between
the front spindle and the leaf spring,
cable guides and pump clips brazed to the
tank, and a neat purple panel outlined
with blue.

Important Details.

It will be remembered that the mud-
guards form part of the frame, and that
the coniMned tool-box and carrier are
part of the re^r guard. Very sensible
aluminium footboards with, long upward
extensions are part of the equipment, and
700x80 mm. or 26x3in. light ear tyres
are fitted.

It should be emphasised that the engine
unit is not a modified 500 c.c. engine,
but is designed throughout for its ulti-

mate purpose, and that the complete
machine is intended as a competitor to
the low-priced light car. As a sidecar
outfit, the price of this very fine machine

In addition to the above sports model Beardmore-Freclsion two-siroke, a similar machme
may be equipped with a Ban' and Stroud sleeve valve engine.

will be £135, while the solo price w-ill

be £105.
The Sports two-stroke M'ill, of course,

be continued, and will sell at £75: and

a machine similar in- all details, but fitted

with a 350 c.c. Barr and Stroud sleeve-

valve engine (described in TIip, Motor
Ci/de of July 21st), will be listed at £85.

Radco Relinements
A Larger Engine, a Bijou Sidecar, and a Lady's Two-speed Model.

'I
'UE most important alteration to the

1 Badco models lies in the fact that

the bore and stroke of the 'engine

have been increased to 57 x 70 mm. {247

c.c). The ' No. 1 model is now fitted

with inverted lever controls. Best and
Lloyd sight-feed drip lubrication, a modi-
fied internal exhaust release, and a neat

chain guard : aluminium footboards,

Druid forks, C.A.V. or Eunbaken mag-
neto, and 24x2^in. tyres complete the

specification ; though a purple tank, with

black and gold lining, is now standard.

Choice of Grears.

This machine may be obtained either

single-geared, -svith plain tv^o-speed, or

with clutch and kick-starter. Fitted with
a very neat sporting sidecar, the little

Ample dressguards, a low riding position,

and a kick-starter make the open frame

model suitable for the lady motor cj clist.

machine is one of the lightest forms of
passenger machine in existence, and for

The 2^ Lp. Radco lightweight

outfit is distinguished by a sport-

ing Httle Sidecar, possessing good
luggage accommodation in spite of

its light weight.

dual work a three-speed Burman gear
box is recommended.
A second model, with petroil lubrica-

tion, 24x2in. tyres, and footrests, instead
of footboards, may also be obtained with
various forms of transmission : and it is

hoped that this machine will sell at an
attractively moderate figure.

An Open Frame Model.

The lady motor cyclist who desires an
open frame mount has not been forgotten,
nor has the need for adequate dress
guards on this type of machine. A neat
design of frame has been evolved, and,
by inclining the engine, it is kept well
out of the Avay of the rider's skirts with-
out being inaccessible. A metal shield
extends downward from the tank in the
rear of the engine, and both belt and
primary chain are similarly adequately
protected.

A Burman lightweight two-speed gear
box, with kick-starter — a commendable
feature on a lady's mount—is fitted, and,
otherwise, the machine follows the lines

of the standard Radcos.

B15
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ENGINES FOR ALL REQUIREMENTS.
1922 J.A.P. Models: Side Valves Universal Practice Throughout Wide Range

oJ Singles and V Twins.

THE fuU range of J.A.P. engines for

1922 will consist of no fewer than
ten different models. The makers,

J. A. Prestwich and Co., Ltd., North-
umberland Park, Tottenhain, London,
N.17, are particularly anxious that their

engines should be known not by their

horse-power, as this, of course, is an un-

satisfactory term, but by their cubical

capacity measurements. The range will

be the 250 c.c, 293 c.c, 350 c.c. standard,
350 c.c. sports, 550 c.c, 500 c.c. twin,

680 c.c. twin, the 986 c.c. standard, and
the 986 c.c. sports; there is also the 986
C.C; water-cooled twin. Several of these

are completely new models. Take, for

example, the 350 c.c. sports model, which
came into being just before the T.T.
races. Unlike several other motor cycle

engine manufacturers, those responsible

for J.A.P. engines have pinned their

faith to the side-by-side valve layout, and
have obtained wonderful successes during
the past year.

A Long Stroke 350 c.c.

The 350 c.c. sports engine has a bore
and stroke of 70x90 mm., and it is now
fitted with an oil spray device fixed over
the relief valve, consisting of a pipe with
a flattened head, and, on each side of

'the head, are two narrow openings, about
^in. in length, through which oil is

sprayed on to the valve stems. It would
be thought at first that this idea, though
excellent, would be rather messy, but
very little oil issues therefrom, only
just enough to moisten the valve stems.

The illustration of the engine will show
the multiplicity of the radiating fins and
the die-cast aluminium "fir cones"
attached to the valve caps which serve

The 550 c.c. J.A.P. single cylinder.

Note the die-cast "fir cone" valve cap.
radiators, the new position of the sparking

plug, and the oil spray for the valve

sterns.

A big twin sports model, specially

suitable for speed mounts. It has
roller bearing big ends, and ball bearing
mainshaft.

to dissipate the heat. The position of
the sparking plug is to the rear of the
inlet valve, a position which has been
found after careful experiment. An
engine, with the sparking plug fitted in
the standard position, namely, the inlet
valve cap, ^ave somewhat inferior results,

but when the plug was moved to the new
position the engine ran for ten minutes
on full load and gave increased power.
The test was purposely made with un-
satisfactory plugs. The new engine has
a roller bearing big end and ball bearings
on the pulley side. It is also fitted with
a new and more robust type of timing

A V twin of 500 c.c, composed ol two
250 c.c. single cylinders; the exhaust

valve lifter is of the external variety, once
popular on all J.A.P. products.

gear. It will be seen that the timing

gear case is circular and the magneto
chain cover forms part of it, while the

platform to which the magneto is attached

is of mild steel and is bolted on to a lug

on the crank case. The valves are liin.

in diameter. When used for competition

purposes, an aluminium piston is fitted,

but for general touring work a cast iron

piston is supplied. Both these are of

standard design. The gudgeon pin is

held in the connecting rod and rotates

in the piston, and it has been found that

this system is quite satisfactory, even

though, when an aluminium piston is

fitted, no bushes are used.

Big Single for Sidecar Work.

The new 550 c.c. engine follows similar

lies, and the sparking plug position is

the same. The bore and stroke of this

engine are 85x95 ram., and it is of the low '

compression variety. The cylinder has

a number of fins cast on it situated close 1

together so as to dissipate the heat ade-

quately, while the new timing gea>»^

(similar to the 350 c.c. type) is fitted'; the

big end has a roller bearing and a ball

bearing is used on the pulley side. The 1

piston is of cast iron, and the flywheels -

are very large.

Another new engine which will attract 1

a number of motor cyclists is the 986 c.c.

sports model big twin ; this is provided (

with valve oil spray similar to the smaller 1

engines previously described. The radi-

ating fins have been specially cast to 1

keep heat from the valve chest, and thai-

plug is similarly arranged, where it isi

cooled by the incoming gases. The size of !

the ports is also a point worthy of special

remark. The valves are IJin. in dia-

meter, and Ijin. exhaust pipes are fitted.

Not only are the big ends of the roller (

The new 250 c.c! J.A.P. unit. It has

an oil spray for the valve stems, the die-

cast "fir cone" valve cap radiators, heavy
radiating fins, and an improved timing

cover.

Bi6
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Advance Details of 1922 Models-

pattern, but ball bearings are used on

both sides of the mainshaft. The
makers guarantee that this unit will do

eighty miles an hour.

The 250 c.c. T.T. Engine.

A review of the new J.A.P. models

oannofbe concluded without reference to

the 250 c.c. engine which this year won
TM Motor Cycle Cup in the T.T., the

Grand Prix, all Class A records, won its

IJ^^gciLS 575

Crank case and simple timing gear of the

350 c.c. latest type single cylinder model.

class in the 500 Miles Race, the Gaillon

Hill-climb, and the recent world's records

in the Paris Speed Trials. It is fitted

with side-by-side valves, and it is hoped
that it will attain eighty miles an hour.

Such a speed from a 250 c.c. single-

cylinder is almost incredible, more so

since it is equal to the guaranteed speed

of the big 8 h.p. twin-cylinder sports

model already referred to.

10,000 Revs, per Minute. -

Although 80 m.p.h. may seem a vain

hope, the makers nevertheless are ready

to demonstrate that this wonderful little

250 c.c. engine is capable of turning over

at the hitherto . unthinkable speed of

10.000 r.p.m.

There is also a new 550 c.c. sports

model, which has one cylinder similar to

those on the twin-cylinder sports model,
large -valves, ball bearings on both sides

of the engine, and roller bearing big ends.

The 500 c.c. twin is another attractive

proposition, and is equipped with two
250 c.c. cylinders, 64.5x76 mm. It is

also worthy of mention that the standard
8 h.p engine has been improved, the

cylinders having a larger number of cool-

ing fins .situated closer together and roller

bearing big ends.

Front dnvmg side view of the 350 c.c.

engine, showing the mild steel magneto
bracket bolted to the web between the

crank case lugs.

"500 Miles" Coventry Victor Marketed.
Replica of Successful Brooklands Mount, a Dual Purpose Touring Model

and a Sidecar Machine.

BEFOEE winning the 750 c.c. class

in the 500 Miles Race at Brooklands,

the 5-7 h.p. Coventry Victor had a-
useful reputation as a reliable and smooth-

running double-purpose mount. Now that

it "lias proved also to have a very useful

turn of speed, it should meet with much
succe,ss amongst the more sporting sec-

. tion of the fraternity as well as amongst

the tourists who simply admire the

absence of vibration characteristic of the

ifiat twin.
'

• For next year, what is to all intents

and purposes" a replica of the successful

racing machine will be marketed as a

stahdard sports model. Reasonable mud-
guarding and a cover for the primary

chain are the chief deviations from the

specification of the track machine; and,

as this model is of the short wheelbas©^ All the characteristics of a successful sports model are embodied in this ' 500 miles'

-type (described in The Motor Cycle of Ojventry Victor.

July 2nd I, it strikes one as a most attrac-
r,,, , , i n ^ •

i i v,„=

tive solo mount. The short wheelbasetourmg model has

more ample mudguardnig, footboards in-

stead of footrests, neat new pattern

silencing arrangements, and 28 X 3in.

tyres. This machine sells at £115; and

the price of the sports model, although

not yet definitely fixed, will also be in

the same neighbourhood.
Items common to both models are

Sturmey-Archer gear box, Brampton
forks and spring link chain, Amac car-

buretter, dummy belt rim front brake,

and the new M-L lightweight magneto.

A Cox-Atmos carburetter with an

original induction system is optional to

those who 'prefer the single lever control.

This instrument has been found to give

excellent results on the flat twin engme.

A model with the longer wheelbase (the

gear box being behind the rear cylinder

instead of underneath) is retained as a

purely sidecar mount.
C3

For a solo or sidecar machine the short wheelbase 5-6 li.n. model is equally suited.
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A SIMPLE FOUR-SPEED GEAR BOX.
Four Speeds and Starler in Jardine Box wilh only Eight Constant Mesh Pinions.

IT should not be necessary nowadays to

enlarge On the advantages of the four-

speed gear box compared with the

three. It is generally admitted that the

extra ratio is beneficial from all points of

view, and on all types of machine ; but,

on the other hand, it is claimed that the

disad^autages of extra weight, bulk, com-
plication, and expense do not merit the
adoption of four speeds for motor cycle

use. Jardine, Ltd., of Deering Street,

Nottingham, have gone all out to prove
that the latter school argue on premises
that do not exist ; and their new four-

speed " gear box—their only model in

future—is certainly less complicated

(as our illustrations demonstrate) than
many a present day three-speed model

;

moreover, the price is moderate (£17 10s.

retail).

Not an Experiment.

Only in the very ingenious method of

obtaining the four ratios with but one
sliding dog and- no sliding pinions does
the box resemble any previous product of

the firm ; otherwise it has been entirely

redesigned on modern lines by a pioneer

designer of- motor cycle gears, Mr. Cohen,
and it represents two years' intensive

experiment and labour. Before going on
with the description it is worthy of record

that plant, jigs, tools, and factory facilities

generally are already in action, and indeed

that about fifty boxes have been completed
to date.

The mainshaft is mounted on double
row ball bearings, and, expecting the low
gear pinion at the extreme end, which is

rigidly splined, the pinions rotate freely

on sleeves, which are each provided with
integral dogs. Following usual practice,

one of these pinions is, of course, mounted
on the sleeve which carries the rear chain

sprocket. (A belt drive model is not

made.)
On the stationary layshaft there are

two sleeves, each carrying a pair of

pinions, and each being machined out of

the solid bar. These layshaft pinions are
in constant .mesh with those on the main
shaft, and the longer of the two sleeves

is mounted on
four hardened
and g ro u n d

bushes, provision
being made for
lubrication. There
is also a set of

dogs on the bared
portion of the
mainshaft. No
keys are used in

the bo.x.

Excepting the
control mechanism
and the kick-

starter arrange-

ments, a double
internally dogged
clutch corripletes

the inventory of

the internal parts.

Lateral movement'
oft his dog,
bringing it into

engagement with the dogs on the pinions

and the mainshaft, gives the various gears

in their right order. Reference to the

diagrams -will make t;his clear, the only

involved action being on first or low gear

when, the drive goes to the layshaft via

the low gear pinion, crosses back to a

main shaft pinion, returns to the long

layshaft sleeve, and thence back to the

rear drive sleeve on the mainshaft. Top
gear is direct.

General arrangement of

the Jardine four-speed gear

box shown by a sectional

drawing.

flow the dog-operatrng
'—

'

fork IS moved.

The method of sliding and locating the
dog is equally ingenious. Eotation (by
the control lever) of a sleeve, mounted
iriside the box, which.has a helical slot,

gives this sleeve a lateral motion.
Another sleeve carrying the dog-operating

fork obtains double this lateral motion
by being connected n-ith a second helical

slot on the main sleeve. The stub which
engages in this second slot is in the form
of a spring plunger, and serves the addi-
tional, duty of locating the gear positions
by engaging in grooves on the bar upon
which the whole is mounted. No delay
action device has been found necessary,
and no gate of any sort is fitted. The
gears are simply (and easily) "felt" by
the long control lever, which, of course,
is mounted on the box itself and has a

vernier adjustment, so that it may be
operated from any convenient angle.

LayshaSt Gear as Starter Pinion.

One of the layshaft pinions also acts
as a kick-starter pinion, thus leaving only
eight gear wheels in the box ; incidentally,
we are informed tliaf a master patent is

held on this scheme of starter operation.
Clutch design and operation is conven-

tional in general principles, but is notable
on account of the very large diameter
of the plates, and on account of a special
thirty-hour treatment which the cork
in.serts undergo before use. We can

HOW THE GEAR
WORKS.

Lateral, movement of the

double dog engages the various

gears, as iliustrated. Fig. I,

top (direct drive) : (ig. 2, third

gear ; fig. 3, second gear ; fig:

4, first or low gear. The

thick line shows the path of

the drive on each gear. A
neutral position is provided

between first and second

gears.

.FIG.3

M
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A Simple Four-speed Gear Box.—

testify to the fact that the clutch ia

extremely "sweet" and progressive iji

action, and we may also remark here that

There are only eight pinions and one
sliding dog clutch to provide the four

ratios and the kick-starter gear.

the ease of gear changing compares favour-

ably with any other box on the market.
The casing is a handsome casting, of

perfectly clean outline, made in the
factory's own foundries, and is provided
with a neat inspection door through which
the gears can be removed. Chain line

and bracket dimensions conform with
standard figures on proprietary gears
already on the market, while the work-
manship and finish are above reproach.

Minor details worthy of note are that
all the gear teeth are of the stub pattern,

that the rubber buffer for the kick-starter

is allowed I'oom for expansion in its hous-
ing, and is not merely crushed against a
steel wall each time, and that the kick-

-starter step is of the folding variety.

The weight of the box complete with
controls is 34i lb., and the ratios with, a

4 to 1 top are 4, 5.82, 9.22, and
1. Each
reduction.

gear is approximately
13.4 to

a 50?i

\^-
Exterior view of the complete box i

inspection door removed.

ith the

A SPRING WHEEL SIDECAR.
Floating Axle Sys'em Tested on Sidecars and Applicable (o Motor Cycle Frames.

and also at its forward end. This is a
well-established feature of the Middleton,
and renders the fixing rigid and reliable.

ANEW form, of the popular Middleton
sidecar has lately been placed upon
the market. Its most noteworthy

features are the substitution of the axle
tube by a malleable casting of great
strength, and an ingenious and simple
form of spring wheel.
The spring is circular in form, one

end being anchored to a lug on the

The Middleton springing system adapted

to a motor cycle.

near side member of the chassis, while
the other is fastened to a special cai'rier

pivoted on a large spindle on the side
member. The point of anchorage on the
wheel spindle carrier is adjustable, sc

that the tension of the spring may be
altered to suit the passenger's weight

Sir. Middleton, the inventor, is so well
pleased with the system that he is

thinking of incorporating it in a spring
fork, and has also applied for a patent
for the same system to be employed in
the springing of the rear wheel of a
motor bicycle. In this case the spindle
carrier has an extension at the rear for
the support of the back wheel spindle.
The point where the springing is rigidly
anchored is on the back forks of .the

motor bicycle, while the carrier is pro-
vided with a slide, so that its range of
ti'avel is restricted. It should be noted
that the point about which the carrier
pivots is eccentrically mounted in a
housing at the end of the rear forks, so
that the adjustment of the rear chain
can easily be effected. Delicate adjust-
ment of the tension of the driving chain
within fairly wide limits is thus rendered
possible.

Tested on Brooklands.

The Middleton spring wheel sidecar has
been used a good deal on the track this
year. D. R. 'Donovan and C. F. Temple
and 0. de Lissa have used them at Brook-
lands meetings.
Another noteworthy feature of the

chassis is the extension of the near
side member to the rear for the purpose
of suppoi'ting the sidecar wheel mud-
guard, which is anchored at this point

Details of the Middleton sidecar springing :

D. Chassis tube, on
which lever F
pivots or moves up

spindle is fixed in ,,
/nd down

,

lever ^- ^"S ^^'"^ project-

A. Stud fixed to chassi?

tube

B. Hole where the wheel

lever

C. Holes for spring ad-

justment

ing studs, which is

brazed to chassis
tube D

Mr. Middleton, whose address is

Middleton's Motor Works, 27, Stroud
Green Road, Finsbury Park, London,
N.4, is also experimenting with a semi-
flexible sidecar, which gives just suffi-

ciently to ease the strani on the motor
bicycle frame.

Bradshaw Oil-cooled Engines on the Market.
A Range of Power Units; 330 c.c. Single, 300 c.c. Fiat Twin, and Two Big

90° V Twins.

ONE exhibit at the forthcoming Motor
Cycle Show at Olympia which will

attract a great deal of attention and
interest is that of J. Walmsley and Co.
(Preston), Ltd., who are manufacturing
the new Bradshaw trii^cooled engines.

It will be recollected that the full de-

scription of the 1,000 c.c. 90° V twin
with integral four-speed gear, clutch, and
kick-starter, first appeared in The. Motor
Cycle of June 30th this year, since when
a 1,100 c.c. model has been adopted as
the power unit of a new Belsize light car.

Additional to .the 90° V twins of 1,000
c.c. and 1,100 c.c. capacity, the latter

with gears incorporated as previously
described, there will be shown a 500 c.c.

flat twin (the same engine as that already
used in the Zenith Bradshaw machine)
and a 350 c.c. single-cylinder. AJl the
engines operate on the same principle,

having overhead valves working in cast

iron air-cooled heads and cylinder barrels
submerged in the crank case, through
which a large quantity of oil is being
passed by a gear-driven pump, the main
cooling of tne cylinders and pistons
being through the agency of oil which
gives up the heat to the large areas of the
crank case with which it comes in contact.

The cylinder dimensions of the single

engine are 68x96 mm. (349 c.c), this
engine being of the long stroke type. The
flat twin has " square " dimensions, the
bore and stroke being 68 mm. (494 c.c).
The smaller of the two 90° V twins is

also a " square " engine, with bore and
stroke of 86 mm. (998 c.c), while the
larger one has cylinder dimensions of

90x86 mm. (1,094 c.c). The complete'
enclosure of all working parts in the
crank case, with consequent silence of
operation, will lend the smaller big twin
a special attraction when fitted to high
speed sporting mounts.

C7
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The Starley Semi-disc Wheel.
A Substitute for a spring Wheel. Tnree-poinl Con act.

As the invention of the originator of

the tangent cycle wheel, the latest

motor cycle wheel produced by
Rlr. W. Starley is worthy of special

attention, particularly as many of the

A new idea m wheel

construction by Mr. W.
Starley.

advantages claimed are not obvious unless
the construction is carefully .studied. In
the main, the wheel consists of two discs

of aluminium spun to such a form as to
give lateral rigidity. Close to their
periphery these discs, when riveted to-

gether, form a circle of tubular section,
in which are mounted three steel straps,
which are held rigidly to the discs by
outer metal strips, and form the sole
contact between the disc and wheel rim.

Constructionally, therefore, the wheel
is simple, light, and comparatively clieap.

The advantages claimed in actual practice
are many, but perhaps the most important
is that the rim is given free play and
springs to a certain extent, thereby
greatly increasing the life of the tyre and
also the rider's comfort. As regards
strength, the wheel has been tested both
mechanically (by a well-known engineer-
ing firm) and on the road, and has so far
withstood its trials admirably.

Easier to Clean.

It is obvious that a wheel constructed
in this manner will be considerably easier
to clean than one of the spoked type, and
it has the further advantage that there
are no spoke nipples protruding through
the rim to cause possible damage to the
tyre or to allow the ingress of water.
The dises, being of aluminium, are not

liable to rust eitlier inside or out, and
the space between the rim and the disc
provides free play for tyre levers when
repairs to the tyre are necessary.
We are told also that the space sur-

rounding the disc is sufficient to obviate

trouble due to side winds, which is some
times experienced with full disc wheels.

Another vei'y considerable advantag;
lies in the fact that i\ir. Starley has

devised a very simple type of internal

expanding brake, which can be fitted tn

these wheels in a short time and without

Showing the

construction of

the Starley semi-
disc wheel.

auy alteration in the construction of the
plain wheel. Details of this brake we
are forced to withhold at the moment,
owing to the patents being incomplete,
but we may state, without divulging the
principle, that they are light, simple" and
cheap.

An Omega Novelty.
Original Ideas Embodied in \\\t Frame Layout of the New Two-stroke Model.

QUITE one of the most interesting
developments in the two-stroke world
is the latest Omega model. The

whole machine bristles with interest and
should attract a considerable amount of
attention at Olympia. The engine, which
is built by the firm concerned, is of the
four-port type, and has a bore
and stroke of 71x88 mm. (348
C.C.). A hemispherical combus-
tion chamber surmounts a well-
ribbed cylinder casting, the ports
being of large area. The
gudgeon pin floats in the small
end bush, and also in the cast
iron piston bosses, endwise loca-
tion being effected bv spring
rings. All the bearings of the
built-up crankshaft are of phos-
phor-bronze and of particularly
large proportions. Carried on the
rear engine plates are the mag-
neto and a two or three-speed
gear box with clutch and kick-
starter, the whole with the alu-
minium foot-plates forming a
compact unit, which may be re-
moved from the frame '^ by un-
coupling the petrol and oil" pipes

final drive and slacking off

Another novelty lies in the method of

carrying the fuel tank, for no screwed
lugs are carried by this delicate portion

of the machine. Instead, the tank is

recessed along its top centre so as to fit

round the top rail, the whole being
pressed upwards by jilates through jack

and
three nuts. A very wide du^plex
lOop frame, somewhat reminiscent
of that employed by the A.B.C.,
contains the whole of this unit
within its width, so that, in case of a
tall, the frame will protect the workinn-
psirts. Fiinl drive is bv belt.

c8

An Omega model of original

frame design. The whole of

the power unit, and also the

footboards, are inside the

duplex frame.

screws carried in special frame lugs.

Detail work includes an exhaust re-

lease leading into the exhaust port, the

latter part being well ribbed. Internal
y type brakes are fitted. The finish is
in black with a red tank panel. Three
variations are obtainable : with plain two-
speed gear, chain and belt drive, and
either two or three-speed gear with clutch
and kick-starter, in which case final

transmission is by chain. The
forks are of a somewhat novel
type, the wheels being carried by
rods acting in long guides, while
the girder portion of .the forks'
IS stationary and clipped to the
handle-bar on either side of the^
head. This construction enables;
a simple type of adjustabli
handle-bar to be used. Bo;

'

compression and recoil sprin\_^
are mounted high up and weB
out of the way of mud. Pivoted
at the peak to a lug on the top
tube, the saddle is fixed at the
rear in such a manner that it
may be reversed in case of
leaving the machine in rain so
that the seat does not get wet;
-and another important provision
for the rider's comfort lies in
the fact that ample legshields
are -fitted, which serve also to
protect much of the machine
from mud splashes without inter-
fering with the cooling draught.
The saddle position is particu-

larly low, and yet there is comfortable
leg room for a tail rider. ' In the illustra-
tion the leg shields are not shown.
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The compact power unit,

wliich embodies a Burman
tliiee-speed gear. The bore .

and stroke of the engine

are 71 X 88 mm. (348 c.c.)

Wide duplex

frame used on

the new Omega
two-stroke. By
slackening six

nuts the en.gme,

gear, and foot-

boards may easily

bejemoved.

Altogether the Omega design i.5 dis-

tinctly pleasing, and one which should
attract considerable attention when it is

exhibited at Olympia. In this machine
we have a model designed and produced
as a- whole, instead of being built

with standard units. Frame, fork, and
engine are new in design and of Omega
manufacture. Its performance in trials

will be w'atched with interest.

A Three-speed Sturmey Lightweight Gear.
Simplified Conslruciion of the 1922 Slurmey-Arcfier Gear Box for Lighfweigh! Machines.

LIGHTNESS and simplification have
been songht in the latest product
of Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd., of

Lenton, Nottingham.
Hitherto makers desirous of offering

ihree-speed Stm'raey-geared models of

their lightweight machines have been

j^;fU0^^
^

Gear wheels of

the new Sturmey
light three - speed

gear; the large low

gear layshaft wheel

has an interna,

ratchet for the kick-

starter pawl.

"l^S*

Neat external appearance characterises

the new three-speed lightweight Sturmey-

Archer gear box.

compelled to use the heavy box equipped
with a light clutch : but next yeai- an

entirely new gear will be available, inter-

changeable in every way with the already

popular two-speeder. Incidentally, the

weight is only 3 lb. heavier than the

latter (IBi lb.' in all) ; and, although a

kick-starter is included, no additional

pinions are required, for, instead of start-

ing through two separate pinions, the low

gear members are utilised for this purpose.

Actually the layout of the gears a'ld

the method of operation by sliding both
constant mesh middle gear pinions bodily

along their shafts is the same as in the

heavyweight models ; but, by using the

low gear wheels as the kick-starter train,

the size of the box is considerably re-

duced by the elimination of the projecting

starter case. Methods of control and the

single-plate type of cork insert clutch are

the same as used on the two-speeder.

French Trials Programme for 1922.
Varied Fixture List, including Road Races and Long Distance Reliability Events.

A PRELIMINARY calendar of motor
cycle events to be held in France
next year has just been drawn up,

and indicates a continuance of the

activity which has marked the past

season, .Many of the events are only of

local importance, but about half a dozen

stand out internationally. The first event

of the year will be a reliability trial,

probably a non-stop affair, to be organised

by the Union Motocycliste de France,

doubtless in the suburbs of Paris. The
first event of this nature was run this

year in the Forest of Marly, on the

western suburbs of Paris. The second
trial has been fixed for February 19th.

Argenteuil hill-climb will be held on
MajxTi 5th. The hill-climb up La Turbie,

near Nice, is fixed for March 6th. The
Tour de France, which promises to be
one of the most important events of its

kind for the year, has been settled for

the month of JIarch, instead of April.

Paris to the Pvrenees and return will be
run from April" 28th to May 7th.

The Motocycle Club de France will hold

its road races, on a course yet to be
decided, on June 4th and 5th. On the

11th of the same month there will be a

cycle car race organised by the Cycle Car
Club. The big road race of the 5'ear,

for which the national body, the L^nion

Motocycliste, will be responsible, has
been fixed for July 16th. There will be
no important events in August, in order

not to clash with the Six Days Trials.

Gaillon hill-climb will be run on October
1st. and on October 29th there will be a

one day reliability trial around the

suburbs of Paris.

Some of the local French clubs are of

the opinion that oflicial expenses in con-

nection with races and competitions are

unnecessarily high. Thus the Motocycle
Club d6_ France states that the services

of two timekeepers at the race held at

Provins, near Paris, last summer cost 510

francs, or at normal exchange about; £20.

The cost> of two timekeepers for the Paris

to Nice competition was 1,813 frs. 80

cents, or nominally £72. It is stated

that when the recent speed trials were
held in the Bois de Boulogne an offer was
received from England of the use of an

electrical timing apparatus and the ser-

vices of an official timekeeper free of cost.

The Motocycle Club de France had to

refuse this offer on account of a vigorous
protest by the national authority in

France. In this connection it is pointed

out that the winner of the non-stop

trials held in the Forest of Marly last

March has not yet received the medal
offered by the Union Motocycliste.

The local clubs claim that the expenses

of officials should be kept as low as pos-

sible in order that motor cycle events

may be held with lower entry fees than

have to be aopjied at tie present time.

CI I
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Olmcs lo Clgbt: Camps.
Nov. 10th

„ 12th

„ Wth
„ 16th

5.18 p.m.
5.14 ,,

5.11 „
5.9 „

Number-plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Koad Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (19211.

November 28th.

Eighteen more days and Olympia will

open its doors to the motor cyclist.

The Motor Cycle Film.

The Motor Cycle film, which will be

loaned to clubs during the winter months,

will be released during the motor cycle

Show week, when it will be shown twice

daily at the Polytechnic Picture House.

See page 582.

Near Foothall Grounds.

A Liverpool motor cyclist was recently

summoned for a breach of the traffic

regulations which, in this particular

instance, closed certain streets adjacent

to a football ground during matches. It

appears that the defenrlant could not

reach his house and shop without contra-

vening the regulations. The Stipendiary

questioned the validity of the regulation,

and the charge was withdrawn.

Two-stroke Lightweight Performances.

In the West iMidland open trial re-

ported on page 585, an outstanding feature

was the climbing of some of the smallest

two-stroke lightweights. The manner in

which the Sun-Vitesse team and the two

Morris machines performed was particu-

larly noticeable, and quite outclassed

many more powerful machines, while the

O.K. and Velocette sidecars are the

wond-ers of their kind.

OHQQEaHaBQBQQHQQElQ B'E H H H Q I

Special Show Numbers,

1921.

NOVEMBER 17th—

Passenger Machine Number-

NOVEMBER 24th

Forecast and Guide to tlie Show.

DECEMBER 1st—

Show Report.

HHQQSElEjaEiaHHQElQBgQBaElHHBLT'

ORDER TO-DAY!
Special JPeatures.

100 MILES RACE IN SOUTH AFRICA.

INNOVATIONS IN DESIGN.

ROAD TEST OF OIL-COOLED TWIN.

SHOW REPORT

On Sale FRIDAY,
November Uth, 1921.

Excursions to the Motor Cycle Show.
Excursion trains on pre-war lines will

be run to the Olympia moter cycle show.

Show Report Number oJ "The Autocar."

An issue of extraordinary interest is

.

the Show Beport Number of Tin:

Autocar published to-morrow (Friday).

Students of car design will find the con-

tents of compelling- interest, for, in addi-

tion to a technical survey of 1922 cars

revealing progress in design, there is a.

stand-to-stand descrijition of the Olympia
and White City exhibits, with specifica-

tions of each type of car, and hundreds
of line and half-tone illustrations. T/ie

Autocar Show Eeport is an issue worth
preserving. Copies should be ordered

to-day—fourpence.

Hotel Accommodation for the Show.

Provincial, members of the A.C'.U. may
obtain assistance in securing hotel acconi-

m.odation during Show week from the

secretary of the Union.

Original Valve Timing.

In reply to a. motoring query to the,

Slaiesnian (India), a reader is advised
that the exhaust valve should _

close
•

"when dead centre is reached five minutes
past midday." In other words the engine
attains 355 revolutions per year!

Next Thursday.

The next issue of T/ie Motor Ci/c!e will

be the first of the three special Show
numbers, and will be devoted chiefly to

passenger machines.

Novelties for Next Year.

In' this issue are described two designs
for 1922 which justify the term "^lovelty."

One is a very simple four-speed gear box,

and the other a most unconventional
spring frame. Both have passed the
experimental stage.

AT BROOKLj\NDS on SATURDAY.
A photographic impression of speed in the only sidecar race. The riders are_R. Chariesworth

(5-6 Zenith sc) and E. Bridgman (7-9 Indian so.) D. H. Davidson on a similar machine to

Bridgman's won this event.
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RUNABOUT ENGINE TENDENCIES,
Developments in (he Design of Small Four-wheelers.

By a Motor Cyclist at the Car Show.

GARDEN. .Air-cooled two-cylinder

two-stroke, gear drive.

NEVER before has the exhibition of cars at Olympia
and the White City held so much of interest to the

motor cyclist. There are more and better cycle cars

and light cars on view than in previous years, and

the range extends from the simplest possible form of four-

\\fieeled runabout with a single-cylinder air-cooled two-stroke

engine to the perfect miniature car having a four-cylinder

water-cooled engine, three speeds and reverse gear, and shaft

drive to a full floating rear axle. Almost every variation

between these extremes is to be found.

Pioneer Small Cars.
Many salient features are bound to be of interest to

those who are unable to visit the Show. One of the most

intere.«ting developments is the entry of France into the field

of very light cars. Strictly speaking, France has been nib-

blmg at the type for some years past, and such little

machines as the baby JIathis and Peugeot are old friends

;

the latter has become the Peugeot Quadrilette, and in its

latest form with staggered seats instead of tandem accom-

modation it will make a strong appeal. Now, however, we

have a number of newcomers represented in this country,

mostly of the miniature car type, such as the Sahnson,

M.A.S.E., Talbot, and the 5 h.p. Citroen. _
The last men-

tioned is a fascinating little vehicle, having a four-cylinder

water-cooled monohloc engine of 855 c.c, built -as a unit

with the three-speed and reverse gear box. That well-known

firm of engine builders, Jlessrs. Chapuis-Domier, have also

found it worth while to e.xhibit a tiny four-cylinder engine

and gear unit.

It must, of course, be remembered that the French invasion

is only following in the footsteps of many British firms such

as the Singer, the Standard, and Stellite, who are also in

this class, who were pioneers of the type in this country.

There are not many foreign competitors in the smaller classes,

but the Kiddy shown on the Bignan stand is an exception.

This little machine has a tiny flat twin air-cooled engine

of 65x60 mm. bore and stroke, a two-speed and i-everse

LECOY. Air-cooled J..A.P. engine,

friction transmission.

gear, and shaft drive. Enclosed overhead valve gear is fitted.

Of British flat twins there are a number. The water-cooled
Jowett was a pioneer, and the water-cooled Bovier is fitted,

amongst others, to the Unit and Corona light cars ; and the
7 h.p. Wolseley is an interesting newcomer with a big reputa-
tion behind it. Air-cooled flat twins are perhaps best exempli-
fied by the A.B.C. and Eover, though a httle Gibbons cycle
car is also thus engined. The new Hotchkiss engine is also

a very fine piece of work. Water-cooled V types are exhibited
by the Crouch. Coventry Premier, and Little Midland, the
first mentioned being an interesting engine with enclo.sed

overhead valve gear. The Coventry Premier, it will be
remembered, was a three-wheeler last year.

Air=cooled Engines.
Air-cooled V twins are still the most popular type amongst

the lighter and more moderately-priced vehicles. J. A. P. and
Blackburne engines predominate in this class, and. in addition

to the well-known A.V., Tamplin, Bleriot-Whippet, and
G.N.. there are new adherents, such as the Swallow, with

shaft drive and epicyclic gear, and the Lecoy, witli its un-

usual body and friction drive.

GIBBONS. Goventrj' Victor flat twin engine, charn-cum-belt

transmi^sicn. T.AMPL.IN. Air-cooled J.A.P. engine, all chaiji transmission.
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Small Engine Tendencies—
The latest Bleriot-Whippet has all chain drive, with a three-

speed and reverse gear box, and is a very attractive little

machine, its luxurious suspension being one of its strongest
points. New A.V. models include a family type body and
several interesting refinements, while the latest side-by-side-
sealed Tamplin is almost the last word in simplicity, corijbined
with comfort and economy. As an example of the future
possibilities of the air-cooled V twin, the B.S.A. is most
striking. In this chassis, which is replete with every modern
convenience, including electrical starting, we find an'overhead
valve engine with entirely enclosed valve gear, pump lubrica-
tion, unit engine, and four-speed gear box. The price is rather
higher than the average motor cyclist can afi'ord ; but, as an
admirable example of air cooling, it is a matter of interest.

In a class by itself is the new Belsize, fitted with a V twin
engine having air-cooled heads and the Bradshaw oil-cooling
system applied to the rest of the engine. Side-by-side valve's
are employed. • .'

The White and I'oppe engine was shown in the Gallery.
As regards transmission, there seems to be a slight tendency
in the direction of the. shaft drive in the lighter classes
throughout, though quite an imposing array of friction
transmission is staged. The Short-Ashby, one'moclel of the
Unit, the G.W.K. (a revived two-cylinder model will be o£
special interest), Lecoy, and New British (with air or water-
cooled V twin engine) are interesting examples. The jjopular
G.N. with its shaft and chain transmission remains unaltered,
except for lubrication and starting arrangements; but belt
transiiiission has almost entirely disappeared.

"THE
IN addition to illustrating the en-

thusiasm of motor cycle clubdom, the
reception which has been accorded

The Motor Cycle film demonstrates one
or two other interesting facts. The
number of clubs which count managers of
pof>ular cinemas among their members is

remarkable, as is also the ease with
which the clubs less fortunate in this
respect are arranging for the exhibition
of the film in the leading cinemas of
their towns.

We have received a number of con-
gratulatory letters from various clubs, for
which we take this opportunity of making
public our thanks.

No fewer than fifty applications have
already been received for the iilm, and
at the time of writing twenty-two clubs
have already been allotted definite dates.
Many others are now completing their
arrangements, and the latter total should
be greatly increased by ne.xt week.

MOTOR CYCLE" FILM.
As announced last week, the length of J^"- l.—Barrow and District IM.D.O.

The Motor Cyde film is 1,767ft., made up
;; l-lgrwI'Sny-aSi District M.C.c.

as follows : „ ll.—Clitheroe" and District .AI.O.C.

„ 18.—Liverpool .M.C.
Senior T.T. Race 395(1. ,, 20.—Newcastle and District M.C.
Junior T.T. Race 436ft. ,, 23.—Oxford IM.C.
French Grand Prix 14Bft. ., 25.—Keighlev M.C.
A.C.U. Six davs Trials 346ft. „ 26.—Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
500 Mile Race 442ft. ,, 27.—Peterborough M.C.C.

. „ 30.—Newport County M.C.C.
It IS expected, however, that an addi- Feb. 2.—Stocksbridge and District M.C.C.

tional 30(X400ft including incidents in Z ^II^^^o^^^ ^^t M.C.C.
tlie recent 200 Miles Race for small cars, Mar. 2.—Aberdare and District M.C.C.
will be added before the film is released. " "--Weningborough, Rushdcn, and District,

The following clubs have been allotted t j "
•

dates, but it should be noted that the ^" addition to the above, the following

majority of the intermediate dates are '='"^^ '^^^'^ either applied or acquainted
being reserved for other clubs which have "^ ^'^'^'^ *''''"' intention of applying at an
applied and are now completing their early date :

arrangements : Colne, N.W. London, Chorlton-cum-Hardy Glas-

,r,„„ - „ ,» , , „. , . .,„ 5°"'' Herts, Chester, Lancaster, Morecambe, Black-
>Uec. 7.—Cheltenham and District M.C.C. pool and Fylde, Leinster, Central Cornwall Shef-

" ,=—Gloucester i\LC. and L.C.O. field and Hallamshire, Oxford, MansfieW Wellin--
„ 12.—Princess Mary s Convalescent Centre, borough, Rushden, Derby, Marlow Aberdare Cork

,^ ,„
Hednal Levis Athletic, Ilkley, University College 'of n'

" 15' „5,-
17 -Glasgow Western M.C.C. Wales, Redditch, Standard (Coventry) Triumph

„ 19, 20, 21.—Worcester and District M.C. and (Coventry), Builth Wells, Kirkby Stephen, Ann-
r.^ r..

L.C.C. field Plain, Gloucester. Cardiff, Birmingham
. ., 23. 24.-York and District M,C. Rotterdam, Hull, and Porismonth'

"""^"""i^'""''

LADY RIDER'S 1,000 MILES TRIAL OF THE NER-A-CAR.
AN enthusiastic reception was ac-

corded Mrs. 6. M. Janson at
Barnet on Saturday evening when

she completed a 1,000 miles engine
non-stop trial on the latest model Nea--
a-car. Spectators at Highgate. the
anticipated finish, were deprived the
pleasure of witnessing the sijectacular
arrival of this plucky lady, escorted by
a fleet of machines similar to that under-
going the test.

Bain and cold winds, entailing a
severe skid at one point during the "run,
have been Mrs. Janson's misfortune; the
comparatively clean condition of the
machine at the finish, however, adequately
demonstrated the efficiency of the large
mudguards, whilst the "rider berself,
warmly clothed in a leather coat and
spats have suffered little from the effects
hi wheel splash. She is to be congratu-
lated on having completed a daily "aver-
age mileage of 190 miles. The machine
has done remarkably well, insomuch
that no trouble has been -reported
by the A.C.U. official observers, Messrs.
C. J. Cuffe and J. M. Barr.
Dae praise must be given the rider

who, when the machine skidded, had the
presence of mind to disengage the clutch
in order to keep the -engine running. In
this she was successful.
The weight of the Ner-a-car

under 2 cwt., whilst the ride
this by 8 stone 5 lb.

"4

just
increases Mrs. Janson after the 1,000 miles .^.C.U. officially observed test of a Ner-a-car. The photograph

was taken at the old Gate House, Highgate.
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MIXED RACING AT
BROOKLANDS.

Hh

J

J. Hali (3J Norton) and S. L. Bailey (3J Douglas) "!a!l out " in the 500 c.c. handicap. C. P. Wood won this race on a Scott-Squirrel,

Three-Lap Handicaps and a 730 c.c. ChamDonship.
FOR the first time in its history the

British Motor Cycle Racing Club
has held a meeting in November.

It is hardly a practice we should recom-
mend, but luck favoured the club on
Saturday last, as, after three wet days,
the vreather, though autumnal, was fine.

The three - lap handicap for solo
machines not exceeding 500 c.c. attracted
thirty-nine entries, of whom twenty-two
started. A revival of an old idea was
to be seen on Pullin's two Douglases and
Stewart's Trump. It originated in the
old Gillet-Lehmann carburetter, and con-
sists of connecting the carburetter air

inlet to the float chamber or the tank,
or to both, so that a pressure feed is ob-
tained to a certain extent. The ordinary
air funnel tends rather to blow the petrol

back into the jet than to force the mix-
ture into the induction pipe. Pullin's
Douglas had a large pressure box fitted
round the air inlets of bis two carbu-
retters.

During the start PuUin got away rather
badl}', Le Vack stopped after

" leaving
the starting line, while Remington let
in the clutch of his Blackburne so vio-
lently that the machine reared in the air
and flung his assistant on his face on the
track. ToUady (Velocette), the limit man,
held his own comfortably on the first lap,
while Watson (Douglas) was second, and
Greening (Francis-Barnett) third. " No.
13," James (Norton), retired in this lap.
lialford (o.h.v. Triumph) was travelling-
well, but with only 12s. start he had to

open up to keep among the leaders. Wood
(Scott-Squirrel) was running eighth, buzz-
ing like a gigantic bee.

A Two-stroke Win.
In the second lap ToUady still kept

his lead, but Wood had shot forward to
second place, Longden (Coulson) was
third, and Haltord was falling behind.

In the final lap, Wood, Longden, and
Halford crept past the Velocette rider.
Wood being an easy winner at a speed of
74,57 m,p.h. Results :

takt.
M. S.

1. C. p. Wood (S'A Scott Squirrel) 1 9
2. E. Longden (SV^ Coulson) ..1 42
5. F. B. Halford (SV- Triumph) .. 2 12

Also ran: J. W. Tollady (2'., Velocette), D. H.
Davidson (3V2 Indian), and J. V. Prestwich (2-^/i

Omega-Jap).

There weii'e nineteen entries for the next
event, a three-lap handicap for 500-1,000

c.c. machines, and only four non-starters.

Lord (on a Sports Humber) made an ex-

cellent start with his clutch, Davidson

C G. Pullin, who won the 750 c.c. championship race on a 3J h.p. Sports Douglas at a

spcerl of 76.49 m.p.h.

C. P. Wood en the Scott Squirrel, which

he piloted to victory m two events ; in one
his speed exceeded 76 m.p.h.

(Indian) was rather slow off the mai'k,

while Temple (Harley-Davidson) stopped
his engine after leaving the starting line.

Lord held his own easily in the first lap,

Stewart (Trump-Jap) was second, and
Bainbridge (B.M.) was third.

In the second lap Stewart led, with
Horsman second, and Remington third,

while Le Vack was in fifth place,

C15
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Mixed Racing at Brooklands.—

The result was an easy vriii for Le
Vack whose Indian ran magnificently.

Winner's speed, 89.1 m.p.h. Results ;

Start.
M. s.

1. H. Le Vack 179 Indian) .. .. 18
2. E. ReminEton (8 Blackburne) .. 0.9
3. R. N. Stewart (5-6 Trump-Jap) 1 30

Also ran ; V. Horsman (4 Norton), C. G. Pullin
(5 Douglafi), and R. Cliarlesworth (5-6 Zenith).

The next race was another three-lap

handicap, this time for sidecar outfits and
cycle cars with engines not exceeding
1,000 and 1,100 c.c." respectively. The
latter class was represented by E. B.
Ware's Morgan and Marchant's original

Bleriot-Whippet with belt drive.

James (Norton sc.) made an excellent

clutch start ; Le Vack had to push hard
to get his engine to firej and Ware and
Temple (Harley-Davidson sc.) were sent

off together, but of the two Ware was
easily the faster. F. A. Longman (Ariel

sc), the limit man, led at the start, and
then followed : James (Norton sc.),

Dequin (Zenith sc), and Tucker (Norton
sc). Ware was travelling well, and looked
like business. In the second lap Tucker
took the lead, having gained a" place over

fj^OT^ILS
Longman, while James ran third. Bridg-
man (Indian sc.) was running fifth; Ware
had the speed, but had trouble in finding

room to pass. The result was a remark-
ably close finish between the first two
men, while the third man was only about
two lengths behind, and the fourth not
far away. The winner's speed was 70.28

m.p.h., and the race was a veritable

Indian triumph. Results :

Start.
M. s.

1. D. H. Davidson (7-9 Indian sc) 27
2. H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian sc.) .. scr.

3. E. Bridgman (7-9 Indian sc.) ..13
Also ran : G. W. Tucker (3V. Norton sc), R.

Dequin (8 Zenith sc), and E. B. Ware (8 Morgan-
Jap).

Next came the five-lap championship
scratch race for motor cycles with engines
between 500 and 750 c.c. All made an
excellent start, forming a pleasing spec-

tacle after the previous handicap events.

Pullin, Bowen (Martinsyde), and Gifford

(IMartinsyde) were the three leaders in

the first lap.- In the second and third

laps Bowen was the first man over the
line; while Gifford, Horsman, and
Stewart brought up the rear, and never
changed their positions. In the two final

laps Pullin again assumed the lead, and

NOVEMBER loih, ig2i.

his Douglas gradually gained ground. His
speed was 76.49 m.p.h. Results :

1. O. G. Pullin (5 Douglas).
2. H. H. Bowen {5-6 Martinsyde).
3. E. H. Gifiord (5-6 Martinsyde).

Also ran : V. Horsman (4 Norton) and R. N.
Stewart (5-6 Trump-Jap).

76| m.p.h. on a Scott.

A winner's three-lap handicap, open to

the first four to finish in Events 1, 2,

and 3, brought the meeting to a close.

In the first lap the limit man. Tucker
(Norton), was passing as Le Vack left

the line. Bridgman (Indian sc.) and
Longden (Coulson) came next in close

order with -Horsman (Norton) third;

but C. P. Wood's Scott was clearly a

danger, and before the finish the Scott's

wonderful note was heard in the distance,

and not a few were surprised to see him
finish an easy winner at 7S.43 m.p.h.,

while Davidson and Halford had a fine

struggle for third place. Results :

Start.
, .

- M. S.

1. C. P. Wood fV'h Scott) .. .. 1 15
2. V. Horsman (4 Norton) .. ,. 1 24
3. D. H. Davidson (7 Indian) .. 1 12

Also ran : F. B. Halford (3% Triumph), E.
Bridgman (7 Indian 60.), and E. Longden {3^/4 ;

Coulson).

ORIGINALITY IN A SPRING FRAME.
The Mackechnie-Coventry Victor which will make its D6but at Olympia.

CASUAL observers of motor cycle

development may be excused if they

remark. that spring frame design has

gone into a groove nowadays, and that

the designs which do break away from

tlie conventional seldom get further .than

the- Patent Office. With one or two
notable exceptions, the observation is,

unfortunately, true. It is therefoi-e dis-

tinctly encouraging to encounter a promis-

ing new suspension system, which has

survived its early road tests with honour,

and which has iiow reached the market-

able stage.

The machine which embodies the system

in cjuestion, the invention of Col. ilac-

kechnie, is being built at the works of

Morton and Weaver, Ltd., Coventry,

makers of the 5-6 h.p. Coventry Victor

engine, with which it is fitted. It will

be shown at Olympia as the Mackechnie

Coventry Victor.

Remaikahle Qualities.

Perhaps the three chief advantages of

the Mackechnie design are (1) that lateral

instability of the rear wheel is no more

One of ihe novelties of the forthcoming

Show—the Mackechnie-Coventry Victor spring

frame motor cycle.

possible than on a rigid frame ; (2) that

the single 4ft. long leaf spring permits

more than 4in. up and down vei-tical

movement^to the sprung portion ; and (3)

its promise of almost indefinite wear with
a minimum of attention. These qualities

are gained as follows :

Two pairs of slightly curved and cross

braced tubes extend from the steering
head to the rear axle, forming a cradle
rigidly connecting the rear wheel to the
head of the machine.
The engine is carried in a sub-frame,

hanging between the main longitudinal
members, and is slung from the centre of

a five-leaf semi-elliptic spring which
extends from a cross brace behind the
steering head to the bridge of two vertical
stays pivoting near the rear axle. Also,
on this sub-frame are carried the petrol
tank, Sturmey-Archer gear box and foot-
rests, and mounted on the spring at the
point of attachment is the saddle, which
thus moves directly with the footrests.
The chain stays are pivoted behind the
gear box bracket, and at their rearward
extremities—in both cases on Skefko self-

aligning ball races. Incidentally, although

the range of movement of the sprung

portion is unusually great, only a very

slight deviation of the chain stays takes

place. As these are also well braced,!

there should be no cause to fear lack of

lateral rigidity of the engine unit at this

point.

Provision is made for lubricating thfli

substantial mounting for the spring in^

front, and at the rear it is pinned to a

cross-piece, which, on future models, will

be carried in " oilless " graphite
^
bushes.

As the spring is so securely carried, and

of such massive dimensions, there is no

danger of the upper portion of the sub-

frame developing side play.

Transmission Variations Slight.

Variations in transmission tension ar(

go slight as to be quite negligible witj!

the Brampton spring chain fitted, whild'

the even torque of the 5-6 h.p. Coventr;

Victor flat twin engine adds to the excepi

tional comfort of the machine, as we dis-

covered on trying the firsli machine withiup

half an hour of its compfetion ; and con

sidering its newness, it gave a very finn

impression of comfort combined witl
|

security, particularly at high speeds.

In detail specification this machlii I

resembles the touring model Coventi;'

Victor,^ 28 x3in. tyres, dummy belt ril

brakes on both wheels, Best and Lloy

latest type drip feed, M-L lightweigh

magneto, and Amac carburetter beiri I

standard. There is only a slight increaii

in weight, and the selling price, althougr

not yet fixed, will similarly be not moc
j

greater. ""I
JModifications which will be made in tltl

future include a gaiter tor the spring aiji

combined engine and legshields, whafil

'may be conveniently fitted to the outsitl

of the main frame members, thus shielrj

ing the rider from the flywheel &\
exhaust pipes.

Cjo
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A SPORTING DAY IN THE MIDLANDS.
Midland Centre (A.C.U) Aulumn One-day Trial. Sixteen Teams of Three Riders

compele for " Ftie Motor Cycle ' Priz^^.

PROBABLY the most unusual feature
of last Saturday's West Midland
Centre open trial was the manner in

which some of the old hands failed to
distinguish themselves, while certain other
riders, neither familiar in competition nor
trad.e circles, made e.xcellent performances
on the worst obstacles of the day.
The route was a difficult one over which

to. average 20 m.p.h.. because it lay
through an almost endless succession of
undulating, winding, and greasy lanes.
Stewponey Hotel, between Kidder-

minster and Wolverhampton, was the
scene of the nine o'clock start, and after
about eight miles of fairly easy going,
the string of eighty comiaetitors found
themselves faced with New Walton Hill,
a kind of back-stairs ascent of the Clent
Hills, near Hagley. The lower portion
of the iiill was merely a narrow, greasy
road of no particular gradient, which de-
bouched on to an open triangular patch
of nettles and shrubbery ; the road
bounded this patch, taking the most acute
angle, of course, and immediately after-
wards followed a steep rise to the summit,
where 'the gravel surface deteriorated
into a grass track.,

Solo Riders in Difficulties.

Out of the first batch of forty-five
soloists only four negotiated the lower
hairpin without violent correction of skids
by foot slogging. These four riders were
R. W. Duke (4 Triumph), C. Greenwood
(3^ Sunbeam), A. Milner (2^ O.K. Junior),
and W. L. Handley (2i O.K. Junior).
True, the surface of the bend Was grea.sy

i

^^v.-""***^

'M:^W^-

B. Kershaw (2i New Imperial) leading D. G. Prentice on a similar machine on the

lower portion of High Oak Hill.

On New Walton hairpin. L. Newey (6-7 .Ariel so.) pasFe.5 ahead of F. W. Giles (6-7 Ariel sc),
who attacked the hill too fast and skidded completely round.

and muddy in the extreme, but the up " and attack the gradient with wheels
approach was good, and there was a firm in track once more ; moreover, after the
patch beyond on which to "straighten place had been churned up by the bulk of

the entry—solos, sidecars, and cycle cars
" ~ "

-:- - —two tail-ender soloists came along, L.
Cox (2i Sun-Vitesse) and F. Whitworth,
jun. (3 Ivy), and made perfect "corners."

Apai't from the six above-mentioned,
everyone else footed to greater or less

degree ; amongst the latter may be men-
tioned G. F. Mason (2^ Connaught), M.
Bishop (Si Sun-Vitesse), A. R. Edwards
(2^ Levis), and the two Smiths, A. K.
and G. S., on 2^ h.p. iMorris machines.

B. Kershaw (2^ New Imperial) and the
Rev. J. M. Phillpot (2^ Velocette) made
brave efforts to keep their feet on the
rests. D. G. Prentice (2^ New Imperial)
performed some most involved " figure

skidding," while A. A. Symes (3-^ Jlartin-

syde) made a complete turn, rode down
the hill, turned again, and struggled
through at the second time of asking.

Sidecarists at Ease.

The sidecars experienced little trouble :

W. L. Danskin (7-9 Rudge sc.) and F. S.

Sibley (7-9 Rudge sc.) made splendid
ascents, and L. Newey (6-7 Ariel sc), J.

T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde sc), and T.
Peck (4J[ Ariel sc.) were all excellent,
while N, Hall (2i O.K. Junior sc.) and
G. Dcnley (2^ Velocette sc.) made wonder-
ful ascents. H. Greaves, on the new 44
h.p. Beardsmore-Precision outfit, was also

good, btit he was not much in evidence
later in the day. The only actual failures

were S. R. Philpott (6 Martinsyde sc.)
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R. W. Duke (4 Triumph) crossing the watersplash at the foot of High Oak Kill-

his performance was outstanding at this point.

and an 8 h.p. Rover car, but.F. W. Giles

(7 A.j.S. sc.) made an exhibition almost
unbelievable in a rider of such experi-

ence ; he approached the left bend much
too fast, got the sidecar wheel in the air,

turned light, and narowly missed an
observer's car in a near-by lane, rushed
up the hill again into the worst pol'tion

of the mud, and only got out by the

most violent exertions.

After this point was a badly observed

hairpin on a down grade (hereabouts

unfortunately sevei-al went astray), tlien

Beacon Hill and its hairpin were tackled

before easier going was reached and
Bromsgrove and Kidderminster traversed

on the way back to the Stewponey Hotel

for lunch.

Restarting from Cold.

After the lunch stop, a starting from

cold test was made, riders not being

allowed to do anything but turn on the

petrol until the word to go was given

;

this test was well carried out, and the

majority started within the ten seconds

required.

The special test of the afternoon was
High Oak Hill, not far from Bewdley.

It is the "discovery" of a local farmer,

who is also a keen motor cyclist, and is

of great difficulty, being approached
through a small watersplash ; the rideable

surface is greasy, stony, and just wide

enough for sidecar outfits.

ilost took he splash steadily, the only

real exception beuig J. G. Niekson (3i

Douglas), who accelerated violently on
sight of the water. A. Rollason (5^ Ariel)

failed through belt slip on the gi-adient,

and W. E. Jackson (2| Bown-Blackburne)
petered out. L. Nicholson (2| Omega)
ran alongside, and A. ililner (2^ O.K.
Junior] paddled up the hill, smoking a
ejgarette the while. Two outstanding
performances, on the lower portion of the
hill at any rate, were H. J. Stretton

Ward (4 Triumph) and F. S. Barnes (5^

Sunbeam), and, higher up, King Smith

NOVEMBER loth, ig2i.

Special Tests.

The figures (in seconds) for the start-

ing from cold test (after lunch hour) and

stopping and restarting on Flagstaff HiU
are given below ; 10s. withotit penalty

was allowed in the former, and' 15s. for

restarting and crossing a twelve yard

mark in the latter. Only times outside

the allowance are shown.

(2i Morris) and H. W. Parkes (2^ Sun-

Vitesse);

The sidecars were not nearly so fortu-

nate. W. L. Danskin (7-9 Rudge sc.)

and J. E. J. Whitaker (8 Matchless sc.)

failed together with a deranged gear box

and wheel slip respectively, and badly

baulked F. T. Sibley (7-9 Budge sc), who
made a fine attempt to get through. Giles

(7 A.J.S. sc.) again gave an exhibition of
" strenuosity " and exaggerated jockey-

ship in strong contrast to L. Newey (6-7

Ariel sc), who followed him, making a

perfect climb, with the passenger normally

seated and no fuss. J. T. Ba.shall's

passenger fell off the 6 h.p. Martinsyde

sidecar, and, clinging manfully to the

carrier was dragged to the summit,

I5ashall declining to stop, and the

passenger refusing to let go

!

T. C. de la Hay (3i Sunbeam sc.) came
up at great speed, regardless of choosing

the best course; but R. Brown, on a

similar machine, had wheel slip, and
failed. S. Goodwin (10 Castle Thjree)

climbed well, and Norris and Carr, on

Slorgans, roared over the gradient, thanks

to Parsons chains^ as did Cave on the

G.N. cycle car. Hall and Denley on the

O.K. and Velocette miniature sidecars

were again outstanding performers.

Stopping and Restarting.

After the check at Abberley came Flag-

staff Hill, with a stopping and restarting

test, but the gradient only claimed eight

actual failures.

Forty miles still had to be covered, via

North Cleobury and Bridgnorth ^to the

finish at Stewponey, and detours were
made to include Furnace Mill HOI and
Farlow Bank. This last~ section was as

nothing after High Oak, which had
hardened the competitors to anything.

Taken as a whole the trial was an excel-

lent one, organisation and route marking
were thorough, and the secretary's pro-

framme wish, "May it rain like the

euce," was mercifullv unfulfilled.

Rider and Machine.
Starting
from
Cold.

R. B. Clark (8 Matchless)

Len Crisp {4^ Humber) ^. .

.

R. W. Duke (4- Tiiumpli)

E. Poppe (4 Triumph)
H. J. Stretton-Ward (4 Triumph)
A. C. Cope (31 Douglas)
CjTil Greenwood (3.V Sunbeam) .

.

A. Rollason (3.' Ariel)

\V. Woodcock {3i Ariel)

F. S. Barnes (3! Sunbeam)
A. R. Evans (8! Sunbeam)
A. W. Thrush (3! Sunbeam)
G. Butcher (3I Sunbeam)
A. h. Svmes (3'.- Martinsyde) . .

.'.

J. G. Niekson (3J Douglas)

G. Strange (3^ James)
F. J. .A.daras {3V Norton)
H. R. Mining (3'-V Scott-Squirrel) .

J. Wain\vright (3 A.B.C.)

L. A. Bees (3 1 Beardmore)
Albert Smith (3 Calthorpe)

J. H. Simpson (2J A.J.S.)

H. F. Harris (2f A.J.S.)

W. E. Jackson (2J Bown-B)
J. N. Roberts (2J New Imperial)

G. F. Mason (ih Connaught)
L. H. Horton {2J New Imperial) .

A. Milner (2'. O.K.-Junior)
W. L. Handiey (2! O.K.-Junior) .

W. R. Bown (2.V B"own-\'illiers) . .

M. Bishop (2^ Sun-Vitesse)

D.. G. Prentice (2^ New Imperial) .

Bert Kershaw (2J New Imperial) .

G. F. Povey (2^ \'elocette)

A. Kina-Smith (2J Monis)
G. S. Smith (2I Morris)

A. R. Edwards (2^ Levis)

L. Nicholson (2^ Omega)
H. W. Parkes (aj Sun-Vitesse) . .

.

F. J. Johnson (2J Sun-Vitesse) . .

.

F. C. Parkes (2 J Sun-Vitesse)
V. Davis (2:^ James)
Len. Judge (2I Velocette)
Rev. J. M. Phillpot (2I Velocette).

W. L. Danskiji (7-9 Rudge sc.) . .

.

F. T. Siblev (7-9 Rudge sc.)

J. E. J. Whitaker (8 Matchless sc.)

G. Packman (7 Matchless.sc.) ....

F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S. sc.)

L. Newey (6-7 Ariel sc.)

T. F. Blumfield (6-7 Ariel)

J. Lidstone (7 James sc.)

S. R. Philpott (6 Martinsyde sc.) .

W. H. Nicholson (6 Martinsyde sc.)

J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde sc.)

T. F. Watson (4 Norton sc.)

H. Greaves (4J Beardmore sc.) .

T. Peck (4t Ariel sc.)

T. C. de la Hay (3^^ Sunbeam-sc.)
E. W'heeler (3* Suiibeam sc.) . .

.

F. Vallings (4* Dunelt sc.)

A. Watson (3 V Sunbeam sc.) . .

.

Reg. Brown (3I Sunbeam sc.) .

.

Neville Hall (2.J O.K.-Junior sc.)

G. Denley (2i Velocette sc.) ....

S. Goodwin (10 Castle Three) . .

.

A. J. Carter (10 Castle Three) .

.

Norman Nonis (10 Morgan) ....

J. L. Cave (8-7 G.N.)
H. Greatwich (8 Rover)
W. A. Carr (8 Morgan)
W. Hope (3! Norton)
L. Cox (2l- Sun-Vitesse)
F. Wllitworth, jun. (3 Ivy)

H. G. Uzzel (8 New Imperial sc.)

J. H. Walker (6-7 B.S.A.)

Stop
and

Restart

sec.

rS

16

85

t

^Indicates failure to restart, or outside assistanc
|

tindicates passenger on carrier.

Teams for The Motor Cycle prize';

specified by New Imperial, A.J.S., 'Vj

cette, O.K. Junior, Sunbeam (sc),jj

beam (solo), James, Ariel, Martinsil

Sun-Vitesse, Sunbeam Depot, M6t:|

and Matchless; and also by the RevI

M. Phillpot.- T. F. Blumfield, and f

Coventrv and Warwickshire M.C.
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Don't miss
THE

orodgo'WiTe us

A Belt Rim Brake with Perfect Pro-

gressive Braking Action will fit any fork

of the Brampton, Druid, or Saxon type

that will accommodate a belt rim.

Radial Brake
on Stand 266 in the
Gallery at Olympia.

THE Ideal Brake for front wheels.
Easily fixed and adjusted. Supplied

complete with lever, wire mechanism,
belt rim and fittings, or brake alone.

If you cannot come writs
for Illastrated Leaflet,

g-.. ..a i^^ 6 i

BoujdepWreb-^ Iwdon Mw,=

85, Victoria Rd., Willesden Junction, London, N.W.io.
(Original PatPiitces anrl Munufacturers ot Bowdea Wire Mechanism).

|)^<«>^ 9iP 7«fra$> r<^ fS»> q;$^^ •«;«> r<t^ rA? <^^^

YOUR NEW MACHINE
You probably want one that will start easily, run slowly
and smoothly on top gear, open out with the flexibility
of a steam engine, develop full power on hills, and give
the maximum all out speed, and hold it.

The first essential after selecting the make of machine is

to see that it is fitted with a Cox " Atmos " Carburetter,
which will give you -not one or two of the above benefits
— but the whole lot, under the control of one lever.

On motor cycles, cars, and motor boats the Cox "Atmos "

has proved its superiority times innumerable. Further,
it keeps your engine in better tune for a longer period.

The Cox "Atmos" is not a cheap carburetter, but even
so a number of manufacturers have decided to fit it as
standard for 1922, and others are proceeding with tests.

Our Booklet "Public Opinion" is worth reading — Fos. Free on Application.

COX CARBURETTERS, Ltd., lower essex st., BIRF

.iin!i..ii'>i.^Sfiik

i
i

%«?

m
m
m
m

^»?

In amu-cring these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor CijcU."
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WRITE FOR
SPECIMEN
— COPY —

THE

^OTOR'CyCLE
TRADERand

CYCLE
'!'ilbrihe TRAPS 0NS\̂

10,000 Circulation

TO THE TRADE ONLY.

Bona-fide members of the Motor Cycle and Allied Trades
who wish to keep in close touch with the movements
and developments of the Industry, should study

"THE MOTOR CYCLE & CYCLE TRADER"
published every Friday in the interests of the Trade.

Subscription : 9/« per annum.

Circulation : 10,000 Copies per Week.

FOR OVER 25 YEARS THE RECOGNISED
AUTHORITY ON ALL TRADE MATTERS.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE & CYCLE TRADER"
139-140 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E C.4.

»»K»S»:»SKS^K»»KK8B««KK»KS»:»;^^^^

A book that will interest the old-timer, the designer,

and all motor cyclists.

MOTOR CYCLE By
" IXION ''

REMINISCENCES ^.XheMotcyde"

This entertaining book ranks as one of the best thing's

" IXIQN " has ever done. It not only gives an acnusing

record of the author's own motor cycling experiences

and misadventures, which began nearly twenty years

ago, but it contains also a great_deal of very interest-

ing motor cycle history, covering, as it does, all the

great rides of the early days, from the first End-to-End

ride in 1902, and all the important French races.

The writer has drawn upon a well-stocked memory to

good purpose, and produced a work which will appeal

Price 5/- Net

strongly to all motor cycle enthusiasts. None can

read it without laughter, yet under the author's whim-
sical style there will be found a mass 6f instructive

facts, bringing into sharp relief the wonderful progress

that has taken place n motor cycle design.

The book is appropriately illustrated, and in addition to

a unique collection of photographic reproductions of

early machines, events and rides, it also contains

14 specially prepared drawings of a humorous
character.

By Post, 5/3.

From the Publishers: ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.G. 4.

And leading booksellers.

026
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BENETFINKS
"The CITY'S OWNSTORE'
sterling: Offers from a House Whose
Reputation is Built upon Consistent
Qood Value and Expert Service.

MOTOR
CYCLE

LAMP
SETS

/VCCamn atOrS. SoUd brass, heavHy

Rurthec. Drastic Reduc- n>ckelled, large size genera

:ions. Best British Make. tor. mirror reflector, com'
rhick plates in best celJu

loid cases' Guaranteed
:wo years,

t
volt 20 amps,

40
60

80

3 ,. 40 ,

5 ,. 60 ,, ,,

5 „ 80 „
Carriage paid.

\ccumulators cannot be
sent charged.

U-NEAD-IT
TYRE

CEMENT.
["he finest tyre
Demen t sold.

Repairs tyres
-ut ia a few
minutes, a n d
tyre can Ve
used immedi
atelv after.

Motor Cycle
Outfit Solution
ind Cement in

:.pecial combin-
ition tins.

Post free^*/

pletewith brackets, as illustra- ^C /_
tion. Price, post free *Jw/ "

MOTOR CYCLE PLIERS
6in. Combination with double cutters.

Flat Nose and Burner Grip. A reliable

tool at a low price,
"fl /O

Post Free 1 / tf

EMERGENCY
LIGHTS.

These handy little lights will

always help you out of light-

ing difficulties. Just fill up with
petrol, clip on to burner, and it

will give a good light for 2 hours.

Our Price. Post O /%
Free *"/ ^

TYRES!
The Greatest Offer Yet ! \

WOOD MILNE rr^^s \

15/-

I

20/-!
23/9 \

25/-
i

6/6

3-ply SPECIAL, in sizes 26 x 2, 26 x 2J,

26 X 2j, 650 X 65. Post fiee

4-ply EXTRA STRONG, in sizes

26 X 2, 26 X 2i, 26 X z\ Post free

CLINCHER Extra Heavy De Luxe, Size

26 X i\ ioi 2j rim. Post 1/3

EXTRA HEAVY RUBBER STUDDED,
Size 26 X 2^- for 2J rim. Post 1/3. . . .

INNER
TUBES

26 X 2i 26 X 2j 26 X 2}
650 X 65 700 X 80 28 X 3

Post
Free

EASY TERMS
We can supply any make of Motor Cycle on the
following Easy lerms, charging but 4% for the
accommodation; 25% of total on delivery, and
balance in 12 equal payments.

BENETFINKS, 107, tHEAPSIDE,
LONDON, E.C.2.

MOTOR CYCLISTS

The best parage
is your own

AGARAGE of your own
means longer life for your

motor cycle. Moreove, if

you erect a B. & P. Motor Cycle

House beside your residence, you
save garage fees.

B. & P. Motor Cycle Houses are

carefully constructed of the finest

materials. They are absolutely

weatherproof and will last intact

for vears.

Get in touch with our Advisory
Department, who will give you
interesting details of the Motot
Cycle House (illustrated below).

Model
No. B259.

" Solving a
Motor Problem "

is our latest catalogue

of Motor Houses and
A ccessories. Write for
a copv, it will interest

von.

(oulton erauil-^
TELKORAMSi
BouLTON, NORWICH : chlcf Officc & Works

i NORWICH, Englandrai-EPMONe.

NORWICH

LONDON C^FlOe i

1SS-7. QUEEN ViCTORIA ST.

T.I., ..
«<=•

BOUTIQUE, CENTML LONDON
T.i.,ho-»' CENTIU 4049

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." czq
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STOP
at this, and compare our
PRICES and QUALITY.
Invitation to INSPECT
BEFORE PURCHASE.

This building complete with i" T & G floors, J" match-
boards, or weather boards, and 3" framing, at following
low prices, carriage paid in England and Wales.

8h. X 6h £8 U

10ft. X 8fi £13

12ft. X 8ft. £17 10

14fl X 10(t £23 6

I6tt. X 10(t. £27 5

18ft. X lOft £33 J

20ft. X lO.t. £37 10

20ft. X !'it £40

Nevols' Motor Works, Wellington, Salop.
Dear Sirs, Building arrived safely and I must say that the work-

manship and materials are considerably better than one purchased
from another firm lately. Yours faithfully, W. Nevol.

ltUi^lta:cu Caiiuoi^ne Ficj.

SOUTH WESTERN APPLIANCE CO.,
High Street, Fulham, S.W.Telephone

—

Putney 2771.

X-L-ALL Bucket Seat

STAND
82

Price TO/-
Size—18" X 12"

THE SADDLE SUPERIOR.

EXTRACT FROM A USER'S LETTER.
" This is the first time I have had to write

370U, and the saddle has been in constant uje
^

for 9 years. The roads here are atrocious, and

I have never felt the need for a spring frame."

Upper Parkstone, Dorset. (Si^cd) N.W.

TVIa^X-^furers: JOHN LECKIE & Co., Ltd.,
London Saddlery Works, Walsall.

When ordering sadcUrs, pleas''. gice make and year of machine.
ADDRESS ALL ENQUIRIES TO WALSALL.

Samples can be seen at our Showrooms

:

LONDON, 84, Fore St., E.C.2. MANCHESTER (J. C. Fallows), 12, Piccadilly.
GLASGOW (Leckie Graham's), 95, Renfield Street.

NEW PARAGON 3 h.p. Two-stroke, Spring Frame Motor Cycle

Ideal Solo or Sidecar

Mount.

From 38 Guineas.

Agents for 1922 now
being appointed.

W"a?o=S;r„Jonh^^'Sfors°-! 245, HAMMERSMITH ROAD, W.6. C^fvt.p^")

Works-THE NEW PARAGON MOTOR WORKS, Cressing Road, Braintree, Essex.

TRANSFERS
for MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECARS. & SCOOTERS

Also LINING for above in

various widths and colourings.

Registration Letters & Numbers in White, etc
bPE( lAL NOTE—We cannot supply Manufaaurcrs' mm rmsler-

io individual awtor cyclists.

rarticulars and Prices upon applicatioa:

THE BRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO., LTD.
(Proprietors : Iliffo & Sons Ltd.)

* -Works: QUINTON ROAD, COVENTRY.
^ t^ondon: 20, Tudor St., E.C.4. Manchester: 199, Deansgato. n

Agricultural;

A PRACTICAL JOURNAL FOR FARMERS

r\EALS fully with all technical questions re-

lating to Farming, Stock - Breeding, the

Dairy, Poultry, and gives the latest and most
complete information regarding

FARM MOTOR MACHINERY-
tractors, ploughs, cultivators, etc.

Obtainable of all Newsagents.
EVEHY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENQE.

Specimen copy sent post tree on request to the PuilisJurs:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., so, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

C30 In answering these advertisemenU H h desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—^First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orderj and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___—r-55"

to lUFf fi & SONS Ltd., and crossed,,—*-

—

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All adverciS3.nents m tnis section should be

aoeompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue. Adver-
tisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically

be inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, anl the date of (he issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience oi advertisers, letters inay be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cjxle " Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on repHes must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.C-4. Readers ivho reply to Box No. adveriiseiuenis are

warned against sending remittance through the post except in

registered envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit

System is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

marked "Deposit Dcpaitmeni."

In the case ot motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box

number, as it is unusual for these to be sold without Orst

being Inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention ot the district In which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

»- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety b^ availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are .advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is efiected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of damage in transjt. For all

transactions up to ^10, a deposit fee of i/- is charged ; on
transactions over £10 and under £so. thelfee is 2/6 ; over

£50 and under £75^ 5/-; over f75 ^^^ under ;f100, 7/6;
and on all transactions over £100, J%. All deposit
matters are dealt with at 20. Tudor Street, London. E.C.4,
and cheques and money orders should be made payable to

IlifEe (StSons Limited,
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System, Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

"

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that It is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

For Record value

ALEXANDER'S

!

MOTOR FOR SALE.

A .B.C., braud new, just delivered, tax paid: £85. or
offer.—C.S., ]4. Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel.:

WHO WANTS A BRAND
NEW (Shop-soiled 1921)
BLACKBURNE-ENGINE
MOUNT at the price of

Second-hand ?

This week we give a selection of
machines fitted with Blackburne
— Engines for your choice —
LIST PRICE. OUR PRICE.

£126 1921 4 h,p. COULSON B,

3-speed, clutch, kick-starter £85

£10210 1921 4hp. COULSON B
export model, 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £8q

£122 1921 4 h.p. OMEGA, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter .... £87 10

£185 1921 4 h.p. VERUS, 3-speed,

special Olympia Show model com-
bination, with sporting sidecar

mahogany tool-box A beautifully

finished outfit £130

£99 15 1921 2| h.p. MASSEY-
ARRAN, Sporting model, 2-spd.,

clutch and kick-starter £82 10

£120 1921 2| h.p. WILKIN, sports

model, 3-speed, chain drive. . £87 10

£156 1920 4h.p. VERUS, 3-speed,

combination £100

£91 10 1921 21 h.p. COULSON B,

2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter £75

£209 12 1921 8 h.p. REX, comb.,

all-chain drive, 3-speed, detach-

able wheels and spared A mag-

nificent outfit £150

Search the whole world over, and

you will find no -better value !

Remember, the above are brand new

models carrying makers' full guarantee

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH

,,. „ . „,,., „„„, „.„. „... 272-274, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW
E5155. r73&l

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

A .B.C. 1915
£45.—D. and S". Autocar '

Co.,
Golders Green.

CYCLES
A.B.C.

3V2h.p., l-speed, all-chain, tax paid'
'

' 33, The Parade,
[7762

1020 A.B.C., Lucas dynamo lighting, large quantity
"7'%n, ^'i''^*'

IJ^rtect condition; i87aO.—Box 7.298,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [7731

A .B.C.. Oct., 1920, perfect condition, very fast, all on,

. T;-i
.r™-Sad, only done 1,500 miles; £70.—Clegg,

Fltney," Bath Ed., Slough. [7285
"I ll>21 A.B.C., new June, very small mileage, Lueafl

-^Y lamps, all .nccessories ; £86; list price £120;
eichange Korton.-Box 7,297, c/o The Motor Cycle.

A B.C. 1920, peifect condition, 4 speeds, Lucas ac-

7;, '^sssories, tax paid, carefully used: tjareain, £70.
-Pike, 102a. Church St., Chekea. Tel.: Kensington
'^^'- [7162

A IS.C. 1921 Solo Model, tax paid, yery flue order;

fr; f80.—Tie Lnyton Gaias«6, 30, Holywell St.,
Oxford. Phone : 581 and 784. T.A. : Integrity, Ox-
tord, [7442
A .B.C. 1920 Combination, dynamo model, with Swan^ sporting sidecar, completely eciuioped and licensed;
fllO.— ihe Lai-ton Garages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford.
Phone: 581 and 784. T.A. : Integrity. Oxford. [7457

A .B.C. 1920 Combination, 4-speed, clutch, tick start,
-^^ 3 lamps, horn, speedometer, tax paid, infiured,
machine receutly overhauled and sidecar repainted ; auy
trial given.—Oflers to Morris, 27, Grange Ed., Lewes.

[7158

Acme.
MARCH (19211 Acme, 8h.p. J.A.P., and 3-seater

family sidecar, Magdvno, hood, screen, side cur-
taius. large grid and petrol carrier, 4 detachable and
interchangeable wheels; best offer; insured for £250;
stamp for full details and photograph.—95, Glengarry
Ed., S.E.22. [7571

A.J.S.

T OOK Out For Julians of Beading on A.J.S. stand.
[7234

bargain, £80 —
[7246

A.J.S. Combination,
spring seat pillar.

1Q20
i-if iK

1022 A.J.S. 2^/ih.v., absolutelv new;
-«-t' Timberlake's Garage, Wigan.

A.J.S. Motors.—Make appointment at Olympia with
Geo. Merrick, 174, Listerhills, Bradford. [4577

A.J.S. 2?ili.p., 1921, new Aug., unscratched; £80.—
J. F. Eussell, AVyverstone, Stowmarket. [7073

A.J.S. 2'4h.p., 3-si6ed, clutch, Lucas, 1916; £40, ot
near oaer.—C.M.G., 300, Marylebone Ed., N.W.I.

[7144
A.J.S. 2i4h.p., 2-speeds, clutch, 50 m.p.h.,, Binks,

electric lighting; £43.—Wood, 10, Penylan Place,
Cardiff. -

[7389

1 020 A.J.S., Lucas dynamo lighting,- spare wheel,
-*-*^ every other accessory, sparee, mileage 2,730;
£165, otter; consider solo machine part.—153, Knolivs
Ed., Streatham. [7681

November, 1920, complete,
speedometer, lamps, lax x>aid,

spares, will ride reasonable distance.—B., 125, Exeter
Rd., Exmouth. [7319

A.J.S. 1916 6h.p. Combination, unused 3 years,

wind screen, Lucas acstylen3S, Cowey, fully

equipped, first-class condition; £110.—Myatt, Oak-
hill, Sloke-on-Trent. [7432

A.J.S. Combination, screen, spare wheel,
home, trip speedometer, luggage carrier, lamps,

guarauteed perfect, deliver to 50 miles; £115.—^Eeeves.

Alvecote House, Tamworth. [7018

1 Q21 (June! A.J.S. 7h.p. Combination, hood, cover,
JLfJ screen, unused spare wheel, unused Lucas acces-

sories, perfect condition, done 500; £190.-Wilson, 21,

Hawthorn Terrace. Durham. [7132

.J.S., 192*1, brand new, 23ih.p., 3-speed, clutch,

kick starter, all on, shop-soiled; £85, offers.—

Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishcpsgate Av., Camomile St..

B.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0065

A J S 1919 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel with new
bunlop M:iguum tyre, siieedometer. Klaxon, Tan-

Sad wind screen, spares, perfect condition; £100.-
Daintree, 34. Euabon Ed., ^^^exham. [X2045

I.O.M 2%ih.p. A.J.S., S. valve, everj'thing special,

mechanical lubrication, condition excellent, ex-

tremely last, sprockets and spares : accept reasonable

offer- proceeding abroad.— 19, Montagu Ed., Hendon.
N.W.' [7796

A.J.S. 1921 (Aug.) 7h.p.. Grindlay Olub sidecar,

wind screen D.A. lighting. A.L. Fallolite head
lamp semi-T.T. bars. horn. Watlord, mileage 1,500,

insured- £180.—Wells, 58, Upper Park Ed., Hamn-
lead. [7584

A J S. 1920 Combination, spare wheel, Stewart speed-

ometer, P. and H. and Lucas lamps, Tynesider,
'- £135, ~-

Gardens,
[7740

perfect condition, done only 3,000 miles

nearest: any trial.- S., Idlehour, Avenue
Horley.

BI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Liglitweielits, 2^ah.p. Ojm now supply from
stock. .Book your orders now an<l save dis-

appointment. Oifioial agents for this famous lifrlit-

Meight.—F. E. Wootten, Ltd., High St.. Oxford. [3695

lSpnr<^ Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [3933

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams.
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

[8592

Alldays.

£25.— 2";4h.p. AUdavs 2-stroke. take 2 anywhere.—
Eweis. Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [7686

ALLDAYS AUon, 2^4h.p., lamps, excellent condition;
£32/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone :

"Hampitead 1353. [7623

1 Q19 AUdays Allou, 2%h.p.. 2-speed, and Cannekt
-i-*/ sidecar, fully erjuipped; £42.-64, St. Andre\v\s
Rd.. Ilford, Essex. [7281

ALLDAYS Allon. 1920, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., fully
equipped, as new; £42, bargain.—30, Thornsett

Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [7605

^35, bargain.—Practically new Alldays Allon, 2";ih.p.,
(^ 2-tipefed, dutch, fully eQuipped, spares, insured

:

lunst realise.-4, Elm Gardens, Hanimeismitb. [7573

1 Q21 Alldays Allon 23ih.p., new condition, fully
J-*^ equipped, Lucas lamps, 6 months old. selling as
owner returuins to India; £55.-31. Benslow. Hitchin.
Herttf. [7029

ALLDAYS Allon, 1920 (late), 2-speed, clutch, full
equipment, Tan-Sad, perfect running order, licence

• paid; any trial; £48.—Eukinger, 28. Falloweourt Av.,
Nortli Finchley, N.12. [7080

ALLDAY'S Allon 1919 2%h.p., 2 eiieed.?, kick starter.
clutch, electric lighting, speedometer, disc wheels,

extras ; £55 ; deferred payments if desired.-Parker's,
Iliadshawgate. Bolton,- also 245, Deanssrate Manchester.

[X2030
ALLDAYS 1920 5-6h.p. slde-by-side upright t^riu en-

gine, B. and B., countershaft Sturniey 3-specd,
sporting sidecar, spare wheel and tyre. Lucas electiic
lighting throughout, separate dynamo and switchboard,
guaranteed in thorough ord-r, and mechanically sound
;ind fast; sell £100, or exchange for higher power- what
utfcrsr—C. E. Moore, St. Neot's. [7725

American X.

£62 below list price; flmd reduction to clear of last
two combinations.—Brand new American S, latest

model, royal blue fi.nish, 27x3^/^ tyres, ete., fitted with
special MiUford bulbous back sidecar; £155; easy -pay-
ments 4% extia. Write for end of season clearance
list.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X2053

Ariel.

ARIEL, 1920 SVsli.p., 5-epeed, as new, £59; Wat-
sonian concbbuilt sidecar, £10.-49, South Lam-

beth Rd., S.W.8. [7775

ARIEL 5-6h.p. (Oct., 1918) Combination, electric,
fully equipped, excellent condition ; £90 or

offer.-27, Griffin Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [7312

ARIE.V—All; morJels c-ti,|b or gradual tpaymenti?.
Spa e*: supplied from stock.—We^t Central Asencv,

Wincyole Co., Ltd., '236. High Holboru, W.C.I. [0704

ARIEL 6-7h.p.. Combination, late 1920, electric light
fnlly equipped, perfec-t order; beat offers.—Cromp-

ton, Vernon St. [near Goods Station). Loncsieht, Mau-
i-he^ter. [70C9

WAIJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C -
6-7h.p. Ariel combination, 1921. shop-soile-i

only; reduced to £139; no extra charge for ensy
payments. {6449
ARIEL 5-6h.p. Combination, excellent condition in
-^^ every way, screen, hood, leg shields, speedometer-
nearest to £75; trial any time.—17, Winchester Rd..
Basingstoke. [7423

ARIEL 6-7h.p. 1920 Combination, hood, curtains,
screen, lamps, generators, speedometer, pillion

seat, tyres unpunctured; any trial; £120.-58, St.
Aidan's Rd., East Dulwich. [7439

ARIEL Motor Cycles are the last word in reliability.
We have always in stock the reliable mntor

cycles; trade supplied.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill,
and Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

ARIEL 1921 3V2h.p., 3-speed solo model, list price
£100, usual makers"" g'uarantee given, imper-

ceptibly soiled; accept £75 cash.—The Lavton Garages,
50, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 and 784
T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [7441

Bat.
"DAT Motor Cycle, 8h.p. 1920 model, spring frame
-*-* new, shop-soiled; £120 cash: easy payments
arranged.-Manufacturers' Export Association, 104
High Holborn, London. [7265
"OAT-.J.A.P. 3'/.h.p. Combination, wicker sidecav,
J-" upholstered in leather, door, 2-speed P and ]\I
gear, Bosch mag,, Binks 3-jet carburetter, tyres and
rendition good; seen any time; trial; £25.—Hart, 34
Devonshire Rd., Forest Hill, S.E. See also under |3
Motor Transport Vehicles. [7606 'Hi

STILL TIME!
A FEW BARGAINS YET
TO BE SNAPPED UP.
Whv not get your mount NOW
under our "EASIER" Easy Pay-
ment System, operating for a short

time only ? It is a genuinely easy
opportunity that cannot occur

again. Make 3'our choice from the

following :

—

Slightly Shop-soiled but otherwise

NEW 1921 Models.
ARIEt, 4'. h.p., 3-speed, all- ffOy "l A
chain *''' * '

**

BROUGH, 5-6 h.p.. flat twin
combination, fitted with
hood, screen, Lucas lamps,
and horn

CLYNO, 8 hp., 3-spced,

springframe. combination,
spare wheel, screen

ENFIELD, 8 h.p.. combina-
tion, magdyno and Lucas
h Tn

RALEIGH, 5-6 h.p.. 3-speed,

combination spring frame,

detachable wheels
MATCHLESS, Mode! H2,
with 2-seater bod3% two
screens etc

VEL0CETTE,2lh.p.,2-specd

ENFIELD, 2! h.p.,.2-speed.

.

ZENITH, 8 h.p.. clutch iModel

B.S.A,, 6-7 h p., combination

. Etc., etc..

Selections from our Second-hand
Stock. Every machine overhauled

and guaranteed in good order.

£55

£160

£160

£165

£165

£165
£60
£60

£125
£154

1917-18 p. & M., 3! h.p.,

2-specd
1916 LEVIS, re-enamclled

and plated, lamps, etc.

igr5-i6 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p.,

2-speed

1920 NEW IMPERIAL,
2j h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed,

and accessories

1920 METRO-TYLER,
2-speed ail red, sport-

ing model
1920 SCOTT, combination all

accessories little used
HENDERSON, lo h.p.,

4-cyl., combination .

.

igiS S h.p. ROYAL RUBY
(I.A.P., 3-speed, com-
bination

1918 8 h.p. ENFIELD, com
bination, renovated, as
new

1917 6 h.p., 3-speed CLYNO,
combination, renovated
as new

Etc., etc.

£32 10
£45

£55

£45
£115
£90

£105

£110

£95

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
One-fifth deposit and balance,
plus a small extra charge, in 12,

15, or 18 monthly instalments.

Please send for particulars.

289 -293, High Holborn; London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Beardmore.

DEARDMORE, 1920, September, overhauled Pre-
J-* cision's, accessories; sacrifice £50.-510, Bear-
uood Rd., Smethwick. [X2052

"DEAUDMORE-PRECISION, .spring frame, ridden 9
J-* months, fine machine, l-Tnips, horn, licence:
£48/10 for anick sale.—Towers, Tewkesbury. [7679

BARGAIN.-1921 Beardmore-Precision, SVJb.V-, K.S.,
double sprune frame, splendid condition, all on,

original tyres; £66/10.-34, Tonsley Rd., Wandsworth.
[7583

Blackburne.

"I
Q21 Blacfeburne, 4h.p., brand new; £95; easy pay.

Lif ments. — Goad, 122, Malda Vale. 'Phone:
tlampstead 1353. [7626

1 Q20 2^h.p. Blackburne, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,

JLt/ fully equipped, perfect; £60.-31, Draketield Rd..
Upper Tooting, S.W. [7488

BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p.,.Burman gear box, lamps,
Klaxon, speedometer, tax piiid; £75.—Seen ilotoT

Cycle Depot, West St., Eeigate. [7551

1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, S-speed, ssmi-T.T., all ac-

JL t/ ccssories, Tan-sad ; 79 gns.. or nearest.—G.. 34,

Guest Rd., Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [X2069

£65.-1920 4h.p. Blackburne, lamps, ho'.n, accejscrie?,

good running order and condition, no further

nee for motor cycle.—Taylor, Vet., CiSchester. [7038

I Q20 Blackburne 4h.p., S.A. 3-speed, K.S., hand
-1-^ dutch, electric lighting, new chains, bearings, and
cyjinder, insurance; £62.—Bryant, 40, . Glove Lane,
kingstun-on-Tliames. [7211

BL-4CKBURNE 1920 8h.p. Combination, Swan side- ,

car, fully equirped .ind lii/eu'^ed. very fine or^er;

£130.—The Lavton Garages. 30, Hol.ywell St., Oxford. ,

'Phone : 581 and 784. T.A. : Integrity. Oxford. [7443 ;

1 Q 20 4h.p. Blackburne and Montgomery Sidecar, r

-Lt/ Lucas dynamo, speedometer, special snock I

absorber, spares, perfect condition; £100.—Edwards,
50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington. Deferred pay-

ments and exchanges. [6008

BLACKBUBNE-WILKIN Combination, 1920, 4h.p.

Blackburne, S.A. 3-speed, hand clutch, kick,

starter, all chain, Lucas Magdyno lighting. MilUord
sidecar, accessories, splendid condition; £90; ex.

changes.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [7529

Bown.
BOWK-VILLIEES, 1920, Sturmey, kick, clutch, Ijest

mechanical feed, heavy tyres, footboards, licence,

fully eanipped; cost £87: what offers ?—Penn. V5,

Abbey Ed., Bearwood, Binninghnm.- [7484

Bradbury. ~

1 Q13 4h.p. Bradbury, new tyres, adjustable pulley,

i-U splendid engine: £22.-62, Upper Tooting Rd
[7166

Tj OlS Bradbury 4'/*. p. Combination, good going order,

XtF wicker sidecar; £50.—C.S., 64, Mountgrove Rd.,

Highbury. [7179

"lCil4 Biadbiuy Combination, 4h.p., S-speed, clutcli,

J-*y with ne^v 1921 Watsonion sidecar, coaclrlmilt, good

order- first £42.-35, Bridport Rd., Darnall, Sheftield.

[71844h.p. Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 3-Epee<l and
clutch: £38: fully equipped, tax paid.—Speechley,

86, Chuichfteld Ed.. Aetna, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswiik
1902. [7186

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2':jh.p

Bradbury, new 1921, £70; and 6h.p. Bradbury
combination, new 1921, £155; no extra charge foi

easy terms. [775Z

Brough.

BHOUGH and Swan Sporting Sidecar. Nov., 1919
6h.p., 3-si>eed, clutch, and kiclc starter, all on

tax paid; £75.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, TIk

Parade Golders Green. [776:

Brough Superior.

"I 021 Brough Superior, full electrical equipment, C
itf and M. sporting sidecar, smartest on the road

£205, or exchange.—198, King St., Hammersmith.
[741:

BROUGH SUPERIOR 8h.p., Mark 1, latest model
with sporting Montgomery, complete electji

equipment, all details, mileage 2,000, as new; £175

—Court Green, Chipstead, Surrey. [761

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.. Service Dcpo'

and sole London agents for the Brough Superiol

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 192

models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77%, o.h.v.. :

speed, clutch, and kick starter, £150: Mark I., sportiu

combinatien, step, mat, screen, etc., £180. or wit

special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price: Mai

II. 6.5, mag., 72x90, S-speed, clutch, and kick starte

£125'; sporting combination, step, mat. screen, eti-

£150 ' Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues sei

post free on request.-The Allen-Bennett Motor &
Ltd, 9-10-11, Royal Parade, London Rd., Wect Cm
don! 'Phone; Croydon 2460. [OT:

Brown,
£12.—2%h.p. Brown, Dixie, Druids, B. and B., go'

tyrets, running order; trial.—AUwood, Fern Ban
Bakew'ell. P-'"

B18 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eac
\it\tnr CvciBK advertised hv private owners are. whe.n

h advertisement, and the date ol the issue,

desired, marked (^).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas.

DOUGLAS CnniWnatioii, 1920, 4h.p., just overlmuled,

aiiifill raileat^e. .stored Sept.^ 1920. to May, 1921,
vully insured; £100. or near offer; N. London.—Box
7,159, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6400

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 3-speed, 1917. copper exhaust,
lamps, mudshields, enamel unscratched, tyres

iPerfect. mechanically sound, very last; 42 gns.—37,
,Elmbank Gardens, Barnes. [7537

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
2^4li.p. Douglas, 1922 models, prices £75 and

£65; also 3Vi>fi.p.- sports model, £130; all fully

equipped; easy terms, no extra charge. [6448

DOUGLAS 1914 23^.p., 2 speeds, Tvith Grosvenor
sidecar, fully equippecl, tax vi\id. good condition

;

£50; deferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad-
ehawgate, Bolton: also 245, Deansgate. Manchester.

[X2028
"I
Q20 Douglas 2^ih.p., 3 sijeeds, land clutch, kick

JLt/ start. Klaxon, electric lighting, absolutely un-
scratched. indistinguishable from new, bought brand new
Fel'rnary, 1921: £70; exchange and cash.—37, Canter-
Inuy Rd., Dalston, N.l.

__ [7793

QQ GNS.; exchange cheaper machine.—1920 DouglasO €/ combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick start.
Easting wind screen, lamps, speedometer, smart, fast;
any examination, trial.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East

,
Duhvich, Sydenham 2452. [6857

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Models. We have a number of
second-hand machines for sale at very low prices

I in order to make room for 1922 models. A call will

I
well repay.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
iRd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith SO. [7489

I I Q21 Douglas Combination, 4h,p., 3-speed, clutch,lU kick start, paten-t detachable sidecar and folding
chassis, absolutely as hew, all on, and tax paid; owner
liou'jht car: £108.-Walker, 769, Romford Rd., Manor
Park, London, E. 'Phone: Ilford 500. [7212

SPECIAL Sports o.h.v. 350 c.c. Douglas, Flexi car-
buretter, spare Amac, many special fittings, streapj-

line exhausts, knee-grips, lamps, 2 generators, Pedleys,
Klaxon, licensed, perfect condition; must sell; £45.—
116, Ailsa Av., St. Margaret's, Twickenham. [7580

DOUGLAS Combination (July, 1 920), engine No.
11897, new condition throughout, mileage under

;
2,000 guaranteed, ^vind screen, mudshielda, all lamps,
.spares, and tools; expert examination incited ; anv reason-
able trial; £100.—Venton, Cullilord Rd., Dorchester

[7120
SPECIAL 23/431. p. Douglas, Wex aluminium carbu-

retter, long nickel plated exhau.«ts, dropced handle-
bars, drilled piston-s, raced at Brooklands. crank case
1915, rest 1921, guarantee 55 miles per hour, touring
carburetter, silencer, bars, etc., in addition ; 50 gns.—
J. Hall, St. Bride. Seaford, Sussex. [7087

DOUGLAS. Douglaa 1922 Models.—23ih.p., 2-*peed,
fully eauipped, £75; 2,^-4h-D., 3-speed, fully

lequipped, £90; 41i.p. solo, fully equipped, £110; 4h.p.
land sideciir, fully equipped, £135: 3V;h.T>., o.h.v., fully
eciuippedv £130 ; 6h.p., o.h.y., el! chain, and new

I
design roomy eidecar, £165. Spare parts stocked.

DOUGLAS Specialities.-75% of catalogue prices
allowed on old machines jjurchased from us if

.returned in good condition within 12 months.

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodstock
St. (off Blenheim St.). New Bond St., W.l.

'Phone : Maytair 6559. [0703

,1 Q22 Douglas 2^h.p., 2-speed, latest all on models,
l-Ltl £75 cash or £20 down and 12 monthly pay-
ments of £5/5; latter price includes insurance for
12 months against theft, accidental damage, fire, etc.
Write for complete illustrated list and further par-
ticulars, post free.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
St., Cambridge.

:"|Q22 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, all on, £l35 cash
At' or £35 down and 12 monthly payments of

£9/8; your old machine taken in part payment. Send
for complete illustrated lists, with further particulars,
post free. Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cam-

: bridge.

il Q22 3iAh.p. Douglas Sports Model, all on. specially
J-*y tuned for speed, £130 cash or £32/10 down

I and 12 monthly payments of £9/5/6. Send for illus-

trated catalogue and further particulars, post free.-
Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [7800

I Svare Parts:

OUGLAS Spares.-Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [3936

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
,

the Douglas specialists; every part in stock; com-
i plete illustrated lists post free.

.
[7808

DOUGLAS Spares per return post. Order from the
' prompt firm on the spot. We nay nostage.—G.

'H. Tucker, RedclifEe Hill, Bristol. 'Phone: 4042.
I [5994
SULINA Garage,—We hare actually in stock the fiue.-it

I

and largest assortment of new and eecoud-hand
• parts for Douglases of any firm in London. We can
.
supply everything. Compare our prices. See advertise-

' nieut under Parts and Accessories.—Sulina Garage,
Brixton Hill, London, S.W. [6800

[ Duzmo,

)1 Q22 Models in stock of the famous Super Sport.^
j~U SVah.p. Duzmo, o.h. valves, tlie finest sport.-
mount on the market. Write for particulars of this
speedy single. Designed for the sporting rider. Real
,hot stuff: Single 6peed, £80; with 3-speed S.A., £115.
j.—Stanworth, Motors, Higham, near Burnley. [4620

D

ijll ^*—-*^ Di^

^iWOOD-MILNEs^
^8 Motor Cycle Tyres %>

JlZ WE DEFY COMPETITBON. ^J"

STANDARD STOCK
NOT MARKED CLEARANCE
We have purchased a large stock of these

covers at a greatly reduced figure owing
to the makers discontinuing this pattern.

Our goods must not be confused with simi-

lar lines offered by other firms who are

offering this make of tyie branded
" CLEARANCE."

Owing to the exceptionally low figure,

these covers are offered yon, it is

impossible for ns to give our usual
guarantee. We are prepared to

consider any complaints should
occasion arise.

SIZE.

26x21
26x2*
*26x 3

650x65

SPECIAL
THREE
PLY.

All at one
price.

15/-I
Oversize for 2i Rims.

26x2f'
^^'^^^

'4
1 HEAVY

26x2i 4 PLY.

*26x3 rj^r
'^Oversize for 2\ Rims

20/1

ALL GOODS ARE SENT ON
SEVEN DAYS' APPROVAL
AGAINST REMITTAi^CE
CARRIAGE PAID.

>i^- -.-.-U"o"^^-U^W%n^^V\i'Vi

TMName

ORDER THE

CUTE
%m jfiTt-TmnmTj

TheFirnv'

WAV
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?. VICTORIA.S.W.l

98, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.I. & AT
44. SURBITON ROAD, KINCsfoN-ON-THAMES
^Pleasf address allpost orJen to^smhill Bridge Uodd:-

TEIEPHOWE:-VICTORIA 6533 (rtSit
OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Edmund.

EDMUND-J.A.P. 1920 2¥ill.p., 2-3peea, spring framo,
fully equipped and licensed ; £50.—The Lavton

Uarages. 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 681 and
784. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [7416

EtiBeld.

ENFIELD 8!i.p. Combination, hardly used, all as
new; 95 gns.— 21, Newton Av., Acton. [7575

ENFIELD Lightweight, 2-stroke, 2-fipeed, new condi-
tion; £35.-24, Geraldino Ed., Chiswick. [7561

SHEFFIELD Agent lor Royal Enflelds, all models
in stock.—J. A. SUcey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0573

ROYAL ENFIELD 1914 23ill.P., 2-speed, Bosch,
fully equipped; £40.—A. Sliepperson, Rucsell Bd.,

Benwick. [7070

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, perfect order; £25.
After 6.-Ora8well, Wig-Warn, Wolsey Ed., Ash-

ford, Middlesex. [7217

£39, 1920 (Not.) 2l4h.p. Enfleld; also 1916 Enfield ,

combination, £78.—Harrington, 21a, Brent St.,

Heudon, N.W.4. [7091

3ilh.p. Twin Enfield, good condition, unlicensed; first

4 cash £23 secures, carriage paid.—A. Grist, West
End, Westbury, Wilta. [7094

1 Q21 Enfield 2V:.h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new, un-
-Li/ scratched; £48/ 10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale,
phone : Hampatead 1353. [7622

1 Q17 Enfield Combination, fully, tax, insurance,
-Lt/ handsome outfit; 65 gns. — Maderia House,
Streatley Ed., Brondesbury. [7534

1 Q20 Enfield Combination, hood, screen, lamps, etc.,

X»7 as new; 100 gns., bargain.—28, Woodford Rd..
Forest Gate. 'Phone: Stratford 2598. [7469

ENFIELD Combination (1919), 6h.p., electric light-

ing, all on, tax, insurance paid, perfect condition

;

£120.-47. Victoria Ed., Alexandra Park, N. [6427

"I
Q21 Enfle'.d Combination, 8h.p., Mngdyno lighting,

-tt^ brand new but slightly showroom soiled; list

price £182; oflered for cash at £150.—Below.

1021 Enfield Colonial Model Combination; list price
-*-t/ £160; shop-soile<l only; price for cash £135.—The
Larton Garages, 30, Holywell St.. Oxford. 'Phone:
581 and 784. T.A. ; Integrity, Oxford. [7445

1 Q20 6h.p. Enfield Combination, lamps, horn, hood.
-Li/ and wind screen, tools, etc., perfect; £125, or

nearest offer.-Hartley, Warner St., Haslingden. [7415

1 Q21 8h.p. Enfleld Combination, nearly new,
X«/ Cameo, pillion, lamps, horn, spares, cost over

£170, licensed; £135.—Johnson, Printer, Nantwich.

TJOYAL ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., fully equipped,
-iX engine recently overhauled, tyres good, must
sell; reasonable offer accepted.—Merrett, Sunninghill.

[7535
1020 Enfleld Combination, 8h.p., Magdyno. speedo
-i-i/ meter, excellent condition; £120. or exchange

late SM-h.p. solo.-Parsons, Fsiirfield House. Okehampton.

ENFIELD, 1920 (late), 2-stroke, perfect running,

splendid appearance, oil on, includinB speedometer;

45 gns.—Owner, 75, St. Leonard's Ed., Mortlake, Surrey.

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-
Sh p Roval Enfield combination, 1921, shop-

soiled only; reduced to £145; easy terms, no extra

charge.
^^''*^

£85.—Enfield combination, 6h.p., late model, Lucas
dvnamc lighting, liastipg, mechanical horn,

tools speedometer, perfect order and appearance.—8,

High St., Wandsworth. [7521

1021 Eoval Enfleld, only run 1,500, electric lamps,

XI/ speedometer. Easting, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, condition

as new- must sell; best offer; first cash.-Thompson,

13, Royston Rd., Penge. [7502

ENFIELD.—We are oflScial agents, and can give im-

mediate delivery of any model of this foolproof

motor cycle.-Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and Wood-
side Parade, N. Fiuchley. [0380

ENFIELD 1921 2i/>h.p., 2-fpeed, clutch, light tyres

replaced with new heavy Dunlops, lamps, acces

sories, perfect condition; £50; Bristol district.—Box
7,216, c/o T/is Uolor Cycle. [7040

WAOCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
8h p Eoyal Enfield combination, 1917, fitted

with Tan-Sad. speedometer, lamps, etc., ready for the

mad, tax paid; £35; easy terms. [644b

ENFIELD-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, in perfect con-

dition Cameo screen, engineer owner-driven, 40

moll Euaiiinteed. many spares, Biuks carburetter: £75.

—Aughtie, 17, Bean Ed., Dudley, Worcs. [7365

ENFIELD 1912 6h.r. Combination, coachbuilt side-

car, fully eauipped, exceptionally good condition,

fix paid- £60; deferred payments if desired.—Parker's,

Brndshawgate, Bolton; (dso 245, Deansgate. Manchester.
[X2026

1Q13 6h.p. Enfield Combination, overhauled recently,

J.*/ tyres practically new, all accessories, coachbuilt

sidecar, with wind screen, tax paid ; £60, or near offer.

—n H Qallier, 11, Tan Bank, Wellington, Shropshire.
[X2002

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. B2I
Mntor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

£*b.p, 1916 Enfield CombIdation, , Lxicas dynamo" lighting, complete with hood, screen, etc., 700x80
tyrea all round, appearance and condition as new;
£100.—Anthony, 1, Townshend Cottages, St. John's
Wood, JN.W.8. [7540

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, just been overhauled,
gas and electric lighting, speedometer, mirror;

Easting screen, new Amac carburetter, Tan-Sad, 2

new tyres, tax and insurance paid, beautiful appear-
ance and running order; £97.—Jones, 36, Riplinghara
Rd., Sonthfields. S.W. [731^

^ i\ m.p.g. (over) Enfield Coachbuilt Combination
9 " mechanical horn, mirror, speedometer, spare

chain, valve, tools, etc., wind screen, flower vase,

cover, special large hood and curtains, mat, luggage
grid, waterproof suit, tax pfiid ; £90 ; wire £5 de-

posit; expert examination invited.—27, Hampton Rd.,
Forest Gate.^ [7325

ENFIELD 1917 Combination, Lucfis dynamo light-

ing, Gh.p. J.A.P., complete with, all lamps,
ei>eedometer, bulh and electriii horns, pillion seat, hi^-

gage grid, tool kit, tax paid, in absolutely perfect con-

dition throughout, bas been little and carefully use<l,

all tyies good. Tiny trial given; £80.-11.. "Watson, Vic-
toria Kd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [7691

"I
Q2I 8h.p. Jap-Etifield Combination, new large P

Aft/ and H. lighting set, sidecar lamp set, horn,
tools. Tan-sad, spare chain, etc., storm apron, 700 x
BO JPalm^r light car tyres (as new), luggage grid. 3

lockers, licensed, only done 700 miles and looks like

new, guaranteed perfect, any trial whatever; £114
lowest.-IS. Marlborough Rd., Old. Kent Rd., S.E.I.

[7429
Spare Parts

:

ENFIELD Sp
Bond St.. E

Lres.—Immediate
iling.

Excelsior.

delivery.— Kays, 8,

[3987

BRITISH Exeelsior Combination, 4'/^h.p., 3 speeds,

Sturmey, kick start, perfect; £60, or offers; seen

Saturday after 2 p.m., or Sunday.—Apply, W. Godfrey.

Donkey Town, West End, Chobham, Sun-fiy. [7229

P.N

F.N. Combination, painted red, 4-cyl., licensed; prif-

£30; wants overhauling.—Applv. 3. Belvedere Rd..
Taunton. [7140

\ BARGAIN.—8h p. 4-cyI. F.N., in good running
xi order, only needs new crown wheel; £18.—Ocker,
64b, Heath St.. Hampstead, N.W.3 (5 doors from
Hampfitead Tube Station). [7037

Svare Parts

:

SPARES, new or second-hand, all models.—LanR-
ford's, F.N. SpelTalists, 37, Cricklewood Broad

way, N.W.2. [7593

Francls-Barnett

1020 a^^h.p. Francis-Barnett, 2-speed, K.S., Lucas
JL*/ equipment, as new; 54 gns.—Edwards, 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. Deferred payments
and exchanges. [6005

Harley=Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harky-Davidsons; from

^120.—Stacey, 12. Ecclesall Rd. [0577

HARLEY-DAYIDSON 4h.p. Flat Twin, new condi-
tion; £80.—Bradley, Albion Rd.. Mareate. [6183

HARLEY Combination. 1919, handsome outfit; £115
or exchange.—24, Geraldine Rd.. Chiswick. [7559

1 Q20 7-9h._p- Harley Combination, all accessories,
Xt7 low mileag'e. excellent condition; £135.—Har-
vey Hudson's, AVoodford, Essex. [7398

"I Q 19 Harley-Davidson Combimition, lamps, speed
J- J/ ometer, horn, tools, etc.—A.S.C., 166, (it. Fcrt-
iand St., W.l. Tel.: Museum 6626. [•(302

1 O20 Harley-Davidson Combination, done 3.000. as
X«/ new, dvnamo, discs, speedometer; £125.-57, Lnn^
caster Rd., Hampstend. 'Phone: 4608. r770£

1 Q20 Harley, dynamo lighting, rear drive, speed
J-*' ometer, T.T. bars, perfect condition
£80.-17, Sussex Rd., New Maiden, Surrey.

sacrifice

[7328

1 Q19 7-91i.p. Harley, Harley 2-seater sidecar, hood,
Xtf screen, speedometer like new; £95.-28, Wood-
ford Rd.. Forest Gate. 'Phone ; Stratford 2598. [7470

-j QSl Harley-Davidson Flat Twin, speedometer, disc,
X?/ equipped, electric horn, etc., as new; 86 gns. ; ex-
change combin<ition.—70, Beecher Rd., Cradley, Staffs.

[7191
"I 019 Genuine Harley-Henderson Combination, discs,
Xt/ very smart, excellent condition; £110; ex-
changes.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hamp-
stcad 1353. [7620

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., late 1920, with
new Bransom side'^ar, practically equal to new,

with lamias, licensed and insured; price £140.—Lam-
bert, Engineer, Horsmonden. [7315

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1916, special speed
engine, clutch, kick starter, bargain, perfect con-

dition; £60.—Elce. Ltd.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av..
Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [0072

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919-20, Tan-
Sad, complete Lucas dynamo lightins, all tyres

good, smart appearance, meohanieally perfect; £118 —
Colonial Motors. 104a. Finchley Rd. Hamwtcad 7822

[7010

ALL ROADS LEAD TO

BAMBERS

L

AND

CANANDWILLGIVEYOU

SATISFACTION
We offer you machines at the

LOWEST not highest prices.

SOLO.
1921 3.^ h.p. SUNBEAM, £115
1921 2| h.p. VERUS-B. .. £65
-1921 2i h.p. FEDERAL, 2-sp. £43
1920 5-6 h.p. ZENITH . . . . £70
1920 3V h.p. P. & M £68
1920 2f h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp. £68
1920 2,^ h.p. METRO-TYLER £58
1920 21 h.p. CLYNO, 2-sp. . . £37
1919 2| h.p. DOUGLAS
1919 3.1, h.p. NORTON
1915 2J h.p. DOUGLAS,

dynamo lighting ..

£60
£63

£43

COMBINATIONS.
19208Ji.p. SUNBEAM Comb. £145
1920 4i^ h.p. B.S.A. Comb... £100
1920 4'h. p. TRIUMPH Comb. £93
1919 8 h.p.SUNBEAM Comb. £125
1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb. £93
1915 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb. £60
1915 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-

DAVIDSON Comb. .. £90
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb £78

1913-14 TRIUMPH 3Jh.p.
Comb. ..

"
.. £50

A GIFT ! ! !

1920 6 h.p. BAT Combimation, lamps,
horn, licensed, practically as new, only
run 200 miles, BARGAIN £98

WRITE NOW FOR FULL
PARTICULARS.

CASH
EXCHANGES

EASY PAYMENTS

R. BAMBER & CO., LTD.

2, EastbankSt, SOUTHPORT
Phone 607.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

1Q18 Harley with 1921 Millford sidecar, Ace al
J-*' niiaium disca, Eflsting-, ocetyleuo liwlits, spa
chains, full kit, recently averhaiiled. tax and insnran
paid ; trial by appointment.—Enderlie. Eraswortli, Hen-

[701

HAELEY-DATIDSON' 1919 7-91i.p. Combinatio
electric lighting, di.scs. EastinK screen, many e

tra.s. perfect condition and appearance; £97/10.-1
Kendrick Mews, South Kensington Station. Kensin
ton 7276. [77:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920, 7-9h.p. Combinatif
electric lifihting, hood, screen, side wings; cc

£272. accept £150; deferred payments if desired.

Parker'!?, Eradshawgate, Boiton; also 245, Deansgat
Munchwter. [X20;

1 iai9 7-9b.p. Hnrlev-Da-vidson Family Combinati.
--O' (2 seats}, carry 4 anywhere, hood, screen, electi

light, clock, lii-gsnge carrieT, tools, npw tyres and spa;

perfei:t, tax paid and insurance; £115.-324, Hith
Green Lane, Leuisham, SE.13. Tel. No.: Lee Gre
2156. [71

ly Cr GNS., exchange considered.—1915 Harley-Davi
• ^ son coachbuilt combination, latest colorr

lamps, Klaxon, speedometer, pillion seat, 2 wi)

screens, excellent tyres and spare, exceptional engin
any examination, trial.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd..
Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [68

4 h.p. Sports Model Harley, practically new, on

done 400 miles, speedometer, watch, Terry's p
lion, lamps and Low g^^nerator, etc., tax paid, al

spare new 3iu. Challenger puncture-resisting tubes, a'

examination, cost in all £150; accept £105. Lond
district.—Box 7,292, c/o The Motor Cycle. [73-

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., and coachbu
bulbous back sidecar, 3-speed. kick starter, ha,!,

and foot clutch, magneto model, aluminium dis

handsome combination, guaranteed faultless, hot

wind screen, Tan-sad, lamps, etc., tax paid, trial a

time; bargain, £88.—Owner, 45. Charles St., Exmou
St., Commercial St., Stepney, London. [74'

Svn re Pn rts

:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.-^ Kays,
Bond St., Ealing. E3£'.

VALVES for Harleys, unbreakable, nickel sle

4/6; sent return post.—Coventry Motor Dep
Rosefletd St., Leamington. f6E:

Henderson.

1 C|21 HeiKlerc^on 4-cyl. Combination, with rerev.
-1-^ perfect : offers.-Borrett's Garage. Ammanford

CM?
1Q21 Henderson Combination, condition new, mdn
-»-^ age 2,000; £175, or near.—Postmaster. Banclof,

[707

-j Q20 4-cyl. Henderson Coml'ination, with new Lrii

X t!/ dvnamo and switchbox, perfect condition • 8

trial; £125.-13, Victoria Ed., Sheffield. [72'

"I Q20 Henderson Combination, G.L. sidecar, smni
-It' sporting lot, absolutely as new; £148/10; i

changes.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hftfls

stead 1353. [7f

1 020 Henderson Combination, extra large -sidec

J-t/ electric lights, luxurious turnout, cost £2
original tyres, small mileage; no reasonable S)\

refused,—3, Tankerton Terrace, Whitstable. \li

Humber.

HUMBER Coachbuilt Combination, 3V^h.p., tax pfli

£28.—SpeeclUev, 86, Clmrohfield Ed., Acton, ^'

mHUMBER 192OV2 4V2h.p. Flat Twin Combinati-
little ii.>?€d, fully eauipped, spareis, insurance, •

paid, .splendid condition; £145.-682. Fore-?t B
Walthamstow. [711

HUMBER 1919 3!^h.p., flat twin, 3-speed, electa

lights, Bonniksen speedometer, Klaxon, perief

£70.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith It

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7^''

HUMBER 3'.4h.p., splendid combination, low untr

slung coach sidecar, 3-speeds, free engine, ](

starter, splendid tyres, perfect condition guarantei

lamps, tools, tax paid, trial any time; bargain, £
—Stepney Garage, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial-I
Stepney, London. L7''

Indian.

INDIAN 1920 Powerplu'S Combination, fully eatiipi

and licence paid; £105.—Below.

INDIAN 1919 Powerplus Combination, complete ?

genuine Indian sidecar, dynamo lighting, ap**'

meter, Cameo screen, etc.
,

perfect order : £80.—!

Lnyton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phab

58i and 784. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [7'l

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p., spring fraine, Powerj
twin, many accessories; bargain, £50.—Beloff.»

1919 7-9h.p.. spring frame, Powerj
,.... lamps, horn, etc.; sacrifice, £65.—

S

Ltd 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.if

Phons : Avenue 5548. [0

-| Q19 Indian, 3 speeds, good condition; £61'

Xc/ Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampei>
1353. 17

15-16 Indian 7-9h.p. Eoad Racer, fast, clir

equipped; £48 ; exchanges.—23, EadipoIe_^'

INDIAN
twin,

19^
Fulham, I'i

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Norton.

'"VrORTON 16H, 1921 (July), first 750 c.c. speed trial,

Xi vrifh. spartinff i^idecar, lamps, etc.; £95.—J. Day,

j
Friars Ploce, Olieimaford. [7074

J T\rORTON T.T., 1920, fully equipped, licensed, mile
1 -L1 age 2.500, tip-top condition; £65, or -near offer.

? —PiffOtt, Charhvood, Surrey. [7q6C

1 "|CJ21 Big Four Norton Combination, in perfect con-
^ JLt7 dition, fully equipped r- £135, or near offer.

—

I Greaves, 43, Lithos Rd., Hampstead, London. [7309

3 ill. p. Norton, 1922, 16H model, 3-speed, etc., flttec

2 with No. 1 lipht sporting Henderson sidecar,
not done 300 miles: £115.-1.4 Estcourt St.. Devizes.

[7051
NORTON Big 4 Combination, late 1916. all chain

transmission, tnx and insurance paid, in good
condition; £85.—G. Terrett, 519, Ecclesall Rd., Shef-
field. [7004

NORTON Sl/ih.p., 3-speed, chain, 1921 cylinder,
piston, and timing gear; £75; exchange Big

Four or Scott. Midlands.—Box 135, c/o The Motor
> Cycle. [X2042

EXCEPTIONALLY Fast 1921 16H. Norton, with all
accessories, excellent condition throughout ; £95,

or ofler.—Pearn, 69, Birchfield Rd., Rusholme, Man-
. Chester. [X2059

,
tYK m.p.h.—Norton, late 1920 I6H., Einks, large^^t
• ^ Lucas, tyres, enamel good, winner at Brooklands,

,
etc., guaranteed perfect; £95 cash.—186, London Rd.,

i
Twickenham. [7230

HALIFAX.—New Norton models : 3'/.h-p. sporting
^eSO, SVsh.p. 3-speed ^115, Big Four 3-speed

' £120, reduced prices; exchanges quoted.—Motor Ex-
:
change, Norton St., Halifax. [7293

1 Q21 Norton S^h.p. Combination, 3-speed, Einks
-L«/ carburetter, fully equipped, mileage 1,500, fault-
less condition; cost £175, sacrifice for £110.-19, Wel-
lington St., Moss Side, Manchester. [X2034

NORTON 1921 SVoh.p. 3-speed Sports Model, fully
equipped and licensed, tciv fast and in fine order;

I

cost £140; offered at £100.—The Layton Garage.*, 30,
I Holywell St.. O.xford. 'Phone: 581 and 784. T.A.

:

; Integrity, Oxford. [7449

NORTON 1921 Big Four with sporting sidecar, Lucas
Magdyno lighting, Llicas horn, Cowey speedometer,

oversized tyres, as new; £160; deferred payments if

desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245.
Deansgate. Manchester. [X2025
Synre Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., 'Green St., Cambridge,
have every part tor Nortons; complete list post

free. [7801

NORTON Spares per Tetnrn. We carry huge stocks.
A trial will convince. All goods sent earriage

! paid.—G. H. Tucker, the Norton Rider Agent, Red-
) cliffe Hill, Bristol. 'Phone: 4042. [5995

i
N.S.U.

t Qih.p. N.S.TJ., good going order, Bosch, new Amao

:

I Oa £16.—Richards, Caerews, Mont. [7108

I N.U.T.

N.tl.T. 1920 3Vjh.p., Magdyno lighting, lavishly
equipped and as new; £95.—The Lavton Garages,

' 30, Holvwell St.. Oxford. 'Phone: 581 and 784
,: T.A : Integrity, Oxford. [7450

O.K.
1 /^-K. Junior 2-3troke, new April 2l6t, condition ex-
^-^ cellent, tax paid; first reasonable ofler.—Shorland.
Bahsham, Bagnor. [7089

£26/10.-1915-16 O.K.-J.A.P. 2V2h.p., 2-speed, lamps,
born, etc., tax paid, condition excellent; offers.

—

Bornea, 83c, Trinity Rd.. Tooting. 8.W.17. [7672

Omega.
OMEGA-YILLIERS, 1921, 2-3peed, clutch and K.S..

lamps. Klaxon, as new; £45.— 62b, Highgate Rd..
Kentish Town, N.W. [7387

OMEGA-VILLIERS, July. 1921, mileage 300, lamps,
horn, tnx paid; accept £38, genuine bargain.—

Mee, Baker, Ibstock, Leics. [7115

2V2h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, all

-D. and S. Autocar Co., 33
[7769

1919, com-
£50.-Sum-

[7697

OMEGA. Oct., 1919,
on, tax paid: £40.-

The Parade, Golders Green.

OMEGA, 2"j4h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed, Aug.
plftely overhauled, electric lighting;

mers, Havelock St., Wellingborough.

1 (ft 21 2^4h.p. Oraega-Yilliers, 2-stroke, 2^peed, clutch,
-*-«/ K.S., and Canoelet-Min s.c, lamps, horn

LOOK
The Greatest Tyre
Bargain ever offered

WOOD-
MILNE
OBSOLETE STOCK.

Guaranteed Brand New.
Not Clearance or Blemished.
In original wrappers.

26x2i^
SIZ^

'SPECIAL
„- '4 THREE
26x2i^O.S.[ PLY

650x65
26x3

Equiva'ent to7C0x80

All at one
Price

:

13|6

o/» m \ EXTRA . _ . _
26x2i Y'W\m

O.S. All at one *»/«»
/ Price:

26x21
1/- extra, carriasta paid passenger train.

NEW TUBES
all sizes 7/-
Other tyre bargains pro rata.

Price list on application.

NEWRUBBER THIGH BOOTS

Sizes

5,6,7,8,9,

10, 11,

apron,
S.W.

as new; £75, offers.-
. . , storm

Wolsey, 26, Haymarket,
[7279

OirEGA 1921 2%h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, clutch,
kick starter, splendid order; £42/10.—Elce,

Ltd., 15-16, Bish'opsgate Ay.
'PLone : Avenue 5548.

Camomile St.. E.C.3
[0074

P. and M.

P.
and M.. 2-speed, in perfect condition; £45, or
offer; full equipment.—44, Selkirk Ed.. Tooting.

[7671

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when

fl. EMANBEL & CO.
(TYRE FACTORS).

27, Belgrade Road,

STOKE NEWINGTON, N.18.
stores: 37a, Balls Pond Roai
DALSTON. LONDON, N
Telephone : Dalston 3161

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P. and M., 1918, incomplete; £18.-1, Springfield
Park- Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. (7634

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, insured, good condition,
lamps, spares; £58.—Seen, 28, Pavement, Clap-

tiam. [7032

£37.—Renovated R.A.P. model P. and M.. perfect,
fully equipped, insurance policy.—King, Egrove

Oxford. [X2075

1 Q18 P. and M-, new tyres, makers' colours, fully
A3' equipped, perfect; £48.-17, Sussex Kd., New
Maiden, Surrey. [7327

1 Q18 P. and M., blue-gold model, hardly used; £55;
-Lt? part exchange Enfield, Douglas.— 61, New Kent
Ed., London, S.E.I. [7404

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 P. and M., fully equipped;
£56, bargain.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). [6766

£29/10.—P. and M. coachbuilt combination, 2
speeds, lamps, horn, perfect order; sacrifice.

—

8, High St., Wandsworth. [7522

"I Q21 P. and M. Combination, in perfect condition;
-L*^ £110, or will exchange towards new combination.
-Clegg, 1, Broad St., Teddington. [7700

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—3y2h.p.
P. and M. combination, late 1919, tax paid;

£90; no extra charge for easy terms. [7750

P.
and M. SV-h.p. 1918 Combination, £60, solo £47;
1921 colours, fully equipped, perfect condition.—

62b, Highgate Ed., Kentish Town, N.W. [7388

P.
and M. Combination, SVjh.p., 2-speed, K.S., makers'

colours, copper exhaust^ all on, smart, reliable;

£65.—Write G., 25, Chetwynd Ed., Southsea. [7126

P.
and M. 1919 Combination, equipped, very special

condition; £80.—Newnham Motor Co.,. 223,

Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone ; Hammersmith SO.
[7491

P.
and M., 1918 (Nov.), complete with lamps, speed-

ometer. Klaxon, tools, spares, just overhauled, ex-

cellent condition ; £48.-44, Macljenzie Ed., Beckenham.
[7339

FOE Quick Sale, 1917-18 3Vih.p. P. and M., stored

since complete overhaul 1920, cover, tubes, lamps,

and accessories, all new then, taxed, genume £42/10 -

41, Clarendon Ed., Putney. [7499

PHELON and Moore S'/oh.p. Speed Model. 2 gears,

especially small sprocket on rear wheel, nearly

new, onlv done 1,000 miles, complete for road; price

£65, or near offer.-Box 7,256, c/o The Motor Cycle

1 021 SV-h p P. and M. Combination, Lucas equip-

ly ment,' demonstration model, mileage 100. abso-

lutely as new; £110.-Edwards. 50, Harrington Ed.,

South Kensington. Deferred payments and exchanges.
LbUlo

Pand M 1921 3l,ih.p.. standard model, list price

£115. ve.y slightly shop-soiled, usual makers

guarantee given; £85.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-

well St., Oxford. 'Phone; 581 and 784. TA.; In-

tegrity, Oxford. ^.
[^''53

-1 fi21 P. and M. Combination, Lucas Magdyno light-

it/ ing, sprung luggage grid, Bluemel wind screen,

other accessories, tyres good, 5,000 miles at most fully

insured: trial, pleasure; cost traction under £200 to

nut on road- £120; best bargain m London.-Loya, liM.
[7206

PAIR
1/- extra
carriage

put on 1

Piccadilly.

Premier.

PREMIER 3',5h.p., 2-speed, perfect, £20; sidecar.

£6.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. nun

PEEMIEE 2"/>h.p., lamps, horn, etc., tax paid, good

condition; £18.-40, Eflilway St.. Barnes, S.W^^

21h.p. Premier, fixed, good condition, trial; £25.—
4 James Hutton, Scott Crescent, Galashiels.^^^^

PREMIEE 3V>h.p., countershaft 3-speed, first-class

order; £40; any trial.-132. High Ed.. East Fmch_-

ley.
[7169

PEEMIEE 2'Ah.p., good running order, tyres and belt

liTe n™-, a!l on', licensed; £19(10: seen by nppomt-

ent.-J. P. Steele, 16, Highbury New Park, N.5. [7282

pi
ment.-J. P. Steele,

PEEMIEE 1914 3V.h.p. Single-cyl. Combination, 3

speeb kick stoiter, clutch, fully eompped tax

paid- £50-' deferred payment- if desired -Parker s,

Bradshawgate. Bolton : also 245. Deansgate. Manches^ter.

.^miv VnrfK:

PREMIER Spares and Repairs - We are the

specialists, late with the "»""'»':'"'"?, ='™,Lf
envelope tor reply per return.-Forfleld Motors For-

fleld Place, Leamington Spa. LJ>.<ii"!>

Peugeot.

014-4-5h.p. twin Peugeot, 2-speed, clutch, water-

Sb proof Bosch, B. and B., running order.-^ing,

Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X2075

Quadrant.
1022 Quadrant 4V,h.p., all chain; £85; early de-

Itf liverv.-Cliflford Wilson Mfg. Co.. 177, West-

minster Bridge Ed.. S.E.I. Vli2.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.--5h.p.
Quadrant combination, new 1921; £120; no

extra charge for easy terms. [7754

advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAXE.
Quadrant

TO 22 Quadrant 4V>liIi- Combination, all chain ;
£ia5;

-l-«y early delivery.—Clifford Wilson MfB. Co., 177,
Westminster Bridge IM., S.E.I. [7744

1Q22 Quadrant 4VJi.r. Solo, chain-cum-belt ; £80;
J-tF early delivery.^CliHord Wilson MtB. Co., 177,

We4niin.5ter Bridse Rd., S.B.I. C7741

1 Q22 Quadrant A'/^ll.p. Combination, cbain<um-belt

;

ItJ £100: earjy delivery.—Cliflord Wilson Mlg. Co..

177, Westminster Bridge Kd., S.E.I. [7743

£75.—Quadrant 1921 5h.p. combination, accessories,

iirsurance, taK paid, overhauled.—Clifford Wil.son,

177, Westminster Bridge Ed., S.E.I. (6894

UADEA^T Combination, perfect condition, mile-

2,000, lamps, speedometer, etc.. Canoelet side-

car, sereeu. illsmed; £95, or near offer: owner going
to Congo.—McAllan, 32, Mehille St., Edinburgh. [7015

Snare Parts:

FOR all Quadrant: Spares and Repairs, The Clifford

Wilson Manufacturing Co., Quadrant Sole Whole-
sale Distributers, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd.,
London. S.E.I. Hop. 210. 14020

Radco.

1Q81 Radco. 2-speed, special model Lucas, acces-

X*? series, Watford speedometer, mileage 2,000,

practiciilly new; £36.-45, Pelham Rd., Wimbledcn.
[7434

Raleigh.
IJBEMIEE Motor Co. far Ealeighs.

TMMEDIATE delivery at 1922 reduced prices.

5-6h.p., 3-speed, spring frame, detachable wheels,
£130; standard sidecar, £35: DC Luxe sidecar,

£42 ; spare wheel and tyre, £6. The Raleigh is now
the best value in high-grade combinations. Easy pay-

ments only 4^ extra.—Sole Kirmingham Agents : Tlie

Premier Motor Co.. Aston E4.,- Birmingham. [0626

RALEIGH 25^h.p-, 3h.p., and 5-6h.p. solos and
combinations for earliest deliveries; cash, ex-

change, deferred payments. Raleigh Specialists.—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7485

THE New Raleigh 224h.p. 4-stroke Lightweight, 2-

speed, with clutch and kick starter, at £68, is

tlie best value oflered the motor cyclist for the 1922
.season; orders now booking for January delivery.—Sole

Birmingham Agents; The Premier Motor Co.. Astnn
Ed., Birmingham. [0737

5-6h.p. Raleigh, 1921, spring frame, not 2,000 miles,

engine just examined by makers, perfect condi-

tion, owner buying car while at College, speedomete/,

electric equipment and horn (Lucas), Cox Atmofi
hand and foot control, weatherproof, no-trouble gentU-
man*s machine; £115, or without electrical equipment
i6105; £50 off cost price.—Coleby, R.N, College,

Gh-eenwich. Tel. : 608. (D) [7259

Reading-Standard.

1 Q21 Heading-Standard Eler.tric Combination, 10
-JL^ weeks old, scanjelv soiled, guorafiteed; £150,
ofEer.-Lee, 410, Sutton Park. Southend-on-Sea. [706?

Rex
6h.p. Rex and Coachbuilt Sidecar, complete and in

running order, tax paid; £27.—Cross, Agent,
RotJjerham. [xao74

5-6h.p. Rex Combination, 2-speed, free, tyres, con-
dition good, lamps; seen week-end; £45.—26,

Stag Lafie, Edgware, London. [7305

RBX 6-8h.p. Twin 2-speed Combination. 2-3eater

sidecar. 1914. lamp. horn, wind screen, etc.;

£57/10; exchange piano,—277, Oamberwell Ed., S.E.
[7341

REX 1913 Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speeds, chain
drive, lamps, spares ; f40 ; excliang^ P. and M.

combination or light oar.—4, Avenham Grove, Black-
pool [7128

Roc.
8ih.p. Twin Roc, 2-spaeds, K-S., excellent or^er,

2 £20; sidecar, £5.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.
[7478

Rover.

'|til4 Rover, 3-speed, Binks, lamps, all accessories:
X«? £35; Kingston.-Bos 7,301, c/o Tins Motor Cycli.

I
77-35

ROVER 3V2h.i). for sale, practically new condition
engine r^eifect, fast, clutch model.—^Hoad, !Rar.

ham. East Hcathly. [ft7-'8

ROVER 1920 T.T., perfect condition, as new, fit-

' tings ami snares; offer, or lightweight and cash.
—47, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [7599

ROVEE 1917 Si/lh.p. T.T., h.c. Phjjipson, lamps,
etL^., good condition; £60.—Jarvis arid Sons, Ltd.,-

Victorw Crescent, Wimbledon. [7178

ROVER 1919 SMih.p., 3-speed, light sidecar, fully
eriuipped, recently overhauled, give trial half-way

£^^8".— Stafloi-d, c/o Burlingham, Evesham. [7020
O 58.—1913-1914 SVih.p. Rover combination, 3-speed,
t^ K.S., just overhauled, tax Jlaid, onlv wants
seeing.—8, Half Moon Lane, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [7647

"WESTWOOD" ACETYLENE SETS.

No.
No.

40/1 for Heavyweight Solos, 3T/6
40 2 with Large Generator *S/-

IDEAL Sidecar Lamp, 8/6. TORPEDO Tail Lamp, S/6

No. aoi for Lishtweights, Price 30/'
ROYAL RU8Y TAIL LAMP, 4/-

" DAYBEAM "

EL.ECTRIC SETS.
"DAYBEAM JUNIOR" Electric

Solo Set.

For Lightweight Machines.

List No- 30 /S complete Outfit £3 -3-0
List No. 30/6 Combination Outfit £3-15-0

No. 30,1 complete Solo Out-fit fiS.S-O

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

ROVER Sizh.p., 3-speed hub gear, 1913, recondi-
tioned, £30; with sidecar £35.—Manufacturers'

Export Association, 104, High Holborn, London.
[7266

ROVER 1921 T.T., 75 m.p.h., used only 400 miles
and specially prepared lor competition, fitted

with hand-contioUerl Philipson and knee grins, licence

paid; £76.-The Lovton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,

Oxioi-d. 'Phone: 581 and 784. T.A. ; Integrity, Ox-
ford. [74S1

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL ETTBY, Villiers 2-8peed, all on, excellent coo-

dition; 30 gne.—25, Marchmont St., W.O. [7208

"I Q20 Royal Ruby Combination, as new, equipped;
J-^ £135.—Railway Mews, Ladbroke Grove, W.IO.

17516

ROYAL RUBY 1917 Ladie.s' Model, 2?.Jh.p. J.A.P.,

h.b.c, kick, excellent condition: £40.—Tatton.
Telephone Exchange. Leek. 'Phone: 23. [X1408

ROYAL RUBY 2-,stroke, nearly new condition

throughout guaranteed, all accessories, Tan-Sad pillion

.aeat, overalls; sacrifice £40.—4, Gaywood Ed.. Waltliam-

rtow. ['16'

J"
ATE 1920 3h.p, Royal Ruby, 2-apeed, spring Irams,

-i T.T. bars, recently overhauled bj makers: 75 gng.;

Bcller buying combination; Burnley district.-Box 7,237,

c/o The Motor Cycle. ['047

Rudge.
31hp Rudge, clutch, tax paid; £30.-14, Phoenix

2 St., Euston, N.W.I. [7654

1 Q21 3'4h.p. Rudge Multi, perfect, as new, £5 tax

i-tJ noid- £60, bargain.—Atkinson, Caersws, Mont.
[7106

RUDGE Multi, 1914, tax paid, perfect jsrder; any

trial- fast .and reliable; £26.-133, Liverpool K'l..

jj [7467

1 Q2m I.O.M. Rudge Multij fully equipped, scarcely

Xt/ ised; 60 gns.—17, Sussex Rd., New Maiden.

Surrey. f'^e

19^'anf'
Elms, Leicester.

7-9h.p. Eudge Mult-«in Combination, 1920, full)

efiuippe<l, exceptional condition; £120.—Tomlm^ca

194, Church Ed., Hove, Sussex. [768(

31hp Rudge, thoroughly overhauled and enamelled

2 accessories, tax paid; £40.—Shepherd, Enfiek

Highway. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [034(

1 Q20 Eudge 3V'tt.P. Combination, sporting sidwar

XtJ lamps, belt case, spares, excellent Condition; £70

near ofter.-42. Forest Ed., Kew, Surrey. 1754!

RUDGE Multi, moving parts, pi-stou, pulleys, bear

iiigs, etc., new, fine meehauical order: £33; 2idi

60 miles.—Pickering, High St., Longton. [705'

W.^UCHOPE S, 9, Slvoe Lane, London, E.C.-

3V2h.p. ftudge I.O.M., 1921, electric lightipe

tax paid: £70; easy terms no extra charge. [64*

-1 a22 Eudge, 3-speed, 3V2h.p., all-chain drive. We eai

-L«7 give immediate delivery. Price £100.—Percy np-

,

Co., 314, Euston Ed., N.W.I. Museum 1337. [725-^

1 Ck20 Eudge Multi, T.T. special engine, alumiuiul
i-*y piston, racing carps, tools, speedometer, lampf

etc - bargain, 65 gns., or hear offer.— 3, Grove Rd., Lutor

Beds. [718

RUDGE Multi Late 1920 SVyi.p., T.T. Isle of Ma
model, with sidecar; sacrifice, £50.—Elce, Ltd

~ EC;
[007

;i4h p. Eudge Multi, Roadster model, little u.sed

d'in first-rate condition.—Hunt, Sutton-m-ibe
i(.<ieteT [7241

15-16, Bi'shopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

'Phone : Avenue 5548.

No. 30/2 complete Comb. Outfit, S,f f

Motor Cycle

DYNAMO,
Mark 1,

complete with Switch
Box,

£7 - 10 - -g^iS^^W
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS

61i.p. Rudge Multi Combination, 1916-17, equippe'

ov^rliauled, guarantee ; no accommelation ; »=;

oliange ior solo macMue and cash, or sell; private.—Bo
7,503, c/o The Motor Cycle. [773

RUDGE Multi 3Voh.p., fair order, nearly new Bat<

an.d Dunlop tyres, engine 13047. tax paiij, T.

liars ; £35, no offers, or exchange DoukUis.—Ra^dfQf
Wendover House, Hutton, Esses. [700

1 Q20 sy^h.p. Rudge and 35-gn. sidecar, lamps, hor
X«? screen, spare tyre and belt, condition perfec

£76.—Edwards, 50, Harrington iRd-^ South K^nsin
ton. Deierred payments and exchanges. [601

RUDGE Multi Combination for sale, 1920 mod*
delivered March, 1921, 7-9h.p., wind scieeu, ii

eiiuipment. mileage 5,00d
;

price £130; can be sei

any time for trial by appomtment.—Braiusby's, U'
Broadway, Peterborong'h. [62'

RUDGE Multi 1920 S'/ali-.r- and Canoelet sidecs

completely eq^iipped with lamps, horn, and epee

ometer, licence paid, small mileage; £J80.—The Layti

Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 ;ii

784. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [74;

RUDGE Multi, 1916, clutch and etarter moc.

C.A.V., Senspray, wide tank, tyres and belt vt

food, perfet:t condition mechanically, very fast, emm
and plating good, complete with lamps, hoiu, and t

paid; £30.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldebuigli, Si

folk. {76

Scott.

SCOIT, 1915, lamp, horn, new tyres and t'iK^'n

£55.—Bos 123. c/o The Motor Cycle. fXlV

-| Q20 Scott, mileage 3,000, lamps, horn, taxed: i-

X*/ offers.—Brown, New Inn, Silverton, Devon. [75

B26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and ^hc date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by iVrivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT, 1920, original tyres, lamps, speedometer,
perfect; best offer; or exchange.—72, Cornwall Rd.,

S.W.2. [7524

F.O.O.H. have a 1920 Scott Combination and nearly
new solo.—S. Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Ilamp'

stead Tube Stsition). [6764

SCOTT 1920 Conibin.ition, electric lighting, Bonnikseu
speedometer, accessories, several spares £90,—

CocMl, Holly Lotlge, Dalston, E.8. [7106

1 019 Scott, Rotax dynamo lighting, Cowey horn, speed-
,

J-f ometer, Tnn-Sad, lovely condition: gift, £79.—
Manager, Old Waverley Hotel, Southport. [7547

i CCOTT 1920 33ili.p. Combination, fully eauipped,
5
•-' Basting screen, ag new; £90; deferred payments

(
ll desired.—Parker's, Bradshaivsate. Bolton : also 245

jj
Deansgate, Manchester. [X2024

i CCOTT 1921 S^ih.p. Touring Model, ehop^soiled only;\i^ to-day's price £130. accept flW- deferred pay.
ments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton ; ahd

I

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X2027
C'CO'TT 3?4h.p. Combination, Oct.. 1920, electric light.

;
^' all accessories, spares, guaraateed splendid condi-

:

tion
:
cost £230, accept £170, or nearest.-Particulars-

4, T\ aterdyke Av., Southwick, Sussex. [7440

CjCOTT Combination, September, 1920, electric
>-' lamps. Tan-sad, Easting wind screen, excellent
condition, owner bought car; cost £210; accept £90.

I —22, Greatheed Kd., Leamington Spa. [X2063
i CCOTT Combination, 1920, perfect condition, small
f-J mileage, full equirment, unused Palmer cover, 2

;

spare tubes, speedometer; £110, or exchange for new
j

Eover 8h.p. c-ar, cash adjustment.-Jackson, Ridge,New Close, Shipley, Yorkshire. [7017

Stanger.
rpHE Machine of the moment is the Stanger V twin

Sh.p 2-stroke- This machine is really a flrst-clasi

j

mount with wonderful power, and excellent smooth run-
nmg, fatted with the neatest rear springing yet seen -

' K'™ Pk^-'^°- S«nd for particulars.-Jones Garage.
:; Muswell Hill, London, N.IO. [0731

Sun.
CTTN-TI'TESSE, 1920, 2-speed, condition as new; £38.
>~J -Baker, St. Martin's Ed., Portland. [7222
QIJiY-yiLLIEES 1916 2Vi.h.p., perfect running order;

,*^5-,or ,ofter.-C. Watsoh, Whaolode St. Cathe-
rine's. Holbeach, Lines. [7016

1 Q19 23i]i.p. Sun, 2-speed, fully equipped, leg guards,^'^ ^J-^}«<^-snvB. .long exhaust; any trial; £45.-Hen-
son, Walton, Peterborough. [7501
CUN-TITESSE, new June, 1921, 2^h.p., 2-speed. kicki^- start, lamps, etc.; buying combination; £60, or
ofler, bargain.-Dixon, 304, High St., Lincoln. [7100

Sunbeam.
1 9^° Sunbeam, 3y,h.p., 3-speed, touring perfectJL^ order; £90.-Railway Mews.' Ladbroke Mews,

Qlh.p. Sunbeam Combination, complete lamps,

RotlieiS:''
'''' '''' ^^''' *"5-^>^-. Age^l.

IQie 3y,h p. 3-speed All-chain Sunbeam and Sidecar

Claphar^r^iSs.""*^- = "" *"^=^ ^«=-«- B-*™,

Bi'iS^^l'"'"'™'!""'' "«" ^"1 sell to trade or pri-

nt^ o^,?SL:''^i!',l.
"*^-* «'"'»

^'^-"-f^'S
1Q21 3Mjh.p. Sunbeam, mileage 1,600, lamps, horn,

Wargra,^^^^?nor\^*'r°^ivf
"''•-''"^«"' ^-"^^4'

WAUCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane, Ixmdon, E.C 4

-

" 3/2h.p. Sunbeam and sidecar, 1915; £85- noextra charge for easy terms. [7761

il9^}„!y=''i-''-
Towing Sunbeam, mileage under 300,

ity !'>"!''.« lamps, horn; £116; seen any time.-H. Gim-'bcrt, Norwich House, Sutton, Cambs. [7247

S^^'SA^ Late 1920 3%h.p., 3-speed, fully eqiupped,

mnn ^aJ * ^°'"^\t"»': .£^5, or nearest ofler.-J. Cow-man, Mam St.. Sandwith, Wliitehaven, Cumberland

.CUNBEAM Combination, 3%h.p., complete, mtefgl^ under 2,000
; cost £200, accept £100, lowest buy-ing car.-38. Eastern Ed., ^yylde Green, BSnghnin.

.,g,UNBEAM Combination 3%h.p., 1921, spare whceh
whit nfleris n^^'^S a"?' ,^1"'?,'^' Condition, insured:

rr,w.
*"' Oxford district.-Box 7,254, c/o Tlie Motor^""'^

[7108

G^h^Si-''^
0Scr.-6h.p. Sunbeam combination, lessY "Ody. >n excellent order and condition- £85- ex-

Hi™°,^^
'^°'^ solo. - Finchampstead, Farnburn 'Av..

"'™^''-
[7338

TJNSCEATCHED 3y,h.p. Sunbeam, 1914, unused

ings.°i°8"l '?pn' {'i'">,»,™^ ^.^^i^^^^i"'
sidecar 'even^

i™ a^i" °' Marlborough Plats, Walton St. Chel-sea, g.W.3. [X2037
Oh.p. Sunbeam, Canoelet sidecar. Easting, all acces-

^n,r,t„T"?5' *p P"'<!. insurance, splendid condition;

fc'"1,c!?."""^
""'*"'' ^125.-Box 7,304, clo^n^

TH E

IWa-STRGKE

IF ITS A ^^

ViLLlERS
THEREJ5 g

TO TELL

SATISFAGTION

GUARANTEED

WORKS :-

SUNBEAM STREET

WOLVERHAMPTON.

MOTOU CYCLES FOU SALE.
Sunbeam.

QtTNEEAM, 1921 (September), S^h-p., sports, fully
>^ equipped, shop-soiled only; ^£150; deferred pay-
ment.^ if dcnrtd.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also
045, Dsim,5g:ite, Manchester. [X2020

"I
Q 20-21 8h.p. Sunbwnn Combinfltion, Lucas eleftric

-*- '-^ lighti:ifr, spfiie wheel, all complete and in ftrst-
clas& runninp order; £195; buying car.—L. Pimm,
Hilblci, Harvey Rd.. Guildford. [7086

1 021 3V:.Ii.p, Light Sports Sunbeam, with Mont-
--t/ gomery sporting sidecar, complete, actual cup,
gold and silvei- medal winner; any trial ; £140.--
Oliver B. Hodgson, 56, Upgate, Louth, Lines. [7616

1 Q20_ (July) SVoh.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric
J-^J light, tax paid, new Eat^ting, horn, tools, good
condition: cost £220; owner bought car; £120. or offers.
—A. Coulson, "Watton Abbey, Cranswick, Yorks. [7125

Oih.p. 1915 Sunbeam and Mills-Fulford Sidecar,
t-'2 renovated this year by makers, and mechani-
cally perfect, complete equipment 75 gns.—Anthony,
1, Tovnshend Cottages, St. John's Wood, N.W.S.S[7541UNBEAM Combination, Inte 1918. SiAh.p., black

and gold, 3-speed, K.S., lamps, horn, wind screen,
apron, etc., good tyres, quiet, and reliable indistinguish-
able from new; £110.-15, Ranelagh Gardens, Ilford.

[7563
SUNBEAM 1915-16 3V2h.p. Combination, electric

lighting, horn, speedometer, machine in perfect
condition; accept £67/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-
gate At., Camomile St., E.C. 3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

I
[0073

i "I 021 Sunbeam Combination, brand new but slightlv
|-i«^ t^hop-soiled ; list price £162; offered at £150
I

for cash.—The Layton Garages, 30. HoIvweU St
Oxford. 'Phone : 581 and 784. T.A. : Integrity, Ox-
ford. [7459

SUNBEAM 3Kh.p. Combination. 1919, S-spaed,
clutch, kick starter, all-chain drive, in extra

good condition; £78.—Richmond Park Garage. 110,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone

:

Putney 3622. [7416

SUNBEAM Combination, late model, SVoh.p., 3
speeds, hand clutch, kick starter. Sunbeam side-

car, lamps, licence, speedometer, -screen, apron, splen-
did 'condition throughout, not W.D. ; £80; exchanges.
—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [7531

SUNBEAM Sh.p. Combination, -September, 1919.
-^ ' frame No. 3095. mileage under 5,500, -electrical
equipment, hood, screen, speedometer, spare wheel,
Binks. Klaxon, luggage grid, licensed, first-class outfit;
£125.—Crow Bro6., Guildford. [7250

SUNBEAM 1919 Sh.p. Combination. Sunbeam sidecar,
all lamps, speedometer, interchangeable wheels,

with spare, screen, luggage grid, in absolute perfect
condition, eanal new; exchange lower power and cash,
or sell £130.-37, Canterbury Rd., Dalston, N.l. [7792

Svare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St,, Cambridge,
always at your service. We have Sunbeam ex-

perts to attend to your wants; complete, every part
in stock. [7805

j

^
T.D.C.

f O^h-P- T.ll.C, requires brakes and magneto control;

i
/^4 £12.-44, Magdalen St., Exeter. [7693

Triumph.
"PREMIER Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at reduced 1922
prices.

TYPE H.. 4h.p.. 3-apeed. £105; Type S.D., chain
drive, £115; Type L.W., lightweight, £65; sidecars

" )m £20 to £50; easy payments only 4% extra. Buy
ect from the Triumph Specialists, The Premier Motor
, Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0627

RAND New Triumph, Model H.; £92.—Ward, 51.
Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [6972

-| 020 Countershaft Triumph, well equipped; £70.—
XJf 24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [7392

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1920, excellent condition; best ofler.

-Write Box 7,291, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7299

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, insured;
^*y £88.-1, Hillier Rd . Clapham Common. [7OO0

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, smart and perfect;
X»/ £47.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [7390

CROSS, Rotherham, can give delivery of all model
Triumphs from stock at reduced prices. [X2071

019/10.—Triumph, 3Voh.p.. single-speed clutch, nice
3^ ' order, ride away.—8, High St., Wandsworth.

[7523
TRIUMPHS.—A fine assortment of all models in

stock at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86.. High Ed.,

Lee. [4485

1 020 Triumph, Millford combination, fully equipped,
xJ%y as new; nearest £110.—Mercer, Belmont Rd.,
Reigate. [7216

TRIUMPH, 1920, practically unseratehed, with Canoe-
let sporting sidecar; bargain, £85.~H. Wright,

Arlesey, Bed.<!. C7707

1 Q20 (late) Triumph, beautiful Limousette sidecar, all

J-*/ acce.=!sories, as new; £120.—Smith, 16, Blyth Rd..

Bromley, Kenl [7102

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B27
Motor Cycles advertiKcd hv nrivate owners are. when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.-

"I QSl Tiiiiiuph, all chain drvie, light sidecar, all on;
Xiy £110. or near offer; iippoiutmeut.—32, Askew
Mimsioii-!, W.12. [7177

TO 19 (Dec.) 41i.p. Triumpli Combination, lamps, tooU,
J-*y etc.: £90. ueare^it.—Big?, 26. Terme Park ltd.,

Stroird Green, N.4. [6999

1913, 3-5peed, cliitoh, orisinal

iicressories.—145, Leander Rd., Brix-
[7205

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph, fully equipped: £48.—
J-t' Hillier, 1, Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gardens.

[7778

i?52.-Triumph 3V.:h.p.^ enamel, all

ton Hill, S.W.2.

North Kensington.

T Q19 Triumph, new Henderson
J-*' leot condition; £92/10.—

L

lamps, horn, per-
Longland, 37, Narcissus

[7557
leot condition

Bd., W. Hampstead.

3ih.p. Triumph, 1912,
2 clutch and tyres

Engineer, Horsmonden.

Combination, excellent condition

;

owner going India.—Tullis, The
Grange. Pontuewydd, Mon. [7180

new piston, engine cleaned,
good ; price £36.—Lambert,

[73X6

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p.
M.U price £110j^

"I Q21 Triumph Combination, under 500 miles, Ea.^t-
i *y ing, Luitis kmiiis, tcols, etc.; £100.-16, King's
College Ed.. Hampstead, N.W.3. [7788

TRIUMPH 1914 Combination,
siieednmeter, all ac4;essories,

-28, Hut^o Ed., Tufnell Park.

3-speed hub gear,

jrand condition; £55.
[7207

1 1*^ 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, 3-speed, good
XtF •' condition; £45—28, Woodfo ' -' "
Gate.

nditiou; £45—28, Woodford
phone : Stratford 2598.

Bd. Forest
[7472

LATE 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination, fully

equipped, spares, mechanically perfect; £75,
ne;irest.—20, Valnay St., Tooting. [7165

1 Q21 All-chain Triumph, sporting Montgomery sidecar,
J-iy di?cs, speedometer, hood, etc.; £125.—Write Forte,
135, Ladbroke Rd., W. Park 3393. [7101

not W.D., lamps, tools,

owner going abroad; £80.—
Tregenna Mead, Ea^^tbourne. [7119

Canoelet sporting sidecar,
cylinder

Heme Hill, S.E.24. [7652

1 Q19 Triumph Combination
-lt7 tax and insurance
Gordon,

1 Q12 Triumph. _2-speed

7, Norwood Rd.,

WAUCHOPES. 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C
21411.p. Triumph Junior, tax paid, fully insured,

nil accessories; £50; easy terms arranged. [6447

TRIUMPH, frame adapted for gear box, sloping t^nnk,

cylinder rebored. new piston, perfect running order

;

£30.-173, King's Rd.. Kingston, Surrey. _ [7024

TRIUMPH Countersltaft Combination, enamelling
and plating as new. Easting, good accessories; £85.

—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7664

3-speed, hand controlled clutch,
£35,

51, Derby St., Prescot. [S2047

-| Q14 Triumph 4h.p,,
J-«/ new carburetter and mag., enamel as new
or near offer.-Hind,

1 Q17 C.S. Triumph Combination, 1920 f^idecar, apron,
J- *^ mnt. hand and foot clutch, P.H. lighting, perfect

;

trial; £70.-92. Beuhnh Rd., Thornton Heath. [7131

accessories,
gnai'anteed as new; £100, or offer; exchange.—

C.S., 14, Swaton Rd.. Bow, E.3. Tel.: E3155. [7382

"I Q 14 Triumph Combination, sporting sidecar,
X»7 cellent condition. 3 speeds '

"

Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone ;

1 O 20 Triumph-Gloria Couibination, all

bargain, £42/10.—
Hampstead 1353-

[7624
TRIUSEPH 1913 3Vjh.p. T.T. Model, fitted with hitest

dropped back fram'e. fully -equipDetl. tax paid; £35.—
Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Deansgate.
Manchester. [X2032

TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, clutch, etc., light-

ing set, etc., licensed, smart coachbuilt sidecar;
bargain, £48.—Blackmore, 769, Romford Rd., Manor
Park, London. E, [7213

TRIUMPH, 1921, all-chain, 3-speed, kick start, nnlv
run 450 miles, complete "with rear drive speed-

ometer and horn ; 95 gns.—H. Julian, 84, Broad St.,

Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [7238

CROYDON Agent for Triumph motor cycles. All
models in i^tock reiidy for immediate delivery.

—

Moore's Presto Motor "Works, Ltd;, 145. North End,
Croydon. 'Phone: 2624. [1348

3ih.p. Triumph, Bosch, Mabon countershaft gear,
2 evervthing perfect, guaranteed, 30 gns. : another,

complete, less wheels, perfect, first cheque £15.-56,
Cromwell Rd., Upton Park. . [7330

rpRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed, 1915-16
-^ model, in iierfect condition, new Dunlop, etc. ; ac-
cept £42 to clear, no offers.-Marble Arch Motor Ex-
change, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789.Tr7782RIUMPH 1919 and Wat-sonian sidecar, completely

equipped with lamps, horn, and speedometer and
screen, licence paid, very fine ordr; £90.—The Layton
Garage?. 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 and
784. T.A. :

-Integrity, Oxford. [T452
'T'RIUMPH 1921 Special Model, brand new, 2 plugsi side by side simultaneous tirwrk. highlv pohslied
aluminium crank, chain, timing ca5e=- cylinder ba«e
nickel plated, fast

: £105.—Colonial Motors 104ii.
Finchley Rd. Hamp.stead 7822. [VtJll

FURTHER
<S FINAL

REDUCTIONS
in the price of

OUR RE-CONDITIONED

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

Each one completely re-built and
fully equipped with new F. R. 8.

lamps and horn bags, tools, pump,
and licence holder.

Practically indistinguishable from
new. Over 50% new parts, in-

cluding new tyres, belt, chain
carburetter, etc Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all parts of the country,

2! h.p. 2-speed £57 10s.
or £15 down and 12 instalments of £3 18 4.

4 h.p. 3-speed, clutch,
and kick-starter £77 10s.
or £20 down and 12 instalments of £5 4 7

4 h.p.. combination with
brand new bulbous back
Sidecar, finished Saxe-
blue.. .... £97 10s.
or £25 down and 12 instalments of £6 10 10

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

DOUGLAS FRAIVIES
2| h.p. and 4 h p.

Renovated. Stove Enamelled. Tested.

£5 10 EACH.— Carriage Paid.

Write for full list of
Douglas parts.

surplus

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVIotor Engineers,

WBSBECH.
London Office : . . . . 83, Pall Mall.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph. 1

TRIUI\rPHS.-We are the North London agents, and
can deliver from stock for cash, deferred pay-

ments, or exchange.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and
Woodside Parade. N. Finchley. [0382

IF You Require a Triumph Solo or Corabinaticn
why not pay us a visit and inspect our selection:,

prices from £65. Buy a trusty Triumph and go any.
where.—The Triumph Specialists, Hackford Eng. Co.,

33, Hackford Rd., Brixton, S.W. [7289

TRIUMPH 3Vi.h.p., Bosch, 2-sp(jed, clutch, splendid
condition, speedometer, Inmps, excellent tyres, luUy

equipped, ideal sidecar machine : exchange late 2-s))eed

lightweight Douglas, New Imperial, etc. ; offers, or pood
twin, a 3V.h.p., or sell £50.-110, Marston Lane, Bed-
worth. [X2U1

20 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, splendid condi-
tion all over. Lucns lighting set almost new, spare

open exhflu-t pipe, inner tubes, and plenty of spr.res>

etc., licence, iusurnur-e, etc., iill paid, owner going
abroad, muet sell; £85, or ne<ire'^t.—Apply. 10, Goldere
Manor Drive, Hendon. [7050

Sv^>'f^' Porto -

19

TRIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kay<?. 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [3990

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge.
Every part for any year Triumph always in stock;

complete illustrated lists post free. [7804

TRIUMPH Spares. Every part actually in fetock for

countershaJt models ; Triumph specialists.. Stamp,
please.—Ward and Co., 51. Upper Eiclimond Rd., Put-
ney. 'Phone: Putney 2754. [6414

TRIUMPH Parts.—Every part, any year, m stock:
new or second-hand, guaranteed serviceable. En-

close stamp for reply. Why not second-hand goods in -

place of new while prices are so high? Half the price;
,

satisfaction guaranteed.—Forfield Motors, 11. Forfield I

Place, Leamington Spa. [X2107 .

Velocette.

VELOCETTE New 1920 2-sp6ed Model, ^bop-soileil

only," with lamps and horn complete : 50 gns.—
Farrer, 1, Prinfes Parade, Clmrch End, Finchley. [7019 :-

NEW Slightly Showroom Soiled Velocette 1921 I

models at enormous reductions, all with internal

expanding bratcc; to both wheels^ and other latest im-
provements; 2-speed £55, 3-speed £62, lady's opeu frame •

2-speed £55- easy pavnients 4% extra. Write for cata- i

logue.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birniing-

.

ham. - [X2057 :

VELOCETTE, 1921, 3-speed clutch, special model, '.

produced at a cost of £120, speciaUy for racing -(

purposes, and can attain a speed of over 60 m.p.h., and '

will lap at BrookUinds at 54 m.p.h. : unusual opjpor-

tunitv for comiw^titiou riders; £75.—The Layton Gar-

age-!. 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 and 784.

T.A. ; Integritv, Oxford. [7455

Verus.
Blackburne1 Q21 Verus 4h.p., Blackburne engine,

-1-J7 clutch, kick 6tart,_ absolutely _as new; £78.—
3-speed, '

Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South Kensington.
[6986 (

ipeed, special

iko separate

overhead valve gear for competition; .£75. — The
Livton Girages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

VERUS-BLACKBURNE 1920 2%h.p..
enjrine with side valve head, and

30,
581 and 784. T.A.

:

St.,

Oxford.Integrity,

Villiers

VILLIEES, fportv, new condition, taxed;
—134, West Green Rd., Tottenham.

'Phore

:

BELIEVED Villiers,

overhauled, rebuehed, drip.

[7454

£29, snip, if

[7676 r

thoroughly2-stroke, 2-*peed.

.,„„„, , _..^, lamps, pillion ; £35,

or nearest; would exchange 4-stroke, Tiiumph or J.A. P.

preferred.-194, Grove Rd., Bow, E. [7139

WOLF-
and district.

Wolt.
Sole agents for London, South of Thames.

«^^^ district. We are now fixing sub-agencies,

and invite enquiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone : Brixton
2417. 10508

Wooler
WOOLEE, 1920, 1921 improvements, perfect comli-

tiou, thoroughly overhauled; trials given; after

5 p.m., all day Saturday.— 7, Monahan Av., Puiley.

Zenith.

LOOK Out For Julians of Reading on Zenith £taii*l-

[7237

Sh.p. Countershaft Zenith, tax paid; £65.—
Phoenix St., Euston, N.W.I. [7653

"I O20 Zenith Combination, unscratched, perfect

;

-LtF ^85.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington^. [7393

6 h.p. Zenith Countershaft Combination, excellent con-

dition; £45.-373, Katherine Rd., Forest Gate.

'^'M

Shoe Lane, London.—3* ah.p.

new 1922: £118: easy terms
[7752

ZENITH 1914 4h.p.j just overhauled, peifect condi-

tion, new belt, rear, tyre; neareet £40; exclianf^e.—

16, Ivy Ed., Shipley, ' [X2005

WAUCHOPE'S, 9,

Zenith-Bradshaw,
arranged.

E2e All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cjxies advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).~
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

£60.—Zenitli combiuotion, 6h.p., new, belt, covers.
tut)es, licensed, horn, spares.—Bateson, Gayliurst.

Foxconibe Hill, Oxford. [7463

3 ill. p. Zenith Combination, just overhauled, Binks,
2 E.I.C. : any trial; bargain, £65.—Lang, 246

Wimdsivortli M., S.^Y.8. [7333

PEANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
-*- mingham, for immediats delivery from stock of
Zenith-Bradshaw, price £118. [0711

1Q20 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, specially tuned for
J-«^ speed; what offers '—A.S.O., 166, Gt. Portlandspeed
St., W.l. Tel

166, Gt. Portlan
[7303Museum 6626,

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Sports Model, complete i\-ifli

lamps, horii, and cJpeedometer. licence paid and
in perfect condition; .£95.—Below.

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Sports Model, licence paid, mile-
age neghsiblet £85.—The Layton Garages, 30,

Holywell St.. O.xl'ord. 'Phone: 581 and 784. T.A.

:

Inteciity, Oxford. [7456

ZENITH Sh.p., July (1921), countershaft, Gradua,
kick starter, hand clutch, electric lighting; flOS.

—Warren, 193, Ponders End, London. 17568

ZENITH-GHADUA 1914 8h.p. Sports Combination,
coachbuilt sidecar, clutch, tax paid, perfect order

:

£46.-J. Wickham, 77, Highbury Hill, N.5. [7466

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Model, shop-soiled only; £100;
deferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad-

.shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate. Manchester.
[X2021

:'IQ21 Sh.p. Zenith Combination, speedometer, lamps,
-*-t/ insurance, and everything; cost over £180; quick
^ile £130.-McKay. 51, Peel Ed., Wealdstone, Middle-
sex, [7019

31h.p. Single-cyl. Sporting Model Zenith, late 1919.
*^ fitted with Gradua gear, lamps, horn, complete,

thoroughly overhauled, condition as new: £65.-Tippen,
Marden, Kent. [6372

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Countershaft Combination, Lucas
electrac lighting. Zenith sidecar, £106; 1920

(6h.p. sports, as new, speedometer, lamps. £72.—7. Ex-
jhiliition Ed.. S.W.7. [7663

ZENITH-BEADSHAW 1922 model in stock. All
Zenith models supplied; cash, exchange, deferred

payments.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., ^.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7488

1022 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate de-
-*-*7 liverv : £118: cash, exchange, or extended pay-
ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
.Parade. London Ed., West Croydon. 'Phone; Croydon
>A50. [0734

1018 5-6h.p. Zenith Countershaft Combination, D.A.
-'- *^ lighting outfit, speedometer, hood and screen, Tan-
Sad, luggage aud petrol carrier, new belt and tyres, top-
liole condition ; cheap.-Hendon. 384, Garratt Lane,
Earlsfield, S.W.IS. [7787

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination, Lucas
head, rear and sidecar lamps. Cowey speedometer,

inee grips Ace discs, luggage grid, as new; £140;
leferre<l payments if desired.—Parker's. Bradshawgate,
loltoti ; also 245. Deansgate, Manchester. [X2033

ZENITH 1920 Sh.p. Countershaft Combination,
special sidecar, hood, screen, electric lighting,

j
peedometer. tools, etc., mileage 5.0O0, in absolutely

' tew condition ; £105.—S, Bolinebroke Grove. Wand.s-
^orth Common, S.W. 'Phone : Kensington 7276. [7713

ZENITH Late 1921 Sh.p. Clutch Combination, electric
horn and lighting with dimmer. Ea.=ting, speed-

;

imeter. specially sprung pillion, spare sprocket for solo,

pare belt, etc., tools, fast, mileage 6S0, grand outfit;

;i50 for cash; trial 6.30 p.m.-2S2. St. Ann's Ed..
£iTottenham. [7335

[
Ladies' Motor Cycled.

35.-1920 Clyno. 2-stroke, 2-sppeds, clutch, fullv
equipped, perfect.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[X2077
CmANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming-
r ham. for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. 'The mo.st

' uitable ladies' machine. Get list. [0724

£23 below original list price.—Special offer of one
only slightly showroom soiled Model DL2 lady's

ipen frame Velocette, 2i4h.p., 2-spee<l, all-chain drive,
iSS : easy payments AX extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Vston Ed., Birmingham. [X20S8

Miscellaneous.
IQ16 254h.p. Douglas Motor Cycle, in good running>«/ order; £35.-Below.

£90.—American X. combination. 7-9h.p., good run-
ning order.—Below.

I1018 Clyno Combination, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, kick start
,

*-«/ horn, lamps, pillion seat, etc., good running order'
'.ax paid, £75: Enfield combination, S-6h.p., lamps
'loin, etc., good nmning order and condition, £50 —
5Cotm Motor Works. 80, Upper Tooting Ed., London,
3.W.17. 'Phone; Streatham 2707. [7408
1016 Sh.p. Combination, free speed, K.S.. new windi-w screen, and lamps, in good order; fSS.-Harris,
3hequer, Devizes, Wilts. [7428
.Qlh.p Motor Cycle, T.T. model, 3-speed, kick start,

I Tioi
«;lieels electric lighting, splendid condition.

,-6, uaaen Hill, Wolverhampton. [X2048

1922 MODELS
Now Arriving.

CARS.
ROVER Car .. .. £220.
COVENTRY PREMIER £250
G.N £225
B.S.A., 10 h.p £340

DEFERRED TERMS-Quarter down and
balance in II Monthly instalments. If
account cleared in two months, no charge
for terms ; if within tour or six months,
liberal discounts allowed off the easy
payment price.

Original
Makers'
Prices.

£
OURS.
£

1922 ZENITH, Bradshaw # 1 Q
oil cooled I lO

jRfi/A ENF'ELD 8 h.p. 2-seater,X wu/ ^ dynamo lighting, hood,
screen .......

MATCHLESS Combina-
tion

160

165

168

55

75

163
157

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. 2- -f On
seater, d>'namo ®^

ROYAL ENFIELD 8 h p. i OC
Combination " "O

JAMES 4j h.p. Combina- -^ AA
tion I AO

P. & M.3; h.p. Combina-
-J
AA

ARIEL 6-7 "h.p. Combina- -tAn

CLYNO Combination .... 1 65
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR I 9C

130
7-g h.p. Combination.

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p
and Swan sidecar . . .

TRIUMPH "H" 4 h.p. -lOr
and Gloria sidecar .... • ^^

DIAMOND 42 10
ALLON 2-speed, kick- gA 4 n

27 o MORGAN Family Motiel, •! AC
O fully equipped, ta.x free *'v

SECOND-HAND.
ENFIELD Combination, "HA
"All On," as new t III

HARLEY-DAVIDSON &
H.-D. sidecar, alu-
minium discs, electric
equipment, spoedom- H AC
eter, as new ' ^^

LEA FRANCIS " All

1920
1920

1920
1920
1920
1920

I916
I9I6
I918

1920
1920

On'

INDIAN and sidecar .

.

RUDGE 7-9 h.p. and
sidecar

. .

HARLEY-DAVIDSON &
H.-D. sidecar, acety-
lene lighting equip- 4 CA
meat, speedometer . .

^"
6.S.A., all chain, and

sidecar *.

.

DOUGLAS 2jh.p. "All
On"

DOUGLAS Combination, yi:
"All On" 10

A. J. S. Combination, -^ AC
every accessory .... ' ^w

MORGAN Family Model, •! 7C
as new m i %3

AND MANY OTHERS.

49 10
69 10
95

68 10
50

LAMBS
387, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.
'Phone—Museum 4978.

151, HIGH STREET, WALTHAMSTOW.
LONDON, N.E.

'Phone—Walthamstow 169 (2 lines.)

50, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN.
LONDON, N.

'Phone—Hornsey 1956.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDaWOHTH Motor Exchange.—Great bargains;
fine selection motor cycles, combinations, prices

right.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Easy terms; the only firm to
give immediate delivery first deposit.—Below.

WAND.SWORTH.—Vindec combination, 3i/,h.p.,

mag., 2 speeds, ride away; 26 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuilt combination.
Sh.p. twin, 2 speeds, licensed; 36 gns.; easy

terms. •

WAND.SWORTH.—Rex coachbuilt combination,
Sh.p. twin, 2 speeds, lamp; 39 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex coachbuilt combination,
4h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, lamp; 45 gns.;

easy terms.

"VyANDSWORTH.—Triumph coachbiiilt combination,
*» 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, beauty; 52 gns.; easy,

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Alldays Matchless coachbuilt
combination, 3 speeds, countershalt, lamps; 62

gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Red Indian beautiinl coachbuilt
combination, 7h.p., spring irame, lamps, speedo-

meter; 59 gns.; easy terms.

TyANDSWORTH.—Red Indian coachbuilt combina-
*» tion, 7h.p., spring frame; cheap, oIEers; easy

terms.

\X7"ANDSW0RTH.—Indian, lovely machine, 7h.p., 2
»' speeds, lamps, licensed; 52 gns.; easy terms.

"VyANDSWORTH.-Humber, almost new, 3'Ah.p., 2"» speeds, lamps, licensed; 52 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. fine coachbuilt combination,
»' 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps; easy terms.

TyANDSWORTH.-1920 Rndge Multi 5-6h.p. coach-
»» built combination, everything fitted; 79 gns.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-1920 Scott, almost new coach-
built combination, everything fitted; clieap-

easy terms.

TyANDSWORTH.-1920 Triumph practically new'T coachbuilt combination, everything fitted;
offers : easy terms.

-lITANpsW0RTH.-1918 Douglas coachbuilt com-
'» bination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 69 gns.; easy

terms. ' o
> j

TSTANDSWORTH.-igiS Douglas, 23/4h.p., 2 speeds,
»» lamps, hooter, licensed; 46 gns.; easy terms.

Ty-ANDSWORTH.-Royai Enfield, 3h.p. twin, 2
'' speeds, Itick, chain; 36 gns.; easy terms.

TyANDSWORTH.-Wolf, 2%h.p. J.A.P., mag., 3" speeds, licensed; cheap, oflers ; easy terms.

TyANpSWORTH.-1921 Bradbury coachbuilt com-" bination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, beauty; 95 gns.; easy

TyANDSWORTH.-Motosacoche lightweight, 2y,h.p.
»» mag., variable gear, runs splendidly; 23 gns.;

easy terms.
J . -' 6"=..

Ty-ANDSWORTH.-Rex Sh.p twin, mag., 2 speeds,
»' wants attention; gift, 16 gns.—Below.

TX/-ANDSWORTH.-Exchanges.-Wandsworth Motor
ZLi„r.f'"'^ii°'^- ^^l^l S'-' Wandsworth (Town
Station). Phone : Latchmere 4686. [7746

DAHGAINS-New p.K.'s, Ariels, Barleys, Omegas,
^. Wuadrants: exchanges entertained. — Booths'
Motories. Halitai.

"uii,»

1DAEGAINg.-1920 Matchless combination, detach--L» able wheels. £130/10; 1919 6h.n. James combina-
tion lamps, speedometer. £89/10/6.—Booths' Slotories,
ilaiiiax.

DAEGAINS.-1917 Allon, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
-i-» starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6: free en-
gine Triumph. £22/10/6.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

TJAEG-AINS.—1916 G.W.E. light car. detachable
-•-» wheels, f 139110/6; 1920 Williamson combination,
dynamo lighting, £li5/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Sh.p. Premier combination, £56/10/6-
1914 P. and M., £35/10/6; late model twin

N.S.U., speed
Halifax.

gear f 19/10/6.—Booths' Motorics,

BARGAINS.—Harley-Davidson combination, mileage
300, £130/10/6; 1921 Eudge Multi. £85; another.

£75/10/6, like new.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Sh.p. Fafnir. £10/10/6; 3i/,h.p. N S.F
12/10/6; 3h.p. Enfield, speed gear. £29/10/6;

81i.p. Peugeot, Grade gear, £19/19/6.—Booths' Motories'
Halifax. <

BARGAINS.—Sh.p. 1921 ehop-soiled Quadrant com-
bination, £115/10/6; 1917 4h.n. Douglas.

£59/15/6; 1915 Douglas, £35/17/6.—Booths' Motories.
Halifax.

BARGAIN'S.- 6h.p. 3-speed Eudge, £40/10; 1921 2-
speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., £38/18;

1921 2-*peed O.K., like new, £52/10; several shop-
soiled machines at reduced prices; exchanges enter-
tained, including push cycles. Visit us.—Booths'
[Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.; 1062. [5529

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the
Motor Cvcles advertised by oriv-ate owners are. ivhen deelrad, marked (P>.

Issue. B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

HALIFAX Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.—
A.J.S. 1919 combination, £135; Ariel SVoli-P-

1920 combinntioD, £97/10.

HALIFAX.—Ariel, SVoh.p., 1920, £84/10; 1920
Alecta, SVab.p.. 2-speed combination, £79/10.—

Below.

HALIFAX.—Alecto, 1920, SVah-P-- 2-speed. £60;
1921 Beardmoi-e-Precision, aVah.p., spring Irame,

£69/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—B.S.A. 1915 4Ub-P- combination,
£79/10- Bradbury SV-h.p. 3-speed combination.

£59/10.~Belbw.

HALIFAX.—Chater-Lea 8h.p. combination, £85;
Douglas, 1920, 2%h.p., 3-speed, £75—Below.

HALIFAX.—1915-16 Enfield 6h.p. combination, £85;
Edmund 1920 2^i}i.v., spring frame, £65.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Excelsior. 1920, 2yoh.p., 2-speed.
£42/10; Harley, 1918, witb 1920 Henderson

sidecar, £1 1 5.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Henderson 4-cyl. combination, £165;
Humber 1914 SVah.p. combination, £49/10.—

Below.

HALIFAX.—Indian, 1918. 7-9h.p., 1920 sidecar,

£105; Indian Scout, 1920. £105.-Below.

HALIFAX.—1920 Norton Big Four, £99/10; 1916
O.K. 2^^h.p., 2-peed, £35.—lielow.

HALIFAX.—Ees 61i.p. 2-epeed combination, £49/10;
Rudfje 1920 7-9h.p. combination. £105.—Below.

HALIFAX. — Scott 1920 3%h.p. combination.
£115 Triumph 1913, handle-bar controlled

clutch. £42/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Triumph 4h.p. 3-speed combination.
£69/10: Peugeot, 7-9h.p., 2-speed. £37/10.—

Below.

HALIFAX.—1920 3M.'h.p. I.O.M. Rndge, £65; 3^^

h.p. 2-ispeed Humlier, £25.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Sunbpam 8h.p. Magdyno combination,
veiy special equipment, £197/10. like new.—Below.

HALIFAX.—1921 P. and M. apeedometer, etj'., like

new, £92/10; Indian 7-9h.p. 2-.sp€ed combina-
tion, £55.—Below.

HALIFAX.—1916 Kudge Multi 3V2h.p., £57/10;
1920 2\h.v. Wooler, £55.—Address below.

HALIFAX.—Zenith-Gradua 6h.p. twin comliinatiou,

£57/10; 8h.p. countershaft Zenith combination,
^85; deferred payments quoted.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Horton St.. Halifax. [7298

SAM E. CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich. 'Phone:
751.—Only a few bargains left now in new and

second-hand motor cycles, secure one now.—Note
address : 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [6807

IF Wishing to Buy (for cash or easy payments), sell.

or exchange motor cycle or combination, sta.te re-

quiremente. Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance im-
material.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

[6921
WANTED, purchasers for a number of second-hand

solos and combinations offered at knockout
prices to make room for 1922 models; no reasonable
offer refused; call and inspect.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rrl., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. [7493

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and
runabouts at bargaiu prices. Exchanges anunged.

Any new cycle, comlunation, or oar supplied, cash or

eusv payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.

Jlampstead (near Hamp-stead Tube Station). 'PJione;
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. includiog Saturdays.

[6768
SPECIAL Competition 1921 2-3troke, actual T.T.,

and 500 miles race machine, winner several
events, done 70 m.p.h., 3-speed, Palmer cord tyres.

automatic lubrication, reliable, economic, sporting,
perfect maehine, spare chain, bslts, cover, and tube,
wheel, etc.; cost over £150; accept £90; seen and
tried Brocklands; meet bonafide purchaser.—Box
7,288, c/o T?ic Motor Cycle. [7262

BHTTEETVORTHS', Butterworths', Bnttevworths'
Autumn Cle;irnnce Sale now on.—Sunbeam com-

bination, 1919, black and gold, Suubeam sidecar, all

lamps, and guaranteed, £78; Sunbeam combination,
1914, Canoelet sidecar. lovely lot' electric liehtiug seic,

£58; Sunbeam .solo, 1919, had little use. lamp^, etc.,

all taxes paid; £69; Clyno 2-stioke liehtweight. in splen-

did order and guarfintecd, £25; overhead valve J.A.P.
eoio, cheap *bug, £17. tax paid; Enfield 3915 twin 3h.p.,

2-.sp€ed, clutch, £34; undercflnng sidecar, nice bodv, £6;
Indian spares. Triumph sparer, N.S.TJ. parts. J.A.P.
connecting rods and pl.-^ton'^ ; welding plant, all complete,
only been u=ed twice, co^t £40. sell £18; P. and M.
cylinder, £1

;
pillion seats, 1 doz. speedometers, cycle

ffir pr.i-t:?, a few good fiddles. Give us a ring for
your want.^.—Butterwnrtljs' Gnrage. 64. Mill Lnn
Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Streatham 2813, [6838

Svare PnrU

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
the spare part specialist. Send for complete

illustrated lists, post free. [7802

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
LATEST Models Motor Cycles and Combinations for

hire, any period —Fowler and Erigden. 130, Euston
Rd. Museum 4827. [0703

All lettei's relating to ad\ertisenients si

Motor Cycli

PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's
Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
GEAR COMBINED WITH
FLY WHEEL for all two-

stroke engines.

The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the

weight of a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke

machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines:

4-stroke.2-stroke.

TRIUMPH,
NORTON,
ROVER,
SINGER,

etc.

LEVIS,
O.K.,
CALTHORPE,
VILLIERS,

etc.

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to

the machine or "staggering" of

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a

single-speed 2-strokeinto aspeed model—the lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send jor Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to cliew up.

What is your mahe ? Write us

REDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carriage

Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.>
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

Grams: " Safetv liolton." 'Phone • rj7 Eaglev

w
MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

. T. DUNN, Ltd., always buy.

rUIiL Market Value given for modem solos, con
binations, and cycle cars. Call, ivrite, or 'Phon

MusGum 5391.—W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd
London. [033

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent plac
for disposing _of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a catfi ,

offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—You will be sure
a good cheque il you sell your machine -

Palmer's Garage.

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—Thousands
have sold their machines here.

of nuj ..'

speciality:*}PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, make
motor cycles in the weekly auction

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting,
cycles under £50 reserve. 5/

10/-. No garage charge
notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machini
from any London railway station. The auctio >

Auction fee for mote
over £50 resenn i

incurred until 7 day

commencing 2 p.m. [f6Zh

COMBINATIONS, solos, rord_ vane, for cash or e:

change.—Crown Garage, [7431

O -SPEED Lightweight
/W offered.—Write, 11,

WANTED, modern
cash waiting.- 1,

W^

sale is held every Thursd

solos,
Weybridge.

Wanted. £25-£30 ior he:.

Stirling Ed., E.17. [IBJi

lightweight, must be chea"

Othello St., Liverpool. 'Stt

£25 offered for the best Douglas this week.—A. I

Blackiuim, 20. Mnlmesbuiy Ed.. Bow. E.3. [71(1

ANTED, countershaft Triumph, cheap for casi.'i

30, Crystal Palace Park Ed., Sydenham. [731;

"I 021 Big Twin Combination. Hnrl^v preferred; mv
i-iJ be cheap.—Cox, 81, Blackhrath Hill. Greenwici

[72r:

COMBINATION Wanted. Matchless, A.J-S., Clyn^

also lightweight.—Thompson, 253, Munster Elf

Fulham. .
,

. .

t'Sp

S'TED, 4-cyl. F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, Hendii

sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebaer S
Wandsworth. i'!'''"

ANTED, for spot cash, motor cycles, combjXii

tions, urgent.—W. Daa-e, 216, Portobello Eil

N. Kensington. [651;

ABC Norton ; exchange 1919 Indian combinatiol

all on. good condition; sell ie90.—21, Whiteheati

Grove, Chelsea. l'^'^

cheap in motor cycles; ca
122, Maida Vale. 'Phoni

Hampstead 1353. PS

WANTED, Indians, Indians, Harley-Davidsons
Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner S

Wandsworth (Town Station). [77

WANTED. 8h.p. 1919 or 1920 Sports Zenith, mv
£70 ; must be perfect.—Johnstone. Forest E-

Loughborough. Leicestershire. [70

DOUGLASES, 2¥ih.p., any condition, also Sclieb

carburetters. — Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm H
opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [76

CASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good pri<

given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards. 50, H;

riugton Ud., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 370t

£30 (or near) ofEered for a S'A or 4h.p. motor eye

goofl condition, wanted at once. Triumph or B.S

W^

WANTED, anything
waiting.—Goad.

preferred.—Apply, Carr and Son

ALFRED GOAD, 122
CO

X^rivate

New Southgate, N
[71

Maida Vale, has room loi

combinations to sell on commission from

arage. 'Phone Haiopstead 1353 for deta

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We
'
buyers. We give full market price and pay oi

on spot.—Write, 'phone, or call, Percy and Co., 3

Euston Ed., N.W.I. Museum 1337. [7.

WE will piiy top prices, spot cash, for motor cyci

solos or combinations, new and escond-ha!

Write call, or 'phone.—T. and B. Motor Co., LI

372, Euston Hd., N.W.I. Museum 65S'l. [5£

WANTED, motor cycles and combinations, '

make or condition, new or old, for cash.— w r;

call or 'phone. Richmond Park Garage. 110, Up
Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone :

Pjiti

2622.
'"

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cy

and combinations, any make or condition.—

C

write or 'phone. Short and Gla.ss. Ltd.. 485-493. ll

Eichmond E4 , East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone; Eichin,

2362 and 2363. l"-

FECIAL Cash Buyers. — Triumphs, Bradbu
A.J.S.'s. Enflelds, P. and M.'s, Sunbeam, Mai

less A B.C.'s. Douglases, Nortons, Rudges, Zenith

Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandswc
(Town Station). 'Phone : Latchmere 4686. (7

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmers Garage

Motor A,iiction Rooms, High St., Tooting, t

ofler telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nea

Station. Wimbledon. We will collect Irom any i

don station. Machine can be included in auci

=ale if desired.-Sole address: Palmer's Garage, 1

ing. t'

S^

B30 hould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

es advertised by piivate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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TRICARS FOR SALE;

A.C. Sooinble, lir Tlie A.C. Co., flependrilile lun.lbout.
take 2 persons nnvwlieio, good coudition nnd ap-

.iearjint-e, Hilly eauipijed, lioni £50 to £85: trial.— 29,
jilleoi) St., ITpper Bnker St., London, N.W. (7136

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricycles; catalogue

Iree.—Rajner, 10-12. George St., Blackpool.
[524S

A RGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for
-T.*- invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson Enp.
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2684

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
rriNGSnUET Scociters and Spare Parts.-3,

order

;

[7114

Ken-
[6334

\ .B.C. Skootnmota, as new, perfeit runnin;ci £20.—Walton, Boheiuin, Marlow.

KINGSBUBT 1920 Model, as neir, complete irith
seat; £25/10.-109, Leavesden Ed., Watford. [7175

A UTO-WHEEL Scooter, £15, less engine £10. Engi-
;?- "'^f';^

'"y ''^st design yet seen. Any trial. -Dobson,
toiiclieid, Garstang, Lanoasliire. tX1994

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
PJH.iTEH-LEA JLady-back Tandem and W.all Antn-
1^ '.'?"' !;'I"^=''. t"l^ paid.—Speecliley, 5, Mill Hill
jjd,, Actnn. \^,3. [7189
IfTAEWOOD Pedal Cycle, engine IVih.p., new, per-Xl- tect order, tax paid; £17; photo on application.-
iev. Bryant, Congleton. [7127
yODNG Special Cycle and Attachment, July, 1921,
-•- as new, mileage 300, stand fitted; 25 gns —P ,

iled House, Williams St., Holyhead. [7401

ATJTO-WHEEL, in good condition, attached to new
fl. 22in. frame lady's bicycle, with Brooks BISC
|:addle; £16/16.-Pilgriin, fft. Chesterford, Essex,

fVTEW Economic Motor Attachment; cost £26, firsttl £13 secures.— 106a, Gt. Moor St., Bolton [7703""--' ' --'.h " •

122
IQ20 Simplex Attachment, with Hobart cycle;LU £18/10- '- - " --- -- - - -

^ bargain. — Goad
Hampstead 1353.

Maida Vale.
[7629

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
r^OUPE Combined Wind Screen, hood, cover-apron,
'\y complete protection, makes tvinter riding a pleasure,
otally encloses passenger.—Below.

DEPAIES.-New celluloids fitted, all types of screens-
IV celluloid 2/6 snnare loot; best twill. 72in wide
0/6 vard.—Coupe Wind Screens, 28, Middle St., Ports-
aouth, [7465
lOEKT Hoops, hood tittings, straps, turnbiittons
L* twills, etc.; hardwocwl polislied wind *:cieens, 27/6
-Henry .Tones. 778, High Ed., Tottenliimi, Loudon.

[4257O ENsroC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods,
-*j -sareerjn, <uid nprons. Send for liist.—Eennci
lotois, Ltd.. 155a. Marlborough Ed.. Uvni Holloway

', 19- [8632

i DJTJSTABLE Wind Screens to .any angle, will fit
1- any car, complete with the latest fittings and

I
iverall apron, beautifully finished: 35/-. carriage extra
Below.

will
age extra.—Eobini Mjmnfac-

inag Co., 22, Water Lane, and 1, Tiilse Hill. Brixton,
\^ . 'Busa5 and trams pass the door. [7148

-JOODS, best quality twill, heavy lirnss fittings,
-1- lit any car; £3, carriage extra.—Eobini Mum

BODIES.
? U/IO.—Mllls-Pulford chassis and new bulbous back
^ body, complete; £11/ 10.—Below.

JAVING a large stock of all types of these beanti-
-*- fill bodie.:, we .are now in a position to offer
iraediate delivery: satisfaction guaranteeil-—Below.

1 3 OBINI.—Brooklands model, bulbous back, complete
;
^ with locker, line<l and painted to choice, £8

;

I

elen sports, bulbous back, £8 ; covered polislietl ,alu-

I
inium, £9; Helen lig;ht tourist, bulbous back, £8';
ivered polished aluminium £9; Helen de Luxe, with
rge locker at rear, round back seat, £10; covered

I

ilished aluminium £11/10; Helen Soecial. designed
ir MiUs-Fnlford chassis, with bulhoua back, £7/10.—

: elow.

li BOVE Bodies painted and lined any colour. Choice
j*. may be had of three upholsteries, black patent,
lue Rexine and red Eexine. Trade supplied. Carriage
Utia. See Side-ar column.—Robini Manufacturing Co.,
2, Water Lane, and 1, Tiilse Hill, Brixton, S.W.
Juses and trams pass the door. [7146
^DENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers. 35
iX models, also several clearance, cheap to clear

[3ENN0C Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
.V upholstering.—Eennoc Motors. Ltd.. 155a, Marl-
hrough Rfl., Upper Holloway, N.19. [8633
OODIES, painted any colour, nicely finished T £4/17/6,J complete -Edwardej, 277, Comberwell Ed., S.B.

[7344
CLEARANCE Line.—Bamco sidecar bodies, rough
-^ painted, want upholstering; £2/10 to £3.-2,
"rtune Gate Ed., Harlesden, N.W. [7562

TYRES.
WOOD WILNE—26X23M9/6; 26x2i, 21/-;

26X 3 or 650X 65, 30/-.
CLINCHER DE LUXE—26x2^ to fit 26x2;

rims, 26/-. GOODYEAR, 650x65, 30/.
W.D. DUNLOP MAGNUM, AVON, PALMER

RIBBED, 26x2-1, 30/- each.
Postage r /6 extra on above.

INNER TUBES, Tested & Guaranteed.
SAVOY, Fine Value, 26x2;J, 2j, 28x3, 5/6,

Postage gd. extra.

THE SAVOY GAS
HEAD LAIVIP.

BODIES.
f>-SEATEES and 3-seaterB to clear £7 each (cost
'* £20); a few 1921 models to clear from £4; call

-Sandum Sidecars, 336,
(0720

to fee US; save
Gray's Inn Ed.,

you pounds.

-

W.C.I.

Smart. Well-made
Strong. Solid

Brass,

in Black and Nickel finish 27/6
Extra Large for s'decar use, 35/-

Postage I /6 extra.

Special Line in rear GAS LAMPS, Aluminium Torpedo
Shape. J/9. -Postage 6d.

GENERATORS, Special Line. 8/6; Large Size. 12/-.

Postage gd.

MIRRORS, Handle-bar Fixing, 7/6, 10/6. Postage gd,

HORNS, Fine Value. Straight or twisted pattern, 9/6,

12/6. Postage gd.

BELTS. Jin. 9/6, 'in. or lin. 10/9, 8tt. 6in. lengths 12/9.

Postage gd.

SADDLES. All Leathei well made. Strong comfortable,
cliable 25/-. Poiitage 2/-

"

TAN-SAD SADDLES with all accessories. Back and foot

rests or with stirrups 38/- complete.
Carriage a /6 extra.

TOOL BAG, SAVOY, all Leather 7/6. Postage 6d.

TOOL KITS, complete with tools 17/6. Postage 1/6.

HANDLE GRIPS, 2/2. Postage 4d.

BELT FASTENERS, all sizes 1 /-. Postage ad.

PUMP, with Folding Foot. The Savoy. Very powerful

9 /6. Postage r /6.

SPANNERS, extra good strong line, 3/6. Postage 6d,

PLUGS, OUTFITS, oils; CARBIDE.

Everything for the Motorist.

Any Malce of Motor Cycle Supplied.

SAVOY ELECTRIC PORTABLE WALL LAMP.
Suitable for use in Motor Cycle House. Can be

carried or hung on wall. Very neat strong, well

made with reflector. Takes the ordinary pocket

battery. Black, 4/6. Extra Batteries, 9d.

ELECTRIC POCKET LAMPS from 2/6.
" ROUND

TORCHES from 4/6. HAND LAMP in polished wood
case, 9/6 and 14/6.- Postage 1/6.

Always a Large Assortment of Electrical Goods.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CYCLE LIST.

THE

MOTOR CYCLE
Doors

HOUSES.
Complete with Foldin,

and Window.

5
6'

;

7'

£22 - 17 - 6

MOTOR CAR HOUSES From £13 - 5 - 0.

Carriage Paid England and Wales.

Send for Illustrated Wood Building Catalogue
Post Free.

T. BATH & CO., LTD.,
(THE SAVOY STORES),

SAVOY STREET, LONDON, W.G.2.
Call and inspect our New Showrooms.

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any clinseis, first-

chiss tinisli ; have n lew coaohbuilt bodies, cleai-

nnoe lines from £5 each; extra good value.—Tiie
Willowljrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

SIDECAR Body Designs 'or the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or hue drawing of original

ilpsign-s, also working drawings, iull-sizcd or to scale.—
Cooije-r's Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. established designers
to tlje coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St.. London. E.C.4.

rnoo4
LUXURIOUS Body, Dunhill's. specially built, silver

grev with heliotrope panels, roomy locker,
semi-sporting, upholstered in crocodile skin leather,
mica wind screen with nickel fittings, not another
car like it on the road. anyon,e wanting something
exclusive should see this; cost £53, first come £10.—
Hart, 34, Devonshire Rd., Forest Hill, S.E. [7603

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

S '

POR
O ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar pecialists

We shall give best valueSANDUM Sideoars.-
Olympin Show.

CALL at Stand 129, or write for pre-show clearance
list.

iANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd.,
? Rd., W.O.I. 'Phone: Musenra

336. Gray's Inn
3427. [0019

S=

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guarantee*! 2 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable CJhaseis for

high-powered ntaehinea: Zenith. Ilarieys, Indians,
New Imperials. Snubeams, Blackbnrnes. etc.

INDIANS with kick-starter on left present no difll-

culty with Middleton's speL'i:d model.

MIDDLETON'S .opecialise in frame repairs of all

kins. Twisted motor cycle frames and forkd

promptly corTecte<I.

ECOND-HANDS of varioiis makes for sale. Vonr
old sidecar taken rn part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only

safer and more comfortal)]c. but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oldest established sidecar

makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

Green Ed., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone; gorn-
sey 1584. [0622

TEITTJBE Sidecars are most nnirjue. Scieniiflcnlly

designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight

steel tubes, with welded joints.

TEITUPE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either

sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TEITTJBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. 'Write for

booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St.. Eickmansworth
'Phone: 5. ['7256

NDIAN Sidecar, 4-point. fittings, tyre, tube;

cheap, £4/15.-27. Vernon Rd., Luton. [7436

ODGLAS Sidecar, nevy condition, complete with
couplings; £9.—Matthews, Ockley, Surrey. [7367

CANOELET Minor Sporting, nearly new, apron,

screen, fittings; £13.^Movley, Printer, Readmg.
[7402

CANOELET Sidecar, roomy, good appearance lamp;
£7/10; week-end.—43, Addison Rd., Teddington.

[7306

MILLFORn Sidecar, off Triumph, as new, fit„any

machine: £14.-33, Hacklord Rd., Brixton, S.W.
[7291

CANOELET Minor Sidecar, of! B.S.A. ; £7/10, liar-

gnin.-Edwjirdes, 277, Onmberwell Ed.. S.E.
^

[7343

COACHBUILT Sidecar. £7; lighter model, £6;
chassis complete, £2.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

[7479

BARGAINS.-Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit

Triumph or B.S.A. ; £18/15.—Booths Motories,

Halifax.

ARGAINS.— Nearly new Henderson sidecar, suit

Eudge, £16/15; Millford 27 gn. sidecar, nearly

new, £16/10.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New full-size coach body, locker under
seat, £6/19/6; cane body. 25/-. — Booths

Motories, Halifiix. . [5528

SECOND-HAND C.B. Sidecar; £5/10.—Manufac-
turers' Export Association, 104, High Holborn,

Londcn. ['''268

COACHBUILT Sidecar, off Indian, with left-hmid kick
starter, nearly new; £15.—Barnett, Hartley Court,

Reading. [7215

SMART Coachbuilt Sidecar, _Easting_ wind^^screen
complete

D^

B^

wood.
'£12.-323, Portland Rd., South Nor-

[7567

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, b.^i
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
£10.—Sporting sidecar, off Srott, new Avon cover

«nd tube; photo.—66, Union St.. Eurton-on-
Trenl. - [7310

M.P. Coaclibuilt Sidecar, red, almost new, cost £40;
want £15.—R. Wilkmson. 160, Shirebrook Bd.,

Sheffield. [7515

LIGHTWEIGHT Sidecar, £10; new .sidecar bodies
from £5.—Stock, 107, Coningham Rd., Shepherd's

Bush. W. - [7542

LIGHT Coachl>uilt -Sidecar, off Triumph, good tyre;
£8/10.—Hitching. 19, St. Michael's Rd., Stock-

well, S.W. [7437

WAT.SONIAN Coachbuilt Sidecar and couplings com-
plete; bargain. £6/10.-181, Newton Rd., IJurton-

on-Trent. [76S4

COJMl'T Sidecar, hood, screen, side curtniu.';. Umip, nev.

trie, uiidershing; £19.-28, Streatley Rd., Broudee-
Ijury. ^\W.6. [7117

HENDERSON Lightweight Sidecar,- httle n.5ed, splen-
did condition; nearest £15; approval.—Box 7,287,

c/o The Motor Cycle. - [7260

GENUINE 1919 Sunbeam sidecar, splendid condi-
t.ifin. Cameo wind screen, apron, Dunlop tvre.

—

37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [7435

FEATHERWEIGHT Watsonian Sidecar, in excellent
condition; first cash £3/5 secures.—Booth, East

View, Trawden Forest, nr. Colne. [7581

INDIAN Mills-Fulford Sidecar, condition equal to
new. luggage grid; £15: fitted free.—Langlord's,

37, Cricklewood Broadway, N.W.2. [7596

SIDECAR AVheels, 26x2Voin., black enamelled. No.
2 car hub, complete with axles, 12/- each; 28x3in.,

briglit, 3B. cnr hub, lOg. spokes, with spindles, 26/'-

,efieh;

SIDECAR Mudguards, 28x3x4in., valance, no stays,
bright, 7/9; 28x3X:5in., ditto, ditto, bright, 7/9

each; 26x2i!.in., valance, stays and clip, bright, 10/6
each.

MICHELIN Rims only, 650x65, black enamelled;
5/- each.—The Birch Aircraft Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., 169-171, High Rd.. Willesden Green, N.W.IO.
[7046

BRAND New Coachbuilt Touring Sidecar, with
chassis, tyre complete; £14/14 to clear; bar-

gain.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead
1353. [7630

LARGEST Canoelet, M.M.4, Harley fittings, bulbous
back, Bluemel screen, new" Dunlop, deliver and

fit 50 miles, as new; £18.-122, Kilmartin Av., Nor-
bury. S.W. 16. - [7421

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, liood-^, screens, hirgest
-^tock in London, actual mannfacturers thrdugh-

nut. Seud for our 1921 catalogue. 32 nag&s. 80 illus-
tiiition?.

PHCENIX Cidears.—All spare pnits in ^tock by the
E-pnnoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. ,spe:*iati^e in siderafs for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick etartei-s. and can

(leUver,

RENNOC Co. have 50 secondhand and cJenrance
sidecar.'^, bodies, hood>;, etn., nil to clear at knock-

out priee=. Note: Write for speninl clearance list.

ENNOC Co. have tlie finest seldion of complete
sidecars in the trade.

ENNOC Co. undertJike repairs to any make of side-
iir; repainting and reuphnl^tering a specifiTity.

ENNOC Co. have in stock sidecar^ to fit all makes.
English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors. Ltd.. 155a. Marlborough Rd., Upper
Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Horm-ev 1589. [8631

j Q21 Indian IMillford Sporting Sidecar, with fittings
-JLt7 for left-hand kick starter model Indians;
£19/ 10.—Smith s, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite
Chalk Farm Tube Station. [7609

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smaitest
designs, first-class finish

;
prices from 17 gus,

Write for catalogue. Repaiis undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willcwhrook Motor Co., Leicester.

^03Z5
SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Save:

garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-
sage 27in. T.indem and single bo<lies fitted. Te^'ter

7 years on nvtors up to 9ii. p.—Hopley. UpT>er High-
;ate St., Birminghnm. [0152

BASTONES for Sidecars. You cannot do better.—
Sidecars, complete, slightly soiled, from

£13/17/6; bodies from £4; also a few Montgomery
No. 1 and sporting models, slightly soiled, to be
?leared cheap.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [7722

ROBINI.—Douglas chassis, complete, enamelled.
new tyre and tube, with Helen sports body.

£14/10; Douglas chassis, as above, with new Helen
lourist, £14/10, with De Luxe model £15/10, aUi
minium £1 extra. Trade supplied. Carriage extra.
£11/10, Mills-Fulford chassis and new bulbous back
body, complete, £11/10. For full particulars of
bodies gee Body column.—Brixton 1585.—Eobini Manu-
facturing Co., 22, Water Lane, and 1. Tulse Hill,
Eiixton, S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door. [7147

R
R
R

ADAPTERS
To conveii bayonet to screw in bul^

2/-_ Single or

^ Double Poii^.

M

each,
.

post free.

^^s^^«y^ m si

is

/M No. I Size

fI STADIUM sidecar;
LAMPS I

Cast aluminium. Highly polished.
Manufactured In two sizes.

No. 1 Size No. 2 Si^e

3/9 Carriage

Paid 4/6
mETAL m%
CASED Z<
TOOL m
BAGS. mK

tores
.j^t^S^

• 180-1-2, •̂
-.

^Sfift,

Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
W.I2 'Phone Western 6177

^iv-w--l^wv^^wv^v^i^irv^.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves f^corage

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itsel:
absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle
find, when folded, combination will pass through i

30 in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—win
ycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I. [038E

TTEPPELTHWAITE'S.-£4/10 Douglas chassis, comAX plete, renovated, underslung; 7/6 extra lo)
.M>ecial fittings for other makes, viz.. Triumph, Rudge
B.S.A., P. and M., etc. New Douglas pattern bodfes
saxe blue, £8; new cover and tube, 30/-. Can vou heft' .

it? 'I'hone: Brixton 1958. See Spare Parts colunms.-
19, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [572)

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar Chassis, unuscfl, £8/10
senond-hand, £4/10 Bodies in stock from £5/5

or made to your own design. Chassis and bodies com
plete from £11/11. A Quantity of second-hand fittingi

at cut prices. Mills-Fuiford stockists.-Light Car
Motor Cycle Kngineeriiig Co.. 26, Tul-e Hill. Uriitoi
(Imli minute from Brixton Skatinfr Bink). Tel.: Brij
ton 1292 [724(

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGA^N^ 8h.p. J.A.P., Binks, epares, tyres good.-

Kclly Bio.s.. Llandudno. [X204

CARDEX 2-sentei, 1919: £45; equipped, oxcellen
((.ai(litio[i.-47, Leigh Ed., East Ham. 1750

MOEGAX 1915, good order and looks well; bargair
£90.-27. Li'nden Gardens. Cliiswick. . 1706

HALIFAX.—G.N"., 1920, dyn-amo lighting, £166
T.implin 4-wbeeler, 1920, £115.—Address belov

HALIFAX.—Morgan 8h.p., £105; another. £95: 191'

,
5-6h.ii. A.V. Monocfir. £69/10.—Halifax Motet

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [729.

BLUMFIELD 2-seater, hood, screen, lamps; bargahi
£65.—Fisher, 24, Tremadoc Rd., S.W. 4. [75^^

G.N. Legere, 1921. dvnamo model, excellent niuniru
order; f250.—Mucdonald, Town House, Hamiltor

t71Ji

BRAND New Tamplin, complete with lamps : wh,'

ofEersP—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I
[721

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.-A. j

Rey. 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 643

1

I64C:

A.V. 1921 Monocar, hood, screen, D.A. outfii

licensed,, mileage 1 ,000 ; olleis.—Piaott, Cbfli

.

wood, Surrey. lioif.

MORGAN 8h.p. De Luxe Model; £80; hood, screei'

perfect; motor cycle part.~257. Cavendish BcB
Balham, S.W.12. [/Sf!

1 Q20 De Luxe Morgan, M.A.G., w.c, fully cQuippw 1

-L«7 £140.—Biaemar, 17, St. Quiatiu's At., Nor.
Kensington, W.IO. -[77'

MORGAN, 1918, lamps, horn, screen, hood, eti

tax paid, perfect; bargain, £85.-33. Hackfr
Rd., Brixton, S.W. [72!

TAMPLIN 1920 2-seater, speedy, economical, u

scratched, licensed; £90.—Buntings Motor E
change, Wealdstone. [76'

SCOTT Sociable, as new, 1,300 miles, owner gov
India : 250 gn?., or close offer.—Capt. Sellir

Ellamore, Tavi*^tock. 17C

MORGAN (1922) De Luxe, w.c- M.A.G., blue. ac<

sories; cost £220, accept £190.—J. C. Ivens, Sti

more, Eidderminster. [71

SPORTING 2-seater, very fast, twin, water-cooled,
speeds and re^erse ; £95 ; exchange.—84, ("7i>-i

side Rd., Croydon. [75

PILOT 2-senter, 4-wheeler, friction drive. w;it

coolefl, drive away; £45.—Bunting's Motor I

change, Wealdstone. ^ [76

MORGAN. 1916, M.A.G. engine^ a.c, good eonditii

disc wheels; £105, or nearest.—Beny, E.A.
Cattewater, I'lymoiith. [70

£75.—New slightly shop-soiled Grahame-White 2-se;it

4h.p., 2-speed, electric lighting.—Percy and C

314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [V:

"IQ21 Grand Prix Morgan, M.A.G., fully eqniiiif
JL«7 £150.—HiUier, 1. Thoi-pe Mews. Cambridge (i

dens, Ntirth Kensington. . [77

5h.p. A,V. Monocar, met-hanically perfect, very t,

insured £100: any trial; £65.—Napier, Kenilwo
Poultry Farm, K«nilworth. [XI £

A .V. Monocar, 81i.p., Dec, 1920, double dickey,^ "on; would exchange combinaticiu.—Wall, 1'

Shardeloes Ed., New Cross, S.E. [7C

MORGANS.—New and second-hand macJiines'alw:
in stock; official agents; delivery from stO'

exchanges, extended terms.—Below.

MORGAN De Luxe, 1921, late, lOh.p. M.A.G.
gine, well equipped, discs, perfect condition; 1;

gain, £150.—Below.

I Q21 (late) Morgan Grand Prix, done only
X J/ miles. M.A.G. engine, W.C, dynamo light!

aluminium dash, hood, screen, speedometer, car

scratched, cost £240; accept £215.—Elce, Ltd.. 15

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.a. 'Phoi

Avenue 5548. i^'

A.C. Sociable MTC, tax paid, recently overhauled
cylinder reborcd, gthenos carburetter: £60.—Ar

Crowhuret's Garage, Moreton-in-Maxsh. [7i

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
OVENTRY Premier, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250;

immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—

jiclifie Bros., 200, Gt. Portlund St., W. [0730

i-WHEEL Runabout, 3-speed and reverse, electric

ligliiing, speedometer; £80; exchange motor cycle.

:li either ivay.— 120, Sutherltind Rd., Croydon. [7755

[ORGAN 1918 De Luxe Model, disc wheels, water-

cooled, good running: order; any trial; illness coni-

rf selling; £115.-Hull, e/o Cas3 Motors. Ely. [X1992

[TEST NORWOOD Bargains Protrude Prominently !

,V Peruse particularly Cox's absolutely unapproaeh-

6 bargajus under Cars. (That's a good 3/- worth.—
;i'

[6054a

'l.N. 1920, dynamo lighting, detachable wheels and
I spare, overfiiz© tyrea, speedometer ; Jiny trial

;

ISO, or exchange Rover.—132, High Rd.. East Finch
:. [7170

WIFT lOh.p. 1921 2-seater with dicltey, shop-soiled

i

onlv; £345.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
I. O.xford. 'Phone: 581 and 784. T.A. : Integrity,

I
ford. [7462

921 G.N., dynamo lighting, hood and screen, spare
wheel, condition as new; £175, or exchange foi

tor cvcle and cash.—Williams, Portland St., Chelten
im. [VI 99

lARDEN 2-seater, 1921 (August), hood, wind
1' screen, electric lighting, all accessories, 70 m.p.g.;
15, or offer.—Chatsworth House, Derby Rd., Ponders

:.d, N. [7348

TEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars.
jl all makes ;

good selection in stock : cash, easy
j'oients, or exchange.—Service Co.. 292, High Holborn.
C.l. [0673

^AYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water
^ cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300 gns ; im-
diate delivery.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portand St..

ndon, W.l. [0736

[ORGANS, all models for immedirste or early de
liveiT ; authorified agents; extended pavments, ex

'luges.—A. P. Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone
jiseum 6436. [640f

IONTGOMERY, special offer, shop-soiled. Model
No. 2A, brand new; £25 cash.-Jfilce, Ltd., 15-

1, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. "Phone :

|-enue 5548. [007£

920 Richardson Light Car. for sale, 2-seater ant
dickey, electric light, fully equipped, nearly new;

bargain, price £150.—Richardson, Whitewell Bottom
itertoot, near Manchester. [61 7£

[ORGAN de Luxe, September, 1921, water-cooled,
demonstration car, run only 1,200 miles, dark

le, complete, tax paid; £180; any trial.—S. Hall.
,. St. Peter's St., St. Albans. [7612

ilASTLE THREE lOh.p., 4-cyI., w.c, dynamo lighting
r detachable wheels with spare, not done 600 miles,
ff condition; price £210; owner bought larger car,—

jiS Haslemere Motor Co., Ltd., Hasleniere, Surrey. [073£

irORGAN 1921 Bh.p. De Luxe Moflel. M.A.G. en-
)L gine, water cooled, electric lighting, tax padi.

^
new; £180; deferred payments if deiired.—Parker's,

jidshawgate. Bolton; also 245, Deansgate. Manchester.
tX2029

' .v. Monocar, late 1919, 6h.p., discs, electric light,

j
- hood, horn, insurance, tax paid, just been ovei

i lied, rebushed, 2 new tyres fitted, very fast ; best
\'T secures; exchange.—Doyle, 22, Stanway Rd., Cov
\ry. [X211';

j|,
-N.. 1920, touring, dynamo lighting, ignition ewitoh

f'
adjustable tappets, 5 detachable wheels, Hood witli

i; elope, screen, horn, smart appearance, sound condi
U throughout; £170. -Telford Garage, 47, Streatham
^;I, S.W. [7044

j .W.K. Late 1916 2-3-seater, detachable wheels.

I

with spare, 5 lamps, speedometer, tax paid; any
:j 1 ; cheap for cash, or exchange motor cycle an<)
i 1.-Laurel Works, Melbourne Rd,, Leyton, E.IO
'one: Walthamstow 426. [7350

)21 Crouch Light Oar, issued nfew Sept., 1921
completely equipped and licensed, mileage

(Ugible; co.^t £275. price £195.—The Laytor
' ages, 30. Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 and
'

. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [746(
1 'ORGAN de Luxe, 1920, J.A.P. engine, extra wid<:
• - body, disc wheels, water cooled, in perfect con-
ion; iilm Grand Prix model 1920 J.A.P. engine,
ler cooled, perfect condition.—Prices, trial, etc., applv
•]ny Boyy. Scawfell Hotel, Seascale. Cumberland.
J [7071

iil20
Morgan de Luxe, special w.c. M.A.G. engine.

' new hood and cover, wind screen, speedometer,
k, horn, acetylene head and tail lamps, oversiae
els and tvres, special lockers in tail, in excellent me-

nuical condition; any reasonable trial or examination*
4 0.—Eyies. 45, Oakley Crescent, Chelsea, S.W 3

; [7025
COVENTRY PREMIER Runabout. 1921, fullv
* equipped, including dynamo lighting, electric horn.
^pare wheels (unused), 3 Dunlop and 2 Stepney tvres,
^;ey, special oak dash, speedometer, Tapley gradient
per, dash lamp, fibre mat, tool locker, tools and spare
vea, in excellent condition, mileage under 2,000 —
VB. Shelley, Manor House, Titensor, Staffs. [6368

[taxi-combinations and cabs.
J 100 down and twelve monthly payments of £20

.seeiues London taxicab.—Details, Palmer's Garage
[7640'ting.

MORE P E P
Do you appreciate power, good oil and

"
~

petrol consumption, better compression,

and an engine that does not carbon or

^m up ? If so, you must fit these patent
Kings. Users say, " The difference is

remarkable." Racing men say, " They
are IT." Yet they cost about the same
as old-fashioned rings. For 2 J h.p.

Douglas, 1 /6 each
; 4 h.p., 1 /8 each.

A REAL SNIP.
Metal-armoured Tool-bags. Two straps.

Beautifully constructed and reinforced.

Large size, for 4 h.p. Douglas, 12/6, usual

price 20'- ; 2^ h.p., 9/-, usual price 11/-.

A very limited supply. Money back if

not satisfied.

A NEW SADDLE.
Giving a low, natural seat, adjustable

springs, real leather, does not foul the

4 h.p. Douglas sidecar stay. Guaran-
teed. 25/-, usual price 35/-. 50 only

left.

ENGINE COOLERS.
2,000 of these wonderful alloy ?ir-cooled

Caps for 2'1 h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglas have
ah'eady been sold. They prevent knocking
on long hills and drying up. Did you
notice the T.T. riders and the Grand Prix

winners had them fitted ? You must have
these ; they only cost 4/- each, and add
to the appearance of your machine.

BARREL VALVE SPRINGS.
These springs prevent bouncing, and
lighten the work on the cam. They are

unbreakable and flexible. For 2| h.p,

Dongs. Racing, 2/- per pair; tourmg,
1 /6 per pair. Do not compare these with
the cheap springs that are flooding the

market.
SUPER STUDDED TYRES.

I have only a few 26x2^x2^ Heavy
Passenger S.-S. Covers left. They were
bought of a manufacturer who is now
fitting larger covers. To clear, 45/- and
47/6 each, fully guaranteed. A.W. says :

" The finest tyre I have ever had." Tubes,

7/6 and 7/9 each. These prices are 20/
less than list. So don't miss this oppor
tunity.

PLUG PROTECTORS.
I have now full stocks of this wonderful
fitting. No more oiling up, no more
burning out of plug points. Beautifully

turned, with deep bins. 4 /- eaich.

Worth 10/6.

ZOOM ! ZOOM !

The wonderful exhaust system which adds
£10 to the appearance of any 23 h.p.

Douglas. Beautifully made, finished in

burnished copper. The usual silencer

costs 37/6. yet my price for this system
is only 30/-, and would have cost 50/- a

few weeks back. The only exhaust that

does not offend the ear.

BLACK INFLATORS.
Substantially made. Fits Douglas clips.

Only 50 left. Usual price, 8 /6. Money
back if not satisfied. Clearance line.

Latest Douglas Instruction Books, 1 /6.

Nickel Steel Exhaust and Inlet Valves for

2'ih.p. Douglas, 3/-; ditto, for 4 h.p.

Douglas, 4 /-. The.se valves were specially

made for me, and mild steel, of which most
cheap valves are made, do not compare
with these for strength and wear.

FREE ! FREE !

[ have a grand line of Air-cooled Plugs for

hot-stuff engines or racing machines.

They make a touring 'bus " hang on " on
long hills. To every purchaser of goods
to the value of £1 or over I will include

one of these plugs free. This is not a catch,

and the plug sells to-day at 8/6; but I

bought these cheap for the benefit of my
customers;
Service Depot for the West of England.

E.I.C.—Any part of any model E.I.C. in

stock.

Repairs receive immediate attention.

DOUGLAS 1922 MODELS
m stock. Specially tuned shop-soiled

3.V h.p. Sports Model. Gold medal winner.

£120. A real snip.

Any Douglas Spares by return. Any
Douglas Repairs in a few days.

W. G. Coram
Official Douglas Agent

140, Victoria Street, BRISTOL
.Telephone: Bristo' 3792.

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
B.S.A. Sideofir Taxi, dynamo, siieedonieter, spare

wliesl; £17B.-Hollins, Ivy Nook, Hartsliill, .Stokc-

ou-Treiit. L7056

SIDECAR Taxi Combinations ; demonstrations at
Oiympia. Stand 139.—County Cycle and Motor

Co., Broad .St., BiimingLam.

CARS FOR SALE.

D,E niON, perfect little 2-8eater
Dan - --aorne Rd

£125.—Smart 2-seater
perl

little

Upper Tootiud.

[8449

£45.-lla,
[7023

4-cyl. Darracq, accessories.

C^

[7430

COX.—"Absolutely satisfactory treatment," customers
write continually. Unsatisfied clients absolutely

nil.

OX.—Conscientious treatment. Advertised dates
guaranteed accurate. Every facility for fullest

trial and examination.

COX.—Rover 8h.p. 2-seater, mag., runs well, £35;
19I5V4 Warrick auto-carrier, £45.

COX.—AUdays 12b.p. van, £60; smart lOh.p. 4-

seater, repainted, runs well, £65.

COi:.-Indian ISlSVi 3-speed combination, £75; 12-

ISh.p. Duhanot, wide 3-seater, dickey, 4-cyl.

monobloc, £85.

COX.—Darracq 20-281i.p. 1-ton van, £85; ISb.p.

White steam 5-seater, £85; 3-ton 1913 De Dion,

£85.

COX.—Unic 15-cwt. van, 4-cyl., sump, £95; Unio
4-cyl. taxicab, £125; 3-ton L.G.O.C, £125.

COX.—Exceptionally smart 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin

torpedo 2-seater, dickey, 4-cyl. monooloc, detacli-

ables. Zenith; £136.

COX.-G.W.K. 2-seater, good, £135; 8-lOh.p. 1913
coupe light car, £135; 1-ton Ford, solids. £145.

COX.—Gladiator 12-15h.p. 4-seater, smart, £145;
lOh.p. 1915 Whiting-Grant 2-seater, £145; 18h.p.

6-cyl. streamline 5-seater, £150.

COX.—Swift lOh.p, 2-seater, 4-cyl. monobloc en-

closed valves, £165; 16h.p. landaulet, enclosed

valves £165; 8-lOh.p. 1920 light car, 4-speed, steel

wheels', £165.

COX.-SinEer, £185; Fiat landaulet. £185; 2-ton

1915 Palladium, £185; lOh.p. streamline 4-seater,

monobloc, steer wheels, £185; dozens other cars to

£750.

COMMERCIALS.-V.-ton, 1-tou, 2-ton. 3-ton. 4-tOD,

from £85;-bigKest bargains anywhere.

LANDAULETS, good selection, £165 to £850; flvq

interior-drive saloons; several real smart toniers.

EXCHANGES a speciality. Sixty absolutely right

cars actually in stock on premises. Postcard

procures complete list. Please call.

DOUGLAS S COX the absolutely Straight Motor

Man 6c. I-ansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S;b

Hour8"9-5.30, Saturdays 4. No business Sundays '•'-

qaent trains Olrmpia to Wesi Norwood.

1902.

O.W.K.. 2-seater, lamps, horn^ speedometer

Fre-
Establishe<l

[7759

i.y perfect condition; any trial; £120.—H,

Arlesey, Beds

1922 8h.p.- model; price £220 ; easily

WriRht.
[7708

19^ Railway Mews,
[7518

Ii°dSiTOry.-Gotoey'6r"Ltd.', Yd's,' Gt. I'ortlaricl St

.

London, W.l. [0250

15 Hillman 9h.p. 2seater, dickey, excellent con

dition, dynamo lighting; £150.- "" """

Ladbroke' Grove, W.IO.

Iinao Nearly New Murrell-Eiown, lOh.p., 4-cyl., 2-

i-U speed and reverse; what offers -Percy and CO;.

314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. ['28-

r^ ENUINE 8h.p. De Dion Sporting Model, go any-

VX where; £65; any test.-3, St. James sRd
Wandsworth Common Station. L'^'^''

-irwh.p. number- Coupe, Pf'^'i-f100'„f:'f„"felU Ariel sporting 4-seater, £150.-Splitter, i.ie

Limes, Woodberry Down, N.4. L"^^

FORD Car, 1915, touring, good order, speedometer,
"

5 wheels; exchange tor good combination oi

sell.—J. J. Foster, Sherburn-in-Jilmet. l/t)Bb

-1 K h n 2-3-seater Car. excellent conditioli, equipped,

iO any trial; £150 cash; combination and cash

considered.-Box 7,290, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7264

8h p Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
u.iii,': £220; terms cash or deferred pay-

ments.-Rat'ciiffe Bro's., 200, Gt. Portland St., W^^^

rn2'' Model Coventrv Premier (4-wheeler) Light Car,

U electric lighting, spare wheel and tyre unused,

lii'ence paid till Dec. 3l6t, in new and perfect condi-

tion.-Treliever, Quinton Rd., Coventry. [X1191

CW K Late 1919 2-seatcr and dickey, C.A.V.

lighting, tools, and accessories, in very good

condition throughout; £165, or exchange 1921 Ford^

-Houlston, 558, King's Rd., Fulham, b.W.6. [7464

ROVER
lighting:

-pXCHANGES,..,.>.„i«i.v^^.^ » Speciality.—Good modern 2 arid 4-

-Ei sealers always in stock at bargain prices. Your

motor cycle taken in part ^'''^hange.-Seabridge Moto,^

Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. I77&b

All letters relating to adverti.'sements should ouote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. C25
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CARS FOR SALE.
TO 19 Chevrolet Touring Car. dyu<anio lighting, self-
J-«/ starter, 5 detachable wheels, repainted as new,

' perfect running order; £160, or exchange motor cycle
or combination and cash.—5. Norwood Kd.. Heme
Hill, S.E.24. [7650

T\B DION 12Ii.p., 1913, wide a^seat^r with dickey,
-H-' detachable rims and spare rim, thoroughly good
condition: opportunity to acquire a high-class car at
the low price of £225; fullest possible particulars with
pjeasure.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St.,
Oxford. 'Phone : 681 and 764. T.A. : Integrity,
Oxford. [7461

CLEARANCE, gmirnnteed bargains. — Lnndanlets

;

SOh.p. Napier £45, 28h.p. Darracq £48, 15h.p.
Charron £85, 25h.p. JJelaunay-BelleviHe £75, 16h.p.
Uelsize £95, 22h.p. Boss £115, 30b. p. Austin £186, 38
li.p. Daimler £195. 2-seaters ; 20h.p. Metz £45, 20h.i).
Mitchell £56, 8h.p. 1920 Leig £175, Scripps-Bootli
(1916), £165. Lories: 2S-cvt. Panhard £45, 2-tou
Thornycrolt £98. Touring cars: ISh.p. Daimler £146.
27h.p. Maudslay £125, 1916 Cadillac £250.—The
Southern Motor Co. (est. 1895), 77, Acje Lane, Lon-
don, S.W.2. [7232

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
^100 down and twelve monthly payments of £25
cW secures a magnificent 3-ton lorry.-Details, Pal-
mer's Garage, Tooting. [7641

rpON Ford, 1918, open vau body, excellent condition,
J- lighting, etc., complete; £135; licensed and in-
sured; part eschange piano.—277, Camberwell Ed., S.E.

[7342
f>AT-J-A.P. SVijh.p., with tradesmen's box sidecar,
-*-* carry 2Vo-cwt. anywhere; £25, or with wicker
sidecar. See under Bat-Jap.—Hart, 34, Devonshire
Ed., Forest Hill, S.E. [7607

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TjiOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars.
-- cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or
.«econd-hand, write Service Co., 292. High Holborn.
W.0.1. [0672

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
supply Douglas, Triumph. Sunbeam, Hujaiber,

and other well-known makes on terms to suit your
lonvenience; send 'for complete illustrated lists and
further particulars, post free. r7810

ENGINES.

P. and M. Enciue, can be seen runuiug; £9.-7, Here-
ford Ed., Bayswater, W.2. [7347

4ih.p. Levis Flat Twin, excellent condition ; ofTers.
3 -Kenidge, 2, Bury St., Stowmarket. [7005

ENGINE, magneto, and carburetter, new, for sale : £4
the lot.—Apply, Adgent, Drongan, Ayrshire. [7059

fi^Ah.p. Res Engine, rebushed, new piston, magneto.
'^4 n. and B., W.S.E. jet; £7/10.-Simpson, 96,
Albert Av.. Hull. [7123

AUTO-WHEEL Engine, excellent order, complete fit-

tings to go on 14in. Green lawn mower; £10.—
fliixton, Matton, Chelford. [7130

C>3.h.p. Douglas Engine, £5; 2-?4h.p.. Precision engine,
'"*'4 m.o.v., less cam wheel, engine practicaly new-,
£8.-66, Tudor Ed., Leicester. [7374
Oi-h.p. Motor Cycle Engine, s'ingle-cylinder, roechani-
'-»2 cal valves, Bosch, B- and B., splendid condition:
£7/10.—Mead, Draper, Amersham. [7313

Oilh.p. 2-stroke (1921), brand new, emineirt umke, com-
'^4 plete unit, less magneto and carburetter; £8.—
Jlidland Supply, 1, Gosta Green, Birmingham. [7420

TEIUMl'H 1921 41i.p., hrand new, complete with en-
gine plates and magneto chain cover and sprockets;

£22.-60, Ba-ker St., SparkhiU, Birmingham. (D) [7599

03h.p. Douglas Engine, Bosch mag. and carburetter,
''^4 complete unit, £6; also Douglas ceiir box, £3/10,
! erfect.—Farrington, Cockle Shell Ed.. Bittiagbourne.

[7085
Qh.p. 2-cyl. w.c. Engine, Bosch, carburetter, induc-^ tion and exhaust pipes,'m.o- valves, sound condi-
lion; £15.—Lowe, 4, Carlton Terrace, Child's Hill
N.W-2. [7318

P.
and M- Engine, frame, and gear, 1918, perfect,
£10/10; 6h.p. N.S.U. twin engine, Indian frame

;md tank, £8.-1, Springfield Park Crescent, Catford.
S.E. 6. [7636

4h.p. Rex Engine, complete, all controls, cylinder re-
ground, new pistou, rings, and carburetter, per-

lect Older; £10, or nearest.-Eeauchamp, Grange Ed.,
Egham. [7704
j^LYNO 5-6h.p. Engines, second-hand, carriage paid,v^ £10; also 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, £14. second-hand:
Bosch to suit £4/10.—De Cort and Flynn, 39, Essex
ltd., London, N.l. [6727

M.A G. Engine. 254b.p. twin, special racing o.h. valves
det.achable heads, will do 65 m.p.b., £15- also 3V,

..p., as .above, do 80 m.p.h., £18/I0.-West, 50, Maldon
Hd., Acton, \V.3. £7553
i^LYNO 5-6I1.P. Engine. No. 6917, magneto, carbur-y etter, perfect running order, not chipped anv-
wliere; 13 gns.: engine only 9 gns.—Barnard, Green
Lune, St. George s, Norwich. [7507

INDIAN.-A few Powerplus 7-9h.p. engines at thf
remarkably low price of £15/15 each.—Smith's 86Chalk Farm Ed (opposite Chalk Farm Tubs'Stationl'

London. 'Phone : Hampstead 2767. [7322*
I

©g(S?!l@^S^flE>

RECONSTRUCTED
DOUGLASES

REDUCED PRICES
Indistinguishable from New.
Complete with Lamp Sets, Horn,
Tool Kit, Pump, Two Tool Bags,

and Licence Holder.

2f h.p^ fully equipped with Lamps,
Horn, and Licence Holder, fitted

with "Viei" Single CC „^-
Lever Carburetter . . OO §llS.

4 h.p., Solo, S'speed,

kick-start, all on .

.

4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped
with Lamps, Horn, Licence Holder,
and with new Burlington No. 2
Touring Model Side-
car Body, complete QQ (ytl6
with Storm Apron . .

»'*' 5"®»

3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

75 gns.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
One quarter Purchase Price down,
add 10% to the Balance, which
Balance is pe yaVe in eleven equal
monthly ins'al nenls.

7, SCUTH SIDE,

CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

,Phoiie: Brixton 2417, Wires: BxirXingion. ^otnrs, Clapham

Just by Qapham Common Underground Station-

ENGINES.
6 h.p. Clyno Engines, overhauled and new

fitted, £11; new engines, £15. B.S.A. en
4h.p., overhauled and in good condition, £lO.—1|
Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware .Rd.,'
'Phone: Padd. 789.

CLEMENT-GARRARD lih.p. Unit, C.A.V.,
,

good as new, £7, or comjjlete in open
miniature, guarantee 35, £15; ftlinerva 2'/jh.p.

chanical valvee, any examination, £3.—Dobson, ,
,

field, Garstang, Lancashire. [j '

J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. engines. J.A.P. engi i

I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engine;
parts in England ; over 30 engines always in stc

select from, and the prices : 5h.p. twin, ^17;
fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20
Sh.p., as new, £18/10; and some 8h.p. at £15
all parts for Sh.p. J.A.P. in stock. For parts

in Parts, and Accessoviesj stamp for reply.—Hai
455, York Rd., Wandsworth.

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—8h.p. M.M.C. wfitern

unit, complete £11; Sh.p. De Dion. £10;
•w.c. J.A.P., £18; 90° Premier twin, £6/10; 6

N.S.U. twin unit, £6/10; 4h.p. m.o.v Steplieris, £
5'/.h.i.. Quadrant, 1914,- £6; twin Humber 4h.p.

£9: 4h.p. Abingdon King Dick unit, £10/10;
F.K. unit, £13: lots of a.i.v. singles from £2 upj
stute leauiiemeuta.—'Phone : 1958 Brixton.— 19, v >'

Rd., Soiith Lambeth, London, 6.W.8.

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

JJ.B.L

H.B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new
second-hand m.-ignetoe. Thomson-Bennett 42

5C. 55, and 180®, single and twin.

H.B. SpeciiUise in T.B, for fixing on Tritimph,
B.S.A., J.A.P., Dou^as, etc., £2/10, postage

'

O.A.V. clock ti\in, for 2?ili-P. Douglas, etc., i2ll

.B. will t^ike your old magneto in paym^lsH
H.B. sends all magnetos on approyal against

Kvery magneto drspatohed carry H.B. 12 me
guarantee

H.B. Ignition Ce. ("Phone; Brixton 610). 1».

P.irk Ed., Bri.\tou HiH, London. I

TITAGNETOS 50% below original cost.

OSCH 1-cyl., variable ignition; 67/6, deliver^nB

M

nPHOMSON-BENWETT and M-L'.5 of Coventry,
-' A.D.S. or P.L.E. types, 37/6 delivered, eaiiu

for stationary engines. Any of the above if vai.i

Ignition 10/- extra. '
"

/^A.V., suitable for 2 or 1-cyl. lightiveight moti^V
^^. cycles, height 4V,in., breadth a-iiin., depth 4'
variable ignition and short circuiting terminal, Btt'
teed platinum points, and workmanship of the filfl

2-eyl. fires at 180°. All working parts are inter(A)!
able with C.A.V.'s types KUl and 2; 50/- deliveie

T^HOMSON-BENNBTT Types AMI and 2, vUJ-
-- ignition and short circuiting terminal; AM2

-

at ISO"; 52/6 delivered.

THOMSON-BEjS'NETT, 4-cyl., variable ignition;
delivered.

"^J.B.—Any of the above magnetos supplied cloc >

^~ anti-clock. When ordering, state which wien f

mg at driving end and whether 1, 2, or 4-cyl.

/^.A.V. 2-cyl. Clockwise Aeroplane Starting Mqgl*
^^ platinum points, workmanship of the finest.i
all working parts are interchangeable with C.J
types KU2, perfect for plug testing ; one carriage -f

25/-, lots of six rail toni-ard 22/6 e<ach. of 20 at
of 100 at 20/-.

AGNBTOS Leave oirr fl;orks carriage paid ?aii

feet condition,

GUARANTEE.—Will replace within one mai^i
refund cash if imsatisfaQtory.

VALE Engineering Syndicate, 8-11, Browns BuBji
St. Mary Axe, E.C,3. -I

ACCUMULATORS, 4-Tolt, 10/- each, unused;
St. Mary Abbotts Terrace, Kensington. t

DYNAMOS, 6 V. 8 amps., cut-out, Lacas, third h
control; f5 each.—Jenner, 165, Cltuiell i

Mitoham. ^{

K.L.G. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 fpri

post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St;. W
hamptou. I

BOSCH, anti, ball bearings, suit flat twin ,er >'

car, ae new ; £4,—Clarke, Wocd'.ands, LydwJD'

Uppingham. I

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers, 7-tootii t<

tooth from stock.—Ridington, Southampton
Camberwell. 1

THOMSON-BENNET Magneto, new, B. and B,

buretter, new; lot £6, bargain.-WeMey, 22,

lands Rd., Bournemouth. .1

MOTORISTS Economise !-Your fouled and d
plugs quickly renewed, 9d. per plug. Stafflf

particulars.-Box 7,275, c/o The Motor ^yclc.

LUCAS Dynamo Lighting Set, complete, lor

binaticn, £13/10; M-L. magneto, single,

new. 50/-.—Kennard, 78, Yerburg Rd., HoUi

N.19.

All letters relating to adi e-tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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IGNITION. LIGHTING. ETC.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs and
new magneLos.—Sec below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto with-

in 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

.•ritten guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magnate after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

iiiniy of the largest concerns, you need have no hesi-

ation in placing your repairs and orders with us.

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for

Thomson-Bsnnett, E.I.C.. Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,
lixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws lor

very make, 12/- per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of

charge upon any question concerning ignition
roubles, as we place our long-standing exparience at
our disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-

ain of getting' the usual promptness and courtesy that
/e have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
icto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 28. St. John
St., E.C.I. , for new and second-hand magnetos.—

lec bc'ow.

rHOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and unused,
single-cyl., clock or anti, suit any machine, price

i5/-; twins, 45, 48, 50. 55, 60, 180 degrees, for J.A.P..
iJlyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/-. See our guarantee.—
ielow.

C.A.V. Magnet-OS, new, single-cyl. and 180° twins,
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe,

).K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
inest workmanship throiighout; price 55/-; See our
;uarantee.—Below.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, single-cyl., suitable for any stationary en-

ine or big single, £3/15; twins, any degree, ready
drop on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; a

)owerlul spark at low speed, ensuring easy starting.
\11 the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted
hovt-circuitiug switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto that leaves out
worKS, no matter what the price or make, c-arri^s

I. written suarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
s in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
tatement that we guarantee every machine against al

iefects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,
ustifies us in charging a few shillings more than cer-

.ain of our competitors..

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

ipon for a straight deal at the right price. "When
)uying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their wcrk?
to S3e any of the above on test. Magneto list

:iving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
vlagneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London,
i:-C.l.

.
,

[6616

[H'AGDYNO, single, anti-clock, complete with lamp?
-X and accumulator, for combination.—Pull pnrticu-
UH and price, 60, Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham.
tJ) [7598

C.A.V. Mognotos.—Estrnordinary bargaiusu Jirand
new 180°. twin or single, npprovn] .ngainfit cu-'h.

8/6, carriage free.—Langfords. 37, Cricklewood Broad-
ay, N.W.2. [7594

GOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos.~Having
-^ purchased the entire stock of the following makes
t magnetos, we are abb to offer them at large dis-
junts.—Below.

BOSCH Single, clock or anti. £3; Tbomson-Bennett.
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50. 55, 180°.

2/15: C.A.V.. single or twin, chvk or anti, £2/10:
pecial long driving spindles for Rudge, 10/- extra;
ostage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.-Below.

4 LL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni-^ tion and leads, and are fitted with base p'ates.
aady to be immediately fitted on. Phase state make
f engine when ordering.—Below.

n OVERNMENT Surplus New "Plugs in boxes.-A.C.
.^ (Titan), 1/6; K.L.G., type F7, detachable, 2/6.-
Selow.

HIGH Tension Wire, new, unperished, 9mm. 5d. per
yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7mm.., 4d. per yard, 25

ard coil 6/-; 5mm., 3d. per yard, 25 vard coii 4/-;
mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.—Belcw.

pOSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, 1/-; 3 ram.,
*- 9d. See other goods under Parts and Accss-
ories.—Below.

\ LL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt
Li- of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—Bolow.

nOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,^ New Park Rd.. Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel •

Itreatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London.

VTAGNETO Repairs—Send your magneto to Palmer'
LTA fiarage. Tooting. Reply paid: auotntion tele-
raphed oi receipt. Quirk, efflnient repair guaranteed
II from 2 to f d.ny.s. usually within 24 hours.—Palmpr'^
Jarage, Tooting. [7642
A VOID Riaks and Fines bv fitting the Lovelnnd mag-^^ neto rear lighting attachment (Prov. Pat. No
J4856): attachment only 21/-, complete; installation
oO/- Write for list R. 'Phone: Streatham 1390—Love-
ana Bros.. Crescent Magneto "Works, Norbury, s W

(7514

— his Motor Cycle is the "goods."

It's a Burlington, steady and speedy
smooth running and comfortable,
fitted with a luxurious Pillion Seat.

Come and pick out your favourite

and test it as you will.

These are a few selections :

BARGAIN LIST
OF

SHOP -SOILED MODELS.
LIST
PRICE.

£73 I

Gogns.

43 gns.

6? gns.

8o gns.

q? gns.

£8o

OUR
RRICE.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., a-speed,
kick-starter -£65

CALTHORPE, 2-sp., 2-stroke 53 gns

CALTHORPE, 2-stroke 39 gns|

SCOTT, sports model. 2-speed£100

DIAMOND -VILLIERS, S.A.'

2-speed, kick-starter 58 gns.

WOLF, 2h.p.. 2-speed, K.S. 74 gns.

GOULSON-B., 2 b.p., S.A.
2-specd, clutch, sports model 90 gns.

WHEATCROFT, single
cylinder. Philipson Pulley,
sports model £74

DEFERRED PAYMENT.
We beg to state ^hal Easy Payment
Terms are purely our own risk,

and we do not put them through any
financial house or money-lenders.

ALL SPARE PARTS
For Douglas & Triumph

always in stock.

7, SOUTH SIDE.
CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Phone: Biixton 2417. Wires- Biiylin'/toii Motor; dnpliani

Just by Claphan:! Coranaou Underground Station.

IGNITION, LIGHTING. ETC.
K A° C.A.V., brand new (not converted Aero), 70/-;^\J Thomson-BenncLt, AMI. new, 50/-; Runbaken
WLI, 40/-: Dixie 1-cyl., 25/-; Splitdorf E2, new. 55/-;
Bosch DAI, 60/-; Bosch pattern ZA2. new, 50/-; alt
guaranteed and sent on approval.—F., 21, Bristol
Gardens, Maida Vale, W.9. [7400

SURPLUS Magnetos (with written guarantee one
year.—M-L.. single, 55/-; ditto, advance-retard,

40/-; Bosch single, 42/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V.
singles and twins, 50/-; spares for all makes ; mag-
neto repairs of every description.—Whitdale Magneto
Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. , [7161

MAGNETO and Dynamo Repairs Service, also self-
starters, batteries, and general electrical equip-

ment are speedily and thoroughly repaired by the
Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service, all work le-
turned indistinguishable from new. Spare parts for
every known make.—Connecticut Service Station.

THERE is a Service Depot in every large town. Call
to-day for a quotation. Head Office and Works.

Derby St., Cheetham, Manchester; Manchester town
depot, 288, Deansgate; London depot, 115, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l ; Leeds depot, 52, Woodhouse Lane

;

Liverpool depot, 65, Renshaw St.; Birmingham depot.
192, Corporation St.; Bristol depot, 14, Colston St.;
Paris depot, 40. Rue Brunei. [0258

FOR Immediate Disposal. ~ Thomson - Bennet*.
C.A.V., all degrees, single and twin, leads, and

variable ignition, for all machines, £2/12/6", includes
postage; Bosch £5, postage extra, 1/6. We forward
immediately all magnetos on approval against cash.
Money refunded if dissatisfied.—The Central Motor
and Ignition Works, 14a, Loughborough Rd„ Bri.\-
ton. S.W. 9. [7794

I^HE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. festalr
lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Governmeni

ind officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re'
jairs of every description ; all repairs at lowest pos-
ible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
letnrn them within 24 hours. We have several ne\i
md second-hand single and 2-oyl. magnetos in stock
ill guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Windins;
Co., 78, Hampstead Rd., Euston, London, N.W.I
Phone: Museum 1158 T.A. : Kumnguelec. Eusroad,
London. [6015

tpUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.
J Guaranteed lepairs to all types of magnetos;

plitdoif and Dixie specialists; official Indian elef-
ricol service station; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
pares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.D.
eFft bench before despatch, and therefore curry our
uarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
c guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
are parts for all makes in stock; charged accnmu-

ators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
nbles. Vz-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
ive you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,

'^29. Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
'034 TA. : Magdyno. Eusroad, London [0263

TYRES,
MISS DOOLEY.-New 28x3 Palmer endless tubes,

5/- each, 1/- postage.—Below.

MISS DOOLEY.-28X3 butt-ended Dunlop tubes.
5/- each.

-26x3x21^ Moseley new, at 5/-

DOOLEY.~26x3 butt-ended Dunlops, 6/-

MISS DOOLEY.
each.

MISS
each

Dooley.
[7717

MISS nOOLEY.-PIease apply to Miss E.
33, Killyon Rd., Clapham.

6//* is the cost, inchiding return carriage, for rc-
/ w pairing your burst cover.—Below.

OLD Covers Made Equal to New afiain with rnbhcr
stuijrleil treads : light 12/6, medium 15/6. heavy

17/6, extra heavy 20/-.— Below.

XTAND Your Tyres for repair or retreadingrinto post
office to-day, or send liy rail addressed to below;

PHO'INIX Tyre Repairing Co.. 224, Sherlock St.,

Birmingham. [X2068

18/-: approval against cash.—The
I'ark Ed., N.16. [7556

fji/; x2 Palmer Cord
z*'-* Don Juan 17,

MOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terras, standard makes

:

list post frce.-J. G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield. [0689

CLINCHER Extra Heavy, 26x2%x2l4, 25/-; Brit-

tanic, 26x2r.'(, 18/-; all brand new.—Inmau, Dui-

liam Kd., Seafortii, Liverpool.
• [7244

THE DiflercDce between a good retread and a bad
one is its mileace; try us; watch results.—Melton

lubber Works, Meiton Mowbray. [0636

All letters lelnting to advertisements siiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement

SCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to pur-

chase their tyres from McArthnr, Hill and Co..

47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. (6184

TRY Our 3,000 mile retread. Repairs of every

description. High-class workmanship guaranteed.

Return carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co.. Buxton.
Oerbyshire- [4255

BARGAINS, 19/6, new unused 26X214 clearance

Midland covers; heavy ditto. 30/-; 26x214 tubes,

6/-: carriage paid to your door.—214, Kensington.

Liverpool. [6715

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remonlded,

made perfect, tube vulcanisin,

retreading: send for list.—Melton

j
Works, Melton Mowbray.

nd the date of the issue. K2^

butt-ends fitted.

Mowbray Rubber
[0347
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TYRES.
HEKEERT EOBINSON. Ltd., Gre™ St., Canil.rillge.

Great reduction in covers and tulies, all guaranteed,
and sent on 7 days' ariproval.

«J/*X2 Special Line in clearnnee tnhofi, best make, and^O gnaianteed; 4/6 eadi.—Robinson's.

(,T)/?X2',4 Palmer Cord 32/-, Wood-Milne 23/6, Wood-
f^Vv Milne Conihination- 32/-, Macintosh Chain 32/-

linnlop W.D. 30/-, Matchless 20/-, Pedler 20/-; cle;ir

ain'6 tubes 4/6.—Robinson's.

e>/Jx2% Palmer Cord 35/-, niinlop W.D. 30/-, extra
'WVP heavy 37/6, Clincher 30/-, Avon 32/6, Hnt<-hin-
.'.on 30/-, Eeuipshall 30/'-; best make tubes 6/-.—Robin
son's.

«>/j!<2>,4 Wood-Milne 23/-, Kempshall 30/-, John Jlnll
cWlPheavy 48/6, Bates extra heavy 50/-; clearance tubes
4/6.— Robinson's.

ffJ./JX2lA (to at 2y) Rubber Studded 27/6. Robinson'^
-WW exfia heavy 30/-, John Bull 48/-, Bates extra
heavy 50/-; best make tubes, 6/-.—Robinson's.

f>Qx3 Avon Heavy Ribbed 32/6, Wood-Milne 30/-,
/V O Cuthbe 55/- ; tubes, 6/-.—Robinson's.

w^QxSVs [to fit American rims) Bates extra heavy:
'W iJ 50/-.—Robinson's.

^KAx65, special bargains in Avon clearance extra
\9U\J heavy, 37/6; John Bull lib stud, 45/-; Cuthbe,
65/-; tubes, 6/-.—Robinson's.

17AAX8O John Bull Heavy 50/-, Cuthbe Oycar 65/-;
• "V tubes, 8/-.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., lireen

.St., Cambridge. [7811

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.-We have the loUowing oar,
gains in stock for immediate delivery on approval,

carriage paid against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24x2Vi (oversize 2in. rimsl Clincher
de Luxe heavy, 25/-, listed £2

ECONOMIO.-26X2 Wood-Milne extra strong, 27/6;
26x2i!l Bates special W.D., 31/6; WoodrMilne

txtra strong, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy, 32/6;
Hutchinson Passenger W.D., 30/-; Toarist

Trophy, 29/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2V!!X2% Clincher de Luxe heavy
30/-; Avon rubber-stud extra heavy, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Goodyear clearance, 30/-.
Wood-Milne special, 30/-; 700x80 Wood-Milne

special, 40/-; extra strong, 42/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber-stud,
24X2 22/6, 24x21,4 24/9, 26x2 24/6, 26X2>^

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone : New Cross 1393.

[7760
TYRE and Tube Repairers; every description of

repair to tyres and tubes executed, promptly and
'Ireaply.—Leythorn Tyre Depot, 16, .St. Georges Mews,
Regent's Park Rd., London, N.W.I. [7353

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Brom-
ivich. - [6068

STARTLING Ofler.-New Beldam corers, 26X2 or 2'i
20/- each, 26x21/2 30/-, 28X3 35/-, 650X66 40/-,

700x80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each.-The Homerton Eubbei
Works, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

OCX2V2 New Beaded Covers, 24/-; new best quality
r^yf tubes 24x214 5/-, 26x2 6/-, 26x2^ 6/6, 26x
21/2 7/6, 26x21/2x21/4 8/-, 26x3 9/-, 700x80 9/6, 750x
75 10/-, 28x3 10/6; new rubber belts, 6lt. 2in.xlin.,
10/6; 15in. inflators, 2/3: sent approval, carriage
jiaid, receipt remittance.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting
S.W. [7639

CENTRAL Garage, 302, London Rd., Thornton
Heath, S.E.—Why buy rubbish when for a little

more you can obtain the real thing ? We have a
splendid stock ol all makes in all sizes at very reason-
able figures, from which you can make your choice.
Send us your enquiries. We guarantee' satisfaction
or return your money.—Below.

NE Item : Brand new Palmer Cord, 26x21/, at
24/6.—Below.

A DDRESS your Enquiries to Sale Dept., The Central
-iy- Garage, 302, London Rd., Thornton Heath, S E.

[7645

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A,, new, 42/6; 1910, I921.-CoTentry

Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [S899?

"TiOUGL-iS Tank, less fit,ting«, 4h.p.. brand new 1921 •

f-' £2110
: approval deposit.—Richmond House,'

Stapleton, Bristol. [7008
THANKS for every make; new, second-hand, or extraJL cnpocity design supplied from .stock at low prices
—Park Works (below).

rpANKS repaired. le-cnamelled ; partition leakage
J- broken fastenings, dents, rebuilds, etc. Enamel-
ling; we guarantee makers' colours, designs and transfer
trade marks as new.—Paik Tank Works, la Paradise
Rd., Highbury, N.5. [5611

ALL Spare Parts, tanks, etc., for Coulsons. Let me
quote yon for any year, any model Couleon tank

—1-7, Clapham Park Rd., S.W.4. [5930

o

jVjpTORgCLE""

Insurance Policy

HTHIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with
copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I have to inform you that

I have now taken delivery of

my motor cycle and sidecar

.... and I feel I cannot

thank you enough for your
generous behaviour to me
I assure you that as long as you
continue to accept my annual
premium I shall never insure

elsewhere.

Yours faithfully,

The only Sate Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
COMPANY. LIMITED

(Jncorporating The A utocar Insurance
Departmejii, Established 1904'.

Head Office:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Telephone : -City 9831 and 9832,
Telegrams: "Autoimure, Cent, Lmdon,"

TANKS.
,PjOVENTRr Tankers, Ltd., makers to the nrinUi
v-* miinnlacturers; petrol tanks for any style «(-
plied, extra cnpacity.-Heursall Works, Coventry. (74

D.OUGLAS 4h.p. Tanks, latest type (round edB«
enamelled maker«' colours, brand new, nnsoile

65/- each.— la. Works, Parodise Hd., Highlmry, N.5.

nnANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined traiX fered; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established
years.-Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, E.C

rgo,
,

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class wo
onlv.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St i

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established
years. (35

T'-^-i^^,'" Triumph, new, 42/-; 1910, 1921.-Coven(
-«- Tankers. Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [X89:

npANKS Re-enamelle4 Makers' Colours, design, ai
-- transfer, first-class work, prompt return.—Dona]
Enamellers to the Trade, 138, Glover St., Deriten
Birmingham. [X03i

TANKS.—Any pattern made, repaired, re-enamelle
and returned in double quick time; flrst-oll

workmanship; trade enquiries invited.—G. Day, 2
St. Luke's Rd., Birmingham. [3§|

"DRAND New Clyno Tanks, complete viith all 1-J ings, including Best and Lloyd lubricator, wit
out fitting, 28/-.—Marble Aroh Motor Exchange, 13
Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone : Padd. 789. [61

THANKS of eveiy description replaced, repaired, ft

-^ re-enamelled nt our own works; all' kinds
fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charg
Illustrated list free.-A. Green, Water St., Chapel fi
Salford, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [02.

A VERT'S have tanks in stock for Douglas, Haz
™°/. I^'y. B.S.A., Sun, Omega, Triumph, Rudi

enamelled in makers' coloure, with plated fittings, 41
each, or any other design or shape made to order,
guarantee for 12 months with every tank.—Gord,,
Street Tank Works, Coventry. 'Phone: 1774. [Xll

BELTS.
NEW Clipper Belts.—8ft. x%in. 11/6, 8ft. 6in.x%i,

13/-, 8ft. 6in.x Vain. 14/-, 8ft. 6in.Xlin. 16/9.

W.D. Belts.—6ft. 6in.x%in. 10/-; new Pedley bel
clearance, 6ft. ein.x^in. 10/-; clearance bel-

6ft.xlin. 8/6.
«

/
. "^

H. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgra 1

Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores : 3V
Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London, N. Tel. : Dalatu
3161. ,[07:;

LARGE Stock of Belting, in new condition, mosl-
6ft. 6in. lengths, ^in., 6/-; J^in., 6/-; lin., 7/..

Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware • Ei«
W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789. [61:1

BASTONES.—Buffalo hide belting, recommended 1

variable pulleys and heavy work; Vgin. 2/-, II

2/3, li/ijin. 2/6 per foot.—228, PentonviUe Ed., Klnp
Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [77;

BELTS.—Dunlop, best round top, =4in. 1/10 ft., %f.
2/2 ft., lin. 2/8 ft., li/sin. 3/2 ft.; Pedley, %!',

2/3 ft., %in. 2/8 ft., lin. 3/- ft., IVsin. 3/9 ft.; Jol
Bull, %m. 1/11 ft., %in. 2/3 ft., lin. 2/8 It., Hftin. 3
ft., any length cut.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Grei
St., Cambridge.

'

[78'*

BALATA-CHROME Combination V Belts, snital
for variable pulleys and wet weather conditior

500 more belts Offered for trial on the following term; '

%in. 1/6, lin. 1/9, H4in. 2/- per foot, plus 1

postage; fasteners 9d. each.—PoUin and Son, Hollii
ton, at. Leonards-on-Sea. [77

CARBIDE.
FINEST Carbide, cwt. lota 23/6, f.o.r.. c.w.o.

;
pack

in lb. tine, gross or half gross lots, 6/9 per dozen
Sports Depot, Denby Dale, Huddersfleld. [44

CARBIDE, highest quality, 22/- cwt., 10/- 28 lbs., J

14 lbs., carriage forward, drums free; immedi;
delivery.-Kemp's Garage, Importers, Louth, Lines,

tX20
CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent. iJi

gas yield, all sizes: cwt. 30/-, 1/2-cwt. 18/-, 26— faM-w ^ ..-.u, «.. ^......o, i.„w. JVJ,-, -/2-V.YYl,. , ,

10/6; drums free.—"Young, Importer, Mistert<
Somerset. [71

CARBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield, Briti

Acetylene Asf^ociation standard, 21/6 cwt. dru
free, -ail meshes; stock at 22 depots; immediate 1

livery.—Elloc Cycle Works, Importers, Gedney lire

End, Wisbech [39

BEST Quality Carbide, 24/- per cwt., 28 lb. 8

drums free. Any quantity supplied from {'2

tins to 2 cwt. drums. Only tlie best brands stuck

Trade enquiries invited.—Dargue, 57, Grey St., N(
castle-on-Tyne. [69

CAKrBIDE, 25/- cwt., drum free, cash with ord

free on raiU Aberdeen, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburj
Glasgow, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull. Leeds, Londi
Lowestoft, Newcastle, Preston, Manchester, Port Talb

Euncom, Sharpness, Swansea, Yarmouth.—E. C. M;

dock. Wareham, Dorset. [25

CARBIDE.-Iihmediate delivery of all sizes in 1 1

2 lb., and 6 lb. lever lid tine and 2 cwt. drui

labelled or plain for retailers' own labels. Quality gu
anteed, and all standard sizes supplied by the cheap

firm in the trade.—The Premier Lamp , and Engiueen
Co., Ltd., Moorfield Works, Armley. Leeds. [5^

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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PATENT AGENTS.
FES. LOCKWOOD, 3, New Street, Birmineham.
'• 'I'hone; 5816 O. Patents guide free. [9057

CONSULTING I'atent Asency, 26;3, Gray's Inn Ed..

> London.—Aero and aircrait engines. [2416

J!3ATENTS Advioe, handbook dee.—Kinff, Eegistered

i'. I'utent Agent, 146ii, Qneen Victoria St., E.O
!5 years' references. [0129

TT". BBTSON, B.Sn., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
rV Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings,

ondon, W.0.2. 'Phone: Museum 5651. [1049

IJ.'LETOHEK WILSON, of Coventry, Chartered Patent
[- Agent, and Registered United. States Patent
ttornev.-Tel. ; TFilpat, Coventry. 'Phone: 356.

• [X4194
AGENCIES.

PHB Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole agents
^ for their celebrated motor cycle in districts where
*y are not already represented.—Write for lists and
rms to tlie Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 248, Alexandra
!|., Hornsey, N.S. [6245

^: FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
I^^X OFFICER, energetic, educated, thorough know-
-J ledge motor cycles, accessories, and cars, seeks posi-

on with view to partnership or investment; clerical

iiperience.—Bp-^ 7,306, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7739

IhtTELLiKNOWN Designer and ManiiSaeturer seeks
'V cn3 or two with capital to form small com-
any. machine already established; also new models;
.laried position with directcrshiiJ offered.—Box
|,289, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7263

I
BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR

I

SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.
DEEMISES Wanted lor small shop or garage: City or
- West End.—Box 7,302, c'o The Motor Cycle. [7736

CO Let, Einchley, small fiat with private garage : rent
£78 p.a. No children or animals.—Box 7,300, c/o

U Motor Cycle. [7734

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
^XPEET on Works Efficiency, production, costs, de-
-i vclopiuent of inventions and experimental work.
W. H. Sumner, A.M.LMech.E., M.I.A.E., 28 and 30.
ictoriji St., Westminster, S.W.I. 'Phone: Victoria
573 and 1702 [9301

TUITION.
ZTOUSE "and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.-^ Train by post for this paying profession. Start
business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricul

rral Correspondence College (Dept, T.), Ripon. [0389

INSURANCE.
£5/15 Covers "All Risks" for Morgans or similar

three-wheeler.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery Lane,

l?.C.2. [0005

iOTS, Ltd., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all com-
^ paniei and Lloyd'ji. Insurances of every dcscrip-
on effente.'!. Entiniriee invited.—170, Gt. Portland
:., London. [0055

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
authorised by " The Motor Cycle." and covers

otor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
irposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
nefits. minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
ectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
nt Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

[0007
SITUATIONS WANTED.

)OES any motor cycle firm refjuire an experienced
s^llesuian for the forthcoming show at Olympiad

jfvertiaer lias had 23 years' automolnle buying and
:lling experience, and is o certified expert.—Address
plies to Box 7,255, c/o The Motor Cvcle. [7110

SITUATIONS VACANT.
),ESIGNER for motor cycles and cycle cars.—A well-

known large firm with reputation for high-class
:rk and successful machines has peimanent position
r a first-class designer with extensive designing and
ding experience.—Applications, stating salary required
id suiuuuiry of experience, to Box 7,315, c/o The
otor Cycle. [7797

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
'70TJE Maiden Aunt will becharmed with the Old
t Barn Teahouse. Stock's Gieen. Hildenborough.
.— ., o ,..

p^^^jlyond Sevenoaks.

GARAGES.
ORIXTON.—C.B. Garage, lock-ups for combina-M tions, 4/- weekly.—26. Inghton St., opposite
yhite Horse. [7227

I
GENERAL TRADE.

hoVEENMENT Stores.—Nuts, bolts, washers, grind-
,^ ing wheels, etc. Traders, send for our monev-
fiving lists-Owen Jones, Holt Ed., Liverpool. [7098
litlCTION Sales.—P.almer's Garage, Tooting, the
;*- oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.
' erms 7V.%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
;rcleB antf cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods
tatiODs, Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R., Wimbledon L.
art S.W.P. and O.W.K.-Sole address: Palmer's Garage,
ootmg, London. [7637

SHOP-SOILED

NEW
1921 MODELS

ARIEL
6-7 h.p. Combination, all-chain drive

List Price £165 OUR PRICE £140 or
£35 down, and 12 monthly payments of £9 8 2

B. S. A.
4I h.p. Combination, all-chain drive

Lucas Magdyno Lighting.

List Price £172 15 OUR PRBCE £148 or
£37 down, and 12 monthly payments of £9 18 11

LEVIS
2\ h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speeds.

List Price £68 OUR PRICE £60 or
£15 down, and 12 monthly payments of £4 8

LEVIS
2} h.p. Popular Model.

List Price £60 OUR PRICE £50 or

£l£ 10 down, and 12 monthly payments of £J 7 2

MARTINSYDE
6 h.p. Standard Combination.

List Price £155 OUR PRICE £135 or
£33 ISdown, and r2 monthly payments of £9 1 5

MATCHLESS
8 h.p. Combination, Standard Model.

List Price £185 OUR PRICE £160 or

£40 down, and 12 monthly payments of £10 15

MATCHLESS
8 h.p. Combination Family iVIodel.

List Price £191 10 OUR PRICE £165 or

£41 5 down, and r2 monthly payments of £11 1 9

MATCHLESS
i h.p Combination, Sports Mode,

{without spare wheel).

List Price £172 OUR PRICE £150 or

£37 lOdown, and 12 monthly payments of£10 1 /

NEW IMPERIAL
. 2^ h.p. 3-spccds, clutch and kick-starter.

List Price £80 17 OUR PRICE £69 or

£17 5down.and i2monthly pa5'mentsof£4 12 i

ROYAL ENFIELD
8 h.p. Combination, Lucas Magdyno Lighting.

List Price £182 OUR PRICE £155 or
£38 ISdown, andt2monthly payments of £10 8 3

TRIUMPH
4 h.p. Model H. Chain-cum-belt.

List Price £115 OUR PRICE £100 or

£25 down, and 12 monthly payments of £6 14 5

List of Overliauled and Guaranteed

Second-iiand Machines (with terms)

sent upon request.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
'Official Repairers to R.A.C. A.C.U., A. A.

and M.U.).

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

1 elephone 4qo East Ham
Telegrams "Egaracb, London.'

R
W
W

il

WANTED.
WANTED, Harley back hub, complete and cheap.—

10, Briscoe Rd., Merton, [7669

WANTED, SWi.p. Ariel crank case; state particulars.
—7, Panrnure St., Montrose, [7675

EX Half Crank Case, timing side, 1910 or 1911
model.-Pollord, Motor, Burnley. [7228

ANTED, frame, 1915 Calthorpe 2i4h.p., with
stand.—Address, County School, Neath, [7053

ANTED, Douglas eirgine, 23/ih.p.; 1913 or 1914
preferred.—Offers to Dennis, Seaford. [7133

TJUDGE Front Fork Girder, good condition.-Eudge,
-«-•' 19, Brunstane Ed., Joppa, Midlothian. [7150

WANTED, Binks IVsin. ; must be complete, or use-

lea.—4, Blantyre, Walkden, Manchester. [7677

WANTED, surplus from manufacturers and garages.

-Grove, 18. Fore St., Edmonton, London.
K1211

WANTED, cheap, old motor bicycle, any make or

condition.—King, .Egrove, Kennington, Oxford.
[X2078

WANTED, Centaur engine, 4h.p., or other maka
might suit.—Smith, Clencoe Cottage, Rayleigh

Essex. ["01

WANTED, second-hand 2J0r.p, spring forks, suit

Sin. column, lin. handle-bar stn^m.-Bcn.son.

Dalbeattie. [754;.

SEVEHAD Schebler Carburetters, suitable for

Harleys; low pHce.—1, Bellingham Terrace,

Catford. • [''377

WANTED, cheap magneto motor cycles ; also old

engines and pear boxes; cash on sighth.—Maynard,

8, Silver St., Enfield. [7566

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good condition,

not earlier 1919.-A. P. Eey, 378-384, Euston

Ed. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [6410

WANTFJ). good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle

accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co.. 292, High Holborn, W.C.I. .
[0671

SPOT Cash Paid for any spares; banknipt stocks or

W.D. goods; large or small lots.—Full particulars

to Jackson, 106, East Parade, Keighley. [6336

WANTED, sidecar, light sporting 4-point, preferably

Grindlay; also N.S.U. gear; cheap.-Letters only,

B., 20, Challoner Mansions, West Keneington. [7093

INCOMPLETE P. and M.'s or parts, W.D. spares,

tvres, liankrupt stocks, etc.^Inman, Durham Ed.,

Seafoith, Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [7243

A.O. Sociable or Morgan Runabout wanted for cash;

must be fairly modern and cheap.-Particulars to

24, Eiffel Ed., Willesden Green, London, N.W. [4407

WANTED, two cylinders for 8h.p. Minerva, 8mm.
bore, fasten with side lugs, good condition.—

\Yrite J. Anderson, 41, Bute St., Crookes, Sheflield,

[7075

£2,000 Cash Waiting for quantities of motor cycle

parts and accessories.—Marble Arch Motor Ex-
change, 135, Edgware Ed., VV.2. 'Phone ; Padd. 789.

[6112

WANTED, countershaft Triumph engine or crank
case and flywheels, also bottom bracket stays

(or gear box.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, CarshaHon.
[6516

BOWDEN, Burman, or Albion K.S. gears, complete

or otherwise; full details. %in. Acme, exchange
Capac or Binks IVsin.-Box 133, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X2003
ANTED, for Triumph countershaft, bottom back

. - stays, Sturmey gear box, frame centre, tank,

front mudguard; must be cheap.—Orchard, Electrician,

Weymouth. [7424

WANTED to purchase outright for cash, bankrupt
stocks. W.D. sparet!. miscellaneous spares. Send

full particulars.—McNeille and Piatt. 57. Gt. George St..

Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Eoyal. [2489

EXCHANGE.
TEIUMPPI, 1913, S.A. hub, for Douglas, Levis, etc.—

47, Howard Ed., Ilford. [7028

STANLEY Steamer; exchange combination, or ofljers.

-167, Ashley Ed., Hale, Cheshire, [7096

C.S. Triumph and £50 secures attractive 2-seater.—
Partridge, 45, HaLliaway Rd., Croydon. [7431

-I Q16 Premier, countershaft, for good 2i4h.p. Douglas.
1.U —152, Meeting House Lane, Peckham. [7363

EXCHANGE, 1920 Rudge Multi for Powerplus
Indian.—Green, 2, Howard Rd., Morpeth. [7167

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, neat, reliable, for higher
power: sell £90.-22, Queen's Rd., Basingstoke.

[7198

EXCHANGE Piano (as new), by Boyd, for best com-
bination offered.—456, Barking Rd., Plaistow, E.13.

[7396

W^

EXCHANGE Blumfield 2-seater for Combination;
value £85.—Fisher, 24, Tremadoc Rd., S.W.4.

[7577
-| (a2; 5h.p. Sports Zenith, for N.U.T. or similar; sell

-Lt/ £85 all on.—Turner, Hirwain, Eedhill, Surrey.
[7224

EXCHANGE 1920 8h.p. Zenith combination, with

cash, tor car; sell il45,—17, Garden Av., Mitcham,
S.W. [7067

EXCHANGE 1916 4h.p. .T.A.P., with cash, for 1'.

and M. coiiibinatiou.— 7. Holborn Ed., Plniston%

E.13. [730'

All letters relating to adTei'tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A2g
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EXCHANGE.
I.O.M. EndKe MnW, T.T., 1921, fnUr eamrppfl

4h.p, counteish!ift.~82, Caledouiau Rd., Loi
for

London,
N. [7370

EXCHANGE Splendid Lady's Cycle for sporting
sidecar, sell £7.—Bird, Pairland St., Wvmond-

ham. [7500

EXCHANGE, new fl-cyl. watertight magneto for
gent's 3-speed cycle.—Box 138. c/o The Motor

Cycle. [X2067

EXCHANGE, Regent piano, new, cost 80 gns., for

good combination.—Wills, 63, Henstal Rd., Kil-
burn. [7196

oom-
30, Charlotte St., Lon-

aon. i\. [7371

1 Q 1 3 Rmlge Multi, perfect ordev, for 2^troke, or
-fl-v seil.—Arg^'le Lodge, Newton Ed.. Burton-on-
Trent.

'I'^EIUMPH Coml.ination
-•- Zenith, similar.—Write, J,
Dorchester.

TRIUMPH Combination, 1918. all on, for Harley
biaation. or eell.—Frank, 30, Charlotte St.,

[7683

1919 ;not W.D.I, for Sh.p.
Payne, West Chaldon,

[7097

EEICOSON Magneto, Senspray carburetter, fit Clyno,
perfect; exchange Clyno olihssis.— 2, Swainson St.,

Blackpool. [7226

1Q18 Harley Electric Model, all on, for Sporte
-*-" Norton or Zenith.—Wigley, 43, Belvoir Rd.,
Cambridge. [7013

TOOLS.—Cliest of joiner's, full Kit, for lightweight
motor cycle.—Lennard, 25, Charlesworth St., Lon-

don. N. [7372

O.K. 4-stroke, M.A.G., 2-speed Albion, new con-
dition, arrd cash, lor heavier machine.—63, Solon

Rd., Brixton. [7S32

EXCHANGE, sporting Villiers for higher power, or
cheaper machine and cash.—27, Oorinne Rd.,

Tufnell Park. [7208

I.O.M. 1920 Rudge Multi, fully equipped, for Nor-
ton, N.U.T., etc.—Fernside, Ollerbarrow Rd..

Altrinciiam. [7601

Sh.p. Rover Car, new; list price £220; modern motor
cycle or combination in part exchange.—Keeping,

Milford-oa-Sea. [7136

1 Q20 (late) Ford Tourer, rear screen, luggage grid.
-L t^ 5 wheels, private licence ; accept motor cycle
part payment.

ALSO 3V2h.p. Norton, B.R.S. close ratio gear box,
specially tuned, winner of many awards, has done

82 ra.p.h., many spares; accept £110.—Williams, Pil-
ton, Somerset. [7504

VIOLIN. Bow. and Ca?e: exchange 3V>h.p. Premier
cylinder.-Lockett, 32, Willian St.7 Goldthorpe.

near Rotherham. [7012

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, war stored, hood, screen
for countershaft single, or 1913-15 Morgan

Pitlake, Croydon.
1

[7142

1 Q18 Triumph Combination. 3920 sporting sidecar,
-*-»^ for light solo and cash; sell £80.-61, London
Ed., St. Albans, [7519

WANTED, baby grand piano, exchange N.S.U. com-
bination, cash adjustment.-79, Tottenhall Rd.,

Palmer's Green, N. [7695

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, fully equipped,
exchange lower power and cash.—Snow, Laurel

St., Dalston, E.8. [7772

HALIFAX.—50 second-heiud machines and combina-
tions

: keen exchanges
; get list.-Motor Exchange.

Hortou St., Halifax. [7296

LIST 50 Car Bargains Free.—Combinations, motor
cycles, etc.. part exchange.—Douglas S. Cox, West

Norwood. See Cars. [3842

EXCHANGE 1914 SVJi.p. Rudge combination, perfect
condition, higher power; sell £45.—Box 7,286,

c/o 7'lie "Motor Cycle. [7261

^ENITH 5h.p., 1915 countershaft, perfect spcedo-^ meter, accessories, for A.V.—Wilcock. Park Man-
siou«, Knightsbridge. [7002

1019 Powerplus Indian, sporting sidecar; £90; ex
-8-^ change lower power or Levis and cash.—Morgan,
Cold Stores, Swindon.

gan,
[7508

1> OVER 5-6h.p. Combination, or Triumph, for Mor-
-fl-*' gan or . 2-seater, cash adjustment.—Inman, 1,
Othello St., Liverpool. [7245

"OTANTED. 23yi.p. Con)son-B. or Ner-a-car" in ex-

J* change for 1920 SVjh.p. Lea-Francis.—31. The
llrive, Eoundhay. Leeds. [7095

>7-9h.p. Swift 2-seater. perfect order, smart, fully
" equipped; trial: wanted, combination and cash.—
197, Henley Rd., Ilford. [7602

"CT/"ANTED. EnReia 6h.p. motor cycle; exchange level

o
lor SunlK;,nra S'Ah.p., or sell £66; no dud wanted.

—Singleton, Littlepoit. Ely. [7025

A .n.O. Comliination, dynamo model, perfect, for all--Cl- .liain Tiniiiiph and cash, or sell £130.-11, Bay-
fborpe Crescent, Chesterfield. [7134
CjCOTT, 1915, Montgomery sidecar, for late Norton
• , ^J;-,"'

ooiubinatiou. or sell £80.-Griffln, 103 Green-
li.ank Rd., Eastville, Bristol. '

[7321

•pxCHANGE Harley Combination, 1919, as new.
"V. "A."'^''',

,s.Pe«iJometer, for other good make and cash,—24, Gerakline Rd., Chiswick.

Accountancy
Training pays

There is, in rao.st large business
concerns, one man who directs
and controls the finances

—

The
Accountant. He occupies a res-

ponsible, highly - paid position.
He is right at the top . . . and
his specialised training has put
him there.

*It is within the power of any
man of average ability—^working
in his leisure hours—to carve but
for himself a similar position. The
necessary training can be acquired
by means of the comprehensive
Postal Coursesprovidedby Wolsey
Hall, Oxford.
Written and personally con-

ducted by a staff of 52 Chartered
and Incorporated Accountants,
Barristers, and Honours Gradu-
ates, these Courses cover the
Examination requirements of the
various Accoimtancy Societies.

Why not write to-day for the Wolsey Hall

Free Guide
and Specimen Lesson ? You owe it to
yourself to investigate the many possi-
bilities of Accountancy as a career.
Address the

Director of Commerce, Dept. A.L.7,

^icnti^B for Clearance.

IN LAMP SETS ON THE MARKET 38/- Post

Clearance list contains electric horns 30/-,
Sidecar electric outfits complete 90/-,
Acetylene ditto GO/-, ^ echanical horns
all brass 25 /-. Car access, of all TYPES.

7 super quality Electric Head
lamp, complete with bulb and
handle-bar brackets. 34/-
Si' 26/- Postage, 1/6
50 of each to
clear.

Electric Tail

Lamp 3/9

C n D n Q 61> MOOR STREET,rUnllO BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone Central 4079.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 1915 3-Bpee(I Indian combination fij

last solo, Norton. Triumph, or Zenith.— Piekcrini
,

Sundridge, Eussell Hill, Purler. [704 !

A.C. Sociable, 3-wheeler, wheel steering, hood, soreei
snares: any trial: level for good motor oycle.-

—591, Foleshill Ed., Coventry. [X210
TNDIAN Combination, 3-speed, etc., fully eqnipne*
-^ exceptional condition, for 2%h.p. Douglas and cail
—259, Putney Bridge BA., Putney. [737
TjiXCHANGE, magneto motor cycle, good oonditini
-*-^ for 3-whGeI Autocarrier. must be in perfect orr*'
—Box 137, c/o The Motor Cycle. (X^
EXCHANGE Spring Frame Beardmore-Prec^

and £10 for 4h.p. Triumph, shop-soiled on
Box 139, c/o The Motor Cycle. pcfl

-j 019-20 A.B.C. Motor Scooter, as new; £28H-L«/ change tor gent.'s push bike and cash.-;
Melbonrne Rd., Walthamstow. [K

IYY Lightweight, 2-speed, eanipped, perfect coijdita,
sell £45 : exchange Zenith, Rudge, etc., casha

justment.—28, Middleton Rd., Eanbnry. ' [Ta

EXCHANGE 1914 2-seater Humherette for Ii(

weight and cash, or sell £85.-28, Woodlord '.

Forest Gate. 'Phone: Stratford 2598. [743

SUN-VILLIERS (about 1917), cauipped, perfect. £i
frr heavier machine, P- and M. preferred, any CO

dition.—105, Moore Park Ed., Fnlham. [73^'

EXCHANGE 1919 Scott Combination and *30 caii
for 1920-1 combination, Triumijh or B.S.A. pr

ferred.—Sealey, 88, Prince's Av., Watford. [75«

A.V. Monoear, 19191,4. oyerhanled by makers, 192i;

spares, tools, lamps, ideal winter outfit; £7!?
exchange solo.—Shorter, Norton Mews; Hove. [75(3

Oilh.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, uncrated 1919, or SV^h.ii^^ Rudge M'Jlti, clutch, kick starter, and cas!i

for w.c. Morgan.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [75j-

EXCHANGE 1920 G.N., electric lighting, sps
wheel, etc., as new. for combination and cash

C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E3155. [73f

£10 and 1920 Sh.p. Bradbury combination, ful

equipped, perfect order, for best G.P. or fami
Morgan offered.-Eobson, Hykeliam Ed.. Lincoln. [701i)

EXCHANGE, motor cycle Irame, drop top bar, witi

saddle and Binks carburetter complete, M
gent's 3-Bpeed cycle.—^Box 136, c/o The Motor Cycle:

[X20e
'

CLIFFORD Wilson Mfg. Co. accept exchanges ai
'

deferred payments on 1922 Quadrants. Star

22, Olympia.—177, Westminster Bridge Ed.. S.E.I.

^ALTHORPE lOh.p. 4-seater,

fully equipped, lor

f7

. 5 detachable wheel^ fully equipped, lor good solo or combination ar

cash.—Davies, Christchurch Rd., Hemel Hempslea
Herts. [77(

EXCHANGE 5-6h.p. Sunbeam combination, as ne'^

with £56 sidecar, any trial or examination allowe i

for good touring car.—Riley, Derby Rd., Belper, Perl'

shiie. [V0(
i

AUGUST, 1921, 2?4h.p. Douglas,- nnscratched : s

under Douglas column; exchange, cash adiu:

ments, for modern 2-sfcroke.—128, London Rd., Kin^
Lynn. [741

EXCHANGE 1920 Sports Zenith, 5h.p., Klaxon, W:
ford, F.R.S., Low generator, superb condition, f

A.B.C, N.U.T., or good make.-W. S. Life, 88, Lo
St., Sonthpoit. US'

QUADRANT Combination, 4l/2h.p., 1915, 3-spee

good condition ; exchange good lightweight ai

cash, or sell.—Wright, 59, Wentworth Rd., Harborr
Birmingham. [74:

IJiXCHANGE 1920 Sparkbrook 2-stroke, 2-sp«
u excellent condition, all on, for combination.

Glenthorps Villa, Londi
"75

excellent condition,
adjustment, or sell £45
Colney, Herts.

EXCHANGE, brand new 1922 Coventry Premier
wheeler for combination and cash.—Newnha

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. "Phnni
Hammersmith 80. [74f

F.O.C.H. are noted for fair exchanges.—Fair Offer C

House, 5, Heath St., Hpmpstead (near Hampste
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hour.? 9

including Saturdays. [67

I Q21 Coventry Premier Super Eunahont, elcfi
-'-*' lighting, excellent condition, email mileage, i

modern 4-6eater car; cash adjustment.—Cliflord Garaf

Burnwood, Gloucester. [70

EXCHANGE, brand new 1922 Rover 8h.p. for coi

binatiou and ca.sh.—Newnham Motor Co., 22

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmilh_ £

Always a car on view. [74'

Uh.p. Smart 4-seater Lagonda, dynamo lighting.

detachable wheels, good condition; sell ,£1."

or good combination part exchange.—436, Whitebo
Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. 174

MEGA-J.A.P. 2?ah.r., 1920, taken out 1921.

speeds, clutch. K.S., lamps, -horn. Watford re

drive, speedometer, good condition, for Wooler, JVIet

Tyler.—F. Elford. 22. First Av., Manor Park. E. [vo

XCHANGE Wolseiey 18-24h.p. % landaulot,

I good order, complete with lamps. - new tyrps :y

tubes. Stepney, and tools, for w.c. model Morgan n
aboiit.-W., 18, Olemence St., Burdett Rd., E.I4. [7;

QJ

E^
[7560

A30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end' of each advertisement, and the date of (he issue
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EXCHANGE.
JIXCH-^iNGE 1914 G.W.K.
^ a-seat'-r, dynamo ligliti;

2-seater, also 1919 Singei-

ng, also 4-seater Austin

„ s'ulenciid condition, tor motor cycle and casli

lljlistmeut.-as, Woodford Kd., Forest Gate. Phone:

tratlord 2593. [7'""

r^XCHAXGES a Speciality.—Motor cyclea tairen in

;2i pnrt e.tchange for small and large 2 and 4-seater3

;

irgaiu prices. — Seabridge. Han.^ler Kd., Ea.Jt

'olwicll Hours 10-5.30, or appointment (not Sun-

lys). Sydenham 2452. 14804

qrALIFAX.-1922 Airedaile, Calthorpe, Lagonda, Cot-

n entry I'remicr, and Standard liglit cars, JSoitoii

.S.A.. Sunbeam, and Douglas motor cycles; quick de

Iveries; lilwral exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange
,rorton St.. Halifax. [7295

TIXCHANGE.—If you wish to make an exchange
-i why not arrange an appointment with us at

:Ij-inpia. ^ye are less than J 4 mile from Hammer-
uith Rd. entrance, or 'phone Hammersmith 80.—
cwnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

[7495
lyfACHINES Taken in Part Payment for any of

»X the following: 1920 Henderson combination.
127''10; 1919 Harley combination, £105; 1919
idian. £75; 1917 Indian, £65.—Smith's, 86. Chalk
arm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). Lan-

m. 'Phone: Hampstead 2767. [(7323

A LLDATS, 1920, 5-6h.p. sidc-hy-side upriglit twin
X engine, B. and E., countershaft Sturiuey 3-speed,

lOrting sidecar, spare wheel and tyre, Lucas electric

^hting throughout, separate dynamo and switchboard,

laranteed in thorough order and mechanically sound
rd fast: pell £100, or exchange for higher power; what
!ers?-C. E. Moore. St. Neofs. [7726

7XCHANGE Specialists.-We are willing to accept
JJ your present machine in part exchange for a new
.T or motor cycle. Leave your machine with us now
id take delivery of new model as required. Cash paid

once to within deposit. Authorised agents for

;oyer S's, Coventry Premier, Calthorpe. and all lead-

g makes of cars and motor cycles. Raleigh special-

ts. Why not deal with us and ensure satisfaction.

—

lewnham" Motor Co., Exchange Specialists, 223, Ham-
eramith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[7494

REPAIRERS.

'lEMSTROi^G or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
1- promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,

I ounslow. [0517

j"!. R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylindei

|/ grinding specialist.

'NtLINDEE Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has no
!y equal. Price, complete with piston, from £2.

K* 1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
[' that will grind tout cylinder at our works.—
Sster, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Ed. [0003

Alumiuinni experts.VHITTALL for Welding
Prompt deliyery.

IITHITTALL.—Pistons complete lor Triumph, I're-
' V mier, J. A. P., Bradbury, B.S.A., Doua-las, Sun-
iam, etc.; 14/- to 24/-, on approval, ex.ict to pattern.

[ fTHITTALL.—Cylinders reground and new complete

I
V pistons fitted from £2. perfection guaranteed.

''

.'elve years' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattern
' sketch.-Whittall Moclinists Co., Whittall St., Hir-
ugham. [0017

J.EARS Cut.—Raymond, 27, Lisle St., Leicester Sq.,
« London. Tel. : Gerrard 4637. 1X0526

jiNGINES Overhauled by Experts, rebushed. rings
i fitted, singles 35/-. twins 45/-.—Below.

j^BAME and Chassis Repairs, alterations, machii
work, turning, etc. : estimates

aith, Osmondthorpe Lane, Leeds.
free.—Henrv V

[6901

EMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears repaired
L while you wait.—Tavistock Engineering (below).

BMSTEOJfG Gears, oil parts from stock- spindles
L fl/10, £1/15; cones. 4/-; large suns, 6/6- small
ns 4/6, etc.—Tavistock Engineering (below).

EMSTRONG Planet Pinions. 2/6; clutch consL 7/6; clutch nuts, 3/6; return of post.—Tavisfock
ilow).

.[TDEMEY - ARCHER Countershaft Gears Over
I' hauled, 10/-; parts at makers' -

'

ilow).
prices.-Tavistock

IJEARS.—Any gears made to pattern or drawings
'' Send all gear repairs to Tavistock Engineering

254a, Portobello Rd., North Kensington, London"
hone : Park 643. [6868
TAELEr-DAVIDSON Overhauls; repairs by expertsi Mosedale's, 22. Canterbury Ed., -- "averts.

Kilburn, N.W.6
HTOVE Enamelling, frames repaired; prompt despat'clf
;> -Ashgato Engmeenng Co.. Edgedale Ed., Shei:'"^

[4488
'TOVE Enamelling frames 9/-, wheels 9/-, tanks from
>, e/-; plntmg.-De La Cour, 298, Kennington eT

il^^™p°i'^° and Sturmey Gears repaired or parts

treshTrl'^
promptly.-Cherry Lane Garage, Lymm

A PEW DOORS FROM KINGSWA'Y'
'Phon.^ : jL'7;d ilolbo.ir.

bEPOT FOR THE

ARIEL
The Motor Cycle that DCIIADIIITV
holds the Record lor IvLLlAtSlL,! 1 I

We carry a large stock of

ARIEL SPARES
and can give IMMEDIATE DEUVERY

MAKE A NOTE OF OUR ADDRESS

CALL u. SEE IT DEMONSTRATED

GRADUAL PAYMENTS
arranged to suit customers'convenience

V/INCYCLE COMPANY, LTD..
233. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.

Armstrong and

Sturmey-Arclier
— GEARS —

REPAIRED IMMEDIATELY
W«i make a speciality oi prompt
and evident REPAIRS, and
GUARANTEE ibat when a Gear
leaves our works it is in perfect
order, so, if in trouble with your
Gear, it is to your own interest

to send it direct to us This is

Ibe mostsatisfactory method and
quickest, for we submit quota-
lion same day, and repair
immediately on receipt of in-

Gtructlons. If quotation no
accepted, no charge.

remembe:?.
We undertake to repair your eear
while you or your messenger watts

VVHEN SENDING REPAIRS:
-. ?t Js advisable to send complete whe<»l -

HouDSlow. L. & S. W. RI7.
: . A letter advising as to date despatch, statloi
tent from, and mark and number of hub shouU
be posted, and, MOST IMPORTANT, two labeh
tearing sender's name and address on revecsi
c J both should be tied to the wheeL

Station for Callers—Heston-Hoanalow, lilstrict Ely.

County ENGiNEERiNG Co.
64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,

kO N DO N, W.
Virea; " Tlireespeetl, Houmlow." Plione: Hounslow. B22

REPAIRERS.
TT/'ELDIXG Aliuuiuiiun Crank Oases, ge.Tr boxes by.
T' experts; imniediate attention; reasonable prices.—

—Below.

WELDIXG Broken C.vlinders, tianges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest rrracln'nery, installed
since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;

new pistons fitted.— Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conyliere
St., liirmingharu. [4769

WELDING, broken cylinders, connecting rods, crank
cases, and water-jackets also brazing, by experi-

enced workmen.—Below.
r"<VLINDEES Eeground, new pistons fitted with rings
^^ and gudgeons, from 22/6.—Below.

ENGIiMES Overhauled in 6-6 days. Speciality:
Triumph and Premier. Spare parts supplied (see

Parts and Accessories also].—W. E. S. Fiddian, Bush
Lane House, Bush Lane, E.C.4. [7288

SPEEDOMETER Experts.—Repairs to all makes.
Stewart repair a speciality. New and second-hand

sets in stock.—London Speedometer Co.. Kramer Mews.
Earl's Court. • [7611

JAJNIES Repairs by James Experts, and prompt de-

livery of 41/2 and 6h.p. spares.—Whitby's. 7. The
Vale, Acton, VVTS. [7528

FOR Exoert Engine Overhanis, cylinder grinding,

new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Forth

St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [lo33

FRAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling and
painting by experts; prompt deliveries.—Langhani

Co.. Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

ENGINES Rebuslied. overhauled, linga fitted, com-
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-. twins 40/-;

returned 3 days.—Below.

VALVE Seats Rebuilt from 10/-; valves, valve guides,

caps, piston rings, cylinders rebored. new piston«.

any make to pattern.—Turner Bras., Forest Mntoi

AYorks, Summerscat, Manchftster. [671^

REFLATING Motor Cycles.—Lowest prices, quick

despatch, first-class work.—South Wales Platin-

Co., Mountjoy Ed., Newport, Mon. [X210I

J.A.P. and Blackhnrne Engine Experts; reasonabl.

and reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Edgware_Ed..
Hendon. 'Phone: Ktngsbury 134. [4209

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., raad^

like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Toiifc

Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Manchester. [6302

OBSOLETE Parts Made, gear cutting, shafts, cylia

ders retiored. new pistons, quickly, cheaply. No
part too difficult for our plant.—Morton and Weaver

Coventry. [X8844

FRAME Repair Specialists.-New tubes, forks, stays.

cut-downs, etc. ; enamelling and plating at lowest

prices ;
Quick despatch.-A- E. and F. Brittnrn, Bentlev

Lane, Walsall. t^^^"

FRAMES.-Repairs and alterations; special, fram^
and tanks built, any design; enamelling and

nlating.—A. Pilkington and Co.. 390. Lichfield Ed^.

Birmingham. [4439

PISTONS new. complete, standard or oversize.

Minerva, J A.P., Triumph. Singer, etc., 19/-;

23,lh.p. Douglas, etc., 10/-; also aluminium pistons

311 ppiied.—Below.

CYLINDERS Ground, new pistons with Brico rings

No idle boast. 17 years' grinding experience

Work guaranteed and cheapest in the trade. Support

the firm who brought the prices down. Write lor

copy testimonials and prices.—Kendall and Co.. Engi

neers. Stoney Stanton Rd.. Coventry. [X1248

PISTONS for Every Type of Motor Cycle, ancient

and modern in stock, prices complete with rings

and gudgeon pins, from 19/- each; oil full guaranteed

by us.-C.M.D. (below).

CYLINDERS Eeground on the same machinery as

used by the leading motor cycle manufacturers.

4h.p. Triumph, J.A.P., Rover, Singer, Premier, B.S.A..

etc cylinders reground and fitted with new piston,

complete with rings and gudgeon pin, 40/-: 2->/lh.p.

.I.A.r., Singer, Huinlier, etc., 36/-; returned m 48
hcurs.-C.M.D. (below).

Douglas two cylinders reground and fitted

with two new pistons complete, 59/-; other

twins, Indian, J.A.P., etc.. 60/- to 78/-; compression

and satisfaction guaranteed.-C.M.D. Engineering Co.,

Leamington Spa. 'Phone: 768. [7116

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank cases,
cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welded

and machined complete: scored bores filled in and
ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground. new pistons fitted complete,
in cast iron or aluminium.—West London Weld-

ng Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chiswick
i^6 I04I5

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc. ; accurate
and highls; finished work; prompt delivery; price

list on application.—W. and F. Wills. Ltd., Engineers.
Bridgwater. [0728

ENAMELLING, Plating. — Tanks enamelled as

before ; handle-bars, etc.. plated. — Send to

Murray's I'lating Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers

and enamellers to the trade. (0024

gpp.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A31
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REPAIRERS,
V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.—Supplying spare parts and

overhauling V.S. 2-speed gears, -which are also

rttted to Matchless machines, etc.—Geiger, 24, Mans-
Held R(]., Gnspel Oak, London, N.W.3. [4949

CYLINDERS Regronnd and fitted with new pistons,
complete with gudgeon pin and rings; Triumpli,

.T.A.P., Rover, Singer, Premier, B.S.A.. etc., 40/-;
accuracy and satisfaction guaranteed.—Below.

WE specialise in repairs, and guarantee same; com-
plete overhauls; machining: any nart made to

pnttern or drawing; no waiting.—Harvey's. 47, South
T_„nmbeth Ed.. S.W.S {near Vauxlmri Station). [6568

QUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, and3 renovaticn of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot, 5, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds.
Competent and satisfactory service assured. [5963

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, and
renovation of Sunbeims by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot, 16, London Rd., Leicester
Competent and satisfactory service assured. [5964

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, overhauling, tyid

renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the inakeri' own depot, 20, Peter St., Manchester.
Competent and satisfactory service assured. [5965

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, and
renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot. 68, Renshaw St., Liverpool.

Competent and satisfactory service assured. [5966

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, and
renovatiori of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot, 37, (Teorge St., Edmburgh.
Competent and satisfactory service assured, [5967

WHY Wait for Repairs? — Engines overhauled,

cylinders reground, new pistons fitted in few

dnvs, and spare riiv;TS by return; accuracy guaranteed
—Bowser, 30, Summer Row Parade, Birmingham. [8341

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauling, and
renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot, 8, Holdenhurst Rd., Bourne-
mouth. Competent and eatisfactory service assured.

[5962
HARLEYDAVIDSON.-Overhauls and repairs by

expert, late foreman Harley-Davidson, Ltd.

Terms OToderate; satisfaction guaranteed. — Ajax
Motors, 154, Loughltorough Park, Brixton, London.

[7277

SEND Your Work to the firm who make the Black-
' burne motor cycle. Tanks any make, frames and

all details, also repairs to all parts; tip-top work, prices

right. Try us.—Osborn Engineering Co., GoBport, Hants.
[0652

T>EAP the Following: " Caunook. I gained a medal
XV with the engine von overhauled. The only light-

tveight to get placed.—F.B." See other advert.—Kendall
and Co., Engineers, Stoney Stanton Rd., Coventry.

[S2035
HARLET-DAVirSON Repairs and Overhauls.—We

are now able to put work in hand without de-
lay; skilled staff under cnreful supervision.—Harley-
Davidson Motor Co.. Ltd., 74, Newman St., London,
W.l. [0043

WE caii tiring your machine up to date and make
it into a countershaft model by fitting a new

back, with Sturmey-Archer gear bos ; any machine con-
verted.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd.. Bir-
mingham. [7257

CYLINDERS Regronnd, accurate finish, compression
guaranteed : Triumph, Rover, Premier, etc.,

37/-; all 23:ih.p. single, 33/-; twins, 2i^h.p. Douglas.
55/-; J. A. P.. Indian James. 60/-; complete with
pistons and rings.

PISTONS.—Every pattern, standard or oversize, in
stock; low price,

PISTON Rings, high grade; none better; thousands
of testimonials; oversize or step cut 2/-, standard

1/6 each; return poet.—Patent Rings, 30. Wigan Rd.,
Atherton [5191

HUB Gear Machines Converted to Countershaft, or
complete conversion sets supplied to salt all

makes; recommended by the leading motor cycle
Bayley Lane,

[2679
(^OtTLSON Spares and Repairs Co., 15, Woodstock

St., Bond St.—Repairs and overhauls to Coulson
competent staff from Coulson works, first-

at lowest prices. See announce-

manufacturers.—Sheldon Engineering Co..
Coventry 'Phone : 634

machines^
class workmanship
ment regarding Spares^ [7512

Welding done by
gear boxes,

WELDING, Welding, Welding,
experts; cylinders, crank cases,

pistons, cranks, flanges, ct.-!. ; aluminium a speeialitv
No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 days —II
Heap, 105, Eissell St., Birmingham. [0023
QUNBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, overhauling, and^ renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at
i'^?^^"! °'"" depots, 57. Holborn Viaduct, London
E.C.l, and 157 and 158, Sloane St., London, S.W 1'-'Ompetent and satisfactory service assured. [5961

B^F?^ Engineering Co.. 42, Earl St.. Coventry.-
m^T T,f ?n.' "^Jl"^^?^'

^yli^^era reground, aluminium
?5lveJ" ^^/ .Ji*^*^ 1)2'^ £2; connecting rods rebnshed;
vf.;! o/

.'^"'^^^ ^yp= pistons complete from 25/-nng. 2/-; vnlv« ran. 4/6: other repairs Juoted for r059-
T>OC 2-speed Wheels, Humber, Rex. V.S Match-
7\\ll'rL^-l'^ PT^'''''-^^^^ thoroughly overhauled;
all spares in stock; repairs recommended by mann-acturers; when forwarding leave on outer covers- pro-

r^rLlr^ ^^"^= 5^^ \ P""^>'^ ^° stock.-ConnolIy,^13,
Carmelite Rd.; Coventry. [X2114

JULIANS
OIL-COOLED.

ZENITH BRADSHAW

WATER-COOLED.
SCOTT

AIR-COOLED.
A.J.S., NORTON, LEVIS,
TRIUMPH, O.K., ENFIELD,
MATCHLESS, ARIEL, NEW

IMPERIAL, Etc.

1921 SHOP-SOILED
BARGAINS.

MATCHLESS Combination £160

With double-seated Sidecar £165

LEVIS (single-speed) - - £45

JULIANS,
84, Broad St, READING.

'Phone: 1024.

STURMEY-

ARCHER

GEAR

SERVICE

We arerecommenileii by messrs.Siturniey-Archer Geare,
Ltd., lor Repairs and Spares. Full range ol 2 and3-speed
parts, and complete gears IN STOCK. No Waitlns

CROMWELL ENG. CO.
327, PUTNEY BRIDGE RD., S.W.15
Telegrams and 'Phone ; putney 1601.
SEND REPAIRS PUTNEY STATION. (L. & S.W.)R|y.

Sturmey-Archer and Armstrons: Gears.
'immediate Repairs. All parts lor alt types In stock.

Qnotatlons despatched aamo day as c^ar ia received
STURMEY - ARGHEB COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.' foil
ranffeof 2and3-8peed parts in stock. Any type of aa'ar re
placement made to ra;tera for motor cycles and ears. ^-
BtractioD sheets and price lists by return of post ; Beni stamps.
(We do nnt repair push cycle eears.i Use oar Gear Oil, specially
prepared for Hab and Countershaft Gears in quart tins 3/-
per tin. post free 3/6. Stnrmey rountershuft Gear Bniea in

stock. wholeBals and retail—B-speed £11, 8-apeed fiJ7,

CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO,,
327. PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.15.

Telegrams and Telephwia—Putney 16OI.
Seifi Repairs to Putnev Station (L. <& S.W.R.)

REPAIRERS.
N.S.0. Gears, N.S.U. Gears, N.S.U. GearB.-Botte

worths' Garage can undertoUe the repair of thei
gears at short notice. Good stock of replacemeni
always available. Send gear along to us,—Buttenvortb
Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. Thone; Strea
ham 2813. [68;

CRITERION for Cylinder Grinding and New Pistoi
complete, every cylinder ground and perfa

compression guaranteed; complete engine overhaol
practical eflBciency guaranteed. — Criterion Mot<
rt^orks. Criterion Mewa. Patrbridga Rd., Londo:
S.19. Phone: Hornsey 1147. [62^

FRAME and ChasEis Repair Specialists. Cut-down i

new forks, back etays, chain stays ; fixed and hi
^ear machines convertfid ; tube bending and macbioet
at' every deBcription ; obsolete parts made to ordei
urgent jobs returned in 12 honis.—The Enfield Eng
neering Co., 31. Silver St., Enfield. [5\i

WE Undertake Complete Overheals to Engines ar

Gear Boxes; faultless, prompt, and reasonab
work guaranteed; we specialise in Triumph, Douglg
B.S.A., and Matchless; perfect renovations undertake
—Leythorn Engineering Works, 16, St. George's Mew

I

Regent's Park Rd., London. N.W.I. I.73I
j

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., Londo I

W.l, specialists in motor cycle repairs of \

descriptions. Completely equipped workshops at I

Miller St., Camden Town, N.W. ('Phone Museum 243' !

wlych afford exceptional faciliticci for overhauls and )
|

pairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [06;

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.-Broken flang)*

cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn bearin
built up ; aluminium gear boses, crank cas^s, ai

.

broken motor part welded and machined up and 1

turned in 7 days; 14 years' experience.—Lincoln Jeitrii

Jan., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse Lai

.

Birmingham. 'Phone: Central 729. [281

WHITE and Watson, Motor Cycle Repair Specialis 1

DougJas riders now is your opportunity. 2%h>
Douglas cylinders regronnd and fitted with two an
Sistoqs complete, and valves relaced, for £2 per pa.
ther cylinders at the following rates ; Up to

mm. 26/6, 70 mm. 29/-, 80 mm. 34/-, 85 mm. 37'
and over 39 /6 ; 2-strokes extra ; aluminium pisto*
Engine rebushed, rebalanced, and overhauled; gr
boxes overhauled, and repla^rements machined.—Wa \

and Watson, 80, Belvedere Rd., S.E.I. [75

FOR 13 Solid Years we have earned our daily hii'
by properly repairing motors. We are the old -

firm of motor repairers in the Midlands, and our *
'.

perience ia worth a lot to you. You nm no exp(
mental risks here. Specially selected men and specis
selected marhinery enable us to turn out work wh
is a pleasure to our clients and us. Cylinders rebo
and ground to a glass finish. Pistons, rings, v.

bushes made that really fit. Engines overhauled ; bod
rectified ; satisfaction guaranteed. If we cannot v\f
.vou, you are hopeless.—Tennant Engineering Co., 2
Bristol St., Birmingham, Official Repairere to the A.C
and R.A.O. [gi<

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE: In additian to advertisements under-
this heading, advertise ments of Spare Parts for '

individual makes of motor cycles will be found at (

tJie end of the advertisements o/ such wiafces in «

the classified pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale."

r^OUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd. •:'

AUSTER Wind Screens, Triplex glass, adjustit
aluminium fittings, 13x6i^in., 10/-, post Jrei

ELECTRIC Inspection Lamps, to fit over spei
meter, complete with bulb and cable, 2/6 eat

EXHAUST Boxes, Douglas 2^h.p., 15/-; Don
4h.p. clutch races, 2/6; screwdrivers, ein , (

lOin., lOd., 1/-, and i/2 each.

HIGH-TENSION Wire. 9 mm. 5d. per yard
yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d, per yard, 25 yvd'

6/-; 5 mm., 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-; 3 mm,
per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-; postage on coils, 5 mm,
upwards 1/-, 3 mm. 9d.

ALL Goods on approval per return post on rec
of cash, money refunded if not satisfied.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd
New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London, S W 1

Streatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, Lod

P.
and M.—New Renold chain, 4/- ft.; ditto Core
3/6; set 37/6.—Below.

P
P
P
P
P

and M. Open Chain, 7/-; kick start, 3/-; s^r
hand chain, 20/- set.—Below.

and M. Chain Cases, 3/- piece, repaired; t

7/- pair; stays, 2/-.—Below.

and M. Hollow Spindle, 5/-; rear spindle,
main gear sprockets, 4/-.—Below.

and M. Brake Rods, 6/-; bands, 6/-; pedals,
lamp brackets, 1 /-.—Below,

and M New Valves, 4/-; tank caps, 1/9 e

footrest rubbers, 2/3,—pelpw,

LONG Bros,, 20, Sydney Mews. Chelsea,
extra,)

ICa
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Passenger Motor Cycles.
IHE most popular passenger vehicle on the

road—the ubiquitous sidecar—promises to

be even more popular than ever it has been.
This is, of course, a natural tendency, since

economy is to-day the keynote in every sphere
of our national life. In this issue are described
most of the new models which will be offered to

the pubhc in 1922, and which will be exfiibited

at Olympia from the 28th of this month until
"

the jrd of December.
(Questions of comfort have exercised the minds

of all responsible for passenger machines this

yeai-; the main feature of the car. show was the
exceptional amount of detail work designed to

enhance the quality of comfort. At, the Paris
Salon the same tendencies were in evidence.

Closer attention b'as been given to springing,

and most designs now reveal that the sidecar is

no longer regarded as a \yheel, a frame, and a
body, so that the margin between the least and
most efficient types has been coasiderably narrowed.
Quality has improved—and at the same tirne

prices have been reduced, so that the same price

gap as existed between sidecars and light cars

two years ago is still maintained.

Improvements in engines and transmissions are

also noticeable, but on the whole there are less

entirely new models than usual ; rather have the

makers atteriipted, by more economical production
methods, to reduce prices to figures such that the

.purchaser can no longer hesitate on the score that

further reductions may be expected.
Taken altogether, it is quite apparent that 1922

prices are being based entirely upon production
costs, and that the latter are more stable than they
have been since the Armistice.

There is no doubt that there will be keen com-
petition in public favour, and this is a good sign

from the buyer's point of view, for while demand
exceeded the supply there was no incentive for

manufacturers lo consider seriously such questions

as cost and improvement. Now, as with every

other industry, it is a case of the survival of the
fittest, and we can say with confidence that most
of the new designs we have inspe'cted are wortliy
to survive and to uphold the traditions of British
workmanship and design.

Price Reductions.
SUJ-'FICIENT is now known of the manufac-

turers' programmes for 1922 to enable us to
state that next year prices will be consider-
ably reduced.

Prices for the year -1922, compared
with those prevaiUng at the commencement of the
current year, promise to show an all-round reduc-
tion of about 25%, and this, in conjunction with
the considerably reduced costs of tyres, petrol,
oil, and other items concerning running costs,
should assist materially in greatly increasing the
number of motor cyclists. Those motor cyclists

who have watched the fall in car prices do not
always realise that approximately proportionate
reductions have been made in the prices of motor
cycles.

. By careful reorganisation and improved
methods of production some remarkably low-
priced machines may be seen at Olympia at

the end of this month. When the value of the
pound is .compared with its pre-war standard, and
considered in conjunction with 1922 prices of motor
cycles, it will be appreciated that never has the
British motor cycle offered such good value. Re-
finements have been added and important points
greatly improved. Had these been incorporated
in 1914 designs with a consequent increase in cost,

they would have emphasised even more the present
day N'alue.

Manufacturers realise that at the present time
motor cyclists are very discriminating, and that
their only hope of a successful year in 1922 depends
entirely upon their offering the best possible work-
manship, material, and design at the lowest possible
price ; therefore the prices which will be quoted at

Olympia should stand firm for some time to come.

., .̂,.,/„ ^ , . ,, ^ ,,y , /_ / / .. / ,, / ,, / / ..y. / / y.-^'-7—r-\...\ \ \.\..a. y \ \ ^... y v.a .\ .. .\ . \.

An index to the ndvemtifip.inents in this issui will be toLtnd on oa-ie 40.
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Looking Backwards.

S I mentally- contemplate the passenger exhibits

at Olympia, my reverie flits back across, the

_ years to the time when I also was an impecunious
youngster, whose prime interest in life was the other

sex. The sidecar and the cycle car were still unborn.

I had a motor bicycle of the type which may start

to-day, and may not have started by to-morrow. It

had an engine which liked hills about as much as a

sailor likes bombs. It had a belt which slipped more
in dry weather than the worst modern belt slips in a
watersplash. . It had a contact breaker about as

substantial as the .icing on a wedding cake. Its

brakes—I still sweat at the remembrance of them.
The front brake was called a " spoon," and consisted

of a large pad of rubber in a steel shoe, which was
depressed on \o_ the tread of the front tyre by a steel

lever some 2ft.- 6in. long, resembling a Turkish
scimitar.. The. back brake was a Bowden horseshoe.'
The Bowden people used to assure me that their 1902
cables were guaranteed to stand 2,000 tons per square
inch, and; that.my troubles were, wholly ascribable to
irnproper fitting.: It. may have been' so. . But if the
wiredid not snap incontinently when I put the brake
on, the brake shoes would drip out of the horseshoe

;

or one pull-off spring, precariously anchored to a
wafer clip round the frame tube, would be missing;
the surviving spring would then haul the horseshoe

lobsided. When I braked, a noise like an

urchin rubbing a stick along iron, palings would
form a horrid prelude to the sudden collapse

of my back wheel, as all the spokes fell into

the road.

And the Trailers — 1

LATER on some earnest firm— probably

Mills and Fulfcrd—constructed substantial

trailers which would genuinely stand the

bucketing which motor cycle haulage inflicted.

But at the era of which I write, our trailers were

built for pedal cycles (Yah! I remember that

time). That is to say, their tubes were as thin

as a Gillette blade. Their favourite point of

fracture was just behind the connection to the

bicycle seat pillar. The trailer then up-ended

itself backwards. Out went Araminta. These

trailers were really rather convenient for youthful

motor cyclists at the susceptible age. No-gentle-

man likes telling Araminta that Mabel has suc-

ceeded her in his affections. . There is usually a

scene, and, being in the wrong, one feels

sheepish. But if the trailer tube .snapped, it was

Araminta who started the strafe. And one didn't

feel to blame. Moreover, if one didn't happen to

desire a breach, it gave one an excuse for being

very tender and affectionate whilst comforting the

stricken Araminta, so that relations were usually

advanced one stage. Of course, for married men
the trailer was the deuce and all. Breakfast the

morning after—it must have been fearful.

But Nowadays —

.

SO I try to picture myself going to the 1922 Olympia
as an irresponsible flirt of, say, nineteen summers,
with an Olla Podrida of all the Gibson and

Kirschner girls at the back of my mind, and hesitating
1

between a cycle car and a sidecar. Of course, the ^

flapper bracket is well eiiough for the forthcoming type \

of damsel, ' but I always liked the shy sort best.

Possibly such damozels would regard • the very close 1

company of a cycle car as rather alarming in the first i

chapter of the acquaintance. . The comparative isola-

tion of a sidecar, especially with a hood and an

Easting, would, I think, have alppealed to the sort of)

maiden who once charmed me. For conjugal couples,

too, the sidecar has distinct attractions. If she begins 1

to nag, one can open the cut-out, and, really, con-

versation becomes almost impossible.
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Occasional Comments.

—

The A.V.
nHAVE often prophesied that the cycle car would

ultimately join issue with the sidecar, but I

cannot say that I ever expected to see the

offensive begun- in 1922. Still, the A.V. is a real

eye-opener in that line. Here we have an 8 h.p.

two-seater with a very good "performance," and
freed from that -extreme narrowness of track which
handicaps some cycle cars for use on really bad
roads. iMoreover,: by a^-eraging nearly a mile a

minute- in the 200 Miles, it showed that it is staunch,

as well as taking to the eye. No doubt Major
Empson- split-pinned " and spring-washered and taped
everything he could think of; but there is nothing
to prevent any other user from doing the saiiie.

Indeed, most -hard riders tackle their new machines
in the same jaundiced and cynical spirit. The A.V.
works are not of Ford dimensions, and possibly a

gigantic cycle car factory could go one better if its

No. 8 hats did not all take ^1,000 a year.

The Lightweight Sidecar?

THE lightweight sidecar is the logical corollary

of the light car. A few years ago, when metal-

lurgy was crude, and air-cooling took the form
of never asking an engine to develop more than half

its rated horse-power, we dared not set an engine to

rev. perpetually. Knowledge grew. '
It became

possible to ask an engine with a maximum output of

15 h.p. to develop an average of 10 h.p. during its

working life. Hence the light car. Similarly in the

motor cycle world we can now set a 2.;,4 h.p. engine

to give off almost its full power continuously ; and it

will neither scale its exhaust valves, seize its piston,

nor melt its plain bearings (if any). We are not

all F. C. Norths, and every route is not as dead easy

as the 192 1 Six Days course. But the impecunious

5S9

owner, resident anywhere short of the Alps, has at

least two choices. He may perch his girl on a flapper

bracket. .Dr. he may seat her comfortably in a bijou

sidecar, harnessed to what would only be ' a potterbus

if it were ridden solo.

Compassionately.

WHILST I am on passenger topics 1 would draw
the attention of designers, manufacturers,

and victims to one of the most pathetic

spectacles which our roads afford. My withers are

sadly. wi-ung when I pass ^n elderly female' on a push-

trike (I take it there is no' odium in this compound?),
and I "hear a malevolent sniff of hate, disgust, and
pity as I 'flit swiftly on. But my withers (what are

"withers'.'?) are "wrung still more wheji I overtake

an elderly 500 c.c. combination travelling slowly.

The " bent, middle-aged driver is going slowly, not

because he could not gO' faster, not because he does

not like speed, but because he knows his outfit will

fall in half before long if he opens the throttle. His
rigid, unsprung outfit is bumping dizzily over the pot-

holes on' very narrow tyres, and if you gauge align-

ment with a swift glance from any angle, you will see

that both his cycle frame and sidecar chassis have long
since whipped out of truth. He and his lady- utilise

this meagre and uncomfortable transport because it

is the only private transport which they can afford.

By contrast you will occasionally see a 500 c.c. outfit

of more recent date, designed by a man with soft

tissues and deep sympathies. It has flabby 3in. tyres,

a howling good fork, and a spring-mounted saddle. 1

have written much and often on the acute discomforts

of some solo machines. But these solo 'buses are air-

cushions compared to an ungenerously conceived
sidecar outfit of the cheaper sort. Big tyres and plenty

of springing are two slogans which sidecar buyers will

bear in mind for 1922, and until our roads grow better.

IN THE TEA PLANTATIONS.
The motor cycle is becoming increasingly popular in Ceylon, where there are really excellent roads. The scenery, too, is magnificent,

fine wooded valleys and mountain ranges being a feature of this beautiful island.

B3
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BY ROAD TO THE SHOW.
Some Hints to Provincial Motor Cyclists on How to Find Olympia.

AS a general trade reunion, it follows that the

contingent of Show visitors from the Midlands
is a large one.

Quite a number of motor cyclists are in the habit

of journeying up from the Warwickshire and Stafford-

shire homes of the trade by road, and, no doubt, more
would follow this example but for a mistaken idea of

the complexity of London trafific and the difficulty of

finding Olympia in the largest city in the world.

Although thousands have visited London for the

Shows, it is astonishing to find tlie number who would
be hopelessly lost if landed at the raihvav terminus

B4
'Addison Road" entrance to Olympia. Vehicular traffic approaches it from Hammersmith Road.

and there were no courteous policemen to advise them
regarding the right 'bus or tube to take.

Usually, those who. journey by the L. and' N.W.
trains change at Willesden on to a local train for

Addison Road, which deposits them alongside the
main entrance to Olympia, but many of these visitors

have not the slightest idea into which part of London
they have been deposited, and, when an evening trip

into the West End is suggested, they almost invariably
turn to the right (toward Hammersmith Broadway) on
reaching the Hammersmith Road, instead of to the left.

Midlanders making the trip by road can travel by
alternate routes :

(i.) Birmingham,
Coventry, Daventry, Dun-
stable, St. Albans turn
right to Edgware.

(2.) Via Oxford,
Henley, Staines, Brentford.

(3.) Via High Wy-
combe and Uxbridge.
The first route brings

the rider directly to the

Marble Arch,' where he
may either turn sharp
right, and follow the
traffic to Shepherd's Bush
Exhibition ground, then
left along Holland Road
to Hammersmith Road,
with Olympia a few hun-
dred yards to the right.

Or he can cross the main
thoroughfare, down Park
Lane to Hyde Park
Corner, turn right along
Knight sbridge and
straight ahead to Olympia.
The alternative routes

approach Olympia from
the west, and nothing dis-

concerting will be experi-

enced unless it be Ham-
mersmith Broadway
(when route 2 is taken),

where the stranger may be
uncertain which of the

many streets he must take.

In this case, let him make
as straight a crossing of

the tangle as possible,

and then look out for the

Clarendon Restaurant on
his right, which will in-

dicate that he is in the

Hammersmith Road, less

than a mile along which
is Olympia on the left.

The third route brings

the rider to Shepherd's
Bush, where a right turn

along Holland Road
should be taken.
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The Sidecar Reigns Supreme—even over the Railway— as an Inexpensive Means of

Transport, not only for Two, but for Whole Families.

TUST as it is supposed tliat it is every motorist's

I ambition to possess a Rolls-Royce, many motor

/ cyclists who own the de luxe type of outfit con-

sider that every other type is but a step

towards the top.

Probably members of The Motor Cycle
staff have had as varied experience with
different types of sidecars as any
similar number of enthusiasts, yet it is

-. their unanimous opinion that there is no

;
pinnacle upon the crown of which rests

one machine or even one type.

Anticipatory pride of ownership is an
ever-varying trait inherent with all motor
cyclists, and it is strange that almost
everyone's dream mount is different and
usually of a type with which no actual

experience has been obtained. When the

,ideal of yesterday materialises to-day,

the dream changes, for anticiiiation is

always more enjoyable than realisation.. Thus
every motor cyclist think:

• mount, but the illu-

sory quality which
is sought for is not
always increased

power; it is not always
increased efficiency

;

nor greater refine-

ment. Ask a hundred
motor cyclists to

specify their ideals

and there would be at

least fifty different

answers ; but they
would all spell two
words — something
new.

Every sidecar

machine which

will be seen at

the Olympia

Motor Cycle

Show may be

regarded a s

somebody's

'

ideal.

So we may regard every single sidecar machine
to be seen at Olympia as somebody's ideal; but

what of those who have no ideals or knowledge of

the capabilities of the different types?

Obviously the heavyw eight couple w'itb

twO' plump children are not promised

the utmost satisfaction with a miniature

machine of under 350 c.c. capacity, and
the average dual purpose mount may fall

almost

s continuallv of his next new

The S]-ieeds maintained at Brooklands at the conclusion of the Six Days
Trials may be accepted as what may reasonably be expected from similar

machines in the hands of private owners.

short of the expectations of the young
man Avho anticipates sidecar speeds to

equal those of Temple or Le Vack.
Let it be said that the speeds so glibly

mentioned by stand attendants are not

always a safe guide as to a machine's

capabilities. In these days when solo

machines are capable of over 100 m.p.h.,

to mention a mere " fifty " may seem to

do a mount scant justice, but a sidecar

capable of 45 m.p.h. may be regarded as

really fast, and, in due respect to all fast road

men, let us whisper that verj' few sidecar machines

sold to the public are

capable of attaining,

let alone maintaining,

50 m.p.h., however

favourable the condi-

tions may be. Only

two sidecars exceeded

45 m.p.h. in the
twenty-five lap speed

test at Brooklands
after the last Six. Days
Trials. One of these

was an 8 h.p. Match-
less and the other a

6 h.p. B.S.A. Both

were light sidecars.
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ficonomical Motoring for Two.

The schedule published in our

issue for September 15th, which
gave the speeds of all the sur-

vivors in the Six Days Trials,

may be regarded as a very fair

guide as to what the average

privately-owned sidecar -outfit

may be expected to accomphsh
for short distances, and, in view
of the exaggeration of owners
and salesmen alike, it would be
well, perhaps, to remark that the

speeds, which are given below, ^

may be accepted as very good
indeed.

. There are, however, many
sidecar owners who Avill disagree

"with this statement, but let them
find a five mile stretch of deserted
road, without crossroads and
traffic, and traverse it early some
morning in order to see for them-
selves that it is one thing to

NOVEMBER ijth, ig2i.

STRIKING PERFORM/VNCES BY

SMALL TWO-STROKE SIDECARS

IN SIX DAYS TRIALS.

Above is seen W. Peatty on the

Hawker, climbing Scotland's most

severe hill, the six-mile-long Apple-

crcs;. On the left: F. C. North

ascending the once dreaded Porlock

on his O.K. sidecar. Both these

hills, not long ago, tried severely even

powerful mounts.

get the speedometer needle up to 40 m.p.h., and quite

another matter to cover four miles in six minutes.

When this is realised, it will be appreciated that a

maximum speed of 40 m.p.h. is as much as ninety

per cent, of sidecarists require. After

all, there is a speed limit of 20 m.p.h.
in this country, and, even if there were
not, there are very few places where
sidecar speeds higher than 40 m.p.h.
may be indulged in safely.

Speed, however, is not the chief con-
sideration of the average buyer. Com-
fort comes first, and, taken generally,
the larger the machine, the greater is the
comfort, but even this point depends
largely upon the design of the sidecar
body, and there are " sporting " sidecar
outfits of 8 h. p. which do not give to the
passenger the same comfort as a light-

weight fitted with a small tourist sidecar.

36

Two - stroke

engines of quite

small capacity

may now be re

jarded as capable

of seriouii ' side-

car worit.

Sidecar discomfort may come under two headings:

(1) the body may be cramped or the angles of the

cushions may produce an unnatural position, and (2)

the springing may be at fault.

,
The average speeds for sixty-eight miles

on Brooklands of different types of pas-

senger machines at the end of the last

"Six Days," and referred to above, were

as follows :

M.r.H.

3^ li.p. P. and M. ... ... 34.92

4 h.p. Dunelt ... ... 31.52

6 h.p. Martinsyde ... 40.94

8 h.p. Matchless ... 46.95

5-6 h.p. Rover ... 38.12

4 h.p. Norton ... 43.95

6 h.p. Ariel ... 38.61

7 h.p. James ... 43.21

7 h.p. A.J.S. ... ... 43.64

6 h.p. B.S.A ... 45.63

8 h.p. Sunbeam ... 40.94

8 h.p. ilorgan ... 44.03

8 h.p. T.B ... 42.24

:1
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VARIOUS TYPES OF SIDECAR MACHINES DISCUSSED.
THE SMALL TWO=STROKE OUTFIT.

i

One of the most outstanding developments of the

past few years has been the improvement of the two-

stroke to a stage that quite a small engine may
now be regarded as a serious proposition for sidecar

work.

Before the war, a few adventurous spirits attached

light sidecars to solo lightweights and obtained a

certain amount of good service in pottering about

fiat districts. But this was sometimes at the expense

of distorted frames and undue wear of

engine and wheel bearings.

This J3ractice, however, was dis-

couraged as being distinctly unfair to

the makers and not without danger to

the driver, for a lightweight designed for

solo work is not at all suitable for hauling

a sidecar, and this should be remembered
by the present-day owner of a two-stroke,

who, seeing that the makers- of his

machine sell a small sidecar outfit fitted

with the same engine as his own solo

mount, may be tempted to convert it

into a passenger outfit. In all probability

the' frame, forks, wheel bearings, size of

tyres, and the gear ratios are totally un-
suitable for the double load.

When a maker offers a miniature sidecar

to the public, it may be taken for granted that the

frame has been strengthened, the wheel bearings

enlarged, and the machine generally designed for the

work it is intended to do.

No Longer a Toy.
Qld motor cyclists who have traversed the highway

of experience with all' the older types of machines
are apt to regard the little two-stroke outfit as a toy.

One member of The Motor Cycle staff shared this view
until, early this year, he saw a little Velocette haul
a sidecar up a trials hill which had brought him to a

standstill on a machine with a much larger engine.

Then the Avonderful ascents of Porlock and Lvnton
of F. C. North (O.K. sc.) in the A.C.U. Trials, and
the manner in which the little Hawker climbed Apple-
cross in the Scottish Trials, caused a number of riders

to amend their views.

To many Porlock, Lynton, and Applecross are but
names, but there are riders to whom each name spells

Although these

small sidecars

are not capable

of very high

speeds, averages

of 20 m.p.h. are

comparatively

easy to attain.

defeat in pre-war battles with gradients. In 1914

it was regarded as cruelty to machinery to endeavour

to chmb such hills with a 3I-2 h.p. sidecar, and in

justice to this type—and also the modern miniatures—
it should be added that the old "3j4" climbed

every hill in the I914 Scottish Six Days, excepting

Appiecross. There were three similar machines in that

trial^a Sunbeam, a Premier, and an Ariel—and they

all
" petered out " on Applecross within a few yards

of each other, which seems to be proof

that this hill marked the limit for that

type. Yet in the year 1921, a two-stroke

of under 350 c.c. capacity took a sidecar

up to the summit

!

So much for the power of the little

two-stroke sidecar—now for actual experi-

ence under ordinary private owner con-

ditions.

outfit

Miniature Sidecars on the Road,
After using one of the heaviest sidecar

outfits on the road, the Ivy first impressed

us by its lightness. We re-discovered how
easy it is to lift the wheel of an empty^

sidecar on left corners, but, after re-

atljusting driving methods to meet the new
rcquu'ements, one quickly becomes accustomed to the

feel of the machine.
On the road; with a passenger' in the sidecar, speeds

up to 7^2 m.p.h. were possible, but, owing to the

light weight, scarcely advisable; though at 20 m.p.h.

or a little over, the machine was really dehghtful to

handle. However, average speeds of 20 m.p.h. are'

comparatively easy to attain, and, for all the extra

power of larger machines owned by the w'riter, averages

of 20 m.p.h.' have been but rarely exceeded on short

journeys. After all, it is " good going " to do an

eighty mile journey in four hours, and there is ht,tle

pleasure for the passenger in going all out for miles

qn end.

The Connaught and the O.K. gave similar seryice

at ordinary touring speeds—there was always aniple

power in reserve for inclines, and gear-changing at

corners was not called for even so much as it is in

the case of big single outfits. This, of course, is

due to the even firing torque of the two-stroke, \^hich

gives the same impulse effect as a flat twin four-

Two Blackbume-englned outfits equipped for all-weather service. (Left) The 2-4 h.p. Verus and (right) the 8h.p. Rex-Acme.
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Economical Motoring tor Two.

stroke—and no doubt the fact that

most two-strokes are comparatively
low-compression engines has something
to do with this attribute.*

Another member of The Motor
Cycle staff took a Connaught outfit

on tour ; with his wife as passenger
and with luggage, nearly 20 m.p.h.
was averaged over the whole of the 380

NOVEMBER lyth, ig2i.

miles covered—and this with a petrol consumption of

90 m.p.g., and a total load of 700 lb.

All the three machines mentioned (O.K., Ivy, and
Connaught) have extremely smooth running engines,
and, once under way, the torque reminds one of a
four-cylinder engine.

We have also heard very good reports of the Cal-
thorpe and Francis-Barnett lightweight sidecar outfits,

while one must also give credit to the makers of the
Ixion, who, we believe, \yere the first firm to market
an outfit of this character specially designed for

the work. "VVe recall quite an enjoyable
run in one of this firm's pre-war outfits

fitted with a three-speed hub gear, and,
amongst others, we had good service from
a Beardmore-Precision spring frame outfit

of 350 CO. capacity.

At the Olympia Show, no doubt, we
shall see quite _ a number of these
two-stroke lightweights, fitted with side-
cars, and, in the majority of cases, we
think it will be found that the makers
have realised that a light sidecar can be
produced Avithout sacrificing the comfort
of the passenger. The Ivy and. O.K.
firms, to mention two, have realised that
those who prefer to climb over the side
b8

The 350 c.c.

four- stroke
machine is a

dual purpose
mount in every

sense of the

term.

The chain-driven " big single
"

is a go-anywhere sidecar. The
driver of the Norton is quite

happy negotiating a ford, while

the new Rex-Acme single proves

Its hill-chmbmg ability by makingj

a clean ascent of Screw Road, the

Welsh tiiil discovered by Th^
Motor Cycle.

and to lie, rather than to sit.

in the body are in the

minority. Both the Ivy and
the O.K. sidecars have doors

. - and lockers, and a hood and^
a screen could easily be

'

added if desired. The same thing applies to several

other 1922 editions of this type.

THE SMALL FOUR=STROKE TYPE.
For several reasons, which need not be discussed

here, the very small four-stroke engine is not so suit-

able for sidecar work as a two-stroke of the same
cubical capacity. From personal experience, we
judge the two-stroke of ^50 c.c. infinitely superior

for passenger work to a four-stroke of this size. Add
another 100 c.c. to the capacity, however, and the

position is very much different.

For the coming year, quite a number
of sidecar machines will be marketed
fitted Avith this larger type of lightweight

engine. Among these may be mentioned
the A.J.S., which, with side-by-side valve

engine in place of the famous "2^ "

with which both the Junior 'and Senioi

T.T. were won, has already been found

to make a successful sidecar machine.

Other machines of the same type, and

which will be at Olympia subsequent tc
j

their success during 1921, are the Royal

Ruby and the' Verus-Blackburne, fix •

" slogging " power of the latter engine '

being specially suitable, for heavy loads.

S^^

i
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The writer has had in use for most of the past

Slimmer one of the last-mentioned mounts, fitted with

a sporting Canoelet sidecar, and the conclusion has
been formed that, as a genuine dual-purpose machine,
it is nearer the mark than any type of motor cycle

which is claimed to be designed for the

double purpose of solo riding and towing

a sidecar.

For

tassssss

P

Defining " Dual=purpose."
The term " dual-purpose " has two

almost different definitions ; the manu-
facturers usually apply it to machines
which are suitable for both the soloist

and the family man ;. that is to say these

machines—usually of the 3^^ and 4 h.p.

variety— are intended to appeal to two
distinct markets, but are not seriously

regarded as ideal for the- man who
requires a sidecar machine which may be
quickly separated in order to use it as a

solo mount. On the other hand, to the

a^erage owner a dual-purpose mount is one which
he may use for either purpose at will. Usually, the

purchaser of such a mount requires it chiefly for solo

riding, but has occasionally need for a sidecar which
does not. necessitate calling in the assistance of his

neighbours to attach or detach.
The little Verus fulfils these requirements. It is

a solo machine, first and a capable little sidecar outfit

.
when required. The sidecar is light enough to detach
single-handed, so it really does come off w'hen not

required. Some years ago, we ran a 500 c.c. machine,
purchased with the intention of using it with a sidecar

occasionally. Altogether 7,000 miles Avere

covered: 1,000 solo, 5,000 with empty sidecar,

and 1,000 with sidecar and passenger. The
figures speak for themsel-«'es.

We thought the same thing would happen when
Ave took over the Verus, but it came apart sp
easily, and there Avas no difficulty in getting it

back again; that, after the first fcAV rides with an
empty sidecar, the attachment was always left at

home when the passenger wms not to be taken, foi

a light and empty -sidecar is not really a jo) to
drive Avhen affixed to a fast machine^and the

2^ h.p. Verus is quite

fast enough to make
sudden SAverves fairly

exciting.

Light Motoring for
T-wo.

For light motoring for

two, this type of ma-
chine has many advant-
ages. First, the tax is

0"ly £,2 I OS. instead
of £a ; second, the fuel
bill is considerably
lower than larger ma-
chines; in fact, half
that of the average big
twin outfit. It is light
enough to be regarded
•as a lightweight, and

A modern 4 h-P-

motor cycle gives

a buyer ample

scope in the

type of sidecar

he may use.
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fast enough to go touring in lany company, for the

350 c.c. machine is now capable of averages which are

as high as our roads allow, so that with any amount
of extra power it is usually difficult to travel much
faster.

ightweight couple, married or in the. con-
templating stage; for the youth and his

sister—;or somebody else's sister ; for boys
or girls, the Verus-Blackburne or some
such outfit is ideal, and, unless faier
familias is a reckless old gentleman, the
youngsters will be able to keep him in

sight on his heavier A.J.S., Excelsior, or
Ariel, Avhich fact illustrates that it only
requires 2S4 h.p. to propel two people.
The other 5 J.^ h.p. is only needed to take
care of the (i) extra weight cf the
machine, (z) the. extra weight of the side-

car and its equipment.

i

TTie Dunelt proved the possibilities of the big single two-stroke in
the 1920 and 1921 A.C.U. Trials. It is seen ascending the notorious
Lynton Hill.

THE BIG SINGLES.
So far we have discussed only machines

- which may be termed light tourist models
-md intended for two persons. Wlien a buyer invests

in a modern 4 h.p. motor cycle, he has a far greater
scope in the type of sidecar he may use, the number
of passengers he may carry, and comfort providing
equipment such as screens, hoods, pillion seats, and
li'ggage grids.

This type of engine for sidecar work will always
be popular for several reasons. First, it is the most
economical engine for the family mait/ahd it is simple,
although not so simple as the two-stroke. We are
not now referring to the father of a large family.
Motor cyclists with more than two children must haA-e

_ a big, sidecar and a big

engine .to pull it, and,
when the family party
exceeds six, paier fami-
lias must either arrange
to split up parties or
secure a Ford car fitted!

Avith a char-a-banc body.
Now the fastest side-

car machine the Avriter

has run for any length
of time Avas a Stanley-

.

tuned Triumph. It Avas

one of the first of the
chain-driA'en models, lent

for a three months' test

under private owner con-
ditions before it Avas

placed on the market.
This machine, fitted Avith

a somewhat heavy Gloria
sidecar, an Easting
screen, and usually
carrying an adult and a
boy of nine, covered
.over 3,000 rniles. The
consumption averaged
over 83 m.p.g. of ben-
zole, and it ran 2,000
miles before being decar-
bonised. The fastest

run Was 100 miles in
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four hours over indifferent roads_. During these three

months the tool roll was opened but once—to repair

a broken rear chain which hacL been allowed to run

too slack. Only once did we have to give way to a

faster machine other than American twins, and that

was a Norton driven by its designer—one of the
" hardest " sidecar drivers we know. But no better

tribute to the success of the single-cylinder sidecar

is to be found than the numbers in

use. Any observant motorist must have
noticed the large numlier of B.S.A. outfits

on the road.

Probably this type of machine is not

quite so economical on tyres as a good
twin. This does not apply only to chain-

driven mounts, for the average chain-cum-
belt motor cycle is as har.sh in its trans-

mission as all-chain, sO' much so in fact

that the Triumph Co. now equip their

chain-cum-belt model with a shock
absorber.

In this respect the Sunbeam is par-

ticularly smooth running, and this, in con-
junction with the " little oil bath " and
the clutch, renders it extremely pleasant
at low speeds—usually not the single's .strongest point.

In the days of efficient clutches and gear 'bo.xes,

however, there is no reason why a driver should not
change into second gear for slow running in traffic

and at corners.

The Big Single Two=stroke.
The big single two-stroke is another type of motor

cycle which will interest the prospective purchaser of
a medium-powered machine. In this class tlie Cunelt

EXTREMES IN 8 H.P SIDECARS. (Above) The sporting type popular

amongconipetition riders. (Inset) A Vindec three-seater sidecar with pressed

steel chassis.

is the best known ; in fact, the only one made in any

,

quantities, and one member of our staff, who has

owned one for the past year, has found it eminently

satisfactory. In its road performance it resembles a

5-6 h.p. twin, and, as, it possesses the slow-pulling

qualities of all two-strokes, it may be regarded as a

top gear machine, in that it is not necessary to change
down so much in traffic, or corners, or on hills, for

the Dunelt pulls well on a hill almost to a crawl,

when the majority of four-stroke singles would knock
and " konk out."

The 500 c.c. four-stroke is on the small

side for this class of mount, and an extra

fiftv or so cubic centimetres makes a great

deal of difference. In this connection,

it is interesting to know that all firms

\vho have been successful with single-

cylinder sidecar outfits have now increased

the size of the engine ; even the P. and
M., staunch adherent of the 500 c.c. class,

,

has at last grown into "the 4j^ h.p. cate-

gory. The 3^ h.p. Ariel has a long list

of successes to, its credit—a 4^^ h.p,

model was added to the range at the last

Olympia. Show. The Triuinph "4"

(550 c.c.) was originally a ""},%", the

500 c.c. single-cylinder J. A. P. was well-

known before the war-; for 1922, many well-known

machines will be fitted with the new 550 c.c. engine

of this roike. '

It has become

the accepted rule

to regard the

twin engine as

an essential for

the "dc luxe"

type of outfit.

A ne\y Blackburne of 550 c.c. has been added to

the well-known outside flywheel group, and the Sun-
beam range is now increased by the introduction of a'

new 4j4 h.p. model, which we have driven and found

excellent. In addition, there is the well-known'

Norton Big Four, the 4^ h.p. Excelsior, the 4^^ h.p.-

New Hudson, and the Quadrant.
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Economical Motoring for Two.—

THE TWIN-CYLINDER SIDECAR.
The chief advantage of the twin-cylhider engine for

sidecar work is its smoothness in running, due to the

increased number of impulses as compared with the

single-cylinder.

Although a few years ago single-cylinder engines

were made as large as 800 c.c. capacity, the largest

singles now on the market do not exceed 700 c.c, and

it has become the accepted rule to regard the twin

engine as an essential for a de hixe type

of outfit.

Undoubtedly the twin engine is quieter

than the single, and this, coupled

with its other advantages, will lead

the novice to wonder why all motor
cxcles are not fitted with engines having

two cylinders or more. One of the

reasons is that the advantages are not

secured without some slight loss, and it is

now accepted as fact that two cylinders do
not produce the same power as one cylin-

der of the same capacity as the total of the

two. Thus a twin engine with cylinders

of 250 c.c. each (total 500 c.c.) is not

expected to produce the same power as a

500 c.c. single-cvlinder. Certain special

racing engines of the latter type are known to have

developed 20 h.p., yet no twin engine fitted with two
cylinders each of 500 c.c. capacity has been known
tO' produce 40 h.p. One of the reasons for this is the

extra friction of working parts. Another reason why
small twins are not so popular as singles is the small-

ness of the working parts.

Excepthig in flat twins, no two-cylinder engines are

now made under 500 c.c, and ^'ery few of these are

available and not recommended for sidecar work,

although 500 c.c. Lea-Francis, James, and N.U.T.
solo mounts are used with a certain degree of satis-

faction with sidecars.

Twiri-cylinder machines offered to the public with

sidecars begin with the 530 c.c. Scott, but this machine,
being a two-stroke, is in a class by itself, and has the

same impulse effect as a four-cylinder engine. Among
four stroke V twins, those engines with 5-6 h.p. J. A. P.

Another type of

two-cylinder en-

gine eminently

suitable for a

mcdiumweight

sidecar is the

flat twin.
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power units may be regarded as " go anywhere sidecar
machines," but to be able fully to appreciate the liveli-

ness of this engine, the owner should not fit a sidecar
of the heaviest type. In other words, these 5-6 h.p.
machines, such as the Rover and others fitted with
5-6 h.p. J.A. P. engines, make fast sporting outfits if

not overloaded, but for heavy family work, an 8 h.p.
engine is desirable, although not strictly necessary.

So much depends upon requirerhents that it is difficult

to lay down definite rules.

Among those machines fitted with
engines manufactured by the makers of
the cycle, the twin B.S.A. deserves con-
sideration, while the 7 h.p. AJ.S. also
is acknowledged to be among the best out-
fits on the market. This latter machine
has an engine of about 800 c.c, and the
little extra power produced by another
100 c.c. of the Ariel 6-7 h.p. and
Abingdon engines places these three

mounts in a category between the "five-

sixes" and the 1,000 c.c. "eights,"
such as the Matchless, M.A.G., the

Jap-engined Excelsior and Sunbeam, the
Enfield, and the Rex, not to mention the
American big twins—the Indian and

. Harley-Davidson.
Another type of twin machine which is eminently

suitable for mediumweight sidecar work is the flat

twin represented by the silent 4^ h.p. Humber and
4 h.p. Douglas. Alittle larger model of the Douglas
will also be marketed in 1922—an overhead valve
machine which it is claimed will do 60 m.p.h. with
sidecar. In this class, so far as size is concerned, is

the 5-7 h.p. Co\'entry Victor.

The writer has owned an 8 h.p. Blackburne-engined
Rex for the past tw-o years, during which time it has
been in use with a family sidecar having a dickey seat.

Readers contemplating the purchase of such a
machine may be intei-^sted to learn that, with a Binks
carburetter, the average petrol consumption is 50
m.p.g., although 60 m.p.g. has been obtained- on long
runs at speed. The original 28 x 3in. Dunlop tyres were
untouched for 10,000 miles; at the end of that distance
the front tvre was retreaded.

Fiat twin sidecars have proved their worth in classic trials. One of the outstanding performances in the 1920 A.C.U. Six Davs was the

4i h.p. Humber's clean ascent of Park Rash.

BIS
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MODERN
THREE-WHEELERS.

Review of all Types Offered as a S(ep
between Sidecar and Small Car.

EVER since the introduction of the three-wheeler,

the type has been of absorbing interest to

certain manufacturers and to a large section of

the public. It would appear to be the obvious inter-

mediate stage between the sidecar outfit and the car;

for, while it provides protection for

both driver and passenger, it can

be made lighter and simpler than

any conventional four-wheeler.

As in all forms of engineering,

difficulties have cropped up ; but

our manufacturers have steadily

overcome these troubles by careful

road test and experimental work.

It is not an easy matter, for in-

stance, to provide flexible front
springs, and yet prevent rolling of

the rear wheel; and in the early

days it was not uncommon for three-

wheelers to turn turtle when driven

fast round sharp bends. Neverthe-

less, the problem, has been solved

;

for, in spite of the fact that sus-

pension nowadays is better than of
5'ore, an overturned three-wheeler

is as uncommon as a car in a similar predicament.

Simplicity or—
Opinions on the correct form for three-wheelers are

still widely divided; and, though there are less than
a dozen well-known manufacturers at the present
moment, there are four distinct types of machine, with
one or two sub-divisions. First, there is the ever-
popular Morgan, which, especially in its simpler
forms, approaches very

nearly to the ideal layout.

It is light, cheap to buy,

economical in use, and

alrnost the last word in simplicity. The high power-
weight ratio renders the simple two-speed gear ample
for all normal work, and the comfort and protection
provided for the driver are equal to that of many
light cars. Though luxurious water-cooled Morgans

"..^^ are supplied to those who

^^ i/'^^ require them, they still

Probablj- the most popular runabout on the road—the Morgan three-wheeler, a make that

has proved itself time and again in trials and speed events.

I

work characterise the NewHudson,
which IS fitted with three speeds

and reverse.

retain the main characteristics of the type, and
remain distinct from the car on three wheels as

exemplified by the New Hudson and T.B.

Luxury ?
Here we find de luxe models with water-cooled twin

engines, three speeds and reverse gear boxes, and, in

the case of the T.B., final shaft drive. The bodies,

of these machines are deep and luxurious, and the

specification is- similar to that of

most light cars, and, indeed, the

addition of a fourth wheel would
complete the metamorphosis. A
third type is the Scott Sociable,

which is in effect a highly developed

sidecar machine. Here again we
find three speeds, shaft drive, and

a water-cooled two-stroke engine;

but in no way, except as regards

comfort and transmission, can the

Scott be referred to as a car on
three wheels. The most ingenious

frame construction has advantages

over both three and four-wheelers, ;

of normal design, and, though

a little startling to the uninitiated,

it is a thorough engineering job.

from end to end. Here again i

weight is reduced to a minimum,,
and in this design there are two

in chassis an

Bl6
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Modem Three-wheelers.

wheel tracks only, which is a

decided help, from the springing

viewpoint.

Quite distinct from the types
mentioned is the Stanhope, with its

front wheel drive. Front wheel drive

has many advantages, and has fas-

cinated designers of all engineering

comitries, the French Caffort being

another example, while the Phano-
mobile and certain German" elec-

trically-propelled vehicles are also

driven in this manner, as are

certain commercial three-wheelers.

Two varieties of the first-men-

tioned type must be mentioned^the
L.S.D., a soli(Jly constructed and
well-sprung machine having an air-

cooled engine and two speeds" and
reverse, and the Castle Three, fitted

cylinder water-cooled engine, two speeds and reverse,

and shaft drive.

It will be seen, therefore, that admirers of the

three-wheeler have a choice of almost every possible

type, and may decide for them-
.selves the relative merits of air and
water-cooling, reverse or no reverse,

two or three tracks, two or four
cylinders, chain or shaft drive, and
so on. Whatever his choice, the

hesitating buyer may be cheered by
the fact that there are good
machines of each type, and that

there are few, if any, bad three-

wheelers on the market at the

present time.

The T.B. three-wheeler, which

much improved in appearance,

water-cooled V twin engine, three speeds

and reverse, and final shaft drive.

with four-

Which is Best ?

Now the reader of these notes

will be apt to complain that they

do not help him in his choice. \A'hich is the best

three-wheeler? Well, the question is equivalent to
asking what size is a cardboard box? He must
decide first of all if he requires a light simple run-

about or an altogether heavier and more luxurious

Front wheel brake construction on the

T.B. runabout.

The only example o) its kind, a two-track three-wheeled runabout—the Scott Sociable

shown with the engine cover removed.

mount. If the former, do special circumstances require

a reverse, or is. he on rare occasions prepared to lift

.-round the tail -of his machine? The heavier types

need a reverse, and are all fitted therewith. The
Scott needs no reverse, since it is provided with a

steering lock which enables it to

turn with its " sidfecar " wheel as

a pivot.

Air or Water Cooling.

Interchangeable wheels are now
almost universal, but again, does

the prospective purchaser prefer

water-cooling which requires less

attention as regards decarbonisation

and reduces the engine noise, to the

altogether simpler and lighter foi'm

of air-cooling ? The choice is

altogether a matter of personal re-

quirements and taste, and must be
left almost entirely in the hands

of the customer, price being usually the controlling

factor.

There is always a market for the best possible

machine in its class, but experience teaches us that

super-development in the three-wheeler world is apt
to lead to the growth of a fourth
wheel, and so we lose a promising
three-wheeler, while the car trade
gains a new adherent and seme more
new ideas.

On the other hand, the three-

wheeler is essentially a link between
the motor cycle and the car, and
as such it will always remain a

popular type so long as manufac-
turers retain their sense of per-

spective, and take advantage of the

fact that a three-wheeler of given
i specification can always be made at

J a lower price than a four-wheeler
of the same specification. Add
to this the fact that taxation is very
much less in the case of the three-

wheeler, and we have two cogent
reasons for the development of
these popular and handy runatouts.

Blfi
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Modern Three-wheelers.

There are as usual rumours of
newcomers to the class, and we must
await still further developments,
but we cannot help, .thinking that

there is still room for more three-

wheelers of the very simplest pos-

sible layout.

Unconventionality DisliKed.
There is a very large number of

keen motor cyclists who, as years

advance, desire more protection

from the elements than is provided
by the saddle of a motor c y c 1 e.

As regards engine and transmission,

they are perfectly satisfied with
that of their present-day mounts,
and require only a greater degree
of comfort and protection. Such
machines as the Seal have gone some way to provide
the necessary specification, though there is a curious

but human streak in most of us which demands some-
thing that looks like a car, and for this reason, and

NOVEMBER lyth, ig2i.

A well tried runabout—the L S.D. An air-cooled J.A.P. engine, and Iwo-speed gear with

reverse is fitted.

in spite of certain mechanical disadvantages, it is

probable that the simplest form of three-wheeler of

. the future will have three tracks instead of two, and

will imitate the car in its general lines and appearance.

A lour-cyiinder water-cooled three-wheeler— the Castle Three—fitted with two speeds and

reverss. Shaft drive throughout is adopted.

U.btinctive radiator design and a tubular

chassis supported in front by cantilever

springs are features of the Castle Three.

Engine side

of the Harper
Runabout

DESIGNED by Mr. R. O. Harper,
of Broughton, Manchester, the

little vehicle illustrated is a praise-

worthy attempt to provide a convenient
form of transport for shopping and
general runabout purposes. Engined
with a Villiers twO-stroke unit, it has three
speeds, and, it is claimed, is capable of
climbing the well-known Cat and Fiddle
on top gear. A single-lever serves the
double purpose of starter and hand brake :

on passing it_ through a gate it is discon-
nected from the brake mechanism and
couples up with the starting gear. Spring-

B20

A Neat Miniature Runabout.^
ing front and rear is by means of quarter- :i

elliptic springs, and although a handle-bar

provided, the steering gear follows the practiq

of four-wheelers with direct steering. It will
"

marketed by,' R. H. Carlisle and Co., Ltd.,

Deansgate,
Manchester.

The Harper

miniature three-

wheeled runa-

bout in use.
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VBNIBNGE

Items thai Enhance the Pleasures of

Motor Cycling for Passenger and Driver.

The prototype of the adjustable celluloid windscreen

—

the

Easting, in use on a B.S.A. twin outfit.

IN
every sphere of motoring, comfort and
convenience are now the chief considera^

tions. At the Paris Salon there was
evidence that every coachbuilder had paid

more than the usual amount of attention to

the ,ail-important question of comfort ; at

the Motor Transport Show the same ten-

dencies were apparent in the char-a-banc

section; and at the Car Show just con-

cluded it was plain that the average buyer

thought of comfort before items of speci-

fication. At the Olympia Motor Cycle

Show visitors will find that manufacturers

are agreed that sidecar buyers appreciate

the same attention.

Apart from the advance made in sidecar

body design, which is dealt with elsewhere

in this issue, there are a number of acces-

sories on the market which add materially

to the comforts of the passenger and driver,

and among these first place must be given

to the number of excellent windscreens

now available.

At one time it was considered

that to fit a windscreen was some-

what " overdoina; it," while the

fitting of a hood almost invited derision. To-day,
however, fully fifty per cent, of sidecar passengers

demand these attributes to their comfort.

When just a flat piece of glass or celluloid was
framed and hinged to the fore end of the cock pit,

passengers found but one advantage ; they were saved
from the irritation of grit flying from the front wheel
into their faces, but, as a means to prevent draught,

this type of screen was a failure, as the current of air

passing between the edge of the screen and' the driver

impinges upon the unfortunate passenger in' a manner
that is more unpleasant than the wind pressure pre-

sent when a screen is not fitted.

A combined screen and apron
of entirely new design, produced

by Auster Ltd., the well-known
specialists in autocar screens and

hoods.

Although screens, of a sort, were in use

before the war, it was not until the advent

of the Easting that such protection for the

passenger came into general use.

THREE METHODS OF

PROTECTION.

(Left) The Vivian, Hardie

and Lane side curtain.

(Top) A new screen by
the makers of Montgomery
sidecars.

(Right) The Bluemel

screen, with adjustable

wings.

B23
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Comfort and Conven.ence—
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A leather patLhwoik loot-muff, by

Spicers, of Leamington.

made so that the. pas-

senger may enter and

leave the sidecar with-

out first having to undo

the brackets. For

the benefit of new-

comers to the motor

cycle world, it should

be added that this

screen may be adjusted

so that a hood is

scarcely liecessary.

The Cameo is another very popu-

lar screen, and has a side curtain.

In the latest model the side cur-

tain, instead of being triangular m
shape and buttoned -to the sidecar

body, the rear edge is carried on

an adjustable upright, which con-

.siderably increases the area of the

curtain. The makers offer two of.

these curtains equipped with win-

dows, so that for winter riding the

passenger may be as snug as in a

closed car.

A screen, which converts an open

sidecar into a miniature saloon, is

known as the Coupe windscreen. It

may be used also as an apron and

a roof-screen without the enclosing

side curtains.

Then there is the Bluemel screen,

a most refined affair with a front

screen of celluloid gracefully curved

at each end, and two celluloid exten-

sions. In this case the "lights"

are framed in light steel.

Two new screens for 1922 have

been introduced by- the makers of

Montgomery sidecars and by Austers,

the well-known car screen specialists,

respectively. The former is a scoop-

shaped screen of graceful shape and

light appearance, since the celluloid

is only bound at its lower edge'.

The new Auster contribution to the

screen market is quite a novelty, and
when "down" forms part of the

apron, to which it is attached by a

continuous lightning fastener of the

kind used by quick-change artists.

We have had in use for twelve

B24

Easting screens on

the road to-day share

with the Tan-Sad
seat the honour of

greatest popularity

amongst accessory fit-

ments. Probably the

Tan-Sad wins on

account of the fact

that it is a fitment

for both solo and
sidecar machines.

The Easting is now

months a pair

of the overalls

embodying this

novelty,
,
and we

can say that the

fastening is rust-

proof and con-

tinues to func-

tion, by means of
its tab, in the

same manner as

it did when new.

Although
screens form the

~5>

.r

A foot-muff lor sidecars, by

James Grose, Ltd. A leather foot-muff, by Dunhllls, Ltd

A sidecar foot-warmer—an accessory

appreciated by the passenger in cold

weather, by Dunhills, Ltd.

Marketed by Brooks, of saddle fame,

these Thermos cases are even more
useful in winter than in the summer time.

The "Ideal Air Spring" pillion

cushion, by Saxessories, Ltd., George
Street, Coventry.

Another Spicer speciality—a leatherpatch-
work cushion suitable for use in sidecars.

chief item in comfort
equipment, 'there are

many other accessories

which considerably en-

hance the pleasures of
winter driving. Among
these, foot - warmers
probably will receive

due attention. There
are several kinds of

these jiow offered.

They may be metal
water cases, or leather or fur foot
muffs.

It is astonishing the extra comfort
obtainable by a good cushion, one
of the items usually overlooked as

part of the sidecar's equipment.
The only suitable materials for a

sidecar cushion are those which will

not absorb damp when lying in the

sidecar not in use. A leather or

imitation leather cover is best, and,
although it costs more than a fabric,

the -extra is well worth it.

When- one considers wearing
apparel, the scope of those in search
of extra comfort is considerably ex-

tended, for without suitable clothing

and hats winter riding can be de-

cidedly unpleasant.

Saddle comfort is also an impor-
tant matter, and those in search of

improvement in this direction should
consider the Terry spring saddle, and
the Brooks and Tan-Sad cantilever

sprung seats.

The value of a backrest is not

fully appreciated by the tourist..

Backrests are still to be obtained to

fit most standard saddles.

For sidecar drivers there is the

Float-on-air saddle cushion made. by
Eiavid Moseley and Sons, Ltd., of-

Manchester, an air cushion for fixing ,

to existing saddles, and a most effi-

cient shock absorber, as we can.i

testify from personal experience.

While on the question of comforf
and convenience, it will be well to 1

remember that, in winter especially,.

it is annoying to the passenger to be -

•^
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Comfort and Convenience.—

asked to disembark when the seat locker is searched for

the tool roll. Tools should be carried in the tool-

bags, but they' have to be packed tightly to prevent

rattling, so repacking may be a tiresome task on the

road. "A top tube box is most useful for carrying

the tools which are necessary for ordinary wayside
adjustments.

Head wear is another important point which makes
or mars the pleasures of winter riding. Caps with

ear-flaps are desirable—at least for the passenger

—

while an oilskin helmet, such as sold by Barbours, of

South ..Shields, will often pre\ent a damp head for

the dri\er. Gloves are another item, and for the

FOR THE
VENIENGE

driver these should be a loose fit:, and, if handle-bar

mulTs are fitted, the hands are kept warm, whether

it be freezing hard or raining in torrents.

There are dozens of ways of keeping warm and dry

in winter without attiring oneself to represent the co.\-

swain of a lifeboat. It is dri\'ers and passengers who
make no special precautions who sjiate that winter

riding is unpleasant, and place their machines in dock
during what is often a \ery pleasant part of the year.

There is nothing quite so in\igoratmg as a spin over

frost and snow-bound roads if the sun be shining and
advantage be taken of the

sold for the passengers' and
dri\ers' comfort.

COMFORT AND CON.
OF PASSENGER AND
DRIVER.

The familiar Cameo screen shovTi
with the improved eslenslons on
each side.

many accessories

A Samson tool box (or the top tube is-a con-

\enience on both solo and sidecar machine.

TTie Coups
combined screen

and hood.

Conveniently placed

pockets on tlie College

mud shield are a good
and appreciated feature.

A storm cap made by
M. Shekman and Co., of

Tyne Docks.

The Walbro celluloid handle-bar muff,

made by H. S. Walton, Lynn Rd., Ely.

Designed to hi on any

e.'iisting saddle. An air

cushion made by David
Mcseley and Sons, Ltd..

Manchester.

A back-rest produced

by James Grose, Ltd.

NUMBERED ROADS.
IT

has been known lor some considerable time that

the Ministry of Transport has decided to number
and classify the principal roads in the British Isles,

thus following the example of our friends in France.

A stranger may be dropped in France by an aeroplane
01 any main road, and he is able to tell in a moment
his whereabouts, and the direction he should loHow to

.'^reach Paris by the numbers on the signposts and kllo-

' metre stones.

While the proposed new system does not exactly

follow that of the French, it is one which is complete,
and it now only remains for the county councils to

follow the scheme set for them by the Ministry of

.Transport.

England and Wales are divided into six sectors,

radiating from London, bounded by the great high-
ways Ai, A2, A3, A4, As, and A6. Sector i is to the

right of road Ai, which is our old friend the Great

North Road; Sector 2 is to the right of A2, the Dover
Road, and the system is followed likewise up to A6,
working round the map in a clockwise direction. All

roads beginning in Sector i are numbered on the

sectional radial system, and the numbers allocated

to these roads with the figure i as the first figure

;

for example, .'V12, Aiio, B19, B156, and so on, and
the same number is applied to all sectors ; thus in

Sector 4 the numbers are A410, B41, and so on. In

addition it may be possible to find A47 in Sector <,,

as roads do not necessarily terminate at a road bound-
ing a sector, and this indicates that road A47 has its

origin in Sector 4.

The whole system, together with "illustrations, is

described in a map published through the enterprise

of the Michelin Tyre Co., Ltd.
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Review of Next Year's Sidecar Oulfits of all Types.

FOR 1922 there will be one great improvement
common to each and every example of the most
economical form of transport for two : the

sidecar outfit will be more economical than ever. Not
only have prices, without exception, dropped in the
last twelve months, but there has been a considerable
increase in the number of tested and proved lightweight
outfits with engines of only 350 c.c. or under.

Although one or two of the larger class of big single

and twin-cylinder passenger machines have been re-

designed or modified to give increased speed and power,
the prevailing note for next year will be greater con-
venience and comfort for both driver

and passenger. The majority of the

sidecars that have served us so well

in the glorious road year of 192 1 will

be offered again with a very notice-

able .absence of change for the sake
of change. This is as it should be.

Before proceeding with a review
of the sidecar outfits of 1922 it is

worthy of mention, however, that

some form of lighting equipment will

be included in the standard specifica-

tions of a greater percentage of com-
plete outfits than ever before. This is following the
now general practice in the car world, for no cars are
now marketed without lamps.

Lightweight Two=strokes.
Some remarkable performances ha-s'e been made in

the big trials of 1921 by one or two of the miniature
two-stroke outfits, but pride of place must certainly
be given to the- O.K. for its officially commended ride
in theA.C.U. Six Days Trials.- What is practically
a replica of the successful machine will be marketed
for next year, with a 2i h.p. O.K. engine, all-chain
drive, and a Moss three-speed gear box. Although
handicapped by the absence of a third g€ar ratio, the
little Hawker astounded the motor cvclins world bv
B38
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Sidecar outfits varying

from 2-|h.p. to 10 ii.p.

will be available for 1922

at prices between £90

and $200.

hauling a sidecar and passenger up Tornapress (Apple-
cross) in the Scottish Trial. This machine probably -'3

represents the limit of simplicity in a sidecar outfit.

Connaught, Calthorpe, and Metro-Tyler have already

proved that they possess more than sufficient power to

get round a severe trial's course solo, and, therefore,

-

they should be amply suited to the average potterer's'. •

sidecarring requirements. The same may be said of jj
the Allon, New Comet, and Radco, while the Velo--,

cette and Ivy have several times demonstrated their^

capabilities iDy some ' wonderful hill-climbing feats.a

with full-sized passengers normally seated- _ Twol
models of the Beardmore are offered,!

although not for the first time ; the^
350 c.c. type embodies the Beardmore
spring frame, but a lighter machinej
is sold as a " sports sidecarette.

"

232*

Lightipveight Four=strokes.
When a 350 c.c. four-stroke wonj

both T.T. Races, even ' the general

public began to realise that the so-,

called 2| h.p. engine of to-day tiasj

more power than the 3^- or 4 h.p. of

bygone days.. Nobody, therefore,]

and 3 h.p. sidecar machine, and thel

its chief exponents form its own|
distrusts the

very names of

guarantee.

First officially introduced to passenger work onlyj

a month or two ago, the lightweight A.J.S. outfit willj

soon be a very familiar sight on the roads. All-chain'i

drive, a three^speed gear box with kick-starter, and an'|

amply strong frame eminently suit this little machine!
for the attachment of a light but roomy sidecar, also^

of A.J.S. manufacture.
As a passenger machine, the Royal Ruby light-.i

weight is not so young, but the 1922 edition is esseu'.'

tially a new model, .having a re-de^igned- engine of 1
375 c.c. (nominally 3 li.p.) and a three-speed gear box J

of Ruby manufacture. The smaller 349 c.c. engmej
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2; h.p. CONNAUGHT

will still be litteil tn the sports model, and, with a

lighter doorless sidecar body, it should be quite up to

its work. With a 2^- h.p. Blackburne engine and a
Canoelet .sporting sidecar, the Verus is another excel-

lent example of its type. Finally, the ne^v Raleigh,
with a 400 c.c. engine and Sturmey-Archer lightweight
three-speed box, is a notable addition. It has final

belt drive.

Medium-weight and Big Singles.
In popular fancy there is a big gap between the

2| h.p. and 3I h.p. single. Actually there is often
less than 160 c.c. difference in engine capacity,

although in practically e\ery case, the larger outfit

3 h.p. IVY.

EXAMPLES OF TWO-SIROKE SIDECARS.
and the 4J h.p. Beardmore-Precision carrying power
units specially designed for sidecar avoTk. The P.

and M., of course, has a four-speed gear, while til

four have all-chain drive and roomy, well-sprung

sidecars with considerable luggage accommodation.
Big singles such as the 4 h.p. Norton, 4 h.p.

Triumph, 4^ h.p. Ariel, i^\ h.p. B.S.A., 4 h.p. Brad-
bury, 4I h.p. James, 4^ h.p. Quadrant, and the 4J h.p.

Excelsior, have made names that are known the world
over. Only detail improvements have been made for

next year; for example, the Triumph (which, with

the B.S.A., still retains a final belt model) has a much
roomier sidecar and simpler chassis. The 4 h.p.

Powell will be obtainable with all-chain drive, while

pays the higher rate of taxation

—

£^i, against ^2 los.

There are now comparatively few sidecars with
engines of just under 500 c.c, but those which remain
will ably sustain the, reputation of their class. The
2)\ h.p. Norton, all-chain Rudge, Sunbeam (the dual-

purpose model), Coventry Eagle, and the Rover (now
also offered as a sports outfit), are names that need
little explanatory comment. Incidentally, these five

are equally popular as solo machines.

The tendency, howe\'er, is to fit a larger engine for

purely sidecar work, such machines as the new 4^ h.p.

Sunbeam, 4^ h.p. P. and M., 4^ h.p. New Hudson,

2i h.p. CALTHORPE.

the E.xcelsior has such useful items as 28 x 3in. tyres
and a large capacity tank included in its specification.
Two of the leading proprietary engine manufac-

turers—J. A. Prestwich and Burney and^Blackburne

—

are marketing " over 500 c.c." singles for next year.
A new Rex-Acme will be fitted with the 4 h.p. J. A. P.
engine, and such machines as the X.L. and Wolf
v.ill enjoy increased power from the larger size of
Blackburne singles.

As the only large two-stroke single., the Dunelt is

in a class of its own; and, although it makes quite
an attractive solo machine, its engine has the " slog-

an h.p. O.K

3 h.p. BEARDMORE-PRECISION.

gmg " powers specially desired by the sidecarist. An
electric lighting set will be included in the 1922 speci-
fication.

Flat Twins.
Next on the scale of capacity comes a batch of

flat twins, none of tliem exceeding 800 c.c. (It is, by

B3I
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CAPABLE LIGHT FOU R-STROKES.

2% h.p. A.J.S.

2% h.p. ROYAL RUBY.

the way, rather curious

that no one should now
market ; 1,000 c.c. flat

twin ; with a short stroke

and the gear box below
the rear cylinder,' such a

machine should not be of

unduly lengthy wheelbase.)

Quite a different class of

rider is catered for by the

sidecar outfit with a hori-

zontally-opposed twin en-

gine ; he is usually a man
who prefers smoothness,

silence, and comfort to sheer power.

The Raleigh, on account of its very efficient spring

frame, may be considered as a leading example of

this type of machine; for 1922 it will have an

improved sidecar. The Mackechnie-Coventry Victor

also embodies a very flexible suspension system which
should be particularly suited for sidecar attachment.

Two models of the Coventry Victor, of varying wheel-

base lengths, are both marketed as sidecar outfits,

while both the Victoria and the Ready fit the same
power unit as standard. The-4 h.p. Douglas is already

a most familiar outfit on the roads, but the o.h.v.

6 h.p. model is a novelty which prorhises to be an
exceptionally speedy machine, probably one of the

fastest standard sidecars of the year, and said to be
capable of 60 m.p.h.

Noted for its silence, the Humber, now fitted with

a luxurious Grindlay sidecar, is an attractive " gentle-

manly " outfit, while the Sports Harley-Davidson,

although designed for solo use, is strong enough and
sufficiently tyred for sidecar haulage.

s^^

2Jh.p. VERUS.

Two=stroKe Twins.
Before passing on t(

numerically, the mos^
popular passenger machine

—the four-stroke V twin

—there is a type which

falls into the four-cylinder

category as regards even

running. This is the two-

stroke twin — represented

at present by the 3I h.p.

Scott and the 5 h.p.

Stanger. Apart from the

one point of classification in common, the two differ '

widely. The Scott is water-cooled, and its cylinders

are arranged side by side ; the Stanger is of the V ;

type and is air-cooled. The Scott has a two-speed

selective clutch gear and final chain drive ; but we.

understand that a three-speed gear is at present under

consideration. The Stanger has a Sturmey-Archer .

three-speed box and a belt to the rear wheel. Both
possess the requisite power for sidecarring.

Four Cylinders.

Even torque is also the chief characteristic of the

four-cylinder machine, and it seems a pity that the

only two exarnples available to the public at Olympia
should not: be of home manufacture. Nevertheless

both are excellent productions. Nominally rated at

7 h.p. the 'F.N. has an engine of 748 c.c, and
embodies rhuch from car practice, including shaft drive

and a plat^ clutch in the flywheel. It will appear at

Olympia with a new design of engine with overhead

inlet valves. Rated at 10 h.p. the Henderson, in

one model, is nearly double the capacity, viz., 1,301
c.c. 27X3|in. tyres are a striking ffeature of the

American " four." Both of these machines make
imposing sidecar outfits.

5 h.p. STANGER

3 J h.p. SCOTT.

WATER AND AIR-COOLED TWIN TWO-STROKES.
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Mediumweight V Twins.
At least ten firms at Olympia will exhibit V twin

outfits, with engines varying in capacity between 550
c.c. and 950 c.c. It is somewhat doubtful if these

should be classified under
the one heading of medium-
weight twins, for they

differ greatly in purpose,

size, and weight. Not in

every case do they repre-

sent their makers' largest

and most luxurious models,
and in such cases it is

obviously correct to differ-

entiate.

Taking first the ex-

amples where the so-called

mediumweight twin forms
the only model of that type
on offer, and is conse-

quently a highly special-

ised product with a per-

formance reminiscent of 1,000 c.c, the names of

A.J.S., Ariel, and James immediately occur.

4J h.p. SUNBEAM.

h.p. P. and M.

6oy

Twelve months ago the engine capacity of the A.J.S.

was increased from 750 c.c. to 800 c.c. As a pas-

senger machine the 7 h.p. A.J.S. needs little comment;

a team of these machines won the coveted team prize

in this vear's Six Days Trials, and scores may be

seen giving satisfactory

service wherever motor
cyclists congregate. A two-

seated sidecar is a feature

of one of the A.J.S.
models, while another

small but interesting point

where the machine differs

from the majority of its

class is in the fitting of a

separate lighting dynamo
instead of the combined
instrument.

Only in engine capacity

does the 6-7 h.p. Ariel

fall short of being ranked
among the biggest of big

twins. It has a long-stroke

engine of 795 c.c. capa-

city, and is an exceedingly

sturdy production which4J h.p. JAMES.

4 h.p. TRIUMPH. 4 h.p. NORTON.

SEVEN SINGLES SPECIALLY SUITED FOR SIDECAR SERVICE.
C3
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should obviously appeal to the man who wants
long service with a minimum of attention, An 8 h.p.

twin Ariel will, however, make its appearance at

Olympia as an additional model. Tyres and tank
capacity are on generous dimensions.
The James is a similar machine, and, like the Ariel,

is built entirely at the one works. For next year the

James will have completely

interchangeable wheels, im-
proved leg-shields, com-
plete aluminium chain
cases, and a roomier side-

car. It was increased from
5-6 h.p. to 7 h.p. last

year, and has done well in

the chief reliability trials

of 1921.

More truly entitled to

the designation " medium-
weight " are the 5-6 h.p.

Rover, the 4 h.p. Indian
Scout, the 5-6 h.p.

N.U.T., the 5-6 h.p. Lea-

5-7 h.p. COVENTRY-
VICTOR.

6 h.p. o.h.v. DOUGLAS.

tinctive, features of its larger brother. The other

is the 6 h.p. B.S.A., now marketed in a lighter frame

under the appropriate title of the " Light Six." The

sidecar fitted to this model has also been considerably

reduced in weight.

Big Twins,

Those who desire a big reserve of power are well

catered for, the " 1,000

c.c. sidecar " being the

leading product of firms

which thoroughly deserve

the title of " sidecar

specialists."

Detail improvements

—

in most cases Avith a view

to avoiding over-elaboration

—will be the keynote of

the big twin outfits of

1922, and there will be

few entirely new models in

this class.

Three only of the larger

passenger outfits have

5-6 h.p. RALEIGH.

Francis, and the 5-6 h.p.

Verus. Exceptmg the

Indian these machines are

fitted with proprietary

engines—the Rover and

N.U.T. with J.A.P.'s,

the Verus with a Black-

bur n e , and the Lea-

Francis with a M.A.G.
The Indian, although ori-

ginally laid out as a solo

mount, has been marketed
as an electrically-equipped

sidecar outfit for more than

a year now. Both as a

touring and light sporting

outfit the Rover enjoys con-

siderable popularity. In-

cidentally, the Rover was one of the first designs to

use the Brampton spring link chain instead of a trans-

mission shock absorber.

The N.U.T. belongs essentially to the sporting

type, and certainly looks a very speedy outfit. The
Verus, on the other hand, comes intO' the luxury

class pure and simple ; it is fitted with exceptionally

extensive mudguards and a handsome saddle tank,

aluminium footboards and aluminium chain cases.

Finally, there are two smaller editions of 8 h.p.

twins. The B rough- Superior is now obtainable with a

592 c.c. M.A.G. engine, but otherwise with all the dis-

C4 -

4J h.p. HUMBER.
REPRESENTATIVE FLAT TWINS.

spring frames—Matchless,

Indian, and Royal Ruby

—

but each has survived

several years of satisfac-

tory use in the hands of

pri\-ate users. All three

frames make use of the

usual method of hinging

the rear chain stays ; but,^

while the Royal Ruby and
Indian rely on leaf springs,

the Matchless embodies
coils. The latter type of

spring is also used for the ;

sidecar body suspension on
the Woolwich production,

which is now offered with 1

a lighter semi-streamline 1

sidecar body as a sports outfit. The new rigid frame 1

sports solo mount is also eminently suited for the 1

attachment of a sidecar of the ultra-light sporting

variety.

Carrying Three with Comfort.

An additional Royal Ruby for next year will be-

supplied with a tandem-seated body capable of accom-

1

modating two adults in comfort.

Indians ha\'e always had a reputation for being
|

speedy passenger machines, despite the fact that they
;

carry the not inconsiderable extra weight of a spring

;
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frame ; and next year this reputation should be greatly
enhanced by tlie introduction, under the appropriate
name of the Indian Chief, of a 7-9 h.p. edition of the
Indian Scout. A rigid, and consequently lighter,
frame is the chief difference from the sprung model.

Other passenger machines deservedly and naturally
noted for their high speed possibilities are the 7-9 h.p.
Harley-Davidson, the 8
h.p. Zenith, the 8 h.p.

Brough-Superior, the 8 h.p.

New Imperial, the 10 h.p.

Reading-Standard, and the

7-9 li.p. Rudge. In its

most popular form, the

Harley-Davidson is fitted

with an American system of

combined lighting and igni-

tion outfit, and is finished

in a most serviceable
shade of dark green. On
account of the Gradua gear,

the Zenith is essentially a

" high average " machine,

HS-;=5i

MEDIUMWEIGHT V TWINS
5-7 h.p

ARIEL

Cog

fitted with an oversize engine of 1,170 c.c. This is

the largest standard twin-cylinder outfit on the British

marliet fpr next year.

Over a year has passed since the dtbut of the chain
drive Rudge twin, and it is generally becoming
recognised as a dangerous competitor to the leaders
of its class. A most comfortable and roomy and yet

neat and handsome sidecar is a specially notable point

on this outfit.

There are several other

rigid frame outfits with
engines in the neighbour-
hood of 1,000 c.c. Perhaps
the best-known examples
are the Sunbeam, Rex-
Acme, Hazlewood, En-
field, Excelsior, Chater-
Lea, B.S.A., Dot, Brad-
bury, and Ariel.

Fitted with an 8 h.p.

J. A. P. engine, the Sun-
beam is distinguished by
neat and really eflScient

oil bath chain cases and an

INDIAN SCOUT.

and even the touring sidecar

is fitted with a body on
" sports " lines. Primarily

intended as a de luxe solo

mount, the .Brough-
Superior, nevertheless, be-

comes an exceedingly

attractive and handsome
sidecar outfit, with the

addition of a specially

designed model of the

Montgomery sporting
attachment. A choice of

M.A.G. or o.li.v. or side

valve J. A. P. engine is now
provided. The remarkable successes of the 2\ h.p. and

i\ h.p. New Imperial lightweights this year have tended

to obscure the consistent showing of tlie 8 h.p. New
'Imperial-Jap outfit in the most difficult reliability

trials. Although there is nothing unconventional in

its specification, this machine, nevertheless, " gets

there " with great rapidity and regularity. Its price,

too, will be exceedingly moderate. An 8 h.p. solo

sports model will also no doubt be used for passenger

work by one or t^vo enthusiasts.

The Largest Twin.
The Reading-Standard follows British

more nearly than most • American machines.

practice

but it is

6 h.p. BRADBURY.
attractive all-weather black
finish. The sidecar body
is finished to match, and
the outfit worthily upholds
a respected name in the

motor cycle world. Last
year the Rex and the Acme
were marketed as separate

machines, with, however, a

sh'ong family resemblance.
The two are now combined
as the Rex-Acme, and
chain instead of belt drive

has been standardised. A
Blackburne engine and

Sturmty-Arclier gear box need no description,

but the long wheelbase of the machine and the corre-

spondingly lengthy sidecar body deserve attention.

The Hazlewood is an equally sturdy example of a

machine embodying well-known components. The
Enfield, however, is different; not only has it been
one of the most moderately-priced big twins, but it

is also unusually simple in design, light in weight (it

has only a two-speed selective clutch gear), and noise-

less in action—the mechanical silence of the Vickers-
built engine accounting for this to no small degree.
A reputation for success in reliability trials stamps

the Excelsior as an efficient and capable outfit. It

has a J.A.P. engine, and the price is moderate.

C5
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Chatcr-Lea's, however, make their own engine, but

it is on well accepted lines; here again the price is

not high. An increase in engine capacity has brought

the popular 6 h.p. B.S.A. into the i,ooo c.c. class,

although, as already mentioned, the smaller engine

will continue to be fitted in a less weighty frame under

the title of the " Light Six." The larger machine

should meet with a distinct demand from the family

man who desires an econo-

mical means of transport

for three or more.

Both the Bradbury and
the Dot hail from the

North, and are of charac-

teristically sturdy build.

The former is fitted with

an engine of Bradbury
design and manufacture,

while the latter uses the

popular J. A. P. unit. Both
have chain drive, and are

equipped with strongly-

0ir@IS^€ILl NOVEMBER 17th, rg^i-

8 h.p. REX-ACME

built and comfortable sidecars. As described on

another page of this issue, the Ariel twin will now

be marketed in an additional model fitted with an

8 h.p. M.A.G. engine and all-chain drive. This

machine will be similar to the 6-7 h.p. model.

It has been impossible in the course of this article

to give prices, for, in the case of new or changed

models especially, very few have yet been announced

to the public; and it would obviously be mis-

leading to quote 1 92

1

figures alongside those of

other firms for 1922.

There is no doubt, how-

ever, that many 1922

prices as divulged at

Olympia Avill come as a

most pleasant surprise to

the would-be buyer.

Neither will this tendency

to a return to pre-war

values be confined to any

one type ; many of the ex-

pensive twins being reduced.^

I

8 h.p ROYAL RUBY
/-9 h.p HARLEY-DAVfDSON

8 h.p. o.h.v. BROUGH
SUPERIOR S h.p. SUNBEAM

a n.p. ROYAL ENFIELD. 8 h p B S.A

C6
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Proprielary Passenger Attachmenls for the 1922 Market.

LAST year the sidecar tended somewhat to a

luxuriousness and size savouring of over-develop-
ment ; this year the new models to be offered

for 1922 show a return to simpler and sounder lines.

The Show of 1921 also was characterised by a

greater number of spring-wheeled chassis, but latterly

the introduction of further samples of this type has

abated, possibly due to the fact that general trade

conditions have militated against inventiveness and
the incorporation of improvements which, in most
cases, increase production costs to some extent. In

For lightweights and sports models : the Watsonian feather-

weight, which, with polished aluminium body, weighs but 60 lb.

one notable instance, the Triumph-Gloria to wit, the

spring supported wheel axle has been definitely

dropped, but such designs as the Grindlay, Sheffield-

Henderson, and Millford-Rock are still being mar-
keted, and the latter-, at any rate, is of a design which
is not necessarily complicated nor expensive, and its

price has been appreciably reduced.

During the present year the general demand for

lower prices has led to the introduction of many chassis

of exceedingly straightforward design—a commend-

able tendency to combine strength with lightness,

simplicity, and the possibilty of low manufacturing
costs. The development of machines of small engine

capacity as the propelling items of ultra-light passenger

outfits has also spurred sidecar manufacturers to

evolve soundly designed attachments from which non-

essentials and consequent excessive weight have been
ruthlessly eliminated. Grindlay, Watsonian, Mont-
gomery, Sheffield-Henderson, and Canoelet names are

The Henderson featherweight model, a pioneer ol hght sidecars

with a body which is nevertheless comfortable to ride in.

all borne on the lightest of lightweight sidecars, and
some exceedingly attractive chassis are being included
in the catalogues of all these makers. The Watsonian
concern, for example, list a featherweight attachment

with a total weight of 60 lb., made up of a 42 lb.

chassis of very simple design and a polished aluminium
streamline body weighing a bare 18 lb. The Henderson
Featherweight, too, is about the same weight, with a

chassis embodying the fewest possible lugs and having

a coachbuilt body on graceful and fairly roomy lines.

Lightness in Excelsis.

Probably the limit in lightweight chassis construction

is achieved by the Montgomery designer, who has

Almost the limit m the elirninatian ol non-essentials. The Montgomery ultra-light sidecar, suitable for machines of low

engine power. Separately shown is the very simple chassis.

c^
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A more ambitious sporting sidecar, the Dunhill, of projectile

shape in pohshed aluminium.

evolved a remarkably simple construction in which
one might almost say that the connections weigh more
than the actual chassis itself!

In a somewhat heavier class, the sporting model by
the same makers is of exceptional grace, and combines
strength and a reasonable degree of comfort for its

type. Grindlay also has achieved popularity with a

sporting model with similar body lines and a type of

suspension on quarter-elliptic springs which has been

Ample body room distinguishes the Whitley sports model, which
should be well suited to machines of the 4 h.p. type.

machines of 4 h.p. to 8 h.p., we may single out the

products of the pioneer firm of Mills-Fulford, Ltd.,

as typical examples. This concern, of course, is

maintaining production of the '

' chassis-less
'

' Rock
design, introduced last year, but it also has a

range of staunchly constructed sidecars mounted on
strong chassis of rectangular form having longitudinal

The Hughes Torpedo model,

fitted with step, scuttle dash, and

aero windscreen.

so satisfactory that it is to be incorporated throughout
the whole range of sidecars bearing this name.
Amongst sports type sidecars of still more roomy

construction, the new Whitley and the popular Wat-
sonian " R 34 " are to be mentioned; the semi-

flexible rubber-buffer couplings of the latter concern
are of special interest in view of " Wharfedale's

"

recent advocacy in our pages of this type of connection

;

they have been tested for a year or more.
Turning to a heavier class of sidecar altogether,

the more luxurious touring attachment suitable for

A speciality of Dunhills, Ltd. : the patent triangulated chassis

used on the heavier touring models.

and axle members dupHcated. Bodywork on these

Millford productions is of unexceptionable quality.

Another firm specialising in high quality finish on
a body and chassis of conventional design is the

Whitley Manufacturing Co., while Dunhills also take,

a pride in highly finished and luxuriously trimmed
bodies, which are mounted on a- soundly constructed,

triangulated chassis. This London house also offers

a sporting sidecar of "projectile" shape, but con-

venience of ingress and egress appears to have been
neglected on this particular model.

k rpring-wheeled sidecar on sporting lines—the Grindlay
Club model.

c8

For the average mediumweight touring machine: the

Montgomery "No. 2." Notice the step which is fitted.
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For goods or small live-stock: the Watsonian farmer's

carrier sidecar.

Another sidecar for mediumweight machines : the Whitley
standard model. Highly-finished bodywork is a characteristic
of this production.

Between the average mediumweight and the most luxurious
sidecars, the Watsonian Monarch holds a prominent position.

A Hunhes touring sidecar with bulbous back.

_

Most of the firms mentioned produce double-seated
sidecars for the family man.

Innovations in the springing of sidecar bodies are
conspicuously absent in the 1922 programmes, and the
great majority depend upon leaf springs of the C
pattern

; the Grindlay sidecars, however, as previously
mentioned, use quarter-elliptics inverted at the rear,
and upturned at the front. Certain Montgomery
models use coil springs for the front su.spension, the
application being similar to the roller-lever springs of
bicycle practice. Watsonian sidecar bodies are
mounted on C springs at the rear, and double com-
pression coils at the front, while the lu.xurious Hender-
son Elite is carried at the rear on a combination of
semi-elliptic and coils which are adjustable for weight.

Trade Sidecars.

Quite a number of concerns produce sidecars
specially suitable for trade delivery purposes. Wat-
sonian, Millford, and the Willowbrook Co., all lay

themselves out to meet the desires of motor cyclists

who wish to use their sidecars for business purposes.

Folding Sidecars.

It might have been thought that the combined
housing and garaging difficulties of- the last year would
have advanced the claims of the folding chassis to

a greater extent, but the Hopley and Paragon con-

structions still maintain themselves in their solitary,

but nevertheless successful, corners, fulfilling a demand
which is probably only so limited because the public

are not made sufficiently aware of their possibilities.

Commodious body design, luggage carrying capacity, and sturdy chassis constructfon, are features of these products of Sheffield
and &)ventry. The model names give the key to their qualities ; that on the left is the Henderson "Elite," while tlie one on the
right is the Millford "Luxury."
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SIDECAR CONNECTIONS.
Sir,—I was pleased to see that my plea for flexible sidecar

connections has received the support of one of such long and
wide experience as Mr. W. F. Grew, who writes in the
issue of November 3rd ; his patented application of the
Hardy coupling (which I had momentarily overlooked) would
appear to be ideal for a back bottom stay connection, even
if the other connections were merely the usual long and
usually "whippy" tubes.
Mr. Willey, I observe, weighs in again in last week's

issue, but infuses the debate with an air of acrimoniousness
which does not help matters forward. I did not ask for
"sloppily fitting" connections but flexible ones of the same
order of flexibility as that existing in, say, a car shackle
bolt—freedom without slop. Perhaps Mr. Willey will be
interested to know that the technical adviser of the Scott
Co. was using a sidecar with the back connection (yoke)
turned vertical in 1919-20, if I remember rightly, so that I
have the satisfaction of thinking with another great mind !

My own 1919 Scott, not so fitted, broke its back fork end
after a season of heavy competition work.
May I repeat my contention that existing motor cycle

frames are O.K. for the purpose for which they were
designed, and that sidecars must be designed not to break
them—not that the frames must be redesigned to withstand
sidecar stresses.

I refuse to be inveigled by Mr. Willey into a dissertation
on frame design in these columns. I may queer my pitch
(and the Editor's guineas) for an article on the subject at
a later date ! WHARFEDALE.
"ISSUED TO MEMBERS"—BUT NOT FREE.

Sir,—May I, as a constant reader, trespass upon your
valuable space to reply to "Zenith DX1997," who writes
upon this subject.

The A. A. and M.U. Handbook for the current year is

issued tree to all new members upon joining, and at a- cost
of half-a-crown for subsequent numbers. This cannot be
called exorbitant when the extraordinarily low annual sub-
scription to the Association is considered.
The only way to put a stop to the present persecution of

motor cyclists in this country is to join some body strong
enough to stand up for itself and its

subscribers. Catering entirely for

the private owner, and having.

FORECAST AND GUIDE
:: :: TO THE SHOW :: ::

especially, the cause of the motor cycle at heart, the A.A.

and M.U. is just such a body.
The history of the A.A. and M.U. is its best advertise-

ment : let every motor cyclist give it a test. Then will the

most popular, and yet most maligned, pastime come into

its own and motor cyclists enjoy the privileges of other road

users without its petty annoyances.
I have no connection with the A.A. and M.U.
Liverpool. PREMIER EP 178.

Sir,—If "Zenith, DX 1997 '- will communicate direct with

me, stating where he was informed that his handbook would
cost him 5s., also giving his name and address, the matter

will be investigated.

With regard to your correspondent's comment concerning

a considerable portion of the handbook being devoted to the

advantages of membership and the services rendered, I would
like to state that of the 532 pages in the A.A. Handbook
over 450 pages cover information in regard to appointed-

agents, hotels, touring, motor law, and many other matters :'"

which it is really essential for our members to know ; there-

fore, the handbook is not, as your correspondent suggests,

merely a compendium of services rendered by the Association. -

I may add that the authorised charge for the handbook to

motor cyclist members is 2s. 5d.

STENSON COOKE,
Secretary the Automobile Association and Motor Union.

COMPARATIVE TWO AND FOUR-WHEELER SPEEDS.
Sir,—At the foot of page 517, in your issue dated 27th.

ult., there is a comparison between the speed attained by
the 1,100 c.c. cycle car, with two-seated body, and carrying
two persons, and that attained by a solo motor cycle, and
of only 88 c.c. greater capacity

!

Why not have compared the four-wheeler's speed with'
that of the sidecars ? Surely the only fair comparison.

In point of fact, the speed attained on Saturday, 22nd ult.,

has been exceeded since then, and the speed of the last lap
in the 200 Miles Race should not be forgotten.
Are we to infer that the motor cycle quoted was not a

"highly specialised machine specially designed for events 1

of this kind?" Surely not! The four-wheeler, however,
was an absolutely standard chassis, except for the engine -

and gear ratios, and, of course, .

tank capacity.

C. LEWINGTON.

FORECAST AND GUIDE
:: .: TO THE SHOW :: ::

4?
Next wreek's enlarged issue—the second of "The Motor Cycle" Show
Numbers—will be of special interest to all who intend to visit Olympia.
Among other important features it w^ill contain a stand-to-stand forecast
of and guide to the solo and passenger machines which will be

exhibited there.

4?
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WHICH IS THE WORLD'S BEST SOLO MACHINE?
vSir,—What machine is it that is sprung fore and aft,

rides pot-holes liUe a dream, and does not pUiy the deuce
on grease? That with a suitable carburetter will tick over
like a Leyland lorry, and scream off an acceleration to 60
m.p.h. standard? That, with proper tuning up for the track,
will do a Hying half-mile at 83 m.p.h., while its c.c. is but
398? That appears to have an unlimited capacity for revolu-
tions, and feels like a four-cylinder to drive?- Tliat will take
two up a hill of 1 in 7^ at 40 m.p.h. and revels in a light

sidecar? That only fears others of the same make on the
road? That has ideal weather protection and cannot hurt
itself if it falls over? That has a sensible stand, sensible
tool kit, and can be ridden with equal facility by man or

woman? That with proper gudgeon pin fixings and stainless

e.xhaust valves is as reliable as a Triumph or B.S.A., and is

light on tyres? That holds the road as steady as a' rock
at 55 m.p.h. and over? That is the only really scientifically

designed bicycle on the road?
The answer, gentlemen, is too obvious to be written.

Pinner, Middlese.x. A.B.C. RIDER.
' Sir,—lu my opinion the best way to judge is by the
different makes of machines one sees whilst touring over
popular roads, or speed and hill trials, or anywhere where
motor cyclists congregate.
One will then notice the popularity of the Triumph

machines. In mv idea 20% of the machines now in use are

Triumphs.
"

'_ TB 4745.
Ashton-under-Lyne.

Sir,—The world's best motor cycle, in my modest opinion
(as far as a solo heavy touring mount is concerned), is a

1921 P. and M. Unfortunately, I only possess a 1920 model,
but there is not a great deal of difference. To back my
opinion by visible points, not individual attainments (their

engine power and general reliability has been publicly demon-
strated in all reliability trials of importance), I would Ike

to ask what other machine at any price has all the following
good points or their equal :

(1.) Two very large, easily opened, and firmly fi.xed toolbags.

(2.) Ratchet brake, which is very useful, even for solo work.
(3.) Pedal brake just under the heel—extremely powerful.

(4.) Highly efficient and strong front mudguarding.
(5.) Mechanical oiling, which oils directly and positively

the big end, piston, and driving side crank case bearing.

(6.) A t.wo-speed gear which cannot be scrapped by a
novice, of high efficiency, and exceptionally long noiseless life.

Re>>AI^ISCEMC:ES OF -THE-

AUTUMH TteJAi.
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An artist's impressions of a strenuous autumn trial.
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(7.) Chains automatically oiled in strong cases with in-

spection covers.

(8.) Very efficient shock absorber.

(9.) Large straight through (yet quiet) exhaust pipe and

silencer, fitted in an ideal position.

(10.) Swinging end of rear mudguard.
(11.) Celluloid-covered handle-bars, with controls m a very

comfortable position.

(12.) Valves easily ground in without renmvnig the

cylinders.

(13.) Connecting rod milled from solid.

(14.) Low down, strongly fixed lamp brackel

(15.) Ideal magneto position.

(16.) Decompressor.
(17.) A front brake that can be used.

(18.) Internal cone hub bearings.

(19.) Exceptional leverage to kick-start, which works

direct.

(20.) Benzole-proof enamelled tank.

(21.) Finish in detail, as well as polish, second to none.

(22.) Most courteous and quick service—an important

point.

Of course, it has its disadvantages ; every bicycle has. In

my opinion, they are :

(1.) Rather slow—45 m.p.h. on a 5^ to 1 gear.

(2.) Decarbonising takes too long.

(3.) No handle-bar or foot clutch control, unless you fit

a foot control to the gear, wTiich is easily done.

(4.) Cannot fit knee grips.

I have, of course, no connection with Messrs. Phelon and
Moore. B.T.B.

Hale.

Sir,—I ^apologise for intruding once more, but, as one of

the guilt}' participants in the. discussion on solo machines,

may I suggest that it is rapidly becoming aimless. Originally,

I think, the question was as to which is the Rolls-Royce of

solo machines, and not which is the best solo machine.
There is a distinction. "Rolls-Royce" has become
synonymous with luxury, and luxury means refinement,

comfort, silence, and safety. Viewed from this aspect, I

still maintain emphatically that no single-cylinder, four-

stroke can compete, and the four-stroke V twin, being the

worst balanced engine obtainable, cannot even be considered.

(I confess, however, to a sneaking regard for small V twins,

of the Indian vScout type, though I am weakening my case

by admitting it !)

However, the discussion need not be prolonged. A far

more useful debate would
be, " Which is the worst
solo machine?" A few can-
did admissions from enthusi-

astic owners would un-
doubtedly help considerably
in eradicating faulty design.

If some candid riders will

give their views I shall be
delighted. I do not think
manufacturers will start
actions for libel. After all,

most machines have one good
point. They go.

NORMAN WILLIAMS.

MERCURIAL FRENCH
CHALK.

Sir,
—" Ixion " has at

various times given hints of

a beneficial nature as to the

carrying of spares, but I do
not remember reading of how
he carries his French chalk.

Perhaps he will kindly gjye

a little enlightenment. I

have tried tins and airtight

receptacles used by chemists
and others, but always with
the same result (no matter
how tight the fit in the tool-

bag is) ; everything else gets

smothered with French
chalk. BL 9232.

Woking.
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WHY DOES AN ENGINE ACCELERATE?
Sir,—The reason why an engine accelerates when the

tlrrottle is opened is that it gets more gas. Usual disclaimer.

Leamington. COMMONSEXSE.

Sir,—With a closed thi-ottle the suction stroke merely

creates a vacuum in the combustion chamber. On full

throttle, the combustion chamber takes a full charge of gas

at atmospheric pressure. Upon intermediate openings the

downward piston stroke creates vacuums of degrees varying

inversely as the throttle opeping and the quantity of gas

admitted.
In other words, a small opening admits a small amount of

gas at very low sub-atmospheric pressure, the aperture for

the inrush of air being smaller relatively to the period of

induction and the vacuum to be filled than with a wider

opening. It will be seen that, upon compression, this will

be more intense when the gas was at atmospheric pressure

upon the closing of the inlet valve than when it was at the

same period at a pressure below that of the atmosphere; and

the explosion will be more violent, correct mixtures^ in all

cases presumed. H. C. DA\ lES.

Sir,—Your correspondent " Xenesider " apparently overlooks

the presence of a pressure of 14.7 lb sq. in. (atmospheric).

When the piston descends, causing a negative pressui-e in

Ihe cylinder, gas w-ould flow to the cylinder if not partially

held by the throttle, and the engine would rapidly accelerate

to full load.

What actually happens'is: The cylinder is only partially

filled, therefore"the initial pressure, instead of being probably

80 lb. sq. in. , is much lower (a manograph diagram will register

only 30 lb. sq. in. at times), the working pressure, or explosive

pressure, is lowered, therefore the engine is really controlled

by the throttle reducing the working pressure.

It this argument is followed to its natural conclusion with

ihe two-stroke design, perhaps one of your readers may hit

upon some solution to the four-stroking nuisance. I suggest

a transfer port carburetter.
" Hons. Eng." gives a very lucid explanation except at

one point. " The engine takes ... a full charge whether

the 'engine is going slowly on small throttle or fast on full

throttle."

This seems to suggest the cylinder negative pressure and

atmospheric have time to balance on a small throttle opening.

For various involved reasons (not connected with shorter

time the valve is open), this cannot possibly take place.

G. W. WEBB.

Sir,

—

I confess to being a novice, and recognise that some

involved technical reason is the solution ; but one point

seems to me overlooked, and yet I cannot help thinking it

must have some bearing on the matter. I refer to varying

suction according to throttle openings.

I believe that factor to be greatly used in construction of

speeded shutters in photography, but to make my point

more clear. I should perhaps give an illustration.

Anyone who can take two» close-fitting canisters or cylinders

and put one inside the other will find the difficulty of

pulling out the inner one, if one end of each is quite sealed

and the whole reasonably airtight. By its own weight the

inner cylinder is even longer in falling out if held vertical.

If one places a small hole in the sealed end of the larger

cylinder the inner one comes out fairly easily. If the

cylinders or canisters are large, one can experiment further,

and find that a small hole, while rendering the withdrawal

of the inner cylinder not only possible but fairly easy, is

not so good as a larger hole, and so on.

May it not be, therefore, that, as the valve orifice is

constant throughout, the piston drawing on a small opening

cannot descend in the cylinder of an engine so freely as on.

a larger opening, even though propelled by explosive force

after the compression stroke?

I suggest that the induction stroke is a factor to be reckoned
with in that respect as a retarding infliience to the ability of

the engine to attain higher "revs.," possibly only a small

retarding influence, but at least present.

JOHN TREWAVAS, Jun.

Sir,—ilay I be permitted to give my opinion upon the

subject, but first let me quote " Boyles Law on Gases"?
" When the temperature is constant, the volume of a gas
varies inversely as the pressure."

CI4

Now, when an engine is running at a small throttle open-
ing, the gas is drawn into the cylinder through a restricted

area, i.e., partially closed throttle, and although the cylinder

is filled with gas it is in a rarefied state, i.e., at less than
atmospheric pressure (14.7 lb., per sq. in.), owing to the
small time the inlet valve is open. If this gas were com-
pressed to atmospheric pressure the total volume of gas in

the cylinder would be far less than the full capacity of the
cylinder at atmospheric pressure.

Likewise, as the throttle is opened, so would the gas be
drawn into the cylinder at very much nearer atmospheric
pressure, thus increasing the actual volume of gas at 14.7 lb.

per sq. m. pressure. A.A.W.
Eastwood.

SUNDAY. COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—In your November 3rd issue I read with great interest

the letter of Mr. Samuel St. John. , ^
The Sunday competition machines form a very small per-

centage of the vehicles on the road.

What about the hundreds of chars-a-bancs with their noisy,

jovial loads, the thousands of cars and motor cycles and I

smaller fry, dashing to and fro in an irresponsible manner?
Perhaps JMr. St. John will be good enough to give us .a

clearly defined statement of the difference between "the
law-abiding (I) Sabbath joy-rides" and the "Sunday com-
petition rider who makes the day hideous with his uproar."

Personally, I think Mr. St. John's letter is a direct attack
on Sunday riding generally, and not against Sunday competi-

tions in particular. W. A. DOVENER,
Hon. Sec, The Bradford Motor Cycle and Light Car Club.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Some time ago Mr. A. W. Davies, in reply to a "correspon-

dent, stated in these columns his satisfaction with the
Best mechanical oil pump on a B.S.A. He now writes that

he has covered a further 10,000 miles in all weathers still

without trouble.

"Rook" complains of boarding house- charges in North
Wales, having been charged £3 5s. for two nights' and one
day's accommodation for two.
" i\Ir. S. Williams wonders why " so many manufacturers of I

motor cycles spoil an otherwise excellent production by put-

ting the magneto just in the rear of the front wheel."
Dissolved acetylene is preferred by "Night Owl" (Hinck-

ley) either to plain carbide or electric lighting sets. He
highly recommends this type of lighting equipment.
Two more correspondents, "20 m.p.h." (Birmingham) and

" BJ 5406 " (Dorset) revive the suggestion that the Tourist
Trophy races be held for standard stock machines only.

"Devon" (N. Devon) complains that prices both in the

new and second-hand markets are still too high.

Mr. G. H. S. Ellis considers that prompt payment of

spares accounts would make a big difference in manufac-
turers' service.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists,
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.'
The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By pos;, 2/10.

' HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/- By post. 2/3,

' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Tjyo-strokes, from the rider'9 point

of view. Price net, 3/- By post, 3/3.

• MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " IxiON," of The JMctor Cycle.

Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3.

THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
Londou. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5/6.
Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8,

' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Priceuet,5/. Bypost,5/4,

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE 8c SONS
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.
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In answering tliia advertisement it is deairabli to mention, "The Motor Cycle."
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If your thoughts are turning to a small car

All types of small
and economical cars
are fully and prominently
dealt within 'The Autocar.'

Not only does it give

detailed illustrated des-

criptions of new small cars,

and accounts of road tests

of both new and established

models, but also hints on
running and maintenance,
costs of running and up-
keep, and news of general

interest to owners or pro-

spective buyers of hght
cars.

"Small Car Talk" by "Runabout"
—a special article bv a well-known
private owner appears each week.

you cannot do better than study the pages of

The Leading Motoring Journal
"The Autocar" is the complete journal ; it embraces every phase

and aspect of motoring, deahng in an equally thorough manner with
light, medium and large cars, each issue being attractively iUustrated.

EVERY FRTOAY - - 4d.

OF ALL NEWSAGENTS

Proprietors: ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4

8 h.p.

A.V.
Runabout

"An
Ideal All-Weather

Two-Seater."

Speedy, Reliable,

and Economical.

Price only £155
Full specifications with details of

" Alternatives

to Standard Model obtainable. Write or call.

DEFERRED
PAYMENTS
ARRANGED.

cib

WARD & AVEY, Ltd.,

Teddington, Middlesex.

A Few Reasons Why you should get a

"GRIPIO"
It is the quickest of adjustable wrenches.

Instantly grips and securely holds any shape
pipe, bolt, nut, or fitting up to ijin.

No screwing nor fitting. Adjusts by mere
pressure of the thumb.

Mo7iey back Guarantee with each Wrench sold.

Price T/11, post free.

PATENT "GRIPIO" WRENCH & SPANNER Co. Ltd.

12, Hackin's Hey, Dale Street, Liverpool ^jt^

D D

TRANSFERS
for MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECARS, & SCOOTERS

Also LINING for above in

various widths and colourings.

Registration Letters & Numbers in White, etc>

:iPECIAL NOTE—We cmmol supply Manutactwirs' ow-i r^nslsr-

to individual motor cyclists.

' articulars r.nd Prices upon applicatioQ

.

THE BRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO., LTD.
(Proprietors : Ilifle & Sons Ltd.)

Works: QUINTON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Q l^ondon: 20, Tudor St., E.C.4. Mancliester: 199, Deansgat::. f")

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A Sports Model Ariel and a New Big Twin.
Five Models for 1922, including an 8 h.p. M.A.G.-engined Mounf.

IN addition to existing Ariel models,
in which little change has been made,
there will be marketed a new sports

type. Selling at the very moderate
figure of £87^ 10s., this new Ariel is

bound to attract a considerable amount
of attention. Fitted with .the 499 c.c.

Ariel engine (86.4x85 mm.) and three-

speed gear box, it has an enclosed primary
chain, lubricated by excess oil from the
crank case, and final belt drive.

Decompressor, but no Kick-starter.

In connection with the engine, it will

be remembered that a decompressor has
been fitted for many years past, though
in the latest type the operating pedal is

attached directly to the decompressor
instead of being connected by external
links. The sports model has a handle-
bar clutch control, but no kick-starter,

so , that the decompressor is a par-

ticularly useful fitting in this case.

Of standard construction, the three-

speed gear box has a new type of gear
operation, the lever and quadrant lying
conveniently btlow and at the side of the
new dome-sided tank.

An addition to the Ariel range is the 3i h.p. Sports model,

with three-speed gear and clutch, but without kick-starter.

Many detail modifications have been
carried out, such, for instance, as the
replacement of pannier toolbags by a
circular metal tool box at the rear,
while the tyre pump is also attached to
the carrier in such a manner that it does
not interfere with luggage capacity. A
long exhaust pipe from the engine now
leads to a welded sheet metal silencer of
streamline formation, having a long

An 8 h.p. M.A.G.-engined Ariel, which marks the entry of this well-known machme into

the full-powered class.

narrow final exit. A toe-operated belt

rim brake is fitted to the rear wheel.
The front mudguard is fully valanced,

and has a wide splasher at the base,
which does much towards protecting the
engine and rider's feet. Besides the
usual specification, which includes B.
and B. carburetter. Best and Lloyd sight

feed drip and pump, and 26x2fin.
Dunlop tyres, rublDer grips are fitted to

the handle-bar—a refinement which is not
usual on standard machines.

An 8 h.p. Twin.
The standard 3^ h.p. three-speed Ariel

will sell at £95, and the big 4^ h.p.

single (chain drive) at £105. The
6-7 li.p. twin, with chain and belt drive,

is listed at £110, and a new model, fitted

with an 8 h.p. JM.A.G. engine and all-

chain drive, will be marketed at £125.
Two sidecars are marketed, the lighter

model, for chain-cum-belt drive machines,
selling at £30, while the special type, for .

all-chain drive machines, costs £5 extra.

All Ariel machines are fitted with the
already well-known Ariel gear box,- and,
with the exception of the sports model,
the spring saddle pillar peculiar to this

firm is supplied. In addition, the new
8 h.p. model has internal expanding
brakes in both front and rear wheels.

A Scottish Light-

weight.
ONE of the few motor cycles made

North of the Tweed is the Vic-
toria, a product of the old-estab-

lished Victoria Motor and Cycle Co.,
Ltd., of Glasgow. At last year's show
this firm staged a 4 h.p. sidecar outfit

at £125, which was, at that time, easily
the cheapest outfit on the market. This
year the leading Victoria model will be
a two-stroke lightweight, embodying the
well-known Villiers engine with flywheel
rnagneto, and priced at £39 18s. for the
single-speed model, £45 for the plain
two-speed, and £50 with two-speed gear,
clutch, and kick-starter.

One of the few representatives of Scotland-

the 2-J h.p. two-stroke Victoria.

Si
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Quadrant Modifications.
A Low-priced, Long-stroke, Big Single Sidecar Ou'fit.

BESIDES the excellent finish and
sturdy construction o£ the big single

Quadrant the most noticeable fea-

ture is the attractive price at which it

is to sell. Completely equipped with
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear, chain

and belt drive, a sound specification

throughout, and a deep-bodied coach-

built sidecar with good upholstery, the

4g h.p. Quadrant is listed at £100, an
extra £5 being charged for all chain

drive. Without sidecar the two types

sell at £80 and £85 respectively. Such
prices for a thorouglily well turned out

machine equipped with an engine of

85x110 mm. (554 c.c), cannot fail to

draw the attention of the buying public.

Sound Specification.

Regarding specification, the Quadrant
reraams largely unaltered, but a very
neat circular section saddle tank replaces

the earlier square type. Quadrant forks

are, of course, retained, and it will be
remembered that a rebound spring is in-

corporated in the design. The forks

pass through the wide flat front guard,
and the mudguarding throughout is sen-

sible. Cast aluminium is employed in

many places where sheet metal is more
commonly used, and in addition the alu-

minium footboards, the silencer, and
both front and rear chain guards are of

the same material. A powerful Ferodo
wedge type brake is fitted to the rear

One of the largest capacity single-cylmder outfits

with a 654 c.

wheel, a rim brake being retained in

front. We have had some road experi-

ence with the Quadrant outfit, and can
testify to its roadworthiness and its

pulling powers, for with its 5 to 1 top
gear it is capable of taking a loaded
sidecar up all normal main road hills.

The standard sidecar as fitted is roomy,
and contains a large locker in the
bulbous back and a smaller locker under
the seat. Fixed to the body, so as to

on the market—the 4-2 h.p. Quadrant, fitted

c. engine.

prevent rattle, the mudguard is of sen-

sible proportions, and amply protects the
passenger. Four points of attachment
are provided for the stoutly constructed

chassis^ and the body is fully sprung.

26x2iin. tyres are fitted, and the equip-

ment is excellent as regards essentials.

A shock absorber is fitted in the rear

hub of the chain-drivea model, and a

choice of Amac or Senspray carburetters

is provided.

Next Year's Hawker Models.
Range of Blackburne-engined Four-slrokes in Addition to ihe Well-known Two-stroke.

THE Hawker two-stroke may be said

to have found itself during 1921, so

its manufacturers have decided not

to interfere with its design, and the only

alteration will be an improvement of the

finish, which will be black with gold lines.

Having made their reputation with the

. two-stroke, the Hawker Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Kingston-on-Thames, have decided

to 'sell three Blackburne-engined models
during the 1922 season. These will be
fitted with the 2j h.p., the 4j h.p., and
the 2| h.p. overhead valve "sports pattern

engines. It is interesting to note that

the identical frame isused in every case.

Of these, the smaller machine is fitted

with the Burman two-speed gear and
clutch, while the 4^ h.p. has the same
make of three-speed gear.

Special features in these machines will

include A.B.C. pattern hub brakes, both
front and rear, and a saddle of the
firm's own manufacture, the peak of
which is hinged at the top tube, the
springs being anchored to the top stays.

Another feature common to all models
is the circular aU-metal tool-box fitted to
the rear of the carrier. Quite an attrac-
tive machine will be the 2| h.p. sports

A 2| h.p. Blackburne-engined Hawker. Such details as the cylindrical metal tool bag aer

retained.

model fitted with the overhead valve
t\'ackburne engine. This will have all-

chviin drive, a three-speed gear, and
clutch, but no kick-starter. The 4i h.p.
model also has all-chain drive.

In the case of the 2|- h^). two-stroke

machine, hinged front forks are retained,'

and all Hawker machines will be fitted

with the latest pattern M-L magneto as

standard.

If you are visiting Olympia for the Motor Cycle Exhibition during the first three
days, take with you a copy of next Thursday's FORECAST AND GUIDE

NUMBER OF "THE MOTOR CYCLE."
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An 8 h.p, Bradbury for 1922.
Six Models, Four Sizes of Engines ; Next Year's Programme a( Oldham.

FOR 1922 the Bradbury range is to in-

clude an 8 h.p. twin outfit of new
design. As will be seen from the

accompanying illustration, it is quite a
handsome mount—an enlarged edition of .^^^^Mj&vja-.
the well-known 6 h.p. model with the ^^^fe.
exception that the seat tube is approxi-
mately vertical. The Bradbury three- «^^. fiM3|MggaMMM||^MBHiaMBi^>M. yjt
speed gear box, with cork inset clutch, is TrnHMS8H^^wi^^^BSMBH^^BK>^
used, and the wheels carry 28x3in.
tyres. —

.

..„ --..i...,-...
The 6 h.p. model is practically un- fj^^F^^^'^^^^^MMSKSIfl^SStKl^^^^fSStKll^^^lli^Slll^^^^^^^

changed except for minor refinements, w^Bf^~~''y^S^BHB^^^^^I^^^^^K^^^^^^^^^^r^mtS~~~'^^L^^

\

which remark also applies more or less -

to the other models. These include three

2J h.p. machines and a 4 h.p. single- 3^^^feS^SPBBCS^P4H^»^^^Kl~^''~*- .;S«a^t IKl,..-'^.-^'!'!)
cylinder sidecar model. The engine ^K|^/^^ ^^\\>^Jtm^^ji^^^ ^ <

1
dimensions, weights^ and prices are as wm.///l IhX .\M:r^ *- ^ «,.

follows ;

2J h.p. 4 h.p.

Bore and stroke . . 74.5 x 80 . . 89 x 89 . r, ,, j i r i i r on nn oo^
Capacity 350 c.c. . . 551 c.c. An entirely new Bradbury model, fitted with engme of 80 X 99 mm. = 986 c.ci

Weights 174 lb. .. 280 1b.

.
The three 2| h.p. machines vary only clutch and kick-starter. The latter two

X , ,??-P-c^ on'^'^oQ ™ respect of the gear box. The first models are priced at £75 and £80 re-

ra^c^tv 750 c c
'

' gBs'e e '?°'^^' '"^ smgle-geared and has no clutch, spectively. All have chain-cum-belfc

Weights '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 325 li).' 1 ! 360 lb. *}}« second a plam two-speed gear, and transmission, but the three larger models
Prices £117 .. £135 the third two speeds with hand control are chain-driven.

1922 Harley-Davidsons.

.

Few Changes in Representaiive American Models. .

Only minor modifications have been effected I^ common with some of the British

in the 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson machines. * makes, Harley-Davidson motor bicycles

^JQ
'

may be classified among those which
ires' :ssf<^'™~^'^m^^^^^ have reached a stage in which innova-

^g^g^^^g^ggjj^ * tions necessitated on the new models
are of the most trifling description.

The chief alteration in the 1922 models
is the change of colour, which is now a

fWlMJl^^^MB^^v JiU! ^/'jfc'' '\i,^||fe dark olive green—quite an attractive

''\^^^'^^^ ^^BB^K^^^^^JlBBfr m^^Si» colour indoors, but not so serviceable as
^^^^"'"' '" ••I'saaaiW^SWRHK^ A ^*as

j^j^g light khaki colour, on which mud or

dust • are quite inconspicuous. Dark
^^jv^ IBi^yiHIM^M —I..I i'MMHIIIIIi M •

i
green, however, has this advantage : it

" " is an excellent wearing colour, and any
scratches or chipping of the enamel may

, , ^ ^ .^^ ^f^ ' be touched in easily, so as not to be
~~=^^^ >t 7*^!as!S!^^ ^"^ noticeable.

The head lamp and electric horn are

supported on the same bracket, and a

quickly detachable lamp glass fitted.

For 1922 the popular flat twin Harley will have a guard instead of the completely enclosed

chain case hitherto used.
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Advance Details ol 1922 Models.

bo far as the 7-9 h.p. model is con-
cerned, it will be sold, as before, in two
patterns—the electrical and the magneto,
the former being complete with dynamo
generator manufactured by the JHarley-

JJavidson Motor Co., Ltd. A small
improvement has been made in the design
of the distributer cover of this equip-
ment, so that the terminals are below,
in order that there shall be no tendency
for wet to run down into the interior, as"

was the case with the old pattern.

Improved Mudguarding.

Other points worthy of mention on
the big twin for 1922^ are that the
front mudguard is now deeply valanced,
that the head lamp and the horn (fixed

below it) are finished in black, while
the external brake is operated by the
rider's heel and the internal expanding
brake by the toe, both pedals being on

The modifications in the electrical equip-

ment include a new distributer, which

shields the H.T. wires from rain. The
disposition of the fuse box and accumu-

lators IS also shown.

NOVEMBER lyth, ig2i.

the same side of the machine. The front
chain is now entirely enclosed. Double
dust caps are now fitted to both wheel
bearings. It is interesting to note that
British-made Bonniksen speedometers are
now a standard fitting on these machines;
the speedometer is mounte '. on the top
tube and driven from the off side of the
rear wheel.

Modifications of the Flat Twin.

As regards the 4 h.p. machine, the
makers have ceased to enclose the chain
entirely, and it is now protected by a
guard. The tool bag is a very neat
fitting, which is let into and flush with-
the top of the carrier. This model is anj
excellent solo mount, which will neverif
theless take a light sidecar anywhere, and
is a . most satisfactory dual-purpose
machine ; it is also finished in dark
olive green. At the present time this is

America's sole representative in the flat

twin class.

New Metro-Tyler Models,
A 5-6 h.p. Twin with Blaclcburne Engine, as well as ihe Two-stroke Models, to be Marketed
AMONG the several firms which have

turned their attention to the sport-

ing twin-cylinder may be mentioned
the Metro-Tyler Co., Ltd., Banister
Road, Kilburn . Lane, London, W.IO.
Their latest production consists of a 5-5

h.p. twin fitted with a Blackburne
engine, 71x88 mm. (698 c.c). It is pro-

\'ided with all-chain drive and a Burman
three-speed gear box and kick-starter.

Knock-out Hub Spindle.

So as to facilitate tyre repairs to

the back wheel a withdrawable spindle

is fitted. The front wheel bearings are

of standard design. The magneto is

carried behind the engine, and is driven

by a chain, which is rather long, how-
ever. Careful attention has been paid to

the mudguarding, the mudguards being
wide and well valanced. The machine
has a short wheelbase, low riding posi-

tion, and wide handle-bars giving ade-

A new V twin Metro-Tyler, which marks another entry into the big solo class. The engine

is a 5-6 h.p. Blackburrie.

quate steering control. An Amac carbu-
retter and B.T.H. magneto are fitted.

In general the machine follows accepted
lines, but should be a thoroughly useful

Neat frame design is a feature of the 2|- h.p. two-stroke M,T. sports model, equipped

with an Albion three-speed gear box.

high-speed touring mount. Special men-
tion must be made of the roomy toolbag
placed at the back of the carrier, and
fitted with a lid provided with an in-

genious fastener.

The Two Strokes.

So far as the popular 2-^- h.p. M.-T.
two-stroke is concerned, the alterations-

are in detail only. The previously used
oiling arrangement of the cylinder has

been abandoned, the oil now being intro-

duced into the inlet pipe, as .this system
is found to be more economical in manu-
facturing costs.

The sporting model of th|is type has
,

now a roller bearing engine, and when
used in conjunction with a sidecar TiaSi

an Albion three-speed gear box and
clutch. In the new sports model twq-
stroke the magneto and gear box are not
enclosed, as is the case in the ordinary
model where engine, magneto, and gear

box form practically a unit.

If your visit to Oiympia will be at the latttr end of the week, "The Motor Cycle" Show Number
(Dec. 1st) will ass St you in your examination ot the most interesting exhibits.

D4
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A New Indian Big Twin.
Indian Chief Model, an Enlarged Edition of (lie Indian Scouf

^ fTER the Scout the Chief. Rumours
via the 4-nierican papers have
warned us to expect something good

in the new Indian Chief, and Indian enthu-
siasts will certainly not be disappointed.
This new model is bristling with good
points and is a very fine production!
The new engine has the same dimensions
as its predecessor—79x100 mm., 980 c.o.

—but the- design of the cylinders is similar
to those of the engine with which the
principal Indian records have been made
during the present season. The radiating
fins are more numerous and are consider-
ably deeper, and have been brought down
round the exhaust outlets. The large
-exhaust pipes are devoid of bends and
lead straight into a generous exhaust pipe
with a flattened end, and, notwithstand-
ing this arrangement, the engine, we
understand, is very quiet.

So far as the timing gear design is

concerned, the Indian Chief engine has
a separate cam wheel for each cylinder,
which renders the timing more accurate.

Steadying the Cylinders.

To hold the engine rigidly in the frame,
forged steel anchor plates are used, while
the cylinder heads are bolted to a stay
secui-ed to^the secondary, tube of the
frame.
The engine has, moreover, been con-

siderably strengthened, and the new
crankshaft is lin. in diameter instead of

fin. Heavier flywheels are fitted. A
" Y," type of induction pipe is new a
feature of this engine, and tends towards

.

a more easy distribution of the mixture,
while special unions serve to eliminate
all air leaks.

We now turn to the—Indian Chief's
electrical equipment. _A new design
of Split doit magneto and a separate
Split dorf dynamo are fitted, the latter

driven off the timing geai of the engine.

The Princess sidecar of

graceful design.deslgned

to fit either the Chief or

standard Indians.

Contrary to usual practice, there is
no slip ring on the new magneto,
but access- to the distributer is obtained
by removing a pin and swinging back
a_ retaining bar. This exposes the
distributer, the carbon brushes, and the
segments, and the high-tension wires are
merely connected by ~a pin passing
through them and by pressure. The re-
moval of the advance lever arm and of
three nuts gives access to the interior of
the magneto.
There are oil wells in both the mag-

neto and magneto, the object of which
is to prevent any oil which has leaked
from the transmission reaching the in-
struments. A new ammeter is now

An addition to the Indian range of machines—the Indian Chief—an enlarged edition of the

4 h.p. Scout. The engine is 79 x 100 mm. = 980 c.c

fitted to the top tube which contains the
lamp switch, giving three positions

—

full

on, dim, and off.

The Transmission.

The transmission is similar to that
employed in the Scout, being through
spiral gears, bnt is, of course, of in-

creased dimensions, and the clutch is

considerably larger, having nearly 100%
greater frictional surface.

Following standard American practice,

the footboards are hinged, the rear por-

^

tion of the clutch pedal on which the
rider's heel rests being also hinged and
kept in normal position by means of a
spring. The kick-starter passes through a
lug in the frame supporting a 5in. bearing.

The Indian Chief has a rigid frame, but
an excellent spring seat-pillar and a first-

class saddle are provided. The front
mudguard is in one piece with its val-

ances, while the rear guard can have its

lower portion hinged back so as to expose
the tyre. This new model has the side-

car lugs forming part of the frame.

The Scout Model.

Little alteration has been made to the
well-known Indian Scout, but in its de-

sign it follows many of the improvements
made in its bigger brother. The new
model has an improved spring for the
front forks, the new type ammeter and
switch, and a similar type of kick-

starter. The other Indian model—N.E.
—has the standard large valve type
engine used last year, and the excellent
Indian spring frame.

The A J.S, Programme.
A New 2| h.p.

As regards the popular 7 h.p. A.J.S.,
only details have been altered. Of
these, perhaps, the most important

is the addition of a transmission shock
absorber mounted on the engine-shaft,
which sweetens the already smooth drive.
Lai-ger exhaust pipes are now fitted, and

Model. Detail Modifications to 7 h.p. Model.
apart from this, the machine has been
redesigned and embodies several features
of considerable interest. Full details of
the innovations will be published in next
week's issue of The Motor Cycle. In a
" sports " form this new model is ex-

pected to be capable of well over 50 m.p.h.

D5

a new and improved front mudguard has
been designed. Further modifications are
only such as are deemed desirable refine-

ments after careful tests. An entirely

new 2J h.p. model is, however, to be
listed. The engine is founded on the
existing side-by-side valve model, but.
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1922 Matchless Models.
No Draslic Alterations. New Tandem-seated Sidecar,

LITTLE mechanical alteration is being
made to tlie Matchless sidecar

model, which has proved so satis-

factory during the past season. In tlie

suspension of the frame and of the sidecar,

coil springs are exclusively used, -except
for the springing of the front of the
body, where the springs are of the
quarter-elliptical variety. There have,
however, been one or two detail improve-
ments in the sidecar. The spring bearers,
instead of running clean through the body,
now allow the seat to be lower, and the
battery box to be below the level of the
floorboard.

A Two-seated Sidecar.

An improvement in the appearance is

effected by utilising plated brass beading
round the edge of the body.
The principal innovation introduced for

1922 is the double-seated sidecar, in which
the passengers are accommodated tandem
fashion, and there is a separate

, screen
for each passenger. The chief interest
in this body lies in the ingenuity dis-

played in the design of the door, on either
side of which is a combined hinge and
fastener, so that either side may be
opened, thus allowing a clear passage to
either seat while usmg the same door.
The sidecar is also provided with a
collapsible footboard in front, so that the
extra foot room can be dispensed with
when the front of the body is not occupied
by an extra passenger.
We have already referred to the model

A feature of the Matchless double-seated sidecar is the door which is made to open either end.

Observe the collapsible floorboard for the front seat.

J sports machine with rigid frame, the
engme of which is specially tuned and
has aluminium pistons. It is an excellent

double-purpose mount, and will be shown
at Olympia fitted with a light but com-
fortable sidecar. Among its special

features may be mentioned the clutch,
controlled by either hand or foot, a kick-
up stand clip and a sidecar wheel stand

forming part of the frame holding the
sidecar wheel. i

There is also a model H .sports model
with light sidecar and spring frame, 28in.

wheels, and a slightly higher saddle posi-

tion. On this model the tools are carried

in the sidecar seat, while in the model J
the tool box is fastened to the top tube
of the frame.

No Serious Changes
RUDGE motor cycles have for many

years enjoyed an excellent reputa-
tion for power and speed without

sacrificing the equally important qualities
of comfort and sturdiness.
Although no entirely new models or

big changes in design havo been intro-
duced for 1922, these familiar Coventry-
built machines should more than retain
their present jMsition in popular esteem.
Especially is this so of the three-speed
chain-driven models, which have under-
gone considerable detail refinement since
their introduction this time last year.
As an example of a British-ljuilt big

twin, the 7-9 h.p. model makes a particu-
larly attractive sidecar machine, possessing
a wonderful reserve of power. Instead
of the multi-type of plate chitch a neat
Ferodo insert clutch of large diameter has
been substituted. It is also carried on

Detail Improvements to Rudges.
in Design. Three-speed and

the engine-shaft, lying flush up with the
crank case. An efficient shock absorber
is incorporated, and on future models
" keystone " shaped Ferodo inserts will
be used instead of the circular pattern,
thus giving an appreciably increased
frictional area.

An aluminium chain case for the
primary chain and guard tor the rear
chain are enamelled black, but the
aluminium footboards are left in their
natural finish. Front, rear, and sidecar
wheels are quickly detachable and inter-

changeable, and both front ^nd rear brake
shoes are of the same pattern, being tul]i
9in. long.

"*
Following usual Rudge practice, a

separate oil tank is fitted behind the
saddle tube, the pump being operated by
a heel pedal. A Magdyno may be sup-
plied with this model, the price of which

Multi-gear Models. '

without the lighting set is £120, or with

sidecar and interchangeable wheels £151.

Fitted with T.T. bars, it should make an
excellent semi-sporting solo mount.
The 3^ h.p. model differs mainly in tyre

sizes (650x65 mm.) and the lighting equip-

ment (a Maglita, again optional). A
lighter sidecar is, of course, supplied, but'

both, are very roomy and well finished.

Finally, one useful little improvement
has been incorporated on all the 1922 !

machines. The spring-up stand, when in

use, is now more nearly vertical, thus

.

causing less strain, and enabling the
machine to be lowered more easily. .

It is also worthy of mention that the
tool-kit includes a set of box spanners of

only' four sizes, which fit every important
nut, and that a simple chain rivet

extractor is supplied with the appi'opriate

models.

VERY little alteration has taken place
in the latest Coulson models, which
are now being produced in Birming-

ham by A. W. Wall, Ltd. A passenger
model, engined with the new 4^ h.p.
Blackburne, will be shown, and also a
similar machine with 2|- h.p. Blackburne
engine.

It is hoped, also,' that a new sports
model, with 350 c.c. overhead valve en-
gine, will be ready in time for Olympia.

06

A TWO-STROKE COULSON,
This model will have a three-speed
Burman gear box with clutch but no kick-
starter ; it will also have footrests and
simple, light fittings.

Both the touring models will have
three-speed Burman gears -with clutch and
kick-starter. The Coulson front and rear
springing will be retained, and the saddle
will still be carried on the top tube

;

adjustable handle-bars are also a feature
of all models.

Detail modifications consist of internal i

expanding brakes on each side of the (

rear hub; wider guards, and a general i

cleaning up of fittings, while a new type i

of aluminium footboard slightly splayed >

in front will be used. A new engine

«

for the Coulson frame will be a two-

)

stroke 2^ h.p. Liberty. This will be fitted i

with a two-speed Burman gear box with I

clutch and kick-stai'ter, and final belt-l

drive.

».;*
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New F.N. Designs for 1922.
Overhead Inlet Valves on New 8 h.p Four-cylinder and 2| h.D. Shaft-driven Models,

ONE more example o^f how features of T.T. models are

eventually embodie'd in standard touring machines is

the introduction of new models of the well-known
F.N. motor cycle.

In the T.T. races of 1914 Belgium's representative was a

four-cylinder F.N., with overhead inlet valves centrally dis-

posed in the cylinders. A new and enlarged edition of this

model of 8 h.p. will be exhibited at Olympia, together with

a new 2| h.-p. single-cylinder. Both will follow the general

lines of the existing types, but close inspection will reveal

several modifications, especially in the engine unit and in_

the gear box.

A.S will be seen from the illustration, the overhead inlet

valves are operated by vertical push rods from the near

side of the crank case. These rods can be removed in a few

seconds by lifting them against the springs of the valves.

Adjustment is provided for. The inlet valves are contained

in cages.

The two-bearing crankshaft is supported by ball bearings,

while both shafts of the gear box are also carried on ball

bearings of generous dimensions.
In addition to this new 8 h.p. four-cylinder model and

the o.h.i.v. single, which, of course, are shaft-driven, the

existing models will also be marketed next year with detail

improvements.

\r"—
The new 8 h.p. F^. engine with overhead inlet valves

A New Sports N.U.T.
All-chain Drive as an Alternative to Chain and Belt Offered for Next Yean

THREE main modela will form the
N.U.T. range for 1922, all of which
are V twins, two of them being of

2| h.p. and the other of 5 h.p. Begin-
ning with the lowest-priced machine this

is ofiered with chain-cum-belt trans-

mission for £110 and all-chain drive £120.
The engine is a side valve V twin

64.5x76 mm. (496 c.c), which has a ball ing set and electric horn for £135 chain-

bearing on the driving side of the main cum-belt, and £145 all-chain drive,

shaft. Druid forks, three-speed Sturmey- A new sports model has been intro-

Archer gear. Brooks B170 saddle, and duced, which embodies a specially-designed

26x2iin. tyres form the main items of side valve V twin of the same dimensions
its equipment. This machine is also
offered fitted with Lucas Magdyno light-

A speedy looking mount, the T.T. model 3J h.p. N.U.T.

as the touring model, but having alu-

minium pistons, roller bearing connecting

rods, and large interchangeable valves.

A T.T. three-speed Sturmey gear with

gear ratios of 4.5, 5.8, and 7.3 to 1, and
T.T. regulation mudguards are included

in the specification, but no carrier is

fitted, and as is now usual on sports

models, a kick-starter is dispensed with.

The price is £120 chain-cum-belt, and
£130 chain drive, and the weight 250 lb.

The 5 h.p. model is an enlarged "3^,''

the engine being 70x88 mm. bore and
stroke (578 c.c). Alternative gear ratios

are offered, one 4.5, 7.3, and 12 to 1,

apd the other 5.1, 8.3, and 13.6 to 1.

As on the other models, Druid forks and
26x2iin. tyres are fitted, and again the
option is given of chain-cum-belt or all-

chain transmission, the respective prices

being £110 and £120.

West Midland Open Trial Awards.

I

THE results of the Midland Centre
Open Trial—practically the last open
trial of the year—which was held

last Saturday week, and reported in our
issue of the 10th inst., show that about
75% of the starters qualified for an award
of some kind, 25% gaining golds.

Sixteen teams of three were entered for

The Motor Cycle prize ; but, .taking all

facts into consideration, no outstanding
team could be decided upon, the Ariel
(RoUason, Woodcock, and Newey) being
deemed equal with the Sun-Vitesse team
(Bishop, Johnson, and F. C. Parkes).
The private owner's prize, presented by
Messrs. Norton Motors, Ltd., was gained
by L. Crisp (4i Humber). The other
awards are as follows :

GOLD MEDALS.—L.. Crisp (4% Humbeil, R. W.
Duke (4 Triumph). C. Greenwood (3V. Sunbeam),
A. Rollason (3y. Ariel). W. Woodcock"(3i/. Ariel).
S. H. Rhodes (3V2 Wolf-Blackburne), A. W. thrush
(3^^ Sunbeam), A. A. Symes (3% Martinsyde).
L. A. Bees (SV-. Beardmore), J. H. Simpson (2^
A.J.S.), H. F. Sarris (2y4 A.J.S.), J. N. Roberts
(2^i4 New Imperial). G. F. Mason (2V^ Connaught),
W. R. Bown (2'/2 Bown-Villiers), M. Bishop (2'/b
Sun-Vitesse), B. Kershaw (214 New Imperial).
F. J. Johnson {2V- Sun-Vitesse), F. C. Parkes [2V,
Sun-Vitesse). J. ^f. Philpott (2'/. Velocette). J. H.
Walker (6-7 B.S.A.). L. Newey (6-7 Ariel sc).
and A. Watson (3'^ Sunbeam sc).

SILVER MEDALS.-R. B. Clark (8 Matchlessl.
E. Poppe (4 Triumph), H. J. Stretton Ward (4
Triumph), A. C. Cope (3'/z Douglas), F. S. Barnes
(3% Sunbeam), A. R. Evans (3V. Sunbeam). G.
Butcher (31/2 Sunbeam), J. G. Nickson (3V2
Douglas), G. Strange (31/2 James), H. R. Milling
(SV. Scott), A. Smith (3 Calthorpel. L. H. Horton
(2% New Imperiall. D. G. Prentice (214 New
Imperial). G. P. Povev (2V1 Velocette), A. K.
Smith (214 Morris), G, S. Smith (214 Morris).
A. B. Edwards (214 Levis), V. Davis (2i/i James).

L. Judge (214 Velocette), F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.
sc), T. F. Blumfield (6-7 Ariel sc.l, W. H. Bashall
(6 Martinsyde sc), T. C. de la Hay (3^ Sunbeam
so.). E. Wheeler (3V- Sunbeam sc.). N. Hall (2'-.

O.K. sc). N. Norris (10 Morgan), W. A. Carr (a
Morgan), F. Whitworth, jun. (3 Ivy), and F. T.

Sibley (7-9 Rudge sc).

BRONZE MEDALS.—W. Hope (3V' Norton), ]..

Cox (2V' Sun-Vitesse), F. J. Adams (SVj Norton).
H. W- Parkes (2 'J Sun-Vitesse), J. E. J. Whitaker
(8 Matchless sc), G. Packman (8 Matchless sc.),

W. H. Nicholson (6 Martinsyde sc), G. Denley
(2'; Velocette sc), J. L. Cave (8.7 G.N.), and H.
G& Uzzel (3 New Imperial sc).

NO AWARD.- -W. E. Jackson (2?4 Bown-B.l, A.
Milner (2V2 O.K.), J. Lidstone (7 James sc), H.
Greaves (4^4 Beardmore sc), F. Vallings (4Vi
Dunelt sc), and S. Goodwin (10 Castle Three).

RETIRED.-J. Wainwright (3 A.B.C.), W. L.
Handley (2V. O.K.), L. Nicholson (2% Omega), G.
Hill (2'A Diamond), W. L. Danskin (7-9 Budge
sc). S. B. Philpott (6 Martinsyde sc). T. F. Wat-
son (4 Norton sc), T. Peck (41/1 Ariel sc), R.
Brown (3',!. Sunbeam sc). A. J. Carter (10 Castle
Three), and H. Greatwich (8 Rover).
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Piesent Opinions as held in London and the Isle of Man.

THE silence of the Auto Cycle Union concerning

next year's T.T. races would lead the motor
cycle public to imagine that the making of

arrangements are proceeding satisfactorily, but many
on the outer circle of the A.C.U. organisation have

confessed to us uneasiness at the delay in finally fixing

arrangements.

With a view to throwing some fight upon the present

position, we have investigated the matter from both

sides. A member of The Motor Cycle staff has visited

the Auto-Cycle Union, and we give below a review of

the position as seen in London.
At the same time we commissioned our regular Isle

of Man correspondent to furnish us with the Manx
view. This also is given here, and from which it will

be seen that the Manx authorities have been moving
in the matter.

The London View.
There is still some doubt as to whether the T.T. races

will be held in the Isle of Man. So far, the guarantees
promised by the I.O.M. representatives who attended the

last A.C.U. General Committee meeting at Leicester have
not been made in concrete form.. The A.C.U. is naturally

getting impatient, with the result that the Competitions
Committee of the Auto Cycle Union have told the I.O.M.
authorities that they must have a definite statement as to

what the Island is prepar-ed to do with regard to steamship
facilities, the unloading of machines at Douglas, and such-

like details which have been so unsatisfactory in the past,

by November 30th. This date is mentioned so that the

matter may be reported to the General Committee at the

meeting which will be held on December 10th at the Grand
Hotel, Bournemouth.
One step, however, towards the running of the races in

the Isle of Man has been made, and that is the decision of

the Tynwald Court to continue the Act legalising the holding

of the races. The old Act recently expired.

From our I.O.M. Correspondent.
Readers of The. Motor Cycle, will be aware of the decision

taken by the General Committee of the A.C.U. to liold next
year's T.T. races in the Isle of Man as heretofore, provided
satisfactory guarantees were received on certain specified

matters. Members of the deputation, which met the A.C.U.
at Leicester, on their return to the Island immediately took
steps to comply with this resolution.

.
'

It seems that the Act which enables the Manx roads to be
closed for racing expired, in July last, and a new Act is

necessary. His Excellency the Lieut. Governor has in.«tructed

the Attorney General to prepare an Act, and this will come
before both branches of the Legislature, the House of Keys
and the Council, at an early date. In the meantime, to bind
both branches of the Legislature to the principle of motor
racing. His Excellency the Lieut. Governor had inserted in

the agenda of the past Tynwald Court, which was held on
November 2nd, a declaratory resolution in favour of motor
racing, and this resolution , was practically unanimously
carried by the Court. The effect of this resolution is that
His Excellency has now been able to intimate to the A.C.U.
that the necessary permission for the holding of the races
in the Island next year will, in due course, be granted.
The next difficulty was with regard to the dates. The

Management Committee of the A.C.U. and the Competitions
Committee intimated to the Highway Board their previous
decision to go to Belgium, and consequently there was no
application before the Highway Board for dates. The Lei-
cester deputation had several interviews with the Highway
Board on this point, but, up to the tirne of writing, no
application has been received by the Highway Board, which
is the proper authority, asking for dates, and consequently
the matter has not been settled, but the A.C.U. did write to
His Excellency and suggested two dates. May 27th and 29th,
a Saturday and Monday.

As a matter of fact the Governor has nothing to do with

settling the dates, and an intimation to this effect was con-

veyed to the A.C.U. But the dates suggested are quite

impossible. Saturday is the busiest day for the arrival of

visitors, and it would be quite impossible to close the main
roads in the Island on that day. Mpnday is the market day

for agriculturists in the north of the Island. Therefore

Monday would be equally impossible. The people in the

Island cannot understand why the A.C.U. has asked for

these dates. The A.C.U. can have the following Tuesday

and Thursday with pleasure, even if, by granting these dates,

it necessitates the R.A.C. postponing the proposed car races

a week.

Sad Sunday to Go=

The next difficulty was with regard to restrictions on pillion

seat riding, and on "Sad Sunday." The Leicester deputation

interviewed the Highway Board and the Local Government

Board, the responsible authorities. The Highway Board

refused to give any decision, but the Local Government Board

were in favour of repealing them.

Eventually, the Deputy Chairman of the Local Government

Board moved a series of resolutions at th'e Tynwa,ld Court,

held on Tuesday, November 8th, the- effect of which is that

all previous regulations are withdrawn, but new regulations

have been imposed forbiddmg the use of racing machines on

any road on a Sunday, and all racing machines immediately

on their arrival on the Island must have theu- racing numbers

securely affixed to them.

In other words, these two new resolutions only caiTy out

the rules imposed on racing machines by the A.C.U. them-

selves, and will therefore impose no hardship.

With the object of allowing those people along the course,

vfho are awakened every morning by the early practices, an

extra sleep on the Sunday,' no motoring is to be allowed on

the Sunday previous or the Sunday after a race hefon nine,

o'cloch in the morning, with certain exceptions, such as

motors conveying food, doctors, etc., and those motorists,

arriving by the early morning steamers; who will be permitted

to drive to their hotels.

It is thought that these reasonable compromises will not
_

inconvenience anybody in the slightest, as nobody surely will

want to be on the road before that hour. These new pro-,

posals were submitted to the A.C.U., but, up t-o the time

of writing, no word has been received from that body.

The A.C.U. officials have expressed themselves perfectly

satisfied with the proposed arrangements to be made by the

Isle of Man Steam Packet Co. During the whole of the

practices there will be at least two boats a day between •

Liverpool and Douglas, and they will be first-class steamers,

sailing from Liverpool at 10.30 a.m. and 3 p.m., and returning
;

from . Douglas xit 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.

The A.C.U. has also received satisfactory assurances from

the Douglas Corporation.

Landing Facilities.

With a view to facilitating the discharge of motor cycles at

Douglas, the Tynwald Court of November 8th also passed a

vote of £5,000 for the erection of an electric crane on the-.

Victoria Pier, which crane will be completed before Easter.

Satisfactory arrangements are also to be made in Liverpool

by wider gangways, etc.

The only outstanding demand of the A.C.U. is thai of, the,

proposed grant or subsidy towards the A.C.U. expenses. The
impression left on the minds of the Leicester deputation was

.that. this was to be a guarantee against loss amounting to, say,

£500. The A.C.U. has asked for a subsidy, which is quite a

different matter. Up to the time of writing it is not known
whether this subsidy wOl be forthcoming. The opinion in.

the Island is that they have gone a very long way to meet

the reasonable requirements of the A.C.U. and the competi-
- tors. They think it would be degrading to the A.C.U. if-

they went round, cap in hand, asking people to subscribe. A
guarantee against loss is quite a different matter. The Isle

of Man people have stUl to be convinced that there was a loss

on last year's T.T. races.

i
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Oimes to TLlg^t "Camps.
Nov. 17th 5.6

„ 19th 5.4

,, 21st 5.3

,, 23rd 5.0 „
Namber-platos to be illuminated thirty minates

earlier, vidt Hoad Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Next Thiirsday.

The Motor Cycle second special Show
Number—Forecast and Guide to the
exhibits will be on sale on Thursday next.

Over £3,000,000 Surplus.

The amount of revenue from motor
taxation to the end of October exceeds
£10,400,000—over £3,400,000 in excess of
the amount upon which the pre&ent
scheme of taxation was based.

Sunday Competitions.

A Laycock correspondent to the
KeirjldfAj News writes to that paper
protesting against Sunday competitions.
Fortunately, the majority of clubs agree
with The Motor Cycle campaign against
trials and speed trials held on the
Sabbath, and complaints from other dis-
tricts are exceedingly rare.

Imports and Exports.

The importation of motor cycles for
October showed a marked decline com-
pared with previous months, the value
being down to £5,597. Export figures,
however, show a slight increase against
last month, but, compai-ed with the corre-
sponding month of last year, they are de-
spondent reading. In October, 1920, we
exported £259,810 worth of motor cycles
and parts, but last month the total" was
only £61,654. Under the circumstances,
which, as everyone knows, are as bad as
they can be for export trade, even the
slight increase on last month is welcome.

IMPORTS.
Sept.,

Nuaiber of motor cycles .. 1,557
Value of machines nnd parts £36,491

EXPORTS.
Sept., 1921.

Number of motor cycles .. 425
Value of motor cycles only £34.745
Value of parts 18,841

Total £53,586

1921. Oct., 1921.
39

£5,597

Oct., 1921.
430

. £36,034
26,620

,. £01,654

B.9I.C.B.C. Annual Dinner.

One of the chief functions of Show
week will be the annual dinner of the
British Motor Cycle Racing Club, whjch
is to be held at the Holborn Restaurant
on Monday, the 28th inst. A very large
number of club prizes won during the
past season will be presented to members
at this function, totalling in value over
£300. In addition to these, the presenta-

Chdt -
tion will be made of the 200 guinea Miller
Gold Cup for the 500 Mile Race. Tickets
for the dinner, price 15s., are now ready,
and early application should be made for
them to Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
B.M.C.R.C, Mill House, Warlingham!
Surrey.
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Special features.

ECONOMICAL MOTORING FOR TWO.

MODERN THREE WHEELERS.

PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLES FOR 1922.

\ GUIDE to OLYMPIA.
^ J. •

()
intending visitors to the Motor

^
Cycle Show at Olympia (Nov. 28 th

—

\ Dec. 3rd) will appreciate the special

^
contents of next Thursday's issue.

{,
[t win form a convenient Guide to

^
the Exhibits. Illustrations will be

\ a feature.

\ ON SALE THURSDAY. Nov. 24th

J 4d.
7iy^e^^.or.

LA.E. in the North of England.

The North of England Centre of the
Institution of Automobile Engineers will
hold the first meeting for many years on
Wednesday next, at the Assembly Room,
Education Offices, Chapel Street, Salford,
Manchester, when Dr. L. Aitchison will
read a paper on "Structural Chromium
Steels." Invitation cards may be ob-
tained from Mr. H. Alban Brayshaw, 5,
College Lane, Paradise Street, Liverpool.

A Scottish Reumon.
The Scottish Ex-Signal Service Des-

patch Riders hold their second annual re-
union on February 3rd, 1922, during the
Scottish Show week. On this oocnsion
the reunion will take the form of a dinner.
All ex-Signal-Service despatch riders are
invited to attend, and make the event
a successful one. Mr. R. Watson,
jun., 6,, Cecil Place, Ibrox, Glasgow, is

the organiser, to whom all communica-
tions should be sent.

Mr. J. L. Norton snapped outside the Town Hall, Durban, S.A He is mounted on an
ordinary " Bi^ Four " Norton, and accompanied by his sister-in-law. Mr. Norton is on a tour

round the woirld with the object bf studying first hand overseas conditions.

Dia
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The T.T. Races.
'

On page 624 the poeition regarding the
T.T. races is discussed from the points
of view of London and the Isle of Man.

Production Engineers.

A general meeting of the Institution of

Production Engineers will be held on
Friday, the 25th inst., at the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate,
London, S.W., at 7.30 p.m., when
several interesting papers will be read.

M.M.G. Reunion.

A reunion is being arranged on Decem-
ber 3rd for those who served with the
" H " Corps Signals as D.R.'s and those
who served with the 3rd Motor Machine
Gun Battery. It is hoped that a meeting
at Olympia will-be followed by a dinner.
Will those who are interested write for
details to Mr. P. L. Cearns, 8, Plaistow
Park Road, Plaistow, London, E.13?

Minimum Weights.

We hear that the maker of a genuine
lightweight motor cycle was refused the
facilities of the A.C.U. Six Days Trials
wherein to prove his production, because
it did not weigh 132 lb. or more. It
would seem that, while the present
F.I.C.M. regulations are in force con-

cerning minimum weights, the develop-
ment of the genuine lightweight in the
neighbourhood of 100 lb. is being
throttled.

Class C Hour Record Beaten.

On Friday, the 11th inst., J. L.
Emerson, riding a 3^ h.p. Douglas
(68x68=499 c.c), beat the 50 and 100
miles, one and two hours records in

Class C. The distances and times were
as follows :

fi. m. s. m.p.h. K.p.h.
60 miles .. 39 51f = 75.26 .. 121.11
100 miles .. 1 21 49S = 73.32 .. 117.99

mis. yds,
1 hour .. 74 471 = 74.26 .. 119.52
2 hours .. 144 1,099 = 72.3,1 .. 116.37

The B.C. and M.C.KI.U. Banquet.

With reference to the banquet of the
British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufac-
turers Union on the 25th inst., we under-
stand that the Gallery of the Grand Hall,
Hotel Cecil, will be available for ladies

and friends of the guests and members
to listen to the speeches, which will com-
mence about 8.15 p.m.
A musical entertainment is also pro-

vided. Admission passes to the Gallery
can be obtained on application to the
Union's offices, "The Towers," Warwick
Road, Coventry, stating names for whom
required.

Accommodation for A.C.U. Members.
Any A.CU, provincial members who

will be in London for the Olympia Show
requiring assistance in securing suitable
accommodation should notify their re-

quirements at an early date to the
secretary.

Proposed 200 Miles Sidecar Race.

In addition to organising the London-
Holyhead trial during 1922, the Ealing
and District M.C.C. is booking Brook-
lands Track for a 200 Miles Sidecar Race.
So far, no one has attempted to run a
long distance sidecar race, and this event
should be both interesting and instructive.

Valuable prizes will be offered, and the
question of including a 1,100 c.c. class is

being considered.

Credit where it is due.

From the letter published on this page,
it will be seen that the Motor Legislation
Committee claims the credit for the
Ministry of Transport's decision to issue
quarterly licences. We congratulate the
Committee, but, as a rejoinder to Mr.
Loughborough's letter, would add that
the phrase, " as a result of continued
agitation," was designed to embrace The
Motor Cycle as well as the A.C.U. and
A.A., since this journal has on many
occasions urged_ the authorities to grant
quarterly licences for motor cycles.

Severe Short Distance Trial.

The last event in the South Birming-
ham Club's programme for 1921 was run
off on Saturday last, Bei-t Kershaw
being responsible for the captain's trial

over a really wicked course of ten miles
of clay, ruts, and ice-bound roads.

There were no main roads in the route.

Swan Hill and Gravel Pit Hill, and the

Gaby Glide were some of the tit-bits,

but more difficulty was experienced in

negotiating some less well-known parts

of the course iji view of the fact that
the whole run was non-stop, and had to

be traversed three times. When riders

like G. Denley (Velocette) and Neville

Hall O.K. Junior) only qualify for

bronze medals it speaks volumes for the

course. The results were :

CAPTAIN'S PRIZE (for best performance, any
machine).—W. L. Handley (2% O.K. Junior).

NEXT BEST PEREORMANCE.—Solo, R. Cooper
(2^ Allon) : sidecar, H. Uzzell (8 New Imperial
sc).

BRONZE MEDALS.—G. Denley {2'/i Velocette),

L. Cox (2'/. Sun-Vitesse), B. Holt (21/, Murphy),
H W. Paries [2'A Sun-Vitesse), L. E. Clulee (2?4
Allon), Neville Hall (2% O.K. Junior sc), S.

Bolderstone (7 A.J.S. sc), and J. H. V. Wood
(21/2 Oonnaught).

NOVEMBER iph, 1921.

Taxation in 1932.

In view of the fact that taxation revenue

in the iirst ten months of 1921 is 50%
more than the estimated yield, it is natural

that motor cyclists and car owners are
' asking whether taxation in 1922 will he

reduced.

Release o£ "The Motor Cycle" Khn.
During the week of the Motor Cycle

Show at Olympia (November 28th-

December 3rd), The Motor Cycle film will

be included in the prc^ramme of the

Polytechnic Cinema, Regent Street,

London, W.

Noise Prosecution Dismissed.

Over the appropriate nom de plume ol

" Victorious," a Birmingham correspond-

ent acquaints us that he was recently

summoned for riding a standard 16H
Norton fitted with the maimers' usual

straight through exhaust pipe and muflffcr

end. The magistrates decided to hear the

actual machine running, and, having done

so, dismissed the case. ^

The History of Four-wheel Brakes.

One of the modern tendencies in autp-

mobile design is the adoption of four-

wheel braking systems, the practice even

extending to small cars. It is not gener-

ally known that this was a British invMi-

tion. An informative article tracing the

history of four-wheel braking systems aig-

pears in to-morrow's issue of J'*e •

Autocar, illustrated with diagrams and i\

photographs.

For A.C.U. Members Visiting Olympia.

As in former years, the A.C.U. has

made very complete arrangements for the

convenience of its members attending the

Motor Cycle Exhibition. The Princes

Rooms will again be reserved for the eit-

clusive use of members. All A.CU.
members attending the Show should re-

member to take their membership card's,

as these will be the means of admission

to the Princes Rooms. The A.C.U. offi-

cial stand in the Exhibition will be

situated on the right-hand side of the 1

hall from the Addison Road entrance.

On the stand members of the head-ii

quarters staff of the Uniop will be in at-

tendance, and full information and new
literature respecting A.C.U. benefits can

be obtained.

American Side Bodies.

For the first time American-built side'i

bodies are to be imported with Xndiani

motor cycles. British-built chassis will

be used.

MOTOR CYCLE TAXATION.
A Letter from the A.C.U. Secretary regarding Q

SIR,—Your leading article on the 3rd inst. commences by
stating that the Ministry of Transport, " as a result of

continued agitation," has agreed to issue quarterly
licences to motor cyclists next year. But you 'do not

state to whom credit for this development is due.
I suggest that it cannot be too widely known amongst motor

cyclists that this advance is another example of the good work
done by the Motor Legislation Committee. The three organi-
sations on this Committee which have been particularly con-
cerned in securing the issue of quarterly licences are the
A.A. and the A.C.U., representing the users of motor cycles,
and the B.C. and M.C.M. and T.U., representing the motor
cycle trade. It is due to these three bodies pulhng together

D14

uarterly Licences and Suggested Reforms for 1923. -
and not being at cross purposes^-as were other organisatipjis
when the fight to retain the petrol tax was lost—that the
Ministry of Transport has given way. -

'-

There is no hope of getting the present system of -taxatifin

changed in favour of a petrol tax during 1922, but it is not
too early to agitate for this reform in 1923. Every motor
cyclist can help the Auto Cycle Union in its efforts to seoxtre

this and other reforms by letting his friends know that, quite
apart from the personal benefits membership of such organisa-
tions as the A.A. and the A.C.U. confers, membersnip of

one or both of -these- bodies is the only way by whichthie
motor cyclist can bring influence to bear on the Governmeiit.

T. W. LouGHBOEOTiGH, Secretary Auto Cycle Union.
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PILLION SEATS
AND ACCESSORIES.

INSURANCE
NO EXTRA PREMIUM
FOR PILLION RIDING.

ASTRIDE PILLION SEAT
WITH FOLDING FOOTREST

A New Motor Cycle Saddle
LONG PARALLEL MOVEMENT
BUT WEIGHT CARRIED ON
SEAT PILLAR.

ANY EXISTING SADDLE CAN
BE CONVERTED.

These prices cancel Benetfinks' offer on page Ixiv.

TYRE
PRICES
TUMBLING!

Remember: We stand by
ALL the Goods we sell.

BENETFINKS
''The City's Own Store/'

107, CHEAPSIDE,
I LONDON, E.C.2.

MOTOR CYCLISTS, the country over, know that whe''e

BENETFINKS
are concerned, Competition does not exist Hence this

Amazing Offer of

WOODMILNE
GLE/lRaNGEftnilirDC
eBOV-BIBWWWLilO
Thousands of these Tyres have been sold, but we have now
secured a turther large parcel at such a price that we can
offer them to our customers at the ridiculous figure oi 1 O/
each, post free. In the following sizes only:

xw/-

SIZE

86 X 2i
to fit 2i36x3

to fit 650 X 65
650x65

36x8
26x3i
86 x 2i

for 24

"

36x3
for 650 X 65

SPECIAL
THREE
PLY.

All at one
Price;

EXTRA
STRONG
FOUR
PLY.

All at one
Price:

10/-
POST FREE.

16/-
POST FREE

In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." DiS
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THE "PALNUT"
SAFETY LOCK WASHFR
absolutely prevents the unseating
and loss of nuts and bolts.

Instantly adjustable.
Instantly detachable.

CARTONS oonlaining washers
(assorted) to mate all standard
car and cycle threads.

2/6 post paid.

THE PALNUT CO., LTD.,
6, Great St. Helens, London, E.C.3.

Avenue 5049.
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A selection ot questions o. general interest received from readers and our repKes thereio. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'*
20. Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and en one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal " in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

01 the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt ol reports from their representatives all over the country as to the esisting state ot tf.e roads
:n any particular locality.

GARAGE RESPONSIBILITIES FOR
PERSONAL EFFECTS.
What is the legal view of the

followiug loss of a coat ? I put
my motor cycle in a public
garage and put the coat in the
sidecar. When I came for the

motor cycle the coat and gloves which
were in the pocket were missing. The
garage people say they are not respon-
sible, but as I wore the coat into the
garage, and it not being there when I
wanted it, I think they should be made
responsible, but before pressing the
matter I should like your advice. The
garage people gave me a ticket for the

j

machine, which, of course, I had to

give up on taking it away.—A.R.H.
I It is very doubtful if you could prove
liability on the part of the garage pro-

;

prietors for the safety of your coat, un-

I

less it was specifically handed to some
I

responsible authority and a receipt

[ obtained. You would no doubt be able
' to base a successful claim upon such a

iloss
if it was due to negligence or lack

of reasonable precautions, but even so,

it might be urged that there was con-

tributory carelessness, on your own part.

FROM HAND PUMP TO DRIP.

1 am running a 1916 4 h.p.

countershaft Triumph, and do
100 m.p.g. (tested) regularly on
a 5 to 1 top gear. I propose

,- raising this to 4^ to 1. How will

this. affect consumption and speed? 1

have been used to a Best and Lloyd
drip feed, -and canirot get on with the
Triumph pump. I therefore propose
to fit a similar feed. Which is the best
way to set about this? Can it be done
without cutting up the tank? How

. many drops a minute should I set it

to for ordinary running?—J.C.B.

It is not advisable to raise the top gear
^of a 4 h.p. Triumph unduly; it should
inot be higher than 4^ to 1, or you will
i probably lose both in speed and consump-
tion. If you desire to fit a Best and
Lloyd sight feed drip, you will have to
cut the tank, and unless you are abso-
lutely set on doing this, it would be ad-
visable to retain the present system.
With regard to the number of drops of
'oil, it is impossible to give a figure, since
it depends on the condition of the engine
iand the type of oil used, but about thirty
drops per minute might be tried.. You
will best discover this by experience, but
iyou should take care to over-lubricate, and
gradually cut down the supply rather than
'the other way round.

BELT BREAKAGES.
On my single-speed Diamond-

Villiers I have considerable

trouble with the belt splitting

at the side of the fasteners. The
belt is a |in. Dunlop. I always

punch it with a proper punch through
the second serration on the underside
from the end. (1.) Do you consider the
fault is mine through putting the
fastener on wrongly? (2.) Would a jin.

or lin. belt be any better? (3.) If so,

is there ai\v objection to using a larger

belt? (4.) Does it appreciably alter the

gear ratio?—E.H.P.
(1.) The trouble you are experiencing is

rather unusual if the belt is a new one.

It is possible that the belt pulleys are

not in correct alignment ; also, the belt

driU may make too large a hole, and so

damage the canvas core of the belt. (2

and 3.) A |in. belt would probably be
satisfactory ; but it is impossible to

answer this definitely w-ithout inspecting

the pulleys, as they may not be wide
enough for a belt of greater section than
that fitted as standard. (4.) The gear

ratio would be very slightly raised.

MISFIRING ON FRONT CYLINDER.
Only a very weak spark appears

on the front' cylinder of my 1920

8 h.p. Enfield'^Tap, fitted with

Lucae Magdyno, with the result

that it will only fire at high

speeds and when hot. I have cleaned

the carbon brush and slip ring, and
there is no shorting from the high-

tension terminal to the plug. Apart
from the size of the spark, the current

is noticeably weak compared with the
back cylinder when the terminal is held

in the fingers. The contact breaker
appears to be in good order.—K.B.

You can scarcely form an opinion as to

the relative intensity of the currents at

each high-tension terminal unless you have
a more exact testing arrangement. We
should imagine that, in all probability,

the irregular firing is due to an air leak

at the front cylinder. Make quite sure

that all connections in the induction
system are perfectly air-tight. Also
tighten up the valve caps, sparking pluge,

and compression tap of the offending

cylinder, and make quite sure that the

inlet valve is not worn in its guide.

A NEW TRIALS OBSTACLE. High Oak Hill, near Bewdley, which is approached from a

small watersplash. It was included in the recent West Midland Trial.
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ACCUMULATORS SPILLING ACID.

I should be glad if you would
give me any information respect-

ing the following : (1.) I have a

lot of trouble to keep the acid in

the accumulator of my lighting

set (dynamo) on my motor cycle. Is there

any paste or the like that can be used
in place of acid with equal effects ?

(2.) If so, what is it?—G.L.G.
(1.) You do not say from what cause the
acid comes out of the accumulator. If it

is due to vibration, possibly an improved
type of vent plug would improve matters.

If the trouble, however, is due to over-

charging or charging at an excessive rate,

this is a matter for modification of the

dynamo, either by driving at a less speed
or by using a resistance in the charging
circuit. (2.) Paste electrolytes have been
manufactured, but their use is not

common, and the majority of accumu-
lator makers do not recommend them.
The study of a book on electrical light-

ing apparatus, such as "Electricity and
the Motor Car," would assist you in your
difficulty.

ABNORMAL BEARING WEAR.
I have a 2^ h.p. machine,

which is lubricated by semi-auto-
matic drip feed ; and, although
only purchased new three months
ago, in this short time I have had

to return it to the makers to have the
big end bearing rebushed, and now,
after less than one hundred miles, and
in spite of lubrication, there are signs

of big end bearing play again. The
engine has nearly ^in. side play. Do
you think this is anything to do with
it? I may say that thirty drops of oil

per minute is the correct feed, but
I have been giving it about forty per
minute without any signs of over-

lubrication, and have not opened the
throttle more than half-way.—D.D.

Tiiere is absolutely no reason why the
big end bearing, if reasonably well de-

signed, should not give from 7,000 to

10,000 miles service. Of course, a new
machine, especially one with plain bear-
ings, requires a comparatively large
amount of oil until the engine is run in

;

but it should not be necessary to allow

more than forty drops per minute through
the drip-fe«d lubricator. You do not
give us very much information, nor do
you mention the make of the engine; and,
therefore, we are unable to advise you
as to what you should do under the par-

ticular circumstances. The excessive end
play will not cause serious harm, but it

will probably result in noisy running.

READER'S REPLY.
NO POWER.

Your correspondent "T.Ii." com-
plains in the issue of November 3rd of
his Levis engine tiring and stopping
every few miles. I had the same trouble
with a brand new two-stroke machine
which fizzled out on its first journey

;

it would start again immediately, go
0,1 nicely for a few miles, and then re-

peat the performance ad lib. All the
makers could advise was to try a
different plug. I tried plug after plug,
but they made no difference. After
putting up with the inconvenience for
nearly six months I wrote to the makers
of the magneto. They replied that from
my description it appeared as though

ci8

the condenser of the magneto was at

fault, and asked me to take the machine
to them and they would put it right. I

made all arrangements to do this, and
the day prior to my making the journey
a fellow motorist advised me to have a
new high-tension cable fitted ; I did so,

and had no further trouble. The next
day, instead of going to the magneto
works, I did sixty miles non-stop at a

better speed than ever I got before, and
since then I have done non-stop journeys
of eighty to ninety miles. What I can-

not understand is why the makers of the
machine, engine, or magneto, to say
nothing of numerous motor mechanics,
could not have made such a simple sug-

gestion.—A. A.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions jiublished

under this heading should be sent to the

Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-

warded direct to the cluerists concerned.

"A.C.H." (Forres).—1919-1920 o.h.v.

Henderson : speed, reliability, valve ad-
justments, consumption, any other in-

formation.
" C.B." (Wrexham).—Sports Sunbeam :

Durability, reliability, and maximum
speed.
" D.L.P." '(London, N.W.I.).—3i h.p.

Norton : Belt drive (Model 9), speed,
climbing, reliability, and life of belt;

ease of control in traffic with or without
Philipson pulley.
" A.O.R." (Warrington).—1922 G.N.,

with sunk dickey : Noise and comfort.
" G.C.H." (Cardiff).-2a h.p. Douglas

two-speed for light sidecar v;ork : Advis-
ability of reboring worn cylinders and
fitting oversize pistons instead of replac-

ing new standard ones.

"J.L.F." (Bristol).—Dunelt, with
sidecar : Reliability on tour, hill-climbing,

durability, fork springing, and general
experiences. _

" A.F.B. (Winkelholme).—Any kind
of mechanical oil pump fitted to a 4 h.p.

Triumph or similar machine.
" L.W.A.L." (Haileybury). — 4 h.p.

Indian and Scott-Squirrel for sports solo

use : Speed, acceleration, reliability,

finish, and consumption.
" A.T.B." (Hastings).—8 h.]-. Royal

Ruby, 1921 spring frame.
" F.H.L." (Amsterdam).—S^h.p. o.h.v.

Douglas : Reliability, slow running - on
top, comfort, steering (especially on
bumpy roads), noise of valves, trans-

mission, and exhaust. ,

"Stnportant iI>aUs.

Mon., Nor. 28th, lo Sat.. Dec. 3rd—
The Olytnpia Motor Cycle Show.

Sat., Dec 3rd, lo Toes., Deo. I3th-
Brussels Show.

Mon.. Dec. 26lh, Tues., Dec. 27th—
M.C C. London-Exeter London Trial.

Sat. Dec SIst N.-W. London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours Open Winter Trial.

Fri., Jan. 27lh, lo Sat., Feb. 4lh, 1922-
Scottish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

Sin.. Mar. 5th, 1922—Argenleu 1 Hill,
climb kFrtuics)

Mon.. Mar 6th, 1922-La Tcrbie H IV
climb (Nice).

In Sweden.

A 4 h.p. Wolf-Blackbume, ridden by
N. Ohlsson, recently gained an award in

a petrol consumption test at Stockholm,
covering 44^ km. on one litre of petrol

(approximately 130 m.p.g.).

Winter Overhauling.

As an inducement for Triumph riders

to have theii' machines overhauled at the

works during the winter months instead

of in the sprmg rush period, -the Triumph
Co. offer a special discount of 10% off all

overhauls which exceed £5. This applies

to "November and December only.

Tyre Valve Fittings.

A general price reduction of Schrader
tyre valves, pressure gauges, and other

tyre accessories is announced. The
makers, A. Schrader and Son, Inc., now
have British works in full working order

at Victoria Road, Willesden Junction,
N.W.IO.

Prop Stands.
" Ixion," in his article on " Prop

Stands " (Tlie Motor Cycle, November
3rd, page 553), dealt with a special and
now obsolete edition of the Bowland
stand, which is now made in three
different patterns to suit various types of

motor cycle.

Two-stroke Gaskets.

A particular grade of leather wliich is

claimed to be specially suitable for the
joint between cylinders and, crank cases

is being offered for sale by A. Mason,
60, Hill Top Mount, Harehills, Leeds.
On two-stroke engines it is anticipated
that the Zephyr leather washers will

eliminate all compression losses at the

most vulnerable point, and although we
have not yet tested it_a sample washer
submitted appears to be an excellent

thing for the job.

A Matter of Usage.

In our issue of November 3rd a querist

mentioned that his rear brake was steel-

lined, " unlike the A.J.S. which isFerodo-
lined." No doubt the phrase was used in

a general sense, as it is often applied to

friction linings, just as the patented
name "petrol" is applied to all motor
spirits. In justice to Cresswells, Ltd.,

of 44 and 45, Exchange Buildings, New
Street, Birmingham, however, it should
be mentioned that the A.J.S. machines
have brake linings of their speciality

"Chekko."

For Jointing Purposes.

Metalastene is the name of a sort of

aluminium paintlike preparation packed
in tubes by the Metalastene Co., of

Poulton-le-Fylde, Lanes. Its purpose is

cylinder and pipe jointing, and it appears

to be a good line for its particular pur-

pose. We have jointed an inlet dome
and induction pipe with it, and a previous
" blow " is now non-existent.
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By Appointment to

H M The Kinj

C. G. Pullin

-ilJi J.L.
Emerson

Troncon
Guiseppe

WORLD - WIDE VICTORIES.

Douglas
WINS

ANOTHER CHAMPIONSHIP.
At the last B.M C.R.C. Meeting of the season, held at Brooklands,

on Saturday, November 5th, the event of the day — 750 c.c.

Championship Race — was won by Mr. C. G. PULLIN, ridmg

a standard DOUGLAS
AT 76-49 M.P.H.

In both Brookiands solo Championship Meetings this season, in

which DOUGLAS machines were entered, they proved themselves

undoubtedly the victors of each of these solo class races, the former

being won in October by Mr. J. L. EMERSON
AT 79-9 M.P.H.

with Mr. C. G. PULLIN running second on another

DOUGLAS, covering a lap

AT 82 M.P.H.

SOUTH AFRICA. The Rand Motor Cycling Club, of South

Africa, held a keenly contested Hill Climb, which was handicapped

according to c.c, and run off in heats by the very large number of

entrants. It resulted in

P. FLOOK, 3i h.p. Standard Sports Model, being FIRST,
beating all types and powers of machines.

"The Star," Johannesburg, says: "Riding superbly, Flook literally

leapt the last corner and roared over the line at a speed I have never

seen equalled on the top of that hill. The 3k h.p. Douglas he rode

is a Sports model, and the hottest of hot stuff.

ITALIAN RECORD. We have received information that

Troncon Guiseppe, riding a Douglas in the 350 c.c. class at

TREVISO, established new time for the kilometre record.

Evidence is reaching us from all quarters of the world that the

Douglas machines are still maintaining their high position in the

competition sphere.

SEE THE NEW 1922 MODELS, RANGING FROM 2f H.P.

10 6 H.P., AhD FROM £75, All FULLY EQUIPPED.

OLYMPIA, STAND 119.

DOUGIAS MOTORS, LTD., Kingswood, BRISTOL.

rig
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OUR
STAND
WILL
BE

No 185
OLYMPIA.

Terry's
patent

Spring Links

absorb bar vibration

—

stop wrist ache, and
increase motor cycling

comfort. When yoirfit

the spring links, the

front wheel kicks are

not carried to the wrists.

Thus the machine will

glide over the roughest

surfaces easily and
smoothly at speed.

Suitable lor all Link Types.

fhis

stops

Fidecar

lounce, anl
saves you the
trouble of hold.
ing the sidecar
down when you
are running empiy
No. 97S. Terry's
patent check spring,

sidecar fitting. Very best
quality workmanship, 5/-
pair, from your Agent

Up to 2% h.p. solo

2^ h.p. to 6 h.p. sidecar
Douglas " 2j h.p. only
BS.A." j} h.p
Enfield " 25 h.p
liiifieid ' 6 to 8 h.p. . .

12/6 pan
15/6
15/6
15/6
21/-
24./-

Order a pair from your
own Agent. List post free

Herbirt Terry & Sons Ltd.,

Manufacturers,
FeJditch, England.

Est. 1855.

Have oil and petrol squirts

close to hand. Clip them
to the trame. Save time
opening and closing tool

bag. Very best quality
<!/ each From your
Agent.

For the safe and compact
carriage of that miscellaneous
bundle of letters, papers ycm
carry in your pocket, use
Terry's folding Lever letter

;hps. Get one or two for your
maps, routes, etc.

Midget and small 2.cl. each.
lUedium 3d. Laige 4ci.
i'ach. From stationers, iron-

aiongers, etc

No. 9M0.

Terry's high-
grade hardened
and tempered
STEEL screw-
driver, with feeler

gauge, 6cl . each.

No. 980A.

gauge, 5cl
Agent.

Without the feeler

, each. From your

laM^^SIDB

DESIGNED AND BUILT
by Motor Cyclists for Motor Cyclists, of the finest

materials available, "QUALITY" SIDECARS will

outlast all others for length of service, and will

give satisfaction all the time.

OLYMPIA, Stand 116
These Models can be seen on our Stand at Olympia. Prices on application.

'Cruiser' Model de Luxe

with triplex screen.

" Cruiser

Model de Lu:

(open)

THOS. HUGHES & SONS,
Baker Street, Sparkhill, Birmingham.

Telephone : Victoria 56.

!n (iniwriiii;/ tlinKr oti rertiscmeyits it is desirable to mention 'The Motor Ci/cle.
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Three of our leading motor car manufacturers are now
r in, ^YRTITE SLEEVES
on every car they send out, in order to minimise wear in

Valve Guides and Valve Stems, and thus prevent the

engines deteriorating from their original state of perfection.

A 'W7"nrW1TrilT7l C!¥ 1?1?'V71j^G ^^^ desirable upon new

il. I li I 1 1 Hi iJJLIjEj W I!||3 engines, but absohitely

essential upon engines no

longer in new condition, particularly Motor Cycle engines, for cold air leaks past the Valve

'

Stems and Guides, upsetting the mixture, making the engine sluggish, difficult to start

and wasteful of petrol.

AYRTITE SLEEVES
cure those troubles and make the considerable expense upon new

Valves and Guides unnecessary.

AYRTITE SLEEVES
cost very little^2/6 each, and are sold on the understanding that

if they do not do what is claimed for them, they can be sent back

and the money paid will be refunded.

Now is the time to fit them. Here are a few testimonials from motor

cycle owners. We have over 6,000 more of the same sort, all unsolicited.

' I get II more miles to the gallon, sweeter running,

easier starting; in fact, a general improvement."

' For the improvement in starting alone they are

worth the money."

'They have increased my mileage lo m.p.g."

'The total difference surpasses comment."

' The running is greatly improved since fitting the
Sleeves."

'I have fitted the Sleeves; the running is much
easier, and I have reduced all my jets. The
Sleeves give a new lease of life to the engine."

' I have fitted the Sleeves and consider them the

finest little fitting I have dropped on yet. The
engine pulls better with less petrol."

' I fitted the Sleeves and could not believe I was on
the same machine. It is a great improvement.
Power is improved and petrol consumption is

less."

'The Sleeves have given a marvellous improve-
ment to my engine."

' I have fitted the Sleeves and find they do all you
claim for them. The engine runs quieter, starts

easier, and uses less petrol."'

// your Oarage does not stock, the appended form may be used.

To THE STREATHAM ENGINEERING CO., LTD

,

47, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2.

/ enclose yemiliance s. d. Please semi me Sleeves Jor a

{make) (h.p.) year.

NAME
ADDRESS {or enclose card)

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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COPPEN, ALLAN & CO.,.
89, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.l. (

•Phone :

Langham 1601 ),
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

isRE^ADIIVG SXAI^DARD"
THE WORLD'S MASTER MOTOR CYCLE.

REDUCTION OF PRICE FOR 1922.

Reading Standard S-IO h.p. Solo, including

Dynamo Lighting, electric horn, cushion sprocket, pump, tools, three months' guarantee . . . . £135

Reading Standard 8-10 h.p. Comb, including

Dynamo Lighting, electric horn, cushion sprocket, "M.P." single-seater sidecar, coverall apron,

sidecar lamp, pump, tools, three months' guarantee .. .. £175

Reading Standard 8-10 h.p. Comb, including

Dynamo Lighting, electric horn, cushion sprocket "Plus One" single or double-seater sidecar,

coverall apron, step plates, sidecar lamp, pump, tools, three months' guarantee £188 10

COMPARE THE ABOVE PRICES WITH ANYTHING ON THE MARKET.
READ THIS. Guernsey, 4ih October, 1921.

The machine has done very well during the year I have had it. Recently I did a tour of some 500 miles in the South of England. I carried

mv wife, two children, and myself, tent, eleven blankets, cooking utensils, ground sheet, sheet to rover sidecar and machine, two tyres, and a

large bundle of clothes. I had the machine weighed with all on, and it was over 11, cwt.. no trouble except a puncture or two in the back
wheel. Camped out several times. I -thought it was pretty good carrying the weight it did. (Signed) Major H.M.

THEN COME TO OLYMPIA, STAND No. 18, AND PLACE YOUR ORDER.
AGENTS AND FACTORS* ENQUIRIES INVITED.

THE ABOVE ALSO APPLIES TO THE FINEST SIDECAR PRODUCED,

**PLUS ONE," a Single or Donble seater Sidecar at will 50 GdS.

192^

ALTHOUGH prices have been

reduced the high quahty and com-
fort of the Millford Sidecars remain :

the quahty never varies. For nearly

20 years Millford Sidecars have been

the best sidecar investment.

QJJALITY
AK/D

GOMFOKT

There are 8 models for

Millford here illustrated

ford Junior," the price

Lightness is achieved

selection of material.

1922. The
is the "Mill-

being £22.
by careful

See this
" Milllord

"
and other

Models at

Stand 58 - Olympia
MILLS FULFORD LIMITED, COVENTRY.

The ORIGINAL Sidecar Makers.

Eitabtisited 1SS9,

FAMOUS FOR QUALITYfrCOMFOIVr
In answeiiii/j these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyele.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

i

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
' —^First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
; ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable__^.r-cS"
to ILIFFfi & SONS Ltd., and crossed,-—*—

'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisj.nencs in tnis section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the olllces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the otnces of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue. Adver-
tisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically

be inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

, each advertisement, and the date of the issue

: in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken I

I

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
' For the convenieace of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

: When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
: registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
!
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

' words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
I
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

;

E.C.4r. Readers who reply to Box No. adveriisetnents are
warned against sending remittance through the post except in
registered envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit
S\-stem is recommetided, and the envelope should be clearly

.marked "Deposit Depattmeni"

In the case ol motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
number, as It is unusual for these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers wfil

facilitate business by embodying In their advertisements
some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

W^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to uultnown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is efTected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
The seller take? the risk of damage in transit. For all

transactions up to /^lo, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on
transactions over £10 and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over
^50 and under £73. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6;
and on all transactions over £100. i%. All deposit
matters are dealt with at 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,
and cheques and money orders should be made payable 10
llliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
.the Deposit System, Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
•ilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
tnany enquiries that it Is quite impossil)le to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

r A .B.a, brand new: £85.—e.g., 14, Swaton Kd., Pow,^ E.3. Tel.: E3155 [826B

Successes
ATTHE FINAL MEETING OF THE B.M.C.R.C.
HELD AT BROOKLANDS ON NOV. 5th.

1000 c.c. Solo Handicap

INDIAN FIRST
Speed Sg.i miles per hour.

1,000 c.c. Sidecar and
Cycle Car Handicap—

INDIAN
FIRST—SECOND—THIRD

Winner's speed, 70.2S miles per hour.

1922 Model Indians

4 h.p. INDIAN SCOUT, twin engine, clutch
and kick-starter, 3-speed, gear drive
to countershaft, rigid frame, spring
saddle pillar, 26x3 wheels £120
DITTO, with sporting Sidecar . . £150
DITTO, with De Luxe Sidecar . . £155

4h.p.-lNDiAN SCOUT, as above, electrically
equipped, and speedometer. ... . . £139
DITTO, with Sporting Sidecar.

.

DITTO, with Deluxe Sidecar..

£169

£174

7 h.p. INDIAN POWERPLUS, twin engine.
spring frame, clutch and kick-starter,
3-speed, re-designed, wide mudguards,
28 X 3 wheels and many new
refinements £13
DITTO, with De Luxe Sidecar ... £16

7 h.p. INDIAN POWERPLUS. as above,
electrically equipped, and speedo-
meter £150
DITTO, with De Luxe Sidecar . . . . £185

8 h.p. INDIAN CHIEF, Special Datona
twin engine, clutch a-.ad kick-starter
3-speed gear drive to countershaft,
rigid frame, spring saddle pillar,

wide mudguards, 28x3 wheels, full

electrical equipment and speedometer £170
DITTO, with Princess Sidecar.. .. £210

Place your order with Godfreys, Ltd.,

SOLE LONDON AGENTS
and secure early delivery.

Our representative will be on the
Indian Stand at the Show

GODFREYS
Limited,

208, Great Portland Street,

London, W.l.
Telephone : Langham 1300.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

_£80.-Dynamo lighting 1920 A.B.C., speedometer,o^ electric horn, overhauled Sopwith'a, registered.—
Chfford Wilson, 177, W^estminster Bridge Ed., S.E.]

A .B.C., latest model, 4 speeds, dynamo lighting,XX every accessory, machine almost new; bargain,

t?^-7:^A'^^' ^^^' 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
bt., E.G. 3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0072

A -B.O. 1921 Combination, special body, Easting vind
-^^ screen, standard chassis, dynamo lighting, speed-
ometer, horn, usual equipment, licence, spares: £120.—
Derrmgton, Grafton Kd., New Maiden. [8009

A.J.S.
1Q22 A.J.S. 2^h.p., absolutely new; bargain, £80 —
-- «^ Timberlake's Garage, Wigan. [7246
XTEW 23.4h.p. A.J.S. in stock, £85; second-hand 1920
-Li outfit, £150.-Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [S2326
A .J.S. Motors.—Make appointment at Olympia with
ta- Geo. Merrick, 174, Listerhills. Bradford. [4577

very good condition,
lamps.— 97, Cliesnut

[7996

1Q19 A.J.S. Combination, in
-- */ spar-e wheel, hood, screen,
Rd., riumstead.

J Q20 6h.p. A.J.S, Combination, fully equipped, per-
Xt/ iect condition; £138.—Barrett, Rosslyn, West
Wycombe Rd., High Wycombe. [8189

1 (C|21 2S4h.p. A.J.S., done 300, all on, insured, taxed,-L^ faultlessj cost altogether £104, take £80, no
offers.—Dr. Martin Harvey, Chelmsford. [7966

T Q19 (Nov.) A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, hood,
-LtLf screen, lamps, horn, appearance as new; bar-
gam, £120, no offers.—Ward, 24, Mottram Rd., Hyde.

[8286

1 Q20 6h.p. A.J.S- Combination, excellent condition,
J. tr acetylene lighting, spare wheel, speedometer, Tan-c„j i;..,,„ „..:__ -J

bargain, £125.—Lamb's Garage,
[7889

ad, fully equipped
Wood Green.

1021 7h.p. A.J.S. Combination, fully equipped,
At/ speedometer, hood, side screen, low mileage,
guaranteed perfect; " " - „ . ,

Leigh, Lanes.
£185.—Readett, Hand Lane,

[8173

A.J.S. 1916 29ih.p., 3-speed, hand clutch, all-
Thain, fully equipped, tax paid, perfect; £45;

exchange.— 1, Albert " "' -- --

Old Kent Rd., S.E.I.
Cottages, Marlborough Rd.,

[8504

A .J.S., 1921, new, 2"^4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
irx. starter, all on, shop-soiled; £85; offers.—Elce,
Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
Fhone : Avenue 5548. [0065

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel with aew
Dunlop Magnum tyre, speedometer, Klaxon, Tan-

Sad, wind screen, spares, perfect condition; £100.—
Itaintree, 34, Ruabon Rd., Wrexham. [X2045
T Q21 A.J.S., 3-speed, clutch, licence holder and horn,
-»-*J' tax p;nd, only run 50 mile^, absolutely ae new;
very great bargain. £85, or ne;ir offer. —Julian, 84,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [7865

A.J.S. Lightweights, ZJ-ih.p. Can now supply from
stock. Book your orders now and save dis-

appointment,
weight.—F. E.

Official agents for this famous light-
Wootten. Ltd., High St.. Oxford. [3695

"IQ19 A.J.S. Combination, splendid condition, fully
-1-v insured, 95 gns. ; also P. and M. combination,
cost 1.30 gns. four months ago, 78 gns., Watsonian
sidecar; evenings.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham, S.W.12.

[8517
A.J.S. 1920 Combination, spare wheel, Stewart

speedometer, P. and H. and Lucas lamps, Tyne-
sider, perfect condition, done only 3,000 miles; £125,
or nearest; any trial.—S., Idlehour, Avenue Gardens,
Horley, Surrey. [8077

A.J.S. 1920 Combination fA'ugust), celluloid side
screen, hood, spare wheel, Lucas lamps, 3 gener-

ators, Watford trip, Binks, full insurance July, 1922,
Tan-Sad; Sunday mornings or letter; £155, close offer.

-35, Ferudale Rd., Hoylake. [8200

A.J.S. Combination, 1920, detachable wheels, screen,
horn, lamps, tools and spares, speedometer, very

fine machine, in excellent condition, insured to March,
1922; £145.— Kinsey and Co., 352, Lower Addiscombe
Rd.. Croydon. 'Phone: 1129. [8373

1 Q20 5-6h.p. A.J.S. Coachbuilt Combination, 3 speeds,
J-t/ kick etart. hand clutch, Lucas dynamo electric

lighting, oil equipment, including .spare wheel, storm
apron, hood and screen, Cowey speedometer, machine
delivered 1921, only ridden 1,000 miles; £180.—337b,
King St., Hammersmith, W.6. [7870

A.J.S., 1921. bought July, 1921, in perfect condi-
tion, side screen, electrical equipment, electric

horn, speedometer, mirror, watch, Tan-Sad, fully insured
to July, 1922; any trial or examination London dis-

trict; owner proceeded abroad; £175.—Write or 'phonp,
Salter, 72, Ewell Rd., Surbiton. 'Phone; Kingston 191.

[7900
A.J.S.

Synrf. Parts:

A .J.S.
fS. St.

Spares.-
Ealing.

-Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issu*
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

Bond
[3933

C25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

Spare Part?:

A.J.B. Spares lor 1910-11-12 can be supplied in

many cases by return oi post.

CCOMPLETE Orerliauls, eneines, gear boxes re-

' built with tlie A.J.S. accuracy and satisfaction.

ANY Model of this date can be given a new life,

which will give the owner his early pleasures
once again.

DON'T Delay. You are dealing with the authorised
manufacturer.—Harry C. Bobam, St. Paul's Ter-

race, Wolverhampton. 'Grams : Boham. 'Phone :

431. [8364

promptA.J.S. Spares; . _.
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

delivery.—Cyril WillinuLs.

T.A. : Vaits.
[7901

Alldays.

1020 AUdays Alien, 2-6peed, kick stait«r; f50.—Fox,La 12, Conduit St., Lichfield. 1X2297

ALLDAYS Allou 2?4h.p., overhauled, lamps;
£32/10.—Goad,. 132, Maida 'Vale, W.g. 'Phone:

Hampstead 1363. [8403

1Q19 2?/4h.p. 2-speed Alldflys AUon, overhauled, re-

L-U euamelleil, new, unused^ 1921 engine; £-50.— 3.T,

Kohnt Ed., Wimbledon. [7952

ALLDAYS AUon 1919 2;4'h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter,

clutch, electric lighting, speedometer, disc wheels,

extras; £55: deferred payments if desired.—Parker's,

Bradshaivgate, Bolton: also 245, Deanssate. Manchester.
[X2290

American X.
8-lOh.p. American X. large 3-seater sidecar, Triplex

hood, electric light inside body, ideal taxi.—35,
Park Rd., Ilford. [8172

AMERICAN X 1921 Combination, brand new condi-

tion, Grindlay super sidecar, hood, screen, cur-

tains, dynamo lighting, electric horn, spare new tyres,

tubes, and many spares, unscratched, guaranteed and
insured; £120, or offer.—13, Gvenfell Rd., Netting
Hill, W.ll (Latimer Rd., Metropolitan). [&290

£62 below list price; final reduction to clear of last

two combinations.—Brand new American X, latest

model, royal blue finish, 27x3',4 tyres, etc., fitted with

special Millford bulbous back sidecar; £155: eac^y pay
luents 4% extra. W'rite for end of season clearance

list.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham.
[8379

Arden.

"I C|2i Arden 2-stroke, 2-speed, new model; list £65:
±if bargain at sale price, £45.—Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [8167

Ariel;

Oih.p. Ariel, speed machine, decompressor; sacrifice

02 £29.— Fairhurst, 68, Standishgate, Wigan. [8301

ARIEL Siih.p., new Aug. last, all on, solo; £80;
owner leaving for India.—JeHery, Wardour, Tis-

bury. [7853

£18.—Ariel lightweight, B. and B., M-L mag., good
order, less brakes.—!, Mona Rd.; Laueainne Rd .

I'eckham.
,

[7992

ARIEL S'Ah.p. Coachbnilt Combination, hood, screen

speedometer. Klaxon, lamps; £44.-109, 'Whipps
Cross Rd., Leytonstone. [8261

AKIEIr.—All models, cnili or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,

Wincycls Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0704

ARIEL 1920 3y2h.p. Combination, Canoelet sidecar,

all lamps, tyres very' good; £68. — Colonial
Motors, 104a, Finohley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [8495

3ih.p. Ariel Coachbuilt Combination, variable gear,
2 Boscli enclosed, B.B., 3 lamps, tools, completely

iveihauled: £35.-76, Wistern Rd., Southall, Middlesex.
[7920

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.
6-7h-p. Ariel combination, 1921, shop-soiled

only reduced to £139; no extra charge for easy

terms. [8439

ARIEL Motor Cycles are the last word in reliability.

We have always in stock the reliable motor
cycles; trade supplied.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill,

and Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

"I 021 (June) Ariel 6-7h.p. Combination, chain drive,

Jl*/ 1,800 miles, speedometer, lamps, horn, spare
valve and tube, insured, excellent condition; £130;
want 2-seater A.J.S.—Kelly, 25, Chatsworth Rd.,
Bouinemouth. [8259

ARIEL 1920 Combination, SV^h.p., all lamps, sidecar
screen and cover, all spares, overalls, and new sec

tional garage 10V2ft.x8Voft. ; best over £100 secures
lot, or garage sold separately.—Thorley, 81, Beckett
Ed., Doncaster. [8003

Beardmore.

WRITE, CALL, or "PHONE

BAMBERS
• IF YOU WISH TO MAKE
AN EXCHANGE.

1 Q20 Beardmore-Precision Combination, electric
j-Zf lighting, splendid condition, insured, exchange
Triumph, Norton, or similar
Hammersmith..

Blackburne.

1 Q2L Blackburne 4h.p., brand new; £95
XtF terms.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale

"

Hampstead 1353.

4, Elm Gardens,
[8076

deferred
W.9. 'Phone :

[8405

LATE 1920 4h.p. Blackburne, lavishly equipped, un-
scratched, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter; £67.—24,

Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [8104

Highest Prices

Allowed.

SOME STARTLING
NEWS. —

WATCH OUR ADVERTISE-

MENTS NEXT WEEK.

CLEARANCE PRICES.

SOLO.

1921 2] h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp. £70
1921 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, £115
1921 2i h.p. VERUS-

. BLACKBURNE £65
<921 2.\ h.p. FEDERAL .. £43
1920 21 h.p. CLYNO £35
1920 5^6 h.p. ZENITH .. ..£70
1920 3J h.p. P. & IW £68
1920 2f h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp. £65
1920 2jt h.p. METRO-TYLER £58
1919 2| h.p. DOUGLAS .. £60
1915 2| h.p. DOUGLAS ..£43

COMBINATIONS.
19208 h.p. SUNBEAM Comb. £140
19204^- h.p. B.S.A. Comb... £100
1920 4"h. p. TRIUMPH Comb. £93
1919 8 h.p.SUNBEAM Comb.£125
1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb. £93
1916 6 h.p. A.J.S. Comb. . . £85
1915 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-

DAVIDSON Comb. .. £80
1913-14 3|h.p. TRIUMPH

Comb. . . . . £50
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb. £75

SPECIAL.
1920 6 h.p. BAT Combination, lamps,
horn, licensed, practically as new, only
run 200 miles. £98

MAY WE SEND YOU FULL
PARTICULARS?

EASY PAYMENTS

R. BAMBER & CO., LTD.

2, EastbankSt., SOUTHPORT
Phone 607.

fli

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BEADBTJET 4h.p., 2-8peo(l, free, lamps, etc., cane
6iJ3<?car, perfect running order: £30.—Lee, Mill

Cottiige, Coinwall Hd., Bii-Xton. [7907

41i.p. Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 3-spec4
clutch, Jill on, tax paid; expert exauiiuntion in-

vited; £38.-Speecliley, 86, Ohurclifleld Ril., Acton, W.3.
[8016

W.4UCH0PE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C.—2%h.p.
Bradbury, new 1921, £70; and 6h.p. Bradbury

combination, new 1921, £135; no extra charge for

easy terms. [8441

Brough Superior.

LATE 1921 Brough Superior, perfect condition, Lucos
Ma{;dyuo, 80 m.p.h., speedometer and other first-

class accessories, spares; £155.—Full particulars from
Lucking, 17, Carey Place, Watford. [7981

BROUGH STJPBEIOE 8h.p„ oyerhead valves, 1921
combination, speedometer, horn, tools, lighting,

etc., Zenith carburetter, specially tuned, do easy 60
m.p.h., very small mileage; 160 gns.—Loyd, 1, Ovingtoii

Gardens, S.W. Tel.: 5508 Kensington. [8371

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Deijof,

and sole London agents for the Brough Superior,

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922-

mcxlels at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77^,^,, o.h.v., 3-

epeed, clutch, and kick starter, £150; Mark I., sporting
combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or Tvitb

special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price ; Mark
II. 6.5, mag., 72x90, 3-8peed, clutch, and kick starter.

£125; sporting combination, step, mat, screen, etc.,

£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues sent

post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor Co..

Ltd., 9-10-11, Koyal Parade, London Ed., West Croy-'

don. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [0733

B.S.A.

D.S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue ivjth pleasdra.

B.S.A. Eeplacements always by return ; write for

catalogue.

B.S.A. Specialists—County Cycle and Motor Co., BroaS *

St., Birmingham. [4420

B8.A. 6-7h.'p. Combination, new; £160, or near ofiei.

—Webb, Church St., Monmouth. [8282

B.S.A 3V>h.p., 1914, good condition; what oflers?—

Chandler, 5, Junction Ed., Cowley, Oxon. [800.a i

BS.A. 4i,^h.p, Combination, 2 speeds, kick, climb i

anything; £60.-63, Stewart Ed.. Bournemouth. "

[X2241

BS.A. 1918 4lih.p.. 3-.»peed, tick start, fully

eonipped; 60 gns.—24, South St.. Newport, I.O.W.

(D) 17978

£58.—Grand B.S.A., eQual 1921, SVjh.p.. 2 speeds,

K S. -satisfaction.—6, Alma St., Atherton, Man-
chester. [7854

3|al2 3V>h.p. 2-speed B.9.A., rebored and, bushed
iy bv makers; £35.—3, Norwood Rd.. Heme HUl,

S.B.24. [8219

BS.A. Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, good order.

—Oakwood East Horsley, Leatherhead (Horsley

Station).

Combination,

[8182

3-speed, K.S., all on,

52, Cartwright
[8612

1 Q15Vj B.S.A, , . .

J-*/ splendid condition: £65.—H.C.
Gardens, W.C.I.

£85.—B.S.A. 3-speed combination, all accessories, tax

paid, indistinguishable from new.—5, Norwood

Ed., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [8220

41h.p. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, all lampa, licence

4 paid, not done 500 mjles,; bargain, £85.—

Churcliill, The Grove, Dorchester. [X217S

Dand S. Autocar Co.—B.S.A. 4J,4'h.p. 1918 com-

. bination, in good order, tax paid, all on; £75.—

33, The Parade, Golders Green, N.W. [8530

1021 H2 B.S.A.. large bulbous sidecar, Cow-ey, Tan-

J-«/ Sad, all accessories, done 2,162 miles (1,300 solol

;

£120.-Fulwood, Vaults, Eastwood, Notts. [8004
,

-| rki4 B.S.A., discs, just overhauled, large brass es-

JLl/ haust, fast and smart sporting; £35.- Goad, 122,

Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [8401

B.S.A. 1921 4^h.p. Combination, kick start, all

accessories, t>ax paid, run under 500 miles;

nearest £120.—At King and Harper's, Cambridge.

£82/10.-1920-21 3V'h.p. N.U.T., Lucos magdyno light-

ing fully eauipped, condition and appearance equal

to new after 4 p.m.—4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmitli.

W.6.
[8280

BS.A. 1922 Models for earliest delivery; cash, ex-

change, deferred payments.—Newnham Motor

Co 223 Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone : Hammer-
smith 80. ['18'

BSA 1920-21 4%h.p. Model K., new this year, fast

and powerful, condition perfect; £80; seen by ap-

pointm6nt.-117, Bromley Ed., Catford, S.E.6. (54

Tram passes.): isini

-li\21 6-7h.p. B.S.A., fine combination, practicalls

J-tJ new, dynamo lighting, ampmeter, spare wheel,

luggage grid, spares, perfect; condition ; £180.-40, King :

Rd., Beading. I^"'''-

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,, London. B.C.-i,

6-7h p. B.S.A. twin combination, 1921, Bhopi

soiled only; reduced to £150; easy terms withoir

.extra charge. 1°'^"

C26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles adveitised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

,S.A.—Being official agents we have them always
in stock, and immediate delivery can always be

t:iven.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and VVocdside
Parade, N. Finehley. [0379

J Cb 20 B.S.A. Model K. niid sidecar, Lucas lamps,
jLif born, Watford speedometer, jnst returned from
lomrilete renovation bv. makers; £90.—L.D., Morton,
ilaj-bury Hill, Woking. [7991

B.S.A. 1920 Henderson Elite Combination, speedo-
meter, horn, lamps, discs, perfect, 86 gns. ; 1920

Canoelet combination, electric lighting, 78 gns.—7,
l:.xhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7658

1Q19 B.S.A. fliih.p. All-chain Drive Combination,
-l-t7 3-speed, clutch and kick start, perfect running
order, fully equipped; any trial; £75.—Major Tucker,
Winhaven, Sandgate. [8341

B.S.A. Model H2, 4i4h.p.. with B.S.A. No. 3 sidec-ar.
1921 latest model combination, not done 50 miles,

tax vaid, new last iveek; great bargain, £125.—Wilkins,
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [7935

1 Q15 B.S.A. Combination. 4|4h.p., 3-speed counter-
-l-tf shaft, brand new sidecar machine, just over-
hauled and re-cnamelled; exchanges; £68/10.—Goad,
122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353.

[8400
B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Combination, spare wheel,

lamps, speedometer, perfect condition; special
price to clear, £135.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Ham- 1

ratrsmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[7490

1 Q 20 B.S.A. Combination, chain drive, Magdyno,
X«/Cowey trip speedometer, horn, spring seat pillar.
Terry's links. Easting,- luggage carrier, spares; £110;
want late Morgan.—116, Marrowbrook Lane, Cove,
Hants. [8179

"D.S.A., 4i4h.p., chain, Millford. Triplex screen, grid,-U lamps, born, spare valve, tube?, Tiew condition,
expert examination, splendid engine, never konked
Dut, go anywhere; £90.—Topliss, 89, Fotheringham
Rd., Enfield. [8463

B.S.A. Coaehbuilt Combination (1916), Model Ji:.,^3-
- speed, clutoli, kick start, electric lighting, speed-

ometer, horn, tools. 2 new tvres, splendid condition
throughout, tax and insurance paid; £60.—Brooke, Ash-
'jocking Mauor, Ipswich. [8242

B.S.A. 4Mli.p., new Nov., 1920, 3-speed, kick start,
£40 Swan sidecar, fully equioped, disc. Tan-Sad,

2tc., original tyres, splendid condition, only need week-
ends; cost £165, accept £1]0.— 9, Langwell Crescent,
AsLington, Northumberland. [7826

"D.S.A. 4i4h.p. 1917-18 Model, all chain. 3 speeds,
--» K.S.C., fitted with fem i -sportinp sidecar, finisherl
B.S.A. green to match machine, accumulator electric
iishting, horn, tax paid; £85; deferred payments if
(lesired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
Deansgate. iVI;m'-be.ster. [X2294

all, chain, engine 38367,
P.R.S. lamps, Bonniksen trip, Lucas

horu, knee grije, -spares and tools. Palmer front, Dunlop
back (both unpuncturedj, run 3,000 miles, over 100
m.p.g. and 45 ra.p.h.,' first-class condition throughont

:

any trial by appointment on carrier, or solo on deposit
of cash, or would ride reasonable distance to nurelmser

;

photograph on request : Coventry ; 90 gn^.—Box 147,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [S2243
Synre Parts;

:

Sharker's

Perfected

2*agtnent

S^olicg T

B.S.A. 1920 (Ou't.l 4l/,l),p.,

frame 38494, '

B.S.A. Spares.-
St.. Ealing.

Immediate delivery.— Kays. 8, Bond
13984

B.S.A, .

trade supplied
Spares.-

de su
Cambvidp

Every part in stock, no waiting, the
Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. Green

[7807

Calcott.

211i.p. Calcott (tax paid),
4 good order, nrnning:

hum Ed., Strattord-oii-Avon.

good tvres, mag.,
£16; photo.—32,

Amac, ir

Birniing
[X2343

.^Sh.p.
W 4 8,

Calthorpe.
Calthorpe-Jap, good crder;
Silver St., Enfield.

or offer.—
[8339

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. a^li.p., 1919 model, splendid

,

running; £35 cash: write first.—Rankin, Spring-
[dale, Uxbridge Ed., Southall, Middlesex. [7999

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination actually in stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpo specialists.

-

Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4
Phone; Brixton 2417. [0509

1^19—2%h. p. Campion-Villiers,
IcA^ away.—Evers, Newton Rd.,

Campion.
good tyres, ride
Burton-on-Trent.

IplAMPION-J.A.P. Combination, 6-8h.p., fine oondi-
LV> tion, lamps, etc. ; £85.—Dance, Jacks-dale, Notti
f [7849
';P<A1IPI0N 8-lOh.p. irith 2.seater sidecar, electric
1*-^ li^lit, detachable wlieels. done 1,000 miles- £180
,-Brndley, Albion Ed., Margate. [6182

Chater.Lea=Jap.
CHATEE-J.A.P. 6h.p., 3-sp6ed, clutch petfett; £24

-329, Old Ford Ed., E. [8038

i

12 Monthly
Deposit Payments.

£25 SCOTT 1920 Com., fully

equipped, Easting screen,
tax paid £5 19 7 £90

£27 ZENITH, 1921 (new), 5 h-P-,'

sports model £6 14 2

£1^ ENFIELD igi2 Com., 6 h.p.,

fully equipped, tax paid,

good condition, complete . £4 8 6 £65

£45 INDIAN 1921 7-9 h.p. Cora.,

electrically equipped, tax "i

paid, as new. Cost £230 . £11 10 £165 i^

£37 SUNBEAM (new, shop- ^^

soiled), 3.1 h.p., sports model,
tax paidi horn £9 3 £130 gj

£41 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920
7-9 h.p. Com., electrically

equippe'i, hoo'd, screen, Tan-
Sad, tax paid, as new. Cost
£260 •. £10 a 5 £150

£21 NORTON, 192 1, Model No.

9, fully equipped, tax paid,

indistiuETuishable from new. £4 19 5

£9 TRIUMPH, 1912. 3's h P,
T.T. model, latest dropped-
back frame, new tyres, fully

equipped, tax paid

£33 JAMES 1920 Com., 5-6 h.p.,

fijlly equipped, speedometer,
screen, luggage ^id, tax

paid, new conJition

£14 DOUGLAS 1914 25 h-P-

Sporting Combination, fully

equipped, tax paid, excel-

lent condition £3

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO Combination. 3-speed. detachable wheels, 2
new tvres, lamps, horn, etc.; £55 for quick sale.

~1, Ilavelock St., Forest Hill, S.E.23. [8071

5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, S-speed, K.S., clutch, lamps,
hoed, screen, tooL;, etc., overhauled; ofters; must

.=e!l.~Kinff, 22, Junction Ed.. Dartford. [V&SS

GUARANTEED Unused 5-6h.p. Clyno Combination;
Ail 20; terms to suit your convenience.—Pugh

Kngineering Works, Shirley Rd., Croydon. [8415

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p.. 2-speed, kick start,

chain drive, splendid order; £68; take older lot

part.-"57. Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [8343

CLYNO Combination, 1917, 6h.p., overhauled, uphol-

stered, acetylene lighting; tiinl by appointment;
£80.-200a. Black-stock Rd.. N.5. Tel.: North 3329.

[8365

1Q17 6h.p. Clyno, 3- speeds, kick, new sidecar, mag-
J~*J neto and carburetter, "=4 wheels, P. and H. lamp
set, complete, overhauled; £60.-215, Twickenham Ed.,

Islewortb, Middlesex. [7919

peed, clutch, kick
tax paid; bargain,

£57 to clear.—Sam E. Clapham' (Motors), 27. Stock-

well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [8168

5-6h.p. CIvno Combination, like new, black, gold line.?,

upholstered red, aluminium front, 2 wind screens,

spare wheel; any trial given ;
price £115.—Benwell Cot-

tage, Sunbury, Middlesex. [8206

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., just overhauled, cham-
pion climber, fine condition, 4 new Dunlop covers

and tubes, spare wheel, new Tan-Sad, electric lighting,

ail accessories, tax and insurance paid, £90 ;
also 2-

seater sidecar bodv, new condition, £9.—M.H.,. 21. High
St., Clapham, S.W- [8375

Spare Ports :

1 Q 17 Clyno Combination, 3-:

J-«/ starter,- spare wheel, etc..

Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
[3985

NORMOUS Stock of Genuine Clyno Spares, new

I
£8 £120 B.

CLYNO Spares.
St., Eating.

ENORMOUS Stock of Genuine Clyno Spares, new
goods, lowest prices; trade supplied. Liberal

discounts on large quantities.—Marble Arcli Motor
Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone ; Padd.
789. 16111

C,C.R,=J.A.P.

C.C.E.-J.A.P., 1914, 8h.p., 90 bore, 3-speea, rebuilt

1919, very flexible: baigain, £30.—Garaged 2a,

Bessborough Place, S.W.I. Tel.; Vic. 6766. [7899

t75

£2 IS 5

£50

BRAND NEW 1921
MODELS

iLlGHILV SHOW^IOOM FOILED.

ENFIELD 2I h.p.. Model C, speed and
clutch. List price £65. Our price £58 10

ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, z-speed and
clutch. List price £160. Our price . . £144

SCOTT, 3^ h.p., standard mode!. Lis

price £130. Our price 6115

SCOTT, Squirrel model. 63 m.n.h. and
70 m.p.^, guaranteed. I-ist price £130.
Our price £J15

P. & M., s\ h.p., z-speed, clutch, K.S..

mechanical labrication. List price £115.

Our price £105

MATCHLESS Mod. H Combination, M.A.G.
engine, spare ivhe;l and tyre, screen,

complete. List pries /^rSi. Our price £160

EXCHANGES :: DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

OFFICIAL STURMEY-.'VRCHES STOCKISTS,

horn,
condition; cost

Woodville, Welling,
£115,
Kent.

watch, tools,

accept £75.—A.
[6214

Coulson.

1 Q21 Coulson-Jap Z^ih.p., 2-speed, brand nevp; £65.
A.V —Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1353. [8406

1 Q21 (August) 4h.p. CouUon-B., 3-speed, clutch, and
Xt/ K..S., lamps, horn, speedometer
etc., perfect
Warrick,

Spare Parts :

ALL Spaie Parts, tanks, etc.. for Coulsous. Let me
quote vou for anv venr, any model Coulson tank.

-17, Clapham Park Kd., S.\V.4. [5979

ALL Spare Parts, tanks, etc., for Coulsous. Let me
quote you for any year, any model Coulson tank.

-17, Clapham Park Ed., S.W.4. [5980

Coventry Viptor.

COVENTIIY VICTOR. The perfect flat twin engine.

Bi^fore de(ndinp on vour new mount, get our lipt

for 1922, showing Coventry Victor motor cycles fitted

with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special offer

of demonstration machine. The last word in motor
cycle design and construction.-The Coventry Victor

Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. [0520

Douglas
DOUGLAS. 1921, new. slightly shop-soiled, 2-)ih.p.,

2-speed, all on; offers.-Below.

OUGLAS 1918 2V4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horns, etc..D
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

[0066
Bisbopsgate Av.,
Avenue 5548.

3h.p. Doughis Solo. 1916; £40; sound throughout.—
/^4: 63, Stewart Kd., Bournemouth. [X2240

Douglas, tax paid, good condition

;

" "

•

[8421

3-speed, about 2,000 miles onlv

;

BOLTON MANCHESTER
^ Bradshawgat-. 245, Deansgate.

r Tel. 1348 Tel : Cen. 864.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

1Q15 2%h.p. -.

J-V £30.-16, Windsor St., U.\brid;

"IO20 Dougliis 2^f4l].p., - -.Xu £65.-Hill, Birclnvood, ue.nr Alfreton. LS235

£38—Douglas 1916 S'^h-P-, fully equipped nnd per-

fect insured.—8, 33ishop's Mansions, Fulhnin.
[7817

OV'GL.\S 1920 Combination, 4h.r., fully eouipped;
bargain, £90.-63, Stewart Rd., Bourneuiontb.

[X2392
DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, as new: 86

"ns , real bargain.—7, Exliibition Rd., S.\V.7.
[7659

OUGL-\S Combination, exrelleut condition : lie-^t

offer.—Bickham, LiUord House, Be.-iley Heath,
[7868

3-sreed, kick st.art; £17,'10.—28.
Forest Sate. 'Phone: Stratford

[8090

nou?1as 2%h.p., 2-speed, all on, used
" Fox. 12, Com

[X2298

C27

B'

Kent.

t 019 4h.p. Donslas
it/ Woodford Rd.
2593.

-| O 22 Model

Lichfield.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

4h.p. Douglas, 1918, 3-speed, new tyres and belt,

good condition; 40 gns.—Fitt, nr. Pikes, ChurcL
.St., Chelsea. [8523

4? 55; 2~;41i-p. Douglas, equipped, spares, guarranteed

;

1^ exchange.—30, Sterndale Rd., Shepherd'-s Bush
Rd.. Hammersmith. [8184

T^OUGLAS 1914 2-yiIi.p., S-speed Albion, Bo^cl:

excellent condition,
Grove. Wandsworth, S.W.

tax; £40.-76, Bnlveinjp
[7839

very good condi-
I'oiest Giite.

[8091

T Q19 4h.p. Donglas Combination, ve
J-*^ tioQ; 60 Kns.—28, Woodford Ed.
'Phone; Stratford 2598.

£35.—2^4h.p. 1916 DousUns, like new, tax paid, sound
condition.—13, Soniers Mewe, Hyde Park, W.2

(cl03e Paddington .Stntion). [8120

1 Q17 and 1918 Douglas Combinations, 4h.p., splen-
Xi/ did condition, kick start; £60, quick sale.—King,
27, Melbourne Rd., WalliriSt-on. [8249

£85.—4h.p. Douglas combination, discs, Bluemel's
screen, lamps, mileage under 500; any trial.

—

Compton, 47, West St., Marlow. [8289

J Ql9 4h.p, Douglas, as new, tax paid, lighting set
J-t/ everything on, guaranteed; trial; 58 gns.

11, Thomas St., King's Lynn.
Ogden,
[8325

"I
018 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, in--very nice condi-

-l-«/ tion, new tanlc. Easting, all lamps, tax paid; 70

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

gns.—27, Sidlljouth St., Devizes. [83.39

MANUFACTURERS OF
ACCESSORIES. PATENTS. SPECIALITIES.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT
O L.YIVI PI A

STAND 253
GALL.ERY.

POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.
Set A1—For Solo Machines.

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1920 model, Cowey born
and speedometer ; accept £125.—Robinson, Wood

Lea, Hetton-le-Hole, Co. Durham. [7925

DOUGLAS 1914 2^/th.p., not W.D., new tyres, ac-

cessories; £27/10.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd.,
upposit-e Chalk Farm Tube Station. [822L

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., renovated by makers
as new, guaranteed condition, screen, and all on;

i;;ilO.—Daldy, The Orove, Clactou-on-Sea.

i;49.-l, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24.

3ih.p. Douglas, 1914, perfect condition,
2 lamps, complete:

[8180

"fl Q19 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped.
A-iJ pillian, new tyres, indistinguishable from new,

2 speeds,
£40, or near ofler.—Apply,

(^uittentou and Gardener, Warlingham, Surrey. [7954

4h.p. Doughifi Combination, S-speed, kick start, per-
fect, tax paid, buyer taught to ride; £90, or

urier.—Elphick, .17, Shaftesbury Rd., Hornsey Rise.
[8334

DOUGLAS, 27jh.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick, new June
low mileage, lulty equipped, peilect condition; £72;

district, S.E. London.-Box 7,398,'c/o The Motor Cych.
[8451

DOUGLAS 1917 23^h.p., 2-speed, fully equippe^l and
perlect tlnoug-hout; £32/10, bargain.—19, Rich

nioud Terrace, Claphaui Kd. 'Phone: Liitchmere 4290
[8484

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Douglas Combination, lateai
clutch, fully equipped, licensed; £70, bargain.—

5. Heatli St., Hampsiead (near Hampstead Tube Station)
[8022

DOUGLAS Lady's Model, suit gent, aVa'b.p., 2-speed,
clutch, kick start, fully equipped, fast ; £39, 01

nearest ofier.—Hill, 17, Franchise St., Kidderminster.
rX2262

1Q18 4h.p. Douglas, with polished aluminium side-
-M-*y car, lamps, Klaxon, tax paid, the whole as
new, only wants seeing; 68 gns.—187, Elm Rd.. New
Maiden. [8053

, ^ . 2-speed, fully equipped, good
licensed; real barcain. £32/10.—
Goldhawk Rd., Snepherd's Bush,

[8313

\

retter, Klaxon; £80.
Cannon St.. E.C.4. Tel.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Models. We have
second-hand machines for sale at v

Prica as illustrated (.ess bulbs and wire) £6 3 6

SetCI—For Medium Solo Machines.

DOUGLAS 2^/ih,p,
condition,

Armstrong,
London.

"1 C&18 2^/4h.p. Douglafi, unciated 1919, 2 speeds, lamps,
JL«7 licence, accessories, legshields, footboards, un-
scratehed, new condition ; £48 ;

Rd., Brixton
exchange.

-

63, Solon
[8230

T Q19 Douglas Combination, engine in perfect ine-
-L«7 chanical condition, P. and H. lamps, bulb horn,
licence paid; £90.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.. 32-35, Green
St., Cambridge. [7939

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in n^v.
maoliines and spares ; try me. I may be usefu)

to you. The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196,
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [OOIG

WAUCHOPE'S, 9 Shoe Lane, London, E.G.-
4h.p. Douglas, 191&, fully equipped, acetylene

and electric lighting, Klaxon hOrn, as new; £55;
easy terms no extra charge. [8430

DOUGLAS Combination, 1920, 4h.p., just overhauled.
small mileage, stored Sept., 1920. to May, 1921,,

fully insured ; £100, or near ofl«r ; N". London.—Box
7,159, e/o The Motor Cycle. [6400

DOUGLAS 1911 254h.p., variable Amac, Palmers,
aluminium footboards, Bosoi. spring forks, new

pi.stons, valve<?, copper exhausts, reliable, fast, climber;
£19.—Box 7,381. c/o The Motor Cycle, [8029
T^OUGLAS 2?'jb.p,, 1919, standard machine but
-fi-^ super-tuned, winner of challenge cup and medal
ill speed trials, beautiful equipment, perfect; 50 gns.—
24. South St., Newport, I.O.W. (D) [7979
£15/10.-1918 Douglas 2";^h.p., absolutely unscratched

as new, makers' colours, complete, minus engine
,-ind gear box; only £15/10, with gear bos £19.—Daw-
.'on Bros., 34, Ampthill Rd., Bedford. [8389

Price ss (tiusuated (witn bulbs—isssw.re)£3 15 O
H.A.H. Accessories.

Price
less

bulb,

4/9

Fig. 428
I way
switch
Price 2/-

Fig. 347- "Speedolite," with clip coloured bulb,

switch, etc., 7/6 each.

Postage extra on the above.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.
Telephone

:

Telegrams :

Croydon 2225. " Keyage, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. g«
Douglas. ^H

1 Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, very perfect con-
-*-«-' dition, lights, speedometer, mirror, Amac carbu-

"~ Nicholson, 26, Budge Row,
City 6619. [8516

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-
2^f4h.p. Douglas, 1922 models, prices £75 and

^90; also 3y2b.p. sports model, £130; all lully
equipped; easy terms no extra charge. [8437

1 Q20 Douglas 2'%h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick start,
X*/ cost £115 Feb., 1921, Kla,xoa electric light-
ing, only ridden 200 miles; £70 lowest; deposit
.system.—37, Canterbury Rd., Dalston, N.l. [8539

T^OUGLAS 1914 2Kb-p.. 2 speeds, with Grosvenor
-*-' sidecar, fully erjuipped, tax paid. Kood conditiou;
£50; deferred payments if desired.-Parker'.", ]lra(I-

shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate. Manchester.
rX2289

Q K GNS. : exchange cheaper machine.—1920 Donglas
(~jfJ combination, 4h.p., 3 siieeds, clutch, kick start,
Easting wind screen, lamps, speedometer, smart, fast;
any examination, trial.-Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East
Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [6857

EFFRA Motor Works, 59-63, High St., Clapham.-
Our machines advertise themselves. Write for

particulars of our £47/10 all on 2%h.p. Douglas model
and £78 4h;p. Douglas combinations, built from new
ex-W.D. parts. Trade supplied. [839S

number cf

ines for sale at very low prices
in order to make room for 1922 models. A call will
well repay.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7489

DOUGLAS 1921 Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed. clutch,
kick start, patent detachable sidecar and folding

chassis, absolutely as new, all on, and tax paid; owner
bought car; £108.—Walker, 769, Romford Rd., Manor
Park, London, E. 'Phone : Illord 500. [8095

IQig Douglas 2%h.p., T.T., special bars, lootrests
J-iJ and adjustable pulley, copper exhaust, very
fast, condition as new, all tools, sjjares and accessories,
any trial and examination, mileage under 2,000;
i;57/10.—Moon, Linden Av., Darlington. [X2319

1 Q22 lloiiglas 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, latest all-on model,
-*;*^ £75; cash or £20 down and 12 monthly payments
of £5/5; tliis includes insurance for 12 montlis apaiuEt
theft, accidental damages, fire, etc. Write for ilhistiateri
catalogue and further pai-ticulare, post free.—Herbi^it
Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [7938

DOUGLAS 1917 2^h.p., 2-speed, P. and H. lamp
set, Stewart horn, oversize Dunlop tyres (almost

uew), long copper exhaust, engine in beautiful condi-
tion, plating and enamelling exceptionally good, .

naachine well looked after, tax paid, and insured; a
bargain, £42, or near offer.—Moore, 62, Avenue Rd., i'

rlighgate, N.6- [8513'

DOUGLAS, Douglas 1922 Models.—23-^h.p., 2-speed,
fully equipped, £75; 2?4h.D.. 3-speed, fullv

equipped, £90; 4h,p. .solo, fully eouipped. £110; 4b. p.

and. sidecar, fully equipped, £135: 3V^h.p.. o.h.v., fully
equipped, £130; 6h.p., o.h.v., al3 chaiu. and new
design roomy eidecar, £165. Spare parts stocked.

DOUGLAS Specialities.—75% of catalogue prices
allowed on old machines purchased from us il

returned in. good condition within 12 months.

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane. Ltd., 24, Woodstoclt
St. (off Blenheim St.). New Bond St., W.i.

Phone : Mayfair 6559.

Syare Part^ :

DOUGLAS Spares.

-

Boud St., Kaling
Immediate delivery.-

[0703

'Kays, 8,

[3986

EFFRA Motor Works, 59-63, High St., Clapham.-
Douglas brand new spares far below list prices.

[833e
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge

the Douglas specialists; every part in ttock; com
pleto illustrated lists post free. [780i

DOUGLAS Spares per return post. Order from tin

prompt firm on the spot. We pay postage.— tj

H. Tucker, RedcUffe Hill, Bristol. 'Phone: 4042.
[599^

4h.p. Dougkis Spares, Repair Service, lowest price-

prompt attention. All pait-s, new and aecoud-haucl
fork, clut-ch, engine, gear box, and Amac carburetto
part-s.-R. G. Gamble and Co., 13, Somers Mews, Hyd
Park, W.2. Tel. : Padd. 899. Close Paddingto
Station. [811

Dunelt.

DUNELT 4V2h.P-, with coachbuilt sidecar, sr^ii

wheel, 2 spare tyres, spare belt and chain, M-
Maglita lighting- and ignition. Brooks B600 saddle, i'

good condition; £115.—Teage, \\Tiitehouse. Keuilworti
[S227

Edmund.
EDMUND (Levis) Spring Frame Motor Cycle, :

speed, clutch; £45.—P., 802. King's Rd., Fu
ham. S.W.6. [80£

1 021 Edmund-Jap 25^.p., 2-speed, clutch, kic

At' starter, lamps, horn, mileage 1,000, excellent co!

dition; £70, or offer.—Davies, 1, Fair View, Well

Somerset. [78f

Edmund, spring frame, 2%h.p. J.A. P.,

19 21

£85. sale price £75.—Sara E. Clapham (Motors). 2

Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. fSH

C28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cjcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

NEW 1921 Enflekl 2-strolce. shop-soiled only; fSS.—
Fux, 12. Cmidiiit St., Lidlfleld. [X2299

SHEFFIELD Agent for Eoyal Enfields, all models
in 6tock.-J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed. [0573

IpNFIELD 61i.p. Combination, electric lighting, grand
J condition r £90.-63, Strwart E<1., Bournemontli.

[X2239
1Q17 3h.p. Eufiekl, new condition, 2-spe6d; £35.
X«/_28, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Strat-
ford 2598. [8087

ENFIELD Combination, 6b. p.. Easting, tax paid,
splendid condition; £90.-170, Cavend'ish Ed.. Bal-

Lnni. S.\V.12. [8236

1Q21 Enfield 2!'Jh.p., 2-speed, unscratched; £48/10.
Xt/ —Goad. 122. Maida Vale. W.9. Phone- HairiTi.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9,
stead 1353.

Hamp-
[8402

"I Q 20 Enfield Combination, fully eauipped, as new

;

At/ 90 guii.—28, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate. 'Phone:
Stratford 2598. [8086

ROXAL ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, kick, chain
drive, any trial, muet sell; 29 gna.—53, Siraifield

[8464Ed,
any

Wand^sworth. S.VT.

3h.p. Twin Enfield, Bosch, Amac, new tyres, 2-
speed, all on, fast, appearance as new; £35.—

Riley, Elkstone, Buxton. [8322

ENFIELD 1919 3h.p., now being thoroughly over-
hauled by makers, all accessories, fully insured

;

£65.-14, Mansfield Ed., Ilfcrd. [8000

1020 Royal Enfield Sh.p. Combination, Colonial
Xt/ model, soiled, unregistered, makers' guarantee;
£90. snip.—84, Coldbath St., Lewisham. [8317

J Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Magdyno, lusuri-Xtf ously equipped, mileage 3,000; £130.— Gray and
Levin, 5, The Boulevard, Balhara, S.W. [7988

EKFIELD Combination, 1917-18, 6h.p., Lucas dynamo
lighting. Easting wind screen, licence, enamel,

i

plating as new; £80; exchanges.— 63, Solon Ed.. Brix-
fton. [8231

OWNEE disposing late 1920 Sh.p. Enfield Magdyno
combination, exceptional opportunity, perfect con-

Idition; stamp particulars.-Hughes. 74, Malpa^ Rd
S.E.4. [8U4
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.-

8h.p. Royal Enfield combination, 1921. shop-
soiled only; reduced to £140; easy terms no extra
charge. [8438

ENFIELD.—We are official agents, and can give im
mediate delivery of any model of this foolproof

motor cycle.—Jones' Garage, Mu.sivell Hill, and Wood-
eide Parade, N. Fiuchley. [0380

ROYAL ENFIELD Sh.p. Twin, in splendid condi-
dition, K.S., 2-speed; reasoable offer neeepted, or

; exchange^ heavier combination part cash.—Shepperd,
Welney, Farnborough, Kent [8046

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
8h.p. Royal Enfield combination, 1917. fitted

iwith Tan-Sad. speedometer, lamps, etc., ready for the
road, tax paid; £95; easy terms. [8440

I^iNPIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1914, new lamps
-^ good tyres, speedometer, hood, screen, just over-

hauled at a cost of £20; bargain, £75; buying small
ar.-Baker, Cosy, Lyme Regis, Dorset. [7823

ROYAL ENFIELD, specially tuned 2%h.p. M.A.G
engine, 1921 iSenspray, frame rebuilt, extremely

ow position, large tank, semi bars, lamps, tools, spares;
1^45,-Isaac, 190, Lower Addiscombe Ed., Croydon. [8137

PNFIELD 1912 6h.p. Combination, coachbuUt side-
L^ oar, fully eauipped, exceptionally good condition.
:ix ii;iid

; £60 ; deferred payments if desired.— Parker's,
Ji:id3ha\vgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester,

(X2287
ROYAL ENFIELD 1919 6h.p., Condition ae new,

perfect running order, recently overhauled, new
P;iliner cord tyres, electric lighting, all accessories,
ie:;istration and tax paid; 100 gns., or near ofl!er.—
iripl;-. T. Clarke, 31, Amelia St.,. Walworth, S.E

[7904
Sya re Parts

:

ENFIELD Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8.

Bond St.. Ealing. [3987

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, 2->4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, K.S.. as new,
iS40: also 2'!4h.p. Douglas, 1915. £30.-59,

|Palfrey Place, Dorset Hd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [8256

:1Q21 British Excelsior 25^h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed,iv clutch, kick starter, new de luxe model; list
E74. sale price £64.—Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27,
itockwell St, Greenwich, S.E.IO. [8164

e.s.

F.N., 2-8peed, running order: £10, or oflers.—Address,
Druuimond, Croes, Avonbridge. [7930

2 speeds, clutch, horn, taxed, sound
£21. ofier.—30, Thornsett Ed., Earls-

[8478

iXJ'.N. Lightweight, July, 1920, mileage 1,470. shaftX drive, all accessories, 45 m.p.h. : £65. offers: seen
Liverpool,—Blyth, Sidney House, Oundle. (Dl [7959

i.'P'.N. Special Sporting Model, 2-speed, clutch, drop
I-*- frame, plated tank, mechanical valves, long ex-
haust; f28, offers.-Bostock, Byron St., Ilkeston. [X2259

f-p.N. 2y,h.p.,
-*- condition:
field, S.W.

G RE AT E R
BARGAINS

THAN EVER IN

1921 SHOP-SOILED MACHINES
The ranks are greatly thinrted, but
what we have left are now going
off at still greater reductions.
Don't miss this last opportunity,
but enquire at once from us to find
whatyou can save by buyingnow at

ALEXANDER'S
A Few Samples of

Remaining Bargains

SHOP-SOiLED LIGHTWEIGHTS.
LIST PRICE. SALETkICE
£80 15s. 2| h.p. INVICTA-J.A.P., 2-speed,

clutch, kick-start . . . . £63
£7.5 2-1 h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-speed £60
£65 2J h.p., LEVIS, T.T. model,

guaranteed to do 50 m.p.h. £50
£75 2|h.p.NEWIlVIPERIAL-J.A.P.,

2-speed £57

SHOP-SOiLED MEDIUM WEIGHTS
£110 3* h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE,

3-speed clutch and kick-start £83
£135 4 h.p. ARIMIS, twin M.A.G.

engine, 2-speed, clutch, and
kick-start £85

£122 4 h.p. OMEGA, Blackburne,
3-speed, clutch, and kick-start £85

SHOP-SOILED COMBINATIONS
£209 12s. 8 h.p. REX Combination,

Blackburne engine, all-chain

drive, . 3-speed, detachable
wheels and spare, a magnificent

outfit £14-8

£182 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,
electrically equipped . . . . £1 51

£175 6-7 h.p. B.S.A., Combination £153
£185 4 h.p. VERUS Combination,

Blackburne engine, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-start, special

Olympla Show model with
sporting sidecar, mahogany
toolbox. A beautiful outfit £128

Our Sale of 1921 Shop-soiled
Models still offers some record

bargains !

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.
272-274, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW.

1Q19 7-9h.p. Harley, 3-speed, like
^*J Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. ':

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

"1021 F.N. 2i/..h.p. Lightweight, 2-6peed, clutch, kick
--*/ staiter, new model; list £84, sale price £68.
—Scm E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Green-
wich S.E.IO. [8163

Francis- Barnett.
TO 21 Francis-Barnett, 2-speed, clutch and K.3.,
.*-" fully equipped; ^70.—Herbert, 30, VValdron
Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [8S08

Harley-Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons; from

iSiao.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 4h.p. Flat Twin, new condi-
tion; £80.—Bradley, Albion Rd.. Marsate. [6183

new; £65.-28,
'Phone: Stratford

2598. [8083

1 Q19 7-9h.p. Harley, 3-ispeed, complete less tyres; £40.
-L«-'—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Strat-
for 2598. [8089

"J Q19 7-9h.p. Harley, Harley 2-seater sidecar, hood.
X*/ .screen, as new; £85.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest
Gate 'Phone: Stratford 2598. [8093

HAELET-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., l;:to '

model, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, lamps, licence

;

£65; ej;changes.-63, Solon Rd., Bri.xton. [8232

HARLET-DAVIUSON Combination, recently over-

hauled by makers, excellent condition.—Ruther-
ford, Bassenthwaite Lake, Cumberland. [7954

A MOST Handsome I.ate 1920 Harley Combination,
equipped regardless, discs, unscratched ; cost

*275, accept £130.-24, Balliol Ed., North Kensing-
ton. tS107

LATE 1920 Harley Combination, in new condition,

dynamo, hood, screen, and many spares, guaran-

teed every way; £120, offers.—Grocsr, 193, Lancaster

Rd., Netting Hill. [8291

HARLEY Combination, £125; P. and M. combina-
tion, £60; Kingsbury 2-speed lightweight, £40;

Triumph free engine, £25; exchanges.-76, Balling

Rd., Hammersmith. [8057

1019 (June) Harley-Davidson, Henderson Elite side-

-LJ/ car, disc wheels, very smart, iust overhauled;
- - " 122, Maida Vale, W.9.

[8399
exchanges; £110.—Goad.
'Phone : Hampstead 1353

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Sporting Combination,
Henderson Elite sidecar, screen, T.T. bars, discs,

lamps, speedometer, etc., perfect condition; £105.-33,
Streathboutne Rd.. Balham, S.W. [8144

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919-20, Tan-

Sad, complete Lucas dynamo lijehtinff, all tyres

good, smart appearance, mechanically perfect; £118.—
Colonial Motors, 104a. Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822.

[8491

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 1920 7-9h.p. Combination,
electric lighting, hood, screen, eide wings; cast

£272. accept £150; deferred payments if desired.-

Parker's, Eradshawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Deansgate.

Manchester. [X2284

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Sports Model, coach-

built sidecar, as new, discs, fully equipped, mile-

age 3,500; bargain, £120; particulars and trial by

appointment.—P. 'G. Jarvis, 62, Chnstchurch Rd.,

Reading. [8060

1 Q20 Hailev-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, special

1-U show sports model with airship shape sidecar,

dynamo lighting, beautiful turnout, fully equipped; great

bargain, £135.-Speechley, 86, Churchfleld Rd., Acton.

W.3. 'thone; Chiswick 1902. [8020

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1921 Flat Twin, 3-spccd,

clutch, K.S., aluminium discs, leather pillion,

lamps horn, tools, spares, tax, take sidecar anywhere,

everything perfect, private, genuine ; 98 gns., or nearest

offer.—97, Soho Hill, Handsworth, Birmingham. [7922

GNS., exchange considered.—1915 Harley-David-

son coachbuilt combination, latest coloxirs.

lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, pillion seat, 2 \vind

screens, excellent tyres and spare, exceptional engine;

any examination, trial.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East

Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [6856

1 Q19-20 Electric Harley Combination, Zenith car-

it/ buretter with copper liot-air mufl, large copper

exhaust, leg shields, Bonnikseu spe€<loinetei, specially

built roomy sidecar with 3-gal. petrol tank fitted in

locker, new Easting wind screen, all tools and many
spares, only driven 3,400 miles; this is one of smartest

and fastest outfits on road, and is in absolutely perfect

condition and tune: £130 for quick sale.-Burnett. 80,

Leith Mansions, Maida Vale, W 9. [X2180

Syare Parts:

HARLEY Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8,

Bond St., Baling. [3988

71'

Henderson.
HENDERSON. 1916-17, splendid condition, very

fast, too powerful for owner, lamps, horn, ap-

proval. £75, or near offer.—Bailey, Beaminster, Dorset.
[8253

-I Q20 Henderson Combination, G.L. sidecar, superb
-Lt? outfit, exceptionally fine condition throughout;

£148/10; exchanges.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9.
'Phone; Hampstead 1353. [8398

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tiie end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue. C29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart,

^25.—Hobart 2-strok6^ 2-«peea, Villiers enBine,
equipped.—King. EgroTe Farm, Oxford.

fully
[X2337

Oili.p.O2
Humber.

Hiimber, 2-speed, good condition; £30.-20,
"Forthbiidge Ed., Lavender Hill, S."W. [8017

HUMBER 3V'li.p.. 2-speed, handle start, coachbuilt
sidecar, tax paid; f 2B.-Speechley, 86, Clnircli-

field Ed., Acton, W.3. [8018

HUMBEE 3V4h.p., 2-speed, fitted with new tank and
nuidgiuirds, in good condition, tyres as new; £38.

—19, Huhy St., New Sbi'.don, Co. Durliam. [7884

1 Ql9 3>2b-P- Flat Twin Humber Combination, ex-
A«7 rellent condition and appearance, * "lully

4. Elm
[8075

HUMBER 1919 Sl^b.p., fiat twin, 3-speed, electric

lights, Bonniksen speedometer, Klaxon, perfect;
£70.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd..
W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7492

Combination, lovely

, ... , Lx paid; £E ,

solo Triumph or similar or Morgan.

—

equipped, spares, wind screen, insured; £65
Gardens, Hammersmith.

6h.p. Humber Flat Twin w.c.

condition, fully equipped, tax paid; £80
change good
Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chiswick, W.4. [3319

HUMBER 1914 3V2I1.P. Coachbaitt Combination,
3-speed, cintch, kick start, 3 lamps, horn,

speedometer, tools, storm apron, splendid condition

;

£60, or near; any trial.—148, Sti-athyre Av., Nor
bury. [8515

1 Q17 Hnmber Combination, 6L.p. W.C, 3-speed, flat

-Lt/ tivin, aluminium di*c wheels, electric accumii
Intor lighting, large head lamp, toolbox and luggage
taiTier, Tan-Sod, Ea>i^ing irind screen, completely
equipped in every ivay, tax i)aid; £100.—55, Edith Ed.,
South Noiwood, S.E.25. [7872

Indian.

IxniAX 1918-19 7-9h.p. PoTverplus, D.A. lighting:
offers.—26, Liverpool Ed., Thornton Heath. [8237

INDIAN" Combination, 1914, overhauled, must eell

;

wliat offers?—15, Woodville Ed., Thornton Heath.
[8052

1019 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus, electric lighting
X«^ set, excellent condition; £75.—McGregor, 177,
Kiyh St., Barnet. [6823

10I6 Indian Powerplus Combination, equipped, spare,
-i-t/ aiatrdvno, di;c-s, good condition; £67.—Cianleigh,
College Slip. Bromley. Kent. [7815

INDIAN Combination, 7-91i.p., 2 speeds, electric light-
ing, speedometer, running order ; £45, for quid;
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going to London

sale.-Locke, Someiton, Somerset. [8228

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2-speed, spring frame, believed Die-
chanically soimd. had little use ; £45, or otJer.—

Monar, Holton-le-Moor, Lincoln. [7882

-|Q 1^-15 7-91i.p. Indian Cintch Model Eoad Eacer.
-^v in running rrder, just been overhauled; £38/10.
—Appletou, 16, Ribble Ed., Blackpool. [7958

-IQ15 5-6h.p.
JLtf starter, all

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, kick start,
Bink^ carburetter, recently overhauled; £60.—3,

Bay View Terrace, Porthleven, Cornwall. [8110

1 Q16 SV^b.p. 3-speed Indian, tax paid, lamps, horn,
it? like new; exchange 2-stroke and cash or sell;
itiSS.—Brown, 71, Twilley St., Wandsworth. [8525

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1919 engine, 1916 frame, 3-spced,
clutch, K.S. ; £52, or nearest offer; must sell.

—

Flat 17, 122, Southampton Row, W.C.I. [8527

Indian Combination, 3-speed, kick
all on, guaranteed perfect condition: £85.

-Hale, 42, Lancaster Ed., Strcud Green, N. [7859

£95.—1920 Indian Powerplus combination, excellent
nvnning order, luxarious outfit; low price for

quick sale.—Box 7,406, (/o The Motor Cycle. (D}
[8462

INDIAN Scout, 1920, and sidecar, lamp<>, speedometer,
long plated exhaust, excellent condition, sporty

outfit; must sell; £80.—Savage, call 18, Porchester
Mews, Bayswater, [X2344

1 C|16 Indian Combination, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, kickXv starter, new Millford eideear, machine has heeu
completely overhauled and enamelled; £84.-42, Mark-
house Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. [8468

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, mileage 2,000, spring
frame, bulbous eidecar with dickey seat. Easting,

T:m-Sad, lamps, everjthing as new; excliange; £115.—
Collard, 12, Station Parade, Muswell Hill. [8008

INDIAN 1921 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, elec-
trically equipped, horn, speedometer, as new;

£165; deferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester,

LS2281
£110.—Indian combination, 1921, 7-9h.p., brand new

sidecar, dynamo lighting, good tyres, spare covers
and tubes, speedometer, ampmeter, etc., spare accu-
mulators, many spares and accsssories, perfect condi-
tion throughout.-30, Belsize Park Gardens, Hamp-
stead. 'Phone: 5590. [8348

Spare Parts:

INDIAN Spares—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [3989

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton
Ed. ('Phone Brixton 3129), con supply oil 7-9h.p,

parts from etock, new, including all types of forks.
They also si>6cialise in Indian repairs. [1594
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

FRANK WHim-OETH, LM., 139. New St., Bir-
mingljain, wholesale Ivy agents, have all models

in stock, inclodioe lady's model, Drice £69; get list.

[0710
Ixion.

IXrON 2^tro.lie, 2-si>e€d, lamps. Klaxon ; barg.iin,

£23.-24, Geraldine Ed., Chisivjck. [8502

James.
£35.—Jnmes 1920 2^roke. 2 epeeds, sll on, sound

condition; bargain.—143, Bayeasbnry lUI., Eorl^
field, S.W. [8477

I Q20 James 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully equipped, un-
i-fJ sciatched, original tyres; i£36.—24, Balliol Rd
North Kensington.

JAMES 1920 6h.p. Combination, fully

speedometer. Easting, ae neir; £115: deferred pay.

[8102

efinipped,

Bolton : also

[X2285
ment.^ if desired.—Parker's, Bredshawgate,
245, Deansgate, Mancliester.

jO20 below original list price.—Special offer of new
cW 1921 2Hb.p. 2-8peed James lightweiglit, £55:
carrying makers' fnll guarantee.-Tlie Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8380

"I 0^4 James, coacUbuilt combination, 3-speeds,

i-tf countershaft, chain drive, thoroughly over-

hauled, re-enamelled, new piston rings, frame, and

forks, guaranteed sound; £65.—Williams, Hoberts

Wall, Penally, Pembroke.
- [785S

J.H.
.H. Villicrs 2-stroke, almost new, condition perfect,

[7822Altrincliam.
J
ford Ed

Lea-Francis.

LEA-FEANCIS 1920 3V2h.p., twin M-A.G., 2-speed,

clutch, kick starter, lamps, horn, etc.; i.56.—

Elce, Ltd.. 16-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile _ St.

E.C.3. "Phone : Avenue 5548. [00671

twin J.A.P. en-LEA-FEANCIS Motor Cycle, S^h-P., -

gine, gear box, 2 speeds and free engine, Boscl

mag., recently overhauled; what oflersP Would considei

exchange for cycle less h.p.-A. C. Bradshaw, Ltd., Mer-

chants, Chatteri's. l"I'2

"I Q19 Lea-Francis Combination, 4h.p.
Xt/ 2-speed clutch, kick start, Lucas lamps.

exchange

:

19^

J.A.P. twin,

_ horn,

tax paidi" etc., recelitly overhauled by makers; £84,

or near offer; would consider good lightweight part

Midlands.—Box 157, c/o The Molor Cycle.

[2396.

20 Model Lea-Francis and C.B. sidecar, specia

4h p J A.P. engine, K.S., hand and foot clutch

licensed, insured Sept., 1922. full lighting set, jusl

overhauled and new Magnum fitted, reliable and smoou
running rsachine; £105, near offer: private owner.-

Write or call after 6 p.m., Hooper, Fernside, Godstonc

Surrey. P84;
Levis.

pEEMIEE Motor Co. for 1922 Levis

LATEST Improved Models for immediete delivery ai

1922 reduced prices.

POPULAE 2V4b.p. Single-gear Levis, £48; Model £

2i4h p.. 2-specd. clutch. £58, or with kick starter

£60- easy payments only 4% extra; carriage paid t(

any address. Buy your machine direct from the Levli

specialists.—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed., Birj

mingham. <-°^''

2ih.p. Levis, in good condition; cheap, £22/10.-93

4 Eidgeway, Wimbledon. [797.

£28 —2y..h.p Levis, re-enamelled and overhauled lit

new.-^King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X233I

LEVIS 21^.?., splendid order throughout, tax paid

£26/I0T—Speechley, 86, Churchfleld Ed., Acton

W.3. t""''

LEVIS Popular Model, good order, legshields, full:

eouipped, spares; offers.-Fairman, Eastwood, laJ

field, Glos. [SZO.

Olhp. Levis, absolutely as new, very good, smart

tii equipped; £34, near. — Evers, Newton Rd.

Burton-on-Trent. l»12-

T EVIS 21,'ih.p., legshields, footboards, makers' ovei

haul last year costing *17; perfect snip, £30j
Coish, Broadway Buildings, Reading [824

SPECIAL Offer of a few slightly showroom solle

260 cc. T.T. model Levis motor cycles: Ust pric

£66 reduced to £55: makers' speed guarantee of &

m p h with each machine ; easy payments only H% extra

carnage paid to any address.—The Premier Motor Co,

Aston Rd., Birmingham. 1838

Snare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridg;

—Complete parts for Levis always in stock ;
writ

for complete illustrated list post free. [780

Marloe.

1021 Marloe-Blackburne 2Jah-p., brand new, !

-Li/ speed, clutch, kick start; £68/10; delerre

terms.-Goad, 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone: Hamj
stead 1353. W'"'

Martinsyde.

MARTINSTDE Combination, electric lighting, hooi

screen, speedometer, Tan-Sad, perfect; 1°S gn|^

Evans, 272, 0.xford Ed., Beading.

C30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Raleigh.

3ALEIGH 2?jh.p.. 3h.p., and 5-6h.p. solos and

A combinations for earliest deliveries; cash, ex-

lanRe deferred payments. Raleigh Specialists.—

ewnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmitll Ed., W.6.

?lione: Hammersmith . 80. [7485

PHE New RaleisU 2Jili.i]. 4-strol£e Lightweight, 2-

L speed, with dutch and kick starter.- at f68. is

le best v.ihie offered the motor cyclist for the 1922

jieon* orders now booking for January delivery.—Sole

irmiiishain Agents; The Premier Motor Co., Aston
!,d., Birmingham. - -

- [8384

i-6h.p. Raleigh, 1921, spring frame, not 2,000 miles,

f engine just examined by makers, perfect " condi-

ion. owner buying car while at College, speedometer,

lectrie equipment .and horn (Luca<^), Cox 'Atmos
and and foot control, weathisrproof, no-trouble gentle-

lau's machine: £100 complete.—Coleby, R.N. College,

ireenwich. - Tel. : 608. (D) [7259

Rex
Jih.p. Rex (unlicensed), good running order; £9.—
>2 Ghoppell, Sketchley, Hinckley. [S2323

^-6h.p. Bex; £25, or exchange for 2-Etroke lightweight.
f —Write Dully, 11, Fraser Ed., leyton, E.IO. [7980

(Q14 Sh.p. Rex Combination, A.J.S. 3-spc6d, Tan-
Lf Sad, electric hghting, accessories; £65.—3a.

iohnt Rd., Wimbledon. [7951

REX 1914 6-8h.p. Twin 2-speed Combination, 2-

seater, lamps, wind screen, etc.; £57/10, or es-
hange piano.—277, Oambei-well Rd.. S.E. [8480

|(Q20 Sh.p. Rex-Blackburne Combination, complete,
L*/ lamp, screen, spare wheel; great bargain," 90 gns.
-White, 46, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W. [X2350

!*h.p. Rex Combination, Montgomery sidecar, 2-speed,
^ free engine, handle etart, speedorater, lamps, etc.,

^art appearance, perfect running order; £42, absolute
aigain.—71, Perham Ed., West Kensington. [7926

Rover.
OOYER Combination, 1913-14, 3-speed, clutch, SM:
lV h.p., lamps, horn, luggage grid, etc., first-class
ondition; £37/10.—Below.
DOVER Combination, Sh.p. 1918 J.A.P. engine, all
IV accessories, machine in excellent condition;
;cceiit i;65.—Elce, Ltd.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo
,iile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0071

;3 0VER Combination, d'Ah.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
!-t start, guaranteed: £50; or lightweight and cash.
'126, Queen's Rd., Dalston, E.8. [8066

:jG21 3'/2h.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson, very fast, scarcely
;Lt/ ridden, good reason for celling, accessories;
!
38/10.—Slater, Chigwell Row, Essex. [8051

!P58,-1913-1914 3i/L.h.p. Rover combination, 3-speed,
'M K.S., just overhauled, tax paid, only wants
ieing.-8. Half Moon Lane, Heine Hill, S.E. 24. [8221

921 6h.p, Rover Sporting Combination, special
, engine, exceptionally fast; £98, or near offer;
;:change considered.—57, Villiers St., Stoke Coventry.

[X2393
919 5-6h.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, kick start,

lamps, horn, spare valve, piston rings, tyre, ex-
llent conditon; £75.—Fitt, nr. Pikes, Church St.,

,,
lelsea. [8522

I

Royal Ruby.
I h.p. Jap-Royal Ruby, good condition ; £35, or near

j
t Qfler.—22. Brent St., Hendon. [7876
•»OYAL RUBY 1920 31i.p„ spring frame, little used,
t' condition as new, accessories: £75, or near.- 14,

; ansfield Rd., Ilford. [8001

> OYAL RUBT 2-stroke, nearly new condition
V throughout, guaranteed all on, Tan-Sad, overalls:
crifice £40 ; bought car.—4, Gaywood Rd., Waltham-

,' w. [8002

: J OYAL RUBY Sh.p. Combination, in good running
' t order and ready to drive away ; can be seen by
1
ipointmeut

; £130 or near offer; owner buying car —
OS 7,384, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8032

R.S.
'-eh.p. Twin R.S., Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,

countershnlt 2-speed and clutch, all-chain, new
bes and cover, footboards, legshields, licensed, over-

i.uled, and enamelled recently, powerful and smart-
55, or reasonable offer.-Webb, 43, Arthur Rd., Mostvn
]., Brixton. [8203

^

Rudge.

I

Q15 Rudge, I.O.M., clutch, all on, licensed, smart:
!-" £32/10.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [8273
jJUDGE Multi 3V;h.p. Combihaiion, 1916-17, perfect.
* tax paid: £38.-77, Acre "Lane, S.W.2. [8388
JUDGE 3>^h.p., good running order; £18.—Lowe,
j*- 4, Carlton Terrace, Child's Hill,- N.W. 2. [80S6
I021 Rudge Multi Combination, perfect condition,
, -r.?'i'*,'?s ^""'^ screen; £85.—Fox, 12, Conduit
(:., Lichfield. [X2295
jjlh.p, Rudge Multi and Sidecar, pedal starter, ex-'« cellent - condition - *fin Pnio c9 Louisburg

[7916

cellent - condition ; £60.—Cole. 62,
jaarters, Bordon.

li^''''i:
,p>"^Ee, recently overhauled, new tyres and

I r, P"i' P«'',e<;t order; £35, or near,-35, Gilpin I

., Peterborough. [8285 I

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
Motor Cycles advertised by

£4:10:0
IS THE ONLY
EXTRA (>^Ted)
TO EQUIP YOUR
NEW MACHINE

WITH

POWERrUL
ELECTRIC

I LICHTS

viLIERS
Two^STROKE
WORKS :-

SUNBEAM STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

1020 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi with sidecar, miieags 600;
-1-^ £120, or exchange lightweight and cosh.—
Taylor (Inspector), Lye. tX2253

WAUCHOPE'S: 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
3y..h.p. Rudge I.O.M., 1921, electric lighting,

tax paid; £70; easy terms no extra charge. [8434

3ih.p. Rudge, overhauled and engine rebushed, 2-

2 speed, free engine, disc wlieeKs, fast machine;
Kargain, 30 gufi.—Pledger, 10, Alexandra Ed., Hornsey,

N.8 .. [8113

RUDGE Multi, late 1920, 3'/2h.p. T.T. I.O.M. model,
sidecar; sacrifice, £50.—Elce, - Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. Phone;
Avenue 5548. ,

- .
[0070

1021 (Sept.) Rudge Multi Combination, absolutely

J- if new and unused. Cameo wind screen, registered arid

tax paid; bought car; bargain, £99/10.-Hill, Bi™!-
w-ood, near Alfreton. [8234

RUDGE Multi 1920 3V.h.p., I.O.M., T.T. bars, special

B and B. carburetter, lamps, horn, tools, very

fine condition: £65, or nearest ofler.-Kinsey and Co.,

352, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: n2^9^

Spn re Pa rts

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,

the Rudge spare part specialist. Send fr ™"l-
plete illustrated hsts, post free. 1'°"''

Scott.

F.O.O.H. have a 1920 Scott Combination and nearly

new solo.-S, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hamp-

stead Tube Station).
1°"'^'

1Q21 Scott Sauirrel, iBi}e»ei>. I'OOO'
-f^Si^Sr^Shi:l-U lamps. Klaxon; £95, bargam.-W. J. Bladder Sul^

bury, Worcester.

1 020 Scott Combination, lamps l"»n.,fP«^''i""5\',;:

i«/ Easting, in excellent condition; ill°'-''r|5o7
field Lane, Doncaster. i-

SCOTT 1920, condition as new, Ln'^''^ l'."'>'''°^,n^l''

pirfect condition; £78.-Colonial Motors, 104a

Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. ^"""^

OCOTT Motor Cycles, Scott Sociables, Scott repairs

O Scott spares, Scott gears overhauled --Cathedral

Motor Works, 99, Gt. George St., Liverpool. [8357

OCOTT. new for Scottish fix Days, 1919 sporting

!!» model. Ace disc wheels, lilt's, horn tax paicl.

Pabner tyres almost new; best ofler.-Seen. 12, Coudtay

Ed., Southport.
'-^""

SroTT 1921 3'ih.p. Touring Model, shop-spiled only;

"t^^v^pJioe ilio; accept
*V° ^,?„fton'*aho"l45'

if dasired.-Parker's. Bradshawgnte Bolton; also 246

Deansgate, Manchester.
'-^"^

cfcOTT Parts:-We can quote you promptly for any-

g::Ssio;^Si.,^s^'sS^ia?Ltnris|fc
St., Bradford.

]

Singer.

rNTMr-iTR T iEhtwei"ht, splendid order; £22; take

S^'^'Jiflf cyclf parf.-57,\enbury St.. CamberwclL

Loin3on.
"'

^/-* cN'^ iqis Sin"'er 2-y4h.p., 2-speed countershalt,

22'iew-li?e\'-20:'Tre'Jn^Av.. Hoggers Corner.

Barnes, S.W.13.
Stanger.

THE Machine of the moment is the Stanger V tiyin,

Slfp 2-stroke. This machine is really a first-class

mount with wonderful power, and excellent smooth rim-

niSg fitted with the neatest rear ,'^P""e'"S /^* .fS
p M £112/10. Send l^or part.culars.-Jonos G,.age

Muswell Hill, London, N.IO. t""'

Sun.

SUN VILLIERS 234h.p., U.H. mag., B. and B. car-

buretter nearly new Dunlops, equipped and

licenS;' first SeqJe ^nearest £22, or "^r.-Penny

146, Huish, Yeovlf. _
'"^'"

Sunbeam.
Vk 1 1, T, Sunbeam, complete, Lucas lamps, done 90 miles

34 only! £140.-Cross, Agent, Rotherhain. [X2327

1 m6 SV.'h.p. 3-speed All-chain Sunbeam and Sidecar,

19 excellent order, 2 new tyres; f85.-C. Barton

Clapham, Yorks. ,

iu'-i'<

-1 fk 1 6 3iAh n Sunbeam Solo, in excellent condition,

19"ownir %inL- abroad; £75.-David Plaistowe 63

South Kd„ Southall. ['830

16 3'Ah.p. Sunbeam ,
Combination, complete lamps,

speedometer, etc., good conditioji; £80.-Hole,

Broadway, Burgess Hill. f"^"

31hp Sunbeam, brand new, will sell to trade or pri-

4 vSc owner with or without Gloria sidecar.-Mack-

ness, Chippenham, Wilts.
, . .

L^'^"'^

WAUCHOPE'S. . 9, Shoe Lane, Loiidon, EX3.4 --

3iAh.p. Sunbeam and sidecar, 1915; £85, no

extra charge for easy terms. 1=''^'-

1Q21 Sunbe.am Combination, .f'4h-P-( 'f^l/^JfJl19 horn, luggage rack. 200 mi es o"'?
;,/l^^/gnsl

joii district.-Bo.x 7,391, c/o The Motor CijcU. [8035

19>

number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

3 111. p. Sunbeam Combination (Oct., 1920). Henderson
2 sidecar, new tvres; £130: eschnnge Ford and

.ish.—Archer, Standish St., Burnley. (D) [7852

BEIQHTON".— 1921 (Moyl 3"/.h.p. sports model Sun-
beam, perfect condition, all accessories; £130.—

Captain ilorrey. Military Hospital, Brighton. [7895

1 Q20%" 3'Ab.p. Sunbeam, Lucas lamps, legshields,
--*/ Amac and Binks carburetter, piUion seat, excellent

condition; £95, or near offer.—White, 31, Shakespeare
St., Soutbport. [8223

SUNBEAM 1921 Model S'/jh.p. Combination, fully
' equipped, new condition; bargain, £118, or ex-

change solo and cash.—Ayers, Garage, Kensington Palace.

'Phone; Park 86. [7986

SUNBEAM, 1921 (September), 3iAh.p., sports, full?

equipped, shop-soiled only; £130; deferred p.iy-

ments if desired.-Parker's. Bradsbawgate, Bolton; also

215, Deansgate, Manchester. [X2282

"IQ19 Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination, all lamps.
-»-^ speedometer, spare wheel, etc., magnificent

exchange and cash considered.—37condition; £130;
Canterbury Rd., Dalston, N.l. [8538

~|Q21 Sunbeam Sports Model, competition model,
JLi/ mileage 1,500, speedometer, horn, leg

-^---i-^-

TYRES

etc., very little used, excellent condition:
Boston, Manor, Wistaston, Crewe.

shields,
£110.—
[8318

Mont1 Q21 S'ih.p. Light Sports Sunbeam, with
-Liz gomery sporting sidecar, complete, actual cup,

gold and silver medal winner; any trial; £140.—
Oliver B. Hodgson, 36, Upgate, Louth, Lines. [7616

SUNBEAM SVih.p. 1920 Combination, Dunhill sport-
' ing sidecar. Easting screen, electric lamps, Lucas

and Klaxon horns, magnificent order; £125.—Seen at

Eobertsons Motors, Ltd., 157b, Gt. Portland St., \A.l.
[8150

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1920, fitted Sunbeam
sidecar, Lucas King of the Boad lighting set,

Tan-Sad, etc., condition equal to new, not done 2,000

miles, and been well looked after; £170.—Finch, 38,

High St., Crewe. [X2324

6-8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, April, 1921, Magdynn
speedometer, elctric and bulb born, spare wheel,

insured, liceueed, guarantee given, ride 50 miles to

bona-flde purchaser; cost £285, sell £215.—Coombes,
Soutlidown, Bath. [7835

3Q20 SJ/oli.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, interchangeable
'J and detacliable wheels, speedometer. Lucas acety-

lene and elctric lighting, cost £230, carefully used,

perfect running condition; best ofler over £140.—Caris-
brooke, Langley Av., Bingley. [7866

SUNBE.4.M 8h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,

spare wheel, hood, wind screen, speedometer,

spares, in perfect condition; £190, or nearest offer;

private owner. Sir Malcolm Murray.—Can be seen at

Pack's Garage, Sunningdale. [8111

w _,.-.,.. Sunbeam Combination, spare wheel,

Lncas acetylene, Cowey, at present with makers
undergoing thorougli overhauling and reconditioning

;

can arrange with purchaser to take delivery from
Wolverhampton. See Exchange.—West Borwiu.s, Ask-

rigg, [7873

Svcire Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
always at your service. We have Sunbeam ex-

perts to attend to your wants; complete, every part

in stock.

T.D.C.

rp.D.C, 2V4b.p., 2-speed, good tyres, lamps ;^
£25

-j Q20_ S'M.p.

(7803

Lawrence,
[8297

near offer; take bicycle part payment,
Bernerton, Salisbury.

Triumph.
pEEMIEF. Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at reduced 1922
prices.

TYPE H.. 4h.p., 3-Bpeca, £105; Type S.D., chain
drive. £115; TypeL.W., lightweight, £65; sidecars

from £20 to £50 ; easv payments only 4% extra. Buy
direct from the Triumph Specialists, The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0627

TRIUMPH 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, licence paid: £45.
—Jones' Garage, Droitwich. [8316

CROSS. Rotherham. can deliver all models Triumphs
from stock at list prices. [S2325

£29 —Baby Triumph, believed 1914, 2-speed, perfect
order.—ISl, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [8125

3ih.p. Triumph, clutch, Philipson, just overhauled

;

2 £20, or offer.—Paxman, Dairy, Banbury. [8358

1 C|18 Countershaft Triumph, smart and perfect;
-Lt' £47.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [8106

£18.—SVoh.p". Triumph, believed 1911, good tyres,
ride away.—Evers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

[8126
"1 QIS Countershaft Triumph, lamps, tools, condition
-Ltf guaranteed; £56.-45, Pelham Rd., Wimbledon.

[8136
£19/10.—Triumph 3^h.p. 1911 solo, single-speed,

hand control clutcn.—8, High St., Wandsworth.
[8349

TBIUMPHS.—A fine assortment of all models in
stock at prices to suit all.—Ross, 86, High Ed..

Lee. [4485

1

24 X 2'i Clincher de Luxe Heavy
26 X 2

I

Englehert Passenger . .

.

„
I

Englebert Touring
26 X 2^ I Bates Special Heavy . .

.

. Palmer Cord
Beldam Extra Heavy .

.

Spencer-Moulton Ex. Hy
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Englebert Touring
Palmer Cord Heavy . .

.

Hutchinson T.T. Rub. S.

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy

I
Clincher de Luxe Hvy

Goodrich Safety Tread .

Bates Special Heavy .

.

Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Goodrich Safety Tread .

Englebert Racing
Goodrfch Safety Tread.

.

„ ,
Goodyear A.W. Tread .

.

„ j
Best French R Non-skid

700x80 Beldam Bulldog

I
Firestone Rubber N.-S,

£6x2i

26x2i
X2}

26x2*

i 28x3

] 650 X 65

30/-
23/6
19/6
31/-
29/-
28/6
27/9
25/-
23/-
22/6
30/-
27/6
25/-

32/6

45/.

35/
27/6
B1/6
39/6
40/-
35/-
25/-
61/.
53/.

TUBES NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Our List

Price Price.

26x2 4/9 lo/-

26x2": 7/- 10/3
26x25 7/9 II /3

28x3 T/6 —

Our List

Price. Price.

-Jjif} 8/3 13 M
26x24 8/3 12/j
700x80 10/- i5n

nm BELTS.
Bates, Lycett,

etc. Per foot.

IN STANDARD
LENGTHS.

I'm. fin. ^in. rin. i-Jin.

t/6 1/7 1/10 2/2 2/8

f HAVE VOU :

; GOT YOURS? :

Motor Cycling
I

HELMETS
I

in soft tan leather, lined I

Inside with chamois.
|

Beautifully fi n i s h e d
with peak ear pieces and
strap. Better than others

advertised elsewhere,
I

and cheaper. State size
|

when ordering.

6/6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triunipti.

1Q20 Triumph Combination, as new; £90.-Go;
-"-•.r 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone: Hampste
1353. [84

"1Q19 Triumph, Gloria De Luxe sidecar, e.\cell(
-ttf condition; £95. — 7, Anedale Cliff, Braml
Leeds. (gi

TRIUMPH 1916 41i.p., 3-«peed countershaft- 39 g
—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: 8ti

ford 2598.
[8(

TRIUMPH .Junior (July, 1921), condition as new, i

paid: £45.-5, Buckingham Ed., Harlesden, L
don, N.W.IO. [8[

TRIUMPH 1918 Combination, electric and act
lene, speedometer; £68, offers.-45. Knighton I

Forest Gate. [7t

in 18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £48.—Hilli
-*-*' 1, Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gardens, I^o
Kensington, W.IO. [Si

|Q18 Triumph, fully eiiuipped, 3-speed couutersh:
-•-tf beautiful condition; £70; exchange A.B.C.—
Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [8]

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.'
Triumphs, all 1922 models supplied promptly

easy terms or exchange. [8'

TRIUMPH, 1921, engine No 74867, Type H, lat
and horn, new condition; £90, offers.-

1

7,395, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8'

3 lb,p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, kick, peri
2 order any trial; first cheque £50; genuioi

Watkins, Broadway, Ilminster. [8; i

"j Q14 3-speed Triumph, wicker sidecar, good mechi
--•^ cal condition, tyres nearly new, complete.—Ci

'

Strick, Ystalyfera, Swansea Valley. [8!

I Q 20-21 Triumph H and Henderson lightweight s
-L »/ car, lamps, .'speedometer, small mileage ; ir i

£90.-2, Hazel St., Warrington. [X2

3JLh.p. Triumph, 2-speed, clutch, new tyres and b
2 regrouud and new piston, electric, splendid or

—Adams, Knightsbridge Barracks. 171

"1 Cfc20 Triumph-Gloria Combination, guaranteed
jLtJ new, all accessories: £100; exchange.—C.S.,
Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E31S5. [8

1012 Triumph, 2-speed, Canoelet sporting sid&i
-Ltf just overhauled, new cylinder; any trial; £4t,
7, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [8

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, mp
splendid order throughout, fully equipped,

paid; £45.-Speechley, 86, Churchfield Ed., Acton, t
[8

TRIUMPH 1920, countershaft, engine 66000, t
ing bars, footboards, as new throughout, f

eiiuipped: £78.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenh
[8

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.'

2^ h.p. Triumph Junior, 1921, tax paid, f

insured, all accessories: £50; easy terms arrange
[8

TRIUMPH 1913 31/oh.p. T.T. Model, fitted with la

dropped back frame, fully equipped, tns paid : £3.

Parker's, Brad,shawgate, Bolton; also 245. Deansg
Mancheeter. [XZ'

1Q14 Triumph 3J-2h.p., 3-speed, just overhau
X«7 renovated, perfect, £38/10; sidecar for di

£6.—Goad. 122, Maida Vale, W.9. 'Phone: Ha
stead 1353. [8

TRIUMPH Combination, C.B.., 1914, S-speed, elt

Bo,sch, epeednmeter, accessories, good condil

tax paid; £56; after 6.30.—Faulkner, 111, Mayola
Clapton, E.5. [1

1 Q18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph Combination
A.tJ speed, kick starter, sporty, fully equipj

£65.-1, Feltham Cottage, Hampton Court .

Hampton Court. Efi

[OVER lL> YEARS' ADVERTISING INI
THIS JOURNAL SHOULD BE SUF-I
FICIENT CONFIDENCE FOR YOU|

Ihese Special Clearance Lines are sent

Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against

remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day.

._mimummmmmmmmummm

TheName

ORDER TH E

^^ lil:l:H:» I SSBh fsssmsssm
TheFirm

1019 Trinmpli, just renovated br Triumph, new I

*J ford sidecar, 2 uupunctuied Dunlope, la:

ETflxon, speedometer; £120; appoifltment.—12, Bed

Rd., Tottenham. [f

1 014 Triumph, 3-speed Stnrmey, with Sandum 3

Xt/ oidecar, all accessories, and in excellent co

tion; £65, or near offer; would separate.—Box 7,

c/o The Motor Cycle. L*

TRItTMrH Combination, 1916 renoTated. 3-6'

clutch, large Swan coachbudt. Easting, s\

ometer, horn, lamps, etc.; £60.—Drennan, 25, 1

Rd., Ciapham, S.W.4. U

OCTOBER, 1920, Triumph combination, L
lamps, Lucas horn, speedometer, hood

=creen, posh lot; cost £190, sacrifice 90 gm.-

WAV
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?.VICTORIA.S.W.l

98, VICTORIA STREET.LONDON. S.W.I, fr AJ
44. SURBITON ROAD, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
1 Pkdse address illpost orders to VniaUl Bridge Rodd.

TELEPHONE :-VICTOPIA 6553 £r 655*
OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

[ISammerhill Ed., Dartlord.

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents,

can deliver from stock tor cash, defeirea

ments, or exchange.—Jones Garage, Muswell DalJ,

Woodside Parade. N. Finchley. l'

TB.IUMPH 1918 4h.p., S.A. counterEhaft, elc

lighting, speedometer, Klaxon, sporting sid-

large exhaust; to see this is to buy: £85.-26, C

House Ed., Beclienham, Kent. , L

-I «\19 O S. Triumph and MiUfoid C.B. Sidecar, i,

It/ innning order, lamps, tools, horn. Easting,
j

tariouB spares, licensed: bargain at £60, or ne

Lothian, Draper, Morcbattle, Kelso. t'

B34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at -the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
MiscelkineOLis.

IALIFAX Motor Es'li.inse, Hoiton St., H:i)ifu.s.—

A.J.S. 1919 combiDiltion, £1d5: Anel St^.h-p.

120 combinatiou, £97/10,

IALIPAX.-Ariel, S'/ah.p., 1920, £84/10; 1920
Alccto, 3yi>h.p., 2-speed combination, £79/10.—

Blow. • .

1ALIFAX.—Alecto, 1920, 3M?h.p., 2-Epeed, £69/10;
1921 Beardmore-Precision, 3'/:;h.p., spring frame,

69/10.—Below.

iALIFAX.—B.S.A. 1915 alih.p. combination,
£79,'10; Bradbury Si.i.h.p. 3-sneed combination,

59/10.—Below.

IALIFAX.-Chater-Lea 8h.p. combination. £85;
Blackburne 1920 4h.p. 3-speed, £85.—Below.

IALIFAX. — Enfield 6h.p. combination, £85;
Edmund, 1920, 2^4b.p., spring frame, £65.—

jlow.

JALIFAX.—Excelsior, 1920, 2l/.ll.p., 2.5peed.
1 £42/10; Harley, 1918, with 1920 Ilendersori
iecar. £115.—Below.

I
ALIFAX.—Henderson 4-cyl. combination. £165;
Eumber 1914 3V:ih.p. combination, £49/10.—

?low.

IALIFAX.—Indian, 1918. 7-9h.p., 1920 sidecar.
£105; Indian Scout, 1920, £105.—Below.

IALIFAX.-1918 8h.p. Enfleld combination, £95;
1916 O.K., 214b.p.. 2-speed, £35.—Below.

IALIFAX.—Eex 61i.p. 2-sreed combination, £49/10;
Rudse 1920 7-9h.p. combination. £105.—Below.

IALIFAX. — Scott 1920 3^4h.p. combination.
£115: Triumplr 1913, Landle-bar controlled

utcll, £42/10.-Below.

IALIFAX.—Triumph 4h.p. 3-speed combination,
£69/10; Peugeot, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, £37/10.-

ilow.

IALIFAX.—1920 3V2h.p. I.O.M. Eudge, £65- 3V-
h.v. 2-spe6d Humber, £25.—Below.

IALIFAX.—Sunbeam 8h.p. Magdyno combiniition,
very special eauipmenf, £197/10. like new.—Below.

IALIFAX.—1921 P. and M. speedometer, etc., like
new, £92/10; Indian 7-9h.p. 2=sp«ed combina-

n, £55.—Below.

[ALIFAX.—1916 Eudge Multi 3>/,li.p., £57/10;
1920 23.,l!.p. Wooler, £55.—Address below.

[ALIFAX.—Zenith-Grndua 6h.p. twin combination.
I

£57/10; 8h.p. countershaft Zenith combination,
5; deferred payments quoted.—Halifax Motor Ex-
|inge, Hortou St., Halifax. [8550
I.LBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfleld. London

. S.W. (opposite Earlsfleld Station, L.S.W. Ely.|.
lOne

: Latchmere 4388. Call on us -when visiting
: Show. We have a few good machines to clear atgam prices.

LLBEK.—1921 O.K. Junior 2-stroke, ridden a few
miles only, absolutely as new, tax uaid; i^5Z,

iLLBEE.—1920 James 2-stroke, 2 speeds, good
• tyres, in splendid condition, tax paid; i;35.

LLBER.—Douglas 1916 2%ih.p., 2 speeds, good
j

'.";es, lull equipment, in splendid condition, tax

LLBER.—Sun-Villiers 2'/jh.p. 2-stroke, speedo-
- meter, lamps, horn, engine just overhauled, rood
t earance, tax paid; ±126.

;

LLBER.—Levis 1916 2-stroke, 2 speeds, good tyres,
- splendid machine, tax paid, accessories; i:32/10.

I
LLBER.—Oalcott 3i/2h.p., complete with all acccs-

-, .sories, as a new machine, tax paid; i;26.

LLBER.—Mars, 1921, 254h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds,
-< clutch, kick starter, disc wheels, complete with
1 ps, horn, and tax paid, most beautiful machine,
a lew; bargain, £59.

LLBER.—Douglas 1919 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
•* kick starter, complete with lamps, horn, and tax
P '., in splendid order, another bargain; i:62.

r^LBEK.—Edmund, spring frame, 2i/2h.p. J.A.P
^ Enfield 2-speed gear, chain drive, in good order;

iLBER.—Douglas combination, 1917, 2%h.p., 2
speeds, Watsonian sporting sidecar, complete

i'/in
accessories, good order, tax paid;

/ jLBER.—Indian combination, 1916 7-9h.p 3
^ speeds, clutch, kick starter, spring frame, coach
til" j''j '

'^'J'."^
lighting, aluminium disc wheels, in

Blodld condition, tax paid; £58.
/( JjBER.—Humber combination, 4h.p., 2 speeds,» nandle starting, coach body, complete with all
"issones, tax paid, in good order; £38. [8359

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
TvTEST Models Motor Cyclea and Combinations for
_ hire, any period -Fowler and Brigdcn, 130, Eiistoi.
'^ Museum 4827. rnr,^^10708

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
ANTED, lightweight 4-stroke, cheap.— 100, Rivers-

dale Ed., Highbury, N.5. [8260

All letters relating to advertisements sh

Motor Cycles

AH the most popuiai makes
of motor cycles are embraced

in

OURAGENCIES
FOR THE

1922 SEASON
and our contracts enable us

to offer

EARLY DELIVERIES
Your enquiry will receive
immediate and courteous atten-

tion if sent to us.

We have still a few

1921 MODELS
to dispose of at much

REDUCED PRICES
and an excellent selection of
second-hand motor cycles in

guaranteed condition. May we
send you a list of them ?

We will make you a good allowance
for your present machine in part ex-
change for a new one and will supply
both new and second-hand motor

cycles under our

DEFERRED PAYMENT
SYSTEM.

Our terms are, one quarter of purchase
price at lime of delivery and the balance
(plus 74%) in twelve monthly in-

stalments.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(OfScial Repairers to R.A.C., 4.C.U., A.A.

and M.U.).

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 490 East Ham.
Telegrams '• Egaraco. London.'

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
T^T". T. DUNN". Ltd.. always buy.

FULL Market Value given for modern solos, com-
binations, and cycle ears. Call, wiite, or 'I'bone"~ """ ~ ' ' ' 326, Eutiton Ed.,

[0332
Muaenm 5391.—W.
London.

T. Dunn, Ltd.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage,
a good cheque

Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PAL1\IER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
_ motor cycles in the weekly auction sale, every

Tootin;
if you

:.—You will be sure of

sell your machine at

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, rooting.—Auction fee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve. 5/-; over £50 reserve,

10/-. No garage charge is incurred until 7 days'
notire is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is Iield every Thursday, cominenciDt,' 2 p.m. L8154

WANTED, 1920 countershaft Triumph, all on, cash.
—33. Ronver Rd., Lee, Kent. [8078

INDIAN wanted, cheap, ou easy terms; security.—
Box 7,350. c'o The Motor Cycle. [7860

GOOD Lightweight; cash paid ou sight.—37, Daleham
Mews, Hnmpstead. ThDne: 4608. [7994

TRIUMPH Lightweight, late model, equipped; cheap.
—14, Park Av., Palmer's Green, N.13. [8266

WANTED, Triumph clutch model; must be cheap;
cash waiting.— King, Egrove, Oxford. [X2338

WANTED, E.S.A. eombination or solo, late model:
cheap for cash.—King, Egrove, Oxford. [52339

be cheap,
[5460

WANTED, modern lightweight, must
cash waiting.— 1, Othello St.. Liverpool.

TRIUMPH, countershaft,
W.D. considered; cash.-

w-^

wanted, equipped, late

57, Stopfoid Ed., E.13.
[8045

LATE Twin Combination, dynamo iigliting; cheap.
—Rowe. 22, Blatchington Rd., Hove, Sussex.

[8210
MATCHLESS 1921 2-seater Combination, equippsd.

wanted.—Drapper, 40, Royston Rd., Penge, S.E.
[8064

WA.NTED, several old solos; must be very cheap.—
(-'uU particulars to 20, Treen Av., Barnes, S.W. 13.

i821j
ANTED, good fiolo or combination for caeli.-C.S.,

14, Swaton Bd., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E.315S.
[8269

WANTED, combination (not later tlinn 1920), good
condition, for casli.—E C, 20. Great Rd., Brent-

ford. [7814

E.NFIELD Combination Wanted, 1921, must be
reasonable; cash waitng.—70, Cedar St., South-

port. [3312

WANTP:D, late combinotiou or good solo for imme-
diate cash.—Grocer, 193, Lancaster Ed., Notting

Hill. [7838

WANTED, anything cheap in motor cycles.-Goarl.

122. JNIaida Vale, \V.9. 'Phone : Hampstead
1353.' [8411

£100 for Best Electric Indian Scout Offered; state

mileage, condition, etc.—35, Manor Av., Fulwood.
Preston.

DOUGLASES, 2')4h.p.,

C
"

Station.

[8284

any condition.—Smith's, 86.

opposite Chalk Farm Tube
[8227

WANTE.D Connaught.—Particulars, date, condition,

weight, Hollicot; Lichfield Rd.. Sutton Coldfield,

Birmingham.

WA-^TED,
ticulars.—Uppett

Bournemouth.

[8374

1920-21 4h.p. Triumph; price, full par-
Durban, Wootton Gardens,

[8303

WANTED, 4-cyI. F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s, Hen-
derson's, Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner

St., Wandsworth. _
[8145

WANTED, Harley-DavidBon combination, la_te model,

acetylene preferred, new condition, cheap.-
Hetherington, Moflat. [X2252

WANTED for Export, ccrabinations and solo for

cash; send particulars; rock prices.—14, Upbam
Park Rd., Chiswick. [8352

ANTED, 2?ih.p. 3-speed 1920-21 Douglas, un-

scratclied : cheap ; spot cash,—Write. Kwato, Lis-

eard Garden, BJackheath. [8043

"I Q21 Sports Model Sunbeam Wanted in exchange
JL*y for Zenith combination and cash.—436, Kathar-
ine Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. [8511

W^

CASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices

given.—Write, 'phone, or call^ Edwards, 50, Har-
South Kensington.rington Rd.,

£60 cash waiting for late

must be in perfect condition and fully equipped
—W. Earl, 5, Gloucester Rd., Trowbridge, Wilts.

[8098

'Phone : Ken. 3709.
[0604

countershaft Triumph,

ould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTEt), Reil India-ns, Hailey-Davidsons, spot

cash.-Wandsworlh Motor Exchange, Ebner

SI.. Wandsworth (Town Station). 1814b

WANTED, Douglas Ih.p. or S'Ah.p. solo, not later

1919. in perfect condition: state full paiticnlor,^

and lnwe"t price.—Box 7,347, do The Motor CycU.
[7o4o

WxVNTED, vmir motor ovcle or combination. We nie

l.n,vpvs. \ye give fnll nnirket price and pay cash

-Write, 'phone, or will, Percy and Co., 314^

N-W.l. Museum 1337. [7254
on spot.-

Eustfln l!i

•s^

ray top prices, spot casli, for motor cycles,
|

^oJcs or combinations, new and e.wond-hanfl

Write 'call, or 'phone.—T. .and B. Motor Co., ltd

372, Eu-ton 'Ed., N.W.I. Mnseum 66S1. [5564

CASH on Sight for new find ^eeond-h.and motor cycles

and combinations, any moke or condition.—Call,

write or 'phone. Short and Gloes, Ltd.. 485-493, I rper
• EichmOMl Ed , East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone :

Richmond

2362 and 2363. 10372

-lEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmers Garage and
' Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Mearcsl

Station Wimbledon. We will collect from any Lon

don station. Machine can be included m auction

sale if desircd.-Sole address : Palmer s Garage, loot

ing. f^^^^

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C Sociable, by The A.C. Co., dependable runabout,

take 2 persons anywhere, good condition .and ap-

pearance, fully equipped, from £50 to £85; trial.-29,

AUsup St.,- Upper Baker St., London, ^.W. L/lob

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.

INVALIDS' Tricycles and Motor Tricj'cles: catalogue

free.-Eayner, 10-12, George St., Blackpool.

AEGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for

invalid and disabled.—Particulars, Argson HhK-

Co. Ltd., 3,- Kendalls Mews, George St., \^ .1. [2684

i COMPETITION >

i DEFIEQ.
/ The following machines are offered

ij at the figures quoted, for

\\ SEVEN DAYS ONLY,

•J
alter which . period the prices

", will be.advanced by £5 in each

J instance.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KIXOSBUEV' Scooters and Spare Parts.—3,

siiigton Mews. George St.. W.l.

AUTO-WHEEL Scooter 1920; £15/10,
27, Falmouth Av., Highnms Park.

A
St., A:

B.C.
makers this week

Ken
[5334

ofter.

[7971

new, in crate, as received from
accept £30.-54, St. James

rX2342

J Compare these prices with any \
> others auoted in this issue. !>

Skootamota
ers this wi

ted, Biimingham

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
TTT-'^I-I' Auto-Wheel, good order; £7/15,—A. Eogden
VV llunston Dairy, Chichester. [8251

WALL Auto-wheel, complete, splendid condition; £10
—Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton G:lTden,

Holborn. [X2279

YOUNG Attachment and special cycle, just delivered,

perfect, licence paid; £28.-Talbot, 15, Maui'!;

Ed., Beekenham. [8338

WALL Auto-Wheel, guaranteed, extra powerful en-

gine, perfect order; flO.-W. Holman, Treswitbian

Camborne, Cornwall. [8160

1 Q 20 Simplex Attachment, with Hobart_ cycle

Xl/ i;i8/10.—Goad, 122, Maida Vale.

Hampstead 1353

'Phone
[8408

VToung Attachment on special Wcycle, _Ju^y^^ 1921,

cyclometer, stand, all on. tax paid; nearest £25
-Dingley, Mews. 7, St. Martin's Place, W.C.2. [8514

WALL Autowheel, running order, new Dunlop

Magnum tye; £7/10, or exchange 2-stroke;

cash adjustment-Box 7,399, c/o Tlu Motor Cycl^^^^

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

ADJUSTABLE Wind Screens to any angle, will fit

any cor omplete with the latest fittings and

toverall apron,' beautifully flnislicd; 36/-; carriage extra.

—Below.

HOODS, best quality twill, heavy brass fittings, will

(it anv car- £2/10; carriage extra.-Brixton 1685.

-Eohini Manufacturing Co., 1. Tnlse Hill, .and 22,

Water Lane, Brixton, S.W. 'Busies and trams pas'

the door, [8391

RENNOC Co —We are actual manufacturers of hoods,

sco-eerji, .and aprons. Send for lirst.-Hennc.fiCO'eerJB,

Motors, Ltd.,
isr.i9.

155.1, Marlborough Ed.

BODIES.

Upper Hollowfiv,
[8632

RENNOC Sklecor Bodies, actual mnmifacturers. 35
models, also eeveroL clearance, cheap to clear

"OENNOC Co. specialise in_ repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Renno: Motors. Ltd., 155a, ilarl

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19. - [8633

*4/17/6.—Douglas body, second-hand, good condition.
-17, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, London. [8473

i-SEATEES and 3-seateTs to clear £7 each (cost

£20); a few 1921 models to clear from £4; call

to pee us- save von pounds.—Sandum Sidecars, 356,

Gray's luu Rd., W.C.I. [0720

2-'

others quoted in this issue,

ARIEL, iQ2r, 3J h.p., 3-speed solo model;
list price ;^ioo. Usual makers' guar-

antee given. Imperccptiblj' soiled .

.

B.S.A., 1921, 4l h.p.. Model K2. 3-speed,

quite new, showroom soiled only. List

price £107 -£87 10

ALLDAYS-ALLON, ig^t, a! h.p.; 2-speecl,-

clutch and kick-start. Slightly shop-

soiled

EDMUND-BLACKBURNE, 1921, z\ h.p.,

T.T. Model, 2-speed, clutch and kick

start, spring frame. Soiled only ....

ENFIELD, I92r. 8 h.p. combinatioii,"
-'

iMagdyno lighting. List £182. Accept £145

!i ENFIELD Colonial Model Combina-

£75

£65

£70

BODIES
ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—Our show, Nov. 28th

Dec. 3id, will be at No. 9, West Keii-4ingt

Garden Mews, .iu-;t by Hammersmith ltd. entran
Call and see us.—Below.

4>6/15.—We can offer large number of shop.aoi^ bodies of many types, upholstered and paint

diU'erent coloius, couiplete with coveiall aprons; £6/
—Below. * '

A FEW 2-seater Moileb, complete with coverall apio

etc., at £9; 15 bodies, complete with hoods I

wind .screens, etc.. a wonderful offer, £11 ; a few seco

hand bodies at £3/10; carriage extra.-Brixton 158!

Eobini Manufacturing Co., 1, Tube Hill, and 22, Wa
Lane, Brixton, S.W. 'Buses and trams pass tltc d(

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, ft)

class finish ; have a few coaehbuilt bodies, cle

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—

1

Willowbroolr Motor Co., Leicester. [0;

REMAI.NING Few Langford Picnic Sidecar Bod
new, require upholstering and painting, compl

with locks and fittings; 4r4 each; suitable lor

twins; a bargain.-Pugh Engineering Works, Sliir

Rd., Croydon,
,

H'

SIDBCAE Body Designs for the trade only. W(
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawincs of ongi

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to s'cali

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. established desipr

to the coach trade for over ,aO years. Consult us t
designing new idea;.—20, Tudor St.. London. E.C.4.

IQI

192
Very slightly soiled. List price

Ofiered at S125

£90

s

tion.

£160,

INDIAN-SCOUT, 1921. Fitted with speedo

meter. Listed at £r2o. Accept

1921 MARLOE-BLACKBURNE, 2J h.p.

2-speed. Brand new. Reduced to . .£67 10

P. & M., I92r, 3-1 h.p.. Standard model.

List price £115. Imperceptibly soiled.

Usual makers' guarantee given £80

rg2i SUNBEAM Combination. Brand
new and slightly soiled only. List

' price £162. Bargain at £140

VELOCETTE, rgar. Model D.2. 2^ h.p.

2-speed, mechanical lubrication- Listed

at £65. Slightly soiled and offered at£S2 10

ZENITH, i92r, 5 h.p. sports model,

Imperceptibly soiled. List-price £115.

Bargain at ;... ;.-; £8J

ZENITH, I92r, 5 h.p. sports model,

licence paid and used very slightly.

Cost £115. Accept , £80

The above are offered for Cash only.

Many other special bargains in stock.

J. W. TOI-I.ADY,

i

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
pOK

CANDH.\M, the smartest sidecar specialists

SANDUM Sidecars.-We shall giv« best value

Olympia Show.

CALL at Stand 129, or wTite for pre'sbow clean'

Ust.
•

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. .

Kd., W.C.I. 'Phone; Museum 3427. [C

MIDDLETON'S Patent
guaranteed 2 years.

Ltd., 336. Gray's
im 3427,

Spring Wheel Sidecaifl

MIDDLETON'S
high-powered machines: Zenith.

90, High Street, OXFORD,
And London Road, BICESTER.

'Phone—581 & 784 Oxford.
'Phone . - - 35 Bicester.

'Grams—" Integrity, Bicester and Oxford."

Unbreakable Chassis s

Harlevs. Indii

New Inrperials. Snubeams, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kiek-atarter on left present no 1

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S .specialise in frame repairs of

kins. Twisted motor cycle frames anS t

promptly corrected-

SECOND-HANDS of various makes, for sale. 1

old sidecar taken jn part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not

safer and more comfortable; but are fastei

bad roads than ligids. They give to the bumps,

bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oldest established si(

makers, wholesale, retail, and export. 27, St-

Green Ed.. Finsbury Park (near Tubel- 'Phone: I

sey 1584.
. }

TEITUBE Sidecars are most rmique- Scienfiti

designed, made of finest materials.

TEITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, str

steel tubes, with welded joints.

TEITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with i

sporting or touring coaehbuilt bodies.

TEITUBE Sidecars. One price, iis'/ip. Write:

booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Eickmanrn

'Phone : 5. '

and M., Triumph sidecar chassis, complete

tyre, tube, and fittings; £4/10.—Below.

AVRO Wind Screens, adjustable, aluminium fi

7/. —Motor Cycle Accessories Co., 868a,

Kent Rd., London.
,

I

SIDECAE and Chassis, Douglas: £7/10. Alter

—C, 6, St. Barnabas St., rimlieo,

COACHBUILT Sidecar, complete, smart, £8; an'

£7; chassis only, £2,-17, Heaton Ed., let..

<IDECAE, light wicker, side entrance, off Mu
j

5 37/6.—Ball, 49, Eiverside, Kingston-on-X4a

SEVERAL Sidecars, also several chassis, cheap;-

wanted.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwcll, tol

P.
and M. Sidecar Chassis, complete with tvrer i

—1, Sptingfleld Park Crescent, Catford, S.J!

GENUINE Indian Sidecar, for left-hand k-ick-

as new; £20.-0wner, 3. Scotland Rd., CaHh:

MILLS-FULFOED Coaehbuilt Sitlecar, new tyni

spring frame Indian; Offers.-Tinker, Know!"

Mirfield.

BAFGATN.-Coachbuilt body, nearly new, sm^;

6h.p.; £8/10.—Particulars Webber, East

Honiton.

B38 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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ENGINES.
>3.h.p. Engine, 1921, brjind new, eminent make, mag.,
W4 oflrburetter, complete unit; £12/10.—Grant, 1,

rO?tfl Green, Birmingliflm. [8294

>3.h.p. De Dion Engine, a.i.v., complete witli mag-
J4 neto, B. and B. carburetter, sound condition: £4,
irriage paid.—56, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [7973

>/\/\li.p. Clerget 8-cvl. V w.c. Engine, complete and
wUlf quite new; cost £1,200, accept £85; ideal for

ucing car or boat.—Captain Jackson, c/o 77, Acre
Ume, Loudon, S.W.2. [8385

^^PECIAL Clearance Below Cost.—Twenty brand new
y Union engines, 2^4h.p., £8 each; twelve brand new
'.D.C. 2%li.p. engines, £7/10 each.— Motorities, 191,
weetmau St., Wolverhampton. [7955

!'-6h.p. J.A.P. Engine, recently overhauled, Bosch
iJ enclosed magneto, B. and B. carburetter, com-
lete unit; £20 — Sam E. Claphara (Motors), 27,
tcckwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [8169

,'h.p. Douglas Engine Only, late type, less mag.,
ii: thoroughly overhauled; ±il4/15.

I'l^h.p. Ditto, with mag and gear box complete;
W4 A;15/ 10.—Central Garage, 302, London Rd.,
"hornton Heath, S.E. [8362

>ih.p. Villiers, complete unit, flywheel ignition, Sen-
V 2 spray carburetter, brand new. never been used.
lUice £18/10, or exchajige good late type Dalm engine;
I'air le;if epiing forks, as new, 30/-.—Shelly, Junction
jid., Brentwood. > [8248

I'^LTNO 5-6h.p. Engines, complete, second-hand, £10.
~J Send your Clyno engine to us. A thorough over-
>iul, imludjng replacements, and a set of adjustable
ippets fitted, £4.—De Cort and Flynn, 39, Essex Rd,,
ondon, N.l. [8353

AA Broler SVeh.p. 2-stroke Engines.—We have de--W cided to offer this wonderful engine at the low
rice of £10 for the period of one month. Wo are confi-
|?ut that each engine on the road will bring a repeat
jider. A sound engineering job. Ball and roller bear-
,igs. Takes a sidecar anywhere. You can't overheat it.

|ne month only, till lieo. 15th.—Brooks, Trasler and
jox, Narboiough, near Leicester. [X2332

r.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. engines. J.A.P. engines.—
I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and

larts in England; over 30 engines always in stock to
,?lect from, and the prices : 5h.p. twin, £17; 8h.p.
;tted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; and
,b.p., as new, £18/10; and some 8h.p. at £15, and
,1 parts for 8h.p. J.A.P. in stock. For parts look
! Parts and Accessories; stamp for reply.—Hawkins,
;55, York Rd., Wandsworth. [7723

l-TEPPELTHWAITE'S.-Sh.p. M.JU.C. water-cooled
i-i- unit, complete, £11; 8h.p. w.c. J.A.P., £18- 90*^

remier ti\in, £6/10; 5-6h.p. N.S.U. twin unit, £6/10;
II. p. m.o.v, Stephen(<, £5/10; 3'/jh.p. Quadrant, 1914,
[6: 6h.p. twin w.c. Fafnir unit, running, £14; 4-cy].
l-iS". unit, £13; lots of a.i.v. singles from £2 upwards;
late requirements. See Spare Parts column.—'Phone

:

?58 Brixton.— 19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London,
.W.e. [5725

I
IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

[T.B.L

I.B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new and
-second-hand magnetos. Thomeon-Bennett 42, 45,

', 55, and 180°, single and twin.

I.E. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Triumph, P.M.,
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 1/6.

lA.V. clock twin, for 2^h.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.

T.B. will take your old magneto in payment
I

I.B. sends all magnetos on approval against cash.
Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 months'

-jirantee.

I.B. Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brixton 610), 78, New
,

PQik Rd., Brixton Hill, Loudon. [0694

TAGNETOS, Magnetos, Magnetos.

nHOMSON-BENNETT 1 and 2-oyl., clock or anti
I- variable ignition, fitted with leads and baseplates,
iady to be immediately fitted; £2/10 each.

("[.A-V 1 and 2-cyl., clock or anti, .variable ignition,
-* £2/10 each; Bosch smgle-cyl., clock or anti, vari-
'le Ignition, £3 each. All the above magnetos we
spntch with our full 12 months' guarantee. All goods
ut on approval against cash.

^HE Stockwell Magneto Supply Co., 27, Stockwell Rd
- Brixton London. S.W. [7875
QA° E.I.C., oflf 4h.p. Douglas, perfect; £3.-37,

.\.j\j Diileham Mews, Hampstead. [7995

/".L.G. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 for 5/-
»- post free. — Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolver-
lUipton. [7944
\YNAMOS, 6 V. 8 amps., cut-out, Lucas, third brueh
::' control

; £5 each.-Jenner, 165, Church St
l.itchnm.

[5703
i/TAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers. 7-tooth to 24-
'-»- tooth from stock.-Ridington, Southampton St..amberwell. [7337

;

UCAS E20 Dynamo, top tube switchbox with cut.

fckhitBLSm.'™'''^ £11/10.-60, Baker St

I

[8356

..^S^
GO^^NlE^fiSE
WEATHER COMFORTS
The Suit that is "second to none"
in QUALITY, APPEARANCE
and DURABILITY.

"SERVICE" No.l Belted.
Made in Extra Stout Double
Twill, interlined rubber. All
seams stitched, solutioned, and
taped, giving, rtiso/i(/e weather
protection. Colour — Fawn.

Jacket 52/6
Seatless Trousers 33 / -

Overalls .... 23/6
Jacket, 4oins. long. D.B., wind
cuffs, storm collar, four out
pockets. Seatless trousers,

neatly shaped spats, openings,
gussets inserted, fastening

with patent clip fasteners.

Overalls ditto.

^'TRIPLEX'^ AVIATION
MASK Goggles, Ex W.D.
Lined nutria fur. White or
tinted lenses. Maker'sListPrice 42

/"-

119

"SERVICE'*No.2Belted.
Made in Stout Double Twill,

interlined rubber. All seams
stitched, solutioned, and
taped, giving absolute weather

protection.

Jacket 30/-
SeatlessTroustrs 21/-

Overalls 12/6
Jacket, 36ins. long. D.B., t\TO

out pockets, wind cuffs, storm

collar. Seat'ess trousers,leather

strengthened crutch, neat'y

shaped spats, patent clip

fasteners.

1,500 PAIRS ALL
LEATHER Gauntlet
Gloves, in Best Quality HORSEHIDE
one finger mittens, lined wool. Strong
and durable. Tan & Grey shades. Worth a pair.

2x/- Two pairs andupwards Post Free Post. yd.

5
OILSKINS.

"GOOD SERVICE" Oilskins are

made from an entirely new
material that is GUARANTEED
not to STICK. CRACK, or LET
IN WET.
' SERVICE " Belted, in Be<;t

Quality Light Weight material with
the famous "GOOD SERVICE"
smooth, non-sticky finish. Jacket.

36in. long, D.B., wind cuffs, storm
collar, two out pockets. Seatless

trousers, and overalls with patent
fasteners. Colour—Tan.'

Jacket 2T/6
Seatless Trousers • . 18/6
Overalls 13/9

289-293, High Holborn, London.

IGNITION. LIGHTING, ETC.
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. lor repairs and

new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto with-
in 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

written guarantee for 12 months.

"O ELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
J-^ all running conditions, and, as we contract for
nmny of tlie largest concerns, you need have no hesi*
tation in placing your repairs and orders with us.

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for
Thomson-Bennett, E.I.C., Splitdorf, U.H., Bosch,

Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws lor
every make, 12/ per pair.

T> ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free of
J-V charge upon any question concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-
tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.C.I.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 28, St. John
St., E.C.I. , for new and second-hand magnetos.—

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and unused,
single-cyl., clock or anti, suit any machine, price

55/-; twins, 45, 48, 50, 55, 60. 180 degrees, for J.A.P.,
Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/-. See our guarantee.—
Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, new, single-cyl. and 180° twins,
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe,

O.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest workmanship throughout; price 55/-. See our
guarantee.—Below.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new, single-cyl., suitable for any stationary en-

gine or big single, £3/15; twins, any degree, ready
to drop on Indian, liarley, or any big twin, £4/5; a
powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy starting.
All the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted
short-circuiting switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto that leaves our
woiKS, no matter what the price or liiake, carries

a written Guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
statement that we guarantee every machine against all
defects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,
justifies us in charging a few shillings more than cer-
tain of our competitors..

,

RELIANCE l\ragneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their works
^to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John St., London,
E.C.I. [6616

BOSCH and M-L Singles 30/-. C.A.V. ISQO 35/-. a.
cvls. £4 ; niudsuards, front, valancsd, 6/-.— 84,

Greenside Rd., Croydon. [8130

P. and M. T.B. Magnetos, complete with sprocket
and chain, £2/5.—Motor Cycle Accessories Co.,

368a. Old Kent Rd., S.E. [8543

GOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos.—Having
purchased the entire stock of the following makes

of magnetos, we are able to offer them at large dis-

counts.—Below.

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42. 45, 50, 55, 180°,

£2/15: C.A.V., single or twin, cloik or anti, £2/10;
special long driving spindles for Rudge, 10/- extra;
postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Below.

ALL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni-

tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates,
ready to be immediately fitted on. Please state make
of engine when ordering.—Below.

C^
OVERNMENT Surplus New Plugs in boxes.—A.C.

X (Titan), 1/6; K.L.G., type F7, detachable, 2/6.—
Below.

HIGH Tension Wire, new, unperished, 9mm. 5d. per
yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7mm., 4d. per yard, 25

vard coil 6/-; 5mm.. 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-;^
3mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.—Below.

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, 1/-; 3 mm.,
9d. See other goods under Parts and Acces-

sories.—Below.

ALL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt

of cash; money refunded if not satisfied".—Below.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,
New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel.:

Streatham.2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London.
[6406

JEBRON, registered 291298, greatly superior to
platinum, for blades, screws, etc.. cures misfiring;

Jebron screws, fit Bosch mngs., 10/6 pair; old screws,

any make, Jebronised, 4/9 each, return post.

JEBRON, the pioneer motor contnr-t, registered

March, 1907, and March, 1921; Inmdreds of un-
solicited testimoninls.—Jebron, 38," Herbert Rd., Wool-
wich. S.E.ia. [0001

MAGNETOS by C.A.V.'s, Bosch, and Thomson-
Bennett, 50% below cost; see Inst or next week's

issue of this paper.—Vale Engineering Syndicate. 8-11,

Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. [0700

All letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. J341
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETe.
CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.-We repair

Continental magnetos only. By specialising on
Boscb, U.H., Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and
Berling magDetoa, we can naturally give you better
aervice.

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-, platinum
screws fBosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6. H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for
overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure.
Guaranteed lor 12 months, and redespatehed to you
in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co., 13, Hardwick
Ed., Chiswick, Loudon. [8503

AVOID Risks and Fines by fitting the Loveland mag-
neto rear lighting attachment (Prov. Pat. No.

24856) : attachment only 21/-, complete ; installation
50/-. Write for list R. 'Phono; Streatliam 1390.—Love-
land Bros., Crescent Magneto Works, Norbury, S.W

[7514

U.H. Magneto Repairs.—We specialise in these mag-
netos, and can be relied upon to cive you good

service. Al, Bl. AO. KBl, KB2V. KZ2V type spares
stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' vrritten guarantee.
—Charles Parker and Go., CLurchfield Ed., Acton,
London. [8475

SURPLUS Magnetos (with written guarantee one
year.—M-L., single, 35/-; ditto, advance-retard,

40/-; Boach single, 42/-; Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V.
singles and twins, 50 / - ; spares for all makes ; mag-
neto repairs of every description.—Whitdale Magneto
Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. [7161

MAGNETO and Dynamo Repairs Service, also self-

starters, batteries, and general electrical equip-
ment are speedily and thoroughly repaired by the
Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service, all work re-

turned indistinguishable from new. Spare parts for

every known make.—Connecticut Service Station.

THERE is a Service Depot in every large town. Call
to-day for a quotation. Head Office and Works,

Derby St.. Cheetham. Manchester; Manchester town
depot, 288^Deansgate; London depot, 115, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l ; Leeds depot. 52, Woodhouse Lane;
Liverpool depot, 65, Renshaw St.; Birmingham depot,
192, CorporaUpn St.; Bristol depot, 14. Colston St.;
Paris depot,'^O. Rue Brunei. [0258

FOB. Immediate Disposal. — Thomson - Bennett,
C.A.V., all degrees, single and twin, leads, and

variable ignition, for all machines, £2/12/6, includes
postage; Bosch £3, postage extra, 1/6. We forward
immediately all magnetos on approval against cash.
Money refunded if dissatisfied.—The Central Hlotor
and Ignition Works, 14a, Loughborough Rd., Brix-
ton, S.W.9.

^

[8528

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estai*
lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magnet* re-

pairs of every description; all repairs nt lowest pos-
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostlj
return them within 24 hours. We have several ne^
and second-hand single and. 2-cyl. magnetos in stock
all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78, Hampstead Ed., Euston, London, N.W.I
'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad
London. [6015

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.
Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos:

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists : official Indian elec-
trical service station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approval A.I.D.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in Loudon, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
cables, Va-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co

,

329. Euston Rd., London. N.W.I. 'Phone: Museuu]
5034. T.A. : Mngdyno. Eusroad, London. [0263

TYRES.
HERBERT EOBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

Great reduction in covers and tubes, all guaranteed,
and sent on 7 days' approval.

0/?X2 Special Line in clearance tubes, best make, and
/^k9 guaranteed; 4/6 each.—Robinson's.
0^x2% Palmer Cord 32/-, Wood-Milne 23/6, Wood-
/^v* Milne Combination 32/-, Macintosh Chain 32/-
Dunlop W.D. 30/-, Matchless 20/-, Pedley 20/-- clear-
ance tubes 4/6.—Robinson's.

_ Palmer Cord 35/-, Dunlop W.D. 30/-, extra
heavy 37/6, Clincher 30/-, Avon 32/6, Hutchin-

son 30/-, .Kempshall 30/-; best make tubes 6/-.—Robin-
son's.

My friends

were stunned !

1 won
the Challenge Cup !

A
perfect example ! !

26^

From all over the British Isles I am daily receiving

wonderful testimonials for my numerous special

accessories made especially for Douglas Motor

Cycles. Mr. John H. Darlington writes from

Cheshire:
—

"Your Exhaust Pipes not only add to

the appearance but give an increase of power.

My friends were stunned, and j'ou will get one

or two customers from this town."

Mr. H. Blackoe writes from Kirkham: "Everyone

says they are an excellent example of coppersmith's

art."

Mr. Charles F. Stagg, Newport, writes :
"

I received

pipes before the speed trials and was successful in

gaining the Challenge Cup for fastest time in the

350 c.c.

These are but a few of the wonderful expressions of

opinion I have received, proving beyond all

doubt that as an Exhaut System, "Zoom!
Zoom !

!

" stands by itself. Its mellow tone offends

no one, yet the free passage for the exhaust gases

and the enormous area for expansion permits the

engine gaining its greatest power. Many agents

sre now fitting "Zoom! Zoom!!" One Garage

alone has taken over twenty pipes and they say

the prompt attention they receive from me is an

object lesson to some of the older traders.

My service is a return service—everything you

order you get by return post, and if you are not

satisfied, return the article, and your money is

returned to you without any deductions.

My price for Zoom ! Zoom ! ! is only 30/-

Aii ordinary Silencer costs you 37/6, and
I could not have manufactured Zoom !

Zoom ! ! six months ago for twice this

amount:—remember it adds ;/;io to the

appearance of any Douglas,—apart from

efficiency.

Do you vfant the new 3^ h.p. Sports Model
Douglas? I guarantee them to do 75 m.p.h.

Official Douglas Agent,

140, Victoria Street, BBUSTOL.

^fi-'^^y, Wood-Millie 28/-, Eempsiall 30/-, John Bull
Ct "!i<=avF 48/6, Bates cxtia heaiy 50/-.- clearance tubes
4/6.—Robinson's.

0(^X2% (to fit 214) Eubber Staddea 27/6. Eobinson'^f^v extia heavy 30/-, John Bull 48/-, Bates extraheavy 50/-: best make tubes, 6/-.—Kobinson's.

QSl'.A'"" Heavy Ribbed 32/6, Wood-Milne 30/-,/WO Cuthbe 55/-; tubes, 6/-.-Kobinson's.

2?)^=^? "S ?* *-merioan rims) Bates extra heavy;/w t/ 50/-.—Robinson s.

f> P) ^h ^'
^^"¥i?l

bargains in Avon clearance eirtra

«, Vk'"''"!; 37/6; John BuU rib stud, 45/-; Cuthbe,
65/-; tubes, 6/-.—Kobmeon a.

Trtrt'^^O J*" B"ll Heavy 50/-, Cuthbe Oycar 65/--
• y," ,_ *H''«5>

8/-.-H6rbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
St., Cambridge. [7811

B42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

TYRES.
PALMER Cover, 26X2, and tube, new, 17/6- In

- 2/6.-53, Cardiff Ed., Norwich. [78

rpYRES at lowest reduced prices; any kind suppliedX For beat terms write Lockhart, East ilarkha
Newark. [79

fyWO New Clearance Wood-Milne 4-ply Motor Ov
J- Covers, £2 the pair.—Murray, 32, North Viil
Camden Sq., N.W. [7f

pcONOMIC Tyre Co.-We have the lollowlng a
-»-* gains in stock for immediate delivery on appro?
carriage paid against remittance.

I
ECONOMIC—24x214 (oversize 2in. rims) Clinol
-^ de Luxe heavy, 25/-, listed £2.

ECONOinC.-26x2 Wood-Milne extra strong, 22
26x2% Bates special W.D.. 31/6;

extra strong. 26/-.

Wood-Mi

ECONOMIO.-26x2ye Bates special heavy, W.
32/6; Hutchinson Tourist Trophy, W.D., 29/-.

ECONOMIC—26x21/3x214 Clincher de Luxe hea
30/-: Avon rubber-stud extra heavy, 30/-.

ECONOMIC—650X65 Goodyear clearance, 30
700x80 Wood-Milne special, 35/-; extra stro

37/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop mbbei-st
24x2 22/6, 24X2M 24/9, 26x2 24/6, 26X

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.
(near Town Hall).

314, New Cross Bd., S.Bl
'Phone : New Cross 1393

[7i;

THE Diflerence between a good retread and a
one is its mileage. Try us. Watch results.—Mel-

Rubber W^orks, Melton Mowbray. [Oi

SCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to j

chase their tyres from McArthur, Hill and (

47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [6

TRY Oar, 3,000 mile retread. Repairs of ei
description. High-class workmanship gnarantr

Return carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxi
Derbyshire. [41

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remouJi
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fiti

retreading; send for list.—Melton Mowbray Ruh
Worke, Melton Mowbray. [OO

5/_ Each for Repairing Damaged Covers.—Old CO
' retreaded, light 12/6, medium 16/S. heavy 11

extra heavy 20/-.—^Pbcenix Tyre Kepairug Co., 1

Sherlock St., Birmingham. [X2:

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughii'

including retreading burst covers. Every kind!
repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in

davs.—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Blli

wich. [6t

MURRAY'S Tyre Bargains.—24X2 Wood-Milne, 11

26x2i/i, 20/-: 26x21/2 and 3in., 25/-; 650>
50/-; 28x3 Kempshall, 27/6; Avon steel-studded, £:

Rom grooved. 45/-.—Murray's, 37a, Charles St., Hai
Garden, Holboru. ma
STARTLING Offer.-New Beldam covcre, 26x2 or

20/- each, 26x21/2 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 i

700x80 45/- each; new Avon or Micheliu steel stu<

covers, W.D., 700x66 35/- each.-The Homerton Ru I

Works, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0':

Oi^X2V2 New Beaded Covers, 24/-; new best quE)
/SO tubes 24x214 5/-, 26x2 6/-, 26x21/1 6/6, :

21/a 7/6, 26x21/2x214 8/-, 26x3 9/-, 700x80 9/6, 71

75 10/-, 28x3 10/6; new rubber belts, 6ft. 2in.x;
10/6; 15in. inflators, 2/3; sent approval, carr
paid, receipt remittance.—Palmer's Garage, Toot

S.W. [£

CENTRAL Garage, 302, London Ed., Thorii
Heath, S.E.—Why buy rubbish when for a 1

:

more you can obtain the real thing 1 We hav 1

splendid stock of all makes in all sizes at very rea
able figures, from which you can make your chi

Send us your enquiries. We guarantee eatisfac.!

or return your money.—^Below.

ONE Item: Brand new Palmer Cord, 26x214,
24/6.—Below.

ADDRESS your Enquiries to Sale Dept., The Cer i

Garage, 302, London Rd., Thornton Heath,

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.—Cove-

Tanbeis, Ltd., Hearsall Works. Coventry. [Xf>

TANKS Eenovated, makers' designs, transfers. 1

complete.—Whitworth Motor Renovating Co.

Jamaica Row, Birmingham. [(

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the prim
manulactiuers ;

petrol tanks ior any style

plied, extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [;

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Tanks, latest type (round ed
' enamelled makers' colours, brand new, unsoii

65/- each.—la. Works, Paradise Ed., Highbury, N.£.

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, tjt

fered; handle-bars, etc., plated, EBtabUahete

yearg,_^ttwQod's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, Ef

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class '

only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6» Richard St..

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established

years.
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If EXCHANGE.
SCHANGE for lislit tar, or good Fortl, Douglas

- romlnnation, 1920, perfect condition.— Manufatrtiu-
i. Company, 98, Holm St., Ghlssow. [7842

1117 Ford Ton Lorry (attachment), pneumatics, eood
^^ order, for combination, small car : sell £65.—
f,acli. Tailor, Marmion Ed., I'oitsmoutli. [8470

1SCHANGE Piano, nice tone and condition, for
J motor cycle ivith gears, about 31i.p. ; Cirencester
Strict-Bos 7,382, c/o Tlie Mator Cycle. [8030

baker's, similar, maliogany body,
„,„ . - . £60 ; exchanges, motor cycle.-
637, Seven Sisters Ed., Tottenham. [8276

ISll.p. 4.cyl. Van
^^ perfect ; trial
1-lor,

[7897

suite,

18,

(^GI^E, abont 5h.p., with macneto complete; will
give motor cycle, Ji/.li.p., licence paid.—Ulogg,

\!t.icnilge, Earton-on-Humher, Lincolnsliire.

LOTS (Bromley).—Well^iprung Chesterfield

ii ii^n^^' J^^obean sideboard (London), new, for
l|i M.C.—la, Bevan Terrace, Stockton-on-Tees. rX2330

'i^^^^Y.^^tr.?^'^- ^S?}}-
ccuipletely equipped, value

,. f^LI^ "' r?" .^^''P- combination, cash adjust-
i:it Jitlierway.-Giout, Milgate Park, Maidstone. [8346

''^Tii''-fn?-r?"''°,''^^"'*i;,^T- "-'Mden, plus £50
?,rV,'°' ^,"°,<' ^";^. Morgan. JOh.p., not earlier
in guaranteed condition.-Keen. Leominster.

F!?,w '^^^^^ "^.^ Triumph combination, good^ran^
1 alfoS no' Thi-'H^i?''

1^20.21 6h.p. comb™
.,1, all on, no rabbish._70. Baring Kd., Lee, Kent.

f'^dfot'?™ tfh"- "^'T'"
t"^-' G'""" ee^'. BosJh,i drop top tube, mechanical valves, for good moto^»ter or other; sell £19.-89, East Hill, WaSdsvrerth

!T,^„^M 8hp. 1919 Combination, snare whelfall
ai, or sell £130.-37, Canterbury Ed., Llal.ston, N.l.

.)20 A.V Monocar, 8h.p., electric lamp, pSthro'lghont, for A.B.C.. N^U.T., or Zenith* sellesehonge level.-9, Tiesliam'st., EothwcU, fctter'
[8081

™etf^''tSv^bV?** -^T"^". «"*^E-. cfeo Humber-ette, tor lightweight and cash, or sell £85 eich
It,

Woodford Ed., Forest Gate."' .phone: Itrattorf
[8094

"WESTWOOD" ACETYLENE SETS EXCHANGE.
TT.^CHAKGE late Henderson combination for Harlev
-•-' with bulbous sidecar, or sell £130: disc wheels,
ucnd, screen, mcclianically sound, enamel good; ex-
pert examination.—G. M. Pirie, Cranlcigh. [7998
T?"^CHANGE 1916 4h.r. Douglas combination and

n,
'' *'enitl!-Gradna solo, good machines, for 6

8h.p. combination, A.J.S. preferred, or sell £65 and
Hanis, 33a,. Midmoor Ed., Balham. [7844

ill
or 8
£40.-

No.
No

40 1

40'2
for Heavyweight Solos,
With Large Generator,

37
451

Lh.p, Triumph, clntnh model, complete ..„„ ,
'

™;^..^?I''1"1"'5»^5. ti^^dj,. Douglas, late,

,tion, ..., „,,,„„
icl, cai;h adjustment.
Hants.

igo combination
Idstone.

coodi.
ocu. lor ;i'tiu.p. Douglas, late

F. T. Smith. The Stores, Twy-
[7927

jSCHANGE 1915 Bedford-Buick 4-.eater 4-cyls Mter and lighting, perfect conditioir fir G n"
wS-

•>°""""-''«'™ ™d c^sh.-24. Geialtoe iw:;r ^- [8501
|16-17 Grand Prix Morgan, M.A.G. engine Zenith('carburetter, discs, yery fast, tvres good foV^rfiU combination, or sell £120.-21. St? John°s
r "^"-

; [8474

i,J«''
l'^*<^rt Sturmey 3-speed, kick start clntfh

iiSST' ' ' *"• *" '*"*'= ^"'"-SS. East Hili:
[8490

^'?^^^wi^"'"'i 3-wheel Cycle Car, watertightmag., hood wind screen, tax paid, complete irith
v;,^for ton lorry or Ford van.-Box 152, c/o The
,

^""'- [X2268
iEY Pretty Motor Launch, 21ft. 6in.x4ft 6h n

Sl/"'^"!.' woiltl exchange up-to-date motor.-further particulars, Witton Manure Co., North-
^'DMhire. [79^j

EIPPS-BOOTH 3-seater. 1916-17. lighting and
starter, spiire wheel, every detail Al; £250- ex

3-wheeler.—Bunting, Motors.

I

[8496
-CHANGE, brand new 1922 Coyentry Premier 4wheeler for combination and cash

^-^"7 "*

\<i Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W6
! mersmith 80.

j^^g^
ji^.H. are noted lor fair e.ychange.s.—Pair OSer Ca.

( S'T'uoJ' "^^Unn
St-^Hampstead (near HampstSad

.aiig'^"iurda?s°"'^
^™^^*™'' "«^-

""""rs'os;
|:CHANGE, brand new 1922 Hover 8h.p. lor com-
1
bmation and cash.-Newnham Motor Co 223mersmith Rd,, W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith so'[lys a car on view.

[7496
Ip. Euclge Multi Combination, 1916.17. couipoed

overh.auled. guarantee
; no accommodation -"^^ex:

3 c)„ Tl" M^f'"%'"!'' '^'"''' " '«^": private.-lBox
f.s, c/o I he Motor Cycle. [7737

!\r'"Ar^W!,M^'?'''J
Countershaft Combination

'919 2f™erl i?tf J''^"'' ,','=^""5). ^i- new piano,

("m rI? Coyenl?y.°'
'"' ^'^'^^^ "'

'"^'""'^iUi

cleaiic lighting small mileage, as new; exchange
;net;, '(iSerSr''?^Se°y"'

""='' "'^^"»*'"™*

^"""^'^H

!^ni^:^°r^Hi''^ ^"'!?*«' ""^ '''*<'y. excellent run-
iceSfr.,^''''v.."^.?°*''' overhauled, new tvres. ex-e.e good combination, 1920 or" 1921 -Maior •f.nvlor'rinnry Surgeon, Shaftesbury, Dorset. [7984

-Newnham
'Phone :

1 020 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,
-»-*' spare wheel, complete accessories, milaage 2,730;
exchange for htte de luse Moig-.in oi solo und ca:ih

;

sell £165.-153, Knollys Ed., Stieatham. [8330

fT^EIUMPH 4h.p., clutch model, fully ecinirnecl, per-
J- fi?rt onler, or Hobnit-Villiera 2"j:^h.p,, 2-sp^8d, fiee.
tullv ci]iiiiiiied, perfect order, lor old l»ig twin, nuy con-
dition.-Write Tibbies, 29, Uurant St., HacUney. [7977

fpxCHANGES a Speciality.—Motor cycles .taken in
-LJ part exchange tor small and large 2 and 4-senter6

;

bargain prices.-Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
Hours 10-5.30, or appointment (not Sundays). Syden-
ham 2452. [4804

p^XCHANGE Underwood visible typewriter, gent's
*-J 18c. gold single stone diamond ring, gent's 9^.

solid gold double albert, and cash, for Morgan or goo<l
Enfield combination, or oflei": considered.—Box 151. c/o
The Motor Cycle. rX22R7

A.V. Monocar, 1921. with dickey seat, 81i.p., electric
lighting and acetylene, discs, new conditiou

throughout, for motor cycle; eell £85; cash fidjustment.
—3, The Mews, Victoria Bd., Clapham. 'Phone:
Latchmere 4290.

. , [8483

GRAY and Raynes have a large stock of motor cars,
motor cycles, and {-cce'c^ories, and are open to

consider reasonable offers of cheaper machines and a
little cash; send stamp for bargain lists.—8, Low Rd..
Batby, Doncaster, [8419

8h.p. o.h.v. Chnter-Lea-Jap Conibinntiou, 3-5pced
countershaft, clutch, " kick start. Easting wind

screen, whole like
A.B.C., Triumph,
Grafton Rd,, New

new, very
or other

Maiden.

fast and powerful, for
good solo.—Derrington,

[8536

TAIL LAMP
Lis/ No. tg/i.

Price 5 /6 each.

"IDEAL"

SIDECAR

LAMP.

Similar m construction to i9;4 Lamp, hut iaviQ^^

i^in- diameter lens, and also Ruby Lens in rear"
List No. 205. Price 8 6 each. Plated finish

SIDECAR LAMP.
SIDE LAMP. „'i" l"-

List No. tg/4. P"*:® ^
Price 16'- each.
ipht or left fittmrf

MADE
TO

LAST.
Male from solid brass, turned
andthreadtd at joiiita. Every
part of solid cimstruction.
These lamps may lie taken to

r'iecai for cleauiiiK. and will remain aiighl
in tho 8tronne3t gale. Bost qnality lensea
are fiitaJ, and ran ba aaally replaced if

broken These lamps wl'I last as long a^
the maclilne3 they arensedon. and are absolutely rostlesa

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS
Weslwood Special Lines are stocked

bv all rer>utnb!e agents

RIM €k PATEI>BTS LT9
UAWDEN RP BDRDESl-EY BIRMINGHAM.

HALIFAX. ~ 1922 Airedale,
Lagonda, Coventry Premier,

1 A.7h.p. Cobrili 1921 Coventry-Simplex Engined 2-
-L" seater, with double dickey, very smart, reliable,

and economical car; f 185, or exchange for cheaper
car, lorry, or motor CTcle with cash; stamp for reply.

—

8, Low Rd., Balby, Doncaster. [8^1,7

EXCHANGE. J.E.S. engine set complete. No. 10,
rotary duplicator, quantity of new cycle parts,

etc. ; wanted, motor cycle engine, or offers of any-
thing; particulars . for stamped envelope.—Gibbs.
Armourer, Stewart Barracks, Curragh. . [8243

ALLDAYS lOQi.p. 2-i3eater, 3 speeded reverse, ,5

lamps, speedometer, horn, hood, screen, 5 inl'er-

changeable wheels, perfect littlo car. for motor cycle,

ra.sh either way ; sell 95 gns.—19. Richmond Terrace,
Clapham Rd. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. [8482

F'ORD 1919-20 4-seater, electric lighting and self-

starter, repainted, new tyre*;, hood, with side cur-
tains, etc., speedometer, spare wheel, practically new

;

motor cycle part exchange.—Bennett, 95, Wellmeadow
Rd., Catford, S.E. 'Phone: Croydon 2450.

. [7863

SPECIAL 3'/di.p. Twin M.A.G. Sunbeam {photo "The
Motor Cycle," Aug. 25th), delivered June, nn-

scratched : a'.so ZVi^.p. Snnteam, 1914. unused since

1917 ; 3V:.h.p. 1916 three-speed Brough, xised one
season ; exchange liRhtweights and cash.—Write 120,
Marlborough Flats, Walton SL, Chelsea, S.W.3. [X2348

E.S.A., Calthorpe,
and Standard light

cars; Norton, B.S.A., "Sunbeam,. Levis, Enfield, New
Imperial, and Triumph motor cycles; quick deliveries;
liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. [8547

EXCHANGE.— If you wish to make an exchange
why not arrange an appointment with us at

Olympia. We are less than .'4 mile from Hammer-
smith Rd. entrance, or 'phone Hammersmith 80.—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

[7495
MACHINES taken in part payment for the follow-

ing: 1920 Henderson, 2-seater sidecar, lavishly

equipped, tax paid. £127/10; 1919 Harley combina-
tion, enamel and plating as new, equipped, tax and
insurance paid. £105; 1917 Indian, practically indis

Linguishable from ne\r, tax paid, £65.—Smith's, 86,

Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station),

London. [8240

CROSSLEY Gauge. Cubitt connecting rod, 2 car
jacks, 6 spanners, inspection lamp, following new

—50 angle, 3-way, and 2-way unions, complete, 8
petrol taps. 30 water joints, quantity stud bolts, 25
brass Stauffers, 10 lbs, graphite, bag French chalk,

15 various springs. Ford wheel drawer, etc.; exchange
motor bike, any condition, or anything.—E. Latham,
Ivy House Rd.. Hanley, Staffs. [8127

EXCHANGE Specialists.—We are willing to accept
your present machine in part exchange for a new

car or motor cycle. Leave your machine with us now
and take delivery of new model as required. Cash paid

at once to within deposit. Authorised agents for

Rover 8"s, Coventry Premier, Calthorpe. and all lead-

ing makes of cars and motor cycles. Raleigh special-

ists. Why not deal with us and ensure satisfaction.—

Newnham Motor Co., Exchange Specialists, 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[7494

MI letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B45
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REPAIRERS.

B. FOSTER, o( Leeds,
grinding specialist.

Sturmey-Aiclier Gears Eepairedi
* " — -eiiug Co.,

,

[0617

the original cylinder
j

AKMSTEONG ^, .-.w -.-- „
promptly and efliciently.—County 3ingineeiinE^_^Oo.

I-lounslo^v.

c
CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, cl Leeds, has no

equal. Price, complete iritb piston, from £2.

^1,000

I
TOR

I
TORWARD
VPEC

mM^ tetl

AKMSTRONG
£1/10, £1/15:

ns 4/6

:s the vaUie of the machine and equipment
that Mill cVrind vour' cylinder at our works.—

,

Fester, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003 1

WHITTALL for Welding. Aluminium experts.

Prompt delivery.

WHITTALL.—ristons complete for Trinrapli, Pre-
mier, J.A.r.. Bra(Jburj-, B.S.A., Douglas, Sun-

beam, etc.; 14/- to 24/-, oil approval, exact to pattern.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders leground and new complete
pistons fitted from £2, perfection guaranteed.

Tivelve vears' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattern

01 sketch.-Whittall Macliiuists Co., Wliittall St., Bir-

iiiiugham. [0017

InXPERT frnme, clia=sis, and ivheel repairer.—Millf,
-i Bell's Yard. Westgate, Mansfield. [S2322

ARMSTIvONG and Stnrmey-Archer ' Gears repaired

while you wait.—Tavistock Engineering {below).

Gears, all parts from stock; spindles,

,__, cones, 4/-: large snns, 6/6; small
etc.—Tavistock Engineering (below).

ARMSTRONG Planet Pinions, 2/6; clutch caps,

7/6; clutch nuts, SIG; return of post.—Tavistock
Ibelow).

STURMEY - ARCHER Countershaft Gears Over-
hauled, ' 10/-

;
parts at makers' prices,—Tavietock

(helow).

GEARS,—Any gears made to pattern or drawings.
Send all gear rennira to Tavistock Engineering

Co 254a. Portobello Rd., North Kensington, London.
'Phone: Park 645. [686S

STOVE Enamelling, frames rejiaircd
;
prompt despatch.

' —Ashgate Engineering Co., Edgedale Rd., Shef-

field. [4488

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears repaired or parts

supplied promptly.—Chen-y Lan& Garage, Lymm
Cheshire. , . L4913

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes by

experts ; immediate attention ; reasonable prices.

— BeloT\^.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest machinery, installed

since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;
new pistons fitted.- Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St., Birmingham. [4769

SPEEDOMETER Experts.—Repairs to all makei
Stewart repair a sijeciality, New and second-hand

?et.^ in stock.—London Speedometer Co.. Kramer Mews,
Earl's Court.

'

[7511

FOR Expert Engine OvGrhauls. cylinder grinding.

new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., lojth

St.. Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1533

\"\7ELD1NG, broken cylinders, connecting rods, crank
VV cases, and water jackets, also brazing, by experi-

enced workmen.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted with
rings and gudgeons, from 22/6.—Below.

ENGINES Overhauled in 5-6 days. Speciality

:

Triumph and Premier. S})are parts supplied (see

Parts and Accessories also).—W. R. S. Fiddian, Bush
Lane House, Bush Lane, E.C.4. [8510

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, com-
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-, twins 40/-; re-

turned 5 days.—Below.

VALVE Seats Rebuilt from 10/-, valves 5/-, valve

guides 4/-, valve caps 4/-, piston rings 1/6.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reliored, fitted with new piston, from
30/- to 40/-.—Turner Bros., Engineers, Sunmierseat,

Manchester. • [7983

FRAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling and
painting by experts

;
prompt deliveries.—Langham

Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

J.A.P. and Blackburae Engine Experts* reasonable
and reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Edgware Rd.,

Hendon. 'Phone: Kingsbury 134. [4209

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., made
like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Tonge

Welding Co., Morton St., Middlefun, Manchester. [6302

OBSOLETE Parts Made, gear cutting, shafts, cylin-

ders rebored, new pistons, quickly, cheaply. No
part too difficult for our plant.—Morton and Weaver,
Coventry. [X8844

PISTONS, new. complete, standard or oversize,
Minerva, J A.P., Triumph, Singer, etc., 19/-;

2^/ih.p. Douglas, etc., 10/-; alao aluminium pistons
supplied.—Below.

CYLINDERS Ground,- new pistons with Brico rings.
No idle boast. 17 years' grinding experience.

Work guaranteed and cheapest in the trade. Support
the firm who brought the prices down. Write ior
;opy testimonials and prices.—Kendall and Co.. Engi-
leefs, Stoney Stanton Rd., Coventry. [X1248

FORWARD
STAISSD

No. 242
OLYMPSA

Forward Plug Co., Summer Row, B'ham.

Armstriiiig and

SturniGy^Glier
— GEARS —

REPAIRED IMMEDIATELY
W<; make a speciality oi prcmipt

and efflcient REPAIRS, and
GUARANTEE Iliac when a Gear
leaves our works it is in perfect

order, so, if in trouble with your
Gear, it is to your own interest

to send It direct to us This is

Ihe most satisfactory method and
quickest, tor we submit quota-
lion same day, and repaii?

immediately on receipt oJ in-

structions. If quotation not

accepted, no charge

REMEMBER.
We undertake to repair yoac ?eat
wtiile vott or your messenger waXts,

WHEN SENDING REPAIRS:

^. }t I*: advisable to send complets wheel -^

Honnslow. L. & S. W. Rly.

r. A letter advising as fo date despatch, station

'ent from, and mark and number of hob should

be posted, and, MOST IMPORTANT, two labels

bearing sender's name and address on reverse

dliotb should be tied to the wheel.

Station lor Callers—Heaton-Honnslow, District Rly.

County Engineering Co.

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
U O N O O N , W.

Wirea: " Tlireespeed, Hounalow." Phone: Hounslow. 322

REPAIRERS.
PISTONS for Every Typo of Motor Cycle, a

and modern in atoek, prices complete ^yith

nnd gudgeon pins, fronj 19/- each^ all full guan
by ns.-C.M.D. (Ijelow).

CYLINDERS Eeground on the same raachin*
used by the leading motor cycle manufac

41i.p. Triumph, J.A.I'., Rover, Singer, Premier, 1

etc., cylinders reground and fitted with new
complete with riug.s and gudgeon pin, 40/-;

;

J.A. P., Singer, Humber, etc., 36/-; retnrned
hours.—CM.D. (below).

23,h.p. Douglas tw'o cylinders reground and
4 with two new pistons complete, 59/-;

twins, Indian, J.A. P., etc., 60/- to 78/-; comp
and satisfaction guaranteed.—C.M.D. Engineerm
Leaminston Spa. 'Phone: 768.

WELDING.-Broken flanges, aluminium crank
cracked water jackets, valve seatings,

and machined complete; scored bores filled J
ground to existing pistons.—Below. -;

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted coi

in cast iron or aluminium.—West London
ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone : C!
536.

ROC 2-speed Wheels, overhauled, Humber,
V.S., Matchless, Campion, J.A.P., Re

pulleys in stock; spares.—Connolly, Carmeliti
Coventry. -

\

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, et«. ; »
and highly finished work; prompt delivei^-

list on application.—W. and F Wills, Ltd., Bnii

Bridgwater.

FRAMES.-Repairs and alterations; special

and tanks built, any design; enamellim

plating.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Licbfiel.

Birmingham.

CYLINDERS Reground and new pistons c

fitted from 30/-. On very latest machmery.i

haul vour mount during winter months.—Alf. I

Hearsidl Lane, Coventry.

ENAMELLING, . Plating. - Tanks enamel,

before; handle-bars, etc., plated. — S<^

Murray's Plating Works, Union St., Coventry,

and enamellers to the trade.

(~<yLlNDERS Reground and fitted with new ;

J complete with gudgeon pin and rinss; T!

J.A.P., Rover, Singer, Premier, B.S.A., etc.

accuracy and satisf.rction guaranteed.—Below.

E specialise in repairs, and guarantee samn

plete overhauls; machining; any Part n

p.ittern or drawing; no waiting.—Harvey s 4'?.

Lambeth Rd., S.W.8 (near Vauxlrall Stationl.i

OUNBEAM Motor Cycles.—Repairs, overhauli:& renovation oi Sunbeams by Sunbeam exi

the makers' own depot, 5, Woodhouse Lane,

Competent and satisfactory service assured.

ONBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, overhauli

renovation ol Sunbeams by Sunbeain exp

the maker.s' own depot, 16, London Rd., L(l

Competent and satisfactory service assured.

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, overhauli:

renovation oi Sunbeams by Sunbeam exl

the makers- own depot, 20, Peter St., Man
Competent and satisfactory service assured.

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, overhaulrii

renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam exp

the makers' own depot. 63, Renshaw St., LH

Competent and satisfactory service assured.

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, overhauliV

renovation of Sunbeams bj; Sunbeam exp,

the makers' own depot, 37, George St. Mi
Competent and satisfactory service assured.

WHY Wait for Repairs? - Engines ove

cylinders reground, new pistons fitted

days, and sparo rings by return; accuracy guo

-Bowser, 30, Summer Row Parade, BimunBhanii

QUNBEAM Motor Cycles.-Repairs, overhault

O renovation ol Sunbeams by Sunbeam exp

the makers' own depot 8, Holdenhurst Rd. .

mouth. Competent and satisfactory service as

SEND Your Work to the firm wbo make the

• burne motor cycle. Tanks any make, flat

all details, also repairs to al P^?*'
^

*'''-t°P
J°i"

right. Try us.—Osborn Engineering Co., (josport,

HAELET-DAVIOSOSr Repairs
.
and Oyerhai

are now able to put work in hand witli

lay skilled staff under careful supervision.-

Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St.,

W.l.

WE can bring your machine "P *° ^^^Sj""
it into a countershaft model by fitting

back, with Sturmey-Archer Bear box; any mach

verted.-A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield i

mingham.

CYLINDISRS Reground, accurate fin'sj. ™"'
guaranteed : Triumph, Rover, Pr<=mie'

37/-- all 2%h.p. single, 33/-: twins, 2%h.p. 1

55/-; j'a.P., Indian, James, 60/-; complei

pistons and rings.

PISTONS.-Every pattern, standard or oveii

stock; low price.

ttal

W^

S'^

Atberton

B46 AU letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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l.».i'JlJOTOT^CLE"—

Insurance Policy

THIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with
copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I have much pleasure in en-

closing receipt from ....
and I again ihank you for the

generous and sympathetic way
in whicli you have treated my
accident. It is a pleasure and
relief to one to be insured by
such a Company as yours.

Wishing you every success.

Believe me.

Yours faithfully,

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle
Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating The A utocar Insuraivce
Department, Established 1904.)

J
Head Office :

77, ChearjsidR. London, E.C.2
Telephone-: City 9831 and 9832.

- Telegrams: "Autoinsure, Cent, London*'

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
INDIAN Front Forks, Rear boxes, and engines, .and

all pnits for eame.—Below.

INDIAN Intake Domes, cnrburetters, magnetos,
clutches, kick starters.—Below.

INDIAN Carriers, chains, and guards, springs,
sprockets ; in fact, everything for 7-91i.p. ; all

parts absolutely new.—Dennis Accessories Stores, 89,
Brixton Rd., London. Specialists in Indian Repairs.
'Phone: Brixton 3129. fll95

VALVES. 5% nickel, all patterns stocked, 5/6 each;
guides, 3/6 ; springs, 6d.—Below.

PISTONS Complete, patterns for Triumphs, 24/-;
2';4-6]].p. J.A.P., 24/-; 4-8JM). J.A.P., 26/-;

Douglas, 15/-; many others; postage 1/-; oversize to
any pattern, 50/-.—Below.

PISTON Rings, all eizea stocked, 1/6 each • OTersize,
2/-.—Reid, Watt and Co., 14a, Snow Hill, Bir-

mingham. [6084

BINKS Carburetters.-Large stock ready lor imme-
diate delivery.-Booths Motorics, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters-—We specialise in these; all

models supplied.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.—We take your old carburetter
in exchange.—^Booths Motories, Halifax,

BINKS Carburetters for Douglas. Scott, Indians,
Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs.—Booths Motories,

Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters enable your engine to tick
over; try one.—Booths Motories, Halifax-

BINK3 Carburetters save petrol and give more
power.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.—Let us take your old carbu-
retter in exchange.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

NEW Sidecar Wheels 19/9, hubs 10/6, rims 5/9, side-

car blades with valance 8/9, with stays and lug

19/9, springs 12/6, 214 or 2V2 tyres 17/6.—Booths
Motorics, Halifax.

MAGNETOS, Bosch and C.A.y., weatherproof, cheap;
gas engines. 3% bore £11/10/6, 6in. bore £15/10/6.

—Booths Motories, Halifax.

~iK(\ CARBURETTERS.—Nearly new 1920 carbn-
1,0 \J letters; B.S.A., 38/6; Brown and Barlow
pilot jet, 45/-; double lever Amac, 45/-; aufcoraatic

Amac, 32/6; Capac for Douglas, 32/6; 1921 models
Capac, 38/6; Flexi and S.U. for Douglases, 30/-; good
Brown and Barlows and Amacs, 22/6; 1920 Binks,
50 / -; carriage 1 / 3 extra.—Booths Motories, Portland
Place, Halifax. [8197

TRIUMPH Spares, 1910 bottom stays £1, top stays
15/-, 1918 cylinder £1; carriage extra.—Below.

TRIUMPH Clutch Hub, complete with controls,

£3/10; bottom stays for eame, £1/10; adjustable
pulley, 10/-; the lot £5; carriage extra.—Below.

JONES Speedometer, for car, complete, nearly new,
£3/10 ; Low generator, £1/10; carriage extra.—

Below.

KNIGHT and Wheatley, 4, The Pavement, Coulsdon.
Surrey. 'Phone: Purley 1277. [8241

D,EGORY Single Lever Carburetter, nearly new; 50/-,

complete.— 4, Hookstone At., Harrogate. [7908

J -A. P. Cylinders, 2^h.p., condition as new; 30/- eacii

—Lancaster, Heeley Rd., Birmingham, rX2274

STURMEY-ARCHER Gear Boxea, brand new; in
stock.—County Engineering Co.. Hounslow. [0518

,(r^HAINS, Renolds, V&X%, 56 links 11/-, 96 links
v^ 19/-.—Lancaster, Heeley Rd., Birmingham. [X2311

UP-TO-DATE 3V'h.p. Frame, complete, tank, wheels,
tyres etc.; £6/10.-Prout, Canon St., Taunton.

[8461
GRADO Multi. kick start, recessed for J. A. P., new;

£4/4.—in, Bryant's Hill, St. George's, Bristol.
[8059

CLTNO Spares.—Every part at miles under list price.

—Llanage, 79, Waverley Rd., Redland, Bristol.
[7956

CARBURETTER Wire, good auality. 25ft. 9d., 50ft.
1/3, post free.—Edwardes, 277, Cambenvell R<1.,

S.E. [8480

AMAC Carbuietter. 1920, for %in. induction, perfect;
30/-; approval.—56, Sutton St,. Aston, Birming-

hflra. [X2277
JUCKES 3-speed Gear Box, clutch, kick starter, as

new; £8/10.-5, Park Terrace, Headingley,
Leeds.

''

[8293

PHILIPSON Pulley, handle-bar controlled, for Rudse

;

bargain, £5/5.—Kilminster, Charles St., Griffitlis-

tnwn, Mon. [7928

GEAR Box, 3-speed and clutch, latest type, prac-
tically new; price £14.—Sinclair, 32, Charing

Cross, S.W. [5407

DOUGLAS, 23ih.p., new.—Front cylinders, 25/-;
gear boxball - races, both sizes,' 3/6.^Dowell

(below).

OUGLAS, 2^4h.p., second-hand.—Amac carbu-
retters, with controls, ready to fit, 25/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Frames, sound, enamelled, 70/-;
front forks complete, ready to lit, 30/-; iJoiiglas

2^ih.p* semii-T.T. handlo-bars, 5/- ; tappets com-
plete, 2/-; guides, 1/-; carriage eutra. — Dowell

j
Pvrlord, Surrey. [8061

D

LOOK
The Greatest Tyre
Bargain ever offered

Wood-Milne
OBSOLETE STOCK.

Guaranteed Brand New.
Not Clearance or Blemished.
In original wrappers.

All at one
Price

:

13|6

16/6

2fi V 91 SPECIAL
^^TA THREE
26x2io.s.[ PLY

650x65
26x3

Equivalent to 700x80

26x2J
26x2io.s.)

26x3
EciuivaientloTOOsSO

NEW TUBES
all sizes 7/-

I Days' Approval.

1/- extra, carriage paid passenger train.

Other Tyre Bargains pro rata. Price List on
application.

Motor CycSing Helmets

1922 Patterns.

\ EXTRA
I STRONG

FOUR
PLY.

I All at one
/ Price

:

Va shapes.

Illustrated list on

application.

^^A.GLS. 10/-

NEWRUBBER THIGH BOOTS

Sizes

5,6.7,8,9,

10, 11,

"^ PAIR.
' 1/- extra

|/ carriage

D. EMANUEL & CO.
TYRE FACTORS),

27, Belgrade Road,
STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16.

stores : 37a, Balls Pond Road,
DALSTON, LONDON, N,

Telephone : Dalston 3161

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B49
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An all-round
Man, but
" You're riglit, old man, but I

happen to know that, in spite of

it, he's out of a billet. He's a fair

salesman, has a smattering of

languages, knows a bit about clerical

work, and one or two other things,

but doesn't really ' shine ' at any
one thing.

Qualifications like that aren't

good enough to-day. The man
who wishes to get on otm5< specialise.

Take Jack. Smith, for instance.

Went back to his old job as a clerk

after the war—now he's getting

£600 a year as Accountant to an
Engineering firm.

How did he do it ? In the same
way as I did—took a Course of
Postal Tuition under Wolsey Hall.

He went in for Accountancy while
I chose Secretarial work. We sat

for our Final Exams, the same week.
Why don't you take up some-

thing like that this winter ? It not
only 'bucks you up' all round, but
it's the quickest way to promotion."

Write for FREE GUIDE
and Specimen Lesson to tbe
Director of Commerce, Dept. AL9

at out

of oil
A Tin of oil will last you
^^ twice as long, and you
will have a more efficient

engine, if you use a BEST
Automatic Oil Pump.
One delighted user says, "I

have not had the slightest
trouble with it, and this,

combined with a big economy
in oil, easier starting, and
smoother running, makes me
more pleased with it every
run I have."
Why not fit one to yoxir machine ?

It costs only 25 /6—plus cost of fitting

You can leant all about it from a fiei
Jiaolilet called '' Tlie 'Best' }Fay." Maij
wc send you a copy ?

BEST & LLOYD, LTD.,
Handsworlb, Birmingham.

BEST
AUTOMATIC
OIL PliMP
Less on-BetterRunnina

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES..
COPPER Exhaust Pipe, polished, all sizes in stock,

straight; from 2/3 ft. Bending a speciality.—
Evans.

TKIuaiPH Pipes, in oopper (complete with clip), 17/6,
steel 13/6, nickel plated 18/6; Levis, copper 16/-,

steel 12/6; Douglas 2^4h.p., copper 12/6 pair, eteel
10/-, nickel plated 17/6.—Evmis.

RUDGE, Sunbeam, Rover, Norton, in copper 20/-,
steel 16/-; New Imperial, Omega, etc., copper

14/-, steel 10/6; all T.T. bends.—Evans.

MUFFLER Ends, detachable, fish-tailed, to suit
above, various sizes stocked, from 2/6.—Evans.

FOOTBOARDS, solid aluminium, upcurved Iront
and heel piece, with adjustable clips, 16/6 pair

with fittings foi Douglas, 16/6; for Triumph, 17/6.—
Evans.

WHEELS, from 48/- pair; specials built to order;
any parts supplied.—Evans,

OOL Boxes, armoured, suit Triumphs, etc., 10/9
pair; with straps and lock, 13/6 pair,—Evans.

ANDLE-BARS, plated. Triumph pattern, W.D. or
D.R.; %in. 15A lin. 16/6.-Evans.

T
H
LEGSHIELDS, suit all

gold lined, complete;
machines, enamelled
13/6 pair.—Evans.

Glympia,
Stand
251

BELT Rims, any size to order, 17/6; spring forks
from 70/-, various sizes.—Evans.

CARRIAGE Free, cash with order.—Evans Eros..
Brougham St., Plockley, Binningliam. [X2353

SEND for our Helmet and Tyre Price List,—"EmaniTel
and Co., Tyre Factors, 37a, Balls Fond Rd.,

Dalston, N.l. [0738

1 Oil Douglas Replacements, repairs, 1910.—F. W,
JlU Allsopps, 35, Clifford St., Oxford Rd., Man-
chester, S.E. . [8121

FOOTBOARDS, solid aluminium, fit Triumidi,
P. and M.'s, \\'ithout alteration; 10/6 pair,

carriage 1/-.—Below.

P:
and M.'s, cast aluminium chain covers; the set.
polished, 29/-, carriage 1/3.—Below.

NUJIBER Plates, cast aluminium, raised silver
polished letter and border; cycle 10/6 pair, car

15/6. Send for folder.—Towler, 22. Thorn St.,

Burnley.
, [8288

GRADO Gear, kick start, Triumph, etc.; £5'/15;
wiinted, N.a.D.j any condition, cheap.—Box 158,

c/o The Motor Cycle. - [8309

PRIDE and Clarke.—Lamps, new 5i/^in. P. and H.
No. 127 10/6, No. 125 10/-; 4i/2in. Miller, 10/-;

postage 1/2.—Below
PRIDE and Clarke.—Generators, new, 15/-; P. and

H. 127 glasses, 1/6; 4V2in. Miller mirrors, 2/
brackets, P. and H., 6/-; stem fitting, 5/-; for lamps
alone, 4/6; generator brackets, 1/-.—Below.

PRIDE and Clarke.— 2";4h.p. Douglas cylinders, new,
25/-; valves, 1/6; rings, 1/-; guides, 2/-; piston

rings, 1/-; tappet guides, 2/3; tappets complete, 3/6
valve springs, 4d. ; pulleys, 4/6; chain wheels, 5/6
engine sprockets, 16, 17, and 18-tootli, 3/6; forks com
plete, 30/-; pistons, S.H., 5/-; cylinders, S.H., 12/6:
chains, 6/-; gear box races, 3/6 and 2/6; engine races.
7/6 and 9/6; valve cap spanners, 9d.—Below.

PRIDE and Clarke.--4h.p. Donglas crankshaft, 20/-;
engine races, 25/- per pair;' cylinders with guides,

25/-; valves, 1/6; valve cap spanners, 9d.—Below.

THE Above Goods are surplus W.D. stock, postage
extra, stamp reply.—Pride and Clarke, garage at

rear of 156, Stockwell Rd., Brixtou. Tel. ; 898 Brix-
ton. [8353

"I KA SCREWS, nuts, waslaers. set ecrews. 5I-: 144
±-%J\J bright steel bolts, 2/6; 72 bright hesagon
nuts, 2/6.—See below.

3672 BEST Spring Wasbers. 3-16in. to Vain.. 1/9;
castle nuts, i^in, to Voin., 1/9,—See below.

144. COPPERED BifurMteS Rivets. 8d. : 12 8inJ-rf* hack-saw blades,. 1/6; anv of the above car-
riage paid.—Wood, Tithebarn St., Pieston. [X2271

RENOLDS Clmins, s'aXVi, 96 links 20/-. 56 links
10/6, mi\e-(\ but unused; approval.-56, Sutton

St., Aston,- Birmingham. [2£:2275

ALUMINIUM, east iron, and steel piston manufac-
turer; any pattern.—W. Cole, 53, Sarehole Rd,

Sparkhill, Birmingham. [7276

P.
and M.—Now is the time to renovate. Incomplete
machines, £17/10 ; 1918 renovated, machines, as

new, guaranteed, £55.—Below.

and M.—Engines renovated £10, gears £5, forks
complete 70/-, wheels 35/- pair.—B-elow.

P.
and M.—All the following new: Magnetos 50/-,
chain case 6/-, valves 5/-, saddles 25/-, footboards

12/6, chain case sets 32/6, piston rings 1/-, bushes 1/-
drip feeds 19/6, frames 25/-.—Below.

P.
and M.—Tanks 15/-, handlebars 15/-, tyres (brand
new) 17/6. AJ parts stocked

;
prompt delivery.

Stamp, please.—Below.

LEWIS M. INMAN, Specialist and Apent, Dnrliam
Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296

[7242
3-SPEED Gear Box (New Imperial lightweight), practi-

cally new; list £18 ; must sell, beet offer.—29,
j

Cair Crofts, Armley, Leeds. [7081

1

P

GOVERNMENT

SURPLUS
STORES
NEW AIRMAN'S PLYING SUITS

Combination, imitation fur-lined, Wallab;

collar --.---. 50/- sui

NEW LONG LEATHER COATS, double

breasted, belt, fleece-lined - £6 10 eacl

NEW LONG LEATHER COATS, double

breasted, belt, tweed-lined - £5 eacl

LADIES' LEATHER COATS, double

breasted, belt, fleece-lined - £6 10 eac

NEW ARMY OFFICER'S TRENCI
COATS, check-lined, detachable fleec

lining, and oilskin interlined- 70/- eacl

NEW GAS MASK TRENCH COATI
30/- eac

MEN'S CREAM FLANNEL WAIST;
COATS 2/- eacl

NEW HEAVY TWILL SHEETS'
70x90 10/6 pai,

COTTON CLEANING GLOVES- 3d. pai,

MACKINTOSH CAP COVERS- 3d. eac'

NEWBLACK OILSKINCOATS 12/6 eac

CANVAS GAUNTLET GLOVES
padded palms, no fingers - - 1/- pai

LEATHER JERKINS, part worn, condi

tion good 5/- eacl

AIRMAN'S SHEEP - SKIN LINEE
THIGHBOOTS, part worn, condil'n gooi

17/6 pai

NEW RUBBER KNEE BOOTS
"Bull's Eye" brand, sizes 7 to 10 only

14/6 pai

NEW RUBBER THIGH BOOTSI

U.S.A. best brands, sizes 7 to 10 only

16/6 pai

SHEEP - SKIN LINED MOTOI
DRIVER'S LONG COATS, part worn

condition good - - - - 17/6 eacl

GOAT - SKIN LINED MOTOI
DRIVER'S LONG COATS, part worn

condition good- - - - - 27/6 eac

NEW BIB AND BRACE DUNGAREI
OVERALLS, -Americans - - 5/- eacl

NEW ARMY KHAKI BREECHES
Leather strappings . . - 17/6 pai

GROUNDSHEETS, 6ft. x 3ft., part worn

(condition good) . - - - 3/- eacl

ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID

MONEY RETURNED IF NOT
THOROUGHLY SATISFIED.

J. M. MILLET & SONS
Government Contractors

SOUTHAMPTON
B50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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conform to Air Board
Chemical Analys s and
Physical Test.

HEPWORTH PISTON RINGS
were used on the Napier'LIon
engine in the D.H.9. Biplana.
which broke the world's atti-

tude record, and also on the same
type of engine which was QtteJ
to the mauhms winning the
British Aerial Derby. 1921.
Hepworth & Grandagd. Ltd.,

WitkeGeld RoaJ. URvDFORD.
,

AaenU and Hiockists—
Pnlativa Sepplies. 20, Cross tc,
Mancltester. \V. Rjid V\'att.

M-U SnowHi I.B'hao. Kay.
^ool Dealer, Middlesborough.
Motor Mart. S'th st, . carboro

'' •>- I

PARTS AJ4D ACCESSORIES.
4h.p. Douglas New Spares.-—Induction pipes 12/6,

big ends 2/-, small ends 1/6, gudgeons 1/-.
rings 1/6, valves 2/6, springs 6d., fork springs 1/6,
adjustable pulleys 15/-.—Below.

ALL Gear Bo.k Parts in stcck.—Clutcli ball races
1/6. plates (front) 6/6, middle 2/6. loose 4/-,

chain wheel 12/6. bridles 3/6, K.S. pinions 2/6, nuts
1/6, front gear box arm 2/6, rear 6/6, draw bolts
(complete) 4/-, handle-bars (touring) 12/6.—Below.

CLUTCH Brake Pedals 3/6, steering columns 7/-,

clutch keys lOd.. main timing wheels 4/-, pumps
(complete) 9/-. worms 1/6, hub. caps 1/-, spindles
2 '6, shells 4/6, lock ringg 1/-; lot more parts nuts,
bolts, springs, etc.—Belcw.

03.h.p. Dcuglas New Spares.—Pulleys 5/-, chain^ 4 wheels 6 / 6, gear box ball races ( large) 5 /
-.

small 3/-, valves 2/-. tappet guides 1/3, exhaust
lifters

,
(complete) 10/-, bars (plated) 11/6, etc—

Below.

RUDGE Multi, new.—Pulleys complete 20/-, cam
wlieels 10/-, intermediate 5/-, intermediate gear

wheel 10/-, inlet domes, slightly chipped, 10/-, fork
springs in sheath 8/-, chain ring for starter 10/-,

carriers 10/-, exhaust valves 4/6, rings 2/-, all gear
clutch parts cheap.—Below.

VARIOUS.—Sensprav carburetters 27/6, Scott car-

buretters 5/-, B.B. (less controls) 20/-, Vici

single lever (new) Dcuglas £2, Clyno frames £3. rear

portions £2. Douglas chassis (less springs and wheel,

unrenovated) £2.' Rudgegears (complete) £5. various

bars' (plated) 10/-, carriers -(Douglas,. B.S.A.) 10/-,

S'jh.p. Douglas pistons (new) 12/6.—Below.

THOjMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, 180° and singles.

£2. Write us for anything you require; large

stock; carriage extra.—Banister- ajid Botten, 341.

Upper St., London, N.l. 2480 North. - [8174

CHATER-LEA Lightweight Frame, wheels, tyres,

tank, spring forks, saddle, mudguards, handle-bars,

etc., eound condition; bargain, £7, carriage paid.—56,
Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [7972

ROYAL RUBY and Enfield Parts.—Frames, wheels,
handle-bars, front forks, etc., 8h.p. J.A. P. models

only; send vour enquiries.-Pugh Engineering Works,
Shirley Rd.," Croydon. [8416

HUGE Quantities ex Government Surphis to be sold

at one-third li^t price, sometimes lees. Liberal

discounts to the trade. All spares advertised are uew
and unused.—McNeil ie and Piatt.

4h.p. Douglas.—Cylinders, £1; main oil pipes, 5/-;

dog clutches, 3 / 6 ; camshafts, 15 /- ; back hub
spindles, 2/6; plain sleeve pinions, 15T, 4/6; timing
wheel bushes, 1/-; clutch dust caps, 6d.; gudgeon pins,

1/-; small end bushes. 1/6; big end bushes, 2/-; m-
duction pjpes, 12/6; tappet scanners, 9d,; pistons com-
plete (pattern), 18/-; new T.B. mag^., £2/10; uiston rings,

1/6; valve caps, 2/-: fork eprinsd, 2/-: kick starter

springs, 6d.; tappets with rollers, 3/3; bronze gear

forks, 3/6; gear mainshafts, 9/-; clutch bridals, 2/6:
kick start pmions. 2/6; nuts, 1/6; valves, 2/6; valve

springs, 6d., per doz. 3/-; screwed sleeve pinions. 5/-;

23T pinions, 5/-- crown race.s. l/-; .=idecar C fpriuea,

5/-; timing side br:ll race.=, £1.—McNeille and Piatt.

2iih.p. Douglas.—Tappet spanners, 6d, ; eshau'^t pipe
4 union spaunert>, 1/-; valve cap spanners, 1/-;

belt pulleys, 4/-; plain .sleeve pinions. 6/-; front fork

links, 1/-: front brakes, le>3 lever and cable, 5/-;

cylinders with guides, 30/-; anuoured toolbags with

clips, 6/-; head clips, 4'-; cam wheels, 16/-; connecting
rods complete, 26;-; lubricator glass tubee. 1/-; semi-

T.T. bars (pattern), 15,'-; 2-speed gear boxe^ only, £4/10;
chain wheel?, 10/-; piston rings, 1/-; exhaust hftets

v.'ith lever romplete, 7/6; pistons complete, 12/6; tark

carriers. 16/-; back stnnds, 10/-; crankshafts, £2/10;
new T.B. magnetos, £2/10; tappet guides, 1/6: tappetr^

complete, 3/3; valves. 2/-; per dozen 12/-: ball, races,

flvwheel side, 8/-; valve guides, 2/-; belt rims (pattern).

10/-; pear bos ball races, large 6/-. small 4/-; engine
sprockets, 3/9.—MrNeille and Piatt.

REPAIRS. Repairs.—"We specialine in Douglas and
Triumph engine overhauls, and, on account of

our huge etock-s of spare parts at such cheap rates, wp
can quote you prices which defy competition. . Rail
your engine, gear box, or complete machine to us ~
McNeiUe and Piatt.

QCOTT.—All engine paTt"*, S.H., good condition, halfO list. Scott carburetters, new, 5/-.—McNeillo and
Piatt.

TYRES. Tyres.—Brand new covers, 26x2Vi. 16/6;
brand new niannfacturers' eurplus Dunlops, 26

x

21/, (for 2V'in. rim), 35/-; tubes, 7/6.—McNeilie and
Piatt.

McNEILLE ond Piatt's MLscelloneous List: Rare
Bargain^.-Spokes with nipples and i\ashers, uew,

8/6 per gro.%?; brand new hubs complete, front and
back, 10/-; Forward plugs, 3'6: Triumph pattern P.R.
bars, 16/6; Rmlge I>a:?k mudguards, 5/-; Brooks saddle?,

clearance, B175, 35/-; Coventry chain, new V2XI4. 60
links, 8/-: Rvley tricar, siilit np : 9h.p. engine, V twin,

water cooled, with liosch mag. and radiator, £18; the

chassis witli gear box and wheels, etc. £6; S.H. bulb

horns with uew reeds, 6/6; 80h.p. Gnome rotary aero

engine, £7; new unused 4h.p. J.A.P. engines, complete
with mag. nnd carburetter, £20, limited number only.—
McXeiile and Piatt.

ALL good-; sent on 3 days' approval. Full carriage

and packing must be tsent. Cash refunded if not

satisfied. All spare-; sent per return.—aicNeille and
Piatt. 57, Great (ieorge St., Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092
Royal. [8044

If you would
ride in

Comfort

ALL
WEATHERS

see the

COLLEGE
Weather
Protection

Devices.

STAND

231
GALLERY.

All Prices

Greatly Reduced.

COLLEGE LEATHER CO.,
NORTHAMPTON.

OVE
'S'Co

Our prices areMINIMUM
and " value for money '* isMAXIMUM.

The perfection oi our second-
hand, new 1921 in all their pris-
tine beauty, and all the most
recent 1922

MOTOR CYCLES & SIDECARS
is unexcelled.

Every outAt can be supplied with
all the latest accessories, and
should you prefer to remit peri-
odically, we \/il1ingly accept

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
and. as a first Instalmentf your
present mount will be taken inEXCHANG E
Please favour us with an enquiry,
and we will endeavour to amaze
you with the satisfaction we shall

C'lve.

We never close until

8 p.m., and later by
appointment.

J.L.LOVE&Co.|'RSaKe„1.
'Phone : Bromlev66J. 'Ginnu: "Love, Brnmlev, Kent."

AH letters relating to advertisements should niiote the number .-it the end of each advertisement, and the date of tlv. issue. B53
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JULIANS
OF READING.
STILL A FEW BARGAINS.

1921 All-chain TRIUMPH, complete with

speedometer. Mileage under 60D, tax

paid 95 gns.

1921' P. & M.j as new, very small mileage,

tax paid 85 gns.

1921 ENFIELD two-stroke, kick-start.

Shop-soiled onlv, great bargain . . 57 gns.

1921 3-speed NEW IMPERIAL... £63.

1919 A.J.S. and Sidecar, excellent condition,

complete with lamps . . • 115 gns.

1920 DOUGLAS combination, 4 h.p.,

complete with all lamps . . 100 gns,

ALSO IN STOCK THE
FOLLOWING 1922 MODELS.

1922 B.S.A. with Sidecar. . . . £13fi.

LEVIS two-speed, and clutch . . £58.

LEVIS single speed .

.

. . £48.

JULIAN,
84, Broad St., READING.

'Phone: 1024.

SURPLUS GOVt;pN^''ENt- cTO'i'Ts

BRAND NEW
LODGE PLUGS
YOUR OPPORTUNITY

MODEL A.

OBTAIN FROM YOUR DEALER.

If he does not stock them
send us liis name and address.

WKOL SALE ONLY—

Southern Motor Factors Ltd.,

Cornfield Road, Eastbourne.
Telegrams :

" Factors, Eastbourne."

BLTtLINOTON.—Engine parts
Cylinder-i - - -

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
BURLIKGTON, the DougUis Specialists.—The follbw-

iugr are a eelection from our enormous stock of
spares. We liave practically everytbiixe in stock for
Douglas and Ttiumpli machines. All the followine are
new:

for 2%'4h.p. Douglas

:

front only, £1/15; piston complete,
12/-; piston iing5, 1/6; gudgeon pins, 1/3: big end
bushes, 3/-; sinnll end bushes, 21- : exhaust lifter links,

7/6 per set; timin.? side ball races, 12/-; cam T\-heeI

and intermediate wheel -studs, 3/- : rocker arm studs,

2/6; intermediate wheels, 5/-; valve euides. 2/-; tap-
pets complete, 3/-; tappet guides, 2/6; flywheel sprocket?,

16, 17, and 18T, 3/9; exhaust and inlet valves cont-

plete, 4/- each; silencers complete with unions, 17/6;
end plates, 9d. ; carburetti*r gauze. 4d. ; gauze washer,
6d. ; Amac jets. No. 26, 2d.

BTJEIilNGTON.—2%h.p. Douglas tank, £2/10 : oil

pump plunger complete, 4/6; petrol tap and filter

combined, 3/6 ; drain tap, 2/-; tank caps, glass or

plain, 21- ejach ; diip-feed needle valves, 4/-.

BURLINGTON.—2^^.p. Douglas frames, new £7,
rebuilt £5; mudguards, 12/- per pair; rear stand-;,

12/6; st'aud bolts, 6d. ; rear stand clips, 1/6; front
stand, £4/- clips, 1/-; belt rims, not drilled, 13/6;
wheel rims, front 7/6, rear 8/6; carriers, 17/6; saddles,

£1/10; handle-bars. semi-T.T., 15/-.

BUBLINGTON.—2?',ai.p. Douglas front fork blades,

eliop-soiled, 25/-; front fork springs, plated, 2'd:
fork spindles, long 1/9, short 1/6; spindle nuts, 4d.

;

front brake, complete with lever and cable, i5/6; head
locking rings, 1/6. ^

BURLINGTON.—2^4'h. p. Douglas pear box pulley?,

6/-: chain wheels, 7/-; U.H. chain wheel nuts.

8d. adjustable clamp for gear rod, 4/-; ball races,

large 7/6, small 5/6.

BURLINGTON.—4h.p; Douglas big end bushes, 3/6:
small end bu-shes. 2/6; gudgeon pins, 1/6; piston

rings, 1/9; valve guides, 2/6; flywheel sprockets, 16T,

4/3; intermediate pinion wheels, 8/6; magneto pinion

wheels, 9/- r tappet Toilers, 9d. ; pin for same, 2d.

;

housing for camshaft bearing, left or right, 4/6 ; C.

and A. induction pipe washers, 6d. ; clutch drawbolt
complete, 3/-; clutch plate oall races. 1/-; exhaust
pipes, 24/- per pair; silencers, 16/6; fork springs, 3/6;
brake pedal springs, 9d. ; rear st-and clips. 1/6; foot-

board?, 15/- per pair; belt rime, not drilled, 15/-; wheel
rims, front 7/6, lear 8/6; carriers. 25/-; saddles. £1/10;
frame head -lugs, 23/-; Y lugs, 12/6; undershields, com-
plete with clips, 5/-: tank only. £3/5; Terodo ringe for

clutch, 5/-; semi-T.T. pattern handle-bars, £1 ; front

inudgnavds, 1915 pattern, shop-soiled. 12/6; belt

guards, 61-.

BURLINGTON—Rear springs for Douglas- chassis,

15/-; front spring.-?, 4/- ; luggage carrier with

straps. £2/10; sidecar mudguard, 18/6.

BURLINGTON.—Triumph Spares: Piston rings, 1/6.
inlet valves complete, 4/-; exhaust valves com-

plete, 8/-; rear wheel spindle with cones. 5/-; front

wheel spindle with cones, 4/-, wheel cups. 8d. ; toolbags,

18/6; rear etande, 22/6; oil sauirt. 3/-; T.T. handle-

bars with grips, new. 15/-; Renolds chains. 50 links.

15/-; foot pedal for clutch, 4/-.

BURLINGTON.—Armoured toolbags with strap

fastenings, real leather fronts and clips for

Triumph, 6/-; special deep Ixig for 2^;4h.p. Douglas, 8/-;

long bag for 4h.p. Douglas, 11/6.

BURLINGTON. Double texture khaki twill motor
cycle leggings^ a real cheap line, 15/- per pair.

BURLINGTON.—Carriage and packing on all the
above goods extra.

BURLINGTON Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., 7, South
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brixton

2417. T.A. : Burlington Motors, Clapham. 50 yards

from Clapham Common Underground Station. [7945

MUDGUARDS, front, Sin. and SVain., with side

shields and number plates, 7/6 each; sidecar

guards with ehields., 5in., 9/6 each.—Lancaster, 103,

Heeley Rd.. Birmingham. rX2273

SADDLES.—Brand new lightweight, 22/-; 3>^.p..
30/-; Brooks B170 or Empire, renovated, as

new, 22/-; recovering, 10/-; all post free.—Gosford
Engineering, Ltd., Coventry. [X2397

BARGAINS.—22/6, 4in. V. and H. lamp sets, com-
plete, generators, brackets, brand new, lamps as

new : postage extra ; approval against cash.—Garage,
Stratford St. Mary, Colchester. [X2173

DOUGLAS 2^ih-p. : iPiston, 7/6; valves, 'gudseon
bushes, tappet guides, 1/6; Tings, 1/-; valve lifter,

4/-- front brake stirrup, 4/-; postage extra.—Corner,
3. St. Martin's Rd.. Preston. fXOSlS

HALIFAX.—New Binks and Senspray carburetters
to suit any .machine ; liberal exchanges ; used

Amac. Binks, and B. and B. at low prices.—Collier's

Motoriea, Horton St., HaHfax. " [8546

VALVES, unbreafiable nickel steel, every standard
make of motor cycle, in stock, sent return post.

4/3, post 3d.; special "and oversize, 4/9, post 3d.—
Coventry Motor Depot, Rosefield St., Leamington Spa.

[7201
TRIUMPH Riders.—We are supplying a special large

21/2 gallon tank lor this machine ; old tank
taken in part payment; write for full particulars.

—

Forfield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa.
[S2316

COMPRESSION
must be maintained if you wist to keep
your engine *revs.* and to keep down y<

petrol bill. You can only do this by U:

RICH FORI
VALVE GRINDING
COMPOUNI

Yellow Tins (Fine B) or f / ___!
Green Tins (Coarse A) J- / " CaCI

Sold by all dealers, or send P.O. for a sample

RICHFORD & CO. LTD.. MILNER WORK'
BARNSBURY STREET. LONDON. N

An airtight flexiti

spring casit
enclosing the vab
stem and filll

with special h«i

proof graphii

Flexibility.

Lubrication o)

Valves.

Easy starting.

X'ra m.p.E.

Excludes Dust.

Kills Valve Natiiit

A>r Leaks Prevent

Slow Running
Ensured.

.i I""

Price 2/6 per Valve,

state Make and Year of Machine.

OVER 50,000 SOUP)
I will replace any that are not giving satisfact

no mntter where or when' purchased.

// your dealer does not slock, send direct to

CLIFFORD PRESSLAND, A.iVf.I.E.E

Engineer, HAMPTON-ON-THAIVIES.;

B54 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote ttie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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-with soap He
vouldn*t but

Gre-Solvent

vill remove all grease and dirt easily

Jowever grimed your hjinds may be after overhaul-
ig the car, "Gre-Solvent" will make them white.
oft, and smooth.

It is infinitely superior to any soap,
,

more economical, and more convenient,
,j

for hot water is not necessary.

t

Always have a tin by you.
tincble frovi Garag s Cycle Sloies, Iro])7)wiigers, Grocjrs.

In Tins. 4id., Sd., l/9d.
cial quotations to Garages for "Gre-Solvent" in bulk

EBKIN & CO., LTD., Junction Works, LEEDS.

'MILES AHEAD OF SOAP

RE^OWGINSTANILY
DISSOtVES 6REASE AUD CHIME

UIGHT CAR ANO IVIOTOR
CVCUE ElMGItSIEEIRIISIG CO.

Show week at 26a, Tulse Hill.

MOTOR CYCLES AT BAR3AIN PRICES :

IQn-l 2lh.p.C0NNAUGHT,asnew, *OC tX
i'"*' dynamo lighting S""** **

'l920?>!;Se?dT*"''"'^^"''." £28 10
4h.p. DOUGLAS, new con- CKti (\
dition *(wV W
3J h.p. TRIUMPH, drop £28 ft

i9'l8*u-Pi^'^v*;.''°°''''°''"°''' £65
All taxes paid and complete outfits

attd equipment with each machine.

>2, 26, & 26a, TULSE HILL,
BRIXTON, LONDON, S.W.2

PEDLEY
BEi/TS
Grip'mbst.

L. &K. PASTE SOLDER
Combined Solder and Flux.

Etrength 50x50, In Tabes, self coatained.
T}u simplest form of soLdcring,

A boon to tbo motorist—carry tbe tube in vour
pocltet and make a good join on the rood. Joins
Bowden wires and nipples. No acids, linx, fire, or
irons reqaired—8quee/.e ont a little paste—apply
ilielieatof ajnatch or candle, and the repair ia

done. As supplied to H.M. Gorernment.
Keady for instant USB. Per tube, 2/6 postliee.
Livermore & Knight. Ld., 180, Fleet St.,Lcndcn

PARTS. AND ACCESSORIES.
SULINA Garage, the Douglas specialists.—2^h.p.

Douglas spares, new: connecting rods, 17/6;
pistons complete, 12/6, crankshaft ball races, 17/6
pair; front brakes complete, 10/6; gear box ball

races, lar^e 5/-, small 3/6; pulleys, 5/6; sprockets,

6/6.

STJLINA Garage.—Quantity 2^4h.p. Douglas frames,
one fracture only, '£1; fork blades, 15/-; steer-

ing columns. 8/6; buffer heads, complete, 5/-;

cylinders, 15/-.

SULUNA Garage.-4h.p Douglas spares, front

brakes complete, 18/6; chain wheels, *12/6;

fork blades, old type 7/6, latest type 35/- pair; frames.
£3/10; exhaust pipes, 12/6 pair; cylinders, good, ser-

viceable second-hand, 7/6 each. We are the largest

tockists of Douglas spares in London. Before pur-

chasing elsewhere, call, write, or 'phone, as it will

pay you. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

SULINA Garage.—Triumph spares: Front brakes,
less liner and cable, 12/6; countershaft bottom

rear stays, 50/-; fork blades, 30/- pair; cylinders, 30/

SULINA Garage.—Brooks B170 saddles, absolutely
as new, 25/-; send for one on approval. Dunlop

inner tubes, unpunctured, 26x2%x2i,4, 2/6. Carriage
on all goods extra. Stamp for reply, please.

THE Sulina Garage Co., New Park Rd., Brixton
Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone : Streatbam 40 and 2,563.

'Grams : Suligara, Brixstret, London. [3376

P.
and M. Crank Case, flywheels, and connecting
rod, complete, £3; P. and M. frame and forks,

£4; gear, £2/10; late W.D. forks, £2/10; frames
from 1914, 25/-; saddles, 14/-; frame tool bags, 5/-:

sidecar chassis, less wheel, 30/-.— 1, Springfield Park
Crescent, Catford, S.E.6. [8336

8 h.p. New Imperial Spares, brand new: Chain ca?e-,

£1 per ^t, complete ; front and rear wheel
spindle?, complete with nnt.^ iind cones, 3/- pair; rear

biake pods, 21- pair; sliding gears for gear box, 5/-

e-cwh, plus carriage.-South Eastern Motor Works, Solo-

man'^ Passiige, Peckliam Eye [7950

HENDERSON Motor Cycles, 191 4-15-1 6.-We have
a large quantity of spares, crank cases, pistons.

cylinders, camshafts, frames, tanks, gears, clutches, etc.
eti\, much below makers' prices.-Barker's Motors, 194,
Balham High Ed., S.W. Tel. : No. 4441 Latehmere.
T.A. : PushfuUy. Eal., London. [7850

J.A.P. 8h.p. Brand New Cylinder, 35/-; crank case,

35/-; pair double cam gear wheels, 9/- each;
crank pins, driving side shafts, main timing shafts,
3/- each ; main shafts, timing wheels, 2/6; piston
rings, 8d. each ; valves, 3/-; gudgeon pin bushes,
1/6.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, W. [7730

3ih.p. Triumph Parf.?.—1913 frnmo [centre portion},

2 £2; front forks complete, £2/10; clutch wheel,

£4; 1913 cylinder (slightly imperfect), £1/10; timing
'ase, 10/-: centre frame portion and tank (old type).

£1/5 ; Philipson pullev, £4 ; countershop c-arburetter,

£2/17/6.—Longhnrst, Kingston Ed., Ewell. [7974

OT. MARTIN'S, the premier London house for acces-
O" series : everything for the motorist. Bargains too
nnmerous to mention : Tyres, lamp sets, horns, accu-
mnlators. speedometers, etc.—Write, 'phone, or call,

St. Martin's Motor Works. Ltd., 11 and 12, Upper St.

Martin's Lane, W.C.2. 'Phone: Regent 5070-1. [0042

GRAY and Eaynes' Clearance Sale. — Everything
must be eold before Motor Cycle Show. Motor

cycles from £18, cars from £38. Accessories at less

tiian mauufacturers" costs. Send stamp for lists. We
are open to consider reasonable offers of cheaper
machines and a little cash.—8, Low Rd., Balby, Don-
caster, [8418

NEW Blackburne 4h.p. Engine, with Amac carbu-
retter and Thomson-Bennett magneto, £23:

Grado multi pulley, with kick starter, less control
handle and clip, £4 ; Bowden front brakes. 11/-;
Bowden magneto controls. 11/-.—Bastones. 228, Pen-
tonville Rd., Kings Cross, London. N.l. Tel.: 2481
North. [7720

PISTONS, comnlete with lings and gudgeon pins, 150
diflerent patt4;rns in stock: 234h.p. J.A.P., Singer,

Premier, etc., 22/6; 6h.p. Rex. SV-h.p. Norton, 6h.p.
J.A.P., etc . 25/- : 4h.p. Bradbury, Premier, J. A. P.,
Singer, etc., 26/-. post 1/-; all new and fully guaran-
teed by UM.—C.M.D. Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
'I'hone: 765. [7117

COWEY Speedometer, 50/-; Lycett's Grande saddle.
30/-: Binks Douglas carburetter, £3; Best semi-

;iutomatic lubricator, 12/6; 7V-2 feet lin. chain-belt, with
alternate rubber and leather blocks, suiable for powerful
machine, 30/-; N.S.U. 2-speed and free engine, fit

Triumph, £6; all articles in excellent condition.—Box
7,392, c/o TJte Motor Cycle. [8037

CYLINDERS, new, for Triumph 1904-20; Singer
23.4h.p., 3V2h.p.. 4V'h.p.; Premier 2V,h.p., 3i/"h.p.,

4iAh.p., 7-8h.p. : -Precis'ion 2y4h.p., Sy^h-p., S^-^h.p.

;

Peugeot 3h.p., SVoh.p., 7-9h.p. ; Calcott 2'^;,h.p. ; Minerva
3iAh.p. ; Rex SVCh.p.. 5-6h.p. ; Brown SV^hp., 7-9h.p.

;

J.A.P. 2^4h.p. ; Norton 3V2h.p. In'mediate delivery of

most patterns; prices on application.—Below.

PISTONS and A^'ahes for above (see Repairers column
also).—W. R. S. Fiddiau, Bash Lane House, Bush

Lane, E.C.4. [8509

DOUGLAS 2^;4h.p. Unused ' Spares : Pistons complete
9/6, connecting rods complete 18/6, valves 1/6,

engine sprockets 3/6, gear bos sprockets 5/6, Renolds
chains 7/6, Elite 6/-, good second-hand crankshafts 25/-,

flywheels 15/-, front forks (enamelled as new} £1, steer-

ing columns 10/6 ;
postage extra ; stamp for list.—A.

Knapton, 30, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [8131

173, Gt. Portland Street.
Telephone—Langham 1257.

HIRE
Motor Cycles and Combinations.

Any period from one day.

A GOOD SELECTIOM OF 1921

IXeo models in stock
At BARGAIN RRICES
Easy payments taken on new machines,

and exchanges entertained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1920 JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £45
1919 ZENITH, sports, 6 h.p. £95
1915 4 h.p. TRIUMPH and Sidecar £60
1920 LEA-FRANCIS and Sidecar, all acces. £110
1920 4-speed A.B.C., speedometer, all acces, £75
1919 2% h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, ispeed,

clutch, and kick-starter £50
1919 TRIUMPH, all accessories £80
1921 WARTINSyDE Combination, all acces. £125
1921 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination,

all accessories , £125
1920 TRIUMPH, all accessories .. .! £85
1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination,

all accessories £135
1921 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, dynamo lighting,

speedometer, as new £125

R£e=>AI RS.
Good Machines taken in for Sale

on Commission
New Imperial Spare Parts Stockists.

and fitted with new
pistons from 30/-

I'jstons only from 15/- ea.

Gudgeon Pins from 2/- ea.

Piston Rings from 1/- ea.

Special terms for quantities.

Trade enquiries invited.

two ol our many unsolicltei

testimonials received.

Melksham. Oct. 20th, "'921.

I duly received my Cylinder, whxh
you despat' bed in answer to my phone
me'satje. I have as embled ' ame. and
pat it tlir uch a t;ood test diu-ing th)

last week-end. I atn pleased to inform

you it U at Ieast257» better thnnbefore,

I tbTnk you for thJ care taken aii I thi

promptness wit i w^iich you executed the

order.'—T.S. ituabnn Oct. 20. 1921.
" I have receive^ new i iston, etc, I am

quite pleaied with the job. Thankins
you for ill" prompt attention ami eoo 1

^vork —RM.U.

DLLiAMS£ James,
ENGINEERS AND
MANUFACTURERS QLQUCESTER.

Tclj^phone. eOo --

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B57
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Sidecar Lug Fittings

l:—Front Cunctn Clip, ii^lir
1&—Front Cnnctn Clip, 1^ x jii

17—6in. Spring Shackles
16—4in. SprinR Shackles
19—2iu. Sprioff Shacklea
2C—J-way Lug, Ij[n. all ways

-lain. Elbow

22—liln. Cross Lug
23—lliu. Anptle Lu?S2
24—llim- Angle Luf.'4o

25—Hin. Angle Lug 60*

26—U Clip, with plate and nut:

27—Uin. Spring Clip
28—Mudguard Stay Clip Uia

A large variety oE Special Laga of every deacriptioa in Stock.

Prices to the Trade on Application

359-361, Euston Road, N.W.I.

GIVING INCREASED

LIFE AND POWER
TO YOUR DRIVING BELT

Your tool-kit is not complete without a stick !

Guaranteed non-injurious, and free from resin

gum, glue, pitch, tar, was, grit, or anything
objectionable.

"Ariel " Belt Grip feeds and preserves

ihe belt against the destructive effects

of slipping, wear, friction tieat. Im-

fiarts grip, and renders slip practically

mpossible under wet weather and
other conditions.

Trade enquiries invited from Home dealers,

and wholesale houses Abroad— quotations

c.i.f. Obtainable from garages, and accessory
stores, or post free P.O. 1 /2 from the

Sole Visb-ihutors—
IVIACHIN & BOWMER, b-td,
fomerset BIdgs., Brazenose St., MANCHESTER

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oiL

Tins 1/2 and 2 /..

post free-

OWEN BROS.
& Co. Ltd.,

HULL, England.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
STUEMEY 3-speed Gear Box, good order, £12;

Albion 2-speea bo.^, just as yew, £4/10; Sturmey
J.S. wheel and controls, £10; Triumph back and seat

Slavs, suit J.S. wheel, 50/-; new Sturmey gear boxes
in stock; trade supplied; Roc 2-speed gear box, new,
£4/10; N.S.U. gear tor Rudge, latest type, £5/5;
Roc 2-speed wheel and Rex frame, £7.—Below.

WILLIAMSON-J.A.P. Frame, forks, tank carrier,

stand, and S.A. gear box, all fitted ready for

6-8h.p. engine, brand new; £29.—Below.

P.
and H. new complete lamp set, 128 model, 32/-;

Lucas set, soiled, 70/-; Lucas 6 volt accumu-
lator, new, 30/-.—Below.

RENOLD Chain, new, ;^x%, 50-53 links, 12/6;
Avon rubber-studded 26x2% cover, clearance,

25/-; new 26x2^4 butted tube, 5/6; Blio 50° anti-

clock magneto, as new, 60/-; Bosch ZAl, as new, 60/-.

—Below.

WILLIAMSON, Singer, Eex, and Premier.-New partB

in stock, also second-hand old type pints.-Alt.

Holland, Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry, [X2346

DISCS.—Ws are makers of discs for any type of

motor cycle, poliehed aluminium 25/- and 30/-

Der wheel, enamelled steel 20/- per wheel, Kudge Multi

discs SI- per wheel extra; discs for Douglas, Triumph,
Indian, Harley-Davidson, and Rudge Multi motor cycles

always in stock; prompt deliveries.—Hill and Co., Discs

Si>ecialists, 1, and 3, Walmertley Rd., Buiy, Lanes.

B,S.A. Spring Forks, £4/5; cylinder, £3/5; gear box
pulley, 12/6; E.I.C. magneto, single *3, twin

£3/10; Lucas dynamo lighting c.et lor combination,

£12/10- Roc 2-st<e6d wheel with back stflys complete,

£5; pair spring forks, £2/6; pair second-hand 6h.p.

J.A.P. cylinders, £1/10; 8h.p. J.A.P. piston complete,

new, £1/2/6.-118, Raddle Bara Ed-, Selly Oak.
[X2351

GENUINE J.A.P. Engine Parts.—5h.p. and 8h.p.

crank cases, 50/-; pair new sh.p. cylinders, 55/-

each or £5 pair; pistons complete, 17/6 each; con-

necting rods, 50/- pair; valve complete, 4/- each; valve

guide. 3/6 each; exhaust caps, 4/- each; cam lever,

3/- each- gudgeon pins. 2/6 each; gudgeon pin tiushes,

21- each; and all parts tor J.A.P.; stamp reply.—

Hawkins ^below).

URMAN 3-speed Countershaft Gear Box, £12/10
J-» each; and I have all parts for Burman gear

boxes; Ferodo clutch plates, 7/6 each; layshafts 10/-

each; sliding gears, 5/-; low gear pinions, 5/-; .top

gear pinions, 5/-; stamp reply.—Hawkins (below).

Sh.p. New Imperial Parts.—Imperial footboards, 10/-

pair; new front hubs, 10/-; rear, 15/-; rear

sprockets, 10/-; stamp reply.—Hawkins (below).

ROVER Frames and back stays, 50/-; footboards,

10/-; pair front wheels, 20/-; rear wheel, com-
plete with sprocket, 30/-; stamp reply.—Hawkins
(below).

1,000 J.A.P. Valves, all complete, 4/- each; 1,000
J.A.P. piston rings, 7/6 dozen.—Hawkins (be-

low).

OAA J.A.P. Engine Sprockets. Hxfi and IB
/*UV teeth, 7/6 each.-Hawkins (below).

1,000 Pairs of heavyweight Diuid fork springs, 2/-

pair; postage 9d.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd.,

B^

SPEQIAL BARGAIN OFFEF
cf our No. 3(

SUPERIOR

MOTOF
CYCLE
HOUSE.

Our usual exccllenl quality maintained.
The best value for money, n the kingdom

La-rger sizes suitable for motor car.

Height Height Floor & -lor

Size, toeavas. to ri(ige- Redaced priC3. ing platform

8'x6' 6' 8' £11 Ci 3

9'X7' 6' 8'
3"

12 10 2 12

10' X 8' 6' 8'
6"

14 10 3 i

r2'xr' 6' 8'
6"

1« 5 3 10

T4'x8' 6' 8'6" 18 7 6 3 16

I4,XI0' 7' lo's" 23 5 6 ,,

l6'XT2' 7' 10' 3" 27 17 6 8 2

Carriage paid to stations in England and Wales fo

cash with order. PROMPT DESPATCH. Made ii

complete sections to bolt together, of SEASONEE
BEST QUALITY, Swedish Red Deal, planed, ton^ei
and grooved from |in. boards on strong "framing

mortised, tenoned, and pinned together. Roof o

matchboards covered with superior waterproof felt

Tongued and grooved FLOOR AND SLOPINf.
PLATFORM made from gin. boirds. Two large

sizes lin. floor and platform. Bolts and nuts fo

erection supplied. SansFaction guaranteed. Write fo

Free List No. 86 for Bargains in Portable BuUdiag;
or No. 6 for Motor Houses.

Estimates free to customers' own requirements.
The principal and best Makers at lowest prices c

portable wood and iron buildings, poultry house~, cU

J. T. HOBSON & CO., BEDFORD
Established So years. Works acres.

Wandsworth. [7724

ROBINL—Spares for Triumphs; Inlet valves com-
plet« 4/-, exhaust 6/-: D.R, handle-bars, com-

plete, 20/-; toolbags, 6/6; back carriers, enamelled, 14/-;

back stands, enamelled, 12/6; silencers, new, 14/6; back

wheels complete, rebuilt, plated as new, £3/5; front

wheels ditto, £2/10; long exhaust pipes, all blaok,15/6,

plated bright 21/6; chain Cases, new, 12/6; carriage

e.vtra.—Below.

ROBINL—Douglas 4h.p. carriers, late type, 25/6;
rear springs, 4-leaf, new, 8/6; top bearer bars,

extra strengthened type, 10/-; top leaves, 4/-; foot-

boards, new, 8/6; silencers, 11/6; front chassis springs,

10/- pair; front bearer bar, 8/-; under trays, newj
5/-- frame centres, enamelled, as new, £5; valanced

mudguards, new, complete «Hth stays, 27/6 pair;

carriage extra. See Body and Chassis column for

snips.—Below.
ROBINL—2^ih. p. frames, enamelled, as new, £4/10;

top back stays, 7/6; handle-bars, 9/6; back

stands 10/-; footboards, 8/6; silencers, complete, new,

11/6- back carriers, 12/6;_ tanks, as new, £2/10;
carriage extra. See Sidecar and Body column for

snips.-Below.

SADDLES, brand new, 30/-; leather driving

gauntlets, fleecy lined, 6/6 pair, large number
tubes, new, 26x2 and 26x2% 4/- each, 28x3 5/-

each- carriage extra.—'Phone ; Brixton 1585.—
Robini Mannlacturing Co., 22, Water Lane, and 1,

Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. ('Buses and trams pass

the door.) [8391

ENGINES, Coventry Premier pattern, 1916. 4'.ih.p.,

new, £12/10; 3-speed gear boxes, kick starter,

clutch, 1916 pattern, £11; Albion lightweight gear

box, £4/10; all spares in stock for 1915-16 Coventry
Premier engines and gear boxes; Whittle belts, ^sin.,

4ft. long, 5/- each; frames, wheels, guards, tanks,

stands, carriers, etc.; also ten tons of spare parts for

cycles and motors, nuts and bolts, timing wheels,

bevelled and plain wheels, flywheels, etc., in 1 cwt.

assorted boxes, free on rail, Birmingham, at £1 per

box.—Birch Bros., 108, Coleshill St., Birmingham.
[8323

ORTO VWINOSCREENS
£3 18s.6d

Slides bad
when door i;

opened

No undoing
.1 1 w a y s i I

rosifclon-

WE DO NOT PAY EXPERTS TC
PUFF OUR GOODS

;

OUR CUSTOMERS DO THfS EOF
NOTHING !

Side Screens for MATCHLESS, 30/ - a Pair.

ATKINSON'S, 306, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherd's Bush W.i:
'Phcme : Harn'mersmith 140.

THF AFRO DlSr improves your bus C0%
I IlLi AIjIW UX\3\^ appearance. Your whe
always bright, and cleaned in a few minutes. Just
idea for the muddy weather. We guarantee no spo)

showing and a perfect fit ; speedometer drive not int

fered with. The handsomest disc on (he road. Made in be^

gauge polished aluminium, sliding door to valve, z

wheels oiled without remov
disc, 17/6 per wheel; hntdr
colour to suit youroutfit, cc

plete with nickel fitting? ?

instructions, 19/6 per whe
Morgans and cycle cars, £1

wheel, carr. free. Best Tr:

Terms. Ftdl particulars u

M-S. Aviation Co., 21, Mon
Road, Tooting. S-W U

:

PEDIEY
BELTS

lastloiMjest

il

B58 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Price

2/9
each

The Pennant Patent ^m.

BELT 1
PUNCH

is oE extra strong design.
([laily nmnipiila'ed made in

1 sizes— :1" I". 1", anJ ij"

—

a d witli several exclusive

(eatures.
Parent Adjustable ?^top i ua,r-

niitees hoK-s bsinc punched
i I exact poB tioii every time.

I'atent Hol.ow Cufer made
from i"Carbon teel i"ftrand

har.enea Core NES'^Ell
binds ill Cutter.

Obtainalle of Locrl Agsnts
or post free frffm

The Pennr nt Mfa. Co.,

Ltd., Cen ral Works.
Watery Lane, B'ham.

PENNANT

SIDECAR SPRINGS.
r^EAL SPRINGS

12^6 each.

JJ
Mfiue trom tiif l!K . iiriii .-Meei.

SIDECAR CO., 25, Upper Clapton Road. E.5.

fit me l>i±laion ml.).

'UkkiEYS FOR ANY MOTOR
j

fixed to -J' dia. 9/.
jijustable plaled, = dia., 15/6. 6 dia. 21.6,
.

'

Countershaft Pulleys from 9 '-

j

Unown makes stocked. Guaranteed. 1^03 rei-

J. RERKINS,
1^55, Hish Road, kEYTON.

^bonP' rj^ WnHham tow ^

5:

' Yoi;^"^ MORGAN °'{f/,?T°E™^
' can supply REPLACEMENTS FROM STOCK.
]
hold LARGEST STOCK of SPARE PARTS in the

Mntry. 'Phone, wire, or write us. We will give your
"iiuiry immediate attention.

I

Parts for MORGANS, ail models.

iie^BishopsgateAv., ELCE & C0«, Ltd.
•amomilBSf:, _ . 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

I NBON, E.C.3. 'Grams: ElcemQcyca,Stock.LQndon.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
CLYNO Tool and Spare Part Bo.\es, incomi>lete, but

rontflinins the following: One Inree Lncos girder

spanner, 1 set spanner, 1 valve cap spanner, 2 tyre

levers, 1 magneto spanner, 1 small set spanner, 2

screwdrivers, 1 pair pliers, 2 chain rivet extractors,

2 box spanners, 1 tommy bar, etc., all brand new to

clear. 25/ ; a gift.—Marble Arch Motor Exchange,
London. [7781

SPEEDOMETER Specialists.—^Ye supply nil makes ol

speedometers, repairs in nil departments, parts

supplied, work done on the premises and goods guar-

anteed; send your enquiries before trying others.

-

'Phone: Gerrard 6898. Prompt attention. Trade
supplied.—Pioneer Accessories and Speedometer Supply

and Repairinf,' Co., 211, Shaftesbury Av., and 228,

Gray's Inn Ed., London, W.C. [2347

WHEELS! Wheels I Wheels !—Motor cycle wheeU
built to order, all sizes in stock; motor cycle

frame, repaired, altered, and brought up-to-date; side

car chassis repairs; contracts wanted for frame and
wheel building, customers' own materials; motor cycles

overhauled, enamelling and plating; wanted, all kind?
of motor cycle parts cheap for cash, such as engines
frames, wheels, etc. — Pendleton 28, Lonsdale Sq.,

Liverpool Kd., London. N.l. [8159

DOUGLAS 2'^ih.p. Spares, second-hand but equal to

new: Frames, 70/-; fork blades, 12/6; steering

columns, 8/6; links, 1/-; springs, 1/6; head clips,

7/6; cylinders, 15/-; pistons complete, 7/6; connect-

ing rods complete, 18/-; tappets, 3/6; guides, 1/b;
valves, 1/6; wheel hubs complete, 10/-; spindles, 4/-;

cups, 2/-; and all other parts; postage "estra.—Watson,
6, Cavendish Parade, Clapham, S.W.4. [7409

REXOLD Heavy Chain, VeXVt- 59 links, for Triumph,
new, 8/-; Premier connecting rod, new, 6/6: Pre-

mier piston, 7/6, unused; Albion chain wheel, with cork

insets and clutch plate, qundrant, and control lever,

nearly new, £1; "Still" wind screen, for motor- cycle,

£2. new, cost £5; Tan-Sad latest combination saddle and
pillion seat, with back and fflotrest, new, £3/10; cost

£7: leatber sleeveless coat, 40in.,long, lined wool, new,

15/-: t'ill guaranteed; no approval.— '' Eelowna," Earls-

don Av.. Coventry. [X2036

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—Oldmnn Hep. wishes nil n

merry motor t^how (he wants the doinge).—2-speed

kick nnd clutch Dougtas gear bos, £5; 2 speed and
clutch gear box, suit Cliater, £5; N.S.U., £4/10; light

2-speed gear boxes for cyj:'le cars from £3 :
Stewart

born (meciianic^lj, 22/6; Triumph clutch wheel, £3/10;
P. and M. gear, frame, and engine, £4/15; new light-

weight tanks nnd all fittings, 50/-: sidecar valanced
gujird.s, S/6: XL'al new saddles, 22/5; new front

Bowden brakes, 12/6; old type Douglas motor cycle

(tax- paid), requires front cylinder repaired, £10; 4-cyl

F.N., £12/12.—Below.

OLD Man Hep. witches to notify hi^ numerous clients

that ho has the annual Tov Bazanr now open.

Send for 5/-, 10/-, or £l parcel for the kiddies.

State age and . sex when ordering. Cheapest in the
comitrv.—'Phone : 1958 Brixton.—17-19. Wilcox Rd.,

South Lambeth, London. S W.8. - -. - [8472

EAGLES.—N.S.U. type 2-speed engine shaft, gears,

with free engine and adjustable pUUey. univer-

sally acknowledge the most perfect of its type, speci-

allv made to suit Triumph. B.S.A.. Bradbury. Pre-

cision, Humber, Rover, Norton. Premier. Sinser.

Rudge, L.M.C.. Abingdon, T.D.C., New Hudson. Arno,
James, price £9/18; also to suit J.A.P., Ariel, Peu-
geot. Fafnir Minerva, Rex, and other engines with
large recessed pulleys up to 8h.p.. £10/10; easy to

fit. no alteration to motor cycle necessary; trade en-

auiries invited.-Eagles and Co.. Acton Hill Works.
Rhowrooms. Spares, and Repair Dept., 275, High St..

Acton, W.3. 'Rhine: Chiswick 556. . [0161

THE Cheapest House in the trade for accessories.—
The following items represent but an iota of the

numerous bargains noAv to, be obtained by keen motor
cyclists: Watsonian sidecars, 1921 models. Model G £21
rasn, or £5/16 deposit and 28/10 monthly; W.S.tt.
jets, all patterns, 8/6 and 10/6 each; coup^, com-
plete with hood, wind Fcreen. apron, and aluminium
da«h, with child's seat. £46/11 cash, or £12/14 deposit
and 64/2 monthly: Mabon gears and clutches in stock. £9
and £6; E. nnd B. carburetters, Amac, nnd Senspray.
67/- and 72/-, light or heavyweight respectively
Binks, £4/7/9: Watford speedometers, trip, £6/5,
plain model £5/15: all siJies in ptock : Knot's drip-

feed, 38/6, Best and Lloyd's. 28/6: Pillion seats, Tan-
Sad 38/-, Willowbrook 29/-, Austin 18/6: engine

pulleys, fixed, 4in. 10/6, 5in. 12/-, Sin. 16/-; adjust-

able 4in. 17/-, Sin. 18/-, 6in. 20/-, 7in. 32/6.

made to order. Prepare for rain and mud.
Footl>oards, aluminium, 13/- pair; SV^in. and
4in. mudguards, 14/6 and 16/6 set; sidecar mud-
guards, 11/9; waterproof suits. 61/-; seatless trouser-t

23/- leggings, 14/6 ; warm and comfortable leather

helmets, 11/6: Bogglei*, 4/6, 3/6, 2/3, and 1/3: Easting
wind screens, £4/10. Cameo £3, Bhiemels £4/8, Orto
with side panels £3/18/6. Real bargains for keen buyers:

Bowden contrdl levers, 6/6; band brakes, 44/- and 61/-:

front brakes, oZl- nnd 42/9; foot brakes and footrests,

48/9 and 23/9: cross-over brake,?, 18/9; magneto con-

trols 20/-. All lamp sets reduced: P. and H.
lamp tets, No. 145 50/-, No. 125 47/6, No. 120
35/-; sidecar lamps, 11/9 and 12/9; large nickel

horns. 21/6: small mirrors, 5/-; Lucas horns, 27/6

and 14/6: mechanical, 15/-, 25/-; Brooks E170 saddle,

54/6- extra strong carriers, 22/6; Renolds chains, %x
yAu., and paiis in stock; John- Bull knee-grips, 6/- pair-

P and H. generators, 10/- and 15/6; 1921 88pp. cata-

logue post free.—M.Y. Dept., The Metropolitan Machin-
ists Co., Ltd., 248, Bishopegate, E.C.2.. [2650

"STERLING"
I>AT, 23MT.

LEG SHIELDS.
Tlie orisiniil and only a"i<;lt cV;tactiabla Metal Sliiel 's

To fit A.J.S., ENFIELD, B.S A., TRIUMPH,
— DOUGLAS, INDIAN, HARLEYS, Etc. —
For Miperiority, style, and Tirotection. hundreds of rUcra

have Kiven their testimony t i Sterhng Shields

Stocked by all leading agents 28/6, 45/- 50—
If 'n/e forpartionlays of tltc iest and most popular leg shield.

SPECI.\L COLOURS TO SUIT.

XHE HIGHGATE IVIOTOR Co.,
6, HIuHGATE ROAD, BIRiaiNGHAM.

9)Get a "READY BUILT
MOTOR CYGL- HOUSI.

you wil! be sati sfied.

Made by the Prst firm to ad-
vertise these in "The Motor
Cycle" over ii years, ago.

best value and lowest prices.

Made from best quality match
boarding uponstrorjgfearning
Doors fitted with good lock

and bolts Roof covered with
vulcanite felt. Completely
mads in sections can be

.^rectea m' imlt hour, l rices on rail Staines Station:

—

Size. Height of door.
^

Floor.

;lf. X 5ft. 5ft.

Sft. X 6ft. 5ft. 3in-

gft. X 7ft. 5ft. 3in-

loft. X Sft. 5ft. 6in.

14ft. X Sft. 6ft.

Deliverv at once. An
PERCY WHITE Thames St Works, STAINES.

Telephone : 33 taines. Rlidilx.

£6 6s. 0(1. £1 5s. Od.

£8 17s. 6(1. £1 10s. Od.

ill) 7s. 6(1. £1 1SS. Od.

£11 7s. ad. £2 12s. Od.
Lis OS. Oil. £4 OS. OJ.

V size made. List free

ALUMINIUM NUMBER PLATES
Despatched same day.

JS"! /- per 5et, carriage paid. Front Plate .".ts Lusfs

any machine. With complete Licence Hold'ei-

Last on Front Plate, 6/- extra.

"Asetot Number Pia.es

lemarlcable lor their lin.'

iiniJih."

TAYLORS, Green Lane, WOLVEBHAHPTON,

All ?ize3 in Ladies' and Gent's Russet

BazU Motoir Gauntlet Gloves, lined

Burlap and Llama, 14. /8 a pair.

Russet Bazil Gloves, lined Lamb,
(very warm) 12 '6. Motor Cyclists

jielmets, tip-top quality , lined Llama,

8/6 Fur, 25/6.

Tin Best Leathers for all Weathers.

T. A. DIXON, Glove aifr.,

Butts Works, WORCESTER

All letters relatirig to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b59
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DRIVE NAILS INTO YOUR TYRES
treated with "JACKSON'S IMPERVO," and
the holes made will be sealed instantly

and permanently.

'

A non-sticky pressure-resisting liquid

^stops all leaks and preserves rubber.

Ask .\'our Dealer. I£ he cannot supply
you. write to

"JACKSON'S IWIPERVO"
5, FENCHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.0.3.

HUB GEARS GREAT
REDUCTIONS.

ARMSTRONG & STURMEY-ARCHER
GEAR SPECIALISTS.

SEND FOR PRICE LISTS.— \5 to 20 ';„

Reduction off existing Prices.

ANY TYPE GEARS,SPROCKETS,
SHAFTS, PISTONS, RINGS, etc.

IVIADE TO PATTERN.

LEWIS, Charlestown, Weymouth,

PEDIEY
BELTS
weaEbest.

"ASI-MTT" 1YKE STOFFII^U
IS THE GOODS.

The^ E.d. saver oi tyre bills. Permanently repairs
bursts, cuts, and gashes in motor, motor cycle, and
cycle tyres. Supersedes vulcanizing.

In lubes: 1/3 and 6 /-each (by post, 1/5and5/4j.
fjom all Dealers, Jl unable to obtain apply direct :

THe Aslsi-tt Tyre Stoppings Co.,
WEST END bOUi HAMPTON.

Spare Parts lor

0mhn
THE DENNIS ACCBSSORIE5 STORES,

89, Erixton Eoad Loudon. S.W.
Specialistsin '* Indian" Repairsand Overhauls.

'Hione: Erixton 3120.

Motor

Cycles

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
RTTDGE Front Wheel, new, 35/-; Zenith mud-

guards, 10/-; mag. cover, 5/-; clutch parts,
carburetters, Araac, B. and B., Binks, Senspray,
Claudel, B.S.A., from 30/-; saddles, 25/-; cycle car
chassis, new, £3 ; handle-bars, 12/6; pistons, all

makes, second-hand, 10/-; P, and M. engine, £8;
gear, £3; rear spindles, 10/6; sprocket, 12/6; brake
pedals, 4/3 ; cylinders, 40/-; and all other parts in

stock. 4h.p. Douglas crank case, £4; forks, £4/10;
5h.p. Rover rear wheel, 40/-; Triumph rear stay, 10/-.
We have a large stock of all parts of motor cycles of

everv make; stamped envelope reply. 'Phone: Putney
1652. Close 1 p.m. Thursdays.—Britnell Bros,, 43-45.
High St., Fulham. [8229

MISCELLANEOUS.

A^
ARMSTRONG or StTirmey-ArcJier Geans repaire»i

promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow. [0514

RE-PLATE Tour Own Handle-bars, lamps, and all

worn electro-plate, complete outfits 5/6, com-
prising :

T> TTSTEIMOVA removes Rust without damage to
XV plate; tins 9d. and 1/6.

NICKELDEP for Renovating worn plate on cycles,

motors, etc., after using Rustrimova ; tins 1/6.

ILVEEDEP for renovating worn silver plated goods,
guaranteed pure silver, no mercury; tins 1/6.

CNOFLAKE, wonderful dry cleaner for silver, nickel
1^ (preserves the plate), brass, copper; tins 1/6

;

postage single tins 3d. ; outfits, 6d. extra.

SlCVEE Replating Powder Co., la, Northwold Rd.,
Stoke Newington, N".16. [7136

S

LYE^G Coat, leather, fleece Uned^ medium size: 60/r.

G. W. Fleming, Redcar, Xorke, [7910F
NEW Government English Lever Watclaes, screiv

case; 30/- each.—Cook, JeweUer, iM«waik. [7887

SCOTTS. Scotts.—Cli,iin troubles prevented; leaflets

3d.—Hood, 15. Totteridge Lane. Whefstone, N.20.
18027

AEMSTEONG and Stunney-Archer Gears repaired
while you wait.—County Engineering Co., Houns-

low. [0515

CELLULOID, polished sheets, lists free.—Athol Engi-
neering Co., Peru St., Higher Broughton, Man-

chester. [8470

RUBBER Thigh Boots, best make, all sizes, 16/-,
carriage paid.—Hawthorn, Ltd., Dept. M., Shrews-

bury. [0110

FLEXIBLE E-xhaust and Hot Air Tuhe, bend by
hand: list tree.-Bell, 27, South St., Ponders End,

Midd-x. J'7906

CHAIN Sprockets and Gear Wheels. We make any
pattern immediately.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow. [0513

OAA Engineering Self-centring 3-jaw Sin. Chucks,
iQ\J\J 6 jaws and key, new; £3/19/6.-Butler, Little-

over, Derby. [X2244

TRANSFERS, design name, 14/6 gross, cycle linings,

wholesale samples, 6d.—Transfer Co., 9, Church-
mead Ed,. Willesden. 16434

OKA BRIGHT Steel Assorted Nnts, studs, bolts.

/C O Vf etc., sent carriage free; 10/-: approval.—
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [8152

QEND £1 for the best breast drilling machine in the
13' world, double geared. 3-jaw chuck, brand new.—
Butler, Littleover, Derby. [S1927

BRAND New B.A.F. Waterproof Motor Cycling Suit,

fit rider 5ft, sin. to 5ft. 6in. ; 25/-.—156, Eihbles-

dale Rd.. Streatham, SW.16. [7888

B.B. iMotor Oil, 4/- gallon, in barrels, 4/6 5-gallon

drums ; all carriage paid, barrels and drums free.—
Box 7,369, c/o J'/ie M.olor Cycle. [7936

OAK Cabinet Gramophone, domed lid, gooseneck
tone-arm, double-sprung motor, brand new;

£8/10.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [6461

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.—Any gear

repaired immediately by skilled mechanics.—
County Engineering Co., Hounslow. [0516

"CyLINTS for Lighters, round or square, best, rehable,
-T 5/- gross, half 2/9, 5 gross 23/9; sample dozen 1/-,

Dost free.—H. Dunster, 3, Mylne St., London, E.C.I.
[7103

ELECTRIC Cells for bells or 'phones, IV2 volt^. simply
add water. Two samples, 2/-, poet paid; £2/10

per 100, f.o.r.—Sugden, 3, Wellesley Grove, Croydon.
[8012

PORTABLE Buildings of every description made to

order, erected free; speciality motor garages.—
Write Builder, 38, Townmead Ed., Fulham, London.

[7969
END £3/5 for brand new engineer's self-centring

._' scroll chucks, 6in., fit any lathe, 6 jaws and key,

4in to 14in., in makers' parcels.—Butler, Littleover,

Derby. [XI 928

GOGGLES Fitted with Lenses to Your Sight by a
qualified optician, himself a rider and wearer.-

Write G. T. Dalton, B.O.A., F.I.O., etc., Northwich,
Cheshire. t5126

S^

THE "BOWSER"
ORIGINAL TWO-SEATERJl

1922 models wiU mark . bi„ id\ancoon
previous productions, both with regard
to springing and the finish in body work, i

also the specially designed chassis for<
the carrying oftwopersons,exceptionally
strong. Note our new price:^36 10 0<

Particulars of other models,
sporting and touring, from

—

BOWSe^R SIDECARS5
Tel.: 25479. 46, BURLEY STREET, LEEDS!'

PD ATTEW€ "<»*<»' & Sidecar H(
ri\/\ I 1 Eill O For Quality and V

IQ^ly-S. price £il. Flo-ir flS/- Carriaiie paid. Order t'

immediate dispatch. Catalo^'ue free showiuf? other
roportionate rates. ALo Bungalows, GreenhouB33, P(

Ik uses. etc. Our ^ seiits, Messrs. J G, Graves, Ltd , !

will arranea for easy payments.

- r. RRAXTEN & CO.1
Midsomer Norton, BATI^'r

BUY YOUR OIL DIREC
and save 2/- gallon. aatistaction guaranty

Finest quality on market. Testimonials gal

Superfine HEAVY Motor Oil (Air-cooled, equal "Bl

26/3 per 5-GALLON FREE DRUM. Carriage^

THE IDEAL OIL for AIR-COOLED ENGi^
All grades of oil supplied. Trade enquiries invi

Write for lists, samples. Best Oil? at cut price

J. H. WILSON, 49,St. Marks St. Lee

i

«c^
( SAVE j^ID___^ HANDLEI

TWT^^jtr' CONTROL
Vaviable Jet Attacliment ci

j

I increased m.p.c power, audea-syst!

3 inc. Can be fitted to B. A B., AM:

TRIUMPH, and SENSPRW. St

1 make, dote, and type of carbiuetl

lengEh of iet. incliulinB plag. 35'-

a Sutton Pockliiiiiton & Co., Ill Cierl;
^

V iveU Iload. E.C.I. Wiilefor Leafiet.

We have 25 ONLY £30-0-0 TOURING SIDEW
to the following specification

:

Body luxuriously upholtei'ed in Pceamoid in latest st

mounted on en.-loied wheel. chaB6i3 with detachable w
and with drawaWe axle, dpep lalanced tuard. anl be

Clincher tyre.

These we wi I seU until cleared at £18 18s. eaeli

Some fitted 28x3 wheel and ti re O/- extra.

Fittings to suit any make of violor cycle.

SANDHAM ENGINEERNG CO.. LJ
'phon«: Museum .3-127. 336, Gray's Inn Rd., WJ

b6o An letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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JUNTING'S EXCHANGE,
Wealdstone, Middlesex.

otfe Harrow 193.

ENTRUST YOUR 'BUS TO US.

ir FULL VALUE ALLOWED "IK

(hder new one at the Show. Our
' Agencies include;

;nbeam triumph enfield
irtinsyoe ariel b.s.a.

Ternii 11 required.

^ht Cars:—Rover (8 Ji.p.), Morgan, etc.

Distance no object.

iS.R.Variable Jet Adapter
j\ Iiay3Trialtlie3Ialchle5-;w m the Team Prize, 2 Gold

iviii -3 riilver Medals. AIsjtheF N. Machines won S Gold
III >th ganed bonus marks for petro consumption. Alt

iVL were fitted with W.s E, Variable Jet Adapters.
variable, and can be varied while ruaninc.

You cannot help but
Save Petrol thisiaray.

A.M.A.C.
B. & B.
Senspray
Triumph .

Postage and Packing, 6d.

If fitted with Rowden Control
11/6 -xtra, Wli;n ordering
state length oF jet. inclnding
plug and year of carburetter.

0/ all well-linown Agents, or direct fro7>i

WiCV RPr^Q MOTOR FITTINGS
.fULsEi l>I\\JD,t MANUFACTURERS
JStre-t . - - - BT*?M*Nr,HA.M

8/6
10/6

D MORE AIR LEAKS.
PETALASTENE

iProv (Pat.)

^ Induction Pipe and Cylinder Joints.
TUBES 1/- Post Freel.

I'rom all Aeeuts. or

ftETALASTENE CO.,
POUlTON-LE-FYLDE I ANCS.

I SELL NlUt LEATHER
in all colours, at 1/3 sq. It

LADIES SAVE MONEY:
Make your owrn Gloves,
Hats, Dorothy Bags Table

Centres etc,

uf CATT, Leather Merchant, NORTHAMPTON.
1
l'

PRANK B. ROPER,
1M68, London Rd., Sheffield.

iofi Agent in this district lor

I. Scott, Wilkin, Indian, Bat-Jap,
).< iry, Motor Cycles also Lagonda Light Cars
S next week's issue ior actual list

,
ot Roper models

hJ!: 2802. Wires : Roper 2802 Sheffield.

MLLIAMSON REPAIRS
md SPARE PARTS.
. MOSS. 26, Moor Street,

COVENTRY
Works Manager for the Lata

JILUIAMSON MOTOR CO., LTO

MISCELLANEOUS.
SIDECAR Covers nnd Aprons.—Senrl old cover, paper

pattern, or sketoli. We send sample material and
price for new one per return.—Waterproof Co., Rutland
St., Nottingham.

,
[1555

BRITISH Warm, officer's, lined fur, 50/-; another,
lined wool, 30/-; trench coat, 30/-; smart new

Icnee boots, 25/-; part worn pair, 15/-.—68, Gloucester
Rd., Regent's Park. [7961

ALL-WEATHER Tool Rolls, I8x7in.. with 30ln.
strap: a real bargain; 3/- post free: money re-

1 urned if not satisfactory ; trade supplied.—Lewin,
Grange Rd., Kettering. [X23a0

ENDRICK Decompressor for Easy Starting.—Fits
valve cap or spare plug hole; 12/6 each. A few

No. 2 pattern {short socket) to clear 7/6 each, suit
motor cycles, cars, lorries, etc. -

ENDRICK.—-ysXVj hardened cogs, suit P. and M.,
etc., gears, 13T and 17T for engine, 15T for

countershaft; 4/6 each. Enquiries invited for

sprockets for engines, magnetos, etc._

ENDRICK.—Agents for Cbater-Lea lightweights and
combinations, and the Ner-a-Car, 66 gns.—26

Water Lane, Watford. 'Phone: 535. [0682

PRINTING.—Rillheada 5/6 1,000. Cards, memos,
duplic-ate books, . postcards,- handbills, enrelopes.

etc. Splendid value. Samples free.—H. and E. Jones,
2, Edgbaston St., Birmingham. [4386

MOPPITS (reg.).—Keep your bicycle or car new by
using our thoroughly cleansed and sterilised

mutton "cloths, absolutely the finest polishing and
cleaning 'cloth obtainable, in 7 lb. bundles, 8/6. Also

STOCKINETTE Cleaning Cloth, in rolls, double
width, the greatest value ever offered: No. 9150

50 vards, 16/- per roll; No. 9150, 25 yards, 8/6 per
roll": No. 9148, 50 yards. 1/91 per roll; No. 9148, 25
yards, 6/- per roll; carriage paid, cash or cheque with
order.—Arthur C. Dawson and Co., 75, Long Lane, W,
Bmithfield, E.C.I. 'Phone: City 5645. [3505

TTPE\rRITERS.-01iver6. £7 : Royals, £7 ; Under-
woods, £11; Monarchs, £6; Yost, Remington,

Smith, Premiers. £4 each. Printing, all kinds, lo\\e!.t

prices.—Enterprise Press. Hounslow. 'Phone; 394
[5260

BORING and Milling Macliine (small), cheap, with
countershaft; what oCers? Exchange considered

Bench grinder, treadle, twist drill attachment, buffing
and polishing- outfit, complete; 45/-.—Fowler, 51
Waterloo Rd., Bedford. [7890

LATHES, screw-cutting, 4V.in. £16. 5'/2in- £25, 6yoin
£27/10 and £35; dynam'o, new 25 v. 10 amp., £10,

generating set, £20; magnetos (new) £3, twin Douglas
£4, 4-cyl. £8. not W.D. scrap; Ford sets. 32/6.—Ashton.
Horbury Bridge, Wakefield. [3484

OAA Government Waterproof Fur-lined Coats, fuil^"" length, ideal for winter driving, 16/- each; new
Government pegamoid jackets, 8/-; trousers, 7/-; Sou'-
Westers, 2/-; suit complete. 16/-; carriage paid; cash.
—Weltons, Fratton Rd., Portsmouth. [8185

-Complete set of lines
including mudguards,

panelled, single and double lines; one colour 1/6, two
colours 2/-; many \arieties. Motor lines, head trnns-
fer.3, B.D.C. quality, made only by B.D.Co. ; Ji^^t 2d.
stamp.—Axon, Station Buildings, Altrincham. [X2301

£1/10 Micrometf^r for 3/6 each, reading 1-1,000th of
an inch, 0—lin. and 1—2in., small quantity, S.

Starrett's, partly finished, consisting of drop forge
steel frame, finished, bored, engraved, and figured
barrel, hardened and ground anvil, rough bored
thimble, rough machined and hardened steel screw,
postage 6d.—EricEon, 61, Eiith Rd., Belvedere, S.E.

[7894
ARMY and Navy Surplus Goods. Approval terms.

New uaval overalls, 6/11; army boots, 15/11;
black and brown field boots, 25/-; naval oilskin suits,

10/6; new Sou'-Westers, 1/-; ground waterproof cnpes,

4/11; new gents' and ladie^;' lightweight oilskins, a bar-
gain, 12/H; army shirts, 12/- pair; post extra. Send
for free list.—M.C., Lethbridge's, 75, George St., Devon-
port, Devon, [7923

TRANSFER Lining.—Complete set for pedal bicycles
in gold, red, green, 1/6, or double colours 2/-; also

for motor cycle tanks, pidecars, etc., in various widths
and colourings; Registration letters, numbers, new hack-
ney carriage lettering in white; prices on application;
stamp.—The British Transfer Printing Co., Ltd. (pro-

prietors Ilifle and Sons Ltd.), Quinton Works, Coventry.
London: 20, Tudor St., E.C.4. Manchester; 199, Deans-
gate. [0114

SAVE Money.—Just at the time when everybody i:-

anxious to economise, your postage bill has doubled
itself. Allow King's to help you to keep down your
postage expenses by drawing on their stock of en-
velopes, size 5fixZV&, at 3/11 per 1,000 (Reference No.
1001). Samples can, be had free of charge and post
free, and all orders can be despatched per return.

—

Write at once to J. C, King, Ltd.. 42-60. Goswell Rd.,
London. E.C.I. [2484

TIME Sheets for immediate use, supplied from stock,
1/- per 100; 8/6 for 1,000. Copyright forms

ruled and printed for daily, weekly, and foremen's
time sheets; also workmen's time sheets and pay
sheets, showing where employed on outdoor work,
travelling, and other expenses, variations of work
forms; material sheets, contractor's record of carting
Specimens free of all charge and post free.—J. C. King,
Ltd., 42, Goswell Rd., London. E.G. [2483

ThePENNANT
Patent

Adjustable AlI-S'eeT Spanners
Specialli' desifined wiihnstemofitaiKlnni
fimensions. Wi,,tli of head allows ea^y
access to " out of the way ' nuts. Handle
has no open side, and no spring washer
under imt.

Aciiura'ely JIachin:;! nnd Hardened
Thiouehont. Stron.'er. lighter, and better
finished tlian any other mak?.

nie "TWEENY ' fits waistcoatrocketbut
capacity is equaPo the usiial 4in. size.
All ' Pennan Utilities " are Rua-anteed
reliable, d local A eiits, or post free froai
The Pennant Mfg. Co.. Lt-*.,
Central WorksWatery Laiio,Birmin^.;hani.

CYCLE and Motor Transfers,
for pedal cycle frame.

They are known by the r
CENTRAL FIXING.

(PATENT)

SUPER DISCS
incorporate Quality. EfBcieucr. and

Elenance Write—

CORNERCROFT, LTD COVENTRY

Genuine, leather,
Q

full Ien'.;th

£3-10-0

Goatskin, lined,

30 -

APPROVAL AGAINST CASH
STATE CHEST AND HEIGHT.

SOUTHSEA

R.A.F. Coats

A.S-C.Coats

DLhALH, Marmion Road,

MUD SHIELDS
2o/- set, reduced to

16/- post paid.

REG. SAMSON,
Ladywood Road, BIRIVIINGHAM.

Send jor list.

A SPEED NYMPH MASCOT IS

THE FINISHING TOUCH TO
YOUR MOTOR CYCLE.

21/- each
VrMW-e anil PrtCl(i:i^ G t.

Size 2jin. Solid Bronze, Silver
Plated, with clip for Motor Cycles
or with plate for Sidecars.

inlnacor- and Soie i-rodncer^: Thf
North LondonCarryinfi To., Ltd.
Carlton House, Lovrer Regent St
London, S.W.I. Tel. : Gerrard r.jRf,

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b6i
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BARGAINS
TYRES.

WOOD MILNE—26 X2i, 19/6; 26x2^,21/-;
26x3 or 650x65, 30/-.

CLINCHER DE LUXE—26x25 to fit 26x2:}
rims, 26/-. - GOODYEAR, 650X 65, 30/.

W.D. DUNLdP MAGNUM, AVON, PALMER
RIBBED, 26x2]-, 30/- each.

Postage 1/6 extra on above.

INNER TUBES, Tested & Guaranteed.
SAVOY, Fine Value, 26x2^,2 J, 28x3, 5/6.

Postage gd. extra.

THE SAVOY GAS
HEAD LAMP.

Special Line in rear

Sh»pe 3/9.

Smart, Weli-made
Strong. Solid

Brass,

n Black and Nickel finish. 27/6

E.\tra Large for s'decar use, 35 /-

Postage I /6 extra.

GAS LAMPS, Anrminium Torpedu
Postage 6d.

GENERATORS, Special Line. 8/6; Large Size, 12/-.

Postage 9d.

MIRRORS, Handle-bar Fixing, 7/6, 10/6. Postage gd,

HORNS, Fine Value. Straight or twisted pattern, 9/6,

12/6. Postage gd.

BELTS. Jin. 9 /6, Jin. or lin. 10 /9, 8ft. 6in. lengths 12 /9.

Postage gd.

SADDLES. All Leather, well made. Strong, comfortable,

reliable 25/-. Postage 2/-

TAN-SAD SADDLES with all ?ccessories. Back and foot

rests or with stirrups 38 /- complete.

Carriage 2 /6 extra.

TOOL BAG, SAVOY, all Leather 7/6. Postage 6d.

TOOL KITS, complete with tools. 17/6. Postage 1/6.

HANDLE GRIPS, 2/2. Postage 4d.

BELT FASTENERS, all sizes, 1 /-. Postage ad.

PUMP, with Folding Foot. The Savoy. Very powerful,

9 /6. Postage i /6.

SPANNERS, extra good strong hne, 3/6. Postage 63.

PLUGS. OUTFITS, OILS, CARBIDE.

Everything for the Motorist.

Any Make of Motor Cycle Supplied.

• THE SAVOY ELECTRIC PORTABLE WALL LAMP.
Suitable for use in Motor Cycle House. Can be

carried or hung on wall. Very neat, strong, well

made with reflector. Takes the ordinary pocket

battery. Black. 4/6. Extra Batteries, 9d.

Postage gd.

ELECTRIC POCKET LAMPS from 2/6. ROUND
TORCHES from 4/6. HAND LAMP in polished wood
case, 9/6 and 14/6. Postage 1/6.

Always a Large Assortment of Electrical Goods.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CYCLE LIST

MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES.
Complete with Folding Doors

and Window.

7' X 5' • •
9x6 .

.

10' X 7' .

.

MOTOR CAR HOUSES From £13 - 5 - 0.

Carriage Paid England and Wales.

Send for Illustrated Wood Building Catalogue
Post Free.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MOTOR Suits, reduced half the usual price, double-

breasted jackets, scatless trousers, superior
quality, 42/-, also sold separately. Government surplus,
all new; suits all in one, lace at back, with helmet,
25/-; oilskin jackets, full lined, 16/-; trousers, lined,
11/6; rubber trousers, 14/6; long rubber Poncho
capes, 18/-- cap covers, 1/-; all carriage paid and
approval. We are unequalled for value.—Hawthorn,
Ltd., Dept. M., Shrewsbury. Established 34 years.

[0110a
GREAT Sale ol Government Goods.—5,000 officers:

trench coats, fawn, rubber shell lined, guaran-
teed waterproof, 55/-, send chest and height; 1,000
pairs rubber boots, waders, 1776; 2,000 pairs officers'
field boots, lace to knee black and tan, solid leather.
35/-; 5,000 pairs South African field boots, solid
leather, double soles, screwed and stitched aloft to
heel, toe cap, in black and tan, 21/-; 5,000 pairs
army boots, solid leather, toe capped, 15/6; 5 000
pairs famous Stormide boots, solid leather, suitable
for farmers; replaced free it not waterproof, toe cap
and plain, 24/6; 5,000 Government pure flannel shirts,
7/6. All gocds post paid. Approval cash with order,
refunded if not approved, send for price list free.

—

-Vrmy and Navy Stores, Wensum St.. Norwich. r4258

80

AUCTION SALES.

SALE TUESDAY NEXT, NOVEMBER ;

atj 11.0 a.m.
THE BIRMINGHAM MOTOR JUM

MOTOR VEHICLES,
(including Motor Cycles, Combinationa, Cars, and L

also Accessories (Without Reserve}.

SALES EVERT TUESDAY.
Entry Forms aud Catalogues from the Aiicti(

(^AMPBELL pARKER g. Q(
501/2, MOOR STREET.

'I'hone: 1724 Cent. - 'Grams; "Mobile, Birmfig
;

Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclist:

Urtnifui ol useful mtormaiion. 1

Price 2/- By post 2/3
|

Home or abroaij.

aiFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudbr St., E.C

PROGRESSIVE ADVERTISING!

F.R.S.

500

SETS

A 55/-

LAMPSS
"1922"

MODEL

for 39/.
We have set aside 500, " 1922 " Streamline Lamp Sets and 500 Straight Horns t(

be sold, as an advel'tisement, at a big reduction in price. Your local garage wil

supply you—or, if desired, you can order direct, enclosing 1/6 extra for packing anci

postage. Take advantage of this offer NOW, and economise while you can. AI '

orders will be executed in strict rotation. Export orders executed at same prices

5"

6"
STREAMLINE Set 55/- less 13/- - 42/-

„ 84/. „ 25/. = 59/-
The F.R.S. Streamline is the set being chosen by all the best makers of motor cycles for equipping tbei

machines complete. Its special features include: Patent door catch, which prevents door workin
,oose, oatent side sockets, and all straight arms. EVERYTHING made of BRASS.

9/- '

„ 22/6 „ 5/. -17/6
The F.R.S. new Straight Horn is quite origmal and superior—distinctive in tone and hnisn

TRADE NOTE : A p.c. trom garages interested will ensure a call Ccom our district representative.

12" STRAIGHT Horn 13/« less 4/6
i4r

F.R.S. LAMPS,
"Beam Works,"

Vere Street,

Birmingham. 679275

London Depot : ?, Graj
St. (OfE Shaftesbui
Avenufe).

Glasgow Agent: H. I

Woodsfde, 65, tVe:

Regent St.. Glasgow

THE MANUFACTURERS MAKE THEM GOOD
SMOKERS MAKE THEM POPULAR

T. BATH & CO., LTD.,
(THE OAVOY STORES),

SAVOY STREET, LONDON, W.0.2.
Call and inspect our New Showrooms.

B62 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the isstlfcii
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SIDECAR MUDGUARDS.

Spindle Fitting 12/6

CYLINDERS.
sjh.p. J.A.P £5 19 S

4, 6, and 8 h.p. J.A.P. £6 10

3 h.p. Enfield Front .

.

£2 19 3

3 h.D. Enfield Rear .

.

£2 18 6

yl^^^^^^BB^ Sunbeam £5 DO

'^*TS^^^^ Rudge £4 10
Rover £5 7 6

B.S.A £4
Premier £6

Triumph Pattern, any year £4 15 G

2i h.p. Douglas .. £2 10 4 h.p. Douglas £3
2j b.p. Pougla? Second-hand Ex.-W.D. £0 12

Douglas Pulleys, 7/6

Large, 3 /-

SmaU, 2/-

Special Bargains.

nner Tubas, all sizes, 4 /6

Ti iumph Fork Stems, 10 /-

Leather and Canvas Knee
Grips, 3/-.

Waterproof Tweed lined
Overall Suits, 45/-.

Handle-bars, lin. top,
lin. stem, 10/-

Triumph Connecting Rods.
1915 — 1920, 10/-

CRASH
HELMETS.
Approved by the

A.C.U.

As used in the T.l.
Races, I.O.M.

3T/e Postage 1/6

We have also a lew

shop-soiled American
Helmets at 12/6 tc

clear.

25/6

MUDGUARDS.
New wile pattern, as iilustrated, suitable lor

Triumph and U.S.A., 25 /6- Triumph pattern,
complete with stays, 15/-, Douglas T.T..
10/6; Touring. 25/-. Carri:igc and pack-
ing, i/G.

DOUGLAS SPARES.
Ex Government Stock. All qruaranteed.

Driving Chains, 8/-; Front Brakes, 12/6;
Pulleys, 7/6; Sprockets, 4/6; Ch^in Wheels.
7/6; Valve Guides, 1/6; Valves, 3/-; Amac
Caps, 2/-; Rocker .\rms, 4/9; Petrol Pipes
with union nuts, 1/6; Hubs, 18/6; Piston
Rings, 1/-; Front Forks only, 30/-; Fork
Linla, 1/-; Magneto Studs, 2d.; Frames,
£5 lOs.; Front Stands, 3/6 Undershields,7/6.

Complete illustrated List, post free, 3d.

EXHAUST PIPES.
Straight through, direct from engine, no
back pressure. Heavy nickel-plated Douglas
2I h.p., 21/- pair. Triumph, Rudge, Rover,
Sunbeam, complete with removable fish tails,

21 /- ; Copper. 27/6. All in stock. No wait-
ing. Illustrations post free-

SPARES SERVICE.
Have You Tried Us?

Douglas, Triunph, J.A.P,, Norton, Levis,

B.S.A., Enfield, Villiers, Rudge, and Sturmey-
Archer An n^rfc i" ^^nrU "omplete
illustrated lists of any make, post free.

TOOL KITS.
Large Standard Kits, as illustrated. Usual price, 35/-.

Special clearance price, 18/6. Smaller Kits, 9/6
Postage IS.

PISTONS.
Pattern 2V h.p. Premier, 25 >

;

3.V h.p. Premier,30/-; J.A.P.. 4.

6, and 8 h.p., 30/-; 25 h.p., 25/-.
Triumph, any year, 24/6.
Douglas, 2j h.p.. 14/6; 4 h.p.,

18/6: 3^ hp- 20/-. B.S.A.,21/-.
New Hudson Sunbeam Harley-
Davidson, Indian. Singer, 2.V h.p.
and 3i h.p. 25/-. Rudge, 29/9.
.Ml complete with Rings and
Gudgeon Pin. Piston Rings, al!

makes. 1 /5 each.

VALVES.

y

Rover, A.J.S., B.S.A., Enfield, alf types.

J.A.P. all types. Sunbeam, Humber, New
Hudson, Premier. James, Williamson, Ariel,

Harley- Davidson. Indian, Rudge, Black
burne, Norton, 5/- each. Douglas. 2^ h.p.

3/9:4 h-P-, 6/6.

UNDERSHIELDS.
Suitable for 2J h.p. and 4 h.p. Douglas, 7/o

LEATHER
HELMETS.

fan and Brown, fleece lined,

10/-

R-A.F pattern, fur lined, As
illustrated, 18/6. Lon,^,

R.A.P Winter Pattern, 27/6

ALUMINIUM SIDECAR
LAMP.

Gas, as illustrated. White
light, front; red light, rear

• B/.

BLACK NUMBER-PLATE,
fitting white for number-

plate ; red rear, 4 /-

LARGE
SIDECAR LAMP.
7/6. Postage 6d.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B63
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^rVhIJes for Clearance.

The ONLY
REAL

BARGAIfv

IN LAMP SETS ON THE MARKET 38/- ^°/6

Clearunce list contains electric horns 30/-,
Sidecar electric outfits complete SO/-,
Acetylene ditto SO/-, ^ echanical horns
all brass 25 /-. Car ajcess. of aU TYPES.

7 supe. quality Eiectric Head
lamp, complete wilh bulb and
handle-bar brackets. 34/-
5S' 26/- Postage, 1/5
50 of each to

clear.

' Lamp

FORDS 61, MOOR STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone Central 4079.

MOTOR I

CYCLE SUIT]
(Fig. 1) Double texture I

waterproof material,

seams cemented and
|

taped, wind cuffs, I

gusset in overalls and

patent clasp fasteners.
|

SUIT COMPLETE I

35/- I

S rig- !•

WATERPROOF
5 TRENCH COAT
S (Fig. 2) Rubber-lined,

perfectly waterproof,

B Price 25/-
g // you cannot call, send
g money wilh byeast measure-
g mcnt and height.

CARRIAGE PAID.

j
: Our Guarantee : Actual Manufacturers;

i i
!"o.n?y ..Ref'ii.dcd

! Martin Waterproof i

in full if not thor-

; oughly satisfied. Company,
208, Oldham Road,
New Cross. Manchester

IHOTOR
and

November 17TH, 1921 . ,

Dry
Battery

Ki-if LIGHlIlNG OUTF1T5

British

\ made

RECOMMENDED FOR HOME AND EXPORT.
" Volfix" Dry Ba'terv LightiDg Sets arnthe ideal no-troable outfit,

other battery omfit will fiive results equal to the " Voles."
Ill satialaccory service for over 10 years with a constantly iocreasina
demand duo to tlieir reUahiiity. convenience, and economy in use.

These sets give from 9 to 12 months' service, tn or-
dinary intermittent use, vpithout renewal batteries.

SpecificatJon—6 volt " Volex " Dry Batteries in metal container,

Switchboard Superbfi Head Lamp (siin. front), Side and Tail

Lamps, Cord and Burbs. ^$2 A ft
No. Mc /490. as illustrated. Price . .

*'«-~0~A/
Also supplied with " Superba de Luxe" Head ^Q Q^A
Lamp, 7iQ. front. No. Mc/450. Price . .

^rf^—^"W
Heady for Immediate Use.

"Volex" Motorcycle Solo Lighting Sets.

THE '•RAY- O'NITE" SELF-
CONTAINED MOTOR CYCLE ELECTRIC
HEAD LAMP. BRITISH MAKE.

A Great "VOLEX" Acnievemem.

"Snpepba'* Head and Rear Sst.
51" front Head Lamp, MlOlO .. .. £4 12

^
Head Lamp set only, MlO/7 .. ..

*,' £4 2
' Superba de Luxe" dead and Reap Set.

7" front Head Lamp. MIOU ,. ..£5 7
_^

Head Lamp set only. MlO/8 .. ," £4 17
'GupeFba" Head tiamp, 5A" front.

^ Complete with Holder a'd Adaptor ,. £2
'Supeiba de Luxe" Head Lamp, 7" front.

Complete with Holder and Adaptor .. £2 12

ELECTRIC
REAR LIGHTS.

Rear l!ght only

Recummended for Home and Exi;ort.

No accumulator, oil, or acid required ; a brilliant lifrht

obtained at will. A saccessfulself-cootainod motor cycle

lamp such as the " liay-o'nite' is only rendered possible

by the remarliable efficiency of ihe "Volex" Dry Battery,

wliich is in a cla.ss apart from all other primary batteries.

Comprisinc " Superha ' Head Lamp (5jin. front),

combined with a strong metal container hoUUuR the
' R 'y-o nite " Dry Battery, complete with bnlb.

Keady for immediate use.
No M9/1 .. £3 10

Ditto, with " Superba df) Luxe" Head Lamp (Tin. front)

£4 4
^pare " Eay-o'nite" Dry Batteries 10/6

Can be fitted in a tew seconds.

ACETYLENE TO ELECTRIC
CONVERSION SET.

The Adaptor screws
into tliQ Acetylene
Burner and the wir-

ing can \)3 carried

out iu a few sec-

onds, Comi lete

(jutllt as Illustrated

with 4 Volt
'Voles" Aero I'ry

Battery in Leather
Saicliel with Con-
ducting Cord and
Binb. Price 31/-
V- Price 37/-

GEM 5/6

JEWEL 15/-

"THE GEM *

Firt-ed with Bulb and
C_nductinH Cord.
GEM 7/6

JEWEL 17/-
Comnlete with .

" Vnlex "

Bait'ry lUted in s^ronj,' Sati

Container
Gem 25/-
JEW£L 30/-

GivcB a loiul. clear.

sonorous warLini;^

note. Coraplete
with Switch
Attachment and
Conducting Cord.

AU Black finish.

Price 30/-

De Luxe Model
Heavily Nickelle

Price 40/-

Typo Volt

Giant 4

Aero 4

6
Emperal 4

Size.

61X3X3
6iX3jx3
6JX5X2i
6ix6x2^
6ix7Sx3l
6^x5x5

FuU particulars on reguest

Prie-!

10 6
IS
15
21
25
30

TORPEDO SIDECAR LArnP

13/3

BALL
ditto.

11/-

All Complete
with Lamp
Holder and
Adaptor

Sectional List M202.V on request.

Enclose Bnaineas Card or Memo, for

Trade Term3.

Metai Filameni
Bulbs.

Min . Screw Typo
(15 mm ) 2 & 4

volta, 1/- 6, 8&
12 volts. I/IO
S.E.C. Tyite,2 4, f
6, S, & 12 v.ltg, /_---

1/8 f^g
When ordering j-j

state whether for I't
Accumulator or ^ ^-

D ry Battery
Servi."e.

B64 In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.
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The Eve of the Show.

ONCE more we have arrived at the eve of

the .Show—the third since the war, and one
which promises to be quite as interesting

as any of its predecessors. To the student

of design it may not contain so much
material for debate, but it will reveal tendencies

which are all to the good both from the buyers'

and from the manufacturers' point of view.

Following clos^y the very successful automobile
show, the motor cycle exhibition at Olympia is

expected to excel all other similar shows in respect

of the number of visitors who will daily throng
to Kensington to examine the latest productions
of the British, American, and Continental motor
cycle industries.

Interest in motor cycles was never greater. It

only requires an improvement in trade generally

to increase the purchasing power Of the middle
classes, and the motor cycle movement will grow
more rapidly than ever before. In other words,
the recent depression in trade has been due to

economic reasons only, and has no parallel in the

histo-ry of industiy.
^

In the early days of the motor cycle movement
supply exceeded demand, because the number of

persons interested in this type of vehicle was very

limited. The reason further was that the motor
cycle was a new~ method of transportation adjnitfed
to be in the experimental stage. To-day the

motor cycle is as reliable as any other form of

machinery, and the veriest novice, after learning the

simple controls, may undertake a thousand miles

journey with confidence. At one time it was
necessary to be more or less a mechanic to obtain
satisfactory results ; to-day little more than the

knowledge- of driving is necessary. What is more,
the general public now appreciate this. One no
longer hears questions regarding reliability or other-

wise of motor cycles ; reliability is taken for

granted, just as it is accepted by all in con-
nection with cars. Thus, by trial and research,

manufacturers have removed the most adverse
influence to sales which obtained in the past.

Motoring for AH.
Mo.st of the old points criticised a few years

back have been eliminated. Mudguarding is much
improved ; both motor cycles and sidecars are
comfortable. The chances of tyre trouble have
been minimised by the general adoption of larger
tyres. Increased knowledge in metallurgy has
brought about refinements in design which a few
years ago were impossible;- it has also rendered
possible the wonderful increase in engine efficiency,
so apparent to all who have had opportunity to
compart recent machines with those of only a few
years ago.

Love of the open country is as great as it has ever
been-—the extraordinary popularity of the motor
char-a-banc confirms this—and the motor cycle
provides the most economical form of transporta-
tion for one person or a whole family, whether
for pleasure or for business pui-poses.

Roads are returning to their pre-war standard
and, so far_ as motor cycles are concerned, the
value of the pound sterling shows a decided and
welcome tendency in the same direction. In this
connection, we are constrained to remind our
readers that the 1922 prices of motor cycles com-
pared with those prevailing in 1914 are remark-
ably low when the value . of the pound is con-
sidered in connection with the purchase of any
other commodity. There are very few articles

which can be purchased below 100% increase on
'the pre-war price, yet 1922 motor cycles are, in

many cases, quoted at figures considerably below
the 100% increase standard. Only those who
purchased motor cycles before the war can fully

appreciate this. Prices, too, promise to be more
stable, and there should not be any hesitancy on
the part of would-be buyers to defer purchases
from fear of high depreciation.

Everything considered, there is much to indicate
that T922 will be a far more successful year than
at one time appeared Ukely.

"T"-^-?- .^ / /././ / / /- ^ .̂.. ./:../.. / y .^ / / / ./ J \..\ \.\...\.:.s..\.\ \ \ \ ^ \ ..\..\. \ \..A .A. i. \ ..
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Terminology.

THE secretary of the Croydon Foreign Language
Club admits sliortconiings in our mother tongue.

He quotes a common advertisement on Frencli

lioardings

:

" Pneus Hidcliiuson, four Anto, Moto, et Velo."

This quite gets over tlie " pushbike " difficulty,

doesn't it? But I must candidly warn my linguistic

friend that willing as I am for my mount to be re-

christened a " moto,'' I am quite sure he will never

persuade the memljers of the North Road C.C. to

allude to their -dinky little speed-irons as "velos."
They are more likely to accept

with glee such things as rear lamps

and taxation ! Time heals all

wounds, and if my grandson fol-

lows in grandpa's footsteps, and

perpetrates this column in a.d.

1975, he will probably be able to

use the word "pushbike" with-

out causing tanned gentlemen with

exaggerated calves and large clubs

to call at the office and ask if

he is in.

The Tea-planter's Sidecar.

n
SUPPOSE a certain percentage

of our readers are tea-planters

in embryo, and for their s-akes

I pass on a tip just tO' hand. Don't
take out a car to a plantation in

—

well, anywhere ending in " -addy
"

or"-ugger," without first seeking

local information. My corre-

.spondent informs me that his rain

Ijook records i.85in., 4.45in., amJ
Liyin., for the last three days,

and that his neighbourhood is

simply studded with bogged cars,

like the almonds on a sponge
cake (pre-war model). He recommends a sidecar,

liecause, when the worst comes to the Avorst,

you can dissect a combination into its two main
components, whereas a' Rolls-Royce is by way of being
an indivisible entity. In his part of the world the
undershields of cars get so silted up with samples of

road that there is no room' left for the flywheel to
revolve.

The Tink-a-Ponks.

nMUCH appreciate our correspondent's new name
for the baby 'buses. We shall have to revise our
opinion of the little 'uns. In the old days nobody

could pos.sibly regard them as a man's machine; they

were potterbuses, pure and simple. To-day, two

varieties are quite assuredly good touring machines

for moderately hard riders. One is the three-speeded:

baby two-stroke. I specify three speeds because no

ordinary two-stroke possesses quite as good a range

of engine revolutions as a decent four-stroke, and

'

want of engine flexibility must be atoned for by plenty

of gears. My own 2j^ h.p. Cedos is a two-speeder,

capable of about 45 m.p.h. on top, slowed on second

gear by the need of a ratio which enables it to climb

most things. Plus a rather higher top, a middle

appreciably higher than its present bottom, and a

lower bottom, it would keep up a

higher average, and become a posi-

tive dreadnought. The other

sound touring model is a three-

speeder four-stroke, fitted with

some such engine as the 8,000

r.p.m. J.A.Ii. Of cbur.se, some of

these babies are" not sufficiently

brilliant in design to ' be really

comfortable—that is where the

buyer must employ discrimination,

for others hold the road like glue,

and are not a bit dithe'ry.

At any rate, engine and gear

box design in the 250-350 c.c.

class may be O.K.'d as being on

sound go-anywhei-e lines, and

some of the new frame layouts

that are being readied for Olympia
.are miles ahead of 1920 designs.

The methods whereby the engine

and the gear box may be fitted

en bloc take my eye mightily.

A miniature reproduction of the coloured

cover of our next week's issue, which will

contain a full report of the Olympia Show. I

Are Journalists Handsome?
AM deeply pained. I have had

a most impertinent letter fro?n

a reader who has apparently

succeeded in penetrating my pseudonymity. He says

he knows several other motoring scribes who, of

recent years, have imitated my gay, irresponsible

causerie, and they are—if possible—uglier than I am..

He wants to- know if there is any , intrinsic connection

between ugliness and contributing tO' the technical press.

Perhaps. A certain witty nobleman was once being,

chaffed about his somewhat uncouth personal appear-

ance. "Ugly?" he thundered. "Of course I'm

ugly. All intelligent men are ugly. Look at the

bench of bishops." (Then saito voce): " Aren't they 1

handsome ? " This letter reminds me that editors

usually ask for portraits before granting interviews' to

aspirants to an editorial post.

lidkjl
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Occasional Comments—

The Poof Man's Motor Coach.
"*

' OST impressive is the modern 5-8 h.p. family

sidecar outfit—one of the commonest objects

of the roadside, and may be termed Mr.
Quiverful's joy. Mr. Quiverful is on the saddle, of

course. Mrs. Quiverful occupies the central tier of

the sidecar ^seats. In front of her (I never pried into

their means of support) are the twins. Astern, in a

kind of stern pocket corresponding to the dickey of

a car, is little Tommy, not infrequently wedged in by
Matilda ; neither she nor Tommy can see anything which
is not broadside on to them, for Mrs. Quiverful's

material back makes an effectual windscreen. Mrs.
Quiverful's sister occupies the carrier. It is because
private owners subject innocent chassis to such terrific

overloads that clubs have to include bad dreams like the

Inverfarigaig hairpins in their competition routes. It

is because of Mr. Quiverful and his like that sporting

grass widowers like myself who want a sports solo

have to put up Avith machines that weigh 240 lb. like

the new o.h.v. Triumph. Ten years ago the Triumph
people would have turned that 'bus out at 160 lb.

Mr. Quiverful and his like have cured makers of that.

Bad cess to 'em.

Bone Lazy.

;Y intimate friends always say that I was born

tired. This is how they account for the fact

that I take a far livelier interest in cycle cars

than in sidecars. Perhaps it is so. There are days

when our roads assume the consistency of the

Passchendaele Ridge, and erupt a kind of gritty

porridge on to their surfaces. It is possible that a

cycle car brings home as much of this nauseous mire

as any sidecar. But the gleanings are visible on the

motor bicycle half of the outfit. It is more or

less submerged m them. It is a long and gnmy

W'^'^ ^S^sS^STSS'l?^

business to remove them. On the other hand, a cycle

car is enclosed in coachwork. The true function of

coachwork, dear reader, is not to contain passengers.

It is to conceal mud. I have the kind of mind which is

worried by visible mud, but recks nothing of invisible

mud. .So I frankly prefer the discreet and deceptive

cycle car, which conceals its mud just as families

secrete their skeletons in cupboards. I tell my friends

who make sidecars that I will buy a sidecar outfit

when ten minutes' business with a hose will render it

ostensibly clean.

Serioasly, though.

nT is easy enough to fling light persiflage at any type

of passenger motor q'cle, which after all is only

the personification in metal of the poet's phrase

My poverty, but not my will, consents.

Yet there is one soUd fact to be urged in favour of

sidecars, quite apart from all considerations of finance.

What vehicle furnishes such real passenger comfort in

all weather as a first-class sidecar, with suitable hood,

screen, and other appurtenances ? The Bedford cord

cushions of a 40 h.p. saloon ? Believe me, its springing

is seldom as perfect as that of the best sidecars, and it

fits you so loosely that you are jerked about by

centrifugal force even if no actual jars reach you. In

a good sidecar you float over the vilest pot-holes, and

when the outfit swings its snug sides pinch you, and

you swing in smooth harmony. Moreover, you do not -'

feel as if you ought not to be in it. Occasionally one

of my profiteer acquaintances (I do not know any lords)

transports' me in a _;£2,5oo saloon, and I feel rather

ashamed of sharing luxury when so many folk are

unemployed. But a sidecar is comfort at a modest
price, and Beery Bill, when he sighffe me, does not

regard me as grinding the faces of the poor. So
physically and morally and mentally the sidecar repre-

sents unalloyed comfort.

WITH THE AUTUMN GUNS.
Few of us live right on the top of a rabbit-haunted meadow, but many of us appreciate the thrill of a day's shooting.

The sidecar solves the transport problem for all—not forgetting the dog.

A31
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AN OPEN LETTER
TO THE TRADE.
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The Economic Position, Catering for the Molor Cyclist of To-day and To-morrow.

GENTLEMEN,—By the Editor's courtesy it is my
privilege to address you annuallv on the eve
of the Show upon matters which are near both

our hearts. This year 1 am inevitablv reminded of

a certain Oriental king, who slept badlv after rather
a damp evening. He dreamt. In his dream he saw
seven liearty-looking cows feeding in a meadow. After
a time seven skinny animals prowled into the meadow,
'' very ill-favoured and lean-fleshed ''

; but their

appetites were certainly, " O.K.." for they promptly
gobbled up the seven fat cows. The king in question,
like certain foreign princelings whom we wot of, was
not a remarkably bright boy ; so he sent for the
business man of his empire, who immediately fore-

told a boom, to be shortly followed bv a slump; and
made provision accordingly.

Now you, gentlemen of the trade, are not a. dreamy
lot of people j, in most of my dealings with you I

have found yon quite- remarkably wide awake. Still,

I believe you all dreamed this particular dream some
time in November, 1918, and possibly vou, too, saw-

seven fat cows, followed by seven ill-favoured beasts.

The trouble is that only one fat cow came along. It

was followed by one quite extraordinarily lean-fleshed

and ill-favoured beast, which has gobbled up the fat

cow, and is still as ill-favoured as it w-as at the begin-
ning. Moreover, no man knows how many more of

these lean-fleshed and ill-fa\oured beasts are coming
along—the croakers exjiect a regular procession of
them. So W'e are all rather sorry for oursehes. ~

We buyers and riders find time to be a little

sympathetic with you sellers and makers, l:)ut -we are
much more sorry for ourselves. Vtai, at anv ' rate,

had your one fat cow—in igiq vou could get any
price for your machines that vou liked to ask.

fioth Sides of the Labour Question.
If you are not tired of parables, I may be bijld

enough to indicate the best way of showing the lean
cows out of the meadow. In pre-war days I once
employed a bricklayer to put up a garage, and he
laid over 700 bricks in the day, by which he earned,
if I remember aright, about 7s. After the war some
of us converted an Army hut into a village club. The
job entailed the laying of 1,200 bricks, and the wage
bill for bricklaying alone amounted to over ;£20.
When a labourer will not labour, costs 'go up ; when
costs go up, export trade disappears in competition
with countries where labour does labour. Some people
pause and fulminate at this point of the enquiry,
others go on to ask why laboiu" will not labour.
A32

Some years ago I got a young married mechanic

a job in the cycle trade at Coventry. He was a

steady, hardworking young fellow, and had spent all

his savings in furnishing. In his first year at Coventry

he was never technically unemployed, but he only got

150 days' work, and he was only paid 150 days' wages.

Labour not unnaturally desires security. When labour

finds that there is not enough work tO' give every man
286 days' work in the year, it invents dodges for dis-

tributing the job and the wage as evenly as possible

;

and tiae remedy is often as bad as the disease. That
is the problem which we have to solve before whole-

hearted co-operation between employer and employee

can return. Let us hope it will return rapidly, an.d

restore oiir lost export trade.

Competitions Still Booming.
Leaving these dismal m.atters on one side, we ha-\e

had a great season in spite of the slump. A record

addition of ritlers to our ranks. Plenty of clean,

wholesome sport in our competitions. Lots of new
reputations made. Few old reputations smirched.

A^'e shall return to the- struggle in 1922 with renewed
ardour.—the T.T. in particular is going to be a Ijattle

in which no quarter is asked or given, and I don't

think anybody is really sorry that in all probabilitv

we shall revisit the Isle of Man again, even though
a race in Belgium might have stirred our lethargic

Parliament to picture a race sofnewhere in the centre

of England.

!l daresay you have noticed a most profound and
subtle change which is stealing over the motor cycle

world. ~ Before the war, motor cycling - was sport.

To-day it is transport. I don't say that the sporting

type of rider is extinct; it is still every boy's dream
that papa will- remember his birthday with something
which has short flat handle-Jjars- and an exhaust pipe

like a stove funnel. But just as the pedal cycle

began by being a society toy, and eventually econo-
mised -the rural postman's shoe leather, so the motor
cycle is now regarded, like the doormat, as an essential

and unromantic part of many people's existence. Gone
for ever are the days in which most riders treated the

machine as a collector treats a precious ohjet d'art.

It isn't the pivot round- which our lives revohe.
We don't gallop home from the office to clean it.

No ! Most of us ride it in a sober, businesslike

fashion, cuss it when necessary, and forget all about

-

it between whiles. Now there are essential differences

betu-een an idol and a doormat. Men don't object to

devoting much time and cash and thought to their -
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gods. But they expect a doormat to function auto-

matically and without attention.

It follows that the motor cycle of to-day and to-

morrow should be an entirely different proposition

from the motor cycle of yesterday. Terrific speed no

longer matters. Climbing should be sure rather than

breath-catching. A glittering appearance is quite un-

necessary. On the otlier hand, the machine should

weigh as little as may be. It should float over the vilest

surfaces. It should start at a nod of the owner's head.

It should cost a qjere trifle to maintain. It should

never require any cleaning. It should stand up by

itself on the least provocation. It should not compel

you to dress as if you were trying to break the

altitude record with an aeroplane. It should lend

itself to transporting the modest baggage which cyclist

travellers need, from a pound of tomatoes up _ to

eight stone of female beauty. It should be skidproof.

It should never, never, never develop fits of the sulks

on a wet night. Its oil should be out of sight and
out of mind. It should never confront its user with

the highly expert task of mending a tyre in the cold

dark on his way to keep a vital appointment. It

should not make noises like a machine gun.

It is a slow job to convince John Citizen in his

millions that you make the best utility machine on
earth. On the other hand, you can earn a colossal

J reputation in three months by winning the T.T. But
; if you specialise on the sports side of the industry,

:its far more important utility aspects are apt to get

:
obscured, both in your own mind and in your drawing
office. No man can serve two masters.

Towards Ne^v Ideals.

Besides all this, the utility aspect bristles with

.barbed wire. How to lighten the machine? How to
J; weatherproof it? How to spring it? How to make it

:

'

punctureproof ? How to cut down running costs?

None of these problems are easily solved. Still, behind
all the speed and stunt work most of you are busily

working towards the new ideals. Quite a . lot of
.standard 3^^ h.p. machines will dO' their 100 miles on
a gallon of petrol, and their 1,500 miles on a gallon
of oil. The new super saddles save our spines many
a jar. The 3in. tyres which are graduallv invading

- the smaller classes add to our comfort, and often run
a whole season without deflation. Crank cases are
,:;ruwing " cleaner." Automatic oiling is slowly gaining

. ground. Nickel plating is shrinking annually in area.
i Weight is coming off here and there, though not half
.•fast enough. The A.C.U. Six Days Trials were a

^ clean break with the riotous tests of the past, though
•;they largely failed to differentiate the best machines
from the not-so-goods. John Citizen is still seriously

scared when he chances to witness one of our motor
cycle competitions, but • he is, nevertheless, coming

t!Over to us in large numbers; and in another year we
'shall understand more clearly what this worthy
i
gentleman wants.

I
It is quite possible that the sidecarette is the real

pointer towards- the future of the industry. The extra-
ordinary achievement of F. C. North's O.K. outfit

(>35

shares with the 2 3,,; h.p. A.J.S. victories the chief

sensations of tlie year. Now John Citizen has limited

use for a solo> mount. He is as sociable as he is timid.

A sidecar will accommodate Mrs. Citizen and some
of the olive branches ; moreover, it will not fall over

on greaspc and it does not want holding up or prop-

ping when it is blocked in traffic or happens to be

dismounted. So John seldom remains content with

two wheels. If we get any poorer than we are now,

the single-cylinder sidecar outfit is going to be the

maximum most motor cyclists will consider, Then we
shall get down tO' the sidecarette, which would, at the

worst, transport two or three people cheaply over

easy roads. Given moderate prosperity, the 4 h.p.

proposition will be the best seller. For a year or

two something good and cheap to carry two people

is what is most wanted. That is why the pillion seat

survives so doggedly. It may not be too safe on the

novice's machine, it may never be cosy, but it gets

there, and the extra seat costs no more in taxation.

Expensive Electric Lighting.

It is very unfortunate that electric lighting should

have become really sound just when few of us can

afford ^30 extras, for electric lighting is almost a

necessity on a utility machine. Perhaps the dissolved

acetylene people will seize their chance. We all want

electric lighting, but only a limited number are going

to pay ^30 for it. Nothing so reconciles a man to

all-weather motor cycling as the knowledge that he

can rely on first-class lighting with the minimum of

trouble. A word of commendation is therefore due to

those who have evolved, or are attempting to evolve, a

simple combined lighting and ignition set suitable in

weight and cost for the very lightest machines.

Our current impoverishment leads to cheaper

machines. But there are many ways of cutting prices.

Designing for production is the road to fame and

riches. Reducing quality is the road to bankruptcy.

The utility mount must be reliable first, last, and

all the time.

Perhaps we ought all to give a thought to the

immense number of roadworthy motor cycles which

are now in owners' hands. There are over 370,000
machines licensed in this country. The vast majority

are still eminently rideable. Only a percentage of

their owners will buy new machines until general trade

revives. We have to break new ground to find big

1922 markets. The good sign, however, is that there

is no lack of interest in motor cycles, and the desire

to possess a new model is as keen as ever. Another

cheery note is that we have the strong pull of economy,

for no form of transport is so cheap and reliable as

a good motor cycle. Those who spend their Bank
holidays and their summer vacation "awheel know it too.

I fer^'ently hope, gentlemen, that before another

Show comes round we shall have got our house in

order, so that the unsurpassable quality of British

motor cycles will again reap its due reward on

the international markets, and so create increased

prosperity at home.
Yours very sympathetically,

B. H. Davies.

NEXT THURSDAY SHOW REPORT NUMBER.
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HOW TO REACH OLYMPIA.
Connections of the Underground System with the Main Lines shown by Map and Table.

COLDERS GREEN 4 IM-E.TRAM5 TO FINCHL£V[ M e.TRAMS TO
WOOD GREEN.
AlEWNDRA PAUCE,
NEW SOUTHGATE
ENFIELD, ALSO
TOTTENHAM. _

WALTHAM CROSS.

I TO HARROWA UXBRIDGEI

TO GUNNERSBURY.
KEW GARDENS.
RICHMOND.EAUNC.
HARROW. UXBHIOGE.
*KD HOUN5U3W. »KENNINOTON

(NEW ST)

FOR those who do not know their
way about London the following in-

. formation will be of service. The
map, in conjunction with the table,
shows how Olympia may be reached by
underground railway, or by motor omni-
bus, from the principal termini, as well
as the Tube routes from all parts of the
London area.

BAKER STREET (MetroDolitan Ry.). By
Metropolitan Railway to Addison Boad.

BROAD STREET (L. & N.W. Ry.) By
Central London Railway to Shepherd's Bu^h,
changing there to motor -'bus—Jfos. 49, 49a,
or 49b.

CANNON STREET! (S.E. « C. Ry.). By Dis-
trict Railway to Addison Read, changing at
Earl's Court.

CHARING CROSS (S.E. & C. Ry.), By Dis-
trict Railway to Addison Roed, changing at
Earl's Court.

EUSTON (L. & N.W. Ry.). By Hampstcad
line to Charing Cross, thence by District Rail-
way to Addison Road, cbanging at Earl's Court;
ot by L. and N.W. Railway to Addison Rotid,
olianging at Willesden.

FENCHURCH STREET (L.T. & S. & G.E.
Rys.). By District Railway from Mark Lane
(3 minutes' walk) to Addison Road changing
at Earl's Court.

KING'S CROSS (G.N. Ry.). Sy Piccadilly line
to Addison Road, changing to District Railway
flt Earl's Court.
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LIVERPOOL STREET (G.E. Ry.). By Central
London Railway to Shepherd's- Bush, changing
there to motor 'bus—No^ 49. 49a, or 49b.

LONDON BRIDGE (L.B. & S.C. & S.E.
& C, Rys.). By Di,-^trict Railway from Monu-
ment Station to Addison Road, changing at
Earl's Court.

MARYLEBONE (G.C. Ry.). By Metropolitan
Railway from Baker Street to Addison Road.

PADDINGTON (G.W. Ry.). By Metropolitan
Railway to Addison' Road.

ST. PANCRAS (M. Ry.). By Piccadilly line

to Adilison Road, changing at Earl's Court.

ST. PAUL'S (S.E. &-C. Ry.). By District
Railway from Blackfriars Station to Addison
Road, changing at Earl's Court.

VICTORIA (L.B. & S.C. & S.E. & C. Rys.).
By District Railway to Addison Read, changing
at Earl's Court.

WATERLOO (L. & S.W. Ry.). By Bakerloo
line to Cliariug Cross, thence by District Rail-
way to Addison Road, changing at Earl's Court.

'Bus Routes to Olympia.

For those who prefer to travel all the

way to Olympia by motor 'bus, the follow-

ing particulars of the services available

should be studied :

BAKER STREET (Metropolitan Ry.). 'Bus
service Nos. 27, 27a, or 27b.

BROAD STREET (L. & N.W. Ry.). No. 9.

CHARING CROSS (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. 9
or No. 33.

CANNON STREET (S.E. & C. Ry.), No. 1

to Piccadilly Circus, thence by No. 9 or No. 3;

EUSTON (L. & N.W. Ry.). No. 73.

FENCHURCH STREET (L.T. & S. & G.B
Rys.). No. 23 to Oxford Circus, tlience b

No. 73.

KINO'S CROSS (G.N. Hy.). No. 73.

LIVERPOOL STREET (G.E. Ry.). No. 9.

LONDON^ BRIDGE (L.B. & S.C. & S.E

& t. Rys.). No. 13 to Piccadilly Cireni

thence by No. 9 or No. 33.

MARYLEBONE (G.C. Ry ). Nos. 27, 27!

or 27b.

PADDINGTON (G.W. Ry.). Nos. 27, 27^

or 27b.

ST. PANCRAS (M. Ry.). No. 73.

ST. PAUL'S (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. 9 ftoi

Ludgate Corcu:-.

VICTORIA (L.B. & S.C, & S.E & C. Rys.:

_^ Nos. 16, 25, 25a, 25b. 38, 38b. to Hyde Pal'

Corner, then by No. 9, 33, or 73.

WATERLOO (L. & S.W. Ry.). Nos. la, 6, <

6© to Strand, thence by No. 9.

HOUNSLOW. No. 37 to RicJimond, thence. 1

. Nos. 33, 73, or 27.

LEWISHAM. Motor 'bus No. 49a runs '!

Shepherd's Bush via Holland Road, servili

also Catford, Forest Hill, Upper Sydcnion
Crystal Palace, Beulah Hill, Streathal

Common, Tooting Bee Boad, Trinity Boa
Northcote Road, Falcon Road. Battersea Bridge

Sydney Street, Gloucester Road, and Hij

Street Kensington.
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An Advance Review of 1922 Motor Cycles, Sidecars, and Runabouts to be Exhibited

at the Motor Cycle Show opening on Monday Next.

The following pages contain a stand-to-stand forecast of the exhibits, so arranged as to form a

guide to the Show. Also in this issue will be found plans showing the positions of exhibitors.

In addition to the forecast of 1922 models contained in this issue, "The Motor Cycle" for several

weeks past has -contained detail descriptions of new machines. The issues in which these appeared

were as follows :

Ariel Nov. 17
Bradbury Nov. 17
Beardmore-

Precision Nov. 10
Bown Nov. 3

Coulson Nov. 17
Coventry-Victor . Nov. lU
Douglas Oct. •27

F.N Nov. 17

Francis-Bamett . Nov. 3
Ha^Iewood Nov. 3

Humber Oct. 13
Harlev-Davidsoa

.

Nov. 17
Hawker Nov. 17
ludiaa Nov. 17
Ivy Oct. 27
James Oct. 20
Levis .

.' Oct. 2 7

Matchless Oct. 6

and Nov. 17
Mackechnie Nov. 10
Metro-Tyler Nov. 17
New Comet Oct. 27
New Imperial . . . Nov. 3

New Hudson Nov. 3

N.U.T Nov. 17
Omega Nov. 10

O.K Oct. 27
P. & M. Oct. 27
Quadrant Nov. 17
Rudge Nov. 17
Raleigh Sept. 22
Royal Ruby Nov. 10
Radco Nov. 10
Rex-Acme Oct. 13

Sirrah Oct 27
Sunbeam Nov. 10
Sparkbrook Oct. 27
Triumph Oct., 27
Venis Oct. 27
Velocette Nov. 3

Victoria Nov. 17
Wolf '. Oct. 27

Sic7id HAGG.
3. The Hagg has now fully passed

its experimental stage. The mechanism
is almost entirely enclosed by means of

f aluminium plates, which not only serve

i to endose the moving parts, but act as

Burman two-speed gear box. The engine

is started by hand by means of a long

lever attached to the usual kick-starter

spindle. The Hagg may be used not only

as a solo mount but as a tandem, the

passenger being carried on an aluminium
bucket seat sliding in grooves attached

to the valances of the pressed steel rear

mudguard. A low centre of gravity

should ensure absence of skidding.

Stand X.L.

"3. Among the lesser known, but none

the less deserving, makes, the X.L. will

mei'it careful study when on view at

Olympia. The frame is of unusual con-

struction, in that the bottom back stays

are e.xtended forward to meet the front

down tube lug, so making the construc-

tion a rigid one, .without depending upon
the engine crank case, which is held by
separate bearers. Pressed steel lugs are

employed throughout. The motive power

is the new pattern 4 h.p. J.A.P. engine,

85x95 mm. (550 c.c), and the gear box

is a Sturmey-Archer. A saddle of the

firm's own construction hinged at tho

l>eak, and made under Lycett's patents,

is used. Hinged front forks are fitted |

and both front and rear mudguards ar«}

most efficient.

The adjust-

. able rear seat

of the Hagg
tandem.

efficient -windshields Pressed sleel

enters largely into <>he construction and
fs employed in the tank, rear forks, and
rear mudguards, which enclose a very

large portion of the back wheel. The
frame, incorporating the engine cradle,

gear box carrier, and under shield, is

made of heavy tubing, while the rear

wheel is sprung by means of a single

leaf spring.

The engine is a 350 c.c. Precision two-
stroke, driving thi'ough a foot-operated .\ mount of graceful appearance—the X.L., noticeabfe, too, for its excellent mudguardmg.

B5
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atand P.V.

17. One of the earliest successful
spring frames, the P.V. design, remains
as neat as any on the mai-ket. Yet it

lias not been altered to any great extent
in recent years, which is testimony to

t:ie original excellence of the layout. The
system is simple. The short pivoting
forks' upon which the rear wheel is

carried are extended forward, being con-

trolled by concealed shock and rebound
springs in the suitably curved saddle

tube. A Villiers-engined lightweight is

probably the best known P.V., but the

frame has also been found to be eminently
satisfactory in a J.A.P.-engined twin 4

h.p. model.

Stand READING-STANDARD.
18. "Oversize" V twins are fairly

popular in America, but, so

far, the only one that has
gained any hold on the

Among the many novel features of the Hagg
motor cycle, tlie pressed steel rear forks call for notice.

model, and the gear box is of the three-j

speed type with clutch and kick-startej;

The fourth model has a Coventry Vicb
flat twin engine, and is intended for siq

car work. The silencing arrangemed
on all these motor cj^cles are well woi^

noting. At first sight it appears that pl^

exhaust pipes without expansion boji"

are fitted, but on examination it will
'

found that neat detachable silencers

contained in the ends of the pipes.

Stand GRK
19. The chief feature of the Gr __

exhibit will be the li h.p. ultra light"?

Follow mg conventional design this Ready model will appeal to followers of the four-stroke

lightweight type of mount.

weight two-stroke with duplex frame,'.'

which is described elsewhere in this issue.

It is a fascinating little mount, which

must make a strong appeal to ladies

especially, while those well past their

youth will find in it a type of machine
"for which so many have been waiting.

Engined with the_ same diminutive

power unit, the seat-tjipe scooter is also.

British market is the Reading-Standard.
It has an enginp of 1,280 c.c, and, in

one or two respects, is not quite so

strikingly " Am«rican " as its compatriots

fiom across th© Atlantic. Side-by-

side valves are standard, and a trans-

mission shock absorber may be fitted, if

desired, at a slight extra cost. Twist
grip control and a commcndably dee])

and capacious petrol tank form unmis-

takable clues to its nationality. Wide
mudguards of clean contour and enclosed

valve springs are two admirable points

in the design. Dynamo lighting may be

fitted at the option of the purchaser.

Stnnd READY.
18a. The Ready

is a prod,uctioii from
Weston - super - Mare,
and a newcomer to

Oiympia. Four models
will be exhibited,

representative of the
range of seven
machines to be offered

ill 1922. Two of the

motor cycles staged
will have 292 c.c.

J.A.P. engines. Bur-
man two-speed gears,

one having a clutch

and kick-.starter. A
350 c.c. J.A.P. engine
forms the power
unit of the t h i r d

Engine side of the Grigg minia-

ture ; the drive is by chain to the

gear box, and thence bv belt to the

rear wheel " ^

an attractive production for those desir-

ing this type of vehicle.

Stand COTTON.
20. Motor cyclists who have studied

triangulated frame design, and those who
favour weight reduction, will find the..

Cotton exhibit of great interest. The.

Cotton frame is of the duplex type, and

none but straight tubes are used in its

construction. It is not a new idea, for.

the Cotton frame has had a successful

existence since pre-war days.

A 4 h.p. dual purpose mount—the P.V., fitted with a rear-springing system

the test of several years' experience.

that has stood

Stand

21.

Powell
It has

POWELL.
A Wrexham production,

_
the

is one of the post-war designs,

a 4 h.p. four-stroke onfside fly-

S6
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wheel single-cylinder engine placed in an
inclined position in the frame. For 1922

several alterations have been made, in-

cluding a re-designed timing gear whicli

now has separate cam wheels instead of

both cams being on one camshaft. Chain
drive will be introduced in place of the

chain - cum - belt transmission hitherto

used.

Stand QUADRANT.
11, Bearing an honoured name in

the motor cycle world, the Quadrant is

again offered at a very low price.

Equipped with a Quadrant 4^ h.p. four-

stroke engine, and fitted with a Sturmey
three-speed gear and chain drive with
shock absorber, the Quadrant sidecar

outfit is to be sold at £105. An alter-

native model with chain-cum-belt trans-

mission is £5 less. It is an exceedingly
neat outfit, well made, and cleanly

designed. The tank is of the saddle
type, has rounded sides, and the mud-
guarding is well carried out.

^^(@€IUE (>39

An inchned cylinder Is a feature of

the outside flywheel Powell engine.

Stand UNIBUS.
23i Visitors to Olympia who regard

shaft transmission as the ideal for motor
cycles will pause long at the stand of the

Gloucestershire Aircraft Co. to examine
the Unibus miniature ; it is an excellent

example of the manner in which shaft

_
drive can be applied to a single track

machine. The Unibus is exceUently
made, and, had the same mechanical prin-

i|iles been applied to a larger machine
I le on motor cycle lines, there is no
doubt that such a machine would have
taken its proper place among the post-war
designs. As an elaborate form of
" scooter," it represents the last word in

this type of machine.

Stand SIDECAR BODY CO.
24. A wide range, of sidecars, mar-

keted under the general name of Rideezi,
vrill be shown by the Sidecar Body Go.
The Show exhibits will range from large
double-seated sidecars to the inevitable
sporting models of projectile shape in

Of substantial construction and pleasing in design—the 10 h.p. Castle Three runabout.

polished aluminium. Touring sidecars for

low, medium, and high-powered machines
are to be shown. A feature of all the

Rideezi sidecars is that they are built

throughout in the works of the makers,
even the lugs and fittings being machined
under personal supervision.

Sttmd HAWKER.
25. Next year the Hawker two-stroke

will not stand alone as a two-speed light-

ing the same general lines, howevei-, a
range of Blackburne-engined machines
has been introduced, including 2| and 4
h.p. types, and also the new 2| h.p. over-

head valve model. Burman gear boxes
are fitted to the heavier Hawkers.

Stand CASTLE THREE.
26. Except that it has but three wheels,

the Castle Three is a small car of quite
elaborate design and large engine capacity
even for the coi responding four-wheeler
class. It weighs 10 cwt., and has a four-

Except in very minor details the two-stroKe Hawker, which has done well in this year's trials.

has not been altered.

weight of extremely simple design

;

several firms are following similar lines

in their 1922 models. But the Hawker
remains distinctive in several ways—the
saddle, for example, and the cylindrical

metal tool-box, which is a replica of the
silencer. Only in finish has this model
been improved for next year. Follow-

cylinder water-cooled engine of 1,207 c.c.

(nominally 10 h.p.). Although car prac-
tice is again followed in the drive (by
shaft), the gear box is of the epicycle

type. A reverse is provided. The body-
work and general finish are most attrac-

tive. Transverse quarter-elliptic springs
are used in front, while 40in. long semi-

A£105 43^h.p.outfit-

the Quadrant.
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fitted, but it is now enamelled black, as

are as many hitherto plated parts as pos-

sible. Other models include a two-stroke
and a 293 c.c. J.A.P.-engined utility

mount, both with two-speed Sturmey-
Archer gear boxes. Legshields and a
Maglita may be fitted to the 293 c.c.

model it desired. All three machines are

excellently finished.

fitand T.B.

^ Francis-Barnett Sports model fitted with 2£ h.p. J.A.P. engine.

elliptics support the rear wheel. All three
wheels are interchangeable, and special
provision has been made to ensure quick
detachability of the rear.

Htand GRINDLAY SIDECARS.
27. The Grindlay name was built up

on the success of an admirably sprung
chassis, which embodied a floating hub
spindle carried between tw'Q half-elliptic

springs ; these, with their front anchor-
age and back shackle, form an enclos-
ing rectangle aVout the wheel. Such a
successful design naturally is still promi-
nent in the firm's programme, but the
demand for lighter and cheaper chassis
for use with less powerful and heavy
machines has resulted in the inclusion of
a very simple rigid

wheel c h a s si s,

carrying a body ot

the sporting

weight three-speed Sturmey gear box.
the operating lever of which is mounted
on the bottom bracket and held
down by the gear box fixing nuts.
Thus the control rod is not disturbed
by adjustment of the primary chain.

Incidentally, this latter process is

effected by the now popular " eccen-
tric " method. The Francis-
Barnett saddle tank is natnra

29. The T.B. belongs to the heavier

class of three-wheeler, and has a car-

type gear box giving three speeds and
reverse; the final drive is by shaft. A
choice of J.A.P. engines, however, is

allowed, ranging ' from the water-cooled
10 h.p. type down to the air-cooled 985

c.c. model (nominally 8 h.p.). None of

the T.B. three-wheelers, however, exceed
8 cwt. in weight, and thus they come
into the £4 class for taxation'. An enor-

mously strong chassis or frame is the

chief feature of this machine, but the
geared up starting handle and
the telescopic steering column

A tubular chassis, cantilever rear sprmging, shaft

drive throughout, and a water-cooled V-type engme

are c'nai-acteristics of the T.B. three-wheeler.

are also worthy of mention. The rear
I

wheel is quickly detachable, and all three'

are interchangeable.

Htand DOT.I

For solo or sidecar service—the 686 c.c. Hat twin Coventry Victor.

variety. A very graceful semi-sports
body is also mounted on a spring wheel
chassis forming the Club model, and most
attractive it looks.

Previously, the luxurious de hixe

models had coil springs to support the
toe of the body, but now upturned
quarter-elliptics are used. At the back
are also quarter-elliptics, the free ends of
which slide in special lugs on the chassis
cross members.

Siand FRANCIS-BARNETT.
28. There are several lightweights

with a very similar, general specification
to the Francis-Barnett, but careful detail
design gives it a surprising amount of dis-
tinction. This is particularly true of the
new 350 c.c. sporting model, which has as
a power unit the remarkably efficient little
J.A.P. engine of that capacity. Trans-
mission is by chain through a light-

BIO

30. A new spring frame of duple.'s

construction is one ot' the Dot features

for 1922. The principle adopted em-

bodies a rear wbeel frame hinged near

the gear box, and connected to the upper

part of the main frame by means of coil

springs. The hinged member is carried

on ball bearings. Both engine and gear

unit are carried inside the frame. Two
8 h.p. outfits are to be offered, one being

a " sports " model.

Stand SILVER PRINCE.I

31. Although a newcomer to Olympia,

the Silver Prince motor cycle is not am
entirely new machine. Illustrations ot

the current vear's models have alreadyi

This utility model of the Silver Prince two-stroke is^ named the Indian Prince



staged at Olympia in an unfamiliar
shade of daik gieen. Mechanically,
however, little change will be noticeable.

The 4 h.p. flat twin, which has a primary
gear diive, will now have a light guard
protecting the rear chain instead of the

An alteration immediately noticeable on the 1922 flat twin Karley-Davidson is the substitution

of a chain guard for the case previously used.

64.1

Velocette has been further improved for

next year. The gear box has been re-

designed, and is now obtainable in two
or three-speed forms with both clutch and
kick-starter, which latter fitment, by the
way, does not necessitate an extra pinion.

Gear control is now effected by a con-

ventional type of gate ; a more efficient

silencer with an ejector action, and-
neater and more easily detached chain
guards are also among the alterations.

Provision has also been made to .exclude

oil from the rear brake (of the internal

expanding type) ; and throughout the
machine grease cups replace the pedal
cycle type of lubricator wherever pos-
sible. Finally the front forks have been
strengthened, and both front and rear
mudguards extended. The Velocette
self-contained, mechanical lubrication

system has, of course, been retained

;

and, indeed, the power unit generally has
not demanded change. Only one size and
type of engine is made by this firm.

appeared in these pages, and we were coii-

.strained to comment upon the excellent

fiuisli and detail work. The 1922 models
which will be on this stand include two
and four-sti'oke lightweights of conven-
tional types. In addition, a new mode),
which it is proposed to name " The
Indian Prince," with a two or four-stroke
engine, will also be shown.

Htnixi COVENTRY VICTOR.
32. There will be more than one

interesting machine on this stand. In
..addition to the sports model 5-6 h.p.

t, Coventry Victor (which follows closely

;the lines of the winning 750 c.c. machine
.1 in the 500 Mile Race), there will be an
;; example of the new Mackechuie-Coventry

: Victor, first described in Tim Motor
,
Gijdii of November 10th. It will be re-

called that the latter model embodies an
entirely original suspension system of
distinct promise. Briefly, the power
aiiit, gear box, and tank, with the rider,

me suspended on a sub-frame indepen-
dently sprung from the main girder frame
connecting the steering head to the rear
axle. Only one long leaf spring is used,
and an unusually wide range of move-

r ment is permitted to the spring portion.

I This machine and the three rigid frame

I'
Coventry Victors are all fitted with the

S same flat twin engine.

. >ytand HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
35. It will come as a shock to many

Harley-Davidson owners, if they have not
ih-eady noted the news in the press, to
find their familiar fiai twin or big twin

complete case hitherto fitted. JMechanical

pump lubrication, twist grip control, and
28x3in. tyi'es, and the like distinctive

features of an American machine are re-

tained. The popular " seven-nine " for

1922 mainly differs from the 1921 model
in electrical details ; a new ammeter and
switch box are fitted on the top tube.

With a suitable side-

car the big twin
Harley-Davidson is

one of the fastest

passenger three-

Stancl RADCO.
37. A feature of the Eadco exhibit

will be a neat little machine especially

manufactured for riders of the fair sex.

The weight will be no more than 150 lb.,

and it will have a very low saddle posi-

tion. 24x2in. tyres are used, and
special quickly detachable dressguards
are fitted. In common with other

models, the 2^ h.p. Radco two-stroke
engine (67 x 70 mm. bore and stroke =
247 c.c.) is used. This engine is some-

wheelers on th<

suitable solo mount for certain en
thusiastio types of solo motor cyclists.

Stand VELOCETTE.
36. Although it is already un-

doubtedly one of the most successful
ightweights on the road, the Z{ h.p.

A three-wheeler of exceptional finish—the New Hudson.

A. lightweight for ladies—the 2^ h.p. Radco.

road, while it makes a what larger than that used in previous
.models, though it retains most of the
original features. Amongst other de-
tails are the neatly enclosed exhaust
release leading to the exhaust port.

Several variations on the standard
machine are available, and single geared,
two-speed, and two-speed with clutch
and kick-starter are made. In addition,

a light sidecar outfit with three-.speed

gear may be shown.

Stand NEW HUDSON.
38. From the neat little New Hudson

two-stroke to the beautifully equipped
three-wheeler is a large gap, but this is

bridged by the new big single sidscar out-

fit. With all-chain drive and Sturmey-
Archer gear, footboards, and legshields,

and a very full equipment, this will be
one of the most attractive bargains for
the biiyer who desires «i useful sidecar
mount, selling, as it does, at a very
moderate figure. The New Hudson three-
wheeler has undergone several important
modifications, and is now fitted with the
10 h.p. water-cooled M.A.G. engine.

BI3
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sporting model is the R34, built on
" airship " lines ; while the Monarch is

a large and roomy touring sidecar with
ample locker space, yet it is compara-
tively light withal, its weight being
111 lb.

F.N.

Very careful consideration lias been given to the detail work of the +2 h.p.

New Hudson.

Visitors should not fail to see the very
neat and simple permanent jack which is

used to faqilitate the removal of the rear

wheel. Three speeds and reverse and
shaft and chain drive are features of this

luxurious runabout. The little two-stroke
is too well knovfn to need description, and
it is sufficient to state that a de luxe

model with all-chain drive is now mar-
keted as well as the popular lightweight.

Stand LEA-FRANCIS.
39. Noted for the excellence of the

detail work and'finish, Lea-Francis, Ltd.,

have not found it necessary to make any
radical alteration in their 3^ and 5 h.p.

twin-cylinder models. The only modifica-

tion of note lies in 'he fact that on the

larger machine the clutch and shock
absorber are now fitted on the counter-

shaft instead of on the engine-shaft. A
Brampton spring link chain is also fitted

as a final drive on the 5 h.p. model. It

will be remembered that, though a normal
type of gear box is employed on the pas-

senger machine, on the smaller mount the

gear unit is housed in a cylindrical bottom
bracket with a, simple eccentric chain ad-

justment. M.A.G. engines are fitted in

both cases.

SUind WATSONIAN SIDECARS.
40. Watsonian Sidecars, of Conybere

Street, Birmingham, are putting forward

several new models which will be staged

at the Show. Two of special interest

are the commercial box carrier,
mounted on a triangulated chassis.

and capable of dealing with loads up to 3
cwt., and the truck sidecar, with a float

type of body, suitable for farmers,
builders, plumbers, or similar "tradesmen.
The truck body will accommodate two
standard milk churns, and its strength
(the construction is of oak, reinforced
with iron plates) permits it to be used for
small livestock

.cSC'"-^-,,

or any heavy 01 o ^^.^ss^^C^i

-

rough load.

Stand

41. The new 8 h.p. F.N. will un-
doubtedly be one of the attractions at the

forthcoming Exhibition. » There have been
few alterations since 1914, but the 1922
model will be a thoroughly up-to-date
machine, having overhead inlet valves in

the four-cylinder engine placed centrally

in. the cylinder heads similar to those

of the 1914 T.T. model. The single-

cylinder lightweight will also have an
overhead inlet valve.

The exhibit will consist of four stan-

dard 2i h.p. lightweights, two 7 h.p.

four-cylinder motor bicycles, and two
7 h.p. four-cylinder motor bicycles {of

which one will be fitted with the F.N.
standard sidecar complete with hood and
screen, while the other will be equipped
with a special limousette sidecar with V
pattern windscreen). Two of the new
8 h.p. four-cylinders will be shown—one
with and one without sidecar—and one
2|- h.p. lightweight with overhead inlet

valve.

Stand ABINGDON.'
42. A 3^ h.p. sports model Abingdon,

with !Maplestone forks and direct" belt

Improved appearance is a characteristic of the new 8 h.p. o.h.i.v. F.N.

Amongst the touring Watsonian models
may be mentioned the new Featherweight
A. This is a streamlined body of

polished aluminium on a very light tri-

angular chassis. The price is very low,

almost at pre-war level, and the appear-
ance is attractive.

The total weight of
this sidecar is 60 lb.

A more ambitious

BI4

A uselul type of mount for serious sidecar work: The Abingdon 6-7 h.p. twin with
three-speed gear.

drive, in conjunction with an adjustabli

pulley, will be shown. A similar machinn
with three-speed gear and chain and be!

drive makes a useful dual-purpose mount
while the 6-7 h.p. twin, fited with all

chain drive and 28x3in. tyres is a flni

heavy passenger job. A novelty, how
ever, will be the big 4| h.p. single, 85 )<

110 mm. bore and stroke (524 c.c). Thi
machine is specially built to meet th
demand for a robust and simple sideca

machine, and we are in a position

state—after a trial run—^that the pullin|i

powers of the new engine are excellent

Fitted with three-speed gear and alji

chain drive, the big single Abingdon wi)

make a strong appeal to a large class

buyers, to whom the name of the manu'
facturers is sufficient guarantee of sounii

construction. 28x3in. tyres are alsi

fitted to this model.

Stand B.S.A,

43. Besides the well-known single

cylinder B.S.A., which is one of the mosi

popular dual-purpose machines on tht

road, there will be three other modeli

exhibited. First the sports model, whici

is a replica of the standard machini
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TKe new "light six" B.S.A. which

resembles the former 6 h.p. model ex-

cepting that the frame is of lighter

construction.

continue to cater for the occasioncal or

permanent sidecarist. For the chain and

belt-driven " fours " a new sidecar has

been designed possessing a simpler chassis

and roomier body. The handy little two-

stroke continues in its present form.

Stand KENILWORTH.
45. A clutch on the countershaft is

the chief addition to the now well-known
Kenilworth miniature—a type of machine
often miscalled a scooter. The four-

stroke overhead valve engine is retained,

and detail improvements have been em-
bodied as a result of another twelve
months on the road. For the lady who
has had no previous experience with
motor cycles, and who wishes to substi-''

tute a petrol-driven vehicle for her pedal

cycle, the little mount is eminently suit-

able. It is extremely easy to wheel
about and to start at walking pace, and
the new clutch should facilitate this.

minus all but the essential fittings, and
having a specially tuned engine ; next the

"light s^," which has the existing 6 h.p.

engme mounted in a light frame, and is

suitable either for fast solo or sidecar

work; and lastly the 8 h.p. twin, which
lis designed particularly for heavy sidecar

'work. With its all-chain drive enclosed

I

in.cast aluminium cases, its three brakes,

and interchangeable wheels, the 8 h.p.

B^S.A. is a fine example of the British

big twin. No effort has been spared to

make a sidecar roomy and luxurious and
a machine capable of towing a heavy load

wherever wheel grip can be obtained.

The B.S.A. oscillating oil pump is worthy
' of special attention ; it has given every

i satisfaction during 1921.

The marketing of this overhead valved machine as a sporting model marks a big departure
for the Triumph manufacturers.

Inverted semi-elliptic rear springing on the new Triumph sidecar.

Stand NER-A-CAR.
46. Although the manufacturers of

the Ner-a-car insist that their production

is not a motor cycle, it will be shown at

the motor cycle exhibition, where no
doubt it will attract considerable atten-

tion. It is a very unconventional form
of vehicle. A two-stroke single-cylinder

engine is set across a pressed steel frame,
and drives to the back wheel through
friction discs and a final chain. No front

forks are employed, the front wheel being
supported centrally within the hub, and
the steering column is connected to the

wheel by means of a short arm and tie-

rod following motor car lines. Every-
thing except the cylinder is entirely

enclosed. There is ample protection for

the rider, and the mudguarding is excel-

^'""d TRIUIMPH.
44. , Triumph motor cycles are so

widely known that little need be said
concerning the exhibit on this stand.
Being a new model, and probably the
only four-valve single in the Show, the
3^ h.p. sporting mount, however, de-
serves attention. The o.h.v. engine
fitted to this machine is of Ricardo de-
sign, but manufactured by the Triumph
Co. in its usual " finished " way. It
also differs from the great majority of

' sporting mounts in the fact that it is not
purely a racing production; 26x3in.
tyres are fitted, and the transmission and
gear box are the same as used on the
familiar 4 h.p. model (chain-driven).
Mainly unaltered, the latter machine will

^^^-

An unconventional machine known as the Ker~a-car.

21 1 c.c. capacity.

The engine is a two-stroke oi

BI7
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lent. Tlie front mudguard does
not move with the wheel, but is

so wide as to cover it through
its somewhat limited "lock."
It^ will be remembered that
this machine has successfully
accomplished a thousand miles
A.C.U. officially observed trial

in the hands of a lady driver.

Stand MARTINSYDE.
47.^ The engine units of the

Martinsyde machines are unique
in having tlie valves disposed so
that the e.xhaust is overhead and
immediately above the inlet
Valve, which is in a normal posi-
tion at the side of the cylinder

;

this arrangement does much to
keep the cooling of the head
reasonably even, so avoidhig dis-
tortion. In detail the 6 h.p.
sidecar outfit has been improved,
especially as regards the inter-
changeable wheels, brakework,
and the sidecar. The 3^)1. p. twin
sports solo model will, of course, be
shown. Further reference to Martin-
syde improvements and alterations for
next year will be found on another page
of this issue.

Stand OMEG.A,
54. Apart from their standard models,

the makers of the Omega are introducing
one of the few novelties of the Show,
and undoubtedly the centre of attraction
on their stand will be the new duplex
frame two-stroke. A 350 c.c. two-stroke
engine, with a well-finned cylinder, is
built up as a unit with a three-speed
gear box, clutch, and kick-starter, and
aluminium footplates. This unit is car-
ried in a very wide duplex frame, and
IS quickly detachable therefrom. The
saddle position is very low, and the mud-
guarding and leg screens are excellent.
Alternative final drive and two or three-
speed gear boxes are offered, and the
method of holding the tank against the
top tube by plates and jack screws should
be studied, as it offers a fresh solution
to the question of tank fixings without
rattle. Examples of one or two of the
other Omega models will also be shown.

IJ^^^CIL®

An interesting

addition to the

Omega range ; the

power unit and
footboards are in-

side the duplex

frame.

Stand MONTGOMERY SIDECARS.
55. To sum up in a few words the

range of sidecars to be exhibited by
Montgomery, of Coventry, is almost an
impossibility.

Pride of place, perh«ps, should be
given to the sporting model, a sidecar

of the hammock seat variety, with body-
work on most graceful and racy lines,

and a chassis of ample strength for

attachment to the fastest of 8 h.p. " hog-
'buses," and yet of the lightness de-

manded by the owner of a S-j- h.p. single.

For lightweights of low capacity is

a new lightweight model in which the
chassis is "cut" to the ultimate mini-

mum. The designer must surely have
started while singing a drawing office

parody, " Ten little chassis tubes," and
then got down to the last verse.

Apart from these sporting types there

is the ample rlinge of medium and heavy
touring sidecars of sound design and a
commercial box body, which would be

readily interchangeable o n
certain of the touring chassis.

NOVEMBER 24111, igzi.

Stand DIAMOND.
56. Though a long list of

Diamond models will be shown,'
the frames and specifications are
similar, the variations being iu,

the engines and transmission. It
Is to the fraine that special atten-
tion should be drawn, for the
duplex detachable down tubes
and removable tank rail are
features peculiar to this make
which have well withstood the
test of time. Fitted with a 350
c.c. J. A. P. engine and three-
speed Sturmey-Archer gear, the
sujier-standard model is very
attractive. The chains are en-

tirely enclosed, and the fittings

and finish are beautifully carried
out. Sirhilar to this, but with
no kick-starter, and with carrier
replaced by a combined guard
stay and toolbag support, is the
sports model, while the same
engine may be obtained with
two-speed gear and chain and
belt drive. A 250 c.c.».J.A.P.

may be fitted with either two or three-

speed Sturiney-Archer gears and a 293
c.c. J. A. P. with Enfield or Sturmey-
Archer two-speed gears. In addition, a
Villiers two-stroke model will be .shown
with two-speed gear, and single-geared.
The direct action rear brake is well
known to our readers, and remains a
feature of all models. The tanks are

panelled in a pleasing shade of green.

Stand P. and M.l

57. With one of the oldest names in

the motor cycle world, the P. and M.l
motor cycle is the result of slow but cer-i

Roomy comfort rather than super streamlining lias been the aim of the Martinsyde sidecar

designer

Simple timing gear of the new P. & M.
engine. This picture also shows one of

the neat valve and valve-spring covers in

position.

tain evplution. Little by little thi

design has changed from the original

model of pioneer days, but at no timi

have the alterations resulted in a depaii

ture from the original layout. Thii
year, however, there are at least ver
important changes. The engine has bee>i

enlarged to 555 c.c, and four speeds an
now provided in the place of the twi

ratios previously used. The two extP
speeds are obtained by means of
simple form of gear box working in cop
junction with a modified form of tb
well-known selective clutch two-spee-

gear.

B18
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In general appearance the P. and M.
has been improved also, and an unusual
fitment (which should form part of every
sidecar machine) is the ratchet brake, by
means of which the outfit may be left

standing on a hill without tlie necessity

of "scotching."

Stand MILLFORD SIDECAfiS.
58. Last year the old-established

Coventry house of JMills-Fulford, Ltd.,

departed from the beaten track by adopt-

ing a design of chassisless, semi-flexible,

and completely sprmig sidecar wliich had
been evolved on the rough roads of

Australia. This design, the Rock, and
marketed as the Millford-Rock, will again

be exhibited, for its success is assured,

especially in the overseas markets, where
rough roads prevail.

On more conventional lines a number
of medium and luxurious heavyweight
sidecars will be staged. These are chiefly

mounted on very sturdy chassis of

rectangular* form, having both axle and
longitudinal members duplicated, thus
giving a very powerful construction.

Bodywoi'k is the

object of special

attention on all

Jj^OTl^IUI 645

spring frame machine, it is reputed
to be very fast indeed, which is not
surprising considering the long list

of Indian racing
successes. All the

Increased engine capacity (555 c.c.) and a four-speed gear should more than ever ensure the
success of the P. & M. as a go anywhere dual-purpose mount.

the Powerplus spring frame sidecar
machine. This year the demand for a
rigid frame big twin is met by an en-
larged edition of the 4 h.p, tt) be called
the Indian Chief. And what eould be
more apt than the Princess as a title for
^- the new sidecar ?

This latter product

models are now fitted with a new and
more accessible type of Splitdorf magneto.

Stand REX-ACME.
61. An extremely serviceable and

solid-looking dual-purpose mount is the
chief new model bearing the combined
names of Rex and Acme. Engined with

One of the simplest and lightest motor cycles on the market—the single-speed,

two-stroke, IJ h.p. J.E.S.

MiUford productions, and the family
man should make special note of
this stand, for several of the sidecai-s are
provided with a small extra seat in the
forepart for the accommodation of an
additional small passenger.

Stand ' J.E.S.
59. The J.E.S. motor cycle returns

tO' Olympia with a splendid reputation
accruing from several years' service. It
is a machine which foi-ms a step be-
tween the au.xiliary-powered pedal cycle
and the motorcycle of conventional type.
Several models will be exhibited, includ-
iijg single and two-speed two-stroke
machines having a bore and stroke of.

60x60 mm. (170 c.c). The single-speed

i
models are now obtainable with a free
engine ^lutch pulley.

J.E.S. miniature machines will also be
exhibited with a new four-stroke engine
of 60x60 mm. (170 c.c), and a lady's
model fitted with this engine will be
.staged.

'

^taml INDIAN.
60. There is no motor cycle manu-

facturing concern which chooses more
appropriate and- happy names for its pro-
ducts than the Hendee Mfg. Co. Last
year there was the Scout solo mount and

is interesting, having an American body of

pleasing if unusual contour on a British-

built chassis. The new 7-9 h.p. is fitted

with a -Daytona engine of 980 c.c, and
although this model costs more than the

Saddle suspension on the 8 h.p. Rex Acme.

a new pattern 550 c.c. -J. A. P. in a slightly
modified form, which drives by chain
throughout, via a Sturmey gear box.

An addition to the Hendee range of machines—the 986 c.c. Indian Chief, in reality i

enlarged edition of the Scout model.
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this machine is distinguished by its

robust and clean framewurk and good

quality detail fitments. Brampton forks

and dummy belt rim brakes on both

wheels are included in the specification.

A , roomy sidecar finished in mauve to

match the tank may be supplied if de-

sired. The big twin outfit is now otwred

with a choice of power units—J. A. P. or

'Blackburne—and of final drives—belt or

chain ; otherwise it is unaltered. Other

Eex-Acme models include a two-stroke in

various forms, and J.A.P. and Black-

burne-engined machines of 2J h.p. In

the latter case, the drive is by chain,

and a lightweight three-speed Sturmey

gear box is incorporated.

Stand HOBART.
62. Several departures of importance

have been made to

the Hobart light-

weights for 1922.

IS!OVEMBER- 24th, IQ21.

An addition to the Rex Acme range—a 2i- h.p. two-slroke with Sturmey-Archer gear.

These innovations, however, do not affect

the well-known spring frame design,

although rigid frame rnodels of all the

types are now obtainable. Fuller par-

ticulars of the new models, which in-

clude Jlorris, J. A. P., and Blackburne-

engined machines, will be found on

another page of this issue.

Stand MORGAN.
63. Observant motor cyclists have

noticed that, during many trials this year,

Mr. H. F. S. Morgan has used Avhat has

been described as a special short wheel-

base model. The Morgan Motor Co. has

now decided to market this type, which,

fitted with an air-cooled ' 8 h.p. J.A.P.

engine, of the latest type, will be sold

at the low figure of '>fe:fe

£150

An addition to the Morgan range of three-wheelers—a sporting model w.th a slightly

shorter wheelbase than the standard machmes.

only -41 cwt., but comfort has not been

sacrificed in order to attain this, as a

comfortable body is fitted; having a s'de

door and an adjustable screen. Hood,

horn, acetylene lamps, two mats, licence

holder, tools, and oilcan form part of its

equipment.

Stand IVY. ^

64. Having distinguished itself before

the public by feats of endurance, power,

and speed, the Ivy two-stroke will surely

attract a number of interested spectators.

This make has done much towards

popularising the- lightweight sidecar

movements by its consistently good per-

formances with a roomy but light pas-

senger attachment, yisitors should take

note of a new'cylinder casting, which is

a fine piecg of construction. The aim of

the company has been to produce a steady

The Ivy sports model two-stroke. The large flywheel contributes to the smooth running o'

the engine.

Sporting Matchless outfit with spring frame and spare wheel.

pulling light sidecar outfit capable of

taking a passenger wherever road gripi

can be attained, and for this reason it

must not be confused with certain ultra-

light runabout outfits. The solo and
sporting interests have not been forgotten,

and specimens of these will, of course,

be exhibited.

Stand MATCHLESS.-

65. ~ Two distiiKjt %pes of Matchless

machines will be staged, each with 8 h.p.

engines, the difierence being in the frame
construction. The now well-known Model
H, with spring frame, is retained, andi

may be obtained ( 1) with 'ordinary tour-i

ing sidecar body, which now has a

hinged dash ; (2) with a two-seated faroilji

.P22
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iidecar of a new type—the door to which

iwiugs from either jamb; and (3) a

sporting sidecar. In the last-mentioned,

m engine specially tuned for speed is

[itted-
, ., ,

The second type has a rigid frame,

iiid is intended as a big twin dual-pur-

[loso mount.
Several minor improvements have been

smbodied in the construction of the

Model H, one of them being alterations

ivhich permit the sidecar seat to be

lowered.

itand HAZLEWOOD.
66. Though not newcomers to the

ightweight market, the Hazlewood fac-

,ory has not produced this type for some

,'ears. Consequently it is of special

nterest to note a neat J.A.P.-engined

nachine appearing under the Big H.
nark. Alternative specifications are

)ffered as far as transmission is con-

erned, and a sporting model is manu-
actured. An unusual system of rear

jraking is employed on this machine,

he shoe, heel pedal, and connections .

leing mounted on a common lu'g, the

vhole unit being quickly detachable

hould need arise to remove the rear

647

A well-tried two-stroke— the 2^ h.p. two-speed Levis.

The wheel hub is of heavy construction

and dust and waterproof, while 26in.

wheels are fitted. The firm make a

speciality of a sidecar luggage carrier

which weighs but 5
lb., and is constructed
of fin. diameter steel

tube. It can be

One of the Hazlewood range, fitted with 2^ h.p. J.A.P. engine and two-speed Sturmey gear box.

'heel. Well-known Hazlewood models
ihat_are retained include an 8 h.p. and

6 h.p. twin ; a new 4 h.p. single will

so be shown, all having J.A.P. engines.

'tand' LEVIS.
67, Apart from the fact that two

izes of Levis engine (211 c.c. and 247
.c.) are made, the,chief difference in the
arious models of this pion&er two-stroke
ightweight lies in the presence or absence
f a gear bo.x and kick-starter. A new
esign of . frame, however, has made a
wonderful improvement in the appearance
f "Ehe larger 2^ h.p. model. The straight
op tube slopes to the rear, and the tank
s carried on platforms brazed to the de-
achable lower rails. IJ gallons of petrol
md half-a-gallon of oil may be carried,
fhich should suffice for more than two
lundred miles without refilling.

tand UUNHILL SIDECARS.
68. Dunhill sidecars are famous for

ilieir chassis constru(;ti(2n, and several ex-
amples will be seen on this stand. These
hassis are noted for their rigidity and
re triangular in form, giving great
trength. Other features are straight-

, .hrough axles and the attachment of the
,.' inudguard to the chassis at three points,

that there, is no possibility of trouble
hrough the mudguard stays breaking.

attached to any well-known standard side-

car body. The Dunhill bodies will be

well worth inspection. The touring

model is most comfortable, has a bulbous
back containing a spacious locker, which
provides ample room for tools, and under
the seat there is space for a spare tin

of petrol. The sporting sidecar to be

shown will also appeal to the rider who
fancies a light body for a high-speed'

machine. The body is made of polished

aluminium and is of torpedo shape, is

well made, strongly and carefully con-

structed, and light in weigh^

Stand NEW IMPERIAL.

69. Undoubtedly in the smaller class

of four-stroke lightweights, the most con-

sistently successful machine in competi-

tions during 1921 has been the New Im-

perial. Not only did this little machine

win The Motor Cycle. Cup in the Junior

T.T., but it has beeu equally successful

in reliability trials and speed events.

The New Imperial lightweight rang© for

1922 will include three distinct types,

with 250 c.c, 293, c.c, and 350 c.c. en-

gines respectively.
' The first-named will

be staged in two types : an entirely new

model known as the Baby New Imperial,

with 24in. wheels, three-speed gear, all-

chain drive, and a sports model with

special three-speed -gear without kick-

starter. The improved frame construc-

tion, allowing unit assembly of engine and

"ears, is a feature to be looked for.

" The next model will approximate to the

present New Imperial Light Tourist, but

will have a three-speed gear box, with or

without clutch and kick-starter, and

chain-cum-belt or all-chain transmission.

The third type has an engine of 350 c.c,

and is a sports model on similar lines to

the 250 c.c. sports model.

In addition to the solo machines, two

8 h p. sidecar outfits will be exhibited,

one of which, being a new type of 8 h.p.

machine, will ba staged as a sports

model, which indicates that this hrm, like

several others, 1

s

^4'-, making a bid for the

•x V - demand for a really

fast big twin.

Compact appearance on the 2f h.p. New Imperial is gained by housing both gear box aid

engine as a unit assembly within the loop frame.
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Fine finish in every detail distinguishes the

2i h.p. four-stroke Raleigh.

Stand RALEIGH.
' 71. Distinguished alike for its fine

finish and it^ comfort, the 5-6 h.p. spring
frame Raleigh will no doubt remain the
centre of attraction on this stand. At
the sasne time the new lightweight single
should run it a close second in popularity,
particularly by reason of the moderate
price and the name behind it. With a 3
h.p. (400 c.c.) engine and three-speed
gear, this model is marketed as a side-
car outfit. At a slight extra cost the
348 c.c. lightweight may also be supplied
with a three-speed box, but in its normal
form only two ratios are obtainable.
With T.T. bars and footrests instead of
boards, the 2| h.p. single makes an
attractive sports model. All the light-
weights are under the 200 lb. taxation
limit. Little change will be noticeable
in the big flat twin, but since the last
Show very considerable improvements
have been made to the sidecar and its

chassis.

Stand SUN.
72. Besides the standard Sun two-

stroke, which will, of course, be staged
with single or two-speed gear,, there will
be several examples of the rotary valve
engine. Interest on this stand is bound
to centre on this • novel engine, which,
it will be remembered, made its debut
to the public in the Isle of Man.
The main feature is a rotary disc

valve driven from the crank web. A port

Particularly suitable

for ladies' use—the two-
stroke Sun Vitesse

in this rotating disc uncovers a corre-

sponding port in the crank case, to which
the carburetter is attached ; thus the in-

duction stroke is timed as far as mixture
is concerned. There is, however, an air

port in the cylinder, controlled by the
piston in the normal manner, through
which air only may be induced. It has
been found that a considerable irnprove-

two-speed Sturmey-Archer gear, with
clutch and kick-starter, will also be
shown.

Stand REYNOLDS,
73. In addition to the standard type

of Reynold-s runabout, which is now fitted

with chain drive throughout, 24x2;|iii.
tyres, Maplestone forks, and a 2^ h.p.

Liberty engine, an entirely new tandem-
seated vehicle will be staged. Bucket
seats,

^
deeply upholstered and supported

on coil springs, are provided for both
driver and passenger, and ample leg-

shields, rubber-covered floor, and running
boards, and wide mudguards give all the
protection which is possible on a two-
wheeler. A duplex frame, strengthened
by auxiliary tubes wherever necessary,
carries a 350 c.c. J.A.P. engine and three-

speed gear, with clutch and kickistarter
bolted together as a unit. All chain
drive, internal expanding brakes fore and
aft, 26x2i-in. tyres, and Maplestone
forks are fitted. Engine and transmission
are almost completely out of sight, and
interest is bound to be attracted by this

very unusual type of two-wheeled
machine.

Stand ZENITH.:
74. The chief item of interest on the

Zenith stand will be the chain-driven
Bradshaw-engined model, which is a dis-

This all-chain drive model should multiply the admirers of the Zenith-Bradshaw.

ment in power and flexibility has been
obtained by this arrangement.

Visitors will be enabled to study the
action of the valves on a sectioned engine
driven at low speed from, an electric

motor. A two-speed Sturmey-Archer is

the standard gear, but a three-speed Moss
with all chain drive will be fitted for
use with a light sidecar. A new model,
fitted with the 293 c.c. J.A.P. engine and

tinct departure from the procedure fol

lowed by this firm since its inception 1

being the first all-chain drive type im

troduced. A detailed description of thi'

machine appears elsewhere in this issue

Four examples of this new model wU
be shown, and four Bradshaw-enginei'
Zeniths, which will be belt-driven an(!

with the Grauda gear. These exhibit
will derrionstrate the cleanness of desigi.

of the Bradshaw oil-cooled engine, a roai.

test of which was described in The Motoi
Cycle of November 10th. There wil

also be a 5 h.p. J.A.P.-eugined spoi'ti

model, a 5 h.p. J.A.P.-engined machini
with clutch, and an 8 h.p. sidecar, outfii

with counter-shaft drive and clutch. Th
requirements of all classes of riders hav,

been studied, and the machines rang
from the fastest and most powerful twin

cylinder to the mediumweight spprti

models ^ while the family man's require

ments have not been overlooked, the sidd

car outfit being a thoroughly well

designed and practical mount.

Stand ARGSON
76. Necessarily in a class by itsel*

the Argson invalid tricycle resembles anii

thing else at the Show only in its powf
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gine. It is simply and solely a self-

propelled invalid chair, and comfort
and convenience- have naturally been con-

sidered, to the exclusion of super-bill-

climbing and speed capabilities. Unfor-
tunately, this type of vehicle will interest

many, and' it fully deserves its place at

^Dlympia.

Stand YOUNG.
77. The popular Young motor at-

taclmient which can be fitted to pedal
cycles_, or preferably sold complete by its

makers, has not undergone any startling

alterations. A simplified form of spring

fork attacliment has been made which
should greatly add to the rider's com-
fort. In the-case of the little If h.p.

(54x57 mm.) two-stroke engine, one im-

portant innovation is the fitting of an
aluminium cylinder with cast iron lining

;

the short exhaust pipe from the cylinder

forms part of the cylinder casting, and
is heavily ribbed to aid cooling.

|5^^(^]LIS

Suitable for fitting to any existmg pedal cjcle—the Young motor
attachment. The capacity is 130 c.c.

in sporting or full touring models, is

superlative in finish, and even the former
type is roomy—more so than many of its

fellows.

Also to be shown on the Whitley
stand is the Girdex sidecar, an unusual
construction embodying a chassis of two
intersecting pressed steel girders. Great

will

649

centrate on solo and
sidecar four-stroke
singles. Two dual-
purpose machines are
fitted with the 4 h.p.
and 2| h.p. Blackburne
engines respectively,
three - speed Burman
gear boxes, and all-

chain drive. A similar
specification holds for
the exclusively solo
model, which embodies
the o.h.v. 2| h.p.
Blackburne engine and
a Burman gear with-
out kick-starter. All
three are finished in
red, and are not lacking
in appearance.

Stand ROYAL ENFIELD.
86. Royal Enfield owners will find

but few alterations to existing models in
the 1922 range. The 2^ h.p. two-stroke
has practically the same specification,
with the exception that the saddle is
anchored to the top tube of the frame
and to the carrier, thereby saving weight.
The 8 h.p. type, which is engined by

a power unit built for the Enfield Co. by
Vickers, Ltd., remains unaltered except
for equipment. In this respect it is inter-
esting that the Terry patent spring saddle"•" be fitted as standard, while the

A new Enfield sidecar, designed to accommodate two passengers in comfort,
door is closed the external appearance is quite pleasing.

When the

I, The exhibit will consist of special
? bicycles fitted up with the Young at-
: tachment, both for ladies and gentlemen,
' and a tandem bicycle. What is known
[ as the rfe luxt model will also be shown,
/ito be sold complete with acetylene lamp,
'tools and spares, and the new forks in
which the spindle floats between two en-
closed springs, and is adajitable to any
pedal cycle.

Htand WHITLEY SIDECARS.
84. Comparatively new as a firm, the

Whitley Manufacturing Co., of Charter-
house Mills, Coventry, has, in its control-
ling force, a tradition for superfine finish,
choice materials, and honest workman-
ship. It follows, therefore, that the
Whitley productions should be distin-

I guished by the above-mentioned qualities,
;
some of which are observable, while all

' are there.

Startling originality is not sought in
the range of attachments which will be
shown, yet there is more than ordinary
merit in the couplings used to link up the
sidecar with its propelling machine; a
great point also is in the machining of

-. all connecting lugs, either from the solid
ij or from steel forgings. Bodywork, both

strength with light weight are its special
features.

Stand NEW SCALE.
85. . Three models only of the New

Scale will be shown, as it has been de-
cided to abandon the two-stroke and con-

wheels are shod with Dunlop 700x80
tyres.

Entirely new types of sidecar bodies
have been adopted, attention being paid
particularly to the provision of ample
accommodation for luggage by means of
a large locker at the rear, to the lid of
which is affixed a rubber platform and
fittings to allow further luggage to be
carried.

Instead of the green upholstery pre-
viously used, the body will be upholstered
m black rubber cloth. A new design of
two-seated body, with most distinctive
outlines, will also be a feature—this has
a folding front seat.

Stand BEARDMORE-PRECISION.
87. Developments of interest to both

soloist and sidecarist have been made to
the Beardmore-Precisiou range for next
year. Chief is the new big single four-
stroke of nominally 4;^ h.p., which is
assembled in a "semi-unit" construction
with the gear box. Before the war, a
Precision of this type made a wonderful
name for itself, and the modern version
should attract considerable attention in
consequence. The 3 h.p. two-stroke re-

''*''*.«*s,

A popular Royal Enheld model is the l\ h.p. two-stroke, with kick-starter.

B2g
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An effectively sprung single-cylinder machine—the new 4-i h.p. Beardmore-Precision
The engine and gear box are combined in one unit.

tains its advanced features of design.
i.e., pressed steel tank forming a frame
member, "chain elevator" lubrication
.system, and efficient spring frame. In
conclusion, one of the lighter sports
models will be fitted with .the 350 c.c.

Barr and Stroud sleeve valve engine.

Stand BRADBURY.
88. With the introduction of a 996

c.c. Bradbury twin, the 1922 range bear-
ing this old-established name is very
complete. Engines and gear boxes
(when fitted) are all of Bradbury manu-
facture. Chain drive ria a three-speed
box is now incorporated in all the larger
models,- i.e., the 554 c.c. single and the
750 c.c. and 996 c.c. twins, which make
sturdy sidecar machines of good perform-
ance. The 2| h.p. solo or light sidecar

NOVEMBER 24th, igsi.

sidecar single have-not been altered in

specification ; but the 6-7 h.p. twin is

now offered with a final belt drive only;

and an 8 h.p. M.A.G'.-engined machine
has been produced as the all-chain twin.

This- is a fully-equipped model with large

sidecar and 28x3in. wheels.

Stand CALTHORPE.
90. Having pleasant recollections of

a neat little 4 h.p. twin-cylinder outfit

which the Calthorpe Co. made before the
war, we are glad to announce , that
the chief item of interest on this stand
will be a similar machine on up-to-date
lines. The engine fitted is' a 4 h.p.

J.A.P., and the specification includes
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear.

In addition, there will be the com-
pany's usual range of lightweights aug-
mented by a single gear model, havirtg

Elimmation of the non-essentials is the motij of the sports Ariel

machine may be obtained either single-
geared or with a two-speed box with or
without clutch and kick-starter. Final
drive in this case is by belt. An
M-L Maglita, to the single, or a Lucas
Magdyno to the twin, may be fitted
optionally.

Stand ARIEL.
89. The 3g h.p. Ariel was noteworthy

during 1921 as a three-speed counter-
shaft gear machine selling at £100. For
next year a re-designed sports model of
this type will be priced at £87 10s., which
IS nearing pre-war value in this class of
machnie. No kick-starter is fitted, and
other unessential details, such as the
Ariel spring seat-pillar, have been elimi-
nated. Nevertheless, it promises to be
a most attractive solo mount. The corre-
sponduig touring moJel and the 4^-h.p.
B30

Well-balanced lines lend the 6 h.p. Biadbury an imposing appearance.

a two-stroke engine of 247 c.c. capacity
which will be offered at a moderate price

Stand 0,KI

91. Few, if any, makers of Hghtt

height sidecar machines have a competi
tion record with this type equal to thi

manufacturers of the O.K. The O.KI
sidecar outfit staged here will, therefore:

most assuredly attract attention fror-

those seeking a means of transport
. fol

two at a moderate price. An O.K. engini

and a Moss gear box are fitted to thil

model. An all-chain solo machine, alsl

only supplied with the O.K. power unit

may be obtained either with a touring
sports specification ; the latter at a slightll

(N lower cost. A choici

of Villiers or O.K
engines is offered .i:

the popular single

Amodel free from embellishment yet quite a practical light touring mount—the 2\ h.p. single

geared two-stroke Calthorpe
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geai' model, and the same option holds
good on the plain two-speed, two-speed
with clutch and kick-staiter, and three-

speed (Albion) models. Several detail re-

finements have been introduced through-
out the O.K. range.

Stand DAYTON.
92. For the first time since the war

the Chas. Day Mfg. Co., Ltd., will be
showing a motor bicycle. The new Day-
ton is a lightweight driven by the 2^ h.p.

Villiers engine with magneto flywheel,
mounted in a frame of all steel construc-
tion, in which is incorporated a substan-
tially webbed head lug and a further
webbed lug on the saddle tube, to which
is bolted the pressed steel tank. Lubri-
cation is effected by air pres,sure through
a drip feed. Both brakes controlled by
heel-operated pedals mounted one on
each footrest are apjDlied to the outer
side of the belt rim. The Dayton motor
bicycle will be shown in three types

—

single geared, with clutch, and with
Sturmey-Archer tv.-o-speed gear and
kick-starter. Another interesting fea-

ture of the exhibit will be a three-
wheeled single-seater driven by a 4 h.p.

Few lightweights enjoyed the popularity ot the O.K. this year.

model for 1922.

Above is the three-speed

resemblance to the touring machine, but
is equipped with the usual T.T. para-
pheriialia, and has no kick-starter. A
decidedly attractive little sidecar has

been designed
for this model,
and the roomy

A genuine attempt at simplicity with a capital "S" has been made in designing every part of
the 2i h.p. Spark.

Blackburne engine with three-speed gear
bo.x, chain-cum-belt drive, and wheel
steering. The engine will be situated in
trout, and every wheel is sprung, as is
also the coachbuilt body.

Stand SPARKBRCOK.
93. Perhaps the most interesting

machine in the Sparkbrook display will
be the new Villiers-engiiied Spark.
Having a frame in w'hich no castings are
employed, and a steel tank incorporating
an air-pressure lubrication system, the
little machine bristles with novelties, and
is well worth a close study. The Spark
will be sold as a single-geared or clutch
model, but the standard Villiers-engined
Sparkbrook models arc retained, and may
be fitted with the Sparkbrook (wo-speed
gear and clutch. Another new model.
Having a 350 c.c. J.A.P. erigine and three-
speed Sturmey-Archer gear, will also be
shown.

SfJind ROVER.
96. All the Rover models for 1922

wiU be frankly dual-purpose machines,
and as such will be shown. There are
three : the 5-6 h.p. J.A.P. -engined twin,
the 3^ h.p. touring single, and the 3^ h.p.
sports single.- The latter bears a strong

standard attachment will be retained for
the touring single and twin. Belt drive
has been abandoned entirely.

S/ond WILLOWBROOK SIDECARS.
97. The sidecars produced by the

Willow-brook Motor Co., of Be'lgrave
Gate, Leicester, are on straightforward
lines. The concern has held its excellent

reputation for good bodywork, however,
for a considerable time. Jlany well-
knowm sidecar outfits are mounted with
bodies oi Willowbrook manufacture.
For 1922 a couple of lightweight

models are included in the range, both
being mounted on a triangulated chassis
and differing in bodywork, one being in
polished aluminium vi'ith a hammock seat,
the other being on more conventional
lines. In addition, standard touring
niodels and a taxi-sidecar will be ex-
hibited.

, attached to an all-chain-driven
a h.p. Rex-Acme.

Shnid CONNAUGHT.
98. Two - stroke lightweights only

have borne the name of Gonnaught in
the past, and consequently efficient de-
sign may be expected as the result of
this specialisation. The 2i h.p. Con-
naught has had a most ci'editable com-
petition record this year, and has i^roved
itself as a capable little solo machine. A
new model for sidecar work will be ex-
hibited, which has a two-stroke engine of
370 c.c.—an unusual size. The sidecar
body will be quickly detachable for sub-
stitution of a tradesman's carrier.

Strnul NORTON.
99. There is little need to describe

either the 3-^ h.p. or the "Big Fom'

"

Norton. Suffice it to say that no modifi-
cations of any importance have been
found necessary. Capped or "acorn"
nuts are fitted where possible, a

A mediumweight twin popular for solo as well as sidecar work—the 5-6 h.p. Rover.
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101. Two distinct types of motor

cyclists now have an interest in the
Royal Ruby range, which embraces 8 h.p.

One of the fastest sidecar machines on the road, the "Big 4" three-speed Norton..

slightly different tank finish has been

standardised, and the detail work has

been cleaned up to some degree. The
success of the Norton during the pa,st

twelve months has even exceeded its

previous record, and the standard models

are well-known throughout the length

and breadth of the country.

Stand EXCELSIOR.
100. Excelsiors, particularly the

sidecar models, possess an exceptionally

good record of competition successes.

These machines especially distinguish

themselves in climbing difficult hills

;

and, although admittedly their drivers

are' experts, only a very somid machine
gains premier awards in the hotly con-

tested reliability trials of to-day. For
next year the same three models—the 4-^-

h.p. "big single," the 5 h.p. .J.A.P.,

and the 8 h.p. J. A. P.—will be continued.

The single is a strongly built heavy ser-

vice machine, and although rated at 4^

h.p., the engine capacity is 550 c.c.

28x3in. tyres and a large tank are use-

ful points. The " six " is down as a

"popular" model, and as the price is

extremely moderate it should continue

to live up to its name. Fitted. with the

new J.A.P. twin, the 8 h.p. outfit aims

at a "luxury" specification, but a rea-

sonable selling price. Villiers and Black-

burne-engined lightweights are also

manufactured.

luxurious spring frame sidecar outfits,

and 2| h.p. to 3 h.p. lightweights with

and without sidecars. When a spring

frame is embodied in the 3 h.p. (375 c.c.)

model, it is offered as a solo mount only.

Three-speed gear .boxes of Royal Ruby
' manufacture are standard on both of

the lightweight models, and in each

NOVEMBER 24th, 1921.

the new tandem sidecar, seating two
adults, on the 8 h.p. model should be of

special interest.

Stand ALLON.,
102. Interesting features which should,,

not be missed on the Allon exhibit are

the horizontally split crank case and the

method of casting in the oil leads.

Cylinder and top half of crank case are

cast together, and the engine unit is held

in, the frame by lugs placed above the

crankshaft centre, so that it is only neces-

sary to detach the lower half of the crank

case in order to remove the crankshaft,

connecting rod, and piston.

A large bore steel oil pipe leading to

each crankshaft bearing is cast into the

crank case so that only one oil union is

necessary and a multiplicity of bent tubes

is avoided. Larger bearings have been

fitted, and the piston has been modi-

fied to obtain lighter weight and better

gas flow.

Several detail modifications are incor-

porated, including wider mudguards and

longer wheelbase. A Villiers flywheel

magneto is now
fitted, thus avoid-

ing an au.xiliary

chain drive which
might cause

I

The popular .Mlon t-vvo-stroke has now a flywheel magneto.

case final belt drive is fitted ; the

engines are also the factory's own pro-

duct. The 2| h.p. (349 c.'c.) model is

classified as a sports type, and when a

sidecar is attached it is of the (doorless)

Canoelet make. To the larger light-

weight is fitted a more elaborate sidecar

complete with a door. ' For those who
habitually carry
more than

passengei

A comfortable, fast, and powerful sidecar outfit ; the electrically equipped 8 h.p. Royal Ruby,
sprung fore and aft, and fitted with leg guards and undershield.

noise. This ignition set may be converted

to provide current for lighting at a very
moderate cost. Sensible legshields are in-

cluded in the specification, and an unusual

feature is the fitting of the Allon special

band brakes to- both front and rear

wheels.

Stand CHATER-LEA.
103. For 1922 Chater-Lea, Ltd., will

specialise in two patterns of lightweights

—a de, luxe and a Popular model. Of
these, the latter is fitted with a 2^ h.p.

-

Villiers engine, with separate magneto.
The de luxe model also has a Zi h.p.,

two-stroke engine, wdiicli is fitted with'

extra long gas-tight bronze bearings and
an efficient silencer and extension pipe,

while the compression release is carried

into the exhaust. The machine can be
fitted either with clutch and kick-starter

or with clutch only, while the gear is

changed by means of the Chater-Lea
delay-action gear control. Roller and heM •

bearings are embodied in the gear box,
and the ratios are 6 and lO-J to 1. The
kick-starter has its mechanism entirely

enclosed. An improved tj'pe of spring
fork with substantial link plates and,
hardened bolts has been evolved.

Features, of both this and " the popular
models are the Chater-Lea wheel hubs with

C2
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disc-adjusting bearing, whicli allow the
wheels to be removed without interfering
with the adjustment. The rear wheel is

provided with a knock-out spindle, and,
by the use of hinged distance pieces, the
inner tube can be changed without re-
moving the wheel from the frame.
A modified 8 h.p. sidecar model will

also be shown with thre^speed g-ear and
plate clutch on the engine-shaft; a clutch
stop is fitted to the latter.

Stand
, JAMES.

104. There are four widely differing
James models for 1922, but each is a
vei'y creditable example of its type. For
the sporting soloist the re-designed 3^
h.p. twin, which now closely resembles
the actual I.O.M. and Grand Pri.x
machines, will

inevitably
appeal. It is as
attractive i n
appearance as it

y OTOIllieiLII ^53

Fine finish characterises the roomy James sidecar,

which is fitted wfth a locker, cover that may be
dropped to form a dickey seat.

is comfortable to ride, and it will be de-
livered with a guaranteed speed of 60
m.p.h. Alu-minium chain cases and corn-

X^letely interchangeable wheels are the only
points upon which it was found necessary
to improve the 7 h.p. sidecar outfit ; nor has
the simpler "43" been basically altered.

Both the sidecars, however, have under-
gone detail changes, making for great
comfort and convenience. The Jight-

. weight two-stroke in its standard form
is unaltered, but a variation is offered
with a conventional two-speed gear box
and clutch, instead of the twin chain and
dog clutch gear
arrangement. .S'i^.

Fitted with a 3^ h p Abingdon Kmg Dick engine and Sturmey-Archer three speed gear,
this Mohawk model forms a useful double-purpose mount.

-l^ .

'^'(H'll M0H.4WIC.
105. The Jlohawk Cycle Go. has

piobably been bettei known m the past
by its pedal cycles than its self-propelled
two Avheelers; but for 1922 a coinplete
1 angc of motor cycles w ill be made. A >

\ lUieis engmed two-stioke will be sup-
plied alteinatwely as a single-geared
(direct belt drive) model, or fitted with a
two-speed gear box with clutch and kick-
starter. Next there is a very similar
machine, but fitted with a 293 c.c. J. A. P.
A 350 c.c. engine of the same name has
served as the basis of a neat sporting
solo mount : and in the passenger class
there is a single and a meduimwcight
tx^iu—the former a 3^ h.p. Abingdon, and

the lattei

a 5-6 h.p.

J.A.P.

****>-im

An attractive sports lightweight with an o.h.v. engine—the 2\ h p. Coventiy* Eagle.

Stand. COVENTRY EAGLE.

Exceptionally deeply valanced mudguards are good features of the 2J- h.p.

Chater-Lea two-stroke.

108. The sporting Coventry Eagle has
the iionour of being one of the earliest

lightweights to be turned out as a luxury
mount pure and simple. It will be le-

membered that this model is fitted with
a 2-^- h.p. o.h.v. .J.A.P. engine with
several detail refinements and a distinc-

tive design of ribbed exhaust manifold.
A handsome saddle tank and clean frame
and mudguard lines add to the uncom-
monly pleasing general appearance of the
machine, which, incidentally, is supplied
fully equipped down to aluminium number
plates. For next year the saddle tank,
which made its first appearance on the
lightweight, will be fitted to all the
Coventry Eagle models. The others are :

A 2-^ h.p. two-stroke, a 293 c.c. J.A.P.,

C9
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Stand HACK.

A miniature machine on light and simple lines—marketed

by the Hack Engmeering Co.

a 350 c.c. J.A. P. (also offered as a light-

weight sidecar outfit), a Sj h.p. J.A.P.
(which may be obtained in a "sports"
guise), a 4 h.p. (550 c.c.) J.A.P. , and a

5-6 h.p. twin J.A.P. sidecar outfit.

Stcwd BLACKBURNE.
108. Two models only of the Black-

»burne will be shown, both as sMecar
machines. The engine of that name will

naturally form the power unit for both

types—one the 4 h.p. single, and the

117. A little
machine, mainly in-

tended for runSboiit

purposes, the Hack
miniature should
prave of value to

nurses and others to

vAom ordinary
cycling has been
found fatiguing. Its

weight is 75 lb. It

is fitted with alu-

minium footboards,
down the centre of

which riurs a groove
carrying the control
wires to the unit.

The engine is -the,

Simplex two-stroke
slightly modified and
adapted to the

Hack. Several improvements have been
carrifed out, among which the magneto
gear wheels are now enclosed, and
the drive is by single chain to the rear
wheel, the gear ratio being 10 to 1. A
clutch fitted is used solely to disconnect
the engine from the road wheels if it is

found necessary to wheel the machine.

A speedy flat twin, the o.h.v. 31 h.p. Sports Douglas.

other the 8 h.p. twin. Four complete out-
fits comprise the actual exhibit as follows :

An 8 h.p. twin with O.E.C. sidecar, an
8 h.p. three-seat«d taxi outfit, an 8 h.p.

tandem-seated outfit, and a 4 h.p. single

with a semi-sports sidecar.

^ Stand HUGHES SIDECARS.
116. Newcomers to the proprietary

sidecar market, although having much ex-

perience of manufacturing for other con-

cerns, Thos. Hughes and Son, of Baker
Street, Sparkhill, Birmingham, will show
a big range of models. Almost esvery

type of demand is catered for, with (in

certain cases) alternatives for similar

classes of work or to suit machines of

the same power.
A well-upholstered sporting sidecar, of

racy shape, with pointed tail, is specially

worthy of notice ; and another and
heavier model, the Cruiser de luxe,

follows the same general lines, but is

mounted on a duplex chassis, so as to be
suitable for use with the biggest and most
powerful machines. A feature of the
Hughes range is the fitting of scuttle type
hinged dashes, carrying windscreens, and
aluijiinium steps mounted on the chassis,

Cio

and this is controlled by a lever on the
handle-bars, the first operation of which
releases the compression, while the second
disengages the clutch. The clutch, there-

fore, cannot be used for starting pm'-
poses, but this is not an extremely
difficult operation.

There is an impies-

sive air of solidity

and power about

the three - speed

7-9 h.p. Rudge

Cylinder head of the 31- h.p. sporls

model Douglas.

Stand DOUGLAS.
119. Douglas machines have good

reputations in two distinct quarters.

Even the casual dabbler in motoriiijj

matters knows and respects the 2| h.)).

model as a general utility machine, while

the speed enthusiast is beginning to

realise the wonderful capabilities of the

tfiree o.h.v. models, which have in-

numerable Brooklauds and hill-climb

successes to their name this year. Ths
2| h.p. model may be obtained in a

\'ariety of forms, but is probably most

l)opular when fitted with a plain clutch-

less two-speed gear. As a general utility

sidecar machine the 4 h.p. type is almost
as familiar on our roads- to-day, but for

high speed sidecarriug the new o.h.v.

6 h.p. model is the more suitable. For
fast solo mount, the 2§ h.p. and 3^- h.p.

o.h.v. models are, of course, retained.

All tlie Douglas machines are sold com-
plete with lamps, horn, etc.

Stand RUDGE.
120. After just one year's existence

on the market it has not been found
advisable to alter greatly the counter-

shaft three-speed all-chain drive Rndgo
singles and twins. Since last Show,
however, a much less ciunbersome form
of clutch has been evolved, but this in-

novation is not new to the public, for it

has been fitted to the production

machines for some time now. It is of

the usual Ferodo insert type, but is

carried on the engine-shaft instead of on

the gear box ; it embodies an efficient

transmission shock absorber. A black

enamelled aluminium chain case and
guard now protect the piimaiy and rear

chains respectively, and the footboards

are also of the same metal but in itsi

natuial finish Large capacity tanks,
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very strong wheels, and a most efficient

front fork are features that have long

been common Eiudge i^ractice. Tlie two
multi gear (belt drive with expanding
and contracting pulleys) models remain

in the form which enjoyed so much
popularity in the past.

Stand SUNBEAM.
121 One would not be far wrong in

crediting the Sunbeam designers with
having set the fashion in the " sports

model," when, last year, they introduced

a light semi-T.T. machine, less kick-

starter, exclusively for solo use. It was
almost alone then, but this year it is

extremely difficult to find a firm that is

not listing a " sports model." The en-

thusiastic solo rider has already much for

which to Ihank the Sunbeam makers, but
for 1922 he has even more reason to be
pleased. A new long-stroke T.T. model -

has been introduced, which really does

follow the lines of the I.O.M. machines,
being a " clubman's 'bus " pure and
simple. The sporting model ' of 1921 is

retained, with the addition of a kick-

starter, as a fast touring solo machine

;

and the 3^ h.p. standard has been modi-
fied for dual-purpose use. Another new
long-stroke single of 4^ h.p. has been
evolved for purely sidecar work ; while,

of course, the popnlar big twin is re-

tained. Excepting the T.!?. machine, all

have the Sunbeam oil-bath chain cases

front and rear.

All the essentials of a piactical touring solo

machine are embodied in the lightweight

Stand MONOPOLE.
122. Improvements in the Monopole

range are chiefly limited to the detail

alterations to their components already
described in several recent issues of The
Motor Cycle. From this it may be in-

ferred that the machines bearing this

transfer embody familiar gear and
eiigine units. Nevertheless, they are all

serviceable and roadworthy productions.
The chief types are : Villiers 293 c.c.

and 350 c.c. J.A.P.-engined lightweights
(the latter as a sports model), and 499
c.c. Abingdon and 654 c.c. J.A.P. dual
purpose models.

Stiand VICTORIA.
.123. As last year, competitive prices

will be a strong feature of the Victoria
exhibit, which is, incidentally, one of the
few representatives from beyond the
Tweed. Lightweights, mediumweight
singles,, and a Coventry Victor-engined
flat twin are the chief models. Well-
known components are embodied, Villiers,

Blackburne, and J.A.P. ' engines being
fitted to the singles.. Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear boxes are used on the
heavier sidecar machines, and it is

worthy of note that a single-geared direct
belt drive model, with a 4 h.p. J.A.P.
engine, is listed.

\Stand HUMBER.
i 124. The ^ h.p. flat twin engine of
the Humber is a most adaptable power
unit._ Not only is it fitted to a smooth

I running sidecar outfit of proved capabili-
ties and noiseless action ; with detail
^modifications it now provides the power
for a 70 m.p.h. solo machine selling at
a_ most moderate price. The modifica-
itions in question consist mainly of lighter
ireQiprocating parts, aluminium pistons,
! providing a higher compression, and

One of the few representatives of Scotland

—

the 2i h.p two-stroke Victoria.

The standard Sunbeam "3i "
is now a

dual purpose machine, a step between the

Sports and the 4J h.p. sidecar models.
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new 2| h.p. models. The former has been

modified only in minor respects. -A new
front mudguard gives a neater aspect, and

permits a better flow of air to the engine.

Larger exhaust pipes are fitted, and the

rake of the sidecar seat has been altered

to provide greater comfort. Three typee

of the 2| h.p. model will be shown—

For those who favour the flat twin the smooth running 4i h.p. Humber is attractive.

The illustration aepicts the spirts model.

A mediumweight four-stroke

A Wolf single geared model two-stroke fitted with flywheel magneto. i^.

redesigned exhaust pockets to allow a

free sweep to the exhaust gases through

two unrestricted pipes. Detachable

valve pockets, one of the Humber's

special features, are retained on both

the touring and the sports models. A
Grindlav sidecar of pleasing and digni-

fied appearance converts the touring

machine into a capable passenger outfit.

Stand WOLF.

125. A special feature of the Wolf

exhibit will be a miniature lightweight

embodying the Villiers enguie It will

be staged at a very competitive figure, and

offered with various alternatives, such as

Sturmey or Burman two-speed gear with

clutch 'or kick-starter, or with single

gear and Villiers engine-shaft clutch

Lio-htinn- sets operated from the flywheel

magneto' may be added. The usual'range

of Wolf models will also be shown.

Stand BOWN.
126. .'Vniong the lesser known, but

none the less efficient lightweights of

Birmingham manufacture, the Bown is

the product of an extensive and well-

equipped factory. Two models are

specialised upon—a 2| h.p. Blackburne

mount with a two-speed gear and final

belt drive, and a very similar machine

with a Villiers two-stroke engine. These

are both intended for solo work, for so

far tlie makers have . not recommended
their bigger machine for light sidecar

service.

Stand A.J.S.

127. It is difficult to decide whether

the greater public interest will lie in the

popular 7 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar outfit or the

C14

Lubrication system of the 4J.h.p. flat

twin Humber.
r

touring, standard sports, and stripped

sports—and, in addition, the touring

model will be shown with a light side-

car. Side-by-side valves, three-speed gear

with clutch and kick-starter, excellent

guarding, a new type of Druid fork, and

all-chain drive, are features of Ihis neat^

-the 2i h.p. Bown, fitted with Blackburne engine and

Sturmey-Archer gear.

The speedman-s mount, a stripped sports 2i h.p. A.J.S.. with no kick-starter, light chain guard.,

and racing mudguards. The carrier fs easily detachable and leaves the rearguard well supported.
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little machine. The standard sports
diffei's in that footrests are fitted in place
of aluminium and rubber boards, while
the engine has higher compression and
higher valve lift. As its name implies,
the "stripped sports" is minus all un-
necessary fittings, such as kick-starter,
etc., while narrower front mudguards and
lighter chain guards are fitted. The new
frame fitted to all three light machines
is particularly attractive.

Stand SCOTT.
128. There will be few alterations

to the Scott models for 1922 ; but
these machines remain -in many respects
unique. The sports or Squirrel model,
exhibited for the first time last year,
will again be on view after a success-
fiil year in the hands of the public.
Minimum speed and consumption for tlris

type are guaranteed as 60 m.p.h. and 75
m.p.g. respectively. There Avill also be
a Colonial model Scott, with Sin. ground
clearance and 28x3in. wheels, while
another innovation is the Squirrel outfit

with special light sidecar.

Stand SANDUM SIDECARS.
129. Sidecar enthusiasts will find the

Sandum exhibit of particular interest.

The chief feature will be a double-seated
sidecar carrying two passengers side by

.|f^^(^ILI! 657

A model which will always have a following on account of its many distinctive features—the

3-J h.p. water-cooled Scott.

This new .mount, which is to be sold
purely as a sports model, will carry with
it a guarantee of 70 m.p.h. A Sturmey-
Archer three-speed gear with close ratios

and without kick-starter, forms part of

its equipment.

Stand SCOTT SOCIABLE.
131. Produced by its makers as a

sidecar substitute, but recognised by the
definition of the ruling bodies as a cycle
car, the Scott Sociable will make its
second appearance at Olympia with a
minimum of alteration. Attention, how-
ever, has been paid to strengthening the
shaft transmission and reducing the noise
of the bevel gears. Last year the Sociable
was introduced to the somewhat staggered
public as, perhaps, the most unconven-
tional, yet sound, engineering job ever
staged at Olympia. It was only known
to a few favoured ones, and to be able to
a.ssert that one - had driven - it was to

command wonder ajid respect. This
year many have been on the road, and
users are enthusiastic at its linking of
sidecar performance with the comfort and
silence of the small car.

Stand EDMUND.

Although a trifle unconventional m appearance, this model ot the 2J h.p. o.h.v. Sheffleld-

Henderson-Biackburne has already won its spurs in the big speed trials.

side fitted on a standard chassis, this

being effected by sinking the foot well

inside the chassis longitudinal members,
.and allowing a slight overhang. On all

the heavier Sandum sidecars the wheel
spindle is supported at its outer end.

Another interesting portion of the ex-
hibit will be the Sandum-Easting wind-
screen, which can be adjusted to any
angle, and made to protect the passenger
entirely. Sandum bodies are covered in

special material, which is afterwards
painted and varnished, and is weather
and sun-resisting. A speciality is also

ma.de' of lightweight bodies, several

examples of which will be shown. O'li^

of these, of streamline form, will weigh
but 24 lb. ' Another feature of the exhibit •

will be a touring body with a rubber-
covered lid to the locker at the back.

Stand SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON.
130. In addition to a range of Hen-

derson sidecars for which this Sheffield

firm is now well known, two new
models of the Sheffield-Henderson- motor
cycle will be exhibited ; one of these

will be engiued with the 2| h.p. o.h.v.

-Blackburne engine, and having a frame
of rather unique design, which gives

an exceptionally low riding position.

The other model is a dual purpose

machine having the new 4^ h.p. Black-

burne engine of 550 c.c, Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear, and other first-class

equipment. The vacuum lubrication

system ou this machine is somewhat
rmiqne.

132. An^adjustable spring frame is

the feature by which the Edmund is best
known ; it, has hitherto been confined to

lightweight models, although obviously
perfectly suited for any power. For next
year a 4j h.p. machhie will be listed

fitted with the new Blackburne engine of
that rating. A saddle tank of nice ap-
pearance, a Burman gear box, all-chain

drive, and internal expanding brakes on
both wheels, are salient features of the
specification. 293 c.c. J. A. P. and 350 c.c.

Blackburne engines
are fitted to the other
models, which include
a sports type.

The Scott Sociable is attractively unconventional in almost every respect.

Show it was a centre of attraction.

At last year's
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An alUcham drive 250 c.c. sports model

—

the Sirrah. A hghtweight Burman three-speed

gear is fitted.
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speed Burman gear or four-speed Juckes
gear is provided.. The Swan spring fork,

which employs enclosed coil and buffer-

springs between the fork blades, is fitted,

and either Amac or Vici carburetters are

supplied. Visitors to Olympia should not

fail to see the swinging gear box bracket,

which provides a simple and positive ad-

justment for the primary driving chain.

On the same stand, but under another

name, is shown the New Courier fitted

with Villiers engine, Gosport forks, and
either single gear, Burman two-speed
gear, or Burman two-speed gear with
clutch and kick-starter.

Htund DUNELT.

Stand SIRR.4H AND VERUS.
133. It is impossible simultaneously

to build a machine down to a price and
up to a quality ; and, recognising that the
two types appeal to separate sections of
the public, Messrs. Alfred Wiseman have
introduced "popular" models of their
Verus motor cycles under the name of
Sirrah. Both makes cover a wide range
of types, from the simple two-stroke to a
luxurious 5-6 h.p. twin, equally suited to

solo or passenger-carrying requirements.
The twin Sirrah will be fitted with a
654 c.c. J. A. P. engine, while the corre-
sponding Verus will have a 696 c.c.

Blackburne. Saddle tanks and hand-
some mudguards of ample width are
special features, and the aluminium chain
cases are noticeably neat. A miniature
sports model Verus, employing a 2^ h.p.

J. A. P. engine and the highest quality
'components, will be particularly dis-

tinctive in its wheel size—24in. A light-

weight (2| h.p. Blackburne) sidecar out-
fit is another leading model bearing the
Verus transfer.

Stand MASSEY-.\RRAN^
134. If the Massey-Arran had never

achieved any other success it would go
down in history as the machine on which
J. Whalley put up such a lone fight

against adversity and all the favourites

in the 1921 Junior T.T. Incidentally,

Whalley has now joined the staff of the

makers, and will be in attendance at
Olympia. Excellent detail work and
finish characterise the Massey-Arran
l^roducts, and for 1922 it is intended to
concentrate on the lightweight single-

The only V twin

two-stroke on the

market—the 5 h.p.

Stanger.

136. As sole example of the 500 c.c,

single-cylinder air-cooled two-stroke, the

Dunelt has proved itself during the pa.«t

year, and will be staged, at Olympia with,

only minor changes and improvements.
Its price, complete with full electric

lighting set, sidecar, and spare Wheel,

will be most attractive. In almost every
competition in wliicli it has been entere,a

the Dunelt has distinguished itself, and
its performances, in view of the cylinder'

capacity, have indicated better pulling

powers at low speed on hills than are

generally shown by four-stroke engines of

similar size.

cylinder models. A new sports mode),
equipped with 2| h.jj. o.h.v. Blackburne
engine, will prove specially attractive ; it

is- a replica of the above-mentioned T.T.
machine.

Stand OLYMPIC.
135. Either the 293 or 350 c.c. J.A.P.

engines will be fitted to the Olympic

machine, while a choice of two orTthree-

A 500 c.c. two stroke sidecar—the Dunelt. The single

eylinder engine is inclined and carried In a loop frame.

Stand JUPP.

136a. A newcomer to Olympia will be

the tiny Jupp, which embodies many un-

usual features. Briefly, it may be de-,-

scribed as a small open-framed motor

cycle, having a comfortable bucket seat

and footboards sprung together. In

addition, protection from mud and oil is

amply provided for. The rear wheel is •

almost enclosed by protecting panels, and
the long spring footboards are met at

the front end by wide legshields ; the

engine also has a pai-tial covering, and
the transmission is protected by suitable

shields. In the lowest part of the opeii

frame lies a two-speed Burman gear box
with clutch and kick-starter, and a 2g
h.p. Liberty two-stroke is set well in

front in an inclined position. This little

machine forms yet another example of a

motor cycle modified to suit the require-

ments of a lady or of elderly riders.

Stand '^TANGEfi.
137. The Stanger is not an entire^i

novelty, but this year will mark its first,

appearance in improved form with spring

frame at Olympia. It earns the title

distinctive on several counts. It is one'

of the only two multi-cylinder two» '

strokes on the market, and is the only
,

air-cooled V t'ftin of that type at pre-''

sent on the British market. Apart fro?!'
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its- originality the Stangor engine appears

to be a very nicely designed job gene-

rally, and should be equally suited to

solo or sidecar work. It is, of course,

very simple, and possesses a minimum of

working parts ; this, in conjunction with

the fact that the engine gives the torque

eiTect, and consequent smooth running
of four cylinders, should prove a most
attractive quality to the discriminating

class of rider. Well-tried standard com-
ponents are used, such as the Amac car-

buretter and the Sturmey-Archer three-

speed gear box. Finay drive is by belt,

and the frame suspension is controlled

by a long laminated leaf spring.

fj^ra(^ILE ^'59

f rent view of the substantially constructed

L.S.D.

.S7«nd L.S.D.
138. As a type, this Yorkshire 'pro-

duction represents a very sound develop-
ment of three-wheeler design. Its air-

cooled motor cycle engine,»two for^vard
speeds, and general absence" of " frills,"

^uard it from the accusation of over-
development, while its interchangeable
wheels, reverse gear, and the new kick-
starter place it on an equality with the
sidecar m point of ease of handling and
convenience.
This year new and improved bodywork

will be shown, and a general refinement
of detail, but the same springing and the
excellent and sturdy chassis construction
will remain unchanged. For trade de-
livery work a roomy box body may be
fitted.

kaml CANOELET SIDECARS.
139. Present-day motor cyclists, es-

pecially the newcomers to our ranks, may
have forgotten the days of the cane-

Of symmetrical and compact appearance, this % h.p. electricaHy-equipped Sports model
N.U.T. should make a wide appeal.

chair type of sidecar, and believe, in con-
sequence, that the modern style of coach-
built sidecar body was with us from the
earliest period of the popular attach-
ment. Such is not the case, and to Jlead
and Deakin, of Tyseley, Birmingham,
must be given much of the credit of popu-

at the back and a mudguard attached to
the body instead of to the chassis as
heretofore.

Stand N.U.T.

Another big sports solo mount—the 5-6 h.p. Blackburne-engined
Metro-Tyler.

larising the present-day underslung coach
sidecar; the introduction of their
Canoelet (circa 191S) inaugurated an
epoch. The traditions of this firm will
be upheld in 1922, and at Olympia will
be exhibited taxi-sidecars, "light and
heavyweight commercial caiTiers, and all
types of touring sidecars.
The sporting Canoelets (again proto-

types of a now almost universal class) will
be provided with locker accommodation

the Peters motor cycle the tank, engine, and one
stay make a triangle to form the " frame."

140. The mediumweight V twin as a
solo or light sidecar machine ha,s been the

N.U.T. policy for
several years now, and
the result is a produc-

_ tion that in appear-
ance is bettered by
none. Chain-driven
models are now ob-
tainable, in addition
to the final belt
machines of last year.
Two sizes of J.A.P.
engines are offered—
the 3-i h.p. (496 c.c.)

and the 5 h.p. (678
c.c.) twins—and also
a special sports
model with the former
engine, but with
lighter reciprocating
parts. lu this case
a close ratio Sturmey-
Archer gear box 'is

fitted.

Stand PETERS.
141. Certainly most original in

appearance and design, the Peters two-
stroke will assuredly attract a fair quota
of spectators. It 'is sprung front and
rear on simple principles, the actual
springs being entirely concealed (the front
coil m the steering head). The bulbous
tank forms the main member of the
frame, and the 347 c.c. engine acts as a
down tube. An exhaust pressure .system
of lubrication, already described in T/ie
Motor Cycle, is incorporated, and the
transmission is by belt over variable
pulleys. Lighting is electric, current
being supplied by a flywheel magneto.

Stand METRO-TYLER.
142. Hitherto, the Metro - Tyler

range has been confined to lightweight
motor cycles, therefore the introduction
of a^ new 5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder model is
of interest. Designed primarily as a
solo mount, it has very pleasing out-
lines, and should be a worthy addition
to the range of dual purpose machines
now on the market
The engine fitted is a 5-5 h.p. Black-

bume, and the equipment includes
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One of the most symmetrical and compact looking British twin motor cycles is the new 6 h.p.

• Brough Superior, equipped with the 72 X 90 mm. M.A.G. engine.

three-speed gear box, clutch, kick-starter,

and all-chain drive. Quick detachable
wheels are a feature, the rear wheel
being removable without affecting the

adjustment of the chain and foot brake.

Stand ECONOMIC.
143. Economic Motors specialise in

a two-stroke flat twin motor attachment
with flywheel magneto, originally de-

signed to be used as a pedal cycle attach-

ment, but this unit, which is now British-

made, will be shown fitted to a duplex
frame lightweight with chain-cum-belt
drive. An Economic rie hixe attachment
will also form part of the exhibit, arid

will be fitted to a pedal bicycle. It

will incorporate the Economic spring

drive and lighting from the flywheel

magneto.. The spring drive is bolted to

the rim of the rear wheel, and the initial

shocks are taken up by means of suitably

arranged springs interposed between the

sprocket and its attaclmient. The
standard product of this firm will be a

pedal cycle fitted with the unit, having
a sprocket attached directly to the

spokes of the rear wheel. A tradesman's
carrier will be shown fitted with the

Economic unit and spring drive to the

rear w'heel. Quite a novelty will be

a simple three-wheeler for one person,

fitted with Economic engine and a fric-

tion gear.

Stand BROUGH SUPERIOR.
144. This will be tire first appear-

ance of the Brough Superior at Olympia,

and it may be safely predicted that the

exiiibit will claim much attention. As

no attempt has been made to build the

machine down to a price the designer

has had a free hand to -produce a motor
cycle without a jarring line from the

appearance view-point. Either an o.h. v.

or a side-by-

side 8 h.p.

J.A.P. engine |
may be fitted,

and a close
ratio Sturmey
gear box is

usually speci-

fied. Although
the machine
was originally

designed ^s a

fast solo mount,
it is not sur-

prising that
there is now a

considerable de-

mand for it as

a sporting pas-

senger outfit,

when it is
fitted with a

light Mont-
gomery sidecar

of suitable de-

sign. For 1922

a smaller edition of the 8 h.p, machnie

will be fitted with a 750 c.c. M.A.G.
power unit.

Stand XTRA CARS.
148. The Xtra Car exhibit will be

of interest to those who are looking for

a cheap three-wheeled monocar which is

economical in ^ upkeep, and with an

th a flat
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appeal to the man who does not care for

a solo motor cycle. It follows motor
cycle lines throughout, however, the body
having the outline of the average tour-

ing sidecar. The whole power unit is

carried in a separately sprung frame at

the rear of the vehicle, and consists of

a 2| h.p. Villiers engine with flywheel
magneto, the engine-shaft sprocket driv-

ing two sprockets of different sizes by a

single chain which passes over all three.

On the sprocket spindles, and attached
to the sprockets, are two cork friction

pulleys of different sizes, which, l)_v

rocking a swinging arm on which they
are mounted, n^y be engaged in turn
with the special rim attached to the rear

wheel, thus giving two speed ratios.

Cooling is effected by the air draught
passing underneath the body. As this

vehicle is fitted with hood and screen,

the driver is completely protected from
the elements. - Starting is by handle
actuating a chain running over a free

wheel on the engine-shaft.

Stand BEAUMONT.
148. Sloping top tube frame, 2| h.p.

Blackburne engine, Brampton forks,

Weather protection is

ensured on the novel

Xtra car.

and Burman gear box with chain-cum-belt
drive arc the chief items in the specifica-

tion of this North-country production.
The general lines of the machine are
good, and it bears evidence of excellept

finish. Another model with chain drive,

through a Sturmey box, with the oil tank
carried on the saddle tube, will be staged

1 in conjunction with a lightweight sidecar.

Stand VINDEC.
162. Produced by a firm primarily

engaged in the trade as factors, the

Vindec machines will be exhibited in the
Gallery at the Show. There are two
models—an 8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined model
and a 2^ h.p. two-stroke of 64x70 mm.
(226 c.c). The former machine is on
highly-developed but conventional K..is,

having three-speed Sturmey-Archer ge4T,

chain-cum-belt drive, and interchangeable
wheels equipped with 28x3iu. tyres. The
*vvo-stroke is of interest, in that the trans-

mission is by two chains from the engijie

to countershaft, and thence by belt to

the off side of the back wheel. The chains i

run over different sized sprockets, and
a double dog clutch on the countershaft
engages either the high or low gear as

desired.
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A full range of 1922

ROV
MOTOR CYCLES

PRICES FROM itlOO
will be on View at

OLYMPIA
Nov. 28th to Dec. 3rd.

STAND No. 96
Full particulars obtainable at SHOW STAND or

on application to :—

THE MAKERS

THE NEW ROVER CYCLE Co., Ltd.,

COVENTRY.
LONDON, - - - 18, Holbom Viaduct, E.C.I.

CROYDON, - - - 9a, George Street,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, 15, Ridley Place, Northumberland Street.

In ansioerinrj this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C2.i
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J, J, '%, 1. 1
Put tne best possible in your

tank and you'll get the best

possible out of your car

1 No.

1
No

1 is sold in the new Khaki
Can.
3 for Commercial
Vehicles in the Blue Can,

Briiish Peiroleum (sMi
ZZfENCHimCH ST, LONDON E.CS

• • Folding Road Maps

iiiiiiii^

• •

Specially prepared for the use of motor cyclists.

POCKET SIZE. Maps when folded measure 6iin. x 3|in. Size of case complete with
maps 6|in. x S^in. Can easily be carried in jacket pocket or valise.

I 1

"|~'HESE sets ot maps are acknowledged to be the

best—the handiest and the most compact—yet

produced for motor cyclists.

They give all the detail that is necessary, and are

strongly mounted on linen to withstand hard wear.

Main roads and secondary roads are distinguished by

different rulings, and on the maps of England and

SET OF THREE.
Complete in Case.

ENGLAND AND WALES: SCOTLAND:
LONDON.

pjlf.a for ihe three maps C /C „««.
i. 11V.C complete in case i*/ O net.

Wales, and Scotland, places with Garages eind those

with Hotels and Inns are also indicated.

They will be found of great service when planning a

tour, or for finding a route while on the road

Themap o{London is unique. All the main routes into and out ot

London are shown in red, while, for the convenience of those who
wish to avoid the metropolis, the main roads skirting London are

printed in blue.

SET OF TWO.
Complete in Case.

ENGLAND AND WALES : LONDON.
Showing roads into and out of

London, and aToiding London.
Showing roads into and out ot

London, and avoidine London

By post 5/9, Price S'^riatTrer.! 4/6 net. By post 4/8. =

Obtainable frorn the Publishers : ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
and front leading booksellers.

C24 /« answcrimj these advertisements- it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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New Designs in Sidecars for \^22.,
Proprietary Models of Diverse and

Attractive Patterns.

Hughes Cruiser model, a touring sidecar on sporting lines. A
hinged scuttle dash, aero type screen and an aluminium step are

standard fittings.

For speedy machines

of ample power—the

Watsonian R.34 side-

car.

A it luxe sidecar with spring wheel ; the Grindlay.

W*^
Built for speedwork : the Henderson racer. The body is carried by

coil springs on a light triangular chassis.

A mediumweight sidecar on graceful lines, with a duplex

chassis of ample strenilh the MillfcrJ Junior.

Dunhill's sidecar with bulbous back body and '-^^^

triangulated underslung chassis.

For big touring machines : the Sandum, with large locker accom-

modation. The chassis is suitable for use with interchangeable

wheels.

A box carrier manufactured by the producers of Montgomery

sidecars.

C25
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New A.J S. Singles and Twins.
Modilicalions (o ihe Sidecar Oulfif, and Extended 2| h.p. Range.

ONE of the most popular sidecar out-

fits on the market—the 7 h.p.

A.J.S.—has been modified in one
or two important points. Chief of these
i.j the fitting of a shock absorber on the
engine shaft. This device consists of a
iioating sprocket prevented from rota-
tional movement by a face cam splined
on to the cranksh-ft, and held in engage-
ment by a powerful coil spring. Any
sudden shock causes the sprocket to ride

slightly on the spring-loaded <;am. A
new front mudguard passes between the
fork members^ and the valances splay
outwards below the head ; this guard,
while being equally effective, provides a

better air flow to the cylinders. Instead
of the separate magneto and dynamo the
Lucas Magdyno is now standardised, and
larger exhaust pipes held by a very in-

genious external clamping nut are em-
ployed.. Further modifications consist of

improved roller bearing big ends and
fabric inserts in the clutch instead of

cork. The seating accommodation of

the sidecar has also ' been slightly

changed, the slope of the seat and back
rest being modified to give a more

A standard sports model 2J h.p. A.J.S. Fitted with kick-starter and footrests, this is an ideal

fast touring machine.

natural riding position.

B500 saddle is, of course
in the case of the A..J.S.

interfere with the fitting

toolbags.

The Brooks
retained, and
this does not

of pannier

New front mudguards and larger exhaust pipes are the most obvious changes on the 7 h.p. A.J.S.

throughout, a shock absorber being fitted

on the engine-shaft. Three speeds ai'e

provided by the countershaft gear box,

and a three-plate cork insert clutch is

mounted on the gear mainshaft. Con-i

trary to usual practice, a kick-starter is

fitted to the standard sports model.
Both front and rear brakes are of the in-

ternal expanding type, and the rear Wheel

is easily and quickly detachable without

disturbing the brake or chain; 26x2^in.
Dunlop heavy tyres are fitted. The
frame is particularly neat and light, and

provides a low saddle position well for-

ward of the rear wheel; while another

important point lies in the fact that th<

engine plates are secured to the frame bj

two bolts to both down and saddle tubes<

A very simple and ingenious adjustmeni

is provided for the footrests, the bosses

of which are drifted so as to form ar

internal octagonal star, vi'hich may bf;

mounted on the square section cross-bai.

in a number of positions.

Front suspension is by the latest type

of Druid fork, which is particularly in-

teresting, in that it> provides a compound'

action, yet all the springs are carried'

between the fork blades, so as to be out

lowing A.J.S. practice, the head is held

down by a cross-bar and two long bolts,

and is stayed to the saddle tube by a
clip and bar. Trans-
mission is, by chain

The Improved Light Solo Models.

Solo riders will be charmed with the

latest 2J h.p. A.J.S., which is one of the

neatest and best carried-out medium-
weight machines that we have examined.
It is to be listed iu three models, all at

the attractive figure of £85. The average
solo rider will probably choose the stan-

dard sporting model, and this we shall

take as a basis'for description. The en-

gine (74x81 mm. bore and stroke= 348
c.c.) differs little from the already well-
known 2| h.p. side-by-side valve engine.
Plain crankshaft bearings are employed,
but a double row roller bearing is fitted

to the big end. A cast-iron piston, with
four narrow piston rings, is used ; and,
except for details, the cylinder head is a
replica of that of the 7 h.p. model. Fol-

C26

A new frame giving lower and more amidships seating is a feature of the 2J A.J.S. Excellent

guards and internal expanding brakes are fitted to the tcuring model.
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1 —^idf^r^ar Conmbina^ioTm I ightln^ Sets

Conversion set with
new side and tail

lamps ..£3150

Complete set, with
5in. head lamp .. £5 10

Ditto, with 7in.

headlamp wired up
ready for fixing ., £6 5

2 —^olo Lightinitf Sets.

Conversion set,

with new tail

lanp. .£250
Complete set.

wth new head
and tail lamp
wired up ready
foe fixing

£4

3^ 'Accumulator— Hart or Peto.Radford Manufacture.

{In metal case witli strap handle.)

4 Volts
i-i amps, actual,

s^uantity.

24 amps, ignition,

Prxe Total
each. price,

1 14/- 14/-
2 13'- 26/.
3 12/8 38/.
4 12/3 49/.
6 12<- 72/-

Size 52 X 3i X 3^^

All !>bove prices include free deliverv

You may not see them
at Olympia

in which case call at any of the addresses given below, or write
for illustrated list giving full particulars and prices of the
Wates Electric Sets tor both Solo and Combination -mounts.

There is no need to bother any longer with troublesome and
odorous acetylene, you can convert your existing lamps to

electric, or equip your machine with new lamps with

\>\^ELECTRICCOmERSIONSETS
We cannot offer any stronger testimony than the many letters of appreciation
we continually receive trom users. Here is one of them :

" / have used your Electric Conversion Set over some hundreds
of mites, and find it the most satisfactory lighting lor motor
cycles I have had to deal with, and many ol my friends are

,
going, io discard their messy gas geiier.ators in favour of tlie

more up-to-date methods.'"

In the Sojv Ugbting sets, the accumulator case fits on the existing acetylene lamp
brackets. Ilc loiiowing lamp sets are all suitable for holding the accumulator
i^ase. These are not the only sets suitable for converting, but give an idea ol

^
what is" required,

Towelland Hanmer Lamps, Nos. 12.7 H.B., 127 S.B., 128 H.B., 12 S.B., 125 H.Bl
Miller Lamps, Nos. 29 H., 31 H., 24 S., 23 II.; Lucas Lamps, Nos. 463, 341, 33,

WATES BROS.,
Retail - - 5, High Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.
Offices - 132, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.
MECHANICO - 14, Great Queen Street, King>way. WCZ

A broken down MAG ENGINED machine is as rare as a

DEAD DONKEY—have you ever seen ONE ? We can

show you why you have not, at

Stand 246 Olympia

MAO
I
THE BEST IN THE VyORL.P 1

You should insist on a MAG ENGINE in your

new Motor Cycle or Cycle Car— or buy either, but only in which a MAG
engine is installed-you will be ALL RIGHT WITH A MAG.

The MAG ENGINE CO., Ltd. Harrow Rd., London, N.W.IO. Jars^'^svrnT^iuf <

(Kcnsal) Londoll."i

C28 In answcrinrj tfiesc adrer/i.iements it is ilesirahle to mention " 71ie Motor Cycle."

£d
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of the mud and clear of mudguard fit-

tings. TJiis fork is very neat, and we are

informed that it is most effective. Both
sporting models have high compression

engines witli rather higher valve life than

is employed on the standard touring

machine: but, whereas the^ mudguards
on the standard sports model are wide,

and ' fully balanced in front, the front

guard of the stripped sports is of the

racing type. There is a difference also

in the chain guarding, that of the stripped

model being less complete. No kick-

^jpTOIg(^]L®

starter is fitted to the ultra-sporting type
;

and, though a carrier is fitted, it may be
removed without interfering with mud-
guard supports. Both these models are
capable of well over a mile a minute, and
embody all the firm's e-xperience in high-

speed touring practice.

The more sedate tourist has not been
forgotten, and for him the touring model
should he ideal. Similar to the sporting

models in essentials, it is fitted with a

lower compression engine and lower lift

valves, and is a fine machine capable of

pulling at low speeds and of "taking a light

C63

sidecar a:Nyv,her> in reason. Rubber-
studded alumin.'um footboards and tour-

ing bars are fiiteil, and the new A.J.S.
may be described as a real dual-purpose
mount—^not too heavy for a solo mount,
yet sufiiciently powerful and stoutly con-
structed for sidecar work. The reputa-
tion already established by the A.J.S.
touring machines, especially in the Six
Days Trials, is such that it is only neces-
sary to add that trie new models closely

follow the firm's standard practice, but
embody such impro,;ements and modifica-
tions as have been found desirable.

Excelsior Plans.
A Comprehensive Range of Lighiweighls, Big Singles, arid Twins.

A WIDE range of models will be
shown by Bayliss, Thomas, and Co.,

the manufacturers of the weU-
kuown Excelsior machines. These vary

from the 2^ h.p. Villiers-engined, single-

geared motor bicyclej selling at £39 18s.,

to the 8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined dc luxe

sidecar outfit at £162. Dealing first

with the lighter models, the Villiers

engine is fitted to three of them ; a clutch

may he fitted to the single-geared machine
already mentioned, or a spprting model
may be obtained -with two-speed gear

clutch and kick-starter. A similar speci-

fication is applied to a third model,

wliich, however, is provided with . an
open frame, and is particularly suitable

for riders of the fair sex. This model,

hy the way, is an exception to the

Excelsior rule, in that it is fitted with

24x2iin. wheels.

A Solo Touring Mount.

A very pretty little machine, with
sloping top tube and excellent fittings

throughout, is the new 2J h.p. Black-
burne-engined model, with three-speed

gear, chitch, and kick-starter, and all-

chain drive. An internal expanding rear

brake is fitted, and the machine will

undoubtedly appeal to the sporting rider

^'ho requires a go-anywhere machine.
Including the 4g h.p. big single, all

the larger Excelsiors are fitted with
Burman gear boxes and 28 x3in.- tyres.

The 4g h.p. machine is a solidly con-

structed single, particularly suited for

hard work, with a sidecar attached ; it

is sold solo at £95, or with a well-built

sidecar at £125. Unlike the twin-cylinder
-models, a belt rim brake is fitted to the

rear wheel, but in other respects the

Fitted with an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine and
equipped Excelsior model with a fully fitted

outfits

specifications differ but little. A 6 h.p.
twin J.A.P.-engined Popular model is

sold complete with sidecar at £135. or
with the new 8 h.p. roller and ball

bearing engine at £142. This machine
is fitted with all necessities, but differs

fram the ih luxe 8 h.p. in that it is not
supplied with such luxuries as inter-

changeable wheels. In the case of the
44 h.p. and the Popular models, tool
boxes have replaced the pannier bags,
but tile standard arrangement of bags is

Burman three-speed gear box, this electrically

sidecar is in the front rank of powerful sidecar

still retained on the de luxe type. As
regards the 8 h.p. de luxe machine, there
is little to be said, except that it is

replete with every modern convenience,
and is a remarkably fine example of
typically British big twin construction.
Chain drive throughout, internal expand-
ing brakes in each wheel, and beautiful
finish are among the outstanding features.

An "oversize" single that has had many years' vogue, the 4J h.p. Excelsior, fitted with a

650 ex. engine.

CALTHORPE MODELS.
As pioneers amongst the builders of

two-stroke sidecar outfits, it is not

surprising to find a 2J- h.p. two-

stroke fitted with a three-speed Burman
gear amongst the Calthorpe range. This
macliine is, of coiuse, intended for sidecar

work, being fully capable of such duty.

Amongist k-ithar interesting machises
turned out by the makers are a neat little

2^- h.p. two-stroke with 24x2in. tyres.

Single-geared, this genuine lightweight

will sell at a most attractive figure. An
addition to the range is formed by a 500

ere. twin J.A.P.-engined machine with
Burman three-speed box, which will make
an ideal dual purpose mount.

Quite a novelty is the spring seat-pillar

fitted. The saddle-pillar floats in the

down tube, and is supported by an
enclosed spring placed in a tube behind
the saddle tube, rebound springs are

fitted, and the movement is controlled by
a piston working in oil.

029
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Rex-Acme Models,
Dual-purpose and Two-slroke Machines under a Combinalion of Two Well-known Names.
OR some time now a 4 h.p. Rex-
Aeme and sidecar has been dis-

tinguishing itself in the most impor-
tant Midland reliability trials ; and this
severe testing ground has materially
helped to evolve the most business-like
dual-purpose mount which will be offered
to the public for 1922. Experimental
machines of this model have proved suc-
cessful where others of nearly double
the capacity have failed, including a
sidecar ascent of the notorious Screw
Road in North Wales.
A slightly modified 550 c.c. J.A.P.

engine and a three-speed Sturmey gear
box are standard components, while the
frame design is notable for its solidity.

The final drive is by chain to a Rex-*
Acme shock absorber in the rear sprocket

;

and light guards only are fitted to both
chains.

Mudguarding is efficiently and cleanly
carried out, and the 26x2^in. tyres
should prove well up to carrying the
quite moderate weight of the "machine.
Compensatijig brakes act in dummy belt
rims on both wheels, and the pedal for
the rear brake provides great leverage,
being over 6in. long. The rear stand is

of vei-y light but strong girder design.
Footboard, handle-bar, an(3 saddle loca-
tions afford a comfortable riding position,
while Brampton forks attend to the
elimination of vibration from the front
wheel. An JF-L magneto, Amac carbu-

retter, and Best and Lloyd drip feed
are standard.
A handsome sidecar, well sprung fore

and aft by the one pair of springs, has

Sturdy and clean Jesigri i» exemplified on the new 550 c.c. dual-purpose Rex-Acme.

been designed for attachment to this

model.
Last year's big twin sidecar outfit has

been little altered. A- J.A.P. or Black-
burne engine and chain or belt final drive
are optional." A sidecar taxi, however,
will be inarketed in conjunction with the
maimers of the Willowbrook sidecars.

The 2| h.p. lightweights have been
already de.scribed in T1\r Motor Ci/clc,

but a novelty for this firm is the intro-

duction of a two-stroke lightweight,

obtainable with or without a gear bo.\.

Standard components are used.

Excepting the big twin models, whii li

embody the well-known spring seat-pilhii

fitted for some time now to both the Ec.

and the Acme machines, a Lycett " spriiii,

nose" saddle is a standard fitment

throughout' the range. This saddle has.

after a thorough trial, proved most corn

fprfable in action.

An Ultra Lightweight.
The If h.p. (161 c.c.) Grigg Two-stroke Miniature Mofor Bicvcle.

ports are bridged, so that unpinned
piston rings may be used without feai

of the ends springing open into the poii

orifices.

From many points of view the Grig?

is a machine laid out on lines of great

' THE makers of the Cirigg miniature
1 motor bicycle have hitherto sjaecial-

ised on a machine of the scooter
type, but they have now adopted a policy
which this journal predicted would be-

motor cycle type. A two-speed Sturmey
gear box, with clutch and kick-starter, is

incorporated, the transmission being by
chain and belt. The frame is constructed
largely without lugs, the joints being

Simple framework
is an all-important

point on such a de-
sign as the Grigg.

.'\ duplex frame miniature two-stroke

the Grigg—a 161 c.c. engine and Sturmey-
Archer two-speed gear are fitted.

come general after, the first flush of the
Etand-up scooter boom had subsided.
Although the scooter will not be dis-

continued, the Grigg Motor and Engineer-
ing Co., of Winchester Road, Twicken-
ham, .have incorporated the same engine
in a simple low-built duplex frame of

C30

welded, and the con-

struction is ' light.

Girderless D r u i d
forks carry the front

of the machine, and 24x2in. wheels are

used, tyres of this size being ijo doubt
ample for a machine of such small engine
capacity.

Tire two-stroke engine of 57x63 ram.
bSi'e and stroke is well designed, and has
a compression release which connects up
witli the exhaust system ; the cylinder

promise, and the straight tube .duple'

frame should give strength with lightnf.^-

and at the same time permit a sadd
position lov/ enough to suit the sliorti

person. Marketed at a low price,

should be ideal for runabout work, 1

additionto being capable of long journeys.

The Grigg is certainly of (i type de-

serving encouragement. Having all the

handiness of a "scooter," it nevertheles;

embodies well-tried and approved niitoi

cycle design. The fact that scooters made

their riders too conspicuous was frequently

overlooked.
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MODEL P CHASSIS.

November 34T1-1, 1921.

COMMERCIAL TRUCK. FEATHER-WEIGHT MODEL A. MODEL Q CHASSl:

WAISONIAN WINDSCREEN

MONARCH MODEL-

Spec i a 1

fittings for
lugs incor-
porated in
motorcycle
free. Wl^^^

Special
colours to

order with-
out extra
charge.

Revised Prices for 1922.

Taxi Sidecar . . . . £77 5
Monarch Model . . . . £26
R34 Model £25
Commercial Truck . . £23
Commercial Box . . . . £22 10
Tourist Model . . . . £22
Feather-weisht Model A £17 10

Unaltered Speoiflcation.

Model U Chassis. . . . £15 10
Model P Chassis .... £13
Model Q Chassis.. ..£10 10
Hood aside Curtain.. £5
Automatic Windscreen £3
Petrol and Lug. Carrier £1 10
Crate and packing free in each case.

Send a Post Card Joy 1922 list.

WATSONIAN SIDECAR CO!, 129-Kl, Conybere St., Birmingham.
Telephone: Mid. 520. Telegrams: \Vatsonian, Birmingham."

""OR liNGlNE INSPECTION

TOURIST MODEL.

HOOD & SIDE CURTAINS, WATSONIAN TAXI. LUGGAGE St PETROL CARRILU. COMMERCI.VL liO.X. MODEL U CHASSIS.

STAND 132
CYCLE & MOTOR CYCLE SHOW
OLYMPIA—— NOV. 28 — DEC. 3

You Simply Float ?»

MODEL No. SB.

Write lor Illustmlcd Leaflet to . >

C EDMUND & CO. (1920), LTD.
MILTON WORKS, CHESTER.

Wires: "Cycle, Chester." •Phone: 879 Ctiester.

C32 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.

1920 MODELS.
Model No. 2.

Fitted with 2| h.p. Jap engine and
Burman two-speed gear with clutch

and kick-starter, chain-cum-belt drive

Price £75
Model No. 3B.

Fitted with 2f h.p. Blackburne engine

and Burman two-speed' gear with

clutch and kick-starter, chain-cum-
belt drive. Price £85

Model No. 4B.

Fitted with 2f h.p. Blackburne engine

and Burman three-speed gear with

clutch and kick-starter, all-chain drive

Price £90
(Special Sports Model. Price £95.)

Model No. 5B.

Fitted with 41 h.p. Blackburne engine

and Burman three-speed geat, with
clutch and kick-starter, all-chain drive

Price £105
(Sidecar, £23 10 extra).
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Mechanical Lubrication for any Engine.
The Showell Pump for Use wi<h Visible Drip Feed, driven from Ihe Magnefo Timing.

A MECHANICAL oil pump, suitable

for attachment to existing machines,
and driven from the magneto timing

wheel, is not an entirely novel device, but

E. Showell and Sons, Ltd., of Stirchley,

Birmingham, have approached the idea

on new lines.

The " bu.-iiness " portion of the Showell
equipment is a small cylindrical casting
having integral inlet and outlet pipe
unions ; inside the casting runs a spindle
with a small clearance in the tore of the
instrument ; the spindle has a deep
square thread or worm around its cir-

cimiference, and oil reaching this thread
at the inlet orifice is " screwed " along
to the outlet pipe, up which it is forced

to the visible drip feed on the tank.
The purap spindle is rotated by nieans

of a square e.xtension which engages with

appears to depend upon a supply of oil

from the tank by gravity, and the pres-

sure attained is not likely to be high;

possibly this will require a fairly thin oil

in winter. However, we have not yet

Clean outline ot the Showell mechanical

pump ; the squared spindle engages with

a special magneto sprocket nut.

Oil leads connecting tank, pump, drip

feed, and crank case.

Obviously the designer of the Showell
pump has set out to achieve in the one
fitment ease of application, simplicity in

construction and action, and low cost of

production.

Section of the Showell pump showing

the simplicity of construction ; there is

only one moving part which may be

driven at either engine or camshaft speed.

a square hole in a special magneto pinion
nut, the pump body being mounted upon
the magneto.chain cover or timing case.

A regulator for the drip feed is pro-

vided. For existing machines the Showell
pump may be arranged to work in con-

junction with the almost universally

fitted semi-automatic hand-operated drip

feeds.

The only criticism which might be
made is that the functioning of the pump

Drip feed regulator mounted on tank used

with the Showell pump.

had this pump under road extended test,

and, in actual practice, no difficulty may
be experienced on this score.

New Grindiay Sidecars.
Improved Springing and a Very Simple Lightweiglit Chassis Introduced.

GRINDLAY sidecars have enjoyed an
excellent reputation in the past,

both the rfe luxe, models and the
lighter sporting types of distinctive de-

sign holding high positions in their

respective classes.

For next year several modifications

have been made to the existing designs,

'and one entirely new model (for genuine

lightweight machines) has been intro-

duced. Chassis design in this case is of
the simplest, the main frame being U
shaped, underslung from a very sturdy
axle. The body, supplied in either
" sporting " (doorless) or touring shapes,
hinges on a single spring in front, and is

supported on two springs in the rear.

Complete with wheel and tyre, it weighs

only 80 lb.,^ but one of these models has
already survived a severe testing attached
to a big twin motor cycle. The price
will be approximately £18.
The only alteration to the luxurious

rfe luxe, model is in the substitution of
an upturned quarter-elliptic springing at
the front instead of the coils previously
used. This form of springing is also in-

corporated in the touring model, and has
been used on the Club for some time.

In appearance the Grindiay
sporting sidecar is much im-
proved.

Chassis of the

new lightweight

node].
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A Chain Driven Zenith for 1922
Three-speed.

AFTER an unwavering
and staunch adher-
ence to belt transmis-

sion, the Zenith designers
have at last followed the

popular demand, and will

offer an all-chain drive
machine in future. Pri-

marily, the new machine is

intended as a solo mount,
and an attractive one at

that.

No doubt the relinquish-

ing of the infinitely vari-

able Gradua gear on even
one of the Zenith range
has been undertaken with
mixed feelings, but we
think that Zenith Motors,

Ltd., have acted wisely,

for nowadays the demand
for belt transmission is

largely limited to the

spovtiirg type of rider, who
in these bread and butter
times does not" form the A unique
backbone -of the motor
cycle movement.
Turning to the machine

itself, it will be observed

that it closely foUoAvs the lines of the

Gradua-geared Zenith-Bradshaw already

described in these pages.

Straightforward Chain Drive.

The 3i h.p. oil-cooled Bradshaw engine

is held by hangers extending from the

bottom horizontal frame tube. Naturally,

the chief novelty lies in tl>e chain drive,

but the application is conventional, and
the gear box is the well tried Sturmey-
Archer three-speed pattern, including

clutch and kick-starter. The ingenuity

of the designer has been cleverly displayed

in the disposition of the engine, gear

box, and silencer, and the special step

bracket made for the attachment of the

gear box is an example. In spite of the

many difficulties which had to be overcome,
the general appearance of the machine is

both pleasing and attractive. Great atten-

tion has been paid to mudguarding, and
the rear guard valances are provided with
troughs to keep all drippings away from
the chain case and other parts.

Both brakes are applied to the grooves
of dummy belt rims, the front being
operated by an inverted lever, and the

rear by a pedal conveniently placed adja-

cent to the near side footrest. Front
shields protect the rider's legs, and the

Clutch and Kick-starter Model,
cooled Flat Twin Engine,

with Bradshaw 500 c.c. Oil-

[feature oi the Zenith witli the oil-cooled Bradshaw engine is the fitting of the silencer above the

power unit

lower ends of these are faslened to a

cross-bar, which serves to protect the

mechanism of the motor bicycle from

damage iu the event of a fall.

The engine, which is of SJ h.p., 58xC8
mm. (498 c.c), is fitted with a Thomson-
Beunett magneto and the latest pattern

Amac carburetter,: and, owing to its-ex-

cellent system of lubrication, is capable

of covering over 2,000 miles on a gallon

of oil, while the petrol consumption is

stated to be betAveen 90 and a 100 m.p.g.

Unusual Silencer Position.

On inspecting the machine, the observer

is immecliately struck by the appearance

of a large cylindrical component imme-
diately below the tank.

This item is the silencer, which is un-

usual, in that it is situated above the

engine instead of beneath it; lest, how-
ever, it is imagined that the proximity

of the silencer to the tank and rider's

legs will be dangerous and uncomfort-

able respectively, it must be«J3ointed out

that an outer casing completely sur-

rounds the silencer proper, an air space

between the two preventing conduction of

heat to the exterior.

In addition to the standard model d

variation, in the stripped sports cate-

gory, will be introduced.

The new chain-driven model Bradshaw-
engined Zenith, showing the front shields,

the width of the front mudguards, and the

mud flap protecting the valve gear.

Martinsyde 1922 Models. •

Detail Frame and Transmission Improvements Interchangeable Wheels. Dummy Belt

IT is chiefly in detail improvements
that the 1922 6 h.p. Martinsyde
sidecar outfit differs from its prede-

cessor. The 6 h.p. 50° twin-cylinder
engine, 70x88 mm. (678 c.c), witli over-
head exhaust valves, ball bearing crank-
shaft and camshafts, and roller bearing
big ends, remains unaltered, but the high-
speed chain is now enclosed by a cast
aluminium chain case, while "the rear
chain is protected by means of an efficient

Rim Brakes.
guard. So far as the- gear box is con-
cerned, the kick-starter mechanism is now
entirely enclosed ; it is fitted with an
arrangement to prevent jamming, and
works with surprising smoothness. Par-
ticular attention has been paid to mud-
guarding, 6in. guards being fitted all

round. For the coming season 26 x 3in.
interchangeable and detachable wheels
will be fitted, with a brake rim fitted to
each. The front brake is hand controlled.

while the rear brake is actuated by foot '

and provided with a ratchet so that the

machine may be left unattended on a hill.

The particular model illustrated is not
fitted with the latest pattern tank, which
will be set across the top tube and
secured by concealed fastenings. Electric
lighting is supplied, in this particular
case from an iiccumulator.
For .1922, a Millford c!e lu.ve sidecar

chassis, with .iual tubular side members
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attached to the motor cycle frame at three

points, has been adopted, while the body,
which is of JIartinsyde's own construction,

is mounted on C springs fore and aft. It

ia provided with a sloping door of ample
size, so as to give ease of entry, and at

the rear is a spacious locker, which will

accommodate three tins of petrol* An
excellent screen is provided, while there

is also a cover for tlie body as well as an

efficient hood. In this and other Martin-
syde models the finish has been greatly
improved in every detail, bright parts
being eliminated wherever possible.

Practically similar in every detail to the
sidecar model just described is the 6 h.p.
sports model, but the latest pattern now
possesses a kick-starter, and while the
top gear ratio of the sidecar machine is

5g to 1, that of the sports model is 4 to 1.

The 3^ h.p. Martinsyde sports model,
which is a small replica of the afore-

mentioned machine, has a 496 c.c. 60x88
mm engme. In this case, a kick-starter

is also provided, and the
is 41 to 1.

We have had considerable road experi-

ence with the 6 h.p. Mai'tinsyde sidecar

outfit during the present season, both ae

passenger and driver, and can testify to

the efficiency and smooth running of the

engine, the behaviour of which is more
like an 8 than a 6 h.p.—no doubt the

overhead disposition of the e.xhaust valve

is responsible for this.

The manufacturers ar*-Martinsyde, Ltd.,

IMaybury Hill, Woking, Surrey.

The capacious locker of the new Martinsyde sidecar, capable of

holding three petrol tins in addition to other oddments, is

noticeable.

Several detail improvements have been effected on the

machine ; the wheels are interchangeable, and both brakes

work in dummy belt rims.

Some Sidecar Innovations.
Side-by-side Double-seated Sandum Sidecar Body on a Normal Width Ctiassis

New Sandum-Easiing Windscreen.
The possibility of the above-mentioned

construction is brought about by sinking
the footroom below the side members of

the chassis and allowing the external
lines of the body to overlap slightly.

Notwithstanding the apparently restricted

space, there is ample leg room for two
ordinary persons, and the whole body is

SEVERAL innovations for next season,

the chief of which is a side-by-

side two-seater sidecar bo.dy, so

constructed that it will fit on to an

ordinary chassis, have been introduced

by the Sandham Engineering Co., Ltd.,

of 336, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C,
the makers of Sandum sidecars.

ingeniously carried out. The chassis

possesses two duplex side members suit-

ably braced, while th« body is slung at

the rear on inverted C springs. This
chassis, as are all other Sandums which
are intended for use with the more power-
ful machines, has the wheel enclosed.

Stub axles are only employed on the

i r
Simple yet pleasing lines characterise both bodywork and chassis of

this Sandum model. A double-seated model in the Sandum range of sidecars.

^\
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lighter models. A feature of all Sandum
sidecars is the use of specially tempered
springs, which will not take on a perma-
nent deformation.

Of the numerous models which will be
exhibited at Olympia, we may mention a
streamline body with two lockers, one
under the seat and the other at the back,
which weighs only 24 lb. The body, the

(Left) Adjusted for use as a hood—the Sandum-Easting screen. (Right) In its normal
position this screen gives exceptional protection.

NOVEMBER 24.111, igzj.

back of which forms a rnbher-covered
platform, fitted with suitable beading for
luggage, and beneath which is a spacious
locker containing an adjustable shelf, is

equipped with a Triplex glass screen,
cabriolet hood, and a sliding table under
the scuttle.

So far as the comfort of the passenger
is concerned, a novel and ingenious inno-
vation consists of a V type celluloid screen
provided with a sliding clamp on each
side, which allows backward and forward
movement to the extent of T^in. The
screen may also be set at any angle, and
can be so adjusted as to cover the
passenger completely. To remove one
side of the screen to allow the passenger
to dismount only one wing nut need be
unscrewed. This screen is known as the
Sandum-Easting, and is marketed in con-
jflnction with Easting Windscreens, Ltd.

Hobart Changes.
All Types of Solo Singles up to 350 c.c. Capaci y.

HOBART lightweights for 1922 em-
body no startling changes, but at

the same time several important
alterations and additions will be made,
so that the range includes practically

every type of solo machine with an-

engine of less than 350 c.c.

Change of Engines.

In future all the two-stroke models
will be fitted with Morris engines,

which, incidentally, have made some
most meritorious performances in one
or two of the difficult trials of 1921.

With this power unit, the Hobart may
be obtained with direct belt drive,

a plain two-speed gear box, or a Sturmey-
Archer two-speed with clutch and kick-

starter. In the latter form it will be
sold as an "all on" model, the lighting

equipment being a B.T.H. Sparklight.

Next there is a 293 c.c. J.A.P.-engined
mount, also with a two-speed Sturmey
gear and kick-starter and final belt drive.

25x2jin. tyres are substituted for the

26x2in. size on the two-strokes.

Another final belt drive model has a
2S h.p. (350 c.c.) Blackburne engine, and
either a two or lightweight three-speed

Sturmey gear box ; and at the top of the

One of tVie neatest of the new Hobart
lightweights is fitted with a 2-2- h.p.

Blackburne engme.

scale there is au all-chain drive 350 c.c.

J.A.P.-engined machine, which gives one
the impression of being an especially
attractive solo mount.- Although a two-
speed gear box is also optional in this

case, we should imagine that the three-
speed (Sturmey) model will probably
make the greater appeal to the soloist's

taste. Such items on -the specification as
Brampton double vertical spring type

foi'ks, dummy belt rim compensating
brakes on both wheels, and a B.T.H,
Sparklight ignition and lighting set

speak for themseh'es. A sidecar lias been
specially designed for this model.
Excepting the last-mentioned, all the

models may be fitted with the well-known
Hobart spring frame. No alteration has
been deemed necessary to this simple and
efficient frame.

Girder Construction for Sidecars.
IT is claimed, not without some reason,

that, instead of twisting the frame of

the motor cycle, to which it is fitted,

the Girdex sidecar chassis actually sup-
ports and strengthens it.

In this remarkably simple design, -two
correctly designed pressed steel girders
are built up as shown, their ends being
joined in the front by an I section
member, which then extends upwards to
form one of the connections to the cycle,
and in the rear by the underslung axle
tube. There are four points of connection
in all, and, excepting the main front
girder, all are adjustable. The chain stay
connection incorporates a ball joint to
ensure ease of alignment.

It is not difficult to imagine the advant-
ages of this construction. The front
girder, which takes the load on to the
front down tube, is so held that it must
always be parallel with the axle tube.

D4

for to twist it would
.

necessitate bending the ^imphcity, light weight

main girders. ^"" strength are obtained

It is also claimed that °y '!;« girder construction

the chassis strengthens of Girdex chassis

the motor cycle frame.
This may appear to be
far-fetched on a cur-
sory consideration, but,
nevertheless, merits
careful study. The
second front connection
extends from the steer-

ing head to the deepest
point of the front
girder, and thus any ex-
ternally caused tendency
of the cycle frame to
twist would first have
to' bend the front girder
of the sidecar at its

strongest point.
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NOTTINGHAM v\6HmjGAy/ EDINBURGH
CUP

IT PAYS IN THE LONG RUN TO
USE A NEW IMPERIAL AND SECURE

NEW IMPERIAL SERVICE."

JUST Removed to new central

premises, as below, from which address we
shall be at the service of all NEW
IMPERIAL riders, new and old.

We shall shortly have in stock

1922 New Imperials, including the new all-

chain drive Lightweight.

In the meantime we shall be
in attendance at the Olympia Show, eind

shall b&- pleased to make appointments at

Stand No. 69.

A. R. ATKEY & Co., Ltd.,

Opposite VICTORIA STATION.

SERVICE WHEN NECESSARY. IT

WILL NOT BE OFTEN NECESSARY IF

you're a new IMPERIALIST."

"ALEXANDERS" is a house-

hold name amongst motor cyclists, and

owing to their unique position are able to

give of their best in the sale of the famous

"NEW IMPERIALS." 1922 models are

now in stock or on the way—but appoint-

ments will be made at the London Show with

pleasure. WHY NOT AVAIL yourself of

our expenence, and so ensure satisfaction.

ALEXANDER & Co.,

113, LOTHIAN ROAD.
'Phone : Central 5020.

-1

; BROMLEY, KENT
.

•
MISHAPS WILL HAPPEN EVEN TO A NEW IMPERIALIST.

H Reliability, comfort, speed, and

economy are attributes of the NEW
j» IMPERIAL.

Every NEW IMPERIAL outfit

^ can be supplied with all the latest accessories,

I and should you prefer to remit periodically,

we willingly accept DEFERRED PAY-
'— MENTS, and, as a first instalment, your

I present mount will be taken in EXCHANGE.

I Please favour us with an enquiry,

and be assured you will receive the most
'_ perfect satisfaction.

'— We never close until 8 p.m.,

I and later by appointment.

V J. L. LOVE & Co.,
I

, 21, Park Road, Bromley, Kent.

'Phone : Bromley 664. 'Grams '• "Love Bromley. Kent."

B

"_-

ST. ALBANS
"maximum service for minimum trouble is

our policy towards new imperial owners."

A. A. Swan, the Manager of the

Motor Cycle Dept. of MARLBORO'
MOTOfiS, having at Brooklands and in

Other Speed Events proved the merits of

"NEW IMPERIALS." is "out" for

Service, and the firm have a staff of Skilled

Motor Cycle Mechanics, and always carry a

good supply of spare parts and accessories.

NEW IMPERIALS SOLD ON
THE GRADUAL PAYMENT SYSTEM,
and full market value given for second-hand
machines taken in exchange.

MARLBORO' MOTORS,
LONDON ROAD.

'Phone 159.

!

B
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HULL
EVERYTHING COMES TO HIM WHt)

WAITS—EVEN A NEW IMPERIAL OWNER
IN TROUBLE—BUT RARELY."

CUP

THE LEADING SOLE AGENTS
FOR THE HULL DISTRICT are NEW
IMPERIAL enthusiasts, owing to the com-
plete satisfaction they give to customers.

All the LATEST TYPE MODELS
will shortly be on view. Every sale of a

NEW IMPERIAL carries with it our efficient

service, as we carry good spare parts stock,

and have skilled workers at your service at all

times. APPOINTMENTS AT STAND 69
Olympia will be made with pleasure.

JONES CYCLE STORES,
(HULL), Ltd.,

THE RED SHOP, JAMESON ST
'Plwne: 35] Y.

YORK
SERVICE, REAL SERVICE, MAKES FRIENDS.

FRIENDS MEAN LASTING CUSTOMERS."

NEW IMPERIALS for 1922 mark
a most notable advance in Motor Cycle con-
struction—we carry full stocks and offer you
full and discriminating service.

1921 was the New Imperial year.

1922 will be the "NEW IMPERIAL-HORS-
LEY" year.

MEET US by appointment at

Stand No. 69.

T. HORSLEY & SONS, LTD.,

20, BLOSSOM STREET.

Pha bib.

WREXHAM
" IF you're a new IMPERIALIST

we'll SERVE YOU ' RIGHT.'

IF NOT, it'll SERVE YOU RIGHT."

BUY yOUR NEW IMPERIAL
FROM

OUR LIST OF
SHOP-SOILED

AND
SECOND-HAND
M.4CHINES

WILL BE GLADLY
SENT

ON REQUEST.

WE HOLD
ONE OF THE

LARGEST
STOCKS
OF

MOTOR CYCLES
IN THE

COUNTRY.

HMUKummM
"MOTOR.
EXCHANGE

' WRf.XHAM

WORCESTER
" PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT—PERFECT DEPENDABILITY."

Bert Bladder is the NEW
IMPERIAL Passenger machine expert for the

Midlands. His numberless Trophies gained

speak for themselves.

PRACTICAL RIDING
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

PRACTICAL SERVICE

are his triple slogans.

A post

appointment, will find

Olympia.

card, making an

him at Stand 69

W. J. BLADDER,
52, SUDBURY.

'Phone: 438.

B
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PLYMOUTH cv^m^ HEREFORD
FOLLOW THE MAJORITY

—

' BUY A NEW IMPERIAL."

The Stockist of everything for

Motor CyGH.sts —especially NEW
IMPERIALS. We will win your favour

by our service, as the NEW IMPERIAL
won the T.T. on merit.

Official Repairers to the A.C.U.

and A.A. & M.U.

THOMAS D, A. CHAPMAN,
Head Office and Showrooms,

83, Old Town Street.
'Phone 1794.

ALL ROADS LEAD TO HEREFORD. ALL

NEW IMPERIAL RIDERS LEWE HEREFORD

SATISFIED WITH OUR SERVICE."

The Motor Cycle and everything

for it.

Largest stock of NEW
IMPERIALS in the district—spare parts,

repairs and overhauls a speciality.

THE HEREFORD MOTOR
CO., LTD., EIGN STREET.
(Separate Garage for Motor Cycles and Cycles).

•Phone 1174..

Further List of New Imperial Principal Service Agents.

_

Aspatria—H. & J. T. Bouch.
Aberdeen—G. & W. Cheyne, Ltd., Holbum St.

Alresford—Mr. T. C, Hankin.
Aberystwyth—Mr. F. Kynaston.
Belfast—Andrews & Co., Gresham Street.
Beverley-Mr. E. Newnham.
Birmingham—Mr. P. J. Evans, John Bright St.

Birmingham—Colraore Depot, Colmore Row.
Birmingham—F. Whitworth, Ltd., New Street.

Bishop Auckland—Mr. H. Richardson.
Blackburn—T. Beach & Sons, 17, Larkhill.

Blackpool—Booth's Motorics.

Bloxwich—Mr. H. P. Lawrence, High Street.

Boscombe—J.C.J. Motor Cycle Co.

Bournemouth—J.C.J. Motor Cycle Co.
Bradford—Mr. E. S. Myers, Manningham Lane.
Brecon—Fryer Bros.

Bridlington—Hodgson & Shields.

Brighouse—Blackburns.
Bristol—Haskins & Son, 14, City Road.
Bromley—E. L. Love & Co.

Burnley—Hebden & Sons.

Burslem—Lycett. F.

Cambridge—King & Harper, Bridge Street.

Cardiff—Mr. A. Thom, City Road.
Carlisle—Dias & Co., and D, Johnstone.

Gastleford—Mr. J. H. Briggs.

Chatburn—Mr. W. R, White, Bridge Road.
Chepstow—Mr. S. E. Hanbury.
Chichester—Harrison & Bunkall.

Cindcrford—Mr. F. Bingle, High Street.

Darlingtoii—Duplex Motor Co.

Douglas (I. of M.)—Athol Motor Garage.

Driffield—Aldres Bros. & Co.

Dublin—Wayte Bros.. Lemon Street.

Dundee—Robertson Bros. & Johnstone Bros.

Durham—Mr. T. A. Middleton, Elvet Bridge.

Edinburgh—Alexander & Co., Lothiaa Road.

Garstang—Mr. R. W. Lang.

Gloucester—Kingsholme Motor Co.

Goldthorpe—Mr. A. WigSeld.

Halifax—Halifax Motor Exchange.

Haltwhistle—Mr. Potts.

Harrogate—Mr. E. R. Davies.

Hereford—Hereford Motor Co., Ltd., Eign St.

Hexham—Mr. T. W. Forster, 33, Hencotes.

Huddersfield—Huddersfield Motor Co.

Hull—Jones Cycle Stores, Ltd.. Jameson St.

Ipswich—C. E. Hammond & Co.

Isle of Man—Athol Motor Garage.

Keighley—Mr. A. A. Jackson.

Lanark—Mr. D. Wilson.

Lancaster—Mr. W. H. Sharp.

Leeils—Mr. A. I. Greenwood, 39, Guildford St.

Lewes—WelJs & Colwell.

Lichfield—Mr. W. R. Fox.

Manchester—Colmore Depot, 200, Dmnsgate.

Middlesbrough—Mr. W. Armstrong.

Neath—Lewis Thomas & Co.

Newcastle-on-Tyne— Percy Motor Co.. Ltd.

Newport, Mon.—Newport Vulcanising Co.

Northallerton—Coventry Cycle & Motor Stores.

Northampton—Goff & Lee, Newland.

Norton, Malton—Mr. C. Bower, Church Street.

Nottingham—Atkeys Motor Cycle Depot.

Oxford—F. E. Woottens, Ltd.

Peterborough—Mr. T. H. Robins.

Plymouth—Mr. T. D. A. Chapman, Old Town St.

Pontefract—Mr. A. Brook.

Preston—Mr. R. Gardner and Mr. T. Parish.

Reading—Julian,, H.
Redcar—Mr. W. A. Thubron, jun.. High Street.

Ripon—Mr. S. Glover.

Rochdale—A. E. Stott & Co.

St. Albans—Marlborough Motors, Ltd.

St. Austell—Hill & Phillips, Truro Road.

Saltburn—Mr. W. A. Thubron, jun.

Scarborough—G. W. Moore, Ltd., Nelson Street.

Shildon—Mr. H. Richardson.

Shrewsbury—Clift, A. E.

Skewan—Lewis Thomas & Co. Ltd.

Skipton-F. Manby & Co.

Soufhsea—Pearson & Pearson.

Southport—Mr. H. F. Brockbank.
South Shields—The Boro' Cycle Co.
Stirling—Mr. D. Cuthicll, Park Lane.
Stockton-on-Tees—Mr. J. Russell.

Sunderland—F. Turvey & Co.

Taunton—Mr. R. C. Westlake.

Tewkesbury—Mr. H. Gyngel, Abbey Grange.
Thlrsk—Bell & Son.

Torquay—Nunn Farmer & Co.

Uxbridge—Mr. T. S. Rose.

Wakefield—Mr. H. Land.
Wellington (Salop)—Mr. J. F. Ferriday.

Wellington (Somerset)—Porter Bros.

Whitehaven—Mr. M. Taylor.

Wigton—Mr. H. J. Moore.

Winchester-G. E. Dominy & Co.

Worcester—Mr. W. Bladder, 52, Sidbury.

Wrexham—North Wales Motor Exchange.
Yeovil—Mr. J. Moffatt, Town Hall Garage.

York—T. Horsley & Sons.

EXTRA LONDON AGENTS.
EASTERN GARAGE CO. LTD. Forest Gate, 1

London, E. '

GODFREY'S, LTD., 208, Gt. Portland Street,

London W. I

HOMAC'S. LTD., Lower Clapton.
HARRODS, LTD., Brompton Road, London,

S.W. I

DOUGLAS LAMB, isr, High St., Walthamstow.
DOUGLAS LAMB, 50, High Road, Wood Green.
PERCY & CO., 319, Euston Road, London.
REY. A. P., 173 Gt. Portland Street,

(Wholesale Stockist).

SERVICE CO., LTD., High Holborn.
WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane.
WHITELEYS, LTD., Queen's Road, London, W.
F. J. YOUNGS, High Road, Kilbum.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." D9
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_ Famed for

Perfect

Dependability. IMPERIAL
The New Models

p.ow introduced

mar\ a notable

and sound advance

in Motor Cycle

Construction,

.V NEW MODELS AND PRICES FOR 1922 Kv

_

New Imperial Models 1 and 2

2f h.p. Light Tourist, chain and belt

drive, three-speeds.

Model 1, 3-speeds . . . . £63

„ 2, 3-speeds with clutch

and kick-starter . . £69

New Imperial Model 3

2-J h.p. Light Tourist. New all-chain

drive, 3-speeds, clutch, and kick-starter

;

roller bearings, big end and main shaft

of engine . . • - • . . . £73

Model 4, ditto " Baby " 24in.

wheels £73

New Imperial Model 5

2ih.p."I.of M.Sports," Super 250 c.c.

engine, 3-speeds with clutch £80

Model 6, ditto, Super 350 c.c. engine

£84 D B

SPECIAL :-

Backwheel bear-

ings on 8 h.p.

models, guaran-
teedTwo Years.

New Imperial Model 7

8 h.p. Twin Cylinder Combination,

Touring, three-speeds, all-chain drive

£145

Model 8—
8 h.p. Tradesman's Light Combination,

special three-speed gear, all-chain drive,

ample accommodation - . £147

New Imperial Model 9

8 h.p. Twin "Sports." Super 998 c.c.

engine, special 3-speed gear and clutch,

all-chain drive ; capable of highest

speeds—Solo Model . . . . £132

toDon't fa

inspect the new
and wonderfully

efficient All-chain

Lightweight

Models.

ALL MODELS READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

OLYMPIA—STAND 69
B

B

I B a
Die

\^l NEW IMPERIAL CYCLES, LTD., BIRMINGHAM (foVer/s) ;;;;
In answering tJtis advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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A Big Single Abingdon.
A 4i h,p.

UNDOUBTEDLY one of the features
of the Show will be the increase in
the number of big singles. Quite

one of the most interesting of these is the

4i h.p. Abingdon King Dick (85x110 mm.
= 624 CO.). This machine has been
designed primarily for heavy passenger
work and not essentially for high speeds

;

thus, we find that simplicity and sturdiness
are the main characteristics of the new
engine. Side-by-side valves are employed,
operated by a single cam, the inlet having
a direct lift tlu'ough a tappet housed in
a long cast iron guide, and the exhaust
being actuated tlu-ough a bell crank rocker.
Thei-e are, therefore, only two gear wheels
in the timing case, and these are excep-
tionally wide so as to ensure quiet running
and "long life.

Lubrication is effected on the principle
introduced by Mr. Blumfield many years

Engine lor Heavy Passenger Work.

All-chain drive is used on the 4i h.p. Abingdon King Dick, wWch is designed specially for
-

- sidecar work. Quickly detachable wheels are fitted.

A newly-designed Abingdon King Dick
big single of 624 c.c. Observe distinc-

tive arrangement of cooling fins, which do
not extend round the inlet valve pocket.

ago—that is to say, that oil is led to a
large plain bearing on the timing side,
whence it is forced inwards by the action
of the crankshaft in conjunction with a
spirally grooved bearing. The oU escap-
ing in proximity to the flywheel is caught
in a thrower ring and flung by centrifugal
force to the big end. This big end, by the
way, is a bronze bush of exceptional area.

The driving side of the crankshaft is

carried in a very large diameter Skefko
bearing, the outer race of which is housed
in a steel ring and not in the aluminium
of the crank case. A flange on this
housing is machined so as to form a
double face joint for the oil-tight chain
case, and a felt oil gland is provided
behind the bearing.

Connecting Rod Design.

An I section connecting rod is split at

the small end, and when tightened up
grips the centre of a very large -diameter

hollow gudgeon pin. The piston is of

oast iron, having three top rings, the
lower ring acting as a sora.per, and oil

return holes being provided directly to the

gudgeon pin bosses. Floating in the piston
bosses, the gudgeon pin is not liable to

cause distortion ; nevertheless, the sides

of the piston are relieved, and oil grooves
are provided on the bearing slippers.

Designed, for Cool Runmug.
There is plenty of metal in the cylinder

casting, which is well laid out as regards
cooling, and the circumferential ribs axe
joined front and rear to prevent ringing.
Incidentally, there are wide air spaxies

between both ports and the cylinder.

From a short road test, we .are able to

state that the engine is admirably suited
to the purpose for which it is designed,
and the heavy flywheels enable it to pull

slowly without snatch.

Fitted with a three-speed gear box,
clutch, kick-starter, and all chain drive,
the frame is -a powerful piece of construc-
tion, the chain stay lugs in particular
being very massive, while the large ball

bearing hubs are rendered oil-tight and
dustproof by a simple form of packing
gland which, has proved most effective
in service.

A C.A V. Lighting Dynamo.
Prominent Car Lighting Specialists Introduce AVotor Cycle Lighting Equipment.

THE pioneer firm in Great Britain to

adapt dynamo electric lighting for

motor cars were C. A. Vandervell
and Co., Ltd., of Acton, London, W.3,
and consequently every confidence can be
placed in the experience they have gained
over the last sixteen or seventeen years.

They have been a long time m pro-

ducing a motor cycle lighting set, and
their experiments have extended over a
consideraole period. The new dynamo,
which weighs 5| lb., is cylindrical, and
has an overall length of 7Jin. It is

designed on conventional lines, regulation

of output being effected on the well-

known three brush method.
The dynamo begins to generate at

900 r.p.m., but reaches its maximum
output at 2,000 r.p.m. ; any revolutions
'in excess of this figure do not affect the

output of current, even up to 5,000

r.p.m. The dynamo contains the mini-

mum amount of material consistent with

its strength, has the armature spindle
mounted on ball beai'ings at each end, a
box type brush gear supported on a spider

(Right) The new C.A.V. motor cycle dynamo, with cover removed. .(Left) Method of

attaching the switchbox on to the top tube.
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rendering the bruslies accessible, and a
commutator of ample size. An electro-
magnetic, cut-out is situated on the
accumulator box of the sidecar outfit,
but when the installation is fitted to a
motor bicycle a governor pattern cut-out
is fitted to the armature-shaft. The
dynamo which is fitted to the motor
cycle is intended to be driven off the
engine-shaft either by means of a chain
or a spring belt. The switch box is so
arranged that in the case of a solo mount

,
it is clipped to the top tube, so that the
driver looks down upon the face of the
ammeter, and the switches are arranged

^OT(^IL®

Showing alternative sidecar lamp fittin:

on the end facing

him. In the case

of a sidecar, it

may be attached
either to the side

of the body or to

the daslibnard. The
switches are ar-

ranged as follows :

Charge, all on,

and dim. The dim-
ming is effected

in the case of a
sidecar installation

by coupling up the
•lamps in series,

thus reducing
the current con-
sumption to about
one-half. In the
ease of a. solo out-

fit, the dimming is

effected by means
of a. resistance.

. When a sidecar is used, a special low
type battery is einployed, which is in-

tended to be placed in the locker under
the cushion. The battery is the C.A.V.-
Willard type, 6 volts, 30 ampere-hours

NOVEMBER 24.111, 1921.

on a ten-hour rating. It weighs 24 lb.

ready for use, is 7|in. long, 4iin. broad,
and 6^in. high (total height) ; for solo

machines, the battery may be supplied

in the 7, 10, 12, and 15 ampere-hour sizes.

The C.A.-V.-Willard battery is of

special type, possessing rubber separators,

the rubber being porous and resilient.

These batteries carry a free service

guarantee. They also carry a twelve
months' guarantee.

Switchboard

of the C.A.V.
neatly located

on the tank.

The C.A.V. head lamp for motor cycles.

New M.A.G. Engines.
Large Range of Lightweight Singles and Medium and Large V Twin Power Unils.

NEXT year both 250 c.c. and 500 c.c.

single-cylinder M.A.G. engines will

be marketed by M.A.G. Engines,
Ltd., of Harrow Road, Willesden,
London, N.W.IO.

It will be remembered that in 1915 the
O.K.-Junior machines were fitted with a
2^ h.p. M.A.G. single-cylinder engine,
many of which are still giving excellent
service to-day.

An attractive addition to the M.A.G.
rangeof engines, the 250 c.c. single.

The new engines will follow the general
lines of the M.A.G. productions, having
overhead inlet valves operated by com-
pletely enclosed push rods and rocker
gear. The smaller engine (2\ h.p.) has a

bore and stroke of 64x77 mm. (248 c.c),

while the dimensions of the larger are

64x92 mm. (296 c.c).

In addition to these are two large

capacity cycle car engines, having cylin-

ders set at 90°. The smaller of these

has a bore and stroke of 82x103.5 mm.
(1,100 c.c). It has a large oil sump in

which there is an oil pump with two
plungers, one of which pumps the oil,

while the other distributes it by uncover-
ing the ports, delivering it to the beai'ings

and big ends. Plain bearings are
employed throughout. The magneto is

fitted to the front of the crank case on a
platform integral with the timing gear
cover, and a starting handle is provided.
On the other side of the crank case a

spigot is machined so that a gear box or
clutch casing may be attacheil to it. In
the case of this engine, and the still bigger
type of 1,488 c.c. capacity (bore and stroke
90x117 mm.), which it resembles in most
details, the crankshaft, disc, and pin are
machined from the solid, the disc being
recessed in and bolted to the flywheel.
This method of construction ensures
rigidity and elimination of torsional
stresses.

With the exception of the models
referred to, M.A.G. engines will remain
unaltered as to their principal features,
but the balance of the 45° twins has been

so altered that the critical period has been
raised to a point occurring at speeds which
are seldom used.

The following is the range of engines
manufactured by this firm : Single-cylin-

ders, 2i h.p. (248 c.c), 64x77 mm. ; and

2J h.p. (293 c.c), 64x92 mm. Twin-
cylinders (45°), 4 h.p. (496 c.c), 64x77
mm. ; 5 h.p. (592 c.c), 64x92 mm. ; 6 h p.

(740 c.c), 72x91 mm.; 8 h.p. (992 c.c),

in both air and water-cooled models

A partly sectioned view ol the 6 h.p.

M.A.G. engine showing the internal

working parts. The magneto is the
Scintilla, recently described in The Motor
Cycle.

AK innovation which might well receive
the consideration, of club secr'etaries

was introduced during the prize
distribution at the North London Motor
Cycling Club annual dinner at Pagani's
Restaurant, London, on Saturday last.

Competitors who had received secondary
awards in the club's competitions during

DI2

THE NORTH LONDON M.C.C. ANNUAL DINNER,
the season were given the option of the
usual gold and silver medals or useful
equivalents in the form of rnatchboxes,
ashtrays, silver spoons, and the like.
Needless to say, these latter were much
appreciated, since, whilst remaining a
record of the achievement, they could
also serve a useful purpose.

The proceedings were conducted by Mr.
B. Staley, the founder of the club, who
presided in the unavoidable absence of
the chairman, Mr. G. W. Tovi'nshend. A
letter of regret was read from the new
president, Major Sir Philip Lloyd-Greame
K.B.E., M.C., M.P., whose aid they were
most grateful to have obtained.
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THE

A Year's Motor Cycle

History

On the Screen.

GREAT enthusiasm has

been shown for Tlie

Motor Cycle fihu.

Nearly a hundred . clubs

have made enquiries re-

garding it, and it is already

booked up well into March.
No charge is made for the

loan of this interesting

record of the big events of the year—the only expense
we ask the various clubs to bear is its carriage to its

"next destination—and our wish is that as many motor
cyclists as possible should see it during the winter

social season.

The film will make a first appearance next week,

when it will be shown at the Polytechnic Cinema,
Regent Street, W., for the benefit of visitors to the

motor cj'cle show at Olympia. In this case it is being

included in the ordinary programme of the house,

and will be exhibited twice daily, at -3.30 and 8.30 p.m.

Prices of admission are from is. 3d. upwards. The
Polytechnic Cinema is in • the upper part of Regent
Street—a few minutes from Oxford Circus.

Immediately the Show is over (December 3rd), the

film comes to the Midlands, visiting Coventry, Chel-

tenham, Gloucester, and Stafford on the following

week.

Record of 1921 Events.

Tlw Motor Cycle film is the only complete screen

record of the chief motor cycle competitive events

of 1 92 1, and includes scenes in the Junior and Senior

T.T., the A.C.U. Six Days Trials, and the 500 Miles

race at Brooklands. Incidents in the French Grand
Prix and the 200 Miles Race at Brooklands arranged

by The Autocar are included, bringing the total length

of the film to just over 2,000ft., which takes approxi-

mately forty minutes to run through. The exact time

may be varied at the discretion of the operator.

In most cases, where dates have already been

booked, the club secretary concerned has made
arrangements with his local picture house to show the

film either in addition to the ordinary programme or

as a special private entertainment. In the former

event, .complimentary tickets are usually arranged for

club members. Many clubs, however, prefer to make
the event exclusively their own, and have arranged

for the hire or loan of suitable halls, projectors, etc.

Some exceedingly successful little social gatherings

are expected to result, with a consequent increase of

interest in club doings generally.

Readers who are not members- of a motor cycle

club should watch both the coM^/ins of The Motor

Keen Anticipation

Throughout the Whole

of the Club World.

Cycle and their local press

for details of how and

where the film will be

shown in their districts.
'^'

lllllliilll On this page will be found

a list of clubs that have

already booked dates ; and

when possible The Motoi-

Cycle will publish more

exact details as to venue,

etc., from week to week. Clubs in all parts of the

British Isles have shown their interest,
_

and already an

enquiry has reached us from the Continent.

The following forty-four clubs have now had dates allotted

as follows :

Coventrv and Warwickshire M.C December 5th and 6th.

Cheltenham and District M.C.C December 7th.

Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C December Sth.

Stafford and District M.C.C December 10th.

Princess Marv's Convalescent Centre (Rednal) December r2th.

West Birmingham M.C.C December 13th.
. , .,

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow) December 15th, i6th, and 17th.

Worcester and District M.C.C December igth, aoth, and 21st.

York and District M.C December 23rd and 34-tlJ.

Trtiro and District M.C. and L.C.C December 29th.

Falmouth and District M.C. and L.C.C Decembei' soth.

Barrow and District M.C January ist.

Cardiff M.C.C January 5th.

Neath and District M.C January 6th.

Dewsbury and District M.C.C January gth.

Clitheroe and District M.C.C January nth.
Colne and District M.C.C January 12th.

Leeds tfnd District M.C January 14th.

University of Liverpool .• January 17th.

Liverpool M.C January i^th.

Newcastle and District M.C January 20th.

O.tford M.C .- Jajiuary 23rd.

KeighleyM.C January 25th.

Bradford and District M.C.C January 26th.

Peterborough M.C.C January 27th.

Newport and County M.C.C January 30th.

Stocksbridge and District M.C. and L.C.C. . . February 2nd.

Sheffield University M.C.C February 3rd.

Cork and District M.C.C February Sth.

Middlesbrough and District M.C February nth.

Blyth and District ^LC February 13th.

Ripon and District M.C.C February 14th.

Doncaster and District M.C.C February 15th.

Blaina and District M.C.C February 22nd
Eastern Valley M.C.C February 23rd.

Gorseinon and District M.C.C February 2+tb.

Brynmawr and District M.C February 25th.

Herts M.C. and L.C.C February 28th.

Aberdare and District M.C.C March 2nd.

Wellingborough, Rushden and District M.C.C. March 4th.

Birmingham M.C.C March Sth.

Central Cornwall M.C.C March nth.

Beith and District M.C.C March 17th.

Portsmouth and District M.C. and UC.C. . . . March 22nd.

In addition, dates are being "reserved" (pending com-

pletion of arrangements) for the following clubs :

Yeovil and District M.C.C December 28th.

Annfield Plain and District M.C January 21st.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C. and L.C.C. . . February ist.

Derby and District M.C February 4th.

Leicester and District M.C February 17th.

Hull A.C. and L.C.C March 15th.

Pljanouth and District M.C. and L.C.C March 23rd.

Applications or enquiries have also been received from the

following :

Glasgow (M.C.C), Kelso, Marlow, Mansfield, Leinster, Blackpool and
Fylde, Lancaster, Morecambe, Chester, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, N.W. London,

Essex County and Southend, Cumberland County, Halifax, Kirkby Stephen,

Falkirk, Eccles, Kidderminster, Exeter, Larkhll, Levis Athletic, University

College of North Wales, Redditch, Standard (Coventry), Coventry Triangle,

Shipley, Watb, and Rotterdam.

DI3
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Ointcs lo TLlgljt TLamps.
25th ... ... 4.58 p.m.

„ '27th ... . ... 4.56 „
,, 29th 4.54 „

Dec. 1st 4.53 „
Numl3er- plates to be illuminated thirty minutes

earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Chat-
Next Thursday.

The special Show report number of The
Motor Cycle.

The M.C.C. Annual Dinner.

The fifteenth annual dinner of the
Motor Cycling Club will be held at the
Wliarnecliffe Rooms, Hotel Great Central,
on Thursday, December 1st, at 6.30 p.m.
A particularly tine musical programme
has been arranged in which some of the
leading music hall artistes will appear.

What shall we See at the Show?
How many eager motor cyclists are ask-

ing this question ? In four days they

can see for themselves, but in the mean-
time this issue of The Motor Cycle will

solve the problem, in so far as a solution

is available without personal inspection.

Third Army D.R.'s Reunion.

Ex-D.R.'s of the 3rd Army Avho" wish

to attend the third annual reunion dinner

at the Trocadero on December 2nd should

communicate with Mr. Cyril F. Earl, 3,

Kildowan Road, Goodmayes, Essex.

Those who belonged to " neighbouring
"

signal companies are also invited this

vear.

Rider.

record the death, foUow-
Death of a T.T.

We 1 pgret t^

ing an accident last week, of Leslie

Mitchell, the promising Norton rider, of

Oldham. Only twenty-si.x years of age,

Mitchell was connected w-ith BuUough's
Motors, Ltd., of Oldham, and a familiar

figure in Northern speed events. His
riding in last year's T.T. practising

was most spectacular. During the Avar

Mitchell served as a flying officer in the

R.A.F.

Meeting of A.C.U. Centre Secretaries.

The Auto Cycle Union always rightly

regards the annual Motor Cycle Show as

providing unique opportunities for social

and helpful meetings of its representa-
tives and supporters from all parts of the
country. In this connection it should be
observed by all concerned that a meeting
of Centre secretaries will be held at the
Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall,
London, at 5.30 p.m. on Wednesday, the
30th November, which it is hoped all

Centre secretaries will be able to attend.

D14

Special J^eatures.

FORECAST AND GUIDE TO THE SHOW.
NEW MODELS.

HOW TO GET TO OLYIVIPIA.

NEXT THURSDAY

SHQW REPORT.
A stand-to-stand description of the

exhibits Olympia, written and illus-

trated by "The Motor Cycle" staff, will

appear in the next issue. Of enlarged

size, tllis Olympia Show Report Number
will be preserved for year= to come.

Coloured Cover - . 4d.

New 8 h.p. Outfits.

Several manufacturers ar^ introducing
8 h.p. sidecar outfits for 1922. Among
these may be mentioned the B.S.A.,
Ariel, Bradburv, and F.N.

New Models.

Many further new models are described
in this issue.

Will the Twc-sttoke Grow?
At the present moment there is only

one single-cylinder two-stroke of 500 c.c.

on the market, but this has already

proved its worth, and there is a stead.v

tendency towards increasing cylinder

sizes. Amongst the sihaller engines two-

strokes of 350 c.c. will be common, and
a new Connaught exceeds this capacity.

Money Value.

Prices have dropped very appreciably

shice the last Show, and, considering

the present lower purchasing power of the.

pound, many manufacturers are offering

,

better value than in pre-war days. This

fact, together with the reduction in prices

of oil, petrol, and tyres, should materially

increase the market for the "cheapest
form of travel."

NOMINALLY FOUR-HORSE POWER.
All sidecar passenger carrying records are broken by this miniature railway train, propellea

by a 4 h.p. Douglas motor cycle engine, wh'^ serves the Esk Valley during the winter

months. Eight adults, three children, and some luggage were piled-on on one occasion.
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Rear Lights.

It has been resolved by the R.A.C. to

urge the Government to comj>el all

vehicles to carry a rear light.

The Olympia Show.

The Motor Cycle Exhibition opens on
Monday next, November 28th, and Avill

continue from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
throwghout the week, closing on Saturday,
December 3rd. _The price of admission
is 2s.

Switching Off Head Lights.

The R.A.C. has passed a resolution
urging motorists to discontinue the
practice of switching off head lights when
meeting other traffic on the open road, on
the score of danger.

Important Meetings during Show Week.
Friday. November 25th.—B.C.M.C. M.T/U. Banquet.
Monday. Koveniber 23th.—B.M.C.R.C. Dinner.

.

Monday. November 25th-Saturday, December 3rd.

—

T/ic il/ofyr Cydf: Film at the Polytechnic
Cinema, Regent St.. W.

Wednesday, November 30th,—A.O.U. Centre Secre-
taries' Meeting.

Thursday, December 1st.— -N'.W. London M.C.C.
i\Ieet at Olympia.

Thursday, December Ist,-M.C.C. Annual Dinner.
Friday, December 2nd.—Third Army D.R.'s Re-

union Dinner.

The Scottish Show.
For the first time motor cycle manufac-

turers will exhibit at a Scottish show,
which will be held at Glasgow in January.
The makers of the Connaught, Beardmore-
Precision, Barr and Stroud, Douglas,
Dunelt, Enfield. Indian, Humber, James,
Martinsyde, Rover, Norton, A.J.S.,
Triumph, and Victoria have stands.

Entries lOr the London-Exeter Run.

Up to the time of going to press, the

entries for the London-E.xeter-London run,
starting from Staines on Boxing Day,
amount to ninety-five. The start will

take place at 8 p.m. from the Bridge
House Hotel, Staines, and__ an early

breakfast will be served at the White
Hart Hotel, Salisbury, and breakfast

at the de Rougemont Hotel, Exeter.

Entries (£2), which close on December
7th, must be sent to Mr. F. T. Bidlake,

84, North End Road, Golders Green,

London, N.W.ll, but it is now too late

for intending entrants who are not

members to join the club specially for

this event. Sidecar outfits largely pre^

dominate among the entries at present
received.

IMPORTANT RECORDS BROKEN.
As is usual just before the Show, there CL.\SS A. (2.50 c.c. Solo). CLASS F. (600 c.c. Sidecars),

has been considerable activity at November 17th, 1931.—R. N. Judd (2J Velocette) : November 17th, 1921.—C. G. Pui-LIN (Si Douglas sc.) :

Brooklands latelv, and several im- Flyinglvm .n.2sec.= 71.70 m.p.h. Flying km. ...... 29 sec.= 77.Um^p.h.

J 1 1 1 i. 1
Flymg mile 51.2 seo.= *0.31 m.p.h. Equipment: Pratt s spirit, Speedwell oil, E.l.C maer-

lX)rtant records were broken last week. November 18th, 1921.—R. N. Judd (2J Velocette)

:

neto. Lodge plugs, Amac carburetter, Hans Renolp
On Thursday H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian) Flying 6- mile .. 4 min. 34.34 5ec.= 65.61 m.p.h. chains, and Hutchinson t^Tes.

raised the flving kilometre speed to 107 ,
Equipment

:
Shell spirit Speedwell oil, Dunlop

^.^ASS G. (1,000 c.c. Sidecar).
,„ „ 1 , J iu J 11 • J ^^ 1

lyres, Binks carburetter, C.A.v. magneto, K.L.G. * '
'

m.p.h., and on the following day improved plugs, and various makes of chains. November 17th, 1921.—H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian sc.) :

his own sidecar record bv over two miles During the flying 5-mile record, one lap was recorded Flying km 25.8 sec.= 86.70 m.p.h.

(speed, 69.08 m.p.h.). In addition he broke at 66.11 m.p.h., b^ing the fastest lap made at Brook- Flying mile 42.4sec.=84 91 m^p.h.
• ix 1 T^ xi TT 1,. n ,1 1 lands in the 250 c c class November 18th, 1921.—H. Le Vack (7-9 Indian sc.)

:

eight records. F. B. Haltord on the o.h.v.
'anas m tne -ou c.c. ciass.

50 miles ..... . 40 min. 47.8 sec.= 73.53 m.p.h.

3i h.p. Triumph gained four in the 500 CLASS C. (^00 c.c. Solo). 1 hour 09 miles 1-50 yds.= 09.08 m.p.h.

c.c. class, including the flving mile at November 17th, 1921.—F. B. Halford (3J Triumph): 100 rnilos . Ihr. 25 min. 33.2-1 sec.= 70.12 m.p.h.

87 Bfl V, A -D XT T jj ni 1 Flymgmile 41.0sec.= 87.8O m.p.h. Flymg 5 miles . . 3 miles 49.48 sec.= 78.45 m.p.h.
OI.DU m.p.n., ana M. rs

. Juda on a 6^ ll.p. Mean speed flj-ing mile . 42.9 sec.= 83.91 m.p.h. Stcinding 10 miles 7 min. 54.81 sec.= 75.82 m.p.h.
Velocette secured the Class A flving kilo- 5-mile fljing ... 3min.'40.1 sec.= 81.78 m.p.h. Equipment: Shell spirit, Castrol oil, K.L.G. plugs,

metre at 71.70 m.p.h. This latter record lO-milestanding. 7 min. 29.48 sec.= 80.09 m.p.h. Bosch m,igneto, Schcbler carburetter, Coventry chains,

was previously held by a four-stroke. C. CLASS E. (1,000 c.c Solo).
*"'' Hutchinson t^Tcs.

G. Pullin (3i Douglas sc.) and E. B November 17th, 1951.—H. Le V.\ck (7-9 Indian) :

CLASS H. (1,100 c.c. Cycle Cars).

Ware (Morean) also made succe=;sfnl Flyingkm. 20.8 sec.= 107.55 m.p.h. November 17th, 1921.—E. B. Ware (Morgan) :>ate (jioigdii; also maae successiui
Flyingmile 35.2 sec.=102.27 m.p.h. - Flyingkm. 20.0 sec.= 86.04 m.p.h.

.utempts on tneir class times. Mean speed flv-ing mile . 36.4 sec.= 98.90 m.p.h. Mean speed flying ki log. . 27.0 sec.= 82.24 m.p.h.

ANNUAL DINNER OF THE YORKSHIRE
Importment Announcement at Leeds by the Secretary of

IN May, 1920, a preliminary meeting at

York I'esulted in the conception of the
idea of a Yorkshire Centre of the

jA.C.U. In October of the same year
eight clubs provisionally organised them-
selves as a centre ; and in January, 1921,
nineteen clubs officially formed the
Centi-e, which held its first annual dinner
at the Victory Hotel, Leeds, on 'Satur-

day last, after a general meeting, which
took place in the afternoon.
Having a four-figure membership, the

number present (under one hundred) was
a little disappointing, several of the
clubs in the Centre being unrepresented.
The Centre prize distribution was

carried out bv Lt.-Col. F. S. Brcreton.

C.B.E., who also responded to the toast

of "The A.C.U.,'; proposed by Mr. W. R.
Haggas (president of the Yorkshire
Centre). "The Centre" was proposed
by Mr. T. W. Loughborough (secretary

A.C.U. ), and response made by Mr. J.

N. Longfield (chairman).

In proposing "The Yorkshire Centre,"
Mr. T. W. Loughborough asked that all

motor cyclists should work to spread the

motor cycle movement and to endeavour
to gather all motor cyclists into the clubs

affiliated to the A.C.U., so that a strong
representative body may be assured.

Only by having a compact and unanimous

.^de luxe tandem, the latest form of Reynolds runabout, engined with a 2| h.p, J.A.P. and

three-speed Burman gear.

CENTRE A.C.U.
the Auto Cycle Union.

front could motor cyclists e.xpect ameliora-
tion of certain legal requirements.
Of still wider interest to all motor

cyclists was Mr. Loughborough's refer-
ence to the cycle car movement. He indi-

cated that it was likely that the small
runabout of three or four-wheeled type
would ultimately supplant the larger side-

car outfits, and he suggested that now
was the time for the A.C.U. to seek from
the K.A.C. the right to control and
organise the cycle car movement. This
wonld also include the endeavour to obtain
more favourable taxation rates for the
cycle cars. Machines of this type should
be taxed as three-wheelers are, adopting
the same weight limit of 8 cwt. as a basis
of demarcation. Machines of this class

Mr. Loughborough described as " the poor
man's motor," and they could only be fos-

tered by a live body, encouraging develop-
ment, as did the A.C.U.; this type was
inadequately covered.
During the course of the evening, the

healths of " The Visitors," " The
Press," and "The Chairman," were pro-
posed and appropriately responded to.

Musical items were provided by the Dew-
hirst Bros., excellent rag-timers, popular
in Northern motor cycle circles.

An impressive moment was when the
President called upon the company to

stand in silence to the memory of the
late L. Mitchell, B. Jefteries,' and S.

Seal who lost their lives during the
pursuit of the sport.

Dig
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stand No.
Dance, E., and Co., Ltd 108
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Sidecar or
Miniature Car?
A Popular Fallacy ex-

ploded; Another Would-
be Prophet forecasts the
End of Big Sidecars.

WHEN, a decade ago, the cycle car was first

exploited tliere were many who affirmed that

the sidecar outfit was doomed. Every year
without fail since that time, would-be prophets have
expounded the same view, and to-day the now familiar-

phrases are heard in connection with the new type
of miniature car that has so intrigued the lay press.
What most fail to recognise is the obvious fact that
if cars can be reduced in price, so can motor cycles
and sidecars in the same proportion.
The cycle cars of 1912 and the miniature cars of

1922 are totally different propositions. The former
were foredoomed by their poor mechanical principles
and appearance; the latter may be accepted as road-
worthy little vehicles, and as having everything in
their favour to be a commercial success. Their prices,

too, are low and the value good, and these facts are
used to confirm opinions that they will oust the sidecar
from its present proud position in public favour

From the Monetary Point of View.
Because^it is possible to obtain a four-wheeler fox,

say, £,2S°, it is asserted tliat the big sidecar outfit

is no longer justified. Considered purely from the
point of view of £ s. d., this view is probably near
the truth, but the one important factor—the psychology
of the motor cyclist—is often overlooked.

The writer of the motor cycling notes (so called)

in The Daily Mail has revealed himself as one who
is not a motor cyclist at heart. Writing on miniature
cars at the last Show he penned these words :

(1.) "Drivers o£ the most expensive sidecar combinations
would do well to visit the motor car Show . . . They
will then see the future in a. correct light. No car show
has had greater lessons for this type of motor cyclist, and
his reflections will be none too happy. Never has his class
been so attractively catered for."

(2.) "The development in this direction (small cars) is

the greatest we have yet seen, and must have its effect on
the big sidecar market. . . . Comparisons, as I have
said, will be none too happy for owners who visit the Show,
for never has any car show made such an appeal to him.
to foresake his present vehicle and invest in a 'baby' car."

Why should the motor cyclist's reflections be un-
happy if his class was so attractively catered for?
Continuing, '

' A Motor Cyclist
'

' writes :

(3.) "What the makers of the big luxury sidecars are
contemplating to meet this rapid cheapening of the miniature
car . . . I do not know, but it will be an amazingly
fine sidecar combination to lessen the great impression which
the miniature cars at Olympia have made."

(4.) " Only an absolutely biassed and prejudiced sidecar
owner could visit this show' and be content with his machine
after seeing such astonishing cheap products as the 7 h.p.
Wolseley, the 8 h.p. Rover, the 7.5 h.p. Citroen, the 8 h.p.
Talbot, and the Jowett and the Morris-Cowley, to mention
but a few."

Before proceeding further with the requiem of the

powerful sidecar outfit, let us examine the above state-

ments to see whether they were Avritten after careful

and considered thought or inspired by the artificial

'

enthusiasm generated by the Show itself.

We will take paragraph Ko. 4 first. The prices

of the cars mentioned are as follows

:

Wolseley ... £310 Rover ... £220
Citroen ... £262 Talbot ... £325
Jowett ... £250 Morris-Cowley ... £299

Not Only a Question of S s. d.

It will be seen that only the Rover comes anywhere
near'the price of the most luxurious .sidecar outfit.

Prices will bq about equal, but in the one case the

sidecarist will have been extravagant and will glory

in his extravagance. . He will have absolutely the

best in sidecars, while the same money invested in

the small foiir-wheeler will only place him at the foot

of another large class. Now the man who will go
the limit on a sidecar will not be satisfied on four

wheels unless he has something that will place him
in a position, in relation to the rest of the car owners,

similar to that which he enjoys by being at the top

of his class—in owning the most luxurious outfit he

can purchase.

That is where the mentality of the motor cyclist

influences the question. The low-priced small four-

wheelers are far more likely to compete against the

slightly more expensive light cars. In other words,

the manufacturer who makes both a light car and a

miniature will, in some cases, find the latest type

living at the expense of the older, which provides an
answer to paragraph No. 3. Some motor cyclists will,

of course, graduate to the car class ; that evolution

is constantly taking place, for it has long been recog-

nised that motoring is -often a matter of stages. But
the average motor cyclist's view is that miniature cars

will seriously become competitors of the sidecar when.

.

their first cost and running costs are approximately

equal. HithertO' many family men have preferred

sidecars on account of their greatec seating capacity;

the sight of heavily laden sidecars is comnion on our

roads to-day. ^

Not Forgetting the SI 00 Sidecar.

The Daily Mail writer has forgotten that before

the war he had small cars at less than twice the cost

of a sidecar outfit. To-day the respective prices are

just as far, if not farther, apart. Sidecar prices are

falling; popular single-cylinder outfits will next year

be marketed in the neighbourhood of ;£ioo.
Economy in running costs—the. outstanding magnet

of the motor cycle—is lost upon our enthusiast.
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Westwood Rim «£ Patents, Ltd xxsiv. i

Williams & James xlm.

Wilson, Haigh & Co SJ.

Wilson, J. H • :.• ••,,"• '

Wincyole Co., Ltd xxxvlu., dlx-

Wulfruna Engineering Co. (1920), Ltd. ISXX.

Yoimgs, F. J xlvl.

Zenith Motor Ltd ^^
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Sidecar or Miniature Car.—

The writer referred to admits that garage and taxes

of the miniature car cost more, but actually takes upon
himself to express the empty view in italics that the

minialure car wears longer ard is greater value second-

hand than the sidecar. Considering that only two of

the cars he mentions have been on the road in any
n.umbers, this statement shows the enthusiasm with
which he hurried home from Olympia to write his'

ill-considered notes to motor cvclists. The tone of

the whole contribution suggests that in future The
Daily Mail motor cycling column will be abandoned
in favour of a weekly discourse on mmiature cars.

But the ubiquitous sidecar is not yet done with, and
many a tour will be enjoyed by its devotees. In
saying this, we fully recognise the good qualities of

modern small cars, which we are confident will grow
in favour, but not necessarily to the exclusion of the

economical sidecar outfit, to-day the most popular
vehicle on the road.

THE T.T. RENDEZVOUS.
A Furlher Contribution from rtie Isle of Man on ilie Position concerning the T.T. Races.

IX
last week's issue of The Motor Cycle we made

reference to the negotiations between, the A.C.U.
and the Manx, authorities concerning the T.T.

races and gave the substance of an interview with the

A.C.U. alongside a statement of the position from
our Isle of INIan correspondent. These statements did

not exactly agree, and the paragraph on the London
or A.C.U. view is the subject of the following further

communication from Douglas. Our correspondent
writes :

What are the Real Facts ?

"The A.C.U. state that the guarantees promised
by the Manx representatives at Leicester' have not
been made in a concrete form, that the A.C.U. are

getting impatient, and that they have told the Manx
authorities that they must have definite information
before November 30th with regard to steamship
facilities and unloading of machines at Douglas, and
suchlike detaih which have been so unsatisfactory

in the past.

"Now, what are the real facts? Directly the

Leicester deputation returned tO' the Island the Steam
Packet Co. wrote to the A.C.U. asking wherein they
had been amiss in the matter of steamship communi-
cation, as their past letters from the A.C.U. both
before and after the last T.T. races expressed satisfac-

at the services provided, and particularly at the service

pro'i'ided during the last races during the coal strike.

The A.C.U. presumably replied to this letter, because
on October 31st last the A.C.U. intimated to their

Local Consul in the Island that they had had a satis-

factory letter from the Steam Packet Co., and this

is again referred to in a letter from Mr. Loughborough
dated November 2nd, and from that date to this no
further requirement whatever has been asked from the

Steam Packet Co.
" The Isle of Man Steam Packet Co., in their letter

prior to October 31st, also detailed to the A.C.Lf.

what it proposed to do with regard to cmljarking
facilities at Liverpool.

"With regard to the unloading of machines at

Douglas, this matter was set down to come before

Tynwald on November 9th, ahd it came before

Tynwald on that date, and Tynwald made a grant of

;^5,ooo for the erection of an electric crane on the

Victoria Pier. This was intimated to the A.C.L'.
the same day, and at the time of The Motor Cycle

interview with the A.C.U. in London, the officials

would know quite well what had been done with regard
to the unloading of motor cycles at tlie Douglas ehd.
In a letter dated November 10th, a date prior to

the interview in London, Mr. Loughborough says,
' The ground is now much' clearer. The main
questions outstanding now are those of dates and the
grant.' Both these points, it is admitted in the Isle

of Man, are outstanding, and a long letter on the
subject has been addressed to the A.C.U., urging upon
them to apply for certain dates for the forthcoming
T.T. races in the Island, namely, the Tuesday and
Thursday following Whit-Saturday. It may interest
the readers of 27/e Motor Cycle to know that up to
the time of writing, that is, November 17th, the
Highway Board has not received any application from
the A.C.U. for dates, although they have been
repeatedly urged to do so from this end.

" It is true that the A.C.U. did deliver to those in

the Island who have been endeavouring to arrange
things satisfactorily for them, an ultimatum w-hich
expires on November 30th.

Procrastination.
" The opinion held in the Isle of Man, and it is

regrettable to ha\'e to state it in print, is that certain
officials in London belonging to the A.C.U. are not
desirous of returning to the Island next year for the
T.T. races. They have denied this assertion, but
every act which they have done since the Leicester
meeting points in the other direction. It would be
most regrettable if these matters have to be thrashed
out at the A.C.U. General Committee meeting at

Bournemouth.
"The A.C.U. have expressed their complete satis-

faction at the passing by Tynwald of a declaratory
resolution in favour of the races, and with the with-
drawal of ' Sad Sunday ' and pillion seat restrictions,

and also with the withdrawal of the tax on visiting
motorists during race time."

THE MIDSHIPMAN MO I OR CYCLIST.
BARTIMEUS, the well-known writer on naval

subjects, in an article which recently appeared
in the daily press on the subject of midship-

men, states: "Mostly they own motor bicycles, not
(as the conservative maintain) because they are the
sons of rich parvenus, but because things mechanical
are bred in their blood. A rough-and-tumble at the
heels of a press-gang lieutenant once satisfied the mid-
shipman's craving for excitement; now he seeks it

in propelling a ' stink-bike ' (every valve, bolt, and
gear Avheel of which he knows intimately) at grossly
illegal speeds over tortuous thoroughfares." We look
forward to seeing a number of these sporting young
gentlemen in next year's Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

D25
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NEXT YEAR'S TYRE DESIGNS.
A Review of Tyre Makers' Programmes for 1922, and a Forecast of thie Tyre Exhibits

at the Sliow.

Bates

(All-weather).

Bergougnan
(Non-skid).

Bergougnan

(Herring-bone

pattern).

Clineher

(Dreadnought).

»26

THE present time shows a great im-
provement in the construction of
motor cycle tyres. Riders are begin-

ning to realise that far greater comfort,
and far greater tyre mileage are obtained,
if machines are fitted wiia the largest
tyres they can possibly carry ; conse-
quently, motor cycle manufacturers are
waking up to the fact that they must
allow ample clearance, and the tyre
makers are producing a variety of over'
sizes to meet the demand. Substantial
initial outlay on tyres is money well
spent ; it renders the rider immune from
punctures and other troubles for the, ex-
tent of the average yearly mileage. -

The number of patterns of treads is.

as great as ever, and the variety of their
design is quite an interesting study. All
tyre makers aim at making their tyres
non-skidding, and their efforts to attain
this end result in the multiplicity of pat-
terns illustrated in this article.

Avon.
The Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd.,

343-345, EtTSTON Road, N.W.I. (Stand
No. 83).—The chief novelty among
various tyres shown by this firm will be
a pattern known as the Durolith, which is

claimed by its makers to be a marked
advance in motor cycle tyre development,
both as regards construction and quality.
The tread consists of large lozenges with
a groove on each side, and on the edge
of each groove are alternate large and
small studs. It is to be made in all sizes
from 24x2in. to 28x3in., with three and
four-ply casings. Other Avon tyres will
be the Jhree-ribbed studded and Stone-
henge tread pattern in various weights
suitable for all types of machines.

Bates.
W. AND A. Bates, Ltd., St. Mary's

Mills, Leicester (Stand No. 154).—Bates
tyres are moulded in the inflated shape,
and are vulcanised under the tremendous
pressure of 1,200 lb. to the square inch

;

consequently, it is claimed that the tyre
is exceedingly ditficult to puncture, and
if cut the rubber is so responsive that
the edges close instead of gaping apart.
The tread of this tyre is unconventional,
and should prove an efficient non-skid.

Bergougnan.
The Bergougnan Tyre Co., Ltd., 10,

South Crescent, Store Street, Totten-
ham Court Road, N.W.I. (Stand No. 4).—This firm favours two patterns of
tread—one with a large central groove
with lozenge-shaped studs arranged dia-

gonally on each side of it, and the other
a herring-bone pattern. These motor
cycle covers are suitable for heavy work
where great durability is required.

Clincher.

The North British Co.j Ltd., 204,
Tottenham Court Road, W. (Stand No.
78).—One feature of interest in Clincher
tyres is that the makers state in their

booklet that their 28x3in. tyres will fit

28x2iin. rims. The peculiar cross pat-
tern on the Dreadnought tread should
make an efficient non-skid, as it is de-

signed to give an adequate resistance at
all angles. Another speciality is the
popular three-ribbed type, which is ex-
tremely resilient. It is made in milli-

metre sizes to fit 65 mm. rims, which
take 700x80 mm. and 26x3in. Yet
another form of tyre is known as the
Clincher de Luxe, with a tough white
tread possessing excellent wear-resisting
qualities as well as ample resiliency. It
is made in two patterns, heavy and extra
heavy.

Dunlop.
The Dunlop Rubber- Co., Ltd., Aston

Cross, Birmingham (Stand' No." 53).

—

The Dunlop Rubber Co. has. specially
studied the requirements of motor cyclists

this year, and, in addition to the ordinary
motor cycle tyres, is introducing a series"

of heavy covers to suit flat base rims,
with car type beads and constructed on
car lines in the following sizes : 25x2iin.,
25x3in., and 28x3in. They are also

making Dunlop Magnum tyres to suit the
following rims : 650x65 mm., 700x80
mm., and 26x3in. in cord. The Magnum
cover consists of large staggered studs,
with rows of small studs on the outside.

Goodrich.
The B.F. Goodrich Co., Ltd., 117-123,

Golden Lane, E.C.l (Stand No. 157).—
The peculiarity of the Goodrich tyre lies

in the unconventional design of. tread,
consisting of a series of short ribs inter-

cepted by transverse ribs," while extra-
ordinary resiliency is claimed for this

tjre.

Hermetic. ,
~

The Self-Sealing Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Hermetic Works, Ryland Strebi, Biii-

'

MiNGHAM (Stand No.. 6).r—The Hermetic
tread consists of two. ribs of Z pat-

tern outside a straight rib. The tread
is exceptionally thick and of excellent
quality.' Another speciality of this firm
is the Hermetic tyre protecting band
designed to be placed inside the cover.

On its exterior are graduated rubber
studs. The band is placed inside the
tyre casing between the tube and the
inside of the cover, and the inflation of

the tube presses the band against the tyre
casing so ,. that the rubber studs spread
and approach each other, leaving a series

of small indentations between them ; con-

sequently, the band assumes the form of

a resilient cushion of air and rubber sup-
porting the tyre against road shocks and
stresses. It also serves to protect the
inner tube against puncturing agents.

Hutchinson.
ElABLISSEMENTS HUTCHINSON, 70,

Basinghall Street, E.C. (Stand No.
48).—Etablissements Hutchinson will

always be remembered as a firm which
has specially catered for the wants of

motor cyclists. Their newest pattern-

will be a 29x-3iin. cover to fit 28x3in.
rims, having the new super-stud tread
consisting of lozenges and large studs
with ribs at the side. This tyre has met
with great success after test. Another

Dnhlop
(Masnuin).

Goodrich
(Non-skid).

Hermetic
(Non-skid).

Hutchinson (Super

steel-studded).

Jbhn Bull

(EUb-stud).
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Exhibited on

Stand 120
Cycle and Motor Cycle Show, OLYMPIA, Nov. 28 Dec. 3.

32 h p. Rudge Multi, Variable Belt Drive - £o5
Reduced from £110 5s

£120
Reduced trom £152.

'^s- U r^ Riir^rr^ ^'''^ Three-speed Gear Box, £ 1 AH
:)2 n.p. IXUdge and All-chain Drive - - - XlUU

& Rudge Light Sidecar £20

7-9 h.p. Rudge Twin t\^l51!SS^D?i::: £ 120
1£ 150& Rudge Touring Sidecar £30

Rudge-Vdiilworih
For Over SO Years

Britain's Besl Bicycle

Aero—Special Quality.

All One Price.

Reduced irom £209

£12
Reduced from £15 15s,

Gent's, Ladies' and Sporting Bicycles.

New Illustrated Art Catalogue post free from (Dept. 600). COVENTRY.

Rudge -Whitworth Ltd.
Makers of

Bicycles, Motor Bicycles,
Steel Balls & Ball Bearings,

Detachable Motor Car Wheels,
COVENTRY,BIRMINGHAM,LONDON

By Appointment
Cycle Makers to

H.M. KING GEOEGE.

230, Tottenham Court Road, W.l

In answering this^ advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' P25
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TO INTRODUCE

THE

PATENT

SINGLE LEVER

Carburetter

Price

£3
FOR ONE MONTH, WE WILL

ALLOWup to £1 for your OLD CARBUREHER
IF INTERESTED, WILL YOU PLEASE DROP

FREE
We claim to have the Finest Testimonials ever received

by a Carburetter Manufacturer. (5ee Booklet.)

Manufacturers and Trade Enquiries Solicited.

VERY LOW TERA'IS QUOTED.

". A. MILLS, Patentee & Manufacturer,

P.C. FOR BOOKLET EXPLAINING ABOVE AND
r R I A L .

We guarantee our Carburetter saves petrol, gives slower

running, more power and speed, and is lighter, neater,

and cheaper. It emphatically improves Singles and
Twins, both 2 and 4 stroke.

90, East Street, FARNHAM,
SURREY.

THE

I
1%%%%^

ID KO^UALLCCONTfiOL
The safest type of control in

existence. Neat in appearance
and perfect in action, it pre-
vents fatigue.

PRICE

21/-
or for single con-
trol carburetter

16/-
THPCT^LE CONTBOI. pOSt frCe.

Apply to your agents, or direct to tlie manufacturers for
details and full instructions for fitting. ^

iNORRISH & PIDCOCK, '' S,"'' London, W.C.2 J

A USEFUL BOOK
for Motor Cyclists

FULL of valuable information
and "wrinkle" relating to

the purchase, driving, ad-

justment, management, equipment,
repair, garaging, etc^ of motor
cycles. The present edition ha.,

been thoroughly revised and is

right up to date in every respect.

Price 2/- net.

From

By Post, 2/3
Home or Abroad.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4,
and an leading booksellers andboobstalls.

TWOSTRORE
MOTOR CYCLES

By the Stag of ''The Motor Cycle."

^ A complete treatise

on the Two -stroke
Motor Cycle—^fcom

the rider's point of

view.

^I^
The possibilities and
charm of the two-
stroke are fully dealt
with. The engine and
other units are de-

scribed in detail, ad-

vice given on engine
cleaning, tuning, and
roads i de adjust-

ments,

^ Valuable advice
is given on
economical and
efi&cieat running
and the elimina-

tion of troubles.

^ Illustrations are
freely used
throughout the
book.

3/-
net

By post 3/3
i 10m iLlFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street.

Ixndon, E.C.4, 2Uid leading booksellers.

i!

i!

\\

;
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COPPEN, ALLAN & CO., ^
89, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.l. (,^^»S;•..o,)

Sole Distributors
.

44READING STANDARD

'

Stand No. 18 The World's Master Motor Cycle. Stand No. 18
REDUCTION OF PRICE FOR 1922.

Reading Standard 8-10 h.p. Solo, including
Dynamo Lighting, electric horn, cushion sprocket, pump, tool.^, three months' guarantee. . . .

Reading Standard 8-10 h.p. Comb., including
Dynamo Lighting, electric horn, cushion sprocket, "M.P." single-seater sidecar, coverall apron, sidecar lamp
pump, tools, three months' gu.irantee

Reading Standard 8-10 h.p. Comb., including
Dynamo Lighting, electric horn, cushion sprocket, "Plus One" single or double-seater sidecar, coverall apron,
step plates, sidecar lamp, pump, tools, three months' guarantee

£135

£175

£188 10

WHY PAY MORE ?

STAND NOS.:»1AND NOS. 44nT ¥Td r^lkri?^^ STAND NOS.
18 and fiQ lrI-itJc> VI^IL IRandfiQ'^ ttllU VrO^ A Sintflff^ nr nnilhlo-Koato.. Sir1o,.-»f af will A ^J dllil \9^A Single or Double-seater Sidecar at will.

"Plus One" Standard DOUBLE Seater Sidecar only, including
Coverall apron, lamp bracket, step plates, wheel stand, tyre and tube, three months' guarantee .. £52 10

"M.P." Cantilever Sprung Bulbous Back Sidecar, including
Coverall apron, lamp bracket, wheel stand, tyre and tube, three months' guarantee

COMPARE THE ABOVE PRICES WITH ANYTHING
Read these Convincing Proofs of Durability and Service:

£39
ON THE MARKET.

,
Rochdale, loth April, 1921.

1 should like to let you know that I have now completed 2,000 miles on my
Readnig Standard machine I bought from you last August, During this time
I have never touched it with a spanner; the engine is a marvel, and isstill
runnmg splendidly. I stiU hope to do many more miles before taking Ihe
engine down, as it is at present not showing any signs of carbon. I mav
say I haje ridden many machines, but none so easy and comfortable to drive
eien over bad roads. Of course, when I say no trouble, 1 am excluding
t>Tes, as I have had one or two punctures.

I remain, yours truly,

(Signed) R. II. T.

.,, '.,,., , ,

Leicester, 3rd June, 1921.
You will be pleased to know that the Plus One body has caught on with

the A.J.S., and customer are enthusiastic about it. You still ha\e one body
to supply on order, iir addition to the above. Do please let me have them
as scon as you possibly can. I can see there is going to be a big demand
for them. As I shall be requiring a lot for the A.J.S. chassis, do you not
think you could make the body with the piece cut away to allow of the standard
A.J.S. torque rod being used ? This would be a great improvement, and
would save a deal of trouble. Please give this your earnest consideration
I am sure it is worth it.

Youi-s faithfullv,

(Signed) WILL CHAPMAN.

Diss, Norfolk, 6th May, 1921.
I have had one long run, and the whole thing is quite up to my e-xpecta-

tions ; in fact, I am quite satisfied. My garage people are coachbuilders
as well as motor engineei-s, and the manager has remarked to me that it is a
very nicely made thing. It is unite surprising the admirers it calls while
out, apart from my own friends being charmed with it. It is a sidecar one
can be justly proud of, and I must congratulate you on such a smart, light,

compact, and comfortable 2-seater,

Yours faitlifully,

(Signe-d) ILJ. L

London, Gth June, 1921.
As a matter of interest, I may say that during ray trip I took four adults

including myself) up Bonchurch Hill, between Ventnor and Shanklin, with
power to spare.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) C. VV. C.

Machine is doin;
in hilly district.

Consett, Co. Durham,
splendidly with load of two adults and three children

(Signed) J.J.S.

,

Normanton, 27th January, 1921.
1 would like to take this opportunity of saying how pleased I am with the

Readnig Standard. My machine has been in constant use since May, and
h,i5 always been thoroughly reliable. My greatest misfortune has been to
break a cham. It is indeed surprising how a machine can stand the bad
usagp that has been the misfortune 'of this particular bicj'cle

(Signed) G. D.

Guernsey, 4th October, 1921.
The machine has done very well during the year I have had it. Recently

1 did a tour of some 500 miles in the South of England. I carried my wife,

two children, and myself, tent, eleven blankets, cooking utensils, ground
sheet, sheet to cover sidecar and machine, two tyres, and a large bundle of

clothes. I had the machine weighed with all 6n, and it was over 11 cwt.
No trouble, except a puncture or two in the back wheel. Camped out several

times. I thought it was pretty good caiTying the weight it did.

(Signed) MAJOR H. M.

Then come to Olympia, Stand No. 18, and place your order.
Agents' and Factors' Inquiries invited.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES MAY
ALSO BE FOUND ON

STAND No. 136

ALSO STAND 4^=

No. 38

DUNELT
NEW HUDSON

'

1^

See the New Four-Point-Five Combination, £125. Also tlie New Hudson Three-Wlieeler—the Best in its Class—water-cooled

f^ nmive.rini-/ this nflvp.rtine.m.e.nt it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'ucle.' D31
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uVT>^ IN
DURING THE

^^^FO^j,

WINTER MONTHS.
THE FIRST OF ITS KIND

AND STILL MILES
AHEAD.

THE COMFORTS OF A
CAR AT THE COST OF A
MOTOR CYCLE COMBINA-

TION,
j

TAX ; £4 - -

PETROL CONSUMPTION
50 & 60 MILES PER GALL.
THESE ARE THE POINTS
TO WATCH IN THESE

HARD TIMES.

REDUCED PRICE:

£165

ONE OF ODR MANY LETTERS
OF APPRECIATION.

' A few weeks ago my wife

and I so thoroughly enjoyed

a week's tour on my Seal

Patent 2-seater that I am
writing you a letter of ap-

preciation about your won-
derful Utile 'bus. I took it

out of the garage on Monday
morning and without any
preliminary tuning we set

off on our tour, covering

some 800 miles, petrol con-

sumption 6t to the gallon,

and above all, the comfort
of the little 'bus made every

mile a pleasure.

Yours faithfully,

Rev. W. D. Richmond."

THE SEAL OFFERS YOU A COMFORTABLE SEAT
IN A COSY BOi>Y WITH WINDSCREEN AND HOOD.

THEN WHY RIDE ON A SADDLE EXPOSED TO ALL WEATHERS?
YOU CAN GARAGE A "SEAL" AT HOME IN THE SAME SPACE AS A MOTOR CYCLE COMBINA-
TION. IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE ON THE ROAD CARRYING THE LOAD OVER THE DRIVING
WHEEL TO THE OFFSIDE OF THE MOTOR FRAME, AND SO DOING AWAY WITH ALL SIDE

STRAIN AND DRAG COMMON WITH ALL MOTOR CYCLE COMBINATIONS. THIS

IMPROVED DISTRIBUTION OF THE LOAD IS COVERED BY LETTERS PATENT. —
WRITE FOR LIST AND FULL PARTICULARS.

See^l Motor{s, L/itnited,
Telephone

:

Central 2364.
348, Stretford Rd., Hulme, MANCHESTER. Telegrams :

"Detachable
Manchester."

LINCOLN ELK
MOTOR CYCLES.

6h.p. 3-speed, C. & K.S.

4Jh.p. 3-speed, C. & KiS.

2ih.p. 2-speed, C. & K.S

2f h.p. Single Gear

Catalogues from

. £105
£85
£65

- £55

AGENTS WANTED.

J. KIRBY, Broadgate, LINCOLN.

In answering these advertisenients it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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KempsKall (Premier

Cover).

Macintosh
(Non-skid).

- Max
(Cycar).

Midland (Ribbed
and studded).

Moseley
(Three-ribbed).

new pattern will be the 710x85 mm. to

fit 65 nim. rims, and a smaller pattern
of the tyre just described. Mention
must also be made of the reinforced
inner tube used with great success in the
T.T. races, and of the wonderful suc-
cesses on Hutchinson tyres in both T.T.
events, and in the 500 miles races at
Brooklands.

John Bull.

The Leicester Eubeek Co., Ltd.,
Post Office Place, Leicester (Stand
No. 109).—The pattern of tread favoured
by the Leicester Rubber Co. in their
popular John Bull tyre will be the
ribbed stud, which is claimed to prevent
roll and spin. Another speciality of this

firm will be the Granby motor cycle tyre,

which is built on a heavy three-ply can-
vas foundation with a tread consisting

,
of lai'ge rubber studs and a row of

smaller studs on each side. This particu-
lar pattern has been proved to be an
efficient non-skid.

Kempshall.
The Kempshall Tyre Co. (of Europe),

Ltd., 97-98, Long Acre, W.C.2 (Stand
No. 151).—In addition to the Kempshall
non-skid, a new pattern to be seen for

the first time at Olympia will be the
Premier cord cover, which was used by
the P. and M. team on the occasion of
winning the team prize in the Six Days
Trials. This is the fifth occasion on
which Kempshall tyres _. have been on
machines winning" the A.C.U. Si.x Days
team prize ; the racing Harley-David-
son, the first machine to do 100 m.p.h.,
was also fitt€d with Premier Kempshall
covers.

Macintosh.
Charles Macintosh and Co., Ltd.,

22-23, Jewin Street, E.C.I (Stand No.
149).—This firm is placing on the market
two patterns of treads—one with stag-
gered indentations and projections, and
the other with a peculiar Z pattern tread.
These are made in all the usual sizes for
motor cycles and cycle cars.

Max.
C. Cuthbe and Co., 37, Great Eastern

Street, E.C.2 (Stand No. 3).—The prin-
cipal tyre sold by this firm is known as
the Max Cycar, which is built on car
lines, and consists of longitudinal ribs
between which are lozenge-shaped studs
forming the design of the tread. These
are made in all sizes up to 710x90 mm.
An innovation is known as the Cuthbe
Elongaiter, made of Mas plastic tread
rubber, which presses from the inside
into all holes, .cuts, and interstices in the
cover-, while the special fabric reinforces
the foundation or casing of the tyre. It
vulcanises itself by heat, and eventually
becomes part of the tyre. This should
have a strong appeal to motor cyclists who
wish to economise.

Midland.
The Midland Rubber Co., Ltd.,

Ryland Street, Birmingham (Stand No.
7), is specialising in a three-ribbed and
a ribbed and studded tyre with a central
rib and studs on each side. The
Midland covers will be made in all stan-
dard sizes, including the old sizes and
also oversizes.

Moseley.
David Moseley and Sons, Ltd., 19-20,

HoLBOKN Viaduct, E.C.I (Stand No.
115), are chiefly favouring the three-
ribbed pattern tyre for liigh-powered
machines and a studded tyre for light-

weight motor bicycles. Special attention
has been paid in their motor cycle tyres
to the shape of the tyre and the con-
struction of the bead, to give, first, easy
fitting, and, secondly, accurate attach-
ment of the bead ~ in the clinch of the
rim. In the manufacture of these tyres,
great attention is paid to the question of
resilience.

Palmer.
The P.\lmer Tyre, Ltd., 119-123,

Sh.wiesbury Avenue, W.C.2 (Stand No.
8).—The Palmer exhibit will consist of
two-ply motor cycle tyres in the three-
ribbed pattern, which has so long been a
speciality of this firm, and the Palmer
four-ply motor cycle tyre, which is con-
siderably stouter than the two-ply pat-
tern, but cheaper in price, than the
Palmer cord tyre. Among the latter
class may be mentioned the Palmer cord
extra heavy car pattern motor cycle cover,
which is a car tyre in miniature, and has
steel staples at the beads. This wiU be
shown in the 28x3in. ribbed and 28x3in.
combination patterns for the C.C.2 rim, .

700x75 mm. ribbed, and 700x80 mm.
made to fit 650x65 mm. rims.

Pedlfi-y.

J. Pedley and Son, Ltd., Gxf'ord
Works, Grb.at Charles Street, Bir-
mingham (Stand No. 150).—This firm is

still adhering to the popular three-ribbed
pattern, which is shell moulded, but in
addition to this it has produced a new
heavy studded model, also shell moulded,
which should be popular among sidecar
owners.

Roberts.
^

A. Roberts and Son, Ltd., Deykin's
Avenue, Witton, Birmingham (Stands
Nos. 1-201).—Alfred Roberts and Sons
are responsible' for the revival of a
promising form of tyre construction in
the shape of their D.C. or double-clinch
motor cycle tyre, the bead of which fits

on either side of the clinch of the rim,
thus preventing creeping and rolling. It
is easily detachable, and stones cannot
dent the rim, while the buttress prevents
water getting into the beads. Another
pattern in which this firm specialises is

one with a central rib standing up
between two grooves in which there
are V-shaped indentations arranged
diagonally round the tread—a pattern
that prevents sideslip.

Rom,
The Rom Tyre and Rubber Co. (1909),

Ltd., 36-36, Brooke Street, Holeorn,
E.C.l (Stand No. 10).—In addition to

the combination Rom tyre so well known
and' tried over a number of years, the
Rom Tyre Co. is specialising 'this season
in the Polygon pattern tread, which will

be all black and constructed of tough and
resilient rubber. The tread consists of
an inner line of hexagonal studs with
ribs at the sides. These will be made in
the usual sizes—26x2|in., 650x65 mm.,
700x80 mm., and 28x3in.

Palmer CSteel-

studded heavy).

Pedley (Three-

ribbed heavy).

Pedley

(Rubber-studded).

Roberts

(Double clinch).

R.O.M.
(Non-skid).
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ditor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents,

to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must he accompanied by the writer's name and address*

FORTY-TWO TURNS IN ONE ALPINE PASS.
Sir,—There are forty-two turns on the high road between

jNIartigny and le Forclaz. This is in answer to Mr. Draper's
inquiry in The Motor Cycle of November 3rd. D.L.G.
Montreux.

HEAD LAMP DIMMING ETIQUETTE.
Sir,—I have found that the simplest and cheapest anti-

dazzle device is one's hand. Simply put one hand in front
of the head lamp glass as you approach another vehicle. No
motor cyclist has the slightest excuse ior not dimming his
lamps when necessary (unless minus an arm).

Geneva. S. N. TURNER.

WHICH IS THE WORLD'S BEST SOLO MACHINE?
Sir,—I have read the correspondence re the "World's Best

Motor Cycle" in your columns with interest, and must say
,

it sounds too "Yankee" to say "world's," as, of cour.se,
everything best in the world (in the opinion of those people
who live across the border) emerges from that country. How-
ever, I do not think there is any one best solo machine, but
there are quite a few each best suited to the conditions
under which it is used.
Take a country like Canada, and you will find on travelling,

outside the cities and larger towns, that solo riding is limited
to very few roads, because these comprise cart tracks un-
known in England, and often so thick with sand that solo
riding would be more or less" impossible.

Secondly, one has to take the conditions under which
machines are ridden, if in a dry country, or one inclined to
be wet, or a very hot climate, etc.

Thirdly, one has to consider the particular requirements of

the individual rider. Some riders could not handle a fast

3i h.p. solo mount or larger. OtTier riders would not be
content to use a small lightweight machine. Also, the amount
of riding to be done has to be taken into consideration, as
tlie commercial traveller who rides all day long would want
a different machine from the speed enthusiast, who only wants
a sports model.

So that one can hardly say that any one machine is the
"world's best," but there is .nq doubt that for all-round
excellence, alike of finish, power output for its size, and
never failing reliabilitj', there is not a single machine that
can surpass the 4 h.p. Triumph.

I have been using one in Canada for the past season, and
can only repeat a Canadian Harley owner's remarks on seeing
me out sixty miles in the bush, "Gee, I never thought one of
those could stand our rough roads "—and I was still pushing
further afield. The Triumph., comes. through smiling, and my
only breakage has been two spokes in the rear wheel. 1
consider our English machines have the whole world beaten •.

as regards quality of material and "finish, also for pleasing
appearance,' but my experience has been so far that the
Colonial wants a reliable machine, but finish does not matter

;

it can be painted all over, and as long as it goes must have
plenty of power, large tyres, SOxS^in., electric lighting and
electric horn, and must not be over .|400 (£100) nominally
as the present rate of exchange goes. One point I forgot
to mention is that the drive must be all-chain, as he has no
use for belts.

Wishing your paper every success; it is largely read here
and liked, and to a certain extent is educating the Canadian
motor cycle movement, which at the present time is very
Americanised.

^ AN ENGLISH MOTOR CYCLIST IN CANAPA.
Toronto.

Ci4

Six',—With reference to the present discussion as to the

identity of the "world's best motor cycle," surely some of

your correspondents overlook the fact that we are here con-

cerned, not with matters of fact, but with matters of opinion,

and, that being so, it is evidently logical to assume that

that machine which can most justly lay claim to the title

of "best" must be the one which is able to show a pre-

ponderance of owners, i.e., people who presumably consider

it the best.

I believe that more than half the total number of existing

motor cyclists are mounted on Harley-Davidsons, so it would
seem that we here have the answer to the riddle.

Mr. Norman Williams speaks of "the app.alling splutter

of any American V twin, except at fairly high speeds."

The word " splutter " is of necessity somewhat indecisive in

meaning when applied to anything of a mechanical nature,

buty if misfiring is meant,! can assure Mr. Williams that

the Schebler^most excellent of all carburetters—can, with

a modicum of intelligence, be made to eliminate completely

every symptom of "spluttering" from the engine.

London, N.W.I,
'

HARLEY.

Sir,—Regarding the question of which is the best solo

motor cycle, in my opinion there is no machijie to come any-

where near the following for comfort and all-round efficiency,

viz. : Lea-Francis, Humoer, Sunbeam, Douglas, O.K. Junior,

Harley-Davidson, Indian, Rudge-Multi, Raleigh, Triumph
(1908 model). Zenith, Scott, F.N., A.J.S., B.S.A., James,
Enfield, Beardmore-Precision, A.B.C, N.U.T., De Dion,
Alldays, Ariel, Bat-Jap, Blackburne, Bradbury, Brough,
Calthorpe, Chater-Lea,-Clyno, Coimaught, Coulson, Coventry
Eagle, Coventry Victor, Diamond, Duzmo, Francis-Barnett,
Ivy, Motosacoche, New Hudson, Norton, N.S.U., Omega,
P. and JI., Premier, Quadrant, Rover, Sun, Velocette, Verus,
Wolf, Wooler, Ner-a-car, and any others that I have omitted
to mention. NOIX.

' Edinburgh. '

ACCUMULATORS FOR SERIOUS LIGHTING SERVICE.
Sir,—I notice in your July 14th, 1921, issue in "Ixion's"

" Comments," where he says, in speaking of electric lighting
sets, " for example, a set which depends on a dry battery or
an accummulator minus a dynamo must be designed, for a
very limited rate of discharge."

Evidently, "Ixion's" opinions of batteries are not very
encouraging. On my motor c^cle I am using an accumulator
only, and it lights the following lamps : Head light ('hree

bulbs, main light, 48 c.p.), dinj light (12 c.p.), and light for

using when the machine is stationary (2 c.p.), giving about
a discharge of six and a half amperes. The main light is a
halt watt bulb; also spot light (12 c.p.), speedometer (2 c.p.),

and tail light (2 c.p.)—another tlii'ee amperes, giving a total

of about ten amperes, besides an occasional four amperes
through a horn. I have had this batt«ry for about two years.
It has had no attention, except the addition of water and
charging, and I get about fifteen to twenty trips of ten miles
on one' charge. Should "Ixion" disbelieve me, I advise him
to purchase a similar battery—a common American one—a six

volt fifteen ampere reinforced Willard.
Now, is about ten amperes discharge a " very limited one

"

for a battery which has to be charged at only one ampere ?

Perhaps "Ixion" will say it is foolish to use such heavy
lighting equipment ; but as the 'bus is a four-cylinder
ililitaire, weighing close on 5 cwt., he will see that it makes
very little difference.

'

C. KYLE.
New Zealand.
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COflUIIIGHT
1922

PROGRAMME
IN addition to the many radical

improvements aimed at increas-

ing both tlie efficiencj' of the
machine and the comfort of the rider,

we are also exhibiting our

New 3|h.p. Three-speed All-Chain drive

model for heavier work. This model
is sold complete with de luxe sidecar,

and full equipment for £()'^ complete.

The 2| h.p. models now range in
price from £45 Solo.

Our complete range of new models will be
shown on—

STAND 98
GROUND FLOOR

' Tilmj we send you our rei'ised illustraled lisl

if you are not going Lo ilie Show ?

The BORDESLEY ENGINEERING Co , Ltd.

New Bond Street, BIRMINGHAM.
London Showrooms

:

111, Gt. Portland Street, W.l.
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Insurance Policy
Issued by The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Company, Ltd.

(Incorporalmg "The Autocar" Insurance Dept. Established 1904).

COVERING MOTOR CYCLES or CYCLES and SIDECARS—
Used by Owner for private or professional purposes or personal business journe?9.

SCHEDULE OF
PREMIUMS.

A B

^9
Z g

Full
Policy.

All

Sections
T to 6.

Third Party,
Fire, and
Theft.

I, 3, 4, and 6
only.

2i h.p. MOO £2 8

4 il-P. £4 10 £2 14

5 b.p. tS £3

10 h.p. £6 £3 12

Plus 10
part th

/- for each additional £50 or
ereof in excess of £100 value.

1. THIRD PARTY.
Legal liability up to an
unlimited amotint, inclu-

ding law costs. Also in-

demnifying Insured whilst

driving any private motor
cycle not belonging to him.

Defence of any police sum-
mons for driving to the

danger of the public when
an accident as insured is

concerned, freeof legal costs

2. DAMAGE TO CYCLE
by accidental external
means. Reasonable repairs

may be put in hand at once.

3 FIRE
including tyres and
accessories.

4. THEFT
including tyres and access-

ories when machine is stolen.

Damage by attempted theft

included.

5. TRANSIT
by road, rail, or inland
waterway, also short sea

journeys to continent, etc.

6. BONUS.
10% reduction ofi renewal
premium if no claim.

EXTRAS.

To extend Policy to cover
use by and to indemnify

—

one additional rider, 33j%
extra. Any licensed rider,

50% extra.

Cycle used solo to carry

passenger on pillion seat or

luggage carrier—50% extra.

ACCIDENTS TO OWNER.
Benefits: Death £250.
Loss of two limbs, or sight

of both eyes, £250.
Loss of one limb or sight of

one ej'e, £125.

Total disablement, limited

to 26 weeks each accident.

£3 per week.
Premium 30/-

Half Benefits—Half Premium

PASSENGER IN SIDECAR.

Benefits as for Owner:

Covering any passenger not

suffering from physical in-

firmity, and not less than

17, or more than 55, years

of age. Premium 30/-

RFDUCTIONS.

To be taken off premiums
(A) only,

15% if Insured bears first

50/- of each accident.

20% if Insured bears first

£5 of- each, accident.

33% if Insured bears first

£10 of each accident.

PROPOSAL FORM. Particulars of
Motor Cycles

-

Make of Cycle. State whether
Sidecar attached and Seating

capacity.

Makers'
H.P. and
Frame No.

Year of

Make.
Date of

Purchase
Price Paid
by Owner.

New or
Second,
hand.

Present Value,
including Accessories Registered Letter

and Number.
Cycle. Sidecar.

. Owner's name (in lull]

. Adilress

. Occupation (if any) -^oS

, Have you any physical defect or infirmity, defective vision or

iaearing?

. Will Cycle to be insured be solely used lor Private Pleasure

Purposes? .'

if not, please give full particulars

. Will passengers be carried otherwise than in sidecar?

7. Will Cycle be solely driven by owner .-

If not, please give particulars

S. Have you tjeen or are you now insured in respect of a Motor

Vehicle?

Please state (a) Name of Company insured with

(b) Whether any Company or Underwriter has ever

declined, cancelled, or refused to renew your
insurance, or required you to carry first amount
of any loss, or increased your premium, because

-
- of claims experience?

What accidents during the past two years have occurred in ccmuectiou

with any Cycle owned by you ?

..Number Amount paid £

..Number Amount paifl £
19..

19..

J hereby declare that all the particulars stated above are true and correct, ana I Itereby agree (hoi this proposal

and, declaration sliall be the basis of the contract between me an I The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Co., Ltd.

Date Owner's Signature

Immediate pyoiection can be obtained by forwarding this form, filhd in. and remittance for first premium to

The Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance Company, Limited
Tdee,am',-"Autotmure,Cenl.Lotidon:- .77, Cheapside, Loildon, E.C.2. TeUphont-City gi^-'

Branch Ofiices at Birmingham: Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. 'Phone : Midland297o-i. Cardifi:

15, High Street. 'Phone .-Cardiff 4156. Leeds: Calvert's Chambers. 8, Coinmercial Street. P/io«ai 2623«.
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ROLLER BEARINGS AND THEIR ACTION.
Sii'j—I cannot let the letter from Mr. N. A. Bloomer, in

j'our issue of the 10th inst., pass without writing to point

out to him a serious misstatement in his description of the
action of a- big end roller bearing.

He states, "The crank pin is running at tliesame number
of i-evolutions per minute as the big end of the connecting
rod." This is obviously incorrect, as the connecting rod has
no rotary motion at all, but merely oscillates slightly.

In order to visualise the action of the bearing, the outer
race attached to the connecting rod may be assumed to

remain still and the inner one on the crank pin to rotate at

engine speed.

If the diameter of the outer race is twice that of the inner
oue, the rollers will now roll round the outer race at half

engine speed and in the same direction as the engine is

rotating. No slip whatever need take place.

A. K. TURNER.

Sir,—Mr. N. A. Bloomer sSems to be under some mis-

apprehension as to the working of a roller bearing big end.

He states that the crank pin runs at the same number of

revolutions per minute as the big end of the connecting rod,

but a little consideration will show that the big end of the
, connecting rod does not revolve relative to the crank pin.

It is true that the entire bearing revolves 'round the axis

of the crankshaft, or flywheels, but this motion may be
disregarded, as the bearing would behave in the same way
(apart from the effects of centrifugal force, etc.) if we held

the big end stationary and revolved the crankshaft round it.

If Mr. Bloomer will construct a model of a big end bearing,

using gears instead of plain rollers, crank pin, and outer r^ice,

or; in other words, substitute an epicyclic gear for the plain

rollers, etc., he will soon convince himself .that there need
be no sHp whatever between any of the parts.

A. A. BEESLEY.
BORE-STROKE RATIO.

Sir,—I have no desire to reawaken the old long r. short

stroke controversy, but The Motor Cycle of November 10th

contains evidence of such a startling conversion that, as the
public memorv is so short, I cannot refrain from drawing

: attention to it. The Society for Conversion of the Heathen
• should re«lly purchase a long stroke' engine, preferably one
designed about ten years ago.

At the time of the last bore-stroke ratio controversy
(1916-1917) a certain eminent designer of square engines was
twitted with the fact that he had produced a very successful

long stroke 4 h.p. single at the open hill climb at Style Kop
on July 17th, 1915. TJris gentleman took great pains to

explain to the writer and the public, via the correspondence
columns of The Motor Ci/ch, that for motor cycle engine
work there was no virtue in the long stroke engine. The
number referred to of The Motor Cyde contains the lirst

iUustrated description of this gentleman's long stroke T.T.
motor cycle. "

Let us have a revival meeting arranged at an early date,

Mr. Editor, please, when we can all hear from the gentleman
the story of his conversion. A. LINDSAY, M.B.

THE FUTURE OF THE THREE-WHEELER.
Sir,—I read with much interest your article on the three-

wheeler'. You are right, I believe, in deprecating over-

elaboration, and your warning is timely. The cycle car

developed into the light car, and the light car ceased to

appeal to the man of moderate means when it cost £500
or more. Now the light car is again appealing for popularity
by greatly reduced prices. The past car exhibition may come
to be known as the "price-cutting Show." Among the
exhibits are eighteen cars listed at £250 or less. Of these
eight are under £200, and there are three under £150. Fe'.v

of those under £200 have as yet proved themselves, and some
of them will certainly not appeal to the public taste. But if

. the three-wheeler is to hold its own and supply the acknow-
ledged need of a link between the motor cycle and the less

expensive light car, it must cost under £200. There is no
doubt that the three-wheeler is simpler, and can therefore be
made at less cost than the four-wheeler of the same class. It

should not be impossible, therefore, to produce a simple but
' thoroughly efficient three-wheeler at a cost of £150 or there-
abouts. Of course, there ai-e, even of those who decide on
a three-wheeler, some who are willing to pay for additional
luxury, and the manufacturer should be ready to meet their
requirements by offering more luxurious models.

6}-9

A great deal has been written about the cheap low-powered

car. which can jog along the level at 20 m.p.h., and for which
an expectant and hitherto disappointed crowd is supposed to

be waiting. The people who write of it are those who as

yet know not motoring, ajid who, when they have once tasted

its joys, will be the first to 'complain if their 'bus is left

behind by everything else on the road ! The three-wheeler

must have a fair turn of speed. It must be essentially a light

machine, with fair ratio of horse-power to weight. No one

who has ridden a motor cygle is content to " potter," and a

large number of tlie patrons of the three-wheeler are motor
cyclists, who have come to consider their comfort. Every
three-wheeler should be ready to face such trials as the Six

Days or the A.C.U. "stock trial," for it must prove that it

is able to hold its own in such competitions, not only with the

four-wheeler, but with the sidecar over ^vhich it holds un-

doubted advantages as regards comfort and sociabilitv.

H. GEORGE MORGAN.

MATCH-LESS ACETYLENE LIGHTING.
Sir,— I mvself have had on my machine for over a month

one of the first Moss and White Redilites made, and so far

have experienced no trouble. I should like to add that I

do not take the precaution to open my lamp front, and the

fact that the tail lamp glass was cracked before the lighter

was fitted is a testimony that the explosion is not in any

way violent, as the glass" is still in precisely the same condi-

tion. ' M. HUGH PALMER.
UNCONVENTIONAL SILENCING.

Sir,—The enclosed sketch is that of a rather unusual
silencing ajjparatus, which I observed on a 3^ h.p. Norton
recently. I think this will interest recent

corresijondents, who seem to think that
motor c.ycles (like little boys) should be
" seen and not
heard." The ex-

haust pipe was of

wire bore copper
and polished, and
at the time I ob-
served it the rider
was doing 15 m.p.h.,
so that whether or
not the arrangement, which was very silent, sacrifices any
m.p.h. is a matter of doubt. ALPHA.,"

Oxford.

BETTING ON MOTORING EVENTS.
Sir,—I am taking the liberty of forwarding the opinion held

by myself and many others on the above subject. I refer,

of course, to the betting conducted by "bookies." .1 think
this state of affairs is diametricall.v opposed to the interests

of the motor and motor cycle movement in general. Betting
on horses and athletics is bad enough, but on motor races

—

well ! These races, especially on the track, are all in the
cause of the movement, while horse races are sordid financial

undei'takings. It is just as feasible to speculate on experi-

ments conducted in the laboratories. We do not want the
sport brought to the iiguestionable level of horse racing, nor
do we want the presence of "bookies" at our events. I

consider that this matter should be investigated.

Tottenham. INDIGNANT.

TO HELP TRADE AND DECREASE UNEMPLOYMENT.
Sir,—I am one of those jieopl'? who are either waiting to

see what the Jlotor Cycle Show brings forth, or else for next
spring, before making up my mind to purchase a motor
cycle. It has occurred to me, considering how stagnant
trade is and how widespread unemployment is, and probably
will be for the next few months, that it might help things
all round if would-be purchasers could be induced to make
up their minds as quickly as possible, and those who do
not (like myself) wish for delivery before next spring to

make arrangements to pay fully for the machine now, the
manufacturer to allow interest on purchase price paid until

the date of the mutually agreed time of delivery expires,

making the customer an allowance should prices be reduced.
In this way many firms could get over some of the slack
period, keep men employed, and avoid congested order books
in the spring. The jiurchaser could get the same return on
his mone,v as if he left it in the bank, and do his bit in

getting trade going. T.T.
Chelmsford.
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One way of obtaining silence with

open exhaust pipe. (See accompanying
letter.)
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WHY NOT A T.T. FOR BIG TWINS?
Sir,—From time to time I have seen in your journal letters

and articles bewailing the inferiority of the British "big
twin."

I think I am riglit in stating that the chief object of the

T.T. races is that of engine development.
Why cannot a 1,000 c.c. T.T. be arranged? I, for one,

would be only too pleased to see a British " big twin " beat

the Americans, who, at present, are having thmgs all their

own way. ZEN'ITH 90 BORE.
Geneva.

FUEL ECONOMY AT THE EXPENSE OF POWER. _

Sir.—With regard to a recent correspondent, " SK 696," I

placed inside the jet of my 1919 4 h.p. Triumph a short

length of a single strand of Bowden cable, then bent it over,

and soldered it to the outside of the jet. Result: M.p.g.
increased from 50 to 70 ; maximum speed decreased from
47 to 40 m.p.h., the machine, of course, being ridden solo.

With regard to power, I certainly did notice a fallmg off

riding solo, and with a sidecar I had to change gear so

frequently that a new jet was fitted, and the other one kept
ill case the sidecar should be discarded.

R. C. CONSTABLE.

PURCHASE BY INSTALMENTS.
Sir,—As the purchase of a motor cycle by instalments is

now becoming a common practice, it might be well for

intending purchasers to scrutinise the method of charging
interest on the balance due.

The usual method seems to be to demand a cert.ain sum
down and the remainder by twelve equal monthly instalments,

which include interest varying from 4 to 7^%.
Now, after paj'ment of the first uistalment, the sum is a

diminishing one. and the interest therefore should diminish.

A. FLEET.

TEN POUNDS DOWN AND TEN SHILLINGS A WEEK.
Sir,—I have been a reader of your paper now for ten

years, and have during that time owned two motor cycles.

On my discharge from the Army I bought with my gratuity

a IJ h.p. Konkout, and during about six months' ow-nerShip

spent all my small Wages on getting it repaired, and in

that time had at least ten miles riding on it. Result : Sold
it in pieces for £6, xtith which I bought a new suit. I

tlien saved up for about fifteen months and bought another
machine "in running order" for £17. This has yet to run
on the road, but I have bought a licence and spent my
income every week since buying it, and would now be glad
to take a "tenner" for it. Now to the point. When I sell

this machine I shall have a £10 note to spare and perhaps
10s. per week, ^^^len will someone step in with a reliable

machine about £30, which can be bought on the easiest

"easy payment system" without having to let everybody
know about one's business bv having to get forms filled up?

• Leeds. JIOTOR CYCLIST ON PAPER.'

COMPARATIVE INSURANCE RISKS.
Sir,—I note in .a recent issue th* a reader writes com-

plaining that he has to pay a higher rate of premium for

his 8 h.p. outfit than his neighbour, wIiq owns one of 3^ h.p.

As a member of the insurance professioil, I will try, with-
out going into technicalities, to illustrate how and why the
premiums differ in cases of this kind. A motor cycle of

8 h.p., generally speaking, covers more ground annually than
its brother of less power, and, of course, in this fact alone
the risk is greater. Jloreover, an 8 h.p. motor cycle is

heavier and capable of more speed, and in the event of a
collision, the impact, and the resultant damage, is greater.

The primary factor in the calculation of premiums for

insurance of motor cycles is the horse-power ratio ; and when
one realises that the extent of the damage done by any
machine in a collision depends chiefly on the speed and the
weight of the vehicle, and that both the speed and weight
are indicated by the pow-er of the engine, it will be easily
seen why horse-power is such an important matter, v

As a further example, it will be seen that the man who
owns a 2| h.p. two-stroke, and uses it only for short runs
locally, and whose average speed is round about 18 m.p.h.,
is infinitely a better risk from an insurance point of view
than the man who owns an 8 h.p. sidecar outfit, and who
travels long distances at an average speed of 25-30 m.p.h.

W. ATTWOOr-EVANS.

NOVEMBER 24th, T921.

REVIVING THE AUTOMATIC INLET VALVE.
Sir,—There is no doubt whatever that the automatic inlet

valve was looked upon as dead many years ago by all

makers and experts, and the -\vriter is quite prepared to

find himself without any support when claiming that an

automatic valve can be constructed to give as good results

as its mechanically-operated brother. Perhaps it would be

best to ask ourselves first if it is worth while ? Having
given the subject a great deal of deliberation, I un-

hesitatingly answer "Yes." Let us for the moment agree

that, as regards power output and flexibility, an automatic

valve can be made (without complication) tg equal the

results obtained by the mechanically-operated valve.

We should then be able to wipe out the following ^ (1.)

Inlet cam. (2.) Tappet guides. (3.). Rocking lever and pins.

(4.) The noise which emanates from these parts. And, in con-

sequence, we get a much simpler engine.

What do we expect of the mechanically-operated inlet

valve ? We expect that the mechanism will open the valve

just as the pressure in the cylinder becomes less than
atmospheric pressure, keep it open whilst there is any
tendency to a vacuum, and that it will allow the valve to

close as soon as the pressure inside the cylinder is equal to

the pressure outside. Now, in view of the fact that the

modern motor' cycle engine is capable of performing a revolu-

tion, say, 6,000 times per minute, and of the unequal expan-

sion or extension of the cylinder in relation to the tappet

rods, the writer is of the opinion that a mechanical impos-?i-

Jjility is being aimed at, and that the nearest approach to

perfect timing that will be obtained will be by a properly

constructed automatic valve.

Now, about the disadvantages of the automatic inlet valve,

these may -be given as follows: _(1.) Restriction to in-

going charge. (2.) Cotter frequently shearing. (3.) Blow
back of carburetter. (4.) Increase of lift owing to cotter

gradually shearing.

Those were the disadvantages years gone by, when the

automatic valve enjoyed its first life, and wheii it received

little or no consideration beyond strength of spring.

We are now producing a properly constructed automatic
inlet valve, in which none of the old (or new) faults

exist. By constant trials on the bench and road, the

writer's experience of the advaiitage of the new automatic

inlet valve over the mechanically-operated one has created

such confidence as to resiUt in the cutting out of the

mechanism in our four-stroke model and substituting the

new automatic valve. I foresee a great possibility in the

near future of the automatic valve becoming a serious

rival to its now more popular brother. J. E. SMITH.
[If our correspondent can produce an automatic inlet valve

which will provide easy starting and function correctly

without causing restriction to the gas flow between speeds

of 500 to 5,.000 r.p.m., he will have accomplished a mast
useful work, and we shall be interested to hear further

'details of this new development.

—

Ed.]
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° Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, g
O Issued in coQJunction with Th^ Motor Cycle. n
° ' MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.' 9
r^ The standard handbook on the motor cycle. p,^ Price net, 2/6. Bypos;, 2/10 q

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." D
O New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2 /.- By post, 2/3

TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/* By post, 2/3.

TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."

D

D
D
a
D
D,

A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider'3 point n
of view. Price net, 3/- By post, 3/3: q

D •• MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." D
D By " IxiON," of The Motor Cycle. Q.
n Price net, 5/- By post, 5/3. O
D ' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. O
^ Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, Q
^ London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. Q
n Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and M
CI Wales, London. Price net, 4 /6. By post, 4/8,

n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. ft,

p With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5 / , By post, 5/4. g
Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILfpFE & SONS B
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C,4, or of leading Booksellers D'

Q and Railway Bookstalls. P
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LIVERPOOL. MANCHESTER:
24, Paradise St., 200, Deansgate.

'Phone : Liverpool
Bank 2402,

'Phone City 5927.

COLMORE
FOR

DOUGLAS
Yes, Colmore— the earliest Agents— the

most enthusiastic Agents. Since we sold

our first Douglas, we have sold over

4,000
Douglas Motor Cycles

Thra-f Is why we think so much
' "*** of the Douglas,

T§%f§-t Is why the Douglas think
* ** so much of us.

COLMORE
DEPOT

LEICESTER:
62, High Street.

'Phone Cent. 4774.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'

BIRIVI INGHAM :

31, Colmore Row.

'Phone • Cent. 1658,

C39
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THE

NON-PINKING
MOTOR SPIRIT

No need to retard the

ignition or to throttle

down with "Shell."

p;
jINKING "—that ominous rattling

within the cylinder which betrays a

labouring and strained engine

—

can only be stopped by throttling down
or excessively retarding the ignition,

resulting in overheating and loss oi

power. TRY CHANGING TO
"SHELL," the non-pinking spirit.

A higher compression is possible with

"Shell" than with any other petrol,

" Shell " Aviation Spirit excepted.

"Shell" Motor Spirit is regularly and
scientifically TESTED in a - special

variable compression research engine,

in order that its superiority in power
and mileage may be unfailingly

maintained.

These tests are carried out under the

supervision of well-known scientists in

the Testing Laboratories and Works
where the famous "tanks" and other

machines of war were tested and
developed, and where many motor
manufacturers send their new units

for efficiency tests.

SHELL
See the can . is SEALED.

Shell Motor Lubricating Oil-
Have you Tried it ? ^

OF THAT, TOO, "EVERY DROP TELLS."

Shell-Mex, ^***"

SHELL CORNER, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

PLAYER'S

CIGARETTES
Medium Strength

BLUE CARTON

10 "'''' 5
ID.

2

P.962

Manufactured by the Proprietors of

PLAYER'S "COUNTRY LIFE"

SMOKING MIXTURE.

JOHN PLAYER & SO>IS.
Nottiagham.

Branch of ,The Imperial Tobacco Co.
(of Great Britain and Ireland). Ltd.

The B.T.H. "Sparklight"

Combined Ignition and

Lighting Set

supplies lighbng from the Magneto without

absorbing extra engine power or affecting

ignition efficiency.

The Set Comprises

:

A high tension magneto ; automatic charging

switch; non-spillable battery in metal case

with switch ; head and tail lamps ; bulbs,

wiring and fittings.

Prices, complete :

Two-stroke single type

Four-stroke single (solo)

Four-stroke single (comb)

IVrite for list C.M.24\ 1 on
'

The British Thomson-Houston
Company, Limited.

Lower Ford St., Coventry.

.

. £13 lOs.

. £16 16s.

. £17 10s.

Sparkjight."

C40 In ansivering these advertisements it tx desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A selection ot questions oi general interest received irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle, 1

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

oi the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U,, who are regularly in receipt ol reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads

in any particular locality.

ENGINE-SHAFT GEARS.
Will you give me a little guid-

ance jregarding a 1920 single gear
Norton ? I contemplate fitting

some sort of gear, as I intend
doing light, occasional sidecar

ivork. Of the various makes of -gear

now pn the market, Avhich would suit

me best ? The points I have in mind
as desirable are cost of upkeep, wear-
ing qualities, robustness, and silence

when running normally in top gear.
~- The initial cost and fitting up are

not of so great importance, to my
mind, as durability.—J.O.M.F.

The makers of your machine have fitted

at various times as standard on the

direct-driven models both the Philipson

pulley and the Bradbury epicyclic two-

speed engine-shaft gear. You would
find either to be quite satisfactory, but
the latter is rather more noisy in tlie

free engine and low gear positions. The
Philipson pulley does not give a free

engine position, but in action it is prac-

tically automatic, and provides a very

flexible drive.

REDUCING MECHANICAL NOISES.

Jly motor cycle is a 1912 Arno,

rjT] 85 mm. bore and stroke. The

^ magneto is driven with two inter-

LLI mediate gear wheels, and the ball

bearings in the crank case are

in good condition, without play. There

is a big end steel pin, with two nuts

through the flywheels, and a phosphor-

bronze bearing o£ |in. diameter. The
I engine is very noisy, but good otherwise.

Would the following benefit in my over-

haul: Regrind the cylinder (What is

. the nearest size I can get standard rings

. to suit ?) ; fit aluminium or gunraetal
' piston ; convert the magneto drive to

\ . chain ; increase the size of the cranic

- pin, or fit roller bearings. I have fitted

two new valves and rebored the guides.

j

- —E.B.

;

If the piston shows signs of wear,

(or there is considerable play between
piston and cylinder, it would be advisable

\
to have the cylinder reground and a new

' piston fitted : there would be no difficulty
' in obtaining 84 mm. piston rings to suit.

: It would not be advisable to experiment
i with aluminium or guninetal pistons if you
i desire to reduce the noise. A chain drive

to the magneto would probably give more
silent running. A roller bearing big-end
\vould tend to noisier running, but' it

might improve the engine to some e.xteiit

if' it can be applied without undue
' difficulty.

TWIN MISSING ON ONE CYLINDER.
My 1912 1% h.p. Douglas some-

times gives trouble in starting,

the engine firing on one cylinder

only, and sometimes picking up
on two and going for a short

distance, then missing again, and finally

stopping. I might have trouble like

this one day, and another day no trouble

whatever. The engine will sometimes
go for miles with two up without a

murmur or any sign of trouble. I have

a fairly large jet (I do not know the

size), and the engine takes full air

and not much gas. I have taken it

down, and everything is, or appears to

be' in order. I get a spark at the plugs,

my induction is not leaking, the valves

are all right, and the compression good.

It mystifies me, and I seek your advice

on the matter.—S.E.J.

Irregular firing on twin-cylinder madiines

is almost invariably due to air leaks in the

induction joints, and we should strongly

advise you to check these over. You
might make sure of the induction pipe's

joints if you cover them with insulation

tape. If, however, you are quite certain

that the trouble is not due to air leaks,

it is possible that the magneto is at fault.

Examine the carbon brush holders, and
make sure thiit they do not show any

minute cracks, and also examine the con-

tact breaker and notice whether the con-

tact points separate an equal distance for

each cylinder ; if they do not, slightly

wider adjustment may effect a cure. It

would be advisable to find out which

cylinder is missing. This, of com-se, you
can do by detaching the sparking plug

wires alternatively when the trouble

commences.
TUNING FOR ECONOMY.

(1.) How may I cut down the

petrol consumption of my 1920

24r h.p. single-speed Hobart-
Yllliers? It is fitted with an

Amac two-!ev"er carburetter ; at

present I am usiiw a 22 jet. The
petrol level is at the makers' setting,

and I am only getting between 50 and
60 m.p.g. The magneto timing and com-
pression are all right. (2.) Do you
think a variable jet would cut down the

consumption appreciably?—E.W.R.
(1.) Your questions are too general to be
dealt with in a short paragraph. Points

to which you should pay special attention

are : (a)
' That the petrol level should be

on the low side. (h) That the ignition

should be well advanced, (c) That the

belt should be tightly adjusted. (2.) A
variable jet adapter would be of great

assistance in tuning experiments.

GUARDING THE MAIL. Armed motor cyclists escorting the van carrying registered

mail in the streets of Nev/ York. This protective measure v/as adopted after a recent

highway robbery of mail.
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ENGINE-SHAFT AND HUB GEARS.
Could I use the N.S.U. gear

Sin conjunction with an Armstrong
hub (provided the latter was left

in top gear) or should I have to

fit another back wheel ? Should
I be doing any damage to the Arm-
strong by using it> with the N.S.U. ?

—

J.G.W.
There is no objection to using an N.S.U.
gear in conjunction with the Armstrong
hub gear. Normally, of course, you can
use the latter in its top gear, but you
can also use the gears in conjunction,
thus getting an extremely low gear when
the low ratio of both is in operation, at
the same time.

CHOKED PETROL SUPPLY.
I have a, 1915 Revere, fitted with

an Amac two-lever carburetter, the
oil supply going through the side

of the latter. Up to last year it

used to take full air, but during
the last few months it will barely take
half air, and if I give it more it will

start blowing back through the carbu-
retter, and finally stop altogether unless
I shut back to halt. It only does 40
m.p.g. Is it time to scrap it, or can it

be improved?—F.O.S.
The symptoms which you describe are
those of partial restriction of the petrol
supply. We should imagine this to be
caused «ither by an obstruction in the jet
or by the partial choking of the petrol
pipe, or of any filters which may be fitted
either at the petrol tank or in the carbu-
retter float chamber union. Dismantle
the petrol supply system entirely, and
thoroughly clean every part, paying
particular attention to any of the internal
passages in the carburetter itself. It
should not be necessary to scrap the
machine after only six years' use. . Cor-
rectly adjusted, the machine should still

be capable of many years' excellent

NOVEMBER 24th, igzi.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Sealers' re-plies to questions published

under this heading should he sent to the
Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, ivhen they will he for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.
"W.S." (Liverpool).—Best setting of

Binks carburetter on 5-6 h.p. Rudge Multi
- sidecar. •,

"M.O.G." (Cambridge).—1921 T.B.
three-wheeler : Especially reliability,
speed, docility in traffic, leg room,
stability on grease.

"F.C.A." (Manchester).—3i h.p. Sun-
beam : Accessibility of back wheel, chain
adjustments, general running, and ex-
pense of upkeep.
"K.S." (Birmingham). — Ner-a-car :

Reliability and e;eneral experiences.
"F.B." (Cambridge).—1922 models 2%

h.p. New Imperial, Douglas, or Raleigh :

Speed, reliability, climbing, consumption,
and comfort.

" P. and M." (Oxford).—Flexekas or
Ayrtite sleeves on 1920 P. and M.
valves, Brampton spring chain for final
drive as shock absorber, and if clearance
in gear cases.
" W.R.A." (Pontefract). — 5-6 h.p.

Raleigh : Speed solo or sidecar, general
reliability, ease, of handling solo, and

' petrol consumption.
"T.E.M." (Windsor).—1914 or later

Connaught : Climbing, reliability, or
petroil lubrif^.tion.

C42

READERS' REPLIES.

BROKEN SPOKES.
I had the same trouble as "G.M." on

my 6 h.p. Rover sidecar, and as fast as
I replaced spokes the others would break
off against the hub of my back wheel on
the brake drum side. iThe only way I

could cure it (9G spokes having failed)

. was to ha\'e the wheel rebuilt on the bad
side with lOG butted spokes. I used
A.J.S. spokes, the butted portion near
the head being heavier and much stronger
tlian the 9G. Incidentally, I never let

my clutch in suddenly, or jammed my
brakes on, nor let the ertgine snatch.—W.
H. Alexander.

important i)ate5.

Mon.. Nov. 28lh, to Sat., Dec. 3rd

—

The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Sat., Dec. 3rd, to Tues., Dec. 13th-
Brussela Show.

Mon.. Dec. 26th. Tues., Dec 27th—
M.C C. London-Exeter London Trial.

Sat., Deo. aisl- N.-W, London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours Open Winter Trial.

Fri.. Jan. 27th, to Sat., Feb. 4th, 1922-
Scottish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

Sun., Mar. 5th, 1922'-Arsenleua Hill-
climb I France)

Mon.. Mar 6th, 1922-La Turbie H 11-

climb (Nice).

OVERSIZE TVRES.
I hope your readers will not be put off

fitting 28x3in. tyres on 26x2iin. rims
after reading the letter from the Palmer
Tyre, Ltd., in your issue of November
10th. An ounce of practice is better
than a ton of precept. Any original D.R.'
will tell you how " oyersizes " were
snapped up and fitted with success to all

machines with 25x2iin. rims in France.
A D.R. friend of mine advised me to

fit a 28x3in. Kempshall on the 26x2;iin.
rear wheel of my 6-7 h.p. Ariel when I

was about to start on my last summer
holiday tour. I had no difficulty at all_

in fitting—no creeping, no rolling at

corners, no punctures, no re-inflating

—

and after 800 miles (including Devon

.

and Cornwall) with three up and lug-

gage, the tyre was as fitted, except the
pattern of the tread was worn down.
That was in July. It is on yet, and has
had only (on one occasion) a few addi-
tional pumpfuls of air put m since it was
fitted. The increase in comfort is won-
derful ; no rider thinking of fitting

28x3's should hesitate.—T. W. Juey.
After using tyres on cars and motor

cycles since 1907 I cordially agree with
your editorial reply to a letter from the
Palmer Tyre, Ltd. I have found (with
many others) that most tyre makers'
remarks on the use of their products
may be interpreted very liberally.

I have used 28x3in. tyres on 2^ia.

rims, and find them easier to fit than the
2jin. ; the b^ads go into clinch more easily
owing to the circumference of the tyre
being greater. I have always found the
2^in. or 2|in. tyre very tight, and the
bead stays in the central hollow of the
rim, and is difficult to force outwards.

All tyre makers advise inflation of
tyres to an excessive degree, which
advice, if followed, only caases discom-
fort and bursts.—^F. 0. Parsons.

In Canada.

At the championship hill-climb of the

Hamilton M.C.C. (Ontario), S. Shepherd-
son, riding a 4 h.p. Triumph, made
fastest time in the "40in." capacity class.

A Change of Mount.

Mr. Gerald Browne, who rode a New
Scale in the last Junior T.T., will, in

future, be associated with the Edmund
machines as sales representative in the

Midlandi and Southern Counties.

British Sidecai Screens in Ameiiea.

Manufacturing, rights for Easting

windscreens in the U.S.A. and Canada '

have 'been secured by, Shillah, Beck and

Co., Inc., of New York. Their product

is known as the American Easting, and,

although only introduced two months

'

ago over 500 have been sold already.

Emerson's Egiuipment.

When J. L. Emerson secured the one

and two hour and fifty and hundred mile

records on his 3^ h.p. Douglas on the

11th of this month, the followiiig equip-

ment and supplies assisted his efforts,:

E.I.C. magneto, K.L.G. plugs, Hutchin-',

son tyres, Flexi carburetter, Pratte'

spirit, and Wakefield oil; ';

A Useful Paste Solder.

For small soldering, johs are better

carried out by means of .paste solders

rather than by the more usual strip solder

and copper bit. Bowden nipples and

petrol pipe unions are especially in this

category. The advantage of the paste

spider is that it contains a fluxing

material, and will run at low heat—even

by a match flame on emergency. A sample

and L. and K. paste solder recently tested

was very satisfactory. It is -made by

Livermore and Knight, Ltd., 180, Fleet

Street, Loudon, E.G.

For Tyre Repairs.

A member of our staff recently pur-

chased for trial a tin of U-Nead-It, and

the test has proved entirely satisfactory.

The package consists of two tins soldered

together. One contains cement, the other
.

a glutinous rubber-like substance. .Pro-

cedure : Rasp the puncture, coat with

cement, knead in the paste, and blow up

the tyre. There is no waiting " untj
tacky," and it appears to be lasting. It

ans%yered well in a gash on a sidecar tyre

tread, and is equally good for punctures

in the inner tube.

Catalogues Received.

Rudge - Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry.

This firm's series of handbooks " Rudge
Wrinkles" is added to in number and

excellence by a new one dealing pri-

rriarily with the three-speed gear box

and chain transmission. _ Much informa-

tion is also included on timing, ball

bearing sizes, and balance.
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1922 MODELS.

If you have already made your choice, then secure

the added value of real and continuous service by

placing your order through —

GODFREYS

If you have not already made your choice, Godfrey's

long experience is yours for the asking. An
experience not restricted to the mere selling of

machines -but broadened and widened by a long

record of successes on road and track, including

two successive victories in the SENIOR TOURIST
TROPHY RACE in the ISLE OF MAN.

WE ARE ALWAYS TO BE FOUND ON THE

INDIAN, SCOTT, LEVIS,
and NEW IMPERIAL
STANDS at the SHOW, but will be pleased to meet
you anywhere at OLYMPIA, to discuss

special requirements and to arrange

EXCHANGES and EASY PAYMENT TERMS
if desired.

^̂
Sn

your

GODFREY'S LTD.,

and"spares°depot : 208, Gt. Portland St, London, W.l.
'Phone Langham 1300.

REPAIRS DEPOT :

14, Miller St., Camden Town, N.W
Phone : Museum 2434.

Ljuuyyuuui
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In answerinri this advertisement it ia desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." <:i3
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DURING SHOW WEEK
NOV. 28-DEC. 3

For the convenience of our customers,

;: we are exhibiting at ::

9, WEST KENSINGTON
GARDEN MEWS

(Just by Hammersmith Road entrance to Olympia).

WONDERFUL offer of
SIDECAR BODIES

(10 different models.)

TOURIST
Complete Vi-ith _£J Q

coverall apron. . oCO

BROOKLANDS SPORTS
Complete with

coverall aprori.

.

£8

CALL AND INSPECT THIS
WONDERFUL INVENTION.

With our Box all this luggage
Baggage usually has to be car- can be accommodated inside,
ried in this unsightly manner. Box detachable in 2 minutes.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY AT THE
ABOVE ADDRESS DURING THE SHOW.

ROBINI MANUFACTURING CO.,
1, & 24, Tulse Hill, Brixton, London, S.W-

'Phone: Brixton 1585.

"Robi-Kneetoe"'
Foot Muff.

Leatherette, warm lining, retail 42/-

Best quality, ditto, fur lined „ 69/-

.Detachable Rugs to match,
combining Hand Muff, retail

29/11 and 55/-

^^Robi" Handie-bar
IVIllf^Q ^^°^^ Perfect Freedom
IVJ 111 1 Sj and Protection. Cover
hands and sleeves. Are kept in posi-
tion by flat steel springs, well lined,
and are attached by metal clips. -

CYCLE. Per Pair.

Rainproof 7/9&13/9
Astra Curl, Cloth 8/6
Caracul „ 12/6
Mole rill 17/6

MOTOR CYCLE,

Rainproof Khaki,
lined cloth .. 13/6"

Rainproof, Black, ^

lined cloth . . 14/6 /
Rainproof, Black,
lined wool Tweed 17/6 _.

Rainproof, best .|

quality, lined wool ;

curl .... 22/9
Leather, lined

Furry Fleece.. 47/6^

Obtainable ffom ike leading factors and Uealer^^

or direct from—
R. BIGGS & CO., ^"^-

^^"''^°°"G^%1°fs''su,

LEG smiiLn
^needuelC patent 3S6t7^20,

For Lightweights - 30/-
For Heavyweights - 35/-

Per Set Complete.

TO SUIT ALL MACHINES
Exhaustive tests prove that their use ensure^
Complete Protection, increased Power and
Fuel Economy, Through Engine Coolinj;
without wind resistance.

THROUGH YOUR AGENT OR DIRECT.

When orilfrinc. plenea
spiicify wheth t out-
waid corve or tionbla
curve is lenuired. and
Tvheiher rraihine hts
lootboards or foitrests

C44 In ansiverhig these advertiscmenis it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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'^iimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiiimiimiiiiiiimiiiimminiiiiiiiimiiniiiiimiiimiiiiniimiiiiiiimfniiiiiiiiii^

I THE HARPER RUNABOUT I
S5 (A'l main fe?lures covared by Patents) ~
E BACKED BY 20 YEARS' ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE. =

I NOT A CAMOUFLAGED MOTOR CYCLE, AND |
i NOTHING LIKE A SCOOTER! i

THIS machine has been designed by, and is produced under the

supervision of, Mr. R. 0. Harper, who has had 20 years' experience in

the design and jnanufacture of some of the leading makes of cars.

The HARPER RUNABOUT is a real car-de-luxe, but miniature in size,

initial cost, and upkeep, — can be garaged in your Hall.

Absolutely safe on greasy roads, wth the comfort, cleanliness, and ease of

control of a car.

Body on graceful lines, substantially built of aluminium, hickory, and ash,

— pillion seat for extra passenger, w;ith footrest, which also acts as a

stand for jacking up. Speed—35 m.p.h.

The first and only practical vehicle for use anywhere and everywhere, at

below motor cycle cost, v^ath absolute reliability.

THE HARPER RUNABOUT WILL BE EXHIBITED
during the OLYMPIA Motor Cycle Show luaek at the Showrooms of the

London Agents: Messrs. H. B. COOK, LTD., 202, Ct. Portland St., W.l, where

we shall be pleased to discuss Agencies for Territories not a'.ready covere'.

Sole Concessionnaires for the British Isles

:

oiSiRAcbs
R- H. CARLISLE & Co., Ltd.,

Manchester" ' 188& 205, Deansgate, MANCHESTER.

'Phone

:

7018

Central.

Brief Speciftcatizn :

Engine.

—

2\ h.p.. Two-stroke. 70x70,
by Villiccs. Cylinder and piston to

R. O. Harper special design, giving
increased power. Clutch and Engine
Sprocket.—Single disc Ferodo lined,

easily adjustable. Carburetter.

—

Special Zenith controlled by hand
throttle and pedal accelerator. Trans-
mission.—Entirely enclosed by body,
giving three speeds. Renold roller

chains easily adjusted. Direct drive

on qach speed. Brakes.—Independent
foot and hand brakes of di'^c design
operated by ball cams and with special

adjustment which is independent of

control rods. Bearings.—One size only
of Hoffman journal ball bearing used
throughout tlic machine. Springing.

—

loam Specially resilient ', -elliptic leaf

springs to back axle, and also to

the front wheel, carry the body
and all mechanism. Wheels.

—

S Three pressed steel disc pattern,
• detachable and interchangeable,

fitted with bolt detachable rims,

a making tyre fitting easy without

S the necessity of using levers.
ita s L^ Tyres.—Straight-sided Dunlop
Non Skid. tSin. x 2im. Running
Costs.—Under ijd. per mile. Specially

silent, yet free from back pressure.
Hand-starter.

Price £100 Delivered Manchester.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiim

In (inswtTind this adccrtiscment it ix f/r.Kiralile. to mention ' The .Motor Cycle." C47
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£175
Complete TAMPLIN LIGHT

CAR
£175
Complete

The Success rle^nt Motor Exhibition. An Engineer's Job.

NO EXPERIMENTS.
Built of finest procurable components
throughout. RALF THE WEIGHT
of most 8-10 h.p. light cars, 4i cwt.
Low build. Excellent springing.

Speed 50 m.p.h. Economical, 70
m.p.g. Extreme accessibility. Three
speeds and REVEf^SE gear box.

Engine, 8-10 h.p. J.A.P. Side door
fitted. Wide seat. Order now.
Deliveries fast dating forward.

ON VIEW outside OLYMPIA— at 111, HAMMERSMITH ROAD.
Agencies now being allotted—One Town One Agent. Call invited-

Sole Mamifdcturers;

Please Note ONLY
Address :

TAMPLIN MOTORS, LTD.,
KINGSTON ROAD, STAINES, MIDDLESEX.

Telephone— 139 Siainc.'^.

Telegrams—
"Tamplin, ' Staities.''

m

If your thoughts are turning to a small car
- you cannot do better than study the pages ofr

All types of small
and economical cars
are fully and prominently
dealt within 'The Autocar.

'

Not only does it give

detailed illustrated des-

criptions of new small cars,

and accounts of road tests

of both new and estabUshed
models, but also hints on
running and maintenance,
costs of running and up-

keep, and news of general

interest to owners or pro-

spective buyers of light

cars.

"Small Car Talk" by "Runabout"
. —a special article bv a well-knowti

T rivate ovvnf^r repeats each week.

1^

The Leading Motoring Journal
"The Autocar " is the complete loumal ; it embraces every phase

and aspect ofTnotoring, deahng in an equally thorough manner with

light, medium and large cars, each issue being attractively illustrated.

EVERY FRIDAY - 4d.

OF ALL NEWSAGENTS.

Proprietors : ILIFFE & SONS LTD . 20, Tudor Street. London. E.C.4.

•
C48
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"IMPY" VJS'MAHKED is tlie new REX-ACME 4 h!p., 5.50 c.c, Single-cylinder

mount, as illustrated. An ideal dual purpose machine, one of the finest single-

cylinder propositions ever placed upon the market. Fast, remarkably powerful,

and, without doubt, reliable. It is the first and only single-cylinder passenger
combination to climb "The Motor Clyde" Screw Hill in Wales, with passenger,

under its own power, although many other machines haTC tried. It has also other

remarkable performances ts^tts credit—a list has been prepared giving details, also

full specification and particulai-s, if you are reall3' interested in climbing ability

and motor cycling efficiency.

Write toi copy ^o^\^

To all those who have already wi'itten, "Impy" extends his thanks, and trusts that the desired particulars have been received and
proved interesting. A hearty invitation

is extended to everyone to visit " Impy "

ATOLYMPIA
Stand No. 6i,

HOLROYD'S MOTORS,
WARWICK STREET,

REGENT STREET,
LONDON

AN ATTRACTIVE HANGB OF OTHBh MODELIS tVlLL ALSO BE SHOWN.

THE REX MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., COVENTRY

^1 |!i

Offices and Showrooms:

61, Holborn Viaduct,

London, E.C.I.

Propriet.nra: THE ENGINEERING PRODUCTS C9,LTP ,

= Have pleasure in announcing they have been appointed Sole Distributing Agents for

I OMEGA MOTOR CYCLES
-=. bj' Messrs. VV. J. Green, Ltd., of Coventry,

= for the following Coynties : Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Hampshire, Berkshire, Oxfordshire,

= Buckinghamshire, Northamptonshire, Bedfordshire, Huntingdonshire, Cambridge-

= shire, Rutlandshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, Middlesex with the
= exception of 20 miles radius of London.

= One of our representatives will be on the Omega STAND No. 54- at Olympia.

E TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

^1 I

/n cniswerinri these ail rertiscmevts it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle.
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REMEMBER
9

^^i^HJOIOPES ^^^ ^^^^ season's Motor Cycle,

3'^^''-''~'^^^^^fc*. Combination, or Light Car.

Best medium for Easy Terms and Exchange. Any of

the leading makes supplied promptly. Write for terms.

Phone

;

liolborn 577?

9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., LONDON.

^iwp=1g

'Grams

;

' Opiticer,

London,*

THE NEW =

GNOME & RHONE |
MOTOR CYCLE |

: The SENSATION of the PARIS SHOW |
VIDE BRITISH TRADE JOURNALS. ^

JUST OUT!
BUT =

\TOO LATE FOR THE SHOW |
: THE CHEAPEST =

THE BEST „,.„T,.=
: THE MOST REUABLE ^
i ON THE ENGLISH MARKET. =
: Built by the Famous Aero-Engine Specialists ^
\

GNOME-RHONE ^
: Come and Inspect it, always on view at ^
: THE CONCESSIONNAIRE FOR U.K. & COLONIES : =

A. PICARD, I
[ 4, New BurSington St., LONDON, W.I., =
= also at Paris, 28, Rue Bergere. =
- 'Phone: Regent 5210, Gcrrard 2304. 'Grams : "Nieuplane, London." ^
E Some Agencies are still available, apply now.

»» TRIPLE
PROOFE':-

71
n:

The ^^DELUGE
Free from Rubber or Oil. Soft and Warm.

Registered No. 591203.

72/-
Wear for Years.

Does
not

condense
the

perspira-

tion.

Double-breasted coat, smartly

cut, fo\ir-fold covering to the

chest, the seamless yoke pro-

tects the back and shoulders

and acts as a shield to cover

the opening; the points of

yoke and collar button down ;

Bishop shaped sleeves with

cuff and-spring button ; seat-

less overalls cut well up in

front with side openings and

water insulator, terminating

in a neat fitting gaiter.

Sent on afiprooal, carriage paid

against cash. Send full height and

breast measure oVer the coat.

The DELUGE RAINPROOF CLOTHING
COMPANY,

CANNON STREET, MANCHESTER.

D52 In answering Ihe-^e nih-crtkements it is d'esirahle to mention "The Motor CyeU."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraplis of under 8 words
are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted, Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders ana Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable

to ILIFFfi & SONS Ltd., and crossed.'

Treasury Notes, bein; untraceable if lost in

transit, shouU not be ^entoas remittances.

All alvervisa nancs m tnis section should be
aecompaniel'with remittance, and be addressed

to the, offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue. Adver-
tisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically

be inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at <he end of

each advertise.nent, ani the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the cosiveiiieiice of' adveriiscrs, leltcis may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle" Office.

When tliis is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on rephes must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must inchide the
words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor. Cycle," 20, 'iudor Street,

E.C.4. Readers who reply lo Box No. advertisements are

warned against sending remittance through the post except in

registered envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit
System is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

marked "Deposit Depailfnent."

In the caie ol motor cycles offered for sale under a box
number, as it is unusual for these to be sold without Grst

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motorcycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed' for a decision after receipt of the
goods i'i three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

:
amount to the seller, *but, if »ot, we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but

j

in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
!
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transaci-ions up to ^10, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on
' transactions over £10 and under £50. the fee is 2/6 ; over
: ^50 and under £75-5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6 ;

and on all transactions over £100, i%. All deposit
' matters are deau with at 20, Tudor Street. London. E.C.4,
and cheques and money orders should be made payable to
Ilifie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot
' the_ Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
I desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C. I

1020 A.B.C.. equipped, acetylene lighting;, horn : £80.
'

-^"—Victor Horsmaii, 7, Mount lMea.'i;iut, Liverpool.
[X2555

J

AT

OLYMPIA
By the courtesy of

Messrs. H. Collier

and Sons, Ltd., our

Representative will

be upon the
Matchless" Stand

(No. 65), during

the Motor Cycle

Show next week,

and we shall wel-

come appointments

to meet our
customers th ere.

For the coming season we
have contracted for all the
well-known makes of motor
cycles, and are, therefore,
in a position to supply the
machine of your choice
and give early delivery.

Tocustomers requiringasecond-hand

or shop-soiled motor cycle, our list

offers an excellent range to select

frorn, and both new and second-

hand machines can be paid for under

our " Deferred System "
if desired.

The Eastern Garage Co.
lOiBcial Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A.,

and M.U.)-

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 490 East Ham.
Telegrams *' Egaraco. London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A U.C., dynamo lifJiting. kick etart, tai, tools, sijnies.

„
(tone 500 miles, absolutely as new; fSO.—Fitt

iiMi- Pike's, Clmrcli'St., Chelsea. [9346

£80.-pynamo liglitini; 1920 A.B.O., speedometer,

rii« i*^«-,"° ''?l"'
overhauled Sopwith's, registered;-

Olifiord \\ilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Ed., S.E.]

A .B C. Combination, with dynamo lighting, Cowey
t^ horn;. £105, or exchange.—Newnham Motor Co..
223, Hammersmith Kd., W.e. 'Phone: Hammersmith

[9204
SO,

A -B.C. 1921 Combination, special body. Easting wind
.^.t screen, standard chassis, dynamo lighting, speed-" horn, usual equipment, licence, spares: £120.—

Grattou 11^3., " -- ..
ometer,
Derriugton, New Maiden. r8009

A B.C, late 1920 model, recently oycrhnuled by
'»: makers at cost of i26, in ah5olute perfect con-
tlition, new tyres and ifrenamelled. no lamps, owner
bought A.B.C. car; £95, or nearest oiler.—F. Wessel,
Uoyal Victoria Hotel, A'ewport, Salop. [8736

Abingdon.
A EIKGDON 41i.r., 1914, 2-speed, lamps, £39; N.S.TT.
-"^ gears, late pattern, £6.-2, Appiau Ed., Bow. [8863

"JO 20 Abingdon King Dick Combination, 6-7h.p.,

^Y oountersliaft STspeedi, Miller lamps. Kkisou,
tools, ta.^;, iii5uraucc, mechanic.ally perfect, new Sin
Duulop ; largain. £105,
lightweight and t

Notor Cycle.

nearest; exchange good
Midlands.—Box 7,462, c/o TM

[8615

A.J.S.
T OOK Out For Julians of Beading on A.J.S. Stand.
•»-' [8701

PJROSS. Effingham Sq., is agent for A.J.S. motori^^ for Ratherham and district. [X2649

A.J.S.—AI] 1922 models; early deliveries from Sam
E. Clapham (Motors), Greenwich. [9246

A.J.S. Motors.—Make' appointment at Olympia with
Geo. Merrick, 174, Listerhills, Bradford. [4577

"'XX/'AIT and See" Jack Healy of Cork on A.J.S.
VV Stand, rider and agent. Garage; Drilian St.

[X2S45
A.J.S. 1916 Combination, faultless, full equipment,

pillion, low mileage; £98:—18, Kent House Ed.,
Pcuge. ' [8850

A.J.S. 2^4h.p., shop-soiled, equipped, insured, licensed

;

bargain, £80.—Ayers, Garage, Kensington Palace.
'Phone : Park 86. [8882

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, sidecar, October, 1920,
nearly new.—On view, Calder, 20, "WiUiams Mews,

Louudes Sq., S.W. [8642

3iih.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, elntch, all chain, Binka,
4 Dunlop heavy, horn, etc. ; £35.—Louis, South-

wond Lodge, Eamsgate. [8718

"IQ20 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, hood, lamps,
J. t/ tools, etc.: £165; scarcely used, as new.—Gnrratt,
Surveyor, Market Drayton. [8656

"I Q14 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, acetylene lighting,
-L«^ Easting wind screen; £80.—Victor Horsman, 7,
Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [52561
1Q2i Model New Shop-soiled 7h.p. A.J.S. Combina-
J-t' tion, with spare wheel, etc.; to clear, £175.

—

Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth. [9064

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1920, complete with lamps,
speedometer, liorn, hood, etc.; £150.—H. J. Mar-

stoh, 50, Argyle St., Birkenhead. [8693

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1919, fully equipped, per-
fect, trial; £130. or offer.—Dr.Morlet, Oueen

Charlotte's Hospital, Marylebone Rd. W. [9093

"I O20 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,
XtJ horn, spare Wheel, screen, hood, envelope, original

CartwTight St., Wolvel-
[X2641

tj-res: £160, ofter.—Careless,

hampton.

1 Q 20 A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen, spare wheel,
JL *7 spring pillar, speedometer, electric lighting, con-
dition excellent; price £120.—Welford, James St.,

Brighton. [8786

A.J.S., 1921, new, 2S/jh.p., ?-speed, clutch, kick
starter, all on, shop-soiled; £85, Offers.—Elce,

Ltd.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
'I'hone : Avenue 5548. [0065

and S. AUTOCAB, Co. are agents Icr A.J.S.
motor cycles, one 2^Sh.p. 1922 semi-sporting

model, delivery immediately after show; £85.-33,
The Parade, Golders Green. [9244

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, hoed, side curtains, spare
wheel, speedometer. Klaxon, Lucas lamps, Tan-Sad,

petrol carrier, spares, perfect condition; any trial; £150.
Philcox, 7, Albion St., Lewes. [8726

i .J.S. Combination, dynamo - lighting, interchange-
1. able and spare wlieels, perfect mechanical condi-

tion; £110, or nearest offer; owner purchased car.—Dr.

Pinny, 4, Dnlwich Village, S.E. [9294

D.

All letters r^llting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

C53
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.,I.S.

1Q20 A.J.S. 5h,p. Combination, King of the Bond
J- 1/ lightinfT set, sitaie wheel, liood, screen, horn.

Knaranteed perfect; price £125.—Apply, Williams, "Wooa-

sifle, WettenlMll, Winsford, Chesbire. [93V8

A.J.S. LiBltweiglits, 294I.P. Can now supply from
stock. Book your orders now and fave dis-

appointment. Official agents for this famous U&ht-
Tveight.—P. E. Wootten, Ltd., High St., Oxford. [3695

A.J.S. (1921) Combination, hood, .jiide screen, discs,

horn, sijeedometer, dynamo lighting. April insur-
ance; cost £260, price £180, or oifer ; seen appoint-

ment.—Brooks, Shrubbery House. Wellington, Salop.
[8823

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, perfect condition,
recently overhauled, registered Jan., 1921, ticety-

leot lighting, spare wheel, Stewart trip speedometer,
Tyne.'dder. fully eauipped; £120.—S., Idlehour, Avenue
Garden.?, Horley, Surrey. [9380

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, with Lucas dynamo light-

ing set and horn, and .speedometer fitted, licence
and insurance paid, ^pare wheel never used, only done
1,600 miles, difficult to distinguish from new; £170.
—George Wray, 4, Virgini,i St., Southport. [8621

1 Q20 5-6h.p. A.J.S. Coachbnilt Combination, 3 speeds,
-L t/ kick start, hand clutch, Lucas dynamo electric

lighting, all etjuipment, including spare wheel, storm
apron, hood and screen, Cowev speedometer, machine
delivered 1921, only ridden 1,000 miles; £180.—337b.
King St., Hammersmith, W.6. [7870

Svare Parts:

A.J.S. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kavs, 8 Bond
St., Ealing. [8631

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williajirs,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. T.A. ; Parts.

[7901

Alldays.
£23.—2";ih.p. Alldays 2-stroke, ride away.—181, New-

ton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [9029

ALLDAYS Allon, 1921, clutch, kick starter, splendid
condition; £59.—Walls, Outfitter, Dartmouth.

lamps. just
[9086

overhauled

;

TQ18 Alldays
.l«7 £29/10.—
Garage). 'Phone : Hampstead 1363. [8908

"IQ19 AUdaya Allon 2-speed Clutch Model, lavishly
--*/ eguipped, insuied, excellent condition; bargain,
£27/10.-4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [8878
A J.LDAYS Allon 1921 4srced .Combination, kick

-t^ starter, clutch, fully equipped, speedometer, mud-
shields, msurcd, tax paid; £75; deferred payments if
desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [8953

American X.

A MEEICAif X. brand new 1920 model, fitted with
f- Millford sidecar t<i match; £100.-George 'Wray.
1, virgiina St., Southport. [8623

19^1 «^„'"''"f,''" X Electric Model Combination.-i*' 1,000 miles only, equipped regardless; £110;
unscratched.—Grocer, 193, Lancaster Rd., Nottin" Hill
W.ll. [9288

dynamo
-, ,- ,v - ;, -. yery good condition; £93.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd W 6Phone ; Hammersmith 80. '

[9210

1 020 American X, electric model, *land new condi--itf tion, Giindlay super sidecar, equipped lavishlymany spares, hcod, speedometer, screen, etc insure'd
£200; accept £110.-13, Grcnlell Rd., Netting Hi|)

[9286

AMERICAN X 1920 7-9h.p. Combination,
liShtmg, screen, very good condition;

W.ll.

£62 below list price; ftnal reduction to clear of lastow two conihinatious.—Brand new Americiiu X, -latestmodel royal blue finish, 27x3',i tyres, etc.. fitteil with
special Milllord bulbous back sidecar; £156- easy nav-
iiients 4;; e.xtra. Write for end of seasoi clearance
list.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X2623
Ariel.

ARIEL 1919 3>,ih.p. and Swan sporting sidecar
lamps, tools, etc., condition excellent; £75 or

offer.—126, The Grove, Ealing, [9117
A KIEL 3i,2h.p., new Aug. last, all on, solo- £80-fi owner leaving lor Iiidia.-Jeffery, 26, Sussex Sn '.

Biiglitou.
_

|-73^'^

Qlh.p. 1920 Ariel, newly sold in March last, speed-".i ometei, lamps, tax paid, done 1,300 miles- lar-
gain, £77.—Ross, 86, High Ed., Lee. [8669

AEIEI..—All! modelss eeib or gradual paymentis.
Spaies supplied from stock.—West Central Agency,

Wmcycle Co., Ltd., 236. High Holborn. W.C.I. [0704

ARIEL 3V.-h.p. 1920 Combination, Canoelet sidecar,
all lamps and accessories, tyres very good; £68 —

Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Ed. Hampstead 7822.
[9372

WAUCHOPI:'.?, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
6-7h.p. Ariel combination, 1921, shop-soiled

only; reduced to £139; no extra charge for easy
terms. [9263

"IQ19 (Sept.) 6h.p. Ariel, -with £35 sidecar, almost
JLtf new, hood, screen, lamps, horn,; a smart outfit*
£85.—Attfield, 2, South Oo.ttages, York Rd., Wey-
6ridge. [9085

B I

& CO.,

50, Harrington Rd.,

SIUTH KEHSIHGTON.
Phone: Kensington 3709.

All New~l922"Models
Now Arriving:

B.S.A. Harley-Davidson

Douglas Matchless Sports

Enfield Triumph

Matchless Zenith.

I If a 1922 MORGANis
\

\ your choice, consult us
\

\ on the Morgan Stand !! \

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL 6-7h.p. Twin 3-specd Combination, horn,
lamp, screen ready for the road; £57.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [9212

ARIEL Motor Cycles are the last word in reliability,!

We have always in stock the reliable motor*
Muswell Hiil,

[0378

BRAND NEW 1921 MODELS AT
SPECIALLY REDUCED PRiCES.

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Standard
Combination £157

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Standard Com-
bination, dynamo £'175

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. 2-seater Com-
bination £168

MATCHLESS 8 h.p. 2-seater,

dynamo £1 82
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £135
COULSON 2J h.p. Sports Model.. £65

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1921 3i h.p. P. & M. Combination,
Demonstration Model £112

1921 4 h.p. VERUS, Blaokburne
engine, 3-speed £78

1920 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE Com-
bination, Lucas dynamo £100

1920 22 h.p. FRANCrS-BARNETT
2-speed £56

1920 6 h.p. MARTiNSYDE Com-
bination, 3-speed £103'

1920 3ih.p. RUDGE and 35 guinea

sidecar £78
1921 AERO-MORGAN, special
M.A.G. engine, front handle

starter £195 Gns.

Exchanges or Deferred Payments.

ways
cycles: trade supplied.—Jones Garage,
and Woodside Parade, N. Finchley.

Bat.

BAT Combination, 1920, 6h.p., 3-speed clutich and
kick start, all-chain drive, accessories, splendid

running condition; £65.~Richmond Park Garage, 110,

Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone:
Putney 2622. " [9104

BAT-J.A.P., T.T., 90 bore, o.h.v., enamelled red,

nickcl-plafcsd cylinders, nickel exhausts, Lucas
accessories, just been thoroughly overhauled, posh, will

paddle off, very fast 'bus; £70, or exchange.—P. Hill,

The Grove, Love Lane, Oldswinfnrd, Stourbridge.
• [8925

Beardmore.

"I Q20 SVuh.p. Beaxdmore-Procidon Combination, elec-

X«7 tide and acetylene, inaiued, splendid condition;

exchange more power; £65.-4, Elm Gardens, Hammer-
smith. [8877

BTackburne.

1Q20 Bkickburne, full accesBoiies, tax paid; f74.—
J-iJ Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [8670

I Q 20 (late) 4h.p. - Blackburne, S-speed, clutch, KM,,
Xi/ olL chain, lavishly CQuipped; £68.—24, Balhol

Rd., North Kensinstou, [9138

1 Q21 2%h.p. Blackburne-engined Beaumont, 2-speed, i

-L«/ kick starter, new, shop-soiled; to clear, £85.—
Carnforth IMotor Co., Carntorth. [9065 i

BLACKBURNE 1920 4h.p. Solo, semi-T.T. bars, 3.

speed, kick start, fast, small mileage, splendid con-

dition £80, or best offer.-130, Inchmery Rd., Catiord,

S.E.6. L8749

Bown.
36.-1920 Bovm-Villiers, 2-speed, perfect, ride aaay,

2 up.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.
[902£.

£
Bradbury. •

4 h.p. Bradbury, clutch model. £18; sidecar £4;i licEUsed.—47, Leigh Rd., East Ham. [8926
j

BRADBURY 1922 Models.—Ai'ents : Bright am
Hayles, 78, Church St., Oambenvell, London.,

[8791

BEABBURT Motor Cycle and C.B. Sidecar, 2 spee.

free engine, accessories, ens'ine l«o. 9778'; pric

£45 the lot.—Below.

BR-ADBURT Motor Cycle and" wicker gootls caniei

2-spced free enaice, accessories, enirine No. 9357

price £35 tlie lot.—Apply to the Purchasing Agent, Grea

Eastern Railway, Liverpool Street Station, E.C.2. [86'r.

BRADBURY 4h.p. Coaclibuilt Combination, tax paid ,

3-speed, fnllv eauipped; £38.-Speechley, 86
|

Churchaeld Rd., Acton, W.3. [892:

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe- Lane, London, E.G.—2^ih.J
Bradbury, new 1921, £70; and 6h.p. Bradbur

combination, new 1921, £136; no extra charge In

easy terms. l9-.j'

RADBURT 4h.p. Combination, countershaft 2-Tie

kick start. Easting, luggage grid, lamps, etc.,
*-B''„

and insurance paid, perfect order; any trial; £40.-

Garased, 78-, Churoli St., Oamberv,-ell. [S'80

Snare Parts

:

BRADBURY Spare Parts.—See out adverts n

" Pai-te and Accessories.—Bright and Hayles, L :

berweU. [879

Bl-ough.

T 021 Model W^ 3V>h.p. Brough, 3-speed S.A., clutc

XU .and K.S., all chain, guaranteed 70 m.p.h., mile

age 200; cost £135, accept £85.-24, Balliol Rd., Nort

ICensington. [913

BROUGH (late 1920) 6h-p. Combination, Eastinl

speedometer, electric lighting, insurance, ternfi

acceleration, all as new, cost £200; sell £127, c

without lighting and speedometer £118; exchange It

1921 A B.C. solo and cash.—Deane, Oarnaby Chamber

Carnaby St., W.l. 'Phone: Regent 3703. [858

Brough Superior.

1 021 Brough Superior and Montgomery Sportia

XtJ sidecar, wind screen, Lucas lamps, mileaf

I 300, tax paid, speedometer; quick sale, £116.

fliootes, Ltd., Maidstone- 1921

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd., Service Dejic

and sole London agents for the Brough Supenc

the sporting rider's ideal.-Immediate deliveiy of 19.

models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x7'?%, o.h.T.

sTS, clutch, and kick starter, £150; Mark I., sporfi.

combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or m
special- side valve J.A.P. engine^same pnce

;
I n

II 6 5 mag., 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick staifi

£125'- sporting combination, step, mat, screen, et.

£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues k

Jost free on reQuest.-The Allen-Bennett Motor L

Ltd 9-10-11, Royal Parade. London Ed., West Cn

don!' 'Phone:, Croydon 245^ i"'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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B.S. Norton Slili.p.. X921,
m.p.li., Philipson, dist-s.

19^^«

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

1019 Norton, E.E.S., PMlipsoD, replated. re-en-

J-i/ aniellea, lomrs, speedometer, oU accessories, tools,

fast; £80.—Tyler, 22. Stanway Kd., Coventry. [X2610

NORTON Big Four, July, 1921, excellent condition,

comrkte, up-to-date improvements; fl20, or ex-

cliange new 16H and £5.-11, Frankfort Kd., Heme
HUL [8691

1-Q21 Special 3'Ah.p- Norton, racing gears, plated

J.*/ ta»ik, guaranteed over 75 ni.p.h., like new, and
guaranteed for 3 months, electric luinps, special bars,

etc.: cash £90.

1021 Norton Big 4 Solo, tax paid, guaranteed perfect:
XU first £88.

rQ21
Norton, 17C, Lucas lamps, speedometer, etc.,

I' as new, and iierfeet ; £105.

1Q16 Norton, 3-speed, chain-cum-belt, in sound order,
JiU lamps, tax paid; any trial; cash_£69.—A. Jackson,
East Parade, Keighley. [8666

-| Q21 Big 4 Tl^orton, £45 Henderson sidecar, £21XU extras, including Easting, (Speedometer, cantilever
saddle, Luoiis lighting ; neartat £120.-3, Kildowan
Ed, Goodmayes. [9158

as new, 700 miles, 75
fast, but easy in traffic:

£76, or exchange 16H, cash adjustment.—Tansev, 47,
Shearbridge Ed., Bradford, Torks. . [8686

NORTON 1921 Big Four Combination, electric light- 1

ing, disc wheels, wind screen, speedometer, only
;

done 5,000 miles, condition as new; £130.—Gascoyne, i

7, Shakespeare St., Nottingham. [9089

NORTON.—Full representative stock 1922 models;!
immediate deliveries. Cash or exchanges; de-

1

ferred payments 4% extra on balance.—^Maudes', 100,

1

Gt. Portland St., London; Walsall Garage, Walsall,
i

[9387 1

NORTON 1921 Big Fmu", spotting sidecar, Lucas
Magdyno, Lucas horn, Cowey speedometer, over-

sized tyres, as new; ;£160; deferred payments if de-
sired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
Ueansgate, Manchester. [8944

Special I.O.M. 5\'[>h.-{i- Norton, with Norton
ports sidecar, 3-,«i)ee^l close ratio gear bos,

electric bghtiug, soraen liglit, the outfit practically new
and uu-^cratched, mileage about 500; £125.—Pang-
bourne, 64, York St., Twickenham. [8717

0]NE of the fastest Nortons in the country, having
won 17 gold medals, March, 1921, special SV^h.p.,

close ratio gear box, complete with special racing
Norton sidecar, etc., guaranteed over 80 m.p.h., con-
dition new; £130.—Lyons, West St., Blacki^ool. [9032

1 A2I Big Four''Noiton and sporting sidecar, Lucas
J-U King of Road set, Lucas horn, everything com-
,plete, licence paid, absolutely as new, late owner just
(juichased car; cost over £182 August, 18th, 1921;
liacrifice £115; any trial.— Gibb, Northgate, Gloucestei.

[9053
1Q21 Big Twin Norton and Henderson Elite sidecar,XU Lucas Magdyno, 700x80 oversize tyres all round,
'ipare tyre, tubes, lighting bulbs, plugs, horn, wind
iicreen, apron, and numerous spares, mileage 2,000, in
perfect and spotless condition, and like new; price £145.
-Walter Southworth, Smithy Lane, Holmeswood, near

|

Ormakirk, Lanes. [8641

UNIQUE Opportunity to Speedmen and others.—
1921 3'2h.p. Norton, special competition model,

iitted with Ricardo racing piston and close ratio 3-

peed gear box. in new condition throughout, winner
if many prizes in open competitions; price 97 gns. for

luick sale; good reason givsn for selling.—Hackney,
/o Fidgcon. Fazeley, TamworLh. [X2666

I Q21 Norton 3'X.>b.p., 3-speed, with brand new
i-v Canoelet sporting sidecar, aluminium colour
o match tank,, electric lighting, wind screen, horn,
;nee grips, and accessories, recently tuned at
)'Donovan Motors, mileage about 1,000, smartest
utfit in neighbourhood; £125. or near oHer; abso-
ately perfect in every respect; call mornings.—54,
tichmond Gardens, Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [9136

Syare Parts

:

aERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
have every Norton part in stock; complete illus-

lated list post free. [9400

N.U.T.
Magdyno, speedometer, splendid oou-

exchange.—Maynard, Lea Bridge,
[8138

iWr.U.T., T.T., o.h.v. twin, like lightning, as new; £50;
|-i cash wanted.—Write, R.H.H., 90. Rutland Ed
I'orest Gate. [8848
iWr.U.T.-J.A.P. 3'Ah.p., 1920. overhead valves; £35*' excellent order.—68, Gloucester f^<^ -Oaaa-^f

FURTHER
<& FINAL

REDUCTIONS
in the price of |

OUR RE-CONDITIONED I

,|Q20 N.TJ.T.
:LJ/ dition: f85
l^erton.

ark, N.W.
Regent's

[9046

V'R'Jj"-;?"'^ dUtiiliuUns agents for London. Surrey,
i^ Middlesex, Hertlordahire, Essex, Cornwall Devon
smerset, and Staffordshire; particularly attractive
l™^ ?"'' ^°'^ districts being offered to sub-agents for
^^2, immediate deliveries; cash or exchange; deferred
»yments 4% extra on balance.—Maudes, London
.'cetei, and Walsall. [9388

O.K.
?29/10.-O.K.-Union 2',h.v.. 1921, perfect;
' exchange.—8, High St., Wandsworth.

would
[9305

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

Each one completely re-built and
fully equipped with new F. R. 8.

lamps and horn bags, tools, pump,
and licence holder",

Practically indistinguishable from
new. Over 50% new parts, in-

cluding new tyres, belt, chain
carburetter, etc Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all partsof the country

2| h.p. 2-speed £57 10s.
or £15 down and 12 instalments of £3 18 4.

4 h.p. 3-speed, clutch,
and kick-starter £77 lOs.
or £20 down and 12 instalments of £5 4 7

4 h.p. combination with
brand new bulbous back
Sidecar, finished Saxe-
blue £97 10s.
or £25 down and 12 instalments of £6 10 10

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

DOUGLAS FRAMES
2i h.p. and 4 h.p.

Renovated. Stove Enamelled. Tested.

£5 10 EACH. Carriage Paid.

Write for full list of surplus
Douglas parts.

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

IVIotor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office : . . . . 83, Pall Mall.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

1Q16 2%h.p. 2.speed O.K. Model, good aonditif-)-
JLU £27.—Carnlortli Motor Co., Carnfoftli. 19U67

O.K. .Tunior 2-stroke, nev/ April 21, condition excel-

lent, t.nx paid; first reasonable offer.—3hoilnmt,
Bolwliiim, Uognor. [7089

O.K. 4-stroke, M.A.G., Albion 2-speed, lamps,
lieence, new condition; £35; exclianges.— 63.

Solon Rd. Brixton. [3979

Omega.
1Q21 Oines.n, brand new, shop-soiled, 2^,411. p. ViUiers,
i-JJ Mark ly. 2-6peed gear; list £58; one only.

£47/10 —Below.

1 Q21 Omega, brand n«w, shcp-soiled, 2''4h.p. Villiors.

i-fJ Mark IV. Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, clutch and
kitk starter; list £68; one only, £58.—BeloW-

1021 Omega, brand new, .slioj-soiled, 2?4h.p. J.A.P.,
-a-«'

. 2-speed gear; list £75; one only, £60.—Below.

rCi21 Omega, brand new, shop-soiled, 2-Jili.p. J.A.P..
t' 2.3pe«a, kick starter a.nd clutch; list £83; one

oulv, £66.—Bartlett*. 93, Gt. Portland St.. London.
[9233

1 an Omega-Jap 2?4h.r., 2-sEeed, lamp, horn, taxed,

Xtf excellent condition; £37.-182, Hormnglow St.,

Burton-ou-Trent. [8862

-1Q20 2?4h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speea, clutch, kick start,

-L" licensed, low mileage, electric lighting, also acety-

lene, big saddle, back-rest. Klaxon, speedometer, splen-

did condition; £56; exchange older high powered com-

bination.—Oaiev, Home Farm, Basildon, Pangbourne,

Berks. [8739

P. and M.
M. Combination, good order; trial: £48, offer.—38.

"\V;illbutton Kd., Brockley, S.E. [8748

18 P. and M. Combination, lamps, horn, tax paid,

new condition ; £62.-Eoss, 86, High Ud., Lee.
. - - [8678

-VRGAIN. 1918 P. and M., requires reassembling,

"ood order; £34.-1, Bellingham Terace, Oat-

lord. [8934

£97.—r and M., Millford sidecar, mileage 1,462.—

Rev. Alwyu, St. Andrews's Vicarage, Hoyland.

Barnslcy. [X2638

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E C.4.-
3V.h.p. P. and M. combination, late 1919, tax

paid; £7'5. [9261

Pand M. 1913 Combination, replated and enamelled,
taxed; £55; would separate.—50, Haverstock

Hill, London, i\'.W.3. [3976

P.
and M. Combination, in especially nice condition,

accessories; £80.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith R<3., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[9214

Pnnd M. 1919 and Sidecar, Cameo, pillion, .acces-

sories, spares; £85, or reasonable oflrer ; licensed,

lusuied £110: seimue bargain.—Bay Cottage, Cornsall,

near Kiddermiuster. [8602

Pand M. Combination, 1918, Lucas lighting set,

tyres new. Easting, Tan-i?ad, all accessories, —
nerlect mechanical order; £50.—Colonial ^'-'-

104a, Finchlcy Ed. Hampstead 7822.

Pand M Motor Cycles |ex-E.A.E.), rebuilt, fitted with

new parts, including mag., B. and B. carburetter,

tyres etc., £40: comliinatiou £55; sidecar reuphol-

stercd, painted and new tyre, tully equipped, £60.-

I'orter, High St., Whitclinrcli, Salop.

P

B

Motors,
[9369

[8013

Precision,

-2'|h.p. Precision, 2;spced,^good_ tyres, rumijng

order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxiord. [X2663

Premier.
-Premier, S'/.li.p., T.T. Model, splendid condi-

ion; exchanges.— 63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [8980

Heaton Rd.,
[9126

£IB.-
I

PREMIER 3V'h.r., 3-speed, smart, p_crfect, £23
coachbuilt sidecar, £5/10.-17,

Mitcham.

PREMIER 1914 SVlih.p. Combination, 3 speeds, kick

starter, clutch, fully equipped, tax paid; jCSO;

deferred payments if desired.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton; also 246, Deansgate, Manchester. [3947

PREMIER 3V'.h.p. 2-speed Combination, speedometer,
hood, screen, new lamp, all spares, splendid condi-

tion any trial : £55. fir oflei ; owner buying car.-69,
Berkshire Gardens, Palmer's Green, 1\^. [8771

Svn re Pa vt^

:

PREMIER Spares and Repairs. — We are the
specialists, late with the manufacturers ; stamped

envelope for reply per return.-Forfield Motors, For-

tield Place, Leamington Spa. [X2675

Quadrant,
"I O20 Quadrant Combination, aluminium disc wheels,
±«7 very smart; £80.-Ross, 86, High Ed., Lee. [8679

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C.—
Quadrant Combination, 5h.p., new 1921; £115:

no extra charge for easy terms. [9263

SEVERAL 1921 Quadrant Combinations, all over-
hauled, £75 each. Orders now being booked for

the 1922 " one hundred pounds combination." Sole
wholesale distributers, repairers, and spare stockists,

Clifford "Wilson Mfg. Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Ed.,

S.B.I. Tel. : Hop. 210. Stand 22 Olympia. Exchanges,
(deferred payments. [8149

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. C63
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

m.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

ADCO 2-sti-oke, tax paid; £22.—P., 602, Kind's
Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [903iil

Raleigh.
>EEMIEE Motor Co. for Ealeigha.

TMMEDIATE delivery at 1922 reduced prices.

5-6h,p., 3-speed, spring frame, detachable wheels,
£130 ; standard sidecar, £35 ; De Xuxe sidecar.

£42; spare wheel and tyre. £6. The Raleigh is now
the best value iu hif^li-grrade combinations. Easy pay
ments onlv ^X extra.—Sole Eirminphnm Agents: Tlie
Premier Motor Co., Astou Rd., Birmineham. f0626

22 Raleigh.—All models; book now with Sam E.
Clapham (Motors), Greenwich.

'

[9247

RALEIGH 1921 5-6h.p., with Grindlay club sidecar,
very special outfit; £150, or exchange.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone :

Hanunersmith SO. [9205

RALEIGH 2^/ih.p., 3h.p.» and 5r6li.p. solos and com-
binations for earliest delivery, machines always

vn view; call for trial run. Cash, exchange, deferred
payments; quite near to Olympia.—Newnham Motor
Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [9196

THE New Raleigh 23.4h.p. 4-<5troke Lightweight, 2-

speed, with clutch and kick starter, at £68, is

the best vaine offered the motor cyclist for the 1922
sentson ; orders now booking for Janunry delivery.^ole
Birmingham Agents; Tlie Premier Motor Co., A^on
Rd., Birmingham. [0737

Res
REX 1914 6-8h.p. Twin Combination, 2-seater side-

car, wind screen, lamps, etc.; £57/10.—Edwardes,
277, Camberweli Rd., S.E. [8935

20 8h.p. Rex-El ackburne Combination, eomplete.
lamp, screen, spare wheel; great bargain, 90 gns.

White, 46, Chalk Farm Rd.. N.W. [X2350

EX 6h.p., Matchless sidecar, screen, ektric light,
handle start, spares ; £45, or ofier.—Spencer, 2.

St. Mary's Rd,, Meiton Park, S.W.19. [9345

Roc.
3Xh.p. Roc and Sidecar, gears, less unit; exchange
2 cycle or sell; offers.-Box 173, c/o The Hloto?

Cycle. [9107

Rover. '

1 Q20 [Aug.) T.T. Rover, as new, Philipson pulley.
-L*/ all accessories; £65.—Heady, 44, Alma Rd.,
Carshalton. [9010

"IQ19 S'Ah.p. Rover, 3-speed, countershaft, P.H.
J-f/ lamps, indistinguishable from new; £62/10.

—

37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [9128

ROVER, 1921, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., Gloria sidecar, screen,
bood. lu!?gage carrier, splendid condition; sacrific'e

£90.—Lydia, High St, Duumow. [9154

ROVER SVsh.p. T.T. Speed Model, complete with
lamps, horn, etc., condition as new; £68.—H. J.

Marston, 50, Argyle St., Birkenhead. [8694

"OOVER 3'/l.h.p., single-speed model, first-class run-
-tlj ning or^er; £22.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[9208
THIS Week's Bargain.—1920 5-6h.p. Rover com-

bination, luxuriously equipped, cost £200, per-
fect; sacrifice, 95 gns., lowest.— 1, Priory Rd., Kew
Green. [9153

19 6h.p. Rover Combination, as new, very low
mileage new limousine sidecar, lamps, horn,

etc., beautiful outfit; £82/10.-10, Rockbourne Rd..
Forest Hill. [9092

ROVER Combination, 1913-14, 3 speeds, 3V2h.p.,
lamps, etc., luggage grid, splendid condition:

£35.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0071

~l Q14 3'Ah.p. Rover Combination, countershaft vaii-
-Lt/ able pear, clutch, K.S., Binks, Best mechanical
lubrication, electrics, Cowev horn, etc., licensed; £39.—
81. Richmond Rd., Thornton Heath. (ID) [3:2655

ROVER 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, countershaft,
all-chain drive, lamps, etc., absolutely un-

Ecratched, mileage 2,400; bargain, £80, or exchange
lightweight with cash.—Snow, Laurel St., DaJston,
E.8.

^
[9340

1Q20 (late) Rover 5-6h.p. Combination, perfect, fully
-</ eQuipped, small mileage, wide leg, wheel guards,

lung exhaust, mat, apron, screen, tools; £130, or ex-
change with cash 2-seater.—R.B., 62, Hindes Ed.,
Harrow. . .

,
[8753

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL RUBY, Jap 4h.p., latest Sturmey gear,

kick start. clutch ; £60 ; exchanges.—2a,
Queen St., Fenton, Staffordshire. [X2655
~IQ18 Sh.p. Royal Ruby-Jap Combination, fullyX%/ eQuipped. eu^iue overlijauled by J.A.P. Oct. 12,
splendid condition ; offers.—Wride, JKinsswood, Bristol

[859^
Rudge.

3ih.p. Rudge, fixed, sound, Binks, discs; £25.—Hick-
2 man's Garage, Crown St., Acton. [8S33

RUDGE Sy^h.p., Cox Atmos, good condition; £28 —
Lea\er, 23, Church Ed., Teddington. [8613

19

LOOK
l^on't be misled.
The Greatest Tyre
offer ever been known.

Wood-Milne
OBSOLETE STOCK.

Guaranteed Brand New.
Nat Clearance or Blemished
and guaranteed quite plyable.

In original wrappers.
^ SPECIAL
THREE
PLY

s

SIZE

26x2i
26x2*o.s.

650x65
/
All at one
Price

:

\ EXTRA
STRONG

n c \ FOUR
O-S-/ PLY.

I
All at one
Price:

13|6

16/a
26x2i
26x2^
26x3
Eciaivalent to 700 x bO

NEW TUBES
all sizes 7/

-

I Days' Approval.

1/- extra, carriage paid passenger train.

Other Tyre Bargains pro rata. Price List on
application.

Motor Cycling Helmets^

1922 Patterns.

A.G.L. 11. 18/6.

Various shapes.

Illustrated list on

application.

NEWRUBBER TBIGH BOOTS

Sizes

3,6,7,8,9,

10, 11,

Carriage
paid.

fl. EMANUEL & CO.
ITYRE FACTORS)!

27, Belgrade Road,
STOKE NEWINGTON, 1^.16.

Stores : 37a, Balls Pond Road,
DALSTON. LONDON. N.

Telephone : Dalston 3161

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

3 ill. p. I.O.M. Rydge Multi, all on, licence, ncrlpct-
2 £32/10.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [9124

£45.-1919 3V2l1.lt. I.O.M. Riulge, in perfcr-t ordt?r-
any trial; tax paid.-116, Alijsrt Ed., Ill*cird,L915S

EUDGE 3-spe6d Coaohbuilt Combination: £27. U'r-
gain, no otters.—635, Hanow Ed., Patldiueton.

IQ21 Riulg-e 7-91i.p. Twin Combination, ridden 200JLt/ miles only; biUgain, £110.—Bartletts. 93. Gt
Portland St., W: ,'9235

"I Q21 Si^fe.p. semi-T.T. Rudge Multi, electric, lax
-L*' paid, not done SCO miles; bargain, £80^
Rootes, Ltd., Maidstone. [9223

RUDGE 3V2I1.P. T.T. Mnlti, 1921 model, v,m Lhmis
lamps, horn, eti;., slishtly nsetlj f65.—H. J. Jlrw-

ston, 50, Argyle St., BirkenLead. [8696

1 Q 16 Rudge Multi, 3j-^.p., C.B. sidecar, lamps.Atf spares, etc., splendid condition; London; £5&.—
Box 7,498. c/o The Motor Cycle. '

[9278

I Q21 31^11. p. Rudge Multi C-ombination, Rmlse fddf
J-«./ car, all accessories, done less than 500 nii'.*?-

£85.—Pangboume. 64, York St., Twickenlinm. [8716

1Q16 3M>h.p. Rudge Multi, clutch, kick starter.
-M-*J lamps, licence, accessories, speedometer, nevi-

ccndition; £50; excnanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[8981

RUDGE Mnlti SVch.p., T.T. footrest model, late 1920,
eomplete with Lueas lamps. Klaxon lioni, tirat-

class condition ; £55.—H. J. Marston, 50, Aigvle St:.

Birkenhead. [8692

RUDGE Multi, 1921, new, shop-soiled. Isle ol Man
model, pedal start; bargain, £72/10.—Elce, Ltd,,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E^.C.3. Phone:
Avenue 5548.

^ [0070

X> UDGE Multi 3y2li.p. 1917 Sporting Combination,
XL C.B., splendid condition; exchange solo Douglas.
Brough. etc., condition immaterial.— 14, Eceleybournn
Rd., Islington, N.l, [9U2

3ih.p. Rudge Mnlti, late 1919, sporting model, T.T.
2 handle-bars, litted with polished copper eshnuEt

pipe, and lighting set, excelli^nt cnudition; accept £50,

-5, Beauty Bank, Old Hill, Staffs. [86?

'

RUDGE 3V2h.p., Isle of Man model, Bonniksen, •-[

trie larups, horn, absolutely as new, £75; ti^

1920 model, £65.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammfji-
smlth, Rd,, \V.6.- 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9206

^020 Rudge Coachbuilt Combination, -5-6h. p., Mdti
-Lt? gear, clutch, kick starter, lamps, speedoureter.

Easting screen, almost new, written guarantee sacri-

fice' £79/15, close offer; appointment.—24, Gran;ii'd Rtl.,

Wandsworth Common, 3.^.12. [9185

T>UDGE Multi, sports, bought last- March, mileage

SX 3, coo, Lucas head lamp, electric tail, overiaji

and standard cams, long Coulson type exhaust pipe, .

mechanically perfect, well looked after; '£60.—F. H.
Bevan, Shortacres, INutfield, Surrey. .

.

[9062

Sf}are Parts:

RUDGE Multi Spares.—Try Banister and Botten;
hali list; good stock. — 341, Upper St., rJ.l.

2480 JNorth. ^
[909S

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge,
—All Rudge parts in stock; complete illustratee

list post free. [940J

Scott.

CROSS, Effingham Sq.. is agent lor Scctt mctora foT

Rotherham and district. [X2650

SCOTT 3¥ih.p., 2-speed. mechanically perfect, good

appearance; £26.—17, Heaton Rd., .Mitcham.
[9127

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 Scott Combination and nearly

new solo.—5, Heath St., llampstead (nr. Han*i>

stead Tube St^ition). [8839

£40.—Scott combination, 1915, lamp, speedoraetei, 2-

speed, kick start, macliine perfect.—H. Chirk

Spriirg Rd., Littlemore. Oxford. [8761

"IQ19 Scott Combination, engine 3862, electric liglit

J- *^ ing, genuine Scott car, condition good ;
pi i> <

£65.—Welioid, James St., Brighton. [87S'i

SCOTT 33-ih.p. Combination, very late model, special

to clear; £72.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hani

mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : ^Hammersmith 80. [9211

1 020 Scott Combination, complete, as new, origiua

J-«/ tyr&^i not done 500 miles, guaranteed perl€it

£120, or offers.-Whitchurch (Hants) Engineering WorliJi

[8761

SCOTT late 1920, very little mileage, condition a

new, Lucas lamps, horn and, all accessories; £75
—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampsteat
7322. £937.

33.h,p. Scott," new lamps, horn, carburetter, and too

4 kit, guaranteed first-class condition, any inspec

tion or trial, tax paid; special offer; £48.—Bootes
Ltd.. Maidstone. [922:

Spare Ports

:

SCOTT Motor Cycles, Scott Sociables, Scott spare;

Scott repairs, Scott gears overhauled.—Catnedrft

Motor Works, 99, Gt. George St., Liverpool. [D39;

SCOTT Parts.—We can quote you promptly tor an:

thing in the Scotfijine, new or Eecond-baod-

Ward Motors, Ltd., the Scott Specialists, 32, Hustle

St., Bradford. [0'^

064 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of ihe issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

t'»(7 )v Pfirts:

Triumph.

VTERY, Very Seldom ore we asked for a Tiiumiili or

Sturiuey-Aroher i>urt wUich we cannot supply
once, even to tl>e smallest nuts. But no ex-Array dump
stuff.—Gray and Levin, 5, The Boulevard. Balham, S.W.
Tel. : . Streatham 2417 [7902

MPH Parts, 1904 to 1921.—Every part, any
_eai, in stock, new or eerond-liand, guaranteed

serviceable. Enclose stamp for reply. "Why not second-
hand foods in place of new while prices are so high:
Half the price; eatisfaetion guaranteed.—Fortield Motors,
11, Fortteld Place, Leamington Spa. [X2676

TBIUJ
ye

WAUCHOPE'S,
2'>^h.p. Trump-Jap,

Trutnp.
9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.4.—

. . ... 2-speed model, new 1922-
£60; easy terms arranged. [9259

WAtTCHOPB'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
Kew late 1921 S'/ah.p. Trump-Jap, fitted with

latest J.A.P. engine, overhead valves, 3-speed model.
load raging machine; f75: no eitra charge for easv
terms. [9260

"Wi
Velocette.

AIT and See" Jack Healy of Cork on Yelocette
Stand, rider and agent. Garage: Drinan St.

„ - [X2547
"I
Q19 velocette, 2-epeed, acetylene lighting, horn; £35

--" —Victor Horsmim, 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool,
[X2564

1Q 22 Velocette, clutch and kick .starter.—Early de
livery from the Premier Motor Co.

Birmingham.
Aston Ed

rX-2625

2-speed, perfect condition, ready to
£50.—Victor Horsman, 7, Mount

[X2558

1 Q21 Velocette,
-»- «^ ] ide away :

Pleasant, Liverpool,

XTELOCETTB New 1920 2-speed Model, shop-soiled
» only, with lamps and horn complete: 50 gns.—

Farrer, 1, Princes Parade, Church Eiid. Finchley. [7019
VELOCETTE, 1921, 249 c.c, 2-speeci, small mileage,
y many refinements, particularly sound and attrac.

tiyc machine; good reason for sale; £45: seen London
district any time.—Box 7,446, c/o The Molor Cycle.

[8580\TEW Velocette 1921 Models at enormous reductions,
-l." all with internal expanding brakes te both wheels,
and other latest iniprovemenrs ; 2-speed £55, 3~speed
£62. I.idies' open frame 2-speeil £55; sent on approval
easy payments 4% extra.—The Piemier Motor Co.
lAjton Ed., Birmingham. rX2626

Verus.
'"1Q20 Lightweighf Verus, Burman gear box, kick
-•-f starter, lamps, horn, tax paid, original tvres;
:£40.—Rootes, Ltd., Maidstone. ,^ [9224

I "JO 20 VeriLs 2^h.p., single speed, good as "new, elec.
;-»-«' trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls
i(5ft. 6iu.), tax paid, insurance ; lot cost over £70 . best
lofler over £45 accepted: London, S.W. district.-llos
17^378, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7905

low position, less mag-
\

Werner.
WEEXEE 2l/2h.p.. good tyres,

ueto; £6.-7, Davids Ed., Forest Hill, S.E. [8866
\X7EaivEE 2y2h.p., mag., Senspray carburetter, run-" ning order; £6/10.-Bundark, Chapel Ed., Tad-
iVOrth, Surrey. l£7Sfi

Wilkin
:| Q20 4h.p. Wilkin-Bliickburne Combination, Mag-
«-«/ dvno lighting; £105.-Victor Horsman, 7, Mount
Pleasant, Liverpool. [X2566

Wolf.
IT/'OLF IWh.p.. perfect running order; bargain, £13.
^* —66. Dalmeny Ay., Norbury, S.W. 16. [9115
WOLF.-Sole agents for London, South of Thames
'-'

. "Pd district. TVe are now fixing sub-agencies.
na mvute enauiries.-Burlington Motors, Ltd.. South

:aiie Clapham Common, S.W.4. 'Phone; Brixton
^^^ [0508

1 Wooler.
l|O20 2%ih.p. Wooler, lamps, horn, done about 3 000
;'-«^ miles; oSers—Lane, Beanacre Ed., Melksham.

fflT'OOLER, late 1920, 3h.p. twin, lamps, etc., gM^r^
!e ,. anteed mechanically; liargain, £45.-Elce. Ltd
5-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone-
|iYenue 5548. [0072

Zenith.
r OOK Out For Julians of Beading on Zenith stand

[8705
;|Q20 Zenith Combination, as new; £82 —'4 Balliol^" Ed., North Kensingtoi-. '

[9143

V^^fw^-^^l^^"'^ ?l°'' '" inimediate deliyery of

St., HatDD-
[8©41

good condi-
Ciiingford.

Shoe Lane, London, E O -new 1922; £118; easy terms
[9265

1922 Zenith Bradshaws; price £118.
Ij^.O.C.H. for 1922 Zenitht;.—5. He^tli
y- steid {near Hamp^te:id Tub© Stjition!.

f/ENITH 5h.p. Sports. 1916. efjuipped,
-* tion; £70. or oflei.-S, The Aveuue,

.IT'AUCnOPE'S, 9,
''

» Zenith-Bradshaw,
ranged.

QLYMPIA SHOW, 1921.

John W. Tollady—to bis friends.

Dear Men,
It has always been castornary for me to ask

' all our friends who visit the Show to give me a
I look up whilst they are there, and this year I

I

extend the most cordial invitation to you all to

J

spend a few minutes with me at either the Enfteld

or the Triumph Stands, at one of which I shall

generally t)e fouad. My invitation applies to

those old friends" of ours who I have met year
after year, and, of course, equally to those other

friends who, so far, I have only met by post.

I shall be prepared, and shall have difficulty,

because of my enthusiasm, in preventing myself
from talking Motor Cycles; but my principle

I

object in asking you to come along is really—as
I think you know—because I wish to thank you
for your kindness to me and my firm. From all

parts of the country letters of thanks for what

I

we have done have come to us, and I want to

tell you how grateful I am to you for the help

you have given US, and to prove to you that, as
1 I grow older, I realise more the meaning of the

I
word " friendship."
Many of you know I shall definitely look for

you personally, and I know you won't disappoint
me ; but the more of you that come, the happier
I shall be, and the \-ery last thing that will be
in my mind will be to introduce or force a sale.

It is you I want, and your order must go just

where you think best.

If we do talk Motor Cycles, I have many interest-

ing things to tell you. Amongst others, about my
1921 stud of Racing Motor Cycles, which is no>v

for sale. .The machines include my winning
Scott (the first Scott that ever won at Brook-
lands). I am also prepared to sell a very. special

Works Sunbeam, capable of touching thereabouts
So m.p.h., and if someone who will be kind to the

' machine comes along, I will even dispose of my
little Velocette, which, apart from thi'ee awards

I at Brooklands, has a small hatfull of medals to

its credit. Additionally, 1 can otjer a special

Velocette that was I u'iit for the 1921 Tourist
frophy Race, and I can assure you that if you
intend to take up competition work for next

I season, any one of these machines should carry

I

you home a winner without any special tuning
. whatever. Any^vay, the machines are for sale,

and I shall be glad to gi\e you any details at <

' the SHow.
I Our Agencies for 1922 are cut down considcr-

I

aoly, as I intend to offer you the best lines only.

The list includes

:

' ARIEL. B.S.A., DOUGLAS, ENFIELD.
I NUMBER, MATCHLESS, NORTON,
I

RUDGE, SCOTT, TRIUMPH, and

I

VELOCETTE ; •
but we shall be able to supply any other make

' that interests you, and will be happy to advise
' vou impartially regarding any make.
I Additionally we are Agents for BELSIZE-
I BRADSHAW, CROUCH, ROVER, and other,

Light Cars, and. as you may be considering the
purchase of something of this type, my advice
and experience are at yourdisposal, and Exchanges
can be arranged if you wish.

Still, the most important point is that you

I

should come and talk to me—and I feel sure you
won't disappoint me.

Kind regards to you all. Yours faithfully.

JOHN W. TOLLADY, General Manager.

\

fertf^sni

90, mgh street, OXFORD,
And London Road, BICESTER.

Thone—581 & 784 Oxford.
'Phone ... 35 Bicester.

'Grams
—

"Integrity, Bicester and Oxford '

J

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad
Motor- Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

'1<Q22 Zenith-Br;iflihaw, Gruduu gear model; £113.

2^22 Zeuith-Bradsl.'aw, 3-^peed, all chain; £119.

A LLAN GRTJZELIEIl offers the folowing deliveries:
-^*- Gradua geiir model, immediately; S-speed Lhain
model, January.

TF You Want Early Delivery you must order to-day.
-- The show at Olynipia will make nil the diflerem'o
to deliveries, because Staud 74 will be the centre of
attraction.

TTTRITE To-day for detailed specification, or, better
"» still, call and see me and let me describe it. and
remember -when Vou purth<i5e from me you have a
specialised Zenith service iilwayfl at Iwud. backed by
10 years' practical experience cf these machines.

ALLAN GRUZELIER: Loudon office. 168, Regent
St., W. ; showrooms and works. Reeves' GaraKe*

High St., Purley. 'Phones; Regent 205. Purlcy 117ff.

[9269
£70 Only.—19191,4 5h.p. Sports Zenith, well equipped,

beautiful condition.—H.E.G., 33, Graham Rd.,
Wimbledon. [8108

~l C|14 8h.p. 90 bore Zenith Combination, side-by-side,
J-«^ acetylene lighting. Easting iviud screen, aluminium
sidecar ; £80.—Below.

"I Q20 2^4h.p. .Flat Twin Zenith, like new; £75.—
X«/ Victor Horsman, 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.

[X2559
1 OlS 5-6h.p. C.S. Zenith Combination, new aluminium
-»-«/ tidecar, electric Ughting; £65.—Ross, 86, High
Rd., Lee. [8681

1 Q21 5-6h.p. Zenith, run 500 miles, in new con-
J-»-' dition, complete; £95. — Carnforth Motor Co.,
Uarnforth. [9069

ZENITH, 5h.p.. 1920, in beautiful condition, special
trials machine; £75.—Ratcliffe Bros,, 200, Ct.

Portland St., W. 19074

1 (ft 20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, good
-I- */ condition, speedometer, carefully used; £115.'—
53, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [8195

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham, for immedints delivery- from stock of

Zenith-Bradshaw. price £118. [071

1

£60.-1915 Bh.p. Zenith C.B. combinatict, complete
all accessories, licence paid, new tyres and belt*—

F. Grout, Milgate Park, Maidstone. [8923

ZENITH 5h.p. 1917 Combination, clutch, K.S., 2 new
tyres, electric lighting, fine condition, any trial;

£62; oHers.—30, Canonbury Park North, N.l, [9044

ZENITH Combination, wicker sidecar, electric lamps,
horn, speedometer, excellent condition. 6h,p.

J.A.P.; £65, or near.—202, Trinity Rd., S.W.f?. [9315

"I Q 20 5h.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft, new
At/ Canoelet sidecar. Eastings, electric lighting, Cowey
horn, speedometer, disc, spaies; £150.—i^son, Sudbury,
Suffolk. [8765

ZENITH 1919 5h.p. Sports, perfect, equipped, low
mileage, only taxed this month, stored all year;

enuiue bargain, 65 gus. ; deliver 100 miles.—486, Rad-
clifle Rd., Bolton. [8658

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 19^2 Models in Stock, all
models supplied. Cash, exchange, deferred pay-

ments.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, -Hammersmith Rd.',

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9199

ZENITH 3Vi;b.p., countershaft model, clutch and
kick start, with yood sidecar, really excellent

condition; £57.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9213

'I
Q20 Zenith Combination, 8h.p., very little u^ed,

J-^ condition as new, electric light, speedometer, etc.

;

£120, or ne*ir offer, o.xceptioual bargain.—CM. I., Ltd.,
118a, Finchlo" Rd.. N.W.3. 'Phone: Hamp 1971.

[8791
ZENITH 1921 8h.p. Clutch Combination, clectrio

horn and lighting, Easting, speedometer, special
pillion, grid, spare belt, etc., fast, perfect' bus; £145;
trial after 6 p.m.—252, St. Anns Rd., Tottenham.

[8998
"I €122 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate de-
J-t/ hvery; £118; cash, exchange, or extended pav-
ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
Parade. London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydou
2450. ' [0734

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Com'bination, Lucas
head, rear and sidecar lamps, Cowey speedometer,

knee grips, Ace discs, luggage grid, aa new; £140;
deferred payments if desired.—Parker's. Bradshawgnte.
Bolton; also 245. Deansgate, Manchester. [8949

ZENITH Combination de Luxe, 1920, Bh.*!)., counter-
shiift, clut:h, kick start, speedometer, disc

wheels, F.R.S. electric lighting, condition as new,
mileage 1.500; £120.—Ayers, 254a, Portobello Rd..
North Kensington, ' I>ondon (10 minutes from
Olympia). 'Phone: 643 Park. [9360

ZENITH Sh.p. Sporting Model, 1920 competition (side

valve) engine in 1919*€rame. in perfect condition
and very fast, Senspray carburetter, horn, full toolkit.

spare partly worn cover, etc., recntly overhauled and
re-enamelled grev ; must sell; no reasonable offer re-

fused.—Mallet, 16, St. John St., -Oxford. [8641

vertisenient, and the date of the issue-

ed, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ladies' Motor Cycles.

FEANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming-
ham, for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. The most

suitable ladies' machine. Get list. [0724

TPAELY delivery of the new 1922 model open frame
.rj Vclocette, 2-sijeed, clutch, kick starter; £68; all

black liiiish, nil chain dri\o, car hihricatiou. the most
suitable machine for ladieii' use every produced ; easy
I«iyraents only 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Ed., Birmingham. [X2627

Miscellaneous.

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s. Ariels, Harleys, Omegas,
Quadr.ant3; e:ichaiiges entertained. — Booths'

Motories, Halitas.

BARGAINS.—1920 Matchless combination, detach-
able wheeh, £130/10; 1919 6h.D. Jamee combina-

tion, lamps, speedometer. '£89/10/6.—Booths' Motories.
Halifax.

BAEGAINS.—1917 Alton, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6: free en-

gine Triumph, £22/10/6.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1916 G.W.K. light car, detachable
wheels, £139/10/6; 1920 Williamson combination,

dynamo lighting, £115/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax

BARGAINS.—8h.p. Premier combination, £55/10/6;
1914 P. and M., £35/10/6; late model twin

N.S.U., speed gear £19/10/6.—Booths' Motories.
Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1919 4h.p. Douglas combination,
£89/10/6; another, electric lighting. £96/10/6.—

Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAI>FS.—1920 Morgan, M.A.G. engine, speedo-
meter, £165/10/6; 1920 Wooler. £49/19/6; 1920

S'Ah.p. Ariel combination, £87/19/6; nearly new O.K.
Union. £29/19/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAIN.—Harlev-Da-uidson combination, mileage
300, £139/10/6: 3h.p. Hniubnr, £10/10/6; 3h.p.

Enfield, sne«l cear. £29/10/6; 8h.p. ClLater-Lea, Qrado
gear, J819/19/6.—Booths' Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Sh.p. 1921 shop-soiled Quadrant com-
bination, £115/10/6; 1917 4h.c. .Douglas,

£59/15/6; 1915 Douglas. £35/17/6.—Booths' Motories
Halifax.

1921" new O.K.. £38/18;
1921 2-speed O.E.. like new, £52/10; several shop-
.=oiled mncbines at reduced prices ;, exchanges enter-
tnine^l. including push cycles. Visit us.—Booths'
Motories Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [8198

HALIFAX Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.-
A..T.S. 1919 combination, £135: Ariel 3'/;h.p.

1920 combination, £97/10,

HALIFAX.-Ariel 3l/.h.p., 1920, £79/10; 1920 Alecto
3Voh.p. 2-.^peed combination, £79/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.-Alecto 1920 Z'/^h.v., 2-speed, £62/10;
1921 Jieardmore-I'recision 3'Ah.p., spring frame.

£69710.—Below.

HALIFAX.—B.S.A. 1915 4y4h.p. combination.
£79/10; Bradbury 3i/.h.p. 3-specd combination.

£59/10.—Below.
- Chater-Lea Sh.p. combination. £85

;

. Calthorpe-Jap, 2 speeds, £45 ; Ex-
celsior 1920 2i/,h.p., 2-speed, £42/aO; Edmund 1920
2'!4b.p., spring frame, £65.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Harley 1920 electrical combination,
£155; Harley, 1918, with 1920 Henderson sidecar.

£115.—Below.

BAEGAINS.-eh.p. 3-speed Rndge, £40/10;
speeil Omega, £51/10;

HALIFAX.
1919 2%h.p.

HALIFAX
IIu: '

Henderson 4-cyl. combination, d2165;
mber 1914 ^Vjh.p. combination, £49/10.—

Below.

HALIFAX.—Very smart 1920 Indian Scout, £95;
1916 O.K. 21/ih.p., 2-speed, £35.—Below.

HALIFAX.— 2'J4h. p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, £35
1921 Beardmore-Precision. £65.—Below.

HALIFAX.-Rex 6h.p. 2-6peed combination, £49/10
Eudse 1920 7-9h.p. combination, £105.—Below.

HALIFAX. - Scott 1920 3%h.p. combination,
£115: Tiiumph 1913, handle-bar controlled

clutch. £42/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.-Triumph
3669/10; Peugeot,

Below.

4h.j
7-911

3-speed combination,
p., 2-speed. £37/10,—

HALIFAX.-1920 3y,.h.p. I.O.M. Eudge, £65; 3Vih.p.
2-speed Himrber, £25; 1920 Kingsbrrry Junior, 2-

ipeed. £15.—Below.

T-T-'^MFAX.—Sunbeam Sh.p. Masdyno combination,
•^-•- very special eauipment, £197/10. like new.—Below.
TXALIFAX.—1921 P. and M. speedometer, etc., like
J-«- new, £92/10; Indian 7-9h.p. 2-speed combina-
tion, £55.—Below.

TT-^y/^^-^'^lS Budge Multi 3>/.h.p., £47/10-
---»- 1920 2-;ih.p. Wooler. £55.-Addre;s below,

TT'^yS^,-'^-"?!^"'*''''''''"'"" 6h.p. twin combination,
±57/10: 8h.p. countershaft Zenith combination,£85 ; deferred payments quoted.—Halifax Motor Ex-change, Hortou St., Halifaxj [8859

.

or exch.^nee motor cycle or combination, state re-quirements^^ Satisfaction guaranteed. Distance im-
Motor Exchange. Wealdstone.

[6921

material.—Bunting

113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.

272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW.

MOTOR-CYCLES FOR SALE.

Miscellaneous.
TTTANDSWORTH Motor ExchanEe.-Show bargains;

»
" finest selection motor cycles, combinations, inLondon.—Below.

WANDSWORTH,—While visiting Olympia come and
see the finest show in London, motor cycles,

combinations, to suit every client.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Easy ternis. The only firm to
give iuniiediate delivery firtet deposit.—Belyw.

TX/'AN'DSWO^TH.-1920 Bradbury combination, 4
TT h.p., 5 speeds, lamps; sacrifice, 85 giis., easy

WANDSWORTH.-
speeds, kick

;

-Royal Enfield Sh.p. twin,
gilt, 36 gns. ; ea.sy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Singer, aVah.p., mag., 3 speedi
runs splendidly, licensed; 29 e"s. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-Wolf, 2y2h.p.
speeds, drive away; 29 gns.

WANDSWORTH.—Iiidinn coachbnilt
7-9h.p,, 2 speeds, lamps; bargain, 49 gns.;

splendid coachbuilt com-
4 cyls., everything fitted; 49 t

J.A.P., mag., 3

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 T.D.C. de luxe, 2V4h.p.,
licensed, nice little machine; 32, gns..; eaaj

terms.

WANDSWORTH.-1918 Douglas 2^jih.p. twin, 2

speeds, lamp, licensed; 43 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.-1918 O.K., 2y4h.p. J.A.P., 2
speeds, kick, lamp ; 42 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Keuilworth IVjh.p., lampi.
licensed, starts walking, beauty; 25 gns.; easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Motosacoche, 2Vjh.p., mag., vari-
able gear, licensed, runs splendidly; 23 gng.;

easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Henderson, Sh.p., 4 cyls., mag.,
clutch, lamps, drive away; 48 gns.; easy termg.

WANDSWORTH.—Rndge SVsb.p.. mag., 2 speeds, i

kick, newly enamelled; 38 Rns. ;^easy t^rnis.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, SV^h-p., mag., 3 speeds,
clutch, kick, special ; 46 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, latest -tapered iiarae,

SVah.p., clutch, lamps; only 39 gns.; easy terms,

combination,
easy

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Bat, most, beautilul coachbuilt
combination, Sh.p. twin, 3 speeds, countershaft, '

lamps; 56 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTIL^F.N,
bination, 5-6».

gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex coachimilt combination. ".

h.p. twin, 2 speeds, running ; 36 gns. ; e.i

terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Vindec witb sidecar, 3V^h.p., z

speeds, kick; gift, 26 gns.; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.~F.N.. 4y^h.p., 4 cyls.. mag., shaft

drive, ride away; 22 gns. ; easy terms.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva, 4V:.h.p. twin, ' mag:,
clutch, drive away; gift, 19 gns.; easy terms.'

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth Motoi
Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Sttttioa).

'Phone : Latchmere 4686. [9187 '

Sh.p. Combination, £105; late 1919, Middleton!,spring :

wheel touring sidecar, Bluemel's wind".screen, all-

black and gold. Low generator, electric j-ear, speedo-

meter, Tan-Sad, lamps, etc., special irame, iast, ex-

haustive test; private owner,—S. and B. Motors, King'^s >

College Rd., Swiss Cottage, N.W. [8933

Ql^h.p. Levis MotoT Cycle, running order, ta.x paid,
•~V4 £24; 1914 Crouch cycle car, 3-;speeds and re-

verse, hood, screen, lamps,- etc., running order, £75;
American X Combination 7-9h.p., good running order,

£30.—Scotia Motor Works. 80, Upper Tooting Hd..

London, S.W.17. 'Phone : Streatham 2707. [8985

F.O.C.H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and

runabouts at bargain prices. Eschanties arranged.

Any hew cycle, " combination, or car supphed, cash o[

easy payments.-Fair Offer Car House, -5, Henth Sr,,

Hampstead (near Hcnmpstead Tube Station). 'Phoue;

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdav*!
[884:-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
COMBINATIONS For Hire motor cycle ehow week

W^rite terms. Two minutes Olympia.—76, Diillm!

R4., Hammersmith. [886';

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
Xy. T. DUNN, Ltd., always buy.

FULL Market Talue given for modern solos

binatious, ajad cycle cars. _ Call, _wpte^ or Tl
Museum 5391.
London.

-W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston E'l

[033;

£50 offered for good Sunbeam or Triumph, not fimlie

1916.-186, Southgate Rd.. N.I.. [885(

WANTED, cheap motor cycle, any make; cash wait

ing.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X2e6'

SOLO and Cash, exchange splendid A,J.S. combine

tion.—26, Ballina, Honor Oak Park. [935

WANTED, good solo or combination for cash.—C.S

14, Swaton-Rd.. Bow. E.3. Tel. : E3155. [900

B36 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

SCOTT Sociable, milenge 2,000, condition na new, spare
' wheel and fvill equipment; any trial; price £200.—

^•flt'ord, James St., Brigliton. [8788

•|021 Grand Prix Morgan, lavishly equipped, un-

Lu scratched: £150.- (Side bell). 9, Wallinglord

\v.. Worth Kensington, W.IO. [8963

COVENTRY Premier, 1922, 4-wheel model; ^£250;
immediate deliverv; cash or deferred paymeats.—

Kntchfle Bros.. 200, Gt. rortlond St., W. L073G

("^ -IS'., 1920, red, blaek, ayunnio lishtin^, dises, over-

T size tvret:, repainted, upholstered, etc., us new;
bargain, £155.-1, Kingston Grave, Leeds. [9008

1(1121 Tamplin, with lamp^ and tools, only run 200
±*f miles; £115, or near otfei.—C.M.I. , Ltd., 118a.

Finchley Ed., N.W.3. *Plione; Hamp. 1971. [8789

READING-STANDARD lOh.p. Twin. 3 wheels, 3-

spced, carrier, used 3-4-seater, itcrfect, any trial;

248.—Hedges, 21, Chichester St., Paddington. [9090

JUrORGAN Water-cooled de Luxe, 1916, discs, lamps,
'A horn, tax, etc.; £97/10 cash; worth £135.-
-laude's Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter. [9226

.ifORGAN. G.P.. 1921, M.A.G., £140; also Bleriot
-TX Whippet, hand starter. £lOO; offers, exchanges.—
jil, Netherhall Gardens, N.W. Hampstead 566. [8880
ii

'!>-WHEELED Runabout, friction drive, water-cooled,
/y good condition, for Clyno or high power solo or
lombination.—8, Eastholme, Hayes, Middlesex. [8883

ITOROANS.—Latest models in stock. Your present
!:TJ. machine in part payment. Extended terms,
pares for cill models. Official London agents.—Below.

LfORGAN Grsnd Prix, 1921-22, M.A.G., special
*X gear ratios, discs, speedometer, aliiminium dash,
,ucas dynamo ligliting, mileage 200; cost £240;
icrifice £215 cash, or exchange.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16.
iishopsgatc Av., Camomile St., E.t).3. 'Phone

;

venue 5548. [0075

ITALIFAX.-G.N., 1920. dynamo lighting. £165

;

^ Morgan Sh.p., £105; another, ivith hood and screen,

95.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton .St., Halifax.
[8858

*1ARDEN 2-seater, 1921 (Aug.), hood, wind screen,
y electric lighting, all acceanories, tax paid; £110.
Chatsworth House, Derby Rd., Ponders End, N.

[9123
,!^EW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars
* all makes ; good selection in stock ; cai^h, easy
ivrneuts, or exchange.—Service Co., 292. High Holborn
CI. r0673

^YCLE Car, 8-lOh.p.' J.A.P: engine, friction and
^ i.'liain drive, complete witli lamps, tools, etc., le-

iin-> small adjustments; £50, close oft'er.-Bond,
lasted. [8783

921 Coventry Premier W'.C. Super Runabout, elec-
tric lighting, excellent condition, for modern

4-seater car; cash, adjustment.—Box 7,504, c/o The
'otor Cycle. [9283

'>ATLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. watev-
1

* cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno ; 300 gns : im-
Udiate delivery.— Godfrey's. Ltd., 208, Gt. Portand St.,

,>mlon, W.l. [0736

I
ORGAN 1921 G.P., M.A.G., water-cooled, special
body and engine, hood, screen, discs, lamps; trial;

|iu aaiy time; bargain, £155.—Nicholson, Ebchester,
. Durham. [8727

920 De Luxe Morgan, M.A.G. water-cooled engine,
small mileage, luUy equipped; £140.—Hillier,

Thorpe Mews, Cambridge Gardens, ' North Ken-
' !gton, W.IO. [8964

[ORGAN 1918 de luxe Model, electric lighting,
perfect order and condition, 70 miles per galloii;

ept 100 gns.—Martin, 10, HerVand St., W.C-
i=?um 6594. [8582

[ORGAN, G.P.. 1919, w.c. ,T;A.P., just repainted,
new hood, 4 lamps, licensed, new spare cover and

,.| le, splendid condition ; £145.—Hardy, 45, Beauchamp
I

., Leamington. [X2640

921 G.N". Tonringr. dynamo lighting, spare wJiecI,
fullest equipment, brand new condition; £190;

:.> 1921 Triumph S.C. part payment.—294, Kenning-
I Park Rd., S.E.ll. [9018

922 G.N. Cars, latest models for immediate de-
livery. Buy of the authorised agent. Extended

;ment8 or exchanges aiftanged.—A. P. Rey, 378-384,
ston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436, [8425

922 Coventry Premier Cars for immediate delivery.
£250. Buy of the authorised agents. Extended

rments or exchanges arranged,-A. 1'. Rey, 378-384
Uton Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [8423

[ORGANS.—All models for immediate or early de-
livery. Buy of the authorised agent. Extended

ivientu or exchanges arranged.—A. P. Rey, 378-584.
ston Rd. 'Phone: Museum 6436. [8422

TORGAN Grand Prix, fitted with 1919 J.A.P.
i»- engine, water-cooled, fully equipped, disc wheels,
tedometer, special head lights, perfect order; £145
'mith, 204, Edward Rd., Birmingham. [X2617

*j 100.—1921 Garden, complete with lamps, horn, hood,
< screen, speedometer, new insurance policy, small
1 eage, guaranteed in excellent running order ; good
-ijson selling.-Drill Hall, Grange Rd. West, Birken-,
Id. [882911

BASTONES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or cheaper House.

NEW CLEARANCE LINES,
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

CARRIAGE PAID.

WOOD-MILNE Key Grip COVERS
25X2]- 3-ply

26X 2j|
26 X 2i [• 4-ply Extra Heavy .

.

650 X 65

1

28 X 3 4-ply Extra Heavy
700x801
to fit \ 4-ply extra heavy .

.

650x65)

15/-

20/-

29/-

35/-

GOODYEAR All-Weather Tread
COVERS. Extra Heavy.

26X 2j Diamond Pattern .. 26/-

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

25X 2j . . . . . . .. 28/-
26 X 2i- X 2J .. 36/-
26X2.V . . 35 -

650 X 65 . . 40/-
26 X 3 for 650 X 65 rim .. .. 48/-
-28x3 . . 48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid
COVERS.

24 X 2 J De Luxe. Heavy . . 23/6
26x2 23/6
26x25 25/-
26x2! Extra Heavy .. .. 27/-
26x2-^X2j Heavy .. .. 30/-
650x65 Dreadnought 3-ribbecl 39/-
700x801
to fit I pe Luxe Extra Heavy 47/-

650 X 65 I

HUTCHINSON COVERS.
24x2 Brooklands
26x2

21/-

22/6

TUBES
Goodrich, Clincher, & Hutchinson.

26X2J
26X2i .'.

26X2|x2j
26X3

j

650 X 65

1

700 X 80 1

28x3 )

28x3 Goodyear Butted .

.

each_6/3

„ 6/3

each 7/6

.. 7/6

Hours of Business

—

9 (ill 6 ; Saturdays, 9 till 1.

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.

'Phone : 2481 North. Grams : 'Bastones,London'

J

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
CASTLE THEKE lOh.p., 4-cyl., w.c, dynamo liBlitinf,

detachfible wlieelg witli spare, not done 600 miles.
now condition; price £180; owner bouglit larger car.—
Tlic Haslcniere Motor Co.. Ltd.. Haslernere. Surrey. [0735

G.N., 1920, late, 10b. p.. dynamo lislitins, 5 detach-
able wlreelss, clock, speedometer, etc., many

spares and tools, perfect condition througliout: £125.
—30, Belsize Park Gardens, Hampstead. 'Phone :

5590. [9109

A.C., splendid 2-6eater, wheel steering, 5-6h.p., 2

speeds, hood, screen, licensed, very smart ; liargnin,

58 gns. : exchange combination: also easy terms.—
Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
(Town Station). [9185

BARGAIN of Season. — 8h.p. Rolls 2-seat«r cycle

car. very sporty, aluminium body painted buff.

Triplex screen, hood. Bosch, Amac. electric lamps,
horn, clock, special oiling, inside starter, economical,
tax paid (only £4/10), trial run; £30 to clear; every
mechanical convenience.—Wingfield, Stanley Rd.,
Bromley, Kent.

^
[8552

SPECIAL Bargain.—Grand Prix Morgan, w.c, 8h.p.

1918 J. A.P.. electric lighting (accumulator),
special body. Aero type disc wheels, clock, speedometer,
complete with tools and £5 worth spares, smartest
Morgan in the Midlands, guaranteed in periect con-

dition: sacrifice, £110 quick sale: worth £150.—
Brown, 11, Higher Albert St., Chesterfield. [X2645

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.

SIDECAR Taxi Combinations ; demonstrations at

Olympia. Stand 139.—County Cycle and Motor
Co., Bro.-id St., Birmingham. [8449

CARS FOR SALE.

DE niON, perfect little 2-seater car; £45.-- 11a.

Daflorne Rd.. Upper Tooting. [7023

i»100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secitres 12-

ofc' 14h.p. Fiat landaulet.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£100 down and 12 monthly payments £10 secures

Piccard-Pictet % landaulet, dynamo lighting.—

•Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

050 down and 12 monthly payments £5 secures 12-14

ofe h.p. Uarrocq light 4-seater.—Palmer's Garage.

Tooting.

£350 cash secures genuine 15.9h.p. 1914 Theo.
Schneider % landaulet, Bedford cord, magniflcent

order.^Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

£150 cash secures genuine 1914 Singer 2-seater, com-
plete dynamo lighting, Sankey wheels.-Palmer's

Garage, Tooting.

£75 down and 12 monthly payments £10" secures

IShj). Fiat "A landaulet, Bedford cord.—Palmer s

Garage, 'Tooting.

£425 cash secures llh.p. 1921 Peugeot 4-seater.

self-starting, dynamo lighting.—Palmer's Garage,
Tooting. [9193

PEERT Sh.p. Twin 2-seater, 5 wheels, equipped;

£95.—Hillrise, Suibilon Hill E-d.. S.W. [X2609

MATHIS 1914 8h.p. 2-seat6r, dynamo, 6 good tyres;

£125; exchanges.-54, C^val Rd.. Mortlnke.
[X2607

/"^ W K. 1915, eyerv part and appearance as new, 5
'JT wheels, equipped; £125.-54, Coval Ed., Mort-
lake. [X2608

ROVEE Cars.—1922 8h.p. model; price £220; eaily

delivery.-Godfrey'6, Ltd.. 208, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [0360

G.N.. 1920, dynamo, spare wheel and parts, in good
running order, licensed; £145.—Carmel, Cove.

Farnborough, Hants. (9000

-| /\h.p. 2-cyl. De Dion, Bosch, Zenith, body iucoin-

X" plete; £65. or exchange combination.—Bonner. *

1.

Bridgoway, Wembley. [9315

-1O20 2-seater, Sh.p., 4-cyl.. C.A.V., perfect, £175;
Ji-*y accept single or coml)inatiou in part-.—Miss Watts,

c/o 77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [9057

COVENTRY PREMIER. 1921, dickey seater, dynamo
lighting, spare wheel, as new; £165.-T-Ratcliffe

Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [9079

6ih.p. Humber Car, good running order; trial; £35,
2 or nearest reasonable ofi'er: cash needed.—P. God-

win, Hill Ridware, Rugeley, Stnfls. [6646

ROVER Sh.p. Light Car. 1922 models, dynamo
lighting ; £220 ; terms cash or deferred paj -

ments.-Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
(0729

"I Q22 Rover 8h.p. Car for immediate delivery. Ex-
J.O tended psiyments or exchanges arranged.—A. P.
Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd. 'Phone; Museum 6436.

[8424
1014 Humberette, water-cooled, hood, screen, lamps.
JLiy speedometer. Stepney, just overhauled, drive 50
miles to purchaser; £120.—Such, Prestbury, Cheltenham.

[X2634
CADILLAC 30h.p. 8-cyl. Touring Car, dynamo light-

ing and starting. 1917; £275: accept motor cycle

in exchange.—J. Daniels, 8, Crowhurst l?d., Brixton,
S.W.9. .

. [9058

4-CTL. 1913 Darrarq, 25-30h.p., 5-seate-., touring,
Bosch, lamps. D.A. light, 4-seater, 2-cyl., lamp.s,

spares; £50(10 the two: room wanted; a bargain.—
Arnold, 15, King Williiini St., Greenwich. [8812

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. E39
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CARS FOR SALE.

COX'S Conscientious Consideration completely con-
-tjuers car buyers, completely confounding com-

petitors' carefully circulated calumnies.

WEST NORWOOD.—Cox's advertised dates guar-
anteed accurate; every facility for fullest trial

and examination.

COX'S.—Rover Sh.p. 2-seater, mag., runs well, £35,
1915i:i Warrick auto-carrier, ^45.

WEST NORWOOD.—Rover 6h.p. 2-seater, £50; All

daj's 12h.p. '/o-ton van, £60; Adams lOh.p. 4
seater, £65.

COX'S.—IGh.p. Sizaire-Naudin sporting 2-seatei,

smart, opsitsum, £75; SOb.p. Darracq chassis,

£80.

WEST NORWOOD.—Wonderful bargain; 3-ton 1913
De Dion Bouton commercial, worm drive, en-

closed valves, £85; lots other commercials, all types,

absolute bargains.

C0X.~12h.p. Duhanot 3-seater, 4-cyI. monobloc,
£85; 15h.p. White steam 5-seater, overhauled,

£85; 12-14h.p. Unic 15-cwt. van, 4-cyl., sump, £95.

ATTEST NORWOOD.—lOb.p. 1915 Whiting-Grant
VV light car. 4-cyl., monobloc, £120; 12h.p. 4-cyl.

Darracq torpedo, detachable wheels, £125.

OX.—Coupe light car, 8-lOh.p., 1913. exceptionally
smart, £125; G.W.K. 2-seater, good, £135.

WEST NORWOOD.—12h.p. Gladiator 4-seat tor-

pedo, £145; Ford 1-ton, £145; 18h.p. 6-cyl.

streamline torpedo, £150.

OX.—Swift lOh.p. 4-cyl. light car, enclosed valves,

mc#obloc, £165; landaulets, £165 to £750.

POSTCARD procures complete printed list others,
£165 to £750, including 2 and 4-seater light cars,

tourers, landaulets, interior drives, commercials, 60
actually in stock. Please call.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight motor
man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E.

Hours 9-5, Saturdays 4, no business Sundays. Fre-
quent trains Olympia to West Norwood. Established
1902. [8973

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Good modern 2 and 4-

seaters always in stock at bargain prices. Your
motor cycle taken in part exchange.—Seabridge Motors.
Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [7756

COVENTRl PREMIER, 1921, dynamo lighting, elec-

tric horn, 2 spare wheels (unused), o;ik dash, speed-
ometer, gradient meter, tools, etc., in excellent condi-
tion, njileape 2,000: price £200.—V. B. Shelley, Manor
House, Tittensor, Stnfis. [9306

FAFNIR Smart 2-seater Oar,. 4-cyl. 12h.p.. Bosch,
g,it6 change-, nice condition throughout, guarnnteed

perfect, lamps, etc.;' trial any time; bargain, £85, or

motor cycle and ra^h.—Stepney Garages, 77, Salmon
]Laue, Cominercial Rd., Stepney, liondou. [9163

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
GARFORD 1916-17 30-rwt. Lorries, 9ft.x5ft. 6in

bodies, coachbnilt cabins, very smart, wonderful
pullers, doing 14 m.p.g., tax paid to 51st Dec, £185
each: Selden 1916 2-ton lorries. 12ft. x6ft. bodies, nil

lamps, etc., tax paid, £185 each; Garners 1917 2-2Vrton
lorries, dvnanio lighting system, all lamps, horns, etc.,

wonderful trunks, powerful on hills, doing 10 m.p.g.,
big bodi&=. all tax paid. £185 each; Willvs-Overland
1-ton 30-cwt. lorries, 1916, electric lights, tax paid, verv
smart ooachbuilt cabin, splendid lorry liodies, 1916,
price £145 each.—Shard, Commercial Garage, Shards
Sq., Peckham Park Rd., Old Kent Rd., London. [8630

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TRY Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C-4, for

ea^y terms. [8428

FOR Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,

cycle cars, or motor cycles of any make, new or
second-hand, write Service Co., 292. High Holhorn.
W.C.I r0672

ENGINES.
4h.p. n.h.v. J. A. P. Engine, good cohdition : £8.—

Collett, Wsterstock, Oxon. [X2643

03.h.p. 2-?troke T.D.C. Engine; fiv^t £18/10 secure'.
'W4 —29, Clmrcliill Av., Coventry. [X2487

P.
and M. Engine, frame, and gear, late, perfect;
£10/10.-1, "Springfield Park Cres., Catford, S.E.6.

[9274
7-9h.p. Hyley Engine, 1919. perfect, with Rchebler

and mag.; £32.-7, St. Mark's Mansions, N.4.
[9406

Sh.p. A.C. J.A.P., as new, mag., Senspray, less pullev,
seen running; £12/10.—ArCotch, Chesham House,

Kettering. [9148

ENGINE, 5-6h.p. twin, mag., carburetter, also
chassis, nearly complete.—Rosary, Green Lane,

Letchworth, [9083

4h.p. Green-Precision. Bosch mag., centre frame, tanli
Diuid forks. 26x2i,o wheel; £17.-Eleanor Villa.

Nether St., Finehley, North. [8887

OAA P. and M. Engines, thoroughly overliauled by
'^"" expert meehanirs : seen running 8 gns. each
—7, Heretoid P.-i., P^r^water, "^ ?. [0021

" DAYBEAM "

ELECTRIC

For Lightweight Machines.

List No. 30/5 complete Outfit £3 - 3 - O
list No. 30/6 Combination Outfit £3-15-0

No. 30/1 complete Eolo Outfit £5-5-0

8

No. 30/2 complete Comb. Outfit, £T T O

NO. 30/3 complete Light Car Outfit £8 10 a
' WESTWOOD
DYNAMOS"
MOTOR CYCLE

MARK 1, £6 CO
LIGHT CAR

u^RK 2. £7 O O
SWITCH BOX, 30/-

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LfSTS

ENGINES.
1 AAli-P. 8-cyl. V Clerget Engine, w.c., new, and coiU'
l-\J\f plete; £75; ideal for car or boat.—Caijtain
Jackson, c/o 77, Acre Lane. S.W.2. [9059

1 AA Brand New (1921) 2-stroke Engines, 2%h.p.;
J-"\F oflers, whole or part. Sample engine £8.—_\l.

Supply, 1, Gosta Green, Birmingham. [8914-

Sib. p. Metric Engine, m.o.h.v., brand new; harg.'iin,

2 £10/10, or exchange 4h.p. Triumph or similar.—
D. Littlewood, 80, King St., Dudley. [8609

1 021 T.D.C, 2-stroke, E.I.C. mag., also Albion gear
J-v to suit, all complete; also IV'h.p. cycle engine,
complete, 50/-.—23, St. Cuthbeit's Rd., Stockton-on-Tees.

[8594
M.A.G. Engine, Sl/^h.p., SOO c.c. twin, special rac-

ing O.H. valves, brand new, £18; also one
second-hand, as above, £14.—West, 50, Maldon Rd.,
Acton, W.3. [9082

"I Q 19 Sh.p. J.A.P, Engine, very little ased, in per-
J-«7 feet condition throughout, complete with mag.;
£20.—R. B. PuUin, The Warren, Northolt Junction^,
Middlesex. [9061

LOOK.—1916 3'/^h.p. Norton engine, in sound condi-'
tion, complete with. engine sprocket, C.A.V. mag-

neto, engine plates, etc., ready for slipping into frame;
£25, no oflers.—A. Jackson, East Parade, Keighley.

[8663,
BARGAIN.—Brand new power unit, comprising 2%

h.p. WfiU 2-stroke (roller beriring) engine, Run-
baken mag., and silencer; ^ell, or exchange anything
A.B.C. or motor cycle and cash.—Allan, "Walmsley,
Bradley, Keighley. [8869

h.p. J.A.P. Engine^ very last model, brand new*
' special Show finish, roller bearing big ends, ball

bearing mainshaft, complete with inlet pipe and mag.;
£36; quick sale.—R. B. Pullin, The Warren, Northolt
Jimction, Middlesex.

'
[9060

OA Only, brand new 2^41^. p. Union engines, complete
/WVfwith magneto and timed, £14; gent's handsome
motor fiame given free with each one. Build your own
1922 models now and save £15; list 2d. stamp.—Motor-
ities, 191, Siireetman St., Wolverhampton. [8770^

1 AA Broler 3y>h.p. 2-stroke Engines.—We have de-ivv cided to offer this wonderful engine at the low

price of £10 for the period of one month. Wo are confi-

dent that each engine on the tooA- will bring a repeat

order. A sound engineering job. Ball and rpller bear-

ings. Takes a sidecar anywhere. You can't overheat it.

One month only, till Dec. 15th.—Brooks, Trasler and

Cox, Narborough, near Leicester. [52332

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.—Sh.p. M.M.C. water-cooled
unit, complete, £11; Sh.p. w.c. J.A.P., £16; 90° ,

Premier tvnu, £6/10; 5-6h.p. N.S.TJ. twin unit, £6/10;
4h.p. m.o.v. Stephens, £5/10; SVi.h.p. Quadrant, 1914,

£6; 6h.p. twin w.c. Falnir \init, nmning, £14; 4-cyl.

F.N. engine and magneto, £10; lots of a.i.v. singles

from £2 upwards; state retiuirements. See Spare Parts

column.-'Phone: 1958 Brixton.—19, "WikosRd., South
Lambeth, Loudon, S.W.8. [5725

J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. engines. J.A.P. engines.—

I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and
parts in England ; over 30 engines always in stock to

select from, and the prices : 5h.p. twin, £17; 8h.p.

fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; ana
Sh.p., as new, £18/10; and some Sh.p, at £15, and
all parts for Sh.p. J.A.P. in stock. For parts IqoK

in Parts and Accessories; stamp for reply.—Hawkins,

455, York Rd., Wandsworth. [7725

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC,

JJBL
H.B. Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new e

second-hand magnetos. Thomson-Bennett 42, 45,

50, 65, and 180°, single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Triumph, P.M.,"
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc,, £2/10, postage 1/6.

C.A.V. clock twin, for 2S4h.p. Douglas, etc., i2/15.

TT.B. will take your old magneto in payment

H.B. sends all magnetos on approval against c^h.
Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 montns

guarantee.

HB Ignition Co. ('Phone; 'terixton 610), 78, New
Paik Ed., Brixton Hill, London. t0694

RIM S; PATENTS LT9
UAWDEM R° B0HPE5LEV BIRMINCHAM.

MAGNETOS 50% Below List.

APPLY Vale Engineering ' Syndicate, 9 and 10,

Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3. Tel.:

Central 877. W^''

KL G W.D. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4. fol

5/-, post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Woher
hampton. U"'

BOSCH, M-L, and Blick. singles, anti-cloct atl

clock; 30;-i variable ignrtion—84, Greenade Tw.i

Croydon. [897!

DTJSTASIOS, 6 V. 8 amps., cut-out, Lucas, third bnMli
' control; £S each.—Jenner, .165, Church "

Mitcham.

MAGNETO Sprocket Manrrfacturers,- 7-tooth

tooth from stock.—Ridington, Sonthamptoffl

Camberwell.

E40 All letters relating to advertisements shouJiJ ijuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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THE Motor Cycle''
jiuthoiised by '

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
3AIITNEB required tor emaU cirwMna, cnpitol about
'^

l250.-Qnr;.Be, Keal Ootes, Suilsby. [X2a37

[roUNG Mnn desires ivorkinc parlnersliip in motor
il cvcle business; invest email capital.-49, 'OeU St.,

jackney. .
l^'^^

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

7'OR Sale as a going coucein, small motor nnd motor
cycle, eto., repair depot, good coiinectiou, all nui-

linerv, tools, stock, etc.—All particulars ou iipplieation

Box 7,383, do The Motor Cycle. [8031

INSURANCE.
!j>5/15 Covers " All Rieks " for Morgans or Gimilai
* three-wheeler.—Ernest Bass, 40, Chancery I.ane,
'.0.2. [0005

i>OYS, Ltd., Insurance Brokers,—Agents for all com
iw panies and Lloyd's. Insurances of every deacrip-

'n effected. Enquiries invited.—170. Gt. Portland
., London. - [0055

Insurance Policy is the policy

TJie Motor Cycle." and coveis
iJtor cycles or cycles and sidecars ueed for private
rposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
nefits. minimum rates. Full Darticulara and pro-
wtuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
ot Insurance Co.^ Ltd.. 77, Cheapside. London, E.C.2.

[0007

TUITION.
IOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneeringr etc.—

Train by post for this paying profession. Start
business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricul
cal Correspondence College (Dept. T), Ripon, [0389

SITUATIONS VACANT.
[WANTED,- salesman to take charge of depot, must
V invest.—Box 7.505, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[9284
iALESMAK vranted to specialise in Ford cars; also
I* several best English car agencies; first-cla^ oppor-
loity for ' the right man ; South CheshiTe.—Apply,
(ting' wages and commission leauired, Chetwood'.'=
};rage, Nantivich, Cheshire. [9379

\

N Opening Exists on the editorial side of a motor-
;- ing journal for two junior assistants, aged 20 to
. It is essential that applicants should have a good
!>wledse of driving and motor mechanics, and be ener-
Jic and enthusiastic. Journalistic experience not essen-
U, but applicants should have the knack of writing

^ar, terse English, and getting hard facts down on
'ler. Pubhc school and university men given prefer-
•<?. A very moderate salary is offered in the first

' e, and it would depend entirely on the man him-
,r ;is to future prospects. Suitable applicants will be
teii an appointment on writing to "Editorial," c/o
-jmum Service, 170, Strand, London, W.C.2. [8855

SITUATIONS WANTED.
'RAVELLER, good connection, Lancashire,

Cheshire, wants smart selling line.—Box 7,503,
I The. Motor Cycle. [9296
nVERTISER Desires Engagement as competition

!Kler, has attractive preposition to put before
iiianulacturer interested.—Bex 7,496, c/o The
C'ycle. . [9322

^ X-OFFIGEE desires situation as sales-deraonatrator.
- competition rider, or traveller, 7 years' experience
1 or cycles, light cars, single, good education, appear-
ae.-Box 7,485, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8806

' lOREMAN Mechanic wants job with up-to-date firm
J age 37, good address. 20 years' experience, com-
r'?nt in all branches, cars, motor cycles, estimating
c ing, charging, etc., excellent references.—Box 7 497
C; The Motor Cycle. [9277
iOMPETENT Engineer, pre-war aviator, fitting erect-
^ ing, testmg, 16 years' practical, administrative
a buemess experience, good organiser, tactful and
t nngh, desires responsible progressive appointment

motor cycle firm. Sound in technicalities of de-
practical in business methods. Excellent refer

,
willing undertake competition work.—Uox 740^

>- The Motor Cycle. i845"7

GENERAL TRADE.
/'iVEBiVMENT Stores.-Nuts, bolts, washers, (rrind-

lag wlieels, etc. Traders, send for our monev
SiUg Uats—Owen Jones, Holt Ed.. Llveroool. [7098
ItJOIION Sales.-Palmer's Garage, Tooting tlit

A. oldest solely motor auction rooms in Londonims T/f%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motoj
c:es and cars bought and sold lor cash. Nearest goods
6,ions^ Falcon Lane L. and N.W.E.. Wimbledon L,a h.W.R. and G W.R.-Sole address: Palmer's Garage,lung, London. [9189

WANTED.
1 "il? iV '^'""^ Engine, good condition.—navies.

• 59, Piccadilly, Manchester. [X2438
^ ^nX^'?' * 3i/2h.p. Ariel piston and crank case.—

263, Lea Bridge Rd., Lcyton. - [8818

WANTED.
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REAR Cylinder lor 3l/jh.p. Twin 1914 J. A. P. Engin
Liddle, Springview, Bedlington, [876[8763

CYOLEOAR Wanted, light, about 8h.p., or un-
finished.-24, Lottie Rd., Selly Oak. [8585

cheap.—
[X2486

other makes
[8836

N.S.U. Gear, fit Triumph, any condition;
250, New John St., W. Birmingham.

ENGINE, 6h.p., a.i.v. J.A.P. preferred; i

considered.-49, Westbury Rd., E.17.

CRANKSHAl'T and cylinder for 4-cyl. T.A.C.-
Shackleton, 27, Midland Terrace, Keighley. (9011

WANTED. 1914 Henderson cylinder and piston,

cheap.—Brown, 5, Forgate. Kilmarnock, Ayrshiie.
[8687

CRANK Case, flywheel, pulley, and exhaust release,

for Baby Levis.—Longhutst, Sunnybank, Ewell.
[8873

WANTED, acetylene lamp; exchange new saddle or

electric lamp, or sell either.-28, Elgin St., Shef-

field. [9311

LARGE Sidecar for Indian, left side starter; lowest

price.-Billingsley, X40, Gt. Western Ed.. West-
liourne Park.

.
[8846

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good condition.

—A, P. Rev, 378-384. Euston Rd. 'Phone:
Museum 6436.

'

[842T

TTTANTED, magneto, carburetter, and engine pulley.

for 1910-11
Porter St., Hull.

?h.p. Enfield twin.- Benson, 17,
[9145

SECOND-HAND Triumph Parts wanted, any quan
titles, any condition; state price.—Box 7,495, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [9S21

WANTED, soooter; exchange typewriter, Roneo
duplicator, or jewellery.-Denbigh, Osborne Gar-

dens, Monkseaton. .
[X2593

MORGAN, Grand Prix preferred, late model; par-

ticulars and price for immediate purchase.— 2.

Park Avenue, Sale. 19023

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph or Douglas parts, Sturmer

gear boxes, damaged 1911 Douglas.-Bimpsoii,

Engineer, Sunbury. [89i^

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle

accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co., 292, High riolborn, W.C.I. [0671

DISSOLVED Acetylene Cylinder, w;ith or without

sidecar and tail lamps.-Apply, stating price, K.

Smart, 5, St. Paul's Rd., Cambridge. [8597

TRIUMPH 3"!.h.p. 1913 Cylinder and Piston, also

countershaft parts, any condition, for spot casli.

-Wilton, White Swan, Crystal Palace. [9333

SPOT Cash Paid for any spares; bankrupt stocks of

W.D. goods; large or small lots.—Pull particulars

to Jackson, 106, El6t Parade, Keighley. [6336

INCOMPLETE P. and M.'s or parts, W.D. sp.-iies.

tyres, bankrupt stocks. etc.-Inman, Durham Ed.^

Seafoith, Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [724o

WANTED, pair of spring forks suitable for SVMi.li

Singer bicycle, steering column diameter Ini..

stem 8in.—T.O., 4, Thomson St., Kilmarnock, [i.2552

WANTED, lightweight magneto (single) and Amac
carburetter (clockwise), cheap, lor early t.ype

Motosacoche.-Dujcan. 58, Cambridge St., Swansea^^

O2 000 Cash Waiting lor quantities of inotor cycle

h . parts and accessories.--Marble Arch Motor Ex-

change, 135, Edgware Rd.. W.2. Phone: Padd 789
IDI l.i

WANTED, countershaft Triumph engine or crank

case and flywheels, also bottom bracket stays

for gear box.-Hole, 129. Park Lane, Carshalton.^^^^

^TTANTED to purchase outright for cash, bankrupt

VV stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Sen.t

full narticulars.—MoNeille and Piatt. 57. Gt. George St

Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Royal. [2489

Pand M O.B. Sidecar, complete, or other, suit Tii-

umph- cheap; exchange new 4h.p. J.A.P. eugiue

for treadle lathe.-ig, Audrey Rd.. Ilford. Essex._(911c

tf>h.p. Humber, forks, tank,^
'

less engine.
.„. ,

back wheel, or complete.

-Eankine, Milton, Northfleld Av., Ayr.
[9100

WANTED, readers ol this paper who contemplate
purchasing or exchanging a motor cycle. *-

At
Vl»
At
Vt»
At
(•>
At
At

an(i at

Glaseow, Aberdeen, Dundee,

Kirkcaldy, & Newcastle-on-Tyne

At
Vtf
At
Vt*
€li%

Mi
Vt*
At

is*
Iff
At
At

neruse the classified advertisements and coninare our

iriccs We cannot be beaten for value—Newnham
Motor Co 223. HamlBersmith Rd.. W.6. Phone

:

Hammersmith 80. '9217

EXCHANGE.
6hn J A. P. Combination; £38; or Levis, similar.-lO.

Boundary Ed., Merton. [8881

Sh.p. Combination, fully equipped, and cash for G.P.

fc20 Cyclomobile, -a-seater, for good combination:

6 "''MorBan.^^JWildin'g,^ A'rgoed," 'Mon. [8607

19 ^
cash' flTd.-'72, "Higli" Rd., Strcatham. [8685

TO 19 4h p. Douglas Combination for late light-

i-Xf weight auu cish.-9, Fleet St., Torquay. [9084

CABINET Gramophone, mahogany, 40 gn. model,

lor motor cycle.—76, Cromwell Rd., Luton. [9167

ARIEL 1920 Combination, unmarked, for light-

weight and cash.—68, Bingham Rd., Croydon

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number ai the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b.v.s
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EXCHANGE.
|

"1020 New Imperial Combination for small car;
Jl«7 offers.—Thompson, 253, Munster Ed., Fulham.

ClIXTY Cars for Exchange; postcard procures list,

io Call.—Douglas S. Cox, Motors, West Norwood.
[8974

INDIAN 5h.p.. 1918, 3-speed, K.S., lor Scott, not
earlier 1916.—Stuart, 84, Warley Bd., Blackpool.

[X2665

T016 Clyno Combination, 3-spaed, 6h.p., for solo

.«-«? mount, about S^sh.p.—202, Trinity Rd., S.W.17.
[9314

BUDGE Multi Combination and cash for higher
power.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., Kilburn,

N.W.6. [8157

T>UDGE Mnlti 5-6h.p., ccachbuilt; £52; exchange
jtV cheaper machine.—32, Batfern St., Battersea,

S.W. [9120

1 Q19 Sidecar, value £25, and cash, lor motor cycle

JLJ/ offered.-Thompson, 32, Clarence Ed., Kentish
Town. • [8846

ej-Sh.p. Combination nnd cash lor 2-seat<r. Details

»J' under Rovers tor sale.—R.B., 62, Hindes Ed.,

Harrow. [8754

EXCHANGE 3l4h.p. N.S.TT. engine, good condition,

for 4h.p. Bradbury, tank same.—12S, Albert Ed.,

Harrogate. - [,8728

1 Q13 Douglas, O.K., Rudge (see adverts.); exchanges
Xiy considered; cash either way. — 63, Solon Rd.,

Brixton. [8984

CROUCH 2-seater, 3-speed, reverse; exchange motor
cycle and cash.—Newman, 1, Brantynjod Parade,

Wealdstone. [8962

e;-6h.r. Eex Solo, overhauled, good as new, and cash,

for oombinatiou; London.—Box 7,449. do The

Motor Cycle. [8592

MORGAN wanted; exchange late 1917 4h.i). Douglas
combination, tax paid.—27, North Side, Streat-

ham Common. [8589

1 QIS Countershaft Triumph, equipped, taxed, for

J-tJ 1920 P. and M. ; cash adjustment.-1, Othello

St., Liverpool.- [8820

PREMIER Combination, 2-speed, twin; wanted
higher power ditto, or sell.-2, Oaktree Villas.

Thames Ditton. [3959

EXCHANGE Offers Wanted for lady's and gent's

24in. new Aildays cycles, list £30.—Hutchinson,
Boroughbridge. [9041

EXCHANGE ccachbuilt sidecar body and free engine
ivheel lor good gent's 3-speed cycle.—Box 168, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [X2592

QUN-PRECISION 1914 4h.p., S-speed, for Indian.
C5' Coachhuilt ' sidecar, less - wheel, spring, £2/5.-2,
Appian Rd., Eow. [8661

PREMIER, S'/.h.p., T-T. Model, £15 new parts fitted,

for counte'rshaft machine; cash adjustment.—63,
Solon Rd., Brixton. [8983

OMEGA-J.A.P. 2=41i.p., 2 speeds, almost new. per-

Jef^t, last, with cash lor Triranph.-42, Cecil Ter-

race, . Hortou, Bradford. [8612

6h.p. w.c. Hnmlier Engine, clutch, gear box, for P.

and M. engine and magneto.—West, 150, Ajnyand
Park Rd., Twickenham. [8711

I
EXCHANGE 1914 e.W.K. lor lightweight and cash.
li or sell £85.-28, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate.

,'Phone: Stratlord 2598.. [8902

£25 and 1914 Singer, Sturmey (3) conntershart, roach-
biiilt combination, lor Norton or Scott.—Fletcher.

100, Exeter St., Bradford. [8733

EXCHANGE Renault. Landaulet, 16h.p., in perfect
running order, for combination or motor cycles.

-39, Brunswick Rd., Poplar. [8486

ALLDAYS Alien, 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect condi-
tion, complete: £40; exchange combination.—

Ratcliff, Butcher, Wadhurst. [9156

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds, tick start,

-L3' new condition; £95, or exchange lor solo and
cash.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [X2599

EXCHANGE 1920 L.J. Light Car, all accessories, as
new, lor combination and cash.—C.S., 14, Swaton

Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E3155. [9006

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand machines and combina-
tions. Keen exchanges. Get list. Halilax Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halilax. [8857

HAELEY Combination, . 7-9h.p., hood and wind
screen, etc. ; exchange lightweight and cash.—

Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8.* [9341

4-CYL. Covered Ton "Van, smaller van, runabout,
combination; part sell; £100.—Electric Pram

Works, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. [8968

"1 Q20 2Vih.u. Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, equipped,
-L^ taxed, for countershaft Triumph, cash adjust-
ment.—], Othello St., Liverpool. [8819

EXCHANGE Late 1920 31,'oh.p" Rudge Multi, good
condition, lor lightweight and cash.—E. Davies,

Kingcoed, Llandenny, Usk, Mon. [9020

EXCHANGE 1920 Paragon. 2-speed, 2-stroke, spring
frame, lor good class household furniture.—

Cooper, 6, Waveney Rd., Lowestoft. [9175

BOOT Repairers.-A Crowe nailing machine, perfect
order ; exchange for good motor cycle, sell £45.

—

99, Dartmouth Ed., Forest HiU, S.B. [8648

LEARN more
-EARN more
VOUR value to your Employer
' depends on what yon know. The
only way to appreciably increase your
salary is to improve your knowledge,
and the more highly specialised the

knowledge, the greater the salary.

^ Prepare now for promotion—be
ready to grasp any oppor-

tunity

—

Make Yourself
a ' SpeciEilist.'

From the accompanying
list of Wolsey Hall Postal
Courses, pick out one or
more which you think
would prove useful. Get in
touch wi'th us, and we will

show you how— without
giving up your present post
—you can acquire, in a few
months, specialised know-
ledge which will win yon
promotion or a better job.

Write to day for FREE GUIDE
and Specimen Lesson (men-
tioning Exam, or Subject in

which interested) to the

DIRECTOR OF COMMERCE,
Depl. ALIO,

POSTAL
TUITION
for all Ac-
countancy &:

Secretarial
Exams.

;

ako in the
folio wing
Single Sub-
jects :

Auditing
Book-

keeping
Costing
Statistics

Income Tax
Economics
Commercial

Law
{allbranches)
Office

Routine
Foreign
Trade and
C orre-s
pondence,

& many others

WE ARE NOT
EXHIBITING
AT QLYMPIA

BUT
ARE MAKING A SPECIAL
SHOW AT OUR HOLBORN

DEPOT OF
PARAGON Patent

r , SavesSTORAGEi
^WHEN FOLOeO COMBINATION
OVILL PAfiS THROUGH 30 INCH

DOORWAY.

HAS BEEN ON THE MARKET

8 YEARS
AND PROVED ITSELF TO BE

ABSOLUTELY SATISFACTORY

CALL AND SEE IT
DEMONSTRATED.
WINCYCLE COMPANY Ld.

236, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.
A few doors from Kingsway.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE New Rudge Multi, not unpacked, loi

2^/ih.p., any make, and best cash offer, or edi
£75—Kempson, 122. Wood Vale, 3.E. [9094

UNIC Tixicab, 12h.p., 2 cylinders, overhauled, splea
did condition, for solo, combination, 2-seater;

cash either way.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [898< i

EXCHANGE 25/ih.p. Enfield lor S'/^h.p. 2-spe€c
Rudge or Rudge Multi, or sell £30, cash adjust

ment if required.—Riley, Elkstone, Buxton. [930S
,

LIGHTWEIGHT and cash ivanted for Indian com
;

bination, 3-sijeed, etc., fully equipped, esceptiona
condition.—259, Putney Bridge Rd., Putney. [8961

1 Q20 51i.p. Zenith, C.K.S., Siran eporttng eideeai
J-t/ electric liglit-^, discs, I'lilly equipped; for 192] -,

A.Y.—438, WaigroTe Rd.," Eiirletoivn, Lanes. [8581
i

EXCHANGE 2^4!). p. Douglas, 1920, complete witl
\

accesorieri, lor light csir, preferably Rover, ca«I
'

adjustment.—Brandt, New College, Oxford. [8551

RFDGE Multi SVi'h.p., 1919, T.T., discs, lamp^, hora -

speedometer; exchange good lightweight and carii

or sell £55.-Phillip3, Albion, Llandrindod Wells. [877i

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., assembled 6 months ago
,

exchange Met*o-Tvler (E. type) or Velocette am
I

£20.—Hurien, 48, Pulteney St., Barnebury, N.l. [866;
,

I
EXCHANGE two good eoaclibitilt combinations to
-J good Ford ton lorry, mag. ignition; must be sonni

and perfect.—Box 167, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X2S9!

"I
Q16 5-6h.p. Enfield Combination, Binks, good tytef

J-t/ engine just overhauled, for Ford van, or sel

—Forrest, 39, Palmerston Rd., Walthametow. [871 :

T| Q21 90 bore o.ti.T. Zenatli, as new, in exchange fc
\

JLtF H16 J^orton, Sports Sunbeam, or similar 192 '

n.odel.-OfEers to Zenith, 11, High St., Purley. [92T
,

GENUINE H.M.V. Gi'amophone, Exhibition sonn :

box, complete, 50 selections; £10; exchange casi'
motor cycle.— 65, Linden Av., Thornton Heath, Surre;

[865

1 t|20 Tamiiltn 2-seater, licensed, good running orde:

XJ/ Light modem combination, guaranteed sbxmi

wanted.—Letters. Dairkins, 230, UnderliiU Ed.^ Dulwid
[865

«Q14 P.v., SV'b.p. twin J.A.P.. Zenith type clutcl
X?7 splendid condition, for, 4 h-p. Douglas engim
gear box: casli.—10, Francis St., Barntoury, K.l.

[911

TVTEW IMPERIAL 2%li.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start

i.1 exchange lU'iumph or P. nnd M. combination, cas

adjustment.—Allstoa, 8, Etna Rd., St. Albans, Herts.
1917

EXCHANGE Wolf^SVih.p., 2-stroke, Albion 2-sr'Ci

tax paid, and £30 for combination, Triumph pii

ferred- no twine.—Cormack, Nigg, Ross-shire. ScothuK
[872

EXCHANGE Brand New Triumph-Gloria Combiii:

tion, all-chain drive, and cash, for late dynam
model 2-seater.—Cooper, 6, Waveney Rd., Lowestoft.

[917
,

HENDERSON, 4-cyL, lOh.p., splendid -order, owm
nervous; £58; Triumph or lightweight and cas

,

adjustment.—57, Kisnbury St., Camberwell, London. -

EXCHANGE 1915 23.ih.p. Douglas, splendid cond

tion, lamps, recently overhauled, etc., to £3
(receipts shown).-15, Sheep St., Bicester, Oxon.

STUDEBAKER Touring Car, dynamo lighting, di

tachable rims, for late 2-seater or fcombinatio

and cash.—Chambers, The Holt. nr. Cheadle, StaSori

shire. CX261

£15 and 1918 Triumph, Montgomery sidecar, value

£90, all almost like new, higher power coSibin:.

tion wanted, 1919 or later.-Ill, Walsgrave Rd., Co"

entry. ~ [XZ6V

EXCHANGE Campion Combination. J.A.P. 4h.i

Aug., 1920, perfect' condition, . for Humberrt
and cash, or sell £100.—Box 7,502, c/o The MoU
Cycle. C92E

1021 B.S.A. Combination, 4»4h.p„ cost £160. 00

A*/ dition as new; exchange good light car. Morp
or G.N., cash adjustment.—Por ritt, Tunstall Rd.. So

derland. 1^5!

WHAT Excliange8?-1920 special 3i/4h.p. T.T. B.S.J

with Philipson pulley, as new in every way, ai

like new, very fast; or sell, cash £55.—A. Jackson, Ea
^Parade, Keighley. [flSt-

F.O.C.H. .aie noted lor fair exchanges.—Fair Offer O
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampster

Puhe Station!. 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-

including Saturdays. [88*

1 (C|20 B.S.A. Combination, purchased Feb., 1921, i

L*J new. complete with electric lights, for good twi

Mnrgon, or light car, cash adjustment, or sell £95.—

Hope St., Maidstone , t89|

TRUMBULL Light Car; 4-cyL, dynamo, dicke

spare wheel, snlendid order, like new; exonani

}

late Matchless combination, cash adjustment, <» «

(

-Manning, Stowmarket. [Sp'

'

1 Ah.p. 4-cyl. W.C. Dorman 2-«eiat«r with dickey,^
X" equipped, 5 detachable wheels, electric ]m
smart; exchange good combination, sell £185.H
-Hestercombe Av., Fulham. fSS'

ZENITH 1921 Sh.p. Countershaft Combination,^'!

used a few times, complete, all accessosies, ^^
etc.- what oHers; or exchange for car. Seen LonflgBj!

Box 7,494, c/o The Motor Cycle. ™"'

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number .at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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If you would
ride in

Comfort

ALL
WEATHERS

see the

COLLEGE
Weather
Protection

Devices.

STAND

231
GALLERY.

All Prices

Greatly Reduced

I
COLLEGE LEATHER CO.,

NORTHAMPTON.

Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong Gcars-
fmmediate Repairs All paris for all types in stock.

Qiiotaiions despatched same day as (;:'ar is receiveJ
>TURMEY - ARCHEU COUNTERSHAFT GEAEs' full
^iiDireof 2ftndS-9peecl parts in stock. Any type of Rear re.
rilacement made to pattern for moior cvcies and cars, In-
itructionslieetsnnd price listgby return of post; sen! stamps.
We do not repair push cycle ceaM.' Use our Gear Oil, specially
Drepazed for Hub and Countershaft Gears in fjuart tins 3/-
ler tin, po>t free 3/6. Stnrmey '"ounter.';hdft Gear Boxes iti

stock whr.lf sale aid rttail—2-<:pee(l fill, n speed £17,
CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327. PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.15.

Telegiams anl Te'ephone—Putney I6OI.

Fend Rf-pairs to Pntiien Station (L. & S.W.Il.l

For tbe convenience of customers we have altered
Dur business hours as follows :—Weekdays, including
Saturdays, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sundays 9 a.m. to i p.m.

w

MUD SHIELDS
20/- set, reduced to

16/- post paid.

REG. SAMSON,
Ladywood Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Send for list.

REPAIRERS.
PISTONS for Every Type of Motor Cycle, ancient

nnd modern in stock, prices complete with rinps
ond eiidgeon piu6, from 15/- eflch; ell fully guaranteed
by us.—C.M.I), (below).

CYLINDERS Reground on the snme machinery as
used hv the leadinn motor cycle manufacturer*;.

Triumph. J.A.P., Kover, Singer, Premieo-, B.S.A.,
etc., rylinders leground and fitted with new piston,
complete -nith rings and gudgeon pin. 35/-; 2;'.4L.p.

J.A.P., Singer, Humber, etc., 32/-; returned' in 48
bours.-C.M.D. (below).

33,h.p. Douglas two cylinders reground and fittoil

4: with two new pistons complete, 50/-; other
twins, In(li,nn. J.A.P., etc., 55/- to 68/- ; compression
and satis t:iftion yiuiranteed.—C.M.D. Engineering Co.,
Leamington Spa. 'Phone: 768. [7116

GVV. HALL (Canada), foreman to Harley-David-
• son, Ltd., from March 20 to August 21. over-

hauls of every description, satisfaction guaranteed.—
38, Chiddingstons St., Fulham. [8565

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank cases,
cracked water jackets, valve seatiups, welded

and machined complete ; scored bores filled in and
ground to existing pistons.—Below. *

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complete,
in cast iron or aluminium.—West London "Weld-

ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chiswick
536. [0415

TRIUMPH Cylinders Regronnd and fitted with genuine
Triumph oversize pistons, complete with rings and

gudgeon, 40/-; J.A.P., Rover, E.S.A., etc., same price.

Compression and accuracy guaranteed.—Below,

'/E Speciali<^e in repairs, and guarantee same; com-
. ' plete overhauls, machining ; any part made to pat-

tern or drnwius:. No waiting.—Harvey's, 47, Soutu
Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. (Near Vnuxhall Stntion.) 19152

SEND Your Engine to me to be thoroughly over-
hauled and rebushed; singles 40/-, twins 60/-;

other repairs quoted for.—Terry, 16, Grove Parade,
East Finchley. 'Phone: Finchley 2261. [9410

WHY Wait for Repairs? — Engines overlianled,

cylinders reground; new pistons fitted in tew
days, and spare rings by return : accuracy guaranteed
—Bowser. 30, Summer Row l^arade, Birmingham. [8341

SEND Your Work to the firm who make the Black-
Imrne motor cycle. Tanks any make, frames and

all details, also repairs to all parts; tip-top work, prices

rieht. Try ns.—Osborn Engineering Co., Gosport, Hante.
[0652

HARLEY-DAYIDSON.—Overhauls and repairs by
expert, late loreman Harley-Davidsoii, Ltd.

Tenus moderate; satisfaction guaranteed. — Ajas
Motors, 154, Loughboiough I'ark, Brixton, London.

[8847
3.h.p. Twin Douglas Cylinders reground and fitted

/v4: with 2 new pistons, rings, pins, and valve s:-at-

ings refaced, 37/6; every job guaranteed; pistons 10/-.

—Rosefield Motors, Rosefield St., Leamington Spa.
[9001

HARLEY'-DAYIDSON Repairs and Overhauls.-We
are now able to put work in hand without de-

lay : skilled staff
,
under careful supervision.—Harley-

Diividson Motor Co. Ltd., 74, Newman St., London,
W.l. [0043

WE can bring your machine up to date and make
it into a countersliaft model by fitting a new

back, with Sturmey-Archer gear box ; any machine con-
verted.-A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Bir-
mingham. [7257

CYLINDER Grinding and new pistons at rut prices.

We specialise in high-class work and quick de-

liveries tor all classes of engines. Disrounts to traders.—
Kellett and Collinson, Ltd., Havelock Works, Great
Hoiton, Bradtcrd. [8629

CYLINDERS Reeround. accurate finish, compression
guaranteed ; Triumph, Rover, Premier, etc.,

37/-; all 2^4h.p. single, 33/-; twins. 2^/ih.p. Douglae,
55/-; J.A.P., Indian. James, 60/-; complete with
pistons and rings.

PISTONS.—Every pattern, standard or oversize, in
stock; low price.

PISTON Rings, high grade; none better; thousands
of testimonia.l= ; oversize or step cut 2/-, standard

1/6 each; return poet.—Patent Rings. 30. Wigan Rd..
.4therton [5191

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency, supplying spare ports and
overhauling V.S. 2-8peed genvs, which are also

fitted to Matchles.; jnachines, etc. New and serond-haud
V.S. gean-: in stoi-k.-Geiger, 24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel
Oak, London, N.W.3. [9374

HUB Gear Machines Converted to Countershaft, or
complete conversion sets suppUed to suit all

makes; recommended by the leading motor cycle
manufactniers,-Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Lane,
Coventry. 'Phone: 634. [2679

WELDING, Welding, Welding.—Welding done by
exports ; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes,

pistons, cranks, flanges, etc. ; aluminium a speciality.

No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.—H.
'Heap, 105, Bissell St., Birmingham. [0023

BEACH Engineering Co., 42, Earl St.. Cnventrv.—
Engines rebushed, cylinders reground, aluminium

or C.I. pistons fitted from £2: connecting rods lebushed:
valves 5/-, guides 3/6; pii^tons complete from 25/-.

rings 2/-; valve caps 4/6; other repairs quoted for, [0593

THE SCOTT

SQUIRREL
Beat all comers in

the 500c.c. Handicap
SPEED . . . . 74.S rn.pM.

THE "WINNER'S
HANDICAP."

SPEED .... 76.43 m.p h.

at Brooklands, Nov. 5th.

Undoubtedly the most

comfortable machine on

the road."

Guaranteed petrol con-

sumption 80 to 1 00 miles

per gallon.

Reduced Prices :

3| h.p. Squirrel . . . . £105

3f h.p. Standard . . £110

Standard Combination £145

See our Representative

on the Scott Stand at

Olympia.

NOW BOOKING ORDERS—
Cash or Instalment system.

ROSCOE MOTOR CO.,
295, Poulton Road, Wallasey,

Cheshire.
Telegrams

:

' Ignition/' Wallasey.
'Phones

:

WaU rgg. Wall 13X.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B47
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PALMER'S GARAGE
TOOTING.

THE NEW 1922

"BEDELIA"
Light Sports Two-seater,

8-10 h.p., 2-cylmder, Air-cooled motor, fliree

Speeds and Reverse, Adjustable Side-by-Side
seats.

Price - -€185
Complete with pump, jack, tool-kit, horn, and

four lamps. Speed up to 50 m.p.h.

Petrol consumption 50 m.p-g.

The comfort will

PLE/VSE YOU
Tbe luxurious springing will

DE1.IGHT YOU
The simple and efficient transmission will

APPEAL TO YOU
The low cost ot upkeep will

SURPRISE YOU
The flexibility and speed will

lEMPT YOU
A trial run'^wiil

DECIDE YOU.
Your oldcar or motor cycle taken in part payment.

Catalogue and full Details free item

:

Sole Concessionnaire for the British Empire
(all tno British Is c- Dominions and

D pandencie.s:

—

L. N. PALMER (Proprietor),
Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

MOTOR CYCLES
Upwards of 100 in Stock.

Selected Bargains

:

3| h.p. SCOTT £28

3ih.p. B.R.S. NORTON .. .

.

£70

2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 1916.. .. £30

2j h.p. O.K., 1921 . . .

.

£30
INVICTA, and Sidecar, 1921 .. £85

3 h.p. IVY, 1919 £30
6 h.p. BROUGH £30
79 h.p. RACING HARLEY . . .

.

£75
A.B.C., Comb. 1921 £105

AUCTION SALE EVERY WEEK
on Thursdays at 2 o*clock.

Entries invited. Catalogues irea.

PALMER'S GARAGE, TOOTING
The pre-eminent place for disposina of "motor

cycles.

Will make you a cash offer at sight.

You will be sure of a good cheque if you sell your
machine at Palmer's Garage.

Thousands of men have sold their machines here.

Make a speciality of motor cycles in the weekly
auction sale every Thursday at 2.

Auction fee for motor cycles under £50 reserve,

5 /- ; over £50 reserve. Jo/-. No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days notice is given.
\Yill collect machines from any London railway
station. The auction sale is held every Thurs-

day, commencing 2 p.m.

Sole Address:

PALMER'S GARAGE TOOTING.
Phnne

—

'Grams

—

208 Streatham. "Palmers Gnrage, TootiiiK."

REPAIRERS.
FRAME and Chassis Repair SDecialists. Cut-downs,

new forks, back stays, chain stays; fixed and hub
Kear machines converted; tube bending and machinery
of every description ; obsolete parta made to order

;

urgent jobs returned in 12 hours.—The Enfield Engi-
neering Co., 31, Silver St., Enfield. [8049

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
W. 1 , specialist? in motor cyole repairs of all

descriptions. Completely equipped -n-orkshops at 14,

Miller St.. Camden Town, N.W. ('Phone Museum 2434),
which aflord exceptional facilities for overhauls and re-

pairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [0639

ROC 2-speed Wheels, Humber, Rex, V.S., Matchless,
Campion, J.A.P., .thoroughly overhauled. All

spares in stock. Repairs recommended by manulac-
turers. When forwarding wheels, leave on outer
cover—protects the rim. Rex V pulleys in stock.—
J. Connolly, 13. Carmelite Rd., Coventry. [X2695

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken flanges,

cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn bearings
built up : aluminium gear boxes, crank cases, any
broken motor part welded and machined up and re-

turned in 7 days; 14 years' experience.—Lincoln Jeflries,

Jun., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, fiteelhouse Laue,
Birmingham. 'Phone: Central 729. [2818

WHITE and Watson, Mot<tr Cycle Repair
Specialists. Douglas riders now is your oppor-

tunity. 234h.p. Douglas cylinders reground and fitted

with two new pistons complete, and valves refaced,
for £2 per pair. Other cylinders at the lollowing,
rates: IJp to 65 mm. 25/6, 70 mm. 29/-, 80 mm.
34/-, 85 mm. 37/-, and over 39/6; 2-strokes extra;
aluminium pistons. Engine rebushed, rebalanced, and
overhauled; gear boxes overhauled, and replacements
machined.—White and Watson, 80, Belvedere Rd.,
S.E.I. [8831

IF only tbe best will satisfy you, then the Tennant
Engineering Co., 238, Bristol St., Birmingham,

alone can please you. Super-critical you may be, but
their work will pass your inspection down to the last

detail. No firm has more experience, no firm has keener
workmen, no firm has greater or better facilities for

turning out perfect work, and no firm will strive more
to give you satisfaction. Cylinders rebored and fitted

new pistons. Rebushing of every description. Engines
completely overhauled and returned full of vigour and
vim. Frames altered and repaired. Everything
fully guaranteed and at competitive prices. Official

repairers to A.C.U. and R.A.C.—'Phone : Mid. 1928.
[0047

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE: '"• addition to advertisements under
this heading, advertisevients of Spare Parts for

individual makes of motor cycles icill be found at

the end of the advertisements of such makes in

the- classified pages of "Motor Cycles for Sale."

VALVES.—Triumph pattern, inlet and exhaust, 2/.6;

other patterns, suiting most engines, 3/3.—Below,

LAMPS.—Powell and Hanmer No. 128 55/-, 127
67/6; tail lamps, 8/6, 6/6, and 4/6; spot lights,

40/- and 55/-.—Below.

LAMPS.—Special line of soiled Powell and Hanmer
120 lamp sets, slightly soiled, only 25/-; ap-

proval.—Below.

SEATS.—Tan-Sad, 38/6; backrest, 9/-; side footrest,

6/-; astride footrest, 5/-.—Below.

GEARS.—All Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear
parts in stock; N.S.XJ. 2-speed gear, dElO; Philip-

son pulleys, 147/-.—Below.

CLOTHING.—Special line of extra double-breasted
motor coats, astounding value,, 21 /-, approval

;

R.A.F. gauntlet gloves, special line, 5/6.—Below.

CHAINS.—Large stock of chains. Renold and
Coventry, yoin.x3-i6in. 4/11, Vain-X.SO fVtin.)

5/5, %in.xi^in. 6/1, %in.x%in. 6/6; magneto chains,

V^iu-XVyin., 2/8 per foot; Hans Renold chains, special

for 2^4h.p. Douglas, y2in.x3-16in., 68 links, 13/6 per
length; stud extractors, 5/- and 8/- each.—Below.

GOGGLES.—R.A,F. Aero Triplex glass, highly recom-
mended, 12/6; rubber pattern, 2/-; other types

from 3/6.—Below.

BRAKES.—Special line of Bowden front brakes for

.2%h.p. Douglas, 20/-; P. and M., 22/-.—Below.

DISCS.—Ace discs, spun aluminium. 35/- per wheel;
suitable for most maetiines.—Below.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Easting wind screns, Baby
type 70/-. Standard 90/-, Royal IIP/-; Cowey

speedometers. 115/- and 130/-; Watford, 115/6 and
125/-.—Below.

HORNS.—Special line of mechanical horns, 10/6 and
12/6; car tvpe, 15/-; bulb horn, 15/6; Olayrite,

22/6; large French type, 22/6.—Below.

MAUDES' Motor Mart, 100, Gt. Portland St., Lon-
don, W.l (Museum 581); 100, Paris St., Exeter

(Tel : 833); and Walsall Garage, Walsall (Tel.;' 444).

AMAZING'*
OFFER

^

ABSOLUTELY
BRAND NEW
6 h.p. and 8 h.p.

ENFIELD
COMBINATIONS

11 gns.
Complete Hood, Screen, etc.

List Price about £170.

ABSOLUTELY
BRAND NEW

4i h.p.

D-w-A-
COMBINATIONS

Complete Hood, Screen, etc.

85 gns.
Makers' List Price about £150.

i

Skootamotast

Only 15 gns.

List Price about £75.

SHORT &GLASS^ Ltd.

487, 489, 491 & 493,
UPPER RiCHiVIOND RO.:

EAST SHEEN, London, S.W.I*
,

Write, 'phono or call. 'Phone : RIchmoni) MW-M

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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GRADES H.M., S.F., H.

CHALLENGE
oiLeu?

STOKE NEWI^4GT0N
LONDON. N.I6.

^. Ladies and Gentlemen,

We claim to have solved the problem
, -regarding Sidecars and the protection of

t the passenger. , This Sidecar is proclaimed
^" .the most wonderful and luxurious Sidecar
: .yet produced. Read what "The Motor

Cycle" of September 8th, 1921, sa>'S : "A
' really weatherproof Sidecar, neat, simple,
-: practical,_ and giving all the advantages of
*' the permanent coup6 top ; also its invisibility

'•.when in the down position."

- : We are now placing upon the market an
-"^improved design of the Brookes Patent AU-
. "weather- Sidecar Coupi^, embodying the same
' principles, but on more classic lines. This
; Body is nothing more or less than a luxurious
- open Sidecar in fine weather, but, in wet

weather, can be instantly converted into a
\ totally enclosed Coup6 Body, no leather or
'Lcanvas hood being used. This gives com-
^ 'plete protection from rain, wind, and draughts,
- etc. At the same tune allowing of sufficient

.fresh air by, means of adjustable side wings,
' screen, and a ventilator fitted to the top

portion of the head. The whole is finished
in first-class coach style, and mounted to a

-.^specially designed MiUs-Fulford Model De
Luxe Chassis, suitable for machines of 5 h.p.
" id upwards. You will be well advised to
;ake a point of seeing this Sidecar before
lacing your order elsewherez

We shall not be at Olympia, but shall be
Bemonstrating in the immediate vicinity,

ghd shall be showing at all the principal
^otor Cycle Agents in London.

Price, complete, £65.

/" Tor fiu-ther particulars, apply to youi
l^gent or direct to the Sole Manufacturers
6nd Patentees

:

BROOKES & HARRIS,
eisliop street, and 126, Merridale Street

WOLVERHAMPTON.

I

B

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
COPPER ExhausfePipe, polished, all sizes stocked,

straight, from 2/3 ft.; bending a speciality.—
Evans.

TRIUMPH PipesT special offer, complete with clip:
copper 14/6, steel 13/-, plated 18/-.—Evans.

DOUGLAS, 25/lh.p.; copper 12/6 pair, steel 10/-,
plated 17/6.—Evans.

"pUDGE, Sunbeam. Rover, Norton, copper 20/-, steelA^ 16/-; New Imperial, Omega, Levis, etc., copper
14/-, steel 10/6; all T.T. bends.—Evans.
TV/TUFFLER, Ends, detachable, fish-tailed, to suit
.L'-l. above, various sizes stocked, from 2/6.—Evans.

"p^OOTBOARDS, solid aluminium, upcurved front
t- and heel piece, with adjustable clips. 15/6 pair:
with fittings for Douglas, 16/6; for Triumph, 17/6.-
Evans.

WHEELS from 42/- pair; specials built to order;
any parts supplied.—Evans.

nnOOL Boxes, armoured, suit Triumph, etc., 10/9
-- pair; with locks, 13/- pair.—Evans.

XTANDLE-BARS. plated, Triumph pattern, W.D.
-•-•- or D.R., %in. 14/-, lin. 15/-.—Evans.

T EGSHIELDS, suit all machines, enamelled and gold
-»J lined, complete, 13/6 pair.; aluminium, 15/- pair.
—Evans.

ELT Rims, any size to order, 16/6; spring forks
from 60/-.—Evans.

/^ARRTAGE Free, cash with order, discount toV .trade.-Evans Bros., Brougham St., Hockley, Bir-
mingham. [X2658
TiWO-SPEED Gear Box (Chater-Lea), condition as.!:„n™; £3/10.—8a, GulTerden Down, Tunbridge
Wells. [9170
T>. and M. Engines, frames, gears, and practically all
-•- parts (not junk); stamp.—1, Bellingham Terrace.
Oatford. - [8935

ALBION 2-speed, kick starter, clutch, complete with
controls; ^£8.-114, Osborne Rd., Sparkhill, Bir-

mingham. [9299
/^EAR Box, 3-3peed and clutch, latest type, prac-
'-J' tically new; price £12/10.—Sinclair, 32, Charing
Cross, S.W. [9009

SEND for our Helmet and Tyre Price List.—Emanuel
and Co.. Tyre Factors, 37a, Balls Pond Rd.,

Dalston. N.l. [0733

TRIUMPH, less cylinder, £6; Bosch 45°, £3; B. and
B., 15/-: Am.nc automatic, 20/-.—Tonge, Holm-«-

fleld, Sheffield. [8993

SPEEDOMETERS: bargains.-2S0 Jones trip model.
' 70/-: trade supplied.—Pioneer, 211, Shaftesliury

At., London, W.C. [9184

1 ^A SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws. 3/-; 144
LifyJ bright steel bolts, 2/6; 72 bright hexagon
nuts, 2/6.—See below.

lyO BEST Spring Wa-shers. 3-16ia. to i,4in.. 1/9: 36
• /^ castle nuts, i^in. to V2in.. 1'9.— See below.

1 AA. COPI'EEED Bifurcated Eiveta, 8d. ; 12 Sin.
-*-^*^* hack-snw blades. 1/6; nnv of the above car-
riage paid.—Wood, Tithebarn St., Preston. [X2271

STURMEY-AECHER Countershaft (tears; all p<'irts

in stock at makers' prices.—Baitletts, 93. Gt.
Portland St., W. [9239

DOUGLAS 23ih.p. Amac carburetter, controls and
6 jets, scarcely used; 25/-.—Innes, 261, Rookery

Rd., Birmingham. [9007

SPEEDOMETER, Bonniksen. isochonous (Rothcrham,
Coventry), new; £5; approval.—Lancaster, Heeley

Rd., Birmingham. [X2590

NEW Sturraev Gear Box, ball races 4/-, clutch worms
1/-. Ferodo rings 3/10.—Simpson, Engineer, Sun-

bury-on-Thames. [8940

ALBION 2-speed Gear Box, engine sprocket, chain,
and belt, nearly new; £5/5.-28, Franifield Rd..

Highbury, N.5. [8918

FOOTBOARDS, solid aluminium, fit Triumph,
P. and M.'s, without alteration; 10/6 pair,-

carriage 1 /-.—Below.

P.
and M.'s. cast aluminium chain covers: the set,
polished, 29/-, carriage 1/3.—Below.

NUMBER Plates, cast aluminium, raised silver
.polished letter and border; cycle 10/6 pair, car

15/6. Send for folder.—Towler, 22, Thorn St..

Burnley.
'

[8288

LEGSHIELDS, with side valance, black, gold lined,
with fittings: 14/6 pair.—114, Osborne Rd.,

Sparkhill, Birmingham. [9300

ELECTRIC Horn, 12 v., black oxidised, new, with
wire and switch ; 20/- ; approval.—3a, Alcester Rd..

Moseley, Birmingham. [8608

ALUMINIUM, cast iron, and steel piston manufac-
turer; any pattern.—W. Cole, 53, Sarehole Rd.,

Sparkhill, Birmingham. [7276

RENOLDS Chains, %X'4, 96 links 20/-, 56 links
12/-; soiled, but unused; approval.—56, Sutton

St., Aiton. Birmingham. [X2597

OALE.—Frame 25/-. saddle 12/6, 26x2K front wheel
k5 10/-, tank 17/6, 2 good tyres 8/-, 12/-.—37, St.

Luke's Rd.. Maidstone. [8776

FRANK B. ROPER
Has for Immediate Delivery
the undermentioned

NEW MODELS
? h.p. A.J.S. combination

/ h.p. A.J.S. comb., with dynamo
7 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus comb.
4 h.p. INDIAN Scout combination

3rf h.p. SCOTT combination .

.

£195

£223

£175

£145

£145

SOLO MACHINES
7 h.p. A.J.S £144 10

7 h.p. INDIAN Powerplus .

.

£140
4 h.p. INDIAN Scout . . .

.

£120

3J h.p. SCOTT Squirrel .

.

£110

2Jh.p. A.J.S £95

3i h.p. P. & M. (shop-soiled) .

.

£95

21 h.p. EDMUND, spring frame £90

1922 model LAGONDA
COUPE Light Car, C.A.V.
iighting'and starting, speedo-
meter and clock . . £395

166 & 168, London Road,

SHEFFIELD.
Wires: " Roner, 2802 Sheffield.

The New QUICKLIT

The B St
Incandescent
Petrol G ' s
Lamp on tha
m * k t,

irrespeotiVQ
of pnloe-

300 cindle
pourer at a

cost of id per
houp fop fuel.

HAS
AUTOMATIC
BURNclR
CI.EANBR,

THE QUICKLIT LAMP CO
(Proprietors : Frank Duiiderdals Ltd.)

61. Lower Mosley Stpoet, Manchsstep.
Ptuine .— Cent. 1336

LIGHTS WITH
MATCHES.

iNq motliylated
spirits required.'

Uses one ar^e
durable mantle
Prices

:

Tabla Lamp (as
illustrated) £3
Storm Lintern

£3
Fend for List show-
iiip all designs for

outdoor and indoor
Bhtiiig.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B51
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A NEW
SAXON FORK

FOR 1322.
DO NOT FAIL

to see the newr

SAXON FORK
CMark 3) at

OLYMPIA
on the Stands of various
Manufacturers & Factors.
The merits of the Stand-

ard Saxon Forks are well
known, the new "Mark 3"
is a worthy companion

—

the design is right—the
springing is right—the
manufacture is right—^and
the price is right.

A notable point about
Saxon Forks is that
the springs are placed
above the crown, and are
therefore not "liable to get
rusted by mud.

Prices are coming down.
The price of Saxon Forks
has come down.

1 am not showing as an
exhibitor, but my Forks
audi wiil.be at Olympia
Show.
See me and I will see

you right.

Write for list and quota-
tion.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
SAXON SPRING FORK WORKS,

Digbeth - BIRMINGHAM.

THE LATEST 1922

8 h.p. ROVER

GARS.
Delivery From Stock
With Dynamo f\f>f\f\

Lighting XtjLjLXJm

Full Range of

ROVER SPAREI

Specialists in

ROVER REPAIRS

KAYS,
8, Bond Street, EALING, W

Phone

:

1827

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

P. and ai. Spares, P. nad 11, Spares, P. and M.
Spares, P. and M. Spares, FT and M. Accessories.

P. and M.—Below.

P-
and M. Engines complete £7, gears £2/15, frames
£1/5, tankd 15/-.-Below.

P. and M.—T.B. magnetos, with sprocket and chain,
guaranteed; £2/5.—Below.

P.
and M. Lubricators, tank cops, 1/9 each; footrest
rubbers, 2/3 pair ; toolbags, 5/6 : silencers, new,

17/-.-BeIow.

P.
and M. Sidecar Chassis, complete with tyre and all

fittings, £4/10.-Below.

P.
and M. Gear Operating Chains complete 6/6,
saddles 15/6, chain casee, complete set £1/5/6,

piston rings [new) 1/9.—Below.

P.
and M. Driving Chains, set of 3, good second-hand,
£1/5: kick start chain, 3/-; handle-bars, 12/6;

magneto levers, 4/-; carburetter levers, 5/6.—Below

LIGHTING Set, electric, comprising of 4 volt 20
amp. acoumiilator, new, in case, head lamp, tail

lamp, wires, and switch; £1/17/6.—Below.

ACCUMULATORS. 4 volt 20 amo., new, in case,
14/-; generators, new, 10/6.—Below.

P.
and M. Incomplete Machines, £18; only a few left.
—Below.

P.
and M.—Try our new foot control for operating
your gear. Get away with both hands on handle-

bars. Riding in traffic made easv, and no fear of
skidding. Kitted in two minntes. Price complete 12/6.—
Below.

WIXU Sereeus, large celluloid, aluminium frame, and
storm apron, fittings for any sidecar; £1/2/6.—

Below.

'"\X7IND Screens, Avro, polished aluminium frame, ad-
VV jxistable, ideal for sporting sidecars; 7/-.—Below.

P. and M.^TTe are the largest dealers in R.A.F.
P. and M., and shall be pleased to quote you or

give yoii any information and advice on their machines.
Trade supplied.—Motor Cvcle Accessories Co., Station
Buildings, 868a, Old Kent Rd., London. [9364

G.N. Spaies, cylinders, cylinder heads, connecting
nrankc:, brake drums, etc.—Urnuhart, 371, Earls-

field Ed., London, S.W.18. [8707

LIGHTWEIGHT, absolutely complete, less unit, T.T.
bars, knee grips, good tyres; £11/10.—Decourcy,

Frankfort St., Birmingham. [9166

BEST and Lloyd Drip Feeds, new, 12/6; carbu-
retter levers, new, 8/6; Cowey trip speedometer,

new, £3/17/6.—Below.

CHAINS, new, Renolds.—Harley rear, 25/-; Enfield
rear, 22/-; P. and M. rear. 20/-; Clyno rear,

20/-: Triumph front, 13/-; 2%h.p. Douglas, 9/-.—
Snow. Laurel St.. DalstoD, E.8. [9342

ARDEN.—Comi)lete set of 2%h.p. 2-stroke engine
parts, machined ready for assembling; £4/10;

makes fine engine.—Below.

ARDEN Lightweight Spring Forks, new, 40/-; also
spare parts for Arden machine—cylinders, pistons,

crank cases, flywheels, etc.—Below.

HUMBER 3V-h.p. Piston, 19/6; Premier, 22/6;
Rex. 25/-; Singer, 25/-; Triumph. 24/6; all

complete with rings ana gudgeon pin.—Below.

ROC 2-speed Gear Box for Lightweight, 60/-; ditto,
new, 90/-; Albion ditto. 90/-; Albion 2-speed,

clutch, kick start model, £8/5; Sturmey S-speed gear
box-, good order, £12; Mark VII. Armstrong wheel,
good order, £7/10.—Below.

WILLIAMSON. Singer, Premier, and Bex Cylinders.
pistons, connecting rods, valves, etc., in stock.

—

Below.

VILLIERS Pattern Cylinders, new,- 40/-; Renold
^/s X% Cham, 50-52 links, new, 12 / 6 ; ditto

Coventry chain, any length. 4/6 per ft. ; Wood-
Milne 26x2i/j new covers, 14/-.~BeIow.

TRIUMPH Parts : Triumph countershaft tank, not
W.D., 40/-; 1914 ditto, 30/-; Triumph spring

forks, £4; 1914 cylinder, 40/-; ditto, new, but
slightly chipped. £3/5; front mudguard, 14/-; rear
ditto, 10/-; 1914 rear part frame for 3-speed hub.
50 / - ; Sturmey 3-speed wheel, £ 9 / 10 ; handle-bars,
20/- each. Lots of other parts.—Alf. Holland, Hearsall
Lane Corner, Coventry. [X2692

P.
and M-—Now is the time to renovate. Incomplet*
machines, £17/10; 1918 renovated machines, aa

new, guaranteed, £55.—Below.

and M.—Engines renovated £10, gears £5, forks
complete 70/-, wheels 35/- pair.—Below.

P.
and M.—All t"he following new : Magnetos SO/-,
chain case 6/-, valves 5/-. saddles 25/-, footboards

12/6, chain case sets 32/6, piston rings 1/-, bushes 1/-,

drip feedfi 19/6, frames 25/-.—Below.

P.
and M-—Tanks 15/-, handlebars 15/-, tyres (brand
new) 1 7/ 6. Al parts stocked

; prompt delivery.

Stamp, please.—Below.

LEWIS ax. INMAN, Specialist and Apent, Durham
Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone; Waterloo 296.

[7242

P.
and M.—All parks in stock for P. and M.'s; send
stamp ; P. and M, speGJalist.—H. Beardwood.

147, Burlington St., LiverpooL [9524

P

Once inside

OLYMPIA
look out for the badge

—

My several assistants are at your service

. whether you require a

Lightweight or a Combinatirfn.

To see mepersonally remember

01
Messrs. Humphries & Dawes, where the

Carriage Paid

OK-JUNIOR
will be on show.

F. J. YOUNGS,
2, 3, S, The Parade, High

Road, Kilburn, N.W.6. .

NEW
OFFICERS'

TRENCH COATS
1 have a large stock, and

can supply per return, on,

receipt of order, accompanied
with remittance. All Coats

sent on approval, carr. paid.

Best Quality Coat, interlined

oilskin, check, and loose fleece,

£4 0. Cheaper quaUty. but

good, £3 5 0-

Airmen's Leather Coats, from

65/- to 90/-.

Blue Naval Coats, lined oil-

skin, and check, £3 15 0.

Also a quantity of Light'

weight Waterproof Macks to

clear, at 21/-.

You run no risk—if you don't

like the Coat send it back, and

I return remittance m full.

Please send chest measurement over

ordinary coat.

FRED FIRTH,
Woodbridge Road,

Moseley, BIRMINGHAM.-

.B52 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each adfertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Patent
applied

for.Th. NESTHILL
SpeedometerLight

I Hli> Jt> M ti J tKT UbfciFUI. ACbbaSOfDT

Combined speedometer, light, temporary
headlight and inspection lamp, complete
with switch and 42 inches of flexible cable,
nickel plated on brass.

Price : with 4 voit bulb. T/6
When ordering please state dia. of speedometer.

e, 8, and 12 volt bulbs, 2/S extra.
Manufactured by

G„„,, ERNEST H.HILL.Ltd.,
inflator. Broomhall Street, sj^^'

Sheffield.' SHEFFIELD.

ARIEL SPARES
WE CARRY

A LARGE STOCK
AND CAN GIVE
IMMEDIATE

1
DELIVERY

WINCYCLE COMPANY LTD,
236, HIGH HOLBORN W.C.I.
A few oors from Holbo~n Tube Station.

/c
If IR

The mau who rides

knows what is

wanted. Sixteen

years' riding
expe rience.

Get thi-

Book.

SEND A\ \
CARD TO
IRVINE SMITH,

BUTTERSHAW, BRADFORD.

MOTOR DRIVING
Made Easy
BY H. H. DAVIES.

A simple course of instruction by an
experienced owner-driver.

Price 3/- By Post 3/4.
l='fom ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. 20. Tudor Street
Lonaon, E.C.4, and leading bookselle.'s

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
CROWN Adjustable Pulleys from Stock; Triumph,

B.S.A., Premier, Ilumoer, Bradbury, Precision,
17/6; J.A.P/s, 19/6; Douglas, 25/-. Engine sprocket
manufacturers.—Riding, ton.

MAGNETO Sprockets; 7-tooth, 8-tooth, 9-tOoth, 4/-;
10-tooth, ir-tooth, 12-tooth, 4/6; 14-tooth, 5/-;

16-tooth, 5/6; 18-tooth, 6/-; 20-tooth, 6/6; 2l-tooth,
22-tootb, 7/6; 24-tooth, 8/6; boring, 2/-.—Ridington.

LIGHTER Flints, lid. doz.; 3 doz., 2/-; gross. 5/6.
—Ridington, 204, Southampton St., Camberweli.

[8627
CYLINDERS in Stock lor Triumph. Singer. Premier

J.A.P , Minerva, and other makes; prices per
return cto applicjition.—Forfield Motors. 11-13. For
field Place. Leamington Spa. [X2672

HALIFAX.—New Binks and Senspray carburetter.-,

to suit any machine; liberal exchanges; used
Amac, Binks, and B. and B. at low prices.—OoUiers
Motories, Hortou St., Halifax. [8855

1Q19 P. and M. Frame, forks, guards, stand, number
-«-*/ plates, ivheels, Lunlops (neiv), saddle, liandle-bar,

levers, abo.ve lot as new; £15/10, genuine snip.—Boyd,
27, Wellington St., Deptford. [8811

DOUGLAS 254h.p. : Piston, 7/6; valves, gudgeon
bushes, tappet guides, 1/6; rings, 1/-; viilve lifter.

4/-; front brake stirrup, 4/-; postage extra.-Corner,
3, St. Martin's Ed., Preston. [X0515

MORGAN Spare Part Depot.—Spares for all models
in stock; list free.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishops-

ate Av., Camomile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548-
[0076

LIGHT Car Front Axles, tubular section, 4ft. track,

fitted with swivel heads, steering arms, and track

rod; 25/-; stamp reply.—West, 50, Maiden Rd.,

Acton, W.3. [9081

CRYS-PAL Oarage.—Triumph countershaft chains.

%x%in., Reynolds 12/6, Brampton or Coventry
10/6; carriage paid.—86, Church Rd., Upper Nor-

wood, S.E.19. [9382

P.
and M. Compression Taps, 21- each; aluminium
chain cases, 30/- set; magneto cases. 5/6: tank

needles, 2/- each.-P. and M. Specialist, 147, Burling-

ton St., Liverpool. 19291

GEAR Box, brand new Burman, Model A. 2-speed,

kick start, "handle-bar clutch control, complete;
sacrifice £7/10.—Apply,' Holroyd Motors, 6, Warwick
St., Regent St., W.l. [9384

J.A.r. Speclalists.-All genuine 'j.A.P. spare ports

in stock lor all tvpe J.A.P. engine. Quotations
by return.—B. P.- Garage, 40, Murray Mews, Murray St.,

Camden Town, N.W.I. [7600

TRIUMPH, Genuine.—Brand new pistons, complete,
standard or oversize, 18/6; cylinders, with guides,

85/-; valve caps, 4/-; valve guides, 3/6; valves com-
plete, 10/- pair.—Below.

BACK Carriers, 14/-; stands, 12/6; silencers com-
plete. 14 /- ; chain cases. 12/6; Brooks Bl 70

saddles, 25/-; springs. 1/-; seat pillars, 1/6; Lucas's
K. of R. set, new, 45/-; P. and M. gear, 35/-.—Harveys,
47, South Lambeth Kd., S.W.S (near Vauxhall
Station). [9153

SADDLES,—Brand new lightweight, 22/-; 3!^h.p..
30/-; Brooks B1'70 or Empire, renovated, as

new, 22 /- ; recovering, 10 /- ; all post - free.—Gosford
Engineering "Ltd., Coventry. [X2691

BOWDEN Clutch or Exhnuat Levprs. 4/6. free.; forks,

cariers, sidecar springs, etc., for W.D. loaohines,
dirt cheap; st-amp and dimensions with enQuiries.—
Fitzsimntons, Healthfield Rd., Dublin. [6562

SUNBEAM Gear Box. incomplete, rear wheel second-
hand, Clyno rear wheel with sprocket and. spindle.

Thomson-Bennett mag., single; £8 the let, or would
sell separate.—32, Belgrave Rd., Slough. [8785

INDIAN Owners.—Get one while they last, now only
15 K.S. attachments for Indian motor cycles,

1911-14, guaranteed to fit, and prompt delivery; price
£3/2/6.—Andrews, Heath St., Golborne. [9297

~IQ14 Triumph Engine, as new, all new parts
At/ fitted, guaranteed perfect, £13; Armstrong,
Mark VII. 3-speed hub and controls, £8/10; 1913
Rex cyliadei, twin, as new. £3/18.—Below.

CYLINDERS. Humber, Triumph, Premier, genuine,
net imitation. Cylinders reground on new Heald

grinder; old cylinders equal to new. All types of
pistons in stock; also Several Triumph countershafts,
r-eground, and new pistons, cheap.—Crown Works.
Vecqueray St., Coventry. tX2694

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Tank, renovated. 40/-;
frames, 42/6; bottom stays 45/-, top 12/6; new

fork, with guard and stand, £7. All other parts.—
Simpson, Orchard Rd., Sunbury-on-Thames. [8937

TRIUMPH Riders.—We are supplying a special large
272 gallon tank for this machine; old tank

taken in part payment; write for full particulars.-
Forfield Motors, Forfield Place. Leamington Spa.

[X2674
VALVES, unbreakable nickel eteel, everv standard

make of motor cycle, in stock, sent return post,
4/3, post 3d. ; special and oversize, 4/9, post 3d.—
Coventry Motor Depot, Rosefield St.. Leamington Spa.

[7201
TRIUMPH Parts, also 2^,ih.p. and 4h.p. Douglas.—

Frames, wheels, tanks, gears, engine parts,
chassis, and numerous other parts to clear. State
wants; stamp.—Wilton. White Swan, Crystal Palace,

[9332

SIDECAR:
, OEPAIUS to all types and

1^ f-f /a ^ ^f ^ • * maleea of siclecat chassU
^^ **'* ''^ "^ * ^^ ; and frame:! duiddy and
IJ 'E*' "p A T U G eHicieiitly carried out.
rV £# Jr /^ A IV s3 5 l''irrft-cla33 workmanship and

J jT ^r^ t • 'material Upto-date plant.

to tne 1 rade \ *i"''='' deiiverv." ^ ! Worlt doiio for the Trade.
• Send U3 your ne.<t repair job.

r^

Lint o/iiifis, u'}teciB^spri)iff3, viitd(iuards. rlc.—allpa ti far
I uiH ii}{j jip chiissib—sent to tlie Trade i>ost~/ree on request.

SPECIALISTS IN SIDECAR Cti.-ljiJ^^

Vl 3^9 36).
^:

EUSTON RD. LONDON N.W.I.
.JJ

THE

"E.H.C." Dynamo
makes a special appeal to Motor Cyclists
whose machJnes are already fitted with
accumulator lighting sets. Will keep your
accumulators charged, and vclll allow you
to fit larger lamps. Easily fitted to any
machine. Output 4 or 6 volts, 3 amps

PRICE,
including Cut-out,

Wtile h'' details now to—

E. HALLOWELL & CO.
Lower Hanover Street, LEEDS.

DIRTY WORK but

CLEAN HANDS!
If you PELDO YOUR HANDS

FIRST, you can
work for hours,
handling grease, oil

and dirt, and a wash
in cold water and

ktioap will instantly
remove all traces of
dirt. leaving the
hands white and smooth

Pr.c*

SKIN CREAM
To be obtained from leadius Garaf^es,

Stores. Chemists. Iromtioitficrs. Grocers, etc.

Jf any difficulty in obtaining, send 1/6 to

' P^ldo" Works, Devon Wharf, Mile End,
JLot-^on, E. 1. giving the name and address

of your nearest retailer.

{Wliolesale : Broxvn Bros. Lid.) y
NO MORE AIR LEAKS

MAKE YOUR ENGINE JOINTS WITH

METALASTENE
;Prov. Pat. No, 14944/21)

TUBES 1/- & 3/-

Frotn alt- Asients or Post Fre^ .

METALASTENE Co.. Poulton-le-FvHe LANCS.

*II letters relating to advertisements should aiiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B55
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SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER
of our No, 3P

SUPERIOR

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSE.

Our usual exccllen. quality maintained.

The best value for money n the kinjaom.

Lareer sizes suitable for motor car.

SlK.
8'x6'
9'X7'

lo' X 8'

iz'x l'

14' X 8'

Z4j X 10'

16' X 12'

Height
toeaves,

Height
to ridge.

6'

6'

6'

6'

8'3"
8'6"

8'
6"

8'6"

r-

to'
3"

10'

3

Keduced prica.

S11 -

12 10
14 10
16 5
18 7
23 5
27 17

Floor & slop.

inBplatform.

£2 3 6
2 12 6

300
3 10

3 16 6

650
Carriage paid to stations in England and Wales for

cash with order. PROMPT DESPATCH. Made in

complete sections to bolt together, of SEASONED
BEST QUALITY Swedish Red Deal, planed, tongued

and grooved from fin. boards on strong framing,

mortised, tenoned, and pinned together. Roof of

matchboards covered with superior waterproof felt.

Tongued and grooved FLOOR AND SLOPING
PLATFORM made from ^in. boards. Two larger

sizes lin. floor and platform. Bolts and nuts for

erection supplied. Sati^ac^n guaranteed. Write for

Free List No. 86 for Bargains in Portable Buildings,

or No. 6 for Motor Houses.

Estimates free to customers' own requirements.

The principal, and best Makers at lowest prices oj

portable wood and iron buildings, poultry houses, etc

J. T. HOBSON & CO., BEDFORD
Established 80 years. Works q acres.

PROUD
SELF-CLEANING,
VARIABLE JET,
& EASY STARTER.

THE SIZE OF JETISVARIED WHILE
RIDING by moving lever "D,"

allowing you to obtain best possible

results from your engine at all times,

and reduce your Petrol Bill.

EAd 1^ STAR 1 1N6 is assured by pressinp

knob "C" smartly, which raises PliiniiGr
" B " forcing aspray of ru6Ithr^u^h Je: ' A "

at hiRh pressure, cauBint.' instant YaDoriEaticiD.

CHOKED J -T*- are cleared in the same
manner wh le riflinc

For AMAr, B & B, SENSPRAY and
ZENITH 8/4. Post free by return

Handte-bT Control 11/6 extra.

When ordering stale matie and year of Carbu-
rt:tter and length of Jet ami
Holder, or better alill send Id

Jet and Holder as pattern.

Proud-Autobits, 20. Gosfortb Rd., Southport

Preserve your

Cylinder.

Withstands heat,

petrol, and oil.

Tina 1 iZ and 2 '-.

post fr^e

OWEN BROS.
& Co, Ltd.,

HULL, England,

Motor

Cycles

THE DENNIS ACCESSORIES STORES.
89. Brixton Itoad London. S.W.

Speciallstsin "Indian" Repairs and Overhauls.
'Phone: Brixton 9129.

November 24TH, 1921.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
pULLEYS Supplied, either fixed or adjustable, from
J- Sin. to 12in. diameter, to suit your engine, gear
box, or cycle car; odd flanges made to any pattern
sent.—A. and E. Lower, 77. High Rd.. South Totten-
liam, N.15. [6804

BRAND New Sturmey-Archer Heavy 3-spced Gear,
clutch and kick start fitted to rear part frame.

ready to drop en Triumph frame, etc.; £16, cost £25;
approval.— 1, Meadow View, Newbridge, Wolver-
hampton. [8775

HARLEY Front Porks, complete, £7; frames, £6/5;
gear boxes complete, clutches, £15/15; T.T.

handle-bars, 52/-; tanks, latest, with fittings, £5
pair, wheels, carriers, saddles, etc.—7 St. Mark's Man-
sions, N.4. [9407

CRYS-PAL Garage.—Genuine A.B.C. spares, new,
half list price, as follows : Driving chains, solo

or sidecftr, 20/- each; Clincher 26x2V'X2Vi tvres, 30/-
each: approval; carriage paid.—86, Church Rd., Upper
Norwood S.E,19. [9381

UNBREAKABLE Chrome Nickel Valves, any pat-
tern, 7/- each, 12/- pair; stainless- steel ditto,

10/- each, guaranteed one year; step cut piston rings.
5/- pair; post free per return.—Capacity Eng. Co.,
Broseley, Shropshire. [5037

MINERVA 5h.p. Twin Engine, in order, £5; 50°
magneto, £4; bottom bracket stays, suit Sturmey

gear box, 40/-: top stays, 20/-; dropped frame, 25/-;
tank, 20/-; Amac carburetter, 14/6.—2a, Queen St.,
Fenton, Staffordshire. [X2656

DASHBOARD Lamps, aeroplane steering wheels, engi-
neers' bright steel washers, patent angle tyre

valves, 65% below cost.—Apply, Vale Engineering Synd.,
9 and 10. Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Axe, E.C.3.
Tel.: Central 877. [0699

BRAMPTON Bifiex Heavyweight Spring Forks,
£3/15; Terry's spring links for Druid and other

forks, 6/- pair; Renold or Coventry, brand new %xV4
chain, 5ft. length, 20/-; 3ft. 3in., 12/-.—Marble Arch
Motor Exchange, London. [7779

ZONK! Zonk! Zonk!—WlMt's thatP Sounds like a
straight-through exhaust made by R.C. and M.

Co. Get one. Don't envy. Copper 18/6, plated £1.
Mufflers, 2/6; Douglas UDdershie]d<;, 7/6.—Rugbv Cvelt'
and Motor Co., Bridget St., Rugby. [X2436

DOUGLAS 2^^h.p. New Spares.-Front cylinders,
25/-; crankshaft ball race, timing side 7/-, fly-

wheel side 10/-; valves, inlet or exhaust, 2/-; tappets
complete, 3/6; guides, 2/-; pistons, 7/-; exhaust lifter
links, per set of 3, 2/-.—Dowell (below).

33.h.p., new, engine sprockets, 4/-; gear box
4 sprockets, 5/-; pulleys, 5/-; chains, 6/-j second-

ary shafts, 17/6; gear box ball races, either size, 3/6;
wheel spindles, 2/6. All above new gooda.—Dowell
(below).

DOUGLAS 2^^h.p.—Second-hand frames, complete
and sound, enamelled, £3/10; front forks com-

plete, 30/-; front wheels fitted with new spindle, etc.,
20/-; semi T.T. bars, with expanding bolt, good cou-
dition, 7/6.—Dowell (below).

DOUGLAS 2->4h.p.—Second-hand Amac carburetters,
complete with new Bowden controls, 25/-; pistons

with new rings and gudgeon. 6/-; tappets complete,
2/;- crankshafts, 25/-.—Dowell (below).

DOUGLAS 4h.p.—New crankshafts, 45/-; new clutch
races, per set of 4, 4/-; new valves, 2/6; second-

hand Amac carburetters, with new controls, 25/-;
second-hand crankshaft, 30/-.—Dowell (below),

B. and B. Carburetter, with controls for 4h.p. single,
30/-; P. and M. rear sprockets, 48T, 5/-; all the

above carrip-fp fvf.ra; stamp reply, please. Cash with
o'"'?er; good'a iR?yt by return of post.—Dowell, Douglas
sijecialists, Pyrford, Surrey. [8904

CENTRAL Garage.—We have a splendid range of
Douglas 4h.r. and 2^/4h.p. spare parts which we

can supply at very cheap rates (see our la^^t advert in
" M.C."): all goods sent on approval against cash.— 302,
London Rd., Thoiuton Heath, S.E. [9229

1 (C| 1 1 Douglas Spares, repairs ; state requirements
-L«y Inflators, hand-foot type, 5/6, new, approval;
1911 Douglas motor cycles (rebuilt), fully equipped,
licensed, £28; makers' colours; 1911 Douglas Supplier,
55, Clifiiord St., Oxford Rd., Manchester. [9290

e:-6h.p. J.A.P. and Bosch, £10; Villiers clutch wheel,
*t^ 40/-: Albion gears, with controls, 85/-; prarticnlly
new 2-seater car, £75, cost £178; Sturmey S-speed
clutch wheel, £7/10; 2-speed gears, C, K.S., slight re-

pair, £3/10.-54, Eldon St. N.. Barnsley. [9039

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Cylinders, new, 68/-; pistons,
18/6; main ImM race, 7/6: exhaust valves, 4/-;

driving chains, 12 /- ; compression taps, 2 /3 ; control
levers, 4/-; filler caps, latest with cable, 5/6 pair;
main shafts, 10/-; ail genuine new.—Ward's (below).

MABON Clutch. H.B. controls, as new, for
Triumph, 52/6; free engine wheel, Triumph,

58/6.; 1915 Matchless forks,- 20/-; P. and H. lamps,
12/6.—Ward's (below).

DUNLOP Extra Heavy Tyres. 26x2?-^, 35/-; Mose-
ley ditto, 26x2U, 21/-; brand new stock; ?'4in.

belts, 1 /- per ft. ; fasteners, 7d.
;

postage extra.

—

Ward's (b^Iow).

TRIUJMPH and Sturmey-Archer Spares, every part
in stock genuine.—Ward's, 51. Upper Richmond

Rd., Putney. 'Phone: Putney r-lf^^. [9353

^v^l-^l^i"w^lw^^%l.•l^vwvv^l'V"J;

i Keep
J Yourself
i Alive

to the possibilities of the Trade
by studying week by week the

Authoritative Trade Journal of the

Industry,

"THE MOTOR CYCLE
AND CYCLE TRADER"
will keep you in constant touch

with all essential trade matters.

9/-
will bring it to you by post (or

one year.

FOR THE TRADE ONLY.

/*\oto^Cycle
--TRADER

Jl

139-140, FLEET ST.LONDON, E.C.4

S^rtAi-B-«'V^^^Ai%"-'V'W'.V"t"- "I

Are you interested in

LIGHT CARS ?

Readers of " The Motor Cycle"
who are considering the purchase
of a small car will find all the in-

formation they desire in the* pages of

Every Friday. FOURPENCE.

•IHh AUTOCAK cieais witn

every phase of motoring, and

very fully covers the small car

movement.

All the known makes of light

cars are advertised in "THE
AUTOCAR."
Bargains in second-hand light

cars are more likely to be secured

through "THE AUTOCAR"
than any other medium

Because

—

More second-hand light cars

are offered for sale in "THE
AUTOCAR" than in any
other motor journal. """

Publialled by

lliSe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4

B56 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the ecd of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Amazing Sidecar Offer.

Absolutely Brand New B.S.A. Sidecar
> Complete, Hood, Screen, etc. -

16 gns.

•WrilE

Cost over £40.
Phone or Call

:

Short & Glass, Ltd.,
457, Upper Richmond Road,

East Sheen, LONDON, S.W.14.
t^hone; Richmond 2362.

Tiiiika any
1

^hape'to ord-r.

i

RpiitBandre-

I
•nnmelling
( r m 15/6,
I llList rated
Lift free.

Aax ii I ft r »
tanks, with :

filUr, top. T g
pleo«, pipinK.
clips, com-
plete, always
> atock.

I

J<LGREEN Water M.. off eiiajwl^

AFTER THAT DIRTY JOB

7^£U^£^
will clean ths hands with or without

water and leave them soft and supple.

CONTAINS NO SAND OR GRIT.

In Tins jt-' Garages. Cycle Stores, Ironmongers, elc.

iSNOWHYTE Co., 13, Pocock ?t , London. S.E 1.

THii

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEER
A -monthly journal devoted

to the interests of motor
engineers, manufacturers

,

designers, draughtsmen, etc.

Indispensable to all interested

in the design and construction
of motor vehicles, whether

light or heavy.

Published on the SECOND
THURSDAY in each month.

TWO SHILLINGS NET.
Subscription Rate: Home and

abroad, 30/- ;.. Canada. 25/6 per

annum.

Publishers: . ILTFFE & SONS LTD..

I
20, Tudor Street, Londoo, E.C.4

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
WINGFIELD'S Clearance Reductions, first figure

is previous price.—Smart Bowser sidecar, £15,
£8; genuine 1914 Bosch ZEV, 50-, anti. waterprooi,
perfect. £5, £3/10; Remy IMagdyno. off Harley, £11,
£6; Senspray. controls, 20/-; 4-cyl. Humber engine,
wants few parts, £7. Stamp, please.—Wingfteld,
Stanley Rd., Bromley, Kent. [8932

DISCS.—We nre in;ikers of discs for any type of
motor cycle, polif^bed alumiuiiuu 25/- and 30/-

per wheel, enamelled st.?el 20/- per wheel, Rudse Multi
discs 5/- per Mheel extra; discs for Douglas, Triumph,
Indian, Harley-Davidson, and Uudgo Mnlti motor cycles
always in stock; promiit deliveries.-Hill and Co., Discs
Si>eciali.sts, 1. and 3, Waiuierc-ley Ed., Burv, Lanes.

[0351
GENUINE J.A.P. Engine Parts.—5b. p. and 8h.p.

crank cases, 50/-; pair new 8b, p. cylinders, 55/-
eacb or £5 pair; pistons complete, 17/6 each; con-
necting rods, 50/- pair; valve" complete, 4/- each; valve
guide. 5/6 each; exhaust caps, 4/- each; cam lever,
3/- each; gudgeon pins. 2/6 each; gudgeon piu bushes,
2/- each; and all parts for J.A.P. ; stamp reply.—
Hawkins (below).

"DURMAN 3-speed Countershaft Gear Box. £12/10
*-' each; and I have all parts for Burraan gear
boxes; Ferodo clutch plates, 7/6 each; layshaits 10/-
each; sliding gears, 5/-; lew gear pinions. 5/-; top
gear pinions, 5/-; stamp reply.—Hawkins (below).

8h.p. New Imperial Parts.—Imperial footboards, 10/-
pair; new front hubs, 10/-; rear, 15/-; rear

sprockets, 10/-; ^tamp reply.—Hawkins Cbelow).

ROVER Frames and back stays, 50/-; footboards,
10/-; pair front wheels, 20/-; rear wheel, com-

plete with sprocket, 30/-; stamp reply.—Hawkins
(below).

1,000 J.A.P. Valves, all complete, 4/- each; 1,000
J.A.P. piston rings, 7/6 -dozen.—Hawkins (be-

low).

200

6 -dozen.—Hawkins (be-

J.A.P. Engine Sprockets, Hx% and 15
teeth, 7/6 each.—Hawkins (below).

1,000 Pairs of heavyweislit Druid fork "springs, 2/-
pair; postage 9d.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd.,

Wandsworth. [7724

ROBINI.—Spares for Triumphs: Inlet valves com-
plete 4/-, exhaust 6/-; D.E. handle-bars, com-

plete. 20/-: foolbags, 6/6; back carriers, enninelled, 14/-:
back stands, enamelled, 12/6; silencers, new, 14/6; back
wheels complete, rebuilt, plated as new, £3/5 : front
wheels ditto, £2/10; long exhaust pipes, all black, 15/6,
plated bright, 21/6; chain cases, new, 12/6.—Below.

"pOBINI.—Douglas 4h.p. carriers, late type, 25/6;
-I-*' rear springs, 4-leaf, new, 8/6; top bearer bars,
extra strengthened type, 10/-; top leaves, 4/-; foot-
boards, new, 8/6; silenc^ers, 11/6; front chassis springs,
10/- pair; front bearer bar, 8/-; under trays, new,
5/-; frame centres, enamelled, as new, £5; valanced
mudguards, new, complete with stays, 27/6 pair.

—

Below.

ROBINI.—25ih. p. frames, enamelled, as new, £4/10;
top back stays, 7/6; handle-bars, 9/6; back

stands, 10/-; footboards, 3/6; silencers, complete, new,
11/6; back carriers, 12/6; tanks, as new, £2/10;
carriage extra. See Sidecar and Body column for
snips. Saddles, brand new, 30/-.—Below.

LEATHER Driving Gauntlets, fleecy lined. 6/6 pair;
large number tubes, new. 26X2 and 26x2%. 4/-

each; 28x3, 5/- each; carriage extra.-"Phone : Brix-
ton 1585.—Robini Manufacturing Co., 22, Water Lane,
and 1, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. 'Buses and trams
pass the door. _ [9325

CLYNO Tool and Spare Part Boxes, incomplete, but
containing the following: One large Lucas girder

spanner, 1 set spanner, 1 valve cap spanner, 2 tyre
levers, 1 magneto spanner, 1 small set spanner. 2
screwdrivers, 1 pair pliers. 2 chain rivet extractors,
2 box spanners, 1 tommy bar, etc., all brand now to
clear, 25/ ; a gift.-Marble Arch Motor Exchange,
London. [7781

BRADBURY Cylinders, £3,^0; piston only, 13/-;
rings, 1/9; gudgeon piu. 3/8; valves, 8/4; springs,

fcd.: exhaust cam wheel, 15/-; connecting pin, 6/-; large
hush, 3/3; small bu&h, 2/7 : valve caps, 4/-; tapijet

l^?ers. 4/.^; adjustable tappets, 3/6; all other spare parts
v^upplied. Write for price h^i.—Briglit and Hayles, 78,
Church St., Camberweli, London. [8795

DOUGLAS Parts.—Silencers, 2^.',h.p. and 4h.p., 10/6
each; brand new tanks, latest 1921 tyge, rounded

edges, enamelled makers' colours, unsoiled, 2^4h.p. 70/-,
4h.p. 65/- each; filler caps, any size, 1/10 each; Mill-

1

ford de luxe body, as new, with hood. £7/10; chassis,

£2;. Triumph tank, holds 2\; gallons. £2/15.—Park
Motors, la. Works Paradise Rd.. Highbury, N.5. [9178

DOUGLAS 2^;ih.p. Unused Spares, connecting rods
complete 18/6. piston.? 9/6, engine sprockets 5/6,

chain wheels 5/6, Renolds chains 7'6, Elite 6/-. good
secDnd-band cranksliafts 25/-, flywheels 15/-, front forks
[enamelled) £1, steering coluiuns 8/6, Douglas 4h.p. new
pistons with gudgeon 12/6; postage extra; stamp for

liBt.—A. Knapton, 30, Ciydtal Palace Park Rd., Syden-
ham. [8957

BARGAINS.-Xew B.S.A. carburetter, £2; B.S.A.
fcot-rests, 10/6; new 45/- electric horn, plated,

17/6 Garner exhaust alarum. 10!6: new Dunlop belt,

7ft.x'Vgiu.. 10/6; r.-H. plated lamp set, perfect, 20/-; pair

26x2 covers, good, 15/-; 26x2i-. front wheel. 15/-:

Zenith top back staye, 10/-; heavyiveiglit Bosch magneto,
perfect, 46/-. Stamp, paiticulhrs.— 95, North Rd..

Brighton. C9182

ICARDO
ALUMINIUM

SLIPPER PISTONS

Are -reliable and

BiVIPROVE ALL ENGINES.
The choice of the leading record breaker's,
and equally suitable for old machines.

Sole Agents:

BENTLEY & DRAPER, L^d.

4, Fencl^urch Avenue, Lime Street, E.C.3.

' An Echo of the Scottish Two Days.'

7th Nov., 1921, Edinburgh.
Dear Sirs,
" I wish to express my thanks to you for

the S.P.J, variable jet. Id mj' opinion
it suppUes a long felt want. I have used
it on my 1921 3J- Sports Sunbeam, and
ha,ve found it entirely, satisfactory. In
a recent reliability trial, I managed 98
m.p.g., combined with faster acceleration

and increased power on hills . The instru-

ment is exceedingly well made and is

well worth the money."
Yours truly,

SUTTON, J>OCKLINGTON & CO.,
111, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I.

I SELL nilCt LEATHER
in all colours, at 1/3 sq. It

LADIES SAVE MONEY
Make your own Gloves,
Hats, Dorothy Bags Tablo

Centres etc.

E. CATT, Leather Merchant, NORTHAMPTON.

il >»

MAGNETOS
By A. P. Young, A.M.l.E.E.

A Complete Treatise on
Magnetos for Motor Cars,

Motor Cycles, and Aeroplanes.

Price 4/6 Net. By Post 4/ 1

From JLIFFE & SONS LTD., =0, Tudor StreeL

LONDON, E.C.4, and leading Booksellers.

MOTOR DRIVING
Made Easy
BY B. H. DAVIES.

A simple course of instruction by an
experienced owner-driver.

Price 3/- By Post 3/4.

From ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street

London, E.C.4, and leading booksellers

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. B59
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DEECO ELECTRIC
LIGHTING
SETS.

7 Headlamps

3i Side Lamps

£6-6-0
COMPLETE

3 BALL
TAIL LAMP.

Dean's Electrical& Engineering Co. Ltd.

. 44, Nottingham Street, Rotherham.

SIDECAR SPRINGS.
REAL SPRINGS'

•2/6 each.
~

Made from tlie BEor bpria;^ hteel.

,
SIDECAR CO., 25, Upper Clapton Road, E.5.

'Phone Dalston flUO.

"ASLATT"
TYRE STOPPING
The £ s. d. sa-vei-o-Ftyi-e bills.
Permanently repairs cut covers. Try it. 1/3 and
5/- per tube (post 1/5 and 5/4), from Dealers and
Garages, or direct from

—

THE ASLATT Co., West End, SOUTHAMPTON.

Electricity
and the

Motor Car
By F. H. HuTTON.

Fourth Edition (Revised).

A BOOK which should be

studied by every motor
car owner and driver.

It deals very fully in simple

language with ELECTRIC
LIGHTING. ENGINE
STARTING & IGNITION,
describes the apparatus and
explains the principles on which
it works.

I Price 5/6 net. By Post 5/10 |
zz (Home or Abroad! ^z.

^ Obtainable Irom rr

I ILIFFE & SONS Limited |= 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4 =
^ And from all Booksellers and Bookstalls =

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
TRIUMPH Sturmey 3-speed Clutch Wheel, splendid

condition, £10; ditto stays. £2; B.S.A. counter-
shaft cylinder, 30/-; B.B. latest carburetter, new, £2;
Amac lightweight, 25/-; Levis cylinder piston, £1;
Stewart trip speedometer, perfect, 35/-; coach .sidecar,
Mills-Fulford underslung chassis, £6, suit Triumph;
chassis, complete with wheel, 30/-; coach sidecar, com-
plete, £4; Albion 2-speed clutch, £6.—W. Perrin, 6,
Etna Rd., St. Albans. [9181

3-SPEED Sturmey-Areher Gear Bos, £11; AlbioH 2-
speed, kick starter, £7/5; plain model, £4/5; ditto

Roc, £4; ditto Jukes, £3/15; plenty of brand new gear
boxes stocked. I am always pleased to quote an ex-
change price; any type of gear taken in part exchange.
I am specialising in gear exchanges. Tremendous assort-
ment old and new pattern gear parts stocked. Sturmey
brackets 10/6 each.—Below.

ENGINES.-CondoT 4h.p., £6/10; 4i/4b.p.- Precision,
with magneto and carburetter, £16 ; 8h.p. twin

J.A.P., with magneto, £17/10; Brown 3h.p., £4; single
water-cooled engine, good stationary, £4; Wolf 3h.p.,
£5.—Below.

RTJDGE Fork Girder, £2; medium Druid fork girder.
£1; ditto, heavyweight, £1/5.—Below.

BELT Rims, iax2y2in.x3^n., and 20x2in.x%in.
and lin., 10/- each. Large assortment all types

belt rims, 10/- each.—Below-

TRIUMPH Countershaft Back Brake, £1/2/6; tour-
ing bars, 27/6; back Tvheel, 50/-; front, 30/-;

forks, £4.—Below.

PREMIER, Rex, Singer, etc., spares stocked. Prompt
and eflficient service. Stamp reply, please.—Syd.

Pearson, Gate House, Gheylesmoie, Coventry. [X2690

SPEEDOMETER Specialists.—We supply all makes of
speedometers, repairs in all departments, parte

supplied, work done on the premises and goods guar-
anteed; send your enquiries before trying others.—
'Phone: Gerrard 6898. Prompt attention. Trade
supplied,—Pioneer Accessories and Speedometer Supply
and Repairing Co., 211, Shaftesbury At., and 228,
Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C. [2347

DOUGLAS 2^Ah.v- Spares.—Frames, perfect, 70/-;
forks, 12/6; steering columns, 8 / 6 ; head clips,

6/-; cylinders, 15/-; pistons, complete, 7/-; connect-
ing rods, complete, 17/6; big-end bushes, .2/- pair:
tappets, 3/-; guides, 1/6; gudgeon pins, 1/6; wheel
hubs, complete, 10/-; silencers, 11/-; rear stands,
10/-; all other parts; postage extra.—Watson, 6.
Cavendish Parade, 'Clapham, S.W.4. [9179

H' EPPELTHWAITE'S.-Old man Hep. says they're
all grumbling about trade. He ain't. 2-speed

clutch and kick starter, Albion, £6/15, new condition;
others from £3; new Druid spring forks, £3/15; -new
XI-All saddles, 22/6; new front brakes, 12/6; magnetos
from 35/-, perfect; 2'?4b.p. Douglas motor cycle, tax
paid, £10, requires 1 cylmder ; Douglas chassiS; com-
plete, £4/10; newGoodyear covers-, 27/-; C.B. sidecar,
£5; Douglas body, £4/15.—Below.

HEPPELTHWAITE'S Toy Bazaar now open; send
for 5/-, 10/-, or £1 parcel for the kiddies, satis-

faction guaranteed.—State age, etc., of children, or,

better still, call at 19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth,
London, S.W.8. 'Phone: 1958 Brixton. [9329

LUCAS 341 Lamp Set, 30/-; rear lamp set, 7/6; 60
horn, 7/6; accumulator box with frame fittings,

10/-; Sunbeam legshields, 20/-; 7sin. flat T.T. bars, new,
10/-; Bonnikeen speedometer, mileage 1,427, 23x2i4.
85/-; Cox Atmos, iVsin., 75/-; 1921 Amac, iVsin., 2-

lever, 45/-; P. and M. tear sprocket, 6/-; 2%h.p. A.J.S.
petrol tank, 15/-; piston, 7/6; cams, 7/6; 3V2b.p. Nor-
ton piston, complete, 15/-.—Pearn, 69, Birchfields Rd,,
Rusholme, Manchester. [52637

WHEELS I Wheels I Wheels !—Motor cycle wheels
built to order, all eizes in stock; motor cycle

frame, repaired, altered, and brought up-to-date; side
car chassis repairs; contracts wanted for frame and
wheel building, customers' own materials; motor cycles
overhauled, enamelling and plating; wanted, all kind«
of motor cycle parts cheap for cash, such as engines
frames, wheels, etc. — Pendleton 28, Lonsdale Sq
Liverpool Rd., London, N.l. [8828

EAGLES.—N.S.U. type 2-speed engine shaft, gears,
with free engine and adjustable pulley, univer-

sally acknowledge the most perfect of its type, speci-

ally made to suit Triumph, B.S.A. , Bradbury, Pre-
cision, Humber, Rover, Norton, Premier, Singer,
Rudge, L.M.C.. Abingdon, T.D.C., New Hudson, Arno,
James, price £9/18; also to suit J.A.P., Ariel, Peu-
geot, Fafnir Minerva, Rex, and other engines with
large recessed pulleys up to 8h.p.. £10/10; easy to

fit, no alteration to motor cycle necessary; trade en-

quiries invited.—Eagles and Co.. Acton Hill Works
Showrooms, Spares, and Repair Dept., 375, High St..

Acton, W.3. 'Rhine: Chiswick 556. [0161

BANCROFTIAN Co.'s Great Sale : Premises coming
down.—In consequence of our head depot, 64,

Bishopsgate, coming down, and nob having sufficient

room at our 78 Depot, we have decided to clear as
much as possible of our stock, the value of which is

about £20,000, regardless of cost. No reasonable offers

will be refused. Motor cycles all makes, tyres, lamps,
horns, sidecar hoods, speedometers, and all replace-
ments; carburetters, magnetos, belting, accumulators,
waterproof clothing, chains, saddles, and everything
for the motor cyclist at extraordinary prices. Call or
write; you will save money.—Bancroftian Co., 64 and
78, Bishopsgate, London. T.A. : Chailkel, London.
Tel.: London Wall 9897. [0611'

SHOW VISITORS CAN INSPECT

4-SPEED
GEAR BOXES,

both Light atid Heavy Weights: alsoSREEDS & REVERSE
as made by

The Efficient Motor and Engineering Co., Biiston Road,
Woivertiampton, and exiiibited by ilie Olympic Cycie and

Motor Co., Ltd.,STAND 135.
IT WILL BE TIME WELL SPENT.

.1

liecui_ ilns Ex r^
itom

E.M.BOXMORE:

"I have taken out

several thorjts with-

out tJie tyres being

deflated."

I

makes puncture

I

trouble impossible

I

and it preserves rubber.

i
tend lor Pamplilet and Prool,

PRICES:
No. 1 size, 4/-; post free, 4 /6,

-

No. 2 size, 7 /- : post free, 7 /9>.

BARMEN'S (Motor Ageacies)
LTD..

10, New Cavendish St., W.l

I

I

I

REGISTER
for Motorists.

A diary for recording tlie

cost of nplieep,' running
expenses, etc., of motor cars

By the use of this

Register motorists can
keep careful account of

all expenditure, also

mileage and petrol con-

sumption.* Waste can
thus be avoided, and the

best results obtained at

minimum cost.

Bound in Cloth Cover.

Price 5/- net. By post 5/6
Home or Abroad.

Obtainable jrom

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tndor Street. London, E.C.4.

I

I

I

b6o All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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PISTONS.
Pattera 2^ h.p. Premier, 25/-

; si- li.p. Premier, 30/-
;

J.A.P, 4 h.p., 6 h.p., and 8 h.p., 30/-; 2^ h.p., 25/-
;

Triumph, any year, 24/6; Douglas, s^^h.p., 14/6;
4 h.p., 18/6; B.S.A., 21/-; New Hudson, Sunbeam,
Harley-Davidson, Indian, Singer, 2?. h.p. and 3 J h.p.,

25/-; Rudge, 27/6. All complete .with Rings and
Gudgeon Pin. Piston Rings, a.l makes, 1/6 each.

EXHAUST PIPES.
Straight through, direct from engine; no backpressure.
Heavy nickel-plated Douglas sj h.p., 21/- pair.
Triumph, Rudge, Rover, Sunbeam, complete with
removable fish tails, 21/-; Copper, 27/6. All in
stock. No waiting. Illustrations post free.

CYLINDERS.
2jh.p. J.A.P., 73/-, 4h.p., 6h.p., and 8 h.p., 82,4

;

Enfield 3 h.p , 59 /3 front, 58 /6 rear ; Humber, £5 15s.
;

Sunbeam, £5 ; Rudge, £4 Is. ; Triumph Pattern, any
year, £4 15s. 6d. ; Rover, £5 7s. 6ll. ; B.S.A.. £* IDs. ;

Premier, £6; 2j h.p. Douglas, 50/-, 4 h.p., 60/-;
Norton 35 h.p., £4 17s. 6(1., Big Four, £5 ; Levis 2 J h.p.,
62 mm., 50/-, 2} h.p., 67 mm., £2 15s., 2? h.D., £2 15s.,
2; h.p., £2 13s.

VALVES.
Pattern Rover, A.J.S., B.S.A., Enfield (all types),
J.A.P. (all tjrpes). Sunbeam, Humber, New Hudson,
Premier, James, Williamson, Ariel, Harley-Davidson

,

Indian, Rudge, Blackbume, Norton. 5/- each. Doug-
las, 22 h.p., 3/9 ; 4 h.p., 6/6.

MUDGUARDS.
New Wide Pattern, suitable for Triumph and B.S.A.,
25/6; Triumph Pattern, complete with stays, 15/-;
Douglas T.T. 10/6, Touring 25/-.

03^4 H.P. DOUGLAS
SPARES.

Ex Government Stock. All guaranteed. Dri\ing
Chains, 8/-; Front Brakes, 12/6; Pulleys, 7/6;
Sprockets. 4/6; Chain Wheels, 7/6; Valve Guides,
1/6; Valves, 3/-; Amac Caps, 2/- ; Rocker Arms,
4/9; Peti'ol Pipes, with union nuts, 1/6; Hubs,
18/6; Piston Rings, 1/-; Front Forks only, 30/-

;

Fork Links, 1 /- ; Magneto Studs, 2(1. ; Frames,
£5 10s. ; Front Stands, 3 /6. Complete illustrated list,

post free, 3d.

J.A.P. 6
8 H.P.

H.P. AND
SPARES.

Cylinders, with Valve Guides, 82/4; FIjnvheels only,
28/- each; Pattern Piston, complete, 30/-; Pulley
Spindle Bush, 6 /7 ; Gear Spindle Bush, 5 /7 ; Cam
Wheel Bushes, 3/B each ; Exhaust Lifter Bush, 1 /10 ;

Inner Big-end Bush, Steel Liner and Outer Big-end
Bushes, 5/7 each; Old type (all bronze) Big-end
Bushes, 10/3; Cam Lever Pins, 2/10; Cam Levers,
7/- each; Cam Wheels, with Spindle, 23 /4 ; Spindles
only, 4/8; Pinion Wheel, 5/7; Magneto Sprockets,
4/8 each ; Magneto Chain, 4/8 ; Pulley Spindle, 8/5 ;

Gear Spindle, 8/5; Crankpin, 8/5; Gudgeon Pin,
6/7; Ditto Bush, 3/9; Valve Caps, 4/8; Pattern
Valves, 5/-; Valve Guides, 3/9; Tappets, complete,
4/4 ^< Tappet Guides, 4/8; Bevel Gear Wheels, 7/-
cach ; Apex Oil Union, 3/9 ;

Inlet Pipes, 15 /- ; Com-
pression Taps, 5 /7 ; Pattern Piston Rings, 1/6. All
Parts in stock. The trade supplied.

BELTS.

END OF SEASON
BARGAINS.
COMBINATIONS.

1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combinations, good
lamps, horn, licence paid. Perfect
mechanical condition £85 and £90

1919 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, electric
lighting and horn, mirror, screens to
Sidecar, licencepaid. Condition through-
out guaranteed excellent £97 10

1920 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. and Mills-

Fulford Sidecar, P. & H. lamps. Klaxon
horn, Easting screen, very little used,
licence paid, new cond'tiou £92 10

4 h.p. TRIUMPH countershaft and Gloria
Sidecar, Sterling legshields, aluminium
footboards, extra wide front guard. Hunt
accumulator lighting set, Cowey speedo-
meter, handle-bar mirror, IClaxon horn,
new t}-pe front forks, Easting screen,
luggage grid, spare tjTe, many other
spares, etc. Little used, beautifully
equipped outfit, guaranteed as new,
licensed £130

1919 3i h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, leg-

shields, Binks carturetter, Cowey speedo-
meter, Lucas horn, P. & H. lamps,- Cameo
windscreen, luggage grid, licensed, sound
mechanically £120

SOUO MACHINES.
1919 ENFIELD, 2\ h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,

licensed, just overhauled, good appear-
ance £37 1

2« h.p. LEVIS, lamps, horn, mirror, renovated
recently, as new, licensed £40

igzi 3:.th.p. ARIEL, lamps, horn, licensed,
etc £80

1921 3^. h.p. DOUGLAS Sports Model, little

used (for demonstrations only), very fast £120
1914 T.T. TRIUMPH, lamps, horn, licensed . £30
In addition to above mentioned Machines, we have a
number of Shop-soiled Bargains. Send for complete
list, post free.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
TERMS TO SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE.

OTHER BARGAINS.
Triumph 1915-20 Connecting Rods 10/-
Triumph Fork Stems 10/-
Douglas Pattern 4 h.p. Undershields 7/6
Inner Tubes, all 26 sizes 4/6
Leather and Canvas Knee-grips 3 /-
Waterproof Tweed-lined Suits, large size 45/-
Handle-bars, lin. stem, lin. top, T.T. and

Touring 10/-
Sidocar Mudguai'ds 10/-
Covers. Good make, 26X2J, 2i, 2g 15/-
Rear Lamps (number-plate fitting) .'

. 4/-
Sidecar Lamps 7/6
Douglas Chain Cases 3/6
French Bulb Horns 10/-
Tool Rolls, leather 5 /-
Toot Rolls, canvas 3/6
Aluminium Valve Caps (J.A.P. and Douglas) ... 6/t
Gloves, fur-lined 3/6
Clyno Chains, 5ft 15 /-
Triumph Valve Caps 2/6
Triumph Filler Caps 1/6
Douglas Oil and Petrol Filler Caps 1/6
Triumph Exhaust Union Nuts 2/-
Douglas Exhaust Union Nuts 1/6
Repair Outfits, best make 1 /-
Carnage paid on all orders for 10/- upwards. All

goods send on Seven Days' Approval.

SPARES SJERVICE.
Have You Tried Us ?

Douglas, Triumph, J.A.P., Norton, Levis, B.S.A.,
EnfiNd, Villiers, Rudge, and Sturmey-Arclier. All
Parts in Stock. Complete Illustrated Lists, post free.

Dunlop, best round top, Jin., 1/10 ft. Jin. 2/2 ft
•

lin., 2/8 ft.; ijin., 3/2 ft. Pedley, Jin., 2/3 ft.
'•

Jin., 2/8 ft. ; lin., 3/- ft. ; I'in., 3/9 ft. John Bull,
jin., 1/11 ft.

;
Sin., 2/3 ft. : lin., 2/8 ft. ; ijin., 3/2

ft. Any length cut.

Jn ansioerina this advertisement it is thsirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.

CRASH HELMETS.
Latest T.T. Pattern, approved by the A.C.U., as worn
in the Isle of Man, 37/6. Shop-soiled American
Helmets, 12/6. Send for one on approval.

MOTOR CYCLISTS' HELMETS.
Made in fine quality soft brown leather. Brooklands,
fleece-lined, 8/6; I.O.M. Tan and Brown, lined

chamois, 15/- ; R.A.F., fur-lined, 18/6 ; Long Winter
Pattern, covering neck and shoulders, 27/6.

FOOTBOARDS.
Douglas Aluminium, 24/-. Wood, and brass-bound,
24/-. Triumph Aluminium, 36/-. Triumph New
Spring Footboards, 50/-.

TOOL KITS.
Large Standard Kits—usual price, 35 /- ; special
clearance price, 18/6: Small Standard Kits, 9/6.
Douglas Kits, 37/6. Send for one OQ approval.

VILLIERS' SPARES.
Cylinder, 47/3 ; E."chaust Pipes, 9/- ; Silencers,

16/3 ; Crank Case Halves, complete with Bushes, 36/-
(state which half required) ; Crank-pin ajid Nuts, 8/7 ;

Connecting Rods, 10/10; Pulley and Screws, 6/-;
Driving Centre, 8/1 ; Locking Nut and Washer, 1 /4 ;

E.xtractor, 4/1 ; Pistons only, 14/2 ; Piston complete,
22/5 ; Gudgeon Pin, 2/11 ; Crank Case Bushes, 4/9 ;

Shafts, 16/3; Set of Rollers, 4/1; Piston Rings,
1 /10 ; Flywheel, 24/9 ; Flywheel Caps, 1 /10 ;

Sprockets, 4/9 ; Oiling Bolt, with Elbow Union, 4/6;
Chain Covei"S, 14/5; Magneto Chains, 4/6; Release
Valves and Springs, 4/-. Complete illustrated price
list, post free. The Trade supplied.

STURMEY-ARCHER SPARES.
Gear Boxes, £5 ; Axles, 16/-; Axles Main Gear Wheel,
il ; ]j;ft-hand Cone; 3/6 ; Left-hand Ball Cup, 7/-

;

Axle Cone, 2/- : Axle Sliding Pinion, 12/- ; Low Gear
Axle Pinion, 7/-; Kick-starter Pinion, 4/-; R.L.'J

Skefko Bearing, 9 /3 ; Layshaft, £1 3S. ; Sliding Pinion,
10/-; Low Gear Wheel, 8/-; R.L.4 Skelko Bearing,
8/6; Kick-starter Axle, 10/-; Kick-starter Crank,-
17/-; Kick-starter Wheel, 15/-; Cam Bush, 6/-;
Inn^r Bush, 5/3 ; Clutch Bodv and Pin, £1 8s. 9d. ;

Clutch Sprocket, £2 2s. ; Clutch Centre Plate, 3/-;
Clutch Friction Plate, 2/-; Clutch Outer Plate, 3/-;
Clutch Cover Plate, 3/-; Clutch Fibre Ring, 5/-;
Pulley, £1 ; Axle Sprocket, 14/6; Clutch Nut, 7/--;

Clutch Worm, 2/3; Clutch Worm Lever, 3 /- ; Sliding
Ge?r Plate, 3/- ; Sliding Gear Fork, 8/- ; Clutch Con-
trols, complete, £1 4s. ; Locking Shaft Lever, 4 /- ;

Clutch Outer Bowden Cable, 4 /6 ; Long Gear and
Knob, 7/-; Index Plate, 10/6; Quadrant, 9/-;
Quadrant Stud, 3/- ; Clip, for control, 7/- ; Cover, for
cKp control, 3/6 ; Short Gear Lever, 8 /- ; Gear Control,
complete, £2 lOs. The Trade supplied. Send for

our complete illustrated price list, post free.

SPRINGS.
K.S. Sturmej'-Archer, 1 /- ; Stop Spring, 6d. ; Douglas
Flat, 1 /- ; Round, 9d. ; Clutch Sturmey-Archer, 4d. ;

Douglas, lid.; Fork, Douglas 2,5 h.p., 3/6; 4 h.p.,

4/-; Triumph Barrel Spring, 7/- ; Triumph, old pat-
tern, large, 3/-, small 1/3; Douglas Brake Spring,

2.? h.p. 6d., 4 h.p. lid. ; Triumph, 6d. ; Douglas 4 h.p.

Valve Springs, 1 /3, 2I h.p. 6d. ; Triumph, 6d.

2f H.P. J.A.P. SPARES.
Cylinders, 73/-; Pattern Valves, 5 /- ; Valve Guides,

3 /9 ; Valve Cap Exhaust, 3 /9 ; Inlet, 3 /9 ; Exhaust
Pipe Union Nut, 2/10; Inlet Pipe, 2/10; Compres-
sion tap, 5 /7 ; Flywheel Go.-ir Side, 23 /5 ; Pullev Side,

23/5; Gear Spindles. 7/6; Pulley Spindles, 7/6;
Pistons, pattern, complete, 25 /- ; Gudgeon Pins, 5 /7 ;

Connecting Rods, 27/6; Crank Pin, 7/6; Crank Pin
Bush, 5/T; Vacuum Valve, 4/8; Tappet Guides,
4 /8 ; Exhaust Lifter Valve, 5 /7 ; Exhaust Lifter

Rod, 5/7; Cam Lever Exhaust, 7/-; Inlet, 7/-;
Cam Wheel, 13/-; G<^'ir Pinion, 5/7; Magneto
Driving Sprocket, engine end, 4 /8 ; Magneto end,
4 /8 ; Magneto Driving Chain, 4 /8 ; Gear Spindle
Bush, 5/7; Pattern Piston Rings, 1/6. Complete
illustrated list, post frci;.
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nnHE most useful book- and by far

the most popular- that has ever

been published for Motor Cyclists.

Revised Edition

& how tomanage thenv

(THE TWENTY-SECONDt

ot

JjOTOR^CLES
& liowtomanage tKem.

The Standard Handbook on
the Motor Cycle, its care and
management.

M'

Price

2/6
net.

By post 2/10

OTOR CYCLES and HOW TO
MANAGE THEM covers every con-

ceivable subject relating to motor
cycles, their care and management, and deals

with every part of the machine and with all

types of machines. It is a complete and
reliable treatise on the multifarious matters
that concern all motor cycle riders—selection

and purchase of a machine, driving, tuning,

upkeep, garaging, etc.

The book is plentifully illustrated from photographs
and specially J)repared line drawings.

Invaluable to the beginner who wishes to understand
his machine, and a handy companion to the more
advanced rider.

From ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

AKD LEADING BOOKSELLERS.
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your

order.

s6/6h

Vwvww
Citt out these pieces

LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R° VICTORIA.S.Vy.l

44.SURBITON ROAD. KINCSTON-ONTHAMES
<5[ P/eise address allpost orders to Vdmhd Bridge Road.

TEIEPHONE:- VICTORIA 6553 & 6S54-

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

All lines cffered by us on
j

(h;s paje are quite new,
]

and not old stock. We
|

have advertised continu- 1

ally i.i t[ii3 journal fo; 1

the past ten yeais. This
1

alone should be sufficient [^ _. ,^
recommendation to place 2 <^P^
your orders with

absD^ute confidence.

vwwwst
Cut out these pieces.

Send
your

solution

together

leith

your

order.

In answerinij this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle A33
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"AMAC CARBURETTERS'!
IS THE STAND THAT WILL INTEREST

YOU AT THE SHOW,
as in addition to our well-known standard models, v^l

are showing models of our racing types, as fitted to

the undermentioned machines in the T.T. 'races, 1921

A.J.S. HOBART NEW SCALE
BLACKBURNE INDIAN NORTON
BROCK-BLACKBURNE IVY N.U.T.
B.S.A. JAMES ROVER
COULSON LEVIS SCOTT
DIAMOND MARTIN SUNBEAM
DOT-JAP MASSEY-ARRAN SUN-VITESSE
DOUGLAS NEW COMET TRIUMPH

VELOCETTE WOOLER

INNEI^S OF NINE T.T. RA(
1

HEAVYWEIGHT 72/-
LIGHTWEIGHT 67/-

SPORTING MODEL AS USED FOR T.T. 5/- EXTRA.

AMAC Ltd., Aston Cross, BIRMINGITAM

Telegrams : Terminals. Birminsham. , Telephones | ^xks- last 478'.

PRMTS
PERFECTION

SPIRIT
has achieved its remarkable

popularity solely by reason

of its quality, and all that a

quality Motor Spirit implies.

Its high standard is always

rigorously maintained.

36,

From the Golden Pump you
can get- your supply pure,

filtered, and without waste,

in quick time.

Sold also in the

sealed Green Can

ANGLO-AMEBICAN OIL CO.
LTD.,

Queen Anne's Gate,
London, S.W.i.

Brandies and Depots
_ Everywhere.

AX"All Saddles

STAND 82

Price, as "^^j^K^^^S^j^^

THE SADDLE of SEVEN COMFORTS

:

a.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

A True Anatomical Pan.
A Parallel Springing Action.

Adjustahle Tension Springs
Hntire absence oi Rebound.
Entire absence of Side Sway.
A practical hinged Back Rest.

A rjiin cover for saddle wbea
standing.

John Leckie & Co., Ltd.,

London Saddlery Works,

London : 84, Fore St., E.C. Walsall.
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MANUFACTURERS OF

ACCESSORIES

H.A.H.Fig.895
"DAYLITE"
HEAD LAMP.

6iin. front.

SPECIALITIES

PATENTS,
COMPLETE

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
SETS.

H.A.H.Fig.895.
"DAYLITE"
HEAD LAMP.

6|in. front

. ,
PRICE, ^t

Nickel plated 60/- each.

(4 PfUCE,
Black plated 65/- each.

SET Al—Foir Solo Machines.
PRICE, less bulbs and wire, 123/6 complete.

Diagram showing attachment tc

acute bars.

H.A.H.
NEW MODEL

PEDAL CYCLE SET

SET Bl—For Sidecar Combinations.
PRICE, less bulbs and wire, 135/- complete.

/•-
' y

^Qt

SET CI—For Solo Machines. '^/
PRICE, less bulbs and wire, 75/- complete. /_'

Codecs ord PEDAL SEl
Price 33/- complete.

H.A.H. SWITCHES.

^ SET Dl—For Solo Machines.^ PRICE, less bulbs and wire, 66/6 complete.

SET El—For Sidecar Combinations.
PRICE, less bulbs and wire, 81''- complete.

Fig. 428. One way, 2/- each.

SET Fl—For Sidecar Combinations.

PRICE, less bulbs and wire, 80/- complete.

IPJmi^i
Fig. 561. Side Lamp

Price 6/6 each.

Fig 576. Rear Lamp.
Price 4/9 each.

Fig. 410. Cut-out.

2/- each.

Fig. 574. Rear Lamp, Fi^. 560. Side Lamp.

H.A,H.
Automobile

Accessories and
Specialities.

Telephone

:

CROYDON 2225-

Price 5/9 each

YOUR 1922 PROGRAMME CALLS FOR A VISIT TO
GALLERY STAND 233 OLYMPIA.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.
H.A.H. WORKS,

TUNSTALL ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY.

Price 7/6 each.

H.A.H.
Genuine
Hellesen

Dry Batteries.

Telegrams:
KEVAGE, CKOYDON

In onswcrinci this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A35
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You Wilt never again be stranded with a punctured tyre — never again

dread bits of glass, flint, and nails, if you fit the TUBE PROTECTOR.
The Tube Protector is a flexible layer of thin pieces of hard metal

(arranged as in a coat of mail) enclosed in canvas, and fits bietween the

outer cover and the inner tube of your lyre. No matter what sharp

matter pierces the outer cover, it cannot penetrate the Tube Protector

—cannot possibly pass through to the mner tube.

The Tube Protector is easy to lit, is light in weight, and causes no .

triction. It allows you to wear down the outer cover to almost notliing.

Think of the saving' in time, money, labour, and patience.

Ask your dealer to fitTUBE PROTECTORS to your motor cycle tyres

"NoFe the
Flexible
iaye^of
PROTEQlVE

MAIL

e Irotector
Liberal terms to factors and retailers.

PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES 17/11 each.

Sole Agents

;

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office : 101, Leadenhall St., E.C.3

Splendid Value, perfect Fit
and entire Satisfaction guaranteed
when you deal direct with Norwell's of Perth.
Only the finest leathers are used, and every detail of the building of
each Brogue, Boot and Shoe is soundly, skilfully executed.

'The Gleneagle" (No. i) illustrated, is cut from best selected
Scotch-tanned chrome grain Calfskia, Black or Brown, leather-

lined throughout. Extended heel seats. Over- AC /C POST
hanging or Ordinary tongues. Dri-ped soled 47/6. ^3/ FREE.

GUARANTEE: To refund purchase money in full

should there be any dissatisfaction.

An odd brogue is gladly
sent on appro, in Great
Britain on receipt of gd.
to cover postage.

When ordering state size

or hall size usually worn,
also name or number of

model required

(a

'T*ertk'Sro0ues
'
' Direct from Scotland,

ForeigQ orders receive special attention; postage abroad extra

lihistrale^ cala'ogue feiil free on reguest to

NORWELL'S "PERTH" FOOTWEAR LTD,
PERTH, SCOTLAND.
Establishel over 100 years.

<?

•1

1
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Editorial Offices: Hertford St., Coventry.
TtUgrams: "Motorcycle, Coventry."
Tekphom: lo, Coventry (5 lines).

Midland Branch OfSces : Guildhall Buildings Navijalon Street, Birraihgliam.
Teltigra^Tis :

" AutoprGaS. Birtninaham."
Telephoite : 2970 aud 297L Midland,

Subscription Rates; Home, 23s. lOd.: Canada. 23s. lOd.:

Advertising and Publishing Offices : 20, Tudor St., London, E.C4
Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fleet, London."
Jelephone: 2848 City (13 lines).

Northern Offices : 199. Deansjate, Manchester.
Teleoravu ; "Iliffe. ManohsstQC."
TelepltOTie ; e97J and 8371 City.

other coantries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

The Motor Cycle Show.

AN
unqualified success ! That is the verdict

upon this year's annual Show, for every

one of the 265 exhibitors displays something
of real interest to the motor-cyclist.

A cursory examination of the exhibits indi-

cates in unmistakable fashion that designers are still

profitably expending energy to develop the most
economical form of motor vehicle. That there

ia still scope for the designer and the inventor who
will look far enough ahead no one will deny, for

who can judge the ultimate limits of the motor
cycle in an age that has brought the science of

engineering to its present high estate ? Less than
twenty years agO' the motor cycle was a vehicle

in embryo. To-day at the Olympia Show there

are hundreds of machines of such design and
quality that the novice, after an. hour's tuition

regarding the controls, could employ any one of

them to take him from one end of this country to

the other at a cost of less than a penny per mile.

That this fact is becoming more appreciated
every day is evidenced by the enormous increase

this year in the number of motor cycles on the

roads (approximately 100,000), and if 1922 is not
another record year, it will not be on account of
lack of interest.

Great Detail Improvements.
As regards the exhibits, the seasoned motor

cyclist observes the many indications that attention

has been paid to the small, but important, points

where 1921 machines could be improved. Refine-

ments in almost every direction are emborJied, and
what, perhaps, is the most important feature, prices

are considerably reduced. Not only is value sub-

stantially better than it was a year ago, but the

low prices quoted for a large number of really first-

class machines are such that a little consideration

of facts convinces the buyer that value is even
better than it was before the war. ;£ioo for a

4 h.p. sidecar outfit and under ;£'jo for a 2}4\ h.p.

sidecar place the pleasures and conveniences of

the motor cycle within the reach, of thousands who
never before have been able to purchase.

Every type, of engine is exhibited and every
size from a little more than 100 c.c. to twelve
times the capacity. Valve systems are represented
by the conventional poppet type—both at the side
of the cylinder and overhead—sleeve valves and
rotary valves, not to mention the unnoted examples
of valveless engines, while every modern type of
cooling system is employed.

Utilitarian and Sporting Mounts.
At Olympia there are motor C3'cles for every class

of ricler—the range of types has been extended by
the introduction of miniature machines following
more or less conventional motor cycle lines, as
distinct from the so-called scooter type. A new
public will also be attracted by several two-
wheelers which differ from standard practice.

Tliese machines include models which have their
mechanism entirely enclosed or embody open
frames rendering them suitable for the use of either
lady or gentleman. Nor is the sporting machine
neglected; in fact, no Show has ever

. contained
so many specimens of that type of mount.
From the utilitarian standpoint, there is ample

e\-idence to demonstrate how the modern motor
cycle_ has taken its place as a family vehicle and
also in the useful sphere of light delivery.

The workmanship and finish of all exhibits call
for general admiration, which is not always inspired
entirely by the glitter of Show models—the ex-
perienced, motor cyclist discriminates, between the
superficial gloss and the finish he may e.xpect in the
production he purchases in the usual way.

Development of the motor cycle for the million
proceeds apace, and all interested in the movement
should visit Olympia thi.s week and examine for
themselves the 1922 models; those ^who cannot do
so will find a fitting substitute in T/ie Motor Cycle
Show Report contained in this issue, and which
has been written after a personal inspection of the
exhibits.

u.. ^/. /y//. /.../././. // y y f , y /-///./ ,\ \ \ \..\ .v. .^ .^ A ^ ^ ^^ ^ A. .\ V v...'^....'v|-
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The Show—^and After.

THE Show is ahvays most excellently timed. Just

when rain and frost and mud and Arctic weather
have momentarily dashed our ardour for the

queen of sports, Olympia opens. We rush up to

Town, dazzle our eyes on a lot of glittering new
'buses, soak ourselves in unlimited petrol talk with

crowds of the boys whom. we last met on a freak hill

fifty miles from nowhere, decide that the old .'bus

really will not do for another season after all; and
so home.

,
.Then the really strenuous work begins.

Simultaneously we have to raise the needful from
somewhere ; that may mean the exercise of weeks of

diplomacy upon, papa, or reconciling Matilda to a

reduced housekeeping allowance, or persuading the

boss that we are worth a great deal more than he has
been in the habit of paying us, or selling the family

tiara and substituting the products of Giro. The
other half of the "simultaneously" with which this

clumsy sentence began is, of course, concerned with

the selection of the new machine. There is the

Bradsliaw-Zenith. There is the Barr and Stroud
sleeve valve. There are all the old pals which have
already transported us thousands of miles^the potter-

buses more comfortable than ever, the hogbuses rather

boggier than before. So the interest gets sharpened
up, winter is over almost before it had begun, and
the timidest of us is soon out sampling the thrills of

a new jigger on the old familiar roads.

Pour Moi.

EACH year one's ideal specification gets altered or

expanded by the experience of the past season.

There are four items anent which I personally
have taken the most solemn vows this summer. No.
I. I am going to-have 3in. tyres (to flatten the bumps,
and exorcise punctures). No. 2. I am going to have
some form of automatic oiling, and relieve myself
of the necessity for watcliing my speedometer with
one eye and a

'

' greeny-yallery
'

' sightglass with the
other. No. 3. I am going to have a super-saddle.
No. 4. I am going to have electric lighting.
Do not take me too seriously. When it comes to

th.j point, I shall lose my heart to somebody's engine,
or quite possibly to the dinky little kink in somebody
B2

else's T.T. handle-bar; and you will meet me on the

road about January with board-hard 2^in. covers,

the familiar green stains round an oozy nickelled joint

on my tank top, a path-racing push saddle, and
several yards of red rubber tubing festooned round my
frame tubes. But it is just as well to start with an
ideal. By next Monday my ideal will probably have
thirteen points like President Wilson's famous mani-
festo; but the above quartette have been simmering
in my brain all this year.

Dead Easy.
T the car show at the White City last month I

met a brother of the pen who momentarily
resembled Don Quixote in that he had a rueful

countenance. He met my concerned enquiries with

the explanation that he had been commissioned to

write up the fuel and oil exhibits, and guessed he
would have a job to make them interesting. Being

by nature friendly, and also an ingenious liar, I offered

to accompany him. We arrived at the Shell stand,

and half an hour later my friend departed with sheaves ^

of notes and a bursting skull. The exhibit included

a model of the Rlcardo variable compression single-

cylinder engine, on which Shell spirit is tested for

pinking. Next to that stood another model, which

—

between vou and me and the printer—I do not believe

the stand attendant knew much about. At any rate, it

apparently began by heating Shell oil up to 1,000° F.,
,

squashing it under a pressure of. 35,000 lb. to the ^

square inch, and then testing the debris, if any."

Round the walls were various models to amuse the

children—lorries, aeroplanes, and such like, which
apparently only need a penny in the slot to make thert\.

rev. furiously. Some stand !

About Tyre Repair Outfits.

A READER wants to know how I carry my French
chalk. I do not know. TiU last week ,1

mounted a Patchquick outfit in one of the

special leather wallets supplied for the purpose, and
anchored to my carrier. The Patchquick tin - (like

several others) is so> arranged that the box of chalk

is well jammed in position, and cannot disgorge its

contents. Unfortunately, like many other riders, I ~

often have to leave my bicycle unattended ; and a
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Occasional Comments.—
new breed of pilferer has come into existence. He
knows that a Fatchquick outfit is a good thing, and
when he sees one of the tiny rectangular leather cases,

he opens it, annexes the tin, and departs hotfoot.

So at present my Patchquick lives in my side pocket,

and I have generally got the wrong coat on when I

puncture. (Happy thought: keep a Patchquick tin

in all my coats.) While I am on the subject, let me
recount how I was mending a puncture in my garage,

viz., the coalhole, the other day, and chanced to use

an extremely aneient Patchquick tin, which had lain

there for generations. The patch slid off the tube
while I was refitting the cover. Never having struck

such an experience before, as soon as I arrived at the

car Olympia I went round to interview Mr; Patchquick
at his stand, previously arming myself with a club.

He told me what we all ought to know. Somewhere
about eighteen months after manufacture a chemical
action is set up in all rubber solutioms which quite

undermines their natural glutinosity. I was not aware
that aged solution mfght look perfectly normal, and
yet be about as much use as beer for affixing a patch.

Moral : renew your tin of solution annually.

DECEMBER ist, igzi.

Caravans for me.

EDO not think I should buy a super-car if the
Editor ever recognises my merit at its proper
worth. I should buy a caravan. There is one

on the market designed by a person named Eccles.

It only weighed 7 cwt., and I should be inclined to try

whether my baby Cedos would not tow one, if I was
sure that my A.C.U. " get-you-home " chit would
apply if the baby bust in the attempt. Four beds.-

Windows which open. Automatic brake, which applies
itself going down hill—gently on a coasting grade,
and Hindenburgly 00 a freak slope. Cupboards ready-

fitted with unbreakable crockery in spring clips. Cost:
about that of a good sidecar outfit. Construction

:

plywood, to which wateq^roofed canvas is cemented.
The joys of touring in it would be intense, but even
greater would be my glee at ostentatiously towing it

past one or two hotels where I have -been overcharged
for very indifferent fare. There is one hotel past

which I should enjoy towing a whole procession of

caravans. Before I die, 1 will make its proprietor's

teeth gnash somehow, if I have to bribe the Caravan
Club to encircle it for seven days, as the Israelites once.
encircled the walls of Jericho.

ON THE WORST HILL IN WALES.
ScreNv Road (the famous North Wales test hill " find " of The Motor Cycle) is so steep on the corners that the spectators of the sidecar

attempt depicted above did not sit down ; they simply leaned against the hillside ! Incidentally, the hill is becoming a very popular

testing ground for new models.
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THOUGH novelty at the Motor Cycle Show is by

no means absent, there is possibly less of an

unconventional nature at Olympia this week

than was revealed at the Car Show. Motor cycle

design as a whole has reached a stage of perfection

that pei-mits a temporary halt while detail work on

engines and frames, works production questions, and

general points of convenience are brought into line.

. This remark should not be interpreted as implying

that there are no important innovations in 1922 models,

for the observer will find an abundance of interesting

improvements to reward his search. The fact remains,

however, that with the exception of

a few daring spirits (and there are

always advanced thinkers) who
have defied convention, progress has

taken place chiefly along sound and
well-tried lines.

We have to thank the recent in-

dustrial depression more than any

other cause for this state of affairs,

since manufacturers have not been

in a position to branch out suddenly

along unorthodox lines, and under

the conditions existing it is obviously

wiser to improve rather than to ex-

perirhent. It has long been agreed

that change for the sake of change
' is an unsound ancT undesirable form
of progression.

If we exclude the very considerable all-round drop

rn prices, one may summarise the tendencies for

1922 as:

(i.) An important increase in the number of big

singles for passenger purposes.

(2.) The introduction of several 8 h.p. machines

by manufacturers of 5-6 h.p. machines.

(3.) Increasing popularity of lightweight motor
bicycles.

(4.) The increasing use of three-speed gear boxes

and all-chain drive for lightweights.

(5.) The employment of miniature two-stroke-

engined machines for passenger-carrying purposes.

a- a
S Every year a number of en- g

\ thusiasts visit Olympia to
|

S learn something of the trend §
g of modern design, and every

|
i year a large proportion leaves 'g

I in a state of "confusion S

g worse confounded.'' In
|

I
addition to forming a con- B

I venient record of develop-
^

I ments which have taken place a

\ during 1921, the accompany-
|

% ing article will help the |
B potential purchaser to
S crystallise his ideas.

^Pt§icgj[SJ:§:[S^[S3[Sici^t33£S3[§:3cS::g:cS3c^cgi:S::g3:g:c§i[53:5)^^g

Features 4 and 5 are, of course, inter-related, but

we have now reached the stage when the 350 c.c.

engine, fitted Avith a three-speed -gear box, is capable

of the speed, hill-climbing, and endurance of most 500
c.c. pre-Avar machines. Had the lightweight three-

speed gear box been developed earlier, this state of

affairs might have come to pass at least a year ago,

but for some obscure reason it has hitherto been the

rule to fit three-speed gears to the^ larger solo mounts.

and to use only two-speed gears in conjunction with

the lower-powered engines. Price has certainly been

a controlling factor in the matter, but a few far-seeing

manufacturers have already demon-
strated that a three-speed light-

weight is capable of the required

performance, and is cheaper to buy
and maintain than a heavier machine

with similar transmission.

With regard to the big single

:

there have, in the past, been so many
first-class manufacturers ,engaged in

the production of this type that it

has become one of the most popular

forms of motor cycle, but the addi-

tion of the Sunbeam, P. and M.,

and Abingdon, and the return of

the New Hudson, Precision, and

Excelsior have set the seal on the

matter.

In addition, two of our best-

known engine manufacturers, J. A. Prestwich and Co.

(J. A. P.) and Burney and Blackburne, Ltd., have intro-

duced single-cylinder engines of over 500 c.c. for 1922.

These power units are found on many new models,

which augment the list of big singles on the market.

ENGINES.
Compared with modern car practice, there are but

few overhead valve engines, although there are more

of this type of engine in the Show than at former ex-

hibitions. It is the opinion of many Brooklands

devotees that overhead valves give a 5 m.p.h.

advantage when other things are equal.

?i
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What the Show Reveils.

—

The increase is largely

due to the fact that several

motor cycle manufacturers

now market models fitted

with the 2 ^4 h.p. overhead
valve Blackburne engine,

which performed so con-

spicuously in the last T.T.
Races. The overhead valve

sporting Triumph makes its

public debut, while the

Brough Superior (one model
of which has an overhead
valve engine) is a newcomer
to Olympia, but last year's

overhead valve N.U.T.
ha? been abandoned in

favour of a side valve engine.

It is significant that the two latest models of the
Douglas (31^ h.p.^ and
6 h.p.) have overhead
valves.

Since overhead valve
engines are being exten^
sively used for racing
purposes, and thereby
perfected, it is reason-
able to suppose that

they may become more
usual on standard
machines, though, so
far, they have not found
great favour for
touring purposes. Re-

cent events
have demon-
strated that

o\'erhead valve

gear is not

necessarily un-
reliable or un-

duly noisy.

During the

year, great

improvements
have been
effected as re-

gards cylinder

and piston

the arrangement
much better than

One half of the crank case of the Zcnith-Bradshaw removed to

show the oil-cooled cylinder barrels and the timing gear.

DECEMBER ist, 1921.

To overcome the over-

heating of the exhaust valve

cap—the troublesome hot,

, spot of every side valve

engine— all J.A.P. engines

are this lyear equipped
with aluminium " fir cones,",

while the overhead valve

engines fitted to the

Co^entry Eagle and the

Brougli Superior have cast

exhaust outlets which bear
circumferential fins. In

the case of the new
Abingdon engine, extra-

ordinarily deep fins are cast

on the exhaust pocket,
while on the inlet pocket
Both pockets are well clear

Very successful m competitions this

year, the o.h.v. 2\ h.p. Blackburne will

be fitted as standard to several sports

models for 1922.

cooling, and, generally speaking

of ribs and air passages is very

at previous Shows.
These points, though of

considerable importance,
are often overlooked
by the non-technical
buying public

; yet it is

largely by reason of

improved cooling
methods that the small
engine has been able
to some extent to
approach the perform-
ance of larger capacity
engines.

Douglas engines form an admirable example of inclined overhead

valve gear—a type which has a future.

there are no fins at all

of the cylinder.

The cylinder casting of the new i,% h.p. Sunbeam
engine is well worth close examination, the sweep.
of the inlet and exhaust passages being very easy,
which brings the

induction and
exhaust pipe
joints somewhat
lower than is

usual.

A new design

—the C.A.M.— is

distinctive as

having circum-

ferential fins on
a separate head.

Comparatively
long - stroke
engines are on
the increase.

Almost without
exception the
new engines at

the Show are of

this type, while

the detachable
head, too, is find-

ing new sponsors.

Among the new engines so constructed are the C.A.M., -

Ay\ h.p. Sunbeam, and Beardmore.
There appears no decided tendency to alter well-

established piston practice. Cast iron pistons still

hold their former position on all but sporting machines,
in which aluminium pistons are used in some
cases. Designers, however, are inclined to

favour narrower piston

.

rings, and more roller

and ball bearings are

being used than hitherto.

In this connection, how-
ever, it is not without

interest that the New
Hudson engine has plain

bearings throughout.

For the first time we
find a sleeve valve engine'

coming into open and

Oil-cooling has now been applied

to a 350 c.c. single Bradshaw engine.

The clean external appearance is com-
mendable.

b6
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Pl.

Two exit pipes are used on the silencef

of the 4i h.p. B.S.A., sports model.

Details of 1922
Engines at Olympia

On the twin Raleigh the carburetter is

fitted immediately in front of the timing

case, in which the induction manifold

is cast.

1 his ingenious exhaust

pipe fixmg has been
adopted on the 1922

7 h.p. A.J.S,

A section of th'

4j- h.p. Beardmore-

Precision is typica'

of average single-

cylinder design, except] for the mechanical lubrication, in

which it is in advance of the majority.

Finned ex-'

haust pipe and
" semi -stream-

ined " silencer

on the 2J h.p.

o.h.v. Coven-
try-Eagle.

Arrows on
this diagram

indicate the

path of the

oil in the

sump-lu-
br i c ated
Hawker
two - stroke

engine.

The crankshaft of the Liberty engine, built

up from steel stampings.

(Left) Three rings are fitted above the

gudgeon pin, the lower portion of the

Abingdon piston being relieved. (Right)

Long cast iron tappet guides are employed.

Some valve details of the

2i h.p. Coventry Eagle.

Timing cover removed from the new

4i h.p. Beardmore-Precision engine, show-

ing the mechanical oil pump.

BI7
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What the Show Reveals-

serious competition with the more
usual poppet valve type ; to wit, the

Ban- and Stroud single-sleeve engine,

which promises tO' become a worthy
rival to existing types on account of

its silence and simplicity.

Steady growth in the number of

two-stroke engines continues, and,

among others, the White and Poppe,
Liberty, Omega, and Morris may be
mentioned as newcomers. The
Dunelt remains the sole example of

the 500 c.c. single-cylinder two-

stroke, but, having proved its capa-

bilities, it is not unlikely that its

lead Avill be followed by others,

especially for passenger w'ork.

Another important phase of engine

DECEMBER 1st, ig2i.

chain-cum-belt . drive has many staunch

adherents, w'hilst a number of firms offer

a choice of either form of transmission.

There is' a small but clearly defined

movement in favour of the adoption of

engine and gear units, and, though in

most cases the parts are really distinct

and separate from each other, being

merely carried on common engine plates

or brackets, the Beardmore-Precision
firm for 1922 has designed a combined
gear unit to suit the internal parts of a

standard make of proprietary gear box.

We have already recorded the fact that

lightweight three-speed gears are becom-

Sectional view of the only sleeve

valve motor cycle engine, the 2}
h.p. Barr and Stroud, demonstra-

ting Its simplicity and symmetry.

Part sectional sketch of the Barr and
Stroud cylinder head, showing the

auxiliary release valve.

design is the Bradshaw oil-cooled engine, of which a
complete range is now available.

TRANSMISSION.
, All-chain transmission continues its steady progress.

In the case of lightweights, this tendency is significant;

it is found
that a small

section belt
running axtx
comparatively
small pulleys

with short
centres is by
no means the
ideal form of

Not-
standing
s fact,

,

Cylinder head of the four-valve Triumph,
which IS approximately hemispherical in

shape. ;,

ing increasingly common, to which remark we may addi

that almost every manufacturer of gears for the tradej'

now lists a gear of this class, Whilst many motor Cycle!

manufacturers themselves produce their own gears of;

this type. Some have close gear ratios-when Intended;

for sporting mounts. A novelty, as far as motor cycles-

are concerned, is the in\'erted tooth chain gear box;

exhibited by the Coventry Chain Co.
j

LUBRICATION.
Year by year more firms are won over in favour of:

mechanical lubrication, and thepresent exhibition is

no exception to the rule. It is only fair to mention,

however, that one firm who last year standardised a

mechanical attachment have this year decided to omit,

it from their specification. Sight-feed drip lubrica-

tion Is still the most generally adopted method, but the

plain hand pump still has influential supporters. On
the T.T. model Sunbeam a hand pump replaces the'

sight drip feed. Two proprietary mechanical pumps
are now available, the.

Best and the Showell.'

Diagram of a new engine' and gear unit—the
4i h.p. Beardmore-Precision.

An addition to the ranks of mechanically lubricated engines :
the

Beardmore-Precision vane pump (-right), and oil regulator (left).

B18
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On the Ner-a-car a pressed steel frame embodies

the fixed front mudguard shown on the right.

What the Show Reveals—

FRAMES.
There is little

general change in

frame design, the

conventional dia-

niond pattern still

holding sway, with

sundry variations.

Most of the excep-

tions are already well known, but the New Imperial

has introduced a neat loop frame, and the Omega
employs a wide duplex frame somewhat on the lines of

that used on the A.B.C. The Dot and the McKechnie-

Coventry Victor are strikingly unusual spring frame

designs.

The Peters, hailing from the Isle of Man, has

perhaps the most unorthodox form of frame construc-

tion, and one which has many points in its favour.

In this design, the tank and engine form two sides

of a triangle, of which a single tube

forms the third side. Undoubtedly,

this construction lends itself to

6gi

the case of both

Excelsior and
Omega light models,

the tanks are pressed

up against the top

rail by plates oper-

ated by jack screws

in special lugs. •

This fixing is neat,

siniple, and pro-

vides a large bearing area. On a number of light-

weights the tanks are secured by horizontal boks to the

web of the head lug and similarly at the rear.

A few manufacturers of sporting models provide a

fork stop to limit the steering lock, and thus prevent

the handle-bars from scratching the tank enamel.

WEATHERPROOFING.
A steady improvement in nnidguarding is noticeable,

and the wide flat guard has made considerable head-

way. Added to this, many machines

are fitted Avith legshields as part of

the standard equipment. There is also

Two tubes and steel pressings form the

mam portion of the Hagg frame.

cheap production, and, if ever the Ford type of motor
cycle materialises, it may be somewhat on these lines.

The main frame of the Hagg, too, is interesting,

while the Beardmore-Precision is now a thoroughly

proved proposition, which, with its new 4% li.p.

engine, will appeal to a larger section of the public.

As an example of the complete elimination of

tubular construction, the Ner-a-car deserves examina-

tion, for here automobile practice is clearly followed.

Several new types of spring frames are shown,
notably the Peters and
Hagg. The concealed

front spring, ' contained

within the steering head of

the former, is extremely

ingenious.

Steel lugs are much
more common, and the

Beardmore and new pro-

prietary frame unit have no
cast lugs in the whole
frame construction.

Saddle tanks are popular,

but tank fittings remain
much as usual. There are,

however, two instances of

a new type of fixing. In

One tube, a tank, and an engine form

the three sides of a triangle in the Peters

design.

A pressed steel tank forms the backbone

of the Beardmore-Precision frame.

a tendency towards weatherproofing, which may cause

a complete change from the conventional diamond
frame. The Hagg, Omega, and Reynolds are notice-

able examples of frames designed purely from this

standpoint.

IGNITION AND LIGHTING.
Magnetos still hold their sway, but, as far as two-

stroke engines are concerned, their supremacy is

challenged by the flywheel type of magneto, which is

growing increasingly popu-
lar. Villiers, Runbakeii,

and B.T.H. are three well-

known makes available for

the market. This type of

ignition has certain advant-

ages, since it saves an
auxiliary drive, saves

veight, and can be
adapted so as to form a

simple lighting set in addi-

tion to its primary func-
tion.

The M-L Maglita and

There is not a large increase in the number of spring frames,

but the McKechnie-Coventry Victor suspension makes up in

originality for the lack of numbers.

B.T.H. Sparklight are well-

proven examples of com-
bined lighting and ignition

B2I
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Some Modern Tendencies in Frame Design

Simple framework

is an all-important

point on such a de-

sign as the Grigg.

Chain tensioning

arrangements on the

2-4 h.p. New Imperial

sports model
There is an entirely separate

oil compartment in the tank of

the Victoria-Viliiers. An ordi-

nary cycle pump is attached to

the nozzle shown to supply a

pressure feed.

Complete engine and gear assembly is

secured by three point attachments in

the New Imperial lightweight loop frame

design.

Method of attaching

the rear stand on the

Wolf-Villiers Instead of a saddle tube, a special jregied steel bracket

supports the engine cradle, underscreen and gear box on the

Hagg tandem.

On the XL trame the rear chain stays are continued forward to

form a cradle for the power unit.

Distinctive points on the Poweil frame are a cradle for the

engine and an auxiliary stay to the rear of the gear box bracket.

Swinging gear box bracket for

the adjustment of the primary

chain on the Olympic.
Anchorage and operating gear of the external

contracting band brake on the XL.

Simple gear box
adjustment device

on the Sunbeam-

Baa
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What the Show Reveals.—

devices of the simple but eiS-

cient types. Among newcomers

to motor cycle lighting sets is

the well-known firm of C. A.

Vandervell, and from the growth

in the number of electric light-

ing outfits, it would appear
likely that electricity will be-

come ' the standard means of

illumination in the future, but

at the moment acetylene is the

cheapest form of lighting set

applicable to all types.

SIDECAR CHASSIS.
Sidecar chassis show decided

improvement, and are becom-
ing more mechanical, and
strength and simplicity are taking the place of a multi-
plicity of fantastically curved tubes. The Girdex
pressed steel chassis is one of the simplest and soundest
productions.

TYRES.
Except for the all-important question of price, there

is no doubt whatever that larger tyres would be fitted

on almost every machine. Manufacturers have at last

realised that larger tyres provide greatlv increased com-
fort for the rider and comparative immunity from

IGNITION coil MAGNETS

Flywheel magnetos are increasing in popularity. 1 his one htted on the

simplicity characteristic of the .type.

Hawker sho^vs the

trouble. In these days, however, the increase i\\ price

inherent on the fitting of big tyres is apt to hinder the

good intentions of the manufacturers, but many firms,

however, have decided to fit larger tyres as standard,

while others offer an option of oversize tyres. In this

connection, it is interesting that nearly all the larger

sizes of tyre are made for light cars, and, consequently,

are unnecessarily expensive and heavy for motor cycle

loading. A large section but comparatively lightly

constructed tyre would be a boon to solo riders.

The Highest Road in Great Britain.
Js \{ in Aberdeenshire? Describing

WHICH is the highest rnetalled road in Great

Britain? According to an Aberdeen reader

it runs from a point on the main Deeside
road some 400 yards east of Invercauld Inn to the

road from Balmoral on to Loch Builg, the junction

with the latter road being near the fort at the east

end of Loch Builg.

This record road :

rises to 2,350 feet

above sea level,

and our correspon-

dent would be inter-

ested to hear if any

;
reader knows _ of a

higher metalled
road in our islands.

Messrs. George
Gumming, of Aber-
deen, and Douglas
Sangster explored
this track during
the summer. It is

about eight miles in

length, and was
made by Mr.
Farquharson, of In-

vercauld to replace a road across his estate which he
wished to close in order that his deer forest might
remain undisturbed. Mr. Gumming attempted the
first pathfinding expedition with a Hgrlev sidecar,
and on several occasions he had to lift the chassis
over.boulders,, heather, etc. Later on our two readers

It is claimed by the two motor cyclists

is the summit of the his

a Climb (o an Allifude of 2,350 Feel.

macte a fresh attempt, mounted on a sports Sunbeam
and a. 1% h.p. twin-cylinder James respectively. They
took nearly two hours to climb the 3J'2 miles to the

summit. There are a few Inverfarigaig pattern hair-

pins, but the vile surface constitutes the chief obstacle,

though the scenery amply compensates for the diffi-

culties of the road..-It is alleged that a

car of unknown
make and ownership
is the only motor
vehicle which had
previously attempted
the climb. If any
Scottish club is

planning a " find a

winner " competi-

tion for next sum-

mer, this road
should be of in-

terest ; but it is

considered far
,
too

arduous for a Scot-

tish' Six Days.

The explorers

took a copy of The
'Motor Cycle with them, and read it ceremonially on
the summit. They also deposited copies in the

lounge of the highest hotel in Great Britain (the

Tomintoul Hotel) and in a farm on the highest

agricultural land in Great Britain (Mr. Downie's farm
at Tomintoul).

B2J
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;hest road in Great Britain.
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CAPAC,

SENSPR.AY.

Some
Carburetters at

the Show.
A Preponderance of Single

Lever Instruments on the

Market Next Year.

PETROL engines demand a perfect or

nearly perfect explosive combina-
tion of air and petrol vapour to func-

tion to the best advantage.
Perfection, however, in anything is

difficult of human attainment, and for

that reason, no doubt, the problem of

the ideal carburetter has attracted and
worried almost everyone interested in

motor cycle design. Almost every

carburetter designer has claimed per-

fection for his production, but the

fact that no one type or make has
superseded all others indicates that,

in this field as in most others, the

ideal is not to be attained by one
path and one method.

Tendencies, however, go to indicate

that the older methods of carburetting

air by means of a plain "jet in pipe"
and separately controlled air and gas
throttles are moribund ; advantage is

being taken of all the known and
many guessed-at laws of pneumatics
and hydraulics, and we have for 1922
a greater range of automatic (single

control) .carburetters than ever before.

CLAUDCL

BINKS.

ZENITH

B28
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Oimes to TLlgbt
2nd 4.53 p.m.

,, 4th 4;52 „
6th 4.51 „
8th 4.50 „

^'limber plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, i-it/c Road Vehicles Registration ''"''

Licensius Order (1921).

Currciil7
Chat"

and

Bock-bottom Prices.

Price appears to be a more important

factor with the potential buyer at this

Show than ever before. But he has little

to complain of in this respect.

Popular Show Week Entertainment.

Have you seen T/ie Motor Cycle film?

This is a common question at Olympia
this week, and by Saturday night we
think there will be few answers in the

negative. The film, as already announced,

is showing all this week at the Polytechnic

Cinema, at the upper end of Regent
Street, about one minute's walk from

Oxford Circus. It is included in the ordi-

nary programme of the l^ouse, and appears

at '3.30 p.m. and .8.30 p.m.

Provincial Release o! "The Motor Cycle"

Fihn.

Next week The Motor Cycle film starts

on its round of the clubs, and will be

seen at Coventry (Monday and Tues-

day), Cheltenham '(Wednesday), Gloucester

(Thursday), and Stafford (Saturday).

Not at the Show.

A reader recently asked our Queries

department whether, in the event of a

four-stroke being purchased, there was

any apparatus on the market for instantly

converting it into a two-stroke when
extra power was required, as when fitting

a .sidecar for occasional runs.

To New Readers.

This number of The Motor Cycle is

enlarged, and is devoted chietiy to the all-

impoitant Olympia Show. With next

week's issue we sliall resume the

characteristic featuree which have been

so popular and which have helped to make
The Motor Cycle the only motoring

journal with a circulation exceeding

100,000.
Written and illustrated by keen motor

cyclists of. experience, out' pages are

practical and entertaining. They form a

weekly record of the development of the

motor cycle and all that assists to this

end. In addition. The Motor Cycle con-

tains special features of interest to the

novice and the lady motor cyclist, and
authoritative articles on technical subjects
written so that they may be ' understood
by all.

£20 per Day Penalty.

The registration fee for a motor cycle
in New Zealand has been fixed at 5s.,

and the annual licence £1. The penalty
for using an unlicensed vehicle is £20 per
day.

High Speeds in Belgium.

Our Belgian correspondent sends us the

official results of the recent Dreghem fly-

ing kilometre trials, which are as follows :

Amateur Solo Championship.—M. Cauchy
(Norton). Trade Class (1,000 c.c. side-

cars).—1, Pierara (American X) ; average

speed, 65 m.p.h. 1,000 c.c. Solo.—1, De
Mulder (7-9 Indian), 89 m.p.h. mean
speed (Belgian record) ; 2, Taymans
(American X), 142.458 km.p.h. mean
speed. Taymans on one run attained the
highest speed ever attained in Belgium
(91m. p. h.). 1,000 c.c. Sidecars (Amateur).

—M. Brachin (7-9 Harley), 44 m.p.h.

BiiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiimiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimmiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimimiiiiiMrmiMlll

Special T^eatures.

STAND-TO-STAND SHOW REPORT.

WHAT OLYMPIA WILL REVEAL.

A New Fashion?
Sidecars pamted in well-known public

school colours are offered at Olympia
attached to Brough Superiors.

Where is the Highest Metalled Road?
On another page will be found a de-

scription of a motor cycle ascent of what
is claimed to be the highest metalled road

in Great Britain. It is in Aberdeenshire,

and reaches an altitude of 2,350ft. Does
any reader know of a higher ?

Defining "Sports Model."

There appears to bo considerable lati-

tude in the exact definition of a " sports

model." Any solo machine on which the

handle-bar grips are not more than 9in.

higher than the top tube, according to a
cynic, may be catalogued as a super-

sporting model.

A STRENUOUS TEST FOR AN ULTR.4-LIGHTWEIGHT.
Although only weighing 75 lb., this little machine—the McKenzie—successfully accomplished

an .A.C.U. observed test from London to Exeter and back. The illustration shows the rider,

Vi'. E. Smith, at the finish of his ride.

B3I
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The Editor does not hold himself responsiblejor the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address*

"ME'RCVRIAL FRENCH CHALK."
Sir,—In reply to the query of " BL9232 " (Woking), in

your issue for November 17th. as to how to carry French
chalk, I am not aware how " Ixion " overcomes the dusting
nuisance, but I carry a piece of solid French chalk, such as
tailors use, and when required ecrape a little off with a pen-
knife or piece of rough glass paper. It is the acme of
French chalk economy and cleanliness. FX 3462.

Cornwall.

TAXATION AND THE SAILOR
Sir,—Whilst not in the least begrudging the Revenue tax,

which it is necessary for us to pay to possess the means of
indulging in our sport, I certainly am of the opinion that
some rebate should be made in this matter of taxation when
the possessor of a machine is serving in His Majesty's Forces,
more especially the Naval branches, as we have to pay the
full taxation, and enjoy perhaps fourteen days or a month
per year, using our machines on the highways for a total of

approximately half this period, whilst our more fortunate
brethren can exact their full toll from the roads, not to

mention the enjoyments and benefits derived from it.

I have never seen this mentioned before in your columns,
and I would like to know how it appeals to you, and your
views on the subject. W.A.P.

London.

DOES THE SPARE WHEEL JUSTIFY ITSELF?
Sir,—The statement is frequently made that the modern

sidecar is over-developed and needlessly elaborated. This
must manifestly be rather a question of opinion than of

demonstrable fact, but it may well lead to some enquiry
as to how far some recent developments actually justify

themselves in everyday service.

It has now become quite usual to see the powerful outfit

equipped with a spare wheel, thus following car practice.

No rider is obliged to carry one, of course, and many un-
provided with this refinement may feel that they have reason
to envy their more fortunate friends of the road.
What I would'like to discover, however, is just how often

that spare wheel is used ; just how much pf inconvenience
it has really saved its owner ; whether, in fact, it actually
justifies itself. SIDECAR WHEEL.
Newbury.

IMPROVING AN A.B.C.

Sir,—May I trespass on your space to ask "A.B.C. Rider"
(Pinner) (1.) The name of the carburetter that makes an
A.B.C. tick over like a Leyland? (2.) Will he let me know
his " proper gudgeon pin fixings," or where I can get the
job done, or the materials to do it myself?
These questions are put in the best spirit, and not in any

sarcastic sense. The slow-running device on the Claudel
precludes it from taming an engine like the A.B.C, and the
gudgeon pins—well, I have just tracked down a loss of power
to a neat little gulley in my No. 1 cylinder wall! and I find
the gudgeon pin has lateral movement in the piston. Only
the brass plates on the gudgeon end seem to hold it on.

I endorse all "A.B.C. Rider" says about his machine,
as its comfort and charm are such that I do not want any
other (bar the French "3^"). F. MASON.
[Several other correspondents also ask these questions.—Ed.]

B32

RELATIVITY—AND THE PROP STAND!
Sir,—An article entitled "Prop Stands," which appeared,

in November 3rd issue of your popular journal, is my reason

and excuse for wandering into your correspondence cokmins;

I think I have rightly gauged the psychology of the average

m-otor cyclist when I suggest that at least 80% of the soloists

who fit prop stands will use them to support their pet

"speed iron" when in the garage resting from its labours.

Now, I gather that when the prop is in action the machine
leans towards it, at a slight angle 8, from the vertical.

I was in the habit of using a stout bar (a length of T
iron to be exact) to prop up the machine in the garage.

This when in action fitted comfortably in the junction of

the tubes below the saddle, while the lower end rested on
a rough concrete floor : the 'bus was put in low gear, and
the coefficient of friction at either end of the bar was great,

and there was no chance of anything slipping or moving,
and the 'bus leant at the same small angle ff, about 10°

or 15° from the vertical. ^

Here comes the snag which might equally apply to prop
stand. I said, "Good night, old darling," and propped
it up in the usual manner, but next morning my horrified

gaze rested' upon the sight of the old 'bus huddled up on
the floor with the front wheel and bars at an uncomfortable
angle. A ha.sty inspection revealed the fact that not much
damage had been done beyond a battered A. A. sign and a

bent control. Further examination led to the discovery of the
deflated and dejected aspect of the back tyre, which had,
as tyres will, attached to its person a tintack, the pneumatic
equivalent of a slow puncture.
Now with the decrease in size of the tyre was a correspond-

ing diminution in the angle d till 9 = zero ; then things

happened.
The moral to be drawn is "Leave not thy two-wheeled

wife too long to meditate on one leg, lest, peradverture, she

should 'tyre and sigh.'" HUMBER 1st.

Shortlands.'

TWO-STROKE RATTLE CURED.
Sir,—I own a Villiers-engined machine, which was new in

February, 1921. Up to a couple of months ago it was very
satisfactory, and then it started an unpleasant rattle when
climbing a long hill on top gear or when driven hard on
the level.

This noise would disappear after decarbonising, but would
come again within about 200 miles. I may say that all

bearings are perfect, the rings have no up and down play in

the grooves, and the gap between the ends is correct, so I

thought I would go into the matter thoroughly.

After filing the sides of the deflector head with no appreci-

able im.provement, I found that there were several very bright

spots on the sides of the piston, so I took these down with
emery, and reassembled. The difference is remarkable. The
engine has now a maximum speed of 44 m.p.h. (timed, and
by Bonniksen), and can be driven indefinitely at 28-30 m.p.h.
or more with no sign of a rattle.

In conclusion, users of tw-o-strokes will find immense benefit

if they regularly use Spots. After not being touched for

1,000 miles, my engine w-as remarkably free from carbon,

and both top rings absolutely free in the grooves.

G. R. PETTINGER.
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NOVEL GEAR DETAILS

ON 1922 MOUNTS.

Gear control on the three-speed Velocette

is now effected by the usual gate, which is

fixed to the tank, instead of the novel

rotating knob arrangement of last year.

Showing how the gear

boxun the New Imperial

loop frame lightweight

is secured to extensions

of the engine plates.

A modified form of Sturmey-.\rcher

gear control employed on the 4J h.p.

Beardmore-Precision.

Four Types of Sporting Mounts.

TWO-CYLINDER TWO-STROKE SCOTT

'^3
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IS THE MODERN SIDECAR TOO POWERFUL?
Sir,—I enclose a photograph which may possibly be of

interest, as it illustrates the capabilities of a 1920 7-9 h.p.
outfit. I may say that I do not make a habit o£ carrying
this load (about 53 stone), but, owing to a friend having'had
bad tyre trouble one Sunday, and there being no trains, we
all managed to get fairly comfortably seated on and in my
outfit, and travelled from Noss Mayo to Plymouth, a distance
of about sixteen miles. This included four bad hills, one hair-
pin of nearly 1 in 4, and also the well-known Puslinch Hill.
We once attained a speed of 28 ra.p.h. on half tlu'ottle, and
we arrived home with neither passengers nor machine any
the worse.

^^^.-'
•*%

."ffX^ ^m^^'^^^i iS-' .1

On a difficult journey, with five up. (See accompanying letter.)

An exceptional reserve of power may be useful on such
an occasion, but, for ordinary touring conditions, is it

necessary? It is, however, interesting, and proves what the
modern heavy motor cycle will do.
Devonport. A FRIEND IN NEED.

TWO-STROKE FAILINGS.
Sir,—Can,any reader tell me of a two-stroke that does not

burn its top piston rings? Having ridden three well-known
makes, I find that this is the one great fault, which becomes
rather expensive when one has to keep renewing them, and
it also means time and trouble fitting them.
London, S.W.6. TWO-STROKE.

ELIMINATING MECHANICAL NOISE.
Sir,—Under this heading " Multi Gear" asks for the

advice of readers on reducing the noise of the valve gear of

the 3^ h.p. Rudge-Multi. I am only a prospective motor
cyclist, but, .as my fancy is the Rudge-Multi, I naturally
take an interest in that machine. I presume "Multi Gear"
is referring to the inlet valve gear, which seems to be gener-
ally reckoned to be on the noi.sy side. My theory to account
for this is that, whereas a side valve engine has only one
point of external impact (between tappet and valve stem),
the Eudge has three (tappet to inlet valve rod, inlet valve
rod to overhead rocker, and overhead rocker to inlet valve
stem). The obvious cure is to spring-load the rocker to hold
both ends of the inlet valve rod in constant contact with
the tappet at the bottom and the rocker at the top. This
should give silence equal to that of a side valve engine, as
tlie gap allowed for clearance is now definitely confined to
one spot, instead of distributing itself between three. More-
over, the inlet valve spring now merely has to close the
valve only, allowing the use of a lighter spring, and conse-
quently reducing wear and tear on the valve seat. Hoping
this will be of some assistance to " Multi Gear."
London, S.E.18. EUDGE IT.

Sir,—I know of an instance where a covering was placed
over the overhead gear for experimental purposes, and the
result was that it simply lowered the tone of the sound

;
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this was attributed to the fact that the covering was already
placed upon an intermittent vacant space (the cylinder),

I should like to suggest that "Multi Gear" try a small
spiral spring, the tension of which would not materially
affect the pressure of his inlet valve spring, and fit the same
so that it fits over the adjustable tappet and presses against
the operating rod, to which it must be connected so that
the spring will constantly keep the operating rod rocker arm
and valve stem as one unit.

This being done, fit a small fibre disc in the cup in which
the operating rod resides, that is, between the bottom of the
operating rod and the top of the adjustable tappet.

STAN HBALES.
Sir,—When I first had my Eudge I experienced a " clatter

"

from the valve gear, but on advice had the adjustable over-
head rocker fitted by the Rudge-Whitworth Co. This, I

find, does away with the noise, as the rocker can be" adjusted
after the engine has got hot. There is, I think, no need to
explain the effect of the expansion of the cylinder on the
valve gear. RUDGE-MULTI.

Radnorshire.

MISLEADING HORSE-POWER RATINGS.
Sir,—With the Show here once again, it may not be

out of place to say a few words about the present rather
misleading relation between the horse-power of an engine as
given by the makers and its cubical capacity. Take the
4 h.p. class. Several engines of widely different capacity are
rated at this power. We have the Blackburne of 499 c.c,
the Triumph 550 c.c, and the Norton 633 c.c. This
anomalous rating might cause a novice a good deal of con-
fusion as to the size and power of the respective machines.
He might be led to believe that the 4^- h.p. B.S.A. is a larger
and more powerful machine than the Big Four Norton,
though the latter has a considerable advantage in the matter

I of c.c.

One notices a similar state of affairs in the smaller classes.

Here we have the two-stroke Precision engine rated at Si h.p.,

and numerous four-strokes, such as the little A.J.S., which
is at least the equal of the Precision in speed, and power,
rated at 2|- h.p., though the two engines are of the same
capacity.

I learn on good authority that one of our leading maaiu-
facturers intends rating his 499 c.c. 3^ h.p. single at 4 h.p.

for 1922, giving as the reason that various improvements
in design justify the increase. This is where I think he
is wrong. Makers' horse-power has always been an
arbitrary term, bearing very little on the actual b.h.p.
developed, and used as a guide to the size of the engine.
Let the makers all agree to adopt some standard formula (not

the R.A.C. one), or else keep to the old-established ratings.

Nearly everyone realises that modern engines give b.h.p.'s

far in excess of those of ten years ago. SPEEDWELL.
Tonbridge.

SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION PERFORMANCES.
Sir,—I should like to state that during September, on a

trip to Bath and back, with a 14 st. i^assenger, I did 168 miles
on a tin of No. 1 Shell—79 m.p.g.—this on a 1920 8 h.p. New
Imperial sidecar. Can any of your New Imperial or other
readers beat this? E. A. PRATT.

Sir,—I am very much interested, in the letter from
"Ignoramus," wherein he stated that he averaged 92 m.p.g.
with Triumph and sidecar (two up).

There are at least half a dozen of my friends who own
late models of Triumphs and sidecars, but none of us can
obtain more than 55 m.p.g. with two up, although a few of
us claim to be " experts " in tuning engines, and generally
competent in adjusting brakes, wheel cones, etc.

Personally, I have tried nearly all the recommended
economy stunts—W.S.R. jet, extra air gadgets, etc—but can-
not get more than 55 m.p.g. with two up on the Portsmouth
Road. I only carry standard equipment, an 8 st. passenger,

and my own weight is 10 st. The sidecar is a Gloria Special,

and is absolutely in line with the machine, and all parts,

gear box, wheels, engine, and valve clearances are attended
to regularly. The compression is good, and no leaks are

present in the induction pipe of the Triumph carburetter.

Now, can "Ignoramus" give your readers a few hints, such
as type of carburetter, valve clearances, type and weight of

sidecar weight of driver and passenger, blend of spirit used,

type of screen (if any), etc. ? H. S. B. BOOTH.
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WHY NOT RUBBER?
Sir,—I wish the A. A. could invent a new badge. I get

caught up in mine about twice a week. HUMBER 1st.

Shortlands.

STANDARD ENGINES AT BROOKLANDS.
'

Sir,—Under " Occasional Comments " in your issue of

'•October 27th " Ixion " mentions the fact that the two Indians

entered for the scratch races at the last B.M.C.R.C. meeting

liud, according to Mr. W. H, Wells, absolutely standard

engines. I have been pre.<5ent at most of the meetings at

Brooklands this year, and have noticed that the Indian

machines usually arrive at the track in a motor van, with

mechanics ad lib., and perhaps Jlr. Wells will explain why
it is necessary to keep his engines covered with a blanket,

both before and after the race. Is he afraid of his

wonderful engines being too closely inspected by an admir-

ing public? F.E.L.
Dulwich.

that, as one of them remembered that they had stopped for
tea at Doncaster. I enjoyed the chat, and am afraid rather
led them on.

The next morning I was just leaving when one of them
appeared. I was in warpaint again, and he looked hard.
"Weren't you at Stamford yesterday morning?" I slipped
in my clutch.

"

E.L.S.
Loudon, E.G. 4.

SNOW BOOTS FOR WINTER RIDING.
Sir,—It has always .<iurprised me that so few motor cyclists

make use of snow boots in conjunction with overalls during
wniter riding. I have always done this, and can thoroughly
recommend the practice to other motor cyclists who may
suffer from cold feet. The advantages are that you arrive
at your destination with feet that are warm and cleanly clad.
Also it is possible to ride in the worst weather u.sing an
ordinary .pair of light house shoes. COLD PAWS.

Cambridge.

ACCIDENTALLY INTENSIFYING THE SPARK.
Sir,—Plaving read with much interest the letter in your

valuable columns from Mr. W. H. Massey, and duly noted

that this gentleman has apparently got static electricity well

between his fingers, I should be obliged if you would kindly

publish the few queries herewith, in order that Mr. Massey
might see them, and let me, together with some friends

who are interested, have his opinion upon the matters in

question.

Although the topic is not in connection with auxiliary

spark gaps, Jlr. Massey will probably be somewhat interested.

A friend of mine has -a baby two-stroke of well-known
make, in which he used an old pre-war Bosch plug until quite

recently. Having the misfortune to crack the insulator on
this plug one afternoon, I lent him a plug of a well-known
British make. After covering about two miles his engine

petered out quite without^warning, and upon our examining
the plug we found that it was bridged across the gap by
a large piece of carbon. We cleaned the plug and replaced,

only to have the same occurrence oiie and a half mile further

on. This continued throughout the day. Upon arriving

home, my friend attached an old 0. and J. plug protector,

wliich is a small cup shaped aluminium object, being made
with numerous radiating fins around its sides; it drops over
the top of the central pole of the plug, and is held down by
the terminal screw. This thing he had long ago thrown aside,

upon my advice, as being useless.

After fitting it he rode for the w'hole evening without any
sign of the trouble, and has continued to do so without trouble

for the past three weeks. ^'

What we want to know is. What effect did this plug pro-

lector have on this plug to prevent it from sooting up? My
friend says that it is owing to the protector keeping the

central electrode cool ; but, in my opinion (based upon the

use of condensers in the wireless service), the large alumiilium
surface extending right down the body of the insulator to

within ^in. of the metal body of the plug, forms a sort of

condenser with air di-electric across the points of the plug, .

thus intensifying the spark and preventing the carbon from
forming on the points. SPARKLET.
London, N.2.

HOW "FORTY-FIVE" AVERAGES ARE MAINTAINED!
Sir,—In these days of high speeds and non-stop runs, the

following little episode is somewhat amusing and instructive.

I was running North a few days back, and stopped at the
Red Lion cafd at Stamford about 10 a.m. for some refresh-
ments. The shop was soon after invaded by four " speed
merchants," and the air was full of "non-stops,"' "50 (to)

70 m.p.h.," etc. They left just before I did, riding respec-
tively a "Triumph, Rudge, 2| h.p. Douglas, and Levis. I

was riding a 4 h.p. Douglas sidecar, and overtook them the
other side of Grantham. They were all well down to it,

doing between 55 and 60 m.p.h. (?) My speedometer was
at "31 m.p.h.," but I have always had my' doubts about that
instrument. I thought nothing more about it, and arrived
at the Three Greyhounds at Boroughbridge at 7.30 p.m.
At 9.15 in walked the four gentlemen, and we entered into
conversation.

I will say this for them, they told the tale well. They had
left Finchley about two o'clock that afternoon, and came
through non-etop at an average of 45 m.p.h. No ! more than

ETHICS OF THE A.A. SERVICE.
Sir,—One often sees correspondence in the motor press

from people who wonder what benefits they derive from
belonging to the A.A. Such people evidently expect a
scout to spring up from the earth, like a benevolent genii
of the Arabian Nights, every time they have a breakdown.
I have just completed 4,000 miles on my sidecar, my
travels taking me to all parts of the country, and I can
honestly say that the silent service of the A.A. in indicating
the names of towns and villages with the yellow discs, giving
intermediate distances, and erecting notices of warning and
advice, etc., has been of invaluable assistance and worth
ten times the amount of the subscription. Moreover, the
facilities afforded at garages showing the A.A. sign have
done much towards making the season's riding so pleasurable.

I have never needed the assistance of a scout, for I regard
such help as "sick benefit" from the A.A. ; and I try to
emulate the veteran member of the Ancient Order of
Foresters, Avho boasted that he had paid in for fifty years
and drawn nothing out ! In other words, I keep the machine
in such a healthy condition that it needs no doctoring on
the road. I was led to join the A.A. by participating in
its silent service, as indicated above, for nothing, and
suddenly realising that it was time I paid something for
it.^ There are thousands of motor cyclists who benefit from
this A.A. service without a twinge of conscience at taking
something for nothing. I have no connection with the A.A.
except being a satisfied member. TRIUMPH.
Northampton.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
" G.G." (Hove) complains of an extraordinary run of bad

luck with brand new tyres. Five covers only gave him
1,500 miles.

^
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists,
Issued in conjunction ivith The Motor Cycle.

• MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.'
The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By pos., 2/10
• HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- By post, 2/3
'TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."

A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/- By pos:. 2/3,

•TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's poin-
of view. Price net, 3'- By post, 3 /q

MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " IxiON," of TJte Motor Cycle.

Price net, 5 Uv post, =;
/ (

THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net 5 /6.

. Book post, 5 /to. Set of Two Maps—England and
Wales, London. Price net, 4 /6. Bv pos: ^/S,

• THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/ , By post, 5/4.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SON 3
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C,4, or of leading Bookseller^

and Railway Bookstalls.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN DETAILS.

Unit Assembly of Engine and
Gear Box. Examples of the

Latest Four-stroke and Two-
stroke Piston Design.

Engine, footboards, magneto and engine

plates may be removed as a unit from the

Chater-Lea two-stroke.

With gudgeon pm and

rings the alummium
shpper piston on the

o.h.v. Tjiumph weighs

but 1 4 oz.

Following a practice which is yearly becoming more

popular, the New Imperial engine and gear box are

assembled as a unit.
.

A PORTED
TWO-STROKE

PISTON.

I here is a trans-

fer port m the

thrust side of the

Omega 2-stroke

piston, which is

of the three
rmged type.

Chain adjustment does not

upset the Sturmey gear con-

trol on the sports model

Francis-Barnett; the quadrant

moves with the gear box.

Tyre repair on the 4| h.p. Humber is facilitated

by a quickly detachable rear wheel and a hinged

mudguard.

COMPACT
DESIGN.

Power unit and silencer of the Hack miniature.

Gears and propeller-shaft on

the new 8 h.p. F.N. shown
with the gear casmg removed.

On the new duplex frame Omega the engine and gear box

are assembled as a unit.

c8
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East London Iffi.C.C.

A club has i-ecently been formed as

above. The entry and subscription fee

is 10s. 6d., which will carry the member
up to December 31st, 1922. Application

for entry should be made to Mr. J. R.
Watkins, "The Old Three Colts," 450,

Old Ford Road, Bow, London, E.3.

Shepley and District M.C.

In order to maintain interest in the

club during the winter months a series

of three social evenings are being arranged,

to be held on the second Friday in each
month. The first will be held in the
United Methodist School, Shelley, on
Friday, December 9th. There will be no
charge for admission, and all motorists

and their friends will be welcomed.

Tiverton M.C. and L.C.C.

The committee is arranging an attrac-

iive social programme in order to pro-
vide members with wholesome entertain-

ment during the long and dreary winter
mouths. Efforts are being made to

acquire " headquarters," and as soon as

they are obtained whist drives, dances,
concerts, etc., will be held on best pos-

sible lines. There are now over 100
members. The first annual club dinner
will be held on January 5th.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

Results of the one day sporting trial

held at the end of October have now
been announced

:

EEIO WILLIAMS CUP AND FIRST-CLASS
CEETIFICATE.—Best solo performance: J. A.
Newuion [3V' Douglas).
PRESIDENT'S CUP.—Best perlormnnJ-e by a

passen(^^er niacliine under 1.100 c.c. : Tie. R. Brown
(3r^ Sunbeam sc.} end B. IBladder (© New Imperial
se.). In view of tkie tie, the cup is to be lieM by
the winners for six months each, and in considera-
tion n club medal is awarded to each instcid of
a certitieate.

RUNNERS UP—Special gold medal's: Solo, E.
Main (8 Zenith); p.assenger, F. Moirall (AW
B.S.A. sc).

FIRST-CLASS AWARDS.—Club medal,?: J. Cave
'8 G.N.). W. A. Carr (8 Morcan), J. M. Dosher
(8 Enfield), A. G. Silk (8 G.N.I. .7. L. Shaw (8

Morgan), C. Ropers (3'/' Sunbeam), and S. W.
Lewis i6-7 B.S.A.l.

TEAM PRIZE.-Worcester team.

>>t^inter Social TEvenls.
Tuesday, Dec. 6th.—Lewes and District M.C.C

Annual Dinner.
Wednesday, Dec. 7th.—ClitheroB and District il/.C.

Lecture on " Carburation."
Wednesday, Dec. 7th.—Kidderminster M.C.C.

Anmial Dipn^r.
Friday, Dec. 9th.—Shipley and District M.C Social

Evening.
Thursday, Dec. ISth.-Redditch and District M.C.C.

.ijtnual Dinner.
Friday, Dec. Kth.—Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

Annual Dinner.

West Birmingham M.C.C.
A't a recent general meeting it was

decided that the club should continue
solely as an amateur club. A new com-
mittee and officials were elected, including

a lady secretary, Jlrs. H. G. Gale, 49,

Rookery Road, IJournbrook.

North London M.C.C.
The closing event of the year consisted

of a short paperchase, which was won
by L. P. Walters (4 Triumph). Tea was
taken at Radlett, and a very pleasant

social evening was spent there.

The club has formed a football team
to play during the coming winter, and
would like to arrange matches with any
other motor cycle club which has a
similar team. The football secretarv is

Mr. R. H. Baxter, 6, Methuen Park,
JIuswell Hill, N.IO.

TO CLUB SECRETARIES.
The Motor Cyde" Film will shortly

fte available for loan to enterprising dabs

who are keen to make their winter social

events a success. This exclusive film

takes about forty minutes to exhibit

and the programme includes scenes al

the Junior and Senior T.T. Races, thi

500 Miles Race, the Six Days Trials

and the Grand Prix Car Race. CluJ

secreiaries should write to the Edito'

(Film Department), -The Motor Cyde,'

Coventry, suggesting two or three alter

native dales, preferably in April or

after.

Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.Ci.

A. W. Thrush (3^ Sunbeam) was the

winner of the Sutton Cup. in the recent

trial for that trophy. R. G. Beesley (3^

Sunbeam sc.) made the best sidecar per-

formance.
The club's amiual dinner will take place

on Friday, January 20th, 1922.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Provisional fi.xtures for ne.\t year have

now been announced. The most impor-

tant event, the Victory Cup trial, will be

held on either March 25th or April 1st.

A final trial for this year will be held

on December 27th.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

A lecture was held recently in the

Crown and iNIitre Hotel, Mr. W. Theodore
Carr, M.P., presiding. The lecturer, Mr.

E. H. Spence, Chief Constable for the

city, chose as his subject " Road Traffic,"

and treated his audience to a thoroughly

able and well-delivered discourse.

Eecles District M.C.C. (Proposed).

A suggestion has been made to form a

club as above, and judging from the

enquiries already made, the membership
promises to be extensive. Those inter-

ested should communicate with E. Mees,

40, Church Street, Eecles.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting of the

Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club,

held on the 16th ult., the reports of the

hon. treasurer and hon. secretary tor the

past year were adopted. The committee

was 'able to report that, despite the

troubled state of affairs in Ireland during

the past year, nine competitions were held

during the season. The treasurer's report

showed a substantial balance in hand after

discharge of al! liabilities. It was de-

cided to make an effort to induce the

Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers

and Traders Union to recognise officially

the annual twenty-four hours reliability

trial of the club.

ABBREVIATIONS EXPLAINED.
NEWCOMERS to motor cycle matters

must often be puzzled by various

technical abbreviations which con-

tinually crop up wherever any phase of

the pastime is discussed.

The following table explains a few of

the most common ;

h.p. = horse-power,
b.h.p. = brake-horse-i)Ower.

c.c. = cubic centimetres (olten erroneously
used to denote the words " cubic
capacity ").

mm. = millimetre.

o.h.v. = overhead valve,

o.h.i.v. = overhead inlet valve,

o.h.e.v. = overhead exhaust valve.

a.i.v. :

V twin

flat twin

automatic inlet valve.

a two-cylinder engine with the
cylinders set radially, but not at
180°.
a two-cylinder engine with the
cylinders set at 180° (sometimes
called " h.o.," or horizontally
opposed).
an engine ( usually valveless) on
which the cycle of operations is

completed in one up and down
movement of the piston, i.e., two
strokes.

tour-stroke

r.p.m.
m.p.h.

kra.p.h.

k.s.

h.b.c.

m.e.p.

an engine in which the cycle ol

operations is completed in two up
and down movements of the iiiston,

i.e., tour strokes.

top dead centre (used to signify the
position of the piston when it is at

the upper extremity of its stroke).

revolutions per minute.
miles per iiour.

kilometres per hour.
kick-starter.

handle-bar controlled.

mean effective pressure (signifying

the average pressure in the cylinder
throughout the whole cycle of

operations).

CII
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Of increased capacity (555 c.c), the

4^ h.p. P. and M. engine V6 a very clean

design The timing cover has been removed
to show the simphcity of the valve gear.

There are no radiating fins on ^he inlet

valve pocket of the 4^ h p. Abingdon
engine.

Interesting

Engines fitted to

1922
Motor Cycles.

Delails of Three New "Big
Singles," a Four Valve Speed
Engine, a Rotary Valve Two-
strck^, and 1 wo Fiat Twins. An inclined cylinder his long been a

feature of the 2\ h.p. San-Vitesse two-

stroke engine-

Connecting rod and roller bearings used

in the 3-J h.p. sports model Douglas

A tHcujhthe+i b.p.Beardmore-

Precision engine is in a unit w.th

the gear box, the primary dr.ve

follows "non-unit" practice, being

bv chain

Detachable vaKe pockets have long been a
feature of the flat twin f-lumber.

Few engines at the Show are attracting

as much interest as the four-valve Triumph.
This view shows the rocker gear, twin

exhaust pipes, and the neat detachable

silencer.

In one form the 2\ h.p. James lightweight

is fitted with a two-speed gear box, with

clutch and kick-starter.
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5 mins. from Olympia BARKERS 'Buses 9, 27, 28, 33 & 73

LEATHER UHDERJACKETS...IO^-
(Sleeveless as illustrated)

VISITORS TO OLYMPIA
for the Cycle and Motor Cycle

Show, should make a point ol

visiting the great Barker Store at

Kensington. The great offer of

sleeveless leather under-jackets

(described here) is only one of the

many bargains available for motor
cyclists. If it is impossible to visit

the Barker Store, post orders may
be sent with
every confidence.

Post i/- extra.

Two or more
post free.

N.B. —Special
prices quoted to

the trade for

quantities. EiAdi

IN CHROME LEATHER
Made in fine quality chrome
leather in a nut-brown shade, lined

throughout wool tweed. Sold in

pre-war days at 25/- to 30/- each.

Made in one size only, which
may be adapted to any figure.

It should be pointed out that

these jackets can be worn equally

well by ladies as by gentlemen
The garment is

worn over the

lounge jacket
and under the

overcoat.

N.B. •— Special
prices quoted to

the trade for

quantities. EACH
JUH.C U.-VRICHK A.MJ ^().i!i-'A:\ Y. !,riJ., KEiVSIXCrXON, \V.8.

EVERYTHING DEPENDS UPON YOUR
POWER UNIT, and the "BLACKBURNE"
engines CAN BE DEPENDED ON.

The 2i h.p. O.H.V. model is really the fastest light-

weight engine on the market.

When at OLYMPIA be sure to visit

STAND 220 (Gallery).

^ Where the whole range of BLACKBURNE engines

can be seen.

BURNEY & BLACKBURNE, LTD.,
Atlas Works, Bookham, Surrey.

Telephones: Bookham 44. Telegrams: "Engines" Bookham.
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TO INTRODUCE

PATENT

SINGLE LEVER

Carburetter

Price

£3
FOR ONE MONTH, WE WILL,

ALLOWupto £1 for your OLD CARBURETTER
IF INTERESTED, WILL YOU PLEASE DROP

FREE
We claim to have the Finest Testimonials ever received

by a Carburetter Manufacturer. {See Booklet.)

Manufacturers and Trade Enquiries Solicited.

VERY LOW TERMS QUOTED.

F. A. MILLS, Patentee & Manufacturer, ^^' ^ast street.^

A P.C. FOR BOOKLET EXPLAINING ABOVE AND
TRIAL.

We guarantee our Carburetter saves petrol, gives slower
running, more power and speed, and is lighter, neater,

and cheaper. It emphatically improves Singles and
Twins, both 2 and 4 stroke

FARNHAM

vjSlSISjf/,

Patent Automatic Governor Pulley and
^ Variable Gear Combined

For 4-8troke Direct Belt Driven Motor Cycles

PHILIPSON'S Latest Patent Automatic Flywheel

Governor Pulley and Variable Gear Combined
For 2-stroke Direct Belt Driven Motor Cycles

The Lightest, Speediest, and Simplest Gear on the market for direct
belt-driven 2.stroke and 4-stroke engines — THE LEADING PULLEY.
ONLY ADDS 2 lbs. (approx.) TO THE WEIGHT OF A 2-STROKE MACHINE,
AND 6 lbs. (approx.) TO THE WEIGHT OF A 4-STROKE MACHINE.

OLYMPIA SHOW.
Nov. 28th.—Dec 3rd.

RENDERS
HILL CLIMBING
A PLEASURE.

We are exhibiting the Flywheel
Governor at Stands No. 266
(Bowden Wire Co.) and No. 162
./Brown Bros.) The Standard
Pulley will be exhibited at Stand
No. 99 (Norton Motors, Ltd.)

GREATER
DRIVING POWER.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines :

2-stroke. 4-stroke.

LEVIS, TRIUMPH,
O.K., NORTON,
CALTHORPE ROVER,
VILLIERS, SINGER,

etc. COULSON-
BLACKBURNE.

We are now In a position to
supply the PhiUpson Pulley to
fit J.A.P. engines without any
alteration to tiie machine or
"staggering" of the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a

DT .r^.^i>TTT>..,T^ single-speed2-strokeintoaspeeHmodel
MORE SPEED.

| ^1±5^^1^^^^lJ -the lightest speedmoddon th market.

No alteration to the machine; juit takes the place of present flywheel or pjlley
THE ONLY GEAR WITH NO END THRUST. reduced price

Send lor llluslraUd Booklet. £7 7 Carriage Paid.
Philipson & Co.. t.td , Astley Bridge, BOLTON. Lanes. (Established over 50years.) 'Grams : "Safety. Bolton." 'Phone: 147 Eagley.

ci6 fn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Facts and Figures Respecting the Industry.
130,000 British Motor Cycles Produced Annually. Future Prospects Discussed

at the Annual Manufacturers' Banquet;

ON the eve of the Show, the seventh annual Government to assist by stabihsing Exchanges and co-

banquet of the British Cvcle and Motor Cycle operating with the banks.

Manufacturers and Traders Union was held The Chairman added that certain tariff adjustments

at the Hotel Cecil, Sir Harold Bpwden, Bart., have been secured from Spain and Belgium as a result

presiding over a large and distinguished attendance. of the joint effort of the Union, the F.B.I.
,
and the

Lord Morris, in proposing the toast of the manu- British Ambassadors in the countries concerned,

facturers, drew attention to the value of the cycle and JTurning to the question of roads, he pointed out that

motor cycle industrv to the country, instancing the fact road users felt that the attitude of the Mmistry of

that in a normal year, 600,000 pedal cycles and nearly Transport and of the police is still tinged with the

130,000 motor cycles are manufactured. Wages paid acerbity and lack of understanding which has too long

are approximately sixteen milUons, and the capital been usual in connection with official control of

invested somewhere in the neighbourhood of thirty mechanical vehicles. Local byelaws, too, he con-

millions. He pointed out that competition abroad sidered of an incessantly interfering character. The

was keen, and must be reaUsed by „^ ., revenue extorted from the industry

home manufacturers, who do not ^|oo<x>o<><x>c<>o<x><>c<>c<>s<><>o<x>-%s. is considerable, and it. is the only

experiencethesameforeign.com- % m,, ni VMPIA IM FiriTRF*; ^ industry called upon to pay a

petition at home. The love of % 1921 OLYMPIA IN FIGUKLb. 5 direct tax (for general identification

motor cycling, he pointed out, $ ^
, ^ P^^*^^) *" addition to the rates

constantly increases, and he ex- V 96 exhibitors of motor cycles V and taxes imposed upon any

pressed the opinion that within and miniatures. commercial venture,

ten years a million motor cycles .X 2-stroke engines are staged by 6

.would be on the road. Replying, $ _ 49 makers of motor cycles. $ Administration of the Road

the Chairman mentioned that the A Four-stroke engines are seen on ""^ •

357 members of the Union gave X 62 stands. Reconstruction and improvement

employment to something like Y of roads. Sir Harold Bowden

110,000 men and women. One A THE BATTLE OF TYPES. X urged, is not proceeding as fast

of the features of the industry was 5- 1921-22 engines classifie^
^^^^ ^ or as efficiently as ought to be

its valuable export trade, now <S
v twins 5o' 44 X the case. He' was not_ satisfied

unhappily affected by the general X single-eyliiider four-strokes 48 63 that the Road Fund is being wisely

trade slump. He quoted figures § Single-cylinder Two-strokes 46 50 9 spent, or that the cost of recon-

to show that exports had fallen A Flat twins 11 9 <; struction had been brought down

away sadly since 1920, ;£6, 000, 000 § *Four-eylinder .. ..3 2 X to the lowest possible figure. To-

representing the less in export fTwo-cylinder 2-strokes ..2 4 6 day, 1 6s. per square yard was paid

trade to the end of September X Water-cooled motor cycles 1 1 a _fi-,e pre-war figure being 3s. 6d.
, .,1 ,, J- „ X *lncluding Castle-Three Runabout. A ^

i

compared with the corresponding V tinciudinl Scott Sociable. X per square yard.

period of 1920. This he ascribed o If more efficient methods could

to (j) the pohcy and action of X LUBRICATION. 9 ^q^ ^e adopted, he contended that

trade unions toward industry since ,

The trend in oiling systems is indicated A
j|.jg balance in the hands of the

the war, (2) the collapse of the
\ ^JI^^^Pm^^^^7,^' th jfe l Government created by motor

German mark, and (3) the mtoler-
g ..grious forms of oiling

:

X taxation should at once be re-

able burden of taxation. He^ cal- o Mechanical . . 25 Drip Feed .

.

101 ^
turned to the user in the shape of

cuiated that the loss represented in X Hand Pump . . 18 Petroil .

.

12 A substantial reductions of tax, since

wages would be sufficient to keep O $ at the end of this year motorists

an army of 30,000 men employed X TYRE SIZES X
^^\\\ j^^yg paid ^11,000,000 in

for a year at ^4 per man weekly. $ fi"^'* °" "I'l^rent modek
^^^^^

d ^^^^^ instead of ^8,000,000 esti-

X *28xlJ
3"

i X mated as required.

Modern Prices, X I6x2i !! .. .. 1 8 Li conclusion, he drew attention

To solve the problem confront-
g 16x2| 3 Ox to this week's Exhibition as the

ing manufacturers, the Chairman Xl8x2 1 36 greatest cycle and motor cycle show

stated that manufacturing' costs
^

24x2 4 5 $ the world has ever seen, and the

were being reduced by arrange- 24x2i 17 9 X exhibits represented the best value

ment with workpeople, and profits 6 ^52^9^
7 ? §

offered in this country

^

cut to the bone by anticipating $ 26x2-1 32 57 X
^^''^ ^^^ ^- ^o^^''^'' (vice-presi-

pcssible reductions. Such a X 26x2* !! .. .. 3 6 X ^^"""^ proposed the Guests, re-

course was necessary, he said, to x 26x2! !! ..
!.' 27 30 sponded to by Mr. Arthur Neal,

secure next year's business, the 26x3' .. .. ..8 9 $ M.P., Parliamentary Secretary

object being to inspire confidence X 650x65 21 13 X Ministry of Transport (who re-

in the buying public, and enable
g

700 x 80 12 ^^ X ferred to the new quarterly licences

them to place their orders without ^^x^ ' ..22 1' -for motor cycles in 1922), and Sir

fear of further reductions in price. g
'Pedal cycles v^ith engine umts.

^ Erne.st Wild, K.C., M.P., Chair-

Manufacturers, too, looked to the .||<xxx>ocooooooooooooooc>o<x>||' man of the British Empire Union.

DI
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Monday at the Olympia Show.

%^^
r.5'i'i

THE OLYMPIA MOTOR CYCLE SHOW ON THE OPENING DAY.
Impressions of the exhibits at this week's annual Show at Olympia. Although thick fog prevailed there were a great many

visitors immediately the turnstiles started to click at 10 a.m.

OLYMPIA opened at 10 a.m. on
Monday in a thick fog of almost un-

precedented density. As a result,

the attendance during the first hour was
rather meagre, but the hall gradually

filled as the day wore on. The interior

of the building was almost as foggy as

it was outside in the street, and it was
difficult to see across the hall. At mid-
day Olympia was fairly full, and at

lunch time the fog had cleared off, and
bright sunshine graced the opening day.

DELAYED IN TRANSIT.

SEVERAL exhibits were not complete

at the time of our visit on Monday,
and at least two had not arrived.

These were the Cedos, which we learned

were on the way, and promised to be
something startling in the way of value;

the other was the Peugeot motor cycle

e-xhibit, which, it was expected, would
not arrive before this issue of The Motor
Cycle, was on sale in Olympia.

Quite a number of stand holders had
a very anxious time on Sunday. Several

trucks containing exhibits from the North
were "mislaid," and, evidently antici-

pating this trouble, one exhibitor sent his

machines by road under their own power.

Approximately 400 photos

and drawings are used to

illustrate this

SHOW REPORT NUMBER
-of-

Several firms reported good business
even on the opening day. In the Acces-
sory Section, stall-holders assumed a
cheerful attitude, and people are certainly

of ^opinion that_ the corner has been
turned.

Several of the better-known stands at-

tracted great crowds, and it was difficult

to get near the more popular makes of

machines. The Show is open from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m. each day, and the price

of admission is 2s.

Sir Harold Bowden, Bart., President of the

British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufac-
turers' and Traders' Union, organisers of

this week's Motor Cycle Exhibition at

Olympia. He presided at the banquet on

Friday evening last. Sec page 703.

25,729 motor cycles were registered in

Germany on July 1st, 1921. Cars on the

same date numbered 60,966.

The possibility of a petrol -price war
is discussed in The Autocar.

A Royal Visit.

Yesterday (Wednesday) at 10.30 a.m.

H.R.H. the Duke of, York, was due to

visit the IMotor Cycle Show at Olympia.
It was arranged that the visit would be
less formal than is usually the case, since

the Duke of York, as a keen motor cyclist

and car owner, desired to rove about the

hall at his free will and examine various

makes of machines. H.E.H. is a keen
supporter of motor cycle racing.

LONDON TO EXETER ON
A 75 lb. LIGHTWEIGHT.

A SUCCESSFUL trial has just been
completed under A.C.U. observation

by an ultra-lightweight called the

McKenzie. The rider, W. F. Smith, rode
from Londorr to Exeter in a day, and
finished the journey on Thursday after-

noon at about 1.50 at the jMarble Arch,
having voluntarily taken two days over
the return journey. He reported a no--

trouble ride, and only assisted the machine
with the pedals on very few occasions.,-

The main road to Exeter was taken, .in-

cluding Chard Hill.

A Lady's Attempt.

The engine is 60x60 mm. (160 c.c.)

two-stroke, driving direct by belt to the

rear wheel. It closely resembles a lady's

motor cycle so far as the frame is con-

cerned, and is fitted with pedals and a

chain guard. A lady, Mrs. MacFarquhar,
of Earl's Court, also attempted the
journey on a similar machine, but, not
having ridden a motor cycle before,

skidded three times . on the tramlines
shortly after the start and perforce had
to retire.

The A.C.U. report will be published

in due course.
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By Appiintmentto

H.M The Kim AMAZING SPEED!!!

Dou
3i h.p. SPORTS and SIDECAR

Marvellous times were put up by MR. C. G. PULLIN, riding a

C G PuUin. ^^ '^"P" Standard Sports Model and Sidecar at Brooklands on the

18th November, when he broke the

WORLD'S KILOMETRE

SIDECAR RECORD
in the 600 c.c. class at a speed of

77.14 MP.H.
(Subjsct to A.C.U. Confii'mation).

For a standard production model this speed with a sidecar is

truly astounding. The machine was fitted with the usual detach-

able wheels, three-speed gear, etc., etc.

At the last B.M.C.R.C. Meeting of the season, held at Brooklands

on Saturday, November 5th, MR. C. G. PULLIN, riding a

standard DOUGLAS, won the event of the day—the 750 c.c.

Championship Race, at a speed of

C G. PuUin.

C. G. Pullin.

C. G. Pullin.

76.49 M.PH.

SENSATION OF THE SHOW
IS THE 1922 PROGRAMME

STAND 119.
DOUGLAS MOTORS, LTD., Kingswood, BRISTOL.
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STAND
t:N9l92

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO., LTD.,
NORTHUMBERLAND PARK,

-rOTTENHAM, I.ONDON, N.1T.
ENGINES

'UNQUESTIONED 5?

Reviewing the exhibits at Olytnpia in its issue of

December 9th

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" states-

"As the standard ignition unit on a number
of first rank machines, the E.I.C.

magneto is unaltered, since the

is

29
World's Records

(Subject to A.C U. Confirmation) reliability of its design

unquestioned.). L. Emerson, 9/9/20, broke the 300 miles, and 4

and 5 hour on a 3| h.p. A.B.C.

B. Kershaw, 2/7/21, broke the 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 miles,

and the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 hour on a 21 h.p. New Imperial.

N. Norris, 2/7/21, broke the 500 miles on a 2J h.p. Ivy.

T. Thompson, 21/9/21, broke the 200, 300, and 400 miles, and the 3, 4, 5, and
6 hour on a 2| h.p. Douglas.

T. Thompson, 30/9/21, broke the 100 mile on a 3i h.p. Douglas with Sidecar.

J. L. Emerson, 8/10/21, broke the 10 miles on a 3J h.p. Douglas.

J. L. Emerson, 11/11 /21, broke the 50 and 100 mile, 1 and 2 hour on a 3i h.p. Douglas.
0[,YMPI

A

STAND
No.

237
E.I.C. MAGNETOS, Ltd.,

SAMPSON ROAD NORTH, BIRMINGHAM.
—Ke Best in

i£e worfd "

D4 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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A STAND-TO-STAND DESCRIPTION OF MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECARS, AND
THREE-WHEELERS ON VIEW AT OLYMPIA (Nov. 28th to Dec. 3rd).

The reports and iUastrations have been prepared by the staff of "The Motor Cyde" after personal examination of the exhibits.

A.J.S. (121.)
254 H. p. Model.—74x81 mm. '349 e.o.) ; single-cyl.

four-stroke : side viilves; drip feed lubrication;
Auaac carb. ; thain-driven mag.; 3-Ep. gear;
clutcli and kick starter: chain drive; 26x2\4in.
tyres. Prices: Solo £85, with sidecar £110.

A. J. Stevens and Co. (1914), Ltd.,
Wolverhampton.—Foi- 1922 the famous

2J h.p. A.J.S.
will be marketed
in three models

—

touring, semi-
sporting, and
sporting, the last

model capable of
approximately 60
m.p.h., and being
one of the prin-

cipal attrac-
tions of the
Show. The pheno-
menal double
victory of the
A.J.S. in this
year's T.T. has
induced many

veteran riders to regard the 350 c.c.

engine as ample for all touring pur-
poses ; and those who have come to this

decision are naturally interested in the

Engine - shaft shock

absorber fitted to the

7 h.p. and 2f h.p.

A.J.S.

Footrest adjustment on
the 2i h.p. A.J.S:

D3<><>0<X>0<XX><>0<X><><>00<><>C>00'in

!!>llo6ern Ofcti6&ncies.

PROGRESS in design is dis-

cernible in every type of

motor cycle for 1922. The
article " What the Show Reveals

"

(page 687) reviews these improve-
ments in detail. Further to assist

readers who are visiting Olympia
to assimilate the main items of

interest, the outstanding features

are summarised below :

(1) Increased number of big single

motor cyc'es.

(2) Lightweight sidecars.

(3) The vogue of the sporting model.

(4) Unique frame design.

(5) Motor cycles with open and duplex
frames.

(6) New 8 h.p. outfits.

(7) New lightiveight three-speed gears.

(8) Sleeve and rotary valve engines.

(9) Oil-cooled engines.

(10) The value offered in runabouts.

(11) New miniature motor cycles.

(12) Popularity of saddle tanks. O

D:>o<>o<><x>oo<>c><><>oooooo<>c>oo<[Il

machine which is principally responsible
for the change. The stripped sporting
model is specially lightened, has a flat

bar, narrow mudguards, no kick-starter,

and footresfs instead of footboards. All
three models have much larger tanks than
formerly, and the gear lever is now
sloped forward to clear the knees of a
long-legged rider. The long exhaust pipe
is supplied with an aluminium expansion
box and detachable fish-tail. All reci-

procating parts of the sporting engine
are .specially lightened, and some details

of the A.J.S. secrets of tune are em-
bodied in it. The semi-sporting model

Fitted to the 2J h.p. A.J.S. machines,

this new type of Druid fork provides for

direct and tangential shocks.
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is a little lighter than the standard, and
has a special engine. All three models
contain the familiar A.J.S. specialities

—

detachable head, detachable wheels, in-
ternal expanding brakes, etc. - A special
lightweight sidecar (£107 complete) is v

ARIEL. (89.)
31/2 n. p. MoDEi..—86.4x85 mm. (498 c.c.) ; singla-

ovl. fciur-stroke; side-by-side valves: drip feed
lubrication ; B. aud B. carb. r chain-driven
mag.: 3-sp. gear; clutcll : chain-cimi-belt drive;
26x2%in. tyres. Price, solo £87 10s.

Ariel JIotohs, Ariel Works, Bourn-
brook, Birming-
ham.—Undoubtedly
one of the most
attractive of solo

mounts is the 3^
h.p. sports Ariel.

No kick-starter is

Detail alterations in mudguarding, lighting equipment (now a Magdyno). and exhaust pipe

fittings, have not greatly altered the appearance of the 7 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar.

marketed, and can be stored in a space
6x5ft.

7 H.p. Model.—74X93 mm. (799 c.cl ; twin-cyl. four-
stroke : side valves ; drip feed lubrication ; Amac
carb.; ehain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch
and kick-starter: chain drive; 700x80 mm.
tyres. ' Price, with sidecar £175.

As their competition records would
suggest, these machines have undergone
practically no change for ne.xt year:

Ferodo has now superseded cork inserts

in the clutch. There is a new cush drive

on the engine-shaft. The e.xhaust pipes

are now attached to the cylinder head by
external nuts, and mudguarding has been
improved. . Coachwork remains much the
same. A notable addition is an unbreak-
able side screen for clipping on to the
off side of the sidecar, and prevents
draugl t being deflected into the seat by
the driver's body. A large double-
seated sidecar attracts the attention of

the family man ; but, since the A.J.S.
is one of the best known sidecar outfits

on the market, further details are un-
necessary. A Lucas Magdyno may be
obtained as an extra.

fitted, but a very efficient decompressor
ensures easy starting. The comfortable
low riding position, in conjunction with
wide T.T. bars, gives the rider a feeling

of perfect control. With a wheelbase of

56in., the ground clearance is 4jin., and

Change-speed quadrant on the

Ariel sports model. It is

conveniently well forward.

the weight of the machine is approxi-
mately 235 lb. Druid spring forks are
fitted to this model. The 3^ h.p. touring
model is very similar as regards the
general specification, but a kick-starter is

incorporated in the transmission. Large
comfortable aluminium footboards are
provided, and a spring seat pillar carries

the saddle. The
l^rice is £95, or

with sidecar
£125.
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A toe-operated brake is fitted

to the sports model Ariel. Note
the oil lead to the chain case.

41/2 ii.P. Model.—92x100 mm. (665 c.c); single-eyL
four-stroke ; 6ide-by-side valves ; drip feed
lutirication ; B. and B. carb. : chain-driven
mag. : 3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain
drive; 28 x Sin. tyres. Prices: Solo £105, with

'

sidecar £140.

A dual-purpose mount which has already
;

made its mark is the S55 c.c. . big ^

single-cylinder Ariel. The engine follows
Ariel practice, inasmuch as the valves are .

spaced widely apart, and a decompressor
is fitted to ensure easy starting. All-

chain transmission is adopted through a \

three-speed gear box. The frame is
:

specially designed with a long steering^,

head and low saddle position, but at the '.

same time the ground clearance is 5|in.

Internal expanding brakes are fitted to

both front and rear wheels, which are

of 28in. diameter. The comfort of the

driver is ensured by the spring saddle
pillar. With its all black finish and
Royal blue tank, this machine is par-

ticularly handsome.

6-7 H.P, Model.—73x95 mm. (796 c.c); twin-cyl.

four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation ; C03 carb. : chain-driven mag. ; -S-sp.

gear ; clutch and kick-etartei ; chain-cum-belt
drive; 26x21/2 tyres. Prices: Solo £110,"-Tvitb

sidecar £140.'

For the rider who prefers a tw;in-

cylinder engined outfit, the 5-7 h.p.

model is provided. It is similar in its

general specification to the 3^- h.p.

single-cylinder model.

8 H.p. Model.—82x94 mm. (994 c.c.) : twiu-cyl.

four-stroke; overhead inlet valves; drfp-feed
lubrication ; Cox carb. ; chain-driven mag. ; 3-3p.

gear; clutch and kick-starter: chain drive; 28x
3in. t^Tes. Prices: Solo £125, with, sidecar
£160.

An interesting new model is the 8 h.p.

outfit with the well-known M.A.G.
engine, having overhead inlet valves
arranged directly above the exhaust.

Except for the engine, the machine is on

Fitted with an 8 h.p. M.A.G. engine, this Ariel replaces last year's chain-driven 6-7 h.p. model.

B 6

"Internals" of the, Ariel front brake.

An oil trap prevents lubricant working iip

to the shoes.
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similar lines to the 4^ h.p. single-cj'liiider
model, and has the internal expanding
brakes and all-chain drive which are
found on that model. If desired, the
clutch may be arranged for both hand
and foot operation at slight extra charge,
\vl«le the dt luxe, model, which includes
Lucas Magdyno lighting, electric horn,
and metal leg shields, is priced at £181,

ABINGDON. (42.)
41.; ii.p. MOBEL.-SSxllO mm. (624 CO.); single-cyl.

foui-stroke : side-bj'.<5ide valves : drio feed lubri-
cation

; Senspray carb. : cliain.<iriven mag. ; 3-sp.
geiu ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain drive

;

2Sx3in. tyres.

Abingdon Works. Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-
mingham.—One of the many big singles
shown at Olympia, and among the most
attractive exhibits there, the 4^ h.p.

Abingdon was primarily designed for
heavy passenger work ; consequently, the
engine is simple in design and sturdy in

construction. The valves are actuated by
a single cam, the inlet valve having direct
lift through a tappet housed in a long
cast iron guide, while the exhaust is

worked through a bell crank rocker.

There are only tw'O gear wheels in the
liming gear, and these are of exceptional
width, so as to ensure quiet running.,

The lubrication of engines is a matter
to which the designer has for many years
given careful attention. The oil is led

through a large plain

timing side, and force'

action of the timing-sh
of which a special

spiral groove is cut.

The escaping oil is

caught in a thrower
ring, and flung by
centrifugal force to

the big end, which
has a bronze bush
of ciceptional area.

The driving side cf

the crankshaft runs
in a large diameter
Skefko bearing,
the outer race of

which ,is housed
in a steel ring, and
not in the alu-

minium of the crank
case. Particular

fj^OTgcws

Only the ex-

haust pocket

carries radia-

ting fins on
the 4i h.p.

-Abingdon
King Dick

engine.

^
\

care has been taken to render the bearing
oil-retaiuing. A cast iron piston is em-
ployed with three top rings and a lower
ring acting as a scraper, the oil return
holes being provided leading directly into

the gudgeon pin bosses. The connecting
rod is of I sec-

28x3in. tyres, sturdy frame construction, and a large "slogging ' engine, eminently suit

the 4J h.p. Abingdon for sidecar work.

tightened up grips the centre of a large

diameter hollow gudgeon pin. Cooling
has been carefully studied, the fins

being of large size, and there are wide
air spaces between the ports and the

cylinder.

3',.'. li.r. JioDEL.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c.) : single-cyl.
' louv-stroke ; sidi'-by-side valves ; hand pump
lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3'sp. gear; clutch aiid kiok.6tarter ; chain-cum-
belt drive; 26x2l4in. tyres.

A thoroughly u.seful double-ptnpose

mount equipped with well valanced mud-
guards, footboards of ample siz«. Webb
front brake, and the new M-L magneto.
The forks are the ilaplestone, specially

made for this model. The 3^ h.p. T.T.
sports model closely resembles the former,

except that it has belt drive, footrests

instead of footboards, and a silencer with

a large expansion chamber and an exit

pipe reaching to the level of the rear

spindle. It lias the same tyres, but a

Senspray carburetter.

6-7 u.r. Model—73x95 mm. (795 c.c); V tivin-cyl.

ioni-.stroke; side-by-side valves; drip leed lubri-

cation- Cox-Atmos carb.: chaln-diiveu mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; all-cham

diive; 38x3in. tyres.

The 6-7 h.p. Abingdon King Dick is

a fine sidecar machine, its engine fol-

lowing the excellent lines, so far as the

lubrication is concerned, which have for

a long time been INIr. Blumfield's

In common with other models,

ontrol the petrol supply

ice- The petrol priming

in the same manner as

the petrol tap to

the carburetter, but

no p e t r 1 flows

therefrom unless
the plunger is de-

pressed after the
opening screw has
been screwed down.
Detachable and in-

terchangeable wheels
are fitted to this
model. An excel-

lent car pattern
internal expanding

/brake is fitted to the

front wheel, and
Druid forks are used.

The ground clear-

ance is ample for

Colonial service.

speciality,

edle valv

.^4,<><x>o><>:><><>ooc<;<xx><xx><>ooo<>o<><x>oo<xxxxxxxx>oo<><x>c><x>o<>o^^

INDEX TO OLYMPIA EXHIBITS.
Descriptions of the various 1922 models at Olympia will be found on pages indexed below

Abingdon . . .-

A.J.S
Allon
Argson
Ariel

Beardmore-Precision

.

Blackbume
Bown
Bradbury
Brough Superior ....
B.S.A
Calthorpe
Canoelet

Castle Three
Chater-Lea
Connaught
Cotton
Coulson
Coventry Eagle
Coventry Victor ....

Dayton

707 . 736
7U-J Bet - 7.52

736 . 731
732 Dunelt . 748
706 Dunhill . 719
739 . 746
742 Edmund . 7U
74H EnBeld . 741
735 Excelsior . 741
729 F-N . 710
708 Francis-Bamett . .

.

. 726
722 Grigg . 74.=i

731 Grindlay . 724

715 Hack . 734

752 Hagg . 747

744
738

Harley-Davidson . - . 723
Hawker , . 720
Hazlewood . 72G

729 Hobart , . 710
728 Hughes .. 750
708 Humber .. 732
74S Indian .. 710

Ivy 729
James 74.t

J.E.S 713

Jupp 744
Keiiilworlh 71.3

Lea-Francis 716
Levis 717
L-S.D 712
Martiiisydc 7-'io

Massey-Arran 73S
Matchless 72 1

Metro-Tyler 734
Millford 730
Mohawk 7-'il

Monopole 744
Montgomery 714
Morgitn 726
Ner-a-Car 741

New Hudson 72.5

New Imperial 713
New Scale 747
Norton 720

N.U-T 713
O.K 746
Olympic 721
Omega 712

P. and M 723
Peters 743
Powell 715
P.V 733
Quadrant 717

Radco 715
Raleigh 727
Reading-Staudaid .. 719
Ready 712

Reynolds
Rex-Acme
Rideezi Sidecars . .

.

Rover
Royal Ruby
Rudge
Sandum Sidecars .

.

Scott
Scott Sociable

716
751

740
732
760
723
760

Sheffield-Henderson .

Silver Prince
Sparkbrook ,

Stanger
Smi
Sunbeam
T.B
Triumph
Unibus
Velocette

Verus and Sh-rah .

.

Victoria

Vindec
Watsonian
Whitley
Willowbrook
Wolf
X-L
Xtra Cars
Yomig
Zenith

746
733
752
720

740
713
711

743
719

721

734

742
721

736

763
753
753
742
740
727

||'0<>0<XXX><>C<><><>C>C<><><>00<><>0<X><>C>0<>C>OC<><>0<>C>^^ ^-^
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qiiirements of the law. Particular atten-

tion has been paid to the lubrication of

the forks, whicli are supplied with
threaded nipples designed to take a grease

In general aspect the A\ h.p. B.S.A. sports model closely resembles its touring prototype,

but footrests and " flat " handle-bars make it essentially a solo machine.

B.S.A. (43.)
8 H.p. Model.—80x90 mm. (985 c.c); twinprl.

four-stroke ; side-bj--side valTes ; mechaiiic.nl
lubrication ; B.S.A. carb. ; chain-driTen mag.

;

3-sp. gear; clutch aud kick-starter; chain drive;
28x3in. tyres. Price ivith sidecar, £185.

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., Small Heath,
Birmingham.—A machine highly sui-table

for sidecar touring, with ' interchangeable
wheels, cast alu-

minium chain
•» s,**''^''''''^*' "v

cases, and extra- -'/''yoS^ t "^ij^
ordinarily generous //(is^ » ^~-

gun ; consequently the fork spindle can
always be adequately lubricated. The
sidecar is carried out on luxurions lines,

and has ample luggage accommodation.

6 H.p. MoDEr..—75x85 mm. (770 c.c); Y tivin-cyl.
fcur-stroke ; side-l'y-sid6 valves; mefhanical
luinlcation

:
.B.S.A. caib. ; chain-driven mag.;

3-sp. gear; cluteh and kick-starter^: chain-diiveu
26x3in. tvres.-l'rices ; Solo £132, with sidecar
f)64.

The model Just described is a large
edition of the popular 5 h.p., which is

This short wheelbase model flat twin Coventry Victor is intended as a dual-purpose mount.

mudguarding. The equipment is particu-
larly good ; the rear brake is of the in-

ternal expanding pattern, whilst the front
brake works on a dummy belt rim, and
there is also an additional dummy belt
rim brake on the rear wheel ; consequently,
so far as stopping the machine is con-
cerned, this model is m excess of the re-

new fitted M'ith a lighter frame. This
model is known as the Light Six. * It is

provided with the same type of sidecar
body as the 8 h.p., but the chassis is

rather simpler in construction, and the
wheels, though they can be easily de-

t a c h e d, are
not interchange-
able, as in the

DECEMBER ist, ig2i.

case of the larger machine, while both
brakes are of the dummy belt rim type.

On this model the third brake is not
fitted.

4U II. p. Model —35x98 uim. (557 c.c): single-cyl,

four-stroke; side-bv-side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation : B.S.A. carb. ; chain-diiveu mag. ; 3-sp.

gear ; clutch .and kick-starter ; chain-cum-belt
drive; aexa'AxZViin-. tries. Prices: Solo £107,
all-chain £110; vi'ith sidecar £139, all-chain
£141.

An excellent double-purpose machine,
fitted with chain-cum-belt dri%"e, is the
4^- h.p. B.S.A. The finish throughout is

good, and the mudguarding is luxuri-

ou.sly carried out. the front beiiig well-

valanced, and the rear of great width
(9in.) The belt rim screws on to the hub
flange, and is secured by a locking ring,

wliilst there is a dummy belt rim on the

opposite side of the wheel for the rear

brake, the front brake being of a similar

type. To facilitate starting, a decom-
pressor is fitted. . There is also a sports

model of this typt, which is fitted with
lighter piston and connecting rod. - The
exhaust pipe is of large dimensions, and

Springing on novel lines is incorporated in the 5-6 h.p. McKechnie-Coventry Vic"tor.
engine and gear unit pivots at the rear axle.

BtO

The

A bold attempt to solve the problem of

weather protection for London-Exeter com-
petitors : the new B.S.A. shields, complete

with celluloid screen.

the expansion chamber has a dual exit

pipe, while slightly lighter flywheels with
polished rims are used. The lubrication

is by Best mechanical oil pump, and a

special racing carburetter forms part of

its equipment. Footrests are supplied
instead of footboards, and the handle-bars
are of the T.T. pattern.

COVENTRY VICTOR. (32.)
5-7 n. p. Model.—75x78 mm. (688 c.c); flat twiii-

oyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrication ; Amac 2-lever carb. ; M-L chain-
driven mag.; Sturme,v-Arch6r 3-sp. gear; clutch
and kick-starter; all-chain diive; 28x3in, t.vres.

CovENTEY Victor JMotor Co., Ltd.,
Coventry.—As anticipated in The Motor
Cycle last week, this stand is of more
than usual interest. Since it is an
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Instead of the original silencer above the

engine, the silencing arrangements on the

chain-driven Zenith-Bradshaw have been

re-designed as indicated above.

Semi-elHptic

springing of the

Calthorpe

sidecar.

A*'rangement of overhead twin inlet and

eshaust valves and valve gear 6n the S-J- h.p.

Triumph.

Easily accessible, the Matchless metal tool

box is located on the tank.

^toocooooooooooooooooooo %'k

What NOT (o miss at

Olympia

—

The Berthron boat sidecar in the Annexe.

£67 sidecar outfit on the Verus stand.

A new Connaught t"wo-stroke of 370 c.c.

The long stroke Sports Sunbeam.

Hawker's new 2\ h.p. sporting model,

The record-breaking four-valve Triumph.

The miniature M-L cobalt steel magneto.

The sectioned rotary valve Sun two-stroke.

A J.E.S. lady's miniature on orthodox
motor cycle lines.

A primrose coup:^ sidecar attached co a

four-cylinder F.N.

A two-speed gear hidden away an the

crank case of the J.E.S.

The sectioned Barr and Stroud single

sleeve valve engine.

4^ h.p, P, & M. four-speed sidecar at

The numerous Canoelet sidecars of every
shape and hue.

Parcel tray in dashboard of Morgan and
Scott Sociable, a la car practice.

B.S.A. aluminium windshield for the driver,

with removable "look out" window.

The ;£i45 Scott sports sidecar, sold with a
guarantee of 60 m.p.h.

The workmanlike "all-steel" Beardmore-
Precisions.

The new Smith top tube instrument board
in the Gallery.

The three methods of clutch operation on
the Reading Standard sports model.

The original Peters two-stroke, now made
in the Isle of Man.

The cunning kinks in the Sheffield-

Henderson tank tube.

The Indian camp—notably the Chief and
his Princess.

The various improved saddle suspension
systems.

The aluminium-bodied New Hudson
runabout.

The side-by-side two-seater and also a
convertible one-two-seater sidecar on
the Royal Ruby.

710 y 85 mm. tyres on the new 6 h.p.
Douglas, as well as its novel saddle
suspension.

A natty sliding windscreen on the Douglas
sidecar, which may be clamped in

any position.

The examples of artistically rounded tanks on
the Francis-Barnett, Brough Superior,
and Quadrant.

The Harley-Davidson saloon sidecar at

£z7S- A most ambitious production
of its kind.

"The Motor Cycle" photographic enlarge-
ments of 1921 events—and the cinema
film I

A new 350 c.c. single-cylinder Bradshaw
oil-cooled engine on Walmsley & Co.'s

stand.

An extraordinary O.E.C. landaulet sidecar,

which alone costs 130 guineas, and
complete with a wheel-steered 8 h.p.

machine, 252 guineas.

Saddle' tank used on the Coventry

Eagle models.

Cut-away view of the Martinsyde tank show-
ing the separate oil compartment.

Eccentric adjustment for the primary

chain on the Martinsyde.

A subsidiary bar tor carrying instruments

on the 350 c.c. sports model Edmund. The
bar can be rapidly detached.

-gl-oooooooooooooooocooooo
Chain extension to ktck-starter oh the

duplex-framed Omega.

DII
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entirely novel design, we will deal first

with the model embodying the McKechnie
spring frame (for which the above speci-

fication of the standard rigid frame short

wheelbase model holds good). Instead

of the rear wheel being pivoted on the

chain stays, in effect the chain stays (and

incidentally the power unit, gear box,

saddle, and footrests) pivot on the rear

wheel, which is held rigidly in relation

to the steering head by a cross-braced

duplex tubular member. The inner sub-

frame, which carries the spring portion,

is suspended fi-om the centre of a single

long leaf spring, allowing an unusually

wide range of vertical movement. Every
provision has been made to ensure that

the engine unit, etc., does not lose lateral

rigidity. All the main working joints

are mounted on self-aligning ball bearings.

The standard touring Coventry-Victor

is an attractive machine for either solo

or sidecar service, while, in view of its

success in the 500 Miles Race, the new
sports model should appeal to the soloist

who craves speed. Footboards and a

large silencer are fitted to the touring

model ; footrests and straight-through

pipes to the sports, these being wrapped
with asbestos to prevent burning the

Front cylinder of the new 8 h.p. F.N.

Noteworthy points are: the operating lod

of the inlet valve, which passes through a

guide in the induction pipe ; the air passage

between the exhaust pocket and the cylinder

wall ; the large offset exhaust tappet ; and

the taper valve springs.

rider's leg. Naturally, the mudguarding
is more extensive on the former. -

A fourth Coventry-Victor, with a

longer wheelbase, is essentially a sidecar

machine.

So that the exhaust system on the

3 h.p. F.N. may get the maximum
amount of cooling draught, the pipe is

led out at an angle ; there is also an

ample air passage behind the valve

pocket.

F.N. (41.)
8 n.p. Model.—52x88 mm. (748 c.c.) ; four-cyl. iour-

stroke ; overhead inlet valves ; jroiced lubrication;
Amac carb.

;
gear-driven mag'.: 3-sr. gear;

clutch and kick-starter ; shaft drive ; Clincher
28 X Sin. tyres. Prices; Solo £135, with sidecar
£167.

F.N. (England), Ltd., Kimberley
Road, Willesden Lane, N.W.S. — One
of the chief novelties at the Show
is the de luxe

model 8 h.p. shaft-

driven F.N., which
has the same bore
and stroke as its

DECEMBER ist, igsi.

rockers. The cylinders have large square

fins and ample air passages between
cylinders and ports. An important altera-

tion has been made in the design of the

change-speed gear, the top gear dogs

being in the shape of a Maltese cross,

thus ensuring perfect engagement and

contact throughout the whole of their

surface. The older type of side valve

model of the same bore and stroke is

retained. The cylinder her Is are of

T formation and the valves interchange-

able. A mechanical oil pump draws oil

from a large sump at the bottom of the

crank case, and forces it into a tray which
forms an oil well beneath each connect-

ing rod big end. The multiple disc clutch

is actuated by hand, and is self-contained

in the flywheel. A kick-starter is pro-

vided. The change-speed gear box com-

bines an exceedingly ingenious cover for

the universal joint of the propeller-shaft

at its rear.

3 H.p. Model.—65x85 mm. (369 c.c.j ; single-cyl-

four-stroke ; overhead inlet , valves : pump lubri-

cation ; Amac carb.
;

gear-driven mag. ; 2-sp.

gear; clutch and kick starter; shaft drive;

26x2i/lin. tyres. Price, solo £72.

The same procedure has been carried

out in the new 3 h.p. F.N. as in the

de luxe model four-cylinder. ' More power
has been obtained from this engine by
placing the inlet valve in the centre of

the cylinder. The exhaust valve is s^et

at an angle so as to catch the maximum
amount of draught. The top tube is now
dropped at the rear so as to give a low
saddle position, and fibre-covered foot-

In several points the new 8 li.p. F.N. differs from the 1921 7 h.p. model. Both engine

and gear box have been modified, the former on the lines of t&e 1914 T.T. machine.

predecessor, but the engine follows closely

on the lines of the pattern which com-
peted in the 1914 T.T. races. The
overhead inlet valves are situated directly

in the centre of the cylinder, and are
controlled by
means of tap-
pet rods and

For the comfort-seeker the spring frame 7-9 h.p. Powerplus Indian is retained,

mainly unaltered.

boards are provided. An alternative

machine is offered in Model A', which
resembles the type just described, except

as regards the design of the engine and
the fact that the top frame tube is dropped
at the rear; The oldei' type of side valve

engine is fitted. So far as F.N. sidecars

a.re concerned, these form quite an
interesting portion of the exhibit. One
body, which is manufactured in Belgium,
has beautifully finished and luxurious

upholstery, while the wheel is sprung,

the spindle being mounted between main
springs and recoil springs, so that the

rebound is absorbed. A neat limousine

sidecar is also exhibited.

INDIAN. (60.)

8 n.p. Model,—79.3x100.8 mm. (997.64 c.c); V
twin-cvl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; me-
chanical lubrication ; Schebler carb. ; gear-driven

mag.- 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-stai-ter ; spiial

gear and chain drive; 750X75 mm. tyres.

Prices; Solo £170, with sidecar £210.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Ltd., Indian House,

366, Euston Boad, N.W.I.—The hand-

some new Indian Chief is certainly one

of the attractions of_ the Show, as' it is
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HE BROOKS Canti-

lever Spring Saddle
at the end of its

first year of public

usefulness is not a little

flattered with the success it has achieved.

Pardon therefore, this boldness of the one who acts a

trumpet -blower in overrunning two pages of you
favourite paper, with his enthusiasm for an article whicl

has given him personally a year's luxurious comfon

BROOKS
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

CANTILEVER SPRING SADDLE
B6OO Standard Model, B700 with large seat. B650 for Lightweights.

Notice the long sensitive springs with cornpensating action, luxuriously shaped
seat, provision for adjustments, graceful appearance, and attention to details.

Write for prices.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd, 49, Criterion Works, Birminghatr

Fit it to your new machine and
forget the road surfaces for 1922.

You may see

it and test it

at our Stand

at Olympia.

Stand

24
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you must
rience it on
oad to be-

lts lujcury.

Showing how the Brooks B600, B650, and B700 can be adjusted, by
increasing or decreasing tension on springs, to suit riders of all weights.
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DURING SHOW WEEK
NOV. 28-DEC. 3

For the convenience of our customers,

:: we are exhibiting at ::

9, WEST KENSINGTON
GARDEN MEWS

(Just hy Hammersmith Road entrance to Olympia).

WONDERFUL offer of

SIDECAR BODIES
' I different models.^

HELEN TOURIST
Complete with jQ O

coverall apron . . 0LO

BROOKLANDS SPORTS
Complete with C^ Q

coverall aprOn . . ewO

CALL AND INSPECT THIS
WONDERFUL INVENTION.

Ju^.j^ With our Box all this luggage
Baggage usually has to be car- can be accommodated inside,

ried in this unsightly manner. Box detachable in 2 minutes.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY AT THE
ABOVE ADDRESS DURING THE SHOW.

ROBINI MANUFACTURING CO.,

1, & 24, Tulse Hill, Brixton, London, S.W.
'Phone : Brixton 1585.

PLAYER'S

CIGARETTES
Medium Strength

BLUE CARTON

10 ^"" Sa

Manufactured by the Proprietors of

PLAYER'S "COUNTRY LIFE"

SMOKING MIXTURE.

JOHN PLAYER & SONS,
Nottingham.

P.952

THE

Motor Cycle.

MANUFACTURED BY MESSRS. GNOME & RHONE
PARIS.

For Prices, apply to

Overseas Sales, Ltd.,
21, GEORGE ST., HANOVER SOUARE,

LONDON, W.l.

Dl5 In anawering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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he Olympia Show- has also been made "in the brake trans-

mission, and, owinjj; to the gieater lever-

age obtained, the biake is much more
poweitul. The electiic hghtmg arrange-

ments aie also wnithy of study.

A new Indian model—the Chief, which closely resembles, but is larger than, the popular Scout.

an entirely new model, though some-
wjiat on the lines of the popular Indian
Scout. Among the principal features of

the Chief's engine are larger radiating

fills, wliich are brought down over the ex-

haust outlets. There are no bends in

the exhaust pipes. The new engine

closely resembles the type used for record

breaking during the past season. Great

4 H. p. Model.—70x78 mm. C596 c.c.) : tivin-cyl.

four-stroke : side-hy-side \alves ; mectianical
Inbric.ltion : Srhebler carb. : gear-tlriTeu mag.

;

3-sr. gear ; clutch and kick-starter : gear and
chain drive; Goodyear 26x3in. tyre.s. Prices:

Solo, £139 ifnlly equipped], with spoiting side-

car £169.

The popular Indian Scout has under-

gone very little .JC;—~!!^5.
alteration for
1922. It

7//

gear drive. The mudguarding has been

well carried out. and cai-e shown in

many other details ; for instance, mecha-

nical lubrication, whicli has been so

long a feature of Indian machines. The
valve springs are enclosed with telescopic

covers.

7 II r. MoDEL.-79.3x 100.8 mm. (997.64 c.c); twin-

crt tour-stroke; side-liy-aido valves; mechanical

hibiiiation ; Schebler caib. ;
gear-driven mag.

;

3-sn gear- clutch and kick-starter; all-chain

drive; 28 x3iu. tyres. Prices: Solo £160, with

sidecar £185.

The sprhig frame model remains much
the same as last year, but such im-

provements have been fitted as extra

wide mudguards, giving adequate protec-

tion to the driver.

TRIUMPH. (44.)
Siinr MoDEL.-80.9x 97 mm. (499 c.c); single-

'

cvl four-stioke; tour overhead valves; hand

riimp lubrication ; Triumph carb. ; chain-driven

mag • 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain

drive; Dunlcp 26 x Sin. tyres. Price, solo £12U.

Teiumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.—

There are few more interesting exhibits m
the Show than the four-valve Triumph, a

modified model of the machine which

has created such a sensation during the

past season, and has a number of fine

records to its credit. A full description

of this interesting design appeared in our

issue of October 27th, 1921. This sport-

ing solo Triumph has been designed for

Showing the new magneto fitted to the

Indian models, with condenser and cover

removed.

cave has been exercised in the design of

the machine, and, as an example of this,

it may be mentioned that the kick-starter

main bearing passes through a lug in the

frame, having a Sin. bearing surface.

Following the'' lines of the Scout, the

transmission is by spiral gear wheels of

generous dirnensions. Some improvement

Three-inch tyres in no way detract from the well-balanced appearance of the new o.h.v

Triumph. The brake pedal is worthy of note.

thoroughly practical two-pui-pose machine,

not at all uncomfoitabl* as a solo

mount, the steering being very easy,

and the comfort " being considerably

enhanced by the fitting of a spring seat-

pillar. One' of the models sho^vn is fitted

with the Splitdorf dynamo driven by a

leather belt oft a pulley from the spiral

Simpler chassis and roomier body are

improvements to the 1 rlumph sidecar.

hard use, and not merely for speed

events. Dunlop tyres with round base

rims form part of the equipment. So far

as the transmission is concerned, the

machine follows standard lines, but

higher gear ratios are adopted, these

being 4.34, 7.02, and 11.72 to 1. So as

to obtain greater controllability during

fast touring, Druid forks and W.D. type

handle-bars are fitted.

4 II. r. Model.—85x97 mm. (550 c.c] ;
single-eyl.

four-stroke; side-by-side valve*,; liaud pump
lubrication ; Trinnuih carb. ;

chain-driven mag.

;

3-sr. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain-onm-

l«lt drive; 26x2iiiu. tyres. Prices: Solo £105,

with sidecar £145.

The popular 4 h.p. chain-cum-belt drive

model remains practically unaltered for

1922. It is an ideal double-purjiose

machine, being amply powerful for side-

car work and suitable as a solo mount. The
same remarks apply to the all-chain model,

which, with a gear box of Triumph
manufacture, is offered at £115 solo.

2'i n.T. MODEL.—64x70 mm. (225 c.c); single-cyl.

two-stroke; petrol! lul)rioation; Triumph carb.;

chain-driven mag. ; 2-sp. gear, without clutch

.and . kick-starter; chain-cum-belt drive; 24X
2i.iiu. tyres. Price, solo £65.

A popular two-stroke, which has re-

mained practically unaltered since 1921.

M\ excellent example is shown fitted with

the M-L Maglita lighting unit.

D4i
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The Olympia Show-

Duplex frame construction of the Omega,

showing how the engine-gear assembly and

footboards are carried.

OMEGA. (54.)
3 u. p. Model—71x88 mm. (348 c.c.) ; single-cyl.

two-stroke : diip feel lubricatiou ; Amac carb.

;

cliain-driven mag.; 3-sp. Burman gear; clutch

and kick-starter; chain drive; 26x2i4in. tyres.

Price £73 10s.

W. J. Green, Ltd., Omega Works,
Coventry.—Undoubtedly the centre of in-

terest on the Omega stand is the new
3 h.p. two-stroke with its wide duplex
frame and ample protection for the rider.

New forks in which the unsprung weight
is reduced to a minimum, a novel system
of tank attachment whereby "drum-
ming" is largely eliminated, and a

quickly detachable engine and gear unit

are outstanding features, though there are

many details which well repay a careful

study. Both brakes are of- the wedge
type acting in dummy belt rims. A two-
stroke engine of 348 c.c. is manufactured
by the firm, and is a fine piece of work
with excellent cooling arrangements.

Power unit of the two-speed 2i h.p.

Ready-Jap, which has a Best mechanical
oil pump.

This machine may be fitted with a light
sidecar, or for solo purposes may be
obtained with two-speed gear.

5-6 H.p. Model.—70x88 inm. 1680 c.c); twin-cyt
tour-c,troke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed
lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag,

;

3-sii. Bnrman gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 700x80 tyres. Price £120 15s.
solo.

A purely sporting machine, the 5-6 h.p.

Omega has a J. A. P. engine installed in

a more or less conventional frame. The
fittings and finish are excellent, and the
specification is admirably suited to the
requirements of the fast solo rider.

Saddle, tank, large tyres, and ail-chain

drive are attractive features.

The two-stroke engine before-mentioned
is also sold in a conventional frame with
two-speed gear and chain and belt drive,

the price being £55 13s. ; while two
J.A.P.-engined lightweights are obtain-
able, viz., a 250 c.c. engine with three-

speed Sturmey-Archer gear, clutch, and
kick-starter, at £78 15s., and a 293 c.c.

engine with two-speed gear, clutch, and
kick-starter, at £65 3s. These models
are both fitted with chain and belt drive.

The iilencer that fits into the end of the
exhaust pipe of the Ready motor cycle, and
which can be detached and cleaned easily.

Bax sidecar fitted has an all-metal body
and coil rear springing.

2V2 H.p. Model.—70x76 mm. (293 c.cl ; single-cyl.
four-stroke

; eide-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation

; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag. ; Bur-
man 2-sp. gear, without clutch and kick-starter

;

chain and belt drive; 26x2>4in. tyres. Price,
solo £61. *,- '

Although shown in three forms, the
lightweight Ready machines have, gener-
ally the same specification throughout.
For example, the above model is also
offered with a clutch and kick-starter at
£65, and with a three-speed gear box at
£68. Similarly, a 350 c.c. J.A.P.-engined
three-speed model is priced at £78.

Many excellent features are incorporated in the 1922 duplex-frame Omega.

D18

READY. (18a.)
5-7 II, p. Model,—75x78 mm. (686 c.c); flat twin-

cyl, tour-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrication ; Amac carb.

;
gear-driven mag.

;

Burman 3-sp, gear; clutch and kick-starter;
all-chain drive; 700x80 mm, tyres. Prices;
Solo £110, with sidecar £139.

D. Read and Co., Weston-super-Ma,re.
—Although a great many machines may
make use of the same component parts,

almost every make has one or two quite

distinctive points. On the Ready motor
cycles—newcomers to Olympia, but not

new to the road—perhaps the most in-

teresting feature is the silencing arrange-

ment, which is shown in different forms
but embodying the same patented '.' in-

ternals." These consist of one or two
truncated cones, copiously drilled and
the narrow diameters facing the engine.

When two of these cones are used, a

small bore pipe runs through the centre,

serving to support the baffles. The
overall dimensions of this silencer are

not at aU unwieldy, and a consider-

able degree of silence, with a minimum
of back pressure, is claimed. For the

rest this model, which is shown as a side-

car outfit, is adequately described in the

specification. The engine, of course, is

a Coventry Victor. It is worthy of note,

however, that reinforced double duplex
down tubes are used in the frame, making
actually four front down tubes. The

L.S.D. CYCLE CAR. (i38.)
8 ll,p. Model,—85.5X85 iniu. (976 c.c,}; t\vrn-<:yl.

four-stroke ; side-by-side valves
;
pump and diip

feed lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-dr-iven
mag. ; 2-sp. and reverse gear ; clutch and handle
starter; shaft and chain drive; 26x3in. tyres.

Price £165.

Sykes and Sugden, Ltd., Linthwaite,
Huddersfield.—The L.S.D. cycle car has
been developed on the rough setts and
macadam of the Yorkshire mill area, and
has thus been designed to • tackle con-

tinnnus hard work without giving any.-

Back fork end of the L.S.D. three-

wheeler, showing the cover over the

sliding end of the rear spring.
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The

MARTINSYDE
has always been noteworthy for

PERFECTION OF DESIGN
AND

SUPREME WORKMANSHIP

' The Symbol o] i>uccess.

STAND
47

OLYMPIA
I

AT £160
the Famous 6 h.p.

TwinCombination
defies competition

That it is also

SUPREME IN SPEED
AND POWER IS

demonstrated by the fact that on Nov. 24th,

at Brooklands, Mr. H. H. Bowen, riding a

MARTINSYDE 745 c.c, established the

following

BRITISH RECORDS in the 750 c.c. class.

1 hour record, 77 miles, 1053 yds. -77*58 m.p.h.

50 miles record, 38 mins. 33'2 secs.-77'8 m.p.h.

Speed, Power, Perject Design, Supreme Workmanship

MARTINSYDE
LIMITED • WOKING
Telebhone: 551 Woking (3 lines). Telegrams: " Martinsyde, IVoking.'

In answerino tliif advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." D19
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Qb^mpa t^l

TYRES A^D^
ACCESSORIES^

Suppeme
Sinde '63

WsA BATES
.WoRjcs:

ST MARYS MILLS Geicestep
A1.SO *.T -

Goivlcm. - Glasgow? • Belfast )V>i?castle.
MancKesteF Bristol ^^Im^tepdam.

- Brussels • "Milarv - --

TSuBSep Mt^s. Since 65 V|

^^ a eood shou)"«^4rijiuh.w.

DISTINGUISHED
in the shops by the

"Diamond" design
on boxes, etc. —

Your safeguard against

inferior substitutes.

DISTINGUISHED
on the roads by their

unfailing reliability

and long service—
Your safeguard against

road risks.

ii5iuni5iun <.^i6i. munisiunui <9#^ isnGiunmLin Qiia uiisiisnini

JOHANNESBURG—DURBAN RECORD
II hrs. 32 mins.

Bates' help
to smash
another
Re c o r d I
The long list of BATES'
successes has received
another notable addi-

tion. This is the
JOHANNESBURG-
DURBAN Solo Record
which has just been
broken by NichoU on
an Indian machine'
fitted with Bates tyres.

This rider travelled

410 Miles over some of the worst
roads in the world, reducing pre-
vious record by no less than 61
minutes. AVERAGE SPEED
35 '5 m.p.h.

MOTOR
CYCLE
TYRES

Experts pin their

BATES TYRES—why
mfaith

not you

COLONIAL WHOLESALE STOCKHOLDERS :

Australia : A. G. Healing & Co.. Ltd., 354. Post Office

Place West, Melbourne; Bennett, Barkell, Ltd., Meagher
and Chippen Streets, Chippendale, Sydney; Cornell,
Ltd., 122, Pirie Street, Adelaide, S.A. British East
Africa : Sultani, Kampala. LTgancla. Burma : Skippers
& Co., Ltd., 51, Barr Street, Rangoon.

.
F.M.S.

AND S.S. : A. C. Davis, Penang. India : Skippers
& Co., Ltd., 86/1, Clive Street, Calcutta; Elphinstone
Circle, Bombay ; and at Cawnpore. New Zealand :

Cycle and Motor Supplies, Ltd., Fe^therstone and John-
stone Streets, Wellington; 140, Lichfield Street, Christ-
church. South Africa : H. E. A. Smith, London
House, Loveday Street, Johannesburg. West Indies :

Frederick N. Martinez, Barbados. Canada : Asso-
ciated British Industries {of Canada), Ltd., 149, Vic-
toria Street, Toronto, Ont.

<2g@ 13 151 151 Un 151 ^eJs^ mtn 151 151151 ^ggs 151151151151151 ^gS

In answerinr/ t/iis adveriiseinent it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/ele."
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The Olympia Show—

1U

With chain drive tlie price is £120, the
sidecar costing £30 extra, and a Mag-
dyno may be liad on all touring models
at £20 extra.

A well thought out sidecar chassis is

fitted, this being coupled to the machine
by means of ball and socket joints per-

A three-wheeler that has been Aoroughly tried out: the L.S.D., fitted with J.A.P. air-cooled

engine and final cham drive.

trouble. Fitted with either J.A.P. or
M.A.G. 8 h.p. engine, it drives through
a clutch and propeller-shaft to a gear
box amidships. The two forward speeds
are controlled by a side lever, and the
reverse is controlled by a separate lever
mounted on the front of the driving seat,

the main lever being immovable when the
reverse is in operation. The sturdy con-
struction of the frame is an index to the
character of the machine, for the main
frame is composed of angle steel welded
together, no bolts being used, and stiffened

by deep oak side pieces, which are
thoroughly well braced. The engine is

started by means of a long pedal pro-
minently mounted on the near side and
engaging the layshaft, which gives a
muJtiplication ot 2 to 1. The steel

artillery wheels are detachable and inter-

changeable, the rear wheel mounting
being particularly neat ; on slackening
the rear spring nuts and rotating the
rocking washers, the rear wheel drops
out ; on removing the five bolts securing
the wheel, the hub falls into two halves,
and the wheel comes away. Front springs
are of the enclosed coil type. With
acetylene lighting and full road equip-
ment, this three-wheeler i.^i priced at

£165, option being given between the
two-seated touring body and the com-
modious light delivery van.

iv.r/.T. (lio.)
3i,in.r. Model.—64.5x76 mm. (498 cc.) ; y tirin-

cyl. fom-stToke; siae-by-side valves; drip feed
]nbTi».'ation ; Ameic carb. ; Lucas chain-driven
mag. : Sturmey-Arclier 3-sp. gear ; dutch and
kick-starter: chain-cum-belt drive; 26x2V'lii.
tyres. Trices: Solo flOO, chain drive fllO.

Hugh Mason and Co., Ltd., Derwent-
haugh, Newcastle-on-Tyne.'—Very little

alteration has been found necessary in

Bayonet caps, detachable for speed events,*

on the end of the exhaust pipes of the
N.U.T. sports model.

the 3i h.p. J.A.P. -engined N.U.T.,
which was designed essentially as a

smooth-running speedy solo mount : all-

chaui drive, however, is now offered as

an alternative to the original chain and
belt layout. A small item of the speci-

fication is the leading of the crank case

relief valve outlet from the timing gear
to the primary chain case, thus keeping
the engine cleaner, and at the same time
lubricating the chain. Generally, the

policy of the designer is to clean up
details and to aim at standardising nut
and bolt sizes, etc. A well thought out
toolkit has been got together, and an oil

gmi is carried iu the handle-bar stem,

Carburetterside of the 370 c.c. Connaught.
Observe the Showell oil pump on the magneto
chain case and its leads.

mitting a considerable amount of flexi-

bility, and rendering se\:«i'e bending
stresses on the connections almost im-
possible.

.An electrically equipped model of symmetrical and compact appearance—the 5.6 h.p. N.U.T.

while a squirt is fitted in the peti'ol-filler

cap.

A sports model is also staged, having
the latest type of J.A.P. engine, with
improved cylinders and "fir-cone" valve

caps. This model is of the stripped
variety, with no carrier, narrow guards,
and long exhaust pipes, the latter hav-
ing bayonet fitting end cajjs for ordinary
riding. The driving and magneto chains

are guarded on the top I'uns only ; this

machine costs £125- in ^the all-chain

model with close ratio gear box and no
kick-starter.

Another machine following exactly the
same specification, but having a 70x88
mm. (678 c.c.) twin J.A.P. engine, is

staged with a light sidecar ; this model
is an admirable double-purpose mount,
and follows the usual graceful outlines
and pleasing finish of its forerunners.

T.B. (29.)

8 it.p. MonEL.—85X88 mm. (986 c.c); Y twin-cyl.

four-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation ; Auiac or B. and B. carb. : gear-driven
mag. ; 3-sp. and reverse gear ; clutch ; shaft
drive; 700x80 mm. t^'res. Price £215.

THOMP.SON Bros. (Bilston), Ltd., Brad-

ley Engineering Works, Bilston.—It is

difficult to classify the T.B., except under
the very general heading of " three-

New method of attaching the front springs

on the T.B. three-wheeler.

D2I
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wheeler." While the sliding pinion type

of gear box and the final shaft trans-

mission are typically automobile practice,

the engines are all V twins closely allied

to motor cycle design. Although tubular,

the chassis is braced in such a manner
as to be equal to the most severe road

stresses. Rear springing is by a pair of

semi-elliptic springs acting, however,

more on the cantilever principle. In front

there are two quarter-elliptic springs with

an improved mounting. All three wheels

are' interchangeable. The model specified

above is water-cooled, but an air-cooled

engine may be fitted to the same chassis,

when the complete car sells at £175, less

spare wheel.

Two types of the water-cooled model
only are shown with bodies, the second

being a c?e luxe, machine finished in blue

(with a guaranteed nickel silver bonnet)

and fitted with a speedometer and dash-

board lamp. The price in this case is

£255. All the T.B.'s have a separate

Lucas dynamo lighting outfit, and all of

them also weigh less tlian 8 cwt. Screens

and hoods are, of course, standard.

EDMUND. (132.)
2Vt>'.r. Model.—71x88 mm. (348 cc] ; single-cyl.

four-stroke ; side valves ; di ip feed lubriention
;

. Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag. ; 2-sp. or 3-sit.

Burman gear ; cluteli and kick-starter ; cliain

or combined drive; 26x2i4in, tyres. Prices:

-Solo from £75, with sidecar jE23 10s. extra.

Edmunds and Co., Milton Works,
Milton Street, Chester.—The chief

f^ra'(3€i[,® DECEMBER ist, ig2i.

The neat saddle mounting on the

Sporting Edmund.

novelty on the Edmund stand consists

of the application of the firm's suspension

system to chain drive. Not only is the

frame extremely rigid laterally, but it

can be adjusted in a few minutes to suit

any variations of ^'

load. On this stand .rJKsafcJ.*

The latest pattern 10 h.p, T.B. three-wheeler,

with water-cooled engine, three-speed gear, and

reverse.

are staged several touring models fitted

with J.A.P. or Blackburne engines, and

either of chain or combined drive.

There is also a 4i h.p. touring model

with Blackburne engine, designed to

relieve the single-cylinder sidecar enthu-

siast from road vibration. A saddle tank

is fitted.

2'!4 H.p. Model.—71X88 mm. (348 cc); single-cj-l.

four-stroke ; side valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Arnac carb.; chain-driven mag. ; 2.sp. or 3-6p.

Burman gear; clutch and kick starter; chain

or combined drive; 26x2%in. tyres. Price,

solo £90.

Perhaps the most interesting machine
in the e.xhibit is the 2| h.p. sports model
with Blackburne engine. The handle-

bar is underslung so that the driver can

get his head well down ; this creates

difficulties in carrying accessories, so ' a

special quickly detachable '

' accessory

bar" is mounted in the steering head,

and can be withdrawn in a few minutes
complete with lamps, speedometer,i etc.

The speedometer drive is interesting, the

large pinion being
mounted ' on the flange

of a Webb brake, '-"

while the small pinion

is mounted so as not
to interfere with the

removal of the wheel.

A Bowden lever on the

handle-bar controls the

oil pump. Internal ex-

panding brakes are
fitted to both wheels,

and the tools are

carried in a single

capacious bag under the saddle. All the

Edmund machines are very handsomely
finished in black and gold, and have

saddle type petrol tanks of very large

capacity. From the appearance point of

view, the little sports model is one of the

most attractive of its type.

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS. r55.>

W. MoNTGOMKRY .\ND Co., Coventry.

—

The modt'le de luxe Montgomery sidecar

is certainly an attractive proposition. It

is mounted on s. special chassis, is beauti-

fully finished, well upholstered, and has

a Triplex glass screen mounted on a

hinged scuttle. A cover is supplied to

protect the body when unoccupied by a

passenger, and a hood with hood cover i.<

provided. There is a large locker at the
rear. The typi-

known as No. 1

is not quite so

luxuriously fitted

An attractive sports model Edmund with 24 h.p. Blackburne engine and three-speed gear.

Although no carrier is fitted, there is a capacious tool-bag.

A new type Montgomery sidecar with apron and screen,

notable for its deep upholstery.

up as the model just referred, to,
'

but is a thoroughly comfortable side-

car. The sporting sidecar is of alu-

minium varnished over, and is of ,-;

quite attractive appearance. A light- ,-

weight model is mounted on a chassis

v

composed mainly of the rgar axle, an .;

extension to the front tube, and another
'

connecting it to the saddle tube of the ;,

motor bicycle frame. This forms a trian- ,1

gular frame attached to the machine at :'

three points. A speciality is made of'
painting sidecars in the colours of well-"

known public schools to which their pur-,

chasers may belong. Weather protection

by means of aprons end windscreens ha3,j

received much attention.
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CASTLE THREE. (26.)

10 n. p. Model.—62x100 mm. (1,207 c.c); lour-cyl.
foul-stroke ; side-by-skle valves : mecluiuiciil
hibhctition ; Solex carb. ; Smith coraliined igni-

tion and lighting generatoi"; epieyelic 2-sp.

and revertie gear; shaft and bevel drive; 26

x

Sin. tyies. Price £225.

Castle Motor Co., Ltd., Kidder-
minster.—Excepting that it- lias only
three wheels, the Castle Thiee runabout
bears no relation to the motor cycle—and
even the wheels are of the artillery pat-

tern ! It has the only water-cooled four-

cylinder engine in the Show, and the
vehicle complete with a commodious body
of striking appeai'ance is not at all un-
wield}'. The other big point wherein the
Castle Three differs from the rest of the

With this low-built and fairly roomy sidecar, the

21 h.p Radco is convertec' into an attractive light

passenger machine

Showing the special hinged joint between

the rear springs and back axle of the Castle

Three. This feature provides extra flexi-

bility in the rear springing.

three-wheelers is that the rectangular

; pressed steel chassis completely encloses

, the rear wheel, which is supported on
long, semi-elliptic springs. This does
not interfere with the detachability of the

; wheel, however ; all three are interchange-
able, and a spare is supplied. A trans-

verse spring is fitted in front. Acces-
sibility and ease of removal are strong

'. points in the layout of the engine and
gear box. Lubrication is on approved
automobile lines—pump and trough—and
there is even an oil pressure gauge on
the well-equipped instrument board.
Cooling is on the usual thermo-syphon
principle, and the radiator is of hand-
some contour, blending well Avith the

body lines. The price specified above
includes very complete equipment.

. Chief improvements for next year lie

in the addition of diagonal bracing
members to the chassis and a new uni-

versal joint in the transmission. Much
friction is avoided by the efficient lubri-

" cation of this joint, which is ingeniously

effected by a single grease cup.

The complete car shown has a dickey
seat—a £5 extra.

RADCO. (37.)
2^.;; H-P. IIODEL.—67x70 mm. ;247 e.c.) ; siugle-cyl.

' two-stioke ; sight drip feed lubrication ; E, and
B. carb. ; ohain-diiveu mag. ; Bnrman 3-sp.

gear ; clutch and kick siaifer ; chain-cum-belt
drive; 24x21,410. ryles. Price, solo £42.

E. A. Radnall and Co., Dartmouth
Street, Birmingham. — Last vear the

Universal joint on the shaft transmission

on the Castle Three. A single grease cup

lubricates ail four bearings of the joint.

Radco was shown for the first time with

an engine of slightlv increased capacity,

but even now, at 247 c c it is by no

means an oversize m two stioke

lightweights. The design of the

whole machine is also

on the simplest lines,

a n d, therefore, the
small sidecar outfit ex-
hibited must necessaiilv

be among the lightest

and least complicated
at the Show. It is by
no means the least fulh
equipped, however; nor
is the sidecar fitted the
most absurdly small
The body has an ex
tremely rakish appear-

ance, accounted for by its low position on

an outfit Avith only 2'4in. wheels. A sur-

prisingly capacious locker is embodied in

the streamline tail, and aluminium disc

wheels and an M-L ifaglita add to the

usefulness and completeness of the speci-

fication.

Another new departure for this year

is the ladies' open frame model, which
differs from the above by having an in-

clined engine, dressguards over the belt

and power unit, and a two-speed Burnian

gear box with clutch and kick starter.

This model is priced at £57 15s.

Also shown is a utility model, in several

variations, with petroil lubrication. In

all, nine models are staged.

POWELL. (21.)

4 n. p. Model.—85x96.5 mm. t547 c.c.) ; single-cyl.

fonr-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed lubii-

cation ; Amac carb. ; il-L chain-driven mag.

;

Stuimev-Archer 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick
starter; chain and belt drive; 26x3in. tyres.

Prices; Solo £107, v^'ith sidecar £135.

Powell Bros,, Wrexham,—^This is the
Powell's first appearance at

Ohmpid. but there have

The 4 I

With folding dickey seat and spare wheel, the four-cyiinder water-cooled Castle Three is an

attractive model.

I has been improved in many details (or 1922.

been, nevertheless, several important im-

provements since it was first described

in TJie Motor Cycle last year. The
timing gear has been entirely rede-

signed ; there are now two separate cams,

and it is claimed that the new arrange-

ment renders it perfectly noiseless. The
pinions run in an oil bath, for the main
oil lead to the engine goes first to the

timing case. From there it finds its way
into the crank case sump, where it is

picked up by the big end, which, as the

engine is inclined, reaches to a louver

level in the crank case than it would if

the cylinder were vertical. Centrifugal

force sends the lubricant from the crank

D25
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Rear brake operation on the 4 h.p. Powell

—

a newcomer to Olympia.

webs into the big end plain bearing.
The main bearing on the outside flywheel
side is of the double-row Skefko type,
pressed into a bronze bush which in turn
is held in the crank case by studs. This
prevents difficulties with a ball bearing
cage that may be too small for, or loose
in, its housing. An exceptionally neat
exhaust lifting mechanism, which ' in-
volves only one additional part, and a
swivelling magneto bracket, providing
easy chain adjustment, are other improve-
ments to the power unit. The detach-
able cylinder head is retained. An
aluminium silencer with an extended ex-
haust pipe, a top rail tool box of the
same metal, and a more comfortable
shape of handle-bar are the chief changes
in the machine itself. A chain-driven
model at £110 could not be prepared in

time for exhibit.

Combined footboard and footrests

of the Powell.

REYNOLDS. (13.)
21/2 Ii.p. MoDEt,.—70x70 mm. (269 o.c.) ; siiigie-cyl.

two-sti'oke ; drip feed lubrication ; Cox carb.

;

direct driven mag. ; 2-sp. gear : clutch and kick-
st.Titer; chain drive; 24x2V')in. tyres. Price,
solo i7S 16s. i

A. W. Wall, Ltd., Tyseley, Birming-
ham.—Already well-known by reason of

its unorthodox appearance the
Reynolds may be regarded as a

'Comlort hrst' must have been the maxim of the designer ot the de luxe tandem Reynolds
runabout. A If h.p. J..\.P. engine and Burman three-speed gear are used.

useful type of machine for the man who
requires a mount for runabout purposes.
With its open frame and comfortable
sprung bucket seat it is particularly suit-
able for lady drivers, or for those who

On the Liberty two-stroke

engine fitted to the Jupp and
the Reynolds runabout, the

magneto is driven by an ex-

tension of the crankshaft.

take up motor cycles late in life. It is

extremely well mudguarded,. and with
its Liberty two-stroke engine, two-speed
gear and chain drive, it is essentially a
sturdy little machine capable of hard
work and quite suitable for long runs
when occasion arises. The springing of

f the seat platform is particu-

larly interesting, for long

quarter-elliptic springs are anchored to
the rear of the frame, and support at
their forward ends the front of the plat-
form on which the driver's seat is

mounted. A second bucket seat can be
accommodated at the rear end of the
platform if need be. A very easily

operated rear wheel stand is another in-

teresting point.

2'j4 H.p. MonEL.—70x90 mm. (349 c.c.l ( single-cyl.
four-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation : Cox-Atmos carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain drive

;

26x2M!in. tyres. Price £105.

As a de luxe passenger machine the
larger edition of the Reynolds runabout
has many attractive features ; tor in-

stance, the weight and space of a sidecar

outfit is saved. A very complete specifi-

cation includes Maplestone forks, in-

ternal expanding brakes in both wheels,
and fully sprung bucket seats for both
driver and passenger. Beautifully
finished in every detail, the floor and
running boards are covered, with rubber
and have moulded headings. Either seat

is suitable for a lady, since there are no
tubes to interfere with dress position.

The tubular frame is reinforced at the
bends, and the whole machine presents a

novel appearance which attracts much
attention from the general public.

LEA-FRANCIS. (39.)
S'/j u.p. ]M0DEL.~64x77 mm. [496 c.c.) ; Y twin-cyl.

" four-stroke ; overhead inlet valves ; drip feed
lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag. ;

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-etnrter ; chain drive;
2DX2%in. tyres. Prices; Solo £110, with side-

car £135.

Le.^.-Fk.\ncis, Ltd., Lower Ford Street,

Coventry.—A useful double-purpose mount
of moderate horse-power, quite ideal for

solo use, and yet capable of taking a

sidecar with ease and comfort, is the

n26

A Lea-Francis sporting model is now available with a

3ih.p.«igine.
The chain-driven Zenith-Bradshaw, the silencing arrangements

of which have been amended for the Show.
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Si h.p. V twin Lea-Francis. Among the

chief features may be mentioned the

entirely enclosed chains, the flexible

tubing' exhaust pipes, and the three-

speed gear enclosed on a circular bottom

bracket. Throughout the design, the

rider's comfort has been carefully studied.

The footboards are of ample size, and

running transversely across them is a

metal guard made in one with an under^

shield—a very excellent idea, which not

only protects the rider's feet, but also the

I'J^^^ILII 717

New arrangement of footboards and mud-
shield on the Lea-Francis machme.

mechanism from mud and wet. The mag-
neto is neatly stowed away at the rear

of the engine, and is in a most thoroughly
protected position.

The sports model is a niost attractive

little mount fitted with wide handle-bars,

narrow and lighter mudguards, a totally

enclosed front chain, and a rear chain pro-

tected by a guard. Footrests instead of

footboards are supplied. In all other
respects this machine resembles the 3^ h.p.

pattern just described. SI.A.G. engines
are used throughout Lea-Francis models,
which are conspicuous for their business-
like appearance and excellent all-weather
finish in wMch the plating has been re-

duced to a minimum.

5 ii.r. Model.—64x92 mm. (592 c.c); V twin-cj-I
lour-sti'oke : overhead inlet valves ; drip feed
Inbrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-diiveu mag.

;

3-8P. gear; clutch and kiok-starter ; all<!hain
drive: 26x3m. tyres. Prices: Solo £125. i\ith
sidecar £157 10b.

That simple lines may result in a graceful whole is exemplified on the redesigned 2J h.p. Levis.

What first strikes the eye on the 5 h.p.

model is the workmanlike appearance of

the handsome cast sand-blasted aluminium
chain case, which also encloses the

countershaft clutch. There is a neatly

arranged inspection cover through which'
the adjustment of the chain may be veri-

fied. A normal type of three-speed gear
is mounted above its bracket instead of

being hung from a bracket as is more
usual. The rear chain guard is of sheet

metal, and excellent mudguarding is pro-

vided. In this case the magneto is carried

at the front of the engine, but is perfectly

protected from wet.

LEVIS. (61.)
2i'o H.p. Model.—67x70 mm. (247 c.c); single-4^yl.

two-stroke: drip teed lubrication; Senspray
carb. ; chain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch
and kick-starter: chain-cum-belt drive; 24x
2r/iiu. tyres. Price, solo £68.

BuTTERFiELDS, Ltd. , Stechfoi'd, Bir-

mingham.—The above is the most fully-

equipped form of Levis. It is a
thoroughly practical lightweight capable
of going anywhere. It has a sloping top
tube which greatly enhances its appear-
ance, while the tank is supported on a

detachable platform. The front chain is

protected by a guard, the side of whicli

is also extended to protect the greater
portion of the top run. of the belt. The
same model is shown in a simpler form
single geared.

2ti ".p. Model.—62x70 mm. (211 c.c); single-cyh
tivo-stroke ; drip feed lubrication ; E. and E.
carb.; chain-driven mag.: 2-sp. gear; clutch;
chain-cum-belt drive; 24x2i/4in. tyres. Price,
solo £58.

A very useful
ightweight, sold

at a moderate
figure, the weight

of the 2ih.p. is only 135 lb. If fitted with
a two-speed gear, no district in Great
Britain need be closed to it. The lubri-

cation follows a principle adopted by
Messrs. Butterfields for some consider-

able period, leading the oil from the Best

and Lloyd drip feed to the cylinder and
main bearings, whence it passes to the

big end through a drilled crankshaft.

On this, and on the model just described,

a simple form of direct-acting heel-oper-

ated brake is fitted.

The Levis Popular is a replica of the

foregoing model, except that no two-speed

gear'is fitted. It weighs only 120 lb., and

is sold to the public at £48.

QUADRANT. (22.)
4iin.p. M0DEL.-85X110 mm. (624 c.cl :

single-cyl.
' fonr-stroke ; side valves ; hand pump lubrica-

tion ; Amac or Senspray carb. ;
gear-diiven

mag Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear; clutch and
kick-starter; all-chain drive; 26x2i2in. tyres.

Prices: Solo £85, -nith sidecar £105.

QtjADR.\NT iloTOHS, Ltd., Lawley

Street, Birmingham.—As a thoroughly

tried and amply powerful sidecar outfit,

at a Aery reasonable price, the 4^ h.p.

Quadrant occupies a secure position in

its class. Allowing for its large capacity

—large, that is, for a single—the engine

possesses quite a remarkable top gear per-

formance. At a casual glance, too, it

An exceedingly attractive big single Quadrant outfit marketed at a popular price.

Made of aluminium, this novel double

expansion chamber replaces the " canister

'

type of silencer on the Quadrant.

impresses one as being cleanly and

soundly designed. ]\Iechanically, its only

unconventional feature is in the position

of the inlet valve behind the cylinder

and the exhaust midway at the side ; and

this may account in no small measure for

the engine's cool running and " slogging
"

capabilities. Instead oi the old canister

type of silencer hanging across just in

front of the ci-ank case, two neat alu-

minium expansion chambers are fitted,

D27
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forming bulges in an open exhaust pipe
which leads to the rear of the machine.
Another noticeable detail improvement
has been effected by rounding off the

saddle tank. Quadrant spring forks,

which are of conventional design, but
embody a recoil spring, are retained, as

is an ordinary horseshoe type front rim
brake. Aluminium chain cases are fitted

to both chains, and on the chain-cum-beit

model (which costs £5 less) to the primary
drive. There is a transmission shock
absorber in the rear hub of the chain-

driven machine. The sidecars shown are

commodious and strongly built, and have
capacious lockers at the rear,

NEW IMPERIAL. (69.)

2»,ii[.r.- Model.—70X76 mm. (293 c.cl ; single-cyl.

four-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubn-
cation ; B. find E. carb. ; ehain-driven mag.

;

3-6P. Rear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain drive
;

26x2i/jin. tyres. Price, solo £73.

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Princip

Street, Birmingham.—Of particular in-

terest amongst the range of

New Imperial models is the

light tourist all-chain drive with
a special J. A. P. engine. Simpli-

fication and refinement of detail

DECEMBER isi. ig2i.

A very long V type shoe is used on the

8 h.p. NeviT Imperial rear brake.

expanding brakes are fitted to both
wheels. Very neat legshields are

attached to the front of the aluminium
footboards, and serve also to deflect air

on to the engine.

This model is also obtainable with 24in.

wheels at the same price, and in this

guise it makes an exceedingly attractive

little nnchine. It can also be obtained
as a spoitmg model
with a 250 c c en-

gine and minus
kick staitei at £80,
01 with a 350 c.c.

engine at £84 It

Amongst the most attractive of the big outfits—the 8 h.p. New Imperial, with dynamo lighting

and a very completely equipped sidecar.

are the keynotes of the design, for the
engine and gear box unit are mounted in a
loop frame, of which strength and light-

ness are distinct features. A shock
absorber is incorporated on the engine-
shaft. A refinement is seen in the method
of rear brake adjustment by means of a
wing nut on the
end of the ten-

sion rod. Internal

was a 250 c.c. New Imperial that won
The, Motor Cycle Cup in the last T.T.
A somewhat similar model is available

with chain-cum-belt transmission, but
without the loop frame, the price of
which is £59, or wdthout kick-starter £63.

8np Model —85 5"85 mm [986 cc). twin-cyl
four-stroke , side by-srde valves ; drip
feed lubiication, B and B caiti ,

chain-druen mag , 3-sp. gear; clutch
and Kick st irter chain duve. 28x
3in tyie=i Price, vith sidecar £145

To the family man the sidecar model
will appeal by reason of its sturdy con-
struction, although refinement is not
lacking, as instanced by the fitting of
Timken roller bearings to the .back wheel.
A spring seat-pillar ensures the comfort
of the driver, while the passenger is

adequately provided for by deep, well-
sprung upholstery, and, if desired, by a

hood, screen, and side curtains, which
transform the sidecar into a coupe, the
extra cost being £9.

Of interest to the sporting rider is the
8 h.p. sports model with a special J.A.P.
engine, having lightened reciprocating
parts and aluminium pistons. The kick-
starter is omitted on this machine, the
price being £132.

J.E.S. (59.)
1^4 H.p. Model.—60x60 'mm. (169 c.cl; sint;le-cvl.

two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; J.E.S. carl'.;

gear-driven mag. ; 2-sp. gear, i^ithoiit cintrh
and kick-starter; belt drive; 24x2in. tyiec.

Price, solo £48.

J. E. Smith, Ltd., J.E.S. Works,
Gloucester.—Weighing only 98 lb., this

is a very interesting little lightweight,

and one of the genuine variety. It is

On the J.E.S. lightweight, a two-speedy

gear is incorporated in the crank case,

operated by a rod through the malnshaft.

Interesting to note the fact that it in-

corporates a two-speed gear in the engine.

In top gear the pulley is running at the

same speed as the crankshaft, but when
on low gear the drive is taken through a

train of gear wheels on a countershaft

mounted underneath- the crankshaft,

giving a 45% reduction. The gear

is quite unobtrusive. Other attrac-

tive features of this machine al'e

'28

A lady's miniature two-slroke, the If h.p. J.E.S. Another open frame mount—the 2f h.p. Jupp two-stroke.
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tlie lubricatiou by drip, which is actuated
by pressure ill the crank case leading oil

to tne hollow crankshaft and web to the
crank pin, then through the centre of the
connecting rod directly to the hollow
gudgeon, and thence to the cylinder
walls.

The single-speed model is a simplified

replica of the machine just described.

It weighs 88 lb., and costs £38.

134 H.p. Model—60 X 60 mm. (169 o.c.l ; single-cyl.
foui-stroke : automatic inlet valves

;
pressure

ieed lubrii^ation ; J.E.S. earb. : gear-driven
in.^ig. : 2-sp. gear, without clutoh and kick-
starter ; belt drive ; 24 x 2in. tvres. Price, solo
f49.

This machine closely resembles the
two-stroke, two-speed model previously
described, but is fitted with a four-
stroke engine, which, like the two-s£roke,
incorporates the two-speed gear in the
crank case. The engine is fitted with an
automatic inlet valve, as ilr. J. E. Smith
is a strong supporter of the modern form
of this type of valve. The chief feature
of this valve is its large diameter. It is

fitted with two springs—a light spring
enabling it to open at the slightest suc-

tion, and a stiff spring to ensure its

rapid closing at high speeds, and to form
a stop to prevent the shearing of the
cotter. The crank case can be taken
apart in the case of this engine without
interfering with the magneto timing. It

is also worthy of note that the pedalling
gear in this machine can be used either
for kick-starting when the stand is up
or alternatively for assisting the engine,
while by undoing a stop the pedals may
be brought level and used as footrests.

The lady's model is certainly an inter-

esting proposition. The franie is built
on the same principle as a lady's pedal
cycle. It is provided with an efficient

belt guard and special valances to the
rear guards, so as to keep the rider's

skirt free from mud and clear of the
transmission.

READING-STANDARD. (18.)
8-10 ri. p. MoDFL.—85.5x101.6 mm. :l,170 r.r-.); V

twin-cyl. four-stroke ; side-hv-side valves : uie-
rliauicaj pump lubrication; Sclrebler carb. ; scar-
driven "mag. ; own 3-sp. gear : clutch and kick-
starter; all-chain drive ; 28 x3in. tyres. Prices;
Solo £135 (with dynamo lighting), with sidecar
£175.

CoppBN, All.\n and Co., 89, Great
Portland Street, W.l. — Probably the
most noteworthy feature of the Reading-
Standard is the large capacity of its

engine, although
ill America,
whence it hails,

such so-called
" V e r s i z e

"
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A new triangulated

of the Dunhi

power units are pro-
portionately as coni-
m o n as 250 c.c.

lightweights in this
conn t r y. The
machine is, there-
fore, in no sense a
freak, and, indeed,
in general lines, is

exceedingly conven-
tional, the design
being a blend of
standard American
and British practice.,

but mainly the
former. It may be
recollected, however,
that the Reading-
Standard was the first American machine
to make an appearance on the British
market with side-by-side valves. It was
also one of the earliest designs to embody
completely enclosed valve springs and
tappets. Such typically American
features as twist grip control and inter-

connected hand and foot clutch operation
naturally find a place in the specifica-

tion ; and—another e.xcellent idea from
across the Atlantic—the tank holds 3^
gallons of petrol, Mudgnarding has been
improved since last year, and a trans-

mission shock absorber is now fitted at a

slight extra cost. The prices -in both
cases include dynamo lighting.

With dropped handle-bars, higher gear
ratios, and a handle-bar clutch control

(making three alternative methods of

clutch operation), the same model is sold

as^a sporting solo or sidecar mount. The
standard single-seated sidecar is an M.P.,
but one machine is also showii with a
"Plus One" tandem sidecar attached.
With the latter sidecar (single or two-
seated at will) the price is £188.

DUNHILL SIDECARS. (68.)

DrxHiLLS, Ltd., 359, Euston Road,
N.W.I.—Sidecars for every power and
type of machine are offered by this well-

known firm. Ten different models are on
show, but three merit particular attention,
as they have been but recently introduced.
Of these, the featherweight model is par-
ticularly attractive, and with its simple
triangulated frame and robust construc-
tion, it should be capable of good service.

The triangulated franie construction is a
speciality of Dunhill's productions, and is

seen in varying degrees of strength on the
other models. In the new touring model

Nominally one of the most
powerful motor cycles on the

British market—the 8-10 h.p.

Reading-Standard.

and in the new two-seater model it is

observable how the frame is strengthened
up by additional cross members. The
two-seated model exhibited is particu-
larly sturdy, and provides ample accom-
modation for two passengers sitting
tandemwise. One very good feature of all

these sidecars is the strength and rigidity
of the mudguard, which is held by three
stout tubular stays. On all models, from
the lightest to the heaviest, springs from
the famous house of Terry are fitted, and
a refinement on the large two-seater model
is the provision of a very neat wheel
stand, which, when out of use, hinges
up and forms an additional support for
the mudguard.

"Carbjector" silencer fitted on the tail of the

exhaust pipe of the two-stroke Velocette.

VELOCETTE. (36.)
214 H.p. Model.—62X73 mm. (220 c.c); single-cyl.

two-stroke ; mechanical lubricatioir ; Amac
carb.; gear-driven uiag. ; 3-sp. gear; clnteh and
kick-starter; chain drive; 24X2J2 (for 2iiin.|

tyres. Price, solo £72 10s.

Vbloce, Ltd., Victoria Road, Aston,
Birmingham.—For nearly a decade now
the resources of the Velocette factory
have been concentrating on one type-
almost one model—of motor cycle, and;
although this year's trials have proved
the 1921 machine to have reached an
advanced stage of development, the .

makers are by no means content to rest

on their laurels. A new three-speed gear

box, with clutch and kick-starter, modi-
fications to the internal expanding rear

brake, more accessible chain cases, and
wider front forks are among the points
that will make the 1922 Velocette even
better than its predecessors, A self-

contained mechanical pump lubrication

system, embodying a crank case sump,
has long been a satisfactory feature, and,
generally speaking, the power unit is

quite unaltered. Pedal cycle type " lubri-

cators " have been discarded in favour

of generous grease cups, and a most in-

teresting silencer known as the Carbjector

is fitted. It is claimed that, far from
causing backpressure, tliis device actually

assists in scavenging the cylinder, A
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Brooks cantilever saddle is fitted to this
model, but on the two-speed gear
machines the seat is one of the new pat-
tern Terry spring top saddles. Other
Velocette models are priced as follows :

With two-speed gear, with clutch and
kick-starter, £65 ; a similar lady's model,
£68 : a two-speed (50 m.p.h. guaranteed)
sports model, with 249 c.c. engine, £68.
A Maglita combined lighting and ignition
set may be fitted as an extra.

NORTON. (99.)
31/0 n.p. MOELD. —70 X 100 mm. (490 CO.); single-

cyl. ioiir-stioke : side-by-side vnlves ; drip
feed lubrication ; B. nud B. or Biuks rat-trap
caib. : cbaiu-driven mnii, ; Sturmer-Archer 3-sp.

gear; clutcli and kick-starter; chain driTe

;

- 26x2V2in. tyres. Price, solo ill5.

KoKTON Motors, Ltd., Bracehridge
Street, Birmingham.—Probably the most
interesting exhibit on the Norton stand
is the stripped racing model with
B.S. engine, open chain drive, and
Binks rat-trap carburetter. This machine
is sold with a guarantee that it has
exceeded 75 m.p.h. on Brooklands. This
engine can be supplied with any model
at an extra charge of £22, while the
B.R.S. engine (70 m.p.h. guarantee) can
be fitted at an extra charge of £12.
Another interesting model is the 3^ h.p.

Colonial, which has a crank case clearance

of 6in. Chain adjustment is effected by
means of a single nut occupying an acces-

sible position at the rear of the gear box
brackets. Domed nuts are fitted through-
out. The price of this model is £117.
On the £115 16H 3i h.p. a lower

riding position is obtained by reducing

the ground clearance to 4in., but in other
respects it is almost a counterpart of the

Colonial.

The Model 9 3^ h.p., single gear, direct

belt drive will appeal specially to the

lover of a fast and simple machine. A
straight through exhaust is emi>loyed.

The standard ground clearance is 4in.,

but a Colonial design, having a clearance

of 5in., can be supplied. A Philipson

pulley is fitted at an extra charge of

£7 7s. Price £80.

4 H.p. Model.—82x120 mm. (654 c.c.) : single-cyl.

tour-stroke: pojjpet valves; band pump lubrica-
tion ; B. and B. earb. ; chain-driven mag. ; S-sp.

gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive:
650x65 miu. tyres. Prices: Solo £120, with
sidecar £154.

The almost classical Big Four sidecar
model is shown variously equipped both
for touring and comtnercial purposes.
The No. 1 touring is fitted with oil-tight

chain cases, special aluminium footboards,
and artistic legshields (£2 2s. extra). An
electrically equipped sidecar outfit, fitted

with Lucas Magdyno (£21 extra) is

a centre of mteiest, the handsome

In addition to the Sun

rotarv-valvcd two-stroke,

this "293 c.c. J.A.P.-en-

gined mode' will be

marketed
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examination of a sectional engine which is

exhibited. As a sidecar outfit, the Sun-

Vitesse is particularly attractive, for it

affords an example of the cheapest form
;

of motoiing for two With all-chain drive '

outfit being provided with a specially

attractive sidecar containing a folding

seat for a child. .On all Norton models

adjustable tappets are now standard.

SUN AND SUN-VITESSE. (12.)

2"'in. p. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.t.i : single-cyl.

two-stroke; ]Ot:iry valve; drip feed lubrication;

Aniac c;iib. : chain-driveu map.; 3-sp. gear;

clutch and kitk-starter ; chain drive: 26x2l4ili-

tyres. Prices: Solo £61 19-;.. with Maglita

liiihting and ignition £96 12^.

SiTN Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd.,

Aston Brook Street, Birmingham.—Of the

two models
s h o w n ,

the

Sun - Vitesse

two-stroke per-

haps attracts

the greatest
attention b y
reason of the
rota r y valve
with which it

is fitted. This
valve is formed
on the right-

hand side of

the engine, and
takes the form
of a disc, in

which is a suit-

ably - shaped
port, working
against the cast

iron end plate

of the crank
case. In this

plate is incorporated the induction pipe

and port. On the flywheel side of

the engine is a piston-operated air

valve under the control of the driver

through the medium of a Bowden wire.

An excellent idea of

the action of this valve

mav be uained by an

Section of' the Sun
engine, showmg the

rotary inlet valve in

the crank case.

and a three-speed gear, it should b,.

capable of a good road performance. The
price of this little outfit with magneto
lighting and ignition is £95 12s. An inno-

vation, so far as the Sun is concerned, is

the 2j h.p. J.A.P. model, the main speci-

fication being the same as that of the

Sun-Vitesse. Both two and four-stroke

engined machines are available with two
or three-speed gears, the price of the two-

speed J. A. P. -engined machine being £63.

A normal three-port two-stroke model

is also listed with similar specification to

that described above.

HAWKEP^. (25.)
4IJ H.r. Model.—85x97 mm. (548 c.c.l ; single-cyl.

four-stroke ; side-by-side valves : drip feed lubri-

cation-; B. and B. carb. ; M-L chain-driven

mag.: Bunnau S-sp. gear; clutch and kick-

starter; all-chain drive; 26x21,1 tyres. Price,

solo £89 Si.

H. G. H.^WKER Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Kingston-on-Thames.—Considering

the familiar ring the name now has iii

the ears of the average motor cyclist, it

is somewhat surprising to recollect that

the Hawker had not ni_ade its appearance

at the time of the last Show. This

model, however, is quite new, although

the frame follows very closelv the lines

of the 1921 two-stroke type. The
engine is a standard Blackbui'ne. In-

ternal expanding brakes are fitted to

both wheels, and the Hawker type of

saddle mounting is used, the saddle-

pillar being entirely dispensed with,
,

since the seat portion is hinged on, the

top tube in front and supported on coil,

springs attached directly to the frame .

stavs in the rear. The carrier and cylin-

drical metal tool box forms another in-.

stance of the aim of the designers—sim- .;

plification of production.
Druid type forks are fitted

to this model.

(Left) On the 1922 three-speed 3i h.p. Norton a silencer is fitted instead of the plain exhaust pipe. (Right) .\ popular single-cylinder sidecar

mount—the " Big 4 " Model
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Other four-stroke models with Black-

biirne engines shown are a 2J h.p. type

with plain two-speed gear (£75 12s.),

and clutch and an o.h.v. sports model
with all-chain drive through a three-

speed box (£99 15s. >.

2"i H.p. MoDSL.—70x76 mm. (293 c.cl ; single-cyl.

two-istroke ; ciank case piessme lubricjition

;

ClniKiel caib, ; flywheel mag. ; 2-speed gesu'

;

chain-cum-belt drive; 26x2'^in. tjies. Price,

solo 50 gns.

Whatever else the Hawker lightweight

does it will always be remembered for

hauling a sidecar and passenger up_ the

six mile climb at Applecross unaided.

Its motif is simplicity, and it was not

expected that it would show much
change on its first appearance at Olympia
—for it certainly could not be simplified

much more ! With its flywheel magneto
and twin chain and dog clutch gear it

truly deserves the title of lightweight.

It differs from the' new " 4i " in its

brakework—two on the rear belt rim

—

and its forks, of the hinged (barrel

spring) type.

VERUS AND SIRRAH. (133.)
5-6 n. p. Model—71x88 mm. 1696 CO.); V tnm-

eyl. four-stroke; siile-by-side yah-es; drip iced

hrbrication ; Amac carb. ; M-I/ cbain-driven
mag. : 3-sp. gear ; cliitcli and kick-starler

;

Stnrmey-Archer 3-3p. gear; clutch and kick-

starter; cliain drive; 26x3in. tyres. Prices:

Solo £135, ivith sidecar £162 lOs.

Alfxied Wiseji.^n, Ltd., Glover Street,

Birmingham.—The 5-6 h.p. Verus (which

721

lighter tyres,

ire also fitted

Aluminium plates neatly cover the gap
for the fork blades in the front mudguard
of the 5-6 h.p. Verus.

fork blades, aluminium plates sealing the
apertures. Cast aluminium is also used
for the magneto shield, footboards, and
the complete chain cases, which are

massive and amply provided with in-

spection plates.

2U n.p. iloDEL.—70x64.5 mm. [248 c.c.) ; single-cyl.

iour-6troke ; side-by-side valves : drip feed lubri-

cation ; Amac carb. ; C.A.V. chain-driven mag.

;

Burman 3-sp. gear; clutcli and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x2in. tyres. Trice, solo £95.

This lightweight model is an attrac-

tive light solo model, having a very
similar general specification to the big

twin j u s t d e-

scribed. The chains

are completely en-

A 2-|- h.p. J.A.P. engine-three-speed Burman
of the

J is also offered with 8 h.p. engine, 85x88
^98 c.c, at the same price) is a splen-

, didly conceived machine assembled around
the Blackburne engine and Sturmey-
Aicher gear box. Sloping top tube frame
construction has been followed and
Brampton forks are used. A saddle
tank is fitted, and oiling is by means of
a semi-automatic drip feed. Exception-
ally wide dome section mudguards are
employed, and the front one encircles the

price
engine of

£38 ; and

Footboards, silencer and magneto cover
on the 5-6 h.p. Verus are of aluminium.

gear box and final belt transmission are features

Sirrah.

closed and the brakework is similar,

there being a front hub expanding brake
and one acting on a dummy belt rim at the
rear. A 2| h.p. model, also J.A.P. -engined,
costs £92 ; and a two-speed Blackburne
model with chain and belt drive is £77.
By the same makers are also displaj'ed

the following Sirrah machines : A single

s>peed two-stroke with Union
70x75 mm. (292 c.c.

the same machine
with two-speed, kick-

starter, and clutch,

at £50, or £67 with
a miniature sidecar.

A Blackburne-engined
2| h.p. Sirrah also

costs £67 solo with
two-speed gear ; and
a bigger machine with
a 5-5 h.p. J.A.P. twin
engine is also staged
—this costs £125.
The Sirrah models
follow the general

lines of the Verus
range, but are not so

well equipped, having
mudguards, etc. ; they
with chain guards only.

OLYMPIC AND NEW COURIER.
(135.)

2';4 n.p. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.c.); single-cyl.

two-stroke ; drip feed lubrication
i
Amac or Vici

caib. ; flywheel mag. ; 26x2i,4in. tyres. Prices;

Solo, from £45.

Olyjipic Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd.,

Wolverhampton. — For 1922 this firm

is concentrating on medium-powered
machines, considering that more than

2| h.p. is unnecessary. It is impossible

to give any very close specification of

either the New Courier or Olympic
models, for the whole point of the ex-

hibit is a specially designed frame into

which practically any engine and any gear

box can be fitted without additional cost.

Substantial construction is the second

motive of the frame design, exemplified

by the use of butted and reinforced

tubes free from bends and of oversize

lugs. The New Courier models are

planned to be as cheap and as sotmd

as engineering principles allow. 350 c.c.

J.A.P. or Blackburne engines may be

fitted at option.

2% H.p. Model.—70x76 mm. (293 c.c); single-cj-l.

four-stroke : side valves ; drip feed lubrication

;

Anrac or Vici carb. ; chain-driven mng. ; 2-sp.

gear : clutch and kick-starter : chain drive

;

26x2Voin. tyres. Tiice, solo £70.

The Olympic models are intended as

machines de luxe. On the latter range

the most interesting feature is the regis-

tered swinging bracket from which the

gear box is suspended. This is worth

the closest study. The chain cannot get

out of line. Any variety of gear box
can be mounted to the requisite chain

line for any make of engine. The driv-

ing chains can be adjusted very quickly

and with e.xtreme accuracy. Moreover,

since the range of about three links is

provided in the adjustment, the breaking

of the chain on the road would matter

but little, as the rider could easily remove
the broken links provided there was
sufficient adjustment available in the final

drive. In addition, this model may be

fitted with either Villiers or Blackburne
engine.

WATSONIAN SIDECARS. (40.)

W.^TSONIAN Sidecar Co., 129, Coiiy-

beare Street, Birmingham.—Features of

this stand are the sidecars intended for

business people. One of these is a com-
mercial box carrier on a triangular

chassis, which will carry loads up to

3 cwt., while the truck sidecar with a

float pattern body should be highly suit-

able for farmers, builders, carpenter?,

plumbers, and persons occupied in such-

like trades. Since it is constructed of

Coil front and C rear sprmgmg
make the Watsonian Monarch

most comfortable ; there is large

locker space at the back.
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oak, this body will carry two standard
milk churns, small live stock, or any
heavy and awkward loads. Among the

'touring sidecars may be mentioned a

streamline polished ' aluminium body
mounted on a light triangular chassis, and
weighing 60 lb., known as the Model A,
and the sporting model (R34 type), built

on airship lines. The Monarch is a

touring sidecar of ample dimensions, with
large locjcer space, giving plenty of com-
fort while being light in weight.
Another attractive feature of this

stand is the Watsonian sidecar-taxi,

mounted on a chassis composed of double
D section reinforced weldless steel tubes,

and having a ground clearance of S^in.

It is fitted to an Excelsior motor bicycle

at five points, and is fitted with a 5in.

domed mudguard attached to the wheel
frame. The. body is of the landaulet

type, so constructed that the top half of

the upper screen opens. Triplex safety

glass is used. The seat accommodates
two adults, and adjustment of the hood,
windows, and door light can be operated

from inside. The spare wheel is carried

in a locker at the rear, and behind it

there is a spacious luggage platform.

DECEMBER isi, 1921.

Chain case of the Rudge broken away to

show the' new design of plate clutch.

RUDGE. (120.)
;i!, HP. JIODEL.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single-

'"cji. four-stroke; overbead inlet valve; ttiut

pump lubrication; Seuspray carb. ;
gear-

driven mag.; Ssp. gear; clutch and kick-

starter; chain drive, 650x65 mm.
Prices; Solo £100, with sidecar £120.

tyres.

Rudge-'Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry.

—

Verv little change has been made in the

well-known Rudge models. A new stand

(of course, of the spring-up type) is fitted,

and with large diameter engme-shatt

clutch, three-speed gear, and chain drive,

the 3^ h.p. Rudge is a thoroughly prac-

Oneof the few 4 h.p. twins at the Show—a'

Calthorpe model of pleasing appearance.

Spare wheel and luggage grid ara now both, mounted on the body of the 7-9 h.p. Rucigi sidecar.

tical double-purpose machine. At a

-slight extra charge, interchangeable wheels

may be fitted. In spite of the attractions

of this latest model single-cylinder, the

sporting rider is bound to have a jjenchant

for the famous 1914 T.T. winner with belt

drive and multi gear. A roadster model
on the same lines, but with pedal starter,

is also listed, both at the very moderate
price of £85.

7-9 H.p. Model.—85x88 mm. (993 c.c): twin-
cyl. four-stroke: overhead inlet v.^lves; foot
pump lubrication; Senspray carb.; chain-
driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
starter; chain drive; 700x80 mm. tyres.

Prices ; Solo £120, with sidecar £150.

The 7-9 h.p. Rudge twin is similar to

the chain-driven single, except for the
engine, which follows the same lines, but
has two cylinders, each of the same
capacity (total, 998 c.c). It is a fine

example of the British big twin. For
interchangeable wheels, £1 extra is

charged.
Both light and touring sidecars are

shown, and Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth,
Ltd., have for some time past specialised

in attachments to suit their own make of

motor cycle, with admirable results.

CALTHORPE. (90.)
4 II. p. Model.— 64 5x76 mm. (496 c.c); tivin-cyl.

four-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag. ; S-sp.

gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain-cum-belt
drive: 26x2i4in. trr*}s.

Calthorpe
M o T o K Cycles,

t5-'"'=rr»-

.

Barn Street, Bir-

^J>|£--«"^tK mingham.—Of the

two types of Calthorpe motor cycles es

hibited by this firm, the chief interest i?

centred upon the new 4 h. p. V twin

model. In weight and size this,

machine is very little larger than the

two-stroke models, and probably it is the .

smallest "V twin-engined mount in the

Show. It is fitted with an oil-con-

trolled spring seat-pillar, and is eminently

suitable for those who require a solo.'

moimt but have occasional use for a^.

sidecar. The sidecar is particularly neat

in its body design, and the chassis is of-

simple construction, having rear exten-

sions from the main tubular members
which support two cantilever springs.

3 H.p. MoDKL.—75x79 mm. (350 c.c); siugle-cvl.

two-stroke: drip feed lubrication; Amac earli.

:

cjiain-driven mag. : Burmau 3-sp. gear :
clutili

and kick-starter; chain-cum-belt drive: 2Cx
2i4in. tyres. Price, with sidecar £89 15s.

It is not without interest that the Cal-

thorpe 350 c.c. engine was one of the

pioneers of this now popular size;. Very-

few alterations have been made in thij

model for 1922, the details of which are

Eccentric ad)uslment of the Rudge gear box,

showing bearer bracket broken away.

very much on the lines of the model pre-

viously described.

A solo model of this machine with

plain two-speed mount is priced at £50,

or with clutch and kick-starter £65;

another solo model is fitted with a 2|

h.p. J.A.P. engine, and is offered at £65

and £70, with plain two-speed and two-
,

speed, clutch, and kick-starter respec-
|

tively. A 2i h.p. two-stroke with direct

belt drive is also listed.
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KARLEY-DAVIDSON. (35.)

7-9 11. p. Model.—84.1x88.9 mm. {998 c.c.) ; V twin-
cyl, four-6troke ; overhead inlet valves; mechani-
cal lubrication ; Schebler earb. ;

gear-driven
masj, ; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-t?tarter ; chain
drive; 28x3in. tyres.

Haeley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd.,

Newman Street, W.l.— The Harley-
Davidson, which has been improved in

minor details for 1922, has attained

much popularity in this countrj' during
its comparatively short sojom-n. Opinion
appears to difier regarding the new
colour—a very dark olive green ; but
from the purely sesthetic point- of view,

it is perhaps an improvement on the more
utilitarian khaki. Engine, gear box, and
transmission are unaltered ; but several

years' experience of an "electrified"

model has suggested a more complete
weatherproofing of the combined lighting

anfl ignition distributer, the terminals

now being, underneath. On this model
the head lamp and horn
are supported on the

one bracket. Acetylene
lamps and a mechanical
liorn are supplied with

Modelled- on the lines ol a costly

limousine car this elaborate sidecar is

exhibited attached to a 7-9 h.p. Harley-

Davidson.

the magneto type, and Bonniksen speedo-

meters with a rear wheel drive are stan-

dard on all models. Twist grip control,

an inter-connected hand and foot clutch

lever, and a massive steering head and
loop frame are typically American features

worth noting. Mudguarding, too, ap-

pears to be most efliciently carried out.

An imposing sidecar of the miniature

limousine type, attached to an electrically- •

equipped model, attracts much attention

from potential sidecar- passengers.

4 H.p. Model.—70x76 mm. (584 c.c); flat twin-cyl.

toaj-stioke; aide-by-side valves: mechanical
lubrication ; Schebler carb. ; gear-driven mag.

;

3-Bp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; gear and
chain dtivs ; 7O0xS0 tyres.

Intended as a solo machine, the flat

twin sports model should appeal to those

to whom weight is a secondary considei-a-

tion to reasonable comfort and smooth
running. Nevertheless, although 700x80
mm. tyres are fitted, and the equipment
—electric or acetylene lighting—is very

complete, it is not an unduly heavy
machine; the centre of gravity of the

power unit is also extremely low. At;

the same time it possesses the requisite

power for sidecar haulage, and a special

attachment is provided.

Although primarily a sidecar machine, the magneto model 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson is oiten

used solo. It is sold fully equipped with lamps, etc.

ready for the road. It is an extremely

handsome machine, fitted with a cast

aluminium front chain case and sheet

metal rear chain case, both chains being

entirely enclosed. The chief features for

1922 are a larger engine, increased cool-

ing surfaces by increasing the size of the

fins (now at right angles to the bore of

the inclined cylinder instead of parallel

with the ground as in last year's model),

an improved timing gear, and a ratchet

brake, so as to hold the machine when at

rest on a hill—a very commendable point

when a sidecar is used, and one that may
well be imitated by other designers.

Tire .finish of tlrese machines is excel-

lent. Tlus model without lamps weighs

282 lb., but, fitted with a Ughter side-

car, a saving of 20 lb. is effected on last

year's model, and this notw-ithstanding a

larger engine and a four-speed gear box.

Apropos of the gear box, it must be

pointed out that the change to the higher

ratios is effected by means of dog clutches,

but the friction clutches incorporated in

the expanding P. and JI. gear are opera-

tive on all speeds. The machine is luxuri-

ously equipped in every detail, and is pro-

vided with a Brooks B 600 cantilever

saddle.

So far as details are concerned, the

B Type (sold at £102, solo) is identical

with the types described, except that it

is supplied without accessories and that

a Brooks 170 saddle is fitted. There is

no ratchet side brake, only one toolbag,

and chain guards instead of chain cases

are provided. The
weight of this'

machine is 2541b.

P. AND M. (51.

J

41 , H.p Model.—84.5x100 mm. (555 c.c); single-

"cvl. four-stroke; ^ide-by-sidc valves; mechanical
lubrication B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

4-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; all-chain

di-ive; 26x2r/.in. tvres. Prices; A Model,

solo £120 10s., wth sidecar £149 10s.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 4, Berners

Street, W.L—P. and M. motor bicycles

are this year sold in two types, of

which the Type A is sold complete and

Many ytars.' experience is behind the latest Ai h.p. P. and M., now htted with ^our-

speed gear.
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Part sectional view of tlie new P. and M.

four-speed gear and kick-starter, showing how

the additional two speeds are obtained.

For the first time in their history,

Phelon and ]\Ioore, I/td., have made their

own sidecar chassis. It is of simple

design and attached to the machine at

four points. The C springs are anchored

to the duplex axle tube beneath the axle

proper, while tlie fore part of the sidecar

is attached to leaf springs under the

parallel side members. The front cross

member is curved so as to allow for move-

ment of the body. To prevent rattle, a

MATCHLESS. (65.)
7 H.P. Model.—85.5x85 mm. (986

cc); V twin-cyl. foiir-stvoke;
side-by-side valves; hand pump
lubrication; B. and B. caib.

;

rhain-dr.iven mag.; 3-sp. gear;
L-lutfh and kick-jitaiter ; all-
chain drive; 26x3in. tyres.
Price : Sports model. Tvpe J,
solo, £130.

H. Collier and Sons, Ltd.,
Plumstead Road, Woolwich,
S.E.18.—Having given up the
manufacture of solo machines
since the war. Collier and
Sons have now re-entered this

market with their 7 h.p.

sports model, which should
strongly appeal to the rider

who leans to the fast

and powerful mount.

Umiiii 'e'^ilin^e:,: s^J^i^e
or the M.A.G. (82x94 mm.) may be
fitted. In this model the frame is rigid,

and, whDe the front chain is enclosed, the
rear is protected by means of a guard. In

looS'^ sleeve or
floating washer is

fitted to the forked
sidecar couplings,
the washer being
always kept up against the spigot por-

tion of the coupling, provided the nut
is kept tight. It is worth recording that

both types of P. and M. machines can be
fitted with 3in. tyres, and, to conform
with Continental conditions, the sidecar
may be fitted to either side of the motor
bicvcle.

For the convenience of the front pas-
senger the door of the Matchless tandem-
seated sidecar ingeniously opens at each
side. TQie combined catch and hinge is

Origmally mtended as a

fast solo mount the rigid-

frame 8 h.p. Matchless is

also marketed with a low
rakish sidecar.

this' machine the clutch is • hand-con-
trolled, and the handle-bars are wide.
Footrests instead of footboards are fitted.

Naturally, special attention is paid to
the tuning of the engine, while the gear
ratios are" 4.1, 7^, and 10^- to 1. Stands
are fitted to both wheels, and such a well-

appreciated feature in

f o r m e r Matchless
models as the com-
bined kick-starter and
exhaust lifter is re-

tained. The machine
is also a capital
double-purpose mount
of the go - anywhere
type.

7 n.P. M0DEL.~82x94
mm. 1998 c.c.) ; V
twin-cyl. tour-5troke

;

overhead inlet valves;
hand pump lubrica-
tion; B. and B. carb.

;

chain - driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear; clutch and
kick - starter ; chain
drive; 28x3in. tyres.

No mechanical
alterations have been
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Components of the Matchless front

hub.

made in the spring frame model llatch-
less, but a new bearer arm for the sidecar
body allows the seat to assume a low«r
position, and the battery box is now so

arranged that it may be carried below
the level of the floorboards. Mention
has already been made of the sports
model sidecar outfit. This is fitted with
a well-upholstered body, a foot-controlled
clutch, and kick-up stand with self-

fastening clip, the sidecar stand forming
part of the wheel frame, while there is a
large tool box on. the top tube, held by
clips inside the tool box.
Ho far as the spring frame model is

concerned, one of the most interesting
exhibits is the double-seated sidecar,
equipped with screen for both passengers
and a combined hinge and fastening on
each side of the door ; consequently
either side of the door may be opened,
and egress or ingress are easy for either
front or back passenger. The sidecar
has a collapsible front floorboard, so that
when the front seat is unoccupied the
floci'board may assume its normal posi-

tion. Another of the Matchless exhibits
is shown fitted with a box earner.

GRINDLAY. (21.)

Geindlay, Ltd., Spon End, Coventry.
—The fact that practically no alteration

has been made in the chassit construc-
tion of the well-known Grindlay range of

sidecars is a tribute to its design. New-
comers to the pastime should e.xamine
the system of springing the wheel in

addition to the body suspension. This
considerably reduces road shocks before
the body springs are called upon for

service.

Grindlay sidecars are exhibited in

many different styles, ranging from a

Handsome lines combine with efficient suspension in the Grindlay

Glub model sidecar.
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lightweight model which costs £17 to the
full touring type priced at £38. Of
these, a blue sporting model and a larger

type—finished in black with an alu-

minium " deck "—named the club

model, at once attract the eye of the fast

sidecarist. The latter model especially has

a strong appeal to owners of powerful
machines, for its large size and hand-
some appearance
make it suitable

for the largest

motor cycles, but

it looks just as well
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The last word in three-wheelers, the New Hudson re-appears at

Olimpia with a M.A.G. engine.

and intercliangeable, and
a permanent jack is incor-

porated in the rear frame.

Steering is by rack and
pinion, and the front sus-

pension is on quarter-ellip-

On one of the Grindlay sidecars a face screen is provided,
adjustable as to position by the supporting arm shown.

-on the mediumweight 4^ b.p. Humber to
which it is fitted.

The touring types, too, are attractive,
and have deeply padded spring backs
and plenty of locker room.

NEW HUDSON. (38.)
10 n.p. Model.—82x94 mm. (996 c.c.l ; V twin-

oy\. lour-sfroke ; overhead inlet viilve.g ; <b ip
feed lubrication: Cox-Atmos cjtrb. ; Lnca.'; pear-
<lriven Magdyno ; 3-sp. and leTCrse gear ;

<^lntcli3hflft and final chain drive; 700x80
mm. heflvy tyres. Price £230.

New Hudson, Ltd., Icknield Street,
Birraingham.--Those who consider that
the three-wheeler has great possibilities
will view this exhibit with satisfaction,
for the New Hudson runabout represents
clean design, reasonable simplicity, and
is yet as elaborate as this type of vehicle
is ever likely to be with success. Neither
motor cycle nor car practice has been
followed blindly, and, although the
design takes a little from both, it is,

first and last, a three-wheeler. Trans-
mission is by shaft from the water-cooled
M.A.G. engine to the car-type gear box,
and then by chain to the rear wheel.
All three wheels are quickly detachable

4','o n.p. Model.—87x100 mm. (594 e-.c.]; sinsle-cyl.
Icnu--stroke : side-by-side valves ; drip feecl Inbri-
eatiqn ; B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

Sturiney-Areher 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
starter: chain drive: 700x80 n^m. tyres. Prices;
Solo £100, nith sidecar £125.

The revival of the name of New
Hudson on the tank of a sidecar outfit

is of considerable interest, and this new
single-cylinder model is well worthy of

examination by those who cast doubts on

L-eaf springing for both front and rear of the 3 h.p. Royal Ruby makes it a luxurious medium
powered mount. The new Royal Ruby engine is of 375 c.c. capacity.

tic springs. The bodywork is very hand-
some, and the seating accommodation
roomy and comfortable. Electric lighting

by Lucas JMagdyuo is standard. Priced
at £250, a finely streamlined sporting
model with an aluminium body at least

holds its own with anything in the
building on the
score of attrac-

t i V e appear-
ance.

After an absence ot many years, a New Hudson 4J h.p. sidecar outfit is exhibited at the Show.

the actual progress made since pre-war
days. There is nothing unconventjonal
about the machine or its power unit. A
single cam operates both valves, plain

bearings are used throughout, the valve
ports are arranged for efficient cooling,

and the magneto is carried behind the
engine. These are perhaps the most
noteworthy points of an exceedingly
straightforward plant. A modified con-

trol, consisting of a gate in the tank, has
been adapted to a standard Sturmey-
Archer gear box, and a transmission

shock absorber is carried on the engine-

shaft. Leg shields and footboards are

standard, and, although the machine does
not look high, the ground clearance is

actually 6in. The tyre size (see above)
is particularly noteworthy.

2% H.p. Model.—52x70 mm. (211 c.c.) ; ,single-cyl.
two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; E. and B.
carb. : chain-driven mag. ; 2-sp. gear : clutch
and kick-starter; all-chain drive; 24x2r/£in.
tyres. Price, solo £65.

Little alteration has been made to the
New Hudson two-stroke. In addition to
the model specified above, there is a
chain-cum-belt machine at £60, and an
all-chain racing model with " semi-discs

"

at £70. The general proportions of this

model are in keeping with the 24in. wheels.

E3
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A similar side-
car model with
a 5-6 h.p. J.A.P.
engine and chain-
cum - belt trans-
mission is. offered

Of interest to those seeking a passenger outfit of low upiceep costs—the 2f h.p. two-stroke

Calthorpe two-stroke. The engine is 75 X 79 mm. = 350 c.c.

HAZLEWOOD. (66.)
8 H.r. Model.—85.5x85 mm. (986 c.c.]: tuin-cvl.

four-stroke ; &ide-by-side valves ; drip feed hiltri-
cation ; B. and B carb. ; cliaiii-dllveu mag.;
3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive: 28x3m. tyres. Pi ice. with sidecar .£176.

H.^ZLEWOODS, Ltd., West Orchard,
Ckiventry.—Two sidecar machines, a dual-
purpose mount and a liglitweigiit, form

at £118, at which figure it is extremely
good value.

On both models the gear box is of

Messrs. Hazlewood's own manufacture,
and bears an excellent reputation.

Although intended chiefly as a solo

mount, tTie 4 h.p. single-cylinder model
attracts the attention of those in search

of a dunl-purpose machine. It follows the

A special type of Morgan—the Aero
model, fitted with 8 h.p. water-cooled

MA G engine

DECEMBER ist, ig2i.

capable of an excellent turn of speed.

In this case, a two-speed gear with'

clutch and kick-starter is fitted, and
^ special heel brake, acting directly on
the inside diameter of the belt rim. On
tfie cast aluminiuin cover protecting the

front chain an opening is cast, leaving
the letter H, the initial of the makers,
which opening also allows access for the

adjustment of the clutch.

MORGAN. (63.)
8 H.p. Model.—85.5x85 mm. (986 c.c); V twin-

cyl. four-stioke ; side-by-sidfi yalves ; drip feed
lubrication ; Amac carb. ;

gear-diiven mag.

:

2-sp. gear; clutch and handle starter; chain
drive; 700x80 mm. tyres. Price, solo £150.

The Morgan Motor Co., Malvern
Link.—This is a special model Morgan
sold at a moderate price, which includes

complete equipment. ' The chassis is

somewhat shorter than the standard, and
a straight dash without cowl is fitted.

An air-cooled J.A.P. engine is used.

An interesting portion of the exhibit is

a chassis, a useful reminder that the
extreme simplicity so long peculiar to

one of the oldest and most successful of

three-wheelers is retained.

A special model, which is built only

to order, and is known as the Aero, is

another attractive exhibit. The radiator
is nickel plated, as is the polished tank..
Aeroplane type windscreens are fitted,

while a graceful domed back gives an

Particularly suited for a lightweight is the

detachable brake unit on the new 2j h.p.

Hazlewo.id.

the Hazlewood range. The 8 h.p. model
is a chain-driven machine with internal-

expanding rear brake and a front brake

of the dummy belt rim type. A spring

saddle pillar is a feature of this model,

and a saddle tank is fitted on this size

only.

same general lines as the twin models,
and, with cliain-cum-belt transmission and
650x65 mm. tyres, is sold at £98.

2^;i II. p. Model.—70x76 mm. (293<].c.); single-cyl.
four-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation • Amac carb.; chain-driven niag. ; 3-sp.
gear; chitch and kick-starter; chain-cura-belt
drive; 26x2'/iin. tyres. Prices: Solo £67, ivith

sidecar £86.

.,.. The 2f h.p.

sports model is

a lightweight

An addition to the Hazlewood range, a machine with 4 h.p. J.A.P. engine antl

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gea**

admirable finish to .the whole. The parti-
cular model shown is provided with Lucas
electric lighting, speedometer, and clock.
It is a very handsome machine, highly
suitable for "fast touring, and costs £235.
Another interesting type is the "family"

Morgan, which accommodates two adults
in the^front and two children at the rear.
It is sold at £191, including'a full equip-
ment.
No fewer than nine examples of this

popular three-wheeler and a chassis are
shown. The de luxe model has a spring
cushion, and the instriimeot board is of
polished aluminium, while underneath it

is a tray for odds and ends.

FRANCIS-BARNETT. (28.}
2";ii!.p. Model.—70x90 mm. (350 c.c); single-cyl.

four-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; hand pump
lubrication ; B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven
mag. ; Stamiey-Areher 3-sp. gear ; clutch and
kick-starter; chain drive; 26x2V4in. tvres.
Price, solo £85.

Fr.\ncis and B.iRNETT, Ltd., Lower
Ford Street, Coventry.—Two cooks given
the same ingredients would not neces-

sarily produce equally tastv dishes. In

E4
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the same way, two ludtov cycle designers
evolving macliiiies with exactly similar
speoiiications in the more important com-
ponent parts may not. both succeed in pro-
ducing equally attractiv© mounts. The
sports model Francis-Barnett illustrates
the point, for it displays much useful
originality for a machine- embodying
proprietary imits, and is distinctly
pleasing iu appearance. A saddle tank
13 naturally a feature, as it has been on
this make for some considerable time
now. Brampton forks are fitted and
have a positive stop to prevent the
handle-bars from fouling the tank.
Another instance of nice detail design is

provided by the ingenious way in which
the Sturmey-Archer gear quadrant is

mounted on the bottom bracket, being
held down by the gear box nuts. Thus
adjustment of the primary chain does
not upset the gear control. Footrests, of
course, are fitted to this- model, and they
are adjustable in five different positions.
The front chain is protected by a neat
almninium cover and the rear by a light
guard. Finished in black, this machine
fully earns the title of "sports model,"
without resorting to freakishness. For
an extra £5 a specially tuned speed
machine will be supplied.

2',in.p. ItoMi,.—7Q\'76 mm. ;293 c.c.) ; single-o.vl.

four-stroke: side-by.«ide \al\-es ; ]iaijd pump
luhricatiou; B. and B. carb, ; chaiu-driveu
mag. ; Sturmey-Arctier 2-sp. gear ; clnt<?h and
kiok-starter; clraiu and belt dri-ve: 26x2*,'iin.
tyres. Triee, solo £73.

typical of the more expensive models.

Prices : Single-speed, £50 ; clutch, £52
10s. ; two-speed gear, with clutch and
kick-starter, £62.

RALEIGH. (11.)
5-6 TT.p. Model.—77X75 mm. [698 c.c); twiii-cyl.

Jour-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrication ; Amac cnrb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear ; clutcli and kick-starter ; chain
drive; 650xb.'i mm. tyrea.

Raleigh Cycle Co., Nottingham.

—

Although the range of Raleigh models
now comprises two single-cylinder light-

weight machines in addition to the

famous flat twin, it is on the latter that

interest centres by reason of the detail

refinement incorporated. An excellent

featirre is the spring frame, quarter-

elliptic springs insulating the rear por-

tion of the machine from road shocks.

The engine has roller bearing big ends,

and a shock-absorbing device is fitted to

the engine-shaft, transmission being by
enclosed chains. The lubrication of the
engine is automatic, being suction-oper-

ated by a rotary valve. Detachable
wheels are an additional refinement.

2,jin.p. Model.—71x88 mm, [348 c.c); siDgle^:yl.

four-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation ; chain-driven mag. ; 2-sp. gear ; chrtch
and kick-starter; chain-cum-belt drive; 26

X

2r4in. tyre^. .t*jice> solo i68.

Raleigh quality at a moderate price is

the ruisoii d'etre, of this small model. It

is on standard lines with a rigid frame,

single-cylinder engine, two-speed gear,

ana chain-cum-belt transmission. Stands
are fitted to both front and rear wheels,

and mudguarding has been well carried

out. Aluminium footboards and touring

machines in the Show. The engine is, of

course, oil-cooled ; a pump in the sump
forces oil to the bearings and over the

cylinders, which
are sunk into

the crank case

for that pur-

pose. Ill addi-

tion to the un-
orthodox e n-

gine, chain
drive through-
out is another
important inno-

vation for the
Zenith Co.

,

while the neiv

position and
construction of

the silencer,

which is now
placed forward
of the engine,
is also worthy
of inspection. A Sturmey gear box is

fitted. Models are also shown with belt

transmission and the Gradua gear on the

engine-shaft, the price in this case being

£113.

5H,p. Model.—70x88 mm. (6S4 c.c); tivin-cyl.

four-stroke; aide-by-side valves; hand pump
lubrication ; Amao carb. ; chain-driven mag.

:

Gradua gear; clutch and kick-starter ; cliain-

cum-belt drive; 650X65 mm. tyres. Prices;
Solo £118, uith sidecar £147.

The attractions of belt drive with the

Gradua gear are many, and the 5 h.p.

model is very popular as a dual-purpose
machine. The initial drive to the counter-

shaft is by chain, and the countershaft is

Airangement of the

horizontally acting

rear brake on the

3i h.p. Zenith-

Bradshaw.

5-6 h.p. Raleigh spring-framed three-speed double-purpose mount. A porting model of the 8 h.p. Zenith-Gradua.

This well-known model of the Francis-
Barnett has been little altered since last

year and differs only from the sporting
mount in the points enumerated above.
With an M-L Maglita set, the price is

£88. Finally, a simple model of two-
stroke (with a Villiers engine) is shown,
and, although the tank is not of the
saddle type, the rest of the machine is

Neat footboards, primary chain case and
convenient brake pedal on the Raleigh lightweight.

bars are fitted, but the sports model has
footrests and special bars. A large tool

bag is mounted on the seat-pillar tube.

This lightweight model is also avail-

able with a larger engine of 76x88 mm.
(399 CO.), and, so equipped, it is prin-

cipally intended for- sidecar use. The
main specification is otherwise the same,
but either model can be fitted with a

three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear
box for £5 extra. The price of"

the larger model, rated at 3 h.p.,

is £75, th« sidecar costing £25.

ZENITH. (14.)

3M, n. p. Model.—68X68 mm. (498 c.c);
twin-cyl. four-stroke ; inclined overhead
valves; forced lubrication; Amac carb.;
gear-driven mag. ; 3-sp. gear ; clutch
and kick-starter; chain drive; 26x2 Vain,

tyres. Price, solo £119.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Hampton
Court.—Described in detail in the
la,st issue, the new chain-driven
Bradshaw-engined Zenith is the
c^mosnre of all eyes, and is,

indeed, one of the most interesting

mounted in front of the engine, so that

a long belt drive is obtained,- the sweet-

ness of this transmission being a distinc-

tive feature. This machine _ can be
obtained with the 8 h.p. J. A.P. engine

for £7 extra, while both models are also

available without the countershaft gear at

£110 and £121 respectively. The two-

The gear box mounting and method of

adjustment on the Zenith-Bradsliaw.
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latter models are particularly suitable for
the sporting rider. It will thus be seen
that the Zenith range could hardly be
more complete, for every type of rider is

catered for, from the niediumweight
enthusiast to the family man, who finds

it necessary to have a high-powered and
commodious sidecar outfit.

SCOTT. (128.)
3-;4h.p. MoDEL.-73x62.5 mm. (532.5 c.c.) ; twin-

cyl. two-stroke: mecbanieal lubrication ; Amar.
carb.

: chain-driveu mag. ; 2-sp. gear ; clutch
and kick-starter: chain drive; 26x2'/'in. tyres.
Prices: Solo £110. irith sidecar £145.

The Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Saltaire, Yorkshire.—This year the
famous Scott is made in three models,
viz., standard touring, the speed model
Squirrel, and the new Colonial edition
with 3in. tyres and Sin. road clearance.
The standard model has long been pre-
eminent for its road-holding qualities,

comfort, and silence, and has not been
appreciably altered since last year, as one
would expect from the number of votes
it received in our "Best Solo Machine"
correspondence. A number of discerning
readers have been in the habit of fitting

Sin. Palmer cords to their Scotts for
some years past, asserting that they thus
attain the absolute maximum road com-
fort. The new Colonial model is thus
equipped as standard, and its high
engine clearance permits of negotiating
very rough roads at speed. The familiar
Koyal purple sidecar is retained as stan-

dard on the firm's unique triangulated
chassis.

3'/2H. p. Model.—70x62.5 mm. (4S1 c-.c.) : twin-cyl.
two-stroke; mechanical lubrication; Amac
carb. ; chain-driven mag. : 2-sp. gear : clutch
and kick-starter; chain drive; 26x2'/,in. tyres.
Prices: Solo £105, ivith siderar i^}35.

Buring the past year the Squirrel has
done much to enhance the interest which
its debut created in 1921. Though it is

sold under a speed guarantee of 60
m.p.h., it has very considerably exceeded
this figure at Brooklands during the
past summer. It weighs under 200 lb.

stripped, and owes its name to its unique
agility in corner work by reason of its

frame design. Although the low gear
is as high as 5.4 to 1, it is perfectly
feasible to fit a sidecar to this model,
and two specially light examples in
polished aluminium are staged : one of

Although in its main essentials the same aesign as was introduced in

1910, the Scott is still one of the mostdistinclive machines at Olympia.

the Zeppelin and one of the slipper type.
.75 m.p.g. is given as the minimum fuel

consumption for solo work.

COVENTRY EAGLE. (106.)
5-6 n.r. Model.—70x88 mm. (678 c.c.) ; twin-

cyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valyes; hand
pump lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive; 26x2y..in. tyres. Prices; Solo
*125, with sidecar "£150.

CovENTEY Eagle Cycle and Motor
Co., Coventry.—Celebrated for excellence
of detail and beautiful standard finish,

the 5-5 h.p. is the only twin-cylinder
machine listed by the firm. With its

Overhead valve gear of the 2i h.p.
Coventry' Eagle. The rockers are mounted
on roller hearings.

e8

Well-rounded and symmetrical, the

capacious alummium silencer of the 2^ h.p.

Coventry Eagle enhances the appearance

of the engine unit.

sloping top tube and rounded saddle
tank finished in dull black, it presents
a striking appearance, and the dark
colours are relieved by heavily plated
cylinder bases and fittings. As with all

other models, an Eagle mascot occupies
a prominent position on the handle-bar
stem, the bars themselves being part of
the head clip lug-.

Fitted in a similar. frame is a machine
with the 4i h.p. J.A.P. engine (85x95
mm.). This machine has a neat cast
aluminium silencer, long footboards with
rubber rests at the front, and internal
V brakes on both wheels. A third and
similar machine is the 3^ h.p. sports

model, with special sporting 85.5x85
mm. J.A.P. engine, aluminium piston,

footrests, and a sporting specification.

Both these models sell at £110.

2% It. p. Model.—70x90 mm. (349 c.c); single-
cyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; hand
pump lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven
mag. ; 2 or 3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ;

chain drive; 26x2%in. tyres. Price, solo
i£S8 10s.

Known as the utility model, this little

machine is thoroughly practical, and is

fully equipped with aluminium number
plates, Lucas acetylene lamps, horn,
and licence holder. Adjustable footrests

and iutenial expanding brake are also

specified, and a particularly long leverage
is arranged for the wedge rear brake.

The same jnachine is obtainable in a
sports type with special engine and long
exhaust pipe, price £90.
A thoroughly competitive machine as

regards price is the 2| h.p. (293 c.c.)

model, with two-speed gear, chain and
belt drive, and not quite such a high
finish ; the price is £69 6s.

2l^ H.p. Model.—70x64.5 mm. (249 c.c); single-
cyl. four-stroke ; overhead valves ; hand pump
lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.;
2 or 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
drive; 26x2y8in. tyres. Price, solo ^£105.

The luxury model is again complete
with all necessary road fittings and a

very complete tool kit. It is intended to

Large, quick-opening filler caps are used

on the bulbous saddle tank of the 2-^ h.p.

Coventry Eagle.
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be an ideal for its class, and is perhaps
the most highly finished machine in the

Show. A distinctive finned exhaust
branch is of cast aluminium, and. even
the silencer extension, pipe is of alu-

minium tube. An internal expanding
front brake is fitted. . A careful study of

this machine . is well merited. Extra
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Carburetter side of ihe 350 c.c. t\vo-stroke

Ivy, showing gate change gear.

heavy tyres are fitted to nearly all

models, and every type is equipped with
an oil gun behind the saddle tube.

IVY. (64.)
3 ii.p. MoDEi.—75x79 mnr. (348 c.c); single-cyl.

two-6ti'oke : drip feed lubrication ; B. and B.
carb. : chain-driven mag, ; 3-sp. gear ; clutch

and kick-starter; all-chain drive; 26x2Min.
tyres. Prices; Solo £77, with .lidecar £103.

S. A. Newman, Ltd., 49, Lichfield

Road, Birmingham.—The 3 h.p. Ivy is

a very attractive two-stroke fitted with

brakes applied to dummy belt rims on

both wheels and an improved form of

fork which gives vertical as well as

oscillating motion. I>gshields are fitted

to i^rotect the rider. Either wheel may be

removed without interfering with the

brakes. The filler caps are hinged

directly on to the tank and are secured

by means of expanding leather rings. -

3 n.r. McroEt.-75x79 mm. (348 e.c.) : single-cyt;
two-stroke-; di'ip lee<l lubrication ; Amae caib.

;

chain-diiven mag. ; 3-sp, gear ; clutch and kick-
starter; chain drive; 2Bx2VAn. tyres. Price,
solo £81.

This machine is especially intended for
competition.work andus fittedwith a care-
fully tuned engine with internal as well
as- an external flywheel, lighter piston
and connecting rod, and a flywheel with
a tapered rim. Flexible oil and petrol'
pipes are fitted. A jWoss three-speed
gear box is also fitted, in which the
change of gear is operated - by foot, and
there is a device on the handle-bar to
prevent one changing down from top and
over-running middle gear. This machine
is a replica of the 3 h.p. machine which
won the 350 c.c. class in the 500 Miles
Race.
The model shown with a sidecar is prac-

tically identical with the chain-driven Ivy
first described, but is'fitted-with a hand'
controlled Mpss gear. A chain--x;um'belt
model is also shown.

21,4 II. p. Model.—64x70 mm. (224 c.c); single-cyl.
tivo-stroke

; pump-cnm-diip feed lubrication

;

Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear;
clutch and kick-starter; chain-cum-belt di-rve;
26x2liin. tyres. Price, solo £62.

The Ivy ladies' machine should cer-

tainly attract motor cyclists of the fair

se.x, as it is a thoroughly practical mount
and has been on the market since 1913.
It preserves many of the features of the
model previously described, including the
excellent spring-up back stand. The 2^
h.p. is sold at the same price as the
ladies' model ; it is fitted with an
identical type of engine and gear box,
and only differs so far as the frame is

concerned.

COULSON. (13.)
2>!.H.r. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.c); single-cvl.

two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Cox carb.;
diiect driven mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
starter; chain-cum-belt drive; 26x2i^ tyres.
Price, solo f67-'103.

A. W. Wall, Ltd., Tyseley, Birming-
ham.—Amongst spring frame machines
the Coulson has established a sound repu-
tation. It is now offered with a 2^ h.p.
Liberty two-stroke engine, and, with a
two-speed gear and chain-cum-belt drive,
it forms a notable addition to the number
of lightweight machines now on the
market. As with other. Coulson models,
it has two internal expanding brakes in

the rear wheel.

2"'i ii,p. M0DEL.-7IX88 mm. (348 c.c); single-oyl.
four-stroke : side-by-side valves ; hand pump
lubrication ; Cox carb. ; cliain-diiven mag. ; 2-6p.
pear rlutch and kick-stnitei chain-cum-belt
dme. 26~2i(;in tyres Price, solo £78

As a mediumweight machine the 2J
h p. Coulson IS attractne, since few other

Stand and gear box bracket have been

modified on the Coulson spring frame.

machines of the same power and specifica-

tion" offer to the rider the advantages of

a sprung frame. The Blackburne engine

adopted for the power unit is sufliciently

well known to need no further comment.
Undoubtedly the sporting .rider is well

catered for, since a similar model is

offered with the new overhead valve
Blackburne engine. In this case a three-

speed gear is incorporated, and the drive

is by chain and belt. A clutch is fitted

but no kick-starter.

The Coulson range is well rounded off

by the 4j h.p. model. A Blackburne
engine is employed with a three-speed

gear and chain-cum-belt transmission. As
on the other models, a Cox carburetter

is fitted, controlled by a single lever.

An unusual point is the retention of hand

A sports model two-strolte—the 3 h.p. Ivy. It has chain drive, and sidecar lugs are built

into the frame.

(Left) Induction pipe on the Brough Superior.

(Right) Method of attaching handle-ba/ to

head clip.

pump lubrication. This machine is

eminently a dual-purpose ' mount, and is

exhibited as such. New features on
Conlson models are internal expanding
brakes on each side of the rear wheel and
splayed aluminium footboards. The
finish in black and blue has been con-

siderably improved.

BROUGH SUPERIOR. (144.)
8 H.r. Model.—85.5x85 mm. {986 c.c); V twin-cyl.

four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed lubri-
cationj Ajnac carb.; M-I/ chain-driven niag.

;

3-sp. gear (close ratio) ; clutch and kick-stai"ter

;

chain drive; 26x3iu. tyres. Prices; Solo £150,
with sidecar £180.

G. Beough, Haydn Road, Nottingham.
—Starting out as a super-luxurious speed-

man's o.h.v. big twin, the Brough
Superior is now shown with the new side-

by-side valve J.A. P. engine, althou.gh

the o.h.v. model (at £150), with its

90x77.5 mm. engine, is also shown. In
addition, there is a 5-6 h.p. M.A.G.-
engined model, which is in a somewhat
lighter category, although all embody
the same general specification.

It is a sound policy of the designer
to maintain his original idea in providing
only the special highly finished and
tuned mounts now associated with his

"ame. for there is always a market for

E9.
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The tank of the Brough Superior is

noticeably clean in design.

superlatively finished productions. The
plated tanks, exhaust pipes and fittings,

and the polished aluminium ' valve cap

radiators and exhaust branches and

silencers, make these machines into a

resplendent display. In detail there are

small improvements. The majority of

the models are equipped with a new leaf

spring front fork of the Montgomery
type, which has special provision for

lubricating the spindles and for elimin-

Blackburne with special modifications.

When delivered, it is fitted with a cast

iron piston, but a special high-compression
aluminium piston is included gratis for

use in sprint events. The machine is a
replica of those in preparation for the
1922 T.T. Races. It weighs no more than
185 lb., and the saddle position is pax'ticu-

larly low. A neat featherweight prop
stand, fixed to the footrest is supplied for
use when the machine is - stripped. A
bronze racing sidecar is fitted to one of

the machines exhibited.

414 H. p. Model.—85x97 mm. (548 c.c.l ; single<-yl.
four-stroke ; side valves ; drip feed hibricatioii

:

Amac or B. and E. caib. ; chain-driven mag.

;

Sturmej--Archer 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
staiter; chain drive: 26>c2V'in. tvres. rrlces:
Solo £110, Tvitli sidecar £132 10s.

The 4j: h.p. Henderson is designed
throughout as an extremely robust touring
mount, a notable feature being the elimin-
ation of all small parts ; nothing less than
gin. bolts are used. The Blackburne engine
is fitted. The front of the machine

DECEMBER isi, ig2i.

screen results in greater head room when
the hood is up. A very neat addition,
the SI-L djniamo switchboard, is mounted
just beside the control levers. Readers
familiar with the car will remember that
the engine is enclosed in a compartment
on the off side of the chassis. The
shuttering of this compartment has now
been improved, so that its contents can
be laid bare in a few seconds.

MILLFORB SIDECARS. (58.)

MiLLS-FiLFORD, Ltd., Crown Work?,
Coventry.—One of the features of this stand
is the jlillford Jiock chassisless sidecar,
an Australian invention which made its'

appearance in England for the first time
at the last Show. The usual two-wheeled
chassis is dispensed with, and is re-

placed back and front by two steel mem-
bers attached directly to the body ; at
the front the sidecar is suspended' from
the member attached to the down tube

A new and smaller model of the Broush Superior, the engine in

this case being a 6 h.p. twin, driving through a Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear box. Observe the new-type Montgome. y spring fork.

Specially made for racing: the Henderson ultra -lightweight

sidecar. Note that the mudguard is mounted on the body

ating side play. There is a Webb front
brake, but the rear brake is "of the
dummy belt rim type. Lubrication is by
a drip-feed pump operated from a
Bowden lever on the handle-bar. On one
of the machines a beautifully finished
Toronda sidecar is fitted ; this is of
mottled aluminium, and embodies a dis-

appearing hood.

SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON.
(130.)

2-J4 H.p. ilODEL.—71x88 mm. (348 cc.) ; single-cyl.
four-stroke; overhead valves; hand pump lubri-
cation : B. and B. or Amac carb. ; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch, without kick-starter:
chain drive; 26x2J/4iu. tyies. Prices; Solo
£110, with sidecar £130.

Hendersox Sidecars, Shefiield.—The
speed model Henderson is sold under a
written guarantee that it has actually

exceeded 70 m.p.h. on the road. The
engine is the 2} h.p. overhead valve

The neat arrangement of the tool bag on
the Sheffield-Henderson sporting model.

deserves special attention, the handle-bar
being trebly bolted to the forks, so

that it cannot twist, whilst ^in. balls are

used in the steering head bearings. Several

types of sidecars are staged, of which the
most interesting are the spring -wheel
model and the detachable dickey type.

SCOTT SOCIABLE. (131.)
5 H.p. lloDEL.—76.2x63.5 mm. (578 c.c); twin-cyl.

two-stroke (water-cooled) ;
petroil lubrication ;

Zenith-Scott carb.
;

gear-driven niog. ; 5-sp.

gear; clutch and hand starter; spiral bevel

drive: 700X80 mm. tyres. Price, solo £215.

Scott AnTorAR Co., Bradford.—The
real aim of the- Scott Sociable is to

supply the public with the comfort, con-

venience, and performance of a car at

the cost of a motor cycle and sidecar.

During the last year its price has dropped
from £273 to £215, and if this latest

figure is slightly above the typical ridecar

level, it must be remembered that the

Scott Sociable embodies every conceivable

fitting. It is impossible to detail all the

refinements, but they include a clear-

view windscreen, four interchangeable

wheels, dashboard parcels rest, a
capacious dickey which can be used for

luggage, and many other items. The
principal chaises since last Show consist

of a slight stiffening up of the transmis-

sion, the addition of an Jl-L dynamo,
the substitution of a solid for a hollow
propeller-shaft, and a higher windscreen.
The car was always silent, but has been
further quietened by the use of a spiral"

bevel, with which a spring drive is in-

corporated. The radiator has been en-

larged, so that there is no fear of over-

heating even at sustained speed with a

following wind. The raising of the

of the machine by means of an enclosed
coil spring. This chassis has now stood
a wliole year's testing on English roads,

and has given every satisfactipn.

As regards other models, every sidecar

is, fitted on the standard Millford chassis,

which has duplex members throughout;
that is to say, duplex axle tubes and
side members. The difference in types,

therefore, lies in the style of body
fitted. Naturally, in the case of the
heavier machines four-point attachment
is utilised, and three-point for the lighter

ones. A difference- is also made in the
mudguards : the lighter and less expen-

Front aspect of the new Scott Sociable,

the guard of which fias been considerably

extended, and the radiator modified in design.
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Neat body lines characterise this new Milltord model; an aluminium
step is fitted to the top sids member of the duplex chassis. One of the many examples of Canoelet sidecars in the Show.

It has a luggage rail over the rear locker.

sive sidecars being fitted with ordinary
domed mudguard, while the higher-
priced models have a guard 5in. wide.
The ch. Ivxe. model is exceptionally well
upholstered and . most comfortable.
Special attention is paid to the require-
ments of the family man, and this fact
is brought to light in the design of the

Unique method of saddle suspension adopted

on the 6 h.p. Douglas.

sidecar body, which will comfortably

take two adults. Another body has

ample room for the child's seat provided

with it.

CANOELET SIDECARS. (139.)

Me.id and Deakis, Tyseley, Birming-

ham.—In addition to the well-known

Canoelet sidecar, such as the M!\I4, the

Minor, the taxicab, and the box carrier

models, there is an entirely new produc-

tion on semi-sporting lines. Distinguished

by the uninspiring title of the A4, this

is better described as a canoe-shaped body
mounted on a trident-like chassis, which

is slightly underslivng ; the three main
tubes converge to the front, where they

support the two quarter-elliptic body
sprnigs. The back of the

body is carried on a trans-

verse leaf spring. The canoe

shape of this sidecar is enhanced by a

small railed deck and " tumble home

"

stern at the back of the seat. Beneath the
deck, which is hinged, is a most capacious
locker. This model is priced at £25 15s.

Several modifications have been made in

the K4 sporting type, such as the inclu-

sion of a shallow locker in the tail of the
body, a permanent back rest to the seat,

and the attachment of the mudguard to

the body, a feature which is incorixirated

in all Canoelet models ; the price is

£20 5s., while the smaller lightweight
sidecar, the model P, weighing but 85 lb.,

is shown at £18 5s.

DOUGLAS. (119.)
2''i P.ir. MODKI,.—60.8x60 mm. (348 c-O.) : tlat twin-

oji. four-stroke: side-by-side vnlves; drip feed
Inbricrition ; Amac carb.

;
gear-driven mag.

;

2-sp. gear, -vvithout clutch and kick-atarter

;

cliain-cuni-belt drive; 26x2*4ia. tyres. Price,
solo £75 (fully eauipped).

Douglas Motors, Ltd., Kingswood,
Bristol.—There are no alterations in the
standard two-speed 2J h.p. Douglas, but
in the three-speed model (priced at £90)
new cylinder castings are employed, en-

suring better cooling. The usual three-

speed clutch and kick-starter gear box
unit is on exhibit, and the machine is

turned out with such refinements as wide
mudguards with valances and a belt

guard. This model, Kke all other

Douglas machines, is presented fully

equipped.

3',j p.". Model.—68x68 mm. (494 o.r.) ; tlat twin-
cyl. four-stroke : overhead valves : semi-auto-
uiatti' pump and sight feed lubrication; Auiae
cjiib.

;
pejii-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; dutch and

kick-staiter; all-chain dfive; 650x65 mm.
tyres. I'rice. solo £130.

It would be difficult, to conceive a more
attractive machine than the Douglas

sporting model. It is fitted with over-
head valves with wick lubricated rockers.
The kick-starter and foot brake (intern-
ally expanding Ferodo lined) are on the
right-hand side, and a " friction spring

"

shock absorber is contained in the fly-

wheel in addition to a rubber block shock
absorber in the rear wheel. Knock-out
spindles are employed as in the other
larger models. As turned out, this
machine is capable of being tuned to very
high speeds.

4 p.H. M0DF,[,.-74.5X68 mm. (595 Co.); flat twin-
c.vl. foui-stroke; side-by-side valves ; mechanical
oil pump sight feed lubrication ;. Douglas auto,
niatic single lever carb.

; gear-driven mag. ; 3-sp.
gear; clutch and kick-starter; chainKjum-belt
drive; 26x2%in. tyres. Prices; Solo £110,
with sidecar £135.

_,

Detachable cylinder heads are this
year employed on the 4 h.p. Douglas.
The rather inaccessible oil filler cap is

superseded by a telescopic filler. The
Douglas automatic carburetter is a
specially neat job, and, as in the 3-^-

h.p. mode], the induction pipe is jacket-
heated from the exhaust. An under-
shield is standard.

6 r.ii. MoDEi,.—83x68 mm. (733 c.c.) ; flat twin-
cyl. four-stroke ; overhead valves ; semi-auto-
matic lubrication ; Amac carb. ; gear-driven
mag.

: 3-sp, gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; all-

chain drive; 710x85 mm. tvres. Price, with
sidecar £165.

This machine is practically a large
edition of the 3g h.p. sporting model.
Aluminium footboards, an efficient under-
shield, and laminated leaf spring saddle
strike the eye as the chief points of
external difference, while the cylinder
heads are held down by lengthened bolts
instead of the simple stud and nut
method of the " 3^-." On last year's 3^ h.p.

an ordinary- fish tail end was
used for silencing : this year a
large aluminium silencer box is

fitted. The gear box is fixed per-

Contrastsin Douglas models. (Left) The 6 h.p overhead valve type fitted with the new Douglas saddle suspension

(Right) Marketed at a popular price—the 2J h.p. mount.

EI.5
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manently, and chain adjustment ie

obtained by sliding the engine in its

housing. The sidecar is a specially fine

jjiece of work, coil sprung- forward and
supported aft by means of a single lamin-

ated leaf spring. The wheels are inter-

changeable, and there is a slidmg dash
containing a locker.

HUMBER. (124.)

4V-> H.P. MODEi,.—75>; 68 mm. {600 c.c.) ; flat twin-
'cyl. foui-stioke; side-l)y-sid* valyes; mechanical
lubrication ; ClaUdel-Hobson carb, ; E.I.C- gear-
driven mag. ; Hmuber 3-sp. gear ; clutch and
kick-starter; chain drive; 26x2^4in. tyresi
Price, sports solo £100.

HuMEER, Ltd., Coventry.—In a busi-

ness-like all-black finish, the 4| h.p.

Humber makes a strong appeal to both
soloist and sidecarist, and in either guise
the machine is quite distinctive on many
counts. This is a remarkable testimony
to the all-round efficiency of the engine,
for with minor modifications the same
power unit is used in the 70 m.p.h. sports
model and the notably silent and smooth-
running sidecar outfit ; and, excepting
price and tyre dimensions, the above
specification of the former

.
machine

applies equally to the latter. Since last

described in The Motor Cycle, the
sporting mount has been improved in
detail. For example, the oil compart-
ment in the main tank has now been
moved forward, allowing a new gear
quadrant position, which bares the rear

of the tank for knee grips. A light

guard protects the top run of the rear
chain, and the twin open exhaust pipes
are now clipped together at the rear.

A breather in the crank case -ejects

surplus oil on to the inside of the
primary chain, and a more visible type
of Best and Lloyd drip feed is fitted.

To lower the saddle position, the Brooks
I'acing. saddle is clamped directly to the
frame lug. Aluminium pistons, modified
timing, interchangeable valve pockets,
and narrower mudguards are the other
features wherein the sports model diifers

from the £110 touring solo mount.
With a handsome and commodious Grind-
lay sidecar, the latter machine sells at

£144. Such additions as a Brooks
cantilever saddle and an A.L. lighting

set (which are both shown on the stand)

may be obtained at an. extra cost. An
all-black machine, looking extremely ser-

viceable and roadworthy, completes the

exhibit. The low price of the sports

model represents extremely good value

in view of its j^ower.

.i^fe^

::3^

Among the most silent machines on the road, the

4i h.p. Humber has also proved itself amply powerful

for freak hill-climbing with a sidecar.

ARGSON INVALID
(16.)

TRICYCLE.

2 11. r. Model.—60x60 mm. {174 c.c.) ; single-cyl.

two-strolce
;

petroil lubrication ; Cox-Atmos
carb.; flywheel mag.; 2-sp. or 3-sp. gear; gear
driAe.

Aegson Engineering Co., Ltd., Greorge

Street, W.l.—A machine which is, un-

u

Method of attaching the power unit of the

Argson to the axle of the machine.

fortunately, only too likely to interest

many is the Argson invalid tricycle. In-

terest lies principally in the power unit,

a single-cylinder two-stroke engin6,_ with

flywheel magneto, wRich drives a

back axle of the chair through

the medium of a two or three-

Keplacmg the direct belt-drive T.T. model, this three-speed, chain drive, sports model Rover
should be almost as speedy, while possessing an extended range of action.

speed gear box, the latter forming
part of the ordmary transmission from
the hand levers. The controls are

so arranged as/to be perfectly conveni-

ent for an invalid who is unable to

leave the chair, a compression release

being fitted to the steering baiidle on the
right-hand side, of the machine in such
a position that it is operated- by a down-
ward movement of the wrist. A, contract-

ing band brake of ample size is fitted to

each rear wheel;, and the single front

wheel is carried by a spring fork
attachment.

'

. .

2 iT.p. MbDEL.—60x60 mm. (170 c.c); eiuglG-cyl."'

two-stroke ;- petroil lubrication; Amac carb.;
chain-driven mag.; chain drive; 16X2^^ia
tyres. . Trice, solo £35.

A simple motor scooter for runabout
use is also produced by this firm;, the
same two-stroke engine being ehiployed

and mounted at the front end of a light

but strong frame.. Power is transmitted
to the rear wheel by chain via a counter-

shaft, and two contracting- band brakes
are carried on the rear wheel hub. An:
ingenious type of spring, fork is used.

One short- cantilever spring is. rigidly at-

tached to a lug. at the base: of the steer-

ing column and bearing on the front end
on a stirrup carried over the wheel on the-

axle ends. The wheels are built up from;
two steel pressings; and combine the
virtues of strength and lightness. As a
small delivery vehicle, with a box of

3 cu. ft. capacity aiTangedover the rear
wheel, the machine offers facilities for

cheap transport of goods.

ROVER. (96.)
5-6 p.H, Model.—70x88 mm. (678 cc.l; twin-cyl.

four-stroke; side-by-side valves; hand puiiip
lubrication; Amac carb.: E.I.C. chain-driven
mag. : 3-sp. gear : clutch and kiok-staiier : chain
drive; 28x3in. tyres. Prices: Solo £120, with
sidecar £155.

"New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd., Cov-
entry.—Rover motor cycles are examples
of good sound design, and the single and
twin-cylinder models exhibited near the
main entrance are magnificently finished.

Various minor improvements have been
effected for 1922, notably by the pro-

vision of a hand-controlled clutch for the

three-speed gear. On the sidecar the

mudguard is now mounted directly on
the body, where it receives the full bene-

Ei6
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Great leverage is provided by the clutch

operating arm on the Rover gear box.

fit of, the body suspension—a growing
practice incidentally. Rover machines
are notable for the fact that thev have
their gear levers projectinj

red and black finished tanli

filler caps and
Terry links to the
Druid forks.

through the
glass-topped

sign. In the case, of the new sporting
model (£110) the change-speed lever is

arranged on the right-hand side of the
tank, and the oil pump on the left. A
straight through exhaust pipe is used tor

the engine which differs only from the
standard article in that a lightened
piston and connecting rod are used. The
guards, too, have been modified, for

whereas dome guards with valances
figure on the standard model, the sports

mount has plain guards minus valances.

An extremely attractive low-built side-

car is adopted having a neatly upswept
scuttle which lifts up to permit easy
entry despite the absence of a door.

The back rest also folds forward to give

access to a capacious compartment ar-

ranged in the tail of the body. Alto-

gether the Sj h.p. Rover sports sidecar

outfit is an exhibit \vorthy of careful in-

spection.

P.V. (11.)
4 H.p. Model.— 64.5x76 mm. (500 co.); V tiviu-

crl. four-stroke: side-by-side vaWes; drip feed
Iub^i(^^tion; cliain-driYen infi?. ; Burman 3-sr.

geiu : clntrli .TiKl kick-starter-, chain and belt

drive; 26x2V;iin. tyres.

P.V. Motor Cycles, Ltd., Foi-est Hill,

S.E.23.—Although new spi-ing frames of

any merit are admittedly rare, one is

apt, when lamenting the conservatism of

Pneumatic pressure lubrication is used on the Viliiers-engmed Spark lightweight Tins

system is fitted to many two-strokes at the Show.

4 ll.p. AIODEL. —85x88 mm. (499 c.c.) ; single-cyl.

lonr-stioke ; aide-liy-side valves ; hand pump
lubrication ; B. and B. carb. ; E.I.C. chain-
driveu mag.: 3-Kp. gear; cluteli and kick-
starter; chain drive; 26x2i/, tyres. Prices

r

Solo £100, ivith sidecar £135".

The single-cylinder Rover, now rated

at 4 h.p., is available in two types, an
innovation being the sports model offered

with or without a sidecar attachment,
which is in entire keeping with the de-

motor cycle manufacturers in this matter,

to forg'et-.the well-tried designs that

have" existed for years without necessi-

tating constant changes or fresh experi-

ments. Tlie P.V. is one of these, and
the very fact that it has undergone no
great alteration since its inception

probably accounts for

the fact that it is

perhaps not so widely
known as it deserves
to be. In principle

Instead of a V section drum, the Rovei'

front brake operates on a fiat rim.

it is simple. Forward extensions of the
forks upon which the rear wheel pivots
terminate in a lug in the correctly arched
saddle tube which encloses shock and re-

bound coil springs. The model specified

above is offered as a sports mount, and has
a 500 c.c. J.A.P. engine, with the now
familiar conical radiating valve caps,
^ut the equipment is by no means that
of a stripped racing machine. H.H.
accumulator lighting is standard.
A 350 c.c. J.A.P.-engined model is

similarly equipped, excepting that it has
a B. and B. carburetter and footrests
instead of footboards. Also shown are a.

lady's spring frame lightweight and a
plain two-speed lightweight, both with
Villiers engines.

The Jackstand fitted to all the P.V.'s
also makes a special appeal to the lady
motpr cyclist. This ingenious device is

simply a triangular "two-step" stand.,
which acts as a prop in the first position,

and holds the wheel well clear of the
ground for tyre repair in the second. A
minimum of exertion is required tn

operate it.

SPARKBROOK. (93.)
2Vi H.P. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.c); singlc-

cyl. two-stroke; no valves: drip feed lubrica-
tion; B. and B. carb.; flywheel mag.; belt
drive; 26x2',iin. lyres. Price, solo ie39 18s.

SfAiiKiiKOOK JIfg. Co., Ltd., Spark-
brook Works, Coventry. — As a new
light model, the Villie'rs-engiued Spark-
brook attracts attention, not only by
reason of its specification, but alio on
account of the attractive price. A simple
looped frame is employed, and the cylin-
drical pressed stest tank is held by the
head lug and seat-pillar lug, which are
deeply flanged. Lubrication is by drip-
feed, and oil is forced thrncjrli tlic feed

The triangular stand on the P.V. machine
provides alternative positions. The longer

legs are used in case of the necessity of

changing a wheel,
Excepting that the vvheelbase is perhaps longer than the average, the spring frame 4 h p 1

is commendably neat. Note the triangular Jackstand.

e:7
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by air prespure m the oil tank. Both
brakes are heel-operated by a pedal on

each footrest, and the shoes take effect

With 4 h.p. J.A.P. engine and three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear, the Victoria should serve

well as a double-purpose mount.
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capped or split-pinned. The Metro-Tyler

engine is well designed, having a one-

piece crankshaft running on ball bearings

and carrying a roller bearing big end for

the connecting rod; the assembly of the

latter is the subject of a patent. Ex-

ternally the engine follows conventional

lines, except tha't the three top radiating

fins are of aluminium.
Another ' model incorporating the same

engine is the " all enclosed " typC; on

which the transmission to the firm's

own two-speed gear box and the magneto

and its drive are all encased beneath

aluminium covers extending from the

back of tlie engine. A special spring-

loaded gear change mechanism is pro-

vided, and the final belt- drive is on the

off side of the machine.- The front down

tube of the frame is duplex, and a metal

:-*^^>

inside the V of the belt rim. A novel

double silencer is worthy of notice, and
.

the all-black finish with green tank is

both workmanlike and attractive. This

model can also be obtained with the '

Villiers engine-shaft clntch.

Tlie standard Sparldorook two-stroke is

retained, and may be had with the Spaxk-

brook two-speed gear box, with or with-

out clatch, or with the Sturmey-Archer

two-speed box. clutch, and kick-starter.

On very similar lines is another model
with a 350 c.c. J.A.P. engine. A Stirr-

mey-Archer three-speed lightweight gear

with clutch and kick-starter, and chain-

cum-belt drive. The frame is slightly

different, as the top tube slopes towards

the saddle. Its novel point is the fitting

of spring footrest's. A front Vheel stand

is also fitted to this model, the price of

which is £84.

VICTORIA. (123.)
4 n. p. Model.—35x95 mm. (550 c.c): single-eyl.

four-stroke ; side-bv-side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation: B. and B. caib. ; chain-diiven mag.;
Sturraey-Ajcber 3-Hp. g«ar ; clutch, and kick-
starter; chain and belt dxive; 26x2i/2in. tyree.

Frice, Tfitb sidecai £100.

VioiORiA CrcLE Co., Glasgow.

—

Although English proprietarjr imits mainly
go to make up the various Victoria

models, the machines on this stand are

actually the only complete motor 'cycle

representatives from Scotland. Notning
startling has been attempted, and 4116

dual-pnrpose model specifiied aj)0ve is

typical of the whole range. It is sturdily

and sensibly designed for economical

motoring, solo or with sidecar, and the

chief improvements on last year's equi-

valent model consist of modifications in

the various proprietary units used. The
sidecar attached (it is not shown solo) is

well-sprung and roomy. The engine is a

J.A.P., as the cylinder dimensions may
indicate.

25^n.p. Model.—70x90 mm. (350 c.c.]; single-cyl.

foiu'-stroke,- side-by-side valves: drip feed lubri--

catiou; B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.;
Albion 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain and belt drive; 26x2r/iin. tyres.

Lighter all round than the preceding
model, this J.A.P.-engined lightweight
sidecar outfit nevertheless resembles it

closely. As the machine itself weighs
less than 200 lb., the tax payable is only
50s.

Five other models, one each with
2| h.p. J.A.P. and Blackburne eirgines and
three with 2^ h.p. Villiers, are also

staged.

Ei8

HACK, (in.)
' 11,4 H.p. Model,—52x52 mm. (110 cc] ; sLugle-cyl.

two-stroke; petroil. lubrication; Amac carb. gear-

driven mag. ; single speed gear ; clutch ; chain
drive; 20xl%in. tyres. Brice, solo £42.

Hack ^ngineeking Co., 44, Victoria

Road, Hendon.—Tv.'o examples of this

Very light and simple miniature are on
view. Engined with tlie- Simplex two-
stroke with a primary gear reduction,

this little, machine is perhaps the lightest

in the Show. An open frame provides

ample room for a long coat or lady's

dress, and a new silencer, having two
expansion chambers, is used to reduce
exhaust noises. A clutch is fitted to

enable the machine, to be wheeled easily.

The petrol taidi is fixed below the carrier,

and a light prop stand is supplied. In
front of the engine is a light dressguai'd,

and long aluminium foot plates are pro-

vided. Both brakes are of the cycle type
acting on the wheel rims.

METRO-TYLER. (142.)

2Vi H.p. Model,—70x70 mm. (269 c.c); single-cyl.
" two-stroke; drip feed lubrication ; Amac carb.

;

E.T.H. chain-driven mag.; Albion 2-sp. gear;
clutch and kLck-start«i' ; chain and belt drive

;

26x2Viin. tyres. Prices: Solo £55, with side-

car £69.

Metro-Tyler Co., Ltd., Banister

Road, Kilbnrn, W.10.—The model speci-

fied above is of the sports type, and,

although engined by the two-stroke

M.T., is equipped with a proprietary

two-speed gear box ; for an extra £5 a
three-speed box may be substituted.

Excellent detail work is a feature of

these machines, and all nuts are either

Tiiis illustration shows the rear portion

of the Hack. The 1 J- h^). two-stroke engine

is mounted low down as shown, the petrol

tank being suspended from the carrier.

tool box with spring lid, common. to all

the machines of this make, is fitted.

5-6 n.p. Model.—71 x 88 mm. (698 c.c); V twiu-
cyl. fOur-6troke ; side-by-side valves : drip feed
lubrication; Amae carb.; B.T.H. chaiu-driven
mag.; Burman 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
staitcr; chain drive; 26x2Vi:in. tyres. Price,
solo £125.

Built as a powerful and speedy solo

model, this Blackburne-engined machine
bearing the Metro-Tyler name has a.

most compact and handy appearance, the

wdieelbase being kept short by mounting
the magneto behind the engine. A quick

In sharp contrast to the usual Metro-Tyler models—
a 5-6 h.p. machine, suitable for solo or sidecar work.
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On the Metro-Tyler "all-enclosed" model

the contact breaker is adjusted from an

inspection aperture on the side of the

transmission case.

detachable back wheel is fitted, the hub
being dogged to the combined sprocket

and brake drum. A practical item is that

the rear mudguard stay is arranged to

swing out of the way when the wheel is

being removed.

BRADBURY. (88.)

2% H.p, JIODEt,—74.5x80 mm. (350 c.c.l ;
single-

cvl, I'onr-ptroke ; side-bv-side valves; drip feed

Inbrication ; B. and B. carb. ; cham-diiven
mag. : 2-sp. geai ; clutch and kick-starter ; cliain-

cmii-belt drive; 26x2%in. tyres. Price, solo

£80.

Bradbuky and Co., Ltd., Wellington

Works, Oldham.—As the Bradbury name
is now carried by a 2| h.p. lightweight,

a big single of 554 c.c, a 750 c.c. twin,

and the new 996 c.c. twin, the range of

models is very complete, and provides

for the taste of all riders. The 2| h.p.

model is available either with direct

drive, two-speed gear and clutch, or with

two-speed gear, clutch, and kick-starter.

A point of interest is the employment
of double tubes for the front down
member of the frame, while the engine

crank case is formed integrally with the

frame. The gylinder has a detachable

head, and is held down to two long

bolts.

4 n. p. Model.—89x89 mm. (554 c.c.l; single-cyl.

four-stroke; side-bv-side valves; drip feed lubri-

ratien ; B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;

650x65 mm. tyres. Price, solo £92.

The big single is on very much the

same lines as the lightweight model, the

Bradbury feature of a crank case formed

Air-cooled valve cap on

the 8 h.p. Bradbury.

Power unit and two-speed gear of the

2J h.p. Bradbury.

integrally with the frame, of course,
appearing. Transmission is by chain
throughout, and an internal e.\pandihg
brake is incorporated in a drum' formed
with the rear wheel chain sprocket.
Large domed mudguards are a good fea-
ture, and the unusual trame construction
renders the machine extraordinarily
robust.

6 n.p. MoDEL.-74.5x86 ram. (760 c.c.); fwin-cyl.
four-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation ; B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.

:

3-6p. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain drive;
28x3in. tyres. Price, solo £117.

Very similar are the two twin models,
but in this case the engine crank case
does not form a part of the frame.
Detachable cylinder heads are fitted, and
ribbed aluminium plugs are carried in

the exhaust valve caps in order to aid

cooling. Deep fins _are a characteristic

of all the Bradbury engines, apd on tlie

twin models the valve ports are notice-

able in that vertical fins are employed.
Chain transmis-
sion through a

heavy three-
speed gear box
is fitted, and
the rear brake
is internal ex-

panding in a
large drum in

the rear wheel
chain sprocket.
The front
brake also is

of the internal
expanding type. The dimensions of
the 8 h.p. engine are 80x99 ram. bore
and stroke (996 c.c), and the price of
the larger model is £135 without sidecar.

DIAMOND. (56.)

2l/o n.p. MoDEL.-70x70 mm. (269 c.c.l; single-cyl.
two-stroke

; drip feed lubrication ; Amac carb.

;

flywheel mag.; belt drive; 26x2r/iiu. tyres.
Price, solo £42 2s.

D.F.M. Mfg. Co., Ltd., Vane Street,
Wolverhampton.—A simple single-cylin-

der model very moderate in price is the
2^- h.p. Diamond. The frame is the Dia-
mond pattern, with duplex down tube
and detachable lower tank rail. Steel

stampings are used wherever possible.

The rear mudguard is 5^-in. across. The
same pattern frame is used on all Dia-
mond models.
A similar model sold at £56 14s. has

cast aluminium footboards, a Sturmey-
Archer two-speed gear box with clutch

and kick-starter, and chain-cum-belt
drive. A well-known Diamond feature,

the heel-operated back brake applied
directly to the belt rim, has been re-

tained. No loose clips are to be found
on any of the Diamond machines.

2r/o n.p. Model. — 70x76
mm. (293 c.c.) : single-
cyl. four-stroke ; side-

by-side valves ;
pump

and drip feed lubri-

cation ; Amac carb.

;

chain - driven mag.

;

2-8p. selective clutch
gear; chain-cuni-belt
drive; 26 x 2i,4in.

tyres. Price, solo

£57 17s.

This model some-
what resembles the

previous machines ex-

cept so far as the

engine a n d gears

are concerned. The

• A direct operated brake having a parallel

action on the Diamond.

chain case is of cast aluminium, and

entirely encloses both front chains, being

mudproof and oiltight. If the top halt

of the chain case is removed the chains

may be inspected and the gears adjusted,

and this is done by the removal of two

pins.
. . ,

A similar machine, identical with tliat

just described except for the fitting of

a Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear with

clutch and kick-starter, is sold at

£60 18s. On this model footrests are

fitted. A three-speed gear can, be fitted

at a slight extra charge.

21,1 n.p. M0DEL.-64.5X76 mm. (250 c.c); sinsle-

cyl. four-s^roke; 2-sp. gear; clutch and kick-

starter; all-chain drive; 26 x214m. tyres.

Price, solo £78 15s.

This machine is fitted with the T.T.

type J. A. P. engine, has entirely enclosed

chains, and is a really -well designed and

useful sporting lightweight, to which a

three-speed gear box can be fitted at an

extra cost of four guineas. As a sport-

ing machine this model has no carrier

proper, but a special arrangement is

fitted for carrying the toolbags and sup-

porting the^ rear mudguard.

2% n.p. Model.—70x90 mm. (350 c.c); siiiglc-cyl.

four-stroke; side-by-side valves; pump-cuui-

drir feed lubrication ; Amac curb. ; chain-driven

mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick starter; all-

chain drive; 26x2i/liu. tyres. Price, solo £84.

Known as the " Super Standard," this

2-J h.p. solo mount, weighing approxi-

mately 195 lb., is intended for serious

touring, being fitted with aluminium

footboards and entirely enclosed chains.

MARTINSYDE. r47J
3V. n.r. Model.—60x88 ram. (496 c.c); twin-cyl.

'"
four-stroke ; overhead exhaust valves ;

drip feed

lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. geiir; clutch and kick-starter; all-chain

drive; 650x65 mm. tyres. Price, solo £110.

Martinsyde, Ltd., Maybury Hill,

Woking.—This is a sports model which

should become very popular during the

coming season. It is fitted with an ex-

ceptionally coot running engine, wide
handle-bars, footrests, and efficient silenc

A new 8 h.p. Bradbury three-speed machine makes its I

appearance at Olympia.
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Sound bodywork and a strong and simple chassis distinguish

the Whitley touring mod;!.

The power-unit of the 6 h.p. Martihsyde. On this engine the

exhaust valves are directly over the inlet valves—an unusual'

arrangement. The rounded tank has twin compartments, reducing

the possibility of the rider inadvertently running out of petrol.

ing arrangements. It is similar to the

larger type on which H. H. Bowen re-

cently gained the fifty miles and one, hour

records. Foot brakes are applied to

dummy belt rims. Since this model was
first brought out a kick-stai-ter has been

incorporated, and the wheelbase has been

slightly shortened.
6 ii.r. MODEL.-70X88 mm. (678 o.c); twin-cyl.

four-stroke; overhead exlmust viilve^; pumi>
. nmiKlrip feed hihiication ; Amac earh. :

cham-
di-iven mag. ; 3-sp. gear.; chitnh and kick-

stajter; alkiliniu drive; 26x3in. tyics. Trices;

Sofo £120, ivitll .sidecar £160. - .,

This is very similar to the smaller

model just described. It has more "effi-

cient mudguards and a saddle tank. The
gear box is fitted with an eccentric form

of adjustment. Two pairs of footrests

are fitted. The sidecar has particularly

attractive lines, being of the streamline

pattern fitted with a small aeroplane

windscreen and a sporting type Hood.

A rfe luxe model is also shown fitted

with Lucas Magdyno, a luxuriously fitted

sidecar, with hood and screen, with spare

wheel carried at the rear. It has a

longer frame than

the model described,

a wide front mud-
guard with valances

^ and a flap, an alu-

minium cover for

the Magdj'iio, large

footboards, and
more efficient silenc-

ing arrangements, a
large e x p an s i o n
chamber being fitted

to the rear of the exhaust pipe.

WHITLEY SIDECARS. (84.)
Whitley ^Manufacturing C*o., Ltd.,

Coventry.—Of the Whitley range of .side-

cars, perhaps the most interesting exhibit
is the new Girdex chassis. This is built
up of pressed steel members, and, while
light in weight, it should be extremely

.

strong and rigid. Two pressed steel
girders are arranged to form a cross,
and a pressed steel front member unites
two of the extremities of. this cross. The
rear extremities of the main cruciformed
member are united by a tubular cross
member, which carries the stub axle and
the wheel. The coachbuilt body is of
pleasing shape, and is suspended by C
springs at the front and by quarter-
elliptic springs at the rear. "The mud^
guard is rigidly attached to the body.
This model undoubtedly presents an inno-
vation in sidecar design. Three other
models are displayed, these being the
standard productions of the company,

with tubular frames, in which
castings are replaced by stampings,

and high carbon steel tubing is

employed. The prices are £25 for the

sports' model, £29 10s. and £32 10s. f oi

the touring m.odels.

ALLON. (102.)
2"-in V. MoiEL.-70>;76 mm. (292 o.c.l ;

singlc-<?yl.

tivo-stioke; diip leed lubrication; H. and B
"

cilib. ; flvn-heel milg. ; 2-sp.:gMr; clutch and
kicK-startei; chain and belt drive.; 26x21,4™.
tyres. Kiccs: Solo £60, with sidecar £86,

Alldats and O.vion.?, Ltd., :XIatchless'

Works, Bh-minghara.—A. very serviceable

touring .two-stroke with a big Veputation ,

With this suitable sidecar, the well mudguarded two-stroke

Allon makes an excellent lightweight outfit,.

New piston and balanced crankshaft on

the Allon two-stroke engine; . Observe the

ports in the side of piston.

to back it is the Allon. Several important
modifications have taken place for 1922.

Amongst these must . be mentioned a-

general increase in bearing, sizes, a modi^
fied piston and cylinder head, and im-

proved oil" pipe layout. The conventional
magneto has given place to a Yilliers fly-

wheel unit, and greatly improved mud*,,-,

guarding is now fitted. Legshields have :^™

for long been a standard fitting, and these

are, of course, retained. One of the out-

standing Allon features is that the cylin-

der and top half of the crank case are ',

cast in one piece, the lower half of the-"

crank case being detachable. This ]ier-
;;

mits the whole of the working parts to ;

be removed without takiiig the engine out

of the frame. A saddle tank, and con-

tracting band brakes on both wheels, are ,

still fitted. ;

Equipped with a three-speed Sturmey-
Archer gear box and Senspray carburetter^

this little machine is shown attached to

a useful lightweight sidecar, which it is

fully capable of propelling over reasonable

country. A new silencer is fitted, and
is placed behind the gear box.

E22
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Some Fine Examples of Solo Mounts under 350 c.c.

I. 2i h.p. Francis-Barnett three-speed sporting model.

3. Hawker 2| h.p. four-stroke two-speed mount.

5. A chain and belt-driven two-stroke Silver Prince with leg guards

7. A new model at the Show is the 2:j h.p. Kenilworth-Jap.

2. A 1922 Velocette two-stroke with iVl-L Maglita and Brooks

cantilever saddle.

4. A SHeffi^ld-Henderson sporting model with Blackburne overhead

valve engine.

6. .An all-chain-driven three-speed Diamond-Jap.

8.« A 1\ h.p. Olympic with chain and belt transmissio.i.

E23
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A sporting 2^ h.p. mount has been added to the Massey-Arran

range, the engine adopted being an overhead valve Blackburne.

A feature of the Cotton motor cycle is the duplex triangulated frame
construction. This particular model has a 2J h.p. Blackburne engine.

COTTON. (20.)

2^j.i H.p. Model.—71x88 uim. (348 o.c.) ; singWyl.
lour-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed liibri-

cation ; Amac carb. ; B.T.H. chain^iriveu mag.

:

Stiiniiey 2-sp. geai : clutch and kick-starter

;

chain a'nd Itelt drive; 26x2i4in. tyres. Price,

solo £68 2s.

Cotton Motor Co., Gloucester.—Too
fiften the unconventional machine tends

also to look freakish and ungainly : par-

ticularly is this so when a new design of

frame is attempted. The Cotton is an
exception, and, although in this case the

Internal expanding brake on the rear

wheel of the Massey-Arran.

design has been in existence since pre-war

days, none may accuse its triangulated

frame construction of jarring with accepted

standards of appearance. Indeed, it is

.eingularly neat ; and it has demonstrated

in recent reliability trials that, in addi-

tion to its theoretical advantages, it gives

the machine wonderful road-holding and

non-skidciing properties. Besides being

unusually low, the saddle position is

appreciably further forward than usual,

thus balancing the main weight well

between the wheel centres. The Black-

burne-engined machine specified above is

a neAV model only in its

power unit, as it has not
been found necessary to alter X-'^/

the original frame layout since its incep-
tion. A two-stroke (Villiers) type is

similar in essential details. Improve-
ments for next year have been made to

the primary chain case (now aluminium),
to the tank (a separate welded oil com-
partment), and to the attachment of the-
tank to the frame.
Both the Cotton models are finished in

a nice shade of maroon, which, on account
of the straightforward frame lines, should
easily be .kept in its pristine brightness
by the average owner. Three.-speed
models may be obtained at an extra cost.

W.A&SBY-ARRA.N. (i34.)
2"'^ ll.p. 3J0DEL.—71x88 mm. (348 c.c.) ; single-cyl.'

rour-stroke ; inclined overhead valves ; mechani-
cal pump lubrication . Cox-Atmos carb. ; M-L
chain-driven mag.; Burman 3-sp. gear; clutch;
chain drive; 26x2i/lin. tyres. Price, solo

£99 15.S.

llASSET-AEE-iN' MOTOE Co., LtD., 52,

Bordesley Street, Birmingham.—Chief in

the Massey-Arran products is a replica of

the machine on which J. Whalley made
such a fine showing in the Junior T.T.
race. It has the overhead valve 2| h.p.

Blackburne, and is fitted with all-chain

drive. The saddle position is low, and
the total weight has been kept well down,
the figure being given as 170 lb. The
drip feed lubrication has been supple-

mented by a Showell mechanical pump,
driven from the magneto sprocket, thus
doing away with the necessity for releas-

ing the bars at speed to operate a hand
pump.
There are internal expanding brakes to

both wheels, and the long exhaust pipe

terminates in a small aluminium expan-
sion chamber, having internal baffles

which free the owner from any anxiety
as to the legality of his silencing

system.

For the more sedate rider, a Blackburne
side valve-engined model is produced.
The equipment of this machine is much
more lavish; the three-speed gear box
has a kick-starter. Great care is bestowed
upon the details of the Massey-Avran

Exceptionally large bearings, lubricated

by grease cups, are fitted to the Massey-

Arran steering head.

machines, and the provision for lubricating

the steering head is an instance. This
model costs £83 10s., and a 350 c.c. J.A.P.
engine may be had for the same price.

There is also a two-speed model at

£72 10s., and here again the choice of

J.A'.P. or Blackburne engines is allowed.-'

Although in Massey-Arran machines
great use is made of standard components,
such as engines and gear .boxes, they stand

amongst the select few of assembled
machines which are disthictive in design.

The new 8 h.p. Ariel three-speed chain-driven sidecar machine,
fitted with M.A.G. engine.

A new mount for speed men is the 8 h.p. New Imperial sporting

model.
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Unit construction ot engine and gear box is only one of the several excellent features emiDodied in this new 4i h.p. Beardmore-Precision.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION. (87.)

4^4 I'-T. Model.—89x96 mm. (597 c.c.) ; sinf:le-ryl.

four-stroke: side-by-side valves: niecliaiiir;il

pump lubrication : B. and B. carb, :' ebain-
diiven mat?.; 3-sp. gear: clutch and- kick-
starter; chain drive: 700x80 mm. tyres.

Prices: Solo £105, with sidecar £155.

F. E, B.\KER, Ltd., King's Norton, Bir-

mingham.—Of the Beardmore-Precision
models it is difficult to determine whether
the new big single or Barr and Stroud-
engined machine is the more interesting.

Both are magnificent engineering jobs.

The 4j h.p. model retains the laminated
spring frame, but the engine and gear

box unit are entirely new. The crank
case and the gear box housing are formed
in one aluminium casting, although there

is no actual communication between the
two. A detachable cylinder head is em-
ployed, and a good feature is the provi-

sion of a large spigot for the head. Lubri-
cation is effected by a vane pump which
delivers oil to a small reservoir, whence
it is fed to the crank case by a needle

valve which can be readily set according

to the needs of the engine. In the gear

box coinpartment are housed the shafts

and gear wheels of the Sturmey-Archer
gear set, the primary drive being by a

chain enclosed in an aluminium case. Ex-
ternal contracting band brakes are fitted

to both front and rear wheels. The
silencing arrangements are particularly

well cai'ried out, and when the sidecar is

in position use is made of a secondary
silencer carried on the sidecar chassis.

Points to be noticed are the tank and
frame construction and the entire absence
of castings. In particular the sporting
aluminium sidecars ai-e worthv of notice

This coupe sidecar, with side "port-holes

and V windows opening as desired, is

finished in primrose colour, and is a centre

of attraction on the F.N. stand.

both for their attractive lines and the

comfort provided.

2YiU.v.'NLoDEL.—7Qy91 mm. (350 c.c): single-cyl.
four-stroke : sleeve valve : drip feed lubiica-
tion : Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag. : 2-sp.

ge:ir: clutc,li .^md kick-starter: chain-cnm-1>elt
drive; 26x2l,iiu. tyres. Price, solo £85.

A particularly neat sports solo mount is

the model with the Barr and Stroud
single-sleeve valve engine. The same

constructional features of the tank, frame,
and front forks are found, but a rigid

rear frame is employed. The front brake
is an external contracting band, but the
rear brake acts on the belt drum. This
model may also be obtained with the 350
c.c. Precision two-stroke engine for £75.

5 II. p. Model.—74x81 mm. (550 c.c): single-cyl.

tn o-stroke : automatic lubrication ; Amac carb.

:

chain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear; clirtch and kick-
starter; chain drive; 26x2i..iiu. tyres. Price,
with sidecar £105.

For the man who requires the cheapest
form of conveyance for two, the sports
sidecarette is particularly suitable. The
construction of . the machine itself is

identical with that of the sports solo

models, but the Precision two-stroke
engine-gear unit is fitted. Final transmis-
sion is by chain with a shock absorber in

the rear wheel, and, in addition to the
contracting front brake, a countershaft
band brake, running in oil, is enclosed
in the gear box and operated by a pedal
on the right footboard. Footboards and
legshields are formed in one and provide
an ample measure of protection. The
coachbuilt sidecar is light and of attrac-

tive streamline form. It -is of sporting
appearance and finished to harmonise with
the bicycle. A feature of all Beardmore-
Precision models is the very high finish

obtained. A three-speed all-chain drive
model with Barr and Stroud engine is

offered.

A 350 c.c. Barr and Stroud single-sleeve engine, already described

in detail in "The Motor Cycle," fitted to a Beardmore-Precision.

The new 4^ h.p. Sunbeam single-cylinder sidecar engine, which has

semi-circular fins at the head and vertical fins round the valve pockets.
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A complete power unit that may be fitted

ing bicycle—the Young motor attachment,

engine is 130 c.c.

YOUNG. (11.)
1?4 H.p. Model.—54x57 mm. (130 c.c); single-cyl.

tivo-stioke
:

petioil lubrication ; W.E.C. caib.

;

cboin-driven mag. : chain drive.

Walth.im Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Waltham Cross, N.—A very neat power
unit for pedal cycles is the Young motor
attachment. A small single-cylinder two-

stroke engine is mounted horizontally in

a cast aluminium cradle, which also carries

a chain-driven M-L magneto. An interest-

ing point is that an aluminium cylinder is

employed with a cast iron liner. A short

cast aluminium exhaust pipe leads the

exhaust gases to the silencer, and, as an
aid to cooling, deep ribs are formed on
the exhaust pipe casting. Transmission
is by chain, arranged in two steps through
a countershaft in which a handle-bar con-

trolled clutch is incorporated. Various
examples of the attachment are shown
on both diamond and open frame cycles,

and also on a tricycle. A simple but in-

genious form of spring fork attachment is

now produced, and should add materially

to the rider's comfort.

RIDEEZI SIDECARS. (24.)
The Sidecar Body Co., 25, Upper

Clapton Road, S.E.5. — Nine sidecars

are actually exhibited on this stand,

and eight of them are different models.
As among these eight, however, there

are only four different chassis, it will

be seen that this company goes in

for specialisation to a greater extent
than a first glance would indicate. In
all cases the suspension is by means
of two pairs of C springs fore and aft

;

and there is nothing unconventional in

either the body or chassis design. A
feature common to all the Rideezi side-

cars is an enclosed wheel, but easy de-
tachability of this model has been well
provided for. The most expensive of

to any suitable exist-

The capacity of the

An attractive sidecar attachment by the Sidecar Body Co. The
dickey seat is another instance of the adoption of car practice in

motor cycle design.

the range, a two-seater (side-by-side), is

remarkablv neat, and provides excep-

tional locker space. This type is priced

at £37, and the other models in various

very striking colours vary from this

figure down to £16 10s. Many sidecar

components are also shown.

SUNBEAM. (121.)
SV-HP Model.—77X105 mm. (489 c.c.) ; single-

cyl four-stroke ; side-bv-side valves ; pump
lubrication; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.;

3-sp. gear; clutch without kick-starter; cham
drive; 26x2y2in. tyres. Price, solo £136 10s.

John JIabsion, Ltd., Wolverhampton.
—The interest centred upon the Sunbeam
stand is even greater than usual. This

Method adopted to obtain lower handle-bar

position of the sports model Sunbeam,

is due perhaps to the introduction of two
new models, of which the new T.T. type
is making a strong appeal to sporting
soloists. This machine has a long-stroke
engine of the type which, it is expected,
will be used for the 1922 T.T. races.
Slightly longer in wheelbase, it is not
fitted with the Sunbeam oil bath case over
the rear chain, but retains it for the
primary drive. An aluminium piston and
light reciprocating parts help to make the
engine particularly speedy. The ex-
cellent detail work is beyond re
proach.

S'i H.p. Model.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single-
cyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip
feed lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven
mag. ; 3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter

;

chain drive: 650x65 mm. tvres. Prices; Tour-
ing £126, sports £136 10s.

Two Sunbeams with the standard type
of single-cylinder engine are included in
the range. The first is known as the
standard model, and is intended as a
dual-purpose mount, while the second is

a slightly modified edition of the sports
model of 1921, which was ridden to victory
in the French Grand Prix, and a machine
with which we have enjoyed extensive
experience without an atom of trouble.
414 H.p. Model.—85x105 mm. (596 c.c.) ; single-

cyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain
dnve; 650x65 mm. tyres. Price, solo £141
15s.

The second of the entirely new Sunheam
models is the big single, which has been
developed from experience in the most
important competitions of the past two
years. A worthy addition, both to the
Sunbeam range and to the big single
sidecar class generally, this niacliine has
a long-stroke engine w'ith detachable head,
the fins on -the head forming a dome,
those around the valve ports being
arranged vertically. The Sunbeam oil

bath cases, leaf spring forks, quickly
detachable and interchangeable wheels,
internal expanding rear brake, and wide
mudguards form part of the specification.
8 H.p. Model.—85.5x88 mm. (986 c.c); tvi-in-

cyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrication; Amac carburetter; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain drive. Price, solo £168.

Except for minor improvements, the
Sunbeam big twin remains unaltered.
^Vlth its oil bath cases and full touring
equipment, it retains its place in the front
rank of big twin sidecar outfits. The

engine fitted is the new 8^^ h.p. J.A.P.

One of the most attractive of the many " speed " models, the 3} h.p. T.T.
Sunbeam. The engine has a considerably longer stroke than last year,'

Essentially a sidecar machine—the new 4i h.p. Sunbeam.
Interchangeable wheels and oil bath chain cases are useful items.
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Driving and driven discs of the

Ner-a-car friction transmission.

NER-A-CAR. (46.)

2'," H. p. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.c.l : siugle-cyl.

'two-stroke; petroil lubrication; B. and B.
Ciirb. flywheel mng.; 5-sii. sear; clutclr and
kick-starter; Iriction and chain drive; 26x
2^Ain. tyres. Price, solo £69 6s.

Inter-Continental Eng. Co., Beniers

Street, W.C.—A thoroughly unconven-

tional machine, provided with a channel

steel frame containing a two-stroke engine

with flywheel magneto and a specially

designed crank case bolted across the

frame. At the rear of the flywheel

there is a disc with which a friction

wheel engages, carrying also the eocternal

contractiiig brake. The friction discs are

disengaged by means of a twist grip on
the left handle-bar. Final drive is by
chain. There are no forks proper, but

the front end of the chassis is splayed

out to allow of a reasonable amount of

lock, and the steering follows more or

less car lines, the wheel being pivoted in

the centre and supported on arms hinged

to the fore ends of the chassis, and insu-

lated from road shocks by means of coil

springs. The mechanism is entirely en-

closed, and an enormously wide front

mudguard is fitted, which does not move
with the front wheel. The machine, of

course, is highly suitable for use by the

fair sex, and recently a lady accom-

plished 1.000 miles in very bad" weather

on one of these machines under A.C.U.
observation.

EXCELSIOR. (100. )

4'/. H.P. Model.—86x112 mm. (650 c.c.) ; singlc-
"
cyl. four-stroke ;

poppet valves ; crank case

suction drip feed lubrication ; Amac carb.

;

chain-driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and
kiek-staiter; chain drive; 28X3in. tyres.

Prices: Solo £89, with fiidecar £119.

Bayliss, Tho.mas, and Co., Ltd.,

King's Road, Tyseley, Birmingham.—An
outstanding amendment in this well-

The 6 h p. EKceisior "Popular' model, fitted with I A P. ersgine and Buiman ihree-speed

gear box.

known big single is in connection with

the transmission. All-chain drive is em-

ployed, the necessary damping effect

being obtained by means of two rubber

block shock absorbers, one contained in

the engine sprocket and the other in the

rear wheel. The clutch of the Burman
three-speed gear box is handle-bar-con-

trolkd, and the spacious box for tools

occupies a position behind the saddle

down tube.

Practically a duplicate of the 4^ h.p.

single is the 6 h.p. twin, with, of course,

the exception of its power unit. Also an

internally expanding brake is a new
feature of several of this year's Excelsior

exhibits, though it has not been adopted

for the single-cylinder machine. The
price is £103 solo, £133 sidecar.

8 n.P. Model.—85.5x85 mm. (997 c.c); twin-

cyl. four-stroke; poppet valve; drip and
splash feed lubrication; carb. to order; chain-

driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-

stavter; all-chain drive; 28x3in. tyres.

Prices : Solo 36115. with sidecar ilSS.

The 8 h.p. J. A. P. de luxe model has

many refinements, the single nut system

of chain adjustment being among them.

An internally expanding Ferodo-lined

brake is here employed, and the model

exhibited is fitted with detachable wheels

and Lucas lighting set. With spare

wheel, screen, and full electric equip-

ment, including electric horn, it is priced

at £195.

2";i n.P. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.c.) ; single-

cyl two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; B. and

B. carb.; flywheel-driven mag.; direct belt

drive; 26x2i/4in. tyies. Price, solo £39 18s.

Three lightweights

are on the" Excelsior

stand, the 2-J h.p.

Villiers single - gear

sporting model
being typical of the

simplest form of motor cycles. The
second lightweight is on the same lines,

but equipped with Burman two-speed

gear box and kick-starter, priced at £53.

The third is a lady's model, with 2|h.p.

Villiers engine, and having a Sturmey-

Archer two-speed gear box, clutch, and

kick-starter. In this case 24in. wheels

are fitted, in order to obtain a low

riding position.

2'!i n.P. Model.—71x88 mm. (348 c.c); siugle-

cyl. four-stroke; poppet valves; drip feed

lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.;
Burman 3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter

;

all-chain drive; 26x2i/iin. tyres. Price, solo

i(;75.

A sporting little machine which will

doubtless attract much attention. The
frame is sloped towards the saddle, and
the finish is excellent, though we are

compelled to think that more generous

provision in the way of ground clear-

ance would be beneficial. To obtain

this, however, the low riding position

would have to be, to some extent,

sacrificed.

ROYAL ENFIELD. (86.)

2>/, H.p. MoDi!L.—64x70 mm. (225 c.c.): single-cyl.

two-stroke; petroil lubrication; B. and B. carb.;

ohain-driven ma;?. : 2-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-

starter ; chain drive; 24x2>4in. tyres. Price,

solo £55.

The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Enfield

Works, Redditch.—Few alterations have
been made in the Royal Enfield models for

1922. As regards the lightweight, the

saddle is now anchored to the top tube

and to the carrier, giving a very low rid-

ing position. The neat cast aluminium
footboards are provided with legshields,

which, nevertheless, should not interfere

with the passage of air to the cylinder.

The simple but efiicient selective two-

speed gear with all-chain drive is, of

Semi plan view of the frame ol the .Ner-a-car, a single-cylinder machine with friction gear

and final chain diive.

On the sports model 2i h p. Excelsior

the tank is held against the top tube by the

pressure of two brackets screwed up from

underneath.
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course, a feature of the machine, a cush

drive being fitted to the rear wheel.

8 ll.p. MoDEL.-8S.5x85 mm. (986 c.c.) :
twin-oj-l.

I'onr-stroke ; siae-by-sicie valves; automatio

lubrication ; E. and B. carh. ; cham-diiven

mag. . 2-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain

drive; 700X80 mm. tyres. Trice, vrith sidecar

£140..

As regards the 8 h.p. sidecar machine,

detail alterations affecting the equipment

only are to be noticed. A point of interest

is the fitting of large tyres, which should

not only tend to reduce running costs,

but should materially enhance the driver's

comfort. The power unit is, of course,

built for the Royal Enfield Company by
Viclters, Ltd., and, although on standard

lines, is chiefly remarkable for an auto-

matic lubrication system, by means of a

mechanical pump, a hand pump being

fitted in the oil tank to augment the

supply of oil if necessary. Entirely new
sidecar bodies have been produced, parti-

cular attention being paid to the a<:com-

modation of luggage by means of a large

locker at the rear. A large tandem-
seated sidecar is also shown.

VINDEC. (162.)

2U ". p. Model.—66X70 mm. (239 c.c): single-cji.

two-stroke ; drip feed lubrication ; Amac carb.

;

chain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear, ivithout clutch

and kick.£tarter ; chain-cnm-belt drive; 26x
21^111. tyres. Price, solo £60.

Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern

Street, E.G.2.—This is a sound little

lightweight of good design, having several

attractive features. The whole of the

lower part of the unit, including the gear

box, is neatly enclosed, the magneto chain

cover forming part of this scheme. This

renders the general appearance of the

machine highly attractive. It is fitted

with large footboards, wide handle-bars,

and is a thoroughly practical little mount.

BLACKBURNE. (108.)
8 H.P. Model.—85x88 mm. (998 c.c); twin.cs'l.

four-stroke; side-by-side valves; B. and L.

semi-automatic drip feed lubrication; Amac
carb.; chain-driven mae. ; 3-sp. gear; clutch

and kick-starter; all-chain drive; 28x3m.
tvrcs. Prices : Solo 95 gns., with sidecar

125 gns.

Osborne Engineering Co., Ltd., Gos-

port, Hants.—The chief exhibit on the

Osborne stand is a sidecar taxi having an

all-steel chassis and mounted on cantilever

springs. It is attached to an 8 h.p.

Blackburne motor cycle, equipped with
wheel steering, which gives it rather a

grotesque appearance. The price of this

sidecar alone, which is designed to carry

three, is 130 gns., so it will hardly appeal

to the ordinary tourist.

Engine and transmission of the

Xtra car. Two friction wheels

are alternately in contact with a

drum on the rear wheel, providing

two speeds.

A popular passenger outfit—the 8 h.p. Enfield ;

a very commodious sidecar is fitted as standard.

Other sidecars on exhibition include

such interesting features as a tandem
seater having an ingenious arrangement
in the way of extensible and collapsible

back and a sliding forward seat. All are

handsomely finished and exceptionally

well-sprung. No alterations have been

made in the Blackburne motor cycles this

year. The cylinder heads are detachable,

"and the power unit, most remarkable for

Wheel steering by bevel and worm is

employed on the Osborne three-seater

limousine sidecar model.

its hard and steady pulling at low speeds,

conveys a general impression of sturdiness

and good workmanship. The rear brake
is internal-expanding, and the chains well

protected. Screen (£5), luggage grid

(£3 10s.), and spare wheel (£6 10s.) are

extras.

4 H.p. Model.—85x88 mm. (499 c.c); single-cyl.

four-stroke; side-by-side valves; sight drip feed

lubrication; Amac carb.; chain-drivea mag.;
Sturmev-Aroher or Bumian 3-sp. gear; clutch

and kick-starter; all-chain drive: 26x3in. tyies.

Prices: Solo *89 6s., with sidecar £126.

Solidity of construction, which should

lead to exceptional durability, is the most
characteristic feature of this well-known
machine. Brampton patent biflex forks

and Thomson-Bennett magneto are fitted

as standard, 'and the drive is conveyed

from the Sturmey-Archer gear box by
|x|in. open chain. Though an excellent

dual-purpose machine, the 4 h.p. single is

regarded by the makers as a solo mount,
and brazed lugs for sidecar attachnientr are

not included.

XTRA CARS. (148.)

2V2 H.p. Model.—70X76 mm. (269 c.c.) : sinsieK;yl.
" two-stroke ;

petroil lubrication : Senspray carb.

:

flywheel mag. ; 2-sp. gear ; clutch and liand

starter; chain and friction drive: 26X2i4in.
tyres. Price £95.

Xtra Cars, Ltd., London Road,
Chertsey.—Weather protection at light-

weight motor cycle running costs is the

aim of this single-seated three-wheeler,

which is driven by a 2^ h.p. Villiers

engine. This engine drives by single

chain over three sprockets, and the
spindles of the driven pair carry 'friction

wheels of different diameters. Either
may be brought into engagement with the

inner side of a rim attached to the

rear wheel, thus giving two gear ratios

and a clutch action. The further end of the
frame, which is pivoted in a direct line

with the engine mainshaft, is suspended
on coil springs. In the front the wheel
axles and pivots are suspended from the
outer ends-of two pairs of trajisverse flat

springs. The engine and gear are
entirely enclosed, and a hand starter is

provided. The price quoted includes
hood, screen, lighting equipment, and a
well-filled, toolkit.

,036

The Xtra Car is propelled by a Villiers two-stroke engine, situated

behind the seat, through chain and friction transmission. It is a

weatherproof three-wheeler of special appeal to the business man.
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PETERS. (141.)

31/0 H.p. Model.—76x76 mm. (347
C.C.); single-cyl. two-sti-oke

;
pres-

sure feed lubrication; Cox carb.

;

flywheel mag. ; variable bslt gear

;

belt drive; 26x2y2in. tyres. Price,

solo £63.

Peters Motoes, Ltd., Ram-
sey, Isle of Man.—Perhaps the

most completely novel machine
in the Show is the Peters two-

stroke, which hails from the

Isle of Man. In itself, the

frame is wortliy of careful
study, since the main f r a m e

Consists of a pressed steel tank,

a large diameter saddle tube

(which also forms a petrol
sump), and the slightly inclined

engine. The head tube, en-

closed within the fore part of

the tank, is of very large diameter,

and in its turn encloses a leaf spring

attached to the forks, the latter hmg-

ing at the base of the head. The rear

portion of the frame is sprung, being

hinged on short links about the bottom

bracket, and sprung below the saddle by

two coil springs. The action of these

Details of the rear suspension and wofm

drive of the Unibus.

springs is progressive, and the inner

spring also absorbs rebound shocks by

becoming a tension spring after a limited

amount of travel. The variable pulley

oear is operated by a lever passing

through the tank, and this lever also

adiusts the belt tension by shortening or

extending the wheelbase. Convex pulley

flanges are arranged to provide the best pos-

sible belt grip. Lubrication is effected by

pressure from the cylinder, and is entirely

automatic. Both brakes are on

the belt rim, on© internal and

one external, and both are

operated by light pedals. Pressed

steel guards are used front and

rear, the latter being splayed

The Peters stril:es a distinctive note both In appearance and
design. The 350 c.c. two-stroke engine forms the support between

the crank bracket and the under-side of the tank, displacing the

usual down tube.

out to form a carrier and number plate.

The machine is sold with full equipment,
with lamps lit from the flywheel magneto
dynamo, and a battery carried in part of

the capacious steel tool box placed behind
the saddle tube. The engine is of the

four-port type, and is a fine piece of

work. Incidentally, the bottom bracket
forms the silencer.

UNIBUS. (23.)
2V2 H.p. Model.—70X70 mm. (269 c.c.) ; single-cyl.

' two-titroke ; drip leed lubrication ; B. & B. carb.

;

chain-driven mag.; 2-3p. gear; clutch and
handle starter; shaft drive; 16x2iiin. tyres.

Glouce.ster Aikcbaft Co., Cheltenham.

—Whatever may be said of the possibili-

ties of the Unibus, it is quite a unique

little vehicle. If we admit that the few

ex-scooter miniatures at the Show form a

class of themselves, then the Unibus is

at the top of its class. One mi^ht even

go further and say that the Unibus is

in a class by itself, for it follows auto-

mobile practice on the whole more closely

than anything else on two wheels. The
pressed '

steel "chassis" with its leaf

spring is excellently laid out, and final

drive is by shaft and worm. The " body."

if it may be called such, is of polished

aluminium, and completely encloses every

mechanical detail-, excepting the handle

starter and the controls. Cooling for the

engine is provided by a wire net window
in front of the steering head. The
stripped chassis merits careful study.

KENILWORTH. (45.)

l'/, n.p. MoBf:L.-55x60 mm. (142 c.cl ;
single-cyl-

"four-stroke; overhead valves; drip feed lubn-

cation • Vici carb. ; direct driven mag. ;
single-

speed gear; clutch; belt-cnui-chain drive; IbX
2in. tyres.' Price, solo £48 6s.

Booth Bros., Coventry.—The

Kenilworth miniature has now been

en the market for two years. It is

743

fitted with a small high eilici-

ency four-stroke engine. The
drive to the countershaft is

by belt, and from countershaft
to rear wheel by chain, rever.s-

ing the usual order, as it

is held that the belt drives
better at high speeds. The
whole of the engine and counter-
shaft is carried on the bottom
portion of the frame, and all the
mechanism is enclosed, the rider
being efficiently protected from
mud. The rear seat is sprung
in conjunction with the foot-
boards.

2v'4ii.P. ilODEL.—71x88 mm. (349 c.c);
single-cyl. four-stroke ; side-bv-eide
calves-; drip feed lubrication; Amac
cnrb. ; chain-driven mag. ; 2-sp. gear;
clutch and kiclc-starter ; chain-cuui-
belt drive; 26x2i4in. tyres. I'rices;
Solo £68, with sidecar -"£90.

An entirely new machine embodying
standard components is shown here. This
may be described as a fairly fast light

touring mount ; it is well equipped with
wide flat handle-bars, studded aluminium
footboards, well-balanced mudguards, and
a comfortable saddle. The motive power

Fitted to the

footrests of the

sporting model
Sheffield Hender-
son is a simple

prop stand.

is the popular 2| h.p. Blackburne, whicli

exhausts into a small expansion chamber
terminating in a large diameter long
exhaust pipe, which has a standard plated
finish.

2v-.i 11. p. "Model.—70X76 mm, (292 c.c): single-cyl.

tour-stroke ; side-hy-side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation: B. and B. carb.; chain-driven mag.;
2-sp. gear; clutch and kick starter; chain and
belt drive; 26x2>-.'iin. tyres. Price, solo £62.

This machine is practically identical

with the model to which we have -pre-

viously referred, except that a new type

JI-L magneto is fitted, a Brown and Bar-

1 w carbu-

retter, and a

standard 292

J. A. P.
engine., A
single - geared
Villiers two-
stroke is also

listed at £42.

The novel Unibus in its latest form. The Kenilworth miniature with overhead valve tour-stroke engine.

r>37
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Front springing

arrangement and
mudguarding of

the Jupp open
frame minia-

ture.

JVPP. (136a.)

2V} I'.r, Model.—70x70 iinu, (269 c.c.) ; single-cyl.
" t\vo-6trok^

:
petroil lubrication ; Cox or Mills

rjirb. : chain-driven inag. ; Stuimey 2-sp. gear;
'lutf-li anrt hand staiter ; chnin drive ; 24x
214m, tvies. Price, solo £78 15s

Jrrp Motor Co., Ltd., 86, Leadenhall
Street, London —A \ery clever little

I'r

rear wheel. Leg shields are also stan-

dard fittings. Three models of tWs in-

genious and beautifully protected little

machine are shown, two being smgle-

seated, while the third has a bucket seat

mounted on coiP springs fixed to the

carrier by a simple -and quickly detach-

able mounting. Amongst a number of

unorthodox machines the Jupp is one ot

the most practical and attractive. A
prop stand is part of the specification.

MONOPOLE. (122.)

5-6 ll.P. M0DEL.-7OX88 inm. (696 o.c.l; V twin-

cvl lour-stioke ;
gide-by-side lalies ;

Land pump
luhiioation ; B. and B. caib. ; M-L cliain-dnven

mag Stulmey-Arclier 3-sp, gear; clntch and

kick-starter [ chain drive; 26x2Vlm. tyres.

MoNOPOLE Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—This machine is in the medium twin

category, and should be satisfactory both

as a solo mount or for light sidecar work

with an attachment such as that shown

with it on the stand. A heavier specifica-

tion characterises this machine, and it has

wider (domed) mudguards than the light-

weight models.

No shock ab-

soiber is used,

v.-' ^JOHjBlt^ but the final ele-

Une of the Monopole range—the 5-6 h.p. dual-purpose mount—with J.A.P. engir
• three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear.

open frame machine is the Liberty-
cngined Jupp. A bucket seat is pro-
vided for the rider, and this is sprung
together with the rear end of the long
aluminium-covered footrests. The engine
is carried low down, and with the gear
box and transmission is entirely
shielded, so that it is impossible for the
rider's coat or skirt to be soiled by con-
tact. The rear wheel also is enclosed for
half its diameter, and a very wide guard
is fitted round the Brampton front forks.
Instead of a kick-starter an ingenious
form of hand starter is supplied, and an
internal expanding brake is fitted to the

ment of the transmission is the Brampton
spring chain which, in conjunction with
the even torque of the comparatively
small twin-cylinder engine, should give a
smooth drive. Brampton forks are
fitted, and dummy belt drum brakes are
applied to both wheels. A practical fea-

ture on the front forks is the provision
of two stops which prevent them damag-
ing the nose of the tank when swung
over at full lock.

2y II. p. Model.—64.6x76 uim. (248 c.c.| ; singie-
cyl. four-sti'oke ; side-by-Bide valves ; hand pump
lubrication ; B. and B. carb, ; C.A.V. chain-
driven mag. : Sturmey-Archer 2-sp. gear ; clntch
and kick-starter; chain and belt drive: 26x
2i4in tvres

A one piece aluminium transmission cover

of neat design on the Connaught sports

model.

This exhibit contains two single-

cylinder machines built up of standard
components ; the transmission is by chain
and belt. The front brake is of the rim
variety, and there is a back brake act-

ing on the back of the belt drum. Alu-
minium foot plates are used, and the
machines, which are finished in a dark
shade of green, appear to be carefully

built up, without any effort at depar-
tures from standard practice. There is

also a single-speed model with Villiers

engine and flywheel magneto.

On the Connaught 3J h.p. sidecar outfil

the Showell pump is fitted, driven from an)

intermedia e sprocket in the magneto drive.

Observe, too, the brake pedal neatly let into .

the footboards.

CONNAUGHT. (98.)
31/2 I'-P. Model.—370 c.c. ; single-cyl. two-stroke:

" Showell mechanical and petroil lubrication

;

Amac carb. • chain-driven raag. : 3-sp. gear

:

clutch and kick-staiier ; chain drive; 26x2i/2in.

tyres. Prices : Solo £75, with sidecar £95.

BoRDBSLET Eng. Cc, Ltd., New Bond
Street, Birmingham.—An interesting

lightweight sidecar outfit is a new 3^ h.p.

Connaught (370 c.c), all-chain, three-

speed Burman, clutch, and kick-starter

model. Both brakes operate on a special

rear wheel drum. Lubrication is by
petroil assisted by a visible pump feed.

The same machine fitted with T.T. bars

D^8

A sporting sidecar outfit ot light weight is the 2A h.p. tv\'o-stroke
Sirrah. Incidentally its sponsors claim for it the unique distinc-
tion of being the lowest-priced passenger machine in the Show,

The Verus de Luxe twin-cylinder sidecar outfit. The power unit

is a 5-6 h.p. Blackbume, the gear box a Sturmey-Archer, and the

chains are entirely enclosed.
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One of the several miniature

motor cycles appealing to

ladies—the Grigg

The new chain-driven 370 c.c. Connaught which is supplied

with or without a sidecar.

and footrests is on exhibition as a solo

mount. In this case the gear ratios are

higher.

2^4 li. p. Model.—75x70 mm. (293 c.e.); single-eyl.

two-stroke ; petroil lubrication ; carb. to order

;

cliain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch and l:ick-

staiter; chain and belt drive: 24x2iiin. tyres.

Prices; Solo £57 lOs., 26in. -wheels £2 10s.

extra.

The smaller 293 c.c. model is priced at

£45. It has 24in. wheels and a direct

belt drive. On this year's models, the

magneto control rod passes through the

tank instead of being externally attached.

The makers claim that a special point of

the lightweight engine is its petrol con-

sumption, which can be fairly estimated

at considerably over 100 m.p.g. The same
machine fitted with Burman two-speed

gear box, but vi'ithout clutch and kick-

starter, "is listed at £57 10s.

On the Connaught stand is an interest-

ing working model cut away to reveal its

interior. By an ingenious arrangement of

small electric lamps, the stages of ignition,

induction, and exhaust are clearly illus-

trated. On this year's Connaught models
laoth brakes operate on a rear wheel drum.

JAMES. (104.)
4''.^ n.p. iloDEL.—86x103 mm. (598 c.c.}: single-

"cvl. four-stroke: side-br-side valves: drip feed

lubrication : Sensprav caib. : M-L gear-driven

mag. : 3-6p. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain

drive; 28x3in. tyres.

James Cycle Co., Ltd., Greet, Bir-

mingham.—Pride of place on the James
stand must be given to the big single-

cylinder model which has been before the

public for so many years, following the

same general lines with minor improve-

ments "from time to time. The engine

has been improved in detail ; the tappet

guides are retained by a double dog held

with one nut, and there is a decom-
pressor operated by a small lever on the

timing case. The engine
generally is neat and the

whole appearance is clean

and simple. Transmission is by chain

throughout, the rear element being of

the Brampton spring variety covered by

a light guard. This model is shown both
with touring and tradesman's delivery

sidecar.

7 H. p. Model.—73x89.5 mnl. [749 c.c): V" twin-
cyl. four-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed
lubrication ; Cox-Atmos carb. ; Magdyno chain-
driven mag.: 3-sr. gear: clutch and kick-

starter; chain drive: 28x3in. tyres.

This model closely follows the lines of

the above-described 4^ h.p. model, but
the V twin engine has completely en-

closed valves and the clutch control is

duplicated for

hand or foot

operation. De-
tachable and
interchange-
a b 1 e wheels
are fitted, and
an extremely
rigid chassis

is a feature

of the side-

car attached.

The mounting
of the sidecar

mudguard is excellent, as it is carried on

an extension of the bearer bar of the body.

Leg guards are fitted on the machine.

3',;; H.p. Model.—64x77 mm. (496 c.c); V twin-

cvl. four-stroke ; side-by-side valves : drip feed

lubrication ; Cox-Atinos carb. ; Lucas chain-

driven mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-

starter; chain drive; 26x2i,:liu. tyres.

There are not a large number of small

V twin sports models at Olympia, but
the 3-2- h.p. James certainly takes a high
position amongst them. As staged, it is

to all intents and purposes a replica of

the T.T. and Grand Prix models, and
should have no difficulty in attaining 60

m.p.h. As on the large twin, the Cox
carburetter is fitted vertically above the

induction pipe, and the gear box is

movable bv a draw bolt device to facili-

Chain adjustment on the

sports model James.

tate chain adjustments. This model has
light mudguards, and footrests, wide, flat

bars, and general " sports " specification.

2^4 n.p. Model.—66x70 mm. (239 c.c): single-cyl.

two-stroke ; drip feed lubrication ; Amac carb.

;

M-L chain-driven mag. ; double chain 2-su.

gear; chain and belt drive: 26x2J4iu. tyres.

In essentials the 2j h.p. two-stroke
James remains unaltered

;
points worthy

of notice are the triple-branched oil pipe

leading tQ the piston and both main
bearings, and the relief pipe from the

compression release, which discharges

below the engine. A model is listed with
an ordinary two-speed gear bo.\' and all-

chain drive.

GRIGG. il9.)
l^;:l u.p. MonEL.—57x63 mm. (161 c.c): single-cyl.

two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Amac caAi.

;

chain-diiveu mag.; Sturmey-Aiclier 2-sp. gear;
clutch and kick-starter ; chain-cura-belt drive

;

24x2in. tyres.

Ghigo Motor .and Exgikeeking Co.,

Winchester Road, Twickenham. — For
some time now the company exhibiting

on this stand has specialised in a scooter,

and an illuminating comparison is afforded

by the staging side by side of this scooter

and a new and very neat miniature motor
cycle embodying exactly the same power
units. The frame construction is ex-

tremely simple and embodies a minimum
of costly lugs, joints being welded where
possible. A pair of tubes extend straight

from the rear axle lug, converging at the
steering head, and the front down frame
member is also duplex ; the chain stays
are of the normal pattern and carry a

bracket for the Sturmey "ear box. Foot-
boards are fitted, and the 24in. wheels
keep the machine excellently proportioned
and allow a very low riding position.

The tiny two-stroke engine bears evidence
of careful design; for example, the cylin-

der ports are bridged so that the piston
rings are in no danger of fouling at this

point. Single-blade Druid forks are fitted.

Representative ot two classes of sidecar oiitfits—luxury and utility. (Left)The 7 h.p. James, which now has interchangeable wheels.

G^ight) The big single 4J h.p. of the same name, which follows less elaborate lines.

C39
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HOBART. (62.)

2y ii.r, iJcnr/.-7<3>:9i- KW ;S50 c.c); single-cyl.
four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed lubri-
c-tition : Amnc carb. ; chain-driven urag. ; 3-sp.
gear; rlutcli aud kiok-siarter ; aH-clrain drive;
26x2i4in. tyres. Prices; AU-on solo £89 15s.,
Mitll sidecar £108.

HoB.iRT Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

A very neat and serviceable little sidecar
outfit is shown by this companj'. It has
very full equipment, including a B.T.H.
magneto, electric lighting, stands to both
wheels, rubber aluminium footboards,
with heel plates, and brakes to dumniv

model has the same engine, but it cingle-
geared and costs £42.

I'/i H.p. MODEI..—60X60 mm. (169.6 c.c.) ; siugle-
cyl, two-stroke; petroil lubrication; Amac
carb.; eear-driven mag. : direct belt drive : 26x
V'/iiii. tyres. Price, solo £27 6s.

An ultra-light I5 h.p. JMackenzie mode],
making its first appearance, has an open
frame suitable for either a lady or gentle-
man. Direct belt drive is adopted, the
top run of the belt being adequately

guarded. With the
single gear pedals
are considered
necessary, but the

Perhaps best known m its spring frame guise, the 2J h.p. Hobart is quite popular in the
simpler form. A Morris two-stroke engine is fitted.

belt rims on both v.'heels. The triangu-
lated chassis has an extra diagonal cross
stay to the member attached to the down
tube of the frame. The body is mounted
on semi-elliptic springs.

2'/L> n.p. Model.—70x76 mm. (293 c.c.l ; single-cyl.
four-6troke ; side-by-side valves ; driii feed lubri-
cation ; Amac carb. ; cbain-driven mag. ; 2.sp.
gear; clutdi aud kick-starter; chain-euin-belt
drive; 26x2'4in. tyres. Price, solo £67 15s.

A semi-sports model is provided with
the Hobart spring frame, which has
four coil springs on each side. These
are of different strengths and periodicity

and interposed between the hinged back
portion and the main frame. It is a
very practical touring lightweight. The
same machine, with rigid frame, is pi-iced

at £63.

2':, H.p. Model.—67x70 mm. '247 c.c); single-cyl.
"
tv\-o-stroke ; drip feed lubrication : Amac carb,

;

cjraiu-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch and kick-
starter; chain-cum-belt drive; 26x2r/iin. tyres.

Price, solo £55.

A Hobart-J\Iorris two-stroke engine is

used in this case, with chain-cum-belt

drive. The equipment is practically the

same as the rigid frame model previously

referred to. A simplified pattern of this

machine has a good road peiformance.
We may mention that it is identical with
the mount on which W. F. Smith
lately completed an A.C.U. officially

observed trial from London to Exeter,
referred to in another part of this issue.

Altogether, the Hobart exhibit is excep-
tionally comprehensive, representing a
miniature show in itself.

O.K. JUNIOR. (91.)
2J,j n.p. Model.—70x76 mm. (292 c.c.l; single-cyL

two-stroke ; drip feed lubrication ; Amac carb.

;

chain-driven mag. ; Moss 3-sp. gear ; clutch and
kick-starter; chain drive; 26x2'/2in. tyre«.

Price, with sidecar £96 12s.

HuMPHHiES AND DA^^^!:s, Ltd., Hall
Green, Birmingham.—Naturally the most
interesting model on this stand is the little

sidecar outfit which did so well in the

A.C.U. Six Days Trial. It is a thoroughly
practical little machine—a full touring out-

fit in miniature. Chain drive, three-speed

gear and sidecar with side dooi' and
lockers are all items found in the speci-

fication of much larger machines.

A solo model with the main essentials of

this machine has been added to the range,

and, with three-speed gear, chain-

cum-belt transmission, sells - at

£69 5s. £71 8s. is charged for the chain
drive model. Very complete is the solo

range, which commences with a Villiers

engined model selling at thirty-eight
guineas.

The next in order is another single-gear
mount at forty-three guineas, and has an
O.K. 292 c.c. engine or Villiers as desired.

With a plain two-speed, this model is

fifty-three guineas, fifty-eight guineas with
clutch and kick-starter, and sixty-two
guineas with three-speed.

SILVER PRINCE. (31.)
2V, H.p. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.c); single-cyl.;

two-stroke ; mechanical pump lubrication ; E,
and B. carb.; flywheel mag.; Albion 2-sp. gear,

without clutch and kick-starter; cliain and belt
drive; 26x2»4in. tyres. Price, solo £48 6s.

Tetus Cycle Co., Birchfields, Bir-

mingham.—Very often when a single-

geared lightweight is bought as a first

mount, the purchaser desires to widen; his

range of action after some little experi-

ence on the road. A gear box is the
obvious solution, but on the great majority
of present-day machines to fit one of these
is impossible without structural alteration

to the bottom bracket, and usually the
whole rear frame portion. Recognising
this, the designer of the Silver Prince, and
its more moderately priced companion
machine, the Indian Prince, has made all

his models easily convertible. The other
point of interest on this stand is the price
of the plain two-speed Indian Prince side-

car outfit, viz., £71 8s. The specification

of this model is the same as that of the
Silver Prince (above), excepting that
lubrication is effected by a plain drip-feed

and Saxon forks are substituted for
Braniptons. On the VilUers-engined
Silver Prince, an extension to the usual
short exhaust pipe is fitted. Eleven
machines are shown in all at prices from
£44 2s. to £95 6s.

ECONOMIC. (143.)
IJ/o H.p. M0DEL.-52. 5x38.5 mm. (165 c.c); flat

twin-cyl. two-stroke; petroii lubrication; Capac
carb.; flywheel mag.: chain drive; 26xl^4in.
tyres. Price, solo £30.

Economic ilOTOES, Ltd., Wells Street,

W.l.—An American design, the Economic
attachment is now made in Great Britain.

It is a flat twin two-stroke fitted with

flywheel magneto, designed to be fitted

over the rear of a pedal cycle and driven

by means of a chain. The price quoted
includes the cycle- A large sprocket is

clamped round the wheel hub, and is

connected to the wheel rim by three

'^'****s&s^,s*-

.One of the lightest machines m the Show is the l-^- h.p. two-stroke

McKenzie, with direct belt drive, which scales 75 lb.

D40

A simple OK. two-speed two-strote which has many competition

successes to its credit.
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springs. The Economic unit serves a
variety of purposes, as is demonstrated
by tlie firm's exhibit, while the flywheel
magneto enables any one of the vehicles
shown to be electrically lighted. The
attachment, complete with pedal cycle but
without transmission shock absorber, is

sold at £25.
An Economic unit is also fitted in a

lightweight motor cycle, which turns the
scales at 94 lb. It has a duplex frame,
early Indian type forks, chain-cum-belt
drive, and tool box and carrier combined
over the rear mudguard. A |in. belt is

fitted. A two-speed gear can be easily

fitted at a small extra cost. Naturally on
so small a mount a clutch and kick-starter

are not required. Price £34 ; with two-
speed, £37 10s.

The Economic Buckboard is an uncon-
ventional three- wheeled runabout seating
two persons, the pow-er unit of which is

similar to those previously described, but
the engines are specially selected and
guaranteed to develop about 4 h.p. The
unit is fixed to the rear of the frame,
and drives by a conventional type of

friction gear through a chain to the off

side back wheel. There is a brake on the
off side rear wheel and on the countei

pfir®ig(n&E 747

1 he Economic miniature is on up-to-date lines, and embodies a tiny flat twin
two-stroke engine.

are chiefly remarkable for the attractive
finish, the colour scheme adopted being
a bright cerise. The power unit is the
Blackburne, and the transmission is by
chain throughout, a three-speed Burman
gear bo.x with clutch and kick-starter

being incor-

A weatherproof mount—the Hagg, which embodies a unique frame construction concealed

by its tank and side panels.

two passengers at a speed of 30 m.p.h.,
and climb a single figure gradient with
two up. The chassis is composed of ash
slats, which also form the springing
system. The price is £60.

NEW SCALE. (85.)
2';4 H.p. Model.—71x88 mm. (348 cc); single-cyl.

tour-stroke ; eide-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation; Amac carb. : cbaiu-driven mag.; 3-sp.
gear; clutch aud kick-starter; chain drive-
25x2i/iin. tjTCs. Prices: Solo £80, with side-
cur £105.

Roberts and Hibbs, Bank Street
Works, Droylsden, Manchester.—On ^i
standard lines, the New Scale machines ^

rear brake shoe having a parallel action.

A good feature is that the brake pedal,

which is arranged to be heel-operated,

is suitably inclined, for the driver's foot

can easily and naturally slide off the

footboard on to the brake pedal. This
machine is eminently suitable for use

as a dual-]3urpose mount with a light

sidecar. When so used, a four-point

chassis attachment is provided, and a

roomy body is fitted.

This model may also be obtained as a
sporting solo mount with a 2| h.p. over-
head valve Blackburne engine. In this

case no kick-starter is included, and
racing bars are fitted.

414 H.p. Model.—85x95 mm. (548 c.c.l ; single-cyl.

tour-stroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-
cation ; Amac carb. : chain-driven mag. ; 3-sp.

gear; clutch and liick-starter; chain drive:
650x65 mm. tyres. Prices: -Solo £100, with
sidecar £133.

fhe larger New Scale machine is

primarily designed for sidecar use, but
nevertheless forms an attractive solo

mount. In main outline and specifica-

tion it follows the smaller model, but the
new type 4j h.p. Blackbumie engine is

the power unit, and the Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear box is used. A good
feature is the fitting of Brampton forks of

the size used for 6 h.p. machines. In this

case a shock absorber is incorporated in

the rear wheel, and broad domed mud-
guards provide ample protection for the

ridei'. The sidecar is well upholsteied
and sprung, and ample luggage accom-
modation is afforded by a locker in the
bulbous back. Since the two-stroke has
been discontinued, only four-stroke New
Scale machines are marketed.

HAGG. (3b.)

3'A> Tl. p. Model.—74x81 mm. [350 c.c.) ; single-eyl.

two-stroke ; mechanical lubrication ; Cox-Atuius
carb. ; chain-driven mag. ; 2-sp. gear ; clutch
and hand starter; chain-cum-belt drive; 26x
2Voin. tyres. Price, solo £95.

The Hagg Tandem Motor Cycle Co.,

Park Street, near St. Albans.—An un-

conventional machine of quite original

design, provided with a spring frame
in which a single multi-leaf spring is

employed. The mechanism
'^^^Smu is entirely enclosed, and
*~"*

the special shields are capable

The 4i h.p. three-speed chain-driven New Scale—a dual purpose
mount.

One of the new models at tbe Show is the single-cylinder Chater-Lea

chain and belt driven machine illustrated. It has a 4 h.p. engine.

D43
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of being hinged do\vnvvards so that
the WijoIb engine and transmission
may be reached. The ba.'k wheel is

entirely enclosed, and consequently

Another of the many two-strokes of the sunplesl type—the Dayt.

the ruler is kept clean. There is a sloping
saddle tank, and a quickly detachable and
adjustable seat is provided, so that the
machine may be used either solo or with
an e,\tra passenger at the rear. A hand
starter is provided. The main frame is
remarkable for its simplicity, consisting
as it does of two main tubes and a
number of steel pressings.

DUNELT. (136.)
4 IIP. JIODEL.-SSxSe mm. (500 c.c.) ; single-cyl.

t%vo-strok6
; <lnp feed lubrication ; Amac corb.

jU-L cham-diiven mag. i 3-si). gear; clutch and
l;icl;.^tarter : chain and belt drive; 26x2y,in
tvres. Prices: Solo £86 2s., with sidetar
illO 5&'.

UUNFORD .4ND ElLIOTT (SHEFFIELD),
Ltd., Bath Street, Birmingham.—Unique
in so far as it is the only 500 c.c. single-
cylinder two-stroke on the British
market, the Dunelt has nevertheless made
good both in competftion work and in the
liands of private owners. A piston of
two diameters is fitted, the larger portion
being utilised to obtain a full crank case
charge. With its sloping tank rails and
.special^ spring fork, the Dunelt has an
nnposing appearance, and that it is prac-
tical 111 every way we can state after
fn-olongod e.xperience. Very little change
has taken place for 1922, but the foot-
lioards have been improved as regards
comfort, a longer brake pedal is fitted,
and for a small additional charge 28x3in.
tyres may be obtained. Both wheels of
the cycle and that of the sidecar are
quickly detachable and interchangeable,
and provision for carrying a spare wheel
is made at the rear of the capacious
sidecar.

The exhibit comprises two solo and
three sidecar machines, one of the latter
being fitted with a float body capable of
holding two milk cans or small livestock.
Belt rim brakes of the wedge pattern
are fitted to both wheels, and the
webbed head lug is a .<r>^--
feature which should not !>!!?*

be o\ei looked.

DECEMBER ist, iq21.

magneto, mounted in a simple frame
having substantially webbed lugs for the
head. To these lugs is bolted a pressed
steel tank of circular section tapering
from front to rear. The lubrication
system is ingenious, as air pressure in
the oil tank forces lubricant through a
visible drip-fe€d to the crank case. Both
brakes operate on the rear wheel belt
drum through a heel pedal on each foot-
rest. This machine is available with a
simple direct belt drive, with an engine-
shaft clutch, or a Sturmey-Archer two-
speed gear and kick-starter. Another
interesting exhibit is a three-wheel single-
seater with thr«e-speed geaj Idox and
chain-cum-belt drive, the power unit being
the 4 h.p. Blackbnrne engine. Wheel
steering is employed.

BOWN. (122.)
2% ll.p. XIODEL,—71X88 mm. (348 c.c); single-

cyl. four-stroke: side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubricafion ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.;
Sturmey 3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter

;

chain and belt drive; 26x2i4in. tyres.

Bow.\s, Ltd., ^olus Works, Summer
Lane, Birmingham.—A well fitted

mediumweight solo mount conforming
in most respects with usual practice. A
2| h.p. Blackbnrne engine is used, and
large aluminium foot-plates and semi-
T.T. bars form part of its equipment.

The machine is

rather on sporting

A Blackburne engined mediumweight, with comparatively short wheelbase—the 2i h.p. Bown.

DAYTON. (92.)

2'/; n. p. Model.—70x70 mm. (269 c.c); single-cyl.
two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Amac carb.;

- flyivheel mag.; belt drive; 26x2i4in. tyres.

Chas. Day Mfg. Co^ Ltd., 221, High
Street Shoreditch, E.C.I.—As a simple
lightweight, the Dayton attracts much
favourable comment, although it is not

entirely d i s -

linctive. ' The
power unit is

the Vilheis
two -stroke
with flywheel

»44

Distinctive as the biggest two-stroke single at Olympia—the 4 h.p. Dunelt.

lines, being provided with straight-

through exhaust. Transmission is by
chain and belt through a Sturmey-Archer
three-speed box.

A similar machine is fitted with the

293 c.c. J.A.P, engine, and is finished

in chocolate and fawn with gold lining.

This machine belongs to the middle-

weight order, and ' is . fitted with an
Albion two-s{Deed gear. The mudguards
are of sensible dimensions, the rear

guard being cut away to admit the belt.

The clutch is handle-bar-controlled, and
the JM-L magneto by a tank lever.

2V:i n. p. Model.—70x70 nun. (269 c.c); single-cyl.

. 'two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; Amac carb.;

flywheel mag. ; 2-sp. ' gear ; tlntch and kick-

.starter; chain and belt drive; 26x2Viin. tyred.

This model is in most respects identi-

cal to the Blackburne model, except that

the employment of a smaller unit renders

possible a general reduction in weight.

The sparking plug, occupying a position

in the cylinder-head, has necessitated a

rather unusual design of frame tube,

which is divided in order to a,ccommo-

date the necessary component. The
chain is shielded by meaiils of a sheet

steel case.

Fitted with the same engine, the

Bowniaii is a graceful little machine
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REFINEMENT IN

SIDECAR COACHWORK.
Some Examples of

Ihe Bodybuilders'

Ar(.

One of the Enfield

models has a side-

car equipped for

ah-weather service

with hood, screen,

and side curtains.

A sliding scuttle,

embodying ascreen

and locker, is a new
idea adopted on

Douglas sidecars.

The Toronda sidecar on
the Brough Superior.

When not in use the

hood IS concealed in

locker compartments

A Milford family

model has a comfort-

able armchair for a

iuvenile.

COMFORT,
CONVENIENCE,
AND ART
COMBINED.

The latest Canoelet follows

French lines with turned over

sides and a canoe " stern
''

with deck rail.

A double " dash " and screen

adopted for a tandem
seater attached to a

Beardmore-Precirion.
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finished in chocolate aud gold ; a torpedo
tank -is slung from the top tube of the
simple diamond frame. The method of
tank fixing is rather unusual, as it is

bolted into the frame by means of exten-
sion lugs protruding fiom the ends of

the seamless welding. The model on
exhibition is fitted with Villiers flywheel
lighting set and handle-bar clutch ; both
brakes operate on the rear wheel.

SANDUM SIDECARS. (i29.)
Sandham Engineering Co., Ltd., 336,

Gray's Inn Road, W.C.I.—Finely finished

coachwork is only one of the features of

the Sandum display of sidecars, for the
chas.'sis construction in every case is

sound and along well-tried lines. All the

lieavier models have the wheel supported
by an enclosing member of the chassis.

ff^S'i^IL®

A one-piece carrier, ot sturdy construction,

on the 8 h.p. Royal Ruby

shown, from lightweights up to the
heavy and luxurious equipages suited
by their duplex chassis construction to
the most powerful and speedit t of motor
c'cles.

Probably the most attractive of these
s-.decars is the Cruiser de luxe model,
which has very sporting lines, yet has

DECEMBER ist, iq21.

ROYAL RUBY. (101.)
2^ H.p. Model.—74.5x80 mm. (349 c.c); sinEle.

.

cyl. four-stroke ; side-by-side yalves ; drip feed
lubiicatiou ; chain-driven mag. ; 2-sp. gear

;

clut^^Ii and kick-starter ; chain and l)elt drive

:

26x2J4in. tjres. Prices: Solo f70. ivitb side
car £95.

Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd., Altrincham,
near Manchester.—Their patented system ;

of springing is the chief feature which
^

characterises the exhibits of the Royal
Ruby firm, but not the least interesting

model has a rigid frame, the laminated .

leaf spring system being employed only
for the front wheel. A substantial alu-

minium chain case takes the place of

last year's sheet steel case. The same
mount, fitted with a three-speed gear
box, is exhibited as a sporting sidecar

outfit, and is listed at £95.

3 HP IIODEL—74.5X86 mm. (375 c.c): single-cyl.

four stroke: side-by-side valves; drip feed lubri-

cation, earb to order; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp.
— gear ; clutch and kick-

f^' starter ; chain and belt
*'

,
drive; 26x2V2in. tyrea.

/
Price, solo £90.

A Sandum model lor use with large and powerful macliines. It

has a duplex chassis, and there is ample locker accommodation

in the body.

The Hughes Cruiser model : a luxurious touring sidecar on
sporting lines.

and only the comparatively light and
cheap models employ stub axles.

Dealing with the exhibits in particular,

the model attracting most attention is

the new double-seater, whereon a side-by-

side body is accommodated on a chassis of

normal width ; this is done by arranging

a foot well between the longi-

tudinal chassis members, while

the seat portion is allowed a

certain amount of overhang.

There are also tandem two-

seated models, and in the lighter

class an attractive semi-sporting

type having a nicely rounded
front panel and pointed tail.

Another item attracting great

attention is the Sandum-Easting
windscreen, a V fronted cellu-

loid panel, extended to form
side shields and connected to

the bodywork by an apron.

Sliding and swivelling fixings

(slotted plates on studs) give an
enormous range of positions.

HUGHES SIDECARS.
{116.)

Thomas Hughes and Sons,
Baker Street, Sparkhill, Bir-
mingham.—As proprietary side-
cars, the Hughes product's make
their first public appearance at
the Show, and are quite up to
the standards by which even the
most familiar attachments in the
sidecar world ar> judged. A
large variety of models is

such refinements as hinged dash with aero
type windscreen, side door, and a cast

aluminium step mounted on the side
members of the chassis.

In addition, there is a very light sidecar
suitable for use with the smaller sports

type of machine.

A side-by-side double-seated sidecar on the 8 h.p. Royal
The wide rear guard will be appreciated

This machine is sprung fore and aft,"

and is fitted with various refinements,

including adjustable foot-plates. The
Royal Ruby system of springing provides

for acjustraent of the spring tension to

suit any given load. A machine follow-

ing the same lines, but having a -rigid

frame, is exhibited as a sidecai

outfit, priced at £105.

8 II. p. Model.—85.5x85 mm. (986 c.c);
twin-cyl. four-stroke ; side-by-side

valves : drip feed lubrication ;
carb.

to order ; chain-driven mag. ; 3-6p.

gear ; clutch and kick-starter

;

chain drive; 28x3in. tyres. Price,
with sidecar £185.

The standard sidecar outfit

d e p a r t s from the remaining
exhibits in that the gear box
and engine are not made hy
the Ruby Cycle Co. It is fitted

with a Sturmey-Archer gear

box and 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine.

It is a luxurious machine,
and is provided with ample
locker space for luggage. All

three wheels are sprung, car

type mudguards being used
throughout ; leg shields and
adjustable foot-plates are fitted.

The laminated spring suspension

of all the wheels is"" adjustable,

and all the sliding shackle pins

work in hardened steel hous-

ings. With Ei side-by-side

two-seated sidecar of unique
and interesting lines in place

of the ordinary touring side-

car this machine is listed at

£197.

Ruby.

D4e
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Of symmetrical and sturdy appearance, the 350 c.c. Mohawk, fitted with J.A.P. engine and

Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear.

MOHAWK. (105.)

2^4 n, p. Model.—70x90 mra. (348 c.c): sin^ie-cyl.

four-stroke : side-br^?ide valves : hand pump
lubrication : B: and 33. carb. ;

chain-driven

mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;

chaiB-cum-belt drive; 26x2i4in. tyres.

.Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 2-6, Alex-

andra Road, Hornsey, N.—Attractively

finished in green and yellow, with gold

lining, the JMohawk exhibits present a

pleasing appearance. In this model the

J.A.P. engine is fitted with an un-

usually large cast aluminium silencer, and
a Sturmey-Archer gear box is employed.
The machine is provided with large alu-

minium footplates and mudguards of car

type.
. An identical mount, fitted with a 293

c.c. J.A.P. engine, is staged as an alterna-

tive model.

On the C.A.M. engine oil is led to a well

surrounding (he cylinder spigot, whence it

overflows to the piston through holes m the

cylinder wall.

In most details a Villiers model is

similar to that just described. It is,

however, of lighter construction, having

a simple diamond frame, from the slant-

ing top tube of which the tank is

suspended.

3^/2 u. p. Model.—85x8g mm. (499 c.c.}; single-cyl.

lour-stroke : side-by-side valves ; hand pump
lubrication ; B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter;
chain-cum-belt drive; 26x2V2in. tyres.

This is a sturdily-constructed machine,
and the exhibition model is fitted with
a commercial side carrier. The engine is

an Abingdon, and an interesting feature

is that both brakes operate on the rear

wheel. These are actuated by the right

and left feet of the rider, one being of

the e.xternal contracting type and the

other being an internal wedge. Wide
mudguard valances and a Sturmey-Archer

gear box are fitted.
" A sidecar model is shown fitted with a

5-6 h.p. J.A.P. twin-cylinder engine.

/D

254 H.p. Model.—70x76 n)™- (293 c.cl ;
siogle-cyl.

tour-stroke; side-by-side valves; purnp-cuni-drip

feed lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven

mag.: 2-sp. gear; chitch and kick-starter:

chain-cum-belt drive; 26x2',4in. tyres. Price,

solo £63.

Of similar design to the two-stroke is

a J.A.P. engine model as above. Its all-

black fijiish gives it a very smart appear-

ance, and the silencing arrangements are

wellcarried out. The same model can be

had with three-speed gear, price £66 10s.

2=4 n.p. Model.—71 x88 mm. (348 c.cl ; single-cyl.

four-stroke; side-bv-side valves: drip feed Uibu-

cation ; Amac carb. : chain-driven mag. :
2-sp.

gear: clutch and kick-starter; chniu-cum-belt

drive; 26x2i4in. tyres. Prices: Solo £69 15s.,

^vith sidecar £88,

This closely resembles the Rex-Acme
just described, but is equipped with the

Blackburne engine and Brampton forks.

In a more elaborate form, with all-chain

drive and a three-speed gear, this model

is priced at £77 5s., or, with a light side-

car, at £95 10s.

4 n. p. Model.—85x95 mm. ;550 cc.) ; single-cyl.

four-stroke ; side-by-side valves; pump and drip

feed lubrication; Amac carb.: chain-driven

mag.; 3-sp. gear: clutch and kick-starter; all-

chaiu drive: 26x2V.in. tyres. Prices: Solo

£110, with sidecar £135.

The 4 h.p. Rex-Acme has a sloping

curved top tube giving a very pleasing

Two well-known names (now amalgamated) on

the tank should guarantee the quahty of the 4 h.p.

The Brampton spring link chain is par-

tially enclosed. Wide car type mud-
guards are used, and both brakes are of

the wedge block type.

REX-ACME. (61.)

appearance, very wide and well valanced

mudguards, -and dummy belt rim brakes

on both wheels. It is shown with a

comfortable sidecar attached, the body
being suspended on long semi-elliptic

springs.

A folding dickey

and hammock type

of main seat are

adopted on the

"Plus One" side-

2V. n.P. Model. — 67 X 70
' mm. (247 c.c.) ; single-

cyl. tvvo-stroke ; drip
feed lubrication ; Amac
carb. ; chain - driven
mag. ; 2-sreed gear

;

clutch and kick-starter

:

chain-cum-belt drive

;

26x2i4in. tyres. Price,

solo £55.

Rex Motor Mfg.
Co., Ltd., Earlsdon,
Coventry. — A new
model Rex-Acme is a
two-stroke lightweight

of sound design, em-
bodying the Morris
engine, Druid pattern
forks, a heel-operated
brake, and a magneto
neatly stowed away
behind the cylinder.

It is well mudguarded and has pleas-

ing lines. The same pattern machine
may be obtained, without clutch and
kick-starter, for £50, and, with single

gear, at £42.
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A similar model to the above is fitted

with a C.A.M. engine, which has an
exceptionally heavily ribbed exhaust
port. In ail other respects it resembles

the model to which we have previously

referred. The Coventry-built C,A.M.
engine is one of the features of the

Show, and has a detachable head.

8 IT. r. Model—85,5x86 mm. (986 c.c.) ; V tnin-
ryl Joui-stroke ; side-by-side valves

;
pump-cum-

firip feed lubrication ; Amac call). ; chain-driven
uiag. ; 3-sp. gear ; oUitch and ki(;l;-<^taitei" ; all-

chain drive; 28x3in. tyres. Price, with side-

car £150, spare wheel £7 5s. extia.

A powerful sidecar outfit intended for

heavy work, and capable of going any-

where. It has all-black finish, cast alu-

minium cover for the front chain, and a

chain guard of the same material. The
mudguarding is particularly efficient, the

rear mudguards being of great width.

A comfortable sidecar is provided, at the

back of which is a luggage platform, and
at the rear of the platform the spare

wheel is fixed.

CUATEK-hEA. {103.)
8 n.r. Model.—85.6x85 mm. (986 c.c): twin^iyl.

four-stroke: side-by-side valves; drip feed lubri-

cation ; B. and B. carb. ; chain-driven mag.

:

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter: all-chain

drive 700 X 80 mm. t\Tes. Price, with sidecar

£147.
,

Ghaiek-Le.*., Ltd., 74-84,- Banner
Street, E.C.I.—There are practically no
alterations in this year's 8 h.p. models.

A stop is fitted on

ths 8 h.p. Chater-

Lea engme-shaft

clutch.

Sturdiness of construction is the chief

feature of the outfit, and with its gold
and black finish it at once attracts the
eye. In the dt luxe model the seat pillar

is sprung, and th« Lucas Magdyno is em-
ployed. Chat«r-Lea knock-out wheel
spindles are used all round, and the spare
wheel is mounted between the cycle and
sidecar. Fully equipped with electric

lighting set, sidecar screen, two-seater
sidecars, and
four wheels
(all interchange-
able), the price
is £199.

To allow adequate cooling

of the valves, the tappet guard
on the 8 h.p Chater-Lea is

now curtailed slightly.

4 H.p. Model.—85.6x85 mm. (493 c.c); singl«-
cyl. fo;ir-stroke ; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrication; B. and B. carb.; chain-driven
mag.; 3-sp. gear; clutch and kii^k-staiter

;

chain-cum-belt drive: 26x2J/'in. tvres. Price,
Eolo £105.

This is a sturdily constructed single-

cylinder machine, which will be of interest

to those who specially appreciate dura-
bility. The engine is made by the Chater-
liea firm, and this is its debut to the
public. A Sturmey-Archer gear box is

used, and sidecar lugs are cast integrally

with the frame. Both brakes are of the
compensated rim type operating on in-

DECEMBER ist, igii.

The de luxe model, which is specified

above, is fitted with Chater-Lea engine,

one notable feature of which is the exten-

sion of cooling fins almost to the base of

the cylinder. The gear operation is

through a delay action mechanism, which
ensures immediate engagement.

Greater resiliency has been obtained in

the spring forks by the employment of

two tension springs in place of the original

single double-acting spring. An inter-

mediate model, which conforms with the

preceding in every respect, except that
no kick-starter is provided, is listed at
sixty-four guineas. A popular model a*
fifty guineas is fitted with«a Villiers engine
and Chater-Lea two-speed gear box, with-
out clutch and kick-starter. In this

latter the original system of front fork
springing is retained.

STANGER. (131.)
6 n.r. Model.—70x70 mm. (538 c.c); V twiu-cyl.

two-stroke; drip feed lubhcation ; Vici carb.;
chain-driven mag. ; 3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-
starter; chain-cnni-belt drive; 26x2i/7in. tyres.
Prices; Solo £110,, with sidecar £140.

Stanger Engine Co., 13, Steele Eoad,
Tottenham, N.17.—An exceedingly in-

teresting proposition, the Stanger is the
only V twin two-stroke on the market,
and is cohspicaous by being designed so
that the cylinders fire at an interval of
180°. The engine is shown in section,

and is worthy of careful study as it is

Undoubtsdly the new saddle tank considerably enhances the appearance of the 5-6 h.p.

Coventry Eagle—one of a fine range.

dependent drums, and the magneto and
main drive are both taken direct from
the crankshaft.

21/2 H.p. Model,—70x70 mm, (269 c.c); single-cyl.
two-stroke; drip feed lubrication; 13. and B.
carb.; chain-driven mag.; 2-sp. gear; clutch
and kick-starter; chain-cum-beit xlrive; 26x
2Viin. tyres. Price, solo 70 gns.

Chater-Lea lightweight models conform
with the usual high standard of the firm.

The only V twin two-stroke on the market—the spring frame Stanger.

full of attractive points. An improve-
ment which has been introduced since we
last saw this engine is the fitting of

gauzes to the transfer ports. The
silencer is of large dimensions, of cast

aluminium, and divided into two cham-
bers. The whole engine has been
most carefully thought out, and the
lubrication is highly effective. The
frame has extremely pleasing lines, and
the springing employed is of the lami-
nated leaf variety controlling bell cranks
which cari-y the axle. The machine is

shown fitted with a sidecar for the first

time. A rigid frame jnodel is listed at

£105 solo, £135 sidecar.

DOT. (30.)
2^j n. P. Model.—70x90 mm. [348 c.c); single-

pyl. four-stroke; side-by-sitle valvee ; drip feed
Inbricntion; Amac carb, ; chain-driven mag.;
3-sp. gear; chit^li and kick-starter; chain drive;
26x2%in. tyres. "Price, solo £100.

Dot Motors, Arundel St., HiUme, Man-
chester.—Tlie outstanding exhibit of Dot
motors is a duplex spring-framed

_
sing^Ie-

cylinder machine of 2| h.p., having all-

17
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chain drive through a three-speed gear

box. Very unusual construction is fol-

lowed in the frame, which consists of a

main duplex member and a quadrilateral

after member hinged on ball bearings

below the gear box : coil springs are

introduced between these two members
at the position of the seat lug. The
saddle, however, is supported on long

leaf springs, which are auxiliary to tlie

coil springs.

8 u.p. Model.—85.5X85 mm. {986 c.c); V twin-
cyl. four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed
lubrication ; Amne carb. ; cbain-diiven mag.

;

3-sp. gear ; clutch and kick-starter ; chain
drive; 28x5in. tyres. Price, solo £150.

This machine is another of the increas-

ingly popular big twin sports models
equipped with one of the new J. A. P.
engines, which are deservedly embodied
in many attractive layouts. The designer
of the I)ot machines has had great experi-

ence in the production of high-powered
solo mounts, and the machine exhibited is

well up to his usual standard.

2":4 H. p. Model.—70x90 mm. (348 c.c); single-cyl.

four-sjroke ; side-by-side valves ; drip feed lubri-

cation; Amac carb.; chain-driven mag.; 3-sp.

gear; clutch, without kick-starter; 26x2^,4in.
tyres. l*riee, solo £90.

Rigid framed lightweight . machines
under the Dot sign are staged with the

new S50 c.c. J.A. P. engines, and also with
the 500 c.c. Y twin and the 293 c.c.

single-cylinder of the same make. Saxon
forks are fitted, and a general sports

specification is followed. Either all red or

black finish is offered.

Sturmey gear box and 2% h.p. Blackburne

engine are the chief items in the specifica-

tion of the lightweight Wolf.

ff^ra^IL® 753

In addition to its novel frame construction, the 4 h.p. X.L. is distinctly well inudguarded.

gear with clutch and kick-starter, the

2| h.p. model resembles its larger brothers
in main features ; it is, however fitted

with 26x2-iin. tyres. This machine may
also be fitted with a 2| h.p. Blackburne
engine, and, at the price of £75, is an
attractive proposition.

2Vj H.p. Model.—70x70 mm. [269 c.c.) ; single-cyl.
two-stroke

;
pressure lubrication ; Amac carb.

;

flywheel mag. ; single speed gear ; kick-starter

;

all-belt drive: 26x2i/iin. tyres. Price, solo
£39 18s.

A popular model fitted with Villiers

engine, a torpedo tank, and direct belt

drive. The front fork is of the pivoted
type with compression and rebound

WOLF. (125.)
4y H.p. Model.—85x97 mm. (548 c.c] ; single-cyl.

four-sti'oke ; side-by-side valves ; hand pump
lubrication ; Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag.

;

3-sp. gear; clutch and kick-starter; chain .nnd
belt drive; 26X2y2in. tyres. Price, solo £95.

Wttlfruka Exg. Co. (1920), Ltd.,
Wolverhampton.—There are in all seven
exhibits on the Wolf stand, differing

mainly' as regards the power unit fitted.

Chain and belt drive is fitted in each
case, and the finish is well carried out
in black and gold. The model specified

above has a Sturmey-Archer gear and
C.A.V. magneto. For 1922 Wolf models
have wider mudguards and wider forks to

admit of this refinement, but beyond this

little change has been found necessary. A
4 h.p. J.A.P. engine may be obtained in

a machine of similar specification at the
price of £92 10s.

Altogether lighter and fitted with a

350 c.c. J.A.P. mgine, Burman two-speed

springs. Both brakes are foot-operated
and actuate on the rear wheel. An alter-

native model turned out with two-speed
gear box, footrests, and chain-cum-belt

is listed at £60.

WILLOWBROOK SIDECARS.
(91.)

WiLLowEKOOK MoTOB Co., Leicester.

—

This Leicester concern has established a

reputation for e.xcellent coachwork, and
many well-known sidecar outfits have
bodies produced bv this firm. A very
complete rang.e is shown for 1922, includ-

ing a new lightweight in polished alu-

minium with a hammock seat, and another
on more conventional lines. Both are

carried on a simple triangulated chassis,

which should be eminently strong, although
of light weight. Standard touring models
suitable for more powerful machines are
also shown, and of considerable interest

is the taxi-sidecar attached to an 8 h.p.

Rex-Acme. A feature of this chassis is

the employment of pressed steel girder
side members of great strength. The body
is suspended by very long semi-elliptic

springs, and altogether the production
should be well up to the work for which
it is designed. The coachwork in particu-
lar is of e.xcellent quality, and provision
for luggage is arranged at the rear of the
body.

X.L. (3a.)
4 ii.p. MooEi,.-85.5x85 mm. (498 c.c): single-cyl.

four-stroke; side-by-side valves; drip feed lubri-
cation : Amac carb. ; chain-driven mag. ; S-sp.

gear; clutch and kick-etnrter ; chain drive:
26x2y2in. tyres.

X.L. JMoTORS, Ltd., 506, Ulster Cham-
bers, 168, Regent Street, W.I.—The chi;f
item of interest concerning the X.L. is

the frame, w-hich is somewhat uncon-
ventional. It has duplex bottom tubes,
which extend from the bottom of the
down tube right away to the rear axle,
forming the chain stays. Handsome alu-
minium studded footboards with heel
plates are fitted, and mudguards of great
width, which are deeply valanced. The
hand brake is of the internal expanding
type, while the foot brake is of the
external pattern, and as ample leverage
is provided it should be very powerful.
The gear box is mounted on a separate
platform, and can be removed by taking
away two drawbolts. Pressed steel forks
pivoted near the top and fitted with a
single coil spring are provided, while the
carrier is of pressed steel, and fiat steel

strips are used for the mudguards. One
model shown has attached to it one of
the Rideezi sidecars. The weight of the
machine solo is 240 lb.

(

I
The descriptions ot 1922

k Models in this issue, as well as

J
the lengthy Illustrated Review

I of ACCESSORIES, were pre-

] pared by " The Motor Cycle " (

j
staff subsequent to a personal j

• inspection of the Olympia

i Exhibits.
i

)
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A Classified Report of the Accessory Exhibits at Olytnpia, Reviewing the Components and

Useful Fittings shown in the Gallery and in the Annexe.

CARBURETTERS.
Amac, Ltd., Aston Cross, Birmingham

(209).—A special model of interest to

riders of American machines is the new
Amac carburetter arranged for throttle

operation by linking up with existing

twist grip control mechanism. The air

slid« is worked by a separate wire con-

trol and the usual Amac handle-bar lever.

Sumner, Vaxjghan, and Co., Ltd., 28-

30, Victoria Street, S.W.I. (262).—On
this stand the Vici carburetter is shown.
It is an instrument designed to give a

well-balanced mi.xture automatically. The
adjustment is controlled by a correct set-

ting of various jets and air orifices, which,

once in order, do not require further at-

tention or compensation for speed or tem-
perature variations.

0. BiNKS (1920), LTD.,-Eccles, Man-
chester (166).—A detail improvement to

the Binks three-jet carburetter is the new
main air adjustment, taking the form of

a small shutter in place of the screw and
slide device hitherto used. A new
"mouse-trap" model has also been
evolved embodying the charac-

teristics of the well-known racing

carburetter, but including also a

pilot jet and throttle, so that it can
be used for toui'ing work. In addi-

tion, Binks plugs and spark gaps in

several varieties are shown.

Brown and Barlow, Ltd., Witton,
Birmingham (255).—Automatic jet con-

trol, in conjunction with the opening of

the throttle, by means of a regulating

needle depending from the latter, is a

feature still retained in the leading B.
and B. models. There are several models
embodying this principle, also special

two-stroke models on show.

Cox Carburetters, Ltd., Lower Essex
Street, Birmingham (197).—Shown at

Olyrapia last year, the Cox-Atmos carbu-
retter reappears in a new and improved
form, while remaining unaltered in prin-
ciple and method of operation. It has
been lightened by the use of aluminium,
and the float chamber now contains a

Sectioned sketch of the Binks spark gap

filter capable of stopping and holding,
without detriment to the running of the
engine, as much as one and a quarter
ounce of water or foreign matter. The
adjustable jet is now provided with a
lock, so preventing unauthorised movement.
We have used Cox-Atmos carburetters on
various machines with excellent results.

Dbgoey No-jet Caeburator Co.,

Moore Park Road, Fulhara, S.W.6 (312).

—Very high claims are made for the

performance of the Degory carburetter,

which is of exceedingly simple design.

Some improvements have been effected,

notably in simplifying the operation of

the control screw which regulates the
petrol orifice between the- float chamber
and choke tube.

C. H. PuGH, Ltd., Tilton Road, Bir-

mingham (211).—The makers of the Sen-

spray carburetter are showing their carbu-

retters exactly as last year, no alterations

being found necessary. This carburetter

is made automatic or sensitive at will.

Whitley chain adjuster for use with

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box.

Mainshaft of the Coventry Chain Co.'s

silent chain gear box, showing unusual

form of the dog clutch teeth.

CHAIN SPECIALISTS.

Alfred Appleby Chain Co., Ltd.,
Tilton Road, Birmingham (212).—A dis-

play of Appleby and Atco roller chains.

Brampton Bros., Ltd., Oliver
Street, Birmingliam (191).—The
principal, item of interest to the
private motor cyclist is the Bramp-
ton spring chain, which is now made
in sfiitable sizes for the heaviest

machines and for cycle cars.

Coventry Chain Co., Ltd., Cov-
entry (163).—In addition to the usual

range of Coventry chains, including

the duplex tj/pes with side-by-side

rollers, a special feature here is the
three-speed silent chain gear box
with clutch and kick-starter ; the

gears are operated by sliding the inter-

mediate main and layshaft pinions and
their connecting chain bodily. This gear

is the subject of the accompanying sketch.

Perry and Co., Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-

mingham (174), exhibit motor cycle

chains and spring lid lubricators for

motor cycle use.

Hans Renold, Ltd., Didsbury, Man-
chester (194).—An exhibit of roller and
inverted tooth chains suitable, for all

motor cycle applications.

A «aiversal chain-rivet extractor made by

the Coventry Chain Co. Brampton shock-absorbing spring chain.
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Accessories at the Show—
OIL PUMPS, TANK PARTS, AND

GENERAL BRASS FITTINGS.

C. J. Adie and Nephew, Ltd., War-
stone Lane, Birmingham (49), show hand
and foot pumps, oil guns, mascots, and
handle-bar mirrors in great . variety.

Best and Lloyd, Ltd., Handsworth,
Birmingham (251).—Of Best and Lloyd,
Ltd., it may be said that they made pos-

sible the application of mechanical pump
oiling to almost
any standard ma-
chine. The Best
pump has sur-

vived two years

of public testing

with credit, and
has been fitted to

a number of

machines as a

standard item of

equipment. A
slight improve-
ment lias been
made in the capa-
city of the pump,
but in essence it

-emains unaltered.

We have used
several machines
so equipped, and
fitted up two of
our own machines
with great satis-

faction. A much
improved and
more compact

semi-automatic (hand-operated) drip feed
lubricator and pump is also introduced
for the first time. Other lines are
quick-grip filler caps, taps, and tank/
fittings. The work of Best and Lloyd.
Ltd., is a by-word of accuracy and finish.

Coventry Movement Co., Ltd., Cov-
entry (261).—Amongst this exhibit of

Quick release

filler cap by

the Coventry

Movement
Co.

small fittings is a quickly operated filler

cap, hinged to its tank collar and oper-

ated by a winged key on the top.

S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-

mingham (228).—Another firm specialising

in brass goods and tank fittings. The
Lamplugh mechanical, throttle-controlled

pump has frequently been described in

our pages. The sidecar heater, worked
by hot air from a muff surrounding the

The Best mechanica'

oi!-pump,

new hand-pump and
sight feed

exhaust pipe, is also a useful thing for
the winter months. A small item for
tuning enthusiasts is the Woodlam valve
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construction and operation appeared in

The Motor Cycle Show Guide last week.

l*or valve grinding:

the Woodlam tool,

designed to operate

through the spark-

mg plug hole.

grinding tool. Also shown is a new
mechanical oil pump of very simple con-
struction, and a lighting dynamo and
" switch " gear on equally straightforward
lines.

W. Lowe and Co., Ltd., New Street,

Aston, Birmingham (239). — Inflators,

petrol squirts, oil guns; and similar brass
goods are exhibited on this stand.

A. R. Price, Ltd., Aston, Birmingham
(248). — Another house exhibiting a"
manner of turne' brasswork, inflators

grease guns, oilers, and the like ; a useful

gadget is the valve connector for

11. _ : wheels.

A solderless pipe

union made by Rother-

hams, of Coventry.

RoTHERHAM AND SoNS, Ltd. , Coventry
(184).—Petrol taps, tank fittings, lubri-

cators, petrol squirts, and the like, in

brass, are exhibited, as well as the
Bonniksen speedometer, which is famous
for its dead-beat indications.

Sight feed used

to combine the

Showell mechani-

cal pump with a Best & Lloyd
lubricator.

SADDLERY AND PILLION SEATS.

Frank Ashby and Co., Stirchley, Bir-

mingham (249).—To motor cyclists the

chief item of interest here is the Tan-

ApiUionseat

with lea t-

springlng—
the Ta n-
piliion.by F.

Ashbv & Co.

lion seat, arranged
r the transport o£

a passenger on the

_ carrier. Another
useful accessory is a small step mat for

cycle cai's.

-J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great

Charles Street, Birmingham (244).—

Parts of the Lamplugh throttle-controlled

pump.

E. Showell and
Sons, Ltd., New Street.

Birmingham (110).—Be-
sides all the usual lines

in brass tank fittings,

the n e w S h o w e U
mechanical pump is a

centre of attraction ; its

extra m e simplicity,

adaptability, and low
price should result in

its being installed by
many motor cyclists,

A full description of its

Brooks's cantilever leal

spring saddle fitted to

many 1922 machines as

standard.

Brooks's saddles need no other com
range is shown, including the cantilever

saddle attached to the carrier by long

leaf springs. There is also a varied

assortment" of toolbags, carrier cases,

spring-on leggings, and all imaginable

motor cycle equipment in which leathei

is used.

College Leather Co., Castle Streei,

Northampton (231).—For machines not

fitted with underscreens and leg guards,

the Colle.ge mudshield is a most useful

device. There is also a smaller shield,

protecting the lower part of the engine

and the rider's feet. College foot overalls

are also shown, and the Spick suede

folding slippers in pocket case ; the latter

are useful for any traveller, and specially

convenient for the motor cyclist on

tour.

GouGH and Co., Ltd., Park Road.
Hockley, Birmingham (225).—A general

display of saddles and toolbags. The
Gougli saddle is unusual in having the

peak mounted on a long leaf spring.

The Leatheeies, Ltd., Sampson Eoad
North, Birmingham (252).—Another house

exhibiting a wide range of excellently

finished leather goods, also the Town-
shend pillion seat, which has several ex-

cellent features.
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Long coil springs and bell crank levers

control the movemenl of the Leatheries

Townshend pillion seat

John Leckie and Co., Ltd., Walsall
(82).—Although the first appearance of

this firm at Olympia, the product exhi-

Showing the

underframe
of the XL-All
saddle, made
by J. Leckie

and Co.

bited is by no means unknown, for it is

the XL-All saddle, which most riders
who like saddle comfort already appre-
ciate. A new item which was shown is

a combined saddle and pillion with tool-
bag and tail lamp attached.

Li'CETT Saddle and Motor Accessories
Co., Ltd., Bromley Street, Birmingham
(183).—Lycett saddles are arranged with
spring peaks and swinging spring mount-
i]igs at the back, this permitting flexi-

A leaf spring

supports the

psat of the

new Lycett

pan seat.

bility without twisting the springs.
Many machines in the Show are equipped
with the Lycett saddle system, wherein
the peak is supported by a leaf spring
mounted on the top tube and the rear
springs are mounted on the carrier.

MiDDLEMOEES (COVENTRY), Ltd., Cov-
entry (196).—This firm shows a com-
prehensive production of motor cycle

Leaf and coll

springing is

employed on
the Middle-
more saddle.

saddlery, mudguards, and pillion seats.
Ihe Middlemore saddle, with combined
leaf and coil springing, is an excellent
design.

Midland Gear Case Co.. Ltd., Brido-e
Street West, Birmingham '(221).—Also°a
display of leather equipment. Some use-
ful knee grips and inner tube cases are
shown. -

Alfred Roberts and Sons, Ltd., Dey-
kin Avenue, Witton, Birmingham (201).A saddle on this stand, the. Jelley, has a

r>i2

rubber top which, in addition to being
waterproof, gives a very flexible seat. A
new model has been introduced having
a pan top. We have had considerable
experience with this type and Jiave found
it most comfortable.

Saxelbys, Ltd., George Street, Cov-
entry (51).—Saxessories are the products
of this firm, and a variety of pillion seats
and an extra child's seat for sidecars and
cycle cars are shown ; in addition are
some useful chain rivet extractors.

Tan-Sad Works, Freeman Street, Bir-
mingham (175).—The Tan-Sad pillion seat,

is shown in a
great variety of
forms, all based
on the standard
model, with vari-

ous additional ac-

cessories. A pair
of footrests for
clampuig on the
chain stays of a
machine is also

shown, this type
being preferred
by many pillion

passengers in place of rests sprung wjth
the Tan-Sad. A new motor cycle saddle,
replacing the No Hurts saddle, is shown

;

it is greatly improved, so as to relieve, the

Fixed

attached

stays in conjtinction

with Tan-Sad pillion

siats

A Tan-Sad innovation

—

a seat springing device in

which existing saddles can be utilised.

The springs are carried on the seat-pillar.

carrier of the machine from the stresses

which the former imposed ; moreover, the

rider's old saddle top may be fitted if

desired. The saddle springs are carried

on a plate fixed to the seat-pillar, but the

motion of the seat is controlled by parallel

links swinging from the carrier.

Leather cases for spare plugs, by

A, E. Wilby, Ltd.

A. E. Wilby, Ltd., HoUoway Head,
Birmingham (224).—A general range of

leather goods, toolbags, knee grips, etc.

IGNITION AND DYNAMO EQUIPMENT.
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

Coventry (80).—Additional to the B.TtH.
magnetos, there is, of course, the
eminently successful Sparklight outfit,

which has gone far to revolutionise elec-

tric lighting on two-stroke lightweights.
The Sparklight is also available for tour-
stroke singles, the surplus spark obtained
by the necessity for running at engine
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speed being " distributed " to earth via
the spark gap. An innovation in the
B.T.H. range is a combined magneto-
generator, in which the lighting armature
is driven at camshaft speed, and in turn
drives the magneto, the two components
being entirely independent. The same
generator is also supplied in a separate
dynamo installation. Last, but not

,

least, is the B.T.H. flywheel magneto
for two-stroke engines, which has been
modified so as to provide lighting current
for the lamps and accumulators.

E. LC. Magnetos, Ltd., Sampson Road
Xorth, Birmingham (237).—One of the
most interesting facts connected with the
E.I.C. magnetos is that the parts of the
machines exhibited are interchangeable
with the firm's productions of eight j'ears

ago, no essential change in design having
been necessary.

Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Willes-
den, N.W.IO (114).—A range of magnetos
for all types of machines, including a
most compact lightweight magneto with

Comb-like pole pieces are used in the

Fellows 90° magneto to distort the magnetic

flux to give the necessary equal spark in-

tensity for the unequal firing intervals

internal contact breaker operating on the
face cam principle ; also 90° twin mag-
netos, having specially designed poles for
providing an equal spark at both plugs.
Tlie Fellows Co. is also showing a new
motor cycle carburetter having an auto-
matic action depending upon three jets
with corresponding choke tubes.

Forward Sparking Plug Co., Summer
Row, Birmingham (242).—Plugs of ex-
cellent design, belt fasteners, punches.

A single point

T.T. pattern

Forward plug.

Forward adjus-

ters for engines

with fi X e d
tappets.

and steel and leather link belting,
specially suitable for dynamo drives, are
all exhibited ; there are also some useful
valve clearance adjusters for engines with
plain tappets.
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The Patent Jardine

FOUR-SPEED
Gear Box

may be fitted, without frame alterations, to the

following makes of motor cycles :

Armis. Endurance. N.U.T.
Bat. Francis -Barnett. Omega.
Beaumont. Glendale. Overseas.

Blackburne. Hoskison. Pax.

Brough. Henley. Powell.

Brough Superior. Invicta. Quadrant.
Campion. Lincoln Elk. Rex.

Garfield. L.M.C. Royal Ruby,
Coventry Acme. Marloe. Sheffield-Henderson
Coventry Victor. Massey-Arran. Slanev.

Coventry Eagle. Mohawk. Triumph.
Coulson. Monopole. Trump.
Dalton. Mountaineer. Verus.

Dot. New Comet. Victoria.

Dunelt. Nickson B. Vindec.

Duzmo. New Era. Wilkin.

Excelsior (British). New Scale. Wolf.

Edmond. Norton.

When you order a new machine, specify a

Jardine Four-Speed Gear Box
Catalogue and Particulars from

JOHN JARDINE, Ltd., Deering St, NOTTINGHAM
In answeri/i// tJiis advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. D53
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Double pole Lodge
sparking plug.
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Accessories at the Show—
Lodge Plugs, Ltd., Rugby (IVj;.

—

After a rather long lapse, a double-pole
plug is again being shown. It is used

in conne~ction with
an ordinary plug
in another pai't

of the cylinder,

so enabling two
sparks to be ob-

tained simultane-
ously. For en-

gines difficult to

start there is a

p r i ni i n g, plug
having a hollow
electrode down
which petrol may
be injected. Then
there is the usual
range of ordinary

Lodge plugs for all engines. A useful
little plug gap gauge is being giv_en away
to motor cyclists who call at this stand.

Lucas Electrical Co., Ltd., Birming-
ham (190).—This is the electrical branch

of Joseph Lucas,
Ltd., which took
over the produc-
tions of Thom-
son - Bennett
Magnetos, Ltd.
Exhibited are
Lucas magnetos,
1 h e Magdyno
sets, dynamo
and plain accu-
mulator light-

ing sets, and
separate lamp
and horn equip-
ment. In addi-
tion are the
Lucas impulse
starters,' invalu-
able for fitting

to the magnetos
f refractory

The new elec-

tric tail lamp is worthy of note, the
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The Lucas Magdyno,
showmg the driving

gear to the generator

cycle car engines, etc.

The bulb carrier on the Lucas rear lamp
is insulated from vibration by being mounted
in a rubber disc.

bulb holder being carried in a rubber
diaphragm to minimise the effects of

vibration.

M-L Magneto Syndicate, Ltd., Cov-
entry (200).—The designing dejiartment
responsible for M-L magnetos is never
content to rest upon its laurels. At the
last Olympia Show the Maglita lighting

and ignition equipment was just entering
its stride, and it has been improved in

slight detail since, while there is now a

special lightweight set on w'hich a very
small battery is used. The ordinary mag-
netos also have been improved, and the

square type for large twins of all angles

has had a twelve months' successful use
;

in addition, there is a new line of minia-

ture cylindrical magnetos for motor cycle

engine's. The weignt is low, on account

of the employment of cobalt steel mag-

Compactness can scarcely be earned

lurther in the new cobalt steel magnet

lightweight M-L magneto

nets, while a face cam leaf spring contact

breaker, similar to that on the Maglita,

is fitted.

North and Sons. Ltd., Soho Square,

W.l (256).—A method of magneto con-

struction hitherto unused in motor cycle

work is embodied in the new Watford
magnetos for V twins. The armature is

Movable pole pieces of the

Watford magneto

surrounded by an iron sleeve connected

with the cam "ring of the contact breaker,

with which it moves when the latter is

retarded ; this sleeve is virtually a mov-
able pole piece to the magnets, and so

the "maximum
position " is ob-
tained through-
out the range
of advance and
retard. Wat-
f o r d speedo-
meters are also

shown with im-
proved driving
arrangements

;

the gears are
simplified and
the flexible

The Watford speedometer sheath over the

with new swivelling handle- driving cable is

bar clip. rubber - covered.
In addition to

the speedometers, a range of magnetos is

exhibited.

Powell and Hanmer, Ltd., Chester
Street, Birmingham (187).—The acetylene

lighting equip-
ment shown is,

of course, on

'

the well-known
lines associated
with this name.
Not so well
known is the
six-volfc dynamo
lighting set,
which is . on
view at pre-
s 6 n t for its

second year.

P, & H. sid car lamp
with concealed wiring

lead tofit themudguaid
3f bjl/ siJ; panels.

Speed- regulating clutch in the driving

pulley of the P. and H. dynamo.

Regulation of output is obtained by
means of a slipping clutch in the driving

pulley. An unusual feature of the P.

Electric head lamps with cowl fronts are

unusual, but the P. & H. is so fitted.

and H. electric head lamp is the cowled
front.

Rotax, Ltd., Willesden Junctinii,

N.W.IO (236).—No other British firm
produces for motor cycle use a dynamo-
battery ignition and lighting set like the
Rotax Igdyno equipment ; the system is

popular in America, however. Although
we have not had an opportunity of usiiTg

this apparatus, it would appear to have
many advantages, incorporating as it does
the good qualities of accumulator ignition

without the old-time defects. Other
lines shown by Rotax, Ltd., are jilain

dynamo lighting sets and a big range
of' petrol taps, oil pumps, and motor
cycle tool kits with special fasteners.

A dynamo battery ignition and lighting

system : the Rotax Igdyno generator and

distributer.

D'55
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EuNBAKEN IMagneto Co., Ltd., Derby

Street, Manchester (259).—New ideas
are always ex-
pec t e d from
this progressive
firm, and the
exhibit is no
exception to the
rule. There is

a flywheel mag-
neto for two-
stroke singles.

The flywheel is

of steel, brass
/- u- J I J being unneces-Lombmed spark gap and ^

>=
-^^ ^^^-^^

plug tester made by the design, and
Runbaken Magneto Co ^^^ ^^^jj^ ^^^

stationary ; a
standard type of contact breaker is

fitted. Other Runbaken fittings are the

Unusual construction

of the Runbaken Felco

aluminium piston. The
rings and gudgeon pin

are carried in an "in

cast " brass portion.

spark gap and plug
tester, the double-
spark plug, and a
dimmer switch (with

handle-bar control) for head lamps,
besides the usual magnetos for single and
twin engines,

S. Smith and Sons (M.A.), Ltd., Edg-
ware Road, N.W.2 (199).—Most impor-
tant on this stand is the Smith lighting

dynamo, which has an exceedingly simple

A neat motor cycle switchboard intro-

duced by S. Smith & Sons. Ltd.. for

attachment to the top tube.

centrifugally-operated charging switch.
M-L equipment and K.L.G. plugs are
also prominent, while, in addition, there

Handle-bar aneroid barometer and altimeter

by S. Smith and Sons, Ltd

are Smith speedometers, handle-bar
watches and aneroid barometers (alti-

meters), and a clock-face type of motor
cycle petrol gauge combined with a
filler cap. An excellent feature on this
stand is a luxurious sidecar outfit

equipped with dynamo lighting and
every imaginable accessory, each item
being indicated by a ribbon and label.

Sphinx Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Bradford Street, Birmingham (208).—
Twenty-one types of plugs are produced
by this firm, which usually has an inno-

Air circulation around

the central electrode is

permitted by the lantern

body of the Sphinx
ventilated plug.

vation in plug design. Last year th- bar
type was shown ; this year there is a new
" ventilated " plug, i;i which the electrode
is surrounded by air, the plug body being
of lantern construction. A. 5. plugs are
also shown here.

C. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd.,
Acton, W.3 (164).—C.A.V. magnetos are
too well-known to need description, but
the new lighting dynamo outfit should
be examined. It is on conventional lines,

but is characterised by neatness and
sound construction, as might be expected
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from a firm of car lighting specialists.
The dynamo is a small cylindrical
machine, and the switch box and
ammeter are designed to clip on to the
motor cycle top tube.

ACETYLENE AND BATTEEY LIGHTING.
Allen - Liversidge, Ltd., Victoria

Street, S.W.I (81).—Dissolved acetylene
equipment for motor cycles. The chief
speciality is the Fallolite projector, which

gives a searchlight beam,
yet, as demonstrated by
recent E.A.C. tests, is free

Used with D.A. cylinders,

the Fallolite head lamp set,

marketed by Allen-Liver

sidge, Ltd,

from dazzle under proper conditions. The
Fallolite lamp is shown with handle-bar
bracket mounting a D.A. cylinder in the

place of the usual generator. It only

requires a universal cylinder exchange ser-

vice seriously to challenge electric light-

ing with this outfit.

G. Davenport and Co., Ltd., Clerken-

well Road, K.C.I (229).—Motor cyclists

who have en-

vied lorry
drivers their
easily cleaned
and substantial

aluminium head
lamps may in-

spect equip-
ment of similar

construc-
tion adapted
for motor cycle

use.' Head,
side, and tail

lamps for either

acetylene o r

electric lighting

are shown. There is also the Imspecs

speedometer, an ingenious device operated

by the wind pressure of a small fan

driven by the flexible cable from the road

wheel.

A cast aluminium

Davenport sidecar

lamp of clean outline

Smith's float and screw petrol gauge and
combined filler cap.

Neat tmiversal handle-bar bracket ofjhe
CAS. head lamp

Control by revolving vanes is a feature

of the Imspecs speedometer marketed by

G. Davenport and Co

D56
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Etiennb et Cie, Ltd., Great Eastern

Street, E.G. 2 (316).—A tail lamp with

detachable bulb holder-, a handle-bar

miiTor, and the Stadium handle-bar spot-

light mounted on a universal bracket are

all items shown on this stand appealing

to the accessorv collector.

fj^S^ILII

Speedometer lamp
(theNesthill).byE.H.

Hill, Ltd., of Sheffield.

Stadium handle-bar

spot-light made by
Etienne et Cie.

Ernest H. Hill, Ltd., Broomhall
Street, Sheffield (171).—For those who do
much riding at night, the Nesthill

speedometer lamp is an exhibit to be
examined. It is simple and inexpensive,

and in emergency may be used as a

temporary head light.

A. H. Hunt, Ltd., Tunstall Road,
East Croydon (253).—For many years the

Hunt speciality has been dry battery or

accumulator lighting sets ; the former
are good for occasional use, and the

latter are equally good under the Ilka.

Tinted bulbs obviate dazzle on this

Hunt speedometer lamp.

circumstances if a ready means of

charging is available. In detail several

of the items exhibited have been im-

C
roved, and the ball and socket handle-

ar brackets for head lamps, introduced

Ball and socket

bracket clips
used on Hunt's

electric head

lamps.

similar fittings are produced, and the
speedometer light (a popular Exeter Run
fitment) is also in evidence. A Hellesen
dry battery hand lamp, of this make,
which we use continually in the garage,
still functions well after a year's service.

Joseph Lucas, Ltd., Birmingham (189).

—Acetylene lamp sets and bulb horns of

the concealed twist pattern are exhibited

Handy pocket screwdriver of Lucas make,

without alteration from previous models
;

indeed, the standard of exce'llence already
attained precludes much change. .There
are also adjustable "spanners and screw-
drivers of excellent design, items that
few practical riders can resist.

H. Miller and Co., Ltd., Birmingham
(195).—Despite having introduced a most
excellent dynamo two years ago, with a

Miller's accumulator electric set with

handle-bar mounting for solo machines.

unique system of regulation apparently
devoid of the likelihood of trouble or

derangement, this concern is apparently

(Lett) Balanced pressure triggers on com-
mutator brushes, and (right) rotatable wiring

lead, on the Miller dynamo

concentrating upon plain accumulator
electric sets adapted for charging from
an outside source. In acetylene equip-

ment there is a new tail lamp with

hinged burner holder, which can be

at the last Show and described in these
columns, are again on view. A large

vinety of switches, tail lamps, and
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opened easily for lighting without risk

of its accidentally coming adrift and
being lost.

J. A. Rylby, Weaman Street, Birming-
ham (157).—A mixed display, in which
accumulator lighting sets figure pro-

minently ; there is also a new Vita spark-

ing plug for two-strokes and a quantity
of tools and mascots.

HORNS AND SPEEDOMETERS.
Clayton-Wright, Ltd., Great Hamp-

ton Street, Birmingham (173).—Haiidle-

Clayrite handle-

bar mirror with

positive locking
equipment.

bar mirrors and simply constructed elec-

tric and bulb horns are features of this

exhibit.

Cooper - Stewart Engineering Co.,
Ltd., 11, Broad Street, W.C.I. (222).—
An exhibit of speedometers and mecha-
nical horns bearing the Stewart name.

CowEY Engineering Co., Ltd., Kew
Gardens (263).—The lat-est Cowey acces-
sory is the sim-
plified mechani-
cal horn oper-

ated by rota-

ting a handle at

the top. It sup-

p 1 e m e n t s,

rather than
supplants, the
well - known
press-down type
of Cowey horn
of polished alu-

minium. Cowey
speedometers
are also shown
as usual.

Dekla, Ltd.,
Hampton Street,

Birmingham
(79). — Bulb
horns with concealed twists, Dekla elec-

tric horns (including a specially attrac-

tive one of polished aluminium), and

Simple construction

makes ^possible this

cheaper model of the

Cowey horn.

The Dekla electric horn,

the Deklalite lever-operated pocket torch

are all items which will attract the motor.

cyclist.

VoiSEY, Ltd., Factory Road,

Birmingham (13).—An exhibit

horns and accumulator lighting

Hinged tail lamp of Miller make.

R. E.
Hockley,
of bulb
sets.
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SIDECAR HOOl-S AND SCREENS.
Apex Inflator Co., Ltd., Perry Barr,

Birmingl\am (177).—Apart from iuflators

and similar small goods, the Thapex side-

fJ^OT(^IUI

A universally adjustable sidecar screen :

the Thapex.

car windscreen and a folding hood are

worth noticing ; the latter may be packed

up and stored under the sidecar seat.

AusTER, Ltd., Barford Street, Birming-

ham (318).—Exhibiting a sidecar apron

and screen of unconventional construc-

tion, the apron covers the sidecar body

screens have again been improved in de-

tail, and they nave done admirable work
in increasing sidecar comfort generally.

The metal fittings of the Eoyal model are

now of stamped steel in place of the

brass castings which were used upon
earlier types.

Ollahd, Westcomee, and Co., Great
Charles Street, Birmingham (176a).—The
Cameo windscreen is shown this year

The Auster combined sidecar windscreen

and apron ; in the "down" position the

.screen is secured by a Lightning fastener.

as usual, and the screen is a central panel

held in place by a Lightning fastener,

which permits it to be erected quickly

when required.

Bltjeiiel Bros., Ltd., Wolston, near

Coventry (159).—On the Bluemel stand

are shown some excellent sparking plugs,

a variety of celluloid ware such as in-

flators, and the three-panel Bluemel wind-

screen for sidecars.

Easting Windscreens, Ltd., Steel-

house Lane, Birmingham (147).—Easting

DECEMBER isi, ig2i.

BowDEN Wire, Ltd., Victoria Road,

Willesden Junction, N.W.IO (266).—

A

radial action
cable - operated
front brake is

shown suitable for

use on any stan-

dard spring fork
which will pass a

dummy belt rim
attached to the
wheel. Other
specialities are
hand control for

Philipson pulleys,

an extra air de-

for motor

New leather-bound celluloid side wings are

fitted to the Gimeo windscreen.

with improved side panels of celluloid in

place of the canvas side screen used
previously.

COMPONENT PARTS.
AccLEs AND Pollock, Ltd., Oldbury,

.Birmingham (210).
—"Manipulators of

weldless steel tubing " is the firm's, own
description of its capabilities, and a fit-

ting one withal ; wonderful things are

done with tubing, and motor cyclists may
see many tubular parts of their mounts
in the " rough."

Albion Engineering Co., Ltd., Upper
Highgate, Birmingham ( 146).~—Albion
gear boxes are almost too well-known to

need comment, but the new three-speed

model, which was tested out in the T.T.,

Scottish, and English Six Days Trials

this year, must not be missed. The gear

is of the constant mesh type, but the

For lightweight sidecars the Baby Easting

is an excellent weather protection.

Clamped on to the seat-tube, the Albion

three - speed control has an adjustable

operating lever.

wheels run at low gear speed at all times.

Special provision is made for taking up
end thrust with putting pressure on the

gearing ; thus there is no drag on the

pulley when the clutch is disengaged. A
shock absorber is included in the clutch

chain wheel when the box is arranged

for all-chain drive.

BowDEN Brake Co., Ltd.j_ Tyseley,

Birmingham (234).—Hitherto specialising

on handle-bars and Bowdeu control

mechanism, a complete spring fork has

now been added to the range of products.

The suspension is controlled by leaf

springs, and designed for use with it is

an expanding hub brake on straight-

forward lines, operated by Bowden lever

and wire from the handle-bar.

Kadially acting front

brake for use with a

dummy belt drum.

cycle induction i)ipes, and the usual

variety of wire-controlling mechanism.

British Htrs Co., Ltd., Weaman
Street, Birmingham (216).—Exhibiting a

range of hubs
of all kinds, in-

cluding chain

-

driven. rear hubs
and the well-

known Carhubs
for sidecars.

B R I t I s H
I

Piston Ring
Co., Ltd., Hol-
brooks Lane,
Coventry (112).

—Piston rings

for all engines ^, . , .

is the trading
,

Cham-driven .ear

ideal of this hub with expanding

concern. T h e brake made by the

name is indica- British Hub Co.

tive of the ex-

hibit, and the exhibit is in conformity

with the well-known high standard of

goods produced.

Bl'rman and Sons, Ltd., Ryland Road,
Birmingham (179).—In common with

other near manufacturers, the innovation.

,-,,., of the Burman
i

concern is a

three - speed
: lightweight box.
i It incorporates

: the well-tried

I
Burman shock

i absorber, and
''% operates on the
' constant mesh

_, .,,. .' '^ principle; the
1 he middle gear lay- ggar positions

shaft pinion of the ^re locked posi-
Burman hght three- tively inside the
speed box. box by a ratchet

quadrant device.

The heavyweight Burman box and the

light two-speed gear are also exhibited.

E. DuBiED AND Co., Ltd., Edco Works,
Sheffield (232).—Spindles, nuts, and simi-

lar repetition turning in brass and steel.

HoRTON Hub and Eng. Co., Ltd.,

Brearley Street, Birmingham (227).

—

Hubs of all kinds for sidecars and
motor bicycles, including chain-driven

models with knock-out spindles.

Coventry Plating and Presswork
Co., Ltd., Coventry (260).—Hitherto

catering for the trade only, this house is

now prepared to undertake individual

orders for specially wide mudguards to

suit any machine. One speciality pro-

duced is a wide domed guard to fit

Triumph machines, this particular fit-

ment beine in the hands of Clarke,
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fj^^^ILE

Wide front mudguard for Triumph
machines, exhibited by the Coventry

Plating and Presswork Co., Ltd.

^'alters, and Co., of Little Park Street,

I^OYentry, who are sole distributers.

j\Ioss Gear Co., Ltd., Thomas Street,

Aston, Birmingham (50). — This firm

shows at Olympia for the first time, and
its reputation in the car world should
result in its three-speed lightweight gear

The change speed lever and quad-

rant of the Moss gear, a device being

Incorporated to obviate any stram on
the lever when the dogs do not mesh.

being studied with close attention. One
of the most important features is the

wide support given to the sliding niiddie-

gear Jayshaft pinion, while the enclosed
operating and safety changing device is

excellent.

STOXEHonSE WoEKS Co. , Houghton
Street, West Bromwich (203).—Showing
footboards and footrests, including a
spring-mounted variety of the former and
many examples of motor cycle brake-

work.

Sturmby-Archer Gears, Ltd., Lenton,
Nottingham (161).—Chief feature of the
Sturmey-Archer exhibit is the new light-

weight three-speed gear box, which, while
retaining the familiar layout of constant
mesh gears, with main and layshaft inter-

mediate wheels sliding together, has been
simplified by the use of the low gear
wheels for the kick-starter train ; by this

method the three-speed box has no more

pinions in its construction than the
standard two-speed and kick-starter box,

which, it would appear, is likely to be

supplanted in public favour, especially

so as the former is only about three

pounds heavier.

H. C. Webb and Co., Ltd., Aston
Brook Street, Birmingham (113).—This
concern may well be said to have inaugu-

rated a new era in contributing largely

to the solution of the vexed question of

front \vheel brakes, for it has marketed
an improved hub incorporating an inter-

nal expending, brake operated from the

handle-bar by Bowden mechanism. Natur-
ally, the Webb front hub and brake is

the outstanding exhibit : but a back hub
with expanding brake, for chain or belt

drive and with or without shock absorber,

is also shown. Another interesting item
is the Maplestone fork, an invention de-

veloped in Australia, and already popular
in this country. The construction is

practically of steel throughout. The
springs permit the absorption of shocks
in two directions, and the link spindles

work in bushed holes.

MINOR EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS.
Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern

Street, E,C.2 (162).

E. Dance and Co., Ltd., Great Eastern
Street, E.C.2 (168).

DuNHiLLS, Ltd., Euston Road., N.W.
(68).

East London Rubber Co., Ltd., Great
Eastern Street, E.C.2 (250).

Hobday Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern
tStreet, E.C.2 (172).

Manufacturers' Accessories Co.,
Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.C.2 (247).

The firms above-mentioned are, with
the exception of Dunhills, Ltd., factors
handling all kinds of accessories, garage

equipment, and motor
clothing exclusively

A non-rattling

stand-clip, named
the L.B.C., and

shown by Brown
Bros., Ltd.

Obviously designed

by a practical rider;

a Dunhill glove,

which gives freedom

to the forefinger and
thumb.

for the wholesale trade ; the exception
appeals to the private ~buyer also, and
shows an excellent display of waterproof
and leather coats, gloves, etc.

Abingdon Works, Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-

mingham (225).—Apart from the 3^ h.p.

and 6-7 h.p. Abingdon engines, there is

a comprehensive show of excellent

spanners—no need to name the King
Dick in this respcct^—miscellaneous tools,

and Jank fittings.

•/6oa

Dover, Ltd., .^Torthampton (265).

—

The fabrication of all kinds of articles

in the celluloid-like Doverite and Exonite

preparations, steering wheels,
_
handle-

grips, covered handle-bars, and inflators.

A useful item is the Dover repair outfit

for accumulator cases, containing strip

and angle celluloid with the necessary

cementing solution.

F. Line and Co., Buckingham Street,

Birmingham (254).—A new belt fastener

.\ useful set of Linco

spanners.

Simple pressings form the two halves ol

the Linco belt fastener.

of extremely simple construction is a

feature to be seen here ; its connecting
link is of dumb-
bell shape, en-

gaging in hemi-
spherical cups
formed in the
portions se-

cured to the

belt. Another
handy accessory

is the Linco set of spanners, a number
of thin steel keys being riveted together.

Pennant Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Watery Lane, : Birmingham (14).—Some

very practica 1

tools are shown,
including an alu-

minium - handled
screwdriver and
a useful " four-

size " open-ended
spanner "; b o t h
these items will

be coveted b y

Four standard sizes ol

nuts are dealt with by

this Pennant spanner.

A useful chain rivet extractor,

the Pennant.

practical
motor cyclists.

Another good
thing is a

mechanical
horn with
trumpet
screwed into

the body,
thus dispen-
sing with a

ring of small

screws and
giving a clean (and cleanable) exterior.

Herbert Terky and Sons, Ltd., Red-
ditch (185).—Besides every variety of

spring used in motor cycle construction,
an innumerable
host of what
the Americans
call handy
"kinks" are
shown, ranging
from spanners
to pipe cleaners.
Then there is

the luxurious
Terry spring
seat, a super-
saddle on the

d6i

In a slightly modified

form, the Terry spring

saddle is here shown
arranged as a pillion-

seat.
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Terry's Auto-Xtra automatic extra air valve.

hammock principle sprung on countless

tension springs radiating from the centre.

Another useful item is the check spring

for sidecars, an easily-applied fitting

which prevents all bouncing when the
sidecar is driven empty.

BEARINGS, METALS, AND MATERIALS
Anti-Attrition Metal Co., Ltd., Vic-

toria Street, Westminster, S.W.I (315).—

Bearing metals and bushes for engine and
gear box use.

Complete crank-pin and big end roller

bearing by Hoffmans.

Hoffmann ilANurACTURiNG Co., Ltd.,

Chelmsford (245).-Ball and roller bear-

ings for all motor cycle applications.

W. Petrie and Co., Ltd., Tudor
Street, E.G. 4 (215).—E.\amples of Fibrax
brake pads to suit all types of machines.

Skefko Ball Bearing Co., Ltd.,

Luton (lib).—Self-aligning and normal

JUST before the Show, thei'e is usually

J
a rush of aspirants for various coveted
records. Crack riders congregate at

Brooklands for special efforts to secure
for their machines extra honours, and
thus improve their Olympia propaganda.

This year has been no exception, as

the crop of records given below will show.
Chief among these is perhaps the 500 c.c.

hour record, undoubtedly the most
coveted. From the earlie.st days, this

has been regarded as the blue riband of

track achievements, since the 3^ h.p.
machine has been the most poplilar type
on the road for a good many years past.
Soon after the track was opened, 0. C.
Godfrey, curiously enough on the eve of
the Show, covered no less than 59 miles

F. B. Halford who,
subject to official con-

firmation, now holds

the coveted hour
record in the 500 c.c.

class. He rode a four-

valve Triumph, his

speed being 76.74

m.p.h.

types of ball bearings. Also shown here
is the Dureif four-speed gear box, in which
the reductions are made through sprockets
and roller chains. A very neat gate
change is provided, and the single-plate
clutch has both hand and foot control.

OILS, ENAMELS, PATCHES, Etc.

British Oil and Turpentine Corpor-
ation, Ltd., Chancery Lane, W.C. (235).
—Speedwell oils.

Challenge Oil Co., Ltd., Stoke
Newington, N.6 (198). — Challenge oils

and carbide.

County Chemical Co., Ltd., Bradford
Street, Birmingham (219).—In America,
we are told, Chicago is a successful place

\,Ai The Chemico blow-

out patch. Method
of fixmg the spikes

will be observed.

because it is -the city of people who can.

The Chemical people also can ; they can

anything that the motor cyclist uses pro-

vided it is possible to put it into tins';

so we have oils, carbide, enamels, tyre

Enots grease gun with flexible connection

(shown by the County Chemical Co.)
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SHOW TIME RECORDS.
1,350 yards in an hour, and his Rex
machine was exhibited at the Stanley

Show, Agricultural Hall, an interesting

recollection of the exhibited machine
being that it was displayed with a part-

ridge which Godfrey killed during his

meteoric ride. The first rider to cover

more than sixty miles in as many minutes
was Victor Surridge, riding a 3^ h.p.

Budge in May, 1911, 'his record standing

for some considerable time.

This year the record has been broken
several times, but last week's achievement
of Major F. B. Halford, on a 499 c.c.

Triumph with a Ricardo engine, is the

first occasion that a four-valve engine has

been credited with this honoui-.

The following successes were achieved

just before the opening of the 1921 Motor
Cycle Show

:

NOVEJVIBEE 22NB.

Class O (Solo).—50 miles: F. B. Halford
(single-cyliader Triumph, 80.5x98 mm. = 499 cc),
38m. 53.36s. = 77.14 m.p.h.

NOVEMBER 23Bri.

Class A (Solo).—10 miles, standing start : R.
N. Jodd (single-cylinder Velocette, 63x80 mm.=
249 c.c), 9m. 30.6s.=63.09 m.p.h.

NOVEMBER 24th.
Class D (Solo).—50 miles: H. H. Bowen (twin-

cylinder Martinsyde. 70x96 mm. =745 cc), 38m.
33.2s. = 77.Sl m.p.h.—125.22 k.p.h.
Class D (Solo).—One hour : H. H. Bowen (twin-

cvlinder Martinsyde, 70x96 mm.=745 cc), 77
miles 1,053 yards = 77.58 m.p.h.—124.85 k.p.h.

DECEMBER ist, ig2i.

paints-, solution, etc., etc. An item not
to be overlooked is the Chemico blow-out
patch for inserting in burst covers ; it is

an admirable get-you-home device.

Elephant Chemical Works, Ltd.,
Neate Street, Camberwell, S.E.5 (257).—
All kinds of tinned preparations used by
motor cyclists : oUs, grease, carbide, solu-

tion, etc. Hand soaps and brazing
materials are also exhibited.

Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd., Strat-

ford, E.15 (223). — A great variety of

Robbialac enamels, invisible lacquer, alu-

minium paint, etc. The stand itself is

beautifully finished in white Robbialac.

Patchquicks Patent, Ltd., Tiverton

(181).—Year by year puncture preventers,

punctureless tubes, and so on, are in-

vented, yet Patchcjuick flourishes in the

Gallery just the same ; everybody knows it.

Prices Co., Ltd., Battersea, S.W.ll
(231).—Prices oils, Belmoline greases and
hub lubricants, and
R a n g r a phine gra-

phited grease for

chains. '

Surridgb's
Patents, Ltd.,

Church Street, Cam-
berwell, S.E.5 (217).

—Holdtite patches,

acetylene gas bags
and connections,

rubber pads for

clutch and brake
pedals and alu-

minium side and tail

lamps.

Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd., Caxton House,

S.W.I (165).—Gargoyle Mobiloil oils and
greases.

C. C. W.4KEFIELD .\ND Co., Ltd. ,
Cheap-

side, E.G. (178).—Castrol oils and greases.

Cuss F (Sidecar).—8 miles : C. G. Pullen.

(twin-cylinder Douglas, 68x63 mm.=499 c.c), 4m.
25.6s. = 66.77 m.p.h.-109.06 k-.p.h.

Class F (Sidecar).- 10 miles : C. G. Pullen

(twin-cylinder Douglas, 68x68 mm.=499 c.c), 9m.

2 4s =66.37 m.p.h.—106.81 k.p.h.

Cuss C (Solo).—50 miles: F. B. Halford
(single-cylinder Triumph, 80.5x98 mm. =499 c.c),

38m. 49.4s. = 77.27 m.p.h.—124.35 k.p.h.

Cuss C (Solo).—One hour : F. B. Halford

,
(single-cylinder Triumph, 80.5x98 mm.=499 cc),
76 miles 1,301 vards = 76.74 m.p.h.—123.54 k.p.h.

Class B (Solo).—Flying kilometre : G. Dance
(single-cylinder Sunbeam, 75x79 mm.=349 c.c),

25 6s.=87.38 m.p.h. Mean speed average two
ways : 27s.=82.85 m.p.h.

Class B (Solo).—Flying mile : G. Dance (single-

cylinder Sunbeam, 75x79 mm. = 349 cc), 41.2s.=
87.38 m.p.h. Mean speed average two ways

:

43.8s. =82.19 m.p.h.
Class O (Solo).—Flying kilometre: G. Dance

(single-cylinder Sunbeam, 85x88 mm. =499 c.c),

23.8s.=93.99 m.pji.

Class H2 (with Passenger).—Flying mile : E,
B. Ware (twin-cvlinder Morgan-Jap, 85.5x98, mm.
= 1,096 cc), 43.8s.=82.19 m.p.h.

R. N. Judd, who
beat the 10 mile

record in Class A
on a Velocette.
Speed 63.09 m.p.h.

Anew pattern "foot

grip," by Messrs.

Surridge 's Patents,-

Ltd.
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Come and see the "COULSON."

Being leaf -sprung like the

limousine, it gives car-comfort

in the saddle.

On View at STAND 73

COULSON
for Comfort on any road.

The days of the RIGID frame are numbered 1

The advent of perfect suspension over both wheels
marks a new era in motor cycle construction.
Leaf-springing over the rear wheel—which is the
principle of the Coulson Patent — gives to the
motor cycle the one thing which it has always
lacked !—COMFORT.
Now that saddle pinion suspension—as distinct
from the springing of the saddle itself—is possible,
and is a proved success, the riaicf frame must go.
What motor cyclist will tolerate the \ibrating
bumpiness of the " rigid "-frame when there is an
alternative by which he can float over pot-holes as
though they did not exist ?

Come and see the Coulson at Stand 73. The Show
will reveal to the world what only the exclusive
coterie of Coulson riders now know, which is
that the Coulson is the most comfortable mount
in the world.

Before making your choice of a motor cvcle for
1922, therefore, be sure you see the Coulson.
Mount it, and feel for yourself the supreme comfort
of the leaf-springing over the rear wheel. Then we
have no doubt which make you will buy.

The 1922 Coulson is being made by A. W. Wall,
Limited, of Tyseley, Birmingham—the motor cycle
makers of longest experience. Its reliability is
therefore beyond question.

/idvance pariiculars, specification, etc., from

The So:e ConceBsionnaires

:

LONDON MOTORS,
61, Holbom Viaduct, London, E.C.I,

Tehphone: Cily 4230.

BETTER VALUE
THAN EVER m

m
m
m

m

m

LYCETT'S
CYCLE &MOTOR CYCLE

SADDLES & TOOLBAGS

We specialise in

these lines onl^.

See STAND 183, Gallery

m
m
m
m

DIB.

ran

m
m
m
m
m
m

Morgan
SERVICE DEPOT.

1922 MODELS
FROM £150 ALL ON.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES.

CONSULT US ON

STAND 63.
(MESSRS. THE MORGAN MOTOR CO.)

We specialise in these excellent Runabouts
and have a staff of Morgan experts for

Overhauls, etc.

EVERY SPARE PART IN STOCK.

rliOMACS
MOTOR AGENTS

243, Lower Clapton Rd.

LONDON, N.E.

'Phone : Dalston 2408.

In ansivcrinij these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." D63
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SWAN SIDECARS.
The " Swan

'

"Sporting " Model.

You may hunt high and low—within or without the Show—There are no sidecars of such genera'

excellence and grace as the " Swan "— Pay what you will, the Swan is still "The finest thing on one wheel.'

Sp
NEW PRICES:

r^wt-\v%rr \/l.nJ.n1 /For all Standard makes of Motor Cycle, such as TriumphA jC?*^0 £^ f\Oriing^ IVlOUei (.Norton, B.S.A., Sunbeam, and similar machines^ d&l(20 - \J ' \Jf

Standard Touring Model do.

De Luxe Touring Model do.

do i£25-0-0
do ^28-0-0

The above models can be supplied to suit .American Motor Cycles, spring
frame, or otherwise, and any other make of motor cycle prices on request

All Models on Show at London Agents : Robertsons Motors Ltd., Gt. Portland St . W.
Illustrated Catalogue with prices jrom the makers :

SIDECARS COXFORD>, LTD., OXFORD.

CONFIRMED!

IT
!=3i

BY AGENT AND RIDER.

NO BETTER PROPOSITION AT THE SHOW.

A\ 1922

^\^M1@ Programme& Pricesn
Each Model carefully thought out and designed especially for each class of rider.

Model Engine. Transmission Gear Bos Price Solo Combinati'n
Can be supplied
as ELECTRIC
All-on Model.

A
AB
AC

2i h.p. MORRIS Two-stroke Belt, Single-speed
Chain-cum-helt
Chain-cum-belt

A
B

£42-0-0
£50-0-0
£55-0-0

-
Extra
Solo

£6-10-0

Ditto
Ditto

B 2f h.p. J.A.P.. 293 c.c

Ditto
Chain-ciun-belt
Chain-cum-belt

B
C

£63-0-0
£66-10-0

£8-15-0

do.

C 2| h.p. BLACKBURNE, 348 c.c Chain-cum-belt B
C

£69-15-0
£73-5-0

£88-0-0
£91-10-0

£8-15-0
do.

D 2i h.p. BLACKBURNE, 348 cc

Special Sports, 2| h.p. overheadBLACKBURNE

All-chfin

All-chain

B
C
C

£75-0-0

£78-10-0
£92-10-0

£93-5-0
£96-15-0

£8-15-0
do.

E 2| h.p. CAM, 348 c.c Ail-chain B
C

£75-0-0
£78-10-0

£93-5-0
£96-15-0

£8-15-0

do.
F "IMPY,"4b.p. Special J.A.P., 550 c.c

,
AU-chain C £110-0-0 £135-0-0 £8-15-0

G 8 h.p. Twin BLACKBURNE or J.A.P All-chain C special clutchl ~ £150-0-0 —
Note re gears : A. Caiater-Lea 2-speed, plain box.

B. Stunney-Archer 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter.

Send for Lists, post free on request,

THE REX MOTOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, COVENTRY.
D64 !n answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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A selection ol questions u. general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should De addressed to clia HdKor, ' The Motor ^/y"^'

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for case of reference. Letters containing le^al

questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, ind should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the beneti'

01 the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and wil be deali^

with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt 01 reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state 01 tl e road,

n any particular locality

?

A RUSTY FRAME.
Would a frame which was

allowed to get rusty be liable to

be weakened thereby at the

joints? I have seen no sign of

it coming apart.—E.A.Y.
It is unlikely that the frame would be
seriously weakened, unless the rusting
process had gone on for some years. An
ordinary amount of rust, such as can be
removed by a few minutes' application of

emery cloth, would have no deleterious

effect on the strength of the frame.

FITTING A GEAR BOX.
I have a 1913 3^ h.p. Rudge

(clutch single-speed model) and
sidecar which has given satisfac-

tion in a fairly flat district, but,

moving to N.E. Yorkshire, I find

the hills too numerous for a single speed.
Will you tell me the most suitable two
or three-speed gear box to fit with least

structural alterations?—W.H.M.
ft is rather difficult to fit a bottom bracket
to the Rudge frame in order to carry a

countershaft gear box, but there should be
no insuperable difficulty. A number of

firms of repair specialists announce their

readiness to undertake this class of work.
There are no two-speed gears for heavy-
weight machines, but there is a choice of

three and four-speed heavy boxes all of

which are suitable.

A QUESTION OF NEGLIGENT REASSEM-
BLING.

I had the misfortune some
time ago to break a piston, and
had it renewed by an engineer-

ing company who, I now find,

have omitted to fit the gudgeon
pin springs, and, in consequence, the
cylinder is very badly scored. Will you
give me your advice on the subject, as

I may add that I have witnesses to prove
that the cylinder was unscored at the
time of the repair?—L.H.F.W.

There certainly appears to have been
negligence on the part of the mechanic
who fitted the new piston and gudgeon
pin without making any provision for the
retention of the latter in place. In cases
such as this, however, it is usually
difficult to obtain any satisfaction, as
cases of deficient or negligent workman-
ship are for the most part difficult to

prove. If, however, you are able to pro-,

duce witnesses to the effect that the
cylinder was unscored before the work
was undertaken, and can also prove that
the gudgeon piri retaining springs were
omitted, it might be wortti while if you
would consult a local solicitor.

OILING BY HAND-PUMP.
I have just taken over a 1914

hub gear model Triumph fitted

with Best and Lloyd semi-auto-

matic drip feed pump. (1.) Is it

advisable, by unscrewing the

needle valve to the ftillest extent, to use

this in the* same manner as the pumps
fitted to the later models? (2.) Also

what mileage per pumpful am I to

expect?— E.C.H.

(1.) You can use the drip feed as an
ordinary hand pump in the manner you
suggest if you so desire. (2.) One pump-
ful every six or eight miles at 20 m.p.h.

important lS>oXz5.

Men.. Nov. 28th. to Si!.. Dec 3rd-r
The Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Sat., Dec. 3rd, to Tues., Dec. 1 3lh
Brussels Show.

Moit . Dec. 26lh. Tues, Dec 27lh-;
M.C C, London-Exeter London Trial.

Sat.. Dec. 3 I si- N.-W, London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours Open Win'er Trial.

Fri.. Jan. 2 7th, to Sat., Feb. 4th, 192 2
Scoltish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

Si,n., Mar. 5lh, 1922 -Argenleuil Hill-

climb tFrancs)

Mon.. Mar 6th, 1922-1 a Ti rbie H 1-
cUmb (^ice).

A BUILT-UP CRANKSHAFT.
A 2^ h.p. Villiers engine has

^1 been running quite satisfactorily

> until lately, when the two halves
-i-l of the crankshaft that are held

together by the crank pin came
out of alignment. After truing up this

happened again. I fitted a new crank
pin and set of rollers, but with no
success. The bearings are quite all

right, except for a very little play in

the gudgeon pin, which is not sufficient

to cause any trouble. I recently had
the flywheel shear its key, but this is

on quite tightly now. How can I keep
the camshaft in line?—W.A.

In all probability the crankshafts have
been slightly strained when the crank pin
came out of line, or it may be that the
taper hole in the crank into which the
pin fits is enlarged or not a good fit. By
far the best plan would be to have
returned the crankshaft complete to the
makers for attention, as they may be able
to regrind the engaging surfaces ; if not,
they will save you further trouble by
advising you if repair is impossible and
replacement is necessary.

FITTING A LARGER BEL!

(1.) Would you kindly inform

me as to the advisability or

otherwise of fitting a Jin. rubber

belt on a 2^ h.p. two-stroke

lightweight (two-speed counter-

shaft gear), instead of a |in. one ; the

pulley on the gear box and belt rim

being intended for |in, belt? (2.)

Would it drive as efficiently as the

correct size? (3.) Would it wear

quicker than a |in. belt? (4.) Would it

be less liable to slip in wet weather than

a fin. belt? (5.) Any other advantages

or disadvantages you can mention would

be much appreciated.—A.T.H.

(1.) Provided the Jin. belt does not stand

above the periphery of the pulley,

there is no objection to its use. If it runs

above the top of the pulley, however, it

will probably wear very quickly, as the

edges of the 'flanges may cut into the side.

(2.) The drive would be quite as efficient.

(3.) See No. 1 above. (4.) Liability to

slip in wet weather would probably be

slightly less. (5.) The Jin. belt is,_ of

course, much stronger. You will appre-

ciate, however, that the gear will be raised

to some e.\tent, and you must use your
judgment as to whether the engine will

jJuU a higher gear s-atisfactorily.

A BEGINNER'S QUESTIONS
As a motor cyclist I am only

six weeks old, and I have bought
a 1914 3i h.p. P. and M. side-

car outfit (in goo'd order) offered

by a - friend simply because I

could go no higher in price for a more
modern machine. What I should like

to ask is : (1.) Is the P. and M. out

of date? (2.) If not, how is it that

one is seldom .seen on the road? (3.)

Have you any records of P. and M.
machines entering any of the many
tests, etc., wltich are continually tak-

ing place?—E.J.G.

(1.) P. and M. machines are amongst the
best known makes ; the manufacturers
have been in the industry since 1903,
and their machine was probably the
earliest two-speed chain-driven machine
on the market. (2.) There are great
numbers of these machines on the road,
and we cannot understand how it is that
you see them so seldom. (3.) They have
been consistent jjertormers in all the big
reliability trials, and took the solo team
prize in four pre-war A.C.U. Six Days
Trials, while as reported at the time a ,

new four-speed model with sidecar gained
the 600 c.c. class team prize in this year's
Six Days Trials.

C17
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BANGING IN EXHAUST PIPE,

After fitting a long copper
exhaust pipe to my 3^- h.p.

Rudge - Multi, I notice tliat

tremendous explosions occur in

it when running slowly. I might
add that I have a 42 jet in my Senspray
carburetter, and that both valves shut

correctly, and the springs were renewed
about a month ago.—A.E.H.

Jhe trouble is due in all probability to

the mixture being too rich, thus causing

misfiring. The explosions, of course,

are caused by the remnants of the last

anexploded charge being ignited in the

exhaust pipe by the hot gases from the

following explosion.

GIVING AUDIBLE WARNING.
Is it an offence not to blow the

horn when turning corners at

less than four miles an hour in

country districts where there is

scarcely anyone or any traffic

about?—W.H.P.

The law is not very clear on the point

which you raise ; every machine must
carry suitable apparatus for giving

audible warning of approach, and there

is an obligation on the driver to give

this warning under all circumstances

where it is reasonable to expect there

will be other traffic on the road. The
answer to this question depends entirely

upon the particular circumstances in-

volved.

SPEED ASPIRATIONS.
(1.) I understand that standard

and overlap came are interchange-

able on the Rudge engine. In the

ease of the standard machine (1921

T.T. Rudge-Multi), is any notice-

advantage in speed obtained by
substituting an overlap cam (timing

spark accordingly), and making no other

alteration? Would this show, say,

5 m.p.h. extra, or more? (2.) Is it

necessary to raise the compression ratio

with a dome pistou in order to obtain

an appreciable increase in speed with

the overlap cam? Will this show, say,

10 m.p.h. increase? (3.) The Rudge-
Multi in question, standard cam and
flat top piston, will do 53 m.p.h. by
Bonniksen. Is this considered good?
^4.) Is it possible to tune a standard
Kudge engine to anything approaching
70 m.p.h. with standard carburetter,

but using high compression piston and
overlap cam, etc. ? (5.) Am I right in

believing this to be a slow revving
engine? (6.) Are Scott 500 c.c.

Squirrels capable of speeds of 60-65

m.p.h. ?—G.B.P.
(1.) The overlap cam might reasonably be
expected to increase the speed by about
5 m.p.h. (2.) This is rather a matter for

experiment, and it is very doubtful
whether 10 m.p.h. would be gained by
increasing the compression alone. (3.)

53 m.p.h. (actual) is by no means poor
for a standard machine. (4.) It is very
doubtful if 70 m.p.h. can be obtained
unless you have special tuning facilities,
although it might be done over compara-
tively short distances. If this speed was
attamed by special tuning it is doubtful
whether it could be maintained for any
length of time, it the machine was used
for ordinary road work. (5.) Under ordi-
nary conditions the engine pulls exception-
ally well at slow speeds. This is a neces-

ciS

able

eary feature with the type of gear used.

(5.) From 55 to 55 m.p.h. ordinarily,

although speeds in excess of 75 m.p.h.
have been reached on Brooklands by C.

P. Wood.

U.H MAGNETO ADJUSTMENTS.
(1.) Please instruct me how

and when to lubricate the U.H.
magneto on my two-stroke. It

has no external oil holes. (2.) It

is stated to be "most important"
to place "a keeper of iron across the

pole shoes before withdrawing the
armature." In the U.H. this appears
impossible, as a piece of iron cannot
be inserted until after the armature is

removed. Further, it does not appear
to have pole shoes as ordinarily illus-

trated. (3.) Is grease packing necessary
anywhere in addition to that on ball

bearings? (4.) The Villiers engine is

lubricated by petroil—10 ounces in one
gallon of petrol. This appears sufficient

when averaging 80 m.p.g., but should
not more oil be added if one gets 90 to

100 m.p.g., for then the engine is doing
more work? (5.) How are platinum
points adjusted on a U.H. ?—J.S.A.

(1.) This magneto does not require any
other lubrication and the packing of the
bearings with vaseline about every 10,000
miles. (2.) You should be able to arrange
some form of "keeper" across the poles
of the magnet, especially if you remove
both end plates. There is no need to

insert it in the armatijre tunnel. All
that you need do is to ensure that the
poles of the magnets are bridged by a
piece of iron before the armature is com-
pletely withdrawn. If the magneto was
held in the bare jaws of a vice it would
answer. (3.) See No. 1 above. (4.)

Within limits there is no need to increase
the proportion of oil. If, however, the
engine appears to require more lubrication,
add a little. (5.) The points are adjusted
by. screwing in the centre screw of the
contact breaker.

READERS' REPLIES.
MENDING A TANK.

In your issue of October 27th a query
from "L.R.O." asked how to mend a

leakage in the top of the petrol tank of

a B.S.A- machine. May I be permitted
to suggest an easier way out of the diffi-

culty than resoldering, and one which at

-the same time should prove satisfactory?

A little over two years ago I had a similar
trouble with my 4 h.p. Triumph, the
leakage taking place all round the collar.

I cleaned the surfaces round it and applied
a good coat of seccotine, which I allowed
to stand for twenty-four hours or more
to set 'hard. This I painted over with
two coats of paint of similar colour to

the tank. The paint protects the seccotine
from atmospheric influence, and in my
own case has now stood for two years
without showing any signs of leakage.

This is much simpler and less dangerous
than soldering.—P. Radford.

ACCUMULATORS SPILLING ACID.
In reply to "G.L.G.'s" query as to

any method of preventing acid spilling

from his accumulator, I should very
strongly recommend him to try packing
his cell with glass wool, obtainable from
any electrical accessory shop at a cost
of a few pence. He will then find that
by filling the accumulator with acid

DECEMBER ui, igzi.

before charging he can empty it again

when fully charged with no detrimental

effect to the accumulator, as the glass

wool absorbs part of the acid. He
should, however, be careful not to pack
the glass wool too tightly, as he may
buckle the plates of his cell. I might
add that I have packed several cells in

this way, with very satisfactory results.

It is in no way an expensive method, as

the acid can be used over again ; it is

not at all necessary to throw it away
after once using, as is done by some
people.—J.G.C.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers' replies to questions puhlished

under this heading sJioidd be sent to the

Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-

warded direct to the querists concerned.

" L.S.L." (Brondesbury).—Z en it h -

Bradshaw and A. B.C. : Speed, reliability,

and consumption.
"V.F.C." (Liverpool). — Watsonian

featherweight sidecar attached to 3^ h.p.

fixed gear machine : Stability when
empty and reliability of three-point at-

tachment.
" A.H." (Eccles).—Best type of accu-

mulator (about 6 volts) fer solo machine
and head and tail lights.

"S.B.S." (Durham).—4 h.p. electric-

ally-equipped Indian Scout : Reliability,

speed, and power.
"J.B.H." (Harrogate).—3i h.p. o.h.v.

Douglas and A. B.C. : Durability, reli-

ability, climbing, and petrol and oil con-

sumption.
"M.C." (Harrow). — 1921 Si h.p.

Sports Sunbeam : Speed, tappet noise,

and acceleration.

"A.C.L." (New Maiden).—Millford
Junior, Hughes torpedo, Canoelet, or

Watsonian sidecar on 3^ h.p. Rudge
Multi : Average speed, climbing, con-

sumption, and acceleration.

"A. A." (Leven).— 4i h.p. 1920-21

Quadrant outfit or similar big single :

Reliability, pulling power, speed, con-

sumption, and comfort.
"R.F." (Winchester).—4 h.p. Coulson-

B : Speed, weight, tax, consumption,
climbing efficiency, lateral rigidity of

springing, effect on belt wear, and
legality of silencing system.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES,
Reig-Ite to Bracklet.—K.O.I.

Reigate, Burgh Heath, Ewell, Kings,

ton, Staines, Windsor, Eton, Slough (edge
of), Farnham Royal, Beaconsfield, Amers-
ham, Great Missenden, Wendover, Stoke
Mandeville, Aylesbury, Whitchurch,
Winslow, Padbury, Buckingham, West-
bury, Brackley.

Bracknell to Ldppitt.—R.J.W.
Bracknell, Wokingham, Reading,

Theale, AVoolhampton, Kennetholme,
Thatcham, Newbury, Speen, Eddington,
Hungerford, Froxfield, Marlborough,
Fyfield, Beckhampton, Devizes, Seend,
Trowbridge, Southwick, Beckington,
Frome, Nunney, Shepton Mallet, Wells,
Priddy, Cheddar, Wells, Glastonbury,
Piper's Inn, Greinton, Otherby, Durston,
Taunton, Wilton, Blagdon, Widcombe,
Seamthorpe, Luppitt. Approximately
162 miles.
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Ask Allen-Bennett
About these Points

:

I.

Jle^^tA^Sa^i'€.
BROUGH SUPERIOR

MATCHLESS

NORTON

OK. ^
MORGAN

2. ^^imd

WHEN you see an Allen-Bennett man make
straight for him. You'll feel immensely

satisfied after you've had a talk with him.

He'll fix up early delivery of the machine you
want, arrange payments to suit your con-

venience, and give you details of the full

Service every Allen - Bennett customer is

entitled to.

If you haven't met him yet—look out for him,

he'll save you time and money.

We are agents for the following machines,

and can supply any make.

BROUGH SUPE RIOR HUMBER NORTON
AJS. LEVIS O.K.

ARIEL MATCHLESS P. & M,

ALLON MASSEY-ARRAN RUDGE
B.S.A. NEW IMPERIAL ZENITH
CALTHORPE SCOTT

CARS.

DUNELT

ROVER MORGAN BAYLISS THOMAS

Having placed large contracts we are in a

position to quote most favourable Trade Terms.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
Commercial Publicity.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough Superior.

BEOIIGH Superior, Into 1921. ' Mngdyno, epeeilu-
meter, spares; £150.-17, Carey Place, Watford

[9540
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.. Service Depot,

and sole London afrents for the Brough Superior
the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models-at reduced prices. Mark I., 90,x77Vo, o.h.v 3-
fipeed, clutch, and kick starter, £150; Mark 'I., sp'ortincr
combin.ition, step, mat. screen, etc., £180, or witli
special side valve J.A. P. engine, same price- Marl-
II. 6.5, mag., 72x90. 3-speed, clutch, and kick'starter
£125; sporting combination, step, mat. screen, etc'
£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues sent
post free on request.—The Allen-Beunett Motor Co
Ltd., 9-10-11. Eoyal Parade. London Ed.. West Croy-
don. 'Phone; Croydon 2450. [0733

B.S.A.
"D.S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue with pleasuie.

B.S.A Enplacement.s alwaya by return; write Tot
catalogue.

p.S.A. Specialists—County Cycle and Motor Co.. Broad
-^-^ St., Birmingham. [4420
"D.S.A—We are agents for these splendid machines.
-•-' — Gourlays, Fallowfleld. [X2940
D.S.A., Model K, and B.S.A. sidecar, Ehop-.soiled
-L^ only; £115.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham. [X3030
D.S.A. 1922 6h.p. Twin and No. 3 sidecar in stock;
--» £164.—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., S.W.I.

1 Q '2 3i/,h.p. 2-speed B.S.A.. rebored and bushed
-•-«/ by makers: £30.-3, Norwood Ed., Heme Hill,

[9670

., -. combination, speedometer,
fully equrpped, perfect.—King, Egrove Farm,

Oxford. •'

[X2974
piEST Offer.—1914 B.S.A., as new, pillion, lamps and
-•- Klaxon—Letters. 12, Grunsden Ed., Shepherd's

S.E.24,

£70.-1920 4i4h.p. B.S.A.
fully eouiDoed. nerfe

Kla.xon.-
Bush, W.12. [9440
£75.—B.S.A; 3-speed combrnation, all accessories, tas^ pard, indrstrnguishable from new.—7, Norwood
Bd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [9668
"lOlS B.S.A. 4J4ti.p.. countershaft, overhauled and
-•-t' renovated as new, and brand new sidecar com-
plete; £65; exchanges.—Below.

"IQ14 B.S.A. Sporting Mount, discs, large exhaust.Atf just overhauled, guaranteed; £35.—Goad 122
Maida Vale. 'Phone : Hampitead 1353. [9963

Slh.p. B.S.A, Motor Cycle, clutch, Philipson pulley
2 fast, all on; £35; any time after 6 p.m.—40

Foulser Ed., Upper Tooting, S.W.17. [1031
"1Q21 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, Lucas Magdy
-'-t' electrrc horn, hood, screen, all spares
new; best offer.—Monk, Gunmaker, Chester. [9597

B.S.A. 1920 4i4h.p., complete with co.achbuilt sidecar
hood, l.nmps, horn, splendid condition • £95 —

Moms, Atlas \\ orks. King St., Farnwortli, Bolton. [9897
MZ-AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-6-7h.p

,
''•S-A. twiu combination, 1921. shop-soiled onl

reduced to £150; easy terms without extra charge.

1 Q21 B.S.A. 4l4h.p. Combination, kick start all
--•.' accessories, tax paid, run under 500 miles-
nesirest offer £120.—Seen, King and Harper's Garage
Cambridge. [9423
"D.S.A.—Being official agents we have them always
--' in stock, and immediate delivery can always be
given.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and Woodside
Parade. N. Finchley. [0379
D.S.A. 41/ih.p. Combination, 1920, full equipment;JJ £75.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd.. 23 and 24,
Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), New Bond St W 1
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [9426
"lUOV., 1920, B.S.A. 4l:;h.p. Combination. Easting
-1-' screen, chain drive, tax paid; trial; cost £170
sacrifice, £95; buying car. — Walter, Newcastle
Lhambers. Angel Row, Nottingham. [9755

1913 Combination, 2-speed. clutch and kick
:er. all-chain drive, excellent condition, tax

paid; £27/10.-Lewis. 139, Gt. College St., Camden
Town. N.W.I. 'Phone : North 3679. [9818
"D.S.A. Model H2 4i4h.p., with B.S.A. No. 3 sidecar
J-* 1921 latest model combination, not done 50 miles'
tax paid, new last month

; great bargain, £125 —Wil-
kins. Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [9677
"D.S.A. 4t4h-p., 1917-18, all chain, semi-sporting side-
-«-' cor, finished B.S.A. green to match, electric light-
ing, horn, tax paid; £85; deferred payments if desired —
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; nko 245. Deausgate
Manchester. [S2953
"D.S.A. Combination, 1920-1921, 4yh.p. Model E
-•-'' fast and powerJul. fully equipped with speedometer'
perfect condition: owner serving in Ireland- mileage
under 1.000: can \>e seen at 15, Campbell Ed.,' BedforTl
by appointment; fir<^t cheque £100 secures, absolute
bargain. [955g
Svnra Pnrta

:

Bond
[8632

B.S.A.
starter.

B.S.A. Sparei.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
St.. Ealinir.St., Ealing.

"D.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free, from^J Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N 10
(0743

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S,A.

Sr>are Pnrtfi:

HERBERT EOBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
—All B.S.A. parts in stock; illustrated list post

Irce. [9396
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, smart, perfect,
licensed: £18.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham.

[9942
£40, or near ofler.-1918-19 Calthorpe 2%h.p., 2-speed

Enfield gear, lamps, etc.—56, Craven Park Ed..
Stamford Hill, N.16. [9554

I Q20 3h.p. Calthoipe-Precision 2-stroke, Enfleld 2
-^t7 speed, automatic lubrication. Canoelet sporting
minor sidecar; £48.-King, Willow Walk, Short St.,

Cambridge. [9421

CALTHOEPE 2-strolce, 2-speed, new last August,
lamps, horn, mechanical condition and appearance

perfect: bargain, £47/10, or near offer; seen any time.
-2a, Glenham St., Southwark Bridge Ed., S.E. [9693

CALTHOEPE 1921 Combination actually in stock
for immediate delivery: cash or deferred terms;

glace your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.

-

urlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham CommoQ, S.W.4.
Phone : Brixton 2417. [0509

Chater-Lea.
CHATEE-LEA Combination, 1913 Sli.p., fitted East-

ing Eojal, DA. lighting, Cox-Atmos, etc. ; £60

;

Saturday afternoon and Sunday only.— 9, Lansdowne
Ed., South Woodford. [1114

Chater'Lea=Villiers.

O30.—Chater-Lea-Villiers 2?4h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke,^ perfect condition, w-onderful climber.— 9, Clifton
Ed., Finchley, N.3. [9686

Cleveland.

1 Q20 Cleveland 3h.p., 2-speed, kick start, chain drive.
-IL" T.T. bars, pillion eeat, all on. tax paid; £55.-
Hqylock. Humberstoue Lane, Thurmaston, near
Leicester. [X2743

Clyno.

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., late model: what
offers ?—79a., Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [9920

1020 Clvno, 2y2h.p.. 2-speed, clutch, good condition:
-Lt7 £40'.-63, Clarence Rd., Teddington. [9913

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination: bargain, £58: first

visitor buys.—Ashmore, 70, High St., Penge.
[9994

1 Q17 6h.p. Clyno Combination, fully equipped, give
i-iJ any trial; £50.-28, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate.

Phone: Stratford 2593. [9879

23. or nearest.—5-6h.p. Clyno twin combination,
oW 2-speed, clutch, countershaft, running order,

sidecar damaged.—181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

CLYNO —Absolutely unused 5-6h.p. Clyno combin.ation.

grey bulbous body : inspect; state your price and

terms of paj-ment; must clear.—Pngh Engineering Works.

Shirley Ed., Oroydou. [9649

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Bulbous Combination, 3-speed, K.S..

spare wheel, electric lighting, speedometer, horn,

hood, screen, luggage and petrol carriers, completely

overhauled, many spares, tools, tax paid; £70.-23.
Skelwith Ed., Hammersmith, W.6. (9974

MISS DOOLBY'.— 5-6h.p. Clyno motor cycles, 3-

speed, K.S., in good condition and working order,

gear boxes and engines thoroughly overhauled; prices

from £55 to £65 solo. Please n(«e I have also a large

quantity of new- spares for these machines. I am
cheaper than anyone else.—Please apply to Miss

E. Llooley. 33, Killyon Ed., Clapham, S.W.8. [8808

Svnm Parts

:

C'
LY'NO Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays, 8, Bond

St., E.aling. [8633

ENORMOUS Stock of Genuine Clyno Spares, new
goods, lowest prices: trade supplied. Liberal

discounts on large quantities.—Marble Arch Motor
Exchange. 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Padd.
789. !6111

Connaught.
-|Q22 Connaughts.—Enquire of Sam E. Clapham
Xtf (Motors), Greenwich. [9251

CONNAUGHT 1919 2-stroke; -first reasonable offer

secures.-79a, Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [9918

CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, 2-speed, take any hill, new
tyres- £40.—Eees, Seniley Rectory, Shaftesbury.

[9415
Coulson.

COULSON, delivered September, 1921, 41i,p.. 3-speed.

lamps, etc.; £55.-18, King St., Twickenham.
[9618

1 Q21 Coulson Z^ih.p. J.A.P. Sports Model, brand
JuU new. £65 ; 1922 Coulson-Blackburne machines,
early deliveries and exceptional deferred terms.-Goad
(Private House Garage), 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
Hampstead 1353. [9966

Svnre Parts:

COULSON Spares and Repairs Co., 15, Woodstock
St., London, W.—Having purchased the stock oi

spares and materials from the Coulson Engineering
Co., we can supply practically any item from stock.

Tanks, etc. Engine spares, etc. Repairs and com-
plete overhauls undertaken by staff from the Coulson
Works. [9373

of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 025
when desired, marked CP).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY VICTOH. Tlie perfect flnt twin engine.
Before deciding on your new mount, get onr lii^t

for 1922, showing- Coventry Victor motor cycles fitted
with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our specinl ofSei
of demonstration machine. The hist word in motor
cycle design and construction.—The Coventry Victoi
Motor Co., Ltd.. Coventry. [0620

De Luxe.
^36.—Do Luxe 1920 2=/ih.p. 2-strol:e, 2-sreed. fast,
'*' perfect.—73, Acacia Grove, New Maiden. (9413

Diamond.
TMMEDIATE Delivery of all Diamond models.-Marlcs
-- and Baron, Ltd., 215 and 217, Lancaster Ert.,
Preston. - [X2912

1 Q 20 Diamond 2-stroke, fully equipped as new
A'-' £32/10.-28, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate.
'Phone : Stratford 2598. [9880

"TJIAMOND-VILLIEES 2y2h.p., enamel as new, lamps,
A-' horn, tools, good tvres, guaranteed sound through-
iriit: £27, lowest, or exchange with cash for good 3V-
h.Ii.-l'rice, Pohce Station, Wallingford. (D) [9475

Douglas.
'T'HE Eflra Motor "Works, 59-63, High St., Clapham.

£9/9 Deposit and £3/3 monthly secures one of our
2-i4h.p. Douglases.

£47/10.-All-on 25,4h.p. Douglas, built from new W.D.
spares. Write for full specifieation. [1036

1 Q22 Douglas, the king of the horizontal twins.

^OUELAT, the agent of the king of lorizontals

MANCHESTER, the city where you can buv the
king of horizontak.

GOUELAY, the great Douglas agent and exppit,
Fallowfield, Manchester. [X2942

/j_h.p^ Douglas Combination, all_complete ; £65.-48, St.

I

Barnabas St., Pinilico, S.W.I. [9698

DOUGLAS 2'"/,h.p., 1919, .ill on, practicallv unused-
£50.-9, Earleshall Ed., Eltham, S.E. [9617

1 Q2I Douglas, 2?,.,h.p., 2-speed, all on, perfect; £59JLtf —125, High St., Merton, S.W.19. [1001

"I Q19 2'j4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, mileage 1,000; £42 —
JLif —24, Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [9765

DOUGLAS 2'f4h.p., 1915, ncceseories, rur
£36. Tel.: Museum 579.-13, Maple

4?48.—Douglas 251h.p., 1919, eauipped, insured, per-
c^ feet; appointments only.—134, Ledge Lane, Hvde.

[X2933
running order;

St., W.l.

4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped; sacri-
fice, £65.-73, Windermere Hd., South Ealing

[9938
1 Q18 Douglas 4h.p. Motor Cycle, recently overhauled
i ^ perfOL-t, £65; .sidecar, £10.-12, Nantwich Ed..

tX2888Crewe.

4h.p. Douglas Combination, smart appearance; £60
or nearest.— 156, Fulham Palace Ed. ~

smith

DOUGLAS -4h.p. Combinati.
yours? It's cheap.—Bunt

Hammc
[S954

ion.—Can we make this
s cheap.—Bunting's Exchange, Weald-

stone. - -. [1011

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped. Tan-Sad

-

.£23, or ofler.—Easton,. 34, Webbs Ed., Battersea
Eise, S.W.ll. - [9489

1 Q22 Douglases in stock for immediate delivery,
-L'J 2-!lh.p., 3'/2h.p., and- 4h.p.—Gibb, Northgat'e,
<;loucester. [1016
QSh.p. Douglas, Oct., 1919, 2-speed, Miller's lamp,
'^4: ^spare belt, etc., like new; £56.—Bateuian,

[9812

starter,
bury Ed.,

[1111

Y.M.C.A., Leicester

1 Q20 Douglas 2%li.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
i-»/ practically brand new; £62.-37, Canter
llalston, N.l. (II)

"|ipll9 Douglas 2l.lh.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, spares,
-lu' exeelieiit condition; £48.—Winfleld, 532, Kingston
Ed.. Eaynes P.irk, S.W.20. [9629

DOUGLAS, 2'i4h.p., 1913, good running order, all
on, tax paid; ie30, or near offer.-Russell's

Garage, Thatcham, Berks. [9756

£32.— 2'^4h.p. 1916 Douglas, sound condition, nu-
scratch'^.d, as new.- 13, Somers Mews, Hvde Park,

W.2. (Close I'addington Station). " [9746

Q;a.h.p. Douglas, 2-6pced, fully equipped, Tan-Sad, tax'^4 paid, excellent Christmas present; bargain, £55.
-Stevens, 142, Cornwall Ed., Brixton [9852

1 Old Douglas 2''ih p., good condition, Lu.-.as lamps,
-*- " horn, aluminium chain case, disc wheel; trial

-

55 gns.-GrifiltS, 20, High St., O-Xford. [952'7

"1Q21-22 Brand New 4h.p. Douglas Combination,
u,, „'„,>' iiluippcd. Triplex screen; £110.—Side
bell, 9, Wallmgford Av., North Kensington. [9829

T^*^^^p^^S 2^^4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped, good rnn-

nr ^."', ,?" "wnsed; real barg.ain, £32/10.—Armstrong,
17, Goldhawk Ed., Shepherd's Bush, London. [9514
rjOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, good lamps,J-' hora licensed, first cfciss mechonical condition;
«90.—He.-iiert Eobmson, LM., Green St., Cambridge.

[9564

At the Show and After

LOOK FOR THE
BURLINGTON BADGE
You'll find our Representa-

tives at these Stands:—
B.S.A.

WOLF
VERUS

TRIUMPH
CALTHORPE
MARTINSYDE
SUN-VITESSE

T. B. Three-wheeler

Ask them to demonstrate to

you— they are entirely at your
service. They will give you all

particulars of our RE-CON-
STRUCTED DOUGLASES;
also our Bargain List of New
and Second-hand Machines
and Sidecars.

We arrange Deferred Payments to

suit you—remember that point, and

get in touch with Bertie by 'phone,

letter, or wire.

See Spare Parts and Accessories
Column for SPARES.

7. SOUTH SIDE,

CLAPH4M COVIMON, S.W.4.

rh' »e: Brixton 2417. Wires: Burlinfilnn Motors, Clophou

lust by Clapham Common Underground Station.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

C'.O.C.H. have a 1919 Douglna Combination, latest
* clutch, fully eouipped, licenced; £70. bargain.—
'). Heath St., Hampslead (near Hnmpstead Tube Station).

[9663
pjOtTGLAS 1921 KTew 2i'a\.V; 2-speed, all on, shop-
-«-' soiled; £72/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bisliopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Ayenue 5648.

[006,5
'PiOUGLAS-4h.p. Combination, only done 500 miles,
-L' fully equipijed, insurance Feb. next; £125, or
oiler; seen any time.—11, London Ed., Coyentry.

LX2945
LOOK.-Por £37/10 a 1916 2"/4h.p. Douglas, fitted

with new- pai-ts, tank re-enamelled /blue, ftret, and
in perfect order; no offers.—Goddard, 38, Wiudeor Ed..
Evesham. [9523

DOUGLAS Combination. Oct., 1917, engine 4955,
Burberry sidecar, Cameo, Einks. capital order;

£60, no offers.—Beamond. Chapel Fields, Olton, Bir-
mingham. [9416

GNS., Exchange.—1920 Douglas combination,
4b. p.. Easting screen, lamps, speedometer, smart,

fast.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Duhvich. Syden-
ham 2452. [9336

DOUGLAS 1921 SVl'h.p. Sports Model, Lamps, horn,
licensed, little used for demon,stration, fast ma-

chine, as new; £120.-
St., Cambridge.

84

^ tyre

Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green
[9567

Douglns, 1918, absolutely as new, new mae.,
' .imys, horn, clutch, ete. ; £60 ; with new

sidet-ar £70.-13, Somers Mewe, Hyde Park, W.2. iClose

Paddington Station}. [9747

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me, I may be useful

to you. The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196,
Cheltenham Rd., Brifitol, [0016

DOUGLAS 1920 2?ini.p., 3-speed, clutch and kick
fltaiter, lamps, horn, speedometei, knee grip^,

licensedi, at= new; £67/10.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

Green St., Giunbridge. [9568

2^/4h.p. W.D. models,
£12 down and 12

monthly ' payments of £ 2 / 3 / 6.—Pugh Engineering
Wo:ks, Shirley Rd., Croydon. [9645

OUGLAS.—Immediate deliveries 1922 models; cash
or exchanges ; deferred payments 4% extra on

balance only; trade supplied in London.—Maudes',
100, Gt. Portland St., Loudon. [9657

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., excellent condition, engine just
overhauled by makers, enamel perfect, lamps,

horn, Dunlops, fast and very reliable, guaranteed;
£40.--106, Highgrove St., Reading. [9785

GIBB, the Douglas rider, has se^'eral genuine bar-
gains in Douglases, new and second-hands, com-

Ijinations, and solos, every one guaranteed. Write or ^

call tor list.—Noi-thgate, Gloucester. [9054 i

London, E.G.—
irices £75 and ;

130; all fully

DUGS ! Dugs ! Dugs !
-

shop-soiled, conditioned

;

D*^

ITTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,
VV 2'>:ih.p. Douglas, 1922 models,
^90; also 3V2h.p. sports model, il

equipped; easy terms no extra charge. [lOfip

DOUGLAS 23.<h.p., 3-speed, 1920, full equipment,
small mileage; £60.—Vivian Hardie and Lane,

Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St. (oft Blenheim St.), New >

Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [9425

DOUGLAS 2^Ah.p., 1918, 2-speed, in excellent run-
ning order, fully equipped; £32.—Richmond i

Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East :

Sheen, S.W.I4. 'Phone: Putney 2622. [1085

1 Q14 -Douglas 2^4h.p., 2-speed, £15 paid for over-
Xi/ hauling (receipts shown), not W.D., Tan-Sad,
lamps, Bosch mag., spares, licensed, must eell; neareat i

38 gins., carriage paid.—Spinks, 2, East Cliff, Dover,

i
[9533 :

"pVOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, full equipment,
X^ Easting wind screen, good sound condition ; £60, i

or close offer.—Vivian Hardie and t^ane, Ltd., 23-4, t

Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), ^ew Bond St., W.
[9501

'

DOUGLAS 1914 25-«h.p., 2 speeds, with Grosvenor
sidecar, fully equipped, tax paid, good condition;

£50 ; deterred payments if desired.—Parker's, Brad*
shawgate, Bolton ; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X2950
DOUGLAS 23.,,h.p., fast, reliable, early type, licensed,

modernised, sound condition, new pistons, foot-

boards, l>elt, head lamp, carburetter, copper exhausts

1 and tail pipe, tank repainted, ride away; £19.—Box
: 7,592, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9636

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, May, 1921, 6 months'
insurance, tsx. fully equipped, unscratched,

'' mileage negligible, portable waterproof garage, Ledus
overall suit, new leather helmet, etc.; lot £60, quick

sale.—Ryan. 55, Park Lane East, Tipton, Staffs. [9590

"I Q20 2^/4h.p. DoTiglas, 3-speed, kick staiter, hand
X tf clutoh, lamp set, horn, speedometer, Dunlop
tyren, new condition, machine privately owned and in

excellent condition throughout; £56.—King, 4, Willow

, Walk. Short St., anmbridge. [9422

Q3.h.p. Douglas, wearing parts brand new, including
/W4 engine, gear box, chain, belt, Palmer tyres

(26x2V'X2i/i>, 1921, C.A.V., Claudcl Hobson carbu-

retter, "stove enamelled and plated, looks, and mostly

is new, engine is as supplied by Douglas, Ltd., fitted

up and tested by them; the price, you will agree, is

reasonable; £50.—Simpson, Orchard Rd,, Sunbury-on-

^Yiatnes,

C26 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).

[9873
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

JAMES 4i^li.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick starter,

new tyres; £60.—Rees, Semley Rectory, Shiiftes-

bnry, [9414

£42.—4Vili.p. James, late model, 3 speeds, kick starter,

liand and foot clutch, licence; snip.—63, Solon
Ed., Brixton. [9845

JAMES 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, lamps, speedo-
meter, etc.; 92 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond

St., E-iling. Tel.; 689. [1120

£27.—2V,h.p. James 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1918 (be-

lieved), perfect, good appearance, fully equipped.
—Evers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [9774

MAGNIFICENT 4h.p. James Coach Combination, 3-

speed countershaft. Easting, given away; 29 gns.
—Ramsden's, Maybell Av., Blackpool. [9891

NEW 1921 2iih.p, 2-sp?ed James Lightweight, reduced
to £55. Write for special bargain clearance list.—

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X2982

1 Q21 James S'/^h-p. Twin, 3-spe-ed, in new condition,
-«-*-' very email mileage, original ty es, lamps, born,
licence; will sacrifice for £75, or near offer, cost £145.
—Watkin^, 8, Bryn-Henlog, Aberbees, JMonmouth^bire.

[S2932
J. A. P.

J.A.P. 4h.p., 2-speed, good order, £13; Bradbury 3'

2

h.p., £12.—H. R. Hall, Hutton Grove, North
FJnchley, London. [9749

J.E.S.

J.E.S., good running order, can be' seen and tried;
£15.—Steward, Burley, Streetly, Sutton Coldfield.

[9436
J.E.S. 1921 2h.p., 2-stroke, new Dunlops {26x2i4),

new pan saddle, semi-T.T. bars with rubber
grips, 2 belts, complete with new set lamps and
mechanical horn, perfect condition, and sx^lendid
climber, ride away anywhere; £30, or near offer.—
Manager, Gas Works, Montgomery. [98 1

4

Kenilworth.
KENILWORTH Cyclette, 1921 model, licence paid.

—Judd, 26, Monsou Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [9719

Kingsbiiry.
2Ah. p. Kingsbury, 2-stroke. 2-speed, chain drive, all
4 on, mileage 300; £40, or nearest.—45, King St.,

Alnwick, Northumberland. [X2917
T3RAND New Kingsbury, 1921, 2^ih.p. 2-stroke. 2
J..> si'eeds, all chain drive, Dunlop tyre^, toolbags
and tools, cost £65. money wanted; accept £38.-365.
King St., Hammersmith. [8757

Lea>Fi-anci.i

"I Q20 Len-Franr-is, S'/oh.p. M.A.G., low mileage, ex
--*^ cellent condition, perfect ruunijig order; £75
(all on), or near offer.—19, Caunhall Ed., Leyton^^tone,
E.ll. [9534

.Levis,

.pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Levis

LATEST Improved Models for immediate delivery ;ji

1922 reduced prices.

POPULAR 2V4h.p. Single-gear Levis. £48; Model S
2i^h.p., 2-speeJ, clutch. £58, or with kiuk starter

£60: easy payments only 4% extra; .-carriage paid I0
any address. Buy your machine direct from the Levis
specialists.-Tlie Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Rir
mingham. [0741

T OOK Out For Julians of Reading on Levis stand
[8702

22 Levii3es in stock for immediate delivery.—
Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [1015

LEVIS 1916 2Vjh.p., splendid condition, little u^ed
£20, or offer.—Hirst, 83, Newbold Ed., Rugbv,

(D) [9453

1 Q21 Levis, Model S, all accessories, perfect condi-
X«7 tion; £50.-18, Winterbrook Rd., Heme Hill.
London. [9953

LEVIS 1919 2Kl^.p., splendid condition, tax paid;
wonderful bargain; £30.-365, King St., Hammer-

smith. [9989

LEVIS 2V2h,p,, 2-^pe6d, lamps, horn, recently over-
liauled, as new; £40.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd.,

Green St., Cambridge. [9570

3ih.p. Levit?, overluiuled and stove enamelled, splen
t2 did mount, £26/10; Cowey speedometer, 45/-.-

Ridley, Coundon, BisJiop Auckland. [9604

£27.—2Vih.p. Levis sporting, believed 1917, as new,
equipped, polished discs, very smart.—Argyle

Lodge, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent. [9775

1 Q21 Levis, just bought, fully equipped, cost £75,
X«7 done less than 200 mile.s; £60, or near offer;
owner de^?iring conibin^ation.—Foote, 39, High St.,

Walthamstow. [9447

SPECIAL Offer of few slightly showroom soiled
250 c.c. T.T. model Levis motor cycles: list price

£65, reduced to £55 ; makers' speed guarantee of 50
m.p.h. Tt-ith each machine; eaey payments only 4^ extra:
carriage paid to any address.—The Premier Motor Cn,.
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0740

Synre Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
*—Complete illustrated list post free. All Levi*

19

parts in stock. [9399

ORDER—IT—NOW.
1922 LIGHT CARS.

AIREDALE 11.9 h.p. 4-seater £475
CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 2-seater . . £355
CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4-seater . . £375
CALTHORPE de Luxe, 2-seater . . £410
CALTHORPE de Luxe, 4-seater . . £435
COVENTRY PREMIER, 4-whee!er £250
L.S.D. 3-wheeler, All on £185
LAGONDA (Coupe or 4-seater) £395
STANDARD 8 h.p. (2 or 4-seater) . . £325
STANDARD 11 h.p. 2-seater .... £515
STANDARD 11 h.p. 4-seater .... £525

1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Chain-Belt £107
B.S.A. 4i h.p All-Chain £110
B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Comb £164
B.S.A. 8 h.D. Comb £185
BRADBURY 4 h.p., 3-sp., all chain £92
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146
DOUGLAS 2} h.p. 2-speed. All on £75
DOUGLAS 2 J h.p. 3-speed, All on £90
DOUGLAS 3| h.p. 3-speed, Sporting £130
ENFIELD MODELS at latest Dr!C3s.

LEVIS Popular 2^ h.p £43
LEVIS 2i h.p. 2-5peed £58
LEVIS 2| h.p. 2-3peed kick-start . . £60
NEW IMPERIAL 2J h.p. 3-speed 60 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £145
NORTON 3.', h.p. T.T, £30

'

NORTON 3] h.p. 3-speed £115
NORTON Big Four £120
REX-ACME 2J h.p. 2-speed £50
REX-ACME 2} h.p.. Blackburne

engine £72 10
SCOli-SQUIRREL 3i h p. 2-speei £105
SCOTT 3 J h.p. 2-speeJ Comb £145
SUNBEAM 2k h.p. (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM 4| h.p. (New Tyi^e) 135 Gns.
SUNBEAM 3J h.p. Combination 162 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination . . £217 7
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt £105
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115
TRIUMPH JUNIOR 2i h.p £65

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED
PAYMENTS QUOTED,

Second-hand Machines and Combinations as pec
Miscellaneous" Columns.

The Halifax Motor Exchange
25, Horton Street, Halifax.

'Phone: 1400. 'Grams: Perfection.

CROSS. Effingham Sq., is agent
motors for Rotherham district.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lincoln-Elk.

1Q20 4i/,h.p. Lincoln-Elk, kick starter, insured;
J-t/ £110; just overhauled, lamps, £50.—Dewar,
Viewfield, Galashiels. [9793

Marlow.
MARLOE-BLACKBURNE 2;.<h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick start, brand new; £68/10.—Goad. 122,
Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [9967

M.nrtinsyde

Dand S. Autocar Co. are agents for Martinsydes,
• combination and solos; S'/jh.p. sports model m

stock, £110; cash or deferred.—33, The Parade,
Goldcrs Green, N.W. [9982

Matchless.

LOOK Out For Julians of Reading on Matchless
stand. :

18703

for Matchless
[X3002

MATCHLESS 1920 Combination, Lucas set, hood,

screen, splendid condition; £130.—Guin, 56, Heme
Hill. [9478

8 h.p. Matchless-Jap Combination, 2-speea, free en-

gine, good condition; £15.—Eick, 8, Cobbold Ed..

I^ytonstone. [9128

MATCHLESS 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, fine order;

£55; bargain.—A., 285, Godstone Ed., Whyte-^
leafe, .Surrey. [9838

MATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G. engine, Lucas
dynamo equipment, special machine; ofiers.—64.

Melrose Ar.. Mitcham.
^

[9706

MATCHLESS 1921 8h.p. Combination, lamps,
speedometer; 110 gns.—Longman Bros., 17,

Bond St. Baling. Tel. : 689. [lllS

1 Q21 Matchless, dynamo, and double-seater sidecar,
X«7 all extra fitments, speedometer, etc.; £150.

—

Cross, Effingham Sq., Rotherham. [X3006

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., excellent condi-

tion and Kood running order: £125 ens.—Byrne.
44, Grosyenor Rd., Lower Edmonton. [7909

PHONE: Greenwich 751.— 1922 Matchless, immedi-
ate delivery; the incomparable combniation will

bs the centre of attraction at Olympia Show.

CALL and See Sam E. Clapham or representative,

Matchless. Stand 65; cash, exchange, or easy

terms; all leading makes motor cycles and light cars

for 1922.—Sam E. Clapham Motors, 27, Stockwell St.,

Greenwich, S.E.IO. [9252

M.ATCHLESS Combination, July, 1921, M.A.G.,
Magdyno, as new, very little nsed; £150 cash;

no offers.—Larkfield Grange, Eawdon, Leeds. [9790

SHEFFIELD Agent lor Matchless. All models in

stock. Sporting models £180. standard models
£185—A, J. Stncey, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield. [0574

ATtTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
Vv 8h.p. Matchless combination, sports model, new
1921; reduced to £149; easy terms no extra charge

[1062

MATCHLESS Spars Parts for J.A.P. or M.A.G.
can be had by return, post free, from Jones'

Garage, Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
[0745

MATCHLESS and 2-seater sidecar, all accessoiies,

Imisht new November, 1920, cost £225, ridden

about 3,000; accept £160, lowest.-Box 7,677. c/o The

Motor Ciide. [9560

MATCHLESS-M.A.G., mileage 1,000, double sidecar,

ele'tric light, all accessories, expert driven, better

than new in every way; accept £180.—Franklin, Nest,

Westerham.- [9607

MATCHLESS, 1921 (Aug.), H2, 2-seater sidecar,

dynamo lighting, sreeilometer, M.A.G. engine;

price £i40 no offers; mileage 2,500.—Manchester Arms,
155, Hackney Ed., London, E.2. [9429

MATCHLESS Victory Model 8h.p. 3-speed Combina
tion, latest colours, screen, Lnca.3 lighting, lug-

gage grid, spare wheel, tax paid, smart and perfect,

cosh wanted; f77/10.-365, ' King St., Hammersmith.
[8758

MATCHLESS 1921 New Sports Combination, shop-

soile<l- your present machine can be taken in

part payment; special offer, £150.—Elce. .Ltd., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. [0066

MATCHLESS.—Immediate deliveries 1922 models;

trade supplied in London area, also in Cornwall.

Devon and Somerset; exchanges; deferred payments
4 7 extra on balance only.-Maudes' Motor Mart, Lon-

don, Exeter, and Walsall. . [9656

OPECIAL Offer to visitors to Show.—1920 Matchless-

O" MAG combination, electric, Easting, spare wheel,

thoroughly overhauled last week, and sidecar repainted;

best offer above £135; seen by appointment.— 7, The
Grange, Maitland Park, N.Vf.3. [9493

MATCHLESS.-We are the recognised North Lon-
don agents for the delightfully sprung and prac-

tically designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-

Royce on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock,

for cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade sup-

plied: all spares in stock.-Jones' Garage. Muswell
Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley.

[0381

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. C29
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1 Q21 Motchless-M.A.G., 2-seater sidecar, dynamo
J- *y lighting, Lucas horn, apeedonjeter, liood, 2 screens,
side wings, syare wheel, mudshieids, guaranteed in per-
fect running order, mileage 3,600; £180, or near oft'er.

-250, Uxbridge Ed., West Ealing, W.13. [9473

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 1920-21 Model H. Combination,
hood, wind screen, Lucas lamps, rear difve trip

sjieedometer, mirror, handle-bar mufls, Tan-Sad with
back and footrests, tools, pump, etc., injured till June,
just overhauled as new, guaranteed top-hole condition
throushout; £165; after 6.—r.D., Seven Sisters Hotel,
Broad Lane, South Tottenham. -. [9702

Spare Parts:

n^ASSELL, la, Bloomfield Rd.. Plumstead, for any-
-- thing Matchless at the right price. [6144

Metro.
discs, long exhaust, all acces-

- Athron, South Elmsall, Ponte-
fract. [9914

METRO-TYLER 2-strote, 1920, condition as new,
fixed gear, lamp, mechanical horn, spare belt; £35.

— Courtlands, The Avenue, Bushey, Herts. [9487

Minerva.
£19/10.—Sporting type 3Voh.p. Minerva, single

speed, splendid condition, ^ . -r--

belt.—Red House, Adelaide Rd

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest

possible prices for cash or easy payments.—
Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 28, Alexandra Rd., Horn-
sey. [8493

New Hudson.
6h.p. New Hudson Combination, spjendid condition;

any trial; £120.—Avenue Garage, Winnington,
Northwich. [9537

Q3.h.p. New Hudson, S-speed, lainpe, horn, etc., tax
'^-l paid, like new " '" -- -

IF

19 20 Metro-Tyler,
sories; £50. -

Ashford, Middlesex.
[X2995

I were a buyer, and
wanted to make the

most out of my cash

outlay, I should go
carefully over every

advertisement In this

paper to decide who
most fulfils the ob-

ject I have In view.

field Ed., Acton, W.3.
£28/10.—Speechley. 86, Churrh'

. [9613

NEW HUDSON 1922 Models and 3-wheeler light
car.—Full range on view at London Showroom:

45, Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. [9980

1Q 19-20 New Hudson Combination, 6h.p., splendid
-L tf condition, hood, screen, speedometer, insurance

;

£125.—Ellis, 20, Toilet St., Mile End, E. [1099

1Q19 4h p. New Hudson 3-6pe&d Countershaft Cora-
-«^ bination, done 4,500, acca^fiories, leg shields;

£70,--or near; write for appointment.-Head, 16, Barons
Court Rd., West Kensington, W. [9443

QA GNS—6h.p. twin New Hudson C.B. combina-
-t tion, 3-speed countershaft gear, clutch, K.S,,

good running order, equipped; after 5 p.m.—20, Treen
Avenue, Hoggers Corner, Barnes, S.VV.13. [9916

Ne-w Imperial.

30 GNS.—1917 2%h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed,^ perfect, fast.—Evers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-
Trent. [9779

t)3.h.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, new tyres, splendid^^ order; bargain, £28. — Sheldon, Wheatley.
Oxiord. [1053

1 C|21 New Imperial, 23,4h.p. J.A.P., 2-i=peed, clutch,
-i-v luck start. '

' "
lamps,

N.W.8.
hbm, licence ; £53.—40'

Wellington Ed., N.W.8. [9538

NEW IMPERIAL 6h.p. 1920 Combination, 3-speed,
Easting, lamps, etc., tax paid; £80.—Garaged at

78. Cliurch St., Caraberwell [8799

]Q20 New Imperial, 2^il).p. J.A.P., 2-speed, dutch
-t? and kick starter, exfelleot condition; i47.—Hunt,

Sunny Bank, Nordley, Bridgnorthi, Shropshire. [9434

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.—
2%h.p. New Imperial. 2-speed only. £63; also

2-.'ipeed. clutch, and kick start model, £69; easy term's
arranged. [1063

1 Q 20-21 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, Lucas
-i-«/ lamps, speedometer, Easting screen, Tan-Sad,
unscratched j £ 85.—Side bell, 9, Wallinglord Av
North Kensington. [9828

^EW SCALE-ELACKBURNE, 4h^p., ^brand new, 3

New Scale.

CKBURNE, _ . _

speed, K.S., handle-bar clutch, beautiful machine

;

£90.—Box 7,564, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9496

Norton.

"PREMIER Motor Co. for Norto'ns.

LATEST Improved Models toi immediate delivery at
1922 reduced prices.

BIG 4. chain drive, £120; Model 16H.. 3i/,h p 3.
speed, T.T., chain drive, £115; Model 9.~3i/,hp

belt drive, £80. Write for revised price list. Easy
payments only 4% extra. Buy your machine direct from
the Norton specialists, Tbe Premier Motor Co., Aston
R,d., Birmingham. [0625
NORTON 1921 Moaels.-Sole district agents, Wessex

Motors, Ltd., 60. Catherine St., Salisbury.
"Phone : 72. [0717
T OOK Out For Julians of Reading on Norton stand
--' - [8704
£85.—16H Norton and sidecar, 1921 (July), all on

—Day, Friars Place, Chelmsford. [1117

TRY THE EXPERIMENT

& NOTE THE RESULT !

BRAND NEW 1921 MODELS. SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED-

Lot 13.—1921 4h.p. ARMIS, twin M.A.G. engine. List
price, £135. A very special offer. Sale price, £75.

Lot 14.—1921 8h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, spare
wheel, and sidecar screen. List price, £185. Sale
price, £154.

Lot 15.— 1921 6h.p. MARTINSYDE Combination, 3-speed
clutch, and kick-starter. List price, £155. Sale
price, £130.

Lot 16.—1921 4} h.p. B.S.A., Model Hz, all-chain drive.
List price, £110. Sale price, £89 10s.

Lot 17.—1921 4} h.p. B.$.A., Model K2. List price, £107
Sale price, £85.

Lot 18.— 1921 2\\.p. VELOCETTE, 2-speed, all-chain

drive. List price, £6g. Sale price, £51 10s.

Lot rg.—1921 2;2h.p. MASSEY-ARRAN, 2-speed, disc
wheels. List price, £101 17s. Sale price, £75.

Lot 20.—1921- 8 h.p. REX Combination, Blackbume
engine, all-chain drive, detachable wheels and spare.
List price, £209 12s. Sale price, £144.

Lot 21.—1921 4 h.p. VERUS Combination, Blackbume
engine, 3-speed clutch and kick-starter, special
Olympia Show model, with sporting Sidecar, mahogany
tool box. A beautiful outfit. List price, £185.
Sale price, £125.

Lot 22.—1921 4 h.p. BAT, twin J.A.P., 3-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter. List price, £120. Sale price, £85i

Lot 23.—i92r 4 h.p. WILKIN-BLACKBURNE, 3-speed,
clutch, and kick-starter. List price, £132. Sale
price, £90.

Lot 24.—A number of Brand New 4 h.p. Douglas Sidecars,
complete with screen, side curtain, and lamp. List
price, £40. Sale price, £22 IDs.

Lot 25.—^A number of Brand New Millford Sidecar Chassis,
with 28x3 wheel and tyre, specially made for 7 h.p,

Indian -spring frame with lefthand kick-starter. List
price, £27 10s. Sale price, £15.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Norton.

WAIT and See " Jack Hei^Iy of Cork on Norton
Stand, rider and agent. Garage: Drinan St.

^ ^ [X2546
1 021 Special S^/jh.p. Norton, raciug ccnn^, plated
-^-tf tank, guaranteed over 75 m.p.h., like new, and
guaranteed for 3 montha, electric lumps, special bura,
et-c. : cash £90.

1 Q21 Norton Big 4 Solo, tax paid, guaranteed perfect)
-tt/ ftrst £88.

.

*' *

rQ2l Norton, 170, Lucas lamps, speedometer, etc,"
• ' as new, and perfect; £105.

"IQ16 Norton, 3-8peed, ehain-cum-belt, in sound order/]
--t/ lamps, tax paid; any trial; cash £69.—A. Jackson,-
East Parade, Keighley. [866§i

"I Q21 3V->h.p. Norton, fully equipped, tyres, enamei,^
-l*/ and plating unscratched, mechanically perfect|1
exceptional barsain, 84 gns; after 5 p.m.— 4, Elin.^i
Gardens, Hammersmith. [99277

T^OETON 1919 3V2h.p., 3-spwd, clutch and kick.
-1-" starter, all (-Qiain drive, lamps, horn, lioeneed, -,

engine, etc., overhauled, good appearance; £75.—Herbert :

Itobineon, Ltd., Green St., Ciimbridpe. [9572

1 Q21 4i/4h.p. Norton, in Isle of Man frame, long ex-
--«-' haust, ^11 lamps, horn, Canoelet, K4, painted
primrose, screen, luggage grid, mileage 1,000; £120;
photo if required.—Coltman, 19, Lawns, Hinckley.

[S2914 I

NORTON.-^Full repiesenUtive stocks 1922 models;
immediate deliveries. Cash or exchanges; de-

ferred payments 4% extra on balance.—Maudes', 100,
Gt. Portland St., London; Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[9654 1

j|021 T.T. B.E.S. Norton, winner of ^veral prizes
J-tf in speed trials, special long wheelbase and nickel-
plated tank, Bosch mag., lamp, horn, 2 carburetters,

.

tax paid; £70:^LindKiy, Brasenoze College, Oxford.
[9441 I

NORTON 1921 Big Four, sporting sidecar, Lucas
Magdyno, Lucas horn, Cowey speedometer, ovei'-(

sized tyres, as new; £160; deferred payments if de-
sired.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, ,

Deansgate, Manchester. [X2948 t

1 Q21 Big Four Norton and sporting sidecar, Lucapij
jL*y King of Eoad set, Lucas horn, everything com- !

plete, licence paid, absolutely as new, late owner just t

purchased car; cost over £182 Ausust, 18th, 1921; ;

sacrifice £115; any trial.— Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester..
[9053 1

NOETON SVjh.p., Canoelet sidecar, 16H, B.E.S. «n-

;

gine, close and wide gear ratios, cast iron and 4

aluminium pistons, 5 sprockets, bored out, Senspray, >,

engine just overhauled, sold tuned \ip as it won various i-

firsts at hill-climhs, tax paid, horn; price £100.—Apply 7

for particulars. 0. G. Smart, Trinity College, Cam-i'
bridge. [9512

;

Syare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
have every Norton part in stock; complete illus-

trated list post free. [9400 ii*

N.S.U.
5-6h.p. N.S.TJ. Motor Cycle, less power unit, good '

tyres, also suitable for 4h.p. single engine; best ^

offer.-H. Burden, Broadmayne, Dorchester, Dorset.
[1041 1

N.U.T.

N.U.T. 1920 31/211. p- Twin, Magdyno lighting, good-
Tunnine order, like new. licence paid; best offer

over £95.—Willett, Cheveley, Newmarket, Cambs. |;9724>i

"I
Q20-1 3f2h-P- N.U.T., Lucas Magdyno lighting,,

A.*y horn, etc., perfect condition throughout; £78;'
after 5 p.m.— 4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [9928 :t

N.U.T.—Sole distributing agents for London, Surrey,
Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Essex. Cornwall, Devon,

Somerset, and Staffordshire; particularly attractive
terms and sole districts being offered to sub-agents for

!

1922; immediate deliveries; cash or exchanges; de-
balance.—^Slaudes',

ALEXANDER'S

ferred payments 4% extra
London, Exeter, and Walsall.

O.K.

[9655

O.K. 2V'iti.r., 1921, new September, done 200 mile-;;

offers.—Lawrence, 31, St. John's Ed., Poole,

Dorset. [9626

£29/10.—O.K. Union 2?4h.p., 1921 model, perfect;

exchanges considered, cash either way.— 8, High
St., Wandsworth.

£55.—July (1921) O.K.-Villiers,

hand clutch, good condition
7,578, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[9832

2V*h.p., kick start.

S.W. district.-Box
[9561

Omega.
OMEGA-VILLIEES, 1921 (June), 2%h.p., 2-speed, tax

paid, horn, lamps; bargain, £50.—E. B.Tile.v,

K.C.A., Sleaford, Lines. [9522

1 021 Omega 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick ^tnrt,

i-t7 equipped, like new, small mileage; nearest £45.—

14, Goodmayes Av., Ilford^ [9706

1019 Omega-Jap 2?4h.p., 2-speed, tax paid, all on,'

-I-«^ Tan-sad, hardly used, excellent condition; £36.
;

—96, Sandringham Rd., Dalston [9740 i

-1 ia2Q Omega-Jap 2'/ih.p., 2-speed, K.S., clutch, IJnn-.:

Xt/ lops, spares, all on, perfect; £50, no oller.--138.

Avondale Ed., Newcastle-on-Tyne. .
[9-.81

C30

113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.
272-274, Gt. Western Road, GLASGOW.

All letters relating to ad\ertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by pri\'ate owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Sunbeam.
CUNBEAM 1919 3'Ah-P- Combination. legshieWs,

'O
,
BLuks, cail)urett«i-, Cowey spesdometer, I>ii«is

horn P. and H. lamps, Cameo wind screen. lugeaRe

end, lioensed, engine and gear box inst overhauled

;

£120.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St.. Cambridge.
[9565

5'Bgri' Paris:

SUNBEAM Owners are informed that arrangements
have been made for spare parts to be stocked at

the following Sunbeam Depots:

XONDON, E.G.—Sunbeam Depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct.

Tel. No.; 2180 Holborn.

LONDON. S.W.-Sunbeam Depot, 167-8, Sloane St.

Tel. No.: 1106 Victoria.

LrVEEI'OOL.—Sunbeam Depot, 68, Rensliaw St.

Tel. No.: 729 Eoyal.

MANCHESTEE.-Sunbeam Depot, 20, Peter St.

Tel. No.: 3952 Central.

LEEDS.—Sunbeam Depot, 5, 'Wooahonse Lane. Tel.

No.; 23277.

LEICESTEE.-Sunbeam Depot, 16, London Ed. Tel.

No.: 3717.

BOUENEMOUTH.-Snnbeam Depot, 8,

Ed. Tel. No.: 95T.
Holdenhurst

EDINBDEGH.-
linrgh

Sunbeam Depot. 37. George St.. Edin-
[9268

S^

QUANTITY of Snnbeam SVsh.p. Spares. Stamp
enquiries.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8.

[1104
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

—All Sunbeam parts in stock. Write us il you
are hung up lor any part. [9402

Swift.

2WIFT 2^ih.p., good condition, fast^ ta,x, lamps,
horn; £23, or exchange, push cycle part.—87,

Kent Rd.. Swindon. [X3008
Thor.

£50.—Thor 12h.p„ American police model, dynamo
lighting, not done 1,000: suitable sidecar. £20;

exchanges considered.—8, High St., Wandsworth.
[9831

Triumph.
pEEMIER Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at reduced 1922
prices.

TYPE H.. 4h.p., S-speed, £105; Type S.D., chain
drive, £115; Type L.W.. lightweight. £65; sidecars

from £20 to £50; easy payments only 4% extra. Buy
direct from the Triumph Specialists, The Premier Mctur
Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham [0627

-| Q22 Triumps.—All models can be supplied.—Gour-
JLC^ lays, Fallowfield. [X2959
CROSS, Effingham Sq., is agent for Rotherham dis-

trict for Triumphs. -

p. Triumph, clutch, 1913;
Stickuey, Boston, Lines.

[X3005

nearest £35.—Nelsev,
[98983i"

TEItlllPn 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, licence paid; £45.
—Jones' Garage. Droitwich. [8316

1 Q20 SVih.p. Countershaft Triumph, as new; £75.
--" —17, St. Charles Sq., W.IO. [9309

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, in fine condition; £48.Xi/ —24, Balliol Rd.. North Kensington. [9762

TEIUittPH T.T. 1914, l.lmps. horn, Ucensed; £30.-
Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge

[9574
TEinMPHS.-A ane assortment of all models in

stock at prices to suit all.—Eoss, 86. High Rd.,
Lee.

^
[4485

4h.p, Triumph Coachbnilt Combination, all on
Sai'l; £42.—Speechley, 86, Churchfield Ed., Acton,

W.3. [9612

31. T.T. Triumph, fast and flexible, given; 17 gns.

;

2 carriage paid.—Ramsden's, Maybell At., Black-
pool. [9892
'T'RITJNrPHS.—We have one or two countershaft
J- models, prices low ;-Bunting's Exchange, Weak'-
slonc. [1010

"JO 19 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., 3.«peed counter-J-'^ shaft, Dunhill sidecar; £85.—Knight's Ganige
Beigate. [9492

1 Q21 Triumph Combination, Aug., 700 milesA«' Cameo footboards; £100.—Donkin, Bishop St
Shrewsbury. [9959
'T'EITJMPH 1919 Countershaft, very small mileage
.». practically new; £75.-22, Princess Ed.. Einsh:---
P.lrk, N.4. [9997
1Q1B Countershaft Triumph, perfect condition- a'^*^ trial: £48.—Side hell, q \VnlliT,,rry,r,i atrial; £48
North Kensington

pRIUMPH JlirviuK, 1921, p,X equipped; £50.—Scriven, 12, Stanford Rd., New
[9745

, „ny
9, Wallingtord Av..

[9827

1921. perfect condition,

Southgate, N.ll.

*1018 Triumph Combination, lamps, etc., new tyres
J-'J' perfect; £65; exchange late Morgan.— 120.'
Sutherland Rd., Croydon. [1002
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E C 4 -
'' Triumphs, all 1922 models supplied promptly on

easy terms or exchange. [1067

BAMBERS
(of Southport)

ARE DELIVERING

1922
MODELS

AT THE

REDUCED PRICES
1922 7 h.p. A.J.S. Comb £175
1922 21 h.p.A.J.S., Standard £85
1 922 21 h.p. A.J.S., Sports £85
1922 8 h.p. ENFIELD Comb £160
1922 2i h.p. ENFIELD £65
1922 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £135
1922 6 h.p. DOUGLAS Comb £165
1922 3.J h.p. DOUGLAS, Sports .... £130
1922 2i h.p. DOUGLAS £75
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb. . . £170
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Comb. £176 10
1922 8 h.p. MATCHLESS, Sports. . £130
1922 3i h.p. ZENITH-BRADSHAW £118
1922 3ih.p. ARIEL Comb £125
1922 3i h.p. ARIEL, Sports £87 10
1 922 6-7 h.p. ARIEL Comb £140
1922 4i h.p. B.S.A. Comb. £142
1922 6 h.p. B.S.A. Comb £162
1922 3J h.p. NORTON 16 H £115
1922 3J h.p. TRIUMPH, Sports .... £120

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED.

SECOND HAND.
1921 24 h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp., K.S. £70
1921 3^^ h.p. SUNBEAM, all on. . . . £115
1921 2J h.p. FEDERAL, all on .... £43
1920 3ih.p. P. &M £68
1920 2.Vh.p. CLYNO, 2-.speed .... £35
1920 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Comb £140
1920 4S^ h.p. B.S.A. Comb £95
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Comb £85

SEVERAL MORE EQUALLY GOOD
BARGAINS.

WRITE FOR FULL LIST.

DONT FORGET
FULL MARKET VALUE ALLOWED
FOR YOUR PRESENT MACHINE IN

PART EXCHANGE.

I

TALK IT OVER WITH OUR
REPRESENTATIVE WHO IS IN
.ATTENDANCE ON

A.J.S. &
ENFIELD ST.ANDS

AT OLYMPIA.

EASY PAYMENTS
R. BAMBER & Co., Ltd.,

2, EASTBANK STREET,

•••--o,:
SOUTHPORT.

j

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Triumph.
7Q20 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, 3-speed. kick
Xi/ start; 70 ens.—28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
'Phone: Stratford 2598. [9533

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, Lnras lamps, t^x»l
tind insurance; accept £62.—Write, M.G.. Tin

Torrs, Cornwall Rd.. Sutton. [942«

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, lamps, specdomoter.
excellent condition : 100 gns.-Reynolds, Cuilra-

thain. Ox Lane. Hari^nden. , -
[9615

lOll Triumph, 3-speed, just re-enamelled, cver-
AJ? hauled, perfect; £37/10.—Goad, 122, Maida
Vale. 'Phone : Hampstead 1353. [99S4

fully equipped,
untingdon

.

[995S

Id 14 Triumph Combination, 4h.p..
i-V excellent condition; £50.-22,
Buildings, Bethnal Green Rd., E.l.

1 Q19 (Oct.) C.S. Triumph and Millford C.B. sidecar,
-Lt' Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer, all tools, spares;

£95.-Watts, 54a, Church Ed., Hove. [9474

"IQ12 Triumph Combination, 2-speed N.S.U.. clutch
-Li' hub, new cylinder and overhauled; bargain,
£40.-1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [9671

TRIUMPH, 1915, 3-speed, countershaft, Luca»
lamps, speedometer, verv smart ; 49 gns.—Long-

man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [1118

OXFORD.—Countershaft Triumph combination, coach-
bnilt underslung sidecar, fully equipped; 60 gns.,

bargain.—King, Egrove, Kennington, Oxford. [X2975

TRIUMPH Sljh.p., N.S.U. 2-speed. weatherproof
Bosch, new Amac carburetter, tax paid, ready to

ride away; £30.—Rando, 50, Brighten Rd., Surbiton.
[973S

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
2% h.p. Triumph Junior, 1921, tax paid, fully

insured, all accessories; 4^50; easy terms arranged.
[1063

1 Q21 Baby Triumph, electric lighting, clock, horn,
XJ/ etc.. tax paid, mileage under 500; offers.

—

Tel. : Museum 6626.—A.S.C., 166. Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [1127

TRIUMPHS. 1913-14 models; £30; £5 with order,

10/6 weekly; rebuilt iTl our works; send stamp
for lists. — Hemsworth Motor Works, Hemsworth,
Yorkshire. [9795

TRIUMPH 4h.p. (renovated), P. and H. lamps, me-
chanical horn, insurance and licence paid, perfect

condition; £65.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St.,

Cambridge. [9575

TRIUMPH 1921, oil chain, Montgomery sporting
eidecar, Luco.s 6 volt set. exceptional engine,

manv spares; £105.-257, War-wick Rd.. Greet. Bir-

mingham. (S2929

1 Q20 Triumph Gloria Combination, all accessories;
Xt/ unscratched, guaranteed as new; £100. or offer;

exchange.—C.S.,

E3155.
14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel.:

[9875

1 018 Triumpli 4h.p. Combination, renovated makers
J-tJ 1920. excellent condition thi-oughont, smart, fast,

fully equipped; any trial; 80.—Clean, 52, Clareniont
Rd., Suibitou. [9721

3ih.p. Triumph, Philipson pulley, clutch, and light
2 coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories, guaranteed in

good condition and mechanically sound; £55.—Gibb,
Northgate, Gloucester. [9056

"I O20 Babv Triumph, as new. complete and ready for
Xi/ road; £52/10.—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engi-
neering Co., 26. Tulse Hill, Brixton. (Half minute from
Brixton Skating Rink.).

' [1026

TRIUMPH, 1921, unused, fast machine, Cowey
speedometer, Lucas lighting set, horn, all acces-

sories, specially tuned: £105.—Colonial Motors, 104a.
Pinchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [1091

"I 021 Triumph, renovated, new type Druid forks,
Xtf complete with Lucas lamp set, Cowey horn, kuee-
eiips. licence paid, guaranteed as new; approval; £75.—
Gibb, Northgate, Gloucester. [9052

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can deliver from stock for cash, deferred pay-

ments, or exchange.—Jones Garage, Muswell Hill, and
I Woodside Parade. N Finchley. [0382

inpRIUMPH Sporting, late 1921. absolutely as new,

! X done 50 miles only, equipped: sacrifice, £67/10.
Elce, Ltd.. 15-16. Bishopsgnte Av.,

E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
Carnomile St.,

[0070

SPECIALLY Tuned Racing Triumph, Philipson. spare

cams, fullv equipped: any trial; £40: exchange
lightweight. Levis preferred.—Pallanza, 55, Oseney Cres-

cent, Kentish Town, London. [9620

TRIUMPH 1917 Combination, renovated by Triumph
Co. 1920. Gondola sidecar, lamps, horn, wind

screen, licence, knee-grips, etc. ; 60 gns.—Zuelch and
Brown, Railway St., Hertford. [9863

1CI21 Triumph Gloria Combination, chain drive, Lucas
-tJ M.agdvno electric lighting set, and electric horn,

special demonstration model, in perfect condition; £135.

—Gwynne, Glasbury. Breconsliiro [9581

TRIUMPH. 1917-18. 4h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter,

clutch, fully equipped, tax paid; £75; deferred

payments if desired.—Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton;

! also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X2955

£' 115—Triumph (Ma.v, 1921) Gloria combination.

ei'Ctrio lighting, speedometer. Triumph leg

shields, all accessories, with insurance to May, 1922

-Box 7,620, c/o The Jlotor Cycle. [109o

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q20 Triumph 4h.p., coDdition as new, ilills-Fulford
Xi/ eiflecflr, Lucas Knmps, all spares, only ruu 500
mil«s; £95, or Dearest offer.—Newnham, Overton Rd.,

BattOQ. Surrey. Tel.: 339 Sutton. [9462

TRIUJMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft; tMs machine
is absolutely unscratched and unused, genuine

b».rgain of the week; £80; fully guaranteed.—76,
Cornwall Rd., Bayswater, W. Park 3699. [9870

TEIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, clutch, lighting set.

horn, tax paid, etc., smart coacbhuilt sidecar, in

Sne condition throughout; bargain, £45.—Blackmore,
769. Eomford Ed., Manor Park. Loudon, E. [9718

TEIUMPH, late 1918, fully eauipped, renOTated,
befiutiful condition, absolutely sound throughout,

fuflt, eportiug machine, long exhaust, spare cover; £70,
or near.—Mapplebeck, 26, Sydenham Ed., E. Croydon.

[9692
TEIUMPH 1919 Fixed Gear Model, Philipson pulley

(hand conirol), full equipment, tax paid, excellent

appearance ; £55 : deferred payments if desired.—
Parker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,
Manchester. [X2954

TRIU]\IPH, 1920 model, and Gloria sidecar, in per
feet order and condition, fitted P.R.S. electric

lamps and accumulator, footboards. Easting wind
•creen, etc.; bargain, £95.—Holland, 164, Earlsdon
At., Coventry. 'Phone: 1945. [X3065

TEIUMPH 3V2h.p., Bosch mag.. Brooks, P. and H.
lamp set, horn, tools, etc.,- tax paid, nearly new

tyres and belt, in very fine condition mechanically and
very smart in appearance; a really good machine; £20.
a bargain.—E. Watson, Victoria Ed., Aldeburgh, Sufiolk

[9900
Spore Farts :

TEIUMPH Spares.—Immediate delivery —Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [8638

22 Triumphs.—AH models; order now from Sam
E. Clapham (Motors), Greenwich. [9248

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
—The Triumph experts; complete illustrated list

post free.
' [9403

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all models, also Sturmey
Archer gear parts from stock, post free. Gear

overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Broadway,
Mnswell Hill, N.IO. [u746

VERY, Very Seldom are we asked for a Triumph or
Sturmey-Archer part which we cannot supply at

once, even to the smallest nuts. But no ex-Army dump
stufE.-Gray and Le-iin, 5, The Boulevard, Balham, S.W
Tel. : Streatham 2417 [7902

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904 to 1921.-Every part, any
year, in stock, new or second-hand, guaranteed

serviceable. Enclose stamp for reply. Why not second-
hand goods in place of new while prices are so high?
Half the price; satisfaction guaranteed.—Forfield Motors,
11, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [X305S

Trump.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-

2^4b.i). Trump-Jap. 2-speed model, new 1922
£60; easy terms arranged. [1069

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
New late 1921 SV^h.p. Trump-Jap, fitted wit],

latest J.A.P. engine, overhead valves. 3-sDeed model,
road racing machine ; £75 ; no extra charge for easv
terms. [1070

Velocette.

""\X/"AIT and See" Jack Healy of Cork on Velocette
V Stand, rider and agent. Garage: Drinan St.

[X2547
1Q22 Velocette, clutch and kick starter.—Early de
-« *^ livery from the Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed..
Birmingham. [X2987

1 Q21 Velocette, 2-speed, chain drive, mechanical lubri-
-*-*' cation, aluminium legshields, ridden short distance
condition as new; cost £78, £50; an exceptional oppoi-
tmuty.—Weaver, 38, Broad St., Bath. [9859

NEW Velocette 1921 Models at enormous reductions,
all with internal expanding brakes to both wheels,

and other latest imrrovementa; 2-ppeed £55, 3-speed
£62, lady's open frame 2-speed £55; sent on approval;
easy p;iyments 4% extra.—Tlie Premier Motor Co..
Aston Rd., Birmingham.

, [X2986

Verus.
Tj Q20 Verus 2i4h.p.. single speed, good as new, elec-
J-*' trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overr.lN
(5ft. 6in.), tax paid, insurance; lot fost over £70- bfs*
olier over £45 accepted; appointment only.—Schofipid
25, Simtos Ed., Wandsworth, S.W.18. . [7905

Victor*
"l/^ICTOR, 1915, Sh.p., water-cooled, 2-seater. 2 speeds
T and re\-erse, fully equipped, body repainted, fa.et

and good hill-climber, smart little car; bargain at £90
-Eiseleys, 100, North Ed., Brighton. [9716

Williatiison.
"TXTILLIAMSON Combination. 8h.p., very nicerv machine; best offer.-79a, Clapham Rd., S.W.S

1 ft'^-P- Y<^-
Williamson Flat Twin, Bosch, Solex iSu-J-V retter; £15 or wdl exchange lighter and cash.-

31, Hanley E<1., Shirley, Southampton. [9437

LOOK
We still lead the way

to Tyre Bargains.

Wood-Milne
Guaranteed Brand New.

Not Clearance or Blemished

13|6

16/6

32/6

26x2f
26x2|o.s.

650x65

26x2J 1

26x2i (

SPECIAL
THREE
PLY

EXTRA
HtAVY
FOUR
PLY.

700x80
to fit

i

EXTRA
HEAVY
FOUR
PLY.

New Ciearance Lines.

DUNLOP RUBBER NON-SKID.
28x3 Heavy 44 /_

28 X3 {to fit z^ rims) Extra Heavy ..... 44/-
28 X 3 (to. fit 2i rims) Heavy 44 /-

650 X 65 Ribbed 40 /-

26 X zl Heavy ; 35 /,

26 X 2I Extra Heavy 39 /-

26x23 Heavy 30/-
26X2J Heavy 29/-

ROM COMBINATION.
26 X 2i 44 /-

AVON COMBINATION.
26X2i 39/-

HUTCHINSON.
28 X 2I Ribbed 22/6
26X2I Ribbed 32/-
26 X 2I Rubber-studded 32/-
26X2IX2J Rubber-studded 32/-

BATES.
26 X 2A^ X 2J Special Heavy 58 /-

26 X 2I Special Heavy 34 /-

NEW TUBES (in all sizes), 7/-.

I /- extra carriage paid, passenger train. Other
Tyre bargains. Price List on application.

MOTOR CYCLING HELMETS fr922 Patterns).
Illustrated List on application.

NEW RUBBER THIGH BOOTS, 15/-. Carriage
paid.

H. EMANUEL & CO.
(TYRE FACTORS),

27, Belgrade Road,

STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16.
Stores : 37a, Balls Pond Road,
DALSTON, LONDON, N.

Telephone : Dalston 3161

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wolf.

WOLF.—Sole agents for London, South of Thames/
and district. We are now fixing Bub-agenciee,

and invite enouiries.—Burlington Motors, Ltd., South
Side, Clapham Common, 6.W.4. 'Phone; Bristoa
2417. [0508

Wooler.
WOOLER, the two actual machines used in the

T.T. races, 1921; 55 gns. each.—Longman Bros.,
17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [1125

Zenith.

LOOK Out For Julians of Reading on Zenith stand.
[8705

ALLAN GRUZELIER, Zenith Specialist, les-, Regent
St., London, W.

EARLY deliveries of all models; book to-dny and save
delay.

A LL Spare Parts in 24 hours.

1 Q21 Zenith, 90 bore, o.h.v., specially built for com-
J-t/ petition work this year, and only tligfatly used,
indistinguishable from new; 6pec-iat price, 100 gns.—
T.A. : Mobiliron, Regent, London. 'Phone : Recent
205. [1088

1 Q20 Zenith Combination, fully eqxiipped; £80.-24,
-I-"-' Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [9764 \

F.O.C.H. are Zenith Agents.—5, Heath >St., Hamp- I

stead (near Hampstead Tube Station). [9664
!

ZENITH 1912 Single, Gradua gear, lamps, horn,
complete; £30.-9, Hill View Rd.. Salisbury. [9548

ZENITH-GEADtTA 3V'h.p., 1914, new 28x3 tyres,

perfect, fast; £30.-12, Temple Sheen Rd., S.W.14.
[9911

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
Sy^h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, new; price £105; easy

terms arranged. [1071

FRANK WHITWORTH. Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham, for immediata delivery from stock of

Zenith-Bradehaw, price £118. f0711

ZENITH 5h p., 1917, recently completely overhauled,
re-enamelled and replated, electric lighting; £60.

-18, Chesilton Rd., FuDiam. [9854

ZENITH-GBADUA 8h.p. 1914 Sports Combination,
clutch, tax paid; £40 for quick sale; perfect.

-J. Wickham, 77, Highbury Hill, N. [9925

ZENITH Bargains, shop-soiled only: 8h.p. clutch
^combination. £144-; 8h.p. clutch solo. £118; 8h.p.

sporting solo, £105.—Mainstone, Union St., Ryde,
[X2859

ZENITH 1921 Combination, special machine, fitted

with racing Harley engine, only one in existence;

offers.—Barker's Motors, 194, Balham High Rd., S.W.
[9820

-f Q22 Zeuith-Bradshaw, mileage 150, Lucas equip-
JL*/ ment; best offer over £100; late Douglas, Triumph
lart- seen any time.—Taylor, Station Hotel, Habroiigh,

Grimsby. [X2916

ZENITH Combination, new 1920, special 8h.p. J.A.P.
engine, clutch, kick starter, speedometer, lamps,

liorn, spares, guaranteed perfect; £110.—226, Venner
Rd., Sydenham. [9933

ZENITH Combination, 1920, 8h.p., low mileage,
fully equipped, as new; £72, ba^ain.—Richmond

Park Garage 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen,
S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622. [1084

ZENITH - 6-8h.p. Combination, Gradua gear and
clutch, recently overhauled, in perfect condi-

tion, tax paid, speedometer, and spares ; £ 75 for

quick sale.—359, Green Lanes, Harringay. [9944

£37.—Zenith-Gradua coachbuilt combination, 1914-
15 type, 4b. p., T.T., discs, lamps. Klaxon, reno-

vated, perfect ; bargain ; separate ; exchange ; abso-
lutely sound, ride away.—89, East Hill, Wandsworth.

[9952
1Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate de-
Xt/ livery; £118; cash, exchange, or extended pay-.
ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
Parade London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydou
2450. r0734

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sporting Combination. Lucas
head, rear, sidecar lamps, speedometer, knee grips.

Are discs, luggage grid, as new; £140; deferred pay-

ments if desirpd.—Parker's, Biadshawgate, Bolton; also

245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X2952

I 021 (late) Zenith Sports 5-6h.p., Sin. tyres, large -

l-nJ electric head lamp, accumulators. Bonniksen,
speedometer, Lucas horn, handle-bar watch, leather

knee grips, pump, tools, etc., tax paid, only done 400
,

and like new; £100.—Hutchinson, Boroughbridge.
[9751'.

Ladies* Motor Cycles.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., 'Binning- :'

ham, for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. The most
suitable ladies' machine. Get list. [0724 ^

LADY'S Douglas, 2S4h.p., 2-speed. recently overhauled, 1 '

excellent condition, tax paid.—Mrs. Hughes, Hawks-
head, Ambleside, Westmorland. [9518

Miscellaneous.

BUNTING'S Exchange, Wealdstone, have some good \V
solos and combinations from £15 upwards; just -;

to clear. [1012 '
;

HALIFAX —50 second-hand machines and combina-^
tions; keen exchanges. Get list-Halifax Motor 'gi

Exchange, Horton St.. Halifax. [X2922, J
B34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
>^.
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HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
RENNOO Co.—Wo are actual manufacturers of hoods,

sou'eene, n.ud Aprons. Send for ILst.—Eennoo
Motors, Ltd., 155:i, Mailborousli Kd.. Upcer Hollowny,
W.IS. 18632

ADJUSTABLE Wind Screens to any angle. Tvill fit

any c<ar, complete with the latest fittings and
Loveinll apron, heflutifully finished; 35/-; carriiige extra.

—Below.

HOODS, best quality twill, heavy bras3 fittings, will

fit any car, £2/10; cairiage extra on all goods.—
Brixton 1585.— Robini Manufacturing Co., 1, Tulse
Hill, and 22. Water Lane, Brixton, S.W. 'Buses and
trams pass the door. [1030

BODIES.
ENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35

models, also several clearance, cheap to clear

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholsterinff.—E^nnoc Motors. Ltd.. 155a, Marl

horouph Rd., Upper HoUoway, N.19. [8633

GLORIA Body, loyal blue, screen, excellent ; £7
secures.—Harold Angell, Breachivood, Wehvyn.

[9483
CHAMBER Coach Bodies from £4/17/6 to £12/17/6

' —Bright and Hayles. 78, Church St.. Cambenrell.
[8803

CLEARANCE Line.—Bamco sidecar bodies, rough
painted, want upholstering, roomy; £3.-2, For-

tune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [9936

MONTGOMERY Coachbuilt Body, painted and up-
holstered, to suit underslung chassis, brapd

new ; £5/10. — Holland, Heai'sall Lane Corner,
Coventry. [X3066
IjiDWARDES makes Sidecar Bodies to suit all types

J of chassis from £4/17/6; bulbous back, £6/5;
fitted free. Call and inspect.—277, Camberwell Rd.,
S.E. Hop 4913. [1075

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-
ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [0336

ROBINI Manufacturing- Co.—Show week. We are
exhibiting at No. 9, West Kensington Garden

Mews, just by Hammersmith Rd. entrance. Call and
see our latest bodies and designs.—Below.

£6/15- End. of Seasons Bargains.—We can offer a
large number of shop-soiled bodies of many types,

upholstered and painted different colours, complete
with coverall aprons; £6/15.—Below.

A FEW 2-seater Models, complete with coverall apions,
etc., at £9; 15 bodies, complete with hoods and

wind screens, etc., it wonderful offer, £11; a few second
hand bodies at £3/10; carriage extra. _See Sidecar
column. Catalogue on request.—Brixton 1585.

—

Robini Manufacturing Co., 1, Tulse Hill, and 22, Watei
Lane, Brixton, S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door

[1028
SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Wort

ing, coloured, jjencil, or line drawings of original
designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.-
Couper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designer?
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20. Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

roooi

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
pOR
QANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists

SANDUM Sidecars.-We shall give best value ir

Olympia Show.

CALL at Stand 129, or write for pre-show clearance
list.

SANDHAM Engineering Co.. Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd,, W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0039

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent tJnbrenkahlo Chassis for
high-powered matliines: Z^'uith. Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials. Sunbeams, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick-starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S .specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twistftd motor cycle frames and forks
promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring ^Vheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but ' ore faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar
makers, wholesale, retail, and export. 27, Stroud

Green Rd., Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn-
tey 1584. [0522

accept £18.-37,
[9972

NEW A.B.C. Sidecar, cost £37;
Arlington Rd., Surbiton.

CANOELET Underslung Sidecar, suit Triumph; £10.
Call Saturday.-118, Herbert Rd., Woolwich. [9681

TWO Luxurious Coachbuilt Sidecars, good tyres: 5
gns. each.—Ramsden's, Maybell Av., Blackpool.

[9893

AGENTS MAY COME
A«D AGENTS MAY GO
BUT —
Having been with yon since the pas-

time of motor cj'cUng commenced,
we are carrying on, knowing full well

we shall' be accorded that measure
of support which is the fruit only
of clean, honest, and straiglitforward

business. Our greatest pleasure lies

in supplying a recommended client,

because it is, to us, the echo of an
absolutely satisfied one.

Our business methods and our clients'

appreciation have lifted us to the
sublime position of one of Britain's

Leading Motor Cycle Agents. What-
ever your requirements may be, we
shall be happy to receive them. No
matter where 3'ou live, you will

receive the same coirftesy and atten-

tion. If you are purchasing a new
or second-hand machine, we can, and
will, advise you on request. Perhaps
you can pay us a visit—if so, you
are cordially invited to come and
inspect our large and varied stock.

OLYMPIA.
Our reprcsentaiives are in atteiidance all

the week.
ASK FOR—

Mr. BILLY JONES on (he A.J.S. Stand.

Mr. TOM JONES on the MORGAN Stand.
Mr. CLIFF JARMAN on the LEVIS Stand.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

ig2= CALTHORPE de Luxe 4-seater £435
I9::2 ROVER, 8 h.p £220

BRAND NEW 1921 MOTOR CYCLES
at Clearance Prices.

SCOTT, 32 h.p., T.T. model £10*
ROVER, 3.', h.p., 3-speed, K.S £100
ROYAL RUBY, 23 h.p. sports. 2-speed, K.S. £70
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., with de luxe Sidecar £140
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination complete... £130
POWELL, 4 h.p., 3-speed, etc £100
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 3-speed, K.S £85
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-speed, clutch £68
ZENITH, 8 h.p., sporting model £115
IVY, 2! h.p., I.O.M. sports model, discs £53
BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 3\ h.p., sports,

K.S.. etc £65
NEW HUDSON, de luxe, 2l h.p., 2-speed . . £60
SPARKBROOK, 2lh.p., 2-speed, K.S., -etc. £68
NER-A-CAR Wheeler, complete £62
O.K., 2.! h.p., 2-speed, K.S., etc £58
O.K., 2 J h.p., 2-speed £48
IXION, "2.1 h.p., 2-speed, K.S. ' £60
OMEGA, '2} h.p., K.S., 2-speed £70
O.K.-JUNIOR, 2i h.p £38
EDMUND, 2.', h.p., 2-speed £60

Send for our List ol Second-hand Machines,
post tree.

NOlTH^mLES
MOTOR I

^EXCHANGE
^^ WREXHAM '

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for disposing ol motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will make yon a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, footing.—You will be sure of
a good cheque if you sell your machine .at

l^almer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands of men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale, every
Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction fee for motor
cycles under £50 reserve. 5/-; over £50 reserve,

10/-. No garage charge is incurred until 7 days
notice is given.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
from any London railway station. The auction

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m. [1131

TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Cliassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tiibes, with welded joints.

TKITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TEITUEE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for

booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth
Phone: 5. [7256

SPORTING Torpedo Sidecar (unused), Aero wind
screen, disc, cape; £14.—Riddle, 42, Howland St.,

W.l. [9476

SPORTING Coachbuilt Sidecar, complete; £7/10;
good condition.—Advertiser, 116, Woking Rd.,

Guildford. [9690a

CANOELET C.B. Sidecar, fine condition, complete
fittings, suit Triumph; £6/10.-Prout, Canon St..

Taunton. [1032

<~(AMBER Sidecars from £16/10 to £25. Write for

V.y 1922 price list.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
St., C-amberwell. [8793

BEAUTIFUL 1920 Canoelet Touring Sidecar, under-
slung, 4-point: nearest oiier £23 secures.—Eosslvn, .

Devon Rd., Cheam. [9683

NEW Metal Bulbous Sidecar, listed £37/10; even-
ings; £12/10.-120, Marlborough Flats, Walton

St., Chelsea, S.W. 3. [X2993

COACHBUILT Sidecar, black, in good condition;
£5.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade,

Golders Green, N.W. [9983

LIGHTWEIGHT Sporting Sidecar, £10; bulbous, large

underslung, £15; both snips.— Stock, 107, Conins^-

hiim Bd., Shepherd's Bush. [9947

BARGAINS.-Coach Gloria sidecar with screen,

£9/19/6; large Bowser, seat child, £16/10/6.-
Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar. suit

Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15/6.—Booths' Motories,

Hiilifax.

BARGAINS.-New large size coarfh bodies, loclcer

under seat, £6/19/9; featherweight eidecai,

£12/10/6: cane sidecar, £6/10/6.—Booths' Motories,

Portland Place, Halifax. [8199

T> OBINI Manufacturing Co.—Show weei. We are
JtX exhibiting at No. 9, West Kensington Garden
Mews. Call and see us.—Below.

END of Season's Bargains.—Douglas chassis, com-
plete with new tyre and tube, with shop-soiled

^lodies, complete with apron and adjustable wind screens;

£14.—Below.

MILLS-FULFOED Chassis with shop-soiled bulbous
bank body, designed for this chassis, complete

with adjustable" wind screen and apron; £12/15. Do
not misa these wonderful offers; carriage extra. See

Body oolunin.—Brixton 1585.—Eobini Manufacturing
Co., 1, Tulse Hill, and 22, 'Water Lane, Brixton, S.^^V.

'Buses and trams pass the door. " [1029

WATSONIAN E34 .Sidecar, dark green, new last May,
condition perfect; £20.— Kirkby, c/o Colinslee

Motor 'Works, Neilston Ed., Paisley. _
[9485

SPORTING Float Sidecar, unused, complete, smart,

body painted Royal blue; £18.— Colonial Motors,

:04a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [1094

SWAN Sporting Sidecar, off Indian Scout; cheap for

caBli, or exchange push cycle or anything useful.

—Chcethara, 83, Water Lane, Preston. [9591

W'iLLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish :

prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

[0335

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves

garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tester

7 years on motors up to 9h. p.—Hopley. Upper High-
gate St., Birmingham. [0152

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor,
specify a folding sidecar; made to suit any

motor up to lOh.p. ;
your own or any detachable wheel

can be used; have been in use 7 years. I have many
testimonials.—Hopley. Upper Highgate St., Birming-
ham. Estd. 25 years, [9218

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each atlvertisement, and tlie date of the issue. B37
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
RENXOC Sulec.Tis, bodies, lioode, screens, largest

ctock in London, actuiil manufncturers through-

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue. 32 naee*. 80 illus-

trations.

PHa3NlX Cidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the

Rennoc Sidecar Co.

REICNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian

motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENN'OC Co. have 50 second-hand and clearance

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc.. all to clear at knock-

out prices. . Note : Write for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have tie finest selcticn of complete

sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-

car; repainting and reupholstering a speciality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes,

English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask yon to send for their 1921

catalogue, the most comprehensive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 1553, Marlborough Ed., Upper
Holloway. N.19. 'Phone: Homeey 1589. [8631

EDWARDES.—Sidecar chassis, new, complete, to

suit all cvcles, from £6/7/6; tradesmen s, £9/15.
-277, Camberwell Ed., S.E. Hop 4913. , [1076

PAEAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,

has 7 vears to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and, when folded, combination will pass through a

30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Wm-
cycle Co.. Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0388

BASTONES for Sidecars. You cannot do better.—
Sidecars, complete, slightly soiled, from

£13/17/6; bodies from £4; also a few Montgomery
No. 1 and sporting models, slightly soiled, to be
cleared cheap.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,

Ix>ndon, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [7722

SPECIAL Lightweight TTnderslung Chassis, suitable
' for SV' or 4h.p. ; price £5, or with lightweight

body £10/15. Second-hand coachbuilt sidecar, complete
and ready for fixing, £7/10. MiUs-Fulford stockists.

Write for bargain list.—Light Car and Motor Cycle
Engineering Co., 26, Tnlse Hill, Brixton. (Half minute
from Brixton Skating Eink.). [1025

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

M
V. EET, 378-384, Enston Ed.,
immediate or early delivery

:

ORGANS, all models.

N.W.I, has for

COVENTET
£260.

PREMIEE, 1922, 4-wheeler model

"pOVEE Sh.p. Model; £220.

pi.N., all models

EXCHANGES or Deferred Payments arranged.-
'Phone: Musemrr 6436.

MORGANS, second-hand, several
Eey, 378-384, Euston Ed.,

Museum 6436.

in stock.—A. P.
N.W.I. 'Phone:

[1007

8h.p., 3-speed, 2-seater:
314, Eustou Bd.,. N.W.I.

[1021
New Grahame-White, 4h.p., 2-speed, 2-

seater; £70.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Ed.,
N.W.I. [1022

SPORTING 2-seater, very fast, twin water-cooled, 3
speeds, reverse; £95; exchange.—84, Greenside

Rd., Croydon. [9909

1 22 Morgans.—If this is your choice _ypu cannot

BRAND New 1921 Tamplin,
£125.—Percy and Co.,

"'

"DHAND

Xt7 do better than purchase it from Gibb, North-
gate, Gloucester. [1017

A.Y. Monocar, 1919, mechanirally perfect, complete,
insured £100; any trial; £65.—Kenilworth Poultry

Farm, Kenilworth. [X2895

TAMPLIN, 1920, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, climb anything,
very last : bargain, £85.—Ralph, Cambridge Place,

Norfolk Sq., W.2. [1009

MORGAN, 1920 (June), 8h.p. J.A.P,,
oiiteter; £130: take solo mount part.-

Australin Rd., Cardiff.

discs, speed-
-Thomas, 90,

[9490

A.C. Sociable, good condition, fully equipped, lampi
speedometer, spare tyre; £65; trial.-

Dulwich, S.E.
Write, 64,

[98(52

"VrORGANS, latest_. 1922 models, in stock for imme-
diate delivery: prices from £150, equipped; ex-

changes, extended terms.—Below.

VrOEGAN Grand Prix, 1921-22, M.A.G., special gear
J-TJ rati*?, discs, aluminium dash, speedometer, Lucas
dynamo lightmg, mileage under 200; cost £240, sacri-
fice £215.—Below.

MOEGAN Grand
speedometer.

Bishopsgate Av.,
5548.

Prix, 1920, J.A.P., lamps, horn,
hood, etc.; £150.-Elcc, Ltd., 15-16,

,
Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue

[0068
TTALIFAX.-G.N., 1920, dynamo lighting, £165;
JL-i. Morgan 8h.p., £105; another, with hood and screen,
£95.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax

[X2925

The

BRAMPTON
Bi-FIex

SPRING FORK

Have you noticed the large
number of successful Motor
Cycles in all speed and relia-
bility trials, that are fitted with
the BRAMPTON BI FLEX? Here
are a few reasons why:—

THE exclusive doub'e action principle on

which the "BRAMPTON" Bi-Flex Spring

Fork is designed facilitates an independent

and simultaneous movement of the front wheel in

the direction of the lines of force produced by

horizontal and vertical shoclis, whilst the suc-

cessful combination and arrangement of the

springs, acting in compression, respond to the

slightest vibratory movement or the irregularities

of the worst road surfaces with masterly

effectiveness.

Another feature which has contributed to make
The "BI^MPTpN" Bi-Flex Spring Fork

famous, and so universally popular with riders,

is the simplicity and efficiency of the patent

adjusting arrangement of the links and rocker

bars, by means of which lateral instability is

entirely eliminated.

Descriptive Booklet illustrating models for

Motor Cycles from 2i h.p. upwards, free on

request. See our Exhibit at the Cycle and

Motor Cycle Show. STAND No. 191,

GALLERY.

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.,

Oliver Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
A.C. Sociable, modern, mechanically sound, hood,

screen, wheel steering, speedometer; £45, nearest.
31, Wilmington Av., Chiswick. [1110

MORGAN 1921 lOh.p. 4-8flater, M.A.G., w.c, com-
plete with full equipment, sligTitly shop-soiled only;

£190—Gi)b, Northgate, Gloucester. [9055

RACING A.V. Monocar, liceneed, perfect; exchange
fully equipped sporting twin solo, recent model

;

aell.-T., or, I'anton St., Cambridge. [9510

C^^YCLE Car (Morgan type), twin, modern, worm
^ shaSt drive, 2-5eater; £40; perfect.—H. B. Hall.

Hutton Grove, North Finchley, London. [9750

MOEGAN de Luxe, 1916, a.c. .T.A.P., Lucas electric

light'":, periect running order; £90; eeen Sundays.

—Vickers Joues, Bray's Lane, St6ke, Coveutry. [X2&86

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
G.N. cycle car, new 1922 model, saxe blue finish,

all-weather model; price £215; easy terms arranged.
[1074

BEAND New 1922 8h.p. Eover. show model, in

stock; Morgans and motor cycJes part exchange.

—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone:

45. [X2963

NEW and Second-hand ' Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes; good selection in stock: cash, easy

payments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292. High Holborn,

W.0.1. (0673

CAEDEN Monocar, 1915, completely eauipped, electric,

light, 5h.p. J.A.P. ,
perfect condition, fast and

siArting; £34.-E. Watson. Victoria Ed., Aldebui^gh,

Suffolk. [9S02

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyl. water-

cooled engine, 3 spSeds, Magdyno: 300 gns
;

im-

mediate delivery.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portand St.,

London, W.l. [°'=^

MOEGAN, G.P., W.C., discs, lamps, horns, screen,

overhauled, new hood, 50 ni.p.g., exceptionally

smart and fast; trial week-ends; £125.-34, Clarence

Ed., Horsham. i^"^"

MOEGAN 1921 De Luxe Model, air-cooled J.A.P.,

all accessories, Jamps, etc., nearly new tyres, veiy

small mileage; £120, bargain.-E. Watson, Victoria Ed.,

Aldeburgh, Suffolk. lS9°l

1015 Baby Peugeot, dynamo, speedometer, electric

it/ horn, repainted, appearance and coudition

excellent; £145.—Tel. : Museum 6626.—A.b.C., 166,

Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1126

nfk21 Morgan de Luxe, only run few miles, water-

lif cooled, speedometer, watch, fully equipped;

cost £265, accept filSO.-Side bell, 9, WallmgJord

Av., Nortll Kensington. IMB3U

T>OVER Sh.p., single-cyl., W.C, 2-seater and dickey,

JX 3 speeds, reverse, hood, screen, lamps, good

condition; £70; exchange Sociable or Swift.—12, Les-

bourne Ed., Reigate. L9H1U

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-

New 1922 Morgan Grand Prix, show model, special

show finish, fully eauipped; price £180, plus c/L' «
extras; cash or easy terms. ixvi^

BEAND New 1922 Grand Prix. Morgan Etmabout.

MAG engine, in stock ; used Morgans and motor

cycles part exchange.-Walbro Motor Cycle Co.,

Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [X29b4

BEAND New 1922 Coventry Premier Eunabout, in

stock; £250; used Morgans and motor cycles

taken in part exchange.-Walbro Motor Cycle Co.,

Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [i29bb

CYCLE Car, 'incomplete, sheet metal body, with dash

and steering, 50/-; three wheels, with tyres, 151-

to 251- • 4h.p. W.C. engine, mag., and carburetter, ib.

-Heane, Frimley Ed., Ash Vale. [9916

MOEGAN Grand Prix, late model, 8-lOh.p. J-^.P.,

water-cooled, disc wheels, alnminiunj dash hood,

wind screen, licence, overhauled; nearest £120- ex-

changes.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. 1984B

MOEGAN Grand Prix, about 1917, special lOh.p.,

overhead valve J.A.P. engine, condition through-

out like new, electric lighting, discs, etc.; 90 gns.--

Dawson, 34, Ampthill Rd., Bedford. [9720

MORGAN 1914 Runabout, twin J.A.P., all-chain,

stored 3 years, in sound mechanical order, go

anywhere, tyres, lamps, appearance good; *.85.-<i.

Lyntord Gardens, Seven Kings, Essex. [9859

MOEGAN de Luxe, 1921, a.c. M.A.G.-, iph p., per-

fect order, lamps, speedometer, Klaxon, jack, spare

tvre tube, chain, etc.; £195; inspection by appoint-

ment.--Atkins, 2, Micheldever Ed., Lee, S.E. [9697

CASTLE THREE lOh.p., 4-cyl., w.c, dynamo lighting,

detachable wheels with spare, not done 600 miles,

new condition; price £180; ow:nerbonght larger car.--

The Haslemere Motor Co., Ltd., Hnslemere. Surrey. [0735

MORGAN, G.P.. 1919, W.C, lOh.p. M.A.G. engine_^

dynamo lighting, 5 lamps, speedometer, hood

cover, painted mauve, very smart; «120: ^arEam.--

Bottcn 341, Upper St., London, N.l. Phone. 2480

North. 19743

8 h.p. Water-cooled J.A.P. Engined Baoing Build

Cycle Car, goad running order, V radiator, Bosch,

Amac, Epioyclio 2-speed, 700x80 tyres, engine practi-

cally iew ;
bargain, £45 ;

would sell parts.-Cooper,^ al-

cot, Folkingham, Lines. lab^o

BUEEIOT-WHIPPETS for 1922.—During the Motor

Cycle Show vte shall have a chassis and a com-

plete car OL view in our showrooms; call and have a

trial run; prices from £198.-Tel.: Museum 6626--

AS.C, 166. Gt. Portland St., W.l. [9418

B38 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each aclverlisement, and the date of the issue
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WANTED.
WANTED, 2'/.lL.p. Singer cylinder, new.

Ensineer, Peterhead.

3. Si

76, College Rd,

(D)

"VrODERN C.B. Sidecar for 3Hli.p.
Maidstone.

41i.p. Triumph engine, 1920,

- Mackie,
[X2962

Rover (1919).-
[9723

less maK.~
[9411

large size.—Fuller,
[9835

Morean, cheap. Sale, XI all

Kendal Lane, Leeds.
[X2990

s

WANTED, B.S.A.
2 and cash,

High Rd.. N.2.

INCOMPLETE P. and M.'s or rarts.
tyres, bauknipt stocks, etc.—Iiiman,

WANTED.
Aridiews, Kent St., Belfast,

WANTED, Easting wind screen,

53, Westgatc, Peterborough.

SPEEDOMETER, __

sHc^dle, ofleis.—Horner,

WANTED, frame for 4h.p. Bradbury, must be sound
uud cheap.— Matthews, Minsterley, Shrewsbury.

[9600

WANTED, Seal 2-seater. recent date, good condi-

tion.—17, Graham Rd,, "WeEton-super-Mare.
[9794

UNBEAM 3V'h.p. Parts wanted, clutch, gears,

forks, flywheels, etc.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston,

E.8. [1102

WANTED, Harley spares, incomplete or smashed
machines cheap.—2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harles-

den, N.W. [9937

A.C. Socinhle, wheel steering, late model; sidecar, 28in.
"/heril, as part payment if desired.—Larke, Clopton,

Woodbridge. [9593

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good condition.
-A. P. Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Plione

Museum 6436. [1008

No. 3 Sidecar; will exchange No.
or sell for £25.—Townsend, 40,

[9905

LEATHER Flying Coat and lightweight knee boots.
Send particulars, rock-bottom price.—Box 7,593.

c/o The Motor Cycle. [9637

WANTED, Sturmey 3-speed wheel, suit 1910 Pre-
mier, or N.S.U. gear; price and particulars.—

128, Tong St., Bradford. [9819

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle
accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co., 292. High Holborn, W.C.I. [0671

W.D. spares
Durham Rd.,

Seafoith, Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [7243

/^2,000 Cash Waiting lor quantities o! motor cycle
o^ parts and accessories.—Marble Arch Motor Ex
change. 135, Edgware Rd.. W.2. 'Phone: Padd. 789

f6112
WANTED, new or nearly new 2-senter

;
give 1916

2-seater, also new 2^;4h.p. Blackbirrne motor cvcle,
and cash adjustment.—Forrest, Laurel Grove, Armlev,
Leeds, [X3027
WANTED. Triumph countershaft crank oasCfi, fly-

wheels, S.A, gear boxes, parts, or empty cases;
any quantity purchased.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Car-
slialton. [9767

WANTED for 3.4h.p., N.S.U. suitable 24x2 rim,
48 holes, %in. belt rim, mudguards, gear,

silencer, tyres; cheap.—Duncan, 58, Cambridge St.,
Swansea. [9805

"\T7"ANTED to purchase outright for cash, bauknipi
'» stocks, W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Senr'

full particulars.—McNeille and Piatt. 57. Gt. George St
Liverpool 'Phone: 1092 Royal rjanc

WANTED, light car or 3-wheeler, A.C. Sociable,
wheel steering, in perfect order and about £40

offered; Triumph engine, complete or parts, also
wanted.—591, FoleshiU Rd., Coventry. [X3064

EXCHANGE.
EXCELSIOR, new, 2-stroke, 2-speed, for Ford car

or van.—417, High St., Chatham. [9622

ZENITH 6h.p. Twin, good condition ; £45 ; take
Levis part payment.—Apps, Bracknell. [9924

EXCHANGE Modern 2-seater, good combination,
sell cheap.—176, South Ealing Rd., W.5. [9872

ALLDAYS 4-5-seater (gee advert.), for 2-seater, motor
cycle, Morgan.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [9850

1 Q16 Maxwell 4-seater, nice order, for Morgan and
J-t7 c^sli.—1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [9842

P.
and M. Combination; £50: exchange . 8h. p. twin
solo.—Frankkt-Kl, Commercial Kd., Nelson. [9813

EXCHANGE 1917 Clyno combination for lower power
and cash.—78, Yerbury Rd., HoUoway, N.19. [9516

ARIEL 1920 Combination, unmarked, for light
weight and cash.—68. Biughara Rd.. Croydon,

sell £30.-

LIGHTWBIGHTS and Cash
speed, SV^h.p. Sunbeams.

r9l6'

GOOD Single Speed 2-stroke and cash for Rudge, or
sell £30.—Warwick House, Somercotes, Derbj'.

[9532
for 3V2h.p. Brough 3-

See columns.—Cox.
[X2994

EXCHANGE Card Table for 4h.p. Douglas carbu-
retter or lamp set.— 16, Trelawney Rd., E.9.

[9682

I Q20 A.B.C., D.A. lighting. Zenith, N.U.T., Triumph,
At/ etc.; adjustment.—10a, Virginia St., Southport.

(9788
SIXTY Cars for Exchange ; postcard procures list.

Call.—Douglas S. Cox, Motors, West Norwood.
[1043

TWO-SEATER 7-9h.p.. running; exchange solo, or
sell £50.-7, Rydon Crescent, Clerkenwell, E.C.I.

[1116

7, EXHIBITION ROAD,
South Kensington, S.W.7.

(Adjoining Tube Station.)

'Phone : Kens. 40»6.

Open 9—7; Saturdays, 9—S.

1922 SEASON, i

ROVER LIGHT CAR, dynamo
lighting £220

MATCHL-ESS H2, 2-seater.. £176 10
MATCHLESS H2, Standard
Combination £170

MATCHLESS J, Combination £160
MATCHLESS J, .Solo . . . . £130
A.J.S. Combination .. .. £175
A.J.S. Standard Solo 2| h.p. £85
A.J.S. Sports Solo 2] h.p. . . £85
B.S.A. All models.

FEW NEW 1921 MATCHLESS
Combinations still left . . £150

K
K
BiK

K
K
K
SIS

ss
K
X
jg We are specialising in, and
^ can give immediate delivery
« o(-

K

M

ss

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

'We can give demonstrations on a

MATCHLESS COMBINATION outside

Olympia.

SELECTED SECOND-HAND.
1921 A.B.C, excellent order ,. £75
1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 35° c.c.

J.A. P. Sports 1922 engine
3-speed £72

1 920 'ZENITH "8" Counter-
shaft Combination, Lucas
electric hghting £108

1920 ZENITH "6" Sports,

speedometer, lamps, Cowey
horn, perfect .... .

.

1920 B.S.A., Henderson Elite

Combination, speedometer,
lamps, horn. Bargain

1920 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Com-
bination, like new, fully

equipped
1920 LEA-FRANCIS, Bonuik.sen

speedo. , horn, electric lighting

perfect order

1919 (November) B.S.A. Canoe-
let Combination, electric

lighting .

.

1917 CALCOTT II.9 li.p.,

2-seater, C^A.V. Ughting ..

£72

£92

£68

£82

£250

M-L MAGLITA Sets supplied and fitted.

Accessories ol all kinds stocked.

We entertain exchanges and easy payments.

Look tor our Representatives at tlie Show
on Matchless or A.J.S. Stands.

Mr. R. B, Clark or C. H. Mocatta are always

willing to give expert advice in choice of -

machine.

R. B. CLARK & CO.

1 Q 20 Eudg^e Multi SVl-li.p., complete ii*

-B-«-' cliijiiige lightweiglit and casli, or £70,-
St., Hammersniitli.

6'

X
X
X
X

£92 X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

EXCHANGE.
"p'XCHANGE Ford Van, excellent condition, lor polo
J-i or combination.—26, Trafalgar Sq., Chelsea,
n.W.3. [9680
EXCHANGE Rudge Multi Touring Bars for T.T.—

Freebody, 20. Perseverance St., Bermondsev,
«.E.l. [9625
1 Kli.p. St«nm Motor, n«w, cost :E100: e.xcliange lun-
J-^ aljout, combination, or sell.—21. Wiuatanlev Ed..
Siieernes<3. [9451

PKEMIER 35ilr.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch (£351, for
lok.-er power, 2 or 4-stroke.—150, Garratt Lane,

Wandsworth. [9869

C.V.SH and Powerplus Indian, 7h.p., genuine road
racer,' 3-speed, K.S., for English solo.—8B, l^ord

.St., Southport. [9787

EXCH.\NGE 1920 Excelsior Lightweight and Brard
pianoforte for Morgan or G.N.—Elton, Bodden.

Shepton Mallet. [9627

LATHE, 7in. screw-cutting; also turret lathe for
1920 4h.p. countershaft solo.—82, Caledonian

Rd., London, N. [9903

EXCHANGE 2-speed. Coachbuilt Combination for 2-

speed lightweight and little cash.—Box 189, c/o
The Motor Ciiclc.

'

[X3010
3ih.p. Motor Crcle, complete less gears, for 2-^trolce,

2 or sell £25; full particulars.-Parkinson, 9.

Price's St., S.E.I. [9456

new ; ex-

198, Kin?
[9431

ffXCHANGB 8h.p. Enfield combination for light

-i lorry or 4-seater car; stamp for reply.—Britnell.

45, High St., FuUam. ' [9715

EXCHANGE two new gent's push cycles and cash
for small power motor cycle.—48, St. Barnabas St..

I'inilico, Loudon, S.W.I. [9700

EXCHANGE 1919 8h.p. Snnbe.ara combination, span
wheel, solo, or combination, and cash.—37, Canter-

bury Kd., IJalston, N.l. [1115

h.p. Twin Minerva, Bosch, Grado gear, mechanical
valves, drop top tube, level for good scootei.. -89.

East Hill, Wandsworth. [9951

"fl /i-12h.p. Humber, yellow streamline 2-senter bndv.
-L" excellent order, for good combination, valuo £120
55, Byrne E<1., Balham. [9720

EXCHANGE 1920 L.J. Li.sht Car, as new, for com
bination and cash, or sell.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd..

Bow. E.3. Tel. : E3155. [9877

EXCHANGE 8h.p. Humberette, 1914, a.c, in good
condition, level, for Morgan, or sell £70.—Ctl.

Grand Parade, Harringay, N.4. [9687

A Nearly New 2-seoter Car, 4-cyl., W.C. ; sell cheap,
or exchange late combination.—Spurliag, 8, Court-

hopo Ed., Hampstead, N.W.3. [9806

jRh.p. Zenith Combintitiou, 1915, clutch, kick start

O model, excellent order, for late Ford van.—3,
Somerset Ed., Tunbridge Wells. [9770

DOUGLAS Sporting Turnout, just had £20 renova-

tion, perfect ; £40 ; cheaper machine part, F.N.
preferred.-3, Bath Rd., Mitcham. [9864

HAELEY - DAVIDSON- Combination, not W.D.

:

exchange solo and about £30.—Snow, Laurel

St., Dalston, E.8. (Seen any time.

I

[1103

ACING A.V. Monocar, licensed, perfect: exchance'
fully eunippeil sportinc twin solo, recent model

:

ell.—T.,' 61, Ponton St., Cambridge. [9511

O.K. Junior, 1921, Villiers engine, little used, for

good sideboard, cash adiustments.—Pugh Engi-

neering Works. Shirley Rd., Croydon. [9648

EXCHANGE Triumph Combination, 3-speed, clutch

(hub), condition as new, for higher power;
sell £45.-84, Clarence Rd., Hackney. [9709

6h p C B Clyno Combination, Bosch, Amac, running
order, for 3-speed, cash: or sell.—2, Douglas

Terrace, Summer Rd., Thames Ditton. [9912

33.h p Wolf, 3 speeds, clutch, usual accessories,

4, 'splendid order: £35, near; exchange Douglas

2-stroke.— 1, Belvedere Rd., Taunton. [9899

XCHANGE 2-seater O.W.K., 1915, in new condi-

tion, for lightweight and cash.—28, Woodford Rd.,

Phone : Stratford 2593. [9885

Rex Motor Cycle, mag. ignitiqUj 3-speed pnjley,

sell cheap.

R^

E
Forest Gate

O '

seirTheaiiroi"" exchange for lightweight.—Hiid,

Aysgarth, Hill Top, Wilmslow, Cheshire. [9677 •

SUPERB 1921 Enfield Combination, every acces-

sory for 1921 G.P. Morgan or solo and cash.—

Manager, Old Waverley Hotel, Southport. [9789

1A21 (May) S'/jh.p. Scott, almost new, for 8h.p.

ly Sports Zenith or Sh.p. N.U.T.. or sell, £95.-
Hudson, The Croft, High Barnes, Sunderland. [9825

EXCHANGE O.K., countershaft, 2 speeds, free, ex-

pert examination and cashsfor higher power.-

26, Mannock Ed., Wood Green, London, N. [9957

I
EXCHANGE 2-seater Lagonda Coupe, like new. for

li lightweight and cash, or sell; £145.-28. Wood-
ford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Stratford 2598. [9884

Pard H. Lamp Set, 7in., mechanical horn, any
accessory, for officers' trench coat^-1. The

Nooks, Dorset Rd., Mottingham, Eltham, S.E.9. [9689

EXCHANGE 23,li.p. Singer, 2.6peed countersliiift.

clutch, cylinder damaged, otherwise perfect: for

screw-cutting hitlie.—53. Ardgowan St., Belfast. [9486

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote ttie number at tlie end of eacli advertisement, and tlie date of the issue. B43
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ADAPTERS
To convert bayonet to screw in bulb.

2/-Single or
Double Pole

each.
Post free.

STADIUM SIDECAR
LAMPS

Cast Aluitiinlnm. Highly polished.
Manufaciured in two sizes.

No. I Size No. 2 Size
Carriage
Paid.

}urner\ _
stores

EXCHANGE.
WILIi Exchange two renovated ishop-soiled 2"/ih.p.

Douglases for 4h.p. C.S. Triumph and chassis.—
Pugh Engineering Works, Shirley Rd., Croydon.

[9647
TWO 1916 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combinations,

exchange either for lower xjower solo or sidecar,
cash either way.—Ewers, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

[9777
TRIUMPH Combination, 1918, and chest of car-

penters' tools for Harley or Matchless combina-
tion.—Lennard, 25, Charlesworth St., London, N.7.

[9904
1Q20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi SVih.p., mileage about
JLtf 2,500; exchange Zenith, Triumph, or similar.—

High Lane, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.
[9817

"IQ21 Velocette, 3-speed (£60), W.D. 2%h.p. Douglas
J-«^ (£45); exchange both and cash for 1921 car
or combination.—41, North Bridge St., Sunderland.

[9888
TRIUMPH, 1913, clutch, h.c, excellent condition,

new Dunlop back, sloping top tube, for good S.C.
lathe, or sell fSO.-^Roberts, 30, Pretoria Rd., Romford,
Esses. ' [9507

G.N", 1921 Standard, lamps, speedometer, hood, etc,
spare wheel, fine condition throughout, guaranteed

.sound; £160, or late combination part.—38, Claverton
St., Bath. [9768

1 ti 21 Triumph Combination, Easting wind screen,
-L«7 luggage carrier, pillion, for late A.V. 2-seater, or

sell £120.—Tapson, 12, St. George's Terrace, Stoke,
Devonport. L9505

1 Q 20 Sunbeam 2-Eeater Sidecar, spacious lockers,
X t/ perfect -condition, for good single-seater and
cash, 28x3 wheel, suiting 8h.p.—Snow, Nurseryman,
Broadstone. [9602

WHAT ExchangesP-1920 special SVah.p. T.T. B.S.A..
with- Philipson pulley, as new in every way, and

tike new, very fast; or sell, cash £55.—A. Jackson, East
Parade, Keighley. [8664

GROUND, value £120, in Kamloops, British
Columbia, for high-grade combination, late model,

and ?ood condition.—Kidd, Locheud Nursery, Ratlio
Station, Scotland. [9495

I^.O.C.H. are noted ior fair exchanges.—Fair Ofier Cai
House, 5, Heath St., Hanipstead (near Hampstearl

Tube Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7.

including Saturdays. [9665

EXCHANGE Peugeot Coupe, appearance as new,
electric lighting, gate change, dickey, tax paid,

26 miles to gallon, for combination
Albert Rd., Peckham, SJE.

sell

underslung

£150.-6,
[9887

spare body, 5EIO ; exchangeSIDECAR
for tyt - -. - , - -- ^

phone, diamond ring, or electric lighting set.—War-
burton, Lyme Regis, Dorset. [9603

EXCHANGE 1919 Carden Sh.jj., Sturmey 3-speed,
excellent condition, for combination, or sell £42.

—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6,
'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9975

ACXNG 1921 Twin J.A.P., overhead valves,
Sturmev countershaft gear box, original tyres,

long exhausts, perfect, for late Douglas or other; sell

£50.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [9948

XCHANGE New Pair Aluminium Footboards,
motor cycle saddle, motor ,

cycle lamp and
generator, and horn, lot for gent.'s free wheel cycle.—
Box 190, c/o The Motor Cycle. [XSOll

RACTICALLY Brand New T.T. Rover, hand-con-
trolled Philipson, Bonniksen, plated exhaust.

lamps, beautiful condition, for Harley or other; sell

£68.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [9950

I 019-20 Powerplus Indian, T.T., dynamo lighting,
it? long plated exhaust, exceptionally low, do 70,

plated fittings, as new, for sporting cycle car, A.V.;
sell £78.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [9949

XCHANGE Rover 8h.p., nearly new, mileage 400,
with £25 accessories, for combination and cash,

or sell £210.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [9978

Exchange magnificent brand new Lea-
Francis, unridden, for genuine 1918 or 1919 4

h p. Triumph, with cash adjustment; appointment.—
Rhodes, 53, Eastern Rd., Romford. Tel. : 95. [9999

ODD Combinations taken in exchange for new
light cars, also many second-hand machines in

exchange for others.—Goad (Private House Garage),

122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [9968

XCHANGE or sell Bh.p. Martinsyde combination.

fully equipped, as new (May, 1921): wanted, about

lOh.p. 2-seater, good make, not later than 1920; ri

agents —Field, Confectioner, Monument Rd., Woking.
[9433

SEATER Deemster, 9.5h.p., 4-cyl., just been over-

hauled and repainted, speedometer, dynamo light-

wr

inif 5 detachable wheels; exchange for solo or combina'

tion—Levitt, 80, Strentham High Ed. 'Phone: 2701.

LATE 1914 Enfield Combination, speedometer, lamps,

pillion, £8 irorth spares, guaranteed good order

throughout, for G.N. or other good 2-3-seater, cash

.adjustment; sell i70.-Hett, Hilcote, Alfreton, Derby-

shire. [9509

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Motor cycles taken in

part exchange for sm.all and large 2 and 4-seater6;

bargain prices.—Seabridge, Hansler Ed., East Dulmoh.
Hours 10-5.30, or appointment [not Sundays). Syden-

i ham 2452. [4804

OTORCYCLE-

Insurance Policy

"THIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with
copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Dear Sirs,

I take this opportunity of

thanking you for your prompt

and ungrudging settlement of

this claim, and shall be pleased

to recommend your Company

to some of. my friends whose

experiences have been very

different.

Yours faithfully,

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is

Claims. We settle

Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

(Jitcorporalmg The Autocar Insurance

Department, Estailislied 1904.)

Head Office

:

77, Chcapside. London, E.C.2.

Telephone: City 9831 and 9832. _

Telegrams: "Autoinsure, Cent, Lonaon.

«••••••••••••••••••••••••""•••"""**'

B.14 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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WE ARE NOT
EXHIBITING
AT OLYMPIA

BUT
ARE MAKING A SPECIAL
SHOW AT OUR HOLBORN

DEPOT OF
PARAGON Patent

HAS BEEN ON THE MARKET

8 YEARS
AND PROVED ITSELF TO BE

ABSOLUTELY SATISFACTORY

CALL AND SEE IT
DEMONSTRATED.
WINCYCLE COMPANY Ld.

236, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.
A few doors from Kingsway.

Sturm ey-Archer a.nd Armstrons Gears*
Immediate Repairs All parts for all types in stock.

Qiiolations despatchpd same day as cear is received.

STURMEY • ARCHER COUNTERSHAFT GEARS, tnll

ranKe of 2and3-speed parts in stock. Any type of gear re-

placement made to pattern for motor cycles and cars. In-

etruction sheets and price lists by return of post ; send stamps.
(We do not repair push cycle Rears. i Use our Gear Oil, specially

prepared for Hub and Countershaft Gears in quart tins, 3/-.

per tiu. post free 3/6. Sturmey Countershaft GearBoxesio
stock whoipsale aul retnil—2-speed £11, 3 speed £17.

CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.tS.

Telegrams and Telephone—Putney 1601,

mend Eepaiis to Pnhiei/ Station (L. <C S.W.ItJ

For the convenience of customers we have altered

our business hours as follows :—Weekdays, including
Saturdays, 8 a.m. to 7 p,m,, Sundays g a,m. to i j-.'^m.

THE "REAL"
MUD STOPPERS.

MARRYATT "

LEGSHIELDS
III S'eel, sfnve emmelled and
GOLD LINGD,

15/6 p'-r;,

comple'e with fittings and
larriage i Bid. Siraps are
now replaced by bo'tnnd witiR
nut faUeninKs, or additional
bracket', as preferred.
Stoved and lined any stan-
dard colours at 2'6 extra.

THE SMARTEST

REPAIRERS.
WE can liring your ninrhiue up to dnte nnd m.'ike

it into a coutiterslinft model by fitting a new
lijick, ivith Stnnnej'--Archer sear bos; any marliine eon-
verted.—A. Pilkiugtou and Co., 390, Lichfield Ed., Bir-
mingham. [7257
CYLINDER Grinding and new pistons at cut prices.

We spenialise in high-class work and quick de-
hveiies for all classes of engines. Disconnts to traders.—
Kellett and Colliuson, Ltd., Havelock "Works, Great
Hoi-ton, Bradford. L8629
CYLJNDRIRS Regro'.>nd. accurate finish, compression

guaranteed : Triumph, Rover, Premier, etc.,
37/-; all 2^411. p. single, 33/-; twins. 2^4h.p. Douglas!
55/-; J. A. P., Indian. James, 607-; complete with
pistons and rings.

PISTONS.
stock;

-Every pattern,
low price.

standard or oversize,

AND CHEAPEST
SHIELDS EXTANT.

The Marryatt Engineering Co.,

Marryatt St., Hammersmith, London.W.

Trade SuppLrEo

PISTON Rings, high grade; none better; thousands
of testimonials; oversize or etep cut 2/-, standard

1/6 each; return poet.—Patent Rings, 30. Wigan Rd
^therton [513,'

V.8.
Motor Cycle Agency.—Supplying spares and over-

liauling V.S. 2-speed gears, which axe also fitted
to Matchless machines, et<:. New and second-hand V.S.
2-speed gears in stock.— Geiger, 24, Mansfield Ed., Gospel
Oak, London, N.W.3. [1037

HUB Gear Machines Converted to Countershaft, or
complete conversion sets supplied to sidt all

makes ; recommended by the leading motor cycle
manufacturers.—Sheldon Engineering Co., Bavley Lane,
Coventry. 'I'hone : 634. ' [2679

WELDING, AYelding, Welding.-Welding done bv
exports ; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes,

pistons, cranks, flanges, ete. ; aluminium a specialitv.
No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.—H.
Heap, 105, Bissell. St., Birmingham. [0023

BEACH Engineering Co., 42, Earl St., Coventry.—
Engines rebushed, cylinders reground, aluminium

or C.I. pistons fitted from £2 : connecting rods rebushed

;

valves 5/-, guides 3/6; pistons complete from 25/-,
rings 2/-: valve caps 4/6; other repairs quoted for. [0593

CENTRAL Garage.—Have your Douglas made like
new. We will completely overhaul, stove-enamel

and replate iwrts; 2;J'ih.p. £10, 4h.p. £14; all replace-
ments at cheapest prices. Other machines quoted for
per return.—302, London Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E.

[1047
FRAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Cut-downs,

new forks, back stays, chain stays; fixed and hub
gear machines converted; tube bending and machinery
of every description; obsolete part^ made to order;
urgent jobs returned in 12 hours.—The Enfield Engi-
neering Co., 31, Silver St., Enileld. [8049

GODFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London.
W.l, specialists in motor cycle repairs of all

descriptions. Completely equipped workshops at 14,

Miller St., Camden Town, N.W. {'Phone Museum 2434),
which afford exceptional facilities for overhauls and re-

pairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [0639

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.-Broken flanges,

cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn bearings
built up; aluminium gear boxes, crank _cases, any
broken motor part welded and machined up and re-

turned in 7 days; 14 years' experience.-Lincoln Jefiries,

Jnn., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse Lane.
Birmingham. 'Phone: Central 729. [2816

ind Watson Motor Cycle Repair Special-
Douglas riders now is your opportunity.

2^4 and 4h.p. Douglas cylinders reground and fitted

with two new pistons complete, and valves refaced for

£2 and £3 per pair; other cylinders at the following
rates: Up to 65 mm. 25/6, 70 mm. 29/-, 80 mm.,
34/-, 85 mm. 37/-, and over 39/6; 2-strokes extra

;

aluminium pistons; engines rebushed, rebalanced, and
overhauled; gear boxes overhauled and replacements
machined.—White and Watson, 80, Belvedere Rd..
S.E.I. [9860

N.S.U. engines and
our enormous stock

of N.S.U. spare "parts (havi"ng acquired the company's
entire stock-in-trade and patterns) enable us to supply
to suit practically all N.S.U. models, including the

earlier types, fitted with Eisemann L.T. mag., also for

the 2h.p. N.S.U. engines fitted to 1913-14 O.K
machines. In ordering, it is important to submit old

parts as prttern; trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and
Co., Acton Hill Works, Spares Dep.t., 275, High St..

Acton, London. [0355

IF only the best will satisfy you, then the Tennant
Engineering Co., 238, Bristol St., Birmingham,

alone can please you. Super-critical you may be. but
their work will pass your inspection down to the last

detail. No firm has more experience, no firm has keener
workmen, no^rm has greater or better facilities for

turning out pw!ect work, and no firm will strive more
to give you satisfaction. Cylinders rebored and fitted

new pistons. Rebushing ol every description. Engines
completely overhauled and returned full of vigour and
vim. Frames altered and repaired. Everything
fully gtiaranteed and at competitive prices. Official

repairers to A.C.U. and R.A.C.—'Phone: Mid. 1928.
[0047

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
space can always be obtained under this \eadinri tot

announcements required by Clubs. Rate. 3d. <i

word, minirtium 31-.

NW. LONDON M,C,—London-Gloucester Open 12
Hour Trial, 8 a,m. Saturday. December 31st,

Standard awards, silver cups, silver spoons, special

awards silver cups to best expert, general, lady,

novice, and early date machine. Entrance 30/-,—Par-

ticoUrs, 23, Clilton Av., Finchley, N.3. [1128

^""'m.-

Wfci Specialise in repairs to

N,S,U', engine-shaft gears;

YOU HAD COMMENCED TO
RIDE MOTOR CYCLES 25
YEARS AGO, and at the end of

that time found yourself capable of

enjoying anything up to 80 m,p,h.

on either Road or Track, I think

that you would agree that you had
little to learn concerning the why
and wherefore of any known Motor
Cycle, and what I want you to feel

is that the experience I have gained

during my 25 years on the road and
track is at your disposal. I am able

and shall be most happy to advise

you impartially regarding any
machine. Itistrue, that what is one
man's meat is another man's poison,

and if you will meet me at the

ENFIELD CO.'S STAND—No. 86

AT OLYMPIA, or write to me at

our usual postal address, I shall be
happy to try and prevent you from
buying the wrong machine. W'ill

you please consult me on the distinct

understanding that apart from the

fact that you are under no obliga-

tion to purchase from us, it will be
a distinct pleasure to me to try and
assist you.
The macliines which we are offering

for the 1922 season include :

NORTON
RUDGE,
SCOTT,

ARIEL,
B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD,
NUMBER,
INDIAN,

MATCHLESS,

TRIUMPH, and
VELOCETTE
Motor Cycles.

Also

ROVER,
BELSIZE-BRADSHAW,

and CROUCh
Light Cars.

In addition, we have, as alwa^-s, one
of the largest stocks of bargain

machines available in this country.

We can arrange exchanges, or would
be happy to supply on any reason-

able system of deferred payments
that is convenient for your good
self, and I am hoping that I shall see

you either at Olympia or that I may
hear from you.

Yours enthusiastically,

J. W. TOLLADY, General Manager.

90, High Street. OXFORD,
And London Road, BICESTER.

•Phone—581 & 784 Oxford.
'Phone - - - 35 Bicester.

'Grams
—

" Inlegrrity. Bicester and Oxford " \

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the isrue. E47
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STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in nse by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIED.

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES isacomplele
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains:

iVim̂

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND tha-
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any pplce,'

Hardened &. tempered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which is the best
belt length adjusteryet invented, Savestlma.
trouble& money. Saves the cost of a new belt.

Yhe&TAr LE H FLD, _ tsthebelt
fastener, prevents wear oF the pulley, and
conserves power Specially designed for usa
with the Philipson PuHev 9d.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, foradlustinatlis
length ofyourbeltin one second. Set of 3, ScJ.

" Never be without a box of Stanley Spares
"

Price 3 /6 post tree. Send size ol belt when ordenns.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed ton 6,000
miles—lid.

Our Goods are World-renowned For their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER «ree with each belt.

BeltPunches
1/10

Adjustable
Punches2/4

Perft.

r 1/6
ri/9
ra/-
i" 2/4
if 2/10

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBB, invenlor of the Original Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

BROMLEY, KENT. ^>one:

CAMBER SIDECARS

^»c'"y„
'^^°'^'^™ '^'°<''=' *2'- Single-seater Model

£25. Bodies only : Tandem, £12 17 6 : Sinsle-
seater, £10 17 6.

BRIGHT & HAYLES,
78, Church St., CamberwelD. LONDO.N.
•Phone : Brixton 2951.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE: In addition to advertisements under
this heading, advertisements of Spare Parts for
individual makes of motor cycles will be found at
the end of the advertisements of such makes in
the classified pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale."

r^VEECOATS, double-bre,isted, 3 pockets, belt, heavy
^-^ collar; exceptional offer, 21/- each.

Q.I/OVBS. all leather, gauntlet typo, 6/6.'

GOGGLES, E.A.P. Aero mask. Triplex eloss. highly
recommended, 12/6; rubber type, 1/3.

"DLUGS.—Brand new Apollo, 1/6.

LAMPS.—Special lino of shop-soiled P. and H. lamp
setj, No. 120, 26/-; electric solo set, 92/6; P.

and H. JS^o. 128, 55/-; 127, 67/6; 131, 8/6; Lucas
pattern electric rear or iring lamp, 11/6; F.B.S. stream-
line No. 105, 42/6; large generators, 8/6; Miller and
Lucas sets stocked.

PILLION" Seats.—Tan-Sad, 38/6; back rest, 9/-; side
iootvest, 6/-: stride footrests, 5/- extra.

SPEEDOMETERS.—Cowey trip, £6/10; non trip,

£5/15/6; Wattord trip, £6/5; non trip. £5/15/6

GEAitS.—All Sturmey-Archer 3-speed countershaft
gear part6 stocked; N.S.U. speed gear, £10;

Philipson pulley, 7 gns.

HORNS.-Mechanical, 10/6 and 15/-
r- — "

car type, 17/6;
Oayrite, 22/6; French type, 22/6.

TOOLS.—Oilcans, i^ pint, 1/6: 6in. screwdrivers, 1/6;
petrol enuirts. 1/9.

BRAKES.-Douglas 4h.p. front stirtup, complete with
.shoes, 2/6 "each; also front rim brakes, brand new

and complete, suit 23rth.p. Douglas.

CHAINS.—Large stock all sizes Hans Renold and
Coventry chains at reduced current prices. Special

line of 'YsX^'fi Coventry chain, 4/6 per foot.

VALVES.—Douglas pattern,. 4/-; Matehless-M.A.G.
pattern, 5/-; Harley-Davidson pattern, 5/-;

Triumph pnttem, 476.

T\ISCS.—Ace discs, 32/6 per wheel. Models to suit

MAITDES'
don, W.l (Museum 56'1);

Gt. Portland St., Lon-
100. Paos St.. Exeter
Walsall ITel. 444).

[9652

most macMues in stock

Motor Mart, 100,
,1 (Museum

(Tel. 833); and Walsall Garage,

"TVeCORT and Flynn.

CLYNO.—All new wheels. 35/-; rear chain. 17/6;
front, 16/-; tank with all fittings, 50/-; gear

boxes, *15; magnetos, 65/-; rear sprocket complete,

£3/10; frame centre, £3/10; forks, £3; front chain

cases, 16/-; rear, 26/-; magneto cases, 12/-. we have

all parts in stock, stamp please.—Below.

CLYNO.—Second-hand engine, £9; frame centre,

£2/10; rear, £2; tank, 25/-; rear sprocket,

25/-; connecting rods, 12/6; chassis from £4; wheels,

£1; sidecar body, £3; we have all parts to make com-

plete cycle from £38.—Below.

ROYAL EUBY Frame, rear section, forks, new
stand, gear box incomplete, footboards, etc., £16,

cheap lot.—Below.

S.A. Belt Rims, new, 5/-; fork, £2; frame centre.

li

25/-.—Below.

AUSTER
aluminium fittings.

B
TRIUMPH Connecting Rods, 8/-; hubs, 12/-; pair

front spindles, 1/6.—DeCort and Flynn, 39, Essex

Road, Islington, N.l. [1003

/BOUNTY ol London Engineering Works, Ltd.

Wind Screens, Triplex glass, adjnstable
13x6V2in.. 10/-, post free.

ELECTRIC Inspection Lamps, to fit over speedo-

meter, complete with bulb and cable, 2 / 6 each.

XHAUST Boxes, Douglas 2%h.p., 15/-; Douglas
4h.p. clutch races, 2/6; screwdrivers, 6in., 8in.,

lOin., lOd., 1/-, and 1/2 each.

HIGH-TENSION Wire. 9 mm. 6d. per yard, 25
yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per yard. 25 yard coil

6/-; 5 mm., 3d. per yard, 26 yard coil 4,/-

per yard, 26 yard coil 2/-

upwards 1/-. 3 mm. 9d.

ALL Goods on approval per return post on receipt

of cash, money refunded if not satisfied.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,

New Park Rd., Brixton HiU, London, S.W. Tel. :

Streatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London.
[6407

JNDIAN Front Forks, jear boxes, and engines, and
all parts for same.

E'

_ _ , , . 3 'mm. 2d.
postage on coils, 5 mm. and

-Below.

TNDIAN Intake Domes, carburetters, magnetos,

clutches, kick starters.—Below.

gTiards, springs,

fact, everythinff lor 7-91i.p. ; all

parts absolutely new.—Dennis Accessories Stores, 89,

Brixton Rd , London. Specialists in Indian Repairs.

Plione: Brixton 3129. fll95

pNDlAN Carriers, _ chains, and
sprockets;

Dyn amo
L igh ting
is Easy
if you fit

WATTALITE
C Being driven by flexible' shafting direct

from the wheeHike a speedometer—it

gets rid of the complications and difficul-

ties in fitting that have hitherto made
Dynamo Lighting impossible on many
machines. This is only one of " Watta-
lite's " many advantages. C. We are

Sole Sales Concessionnaires, and will be

glad to tell you all about it.

Agenmi proposals
cordially invited,

London County and Export :

Agents for :

NEW SCALE (Blackbume) !

REX and ACME,
BRITISH RADJAL (3 cyl.), I

JAMES, CONNAUGHT, I

and NEW COMET Motor I

Cycles. Extended payments
I

>?

H
O
L
R
O
Y
D
Motors, 6, Warwick St.,

\V_Regent St., London, W.l.
Regent 564.

An airtight flexible

spring casing
enclosing the valve

stem and filled

with special heat

proof graphite
paste.

Flexibility.

Lubrication a
Valves.

Easy Starting.

Excludes Dust.

KilJs Valve ClaHer.

Air Leaks Prevented,

Slow Running
Ensured.

Price 2/6 per* Valve.

Carton of paste 1/3 each.

State Make and Yeai" of Machine.

OVER 50,000 SOUP!
I will replace any that are not giving satisfaction

no matter where or when purchased.

If your dealer does not stock, send direct to

CLIFFORD PRESSLAIMD, A.M.I.E.E.,

Engineer, HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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THE LAST WORD IN RUBBER GRIPS
For Inverted Levers

nmo WITHOUT detaching lcvcrs

HOO£L Noi ORDINARV
s/-

MODEL N» 2

Solid cod 'o« '>on imrerTc4]

MODEL N?3
tt^tra U>ng 8'/i

is forced from
' Reservoir rhpouqh
uDrJcaror into CAble

, Air pressure from
tyre pump

Complete outfit with
5 tub's Plated s/-

.

SAfnple ar^ tine on appro
posr free on receipf of RO

STOCKtD 8V LEADING FACTORS * AGtNTS

T.LLOYD. 12 BRIDGE ST MANCHESTER.

SHOCMTOPSl

EXACTLY OPPOSITE ADDISON R?5t«T
ENTRANCE (C/O.A.B.C. CYCLE C»,1.MAC1.1SE RoJ

ALL ARE INVITED TO CALL &!>(SpECT
OUR 8 HHESiii dRJPS & LUBRiCATORS
T^- NO -PBEsisunE

Willowbrook
LEICESTER

STAND 97.
Don't fail to see the new Sporting Sidecar

in polished aluminium.

Price : £18-18-0.

THE
Car for Lightweight Machines.

A -SO THE

WILLOWBROOK REX-ACME,
Taxi Sidecar Combination.

(The famous R x-Acme 8 h p. Motrr CycU with a

special 'Willowbrook" Body.

J

THE WILLOWBROOK MOTOR CO.,

Belgrave Gate, LEICESTER.

-STAND FOR
OIL PUMP

to fit 5 or TO gal, drum.
To clip lin. and Ijin. pump

Price 7/6 each.

OAKES, Longford Bridge Gara'e.
WARRINGTON.

General Mator Repairer.

MOTO-REVE
ALL. SRARE F>ARTS.

REF>AIRS. NEW ENGINES.
SOLE CONCESSIONNAIRES

MOTOR SUPPLY CO., 323a, High Street, LEWI8HAM

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
4h.p. Douglas Spares at Bargain Prices.—Exhaust

pipes, 11/- per pair, plated 20/- ; silencers, 12/-;
seat pillars, plated, 3/10 complete; 23/ih.p. C.A.V.
magnetos, 40/- new, ready to fit; postage extra.—The
Winstan Henney Motor Co.. 63. South End, Crovdon.
'Phone: 2431. [7668

TRIUMPH T.T. Bars, ex-W.D., 10/-: Pnir Triumph
wheels, 50/-; pair 8b. p. J.A.P. CL'ank (sses, 45/-;

coachbuilt sidecar body, £3 : dynamo lighting set, lor

combination, £12 ; Amac lightweight carburetter, new,
45/-; Clvno spare wheel, tyre and tube, 40/-.—78, Ycr-
bury Rd., Hollowar, N.19.

'

[9515

TRIUMPH Countershaft Spares, brand new: Priving
chains, 12/6; 14, 15, 16, 17 tooth sprockets,

10/6; barrel springs, 5/6; inlet valves, 2/-; engine
plates, pair 6/-; toolkits. 20/-; front wheel. 40/-;
back complete, 60/-; bottom back stays, 65/-; top,
20/-.—Below.

STFEMEY-ARCHER Spaies.-All spares stocked. Old
boxes in part payment for new.—Below.

TRIUjVIPH 3V:>h.p. Piston, new, 16/-; 1913 centre
frame, 30/-; tank, 30/-; Cowey speedometer com-

plete, 35/-; carriers, 20/-.—Below.

WRITE or Call on the Triumph and Sturmey
specialists for all spares, repairs; everything in

stock from a nut to complete machines.—Miles, 11,
Chichester Rd.. West Kilburn, N.W.6 (1 minute Kil-
burn Park Tube). [1115

TRIUMPH Touring Ears, 15/-; countershaft tanks,
renovated, £2; complete fittings, £2/15'; Albion

2-speed box, perfect, £4/5; Klaxon horns, shop-soiled,
£1 : Triumph chain cover, 15/-; lightweight Druids,
50/-; Amac, a.s new, 30/-.—Smithfield Motor Depot,
Market, Hales St., Coventry. [X3.069

WATFORD Speedometer, rear drive, for Indian. £2 :

Stewnrt trip. 26in., £2; both complete and perfect;
two cnr generators (round), 10/- ench: Levis tank, les.=;

fitting.^, 15/-: Rudge T.T. bars, 7/6; 55 feet iVgin. steel
tubing, 12 gauge. 1/- fo6t, 50/- lot; all carriage paid.—
56, Lawrence Hill, Bristol. [9754

P.M. Saddle, 7/-; front mudguard, side valances and
stavs. 3/6: pair Douglas toolbags, 4/6; pair Tri-

umph toolbags, 5/-; 2*1 and 4h.p. Douglas back wheels,
25/- each: lightweight saddle, 6/6; Indian cylinder, for
7-9h.p., 12/-; head for same, 9/-; carriage extra.—Hole,
129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [9766

1 Q09 Triumph Cylinder. 16/6: 2^.;h.p. Douglas 1915
-*-*^ rrankshaft, 10/6: 2i4h.p. Levis crankshaft, 12/6;
new Clyno carriers, 5/6 ; 2^/4h.p. Douglas back wheel,
complete, 15/-; countershaft Triumph back wheel, com-
plete, 25/-: new B.S.A. belt rim, 8/6.—Sniinders. 49,
Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [X2915

HENDERSON Motor Cycles, 1914-15-16.-We have
a large quantity of sparer, crank cases, pistons,

cylinders, camshafts, frames, tanks, gears, dutches, etc',

etc., much below makers' prices.— Barker's Motors. 194,
Ealham High Rd., S.W. Tel.: No. 4441 Latchmere.
T.A. : Pushfully, Bal., London. [7850

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904 to 1921.-Every part, any
year, in stock, new or second-hand, guaranteed

serviceable. Enclose stamp for reply. Why not second-
band goods in place of new while prices are so high?
Half the price: eatisfaction guaranteed.—Forfleld Motors,
11, Forfleld Place, Leamington Spa. [X3056

ST. MARTIN'S, the premier London Louse for acces-
sories: everything for the motorist. Bargains too

numerous to mention: Tyres, lamp sets, horns, accu-
mulators, speedometers, etc.—Write, 'phone, or call,

St. Maitin's Motor Works. Ltd., 11 and 12, Upper St.

Martin's Lane, W.C.2. 'Phone: Regent 5070-1. [0042

PISTONS for Every Make of Motor Cycle in Stock,
with rings and pin; 2^4 Douglas 10/-, Bradbury

18/-. Rex 19/-, 2^4 J.A.P. 19/-, Z'4 Triumph 19/-
5'4 Premier 22/6. 4 J.A.P. 22/6, etc.; post 1/-; guar-
anteed ; cylinders reground and fitted ; new pistons
from 20/- each.—Rosefield Motors, Rosefield St., Lea-
mington Spa. [9002

PISTONS, complete with lings and gudgeon pins, 150
different patterns in stock: 2%h.p. J.A.P., Singer,

Premier, etc., 21/-; 6h.p. Rex, SVv'h.v- Norton, Sh.p.
J.A.P., etc., 22/6 ; 4h.p. Bradbury, Premier, J.A.P.,
Singer, etc., 24/-; post 1/-; all new and fuUy guaran-
teed by us.—C.M.D. Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
'Phone; 768. [711''

4h.p. Douglas Spares, cheap. Wheel spindles 2I-, gear
bos bolts 6d., top shackles 5/-, bottom 6/-, spindles

2/6, gear box ball races 5/-, handle-bars 12/-, rear
brakes 16/6, engine clamps, sleeve nuts, back platee;
everything you want below. Approval against cash

;

stamp, please.—R. G- Gamble and Co., 13, Somers Mews,
Hyde Park. W.2. [9748

03.h.p. Douglas Front Wheels, 15/-, 2^/4h.p. Sunbeam
^4: back wheel 25/-; countershaft Triumph ' spares-
back wheels {as new) 35/-, frame and forks complete
£4, frame centre (slight repair) £2, carriers 15/-, fly-

wheels with connecting rod and piston complete, £5,
cylinder £2 ; stamp, reply.—Cox, 149, Chepstow Rd..
Newport, .Mon. [9691

NEW Blackburne 4h.p. Engine, with Amac carbu-
retter and Thomson-Bennett magneto. £23;

Grado multi pulley, with kick starter, less control
handle and clip, £4 ; Bowden front brakes, 11/-;
Bowden magneto controls. 11/-.—Bastones. 228, Pen-
tonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481
North. [7720

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER
ct our I\lo. 38

rUPERIOR

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSE.

Our usual excellent quality maintained.

The best value for money in the kingdom.

Larger sizes suitable for motor car.

HeiBht Helcht Floor * slop,

tueav^.
8'x6' 6' 8'

9'X7' 6' 8'
3"

10' X 8' 6' S'6"
I2'X8 6' 8'6-

T4'x8 6' 8'
6'

14, X 10' 7 10 3
I6'XI2 7' 10 3'

diicetlpric3. iug platform.

11 i2 3 6

12 10 2 12 6

14 10 300
16 5 3 10

18 7 6 3 j6 6

23 5 650
27 17 G 826

Carriage paid to stations in England and Wales for

cash with order. 1>R0MPT DESPATCH. Made in

complete sections to bolt together, of SEASONED
BEST QUALITY Swedish Red Deal, planed, tongued

and grooved from Jin. boards on strong framing,

mortised, tenoned, and pinned together. Roof of

matchboards covered with superior waterproof felt.

Tongued and grooved FLOOR AND SLOPING
PLATFORM made from Jin. boards. Two larger

sizes lin. floor and platform. Bolts and nuts for

erection supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for

Free List No. H6 for Bargains in Portabb Buildmgs,

or No. 6 for Motor Houses.

Estimates free to customers' own requirements.

The principal and best Makers at lowest prices 0[
portable wood and iron buildings, poultry houses, etc

J. T. HOBSON & CO., BEDFORD.
Established 80 years. Works 9 acres.

DIRTY WORK but

CLEAN HANDS!
If you PELDO YOUR HANDS

FIRST, you can
work for hours,
handling grease, oil

and dirt, and a wash
,
in coid water and

frtioap will instantly
remove all traces of
dirt, leaving the
hands white and smooth

^P^l-^Tfid^^ SKIN CREAM
To be obtained from Icaamg Garages,
Stores, Chemists, Ironmongers. Orocers. etc.

If any diffictilty in obtainina, send 1/6 to
P''Ido" Works. Devon Wharf, Mile End.

Lot'^on, B, 1. giving the name and address
of your nearest retailer.

{Wholesale : Brown Bros. Ltd.)

I SELL MlClb LEATHER
in all colours, at 1/3 sq. It

LADIES SAVE MONEY
Make your own Gloves,
Hats, Dorothy Bags Table

Centres, etc.

A. £. CATT, Leather Merchant. NORTHAMPTON.

NO MORt AIR LEAKS
MAKE VOUR ENGINE JOINTS WITH

METALASTENE
Prov. Pat. No. 14944/21)

TUBES II- &. 31-

Frofn ati A sents o* Post Frej ;

METALASTENE Co., Poulton-le-Fyldc. LANCS.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. B<iq
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Protect your Cycles and Cars

from Dust and Damp with

the finest

WATERPROOF SHEETING

I0ft.x6ft. .. ... .. 10/-

I0ft.x9ft 15/-
(Combination size.)

15ft. x9ft 22/6

20ft. X 12ft 40/-

This fabric is two-ply, heavily

proofed, absolutely waterproof, and

durable ; can be supplied with plain

or aluminium face, the latter being

also suitable for outdoor use. The
15 X^ makes an ideal Billiard Table

cover.

L. CROOK,
4, Barlby Gardens, W.IO.
Samples may be seen, and orders also

•placed at 17, Rangetnoor Road, South
Tottenham, A'. 15.

-Pleasp cross remitlances Barclay & Co. Lid.

DEECO
ELECTRIC
U6HTING
SETS.

7 Head Lamps

J

5 J" Side Lamps

£6-6-0
COMPLETE

3" BALL
TAIL LAMP.

Dean's Electrical& Engineering co. Ltd.
44, Nottingham Street, Rotherham.

MUD SHIELDS
20/- set, reduced to

1 6/- post -paid.

REG. SAMSON,
Ladywood Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Send for list.

TRIUIVSRH RARTS
We are the proinotest Arm fop these. Prac-
tically every part for every model actually
in stock. Enclose stamped envelope pleaseFORFIELD MOTORS,

11-13, Forfield PlaceLEAMINGTON SPA'PREMIER RARTS

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
ORADBtTRY Cylinders, £3/10; piston only, 18/--
J-* rings, 1/9; gudgeon pin. 3/8; -valTes, 8/4; springs.
fc'd.

; exlmust cam wheel, 15/-; connecting pin. 6/-; large
bush, 3/3; sroall busli, 2/7; valve caps, 4/-; tapuet
I6V4M-S, 4/3; ndjustable tappets, 3/6; all other spare parts
supplied. Write for price list.—Bright and Hayles, 78.
Church St., Camber nrell, London. [8795

GENUINE J.A.P. Engine Parts.—5h.p. and 8h.p.
crank cases, 50/-; pair "new 8h,p. cylinders, 55/-

each or £5 pair; pistons complete, 17/6 each; con-
necting rods, 50/- pair; valve complete, 4/- each; valve
guide, 3/6 each; exhaust caps, 4/- each; cam lever,
3/- each; gudgeon pins, 2/6 each; gudgeon pin bushes,
Hawkins (below).

XJURIVIAN 3-speed Countershaft Gear Box, £12/10
--' each ; and I have all parts for Biirman gear
boxes; Ferodo clutch plates, 7/6 each; layshafts 10/-
each; sliding gears, 5/-; low gear pinions. 5/-; top
gear pinions, 5/-; stamp reply.—Hawkins (below).

8h.p. New Imperial Parts.—Imperial footboards, 10/-
pair ; new front hubs, 10 / - ; rear, 1 5 /s rear

iprocfcets,. 10/-; stamp reply.—Hawkins (below).

"DOVER Frames and back stays, 50/-; footboards.
--*' 10/-; pair front wheels, 20/-; rear wheel, com-
plete with

. sprocket, 30/-; stamp reply.-Hawkins
(below).

1,000 J.A.P. Valves, all complete, 4/- each; 1,000
J.A.P. piston rings, 7/6 dozen.—Hawkins (be-

low).

QAA J.A.P: Engine Sprockets, %xH and 15^W teeth, 7/6 each.—Hawkins (belowj.

1,000 Pairs of heavyweight Druid fork springs, 21-
pair; postage 9d.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd.,

Wandsworth. L772^

TBIUJiPH Parts.—Spring forks, £4; front wheel,
25/-; J.S. wheel and rear part frame, £10/10;

1914 engine, just overliauled by makers, £14/10;
1912 engine, £10; Sturmey gear box, pereicc,. £12;
countershaft back stays, 50/-; 1910 centre frame,
40/-: 1912-13 ditto, 50/-. All parts in stock, second-
hand and new; quotation by return.—Below.

PREIMIER Motor Cycle Parts.-Largest stock In
the kingdom. Get in touch for prices.—Below,

WILLIAMSON, Rex, Villiers, Singer cylinders,
pistons, and all parts in stock.—Below.

RENOLD Chain, •VsXS.fe, 50-52 links, unused, 12/6;
Coventry %X% heavy chain, any length, 4/6

ft.; mag. chains, V^X%, 35 links, 2/- each; new P.
and H. lamp, 128, large model, complete brackets and

I

senerator, glass cracked, 25/-.—Below.

ARDEN 2%h.p., set of machined engine parts
ready for assembling, makes poweriul 2-stroke

engine; £4/10. Arden parts in stock.—Alf. Holland,
I Hearsall Lane Corner, Coventry. 'Phone : 1945.

[X3067
CYLINDERS, new. for Triumph 1904-20; Singer

23--4b.p., 3V2h.p., 4J/2h.p. ; Premier 2V'h.p., 3Voh.p.,
ayoh.p., 7-8h.p. ; Precision 2y4h.p., SVsfi-P-, 33^h.p.

;

Peugeot 3h.p., 3i/.h.p., 7-9h.p, ; Caleott 2^4b.p. ; Minerva
3'/2b-P-; Res 3i,^h.p., 5-6h.p. ; Brown S'/shp., T-9h.p.;
J.A.P. 23,ih.p. ; Norton SVab-P- Tmnediate delivery of
most patterns; prices on applioaiion.—Below.

PISTONS and Valves for above (see Repairers column
also).—W. R. S. Eiddian, Bush Lane House, Bnsh

Lane, E.C.4. [1096

BAJS'ISTER and Botten.—4h.p. Douglas new spares,
half list prices. Valves, 2/6; valve caps, 2/-;

springs, 6d.; steering columns. 7/6; big ends, 2/-; oil
pumps, 9 /- ; small ends, 1 / 6 ; pulleys, 15 /- ; belt
guards, 3/6; camshafts, 15/-; mainshafts, 9/-; handle-
bars, 12/6; rear gear box arm, 6/6; fronts, 2/- re-,

conditioned frames, £6; centres, £4/10, etc.—Below.

33.h,p. Douglas.—New pulleys, 5/-J piston rings,
4 9d. each; valves, 2/-; springs, 6d.; head clips,

4/-; tappets, 2/-; guides, 1/3; front stands, 2/6; big
end bushes, 2/-.—Below.

BANISTER and Botten can supply all above from
stock and hundreds of other parts ; carriage

(jxtra. Stamp enquiries ; liberal terms to trade for
quantities.—Banister and Botten, 341, Upper St,
Islington (opp. Agricultural Hall). 'Phone : 2480
North. [9742

DISCS.—We are makers of discs for any type of
motor cycle, polished aluminium 25/- and 30/-

per wheel, enamelled steel 20/- per wheel, Rudge Multi
discs 5/- per wheel extra; discs for Douglas, Triumph,
Indian, Harley-Davidson, and Rudge Multi motor cycles
ahvay"s fn stock; prompt deliveries.—Hill and Co., Discs
Specialists, 1, and 3, Walmereley Rd., Bury, Lanes.

[035T
BOSCH Magneto. DA2, suit big single, nearly new,

£3; Armstrong 3-speed wheel, complete, £6;
Triumph clutch wheel complete, 60/-; Triumph coun-
tershaft rear wheel, 30 /- ; PhiUpson pulley, 65 /-

;

Bradbury tank, 25 /- ; heavyweight carburetters, Sen-
spraj', £1; B. and B., top feed pilot jet, 25/-; spring
forks, various, £3.—Advertiser, 116, Woking Rd.,
Guildford. [9690

WHEELS! Wheels! Wheels !—Motor cycle wheels
built to order, all sizes in stock; motor cycle

frame repaired, altered, and brought up to date ; side-
car chassis repairs ; contracts wanted for frame and
wheel building, customers' own materials; motor cycles
overhauled, enamelling and plating; wanted, all kinds
of motor cycle parts cheap for cash, such as engines,
frames, wheels, etc. — Pendleton, 28, Lonsdale Sq.,
Liverpool Rd., London, N.l. [9685

AIRMEN'S LEATHER
FLYING COATS
90/- 65/-

1st Quality. 2nd Quality.
CASH WITH ORDER.

Money Returned if Dissatisfied.

MOSS BROS, hay, sell, or exchange misfits

and Second-hand Clothing,

Dinner and Dress Suits .

.

60/- to 120/-
Suits (Second-hand) .. 40/- to 90/-

„ (New and Misfit) .. 50/- to 100/-
Overcoats (Second-hand) . . 35/- to 80/-

(New and Misfit) 40/- to 80/-
Rain and Trench Coats .. 27/- to 65/-

An. Goods sent on Sale or Return.

'Phone

—

Park 4817MOSS BROS.
S3- 5, Notting Hm Gate, and
224, High Rd.. KUburn.N.W.e

The Book tllat describes

Clotfiing for the Motor
Cyclist, made by a

Motor Cyclist,

YOURS FOR A
CARD.

WRITE

IRVINE
SMITH, I

BUTTEBSHAW,
'^

BRADFORD.

They are knovrn by thair
CENTRAL FIXING.

(PATENT)

SUPER DISCS
incorporate QaaUty. Efficiency, and

Elegance Write—

CORNERCROFT, LTD COVENTR^

OVERHAUL IWInRf^Aiy DURING THE
YOUR lYIV^rSVaMHi WINTER.

We can supply REPLACEMENTS FROM STOCK.

We hold LARGEST STOCK of SPARE PARTS in the

Country. 'Phone, wire, or write us. We will give youl

enquiry immediate attention.

Parts for MORGANS, ail models.

Note Address: FLfiF A Cfl Lfrf
i5.l6,BishopsgalcA¥., tt^JiC OC UU., blU.
Camomile St, Thooe : Avenue 5348.

ONDON, E.C.3. 'Grams: Elcemoeyca,Stock .London.

6»lt.»t£OAR SPRINGS.
REAL SPRINGS

12/6 eacii. ©^k

Marie from the UK . .^uriii- .-iteel.

SIDECAR CO., 25, Upper Clapton Road, E.a.

Phone Dalston Sllu.

b6o ah letters relating to advertisements should qnete the number at the end at eaeh advertisement, and the date of the issue.

.M
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PROUD
SELF-CLEANING,
VARIABLE JET,
& EASY STARTER.

THE SIZE OF JET IS VARIED WHILE
• RIDING by moving lever p.

allowing you to obtain best possible

results from your engine at aU times,

and reduce your Petrol Bill.

EiS V STARTING is assured hy iiressins

knol, "C" Braartly, nliicli raises Pluii.-ct

• D • forcinc n pray of fuel thrmnh Jal A

nthicli pressure, causioc instant vapoiisaticin.

CHOKED J -'1 -. are cleared in the same

manner nhlerilins _„„,„ j
For AMAC, B & B, SEN8PRAY and
ZENITH S/4. Post free by return

Handle-b.r Control 11/6 extra.

When oi-aerirtg mate mahe and year of Carbii

reller and lemth i>f Jet and /?St . .,,^, ,-/'",'
mtdsr, or belter still send . Id^^ST^ ^^^^^^^
Jet and Holder as pattern.

PfouJ-Autobits, M, Goslorth Rd., Southporl

IVI O F FAT,
West Om England service stockists ot

TRIUMPH, DOUGLAS,
STURMEY - ARCHER SPARE PARTS.

— TRADE SUPPLIED. —

T,?,r YEOVIL. 'Phone
50.

Ten years' continuous production account for the
lasting quality of

JUCKES' PATENT
COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.

2; 3. and 4 speeds, light and heavyweiRhts. . Also
Ihree sp'^eds and cevet'sc.

EFFICIENT MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO-,
Bijston Road Wolv.crha>Tiptbn.

iW- -^v

I

Keep
Yourself
Alive
to the possibilities of the Trade

by studying week by week the

Authoritative Trade Journal of the

Industry.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE
AND CYCLE TRADER"
will keep you in constant touch

with all essential trade matters,

9/-
will bring it to you by post for

one year.

FOR THE TRADE ONLY.

Motor-Cycle
TRADER

139 140. FLEET ST.LONDON. E.G.

4

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
CLYNO Parts, new, large stock, lowest prices

:

Valves, 4/-; valve springs, 4d.; timing case

screws, Id. each ; wheel spindle bolts, 1/6; piston
rings, 1/-; crank pin rollers, 2d. each; gudgeon pins,

1/9; large biiHer spring for Brampton forks, 2/-; kick
start springs, 6d. ; cam gearshaft. 2/-; driving side

shaft, 4/-; small gear, 2/-r Ferodo brake shoe lining,

9d.; Terry's spring links, 6/- pair.—Below.

CLYNO Tool Boxes, containing 3 trays, 1 set

spanner, valve cap spanner, 2 tyre levers, mag-
neto spanner, small set spanner, 2 chain rivet ex-

tractors, 2 box spanners, tommy bar, screwdriver, 2
Clyno piston rings, 1 valve, brand new, 25/-.—Below.

CLYNO.—Terry's sidecar C springs, 4-leaf, 10/- each.
—Below. •

'

CLYNO Aluminium Footboards. 10/- pair; handle-
bars, 9/-: top tube tool boxes, 7/6; mudguards

from 7/6.—Below.

CLYNO Gear Boxes, fram&s, forks, tanks^wheels,
rims, complete hub?, hub shells, etc—Below.

CLYNO Complete Sets, less engines, for 8h.p. modeL
—Below.

CLYNO.—Write us for your wants. It will pay you.
- Money returned if not satisfied.—Below.

CLYNO.—Reduction for quantities. We can save
vou money.—Below.

GENUINE Waterproof Bosch Magnetos, as new,
single, anti, to clear 56/-.—Below.

W.J.C. Motor Co., 5, Addison Av., Holland Park;
W.ll (5 mins. from Shepherd's Bush Tube

Station). Open Sunday morning. 'Phone: Park
2071. [1014

D.OUGLAS 2^!4h.p. LTnnsed Spares.—Connecting rods
complete 18/6, engine sprockets 3/6, chain wheels

5/6, Renolds chains 7/6, pistons complete 10/6, good
second-hand crankshafts 25/-, front forks (enamelled)
£1, steering columns 8/6, front brakes 10/6; Douglas
4h.p. new pistons, with gudgeon, 12/6; postage extra;
stamp for list.—A. Knapton, 30, Crystal Palace Park
Rd., Sydenham. [9934

SPEEDOMETER Specialists.-We supply all makes of
speedometers, repairs in all departments, parts

supplied, work done on the premises and goods guar-

anteed; eend your enquiries before trying others.-
Phone: Gerraid 6898. Prompt attention. Trade
supplied.-Pioneer Accessories and Speedometer Supply
and Repairing Co., 211, Shaftesbury Av., and 228,

Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C. [2347

EAGLES.—N.S.U. type 2-speed engine shaft, gears,

with free engine and adjustable pulley, univer-

sally acknowledge the most perfect of its type, speci-

ally made to suit Triumph, B.S.A., Bradbury, Pre-

cision, Humber, Rover. Norton, Premier, Singer,

Rudge, L.M.C Abingdon, T.D.C., New Hudson, Arno.
James, price £9/18; also to suit J.A.P., Ariel. Peu-
geot, Fafnir Minerva, Rex, and other engines with
large recessed pulleys up to 8h.p., £10/10; easy to

fit, no alteration to motor cycle necessary; trade en-

quiries invited.—Eagles and Co., Acton Hill Works.
Showrooms, Spares, and Repair Dept., 275, High St..

Acton, \V.3. 'Phine: Chiswick 556. [0161

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.-Old man Hep. can't get
drunk this year at the Show, no doings. 3-speed

Armstrong wheel complete, X5/15; 2-speed Douglas
gear box, K.S., and clutch. £5; Albion ditto, £6/15;
Albion 2-spced. plain, £4/10; Toroga 2-speed, £4/15;
Roc 2-speed, £3/15; N.S.U. 2-speed, £5; Douglas
underslung chassis complete. £4/10; Douglas 2^Ah.p.
motor cvcle, £10, tax paid, requires front cylinder
repaired; old Minerva motor cycle, less power unit,
55/-; several otliers at knock-out prices: sidecar, C.H.,

£4/15, less tvre; genuine Douglas body, with door,

£4/10; Bosch enclosed, suit Harley. £6/10. 45°; new
B.L.I.C. ditto, £6/10.—'Phone : 1958 Brixton.—19,
Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8 (below).

^ rpOYS. Toys. Tuvs.—At Heppelthwaite's bazaar.
.1 Send cash 5/- iVp to £1. stating age and sex of

children, we guarantee to give you satisfaction.

—

Address above at Heppelthwaite's. [9931

BANCROFTIAN Co.'s Great Sale : Premises coming
down.—In consequence of our bead depot, 64.

Btshopsgate, coming down, and not having sufficient

room at our 78 Depot, we have decided to clear as

much as possible of our stock, the value of v/hich is

about £20.000, regardless of cost. No reasonable offers

will be refused. Motor cycles all makes, tyres, lamps,
horns, sidecar hoods, speedometers, and all replace-

ments; carburetters, magnetos, belting, accumulators,
waterproof clothing, chains, saddles, and everything
tor the motor cyclist at extraordinary prices. Call or

write; vou will save money; write for list of tyres.—

P.ancroftian Co., 64 ond 78, Bishopsgate. London.

T.A. : Chailkel, London. Tel. ; London Wall 9897.
[0611

OYAL RUBY' Gear Box Case, complete. 30/-;

'iilent chains; 4h.p. Douglas parts, pulley, 20/
cylinders, 25/-; pistons, 10/-; drawbolts. 3/6; crank
shaft, 50;-; fork springs, 2/6; clutch pedal, 5/-; kick

starter springs, ball bearings; connecting rods; gud
geon pins; Zenith clutch parts, .=tand, 10/-; footrests

10/-; Rover parts, head stem, 15/-; silencers. 12/6
brake shoes, 7/6; rear sprockets, 17/6; starter cranks

Triumph iiarts. fork blades, 20/-; hubs, 10/-; chain

case 15/-; head stem, 12/6; pistons, 10/-; barrel

sprin^^s 7/-, old type 5/6 pflir. We have thousands

of parts of all makes of motor cycles in stock; write

u^._'Phone : Putney 1652. Close 1 p.m. Thursdays;

'^tamped envelope leplv. Britnell Bros., 43-45, High
St., Fulham. [9714

fXA/E carry out
' ^^Gllieiently
ini\ quicklv repairs
to all makes and
types of sidecar

: Repairs to

i all Chassis
liassis and frames. raaraaaaBavaHaaBassflBBsai
Uepaitera to the ^ , , . - i.

Trn, de. First clas3 Sena ns your next repair job.

workmanshj) and Wrile for List—to lite Trade only—nj
material.

Up-to-date plant.
Quick delivery.

all parts for buUdinp up citasii'i

-Wheels, Springs, Miidniard'-.
Lugs, eta.

Tianki^
SPECIALISTS IN SIDECAR CHASSIS

^ 359-361. Euston Rd , London. N.W 1 J)

The NESTHILL^^I
SpeedometerLight

IMIh I!) A RtPLLY V6RY USEFUL ACCeSSOJt <

Combined speedometer, light, temporax-y
lieadJight and inspection lamp, complete
with switch and 42 inches of flexible cable,
nickel plated on braas.

Price : mth -i tou bulb. T/6
When ordering please state dia. of speedometef.

0, 8, and 12 volt bulbs, 2/6 extra.
Manttlactitred by

ERNEST H.HILL, Ltd.,,
Broomhall Street, S??^"'

SHEFFIELD. ''

"Grams

:

"Inflator,
Sheffield.'

Amazing Sidecar Offer.

Absolutely Brand New B.S.A. Sidecars
- Complete, Hood, Screen, etc. -

16

R^

gns.

Cost over £40.
Write, 'Phone, or Call:

Short & Glass, Ltd.,
457, Upper Richmond Road,

East Sheen, LONDON, S.W.14.
Phone ; Richmond 2362.

THE HOUSE FOR MASCOTS.
North LondonCarpying Co., Ltd..
Carlton House, Loiver Regent St.
London, S.W.I. Tel. ; Gerrard 5de6.

GtamB: Sreednymfy, Piccy. London
Ask ior Illustrated list

ol motor cycie mascots.

aOLID BRONZE SILVER PLATED
From 15/6

Postaffp ami Paclcing 6.i.

SPEED NVMPH 21 1, (as illus.)

3".Vi^Ai%^%%"-"---%--v"-"-^
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue Rftt

L
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GIVING INCREASED

LIFE AND POWER
TO YOUR DRIVING BELT

Vour tool-kit is not complete without a stick !

Guaranteed non-injurious, and free from resin

gum, glue, pitch, tar, was, grit, or anything
objectionable.

" Ariel "Belt Grip feeds and preserves

(he bell against the destructive effects

of slipping, wear, friction iieat. im-
parts grip, and renders slip practically

impossible under wet weather anil

other conditions.

Trade enquiries invited from Home dealers,

and wholesale houses Abroad — quotations
c.i.f. Obtainable from garages, and accessory

stores, or post free P.O. 1 /2 from the
*

Solf. Dislnbutors"

MACHIIM & BOWIVIER, Utd,
Somerset BIdgs.. Brazenose St, MANCHESTER

Get a "READY BUILT"

erected m i-alt hour.

MOTOR CYCL^ H0U3c
you will be satisfied.

Made by the first firm to ad
vertise these in "The Motor
Cycle" over ii years ago.

Best vaUie arid lowesl" prices
Madefrem best quality match
boarding upon strong framins
Doors fitted with good lock

and bolts Roof covered with
vulcanite feJt. Completely
made i n sections can be

1 rices on rail Staines Station:—
Size.

7ft. X 5ft.

8ft. X 6ft.

gft. X 7ft.

3 0ft. X 8ft.

14ft. X 8ft.

Deliverv

PERCYWHITE. Thames St Works, STAINES
Telei.hone : 33 taiiiea. Uidtlx.

Height of door Floor.
5ft. S6 6s, Od. £1 5s. On
5ft. 3m. £8 17s. 6d. £1 10s, M
5ft.. 3)n. ilO 7s. Gd. £1 18s, ()J

5ft. 6iQ. £11 7s. Sd. £2 12s. W
6ft. ilS 03. Od. £4 03. 0..

at once. Any size made. List free.

PRANK B. ROPER,
166-168, London Sd.,Shemeld.

SoU Agent in this district for

A.J.S., Scott, Wilkin, Indian, Bat-Jap,
Bradbury, Motor Cycles also Lagonda Light Cars

See next week's issue for actual list

of Roper models
'Phons : aSoa. Wires : Roper 2802 Sheffield.

l^h.p.,2ih.p.,&3h.p.
Petrol-Paraffin Engines
For Farm or other station-
ary work . Hopper
cooled magneto ignition,
governed. Easy to start
Sent out complete, ready
to run. Send for list.

Delivery Irom Stock.

Booth's Motories, A.C., '^nXui^'A"

\
"THE MOTOR CYCLE" J

ROUTE BOOK)
J

VV ith 3 pages of Road Maps of England an

!

Wales, Scotland, and the I^ondon District.

5/. net, by Post 5/4.
From Iliife & Sons Ltd.. 20. Tudor Si.. London.E.C.4

j
|!a^o^ifc«»^fc«i

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
DOUGLAS 234b-p. Spares.—Frames, perfect. 70/-;

forks, 12/6; steering columns, 8/6; head clips,

6/-; cylinders, 15/-; pistons, complete, 7/-; connect-
ing rods, complete, 17/6; big-end bushes, '2/- pair:
tappets, 3/-; guides, 1/6; gudgeon pins, 1/6; wheel
hubs, complete, 10/-; silencers, 11/-; rear stands,
10/-; all other parts

; postage extra .—AVatson , 6.

Cavendish Parade, Clapham, S.W.4: [9179

ENGINES, Coventry Premier pattern, 1916. Aj^h-P-,
new, £12/10 ; 3-speed gear boxes, kick starter,

clutch, 1916 pattern, £li; Albion ]ightn,veighfc gear
box, £4/10; all spares in stock lor 1915-16 Coventry
Premier engines and gear boxes; Whittle belts, ^eiO'i

4ft. long, 5/- each; frames, wheels, guards, tanks,
stands, carriers, etc.; also ten tons of spare parts for

cycles and motors, nuts and bolts, timing wheels,
bevelled and plain wheels, flywheels, etc., in 1 cwt.
assorted boxes, free on rail, Birmingham, at £1 per
box.—Birch Bros., 108, Coleshill St., Birmingham.

[8323

LOOK.—1916 Xoiton engine, fine conditiou, with
magneto, engine plates, etc., £25; 1920 Sturmey

5-speed gear box, chain and belt. £12; 1921 Norton Big
4 frame, £8/10; 1920 frame and tank I'uew), for Vilhers.
£3/10; 1921 Norton Big 4 forks, as new, £3/10; 50
lengths of Bowden wire (100ft.), for -4/6; 50 sidecar
plated lamps, 6/6; 50 generators for same, 6/6; one
new jVI-L magneto, O.W., £2/2/6; 5 new E.I.C. con-
tact breakers, each 10/-; 10 new 6ft. 6in. Douglas %in.
belts, per foot 1/6; one Norton 1917 rear stand, 10/-;
one new Norton front stand, 5/-; two Humberette
cylinders, sound, each £1 ; one pair T.T. Norton wheels,
£2/15; one Rndge front stftnd, 2/-; B.S.A. belt pulley,
new, 7/6; 1917 Douglas 2-'4b.p. forks, less stem and
springs, 6/6; one new Schebler carburetter, for Har-
ley, £2/2: 26x21^ and 2i^ new tubes, each 5/-; 20
motor cycle foot pumps, soiled, but new, each 3/3

;

one pair lightweight handle-bars, new, %i"-i 5/-; one
pair Triumph D-B. bars with lexers, 10/-; large King
Dick pattern spaunerci, new, each 4/6; one Biuks Hat-
trap carburetter, for Norton, £2/17/6; hundreds of B.
and B. carburetter parts, all types; brand new light-

weight saddle?, real snips, each £1/1; all goods I offer
are perfect, and, no W.D. goods.- Carriage ostra.-Alec
Jackson, Norton Specialist, East Parade, Keighley.

[8665

DON'T Hesitate, peruse the following bargains to
clear : One 2%h.p. 2-stroke Union engine, fit up

complete with C.A.V. mag., Amao carburetter, ana
engine sprocket, brand new, £15; brand new 1921'
Union engines, complete with silencer, plug, and re-

lease valve, list £12/10, our price £8 to clear;, new
and improved type T.D.C. 2;4h.p. 2-stroke engines,
complete, £9; one T.D.C. frame, with tank complete,
and engine plates, new, £5/10 ; Duplex frames, suit
up to 3V2b.p., £4/10 ; one double-railed frame, com-
plete, and fit with stand, carrier, and seat pillar, new,
snip, 4 gns.; handle-bars, semi-T.T. and raised,
enamelled, 8/6; carriers, grand line, 9/6; massive
adjustable spanners, 3/9; 24in. wheels, new but shop-
soiled, 25/- pair; one pair 24in. wheels with Clincher
deluxe non-skid tyres, new, slightly shop-soiled, 4 gns.;
mudguards, all sizes and prices, few left, 10/-; parcels
of useful spares, including a 4in. wide front mud-
guard, full valance; footrests, with rod and complete,
in aluminium or rubber, 8/6; aluminium silencer ends,
4in. diameter, plain, 2/-; ditto with extension for
13i,4in. pipe, 2/6; countershaft chain covers, 17/6

;

timing cases, 9/- pair; footboards, grand line, photo
and particulars ffee; exhaust pipe, any length, li^in.

outside diameter, 1/3 ft.; tanks made and enamelled
at lowest cost. Send stamp at once for our new list

and particulars to build your own motor cycle, and
save pounds. Gear boxes in stock, also all T.D.C.
engine parts. Sidecars, chassis, children's all-steel

scooters, particnlara free on application. Carriage

must be pre-paid. Stamp please to ensure reply.-
The Hockley Motor Co., 38a, Cecil St., Newtown Row.
Birmingham. [1013

THE Cheapest House in the Trade tor Accessories.—
Any good make of motor cycle and sidecar

supplied on terms of V^ or more down and
balance in 12 or fewer monthly payments. Every
thing for the motor cyclist at lowest cash prices

Mabon gears and clutches in stock, £9 and
£6; B. and B. carburetters, Amac, and Senspray,
67/- and 72/-, light or heavyweight, respectively-

Binks, £4/7/9; Watford speedometers, trip. £6/5,
plain model £5/15- nil sizes in stock; Enot's drip-

feed, 38/6, Best and Lloyd's. 28/6-: Pillion seats. Tnn-
Sad 38/-, Willowbrook 29/-, Austin 18/6; engine
pulleys, fixed, 4in. 10/6, 5in. 12/-, 6in. 16/-; adjust-

able. 4in. 17/-, Sin. 18/-, 6in. 20/-, 7in. 32/6.

made to order. Prepare for rain and mud.
Footboards, aluminium, 13/- pair; 3V2in. and
4in, mudguard3, 14/6 and 16/6 set; sidecar mud-
guards, Jl/9; waterproof suits. 61/-; seatless trouaer-*

23/.. leggings, 14/6; warm and comfortable leather

helmets, 11/6; goggle*?, 4/6, 3/6, 2/3, and 1/3; Easting
wind screens, £4/10, Cameo £3, Bluemels £4/8, Orto
with side panels £3/18/6. Heal bargains for keen buyers:

Bowden control levers, 6/6; band brakes, 44/- and 61/-:

front brakes. 33/- and 42/9; foot brakes and footrests,

48/9 and 23/9; cross-over brakes, 18/9; magneto con-

trols 20/-. All lamp sets reduced : P. and H.
lamp sets, No. 145 50/-, No. 125 47/6. No. 120
35/-; sidecar lamps, 11/9 and 12/9; large nickel

horns. 21/6; small mirrors, 5/-; Lucas horns, 27/6
nnd 14/6; mechanical, 15/-, 25/-; Brooks B170 saddle,

54/6- extra strong carriers, 22/6; Renolds chains, -YaX

VAw., and parts in stock; John Bull knee-grips, 6/- pair-

_ P. and H. generators, 10/- and 15/6; handle-bars, all

i latest .shapes, 20/-; John Bull grips, 3/3; College mud-
shields, 13/6. Write P.C. for SOp.p. illustrated list

f of sidecars and all accessories.^M.Y. Dept., The
' ' Metropolitan Machinists Co., Ltd., 248, Bishops|ate,

PRATTFN'S '^<>^<>'' & ^iilccar Houses
For Quality and Value.

price 4i . Flo r d/- odiria.;c! paia uer now for
immediate dispatch. Cataloyne free showing other S'ZOi at
roportionaie rates. ALo Bungalows, Greenhonses, Poultry

hcuses. etc. Our -gents, itssrs. J G.Graves, Ltl , Sheffield,
will arrange for easy payments.

F. PRATTEN ^fe CO., —
MidsoiYier Norton, BATH.

BOOTH FOOT-WARMER
(patent)

COOLS THE ENGINE, WARMSTHE SIDECAR.

^.^;^; ll':™.^':, cant go wrong.
^^,. ^- " ) '7^--''^^»») AGENTS WANTED.

C. H. BOOTH,
170, Hockley Sn,

BIRMINGHAM.

RUtLkEYS FOR AMY MOTOR
fixed to 4iin. dia., 9 '-

Adjustable plated, sin. dia.. '5/t 6in. dia., 21/3,
Countershaft Pulleys from ^ /-

All known makes stocked. Guaranteed. Post free

<J. RERKINS,
455, His'H .Roa.cl, kEVTON.

'Phone : 248, Walthamstow.

Are you interested in

LIGHT CARS ?

Readers of "The Motor Cycle"
who are considering the purchase
of a small car will find all the in-

formation they desire in the pages of

Every Friday. FOURPENCE.

1 HL AU rOCAK ciedi5 Wit"

every phase ot motoring, and

very fully covers the small car

movement.

All the known makes ot light

cars are advertised in "THE
AUTOCAR."
Bargains in second-hand light

cars are more likely to be secured

through "THE AUTOCAR"
ihan any other medium

Because

—

More second-hand light cars

are offered for sale in "THE
AUTOCAR" than in any
other motor journal.

Fublisbed by

Uiffe & Sons Ltd,, 20, Tudor St, London, E.C.4

I E.C.2.' [2650

B62 All letters rel.^ting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

AltMSTEONG or Stiirmcy-Archei Geara repaiietl

jiroiiiptly and efflciently-Coimty EiigineermB Co.,

Hoimslow. [°51''

OFFICERS' Trench Coats, lined fleece, interlined

oilskin: 70/-.—Fleming Co., Redcar, Yorks.
[1023

AKMSTKONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears reiiaired

while you wait.—County Engineerins Co., Honns-

low.
[0515

CEIiLTJLOin, polished sheets, lists free.—Athol Engi-
neering Co., Peru St., Higher Bronghton, Man-

chester. [8470

FLEXIBLE Exhaust and Hot Air Tube, bend by
hand; list free.-Bell, 27, Sout]i St., Ponders End.

Midtlx. ^
[9169

RE-PLATE Your Own Handle-bars, lamps, and all

worn electro-plate, complete outfits 5/6, com-
prising:

RUSTEIMOVA remoyes Bust without damage to

plate: tins 9d. and 1/6.

NICKELDEP for Eenoyating worn plate on cycles,

motors, etc., after using Rustrimova; tins 1/6.

SILVERDEP for renovating worn silver plated goods,
guaranteed pure silYer, no mercury; tins 1/6.

SNOFLAKE, wonderful dry cleaner for silver, nickel
(preserves the plate), brass, copper; tins 1/6;

postage single tins 3d. ; outfits, 6d. extra.

SIEVER Eeplating Powder Co., la, Northwold Rd..
Stoke Newington, N.16. [1086

GARAGE, sectional matchboard, 8tt. 6in.x6ft. 6in.,

quite new; £9/10.—Box 7,602, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [9865

OFFICERS' Heavy All-wool Bedford Cord Hiding
Breeches, laced knee, best cut and make, 35/--

Below.

OFFICEES' Haversacks (full sij'e), with tan leather
base and sides, made by DunhiUs for American

army officers (the sportsman's btig), 7/6.—Below.

OFFICERS' Fawn Fleecy All-wool Cardigan Jackets.
13/6. All T>ost free on approval against cash.—

A. A. Redman, Military Outfitter, Basingstoke. [9608

CHAIN Sprockets and Gear Wheels. We make any
pattern immediately.—County Engineering Co.,

Honnslow. [0513

HEAVY Leather Flying or Motoring Coat, medium
size; genuine bargain, 65/-.—Box 7,595, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [9639

OKA Bright Steel Assorted Nuts, studs, bolts, etc.,
mO\j sent, carriage free, 10/-; approval.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [1136

CELLULOID Sheets, 50x20 15/-. 25x20 8/6
20xl2V2 4/9.—Henry Jones. 778, High Rd.

Tottenham, Loudon. [9375

TROtrSER Presses, 26xl5in., polished oak, plated]
fittings; 10/6; money back guarantee.—Toldon.

Clarence Works, Birkdale. [9834

ELECTRO Nickel Plating and Tinning Plant for s;ile,

new condition: may be seen working.—Box 7.596,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [9640

A RMSTEONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.—Any gear
J\- repaired immediately by skilled mechanics.—
County Engineering Co., Hounslow. [0516

CELLULOID SbeetB, 60x20in., 19/6, 25x20in. 10/6,
20xl2Voin. 6/6, 12V2in.xl0in. 3/-, post free.-

Walbro'Wind Screen Co., Ely, Combs.- [4504

ENDRICK Decompreseor for Easy Starting and slow
running. Fits valve cap or spore plug hole; 12/6

each. Suit motor cycles, cars, lorries, etc.

ENDRICK.—Ysxy hardened cogs, suit P. and M.,
etc., gears, 13T and 17T for engine, 15T for

countershaft ; 4/6 each. Enquiries invited foi
sprockets for engines, magnetos, etc.

ENDRICK.-Agents for Chater-Lea lightweights and
combinations, and the Ner-a-Car, 66gns.—26

Water Lane, Watford. 'Phone: 535. [0682

SCOTT, Scott, Scott, Scotts.-Cbain troubles cured,
hours saved, equal tension instantly. .Leaflet 3d.—

Hood, 15, Totteridge Lane, Whetstone, N.20. [9634

FLINTS for Lighters, round or square, best, reliable,
5/- gross, half 2/9, 5 gross 23/9; sample dozen 1/-,

post free.—H. Duneter, 3, Mylne St., London, E C 1E[7l'03LECTEIC Cells for bells or 'phones, Vf, volts, simply
add wat«r. Two samples, 2/-, post paid- £2/10

Ser 100, f.o.r.—Sugden, 3, Wellesley Grove, Orovdon.
[8012

GOGGLES, fitted with Lenses to Tour Sight bv a
uualified Optician, himself a rider oud wearer —

Write, G. T. Dalton, B.O.A., F.I.O., etc., Nortliwich,
Cheshire. [5126

QIDECAR Covers and Aprons.—Send old cover, paper
*^ pattern, or sketch. Wo send sample material and

: price for new one per return.—Waterproof Co.. Rutland
. •,,Bt., Nottingham. [1666

BSA
REPLACEMENTS

All B.S.A. spates by return

LARGEST STOCKS EX WORKS
(Trade Supplied).

County Cycle & Motor Co.,
— B.S.A. SPECIALISTS —

307, 308, and 314, Broad Street,

BIRMINGHAM

THE

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEER
A monthly journal devoted

to the interests of motor
engineers, manufacturers,
designers, draughtsmen, etc.

Indispensable to all interested

in the design and construction

of motor vehicles, whether
light or heavy.

Published on the SECOND
THURSDAY in each month.

TWO SHILLINGS NET.
Subscription Rate: Home and

abroad, 30/-,• Canada, 25/6 per

annum.

Publishers: )LIFFE & SONS LTD
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

MEMO To ensure insertion
letters containing
advertisements in*

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ tended lor these
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•" columns should be
posted in time to reach the offices of The
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MISCELLANEOUS.
LEATHER Coat, double-breasted, fleece lined,

splendid condition, £5; Bosch magneto, ISC^,
clock, ZE2, new and unused, £5/10.-30, Waldeck
Rd., Ealing, W.13. [9861

LATHE, 4in., screw-cutting, round bed, brand new,
ou gtand with treadle, ideal for garage; list price

£27, deaiance £17/10.—I'hoto and particulars, Bowker,
Charles St., Sheffield. [X2600

NEW South African Field Boots, leather lined,

double tongues, grand for winter wear; carriage
paid, 21/-, worth double; approval with pleasure.—
Bridle, Manufacturer, Hove. [9445

CALENDAES.-Smnrt line of monthly tenroffs
printed with your name, trade blocks, etc.; 50 £1/1.

100 £1/12/6, 250 £3/3. Samples free.—Cheyerton :m<l

Lnidler, Dept. A.B., Dunstable. [8804

PRINTING.—Billheads 6/6 1,000. Cards, memos,
duplicate books, postcards, handbills, envelopes,

etc. Splendid value. Samples free.—H. and E. Joue^.

2, Edgbaston St.. Birmingham. [4386

AIR Service.— Surplus gauntlet gilovee, all leathei.

hands lined wool, very soft and warm, gauntlets-

leather lined, the ideal for driving and cycle, etc., liranu

new; 7/6 a pair.—H. Emanuel and Co., Tyre Factors.

37, Balls Pond Rd., Ualstoa, N.l. 'Phone: Dalston
3161. [0739

NEW Double Gaired Bre,nst Drilling Machines with

3-jaw chuck, £1 ; new 6in. self-eentring lathe

chucks, 6 jaws. £3/10; 4 horizontal gas-electric en-

gine, dynamo, 20 volt 5 amp., £8/19/6.—Butler, Little-

over, Derby. [X2490

MOTORISTS.—R.-\.F. pilots' leather gauntlets, with
fleece-liued mitt, for sale, price 21/- only.

post free, splendid value; actual value 52/- per pair;

15 000 sold last year; only 450 pairs left.—Hobday
and Sons, P.A.I., Government Auctioneers, 20,

Bucklersbury, E.C.4. [8814

CYCLE and Motor Transfers.—Complete set of lines

for pedal cvcle frame, including mudguards,

i.anelled, single and double lines; one colour 1/6, two

colours 2/-; many varieties. Motor lines, head trans-

fers B.D.O. quality, made only by B.D.Co. ;
list 2d.

stamp.—Axon. Station Buildings, Altnncham. [X2301

ARMY and Navv Surplus GomIs. Approval term%.

New naval overalls, 6/11; army boots, 16/llj

black and brown field boots, 25/-; naval oilskin suits,

10/6- new Sou'-Westers, 1/-; ground waterproof capes.

4/11- new gents' and ladies' lightweight oilskins, a bar-

e.ain 12/11 ; army shirts, 12/- pair; post extra. Send

for free list.-M.C, Lethbridge's, 75, George St., Devon-

port, Devon. \79ii

lIRANSFEE Lining.—Complete set for pedal bicycles

X. in gold, red, griftn, 1/6, or double colours 2/-; also

lor motor cycle tanks, sidecars, etc., in vnnous widths

and colourings. Registration letters, numbers, new hack-

uev carriage lettering in white; prices on applicntiou;

stamp.-The British Transfer Printing Co., Ltd. (pro-

prietors Ilifle and Sons Ltd.), Quinton Works, Coventry.

London: 20, Tudor St., E.C.4. Manchester: 199, IJeans-

-ate.
'""'

ATE Money.-Just at the time when everybody is

anxious to economise, your postage bill has doubled

.tself. Allow King's to help you to keep down your

iiostage expenses by drawing on their stock ol en-

lelopls, size 554x31/8. at 3/11 per 1,000 (Reference No.

1001) Samples can be had free of charge and post

tree, and all orders can be despatched per return —
Write at once to J. C. King, Ltd., 42-60, Goswcll Rd.,

London, E.C.I. t^lS"

GFVEN Away.—Motor cyclist's stormproof suit (black

pegamoid) given free to every purchaser of fui-

lined flying cap (ex-R.N.A.S.), made of black leather,

lined chamois and Nutria fur, price 25/-: motor cyclist's

Mocked leggings (black leather), 10/6; cleaning gloves,

reaching to elbow, 1/-: fawn waterproof cap cover, with

neck-piece. 1/-; all goods new audi perfect; carriage paid.

-Street, Cove, Hants. [9464

s-

WAVERLEY
CIGARETTES

All letters leLating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adveitisement, and the date ol the issue. C63
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MISCELLANEOUS.
rrl;ME Sheets for immediate use, supplied from stock,
X. 1/. per 100; 8/6 for 1,000. Copyright forms
Tilled and printed lor daily, weekly, and foremen's
time sheets; also worltmen's time sheets and pay
sheets, showing where employed on outdoor work,
travellins, and other expenses, variations of work
'orms; material sheets, contractor's record ol carting
Specimens free of all charge and post free.—J. C. King,
Ltd.. 42, Goswell Wd.. London. E.G. [2485

MOTOR Suit£, reduced halt the usual price, double-
breasted jackets, seatleis trousers, superior

quality, 42/-, also sold separately. Government surplus,
all new; suits all in one, lace at back, with helmet,
25/-; oilskin jackets, full lined, 16/-; trousers, lined,
11/6; rubber trousers, 14/6; long rubber Pcncho
capes, 18/-; cap covers, 1/-; all carriage paid and
approval. We are unequalled for value.—Hawthorn,
Ltd., Dept. M., Shrewsbury. Established 34 years.

[0110
A EEOPLANE Part?.—Uiidercaniage, consisting of
-^ 2 disc wire wheels, fitted Palmer coid covers and
tubes, size 700x100, and eislo fitted slidini; collnrs.
35/-; wJieels (oeroplaue), less tyres and tub©:, ^izes
600x85 md 650x65, 2/6; propellers, 2 blade, polishe<l
nj;(]iogany 5/-. covered fabric 3/-; awitoh boses (6
Mvitchl, new, 7/6 ; switches, Tliomson-Eennett 3-way,
ijins9, 2/6; ball races, new, in 6 size=", 3/-; petrol tapt
new, with 2 nipples and unions, 1/3; Bowden stop:,
new, with fidjusting" socket or screw stud. 4d. ; need'e
valves, brass, new, 1/-; petrol cocks, 3-way. complete
nith 3 nipple-? and uniont?. 2/6; petrol valves, diaphrnsni
type, 1 /- ; filters, petrol or oil, 6d. ;

petrol only, for cars,
brass casinfr, 1/-; nreathers, brass oasinp, 1/-; inbber
joints, V2in. to Piin.. Id.; clips. Id.; oilers, complete
with 7in. copper tube, nipple and union. 9d.; magnetos,
O.A.V., self-starters, new and complete. 35/-; wire,
low tension. 8ft. 4d.: e<Trburet ters. Zenith twin 7/6,
Clandel-Hobson (new) 10/- (for cnrs and lorries only}:
triple electric cable, insulated, 2d. ft. ; shock absorber,
new. Voir].. 3d. ft. ; armoured electric cable, new, in
lengths 5ft. 6in., 12ft., 15ft., 2/9, 6/-. and 7/6; ?:peoial
offer of hacksaw blades, 2d. each. 1/6 doz., 15/- gross;
files, 1/- each: sparking pbigs, EnRlifOi or Ameriran
thread. 1/3 each; CouUon-B tank?, as fitted, ennmelled.
less fittings. 5/-; spot lamps, oomplete with g'lol-te find
wires, 1/9; inner tubes, new, W.I>. size, 8&5xl35, 5/-.

ALL the above plus carriage. Quotation nnd list on
appUcntion Stamp, please. Satisfaction Runran-

teed or money refunded.—Hutton, Bed Lion Hill, East
Finchlev, London. K.2. [9713

AUCTION SALES.

SALE TUESDAY NEXT, DECEMBER 6th,
at 11.0 a.m.

THE BIRMINGHAM MOTOR MART.
MOTOR VEHICLES.80

(including Motor Cvcles. Combinations, Cars, nnd LorrleB,
also Aceessorie.'! CU'ithout ReserveJ.

SALES EVERT TITESDAT.
Entry Forms and Catrilognes from the Anctioneer.'!.

(2;ampbell parker & (^0.,
6OV2. MOOR STBEET.

Thor,^: 1724 Cent. 'Grame: "Mobile, Birrainsham."

NOTICES.
1921. 0. No. 1262.

IN THE HIGH COUIIT OF JUSTICE. CHANOEET
DITISION.-ME. JUSTICE EUSSEIL.

IN THE MATTEE OF THE PATENT AND DESIGNS
ACT, 1919. AND

IN THE MATTER. OF LETTEES PATENT No. 8x9
OF 1906. AND

IN THE MATTEE OF AN APPLICATION BY
EDITH AUGUSTA OSBOENE (Married Woman),
and SAMUEL NIELD.

NOTICE IS HEEBBT GIVEN that the above nametl
Applicants, Edith Angueta Osborne (Married

Woman), of " Eostrevor." Grimes Hill, Birmingham,
and Samuel Nield, of " The Manse," Eans's Norton,
Worcester, the registered Proprietors of the abo-ve named
liCtters Patent, have by Oripinnting Summons dated the
8th day of July, 1921, applied for an Order that the
term of the said Letters Patent may be extended for
B rears or for such periot! ae the Court shall think fit.

AND NOTICE is hereby given that on Tuesday, the
17th day of January, 1922, application will be made to
the Court that a day may be flzed before which the
•aid Summons shall not be in the paper for hearing.
AND NOTICE is hereby given that any person desirous

ef beins heard in opposition to the said Summons shall
«t least 7 days before the said 17th day of January
1922, lodge notice of such opposiyon at the Chambers
of the Judge, Boom 173. Roy.ai Courts of Justice
Btrand, London, and serve a copy thereof upon the
Applicants.

Dated this 18th day of November, :9J1.

EAELOW. BAELOW & LTDE,
165, FEXCHUECH STREET, LONDON, E.O.S.

Agents tor James Ore of Birmingham. Solicitor forthe above named Applrconts, on ivhom all documents
requirmg service may be served.

BRITISH
MADE.

DRY BATTERV,
MOTOR CYCLE anif SIDECAR

Lighting Outfits
Recommended for Home and Export.
** Voles " Dry Battery Lighting Sets
are the ideal no-trouble outfit. No
other battery outfit will give results
equal to the " Volex."
Id satisfactory service for over ro
years with a constantly increasing
demand due to their reliability, con-
venience, and economy in use.
These sets give from 9 to 12 months
service, in ordinary intermittent use,
without renewa! batteries.

Speciffcation—6 volt " Volex " Dry
Batteries in metal container, Switch-
board, Superba Head Lamp (sMn.
front). Side and Tail Lamps, Cord
and Bulbs.

No. Mc/490, as illustrateu. Price ..
^'O"©—

U

Also supplied with "Superba de Luxe" Head ' JPO^Q^A
Lamp, 7in. front. No. Mc/450. Price

Ready for Immediate Uae.

"Volex" Motorcycle Solo Lighting Sets.

BRrriSH MADE.
The most efficient Dry Battery Solo Sets produced.
Made upon the same principle as our "Volex"
Combination Set. Head Lamp is provided with
6 volt bulb, giving an exceptionally brilliant light

and ample light is provided in the rear lamp.

"Superba"' Head and Reap Sst.
5V' front Head Lamp. MlO'XO .. .. £4 12 6
Head Lamp set only, KlO/7 ,. .. - .. £4 2 O

"gcpepba de Luxe" Head and Reap Set.
7" fro. Head Lamp. Mlfidl .. .. £s 7 6
Head Lamp set only. MlO/8 .. .. £4 17

"Superba" Head ttanip, 5.1" front.
Complete with Holder and Adaptor .. £2 O O

"Superba. de liUxe" Head Lamp, 7" front.
Complete with Holder and Adaptor ,', £2 12 6

6

THE " RAY-0'NITE " SELF-CONTAINED MOTORCYCLE
ELECTRIC HEAD LAMP, Recommended forHomo& Export

A GRoAT "VOLiEX ACrtlEYEMENT.
No acfiimnlator. Dtt, or aci'l rerinired : a brilliatik, lighc obtained at

will. The eonvenience'sf thia aelf-eoutained Set cann' t be ov-T-cati-

mated, thepleaanre of ]la^^Il- a Ja'tip ahvoys randy for use without

premiation wi'l be appr^L-iated- A successful self-contained motor

cycle lumpsnch as the " Kay-o'oite" is only rendered poaaible by the

remarkable eflicieiicy of Ihe "Volex" Dry Battery, which is in a class

npart from all other primary batteries. Comprisinc " Superba ' Head
Lamp (r»Jin. front), comhined with a strore metal cootainer holdit'ir

the ' KHy-onite" Dry Uattery. complete with bu'b. Keady for

immediate nse.
Xo. M9/1 .. £3 10 O

Ditto, with " Superhade Luxe" Head Lamp (7in. front) .. £4 4 O
Spare "Ray-o'nJte" Dry Dattfrips 10/6 Can be fi'-ted in a few seconds

VOLT AND AMMETERS.
British made. Best Quality.

Pocltet Type.

to 6 12 Volts 10/-

otoi6 „ 10/6
o to 6 Amps 10/6
o t0 30 „ 12/6

Combined Prcket Typ3.
6 Volts, 15 Amps ... 11 /6

8 ,. 30 „ ... 11/6
i6 „ 30 » ... 12/6
25 „ 30 .. • "»2/6

Parti. nlars of other typ23 and
aizen aee list.

Gives a l<md, clear,

soaorons warnins
note. Complete
with Switch
Attachment and
CouductinK Cord.
All Black finish.

Price 30/-
De Luxe Model

.

Heavily Nickelled
Price 40/-

ACETYLENE TO ELECTRIC
CONVERSION SET.

The Adaptor screws into the Acetylene
Bamer and the wirlnR can be carried out
in a few seconds. Complete Outfit as
illnstrated with J Volt "Volex" Aero Dry
Battery in Leather Satchel with Con-
ductinc Cord and Bulb. Price 31/-
Do., with G Volt " Volex" Aero Battery.

Price 37/-

: Sectional List M202 frea en r«- :

quest. Enclose Business Card or •

: Memo for Trade Terms.

SNAPPER SWITCH.
Flush Type. Suitable for

Motor Car Dashboard, Mag-
neto, etc. Nickel or Black,

bronzed finish, 3 /-

TORPEDO SIDECAR LAMP
13 /C

All eompletf
with Lami
Holder ani
Adaptor

"GEM" MOTOR CYCLE
ELECTRIC TAIL LAMP.
Well constructed, neat appear-
ance. Black finish, nickel-plated,

relief Rear Lamp only 5 /6.

Fitted with Bulb aud 6ft. Con-
ducting Cord, 7/6.

Complete with "Volex" Dry
Battery fitted in strong satchel

container, 25/-

C64 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Quarterly Licences.
QUARTERLY licences for motor cycles will

be made optional for 1922. In making
this concession the authorities have acted

wisely, although not without some pressure

on the part of such bodies as the Auto-Cycle
Union and the British Cycle and Motor Cycle

Manufacturers' Union. Since the introduction of

the new taxation scheme at the commencement of

this year, car owners have been allowed to take

out short-period licences, and there was never any
justifiable reason why motor cyclists should be

debarred from such privileges. Elsewhere in this

issue we give full details of the 1922 scheme.

In the case of lightweights the quarterly tax is

los., representing 33J^% increase on the year's

taxation ; the same rate obtains in the case of

the motor cycle over 200 lb. in weight, the tax

for wliich is j£t,, and the quarterly licences ;^i

each. During the present year car owners have

had the same privilege for a total extra charge

of 20%.
From tliis it will be seen that the quarterly

licences are not to be regarded as an " easy pay-

ment," for 33^% considerably exceeds the extra

charge made for a motor cycle sold, on wliat is

known as the "hire purchase system."

From the point of view of the purchaser of a

motor cycle, there is no gainsaying that quarterly

licences will be a great boon, and also assist

materially in keeping the flow of motor cycle sales

more uniform all the year round. At the same time

it seems strange that the authorities evidently do
not give to motor cyclists advantages proportionate

to those obtained by car owners. 1922 motor cycle

quarterly licences, compared with those for 1921

in the case of cars, are scarcely fair to those who
use the smaller vehicle; yet, for the coming year,

car owners are to have additional advantages which

are not to be accorded to rhotor cyclists. From
January ist the cost of car taxes will drop in the

case of yearly licences w'ith the progress of the year,

and with the quarterly licences with the progress

of the three months. For example, the yearly tax
after February is only 90% of the total, and so on
to December, when the tax is but 10% ;

yet, if

a motor cyclist wishes to purchase a machine in

December, he will be compelled to pay a full

quarter's licence. Quarterly licences are arranged
on a similar basis. In other words, one may take
out a car licence at any time of the year without
having to pay at an excessive rate for the privilege.

Show Results.

A
SATISFACTORY Show in every respect!
Such was the unanimous verdict of ex-

hibitors at Olympia at the conclusion of

the Show last Saturday.

The splendid attendance and interest on
the part of the public augurs well for the motor
cycle movement in 1922. Some manufacturers
confessed to us that they went to Olympia without
expectations of a large number of orders accruing

;

but the feeling at the conclusion of the Show
was one of optimism.

It is now being realised that the time is gone
when a year's output may be disposed of at the
Show. When demand so exceeded supply,
motor cyclists placed their orders in November
to ensure delivery in the spring, but now pur-
chasers feel that this is unnecessary. As this is a

new state of affairs, agents are unable to gauge
their requirements, and so long as they are reason-
ably sure of obtaining delivery of motor cycles
when required, they follow the lead of the .private

purchaser and order only sufficient to retain the
agencies considered to be the most valuable. One
would therefore expect to hear expressions of satis-

faction only from the older and well-established
manufacturers, but the younger firms have also
intimated that they are well satisfied with the
results of their week at Olympia.
The good effects of this year's Show cannot be

measured in orders received. The Olympia Show
is excellent propaganda, for it creates and fosters

interest in the most economical form of motoring
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Getting Back Towards Noi-mal.

,
LYMPIA showed more substantial price re-

ductions than most amateurs had anticipated.

Of course, if we haven't sold our 1921 mounts,
these reductions do us as much immediate harm as

good, for they enhance the already heavy depreciation
on the 1 92 1 models. Nevertheless, everybody must
welcome the cuts heartily, for they betoken a return
to normal conditions, and will save us in 1922 depre-
ciations all they may cost us in selhng the 1921 'bus.

When you can get a ^% h.p. three-speeded chain-driven
sidecar outfit for ^105 (the Quadrairt), the air has
almost recovered its 1914 tang.

Some Doughty Newcomefs.

ET doesn't require much acumen to guess that 1922
is going to welcome some formidable additions
to the competition world. To name at random

a few engines which even on a Show stand impressed
the observer as likely medal winners, tbe Powell ought
to do well in road events.. The ' Barr and Stroud
may prove hot-stuff on road and track alike. The

,

new 350 CO. Raleigh will have to be reckoned with,
not to speak of the new 2% h.p. Bradshaw. Mean-
whilet the Triumph has annexed the hour record,
and, as I write these notes, I hear that a couple of

500 c.c. twins both intend to rob the holder at the
first opportunity.

Many Opinions.

nt)ESCRIBED some while ago how I was testing
a punctureproof tube by perforating it whilst
inflated and out of the cover. The vendor of

a conventional tube wrote to me privately that, though
the tube might be excellent, yet my test was ridiculous,
as high pressure could not be obtained when the
tube was out of the cover. He failed to recognise
that in this particular case the inflation pre.ssure is a
vital factor in the sealing action. The plastic material
which is interposed between the two layers of the
double tread of the tube certainly possesses an expan-
sive action of its own; but I should say that air
pressure unquestionably assists the sealing. At -any
rate, if I stick a big nail in the naked tube, a tuff'et

AI2

of black mastic is quite forcibly ejected into the hole
as the nail is . withdrawn ; if this occurs when the

-tube js mildly inflated in the open, inflation pressure
behind the mastic must be much more marked when
the tube is blown up to riding pressure inside a cover.

So I beg to reply -that my test was quite unusually
hard on the tube, and actually more severe than the
prolonged road tests to which I had previously sub-
mitted it.

Electric Lighting.

ACETYLENE hghting will enjoy a new lease of

life owing to the excessively high cost of elec-

trical equipment. For ;£t, or ^4 a decent gas
installation can be procured. A flywheel lighting set

for baby two-strokes costs about ;£s^ extra. Accumu-
lator or dry battery installations range from ^^ los.

to ^7, the latter being suitable only for slowish

machines. Full dynamo equipment is usually—in

round figures^yery nearly a ;^20 option., A Fallolite

set costs jQ^ JS. 6d. without a tail lamp. A number
of fast solo men are buying accumulator outfits, but

the average rider is economically minded and contents

himself with a gas installation—pos.sibly flanked with

a dry battery tail lamp.

Testing Their "Wits.

THE other day I took the parcel section of my
morning post into a clubroom where motor
cyclists were assembled, because it is rather fun

to baffle a keen rider at his hobby, and I fancied

two of the gadgets which has just arrived as samples

might be too much for the boys. No. i resembled

a miniature aluminium model of the tin hat which

so many millions found such uncomfortable wear a

few years back. It measured i^in. across, and
nobody could make head or tail of it, or of the two

microscopic holes which pierced its bowl. (Solution

:

An anti-splash A'ent for petrol filler caps.) No. 2 was
really dead easy, but nobody quite tumbled to it.

It was obviously an extra air valve, complete with

Bowden control. Everybody recognised this ; some
of the examinees further identified a petrol pipe union

and a needle valve as indicating an auxiliary pilot
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Occasional Comments,—

jet for starting up. But two insulated electric ter-

minals beat the crowd, though the obvious inference

was a hot wire for vaporising the paraffin-cum-water
wbich sometimes masquerades as petrol in these

degenerate days. No. 3 was the Jebon patent auto-

matic lubricator. Not a soul had the faintest inkling

what possible use this device could be to a motor
cyclist ; and when an illustrated account appears in

The ]\Ioior Cycle, readers will probably excuse the

failure. I have now made it a rule to diagnose all

gadgets before reading the covering letter; and I am
fast developing into a mechanical Sherlock Holmes
in consequence.

GaMuIous Old Fogey.
T the risk of earning the above cognomen, I

must really reminisce a bit more. The M.C.C.
used to open its season (which was then ilie

season, for the M.C.C. dominated the sport) w'ith a

run to Brighton. Little birds twittered that two firms

intended to stagger humanity by producing entirely

novel passenger outfits. On the great day. Van Hooy-
donk appeared at Purley, trying not to look too con-

scious ; he bestrode a Phcenix Trimo with two-speed

gear and handle starting. He demonstrated ad
nauseam until the late Wilbur Gunn rolled up on a

4^ h.p. Lagonda tricar with open frame and quite

put the Phcenix nose out of joint. He started this

now forgotten contraption by tipping open a trapdoor

in the waist of the chassis, -and executing a few steps

of the Washington Post on a pedal and chain gear.

At Crawley, some mean-spirited person pinched Hooy-
donk's starting-handle. We all felt that pedalling

starters were sound design after we had heard Hooy-
donk discuss the situation fluently for five minutes.

Those Trailers.

^^EVERAL veteran readers have w'ritten confirming

^) my jesting re-
, ^„ , ^ — „.,

mi niscence s

about the perilous

trailer which we all

used before Percy

Kemp invented the

sidecar and J.
Van

Hooydonk begot the

Phcenix Trimo. An
Earlsdon (Coventry)

reader once arrived

h o m e minus his

wife. He retraced

his tracks, and

found he had de-

canted her at the

corner of Green
Lane, some i J^

mile away. She had
made a pancake

landing on her face,

and the trailer was
incontinently sold.

Another reader
much enjoyed his

first ride on a

trailer, but forgot

its presence when
THE DUKE OF YORK AT OLYMPIA. A snapshot ot his Royal Highness
departing from Addison Road entrance after inspecting the exhibits last week.
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negotiating the narrow gate at the side of his villa.

He says the trailer uprooted the gate posts ; but with

my vivid memories of the virile engines then current,

I am prepared to bet that the engine immediately

stopped, and that no damage was really done. Mr.

Victor Holroyd, of Rudge fame, confesses to having

taken out a trailer containing his daughter, and having

shortly become oblivious of the appendage. He cut

corners, dodged under horses' tummies, and performed

such stunts as a young rider will. When he got home,

the youngster remarked, " Mamma, father can drive
!"

You have all heard of a " flat spot " in the mixture.

Well, there is still a flat spot on the back of my head ;

and anybody who has ever been seated in a fast trailer

when the connection snapped will testify that no

physical event can possibly be more instantaneous

than the resultant "biff" on the rear of the' skull;

there is no time to swear.

More About Depreciation.

^N November loth, I devoted a paragraph or two

to the. influence which excessive depreciation

is having upon the sales of motor cycles. I

pointed out that, despite such depreciations, it was
the plain duty of patriotic riders possessed of spare

cash to place their orders. Several correspondents

have raised a fresh aspect of the case. They are able

and eager to obtain delivery of 1922 models, but they

want to obtain a "fair" price for the 1921 'bus first.

A sale by private treaty seems almost impossible, and
dealers are fighting very shy of exchange deals, or at

the best offering about 50% of what the 1921 'bus

originally cost. This enables me to make my point more
clear. I have just parted with one of my 1921 'buses.

It was originally a thoroughly good machine. It is, if

anything, in rather better order than when it was
delivered. Its price at the beginning of 1921 was just

about double what I have received for it. It is con-
ceivable that if I had waited till the spring brings

.,„. ,
•_. some fine weather

along, I might have
got a better price

for it : November is

always a bad selling

month, because 75%
of us do not ride in

the winter. Never-
theless, I consider
that immediate sale

was both a patriotic

and a paying pro-

position. If we all

wait till Easter to

buy, we shall have
to subsidise a lot of

unemployment. It

is probably cheaper
to sacrifice a few
pounds on selling

our second - hand
machines now than
to pay extra rates

and taxes. One
comparatively small

town adopted a

;^2oo,ooo relief
scheme last week.
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NOT since pre-^val days has the Olynipia Motor
Cycle Show revealed such definite progress

along clearly defined lines. . During the past

two years there has been a steady struggle for high

efficiency at a moderate price, and, in spite of

unfavourable trade conditions, the results are becom-

ing apparent.

1922 is to be a year of 350 c.c. singles. ' There
is scarcely a firm catering for the solo rider who did

not show at least one model with this type of engine,

while many give alternatives of

sporting, touring, and even sidecar

types.

This is a step in the right direc-

tion, for it is a proof that the"

efficiency of small engines has been
increased until the power output is

sufficient to meet the demands of

all normal work. Indeed, some of

the sports models are capable of

over a mile a minute—a speed which
is seldom attained on the road even
by sporting rider.s—while the tourist

who has no desire for sheer .speed

will find that the modern "350"
will take him anywhere, will need
no more attention than the 500 c.c.

of a year or two ago, and will be
altogether lighter and handier.
Much of this im])rovement has

been brought about by attention to cylinder cooling,
which has enabled higher compression ratios and
more scientific valve gear to *be used without over-
heating. Additionally, lightweight three-speed gears
have made their appearance in quantity, and this- has
gone fai; to help the smaller machine.

Undoubtedly the 350 c.c. machine has come to stay,

and, in course of time, Avill only be ousted from
pride of place by the development of the 250 c.c.

engine—a type which is fast coming to the fore. All
this niust not be taken to mean that the big single
and big twin are dropping out of their own particular
spheres. In fact, the industry has never been better
represented in the.=-^ lines than at the present moment.

The Big Twin Speed Mount.
In thejarger classes, development' has taken place

along similar lines, and our friends from across the

A14

herring pond may have to look to their Brooklands
laurels in the course of the next few months. Speed
is not everything, but high efficiency in reason means
better road performance with lower petrol consump-
tion and better balance, and it is a fact that the

latest high-efficiency large twins are smoother, quieter,

and more tractable than eyer before.

. In an intermediate class, the big single has received

further valuable support from the trade ; new additions

to the type bear well-known names and testify to the

efforts which have been made to

produce a lo\y-priced utility machine
capable of hard Avear and long life

in the hands of the public.

In the smaller classes, the V twin

is steadily giving place to the flat

twin, though the former holds its

own in the 1,000 c.c. class. 6 h.p.

Douglas and Coventi7 Victor are

challengers in the mediumweight
class, the former having earned a

wonderful reputation in a remark-

ably short time, while the latter has

given satisfaction in the hands of

the public and greatly distinguished

itself in the 500 Miles Race.

The V-twin Bradshaw oil-cooled engine is un-

, because the cylinder

crank case.

conven'-ional in appearance,

barrels are enclosed in the

New Engines.
There are several new proprietary

engines of note, in addition to new-

models listed by well-known manufacturers. A range

of Bradshaw oil-cooled engines is distinguished by

high efficiency and absence of mechanical noise

—

features which have in the past been considered separ-

ately rather than together. The careful investigator

could gather from the sectioned flat twin on the

Zenith stand many hints as to how this valuable com-

bination has been obtained. First, it is obvious that

the concealed cylinder barrel will be devoid of audible
" ring," while the plain bearings, copiously flooded

with oil, will obviate rattles and knocks. The reason

for absence of noise in the overhead valve gear is

also not far to seek, for the section reveals a very

massive cyhnder head, which, in addition to deaden-

ing valve chatter, evens the head temperature, and

thus materially improves cooling.

Comparatively speaking, a newcomer, the B. and

H. twin is interesting in many respects. The head

J
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Detachable cylinder

head of the C.A.M._

engine. Internally " hexagoned
"

valve caps and a generously ribbed

exhaust port are features.

is detachable about

the level of the val\'e

chest, and thus valve

caps are obviated

,

and the whole head
can be adequately

cooled. In addition,

the bevel-driven mag-
neto may be placed

in front or behind

by merely reversing

the combined timing

cover ring and mag-
neto platform. Again, the pressure lubrication system

of this engine is both ingenious and foolproof.

Quite one of the sensations of the Show was the

350 c.c. Barr and Stroud sleeve valve engine. The
oiDcration of

the single
sleeve is the

last word in

simplicity ; the

engine is beau-

tifully finished

and is wonder-
fully silent and,

flexible in

action ; added
to this it is a

Irighly efficient -

job, capable

of high speed

and low fuel

and oil con-

sumption. At
the moment,
it is fitted to

a Beardmorfi-

Precision
model only,

but it may
be prophesied

w i t h safety

that it will

become a

serious com-
petitor of the

more normal type of engine during 1922.

A new two-stroke under the famous name of White

and Poppe .has made its appearance. As might be

expected, it is a remarkably fine piece of work, having

an overhung crank supported on two widely-spaced

roller bearings. An alu-

minium piston, with plenty

of metal in the head, is em-
ployed, deep and tapering fins

surround the cylinder, and
there is an unusual form of

choke tube in the transfer

port. This engine has recently

undergone a strenuous bench
test of long duratioh with fly-

A double row roller ing colours, and is likely to
bearing and longlubri- ^^1^^ ^ ^^^^^ f^j. jj^gif ;„ j^e
cation slots in the big r 1 . • 1 ^ 11 1 • ^i

end are features of the
lightweight world durmg the

C.A.M engine. forthcoming year.

Partly jectioned model of the single sleeve

valve Barr and Stroud engine, showing the

general simplicity of, perhaps, the most

interesting new engine at the Show.

It is im-

possible to

mention each
of the new
niodels which
were displayed

in various
makes of ma-
chines. J.A. P.

and M. A.G.-

Blackburn e

predominate,
and the over-

head valve 350-

c.c. model of

the latter make
is tO' be found
on several

One of the most popular engines for

sports models is the 2-i h.p. overhead valve

Blackburne'. The valves are inclined.

sporting machines, but the C.A.M. engine fitted to

the Rex-Acme is notable for its detachable head
with well-cooled exhaust port. The Young aluminium
cylinder with cast iron liner is interesting, and the

To prevent back-firing into the Big and little ends of the
crank case, this ingeniously shaped Huraber connecting rod are

gauze is held in the transfer port well drilled and grooved to

of the Stanger by the detachable ensure an ample flood of

cover-plate. lubricant in the bearings.

Economic flat twin two-stroke shows a simple way
of getting over the ignition difficulty of this type by
the use of a flywheel magneto.
Some mention has already been made' of cooling,

but the ample ribs on Bradbury, Abingdon, and New
Hudson singles are worthy of note. The new big
single Abingdon is purely intended for heavy .sidecar

work, and the bearing areas are very generous.

Bearings and Lubrication.
These two subjects should undoubtedly be considered

together, yet

a curious dis-

c rep a n c y

occurs in

motor cycle
design at this

point. The
Bradshaw en-

gine, it is

true, employs
plain bearings

and forced

lubrication, yet

the majority

of firms who
have adopted

Detachable val

seatings have Ion;

given satisfaction

the flat-twin Humber. As illustrated,

allows easy access to the valve itself,

valve caps are eliminated.

this

and

AI5
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mechanical
lubrication use
roller or ball

bearings at any
rate on the

ma i n sh a f t;

while those who
fit plain bear-

ings throughout
still rely on
hand pump
and drip-feed

oil s u p p 1 y.

There is, how-
ever, a steady

tendency towards the laudable ideal of relieving the
rider of responsibility, and lubrication systems by pump
or other mechanical method, such as the utilisation of
crank case pressure, are on the increase. The Hawker
two-stroke is an admirable example of the latter type,
while the Velocette and Bradshaw engines may be
taken as typical of mechanical feed and forced lubri-
cation systems. There is not much change as regards
the number of engines using plain or ball and roller

bearings; if anything, the numbers are in favour of
the ball bearing, but the New Hudson big single
is a new acquisition to the former type. It should be
mentioned at this stage that at least four leading

Handle-bar operate d

oil pump and drip feed

on the Brough Superior.
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has made great strides in popularity, for, in addition
to forming a serviceable shock-absorber, it does not
require frequent adjustments. Full chain protection
shows no great signs of advancement; in fact, the
majority of manufacturers appear to consider that it

is preferable to leave the chains accessible for adjust-
ment rather

than to protect

them f r o m
the need of

such frequent

a d j u s t m e n t.

Diamond and
Verus are,

however, good
examples of

completely pro-

tected chains,

though in

neither case

are the chains

intended to be
run in oil

bath s. Sun-
beam, Triumph,
B.S.A., and
Lea- Francis
are already well-known for their chain protective

methods and, need no further comment.
The F.N. and Unibus remain the sole

examples of shaft drive at the present

stage of development, and, in spite of the

success achieved by this type, there are

no signs that the lead is likely to be
followed in the near future. The only,

instance of combined chain atid belt drive

with the elements in their theoretically

correct positions i? to be found en the

Kenilworth miniature, where the high-

speed drive is by belt and the secondary
drive by chain.

Part sectional diagram ol the Scott

Sociable three-speed- constant mesh gear

box ; it is contained in the crank case

extension, and driven by a double helical

gear.

Transversely set engine, gear-unit and shaft transmission of the 2f h.p. F.N.
(de luxe model).

makers have come to the conclusion that mechanical
lubrication is a necessity, two of them having experi-
mental models already on the road, while two more
are redesigning their power units with this object in

view. Lubrication by hand-applied air pressure is

to be found on several two-stroke machines.

Transmission,
Chain drive has scored heavily all along the line,

but especially in the lighter classes. Belts are retained
(usually as an option) for those who still prefer this
lorm of transmission, or in order to keep prices down;
but the general adoption of shock-absorbers some-
where in the system has rendered chain drives almost,
if not quite, as sweet as chain and belt.

Shock-absorbers show a tendency to move forwards
to the engine-shaft, and this is now the most usual
position, though the Enfield type of cush hub is

remarkably popular. Formerly almost exclusively
used by the Rover, the Brampton spring link cha?'-

Al6

£ngine and Gear Units.

For some years past, almost every new
American and Continental motor cycle has
embodied an engine and gear unit, and
the Indian Chief is another new edition.

This year, however, there is a distinct move in this

direction on the part of British manufacturers. The
8 h.p. Bradshaw, 4J4^ h.p. Beardrriore-Precision, and

J.E.S. are per-

haps the best

examples, since,

in these cases,

the gears are

actually housed
in extensions of

the crank case,

but, in the case

of the 5 h.p. Lea-
Francis, the

lighter New Im-
perials, open
frame Omega,
two-stroke Metro-
Tyler, Dot,
Reynolds ru:?-

A single plate clutch of extremely

simpls design on the Kenilvforth

miniature.



i Distinctive features of all Diamond
models are the detachable tank rail and the

duplex detachable down tubes.
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about, and a few others, the

engine and gear box are carried

on the same bearer plates, and
can be detaclied as a unit.

This latter scheme does not
provide the full advantages of

the unit system, but it is a step

in the right direction, and is

almost certain to

lead to further

development.

There are

strong rumours
of a real engine

and gear box
unit with com-
mon lubrication

system from one
of the most im-

portant firms ill

the trade, while another is already on the road, but

for the present, at any rate, will not be markete<l.

Frames.
On the whole, not very much \'isible change has

taken place in frame design. The sloping top tube
is even more common, and in certain cases lighter

tubes of special steel are being used. The Hagg
employs steel pressings wherever possible, the Omega
shows a ^'ery neat design ^and strong duplex frame
containing the engine unit and footboards within its

widdi, the Ner-a-car with its car type frame is an
interesting' novelty, and the Peters frame has a mini-

mum of tube work.

The last-mentioned machine was perhaps one of the

most interesting in the Show ; with the exception of

its wheels, it has hardly a point in common with the

average motor cycle, yet all its novelties appear to

1)6 practical as virell as ingenious. Concealed spring

forks and spring rear frame, a triangulated mainframe
composed of a steel tank, one tube, and the engine,

a clever system of automatic lubrication, and a very

simple expanding pulley gear with belt tensioning

device combined are some of its features, while a

combined bottom bracket and
silencer, large head races,

pressed steel guards and
carrier, and flywheel lighting

and ignition all add to the

charms of the machine.

There is a slight increase in

the number of duplex frames,

but perhaps the most notice-

able feature is the frequent use

of steel lugs. Beardmore-
Precision frames employ sheet

steel lugs throughout, and a

proprietary frame unit to he
seen on several stands has a

like distinction. Head lugs

are frequently machined from
forgings, and the B.S.A. in-

corporates several fine forgings,

particularly the lug joining the
'hain stays and the bottom
bracket tubes.

Two tension springs only are used on
the spring fork of the Chater - Lea
hghtweight.

What corresponds to the bottom bracket on an
ordinary machine is used as the silencer on the Peters

lightweight. Behind and below the saddle are the rear

spring housing and a capacious tool box.
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Loop frames
are on the

increase, and
one of the

most striking

examples is to

be found on
the New Im-
perial light

models. The
Indian Chief
is yet another

addition,
though this

might also be
described as a

duplex frame.

Springing.

With the

exception of

the Dot, Peters, McKechnie, and Hagg systems,
there is little new as regards spring frames, but spring
saddle suspensions are increasing in numbers ; Indian,
Douglas, Calthoi'pe, and New Imperial are to be added
to the lists, and new models of the Brooks and Tan-
Sad have made their appearance. Reynolds Run-
about and Jupp have spring bucket seats, and the
Terry and jelley flexible top saddles should not be
forgotten. Perhaps the most novel is the McKechnie
Coventry Victor system, and, though this type is un-
doubtedly an advance in many respects, it is likely

to be handicapped by the public's undoubted aversion
for the unorthodox. This would be a pity, for the
design is most striking, and, in the course of time,

should lead to developments along new lines.

Genuine Lightweights.
There is a genuine revival of the true lightweight

motor cycles. Grigg, Economic, McKenzie, and
J.E.S. are excellent instances of the case in point;
J.E.S. is particularly interesting, in that it incor-
porates a two-speed gear in its tiny crank case, a

system of pressure lubrication tO' every bearing, and,
in th^ four-stroke model, an a'tmospheric valve. This

last feature may be looked
upon with suspicion by some
riders, but, as it is a very

modern product, and has been
adopted after considerable
experience with the mechanical
valve, it must not be confused
with the early and trouble-

some a.i.v. of olden days. The
possibilities of the return of the

automatic inlet valve are just

now much discussed.

In numbers pedal cycle

attachments and scooters are

level runners; all ha\e points

of interest, and should find a

market amongst cyclists who
would be glad of motor assist-

ance, but wish to retain, as

far as is possible, the light-

ness and handiness of their

favourite mount.
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FittedQuick adjustment and parallel move-

ment of the brake pad provided by simple

means on the 2| h.p. Francis-Barnett.

Sports Models.

A feature of the Show was the number of so-called

sports models. These varied from the standard

machines stripped of their fittings so as to be sold at a

lower figure to the most expensive and up-to-date pro-

duction carrying a speed guarantee and embodying all

kinds of refinements with superb finj^h. One of the

most businesslike examples in the Show was exhibited

on the Sunbeam stand, but the AJ.S., Triumph, and

Brough Superior are hard to beat in this class.

Massey-Arran and Shefiield-Henderson also show very

racy little machines, and the Scott Squirrel is no

mean performer; the list could be extended inde-

finitely, but the New Imperial, Francis-Barnett, and

Edmund should be mentioned as typical of the better

sports lightweights.

Mudguarding and Detail WorK.
A very real improvement has taken place as regards

protection ; the car type of wide flat guard is becoming

general, and the inclusion of legshields in the stan-

dard specification is by no means uncommon. Except

in the case of sports models, it was hard to find a

badly guarded machine, though some of the very light

machines ran things rather close in their efforts to

reduce weight and price.

Finish was, on the whole, good, but the practical

rider who rides hard and often will deplore the

amount of plating still to be found on some machines.

Still, there are people who like it, and they have

plenty of oppoituni- .. ^-

ties for giatifying -r«^SfcJ>'

ith a kick-starter and fairly extensive mudguarding, this 21 h.p. A.J.S. is a step

between the stripped sports and the touring models.

their tastes in the selection of a resplendent and
glittering mount.

Fork stops, rubber handle grips, convenient change-

speed levers, handle-bar or foot-operated oif pumps,
improved tank fixings, concealed wires, stouter rims,

spokes, transmission shock-absorbers, waterproof

hubs, grease lubricators, and a hundred and one small

but important items were to be found, and it is safe

to say that greater strides have been made in detail

work for 1922 than in any Show since the war.

Two=stroke-,
Though it is impossible to mention all the lessons

of the Show in a few pages, these notes cannot be

closed without some reference to one of the most
popular types of engine—the two-stroke. There are

several newcomers, but little change in general design.

There is but one 500 c.c. single, the Dunelt, but

a new Connaught has been introduced with an engine of

370 c.c, and the Peters and Omega are new to the

350 c.c. class. It has fallen to the lot of the two-

stroke to develop the lightweight sidecar outfit, and
further improvements have been made in this direc-

tion, but the public are apt to forget that a two-

stroke won the 350 c.c. class in the 500 miles race

at BrO'Oklands, and that a speed of over 70 m.p.h.

has been accomplished on a two-stroke of no more
than 250 c.c.

In popularity the two-sfroke has grown apace, and
though no very obvious developments have taken place

during the past year, its problems are being studied,

and some of the best brains in the country are em-
ployed in solving them.

The J.E.S. four-stroke, a fine example of the true lightweight.

A refinement worthy of note on the New
Imperial is the adjustm.'nt provided for

wear on the brake, and also the position

relative to the toe.

AiS
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1922 PRICES.
Next Year's Motor Cycles classified according (o their Prices.

PRICE is a topic of interest to all motor cyclists at the

present time, and in order to convey conveniently the

exceptional value now offered by manufacturers, we
give below a list of 1922 motor cycles classified accord-

ing to their price. With most makers cataloguing a lai'ge

number of models it has been impossible to include them all,

hence it has been necessary to take ae examples a type

common to the majority. In the case of lightweights under
350 CO., the prices shown include two-speed gears with clutch

and kick-starter unless otherwise indicated, while the prices

of larger machines ai'e for three-speed models. In coneidcring

these prices, it should be i-emembered that the majority of

manufacturers of lightweights also offer single gear and ])lani

two-speed models at prices below those in the schedule, while

three-speed models are available in almost every range.

In the case of sidecars, the various standard outfits have

been quoted, but these may in some models be more fully

equipped than others ; the Douglas range,' for example, is all

equipped with lamps, etc., and the Reading-Standard price

includes dynamo lighting.

Under £50.
£ s. d.

IJ h.p. Mackenzie (single-speed) . . ..2760
15 h.p. Young (single-speed) . . . - 29 17 6

2 h.p. Economic (single-speed) . . . . 34

21 h.p. O.K. (S-stroke, single-speed) .. 39 18

si h.p. Spark (2 -stroke, single-speed) .. 89 18

2S h.p. Monopole (2-stroke, single-speed) 39 18

2J h.p. Dayton (2-stroke, single-speed) . . 39 18

2* h.p. Bownian (2-stroke, single-speed) 39 18

2I h.p. Mowhawk (2-stroke, single-speed) 39 IS

2I h.p. Wolf (2-stroke, single-speed) . . 39 18

2J h.p. Victoria (2-stroke, single-speed) . . 39 18

IJ h.p. Hack Miniature (single-speed) .

.

42

l| h.p. Kenilworth (single-speed) . . 45 3

2.1 h.p. Radco (2-stroke) 47 5

If h.p. J.E.S. (2-stroke)
1? 2 !!

li h.p. J.B.S 49

2J h.p. Uuibus (2-stroke) 49

£50 to £59.

2J h.p. Victoria (2-stroke) .. .

.

50

£| h.p. Sirrah (2-stroke) . . -^ . .

.

50

2ih.p.Grigg -50 8

2.; h.p. Cotton (2-stroke) .. .. • d2 10

2| h.p. Hawker (2-stroke) . . .

.

62 10

2,V h.D. Excelsior-Villiers (2-stroke) .

.

53

2? h.p. Kenilworth (2-stroke) .. .

.

54

2J h.p. F.N 65

2,V h.p. Hobart (2-5troke) 65

2i hip. Diamond-Villiers 56 14

2i h.p. Royal Enfield 67

2.? h.p. Connaught (2-stroke) . . .

.

57 10

2.S h.p. Mohawk (2-stroke) . . .

.

57 15

25 h.p. Sparkbrook (2-stroke) . . .

.

57 16

347 c.c. Peters (2-stroke, variable gear).

.

57 15

2.1 h.p. Sun (3-stroke) 57 15.

2i h.p. Monopole (2-stroke) . . . . 57 16

2.5 h.p. Olympic Courier (3-stroke) .

.

63

£60 to £70.

2.1 h.p. Saltley (2-stroke) 60

25 h.p. AlIdaysAllon (2-stroke) .. .. 60

2 J h.p. Wolf-Villiers (2-stroke) .. .

.

60

21 h.p. Vcnis (2-stroke) 60

2J h.p. Bown-Villiers (2-strGke) . . .

.

60

2i h.p. James (2-stroke) 60

2} h.p. O.K.-Junior (2-stroke) .. .. 60 18

ajh.p. Dianaond-J.A.P 60 18 U

2J h.p. Francis-Barnett (2-5troke) .

.

62

2.!- h.p. Tvy (2-stroke) 63

21 h.p. New Hudson (3-stroke) .. .

.

63

2i h.p. Sun e-'' "
2

2J h.p. Velocette (2-stroke) . . .

.

60

23 h.p. Ready « n S
2J h.p. Dot 66

2} h.p. Triumph (no kick-starter) .

.

65

2i< h.p. Cotton 65 2

2J h.p. Levis (2-stroke) 60 0.

23 h.p. Omega 66 3

2J h.p. Silver Prince (2-stroke) . . .

.

G6 3

23 h.p. Sirrah sidecar (3-stroke) . . .

.

07

2} h.p. Hazlewood 67

23 b.p. Raleigh 68

3 h.p. Calthorpe (2-stroke) . . .

.

68

23 h.p. Armis-J.A.P 63

2i h.p. Mobawk-J.A.P 68 6

3 h.p. Ivy (2-stroke) 69

23 h.p. New Imperial (3-speed) .. .

.

09

3 h.p. Omega (2-stroke) 69 6

2.'. h.p. Ner-a-car (friction drive) .. .. 69 6

23 h.p. Roval Ruby 70

2.1 h.p. P.V. (2 -stroke) 70

23 b.p. Olympic-J.A.P 70

3.', h.p. Abingdon (single-speed) . . .

.

70

2:1 h.p. Calthorpe-J.A.P 70

£71 to £S5.

3 h.p. F.N 72

23 h.p. Massey-Arran . . . . .

.

72 10
3' h.p. Raleigh 73

2S h.p. Francis-Barnett 73

2J h.p. Chatcr-Lea (3-stroke) . . .

.

73 10

23 h.p.

23 h.p.

23 h.p.

23 b.p.

24 h.p.

350 c.c

23 h.p.

23 h.p.

23 h.p.

23 h.p.

2Jh.p.
23 h.p.
2.', h.p.

23 h.p.

34 h.p.

3 h.p.

23 h.p.

34 h.p.

330 c.c

23 h.p.

23 h.p.

3.1 h.p.
3 h.p.

4 h.p.

2Jh.p.
3 h.p.

4 h.p.

33 h.p.

350 c.c.

3} h.p.

370 c.c.

44 h.p.

23 h.p.

3J h.p.

4 h.p.

n h.p.

4 h.p.
34 h.p.

44 h.p.

44 h.p.

3 h.p.

3.1 h.p.

3.1 h.p.

4 b.p.

34 h.p.

3 h.p.

23 h.p.

J,! h.p.

4 h.p.

44 h.p.

5 h.p.

33 h.p.

34 h.p.

4-i h.p.

23 h.p.

5 h.p.

3; h.p.

I h.p.

3.1 h.p.

4; h.p.

23 h.p.

5 h.p.

4 h.p.
3,1 b.p.
6-0 h.p.

4 h.p.
6-7 h.p.

4 h.p.

6 h.p.
3,'. h.p.

6 h.p.

4.1 h.p.

4 h.p.
34 h.p.
6-0 h.p.

4 h.p.

t s. d.
73 In

75 u
75
75
75
75
75 12
77
77 10
78 15
SO
80 u
R2 11)

84 -0

85
86
85
85 -0
85
86
85 u

£71 to C85 {conl.)

Rex-Acme-C.A.M.
Edmund
Bown-Blackburne.

.

E-xccIsior-Blackburne

Jupp (3-stroke)

. Beardmore-Precision (2-stroke) .

.

Hawker-Blackbume
Verus-BIackburne
Hobart-J.A.P
Reynolds . .

Bradbury .

.

P.V .

.

Radco sidecar (2-stroke, 3-speed)
Sparkbrook
Rudge-Multi (variable gear)

Calthorpe sidecar (2-stroke)

Francis-Barnett (350 c.c.)

Abingdon .

.

Beardmore-Precision sleeve valve

A.J.S. (3-speed)
AUon sidecar (2-stroke, 3-speed) . .

£86 to £100.

Ariel (no kick-starter) . . . . S7 10
Coventry Eagle-J.A.P. . . . . 88 10
Blackbume 89 5

Douglas 90
Royal Ruby (3-speed) . . . . 90
Bradbury . . 92
New Scale (o.h.v.) . . . . 95

. Hagg (2-stroke) 95

Ariel 95
. Connaught sidecar (3-stroke) . . 96
Wolf-Blackbume 95

O.K. sidecar (3-stroke) .. . . 90 12

Monopole 96 12
Hazlewood . . 98
Massey-Arran o.h.v. (3-speed) . . 99 15
Rover 100
Rudge 100
Humbcr sports 100
Quadrant sidecar 100

£101 to £120.

Ivy sidecar (2-strokc) . . . . 103
Dot 105

James 105
Triumph (chain-cum-belt) . - 105
Scott Squirrel (2-strokc) . . . . 106
Roval Ruby sidecar . . . . 105
Revnolds de Luxe 106
B.S..A. 107
Powell 107
Humber 110
Zenith 110
Scott 110
Lea-Francis 110
ShclBcld-Hcndcrson .. . . 110
Sbeffield-Hcndcrson o.h.v. . . 110
N.U.T .. 110
N.U.T 110
.\.L. 110
Martinsyde HO
Victoria-J.A.P. sidecar . . . . 110

A.J.S. sidecar 110
Stanger (2-strokc) 110
Dunelt sidecar (2-stroke) . . . . 110 5
Zenith-Bradshaw 113

Omega 116

Triumph (chain) 115
Coventry Victor 116
Annis-J.A.P. sidecar .. . . 116
Bradburv 117
Norton sports 117
Hazlewood sidecar ., .. 118
Excelsior sidecar . . . . . . 119
Indian Scout 120
Triumph (o.h,v.) 120

Rover 120
Norton .. : .. . . 120 U

£121 to £135.

8 h.p. Zenith .

.

. . ...
6-0 b.p. Mohawk
4-5 b.p. New Hudson sidecar

5-0 h.p. Metro-Tyler
7 h.p. F.N. 4-cyI. sidecar

7 h.p. Indian Powerplus .

.

34 h.p. Douglas
5-0 h.p. Rileigh
8 h.p. Matchless (sports). .

44 h.p. P. & M. sidecar .

.

8" h.p. Blackburne sidecar

4| h.p. New Scale sidecar.

.

6 h.p. Excelsior sidecar .

.

5-6 h.p. Verus-Blackburne
4 b.p. Harley-Davidson .

.

8 h.p. Bradbury .

.

4.4 h.p. Beardmore-Precision sidecar
4" h.p. Powell sidecar
6-7 h.p. McKechnie
8-10 h.p. Reading-Standard
5-0 h.p. Armis-J.A.P. sidecar

4,( b.p. James sidecar

3; h.p. Scott Squurel sidecar (2-stroke)
4' h.p. Rex sidecar

t s. d.

.131

. 133 18

.126

. 125

. 127

.130

. 130

. 130
130 0"

130
131

135
135
135

135
135

£136 to £150

4 h.p.

31 h.p.

34 h.p.
8' h.p.

41 h.p.

34 h.p.

44 h.D.

44 h.p.
8' h.p.

33 h.p.

8 h.p.
7 h.p.

8 h.p.

8 h.p.
6-6 h.p
8 h.p.

Douglas sidecar . . . . . . 130

Sunbeam. T.T. (long stroke) (no

kick-starter) .

.

.

.

. . 136
Sunbeam sports . . . . . . 136

Royal Enfield sidecar (2-speed). . 140
Ari^l sidecar . . . . . . 140
Rudge sidecar .. .. ..141
Abingdon sidecar . . .

.

. . 143
Humber sidecar 141
New Imperial sidecar .. .. 145

Scott sidecar . . .

.

. . 145
Chater-Lea sidecar . . . . 147

Victoria sidecar 150
Morgan .. .. .. ..150
Dot 150

, Coventry Eagle sidecar . . . . 150
Brough Superior 150

£151 10 £185.

9 h.p. Rudge sidecar
7 h.p. Abingdon sidecar.

.

h.p. Norton sidecar .

.

h.p. Excelsior sidecar .

.

h.p. Triumph sidecar (chain) .

.

6 h.p. P.V. sidecar

h.p. Lea-Francis
h.p. Monopole sidecar.

.

h.p. Ariel sidecar

h.p. Martinsyde sidecar

h.p. James sidecar

h.p. B.S.A. sidecar

h.p. Douglas sidecar

h.p. L.S.D. Runabout .

.

h.p. Indian Chief

h.p. Matchless sidecar .

.

'. h.p. Sunbeam sidecar .

.

'

h.p. F.N. 4-cyl. sidecar

h.p. T.B. Runabout (a.-c.)

h.p. A.J.S. sidecar

h.p. Morgan de Luxe .

.

h.p. Hazlewood sidecar

h.p. Morgan, G. P.

h.p. B.S.A. sidecar

b.p. Royal Ruby sidecar

h.p. Harley-Davidson sidecar

Over £185.

4J b.p. Sunbeam sidecar .

.

8 h.p. T.B
8 h.p. Indian Chief sidecar

6 h.p. Scott Sociable (2-stroke) .

.

8 h.p. Sunbeam sidecar .

.

10 h.p. Castle Three

105
165
170
170
170

131)

.133 '

. 135

135
136
135
135
135

10
10

7

151
153
153
156
165
166
157 10
159 12
160
100
160
164

174
175
175
175
176
180
188
185
186

186 17
200
210
315
217
225

Aig
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FROM THE PASSENGER'S POINT OF VIEW,

Modern Sidecar Coachwork
as Revealed at Olympia.

A sporting streamline

aluminium sidecar for

attachment to the Scott

Squirrel.

Martins yde
"torpedo" sidecar

in aluminium.

An extremely neat touring
" Rideezi

*'
sidecar body fitted

with concealed auxiliary seat at

the rear.

SPORTS models, both in

sidecars and machines

are to be the vogue

;

there seemed no end to the

numbers and varieties at

Olympia last week. Some
of the smart little stream-

line bodies exerted quite a

spell over people who could
not possibly have found use
for them. Portly dames,
who could only have
squeezed into the bodies with
difficulty, were highly
amused, if not fascinated

by them, and seemed loth

to pass them by in order to

consider the purchase of a

more staid looking affair. They are so chic, and in

some mysterious way one associates them with French
heels, silk hose, and dainty ankles. No wonder the
speedman's 'bus in these days is no longer a single-
purpose machine, as it used to be, for one of these
featherweights can be attached with ease without harm-
ing even a highly tuned machine. Whether the
limousine coupe or corpulent taxi sidecar survives or
not, these lithe and sporting sidecars will live as long
as the sports model motor bicycle lives. The heavy
coach body of a few years ago could not possibly have

A graceful but exception-

ally light Hughes model
made for the 3 h p

Beardmore.

One of the many

been used with a high gear

ratio, but these rakish bodies

can be, for they are ex-

ceedingly light, and offer

only the minimum of wind
resistance.

Who could help b u t

admire the Scott Squirrel

outfit, for instance, with its

dirigible pattern sidecar,

quite one of the most petite

in the Show, a delightful

thing in polished aluminium,
with a baby Avro windscreen

examples of side- - complete. The guarantee,

cars with dickey tOO, of 6o m.p.h. for the
seat. machine, solo, makes the

outfit still more attractive.

Another sidecar in the same category as the Scott

was the Toronda, attached to a Brough Superior.

This model, finished in hand-beaten mottled alu-

minium., was complete with a hood which folded away
in the locker behind ; the supports were of steel and
also folded into a receptacle beneath hinged armrests.

No untidy flapping hood and rattling supports when
out for a speed liurst

!

For fine finish and gracefulness in design, the

Canoelet range was not easily surpassed. There,
fashion appeared to have dictated as it does in other

The Auster corn-

bin ed s idecar
windshield and
<:over fitted with

"Lightning"
runmng fastener

DETAIL

IMPROVEMENTS.

A20
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From the Passenger'o Point of View.—

spheres, and it was obvious that the high-backed model

which many riders still prefer is to go the way that

fashion intends short skirts to go. The high back has

been sacrificed to obtain graceful lines, and the con-

tour of every Canoelet model was really graceful. In-

cidentally, Messrs. Mead and Deakin have adopted

entirely different springing systems to suit particular

models, and not simply modified a heavy pattern for

lightweight work. Of the
Canoelet bodies, perhaps the

semi-sporting Model A4 was the

most attractive, the little railed

deck or luggage carrier adding
in no small degree to its pleasing

lines.

Predominating Primrose.
And what delicious colours

the coach painters have mixed
this yeiar ; the very names are

intriguing—primrose, lime, dove
grey, electric blue, ruby, yellow,

lavender, moss green, and sO' on.

Yellow, perhaps, should be re-

classified into primrose, sulphur,

lemon aureolin, gamboge—^in

fact, the whole gamut was used, giving sparkle to the

stands. But why so much yellow?
A sidecar that took many people's fancy was the

Cruiser model on Hughes and Sons' stand. The dash
with its screen, though, of course, not new, is very

graceful, and a good-sized locker was provided.
There is nothing parsimonious about the upholstering.

Another model on this stand of interest to he who
is termed " the family man " was designed to carry

an adult and twO' small passengers; yet it was not in

the slightest degree cumbersome.
A sidecar of original conception, also of interest

to the family man, was the Sandum dual-purpose side-

car. By removing the seat (spring back complete) to

a more forward position—and this is quite easily

effected—then opening the back locker lid, where a
further spring back and spring seat are con-
cealed, this body, though of normal size, is

converted into a sidecar big enough for two
adults. An attractive proposition.

An ingenious device on the Matchless double-

seater which allows the door to open from cither

jamb, giving access to either front or rear seal.

Evidently the Sandliam Engineering Co. have had
the question of passenger-carrying to heart, for, in

addition to the model mentioned, they exhibited a

side-by-side, or sociable, body that fits on to a stan-

dard-sized chassis. No doubt their experience gained

in taxi sidecar body manufacture helped them con-

siderably in evolving this useful model.

One could not help admiring the many attempts at

accommodating more than one passenger in the sidecar

without sacrificing unduly the

general appearance of the outfit.

Indeed, one of the strongest

arguments in - favour of the
powerful sidecar outfit as against

a four-wheeler at the same price

is the very question of accom-
modation ; and these sidecars in

question are, therefore, the more
commendable. Apropos of the

side-by-side-seated sidecar, the

success of the taxi sidecar should

dispose of the bogey that this

form of seating imposes undue

strain on the machine.

Contrasts were offered on the

Willowbrook stand; their taxi

would have accommodated

Daniel Lambert, but their little sporting model was

surely the minimum in weight, probably as light as

any in the Show and admirable for sidecar speed

events.

130 Guineas for the Sidecar Alone.

Another taxi sidecar that appeared to be the last

word in finish and luxury was the O.E.C., offered

at 130 guineas, the chassis of which is all steel and

mounted on cantilever springs, On this stand of the

Osborne Engineeiing Co. there were two other models

that would appeal to the most fastidious critic in

finish, suspension, and general design, the tandem

model being specially attractive.

The Girdex chassis, already described, was exhibited

on theJ\Vhitely Manufacturing Co.'s stand, and shown~
with sidecar lifted. To demonstrate

the rigidity of the Girdex construc-

tion, onlookers Avere invited to stand

Locker fitted in the hinged " scuttle " of a

P. and M. sidecar—an approved refinement

in the automobile world.

Montgomery adjustable celluloid wmdscreen.

The sketch shows the method of detaching

it for access to the seat.

An original and uselul device on 3 Mart i ns de

sidecar—a folding shield. The \vin:lKfeen

is probobly more ornamental than useful.
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From the Paisenger's Point of View.—

on the extreme corner and observe the infinitesinia.'

movement caused by its weight.

Chassis construction of well-thought-out design is

used on the Dunhill sidecars, the tubular members
being in the form of a triangle. This important part

of a sidecar did not interest the ladies as did the

Limousette in peacock blue, which was beautifully
finished in grey leather and complete with V screen

—

indeed a fine example of the sidecar maker's art.

Quite one of the neatest ideas in double-seaters was
on the Beardmore-Precision stand. Whilst retaining

quite a sporting appearance, the body provides tandem
accommodation, a screen being iixed for each passenger.

In Public School Colours.

Grace and distinction characterised the Montgomery
sidecars, the modele de luxe being a particularly fine

example of sidecar building. Quite an original and
attractive idea in the painting of some of the 'Mont-
gomery sporting models was the adoption of school or

club colours.

The Millford-Rock chassisless sidecar was the attrac-

tion of the' Mills-Fulford stand, and it can be said

that this model is all that the makers
claim for it .in the way of comfort. i

It may be remembered that the usual

DECEMBER Sth, ig2i.

tubular frame is entirely dispensed with, and is re-

placed at the back and front with two spring-loaded

steel members attached directly to the body. On this

model the mudguarding arrangements were excep-

tionally good.

On the Grindlay sidecar, too, particular care has been

bestowed on the springing, the firm's successful and

well-tried system being retained on all except the sport-

ing models. In connection with the latter sidecar the

Grindlay lightweight screen was shown, and an in-

genious little fitment it is, being exceptionally easy

to adjust.

A Prsved Lightweight.

Weights of machine, like their speeds, are often

exaggerated. Sometimes the makers' weights, are near

the mark, but they are very, very seldom under-

estimated. The makers of the Watsonian feather-

weight—a model for racing men—did not simply offer

their word that it weighed but 60 lb. complete with

The Girdex chassis shown with the Whitley sidecar, lifted for

practical demonstration of the rigidity of its construction.

chassis and tyred wheel, but hung it on a spring

balance for the "^Thomas's" to test the weight for

themselves—a good idea.

To what many uses has the bulbous

back been put. On the Norton it

drops down and forms a capital
' ' luggage grid ; the back of the

de luxe bulbous Rideezi may be

utilised as a table for a roadside

tea. On scores of sidecars the rear

portion is used as a dickey seat

—

truly a godsend to sidecar makers is

the bulbous back.

Detail Refinements.
Many were the various little con-

trivances which go to make sidecar-

ing more luxurious. The P. and M.
sidecar, for instance, had, below the

dash, a well finished mahogany in-

strument board and a shelf for

gloves and powder box—a sidecar in-

cidentally of exceptionally attractive

design, finished in a delicate colour

and complete with a silver swallow

mascot. On the Martinsyde sporting model the apron

between the screen and passenger could be pulled up

to the neck to form a shield. The Douglas adjust-

able screen that could be pulled forward or backward

at will was quite a good feature—so accommodating.

The hood of the Toronda sidecar

folds away in the rear locker.

An original idea in

hood manufacture.

Made of aluminium

in strips like a

Venetian blind, it

folds neatly away
when not in use as

shown in the inset.
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From the Passenger's Point of View.—

The A.J.S. celluloid side screens, too, must have

been the outcome of practical experience. It is so

easy to design sidecars, screens, and hoods that look

all right, but which in practice fail miserably.

The Passenger Knows.

For candid criticism of these things, commend me
to the matron who lias been married so long and side-

carred so long as to be rid of all delusions. Here

you will be told how ineffective is the flat screen, how
badly sprung the body, how vuianatomical (is there

such a word ?) the contour of the seat back, and what,

u\ short, a beast your particular sidecar is. Bachelors,

of course, know nothing

of this — everything is

" lovely " in the sight of

their passengers. This de-

flection only points out, of

course, that each year the

sidecars njust be increasing

in comfort, especially with

regard to screens, spring-

ing of the bodies, and
upholstery, because makers
(except those that ride in

cars) are influenced by
their wives' candid criti-

c i s m, and also -— inci-

dentally—perhaps by their

customers' opinions. That
effective screens were badly

needed is evinced by the solid popularity of the

Easting, Cameo, and similar screens.

A novel idea in tandem seated sidecars by Hughes and Sons,

An Aluminium Folding Hood,

Hoods, one might think, cannot be very original in

conception, but can't they? A designer of a hood
shown on the Sidecar Body Co.'s stand outstripped

every body in originality by evolving a pattern in

aluminium which folded up 'as compactly as the

ordinary type ; on a polished aluminium sporting

sidecar this should harmonise excellently.

, The unconventional ideas in sidecars were good to

see, and were just as welcome as those that were shown

on the machines themselves. Occasionally one hears

the scoffer when anything appears which does not con-

form to his channelled intelligence, but it was ever

775

thus for the breaker of new ground. Another designer
that disdained the beaten track was the maker of the

Berthon sidecar shown in the Annexe, a streamline

pattern, built boat fashion, finishetl in the natural

wood.
Theatre Cars.

She of the fur coat and French heels was catered
for very thoroughly on the Harley-Davidson and
F.N. stands. On both stands the entrance was in the

centre, and it was amusing to note the direction of
travel according to the sex. The ladies marched imme-
diately to the right to examine the luxurious Harley
limousine, to the left on the F.N. stand, to wonder
at the exceedingly striking primrose coupe.

Could luxury go beyond,
this priceless Harley model

(^275 with motor cycle

thrown in) ? On opening
the door the electric light

is switched on, there is an
armrest, mirror (naturally),

flower vase, V windscreen

adjustable for ventilation,

a n d the jipholstery is

sumptuous, Bedford cord,

of course, in dove grey-^a

peaceful colour. Perhaps
slightly less amazing is

the F.N. coupe, not quite

so lordly—more of the

Parisian touch about it

—

but still really rather
remarkable. (It was illustrated last week.)

I did not examine the chassis and suchlike minor

things that carried all the Harley sumptuousness, and

I almost forgot to mention that in the ceiling of the

sidecar there was an electric bulb set in a pale pink

silk rose.

Variety.

In truth, a buyer not biassed towards any par-

ticular make must' have had difficulty in choosing a

model. The selection, ranging as it did from the

racing Henderson to the Harley-Davidson hmousine,

was such as has never been seen before, and charac-

terising very many makes was the superlative finish

of the coachwork ; that, and the grace of the sporting

models being the greatest improvements over last year's

exhibits. Friar John.

TWO SMART STREAMLINE SPORTING
BODIES,

Streamline boat-built sidecar body in cedar and mahogany by
Berthon Boat Co.

A new design of sporting sidecar on the 1922 Rover.

A2
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A Lady's View of (he Olympia Show. Solo, Sidecar, or Pillion?

By MAB LOCKWOOD TATHAM.

SHALL I buy a new motor cycle ? \n company
with many other ladies I asked myself that

all-important question, and eventually journeyed
through much fog to Olympia, where I found that

there are machines for every purse.

Sidecar or Saddle ?

In these emancipated days, there are many of our
sex who are not satisfied to watch somebody else

have all the fun of driving, from the sidecar or the

pillion. On the other hand, one does not always want
the responsibility of driving. It is much more difficult

to take an. intelligent interest in the scenery if the

mixture is not behaving properly or the engine is

missing on one cylinder.

I think most of us like a little of both—change is

charming, and, if one invests in a sidecar, one can
take turn about with one's chosen companion. If

fatigue overcomes enthusiasm, one can always lie

down in the modern sidecar and go to sleep.

Are Sidecars Becoming Too Luxurious ?

The first point that strikes me is that the aim of

nearly all the sidecar models is to be as much like a

car as possible. Well, of course, comfort is always
a desirable thing, but surely motor cycles have a

sporting element which does not demand out and out
luxury.

Probably the most striking exhibit of the luxurious

class in the Show was the F.N. limousine, a wonderful
lemon yellow car fitted to a 7 h.p. four-cylinder

machine. It had seven windows, and the port light

en the right opened for communication with the driver.

The V front contained two opening windows, and the
side windows pulled up and down on the railway
carriage system. The upholstery was carried out in

Bedford cord, and electric light and a mirror in the
dashboard completed a charmingly luxurious interior.

Whether we shall see many of these on the road is

an open question. Personally I prefer the standard
model at ^135. The former would be just the thing
in which to be taken to a theatre, but for ordinary
touring I prefer something like the Harley-Davidson
or Matchless open models. The position of the side-
car in both the latter is higher than on most of this
year's types, which fact, while doing away wdth the
popular sporting effect, makes conversation with the
driver easier' and reduces the risk of being splashed.

A2|

There, seems to be a big effort to cater for whole

families. There are tandem, double, convertible,

limousine sidecars, and tandem motor, cycles. The
O.E.G. limousine attached to a 10 h.p. Blackburne is

a striking example—^it accommodates four people

including the driver—and instead of handle-bars, the

machine is fitted with a car steering wheel, while

synchronised brakes act on the rear and sidecar wheels.

The price of this is 242 guineas. Why not buy a car?

[Where, madame, will you find a British four-seater

car at 242 guineas-?

—

Ed.]

It occurs to me that, in spite of all the develop-

ments; of the. sidecar, there is still room for improve-

ments in one or two points. Take windscreens, for

instance. In .many cases, particularly in sporting

models, the screen is set so far forward 'as to be of very

little use, and even then it , is too small. Another
point : why do manufacturers make sidecar doors so

small? In some of the sidecars, the narrow doors
make it really difficult to get in and out.

Independence.

I would really much rather drive a solo lightweight

machine. There is more interest, it is less expensive,

and it does not require so much garage room. In

these days of the kick-starter and clutch, there is no
difficulty about starting up. There is no necessity

even to wear special costume if one objects to it, as

there are many excellent open frames made. Person-

ally, I prefer special costume as being warmer, neater,

and safer than skirts, and a diamond frame because
it gives a knee-grip and renders the engine more
accessible.

The best - known open frame machine is the

Scott, which, of course, is standard, but there are

many lighter and lower priced machines which are

equally suitable. The Velocette people have produced
an open frame this year which is very low, has kick

start and clutch, a patent silencer and a guard over

the sparking plug. The lowest priced ladies' machines
in the exhibition were the Mackenzie, J.E.S.,.and the

Radco, all . of which seemed practical and easily

managed ; there are a number of diamond frame
machines w'hich are perfectly suitable for our sex.

They are nearly all low, engines are well enclosed,

and legshields are the feature of most of the newer
models. Also T.T. handle-bars are coming into their

own for road work-^not in an exaggerated form, of
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Throug! Feminine Goggles.

—

course, but sufficiently so to

give the horizontal line. It is

surprising how much more
comfortable this position is

than an upright one for long

distances. Amongst standard

solo models which appeal to

me most are the 2^ h.p.

Douglas, the 3 h.p. Omega
(which has a central spring

stand), 2% h.p. AUdays-Allon,

Levis, 2^4 h-P- Massey-Arran
(the facsimile of the machine
on which Whalley did so well

in the T.T.), and the t^Y^ h.p.

Sunbeam, the last two being

amongst the many motor
cycles now available without

a " flapper bracket."

Prices.

Judging frpm the attitude

of people visiting the Show,
there is general satisfaction

over the decrecise in prices.
' Of course, there are still very

expensive models, but there

are cheaper ones as well—

'

some of them very cheap^-
I think the value is better

than it was before the war. We are getting more im-

provements, more reliability, and better design for very

little more than the machines cost us in 1914. Next

year should be a very good one for motor cycling,

now that this most attractive pastime is being brought

within reach of the masses. The more motor cyclists

there are, the better it is for all concerned.

People -who go to the Exhibition.

All sorts of interesting folk were in evidence, the

family man with mother and little Willie were looking

tor the ideal' sidecar turn-out ; Bill and his girl

wondered whether they will have a fiat or a motor

cycle when they are married; the sporting girl with

the critical eye on all the sports models; the little

fluffy girl who was more interested in the exhibitors

ylpii^ttfciLii

WINTER
HE\D WEAR.

Miss Peggy Eraser,

herself a motor cyclist,

is the only fashion artist

to consider the require-

ments of her sisters of

the wheel. Some time

ago Miss Eraser de-

signed two motor
cycling costumes, which

were published in these

pages, and now she sub-

mits three designs for

hats in suede and glace

kid.
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than the exhibits; and, of

course, the super motor cycle

knut, to whom every road is

Brooklands.

Apropos of racing, there

were lots of old T.T. friends

in attendance—de la Hay
was as cheery as ever, and
very optimistic about the Sun-
beam for next year; and Tim
Wood's beaming smile shone

forth from the Scott stand.

D. S. Alexander was as popu-
lar as ever with all the com-
petition boys, and Norman
Black, PuUin, Watson-Bourne,
and others too numerous to

mention were there.

An amusing incident

occurred on one of the stands

;

a girl had been wasting the

time of an exhibitor for some
time by talking absolute

rubbish about motor cycles.

There was apparently nothing

she did not know, so at last

the harassed young man
decided to catch her out.

" And what do you think of

the Hoover?" he asked.

Said she, "Well, I' think it

has a very short wheelbase !" And he is still wondering

who the joke was on.

The exhibition undoubtedly was of much greater

interest to ladies than in former years. They are being

considered more and more by designers and. manu-

facturers, both as passengers and drivers. And a very

good thing, too. Enghsh girls have long been famous

for their love of outdoor sport, and what can be

healthier, cleaner, or more exciting than a good little

engine, a broad highway, and lots of petrol?

Our foreign sisters, particularly in France, have

yet to realise these joys, as proved by the exhibits at

the Paris Salon, but they will probably follow our

lead in time. And it is a lead. I hope this year to

see more femininity on the road on two wheels than

ever before.

HOW TO DIM A GAS LAMP.

MANY car drivers and not a few motor cyclists

regard the dimming of head lamps as a courtesy

which no gentleman can omit. Others consider

the practice to be a direct incen-

tive to murder or suicide. The fir.5t

class may be interested to hear

of tv.o methods of dimming a

motor cycle gas head lamp. One
is to use the special Autoclipse

lamp, listed for many years past

by Brown Bros., which embodies
a Bowden-controUed anti-dazzle

disc. The other was invented
By the son of a Teddington
reader, and is shown in the

accompanying sketch. It con-

B2
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sis'ts simply of fitting an ordinary brass cock in the pipe

line between generator and lamp. File a narrow

groove in the plug of the cock, and continue to enlarge

this .groove until it feeds just

enough gas with the cock shut to

keep the burner alight. Mount
a rubber gasbag between the

cock and the generator, and close

the cock whenever you wish to

dim. I do not wish to damp the

ardour of any inventive motor
cyclist, but I don't quite see

myself sparing a hand to close

this cock when I am riding an

8-10 h.p. twin solo on grease,

IxiON.

Illustrating the device

described.
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\ LIGHTWHGHT^
A Review of Solo Machir.es from 110

from £27

IT
would be much easier to write about tlie light-

weights that were not at Olympia than about those

that were. In other words, it would be a far less

in\'olved, task to comment upon the products of fimis

that do not make " lightweights " than those who do.

Sixty-eight firms exhibited machines which are for

catalogue and such purposes so classified ; and many
of these concerns showed four or five entirely different

models ; that is, with separate sizes or makes of engine
and not calculating gear, transmission, or specification

variations. (If there were more proprietary engines

on the market, this figure could have easily been
improA-ed

!)

Ceas?d to be a Type.

If such a referendum is a permissible criterion, as

a solo machine the so-called lightweight is easily the

most popular type. " Type," however, is not the most
nearly correct word, since, with the advance of the light-

weight, it ceased to be anything approaching a type.

So much so, that there is now no safe definition of

"lightweight." Mr. Webster would probably give it

as the absence of the quahty of being heavy. Ten
years ago, the majority of motor cyclists would have
very definitely stated that any motor cycle with an
engine capacity of less than 350 c.c. earned the term

—

but, then, such a machine was oi light zveight, and,

then,, there were few, if any, engines between 350 and
490 c.c. Nowadays there are several 500 c.c. singles

to 400 c.c, from 75 to over 200 lb., and

6i. to £105.

' that weigh considerably less than one or two or the

more elaborate " three-fifties," and there are also some
"overgrown babies" of 400 c.c. or thereabouts.

For the purpose of this article, therefore, 'the very

generous limit of 400 c.c. has been decided upon.

90% of the class thus formed weigh less than the

^.i los. taxation limit of 200 lb., and the 10% that

exceed it have generally excellent reasons (or com-
pensations) for doing so.

Guaranteed 70 m.p.h. sporting machines, miniatures

of no c.c. engine capacity, and every type between
fall in this category, and one wonders if in the far

. distant future there will be a larger class of solo mounts
in existence. Although the well-tried big singles and
twins on exhibit retained the interest of an enthusiastic

band of solo enthusiasts, there were few of the

buying public who did not seriously consider, and
many who chose, a smaller machine.

Speed an Impor!ant Factor.

This is not surprising, considering the amazing
success of the " not exceeding 350 c.c." machines in

1 92 1 competitions, and particularly speed events.

Whatever may be said about the motor cycle becoming
a purely utility vehicle, the average soloist still takes

considerable interest in maximum speeds, and even
if he attains 60 m.p.h. once only in his career, he
gains considerable satisfaction from the fact that his

machine was- sold .with a guarantee of that figure.

SPEEDY, ECONOMICAL, AND COMFORTABLE LIGHTWEIGHTS.

(1) Stripped speed model of the 2Jh.p. New Imperial. (T) An unusual combination—an o.h.v. Blackburne engine in a spring frame^

the 2| h.p. Sporting Coulson. (3) The lightest and cheapest twin-engined motor cycle in existence—the all-red Economic.

(4) Frame springing on novel lines is incorporated in the 2-Jh.p. Dot.

B3
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(i) Hinged rear stays working against coil springs is the
principle of the spring frame on the 2i h.p. P.V. (2) Top tube,

tank, saddle, and footrests are sprung on the 2f h.p. Edmund.
(3) Ample shields hide a novel rear frame on the 2J h.p. Hagg.
(4) Pleasing lines are followed by the '" triangulated " Cotton, (5)

Shaft-driven 3 h.p. F.N, (6) Novel throughout—the new Omega.

Lightweights have shown a bigger improvement in

speed capabilities in recent years than either the
500 c.c. singles or the big twins. Nor is this confined
to any one or two particular makes. Therefore, as
the lightweight is, anyhow, comparatively light, the
most prejudiced follower of the heavyweight cult

thought twice before placing a repeat order last week.

Nearly Motor Cycles.
The Show was remarkable for the number of vehicles

that are only motor cycles in the sense that they have
two wheels and, usually, a motor cycle type of engine.
The no c.c. Hack, the Grigg (50 c.c. larger), the
u.h.v. i,J^ h.p. Kenilworth, and the unique .shaft-

driven Unibus, are simply more or less advanced
developments of the seated scooter—the last-mentioned
being very far advanced indeed. Higher up the
scale, but still retaining such lingering suspicions of.
" scooterism " as (proportionately) diminutive wheels
and open frames, come the Reynolds runabout, the

Ner-a-car (nick-named on the spot the " Like-a-bike "),

and_ the Jupp—three far from conventional attempts
to give improved comfort and weather protection on
two wlieels. The imposing tandem-seated Reynolds
is justified in exceeding the weight limits usual for a

349 c.c. engine, for it provides the same degree of

comfort for each of its passengers. Just how it will

behave on greasy tramlines arouses curiosity.

Before passing on to the undeniably motor cycle

exhibits, mention must be made of the 75 lb.- Mackenzie
(not forgetting the copiously kilted sandwichmen in

Hammersmith Road), the post-office-red flat twin

Economic, the two rernarlcably attractive -J.E,S.
models, and the two-speed Grigg—genuine lightweights

all, and bringing motoring for the million a step

nearer realisation.

Almost in tlie same class may be placed the many
single-geared or clutch model Villiers-engined light-

weights, the majority embodying an ingenious pneu-

matic pressure lubrication system and extremely simple

frame construction, and usually selling at ^£39 i8s.

Among the -names on this type of machine are Spark,

Monopole, New Courier, Dayton, Bownian, Mohawk,
Wolf, and Victoria. Many other firms also use the

VilUers power unit, but usually in a more elaborate

layout.

Notable Two=stroke Models.

Two-stroke hghtweights which do not embody pro-

prietary units were shown under the following notable

names : Omega (bristling with novelties— duplex

frame and unif construction), Radco, Levis ;(2ii c.c.

and Ti,'] c.c, models of greatly enhanced appearance),

Velocette (three-speed touring and two-speed 50

m.p.h. sports mociels), Sun (with a rotary inlet valve

in the crank case),- New Hudson, Connaught- (includ-

ing a heavier 370 c.c. machine), James (for the first

time with a conventio'nal gear box), O.K. (two and

three-speed, and a chain-driven machine), Chater-

Lea, Ivy (two sizes, many models), Metro-Tyler (with

concealed primary transmission, magneto, and gear

box), Hawker, AUon, Beardmore (unaltered, but still

original). Royal Enfield, Vindec, Junior Triumph,

Hagg (well shielded), Calthorpe (full 350 c.c), and

Peters (regarding which the space at our disposal dis-

courages a summary of its novelties).
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1922 Lightweights.—

On the other hand, the four-stroke engine is just

as popular, and was to be found in the chief light-

weight models in an equally lengthy list of stands.

Particularly capable little machines with 350 c.c.

J. A. P. engines, lightweight three-speed gear boxes
(usually), and all chain drive (often) were staged by
the following:- P.V. (with simple spring frame),
Diamond (with a completely enclosed drive in one
case). Ready, New Imperial (loop frame and semi-
unit construction, and a stripped sports model),
Sirrah, Francis-Barnett (a particularly " clean " 60
m.p.h. sports model), Hobart (one of many), Rex-
Acme (ditto), Dot (with a veiy novel spring frame),
Coventry Eagle (with most handsome saddle tank,
although the o.h.v. 2^^; h.p. model deserves equal
mention), and Excelsior.

70 m.p.h. Claimed.
Many of the above specify the equivalent size of

Blackburne engine, just as some of the following
Blackburne models may also be supplied with

J.A.P.'s: Coulson (with a proved spring - fi-ame),

Sheffield-Henderson (the o.h.v. model—one of the

Show sensations; said to be capable of 70 m.p.h.,
and looks it!), Massey-Arran (the same engine in a

more conventional but very speedy and neat-looking
frame). Cotton (triangulated frame design), Kenil-
worth (debut), Hawker (resembling the two-stroke,
and almost as simple), Verus, New Scale,, and
Edmund (a side valve sporting model with one of

the neatest spring suspensions at Olympia).
Tlie advent of several excellent lightweight three-

speed gear boxes is responsible for a greater accession
to the two foregoing classes of go-anywhere light-

weights than is generally realised.

293 c.e. J. A. P. engines- help to make several attrac-

tive hghtweight modeles de luxe, including the Olympic,
the Hazlewood, and the Silver Prince.

A Curious Fact.

It is a curious fact that the majority of the 350 c.c.

or thereabouts four-stroke lightweights which do not

use proprietary engines are made by firms who also

market big six or eight horse-power sidecars. A.J.S.,
Raleigh, Douglas, Bradbury, Royal Ruby, and F.N.
all come into this category. With the one size of

engine, the A.J.S. was shown in varying degrees of

nakedness, each with specific appeal ; there are on
the other hand two Raleighs, 343 c.c. and 399 c.c,

and even on the sports model a kick-starter is re-

tained. Very similar was the style of the Royal Ruby
offering—349 c.c. and 375 c.c. engines—but a spring

frame model was on view. Bradbury variations rest

solely in transmission and gears. The flat-twin Doug-
las needs little comment ; it popularised this size of

engine. Shaft drive is not the only good feature of

the new 369 c.c. F.N., but it is a quite distinctive

point.

Although only the most interesting model on each
stand has been briefly sketched in the course of this

article, the variety of types thus exemplified is nrost

striking. It must 'be admitted, however, that every

class of lightweight has received attention ; future
.

developments will consist mainly of improvements
dictated by experience. One or two may- not survive

to see another Show, but the vast majority are too

good, whether distinctive or conventional, to die.

781

(1) A light, simple, but not unoriginal Excelsior. (2) Enclosed
chain drive figures on the 2f h.p. Diamond. (3) Morris-engined
Rex-Acme two-stroke. (4) The three-speed O.K., with final belt

drive. (5) A popular two-stroke type—the 2\ h.p. Spark,

(6) A conventional Sun two-stroke, equipped with belt, guard, etc..

as a ladles' mount ; the valve is located in the crank case.
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Some Casual Observations on the Olympia Show. By John Countryman.

AT home we subsist chiefly on beef and mutton.

If a millionaire invites us to feed at the Ritz,

we indulge in some weird and thrilling dish,

which might or might not be the goods for everyday

breakfast and dinner and tea. It is much the same
Avith a motor show. All

the year round we ride

some 'bus which is

emphatically conventional

and substantial. At the

Show we content ourselves with
a sery brief inspection of our
faithful servants, and wander
round with gimlet eyes, peer-

ing about in search of what is

novel or outre. Round these

latter exhibits we congregate,

and linger and argue. Some
of them iriake good : some of

them ~do not. Anyhow, these

notes more or less faithfully

portray a country cousin's

round of the stands, and Ijis

h a 1 f-admiring, half-cynical

pauses in front of machines and

Following popular
American practice, the

tank top of the Indian

Chief acts as an
"instrument board."

Legshields offering

a minimum amount

of wind resistance

are fitted to the

New Imperial light

tourist.

gadgets which were new to him.

John Countryman's Comments.
The surge which bore me past the turnstiles (he

writes) began to ebb in front of the 70 m.p.h. Sheffield-

Henderson—one of the machines adorned with a prop

stand. Next door to it I noticed the swing suspension of

the Olympic gear box, balanced by the Rudge eccentric

front chain adjuster across the gangway—two pleasant

alternatives to the still-too-common four-nut business.

On the Edmund I principally noticed the Bowden

lever for operating the oil pump at speed ; a similar

device adorns the- B rough

Superior, but in the latter

case the big pump holds
enough for thirty miles.

A. A. Scott was demon-
s t r a t i n g the value of

laminated gears on his
Sociable ; he drew a steel

tool across a solid gear, and
i t rang : then across a

laminated gear, w h i c h
merely rustled. The 1922
Sociable has a neat spring

drive. The McKechnie

b6

Improved
Quadiant by
section.

spring frame is said to have been roughed out with

a Meccano set ; anyhow, it is immensely promising.

The Velocette is obviously designed with deep

sympai:hies for the owner-driver who has not wrestled

with -j^in. nuts jammed against the exhaust pipe, which

they secure. The Velocette has

pillar nuts which stand clear.

Three='v»rheeler Details.

Both giants and dwarfs duly
appreciafed the telescopic steer-

ing pillar on the T.B. three-

wheeler. As a person who has
sensitive ankles and yet relishes

speed, I noted the jack fixed to

the rear chassis of the New
Hudson cyole car—a loose jack
in the cockpit is a f earsoilie
thing. Did anybody identify

better looking mudguards than
those on the Lea-Francis—car
type, with a flatfish dome?
The new Hawker is an in-

terestmg layout; the .suspension'
of its saddle and lightiog battery
deserve attention. Price reductions are universal, but
nothing has dropped so much as the Unibus—1921, •

^98 14s.; 1922, ^49; it has handle starting, worm
.

drive, and twin disc wheels which let the tyre drop
off when they are separated.
One of the very few machines with locknuts on the

drawbolts of the rear chain adjustment is the B.S.A.
;

its huge one-piece aluminium chain case is most
imposing, and delightfully easy to clean. The Powell
bristles with excellent points ; the centrifugal crank pin
lubrication looks like one of the best details in the
Show. The little crannies on the crank case all have

rounded instead of rect-

angular corners, much facili-

tating the cleaning process.

It has a capacious c a s t
'-

aluminium tool box in the

proper place, i.e., on the

top of the tank. The main
bearing housing is bronze-

"

lined. I am credibly in-,

formed that the Powell and
the Cotton are two of the

few frames which steer and
hold the road as nicely as

a Scott. _ .

appearance is gained on the
a saddle tank of circular

u
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Items Which Interested Me,—
Somewhere hereabouts ] started

violently : there was the Kenihvorth

miniature, fitted with belt-cum-chain

drive. ISIoi chain-cum-belt ; the belt

was the primary unit, and ran over two

tiny pulleys set very close together.

Mrs. Jaiison was busily talking Ner-

a-car ; it has the neatest kick-starter in

the Show, and an excellent twist-grip

control for the clutch. The new model
Omega is full of sensible originalities,

and is amazingly cheap. The power
unit can be taken out very rapidly. The
front forks can be adequately lubricated

without annoyance. The handle-bar is

made in two halves, and by exchanging

the halves the owner can get a T.T. or

upturned pattern at will. The tank

fixing is novel, for the tank is pressed

up against the top tube from beneath.

The Diamond is one of several machines which has its

tool case pressed in one piece with the rear mudguard.
There is a great deal more in the new P. and M.

than meets the eye. Though the engine is very little

larger than its predecessor, it has nearly twice as much
radiating fin area. The four-speed sidecar outfit

weighs 20 lb. less than the 1921 two-speeded type.

The sidecar dash and dickey are both excellent. iVIany

technical details repay study ; for example, the shape

of the fork blades, and the reason for the new shape.

The record in all-weather 'buses was easily taken by

the South Pole edition of the B.S.A., with aluminium

legshields and a front screen reminiscent of an

eighteen-pounder gun shield.

Two'Seated Contrasts.

Passenger enthusiasts clustered continuously round

the ;£iSo model of the Morgan Runabout. No vital

sacrifice seems to have been made to get its price

down : a slightly shorter wheelbase, a one-piece body

without side padding, but all the vital parts just as

they are in the de luxe type. The aluminium Morgan
with marine type ventilators was a great draw.

The Reynolds tandem, with its 72in. wheelbase,

aroused memories of the old Ormonde and Phoenix

days. It seemed quite impossible to get near the

Zenith-Bradshaw, so I sought Bradshaw's private

engine stand in the annexe. The crowd there was no

smaller, but I was rewarded with the sight of his oil-

cooled single-cylinder, a charming little unit, with an

enormous rectangular sump.

In addition to the saddit

springing on the new Cal-

thorpe, the seat tube itself

IS supported by an enclosed

spiral spring and oil dash pot.

Royal Enfield outfits are still " best

sellers," as they deserve to be. On the

little two-stroke of the same make one

admired the mounting of the release

valve on the side of the cylinder head,

so that it need not be dismantled in

order to clean the cylinder.

The two new Beardmores detained

most visitors a very long while. Every-

body had been aching to see the Barr

and Stroud sleeve valve engine, n^hich

already enjoys a great gossip reputa-

tion; but really the 4^ h.p., with unit

crank case-cum-gear box runs it quite

hard in general interest. It has a nice

mechanical oiler, which can be opened

by a touch of the finger to feed a full

charge in three seconds when necessary

—this without the cost of retaining a

separate hand pump. The sidecar out-

fit at ;£i30 is one of the Show bar-

gains ; there is a large auxiliary silencer on the sidecar

chassis with quickly detachable coupling, and the side

wheel is sprung.

Excellent Value.

In a smaller class the Connaught sidecar at ^95
was excellent value—370 c.c, three speeds, and

all-chain drive. Nor was its specification scamped
;

as instances of refinement a three-way petrol tap and

Showell mechanical oiling may be noted.

The Coventry Eagle is, of cour.se, a de luxe

machine throughout; but at least one of its features

demands universal imitation. Every nut is of the

capped type, a detail which vastly improves appear-

ance, facilitates cleaning, and holds rust at bay. The

new o.h.v. 6 h.p. Douglas is a welcome addition to

the hot-stuff sidecar class—its mark seems to be about

80 m.p.h. solo and 60 m.p.h. with a sidecar. I liked

the sensible toolbox and the patent leather undershield

amongst its gadgets.

The sports Humber has one of the most powerful

rear brakes in the Show—as befits a 70 m.p.h.

machine. D.A. installations are not common yet, but

one was neatly carried out on a Humber sidecar.

The Peters might have been designed by some

engineer who had never seen a rnotor bicycle, for its

designer departs from the conventional at every turn,

using frame tubes as exhaust pipes, employing exhaust

gas to work his oiling, running lighting wires inside

his petrol tank, and so on. Visitors always recognise

an original brain, and the stand was crowded.

The auxiliary drive for the dynamo on

the Reading Standard is neatly encased

The petrol tanlc of the new Omega is held

In position against the top frame tube

—

which lies in a longitudinal padded groove

—by four iack screws, as shown.

Flexible petrol pipe connections between

tank and carburetter on the Edmund spring

frame machine.

B7
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Items Which Interested Me.—

The Economic machine was not the cheapest in the

Show—I fancy I sighted one at twenty-six guineas

;

but it was unquestionably tlie clieapest twin, and the

simplicity of its power unit is attractive—two castings

bolted together compose the engine.

The ash lathe chassis of the three-

wheeled runabout revived memories

of the 1901 Orient Buckboard.
All the knuts had congregated at

the Brough stand, where interest was
divided between that guarantee of 80

m.p.h., the 'buses which substantiate

the guarantee, and a Toronda sidecar

with a disappearing hood.

In the accessory stands mechanical

oiling is much to the fore, witness the

Showell, Lamplugh, and Best and
Lloyd devices. The Hawthorn oil

flow indicator (Rotherham) is probably

easier to watch than a drip. Rother-

ham's solderless pipe coupling won the hearts of many
amateur owners, who have bungled petrol pipe repairs.

The Smith tank gauge made most of us pause. En-
quiries for accumulator lighting sets were numei'ous,

so were expressions of dismay at the prices. The
Coventry rivet extractor is very neat, and can actually

Showing the method of fixing the mud-
guard stays to the outside of the hub
spindle on the sidecar wheel of the Indian

Chief.

be used without any handling of the chain. The
Villiers flywheel magneto kept a set of lamps
brilliantly lit up by the hour—evidently one firm, at

least, has solved the jjroblem of these dual outfits.

The Jmspecs air drive speedometer was sought out by
many enthusiasts, some of whom had
innocently fancied that it worked like

a Pitot tube without any gearing;
actually, its shaft runs at the same
speed as the road wheel. I bought a

pair of College pocket slippers for

touring, all the Terry spanners (mine
get stolen by wise knaves annually),

and two Linco spanner sets, previously

unknown to me. The Speedwell oil

drum has won the firm many clients.

Dinner time arrived just as I reached

the Runbaken stand, where an alu-

minium 'piston with phosphor br'Hize

wearing surfaces, a two-spark i)lug,

and a spark tester jvere holding a small

crowd in rapt attention. Altogether, I do not remem-
ber a Show which sent one home with so many gadgets
to talk about. Provincial clubs ought to organise loan
collections of the more portable items. A talk on
mechanical lubrication with suitable exhibits would
provoke quite a fierce evening.

DECEMBER ON THE ROAD. Chief among the advantages of the runabout is the protection it affords to the driver. This owner of a

three-wheeler does not need to don overalls and sou'wester ; when the rain comes he stops and raises the hood.

A ROYAL VISIT TO THE

ON Wednesday of last week H.R.H. the Duke of York
arrived at the Show punctually at 10.30 a.m. to make
a tour of the exhibition. He was accompanied by
Wilig-Commander (irieg, and was met at the

Hammersmith Road entrance by Sir Harold Bowden, Bart.
(President of the Manufacturers' Union), Mr. W. G. Bower
(vice-president), and Mr. H. R. Watling. The first stand
visited by H.R.H. was that upon which was displayed the
Scott three-wheeled runabout. From there His Royal High-
ness visited the stande of Rudge-Whitworth, Douglas (with
which he is wejl acquainted), Matchless, Levis, and Harley-
Davidson, where he was received by Mr. Duncan Watson, and
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had the two well-lcnown Harley-Davidson riders Temple and
Davidson, presented to him. He also visited the Zenitli

stand, and had the beautiful section of the Zenith-Bradshaw
engine explained to him by Mt. Bower, and saw the two new
model Peugeots, which made their first appearance in the

Show that morning. On the P. and M. stand the Duke of

York had several minutes' talk with Mr. R. Moore, and
asked him if the P. and M. had not been very early in the

market, and he was told that the first model was on the road
in 1901. On the Ner-a-car stand he shook hands with Mrs.
Jansen. It is impossible to mention all the exhibits H.R.H.
inspected, but he was interested in the new J.A.P. engines.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible^for the opinions of his correbponuents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " Tie Motor Cycle," HertJord Street. Coventry, and must be aooompanied by the writer's name and address.

MOTOR CYCLISTS ON PAPER.
Sir,
—" Motor Cyclist on Paper " certainly seems to be in

a predicament, yet should be content with his lot.

I also have been a reader of The Motor Cyda for years, and
am stOl waiting for someone to offer, giving one away, which
as yet I have not- had the fortune to perceive.

In all probability, if such did happen, I might be killed

in the rush, so that " Jlotcr Cyclist on Paper's" hopes
seem somewhat brighter than
Luton. MOTOR CYCLIST IN DREAMS.

DIMMING BY DIOPTRIC LENS
Sir,—May I enquire whether the principle of the di-optric

- lens has yet been applied to motor head lamps? It occurs

to me that an arrangement of lateral prisms of glass actuated

at the ends by a rack and pinion adjustment might solve

this night glare difficulty by the momentary lowering of the

parallel beam in Tesponse to the simultaneous inclination of

the lens prisms. The 'effect should be that whilst a dim
light still shows ahead, that would enable any driver to pass

in safety, a full beam would illuminate the road for a matter
of three or four yards only, to the mutual advantage of all

concerned. H. H. CUDMORE.

STANDARD ENGINES AT BROOKLANDS.
Sir,—In answer to the queries of your correspondent

"F.E.L." (Dulwich) on the above subject, and for the
benefit of any other uninformed persons, we would like to

make it public (1) that Indian racini/ machines are taken to
Brooklands by van solely because they are not equipped for
the road and carry no licences or registration numbers, and
(2) that the blanket coverings were adopted to prevent our
"numerous admirers" from inadvertently altering careful
and much sought after adjustments and flooding the crank
case with oil just before a race, which has often been the
cause of an engine not starting easily. Your correspondent
need have no fear that the blankets are to veil some mys-
terious new mechanism. Moreover, it may not be common
knowledge that after any important race or new records,
the engine is dismantled in view of the officials for measure-
ment and inspection, and an inquisitive public may easily
satisfy itself as to standardisation.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.
W. H. Wells.

WEIGHTS OF SPORTING MACHINES.
Sir,—I see " Ixion " has got a grouse about the weight

of the Ricardo-Triumph. As I am about to Own one of
these, I must defend it. .

Could the Triumph Co. turn this machine out' at 160 lb. ?

The frame would have to be lighter. This I should have
thought impossible, considering the state of the roads now and
in 1911. Also think of the much higher speeds now obtained
than in those days. Again, it it were ten years ago, how
could the gear box be made much lighter? I am of the
opinion that for long life and " foolproofness " these boxes
could not be much lighter than to-day. I owned a 1911
Triumph, and with just the plain single gear belt this
weighed 170 1b. fully equipped! How "Ixion" could
reduce the weight I am at a loss to know. Everyone
clamours for a larger capacity tank, and this, of course,
weighs more than the old square tank. Then, Avliat with
chains and larger and more solid wheels and tyres, this
machine could hardly weigh very much less.

Probably I am dense. If "Ixion" can assist me in

getting a 30s. tax instead of a £3 one, I shall be eternally

indebted to him. TRIARDO.
Nottingham.

GRAVITY FEED MECHANICAL OIL PUMPS
Sir,—The writer has observed with interest your notice

on the Showell rotary oil pump, and would like to say,, in

reply to your criticism, that you are quite right in stating

that oil must be led by gravity to the pump, and that the

amount of pressure obtained is rather limited, but the force

is such as our lengthy and varied tests have proved to be

ample, and there is no need to make use of a thin oil.

During the recent cold snap, when the oil became very

heavy and viscous, the writer covered a distance of about

150 miles, and this was the first occasion in eight months'

use on which it was found necessary to increase the usual

valve opening. - The machine used was a 3^ h.p. B.S.A.,

and lubrication was everything that could be desired.

We would like to take this opportunity to point out that

the flow of oil is varied according to engine speed, and,

further, that the drive may not only be taken from the

magneto, but also the half-time or engine-shafts irrespective

of speed, as the valve in the sight does all the regulating.

We trust you will see your way to publish our letter as

one of general interest.

E. SHOWELL AND SONS, LTD.,
John H. Cochr.^ne, Sales Manager.

ELIMINATING MECHANICAL NOISE.

Sir,—With reference to the letter by " Multi Gear " which
appeared in your issue of November 3rd under this head-

ing, we would
like to say that

we have fitted a

number of Rudge
machines with en-

closed overhead
valve gear such

as he suggests.

A photograph
showing this is

enclosed h e r e -

with, and we
have found that

by fitting this

type of -cover a
c o n s i d e r a ble
amount of noise

is eliminated, be-

sides adding
longer life to the

various working
parts.

We shall be
glad to be of any
service, and place

our advice and
experience at the

service of "Multi
Gear" or others

interested.

Completely enclosing the inlet valve gear

of a 3| h.p. Rudge. (See accompanying
letter from Messrs. H. .V Smith.)

Osmondthorpe, Leeds.
HENRY V. SMITH, Engineers.
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Showmg the ladies' model

spring frame P.V. lightweight

m " number two ' position on

the new " Jackstand.' The -«

rear wheel is fully four inches

clear of the ground.

SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION RECORDS.
Sir,—Your correspondent " Ignoramus " must have created

a record in averaging 92 m.p.g. on his 4 h.p. Triumph
sidecar. I have recently made a long tour, but my average

stands at 67 m.p.g. with an absolutely standard Triumph
outfit—that is, as delivered from the works;

I am sure it would be interesting to know what jet and

gear i-atio " Ignoramus " employs. TOM HAMMOND.

REVIVING AUTOMATIC VALVES.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. J. E. Smith, has opened up a

deeply interesting enquiry.

I had two ancient machines—one, an old racer 3^ h.p.

Triumph, and the other, which took me thousands ot miles,

was a 3 h.p. Lincoln Elk. The former was mechanically

valved ; the latter had the automatic inlet. One advantage

in favour of the Elk was that there was no blow back in the

carburetter when the cylinder had become overheated. The
trusty Triumph- opened its valve for gas, and, at certain

speeds of low rate, spat out part of the charge. I attribute

this to two causes. First, the gas at sub-normal temperature

suddenly expanded on coming into contact with the interior

of the cylinder, and, as the inlet valve was held open, partly

escaped again by the way it came in. Secondly, the indicator

diagrams of, all gas engines show a residuary pressure behind

the piston after the exhaust period terminates.

The cure, no doubt, is to increase the speed. Then the

momentum of the gas has not time to react and " about

turn," and the loss is negligible. But that limits the speed

range.

We must command a low speed for utility's sake. Is it

not a fact that the flat part of the arc near the top dead
centre is of little benefit whether the inlet valve be auto-

matic or not?
I tried the experiment of fixing an automatic between the

carbm-etter and the inlet valve of the Triumph, with the

result that there was no blow back and no waste of gas.

I would point out one more advantage of enormous value.

According to my tests, the automatic claims a distinct pre-

ference in petrol consumption in long hills or switchback
roads. That, of course, is after making due allowances tor

greater weight carried by the. "trusty' machine.
The automatic valve appears at its best when the spring

approaches half the strength of that of the exhaust. Probably
it would go one hotter if it was as wide as the bore of the
cylinder, and of aluminium if practicable. And to the future
of the automatic "valve I raise my glass 1

Stowmarket. REACTIONARY.

Sir,—I am much int-erested in Mr. J. E. Smith's letter re
automatic inlet valves, I have a machine in use daily
fitted with valves of this type. This is a twin-cylinder
Rex of 1908, and the original valves have been in use till

quite recently, vi-hen, owing to the stems being somewhat
worn, they were replaced by valves made of nickel steel, I
have never had a broken inlet valve, and there were no
cotters to wear in my case, as the collars are secured by

SI2
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neat clips which cannot come adrift. Another advantage
with this type of valve not mentioned by your correspondent
is, there are no valve guides to leak air and prevent satis-

factory running at small throttle openings,
Stewartstown. AUTOMATIC,

Sir,—I was much interested to read Mr, J, E. Smith's
letter on automatic inlet valves, and perhaps the fact of my
being also a keen motor cyclist will be sufficient excuse for
dragging "car discus.sion ' into your columns.
We have a 1905 10 h.p, two-cylinder De Dion car, fitted

with a,i.v. When we bought the car, it was with the inten-
tion of converting the a.i.v, to o,h,v,, but I decided to
give the old automatics a trial. So I ground them in well,
adjusted the springs, and fitted case-hardened cotters
to them.

Since then I have had no trouble with them, can start up
on a frosty morning within two turns of- the handle,
accelerate like the very dickens, and can show the 1922
super tuned 10 h.p.'s a thing or two, will climb any hill, and
take 10 cwt, anywhere, A,I,V.

Chesterfield,

COMPARATIVE INSURANCE RISKS.
Sir,—With regard to the letter of Mr, W. Attwood-Evans

in your issue of November 24th, I beg to point out to him,
with due apologies, that his explanation of how and why-
insurance premiums differ because of horse-power does not
appear very sound.
In the first place, I wonder why he should take it for

granted that, generally speaking, an 8 h.p. machine covers
more ground than one of a more modest power. Take the
man who goes to business every day on his machine to save
inconvenience and expense : does he use a big twin ? I

think in the majority of cases his horse-power rating would
be nearer 2|.

.Then Mr. Attwood-Evans states that "moreover, an
8 h.p, motor cycle is . , . capahle of more speed." He
does not say that his remarks apply only to sidecar outfits,

so, at the risk of making the big twin fans get on their hind
legs and ramp, I offer my opinion that this does not neces-
sarily follow. -

There are fast—very fast—big twins on the road, but I

believe it is a fact that the average 3^- h.p. single will

beat the average 8 h.p. twin when it comes to revs., and
for speed you must be able to get the revolutions up, and
keep them up.

The average big twin is designed mainly for sidecar work,
and geared accordingly. This year's Show heralds a multi-
tude oi standard sports models, from the little o.h.v. 2^ h.p.

J.A,P, upwards. Any of these should beat an average 8 h.p,
twin in a "blmd," especially (vide our comrade "Ixion")
if the twin is hauling Mr, and Mrs. Quiverful and the family
sidecar.

Visions of this labour of love going into the Editor's
W,P,B,, and the fact that my fount pen is 'nearly Pussyfoot,
force me to make an end, but in this last dying spurt I

should like to say that it is far from my wish that Mr.
W, Attwood-Evans should advocate the advancing of the
premium of the small h,p, 'bus (I ride a "Z^"). Rather, I
hope that he may eventually come to advocate the reduction
of the big twin premium, NICKY NICKY BOM BOM,

Southport,

IN SHOW FLANNELS
' ^^

This is how the hundreds of motor cycles were taken to the

Show, All enamelled and plated parts are carefully bandaged for

their railroad trip to Addison Road—the last, let us hope, of their

career ! The machine is a Silver Prince.
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An interesting novelty was the cardboard model ot a Norton

sidecar which was much in evidence at the Show. It is seen

reposing on the front of a standard model 4 h.p. Norton sidecar

ACCVMrVLATORS FOR SERIOUS LIGHTING SERVICES
Sir,—-Relative to the letter on the above topic, appearing

in The Motor Cycle of November 24th, signed by C. Kyle,
of New Zealand, I consider it my duty to warn the motor
cycling fraternity at large that our friend in the Southern
Hemisphere has either underestimated the capacity- of liis

accumulator or exaggerated the rate of discharge to an
abnormal degree.

The accumulator is stated to be of the 6 volt 15 amp. type,

which equals 90 watts.

Your correspondent informs you that he has the following

lamps in use, and stipulates that his rate of discharge ie

about 10 amps. :

amps.

4
2

Head light, 48 c.p. half watt bulb current con-

sumption
Dim lamp in head light, 12 c.p. ...

Small bulb for stationary use in head light. 2 c.p. j

Spot light, 12 c.p 2

Speedometer, 2 c.p. ... ... ... ... ... 3

Tail lamp, 2 c.p i

Total consumption ... 9

It is now obvious that the discharge is appro.ximately

9 amps. Now, if we divide this into our first calculation of

90 watts, we have

—

s^ — i = 4 = 1?

Therefore the period over "which a 9 amp. discharge could

be held from the cells previously stated is nominally If hour.

We will now turn our attention to the distance covered,

which is fifteen to twenty journeys of ten miles each.

In order to spare our friend too great an exposure, we will

accept the lowest number of journeys for our basis.

Fifteen journeys of ten miles each equal 150 miles. Now,
if we divide the number of discharge hours into the mileage
covered we will arrive at the speed necessary to complete
that distance daring the discharge of the accumulators through
the lamps

:

ii^=i^3X,= 90m.p.h.
150 miles 3 3(T 1

The cells under discussion are of the secondary type, there-

fore recuperation through chemical action is of no account.

My own mount, " a reliable Velocette," is equipped with
C.A.V. electric lighting, minus dynamo, and using the same
size of accumnlator as our friend, and with a maximum
discharge of 2^ amps. I can only obtain six hours continuous
light.

Ten years in close contact with the electrical trade has not
brought me in touch with any secondary cell that can boast
of an efficiency anything near that claimed by our friend

from overeeas. A.F.W.W.
Lymm.
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SUNDAY COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—I read with much incredulity parts of the letter

written by Mr. Samuel St. John.
He says, " During the week the ' man in the street ' en-

dures even speed trials without kicking." May I ask. Who
is the "man in the street "? Does he stay at home to earn
the wherewithal to exist? No. Then, perforce, he is not
troubled at all through the week by the pandemonium created
by all the known makes of motor cycles (barring the bare
half-dozen) competing in speed trials, etc.

With regard to Sunday, how many "men in the street"
would stay at home and have rest and quiet in preference

to watching a hill-climb or a speed trial, which, owing to

the proximity of the noise, could not entail a walk of more
than a few hundred yards ? EF 1508.

West Hartlepool.

SIDECAR POWER IN TRIALS.
Sir,—I am one of the majority which does not go in foi

freak trials, but desires a low cost sidecar outfit to take two
hea\'y persons anywhere in reason in England or Wales. {I

exclude the big Scottish passes.)

The point I want to raise is this. Why is it that in relia-

bility trials, such as A.C.U. Six Days (to which the public

turns its eyes for a guide as to the capabilities of machines),
there is so seldom seen a representative number of single-

cylinder four-stroke sidecars just under 600 c.c. ?

A number ot makers of excellent 4 h.p. engines catalogue
a sidecar outfit of this power, which will no doubt " go any-
where." Why then, when it comes to a trial, do these manu-
facturers enter their machines solo?

Supposing this year's boycott of the A.C.U. Six Days Trials

had not occui'red, would the man of very reasonable require-
ments have had a chance of seeing the numerous 4 or 4-^ h.p.
sidecara-in operation? For answer to this, one has only to
look at the records ot previous trials. There was one notable
exception this year, I know (though only a 3^ h.p, sidecar)

;

but this is only the exception which seems to prove the rule
that manufacturers are willing enough to ^e!l their 550-600
c.c. sidecars to the public, but when it comes to big com-
petitions, practically the only ones one hears of are of 6-8 h.p.
(I am entirely omitting the wonderful lightweights of about
2^ h.p., as these are of another class altogether.)

The fact that at least one famous make of 4 h.p. engine
pulls touring sidecars in considerable numbers about Cornwall
only mystifies me the more as to the reason why makers
appear disinclined to show the capabilities of the '4 h.p. in
trials as a passenger machine. If a 4 h.p. could not go
through such trials as the Six Days .so!o, when lightweights
can and do, the maker would, I hope, have to close down.
Why not, therefore, show the man of moderate means that
the single-cylinder sidecar, which any agent is ready to sell

him, can answer all reasonable requirements? Not once or
twice, but l:^;ep on showing him.

Q. LANGDON.
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Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists,
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

' MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM."
The standard handbook on the motor cycle.

Price net, 2/6. By pos.. 2/10.

•HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- By post, 213.

'TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying
them when found. Fourth Edition.

Price net, 2/- By pos .,2/3,

'TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider*9 poin:
of view. Price net, 3'- By post, 3/3,

• MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
By " IxiON," of The Motor Cycle.

Price net, 5 - By post, 5 /3.
•' THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.

Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
Londou. Set of three, complete in case. Price net 5 /6.

Book post, 5 /ro. Set ot Two Maps—^England anij
Wales, London. Price net, 4 /6. By post, 4/8,

•• THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Pricenet, 5/ , By post, 5/4,

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C,4, or of leading Booksellers

and Railway Bookstalls.
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THREE PROBLEMS.
DECEMBER 8th, igsi.

Readers' Views on Some Myslerious

IN
a recent issue of Tlie Motor CycU (page 532)

there appeared three letters from readers who
had experienced various apparently unaccountable

troubles with their machines. Many and varied

attempted solutions have reached us, of which we
append a selection below.

"Silenced" (Battle, Sussex) has also experienced
" Mechanovice's " trouble, which was a periodical

change- in the e.Vaaust note of a Union two-stroke
engine. He writes

:

"I am having a somewhat similar trouble with a single-
geared 2^ h.p. Jletro-Tyler two-stroke. Some months ago it

suddenly developed a fit of running silently (or practically so)
in the same way as ' Mechanovice's ' engine, only it would
start doing so in about one and a half miles, and' the power
seemed to remain about the same. After a few weeks of this
it left off. Then, about a month ago, it started again,
only this time the procedm-e was for it to run normally, with
a crisp clear ' pop ' for perhaps one mile. It by that time
' warmed up.' Then one suddenly becomes conscious that it is
' four-stroking,' but the note of each explosion and the volume
of the sound remain exactly normal, and it is still possible,
by enriching the mixture (with a variable jet), to produce the
usual ' loud-banging ' fom'-stroking ! After a- few hundred
yards the explosive noises cease, and there is just a low
' biirring ' throb, with sometimes, at first, occasional outbursts
of the apparent four-stroking. As soon as I reach a hill now.
'I find that I have, not more power, as the lucky ' Mechanovice,'
-but about half the usual. Sometimes there is practically
normal power, and I sail up hills the perfectly silenced motor
cycle, envied for the efficiency of my silencing system.
Usually, however, I gradually lose speed, until, at about
8 m.p.h., the exhaust wakes up too late to accelerate.

" One peculiar thing is that, on shutting the throttle when
running ' silent ' (at about 20 m.p.h. or more), the exhaust
may still be heard, just the same throbbing note, but very
quiet. When speed has reduced to about 5 m.p.h. the noise
suddenly increases and takes the form of a IwUow sort of
'bob, bob, bob,' the noise that one might expect from the
expansion of gases compressed in the cylinder by the piston
(i.e., not under the high pressure of an explosion). This
rather jed me to suspect a choked exhaust, so I cleaned
everything, with no effect vphatever, except the addition of a
' tinny ' quality to the normal exhaust note when present.

" Incidentally, when running ' silent ' and pulling (?) on a
hill,^ it is liable to a horrible rattle, which may be cured by
closing the air control.

"Does 'Mechanovice' live in Whatlington, Battle, Sussex?
If so, I should like to meet him and congratulate him on his
machine's behavioiir !

"

Short Induction Period Blamed.
The same problem has inspired the following letter

from Mr. H. W. Ayres

:

" These engines (Unipn two-strokes) will take a tremendous
amount of advance, <ind, from twelve months' experience, I
can say that they run their best at a speed of 30 m.p.h. I
find that it is at this speed that my exhaust note changes
to a mere murmur, after a few miles' constant running. My
only explanation is this. When the engine gets its revolutions
up and doing about 1,800 a minute, the carburation is near
perfection,_ and, owing to the e.xtremely short induction period
of the Union engine, only a very small charge is drawn in,
which is at the same time ample enough to keep the revolu-
tions up, as the compression of the engine after a long run is
much better than it is at a start. The increase of power
noticed by 'Mechanovice' is not a fallacy but an absolute
concrete statement, as my experience with two up confirms
his observation without doubt.

" Four-stroking i.s rather a nuisance with these engines
sometimes, but a variable jet is what is wanted, as the
engine requires very little juice on the road."
^Mr. W. M. Norris suggests a cure. He writes:
" I have had the same phenomenon with my 1921 Levis

engine. Perhaps my experience may be of some use. I

Bt6

Troubles in Engines and Transmission,
had fitted an extra air tap to the induction pipe, which
had an inside diameter of about -ft^in. When the engine
had got thoroughly warmed up the exhaust note suddenly
changed to a much higher key. After running like this for
about fifteen miles I noticed that the silencer was abnormally
hot and the copper exhaust pipe had changed to a dull
black colour, so I had the extra air tap soldered up, and
have not had the trouble since, except the other day, when
I was trying an old Bosch aeroplane plug, the electrode of
which was a bad fit. So I have come to the conclusion that
too much extra air is the cause of the trouble, but why this
should be so I should be interested to find out. In
regard to the four-stroking, I should advise him to fit a
W.S.R. variable jet and a small extra air tap in the induc-
tion pipe which will close properly."

BlovirbacK at the Valves.
Valves failing to seat properly was " Mechanic's

"

difficulty with his Humber. " W. B.W. " (Ilkley) makes
the following suggestions, and also adds a note for

the benefit of "Mechanovice":
" A number of years ago we had a similar trouble with a

1905 semi-water-cooled 3^- h.p. White and Poppe single. We
found the trouble to be that the valve seating became dis-

torted when the ' holding up ' bolts or studs were drawn up
tight enough to ensure a good joint.

"We were'*!able to effect a permanent cure by fitting a
bridge piece across the valve guide between the top end of

the valve spring and the face, where the latter normally had
its bearing. The extremities of the bridge piece were drilled
and tapped for the insertion of extra long bolts or studs, and
the originally tapped holes in the valve seat flange were
drilled out to allow these to pass through, as in the cylinder
head. This allows the valve seat to be held up by pressure
applied at a central point. -

'

" ' Jlechanovice ' might fit a magneto cut-out and use it

,

the next time a change of tone occurs, and we think he will -

find that his engine will run without the usual ignition
system, and prove ' self-ignition ' to be the cause of change :

in tone of exhaust. The reason of self-ignition may be found
to be a defect in the engine design and of carburation. We
guess that ' jMechanovice ' has not tried any fairly steep hills

when this condition is in evidence, as any reduction in 'revs.'
would soon alter the situation."

" Chaininan " desired help in locating " an ob-

jectionable rumble " in his all-chain drive big single. ,

Mr. W. Dougall reports a similar trouble, and suggests

a cause:
" My machine (a Triumph) is in exactly the same con-

dition, but, unlike your correspondent, I know what caused
it, but, so far, have not effected a cure. While standing, a
car came out of a side road, and, before it could be drawn
up, it slowly bumped my sidecar, slewing the frame con-
nection on the front down tube round so that the point of
the side touched the ground. I thought I had escaped, but
now find the engine in exactly the same state as described
by ' Chainmaii.' Evidently the frame has got a twist,
although not noticeable, and the engine is off the balance.
I am of opinion it will be difficult to put right."

"J.G. " suggests a solution:

"Do you think it could be caused by a "loose baffle plate
or loose end on his expansion chamber ? When he shuts off

the gas and allows the machine to drive the engine, air

would be drawn through the exhaust system, and anything
loose may account for this mysterious noise."

'

' Jockell
'

' (Brighton) attempts to solve all three

problems, in the order referred to above.
"(a) Compression too low. (b) Temporary binding of

operating rockers owing to heat and under-lubrication. (c)
Either (1) sprocket on wheel eccentric to wheel axle. (2) hub
ball races require renewal or adjustment, or (3) wheel out of
truth. I would add that identical troubles occurred to me
with, in the case of (b), a 2J h.p. Douglas, and (a) an old

2f h.p. Mmerva."
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Weather Protection on a Solo Machine.
How Overhealing was Eliminated when Using very Complete Leg and Engine Shields.

WITH the approach of the winter season and the

cold, wet weather which normally follows in

its train, many motor cyclists may perhaps
be interested in, and welcome, the following device,

Avhich greatly increases the joy and comfort of winter

riding, and not only prevents

saturated trousers but also

shields the legs from the

biting winds which are pre-

yalent during this time of

the year. The total en-

closure of the front of the

engine keeps the whole unit

quite free from dirt and wet
in a most surprisingly

effective manner.
The writer has been in

the habit of riding to and
from business four times
daily on a 4 h.p. Douglas
solo machine, and, because
of the , discomforts above-mentioned, has sought
remedy the trouble in the manner illustrated.

Polished Aluminium and Beaded Edges.
The shields, which are made of No. 16 gauge sheet

aluminium, are polished, and present outwardly a very
smart and symmetrical appearance. The insides are

;
enamelled blue to match the Douglas blue of the tank.
Around the edges liave been riveted some ^-^in. alu-
nTiirium beading, which not only strengthens the
shields, but also adds to the appearance, giving a
finished-off effect:. Being in two halves, the work of
assembling to the machine is .simple and is accom-
plished by bolting the two halves together and screwing
the base to the footboards with half-a-dozen screws.
The whole is quite free from any vibration or rattle.

Since the shields were fitted a year ago, the machine
has been ridden every day duruig all weathers—wind,
rain, hail, and snow, and even during the hurricane
winds which were so frequent during the latter end of
last year, and which have tested the machine
thoroughly, both from the wind resistance point of

view and also from the
skidding danger. In-

cidentally, discs are
fitted to the wheels.
Yet several of the
writer's engineering
friends prophesied
trouble from the fol-

lowing three sources :

(i) Cylinder overheat-
ing; (2) wind resist-

ance
; (3) skidding.

. In order that the
whole of the engine

and the legs of the

rider might be fully

protected from the

The shields fitted to the writer's
"^^d mud, it became

Douglas, which have proved very evident that some pro-

satisfactory in use. ' vision for the cooling

Although fitted with these ample shields, the appearance ol the

machine is not spoilt in any way, nor is the petrol consumption
appreciably higher.

to

of the cylinders was necessary. To effect this, a

hole of rectangular shape, 4X5in., was cut out of

the aluminium directly in front of the front cylinder

head ; but in practice this Avas found, to be an uncertain

and somewhat erratic method, for when riding it was
found that only a small

amount of air was driven

by the forAvard motion of

the machine through the hole

in the guard, owing to the

front wheel mudguard
covering it. In order that

a positive system of cooling

cO'uld always be available,

an arrangement was designed

whereby a fan was mounted
on the two frame tubes (see

sketch) between the opening

in the shields and the front

cylinder head, driven at

tAvice the engine speed.

The drive to the fan was accomplished by fitting

a plated V driving pulley on to the crankshaft and
flywheel, secured by the flywheel nut. This pulley

drives in the opposite direction to the engine—by
means of a quarter-round crossed leather belt—a •

counterslMft situated on the two front tubes about

seven inches below the fan bearing. The axis of the

countershaft being parallel to the axis of the engine

crankshaft, it became necessary to arrange a right-

angled drive from the countershaft tO' the fan.

Effect of Fan Cooling.

Another small V pulley was then fitted between
the tubes on the countershaft, and another quarter belt

fitted to that pulley and the fan. The fan thus rotates

in a clockwise direction when looking at the front of

the engine, the fan blades being so designed to suck

in air through the opening in the. shields. The action

of the fan is quite successful, drawing in air through
the hole provided, and throwing it on to the front

cylinder, where it streamlines down the cooling fins,

then strikes the crank case. So positive was the action

of the fan that it was found unnecessary to use it on
moderately cold or very cold days. Putting the fan

But of action is a simple matter of but a few seconds,

by just slipping off the belt from the flywheel to the

countershaft. There is but little noise to object to in

the operation of the fan, and the whole arrangement

is of simple, light construction, and was fitted up at

a very moderate
expense.

With regard

to wind resist-

ance, it is not

the writer's in-

tention to claim
that there is

none, but it has

not been notice-

able excepting

when "all out."

R.W.S.

C3
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COimTERSHAFT

Arrangement of the fan drive, shown
diagrammatically.
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Dec. 9th 4.50 p.m.

„ nth 4.49 ,,

.,, 13th 4.49 „

„ 15th 4.49 „
Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes

earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Motor Cycles in Australia.

1,742 British motor cycles were im-

ported by Australia during August, and
399 from the U.S.A.

U.S.A. Exports of Motor Cycles.

No motor cycles were imported by the

U.S.A. during September, during which
month 627 were e-\ported.

Oil in the Antipodes.

Several companies have been formed in

Australia and Tasmania to develop oil

fields in those countries.

Cheltenham.

The A. A. informs us that the authori-

ties at Cheltenham are just now very

energetic, and advises members to observe

special caution when passing through this

town.

Two-strokes and Records.

Over 63 m.p.h. for ten miles is a re-

markable speed for a 250 c.c. two-

stroke. Judd's Show time record speed

on his Velocette was 63.09 m.p.h., which

shows the great advance made in two-

strokes.

Some Spring Frame!
Olympia always produces a few good

stories, and the"' dense fog in the early

part of the week provided admirable

scope for yarn weavers. It was said, for

instance, that a well-known figure in the

motor cycle world rode to the Show
through the dense pall, and was impressed

by the life and acceleration of his engine.

He discovered after some minutes that

his gear lever was in neutral and his

machine stationary 1

A.C.U. General Committee Meeting.

The General Committee of the Auto
Cj'cle Union will hold its last meeting
of the 1921 session at the Grand Hotel,

Bournemouth, at 10 a.m. on Saturday
ne.xt, when an important agenda will be
considered. The meeting will be pre-

ceded on Friday evening by a dinner at

the Grand Hotel. For this function in-

vitations have been accepted by His
Worship the Mayor of Bournemouth
(Aid. C. H. Cartwright, J.P.), the

Town Clerk (Herbert Ashley; Esq.), the

Borough Surveyor (F. P. Dolamore, JEsq.,

F.S.I.), the President of the Bourne-
mouth and District Motor Cycle Club
(Dr. Geo. Frost, J. P.), and the Chief
Constable of Bournemouth (Superinten-
dent Garrett). The Bournemouth Club
and local motor cyclists generally, as well

as a number of influential local resi-

dents, are expected to support the func-
tion.

?n}>(2^o^^T <i(â^
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Special JFeaturcs.

1922 LIGHTWEIGHTS.
FROM THE PASSENGER'S POINT OF VIEW,

LESSONS OF THE SHOW.

Through Feminine Goggles.

Three ladies contribute to our pages

this week : Miss Helen McKie, Mrs. Lock-

wood-Tatham, and Miss Peggy Fraser.

Another Winter Trial.

Following on the M.C.C. London-
Exeter-London run on Boxing night,

there comes an open twfelve hours

winter reliability trial organised by the

North-west London M.C.C. The route

is from London to Gloucester and back
to Londpn, and with it will be combined
an inter-club team competition for the

Twenty-five Guineas Service Challenge

Cup, confined to clubs in the South Mid-
land A.C.U. Centre.

It will be a straightforward reliability

run of about twelve hours on roads which
«re not of a freakish character, but are,

nevertheless, sufficiently severe under
winter conditions to make a first-class

award worthy of effort. The times have
been scheduled to necessitate the light-

ing of lamps on the homeward journey

only.

The start will take plac« from Jack
Straw's Castle, Hampstead Heath, at

8 a.m. on Saturday, December 31st.

H. H. Bowen, who, on a twin Martin-

syde (745 CO.), beat the fifty miles and one

hour records in the 750 c.c. class, his

times being 79'21 m.p.h. and 7815 m.p.h.

respectively.

Proprietary Engines at Olympia.

Of the proprietary engines exhibited

at Olympia-last week, 129 were J.A.P.,

28 M.A.G., 39 Blackburne, 18 Liberty,

9 Bradshaw, 42 Villiers, 2 3Iorris, 5

Abingdons, 1 Barr and Stroud, and 1

Juckes.

Perversity.

A Harrogate motor cyclist is awaiting

a summons on at least two counts ; he left

his machine miattended outside a shop on

a hill. The machine ran away, and, after

a . wandering rush down hill, finally

knocked over a policeman on point duty.

Perhaps it was some such incident that

inepu-ed the P. and M. ratchet brake.

The Small Engine.

Teacup engines are coming into their

own. Not many years ago the 500 c.c.

engine was considered scarcely big enough

for passenger purposes, yet now there is a -

steady increase in the number of machines

of under 350 c.c. which 'are being turned

out specially for sidecar work.

Pin-pricking Prosecutions.

A tester of one of the Midland firms

of motor cycle manufacturers has been

summoned for having a passenger in the

sidecar of a machine bearing trade

numbers. On this particular occasion the

machine was undergoing tests in connec-

tion with its passenger capabilities.

More Show Time Records.

Following on the healthy list of records

appearing in our last week's issue, efforts

in this direction during the Show period

came to a conclusion on Wednesday, when
the track was closed for repairs.

On Tuesday, the 29th ult., E. B. Ware,

on a Morgan-Jap (85.5x95 mm., 1,096

c.c), captured two Class H2 (cycle cars

up to 1,100 c.c.) records, covering the

five miles flying start in 3m. 46.97s. =
79.30 m.p.h., and the ten miles standing

start in 7m. 55.14s. =75.92 m.p.h. -

In Class D, H. H. Bowen brought fur-

ther success to the 1 ouse of Martinsyde,

riding a machine with a bore and stroke

of 70x96 mm. (745 c.c), covering fifty

miles in 37m. 52.2s". =79,21 m.p.h., while

in the hour he covered 78 miles 267

yards = 78.15 m.p.h.

On the last day of November, G.

Dance, on a 3^ h.p. overhead valve Sun-
.

beam (85x88 mm., 499 c.c), added to his.,

last week's magnificent performances in.,.,i

Class C by capturing the five miles flying'

:

start in 3m. ..J =87.35 m.p.h., and thi
J

ten miles standing start in 7m. 15.36s. = '

82.67 m.p.h. A notable feature of the

ride was that in the five miles record

he covered two laps in exactly the same ;

time. It will be remembered that during ;

the previous week he obtained the won-

derful speed, over the' kilometre of 93.99 :

m.p.h.
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DO YOU REALISE IT?

MCKENZIE
MOTOR CYCLE

COMPLETE AS SHOWN
IS ACTUALLY BEING SUPPLIED

READY FOR THE ROAD
AT THE ABOVE-NAMED PRICE.

Built by HOBARTS of COVENTRY.

Particulars from y'^^s
—
"^^FlX. }> "N^ il ^^^^^^^K^ \ Q\/^ ?K

G. McKENZIE, f/^AT^m^M^U^ ^^'^
80, Fenchurch St., ^ P:::_;:^^^^ W WSl^^!r^.^^^^^^^^^^~^t^ A.C.U. report.

E.C.3.
11.^1—will m T--

A STRENUOUS TEST FOR AN ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT.

Although only weighing 73 lb., this little machine—the McKenzie—successfully accomplished

an A.C.U. observed test from London to Exeter and back. Extract from " The Motor Cycle."

December 1st, 1921.

In answering thisadveTtisf.ment it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'- eg
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For the HIGHWAY, the BYWAY, the AIRWAY, and the FAIRWAY

Bowen — Halford— Pullin—

Write ior Lubrication Index and Price List

post tree

C. G. WAKEFIELD & Co., Ltd.
All British Firm.

SpecialiMs in Motor Lubrieation.
WAKEFIELD HOUSE,

CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2.

F.Bowen, riding6h,p. "Martinsj'de" Solo, covered SOmiles
at a speed of 7S'16in.p.h,, 1 hour at a speed of 78'15 m.p.h.

Major Halford, riding 3jh p. "Triumph" Solo (Ricardo),

covered 50 miles at a speed of 77.27 m.p.h., I hour
at a speed of 76'74 m.p.h.

C. G. Pullin, riding 3i-h.p. "Douglas" and Sidecar:

—

Covered 5 iniles at a speed of 67"77 m.p.h.,
- Covered 10 miles at a speed of 66'37 m.p.h.

These World's Records were accomplished wdth the

use of Castrol- Why do all the men who achieve

"by things" in the motor world use tliis lubricant ?

CIGARETTES
Medium Strength

BLUE CARTON

10 ^""^5
ID.

2

Manufactured by the Proprietors of

PLAYER'S "COUNTRY LIFE"

SMOKING MIXTURE.

JOHN PLAYER & SONS.
Nottingham,

Branch of The Imperial Tobacco Co.
(of Great Britain and Ireland). Ltd.

An Offer!
We will buy your present magneto,

Write Jor

particulars

o/ Iha B.T.H.
" Sparklisht."

Quote CM812

C6 In answering these advertisements it is desirable

should you desire to re-

place it with a B.T.H.

" Sparklight " combined

ignition and lighting set.

"Sparklight" Sets can now

be supplied in three types,

for two-stroke and four-

stroke single solos, and

four - stroke single com-

binations, complete at

£13 IDs., £16 16s., and

£17 lOs. respectively,

and for your replaced

magneto we offer

£2 10s

The
British Thomson-Houston
Company - Limited,
Lower Ford St., Coventry.

p*

''¥r:

1.

The Motor Cycle."

:.M
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Quarterly Licences.

It is now definitely settled that motor
cyclists may take out quarterly licences,

instead of being compelled to pay the

full amount in one payment: The short

period licences come into force on January
Ist next.

Three-wheelers.

jMost of the manufacturers of three-

wheekd runabouts now offer models at

a price competitive with the big twin
sidecar outfit. The Morgan short wheel-

base model is the lowest in price, £150

;

the L.S.D. comes next at £165; and the

air-cooled T.B. £175. All these are two-

seated models, and not, as seems to be
thought in some quarters, single-seaters.

Solid Reward.

A sound idea in competition organisa-

tion is incorporated in the Bradford
5I.C.C. winter trial on December 11th.

At the end of the outward journey (to-

Morecambe) a substantial north-country

mid-day dinner is to be provided for all

competitors—soup, fish, joint, poultry,

jjlum pudding, and "etcs." are on the

menu—and with a 5s. entry fee withal

everyone should check in, at^any rate.

Two Hundred Miles Sidecar Race.

As has already been announced, the

-JEaling and District M.C.C intends to

hold a 200 miles sidecar race on Brook-

lands on July 29th, and it has been pro-

visionally decided to give awards in the

standard capacity classes : 350 c.c, 600

;. c.c, and 1,000 c.c. The suggestion has

also been put forward to arrange some
form of handicap, so that the first man
to complete the 200 miles, irrespective

fjf class, will be the winner of the chief

award, the idea being to sustain public

interest throughout the race.

Reunion o£ Ex-I>.R.'s of the 1st Corps.

It is proposed to hold a reunion of the

ex-D.R.'s of the 1st Corps in Birmingham
on a Saturday in January or early

February. Railway fares will be pooled.

A dinner is suggested, followed by a visit

to a theatre. Ex-D.R.'s who were at-

tached permanently or temporarily to the

1st Corps, who would support the scheme,

should write to Mr. J. W. Ordish,

Solihull, Birmingham. Sufficient promises

to make the gathering a success have
already been received.

The Wonders o£ Science.

Imagine a device which enables one to

see and measure the " bounce " of a valve
on an engine which is running at full

speed, or to watch the points of a magneto
contact breaker gently opening and clos-

ing, though the armature is revolving at

2,000 or 3,0CO r.p.m. 1 Suppose that one
could see the globules of petrol passing
slowly down an inlet pipe, or exactly
locate a knock in the engine. Fancy
examining the engagement of sprocket
tooth and chain at high speeds, or opti-

cally measuring the vibrations of a tank.
With these facilities, would it not be pos-
sible to design more efficient and quieter
engines and transmissions? Yet these
things and many others have been made
possible by the oscilloscope, a new inven-
tion of JNIr. A. Elverson, an instrument
developed during the war in connection
with aero engines.

100 m.p.h. and the Single-cylinder Machine.
When will 100 m.p.h. be attained with

a 500 c.c. engine? Dance's figures

(93.99 m.p.h.) indicate that this speed
will soon be reached.

An Anglo-American Production.

Many months ago the patent files gave
US the clue that the Ner-a-car was an
American conception, and also that the
name was a contraction of that of its

designer, Carl A. Neracher. The Ner-a-
car is now being manufactured in America
on practically the same lines as the
English production, which, incidentally,

owes to British brains some of its

constructional features.

Entries for the London-Exeter.

One hundred and forty entries have
been received for this year's London-
Exeter-London run of the M.C.C, but it

was expected that there woirid be one
or two additions to the list before it

finally closed last night. Thii-ty-six solo

machines, sixty-two sidecar outfits, one
three-wheeler, and forty-one cars have
been entered.

The New M.C.C. President.

It is scarcely correct to refer to Mr.
J. K. Starley as the president elect of
the Motor Cycling Club, but the fact re-

mains that he has been asked if he would
act in that capacity, and has accepted,
so it is foregone that he will be enthu-
siastically chosen at the next A.G.M. of
the club. Mr. Starley is naturally best
known for his connection with the Rover
Motor Co., Ltd. He has always been a
thorough sportsman and a true motorist,
and a senior member of our staff has
recollections of him driving between the
works and his home on a 3^ h.p. Rover-
with a forecarriage attached. On this

machine Mr. Starley always carried a
bicycle saddle in front, so that, if neces-

sary, he could give anyone a lift.

79
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Joining the Fraternity.

There will be thousands of new motor
cyclists next year, if the interest dis-

played at Olympia is any criterion.

Next Year's Paris-Nice Trial.

Next year-the Paris-Nice trial will not
be organised by the Moto Cycle Club de
France, which will have its hands full

with the Tour de France, but will be in

the hands of the Automobile Club of Nice.
The trial is arranged for the beginning
of March, and at Nice there will be hill-

climbs, a kilometre speed trial, and other
competitions.

The Film during Shtiw Week.
A most excellent reception was accorded

The. Motor C\jde film exhibited all last

week at the Poly Cinema, Regent Street,
W., on the occasion of the Motor Cycle
Show. A large number of motor cyclists

who visited Olympia took the opportunity
of seeing the dliief events in the motor
cycle world of 1921 on the cinema,
and accorded the film an enthusiastic
reception, and in the majority of cases
clapped enthusiastically at the terminat'im
of the film—an unusual proceediilg at a

picture house.

London-Gloucester-London.

Instead of gold medals, silver caps will

be awarded to all competitors gaining 95%
marks in the N.W. London M.C.C. open
London-Gloucester-London trial, which
will be held on the last day of the year,
Saturday, the 31st inst. It will be a
straightforward run of about twelve hours
over roads which are not of a freakish
character, but, nevertheless, sufficiently

severe under winter conditions to make a
first-class award worthy of effort. An
inter-club team competition, confined to
South Midland clubs, will be included.
Entries, which should be sent to ilr. H.
J. Pooley, 23, Clifton Avenue, Finchley,"
N.3, close on the 24th inst.-

i !
'

A HAPPY GLIMPSE OF SOUTH AFRICAN CL.UB LIFE.
October sunshine in East London (South A.frica) greeted the speed-guessing non-stop

competition of the local motor cycle club, which was held on the 30th of that month.
Here is a cheerful group just previous to the start.

C7
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Quarterly Licences for Motor Cycles.
Full Details of the New Scheme for 1922.

AS previously forecasted in The Motor Cycle, a.

system for issuing quarterly licences comes into

force from January ist, 1922. The rates at

which the new licences will be issued are substantially

three-tenths of those for the full year. If the. owner

of a motor cycle desires to take out a licence for the

whole year, and has previously held one, he may
apply for a renewal at his local Post Office; but if,

on the other hand, he wishes to take out a quarterly

Hcence he must apply to his local registration authority,

the address of which can be obtained by enquiring

at a Post Office. So far as the colours of the licencing

cards are concerned, these are the same as for motor
cars^

From the instructions given on the application form

for a quarterly licence, it will be seen that these

.

licences expire on March 24th, June 30th, September
30th, or December 30th. The following shows exactly

how the different classes of motor cycles are affected,

how much each has to pay for a quarterly licence, and
the method in Avhich the application is made

:

APPLICATION.

I apply for a Licence e.'ipiring

192 for a—

Motor Cycle (or motor scooter or
cycle with auto-wheel or other
motor attachment).

Note.—Motor Cycles exceeding
8 cwt. in weight unladen are
chargeable to duty as cars.

(a) Bicycle

—

Weight unladen not exceeding
200 lb

Ditto, with right to draw trailer

or sidecar

Weight unladen exceeding 200 lb.

but not exceeding 8 cwt. ..

Weight unladen exceeding 200 lb.

with right to draw trailer or
sidecar

(b) Tricycle (not exceeding' S cwt.
in weight, unladen)

Annual
Licences,

Expiring on
31st December.

Duty.

C s. d.

1 10

2 10

3

4

.4

Quarterly
Licences,

E.xpiring on
24th March,

30th June, Sl.th

September, or
31st December.

Duty.

£ s. d.

10

15

10

15

15

Amount
to Pay.

£ s. d.

After this the applicant has to give various parti-

culars, which are tabulated in the following manner

:

(?) Has the vehicle been previously registered under the Roads Act, 1920

if not—
(i.) Is it a new vehicle ? .-

If so, evidence of this, such as the manufacturer's or an accredited
agent's invoice, etc., should be supplied,

(ii.) If not a new vehicle, a satisfactory explanation must be supplied as
to why it has not been previously registered

(b) Registered Mark and Number (if any)
(c) Is it a Bicycle or Tricycle ?

(d) Is it used for drawing a Sidecar or Trailer ?

(e) Make of Vehicle
(f) Manufacturer's Number of Engine
(g) Manufacturer's Number of Frame
(h) Type or Model of Vehicle :

(i.) Manufacturer's Horse-power
(j) Weight of Bicycle or Tricycle unladen

It will be noticed that the weight of a motor cycle

is the weight unladen, but further on it is stated in

the new application form that the licensing authority

may require the owner of any motor Vehicle to furnish

such evidence as to the accuracy of the particulars

declared as may be deemed necessary. This means
that a motor bicycle may be weighed unladen ; that is

to say, without fuel and oil, and, so we understand,

without detachable accessories such as horn, mirror,

lamps, accumulators, but would not entitle the owner
to remove such fittings as footrests and toolbags, which
are essential parts of the machine, though, of course,

the tools ma.y be removed for this purpose. It is also

inferred that in case of dispute, the. machine may
be weighed and a certificate of weight demanded, or

it may have to be weighed in the presence of a duly

authorised officer. The new form also' gives clearly the

definition of a motoi' cycle and exemptions :

(1.) The term "motor cycle" includes any mechani-
cally-propelled vehicle with less than four wheels, weigh-
ing not more than 8 cwt. in weight unladen, but does not
include a vehicle adapted and used for invalids and
weighing not more than 5 cwt, in weight unladen. ,

(2.) "The term "unladen weight" as applied to motor
vehicles means the weight of the vehicle, inclusis'e

of the body and all parts (the heavier being taken where
alternative bodies or parts are used) which are necessary
to, or ordinarily used with, a vehicle when working
on a road, but exclusive of the weight, fuel or accumu-
lators (other than boilers) used for the purpose of propul-

sion, and of loose tools and loose equipment.

(3.) Licences are not required for vehicles used by a

local authority for fire-brigade purposes, but each vehicle

must be duly registered by the licensing authority, within
whose area it is kept and used.

Next Year's Important Dates.
PROVISIONAL dates for next year's important

competitions were decided at a meeting of

A.C.U. Centre representatives held at the Royal
Automobile Club on Wednesday of last week.

Next year the Scottish Six Days Trial will be
held in the first week in May, and the Tourist
Trophy Races at the ^nd of that month. The
Junior race will be held on Tuesday, May 30th,
and the Senior event on Thursday, . June ist. The
3rd of June is Whit Saturday, but it is not yet known
whether the date of the M.C.C. London-Edinburgh
run will be modified in consequence.
The other International events—the Grand Prix,"

the Swiss Six Days Trials, and the A.C.U. Six Days
Trials—^liave been arranged for, respectively, . the
c8 - _.

middle of July, the beginning of August, and the

end of August. Both the Etock Machine Trial and
the 500 Mile Race are also to be held next year.

Mr. T. W. Loughborough, secretary of the Auto
Cycle Union, explained that the meeting had been
called to fix dates for the various open competitions

to be held next year, so as to avoid clashing and
so far as possible to ensure each club- getting the

particular date which it favoured allotted to it. He
pointed out that the General Committee of the Union
had decided to limit the number of open competitions
in 1922, apart from the four A.C.U. events, to one
in each local centre of the Union—a policy which
should meet with the approval 'of all those who felt

that there were too many events this year.

1
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Next Year's Important Dates.—

Tlie following programme was drawn up :

Wed., March 15th.—A.C.U. One Day Stock Machine Trial.
Thurs., March 23rd.—East Midland Centre Reliability Trial.
Sat., April 1st.—Western Centre Hill-climb.
Sat., April Sth.—B.M.C.R.C. Members' Meeting at Brooklands.
Sat., April 22nd.—N.E. Centre Reliability Trial.
Sat., April 39th.—S. Midland Centre Hill-climb.
Mon., May 1st, to Sat., May Gth.—Scottish A.C.U. Six Days Trials.
Sat., May 6th.—B.M.C.R.C. Members' Meeting.
Sat., May 13th.—Nortberu Centre Reliability Trial.
Sat., May 20th.—S. \\'esteru Reliability Trial.
Tues., May 30th.—A.C.U. Jmiior T.T. Race.
Thurs., June 1st.—A.C.U. Senior T.T. Race.
Sat., June 10th.—B.M.C.R.C. Open Meeting at Brooklands.
Sat., June 17th.—Yorkshire Centre Colonial Trial.
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Sat., June 2Uh.—Midland Centre One Day Reliability Trial.
Sat., July 1st.—Eastern Centre Speed Trial.
Sat., July 8th.—S.E. Centre Speed Trials or Reliability Trial.
Sat., July 1.5th.—E.S. Wales Centre Speed Trials or Hill-climb.
Sun., July loth.—Union Motocycliste de France Grand Prix (U.M.F.).
Sat., July 22nd.—B.M.C.R.C. 500-mile Race at Brooklands.
Sat., July 29th.—N. Western Centre Speed Trials or Reliability Trial.
Thurs., August Sni, to Tues., August Sth.—Union Motocycliste Suisse (Geneva)

International Six Days Trial.
Sat., August 12th.—B.M.C.R.C. Members' Meeting at 13rooklands.
Sat., August iL'th.—North Wales Centre Reliability Trial.
Sat.. August 19th, to .Sat., August 26th.—A.C.U. English Six Days Trials
•Sat., September 9th.—W.S. Wales Centre Speed Trials.
Sat., Sept., 23rd.—B.M.C.R.C. Members' Meeting at Brooklands
Sat., Oct. 21st.—B.M.C.R.C. Championship Meeting.
Date undecided.—Arbuthnot Trophy Trial ; Anglo-Dutch Trial.
•This may be altered later to a Thursday in late July or early August.

BRUSSELS SHOW.
The Motor Cycle Section of the

Belgian Automobile Exhibition.

British, French, and American
Makers are also Represented.

AT the Belgian Motor Show, which opened
in the Palais du Cinquentenaire, Brussels,
last Saturday, and is still in progress,
classes are provided for every type of

petrol-propelled vehicle, and motor cyclists con-,

sequently have their own section. The Belgian
makers and agents, however, consider that their
interests are best served by an independent
motor cycle show, opening at the end of the
winter season, just in time for spring buying :^.

This purely motor cycle exliibition takes place
in Brussels about the end of February, and unites all the
native makers and practically every agent for foreign machines.
From the standpoint of the motor cycle enthusiast, the

Show now in progi^ss is not of very great importance ; the
two-wheelers are dwarfed by the cars and lorries. It is too
early to place orders for the 1922 season, and many well-

known makes on the Belgian market are not represented.

Although this exhibition is incomplete from a motor cycle
standpoint, it indicates that the movement is in a flourishing

condition. In August, 1914, there were 11,000 motor cycles

in service in the whole of Belgium. This summer the number
of registrations increased to 20,000. The full import of this

growth will be realised if it is remembered that the home
factories were completely wrecked at the end of 1918, and
only began to get into working order towards the end of

1919. Unlike England and France, there is hardly any cycle
car movement in Belgium ; the motorist must take either a
full sized car or a motor cycle. The explanation generally
given for the lack of development of the cycle car is that
the roads are too bad for this class of vehicle.

It this be true, it is wonderful testimony to the value of
the motor cycle. Belgian roads ai'e famous—or rather in-

famous—for their 'pavi, which is guaranteed to shake to

pieces any but the best made car, but which, as figures show,
do not arrest the development of the motor cycle movement.
Although there is a vigorous native industry, British motor

cycles are more extensively used and more highly appre-
ciated in Belgium than in any country in the world. This
Bhow is not entirely representative, yet among the British
makers showing either directly, or through agents, were
Douglas, Abingdon, Sun Vitesse, and Rover. Many of the
Belgian machines, too, are dependent on the British industry
for all or some of their components. The Jeecy-Vea, for
instance, has -the Coventry Victor fiat twin engine, and an
English gear box, chains, and tyres. The Eush, a new
Belgian make, is presented in two models, one of which has
a J. A.P. twin engine, the other a J. A. P. single, both with
gear box and chain-cum-belt drive from the North of the
Channel.
America is represented with the four-cylinder Henderson,

the four-cylinder Ace, and Harley-Davidsons. The only
Italian machine seen in the Show was the single-cylinder side-
by-side valve Frera. France was represented by the single-
cylinder water-cooled Viratelle, built at Lyons, and by

Peugeots, Grift'ons, and.Alcyons. Other French makers are
on the market, but did not show.
Among the Belgian novelties was the appearance of the

new two-stroke Gillet, increased in size to 350 c.c. This new
model has an aluminium detachable cylinder head of such a
shape as to receive the deflector on the piston. The most
important claim made for this is that it sets up turbulence
in the cylinder, and thus eliminates any tendency for the
engine to four-stroke at low speeds. There is better cooling
and generally increased efficiency by reason of the aluminium
head. The firm claims that with this new model, fitted
with Amac carburetter, it gets excellent slow running. The
machine, which is a very fine example of Belgian construction,
has two speed gears inside the base chamber and final drive
by belt. Another and more powerful Gillet model has just
been put on the market with the JI.A.G. twin-cylinder
engine.

The Fabrique Nationale, of Hcrstal, better known in Eng-
land as the F.N., naturally occupies the leading position on
the Belgian market, and made a big display bd;h of the single
and the four-cylinder models, with mechamcally operated
overhead inlet valve and shaft drive. These models, however,
were the same as those exhibited at Olympia, and, conse-
quently, do not call for any detailed description.
Some attention is being given to that type of lightweight

closely related to the motorised bicycle class". One of the new-
comers in this class was the Ideal, built at Herstal, with a
small two-stroke engine, expanding pulley, and round belt
drive. Attention has also been given to machines for wounded
soldiers, one of the best of these being the Mignon, for men
who have been deprived of the use of their legs. The
machine is a four-wheeler, with a single-cylinder engine under
the seat, lever starting, two speeds, and final drive by chain.

Effect of the Rate of Exchange.
British motor cycle accessories are very much in evidence ;

but, lest readers should be tempted to imagine that Belgium
is a happy hunting ground for English makers, it should be
pointed out that the high rate of exchange, and particularly
its unstable nature, gives dealers many a sleepless night.
Because of this situation, there is a reluctance to quote
prices unless immediate deliven" can be made. If there is

any delay in getting deliveries' from the factory, or in dis-
posing ot stock, it often happens that profit is transformed
into a dead loss.
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THEY SAY—
WHAT DO THEY SAY?
A Mixed Grill of Conversational Fragmenfs

heard in Odd Moments atOlympia

==S^.c

NOT the least important function of the Show

—

our Show !—is the opportunity it affords of re-

unions and discussions between riders, de-

signers, and manufacturers.

A benign influence pervades the atmosphere at

Olympia, and rivals who do not know each other for

fifty-one weeks of the year unbend into mutual con-

fessions regarding their products. To drift into the

throng of a mixed party of technicians, engineers, and
journalists is to gain an opportunity of hearing many
more topics discussed with candour and pungency than

there are items in Lyons liors d'ativrcs varies, which

most of the crowd recognise as the 1920 type with

unchanged specification.

Overhead versus Side=by=Side.
This year the high efficiency men are assurii-rg all

a'.id sundry that at last we must sit up and take notice

nf the overhead valve engines. Never will you hear

such a wordy Avarfare as that which can arise when
-Mr. O.H.V. Jones twits Mr. Side-by-side Brown over

the table with the remark that on the eve of the Show
records are being mopped up by valve-in-head engines.

Mr. Side-by-side bridles. Sprints, may be, says he,

liut his type alone can stand up to the long distances.

Nonsense! what about the hour record? Mr. S.B.S.

changes ground. Not a commercial job, expensive

manufacture, wrecks engine when broken, noisy,

operating mechanism losses counterbalance increased

output ; the whole hand laid on the table. Scorn of

o.h.v. and supporters symmetrical lathe job on

cylinder, not so expensive tO' make as imagined, old

stick-in-the-mud 3% nickel side valves might break if

used overhead, but new steels ? Chromiurn ! tufigsten !

Suppose old side-valve never heard of Stainless ? Ideal

ombustion space ; no distortion. Bound to maintain

power indefinitely. Operating losses? Nonsense!

Increased power output outweighs absolutely.

Mr.\ Side-by-side staggers up under this cudgelling.

What about J.A.P.<s? "Proof of pudding," etc.;

wliere's the o.h.v. to equal the new 250 c.c, 350 c.c,

and 9S6 c.c? What about the Norton? O.H.V.
staggers ; he remembers hazily a paragraph in a past

issue of Tli'e Motor Cycle, and disposes of things thus :

" Of course, you know that Nortons have an o.h.v.

job behind the scenes? Straws in the wind, old boy,

eh? " and Mr. Side-valve welcomes a mild journalist's

interjection that he still thinks there's something to

be said for the nearly-forgotten automatic inlet valve.
" where angels fear to tread," says one, soiio

voce. But what of it? The retrograde one talks Of

a.i.v. for touring engines: instauces-.the 1909 P. and
M. and the 1910 twin Rex (a pretty job), and points

out the 1922 J.E.S. (produced by- an engineer who
CIO

thinks progressively), talks of compound sprmg action

for varied condition of high and low speeds, bounce

snubbers for blow-back prevention, elimination of

i\orking and power using parts, economy of such

engines, and so on; and eventually others think there's

something left in the a.i.v.

Talk switches over. Are sidecars getting uglier?

Signs of apoplexy from middle-aged coachwork

specialists, and subject carefully steered by a diplo-

matic—or assertive—remark from one of God's own

countrymen, "Gee, but I guess you've had to come

right down to the Amurrican idea in chassis con-

struction !

"

A How? Why? chorus.
" Wal, there's a powerful tendency to join up your

chassis to the frame by front connections low down.

Guess the only connection above the hub level shoukl

be to the seat post, an' that don't wanner be rigid.
.

Keep your front connections low down an' you ha\e

the :right amount of flexibility between the bike and

the chassis, an' cut out tube or lug -fractures.'^

And to that little lecture a north country manufac-

turer, with no fancy for structures inherently flexible,

mutters explosively, "Bah! Gi' me weight!"

Why not Winter Records.

Can records be made between December and early

spring is another diverse topic rolled into the ball game

of lunch table talk. Mr. Venturi Garb, assures everv-

one that the atmospheric conditions vary during this

period of the year, and discourses on barometric pres-

sures, temperatures, and humidity. All listen respect-

fully ; who would not, wdien it is known that the

speaker spends hours daily watching the interior work-

ings of carburetters through glass induction pipes, and

can tell you more about what happens rotmd that

corner in the valve port than you can about how your

business is being run while you are up at the Show ?

Mr. Garb, is in full flow, and people are trying to
'.

catch the waitresses.Ls eye for the bill. Avhen fi young^J

salesman (young enough to be seen and not heardj'^i

chips in, " You're right, Mr. Garb., records are qu^te

cut of the question at this time of the year

—

iliey

closed Brooklemds for repairs this iceek."

And so it goes on, day by day, ad Tibiiiim, as the

Show progresses. Many times such topics as are

raised bring light and knowledge even in the guise

vi persiflage ; even if, as with most subjects of dis-

cussion, no definite conclusion is reached, yet the

many minded views brought forward have a gens^ral

tendency to increase and disseminate much floating

knowledge, and the motor cycle movement benefits

accordingly. ' Thus, even in such minor directions,

"doss the "Show justify itself. Wharfedale.
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A Small American Two-stroke.
Details of the 1922 Cleveland. A 2.\ h.p. Machine with 3in. Tyres.

THE Cleveland motor bicycle is cne of

the few American lightweights, and
has reached a high degree of popu-

larity in the United States. Its layout

is somewhat unconventional, yet it is very

practical, as might be expected from a

designer who subsequently evolved the

American Ner-a-car, which in Anglicised

form is familiar iiere.

The two-stroke engine .(70j<70 mm.=
269 c.c.) is of the three-port type, with
enclosed "outside" flywheel (the crank-

shaft is of the overhang type). The
drive, through a two-speed gear box, is

transmitted through a Avorm gear to the

final chain sprocket, a multiple disc

clutch being housed in the worm wheel.

A kick-starter is fitted. The magneto is

situated at the rear of the unit, and is

driven directly off the engine-shaft

through a coupling.

Improvements.

The new features comprise a chain

guard, which not only protects the chain

from mud, but also the rider's clothing

American two-stroke design—the 2\ h.p. Cleveland, htted with two-speed gear and bevel and
cham drive.

An original feature on a lightweight is

the inclusion of a dynamo as part of its

equipment.

from contact with the chain, while
valances have been added to the mud-
guards, and security from carburetter
troubles has been ensured by means of

an additional filter. An Amac carbu-
retter is fitted.

Control Mechanism.

The clutch, following general American
practice, is actuated by means of a lever

on the near side of the machine, which
first of all disengages the clutch, while

a further movement applies the external
contracting rear brake. The internal

brake, ^ also on the back wheel, is con-

trolled by a - pedal on the near side of

the machine. The change of gear is

effected by means of a heel-and-toe pedal
adjacent to the off side footrest. Triumph

pattern spring forks of light ,but strong
construction are employed.

In the case of the particular model
we inspected, a lighting dynamo is bolted
to one of the duplex frame tubes, and
is driven by means of a V belt off the
magneto-shaft, the battery case being
aecpmmodated behind the saddle tube.
Petroil lubrication is employed, and
25x3in. tyres are fitted. The gross
weight is 275 lb.

The weight, long wheelbase, and large
tyres, in conjunction with the compara-
tively small engine capacity, are not con-
ducive to high speeds, but the general
comfort should approach the ideal.

The Cleveland machine is now handled
in England by Shillan, Beck, and Co.
(Inc.), 90, Cannon Street, E.C.4.

A Sporting Lightweight.
Well-known Track-man Introduces a Solo Aount to Bear his Name,

FEW vendors of motor bicycles have

had wider riding experience than

Mr. J. S. Holroyd, and to appeal

to the young sporting rider he has placed

a fast lightweight on the market bearing

his own name. The motive power is a

250 c.c. J.A.P. engine fitted with an

aluminium piston. Chain-cum-belt drive

has been adopted, and the gear box is

the new two-speed Burman, which in-

corporates a clutch.

Clean Outline.

The lines of the machine are sym-

metrical, and it is equipped with such

well-known fittings as Druid forks, the

new pattern Amac carburetter, a Webb
front brake, and a rear brake acting on

the exterior of the belt rim groove. Flat

steel stays are employed in the attach-

ment of the rear mudguard, and as the

machine is intended chiefly for speed

work, no luggage carrier is provided. The
belt rim has been drilled for lightness,

the rear hub is wide and substantial, and

A well-proportionsd lightweight : the

h p. I"lolroyd sports model.

a full size touring saddle also forms part
of the equipment. The machine is

equipped with 26 xS^ Hutchinson tyres
and weighs 178 lb.

As far as possible, weight has been
kept low, the crank case being below the

line of the hubs, and a racy appearance
is given by the long exhaust pipe with its

enlarged streamlined expansion chamber.
The Holroyd motor bicycle is made by
Holroyd Motors, 6, Warwick Street,

Regent Street, London, W.l.
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Two French Productions.
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The 1922 Peugeot Models. A Two-spsed Lightweight and a Molorised Bicycle.

THE only really late arrivals at the
Show last week were the Peugeots,
which did not materialise until the

middle of the week. The two-stroke
touring model is an excellent example of
French motor cycle practice. It follows
more or less standard lines, is of pleasing
appearance, and should be caoable of
taking its ridei an\-
where. The engme
is a two-stroke, 70 x
70 mm. (269 c.c ),

and is termed 3^
h.p. by its makers.
The cylinder is in-

clined, and the radi-
ating fins are paial-

A new model by one of the best known French motor cycle manufacturers—a 269 c.c.
two-stroke Peugeot. Observe the front fork design.

As at the Paris Salon, the front wheel
driven Peugeot bicycle attracted much
interest at Olympia. The hub is supported
on three small pinions, one of which
transmits the power.

lei with the gi-ound. The engine drives
by chain to. the countershaft, the chain
bemg entirely enclosed; and from the
countershaft to the back wheel the drive
is by belt. The forks are pivoted at the
crown, after the fashion' of the Triumph;
but the spring employed is of the
quarter-elliptic multi-leaf variety an-
chored to the base of the steering
column.
One feature of the machine is a large

all-metal toolbox on the luggage-carrier,
fastened with spring clips and a hasp
and padlock. The machine is complete
with kick-starter, clutch and two-speed
gear, and weighs 154 lb.

The other Peugeot model is the Cyclo-
moto, the engine of which is in the front

wheel. Like the larger model, it is a
two-stroke, 45x58 mm. (92 c.c), and is
entirely self-contained with its drive. A
magneto flywheel is fitted, which serves
for both ignition and lighting, and the
unit incorporates a Ferodb-lined disc
clutch. The engine lies in the centre of
the front hub, the inner side of which
has an internally-toothed ring, and there
are meshing with it three pinions, one of
which is driven by the engine. All work-
ing parts are entirely enclosed, and the
lubrication is oi> the petroil system. The
front wheel and forks, which are of the
spring vai-iety, may be supplied with an
attachment for fitting to an ordinary
pedal cycle. It is said to be capable of
averaging 18 m.p.h.

Motor Assistance for Bicycles.
The 1922 Auto-wheel. Now Imported from America Increased Engine Size.

T^,Ll''.'°""t!'^^i
was one of the earliest as it.s motive power. It then a.ssumed a itself was momited, and enioved manv

rii ^t^'^'^^f^t^ fo"^ fitting to practical foi-m as a 1 h.p. four-stroke years of prosperity until the war Tn
in IqKq 9J^^^^-y^

fiwt ^fw the hght attachment driven by a chain through to that time it was manufartured ^nm 1909, with a tiny two-stroke engine a countershaft, on which the Auto-wheel Great Britain, but since^hrirSe ^t

*, ,S?^

wm
^
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Auto-wheel details : crankshaft and integral small pinion, and
Hie large pinion with four-point cam and oil pump eccentric.
The two halves of the magneto flywheel are also shown.

|l

The hub of the Auto-vi4ieel is bolted to the exposed flange
on the enclosed driving pinion. Observe the inlet valve dome
and the stirrup fixing used.
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Motor Assistance for Bicycles.—

has been found impossible to arrange for

Auto-wheels to be turned out in this

country, and it is at present being manu-
factured under licence in the United
States, but in a different and improved
form.
This attachment, which is handled here

by Auto-Wheels, Ltd., Russell Road,
West Kensington, London, W.14, now
has a 2 h.p. engine, and, as before, is

a four-stroke. The bore and stroke are
64x64 mm. (206 cc), and the automatic
inlet valve is still retained. A flywheel

U^^iJOL®
magneto is now fitted, and the lubrication,

instead of • being effected by the bird

fountain system employed on the pre-war
Auto-wheel, is by means of a simple

form of plunger type -pump, driven by
an eccentric off the camshaft. This pump
delivers oil through the bearings, and
sprays it on to the connecting rod big

end. The level of the oil is shown
through a window at the base of the

crank case, which forms a sump. Trans-

mission is now by gear wheels instead of

chain, and the small pinion on the crank-

shaft meshes with a pinion coupled
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directly to the Auto-wheel itself. This
gives a reduction of 8 to 1, and as tlie

large wheel is mounted on the camshaft,
a four-point cam is fitted.

The Auto-wheel attachment is fitted

with a prop stand, and is pivoted to an
arm attached between the rear spindle and
bottom bracket of the bicycle, while there

is an additional stay to the saddle tube.

A single lever carburetter is fitted, the

carburetter and exhaust lifter controls

being by Bowden wire. The tyre size is

20x2in., and the weight of the complete
attachment is 65 lb.

1922 British Standards.

Two Classes of Solo and Double-purpose
Mounts Embodying Blackburne Engines.

BRITISH Standard Motors, of 4,

Newtown Row, Birmingham, are
next year making a bid for popu-

larity by offering a two-speed 2| h.p.

Blackburne-engined lightweight at £65,
or with clutch and kick-starter at £69.
The machine is -quite a good-looking
mount, embodying such well-known com-
ponents as Fellows magneto, Vici carbu-
retter, Arden pressed steel forks, Dunlop
tyres, Coventry chain, and Dunlop belt.

An Arden-engined two-stroke model,
similarly equipped, will also be offered

at £36 single gear, £42 with two-speed,
and £46 with clutch and kick-starter.

Better class machines with 2| h.p. and
4 h.p. Blackburne engines will also be
offered with two and three-speed gears.

First-class components are used In this it luxe

model of the 2;( h.p. British Standard.

A NEW LEG GUARD.
ANYTHING that will tend to improve

tile motor cycle as a winter mount
is of interest at the present time.

Quite a large number of leg guards are

now on the marl^et, and it is becoming

A new design of Brandish leg shield

that will fit most machines. This neat

oattern is of dome sectioned pressed steel.

the rule for motor cyclists to fit them
when winter approaches.

The Brandish guard, illustrated here,

is worthy of special mention, owing to

the neat method in which it is fitted and

the fact that it is constructed of pressed

steel, and therefore exceptionally strong.

The fitting, which carries the transverse

bars, is a simple split clip, through
which passes a long rod having a tubular

sleeve on each side of the clip. By the

tightening of one of the nuts at the end

of this rod, the whole of the fitting is

rigidly bound together.

The cost per pair is 37s. 6d., and the

makers are Brandish and Sons, Foleshill

Road, Coventry.
It is not intended that this guard should

replace the larger shield which this firm

makes specially for Triumph machines,

and which has been already referred to

in these columns.

TO CLUB SECRETARIES.
"The Motor Cycle" Film is now

being loaned to enterprising clubs which

are keen to make their winter social

evenis a success. This exclusive film

lakes about forty minutes to exhibit,

and the programme includes scenes al

the Junior and Senior T.T. Races, the

500 Miles Race, the Six Days Trials,

the Grand Prix Car Race, and the 200
Mile Small Car Race. Club secretaries

should write to the Editor (Film Depart-

ment), "The Motor Cycle,' Coventry,

suggesting two or three alternative dales,

preferably in April or later in 1922.

THE INTERNATIONAL SIX
DAYS TRIAL.

AT three o'clock on Friday afternoon

last, M. Jules Neher attended the

A.C.U. rooms at Olympia with the

medals and certificates won in the Inter-

national Six Days Trial by the principal

English competitors. Mr. Neher was
introduced by Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
Secretary of the F.I.CM.
Mr. Neher, in a short speech before

the presentation, made some remarks con-

cerning next year's International _ Six

Days, and said that the royte would be

altered, and there would be one day's rest

at Lugano. On that day there would be

a hill-climb, in which competitors might
either take part or act as spectators. It

was over a very sensational course, upon
which high speeds have been attained.

Reverting to this year's International Six

Days Trial, Mr. Neher specially con-

gratulated Eric Williams on his wonder-

ful performance with a 350 cc. engine

(a 2-| h.p. A.J.S.), which had since become
world-famous.

Other competitors present were E. H.
Lees, J. A. Newman, E. P. Dickson, and
Hugh Gibson. Unfortunately H. Lang-
man, C. P. Wood, and E. Poznanski were
unable to be there.

The medals were actually presented by
Mrs. T. W. Loughborough. At the coi>-

elusion of the little gathering, Mr.
Loughborough thanked M. Neher for the

excellent organisation of the trial, which
was an event run on the Continent in

which British manufacturers could have
complete confidence.
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PROGRESS OF OUR OLDEST CLUB.

A New President announced at the Fifteenth Annual Dinner of the M.C.C,

ON the occasion of the fifteenth annual

dinner of the Motor Cycling Club
last Thursday evening, the fine

banqueting hall in the Whavnecliffe

Rooms at the Great Eastern Hotel was
remarkably full.

Naturally among the guests were the

representatives of the clubs which dis-

tinguished themselves in the M.C.C.
'

Team Trial for The Motor Cycle Cup,

aud the Sheffield and Hallamshire cham-

pionship team of 1921 was complete with,

its president. The chair at the dinner

was occupied bv the president of the

M.C.C, Colonel "Charles Jarrott, O.B.E.,

who occupied that position for the last

time, for it was announced later in the

evening tUal 5.1i. J. K. Starley, of

Coventry, is the president elect, which

neyvs was received with acclamation.

Ever-growing Membership.

The duty devolved upon Colonel Jarrott

of proposing the toast of "The Club."

He reminded those present, of that excel-

lent motto for speaker,?, " To stand up,

to speak up, and to shut up," so he

said he would be brief. Most of his

audience knew the club's history. The
club was to be congratulated on its excel-

lent committee, upon the individual

members of that committee, and upon

its chairman and secretary. He dwelt

upon the importance of the club events,

which took a high place in the sporting

side of motoring. He was referrmg to

such events as the London-Edinburgh and

the London-Exeter runs, which were held

in the winter time. In 1915 there were

250 members; at the end of the war

there were 500 ; and at the present time

the membership was double that number.

In 1905 the bank balance was £200, and

he wondered if he were giving av?ay

secrets when he said that a suggestion

had been made that, a Rolls-Royce car

should be bought for the members of the

committee with the present bank balance.

He sincerely hoped he was not giving
away the committee's secrets in refer-

ring to this matter. (Laughter.) He
congratulated the Sheffield and Hallam-
shire Club on its success in the annual
club team championship, and predicted

another hard fight next year.

Next followed the presentation of tlie

trophies. The Motor Cycle Cup being re-

ceived by Mr. S. Sawyer, captain of the
winning team.
Mr. R. H. Head, chairman of the

committee, proposed the toast of " The
President," who was a founder member,
and had - presided over the club since

1908.

Colonel JaiTOtt, in reply, said he owed
a d'eep debt of gratitude to the old

brigade, and thanked all who had helped
him in the past.

Mr. Head then rose to state that Mr.
J. K. Starley had been invited to be
the club's new president, subject to his

election at the next annual genei*al

meeting.
Mr. J. K. Starley, replying, said the

motor trade stood alone, in that every pro-

blem connected with it was more closely

associated with sport than any other in-

dustry, and he was quite sure that in

its early days Colonel Jarrott and other

pioneers had introduced a sporting feel-

ing which had lasted up to the present
time. The Motor Cycling Club was one
of the most sporting clubs, and he hoped
that it would be as kind to him at the
end of his term of office as it had been
to the late president. Mr.__Starley then
went on to propose in a witty speech the
toast of "The Visitors," making special

mention of Messrs. Geoffrey Smith and
E. M. P. Boileau, representing The
Motor Cycle, which, in his opinion, was
the greatest technical organ ever pro-

duced. He would like to mention,
among the distinguished guests present.

Colonel Brereton (chairman of the Auto-
Cycle Union), Mr. T.' W. Loughborough

(its secretary), and Mr. Stenson Cooke
(who wanted everybody to join his
army for one guinea, and be saluted
from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's).
(Laughter.)
Mr. E. M. P. Boileau recalled his

eighteen years' association with the Motor
Cycling Club, his first duty being in con-
nection with the S. F. Edge Hundred
Miles Trial, an event whicli taught a
great lesson, viz., hovi' difficult it was to
find a wiimer, and one which" had not
been properly solved until the present
day.

London-Exeter Sportsmanship.

Mr. Geoffrey Smith thanked Mr.
Starley on behalf of the visitors, though
he disclaimed that he was a visitor, and
referred to the .sporting character of the
long distance trials organised by the
club, and to the London-Exeter run in
particular, expressing admiration for all

those great sportsmen who, swathed in
mackintoshes and overalls, braved the
terrors of that arduous winter com-
petition.

Mr. Stenson Cooke, in an amusing
and characteristic speech, said Jlr.

Starley had inferred he had come to the
dinner to get members for the Automo-
bile Association. It was quite true, but
he did not like it rubbed in. "But
there you are," he said. (Cheers and
laughter.)

Thereafter followed a musical enter-
tainment, for the organisation of which
Mr. E. Bridgman was highly to be con-
gratulated. It is difficult to "differentiate
between such a gathering of artistes, but;
special mention of the great Coram, the
ventriloquist, must be made. With his
figure, Jerry, Coram carried on an ani-
mated and topical conversation relatincr

to front-driven Werners, Quadrants with
surface carburetters, and other items,
which greatly amused and entertained
the company.

B.M.C.R.C. DINNER.
International Character of Brooklands' Habitues' Social Function. £603 in Awards Last Year.

PLENTY of fun, an excellent musical
entertainment, and the distribution

of numerous prizes were the principal

features of the British Motor Cycle Racing
Club's dinner, held at the Holborn
Restaurant on the evening of the 28th ult.

There was a total absence of formality

about the whole affair, there were few
speeches, and the rest of the evening was
devoted to the distribution of the
numerous prizes, which were of the total

value of £603, thirty-three of which were
presented by various donors. The entire

inside of the folder enclosing the menu
and programme was devoted to a list of

various awards gained by members of the
club during the past season. As last

year, the dinner assumed an abnost inter-
national character.

The Chairman.

The chairman was Brig. -Gen. Sir Capel
Holden, K.C.B., F.R.S., who at the close

C18

of the dinner proposed the toast of the

King, which was followed by an excellent

speech by Mr. H. T. Rutter, proposing

the Club.

Early Racing History.

Mr. A. G. Reynolds, one of the

founders of the club, in reply, welcomed
the British and foreign visitors. At the

time the club was founded, in 1909, motor
cycles were not wanted at Brooklands.
Their place was then Canning Town. In
those days there were feAv motor cycles

and few riders. It was the B.M.C.R.C.
which had discovered the value of the

fork for racing purposes, where the start,

finish, and the whole of the race was
directly under the eyes of the spectators.

He had to express his thanks to Captain
INIiller for the success of the 500 Miles

Race.
Then followed the presentation of

prizes, which occupied a considerable

time, and culminated in scenes of great^
enthusiasm when Le Vack received the

;

iNIiller gold cup value £200, and wasj
carried off shoulder high. On the occasion!
of the presentation, Mr. T. W. Lough-

^

borough said that ilr. W. H. "Wells hadJ
given the prize, which he, as entrant, had]
won to Le 'Vack, the rider, an announce-
ment which was followed by hearty cheers.

Le Vack was called upon to reply, and I

in a very short but charming speech saidjj

that his success was chiefly due to that

lone Britisher in the U.S.A., C. B..,

Franklin, whom older members wouldj
remember.

Not Too Old at Forty.

^During the dinner it was announced
that D. R. O'Donovan had agreed id

present a twenty-guinea cup, to be coin|

peted foi>- by members over forty year!
of age. The conditions of the event will]

be announced at a later date.
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A selection ol questions ^- general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto* All questions should De addressed to the Editor, "The Motor ^7^'^' ^

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must bc accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and en one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the top left-hand comer of the envelope, rjid should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle " desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

01 the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state 01 the roads

n any particular locality.

REPLACING A MAGNETO.
Having a 1909 Sj h.p. single-

cylinder Triumph jnotor cycle

which requires a new magneto,
-^ as the old one is beyond repairing,

I understand that if I got any
type of single-cylinder magneto with the
same kind of sprocket in every way it

would be as required. Is this so?

—

W.M.
We are rather at a loss to understand
your query. Any single-cylinder magneto
will suit the machine provided it is

arranged to run in the same direction as
the one which has been removed, and is

provided with a sprocket of the same
size as that on the e.xhaust cam wheel-
shaft of the engine.

BROOKLANDS ASPIRATIONS.
A 1914 Triumph single-cylmder

?' motor cycle which I ride does
about 65 m.p.h. oTi-the road on

-2J a 4^ to 1 gear. It is perfectly
satisfactory as regards hill-climb-

ing and power, and I wondered . if it

was tuned up and a new e.xhaust sys-

tem fitted whether it would stand a

chance of winning a race at Brooklands
this year. What is the entrance fee

to race there ? Would an aluminium
piston and a racing carburetter im-
prove the speed, with, of course, modi-
fied cams? I have raced most things
on the road, cars included, and also
am acquainted with an old Brooklands
man who would assist me, but, of
course, 1 do not want to trouble unless
there is a sporting chance of winning.
—G.R.

If your machine actually does 65 m.p.h.,
you might stand a sporting chance of win-
ning some of the handicap events at

Brooklands. You may find, however,
that the 65 m.p.h. which you do on the
road comes a very long way short of 65
m.p.h. which is obtained against the elec-

trical timing apparatus on Brooklands,
and we should advise you to try your
machine out over a measured mile against
timing by two very accurate and con-
scientious timekeepers. You will have to

go through a good deal of e.xperimenting,
and it is impossible to say that an alu-

minium piston and racing carburetter
would improve matters to any great ex-
tent. Neither does it follow that a
modified timing is necessary. The secre-

tary of the British Motor Cycling Racing
Club, the Millhouse, Warlingham, will

give you information regarding entrance
fees for the,^Brooklands races.

TYRES FOR PILLION RIDING.

(1.) Do you consider a26x2^in.
Dunlop heavy tyre strong enough
for occasional pillion riding? (2.)

Can a 26 X 2^m. tyre be fitt€d to a

26x2^in. rim, and, if so, do you
recommend it? I am rather nervous of

an oversize cover blowing off the rim.

—R.H.A.
(1.) The tyre is not of large enough section

for pillion riding with safety and comfort.

(2.) 26x2iin., 26x2iin., or 26x2iin. for

2iin. will fit the same rim. Thei'e should
be no fear of any of them coming off pro-

vided they are properly fitted and fairly

well inflated.

MAKING A WIND WAGGON.
(1.) I am building a light cycle

?car, and wish to know if it would
be possible to have a 5ft. 6in.

-2-1 propeller, four-bladed, driven by
an 8 h.p. J. A. P. engine. (2.)

Could I obtain satisfactory results from
it, and what m.p.h. would be
possible? (3.) Would- it be satisfactory

to run the propeller at engine speed

;

if not, what gear ratio should I employ?
—li.Bi

(1.) The machine which you propose
building would probably be quite satis-

factory on the level, but it is very doubt-
ful if it would climb hills well. You
will need a propeller specially designed to

suit the power and speed of the engine in

use, and you should submit particiilars of

the engine, normal revolutions, and b.h.p
to the propeller makers. (2.) It is im-

possible to tell you what m.p.h. you could
obtain, as eyerything depends upon
the design of the car and the effici-

ency of the propeller. (3.) With a high

speed engine, it might be necessary to

run the engine much faster than the pro-

peller, but the propeller makers would

give you information on this point.

EXCESSIVE FOUR-STROKING.
Over 1,000 miles, with the

engine running faultlessly, have

been covered by my Villiers two-

stroke engine, but recently it has

developed persistent four-stroking

on the level and when under light load,

irrespective of the throttle' opening.

Under load and up hill it two-strokes with

perfect regularity. The trouble seemed

to occur when I tried Aviation spirit,

so I fitted one jet smaller, a 24 Araac,

thinking the mixture too rich. This

was of no avail, so I returned to No. 1

spirit, still using the No. 24 jet. The
engine is not over-oiled, but has not

yet been decarbonised. (1.) Would the

trouble be due to having too weak a

mixture? (2.) Why should the engine

four-stroke when Aviation spirit is

used? (3.) Would the carburetter want
cleaning or the engine decarbonising?

(4.) What remedy, it any, can be given?

—E.A.M.

You do not give sufficient details for us

to diagnose the trouble. (1.) It is unlikely

that the trouble would be caused by a too

weak mixture. (2.) Four-stroking is

usually caused by the mixture being too

rich. '

(3 and 4.) Possibly the engine

needs decarbonising ; but we should

suspect that the carburetter is flooding,

due either to the needle valve being worn
in its seating, or to the Hoat
being weighted down with
petrol owing to a leak. Verify

this by rem'oval and shaking.

THE SIMPLEST PASSENGER MACHINE AT LAST WEEKS SHOW.
Wood and wickerworl< enter largely into the construction of the Economic three-wheeler,

which is friction-driven by a small flat twin two-stroke.

cig
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A STARTING DIFFICULTY.
Owing to a bad leg, I am

Q unable to use' the kick-start of

> my 1913 8 h.p. Matchless-Jap,
and have fitted a handle start,

working directly on the engine-

but cannot get sufficient speed
on the engine to get a good spark from
the magneto, and consequently the start-

ing becomes difficult. I have verified the

timing, there are no air leaks past the
valve stems, etc., compression is good,
and the spark gap and contact breaker

gaf) are correctly adjusted. A B. and B.
semi-automatic variable jet carburetter
is fitted (including pilot jet) with a 38
jet, which provides ample power and
fle.xibility. I have a four-volt 30 amp.
accumulator, and thought of using this

for dual ignition. (1.) Is it practicable?

(2.) Can you give any suggestions as to
its adaptation and wiring? (3.) Would
it be necessary to use a magneto switch
while running on the accumulators?

—

M.T.
(1 and 2.) Dual ignition on a motor cycle
is not likely to be satisfactory. The motor
cycle magneto is not arranged for this
fitting, and a complete ignition set by
coil and accumulator in addition would
probably be unreliable on account of the
large amount of external wiring involved.

(3.) The necessity for cutting out the
magneto would depend upon the wiring
or whether a duplicate set of plugs were
used. As a general suggestion, we would
advise you to get in touch with the
principal magneto makers, enquiring
whether an impulse starter could be fitted

to the magneto on your machine.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
JReaders' replies to questions publis/ied

under this heading should be sent to the
Editor, "_ The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.

"G.B.H." (O-xford).—Aero discs and
Sinks carburetter on Rudge Multi.
"H.R." (Motherwell). —Reliability,

speed, and general experiences of A. B.C.
"N.M.J." (Scarborough).—Most suit-

able oil and plugs for A.B.C.
"F.A.G." (Brighton).—1920 4^ h.p.

B.S.A. : Chain drive, reliability, con-
sumption, and general hints.

" A.D." (Selby).—Amac on semi-sport-
ing Sunbeam : Size of jet (solo), air in-

take, maximum speed, and reliability.

"G.G.G." (Glasgow).—Reliability and
general performance of Beardmore-Pre-
cision spring frame lightweight.

" A.W.R." (Darlington).—1921 A. B.C. :

Reliability and durability solo and side-
car, and weak points if any.
"C.H.I." (Handsworth). — 3i h.p.

o.h.v. Douglas : General performance
and experiences.

READERS' REPLIES.

ABNORMAL BEARING WEAR.
I have a motor cycle which gave me

the same trouble as "D.D.'s," viz.,

rapid big end wear. My crankshaft was
a hollow one, and had small copper pegs
at each end, and also similar ones at the
top of the balance weights, through
which holes were drilled. Inserting a
stiff wire down these cleared the oil pas-
sages which were blocked, thereby pre-
venting the oil from getting to the crank

pin, which accounts for the wear in the

Ijig end bush. My own machine wasted
two new bushes inside 300 miles run-

ning, only getting 150 miles to each
bush, but after carrying out the above
the machine has i-an perfectly.—W.M.

OVERSIZE TYRES.
Regarding the discussion on the fitting

_of oversize tyres. I have fitted a 28x
Sin. tyre on a 26x2iin. or 2-Jin. rim,

but I have not heard of anyone having
fitted a 30x3in. cover to a 28x3in. rim.

This is possible, and there is no creep-

ing provided there are security bolts in

the rim. I thought some of your readers

might try this if stuck on the road for

want of a 28x3iQ. tyre.—B. G. David-
son.

[A reader in France also writes to say

that he has successfully fitted and
used for 3,000 km. (1,775 miles) a

700x80 mm. Michelin on the rim of his

2J h.p. Douglas, standard size 26in.

x2iin.—Ed.]

FITTING A DRIP FEED.
With reference to the query raised in

the issue of November 17th, although it

is necessary to cut the tank on a Triumph,
in order to fit a standard Best and Lloyd
drip feed, if your enquirer gets into

touch with the Best and Lloyd firm,

and asks them to supply him with a drip

3mportatit iDales.

Sal., Dec 3rd, lo Tues., Dec. 13th—
Brussels Show.

Mon.. Dec. 26lh. Tues., Dec. 27lh-
M.C C. London-Exeter London Trial.

Sat, Dec. 3 1st- N.-W. London M.C.C.
Twelve Hours Open Win'er Trial.

Fri., Jan. 27th, to Sal., Feb. 4th, 1922 -

Scottish Car and Motor Cycle Show.

Sm.. Mar. 5th, 1 9 2 2—Argenteuil Hill-

climbt France)

Mon.. Mar 6lh, 1922
climb (Nice).

-La Turbie H 11-

feed and accessories specially to suit this

make, he will be able to fit it without
damaging the tank iji any way. When
I first got my Best and Lloyd drip feed

and mechanical pump, I thought I

should have to cut the tank, until a friend

and myself got our heads together, and
we sent tjie firm a drawing of what we
wanted. They sent us the necessary

parts altered, and we fitted them to the

tank in five minutes without cutting it.

The mechanical pump was fitted in half

an hour, and up to the present the whole
outfit is functioning absolutely satisfac-

torily. I have no connection with Best
- and Lloyd, Ltd. The above will answer
both "A.F.B." (Winkelholme) and
"J.C.B."—J. W. Bromley.

Reference to the sketches will give fijll

details of all that it is necessary to make
for this conversion ; and it is, therefore,

proposed to proceed directly to the actual

fitting. The details are used thus : (a)

Plunger rod of ^in, brass. The short

screwed end is for the handle, and the

long screwed end accommodates the steel

and leather washers and the. nut found
on the B.^and L. pump. The assembly
of this part must be the same as on the

B. and L. plunger, (b) Distance piece

of brass tube to prevent the plunger from

rising too far up the Triumph pump
barrel.

.
(c) Tapered plug of brass wire

to plug vent hole in Triumph pump
•barrel. (d) Adapter ring to accommo-
date B. and L. pump top to Triumph
pump barrel. (e) Bottom supporting
washer for actuating spring. The recess

on this part drops over the spindle screw
of the Triumph suction valve, and the
spring is thereby prevented from keep-
ing this valve closed. To assemble the
conversion, proceed as follows : Remove
the existing pump plunger by unscrewing
the knurled cap at top of barrel. _A
small vent hole of -^in. diameter will

be found in the front of the barrel just
below the top of the tank. With a thin-

nosed pair of pliers insert the plug
(c) into this hole. The plug can then
be pushed tightly home with the flat of

a screwdriver, using a piece of wood in

the barrel as a fulcrum. The plug must
not project into the barrel more than

32 in. Completely dismantle the B. and
L. lubricator by removing the brass

filter from the bottom of the barrel

and also removing the sight-feed chamber
complete. Further dismantle the plung-!

by removing the handle, nut, washers,
etc. Remove gland packiiig and ball

valve, etc., from pump head. Grip the

barrel of pump in a vice or chuck to

prevent turning, and then heat up the

pump head until the solder at the joint

of barrel and head is seen to run. Now
unscrew the head from the barrel, and,

while still hot, wipe all surplus solder

from the threads. Screw end of adapter
ring (d) into pump head, and re-

sweat the joint. The conversion is now
complete, and only requires assembly,

which is done as follows : Insert long

end of (e) inside the spring, and drop
the spring and washer into the Triumph
barrel. Assemble leather and steel

washers on the plunger rod, place on the

brass tube (b) and also the pump head
with adapter ring, and screw on the

pump handle. Insert this complete
assembly into the Triumph barrel, and
push to the bottom. The pump head can

now be screwed on to the end of Triumph
barrel, fish glue making an excellent

joint. Screw on the sight-feed chamber,
and set the existing oil pipe to suit the

new position. The old oil pipe connec-

tion on the Triumph tank is blanked off

%2WHrrwoEffl

by placing a -j^in. steel ball inside a

union nut, and tightening it up. The
ball valve and packing, etc., should be^

replaced after sweating the adapter ring

to the pump head. The three lugs for

the screws on the B. and L. pump are

filed off for the sake of appearance, but
this point is immaterial to the working
of the pump.—H. Hood.
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Olympia has introduced to you all the latest models-

Godfreys can supply them.

Should your difficulty be the disposal of your present machine— Godfreys will take it of!

your hands in part exchange, provided it is modern, and in good condition.

Perhaps another difficulty is that your money is locked up, and it would not suit you to

realise in order to pay cash for a new machine—Godfreys Credit Payment Scheme
meets this difficulty :

—

4% only is added to the purchase price (except in those cases where higher rates are
fixed by manufacturers). One quarter of the amount is required as deposit and

—

the balance is payable in 12 equal monthly instalments.

In all cases you deal direct with Godfreys. Write for leaflet giving full particulars

GODFREYS LTD.,
208, Gt. Portland St, LONDON, W.l.

'Phone: Langham 1300 (2 lines). 'Grams: "Gofrabike, London."

In ansioering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyclt."
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The Easting Windscreen makes
an irresistible appeal to the rider
who cares for greater speed.

Mr. p. S. Heather, B.Sc, A M.I A.E., in
an independent report of extensive
scientific tests on wind resistance, proves
that an Easting windscreen set in the
normal position, does not in any way
retard the speed of the combination—
l*"!—through its streamlining qualities
when in the "Full-out" position, it

actually increases the speed.

This is but one of the qualities of the "Easlinit'

J'
a'forJs enlie proeclion frcm Rain, Snow,

Wind, and Dust— and makes the sidecar as
cosy as an enclosed car.

EASTING WINDSCREENS, LTD.
L^?'_S'?"l'house Lane,

f^^ 24,FinsburySq.,BIRMINGHAM LONDON

iinninniiifinTiiiiiiiiini'»'"""iii"' ffnTiTiTrn

WHOLESALE STOCKISTS.
raF?^?NS"f t"',^''!'''?' ^®°"»' ™5- <5«"e« ^"^e'. Sydney.IRELAND: C. E. Jacol), 181, Great Erunswick Street Dublin

ni T^'i^7jS-^^'T'-^^''i"^\
SCOTLAND

: Alexander 4 Co !

ch^ n ^^^- .''."'"''"/Bli. and at 272, Great We-^tern KoadGlascow
;
D. C. Crn.cksliank, 156. Union street, AberdMn.

Try the SHALER way

Its perfectly simple—anyone can poduce a clean, firm, permanent tube
repair at the first attempt No expert knowledge of vulcanisini is needed

—

and the resultant repair becomes p^rt of the tube itse £. 1 he

Five-Minute

Vulcaniser

is uffed w:lh perfect success by more than a million motorists all over the
world. Us2 the Shaler, and save time, trouble, and money.

With 12 patch
and heat units,

Renewals ; 12 Round patch and heal units. 5 /6 ;

12 Ublons. S/6; 25 Extra Long. 18/-

OBTAINABLE TBROUGB ALL MOTOR DEALERS.

A. E. Newton, Ltd.
Albert E. Newton, Managing Director

50 Pall Mali. Lt>ndon. SW.l.
'PJiojie: Regent 2525.

'Gra}ns: "AnewtoyUyCharles, London"

Price 10/6

B.M.T. OIL
Compare the price

—

the

quality is incomparable.

St. JaTnes's 11^.

HAGG TANDEM
- MOTOR CYCLE -

CHEAPEST FORM OF MOTORING FOR TWO

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Price at Works £95 as illustrated.

Deferredpayment by arrangement. Send usyour enquiries.

Agents^

TAYLOR & HAYTER,
Engineers,

Park Street, nr. ST. ALBANS.
Extract from "Daily Mail."

"The only real dual purpose machine ever placed on the market."

C2: In answerlnrj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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PRICE
4/-

PER SET

€Ke

Forbes BeltAdjusti:er

or MOTOR CiClS.%

MADE IN
THREE SIZES
1" 7' 3'

4,

A NEW BELT ADJUSTER
possessing UNRIVALLED ADVANTAGES
1. It enables you to shorten or lengthen the belt in a moment.
2. This is done by a turn or two of the centre piece.

3. This single action gives you a most efficient adjustment
under all circumstances.

THE IMPORTANT POINT
to remember about the " FORBES " is that
it is an ADJUSTER, not merely a fastener.

M your local Motor Trader does not stock it, write to the Distributing Agent for your District
for name of the nearest Stockist.

Sole Distributing Agents for Scotland :

EDINBURGH RUBBER COMPANY
178 & 182 Rose Street

EDINBURGH

Sole Distributing Agents for England, Wales, and Ireland :

TIMSON BROTHERS, Moor Street, BIRMINGHAM
also at Duke Street, LIVERPOOL

and Strawberry Lane, NE\VCASTLE-ON-TYNE
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MEND YOUR PUNCTURES
WHILE YOU RIDE

JACKSON'S IMPERVO is a puncture preventive that

J automatically seals punctures while you ride, and pro-

longs the life of tube and tyre.

It is a pressure-resisting liquid, occupying only 5% of the

air space of the tube and cannot solidify or affect resiliency.

Jackson's Impervo does away with all trouble arising from

sticky patches and messy solutions. It is extremely simple in

use, maintains proper inflation, does not prevent vulcanisation,

and elimmates bursts.

It is an inestimable boon to the cyclist who desires more
mileage for his tyres, with a minimum of trouble and expense

Our illustrated booklet will tell you just what Jackson's

Impervo means to you. Write us to-day.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.

PRICES :

Bicycles \ pt. tin per wheel, 3/9. Motor Cycles Ipt. tin per wheel, 7/6.

Stocked and Demonstrated in London by :
—

Messrs. Godfreys, Ltd., 208, Great Portland Street, V/.l.

Messrs. Shaw & Kilburn, Ltd., 112-114, Wardour Street, W.l
Messrs. Thrupp & Maberly, Ltd., 20, North Audley St., W.l.

JACKSON'S IMPERVO
Dept. "11," 5, Fenchurch Street,

E.C.3.
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NOW READY.

(DFlTMIIlYlIimKIl
Edited by F. J. Mortimer,

Art Editor of " The Amateur Photographer and Photography.'

A Volume of Beautiful
Pictures made by the Camera

Prices:

Stiff paper cover .

.

.

.

. . 6/- net.

Cloth Boards 8/- net.

Postage 6d. extra.

Of all booksellers and photographic dealers, or direct from the proprietors and publishers
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

A7i Ideal Xmas Gift for friends who take photographs.

The International

Annual of

Pictorial Photography.

'T'HIS new edition provides a com-
* plete record of the most success-

ful pictorial photographic work of the

year, and will be found invaluable

as an inspiration and guide to all

who follow, or desire to follow, the fascinat

ing path of picture-making by means of the

camera Upwards of one hundred fine

reproductions of pictures by leading pictorial

workers are included, also literary articles

from authorities in different parts of the

world.

esosBBgaaa

3-
Size lO^y 8'

Exceptional Offer of an Artistic

15/- Studio Enlargement for

A LOVELY XMAS OR NEW YEAR GIFT
iicautifull) finished on Bevelled Art Board from any "snap," film or plate-

Knowiag the great interest "The Motor Cycle" readers takeinphotofrraphy,
we desire to make them this offer of a join, x Sin studio enlaregment of

.Xi\' subject, film ir plate, solely to introduce the most up- to -date photo^rap-
1 icstudiosinthe 20un
try. with a view tc

offering them devel
jping and printing

services second to

Qone. Each enlarge-
ment will be sent

carefully wrapped
or 3/- post paid.

Copies 6d< ex,ia.

Generalreader-whTlitivp
favouTite snnns itr coriev
O' portrjiir-- y seinl
them a one: .1 1 w will
ii'tmn witli t I- copy a

deli -htlnl pi -iire nioa-
siiriDg lOiu X Bin., that
tliey will treasu e as an
artistic production all

their lives

Size lOin. by Sin.

0/*» Unframed.

# /O Framed.

We will raycarna;;e

further Great Offer.

We have m atoclt snme
thousBD 'b of pounds
i\'orth of Mouldin;.3 in
MiihoRany. Eosewoo 1,

Sh?iifwa wStfcle"; BEAUTIFULLY FINl-^HED AND F .A ,.ED.
at any p ice. ^^ ^"'* ^^™ "'- '^ sixteen times ih la size.

For 7 /6 we will ot nly eiilarce ymu: pii'ture to lOiu, by 8d; bat wi 1 al3o frame it
Comp'eteandS'Dditto anyaddres POST FEEE; If yoa want several framed enlarge-

I
mens for relation-; or friends, (jiv us th ir uamea and addresses, and we will desp.tcb

I t ein dir ct from the studios 10 7/6 ach. ^E .^D YOUR ORD=-R N W
WHITE'S (Dept. M.C.) 118, Gt. DUCIE,

(Artists). STREET MANCHESTER.

GRIPIO, the 1921 Xmas Gift.

Ail motor cyclists will appreciate this useful and most
inexpensive Gift. It will prove a very ready help in time

of trouble.

No Screwing. No Fitting.

Grips bymere thumb pressure.

Maximum turning power with minimum effort.

Firmly grips and securely holds any shape pipe.

bolt, nut or fitting.

Sin. size, 7/11. . 6in. size, S/6.
Post tree. . . Post free.

Patent Gripio Wrench & Spanner Co., Ltd

,

12, Hackins Hey, Da'e Street, UVERPOOL.

A. TURRELL& SONS, -""Vo^Rfsi^Z^Ll-^El??'"'''
'Phone

;

1268 Sydenham,Feet Feet

7x5 .- -

8x6 .. .

9x7 ..

10 X 8 .. .

12 X 8 .. .

14 X 8 . . ,

16 X 9 . , .

18 X g . . .

20 X 10

Prices Carnage Paid England
and Wales.

Made in sections, with double doors, with fm. tongued and grooved match-
boards on strong framing. Roof raatchboarded. and covered with good :'

quality felt, making same thoroughly -weatberproot. Doors hung on strong '

garnets, and fitted with lock and key and tower bolts. Windows glazed :

210Z. glass. Flooring : strong joists one ioch tongued and grooved beards.

All bolts supplied for erecting house.

UlS In answtriri'j these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijcle.
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EVERYTHING DEPENDS UPON
YOUR POWER UNIT, and the

"BLACKBURNE" engines CAN BE
DEPENDED ON.

The-2E h.p. O.H.V. model is really the fastest light-

weight engine on the market.

Write for booklet containing particulars of the

whole range of BLACKBURNE engines.

BURNEY & BLACKBURNE, LTD.,
Atlas Works, Bookham, Surrey,

Telephones: Bookham 44. Telegrams: "Engines" Bookham

Justifies its claims.
Scores of people every day during the Show last week were astonished at

the springiness and superlative comfort of the Coulson. Many could not

believe that such comfort could be made possible on a motor cycle.

The leaf-sprung saddle pinion—a method of frame suspension exclusive to

the Coulson—was a revelation to a crowd of interested onlookers ; experts

characterised it as something so absolutely revolutionary that it will

irrevocably banish the 'rigid' frame.

A rider on a brand new 1922 Coulson will be the envy of those who. rot hayinT hearJ

abaut the superior merit; ot th; motor cycle ' leaf-sprung li-e the limousine have

purc'''a5ed the ordinary 'rigid-frama' mount. The comfcrt of a Coulson is so pronourced
—rh; easy manner in w ich it flo ts ov^r the worst Oi potholei is so obvious— that

onlookers cannot fail to notice II

Get a "C'ulson" an ^ experienc« the joy of..fcavlnj the mDunt
W-iich ev^rybo y w s'les he had bought—\vhen he rides en it.

The Coulson is mad; by A. W. Wall. Ltd,, of Tyseley.
Birmin 'ham— the motor cycle makers with the

loD'^esL exnerience—and is fitted with a Bhckburne'
engire, th; power unit with the classic reputation.

Prices, Specification, and 'advanced
paF..iculars can now be obtained frem

Th' Sole Co}ice sinnuaires :

LONDON MOTORS.
61, HOL'iORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.1

BBIIIIBIBIIIIBIIIIIIII

Being leaf-sprung

like the limousine

it gives car com-

fort in the saddle.

BliiiiiiBSogefigeiaugi)
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WHY NOT NOW?
AGENTS FOR:
BROUGH SUPERIOR

from £125
A.J.S.

from £85 to £175
ARIEL

from £87 10 to £160
ALLON

iviodels at £60 and £65
B.S.A.

from £107 to £185
CALTHORPE

from £36 to £120
HUMBER

from £100 to £144
LEVIS

from £48 to £66
MATCHLESS

from £130 to £176 10

MASSEY-ARRAN
Models from £72 10

NEW IMPERIAL
from £63 to £147

SCOTT
from £105 to £145

NORTON
Models from £80

O.K.
from 38 gns. to 66 gns.

P. Sc M.
from £102 to £150

RUDGE
from £85 to £150

DUNELT
Solo 82 gns. Comb. 105 gns.

ZENITH
from £110 to £154

CARS.
ROVER £220. MORGAN from £1 50 (fully equipped.)

BAYLIS3-THOMAS 300 gns.

We can give Immediate Delivery

of 1922 Models. Fix up for

your mount now — at Allen-

Ben netf^s.

Why Allen-Bennett?— because

you get a full all-the-year-round

service in addition to easy

terms and Immediate Delivery.

Don't forget—we can supply

any make of machine.

LenBCTinci
^T^o tor Compajny Limited.

9, 10, 11, ROYAL PARADE,
W. CROYDON.
'Phone. Croydon 2450

Grams: " frank. Crovdcn."

Effective, yet

aignmed.

No. 63, M/CHorn,
complete with flex

and switch.

In answering thet,e adveTtisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

BS.A. 1922 models in stock for immediate delivery.
'

c'lisli, exL'hiinge, deferred payiuents.—Newuliam
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Plione:

Hammersmith 80. [1514

B.S.A. 1921 K2. Tvitli Sandum eide^r, screen, over-

size tyies, perfect condition; £112.—Newnliam
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Kd., W.6. 'Phone:
HJtmmersmith 80. [1522

B.S.A. 1921 H2, with No. 3 sidecar, all accessoiicF,

perfect and as ne^v ; £120; exchanges.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hanmiersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone

:

Hammersmith 80. [1520

B.S.A.—Being official agents we have them always
in stock, and immediate delivery can always be

given.—Jones" Garage,
Pa rade, N. Finchley.

Muswell Hill, and Woodside
[0379

-| Q21 B.S.A., Model K2, brand
J- *y soiled only, usual makers'
£90.—The I^ayton Garages, 30,
'Phone : 581 and 784. T.A. ;

B.S.A. 1920, delivered 1921, 4i4h.p., ch^in-cum-belt,
with Henderson si-decar, very good condition ; £85

;

exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1523

B.S.A, "4'^h.p. Combination, 1920, fully equipped;
£65, or near oHer.—Vivian Hardie and Lane,

Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.),

New Bond St., W. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [1649

new and slightly
guarantee given

;

Holywell St., Oxford.
Integrity, Oxford.

[1498
EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.-B.S.A. Model H2, 4i/ih.p.,

with B.S.A. No. 3 sidecar, 1921 latest model coni-
biaatiou, not done 50 miles, tax paid, new last month
£125.—Wilkins Simpson, opposite Olympia, London.

[1334

B.S.A. 1921 6-7h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,
epare wheel, Easting Eoyal screen, speedometer,

horn, small mileage; £155; exchanges. — Newnham
Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone;
Hammersmith 80. [1521

Spare Parts :

B.S.A. Spares.-
Si, Ealing.

B.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post free, from
Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0743
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd. Green St., Cambridge

—All B.S.A. parts in stock; illustrated list post
free. [9396

Calcott.
2^4h.p., 1916, all on, tax paid, sound

rgain, £24.-143, Ravensbury Rd.,

-Immediat-e delivery.—Kays, 8, Bond
[8632

CALCOTT
condition

,

Earlsfield, S.W. [1719

£20.—Calthorpe,
away, all on

and cash.—After 6.

£24.*

Calthorpe.
2V:.h.p., 2-speed, 1915, tax, ride

; exchange billiard table or lathe
164, Devonshire Rd., S.E.23. [1218

Centaur.
CENTAUR 234h.p. Twin, 3-speed, mechanicallr

sound, ride away; mu^st sell, owner going abroad
£25.-112, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.I, [1198

Chatec'Lea

CHATER-LEA. 3V2h.p., new E.I.C., new Hutchin-
sons, good condition, and mechanically sound,

tax paid; £20.-226, Wick Rd., Homerton, E.9. [1385

Cleveland.
CLEVELAND, 1920, 3h.p., 2

starter, equipped, as new

;

men ts.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Deansgate, Manchester.

speeds, clutch, kick
£48; deferred pav-
Bolton ; also 245.

[X3337

Clyno.

CLTNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 1917-1918; £55: real
bargain*?.—Locke, Draper, Penge. [1318

CLYNO 6h.p.
sound; £45;

den, Kent.

Combination, 2-speed, kick start,
exchange.—Bishop, Collier St., Mar-

[1539

CL\NO, 2i/2h.p., 2 spares, clutch, guaranteed per-
fect condition; £40, near offer: Midlands dis-

trict.—Box 7,704, c/o The Motor Cycle [1390

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p
splendid condition; £68

adjustment.—57, Kenbury St.,

2-speed, kick start,
for lower power, cash
Camberwell, London.

[1408
/iLYNO Combination, 1920, spare wheels, lamps, etc.,
Vy excellent condition; £125, or exclMinge for light
van or machinery, etc.—Urquhart, 371, Earlsfield E^L,
London, S.W.IS. [1226

MISS DOOLEY.-5-6h.p. Clyno motor cycles, 3
speed. K.S.. in good condition and working order.

prices
large

gear hoses and engines thoroughly overhauled
from £55 to £65 solo. Please note I have also
Quantity of new spares for t>te=<e maoliineB. I
cheaper than anyone else.-Please apply to Misa
E. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd.. Clapham. S.W.a. [880?

Snarp Pnrtfi

:
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IPARKER'S
I BOLTON. MANCHESTER.
= Bradshawgate 245, Deansgaie

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

= Tel. 1348. . 864. =
Deliveries are now commencing of 1922 js

= Models of the following makes for =
= whicli we are Distributors or Agents. =
=: ALLON 2^h. p., 2-speed. h clutch and k- =
-- start, leg shields and all-weather finish £60 —— extra for 3-speed £5 «
H ALLON Combination, as above, 3-speed £85 0™
= EDMUND.ModelNo. 2, 2}h.p., J.A.P., S— 2-speed, spring frame, clutch, k-start £75 —
z= Ditto Model 3B, 2J h.p.Blackburne • ^H spring frame, clutch and k-starter £85 H™ Ditto Model 4B, 25 h.p., Blackburne "— 3-speed, clutch and k-s., all-chain £90 —
= DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 2-speed, fully-equpd. £75 =
B DOUGLAS 25h.p., 3-speed, clutch and H—

. k-start, fully-equipped £90 —
= DOUGLAS 4h.p., solo, fully equipped £110 =
g DOUGLAS 3^ h.p., Sports Model, O.H.V., g— 3-speed, fully equipped £130 —= DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, fully =— equipped £135 =H DOUGLAS 6 h.p., O.H.V. outfit, fully^ equipped £165 z== ENFIELD 2j h.p., 2-speed, clutch £55 =
= Extra for kick-starter £5 =M ENFIELD S h.p. combination, 2-speed, §
zz clutch, spring seat £140 z== INDIAN "Scout* Model, 3-speed, k-start == clutch, speedometer £120 =S Sporting Sidecar for above ... £30 M
zzz INDIAN, 7-9 h.p. Combination, electri- nz= cally equipped, speedometer £185 =
== HARLEY-DAVIDSON4-5h.p. Sports Mdl. £135 00 =H Ditto, 7-9 h.p, Magneto Model comb- 9— ination, with Speedometer £175 —
:zz Ditto, 7-9 h.p. electrically equipped, z^
^ speedometer £185 =

NORTON No. 9 Model £80= Ditto, No. j6H Model £115 == Ditto, No. I Model, Big 4 h.p. ... £120 =
NEW HUDSON, 2} h.p. Popular Model £50 H~ Ditto, 2jh.p. De Luxe Model £60 ~

Z^ Ditto, Four-Point-Five Solo £100 =
=: Ditto, Four-Point-Five Combination £125 0^

MATCHLESS Sports soIoModelT ... £130
=: Ditto, Standard Model 'H' Comb. £170 0=:
=: Ditto, Standard Model 'J' Sports == Combination £160 0m

Ditto, Standard Model 'H' 2-Seater
=: Combination £176 10 =
r: P. & M. 4ih.p., 4-speed Model Solo ... £115 0:== Ditto, 4I h.p. 4-speed Model Com-H bination, fully equipped £150 —
:;; Ditto, 4jh.p. 4-speed Model 'B'SoIo £102 0=:= Ditto, „ „ ,, 'B' Comb. £130 =:
H SCOTT, sjh.p. 'Squirrel' guaranteed B5 6om.p.h. and 7om.p.g £105 == Ditto, 3J h.p.. Standard Model solo £110 =
= Ditto „ „ ,, comb. £145 0=:

SUNBEAM, 3^ h.p. StandardModel Solo 120 Gns
=: Ditto 4,1 h.p. „ „ „ 135 Gns. :=
=: No. I Sidecar, for above 42 Gns. =z= Ditto, 3ih.p. Light Solo (k-start)... 130 Gns. =
B Ditto 3lh.p. T.T. Sporting Model... 130 Gns. H

Ditto, 8" h.p. Model Solo 160 Gns. ™= No. 2 Sidecar for above 47 Gns. ^^= TRIUMPH,4h.p. ModerH'(chain&belt)£105 =— Ditto 4 h.p. Model S.D. (all-chain)... £115 =
Ditto 3; h.p. O.H.V. Model 'R' ... £120 0™
Ditto 2'}h.p. Junior £65 =

= Any of the above (or any other s
make] can be purchased under our =

= PERFECTED PAYMENT POLICY =
B

New (showroom soiled) 1921 Models by most :=
of the best manufacturers at Reduced Prices ^=

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kars, 8, Bonn =:
St.. "RfiHni?. roc:t7 —

.

WRITE FOR LIST.
St., Ealing. [8633

IIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIBIIIIIE

Connaught.
^ _ ol Sam E.

(Motors) , Greenwich.
1 Q^A Connaughts.—Enquire Clapham

[9251

CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, single-speed, brand new:
must clear, £5 under list price.—46, Cromwell

lid., Walthamstow. [1729

CONNAUGHT, 1919, single speed, lootrests, semi-T.T.
bars, dual, exhaust, 26in. wlieeld; £28/10, lowest.

-9, Eiirlshnll Rd., Eltham, S.E. [1618

rC|20 Connaught (miniature), all on, in excellent con-
•-' dition; £28.—Light Oar and Motor Cycle Engi-

neering- Co., 26. Tulse
Brixton Skating Rink).

Hill, Brixton (V^ min. from
[1670

Coulson.

ACTUAL T.T. 'bus, Coulson team's reserve: 1922
2%h.p. J.A.P., special frame; £90, or exchange

Scott.—Bocliaton, North Witham Common, Grantham.
[1243

COULSON 1922 Models for earliest deliveries, with
all hitest improvements; write for catalogue and

prices.—London Motors, 6 1 . Holborn Viaduct, E.C 1

.

Tel.: City 4230. . [1630

COULSON 1921 Model;.—A few 2^/+h.p. shop-soiled

raachiues in stock at gre-atly reduced prices; cash
or deferred term-s.-London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-

duct, E.C.I. Tel.: City 4230. [1629

1 Q2I Coulson 23^h.p. J.A.P. Sports Model, brand
-Lt/ new, £65; 1922 Coulson-Blackburne machines.
parly deliveries and exceptional deferred terms.—Goad
(Private House Garage), 122, Maida Vale. 'Phone:
ilampstead 1353. [9966

Coventry Victor.

REGENT-VICTOR Combination. C.V. engine: real

fcargain.—Full particulars from Captain Stokoe,

23, Bellevue. Kingston-upon-Thames. [1542

COVENTRY VICTOR Combination, new June.
1920, Sfcurraey-Archer gear, Saxon forks, all

accessories, Sandum de Luxe sidecar, hold 2, recently

overhauled; bargain, cost over £200, what offers?-
^Marshall, 21, King's Av., Woodford. Green. [1139

COVENTRY VICTOR. The perfect flat twin engine.

Before deciding on your new mount, get our li<;t

for 1922. showing Coventry Virtor motor cycles fitted

with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special offer

of demon.<»tration machine. The last word in motor
cycle design and construction.-The Coventry Victor
Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry. [0520

DE DION, 3h.p.. runnm
cycle part.—57,

don.

De Dion.

o order; £16: take push
Kenbury St., Camberwell, Lon-

[1409

Diamond.
1 1 9 Diamond-Villier?, complete, good condition ;

-i-«/ £23, worth £30.—Park Street Garage. Wellington,

Salop. [1304

32/10.-1920 2^fih.p. X)iamond-Jap. 2-speed (En-
field) fullv equipped, fast, condition excellent;,

oHers.-Barnes, 83c, Trinity Rd., Tooting. S.W. 17.
[1389

Douglas.

EFFRA. Etfra. Effra Motor Works, 59-63, High
St., Clapham.

63 /- monthly secures one of

Douglases.

All-on 2^h.p. Douglases built from new
spares. [1686

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., 32-35, Green St..

Cambridge.—Below.

DOUGLAS 3V^li-P. Sports Olympia Model, all acces-

sories; £13"0; in stock.

2^4h.p., 2-speed, all accessori&s ; £75; in

£'

1 Q O / - Down and
1.0U / our 2^4h.p.

£47/10
W.D.

DOUGLAS
.'^tock.

DOUGLAS 2%li.p., 3-sp6ed,
all accessories; £90; in

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, all accessories;

in stock.

clutch and kick-etarter,

stock.

DOUGLAS 6h.p. Combill,^tion, all accessories; £165,

HEEREET EOBINSON,
CnmbritlEe. Tel.: 995.

Ltd.. 32-35, Green St.,

T.A.: Bicycles. [1338

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Londcn.—a^h.r.
Douglas, 1919; £47/10. [1715

1 Q21 Practically New y/oh.p. Sports Douglas; £86.
LV _24, Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [1445

1 019 2';ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, practically new; £45.
JLtJ _24. Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1446

3.h.p. Douglas. 1915, just overhauled; £40, or near.

/*4 —P. Barron, 265, Eiersleigh Ed., B.nttersea.
[1156

DOUGLAS 1911-12, new carburettev; no reasonable

offer refused.—March, 99, East St.. Farnhaiu,
Surrey.

' [HIS
1 020^^ Douglas, 2Mh.p.. 3-speed. full equipment,
XU perfect; 50 gns.—Fersfield, Westbury Rd., New
Maiden. [1561

DOUGLAS 2%li.p., 1921, 2-fipe&d, aeofessories. fine

condition; JE55.—144, Oakfield Rd., Sully Park,
Birmingham.

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

[X3364

B25
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1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

I QI6 2'%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, in splendid order;
J-" £35.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. Thone :

Stratford 2598. [1494

"1Q18 Douglas Corabinotion, tJioroughly overhauled,
i-^ srreen, hood, lamps; £72.—135, Laveuham Ed.,
Southflelds, S.W. [1153

DOUGLAS 4h.p., special 1921 sidecar, new appear-
ance, dynauio ligliting, insurance; £85.-23, Kings-

cote Ed., Chiswick. [1641

£27/10.—2%h.p. Douglas, 1915-16, little used, new-
tank, and miscellaneous; accept £6 down.—59,

High St., Clapham. [1688

1Q16 Douglas 23dh.p., disc wheels, lamps, horn, etc.,
-'-t' condition perfect.—F. Waterman, Christohurch
St., Ringwood, Hanti?. [1242

1 Q17 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, £45; side-
-•-•.' car, £5. — 28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
'Phone : Stratford 2598. [1491

K.S., fully
or offer.—91,

[1140

1 Q 20 2?4h.p, Douglas, 3-speed, clutch,
LtJ equipped, new condition; £75, i

Main Rd., Sidcup, Kent.

03h.p. T.T. Douglas lor sale, 1916. See the Exchange
/V4: column.—Apply, Ashby, The Gables, Harnionfls-
worth, Yieivsley, ijiddleses. [1561

£70.—Douglas combination,
equipped, sidecar repainted, long copper exhausts

4h.p., 1918, fully

.... . , long copper exhausts,
posh lot.—58, Blagdon Rd., New Maiden. [1753

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918 model, in first-

cl.'iss running order, new tyres: any trial or ex-
amination; £70.—Cathn, 3. Horse Lane. Wore. [1149

4h.p. Douglas, new condition ; £45.—Light Car and
Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hil],

Brixton (Vo miu. from Brixton Skating Rink). [1669

D.OUGLAS.—Immediate deliyeries 1922 models. Cash
or exchanges, deferred payments. Trade supplied in

London.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [1781

1 Q21-22 Brand New 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully
-L*' equipped: cost £145, accept £110.— Hillier (side
jelll, 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington, W.IO. [1568

D,OnGLAS 1918 2f!4h.p., perfect condition; £32 cash.
—Eiclimond Park Garage, 110, Upper Eicbniond

Sd., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622. [1455
"1 Q16-17 Douglas ajjli.p., 2-speed, new belt, tyie,
-»-«-' lamps, horn, spares; any trial; £27; bought
Morgan.—Harvey-Marston, Manor, Wiilenhall, Staff-;.

[1253

I 021 Douglas 2>4li.p., 3-6peed, only done 1,000 mi'e=,i^ complete with lamps, Cowey speedometer, and
atge copper exhaust: £70.—Springett, Billericav, Essex

_ [1173
025.—Douglas 1914 24ih.p., 2 speeds, not W.D., :io-

<^ cescories, new tyres, running ord€r.—Smith's, 86,
Chalk Form Ed., opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station

[1632
TTVOUGLAS 1921 Nev/ 2%;h.p., 2 speeds, all
-L' shop-soiled; £72/10.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16,
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3.

84

1-16, Bishops-
'Phone ; Avenue 5548.

[0065
1Q20 2'^Ah.p. Douglas, 3-speed gear bos, Cowey trip
JLt/ new; £75.—Dunn, 326. Euston Rd., London,
N.W.I. Exchanges arranged. 'Phone : Museum
5391. [1722

DOUGLAS; 26 gns.; 2iih.p. Douglas, top hoi?,
1915-16, brand new tank from Douglas's, cost *55

last year.—89, Appach Rd., Josephine Av., Brixton
Hill, S.W. [1687

GNS., Exchange.—1920 Douglas combination
4h.p., Easting screen, lamps, speedometer, smart

fast.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Syden-
ham 2452. [9336

-| Q20 2%h.p. Douglas, 3-sreed gear box Cowey trip
-i-t^ speedometer, new oversize tyres, lamps, horn,
etc., low mileage; £65.—E. E. Law&on, 2, Regency
Sq., Brighton. [1727

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,
excellent mechanical condition: £87/10.—Herbert

Robinson, Ltd.', Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995
T.A. : Bicycles. [133g

ELI CLARK can give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful

to you. The Pioneer Agent for Douglas Motors, 196
Cheltenham Rd., Bristol. [001 6

"F^OUGLAS Combiuations and Solo.?. "We have eight
-*-' in stock from £49; hst on request: exchange'—Newuhora Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitli Ed., W 6
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1527

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, BC-
2y4h.p. Douglas, 1922 models, prices £75 and

fe.90; also SVah.p. sports model, £-130; all fully
equipped; easy terms no extra charge. [1702
^h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, absolutely as new,^ new sidecar body, tyres, magneto, mudguards
etc.; guaranteed; £75; fully equipped.—13, Someri
Mews, Hyde Park, W.2. Tel. : Padd. 899. [1473
"PJODGLAS 25/4h.p., 1920, S-speed, fully equipped,J-' perfect condition; £60.—'Vivian Hardie and
i'??^"w^"''i ^?. I?* ,?,* Woodstock St. (off Blenheim
St.l, New Bond St., W. 'Phone ; Mayfair 6559. [1648

"TiOUGLAS 1921 SVjh.p. Sports Model lamp«, horn,«-' demonstration model, very little used, wonderfully
fast machine; £118/10.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd 32-
35. Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T A • Bicycles

[1340

MAY WE QUOTE
YOU FOR YOUR
NEW MACHINE?
Simply let us know the one you
require, give particulars of your
present mount and advise us how
you wish to pay the balance, THAT
IS ALL— but it will be to your
advantage.

ANY MODEL OF ANY
MAKE SUPPLIED.

For the buyer of a second-hand
machine our stock offers unlimited
opportunities, every one is over-
hauled in our own workshops, and
can be sent on approval.

YOU ARE NOT ASKED
TO BUY A PIG INA POKE

Some Second-hand Bargains.

I9i5 3^h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed . £45

1921 2! h.p. O.K.-VILLIERS, 2-sp. £47 tO

r92o 2? h.p. NEW IMPERIAL,
2-speed, accessories £55

1920 2! h.p. TRIUMPH JUNIOR,
2-speed, accessories £47 10

r9i4 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,
J..A. P. engine £85

1920 3^ h.p. SCOTT Combination,
accessories £115

1916 6 h.p. A.1I.S. Combination,
3-speed, accessories £97 10

1917-18 8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL
Combination J.A. P. engine . . £105

i920-2r 7 h.p. B.S.A. twin Model A
and Grindlay de Luxe Sidecar,

all accessories £140

1918-19 8 h.p. ROYAL RUBV-
J.A.P. 3-speed Combination . £105

igrg 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combina-
tion, 3-speed, accessories .... £87 10

r920 2} h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT,
2-speed, k. -starter, accessories £60

1915 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAViDSON
3-speed Cora., all accessories £75

1921 2j h.p. A.J.S., 3-5peed, clutch

and kick-starter £80

»gi8 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed
countershaft, accessories .... £63

Full list with pleasure.

Our Easier Easy Payment
Terms will bring any of the
above within your reach,

DISl RIBUTORS of tfie celebrated
O.K-JUNIOR, all models IN
STOCK from 38 Gns. to 92 Gns.

2S9-293, High Holborn, London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas.

^h.p. Douglas Combination, 1920, horn, lamps, licensed,^^ insured, guaianteed mechanically perfect, and an-
pearonce excellent: owner must realise; bargain, £70 —
Malvern Garage, Malvern Ed., Thornton Heath, Surrey.

-|C»20^2^h.p, Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,^y Cowey speedometer, Tan-Sad, horn, lit'hting eet,
mirror, licensed, indistinguishable from new; a bargain,
£68.-Motori3t. 769, Romford Ed., Manor Park, Lon-
don, E. [1276

"TJOCGLAS 2%h.p., 1921, clntch and kick start,
--' new Sept., absolutely perfect, only run 300 miles,
tools, accessories, etc., complete; cost £110, nearest
to £75 secures.—Write, D., 90, Stondon Park, Forest
Hill, S.E.23. [1138

1 021 Douglas, 254h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.3.,^*J fully equipped with lamps, horn, and speedo-
meter, very fine condition; £75.—The Layton Garages,
30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 and 784.
T.A. : Integrity, Oliford. [1500

pjODGLAS 1920 23'4h.p., 3-spC6d, clutch and kick
--^ starter, lamps, horn, knee grips, rubber handle
gript;, Cowey ^speedometer, ridden 500 miles las new);
£67/10.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd. Green St., Cambridge.
Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [)i41

1 Q20 Douglas, 2?4h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S.,
-Lt/ fully equipped and licensed, very small mileage,
and in exceptional condition; £60.—The Layton
Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 and
784. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. . [1501

DOUGLAS, 2-^4h.p., 2-Epeed, guaranteed mechani-
cally perfect, fast, smajt appearance, fujlv

equipped, just thoroughly overhauled, will carry 2

anywhere; bargain, £45; will exchange for higher
power or com*bination.—18, Approach Rd., St. Albans.

[1605
DOUGLAS. Douglas 1922 Models.—23lh.p., 2-speed,

fully equipped, £75 ; 2-''ih.p., 3-speed, fnlly

equipped, £90; 4h.p. solo, fully equipped. £110; 4h.p.
and sidecar, fully equipped, £135; 3'Ah.p., o.h.v., fully
equipped, £130: 6h.p., o.h.v., all chiiin. and new
design roomy sidecar, £165. Spare parts stocked.

DOUGLAS Specialities.—75% of catalogue prices
allowed on old machines purchased from us il

returned in good condition within 12 months.

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock
'

St. (off Blenheim St.). New Bond St., W.l.
Phone : Mayfair 6559. [0703

Svare Parts :

DOUGLAS Spiires.—Immediate delivery.—Eays,
Bond St., Ealing. [863M

DOUGLAS Spare Parts.—Try the promptest flrm.-3
Forfield Motors, Forfleld Place, Leamington Spar*

[X3398
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.

—The Douglas specialists; complete illustrated

list post free.
'

[9398
^

DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for

all models, post free.—Jones' Garage, Broadway,
Muswell Hill, N.IO. [0744J

Dunelt. -i

DUNELT 4^h,p., with coaehbtiilt sidecar, spare-

wheel, 2 spar© tyres, eparo belt and chain, M-X"7
Maglita lighting and ignition. Brooks B600 saddle, in

good condition; £100.—Teage, Whitehouse, Kenilwouth.
[X2270

Edmund
"I Q22 Edmund Spring Frame; early delivery.—See
JL*y Sam E. Clapham, Matchless, Stand 65, Olympia.

[9250

Enfield

Oib.p. Royal Enfield, condition as new, all on;
/*4 £45.-5, Sandtoft Rd., Charlton, S.E.7. [1362

ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, perfect con-

dition; £30.-24, Geraldine Rd., Chiswick. [1684

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, J.A.P. engine, ail ac-

cessories; £90.-64, Sylvan Av., N.22. [8661

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Enfields, all models!

in stock.—J. A, SUcey. 12. Ecrlesal! Rd. [0573

ROYAL ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, perfect order,

accessories: £58.-71, Narford Ed., Clapton, Lon-

don, E.5. [IZ'"

ROYAL ENFIELD. 1920 2»4h.p., all on, 2-speed,;

sound; £40.—G. Clapham, Forncliffe Villa,

Keighley. [1302

BAND New Unused 8h.p. Enfield Combinatiou,

hood, screen, etc.; £120.—Heath, 168, Welhngto;B^
Rd. South, Houuslow. [1200;

3h p. Enfield, perfect condition, fast, accessories, in- 1

eluding lamps, tools, grips, speedometer; £46.—8, i i

Peakham St., Eedditch. [1418 i

,

ENFIELD, late 1920, 2-stroke, excellent condition,

little used, all accessories, etc. ; £40.—168,Welling-
fon Ed. South, Hounslow. [1670 ^

1019 3b.p. Enfield, Lucas, Watford, pillion, appear-' '

i-iJ ance, tyres, running perfect, -fast ; £48, nearest, t

-87, King Henry's Ed., N.W.3. [1574 [

3h.p. Twin Enlleld, lato 1919, overhauled, ne-*- tyres,

fa.st, fine condition; £53, or exchange (level; single,!

Norton preferre<l.—Sellman. 120
Oxon.

St., Witney,
[i-c376

All Utters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date pi the issue

Motor Cvcles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marlied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

WAUCHOPE'S.
8h.p. Royal

soiled only ; lediic

chiUge,

GNS.-1919
mechanical38

eqiiipped.—20,
S.W.13.

9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.-
Enfield combination, 1921. shop
i to £125 ; easv terms no extr;i

[1703

3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, clutch,
lubrication, Binks, new tyres, fast,

Treen Av., Koggers Corners, Barnes,
[1535

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., fully equipped, per-
fect condition ; £ 95 ; exchange W.C. Morgan

;

cash adjustment. — Lonsdale, 28, Salisbury Kd.,
Bexley, Kent. [1613,

1Q16 31i.p. Tvdxi, K.S., 2-spe©d, engine just o\er-Av Imuled by makers, splendid condition; will ride
50 miles to purchaser; £42, or nearest.—Bolus, Meriden,
'i\''iinvic.lvsliire. [X3362

1 019 Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting set, mag-
-LtJ nificent condition tbroughont, just thoroughly
overhauled; must sell; £100.—Howick, Keepers Corner,
Burstow, Surrey. [1420

. T Q 21 8h.p. Enfield Combination, run 500, Lucas
J-t/ lamps, speedometer, front and side screens,
insured Aug., 1922;
wich Rd., Walsall.

£120.—Owen, 129, West Brom
[X3151

ENFIELD 1912 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt side-
car, fully equipped, good condition; £55; deferred

payments;—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [S3332

ENFIELD.—We me official agents, and can give im
mediate deUvery of any model of this foolproof

motor cycle.—Jones' Gnroge, Mu-swell Hill, and Wood-
6ide Parade, K. Fiucliley. [0380

1 Q21 Enfield Sh.p. Combination, Magdyno lighting,
M-U brand new but slightly soiled; £135.—The Lay-
ton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581
and 784. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [1499

ENFIELD. 1921, double sidecar, perfect order,
mileage 1,500, Cameo screen, Lucas horn, lamps,

never used, leaf spring saddle; £130; reason for sell-

ing, bought car.—Ewart, Draper, Maryport. [1588

6h.p. Enfield Combiuiition, fully equipped, new tyres,
lamp^>, tools, wind screen, spares etc., an excel-

lent outfit; £75.—Rhind ,and Co.. Stone Place.
Kusholme, Man-chester. 'Phone; 776 Rusholme, [1230

KQ GNS.. exchange.—1914 Enfield 6h.p. coachbuiltV »/ combination, lamps, speedometer, screen,
luggage grid, smart, fast ; any examination, trial.

-

Seabridge, Hansler Rd,, East Dulwich. Sydenham
2452. [1083

ENFIELD 1921 Combination, 8h.p.. Tan-Sad, tandem
sidecar, fitted 2 Cameo screens, lamps, etc., low

mileage, excellent condition; £140; would entertain ex-
change light car. Evenings only.—343, Giove Green
Rd., Leytonstone. - [1299

/:*h.p. Enfield Combination for sale, 1914 model, owner" 5 years forces; any trial; sidecar has coupe hood,
all disc wheels, tyres 700x80 Magnums, practicallv new,
car generators; must sell immediately; nearest £70
secures.—R.C, 43, New Church Rd., Hove, Brighton.

[1206
1Q21 Bh.p. Royal Enfield and Sidecar, in excellent
J-«/ condition, hood, wind screen, mud shield,
speedometer, electric and bulb horns, spring seat
pillar, Lucas lamps and D.A. cvlinder, tyres unpunc-
tured; £125.—E. E. Lawson, 2, Regency Sq., Brighton.

[1726

I Q21 Enfield Combination, demonstration model,
--•^ mileage 300, Enfield hood and screen, tools, etc.,
acetylene head lamp, electric side and rear lamps, tyres
perfect, tax paid, any trial, perfect order; £130; one
sold like this each year; will you be the lucky pur-
chaser ? Absolute, snip.—Taylor, Enfield Agents, 27,
Oxford Rd., Windsor. 'Phone : 243. [1537

Syare Parts:

ENFIELD
Bond St.,

Spa res.—Immediate
Ealing.

delivery.

-

Kays, 8
[863f

Excelsior.
TJIXCELSIOR Combinatipn, 1915,

' -' -' K.S., trial; £40.-63,-Li clutch,
BrixtoD.

F.N.

4y2h.p., 3-speed,
Arlingford Rd.,

[1367

1 Q22 F.N.—The new and improved models; early
M-*J delivery from Sam E. Clapham (Motors), Green-
wich. [9249

F.N., 4-cyl., and light chassis, 2-speed, hand clutch,
engine sound, many new parts. Binks, Bosch-

owner giving up; bargain, £50.—F. E. Bungay. Farm
Cottage, St. Andrew's Hospital, Northampton. [X3150

' FranciS'Barnett
1Q20 Francis-Barnett. 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 2-spe6d, clutch,
-*-«' K.S., fully CQuipped, condition as new; £56;
deferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington.

'

[1674

Harley'Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons : irom

£120.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

HARLET, with brand new sidecar, lamps, and all
accessories

; 95 gns.—Victoria Garage, Surbiton
[1471

new condition, £67/10
£7/10.-24. Geraldine Rd.,

[1683

1020 Flat Twin Harley,X«/ sidecar lor .same, "

ORDER—IT—NOW.
1922 LIGHT CARS.

AIREDALE 11.9 h.p. 4-seater £475
CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 2-seater . . £355
CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4-seater . . £375
CALTHORPE de Luxe, 2-seater . . £410
CALTHORPE de Luxe, 4-seater . . £435
COVENTRY PREMIER, 4-wheeler £250
L.S.D. 3-wheeler, AH on £165
LAGONDA (Coupe or 4-seater) £375
STANDARD 8 h.p. (2 or 4-seater) . . £325
STANDARD 11 h.p. 2-seater £515
STANDARD 11 h.p. 4-seater .... £525

1922 MOTOR CYCLES.

B.S.A. 4i h.p. Chain-Belt £107
B.S.A. 4i h.p, AU-Chain £110
B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Comb £164
B.S.A. 8 h.p. Comb £185
BRADBURY 4 h.p., 3-sp., all chain £92
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146
DOUGLAS 2^ h.p. 2-speed. All on £75
DOUGLAS 2J h.p. 3-speed, All on £90
DOUGLAS 3J h.p. 3-':r>eeTl. Sporting £130
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE 2|h.p.

2-speed £85
ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination £140
ENFIELD 2i h.p. 2-speed £55
LEVIS Popular 2^ h.p £4S
LEVIS 2i h.p. 2-3peed £58
LEVIS 2| h.p. 2-speed kick-start .. £60
NEW IMPERIAL 2J h.p. 3-speed 60 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £145
NORTON 3i h.p. T.T £80
NORTON 3.V h.p. 3-speed £115
NORTON Big Four £120
REX-ACME 2i h.p. 2-speed £50
REX-ACME 2"J h.p., Blackburne

engine £68 15
SCOTT-SQUIRREL 3J h.p. 2-speed £105
SCOTT 3| h.p. 2-speed Comb £145
SUNBEAM 3i h.p. (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM 4| h.p. (New Type) 135 Gns.
SUNBEAM 3i h.p. Combination 162 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination . . £217 7
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt £105
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115
TRIUMPH JUNIOR 2i h.p £65

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED
PAYMENTS QUOTED.

Second-hand Machines and Combinations as per
' Miscellaneous " Columns.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,

25, Horton Street, Halifax.
'Phone: 1400. 'Grams: Perfection.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davldson

"fJARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p., 3
kick starter, lamps, horn, etc.

;

speeds,
£86.—AA clutcli.

Below

.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p. Speed Model,
lamps, horn, clutch, kick starter; £60.—Elce,

Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0068

£95.~Harley Combination, late 1919. electric light-
ing and horn, top-hole condition.—58, Blagdon

Rd.. New Maiden. [1752

1 Q19 Harley-Davidscn Combination, in splendid con-
-i-*^ dition. new 1920, equipped, tax; £80. — 16.
Fordwych Rd., Brondeshury. [1540

"IQ19 7-9h.p. Harley, 3-speed, kick start,
i-*f £75; sidecar, £10.-23. Woodford Bd.,

; new.
Forest

Gate. 'Phone : Stratiord 2598. [1490

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1920 (Dec.) 7-9h.p., dynamo
lightins, fully eauipped ; £75.—Clapham Motors,

High St.. 01aph,im. 'Phone: Latehmere 4290. [1236

electric
cr

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 7.9h.p..

light, running order, all on, taxed; offers.

e-xchange
S.E.20.

lower power.—32, Worbeck Rd., Anerley,
TI370

MOST Luxurious Late 1920 Harley Combination De
Luxe, 7-9h.p., most lavishly equipped, discs,

cost £273; accept £112.-24. Balliol Rd., North
Kensington. [1443

HARLEY Combination, 1916-17, hood and wind-

screen, new tyres; first reasonable offer secures;

seen any time, smart appearance.—Snow, Laurel St.,

Dalston, E.8. _
[1749

HARLEY' Combination, 1920, dynamo, speedometer,

screen, under 3,000 miles, like new ; 100 gns.—

Bruton Mews Garage, 8-20. South Bruton Mews, Bond
St., 5V. 'Phone: May. 4282. 11327

HARLEY'DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p. Electrical Com-
bination, hood, screen, side wings; cost £272,

accept iei50; deferred payments.—Parker's. Bradshaw.
gate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X3330

Harley-Davidson, Hendersoil Elite sidecar.19^
ally fine condition, not
Goad, 122. Maida Vale.

W.D. ; £93/10; excahnges.—
"Phone; Hampstead 1353.

[9963

"I Q20 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, electric.

Xt/ ally equipped, special show model; £135; ex-

changes entertained,—Speechley, The Motor House. 86,

Churchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick 1902.
[148C

HARLET-DAVIDSON 1920 Sports Model, coachbuill

Bidecar, fully equipped, aluminium discs, new con.

dition, run 3.500 miles only; £120. Particulars anc

trial I'v appointment.—F. G. Jaivis, 52, Cbnstshurch
Rd., Reading. [1414

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, as new,

tax paid, new mag., carburetter, handsome 1921
sidecar, electric light and horn, hood, ecreen, etc.;

lowest £92.-84, Hertford R<1., East Finohley. 'Phone:
Finchley 1312. [1245

lOf Harlev-Davidson Combination, uncroted 1920,
-Ly splendid condition, Bosch mag., owner recently

bought but finds it too powerful, insurance paid until

Oct. : £95. or nearest ofler.—Eusden, Brockham Hill

Honse, Betchworth. [1267

1Q19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Family Combination,
At/ 2 seats, electric light, hood, screen, luggage
carrier; 90 gns.. quick sale; owner taken delivery oi

new car —324, Hither Green Lane, Lewisham, S.E.13.

Tel. : Lee Green 2156. [1691

Syare Parts:

TXARLEY Spares.—Immediate
- Bond St., Ealing.

delivery.—Kays, 8,

[8636

HENDERSON,
lamps; deliver

Henderson.
4-cyl., believed 1916. sidecar chassis,

,,_, ver 50 miles; £60, or nearest.—

Crown Garage, Thames St., 'Weybridge. [1450

LATE 1920 Henderson, fully equipped, speedometer,

Tan-Sad, horn, lamps, mileage 1,900, acceleration

and speed unequalled, unscratched; offers.—Bolnore,

Haywards Heath. [1262

£85.—Henderson, 1919-20, 8-lOh.p., 4-cyl., complete,

with £40 Henderson Elite sidecar, dynamo
lighting, licensed; cost £300; sacrifice, money wanted.

—8, High St., Wandsworth. [1536

1 Q20 Henderson, 4-cyl., with 1921 Millford 2.seater

XU sidecar. Easting Royal wind screen, electric light,

disc wheels, all practically as new, and in perfect con-

dition- any trial; £150.—Hartop, Draper, Castle Rd.,

Bedford. U269

A BARGAIN lor Quick Sale.—Aug., 1921, Hender-

son, 4-cyI., fitted aluminium discs, open exhaust,

with shutters, driven 1,000 miles, tax paid to Deo.

31st; cost £225, will accept £130.—Box 7,703, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [1337

Hobart,

£28 —Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, excellent condition;
or exchange.—99, Fielding Rd., Chiswick. [1368

HOBART-VILLIERS, 1920, single speed, Lucas
lamps, Stewart horn, tax paid, in excellent con-

dition throughont; £33.—H. Burnham. Brook St., Aston
Clinton, near Aylesbury, Bucks. [1252

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

Oili.p. Humber, single, new piston, tnripets, tyre, tube,
/V 2 ryliuder reground, Boscli, E. and B., £18; take
piish cycle part; airmau's coat, helmet, £4/10.
lord Grove, Nottingliam.

-23, Wil'
[1638

"I Ql9 5'/^h.p. Flat Twin Hnmber Combination, electric
J-t? JjghtTng, as new; higlierpower oombiniitjon wanted,
1919 01 later, casb adjustment if necessary.— 2, Infb-
leys Buildings, King William St., Coventry. [Xo338

Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h. p. Clutch Model, needs slight repairs;
£20.—Wild, Holly Lane, Erdington, Biimingliam.

[X3363
INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1919, all on, as new;

offers.—Willson, 28, Queensbuiy Mews East, South
Kensington. [1204

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, K.S. clutch;
£65, or offers.—Ward, 49, Clyde Rd., Croydon.

'Phone: 971. [1579

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., not W.D., alu-
minium discs, appearance as new ; £68. — 37,

Montague, Hendon. [1373

Q K GNS.—1920-21 Indian Powerplus combination,
*'*-' dynamo lighting, equipped, insured, us new.— 1,

Othello St., Liverpool. [1250

5-6h.p. Sports Indian, clutch, very fast; £50. or
exchange level good K.S. combination or solo.

—

120, Clerkenwell Ed., E.C.I. [1607

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, Links cac-
buretetr, recently overhauled; £50.—3, Bay View

Terrace, Porthleven, Cornwall. [1596

1 Q 14-15 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, road racer,
-M~iy in running order, just been overhauled; £35, or
nearest offer.—Appleton, 16, Ribble Rd., Blackpool.

[1544

1 Q 15 Indian Combination, 3-speed and clutch,
-M-*y Canoelet sidecar, electric lighting, hood and
screen, perfect; £57.-13, Vernon R-d., East Sheen,
Surrey. [1134

1 Q 20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo light-
Xt/ ing, £85; also a 1919l combination, like new,
£75.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone: Strat-
ford 2598. [1492

1 Q 20-21 Indian Big Valve Combination, condition
-Lt/ perfect; £87/10.—Dunn, 326, Enston Rd.,
London, N.W.I. Exchanges arranged. 'Phone :

Museum 539J. [1723

1 Q21 Indian Scout, fitted with speedometer; list

J-«7 urice £120, accept £100.—The Layton Garages,
30. Holywell St., Oxford

'""
' """

T.A. : Integrity, Oxford.
'Phone : 581 and 784,

[1502

INDIAN 1921 7-9h.p. Powerplua Combination, elec
Irically equipped, horn, speedometer, as new:

£150; deferred payments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X3329

INDIAN 7-9h.p., speed machine, kick, clutch, 2-

speed, new condition, £35; Indian Powerplus,
nevf 3-speed, 2-Eeater Burbury sidecar, bargain

;
part

excliange.—Fairhurst, Behind 68, Standishgate, Wigan.
[1543

BRAND New Powerplus Indian, W.D. model, £75;
1917 A.J.S. combination, 4ii.p.. complete with

wind screen, lamps, horn, spare wheel, .in«t overhouled,
perfect condition; £65.—Jones Bros, and Topley, Ltd.,
St. Anne's-on-Sea. [1176

Snare Parts

:

DIAN Spores
St., Ealing.

-Kavs, 8, Bond
[8637

TNDIAN Spores.—Immediate delivery.-

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton
Rd. ('Phone Brixton 5129}, can supply all 7-9h.p.

parts from etoct, new, including alt types of forks.
They also specialise in Indian repairs. [1594

Invicta.
"I Q20 Invicta. 2^;4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, splendid con-
J-t7 dition, lamps, legshields, etc.; £35.-37, Arling-
ton Rd., Surbiton. [1591

<r) 3.h.p. Invicta-Villiers, 2 speeds, F.E., new tyr-es,
f^ ^ tubes, in splendid order, like new and genuine;
£37/10.—Spacie, Todwick, nr. Sheffield. [1558

Ivy.

I 020 Ivy 2-stroke. fully equipped; £25.-45. PeHiam
J-«7 Rd., Wimbledon. [1590

1920, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
Chiswick.

new;
[1682

IVY. - -. .

£37/10.-24, Geraldine Rd.

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 1S9, New St.. Bir-
mingham, wholesale Ivy agents, have all models

in stock, including lady's model, price £69; get list.

[0710
IVY.—All 1922 models in stock. Immediate deliveries.

Cash or exchanges, deterred payments 4%. Trade
supplied.—Maudes' Motor Mart, LoBdon, Exeter, and
Walsall. [17S2

James.

1 C|21 James, 2-sjeed^ well equipped.
£47/10.-17, St. Charles 9q.. W.IO.

new;
[9811

JAMES 1920 2-stroke, 2 speeds, fully equipped,
mechanicaJly sound; £35.-143, Ravensbury Rd.,

Eatl&field. S.W. 1_171S

4Xh.p. James, r-ountershaft gear, K.S., clutch, all-
4 chain, for lightweight.—Graham, 27, Wandle Rd.,

Waudsworth Common, S.W. 17. [1295

PHILIPSORS
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.

The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONIiY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the
weight of a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke

machine.

During the past veeek we have
fitted the following machines:

2-stroke. 4-stroke.

LEVIS, TRIUMPH,
O.K., NORTON,
CALTHORPE, ROVER,
VILLIERS, SINGER,

etc, COULSON-
BLACKBURNE.

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to

the machine or "staggering" of

the engine.

Our Flj'wheel Governor converts a

single-speed 2-strokeintoaspeed model—the lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send for Illustrated Booklet.

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to chew up.

What is your make ? Write us.

REDUCED
PRICE •

£7 7 Carriage
Paid.

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'Grams: •' Safety. Bolton." "Phone: 147 Eagles

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

K-6h.D. James, Oct., 1919, De Luxe gide<!ar. Easting
^^ Wind screen, aoce.ssories, excellent condition; d3110
or nearest offer.—ilillett, Ilminster. [1154

"I
020 James, 2-speed, 2-stroke, lamps, horn, etc,,

J-«/ guarantee given that it has not run more than
1,600 miles.—364. Lillie Ed., Fulham, London, S.W.6.;

JAMES 4yh.p. and Sidecar, just overhauled at
- works (costing £40), not ridden since; price

£70, or reasonable offer, for qaick sale.—H. A.
Howell, Kingston, near Lewes. [1728

"j C|18 James 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting,J-^ mileage less than 2,000, exceptionally good con-
dition; £100.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holvwell St.,
Oxford. 'Phone : 681 and 784. T.A. : integrity,
Oxford. [1503

J.A.P.
l^.~3V;,h.p, J.A.P., free engine model, m.o.T., mag.,

aning order.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[S3354

OSh.p. J.A.P., Bosch, Amac, fast; trial; ride away;
r^ 4: £15; also Canoelet roachbuilt sidecar, nearly new,
£12.-*58, TusMn St., Old Kent Ed., London. [1312;

£28.—4h.p. o.h.v. J.A.P., mag., lamps new, needs
larger jet and retiming, engine and clutch as

new; buying twin.—Aberlyn, Southminster. [1178

•

1 Ah.p. o.h.y. J.A.P.-, B. and B., Simms-'Bosch, 2-1
-*" speed and clutch, very fast: photo; £55, orj
offers.—Upton, Coptfold Hall, Ingatestone, Essex.

- [1603,

Kerry.
J?10.—31/^h.p. Kerry, Eclipse mag., E. and JB. carbnr-;^ etter, good running order.-King, Egrove Farm,
Oxford. - [S;3355|

KEEET Lightweight, 3h.p., iji sound running order,',

tax paid; first £12 secures.—36, Eegina Ed.,

£

Southall, Middlesex. [1566:

KEEET-ABINGDOjST, King Dick, very nice condition;
first cash of £16 accepted, or with coachbuilt:

sidecar £21 to clear.-Eichmond Park Garage, 110,'

Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone;
Putney 2622. [1456

Lea-Francis

1 Q20 Lee-Francis 3y2h.p. Twin, completely equipped, I

A*' and with electric lighting, very carefully used,

and in fine order; se75.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
well St., Oxford. 'Phone: -581 and 784. T.A. : In-

tegrity, Oxford. [1504 i

Levis.

"pEEMIEE Motor Co. for 1922 Levis

LATEST Improved Modeis for immediate delivery at_

1922 reduced prices.

POPULAR ayh.p. Single-gear Levis, *48 ; Model S i

2i4h.p.. 2-3peed, clutch, £58, or with kick stiirt^. t

£60: easy payineuts only 4^ extra; carriage paid ton

any address. Buy your machine direct from the Levis i

specialists.—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed'.. Bir-

mingham. [0741J

£30.-1920 single speed Levis, accessories.-Clifford !

Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Ed., S.E.I. [16344

LEVIS 1917 2Vih.p., perfect order, engine just re-

moved; £30. Week-end ouly.— 18, Gloucester Ed., ,

Teddington. [1395 '3

EVIS 1920 2i/4hj). 2-strofce, lamps, horn, etc.;

£32/10.—Etce. Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548. [0069'

20 Levis, fully eqmpped, including P. and H. head!
lamp, knee-grips, spare V»elt, perfect condition,'

appearance as new; £33/10.—Hamley, Eedioofs, O-xshott,'

Surrey. [^292

;

1 021 Levis, as brand new, horn, mirror, pump, tools,;

Lt7 licensed, etc., most beautiful little machine: cost!

£60- a bargain, £38.—Teeth, 769, Eomford Ed., Manor:
Park, London, E. [1274-1

I EVIS 2i4h.p., single speed, lamps, horn, just over-:

J hauled and renovatad, Tan-Sad, new condition'

Cam

19=

throughout; £40.—Herbert Eobinson, Ltd.,

Cambridge. Tel. ; 995. T.A. : Bicycles.
Green St.,

[1342

SPECIAL Offer of a few slightly showroom soiled I

250 cc TT. model Levis motor cycles: list pricftf

£65 reduced to £55; makers' speed guarantee of 50 8

in Eh with each machine ; easy payments only 4% extra :'

carriage paid to any address.—Ere Premier Motor Co,

Aston Bd., Birmingham. [0740

Svare ParU:

HBRBEET EOBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Carnbridge."

—Complete illustrated list post free. All Levisi

parts in stock. [9399'

Marloe.
MAELOB-BLACKBURNE 2Kh.p., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick start, brand new; £68/10.-Goad, 122,.'

Maida Vale. 'Phone ; Hampstead 1353. [996^

Martinsyde.

MAETINSYDE 6h.p. Combination, complete with

lami> horn, Tan-Sad, and Easting -wind screen;'

£85 for quick sale.-ioa. King St.. Hammersmith. [1572

Dand S. Autocar Co. are agents for Martinsydes,-

. combination and solos; S'Ah.p. sports model ini

stock, SllO; cash or deteired.-33. The Para^de^.

Golde'rs Green, N.W.

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dale oT the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martinsyde.

1 Q20 Martinsyde 61i.p. Combination, 3-speed, clntoh,

JLt/ K.S., fnlly equipped, hood tiud screen; £103:
deferred p.nyinent or exc-banges.—Edwards, 50, Haning-
ton Kd., South Kensington. [1675

MARTINSrriE 1922 Sports and touring combinations
lor immediiite delivery. Cash, exchange, deferred

payments.—Newuhani Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Ed., ^y.6. 'Phoue: Hammersmith 80. [1517

Matchless. _
all models, at list prices; deferred

-Below.
-| Q22 Matchless,
X iJ payment or exchanges,

1Q21 Matchle-Js 8h.p. Standard Combination, £155;
M-U 1921 Matoliless 8h.p. standard fombiuation,
dynamo, £173; 1921 Matchless Sh.p. 2-seater combina-
tion, £167; 1921 Matchless Sh.p. 2-^eater combination,
dynamo, £182* deferred payments Of exchanges.—Ed-
wards, 50, Harrington Kd., South Kensington. [1677

Magdyno lighting,

owner must sell.—
[1676

VilliersMATCHLESS Combination, N.S.IT. .

clutch, good tyres, pood condition; ride away; £38.

1 Q21 Mat-chless Combination,
J- */ brand new, unused ; £158

;

41, Madrid Ktl., Barnes, S^W.

gears,
ay

;

Miles, 15, Church St., Enfield. [1413

PHONE: Greenwich 751.—1922 Matchless, immedi-
ate delivery; the incomparable combniation will

be the centre of attraction at Olympia Show.

CALL and See Sam E. Clapham or representative,
Matchless, Stand 65; cash, exchange, or easy

terms; all leading makes motor cycles and light cars

for 1922.—Sam E. Clapham Motors, 27, Stockwell St.,

Greenwich. S.E.lO. [9252

Combination, July, 1921, M.A.G.,
as new, very little used; £150 cash;

Larkfield Grange, Rawdon, Leeds. [9790

\T7AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.-
»* 8iM). Matchless combination, sports model, new

easy terms no extra charge
[1704

MATCHLESS
Magdyno,

1921; reduced to £149

"U-O.C.H. give you good Matchless service; cash
•hange,

mnchinas ic

Tube).

or deferred payments;
stock.—5, Heath St.,

sound second-hand
Hampstead (near

[1323

MATCHLESS Combination, cost June (1920) £230.
hood, lamps, Tan-Sad, legshields, perfect condition

;

accept £140.
Sussex.

-Rose Cottage, Nutboume,

MATCHLESS Sports New 1921 _

speeds, clutch, kick starter; £150.—Elce. Ltd.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St,

Avenue 5548.

M'

Pulborough
[1470

Combination, 3
-'

e. Ltd
E.G. 3. "Phone

[0066

MATCHLESS 1922 models for immediate delivery.

Ca.ih, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Kd.. W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [1515

CAREFULLY Used Matchless 1920 Combination,
perfert condition, hood, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad,

tax in-uranco to March; £135.—Jack, 21. Sprinsfield

Av.'. Mu'^well Hill. [1177

ATCHLESS Combination. 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine, 3

spppils, all accessories, including hood and screen;

accept £70.—Richmond Park Garage, 110, Upper Rich-
mond Rd., East Sheen, S.TV.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622.

[1454

MATCHLESS.—Immediate deliveries 1922 models;
trade supplied in London area, also in Cornwall,

Devon, and Somerset; exchanges; deferred payments
4% extra.—Maudes' Motor Mart, London, Exeter, and
Walsall.

,
[1780

MATCHLESS Combination, late 1920, Sh.p. J.A.P..

spring frame, detachable wheels, hood, screen,

lamps, in excellent condition; £120, or near offer.—

Kiusey and Co., 552, Lower Addiscombe Ed., Croydon.

'Phone: 1129.. [1623

MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine,

new April this vear, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,

2 carburetters, hood, Triplex wind screen, many spares;

owner bought car- accept fair price.—Dufty, 115, Upping-
ham Rd., Leicester. [1263

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. Combination, with dynamo
lighting, vr-ry late 1920 model. 2 spare wheel.=,

speedometer, screen, perfect coiidition; £139; exchanges.

—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Kd., W.6.

'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1525

MATCHLESS 1920 M.A.G. Engine Combination,

H-pnre wheel, speedometer, Lucas acetylene lamps,

verv small mileage, excfinttnnally nice condition; £127:
exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Ed., "W.e. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1526

ATCHLESS 1921 H. Combination, 2-seater side-

car Lucas lighting, spare wheel, seat behind

driver 2 screens, sidecar step, purchased for £201/5
latter part September; owner going abroad; perfect

running order; inspection and trial invited; what
offers'—Write or call. A., Simons, 555, London Rd.,

We^tc'liil. [1147

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North Lon-
don agents for the delightfully sprung and prac-

tically designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-

Royce on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock,

for cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade sup-

plied; all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage. Muswell
Hill N 10. and at Woodside Parade. North Fiochley

[0381

M^

MOTOR
CYCLES

On Easy Terms
All the following machines are available
from stock and may be obtained on
Harrods Convenient System of Easy
Payments. Details and latest lists free

NEWSOLO MACHINES
2| h.p. ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-speed,

clutch and kick-starter £60

4i h.p. B.S.A. Model K2, c. & k.-s. £107
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £75

2I h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £65
2| h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2-sp.,

clutch and kick-starter .... £73
2j h.p. LEVIS, single-speed £48

2I h.p. SUN single-speed £47 5

2I h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-sp.,hghtsveight £65

NEW COMBINATIONS
4J h.p. B.S.A. model K2, No. 3

sidecar, belt-drive £139
8 h.p. ENFIELD, dynamo hghting,

chain-drive £182

4i h.p. HUMBER, smart sidecar £176 3 6

8"h.p. MATCHLESS, Family
2-seater, model H £176 10

8 h.p. NEWHVIPER!AL,chain-drive £145

4 h.p. TRIUMPH modelSD „ £155

SECOND-HAND
1921 SUN VITESSE, 2i h.p,, sing.-sp. £35
1920 CLYNO, 2ih.p., 2-sp. & clutch £45

1920 INVICTA, "
2i h.p. Villiers

engine, Binele-speed £35
3I h.p. LEA - FRANCIS, 2-speed,

clutch and k.-s. fitted, new
coach-built sidecar £75

SHOP-SOILED MODELS
AT SPECIAL PRICES-
2i h.p COULSON, spring frame, 3-speed,

clutcli&k.-s.(List price £117 12s.) £100

23 h.p. BEAUMONT, all chain cush drive,

Blackburne engine, 2-speed, clutch & kick-

starter. (List price £94 10s.) £75

2| h.p. WOOLER, flat twin, Brooklands

sports model (List price £94 10s.) £75

4| h.p. HUMBER, flat twin engine, 3-speed,

clutch & k.-s £100

3^ h.p. INVICTA, Abingdon engine. 3-speed

clutch & kick-starter, fitted coach-

built sidecar £110

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SWl

'Opposite ihe ?.lain Bvildijig)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

SHEFFIELD Agent for Matchless. All models in
stock. Spoiting models £180, standard models

flS5.—A. J, Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed.. Sheffield. [057*

Sr/ftre Partti:

TASSELL, la, Bloomfield Rd Plumstcad, lor any-
thing Matchless at the right price. [6144

MATCHLESS Spare Parts for J.A.P. or M.A.G.
can be had by return, post free, from Jones'

Garage, Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
C0745

Minerva.
03.h.p. Minerva, Bosch, all chain, perfect; trial; £10.
r^-t —17. Heaton Ed., Mitcham. [1616

Mohawk.
MOHAWK Cycles, new or second-hand, at lowest

possible prices for cash or easy payments.

—

Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 28, Alexandra Rd., Horn-
sey. [8493

Ner=a»Car.
NER-A-CAB, new August, condition perfect, com-

pletely equipped, lyres unmarked, low mileage;
offers over £50. — Hallas, St. Elmo, London Rd.,
Hitchin. [1609

New Hudson.
NEW HUDSON 1922 Models and 3-wlieeler light

car.—Full range on view at London Showrooms,
45, Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.2. [9980

New Imperial.
33.h.p. Ne.v Imperial, 2 speeds, new tyres, splendid
4 order; bargain, £28. — Sheldon, Wheatley.

Oxford. [1053

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. 1919 Combination, Tan-Sad,
lamps. Klaxon, tools, etc.; £90.-20, Woodsome

Rd., N.W.5. [1162

£25.—New Imperial, 1916, 2-speed, all accessories
perfect ruonini

Rd., Brixton Hill.
new tyres, etc.—145, Leander

[1758

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desir

NEW IMPERIAL, 1917, aVoh.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
perfect runnini; order, tax; £40, or nearest.—

Ferguson Longhill, Elgin. [X3391

WADCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.—
aoih.p. New Imperial, 2-speed only, £63; also

2-speed, clutch, and kick start model, £69; easy terms

arranged. [1705

-j Q 20-21 Sh.p. New Imperial Combination, epeed-
i«7 ometer, Tan-Sad, Easting screen, lamps, horn,

tools, unscratched; cost £195, accept £85.—Hillier, (side

bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington, WIO. [1567

Norton.

DEEMIEE Motor Co. for Nortons.

LATEST Improved Models for immediate delivery at
1922 reduced prices.

BIG 4, chain drive. £120; Model 16H.. S'Ah.p., 5-

spced, T.T., ch.iin drive, £115; Model 9, Z'/oh.p..

belt drive, £80. Write for revised price list. Easy
payments only 4% extra. Buy your machine direct from
the Norton specialists. The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [0625

NORTON 1921 Models.— Sole district agents, Wessex
Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury.

Phone : 72. [0717

NORTON 1920 3'/>h.p., 4-6peed gear, K.S., h.b.c,

Binks, all on, and in good condition ; £85.—Har-
grave Jun., Wath, Eipon. [1405

NORTON 1920 S'/jh.p., 3-speed, kick start, all acces-

sories, splendid condition; nearest ofler £85.—
Smitli, Blunsdon, Swindon. [1239

NORTON.—All models actually in stock. Deferred
payments 4% extra.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland

St., Loiidon; Walsall Garage. Walsall. [1778

NORTON, Model 9, fully equipped, condition as new,

little used, tax paid; £45. or exchange^l,
Albert Cottages, Marlborough Rd., Old Kent Rd..

S.E.I. W^l
NORTON Big Four 1920 Combination, Norton side-

car, speedometer, accessories, splendid condition;

£95 —Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hamp-
stead 7822. [1770

NORTON 1921 Big Four, sporting sidecar, Magdyno,
Lucas horn, Cowey, oversized tyres, as new;

£160; deferred payments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X3331

1022 S'Jh.p. Norton. 16H model, fully equipped,
li' Lucas fittings, makers' guarantee, £105; with

Henderson featherweight sidecar fitted. Baby Easting

screen, £115 the lot.—14, Estcourt St., Devizes. [1541

NORTON 1921 T.T. I.O.M. Machine, equipped with
3-speed countershaft gear box, hand-controlled

clutch kick starter, lamps, etc., perfect mechanical

condition, exceedingly fast, small mileaae; 100 gns.—

Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23 and 24, Woodstock

St (off Blenheim St.). New Bond St.. W. 'Phone:

Mayfair 6559. 11650

Smre Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
have every Norton part in stock; complete illus-

trated list post free. [9400

vertisement, and the date ot the issue. B29
ed, marked (P).
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•MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T

1Q20 N.TJ.T. 3"yyi.p., Magdrno. equal new; £78.-J-" Elcook, Penywern, Ncatlj. [1255

N.D.T.. 1921, lavislilv etinipped; £65.-Daiie, 216,
I'oitoliello Rd.. North Kensington. [1576

1 021 N.U.T., nm-cgistcred, unriddin, Lucas Mag-J-" dyno; best cHer oyer £103.-11, Springbank Kd.,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1557

N.U.T.—Sole distributing agents for London, Surrey,
Middlesex, Hertiordsliire, Essex, Cornwall, Devon,

Somerset, and .Staffordshire; particularly attractive
terms and sole districts being offered to sub-agents for
1922; immediate deliveries; cash or exchanges; de-
fejred payuieuts 4% extra.—Maudes', Londou, Exeter,
and Walsall. [1779

O.K.

O.K., 1921, Villiers 2i/.h.p., 2-speed, perfect; offers.
-Ward, 49, Clyde Bd., Croydon. Thone: 971.

-. ^ [1578

"I {J 20 O.K.-Union, «ngle-spee<l niodel. done 90 niiies,
-^*^ tax paid, and complete; £35.—Cross, Agent,
Rotheriiam. [X3374
029/10.—O.K.-Union, 23ih.p., 1921, hardly used,oW licence, perfect in every respect.-8, High St.,
\yandsworth. [1585

P. and M.
1Q18 P. and M., requires assembling, and few parts:J-V £32.-1, Belliugham Terrace, Oatford. [1401

TyAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
*» -.'^.li-p. P- and M. poinbination. late 1919. t.^^

paid; £75. [1706

"I
Q18 P. and M., guaranteed good working order, all

J-«' on; bargain. £43.-14, Devonshire Ed., Forest
Hill Station. [1563
"1Q18 P and M.. lamps, horn, tax paid; £45; buv-
-LnJ in!; latest model. — 37, Treadgold St., North
Keneington. (P) [1374

P.
and M. Combination, wind screen, lamps, horn
good condition; £55.-61, Sumatra Ed.. West

Hampstead, N.W.6. [1555

P.
and M. 1918 Combination, aee., tax; exoh'an^'!^
old maehiue and cash; sell £45.—Gamer, 174

Avenue Rd., Acton, W.3. [1213
Oih.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, kid; start, B.A.F. model
^^ ^ tax paid

: exchange lightweight and cash, or sell
£32/10.-198, King St., Hammersmith. [1571

p. and M. Combination, 1920. mechanical lubrica-
J. tiou, Henderson spring frame sidecar, all acces-
sories; £115.-114, Castelnau, Barnes. [1391
3ih.p. P. and M. 1920 Solo, complete with all
4 accessories, condition as ijew; £65.—Gordon

Watney and Co., Ltd., 31, Brook St., London, W.l.
„ [0748

1 lk2l P. and M. Combination, SVjh.p., demonstration
--«.' model, fully equipped, absolutely as new; £112-
deferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards 50. Har-
rington Ed., South Ken.sington. [1671

1Q18 P. and M. Combination, painted green, new^^ wind screen, lamps, tools, new tyres, perfect,
condition guaranteed; £50.—Ferguson, Church Rd.
Garage, Crowborough, Sussex. (D) [1146

P.
and M. Motor Cycles (ex-E.A.F.), rebuilt, fitted wifl'
new parts, including mag., B. and B. onrburett.y.

tyres, etc., £40; combination £55: sidecar reuphol-
steied, painted and new tyre, fully equipped, £60 —
I'orter. High St.. WhitchurcOr, Salop. (8013
Spare Part'i :

"p. and M.—All spares in stock; stamp requirements;
-- P. and M. spares specialist.-H. Beardwood, 147
Burlington St., Liverpool. [9986

Paragon.

"I
Q20 Paragon, 3h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,. in splendid

-^*^ condition: £30; exchange higher power.—Watson,
132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suflolk. [1328

Precision
£12/10.—2y2h. p. Precision, 2 speeds, good tvres, wants

mudguards and saddle.—King, Egrdve Farm.
Oxford. [X3358

"IQ14 3;.;h.p. Precision, tunning order guaranteed;
J-t^ £25; pu.sh-cycle part; Herefordshire; D.P —
Box 7,693, e/o Tke Motor Cycle. '[1335

Premier
PREMIER 1914 3V,.h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, kick

starter, clutch, fully equipped; £50; deterred
oaymeuts.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245,
Deansgate, IVIanchester. [X3333
Spare Parts:

pREinEE.-Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St., Cam-

1

.- bridge, can supply any part from stock; ao waiting,
j

[1345

'

PREMIER Spares and Repairs. — We are the
'

specialists, late with the manufacturers, stamped
envelope for reply per return. We are the only firm
seriously specialising in these.—Forield Motors, Forfield
Place, Leamington Spa. [X3394

Quadrant.
/"CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., sole distributers for^^ Quadrant motor cycles. All models in stock Ex-
ohange or deferred payments.— 177, Westminster Bridge
Ed., S.E.I. Tel.: Hop. 210. [1636

=> 19

These Special Clearance Lines aie sent ^ j*
Carriage Paiil on 7 Days' Approval against gJ

remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day. ,|,"i
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TheName ThcFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R°VICTORIA.S.W.l

98, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.I. & AT
44.SURBITON l?OAD, KINCSTON-ONTHAMES
*1 P/edie dddreis allpost orders to Vdunhdll Bridge Rodd.

TELEPHONE ;- VICTORIA 6553 e-t3S»^

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
ttadco

TJADCO, late 1920, 2-speed, perfect, new lamp set;

o T « 'i''''^,?*''
''''°™ *'° seeures.-Bainett, stauuton,-

Coleford, Glos. [146f
1Q16 Radco, lamp horn, new mag., recently over-J-ir hauled trial; bargain, £23.—Holland, Overton,
Fradsham, Warrington. [1599

Raleigh.
>EEMIER Motor Co. far Ealeighs.

j^MMEDIATE delivery at 1922 reduced prices.

-6h.p., 3-speed, spring frame, detachable wheels
,.,„

»130; standard sidecar, £35; De Luxe sidecar,
i42; spare wheel and tyre, £6. Tlie Raleigh is now
ujo best value iu high-grade combinations. Easy pay-
uieuts ouly 4JC extra.—Sole Birmingham Agents: The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. 10626

22 Raleigh.—AI' models; book now with Sam E.
Clapham (Motors), Greenwich. [9247

1 022 Raleigh, all models, at list price;; deferred pay-J-" ment or exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Ed., South Kensington. [1679
pALEIGH 2?4l.p. and 3h.p. Models, earliert, de-
-*-fc liveries; book your orders now; cash or deleiied
payments.-Loudon Motors, 61, Holbora Viaduct, E C 1.
Tel.: City 4230. [1628

1 021 5-6h.p. Haleigh Combination, used 3 months,
i*' lighting set. horn, tools, fine order; sacrifice
£130, or nearest; seen Midlands.—Box 7,606, c/o
Tho Motor Cycle. [1052

RALEIGH 2^4h.p. and Sh.p. models were the great
attraction at the show. To secure earlv delivery,

why not order now from the Ealeigh specialists. Cash, ,

exchange, deferred payments.-The Newnham Motor Co.,
223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. . [1513
'pHE New Raleigh 2liih.p. 4^!troke Lightweight, 2-
-- speed, with clutch and kick starter, at £68. is
the best value offered the motor cyclist for the 1922
reason

; orders now booking for January delivery.—Sole
Hirmingham Agents; Tlie Premier Motor Co., Aston
Kd., Birmingham. [0737

Reading-Standard.
1016 Reading-Standard Conibinatiou, smait,' fast,;.At/ powerful, taxed, insured; £105, great sacrifi<^.-
35, Bird iu Hand Lane, .Bickley, Kent. [1209

Re.\

013/10.— 3Vl'h. p. Rex, m.o.v., mag., new tyre and belt,
•^ sound condition.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford

[X3357
3ih.p. Rex, m.o.i.v., Bosch, £9; Douglas, taxed,

2 £12. — Simpson, Orchard Ed., Sunbury-on-
Thames.

"

[1583

£18.—Res 5-6h.p. twin, low sporty appearance, Bosch,,
variable jet, B. and B., clutch, tax 30/- paid.—

.Allwood, Feru Bank, Bakewell. [1642

RES-BLACKBUEIsE 8h.p. 1920 Combination,
splendid coudition, electric, spare wheel, screen,

uiauy extras; otters.-Laurel Cottage, Staiuland, Halifax.
(1216

1 Q21 Sh.p. Rex-Blackburne Combination, 3-speed,
-Lt/ K.S., handle-bar clutch control, brand new;
bargain, £155.—^Holroyd Motors. 6. Warwick St.,

Regent St:, W.l. [1185

Roc.

£35 secures 4h.p. Roc-Jap coachbuilt combination,
first.class running order,—24, George St., Hemei

Hemr.sted, Herts. [1283

Rover.
1 Q20 (Aug.) T.T. Eover, as new, PhiUpson pull«y>
J." all accessories; £60.—Heady. 44, Alma Ed.,
Caish.Tlton. [1160 i

1 Q18 Eover Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3-speed and;)
-!-*' clutch, perfect; £68.—13, Vernon Rd., East.
Sheen, Surrey. , [1486 i

3ih.p. Eover C.B. Combination, 3-speed, cluteh, exrj
2 celleut condition, reliable 'bus: £35.—Phillips,

59, Prestbury Ed., Macclesfield. [11583

ROVEE, 1920, 6h.p. J.A.P., and Rover sidecar, un-^
scratched, mileage 1,500; trial by appointment.^ _

Gooding, Strand, Shaldon, Devon. [121M

ROVER T.T., almost new, copper exhaust, knee-grips, •

lamps, Cowey, meclianically perfect; £65: ex-

change.—47, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [1397

1 Q 20 Eover Combination, lamps, speedometer, horn, .,

-LI/ perfect condition, mileage 1,000; what ofiers?-

Bnrton, 51, Olarkegrove Ed., Sheffield. [1257y

"I Q20 3V2I1.P. Rover Combination, 3-speed, K.S., perg
-L!7 feet condition, 600 miles, all accessories; £9^
—22, Brocmfeild Av., Palmer's Green. [119®

Oih.p. Single Geared Rover, excellent condition, lamps,

02 horn, licensed, new oversize tyres: bargain, £20.

—Malvern Garage, Malvem Ed., Thornton Heath, Surrey

OVEE 1920 3V2il.P. 3-speed Combination, excellent 1

-1.1/ order; £87; exchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223 Hammersmith Kd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammevsmitii 1

80.
!1524.;

R^

B30 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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'motor cycles for sale."
Rover.

ROYER 3V'li-P- 1920 Machine, condition and appear-

ance as "new, only wants seeing, 3-speed gear liox

nnd clutch, an ideal solo or sidecar maeliine.—Andrews,

Devonshire Garage, Buxton. [X3377

ROVER.—New 1922' Rover Sh.p. can be delivered

from stock, lully equipped, electric lighting, etc.

;

£220. — Authorised Agents: Elce, Ltd., 15-16,

Bi-iliopsgste Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. 'Phone :

Avenue 5548. [0071

ROVER 1919-20 5-6h.r. J.A.P., 1920 Henderson Elite

sidecar, wind screen, electric light, aluminium
discs, new tyies, Watford trip, Binlis, Klason, perfect

condition and appearance, mileage 4,000; £115.-13,
Hamilton Rd., Ee.ading. [1598

1 021 Rover, T.T., 75 m.p.h, model, used only 400
i.iy miles, very fast, fitted with hand-controlled
Philipson puUcv and knee grips; £75.—The Layton
Oarages. 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone ; 581 and
784. T.A. : Integrity, Oxford. [1507

"I 020 5-6h.p. Twin Jap-Rover and Canoe'et sporting
A.*J sidecar, dynamo (Lucas) lighting, tyres new,
electric horn, outfit good condition, mechanically per-
fect, tax paid: bargain, £95, or nearest offer.—F. C.
Swil't and Co., Ledbury, Herefordshire. [1167

Royal Ruby.

NEW Sh.p. Royal Ruby, patent spring frame model;
li^^t price £95, accept £80, bargain.—Toung,

Mesterton, Somerset. [1234

£25.—Eoyal Ruby 2V.h.p. 2-stroke, late model,
eriuipped, pillion.—30, Sterndale Rd., Shepherd's

Bush Rd., Hamlnersruith. [1412

ROTAL RUBY 2%h.p., 3-speed; £33; any trial; ta>
paid ; exchange considered for good 3h. p.—Harding.

Newsagent, sturminster Newton, Dorset. [128:

1019 (latel Sh.p. Royal Ruby Combination, 3-speed
-1-t/ electric lighting set, horn, speedometer, and mirror
in ffiod order; £110.— Springett, Maidstone Rd., Puddoc!
Wood. •

" [1314

Rudge.
"1QI5 Rudge Multi 3i/r,h.p., I.O.M., all on; £32.-17,
-•-tf Heaton Ed., Mitc-ham. [1614

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-
3yjh.p. Rudge Multi, I.O.M., 1920; £65. [171

£60.-1920 Rudge Multi, syjr.p., accessories.— Clifiord
Wilson, 177, Westmiirster Bridge Ed., S.E.I. [1635

RUDGE Multi, 1920, lamps, etc.; £50, or nearest.—E.
Wihon, Rin:4ers Lane, Leverington, Wisbech

[1171
RUDGE 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination; £27, bar-

f;ain, no offers.— 636, Harrow Rd., Paddington.
[8889

"I Q1I6 Eudge Multi, all lamps, new tyre, foot oiler.
J-t/ just overhauled; £44.—Mulberry House, New Eoni
ii^.v, Kent. [1399

RUDGE Multi, 3y>h.p.,
Tan S.-id, insured

T.-n. Clapham.

1921,
£72. —

T.T., lamps, horn,
Simpkins, 27, Old

[1363

|! 1 Q19'/;> 5-6h.p. Rudg« Multi Combination, thoroughly
|:-i-t/ overnauled. Basting, complete; £90.—Mclntyie.
. L;irk]ands. Ilkeston. [1256

XfUDGE Multi, 1920, perfect condition, electric
-Itlj lighting, all accessories: what offers quick sale?
-B., 20, Hilldrop Rd., N.7. [1369

|;1Q20 I.CM. Rudge Multi Si/jh.p., dutch, starter.
I X^ original tyres, all accessories: £55.-68. High
T-ane. Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester. [98 If

WE Can Give Immediate Delivery for 1922 models
Rudge: 3 speeds, all-chain, £100; Multi, £85-—

Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. - [1020

F.O.C.H. give you good Rudge service; cash, ex-
change, or deferred payments; sound second-hand

m.irhines in stock.—5, Heatlr St., Hampstead (near
Tul>e). [1322

RUDGE 1926 models for immediate delivery. Cash
exchange, deferred payments.-Newnham Motor

Co., 223, Hammersirrith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer
smith 80. [1519

|!l Q21 (October) 3y2h.p. Rudge Multi Roadster. Luca-
|iXi/ lamps and horn, spare belt, Tan-Sad. prncticallv
new ; 80 gns.— Orlidge, Panteg Council oaiees, I'ontv
ni'iile, Pontypool. [129?

1 ft 20 Eudge, T.T. model, fully equipped with lamps,
-L ^ horn, and licence, small mileage, and in good
Older ; :£60.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell .St
i>.\roid. 'Phone; 581 and 784, T.A. : Integrity!
ll:i)ord. i^ fl5d6
Syar^ Parts:

T_TERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge
^^ —All Rudge parts in stock; complete illustrated
let post free. [940]

Scott.

IICCOTT, 2-speed, kick start, all on; best offer; cheap -
|.M 24, Littlewood Ed., I^ewisham. [1460

SCOTT, £55, bargain, must sell. P.O. for particular"
-Barker, Carlton, Middleham. [X337E

;;£50.-Scott combination, electric light, Senspray rid'

B, iT'^'i."",!'^''^^
°"" ^ p.m.-St. Leonards, EMnei

Rd., New Maiden, Surrey, [1259

LONDON'S
LEADING TYRE HOUSE

il

Size,

700x80

Make.

Palmer Ribbed
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Engiebert Passenger.

.

Englebert Touring
Bates Special Heavy
Palmer Cord
S. Moulton Extra Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Englebert Touring ....
Wood Milne Special
Palmer Cora heavy ....
Hutchinson T.T. Rub. S.

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Hy.

I
Clincher de Luxe Heavy

Goodrich Safety Tread.

.

Bates Special Heavy. . .

.

Clincher ife Luxe Heavy
Wood Milne Ex. Heavy
Wood Milne Special .

.

uoodricn Safety Tread .

.

Englebert Racng
Goodrich Safety Tread.

.

Clincher Grooved
Goodyear A.W. Tread .

Clincher Ribbed
Best French R. Non-skid
Wood Milne Special .

.

Beldam Bulldog
Firestone R. Non-skid
Clincher Grooved
Clincher Steel Stud .

.

Our List J
Price Price;

34
,-J

53/ !
46/-i
54/-;
53/6'
68/ J
54 /t«
56/f-i

49/
53/9"
62/

59/91
68 /ei

5t/.i!

52/6!
68/6!
58/91
72 /3«

63/9;
too/ J
TOO /9b
67/61

58/3J

53/-;
83/ i
64/9"

87/8"
69/6"
69/61

25/-
25/-
19/6
15,/-

31/-
29/-
27/9
25/-
23/-
16/6
13/6
30/-
27/6
25/-

32/6

45/-
35/-
27/6
16/6
13/6
51/6
39/6
40/-
35/
35/-
32/-
25/-
13/6
61/-
58/
41/9
41/9

TIIRPQ NEW AND FULLY
' <^P'=<» GUARAIMTEED.

Our List
Price. Price

24:-;2 4/6 9/-
26x2 4/9 ro/-
26x2J 7/- 10/3
26x2; 7/9 lr/3

700 X SO .

.

26x2i

Our List
Price. Price"

13/3

26x2V 8/9 r2/9
28x3 7/6 —

10/- .. 15/9

Jflo/3

These Special Clearance Lines are sent ^K
Carriage Paidjin 7 Days' Approval against " r
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WAY
LONDON 5 LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?.VICTORIA.S.W.l
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44,SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ONTHAMES
^ P/me address dllpost orders to\/mM! iridie ffodd
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TElEPHONl:- VICTORIA 6553 fc- 655*
OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott

T.T. Scott, 1921, spet:uil, loot oiler, deceleifitor, 4-

spiirk mag-., .sp&cial oil tank, spare sprockets, guar-
anteed over 75 m.p.h.; £100.—G. CJlapluam. I'ernclifle
Villa, Keighley. ' [1301

SCOTT Combination, 1915, splendid condition, many
1920 parts ; any trial ; exchange Harley or

Morgan, cash adjustment; Kingston.—Box 7,705, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [1698

BARGAIJ7.—Scott, renovated and good order, lan.ps

and horn, new Watsohian sidecar, ride a^^ay; £50,
or nearest ; machine alone £35 ;

particulars stamp.—
AYeatherill, HoIton-le-Moor, Lincoln. [1X3367

SCOTT Motor Cycles or Sociable.'?.—Immediate de-

livery can be given from Ball, Scott Specialist, 6,

Whee'ey's Rd., Edgbaston ; or Taylor, 74, Stoney Lane,
Smetliwick; from whom information, spares, and real

.service can be obtained. [X3361

1 Q21 3"!ib.p.- Sporting Scott, fitted with polished long
J-t' eshaiL^t pipe, privately owned, complete with

all lamps, horn, licence, and electric rear lamp, been

very little u?ed, owner buying car: £95, or near ofler.

—CaiDforth Motor Co., Carnforth. [1169

Syare Parts:

QCOTT Service Depot.—Scot spares and repairs, gears
k> overhauled, new gear £11, crank case £4/10.—
Cathedral Motor Works, 99, Gt. George St., Liver-

pool. [1732

Singer.

SINGER, 1914. 3iAh.p.. T.T model, racing cams,
Senspray carburetter, Bosch mag., horn, lamps,

etc., fast, very fine condition; £35.-4, Bockhampton
Rd., Kingston, Surrey. [1437

Stanger.

THE Machine of the moment is the Stanger V twin,
5h.p. 2-stroke. This machine is really a first-elass

mount with wonderful power, and excellent smooth run-

ning, fitted with the neatest rear springing yet seen;
price £112/10. Send for particulars.—Jones Garage,

Muswell Hill, London. N.IO. [0731

Sun.

1 |Q16 Sun, 2-speed, just overhauled at cost of £10;LU bargain, £26.—Park Street Garage, Wellington,
Salop. [1305

SUN-VILLIERS, 2^/,h.p.. 2-speed, 1917, Claudel-
Hobson carbureter, flexible exhaust, perfect con-

dition; £26.-17, Sussex Rd.. New Maiden, Surrey
[1359

SUN 2V2h.p.-1921 Model, single speed, lamps, horn,
mechauically sound, little used; £35.—Herbert

Robinson, Ltd., Greeu St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995.
[1343

Sunbeam.
3-speed Sunbeam, well equipped,
condition; £85.-17, St. Charles

[9808

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
3y2h.p. Sunbeam and sidebar, 1915; £85: no

extra charge for easy terms. [1707

SUNBEAM 1916 3V2h.p.. lamps, horn, speedometer,
guaranteed sound and perfect; must eell, £59.—

Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. - [1652

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, July, 1920, electric

2 light, Easting; bargain, £110.—Coulson, Wat-
ton Abbey, Cranswick, Yorkshire. [1476

LATE 1921 3V,'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, genuine
Sunbeam car, most lavishly equipped, cost £214;

accept £125.-24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington.
[1444

"I Q 21 SM'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, practically
M~*y new, 'electric lighting, insurance, registration,
accessories; cost £230; nearest £140.—Carroll, Glems-
Eord, Suffolk. [X3392

31.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1921, condition as
2 new, mileage under 400, speedometer and

numerous accessories; £140.—Gordon Watney and
Co.. Ltd., 31, Brook St., London, W.l. [0749

SUNBEAM Sy^h.p., late 1920, guaranteed in sound
mechanical order, as i;ew, licence paid; a genuine

bargain- can be seen by appointment; oflers about £100.'

Write Box 186, c/o F. Aldridge, 26, Paternoster Row,
E.C.4. [1264

1 Q21 Sunbeam SV^h.p. Combination, brand new; list

-L*/ price £162, very slightly showroom soiled, and '

offered at £140.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell
St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 and 784. T.A. : Integrity,

Oxford. [1505

SUNBEAM 1919 SVsh.p. Combination, legshields, Binks
carburetter, Cowey speedometer, Lucas horn, P.

md H. lamps, Cameo screen, luggage grid, first-clasa

ondition- £120.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St.,

Cambridge. Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [1344

SUNBEAM 1921 Si/^h.p., all accessories, only run
about 500 miles, equal to new; accept £92 cash;

exchanges entertained. Call, or 'phone if possible.—Rich-
mond Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2623. [1453

SUNBEAM 1921 SVah.p. Combination, electric light-

ing, Cowey horn, wind screen, speedometer, knee
grips, mudshields, spare wheel and tyre, uuscratched;
cost £230, accept £155; deferred payments.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [X3336

T.A. : Bicycles.

19 I 3V.-ll.p.

beautiful
W.IO.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

Spa re Farts :

SUNBKAAT Owners are informed tliat arrangements
linve been made for spare parts to be stocted at

the following Sunbeam Depots

;

LONDON, B.C.—Sunbeam Depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct.
Tel. No.; 2180 Holborn.

LONDON. S.W.-Sunbe,nm Depot, 157-8, Sloane St.

Tel. No.: 1106 Victoria.

LIVERPOOL.—Sunbeam Depot, 68, Eensliaw St.

Tel. No.: 729 Eora!

MANCHESIEE.—Sunbeam Depot, 20, Peter St.

Tel. No.: 3952 Central.

LEEDS.—Sunbeam Depot, 5, Woodliouse Lane. Tel.
No.: 2.3277.

LEIOESTEE.-Sunbeam Depot, 16, London Ed. Tel,
No.: 3717.

BOUBNEMOUTH.-Snnbeam Depot. 8. Holdenlursr
Ed. Tel. No.: 95r.

EDINBUEGH.-Sunbeam Depot. 37. George St., Edin-
burgh [9268

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.—All Sunbeam parts in stock. Write us if you
-are hung up for any part. [9402

Triumph.
pREMIBF, Motor Co. for new Triumphs.

ALL Models for Immediate Delivery at reduced 192^
prices.

'T'TPE H.. 4h.p.. J.speed, £105; Type S.D.. chain
-«- drive, £115-; Type L.W., lightweight, £55; sidecars
from £20 to £50; easy payments only 4% eKtra. Bus
direct from the Triumph Specialists, The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Hd., Birmingham [062.

FOUR Incomplete Triunjph TY.D. Machines ; offer —
59, High St., Clapham. [1689

("lEOSS, EtBngham Sa., is agent for Triumphs for
^^ Rotherham and district. [X3371
1Q20 3V2h.p. Countershaft Triumph, as new: £75
-'-«^ -17, St. Charles Sq, "''" ' --no„.

s:^Jl

k^^&lgSiA.

TAYLORS

"fQl4 Triumplj, clutch,
J-t' St. Mary Kd., W

W.IO. t980S

rebu^hed; bargain, £20.-69,
aItli<mj6toi7. [1546

3ih.p. Triumph, requires adjnstinent, engine A.L.

;

2 £18.-61, High St., Clapham. [1690

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, periect; £47. — 24
-Ltf Balliol Ed., North Kensington,

'

[1440
1?22.—3J^li.p. Tiinmpli, sportv, 6mart. reliable.-Lufi,cV Pewsey Ed-, Marlborough, Wilts. [1151

JQ22 Triumphs.—All models; order now from Sam^^ E. Clapham (Motors), Greenwich. [9248

BABY Triumph, 1920, perfect, accessories; 50 gns.—
6, Victoria Parade, Ashton-on-RibbJe. [1639

1 Q19 Triumph, countershaft, all on; £75, or near

—

.l-tf 61, Downhills Park Rd., West Green. [1489

£45.—Triumph, 1917. C.S., fine running order; don't
miss this.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [1597

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, tax paid; ride away;
£45.—Simpson, Orchard Rd,, Sunbury-on-Thames

[1584
TRIUMPHS.—A fine assortment ot all models iu

stock at prices- to suit all.—Rosa, 86, High R"d..

Lee [4485

£27.—Triumph. clutL-h, ct; closed Bosch, dropped frame,
splendid order, luUy equipped.— 17, Ashover Ed.,

Leicester. [1210

TRIUMPH Combination, late model, perfect ^condi
tion; " "" ~- " --

Chiswick.

Are you Still in doubt?
The Motor Cycle Show at Olympia may have
assisted a good many motor cyclists in their

choice of a mount for next season. But
thousands of intending purchasers left the

exhibition more perplexed than when they
entered it. If you are numbered among them,
please avail yourself of our experience—we
can supply any machine of good make, so

that you can depend upon our recommendation
being unbiassed.

No matter if you need a mount torideyt)urself,

or for presentation as a Christmas Gift—get

it at TAYLOR'S, where you are sure of a
square deal.

Our stock includes motor cycles ranging- in

price from 38 to 200 guineas, and three or four

wheel cars from ;£i50 upwards. The payment
may be cash, or out of income, and extended^

over two Christmases.

The following is a selection from our

varied stock—may we send you Catalogue
descriptive of any particular machine ?

£67/10; exchange.—24, Geraldine Hi
[1681

|Q14 Triumph, 3-speed. lamps, speedometer, Tan-
J-»/ Sad, carefully used; £37.-37. Arlington Kd.,
.Surbiton. [1592

TEIUMl'H SMih.p.. fast, roadster, the - talk of the
show. Deliveiy January. — Bunting's Exchange,

Wealdstone. [1651

1 Q 18 Countershaft Triumph, splendidly equipped
-«-«/ lamps, legshields, guaranteed; £55.-45. Pelhamlamps,
Ed., Wimbledon,

-45, Pelham
[1594

COMBINftTIONS.

7 h.p. A.J.S. . . £175

8 h.p. Excelsior

de luxe . . £155

8 h.p. Matchless £170

8 h.p. Enfield .. £140

6-7 h.p. Ariel . . £145

8 h.p. Zenith . . £159

6 h.p. Martinsyde£160

6 h.p. Excelsior £133

4 h.p. Triumph £145

4ih.p. B.S.A. .. £140

4J h.p. Quadrant £100

SOLO.

2ih.p.A.J.S.Sport5 £85

2f h^i. Excelsior

Blackburne . . £75
2^ h.p. Excelsior

Sports . . . . £53
21 h.p. Excelsior

single gear £39 18s.

2| h.p. Excelsior

open frame, 2-

speed, k.s. . . £55
5 h.p. Zenith

Bradshaw . . £113
3|h.p.RudgeMutti£85
2.^ h.p. Raleigh £68

2i Enfield . . £55

CARS.
Morgans, £150. Rovers, £220. G.N., £200.

Premier, £250. Bayliss-Thomas, £315.

A.B.O., £295. Morris-Cowley, £299 5s.

Lagonda Coupe, £395.

If your favourite is not included in the

above, please advise us.

SECOIMD-HAND BARGAINS.
We have a number of Stocktaking Bargains
to offer at exceeding attractive prices—write

for list.

4:''tJrir^L''°'^>^Z'°kci^S'i: Jif 'SSA^^tt Sole London and district distributing agents

W^

Hd., Swadlincote. [1553

"IQ20 Triumph, 4h.p.. 3-speed, kick start, a,nd coach
-»-t' sidecar: £75.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate.
'Phone : Stratiord 2598. [1493

WATTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
Tnumphs, all 1922 niodels supplied promptly on

easy terms or exchange. [1708

1 Q22 Triumph, all models, at list prices; deferred
J-*' payment or exchanges.—Edwai^s, 50. Harrinfr-
ton BA., South Kensington. [1678

TRIUMPH, eofichbuilt sidecar, good running order,
2-frpeed find kick start ; £45.—Rhind and Co., Stone

Place, Eusholme, Maneheste-r. [1231
1 Q 14 Triumph, 3-speed, just re-enamelied, over-At/ hauled, perfect; £37/10.—Goad, 122, Maida
Vale, 'Phone : Hampstead 1353- [9964

for A.J.S. and Excelsiors.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycles and Cars,
52-53, Sussex Place, South Kensington.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs.

.la, Store Street. Tottenham Court Road, W.G.l.

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.CI.
Garage: Tottenham. Court Road, W.l.

'Phones: Accessories and "Repairs, Museum 1240.
Motor Cycles and Cars, Kensington 7260.

Telegrams : " Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Iriumph

TnRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 3-sp3Ed, fnllj
J- equipped; £45; exchanges entertained.—Speech-
ley, 86, Churchfield Rd., Acton W.3. [1482

rpEIUMPH T.T. Model, excellent condition, reliable,
J- carefully used, fuUv equipped, tax paid; £45.—E.
Goodger, Gedney HUl, Wisbech, lines. [1270

'T'EIUMPH 3',<.h.p. Lightweight, coacbbuilt combina-
J- tion, 2 speeds, lamps, speedometer, good condition

;

£37.—Sharp, 11, Vorley Ed., Highgate. [1421

1 Ql9 Triuraplr Combination, with Easting wind screen,
J-v aluminium legshields, and flrst-class tyres; £80.—Bntdier, 55, Fisherton St., Salisbury. [1246

£55.—Triumph, late 1918, perfect mechanical and
external condition, with long copper exhaust or

silencer.—58, Blagdon Rd.,_New Maiden. [1754

TRIUMPH Junior. 1920, Lucas lamps, horn; £42;
exchanges.—iNewnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-

smith Ed., \V.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1530

TRIUMPH, 1919, No. 1 Montgomery sidecar. Easting
screen, speedometer, disc wheels, lamps ; £85.

—

EodSa, 32, Seymour House, Compton St., W.O. [1396

TRIUMPH S'jh.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, weatherproof
Bosch, new Amac carburetter, tax paid, ready to

ride away; £30.—Rando, 50, Brighton Rd., Surbiton.
[9738

AUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
ZV4 h.p. Triumph Junior, 1921, tax paid, fully

insured, all accessories; £50; easy terms arranged.
[1709

F.O.C.H. give you good Triumpli serv-ice; cash, ex-
change, or deferred payments; sound second-hand

machiuei in j.toc]i.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Tube). [1321

TRIUMPH 1922 models for immediate deliyery. Cash,.

exchauge, deferred payments.—Newnham Motor
Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-,
smith 8fl. [1518

"I
1Q2O Triumpli-Glorio Combination, Cameo, speedo-

-1- *y meter, lamp, just orerhauled by makers, perfect

condition; £95, or offer.—17, Park Ed.. Bedworth, near

Nuneaton. [!S3369

1 Q21 (April! Triumph with Cauoelet sports sidecar,
-Lt/ Easting wind screen, all accessories, all perfect;

£110, cost £160.—R. DiTlry, Lawley House, Horsehay,
Shropsliire. [1203

TRIUMPH, 1917-18, 4h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter,

clutcfi, fully equipped; £75; deferred payments.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate,

Manchester. [X3334

4h.p. Triumph Combin.ntiOn, cost £135 from Tiiumphs
July, 1920, everything perfect and as new; £75;

owner bought car.—Stanley, Keysers Estate, Bros-

bourne, Herts. [1240

TRIUMPH, Itite 1918. condition as new, absolutely

sound throughout, fast sporting machine, long

exTianst, spare cover; £70, or near.—1, Hazeldean Rd.,

East Croydon. [1358

1 Q21 B;iby Triumph, as new, ell on and ready for

X" the road- £49/10.—Light Car and Motor Cycle

Engineering Co., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton (Va rnin. from

Brixton Skating Eink). [1668

TRIUMPH 3V'h.p. with N.S.U. 2-speed, all on, re.illy

good order; £26.—Liglit Car and Motor Cycle Engi-

neering Co., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton (V2 min. from,

Brixton Skating Rink). [1667

TRIUMPHS--We are the North London agents, and
can deliver from stock for cash, deferred pay-

ments, or exchange-—Jones Garage. Muswell Hill, and

Woodside Parade, N Finchley - [0382

TRIUMPH 1921 Sports Model, condition as new
throughout, mileage under 200; £67/10, bar-

gain —Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.C.5. 'Phone : Avenue 554,8. [0067,

"I Q20 Triumph, countershaft, .practically new Hen-
-1-1/ derson sidecar, usual accessories, tyres good, in

nerfect condition; £80, or near offer.—Sutton. 41.

Sunderland Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.23.

'

[1740

MUST Be Sold; what oflers?—Triumph combination,

1913, with accessories. 3-speed. clutch, coacli'

built sidecar, new Dunlop Magnum tvre, tax paid,

"ood condition.—Middleton, 28, St. Margaret's St.,

Canterbury. [1193

21 Triumph Junior, brand new but slightly show-
,

_-, room soiled, list price £65. usual makers

iinarantee given; £55.-The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-

well St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 and 784. T.A. : In-

,

tegrity, Oxford. [1=12

-1021 ((Mav) Ch,iin-driven Triumph and brand new'
-LH sporting Montgomery sidecar, large Lucas lamp.

28x3in. tyre, insured till June, 1922, flrst-class order

throughout, many spares; owner btrying faster machine;

£110, or without sidecar £85.—Maclennan, 53, Mickle-

ton Ed.. Coventry. [X3339

TRIUMPH Oombinatiqji, 1920, Model ft, with 1921

special Gloria sidecar, coat £55, mirror, horn,

lamps, spare cover and tube, petrol tin carrier, luggage

grid, full equipment of tools, all tyres unpuncturcd,

beautifully kept a.nd guaranteed in first-class condition:

any expert examination and trial by appointment; pries

£105, no offers: owner bought car.—Apply, 635, High

Rd., Tottenham, N.17. [U'lo

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEIUMPH 1914 41i.p., 3 siwed. sidecar, lamps, Lorn,

Tan-Sad, etc. ; neaieit £47 ;
unemploj'ment only

reason.—120. Ellen St.. Biiniinsliam. [X3310

. Sj}are Parts :

TEIUilPH Spares.—Immediate delivery —Kayf. 8,

Bond St., Ealins. [8638

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge.
—The Triumph experts; complete illustrated list

post free. [9403

TRIUMPH Spare Parts ior all models, also Sturmey-
Archer gear parts from stock, ix)st free. Gear

overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Broadway,
Muswell Hill, N.IO. , , [U745

VERY, Very Seldom are ire asked for a Triumph or

Sturiney-Archer part irbieh we cannot supply at

once, even to the smallest nuts. But no ex-Army dump
stufl.—Gray and Levin. 5, The Boulevard, Balham, S.W.
Tel.: Streatham 2417 - [7902

TEIUMPH Parts, 1904 to 1921.—Every part, any
year, in stock, new or second-hand, guaranteed

serviceable. Enclose stamp for reply. AThy not second-
baud goods in place of nev\- while prices are so high?
Half the price: satlstaction guaranteed.-rorfield Motors,
11, rorfleld Place, Leamington Spa. [X3393

Trump.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-

2i)'4h.p. Trump-Jap, 2-speed model, new 1922:
£60; easy terms arranged. [1710

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.O.4.-
New late 1921 3','2h.p. Trump-Jap, fitted with

latest J-A.P. engine, overliead valves, 3-sreed model,
road racing machine: £75; no extra charge for easy
terms. [1711

I

I - ' Velocette.

I "I
Q21 .Velocette, fully equipped and licensed, very

J^*y -small mileage; £45.—The Laytun Garages, 30,
Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone : 581 and 784. T.A. :

Integrity, Oxford. [1509

1 A 21 Velocette, 2tjh.p., 2-speed, mechanical lubri-
-i-O catiou, list price £65, absolutely brand new,
usual makers' guarantee; £55.—The Lavton Garages,

1 30, Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 and 784.
j:T;A. : Integrity, Oxiord. [1508

,
Verus.

1 Q21 Verus, 4h.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed, clutch,
J~*^ K.S., perfect condition throughout: £78:
deferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards 50, Har-
rington Ed., South Kensington

'

[1672

Villiers.

TTILLIERS 2-stroke, single gear, good tvres. appear-
ance good; bjirgain, £20; approval.—Snow.

[1750Laurel St., Dalston, E.8.

bh.p.O sui

Williai.ison.

Williamson Combination, full eoulpment.
spa-es. speedometer, wind screen, luxurious turn-

out, privately owned; exchange lighter machine; sell
£55.-4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [1378

WILLI_\MSON Sh.p. 2-seater Sidecar Combination.
W.C, speedometer, lamps, 1 new and 2 almost

new tvres, splendid turnout.—G. Lamb. Norman Ter-
race, 285. High .St. South, East Ham. [1379

M'ooler

WOOLER, brand new, never been used : list price
£105, accept £75 quick .=<ale.—Ann, Watlini ~St.

[X3328Wellington. Salop.

1 020 Wooler, spring frame, engine perfect, makers'
-i-tf overhaul cost £12, all accessories, speedometer,
lamps, etc., would ride 50 miles : £60, or near.—Whitting-
ham, Birthwaite, Queen's Park Ed., Bonmeiuouth. [1164

Zenith.
5-6h.p. Zenith, K.S.. clutch, all on, peife, t ; £35.-17

Kenton Rd., Mitcham. [1615

I Q20 Zenith Combination, fine condition; £75 —
-L" 24, Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [1441

£85.—Sh.p. Zenith, March. 1921. perfect condition,
accessories.—24, Bellamy St., Balham. S.W 12.

[1467
BRAND l^ew 1921 Zenith, Sh.p.. luxuriously

efjuipped: £85.-Dentist, 216, Portobelio Rd., North
Kensington. [1S7S

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
3',[,h.T]. Zeiiitli-Bradshaw, new

; price £105 ; easy
terms arianged, [1712

1 Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, elec-
J-«7 trie lighting, new tyres, carefully used; £110.—
63, Brixton Rd., S.W. 9. (1761

FRANK WHITWOETH. Ltd.. 139. New St., Bir
mingham. for immediats delivery from stock of

Zenith-Bradshaw, price £118. [0717

ZENITH Sh.p., 1917, completely overhauled, re.cuam-
elled. replated. new tvie and belt, lamps, tools,

etc.: £55.-2, Madiid Ed., Barnes. [1466

-| Q21 Sh.p. Sportj Ze:iith, all on. as new: £80, or
J-tJ' bsst ofier.— \."ritc Turner, Harwaiu, Ladbroke Rd ,

Eedhill, Surrey. 'Phone: 368 Eedhill. [1290

manufacturers of
Accessories. Patents. Specialities.
POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS

Set A1—For Solo Machines.

Price as illustrated (less bulbs and wire) £6 3 6.

Set B1—For Sidecar Combinations.

I Price as illustrated (less bulbs and wire) £6 15

Set 01—For Medium Solo Macliines.

Price as illustrated (with bulbs—less wire) £3 15
H.A.H. COMPLETE REAR SETS.

Fig. 573, Rear Lamp,
7/6 each.

Fig. 5G0, Side Lamp,
7/6 each.

' osta'jc extra oil 'he above.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
H.A.H. WORKS,

Tunstall Road. CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams

:

Croydon 2225, 2226. ' Keyage, Croydon."

MOTOR CYCLES l-OR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH 5-6h.p. Combination, C.B. sidecar, acetylene
lighting, tax paid, splendid condition; £70.—Holm-

hurst, Highstone, New Wanstead, E.ll. [1207

ZENITH 8h.p. Sports, as new, all accessories:

guaranteeci bargain, £48/10, or exchange light-

weight.—217, Belsize Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [1141

ZENITH, Sh.p., July, 1921, Gradua, countershaft,
hand clutch, electric lighting; £95; perfect

throughout.— 193. Ponders End, London, N. [1606

£30.—Zenith-Jap 4h.p., Grade Multi pulley, E.I.C .

Seuspray, Miller lamps, horn, 1 new tyre, tax

paid, about 1914.—Maurice Durbin, Kent St., Cheddar.
[1487

F.O.C.H. give you good Zenith service; cash, ex-

change, or deferred payments: sound second-haml

machines in stock.—5, Heath St., Hampsteod Inear

Titbe). . - [1319

ZENITH-BRADSHAW 1922 models for immediate de-

livery. Cash, exchange, deferred puymeuts.—Nev\-n-
ham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone:
Haumiersmith 80. [1516

ZENITH 1920 Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., electric

lighting speedometer, accessories, insured Nov.,

1922, niilcage 2,500; £105, near offer.—12, High Lane.

Chorltou-cnm-H.ardy. [1172

1022 Zenith-Hradshaw in stock for immcdialo de-

Xil hverv £118: cash, exchange, or exteuded pay-

ments.-Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal

Parade. London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon

2460.
\a(i'i

ZENITH 4-5h.p. Sporting Model, 1921 (June) i^n-

surance, licence, lamp, horn, only done 1,200

miles iust decarbonised, can be tried in London, de-

livered anywhere; £90, or near ofler.—Tod. ViA.. }li.e%s.

Weedon. tlf'"

1 021 Zenith. Sh.p.. sports model, licence paid.

If mileage less than 100, and as new m every

respect; to clear £90.—Ihe Lay ton Garages, 30, Holy-

well St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581 and 784. T.A. : In-

tegrity, Oxiord. [1510

20 Zenith, 8h.p., sports model, equipped with
" horn and speedometer, mUeage less than 4,000,

y fine order; ie85.—The Layton Garages, 30, Holy-
11 .Sit.. Oxfmd- 'Phone: 581 and 784. T.A. : In-

19=
very
well St., Oxford.
tegrity, Oxford.

ZENITH Sh.p. Sports Model, 1920, with Canoelet

sidecar, absolutely unecratched, original tyres uu-

punctured and original belt, all lamps, speedometer,

tools and spares, very sporting combination; cost £180,

accept £100, no oflere; full particulars willingly.-Mead,

Clieriton, Horsley, Surrey. - [1353

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

Oih p All-chain Lady's Enfield, 2-speed countershaft.

a5 2 splendid order; 25 gns.—Granger. Sheflord, Beds.
[122?

LADY'S Douglas, 3-speed, perfect condition.—Par-

ticulars, Miss Ranken, 11, Speuce St.. Edinburgh
[1254

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming.
ham, for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. The most

suitable ladies' machine. Get list. [0721

Miscellaneous.

BARGAINS.—New O.K. 'a. Ariels. Harteya. Omegas.
Quadrants:

Motorics. Halifax.

BARGAINS.-1920 — —
able wheels £130/10; 1919 6h.p. Jamea combin.a.

Matchless combination, detach-
/lO; 1919 6h.p. James <

speedometer, £S9;io;6.—Booths' Motorics.

2BARGAINS.—1917 Alien, 2 speeds,

starter, lamps, speedometer. £42(10/6

tion. lamps,
Halifax.

clutch, kick
free en.

gine Triumph. £22/10/6 —Booths' Motbriea. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1916 O.W.K. light car, detachable

wheels £139'10/6: 1920 WilUnm.son combination,

dynamo lighting. £115/10/6.—Booths' Motorics, Halifax

A.RG^INS.—Sh.p. Piemier combination, £55/10/6:- - " "- "- '-^- —lodel twin
Motories.

B
gearN.8.U.,

Hahfax.

BARGAINS.-1919 -. ...,. „„,,,„,„
£89'10/6: another, electric lighting. £95/10/6.-

Douglns combination,

£19/10/6.-Booths'

4h.p.

Booths' Motories. Halifax,

BARGAINS.—1920 Morgan. M.A.G. engine, speedo-
n^eter, £165/10/6; 1920 Wooler, £49/19/6; 1920

3'Ah.p. Ariel combination, £87'19/6:
Union, £29/19/6.—Booths' Motories,

nearly new O.K.
Halifax.

BARGAIN.—Ilnrley-Davidson combination, mileage
300. £139/10/6: Sh.p. Hnmbcr. £10/10/6; 3h.p.

Enfield, speed gear, £29/10/6: 8h,p. Chater-Lea, Grado
gear, £19/19/6.«-Booths' Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Slip. 1921 6hop-.5oiled Qundr,lnt com-
bination, £115/10/6; 1917 4h.p. Douglas,

£59/15/6; 1915 Douglas, £35/17/6.—Booths' Motories.
Halifax.

BAEGAINS.-6h.p. S-speed Rndge, £40/10; 1921 2-

speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K.. £38/18;
1921 2-fipeed O.K., like new, £52/10: several sliop-

soiled machines at reduced prices: exchauges eiiter-

taineil, including push cycles. Visit us.—Booths'
Motories Portland Place, Halifax. Tel.: 1062. [8198

h
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.—Great show, real
good, cheaii motor cycles, compare prices.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Easy terms, easy terms. Dnn't
forget, first deposit secures immediate delivery.

Minerva 4^2li.p. twin, mag., F.E..
-Below.

WAND.SWOHTH.
clutclr; first cheque 19

WAKDSWORTH.—Minerva, 7-81i.p. twin, mag., 2

speeds, drive away ; only 25 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Vindec with sidecar, 3\i,h.v.. 2

speeds, countershaft kick, lamps; 26 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Kenihvorth, Hih.p,, com-
plete, lamps, starts walking, almost new; 25 gns.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Singer, 2i!.h.p., Bosch, 3 speeds,

clutch, lamps, runs splendidly; 32 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Royal Enfleld 3h.p. twin. 2

speeds, kick; very cheap, 34 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 Sun-Vitesse, 2 speeds, fine

machine
;

great bargain, 42 gns.—^Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1918 Douglas 25,4h.p., 2 speeds,
complete, lamp, beautiful condition; 45 gns.

—

Indian, T.T. type, 7h.p. twin,
49 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.
speeds, lovely machine

WANDSWORTH.—F.N., splendid coachbuilt com-
bination, 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps; 49

gns.-Below.

WANDSWORTH:.—Red Indian fine coaclibuilt com-
bination, 7h.p., 3 speeds, spring frame, lamps;

59 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury coachbuilt combina-
tion, 6h.p. twin, 3 ' speeds, countershaft, kick,

hood, screen, lamps ; 65 gns.—^Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Alldays Matchless coachbuilt 00m-
bin.atiou, ^\2^-P-, 3 speeds, countershaft, lamps

55 gn5.—Below.

WANDSWo'htH.-Scott beautiful -coachbuilt com
bination, twin, 2 speeds, kick, lamps ; 68 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1919y2 Rudge Multi, almost new,
coachbuilt combination, 5-6h.p., lamps ; 69 gns,

—Below.

TTyANDSWORTH.-1920 B.S.A.,_ lovely coachbuilt

Bclo
combination, 4i.ih.p., 3 speeds, lamps; 85 gus.-

WANDSWORTH.
combination, 4h.]

1918 Douglas, fine coachbuilt
3 speeds, lamps; 68 gns.—

WANDSWORTH.—F.N,, latest, 7h.p., 4 cyls., coach
built combination, 3 speeds; cheap, offfl-s.—

Bslow.

WANDSWORTH.—Abingdon King Dick, S'.ih.p.
Bosch, 2 speeds, kick, lamps ; 39 gns.—Below.

^TANDSWORTH.—Rex, with sidecar. 5h.p. twin
vV mag., 2 speeds; any trial; gift, 29 gns.—Below,

ryANDSWORTH.—Peugeot, Sh.p. twin, mag., all

Below.
complete, wants attention;

twin,
clearance, 18

ilotoi
Waccisworth iTown Stnfion;.

[1741

WANDSWORTH.—Exchanges.—Wandsworth
Esclinnge, Ebner St.,

^~ ' ' -
'Phone ; Latchmere 4686.

2 3.11. p. 2-stiok6 Motor Cvcle, T.D.C. engine; first
<t flSrlO secures.—29, Ohnicliill Av., Coventry.

[X2487

2-speea N.S.TJ., kick .start,

I first-class outfit, £75.—
TEir.MPH Comhination.

£45; 6Ii.p. Enfleld,
Below.

A.C. Soci;i!j|e. almost new -tyr^s, good condition, £45
lOIi-ii. Turner 2-£ent6r, 4-cyl., £95.

7:;iXCHANGES made.-Rhiud and Co., Stone Place,
-"-I Eusholme. [1232

TAMES 3,'ih.,p,, 3-speed, good running order; also^ N.S.TJ. S'/jh.p. twin, gears, damaged cylinder;
£70 (both).—Particulars, Caeathgen, Cemmaes, Mont.

[1562
TDUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange anv make of
J-* motor cycle. State your refluirements. We under,
ke to- do your business and give you satisfaction. Dis-
nee niimateri.nl—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weakl-
o>'e- [9650

Tf.O.C.H. for sepond-hand cycles, combinations, and
-- runabouts .Tt barguin riica=: exchanges arranged
Any new- cycle, comljination, or car .supplied; cash or
easy payments.-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St
Hiiuipstend :near Tube]. 'Piione; Hampstead 3752
Hours 9-7, incliidinz Saturdnvs. [1326

CRABTREE
FOR RE-CONDITIONED

DOUGLAS
MOTOR CYCLES

Each one completely re-built and
fully equipped with new F. R.S.
lamps and horn bags, tools, pump
and licence Jiolder.

Practically indistinguishable from
new. Over 50% new parts, in-

cluding new tyres, belt, chain
carburetter, etc. Fully guaranteed
for 3 months. Over 500 already
supplied to all parts of the country

2| h.p. 2-speed £57 10s.
or £15 down and 12 instalments of £3 18 4

4 h.p. 3-speed, clutch,
and kick-starter £77 10s.
or £20 down and 1 2 instalments of £5 4 7

4 h.p. combination with
brand new bulbous back
Sidecar, finished Saxe-
blue £97 10s.
or £25 down and 12 instalments of £6 10 10

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

BARGAINS IN
SECOND-HAND MODELS.

ALL GUARANTEED SOUND, ETC.

TAX PAID

ALLON, late model £30
TRIUMPH, 3-speed Hub £35
DOUGLAS 2j h.p., ten, from . . £35
OMEGA, 1920, J. A.P., 2-speed. . £40
DOUGLAS, 3-sp., k.-s., clutch . . £40
CEDOS, 1921, 2-sp., as new £45
DOUGLAS 2| h.p., 1919, copper

exhaust £47 10
OMEGA, new 1921 Villiers £45
HAWKER, new 1921, 2-sp £52 10
DOUGLAS,1921,3-sp.,k.-s.,asnew£70
TRIUMPH, rebuilt W.D., 3-sp.,

k.-s., as new £70
BEARDMORE, new 1921 £72 10
INDIAN Combination, 1920, elec-

tric lighted model, as new. .£120

GRABTREE & SON,
LTD.,

Motor Engineers,

WISBECH.
London Office : . . . . 83, Pali Mali-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
MiscellHneolis

HALIFAX Motor Exclirmge, Horton St., Halifo.^.-
A.J..S. 1919 combin.ition, fl3S; Ariel 3VJi.p,

1920 combinatioD, £92/10.

HALIFA3;.-1921 A.B.C., electiic liiditing, £87 10;
Ariel S'/ili.p., 1920, £79/10: 1S26 Alecto 3lili.l'

2-speed combination, £79/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Alecto 1920 31/2I1.H,, 2-speed, £62/10:
1921 Beardmore-Preeiaion SVijh.p., spring Irjme,

£6.9/10.-Eelow.

AV^h.p. coinbination,
Below.

HALIFAX. - B.S.A. II

£79/10 : Cbater-Lea Bh.p. oombihation, £85,

HALIFAX.—1919 2%ll.p. CaltLorpe-Jap, 2-5peed. £15:
Ejicelsior 1920 2V2b.P., 2-sp«a, £42/10: Ediuiiud

1920 2%li-p., spring frame, £59/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Hailey 1920 electrical combination,
£155; Harley, r918, with 1920 Henderson sidecrir,

£115.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Henderson 4-cj-l. comViination, £165;
very smart 1920 Indiau Scout, £95.-Below.

HALIFAX.—2%li. p. New Imperial, 2-speed, £55:
1916 21411. p. 2-8pced O.K., £35; Premier 3',oli.ij.,

2-speed, wants attention, £25.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Kej 6b.p. 2-6peea combination, £49/10;
Hudse 1920 7-9h.p. combination, £105.—Below.

HALIFAX.-Scott 1920 3%ll.p. combination, £105;
Triumpb, 1913, b.b.<!. clntch, £42/10.^Below.

HALIFAX.—Triumjjli 3lili.p. 2-speed combination,
£55- Triumpb 4h.D. 3-speed combination, £69'10;

Peugeot 7-9h.r., 2-speed, £37/10.

HALIFAX.-1:920 3V4b.p. I.O.M. Endge, £65; 3V.b-Ii.

2-speed Humber, £25; 1920 Kingsbury Junior. 2-

speed, £45.—Below.

HALIFAX.—.Sunbeam 8h.p. Magdyno combination,
very smart, very special equipment; £197/10;

like new.—^Below.

HALIFAX.—1921 P. and M. speedometer, etc., lite

new, £92/10; Indian 7-91l.p. 2-speed combina-
tion, £55.—Below.

HALIFAX.-1916 Budge Mlilti 31/2I1.P., £47/10;
1920 2?4h.p. Wooler, £55.—Address below.

HALIFAX.—Zenith-Gradua Sb.p. twin combination,
£57/10; 6h.p. countershaft Zenith combination,

£85 ; deferred payments quoted.-Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Horton St., Halifax. [1660

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
.QASH

-^AITIXG

"POE Motor Cycles,

COMBINATION or Solo, any quantity, any make,
any conditiou. Eschanges a speciality.—T. and

B. Motor Co.,
65OT.

372, Euston Ed.. N.W.I. Muse\ml
[5564

T. DUNN, Ltd., always buy.

rULIi Market Value ghen for modern solos, com-

bioations, and cycle cars. Call, writ6j^ or 'PlKiue

-W. T. Dunn, Ltd.,Museum 5391
Londou.

pALMEHl'S Garage. Tooting,

326, Euston Ed.,
[0332

^ _ The pre-eminent place

for disposing ol motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, will make you a cash

offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You will be sure oj

a good clieaue if you sell your machine as

Palmer's Garage.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Thousands o! men
have sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, make a speciality -Ol'

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale, every

Thursday at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,
incurred until 7

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,
from any London railway station. The auction

nob

No garage charge is

incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

will collect macliines

_ station. The a

sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—II cash offer

accepted, machint
sale, held every Thursday.

PALINIER'S Garage. Tooting.—You fix the piicc

end we do the rest.

PAL]\IER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-

mission 7V-^X, not chargeable unless machine is

sold. If no sale a nominal auction fee is charged

:

For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 valne,

5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-- When we effe-H. a
"

sale these charges are cancelled and commission

charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free.—Tel.:

208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage,

Tooting. Il73a

WANTED, good solo or combination.—C.S..M,
Swaton Rd., Bow. Tel. : E. 3155. tl387

A26 All letters relating to advertisements sdould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
WANTED, 8-9h.p. 4-€yl. or V twin, wflter-cooletl pre-

ferred.—110, Foley St., Liverpool. [X3312

WANTED, motor cycle or combination ; cheap for
ctish.— King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X3558

4?55 in cash offered for good 1918 Douglas 25,h.r.—
cV Apply, -Lewis, 157, Hartfield ltd., "Wimbledon.

[1300
SPOT Cash for Old Solos. Triumphs. Dougla-ses. etc.;

must be cheap.—Particulars,- 1, Priory Kd., Kew
Oreen. El 1^2

SPRING Frame Solo or Combination, recent model.—
Full particulars, price. Box 7,707, c/o The Motor

Cycle. ._ [1696

WANTED, modern lightweiglits and combinations,
cheiip for cas^h.-Patterson, 12, The Quadiant,

Winchmore Hill. N.21. [9502

WANTED. 1921 twin combination, cheap; A.J.S..
aiJitchle,3s, Roynl Enfield, or Bat preferred.—Bo.^

7,673, c;o The Motor Cycle. [1191

1Q20-21 (guaranteed) 4h.p. Triumph, Norton 16H,
'-«-' 4h.p. Blackburne, or 3V'>h.p. A.B.C.—Lowest
to Box 7.601, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9710

"I
Q20 Indian Combination, Powerplas, N.E.20 model,

Xt/ dynamo lighting; no fancy prices.—Address, 111,
Abbey Hey Lane, Gorton, Manchester. [1313

1 Q21 Matchless Family Combination, electric; cash,
-i-«-' or Nov. (1919) Triumph combination part ex-
change.—25, Flanders .Mansions, Bedford Park. [1307

CASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices
given.—Write, "phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone: Ken. 3709.
[0604

WANTED, cheap, 4h.p. combination. 1914 or later,
good running condition, appearance no object.—

Write, Marsden, 101, Salisbury House, Finsbury
Circus, E.C.2. [140^

WANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We
are buyers. We give full market price, and pay

cash on spot.—Write, 'phone, or call, Percy and Co.,
314 and 316, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
1337. [1018

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cyclea

and combinations, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone. Short and Glass. Ltd.. 485-493, Uppei
Richmond Rd , East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
;2362 and 2363. [0372

REPUTABLE Stap Mamifacturers desirous purchas
ing second-hand motor cycles in each county

England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, for traveilers' u.-:e;

full particulars, preferably from private owners.—Box
7,671, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1188

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon, We will collect from any London
station. Machine can be included in auction sale

if desired.—Sole address, Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[1736

TRICARS FOR SALE.
£30.—Sh.p. De Dion Single-seater Tricar, w.c,

Bosch, B. and B., chain drive, in running order,
li(Xensed, lamps, fast.—Reeve. \"arny House, Walder-
slade, Chatham. [1182

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
AEGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for

invalid and disabled.—ParticularB, Arg-^on Eng.
Co., Ltd., 3, Kendalls Mews, George St., W.l. [2684

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KINGSBURY Scooters and Rrnre Parts.-3. Ken-

, eington Mews, George St.. W.l. [5334

AXJTOPED Scooter, brand new, lj.^h,p. 4-stroke. com-
plete with dynamo lighting; £15.—Percy and Co.,

314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [1019

MOTOR Scooter, brand new, needs ap:;embling, less

carburetter; £10.—McDermott, 166, Plumstead
Common RdT, Plumstead. [1195

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
WALL Auto-Wheel, good going order; what offers?

—Henderson, IMayo St., Cockerraouth. [1174

£20.—J.E.S., fitted in Rudge, line order, tax
paid, running.—Norris, Chilton, Thame. [1597

J.E.S. Engine, magneto, carburetter, tank, belt rim,
controls, perfect; £7.-38, Graig Terrace. Swansea.

[1459
SPECIAL Bicycle with Young attachment, as new,

mileage 150, recently injured; £2&.—Wynne, St.

Faith'6, Norwich, [1438

YOTJNG Attachment on gent's special bicycle, 1921
model, never ridden; coet £32, take £27^0.-

Hopkins, 6, Callcott St., Erondeabuiy. London, N.W.6.
{D) [1439

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
LUEMELL Wind Screen, never used; 50/-. cost

/-.—73, Thorneyledge Rd., Gunnersbuiy, W. [1357

EASTING "Wind Screens, reduced prices, Royal £S,
Stindard £3/18, Baby £3.—Lockhart, East Ma;k-

ham, Newark. [1279

B

Why not become
one ?
Bertie gives you satisfaction from
start to finish. As we are getting new
1922 models in we are going to dispose
of our present stock—

AT BARGAIN PRICES.

No Reasonable Offer Refused.

Here are the machines

—

SHOP - SOILED MODELS
LIST
PRICE
Cn I

6o gns.

43 gns.

6; gns.

8o gns.

97 gns.

£8o

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-'

kick-starter
CALTHORPE, 2-sp., 2-stroke
CALTHORPE, =-stroke..
SCOTT, sports model, 2-speed.

.

DIAMOND VILLIERS, S.A., 2-

speed, kick-starter

WOLF, 2 h.p., 2-speed, K.S. .

.

COULSON-B, 2 h.p., S.A., 2-

speed clutch, sports model ..

WHEATCROFT, single-cyl.,

Philipson Pulley, sports model

OUR
PRICE.

£65
S3 gns.

39 gns.

£100

58 gns.

74 gns.

90 gns.

£74

SECOND-HAND MODELS
Reconditioned TRIUMPH, indistinguish-

able from new, fully equipped, and
tax paid £85

191O TRIUMPH, with bird-catcher side-

car, fully equipped, tax paid, C.A.V.
electric lighting. A really fast outfit £110

1920 PRIORY, Arden engine, 2-stroke,

2-speed, practically only used for

demonstration purposes .. .. £38 10
1920 A.B.G., in perfect condition, only

covered about 1,000 miles ,. .. £100
CLYNO, 8 h.p., j.A.P. engine, with

Ammunition Carrier Chassis. Ideal
outfit for a tradesman . . . . £100

Reniember we arrange the easiest of

Deferred Payments to suit you.

See Spare Parts and Accessories

Column for Spares.

7. SOUTH SIDE.

CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4.

'Plume: Brixton 2417. fVire^: Ptlrlinillotl Mntom.Clnvhr.m

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station.

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
BENT Hooiis, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttons,

twillii, etc.: hiird^vood polished wind screens, 27/6.
—Henry Jones, 778. Hi^h Rd., Tottenham, London.

[9376
WINDSCREEN, Hutchinson, same as Easting,

brand new and complete, cost £4; 45/-, ap-
proval.—Hayes, 51, Maplethorpa Rd.. Thornton Heatli.

C1417
T> ENNOC Co.—We are actual manuiacturers ol hood^,
XL screens, and aprons. Send for list.—Rennoc
Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlboroush Rd., Upper IloUownv,
N.19. [8632

LARGE Wind Screens, aluminium frnme nnd cellu-
' loid, 10/6 each ; wind screens, Avro, odjustnljle.

polished aluminium, very smart, 7/-.—Motor Cycle
Accessories Go., 868a, Old Kent Rd., London. [1764

A DJUSTABLE Wind Screens to any an^Ie, Vill fit

-"->- any car, complete witli latest fittings and coverall

apron, beautifully finished, 35/-; carriag'e extra. Hood~,
best Quality t-\vill, heavy brass fittings, will fit any car,

£2/10; carriage extra on all goods.—Brixton 1585.—
Robini Manufacturiuff Co., 1, Tirlse Hill, and 22, Water
Lane, Brixton. S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door.

[1657

BODIES.
RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers. 35

models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors. Ltd., 155a, Mail-

borough Ed., Upper Holloway, N.19. [8633

SIDECAR Bodv, C.B., irewlv painted, wind screen.
' apron, electric fittings, mat; £5.-L.C.C. Cottapc,

Hoskins St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [1228

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each; extra good value.—The
Willowhrook Motor Co., Leicester. [033f3

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
- ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established d&^igncrs

to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., London, E.G. 4,

[0004

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—£6/15.—End of season's

bargains. We can offer a large number of shop-

soiled bodies of many types, upholstered and painted

different colours, complete with coverall aprons, £6/15.
A few 2-seater models, complete with coverall nprouc-,

etc., at £9. 15 bodies, complete with hoods and wind
screens, etc., a wonderful offer, £11; ccirriage extra.

A few second-hand bodies at £3/10. See Sidecar column.
Catalogue on request.-Brixton 1585.—Robini Manufac-
turing Co., 1, Tidse Itill, and 22, Water Lane, Brixton.

S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door. [1655

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
POR
CANDIIAM

\Xe- shall give

the smartest sidecar specialists.

best valueSidecar,
Shair.

SANDUII
Olympin

CALL at Stand 129, or write ior pre-show clearance

list.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd.. 336, Gray's Inn

Rd,, W.C.I. 'Phone : Museum 3427. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are

guaranteed 3 .vears.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for

hi-h-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackbmnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

frame repairs of all

cycle frames and forks
riDDLETON'S specialise inM

promptly corrected

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only

=afer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not

bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S London's oldest estalilislied sidecar

makers, wliolesale, retail, and export, 27. Stroud

Green Rd., Pinsbnry Park (near Tube). 'Phone: Horn-

scy 1584. [0522

TRITLTBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight

steel tubas, with welded joints,.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either

sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, i£15/10. Write for

booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmausworth.
'Phone : 5. U331

and M, Sidecar Chassis, complete with tyie and
tulJB and all fittings; i£4/10.-Below.

IND Screens, Avro, polished aluminium, adjustable

:

7/.._Motor Cj'cle Accessories Co., 868a, Old Kent
London. H'"^

! W
ill Ed.,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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screen,
£16/10/6.-

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECARS, several, also chassis; very cheap; room

wanted.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, Uondon.
[1410

(^OAOHEUILT Sidecar, practically new, suit
^^ Triumph, lamp, apron; £11.-37, Arlington Rd,
Sarbiton. £1593

SCOTT Undersluns Sidecar Chassis, -wheel, tyre, tube,
wicker sidecar; £7, or offer.—Down ie, Paeshute.

Maulborough. _ [1281

SIDECAR, underslung chassis, 4-point, wicker
body, tyre complete; £3.—Selman, Inkberrow,

Worcestershire- [1547

LIGHT CoQchbuilt Sidecar, complete connections,
£5/10; another, £6/10, heavier model.—17, Heaton

Rd., Mitcham. 11617

HOPLET Sidecar, 4-point, bulbous bock, paint blue,

gold lined, clean and ^mart condition; £12.-18,
Key Hill, Birnungliam. [X3S47

BARGAIN'S.—Coach Gloria sidecar with
£9/19/6; larpe Bowser, seat child,

Rooths' Motories. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit

Triumph, B.S.A... £18/15/6.—Boothe' Motories.
Halifax.

BARGAIire.—New large size coach bodies, lockei

under seat, £6/19/9; featherweight sidecar,

£12/10/6; cane sidecar, £6/10/6.—Booths' Motories,
Portland Place. Halifax. [8199

SPORTING Float Sidecar, complete, unused, smart,
painted royal Talue; £15.—Colonial Motors, 104a,

Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [1772

lyfEW San Sporting Sidecar, run 500 miles, disc,
-L^ aluminium step, bsautiful; what offers ? — 438,
Wnrgiave Rd., EarUtown, Lanes. [1311

LIGHT Conchbuilt Sidecar, underslung chassis, Cameo
screen and hood, 26x2^ wheel and tyre in good

Mtionj £10.—Riches, 61, Union St., Bedford. L1258

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, hoods, screens, largest
i?tock in London, actual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue. 32 pages. 80 illus-

.trations.

PHCBNIX CidecQrs.—All spare parts in stock by the
R-ennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick etarters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Go. hove 50 second-hand and dearanee
sideeiirt^, bodies, bood^, etc., "all -to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write lor special clearance list.

ENNOC Co. have the finest selction of complete
sidecars in the trade.

ENNOC Oo. undertake repairs to any make of side-

car; repainting and reupholstering a sneciality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes,
English and American,

RENNOO Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehenaive issued by any

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough E<L, Upper
HoUoway. N.19. 'Phone: Homeey 1589. [8631

,^ Millfoid Sidecar, complete with all

fittings forleft-liaud kick etarter models; £17/10,

—Smith's, 86. Chalk Firrm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station. [1633

SWAN Sporting, Sunbeam colours and attachments,
4th point, specially upholstered, splendid con-

dition. Cameo wind screen, lamp, generator, bracket;

bargain, £19.-881, Finchley Rd., N.W.ll. [1219-

R
R

1 Q21 Indian

WILLOWBEOOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gni.

Write for catalogue. ~ Repa?irs undertaken, hoods, wmd
screens, etc.—The Willoworook Motor Co., Leicester.

[0335

SIDECAR..—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage. Attached to motor will go through pas-

sage 27in. Tandem and single bodies fitted. Tester

7 years on motors up to 9h. p.-Hopley. Ucoer High-
gate St., Birmingham. [0152

SWAN Torpedo Sidecar, complete, 4-point attach-

ment, as new, £18; also another torpedo side-

car, 4-point attachment, all metal, £14, complete;

CB sidecar, complete, as new, £15; several others

in stock.—Fly nn, 39, Essex Rd., London, N.l. [1620

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves sroragc.

has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,

and. when folded, combination will pas? through a

30in. doorwav. Call and see it demon.=''^9ted.—Win
rycle Co.. Ltd., 236. High Holborn. W [0388

ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—End of reason's bar-

gains: Douglas cha^^sis. complet'6 with new tyre

and tube, with thop-soiled lirodies, complete with apron
and adjustable wind screens, £14; Mills-Fulford chaseis

with shop-soiled bulbous back body, designed for this

chassis, complete with adjustable wind screen and
apron, £12/15. Do not miss these wonderful offers:

carriage extra. See Body column.—Brixton 1585.—
Robini Manufacturing Co., 1, Tulse HiU, and 22,1

Water Lane, Brixton, S.W. 'Buses and trams pass]

the dcor. U656

BASTONES
Establisbed 16 Years.

No Better or cheaper House.

NEW CLEARANCE LINES,
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

CARRIAGE PAID.

WOOD-MILNE Key Grip COVERS
26x2^ 3-ply .. ' .. .. 13/6

26X2-11
4-ply Extra Heavy .. 16/6

28x3 4-ply Extra Heavy .

.

29/-

700x801
to fit > 4-ply extra heavy .

.

32/6
650x65)

GOODYEAR All-Weather Tread

COVERS. Extra Heavy.

26 x 2J Diamond Pattern . . 26/-

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

26 X 2j .. 28-
26X2iX2j .. 36/-

26X2J .. 35'-

650 X 65 .. 40/-

26x3 for 650 X 65 rim .

.

.. 48/-

28x3 . . 48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid
COVERS.

24 X2j De Luxe Heavy .. 23/6
26x2 .23/6
26x21 25/-

26 x 2I- Extra Heavy . . . . 27/-
26 X 2I X 2j Heavy 30 /-

650 X 65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed 39 /-

700x80]
to fit [ De Luxe Extra Heavy 47 /-

650 X 65

Di <tribating Agents for the Famons

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS
New 1922 Models in Stock.

Montgomery Bo-Peep Sidecar Screen,

easily fitted to any Sidecar ...

Easting Screens

£1 10 O

£3 18 O

Sidecar Bodies (various models) from £4 O O

TUBES
Goodrich, Clincher, & Hutchinson.

26 X 2i each 6/3

26x2!- .. ... -. „ 6/3

26X2|x2i . . • . ••

26x3 1

650X65I each 7/6
700 X 80
a8x3 )

28x3 Goodyear Butted . . . . 7/6

Hours of Business

—

9 till 6 ; Saturdays, 9 till 1.

228, Pentonvilie Road,

King's Cross. London, N.l.

'Phone : 2j8r North. 'Grams : 'Bastones, London*

SIDECAR ATTACBMENTS.
"DAEGAINS in Scoond-liana Sidecars, coaciiiniilt bo<lv,

-f^ fl-rst-cJaas chassis, complete onU ready for fltfiup,
£5; hght underslung chassie, complete with springs,
etc., £4/17/6; folding wind screens, complr-te with
apron, brand new, 35/-. Bargains in llilDord chassis.
Millford stockists.—Light Car and Motor Crcle Kngi-
neering Co., 28, Tulse HEll, Brixton (V. iniu. from
Brixton Skating Eink). [1666

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

A.
p. EET, 378-384. Buston Ed., N."W.l, has for
immediate or early delivery

:

"VrOBGANS, all models.

1922^COVENTRY PEEMIEE
£250.

4-wheeler model

:

OVEE Sh.p. ilodel; £220.

.N., all models

o8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each

R
G
EXCHANGES or Deferred Pas'ments arranged.—

'Phone: Museum 6436.

MORGANS, second-hand, several in stock.—A. P.
Key. 378-384, Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'Bhoue:

Museum 6436. _ [1007

BEDELIA.—The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p., -with air-

cooled or water-cooled engine.

BEDELIA.—Air-cooled model £185, water-cooled
model £195. Immediate deliveries. Trial runs free.

BEDELIA.—Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer, sole

concessionnaire for the British Empire, Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [1734

MORGAN, 1920 G.P., complete; £140- very good
condition.—Ayscough, Padbury, Buckingham.

[1258

BEAND New 1921 Tamplin, 8h.p., 3-speed, 2-seat<r;

£125.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Ed., N.W.l.
[1021

1 O20 L.J. Light Car, -as new, any trial, for combina-
XU tion.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow. Tel.: E.

3165. [1586

BEAND New Grahame-White, 4h.p., 2-speed, 2-

seater; £70.-Peroy and Co., 314, Euston Ed

,

N.W.l. Il°22

TO 21 De Luxe Morgan. W:C., only run few miles.

ly lavishly equipped; £155.-24, Balliol Ed., North

Kensmgton. I-'^*'

MOEGAN, late 1919, excellent condition, acetylene

lamps, fuUv equipped; any trial; £110, or close

offer.—Bill, Beverley, Eomford. Lrito

MOEGANS.-Delivery oi 1922 models from^stock

at new prices; any specification. OfBcial

agents. Spares for all models.—Below.

MORGAN, Grand Prix, M.A.G., 1921-22, Lucas

dyntmi lighting, special gears, flush aluminium

dash speedometer, horn, hood cover, etc.; .£195.—

Eke Ltd., 16-16 Bishop^ate Av., Camomde St

E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. Luu'"

FOR Sale A.C. 3-wheeler 2-seater, good appearance,
°

comfortable, etc.; *55, or nea'est.-Partlcnlars

11, Church Lane, Calow, nr. Chesterfield. 1128U

-I r\22 Morgan de Luxe, show model, lOh.p. M.A.G.,

I9^1c. fuSy Muijped; £182/10.-Homac's, Morgan

Service Depot, 243, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E. [1774

I ^YCLE Car, 8h.p. J.A.P., new 2-seated body. ™gine

rl^ wants slight attention; owner been called abroad,

what offers f-Dalkeith, Albion Ed.. Sutton. Sutre!.^g

no 21 (July) Carden 2-seater, under SOO miles, and

l.y *40 worth of accessories,; hargam *120, oi

close ofler.-Freeman. Butts Green, Bandon, Essex^^^

WAtrCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—

G N cTcle car, new 1922 model, saxe blue finish,

all-weather rn'odel; price £215; easy terms """Sgh,^^

BRAND New 1922 8h.p. Eover. show mod?l, in

ttock- Morgans and motor cycles part exchange.

-Walbra Motor Cycle Co., Saflion Walden. 'gone:

45.

3-WHEEL Eiley Eunabout, lOh.p. W.C.
.
engine^ 3-

^slSdind reverse gear box, "^i"?.^ '"«'''*"
'gS'

mag., and tyres; £17.-13, Temon E4., East Sheen^

Surrey. j.icr;

HALIFAX.-G.N., 1920, dynamo lighting, j8165;

Morgtit 8h.p. £105; another with hood and

screen, *95.-Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton St.^

Halifax.

-VTEW and Second-hand Light Care and Cyo^ Cars

Sm/^kr\l4al"g?-feV^ce™Co-2lt^H

£100.-121. Norwood Ed., Edge Lane, Stretford, Man^

Chester. ,

t n 21-22 Morgan De Luxe, almost new, 8n p.

19 JAP. water-cooled engine, speedometer watch.

-

S^ ^.JS^t^^ I ^111^1
North Kensington, W.IO. i-

advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

GN 1920-21 Toni-ing, dynamo lightinB, fully

CQuipp?d, diFc wheels, oversize tyies," very good

condition throughout; iei40.-Hathaway, Elkstone

Cowley, Glos. 11212

BAi'LISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOli.p. model, 4-cyl. wjter
cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno : 300 gna :

im-

mediate deliyeiy.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portand St.,

London, W.l. t0736

1 QIS Air-cooled Humberette, excellent appearance,
-L^ guaranteed sound, lamps, liorn, speedometer; bar-

gain, £70.—Malyern Garage, Malvern Ed., Thornton
Heath, Sujrey. [1463

-J
Q£l A.V. Monocar, 7.1h.p., special engine, speed

Xt/ onieter, lamps, etc., pressure fed petrol and extra

oil pump; a genuine bargain, £80.—Mead, Haven, Ports-

mouth Ed., Esher. U354

WATTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe I.ane, London, E.C.4.—
Keiv 1922 Morgan Grand Prix, show model, special

show finish, fully eauipped; price £180, plus cost of

extra© ; cash or easy terms. [1072

BEAND New 1922 Grand Piix Morgan Eunabout,
M.A.G. engine, in stock; used Morgans and motor

cycles i-art exchange.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.

Saffron Waldcn. 'Phone: 45. [X2964

BEAND New 1922 Coventry Premier Eunabout, in

stock; £250; used Morgans and -motor cycles

taken in part exchange.-Walbro Motor Cycle Co.
Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [X2965

A.C. Sociables, by the A.C. Co., dependable runabouts,
take 2 persons anywhere, good condition and

appearance, fully equipped, from £50 to £85; tri;d.—

29, AUsop St., Upper Baker St., London. N.W. [1458

CASTLE THEEE lOh.p., 4-ryl., w.o., dynamo lighting
detachable w'leels with spare, not done 600 miles

new condition; price £180: owner bought larger car.-

The Haslemere Motor Co., Ltd., Haslemere, Surrey. [073:

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
SIDEOAE Taxi Combinations; demonstrations a'

Olympia. Stand 139.—County Cycle and Motoi
Co., Bro.ad St., Birmingham. (8449

CARS FOR SALE.
1 Q 15 Hillnian 9h.p. 2-seatcr, in perfect condition,LU dynamo lighting; £145.-17. St. Charles Sq..
W.IO. [981C

6h.p. Humber, new body, tear tyres, carburetter, needs
timing; offers above £35.—Birks, Spring St., Can-

nock. [X3342

ROVEE Cars.-1922 8h.p. model; price £220; earl
delivery.—Godfrey's, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland St

London, W.l. [0351

SCEIPPS-BOOTH 13.2h.p. 2^eater, dynamo lighting
and .starting, perfect: £145, or part exchange.—

M.P., c/o 77, Acre Lane. S.W,2. [1644

COVENTRY Premier, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250.
immediate delivery ; cash or deferred payments.-

Katclifte Bros., 200. Gt. Portland St.. W. [0730

ROVEK 8h.p. Light Car. 1922 models, dynami
lighting ; £220 ; terms cash or deferred pav

meuts.—Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
1072'

MEKCEDES 37-90h.p. Prince Henry Grand Prix
Racer, Ist, 2nd, 3rd Brooklands, 1920; £250,

or part exchanse.-—M. Eugene, 61, Acre I^ane, Brix-
ton, London. [1646

ROVER Eight, nearly new, only 3,000 miles,
speedometer, perfect condition; £165; take

Triumph part.—Gray and Levin, 5, The Boulevard,
Balham, S.W. Tel. : Streatham 2417. [1608

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Good modern 2 and 4
sealers always in stock at bargain prices. You.

motor cycle taken in part exchange,—Seabridge Motors
Hansler I?d., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [7756

COVENTRy PREMIER, 1921, dynamo lighting, elec-
tric horn, 2 spare wheels (unused), oak dash, speed-

ometer, gradient meter, tools, etc., in excellent condi-
tion, njileags 2,000 ; price £200.—V. B. Shelley, Manoi
House, Tittensor, Staffs. [9306

pNFIBLD-ALLDATS 8h.p. 2-3-seater, 3 speeds,
-L-^ reverse, worm drive, 5 interchangeable wheels,
fully equipped, 5 lamps, horn, speetlometer. perfect littlo
c«r; for motor cycle; eell £100.-3. The Mews, Victoria
Ed., Clapham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. [1237

O K -30-cwt. Ponliard Chassis, just been completely
f^tJ overlumled, 4 .speeds ond reverse, new solid tyres
cost of £30, first offer over £40, must sell; also large
lorry body with cover, £6 ; coach body, enclosed door^,
nearly new. £10, or exchauga—185, Shernhall St

,

Walthamstow, E.17. . [1436

A STOUNDING Bargains continuously characterise
-^^ Cox'-s printed bargain list. Postcard procures
copy. Sixty veliicles comprise the remarkably repre-
sentative selection viewable. Conscientious considerate
treatment. .Enquiries carefully answered. Exchanges
entertained. Definite offers courteously considered.
Callers specially invited. Bargains guaranteed all
callers.—Douglas S. Cox, the absolutely straight motor
man, 6c, I^nsdoivne Hill, West Norwood. Established
1902. No business Sundays. [1731

LOOK
We still lead the way

to Tyre Bargains.

Wood-Milne

o.s.

Guaranteed Brand New.
Not Clearance or Blemished

26x2i
26x21
650x65

26x2i
26x2*

SPECIAL
THREE
PLY

28x3

EXTRA
HEAVY
FOUR
FLY.

EXTRA
HEAVY
FOUR
PLY.

700X80
1 EXTRA

„ G* I
HEAVY

to nt ) FOUR
650x65 rims PLY.

13|6

16/6

28/6

32/6
New Clearance Lines.

DUNLOP RUBBER NON-SKID.
28 X 3 Heavy 44 /-

28 X 3 (to fit 2\ rims) Extra Heavy 50/-
28 X 3 {to fit 2i rims) Heavy 44/-
650x65 Ribbed" '

40/-
26x2^ Heavy 35/-
26X2iJ Extra Heavy 39/.
26x23 Heavy 30/-
26x2i Heavy 29/-

ROM COMBINATION.
20 X 2^ 44/-

AVON COMBINATION.
26x2} 39/-

HUTCHINSON.
28 X 2.V Ribbed 22/6
26X2i Ribbed 32/-
26X 2.; Rubber-studded 32/-
26X2JX2I Rubber-studded 32 /-

BATES.
26x2.'. X 2,t Special Heavy 58/-
26 X 2I Special Heavy 34 /-

NEW TUBES (in all sizes), 7/-.

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES with one vulcanite
patch by manufacturers, 5/6.

1 /- extra can-iage paid, passenger train. Other
iyxe bargains. Price List on applicatioji.

MOTOR CYCLING HELMETS (1922 Patterns).

Illustrated List on application.

NEW RUBBER THIGH BOOTS. 15/-. Carriage
paid.

H. EMANUEL & CO.
iTYRE FACTOR.S),

27, Belgrade Road,

STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16.
stores : 37a, Balls Pond Road,
DALSTON, LONDON, N.

Telephone : Dalston 3161

HB. sends nil maKuetos on approTal against cash.
"

Every magneto dispatched carry H.B. 12 montiis'

guarantee.

HB Ignition Co. ('Plione: Brixton 6101, 78, New
' Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London. [0694

DYNAMOS, new, 250 watts £8, 120 £7.-Engineer,

20. Glendarvou St., Putney. [1298

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A2Q

' MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
1 QI7 Ford Van, metal body. 2 new tyres, Stepney;
Ac/ 70 gns.-Crown Oarage, Thames St., Weybndge.

[1451

1 021 Ford Ton Van, pneurnaties, suitable any trade.

Xi? licensed, insured; fl30.-Kius, Egrove I'Mnu.

Oxford.
[:^33S9

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

TKY Waucbojie's. 9, Sboe Lane, London, E.C.4. lir

easy terms. L"''^''

SECOND-HAND Models at lowest rates; send your

requiremeuts.-Halifax Jtfotor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. .

[1661

nioil Best Treatment <ind be.st terms for light can.

S: I ycle car,=.- or motor cycles of any make.^^new v!

second-hand, write Service Co., 292, l-ligb

W.C. 1

Holbcrn,
I067J

E
ENGINES.

NGINI3, 2',4b.ii. modern 2-strol;e, new;
Lancaster, Hceley Bd., BirrainBham.

£5;i5.—
[X3313

. and M. Engine. £7/10; new one, £10; all spares

JL in stock.—147, Bnrlington St., Liverpool. [1721

4h p. Simms Engine. Mabon clutch, B.B., Bosch good

condition; £8;i5.-A. Fogden, Hunston Dairy,

Chichester. Lit '8

t\l\o OHV J A.P. and Carburetter, unused, suit

Ui) cycle 'cair; oHers.-Upton, Copttold Hall, Ingate^

stone,' Essex.
Lrout

Ctihn V Twin Acme Engine, good condition, ready

SSa for road; £3.-Vmcent, 12, Somerley Bd.
Bournemouth. '•^'•°

FOR Sale. 1912 SVsh.p. Triumph engine, good con-

dition, complete with magneto.-5, St. llllda

Rd., Folkestone.
1-^="'"

6ho Peugeot Twin Engine, mag., carburetter,

'exhfustS; £10.-19, Camden Terrace, Green

Lanes, Ilford, Essex. 1^*'=''

TJ.M. Engine, No. 4792S, Jf-npl'^'Vo M''n''"HX°*iM'r ready to drop into frame; £9/10.-Hole, 1^9,

Park Lane, Carshalton. U'»'=°

33h.p. 2-slroke de luxe, complete with magneto and

4 carburetter, any examination; £12.-17, Little

Ealing Lane, Ealing, W.6. 1-1488

O.'Jhn. Minerva, m.o.v., B. and B., complete, less

?iI magneto and pulley, sound; offers.-Ohver

Cooke, Aldborough, Norwich. U""'

SPWPTAL- hot stuft.-O.H. valves, 25ih.p. J.A.P., car

"^lurttter and rlmgneto; £25, or oilers. -BlackUr,

High St., Coathom, Eedcar. Lii»"

ENGINE, motor cycle, 2-;.'ai.p. 2-stroke, 1922 brand

new; on approval ; *8; eminent make.-M

Supply. 1, Gosta Green, Birmingham. U4//

4h n Precision Engine, waterproof Bosch, B and B.

''•^c:artaicttei silencer long exhaust guaranteed com

ditiou, all fitted up with controls; f16.-264, Icknield

St.. Birmingham,
'^•'•'

N-^^^rt/'^l'k.R^^'^he l^S;^;? V§i.^
i"a?i;s£.^^ro^'7'7,=-2;!re\,rnri.w°?'^'"^''="-u6^^'^

-r-r iBTT-V-nWIDSON 1919-20 Engines, brand new,

H'^Setc'^tith in?g'' and Scliebler carbui.

hnust nines- £48; old engines part exchauge.-Maile)

SpecialFst^s' and Eiperts, 13, Wheeler St., Uirmii^ghaUK

HEPPELTIIWAITE'S.-6h.p. De Dion £10; eh.p.

MiSc £10; both w.c; A.C. vertical twm 2-

stroke and liag. £10; 5-6h.p. N.S.U. twin, with mag.

fnd carSureUer £6;' 3V=h.p. Stevens engine mo.v

^4/15; unassembled 5-6h-p. Rex 36/-; aj paits foi

s^le state wants; 2h.p. Peugeot, £2, 2>;,n.p. J?.n.,

^i.fhflv damaged £2; Quadrant, £2; and others.-

tIouc ; '^IMrBrixton.-ig, Wilcox Rd., South Lam-

beth, London, S.W. 8. L14o2

J'S.P. Engines. J.A.P. engines. J.A.P. engines.-
'"

I have the largest stock of J.A.P. engines and

narts in England; over 30 engines always in stock to

s^dect from? and the prices : 5h.p. twin, £17- Bh.p

fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders £20; and

8hP as new, £18/10; and some Bh.p at £15, and

all parts for 8h.p. J.A.P. in stock. For parts look

m Parts and Accessories; stamp lor reply.-Hawkms

456, York Rd., Wandsworth. [7723

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

H B.L

HB Ignition Co. carry large stocks of new end
'

second-hand magnetos. Tliomson-Bennett 42, 45,

50 55. and 130°. single and twin.

B Snecialise in T.B. for flxiug on Triumph. P.M.,

X.±. BSA J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 1/6.

OAV 'cidck twin/ for 25ih.p. Douglas, etc., £2/15.
H'

H,B. will take your old magneto in payment
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IGNITION. LIGHTING,
llTAGNETOS 50% Below List.

ETC,

A PPLY Vale Engineering
^^ Brown's Buildings, St.

Central 877.

RELIANCE
Thomson-Bennett,

Syndicate, 9 and 10,

Mary Axe. E.C.3. Tel.:
[0698

"OELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs and
*-*j new raagnetos.—See below.

"OELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto with
J-^ in 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a

written guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
all running conditions, and, as we contract for

innny of the largest conrerns, you need have no hesi-
tation in placing your repairs and orders with us.

irianufacture and stock spares for

E.I.C., Splitdorf. D.H., Bosch,
Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws for

every make, 12/ per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free oi

charge upon any question concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer
tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co.. 283, St. John St., London, E.C.l-

TJELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 28, St. John
-I-*j St., E.C.l., for new and second-hand magnetos.—
See below. -

rpHOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and unused.
J- single-cyl., clock or anti, suit any machine, price
55/-; twins, 45. 48, 50. 55, 60, 180 degrees, for J.A.P..
Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/-. See our guarantee.

-

Below.

C.A,V. Magnetos, new, single-cyl. and 180° twins,
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe,

O.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest workmanship throughout; price 55/-. See our
guarantee.—Below.

BOSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
new. single-cyl., suitable for any stationary en-

gine or big single, ^£3/15; twins, any degree, ready
to drop on Indian, Harley,"or any big twin, £4/5; a
powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy starting.
AH the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted
short-circuiting switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto that leaves our
works, no matter what the price or make, carries

a written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
statement that we guarantee every machine against all
defects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,
justifies ns in charging a few shillings more than cer-
tain of our competitors..

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the
largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon tor a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London,
E.C.l. [6616

K.L.G. W.D. Sparking Plugs, wonderful value, 4 foj
5/-, post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolvei

hnmpton. [794^

M-L Magnetos, new, list £8/10, our price £6.—
Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead

7322. [1773

M-L, B.L.I.C, and Lavalette singles, 30/-, variable
ignition; C.A.V. twins, 37/6 " "

Croydon.
84, Greenside Rd,

[1549

MAGNETO Sprocket Manufacturers. 7-tooth to 24
tooth from stock.—Ridington, Southampton St.,

Camberwell. [7337

THOMSON-BENNETT New Magnetos, single, anti-
clock, fixed ignition, complete; 27/6. — Dowell,

Pyrford, Surrey. [1435

BOSCH, twin, type DAV, 48°, in good condition;
£3/5, or nearest offer.—Dykes, 25. Moorpark "W.,

Stevenston, Ayrshire. [1162

DYNAMOS. Dynamos.—Liicas E3, 6 volt. 5 amp..
new, not W.D., specially made for motor cycles;

£5/15, guaranteed.—Below.

DYNAMOS.—The -new C.A.V. for motor cycles, 6 volt
5 mp., £6/15; C.A.V. lamps for sideeais. 10/-

each; all electrical eciuipment for motor cycles sup-
plied.—Below.

DYNAMOS, 6 volt. 8 amp., cut-out, Lucas, third
brush control; £5 each.—Jenner, 165, Church St.,

Mitcham. [5703

OFFERS Wanted for a Lucas E3 (new) dynamo out-
fit, solo or combination.—Particulars from 60,

Baker St., Sparkhill. Birmingham. [9992

VOLTALITE Generator (motor cycle), without
bracket, almost new, perfect condition; £3/10.—

A. D. Foulkes-Roberts, Bronyparc, Denbigh. [1294

MAGDVNO (Lucas), 3 Lucas lamps, accumulator,
switch, and all cables, new; £24; offers t:on-

sidered.—60, Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [9991

SPLITDORF Magnetos, single, anti-clock, guaranteed
perfect; these are the real thing, not converted.

starter mags.; 30/- each, a gift; reduction on quantities.
—Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd.,
W.2. 'Phone: 7S9 Padd. [1768

" DAYBEAM "

ELECTRIC SETS.

For Lightweight Machines.

List No. 30/5 comDIete Outfit £3 - 3 - O
List No 30/6 Combination Outfit £3-15-0

No.

No. 30/3 complete Comb- Outfit £7 7.0

No. 30/3 complete Lieht Car Outfit £8 10 O

''WESTWOOD
DYNAMOS"
MOTOR CYCLE

MARK I, £8 GO
LIGHT CAR

MARK 2, £7 O O
SWITCH BOX, 30/-

of Euaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees

spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumn-

lators, all voltages, always ready m stock; plufA

cables, y.>-watt and Tacuum bnlbs. all voltages, we
.^ive vou'real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,

329, "Euston Rd., London, N.W.I. •Pbone :
Museum

5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Ensroad, London. [o2M

TVRES.
RETEEADING Old Covers.—LiehtweigM l!/6,

medimn 15/6, leavy 17/6, extra 20/-.—Below.

Burst.5 and broken beads repaired.—Pliorail

Tyre Repairing: Co., 224, Sherlock St., Bir-

mingham, [yiissi

All letters relating to advertisements siiould auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS

TRADE (C^5* MARK

_ RIM & PATENTS LT9
LAWDEN R° B0RPE51-EV BIRMINCMKW.

IGNITION, LIGHTING. ETC.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos.—Having

purchased the entire stock of the following make,
of magnetos, we are able to offer them at large dis-
counts.—Below.

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Bennett,
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, 55, 180°,

£2/15; C.A.V., sii.gle or twin, clock or anti, £2/10;
special long driving spindles for Rudge, 10/- extra;
postage on the above magnetos 1/6 eitra.—^Below.

ALL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni.

tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates,
ready to be immediately fitted on. Please state make
of engine when ordering,-Below.

GOVEENirENT Surplus New Plugs in boxes.-A.C.
(Titan), 1/6; K.L.G. , type F7, detachable, 2/6.-

Below.

HIGH Tension Wire, new, unperished, 9min. 5d. per
yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7mm., 4d. per yard, 25

yard coil 6/-; 5mm., 3d. per yard. 25 yard coil 4/-;
5mm.. 2d. per yard. 25 yard coil 2/-.—Below.

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward, 1/-; 3 mm.,
9d. See other goods under Parts and Acces-

sories.—Below.

ALL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt

of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—Below.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.. 51a,

New Park Kd.. Brixton Hill. London, S.W. Tel.:

-Streatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac. Brixstret. London.
[6406

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We repiir

Continental magnetos only. By specialising on

Bosch. U.H., Brsemann. Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and
Berling magnetos, we can naturally give you better

service.
,

PRICE: Rewinding 18/-. condensers 10/-. platinum
screws (Bosch standard) 6/-, remagnetising 2/6,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price lor

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges between
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figure.

Guaranteed lor 12 months, and redespatched to you

in 2 days.

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.. 13. Hardwick
E4., Ohiswick. London. [1166

MAGNETO and Dynamo Repairs Service, also self-

starters, batteries, and general electrical equip-

ment are siieedily and thoroughly repaired by the

Rimbaken Repairs and Spares Service, all work re-

turned indistinguishable from new. Spare i>arts for

every known make.—Connecticut Service Station.

THERE is a Service Depot in every large town. Call

to-day for a quotation. Head Office and Works,
Derby St;, Cheetham. Manchester; Manchester town
depot. 238, Deansgate; London depot, 115, Gt. Port-

land St., W.l; Leeds depot, 52, Woodhouse Lane;
|

Liverpool depot. 65. Renshaw St.; Birmingham depot,

192, Corporation St.; Bristol depot. 14, Colston St.; ,

Paris depot, 40, Rue Brunei. [0266
i

.H. Mtigneto Repairs.—We epeeialifie in tbese mag^ 1

netos. and can be relied upon to Kive S'Ou good

service. Al, Bl, AO. KBl. KB2V. KZ2V tvoe -spares
j

stocked; prices moderate; 12 months' written ffuaiautea '

—Cliarles Parker and Co.. Cliurchfleld Kd.. Acton,

London. [SITE

SURPLUS Magnetos (with written guarantee om
;

year).—Bosch type singles. 35/-; ditto, advance-
|

retard 40/-; B.L.I.C. singles. 42/-; Thomson-Bennett

and C.A.V. singles and twins. 50/-; spares for al

makes. Magneto repairs of every description.-Wliit

dale Magneto Service. Cherry Orchard. Croydon. [9581!
^

FOR Immediate Disposal. - Thomson - Bennett

C i V all degrees, single and twin, leads, and
{

variable ignition, £or all machines, £2/12/6. includes

postage; Bosch £3, postage extra. 1/6. We forward

immediately all magnetos on approval against oMh.

Money refunded if dissatisfied.—The Central Motol

and Ignition Works. 14a. Loughborough Rd.

ton. S.W.9.

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab.

lisbed 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-

pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pp*
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mosUJ
return them within 24 hours. We have several new

and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos m stock,

all guaranteed.-The Magneto Repairing and Wmdine
Co 78 Hampstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.W.I.

Phone : Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec. Eusroaij

London. 1^°"

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.

Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetosl

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian

tricai service station; Thoinson-Bennett repairs

pares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.LD.

u-^

Brii-
[9349

and i

est bench before despatch, and therefore carry onr
;
/,

guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest st<)«
, t

6/6
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TYRES.
MOTOR Ci'cle Tyres od Easv Terms, standrftd makes

;

list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield. [058S

CE.\TRAL Garage.—Covers, 26XZ'A Dunlop 37/3,
lioodycir E.H. 27/6, Palmer cord H. 31/6, Bates

31/6.—Below.

*>ftx2% Dunlop W.D., E.H., 42/-, I'lilmer E.H
/*" 35/-, Clincher 30/-, Hutchinson 29/..-Beloiv.

0/ix2'/2,x2V, Dunlop 46/-, Clincher E.H. 30/-, Avon
/*" E.H. 30/-, Hutchinson T.T. 37/6, Wood-Milne
heavy 30/-.—Below.

f>C)x3 Dunlop Heavy, W.D., 35/-, Wcod-Milne E.H.
'^ O 30/-, Clincher plain ribbed :it 45/-.—Address orders
to 302, London Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [1624

THE Difference between a good retread and a bad
one is its mileage. Try us. Watch results.—Melton

i
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0656

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.- We have the loUowing bar-

J,

pains in stock for immediate delivery on approval,
I'carriage paid against remittance.

ECONOMIC—24x214 (oversize 2in. rims) Clincher
de Luxe heavy, 25/-, listed £2,

ECOXOMIO.—26X2 Wood-Milne extra strong, 22/6;
26xai4 Bates special W.D., 31/6; Wood-Milne

f extra strong, 26/-.

ECOXOMIC—26x2% Bates special heavy, W.D..
32/6; Hutchinson Tourist Trophy, W.D., 29/-.

ECONOMIC—26x2l/2X2'/4 Clincher de Luxe bea»y
,

30/-: Avon rubber-stud extra heavy, 30/-.

ITrCONOMlC—650x65 Goodyear clearance. 30/-.
I'i-' 700x80 Wcod-Milne special, 35/-; extra strong.
^37/6.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop rubber-stud,
24x2 22/6, 24x21/4 24/9, 26x2 24/6, 26x2Vj

25/9.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone: Hew Cross 1393.

[7990
SCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to pur-

chase their tvres irom McArthur, Hill and Co..
47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Listii post free. 19619

THY Our 3,000 Mile Retread.—Repairs of every
description. High-class workmanship guaranteed.

iReturn carriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton
Derb.vshiie. [4255

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, bntt.ends fitted

retreading: send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubbei
Works, Melton Mowbray. [034';

A SPECIAL Line of Clincher Heavv Clearance
Covers, not W.D., new stock. 26x2V. for 2'/iin

rims, 22/6; approval.—Maudes', lOO. Great Portland
St., W.l; Walsall and Exeter. [1784

IT / f*.—26x2l'i brand new ex-W.D. covers, Bates,
/ " Hutchinson, and Wood-Milne, sent on 3

:lays' approval against cash; carriage extra.—Pride and
Olarke, 156. Stockwell Rd., Brixton, S,W.9. [1611

T^YEE Repair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout.
JL including retreading burst covers. Every kind of
"epair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in fl

lays.—The Motor Tyre Co.. 66, High St., West Urom-
vUih. [6068

I\ifANUFACTURERS' Surplus, brand new, not clear-
LtA ance.—26x2i^in. outer covers. 16/6 : heavy
Dunlops, 26x2V' for 2V'in. rim. 25^; tubes, 7/6.
-McNeille and Piatt, 57. Gt. George St., Liverpool.
Plione: 1092 Royal. [1332

SITARTLING Offer.—New Bcldnm covers, 26x2 or 2V4'j 20/- each, 26x21/0 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 40/-,

00x80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
_OTers, W.D., 700X65 35/- each.-The HomertOn Ruhb^-
Vorks, Brooksby'8 Walk, Homerton. E.9. [0331

H/flSS DOOLET.-New 28x3 Palmer endless tuhes,
LtX 5/- each; new Dunlop butt ended, 28x3 nnd 26x
", 5/- each; new Dunlop endless, 28x3, 6/- eneli : new
6x3x2V» Moseley tubes, 5/- each.—Please apply to
kliss E. Dooley, 33, Killyou Rd., Clapham, S.W.8. [8810

TANKS.
lANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.-Coventry

Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [X8993

1ANK for Triumph, new. 42/-; 1910, 1921.-Coventry
Tcinkers. Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [X8992

pA^KS Renovated, makers' designs transfers; 13/6.
I. —WhiLworth Motor Renovating Co., 7, Jamaica
low, Birmingham. [1137

(OYENTRY Tankers. Ltd., makers to the principal
' manufacturers ;

petrol tanks for any style sup-
lied, extra capacity.—Hearsall Works, Coventry. [7464

KANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
fered ; handl6-bars, etc., plated. Established 30

ears.—Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., London, E.0

1

[6997
A LL Manner of Repairs, rebuilds, etc., to any pat-^ tern. Fiist-clasa enamelling. Reasonable charges
nd quick delivery.—Day, 27, St. Luke's Rd., Birroing-
nm. [9367

pANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work
L only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-
inson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25

s. [3601

I

STADIUM SIDECAR
L-AMPS

Cast Aluminintn. Highly polished.
Manufactured in two sizes.

No. I Size No. 2 Size

3/9
Carriage
Paid. 4/6

fVIETAL
CASED
TOOL
BAGS

Leather front. 2 clips supplied with each ba°
Best value obtainable.

CARR. mm I^^ PAID

nn

mrner
• [—Me—

,

^—^ motor!
CyCLSTS'l
/SCCESSOBl'l

HOUSE I

stores
:.•••

;..••>.:

••..t;^**" 9 180-1-2,
.'••••^

Railway Approach,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH,
W.12 'Phone Western 6177

N

TANKS.
TANKS Re-enaraelled Makers' Colours, design, and

transfer; first-class work; prompt return.

—

Donalds. Enamellers to the Leading Manufacturers,
138, Glover St., Deritend, Birmingham. tX2636

AVERY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Triumph, Ivy,

B.S.A., Omega, Rudge, enamelled makers' colours,

with plated fittings, 40/-, or any design to order;

12 months' guarantee with every tank.—Gordon Street

Tank Works, Coventry. 'Phone ; 1774. [X3014

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
le-enamelled at our own works; all kinds ot

fittings stocked ; auick service and reasopahle ch.arges.

Ilhistrated list free.-A. Green, Water St.. Chapel St..

Salford, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

TANKS Made, repaired, re-enamelled, dents removed,
drip feeds fitted, broken fastenings, partition re-

pairs, etc. We t«st and guarantee; makers' latest colours,

designs, and transfers for every make.—Park Tank
Works, la. Paradise Ed., Green Lanes, Highbury, Lon-
don, N.5. [8955

BELTS.
1IN. John Bull Belts, 2/8 foot: any length cut.-Seor.

Balmoral Ed., Northampton. [963a

EW Clipper Belts.—8ft. x%iin. 11/6, 8ft. 6in.x%m.
13/-, Sit. 6in.x%in. 14/-, 8ft. ein.Xlin. 16/9.

W.D. Belts.— 6fl. 6in.x%in. 10/-; new Pedley belts,

clearance, 6ft. 6in.x%in. 10/-; clearance belts,

Sft.xlin. 8/6.

H. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores,: 37a,

Balls Pond Rd.. Dalston, London. N. Tel. : DalstCD
3161. [0726

IARGE Stock of Belting, in new condition, most]]

i 6ft. lengths, ijin. 4/-, %in. 5/-, lin. 6/-.—Marble

Arch Motor Exchange. 135, Edgw.^^6 Ed., W.2. [1769

BALATA-CHROME Combination V Belts, suitable

for variable puUevs and wet weather conditions;

500 more belts offered for trial on the following terms :

Vain. 1/6, lin. 1/9, I'/gin. 2/- per foot, plus 1/-

postage; fasteners 9d. each.—Pollm and Son, Holling-

ton, St. Leonards-on-Sea. [1329

CENTRAL Garage.—Brand new Dunlop belts, ^^in.

1/10, %in. 2/2, lin. 2/8 per toot; brand new
Clipper belts, 6ft. ein.x^in., 9/9, %in. at 10/;, 7ft.

6in x'/sin. 13/6, 8ft. 6in. at 14/6, 8ft. 6m.xlin. at

16/9; any belt sent on approval against cash, plus 1/-

post.-^302, London Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [1625

CARBIDE.
CARBIDE, highest quality, 24/6 cwt., 9/6 28 lb.,

5/- 14 lb., caniiige for^vard, drums free.—K_emp s

Garage, Importers, Louth, Lines. [X3318

FNEST Carbide, cwt. lots 22/6, f.o.r., c.w.o. ;
packed

in lb. tins, gross or half gross lots, 5/9 per dozen.

-Sports Depot. IJenby Dale, Huddersfleld. [S4S5

CARBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield, British

Acetylene Association standard, 21/6 cwt. drums

free all meshes; stock at 22 depots; imtnediate de-

liveJy.-EUoc Cycle Works, Importers, Gedney Drove

End, Wisbech. [3972

BEST Quality Carbide, 24/- per cwt, 28 lb. 8/6,

drums free. Any quantity supplied trom 1/2 lb.

I ins to 2 cwt. drums. Only the best brands stocked.

Tiade enquiries invited.-Dargue. 57. Grey St.; New-

caatle-on-Tyne. '"3°°

r^ABBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 P" "S«-,5>"»
Kj gas yield, all sizes, cwt. 26/6, Vrcwt. 16/3, 28 lb.

9/6 drums fv.pe; support the old firm; established over

30 yeais: satisfaction guaranteei-Toung, Importers

Misterton, Somerset, laoo/

CARBIDE, 25/- cwt., drum free, cash with order,

free onrail, Aberdeen, Bristol, Cardiff Edinburgh,

Glasgow Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull. Leeds London,

Lowe'St, Liverpool Lincoln, Manchester, Newcastle,

P?eston, Pm-t Talbot, Runcorn, Sharpness, Swansea

Yarniouth.-E. C. Maddock, Wareham, Dorset. [1189

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPERT on Works Efflciency, production, costs, de-

velopment of inventions and experimental work.

-W H. Sumner, A.M.I.Mech.E., M.I.A.TD., 28 and 30,

Victoria St. Westminster, S.W.I. 'Phone: Victoria

7573 and 1702. [9301

PATENT AGENTS.

JE S LOCKWOOD. 3, New Street, Birmingham.
. 'Phone: 5816 O. Patents guide free. [9057

CONSULTING Patent Agency. 253, Gray's Inn Ed..
Loudon.—Aero and aircraft engines. [2416

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered

Patent Agent, 146a. Queen Victoria St., E.O.

35 years' references. [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc. M.Tnst.C.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings,

i London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Museum 3651. [9242

FLETCHER WILSON, of Coventry, Chartered Patent
Agent, and Registered United States Patent

I ! Attorney.-Tel. : Wilrat, Coventry. 'Phone: 356.
'1 [X419^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue:
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AGENCIES.
THB Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., leguire sole agents

for their celebrated motor cycle in districts where

they are not already represented.—Write for lists and

terms to the Mohawk Cycle Co.. Ltd.. 243. Alesandra

Hd.. Hornsey. N.8. [6215

INSURANCE,
£6/15 Covers "All Eieka " for Morgans or similar

three-wheclet.-Ernest Bass. 40, Chancery Lane

W.C.2.
1°°""

ROYS, Ltd., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all com-

panies and Lloyd's. Insurance of CTfiyd^J"'!';
tion effected. Enquiries invited.-170, Gt. Portland

St., London. ["055

£4;5;6 secures Full Policy for Cycle Cars, Morgans

and the like uj) to £175 vahie; £3/6/6 covers 4h.p.

lomljinations- £4 covers 6h.p. combinations. Prompt
settlement. Immediate cover.—John Clements and Co.,

Insuiance Brokers, 65a, Holborn Viaduct, B.O.I. L1355

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy

authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private

purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-

spectuses on apiilication.~The Autocar Fire and Acci-

dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London, E.C 2.

TJITION.
HOUSE and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.—

Train by post for this paying profession. Start

a business of your own. Prospectus free.—Agricul-
tural Correspondence College (Dept. T), Eipon. [0389

SITUATIONS WANTED.
EX-OFFICER E.A.F. desires situation as sales-

demonstrator, competition rider, or traveller,

good experience, public school education.—Box 7,670,
c/o The Motor C'ljcle. [1187

EXPERIENCED Motor Cyclist wishes position sales-

man, demonstrator, competition rider, etc.. with
established firm with view to taking financial interest.

—Box 7,711, c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [1693

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.
Terms 7V2%, not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods
.stations. Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.R. : AVimbledon, L.
and S.W.E. and G.W.E.—Sole address; Palmer's Gar-
age, Tooting, London. [1737

WANTED.
WANTED, 6h.p. A.V., late date. — Ufton Court,

Bourne End, Bucks. [1726

GOOD Clyno Sidecar for 1917 5-6h.p.-28, London
Ed., Cnmberley, Surrey. [1247

OCOTT Sidecar, late, Mayers "body, must be cheap.
i3 -166, EHra Ed., Wimbledon. [1161

TANK for Enfield twin lightweight, also 2-speed parts.

—Tyson, 5, Soutergate, Ulverston. [1277

WANTED, Morgan, any condition if cheap.—310,
Beacon Mount, Gt. Horton, Bradford. [1205

WANTED, Norton engine, 3M>h.p., in good condi-
tion.—Rodger, Burns Av., Kilmarnock. [1184

MOTOR Cycle, less engine; cheap; suit Coventry
Victor.—Box 7,706, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1697

WANTED, 1913 3V2h.p. Triumph engine or parts,
new or second-hand.—Hendy, 15, Brockenhurst.

[1215
WANTED, Sturniey-Archer 3-fipeed hub, or wheel with

control.—Young, 40, Huddlestone Ed., N.W.2.
[1241

WANTED, Triumph clutch wheel, must be per
lect.—McNeil, 117. Houldsworth St., Glasgow,

W. [1183

MORGAN, G.P., wanted, condition immaterial if

cheap.—Write, 143, Eavensbury Ed., Earlsfield,
S.W. [1717

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good condition.
-A. P. Eev, 378-384, Eustou Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone

Museum 6436. [1008

WANTED, 1919-1921 countershaft Triumph, com.
plete, except engine, for cash.—G.S., 102, Nith-

dale Ed., Plumstead, S.E.18. [1291

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle
accessories; state particulars and price.—Service

Co., 292, High Holborn, W.C.I. [0671

tfjiih.p. Douglas Engine, gear box, P. and M. cylinder
f^4, and piston, 4h.p. Douglas tank, mudguards,
carrier.-Box 7,710, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1692

WANTED, bankrupt stocks, W.D. spares, incomplete
P. and M.'s or parts.—Inman, Durham Ed.. Sea-

forth, Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [1249

WANTED, W.C. and A.C. singles and twins, also
gears of all kinds, either motor cycle or cycle

car.—17, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth, London, S.W.
[1433

WANTED, Triumph countershaft crank cases, fly-

wheels, S.A. gear boxes, parts, or empty cases;
any quantity purchased.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Car-
shalton. [9767

fet^^^

AVANTED.
WANTED to Purchase Outright for cash, bankrupt

j

stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Bend
full particulars.—McNeilie and Piatt, 57, Gt. George
|St., Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Royal. [248J

WANTED, unlimited number of combinations, sole

machines, any class, new or second-hand, cash
offer on sight.—Please call or 'phone, Richmond Part
Ga.rage, 110, jUpper Eichmond Rd., East Sheen,
S.W.14. 'Phone : Putney 2622. [1457

EXCHANGE.
PIANO-PLAYER, 65 note rolls, lor 4-cyl. F.N.-7,

Linda St., Baltersea. [1419

SIDECAR, touring, nearly new, for Canoelet sporting,
' —F., 25, Kildare Terrace, Bayswater. [1744

90, High Street. OXFORD,
And London Road, BICESTER.

'Phone—581 & 784 Oxford.
'Phone - - - 35 Bicester.

'Crams
—" Inlesrity, Bicester and Oxford.

'

A Right Choice-^

may we help ?

THE variety of machines—lightweight, medium-
weight, heavy\veight, solo, or sidecar—is*

now so extensive as to be almost bewilder-

ing ; and if you haven't a great deal of experience

with motor cycles, it is difficult to make up your

mind as to the mount you ought to buy.

^ Too many motor cyclists are apt to get over

this difficulty by making a more or less haphaz-

ard selection, without proper guidance—and the

result is that, for lack of impartial, expert advice

at the time of malting their purchase, they fail

to get either the pleasiu'e, the service,' or the value

that they should get.

^ For everyone there is a /' best possible"

machine, varying -with his personality, his needs,

the district in which he lives, and—of course—the

sum he wishes to spend. We want to help you

to obtain that " best possible" motor cycle, and,

therefore, we ask you to do what so many are

doing every day—to write to us.

11 Our disinterested advice is always at your

disposal, and our Mr. Tollady will be happy to

give you the benefit of his 25 years of riding and
technical experience with motor cycles and motor
cycling. We hope his assistance may prove

valuable to you ; at all events you are welcome
to it, without cost or obligation.

H We are offering for the 1922 season, among
other machines

:

ARIELp B.S.A., DIAMOND, DOUGLAS,

EDMUND, ENFIELD, HUMBER, INDIAN.

MASSEY-ARRAN, MATCHLESS. NORTON,

RUDGE, SCOTT, SUNBEAM, TRIUMPH, and

VELOCETTE Motor Cycles ; also ROVER.

BELSIZE-BRADSHAW and CROUCH Light

Cars,

If In addition, we have an exceptional stock of

bargain machines, all in splendid running order,

sold with our guarantee. We will make an
exchange with pleasure, if you wish, or will supply

on any reasonable proposal of extended payments,

to suit your convenience.
^

J. W. TOLLADY.
General Manager.

H.G.T.

-SBATER Twin Danacq for combination or £90.-
John Whiteside, Egliuton, liOndonderry. [1551

16 Maxwell Touring Car, for solo, combination, 01

Morgan,—!, Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [1402

2
19
EXCHANGE F.N. Sporting Model, 2-speed clutch, _

mechanical valves.—Bostock, Byron St., Ilkeston.
[X3221

5-6I1.P. Eover Combination, equipped, tased, foi

Morgan or 2-seater.—1, Othello St., Liverpool.
[125]

SIXTY Cars for Exchange; postcard procures list.

Call.—Douglas. S. Cox, Motors, West Norwood.
fl043

5-SEAXEa Car, genuine, for motor cycle and a little

casli.—9, Jubilee Terrace, Broomfleld Rd., Cbelms-
ford. [1211

^

SMART 4.cyl. lOh.p. 2-seater, dickey, accessories,

tax; 65 gns. ; excbange solo.—19, Streatley Rd.,

Kilburn. (1392

EXCHANGE Douglas (pre-war), rebuilt, new tank,

etc., for heavier machine.—105, Moore Park Rd.,

Fulham. ' [1427

BEAEDMOEJE, 1920, 1921 engine, lor C.S. Triumph,
etc., condition immaterial.—510, Beardwood Rd.,

Smethwick. [X3344

HARLEY Combination, iully equipped, exchange
for good solo and cash.—Snow, Laurel St., Dal-

aton, E.8. • [1748,

GRAMOPHONE, cabinet grand, mahogany, beautilul^

tone, cost 40 gns., for motor cycle.—32, Woodside
Rd., Kingston. [1403

EXCHANGE 4-cyl. magneto and Zenith carburetter,

as new, for gent's S-speed cycle.—Box 215, <./o

The Motor Cycle. [X3360

1 iai5 Studebaker, 5-seater, dynamo lighting, 5 wheels,

i-iJ for combination or 2-seater.—Derrington, Grafton

Ed., New Maiden. [175b

SABELLA Tandem Cycle Car, 8h.p. J.A.P., too long

for garage; £50; or motor bicycle.—Peirce, 55,

College St., Islington. [1430

1 012 Quadrant 4.Uh.p., exchange baby's pram, small
Xtf organ, or anything useful; sell £20; offers.—

130, Northfleld Av., Ealing. [1483

EXCHANGE Brand New Skootamota, costing £55,

for reliable motor cycle, or sell cheap.- 1''. Godfrey,

63, Brighton Rd., Surbiton [1551

RUDGE Mnlti, 1920, Watford, Klaxon, tax 30/-,

unpunctured, for A.B.C. or Scott.—A., 6, Es.-es

Grove, Walthamstow, E.17. [1272

3ih.p. Rudge, I.O.M., for small stationary engine
2 and cash, or derelict machine and cash; sell

£45.—Mulley, Builder, Welling. " [1469

"I Q20 Rover Combination, sporting," for Lagonda
-Ltf coupe or similar, cash adjustment; sell £100.—
Young, Public Baths, Tooting. [1449

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., fitted with 1920 3-speed counter-

shaft, excellent condition; exchange lightweight.

—61, London Rd., St. Albans. [1366

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p.. perfect condition, lor

W.C. Morgan; cash adjustment.—Lonsdale, 28,

Salisbury Rd., Bexley, Kent. [1612 ;

ANGELUS Piano Player, perfect order, 14 rolls.

Walnut case; exchange motor cycle; cash either

way.— 8, High St., Wandsworth. [1589

MORGAN, 1916, a.c, fully equipped, smart, per-

fect for solo or combination, cash adjustment.—

143, Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [1716 >

EXCHANGE, gramophone, with records, cost 12 gns.,
i

for coachbuilt sidecar or 3-speed gear box; alter

6.—Kemp, 3, Crewdson Rd., Brixton Jld. [1297^

HARLEY Combination, 1921, luxurious sidecar,

discs, unscratched, for runabout, or lower power

combination.-147a. Church St., Paddington. [1411 Ij

EXCHANGE Darracq 10-12h.n. 2-seater, excellent

condition, for good combination, B.S.A. pre-

(erred.—Walby, 21, Cantwell Rd., Plumstead. [1175;

PLOTS Land, London 'bus route, braring conntty.

'

Opportunity. Exchange lute uiedmm liC-
Thomas, In, Bevan Terrace, Stockton-on-Tees. [X3375

EXCHANGE 3V2b.p. clutch Eudge, pedal start, io

perfect order, for lightweight and cash, or sell £40.

-Currer 26, Trimdon St., Sunderland, Durham. [1554

.

20 I O M. Rudge Multi 3V2h.p., mileage about

^»- 2,500; exchange Zenith, Triumph, or similar.-

68 High Lane, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester
19=
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EXCHANGE.
ALLDAYS 2-3-seater, lOh.p.; iully equipped, per-

fect, for combination or solo; casli either way,

sell £85.-17, Sussex Rd., Kew Maiden, .Surrey^^^

A NTOINE Combination, 4h.p., multi gear, lamps,

J.T- Klaxon; also quarter-size billiard table, tTial, lor

solo or offers; or sell £45.-20, Horsell Rd., Highbury-

TO 21 A.V. Monocar, demonstration model, perfect.

JiiJ accessories, Sli.p-. lor sporting solo and cash; sell

±90.-Service Motors, St. Chad's Ed., Headlngley, let'ls

COVEJSTTET PKEMIEE 1922 Models in stock; es-

ciumge or deferred payments.—Newuham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80. [1634

F.O.C.H, are noted for lair excli.ang(?s.—Fair Offer

Car House. 5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Tube).

'Phon«: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-

days. [1325

^-SEATEE C-althorpe, new gears, tyres, pistons, etc.,

*-' perfect condition ; trial ; exchange for good com-
bination and cash, sell £120.-8, Church St., Wnr-
liugton. tS3311

E'XCHAXGE brand new unusel Bb.p. Enfield com-
bination or ditto 4Vlh.p, B.S.A. combination, lot

solo and cash.—Heath, 168, Wellington Ed. South,
Hounslow. [1202

EXCHANGE 1919 7-9h.p. Harley Combination, splen-
tiid order, for cheaper machine and cash, or

sell £110.-28, Woodford Hd., Forest Gate. 'Phone:
Stratford 2598. , [1496

THOR, 12h.p., dynamo, electric horn, speedometer,
Harley catcher, Indian passer; exchange any-

thing on two or three wheels lower power.—8, High
St., Wandsworth. [1588

ROVER Sh.p. 1922 Mo<lel in stoclc; will exchange
combination or light car and ca.sh.—Newnhain

Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. . [1532

LATE 1920 Harley-Dayidson Electric Combination for
late Sunbeam, Triumph combination; sell £130.

Particulars on request. Manchester district.—Bos 7.708,
c/o The Molor Cycle. [1695

1 018 Triumph Centre Portion Frame and Forks,
-*-v acetylene lamp set complete, 2 pannier bags; ex-
change lor Aiito-^Tieel or motor attachment.—Box
7,689, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1266

EXCHANGE Beautiful Overland Coupe, Model 83.
starter and lighting, detachable rims, perfect

condition, for smaller car or combination and cash.-
24, Geraldine Ed., Chiswick. [1680

EXCHANGE 1914 G.W.K. 2-seater. in splendid con-
dition, for lightweight and cash, or combination

and cash, or sell £95.-28. Woodford Rd., Forest
Gate. 'Phone : Stratford 2598. [1495_

7-9h.p. Yale Combination, semi-T.T., 3-speed, K.S..
clutch, overhauled, exceedingly sporty and

speedy,, for Morgan or lighter combination; sell £90.
-Beadle, Branch St., South Bank. [1548

EXCHANGE 7-91i.p. Harlev-Davidson, dynamo light-
ing and horn, late model, in exceptional condition,

for sports Zenith, Norton, N.U.T.. Sunbeam; sell £70.
—49. Well St., Hackney, London, E,9. [1347

TRICMPH Combination, P. and M. gear, new Binks.
nnderslung. also Douglas 2-speed, K.S., both

mechanicallv perfect ; exchange light car, or sell.

—

Hardy, Lowfold, Scholes, Cleckheatou. [1309

EXCHANGE 1918 P. and M. and sidecar, wind
screen, lamps, etc., smart turnout and reliable,

spare chains, valves, etc., for higher power, or sell £65,
F. Barker, Jan., Ironmonger, Potters Bar. [1766

05.h.p. 2-3peed Douglas, clutch model, climb anything,^* also S^ih.p. Scott, 2-6peed, gocKl running order;
for higher powered combination, Dougl.aa preferred.-
Cottam, 28, High St., Low Moor, Clitheroc. [X3517

GOOD Combinations taken in exchange for new
light cars, also many second.hand machines in

exchange for others.—Goad (Private House Garage)
122, Maida Vale. 'Phone: Hampstead 1353. [9968

1 21 Brand New Lightweight, complete, less engine,—" Brampton Biilex, Beldam heavy tyi-es, drip feed,
semi-T.T. bars; £16/10: exchange small stationary en-
gine and cash.—Piatt, Duxbury, Chorley, Lanes. [1552

SOLO or Combination taken in part payment for
1920 4-cyl. Henderson with 2-seater sidecar,

lavishly equipped; £127/10.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station), London.

[1372
3-SEATEE De Dion, 12h.p., 4-cyl., gate change, smart,

reliable, cheap to run, thoroughly overhauled, taxed
nsured £200; sell £120; exchange motor cvcle or com-
bination.— 5, Addison Av., Holland Park, W.ll. Park
2071. [1663
rjENTLEMAN will exchange Ford tourer, bought
V-T October, many accessories, costing £250, for 1921
lotor cycle, A.J.S.. Sunbeam, Triumph, cash adiust-
lent, or will sell £190.-695, Coventry Rd., Birming-
"m- [X3366
PXCHANGB 1914 2iih.p. Douglas, overhauled,

m*-' guaranteed, and £10, lor Triumpli countershaft,
T Douglas and £40 for Saxon, Alldays, G.N., or
Morgan.—Offers, D. Barlow, Ramsey, Hantingdon-

l"re. [1730

19^

Leave it to
the 'Best'
XA/HY not forget all about

your lubrication and
leave it to the

BEST
AUTOMATIC
OIL PUMP
Lqss Oil-BetterRunning

One user says—"It is the cheap-

est and most useful accessory I

have purchased in 15 years of

motor cycUng."

It costs only 25/6—plus cost of fitting.

It cuts down oil bill 3o"i'o to 50% and
provides perfect lubrieation mth its

attendant advantages.

The Paten'eefi,

Sit'e Makers, and
Giiara,nto-)S aye~

BEST &
LLOYD, Ltd.
Handsworth,
Birminghemi.

Let ttssendyntia
ci^pu of this Free
Booklet ichich tehs
you all about i'.

^—..

Armstrong and

Sturmey-Archer
- GEARS -

REPAIRED IMMEDIATELY

We make a speciality of prompt
and eVicinit REPAIRS, and
GUARANTEE that when a Gear
leaves our works it is in perfect
order, so, if in trouble with your
Gear, it is to your own interest
to send it direct to us. This is

the most satisfactory method and
quickest, for we submit quota-
tion same day, and repair
immediately on receipt of in-

structions. If quotation not
accepted, no charge.

REMEMBER.
We undertake to repair your gear
while yoH or your messenger waits.

WHEN SENDING REPAIRS:
1. It is advisable to send complete wheel' lo
Hounslow. L. & S.W. Rly.
2. A letter advising as to date of dispatch,
station sent from, and mark and number of hub
should be posted, and, MOST IMPORTANT
two labels bearing sender's name and addresl
on reverse of both should be tied to the wheel.

f-tatinn Inr Culler"—Hpnton-Hnnnalnw DI<itr'''i- i-v

County Engineering Co.
64, staines road, hounslow,

LONDON, w.

Wires: ' Threespeed. Hounslow Plioae: Hounslow .122

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGES a Speciality,—Motor cycles tnkeo in

part exchange for small and large 2 and a-seaters;

bargain prices.—Seabridge, Hansler lid.. East Uiilwich.

Hours 10-5.30, or appointment (not Suudays). Syden-

ham 2452. 14804

EXCHANGE 1916 Clyno Combination, 3-speed gear

box, kick start, detachable uheels, tully eauipped,
and good order, for 2-seater car or Ford van, or light-

weight and cash.— 54, St. Charles Sa-, North Kensing-
ton, W.IO. [1762

1 Q20 2-seater Car, 9h.p., 3 speeds and reverse,
J-*' live axle, detachable wheels, 1 spare, hood.
screen, electric and acetylene lighting, as new, for

combination and cash, or sell £150.-39, Essex Rd.,

London, N.l. [1622

HALIFAX. — 1922 Airedale, B.S.A., Calthorpe,

Lagonda, Coventry Premier, and Standard light

cars; Norton, B.S.A., Sunbeam, Levis, Enfield, New
Imperial, and Triumph motor cycles; quick deliveries;

liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax.

HALIFAX.— 50 second-hand machines and combina-
tions; keen exchanges. Get list—Halifax Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [1658

EXCHANGE.—We have several MoTgan^ and Cov-
entry Premier S-wheelere in stock, which we are

willing to exchange for combiu'fltions and cash.

—Newnhain Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., "W.Q.

'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [1533

EXCHANGE 1917- Clyno Combination, perfect, 4
wheels, Degory, apron and screen, and Singer 7-9

h.p. w.c. engine, magneto, and carburetter, and 3-speed,

reverse gear box, for G.P. Morgan, any condition.—C.
Haslett, Garlands, Caterham. [1573

AMERICAN X. 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick

start handle and foot clutch, lighting set.

Klaxon, speedometer, Bluemel's wind screen, absolutely

as new; £120; take countershaft Triumph or Douglas
part.—12, Church Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool. [1533

COUPE 2-seater and dickey, 12h.p. Renault, 4-cyl.,

very smart, fitted electric light, Klaxon, mirror,

cigarette cabinet, speedometer, exchange for modern
combination and small cash adjustment, or, sell £160.—
Shard Garage, Shards Sq., Peckham Park Rd., Old
Kent Rd., London. [1273

Q3.h.p. T.T. Douglas, 1916. recently been replated,

^4 re-enamelled, and thoroughly overhauled, new
lamp set, chain case, knee grips, spare belt and
spare chain, £45, with cash, in exchange for a 4h.p.

Triumph, C.S., 3-speed.—Apply. Ashby, The Gables,

Harmondsworth, Yiewsley, Middlesex. [1565

EXCHANGE Specialists.—"We will take your present

machine in part payment for any new make of

car or motor cycle. If not reauiied at once, we take

your machine at present market value ond supply new
machine when required. Casli paid at once to within

deposit. We will also exchange any of our second-hand
machines, cash eitlier way. List on request.-Newnham
Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. 'Phone:

Hammersmith 20. [1531

REPAIRERS.
NY

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow. [0517

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has- no
equal. Price, complete with piston, from £2.

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind your cylinder at our works.—

Foster, ol Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

Aluminium experts.WIIITTALL for Welding,
prompt delivery.

WHITTALL.—Pistons complete for Triumph, Pre-
mier, J.A.P., Bradbury. B.S.A., Douglas. Sun-

beams, etc.; 14/- to 24/-, on approval, exact to pattern.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders reground and new complete
pistons fitted from £2, perfection guaranteed.

Twelve years' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattern
or sketch.—Whittall Machinists Co., Whittall St., Bir-
mingham, [0017

ENGINE Overhauls, quality work only, cylinders re-

ground, pistons, valves, bushes, etc.—Below.

PISTONS for every standard motor cycle in stock
from 14/- each.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding, our speciality 2^b.p. Douglas
reground, fitted with new piston, rings, and

gudgeon, 25/- each.—Below.

TRIUMPH, J.A.P., Bradbury, and all S^^h.p., 4h.p.,
cylinders reground and fitted new piston, rings,

and gudgeon, 35/-; returned in 48 hours.—Below.

QUALITY and Satisfaction is our motto, entrust
your work to specialists and get a guaranteed

repair.—C.M.D. Engineering Co., Leamington Spa.
Phone : 768. [9659

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears repaired or parts
supplied promptly.—Cherry Lane Garage, Lymm,

Cheshire. [9907

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a.^^
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REPAIRERS.
ARMSTRONG and Stui'mey-Archer Gesar Specialists.

Repairs wJiil-e you wait.—Tavistock {below).

ARMSTRONG and Stiirracy-Archer Gears romplstely
assembled "for 6/- in 2 hours.—Tavistock (below).

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Arcber Parts at cut
prices by rcttirn of post.—Tavistock {below).

(P1 EARS, shafts, valves, etc., for car or cycle, made
"OT promptly.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS.—Send all gear repairs and replacements to
Tavistock Engineeriug Co., 254a, Poi'tobello Rd.,

North Kensington, London. 'Phone: Park 643. [1759

HUB Gears.—Gi'aat reductions in prices of replace-
ments for Stiu'jfney-Archer and Armstrong gears.

HUB Gears.—Wheels repaired aiid returned wittiin

"the woek; send for latest price lists. '

,

HUB Gears.—Why pay an extortionate price for
fitting a few new parts to an old gear?

HUB Gears.—We undertake to supply the complete
new internal portion of ihe gear jneckanism less

main driver for £5.

HUB Gears.—A. F. Levifis. Charlesto-wn, Weymouth.
Look out for the Lewis patent 2-speed counter-

shaft gear and clutch. [0747

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes by

experts; immediate attention; reasonable prices.—
—Below.

WELDING Broken Oylindere, flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on lat-est machinery, installed
since hostihties ceased ; accuracy guaranteed

:

new pistons fitted.— Badgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St., Eiimiiigham.

.

[4769

DOUGLAS Overhauls.—We specialise in overhauling
and rexjairing Douglas ma^jhines.—Tavistock

(below).

DOUGLAS Overhauls.—Send your Douglas to us for

reliable, efficient, and cheap repairs.—Tavistock
(below).

DOUGLAS Overhauls.—Don't have your machine
spoilt by amateur mechanics.-Tavistock En-

gineering Co., 254, Portobello Rd., North Kensington,
London. 'Phone : Park 643. £1760

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings Etted, com^
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-, twins 40/-; re;

turned 3 days.—Below.

VALVE Seats Rebnilt from 10/-, valves 5/-, valve
guides 4/-, valve caps 4/-, piston rings 1/6.—Below.

CYLINDERS Rebored, fitted with new piston, from
30/- to 40/-.—Turner Bros., Engineers, Summerseat,

Maneheet-er [7983

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted, from 22/6;
engines overhanled in 5-6 ^ye. Speciality, Triumph

and Premier.—Below.

WELDING also brazing by experienced workmen

.

Spare parts supplied.—\V. R. B. Fiddian, Bn<:b
Lane House, Bush Lane, E.C.4. [1743

FOR Expert Engine Overhauls, cylinder grindine
new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Forth

St. . Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1 333

FRAME, chassis, and tank lepoirs, enam^elling and
painting by experts

;
prompt deliveries.—Langhani

Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

J.A.P. and Blaekbume Engine Experts: reasonable
and reliable.-Kingsbury Garage, Edgware Rd.,

Hendon. 'Phone: Kingsbury 134. [4209

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., made
like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Tonge

Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Manchester. [6302

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons complete fitted
from 25/- ; work guaranteed

; good deliveries.—
Shortrldge, 18, Boughton Rd., Brownsover. Rugby.

[X3343
OBSOLETE Patts Made, gear cutting, shatta. cyiu.

ders rebored, new pistons. Quickly, cheaply. No
part too -difficult for our plant.—Morton and Weavei
Coventry. [X884^

CYLINDER Grinding, new pietons, etc.-; accurate
and highly finished work; prompt deliTery; price

list on application.—W. and P. Wills, Ltd., Engineeis,
Bridgwater. [0728

FRAMES.-Repairs and alterations; special frames
and tanks built, any design; enamelling and

plating.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd.,
Birmingham. [8466
SPEEDOMETER Experts.—Repairs to all makes

Stewart repair a speciality. Mew and second-hand
Eets in stock.—London Speedometer Co.. Kramer Mews.
Earl's Court. " [7511

PISTONS, new, complete, standard or oversize,
Minerva. J.A.P., T^riumph, Singer, etc., 19/-;

23,4h-p. Douglr>s, etc., 10/-; also aluminium piston'^
supplied.—Below. .

,

CYLINDERS Ground, new pistons complete. No
idle boast. Seventeen years' grinding experience.

Works guaranteed, and cheapest in the trade. Support
'the fiTm who brought the prices down. Write for
copy testimonials and prices.—Kendall and Co., Engi-
neers, Stoney Stanton Rd., Coventry. [X2611

MOTOR Cycles Enamelled, plated, decarbonised, and
overhauled ; £6/10 ; tanks enamelled in makers'

colours.—Hobbis Bros, and Horrell, West Heath. Nortb-
fieUl. Birmingbnm. - [X3341

rliOMACS
MOTOR AGENTS

1922 MODELS.
A.J.S., B.S.A., CONNAUGHT,
DOUGLAS, LEVIS, MATCH-
LESS, NEW IMPERIAL, RUDGE,
SCOTT, STANGER, ROVER 8,

and MORGAN.
Early Deliveries,

SECOND-HAND AND SOILED.
1921 A.J.S. 2f h.p. soiled, NEW £83
1920 A.J.S. Comb. Dynm. Spdmtr. £165
1921 CONNAUGHT, 2-speed,

C. &K. S £50
1920 DOUGLAS, 2|h.p. 3-speed

C. &K.S. £73
1920 NORTON, T.T. as new.... £75
1921 BUDGE, brand new, shop-

soUed £75
1920 MORGAN, G.P., equipped £140
1920 MORGAN Aero. M.A.G.eqpd. £150
1919 MORGAN G.P. Mono., eqpd. £150
1914 MORGAN G.P., equipped .

.

£90

WRITE FOR FULL LISTOF BARGAINS

243 Lower Clapton Road
CLAPTON, E.5
'Phone—Dalston2 2<^o8.

Sturmcy-Archerand ArmEtroneGears.
ImmeiHate Repairs. All parts for all types In slock.

Qnotaiions despatchrd saine day as c-ar ts received.
STUKMEV AEGHER COUNTEKSHAJ?T tEAES, tnll

raiiKe ot 2and 3-speed parts in s-tock. Any type of Bear re-

placement made to pattern for motor cycles mid cars- In-

struction slieets and price lists by return of post; sen^l stamps.
(We do not repalrpush cycle Rears. Useour Gear Oil, specially
prepared for Hub and Coanters'iaft Gears in Quart tins. 3/-,

pec tin, post free 3/6. Stormey ' ountendiaft Gear Boxes in

stock wholesale a'ld retail—2-speed £11, .S-apeed £17*

CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
J27. PUTNEY BRIDGl;; ROAD, S W.I6

Telegrams and Te'ephone—Pataey 1601.

f^end Revetirf 'n Puineti Slation (L. <i:-S.W.Tt.)

For the convenience of customers we have altered

our business hours as follows :—Weekdays, including
Saturdays, 8 a.m. to 7 P-m-

GODDACID'S

Carr. Paid.
Height

r^OTOR house:-.
A Weil-constructed

house.built off in.

matthboard. on

Btout frammg,made
in sections to bolt

together, roof of

matchboard cover-

ed taiTed felt.

Lists Post 'free.

Size
•/ft. X 5ft.

8ft. X 6ft.

gft.x6ft.
loft. X 7Jt.

GODDARD'

Lo Rid2
6ift.

7ft.

7ift.

5ft.

i s.

7 4
7 17
S 15
13

Floor extra.
18

1 9
1 11 S
1 16

Vicarage Lane.
ILFORO. ^^EX.

JREPAIREI^S.
ENAMELLING, Plfiting. — Tanks enamelled

before; hanaie-bars, etc., plated. — Send 1

Murray's I'lating Works, Union St., Coventry. Plate'
and euamellers to the trade. (OOB;

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, rings, ai-
gudgeons. 85 mm. J.A.P.'s, etc., 29/6; other siz

on request. Aliuniniura pistons if desired. ~ Vulc*i
Engineering Works, Walsden. [964

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crant case
cracked wat^r jackets, TalTe Beatings, ireWi

and machined complete; scored bores filled in ai
ground to exietiug pistons.—Below.

CTLINDEUS Reground. new pistons fitted complei
in cast iron or aluminium.—West London "W^

ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone: ChiswK)i
536. 1:04^

TBIUMPH Cylinders Reground and fitted with genuU
Trinmpli oversize pistons, complete with rings nn

gudgeon, 40/-; J.A.P., Rover, B.S.A., etc., same prici'

Compression and accuracy- guaranteed.—Below.

WE Specialise in repairs, and guarantee same; eoni
plete overhauls, machining ; any part made to \

tern or drawing. No waiting.—Harvey's, 47, Sout
Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. (Near Vauxhall Station.) c915

SEND Your Engine to me to be thoroughly over
hauled and rebushed ; singles 40 /-, twins 60 /-

other repairs quoted foi'.—Terry, 16, Grove Parade
East Finchley. 'Phone : Finchley 2261. [94Hi

WHY Wait for Eepaira? — Engines overhauled
cylinders reground, new pistons fitted in fev

days, and spare rings by return; accuracy guaranteed
—Bowser, 30, Summer Row Parade, Birmingham. [834)1

23.h.p.-Twin Douglas Cylinders reground and jittec
4 with 2 new pistons, rings, pins, and valve seat'

ings refaced, 37/6; every job guaranteed; pistons 10/-,

—Rosefield Motors, Rosefield St., Leamington Spa.
[9001'

HARLET-DAVIDSON Repairs and Gverhauls.-W
are now able to put work in hand without -dfr!

lay: skilled staS rmder careful supervision.—Harley-
Davidson Motor Co.. Ltd.. 74. Newman St., London,;
W.l. 10043*

SEND Your Work to the firm who make the Elact'l

burne motor cycle. Tanks any make, frames and:
all details, also repairs to all parts; tip-top work, .priofis>

right. Try us.—Osborn Engineering Co., Gosport,
Hants. [0652-

WE can bring your machine up-to-date and make.
it into a countershait model hy fitting a new

back, with Sturmey-Aroher gear box; any machine con-'

verted.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Bir-i

mingham. [1317

CYLINDER Grinding and new pistons-at out prices.

We speciaUse in high-class work and qruck de-

'

liveries for all classes of engines. Discounts to traders.-

Kellett and CoUinson, Ltd., Havelook Works, Great
Horton, Bradford. [8629

CYLINDERS Reground, accurate finish, ^lompression'
guaranteed ; Triumph, Rover, Premier, etc.,

37/-; all 2'J4.h.p. single, 33/-; twins, 2^/4h.p. Douglas,
55/-; J.A.P., Indian, James, 60/-; complete with
pistons, and rings.

PISTONS.—Every pattern, standard or oversize,

stock; low price.

PISTON Rings, high grade; none better; thousands i|

of testimonials; oversize or step cut 2/-, standard
1/6 each; return post.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd.,
Atherton. [5191

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.—Supplying spares and ovet

'

hauling V.S. 2-«peed gears, which are also fitted >

to Matchless machines, etc. New and second-hand V.3.

2-si)eed gears in stock.—Geiger, 24, Mansfield Rd., Gospel

Oak, London, N.W.3. [1037

HDB Gear Macliines Converted to Countershaft, or

complete conversion sets supplied to suit all

,u.u^^o. recommended by -the leading motor cjrle

manufacturers.—Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Lane,

Coventry. 'Phoue: 634. [2679

PACK All Your Troubles in a sound box and fur-

ward immediately to Bishop, Engineer, Cotham ;

Rd., Bristol. Unobtainable parts for all maltr.s in two '

lays. Every description of machine work undertaken, '

and every job guaranteed. [1474

WELDING, Welding, Welding.—Welding done hy

expeits; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes,

pistons, cranltSj flanges, etc. ; aluminium a speciality.

No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.—H.

Heap, 105, Bissell St., Birmingham. [0023

BEACH Engineering Co., 42, Earl St., Coveutry.-
Engines rebushed, cylinders reground, aluminiuBi

or C.I. pistons fitted from £.2; connecting rods rebushed;

valves 5/-, guides 3/6; -pistons complete from 25/-,

rings 2/-: valve caps 4/6; other repairs rjuoted tor. [0593

CENTRAL Gaiage.—Have your Douglas made Jike

new. We will completeay overhaul, stove-ennmel

-and leplate part^; 2^*h.p. £10, 4h p. il4; oil replace-

ments at cheapest prices. Other machines quoted for

per return.-302. London R^i., TQiorntpn Heath. S.E.
[1626

FRAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Cut-downs,

new forks, back stays, chain stays ; fixed and huh

gear machines converted-, iube bending and machinery

of every description; obsolete parte made to order:

urgent jobs returned in 12 hours.-The Enfield Engi-,-

nelring Co., 31, Silver St.. Enfield. [8049.

All letters relatioii to advertLsenients should auote the number at the end oS each advertisement, and the d^te of the issue.
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REPAIRERS.
ROC 2-si>eed Overhauls, Humber, Rex, V.S., Match-

less Campion-Jap, all spares, also Rex V pulleys,

ilO% reduction in cost of repairs until February; several

;"ears. secomi-hand, good, cheap; belt pulleys, etc.

;

Albion soar box. £4/10; Jardine, kick start, £8.—
Connolly, Carmelite Rd., Coventry. [5:3404

London,
1 0DFREY'S, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St.

' epai
:snoi

(jT W.i, specialists' in motor cycle repairs of all

descriptions. Completely equipped workshops at 14,

Miller St., Camden Town, N.VV. ('Phone: Museum
2434), which afford exceptional facilities for overhauls

and repairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [0639

ACETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken flanges

cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn bearing

built up; aluminium geaj boxes, crank cases, auv
hroken motor pait welded and machined up and re

turned in 7 days; 14 years' experience.—Lincoln Jefiries.

Juu., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, SteelUouse Lane.
Birmingham 'Phone: Ceatral 729 [281?

CYLINDERS. — numbers, Triumphs, Premiers,
Singers, Rex, genuine, not imitation; all pistons

'in stock, alsQ valves; cylinders reground on new Heald
grinder, tend on old cylinders, made new, no junk or
gadgets; all standard cvlinders, readv for fitting and
tested; James, perfect, £3/17/6; James 2i/Ji.p., 57/6.
perfect; 2';4h.p. Precision, £4/10.—Crown Engineering
Works, Vecqueray St., Coventry. tS:3405

WHITE and Watson, Motor Cycle Repair Special-
ists.—Douglas riders now is your opportunity

']2H and 4h.p. Douglas cylinders reground and fitted

with two new pistons complete, and valves reiaced for

£2 and £3 per pair; other cylinders at the following
rates: Up to 65 mm. 25/6, 70 mm. 29/-, 80 mm.
34/-, 85 mm. 37/-, and over 39/6; 2-strokes extra;
aluminium pistons; engines rebushed, rebalanced, and
overiiauled; gear boxes overhauled and replacements
machined.—White and Watscn, 80, Belvedere Rd., I

S.E.I. [1364

IF only the best will satisfy you., then the Tennant
Engineering Co., 238, Bristol St., Birmingham,

jalone can please you. Super-critical you may be, but
their work will pass your inspection down to the last

detail. No firm has more experience, no firm has keener
workmen, no firm has greater or better facilities for

turning out perfect work, and no firm will strive more
to give you satisfaction. Cylinders rebored and fitted
new pistons. Rebushing of every description. Engines
completely overhauled and returned full of vigour and
vim. Frames altered and repaired. Everything
fullv guaranteed and at competitive prices. Ofificial

repairers to A.C.U. and R.A.C.—Thoue: Mid. 1928.

I . [0047

I CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
IS^acfl ran always be obtained under this heading tr.

I anno uji cements required by Clubi, Jtate. 3d
E "word minimum 31-

N.W. LONDON M.C.-
Hour Trial, 8

London-Gloucester Open 12
, Saturday, December 31st.

Standard awards, silver cups, silver spoons, special
awards silver cups to be^t expert, general, lady,
novice, and early date machine. Entrance 30/-.—Par-
timlars, 23, Clifton Av., Finchley, N.3. [1128

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE: in addition to advertisements -under
this heading, advertisements of Spare Parts for
individual makes of motor cycles u-ill be found at
the end of the advertisements of such makes in

the classified pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale,"

/BOUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd.

AUSTER Wind Screens, Triplex glass, adjustable
aluminium fittings, 13x6i^in.. 10/-, post free.

"EILECTRIC Inspection Lamps, to fit over epeedo-
XlJ meter, complete with bulb and cable. 2/6 each.

EXHAUST Boxes, Douglas 254h.p., 15/-; Dougla«;
4h.p. clutch races, 2/6; screwdrivers, 6in., 8in

lOin., lOd.. 1/-. and 1/2 each.

GfH-TEN3ION Wire. 9 mm. 5d. per yard 25
yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d. per yard. 25 yard' coil

6/-; 5 mm., 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-; 3 mm. 2d
per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-; postage on coils. 5 mm. and
upwards 1 /-, 3 mm. 9d.

A LL Goods on approval
xV. of cash, money

COUNTY ol London Engineering Works, Ltd 51aNew Park Rd., Brixton Hill. London, S.W "Tel •'

3treatham 2898. T.A. : Ignitionac, Brixstret, London'

, ,
[6407

Rear boxes, and engmes, and
Below.

magnetos,

proval per return post on receipt
refunded if not satisfied.

KNDIAN Front Forks,
all parts for 6ame.-

DNDIAN Intake Domes, carburetters,
clutches, kick starters.—Below.

DNDIAN Carriers, chains, and guards, sprints
_ sprockets; in fact, everything for 7-9h.ij ali
larts absolutely new.—Dennis Accessories Stores,' 89
Jriston Rd., London. Specialists in Indian Ee'n'iirR'
Phone: Brixton 3129. [1195
'-SPEED Wheel for sale; JEIO.-Sinclair, 32, Charin-
* Cross. S.W.I. r8014

pHILIPSON" Pulley, oft SV^h.p. Norton, perfect; 70/-- —Haryrave, Wath, Ripon. [1406

OF
READING

SPECIAL OFFER
DURING DECEMBER

orf shop-soiled and second-hand
machines, at absurdly low prices.

1921 MATCHLESS Combination, spare

wheel, windscreen, leg shields, absolutely

new, but slightly shop-soiled. List price £185.

Our price . . 140 gns,

Also with double seater sidecar. List price

£191 10 0, Our price . . . . 145 gns.

1921 LEVIS, Popular Model, new, but very

slightly shop-soiled. List price £60. Only

one left 40 gns.

1921 LEVIS, T.T. 247 c.c. Model,

guaranteed 50 m.p.h., shop-soiled only. List

price £65. Our price . . . 50 gns.

1921 ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, kicl-.-

start, 2-speed, footboards, new, but slightly

shop-soiled. List price £70. Our price 57 gns.

1921 NORTON, 31 h.p.. Model 16H,

specially tuned by Norton Company for

competitions, close ratio geai box, only run

500 miles, much better than new, 95 gns,

or with sporting sidecar to match 115 gns.

1919 A.J.S, Combination, complete with

lamps, horn, etc., in beautiful condition, one

of the greatest bargains we ve ever offered,

Complete only 110 gns.

1920 DOUGLAS Combination, 4 h.p.,

lamps. Easting, m magnificent condition,

two new tyres, thoroughly overhauled, etc.,

worth £180. Our price . . . . 80 gns.

1920 A.J.S. Combination, electric lighting,

speedometer, etc., only run 1 ,800 miles £140

1915 ENFIELD Combination, 6 h.p..

Easting, lamps, horn, excellent condition,

only 90 gns.

1921 NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p.. Special

Sports 250 c.c, run about 100 miles. Cost

when new £90, great bargain . . 70 gns.

The above machines areof'erzd sub-
ject to being unsold on receipt of cash.

JULIAN
84, Broad Street,

READING.
'Phoner 1024.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
/^LYNO.

i'^LYNO 5-6h.p. Spares, enormous stock; all genuine
V^ spares.

MARBLE Arch Motor Exchange.—No ridiculot.s
prices. Trade supplied. Liberal discount on

quantities. A stamped envelope will bring you O'lr

lists.

CLYNO 6h.p. Gear Boxes, comi^lete, second-hand,
new parts fitted, £10; new, £14.

CLYNO 8h.p. Frame, compiote, fitted, with spring
seat-pillar, Brampton billex forks, tank complete

with all fittings, including Best and Lloyd lubricator,
2 interchangeable wheels, back driving sprocket fitted

with internal e.'^panding brake, 3-speed gear box,
hand contiol clutch, handle-bars, Iront and rear
stands, front and rear mudguards; £25.

T> ESIEMBER, the above are all brand new and
-tV perfect Clyno parts, and would be ideal for the
fitting of 8h.p. J.A.P. or similar engines.

CLYNO 8h.p. Gear Boxes, 3-speed, hand-controlled
clutch, brand new; £12 each.

J.A.P. 8h.p. Cylinders, brand new, 35/- each; new
crank oases, 35/- pair; double cam gear wheeL.

7/6; crank iJns, driving side shafts, timing side
shaits, 3/- each; mainshait timing wheels, 2/-; piston
rings, lOd. each; valves, 3/6; gudgeon pin bushes. 1/6.

P.
and M. Brand New Cylinders, 1909-1913, 45/-

'

each; pistons, 12/-; new Renolds gear chains.
10/- each.

COVENTRY Chain, %x'/4. 5ft. 2in. lengths, brand
new, limited number; 17/6, a gift.

B OXES of 60 Prepared Patches; 3/- each to clear.

EATHER Helmets, lined chamois, solt tan leather.
J brand new; 5/6 each to clear, a real bargain.

new, 19in. outside diameter,

I
or % belt; the above are

Various other sizes, new and

BELT Eims, brand_
2V4in. wide, tor ;

2^4h.p. Douglas size.

second-hand.

TEIUilPH Toolb.ngs.—Leatheries Empire de Luxe.
fitted N.P. lock and key; 6/6.

LUCAS Girder Wrenches, gonuine; 7y:..in.; listed 13/-,

onr price 71-; brand new.

DOUGLAS 2'(4h.p. Brand New Cylinders; 22/6, e.icl],

our price.

MAGNETOS.—Splitdorf .single anti-clock, perfect,

guaranteed; 30/-. Please note, these are not con-

verted starter mags.

CONVEET that old 'bus into the real thing. We
can supply a complete lenr portion as follows;

3-speed hand-controUed clutch gear bos, top back stays,

chain stays, rear wheel (detachable!, sprocket with in-

ternal expanding brake, stand, carrier, mudguard, etc.,

the finest motor cycle parts made, namely, Clyno, tor

£18, worth treble.

LAEGE stocks of other interesting parts. Trade sup-

plied. Discounts on rjiiantitie! only. P.O. s uud

cheques should be made payable to Marble Arch Mbtor

Excdiange, 135, Edgware Ed., W.2. 'Phone; Padd 789.

T.A. : Archmotex, Edge, Loudon. [1767

B ANISTER and Botten.

4hp Douglas Spares, new.—Induction pipes, 12/6;

valves, 2/6; caps, 2/-; springs, 6d.; tappets,

^/6- bushes, big end 2/-. small 1/6; rear gear-box

bolt' 6/6. iront 2/-; mainshaits. 9/-; secondary shafts.

5/-; screwed sleeve pinion. 5/-; camshafts. 15/-, JSi

and 23T gear wheels, 5/-: clutch release arm, 3/6,

release kev, 1/-; kick start ratchet pimon. 2/6; nut,

1/6; piston rings, 1/9; dog clutch, 3/6.-Below.

4hn Douglas Frame, second-hand, £6/10; centre,

£5; fork girders, late, £1 each; steering columns,

6/-; fork springs, early 2/-, late 1/6;. ball races tor

irariie and forks, 9d.; pulleys, adjustable, 15/-;

handle-bars, 12/6: oil pumps 9/-; spokes, 7/- gross:

belt guards, 3/6; Thomson-Bennett magnetos, £2.—

Below.

(r>31i.p. Douglas Spares, new.-Exliaiist lifters, 10/-;

?i4 pulleys, 5/-; front stands, 2/6; handle-bars,

12/6; tappets, 2/-; Euides. 1/3: valves, 2/-; springs,

6d.; bushes, big and small end, 2/-; piston rings,

9d. brake shoes, 4/-; flywheels, second-hand, 15/-,

carriers. 10/-; Tljomson-Bennett magnetos, £2.—

Below.
'

TiUDGE Multi New Spares.—Gears, complete, £5;
-tt pulleys, £1; cam wheels, 10/-; chain rings for

starting clutch, 10/-; frame rear portion, with

carrier £2/10; intermediate gear wdieel, 10/-; inter-

mediate wheel, 4/-; exhaust rockers, 2/-: fork springs

in sheath, 8/-; complete brakes, 17/6: operating

sleeve 15/-; flange sleeve, 10/-; starting clutch beai--

i„K 5/-; carriers, 10/-; exhaust valves, 5/-; piston

rings. 21- : head lug, £1; right-hand crank and chaiv

wheel, 5/-.—Below.

CAREIERS.-Triumph, 12/6; B.S.A., 10/-; Rudge,

10/-; 2%h.p. Douglas, 10/-.—Below.

FEAMES.-Clvno £4/10. centres only £3; Dougl.ns

4h,p. £5, centres only £3.—Below.

LIST of Rudge and Douglas Spares sent on receipt

of stamp. Carriage on goods extra.—Banister

land Botten, 341. Upper St., Islington, London, N.l.

I Phone : 2480 North. HISS

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a^s
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
CCENTRAL Garage, 302, London Hd., Thornton
J Heath, S.E.

WE have a splendid rauge of new and .second-hand

DougUis spares.

4h.p.—Frames, stove enamelled £6/10. unenamelled
£5/5; and all Other parts at cheap prices.

33h.p.—Framea with bact et-ays, stove enamelled 90/-,

4 unenamelled 69/-; front forks, eiiamelled 19/6,
unenamelled, 17/-; connecting rods, 18/-; new pistons,

10/6; S.H. pistons, 7/-; piston rinpa, 1/3; cylinders.

20/-; valves, 2/6; complete craakshafts, 30'-; head
clips, 6/6; mudguards, 12/- pair complete; silencers,

12/6; tappet guidefi, 1/9; head stems, 9/6; tanke, a-''

new 52/6, unrenovated 32/6.

A LL Other Parts in stock at cheap prices.

NEW Back Axle. 2 wheels 26x2i4, with helt rims,
for cycJe cars, 2 mudguards, 7in. foot brake com'

plete: £5 the lot.

STEWAR'i' Plated Speedometer, suit any motor
cycle. 55/-.

CLYNO Cylinder. 1914, 5-6h.p., as new, 35/-; Triumph
bottom back stays, late type. 55/-.

ANY Goods sent on approval against cash. All
cheques and P.O.'s to be made payable to Central

Garage, 302, Ix)ndon Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E., and
must include sufficient for carriage. [1627

GRADO Kick Start Model, fit any engine; offers.—99,
Sirdar Rd., Wood Green. N.22. [1196

Idll Douglas, 1910 replacements. Call or write.—
Xt' 55, Clifford St., Manchester, S.E. [1581

P. and M. Silencers, with extension pipe at rear,
15/- ; pipes, clips etc.—Below.

P.
and M. Drip Feeds, 17/-; B. and B. carburetters.
35/-; tank caps, 3/6 pair.—Below.

P.
and M. Chains, operation, 7/-; kick start. 3/-;
magneto, 3/-: all new.—Below.

P. and M. Chain Cases, 21/- complete set; 3/- piece
chain, 22/- set.—Below.

P.
and M. Bear Wheels, 38/-; complete hubs. 10/-;
spindles, 6/-; nuts, etc.—Below.

P. and M. Gear Hollow Spindles, 5/-; wedge bars,
6/-; bronzes, 5/- set.—Below.

P. and M. New Sprockets, engine 4/-, main driving
gear 4/-, magneto 3/-.—Below;

P.
and M. Frames, forks, tanks, and everything P.
and M.—Long, 20, Sydney Mews, Chelsea. [1757

P.
and M. Spare Parts, P. and M. spares; largest
dealers and cheapest.—Below,

R.A.P. P. and M. Machines, incomplete, £18; ditto,
complete except front brake, rear stand, petrol

and oil pipes, and carburetter controls, £25.—Below.

P.
and M. Chains, set of 3, £1/5; eear chains,
6/6 complete; K.S. chain, 3/-.—Below.

R.A,F. P. and M. Drip Feeds. 17/-: footrest rubbers,
2/3 pair; tank needles, 1/9 each; tank caps, 2/-.

—Below.

P.
and M. Gears, complete, £2/15; frames, £1/5;
tanks, 17/-.—Below.

R.A.P. P. and M. Magneto Control Levers, 4/-; car-
buretter levers, 5/6; handle-bar ditto, 6/6.

Below.

P.
and M. Engines and every part for same, piston
rings, 1 / 9, new.—Below.

T> -A.F. P, and M. Saddles, 15/6; silencers with rear
Xl) pipe, 17/-; toolbags, 5/6.

P.
-'and M. Riders.—Try our new foot-operated gear
control. It allows you to get away easily and

quickly, with both hands on bars, fitted in 2 minutes,
no alterations, 12/6.—Below.

R -A.P.—Increase your speed by fitting a 43-tooth
sprocket on rear wheel; price 12/6.—Below.

P. and M. Sidecar Chassis, complete with tyre and
fittings; £4/10.—Below.

MAGNETOS, complete with sprocket and chain;
£2 / 5, guaranteed.—Below.

SADDLES, good condition. 15/6; tyres, 26x2\4x2^
k? 12/-.—Below.

WIND Screens, Avro, adjustable, polished alu-
minum frame, very smart;- 7/-.—Below.

WIND Screens, larger size, with storm apron; £172
—Below.

ACCUMULATORS, 4-volt, 20-amp., new in case
14/-; 6-volt, £1.—Below.

LIGHTING Sets, electric, comi)rising 4-voIt .

mulator, 4-volt head lamp, tail lamp, switch^
wire, all new; £1/17.—Below.

MOTOR Cycle Accessories Co., Station, Buildings,
868a, Old Kent Rd., S.E. [1765

TOOL Rolls, strong leather, with strap and pockets,
7xl8in., 3/-; other sizes made.—Below.

LEATHER Kneo Grips with oval pads, 5/6 pair,
oairiago paid; cash refunded not approved.—

Below.

LEATHER Leggings to measure; illustrated list and
instructions free from makers.—County Legging

Co., Franchise St., Perry Barr. Birmingham. [9040

accu-
and

''An all-round
Man, 6ue—

"

"You're right, old man, but I

happen to know that, in spite of

it, he's out of a billet. He's a fair

salesman, has a smattering of

languages, knows a bit about
clerical work, and one or two other
things, but doesn't really ' shine ' at

any one thing.

Qualifications like that aren't

good enough to-day. The man
who wishes to get on must specialise.

Take Jack Smith, for instance.

Went back to his old job as a clerk

after the war—now he's getting

-^600 a year as Accountant to' an
Engineering firm.

How did he do it ? In the same
way as I did—took a course of

Postal Tuition under Wolsey Hall,

He went in for Accountancy while
I chose Secretarial work. We sat

for our Pinal Exams, the same week.
Why don't you take up some-

thing like that this winter ? It iuot
" only 'bucks you up ' all round, but
it's the quickest way to promotion.
Try it!"

Write for FREE GUIDE
and Specimen Lesson to the
Director of Commerce, Dept. AL9

Any well-known

LIGHTWEIGHT
for

£15
or

COMBINATION
for

£30
Deposit, and 1 1 payments.

Most first-class makes
IN STOCK.

LAMB'S
so, High fid., Wood Green, London, N,

Phone : Homsey 1956.

387, Euston Rd., London, N.W.
' Phone : Museum 4978.

ISl, High St. Walthamstow, London, N.E.

Phone T Walthamstow 169 (2 tines).

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
TpFFRA.—95 Government motor cycles,
--^ by the Food Ministry, just arrived.

50
35

discardei

2'^h.p. Douglases; ^25 each; running order.

4h.p. Douglas Combinations; ^35 each.

T A TRIUMPHS; ^£20 each; a few cheaper; also i

"-^^ quantity oi miscellaneous parts suitable lo
all W.D. machines.

/~iNE-FIFTH Deposit, payments spread over .1;
V-^ months ; accessories included il required.

Deposit and 63/- monthly secures one o
our rebuilt 2%h.p. Douglases.

% of New Parts on each machine, and every qd
finished as new.

£47/10; all on, 2^/ih.p. Douglases, built from ej
W.D. new spares. 300 of these machines hav

already been supplied to readers of "The Motor Cycle,
Trade supplied. Write lor full specification; on aj
proval against cash.—Below.

EFFRA.—Make sure you are buying new spares ;-cra

prices are right; all the little gadgets for you
Douglas.—Below.

189/
75

300
50

PAIRS of Brand New 2%h.p. Douglas Fbtki
16/6, carriage 1/6.

PAIRS 2% and 4h.p. Douglas pattern fool

boards, 10/- pair, including fittings, carriage 1/

EFFRA.—214h.p. Douglas brand new spares : Cylir
ders, front and rear, 35/-; pistons, 7/6; big en

bushes, 2/-; timing side race, 7/6; cam wheel stud:
2/6; intermediate wheel, 4/-; flywheel sprockets, 3/6,
frames, 90/-, stoved; rear stands, 10/-.

KO ^^'^-P- Douglas Silencers, brand new, complet
t-'" with unions, 10/-, carriage 1/-.

1,000 Tappets, complete, 2/3; tappet guides, 1/!
for 2^h.p. Douglas.

EFFRA.—4h. p. Douglas, all new frames at •&{

stoved, makers' transfers ; carriers, 20 /- ; crMil
shafts, 60/-; silencers, 10/-, etc.; in fact, everythini
and cheap.

No more acetylene lamp trouble ; sinj

advertising these condensers we have sol

over 200 in the last 14 days. Prevents the necessarfl
big pressure of gas from bubbling back through tl:

water, and ensures equal distribution of gas to a
burners. Your lights will flicker no longer—a stead;
bright light is guaranteed. Lucas manufacture; liste

at 15/9; new ex-W.D. stock.

/CHEQUES and Postal Orders should be made pa-
^-^ able to the Effra Motor Works, 59, 61, and 6:

High St., Clapham, S.W.4. 'Phone: Brixton 111:
'Grams : Efframota, Clapcom. [168

OVERCOATS, double-breasted, 3 pockets, belt, he<T
colifir; exceptional offer, 21/- each.

4/9

LOVES, all leather, gauntlet type, 5/6.

OGGLES, E.A.F. Aero mask, Triplex g-lase, high
recomjneuded, 12/6; rubber type. 1/3. <

Brand new Apollo, 1/6.pLIIGS,

LAMPS.—Special line of shop-soiled P. and H. Ian
. sets. No. 120, 25/-; electric solo set, 92/6; i

and H. No. 128, 65/-! 127, 67/6; 131, 8/6; Inc.
pattern electric rear or wing lamp, 11/6: F.R.S. streai'

line No. 105, 42/6; large generators, 8/6; Miller ai

Lucas sets stocked.

PILLION Seats.—Tan-Sad, 38/6; baci rSst, 9/-; sii

footrest, 6/-; stride footrests, 5/- extra.

SPEEDOMETEES.—Cowey trip, £6/10; non tri

£5/15/6; Watloid trip, £6/5; non trip, £5/15/6.

GEARS.—All Sturmey-Archer 3-spe6d countersha
gear parts stocked; N.3.U. speed gear, £1(

Philipson pulley, 7 gns.

HORNS.—Mechanical, 10/6 and 15/-; car type, 17/1

aayiite, 22/6; French type, 22/6.

TOOLS.—Oilcans, Vi plnt, 1/6: 6in. screwdrivera, 10
petrol sauirts. 1/9.

BRAKES.—Douglas 4h.p. front stirrup, complete wil

•r shoes, 2/6 each ; also front rim brakes, brand w
and complete, suit 2?^h.p. Douglas.

CHAINS.—Large stock all sizes Hane Renold at

Coventry chains at reduced current prices, Speci

line of -ysX^ Coventry chain, 4/6 per foot.

VALVES.—Douglas pattern, 4/-; Matchless-MAI
pattern, 5/-: Harley-Davidson pattern, 5/

Triumph pattern, 4/6.

DISCS.-Ace discs, 32/6 per -wheel. • Models to su

most machines in stock

MAUDES' Motor Mart, 100, Gt. Portland St., Lo:;

don, W.l (Museum SOT); 100, Palis St., Esetir

(Tel. 833); and Walsall Garage, Walsall (Tel. 444). ^

BONNIKSEN Trip Speedometer, all black mode

60/-.—T. Lamb. 37. Arden St., Edinburgh. fll4

COPPER Exhaust Pipe, il- per toot; cheapest on t)

market.—D.R., Globe Garage, Plymouth. [Ul

A^6 All letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

B'
INKS Carburetters.—Large stock ready for imme-
diate delivery.—Bootlis Motories, Haliiax.

BINKS Carburetters.—We specialise in these: all

models supplied.—Booths JMotories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.—We talte your old carburetter

in exchange.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters for Douglas. Scott, Indians,

Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs.—Booths Motories,

Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters enable your engine to tick

over; try one.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Car^DUretters save petrol and give more
power.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.—Let us take your old carbu-
retter in exchange.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

NEW Sidecar Wlicels 19/9, hubs 10/6, rims 5,'9, side-

car blades nith v.ilance 8/9, Avith stays and Jug

19/9, springs 12/6, 2Vi or 21/2 tyres 17/6.—Booths
.Jotoriee, Halifax.

MAGNETOS, Bosch and O.A.V., ireatherproof, cheap;
gas engines. 3% bore £11/10/6, 6iu. bore f 15/10/6,

-Booths Motories, Halifax.

,1 K A CARBTJRETTERS.-Nearly new 1920 carbu-LOV retters; B.S.A., 38/6; Brown and Barlow
pilot jet, 45/-: double lever Amac, 45/-; automatic
Amac, 32/6; Capac for Douglas, 32/6; 1921 models
Capac, 38/6; Flexi and S.U. for Douglases, 30/-; good
Brown and Barlows and Amacs, 22/6; 1920 Binks,
SO/-; carriage 1/3 extra.—Booths Motories, Portland
I'lace, Halifax. [8197

STUEMEY-ARCHEK Gear Boxes, brand new: in
Ktock.—County Encineering Co.. Hounslow. [0518

SADDLES. Brooks B170, as new; 22/-, post free.—
Gosford Engineering, Ltd., Coventry. [X3403

CHAINS, Benolds %X%in., 96 links 19/-, 56 links
11;-.—Lancaster, Heeley Kd., Birmingham. [X3314

SOUND 3-speed Anustrong Wheel, complete; £7, or
oiler.—Blackburn, High St., Coathom, Redcar. [1349

!7~j;iSSQLTED Acetylene Cylinder, 61t. ; fl/lo, cost
['-' £3/10.-West Cottage, Emmer Green, Reading.
!_ [1383
iD. and M. Engines, frames, and practically any pail
>- at low prices.- 1, Bellingham Terrace, Catfoid.

[1400
MOTOR Cycle, complete less power unit; bargain,

£8/10.—A. Fogden, Hunston Dairy, Chichester.
[1479

P.
;(nd M. Cylinder, perfect, 30/-; lightweight Amac
carburetter, as new, 20/-.— 170, Red Lane, Coventry.

,
[X334"9

!
ARMSTRONG 3-speed Clutch Wheel, all controls,
!iX guaranteed good order; £9.-18, Key Hill, Birming-
laia. [X3346
BOWDEN Gear, 2.speed, kick start, splendid con-

dition; nearest £10.—Brickell, St. Martin's, Port-

j

and. [1602

aiUEMET-ARCHER 3-specd Clutch K.S. Gear Box,
I-' practically new; £11,-42, Beechhill Rd., Eltham,
!i.E.9. [1361

p. and M.—Incomplete machines, £17/10; 1918 ma-
•. chines, renovated as new, £50, guaranteed.—Below.

I

p. and M.—Engines, £8/10; gears, j55 : forks, £3/10;
' •- tanks, 15/-; wheels, 35/- pair; handle-bars, 16/-.
' -Below.

p. and M.—New goods: Magnetos, 50/-; magneto cliain
•- case, 5/6; chain cases, 32/6; saddles, 25/-; valves,

1
'/-: piston rings, 1/-; biishes, 1/-; drip feeds. 19/6;

I

rallies, 25/-; footrest rubbers, 2/- pair.—Below.

p. and M,—New tyies, 17/6. All parts stocked;
*- prompt delivery. Enquiries, stamp please.—Below.

p. antl M.—The specialist and agent: Lewis M. Inman,
^ Durham Ed., Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone: Water-
"i 296. [1248

HEDSTROM Carburetter, oft 7-9h.p. Indian, perfect
order; 14/6, luick sale.—Box 7,688, do Tie Molar

'"'/'. (D) [1265
^EAR Bos, 3-speed and clutch, latest type, prac-^ tically new; price £12/10.—Sinclair, 32, Charing
'ross, S.W. [9009

^ElXD for our Helmet and Tyre Price List.—Emanuel
J and Co., Tyro Factors, 37a, Balls Pond Rd..
Jalslon. N.l. ^ [0738

p-i-EBUEETTEE, Amao, 1920, Vsin. induction, 35/-;
p-^ control wires, S/6 set.-Lancaster, Heeley Ed.
I Birmingham. [S3316
|D0WI1EN Inner Wires, l-16in., Vsd. loot; outer 3d.:
ji-» postage extra.-Llannge, 79, Waverley Ed., Eed-
,ands. Bristol, [1776

CLTNO Spares.-Everything to be cleared at cost.
Write Ex.soldier Lhinage, 79, Waverley Rd., Eed

I
anas, Bristol. [1777

ICTITRMEY-AECHER Gear Box, brand new, maker
*^ case; £16, bargain; approval, .cash.-Sanguinetti
Egerton, Kent. [1150

NUTS.—Bags 8 gross, assorted, 10/- per bag. Tools
large quantities, cheap.—Crown Garage, Thames

it, Weybridge. [1452

TARDINB Gear Box and Back Stays, complete;' 49/6; owner fitted Sturmey.—Lockhart, East

««MM

WATERPROOF
CLOTHING BARGAINS

MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT

{Fig.\). Fawn double
texture material,

interlined rubber,
seams cemented and
taped, wind cuffs,

wind gusset in over-

alls, and patent clasp

fasteners.

SUIT COMPLETE
35/-

WATERPROOF
TRENCH COAT
{Figl) Fawn material,

rubber lined, gtiaran-

teed waterproof.

Price 25/-

Fig.l

SEATLESS
TROUSERS.

Fawn double texture

material, rubber
interlined, wind gus-

set, and clasp fasten-

ers. All sizes,

18/- per pair.

// yoti cannot call, sen.i

money with breast measure-

ment and height.

CARRIAGE PAID
"" *"

r Actual Manufacturers:

Money TtZTd \ Martin Waterproof
: in full if notthor- : Company.
ioughly satisfied.! 208, Oldham Ro^d.

^New Cross, Mrnchester

\Iaikliam, Newark. [1285

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
COPPER Exhaust Pipe, polished, all sizes stocked,

straight, from 2/3 ft.; bending a speciality.—
Evan'?.

TRIUMPH Pipes, special offer, complete with clip;
long copper 14/6, steel 13/-, plated 18/-.—Evans.

DOUGLAS. 2)4h.p. ; copper 12/6 pair, steel 10/-,
plated 17/6.— Evans.

RUDGE, Sunbeam, Rover, Norton, copper 20/-, steel

16/-; New Imperial, Omega, Levis, etc., copper
14/-, steel 10/6; all T.T. bends.—Evans.

MUFFLER Ends (Norton pattern), detachable, fish-
tniled, to suit above, various eizes stocked, from

2/6.-EYans.

FOOTBOARDS, solid aluminium, upcurved front
and heel piece, with adjustable clips, 15/- pair;

with fittings for Dong'liifi, 15/-; for Triumph, 16/-.—
Evans.

WHEELS from 42/- pair; specials built 'to order;
any parts supplied.—Evans.

TOOL Boxes, armoured, suit Triumph, etc., 10/9
pair; with locks, 13/- pair.—Evans.

HANDLE-BARS, plated. Triumph pattern, W.D.
or D.R., ygin. 14/-, lin. 15/-.—Evans.

LEGSHIELDS, suit all machines, enamelled and gold
lined, complete, 13/6 pair; aluminium, 15/- pair.

—Evans.

BELT Rims, any size to order, 16/6; spring forks
from €0/-.— Evans.

TAN-SAD i'illiou Seats, brand new, to clear, 29/6
each.

CARRIAGE Free, cash with order, discount to
trade.—Evans Bros., Brougham St., Hockley. Bir-

mingham. [X3378

CELLULOID Sheets, 50x20 15/-, 25X20 8/6,
20x1 2i> 4 / 9.—Henry Jones, 778, High Rd-

Totteuham, London. [9375

SPEEDOilETERS: bargains.-250 Jones trip model.
70/-: trade supplied.—Pioneer, 211, Shaftesbury

Av., Loudon, W.C. [9184

COMPLETE Front Brake, 7/6; touring handle-bar.
7/6; Triumph carburetter, complete, £1.—

Aberlyn, Southminster. [1179

1 PfcA SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, 3/-; 144
A-0\J bright steel bolts, 2/6; 72 bright hexagon
nuts, 2/6.—See below.

7Q BEST Spring Wasliersj 3-16in. to Wn., 1/9; 36
* -^ ciistle nuts, i4in. to Voin., 1/9.—See below.

1/1/1 Coppered Bifurcated Rivets. 8d. ; 12 8in.
JL'irt hacksaw blades, 1/6; any of the above car-

rmfie paid.—Wood, Titliebdru St., Preston." [X2924

A LUMIXIUM, cast iron, and steel piston manufao-
-*-i- turer; finy pattern.—W. Cole, 53. Sarehole Rd.,
Si'.irkhill, Birmingham. |;X3399

DEUID Forks, suit S'/Ui.p., 55/-; extra heavy pair,

suit 6 or Bh.p., 75/"-, equal to new.—56, Sutton
St., Aiton, Birmingham. [X3309

BINKS Carburetter, brand new, with spare jets, key,
and Bowdeu controls, never fitted; £3/10.—Grook-

hnm, Xork Rd., Eastbourne. [1289

CYLINDERS.—J.A.P. 2^'^.v.. 30/-; 6h.p. front, 35/-;

8h.p. back, 35/-; B.S.A. 4i^h.p., £2.—Lancaster,
Heeley Ed., Birmingham. [X3315

RENOLDS Cliains, HsX^/iin- 96 links 20/-, 56 linka

12/-; soiled but uuused; approval.—56, Sutton
St., Aston, Boimingham. [X3308

CROWN Adjustable Pulleys, Triumph, B.S.A., Pre-
mier, Precision, Humber, Bradbury, 17/6; J.A.P.'s,

19/6; Douglas, 25/-.—Ridington.

MAGNETO Sprockets, 7-tooth to 24-tooth; engine,

hub, and clieiin sprocket manufacturers.—Riding-
ton.

LIGHTER Flints, lid. doz., 21- 3 doz.. 5/6 gross.—

Ridiugton, 202-4, Soutliampton St., Camberwell.
[9459

N.S.U. Gears, fit Triumph, Bradbury, N.S.U., Rover,
White and Poppe, and others; £5/10; approval.

—Box 7,709, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1694

PALMER'S Motor Auction, every Tlmrsday, 2 o'clock.

Send those parts and accessories. Selling com-

mission 10%.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [1738

SADDLES.—Brooks E170. 30/-; Lycett, large.

25/-; as new; satisfaction or money refunded.

3 Tnnl:<i Qiii^

Itape'to orflcT.

9 Eepftirsandre-

3 enamelling
from 15/6.
I llu Rtr ated
List free. ^ »

A ux i 1 t a r T
ta oka, with E

> Utler, Up. T
pi9c«, piping,
cl ips, com-
plete, always
IQ BU)Ck. i

A.GREEN.Water 8t.. off Chapel »t. Salford. M anchester ,
^TrynmrmT<i)|^ihHifligrTTgrTrTT.Tm»[iiiiiiiJiii[¥T¥T»t«n«HTTm'S

100
-Turuer, 78, Clmrch IW., Willesden. [8554

SPEEDOilETEES complete from 45/-, Buarnnteefl

;

reriiiirs executed.—J. \V. Kohins. Speedometei

Specialisl, 97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea. [9661

CLYNO Spares.—For parts all models, lowest pricei

and quickest despatch, write Claridge's Olyno

House. 8, Cliandos Rd., Redland, Bristol. [1260

COWET Speedometer, complete, 26iii., perfect, 35/-:

new Macintosh tyre, heavy, 26x2'/2, 15/-; Triumph
plated bars, 6;-.-177, Enrlsfteld Rd., Wandsworth. [1286

WATFORD Speedometer, in perfect order, complete,

with trip, best ofier over 2S/-; also pair E.L.I,

miidshields, bargain, 7/6.-J. F. Vrhitehead, Appleby.

All letters relating to advertisements should atiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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I
Insurance Policy

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
3illi.Ii, 2-stroko Eijghie mid uiagueto, £4; 1920 En-
4 field gear spindle, as new, 6/-; large Amac car-

buietter, 15/-.—C, 686, Ganatt Laue, Tooting, S.W.IV.
[1448

ARJISTROXG 3-speed Hub and Wheel, clutch, belt
drive, perfect order; £8, or nearest; also Triumph

and Chat€r-I>ea liames.—Sherwood, Sandy's St., Newry.
[1310

N.S-U. off Triumph, £5; exchange for N.S.U. re-

cessed for Ariel; Armstrong- S-epeed, as new. &1.
—Taylor, Brownlow Cottage, Pleasington, Blaekbun.

[53565
INDIAN 7-9h.r. Kick-start Attaclunent for 2-spe6d

modek, double ratchet on ball bearings; 50/-.—
Particulars, Hopkiua, 283, FoleshiU Ed.. CoTsntry.

[X3560
GAUNTLET Mits, lined, suitable for motorists, at

the astonishintr figui'e of 2/- per pair, 8d. postage.
—D. and S. Autocar Co., 53, The Parade, Golders Green.

[9984
BUE.MAK Gear, new, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., gate

change, £7110; Enfield gear and engine eprockets,
perfect, f3/10.—Wagstafl, 87, Lordsmill St., Chester-
field. [X3368

P.
and M.'s.—Cast aluminium polished gear covere,
with loose caps, 22/6; back guard, 6/6; magneto

covers and back, 4/6; footboards, 10/6, postage extra.—
Below.

NUMBEE Plates, cast aluminium, fiilver polished
letters and border, any number; cycle 10/6, car

size 15/6.—Towler, Thorn St., Burnley. [1306

LONG Exhaust Pipes, direct from engine, in copper
or nickel-plot^d steel, for all make of machines;

standard gets, with detachable iiiufBes, from 21/-.—
Below.

DISCS, in iiolished aluminium or light eteel. from
15/- per wheel; leg shields, in polished aluminium

or light steel, from 17/6 per wheel.—Merncy Disc Co.,

34, Sutton St., Warrington. [1165

LIGHT Car Front Axles, tubular section, 4ft. track,
fitted with swivel heads, steering arms, and track

rod; 25/-; stamp reply.—West, 50, Maldoa Rd.,
Acton, \V.3. [9081

ARIEL SVoh.p. Single Speed Frame, saddle, wheels,
tyres, mudguards, handle-bars, and carburetter,

etc. {everything except engine) ; ofEere.-25, St. Alban's
Rd., Smethwick. [1233

STURMEY-ARCHER 3-speed Gear, heavy, with
clutch and kick start, countershaft, brand new

;

approval, £14, deixisit.-1, Meadow View, Newbridge,
Wolverhampton. [1272

CHAINS.—Reynolds new Enfield rear, 22/-; P. and
M. rear, 20/-; Clyno rear, 17/6; Clyno front,

12/6; Triumph front, 11/-; 2% Douglas, 10/-; stamp
enquiries.—Snow.

SUNBEAM Gears, etc., new, cheap; Clyno ammuni-
tion carrier, complete, £5; Bowden carburetter

levers, new, 7/6; Cowey trip speedometer, new,
£3/17/6; approval.—Snow, Laurel St., Dalston, E.8.

[1747
MOTOR Cycle, everything, less power unit, good tyres,

Druids, dropped frame, drip feed, carrier, brakes,

bars, etc., built for 4h.p. ; £12.-185, Albert Rd., -Hands-
worth, EirminghanL [X3348

Q /\ /I Assorted Fine Thread Nuts, bolts, washers,O"" split pius, for 4/9, postage free ; cash with
order.-Hobbis Bros, and Horrell, West Heath, North-
field, Birmingham. [X3340

P.
and il. Compression Taps, 2/- each; aluminium
chain cases, 30/- set ; magneto cases, 5/6 ; tank

needles, 2/- each.—P. and M. Specialist. 147. Biirling-

,ton St., Liverpool.
.

[9291

COMPLETE Sets of Gears for Bat motor cycles,

1919-20 models, delivery from stock.—The Motor
Gear and Engineering Co., Ltd., High Rd., Seven
Kings. 'Phone: Ilford 541- £8813

SPEEDOMETERS.—Whv not check m.p.g.? Saves
pounds. Cowey 50/-, AVatford trip £3/5, Bonniksen

trip £4, Jones £2, Smith £2/5.- Spares, practically

every instrument stocked.—Below.

J.S. Belt Rim 45/-, J.A. 35/-, Armstrong 30/-, J.S.

and J.A. axles 11/6 each (new stuff}. Tremendoirw
assortment 3-fipeed gears, seeond-liand, guaranteed per-

fect.—Below.

WHY Not ExchauKe Present Gear for one of the

Jateat kick-starter models? Sturmey and Albion
stocked. L^t me quote exchange price.—Below.

IF Y'ou Haven't Gears at all, why not one of mine that

I have taken in part exchange.all perfect. Albion
plain models £4 each, Mark VI. 3-speed wheels £7,

Roc 2-speed box £3/10; geaia complete with controls.—

Below.

TD.C. 2-stioke Engine, £5/15; lightweight frame
for 2-speed, £3/10, new; Saxon hghtweight forks,

new, £3/5: Druid lightweight, perfect, 50/-; ditto heavy

weight, £3/.10; special clearance line spring forks, £2/2
each.—Below.

BRAND New 60 amp. 4 volt Accumulators, 26/ .

P. and H. lighting set, new, 30/-; Klaxon horn,

new, 17/6; Triumph 1912 cylinder.

Triumph countershaft brake, new, £1.
please .—Syd . Pearson, Gate Ho use,

Coventry. Tel. : 1639.

TAe only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle
Claims promptly.

STOLEN.
A Reward of £10
is offered to the first

person giving such in-

formation as shall lead

to the recovery of the

Motor Cycle as under
and the apprehension
of the thief or thieves.

1921 2| h.p. DOUGLAS,
Registered No. Y.A. 859,
Frame' No. 50643, Douglas
original colours, two large

dents in tank, Electric light-

ing set, Heavy Dunlop tyres.

All valves fitted Flexehar.

Stolen from Hambrook,
Bristol, 29th November,
Communication should be

forwarded to—
The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

(JncorporaUng The Autocar Insurance
Department, Established 1904.)

Head Office :

7 7, Cheapside. London, E.C, 2.
Telephone: City 9831 and 9832,

Telegra>m : "Autoinsure, Cent, London.''>•«•••>•
A^S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each aavertisement, and the date of the issue.

perfect, 50/-
Stamp reply,
Cheylesmore

[X3401

OlympiaShow

ALEXANDERS
We have on view in our
extensive Sliowrooms a com-
plete range of 1922 Models
of the following makes

:

DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
NORTON, MATCHLESS,
INDIAN, B.S.A.,

LEVIS, NEW IMPERIAL,
P.&M., VELOCETTE,
MORGAN RUNABOUTS,

ETC., ETC.

Consult us before purchasing
your 1922 mount—our services
are at your disposal.

Cash. Exchanges. Deferred Payments.

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115, Lothian Road, EDINBURGH.

272-274, Gt Western Road, GLASGOW.

GRADES H.M., S.F., H.

CHALLENGE
OIL C^ 11?

STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON. N.I6.
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Telegrams: "Motorcycle, Coventry." Telegrams: 'Cyclist, Fleet, l^oodon."
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The Future of the Light^)veight.

A
TENDENCY which will not have escaped

the notice of observant readers, is that

lightweights are gradually taking the place

of heavier machines. The reason is not

far to seek, and the fact that small engines

have been found capable of all that is usually

required in the way of speed, power, and reliability

is a sign of genuine progress.

At the moment the 350 c.c. engined machine

is a most popular type of solo mount,

and before many years have pas.sed it may
give place to the engine of 250 c.c. or less.

Already this type, which The Motor Cycle has

done so much to encourage, is beco^ming increas-

ingly popular, and its records on track and relia-

bility trials have proved the capabilities of the

miniature engine. Increased technical know-

ledge and improved production methods have led

to the development of a lighter, handier, and.

more economical machine fully capable of the

performance of the larger pre-war types, and there

is little doubt but that -the progress will continue.

There are some who doubt the ability of the

smaller machines to maintain their original effi-

ciency for reasonable periods, but this largely

resolves itself into a question of cooling, lubrication

and valve wear. All these subjects are receiving

close study by experts, and already the results

obtained warrant a most optimistic outlook.

There will always be a market for the heavier

machines just as there is a market for powerful

cars, but with the development of the light and

economical motor bicycle selling at a moderate

figure we are approaching a bigger market and

wider field than has yet been opened to the industry.

There are many potential riders to-day who find

a heavy and powerful solo mount too cumbersome
to handle, and merely await the introduction of

light and efficient " go-anywhere " mounts, capable

of reproducing the performances of 500 c.c.

machines of pre-war days.

Second=hand Bargains.

SOME remarkable bargains are available just

now in the second-hand market; and it is no
exaggeration to say that sixty pounds spent

to-day will go further than one hundred did

eighteen months ago.

However, the trouble is that people who most
assuredly will buy second-hand mounts in the rush

season next spring simply will not realise the

wisdom of making their purchases now; when prices

are lower, choice is unlimited, and, incidentally,

the whole winter months are before them to make
any necessary renovations.

It is a case where cause is irretrievably mixed
up with effect, i.e., prices are low, because people
are not keen on buying; and those who realise

this will benefit correspondingly.

Especially is this the case with this year's

machines that are now being offered for sale. For
it may be taken for granted that the man who
sells a machine after only six months' use is often

a faddist, who simply wishes to be in the fashion.

Such a seller does not drive a hard bargain, for

his chief anxiety is to get rid of his machine at

a reasonable figure in order that he may be free

to purchase the latest fancy.

But those who have followed the descriptions of

new models in recent issues of The Motor Cycle
will -have noted that many of the leading firms

are not making drastic alterations for next year.

Therefore a 1921 machine at 20% to 30% off the

published 1922 price is a very genuine bargain
indeed. Motor cycles have now reached such a

stage of perfection that minor improvements only
are possible if we restrict these remarks to existing

and recognised types. When an entirely new and
unorthodox design is introduced, manufacturers
have more scope to introduce many modifications,
but unorthodox types are not snapped up readily,

and often it entails many months of demonstration
in leading competitions before buyers are tempted
in large numbers.

^

^
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An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing back oovei'.
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Toll Bridge Fees.

XE of our readers writes imploring me to denounce
toll bridges and tlieir fees. In old da3's, when
there was no Ministry of Transport and no

central fund, somebody had to pay for new bridges,

and the idea that all users should contribute was by
no means illogical, though some of the old tolls were
doubtless continued long after the capital outlay had
been repaid. Our forefathers suffered much more than
we do from these tolls, ,as any motor cyclist with eyes

must have noticed from the still recognisatile relics

of old toll-houses. Nowadays, one has to think to

recall the whereabouts of the few sun'ivors. I recall-

one in the Somerset marshes near Athelney, and
another at Eynsham near Oxford. The C.T.C. did
yeoman work in abolishing a number. However, my
correspondent's ire centres round Shoreham Bridge,
where motor cyclists are compelled to JDurchase return
tickets available for the day of issue only. He is in

the habit of week-ending on the further side of this

bridge, and gets mulcted in two return tickets weekly.
This certainly seems extortionate.

Wanted, a Chaih-catchef.

EAK me. I had nearly fallen into the nasty habit
which a far more famous publicist than myself
possesses of gassing about " my powerful pen."

any rate, liloodstains at the bottom of the ofifice

steps mark the fiiih of the latest appeal for a free

advertisement in this column. The tame inventor in

qaestion had evolved a powerful electro-magnet for
fixing to the chain stays of machines which em,ploy a

r.cparate chain on one or more gears. But the tale

he told to justify the invention of a catcher for broken
cliains was so pathetic that perhaps I ought to have,
expelled him from my sanctum more gently. He had
seven children too, poor fellow. ' Anyhow, it was
tliusw^ise. He was ascending Hindhead on the low

AlS

At

gear of his cycle car. Arrived at the Punchbowl, fa

changed up. Nothing doing.
.
Chain gone. He

remembered that a motor 'bus, proceeding downwards,
had passed him just after he changed down. Ho
knew where that 'bus garaged. He hied him thither.

The 'bus driver set about him with a Ewart tyre lever.

Why? Yes, the 'bus driver had picked up the broken
chain all right. He had run over it with one of his

new giant pneumatics, which had incontinently burst.

Hence the patent electro-magnet. Perhaps I ought
to have Ud the poor chap dow^i those stairs.

It Started Too Easily.

FOOR Smithers. His last 'bus had been stolen

from outside his place of business, so he decided
to protect the new stinkwheel twice o^'er.

Imprimis, he insured it for every penny it was worth,
as all good motor cyclists do in these cfevs of light-

fingered gentry and novices awheel. In the second
place, he fitted a very patent anti-thief lock to the"

steering head, which prevented the front wheel from
being turned to the right hand or to the left. It fell on

a day that Smithers came out of his office rather lato

and in a big hurry. He tickled the float, dug heavily on

the kick-starter, sat down, opened his throttle several _

inches, and let in his clutch. Alas! The steering head
was well and truly locked. Smithers is now trying to'

persuade the insurance people that the resulting smash
was a pukka accident according to the terms of the

policy. The latest bulletin is to the -effect that they

are not specially sympathetic.

Turps for Tight Nuts.

HERE is a small tip for the amateur overhauler.

The last ^ear or tw-o has evolved quite a lot of

engines w-ith overhead valves, some of Avhicli

ha\-e detachable heads, whiLst one or tw^o have stud

fixings for the inlet and exhaust pipe joints. In

k
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Occasional Comments.

—

these constructions, a multitude of ratlier small nuts

are involved, and they often screw on to very light

studs, not too sturdily embedded in fairly fragile bases.

As these fixings are commonly exposed to extreme heat

and eke to whatever rain may fall, overhauling day

often finds them either rusted or welded home to_ such

an extent that dismantling becomes a perilous business.

To apply a big spanner in such circumstances is asking

for trouble. The stud will either come away from the

casting, or shear in half. My own method consists of

graphiting the threads when I assemble the parts,

and doping them with turps before I try to get the nut

loose. Even then, I have occasionally found it neces-

sary to heat the nut before it could be induced to

part peaceably from the stud. I am strongly of

opinion that designers must devote' fresh attention

to these hgiit studs on the cylinder heads of both

car and cycle engines. But newcomers to this par-

ticular type of engine may find themselves compelled

"to use a cold chisel and' return the casting to the

factor)- unless they heed the words of one who has

suffered much. Turpentine perietrates more rapidly

than paraffin, provided anything can penetrate at ail.

A spanner which entirely surrounds the nut should be

used if the available clearances peimit ; for open-

ended spanners of small size are very fond of gaping

;
under such conditions. A tube spanner is better than

any other variety, provided it can be applied to the

nut.

A Tyre - changing
Table.

NE of t he
_ cleverest

a ccessories

in the car world is

the E w a r t tyre-

changing table. I

daresay the de-

monstration cove r

which I s a w
operated fitted its

rim like an old

glove, but I should

be a proud man if

1 could coax a

sloppy old motor

cycle cover back

into the rim as the

operator wangled
back his gigantic

cover. He merely

laid his wheel on

a sort of afternoon

tea table, seized an

immense kver re-

sembling a clothes

prop, gave the cover

one prod, and then

lounged rapidly
once round the

table, and presto!

the tyre was on.

If 1 were" tyre hand
in a big garage, I

should certainly go

One has not to go far from one's

dreamed of until they are examined.

Sunbeam owner has discovered just off

803

on strike till my boss bought one of these gadgets,

although I know that, so far as motor cycle tyres are

concerned, it is a matter of pride with even a

moderately skilful man that he handles them without

the help of tyre levers.

Intention Indicators.

To) ECENT developments suggest that there may be

]^ a tiny boom in electrically-lighted indicators for

affixing to the back of a car, and showing when

it is about to turn or stop. I sympathise deeply with

a well-known motorist who was chaffed at Olympia

for carrjnng his head on one side like a robin; he

explained that his new car had four-wheel brakes,

and stopped so suddenly that he had got a stiff neck

from looking over his shoulder to see if anybody was

ramming his back number plate. All the sanie I hope

that traffic indicators will either become universal or

keep away altogether. We motor cyclists have quite

enough to watch without scnitinising the tail of each

car ws overtake, to see whether it has a signalling

de^^ce or not, and if so, what the signal is doing.

Three Little-known Details.

nHAVE been experimenting with various patterns of

electric lighting on a fast roadster. In the course

of these experiments I have been reminded of

several small points which «iay interest those to whom
they are not chestnuts. First and foremost, dry battery

sets are not power-

ful enough for sports

machines. Secondly,

any accumulator set

gives plenty of

light, but it does

not seem to be the

easiest thing in the

world to steer at

60 ni.p.h. vvith a

heavy big-capacity

accumulator on the

back of your.handle-

bar. Thirdly, most
dynamo outfits

absorb a little
horse-powe.-. It is

not much—probably

ranging from .05 to

.1 h.p.—but it is

enough to ensure

your defeat by a

sister machine sans

dynamo in such a
really earnest scrap

as Brcoklands or a

good club hill-climb

may present. So the

speed model, which
occasionally goes
bang cut in a scrap,

demands a lighting

set which can be

rapidly jettisoned in

case of need ; that

is one of the advan-

tages of spring beli

drives for dynamos.

A19

own locality to find new interests little

Here is a handsome lych-gate which a

the beaten track.
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MOTOR CYCLES
FOR

THE POOR IN HEALTH

Advice [or Those who Doubt their Physical Abiii(y to become Successful
Motor Cyclists. By james f. blackett. m.d. aond.)

THERE is no doubt that quite a large number of

people take a keen interest in motor cycles,

who yet possess no machine of their own.
They feel drawn towards the si)ort, and yet do not

indulge in it. What are their reasons ?

Generally, it is a question of finance. A motor cycle

cannot be bought without •some spare capital, nor
can it be kept running without spare income, and many
simply cannot afford these expenses, modest thougli

they be in relation to the enjoyment obtained.
There are also many whose health has been in

some way impaired, who hesitate on that ground
alone ; they fear . that the physical strength required
is too great, or that the mental strain too continuous
for them to undertake without their suffering in some
way as a result: As a medical man with a good deal

of motor cycle e.xperience, I should like to lay down
a few ! principles to guide such people, because in

most cases, if suitable and reasonable precautions are

taken, their fears are groundless.

Physical Demands of Driving.
One cannot, of course, get away from the fact that

driving a motor cycle imphes physical exertion. But
the amount varies within wide hmits. You may be

in a hilly district with an old, fixed, single-speed,

which fails at frequent intervals; or you may have a

new kick or handle-starting big twin. There is all the

difference in the world between what you may do with

the former, and the least you need do w'ith the latter.

If you are not Ai in health, never do more than is

really necessary, unless you can do it without physical

discomfort. What you cannot do comfortably you
cannot do safely is a golden rule which will seldom
lead you far astray. Fortunately, the converse is nearly

always true also. What you can. do in comfort you
may do in safety.

There are certain types of disability which should
absolutely debar those who suffer from them from
riding. Active heart disease is one. Now, I men-
tion this on purpose to add that this does not by any
means necessarily include what is often vaguely called

a " weak heart," nor even chronic valvular trouble of
w-hich the patient knows nothing beyond what the

doctor tells him. If there is any doubt, it is naturally
wise to get medical advice, but, generally speaking.

there need be none if the moderate exertions oi

ordinary life do not cause an undue amount of breath

lessness or palpitation. As a matter of fact, many a

person whose heart is not quite normal might very well

get much more physical enjoyment out of life than he

now thinks possible.

Another difficult problem is the consumptive. Here
one is more inclined to say " Hold back," than to gi^e

any encouragement. Many consumptives undoul^tedly

do use a motor cycle, and often get much enjovment
from it—but none can do so without a certain amount
of risk. There is always the possibility of some
sudden and severe physical exertion being required

in ah emergency—and that way lies a hemorrhage.
A consumptive should invariably get medical advice

before undertaking the form of sport we are discussing.

Defective Sight and Hearing.
Defects of sight and hearing require careful con-

sideration. Let us take sight first. If a person is

blind he obviously cannot be trusted to drive anv
vehicle. The difficulty arises when one tries to drav.-

a line between the two extremes of perfect vision and
no vision at all ; and there are, of course, two points of

view, that of the would-be-driver, and that of the

might-be-driven-into. Generally speaking, however,
the ocular trouble is easily rectified by spectacles of ngt

too high a power. A short-sighted person is almost

bound to wear glasses, while the long-sighted or astig-

matic is likely to find it very tiring without." It is

extremely unwise to continue to drive if it is con-

stantly associated with severe eye strain.

As regards safety from accidents due to collisions,

and so forth, it is difficult to lay down hard and fast

rules. Perhaps one might suggest that no one should
drive unless or until he can see well enough to tell

the time by a noighbouring church clock, or to

recognise a friend ~on the other side of the street.

It is a" little different wdien we come to consider

defects of hearing. The question then is rather one
of avoiding accidents with the mackiine than of risking

damage tO' the ear. Only exceptionally does the latter

point arise. There may, of course, be a veiy real

danger in the former, but whether there is or not in

any particular case must be decided on general rather

than on medical grounds. I need,, therefore, sav no
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Motor Cycles for the Poor in Health.—

more about it here. For the same reason I do not

touch on cases where there is loss of limb, stiff joints,

and so forth, although the correspondence columns of

The Mpior Cycle frequently testify that many disabled

riders enjoy the pastime with comfort.

The Neurotic Temperament.
There is, however, one other large group I want to

talk about. How often one hears highly strung excit-

able individuals, who have no definite physical dis-

ability, exclaim, " Oh, I am sure I should never be
able to drive a motor cycle, I should be much too

nervous." Sometimes, of course, they are right, but

I should like tO' say, and tO' emphasise the statement,

that in most cases their fears are without foundation.

. What such people suffer from is lack of self-control.

Now driving demands a certain concentration of pur-

pose and control of the will—the exercise, in fact, of

those qualities which in neurotic temperaments are

imperfectly developed. But within proper limits

exercise leads to growth. If a man has to force him-

self to do certain things he is likely to neglect them.

If, however, he is led on, or constrained tO' do them
because thev are ass.ociated with other pleasant or

80s

interesting acts, this neglect will not occur. Driving

constrains a person suffering from "nerves" to use
that moderate amount of self-control and concentra-

tion of thought which he will find of the utmost value

in ridding himself of his disability.' -In addition, it

gets him out into the country and provides him with a
new and absorbing interest. The whole question might
well be considered from such points of view by those

concerned. Of course, excessively long journeys,

especially at night, should not be undertaken by those

with a debilitated nervous system.

R.eassurance,
In conclusion, one may say that nearly always when

a man hesitates to get a motor cycle simply from fears

as to- health andcomfort, he may be reassured. Those
witli serious disease do not often raise the question at

all—they know quite well that to do so would be
foolish. There are, of course, exceptions. Some
people really are on the brink of a precipice of which
they are only dimly aware, but, after all, one must
take some risks in life. If one uses a little common-
sense, and bears in mind that the limits of comfort

seldom exceed those of safety, one has a guiding

rule which will hardly ever lead one wrong.

TRINAFOUR HILL, PERTHSHIRE,
The motor cycle places those who are poor in health on an-equality with their stronger brothers, so far as the exploration of remote districts

is concerned. Without a motor cycle only the most hardened cyclists or pedestifians can hope to visit such places as depicted above.

A3I
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WILD UFE ON THE EOAD,
Notes from the Country Diary of a Motor Cyclist.

IT
is not infrequently laid to the charge of the motor

cyclist that he loses all the joy and beauty of rural

England ; that he has no soul above pace, and

that he tears along highway and by-way without any

eye or appreciation for the scenes and sounds, the

poetry and picturesqueness,

of the things around him.

That this is an ill-informed

libel most of us know. We
also know that it is the

very heart of the countiy,

the love of the beautiful,

the appeal of the poetry of

rural England, and the love

of Nature generally which

has converted more than

lifty per cent, of us to

motor cyclists, and which

d r a w s us out from the

smoke and din of the town

into peaceflil pastoral dis-

tricts where, both w h e n

travelling and when halted

at" some woodside or other

place which has c o m-
manded us to stay awhile, we are sympathetic students

of the wonders around us.

(

" The hare simply runs straight ahead.

for' those sudden

Naturalists Perforce.

As a matter of fact the study of Nature is forced

upon the motor cyclist, and one constantly hears men,

who would be the last to claim intimate acquaintance

with the drama, pathos, humour, and excitement of

the wild life of the field and hedgerow, describing

most interestingly, experiences they have had which

many an avowed Naturalist has courted and waited

for all his life. The fact of the matter is that tl>-

motor cyclist is brought face to face with Nature in

all her moods and vagaries. The power of observation

being essentially quickened in him, he graduallv finds

liimself watching and expectant

appearances and incidents

which add to the interest

of a country ride. Listen

to a party of motor cyclists

discussing their recent

journeys. True, they will

discuss the state of roads,

how their machines climbed

certain well-known hills,

and so on, but they will also

narrate how a stoat crossed

in front of them in hot

pursuit of a rabbit on a

certain road, and how they

pulled up to try and see

the end of the tragedy, and

,

if possible, to save the ter-

rified victim, whose bulging

eyes had, as it were,

appealed for help fror.i the

cruel blood-sucker which

A24

Or how the light of their lamps showed up a fox

was relentlessly following. Or, they will tell you how,
when they were coming back in the moonlight from
a run, the light from their lamps showed up a fox

which had been crossing from one hedgerow to the

other, and had been fascinafed by the glare. Poor
Reynard, with all his quick-

ness of thought and action,

with all his cunning and
powers of extricating him-

self from difficult positions,

found himself bewildered

and faced with a new
problem, which for the

moment mystified him.

This brilliant light was not J

the moon gone mad! No,/
there was the cold, steely

moon above," quite normal,

and casting its deep pro-

tecting shadows over the

highway at the very point

of it he had chosen to cross

near the big old elm tree.

This light was more power-

ful than the moon ; it was

some marvellous caprice of the sun perhaps which

had not aforetime come within his reckoning.

It blinded him, it petrified him, and, oh horrors!

it was assuredly coming nearer and nearer, and

bringing with it a noise which he had often heard

before, and which no longer had terrors for him. But

that light—it was mesmeric. He pricked his ears, he

lifted- up a pad in readiness for action, his body

quickened, but his eyes moved not . . . and the

light came nearer and nearer, so that he, who prided

himself on keeping in the shadows, on running along

dark hedgerows so that he could not be seen, or along

the furrows in ploughed fields so that his own colour

blended with the upturned soil, was now in lull view.

Yes ! there was the white tag on his .brush and the

sheen on his glossy, russety coat; there were those

wonderful white teeth show-

ing as he turned up his lip

in nervous anger. But he

did not really mean to show
fight. That glare was some
unnatural enemy he dared

not face, for behind it was
a huge monster—at least,

huge to him — which
throbbed and smelt. He
must trust to his legs. So,

when- the motor cyclist was
within a stone's-throw of

him, he wheeled round and
bounded through the open-
ing near -the old tree, and
was lost in the deep
s h a d o w s, suffering, no
doubt, from a bad attack

of palpitation of t h e

heart.

Ji
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Wild Life on the Road.—

Another will tell you how from each side of

(he road the little pale and yellow moths
flew towards his lamp, and, without ever seeming

to be in a hurry, yet appeared able to keep pace

with the machine for quite a distance till a sudden
gust -of wind took charge of them and either brushed
them aside, or sent them full in the face of the man
in the saddle. The moths do not sting a bit, but

we all know how those hard, busy, buzzing, black

beetles do give us a momentary pin prick when they

meet us fiJll in the cheek. The collision is probably

a much nastier jar to them and sends them quite silly

for the remainder of the evening. Sometimes I think

that the moths just mentioned come and go quicker
than we imagine. That it is not the same pale-winged
moon-flitter which accompanies us along a stretch of

road, but that fresh moths are drawn by our light

from the vegetation of the hedgerows and continually

take the place of those which cannot " go the pace."

. The Hare and its Ways.
I cannot quite decide ^vhether the hare is more

foolish than the fox, or whether he is really quicker

witted. All naturalists speak of the hare as being
rather a " fool animal," whilst " the timid hare " has
come to be quite a recognised term. Most of us have
had much more experience with hares or rabbits than
foxes or stoats, whilst very, very few of us have
badger tales to tell. When a hare lops out of the

hedgerow, having just left its form in a tussack of

rough grass, and, with the intention of making a meal
in a turnip field on the other side of the highwav, and
discovers itself at that pyschological moment in the

limelight, so to speak, it at once takes stage fright.

But, unlike the fox, it does not tarry for a single

second to face the audience, or the limelight, or the

80Q

music, or whatever you may be pleased to call it.

It simply turns away from affvertisement and runs
straight ahead within the compass of the lamp stream.
Increase your speed and puss increases hers. Then
is it you begin to have an added respect for the grey-
hound and to recognise what wonderful speeds thesa.
anin:ais must have. The coursed hare does not run
straight for the greyhound either, as it is running now

;

it twists and doubles, and pops through hedges—or
leaps them. But now it seems as though it cannot free
itself from the light which binds it to the centre of the
road. On it speeds, and the motor cyclist finds raised
within him something more than the interest of the
naturalist. Inherent within the breast of every man
is the instinct to hunt, and the motor cyclist finds that
instinct quickened. Faster he goes, 'full of excite-
ment, thoroughly enjoying the fun till at last the hare
finds that she is tiring and that this chase cannot
last—or at any rate she cannot—so she absolutely flings
herself in the air to right or left, and, did the cyclist
stop and search the hedgerow, or the field beyond, he
would no doubt discover her laid panting and

'

her
heart beating as only the heart of a hare can beat.

At Ciose Quarters.
A few of us have heard hares scream as we have

come to clo.se quarters with them—and the sound is

thrillingly uncanny when one is alone in the quiet of
the night and not expecting that almost human yell
which a terrified hare can give. Some of us, it may
be, have kept a hare in front of us for so long that at
last she gave up what she considered a hopeless .contest
and allowed us to pick her up. Game on the highway
belongs to no man—or any man—and we all know
motor cyclists who have more than once had jugged
hare or rabbit pie : yes, and even roast pheasant as
a result of a ride, in the dusk! J-F.-B.

HAVE YOU MET THEM?
Types of Mo;or Cyclists One

ALTHOUGH motor cyclists as a body appear to

be much the same to the casual observer, it

is, nevertheless, possible to divide them into

about a dozen distinct classes, and even as in the

old days the animals in the -Ark were classified—the

most notable being the bears, the bugs, and the

bumble bees—so it is with the brotherhood of the

road.

The " bear " is often met with, and easily dis-

thiguished. He is the fellow who rides a Harley or

an 8 h.p. New Imperial solo, and flashes through

small towns and villages like a super-lubricated streak

of lightning, leaving a trail of dust and flying chickens

as far as the eye can see. But, if you are lucky,

you may find him baulked at a level crossing, and,

after the dust has settled, perhaps you may have

time to examine him at close quarters. Then you will

see that lie looks more like a bear than ever. After

about a minute of stolid silence, except for the

]ionderous " plug-plug " from his highly-polished

copper exhaust pipe, up will go his goggles, and from

the depths of his cavernous helmet will issue a bear-

like growl, chiefly concerning the blankety railways

and their something-or-other arrangements. Tlren, the

barrier removed, he's off again, and the dust settles

Meets in a Day's Jaunt.

once more. But he's a friendly bear, this fellow; he
^vill always extend the glad hand if you " strike a
bad patch."
Now the " bug " is a different fellow altogether-

he's to be found everywhere, but you never know
when you've got him. He nips about on a baby two-
stroke, and, in spite of the noise of big singles and
8 h.p. twins, you can always pick out the impertinent
crackle of his little power unit. But he " gets there

"

every time, and the way he dodges in and out, between
trams and carts and under horses' heads, makes one
wonder how many years he devoted to trick cycling
before taking up our "great game."

.
Then the "bumble-bee" is, of course, the fellow

who careers around at a terrific bat on a brand
new Scott, paying frequent visits to the various
" flowers "—the " Three Daisies " or the " Rose and
Thorn," for instance. Then he's off again, after the
admiring onlookers have had time to examine his

'bus. . . And so it goes on, there being many
other types, equally distinctive and equally interesting.

But, be they bears, bugs, bumble-bees, or any other
type, they are good fellows all, and the more one
mixes with them, the more is one tempted to say,

"Who would not be a motor cyclist?" ].A.
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THE MIDLANDS TO THE LIZARD.
A Tour from ihe Centre lo (he Sou:h-west Corner of England on an A. B.C.

MOTOR cyclists, -who have never visited Cornwall
or Devon, should consider the claims of the

South-west as a touring ground. Rumours
of the Dartmoor roads crowded and ruined, so far

as their surface was concerned, by chars-a-bancs have
been prevalent this year ; but during a recent journey
in those quarters, I could count all the motor coaches
I met on the fingers of one hand and even then not
use them all.

Further, it has been reported that the roads in

Cornwall were " generally bad " ; upon the whole I

found the Cornish roads in very decent condition.

Roads into Corn-wall.

There are, of course, many ways of reaching Corn-
wall from the Mid-
lands, . the main
road being through

Gloucester, Bristol,

Bridgwater, Taun-
ton, Cullompton,

Exeter, Okehamp-
ton to Launceston,

once the capital of

Cornwall, and still

well-known for its

gateway and beauti-

fully situated castle.

Another way is to

keep nearer the
south coast after

leaving Exeter and,

making one's way
to Plymouth (via

Hatdon Hills, Ash-
burton, and Ivy-

bridge or Starcross,

Dawlish, T e i g n-

mouth, Newton
Abbot, and Totnes),

crossing the Tamar
to Torpoint by ferry.

If one wishes to "cross the Tamar hand-ih-hand,"
this is the best and safest way to do it, which reminds
me of the fact that the northern entrance to the
delectable duchy near Morwenstow is not much used,

except by those who wish to try their luck or show
their prowess on the Somerset and North Devon
terrors^Porlock and Lynton hills.

By none of these roads, however, did I take my
way, partly because a friend told me that the main
road to Exeter was bad (I have since been told that

it is like a billiard table), and partly because I love
to cross Dartmoor when I get a chance. The fine

open spaces and glorious views appeal to'me greatly,

so also does the nature of the roads, which in two
places (one about a mile before reaching Warren
House Inn and the other between Two Bridges and
Tavistock) rise to a height of about 1,500ft. above
sea level. There are steep hills and many turns, but
there are also fine straight stretches of open road
62

where any speed of which the machine and its rider

are capable may be attained without danger to life

and limb.

The Selected Route.

Taking one consideration ^with another, therefore,

I set out one evening about tea time, and, passing

through Kenilworth, Warwick (where I met Avith about
the worst roads on the trip), Wellesbourne Hastings,
and' Ettington, struck the Fosse Way near Halford
Bridge. I followed this old highway to a point
beyond Cirencester, where the road forks, right for

Tetbury, left for Chippenham, with the Fosse Way
continuing straight on between the two.

This road was good as far as Moreton-in-the-Marsh,
where a very grace-

ful war memorial
has been erected,

but on both sides

of Stow-on-the-Wold
it was grooved by
irregular longitu-

dinal gulleys, some-
times two or three

abreast, which
meandered along
the road in a wind-
ing course. They
were probably
caused by rivulets

in wet weather,

but when. I en-

countered them they

were dry and loose.

It was impossible to

avoid them alto-

gether, and at times

they caused very

unpleasant wobbles.

After leaving the

Fosse Way as

already mentioned,

I passed quickly through Malmesbury, Chippenham,
Melksham, Trowbridge, Beckington, Frome, which
has quite a steep main street, Bruton, and Sparkford

to Ilchester, where I spent the night.

Over Dartmoor.

Next morning I found the roads good enough to

Exeter, though a bit rough in places. I took the

direct road from Ilminster to Honiton, and had no
reason to repent of my choice.

At Moretonhampstead the character of the road

changes as one approaches the open moors. Instead

of twisty lanes, fine open stretches are the rule, where
in places almost any speed is practicable, and, with

one or two reseiTations, safe. The roads do not
always run up and down the hills at right angles to the

streams, while the bridges do cross at right angles,

hence there is. a double turn at the bottom of a long
steep slope, and this naturally requires care.
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(Top) The war memorial at Long-

down, between Exeter and Moreton-

hampstead.

(Centre) A graceful memorial

erected in the wide road which

traverses Moreton-in-the-Marsh.

(Bottom) On the borders ot

Dartmoor, near Bel Tor. An ancient

cross can be seen on the wall.

Further, the hill w h i c h
leads down to M e r r i v a 1 e

Bridge has, in addition, a

right-angled corner on a steep

gradient a short distance
before the- bridge is reached.

Another place Avhere care

is required is on the short
descent to Two Bridges, while

M o o r s h o p Hill, beyond
Merrivale, cannot be ridden

very fast, l>ecause of the many twists and
turns combined with high banks.

The Cornish Roads.

A block of traffic caused me to stop on
the long hill through Gunnislake, just after

crossing the Tamar into Cornwall, but I

restarted without difficulty and ascended the

greater part of this hill at about 25 m.p.h.
on second speed. There are one or two steep

hills between Callington and Liskeard, but

mere trifles compared with the Dartmoor
hills, both in length and gradient.

The road down the Glynn Valley (between
Liskeard and Bodmin) is excellent, and the

scenery delightful. In this, valley, roa

railway, and river run more or less side by
side for about five and a half miles. The
road then rises over undulating ground to

Bodmin and Goss Aloor, where there is a

straight, fast stretch for three miles on a

slightly falling gradient to St. Dennis. Here

the surface seemed rather rough at a fast

pace, but tliere was little, to complain of.

Thence the road through Ladock and

Tresilian to Truro, generally the best, or at

least one of the best, roads in Cornwall, was

not so good as it looked, though quite up to

the general average, and the same can be said

for the final stretch to Helston antr The

Lizard.

The scenery near Penryn, which was left

about a mile on the left, is very pretty. It

then becomes rather bleak, improving again

near The Lizard. The town of Helston can

Ije avoided by turning sharp to the left near

the station and going through Clodgy Lane.

Helston is noted for a quaint old custom

called the " Floral Dance." On Flora Day,
May 8th, people dance in couples through

the streets and in and out of

the houses, finally finishing up
-.

, at the Angel Hotel. .Charles

.'«^ Kingsley was once a pupil at

the Grammar School of this

town, and Sir Henry Irving

was born Iiere.

The first permanent wire-

less station, " that at Poldhu
(or Poljew) is a landmark

hereabouts. The Lizard dis-

trict abounds in pretty and in-

teresting places, viz., Gun-

walloe, with its little church

almost on the beach and

separate belfry, embedded in

the rock, Kynance Cove, Giie

Graze, Cadgwith and the

Frying Pan, Mullibn, St.

Anthony, the He 1 f o r d

River, and Trelowarren

Woods. The cliff scenery

b e t w e e n MuUion and
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From the Midlands to the Lizard.

Kynance is wonderfully fine, and the Lizard lighthouse

is worth a visit, as Avell as the Serpentine Works at

Poltesco.

The Return Journey.
On the way home I varied the journey in several

ways. In the first place, I turned aside to Newquay,
where I spent a few days, and incidentally saw more
motor coaches than on all^he rest of the trip.

At Two Bridges I again changed my route, and,

instead of going via Postbridge and Moretonhamp-
stead, took the road to Dartmeet and Ashburton. On
the former road there are certainly hills, but they are

nothing to those on the latter. As I approached Dart-

meet I saw a notice advising all motorists to engage
their lowest gears to assist their brakes. This is good
advice, and I was glad that I followed it, for the hill

is very 'steep,- especially near the bridge, where it

-winds down past the inn. The climb on the other

side is about as steep and longer, but "not so twisty,

and I went up quickly and comfortably on second

speed.

Dartmeet is a delightful _spot, and one in which
many days might be spent with the greatest satisfac-

tion. From the top of Bel Tor to Newbridge the road

drops about 850 feet in two miles. This includes over

half a mile of easy gradient near Poundsgate, so the

rest must be pretty steep, as indeed it is. Again the

desirability of engaging the lowest gear is impressed

on motorists, and again the advice is good.

I was now in the Holne Chase neighbourhood, and
very charming it is. Near Holne Bridge there used

to be a very famous hairpin turn, but the latest road

avoids this, and the present hill is not to be compared
with those I had lately negotiated.
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From Ashburton I followed the Exeter road for a

time, then turning off through Newton Abbot -to Teign-

mouth. Leaving next morning soon after ten o'clock,

1 climbed the Haldon Hills en route for Exeter. The
view from the top of these hills must be seen to be

properly realised. The downs and woodlands are

varied by glimpses of the estuaries of the Exe and
Teign, and backed by the sparkling sea of the channel

beyond the red sandstone cliffs of Dawlish.
At Exeter I joined my outward route and followed

this 'as far as Ilchester, with the exception that I took

the road through Yarcombe and Chard between
Honiton and Ilminster, but the direct road is to be
recommended, running- straight through Ilchester and
along the Fosse Way, missing Shepton Mallet, to

Radstock and Bath.

I was soon out of Bath and climbing the hill on to

the Cotswolds, where there is a fine open road over

the hills, till it drops at Nailsworth, and running
through Stroud leads to Cheltenham. Thence I rode

through Evesham, Alcester, Henley-in-Arden, and so

home again. The return' route from Ilchester was, on
the whole, preferable to the road I traversed on the

outward journey.

My Mount.
Up to the present I have said but little about the

machine I rode^—a 3 h.p. A. B.C.—but I think that

a few words are its due. On a trip approaching 600
miles I averaged somewhere about 95 m.p.g. of petrol,

and did not once have to replenish my oil tank. Only
once was it necessary- to touch the engine, and that

-—was to clean a plug near Teignmouth after somewhat
liberal oiling for the run across Dartmoor. The trans-

mission (bevel and Renold chain) and tyres (Palmer
cord) gave no trouble at all. Auriga.

t

Atypical stretch of Dartmoor country. Although not an ideal speedway, the exhilaration of riding across this wild open country on a fine

day has to be experienced to be fully apprecfated.

RtNEWAL OF MOTOR LICENCES.
MOTOR cyclists are reminded by the Ministry

of Transport that they must produce their

registration books when application is made
for a renewal of licences for the year 1922. In the
event of the licence book having been lost, the matter
should be immediately taken up with the appropriate

B4

licensing authority, so that delivery of a duplicate

may be expedited. It would be well, therefore,

if all motor cycle owners made sure at once that they

are in a position to comply w'ith the Ministry's require-

ment in this respect ; for the taxation offices are likely

to be very bu.sy in a week or two
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MISLEADING HORSE-POWER RATINGS.
A Piea for C.'oser Relalionship between

of Nominal

TO die initiated the yearly increase in anomalies
of makers' horse-power ratings is merely silly;

to the novice it is most confusing.

In most cases nowadays the buyer has ceased to

consider the "horse-power" of a possible purchase
at all ; he wisely delves into the question of cubic
capacity as the basis of further comparisons of value.

It would seem opportune, therefore, that a revision

of the whole matter be made forthwith, especially

emphasising the fact that makers' horse-power ratings

are purely intended to be nomina-1-indications of what
the various sizes of engines should develop, ^ and that

they are not intended to illustrate what each particular

engine does develop—on brake test or otherwise.

LooKing Back.
For many years it was the pleasing custom of

Sianufacturers^ to preserve some sort of modest
tiiformity, and for the benefit of newcomers to the

astime we may recapitulate the recognised scale. A
JO c.c. engine was 2^ h".p., a 350 c.c. was 2^ h.p.,

^500 c.c. was 3^ h.p., a 750 c.c. was 5-6 h.p., and a

[1,000 c.c. was 8 h.p. .So long as the majority of

ichines came very close up to one or other of these

Ibitrary hmits-—and, before the war, they did—all

pas well, and there was little or no confu.sion. Then
|gger singles of 500-650 c.c. began to gain popularity

ader the titles of "fours," " four-and-a-quarters,"

ad " four-and-a-halfs," but bearing no relations to

leir comparative capacities. A little later somebody
realised that 499 c.c. engines develop more than

*^jj^ h.p., and emphasised the point by calling his

'product a " four." The fat was properly in the fire

'now, and it was not long before a 350 c.c. two^stroke

became a " 3^^ h.p." And since then things have

gradually been getting more involved.

A n 2r h.p. !

For example, several firnis now list models fitted

respecti\'ely with the 293 c.c. and the 350 c.c. J.A.P.
engine—the latter a comparatively new product. Both
are rated at 2 3/j^ h.p.—which is absurd. Even worse is

the case of the concerns also marketing a 269 c.c.

Villiers model, to whicli is given the common estimate

of " two-and-threequarters. " Then the 350 c.c. Beard-

more-Precision has been 3^^ h.p. for some time now,

which brings about an awkward contretemps when a

350 c.c. Barr and Stroud engine (3 h.p. according

to its manufacturers) is fitted to an additional model.

Thus tw6 350 c.c. machines produced by the same
firm are rated as 3 h.p. ^id 3^-2 h.p. respectively.

Among the 1922 sidecar machines, we find such

glaring inconsistencies as a 370 c.c. Connaught
{" 3,1^ h.p.") and a 633 c.c. Norton (" 4 h.p."), with

only the ,J4
h.p. variation in nominal rating which

separates the 499 c.c. Rover (" 4 h.p.") and the

o.h.v. 499 c.c. Triumph (" 35^ h.p."). As a corre-

spondent points out, insurance policies are rated on

these figures ! Again the 4 h.p. Norton is nearly

100 c.c. larger than the 5 h.p. Stanger, and, if the

500 c.c. Dunelt had not reverted from 5 h.p. to 4 h.p.

for next year, there would have been an even more

Cylinder Capacity and Makers' Staiements

Horse-power.

striking example of the futihty of the whole business.

As already indicated, ratings of " 4," " 4M'" ^"'^

" 4%," are bestowed with a racst amazing lack of

discretion.

Mysterious Gain of 3 h p.

One example of discrepancies in the big twin class

will suffice to clinch the argument:—if that is at all

necessary. - The 996 c.c. M.A.G. engine (air-cooled)

is fitted to the 7 h.p. Matchless; the 996 c.c. H.A.G.
engine (water-cooled) is fitted to 10 h.p. cycle cars.

Owners o£ 192 1 machines also are very puzzled when
the 1922 models of their mounts gain i to r h.p. by

improvements to brakework or gear control, when so

far as tiney can see the engine has been unaltered.

They wonder if they are justified in increasing the

ratings of their own possessions when disposal time

comes.

Several solutions have been suggested ; in fact, that

is probably why there has been no successful attempt

to amend things sooner-^there are so many ways of

doing it.

Go back to the good old-fashioned scale, says one

group. In that case, the standard classification would

be tabulated as follows :

Not exceeding 250 c.c. ... = 21 h.p.

From 250 c.c. to 300 c.c. = 2i h.p.

,, 300 c.c. „ 350 c.c. = 2| h.p.

., 550 c.c. ,, 400 c.c. = 3 h.p.

400 c.c. ,. 500 c.c. = 3i h.p.

500 c.c. „ 560 c.c. = 4 h.p.

560 c.c. „ 600 c.c. = ^ h.p.

,, 600 c.c. -,, 700 c.c. =5-6 h.p.

., 700 c.c. ,, 800 c.c. =6-7 h.p.

„ 800 c.c. ,,1,000 c.c. = 8 h.p.

This would mean a considerable drop in nominal

horse-power for several machines, but, apart from the

fact that it is not very fairly graduated, it has much
to commend it. It would probably mean a lesser

number of catalogue alterations and reprints than

any other scheme.

More revolutionary, but more nearly approaching

the truth, is the suggestion—which has been ventilated

many times in the past in the pages of The Motor
Cycle—to allow too c.c. to represent one horse-power.

Thus :

250 c.c. = 2i h.p.

300 c.c. = 3 h.p.

350 c.c. =
3-i-

h.p.

and so on.

400 c.c. = 4 h.p.

500 c.c. = 5 h.p.

550 c.c. = 5^ h.p.

An Attractive Plan.

Two alternatives present themselves here. Each
machine might be rated to the nearest quarter horse-

power (a 269 c.c. Villiers engine would be 2 3^ h.p.,

a 293 ^cc. J.A.P. 3 h.p.), or it might be taken

decimally to one or two figures (269 c.c. =2.7 h.p.

or 2.69 h.p., and 293 c.c. = 2.9 h.p or 2.93 h.p.).

The latter method appears most attractive on paper,

for the cubic capacity of an engine would immediately

be apparent from its nominal h.p. rating.

Which suggests yet one more way out of the muddle.

Why not banish horse-power altogether and classify

a machine by its capacity only ? Several writers have

been driven to this already.
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TAXI A Successiuj Season's Running of a Public

Conveyance at a Seaside Resort.

WHEN the first taxicab appeared with a
_
motor

cycle as its means of propulsion, it was

ridiculed but much photographed; it drew

crowds at Olympia, and it set many wondering as to

whether good business might be done with this type

of vehicle.

Nottingham was the first city to license sidecars,

and others have followed, notably several seaside

resorts, including Southsea, Torquay, and Southamp-

ton. Many other local authorities have refused

licences, but it can only he a question of time before

their prejudices vanish.

In June last, two B.S.A. sidecar taxicabs were

licensed at Clevedon, the quiet little town on the

Bristol Channel. So far they are the only two in

Somerset. The owner-drivers, W. Wood and B.

Ackrill, have had a very busy season, in spite of con-

siderable taxicab and motor 'bus opposition.

No Mechanical Trouble.

Technically, the owners have nothing but praise for

the 6-7 h.p. B.S.A. machines. Referring to the outfit

with the largest mileage, it has covered 4,063 miles

since early July, and has been decarbonised only once.

No mechanical trouble of any sort has been experienced
;

it continues to start with remarkable ease, maintaining

its power and efficiency ex-

cellently. Petrol consump-

tion on short runs is 38

m.p.g. and on long runs up

to 45 m.p.g., this using a

31 jet.

In appearance, which goes

for much on the rank, it

wears very well, still retain-

ing much of its original
smartness. This applies
also to the sidecar, though
"the upholstery of one has

worn quicker than that of

the other cab. A very good
point is the ease with which-
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Thfe excellent luggage accommodation ot the average sidecar

taxi is not always realised as it stands for hire on the rank.

the back wheel may be changed, thus making the loss

of time through punctures negligible.

There are certain criticisms to be made, however

;

the chief is the abnormal wear of back tyres. Whilst

the original Palmer cords are still in fair condition on

.the front and side wheels (over 4,000 miles), each rear

wheel has worn out several covers. Palmer, Goodrich,

and Dunlop have been tried, and the best service

obtained from one cover is under r,5oo miles;

naturally, this forms the chief feature of the run-

ning costs.

There is urgent need for a good ratchet brake on

these vehicles ; the second cab is now in dock, due,

indirectly, to its running away when left unattended

orr a slope for a moment. Had a ratchet brake been

available, this could not have occurred, and an un-

usual expense with several weeks' loss of revenue,

which still continues, would have been, obviated.

The Lucas Magdyno has behaved perfectly, troubles,

if any, having been trivial. A short run served to

show the writer that the easy steering qualities are

excellent, not the slightest pull being noticeable, in

spite of the unusual width of the sidecar.

The Business Standpoint.

The fares charged are : pd. per mile, with a reduc-

tion to 8d. on journeys over

twenty miles ; one hour wait-

ing is reckoned free on such

journeys and 2s. 6d. per

hoiir after ; shopping runs

are charged at 3s. per hour.

Without going accurately

into detailed expenditure,

the total running cost per

mile may be taken as be-

tween 5d. and 6Jd.
Through a busy summer

season each machine should

average fifty to seventy-five

miles per day. Obviously,

this must be maintained tc
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The Sidecar Taxi.—

allow a margin for the off season, but it should be
noted that the chief item in the running cost—tyres

—

may be considerably reduced when the most suitable

tyre has been found ; at present this item accounts for

approximately fifty per cent, of the cost per mile.

General maintenance is small, as the owner-drivers
are expert mechanics and do all- their own repairs.

There are few expenses additional to that of the

ordinary sidecar outfit—the hackney carriage licence,,

a stand licence, and garage rent.
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Prospects.
Generally, from the experience of these two owners,

it is assumed that, given a season of fair weather
without national disturbances affecting holiday-making,
a reasonable luck with tyres, skilful personal attention

to maintenance, a sidecar taxi business in a small sea-

side resoft or country town is likely to be a profitable

one. In a busier centre, a manufacturing town, with
extensive residential suburbs where the trade will be
equal all the year round, such a business should prove
quite a good thing.. Westerner.

VALVE GRINDING.
A Tip lo save Trouble when only Hand Tools are Available.

ALL motor cyclists know to their cost that valves

must be ground in at intervals if tliey expect
their engines to continue running in a really

satisfactory manner. These intervals vary very much
with different machines and different individuals, for

they depend largely upon the quality of the valves,,

especially as regards their ability to- stand great heat,

and quite as largely upon the way in which the machine
is driven. Those who, like my friend " Ixion,

'

drive " very blue," must expect to pay for their fun
in more frequent valve grindings and more work with

a screwdriver when the operation takes place. Long
periods of running with an open or nearly open throttle

are bound to have their effect in increasing the heat
of the engine, and consequently of the valves, more
particularly of the exhaust valve, and it is this heat
that causes the pitting of tlie surface. The inlet

valve, which is constantly cooled by the incoming
gas, very .seldom needs grinding, and when it does a

very little work generally restores its original condition.

Now since it is admitted that valves must be
ground at more or less frequent intervals, it may be
worth wliile to consider briefly how this may be done

most effectively

and with the
least amount of
trouble. There
is no doubt
that a lathe is

ideal for the

purpose, but
few have access

to one.

First, let me say that it is most undesirable to do
all the valve grinding in the engine, for this method,
although it grinds the valves well enough, also grinds

away the seating which seldom needs any grinding at

all, and results in time in making pockets which inter-

fere very seriously with the ingress of the explosive

mixture or tlie egress of the burnt gas—generally the

latter, since it is the exhaust valve that gets most
grinding.

Makeshift Apparatus.
There are upon the market one or two excellent valve

cutters designed with a view to achieving this very

object of truing up the valve without injuring the seat-

ing, but I am supposing for the moment that the motor
cyclist is not possessed of any special tools of this sort,

but only an ordinary workshop equipment such as is

owned by many amateur mechanics and carpenters,

Typical inlet and exhaust vilves after

considerable mileage. Note how the

exhaust seating (on the right) has been

ground down, thus restricting the free

passage of the gases

and that this equipment includes a\and drill having
a three-jaw chuck capable of grasping the valve stem.

If the hand drill with the valve in its jaws be
firmly held in a vice, it can be used somewhat in

the manner of a miniature lathe. It will not be rigid

enough to enable a cut to be taken with a tool, nor

would it be very easy to hold the tool steady, but the

worst of the pitted surface can be removed by holding
a file or a carborundum stone against it, after which
the valve can be finished off in the engine, and as the

major part of the work has already been done this will

make but little difference to the seating.

Hand Methods.
I have personally used the method above described

for some years with the greatest satisfaction. Some
motor cyclists file the worst of the surface off their

valve faces and afterwards finish them by grindmg in

the usual manner, but this procedure requires mi^re

skill with the file than the average amateur mechanic
possesses. Richford grinding paste, used sparingly

or the finest carborun-

dum powder, should

be used for finishing

the grmding ; the
former tnay and the

latter must be mixed
with a little oil, after

w h i c h the surface

may be polished with

a little crocus powder
and oil.

Another method of

starting the work
which is just as effec-

tive as holding the

valve in a drill is to take a piece of wood about

as long as the valve stem, and the same width

as the valve head, make a hole through it length,

wise, in which the valve stem shall be a good fit,

bevel one end" a little to allow room for the file,

and placing it in a vice get a friend to revolve the

valve with a brace while holding the file or stone

against the face. Compared with the first method, this

. has tlie disadvantage of requiring two persons to carry

it out, but the result should be quite as good or per-

haps better, as it is easier to hold the tool firm with

two hands, and moreover some sort of rest can be pro-

vided without any great difficulty, against which the

tool mav be steadied. Auriga.

A method of rough grinding with

the aid of a file and a prepared

block of wood. A stick wrapped
with emery paper may be used in

lieu of the file
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The Ner-a-car on the

Road.

By MAB LOCKWOOD-TATHAM.

WHEN I first saw the Ner-a-

car my remark was,
" What is it—a' car or

a motor cycle?" Tlie frame,

drive, enclosed engine—in fact,

almost eveiything—suggest a car;

yet it has handle-bars, only two
wheels, and footboards. Of
course, the first thing I noticed was '^

—

'—
the extraordinarily long wheelbase,

and the fact that the centre of gravity was below the

axles. The only detrimental point which struck me
with regard to this was the very small clearance,

especially in cornering or taking the machine up or

down a step. Of course one does not expect to take

corners at a very great speed, but if, in a moment of

recklessness, much of an angle were attained, the run-

ning board might touch the ground.

The Ner-a-car has a car type chassis of pressed

steel, with a special feature in the shape of a large im-

movable mudguard carrying two head lights^one

electric, one acetylene; the latter is, of course, a

"standby." The magnetO' supplies the ctirrent for

lighting. The engine is a 2j^ h.p. two-stroke, and

friction disc transmission gives five speeds.

With the exception of one foot brake and the gear

lever, control is entirely from the handle-bars. The
clutch is operated by a left twist grip.

Special Clothing Not Needed.

I should like to mention that when the little

machine was taken over I was dressed in my usual

mo'tor cycle garb, which consists of soft leather and

beaver helmet, brown suede belted coat, fawn Bedford

cord riding breeches, and field boots. It was soon

discovered, however, that it was quite unnecessary, so

far as riding the machine was concerned. Riding

would have been just as easy in skirts. Nevertheless,

for a long run the costume just described .has always

been found to be more comfortable and very much
warmer than feminine garments, which is an important

point for winter riding.

I will try to describe my sensations on first mounting.

I took the precaution of doing so in Hyde Park, at

a spot where there was little trafiic and few people

except nursemaids and small boys to see me if I

happened to fall off.

My engine started at the first kick, and I mounted,
slowly twisted in the clutch, and wobbled away. I
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soon discovered, however, that it was very nearly

impossible to keep on wobbling, because the machine
practically balanced itself.

It was rather a weird feeling being so far away
from the front wheel, and very strange not to see the

front mudguard move when turning a corner, but other-

wise it soon began to feel perfectly natural.

At this point I began to feel very courageous, and
decided to adventure among the traffic. So, leaving

the park at Hyde Park Corner, I drove by way of

Grosvenor Street and Bond Street to Conduit Street,

Regent Street, and Piccadilly Circus; thence out

through Buckingham Gate towards the Portsmouth
Road.

In the meantime, Iwo other Ner-a-cars and a sport-

ing 2f h.p. Douglas (complete with enormous copper

exhaust pipe) had joined me, and we settroi down to

enjoy the good roads, glorious sunshine, and general

holiday feeling of Saturday afternoon.

Steering was soon discovered to be quite easy with-

out using the hands. Direction is perfectly controlled

by slightly swaying the body, and the feeling of con-

fidence while so doing was most unusual. However,
my fellow travellers quite put me in the shade on that

sort of thing, and it was really amusing to see the

expressions on the faces of people passing by when
one of our party came along at about 25 m.p.h- stand-

ing on the engine casing with hands in pockets, or

lying flat on his back on the saddle, with his feet over

the handle-bars. It caused my heart to leave its usual

position once or twice, particularly on tramlines.

However, these things appear to be actually easier

than they look, owing to the unusual design of the

whole thing.

Speed on the Level.

After leaving Hammersmith and Kingston, when we
Were out on the country roads, there were oppor-

tunities of testing the Ner-a-car's speed capabilities.

As far as I could tell without a speedometer, it
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Through Feminine Goggles.—
reached a maximum of about 35 m.p.h., and there

did not appear to be any undue racing of the engine at

this speed, nor Avas there any sign of overheating.
We kept right on, doing very good time, till we

arrived at the Hut at Wisley, where we stopped for

tea. While it was in process I heard an amusing story

of an incident which happened in the Isle of Man
during T.T. race week. Two Ner-a-cars were over
there at the time, and the demonstrator in charge of
one of them left his mount standing outside an hotel,

where the racing men are known to foregather. While
he was inside a certain well-known race entrant came
up and, taking the strange little machine, rode off on
it. Our friend came out, found ne'er a car (!), and
went off the deep end about it. Just then the star

rider returned, and after listening to a storm of words
said, "But you evidently don't know who I am—my
name is ". The gentleman Avith thj Ner-a-car

retorted, "I don't care if you're Lloyd George

—

nobody but an ex-pert is going to ride this machine !

"

Homeward Bound.
AVe had only gone a few miles on our homeward

journey when the light began to fail, and I really got
the sensation of driving a car when I was able to

bend down and switch on electric lights. When we got

into the suburbs the traffic was much thicker than on
our outward journey, and I was able to judge the

my

capabilities of my machine under such conditions better

than before.

In Traffic.

Thanks to the sliding scale of gears and throttling

down capacity, it is possible to come almost to a stand-

still in a tight corner or at the wave of a policeman's

hand.

Should it be necessary to stop entirely, a slight

twist of the clutch release is all that is required, and
vice versa to move off again. This means, of course,

that one need not worry about even the worst

thoroughfares.

- Before reaching my destination on the home run, I

was reminded, by extreme fatigue and stiffness in my
left arm, that tlie said twist grip clutch was not entirely

an unmixed blessing. I have no doubt that after

continued use this would not be the case, but anyone
driving the machine for the first few times would be
bound to feel it. The testing muscles of the forearm
are so seldom used in the ordinary way that, particu-
larly in traffic, where much declutching is necessary,
one must feel the strain to a certain extent.

Quite a good point, as far as using the machine for

shopping is concerned, is the excellent springing. I

do not suggest that it would be safe to carry the eggs
home on it, but certainly vibration is practically nil,

and only very bad roads cause any discomfort.
My impression of the Ner-a-car is that it is sensible,

comfortable, and adaptable. It should
prove popular, particularly with ladies

who do not care for motor cycling

from an entirely sporting point of view.

The fact that a special costume is

unnecessary will appeal to many,
particularly those who are past their

first youth;

Nearly all the weight ot the Ner-a-car being carried below the

level of the hubs, there is little tendency to skid. The riding

position is comfortable, and, taken all round, the machine is very

'controllable.

IMPORTANT DEPARTURE
SCOTTISH motor cyclists are a small body com-

pared with those of England, but they may fairly

claim to make up in enterprise what they lack

in numbers. As regards their organisation of trials,

this is admitted. Now, the Western M.C.C., the

principal body in the West of Scotland, has embarked
upon a new venture, which will bring Glasgow on a

level with Edinburgh, and put the Scottish organisa-

tions in a remarkably favourable position as compared
even with the biggest clubs in England.

BY A SCOTilSH CLUB.
At a recent special general meeting of the club it

was unanimously decided to proceed with the purchase
of a club house at 18, Burnbank Gardens—a locality

particularly suitable for motor cyclists in the West
End of the city, but reasonably central for all. It was
proposed to finance the purchase by issuing debentures
bearing 2^% interest and redeemable by baika at

convenient periods, and these have already been taken
up to the amount of about ;!^ 1,700 by the club
members and other subscribers.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must he accompanied by the writer's name and address.

ACCIDENTALLY INTENSIFYING THE SPAHK.
Sir,—The letter appearing under the above heading in

your issue of December 1st from " Sparklet " is distinctly
interesting as a simple means of curing a trouble to which
sparking plugs are occasionally liable.

The short circuit between the sparking points is not caused
by carbon, as " Sparklet " suggests, but by the actual metal
of the electrodes which is carried across the gap by the
spark. This action only occurs when the central electrode
attains a certain temperature, and normally the cure is to
fit a plug of a design in which the central electrode will
keep cooler.

The fitting of an aluminium radiator under the terminal
of the sparking plug would certaiajy have the effect of
cooling the central sparking point, although it is surprising
that this fitting was sufficient to cure the trouble. How-
ever, the reason why this aluminium radiator stopped the
thread of metal from bridging the spark gap must have
been due to its cooling effect and not to its condenser effect

(as " Sparklet " suggests), because the electrical capacity
of this radiator would be practically negligible.

LODGE PLUGS, LTD.

ACCESSIBILITY OF A FOUR-VALVE SINGLE.
Sir,—The four-valve Triumph is a fine example of modern

engine design, but how is the sparking plug removed
hurriedly, first, when the engine is cold; secondlv, when hot?

Erith. PRO., TRIUMPH.

MISLEADING HORSE-POWER RATINGS.
Sir,—It is commonly understood that the various present-

day h.p. ratings bear no significance to the actual b.h.p.
developed or to anything by means of which one engine
may be compared with another. Therefore, if some formula
or other could be generally .adopted, the. buyer of a
machine could compare one engine by another. The forniula

cubic capacity
=TrT- hl = h.p. gives correct results up to about

32 h.p. ; this formula is very simple, but it wiU be seen that
using it for an engine of 1,000 c.c, the h.p. is only 6. This
would no doubt upset the equilibrium of the big twin class,

but would enable the h.p. rating to be standardised.
If this or any o.ther formula is unsatisfactory, it could be

, ,
,' c.c.

_, I No. of c.c. above 550 \extended to ;;;^;r+l+
I 7;?^ I =h.p.

this

200

formula we should

225
Unde

get :

200 c.c. =2 h.p.

250 c.c. =2i h.p.

300 c.c. =2i h.p.

350 c.c. =2-J h.p.

400 c.c. =3 h.p.

500 c.c. =3i h.p.

550 c.c.=3| h.p.

600 c.c.=4i h.p.

700 c.c. =5 h.p.

800 c.c. =6 h.p.

1,000 c.c. =8 h.p.

Nelson.

Example.

Diamond, etc.

Douglas, etc.

A.B.C.
Norton, etc.

Scott (533 c.c.;

Sunbeam

B.S.A. (770 c.c.)

Indian.

NOVICE 2.

Sir,—After reading " Speedwell's " letter in your Show
Number concerning manufacturers' h.p. ratings, another
aspect of the question, of more immediate interest to many
motor cyclists, occurred to me. Most insurance companies

B!2

base their premium charges on "makers' h.p."; and they,

will no doubt take advantage of the action of the makers
of the 499 c.c. single mentioned by " Speedwell " by in-

creasing their premiums accordingly for this particular

machine. Thus, the owner of a 633. c.c. Norton will be at

a considerable advantage as regards actual power, while

paying the same premium as the 499 c.c. owner. This is,

of course, distinctly unfair to the latter.

The c.c. of an engine should be a good enough guide to;

its power, and would be as easily understood by the buying
public as the term "horse-power" if it were as universally

adopted. ARIEL (498 c.c.)

Carlisle.

[An article on this subject appears on another page of this

issue.—Ed.] .

TWO-STROKE FAILINGS.
Sir,
—"Two-stroke" asks for the name of a machine of this

type which does not burn its top piston rings. There is one

—

the Scott.

His trouble, however, is probably due to waiting too long
between decarbonisations. On a two-stroke single last

season I found that 700 miles was the limit of mileage without
jamming the piston ring solid with carbon. Experience
having taught this, I did several thousand miles on the same
single ring fitted by these makers.

Incidentally, I fancy that this peculiarity of the tw-o-

strokes nullifies one claim that I have seen put forward for a
detachable cylinder head, viz., decarbonisation without re-

moving the cylinder. J. STUART-WHITE.

Sir,—I have a 2^ h.p. Villiers, and have never had any
trouble with burnt riivgs^ I think that the reason for the
top ring burning is because the ring is too near the top of

the piston on a large number of two-strokes. It will be
found that on the Vrlbers the ring is lower down the piston,

and so is not burnt so easily by the exhaust gases, as it will

be noticed that the side against the exhaust port always burns
first.

"
C.W.B.

Nottingham.

Sir,—I have a 2|- h.p. Sun-Vitesse which has been in daily

use for over two years, and have had to date one set of

new rings, and then the top was no worse than the others.

Perhaps "Two-stroke," if he is a keen user of this type of

machine, will try a Sun for his next mount.
I have no connection with the company.
Hants. SATISFIED RIDER.

CONVERTED BY OUR COVER!
^

Sir,—I think I ought to tell yoti that my landlord, who
hates motor cj'cles, was overcome by the splendid cover of

your Show Report, and looked right thi-ough the journal, a"nd

decided on a Ner-a-car. I told him it was " Ixion " on the
coloured cover. Am I right? [Not this time!

—

Ed.]
Godalming. TRIUMPH RIDER.

HIGHEST AGRICULTURAL LAND IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Sir,—I think j'our correspondent referring to some farm

near Tomintoul as being " the highest agricultural land in
Great Britain " must be in error. We have in Co. Durham,
above the main road (itself 1,960 feet altitude) between
Middleton-in-Teesdale and Cumjjerland, two farms on the
2,000 feet line with agricultural land. There is no agri-

cultural land near Tomintoul above 1,300 feet. Again, the
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inns at Tomintoul only stand at 1.120 feet altitude. These
are surely not the highest in Great Britain ! The Cat and
Fiddle is 1,650. And if Hioh Street (2,664 feet), the old
Roman road (certainly paved in parts) above Haweswatei',
in Westmorland may count, it overlooks the Aberdeenshire
road by nearly 300 feet. So that England can boast the
highest road, hotel, and agricultm-al land in Gr«at Britain.

(Rev.) G. D. FOTHERGILL.
IMPROVING AN A.B.C.

Sir,—One carburetter that I personally know of that will
give the required tick over is the Cox Atmos. With standard
timing for valves and magnetos, throttle the engine down as
slow as possible, and nearly fully retard the magneto. Then
adjust the pilot jet until the required speed is obtained. I

am presupposing that the inlet valve guides are not badly
worn, and that there are no air leaks in the induction joints.

The plug points must be of the same gap each side. Person-
ally, I also use supplementary spark gaps, which has cured
the left-hand plug from oiling up.
The gudgeon pin fixings I am using are those of Capt.

Maund. If within riding distance of the Len Engineering
Works, Maidstone, take a trip down there ; if not, then send
on the connecting rods, gudgeon pins, and pistons, as the
pistons have to be slightly altered for this fitting. Usual
disclaimer. •

I am surprised to hear that Mr. Mason found brass plates
on the ends of his gudgeon -pins, as the standard fixing is a
steel washer. _

Another tip for A.B.C. merchants. Be caj;^ful about your
'. oil. This is a most important point.
•; Pinner. A.B.C. RIDER.
[We have also received a letter from Capt. ilaund on behalf

of Rootes, Ltd., Len Engineering Works, Maidstone, stating

that they are prepared to guarantee their modified gudgeon
pins against failure, provided they carry out the work
themselves (price 6s. 6d.).

—

Ed.]

READERS' IMPRESSIONS OF THE SHOW.
Sir,—After visiting the Show, I should like to give you my

' impressions. First, I think, the number of women (accom-

panied and unaccompanied) astounded me, and the majority

showed a real live interest in all the exhibits. I hope the

manufactui-ers noted this. Secondly, although an ardent side-

carist myself (and a young one, too), the only thing that

interested me at the Show was the Morgan stand. On looking

at their price lists, I see none of their models listed above

£200, but on a stand near by I saw a two-seater sidecar outfit

at £210. I confess it beats, me why people buy the latter

when they can get car comfort at the same price. The
Morgan has got a four-seater ; and how nice and comfortable

it looks with the hood up !

Concludino-, I wish the manufacturers one and all the best

of business, and thank them
for a nice show.

D. HURREN.

Sir,— I recently came back
from the Show, which made
me lament my lack of suffi-

cient cash to buy about
thirty different 'buses.

I am not really interested
in sidecar outfits, but the
8 h.p. Blackbume appeared
to be wonderful value for

money. It was easily the
cheapest high-powered
machine in the Show. The
makers of the 4^ h.p. Quad-
rant at £1C0 were another
firm offering good value.
Firms such as these are help-
ing to bring prices to pre-
war level.

Among the solos I was
tempted by all the various
makes embodying the new
J.A.P. lightweight engines.
The Raleigh, however, ap-
pealed to me, and I finally
succumbed to the attention's
of- the obliging salesman.

I^J^mgciL® v/p

The wonderful finish and appearance were irresistible, and
the price of £68 put the pot on it. I have therefore sub-
stituted Woodbines for my " ten for six pennies " to help
pay for the new 'bus. L. EDWARDS.

Sir,—I should like to write a few impressions of the
Motor Cycle Show. When inspecting a machine one
naturally likes to ask questions in connection with mechanical
effects of new models, especially of new engines, such as
oiling system, design of bearings, etc.

These things are illustrated in your journal from time
to time, but one does not hear of the test results, and I

find, after speaking to several demonstrators, that their
knowledge of these details is very limited.

Surely there are readers who will agree with me that
one man at least who has been through "the workshops (not
walked through) should be allotted to each stand.
Southampton.- INTERESTED.

WHICH IS THE WORLD'S BEST SOLO MACHINE?
Sir,—Being a novice, and undecided about the make of my

iiext machine, I have jotted down at some length the reasons
expressed by different writers for their preference for various
machines. As far as I can make out, however, hardly a
single good point has been remarked in the whole discussion
which I do not find embodied in my own 'bus—a 4 h.p.
Triumph, And now for a brief resume of a few of these
points. — -

" The Indian Scout . . . flexibility and acceleration."
With regard to the first point, I could slow down to 4 m.p.h.
oil top (4.75) and accelerate again from that speed without
the least trace of objection in the engine. As to acceleration,
I once nearly put myself over the carrier through too sudden
opening of the throttle on a 1 in 10 gradient.
The Ariel and Ivy are mentioned for economy. I regularly

got oyer 100 m.p.g., and once did 137 (speedometered), and
that in the Lake District.

The Scott is mentioned for silence and top gear performance.
Except for the crackle of the open exhaust, I could detect no
engine noise. As for top gear performances, I went up Kirk-
stone Pass on top. and was doing 28 m.p.h. at the top with
threequarters throttle.

Various spring frame steeds are mentioned, but I was
aiways at ease on the saddle even at the end of a 160-mile run.

A.B.C.'s are praised for their easy starting. Mine always
started within three kicks without priming.

Xortons are mentioned for speed and power. My 'bus
reached just over 65 m.p.h. under normal conditions, and
could touch 60 m.p.h. with a slight down gradient or assist-

ing breeze. It is not often that speedmen ever wish to exceed
this figure on the road.
Other ]xiints mentioned about \ari0u5 makes weie torque,

balance, non-overheating, ability to take sidecar, and general

TAXI SIDECARS FOR AN INLAND RESORT.
Two well-known Yorkshire competition riders, W. E Grange and Geoffrey HiH, xvith their 8

Kex-Acmetaxicab outfits, which they are putting Into service at Harrogate. Such machmes i.n
will probably supplant the bath-cha\rmen of the famous Spa.

h.p.

time

BIS
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and absolute reliability. As far as my experience extends,
my 'bus possesses all these points. Transmission excellence

is shown by my early statements on flexibility, which even a
Sunbeam transmission would find hard to emulate for

smoothness.
There is but one point which I am inclined to criticise.

Why cannot the machine be supplied with decent handle-bars
instead of such awful " ear-scratchers," " sit-up-and-beg," or.

" sit-down-to-tea," as they are variously termed?
Stockport. H,SO.-.

Sir,—Undoubtedly this is the pre-war Triumph. I started

with a 1906 model^ battery ignition, and other refinements,

and have recently parted with a 1913 machine, having done

some thousands of miles in all parts of England. The con-

sumption was 95 m.p.g. regularly, oil negligible, and speed

with 4i to 1 gear over 60 m.p.h. on the road ; ao speedometer.

I have had extensive experience of about sixteen other

machines, P. and M. and Velocette included. The P. and M.
is the runner up, to my mind, and the Velocette is the best

lightweight to be had, 'but when one is in a hurry 38 m.p.h.

gets on one's nerves. I could get 120 m.p.g., however.

One hears a lot about the wonderful new engines, and so

on. I have had some, and the old stuff scores every time.

Hills made no difference to the Triumph, and the revolutions

were something wicked when on the move. I beat a 4 h.p.

solo twin easily, geared the same,, but with open e.xhausts

fitted. Spare 'parts are easily obtained. Riding position,

accessibility, and its smooth running were a real pleasure.

I never had any vibration to speak of on the handle-bars.

The Verus also is good; the 2-| h.p. is a wonder.

London, N.W.3. KELLY.

Sir,—I feel sure that all Brough Superior riders will agree

that when this machine becomes better known there will only

be one possible reply to this question. Personally, I am
specially impressed by this machine's tremendous power, silky

drive, light weight," extreme comfort, ease of control, and

magnificent finish. The interest shown by the maker after

purchase has to be. experienced to be realised. B.S.

Scotland.

Sii\ Referring to " Harley's " letter, does he really think

that the Ford, wonderful prodnction as it is, is the world's

bdit car? A. F. SCROGGS.

Sir,—With reference to the discussion on the above, I^

think this is a question that is unanswerable, but perhaps an^

answer could be found to the question of the best machine

for (a) speed, (b) economy on petrol, oil, and tyres, (c)

reliability, (cl) hill-climbing, (e) accessibility, f'/J comfort

and appearance, (g) steadiness, (h) cleanliness, (i) silence,

(j) brakes, (h) easy starting, and (I) value for money.

In my opinion^ the best machines under these headings

are as follows : (a) 3-L h.p. 16H. Norton, (h) 2J h.p. two-

speed Douglas, (c) 3i h.p. Sunbeam, (d) 4 h.p. Triumph,

(e) 2i h.p. A.J.S., (f) 3i h.p. N.U.T. equipped with Brooks

cantilever saddle and Lucas Magdyno lighting, (g) 3 h.p.

A.B.C., (h) 3^ h.p. P. and M., (i) 4^- h.p. Humber, (j)

3 h.p. A.B.C., (hj 2% h.p. 1914 Douglas, and (I) 2J h p.

A.J.S.
In order to discover the best motor cycle, all the above

points would have to be incorporated under one head7 and

I think that perfection is nearest in the 2| h.p. A.J.S.

Of course, service from the manufacturers in the prompt
despatch of spare parts, if unobtainable locally, counts for

a great deal in the selection of an ideal mount.
With reference to " Harley's " letter in your issue of

November 24th, I think that the greatest number of machines

of any one make on the road would be about equally divided

between Nortons, Douglases, and Triumphs, and that

American machines of any one make on the road are not

so common as the above British makes.
Perhaps Mr. Editor could give us some idea in the

matter. 'ADSUM.
Hyde Park, W.2.

["Harley's" reference to the number of machines on the

road was obviously not confined to Great Britain.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I am not surprised to find that my original letter on
the above subject has brought forth a great deal of comment,
as it is iratural that opinions must differ considerably on such

a question.

Bi6

I have carefully read the letters from readers who consider
various makes of machine the best ; but I have still to be
convinced that they are superior to the machine I 'nfenie. One
reader rules out the Sunbeam on the score of price ; but, in

discussing such a subject as this, I think cost may be put
aside.

Another considers that the make of machine most frequently
encountered must be the best. It this line of argument be
followed, the Ford will undoubtedly be found iq- be the
world's best carl

In some of the letters published, the writers seem to forget

the question of workmanship and fhiish. This point, I main-
tain, is extremely important. They consider that, because
their machines are fairly comfortable, and get them there
and back, that is all that is required. ' I claim that any
modern machine should do that.

I will take one or two of the machines named, commencing
with the Henderson. The engine has, admittedly, a very
even torque, but it certainly is not as accessible as a single.

The machine is extremely heavy, and this point alone would
rule it out as an ideal solo mount, there being, I should
imagine, few persons who would care to ride it without a

sidecar. As regards finish, in this it cannot be even compared
with the average English machine, much less with the

Sunbeam.
The Scott is claimed as best by some, on account of its

even torque. Personally, I prefer the beat of a single to

anything else. - A. ARNOLD.^
[This correspondence is now closed.

—

Ed.]

VARIABLE PULLEY MANIPULATION.
Sir,—Can any reader tell me how it is possible to get a

really low gear on a Philipson pulley without using one's

foot, as I have to keep my foot free for the foot brake,

which is just above the Philipson? The hand control is of

little use in traffic.
- CARROTS.

Warrington.

EXHAUST NOTE CHANGES ON TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—With reference to an article recently in The Motor

Cycle about puzzling troubles, I think I can solve the one
about the two-stroke changing its exhaust note. The Velo-

cette I had once had a similar trouble ; it would roar away
lik-e.mad all at once, acd then peg out. The trouble was in

the B. and B. carbureter, 1915 type, with inverted toggle

gear- in the float chamber. Apparently the float would bend
on the needle and fix it partly open, petrol would flow-

straight into the crank case, giving a rich . mixture, awful
petrol consumption, 40 m.p.g. once, and a distinct change
in the exhaust, more muffled, due to petrol cutting the oil.

The increased friction was negatived by the richer and
harder pulling mixture. If 5'our correspondent will change
his carburetter for one not affected bv vibration he will be
all right, I expect.

" G. ROSEKILLY.

WHERE THE LIGHTWEIGHT .SCORES.

This South African motor cyclist evidently thinks discretion the

better part of valour, and is taking no risks with his little Cedes
in fording the river, preferring to carry the machine and keep his

engine running.
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PRONUNCIATION OF "MAGNETO.-
Sir,—A short time ago I had the pleasure of hearing a

first-class lecture on the " Magneto as Applied to Motor Cars,"
which I enjoyed thoroughly. The lecturer, however, instead
of pronouncing it " niagnet-o," as I have been accustomed
to hear it, called it the " magne-to," as if it was spelt with
two e's (magneeto). Puzzled as to which was right, I looked
up my dictionary, but could not find the word, but got
"mag-neto-electric," which seemed to suggest that the name
should be '-mag-neto," - PUZZLED.

Harthill.

ROLLER BEARINGS AND THEIR ACTION.
Sir,—Owing to indisposition, my answer to Messrs. A. R.

Turner and A. A. Beesley has been delayed. I am perfectly
convei'sant with the working principles of roller bearing
big ends.

I should like to point out that (owing to various reasons,
e.;/., the explosions of the engine and the resilience of metal)
the beai'ing is not comparable to an epicyclic gear.

Also, apart from all arguments to the contrary, the rollers
do slip, and, once worn, produce a harsh bearing.

N. A. .BLOOMER.

SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION PERFORMANCES.
Sir,
—"Ignoramus's" 92 m.p.g. with. Triumph and sidecar

(two up) is certainly abnormal, and more than can be
expected. However, my feelings are very mixed after read-
ing Mr. H. S. E. Booth's letter, in which he states that
several friends and himself cannot obtain more than 55 m.p.g.
with the same outfit. The experiences of several friends and
my awn are very different.

My outfit is an old W.D. Triumph, parts of which are even
1915 ; Venus sidecar (touring pattern, quite as large and
heavy as a Gloria), with Easting screen ; my passenger and
myself together weighing 17^-18 st. With this outfit thus
laden, with usual spares and tyre and tube, I invariably
obtain 70 to 75 m.p.g., using B.P. Xo. 1 spirit. And during
the summer when the Easting is not in use the mileage is

from 80 to 85 per gallon. Riding solo in summer, I several
times got over 100 m.p.g.

This W.D. Triumph is now, and hafi been since bought,
absolutely standard as used by the War Department, and was
purchased rough straight off a dump. I have done no
tuning or fitting particular " economy gadgets," nor had any-
thing been done to it before.

I claim only to be a careful rider who thoroughly under-
stands his machine,- and who regularly attends to adjustments,
etc. Also, I am only a one year motor cj^cliet.

This great disparity in consumption is very strange to my
idea, and I hope other Triumph riders will give their

experiences and mileage per gallon, particularly some who
do not experiment with " economy stunts," etc. I cannot
believe that there would be so many Triumph outfits on our
roads if they are so expensive to run. MAHLIB.

Berks.

TAXATION AND THE SAILOR.

Sir,
—"Taxation and the Sailor," in your issue of Decem-

ber 1st, is a subject that I have long been waiting to see

raised. I entirely endorse "W.A.P.'s" remarks, as I think
taxation in this respect is grossly unfair. Personally, I own
a 7-9 h.p. sidecar outfit which does a maximum of 300
miles per annum at a cost of £5 6s., in addition to running
expenses (£4 registi'ation, £1 Is. Association fee which con-

science demaiJds to be paid, and 5s. driving licence). Com-
))are this to the business man, who is on the road perhaps
350 days per year, and I think all will agree that a sub-

stantial rebate should be made to members of His JLijesty's

Forces.
I think this an admirable opportunity for our Associa-

! tions to prove themselves worthy of the increased subscrip-

I

tions by taking the matter seriously in hand, as, personally,

I
I know numerous cases amongst Service men where the only

I

thing that prevents them joining the ranks of the motor
i

cyclists is this unfair treatment. What are the opinions
of "brother sufferers"? CORPORAL.

Portsmouth.

Sir,—Although not wishing to deprive any of His Majesty's
Forces ai the pleasures of motor cycling, is not "W.A.P.'s"
method of motor cycling a little foolish? If he only uses

his machine for a fortnight a year at most, surely it is
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not worth while kecjiing one, e.^ipecially as he implies that
throughout the rest of the year it is unused. The deteriora-
tion of the machine, being left standing, and the little use
it is put to, would make motor cycling a very expensive
pastime. If "W.A.P." is so keen on the sport, I am sure
he could hire a good machine, which has been w»ll-kept,
far cheaper than the cost of keeping a machine in idleness
for fifty weeks of the year. CARROTS.

Warrington.

ELIMINATING VALVE CLATTER.
Sir,—I would suggest that the majority of the clatter from

a Rudge does not. as your correspondents suppose, come from
the inlet valve mechanism only, but is caused by the back-
lash of the timing wheels, and is noticed particularly when
the exhaust cam .slides off the rocker. The remedy for valve
mechanism silence on a Rudge is to have very close fitting

timing wheels, or to block up all holes leading to the inside

of the crank case, and fill the timing case with vaseline. My
own experiment with the latter procedure resulted in almost
complete silence. JIULTI.

Enfield.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Referring to a previous correspondent's bad luck with new

tyres, " Use Again" (Cove) reports similar misfortune, which,
however, he minimised by fitting " detachable endless lin-

ings," made by Ripley, Strong and Co., Farnborough,
Hants, these giving him an extra 1,500 to 2,000 miles from
each cover.

Agreeing with a previous letter on the subject of inequali-

ties in different easy payment systems, " Verus " (Plymouth)
also thinks that a much more extended time for completing
purchase might be allowed. He instances the three years'

hire purchase system for a £50 piano.

Jlr. A. Brook writes that the automatic centrifugal cut-

out of the Smith generator, looeutly described in The Moloi
(Jyele, is on exactly the same principle as that fitted to the

Splitdorf dynamo for many years. He also points out to
" Ixion " that the Indian motor cycle has had a mechanical
lubricating system since 1910.

Two riders of 4 h.p. Triumphs (" OE 7006" and "OH
4471 ") from Birmingham, who vtera kindly conducted by a

gentleman on a racing Sunbeam from Slough to Olympia on

the 3rd inst., wish' to thank him for his able assistance and
sporting spirit.

Two correspondents disagree with the remarks of B. H.
Davies, in his " Open- Letter to the Trade," that electric

lighting is necessarily expensive. Jlr. B. W. King recom-
mends the Wattalite dynamo set, which is sold by Holroyd
Motors, 6, Warwick Street, Regent Street, London, W.l:'
and the Robini ilanufacturing Co., of 1 and 24, Tulse Hill,

Effra Road, London, S.W.2. state that they market a com-
plete dvnamo set, which may be fitted by anvone in one and
a half 'hours, at £15 10s.
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° Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists,
Issued in conjunctioo with Ths Motor Cycle.

°
• MOTOR CYCXES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.' ^y The standard handbook on the motor cycle. ^

pj
Price net, 2 /6. Bypos:, 2/10 ^

n ' HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." q
D New Edition. Just Published. Price net, 2/- Bypost, 2/3. D
n ' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." n

^ A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying '^

^ them when found. Fourth Edition. ^
n Price net, 2/- Bypos;, 2/3. D

"TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." °

Q A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the rider's poin: ^
of view. Price net, 3- By post, 3/3. q

n MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." D
By '' \x\Oii," al The Motor Cycle.

Q Price net, 5 • By post, 5/1. D
D THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. D
^ Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, Q
^ London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. D
Q Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and
^ Wales, London. Price net, 4 /6. By post, 4/8, ^

•• THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. °

Q With 32 pages of Road Maps. Price net, 5/ , By post, 5/4, ^
n Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS D
D Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C,4, or of leading Booksellers D
D and Railway Bookstalls. D
a DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDODDDDDDDDD
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tSen^al

A scene near a native Indian village.

THE touring motor cyclist in India is faced with

many difficulties, but there are advantages
which are not to be met with in the home

country.

Unbridged rivers perhaps constitute the chief

difficulty ; indeed, the absence of bridges along many
of the best roads is possibly the chief reason why
motoring tours or long distance journeys are seldom
undertaken.

Bengal is a river-ridden province, but the draw-
back applies very much to India as a whole. Water,

which is the delight of the ryot (cultivator), is the curse

of India's engineers and motorists. A streamlet may,
after a few days' deluge, be turned into a swirling,

swollen river as wide as the Thames at London Bridge,

and against which no man or beast' could stand or

swim.

River bridges are the bane of the Public V/orks

Department engineers. It is impossible to get secure

foundations on the sandy soil. Some rivers, indeed,

have defied the builders, and will possibly never be
bridged.

December to February for Touring.
- In Northern India the cold season (December to

February) is the best time for motor touring, for the

reason that the smaller rivers are then all dried up.

In the spring months the rivers are a mere trickle of

their former selves in an enormous waste of sand,

and it is this sand rather than the water that is then

the enemy of the motorist. To push a motor cycle

and sidecar over the sandy bed of an Indian river

and its long, sandy approach, often broader than the

river bed itself, is the work of three or four coolies,

who push from behind without the aid of engine pro-

pulsion and without rider or passenger, and even then

the wlieels sink deep into the sand until the tyres

disappear from view. A car, even when Jightened,

often requires from twenty to thirty coolies'. I have
crossed as many as five of these rivers in a day's run,
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the spirit is not

petrol and how

Some No(es on MoJor
Cycling Conditions in

India.

BY A RESIDENT.

not one of which, including its sandy

approach, was less than a mile

across. The road usually stops

abruptly and continues on the other

side. Country carts and pilgrims

think nothing of it, but when the

ri\'er is in flood they take the ferry

—

usually a frail craft.

Another drawback is the absence
of petrol supplies en route. In some
of the larger towns petrol can now
be obtained regularly, but not in

all ; and cities are to be found where
always obtainable. One's stock of

and where to replenish it consti-

tutes one of the problems of a tour, and the matter
must be thoroughly arranged beforehand or the tour

will be completely spoilt. Booking petrol tins in

advance to railway stations is often resorted to, but

there is always the danger of failure of these, to arrive

in time. Railway stations are frequently some miles

away from the trunk roads.

Roads and Accommodation.
The majority of owners here never use their cycles

out of " station " (as a town and its immediate

district is called), but those who undertake tours will

at least have accomplished something and have

memories to look back upon for years to come.
The trunk roads, i.e., those connecting big cities,

are on the whole well maintained by the Government.
They are usually very straight and shaded on both sides

with trees to protect pilgrims from the sun, these roads

having been laid out some centuries ago, chiefly by
the Moghul Emperors.
The problem of accommodation is not so great, for

dak bungalows (travellers' rest houses), or P.W.
Department's Inspection bungalows, have been estab-

lished about every fifteen miles on the principal roads

and many minor roads. In the open country these

bungalows are seldom found occupied, although a room

.

or- two may be engaged in those adjacent to the rail-

ways and in the towns.

The problem of food is more difficult. A chair,

table, and charpoys (string beds) will usually be found

at the bungalows, and some have crockery, biit every-

thing in the eating line must be taken by the tourist

himself. Eggs and the inevitable merghee (chicken)

can generally be bought at the villages, but not

bread. Sometimes the chowkidhar (Government
watchman) will turn out to be a passable cook^ and he

can always be relied upon to produce boiling water

and lamps.
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What s Yours to be?
At Least Four-horse?

Single ? Chain-drive ?
'T'HEN you cannot afford to overlook the new 4J h.p. Beardmore-
- Precision. At £105 it costs £10—£25 less than other
" chain-drivers " of similar power and quality. Yet it has the
following exclusive features

—

that you cannot get on any other

machine, whatever it's price:—
Full Cantilever Spring Frame

AND
700 X 80 mm. (26in. x 3in.)

"small car" tyres.

5S8 c.c. 4], h.p. Precision single
cylinder four-stroke engine
with detachable head.

Automatic and mechanical
lubrication.

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear,

clutch, and kick-starter,
bailt in to engine unit.

All-steel frame of battleship

strength, embodying
pressed steel petrol tank
(holding 2 gallons), large

mudguards and tool-case

as parts of the frame.

Band Brakes to both wheels.

Price - £105
These features mean so much when you look into them that
if they cost you more you would still seriously consider them.
But they don't. Yoii will have to pay more to be without them!

F. E. BAKER, i
LTD. =

(Associated with William ^
Beardmore & Co., Ltd.), zr

Precision Works, =
King's Norton. =

'PhoDe: ^
King's Nortoa 184-5. 3Z

'Grams

:

zz:

Bachuck, Kingsnorton. —
London Depot: 112, Gt. ^
Portland Street, W.i. r=

Scotland t :=:

lames Robertson, 48, =
West Nile St., Glasgow =

ir:

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. C5
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Sidecars
For the Rider who will have the best.

Our exhibit at Olympia proved once again

that the Grindlay is still the superior sidecar,

and represents the best value given in sidecars.

The Grmdlay range of models for the coming

season is very complete, including models for

machines from 2f h.p, to 10 h.p.. and
prices from £17 to £SS.

If you are in any way interested, write for CataJogus now. Illustration shows " Club " Model.

GRINDLAY (Coventry) Ltd.,

Melbourne Works, Coventry.

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IH

TT/ze ^ew (Models are ^ead"^.
The famous Connaught two-stroke is now produced
not only in the popular 2| h.p. model, but also in

a super model '

.

-

3i h.p., 3-speed, all chain drive.
This latter model is supplied complete with sidecar

and apron for £95

Solo Models from £45.
SEND FOR FULL ILLUSTRATED LIST.

Complete Spare Part List is also ready.

CCmilAIlGIIT
THE BORDESLEY ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.

New Bond Street, BIRMINGHAM.
London Showrooms: 111, Gs. Portland St. LONEON. W. 1

'rVoOclu'i

c6

iQkl
II! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiir

In answciin'j these adcertisements it in desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.'
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With a Motor Cycle in Bengal.—

Riding sliould be undertaken in the early liours of

the day, and a midday halt of two or three hours be

made when the sun is at its strongest. The ride may
then be resumed in the cool of the afternoon and

the evening. In Northern India it is dark (no twilight)

by 6 p.m. in the winter months and 7 p.m. in the

summer, but the bungalow selected for the night's

stay should be reached by daylight to enable the

tourist to look over the tyres and machine, which

course will often save a lot of vexatious delay when
making the morning start. Night riding on tour is

not to be recommended, although a moonlight ride

on a "known" road is one of the most pleasant

experiences in India.
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a charge from the rear and follow at top speed for

quite a distance. A touch of the throttle and a cloud
of dust will generally discourage them in this case.

Buffaloes, on the other hand, will sometimes charge
from the front. The cowherd stands afar off and
looks on. The writer once followed a trotting horse
for several miles, and could not get him to edge in

enough on either side to pass, and feared any moment
he might come down in front of the car. No progress
could be made if motorists were to dismount and walk
past cattle ; they are too numerous.
The chief advantages are perhaps the scarcity of

motor traffic (one may ride for a whole day -without

passing another motor), and the long level stretches

of straight road on which a high speed could be
obtained and maintained were it not for stray

cattle. Stretches of fifty miles may .be en-

countered, witli the knowledge that no turn-

ings or cross roads, are likely to be seen.

Tours can, of course, be made in the hilly

districts of India, but the gradients are steep
and the heavy rainfall so damages the surface
as to make motoring uncomfortable and even
dangerous for prolonged touring. Perhaps
the United Province is the best district for

touring, for the roads are broad and good.

(Left) In the shade of the palms -a typical

landscape of the plains.

(Right) On the banks of an Indian river.

Although the temperature is high, engine

heating is not a frequent trouble. Running
short of oil and petrol is the chief thing to

guard against, because these fuels are abso-

lutely unprocurable in the country, and it is

easy to be stranded fifty miles from any place

of impoitance. Friends of the writer went
up into the heart of the Senthal Parganas,

where probably cars had never been seen

before. They stripped the axle of their light car

ascending a steep bank out of a river bed and had to
" dak " it back for three days, the car being hauled at

the rate of about a mile an hour by bullock carts. The
party was without food or money and had a trying time,

but one to which they can look back all their lives!

One hundred miles a day is quite long enough with

a motor cycle.

Snakes do not trouble one on the road, although

I have ridden over several. I usually trust to speed

and lift the feet when passing over. Cattle are a

source of endless worry. The cowherds allow their

herds to stray all over the roads, and the motorist

has constantly to slow down to pass. The cattle

remain in the middle of the road until almost touched,

and then, with a toss ol their hind-quarters, turn and
amble onwards in the same direction, still occupying

the centre of the road! Frequently they will attempt

and the province includes the cities made famous in

India's history.

A rear sprung frame for motor cycles is desirable,

and it is to be regretted that so few of the British

makers have studied the Indian requirements in that

respect. The Americans are flooding India with

cars and motor cycles ; the import duty is light and

is the same for both British and foreign products.

Capital tours can be arranged, with a solo machine

by making use of the railways, which carry motor
cycles on the mail trains at moderate rates. A night

can be spent in a comfortable berth on the train,

and the journey continued by road through a different

•province the following day. The drawback to solo

touring is the minimum of luggage and foodstuffs that

can be carried, whereas the sidecar will take any

amount of luggage and commissariat if there be rto

passenger.

C7
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Olmes to Tl,\gl)t TLantps.

Dec. 15th ... .,. 4.49 p.m.

„ 17th 4.50 ,,

,, 19th 4.50 ,,

21st 4.51

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Veliicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

British Supremacy.

According to the A.C.U., 92% of the

world's motor cycle records are now in

British hands.

A.C.U. Annual General Meeting.

The annual general meeting of the

A.C.U. will be held on January 21st at

the Royal Automobile Club.

Congratulations.

Our congratulations to H. R.' Davies,

who was yesterday (December 14th)

married to Miss E. M. Jackson. All

motor cyclists know him as the winner

o£ the 1921 Senior T.T., and one of the

most successful competition riders.

Transmission Free-wheels.

In a recent issue of The Autocar was

described a transmission free-wheel

operatintr on the same principle as that

employed in pedal cycle coaster hubs.

The object of this device is to permit

coasting automatically on down grades,

and thus secure economical running.

So far, this scheme has not been suggested

by its French sponsors for motor cycle

w-ork, but it certainly appears to have

its possibilities.

Imports and Exports.

There has been little change in the

overseas trading outlook .
during Novem-

ber, both imports and exports of motor

cycles continuing at a low level. Actu-

ally, although fewer machines were im-

ported, there is a slight increase in value

compared with the October figures. On
the other hand, British e.xports during

the same period sho.w a decrease both in

number and value—not, however, an un-

usual tendency in November. Compara-

tive figures ex'tracted from the Trade and
Navigation Accounts for November are

appended :

IMPORTS.
Oct., 1921. Nov., 1921.

Numlier of motor crcles .. 39 .. 31
Value of macliines and parts i5,597 .. £6,226

EXPORTS.
Oet., 1921. Nov., 1921.

Numlier of motor crdcs .. 430 .. 345
Value of motor cycles only £35.034 .. £26,794
Value ot parts £26,620 .. £17,500

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.

Total £61,654 £44,294

BiJBBBElBEl EiEiBElEiaBElElHHBEiaBBEll

Revival of the Second-hand Market?

Indications are not lacking that the

second-hand motor cycle market
^
is stir-

ring After two barren advertisements

of his 1921 mount at £90, a member of

our staff had a round dozen enquiries, and

sold the machine shortly after the third

advertisement appeared last week. • Was
a £5 reduction responsible, or is the touch

of spring in the air?

Our Enlightened Rural Councils!

"A proposal to round off a dangerqus

corner has been rejected by the Wmg
(Bucks) Rural Council, on the ground that

it would only induce motorists to go

faster. Mr. C. C. Edmunds, Lord Rose-

bery's agent, urged the Council to add a

piece to the corner instead of taking

some off, and so compel motorists to go

slowly. The Council is considering the

suggestion."—A cutting from a local

paper kindly forwarded by a reader who
wishes us to share his amusement.

MISLEADING H.P. RATINGS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE POOR IN
HEALTH.

WITH A MOTOR CYCLE IN BENGAL.

Ex-D.R.s' Reunion.

A small reunion dinner for ex-despatch

riders of the 3rd /1st London Divisional

Signal Company and attached companies

is being arranged to take place in London

about the middle of January. Those

wishing to attend should communicate

with Mr. E. H. McCormack, 8, Leinster

Road, Muswell Hill, London.

Another Film.

After the Junior Car Club's dinner,

which is to take place on December 21st,

a film showing various club events, in-

cluding the 200 miles race on Brooklands,

will be displayed. Light car and cycle

car owners will find these pictures of

especial interest.

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBHBi3BBBB -

(Tbristmas 3foU6aYs.

PUBLISHERS' ANNOUNCEMENT.

Readers who wish to insert

miscellaneous advertisements in the

issue of "The Motor Cycle" dated

December 29th, 1921, should note

that, due to the holidays intervening,

instructions must be in our hands by

first post on WEDNESDAY, 21st inst .

Road Warnings.

At Enfield Police Court recently there

have been many summonses against

motor cyclists whose machines *ere not

fitted with two independent brakes.

There has also been a police trap in

operation at the bottom of. Red Hill, on

the Leicester-Loughborough road, near

the former city.

Big Singles.
.

The popularity of the big single sidecar

outfit can be tested any day of the week

by a count of passing machines, ior

1922 however, the number of makers who

list this- type is very considerably in-

creased ; in fact, odd as it may seem, the

sidecar is developing mostly as an attach-

ment for machines of over 550 c.c. and

under 350 c.c.

Driving a Circular Saw.

An Irish correspondent has rigged uiJ

a motor bicycle for the purpose of

drivincr a circular saw. He takes the

drive from the pulley on the gear box

to an additional countershaft, whence the

drive is by belt to the saw. He tells_ us

that the engine is cooled by dropping

water on it.

The London-Exeter Run.

The entry for the annual Boxing Day

event of the M.C.C. this year is on y

four short of 300. Of these 72 enter solo

machines, 110 sidecars, 18 three-wheelers,

and 96 cars. Among the solo entries there

are no fewer than twenty-five whose

machines are under 3 h.p. ; these include

three Ner-a.-cars, two Metro-Tylers, two

Cedos, two Comiaughts, and two A.J. b.,

and one each Levis, Douglas, Triumph

.Junior Velocette, Edmund, Sirrah,

Coulson-B, Francis-Barnett, Verus-Jap,
• Wooler, New Scale, Trump-Jap, Omega,

Zenith and De Dion Bouton, the last-

mentioned being B. F C. Fellowes s

ancient mount. Of the 3 h.p. size, there

are four A.B.C.'s and one Ivy
;

while

the blo-ger machines include Triumph,

Alecto,° Sunbeam, Martinsyde, Douglas,

Scott, Norton, Zenith, Zenith-Bradshaw,

Rudge Beardmore-Preoision, Brough

SuperioE, Indian, Norton, Raleigh, and

N.U.T.
,

,.

Smallest of the sidecar machines is

Neville Hall's O.K. Junior A 2J h.p.

Orbit, 3i h.p. Connaught, 3 h.p. Ivy, and

2a hp A.J.S. are also entered; while

in this class several new machines make

their debut, including the ^ h.p. Quad-

rant 44 h.p. Beardmore-Precision, and

10 h p. Campion. Of the eighteen three-

wheelers,- eleven are Morgans, two Castle

Threes, two L.S.D.'s, and one each i-.U.,

Scott Sociable, and New Hudson.

The start is from Staines at 8 p.m.,

Monday, December 26th, and the first

competitor is du« back at 5 p.m. the

following day. .

rS
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Thieves Still Active,

Motor cycle thieves are still very busy,

and last Saturday evening the well-known
Ivy exponent, Percy Newman, lost his

3 h.p. Ivy outfit from outside the
Stonebridge Hotel on the Birmingham-
Coventry road. The machine had a very

|j^^(^IUS
large tank, and was equipped with an
M-L Maglita set, while the sidecar had
no door.

Next Thursday's Issue.

Next week's is.sne of Tlir Motor Ci/'-h
will he the Cliristmas Number. As usual,
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we shall permit ourselves the relaxation
of dealing with a number of matters in

a lighter vein, and the customary illus-

trated short story with a motor cycle
flavour' will not be lacking. The usual
features of topical and technical interest
will, of coiirse, he maintained.

G.P.O. ENTERPRISE l.N THE ANTIPODES.
A fleet of B.S.A. macliines which were recently delivered to the Postmaster-General's Department in .Australia.

RENEWAL OF LICENCES.
MOTOR cyclists should apply for

ren.ewal of their existing licences as

early as possible after December
16th, in order to assist the authorities

eoncerned in dealing with the large

niunbers of applications which will be
received.

It is estimated by the Ministry of

.Transport that over 800,000 licences for

mechanically-propelled road vehicles will

expire on December 31st, most of which
will be renewed for the quarter or year
commencing January 1st, 1922. It will

be realised that this work of renewal,
together with the issue of licences taken
out for the first time, will throw a great

strain upon the staffs at the local taxation
offices, which have been kept down to the
lowest possible limit in order that as

much money as possible should be avail-

able for the construction and maintenance
of roads.

Tlie public can materially assist in the
work of renewing licences

:

(1.) By ensin-ing that their applica-
tions for renewal are in order, thus
saving much correspondence ; and

(2.) By applj-ing for renewals on
December 17th, or soon after, and so

avoiding congestion at the last

nroment.

Renewals can be effected at a principal
post office, except in the following cases :

If there has been a change of owner-
ship since the last licence was ta;ken
out.

If the old licence e.xpired more than
fourteen days previously.

If it is desii'ed to change the classi-

fication of a veliicle, ((/-. from,
"commercial goods" to "hackney."

A postmaster can only issue an annual
licence for- 1922 in renewal of a blue
licence for 1921.

The following must accompany an
application for renewal.

(a) A renev.-al form "R.F.l/a"
duly filled in.

(b) The registration book for

the vehicle.

(c) The old licence (in tlie case of
post office renewals only).

(d) The amount of duty.
Personal attendance at the post office is

necessary, either of the licensee himself
or of his represent.ative, but applica.tion

for renewals to county and county
borough councils may be made either

personally or through the poft.

// the applicant did not tcihe, out l!f

hist licence, he must be sure that the
change of ownership has been entered

A THREE-WHEELER AS A DELIVERY V.AN

The sturdy construction

of the L S. D. lends itself

admirably for the purpose

of a trade vehicle, as will

be seen from the illus-

trations. A body of ample
size is provided.

-^i^,^^«/^^tMA!^l' '^t^.J'^^ta.

the registration book, and that the
council has noted the change by date-

stampiiig the ring against the new owner's
name on pages 3 or 4 with the council's

date stamp. If this has not been done,
the council should be written to imme-
diately.

The new licensee must take or send to

the council :

(a) A full declaration form (ob-

tainable at any Money Order
Post Office), not a renewal form
"R.F.l/a."
(b) 'The registration book for the

vehicle.

(c) The amount of. duty.
The new licensee, where there has been

• change of ownership since the last licence

has 'been taken out, or where he desires

to register under a new class, should ask
the postmaster of the nearest Money
Order Post Office for the appropriate de-
claration form : in the case of motor
cycles. "R.F. 1/2."
With regard to motor cycles registered

in the early part of 1921, the engine
number and frame number must be in-

serted on page 2 of the registration book
before renewal can be effected, and the
;-enewal ca.n only be effected at the
Council's offices, aird not at a post oflice.
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A.C.U. General Meeting at Bournemouth.
Tourist Trophy Races Again in

Standardised. Changes
the Isle oi Man.
in Stock Machine

Horse-power Ratings to be
and Six Days Trials.

No such momentous decision as that

arrived at on the occasion of the

last A.C.U. committee meeting at

Leicester marked the general meeting at

Bournemouth on Saturday last, for it was
a foregone conclusion that next year's

,T.T. races would be held in the Isle of

Man as heretofore.

Provincial meetings are to be aban-

doned, a technical sub-committee is to

be formed to settle the question of horse- '

power rating of motor cycles, and certain

information came to light concerning the

next stock machine trial and the 1922

.\.C.U. Six Days event.

After the secretary had read regrets of

absence from several members unable to

be jjresent, reports of various manage-
ment and competition committees were
received. In connection with the former,

I he Chairman reported that the Union
had taken strong action as regards the

question of motor cycle number plates,

which has been under consideration by
the Ministry of Transport, and that

attention had been given to the re-

organisation of the staff. He also

reported concerning the joint conference

between the A.C.U. and the R.A.C.
Originally, the former body paid the

latter 2s. 3d. per head for such facilities

as, touring, legal assistance, etc. It

was then asked to pay 5s., as the 4s.

offered was found to be inadequate.

These facilities cost the R.A.C, 7s. The
A.C.U. was unable to pay more, and an
im^Msse was arrived at. At the joint

conference the matter had proceeded

most happily, the 4s. offer was accepted,

and the R.A.C. agreed to make up the

deficit to its General Committee; He
also stated that the A.C.U. Management
Committee had a card up its sleeve which
would secui-e it greater benefits. Mr.
Otto Thomas explained the matter fur-

ther, and the Management Committee
reports were then passed.

Trial Matters.
~ A lengthy discussion followed on the

question of the Reliability Premier-

ship. Mr. S. R. Axford complained that

the Competitions Committee did not see

the scheme through, and proposed that

the report should not be adopted. The
Chairman, Col. F. S. Brereton, suggested

that the winners of the Centre Competi-

tions for the Premiership should have a

free entry in the ne.xt Six Days Trials.

This was agreed to, and Mr. Atford's
motion was lost. Proposing the accept-

ance of the Competitions Committee's
report of November 24th, Mr. Reynolds
mentioned that the present system of

controlling records had not been found
to be ideal, and that a sub-committee
had been formed to go into the matter

and to investigate the methods of timing.

There had been a proposal from the Mid-
land Centre to the effect that no A.C.U.
jsteward or judge should have any con-

nection with the trade, and this matter
was deferred till the next General Com-
mittee meeting. The next item referred

to the 1922 Six Days Trials, apropos

of which Mr. T. Rutherford hfcd for-

mulated a scheme whereby the ccrnpe-

titors would wear armlets denoting the

class of medal for which they were
eligible, which would be changed as tliey

lost marks, and thus would indicate to

the- general public how they were faring

throughout the trial. This' scheme, how-
ever, was not adopted. Mr. Reynolds
then went on to explain that it was pro-

posed to call in the help of the Centres

in the 1922 Six Days Trial. It was pro-

posed to start, say, from York, and visit

such places as Matlock, Shrewsbury,
Llandrindod Wells, and Gloucester, and

finish at Brooklands. It was decided to

present a cigarette case to the late Com-
petitions Committee chairman, the Rev.

E. P. Greenliill, in recognition of his

long association with the Auto Cycle

Union. Mr. Reynolds then announced

that the trial of stock machines would
start from Birmiirgham, and finish at

Brooklands.

The T.T. Races.

Arising out of the statement that next

year's T.T. races should be held under

the same rules as last year, Mr. E. M.
P. Boileau asked if the 250 c.c. light-

weight machines might now be regarded

as running in a separate race concurrently

with the Junior T.T., arid not merely as

a subsidiary class.

Mr. A. G. Reynolds, who proposed the

adoption of the Competitions Committee

reports, replied that adequate publicity

would be given to the leaders—as much,

in fact, as to the leaders in the Junior

race.

Mr. S. L. Bailey suggested that the

tyre size limits in the Senior T.T. should

be increased to 55 mm. ; but it was de-

cided not to adopt this, and it was

pointed out that the F.I.CM. imposed

a minimum tyre size which manufacturers

were at liberty to exceed.

Mr. G. J. A. Brown (the Manx M.C.C.)

was then asked to make a report concern-

ing the arrangements for next .
year's

Tourist Trophy races. The dates, sug-

gested Mr. Brown, were Tuesday, May
30th, and Thursday, June 1st. The prac-

tice hours could be arranged to the

mutual satisfaction of the A.C.U. and

the Manx authorities. It had been

arranged with the Douglas Corporation

that the playing fields should be offered to

the A.C.U. for the enclosure free of all

charge. Improved steamship services

would be running throughout the practice

period (two services by day and one by

night). Five thousand pounds had been

voted by the Tynwald Court for the

erection of an electric crane on Douglas

Pier, and a wide gangway would be used

on the Liverpool landing stage, up which

a sidecar outfit could be easily pushed.

The tax illegally exacted last year from

visiting motorists would be abandoned,

and all which would have to be paid was

Is. for registration. A list of Tiotel

charges would be prepared, pillion riding

would be allowed, and there would be no

ban on Sunday motoring after 9 a.m. The
question of a subsidy or a guarantee was

next discussed, and it was finally decided

that the I.O.M. authorities should be

requested to pay the police and doctors.

The Manx Club also consented to con-

tinue their efficient marshalling during

practice. It was then agreed that the

1922 T.T. races should be held in the

Isle of ]\Ia.n, and the Chairman offered

his, thanks and congratulations to Mr.

Brown for all he had done.

Next the Secretary made certain state-

ments in connection with the drawing up

of the annual report. The membership,

he said, had been reduced, but the Union's

revenue had increased, and it was now on

a sound financial basis. Many records

had been confirmed, and now showed that

92% world's records were in Briti,s_h

hands. He also mentioned the LTnion's

legislative work, its influence on the 1920

Road Act, and on the new number plate

proposals. The centre scheme had greatly

progressed, and this year the A.C.U,
Touring Department had issued 4,200

English routes, 500 Continental routes,

and 500 Customs paper.s, while the A.C.U.
touring representative had covered 11,000

miles.

Jlr. Quintin Nicol proposed that a

brief account of each centre's work should

appear in the report. This was agreed.

Competition Finances.

In the course of discussing the balance

sheet it was decided that figures should

be prepared showing the profit and loss

on various competitions, taking into con-

sideration a certain percentage of overhead

charges. The balance sheet was then

approved.
It was decided to hold the xl.C.L.

annual general meeting at the Royal

Automobile Club at 3 p.m, on Satur-

day., January 2\si. The existing presi-

dent and vice-pr.esidentsWould be nomi-

nated lor re-election at this meeting.

Mr. S. R. Axford's proposal to the

effect that. A.CU. General Committee
meetings should be held in future in

London was briefly discussed and agreed,

Mr. Axford's second proiMsal, " Tliat

in view of the conflicting and valueless

horse-power rating of motor cycle engines

. . . the A.C.U. should standardi.'ie

some~ nominal rating, say, 1 h.p. per

100 c,c." This was agreed to in principle,

and it was decided that the matter should

be "referred to a special sub-committee,

consisting of Mr, S, R. Axford, Dr. A.

M. Low, Messrs. E. M, P. Boileau, J,

W. G. Brooker, and E. B. 'Ware,

Mr, Featherstone's proposal that all

profits accruing from the centre open

event should be divided between the

centre and all clubs in the centre

pro rata to its membership Avas regarded

as a purely domestic matter, and was

withdrawn.
The following clubs were affiliated to

the parent body ; The Chester and

District, the Kingswood and District, the

Harrow and District, and the Hinckley

and District Motor Cycle Clubs,

The meeting, which began at 10 a,m,,

continued with a brief interval for luncli

until 2.30 p.m.
The previous evening a dinner was

held, at which the Maj-or, the principal

Bournemouth civic officers, and many
local motor cyclists were present.
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Worcester and District M.C.C.

On Wednesday next the auiiual general
meeting of the club will be held in the
Pack Horse Hotel, Worcester.

Herts M.C. and L.C.C.

The first annual dinner was held
recently at headquarters, some sixty
members and their friends being present.
Trophies, etc., won during the season
were -kindly jjresented by Jlrs. Plowman.

Essex M.C.
Two important dates in the competition

programme for next year of this club
have already been fixed. A one day trial
win be held on February 18th, and a
hill-climb on March 25th.' These events
are, of course, confined to club members.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.
On Saturday, 26th November, the club

held its first annual dinner, at the Great
White Horse Hotel, Ipswich. About a
hundred members, who were accompanied
by friends, sat down to a very excellent
diimer, which was followed by a smoking
concert and distribution of prizes on the
conclusion of a most successful season.

South Midland Centre A.C.U.
This centre, which is showing signs of
^eat activity, and has arranged a very
hprehensive programme for next season,
holding its annual general meeting at

Je Red Lion Hotel, Bedford, on
,
lecember 18th, at 1.30 p.m. Lunch at

12.30 p.m. for those who desire it. All
members of clubs in the South Midland
Centre are entitled to attend.

Leeds University M.C.
On Saturday, November 2oth, the club

lield a point-to-point reliability trial over
a forty-mile course for the Moore Trophy.
A good knowledge of map-reading was
essential, as all time wasted in finding
the checks had to be made up on a 20
m.p.h. average.

A. F. Plummer (3 A.B.C.) proved to
be the winner, with B. Gosling {3 A.B.C.)

;
a close runner-up, followed by G.
Suddards (3^ Rudge).

CLUB NEWS.
WinUr Social ^vaitU.

Thilrsilaii. Dcr. 15th.—Redditch and District M.C.C.
Annunt Dinner.

Fridaij. Dec. 16th.—Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.
Annual Dinner.

Siittirday, Dec. 17.~M'allinfiton attd District M.C.
and L.C.C. Annva'l Dinner.

Manila;/. Dec. 19tli.—Barrow and District M.C.
Annval Dinner.

Wednesday, Dec. Slst.—Junior Car Club. Annital
Dinner'.

Friday, Dec. S3rd.—Cumberland Countii M.C.C.
Annval Dinner.

Glasgow University M.C.C.

Membership of this new club is open
to past and present members of the
Glasgow- University. The hon. secretary
is -Mr. J. C. Todd, the Union, Glasgow
University, Glasgow.

Central London M.C.C.

Owing to lack of support, this club has
amalgamated with the North West
London M.C.C. A prize, to be called
the Central London M.C.C. prize, will

be awarded in an event next year.

Midland Centre A.C.U.

In the recent West Midland open reli-

ability trial, the following additional
aw-ards have been announced : G. Strange
(35 James) and G. Butcher {3^ Sunbeam),
gold medals ; G. Packman (8 Matchless
sc), silver medal.

TO CLUB SECRETARIES.
'The Motor Cycle" Film is now

being loaned to enterprising clubs whicli

are keen to make their winter social

events a success. This exclusive film

lakes about forty minutes to exhibit,

and the programme includes scenes at

the Junior and Senior T.T. Races, the

500 Miles Race, the Six Days Trials,

the Grand Prix Car Race, and the 200
Mile Small Car Race. Club secretaries

should write to the Editor (Film Depart-
ment), "The Motor Cycle," Coventry
suggesting two or three alternative dates,

preferably in April or later in 1922.

Croydon and District M.C.C.

Under the direction of Jlessrs. H. B.
Davies and Harry Martin, the success of

a new club, as above, should be assured.
Fuller particulars may be obtained from
Mr. A. J. Winstanley, 53, South End,
South Croydon, Surrey. Telephone :

Croydon 2431.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

A distinguished gathering of motor
cyclists enjoyed a most entertaining
eA'ening on Wednesday, December 7th,

at the Holborn Restaurant, London, on
the occasion of the second annual dinner
of the club. Dr. A. M. Low, A.C.G.I.,
D.Sc, was in the chair. The absence of
the customary detailed list of toasts, and
the impromptu manner in which the more
serious proceedings were conducted, lent

a most pleasant atmosphere to the even-
ing. Mr. T. 0. M. Sopwith, during a

most amusing speech, paid a tribute to
the club, and made reference to the
phenomenal success it has attained during
its brief existence.

It was suggested that a booby prize
in the form of a pogo stick should be
awarded to the competitor who gained
the least marks during the season.
Mr. Alec Ross extended his congratu-

lations"to the Surbiton Club on its unique
success, pointing out that the member-
sliip embraced riders of the highest order,
both in road competitions and on the
track.

The awards, which included some mag-
nificent cups, were distributed by Mrs.
T. 0. M. Sopwith.
Mr. Kaye Don, a very popular member,

was, much to his astonishment and con-
fusion, chaired by his many admirers
after receiving his awards ; and Mr.
Davidson, whose performance in the Sop-
with Cup trial was remarkably good, re-

ceived a similar ovation, and was carried
shoulder-high down the centre of the
room.

Motor Cycling Club.

The annual general meeting will be
held at Pagani's Restaurant, Great Port-
land Street, London, W.l, on January 31st.

SINCE its provincial release on
Monday, December 5th, The Motor
Cycle film has been shown in six

different places—Coventry, Cheltenham,
Gloucester, Stafford, Rednal, and Bir-
mingham—and in each case has been re-

ceived with great enthusiasm.
In this connection we give below

extracts from letters received from the
secretaries of two of the clubs responsible
for the arrangements. Mr. Frank R.
Ware, of the Gloucester M.C. and L.C.C,
wiites :

"The film was exhibited at the Empire
Theatre to crowded houses, and was
greatly appreciated and very well received
by motor cyclists and non-motor cyclists
alike. We think it an excellent film, and
one of Avhicli those who were resiionsible

-for getting it together miglit well be
jiproud. Those motor cyclists who were
not fortunate enough to see the events
; depicted in the film had a great treat,
and we feel sure that this film will do

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" FILM.
good to the promoters and to motor
cycling generally. We would like to ex-

press our heartiest thanks for the loan

of the film, and to those individuals in

whose minds the idea was worked out
and brought to such a happy issue."

Mr. J. F. Spencer, hon. secretary oi

the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C,
sent the following acknowledgment :

" I am writing to congratulate you on
the excellent film shown at the Empire.
I was present on Tuesday evening, and
thoroughly enjoyed the thrilling sight of

the T.T. and other events."

Glasgow and Worcester Next.

To-night the Western M.C.C. (Glas-
gow) will give Scottish motor cyclists
their first opportunity of witnessing this

comprehensive screen record of the im-
portant competitions of 1921. It will be
exhibited at the Cinema House, Renfield
Street, Glasgow, to-day, to-morrow, and
Saturday.

On Monday the Worcester and District
M.C.C has arranged for its exhibition
at the Silver Cinema, Worcester ; and
here again, since the club made a very
earl}- application, it will remain for three
days. Owing to the great demand, it

has been found impossible to allot more
than one day to the majority of clubs
which have booked later dates.
Below is a diary of the exhibitions

until the end of the year :

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Dec. 15th. 16th,
and Vth.—Glasgow Western M.C.C.

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, Dee. 19th, 20th.
and Slst.—Worccster and District M.C. and
L.C.C.

Friday and Saturday, Dec. 23rd and 2^th.—York
and District M.C.

Wednesday, Dec. SSth.—Yeovil and District M.C.
Thursday, Cec. 29th.—Truro and District M.C. and

Ij C C
Friday, Dec. 36th.—Falmouth M.C. and L.C.C.

Forty-eight other clubs have been defi-
nitely allotted dates, and the total
number of enquiries received totals well
over one hundred, including two from
the Continent—Rotterdam and Liege.

CIS
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Motor Cycle Practice in a Four-wheeler.
Chain Drive, Side-by-side Sealing, and Wider Track for (he New Tampiins.

THERE are many big sidecar outfits

that are ruore complicated than the

latest chain-driven Taniplin four-

wheeler, which, nevertheless, follows

strictly motor cycle lines.

As on the belt-driven model, an 8 h.p.

J.A.P. and a Sturmey-Archer gear box
are fitted, but the chassis and bodywork
have been entirely redesigned, resulting
in a remarkable improvement in appear-
ance. The chassis is built up of angular
section rolled steel, and - the solid back
axle is carried in Skefko ball beariug-s,

the housings being mounted between each
spring and flat radius rod.

The kick-starter is so arranged that the
pedal may be conveniently operated from
the driver's seat, and the direct steering

is of the Ackermann type. Internal and
external brakes on the one drum (on the
rear axle) are standard. The springing is

by quarter-elliptics at both front and
So effective are the simple lines of the new Tamplin that it is difficult to realise that it is

more akin to the motor cycle than to the motor car.

Showing the rear spring-

ing, brak«s, and trans-

mission details, including

the gear box mounting, of

the 8 h.p. Tamplin. The

chassis is built up of

L section steel.

rear, and the movement of the axles is

controlled by flat radius rods.

Transmission is by chain throughout,
one chain running from engine to gear
bo.x, and another from gear box to back
axle. Both gear box and engine are

centrally mounted on a longitudinal
member carried by the chassis cross

pieces.

Attractive Coachwork.

Quite roomy and well finished, the body
compares favourably in its well-balanced,!

attractive outline with cars costing threes

times as much as the £175, which is the'

provisional price of the new Tamplin.
The makers are Tamplin Jlotors, Ltd.,

Kingston Road, Staines.

A Dual-purpose Tricycle.
Simpllcily in Construction. Convertible Bodywork.

THE motor tricycle was the first practi-

cable form of the motor cycle, and
it has still many advantages to

recommend it, either as a tradesman's
carrier or a passenger vehicle. That it is

possible to design a tricycle with a
greater economy of material than is the

case -with the sidecar outfit is well illus-

trated in the Dobbin tricar, an American
production intended to serve the dual pur-
pose of light delivery and the transporta-

tion of three persons. In the

form illustrated, as a pas-

senger machine we can imagine it in use

by farmers in the outlying districts of

America, but in this country it would not

be regarded with much favour : lower
bodywork, however, might be fitted.

As will be seen from the illustrations,

simplicity of construction is the keynote
of its design, the frame being of pressed

steel, which, in-

«identally, forms
the tank ; the

forks, too,- are of steel pressings. The
engine is'a single-cylinder air-cooled two-

stroke, having a bore and stroke of

88.9 X 88.9 mm., the capacity being

550 c.c. A two-speed gear forms part

.of the engine unit, and the transmis-

sion is by chain direct to a differential

rear axle. The makers are the Dobbin
Jlotor Co., 424, West Broadway,
New York.

K double-purpose tricycle, made by the Dobbin Motor Co., of New York. The rear seat can be quicUy detached and replaced by a box body

of ample proportions. The engine is a 550 c.c. two-stroke, earned on a pressed steel frame.

C16
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A CHANNEL STEEL CHASSIS.
The Robson Sidecar, from which Brazed Joinis are eliminated.

AVERY simple sidecar construction,

unconventional in chassis design,

springing, and couplings, has been
evolved by S. T. Robson, Ltd., of 275-

277, Coventry Road, Birmingham.
The main frame of the chassis is a

truncated triangle (with rounded corners)

made of channel steel in one piece, the

ends being welded together. To this

member the axle tube, front cross-bar,

and front connection tube, are attached
by U bolts or similar clips.

Swinging on the a.xle

and cross member are

bell cranks, tied to-

gether at their lower
extremities by flat steel

connecting links. The
upper ends of the
cranks carry the bearer
bars for the body, and
the motion is controlled

by long tension springs,

which have screw ad-
justments to their an-

chorages. It will thus
be seen that the body
is parallel with the

Liffhtness and simplicity in

sidecar construction.

Steel plate connections tor the Robson
Bkidecar ; tliey embrace two of the

, motor
Ecycle frame tubes in each case.

grouiid throughout the
range of its springing
movement, unlike the usual sidecar body,
which is usually pivoted (more or less

flexibly) at the forward end.

Three points of attachment are pro-

vided, and the frame clips on the motor
cycle are built up of sheet steel,, and two
of them are so arranged as to grip two
tubes. A wide range of adjustment is

provided by the clips, and it is note-

worthy that the attachment of the side-

One-piece channel steel chassis ot the Robson sidecar, showing

the parallel link motion coil springing.

car axle to the back stays of the motor
cycle is a trailing universal joint, which
allows a-certain amount of flexibility.

Almost any type of flat-bottomed body
may be fitted on to this chassis ; and,

owing to the fact that the springing is

entirely underneath the floorboards, the
width of the chassis is kept within
reasonable limits without cramping the
body room.

A 75 1b. LIGHTWEIGHT.
The 142 c.c. Adas, with Singie-spead Countershaft, selling at £31 10s.

THE aim of the Aston ;Motor and
Engineering Co,. Ltd., Witton Lane,
Aston, Birmingham, in producing

the Atlas lightweight was, frankly, to

make a runabout suitable for short

business or pleasuixj journeys where a

pedal cycle would otherwise be used.

Intercbnnected hand and foot brakes arc fitted

This has been most successfully accom-

plished, and the resultant machine, with

its sturdy, compactj and clean lines,

immediately strikes one as being capable

of doing even more than the manufac-
turers claim. It will be sold at £31 10s.,

and should be both economical and handy.

Of the usual three-port type, the two-
stroke engine has a bore and stroke of

55x60 mm. (142.5 c.c). Plain bearings
are fitted, except to the inside of the

mainshaft, which is mounted on a

Hoffmann race, and the flywheel is of

sufficiently large diameter. A double
sprocket is fitted,, which drives both the

magneto and the countershaft, the chains
being protected by a single cover,

and lubricated by surplus oil from
the release valve. The
countershaft runs on
ball bearings.

Brakework has been
carefully and ingeni-

ously carried out. Both
shoes operate on the

belt rim. The foot

brake is heel-operated,

and the hand brake by
cable from the handle-
bar, which, when suffi-

cient pressure is used,
connects up both shoes.

Thus a very gradual
and sure pull-up may
be effected by the in-

verted hand lever.

Lubrication is by petroil, and a fuel
consumption of 240 miles per gallon has
been obtained. Well-known components
are used for carburation, ignition, etc.,

and the mudguarding (4^in. guards) is

well carried out.

Altogether, the Atlas is one of the
most promising nltra-lightweights we
have encountered, and at the low price
at which it is offered excellent prospects
should lie before it.

Although weighing only 7i lb., the Atlas hgtitweight is an exact
miniature of much larger and more powerful machines.

SILENCING WITHOUT l6sS OF POWER.
SOME remarkable claims are made tor

the Carb-jector silencer, and un-

doubtedly the device is an excellent

solution of the problem of noise reduction

*ithout loss o£ power. At least one well-

known machine (the Velocette) will be
fitted with it as standard for next year.

As the name implies, an ejector action

is used. RefeiTing to the sectional dia-

gram, the w-aste gases entering the silencer

are split up. Some strike the diaphragm

and rush down the ever-widening outside stream, however, continues down the
spiral passage, being cooled, expanded, narrow central passage, which at its
and stabilised in the process. A thin nozzle acts as an ejector for tfee gases,

leaving the spiral portion. Such is the
theory of the device.

In practice it most efficiently silences
the exhaust note, causes no more back
pressure than an open pipe, and ejects the
gases in a semi-cold state.

The makers are Bridgehead, Ltd.,
Bankhey Works, Blackpool.

CI7

Sectional diagram of the Carb-jector

silencer. The gases enter at the left-hand

<;ide in this drawing.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions shouid be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,
'

'

20, Tudor Street, London, £,C.4, and whether intended for publication or not musl be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy lor ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of th? envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of *'The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

EFFEfcT OP LIGHTER PISTON.
Concerning the balance of my^ engine, a 1911 3i h.p. T.T.

^ Triumph, I sent for a new cylin-
-iJ der piston and connecting rod,

and, after assembling and having
a trial on the road, I find there

is much more vibration now than there
was before. I have taken the engine
down again, and, on weighing the old
piston and rod and the new piston and
connecting rod, I find that the new
piston and connecting rod are 4|- omices
lighter than the old ones. I wrote to

the makers, and told them of the differ-

ence in weight, and they advised me
to remove four leads from the fly-

wheels, but I am still in doubt as to

what part of the flywheels from which
to remove them.—A.S.

Take the lead from the flywheels on the
.sides opposite the crank pin ; remove an
equal quantity from each, wheel.

EFFECT OF WEIGHT INCREASE ON
TAXATION.

I own a lightweight motor
cycle, the weight of which is

registered as 130 lb. My present
tax is 30s., and I have to re-

declare the machine prior to

renewal of licence; but, having fitted

an Albion gear box and various other
parts, the weight must now consider-
ably exceed 130 lb. What is the maxi-
mum weight allowed on present assess-

ment?—H.H.B.
If the weight of the machine does not
exceed 200 lb., the tax will be 30s.

OVERHEATING WITHOUT APPARENT
CAUSE.

After recently taking down my
1920 Villiers two-stroke engine
for decarbonising, I now find

that it gets hotter in half a mile
than it previously did in twenty

miles. ,It overheats very quickly.
Firing is in order with points just
opening when piston is at top dead
centre, spark lever in retarded posi-

tion. I can find no air leaks in crank
case or carburetter and plug, and com-
pression is good; petrol pipe, jet, etc.,

are quite clear. No alterations what-
ever have been made, except to replace
crank case washer with one which was
a trifle thinner. Petroil system -of
lubrication has always been used with
engine with the best of results. The
engine has not lost power, through over-
heating.—H.J.W.

If the power remains as before, and if

the fuel consumption is no worse than

CIS

formerly, the hotter running of the en-

gine may be disregarded. From your
description everything appears to be in

good order mechanically, and, therefore,

it is impossible to deduce a reason for

tlie difference in running.

A WIND WAGGON.
(1.) Will a 4 h.p. (595 c.c.)

"^i ' Douglas flat twin engine give

> sufficient power to propel a two-
-IJ seated wind waggon? j2.) What

size of four-bladed propeller would
be most suitable for this size of engine?

(3.) In order to diminish the size of the

propeller, would not one with five or

more blades be practicable? (4.) Is

aluminium a suitable material tor a pro-

peller? ^5.) Of what pattern are the

bearings of 700x100 mm. acropiane
wheels? (6.) When a tyre is stated

to be a 700x100 mm. size, does this

mean the actual wheel diameter, or the
diameter of the tyre at the tread? (7.)

Is duralumin a patented material, and
can you tell me of a firm that makes it ?

(8.) How does the above metal compare
in price with aluminium? (9.) How
much are wind waggons taxed? (10.)

Must a petrol tank be above an engine
to feed the carburetter? If the tank
were below the engine, would not the

ISmportant ~S>aHs.
Mon., Dec 26lh, Tues., Dec. 27th—

M.C.C. London-Exeter-London Trial.

Sal., Dec. 3Isl—N.-W. London M C.C.
Twelve Hours Open Winter Trial.

Fri., Jan. 27lh, to Sal., Feb 4lh, 1922—
Scottish Car and IVTolor Cycle Show.

Sun, Mar 5th, 1922—Argenteuil Hill-

climb (France).

Mon., Mar. 6th, 1922—La Turbie Hill-

climb (Nice).

Wed., Mar. 15lh—A.C.U. One-day Trial
for Stock Machines.

Thurs., Mar. 23rd—East Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial,

Sat., April lsl-;-Weslem Centre A.C.U.—
Open Hill-climb*

Sat., April 8lh—B.M.CJl.C, Members'
MeetiniT at Brooklahds,

Fri., April I4lh, and Sal., April 15th—
M.C.C, London-Lands End Run.

Sal, April 22nd—N.-Easlern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Men., May Isl, to Sal., May 6th—Scottish

Six Days Reliability Trials.

Sat., May 13lh—Northern Centre A.C U.
Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., May 20th—S.-Weslem Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

engine suction feed the carbm'etter?

(11.) I propose making the chassis of

2i X 2iin. ash wood. Is this strong

enough?—A.W.S.H.

(1.) It is very doubtful if such a small engine

would answer the purpose except on level

roads. (2.) A four-bladed propeller would

be most suitable. (3.) No. (4.) Wood
niade up in several laminations is the only

satisfactory material. (5.) Plain bushes.

(6.) The figures given are the tyre dimen-

sions, not the size of the wheel rim. (7.)

Yes; Vickers, Limited, Broadway, West-

minster, S.W.I. (8.) We have not the

prices before us in very small quantities;

the cost would probably be prohibitive.

(9.) As all other four-wheeled motor cars,

on the R.A.C. rating of the engine. (10.)

If the petrol tank is below the carburetter,

you must use either a pressure feed system

or a vacuum feed such as the Autovac.

(11.) There is no need to use .square

wood for your chassis. 2^xliin. shoul

be sufficient for the side members.

BLOWBACK THROUGH CARBURETTER.
My 1914 6 h.p. Rex pulls well,

VZZ\ and everything seems in order;
^ % but on the road a vapour continu-

-LJ ally blows out from the carbu-

retter. I can only do about 30

m.p.g.—C.S.

You do not give sufficient details,

but we imagine that the trouble is

chiefly due to the inlet valve springs

being weak. Renew these with stronger

ones, and also make quite sure that the

exhaust valves are not closing too early.

Early closing of the exhaust valves may
be due, of course, to worn timing gear,

or more likely to excessive clearance at

the exhaust valve tappets.

nULL-PLATING CYLINDERS.
Can you tell me where I can

"ZJi get a Triumph cylinder plated,

^ as the Indian people used to

_LI finish their cylinders? This

finish has always appealed to me,

but I do not know whether it is done

with success over here, and should,

therefore, be much obliged if you could

say who would do this. Is it really _»

lasting finish, and what is the approxi-

mate cost? My doubts as to its real

value are strengthened by the fact that

so very few engines are so treated.

—

H.G.K.
Almost any electro-plater should be able

to plate your cylinder if you wish ta^

have it done, but w© cannot give yo^

any idea as to the cost. Apart froif

appearance, there is no advantage.
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SIDECAR FOR A TWO-SPEED "31.-

r possess a 1918 model P. and
M. motor cycle, to which I desire

to attach a touring model sidecar,

and should like your advice.—

F.W.B.-N.
Any standard sidecar not exceeding

110 lb. in weight should suit your machine.

With the comparatively small power and

small choice of gear ratios available, you
must appreciate that the machine should

not be overloaded. Probably your best

plan would be to obtain the standard

sidecar produced by the makers oJ the

machine, as there would then be no diffi-

culty in fitting, all the connections being

made to suit the sidecar lugs on the motor
cycle frame.

PEKFORMANCK OF SINGLE AND TWIN.
Reverting to the lecture on

" Comparative Motor Cycle Per-

formances," reported in 27ie

Motor Oijcle some little time ago,

and as an absolute novice in all

things appertaining to . motor' cycles, I

may have misread what the lecturer

purported to illustrate ; but regarding

the performances of a 6 h.p. twin and
a 4^ h.p. single my summary of the two
machines is as follows : 6 h.p. Twin
Sidecar.—Maximum speed, 453 m.p.h. ;

top gear, climbs 1 in 14; second,

1 in 8; -and third, 1 in 4. 4^ h.p.

Single Sidecar.—Maximum speed, 43
m.p.h.; top gear, climbs 1 in 12^;
second, 1 in 6 ; third, 1 in 3. To my
mind, except for a trifle in speed, the

4^ h.p. single is the superior for all-

round work. What then are the
advantages claimed for a twin? One
would have thought that an extra 2 h.p.

4»juld have made the twin much taster

and a better climber. I am contem-
plating purchasing a motor cycle, but
these comparisons bother me, especially

when there is such a difference in price

without apparently any gain in perform-
ance between the twin and the singlj.

One more query. Is there a " best
speed " at which, say, any single, with
sidecar, should be driven? The maxi-
mum as given above is 43 ra.p.h. ; but
no ordinary driver wants that, neither
under ordinary touring conditions does
he want the machine to be "slacking."
There must be a speed at which every-
thing is working in harmony

; pull-
ing sweetly without undue strain and
with a minimum of wwr and tear and
so on. Will you enlighten me upon
these points ?

—

Alverstone.
Your figures are approximately correjt,

but it. is not right to say that the per-
formance of the two machines is in e\-ery

way equal. In the example you quote,
,
the 6 h.p. outfit weighed 170 lb. more
than the 4^ h.p. machnie, and this e.xtra

weight is made up by using a much
larger sidecar and detachable wheob,
larger tyres, and similar refinements.
Even if the maximum speed and climbing
ability of the twin is no better than that
of the single, there are other advantages,
such as, smooth torque, and also the possi-
bility of maintaining a higher average
speed owing to the smoother running of
the twin engine. The "most comfort-
able" speed of the average single is

probably about 22-25 m.p.h^ (with side-
car) ; while the twni may be driven
almost indefinitely at 30 'm.p.h. without
any feeliiig of overdriving the engine.

SLUGGISH RUNNING AFTER REPLACING
ENGINE PARTS '

I

A 1918 2| h.p. Douglas, recently

^Tl purchased, was a very fast

<^ machine, capable of taking any
-LJ hill up to 1 in 12 on top ; but at

speeds exceeding 25 m.p.h. the

vibration was bad. This gave me the

impression that the big ends were loose,

and, after examination, I found that the

crank pins were badly oval. I decided

to get a new crankshaft (and, incident-

ally, to get twin piston rings.) Every-

thing conceivable has been done to get

the engine in perfect trim. Now,
though there is no vibration in running,

the machine behaves in a most disappoint-

ing manner. It is extremely slow in

acceleration, and, unless given a, good
start, will hardly go up a small incline

on top gear; and as for speed, 25 m.p.h.

is the maximum. The compression is

^good, and the magneto is a new C.A.V.
The timing seems correct, the points

just opening over the top centre. The
new crankshaft was fitted recently, and
the distance covered since about 150

miles. The bearings seem free, without
excessive play.—D.F.

It would appear that in reassembling your
engine either the valve or ignition timing

has been erected wrongly. The valve

timing can be checked by the marks on
the gear wheels, and the ignition timing
should be set so that the magneto points

are just breaking with the control lever

two-thirds retarded and the piston on top

dead centre. The new piston rings may
take 200 or 300 miles to " run in," and
until that distance has been travelled the

engine may run a little stiff.

SIDECAR OR THREE-WHEELER.
On reading "Three-wheeler's"

^Tl recent letter to pot.antial cycle" carists, I was rather surprised at

_lJ some of his remarks. I was
thinking of something in that

line myself, but, being a family man,
and not over blessed with riches, I

want to know a few little points defi-

nitely before making a change. My
presont outfit, a 4^ h.p. single, takes

my wife, self, and two children any-
where, but it lacks comfort, and we
are unable to converse with ease while

running. Now what I want to know
is : (1.) Why will not a three-wheeler

carry more than two? (2.) Where does

the extra insurance and tax come inV

(Garage would make no difference to

me.) (3.) Why is depreciation so high?

(4.) Why car charges for repairs, over-

hauls, accessories, and spares?

—

Can-

nock Chase.

(1.) It is usually rather difficult to

arrange for increased seating capacity on

a three-wheeler, although it is not im-

possible, and in some cases even is stan-

dardised. (2.) Three-wheelers usually

have larger engines than the average

mediumweight motor cycle with sidecar,

and in consequence a higher insurance

premium is generally demanded; the tax

is the same as on a sidecar outfit of simi-

lar weight. (3.) The depreciation on a

modern three-wheeler need be no more
than that on a sidecar outfit of similar

value. (4.) In many cases repair charges,

etc., and garage fees when on tour, are

higher for the three-wheeler than for a

motor cycle and sidecar, but this is not

invariably the case.

DISMANTLING ZENITH-JAP ENGINE.
My machine is a 1914 3^ h.p.

single Zenith, with J. A.P. engine,

and I wish to rebush the main
bearings and connecting rod. I

have the engine down as far as

the inside half of the engine pulley and
the timing pinion on the crankshaft.

As for the pulley, it refuses to come
away, even after holding the crank case

up by the pulley and striking the shaft

on end with a hammer. (1.) On the

inside half of the pulley there is fitted

a loose ring on the ball bearings. Is

this ring part of the flange, and is there

any other fixing besides the square

shaft for holding the pulley? (2.)

How is the timing pinion fi-xed ?—R.C.

(1.) The inner flange of the Zenith
variable pulley is pressed on to the

squared part of the main shaft. The
loose ring at the bottom of the pulley has
nothing to do with the fixing. These
flanges are very easily broken if roughly
handled when removing, and you should
obtain the use of a pulley drawer. (2.)

The timing pinion is screwed on to the

shaft with a left-hand thread.

An Argson invalid tricycle (which has an engine of only 170 c.c. capacity), taking two up
the 1 in 7 gradient of Fitzjohn's Avenue, Hampstead, London, N.W
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Price Reductions.

The prices of lubricating oils marketed
IjV" Shell-jMex, Ltd., have been reduced

;

while the ' compression puncture-proof
lubes sold by Bramco, Ltd., of Coventry,
are also the subject of a 10% drop.

Plv^ Popularity.

Some painstaking individual counted
all the sparking plugs fitted on the
machines exhibited at Olympia, and his

figures indicate that quite 62% were of

Lodge manufacture, the balance being
divided over fifteen other makes.

American Speed Championships.

It is a somewhat remarkable coin-

cidence that, in addition to recently
carrying off the 1,000 c.c. Brooklands
Championship, , the Harley - Davidson
should also be successful in winning all

the American national championships.
The rider in the latter case, over the one
to fifty miles distances, was Fred Ludlow,
his best average speed being 81.8 m.p.h.
(for the mile).

Two Useful Handbooks.
" Hardening and Tempering of Engi-

neers' Tools" {9d., Percival jfarshall and
Co., Ltd., 66, Farringdon Street, London,
E.G. 4). The tempering of lathe and other
tools used in the motor cyclist's garage is

an exceedingly useful accomplishment, and
full instructions as to the methods em-
ployed are given in a simple and practical

manner. " The French Polisher's Hand-
book " (2s., from the same publishers).

Of little application to motor cyclists, this

book will appeal, nevertheless, to the
handy man.

Lighting-up Tables.

Some time ago H. Taylor and Co.,
Ltd., 52, Sussex Place, South Kensing-
ton, London, S.W., announced the fact

that they would send their 1922 light-

ing-up table to any reader of Tlie Motor
Cycle who required one, and in conse-
quence their stock has been completely
exhausted ; it wiU be replenished shortly,
however, so that all applicants will

receive the table in due course.

Found on the Road.
On the 20th of last month Mr. J. A.

Check, of Linden Lodge, Bolingbroke
Grove, S.W.ll, found part of a P. and
M. gear change control, between Leather-
head and Guildford.

" XF 1455" writes to say that he
deposited at the Maidenhead Police Sta-
tion seven tools wrapped in a rag, which
were seen to drop from the toolkit of a
motor cyclist who was crossing Maiden-
head Bridge at two o'clock on November
19th.

A toolbag, which the owner may have
on forwarding full particulars, was found
between Kingston and Thames Ditton on
December 4th by Mr. H. K. Craig, 83,
East Hill, Wandsworth, S.W.18.

Sidecar Outfits for Nothing!

Last week we illustrated a miniature
model Norton sidecar outfit, which was
much in evidence at the Olympia Show.
These models, printed on sheets of card-
board and marked for cutting out and
gumming together, are to be obtained
from Norton Motors, Ltd., Bracebridge
Street, Birmingham, no charge being
made, and they are forwarded post
free.

To Improve Physigue.

It is perhaps not generally known that
the famous spring house of Terry and
Sons, Ltd., of Redditch, is not confined
ejitirely to the motor and cycle trade.
Almost anything in which springs figure
is produced, and not the least impor-
tant line is a range of exercisers for
physical culturists. In this connection
the firm is running a competition at the
present time, and anyone interested
should apply for particulars.

DECEMBER 13th, ig^i.

Catalogues Received.

B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., Small Heath, Bir-
mingham : A useful list of spare parts
with illustrations and prices, which
should' b© of great value to the owners
of 1921 ^ h.p. B.S.A. single-cyliiider
machines (models H2 and K2). It can
be obtained post free on application.

Thompson Bros. (Bilston), Ltd., Brad-
ley Engineering Works, Bilston, Staffs. :

A list describing the air and water-cooled
models of the T.B. runabout, including
a spare parts list and full information
concerning the chassis, sub-frame, steer-
ing gear, engine unit, and wheels. An
excellent lubrication chai't of the chassis
is appended.

W. Montgomery and Co., Ltd.,
Leicester Causeway, Coventry : All types
of touring sidecars made by this firm are
dealt with in the latest catalogue, which
also describes the patent pattern Bo-peep
windscreen and a tradesman's carrier
sidecar.

Wulfruna Engineering Co;, Ltd.,
Brickkiln Street, Wolverhampton ; Full
details of the 2J h.p. Blackburne-engined-
model, the 2^ h.p. fitted with the two- .

stroke Mark IV. Villiers engine, the 2|
h.p. with the 293 c.c. J.A.P. engineV and
the 4s h.p. Blackburne-engined model.

Brampton Bros., Ltd., Oliver Street
Works, Birmingham : A leaflet listing the
dimensions (in accordance with the

.

standards of the British • Chain Manufac- .

turers' Association) of four new types of
motor cycle chains capable of withstand-
ing high speeds and stresses.

Dunhills, Ltd., 359-361, Euston Road,
London, N.W.I : Listing all their prin-
cijjal 1922 models, including not only the-

triangular chassis but a rectangular chassis
with two different types of bodies. In
addition, a catalogue of DunhiU's side-

car chassis components and fittings, such
a.s mudguards, wheels, springs, connec- -

tions, lugs, and hubs, is issued.

Trump Motors, Ltd., Foxlake 'Works,
Byfleet, Surrey : A folder describhig the
three models of Trump-Jap machines, the

2J h.p. model A with sloping top. tube,
the 3^-4 h.p. sports model shown stripped
for racing, and the 6-8 h.p. aU-chain drive
speed model. ;_- .

,

IN> CEYLON. One of the most enthusiastic clubs in the East' is the Ceylon M.C.C.
Recently it held a twelve-hour reliability trial over a strenuous course, which included some
fairly severe hill-climbing. The challenge cup offered for the best performance by a team was
won by the riders of the Indian machines depicted.

EXPERIENCES WANTED; .

Readers' re-plies to questiotii ptthlished
under tills heading should be sentrto the
Editor, " The Motor Gych," Hertford
Street, Coventry, when they will be for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.

"R.H.H." (Comrie).—Binks or Degbry
carburetter on 4 h.p. Coulson-B :' Fle.xi-j,

bility, speed, consumption, and acceleral
tion.

"A.W.L." (Hornsey, N.).—Any light-^

weight sidecar fitted to a 3^ h.p. Rudgei
Multi : Speed, climbing, consumption, etcj

"F.G.W." (London, S.E.18).—Quad-^
lant sidecar outfit : Consumption, speed,!

reliabOity,, comparisons with other siiigle-jj

cylinder machines.

"A.C.T." (Walsall). — Scott ant
A.B.C. : Reliability, consumption, powel''

for light sidecar, renewals and replace-J
ments in 10,000 miles riding, gears, etc.l

" J.T.W." (Eccles).—Bowden air inlet

on Triumph carburetter : How fitted,!

and effect on carburation and m.p.g.
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The following remarkable records have recently
been made by users of '*K.L.G.*' Plugs :

On November 17th, 1921, at Brooklands, H. Le VAGK,
riding a 7 h.p. INDIAN Motocycle, secured new
British Records.

Flying Kilo 107-55 m.p.h.
Flying Mile - - - - - 102 27 m.p.h.

Major F. B. HALFORD broke the following British

and World's Records, on a 3| h.p. O.H.V. TRIUMPH,
Glass G.—500 c.c.

BRITISH
1 Mile (Flying) -

5 Mile (Flying) -

10 Mile (Flying)

-

WORLD'S
1 Mile (Flying) -

50 Mile (Flying)

-

1 Hour (Flying) -

RECORDS.
- Speed 87-80 m.p.h.
- Speed 81.78 m.p.h.
- Speed 80-09 m.p.h.

RECORDS.
- Speed 83-91 m.p.h.
- Speed 77-27 m.p.h.
- Speed 76*74 m.p.h.

Mr. H. H. BOWEN at Brooklands, on November 24th,

1921, riding a 6 h.p. MARTINSYDE, secured the

following, 750 c.c. ' Glass

—

One Hour Record - 77*58 miles in one hour.

I
38 mins. 33*2 sees.

50 Miles Record
Speed, 77-8I m.p.h.

''All were available — K.L.G' were chosen^

THE ROBINHOOD ENGINEERING WORKS, LIMITED,
PUTNEY VALE, S.W.I 5.

Telephone: Putney 2132, 2! 33. Telegrams: "Kaelgee, Phone, London,'

In answerinr/ l/iix ad icrli.semcnt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.
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A set of 5, to keep
memory alive.
A Terry high - grade

Spanner Set, plated finish,

in leather case, would be
very timely, and much
appreciated. 8/6 per set.
Order now from your Aeent.

Be a good Santa
Claus to your motor m
cycling friend. Give r i

him one of the
[ )

TERRY
Floating Saddles

Put him on to the finest
piece of comfort and
luxury open to the motor
cycUst to-day. You know
how the springs take the
stings out of motor cj-cle

riding.

Order from your Agent
to-day. Send us address
of your friend — tell us
whether to send a light-
weight or heayy'-weight
model, and his body
weight—and we will de-
spatch direct to him.

Price 63/- each.
From Tour Agent.

Herbekt Teeey & Sons, Ltd.
Manufacturers, Redditch, Eng. -

Est. 1855.

Have oil and petrol squirts

close to hand. Clip them
to the frame. Save time
opening and closing tool

bag. Very best quality.

4/ - each, from your Agent.
Reg. JS'o 66o,20j.

Terry's Wristlet Watch Spring.
Neat, iovel, secure, and very
durable. Nickel

plated
Men's wide 9d.
Lady's narrow 6d.

Gilt or
Silvered.

1/- each
9d. each

From Jewellers, Fancy Goods Dealers &c

Make your own tool racks,
pipe or rubber stamp
racks, billiard cue racks,
etc. Tool rack clips, 3/-
dozen, complete with
screws. From your Agent.
Name Terry is starhped
on each clip.

622 In

A useful little gift

would be a set of
Terry's liigh-grade Tyre Levers
in cardboard case. Motor cycle
size, 1/3 per set of 3. From
your Agent.

answering these advertisements it Is desirable to mention

THE REVELATIONS
OF THE TRIALS
The wonderful successes in the recent A.C.U. SIX DAYS

TRIALS of the NEW ROVER and CONNAUGHT Teams
again brings to the notice the benefits to be derived from the

"BONNIKSEN." All these machines were fitted with this

type of Speedometer, and the general opinion of the riders

emphasises the assistance derived from the use of the

Instrument, as the following extract from a letter will show :

"All Connauglit riders fitted a Bonnlksen Speedometer and
found them very satisfactory. My personal views on them
are that they leave nothing to be desired. They helped me
very much in keeping to scheduled times, and I relied wholly
and solely on them for the speed test at Brooklands."

PRICES:

MOTORCYCLETYPE
Trip. Non-Trip.

£5 5 £4 15

Rear Drives for American
machines. 10/- extra,

CAR & CYCLE CAR
TYPE.

Trip.

£7
Non-Trip.
£6 10

Send for lUnsiraled Booklet. -^^

= ROTHERHAM & SONS, LTD., COVENTRY, i
:

—

Telephones : 752 and 753. Telegrams :
" Rotherhams, Coveniry.' 1^

fr:

'The Motor Cycle."
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Over 50% of the

Machines exhibited

on Manufacturers'

Stands at the recent

Motor Cycle Show
at Olympia were
fitted with "M-L"
AllBritishMagnetos

Ail eiiTiiirles and consspaiidence ri'
lalUig to overseas trade, and to all
retail and trade bu^ineSBin this cmnitr 1

I0 be a4dressed to Messrs. S. Swr h
db Sons (M A.). Ltd.. Central Woikn.
Crick etcood. London. N.W.2. Sole
lilaJiers: Th'i M-L Magneto Sy d./Lfd.
Coventry, to wliam all enquiries fr^'Vi

viaimfoctiirers sfioul-t te sent

^he '^alli of the Show.

"WHAT IT DOES and WHY IT DOES IT"
IS A BOOK THAT TELLS ALL ABOUT THE COX "ATMOS" SINGLE LEVER
CARBURETTER WHICH MANY MANUFACTURERS ARE FITTING AS STANDARD
FOR 1922, A COPY WILL BE SENT FREE OF CHARGE UPON APPLICATION,
AND EVERY MOTOR CYCLIST SHOULD OBTAIN ONE. WHEN YOU SEE A FIRM
FITTING THE COX "ATMOS "—A £4 10 CARBURETTER-YOU MAY CONCLUDE
THAT THEY ARE PUTTING QUALITY AND EFFICIENCY BEFORE PRICE.

Cox Carburetters, Ltd.,
Lower Essex Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

In anawerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyclt." 817
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OnEO^
Utility, Omegas are primarily designed for utility purposes—
to suit the rider who wants a three-hundred and sixty-five days
a year worker—requiring little more attention than just filling

up with petrol and oil. Though' Omegas most admirably fulfil

that requirement, there's nothing of the cart horse about them—
except in strength. Omegas are speedy, tractable, good to look
upon, good to look into, and ever ready. That's the reason of
Omega popularity. On present day prices better value is a
sheer impossibility.

W. J. GREEN, LTD.,
.. .

, , ., „ Omega Works, COVENTRY
'M machine for every rider.

London : Bartletls. 92, Gl. Portland St., W. I

Birmins^am; GousVb, 183a, Broad Street

VERUS AND SIRRAH
A CHOICE OF MODELS
With either Verus, Blackburne, or J.A.P. Engines.

To Suit Every Requirement.

SOLO OR SIDECAR COMBINATION.
Prices from £38 to £135.

Write for Lists, and Names of nearest Agents.

ALFRED WISEMAN, Ltd., Glover St., Birmingham
Telegrams—" Verus, Birmingham." Telephones—Victoria 560 and 561.

Bi8 In answermq these adcertiseinents it is desirable to mention "The Motor Oycle.

M
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraplis of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable_^—---55"

to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^-—*—

'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All adverciSB nants m tnis section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue- Adver-
tisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue or that are crowded out will automatically

be inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

qaote the number which is printed at the end of

eich advertisement, and the date of the issue

[d which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

)r printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For ttie coQveiiience of advertisers, letters may be

iddressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Oifice.

iVheu tliis is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol

egistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
;o tite advertisement charge, which must include the

vords Do.'i 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
?iU appear in the advertisement. ^11 replies should be

iddressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudoi' Street,

;J,C.4. Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are

oarmd against sending remittance through the post except in

egistered envelopes ; in all sxtch cases tJie use of the Deposit

'ivstem is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

marked "Deposit Department.'"

In the case ot motor cycles offered for sale under a box

number, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

leiog inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

acilltate business by embodying In their advertisements

ome mention of the district in which the machine
Iffered may be seen and tried.

!

3»*- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
;
Persons who liesitate to send niouey to unknown persons

laay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
)eposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
lotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

,
oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

mount to tHe seller, but,' if not, we return the amount
,0 the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
n the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
I'he seller takes the risk of damage in transjt. For oil

ransactions up to fxo, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on
iransactions over £10 and under £$0. the fee is 2/6 ; over

j50 and under £75. 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6;
lad on all transactions over £100, ^%. All deposit
latters are dealt with at 20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4,

Ind cheques and money orders should be made payable to

lliffe & Sons Limited-

I

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
lidication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

lie Deposit System, Other advertisers may be equally

jesirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

!
SPECIAL NOTE.

i Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
IDSffer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

lence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
jlready been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so

;iany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

jacb one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

1020 A.B.C., fitted P.R.S. head lamo and D.A. rylin-
!*-«^ der; TOgns. ; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St.,
3outLport. [2077

WHEN YOU

IT

ODFREYS

OOD

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF THE FOLLOWING
1922 IVIODSLS:

A.J.S.. B.S.A., INDIAN, LEVIS, MASSEY-ARRAN,
NEW IMPERIAL RUDGE, TRIUMPH, SCOTT,

ZENITH.

SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW
AND UNUSED 1921 MODELS.

SOLO MACHINES.
INViCTA, 2« n.p £42
LEVIS, 2} h p., Popular Model £42
LEVIS, 2l h.p., T.T. Model £49
ROYAL RUaV, 2jb.p Sports, 2-speed £62
COULSON-S, zj b.p., 2-specd £70
ARIEL, 3l h.p.. 3-speed,kick-sUrt £82
COV.-EAGLE, 3* h.p., 3-speed, kick-start .

.

£79
INVICTA, 3i h.p., 3-speed, kick-start £79
B.S.A., 4i h.p., Model H, chain drive £89
MASSEY-ARRAN, 2-speed, 2i b.p.. Sports .

.

£70
COV.-EAGLE, 2-speed, 2j h.p., Sports £64

COMBINATIONS.
INDIAN SCOUT, 4 h.p £135
COV.-EAGLE, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed £120
MATCHLESS, Model H, dynamo £176
MATCHLESS Family Comliination £160
INVICTA, 3I h.p., Millford sidecar £100

CVf^UAMCCC We shall be pleased toCAUnMnUCO. have an opporiunity

to quote an exchange price for your present mount.

GRADUAL PAYMENTS.
We add only 4 per cent, to the cost price. One
quarter down and the balance in 12 equal monthly
instalments

B.'^.A. S-^ABES 1

INDIAN spares! Always obtainable

LEVIS SPARES
f

at GODFREYS
SCOTT SPARES J

GODFREYS LTD.,
208, Gt. Portland St., London, W1.

'Phone—Langham 1300 (2 lines).

IMPORTANT IJOTICE.
Owing to the Christmas Holidays,

the Issue of "The Motor- Cycle"
for- December 29th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.
Insertion of Miscellaneous Adver-
tisements in that issue can only
be guaranteed if in our hands by
first post, Wednesday Deo. 21st.

19

-I Q21 Ace,

St.,

soiled,

TT.l.

1 Q21 2'«h.p. A.J.S., new but slightly
J~*y £82.—Cross, Agent, Rotlierham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. ,

A. B.C.
(Dec.) A.B.C. Special Model, exceptionally fast,
owner A.B.C. expert, mileage 2,000; £66.-24,

Cottage Grove, Surbitou. [2187

A.B.C. 1920 Combination, standard cbassis, dynfimo
lighting, Cowey trip speedometer, horn, insninn/e

till April, 1922, spares; £110.-23. South Norwood Hill,

S.E.25. 11870

1 Q21 A.B.C, mileage aboat 2,000, lamps, horn,
-^*y spares, etc., in perfect condition; £85, or ex-
change 16H Norton, cash adjustment.—192, White-
acre Kd., Ashton-under-Lyne. [X3647

A.B.C, 1920, practically brand new. only done 600
miles, Lucas dynamo lighting. T.T. bars, electric

horn, speedometer, specially tuned up and excep-
tionally hot; cost £165, sell £82. a gift.—Winterdyne,
11. Russell Rd., Hall Green, Birmingham. [X3222

Ace.
standard or electric, brand new, hut shop-

at yery low prices.—14, Gt. Marlborough
[1855

A.J.S.

CROSS. Kotherham, can give early delivery of al!

model A.J.S. 's at list prices. [X3746

shop-soiled;
[X3720

22 A.J.S.—Early delivery of any model from the

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[2224

A.J S. Combination, as new, all accessories, guaran-

teed perfect; £135.-179, Torridon Rd., Catford.

.J.S.—Quickest deliveries all models.—Merricli's

Stores, Listerhills Ed., Bradford. Tel.: 2439.
[1163

J.S. at Brixton.—1922 models for early -delivery.

cash or exchange.—Daw, A.J.S. Agent, 114,

Brixton Hill. [2095

14 A.J.S, Combination, 2-speed, clutch, all chain.

perfect running order; first offer £57 secures.—

Midwinter, Three Tuns, Hanley. [2278

A.J.S. Combination, dynamo ligllting, spare wheel,

speedometer, hood, screen, thorougiily overhauled;

f140.—KatcliSe Bros., 200, Gt; Portland St.. W.l. [21V4

31h p AJ.S., 1916 3-speed touring model, fullv

4 equipped, speedometer, numerous spares, carefully

kept- £50; appointment.-Gossling, 341, Norwich Ed^
Ipswich. LIS™

0-CH. give you good A.J.S. service; cash, ex-

chau'^e or deferred pavments; sound second-hand

machines in stock.-5, Heath St.. Hampstead (necr

Tube). tl941

-|O20 A.J.S. Combination, perfect, only done 2,500

XJ/ miles tvres unpuuctured, lamps, horn, hcod,

screen spare wheel: £125.—Storey, Malvern Villas, High
Town, Congleton. [X3683

JS 1919 (late) Combination, spare wheel, side

screen, Tan-Sad, fully eQuipped, mechanically per-

fect, appearance e.xCellent, insured next July; £125.—

Burrows, Marconi Station, Carnarvon. [S3646

AJS 2?ih.p., 1916, 3-speed, hand clutch, kick

start, lamps, speedometer, good tyres, tools,

condition Al ;
price £50, or offcrs.-B.P. Garage,

40, Murray Mews, Murray St., Camden Town, N-W.

22 A.J.S. Lightweights, 2%lh.p. All models can be

supplied from stoc/k. Book your orders now and

save disappointment. Official agents for this famoris

lightweight -F. E. WoOlten, Ltd., High St., Oxford.

•Phone: 308. [1967

20 A.J.S. Combination, May. spare wheels, screen,

Cowey. acetylene. Ace aluminium discs, Tan-

Sad excellent condition, fully insured June, 1922;

£140; close offer.—Abbotsford, Chosenway, - Huccle-

cote, Gloucester.
^

[2289

A.J.S. 1921 Model 7h.p. Twin Combination, in per-

fect condition, privately owned and hardly used,

including hood, screen for sidecar, luggage carrier and
complete set of lamps ; any reasonable trial : offered for

Quick sale, £140.—Fryer, Leominster. [1818

19^

^.j

A--

A--
Brix

19^

F'

A-^

19^

19=

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (I^.
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A -JS^ Spaiea.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8
St., Ealing:.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S. I

1Q20 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel.' Lucfls
-«-*' dynnmo lighting' find horn, Best and Lloyd me-
ehfinical mitomntic oil lumip, Degory carburetter, Bon-
nik^sen epeedonieter, fnlly in^nred till March, original
tyres: cost £250. pdoe £150.-143, Holden Ed., Wood-
E:de Park. N.12. [2104

A.J.S., 1916, 234h.p;. 3 speeds, hand clutch, T.l*.
model, long plated exhaust pipe, all-chain drive,

tyres as new, F.R.S. largest lamp set, horn, tools, etc.,
ID perfect condition mechanically, very fast, appearance
as new, has been little and carefully used; £40.—R.
Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [2279

Spare Parts:

Bond
[8631

A.J.S. Spares; prompt delivery.—Cyril Williams,
Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. T.A. : Parts.

[7901

Alccto.
ALECTO'S at Brixton.—Brand new 1921 models,
-^^ 31 ah. p., 2-strolre, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, all
accessories, £60; the finest value ever offered, and
only a few left.—Daw, Alecto Agent, 114, Brixton Hill.

[2088
Alldays.

1 Q18 Alldays Allon, 2y2h.p., overhaided, lamps
J-tf £28/10.-Goad, 122, Mnida Vale. Hampstead
1353. - [2270

1 Q17-18 Allen 2%h.p., very reliable, all acces.«ories

;

J-" accept 35 gns. quick sale; owner bought heavy-
weight.~2, Slimbridge Ed.. Burgec^s Hill. [1824

ALLDAYS Allon 1921 3-speed Combin,^tion, kick
starter, chitoh, cfiuipped. speedometer, mtidshieids,

insured ; £75 ; deferred paynieuts.-Parker^s. Brad#;liaw'
gate, Bolton; also 245, Dean^gate, Manchester. [X3707

American X.
SPECIAL American X., very fast, little used; ^65,

Ring bell, 92, Savemake Rd., N.W.3. [23;[2318

1 Q21 American X.—One or two brand new liut shop
--«/ soiled tor sale at bargain prices.—14, Gt.. Marl-
borough St., W. . [1854

1 Q21 American X Combination, dynamo lighting,
J-*' latest model, finished blue, lavishlv equipped,
as brand new; £92/10. — 24, Balliol Rd., North
Kensington [2049

Ariel.

1 Q20 SVi-h.p. Ariel, good condition, lamps, horn, etc.;
-Ltf what oilers?—A. Whalev, Werneth, Bourne Av.,
Sali.sbury. [1927

ARIEL 6-7h.p. Late 1921 Combination, complete
with lamps and horn, etc., rerv little used, like

new: £128.-194, Berridge Rd., Nottingham. [X3686

ARIEL (1921, July) SV^h.p. 3-speed Touring, all on.
fast, beautiful condition, £90, offers; appointments.

—Mitchell, Helpringham, Lincolnshire. [1838

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central

Agency, Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.C.I
[0764

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.G.-
6-7h.p. Ariel combination, 1921, shop-soiled

only; reduced to £139 ; no ertra charge for easy
terms. [2326

ARIEL Motor Cycles are the last word in reliability.
We have always in stock the reliable motor

cycles ; trade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,
and Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

Spare Parti^ :

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free.—Ariel Ser-
vice DcDOt. Jones' Garace. Broadwav. Muswellvice Depot,
N.IO.

Garage.

Bat.

Muswell
[0742

BAT Combination, 6h.p. JA.P., 3-speed countershaft
gear, clutch and kick ataiter, veiy late model, all

accessories; £60.—Richmond Park Garage, 110, Upper
Richmond Rd.. East Shi?en, S.W.14. 'Phone: Putney
2622. [2133

BAT-J;A.P. 1916 7-9b.p. Combination. 3 speeds. Mill-
ford coachbuilt sidecar. Cameo wind screen, speed-

ometer, electric lamps, horn, spare parts, tools, and
accessories, very good condition; what— offers?—Cran-
brook, Selcroft Ed., Purley. [2211

Beardmore.
1 Q21 Beardmore, spring frame combination, electric
J-*/ lighting, new tyres, horn, all tools, perfect condi-
tion; £80.—Chirney's Garage, Hari>enden. [1883

Blackburne.
jQ'^l 4Vlh.p. Blackburne, privately owned, complete*-^ with all lamps, horn, licence, electric rear lamp-
£80.—Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth. [1168

"I
Q20 Blackburne 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed. clutch

-*-«' and K.S., Lucas dynamo, fully equipped, excel-
lent condition; £100; deferred payment or exchanges —
Edwards, 50, -Harrington Rd., South Kensington. [1673

Blackburne, 3-speed. clutch, kick start
- - luipped, speedometer, licensed, Binks car-

buretter, condition as ne^y ; 55 gns. ; exchanges and de-
fencfl payments.-Edu-ards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Ke:i5ington. [2375

|Q20 4h.p. ,

--«.' fully equipped, speedometer,

BAMBERS
(of Southport)

A FEW INTERESTING
MACHINES AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

£30
1920 2j- h.p. Clyno, 2-speed and clutch.

£32
1914 3^ h.p. Rudge Comb., 2-speed. etc.

£40
1921 2i h.p. Federal, 2-speed.

£43
1914 4 h.p. Bradbury Comb., 2-speed, etc.

£45
1913-14 3i h.p. Triumph Comb.. 3-spd., etc.

£55
1921 2J h.p. Royal Ruby, 2-speed, etc.

£55
1920 2i h.p. Metro-Tyler, S. Type.

£60
1919 2Jh.p- Douglas. Mi;any extras.

£65
1920 2| h.p. Douglas, 3-speed.

£68
1920 31- h.p. P. & M., 2-speed, etc.

STO
1921 2j- h.p. Douglas, 3-speed. kick-start.

£TO
1915 4 h.p. A.J.S. Comb., spare wheel, etc.

£80
1915 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson Comb._~

£83
1919 31 h.p. Rover Comb., 3-speed, etc.

£85
1920 4 h.p. TriumpSl Comb., 3-speed, etc.

£98
1920 6 h.p B.A.T. Comb.. 3.speed, etc.

£130
1920 8 h.p. Sunbeam Comb., electric lamps

SEVERAL MORE EQUALLY GOOD BARGAIN)

WRITE NOW
EASY PAYMENTS

OFFICIAL AGENTS FOR:

B.S.A., A.J.S., MATCHLESS
ARIEL, ENFIELD
DOUGLAS, ZENITH

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED
fJOW DELIVERINa 1922 MODELS

EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED

R. BAMBER & Co., Ltd.,
2, EASTBANK STREET,

^ToV SOUrHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

T>LACKBURNE.—We have several 4h.p. and eh
--f 1920 and 1921 machines for sale at very 1

prices. List on request. Cash, exchange, deferr
pajments.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammeram
Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80, [22

1Q20 BlfickbTirDO Combimitioo throughout, 8h.p.,
-»-«^ sp«ed, clutch, kick start. 4 detachable "wha
all chain drive, electric lighting, speedometer, mirr
horn, pillion seat, wind screen and side shield, licens
every accessory' "pae«ible, a most eorgeoua combinati
like new; a bargain, £125.—Dental, 769. Romford E
Mnnor Park, London, E. [IS

Syare Parts

:

"DLACKBURNE Spares.—Send to us the manul;
J-* turers, for all spare parts; prompt servi
reasonable prices. Repairs and complete overbai
to Blackburne or any make of machine; enamelll
(tanks a speciality), nickel plating, etc.—Osborn I
gineering Co., Gosport, Hants. [Ofi

JO 20 6h.p,
J-t/ and overhauled.
Portland St.,

Bradbury.
I

Bradbury Combination, fally equip]
' " £90.—Eatclifle Broe.. 200, i

'

W.l. [21

£135; no estra charge
[23

^h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed C.S. gear box, kick ntt
^Jt hanjJIe-bar control clutch, good miming ordc
£30.—Wraight, Bells Farm, Eastchurch, Sheppy. [18

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-2%hi
Bradbury, new 1921, £70; and 6h.p. Bradbu

combination, new 1921,
easy terms.

Brough.

1 Q21 5-6h.p. Brough, Combination, fully equippii.
A*' wants new front cylinder, otlierwise perlet
£65 ; must realise.—45, Peiham Rd., Wimbledon.

Brough Superior.

BRAND New 1921 Brough Superior, 8h.p. J.A.P. .

eiue, lavishly equipped: cost £200, accept il'i
Hillier (eide bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensii.

ton. [20

1

BROUGH Superior 1922 models for immediate
,

livery; cash, exchange, deferred payments.^
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd,, Vi\
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [22:

1 Q21 (late) Sh.p. Brough Superior Combination, rXt/ feet condition throughout, complete electric lig:

ing ini^tallatlon, pilot and c^peedometer lamps, etc., epo
ing Montgomery with luggage carrier, very fast; Iwii!

some outfit, all tools, spares, etc.; £175.—Court Ore*
Court Hill. Chipstead, Surrey. [19:

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.. Service Dep-i
nnd sole London agents for the Brough Superir

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immeditite delivery ot 19,'

models at reduced prices. M;irk I., 90x77'/2. o.h.v.,

sijeed. clutch, and kick staiter, £150; Mark I., sportif
combination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or wi'
special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; Mai
IL 6-5, mag,. 72x90, 3-speed, clutch, and kick starti

£125 ; sporting combination, step, mat, screen, et
£150. Demonstrntion models in stock. CataIo°:ues sc

post free on request,-The Allen-Bennett Motor C
Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal Parnde, London Rd., Weet Crd
don. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. £07/

B.S.A.
"D-S.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogue with pleasiti

B.S.A. Replacements always by return : write i

catalogue.

B.S.A, Specialists—County Cycle and Motor Co.. Bro-
St.. Birmingham. [441

£68,-1920 4i4h.p. B.S.A. combination, fully equippt;
new condition.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford,

[5:37
4ih.p. B.S.A. Combination,- countershaft, comple:

4 1919; easy payments.—Parker's Garage. 0-"cro,

[11
1(114 B.S.A., T.T. model, long exhaust, discs, guii

J. *y anteed mechanically sound, lamps, tools, et^

£30.—Below.

1 Q15 B.S.A,, 4*/4h.p., countershaft, renovated as nei
J-U with new sidecar; ^58/10.—Goad, 122, Mali
Vale. Hampstead 1353. [22

1 CV^l B.S.A. 4i^h.p. Combination, and accessor!**

J-t/ cost £170 March, offers wanted. — Pip.

B^
Crescent, Amersham, Bucks. [22

l.A. 1921 Combination, all lamps, accessor! i

condition as new; £105, bargain.—Colon
Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [33

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., Lond('
W.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A, spare pa;

always in stock. Write for free spare port list. [07

B.S.A. 4i.^.p. Combination, 2-speed hub, kick sta

all tyres good, lamps, spares, trial ;
£48i

Roughley, Faraday Rd., Winnington, Norttwich.
[21-

TQ15 (late) 4i^h.p. B.S.A., stored 21^ years, esc

Xi/ lent condition, fully equipped, Binks; £55r
nearest.-Johnson^ 159, Hampton Rd., Southport.

F.O.C.H, give you good B.S.A, service; ca^li

change, or deferjed payments; sound second-ha

I
machines in etock.-TI' Heath St., Hampstead In;

J Tube).
'^^

B22 All letters relating to atfvertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles" advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hnfield.

pNFIELD 214I1-P-. 1920. as new, all on; £35.-ENFIELD 2V4l\.p.. 1920. as new, all on; £35.-33,
Conyers Rd.. Streothiim. _ [1816

"<HEFFIELI> Agent lor Royal Enfields, all model.
5 in stock.—J. A. Stacey. 12. Ecclesall Rd. [057i

ENFIELD Lightweiglit, perfect, nice
spot cash. £12/10.-1, Priory Rd.,

appearance;
Kew Green.

[2013
1019 3h.p. Enfield. M.A.G.. Binks, 2-speed, clutch;
LU new tjTes; £33.-67, Fernlea Rd., Balham.^

[2392

918 Enlield Cumbination, Bh.p. Colonial model : a
linrgain, £85; like neiv.—Ro3S, 86, Higli Rd., Lee,

.E. [2163

1 02 1 (May) Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, good condition:
Lv £40, or highest ofler.—25, The Drive, Purfleet,
;s9ex. [2213

Enfield 2i4h.p. 2-stroke, Magdyno, un-
scratched, equal new; £57.-75, Richmond Rd.,

arnsbiiry, N. [2233

7>NFIELD 2%h.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch, new Dunlops,
JJ all on: offers -n-anted.—Ash, 26, Thorufield R<1.,

'lepherd's Bush. [2215

7NFIELD, 3h.p., 1916, K.S., 2-speed, and sporting
-J sidecar; £40, or nearest offer.—Davenport, 15,
rinity St., Cambridge. [2005

^NFIELD 1920 2-stroke, Millars lamps, perfect order,
-i small mileage; trial and examination; £55.—Jupp,
eke House, Billingshuist. -^ [2137

I C|20 Enfield Combination. Magdyno, speedometer,
Lt/ Easting- screen, os new; £125.—Ratclifle Bros..

L9^\,

DO. Gt. Portland St..,'W. [2171

921 8h.p. Enfield Combination, lamps, speedometer
trip, iu good condition, only used week-end.

Hires; £125.—Box 7,797, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2105

921 Enfield Combination, 8h.p. Vickers, Magdyno,
screen, low milenge, splendid condition : £150,

near offer.-T., 33, Queen's Av., Muswell Hill N.IO.
[1802

921 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., Magdyno, Easting
screen. Sterling legshields. Lloyd's suspension

Iddle, perfect, -as new; £135.—Brown, Photographer.
Udford. [2022

Ij^NFIELD 1921 Combination, Magdyno, cantilever
\J saddle. Palmer tyres, two 710x85. 4,500 miles,

[iry carefully used; £130.-6, Linton Rd., Oxford.

!

[2150

921 Enfield-Yicters Combination, hood, scaeen,
speedometer, 3 lamps, 2 horns, Tan-Sad, superb

indition; 115 gns.; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St.,

i^uthrort. [2079

!^'1NFIELD 1912 eh.p. Combination, conchbuilt side-
i-i car, equipped, good condition; £55; deferred
j.yraent--.—Parker's. Brandshawgate, Bolton: also 245.
{jansgate, Maneliester.

'~'
[X3705

917 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., lamps, horn, Tan-
Sad, Easting, tools, new Amac, new rear wheel,

I

good ninning order ; £65.—G. Meadows, Penning-
a Walk, Retford, Notts. [2346

I^NFIELD.—We are official agents, and can give im-
i mediate delivery of any model of this foolproof
iter cycle.—.Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and Wood-
!e Parade. N. Fiuchley. ' [0380

UST arrived, in stock, 1922 Bh.p. Enfield combina-
tion, witli eoaclibuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, tools.

.; price only £142/10; excliangee or deferred.—Cord-
?ley and Sons, Hnslingden. 'Tel.: 102. [X3470

4 GNS., exchange.— 1914 Enfield 6h.p. coachbnilt
combination, lamps, speedometer, screen,

Ijgage grid, smart, fast; any examination, trial.—
;iibridge. Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham
|52. [1083

Svare Parts

:

'j^NFIEIiD Spares.—Immediate -delivery.—Kays. 8,
J Bond St., Ealing. [8635

P.N.

TW". 1914 5-6h.p., 2-.!:peed, all accessories, little used;
bargain, £45.-365, King St., Hammersmith.

[1952
lli.p. F.N., 2-3peed, clutr-h (h.b.c), splendid condition,
4 very attractive; £20, cheap.—L.C., 40, Maiden
., Kentish Town. N.W.5. [1884

i.T. F.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed. clutch. Bosch. Binks, shaft
1

drive, Sunbeam tank, just overhauled, remodern-
!ii, costing £30; accept £45.-160, Moss Lane, Hale,
inchester. [2207

]VN. 1920 7h.p., 4-cyl., with Montgomery double-
' seated sidecar (2 wind screens), ]ust been over-
iled, in perfect order, lamps, horn, speedometer;
al run; motlerate mileage; £82, or very near
,;r.—Major Kennaway, Rectory Place, Guildford.

j)
[2366

a 13 5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., 2-speed, clutch, K.S., Bosch,
It' recently overhauled, lamps, electric horn, speed-
{eter, tray, and aluminium footboards, wide bars,
'iper exhaust, fast, reliable, perfect condition and
near* nee, trial seen week-ends; £65. — Paget.
irmitage, Horsham, Sussex. [2016

i
Prnncls-Barnett.

20 Francis-Barnett. 2;*ili.p. J.A.P., 2-.speed, clutch,
K.S., fully eriuipped, condition as new; £56;

(erred payment and exchanges.—Edwards. 50, Har-
eton Rd., South Kensington. [1674

WHICH IS YOURS?
1922 LIGHT CARS.

AIREDALE 11.9 h.o. 4-seater .... £475
CALTHORPE 10 h.n. 2-seater. . . . £35.5

CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4.seater. . . . £375
CALTHORPE de Luxe 2.seater . . £410
CALTHORPE de Luxe 4-seater . . £435
COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeler £250
L.S.D. 3.whee!er, All on £165
LAGONDA fCoupe or 4-seater) . . £375
STANDARD 8 h.p. (2 or 4-seater) £325
STANDARD 11 h.p. 2-seater .... £515
STANDARD 11 h.p. 4-seater .... £525

1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Chain-Belt £107
B.S.A. 4i h.p. All-Chain £110
B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Conjb £164
B.S.A. 8 h.p. Comb £185
BRADBURY 4 h.p., 3-sp., All-Chain £92
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146
DOUGLAS 21 h.p. 2-speed, All on £75
DOUGLAS 2| h.p. 3-speed, All on £90
DOUGLAS 3ih.p. 3-speed Sporting £130
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE 2i h.p.

2-speed, spring frame £85
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £140
ENFIELD 2i h.p. 2-speed £55
LEVIS Popular 21 h.p £48
LEVIS 21 h.p. 2-speed £58
LEVIS 21 h.p. 2-speed, kick-start £60
NEW IMPERIAL 2i h.p. 3.speed 60 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL 2J h.p., All-Chain £73
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £145
NORTON 3J h.p. T.T £80
NORTON 3J h.p. 3-speed £115
NORTON Big Four ^tl20

REX-ACME 2i h.p 2-speed £50
REX-ACME 21 h.p., Blackburne

engine £69 15

REX-ACME 8 h.p. Combination . . £150
SCOTT-SQUIRREL 3i h.p. 2-speed £105
SCOTT 3J h.p. 2-speed Comb. . . £145
SUNBEAM 31 h.p. (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM 41 h.p. (New Type) 135 Gns.
SUNBEAM 3i h.p. Combination 162 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination. . £217 7

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt .... £105
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115
TRIUMPH JUNIOR 21 h.p £65

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED
PAYMENTS QUOTED

Second-hand Machines and Combinattonj i5 per

"Miscellaneous" Columns.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,

25, Horton Street, Halifax
'Phone: 1400. Grams: Perfection

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ha rley-Davidson.

SHEFFIELD Agent lor Ilarley-Davidsona;
£120.—Stacey. 12. " ' -

tor

Ecclesall Rd.
Irom
10577

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
clutch, kick starter.

1919 7-9h.p., 3 speeds,
equipped: £75.—Below.

H.4RLEY-DAVIDS0N 1916 7-9h.p., clutch, kick
starter, special sneed engine, equipped: £60.—

eice, Ltd., 15-16, Bis'hopsgate Av., Camoinile St.,
E.C.3. 'Phon3 : Avenue 5548. [0068

1 Q20 Flat Twin Harrey,-all on, perfect condition;
-!-«-' £67/10, or exohnnee.-24, Gernldine Ed., Chis-
uick. [2355

1 Q19 Harley, Henderson Elite, special engine, discs,
-Ltf excciitionally fine, not W.D. ; f95.-Goiid, 122,
Maida Vale. Hampsead 1353. [2268

HARLET Comhin.ntion (late), huUious sidecar, dynamo
lighting, splendid outfit : accept 80 gtLS.—23, Tonsley

Place, Wandsworth, S.W.IS. [2003

MOST Luxurious Late 1920 Harley De Luxe Com-
bination, equipped regardless, disc: £110.—24,

Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [2050

1019 7-9h.p. Harlev Combination, handsome turn-
i-»J out, disc wheels". like new; £110.-28, Woodlord"
Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Stratford 2598. [2059

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919. Henderson
Elite fidecar as new, engine fitted new bearings,

etc.- £100.— Dunford. Buccleuch House, Thorpe Bay.
[1918

20 7-9h.p. Harley (Combination, electric, speedo-

meter: £105: take cheaper machine part.

—

Levitt, 80. Streatham Hijh Rd.. S.W.16. 'Phone:
2701. [2404

1 020-21 Harlev-Davidson de Luxe Combination, elec-

Xi/ trie model, fully equipped^ condition unscratclied

19=

Wallingford Av., North
[2064

H^

fHO.-Hillier (side-bell),

Kensington.

HARLEY Sporting Combination. 1917, Henderson
Elite sidecar, T.T. bars, discs, speedometer,

lamps, etc. guaranteed perfect; £88.-33, Streath-

bourne Rd., Balham, S.W. [2006

AELET Combination, 1920, dynamo, speedometer,
"100 miles, like new; 100 gns.—

Eruton Mews Garage, 8-20, Scntli Brutou Mews, Bond

St., «'. 'Phone; May. 4282. [1966

1019 Harley-Davidson, with 1921 Harley standard

If sidecar, fitted with child's dickey seat, new Easting

wind screen, electric light; this machine has never had

a side.-ar att.ached until 3 months ago, and is in pertect

condition ; any trial ; £95.-Hartop, Draper, Castle Bd,
Bedford. [2"^^!

HARLEY-DAVIDSON (1921 model, delivered Jiiiwl,

lie Lnxe Model, electric lighting, Capjon and Mudd
De Luxe sidecar, concealed hood, aluminium and liiplex

glass wind screen, discs, Tan-Sad. petrol can earner,

mileage not 3.500, well looked after, excellent condition,

nuiuher of spares included; £210; same outfit new

would cost over £250 now.-Apply by letter, V.a., clo

Rolls-Eoyce, 15, Conduit St., 'ft. LlSb'

Svare Parts:

Spare-«.—Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8,- [8636
HARLEY

Bond St., Ealing

•1 Cfc21 Henderson, 4-cyl. standard^ model
soiled ; what offers

Henderson.
__ightly shop-

14, Gt. Marlborough St., W.l.
[1856

Combination, disc wheels, electri-1020 Henderson ^. — „,.-
J-JJ lights*, small mileage, perfect condition; £145
nearest.-AV. J. High, 3, Tankerton Terrace, Whitstable

-- ^^ oQ Henderson Combination, long exhaust, excep-

ionally fine outfit, specially tuned, all as new
*135;
1353.

changes.-Goad. 122, Maida Vale. Hamptsead
[2271

Hender-ABAEGAIN for Quick Sale.—Aug., 1921,

son, 4-cyI., fitted aluminium discs, open exhaust,

with shutters, driven 1,000 miles, tax p.iid to Dec.

31st; cost £225, will accept £130.—Box 7,703, e/o Tfts

Motor Cycle. 11337

1 Q20 (late) 4-cyl. Henderson Combination, fitted rear

-I-«7 drive speedometer, clock, aluminium disc^;, elec-

tric lighting, and .all accessories, iust been repainted,

.and mileage only 2,000; machine lias been carefully

looked after, and is a genuine bargain at £120.—Apply
after 5 p m., Dunne, 12, Queen's Gardens, Lancaster

Gate, Vr.l. [1823

Hobart,

HOBART, 1921, 2^^h.p. Villiers, 2-speed. all acces-

sories, practically new: £35.—Daw, 114, Brixton

Hill. (2091

Humber.
1013 3-speed Humber Lightweight; £15; good con-

X-%t dition.—Write Brandt, The Cedars, Parson St.,

Hendon, N.W.4. [1831

TWO Humbers, genuine bargains, must sell, un-

employed; stamps particulars.-Cleworth, Twist

Lane, Leigh, Lanes. [X3649

1 Ck\l Humber Combination, 6h.p. w.c, 3-6peed, flat

-1-J^ twin, aluminium disc wdieels. elctric accumulator

lighting, large head lamp, toolbox and luggjige carrier,

Tan-Sad, Easting wind screen, completely eouippe<l in

every way; £85.-55, Edith Ed.. South Norwood, S.E.26.
[1798

All letters relatlni! to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1"KDIAN_1920_ 7-9h.p., electrically and fully equirped;^ 75.-17, Heaton Rd"., Mitcliam. [2069

^-9Ii,p. Indian Combination, as new; sacrifice £60.—
« Williauis, 22, 3t. Martin's Rd., Stocliwell, S.W.

[1996
Tj 021 Indian Scout, electric model, splendid condition;
J-*' 94 guB.

; exchanges.—Kent's, 417, Lord St., Sontli-
poit. 12078

3JLh.p. Sports Indian, 3-speed, fully equipped, con-
2 dition good; any trial; £46.—Daniels, Loughton,

Blfetchley, [2221

TNDIAJSr 1915-16 5-6h.p., S-speed, equipped, ^nc^nred
-^ August, just oTfiihauled; £65, offers.-I'loyd, 53,
B;enh':-yii, Mineliend. [1860

"I
Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo lighting,

J-*/ fully equipped; £95.-28, Woodford Rd.. Forest
Gate. *Phone: Stratford 2598. [2061

INDIAN Combination, 1916, 70y65 twin- 3 speed?
D.A. lighting, esuelleut condition; £65.—Pilgrim

3, Ca^tellain Rd.. Maida Vale, London, W. [1803

1 lQ|21 Indian Scout Combination, -dvnamo lightinfs
-ilO' speedometer, electric horn, very little used, exi-el
lent order.—Baxter, Chobham Rd., Woking. [2073

GODFREYS'. 'Ltd.. 208. Great Portland St., London.
W.I.—Complete .stock of all Indian spare parts

iilways in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0752

"I Q 20 7-9h.p. Indian Electrical Combination, leg-M-^ shields. Easting, luggage grid, mileage 5,000, per-
fect order; bargain, £100.-Ives, Preston Rd., Tonbridge.

[2082
"1Q20 Powerplus Indian, with MiJk-^Fulford sidecar,
'-•-' electric equipment;, good condition throughout
-Dye, 15, Earlsfield Villas, Dysart Bd., Grantham.

[2276
POWERPLUS Indian and sidecar, 7-9b.p., lamps,

tools, insurance, perfect condition; any trial; £70,
c: exchange good- furniture.-Bradford, Hoo, Rochester.

[1957
"j 014 7-9h.p. Indian Combination. 2-apeed, excellent
jL^' condition, Easting wind screen; any trial; £62,
c fijrs ; exchange.—Mawson, Adwick-on-Dearne, Rother-
h;nn. [1906

INDIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, K.S., Cameo,
lighting set; £65-; trial Snturday after 3 o'clock,

(inv time Sunday.—Smith, 18, North End" Rd.,
Eensiugton.

West
[1946

INDIAN Scout and Sidecar, Henderson. Featherweifiht,
in perfect condition, mileage under 5,000, T.T.

bars, disc Avhels, speedometer. Klaxon, 5 lamp^; £
Eigliton, Stoke Rcl, Gosport.

TNDIAN 1919 7-9h.p. Po^verplus, 3-flpeed. T.T.
-£- lamps, horn, in npw condition; exchange Tr

£120.-
[1852

bars,

_ - exchange Triumph
cr Douglas, or sell £80.—H. Pardee, Brooke Farm.
Wollascote, Stourbridge. [1908

INDIAN 7-9h.p., spring frame, Sturmey-Archer 3-
speed gpar box new this year, Montgomery C-B.

sidecar, Camec wind screen, fully insured, enamel good,
fin3 running order; £80.—Mander, Byrkley St., Burtnn-
cn-TretLt. [2158

PRIVATELY Owned fAug., 1920) Powerplu^ lud an
combination, ju^^t couJp]e^ely overhauled for tour

abroad, but must sell; i>.ew parts, engine and ge^ir box
bearings, piston rings, driving chain batterv, Auster
Kov:d screen, etc., revamisherl. 2 horms, .spare rjiam
fi:ul trre, perfe.'t condition throughout; any trial; £93,—Dalton, 7, Upper St. Martin's Liine. Regent 4224.

[1848
Stmre Pnrtit

:

INDIAN Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8, liond
St., Ealius. [8637

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton
Rd. ('Phone Brixton 3129), can supply all 7-9h.p.

I arts from etock, new, ini^luding all types of forks
Tiiey also specialise in Indian repairs. [1594

Ivy.

1 Q20 Ivy 2-*:troke. Sturmey-Archer S-speed, kick startXtf and clutch; £35.-24, Geraldine Rd., Chiswick.
[2353-

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd.. 139, New St., Bu-
minghem, wholesale Ivy agents, have all mo<Iels

in stock, includins lady's model, price £69; get list.

[0710
TVY.—All 1922 models in stock. Inmiedinte deliveries.
-L Cash or exchanges, deferred payments 4%. Trade
snoplied.—Maudes' Motor Mart, London, Exeter, and
Walsall. [2415

Tames.
"fAMES 1920 6h.p._Combination. all on: £100.—Mill-

Alfreton, Derby:?. [1792ward, Hilcote, Blackwell,

1 021 James Combination, indistinguishable from
J-tf new. 6h.p., ^avishly equipped; accept £100.

—

Dawe, 216, Portobello Rd., North Kensington. [2021

5-6h.p. James Combination, late 1919, Easting
screen, Lucas lamps, speedometer, etc., excellent

condition ; £100.-
Leatherhead.

-W. Glenhurst, Linden Gardens,
[2385

JAMES :1919. Oct.) 5-6h.p. Combination, lamps 'P.
and H.), horn (Lucas), speedometer, luggage grid,

screen leg guards, spares, perfect: £95.-122. Embleton
R/1., Ladywell, London. Mondays to Fridays after 6, or
by appointment. [1841

If you are considering the
purchase of a motor cycle
or light car by

DEFERRED
PAYMENTS

you will be well advised to
place your order with us at
once.

On all orders received before the
end of the year for mactiines to
be supplied (at any time) under
our Credit System, we have
decided to charge

ONLY 47. EXTRA,
except in a few cases where
manufacturers have fixed terras.

We can give early delivery o
practically any motor cycle or
light car, and we hold Special
Agencies for the following

MOTOR CYCLES:
A.J.S.

ARIEL
S.S.A.

HAWKER
INDIAN
LEVIS

MATCHLESS
MARTINSYDE

N.U.T.
NEW IMPERIAL
QUADRANT

ROYAL ENFIELD
RALEIGH
RUDGE
SCOTT

TRIUMPH
ZENITH

LIGHT CARS:
BAYLISS-THOMAS

ROVER

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(OfBcial Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A.,

andM.U.),

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E,7.

Telephone 490 East Ham.
Telegrams " Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P.

RACIiSTG S'/sL.p. Overhead ¥al™ J.A.P., 3-sT)eed coi
binatioii, Flying Middleton sideear, winnnumerous awards in competition, everything cream

conditmn, fitted best of material recardless of expens
sacrifice or consider exchange; photo sent on reauei
-Westwood House, 2, Westwood St., Moss Lane Eai
Manchester. [X37'

Kingsbury.
"DEAND New Kingsbury 2?ih.p., 2-spe6d, all olai

Dunlops; cost X65. sacrifice £38.-365, King 6

[19

electi

Exhil
[22(

Hammersmith.

f.ea-Francis.
T EA-PRANCIS, 1920. M.A.G., Botmiksen,
J-* -lighting, perfect order ; £68.—Clark, 7.
tlon Rd., S.W.7.

Levis.
pSEMIBE Motor Co. for 1922 teyis

LATEST Improved MoileU for immediate delivery
1922 reduced prices.

T30PDLAR 2i.ih.p. Single-gear Levis, £48; Model
J- 2i!lh.p., 2-SDeed, clutch, £58, or vritli kick start
£60 : easy payments only 4% extra ; carriage paid
any address. Buy your machine direct from the Le\
srecialiiits.-The Premier Motor Co... Aston Ed.. Bi
mingbam. pT'

£30.-1920 single speed Levis, accessories.— Cliflo
Wilson, 177,. Wesfminster Bridge Ed.. S.E.I. [16;

"I Q14-15 Levis, 2-speed, equipped; £30; eschanse wi
.l-«/cash -^ ' ^"* •- - " - -

Place. Hackney. [251

SMARTEST Levis on the road, extra wide mc
gnards, lamps, perfect, long exhaust, any tria

£21.-1, Priory Ed., Kew Green. [20

LEVIS 1920 2yh.p: 2-stroke. lamps, horn, eU
£30.—Bice, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Cam

mile St.. E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [OOl

£45.—June (1921) 2i4h.p. Levis, 2-speed, olnteh;
accessories, mileage 1,200, condition and ruunj

perfect; nnthiy £75; first wire secures.-Buckns
E.A.E., Grantham. [ist

LEVIS 1919 2ljh.p., 2-speed. Miller lamp set. _
tyres, horu, long exhautit, spare tyre, belt, eiiaui

ling and plating excellent, perfect throughout; £35.
231, Green Lanes, Highbury, N.4. [19;

SPECIAL Oifer of a few slightly sliowroom soil'
' 250 c.e T.T. model Levis motor cycles: Dst pri

£65, reduced to £55; makers' speed guarantee of
m.p.h. with each machine; easy payments only 4% extrt
carriage paid to any address.—-The Premier Motor Qt
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [07*

Spare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridi
—Complete illustrated list post free. All Lei

parts in stock. f33i

GODFEETS'. Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., Londc
W.l.—Complete stock of all Levis epaie pai

always in stock. Write for free spare pait list. [07

Lincoln>EIk.
31h.p. Lincoln-Elk, guar.inteed mechanically .sGui

2 enamel good, new tvie, good hghting set. Bos
mag., B. and B. carbirretter ; £17.—Kemp, New Yei
Lincoln. (Ill [19.

t.M.C.

L.M.C., 3'/jh.p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carburettd
3 speeds, just re-enamelled, very smart, in ve

good condition throughout, tyres and belt goo
i£16/10.—R. Watson, Victoria Ed., Aldeburgh, Sufiol'

[221

Mars.
MARS-J.A.P., 1921, special 350 c.c. engili

Burman 2 speeds, hand clutch, kick starti
disc wheels, acetylene lighting, tools, tax paid,
do over 50, beautiful machine, as new; £55.—A., 12

Ravensbm-y Rd., Earlsfield, London, S.W. [22

Martinsyde.

"I Q20 Mtirtineydte 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, cluft
-"-«/ K.S., fully equipped, hood and screen; £10
deferred payment or exchanges—Edwards, 50, Harm
ton Ed., South Kensington. [16

MARTINSYDE Sports and Touring Models. I

1922; cash, exchange, deferred payments
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., VI.

'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [22

Matchless.
MATCHLESS 1920 Magdyno Combination, splend 1

order; £120, bar-gain.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ei
S.W.7. [21!

MATCHLESS Brand New 1921 Combination, spa

wheel, screen, one only left; £150.—7, Exhibitii

Rd., S.W.7. [2-li

LATE Matchless Combination, M.A.G. single, Ama
hood, wind screen, must sell; 70 gns. ; evening

—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [23i

Magdyno hghtir

owner must sell.

r]6'41, Madrid Ed,

Matchless Combination,

Barnes, S.W.

B26
All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.

MATCHLESS at Brixton.—1922 models for immedi-
ate delivery, cash or exchange.—Matchless Service

Agent, below.

1 Q20 ModeFH Matchless Combination, sprine; frame,
X*y acetylene lighting, £105; 2-seater model, £135,
—Arthur G. Daw, Matchless Service Agent, 114, Brix-
ton Hill. [2085

MATCHLESS 1922 Models. 'Phone Greenwich 751.
Siiin E. Clapliam, the ngent. Now the show is over,

once iipnin at your service.—Below.

MANY Thanks to clients who placed orders at ObTUpia
for Matchless with Sam E. Clapham, of Green-

wich.

SPECIAL N"otice.-If you missed Sam E.
in "the crowd, send your order along.

Clapham
Personal

attention assured. We are also agents for all the world's
best in motor cycles and light cars for 1922 season.—
Sam E. Clapham (Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich,
S.B.IO. , [2310

1Q22 Matchless Models; immediate deliveries at list
--*' prices; deferred pavment and exchanges.—Ed-
wards, 50, Harrington Kd., Sonth Kensington. [2376

TXTAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.*
TT 8h.p. Matchless combination, sports model, new

1921; reduced to £149; easy terms no extra charge
[2330

F.O.C.H. give you good Matchless service; cash, ex-
change, or deferred payments; sound second-hand

machine.3 in stock.—5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near
rube). [1940

MATCHLESS 1922 models for immediate delivery.
Cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.S. 'Phone:
Hammersmith 80. [2245

MATCHLESS, 1921, Magdyno, speedometer, hood
an^l .=:-;re&n, ae new; £130.—Batclifl'e Bros., 200,

Gt. Portland St., W.
^22/10.—Matchless 4h.p. twin, J.A.P. engine, nice ron

MOTOR
CYCLES

On Easy Terms
All the following machines are available
from stock and may be obtained on
Harrods Convenient System of Easy
Payments. Details and latest lists free

NEWSOLO MACHINES
2| h.p. ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-speed,

clutch and kick-starter .... £60

4i h.p. B.S.A. Model K2, c. & k.-s. £107
2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £75

[2180
j
2J h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £55

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

LIGHTWEIGHT Motosat'oche, leas brakes, lefinires
sli(;lit overljauling, excellent condition; £10, oJTer.

-124, Grove Ed., Dow. 11872

MOTO.SACOOHE LiBhtweiglit, running order; ex-
change for (li,sc renords iind cash, or ^ell £12.—

MacEiven, Raven^tone, Whithorn, Wigtownshire.
rX3650

New Hudson.
NEW HrDSON 2i4h.p., fully equipped, good order

and condition; £25,—T. Beay. 34, "Kepton St.,

Limehouse, E.14. [1786

LATE New Hudson Big Six Combination, splendid
outfit, done np throughout; less power part; sell

£75.-5, Victoria Av., Surbiton. [2292

NEW HUD.SON 1922 Models and
car.—Full range on view at Lc

45, Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.2.

3-wheeler light
ooms,
(9930

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed 350 c.c. Super Sports,

J.A.P., scarcely used; £68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
Rd., S.W.7. [2195

NEW mPEMAL 2";4h.p., 2-speed. excellent order,

good tvres. lamps, horn; £33.-30, Fordel Rd.,

Catford, London. [1923

Lanfe, London, E.U.

—

2-speed only. £63 ; also

and kick stnirt model, £69; easy terms
[2331

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe
22/ih.p. New Iinperial,

N^

2| h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT, 2-sp.,
dition ; real bargain; exchange combination cTr solo. 1 t , , , , . , , ,

High St., Wandsivorth. [2209

'

clutch and kick-starter £73
ATCHLESS 1922 Models from stock; .exchanges m- [^i h.p. LEVIS.^single-speed £48
easy payments_ _ .

trial run any time.—Agents. K. 2^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-Sp., lightweight
and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2198 1

' r o b £65

NEW COMBINATIONS

M
B. Clark

]Q22 Sports Matchless, 60I0, mileage 200, indistin-
-^ guishable from new; 108 gns., or with new side-

f

\ar 133 gns.-Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd., South
Konsington. [2377. r. c- » j t-
MATCHLESS Sports New 1921 Combination, 3 4i h.p. B.S.A. model K2, No. 3

speeds, clutch, kick starter; bargain; £150.—Elco, sidecar, belt-drive £139
'M., 15-16, Bisbopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.0.3. (g hn ENFIELD dvnamo liehtine"
Phone I Avenue 5548. [0066° u.p. tnriEJ^y, uyildlliu llguung,

ATCHLESS Combination, new February, 1921,1 ,, 5^„ti«Ti'i^'^ "'.J'-j ll..
M.A.G. engine. Magdyno, hood, screen, leg- 4J h.p. HUMBER,SmartSldeCar. . . . £144

hields. like new; £120_for quick sale.—143, Ravens- ' 3 Jip_ MATCHLESS Family
M'-

2-speed, chitch,
arranged.

E\y IMPEIMAL-J.A.P. 1917 234h.p., 2-speed, ac-

cessories. speedomet^T, spare sprocket, sporty,

vpnUy t!\>t; £32, or with £5 for monocar.—152, Per'klifun

Park Kd.. S.E. [2111

Norton.

PREMIER Motor Co. for Nortona.

LATEST Improved Models for immediate delivery at
1922 reduced prices.

BIG 4. chain drive, £120; Model 16H.. S'/oh.p., :-

speed, T.T., chain drive, £115; Model 9. sy^li.p..

belt drive, £80. Write for revised price list. Easy
paynieuts only 4% extra. Buy your machine direct from
the Norton specialists. The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., liiiminsham., [0625

NORTON 1921 Models.— Sole district agents, Wesso:;
Motors. Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salisbury.

Phone: 72. [0717

and sidecar, for late
"~

;t

[2052

Deferred

NORTON 1921, 80 m.p.h., and sidecar,

Triumph, A.J.S., etc., and cash,—Lyons, ATest St.

Blackpool.

mry Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [2222

1 Q21 (Aug.) MatclilepSt^r mng-dynjimo li^^htin;?. speedo-'p
!-«-' meter, .side flnps to ivind prreen, the ivhole outfit ["
Qdistins:ui-;h?ib!e from new; 140 gns.—Edwards, 50, ',a

EIaiTinf;ton Rd., South Kensington. [2378

MATCHLESS Combin.ition, 1920, Model H, M.A.ft.
8h.p., ele;^trii^ lighting, .speedometer, liorn, tools,

itted 3 new tvrea, iUf^urance A. A. paid till Aug., 1922;
3125.—150, Chase Side, EnGeld. N. [1787

ITATCHLESS Combinations.—Book vour orders with
-tX Ross. 86, Higl! Rd., Lee, S.E., or 'Phone Lee
Jreen 744 for immediate delivery of 1922 models. Ex-
hanger and gradual payments arranged. [2613

VfATCHLESS-M.A.G. Combimition, S^pt., 1921,
JfX Lncas electric lighting, not done 500 milw,
twolntelv new, numerous accessories ; best ofler
ver £135.-267, Lyham Rd., Brixton Hill. [1820

LTATCtlLESS Late 1920 Combination, M.A.G..
TX d>-namo lighting, hood, screen, and side wings,
oeedometer, spare wlieel, sidecar step, legshields, spJen-
id condition; £185, cost £250.—Attwood, Ascot, Berks.

[1871
ITATCHLESS.—Immediate deliveries 1922 models;
*A trade supplied in London area, also in Cornwall,
tevon, and Somerset; exchanges; deferred payments
X extra.—Maudes' Motor Mart, London, Exeter, and
Walsall. , [2413

k/TATCHLESS Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P. engine.
*X new April this year, dynamo lighting, spare wlieel,
carburetters, hood. Triplex wind screen, many spares;
wner bought car; accept fair price.—Dufty, 115. Upping-
am Rd., Leicester. [1263

ITATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North Lon-
.TX don agents lor the delightfully sprung and prac-
ically designed Matchless combination; the Rolla-
'oyce on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock,
)r cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade sup-
lied; all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
nil, N.IO, and at Woodsids Parade, North Finchley.

bHEFFIELD Agent for Matehless. All models in
[J .stock. Sporting madels £180. standard models
fl85.—A. J. Staoey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [0574

2-seater, model H £176
h.p. NEWIMPERIAL,chain-dnve il45
h.p. TRIUMPH model SD „ £155

rASSELL. la, Bloomfield Rd., Plumstead.
F- thing Matchless at the right price;

for any-
f6144

iTATCHLESS Spare Parts for J.A.P. or M.A G
''J- can be had by return, post free, from Jones'
'arage, Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.lO.

[0745

SECOND-HAND
£17 10
£35
£45

19-1 YOUNG, Cycle and Motor ....

1921SUNVITESSE, 2ihp.,sing.-sp.

1920 CLYNO, 2^ii.p., 2-sp. & clutch

1920INVICTA, 2^ h.p. Villiers

engine, sinele-speed ..... £35

3i h.p. LEA - FRANCIS, 2-speed,

clutch and k.-s. fitted, new
coach-built sidecar £75

SHOPSOILED MODELS
AT SPECIAL PRICES ••

2J h.p. COULSON, spring frame, 3-speed,

clutch & k.-s. (List price £117 12s.) £100

2J h.p. BEAUMONT, ail chain cush drive.

Blackbume engine, 2-speed, clutch & kick-

starter. (List price £94 10s.) £75

2Sh.p. WOOLER, flat twin. Brooklands

sports model. (List price £94 10s.) £75

4i h.p. HUMBER, flat twin engine, 3-speed.

clutch & k.-s £100

3J h.p. INVICTA, Abingdon engine. 3-speed

clutch & kick-starter, fitted coach-

built sidecar £110

NORTON.—All model.? actually in stock
imyments 4/r* extra.— Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland

„.St., London; Walsall Garage, Walsall. [2411

1
IVrOI'TO'^' 3i/>h.p., gears, kick start, excellent

Ujll machine; £40; exchange 2-stroke, cash adjust-

Qlnient.—68, Gloucester Rd., Camden Town. [2236

NORTON 1921 S'.iih.B. No. 9 Model, fully eduipped.
as new: £75: deterred payments.—Parker's, Brad-

shawKnte Bolton; also 245, Deausgate, Manchester.
[X3708

21 Norton Model 1611, fitted with Watsoniau side-

car Model R34, speedometer, lamps, perfect

order; £100.—Eatclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St..

W.l. [2173

BIQ Four Norton Combination, Oct., 1919, P. and
li. lamps, speedometer, horn, mirror, discs, knee-

srips, Canoelet sidecar, apron, the whole absolutely in-

distinguishable from new, small mileage; sacrifiee £95.
-100, Riversdale Ed., Highbury, N.5. [1970

Syuye Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,
liave every Norton part in stock; complete illus-

" "

[9400

19^

trated list post free.

N.S.U.
5-6h.p. N.S.XJ., 2-speed, clutch, perfect condition, new-

heavy Duniops; bargain, £30.—Johnson. 1B3, Ard-
gowan Kd., Catford, S.E.6. [1819

N.U.T.

N.U.T., 1921, lavishly equipped; £65.—Dawe, 216,
I'ortobello Kd., North Kensington. [)576

OCT., 1921,
equipped.

HARRODS MOTOR SALES DEPT
116-118 Brompton Road London SWl

(Opposite the Main Bvilding)

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issi

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).

3V'h.p. N.U.T., Mngdyno liphtins, fnlly

as new: £79; after 5 p.m.—4, Elm Gar-
dens, HainJneramith, ^Y.6. [1973

N.TJ.T., 1920, Mnedyno, Cowey horn, speedometer, not
done 7,000, splendid condition, recently de;'!nhou-

ised, nil bearing.s perfect, new Dunlop tyre, belt, chain;
£90, or reasonable offer; owner buying combination.—
L.P.B., 57, Frances Ed., Windor. [1862

N.U.T.—Sole distributing agents for London, Surrey,
Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Essex, Cornwall, Devon,

Somerset, and Staffordshire; particularly attractive
terms and sole districts being offered to sub-agents for

1922; immediate deliveries; cash or exchanges; de-
ferred payments 4% extra.—Maudes', London, Exeter,
and Wnlsall. [2412

O.K.
£29/10.—O.K.-TJniou 2^^h.p., 1921, as new, only wants

seeing; exchanges considered.—8, High St., AVauda-
f worth. [2208

ue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

BARGAIN.— 2i41i.p. O.K., 2-speed, o-verhanled, licensed,

liimps, accessories, new tyres, belt; £30, oSets,—
21. Oveihill Ed., Enst Duhvich. [1911

1 Q21 2^fih.p. O.K., Villiers engine, 2-speed, clutch,
At? kick ttart. mileage 500, new oondition; £40.—
Puerto-Real, Wimblehur^ Rd., Horsham. [2386

Omega.
OIMEGA 1922 Model.^For earliest deliveries write

to London Motors, 61,- Holbora Viaduct London,
E.C.I, sole distributing agents for the following coun-
ties : Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Northamptonshire, Suf-

folk, Cambridgeshire, Hampshire, Oxicrdshire, Suss:x,
Huntingdonshire, Norfolk, Rutland, Kent, Hereford-
shire, Surrey, Ffsex, and Buckinghamshire, with the
exception of a 20 mile radius of London. [2417

P. an4 M.
1 Q18 P. and M., blue-gold model, hardly used; £39
J-t/ cash secures.—61, New Kent Rd., London, S.E.I.

[2053

P. and M. 1918 Combination, first-class, would sepa-

rate; offers.—38, Sherriff Kd., West Hampstead.
N.W.6. [2149

£45.—P. and M. Combination, 1918 H.A.F. model,
perfect order; exchange considered.— 8, Higli tit,,

\Tandsworth. L2210

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, splendid condition, all

i-iy acce^^sories, tax i>aid; sacrifice £60.-253, King
St., Hammersmith. [1949

P.
and M. Combination, Watsonian sidecar, un-
scratched, cost £140 four months ago, must .sell;

£68; evenings.—67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [2393

"I O 21 P. and M. Combination, little and carefully
-LJ/ used, original tyres, Lucas accessories

JIVE HIM
A PAIR OF
THESE

^::llBllllBBl

-Deane, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire.
£80, bar
[X3744

P.
and M., 1921, special solo model, Lucas lamp.=,

guaranteed perfect, condition as* new; £80, offer.

—Chidley, P. and M. ShowLOom8> 4, Berners St., W".
[2136

3Xh.p. P. and M. 1920 Solo, complete witJi all

4 accessories, condition as new; £65.—Gordon
Watney and Co., Ltd., 31, Brook St., London, W.l.

[0748

P. and jM., R.A.F., re-enamelled and plated, indistin-

guishable from new, new Dunlop^, Bosch, Renolds;
niien to expert examination; £65.—249, Goldbawk R.tl..

W.6. [1955

LATE 1919" P. and M. Combination, excellent con-
dition, little used, Lucas lamps, Stewart speed-

ometer : i>est offer secures.-3,- Summerlauds Cieseenr,
Acton. W.3. [1886

3K GNS.—P. and M. combination, 1917-18, spcitins
tf oidecar, good tyres, perfect running order, good

» oudition.~50, Belsize Park Gardens, Hampstead.
'Phone: 5590. [2297

NEW P. and M. 1921 Model, never used, fully guar-
anteed, 3'^iih,p., 2-speed and clutch, list price

£105; sale price £90 cash.—Colmore Depot, 31, Ccl-

more Row, Birmingham. [X3727

1 Q21 P. and M. Combination,, 3i;'2h.p., dononstration
J-*/ model, fully equipped, absolutely as new; £112:
deferred payment and exchanges.-Edwards. 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [1671

P.
and M. 1919 Combination and 1921 solo for sale

at very low prices. Cash, exchange, deferred
payments.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. "Phone : Hammersmith 80. [2254

Pand M'. (W.D.), Oct., 1918, SiA^-P-. P- and M-
2-speed, with new sidecar, in grand running order,

lif-enfe paid, lamps, horn, etc., ready for tfce road; £92;
owner buving higher h.p. machine.—W. Caat«Il, Snar-

pate St., Dover. [1925

P,
and M. Motor Cycles fex-R.A.F.), rebuilt, fitted with
new parts, including rang., B. and B. oarburetti^.r,

tyres, etc., £40; combination £55; tidecar reuphol-

stered, painted and new tyre, fully equipped, £60.—
Porter, High St., Whitchurch, Salop. [8015

Svare Parts:

-All spares in stock; stamp requirements
_. M. spares sp '

'"
'

Burlington St., Liverpool.

Peco.

PECO 2yih.p., 1915, Sturmey 3-speed, new carbur-

etter, mag., lamps, thoroughly overhauled; £28/10,
or exchauee.—Eis, Springhill Farm, Canwell, Waiwick-
shire. [X3749

P.F.

3ih.p. P.F. Combination, coachbuilt, advance acl-

2 justable pulley, Bosch, new Dunlop belt, copper
exhaust; i!25, or offers.—97, Elswick Rd., Lewisham.

[2043
Precision.

3ib.p Precision, 3 speeds, cluteh, K.S., all on; £27.—
2 17. Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [2068

PRECISION 4i4h.p. Couchbtiilt Combination, foot

clutch, countershaft variable gear, new tyres and
belt, tine amdition; £45.—Rix, Springhill Farm, Can-
well, Warwickshire. [S3748

Premier.

PREMIER 1914 SVub.p. Combination, 3 speeds, kick

-tarter, clutch, equipped; £50; deferred payment's.

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also 245. DeansRate.
Manchester. " [X3706

P.
and M. ^ .

P. and M. spares specialist.-H. Beardwood, 147.
[9986

:S ORDER
-SNOW

^= DRIVING GLOVES =;
J*^ Originally made for use of >b^
^i American Motor Transport, ^mt

fi SUPERIOR QUALITY E;' Made in soft leather and JSl
J"" flee

I* at ''"^

^eece lined. A serviceable
ne and quite newr<

Per Pair. ExLra ' _

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

Snare Parfu:

PEKJUEK.—Herbert Eobiuson, Ltd., Gicen St., Cam,
bridge, can supply any part from stoell; no Tvaiting.

[1346
PEEMIBR Spares aart Bepairs.—We are the most

corupetent advertisers oi these, as we sei'ved ia

the Premier works. Any part quoted per return.—For.
[field Motors,- Forfield Place, lieainineton Spa. 1X37*62

TQ21 Quadrant Combination. 5h.p.
J-fcf also Millford sidecar

Motor CycHng
HELMETS

in soft tan leather, lined

inside with chamois.
Beautifully fi n ished,
with peak ear pieces and
strap. Better than others

advertised elsewhere, and
cheaper. State size when
ordering.

Si

Quadrant
excellent order,

best offer.—48. Stalbridge
Rd., Crewe. [21Q0

QUADKANT 3-9peed Coachbuilt Combination, v.iiiA

screen, luggage carrier; £40; trial given.—35,
Fourth Av., Queen's Park, Paddington. [2I4i

CLIFFORD WILSON Mfg. Co., sole dietributers tor

Quadi-ant motor cycles. All models in stock. Kx-
chnnge or defeued payments.—177, Westminster Bridn*
Ed., S.E.I. Tel.; Hop. 210. [1636

QUADRANT New 1922 Models can be delivered
irom stock; best value on the market; exchanges,

extended terms.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [0070

Hadco

A FEW Brand New Radco 1921 Lightweights at

enormous I'eductions : Single-geared models from
£30 ; 2-speed models from £44 ; all carry makers' full

guarantee ; easy payments only 4% extra ; write for

si>ecial clearance baigain list.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2225

Raleigh.
"pREHIEE Motor Co. for Ealeigha

TMMEDIATE delivery at 1922 reduced prirea

5-6h.p., 3-speed, spring frame, detachable wheels,
JE130 ; standard sidecar, £35; De Luxe sidecar,

' £42 ; spare wheel and tyre, £6. The Raleigh is now
jthc best value in high-grade combinations. Easy pay-
ments only 4% extra.—Sole Birmingham Aeents; The
Premier Motor Co., Afiton Ed., Bixminghnm.. r0626

' 1 0.22 Raleigh, all models, at list prices; deferred pay-
' -2. «T ment or exohangee.—Edwards, 50, Harringttra

B<1., South Kensington. [167S;

6/6

I'

n-^y

S— HIP BOOTS
%S "A BOON TO THEK^ MOTORCYCLIST"

Manufactured Sji
North British jSk
Rubher Co., ^^

Ltd., ai^i
Dominion ~m

Aubber Co., SC
Ltd., etc. Br
Quite new. Bi'^

Sizes : iB Di
' 8, 9, 10, S",

11, 12. S\
: Per Pair. S%

11

M

SS These Special Clearance Lines ate sentl^V
tS Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against;

I remittance. Trade supplied^ Write to-day = 1^

f-niiiiiiiiiiiHBiiiiiiBiini»M

ORDER THE

TheName TheFirm:

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?,VICT0RIA.S.W.1

98.VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.S.W.l. & AT
>4..SURBlTON ROAD, KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

<1 /'/esse address allpost orders to VmxMIMle Road.

TELEPH0m:-VICTOmA 6553 £-655*

OUR AGENT IS tHE PILLAR-BOX

RAI.EIGH 23ai.li. and 3lLp, Models, earliest ctel

liveiie,?; book your orders now; cash or deterredi

[i:iyments.—Loudon Motoi-3, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.

Tel.: cat? 4230. [1628

' 1 Q21-22 EaleiRh ComWnation tlirougbont, 5-6b.p.,:

' J-" 3-speert, clutch, kiclt start, most elesant macliine,

iind as brand new, unregistered, aGce&^ories. etc.; excep-

tional bargain. £130.—Surgiery, 769, Komlord Ed.,

Manor Park, London, B. [1992

RALEIGH 2%h.p. Lightweight and 5-6h.p. Flat;

Twin, with spring frame, detachable wheels, etc.,

, for earliest deliveries; cash, exchange, deterred pay-

I raents.—Newnham Motor Co., 223;^ Hammersmith Rd.,

I W.6. 'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [2241

rpHB New Ealeigh 2Jah.p. 4nstroke Lightweight. ?•

I
X speed, with clutch and kick starter, at £68. is

I

the best value offered the motor cyclist tor the 1922
season; orders now booking for January delivery.—Sole

Birmingham Agents: The Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Birmingham. [0737;

Rex
3ih.p, Rex, original enamel, fast machine, large ad-

2 justable pulley, all on, reliable; bargain, £20; can

be seen after 6, Richmond district.—Box 7,796, c/c

The Motor Cycle. [1986

RES 1913 Coach Combination, 6h.p., -2-spe6d, handle

stflrt, Philipc^ou pulley, binks, Bosch, all tyre.'

practically new, electric horn, speedometer, spares,

etc. ; £60.—Forsyth, Victoria Pier, Folkestone. [1926

£38.—Eex combination. 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, haiidl*

starter, nearly new Canoelet touring sidecar, elec-.

trie lighting, -wind screen, licence. Klaxon, spleudic

condition; exchanges. -63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [2368'

Rex-Jap.

REX-J A.P. 5-6h.p. Twin, thoroughly overhauled, 3-

speed kick, all-chain, hand cLritch, coachbuilt side-

car- must sell; £55, fust chenue.-33, Welbeck St^

Mansleld, Notts. [X372B

RoTer.

"I 019 SV'h.p. Rover-, countershaft, newly overhauled

Xtf faet" silent, insurance and tax paid, all acces-

sories and spares; £70.—Downs, C5helmslord. Sirflolk
[1797

T3 OVER New 1922 Sh.p. Model can be dclivBred

Xt from stock; £220.—Authorised Agents: Elce,

Ltd 15-16, 'Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E C.3.

'

Phone: Avenue 5548. [O""

OVER 5-6h.p. Combination, J.A.P. twin. Lucas

dynamo lighting, new May, 1921, cost £212. m-

t-ludinK £20 extras. Sinks. Cowey trip. Eastmg Royal,

etc ^sured to May. 1922; bargain, £150, or near

offei.—'Phone ; City 2295, or Ooydon 2533.
'°°-

11°

[188''

B 28 411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (1 ).
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JUDGE S'ih.p. 1916-17 Combination; 30
V Acre Lane, S.W.2.

120 Ruclge Multi. I.O.M., speedometer;
South Park Hill Rd., Croydon.

JRAND New I.O.M. Rudge, equipped

;

Biilliol Rd., North Kensington.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I^udge.

;ns.~77.
[2190

920 Rudge Multi. I.O.M., speedometer; £50.-7,
South Park Hill Rd., Croydon. [2345

£58.-24.
[2045

>60.— 1920 Rudge Multi, S'/oh.p., aeceesories.—CUfCord
i Wilson, 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [1635

jrAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-
V 5V-h.p. Rudge Multi, I.O.M. model, 1920; £55.

[2332
JUDGE, 19201/2, I.O.M., used daily, horn, car lamp,
i spare valve and tube; £50.—Pollit. Wroxham.

[2275

JUDGE 3Vih.p. 1913 Clutch Model, thorough con-
dition; complete accessories; £30.—Day, Ship

uie, Aveler, Eaees. [IBOS

JUDGE Multi Conchbuilt- Combination, 1914, SiA'b.p.,

t insured, lamps. Klaxon, spares; trial; £56.—73,
lorueyhedge Rd., Gunnersbury. [2001

921 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, bought June, low mile-
age, best accessories, lovely condition ; £65.—'"""'"

, [2041

models
£85.-
[1020

1, Globe Rd., Bethual Green

tTE Can Give Immediate Delivery for 1922
V Rudge; 3 speeds, all-chain, £100; Mulli,
Tcy and Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I.

p.O-C.H. give you good Rudge service; cash, ex-
change, or deferred payment*^

lehines in stock.—5, Heath St..

sound second-luiud
Hampfitead [near

be). [1939

JUDGE Multi SVsh.p.. 1920, clutch, kick starter,
V. electric lighting, perfect condition throughout;
8; any ex<iminfition.—Dixon-Eate, Dee Banks, Chester.

[X3677
920 SV-jh.p. Ru-dge and 35 gn. sidecar, lamps, horn,

spre"i?n, spare tyre aud Ijelt, condition perfect:

6 ; deferred payments and exohanges.—ICrTwards, 50,
irringtou' Rd.. South Kensington. [2373

Q21 Rudge Multi, 3V2h.p., Swan sporting coach-
'3 built sideciii. Easting, fully equipped, run 300
les; cost over £120 : guaranteed; any trial ; £100,
er.-Box' 7,799, c/o The, Motor Cycle. [2324

tUDGE.—We have several slightly used and shop-
L" soiled Isle of Man models to sell or exchange.
ices right.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
ith Rd.. W.6. 'Phone: "Hammersmith 80. [2257

[121 Rudge IMulti 3li.h.p., perfect condition.
t/ ridden only 80 miles, full equipment, latest

inovements; price, only £65; owner goin§ abroad.
ipply, A.B., 13. Abinger Rd., London, W.4. [2259

SVoh.p. Rudge Multi. T.T.,
unpunctured, lamps, horn,

edometer, full accessories; £75. nearest offer ; i

light nickel exhaust, fast, enamelling, plating, and
line in perfect condition; trial; seen by appoint-
Dt.—Morris, Central Hotel, Loughborough. [2260
'pare Parts

:^

[ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
L ^AU Rudge parts in stock; complete illustrated
post free. [9401

Scale

[|20'^ Scale 34h.p. Precision, 2-stroke; £60.-45,
t7 Cotyswold Gardens, East Ham. [2152

Scott.

'JOTT. 1920, excellent condition; any trial; £62.—
Clark. 7. Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2196

1^20 Scott, sporting sidecar, speedometer, lamps, not
7 used since Easter; £85.—Anderson, Waltham
<ey. [1835

C|20 "Scott Special, oversize tyres, fully equipped,
•y Eoflntk=en speedometer, very little usedj £80.—

920 (September)
original tyres

TYRES
SAFETY
FIRST!

mi

JiSWe lead the way s;»

^E to Tyre Bargains. 5^
!" Size. Make. "•'.'.

,V'."' "!*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

CCOTT Motor Cycles or Sociable,'!.—Immedinte de-
•^ livery can be eiven from Ball, Scott Specialist, O,
Wbeeley's Rd., Edgijajiton ; or Taylor, 74, Stoney Lane,
Smethwiek; trom wboni information,
ervice can be obtained.

Bpares, and real
1X3361

rC)21 s'/ih.p. Sporting Scott, fitted with rolislieJ long
«' exliau.st piTie, privately owned, complete with

:ill lamps, horn, licence, and electric rear lamp, been
very little used, owner biiying car; £95, or near offer.

—Caluforth '.Motor Co.. Carnforth. [1169

SCOTT S'iih.p, Combination, June, 1921, electric light-

ing, Magdyno, Lucas lamps, Lucas electric burn,

Clavrite horn, minor, Bonniksen speedometer, Tan-Sad,
Easting wind screen,' luggage earlier, discs to all wheels,

insurance to next August: cost £220, price £165, or

near.—Box 7.806, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2319

TT7E have been appointed agents

.lata 26 <

2

s21i-

.^ 26 2

J' Si "

i£ 2t)>;2.'.

a 28
a „
5C50

clifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [2179

ODFEETS', Ltd., 208, Great Portland St., London,
W.l.—Compldte ptock of all Scott spare part<i

'ays in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0751

;OTT, 1921. T.T. model, just overhauled, in per-
fect tune, low mileage ; £80, or near offer.—A. H.

L'bar, Aeroplane Experimental Establishment, Wood-
Igc. [2036

)19 Scott, Rotas dynamo lighting,
Cowey horn, bulb horn, Tan-Sad, etc..

70 gns.
ithijort.

exchanges.—Kent's,

speedometer.
superb <'on-

417, Lord St..

[2080

30TT, very late 1920, excellent condition, just over-
hauled, lamps, horn, etc., owner buying car, tyres

feet; £70.—Hodgkinson (Miss), Bradshaigh, Farn-
a, Surrey. ~-

[1806

JOTT Parts.—We can anote you promptly for any-
thing in the Scott line, new or second-hand.—

[d Motors, Ltd., the Scott Specialists, 32, Hustler
Bradford. [0739

lb. p. Scott, nearly new, just overhauled, in perfect
* condition, mileage under 500, toolw, Stewart, head
tail lamps electric (unfitted) ; 85 gns.—Newbold, 86.

iehurch St., Leicester. (D) [1905
fl21 Scott-Squirrel, .=;mall mileage, fast, with eport-
^ ing Canoclet sidecar, condition a^ new through-
1, lamps, wind screen, etc.; l)argain, £105.—Clicston
I Shobnall St., Burton-on-Trent. [X3606

i700 -: 80

Palmer Ribbed
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Eng-ebert Passenger.

.

Englcbert Touring
Bates Special Heavy
Palmer Cord
S. Moulton Extra Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
En^lebert Touring . . .

.

Wood Milne Special
Palmer Cord Heavy
Hutchinson T.T. Rub. 0.

Clincher de Luxe Ex. Ky

\ Clincher de Luxe Heavj

Goodrich Safely Tread.
Bates Special Heavy.

.

.

Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Wood Milne Ex. Heavy
Wood Milne Special .

.

Goodrich Safety Tread.
Englebei Rac.ng ...
Goodrich Safely Tre^d.
Clincher Grooved
Goodyear A.W. Tread
Clinclier Rijjbed

Best French R. Non-skid
Wood Milne Special ....
Beldam Bulldog
Firestone R. Non-skiJ
Clincher Grooved ...
Clincher Steel Stud

21/
25/
19 6
15/-
31/
29/-
27 9
25,
23/
16 6

13 6
30
27 6
25

32 6

45
35
27 6
16.6
13 6
43 -

39 6
40/
35/-
35/-
32/-
25
13 6
61,
58
41 9
41,9

M^

—-«-
46/
54/-

53/61
68/

56/6" J"

40/-S^
6-/-—

S

es/ej^
5i/.lg\

52/6™"i68/6^K

Silver PJince.
,_„ for the Silver

. . Prince, the best" 2"V4h.p. machine made; can be

had with Villiers 2-strolte engine, flywheel ignition,

at £48/6; or with J.A.P. 4-stroke engine. i,57/15;

write tor particulars.—Central Garage, 302, London
Rd., Thornton Heath. [2306

Singer

GINGER 2h.p., complete with magneto, going order;

3' £5.-249, Goldhawk Rd., W.6. [195b

SINGER Lightweight, splendid condition ; £22 ;
take

purfi cycle part.-57, Kenbury St., Cambervvell,

London. .
l^'"'''

hparkbrooh

SPAEKBHOOK 1920 2i4h.p., 2-speed ; £50, or oBeis.

—22, Cranley Gardens, Palmer's Green. N. [191b

»30.-

Stan.

Stan motor cycles, 2-stroke, 23ih.p.,^nevv^ shop

Stan Motor Co Westwood Heath.
[X3777

*.S TUBES "^lEW A~0 FULLY

/| BELTS

Our List
Price. Price

24x2 4/6 9/-
26x2 4/9 ro/-

26x2J 7/- 10/3
23x23 7/9 11/3

700 X 80 .

.

GUAHANTEED.

58/9
72/3
63,'91
roo/-l
ioo/9»
67/6;
58/3;

53/-"
til/

64_/9S,"

87/8S^
6g/6™i

69/6»J^

^i
26 X 2i \

Oar List ^Hi
PriC3. PriceHB^

'21-1 ^b"
x2i}*/' '3/3 Si

2$x2.r 8/9 12/9 "S
28x3 7/6 — ™t

10/- .. 15/9

=5:
IN STANDARD Si"

LENGTHS ,
Bates. Lyc^tt. gin. 3in. I'm. lin. rjin.^
etc. Per foot. 1/6 1/7 1/10 2/2 2/8 '^
These Special Clearance Lines are sent
Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against ^Bi ^
remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day.

"JJ
J>

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB"-''
J'.Si

TAeName

ORDER THE

FliT£

^ soiled
Coventry.

Stanger.

THE Machine of the moment is the Stanger V twin

5b. p. 2-sttoke. This machine is really a flrsf-clasi

mount with wonderful power, and excellent smooth lun

ning, fitted with the neatest rear springing yet seen

;

price £112/10. Send for particulars.-Jones Garage,

Muswell Hill, London, N.IO, [0731

Sun.
start, lamps, horn;SUN 1921, 2-sp«ed, clutch, kick ..

£45.—Davies, Coniston, Park Crescent. Erith. [1788

SUN-VILLIEKS 1921 2-stroke Combination, counter-

shaft 2-speed kick .starter, hand clutch, almost

new, smart turnout; £42/10.—Richmond Park Garage.

110, Upper Richmond R^l., East Sheen, S.W.14

Plione: Pntnev 2622 [2132

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM 1920 Combination, lamps, tools; £120.--

Dunford. Bucclench House, Thorpe Bay. 11919

SHOP-SOILED SV.h.p. Sunbeam, complete lamp,
- horn, tax paid;' £138.-Cross, Agent, Rotherham

SUNBEAMS converted with new SVeh.p. twin M.A.G.

engines; London.-Box 7,803. c/o The Motor Cw/c
l2ooo

SUNBE-\M Combination, SVbh.P.,' 1916, hood, hinged

dash: any trial; £85.-31, Nelson Rd., South

(Jhingford. E.4. USs*

UNBEAM 1915 2';lh.p., lamps, accessories, perlect

conditio!; £35.-Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchlcy

Hampstead 7822. [2362Rd.

"^Qc'ccssories, tax paid;' wants seeing; sacrifice £85.

-365, King St.. Hammersmith.

J 20 &h.p. Sunbeam Combination,

UNBEAM Combination, 3V;h.p., little used, all best.
... ;i!„., £35

[1950

1020 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, electric light,

-Lt/ speedometer, screen, perfect order; £145.—Rat-
cliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W. [2172

SUNBEAM, late 1920 (Oct.), S'/jh.p., 3-speed sports

model, little used, guaranteed perfect; owner buy-

ing car; £35, genuine bargain.— Moss, Wem. [X3767

8h.p. Sunbeam ,
Combination. M.A.G. engine, Lucas

lamps, speedijmeter, hood, Inggage grid, in splen-

did condition
;

TheFirm
S^

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE B° VICT0RIA.S.W1
98. VICTORIA STREET, LONDON.S.W.I. b AT
44. SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
<l Please address allpoU otdm toVauMI Bridie Rosd -

TELEPHONE .-VICTORIA 6553 fc- 655*
OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

£130.-194, Balliam High Rd., Balhnm.
. [X3713

1019 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, splendid condi-

-Lt/ tinn, done about 3,000 miles: £120; any trial;

after 6 o'clock.— 26, Warrender Rd., Tufnell Park, N.19.
[1826

UNBEAM 1918 SV'h.p. Combination, fully equipped. .

good condition; £100; deferred payments.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton : also 245, Deansgate,

Manchester. [X3709

AllVERTISER will give £2. to whoever takes his de-

livery (New Year) of single-cyl. Sunbeam combina-
tion, spare wheel, Lucas horn, and acetylene set.—Box
7,798, 0/0 Tlie Motor Cycle. [2325

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1921, condition as
2 new, mileage under 400, speedometer and

numerous accessories: £140.—Gordon 'Watney and
Co., Ltd., 31, Brook St., London, W.l. [0749

SUNBEAM, 1918, 3y2h.p., 3 speeds, all-chain, all

accessories, perfect condition throughout, very

smart, an execptionallv fine machine; £67/10.-11
Watson, Victoria Rd., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [2282

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUN'BEAM 1920 8h.p. Combination, with spare
wheel and Lucas dynamo lighting, excellent

order; £125.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., \V.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [2256

SUNBEAM ah. p. 1921 Combination, hardly used,
hood, screen, Lucas electric lamps, horn spare

interchangeable wheel, guaranteed best possible con-

dition; price £200.—Heaven, Rockhurst, Woking.
[2277

SUNBEAM 3Vih.li., June. 1920, icith Sunbeam side-

Ciir, practie^illy as new, Cowey horn and trip

si-ep;lometer, recently overbriuled, perfect running order;

£145, or ue.'tr offer.—Alexander, 69. Blenheim Gardens,
Wallington. [1789

8h.p. Late Model Sunbeam Combination, Sunbeam
sidecar, spare wheel, luggage grid, screen, elec-

tric lighting, speedometer, magnificent outfit, liew

condition throughout; £125; exchange good solo and
cash.—37, Canterbury Ed., Dalston, N.l. [2403

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, 1920, dynamo light-

ing, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel complete
with tyre, pillion seat and wind screen, etc., the pro-

perty of Sir Malcolm Murray; 180 gns., or near offer.

—Can be seen at Clarence House Stables, Eccleston St.

East, S.W.I. In first-class condition. [1968

Syare Parts:

SUNBEAM Owners are informed that arrangements
have been made for spare parts to be stocked a1

the following Sunbeam Depots:

LONDON, E.C.-Sunbeam Depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct
Tel. No.: 2180 Holborn.

LONDON. S.W.-Sunbeam Depot, 157-8. Sloane St
Tel. No.: 1106 Victoria.

Depot, 68, Eenshaw St.

20, Peter St.

LIVEEPOOL.-Sunbeam
Tel. No.: 729 Eoral.

MANCHESTEK.-Snnbeam Depot.
Tel. No.: 3952 Central.

LEEDS.—Sunbeam Depot, 5, Woodhouse Lane. Tel
No.: 23277.

LEICESTER.-Sunbeam Depot, 16, London Ed. Tel.
No.: 3717.

BOUENEMOUTH.-Sunbeam Depot^ 8, Holdenhmsl
E^l. Tel. No. 2706.

ijlDINBUEGH.—Sunbeam Depot, 37, George St., Edin
-^ burgh [9268

HEEBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.—All Sunbeam parts in stock. Write us if you
are hung up for any part, [9402

Torpedo.
tf?25.— S'/^h.p. Torpedo-Precision comliiuation and acces-
cW series, in good running order, licensed, and tax
paid: owuer out of work.—Judd. 108, Wickham Lane.
I'lumstead, S.E. . [1877

Triumph.
T3UEM1EP. Motor Co. (or new Trinrnphs.

ALL Models for Immediate Deliyerj at reduced 192k
prices.

THYPE H.. 4h.p., S-speed, fl05; Type S.D., chain
-•- drive, £115; Type L.W., hghtweight, £65; sidecars
from £20 to £50; easy payments only 4X extra. Bu)
direct from the Triumph Specialists. The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham [0627

rpEIUMPHS at Brixton.-1922 models for immediate
J- delivery, cash or exchange.—Below.

1 Q21 Triumph-Gloria Combination, practically new-L'^ £115; 1920 Triumph combination, £95.—Daw
fiiumph Service Agent, 114, Brixton Hill. [2090

"IQIS Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £48—24
-Lt/ Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [2046

CROSS, Eotherham, is sole agent tor Eotherham and
district lor the trusty Triumph. [X3722

qiEIUMPH Junior, 1920, 2 speeds, excellent condi.
-1. tion ; £45.—Knox House, Tonbridge. [1829

TEIUMPH. countershaft, 1917, 4h.p., lamps, horn,
licence paid; £40.—Cucksou, Firbeck, Eotheihani

[1948
£32.—Triumph, 1913, 3-apeed, good tyres, all acces-

sories.—146, Leauder Ed., Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
[1920

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, 1918, splendid condi-
tion; £50.-33, Hackford Rd., Brixton. S.W.

[2400
WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. London. E.G.-

4h.p. Triumph, countershaft model. 1919; £55.
[2340

'pEIUMPHS.—A fine assortment of all models in
-L stock at prices to suit all.—Ross. 86, High Rd.,
Lee [4485

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect condition; £48J-U -Hilher (side bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North
Kensington. [2055

1Q20 Triumph, Watsonian E34 sidecar, lamps, screen.
-It/ numerous spores; £90.—Thuigarton Lodge, Ald-
boiough, Norwich. [1828

1Q19 T.T. Triumph, direct drive, all on. excellent
-LtJ condition, very fast; £45.-Plemont. Elmluidge
Rd.. Gloucester. [2308

Th re is every reason for buying through
the post from the Service Co. Ltd.. London.
Established 1887. Up.to-date and large
stocks. Latest designs. Immediate de.
livery, carriage paid. Expert attention.
All help and ensure your COMPLETE
SATISFACTION WITH EYEBY DEAL.

SERVICE SUPER LAMP SET.
A high-grade, Birmingham made Lamp Set,

large riddling grid generator, to feed three

lamps, brackets adjustable in all directions.

Searchlight projector, hood to reduce glare.

genuine Mangin Lens Mirror. A'de Luxe' Set,

all black, N.P. mounts. QO /^

We have purchased the manufacturer's entire

stock of these adjustable childs' seats, suit-

able for all sidecars. Quickly fitted. Imme-
diately removed. Folding back, Seat and
back rest upholstered. Comfortable and
beautifully made. Plated fittings. Original

price, 47/6. Our price, OQ/_
On y a /etc loz it to cfetir. ^*'/

YOUR FREQUENT WANT.
A tool to remove obstinate pulleys,

wheels, eh'iin sprockets, etc. Bub-

BtontiaUi'-made. A moat useful artic'e,

Gas £iightfrs. For coil and retylen i

(.as. Wooden handle. A great timeaivcr,

To-1 Pads. N.P. Case, Corkscrew. Gimlet,
Pricker acrewdrive-, Tweezers

19/6

1/-

1/1

All above goods carefully packed
and sent carriage paid.

fci^«/^
•WNDO/i' X C^

289-29Z, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.

phone: Holborn 6480 Grams: " Adiiiittedlj', LonJon.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Trlucnph

TRIUMPH Junior, 2-snced. pcrlect order; £35.' i
I

exchange. — Forfield Motoi^, I'orfleUl Plar
Leamington Spa. iX37i '

TRIUMPH Comlnnation, 1914, 3-spGed, pillion jipii

must seil ; £48 ; trial run arranged.— 8, The Pol
i

eon. Old To^vn, CKnpham. [21^
:

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, fully equipped, splend '

condition;. £63; stamp details. — Wentwort
I

Chessington, Surbiton. [20'

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed. countershaft, Cancel
I

sidecar; £49.-28, Woodford Rd., Forest Gat t

'Phone : Stratford 2598. [201

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C,
Triumphs, nil 1922 models supplied promptly r

easy terms or exchange. [23;

1 Q 22 Triumph, all models, at list prices ; deferr
J- 17 payment er exohausjes.—Edwards, 50. Harrin
ton Rd., South Kensington.

TRIUMPH Countershaft, enciue renentlv overiitiul?
,

Lucas lamp and horn; £34.—CUfiord Hull, Wat(
]

houses, Ashbourne, Derbyshire. [19(

3ih.p. Triumph, good condition, N.S.U. hub ciute
i

2 new tyre, belt; £32, or nearest.—E.B.. 14, Gordc
j

Rd,, High Wycombe, Bufkd. [21(

1 Q 17-18 4h.p, Triumph, fully equipped, in perfect oo
J-t/dition; accept £46 for quick sale; after 5 p.m.
4, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [19'

"OENOVATED 4h.p. Triumph, just overhauled,
;

J-V splendid condition ; no reasonable offer refused.
Boulding, Coleorton, Broadstairs. [20;

1 Q21 Renovated Triumph (makers' guarantee!, supe
-Lt7 condition, accessories: £80, or offer.—Write Sim
sou, Brayton Vicaratje, Selby, Yorks. 1 20V

TRIUMPH, C.S., 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedometfi
Tan-Sad, guaranteed perfect; £50, or oiler.—Wi\

sou, 10, King's Av., Woodford Green. [18Ji

1 Q19 Triumph 4h.p., original belt and tyres, esC4
-Li' lent condition, all on; £85.— S. Hopkins, 5, Cef
don Terrace, Harwain, near Aberdare. [18it

X? 20.—Triumph S^/L'h-P-. 1912, Bosch, new B. and"l^ lam lis, etc., tyres excellent; apply Saturday
Sunday.—Drew, Ivy House, Terrace. Barnes. [24('

TRIUMPH (July, 1919), latest gear change, 3-spee
countershaft, new condition; £65.-28, Woodfo;

Rd., Forest Gate. 'Phone : Stratford 2598. [20(i

1 Q21 Triumph H, fitted Lucas dynamo Hghtini
J-t/ £109; exchange sports Sunbeam. — Jackso
Grappenhall Rd., Stockton Heo.th, Warrington. [20]i

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, £.0.4.'.

1921 Triumph, Model H, only ridden 500 milt
countershaft gear, in every respect as new; £87/10

[23^

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p.. W.D. leuovated,
speed, clutdi, large Swau coachbuilt, Easting, hoi'

lamps; £48.—Drennan. 25, Elms Rd., ClaplKim, S.W^
[2i:

TRIUMPH C.S., 1916, equipped, good appearanc
, thorough order, tax paid; £48, or offer.-;.—Ma

shall and Co., Engineers, Waterside, Chesham, Buck
[2U

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, Jii.C.

2>4 h.p. Triumph Junior, 1921, tax paid, fut

insured, all accessories; ^50; easy terms arranged.
[232

F-O.C.H. give you good Triumph service; cash, e
change, or deferred payments; sound second-hai

machines in stock.—5, Heath St., Hampste^ad (ne-

Tube).
^

[192

TEIUMPH 1922 models for immediate delivery. Gas
exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham Mot<

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone; Hamnw
smith 80. [22^1

1

TRIUMPH 1921 Model, quite new and fully guail

auteed, 4h.p., 3-speed and clutch, Model H, lii
j

price £105; sale price £95.—Colmore Depot, 31, Oo
more Row, Birmingham. [X372^

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agent.--, ar

can deliver from stock for ca^h, deferred pa
ments, or exchange.—Jones' Garage, Musweli Hill, ai

Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [05f

TRIUMPH 1921 Sports Model, condition as nfli

throughout, mileage under 200; £67/10, ba-

gain.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomii
St., E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [006i

TRIUMPH 1922 Models, including - the famov
Ricardo 4h.p. o.h. valve model; £120; we ca

deliver definitely this month, — Meeten IVrotor

Triumph Agents, Dorking. 'Phone : 163. [227

TRIUIVIPH 1921, 3-speed oounterehaft gear, all a!
cessories. ridden few miles, almost new; £85.'

Richmond Park Garage, 110, Upper Richmond Rdi

East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone; Putney 2622. [213

£52.—1916 Triumph, lamps, speedometer, long 6:j

' hanst, 17 and 15 tooth sprockets, spares, just i<

bushed and tank re-enamelled, not junk; or exchari&,

Scctt; Sydenham.-rBos 7,783, c/o TU Motor Cycle. [189
^

TRIUMPH.—We have several good solos and con

!

binations at lowest prices. List on requesl

Cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham Moto
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammei'
smith 80. [^25'

B30 All letters relating to advertisements shoujd quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

^EIUMrH 4]i.r.. C.S. 3-spwd, absolutely perfect aiiO

. as ueir; this machine has been (Jtoretl, and a guar-

tee will be t'i^en ; bargain, £75.—"WelliiiKton Garage,

elliiigton Mews, Ledbury Rd., Bayswater, W. Park
199. [2206

IRIUMPH, SVib.p., Bosch mag.. Brooks. P. and H.
lamp set, horn, tools, etc., tyres and belt nearly

w. in very good condition throughout, fast, and
lait: £20.—R. Watson, Victoria Rd.. Aldeburgh.
iffolk. [2281

TRIUMPH {renovated), 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, Mil-
lord sidecar new June, tyres esoelleut, all acces-

ries, just overhauled, re-enanielled, perfect condition:
uer ordered abroad; £60, or olfer.—Copt. Bryan, 2nd
lak Batt., Faruborough. [1853

921 4h.p. Tiiumph, new Oct.. 3-speed, clutch, kick
start, demonistration model, mile^ee under 100,

(solutely as new, complete with lamps, horn, licensed;
J gn^.. or with JVIillford sidebar (unscratched) 90 gn=.

;

iferre.1 payments and exchangeis.—Edwards. 50, Har-
ngton R4., South Kensington. [2374

1RIUMPH, 1921 (Oct.). 4h.p. combination. C.B.
sidecar, fully equipped and licensed, as new. end

term bargain; £107/10 cash; approval anywhere,
nil guarantee given as with new outfit and carriage
lid both way if not approved.—The Lavton Garages.
), Holywell St., Oxford. 'Phone: 581. [2559

"iRIUilPll Spares.—Immediate delivery —Kays, b,

. Bond St., Ealing. [8638

IERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge
—The Triumph experts; complete illustrated list

ist free. [940?

"TRIUMPH Spares.—We are oflfieial service agents

;

full stock of all parts.—Premier Motor Co., Aston
i., Birmingham. [2228

"IQMPLETE Stock Triumph Spares, satisfaction
^ guaranteed.—Ward and Co. (Albert Agg), 51.
pper Richmond Rd.', Putney. [2000

iRIUaiPH Spare Parts for all models, also Sturraey
Archer gear parts from stock, post free. Gear

erhanls by specialist.—Jones' Garage. Broadwav.
uswell Hill. N.IO. [(.'746

TRIUilPH Parts, 1904 to 1921.—Every p.art. an>
year, in stock, new or second-hand, guaranteeri

rviceable. Enclose stamp for reply. Why not second
md goods in place of new while prices are so high:
ah" the jirice : fiatisfaction guaranteed.-Forfield Motor*:,

, Forfield Place, LeEimington Spa. [X3761

Trump.
Jp-AUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C

-

* 2^4h.p. Trump-Jap, 2-speed model, new 1 922

:

SO; easy terms arranged. [2335

ITAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.-
V New late 1921 3M;h.p. Trump-Jap, fitted with
test J. A.P. engine, overhead valvefi, 3-sneed model,
ad racing machine; £75; no estra charge for ea=^
rms. [2336

Velocette.

922 Velocette, clutch and kick starter.—Early
deliverv from the Premier Motor Co., Aston

d., Birmingham. [2227

JEW Velocette, 1921 models, at enormous red in-
^ tions, all with internal expanding brakes to lioth

leeh, and other latest improvements; 2-speed £55,
5peed £62, lady's open frame 2-speed £55 ; sent on
.proval: e;isv payments 4% extra.—The Premier Motor
>., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2226

Verus.

921 Verus, 4h.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed, cMitrli,

E.S., perfect condition throughout ; £78

;

ferred payment' and exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Har-
Qgton Rd., South Kensington [1672

Williamson.
th.p. Williamson Combination, perfect condition, fully
' equipped: £48.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [2070

i^XCEPTIONAL Bargain.-1914-15 Williamson coin-
J bination, luxurious C.B. sidecar, glass screen and
od, spare ^Qni box and carburetter parts, lamps, speed-
let-er, etc.; £55; after 5 p.m.- 4, Ehua Gardens, Ham-
^rsmith. [1971

VILLIAMSON 8h.p. Combination, water-cooled flat
twin, all accessories, very smart and powerful

uring combination; £68.—Richmond Pfirk Giuage,
'0. Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen, S.W.14. 'Phone:
itney 2622. [2131

Wolf,
[»EST Bargain ^is^Week.—Wolf, 2^h.p,

seemg
t-een.

, . , only wants
£12/10. — 1, Priory Rd., Kew

[2014

Wooler
¥OOLER, 1920, 2%h.p.. fiat twin, spring frame,

variable gear, clutch, accessories, tax paid, cost
107, and only run about 1,000 miles, practically new;
ly trial ; 38 gns.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd.
pposite Chalk Farm Tube Station), London. [2037

Zenith.

920 Zenith Combination, well equipped
Balliol Ed., North Kensington.

£75.-24,
[2051

Mend a Puncture ?
THEN YOU CA^3 STICK THIS

ON YOUR BOOTS.
The original

and only
sole thai

can be

successfully

fitted.

The original
and only
sole thai

can be

successfully

fitted.

lSEIIIII

B^

W-'

=%

USTIKON DIAIVIOND
PATTERN SOLE.

Thes2 soles are specially prepared
with an adinesive surface and fixed
with Sol-fix. The process of fixing
is exactly the same as that of re

pairing a punctured Motor Cycle Tube. ^5 J"
No nails or screws are required, and ^11
one of the many advantages of this ^m~m
process is that no damage whatever pBO^
is done to the Brots or Shoes, which
become ABSOLUTELY WATERPROOF.

GENT'S, ALL SIZES -

LADIES', ALL SIZES -

f»OST FREE
CompI«te with Sol-fix and lull directions,

jE USTIKON
%= HEELS

3/9 PER

2/9 PAIR

=v

Fitted in the
same s'mple
manner as

the Soles.

W.plh atrial

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ALLAN" GRTTZELIER, Specialist in Zenith motor
cyclei.

'XT'OtJ will get real service, and prompt deliveries, by
*- dealing nith the man who flpeciaiises.

WHEN you buy a Zenith from Allan Gruze!ier, you
know that you will be looketl after from tlie

time you purchase until you part with tlie machine.

NEW or Second-hand Models, spare partes, overhauls,
repairs.

I CAN" give you immediate delivery of practically
any 1922 model, even the chain-drive 3-speed

Bradsh-aw. Write for ijarticuUirs, or onythiug you
want for your Zenith, to

ALLAN" GRUZELIER. UUter Chambers, 168, Eesent
St., W.l. 'Phone: Regent 205. - . [1944

ZENITH-BRADSHAW, 1922, in stock for immediate
delivery.—The Motor Mart, Scarborough. [2218

RAND New 1921 Zenith. 5h.p., luxuriously
equipped; £85.—Dentist, 216, Portobello Rd., North

Kensington. [1575

1 Q20 Zenith Sports Model, perfect condition, fully
J-t/ eriuipped; £7ff.—R«itclifEe Bros., 200, Gt. Port-
land St., W. [2177

j Ql4 6h.p. Zenith Sporting Combination, all acces-
-It/ sories, many late refinements; £55.—Daw, 114,
Brixton Hill. [2093

AUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.-
3i;;h.p. Zenith-Brodshaw, new; price £105: easy

terms arranged. [2337

ZENITH-GRADUA 6h.p., good condition; £45; wou!<J

take Levis or 1914 clutch model Triumph and
cash.-Apps, Bracknell. [2205

FRANK WHITWORTH, Ltd., 139. New St., Bir-

mingham, for immediate delivery from stock of

Zenith-Bradsliaw: price £118. ' [0711 ,'

ZENITH. 5h.p., 1917, K.S., clutch, completely over-

hauled, re-enamelled, replated. new tyre and
belt, lamps, tools, etc.; £55.-2, Madrid Rd., Barnes.

[2020
O.C.H. give you good Zenith service; c-ash, ex-

change, or deferred payments; sound second-h-nnd

machines in stock.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Tube). {\^Z&

ENITH 1920 Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., eleitrio

lighting, speedometer, accessories, insured Nov.,

i 1922, mileage 2,500; £105, near offer.—12. High Lane.

Chorlton-cTim-Hnidy. [1172

21 Zenith 8h.p. Combination, Model H, indistin-

guishable from new, only used a few times, com-

Iilete with all ac^'essories; a bargain at £135.—Harris,
14, Great Marlborough St., W. [1924

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sports, speedometer, horn,

lamps, insured, new condition, £72; 1920 8h. p.

countershaft combination, Lucas electric lighting.

£106.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [2200

ZENITH 1922 models lor immediate delivery: 3V_.b.p.

Bradshaw models in stock; cash, exchange, de-

ferred payments.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammer-
smith Rd., W.6. Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2246

ZENITH 6h.p. Countershaft Combination, perfect

condition throughout, dissolved acetylene, 3

lamps. Klaxon. Watford, knee grips, tools, and spares;

£95.-20, Sheephouse Fields, Farnham, Surrey. [2029

11^22 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate de-

XO liverv £118; cash, exchange, or extended pay-

ments -Allen-Bennett Motor Co.. Ltd.. 9-10-11. Royal

Parade London Rd.. West Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon

F'
mac.
Tube

7^
192;
Clio

19=

11 ^.,

These goods are sent post free. Please state size

required, and address your order to Footwear
Dept.

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,
98, VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON S.W.I.

Agents Wanted.

M

B^

B^

Miscellaneous

OTOSACOCHE, £16; Sun-Tilliers, £26: hoth £39.

Keen. Br.vnygwenin. Abergavenny. [1910

BARGAINS.—New O.K.'s. Ariels. JIarleys, Omegas,
Quadrants; exchanges entertained. — Booths'

Motorics. Halifax.

ARGAINS.—1920 Matchless combination, detach-
able wheels. £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina-

tion, £49/10/6.—Booths" Motorics. Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1917 AUon, 3-speed gear, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.—Booths'

Motories.

GOTHS' Bargains. — Free engine Triumph,
£22/10/6; 4-C3-1. P.N., 2 speeds, £29/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1920 Williamson 6h.p. com-
bination, £95/10/6; another, dynamo lighting,

£115/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson combination,
mileage 300, £139/10/6; 3h.p. Humber,

£10/10/6.

BOOTHS* Bargains.—1915 B.S.A. combination,
£55/19/6; 1920 Wooler, £49/19/6; 3h.p. 2-speed

Enfield, £29/10/6.
OOTHS' Bargains.—8h.p. Premier combination,
£49/10/6; 1914 Phelon and Moore, £35/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1917 4h.p. Douglas, £59/19/6;
1919 4h.p. Douglas combination, £89/10/6;

another, electric lighting, £95/10/6,

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1916 Douglas, £47/10/6; 1920
Morgan de luxe, M.A.G. engine, speedometer,

£165/10/6; 1920 SV-h.p. Ariel combination. £85/19/6;
G.W.K. light car, £139/10/6; 1922 new 4i/2h.p. Quad-~ • • --

^ Halifax.
[2311

B^

rant combination, sElOO.—Booths' Motories,
iiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiieiiiiiiiiiiiii

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

Miscellaneous.

HALIFAX Motor Excliimse, Horton St., Hnliffix.—
A.,T.S. 1919 coinbinaticii, X135: Ariel 3'/.h.c.

1920 comhinntion, £87/10.

HALI1''AX.-1921 A.B.O., electric liplitinB, £37/10;
Ariel 3VL.11.1).. 1920, £79/10; 1920 Alecto SVih.p.

2-6peed cornbiuation, £79/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Alecto- 1920 SVjli.p.. 2-speed, £62/10;
1921 Beaidoiore-Preciaion SV'L.p., spring Iriimo,

£69/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.'- B.S.A. 1915 IVJh.p. corabinatiorr.
£79/10; Clrater-Le.T 8h.p. conibiuation, il76.-Below

HALIFAX.-1919 2?4h.p. Caltliorpe-Jap, 2-spee(l, £15;
Excelsior 1920 2V>li.p., 2-speed, £42/10; Ediillrird

1920 2%llr.p., spring frame, £59/10,—Below.

HALIFAX.—Harley 1920 electrical combination.
£155: Harley, 1918, with 1920 Henderson sidecar,

£115.-Below.

HALIFAX.—Henderson 4-cyl. combination, £166;
very smart 1920 Indian Scout, £95.—Below.

HALIFAX.- 2^.1h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, £35;
1916 2'^h.p. 2-Bpeed O.K., £35; Premier 3V.l).p.,

2-speed. wants attention, £25.—Below.
HALIFAX.—Ees 6h.p. 2-epeed combination, £19/10;

Rndce 1920 7-91i.p. combination. £105.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Scott 1920 35/ih.p. combination, £105;
Triumph, 1913, h.b.c. clntch, £42/10.—Below.

HALIFAX.-Triumph 3yoh.p. 2-speed combination,
£55: Triumpli Ih.p. 3-speed combination, £69/10;

Peugeot 7-9h.p., 2-speed, £37/10.

HALIFAX.-1920 3i/,h,p. LO.M; Eudfie, £65; 1920
Kingtibury Junior, 2-speed, £45.—Below.

HALIFAX.—Sunbeam 1920 8h.p. Magdyno combina-
tion, very smart, very special equipment; £197/10;

like new.—Below.

HALIFAX.— 1921 P. and M., speedometer, etc., like
new, £92/10; Indian 7-9h.D. 2-speed combin.i-

tion, £55.—Below.

HALIFAX.-1916 Rudge Multi 3i/,h.p., £17/10;
1920 2%h.p. Wooler, £55.—Address below.

HALIFAX.—Zenith 6h.p. countershaft combination

;

£85 ; deferred payments quoted.—Halifax Motor
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. 11979

TWIN 6h.p. Motor Cycle, with overhead valves, £15;
also late Rex combination, 6h.p. twin, 2-speea,

£30.—H. K. Hall, Hatton Grove, North Finchley, Lou-
don. [1889
FIEST-CLASS 7-9h.p. Combination, electric lighting,

wind screen, piKion seat, etc., fully equipped; bar-
gain; £65; any time.—Groves, 196, Lavender Hill,
S.W.ll. [1800

RUDGE Multi 3i^h.p. Sporting Combination, complete,
perfect condition, £50 ; also 2^h.p- New Imperial,

2.speed, 1917, absolute bargain, £38; exchange higher
power.—13, Scoresby St., S.E.I. [1995

BUNTING'S Buy, Sell, or Exchange any make of
motor cycle. State your requirements. We under-

take to do your business and give you satisfaction. Dis-
tance immaterial.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weidd-
stone. |;9S50

ALLBER Garage, Thornsett Rd., Earlsfield, London,
S.W.18 (opp. Earlsfteld Station, L.S.W. Ely.).

'Phone : Latchmere 4388. Cash, exchanges, easy
terms: delivery on deposit. End of season clearance
bargains.

ALLBER.—James 1919 2-stroke, 2 speeds, good
tyres, complete with lamps, in splendid condition,

tax paid; £35.

ALLBER.—Mars, 1921, special 350 c.c. J.A.P., Bur-
ru;in 2 speeds, clutch, kick .starter, disc wheels,

full equipment, tax paid, exceptionally fast, abso-
lutely as new; £55.

ALLBER..—O.K. Junior 1921 2-stroke, ridden a few
miles only, in new condition, tax paid; £29.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1916 2%h.p., 2 speeds, good
tyres, all accessories, tax paid, in good order;

£38.

ALLBER.—Sun-Villiers, 1916,, engine just over-
hauled, all lamps, horn, tax' paid, good machine;

£25. ~ ^

ALLBER.—Douglas 1919 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
kick starter, new tyres, all accessories, tax paid,

in splendid order; £60.

ALLBER.—Edmund, 1917, spring frame, 2V>h.p.
J:A.P., Enfield 2-speed gear, all chain, all acces-

sories; bargain, £35.

ALLBER.—Matchless Model H combination, 1920,
delivered Jan., 1921. Magdyno, M.A.G. engine,

hood, screen, legshields, absolutely as new; £125.

combination, new
as a new

-Douglas 1920 4h.p
lamps, speedoir

machine, tax paid; £87/10,

ALLBER,
tyres, lamps, speedometer, mirror

ALLBER.—P. and M. 1918 combination, 2 speeds,
kick starter, new tyres, absolutely as new

throughout, all accessories; £60.

ALLBER.—Douglas 1917 lighting sporting combina-
" tion, 2^/ih.p., 2 speeds, fitted all accessories, tax

paid, good order ; £42. [2262

LEVIS 2i4h.p., believed 1917, less magneto, £17;
Calcott 2";ih.p., 1916, lamps, £19/10.-187, Elm

Ed., New Maiden. [2181

Ibastones
Established 16 Years.

Nd Better or cheaper House.

NEW CLEARANCE LINES,
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

CARRIAGE PAID.

WOOD-MILNE Key Grip COVERS
26x2j 3-piy 13/S

26 X 2! [ 4-P'y Extra Heavy . . 16/6

28x3 4-ply Extra Heavy .. 29/-

700 X 80

1

to fit [ 4-ply extra heavy . . 32 '6

65P>c65)

GOODYEAR All-Weather Tread
COVERS. Extra Heavy.

26X2^ ni-amond Pattern .. 26/-

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

26X 2j
26X2|X2;i
26X2I
650 X 65
26 X 3 for 650 X 65 rim
28x3 .. '.

.

28 -

38'-

35 -

40/-
48/-
48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid
COVERS.

24 X 2J De Luxe Heavy .

.

23/6
26 X 2 23/6
26X2| 25/-
26 X 2| Extra Heavy .. .. 27/-

26 X 2|-X2i Heavy .. .. 30/-

650 X 65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed 39 /-

700 X 80
to fit De Luxe Extra Heavy 47/-

650 X 65

Di >tribnting Ag nts for tlie Famons

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS
New 1922 Models in Stock.

Mo-ntgomery Bo-Peep Sidecar Screen,

easily fitted to any Sidecar ...

Easting Screens

£1 10 O

£3 IS o

sidecar Bodies (various models) from £4. O O

TUBES
Goodrich, Clinclier, & Hutchinson.

26 X 2^ each 6/3
26x2! ,.6/3
26x2^x2}
26x3

I65°X65
each 7/6

700 X 80 '

28x3 )

28 X 3 Goodyear Butted .. .. 7/6

Hours of Business

—

9 till 6 ; Saturdays, 9 till 1.

228, Pentonvilte Road,
King's Cross, London, N.I.
'Phone : 2481 North. 'Grains : 'Bastones, London'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

Tj^'.O.C.H. for eecoad-hand cycles, combin-itiou^, ai;d
J- runabouts at burgain pricOLi ; oxcliauRes arraaged.
Any new cycle, combiuation, or car supplie<l ; casb or
en-sy payments.—Pair Offer Car Houne, 5, Heath St.,
Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [1943

BARGAINS.—6h.p. S-speed Endge, £40/10; 1921 2-
speed Omega, £51/10; 1921 new O.K., £38/18;

1921 2-speed O.K., like new, £52/10; several shop-
soiled machines at reduced prices; exchanges enter-
tained, including push cycles. Visit us.—Booths'
Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax. Tel. : 1062. [8198

1 Q21 3>Sh.p. Sporting Model Sunbeam motor cycle,X*^ lamp, horn, new in April last, in perfect trim,
nearest offer to £115; also 1921 12h.p. 4-seater Swilt.i
new Easter last, complete with hood, side curtains,
screen for rear seats, luggage grid. Epeedomet2r, and "

Triplex glass screen, in excellent condition ; nearest
j

offer to £500; trial.—Geoffrey Smith, c/o The Motor'
Cycle, OoTentry. [X3704

MEBBS and Mehes, the Original Light Car Special
ists, invite reasonable offers for the followiug

shop-aoiled, but otherwise new motor cycles, as they
are relinquishing this part or their business in favour
of light cars: Beardmore-Precision S^/^h.p. ; Wooler
2%h.^., variable gear; Rover touring model. 3V,h.p., 3-
epeed, clutch; Bat 6ti.p. Model 4. clutch, S-speerl;
L.M.C. 6h-p. suspension-frame model, clutch, 3-fipeed;
L.M.O. 61], p., rigid frame, clutch. 3-speed ; L.il.o!
3V2h.p., clutch, 3-sp6ed; also 6h.p. L.M.O. com-
bination, fully equipped, used for demonstration oiijy;

and one Elite model Heudenson sidecar and one spring
frame Henderson sidecar, both new, shop-soiled only,—
144, Gt. Portland St.. W.l, 'Phone: Langham 2230

[1B92,
Ladies' Motor Cycles,

1 Q21 Excelsior Lady's Model, fully equipped, aa-L" new: f35.—Eatclifle Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St.t
W. [2I7B;

FKANK WHITWOETH, Ltd.. 139, New St., Birming.
ham, for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. The most

suitable ladies' machine. Get list. - [0724

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
BARGAIN, Auto wheel, first-class; £8/19/6 com-i

plete.—Madison, Littleover, Derby. [X3223

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
ARE You Going Away for Christmas? Good Douslaa.

combination for hire at two-thirds ordinary rates.
-Eodwell. 11, Red Lion Passage, W.C.I.
eery 7272.

'Phone : Chan.
[1879

nirchased for cash.—Huini
I.E. [1885

-Snow. 91,

[2388

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
r^ASH

TI/-AITING

pOR Motor Cycles,

COMBIN-\TTON' or Solo, any quantity, any mat
,

any condition. Exchanges a speciality.—T. and
B. Motor Co., Ltd.. 372, Euston Rd,, N.W,1, Museum
6581. [5564

"ry. T. DUNN. Ltd.. always buy,

FULL Market Value given for modern solos, cojQ.
binations, and cycle cars. Call, write, or 'Phonsi

Museum 5391,—W, T. Dunn. Ltd,, 326. Euston Ed.,
London. [0332

LATE 1920 3V,h,p, Touring Sunbeam, sidecar.—43,
Carson Rd.r S.E.I. [2383

MODERN Motor Cycles
phrys, 269, Rye Lane,

SOLO Machine Wanted, about
Mapledene Rd., Dalston, E,8.

TRIUMPH, counter-shaft, must he good order, .nnd

cheap,—54, Covnl Ed,,' Mortlake, [X373S

WANTED, modern combination, trader £50.—-\dveit

tiser, 78, Dukes Av., Muswell Hill. [2002

WANTED, 2%lh.p. Douglas, not carher than 1914;
chcap.-King, Egrove Farm, Oxford, [X371S

COMBINATION or good solo; state year and lowest

price,—Box 7,762, c/o The Motor Cycle. [184J

1 /?13[ Norton, Sports Sunbeam. Indian Scout, late;XO reasonable,-153, Knollys Ed,, Streafham. [1945

2-STROKE, 2 speeds, chain drive preferred, reason-
able,—Briggs. 10, Bartletts Buildings, E,0.4. i

[2010
WANTED, good solo or combination for cash.—

0,S., 14, Swaton Ed„ Bow, B,3. Tel. : S.

3155, [2025

WANTED, Triumph, 1914 clutch model, with dti

compressor; must be perfect.—Box 7,802, c/o Tkt

Motor CijcU. [2344

WANTED, modem lightweights and combinations,

che-dp for cash.-Patterson, 12, The Quadrant,

Winchmore Hill. N,21. • [9502

T>EALLT Good Solo, equipped; any make consideieil;

ill full details; absolute rock-bottom tor oasli.-

Drapcr, QoldhUl, Farnham, Surrey. [18,W

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
PALMER'S Gpioge, Tootiuf?.—Tbe pre-eminent pUice

for the disposing- of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Gnrnge, Tooting, will mnke you a cnsli

offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootingr.—You will he sure of n

good cheaue it you sell your miicbiue at Palmers
jflrnge.

PALMER'S Garape, Tooting.—Thousaiicle of meu have
sold their machines liere.

"

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a epeciality ol

motor cycles in the weekly auction sale every

[Tmr~day at 2.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—No garage charge is

incurred mitil 7 days' notice is siven.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, will collect machines
Irom any London railway station. The auction

file is held every Thursdiiy, coimnencing 2 p.m.

PALMER'S Garage, - Tooting.—If oa^h offer not
accepted, macliine can be included in aucti&n sale,

eld every Thurtsday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.~You fis the price and
we do the rest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
mission 7^,2%, not chnrgeable unless machine is

aid. If no sale a nominal auction lee is charged

:

'or motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value,
I-; ditto over £50 vnlue. 10/-. When we effect a
Ue these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogues free. Tel.

:

208 Streatliam. T.A. : Palmer's Gaiase Tooting.
[2164

"^ASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices
^ given.—Write, 'phone, or call. Edwards, 50, liar-
ngton Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.

[0604
]*J.OOD Allowances made for solos or combinations
Jf in exchange for new bicycle or car.—D. and S.
utocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green, N.W.

[2267
T7"ANTED, cheap, 4h.p. combination. 1914 or later,
'" good running condition, appearance no object.

—

'^rite, Marsden, 101. Salisbury House, Finsbury
ircus, E.C.2. [1404

XJ"E are Buyers of Solos. Combinations, and Light
' » Cars at good nricss.—Call, write, or 'phone
atrhmere 4388.—Allber Garage, Thornsett Rd.,
arlsfield. London, S.AV.18. [2264

|T7ANTED. offers for 1919 electric Powerplus Indian
rV combination, excellent condition, as part pay-
lent for new combination; Hampshire district.-Box
,800. c/o The Motor Cycle. [2323

RANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We
'» are buyers. We give full market price, and pay
ish en spot.—Write, 'phone, or call. Percy and Co
14 and 316, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
537. [1018

^ASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycles
-^ and combinations, any make or condition.—Call.
:ite, or 'phone. Short and GIas?i. Ltd.. 485-493. Upper
ichmond Rd . East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: Richmond
=62 and 2363. [0372
T7ANTED, unlimited number of combinations and
» solo machines, any clas«. new or second-hand;
sh offer on sight. Please call or 'phone.—Richmond
«k (iarape, 110, Upper Richmond Rd.. East Sheen,
W.14. 'Phone: Putney 2622. [2129

[END Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
* Motor Auction Rooms. High St.. Tooting. Cash
er telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
ition Wimbledon. We will collect from any London
It ion. Machine can be included in auction sale
desired.—Sole address. Palmer's Garage, Tootin'^

[2167

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
EGSON Hand

L invalid and
and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for
disabled.— Pnrtinilara. Argson En*'

•.. Ltd.. 3 Kendalls Mews. George St.. W.l. [2684

^.N. Tricycle, as new. not run 50 miles since over-
hauling costing £45. 2';ih.p., shaft drive. 2-

?ed, pedal starter, hand clutch; £60.—Easter and
n^.. -Afctor Engineers. Swindon. [2116

, TRICARS FOR SALE.
Ilh.p. Riley Tricar. 4-speed gcnr box. hood, screen, fa^^t
L little car; £50.—Jnffkins, Shillingford Hill, Walling-
1 [1888

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
riNGSBURT Scooters and Spare Parts.—3 Ken-
^- sington Mews. George St.. W.l. '

[5334

[ UTOPED Scooter. little used, tax; £11/10.-A P
f-

Smith, Tansley, Matlock, Derbyshire. [1962

UTOPED Scooter, brand new. l|4h.p. 4-3troke. com-
L plete with dynamo lighting; £15.—Percy and Co..
4, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [1019

7GNS.—Brand new A.B.C. Skootamota. as delivered
e.'t works, pan seat, equipped.—Hardy, 8, Breams

iildings. Chancery Lane. Holbom, 4752, [2122

H.A.H.
Ccmplete
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

manufacturers of
Accessories. Patei^ts. Specialities.
POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS.

Pric^ as illustrated (less bulbs and ^ire £1-3-8

S»«..jgG|g iQjP For Sidecir Comojiiations.

Prices as illustrated fless bulbs and wire) £6-15

Set CI—For medium SdIo Machines. •
Prices as illustrdted (with bulbs less wirei £3-15-0

Se! D1—For Solo Machines

Price, (less bulbs and wire), 66/6 complete

Set El—For Sidecar

Combinaiionj.

-For Sidecar Comb.'s

_ Price, (less bulbs and wire),

FoMag& extra on 'Jm above. BO/- complete.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.,
HAH WORKS

Tunstall Road! CROYDON, Eng.
Telephones

:

Telegrams

:

Ctoydon 2225, 2226. " Keyage, Croydon-"

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
HOODS, double texture tuill, solid blase ttttings.

to lit riny sidecar; 45/-.—Below.

HOODS EePOvered; new celluloid fitted to wind
sL-reens.—CoILiiis and Bon, reiir of 84. Hisb St..

Putiicv, S.W.IS. [1813

WINDSCREENS to fit any sidecar at 30/-, also lor

35/- witll apron.—Collins and Son, rear ol 84,

Higll St., Putney, S.W.IS. [2253

BEKT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbnttous,
twillu. etc.: liardwood polished wind screens, 27/6.

—Henry Jones, 778, High Ed., Tottenham, London.
(9375

RENNOC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoods.

screens,, and aprons. Send for list.—Rennoc
Motors, Ltd.. 155a. Marlborough Rd., Upper HoUoway.
N.19. [2321

/"iOUPE Combined Hood, Screen, and Cover Apron.
^-^ Tho only screen with baci; protection. Passenger
may Iw totally enclosed. The screen for 1922. Write
lor folder.—Below.

REPAIRS.—All types of screens renovated. Cellu-

loid, 2/6 sq. ft.; best twili. 72in.. 10/6 yard;

postage extr.T.—Coupe Wind Screens. 28, Middle St..

Portsmouth. [X3724

A DJUSTABLE Wind Screens to any angle, will fit

-ci- anv car. complete with latest fittings and coverall

apron beautifully finished, 35/-; carriage extra. Hoods,
best quality twill, heavy brass fittings, will fit any oar.

£2/10: carriage e.xtra on all goods.—Brixton 1585.—

Robini Manufacturing Co., 1, Tulse Hill, and 22, ^^ ater

Lane, Brixton. S.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door.

BODIES.
T> ENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manutacturers. 35
-tV models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Rd., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2oiO

CJIDECAR Body. C.B., newly painted, wind screen,

O' apron, electric fittings, mat: £5.—L.C.C. Cott.«,c.

Hoskins St., Greenwich. S.'E.IO. [1228

ROTAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-

class finish ; have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each ; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. 1033a

5/\ New Sporting Bodies, very handsome streamline" type, upholstered, finished any colour, ready for

chassis. listed 8 gns. ; £3/10 each to clear; carriage

paid.—Cobb. IS, Midland Ed., Carlton, Nottingham.
*^

[2156

SIDEC.\R Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
.^ ing. coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. established designers

to the coach trade for over SO years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.— 20. Tudor St.. London, E.C 4.

OBINI Manntacturing Co.—£6/15.—End of season's

bargains. We can ofl^er a large number of shop-

oiled bodies of many types, upholstered and painted

different colours, complete with cover;ill aprons, £6/15.

A few 2-seateT models, complete with coverall aproue.

etc.. at £9. A few bodies, complete with hoods and wind
screen^, etc.. a wonderful ofi'er. £11: carriage extra.,

second-hand bodies at £3/10. Sec Sidecar column;
catalogue on request.—Brixton 1585. Robini Manu-
facturing Co., 1. Tulse Hill, and 22. Water Lane.
Brixtot, 3.W. 'Buses and trams pass the door. [2515

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
POR
QANDHAM. tne smartest sidecar specialists.

ClANDHAM filigincering Co., Ltd., 336. Cray's Inn
O Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 ^ears.

MIDDLETON'S . Patent Unbrc.ik.ible Chassis for

high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

New Imperials. Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no diffi-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not
bash into them.

MIDDLETON'S. London's oldest estnblished sidetar
makers, wholesale, retail, and exixtrt. 27, Stroud

Green Rd,, Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone; Horn-
sey 1584. [0522

INDIAK Sidecar, semi-sporting, for sprin;? frame, new;
18.-57, Daleham Mews, Hampstead. [1930

£6/10.—Projectile shaped sidecar, painted red, nil cou-
nections.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X5717

R'^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each n/lvertisement, and the date of the issue. A25
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically

designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

fTiRITUBE Sidecars_^ One^ price, jElS/iq. Write lor

booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St,

'Phone : 5.

Rickmansworth,
[1331

C DAYBEAIVB "

ELECTRIC SETS.

D,OUGLAS Sidecar,
connections : £10.

fine conditiou, complete -with all

-Matthews, Ockiey, Surrey. [1900

R
R

R

SIDECAR, medium wei&ht, complete, £6/10; liglit-

weight Watsonian, £5/10.-17. Heaton Rd.,
Miteliam. [2071

TWO CoachbuJlt Sidecars, suit Douelas; one £7

;

other. Dearly new, with Cameo ecreen, £18.-30,
Frederic Bt.. Luton. [1876

SIDECAR, fine condition, 4-point attachment, suit

Scott, Cameo, disc, luggage grid; £12.—Bos 7,784,-

do The Motor Cycle. £D) [1S91

SPORTING Float Sidecar, complete, unused, smart.
Royal blue; £15.—Colonial Motors, 104a, Finch-

ley Rd. Hampstead 7822. [2364

"I C|21 (August) S^.i'h.p. Sunbeam Sidecar, ae new, -wind
JLiJ screen, lamps, all accessories, complete; cost £47,
accept £35.—The Kranl, Bridlington. [1933

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, £6/15; another £8/15, another
£10/5: Douglas chassis, tyre, complete, £6/10;

N.S.TJ. gear, as new, £8.-57. Keubury St., Cam'jerwell,
London. [2067

RENNOC Sidecars, bodies, Loode, screens, largest
c^toek in London, aotmil manufacturers through-

out. Send for our 1921 catalogue. 32 Dafi;e>3, SO illus-
trntions.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock by the
Rennoc. Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick starters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 eecond-liand and clearance
sidecars, bodies, hood^, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

ENNOO Co. have ihe fin^t selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

ENNOC Co. Tindertuke repairs to any make of side-

car; repainting and reupholsterine a speciality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock sidecars to fit all makes,
English and American.

RENNOC Co. again ask you to send for their 1921
catalogue, the most comprehensiye issued by any

manufacturers.

ENNOC Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marlborough E^i., Upper
Holloway, N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2319

BARGAINS.—Gloria cane sidecar, £6/19/6; Ruby
coach sidecar, £9/10/6; Hercules coach, £9/10/6;

large Bowser seat child, £12/10/6.—Booths' Motories,
HaUfaz.

BARGAINS.—Shop^oiled £27/10 sidecar, £mt
Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15/6.—Booths' Motories,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New large size coach bodies, locker
under seat, £6/19/9; featherweight sidecar,

£12/10/6; cane sidecar, £6/10/6.—Booths' Motories,
Portland Place, Halifax. [2312

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage worry and expence. Attached to motor

will go through passage 28in. Tandem and single
bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley foldej. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in few seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St., Birming-
ham. [0152

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish; prices from 17 gns.

Write tor catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, etc.—The Willoworook Motor Co., Leicester.

[0335
COACHBUILT -Bodies from £6; uuderslnng cha^is

from £7/7. C<ill and see the wonderful value
offered. We are actual mamrfncturers. We specialio-e

in repairs, repainting and upholstering.—Collins and
Son, leor of 84. High St., Putney, S.W,15. [1814

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will pass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.—Win-
cycle Co.. Ltd., 236, High Holborn. W.C.I. [0388

WIND Screens, folding, the cheapest on the market,
complete with fittings. £1/15. We carry a com-

plete range of coachbuilt bodies in stock to suit all
type chassis, and our prices defy competition. Our
standard model, priced at £6/10. is well worth £9.
A very attractive sports model at £7/10 l'? also
stocked. Come and see for yourselves; we would like
to meet you.—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engineering
Co., 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton (V'j min. from Brixton
Skating Rink). [2299

For Lightweight Machines.

List No. 30/5 complete Outfit £3 . 3 • O
List No 30/6 Combina.tion Outfit £3-15-0

No. 30/2 complete Comb. Outfit. £7 7«0

No- 30/3 complete Ligrht Car Outfit £8 10

'WESTWOOD
DYNAMOS"
MOTOR CYCLE

MARK 1, £6 O O
LIGHT CAR

MARK 2, £7 O O
SWITCH BOX 30/ 'f^?y
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
ROBINI Manufacturing Co.—End of eeoton's ba;

gains; Douglas chassis, complete with new tyi
and tube, with shop-soiled bodies, complete with apro
and ad]ust;ib]e wind scieens, £14: MiUs-Fulford cliaj^
with shop-soiled bulbous back body, designed tor thl
chassis, complete with adjustable wind screen an
apron, £12/15. Do not miss these wonderful oHere
carriage .extra. See Body column.—Brixton 1585.-
Bobini iWanutacturing Co., 1, Tulse Hill, and 21
Water Lane, Brixton, S.W. Buses and trams pu
the door. [251

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
BEIJELIA.-The new 1922 model 8-lOh.p., with 1

cooled or water-cooled engine.

"DEDELIA.—Air-cooled model £185, wnter-coola
-LP model £195. Immediate delireries. Trial runs ft.

BEDELIA.—Catalogues free from L. N. Palmer, sol

concessionnaire for the British Empire, Palmer
Garage, Tooting. [216

A.
r. EEY, 378-384, Euston Ed., N.W.I, has Si
iuimediate or early deliyery

:

OEGAISrS, all models.M

M

COYENTEY PEEMIEE, 1922, 4-wheeler model
£250.

"DOVEE Sh.p. Model; £220.

f^ .N., all models

EXCHASTGES or Deferred Payments arraug
'Phone : Museum 6436.

MOEGANS, second-hand, several in stock.-A. ]

Hay, 378-384, Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'PhOM
Mnseuui 6436. [lOO

A.V. Monocar, 1920, all on, BerJect; £75.—Henry 1

Smith, Osmoudthon)e Lane, Leeds. [223

ORGANS at Brixton.—Early deliveries of 192
models, cash in exchange.—Morgan agent, belov

I Q20 (late) G.P. Morgan, W.C.. J.A.P., finishe
-i-t' peacock blue, had little use and like ne
throughout; £140.—Daw, Morgan Agent, 114, Brixte
Hill. [209

MOEGAN. 1920 G.P., complete; £140;, very go<

condition.—Ayacough, Padbruy, Buckingham.
[123

BRAND New 1921 Tamplin, Sh.p., 3-speed, 2 sea lei

£125.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.!
[102

BRAND New Grahame-Wbite, 4h.p., 2-speed, i

seater; £70.—Percy and Co., 314, Euston Ed
N.W.I. .

[102

MORGAN Tvpe Tricar for furniture, or sell £55.-

Morley, 199, Compton Buildings, Goswell Rd
E.C.I.' [210

HALIFAX.—Morgan Sh.p., £105; another with hot

and screen, £95.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Hortc

St., Halifax. [19'

BEAND New Mojgan, 1922; option to purchase 1

£22/10 under list; what oflers?—34. Observatoi

Ed., East Sheen, S.W. [21!

MORGANS.—1922 show models delivered from stoc

at new reduced prices; exchanges, extend*
terms. Spares for all models.—Below.

MORGAN Grand Prix, M.A.G., 1921-22, dynalil

lighting, special gears, aluminium dash, speed<

meter, many other extras, cost £240, mileage undt

200; £195.—Below.

MORGAN Sporting, M.A.G., 1917, lamps, hog
etc.. first-class condition; £87/10.—Elce, Ltg

15-16, Bishopsgale Av., Camomile St., B.C.3. 'Phoil*

Avenue 5548. [00?

GIBBONS Mark III. Cvcle Car, 2-seater, 1920, spiel

did conditiou ; price £90, or nearest.—Wain, Cotto

Ed., Potters Bar, Middlesex. [184

DUO Cvcle Car, Sh.p. J.A.P., hood, screen, «le|
'

light, uew trres ; £86 ; trial ; e-xchange combinpj
—62, Maysoule Ed., Loudon, S.W.ll. (M

G.N. Cycle Car for sale, lat« 1921, new ex-stodS

price, complete with dynamo lighting and eipui

mcnt as per makers' speciftcntion^s, £175.—Below. 1

MOEGAN Eunabout for sale, date 1914, gooil in

dition: price £60, for quick sale.—Eobiii.= .lii

Johnson, 78, Newland Av., Hull. .1^9

LIGHT Tricar, 2-seater, 4'ih.p. B.S.A. engine. B.l

lubricator, handle-bar cuntrolfed, variable pulle:

gear, wide ratio; £40.—Hetherington, Moffat. [X371I

CYCLE Car, 7h.p., 5 wheels, polished aluminimn Il'I

and discs, 2-seater; cost over £200, accept £100,

photo; appointment only.-163, Lyntou Rd., Act^—

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London,
G.N. cycle car, uew 1922 model, saxe blue I

all-weather model; price £215; easy terms nriangj

BEAND New 1922 Sh.p. Rover, show m(j
stock; Morgans and motor cycles part eS

—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden.
IS-

""

.

1Q 21-22 Morgan de Luxe, w.c, epeedometer,'

Xtf mirror, watch, only run a few miles; £lj

Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North KejJ

ton.

A26 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
IVTEW ami Seooii(l-li;in(l Liglit Cnrs nnd Cyole Cars,
L~ all makes ; pood selection in stock ; oiisli, easy
Hyiiieuts, or t-xchnuse.—Seiviie Co.. 292, HiRli Holboin.
V.C.I. [0673

LTOEGAN, 1916, little used during ivnr, re-ennmellpd,
JJL eleotiir light, -(Excellent condition, oomplete ; £100;
pliointiueiit any week-end.—Tnylor, Highfield, Alotting-
aui, S.E.9. [1844

IQ20 8h p. Water-cooled Lawrenee-Jackson Chassis.
L*? complete with tyres, as new ; £75, or near,
r what exclianges ?—Cook, 2. FuUbrook Mews, Tufnell
'ark. N.19. [2294

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model. 4-cyl. wiiter-

cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno ; 300 gna : im-
ledinte delivery.— Godfrey's. Ltd.. 208, Gt. Portand St.,

lOudou, W.l. [0756

I
Q21 Morgan de Luxe, lOh.p. M.A.G.; mileage under

Lt' 1,000, electric and ai-ety!ene, special dash, fully
quipped, condition as new; £180, or near.—Kose, 355,
forwich Ed., IpsM'idi. [1793

HUJfBrCE., 1910, twin lOh.p. 2-seater, water-cooled
thermo, detachable wheels, spare wheel; con.sider

xcliange good combination.—Crown Engineering Co.,
'ecqueray St., Coventry. [X5781

'GARDEN 1921 (August) 2-seater, hood, wind screen,
«-^ electrii- lighting, all accessories, insurance, per-

!Ct condition; £105. bargain.—Cliatswcrth House,
)erby Rd., Ponders End. [1997

ni7AUCH0PE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-
*V Xew 1922 Morgan Grand Prix, show model, special

iiow finish, fnlly eauipped ; price £180, plus i-ost of
xtias; cash or easy terms. [2338

L/TORGAN Spare Part Depot.—Spares [or all models
"A Erom stock; immediate delivery. I>ist free.—
!lce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

;.C.3. "Phone : Avenne 5548. [0074

BRAND -New 1922 Grand Prix Morgan Runabout,
M.A.G. engine, in stock; used Morgans and motor

ycles part exchange.—^Valbro Motor Cycle Co.,
Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. - [X2964

BRAND New 1922 Coventry Premier Runabout, in

^tock; £250; used Morgans and motor cycles
iken in jjart exchange.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co.,
^flroa Walden. 'Phone: 4 5, [S2965

7 fk GNS.—A.V, monocar, late 1920, mileage under
I vsoo, discs, screen, horn, tools, pillion, D.A. light-

3g, perfect throughout; exchange solo, combination.
-11, Castleniaine Av., Croydon. [2401

4 .C. Sociablee, by the A.C. Co., dependable runabouts,
i- take 2 persons sinywheie, good condition ;iud
ppearnnce, fully eqaipped, from £50 to £85; trial.—

9, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London. N.\Y. [1458

MTODERN 2-seater Cycle Car, less engine, friction
tA transmission, 5 detachable wheels, 5 good tyres.

omed mudguards, hood, etc., all good condition, 3d.
hoto; £38.—A. Gotch, Chesham House, Kettering.

[2099
BRAND New 1922 4-\vheel Coventry Premier,

dynamo llgliting, spare wheel and tyre, 12 months
'ee insurance, brags finish, less speedometer, at a

aecial price; £230.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co., Saffron
i'alden. 'Phone: 45. [X3770

i . C. Sociable, wind screen, hood, side curtains, hand
<*- brakes, 3 bra^a electric lamp.? witlj accumulator,
dctric horn, foot gong, spare tyre and spares, will carry
wann and dry in all weathers; £65, or neat offer.—
umford, GiUingham, Dorset. [1806

920 Sh.p. De Luxe Morgan, water-cooled .T.A.P.
engine, very nice little car, complete with

leedometer, aluminium dash, disc wheels, all lamps,
)rn, hood, cover, guaranteed sound, and appearance
new ; £150 ; exchanges.—Walbro Motor Cycle Co..

iHron Walden. "Phone: 45. [X3771

iiC|20 Morgan de Luxe, special w.c. M.A.G. competition
*/ engine, new Iiood and cover, wiiid screen, speed-
leter, cluti h. horn, acetylene head and tail lamps,
ersize wheels and tyre.<!, special lockers in tail, in
iCellent mechanical condition; any reason!il)le trial or
'aminatinh: £130.—Eyles, 45, Oakley Crescent, Chel-
^\, S.W.3. 'I'hone: Regent 5350. [1869

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
t> .S.A. Taxi-sidecar, licensed find pa.^ed to piv
i> for hiic; offers.-Box 224, c/o The Hlotor Cucle.

[X3643

CARS FOR SALE.
OVER 2-«eater, 6h.p., just enamelled red: owner

t nnemplored; £70, offers.—Lake, Gieat Gate, Brix-
[1846

145.— 18h.p. Daimler, 5-seater, gate chnnge, lieautifnl
' condition, running.—King, Egrove, Kenning ton.
:ford. [X3716

OVER Cars.—1922 Sh.p. model; price £220- earlv
i> delivery.— Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt, Portland St..
ndon, W.l. [0350

\ELAUNAY-BELLEVILLE 26h.p. 6-cy]. Landau-
let. in splendid order; £95.-117, Loughborough

Tk, London, S.E. [218S

914 Gre^oire lOh.p., 4-cyl., 47seatcr, real good car;
£90, or exchange good combination.- 1, Taiver

L, Walworth. S.E. [2O04

^^^^mM^
iae:>fe^=^

TAYLORS
Sole London &. District Distributing Agents for
A.J S., Bt^itlsh Excelsior & Dunelt Motor Cycles

Give useful Presents
this Xmas — Here
are some suggestions

ROBl HAND MUFFS
Keep your hands cosj- but leaves your

fingers Iree.

Leather lined with Teddy 47/6 pr.

Black Waterproof. lined Curl . . . . 22/6 pr.

Black Waterproof lined Clotb .. 14/6 pr.

Khaki, lined Cloth 13/6 pr.

Postage 6d.

FOOT MUFFS
Leatherette lined witli fur .. .. 28/6
Leatherette, cheaper quality 22/6

Postage Gd.

SPEEDOMETERS
Smith's Trip Model £E b

Carnage Sd.

FUR GAUNTLETS.
Tiger Cat, fleece lined 37/6 pr,

_ Postage Od.

GOGGLES.
Triplex, with best quality collapsible

chenille . . 15/-
Postage 4d.

SADDLES.
Terry's new Spring Soat 63 /-

Carriage i/-

LOW GENERATORS.

^^iS^, Motor Cycle
size,

£1 19

Light Car size,

£4 10 S

Carriage 1/6.

BP^;:r-„-,...s.,-*'l^^BSil lars sent iree.

HANDLE-
BAR

MIRRORS.
Best quality,

12/..

Secondquality

7/6.

Postage 6d.

H. TAYLOR & Co.,
Showrooms

—

Motor Cycles and Cars.
52-53, Sussex Piece. South Kensington.

Accessnijps. Spare Parts and Repairs,

la. Store Stree* Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I.

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.CI.
Garage: Tntteuham Court Koad, W.l.

Phones: Acfessojies and Repairs, Mnscnni 1240
Motor Cycles and Cars, Kensington 7260

relt>;£rainB' " nvimnii'trn Weatceut. r.nudnii "

CARS FOR SALE.
NAPIER Landaulet, 6 cyls., in running order; <E50.

-77, Acre Lane, S.W.2. [21B9

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent plate

for purchasing. Auction every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments *5 secures superb Napier 5-

seater,, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30. down and 12
monthly payments *5 secures reliable Belsize cab-

landaulet.

PALMER'S Oarage, Tooling.—£20 down, and 12

monthly payments £4 secures reliable Napier

chassis.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12

monthly payments £7 secures splendid Belsize

S-^eater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p. Singer 2-

scater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£30 down and 12
monthly payments £5 secures reliable live axle

Panliard van

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12
monthly payments £6 secures Overland 5-seater,

dynamo lighting, scli-starter.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooitng.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures splendid Sheffield-

Simplex landaulet.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£50 down and l'<!

monthly payments £8 secures beautiful La Buue
\'i landaulet, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
monthly payments £8/10 secures magnificent Oak-

land 7-seater, dynamo lighting, self-starter.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-£60 down and 12

monthly payments £8 secures excellent Renault
12-sea.ter waggonette.

PALMER'S Giirage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
monthly payments £7/10 secures reliable Renault

";4 l.indau'.et.' [2170

ROVER Light Cars from stock; exchanges for motor
cyclcs.-Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.W.7. [2202

CADILLAC 1917 B-cyl. JOh.p. Tourer; £350; accept

small car or combination in part.—Mrs. Patmcor,

106, Acre Lane, Brixton, S.W. [2192

COVENTRY Premier, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—

Eatclifle Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W. 10730

SINGER lOh.p., 1920, electric light and starter, .iui^t

overhauled at works; trial; £280, no dealers.-

Apply, 36, Smithford St., Coventry. [X364 4

ROVER Sh.p. Light Car. 1922 models, dynamn
Hsliting; £220; terms cash or deferred iiaj

ments.-Ratcliffe Bros.. 200, Gt. Portland St., W.
[0729

HALIFAX.-Jowett 2-seater, Sept., 1920, moderate
mileage, manv extras, £245: 1920 Sh.p. Richard-

son, dickev seat, £140.-HaliJax Motor E.xchange, Horton

St.. Halifax. flSSl

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Good modern 2 and 4-

seaters always in stock at bargain prices. Your
motor cycle taken in part exchauge.—Seabridge Motors

Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Sydenham 2452. [7756

ROUGH 1921 Sh.p. 2-seater, complete and in really

. 'ood order, fil65; another similar model, used
carefully for 6 weeks only, condition etjual to new";

£185—The Layton Garages, 30, Holywell St., Oxford.

'Phone : 581 Oxford. [2360

ASTOUNDING Bargains continuously characterise

Cox's printed bargain list. Postcard procures

copy. Sixty vehicles comprise the remarkably repre-

sentative selection viewable. Conscientious considerate

treatment. Enquiries carefully answered. Exchanges
entertained. Definite offers courteously considered.

Callers speciallv in-vited. Bargains guaranteed all

ca'lers —Douglas S. Cox, the absolutely straight motor

man, 6c, T.ansdowne Hill, West Norwood. Established

1902'. No business Sundays. [1731

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.

DE DION llh.p. (; Ton Van, guaranteed; £75-—
14, Glenelg Rd..' Brixton, S.W. [2191

MOTOR Van, 12h.p.. splendid running condition;

£65 or would exchange for combination or motor

cycle; cash adjustment.—28, Bourne Rd., Bexley.

WAFf'lIOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
1922 2';ih.p. New Comet, S-speed Sturmey-

Airhcr with tradesman's carrier attached, roomy,

suitable fishmonger, grocer, baker, etc.; £91/7. [2342

SHARD Garage.—Austiil 2-tonucr, £175; Alldays 2-

tonner. steel wheels, very strong, smart vehicle,

£160; Star 2-tonners, 1916, 4 speeds, live axle, won-

derful fast, economical vehicles, smart lift, bodies,

coachbuilt driver's cabin, £225 each; Garners 1917 2-

2i:,-tonners 12tt. bodies, overhead worm drive, £135
each- all overhauled, repainted, fitted lamps, horn,

cushion, etc.; all guaranteed in perfect order and are

ideal lorries for every trade. We fit hoops and sheet

for £10 extra, and supply a photo of any lorry.

Willvs-Ovcrland 1-tonners, new lear tyre tax imid.

smalt, last, doing 16 miles per gallon, all oquipmenl

£145 each.—Shard Garage. Shard's Sq., Peckliam Park

Rd , Old Kent Rd., London. (2390

c

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. a27
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EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TET Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.0.4, for

easy terms. L»4.!s

SECOND-HAND Models at special rates. Senfl your

requirements.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. [1384

FOE Best Treatment and best terms for light cars,

cycle oars, or motor cycles of any make, new or

second-hand, irrito Serrice Co., 292, Hieh Holborn,
W.C.I 10672

ENGINES.
5-7h.p. Coventry Victor flat twin; fl8.-Wain^, 55,

Gladstone Ed., Scarborough. LX3753

(AMI

m.o.y.

53, Manor Ed., West' Ham.
Perfect Units—Riley twin
fitted clutch: £15.—Below.

offers.

[1866

Bh.p.,

OLD — .

water-cooled, always available from 20/-
Automatice for
:r-cooled, always
requirements.

-

stationaries.

O -Ih.p. Douglas, Bosch mag., _eshaust,

GUARANTEED
water-cooled,

BLUMPIELD 4h p., brand new, long stroke, single,

water-cooled, with radiator; £14.—Below.

PECO 2?ih.p. 2-stroke, brand new, specially ported
speed model ; £10.—Below.

PEUGEOT 2y2h.p. Single, latest unit model with
eeared-down 7in. pulley; £5.—Below.

ALL Above complete with carburetter, new water-
proof magnetos, and bench tested.—Below.

etc., air and
to £3

state full requirements.—Below.

JACK LUCAS (cross cheques Lloyd's Bank). 110,

Willows Ed., Cannon Hill, Birmingham. [X374a

P.
and M. Engine, £7/10; new one, £10; all spares

in stock.—147. Burlington St., Liverpool. [1721

£26 each.—Two 1918 Harley engines, 7-9h.p., perfect

and complete.— 7, St. Mark's Mansions, N.4. [2008

VILLIERS Type 25/lh.p. 2-stroke Engines, limited

quantity; £5/15.—Auto Eng. Co., Edgwick Mill,

Coventry. [X3773

VILLIERS Engine, mag., exhaust box, can be ssen

running week-ends; £10.—Alldridge, 451, High
Rd., Chiswick. [2044

.A.G. A.C. Thomson-Bennett 8h.p.. 1920, minus
pipes, splendid condition; £25.—Railway Hotel,

Yaim-on-Tees. [2106

1 Q13 Rex 6h.p. Twin, complete with 1918 B. and B
J-iJ carburetter and controls; £12;i0.—7,

"—'— ^^

M-

Walthamstow, E.17.

^JSTGINE, 1922, brand new,

Exeter Ed.
[1928

X-i~ make, ' on approval
Green, Birmingham.

DOUGLAS Engine,
Am!

Bosch mai

234h.p. 2-stroke, eminent
£8.-M. Supply Co., 1, Gosta

[2283

Amac,

2?,1i.p., 1910, Bosch
; Re

£8/10.-56, Sutton St.,

mag.,
4h.p.,

Aston. Bir-

mingham. [X3679

TEN Union Engines, brand new, 2%h.p., take sidecar

and passenger; listed £15, to clear £8, or with

C.A.V. magneto fitted £12/10.—Motorities, Sweetman
St.. " Wolverhampton. [1858

J.A.P Engines. J.A.P. engines. J.A.P. engines.-
I have the largest stock ol J.A.P. engines and

parts in England ; over 30 engines always in stock to

<:elect from, and the prices: 5h.p. twin, £17; 8h.p.

fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £20; and
8h p., as new, £18/10; and some Sh.p. at £15, and
all parts for 8h.p. J.A.P. in stock. For parts look

in Parts and Accessories; stamp lor reply.—Hawkins,

456, York Rd., Wandsworth. [7723

HEPPELTHWAITE'S.-Bh.p. De Dion, £10; 6h.p.

M.M.C, £10; both w.c. ; A.C. vertical twin 2-

ttroke and mag., £10; 5-6h.p. N.S.U. twin, with mag.
and carburetter, £6; 3V2h.p. Stevens engine, m.o.v.,

£4/15' unassembled 5-6h.p. Rex, 35/-; all parts for

sale, state wants; 2h.p. Peugeot, £2; 2i4h.p. P.N.,

slightly damaged, £2 ; Quadrant, £2 ; SVjh.p. Alldays-

Onions engine, £5, m.o.v.; and others.—'Phone: 1958
Brixton-19, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, London,
S.W.8. [1432

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
B.I.H

H.B. Ignitiou Co. carry large stocks of new and
second-hand magnetos. Thomeon-Beunett 42, 45.

50, 55, and 180°, single and twin,

H.B- Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Triumph, P.M'
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postage 1/6

C.A.V. clock twin, for Zf^-V- Douglas, etc., £2/15.

TT.B. will take your old magneto in payment

sends all magnetos on approvalH.B. .

Every magneto dispatched carry H.B,
guarantee.

'.B. Ignition Co.

against cash.
12 months'

XX' Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London.
('Phone: Brixton 610),
m Hill, - "

IfcTAGNETOS 50% Below List.

A PPI-Y yale Euffineering

78, New
[0694

m0mtm0tmmM

WATERPROOF
CLOTHING BARGAINS

n

Brown's
Central 877.

Buildings, St.

Syndicate,
Mary Axe,

DYNAMOS, new, 250 watts £8
20, Glendarvon St., Putney.

9 and 10,
E.0.3. Tel.:

[0698

120 £7.—Engineer,
[2384

MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT

[Fig.]). Fawndouble
texture material,

interlined rubber,
seams cemented and
taped, wind cuffs,

wind gusset in over-

alls, and patent clasp

fasteners.

SUIT COMPLETE
35/-

FigA

WATERPROOF
TRENCH COAT
(Fig.2) Fawn material,

rubber lined, guaran-
teed waterproof.

Price 25/-

SEATLESS
TROUSERS.

Fawn double texture

material, rubber
interlined, wind gus-

set, and clasp fasten-

ers. All sizes,

18/- per pair.

// you cannot call, sc«J

tnoney with breast measure

7Hent and height.

ifflB^

HOTOa CYCLISTS'

HELMETS.
WATERPROOF

CAPS.

7/6

Double twill water- Light weight water-
proof, rubbe; inter- proof material, with
fined. Lined inside ear flaps. Suitable

warm fleece, ear for all-weather rid-

pieces and strap. ing, golfing, fishing,

Indispensable for farmers, and
winter riding. C/ all purposes.

State size of "/ ' State size re-

hat worn. quired.

POST YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.
ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID.

"^ Actual Manufacturer.

M^e^R^lS
I

Martin Waterproof
in full if not thor- : Company
oughly satisfied. : 208, Oldham Road,

.. .iNew Cross, Manchester

IGNITION, LIGHTING. ETC.
RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs and

new magnetos,—See below.

"OELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto with-
^^ in 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a
written guarantee for 12 months.
T> ELIANCE test every magneto after repair under
--*' all running conditions, and, as we contract lor
many of tho largest concerns, you need have no beai-
tation in placing your repairs and orders with us.

RELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for
Thomson-Bennett. E.I.C., Splitdorf, V.U., Bosch,

Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum ecrews for
every make, 12/- per pair.

T> ELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free ol
J- 1' charge upon any question- concerning ignition
troubles, as we place our Jong-standing experience at
your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-
tain of getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
we have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance Mag-
neto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London, E.Cl.

RELLiNCE Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John
St., E.C.I., for new and second-hand magnetos-—

See below.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and unused,
eingle-cyl., clock or anti, suit any machine, price

55/-; twins, 45, 48, 50, 55, 60. 180 degrees, for J.A.P.,
Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 55/-. See our guarantee*—
Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, new, single-cyl. and 180° twina,
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, CalthorM,

O.K., or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the
finest workmanship th"roughout;
guarantee.—Below.

price 55/-. See oni

T>OSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as
-L# new, single-cyl., suitable for any stationary en-
gine or big single, £3/15; twins, any degree, ready
to drop on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, £4/5; a
powerl'ul spark at low speed, ensuring easy starting.
All the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted
snort-circuiting switch. See our guarantee.—Below.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto that leaves ont
worfcs, no matter what the price or make, carries

a, written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written
statement that we guarantee every machine against all

defects for a period of 12 months. This, we maintain,
justifies us in charging a few shillings more than cer-
tain of our competitors..

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the^
largest stocks in London, and can be depended'

upon for a straight deal at the right price. Wheffi
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute. - - *;

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283, St. John St., London,
E.C.i. [6616
"DOSCH and M-L, singles, variable ignition,

Greenside Rd., Croydon,
guaran-
[2240

M-L Magnetos, new; list £8/10. our
Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd.

7822.

teed; 30/-.—84,

Xfi° U.H. 55/-. ditto aA.V. (new) 60/-; approval.-
4^Vr F., 21, Brietol Gardens, paddington, "W.S. [2072

price £6.—
Hampstead

[2365

W.D. Sparking Pings, wonderful value, 4 for
post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., 'WolveJ-

hampton. [794*

3 /Q.—Three W.D. K.L.G. sparking plugs, detachabio
' *'mica type standard thread, post free.— Spencei,

Pottei St., Bishop's Stortford. [21^-

DYNAMOS. Dynamos.—Lucas E3, 6 volt. 5 amra
new, not W.D., specially made for motor cyclesj

£5/15, guaranteed.—Below.
;

DYNAMOS.-The new C.A.V. for motor cycles, 6 volt

5 mp., £6/15; C.A.V. lamps for sidecJirs. 10/-

each; all electrical

plied.—Below.

AMOS, 6 .Tolt. 8 amp,

equipment for motor cycles eo^

cut-out, Lucas, thirdDYNAl . .

bru^ control; £5 each.—Jennerr 165, Churc3i St.

Mitcham. - [5703

THOMPSON-BENNETT New Magnetos, single, anti

clock, fixed ignition, complete; 27/6.—Dowell,
Douglas Specialist, Pyrford, Surrey. [2153,,

CHELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, f-elf-sta:

lighting plants, etc. ; London experts eniployi

Norwood Miifrneto Works, 95, Bath Rd., CheltenQ
'Phone: 1256.

ELECTRIC Light Bulbs for motor cycles and
one watt and half watt types stocked,— "__

Clarke and Co., Ltd.. Electrical Engineers, Silver
New Oxford St., W.C.I. Price lists free. [i

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.—We
Continental magnetos only. By specialising —

Bosch, U.H.. Eisemann, Mea, Splitdorf, Dixie, and

Berling magnetos, we can naturally give 3'ou*4>eU«

service.

PRICE : Rewinding 18/-, condensers 10/-. platinam
ecrews (Bosch standard) 6/-, remaguetisine 2/6.,

slip rings 6/6, H.T. terminals 4/6. Our price for

overhauling a motor cycle magneto ranges bet*^en
20/- and 35/-, and never exceeds the latter figui*.

Guaranteed for 12 months, and redespatched to fW
in 2 days. .

CONTINENTAL Ignition Repair Co.» 13. Hardiriel

!

Rd, Chiswick, Loudon. [1366

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Unused Magnetos.—Having
purchased the entire stock o! \he following make.*

ol magnetos, we are able "to oHer them at large dis

counts.—Below.

BOSCH Single, clock or anti, £3; Thomson-Bennett
single or twin, clock or anti. 12, 45, 50, 55, 180"

£2/16- O.A.V., single or twin, clock or nnti, £2/10;

!
special Jong driving spindles lor Rudge, 10/- extra:

postage on the above magnetos 1/6 extra.—Below.

ALL these magnetos are fitted with variable igni

tion and leads, and are fitted with base plates,

ready to be immediately fitted on. Please state make
of engine when ordering.-Below.

GOVERi>IMENT Surplus New Plugs in boxes.—A.C
(Titan), 1/6; K.L.G., type F7, detachable, 2/6.-

jiBelow.

HIGH Tension Wire, new, unperished, 9inm. 5d. per

yard, 25 yard coil 8/6; 7mm., 4d. per yard 25

vard coil 6/-; 5mm., 3d. per yard, 25 yard coil 4/-;

jnim., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/-.—Below.

POSTAGE on Coils 5 mm. and upward. 1/-; 3 mm.,
9d. See other goods under Parts and Acces-

sories. --Below.

ALL Goods on Approval per return post on receipt

of cash; money refunded if not satisfied.—Below.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51a,

New Park Rd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel. ;

Slreatham 2S98. T.A. : Ignitionao, Brixstret, London
Lo40d

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, -new, guaranteed

perfect sligitly soiled, single or 180° twin, Tan-

gible ignition, switch terminal, clock or anti
;
£2

;
post_

iige 6tf.-Brockbank, 58, Lord St., .Southport. [0756

,1 LMOST New Lucas Magdyno Set, complete with

cV accumulator, head, rear, and sidecar lamps,

Ipctric horn,, switch, cables, and spare bulb case,

Ifii platform for fixing set to. Triumph; price £25.--

!.; 11. Pleasant Place, N.l. [2389

"tpLITDOItF M.ignetos, single. onti-c!ock, gunranteed

? Iiprfeet; these are the real thing, not converted

t.nrtpr mags ;
30/- each, a gift ; reduction on (lutintities.

-Miible Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Ed.,

\,2 'Phone: 789 Patld. [1768

H Magneto Repairs.-W'e epecialise In these mag-

netos and can bo relied upon to irive you good

Tvire Al Bl. AO, KBl, KB2V. KZ2V type spares

ork»d' nrire» moderate; 12 months' written Euarantee.

-Cliailes Parker and Co.. Cliurchfield Ed., Acton

ondon. [8''^5

TAGNETO and Dynamo Repairs Service, also self-

H starters, batteries, and general electrical eqiiip-

till are - speedily and thoroughly repaired by the

unbaken Repairs and Spares Service, all work re-

irned indistinguishable from new. Spare parts loi

eiy known malfe.—Connecticut Service btation.

fHERE is Service Depot in every large town Coll

'- to-day for a quotation. Head Office and Works,

>vby St.. Cheetham, Manchester; Manchester town

iK't 288. Deansgate; London depot. 115, Gt. Fort-

iid St Wl; Leeds depot, 52, Woodhouse Lane;

veipool depot, 65, Renshaw St.; Birminghain depot,

2. Corporation St.; Bristol depot, 14, Colston St.

;

ris depot, 40, Rue Brunei. [0258

URPLUS Magnetos (with written guarantee one

vear).—Bosch type singles, 35/-; ditto, advance-

aid 40/-; B.L.I.C. singles, 42/-; Thomson-Bennett

i C A.V. singles and twins, 60/-; spares lor ajl

kps. Magneto repairs of every description.—Whit-

le Magneto Service, Cherry Orchard, Croydon. [9580

•on Immediate Disposal. — Thomson - Bennett.

C A V all degrees, single and twin, leads, and
iable ignition, for all machines, £2/12/6, includes

tage' Bosch £3, postage extra, 1/6. We forward

mediately all magnetos on approval against cash,

ncv refunded if dissatisfied.-The Central Motor

1 Ignition Works, 14a, Loughborough Rd.. Brix-

S.W.9. [9349

USTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.

1 Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;

litdorf and Dixie apecinlists; official Indian elec-

.al service station: Thomsoii-IIennett repairs and

res All repairs are tested on an approved A.I.D.

i bench before despatch, and therefore carry our

'irantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock

guaranteed magnetos in i;.ondon, twins all degrees;

ire parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
Jrs, all voltages, always ready in stock; lilugs,

les, 1/,-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. Wo
2 you "real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co..

r, Euston Ed., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Mu.scum
:4. T..A. ; Magdyno. Eusroad, London. [0263

TYRES.
riSS DOOLET.—New 28x3 Palmer endless or

U Dunlop butt-ended tubes, 5/- each, postage extra,

elow.

riSS DOOLEY.—26x3x21/2 new Moseley tubes at

I 5/- each.—Below.

ISS DOOLET.—26x3 butt-ended Duttlops, new, at

6/- e^ch. in wrappers.—Below.

'ISS DOOLEY.—Please applv for above to Miss E
Dooley, 33, Killyon Ed., Claplinm, S.W.S. [1851

3E DifYerence between a good retread and a had

one is its mileage. Try us. Watch results.—Melton
'her W'orks, Melton Mowbray. [0656

STOP
INSTANTLY

WHAT
YOU
CAN

YOUR

aniii
ENGINE

IS FITTED
WITH A

VILLIERS
CLUTCH

PRICE 55/- EXTRA
WRITE FOR BOOKLET
WORKS:-
SUNBEAM ST
WOLVERHAMPTON.

TVRES.
a /a '^ *^'^ *^°'** ^^ repiiin'ng burets mid tiroUen-awny
*-*

'
^' Ijeiiirmg:; every -joli giiniantf^ed to give Bfitis-

iif'tioii.— It-p.l(nv.

R MTHEAIJIN-G Old Covers, with rubber studs, 10/6,
12,6, 15/6, 17/6, and 20/-; returue<i in 3 d;iy».

HAND Your Tvrcs into Post Oflice tn.dav. arldie-scd
to Pho?nix Tvre Kf'liairiiiK Cn,, 224, (ilierhi-k

St., BirminghaiM. [X3750

EGtlNOMIC Tyre Co.—Great reduction in covers and
tulies. All fiooih t^nt on 7 days' approval, uir-

riage paid, against rcmittiince.

FICONOMIC—24t'i2i4 (oversize 2in. vims] Clincher de
' Luxe heavy. 25/., listed £2.

ECONOMIC—26X21,4 DnnlofT heavy, 37/3: Bates
W.U., 30;-; Palmer W.D.. 33;-; special heavy

tubes, 6/-.

ECONOMIC—26 <25(, Bates sieciill heavy W.D,.
30;-; Hutchinson T.T., 29/-; special heavy tnbes,

6/6.

ECONOMIC—S6x2i,ix2f4 Goodyear clearance, 42/5:
Avcui rubber stud extra heavy, 30/-; Clincher de

Luxe. 30'-.

ECONOMIC—650X65 Goodyear clearance, 30/-:

700x80 Goodyear clearance, 50/-; tubes, \\ .O..

6/-.

ECONOMIC—Fully guaranteed Dunlop lul/ber stud.

24x2 22/6. 24X2'^ 24/9. 26X2 24/6, 26x21/4
25,'9,

ECONOMIC Tvre Co., 314, New Cross Ed., S.E.14

ine:ii Town Hall). 'Phone; New Cross 1393. [197S

SCOTTISH Ecaders will find it adv.antageous to pur-

chase their tvres from McArthur, Hill and Co

47, Cariick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. 19619

TEV Our 3,000 Mile Eetread.—Repairs of every

description. High-class workmanship guaranfeen.

Return .-arriage paid.—Buxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton.

Derbyshiie. [^^55

A SPECIAL Line of Clincher Heavy Clearance

A Covers, not W.D., new stock, 26x2>,i; for 21/4111

rims 22/6- approval.-Maudes', 100. Great Portland

St., W.l; Walsall and Exeter. [2410

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoiilded,

made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading: send for list.-Melton Mowbray Ei.bber-

Works. Meltcn Mowbray. 1"^"'

TYEE Eepair Specialists.—H.F. process throughout,

including retreading burst covers. Every kind ot

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours retreads in 4

davs -The Motor Tyre 60.. 66,. High St., West Broiii-

widh, f^°'=8

STARTLING Offer.-New Beldam covers, 26x2 or 21,4

20/- each,'26x2V, 30/-, 28x3 35/-, 650x65 40/-

700X80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded

covers W.D., 700x65 35/- each.-Tlie Honierton Rubber

Wofks, Broiksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. [0331

TANKS.

T4.NKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6; 1910, 1921.-Coventrv

Tankers, Ltd., Heaisall W'orks, Coventry. [X8993

THANK for Triumph, new, 42/-; 1910, 1921.-Coventry

i Tankers. Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [X899>

T4.NKS Eenovated, makers' designs, transfers, 13/6,
"
-Wliitworth Motor Eenovating Co., 7.. Jamaiea

Row, Birmingham. Ii'^"

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd., makers to the principal

iiK^nufatturers; petrol tanks tor any style su,,-

Plied, extra capacity.-Hearsall Works, Coventry. [7464

rriANKS Made or Repaired, re-enainelled^ Imed trans-

1 fered; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 30

ltars.-Attwooa's, 86, Eosebery Av.. London, KCl.

ALT. Manner of Repairs, rebuilds, etc., to any pat.

tern First-class enamelling. Reasonable charges

and quick delivery.-Uay, 27, St. Lttke's Ed., Birmui^g^-

ham.
,

rpANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work

i oniy-D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, R^hard St. A^
Uinsou si., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25

years.

TANKS Re-enamelled Makers' Colours, design and

transfer- first-class work; prompt return.-

Donalds! Enamellers to the Leading Manufacturers

138, Glover St., Deritend, Birmingham. [X2636

AVFRY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Triumph, Ivy,

BS A?, Omega, Rudge, enamelled makers' colours

with plated fittings, 40/-, or any design to oMer

12 months' guarantee with every
^^J}^r^°''^'"'Jl'^^l

Tank Works? Coventry. 'Phone ; 1774. [X5014

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired and

le-enamelled at our, own works;
J^".

l^'""^. °'

fittings stocked; quick service ™?,ff»™''%,,"i'?'ft'-
Illustrated list Jree.-A. Green, Water St., Ohapel bt..

Salford, Jlanchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [02bb

TANKS Made, repaired, re-enamelled, dents Temoverl,

di^ feeds fitted, broken Sas*"""'''.', ""'Vt.Zn s"
pairs, etc. We test and guarantee; makers' latest colo.,

designs, and transfers for every make -Park T.ii k

Works, la. Paradise Ed., Green Lanes, Highbury, Lmi^

don, N.5.

,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A29
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BELTS.
NEW Clipper Belts.—8tt.x%in. 11/6, 8ft. ein.xViin.

13/-, 8ft. 6in.x%iD. 14/-, 8ft. ein.xlin. 16/9.

W.D. Belts.—6lt. 6in.x7sin. 10/-; new Pedley belts,

clearance, 6it. 6in.x?iin. 10/-; clearance belts,

eft.xlin. 8/6.

H. EMANUEL end Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores : 37a,

Balls Bond Rd., Dalston, London, N. Tel. : Dalaton
3161. [0726

IARGE Stock of Belting, in new condition, mostly
J 6ft. lengths. =4in. 4/-, %in. 5/-, lin. 6/-.-Marble

Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Kd., W.2. [1769

BALATA-CHROME Combination V Belts, suitable

for variable pullers and wet weather conditions;

500 more belts offered for trial on the following terms :

%in. 1/6, lin. 1/9, I'/sin. 2/- per foot, plus 1/-

postage ; fasteners 9d. each.—Pollin and Son, Hollmg-
lou, St. Leonards-on-Sea. [1329

CARBIDE. ,

CARBIDE, highest quality, 24/6 cwt, 10/- 28 lbs.

6/6 141I)S., carriage forward, drums free; immedi'

nte deliyevy.—Kemp's Garage, Importers, Louth, Lines
[X3678

CARBIDE, guaranteed maximum gas yield, British

Acetylene Association standard, 21/6 cwt. drums
tree, all meshes; stock at 22 depots; immediate de-

livery.—Elloc Cycle Works, Imixirters, Gedney Drove
End, Wisbech. [3972

BEST Quality Carbide, 24/- per cwt., 28 lb. 8/6,

drums free. Any quantity supplied from V2 lo-

tins to 2 cwt. drums. Only the best brands stocked.

Trade enquiries invited.—Dargue, 57, Grey St., New-
castle-on-Tyne. 16900

CARBIDE, finest qualify, giving 100 per cent, pure

gas yield, nil sizes, cwt. 26/6, i/o-cwt. 16/3, 28 lb.

9/6, drums trfe; support the old Ann; establislied over

30 years: satisfaction guaranteed.—Young, Importers

Misterton, Somerset. L9657

CARBIDE, finest quality obtainable, brilliant, last-

ing 25/- cwt., drum free, cash with order, free

on rail Aberdeen, Bristol, C«rdiS, Edinburgh, Glas-

gow Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull, Leeds. London,

Lowestoft, Liverpool, Lincoln, Manchester, Newcastle,

Preston Port Talbot, Runcorn, Sharpness, Swansea,

Yarmouth.—E. C. Maddock, Wareham. Dorset. [1976

PATENT AGENTS.
/^OXSTJLTING Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Rd,

V^ London.—Aero and aircraft engines. 12416

JE S LOCKWOOD, 3, New Street, Birmingham
. 'Phone; 5816 O. Patents guide free. [9057

PATENTS Advice, handbook free.—King, Registered
*

Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Tictona St., E.O

55 years' references. 10129

WBBYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Chartered
'

Patent Agent, 29, Southampton Buildings,

London, W.C.2. 'Phone ; Museum 3651. [9242

FLETCHER WILSON, of Coventry, Chartered Patent

Agent, and Registered United States Patent

Attorney.-Iel.: Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phone: 356^^-^^^

HN & W. S. SKEBRETT (H. N. Skerrett, Fellow

of the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents,

AIMechE., A.I.A.E., Asociate I.E.E., etc. W. S.

Skemtt A.i.E.E., Registered Patent AgenH.-Patents,

designs
' and trade marks.-24. Temple Bow, Birming-

ham Tel.: Central 1038. T.A. :
Skerrett, Birming-

ham.
'"^'

PATENTS.

TO Manufacturers and Others.—Engineer has sound

design of cycle car, 3-speea, reverse, differential,

hand starter, etc.; all details; open to sell be financed

or paitnetship.—Box 225, c/o Tie Motor Cycle. [X3645

AGENCIES.

THE Moliawk Cycle Co., Ltd., require sole agents

for their celebrated motor cycle in districts where

thev are not already represented.—Write for lists and

terms to the Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 248. Alexandra

Ed., Hotnsey, N.8. [6245

INSURANCE.
(r>5/15 Covers "All Eisks " for Morgans or similar

S/ 3-wheeler.—Ernes Bass, 40, Chancery Lane. W.C.2.

ROYS Ltd., Insurance Brokers.—Agents for all com-
panies and Lloyd's. Insurance of every descrip-

tion effected. Enquiries invited.—170, Gt. Portland

St., London. [0056

£4/5/6 secures Full Policy for Cycle Cars, Morgans
and the like up to £175 value; £3/5/6 covers 4h.p.

combinations; £4 covers 6h.p. combinations. Prompt
settlement. Immediate cover.—John Clements and Co.,

Insurance Brokers, 65a, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. [1356

" FTIHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
X authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

[0007

DYNAMO
LIGHTING SETS

for

Cars and Motor Cycles

Complete Motor Cycle Sets

fron. £11-2-0

We give below extracts from two
letters which we have received

from one of our many satisfied

customers. The set is fitted to a

1920 Triumph.

"I should like to thank you for the
efficient way you dealt with my order
at that time and supplied exactly what
I required, the spht pulley being a
perfect fit. The set has now been in

use over a i,ooo miles and given per-

fect satisfaction and a good light not
only in fine weather, but during some
very stormy wet rides lately, although
I was not using a waterproof cover
over it. In fact, I consider it just as

good as some of the sets at over twice
the price, the catalogues of which 1

studied at-the same time as yours."
Nov. 1st, 1921.

This customer writes later,

" I may say I have no objection to

your use of my letter as a testimonial,

if of any use to your firm, or to any
motor cyclist wanting an efficient

generating and lighting set, and
wondering as I did whether he must
pay about £10 for it, or can get a
reliable one at a reasonable figure."

Nov. qih, 1921.

The original of the_above can be
seen at our London Office

:

Full particulars of 4 volt sets, 6 volt sets,

and Light Car sets, from

THE

ASTRA DYNAMO Co.
no, VICTORIA ST., S.W.I.

Telephony: Victoria 7545.

I

FINANCIAL.—PARTNEBSHIPS.
TT'OUNG Well-educated Man Required as workin

j

-- partner in motor cycle, light car, and cycle bus
ness, prosperous South Coast town, chartered accouni
ants report shows yearly profit of £570: capital ri

I

quired about. £500.—Box 7,791, c/o The Motor Ci/cU
[197

GENERAL TRADE.
A UCTIOS" Sales.-Palmer's Garage, Tooting, tl |-^ oldest solely motor auction rooms in Londm
Terms 7%%, not. chargeable if macbine unsold. Mot(
cycles abd cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest gooo
stations. Falcon Lane, L. and N.W.B. ; Wimbledon, ]
and S.W.E. and G.W.E.—Sole address: Palmer's OX
age. Tooting, London.

WANTED.
SCOTT Eadiator, Brooks B170 saddle,

cheap.-3, Mayfield Ed., Eccles.

[21^'

ANTED, Sivan spoiting sidecar, or similar.-Askeu

motor sni'

[X368
TX/'ANTEp, smoslied-up or worn-out Morgan, cheaj

W 8, Francoiiia Ed., Clapham Park. [186

CLUTCH, sprocket, etc., for Young cycle attachmeni
—Ulakemore, 19, Waterloo St., Hove. [187

WANI'ED. cylinder for 1909 3y2b.p. Humber; cheaj
-V. Beaumont, Seed Hill, Huddersfleld. [211

WANTED, Sinks carburetter, perfect condition.-
John E. Green, iVIoor Lodge, Dereham. [208;

WANTED, second-hand fittings oH Cameo wini

screen.—Benson, Albert St., Han-ogate. [211i'

WANTED, a Triumpli combination, belt-diivej

1921.—F. Tonar, Veterinary Surgeon, Bath. [180

DOUGLAS Chassis, unrenovated, sound, cbeap; i

exchange spares.—116, Church Rd., Northwood.

WANTED, sound inner fixed flange lor Philipson, t

fit 1914 Eover.-Walker, Shell Ed., Charlestowii

|Fife. fl=2''

WANTED, 4k.p. engine, any good make, and 3

speed gear box.—A.K., 317, Stapleton Ed.

Bristol. t202,

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good conditioil

-A P. Eev, 378-384, Euston Ed., N.W.I. 'Phon.

liMuseum 6436. ^'°°'

WANTED, forks, wheels, magneto, carburetter

tyres, etc., and cheap 2-stroke cyole.-68

Gloucester Ed., N.W. [2231

BLUMFIELD.—Wanted, piston, connectiiig rod, ^.e

cvUnder, for 7-9h.p. J. type cyclecar enginCj-

Howarth, 39, Clinrcb, Padiham. . lis*"'

IiiNI'IBLD 8h.p. Frame, sound, cheap; also Moigai

J chassis, sound, or wants repairing, cheap.—Bran

20, Farlton Ed.. Earlstteld, S.W. 119?<

WANTED, gooS up-to-<late second-liand motor cycli

accessories; state particulars and price.—Seivia

Co., 292, High Holborn, W.O.l. [067J

CYCLE Car Parts wanted, M.A.G., J.A.P., or similoi

engine, back axle, steering, clutch, etc.—lull par

ticulars. May, 1, Auburn Rd., Bristol. [1822

WANTED, bankrupt stocks, W.D. spares, mcompleti

P and M.'s or parts.-Inman, Durham Ed.. Sea'

forth, Liverpool. 'Phone; Waterloo 296. [1248.

WANTED Triumph countershaft crank cases, fly-

wheels, S.A. gear boxes, parts, or empty cases;

any quantity purcbased.-Hole, 129, Park "Lane Ca^
shalton. l^^"

ENGINE, A-cyl; 8-lOh.p., piston and cylinders not

wanted- case and cranks must be in good condi-

tion -Particulars and price to Edwards, 1, Cullnm St^'

London, E.O. t^^"'

3-SPEED Hubs or Gear Boxes, also engines, air oj

water-cooled, suitable cycle or light car, wanted

tor cash. 'Phone; 1958 Brixton.—19, Wilcox Rd., South

Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [234?

WANTED to Purchase Outright for cash, bankrupt '

stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Send

full particulars.-McNeille and Piatt, 57, Gt. George

St., Liverpool. 'Phone : 1092 Eoyal. [2489

EXCHANGE.
ABC as new, for 1921 16H Norton or Sunlipnm.

"-4fa, Aynhoe Ed., W.14. [2220

FOED Van, £78: exchange solo or combination.—2,

Halons Ed,, Bltham, S.B.9. [1897
;

3 lb p. Ariel, 3-speed, kick start, for lightweight.—
,

2 E. Hills, Warboys, Hunts. [2287

PEUGEOT lOh.p., with dickey; £150; good combina-

tion part.-Terrace Garage, Chiswick. [X3736a

combina-
[240a

\

P. and M. Engine, complete, lor hub gear.—Page. 20,

Heivon St., Walworth, London, S.E.17. [2157

£30 and Levis for best A.B.C. offered; Norton cos-

- sidered.—Weybourne Cottage, Farnnam. [2234

EXCHAIfQB Cinematograph with films lor motoi

cycle; sell £30.-89, Spencer Place, Leeds. [1863

21 Matchless, guaranteed, hardly used, for Morgan

A.V Monocar late 1920; exchange solo,

tion; (see under For Sale.)—Croydon.

19 or cycle car, or sell £165.-82, Market St.

A30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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EXCHANGE.
HARLITV' rombinalion. cxc-hangc spnrts Zenith cr

A.V. ; si;ll £80.— Orchardleigli, Lcatherhead.

"itXTY Cars for Exchange; postcard procures ii^t

5 tjill.—Douglas 8. CoS, Motors. West Norwood^_

EXCHANGE, countershaft Zenith and cash for A'.C.

Morgan.—Sapsford, Baker. Chcshunt, Herts.
[2042

£57.—Kendiill rnualioiit for iiintor oyi-le aud chsIh any

(.fill's vousideit'd.-Bos 7.801, r/o Titc Motor Cjclc.

[2322

"^li.li. Bradl>urv Conibinatian. fully eanipped, for lathe,

^ or sell £80.—Bingham, 14, Poitw:iy, VTnntaRe,

ierfcs. [1812

4 LI-DATS a-S-seator, new fondition. value £150. for

i w.c. Mcrtjan combination.—63, Solcn Ed., Brix-

m. - [2369

Jill, I'. Sunbeam Combination, 1916; exchange with
2 cash for 1920; Suney.-Box 7,S0"4. c.'o The Motor

ych. [2351

DOUCJLAS, O.K., Rudge, for w.o. Morfrnn ; alterna-
tive iiirangements consldeied.—63, Solon Rd.,

Iriston. [2370

3EDF0ED-BUHJK 1913 Tourer, 151i.i;i., Wailand^.
J for good combination.—HiIIii\-e. Surbiton Hill
>&:, S.AV. [53731

rWO New 26x2^4 Covers and new wateitight mag. for
coachbuilt sidecar complete.—Box 229, c/o The

\otor Cycle. [S.3689

[ij^XCHANGE Sporting Type 3-wheeler for couuter-
J ^liaft Triumph and ca.<h, or .sell.—"^hite, Owsle-

iiry, Hants. [1791

Sih.p. Premier, excellent running order and condi-
^4. lion, £28; or exchange 2-strGke.—26, Wood
;.. Taunton.

"

[2107

DEERY 1914, twin, 5 wheels, new tyres, equipped,
tnxod. for good combinfition.—Springhurst, Faa-^ett

<L. Kingston. [S3738
' t m.p.h. 1914-15 T.T. Triumph £cr raonocar, cycle
*0 car, or twin bicycle.—F. B. Hobson, Hill Lodge.
^'elwyn. HeFts. [1914

Jl'MBERETTE, 1914, no faults, smait. equipped.
X t.iKed, for good combination.—Springhurst, l''a,-^ett

;d., Kingston. [X3734

{y .0.11. Tourer, 1915. smart, whole as new, 15h.p.,
^ 3 i^jite, 5 rims, for good combination,—83, Claren-
n Rd., Putnej'. rX3729

iJAXON 2-seater Car, lully equipped, frr sale; cx-
' _ change for Harley.—770,' Stratlord Ed., Spark-
II, Birmingham. [2009

JUIC'K 1916 Ton CHiassis, dynanio, 5 imenmaticp:,
^ li^Iit steering; good combination part.—Yellow
ira^v. Surbiton. [X3730
h.p. Premier Combination, 2-speed, K.S., counter-

shaft, for lower power and little cash.—591. Fole?-

!

tl Rd., Coventry. [X3774
I.W.K., 1916, special body, 2-seatcr. 5 wheels, whole
T ,'i^ new; good combination pait.—Knight". 2,
isrneli Rd., Putney. [X3732
EXCHANGE 1920 L.J. light car for combination
i and cash, or sell.-C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow,
'3. Tel. ; E. 3155. - [2024

EXCHANGE. 3h.p. Enfield, M.A.G. engine, fast,
J valued £50, 4h.p. Triumph preferred.—Prout,
non St., Taunton. [2102

2-speed. practically new.
[or Triumph.-42, Cecil Ter-

[1904

IXCHANGE First-class Combination for solo and
cash-—Ncwnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., \V.6.

;aone : Hammersmitli 80. [2248

iXC'IIAi>JGE Brand New Skootomota, cost ins? £55,
|J fnr reliable motor r^vele, or sell cheap.—F. Godfrey,

Biif^liton ltd., Surbiton [1351

TAXTED. Scott or tn'in, not exceeding: 51i.p. ; ex-
' cliauRe Powerjilus Indian ; sell £75.— Captain
irrison, Eothley, Leicester. [1896

KALIFAJS.— 50 second-hand machines and combina-
tions: keen exchanges. Get list.—Halifax Mntnr

;change, Horton St., Hnlifax. [1983

920 Citroen 3-scatcr. value £250, or 1920 Essex
5-seatpr, £340, for combination and cash.—

AMEGA-J.A.P. 2'Ji.p..
' perfect, with casli lo:

:e, Horton, Bradford.

arst, 26. Tulso Hill, Brixton. [2147

iALCOTT. 1916, new transmission throughout, new
' bloL'k and piston?; smart good combination part.
Knight, 2. Disraeli Ed., Putney. [S3733

I
UMBER Combination, 4V2h.p., water-cooled, 3-speed,
kick start; any trial; £58: lower pDwer part.—57,

mbnry St., Cambcrwell. London. [2065

LBION" Grand Piano, lovely tone, splendid condi-
L tion, fur Rudge or Douglas solo and cash.—A.I.H.,
0, Burdett Ed., Loudon, E.14. [2234

ih.p. ,James, countershaft gear, K.S., clutch, all-
:4 chain, lor lightweight.-—Graham, 27, Wandle
1., Wandsworth Common, S.W.17. [2357

1EUMBULL 1917 2-se.'iter, lOh.p. 4-cyl., 3-speed
. gate, 5 wheels, good order; excliange good coui-
tiation.—Terrace Garage, Chirjfwick. rS3736
1ECILIAN Piano-Player, interchangeable recd.'^, 40
^ rcdls first-class music, 65 note; exchange motor
clc, £18.-14, Estcourt St., Devizes. [2098

GENUINE FOOTPRINTS
The most useful tool in tlie kit.

Price 1/-

SPARES FOR DOUGLASES

SILENCER for

21 h.p. Douglas.
Price

17/6 each

ARMOURED TOOL BAGS
With Strap
Fastenings.

Complete with

all necessary

clips.

Large size lor

4 h.p. Douglas

11/6

Smaller, 2-2 h.p

Douglas, 8/"

Smaller size for

Triumphs, 6/-

UN0ERSHIELDS
with Fittings for 2J h.p. and 4 h.p Douglas,

Price 5 /- each.

7, SOUTH SIDE,
CLAPHAM COMMON. S.W.4.

'Phone: Brixton 2J17. Wires: nurHngton iflotors CI iirliam

Just by Clapham Common Underground Station,

I

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE. Ih.p. 3.spced Triumph fur ht'li.r

power: also 61i.p. liiit-.Jap. v.aviablc gear, tor

lightweight.—People, Slockbridgc, Hants. C1390

0^x2',i Cover, Miller head lamp, generator, w.nlldiii;-

fWVll stii'lc gun, lor 2?/ih.ii. Doiighis frame complete.—
Touiblins. Church St., Gt. Misseiiden, Buclts. [2101

EXCHANGE Jlills-Fulford chassis, good cahinet
granioplioiie, for good nnderslung chassis for Iri-

mnph.—W. Earl, Gloucester Rd., Trowbridge. _
[1899

1012 Aster Liindiiulet, Bedford cc.rd, etc.. 6 laillps

:

J- 1? exchange -Morgan, solo, etc.; sell £180. Wantfd.
seeoiid-haud paits.— 13, High St., Wells, Somerset, [2U9

1O20 Calthorpc Coupe, lighting, starting, beautiful
-I-" condition; £375; exclrance 1921 conrbiuntiou.

cush .adju^tnieut.— 18, HeitcrcornI.e Av., Fulham. [1795

MATHIS 1921 Sporty 2-seater, lighting niMl start-

ing, £60 extras mileage 500; £275; good t'oni-

biu;irion part.—Hiilri.^e, Surbiton Hill Rd., S.W. [X3737

EXCHANGE 4-cj-l. Magueto, needs attention, for

folding cameia, or anything useful.-Avery, I.ivtjP

Xork Cottage, Back Pantiles, Tunbridge '^^ ells. [X3684 -"

1iQ20 8h.p. Sports Zenith, perfect, for Triumph, Slin-

-Lrf licam, Norton, .\.,T.S.. or similar; cash either wav;
lide anywhere.—Box 7,805, c/o Tlu: Hlolor Cijcle. [2350

EXCHANGE good 3-ton motor lorry, splendid condi-

tion, tyres like ne-n', for good 2 or 5-seater car, or

combination and piano.—Box 228, c/o The tlolor Cycle
rX368c!

HENDERSON l.cyl. Combination, mechanically per-

fect, appearance as new, for lower power combina-

tion or light car.—197, Whippendell Ed., Watlord.
[1931

ZENITH Sh.p. Sports, 1915. equipped lor coirnter-

shaft model same or higher power, cash adjust-

ment ; or sell £65.-8, The Avenue, Chinslord, E.4.

1 Q16 Enfield, 2-speed, K.S.. speedometer. Spartan.

1-iJ overhauled and new tyres, for single gear

Triumph and cash.— 1, Enmore Av., South Norwood.

1 012 21/ih.p. Premier, new piston, valves, tappets.

Iff BuUer, and tvre, less carburetter; exchange any-

iiig inotoiish ; sell £20.-13, High St., Wells, Somerset

AT. Mouoear, 1919-20, very sporty, mechairically

perfect, all on. for late Zenith or similar; sell £85.

A. J. Sandford, 56, Spencer Ed., Wealdstone, Mirtdle-

EXCHANGE benntifnl Overland coupe, 1916, starter

and lighting, absolutelv perfect condition, for com-

bination or light car and cash.-24. Geraldine Ed., Chis-

]- [2354

I:PXCHANGE 1920 SV^lr.p. I.O.M. Budge Multi, fully

J "equipped, and a'bout £10, tor combination;
umph preferred.—Thompson, 27, Brent St.. Hen-

don. [X3742

FO.C.H. are noted for fair exchanges.—Fair Offer

Car House. 5, He.nth St.. Hampstead (near Tube),

phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-

days. [194..

EXCHANGE Siger Sewing Machine, treadle, boat-

shaped shuttle, perfect condition, for 3>/oh.p, Min-

erva cylinder, 82mm. bore.— 3, Victoria Terrace, South-

well. [1337

BEARDMORE-PEECISION, standard, Aug., 1921,
perfect, 300 miles, lor Triumph or Sunbeam com-

bination; cash adjustment.—Kelham, Nassingtou.

Peterboro'. [2288

-| 1121 6h.p. Martinsyde Combination, Easting, speed-

Ji*y ometer, electric light, guaranteed perfect, for 1921
ne Luxe Morgan and cash, sell £125.—Row, 65, Market
St., Torquay. - [1959

EXCHANGE good 3-wheel cycle car, watertight mag-
neto, good tyres, disc wheels, perfect order, lor

good motor cycle or combination.—Bos. 230, c/o 27ie

Blolor Cycle. [X3690

1 Q20 Sandnm 2-seater Sidecar, spacious lockers,

XJ/ nerlect condition, for good single-seater and
cash, 28X3 wheel, suiting 81i.p.-Snow, Nurserynum,
Eroadstone. [9602

8 h.p. J.A.P. Engined Cycle Car, Bosch mag., Binks
carburetter, variable speeds, hood, screen, electric

hiiups for good combination.— 63, Walm Lane, Ciickle-

wood, N.W.2. [X3768

BEARDMORE-PRECISION S^h.p. 1921 (October)

Sports Model, lully equipped, lor cheaper machine
and cash; or sell £68.-17, Gillott Ed,, Edgbaston,
Birmingham, [1922

-I Q15-16 Ford Touring Car, interchangeable wheels
J-U with spare, new tyres; £85, or exchange for solo

or combination, cash either ways.—Warwick, Hiijckley

Eel,, Leicester, [X3685

BEADBURT 1914 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combiuntion,
lamps, horn, tools, spares ; any trial ; 48 gns. ; ex-

change 2li-3'/;;h.p. solo and cash.—11, Pretoria Av.,

Walthamstow. [1960

PHCENIX 11.9h.p., 4-cyl., 2-seater car, dynamo light-

ing, small mileage, 1915, "valne £220; accept good

combination or Morgan and cash.—P. Riddelsdell, Box-
ford, Suflolk, [1963

EXCH-4NGE 1921 3>/.h.p. P. and M, solo, with
accessories, ior lightweight and cash; sell £75.

Newnham 223. Hammersmith Ed "" ""W.6.
Hammersmith 80.

Phone :

[2255

All letters relating to advertisements Ehould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the -issue. A31
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EXCHANGE.

A.v., 8h.p., 1920, lor late spoits Sunbeam or Norton,
—36, Kersland St., HiUhaad, Glasgow. [6007

SIZAIEE-XAXJDIX, 8-llli.p., 3 speeds and reverse,
fe:uod tyres, new body, bood, and screen, smart in

oppeaniufe: price £50; esclmnge motor cycle.—Bridge
Huuse, Boxford, Sutfolk. [1964

4h.p. Lea-Francia, M.A.G., 2-speed, Binka, electric
lamps, horn, run 800 miles, iinscratched; £85, or

exchange single, A.B.a, or lightweight.—Le Brunn, 7,
Victoria Rd., Sittingl'uurne, Kent. [1954

INDIAN, 1919, 7-9h.p.. spring frame, 3-speed, T.T.
bandle-bars, new engine, accessories, tax paid;

^75; eKrhanges.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (oppo-
fite Chalk Farm Tube Station), Loudon. [2038

1 Q20 Temperino Light Car, 9h.p., 3-speed and re-
J-»-' verse, detachable wheels with spare, electric
lighting, as new; exchange lor combination and cash.
—Snow, 91, Mapledene Rd., Dalston, E.8. [2387

T Ql9 3V2h.p. Flat Twin Hnmber Combination, electric
J-«/ lighting, as new; liigher power comhinaticm Avunted,
1919 or later, cash adjustment if necessary.— 2, Inch-
leys Buildings, King William St, Coventry, [X3338

SUNBEAM 1921 SVah.p., s«ni-aporting, long exhaust,
4 lamps, aceumnlntor, acetvleae, speedometer, watch,

discs, perfect, for 1921 electric Indian Scout, or sell

£125.—B. Xicholson, Ebchester, Co. Durham. [1875

EXCHANGE 100 Volt 32 Ampere Dynamo, 5-6h.p.
water-cooled engine, switchboard, meters, wiring,

and accessories, all new. except engine, tor combination
or light cor; London.—Bos 7,733, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[1801

1 Q16 lOh.p. Sporting 2-seater Ritz, 4-cy!., dynamo
At/ lighting, electric horn, hood, screen, .Stepney,
speedometer, £140 ; exchange combination and cash

;

photo.—Liugard, Bridgeholme, Chapel-en-le-Prith.

C2124
EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Motor cycles taken m

part exchange for small and large 2 ond 4-Beater6;
bargain prices.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich.
Hours 10-5.30, or appointment [not Sundays). Syden-
ham 2452. [4804

"B Qh.p. Darracq Landaulet, 4-cyl., fully equipped, 5
J-O good tyres, £65 cash; also 1916 lOh.p. Alldays
2-seater, in perfect order, £160; exchange solo or com-
bination for either, cash adjufttment.—Whisstock and
Lingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk. [2307

EXCHANGE Level, 8h.p. Enfield combination,
dynamo lighting, for " Morgan; new 7-9h.p.

Budge Multi for lifiht lorry or £100 worth spare
parts. Stamped envelope reply.—'Phone : Putney
1652.—Britnell Bros., 43-45, High St., Fulham. [2135

HALIFAX. — 1922 Airedale, B.S.A., Calthorpe,
Lagonda, Coventry Premier, and Standard light

cars; Norton, B.S.A., Sunbeam, Levis, Enfield, New
Imperial, and Triumph motor cycles; quick deliveries;
liberal exchanges.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Horton
8t., Halifax. [1982

COUPE 2-seater and dickey, 12h.p. Renault, 4-cyl.,
very fimart, fitted electric light, Klaxon, mirror,

cigarette cabinet, speedometer, exchange for modern
combination and small cash adjustment, or sell £160.—
Shard Garage, Shards Sq., Peckham Park Rd., Old
Kent Rd., London. [1278

EXCHANGES—The Newnham Motor Co.. 223.
Hammersmith Rd,. \V.6 ("Phone: Hammersmitli

80), are prepared to entertain any kind of exchange
ot motor cycles or cars, new or second-hand.
Authorised agents for Rover, Calthorpe, Singer,
CVjventry Premiers, etc. Cash, exchange, deferred
VKiyments. I^ist on request.

REPAIRERS.

[2249

December 15TH, 1921.

Sturmey-Archera.ndArm8tronji: Gears*
Immediate Repairs. All parts for all types in stock.

Quotations despatched Sftrae day as gear is received.
STURMEY-AEOHER COUNTERSHAFT GEAKS. fnll
ronge of 2aud3-Bpeed parts in stock. Any type of gear re-
placement made to pattern for motor cycles and cars. In-
struction sheets and price lists by retorn of post ; send stamps.
(We do Dotrepairpush cycle gears,) UseourGear Oil, specially
prepared for Hub and Coonterahaft Gears in quart tins. 3/-.
per tin, post free 3/6. Sturmey Countersliuft Gear Boses in

stock, wholesale aod retail—2-speed £U,.g-speed £17,
CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327. PUTNEY BRIDGE BOAD, S.W'.15.

Telegrams and Telephone—Putney 1601.

Send Repairs to PiUney Station (L. <t S.W.R.)

For the convenience of customers we have altered
our business hours as follows :—Weekdays, including
Saturdays, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

REPAIRERS.

AC.U. 6 OAYS TRIAi.
]9.9 Ariel machine won siker jnedil, Jume? machine w .nsiiv.r
medal, 020 Scott m ichioes won team prize. 1921 aiatchlc^a
machines won team prize, two eo d and two silver medals
F N nialiiiits won two gold and two silver medals p us bonus

marks for petrol consumption.AtU FITTED WITH THE
W.S.R. VARIABLE JET ADAPTER
You cannot help but Save Petrol this way

A.M.A.C., B.&B.,8/6
Senspray, Triumph,
Claudel Hsbson, 10/6

Postage and Packing 6d.

If fitted with BOWDEN
CONTROL 11 /6 EXTRA.
When orderirg state leugih of
jet. including p'ug and ye.ir of
caiburetter. Write for leaflet.

it will interest you.

0/ all icell-knotcn Jgentt. or direct from

DlinPC DDnO Motor Fittings Manutacturers
nUUuC DnUOi FLEET ST., Birmingham.

^N.

ARMSTRONG or Stuimey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,

Houaslow. [0517
WIIITTALL for Welding. Aluminium experts,

prompt delivery.

WHITTALL.—Pistons complete lor Triumph, Pre-
mier, J.A.P., Bradbury, B.S.A.. Doughs, Sun-

beams, etc.; 14/- to 24/-, -on approval, exact to pattern.

TTSTHITTALL.—Cylindeis reground and new complete
»T pistons fitted Irom £2. perfection guaranteed.

Twelve years' flrst-class reputation. Pistons to nattern
or Eketch.—WhiLtall Machinists Co., Whittall St., Bir-
mingham. [0017

C.
R. FOSTER, ol Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding spe.iali-t.

p<YLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has do^^ equal. Price, complete with piston, from £2.
^1,000 is the value ol the machine and equipmentcW that will grind your cylinder at our works.—

Any new machine for £1 5 down up to value
£70. Instalments to suit convenience.

Value £75 and over 1 5th down. Write
stating make you are wanting.

Second-hand machines. £5 down, 10/-
weekly, straight forward dealings with
straight-fopward ps^ple. Lam-s, Tools,
Tyres, etc*, at lowest terms.

WANTED Secondhand engines, spares, etc.

HEMSWORTH MOTOR W'KS
HEMSWORTH, YORKS.

17 NGINE Overhauls, qnality work only, cylinderBJ-' ground, pistons, valves, bushes, eto.-Below.
PISTONS for every standard motor cycle in stockfrom 14/- each.—Below. "
r^YLINDEB Grinding, our speciality 2%h.p. Douiliu\ reground, fitted with new piiton, iing= ISdgudgeon, 25/- each.- Below. "

rpRIUMPH, J.A.P., Bradbury, and aU 3i/oh.p 4h nX cylinders reground and fitted new ptston rinS'and gudgeon, 35/-; returned in 48 hours.-Beliw.
'

QUALITY and Satisfaction is our motto, entrtlsJ

renair^TArn"
'<= ?P«Wists a„d get a guaranS^'

pioniT^TM"-
J^"^'"^""'^ Co., Leamington

^^^
H^. Gears.—teat reductions in prices of replace--»-«- ments for Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong gears!
trUB Gears.-Wheels repaired and returned withii-^-t the week; send for latest price lists.

1T^?4.P''^''^-T*^''y T^y "» extortionate price foi-«-J- htting a few new parts to an old gear?

TTUB Gears.—We undertake to supply the complete^-^ new internal portion of the gear mechanism lesjmam driver for £5.

TT'^? Gears.—A. F. Lewis, Charlestosii, Weymouti.
t .1

°°'' *",' '°'' "is Lewis patent 2-speed counteji
shaft gear and clutch. [074?

TyELDlNQ Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes bjVI experts
; immediate attention ; reasonable prices.-

—Below.

TyELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustioB
• ' experts of 11 years' esperlenre.—Below.

,pj YLINDEE Grinding on latest machinery, installed
^-^ since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed:
new pistons fitted.—Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
bt., Birmingham. [4769
A RMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears repaired or parts
-f^ supplied promptly.—Cherry Lane Garage, Lymm,
Cheshire. [9907

pjOTJGLAS Overhauls.—We specialise in ovcrhauliaij
-t-' and repairing Douglas machines.—Tavisti^
(below).

"PJOUGLAS Overhauls.—Send your Douglas to us toi^-^ reliable, efficient, and cheap repairs.—TavistoiS
(below).

T^OUGLAS Overhauls.—Don't have your machibli
--^ spoilt by amateur mechanics.—Tavistock ^
gineermg Co., 264, Portobello Rd., North KensingtsSj
London. 'Phone ; Park 643. [17feD

F'EAME and Chassis Eepaira and Alterations. We are
specialists. Seasonable charges ; inamediate att^

tion.—Below. :
;

ENGINES Overliauled, lebnahed. singles 35/-, twjSi
45/-. Try us for anv renair nr rAnlncpmpnt —TTahm.

V. Smith,
Try us for any repair or replacement.-
Osuiondthorpe Lane, Leeds.

HeuiT
[2230

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted, from 22/6j
engines overbauled in 5-6 daya. Speciality, Triumpl)

and Premier.—Below.

WELDING also brazing by experienced workmesj
Spare parts supplied.—W. E. S. Kddian, Baili

Lane House, Bush Lane, E.G. 4.
'

[23li

FOR Exjiert Engine Overhauls, cylinder grindil
new pistons, and spares. Hedley and Co., FojFoiW

[13»

Foster, of Leeds.
your cylinder at our

170, Cardigan Rd.
works.

[0003

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gesar Specialists.
Repairs while you wait.—Tavistock (below).

A RMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears completelyJ^ assembled lor 6/- in 2 hours.—TavLstock (below).

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Parts at rut-ci prices by return of post.—Tavistock (below).

G^—'-.f?"*"^ valves, etc.. lor car or cycle, made

STURMEY-ARCHER and
ARMSTRONG

Hub or Countersha'Ft Gears
repaired while you wait.
Actually in Stock—New Sturmey-Archer
Countershaft Gear and Boxes spare parts.
Send for illusfrated list. Trade supplied.
Send wheels, Hounslow L.S.W Railway.

COUNTY EIMGINEERING CO.,
64. Staines Road, HOUNSLOW.

Wires
:

' Thtce-Bpeed. Hounslow,' 'Phone ; Honns ow 322.

Ten years' continuous production account for tfie^
'"

. lasting quality ot'

JUCKES PATENT
COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.

2. 3-. and 4" speeds. liRlYt and heavywetahts.- Also
- .• .

lhree~SD5eris and ceverse.
-EFFICItNT MOTOR * ENGINEERING COi.

Bilston Roa.d Walvcrha.>Tipton

promptly.—Tavistock (below)

^EAES.—Send all gear repairs and replacements toVJ lajistock Engineering Co.. 2S4a. Portobello Rd.,
North Kensington, London. 'Phone : Park 643. [1759

A52 All letters relating to^advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

St., Newcastle-ou-Tyne.

FRAME, chassis, and tank repaiTs, enamelling
painting by experts; prompt delireries.—Langhgi

Co.. Fitzioy St., Leicester. [60r

INDIAN Owners.—If you have trouble xrith your ]

cliine, ftend to Indian repair specialists, Dea
89. Brixton Ed., London. [18^

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, con
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-, twins 40/-;

returned 5 days.—Below.

VALVE Seats, rebuilt from 10/- valves 5/-, valve
guides 4/-, valve cups 4/-, piston rings 1/6.—

Below.

CYLINDERS Rebored, fitted with new piston, from
30/- to 40/-.—Turner Bros., Engineers, Summer-

seat, Manchester. [2298

J.AP. and Blackburne Engine Experts : reasoniible
''

and reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Edgware E4,
Hendon. 'Phone: Kingsbury 134. [4209

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., m.^
iike new; work guaraiiteed; quick return.—T™

Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Manchester. [^
CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons complete fitj

Irom 25/-; work guaranteed; good deliverief
Shortridge, J.8, Boughton Rd , Brownsover, Rugby."^

[X5712'
OBSOLETE I'arta Made, gear cutting, shafts, cjuu-

ders rebored. new pistons, Quickly, cheaply. No
part too difficult for our plant.—Moiton and Wenver,
Coventry. [S8844

ROC 2-speed Wheels, Humber, Res, V.S.. Matchlei
Campion, Wall, Roc; sole licencee for all ,"

gears; all spares in stock.—Connolly, Carmelite
Coventry. [X^

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc.

;

and highly' finished work; prompt delivery;!
list on application.—W. and F. TTills, Ltd., Engii
Bridgwater. [ffl
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The T:t. Dates.

NE"\^R
have the Tourist Trophy races been

the subject of so much controversy as this

year. The surprise occasioned by the

announcement of the A.C.U. Competitions
Committee that the 1922 event would be

held in Belgium was. followed by a discussion as

to the desirability of transferring Britain's only
road race to a foreign country. Then came the

reversal of this decision by the General Committee,
and the astounding news thafthe R.A.C. had
annexed the mo.st suitable dates. Until quite

recently nothing had been decided, and when the

A.C.U., at its Leicester meeting, finally agreed
that the races should again be held in the Isle of

Man,' there was a general feeling of satisfaction.

But even now serious discussion is taking place,

this time as to the suitability of the dates chosen,
viz,. May 30th and June ist, on ficcount of the
fact that this is the week preceding the Whitsuntide
holiday.

The Busiest Week of the Year.

The more these dates are considered, the more
one is constrained to doubt the wisdom of holding
the races at such a time, and, in accepting them,
the A.C.U. appears to have overlooked .several

important points which should have been con-
sidered. Firstly, of all weeks of the year, that
preceding the Whitsuntide holiday is the busiest

period for motor cycle manufacturers, who can
ill spare the mechanics and staff from their works
at .that time.

Secondly, the annual London-Edinburgh event
starts on the day^. following the Senior race. This
second factor is important for ieveral reasons, as,

with two such
, important events clashing, the

public interest will be divided. Again, a large
number of keen motor cyclists who visit the Island,
whether as riders, -officials, or spectators, usually
participate in the long-distance trial to Edinburgh,
and with the T.T. dates as at present arranged,
one or. the other must be sacrificed by them.

Canada, 23s. lOd.: other countries abroad, 28s. 2d. per annum.

^Ve well appreciate that the selection of a suit-

able date was not an easy matter, but we under-
stand that the Isle of Man authorities were pre-
pared to postpone the car event to a later date
if such action were necessary.

If we accept that the pre-holiday week is un-
suitable—and we cannot see how it can possibly
be proved satisfactor_v—the choice seems to lie

between :

(i.) Fi.xing the dates of the motor cycle races
a little earlier.

(2.)' Postponing the races a fortnight by
arrangement with the parent body—the R.A.C.

'

(3.) Holding the races in September after the
Manx Highway Board has had time to repair the
roads after the car races.

Of these suggestions, the second seems to offer
the greatest satisfaction. Certain it is, an effort
should be made immediately to change the date
to one in keeping with the importance of the
historic Tourist Trophy event.

Winter Riding.

THERE are a few motor cyclists who annually
lay up their solo machines during the winter
months for fear of skids on the greasy roads.
Such a course is certainly not warranted
with modern machines, and the owners lose

much enjoyment by its adoption. No machine
is skidproof, but, gi\-en a modern machine with
reasonably low centre of gravity, good tyres, and
careful riding, there is little to be feared. Many
riders make a mistake in travelling too slowly over
grease, and in employing too high a gear. When
tra\-elling slowly in traffic, the low gear should
alway.s be employed if the streets be greasy, and
the throttle should be handled gently, clutch
engaged smoothly, and the spark lever retarded
more than usual.

Our advice to nervous riders is to keep their
machines on the road and enjoy the exhilaration
which can only be obtained by a run on a bright
winter's day.

:..<., x- y. y / y /..//J / / ^^. ^ / / / J / / ^^=f
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will be found on the page facing back cover.
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Dope iot Hot Studs.

nNSPIRED, no doubt, by a wise paragraph in The
Times, the technical press of the country, in all

its various specialist departments, now devotes

quite a lot of attention to inventions, specifying crying

needs and trusting inventors to solve the problems.

To contribute my modest quota, I would suggest that

there is room for a heatproof lubricant for applica-

tion to screw threads subjected to high temperatures.

P'cur times in one week recently 1 met engineers

wrestling with immovable threads, rust ascribable to ex-

posure to water having complicated the problem in -

each case. The four instances related to :

(i.) The release valve of a baby two-stroke.

(2.) The cylinder head fittings of an air-cooled

cycle car.

(3.) The alleged " detachable " head of a four-

cylinder monohloc water-cooled American car.

(4.) The valve caps of a motor lorry.

The last-named gave the most trouble, for it was of

foreign make, and no spares were procurable. Soak-

ing with turps and paraffin, heating the engine, and
then chilling the valve caps, colossal spanners clumped
by local Hercules with huge mallets—all failed ; and,

at the moment of writing, these valve caps are still

in position.

Assembled Machines.

^LYMPIiV impressed me with the extent to which
the production of " assembled " machines is

growing. Of course, every motor cycle is

" assembled " in the strict sense, but the term is a

handy colloquialism for a mount embodying a pro-

prietary engine, gear box, etc,, built up into a frame
by some local dealer. When one can buy such excel-

lent engines as the J. A. P., M.A.G., Blackburne,

Villiers, "and others, such sound gear boxes as the

Albion, Sturmey, Burman, Juckes, Jardine, Moss,

etc., the ".assembling" policy naturally thrives.

There are three points in favour of the " assembled "

machine, as contrasted with the mount which is an

r>riginal design throughout. The assembled machine
is usually cheaper than the average of its class, for a

firm which turns out 10,000 engines or gear boxes per

annum can generally produce more economically than

a factory with an output of i.ooo or less. The
assembled machine usuallv consists of standardised

parts, easily obtainable anywhere ; this is only true

of such original machines as enjoy really large out-

puts. The small assembler can modifv his specifiea-

tion to suit the fads of an individual purchaser. In

fine, the assembler offers buyers a cheaper standardised

machine, embodying some of his own notions.
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The Obverse.

»N the other hand, the selection of an " assembled "

machine demands a certain amount of caution.

There are hig assemblers, who can offer buyers

all that the "special design" factories can give.

They are just as jealous for their good name.as any

of the great factories. They offer us the_ same kind

of service. Their guarantee is as good asthe best.

Their machines command excellent prices second-hand.

By contrast, a deal with some of the petty assemblers:

is a very different pair of shoes. Such a man may

not have the will or the power to give his clients any

service at all. His guarantee may be almost worthless.

His machine may depreciate quite abnormally in twelve

months, partly because it is almost unknown, parth

because it has no permanent backing behind it. If 1

were extremely impecunious, and knew a soum

mechanic in a back street who assembled two or threi

good engines into frames every year, I might be wis«

to give him an order. Being poor, I should buy the

machine for keeps, avoiding the loss which comeS'

from an annual sale. I should get a cheap, sound

machine from him, and, living close at hand, I couU

rely on him to treat me fairly. But I should be a fool

if I bought his machine with the intention of selling

it next autumn, or if I lived any distance away.

Under these circumstance_s, if I wished to avail myself

of the special advantages of an " assembled " mount,

I should select one of the big assemblers. " Assem-

bling "
is, of course, almost a habit with the American

car manufacturers, most of whom are assemblers pure

and simple. It is odd that this Yankee trade policy

is so largely adopted in the British motor cycle

industry, and so generally eschewed in the British

car industry, It is perfectly sound in itself, and

makes for_ economy ; therefore, it is spreading per-

ceptibly in pur light car trade, where every .shilling

counts ; and the reasons for its growth in the motoi

cycle world are similar.

The Scott Squiffel.

LOTS of Scott enthusiasts proved faithless to theii

first love because they wanted a little more

speed. The average Scott in private haii(3J

gives about 45 m.p.h., which is fast enough for man)

people; and it is faster than it feels or looks, because

'

it takes nearly all hills in its 'stride on top with little

perceptible slowing.' But when 23,4'. h. p. sports model;,

begin to appear with guarantees of 70 m.p.h., the

Scott had plainly to do something. Hence tin

Squirrel. Most of its extra speed— it is guaranteed ti

do 60 m.p.h., anyhow, anywhere—comes from the:

tiny tips which riders bandy from mouth to mouth,;

e.g., " an aluminium piston adds 10 m.p.h to
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Occasional Comments,—

two-stroke, but melts after five miles of full throttle
"

(cxxept on a very few machines). " Put a plug in

the centre of the head, and you'll get an extra

5 m.p.h." (the Squirrel has inw plugs in the centre

.of the head, and so presumably gets an extra 10 m.p.h.

on that score). But, jokes apart, -I notice that the

iSquirrel is minus the standard sparking plug socket

on the rear of the cylinder heads, \yhich must ease

the factory job of obtaining' a symmetrical cylinder

casting free from liability to distort.

Riding after Dark.

FOR many years past I have gone out somewhere on

practicallv every evening in the week. I have

seldom used a motor cycle for' short distance work

at nights. Sometimes I walked. Sometimes I used a

pu.sh bicycle, because its lamps entailed no real

trouble. If the distance was long enough to suggest^

mechanical transport, I should probably use a car, if

one was available, because its electric lighting was so

clean and convenient. A motor bicycle would only be

employed when the distance was long, and no other

,
mount was available. Comparatively few of my motor
cycles have been fitted with electric lighting, because it

usually represents a jQ:^o extra, of which a high per-

centage is a dead loss on a re-sale. For the last few

months I have owned o«e of the cheap little sets (they

ought to aiid will be a lot cheaper, ultimately) which

draw their current from the magneto. For some weeks

!
I regarded it with suspicion. It has never let me down,

and I see no reason why it should. The result is that

now leap into ^:he saddle after - dark without any

hesitation. I do not dream of walking, or cycling, or

wangling a car. I am already far more mobile and

sociable after dark than I have ever been in my life ;

and I am coming to regard my magneto lights, as

'Ncm 835

absolutely indispensable. 1 consider that such addi-

tions double or treble the value of a utility machine,

and obviate the principal criticism which utilitarian

users could formerly bring against' the motor cycle.

The sooner the popular single-cylinder four-stroke is

regularly endowed with a similarly cheap and reliable

lighting outfit, the better for its future. But, so far,

no attempt appears to have been made, to cater in

this respect for the owner of a costly 3^^ h.p. sports

machine, whose requirements are: really .
powerful

illumination (preferably electric), light weight, and/or

easy detachability, capacity for fifteen hours con-

tinuous use (say, for the London-Exeter trial), and an

appearance and finish in keeping with that of a

.£120-^^15° 'bus.

A New Tool "Wanted?

THE growing popularity of overhead valves sug-

gests that it is time for the ac.cessory makers to

market another new tool. Years elapsed before

amateurs were provided with tools for compressing

the springs of a side valve engine; we used to wrestle

with screwdrivers, chip chunks off the cylinder fins,

and other chunks off our knuckles. Finally, a lot

of tools were brought out, and peace descended upon

us. Nowadays the overhead valve is booming, Snd,

to the best of my belief, the only way of freeing the

spring /'« situ is to press it down with the fingers,;

some modern valve springs are far too .stiff to lend

themselves to finger operation. 'When the o.h.v. 's are

fitted in a detachable head, it is generally possible to

put the head in the kind of vice which adorns the

bench of the average amateur. But if designers could

watch sundry amateurs of my acquaintance tackling

this job, a cold sweat_ would trickle down their spines.

The designing of a tool easily adapted to most o.h.v.-

motor cycle engines is not a real brain-twister.

A GOOD "BAG."
Although not comparable with a day's game shooting, a day among the rabbits is not to be despised. This year in particular a sidecar

has proved a ussful vehicle, for rabbits have been unusually plentiful.
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TYRE PRECAUTIONS FOR WINTER.

p.m.
;

feet,

two
and

Commonsense Hinis on the

Care of Tyres.

FOR .sheer misery nothing exceeds a
•winter puncture. It is bad enough
on a crisp sunny iday, when one had

anticipated a rousing ride with a hot meal
towards sunfall. But it is a tliousand
limes worse when the tyre goes flat on 1

wet, dark night in some such thoroughfare
as the Lea Bridge Road, with the street

.nvimming in that filthy liquid mire which
London brews in December, and motor
'buses and taxis are flinging splashes all

over )our cold fingers. Not less mournful
is it when the rear wheel begins to

bump' on some lofty high road about 9
minutes after one has dismounted, face,
fingers are reduced to the consistency of ice, and the
possibilities of effecting a sound repair seem infinitely
remote.

Yet many stupid riders chance these tortures. They
l)uy a machine in the early spring, wear the covers
thin by a hard summer's work, . weaken the tubes by
a number of patches, some of which were not too
well fixed, and then blithely ride on the same tyres in

winter, fondly hoping for the best. The coming of
winter is the 'signal for every sane man to overhaul
his tyiES.

The Safest Plan.

My Own practice is to fit a brand new cover to the
back wheel every October, reserving any part-worn
cover for spring and summer use. The front wheel
cover will probably retain its tread corrugations and
be free from weak places and bad c.uts ; I leave it

alone. But the all-weather rider's back cover should
have ;;. perfect tread, be sound in every stitch of its

fabric, and be as thick as money can buy. It ought
to be A brand new heavyweight, unless haunting fore-

i)odings are to add to the emotional misery of certain
runs which' winter will surely bring, pleasant as the
reminiscences of them may be later on. A- doubtful
inner t-itbe must unquestionably be changed in October.
Just at present there is a certain liveliness in the
invention of puncture-proof tubes. I know nothing
of the Jeff, which has overlapping leaves of rubber
thickly massed on the inside of the tread ; theoreti-

cally, this construction should certainly seal minor
holes. But I have prolonged experience of the
Challenger tube, which has a double tread; between
these two layers of red sheet rubber is a filling of
Mack plastic stuff, about J^in. thick. If you stick a
nail in an inflated tube a tiny gout of black plastic
expands into the hole, and seals it. I am riding on
these tul)es this winter, and am prepared to bet I

shall suffer no road stops with my tyres. Certain
punctm-e-sealing compounds are also being advertised.
I have not tried them, though I have tested many of
their predecessors. 1 make a rule to try such com-
Ar4

The Queslion of Bull-ended

Tubes, with a Word on
Infla'.ors.

pounds on the dog, so to speak; in other

-

words, 1 test them in an old tube, and '

prove for myself whether they do their,

work, and whether they prevent a patch'

from sticking if a patch should ever be

required.

Special tubes are rather costly. In'

default of such wholesale measures as
'"

Using special tubes in winter, it is com--^

paratively cheap to mount some such

nail-catcher as the Monie. Its inventor's

theory is that nails normally lie flat

on the road, that the front wheel tweaks them

momentarily upriglit, and that, before they can get.
:

to bed again, the back wheel runs into them, and"-

down goes your back tyre. I am sure he is right.

He has devised a little rubber flap, which hangs

'down in front of the back wheel, and just clears '\

the road, sweeping down any impudent nails which.,

are poised vertically waiting for the back tyre. ,

Above all, a spare tube should be carried. The
repair of a puncture by the roadside in pouring rain j

is not too simple a matter at midsummer. In a

snowstorm it is almost an impossibility. However
cold the hands may be, it is always pos.sible to mount •

a fresh inner tube, and I carry one as an insurance.

_

Some riders rely on butt-ended tubes. Their extra
;

convenience is so obvious that the continued survival

of endless tubes points to intrinsic defects in the best

butt-endei-s. But there is no objection to carrying a .

Ijutt-ender as an iron ration, so to speak.

Repair Kit and Inflator.

It is also wise to inspect the tyre repair kit. In

summer it matters little what we run short of on the i

road—somebody is sure to come along presently, and
'

lend us what we want. In winter, e.specially after

dark, motor cyclists are rare birds on many roads.

The tyre repair kit was probably bought six months
ago, and possibly: the supply, of patches and chalk is

low. Conceivably it wa^s bought last year, and it may
not have been new stock then. Rubber solution is ,

subject to a chemical process as it ages ; I do not ,|

think any firm in the trade would recommend its
|

solution when it was eighteen months old. J
Nor should the inflator connection be forgotten.

Many riders are content with the cheap toy inflators ,

delivered to motor cycle manufacturers in grosses with •!

their tyre contracts. These inflators are often—not

always—scarcely more powerful than an ordinary,

bicycle pump, ahd their flimsy connections cannot

be relied upon after a ' few months. There are few-

experiences more agonising than to repair a puncture.,

in bitter weather, commence to-reinflate,- and hav
your flexible connection come away at the metal unions,

Road Rider.
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CHRISTMAS GREETINGS, 1921.

'x:̂ 'T'-^%7M's.fr-n'<?'^r '

J

The Editor and Staff of " The Motor Cycle " Wish all Readers a Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New Vear,
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ENGE TOPIC
Jo lings on Matters of Fnlerest to Owners of Sidecars and Cycle Cars, not to

mention their Passengers. coiiated by 'vedetie."

VY/ H\' is it that Enfield sidecars are used by motor^.
* cyclists with large families more than anv other
make ? Personal observation compels the remark,
and additional proof of the statement, is supplied bv
the accompanying photograph, following, as it does,

Six up !—but there appears to be room for one or two more
in this Enfield outfit used for advertising schemes m aid of the

Isle of Wight's "adopted" French village.

the snapshot of Mr. \V. L. Driver's outfit " nine up,"
which was reproduced in The TSloior Cycle of Sept.

8th. Both machines are Enfields. The present illus-

tration shows the president of the Newport (I.W.) Foot-

ball Club (being on dangerous ground,' I now_quote
the photographer's in-

scription), " accom-

jianifd hv .some of

his children," as he ~~-

-

tours the. district in

aid of Monchy-le-

Prcu.x, the ruined

French village
ado]Dted by the Isle

of Wight. Does he

ever take all his chil-

dren out at once?

T HI*", fittings oh the

10 h.p. Black-

burne sidecar outfit, illustrated

here, would, I think, create a

record in accessory equipment.

Every conceivable instrument

which adds to the convenience

and efficiency of a machine has

been fitted. The property of a

member of the staff of S. Smith
and Sons, Ltd., of Great Port-

land Street, '\V.i, the machine
con\eys suggestions as to the

accommodation . of _ equipment.

Made to the special dimensions
directed by the owner, the side-

car has been equipped with a

wide dashboard below the wind-
screen, l^eatly placed on this
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are,~ from left to right, a bezel wind clock, an ammete

and lighting switch combined, and a Smith flush

fitting speedometer. The ammeter and switch coin

bined is a most interesting fitting.' A small slid

on the dial above the meter shows, when the knurled

rim is rotated, the lights which are in operation and

also whether the dynamo is charging or not. Two
ii_eat hooded lamps serve to illuminate the instruments.

BeTieath the dashboard and screwed to- the off si'ie

of the body is a cigarette lighter which recei\'es its

current from the lighting installation. The large dim

and bright side lamp, provided with two separate

bulbs, is fixed to the side of the body, and,, as a

sidecar lamp,- gives . an extremely good light. The
dimmer bulbs of this and the head lamp, which is of

the same pattern, are operated from the circular

switch. Other Smith's accessories include an electric

horn on the front of the sidecar chassis, and .1

mechanical and a bulb horn located,, on the tank ami

handle-bars respectively. Tw^o neat little fittings, aKo
on the handle-bars, are the licence card holder and

rear mirror. More luxurious is the gradient met.i

fixed beneath the handle-bars on the tank tube, whilst

directly behind that is the charging ammeter. A
Smith five-jet carburetter has been fitted and is pro-

_

vided with a neat extra air control held at the side

of the tank. A butterfly nut regist-ering again.-t

a -graduated scale at the top of the fitting indicate-

the amount of extra

air induced. The
new Smith dynamo is

driven by a Whittle",

telt from a pulley

fixed outside the .

engine flywheel,

wdiilst the dynamo
itself is held by a

circular band clipped

to the front frame

tube. The accumii

lators are located be-

tween the sidecar and
the tj^ck wheel of the-

machine as also is

the spare petrol tin. .

The waterproof spare

wheel cover at the

rear of the sidecar i-

another of Smith \
productions. This

year's Show revealed

a decided tenden ^

towards the douh!---

seated sidecar with

side-by-side accon^

modation. The S.'

dum illustrated on tl

following page v.

A lOh.p. Blackburnelandem- only one of t ll •

seatedsidecar fitted by its owner gg^-gj-g-] '^od.\t% of thi-
to demonstrate how accessories -.

i m -,-

.hould be accommodated. ^'"d on exhibition.
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A Seasonable Digression from Cold Facts and Mechanics

'^TpHE litter of opened letters and torn envelopes

I which covered the table in front of Chatteris

* and Bedale was partly accounted for by the

fact that they had existed for at least eight weeks

entirely on credit; and partly by the spirited adver-

tisement which they had inserted in the agony column

of the Mo7-ning Wire on the previous day, as follows

:

Two Ex-officers, unable to live any longer on their

gratuities and decorations, desire employment;
stools barred, iienpushing abhorred, pittances useless,

adventure essential: crime of a sporting nature wel-

comed.—Apply, Box 330, " Morning Wire " Offices.

This appeal had not brought as big a mail to the

flat near Buckingham Gate as its authors expected

;

but their usual budget of envelopes with the flaps

tucked in was certainly augmented by a few bearing

orange twopenny stamps; and Gerald Chatteris, V.C.,

appeared to fiiid one of these latter missives quite

interesting.

Vagus but - Possib!e.

" This fellow's a bit vague, Arthur," he admitted.

" Gives ho name, but says that if we mean what we

say, we're to ring up Gerrard 899746 immediately.^

There are three heavy penstripes under ' immediately.'

The rest are mostly from old ladies recommending

us to apply to war

charities, or from Jews

offering to lend us

money. Any luck in

your batch ?
"

Arthur Bedale swept

a heap of crumpled
papers contemptuously

off the table.

" Two' rich tabbies

want footmen, one pro-

fiteer seeking g a m e-

keepers at a quid a

week, and a firm looking

for insurance touts. I'll

ring up Gerrard 899746
before the company dis-

connects the line.

They're unhooking us

to-morrow, you re-

member, if the bill isn't

paid."

B2

Bedale lounged across the flat, picked up the

receiver, and talked into it at intervals , for five

minutes in that tked voice with which the best type

of service man camouflages his secret energy.
" He's coming round straight off in a taxi," he

reported.' " Still refuses his name, has an oily voice,

and sounds a bit nervy. Probably it's crime, and his

maiden venture at that."

Fifteen minutes later the bell rang, and Chatteris

admitted a rotund, opulent-looking youngster of some
thirty summers with a fat pink face ; somewhat
blotched with pallor. In spite of his evident anxiety,

his eyes roamed keenly round the flat, and he did

not fail to note the -unpaid bills on the table.

"Is it Crime?"
Bedale indicated a chair, and the trio sat down and

faced one another. In awkward conversations, the

best thing is to let the other man start. All three

knew this simple rule. ^ Chatteris and Bedale held

out longest. Finally the stranger stammered.
" Well—er^—gentlemen, I saw vour advertisement

." he broke off.

" Is it crime ? " interrogated Chatteris helpfully.

The visitor nodded silently.

" Name it—we arn't schoolgirls," contributed

Bedale.

The visitor swallowed. At last with an effort . .

" We want a man kidnapped."

"And then murdered ?
"

enquired Bedale hope-
fully.

This aroused the

stranger. He had been
studying his inquisitors,

and had clearly made up
his mind about them.

" Not at all. You
mustn't hurt a hair of

his head. You will

simply collar him, re-

move him to a safe

place for seven days,

during which no living

soul must learn his

whereabouts. Then you
release" hirh. The
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Out of a Jo'j.—

business must on no account be traced back to me;
and if there is any racket, yen will stand it.'

"And the terms?" blandly as];ed Chatteris.

" You're seUing !
" snapped the visitor.

"And you're buying! " retorted Chatteris.

The visitor stared Chatteris hard in the eye, and

his gaze did not fall when Chatteris returned the gaze

with interest. Finally, he leant forward and tapped

the table vigorously.

"As your friend said just now, we're not children.

You want money. A lot of it, probably. I want

something done which is clean outside the law. I 11

give you a "thousand pounds for your week's work.

If you're neat, there isn't an atom of risk in it— until

afterwards. You can lay your plans to clear the

country on the eighth day, and many a Colonial

millionaire has started with less money than the pair

of you'll have then."

Chatteris and Bedale looked at each other for a

minute. They did not seem quite easy in their minds.

Then Be.dale re-

marked in his tired

voice, " Our adver-

tisement said sport-

ing crime."
" Sporting?"

snapped the visitor.

" I am no judge

of sport. I will

mention the words
' Sinn Fein,' and
remark that the

Irish negotiations

are still in a very

delicate position."
* * *

Half an hour later

the door shut behind
the mysterious
stranger. On the

table lay ten jQioo
note s. On the

back of a wine

841

Passages booked for Rhodesia

Quick to greet any pretty girl

mercliant's bill Chatteris's

neat script were jottet.l notes to the effect that

John Hunter (personal appearance described in

full) was to land at Falmouth ex the s.s. Ruritania
two days later ; that he was on no account to get

further than the arrival platform at Paddington, except

in the custody of his amateur gaolers; that he was
to be detained till January ist in any safe hiding place ;

that any mishap was to be instantly reported to

Gerrard 899746 ; and that in the event of failure

the notes were to be returned intact by registered

post to Archibald Jones, Poste Restante, Charing
Cross.

£ome'what Too Drastic.

Bedale shut the door, and the two fell into armchairs
and stared mutely at each other.

Chatteris broke a long silence.
" ^^'hat tactics? " he enquired.

Bedale was fairly prompt with a suggestion. " I

travel up with him. Pull the communication cord at

an agreed spot. Push him out. You are waiting
with the sidecar. You offer him a lift. Take him
to secret haunt of the gang. Gag. Bonds. Chloro-

form, if necessary,

on January 2nd."
" Rotten! " criticised Chatteris. " We can't dump

him off a train in daylight, and you can never be sure

when those darned liners will get in. We've got to

sandbag him at Falnnouth or in town. Bigger the

place, the less the risk. We'll get him at Paddington

somehow."
" I've got it," said Bedale eagerly; " really, crime

is as easy as falling off a log when you once start.

We both travel up with him in the same carriage.

Chum up all we can. Our Rolls meets us at

Paddington. Offer him a lift. Thus to the den of

the gang."

Rolls=Royce or Matchless ?

" Two snags," returned,. Chatteris laconically.

" First, we haven't got a Rolls. Second, this den

is gi-ing to be in the hands of bailiffs long before

January ist."

Bedale was develqping. He tapped the bundle of

—__ _
~—--^^ notes meaningly.

" Hire a Rolls,
chauffeur, and all

complete. Transfer

den of gang to

keeper's hut in my
uncle's old coverts

above Abingdon.
Happen to know
the new landlord's

bluing his_ wai

profits at Monte."
Chatteris shook

his head decidedly.
" We can't touch

this cash till we've

earned it. The
fellow may be a

wrong 'un, but he's

trusted us
,
with

_;^i,ooo, anyhow."
Finally the pair

compromised. The Matchless sidecar, their only re-

maining valuable, was worth jQi^tO anywhere. They
would dip into Archibald's _;^i,ooo for necessary

expenses. If the stunt failed, the outfit would have

to go under the hammer. Time was short. Bedale
'

went down on the Matchless to inspect and stock the

keeper's hut, whilst Chatteris accumulated certain

munitions of war at the flat, and paid deposit on

two passages to- Rhodesia. On December 23rd the

two travelled down de luxe to Falmouth, studying the

written description of Hunter till they knew it by heart.

Big, broad-shouldered men with flaxen hair are not

common. Five seconds after John Hunter swung his

grip up on to the rack of a first-class carriage in

Falmouth station, two smaller men of military bearing

collided in the corridor, wrangled politely for a

moment, annexed seats opposite Hunter, and settled

down to the perusal of The Times after that half-

timid, half-suspicious stare at each other with which
the travelled Englishman honours his own kith and
kin. The plan of operations was for Hunter to be
drawn into a gradually tightening intimacy en route.

Hungry for the conversation of his own kind, he needed

B3
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Out of a Job.—
no drawing. Long' before Paddington was reached the

three were ostensibly great chums, though equally

ostensibly they had never met before. Chatteris had

successfully arranged that the trio were to share his

car to his flat, change into war paint there, dine at.

the Ritz, and do a revue. A handsome Rolls was

duly waiting at Paddington, and fortunately there was

neither dun nor baihff at the flat when Chatteris

inserted his latch key. Ten minutes later, whilst

Hunter was gratefully accepting a cocktail as a reviver

after the unwonted effort of knotting a white tie,

Bedale scientifically chloroformed him from behind.

—not always ^rvhat they seem.

The two conspirators looked uncommonly foolish

for successful criminals.
" Hanged if I like the job," muttered Chatteris

sheepishly eyeing the unconscious figure on the bed.

" We're not going to hurt- the fellow. You go down

and get the old Matchless round while I jam this

victim into two or three heavy coats."

The Matchless' was to provide the ,tran3port_ of the

night, partly because it was cheaper than hiring a

Rolls, partly because it dispensed with letting a paid

driver know anything of the hideous doings which were

afoot. By 10 p.m. the Matchless was dodging through

the traffic bound for the Bath Road. The camouflage

was Bedale's brainwave. All three men. were in

evening dress, not too closely concealed by heavy

coats till London was cleared. Chatteris, driving, was

cheerful, but not too merry to drive adroitly. Bedale,

on the carrier, was two stages merrier—quick to greet

any pretty, genial, or comic personahty on the pave-

ment. Hunter, in the sidecar, had clearly dined not

wisely but too well.; he lay back

comatose, and when passing a

point policeman at a traffic crawl

Bedale cheerily bent over him

and spoke encouragingly of

the beneficial effects of one

more small drink. They were

obviously three undergraduates

who had been celebrating a

footer victory in town. But once

Hounslow was cleared coats were

buttoned up to the neck, opera

hats discarded for T.T. helmets,

and the throttle flew wide open.

Bedale still kept a watchful eye

on the 'passenger, and there

was a little bottle in his hand.~
The Matchless ran as a Match-

less always does, and it was
hardly a young man's bedtime

when she - clambered up the

mass of wet leaves which com-

posed the last lap before the keeper's hut. Hunter was

disembarked, .dragged upstairs, and a certain restora-

tive was administered. When he showed signs of

coming round he was rapidly tied up, and a big scarf

round his mouth protected the two amateur criminals

from the denunciations which they were uncomfortably

conscious they might possibly deserve.

His eyes were not pleasant reading as consciousness

slowly returned into them. Bewilderment and
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'" He had eloquent

Bedale wnggled as

since thev left school.

incredulity were their main expression for several

minutes after he was able to take in the figures of

his companions and the nature of his surroundings.

Presently anger became an obvious ingredient in his

feelings. Then anger appeared to give place to a

cold, contemptuous scorn. Gradually a. certain amount
of perplexity seemed to be mixed with his contempt.

He had eloquent eyes, and Chatteris and Bedale
wriggled as they had never wriggled since they left

school.

Finally Chatteris thought it was time to clear up
the situation. He began rather nervously.

"Look here, Mr. Hunter, we've decided to be

perfectly open with you. We bear you no malice.
" We shall do you no harm. We've been well paid to

detain you here for one week. We intend to do it.

We are-er-desperate men. At the end of that week
you may go wherever you wish. During that week
I regret that we must keep you in irons; you are a

big man. We prefer a quiet life, and we must, there-

fore, keep you gagged, unless we have your word
that you will make no noise likely to betray your

whereabouts. Otherwise, you can have anything you
want, and we should like you to be comfortable."

Weakening Fast.

Bedale, who had taken quite a fancy to their

massive prisoner, was weakening fast. He broke in,

" As a matter of fact, old chap, we're darned sorry

it's you we had to sandbag. Hocussing an entire

stranger is one thing—this is another. Anybody can

see you're a good sort. Nod your head for the silence

. parole, and I'll take that scajf off. The only thing

I don't like about you is your politics."

The prisoner nodded. Chatteris and Bedale both

dived at the knots of the scarf, and Hunter's mouth
was free in a moment.
"Who told you about my

politics?" he asked quietly.

Chatteris and Bedale looked at

each other.

"Our employer," replied
Chatteris.

"It's odd," murmured Hunter,
" because I haven't got -any."

The amateur criminals filled

their pipes, and, noticing an

imploring, look in Hunter's eyes,

did as much for him. All three

smoked silently for ten minutes

or more. Finally, the prisoner

let his pipe drop out _ of his

mouth. It fell with a rattle on
the bare wooden floor. Chatteris

and Bedale jumped. Then
Hunter asked quietly :

" What are the orders of the

day?"
"For you, d'you mean?" asked Chatteris.

" No, for you."
" We earn our money if we keep you here seven

days."
" Can I write a letter?

"

" Certainly not."

Another long silence followed.

The prisoner broke it at last.

" You fellows have been had. I can see you're

eyes, a.id Chatteris and

they had never wriggled
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Out of a Job.—

straight, though appearances don't point that way;
so I won't try to bribe you. I am a mining engineer.

The mine in which I am interested has been losing

money for two years. I've found the lode again. A
scoundrel in town has suppressed my reports, and is

trying to buy the mine for a song. I came home to

stop him. He lias paid you to hold me up till the

deal's through. Will you go back on him if I can

prove my story ?
'

'

Chatteris and Bedale conferred in whispers. The
mysterious Archibald had merely stipulated that

nobodv was to know Hunter's whereabouts. Both

men were already secretly ashamed of themselves.

Finally,

"What do you suggest?" enquired Chatteris.

Rectifying a MistaKe.

The prisoner's eyes were half eager, half mocking.
" Tie me up as tightly as you can. One of you

stay here on guard. The other to go immediately to

T,oi7, Chancery Lane, and ask for my sohcitor, Ted
Burns, of Burns, Whetheril, and Stauncey. No— it's

Christmas now; you'll find him at Furzedown,

Dorking. Your own lawyers will tell you what sort

of man he ls. If 1 mayn't write, tell him in any form_

of words you prefer that John Hunter will call on

January 2nd, and that in the meantime he is to refuse

to sell, grant options, . or otherwise endanger the

Oranga mine. Wrap it up as you think best, to

exclude any risk of my sending him political code

messages.

Anotjier conference between the amateur criminals,

when the pair fell to arguing as to who should ride

the Matchless up to town ; no nice job in the freezing

dawn, but they both preferred it to doing sentry go

over Hunter. Finally, Chatteris Awnt and Bedale

stayed.

S43

Flight hours later Chatteris returned. His face

was ruby, whether with the weather or shame Bedale
hardly knew. Chatteris strode across the room and
slashed the rope off Hunter with his pocket knife.

" I don't know how to apologise, sir," he began.
" We've been had. Bedale and I will return our fee to

that scoundrel of a City fellow. We won't run if

you'd like to jug us. In the meantime you're free.

My sidecar is outside, and I'll drive you wherever

you Avant to go. Burns made the whole job quite

clear. Here's a note from him."
Hunter rose rather stififly.

" Hard up, I suppose ? " he queried.
" Damnablv," assented the amateur criminals.
" You earn your money if I stay here till Jan. 1st?

''

The puzzled pair assented.
" Well, I'll stay," volunteered the quondam

prisoner ;
" I like your crib. I like your grub. I

like you. Burns won't let the mine go now, I see.

You may as well earn your cash. Is there such a

-thing as a pack of cards in this wilderness ?
"

£1,000 to the Good.

Cards were forthcoming. On Jan. ist the

Matchless was once more dragged out of the woodshed.
Snow is not good for magnetos, and she started up
less readily than her wont. But before long the

original three passengers slid down a leaf-sodden ride

through the co\ert.
" By the way,'' sang Hunter into Chatteris's ear,

as the latter opened the throttle, " you never said what
you got for this little stunt ?

"

" Eh ? " muttered Chatteris, turning red. " Well,

a thousand, if you want to know."
" Put it into my mine," bellowed Hunter as the

exhaust e\inced a crescendo, " the direct".rs prefer

their employees to become shareholders ; and they

mustn't miss two men of push and go like you," .

The average motor cyclist does not in these days vaseline his machine and store it away for the winter, but always keeps it m

readiness. Certainly some of the most enjoy,ible runs of the year may be made on the bright, frosty days of winter. This photo-

graph was obtained near Totteridge.
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(Lilt) I he searcher after the historxal

will find all that he desires at Mont Orguei

Castle, Gorey O^rsey).

(Right) The Cobo district, Guernsey.

The Distinctive Appeals ot Jersey and Guernsey to the Holiday-maker.

DIFFERENT motor cyclists have different ideas

as to how a holiday should be spent. Some
are content to tour—and that strenuously

;

others prefer to settle at a convenient centre and mingle

their explorations awheel with other pleasures quite

unconnected with petrol and motors. For the latter

class the Channel Islands have a direct appeal. But

the motor cyclist who contemplates the Isles for his

next season's holiday ground is well advised to choose

the particular island that provides the form of environ-

ment coinciding with his own conception of "holiday-

ing," for where Jersey caters for, and welcomes with

opi-n arms, an army of visitors, the sister isle of

Guernsey has charms only for the academic and- purely

nature-loving, enthusiast, who asks for nothing

more than "The Great Ooen." i

Guernsey.
Named Sarnia (Green Isle) by the Romans,

Guernsey has a •• quaint old town, St. Peter

Port, built in rough picturesque tiers on a

hillside facing east, with the smaller islands

of the group (Sark, Herm, and Jetbnu) a

few miles distant. Alderney lies some twenty miles to

the northward and Jersey about the saine distance

south-east.

The island is a veritable network of lanes and roads

that carry what is to the uninitiated a bewildering

stream of traffic, mostly petrol-driven, a large fleet of

motor 'buses, and a tramway. Everywhere on the

coast are spots of wild beauty, a sunset on the green

heights of the extreme western point (Pleinmont)

having in it the silent romance of solitude and a

mystery all its own when the shadows steal in from
the mighty, unbroken expanse of the Atlantic. Those
heights were loved by Victor Hugo, whose home in

Hauteville is open to visitors.

St. Peter Port, Guernsey, from the south.

b6

A twisting road leading from the sea at Bouley Bay, Jersey.

Main roads are in excellent condition, and
although there are by-ways where a spring
frame might be advantageous, the surfaces are

generally superior to roads on the mainland.

From the island capital, St. Peter Port, boats

run daily in the season to Sark, a little isle

almost untouched by the jnechanical genius of
man, and where utter severance from the " busy
outside " is always to be had—with all the

advantages of modern civilisation within^ ready
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In the Channel Isles with a Motor Cycle.—

reach. Herm and Aldeniey are also easy of access.

St. Peter Port has its cinemas, contert parties,

libraries, newspapers, taxis, and cabs, but the island's

shores have no bathing machines nor nigger minstrels

—

on Sarnia the " Great Open " is yours.

Jersey.

A busy hive of visiting pleasure seekers and native

activity, Jersey is best described as a " little

Brighton." It

has all the fas-

cinations and
attractions that

Jts staider sister

,
isle has not.

The cliffs have

not the magni-
ficent greenery

nor heather of .

Guernsey, but

the larger area

of the country

has in it an
appealing
aspect of old-

world beauty

that is equalled

only in . some
portions or ^\„ mei-isiand trim ai Guernsey, btari ol

Normandy. The Guernsey motor cyclists. Fifty-two Guernsey

roads are not sister isle of Jersey, who were disappointed in 1

all they might '="'''•*"='' ''"p^'S'-

be, but withal the surface can be generally (less ribed

as good.

Two railway lines run out their network of rails

to the two extremes of the isle—Corbiere and Corey.

St. Helier's, the capital, is a model little town, haying

in its long season every one of its huge number of

hotels booked up months ahead. Here t' : visitor at

the end of the clay is catered for in every conceivable

manner; there is, too, an excellent promenade extend

ing out from the town to St. Aubin's. About this wee

city o' nights is an atmosphere of laughter and song

that has all the French flair, with a sobering touch of

jjritish reserve.

Hills—and Golf!

Both isles can provide the inevitable searcher after

stunt hills all that he can desire in vile surfaces and
nasty hairpins—the /.igzag and Les Nianx in Guern-
sey, and Mont Misere and Bouley Bay Hill in Jersey—
and there are others I L'Ancresse in Guernsey is a

really magnificent natural gnlf course, and Gorey in

the sister isle

a ' n n u a 1 1 y
attracts a huge
quota of en-

thusiasts. It is

p e r h a p s un-

necessary t o

emphasise
,

the

historical
churches, ruins,

and arch.xo-

logical remains

to be f o u n d
throughout these

Norman islets.

Ci ga rettes
are obtainable

at 6d. for 20,

the milk and
butter is world-

famous, a n d

the natives con-

stitute .ii genial,

placid race. There is ample room for touring

;

there is much that is old, quaint, and new to be

seen. The whole area is British, and everywhere the

iinglish tongue is spoken. Motor cycles are permitted

to be landed without question, and a cheap form of

visitor's licence is issued. Daily services are run
throughout the spring and summer by both Great
\Vestern and London and South-Western steamers from
Weymouth and Southampton. Some conception of the

motor traffic can be gauged from the 540 motor cycles
in Guernsey alone, with an additional 500 cars!

d leceni tilly nvies tria; between jeisey and
riders competed, and theie wee six from the

heir hope of taking beck !c their island a much

WITHOUT CHANGE-SPEED GEAR.
THE simplest possible form of motor cycle is the

single-beared lightweight, and it is not surprising

that it is a type upon which a large number of

motor cyclists favour when first joining the fraternity

of the road. The sporting rider, also, favours the

single-geared mount, and the direct belt-driven " 3>2
"

fulfils the requirements of those who prefer a machine

which brings out the skill of the driver more than

any other.

These facts considered, it is rather surprising that

the single-geared machine is gradually disappearing,

and in the lightweight class presumably it is only

retained in order that its makers may offer a motor

cycle at a low price.

We give herewith a list of these single-geared light-

weights arranged in order of their price, from which

it will be seen that, although the number has dwindled,

there are still sufificient from which to make a choice.

With the exception of the Economic, Atlas, and
the J.E.S., all the lightweights mentioned follow con-
ventional lines. Of the three exceptions, the Economic
is a small fiat twin two-stroke; the J.E.S. and Atlas

are miniature machines.

Only two T,]/^! h.p. single-geared machines are now
catalogued, i.e., the Norton and the Abingdon, the

Rover and Ariel models cf this once popular type

having been abandoned for next vcar.

Vk h.p.
2 ti.p.

21,4 h.p.
iV-2 h.p.

2'/p h.p.

2"rf h.p.
ly. h.p.
2'/5 h.p.
i.% h.p.

2V. h.p.
2U, h.p.

2.V, h.p.

2'/i h.p

2V2 h.p.

Atlas . 31 10
Economic . 34
Radco . 35 14
British Stiindiii 1 36
Calthorpe . 36
Sirrah .. . 33
J.E.S. .. . 38
O.K Junior . 39 18
Spark . 39 IS
Victoria . 39 18
Wolf . 39 18
Excelsior . 39 18
Bo-vvian .

.

. 39 18
Dayton .

.

. 39 18

£ s. d.

2% h.p. Kenilworth 42
2% h.p. Hobart 42
21/, h.p. Rex-Acme 42
2*1 h.p. Olympic .. 45
2V2 h.p. Connaright 45
2'A h.p. Mohawk 45 3
2>/5 h.p. Monopole 45 3
2'A h.p. SalUey 47
21/1 h.p.
2'/- h.p.

Levis 48
Verus 48

21/0 h.p. Silver Prince .

.

48 6
2V. h.p Prai?cis-Barnett 50
3% h.p. Abingdon 70
3V5 h.p Norton .

.

80
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^^fc^W. 1^^
First and Exclusive
Details of a New
Type of Machine.

" Engines of

Various Powers.

Outlined by Hyam A Crank.

'Our macliine may be ridden with elegance.

'

THE reader of The Motor Cycle is always a well-

informed man, and will, therefore, be familiar

with the jumping stick known as a ." pogo,"

now being boomed by the daily papers pn the same

curious lines which made standard bread, the sweet

pea, the diabolo, the North Foreland golf links, and

the scooter momentarily famous. Have the possi-

bilities of the motor pogo occurred to any stunt

merchant except myself and a gallant soldier with

whom I have held converse on the subject? At any

rate, we are jointly taking up the possibilities with

enthusiasm, and hope to organise immediate mass
production, to finance which we are prepared to admit
partners with a capital of not less than _;£roo,ooo.

Outside the Law !

The first item in our ticket is financial. Thanks
to the Government's crass lack of imagination, the

motor taxation laws only apply
to wheeled, vehicles. Now the

pogo has no wheels, but makes
contact with the ground via a

large ferrule of solid rubber.

Therefore, pur invention is

immune from taxation, registra-

tion, and the speed limit, and
will be extraordinarily

economical to run.

Secondly, ask any
soldier what he most de-

tested in the last war,

and he will certainly

reply, "uncut wire."
Barbed wire presents no
terrors to an infantryman
equipped with our motor
pogo. Fitted with a

suitable engine, the

Guards may pogo merrily

over entanglements as if

they were non-existent

;

the pogo will possibly

render the comparatively
costly tank absolutely

obsolete. At any rate,

we reckon on receiving

such colossal orders from
the war departments of

the Great Powers that we
may not be able to supply
the public for years.

HOLES FOR

COOLING

HAflDLE

IMPULSE
nAGHETO

llVALVE
J)nAQ.,TRIP!!(JD

Section of tKe motor pogo,

showing general layout of

the power unit, but not the

lubrication arrangements.

Method the police may adopt if the hop limit is exceeded.

Thirdly, every motorist is complaining bitterly of
'

the surface of our modern roads. The tourist who
uses a pogo is independent of the roads. If he so

desires, he may keep on the roads. Pot-holes do not

disturb him ; he plants the ferrule of his pogo firmly

either in a pot-hole or on the hump before or behind

it ; in either case his travel is as luxurious as if the

road Were solid rubber. Should he meet or overtake-

a motor coach, filling the road from hedge to hedge, :

he neither hoots, nor dismounts, nor takes the ditch. .

He merely opens his throttle, and leaps clean over

the obstruction. On the other hand, he may prefer

to tour, on the wrong side of the hedges, hopping

cheerily along inside the fields, and leaping the cross

fences as he reaches them. When passing houses,

he can increase the altitude at the peak of each hop,

see what is happening inside private gardens, peer in

at upstairs windows, and the like.

The pogo cannot puncture, for its ferrule is of

solid rubber. I may
add that to ease the

shock of landing

after a particularly

large hop with our

16-20 h.p. s up e r-

pogo, we have com-

missioned Mr. Rap-
son to design a low

pressure pneumatic

ferrule.

^^'e are further
approaching the

Auto Cycle Union
with the intention of

offering a jewelled

cup for a special

pogo class in the

1922 T.T. This
offer will be subject

to the selec-

tion of a suit-

able course.

Any course

is suitable
for pogoing

so long a s

patches of

hard ground
about 6in. in

F.ont view of the motor pogo. Arfe/u«
diameter exist model, with footboards and electric lighting

at aveiage is contemplated.

b8
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A Motor Pogo.—

intervals of, say, i oft. for a 2,i/^ h.p. two-stroke pogo,

or, say, 40ft. for a 7-9 h.p. pogo de luxe. We have

not yet been able to discover a course which presents

sufficient difficulty to make a pogo race really interest-

ing ; but our competition manager is now en route to

examine the possibilities of the Giant's Causeway at

middle tide.

Lighting Equipment..

No lamps are legally required on a motor pogo,

which is as yet a completely extra-legal machine.

However, as the Government is always ready to

strangle new industries, we are negotiating with
""

the inventor of a chain-operated pocket lamp

to furnish one of these handy little illuminators

suited' for our purpose.

It is well-known that in this planet the most

muscular man can barely jump his own height.

In the planet of Mars, where gravity is 70%
weaker, a man could jump, to a height of 40ft.

with ease. What we are

offering the public amounts
"to the amenities of life in

Mars without the trouble of

making the journey.

The daily papers sug-

gest that with the ordinary

foot-operated pogo certain

nasty accidents have
1 )ccurred through the top of

the pogo handle striking

the chin of the operator.

In fact, a well-informed

Parisian correspondent

states that Carpentier is

training with a pogo. Steeple Jack going to work on a motor pogo.

The typical manly Briton prefers his .sports and
hobbies to include an element of danger, and we can
supply such customers with a motor pogo fitted with

the ordinary type of vertical handle. The timid pogoist

may, however, specify our special safety type with a

U handle. Even when this model is provided with

a 16-20 h.p. engine, the U handle clears the rider's

chin by at least Sin. in the wildest hops-hops, with

an altitude of 50ft. if required. Moreover, since the

engine replaces physical effort in our pogos, there is

no need for the operator to double himself up in the

imgainly fashion which all observers of the French
hand pogo must have deprecated. Our machine can

be ridden with grace and
elegance, and is becoming
to ladies.

Hill^climbing.

In climbing hills, the

hop is shortened according

to the gradient. In ascend-

ing small hillocks, the

expert motor pogoist goes

right over the top, which is

tantamount to rushing the

incline on a car or cycle.

If the hill isjong and steep,

an ingenious item in. the

mechanism (not shown in

the sketch, for patent

reasons) enables the pogoist

to substitute a brief and
dogged leap for the wild,

free-flying jump utilised on
the level, which represents

motor pogoing at its

zenith.

'S^i
:*S^tH

AN ALIEN.
There is something strangely mcongriious m this snapshot taken on a Scottish highway. Probably no animal

ooks so entirely out of place under the grey skies of Britain as does the camel—the beast of burden, native of

the sandy wastes of Northern Africa.
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MUCH has been written in the past and much

more will doubtless be written in the future

on the subject of the most suitable transmission

for motor cycles ; and the chain and belt controversy

has been keenly waged. This is as it should be, for

much good may come from intelligent discussion, and

in this case there is certainly

something, to be said on each

side, though I am of opinion

that this matter will eventually

be settled by the victory of

neither belt nor chain, but by
the introduction of a third
method of traiismission, to wit

the sliaft with either worm or

bevel. This last is especially

suitable to any motor cycle

which has its engine set with

the crankshaft longitudinally in

the frame, as is the case with

all present-day four-cylinder

machines .and a few others,
notably the A. B.C. and the F.N. lightweight (the

latter already has shaft drive).

The Advantages of Belt Drive.

To return now to the more fashionable styles of

transmission, it may be granted at once that the belt

has the advantage in simplicity and initial cheapness.

It is a much simpler matter to design a machine
suitable for a belt drive than one which has to

withstand the greater stresses of a chain. Before the

introduction of the countershaft gear box this parti-

cular point had greater weight than it has at present,

for a chain needs a countershaft in any case, whereas

a belt can be taken straight from the engine to the

rear wheel—in fact, it is better so, for fairly long

distance between the driving centres is desirable in

All chain drive—a type

supreme on

belt drive, or even essential; but in chain drive it is

not so, for a long chain, if at all loose, is apt to swing
and mount the sprocket when a short one will not.

Another point in favour of the belt is that rubber
belts (and most belts are rubber in these days, though
some very good leather belts are still on the market)

are clean to handle and need

no dressing or lubrication.

Some Notes on Design,

Theoretically, when a belt is

used for the transmission it

should be between the engine

and gear box, that is to say,

when the whole transmis-

sion is by belt the gear box
should be in the rear hub and
not what is generally called a

gear box at all, but a hub gear.

Hub gears have, however, very

nearly disappeared for a

variety of reasons. Therefore,

the statement that began this paragraph comes to this :

When a countershaft gear is used the belt should be
from the engine to the gear box and the chain from
the gear box to the rear wheel, or, in other words,

belt-cum-chain is better than chain-cum-belt drive

—

except in appearance.

The reason for this is that belt ^speed should be
kept high and stress low if the belt is to work efficiently

and not slip, whereas chain speed should not exceed
certain defined limits, but a chain cannot slip. When
a hub gear is employed belt slip can often be stopped

by dropping into a lower gear ; the belt will then be

running at a higher speed and with less tension, for

the action of the gears will increase the mechanical
advantage. However, the layout of a motor cycle,

not lending itself to the best mechanical application

of transmission that is almost

big twin sidecars.

Once all popular but now almost

confined to lightweights—direct belt drive.

This system, however, has more than

one advantage besides simplicity—for

example, flexibility.

Chain-cum-belt drive—popular, simple,

and reliable. The flexibility of the direct

belt is lost, but not to a very considerable

degree.

Where the belt retains its chief

advantage—the Zenith countershaft-in-

front drive embodying a variable pulley

gear.
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Ill' a primai7 belt, has prevented

ihe adoption of such a' system.

Where a Chain Scores.

The positive drive of a chain is

a great advantage, especially in the

case of a heavy machine with a

sidecar attached and in wet or

snowy weather. If proper atten-

tion is given to a chain in the garage

it will be very seldom necessary to

touch it^on tiie road. The efficiency of a good fitting

and well lubricated chain is extraordinarily high. To
set against these advantages is the fact that greater

care is necessary in the matter of alignment and adjust-

ment. The alignment in the first place is a matter for

the malcer, but the rider should see that he does not

upset it by twisting his gear box or rear wheel when
chain, adjustment becomes necessary or Avhen the wheel

is removed for any other reason.

It is desirable that chains should have as much of

the slackness removed as possible; but they must not

be actually tight or strained, and, as it is very seldom

that a chain remains equally tight at all positions of

the sprockets, the wheel must be turned round slowly

until the position in which

the chain is tightest is found

(this is called the tight spot),

and the chain adjusted for

-that position. It will be

somewhat on the loose side

in other positions, but this

will have no serious effect,

whereas too great tightness

will result in broken rollers.

Sometimes broken rollers

are caused by their b e i n g
hardened too much in the making, and bad alignment

is another cause.

- Treatment of Chains.
Probably the greatest disadvantage of chain drive

lies in the fact that it is dirty to handle, and unless

it is protected in oil and dust-tight cases, it requires

periodical attention. In dusty weather an exposed

chain should not be oiled, as the road dust and grit

mix with the oil and form an abrasive mixture which

is very deleterious both to chains and sprockets. It

niay be lubricated with one of the many chain

lubricants on the market (these are a mixture of grease

and graphite) applied with a stiff brush after the

chain has been rabbed down with paraffin and roughly

dried, and this can be done with the chain in

situ;'h\ii a better plan is to remove the chain from

the machine occasionally,

wash it thoroughly in a dish

of paraffin, and afterwards

soak it well in the melted lubri-

cant. It is sometimes recom-

mended that the chain be
boiled in grease and graphite,

but- this is a great mistake, for

the temperature of boiling
grease is about three times as

high as that of boiling water,

and quite hot enough to draw

Diagrammatic illustration of the bevel and
chain type of transmission as employed

on the A.B.C.

Plan of four-speed gear box and shaft drive,

box being somewhat to one side, a dynamo
housed alongside.
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the temper of the rollers, pins, and

buslies, and so to ruin the chain.

All that is necessary is that the

lubricant be melted, and this takes

place at quite a moderate tempera-

ture. If the finger can be borne

in it no harm will result. This

method of treating a chain ensures

the lubricant getting well into those

parts where it is required, and when
there it excludes grit and wet to a

very large extent.

Some people maintain that a driving chain does

not need a cover. This is true to some extent, because

the speed of the chain will throw off the dirt that

-falls upon it. We must, however, remember that

before the dirt is thrown off it will do a certain amount
of harm. Although a chain may look moderately

clean at the end of a dirty ride, it has been sub-

jected to a certain amount of grinding during the

entire trip, and by next morning it will almost certainly

be found to be more or less rusty because water has

dropped from the rear miidguard upon it during the

night.

Therefore, if complete and adequate chain cases

cannot be fitted, I am strongly in favour of a

light chain cover. I have

used the word adequate
advisedly, because chain
covers when complete are

w o r s e than useless unless

they are properly con-

structed. I have known
cases removed after a

winter's riding to be found
full, or as nearly full as

makes no matter, of mud
and water. This is a very

poor lubricant for a chain or anytliing else.

Shaft Drive.

It is my firm conviction that the ideal transmission

of the future will consist of a shaft terminating in a

bevel (straight or helical) or a worm, ^^'ith this form

of drive it will be better that the engine should be

set longitudinally in the frame ; the cylinders of a

V or flat twin will then be across the frame, but those

of a four-cylinder in line., with it. It has been asserted

by those who know no better that when an engine

is mounted in a motor cycle in this manner cornering

is rendered difficult' or even impossible by the gyro-

scopic action of the flywheel rotating in a plane which
lies across the direction of movement. This is quite

a mistake, and has no foundation in fact. The only

effect of the flywheel will be to make the front wheel
press more or less heavily on
the ground according to the

direction of the turn, and this

is not noticeable in practice.

As the engine will be set in

the centre of the frame and
the shaft at the side, the drive

must pass through pinions at

this point, which will therefore

correspond to the first sprocket

of a chain-driven or the pulley

of a belt-driven, motor cycle.

The gear

might be

e clutch type of gear which necessitates an

extra chain, but is, withal, very simple.
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Transmission Systems.—

This will naturally be the correct place for the gear
box, which should differ slightly from that in general

use in that the drive- should enter on one shaft and
make its egress by the other. Every gear will then be
equally direct, and only one pair of pinions need be
in action at a time, and the efficiency will be high.

Another advantage of the shaft drive is its extreme
neatness. The shaft can, if desired, pass through one
of the frame members, but even

if it does not it is- by no means
obtrusive in appearance, and it

is moreover easy to enclose the •

working parts in oiltight cases.

If this be done the shaft itself

can be exposed to the elements

without suffering any harm, and
no unsightly cases are required.

Such a transmission should
wear very well, and, beyond
periodical oiling, should require

no attention or renewals during the ordinary life of
a machine.

I^j^^(^ILl DECEMBER 22nd, ig2i.

Two shock absorbers tor chain drive using
a similar principle—(.left) the Sunbeam,
(right) the Raleigh.

Shock Absorbers.

It will, of course, be readily understood that
when a positive transmission such as a chain or a

shaft is used some sort of cushioning device must be
employed to soften the harshness of the drive.

There are at present many of these fitments on the
market which do their work very satisfactorily. Some

rely upon friction entirely and are, in effect, small
clutches, the sprockets being gripped between two
plates under influence of a strong spring. In a
few cases friction and springs are combined very
effectively. Excellent examples of this system are
to be found on the Sunbeam, Triumph, and
Raleigh motor cycles. Again, it is not unusual to
find a slipping clutch on the engine-shaft and a
rubber cushioning device on. the rear hub. The

Enfield is a good example of
this construction. The Enfield

gear is, moreover, operated by
.expanding rings within the

sprockets on the countershaft

which grip' them by friction.

This machine, therefore, has its

transmission very well

cushioned, and it is consequently
very smooth in action.

Belt drive stands less in

need of cushioning devices,
as the belt itself has a certain amount of elasticity,

and can slip on the pulley. But even a belt can be
somewhat harsh when run over a large pulley on the
countershaft behind the engine, and would then be
improved by a shock absorber. The Zenith method
of placing the countershaft in front of the engine is

good, because it admits of a long belt, which need
not be so tight as a short one, and, further, its

greater length gives its elasticity a better opportunity

fbf coming into play. J.H.W

MOTOR CYCLES IN SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.
Odd Paragraphs of General Interest from our Australian Correspondent

NOW that warm weather is coming, all clubs are
getting ready for the competition season. There
is talk about a few track meets, and it is to

be hoped they materialise as they all go to help
improve the breed.

* * *

I am informed that a motor cycle, the Hercules, is

built in Victoria from English components. This
machine is fitted with a Coventry Victor fiat twin
engine, and with the direct drive model sells for ;£i35.
A Sturmey-Archer three-speed box costs ^^15 extra.

There has arrived here at last a Beardmore-
Precision. This machine is being offered for sale at
^iio, which seems fair ,enough, but a comparison
is not available owing to the absence of similar types
of machines.

* » *

Below are the prices of various machines: J. A. P.
4 h.p. three-speed ^,^127 los., J. A. P. 6 h.p. three-
speed ^168 los., Ariel 4 h.p. three-speed ^135, Ariel
6 h.p. three-speed ^^155, Rudge Multi 3^ h.p.
^£132 los., Douglas 2f h.p. two-speed (W.D.) ;£i35,
Douglas 2f h.p. three-speed ^150, Douglas 4 h.p
three-speed ^^190, Cedos 2\ h.p. two-speed ^75,
Humber 4* h.p. three-speed ^£195, P.M. 4 h.p. two-
speed ;£i65, Excelsior 7 h.p. three-speed ^165,
A.J.S. 2f h.p. three-speed ;^i5o, Indian Scout 4 h.p.
three-speed ;^x7o, Indian 7 h.p. three-speed £x?>^,
and Tnumpji 4 h.p. three-speed ^165.

A new arrival is the 6-7 h.p. B.S.A., which is

priced at £\-]S-
One sees these British motor cycles handled by

dealers who hold agencies for American machines.

Out of every shop visited in Sydney, only one tried

to sell me a British machine, and that was the Douglas
agent.

* * *

The results of the Twenty-four Hours Trial held

by the Victorian Motor .Cycle Club are now to hand.

The trial attracted twenty-six entries, including ten

Indians, seven Harleys, five J.A.P.-engined machines,
two Excelsiors, one B.S.A., and one Douglas. Of the

twenty-four starters, eleven came through without loss

of points. Of these, six were Indians, four Harleys,

and one J. A. P. solo. Of the others, two who com-
'

pleted the course, an Indian lost eight points, and
the B.S.A. forty-one points. The distance covered

was 400 miles, competitors starting at nine o'clock

one night and finishing at nine o'clock the following

night.
* * *

The silence of machines is being stressed here at

present, and any noisy machines taking part in club

competitions will be disqualified. The M.C.C. of

N.S.W. propose to import a machine, which I suspect

to be Dr. Low's Noisymometer (Audiometer, I think it

was called), to determine absolute winners in com
petitions.
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List of the 182 Motor Cycle and 18

Three-wheeler Competitors with their

6ouTfmnPTo;i Official Numbers, together with Ti.me

Table showing Times of Arrival at snd

Departure from the Various Points en

route.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
IS.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
61.
52.
53.
64.
55.
66.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
73.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

MOTOR BICYCLES.
A. C. Rhodes (3'/. Triumph).
G. E. Cufle (21,2 Metro-Tyler).
G. Brough (8 Brough Superior).
"D. H. Davidson (4 Indian Scout).
G. Richardson (2% Raleigh).
R. L. Richardson (SV-* Alecto).
P. Street (3i/, Sunbeam).
E. L. Ferguson-Taylor (5 Zenith).
P. V. Edwards (454 B.S.A.).
W. Bray (3V> Sunbeam).
E. H. Gifford (S'/i Martinsvde).
H. H. Nicholson (31,2 Marlinsyde).
A. A. Symes (3^2 Martinsyde).
T. S. Sharratt (254 A.J.S.).
W. M. Foster (4 Norton).
T. L. Daniels (3V' Douglas).
B. F. C. Fellowes (2';4 De Dion Bouton).
C. J. Wheeler (3ii Scott).
P. Pike (214 Levis).
H. F. Fellovjes (3V. Norton).
H. \V. Deacon (3',2 Norton).
\V. Veasey {3V2 Martins.vde).
R. V. Saltmarsh (4 Harley-Davidson)
A. S. Pinchbeck (3 A.B.O.).
W. JMilligan (3'/3 Sunbeam).
A. iVIilward (3 A.B.C.).
L. N. Stannah (4 Triumph).
H. C. Nias (4 Triumph).
J. A. W. Armstrong (2>,!> Metro-Tvler).
P. R. Copland (23,4 Douglas).
V. Gavford (31/2 Zenith).
F. C. Townshend (3>A Zenith-Bradshaw).
VV. D. Pugh 131,4 Zenith-Bradsha'\),
W. W. E. Clarke (214 Triumph .Junior).
E. J. Kehoe (314 Budge Multi).
J. J. Bovd-Uarvey (31/1 Scott Squirrel).
C. Lintott (414 Humber).
J. A. Hoult (5i4 Scott).
Ivan F. .Anderson (254 Connaught).
A. C. Payne (214 Cedes).
C. C. Labin (4 Zenith-Bradshaw).
A. H. S. Love (31/0 Norton).
H. R. Hancock (3V. Lea-Francis).
F. R. Cotgrove (3 A.B.C.).
O. P. C. Collier (2% Edmund).
L. E. Cliirney (3i,i> BeardmorePrecislon).
G. S. Wright (2i,l. Connaught).
W. G. Churchill (2% Sirrah),
H. B. Browning (2% A.J.S.).
R. C. Staunton (4 Triumph).
B. Gold (2=4 Coulson-B.).
H. Gold (2'!4 FianciVBarnctt).
H. W. Harrington (2'?4 Verus-Jap).
H. H. Robinson (2% Wooler).
A. G. Wall (21,4 Cedes).
W. .T. Thomas (3 Ivy).
E. H. Fielden (4 Norton).
E. Foster (5-6 Raleigh).
E. M. Chudley (4 Indian Scout).
A. M. Knill (4 Indian Scout).
H. J. Scale (2% New Scale).
R. G. Spikins (8 Brough Superior)
William H. Wells (5 N.U.T.).
Martin O'Reilly 5 N.XJ.T.).
C. L'Estrange {iVx Ner.a-Car).
F. K. Parson (2'^ Ner-a-Car).
R. W. Learned (214 Ner-a-Car).
L. Pulham (2% Trump-Jap).
L. Nicholson (2^,4 Omega).
F. E. Salter (2% Zenith).
P. L. B, Wills (31/2 Rudge Multi).
T. P. Manilold (3 A.B.C.). «

SIDECARS.
P. W. MoHat (6 Douglas).
E. A. Wright (3>/. Sunbeam).
E. Atkins (SVo Ariel).
P. W. White (8 -Sunbeam).
T. J. Ross (7 Matchless).
R. C. Boxer (7 Matchless),
E. V. Cox (6 A.J.S.).
E. S. Powell (6 A.J.S.).
J. A. Peacock (8 jMatchless).
-Clifford "Wilson (41/, Quadrant).
C. W. E. Gaulder (4i,i Quadrant),

OUTWARD JOURNEY.
Standard
Time. Place. Mileage.

Total
Mileage.

94

14

30
29

37

- 40.V

47i
54
65

65
68!
71

75
86,',

91"

09}

103J
108
117
125
1261
131
138.1

144i
145i\m
148J
150}
155}
158}
1631''

p.m.
S.O
8.31

8.16
9.5'
0.34

10. -1

10.15
10.37
10.57
11.30
a.m.
12.30
13.43
13.51

. 1.4
1.43
1.57
3.36
3.30
3.55
3.33
3.47
3.51
4.8
4.33
4.61
4.64
5.0
5.5
5.11
5.36
5.35
5.46

STAINES

45
6

9

3

3.1

7

6,V
11"

-li
3i
4
lU
4.S

83
3

5J

1*

I

^\
6

1

11
1.1

6

3
3!

(10 mile limit)

Blackwater
Hartley Row
BASINGSTOKE ...

(10 mile limit)

(10 mile limit)

Whitchurch .......

Middle Wallop
SALISBURY

Salisburv
Wilton .

Barford St. Martin

.

Shaftesbury
East Stour
Milborne Port
Sherborne
Yeovil
Crewkenie
Chard
CHARD HILL TOP
Yarcombe
HONITON
Sidbury
Sidford (Rising Sun)
Sidmouth
PEAK HILLTOP..

Woodbury
Clyst St. Mary
EXETER

HOMEWARD ROUTE.
standard
Time. Place. Mileage.

Total
Mileage.

a.m.
8.0
8,33
8.45
8.48
0.11
9.30
9.57
10.27
10.41
10. 5»
11.38
p.m.
12.37

1.40
2.13
2.33
2.54
3,5

3,30

3,37
4,15
4..30

5,0

EXETER
Newton Poppleford
S'C'BE HILL FOOT
S'C'MBE HILLTOP

11

4
1

7 J

10

11
11

32^

11

6,V
7'

3J

45

9-i

162i
173}

177J
178}
185}
192
201
211
216}
220}
231i

254}

254}
365}
271

, 278}
383

290J

299}
306}
300}

319}

Lyme Regis

Winterbourne Abbas
Dorchester
Puddletown
Blandford

SALISBURV

Salisbury
Middle Wallop

Whitchurch

(10 mile limit)

BASINGSTOKE ...

(10 mile limit)

Hartley Row
Blackwater

(10 mile limit)

STAINES

Sidecars (continued)—-

84. G. A, Pidgeon (41/2 Quadrant).
85. W. A. Fell-Smith (8 Brough Supenor).
86. J. O. Sanlord (5 Rover).
87. S. O. Tait (8 Brough Superior).
88. H. Clennell (8 Brough Superior).
89. H. Woollen (6 Martinsyde).
90. J. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde).
91. W. H. Bashall (6 Martinsyde).
92. D. S. Parsons (8 Matchless).
93. G. Nott (7 Matchless).
94. F. W, Stevenson (5 Brough).
95. E. S. Burnett (4 Triumph).
96. C. F. Plowman (3V, Sunbeam).
97. B. E. Belfield (7-9 .American X).
98. L. Arnold (8 Matchless).
99. A. H. Nelson (4 Triumph).

100. - W. F. Guiver (7-9 Matchless).
101. R, J, Andrews (41/1 B,S',A,).
102. W. P, Brandon (4 Triumph),
103. V. F. Long (8 Excelsior).
104. William King (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
105. J. G. Hann (8 New Imperial).
106. S. Farley (10 Ace),
107. P. Pehrson (4 Dunelt).
108. C. W. Vallings (4 Dunelt).
109. R. B. Clark (8 Matchless).
110. H. F. Edwards (7 Matchless).
111. J. A. Hilger (5 Rover).
112. T. E. Ranger (8 Matchless).
113. J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
114. H. R. Harveyson (7-9 Harley-Davidsn).
115. C. F. Temple (7-9 Harley-Davidson),
116. J. R. G. Haill (7-9 Barley Davidson). _
117. H. Karslake (8 Brough Superior).
118. F. J. Ellis (7 Matchless).
119. G. D. Hardee (7 Matchless).
120. C. R. Collier (7 Matchless).
121. A. H. Ilsley (7 Matchless).
122. P. Macdonald (8 Matchless),
123. J. .Graham 17 Matchless).
124. H. L. Misorez (7 Matchless).
125. F, W, Neill (7-9 Matchless).
126. Cecil Nott (7 Matchless).
127. Eli Clark, Jun. (4% Beardmore-Precision)
128. D. D. Tilt (4 Triumph).
129. K. CamiJbell-Cullen (6/6 A.J.S.).
130. A. A Attwocd (4'/. Quadrant).
131. W. Reginald Brown (3% Sunbeam).
132. G. J. C. Chambers (8 Royal Enfield),
133. R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith).
134. Frank Pownall (8 Royal Ruby).
135. W. L. Card (7 Matchless).
136. F. W. Giles (7 A.J.S.).
137. J. G. Biss (4 Norton).
138. W. C. Hemy (2yj A.J.S.).
139. S, S. Debenham (10 Campion).
140. W. L. Danskin (7-9 Rudge-Whitworth).
141. F. T. Sibley (7-9 Rudge-Whitworth).
142. E. J. L. Strong (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
143. George F, Mason (3','^ Connaught).
144. J, Wallis (7-9 Reading-Standard).
145. A. C. Ward (4 Triumph).
146. H. W. Glendinning (4 Powell).
147. A. S. Guthrie (3 A.B.C.).
148. J. D. Marvin (8 Brough Superior).
149. S. Julian (7 A.J.S.).
150. W. Julian (7-9 Matchless),
151. A, F, Scruggs I3V2 Sunbeam),
152. C. D. Reyersbach (2";4 Wolf-Blackburne).
153. N. C. Dear (8 Sunbeam).
154. R. Newitt (31/2 Douglas).
155. J. G. Goodonough (4 Norton).
156. B. S. Allen (7-9 Matchless).
157. P. A. Hopkins (3 Ivy).

158. G. R. Claridge (4 Triumph).
159. R. Rayner (7 A.J.S.).
160. R. H. Attwood (4 Norton)
161. A. J. Agg (7 A.J.S.).
162. W. H. D. Steer (8 Zenith),
163. W. Bucknell (8 Matchless).
164. A. F. Pulling (8 Royal Enfield).
165. B. J. Sims (8 Bat).
166. P. Cunningham (3V2 P. and .M.).

167. L. Welcli (4M B.S.A.).- ' ,

168. D. J. Stone ((2% Orbit).

BI5
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sidecars (continued)

—

169. William Hill (8 Cliater-Lea).
170. H. H. Saddington (5-6 James).
171. A. P. McGowran (4 Triumpli).
172. G. Pacltman (8 Matcliless).
173. E. J. Pittock (2'!i Scott).
174. J. McBirnie (7-9 Indian).
175. G, Kuhn (4 Douglas)."'

L. Heller (4 Douglas).
E. J. Hardwick (4 Triumph).
O. S. Bridcutt (4i/. Dunelt).
O. G. Pullin (6 Douglas).

176.
177.
178.
179.

180. Neville Hall (2% O.K. Junior). '

181. O. N. Green (5-6 Rover).
182- J. A. Watson-Bourne (8 Brough Superior).

THREE-WHEELED CYCLE CARS.
183. W. Joyce (8-10 Grand Prix Morgan).
184. T. J. Mooney (5-6 Scott Sociable).
185. A. J. Sprosfcon (10 Morgan).
186. W. H. Elce (8-10 Morgan).
187. Joseph Richardson (3 Morgan).

188. H. Beart (8-10 Morgan).

1R9 W
190. W
191. C.
192. H'.

19.3. W
194. (i

195. l>.

196, K.

197. K.
198. H,

199. H.
200. H.

DECEMBER 22nd, igzi.

E. Line (10 New Hudson).
G. Boyer (8 Morgan).

E. Bennett (8 Morgan).
A. Longman (8-10 L.S.D.).

,
E. Cornwall (9.2 Castle Three).
W. Shepherd (8-10 L.S.D.)-
Henry (9.5 Castle Three).
H. Douglass (10 Morgan).
S. Spouse (8 T.B.).
A. McCarthy (8 M:orEan).
W. Holmes (8 Morgan).
E. K. Sawteil (10 Morgan).

YORKSHIRE WINTER TRIAL
Bradford M.C. and L.C C. Trial lor the. Spencer Cup Attracts 38 S;ar(ers. 33 Finishers.

FIVE LADY MOTOR
CYCLISTS IN A
WINTER TRIAL.

The Bradford M.C.
and L-C.C. has some en-

thusiastic lady members
who are not daunted by

prospects of bad roads

and weather. The illus-

tration shows—Miss Ida

Pickles, Morecambe,
(Scott EC.); Mrs.Appleton
Bradford (P. and M.SC.);;

Miss D. Sayles, Barnsley

(Scott sc); Miss P
Barker, Bradford (P. and

M. sc); and Miss N

^"<W
FINE weather favoured the annual

winter reliability trial for the
Spencer Cup. The route followed

was to Hest Bank, near Lancaster, t-i'a

Skipton and Settle, the return journey
finishing at Long Preston to ensure all

the riders completing the course in day-
light. The actual distance of the trial

was one hundred miles, and included no
freak hills or watersplashes. To give all

competitors a chance, previous trophy
winners had to climb Buckhaw Brow (one
mile) at a given speed, whilst members
who entered a reliability trial for the
first time received a bonus of 15 points.

A splendid Christmas lunch was served
at the Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.'s
expense at the Hest Bank Hotel, and the

Suddards,
(Scott sc).

Bradford
/.

arrangements were excellent. Mr. T. G.
BuUus (the trials hon. secretary) was
responsible for the organisation, and was
ably assisted by members as checkers,
whilst at the Lancaster end valuable help
was given by members of the Westmor-
land, Lancaster, and Morecambe clubs.

Mr. Frank Spencer, the donor of the
trophy, was also present.

Hot Coffee en route

The start was at 8 a.m., and hot
coffee, served at two places en route, was
much appreciated. Secret checking zones
were arranged, points being deducted in

seconds' error against schedule, timing
by checkers' watcfies. Five lady entrants
all piit up a splendid show, and all

finished inside the allotted time, ills,
.

Appleton (Bradford) and Miss Phyllis

Barker (Bradford) both rode P. and M.
sidecars, whilst three ScotP outfits were
driven by Miss Nellie Suddards (Brad-
ford), Miss Ida Pickles (Morecambe),
and Miss Dorothy Sayles (Barnsley).

Abe Waddington, the Yorkshire cricketer,

drove a Norton sidecar. Of the forty-

two entrants, thirty-eight started, and
only three riders retired, tyre troubles

being reported in each case.

Results : 1, Spencer Cup (won out-

right), H. S. Lockwood (31 Scott sc),

received 15 points bonus, nett error 11

;

2, silver medal, W. Moore {3| Scott),

handicap, previous trophy winner, nett

error 24.

Motor Cycle Lighting for Indoor Purposes.
How a Discarded Acetyl

PARAFFIN oil lamps are very costly
to run these days, and many country
houses are so arranged that the lamp

cannot be conveniently placed for read-
ing purposes. The writer, up against
these difficulties, recently devised a very
useful reading lamp from a motor cycle
Lucas generator and burner, the latter
being taken from a discarded sidecar
lamp.
The sketch is, 1 think, self-explanatory.

A piece of her.yy gauge iron wire was
bent into the shape shown, and attached
to the usual thumbscrews of the ordinary
Lucas generator. The burner is mounted
ii a twist of the wire loop.
No gas fitter would dream of fitting a

jipe installation without water traps at
the low points, for condensation is bound
to cause fluctuation of the lighting power
and general unreliability. The simple
water trap shown in the sketch is one
which I find essential in the case of the

n6

ene Generalor was Converted into a Reading Lamp.
house lamp, and distinctly beneficial in

the case of the motor cycle lamp. It

always figures in my acetylene lighting
outfits, and I think that if others adopted

Showing how the generator and improvised

burner was employed for acetylene lighting

indoors

it they would find that many of their

lamp troubles would cease. It consists,

as will be seen, of a three-point, brass

junction, to the idle end of which is

attached about 2in. of rubber tube, into

the bottom of which, by way of ballast,

is secured a little set-screw. This hangs
straight downwards and traps the water
in the gas, the two opposite leads being
respectively from the" generator and to

the light.

My reading lamp costs approximately
2^d. per nioiht to burn ; if I use the oil

lamp for reading it costs about 9d.

Will some electrical " knut " be so good
as to advise us how to adapt a Lucas
dynamo lighting set to the task of house
lighting? I have one standing idle.

If one employed a water motor, what size

of motor and what head of water would
be necessary ? Information on this point

would doubtless be appreciated by others.

H.M.B.

'1

i
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The Romance of Wimbledon
Common and Putney Healh,

and (he Houses adjacent to

them.

S53

Putney Heath. A miniature lake, Queensmer&

IX
these days of high-powered, swift rtiotor traffic,

coupled with the fascination of speed, we are all

too apt to rush past much that is both beautiful

and interesting in the process of transportation from
one " resort " to another.

Riders accustomed to speed along the Portsmouth
Road over Putney Heath -would do well to pause
awhile and take a careful survey of some of the un-

spoilt sylvan scenery hereabouts, for this is no ordinary

'common," but a great and historic bit of nature's

handiwork, as full, of interest and real romance as it

is of beauty.

Fine Scenery and Invigorating Breezes.

Bounded on the south by Wimbledon, on the west

bv Roehampton, on the east by Wandsworth, and on

the north by Putney, the spacious and picturesque

Putney Heath and Wimbledon Common are justly con-

sidered the finest and largest of London's open spaces.

Altliougli at no exceptional altitude, these lands com-

mand splendid views, and enjoy a matchless, in-

vigorating air, borne on the breezes from the Surrey

hills, Richmond Park, and the silvery Thames ; and
the numerous dignified residences surrounding testify

to the esteem in which the place is held.

A well-known landmark—the Windmill on Wimbledon
Common.

Most people know the old windmill, the
landmark in the centre of ^^'imbledon Common,
and the flagstaff near by; but their geographical
knowledge ends there, -whereas the things of
most interest properly require a day to explore,
and well repay, the explorer for his trouble.

Putney Heath is, of course, the most pic-

turesque portion of the area, being extra-
ordinarily fertile and rich in trees of all kinds—the silver birch predominating—furze bushes,
ferns, wild flowers in abundance, as well as
hills, valleys, brooks, lakes, and woods.
During the summer many parties may be seen
enjoying a picnic in some of these secluded
retreats, with nothing to disturb the serenity

of the situation but the trickling of a brook or

the music of innumerable birds in the trees

overhead.

It was not always thus peaceful and safe, however,
for here was once the happy hunting ground of the
intrepid Dick Turpin and his fellow " knights of the
road "; and many an unfortunate wayfarer has been
abruptly ordered to

'

' stand and deliver
'

' ere he
crossed the heath. The old "Green Man," a
favourite resort of Turpin 's, still stands at the Ptitney
end of the heath (almost opposite which is the
" Pound ") ; and another, but more picturesque house,
once enjoying the merry rascal's patronage is "Ye
Olde King's Head," Roehampton, at the western
extremity. This is the more ancient of the two houses,
with a big tree sheltering its front entrance, to which,
no doubt, in its younger and slimmer days, the famous
" Black Bess " was frequently tethered, what time

her bold ma.ster was n<3t at Bagshot, Blackheath,
or Ho'Unslow Heath.

Romantic and Historic Associations.

Both Putney Heath and V/imbledon Common, by
reason of their convenience, were once high in favour

as a rendezvous for duels, and among the duellers

were Pitt, Canning, and Lord Castlereagh. The
Spencer family is associated with Wimbledon. At
their old manor house, long since demolished. Queen

C3
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Highwaymen's Haunts.—

Elizabeth Avas entertained

by Lord Burleigli. Later
this house belonged to

Queen Henrietta Maria.
Next it came into, the

possession of S a r a h,

Duchess of Marlborough,
who left it to the

Spencers. Its fine pari:

of 1,200 acres was sold

in 1836, and the manorial
rights finally disposed of
in 1871.

Putney Heath has a
distinct charm all its
own ; its fresh wildness

and irregularity, rising

and falling in pleasant

undulations ; its mosses, !

.
gorse, and wild flo\vers

;

the gleam of its silver

birches ; its keen breeze,

a 1 1 contribute to fas-

cinate the student of
nature.

At " Bowling Green
House " (on the Ports-

mouth Road) the great

statesman Pitt died

;

and '•' Scio House,"
nearly opposite, was
formerly the residence* '

of the late Sir George
Newnes. At '•' West
Lodge " lived Douglas
Jerrold, and here died j

Leigh Hunt. " Holly
;

'

Lodge," in the Wimble-
don Park Road, is

where George Eliot wrote. " The Mill on the Floss ";

and Gibbon, the historian, lived in a house on Putney
Hill (in Lytton Grove), not far distant. At the foot

of Putney Hill, in a large house called " The Pines
"

(the first house on the left), lived and died the poet

A picturesque inn—the old King's Head, Roehampton village

aw^'"'

The "Green Man, " Putney Heath, a haunt ol Dick Turpin's

DECEMUKK 22nd, ig2i.

Swinburne, with his

friend, \Vatts-Dunton.

Roehampton House,
Lord L e v e n ' s seat,

through the "pretty Roe-
liampton village, is of

Queen Anne pattern,

dating from 17 12. The
ceiling of its saloon was
painted b y Thornhill.

.During the war this house
was used as a military

hospital. Near here, too,

was Dover House, Lord
Clifden's residence, and
other famous mansions
of bygone glory.

Putney Heath is well

supplied with ponds,
notably " Queensmere "

(down the steep slope

from the Golf Club
House, near the wind-
mill) and " K i n g S;

mere '''

(near the " Tele-

graph Anns "). Csesar's

Well, the historic spot

marking the Roman
Encampment of 2,000
years ago, is worth a

visit. It is the best

part of a mile from
Queensmere, in a

southerly direction, dis-

tinguished by an en-

circling camp of fir

trees.

Some sixty years
- - ago this ground was the

scene of the inaugura-

tion of the National Rifle Association's annual meet-

ings, the forerunner of Bisley. Queen Victoria opened

the meeting, which was a brilliant and fashionable

-

one, comparable with Epsom Downs on Derby Day.
A. L. Summers.

Competitions at Christmastime.

THE fascination of the winter event is becoming

more generally realised by the sporting rider,

and this year more than one club has taken

the plunge and is ^boldly organising a Christmas holi-

day competition. It is a pre-war idea that we feel

should be revived. If only judging from the popularity

of the M.C.C. London-Exeter Run, such events have

a strong appeal at holiday time.

The Birmingham M.C.C. Sporting Half -day

Efficiency Tri^l, to be held on December 27th,

may be taken as typical of the style of competition

that will be appreciated. Starting at 11 a.m., the

competitors are promised that the event will finish

within reach of home before lighting-up time.

According to the " prospectus," there will be

"plenty of splashes, all rideable (fact!), and if the

weather should be good to you some greasy hills."

Various more or less novel tests will also be included.

C4

Members of any of the Midland Centre A.C.U. clubs

are" ehgible, entries closing to-day.

Not to be outdone, the Mansfield M.C.C. is holding

a hill-climb, open to the East Midland Centre A.C.U.,
on Boxing Day. There will only be seven classes,

and the entry tee of 3s. cannot be considered exces-

sive. Caudwell Hill, near Mansfield, is the venue

of the climb.

We shall watch with interest the amount of support

these " mid-day " events receive this year, for we
believe that too many clubs are inclined to relax their

energies around this period of the year.

The success of the two long-distance events—the

Exeter run and. the N.-W. London M.C.C. open trial

to Gloucester—is, of course, assured. The latter trial,

by the way, will include one non-stop section in the

Tring district, to be taken after dark on the return

journey.
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Weatherproofin^ the Speedo-
meter Drive.

Although there is little tojdescribe about

the " Speedoguard," there is much to be
said in favour of the device, which, as the

name mdicates, is intended to protect the

speedometer gear wheels from mud and
water. A grooved channel runs along the

top. Price 7s. 6d. (Tippett, Cowney and
Groombridge, 6, Alexandra Road, Dor-
chester, Dorset.)

Mechanical Tyre Manipulation.

Five minutes is the maximum time in

which, it is claimed, the most obstinate tyre

may be removed or refitted, with the aid of

the Grado tyre tool. Tube nipping is im-

possible, and, on the whole, it is among the

most ingenious accessories of the year.

Price £3 lOs. (Grado, Ltd., 26, Cross St.,

Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.)

An Inexhaustible Flash
Lamp.

Quite one the neatest of the

many self-generating inspec-

tion lamps now on the market,

is the "Electro Automate"

which sells at the moderate

figure of 25/-. It is very

cleverly designed, and gives a

surprisingly good light. (Theo

and Co., Hatton Garden,

Liverpool.)

Spring Saddle Suspension.

Suspended by threequarter-elliptic springs from the

clips on the top and bottom tank tube, the " K

"

saddle has many features to commend it. The seat may

be moved forward or backward, thus adjusting the

springs to suit different weights. (A. E. Wilby and

Sons, Ltd., Holloway Head, Birmingham.)

Obviating Footboard "Bouncing.

Complaints are often made that foot-

boards do not allow the rider's feet a

good " grip " of the machine. The Chako
auxiliary rubber footrest overcomes this

difficulty. All sizes of footboards may be

fitted at 7/6 per set. (Champ, Kay, and

Co., Saltisford, Warwick.)

Front Wheel Suspension.

Two new front forks, both possessing

elements of novelty, are illustrated :

(Left) Called the " Improved" fork, this

design absorbs both vertical and diagonal

shocks, and has in all three leaf springs,

one horizontal and two vertical. The latter

connects a casting at the foot of the steering

head with two links attached to the rear

girders. (L. W. E. Dickson, I, Molescy

Park Villas, St. Mary's Road, East Molesey.)

(Right) An enclosed compression and ten-

sion spring and a modified parallel ruler

motion are features of the " Swan " fork.

(The Swan Engineering Co., Fallings Park,

Wolverhampton.)

Foiling the Motor Thief.

How the Phillips steering lock acts is

shown in the above drawins^. When not

In use it swings up more or less out of

the way. Obviously tjie heads of the

fixing screws musl. be cut off.

(A. Phillips, 190, Darlaston Road,

Walsal!.)

cy
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Oimes lo

Dec. 22iid

,, 24th

,, 26th

,, 28th

... 4.51 p.m.
4.53 ,,

4.54 ,,

4.55- ,,

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vetiicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Greetings

!

To all our readers : A Merry Christmas !

The Car X.T.

Entries close for the Tourist Trophy
Car Race on Saturday of next week—six

months before the event.

Christmas Presents.

Wives and sweethearts of motor cyclists

loolcing round the shops for something
suitable for a Christmas present for
"him" should remember that the pro-
spective recipient does not require an
umbrella, and that a leather helmet, a
new road clearer, or speedometer, will be
more appreciated.

Proposed South African T.T.

South African motor cyclists are confi-

dent that they need a motor cycle road
race on the lines of the T.T. races, and
are now considering a suitable course for
this event. It is suggested that the Port
Elizabeth district would do admirably,
where there is a twenty-mile course over
which a hundred-mile reliability trial was
recently held.

Two well-known motor cycle manufac-
turers about to test a new production

—

F. W. Barnes and George Brough
aboard the iittle Ecoromic, the

simplest passenger machine at Olympia.

Informal Meeting oJ the I.A.E.

Those members of the Institution of
AuttJmobile Engineers who, on the 7th
inst., attended the first informal meeting
held in London since the war had a most
interesting and instructive afternoo'n.
Various novel tyres and tyre accessories
were demonstrated.

Graduates' Section I.A.E.

Before the Coventry Graduates' Section
of the Institution of Automobile Engineers,
Mr. C. Ballard read a paper on "Motor
Cycles " on Monday, the 12th inst. H©
dealt briefly with all the outstanding
eatures of motor cycles, and especially

with cooling, lubrication,
etc. An animated dis-

cussion followed, in which
many of those present
took part. The chair
was taken by Mr. J. L.
Shorter.

That £2,000,000 Surplus.

Wl>en the new scale of

taxation was adopted, the
Minister of Transport
stated that £8,000,000
was required. The first

year has already pro-
duced over £10,000,000.

. This surplus of some
:§ £2,000,000 should in fair-

ness be remitted, and the
late Minister of Trans-
port himself suggested
that a reduction would
be due if there was a
surplus. In bringing
these facts before its

readers. The Autocar
urges, in order that a
reduction in the onerous

Special T^eatures.

GUIDE TO THE LONDON-EXETER RUN.
A MOTOR POGO.
"OUT OF A JOB.'

scale of taxation may be granted in the
near future, that unity of action by all

motorists is essential.

For London-Exeter Competitors.

As in previous London-Exeter trials,

Mr. James Moffat, Town Hall Garage,
Yeovil, will provide coffee for all com-
petitors as they pass through Yeovil.

Unfortunate.

A dislocated shoulder, sustained by H.
E. K. Sawtell while playing football re-

cently, may result in his well-known 10

h.p. Morgan being withdrawn from the

London-Exeter run on Boxing Day.

Vacancy for a Yarmouth Motor Cycle Club.

A local reader considers that there is

a vacancy for an energetic motor cycle

club in Yarmouth. There were, he
states, some very successful speed trials

on the front just after the war.

The Diiierence.

A writer in The Autocar recently de-

scribed why his friends interested in_
cheap motoring nevertheless failed to

place orders for small vehicles of the
cycle car type. Said a typical one : "A
peep under -the bonnet settled me. I

could never learn what all those pipes and
things were for . .

." Now, a good
motor cyclist hnows "what the pipes are
for "—wants to know, in fact, and en-

thusiastically pursues knowledge on the
matter. It is just a difference in

psychology.

PoUce Activity in Belgium.

It is not -only in England that certain
towns suffer from waves of police activity,

for just now Verviers, in Belgium, is not
a happy place for motor cycling. If, as

our informant says, there is a shortage of

water in the town, it simply rains sum- i

mouses, and the very' sight of a motor
cyclist puts the police into a bad temper.

.^

Matters have reached the point where
summonses are held in readiness, printed
and absolutely complete except for the
name of the offender.

Standardisation of Component Parts.

Considerable progress has been made
lately by the Committee on Automobile,
Motor Cycle Parts of the British
Engineering. Standards Association—an

.

organisation whose good work is apparent
from its name. Seven sub-committees
have been appointed, each composed of
specialists in the subject under con-
sideration. The Institution of Automobile '

Engineers may claim much credit for
initiating a workable scheme which
would not be hampered by '.he prejudices
of various manufacturers interested.

cS
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DUNLOP TYRES
THE following remarkable records have been estab-

lished at Brooklands and provide remarkable
testimony to the endurance, speed and security of the

Dunlop motor cycle tyres which were used in each instance

:

CLASS 250 c.c.

R. W. JUDD (21 Velocette)

Flying km. r. .. .. 71-70 m.p.h.

„ mile 70"31 „
5 miles 65-61 „

(Latter includes fastest lap ever recorded in this class at

Brooklands at 66*11 m.p.h.)

CLASS 500 c.c. Solo.

MAJOR HALFORD (3i Triumph)

Flying mile

„ 5 miles

10 „

50 „

1 hour

CLASS 750 C.C.

BOWEN (Martinsyde)

50 miles

1 hour ..

87-80 m.p.h.

81-78

80-09

77-27

76-74

77-81 m.p.h.

77-58 „

DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Founders of the Pneumatic Tyre Industry,

BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON I

Telephone

Dunlop House, 1, Albany Street, N.W.I.
• 5400 Museum (8 lines).

A Seasorvable Gift

for any motoring friend

THE DUNLOP BOOK

PK/CC ONE CUINEA NET

Can be orderedthnugh anydealer

In answering this advertisement U ii desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C9
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G.N.MOTORS,L™
WANDSWORTH,
LONDON, S.W.18.

Showroom s at
222, GT. PORTLAND
ST., LONDON, W 1.

Where, as well as at the
G.N. agents throughout
the country, the G.N.
can be seen, tried and
purchased. The price,

inchiding dynamo light-

ing, installation, spare
detachable wheel, hood,
screen, speedometer.
Rtc, etc., is

£225

comfortabj:.e motoring
,with proper protection

from the weather.

haymond

^ij^tlTRY Itjfj^

CIGARETTES
•^

.Medium Strength

BLUE CARTON

10 "^"^ 5
ID.

2

Manufactured by the Proprietors of

PLAYER'S "COUNTRY LIFE"
SMOKING MIXTURE.

JOHN PLAYER & SONS,
Nottingham.

Branch of The Imperial Tobacco Co.
{of Great Britain and Ireland). Ltd.

Equip your Motor Cycle
with Electric Light

Bother no longer with odorous and troublesome acetylene—just switch on
and flood your path with brilliant Electric Light. You can equip your Cycle
with new lamps or convert your existing Lamps to Electric with

\>\^ELECTRfCailVERSlONS£TS
Solo Lighting Sets. Conversion set with new tail lamp £2:5:0

Complete set with new head and tail lamp... £4:0:0
idecar Combination Lighting

Sets.

Conversion set with new side and
tail lamp £3 : IS :0

Complete set with 5 inch

head lamp... £5 : 10 :0

Complete set with 7 inch

bead lamp... £6:5:0
EXCEPTIONAL ACCUMULATOR OFFER ! 1

Hart or Peto and Radford Manufacture.
(In metal case with strap handle.)

4 Volts

ignition.

Total ,

price

14/-
26/-
38/-
49/-
72/-

„ ,_
Size 5l X 3I X 3J

All above prices include free delivery,

WAXES BROS..
Retail - - 5, High Street, Bloonisbury, W.C
Offices - - 132, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2,

12 amps.

Quantity

1

2
3
4
6

actual. 24 amps.
Price
each
14/-
13/-
12/8
12/3
12/-

Why not write to-

day for illustrated

list givmg prices of

complete sets for

Solo and Com-
bination work, con-

version sets foj

existing I a m p s,

accumulators, and
our motor cycle

electrical fittings.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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"The Autocar" Christmas Number.

The two chief items of Christmas fare

offered in this week's issue of The. Autocar

are a gruesome story by "Owen John,"

entitled " Things on Dartmoor," and, in

strong contrast, a humorous sketch by
Charles G Harper entitled " Mr. Pick-

wick's Second "Time," narrating

the adventures of the genial

philosopher and his friends while

revisiting then' old haunts in a

motor car.

institution Meeting.

A general meeting of the In-

otitution of Production Engineers
will be held at 7.30 p.m. on
Friday, December 30th. at the
Institution of Mechanical En-
gineers, Storev's C4ate. London.
;s.W Mr. 'G. H. Hales,
AF.E.Ae.S., M.I.P.E. (member
of Council), works manager of

Messrb. Drummond Bros., Ltd.,
(iuildford, will deliver a paper,
to be illustrated with lantern
Jides, dealing with " The Cost-
ing System and its Relation to

Production."

How the Rolls-Royce is Made.
Readers engaged or interested

in automobile manufacture should
study a series of articles now
appearing in Esqineerinij Pro-
duetion dealing with the works
and methods of Messrs. RoUs-
Ro.yce Ltd. These articles are
well illustrated and full of de-
tail, and comprise three instal-

ments, the first of which appeared
in the issue for December 15th.
It is interesting to record that
this is the first occasion during
the history of the Rolls-Royce
Co. that an engineering publica-
tion has been accorded the privi-
lege of describing and dealing
with their methods of production.
The articles referred to are,

therefore, of a unique character,
apart from the nature of their
contents.

Alsatian Course for the Grand Prix.

The Aulomr announces that Strasbourg
has- been selected as the centre for the
car Grand Pri.v ne.xt summer.

Stage Stunts.

If one were travelling at night and met
R motor cyclist with an obviously glowing
cylinder, one would be led to suspect
overheating. That this is not necessar.y

the case -was proved at the Levis Athletic
Club's smoking concert daring a. sketch
entitled "A Reliability Trial." In this

case the effect was produced bj' a ruby
tail light attached to the carburetter
illuminating well-chalked cylinder ribs.

Head Light Dimming.
In spite of official notices^ there are

quite a number of car owners who courte-
ously dim their head lights on the
approach of other vehicles, leaving moder-
ately powerful twelve volt side lamps in

action. This raises a curious point, for

most motor cycles and runabouts have
only six volt sets: yet if the smaller craft
does not reply by dimming his already
feeble light, up go the car lights again,
making confusion worse confounded.

A Radial Engine for Cycle Cars.

Suitable foi' mediumweight cycle cars,

a three-cylinder engine of about 850 c.c.

will shortly be placed on the mai-ket by
a British firm. Full details will be pub-
lished in The Motor Cijrie in an early
issue.

The T.T. Dates.

In testing the opinions of manufac-
turers, riders, and others directly con-

cerned regarding the unsuitability of the

dates chosen for the Tourist Trophy Races,
we find that so far, without exception,
these

Many sidecars have been brought into service this week for the

conveyance of holly, Christmas decorations, and good fare, but few

would care to take the risk of carrying such a formidable Christmas

tree through town traffic as the rider seen m the Illustration

agree with our view as ex-

pressed in the leading article this

week.

Change of Mounts.

Rene Dequin, the well-known
racing motor cyclist, will ride a

3 h.p. Ivy at i3rooklands dining
1922.

Cars in the London-Exeter.

In addition to the 200 motor
cycle and three-wheeler entrants

in the London-Exeter, there are

ninety-seven cars, a list of which
is given in this week's Aiitoeui.

London-Gloucester on Hogmanay.

There is still time to enter for

the open winter trial of the N.W.
London M.C.C. from London to

Ciloucester and -back, to be held

on December 31st. Entries close

definitely on Christmas Day. Mr.
H. J. Pooley, 23, Clifton Avenue.
Finchley, London, N 3, is the

secretary. Approximately sixty

names had been received at the

time of going to press. Details

of the route will appear next

week.

A Triumph Light Car.

For two or three years there

have been rumours of a Triumph
light car to be produced under

the same conditions and to the

same standards which have plaoetl

the Triumph motor cycle in- its

present high position. Such a

proposition is to materialise at

last, for we are able to announce
that the Triumph Co. has pur-

chased the works and goodw-ill

of a well-known light car concern,

to wit, the Dawson Co., of Stoke,

Coventry.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" FILM.
APPRECIATIONS of The Motor

C'l/cle film continue to reach us

from all quarters, and crowded
houses are the rule, whether it be shown
at a club social evening or included in

the usual programme of a cinema house.

Mr. R. H. Leech, press secretary of

the Stafford and District M.C.C. writes ;

"Many members and friends were present

(at the film exhibition), and the film was
proclaimed a magnificent production. A
good collection was fnade in aid of local

charity, the Ma.yor (Alderman T. A.
Dunn) being present."
"It was an extremely crowded hall,

and all expressed their pleasure with
the film."—Mr. A. V. Poyser, super-

intendent. Princess Mary's Convalescent

Centre, Rednal, Birmingham.
On Tuesday and Wednesday of last

week it was shown at the "Futurist,"
Birmingham, on behalf of the West Bir-

mingham M.C.C.—an amateur club, whose
lady secretary, Mrs. H. G. Gale, writes :

"It is an excellent film in every respect.

. Like all good things, it passed
too fluickly."

Since then it has been shown for three

days by the Glasgow Western M.C.C,
and three days by the Worcester and Dis-

trict M.C.C
To-morrow aind Saturday the film will

be shown at York, under the direction

of the York and District M.C Imme-
diately after the Christmas holidays, it

goes down to Somerset and Cornwall. On
Wednesday, the 28th inst., it will be in-

cluded in the programme of the Central
Hall Electric Palace, Yeovil, by arrange-
ment with the local motor cycle club ; on
the following daj' the Truro and District

M.C and L.C.C is organising an exhibi-
tion in Truro: and on Friday it will be
showu at the Polytechnic Hall, Falmouth,
on behalf of the "Falmouth M.C.
The Truro exhibition on Thursday is

being arranged in conjunction with the
club's annual dinner, to be held in the
Women's Institute, Truro.
Applications and enquiries for the film

continue to pour in, but we would
emphasise that it is now absolutely booked
up until the end of April, and that there
are not many vacant dates in May.
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AN EPICYCLIC COUNTERSHAFT GEAR.
Two Speeds and Clutch Controlled by One Handle-bar Lever in the Lewis

Lightweight Gear.

ONE of the charms of the epicyclic

type of gear is the facility which
it offers for the iiichjsion of a free

engine chitcli as an essential part of the
gear selecting mechanism. Other minor
advantages obtained by the type are

compactness, lightness, and silence of

operation.

At one time epicyclic gears were in

common use on motor cycles, both on the

engine-shaft and in the back hub posi-

Small proportions and lightness are

features ot the Lewis gear, which is here

shown, with its bottom bracket shell for

bolting to the motor cycle frame.

tions, hut the countershaft gear box of

conventional car pattern ultimately ended
the voeue of the other types. Neverthe-
less, the charm of the epicyclic type—

a

charm especially known to experimental
designers—results in occasional essays in

its direction, and a most practical-looking

form of countershaft gear, embodying the

ring, planets, and sun train of pinions,

has reached marketable form from the

workshops of A. F.- Lewis, of Oakleigh,

Charlestown, Weymouth.

Briefly, the Lewis gear consists of a
countershaft spindle mounted in a'shell
arranged to be secured to the bottom
bracket of the machine. On this spindle
is mounted a ball bearing chain wheel
carrying the internally-toothed driving
ring of the gear and another bearing on
which runs the belt pulley, to which also
are attached five studs, acting as carriers
for the planet pinions. Between these
two main members slides a sun pinion in
constant engagement with the planets.
The longitudinal movement of the sun
pinion is controlled by a handle-bar-
operated push-rod.

Light Weight and Simplicity.

High gear is obtained by releasing the
handle-bar lever, when springs in the gear
push the sun partially to the left, and
cause its teeth to engage with dogs cut
in the primary chain ring carrier, thus
locking the gears as a solid mass, and
giving a direct drive. Free engine posi-
tion is obtained by pulling up the handle-
bar lever until the sun disengages the
dogs, and then rotates idly backwards.
Further pressure on the operating lever
forces the sun to the right, and projecting
spigots, formed as a part of it, engage
with plungers carried in the low gear
clutch member. These plungers expand
into an annular recess machined in .the
stationary portion of the pulley bearing,
and there grip frictionally, thus stopping
the sun pinion, and setting the complete
epicyclic train in motion.
Examination of the accompanying draw-

ing will show that the gear is extremely
simple in construction, and that it runs
on ball bearings throughout, the bearings
of the belt pulley being adjustable. The

only apparent disadvantage— a small one
—is the fact that the clutch action is

confined to the low gear only ; in conse-

quence, it will be impossible to slip the

clutch on high gear. Old-time riders of

machines equipped with Vindec hubs will

recollect that no particular difficulty arose

from such an arrangement.

Section of the Lewis two-speed epicyclic

gear, showing the sliding sun pinion, its

actuation, and the low gear clutch

The Lewis gear is very light in weight
(less than half that of the average t#o-
speed and clutch gear box), and the price

is moderate. It should be particularly

well suited for the conversion of existing

single-geared machines.

NEW SCOTTISH LIGHTWEIGHT.
350 c.c. Barr and Stroud Sleeve Valve Engine Embodied in the Three-speed

Royal Scot Motor Cycle.

IT is not surprising that one ot the
earliest firms to fit the Barr and
Stroud sleeve valve engine should be

a Scottish concern. Actually the Royal
Scot motor cycle, made by Donaldson
and Kelso, Anniesland, Glasgow, is the

second machine marketed with this much
discussed power unit, which was first

described in The, Motor Ci/ch last July,

and which was among the most interest-

ing exhibits at the recent motor cycle

show.
It will be recalled that a single rotating

and reciprocating sleeve is actuated by a

horizontal stub extension which is held

in a self-aligning bronze bearing eccen-

trically set in a timing pinion. Suitable

ports are cut in the sleeve and in a

symmetrical cylinder head. Tests have
proved that the engine is of very con-

siderable efficiency for its capacity

—

350 c.c.

On Conventional Lines.

The remainder of the Royal Scot
follows familiar lines, although the spring
forks (of the Montgomery type) are not
yet common on 2| h.p. lightweights. A
saddle tank of simple outline rests on a

sloping *«p tube, and the lubricating

C12

system at present is by plain hand pump.
Transmission is by chain throughout
via a Burman lightweight three-speed
gear box, and the brakes are internal
expanding on both wheels. The price is

£85 solo.

It is intended also to market a light-

weight sidecar outfit at a proportionate

price ; and, in fact, tests have already
been made with a sidecar attached. The
machine has been found well up to the
work of ascending the well-known test

hills around Glasgow with a heavy pas-

senger in the sidecar.

Montgomery forks and a B. and S. sleeve valve engine lend distinction to the Royai

Scot lightweight.

J
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A NEW LIGHTWEIGHT.
Full Equipment and Clean Lines are Features of the Wigan-Barlow.

S59

THOUGH presenting no great novelty
in construction, the 2^ h.p. Wigan-
Barlow is well worth careful study,

since it incorporates several items unusual
in so light and moderately priced a
machine.

Standard Components.

A 293 c.c. J.A.P. engine is the power
unit employed, and transmission is by
protected chain to a two-speed Albion
geai- box with clutch and kick starter.

Final drive is by belt. Front springing

is effected by a Maplestone fork, and
Webb internal expanding brakes are fitted

front and rear.

In addition to the usual aluminium
footboards, carrier, etc., the front guard
is valanced behind the fork, and 26x2iin.
tyres are fitted, which will add very con-

siderably to the rider's comfort, and will

minimise tyre troubles.

The latest type of Best and Lloyd sight-

feed lubricator is standardised, and with
its dropped top tube and neat finish the

machine presents an attractive appear-

ance. An !M-L ilaglita ignition and

lighting set will "Tie fitted as standard.
The manufacturers are Wigan-Barlow

Motors, Ltd., of Lowther Street. Stoke,

Coventry, are also contemplating the con-

struction of a somewhat similar machine
fitted with the 350 c.c. Barr and Stroud
engine.

A neat looking lightweight, the Wigan-Barlow, embodying an iVl-L Maglita ignition and

lightmg set as standard. The engine is a 293 c.c. J.A.P.

VULCANISING MADE EASY.
A NUMBER of motor cyclists

imagine that the process

of vulcanisation is a

mj-stery quite beyond .the ken
of normal persons, and for this

reason a badly gashed cover or

tube is sometimes scrapped when
it would still have a useful life

if properly treated.

Such persons would do well

to e.xamine the H.F. Baby
vulcaniser. The name of the
manufacturers, Harvey Frost
and Co., Ltd., of Great Port-

land Street, London, W.l. has
been well known in their parti-

cular liije since the earliest days
of pneumatic-tyred road trans-

port; and from a long experi-

ence they have been enabled to

combine with their latest vul-

caniser all those little conveni-
ences which go so far to assist

the amateur.
The vulcaniser, complete with all

tools and necessary material, is put
up in a compressed fibre satchel some
Sin. square X S^in. deep, so that it

Complete H.F. "Baby" vulcaniser, with its equipment
carrying case.

may easily be carried in a sidecar if

a tour is contemplated ; and an instruc-
tion book is provided, so clearly written
that it would be hard to go wrong,

even with no previous experi-

ence.

Not long ago we experienced

a burst in the rear tyre of a

sidecar outfit, and, on return-

ing home, took the opportunity

of testing an H.F. Baby. Fol-

lowing the simple instructions

with care, an admirable repair

was made; and, though the

burst had taken place in the

middle of the tread, the tyre

has stood some two hundred
miles road work since vulcani-

sation, with no signs of wear

;

in fact, the damaged part is

now barely distinguishable from
the rest of the tread.

The vulcaniser is provided

with a simple adjustable fasten-

ing, which enables it to be

md used without, removing the

tyre from the rim, provided,

of course, that the inner part

of the cover does not require treatment.

It should be added that the heat is

steam-applied, a simple methylated spirit

burner being fitted.

AUTOMATIC CHAIN LUBRICATION. .

A DEVICE which, by merit of its sim-

plicity and obviousness, prompts
wonder as to why it has never been

done before forms the subject of this

paragraph. Its object is the constant and
automatic lubrication of exposed or semi-

exposed driving chains, and the originator

is Mr. C. R. Little, of the Constitutional

Club, Coventry.
Briefly, the idea consists of a hole

drilled radially through the sprocket in

the hollow between two teeth. This hole

is normally sealed by a small peg, spring

loaded, and carrying a small leather

washer under a collar, wh
valve. The sprocket itself

to act as an oil reservoir

ich acts as a
is constructed
being closed

An original

and simple

device for

oiling the

final

transmission

chain.

with discs spun into place—one on each

side. Almost any make may be adapted.
Obviously, for the half of every revo-

lution the plunger is depressed by a roller

of the chain which holds it down, thus
allowing a small quantity of oil to escape
on to the chain.

For machines having exposed rear

chains, the device appears to be an excel-

.lent one, and a machine on which it has
been running, with only one filling of

oil, still retains its final driving chain in

well-lubricated condition after well over
one thousand miles.
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AN INTERESTING SPRING FRAME.
Combined Leaf and Coil Suspension Applicable to existing Machines.

HAILING from Belgium, the Victory
spring frame has many points of
interest, and embodies advantages

which are not immediately obvious to the
casual observer. The manufacturers, Vic-
tory Constructions Mecaniques, S.A., 540,
Chaussee de Waterloo, Ixelles-Bruxelles,
who have arrived at the design after con-
siderable experimental work, make notable
claims for the device.

It will be seen that the rear wheel is

carried in a short link pivoted from the
rigid chain stays. The fork-ends of these
links have wide faces, and are rigicHy
dogged to special axle members, so that
no twist can take place, and the links on
each side must rise and fall together.
Enormous areas are provided for the
bronze pivot bearings, and a web in the
bearing is gripped between the faces of
the two bronze bearings so as to provide
a friction damping device and sideways
location. Should side wear develop after
long use, the location can be corrected
by facing off a steel distance piece. At-
tached to either link is a short laminated
spring having a loosely mounted exten-
sion bolt at the front end. This' bolt
passes through the chain stay, and is at-

tached to a compression spring above the
stay, a rubber stop being provided between
the stay and the leaf spring.

Two rather unique claims are made by
the inventors : (1) that the machine is

actually steadier in grease than a rigid
frame machine, and (2) that the upward
motion of the rear wheel on striking a
bump is balanced by the downward
thrust of the leaf spring at the inner end

So neat is the Victory spi'ng suspension that a second glance is necessary to realise that f,his

Belglan-built Rush lightweight has not a rigid frame. I-eaf and coil springs, a friction device,

and a rubber buffer contribute to the design.

of the chain stav ; and thus a minimum
of shock is received by the frame a<d
rider.

No spring frame will give a badly-
damaged road the smoothness of a billiard

table, despite the claims of many enthusi-

astic inventors. At the same time we
may fairly say that the Victory frame
was at least as comfortable as any system
of motor cycle suspension that we have
yet tested, and the majority of them
much more complicated designs.

During a short run over some very
mixed roads, the frame, as fitted to a
Eush lightweight, proved entirely satis-

factory from every point of view. Pot-
holes, taken at speed, are, of course, felt,

but fail to jiroduce any jar, and, what
is even- more important, zigzagging
on greasy tramlines did not result in a
skid. The machine held the road wonder-
fully, which is particularly noteworthy,
since the riding position was thoroughly
awkward, and unsuited to the writer.

It is the intention of the manufacturers
to market the attachment in this country
both as a conversion set for existing
machines, and as a proprietary fitting for
inclusion in standard models. We are
informed that many Belgian machines are
now fitted with the Victory spring frame,
and many conversions have been made,
which all have given great satisfaction.

Two bronze bushes act as bearings and as a

friction damping device for each link.

Great lateral rigidity is

obtained on the Victory

rear suspension set ; the

links are dogged to the

axle, preveniinr an unequal

rise, and the main bearings

are of ample area.

AN INNOVATION IN COMBINED LIGHTING AND IGNITION.

A HIGH - TENSION magneto which
generates direct current for
lightiag, and has but one arma-

ture, is an innovation in combined
lighting and ignition sets, which will
shortly be introduced by the Combi-
nation Metallic Packing "Co., Ltd., of
Gateshead-on-Tyne. Full details are' not
yet available to the public. The igni-
tion current is of high tension ; it is

claimed that full ignition is obtained
from 50 r.p.m. of the armature. There
is no high-tension slip ring or induction
coil, and the make and break auto-
matically advances and retards with the
engine speed. Voltage is also automati-
cally regulated, and the direct current

for lighting is of 4^ volts 4 amps., at

500 r.p.m. of the armature under full

load. The direct current and ignition

windings are electrically free from each
other, and generate independently from
the single armature. Its weight is 15 lb.

The "Com-
binat ion

"

magneto,
which gene-
rates a direct

current for
both ignition

and lighting

from one
armature.
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International Conference of Motor Cyclists. «

Meeting of the F.I.C.M. at Milan. New Sidecar Classes. Scooters and Motor-assisted

Bicycles Defined. Wonderful 100 m.p.h. Records.

THERE was an international conference
of the F.I.C.M. at Milan at the
beginning of last week. The follow-

ing countries were represented : Italy,

England, France, America, Belgium,
Holland, Switzerland, and Spain. Sixteen
delegates in all were present under the
chairmanship of Count Bonacossa.
A sub-committee was formed to investi-

gate the organisation and classifying of

records, and the international records
broken during the last year were sub-
mitted for sanction. All the British
claims were passed, and were, incident-
ally, 92% of the total.

101.32 m.p.h. for Fifty Miles.

Records in America showed the figures

of 104.34 m.p.h. for ten miles and 101.32
m.p.h. for fifty miles. These were made
by Otto Walker (Harley-Davidson) at

Fresno, California. Other fine times were
E. Hepburn's (Harley-Davidson) 100 miles

;

at 88.4 m.p.h., 200 miles at 87.02 m.p.h.,
and 300 miles at 85.7 m.p.h. French
records included Lombard's 75.85 m.p.h.
on the Salmson.

Scooters, lightweight sidecars, and two-
seated sidecars have all gained inter-

national recognition, the following addi-
tional classes being instituted :

Class Z.—For motor-assisted bicycles
not exceeding 125 c.c.

Class Y.—-For motor scooters not
i exceeding 175 c.c.

Class B-S.—For sidecar machines not
exceeding 380 c.c.

Class J-1.—For single-seater sidecars

not exceeding 750 c.c.

HAND-CONTROLLED
CLUTCH FOR 1913 INDIAN.

WHEN I decided _ to fit a hand con-

trol clutch lever to my 1913
Indian, the difficulty experienced

was in finding a suitable position for the

pivot -upon which the clutch lever should
work. After due consideration I decided

to utilise the bolts and nuts securing the

gear box to the frame in order to support

a pivot. The right-hand plate on the

top of the gear box housing was removed,
and a piece of angle iron was drilled and
fitted into its place with one side on the

casing of the gear box. At the rear

wheel end of this angle iron a piece of

steel rod, to act as the fulcrum, was
riveted. This short piece of rod was
turned up with a shoulder about |in. from
the angle iron to ensure the clutch opera-

tion being wholly in a vertical plane.

Foot-control Retained.

The clutch lever itself was about 16in.

in length, and at the fulcrum an arm about
4in. in length was riveted at about an
angle of 50°. A short link, shaped like

the arc of a circle, was made to join the

end ot the arm riveted to the clutch

lever to the short arm, operating directly

the spiral thread. To steady tlie clutch
lever and to act as a guide a further fit-

ment (a guide on the oil tank) was neces-

sary. The operation of the foot-control

was in no way interfered with, and the

Class J-2.—For two-seater sidecars not
exceeding 780 c.c.

The following definitions were ap-
proved :

A scooter is a motor-propelled vehicle
carrying a platform, no part of which is

less than 30 cms. from the ground, and
has a minimum length of 20 cms.
A motor-assisted bicycle is a vehicle

having two or three wheels, provided
that, if with three wheels, the third is

used for proijulsion only, whether it is

operated by the driver and/or a motor.
It is proposed to form a representative

governing body of motor cyclists in Spain.
The Spanish Government paid the
expenses of the Spanish delegates, so

great is its interest in the movement.
The following officers were elected

:

President ; Sir Arthur Stanley ; vice-

presidents, M. Longuemare (France), M.
Jules ?4'eher (Switzerland) ; and Count
Albert Bonacossa (Italy) ; hon. treasurer,

S. F. Sharp ; general secretary, T. W.
Loughborough.
A balance-sheet will be presented early

next year.

Improved Touring Facilities.'

Suggestions for improved facilities are
to be presented by each member next
year in order to . improve international

touring. It is proposed to issue a bulletin

annually. A guaranteed circulation, how-
ever, will be required. This will be
discussed later.

It is proposed to make it compulsory
for competitors to insure themselves, as

a result of some recent fatal accidents. It

wliole fitment has been working beauti-
fully and sweetly for some eighteen
months now. For solo riding the advan-
tage of hand control is very great.

—

H.W.T.

Hand control for a 1913 Indian clutch.

This method of finding a suitable pivot

may be adopted in many other cases.

was also agreed that at least three com-
petitors from one country entering an

international competition shall be per-

mitted to enter at pre-war rates of

exchange.
It is possible that the date ot the 500

Mile Race at Brooklands will be altered

by one week before or after, since it

clashes with the Belgian Grand Prix.

Next Year's International Event.

The route of the International Six Days
Trials was submitted by M. Neher, and
will provide an excellent course. The
new rules for this event include the

following : That the trophy shall be in-

sured by the winning member for £800
;

that the trophy shall remain the property
of the F.I.C.M.; the winning member
shall retain the trophy for nine months,
when a model of the award shall be given
permanently to the member ; tlie wmner
shall be permitted to organise and submit
suggestions for the following trial.

These proceedings lasted until lunch

time on Wednesday, when the delegates

were entertained to lunch by Count Bona-
cossa it his chateau. A visit to the
Touring Club of Italy followed, when the

members were met by the President, and
an excellent set of touring maps was pre-

sented to each delegate. A visit to the
works of Messrs. Pirelli, the tyre manu-
facturers of Milan, was made on the
Thursday.
The Federation will meet on August

11th, 1922, at Geneva, and also immedi-
ately after the Motor Cycle Show, 1922,

in London.

A LIGHTING CASE—AND
A MORAL.

A CASE illustrating the folly of with-
drawing the war time order which
required horse-drawn vehicles to

show a red rear light at niglit came
before the Falkirk Sheriff Court last

month. A motorist was charged with
dangerous driving, and the evidence
showed that he ran into the rear of a
horse-drawn lorry, which had no rear
light, and which he failed to see in the
darkness owing to the brilliant head light

of a passing tramcar reflecting on the
screen of his car and so completely
dazzling him.

Misleading to Road Users.

The charge in this case was found
not proven, and Sheriff Robinson in

giving his decision said people who made
orders ought to stick to them. To issue
an order that vehicles must have rear
lights, and then put it off again, was most
misleading to those who were using the
roads. In so far as respondent's vision
was dazzled by the head light of the
tramcar, he was inclined to believe that
this was true ; but in circumstances of ^

that kind it was the duty of the motorist
to slow down or stop altogether until he
could see properly, and not, by proceed-
ing, run the risk of knocking into any-
thing which might be standing in the road
in front of him.

C19
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Junior Car Club.

The president of the club, the Hon.
Sir Arthur Stanley, has kindly consented
to take the chair at the annual dinner,
to be held on January 10th.

West Birmingham m.C.C.

A most successful annual dinner was
held at headquarters, the King's Head
Hotel, Edgbaston, on Thnrsday, the 8th
inst. This was followed by the presenta-
tion of prizes by Mr. James St. John,
vice-pi-esident. An excellent musical pro-
gramme ensued, which put the finishing
touch to a very enjoyable evening.

Public Schools M.C.C.

With Col. F. Lindsay Lloyd, C.M.G., in

the chair, the annual dinner will be held
at the Public Schools Club, 61, Curzon
Street, Mayfair, W., on Thursday, Januarv
5th, 1922, at 7 for 7.30 p.m. In order
that the necessary arrangements may be
made, it is imperative that members
should inform the hon. secretary not later
than first post on Saturday ne.xt whether
they intend to be present.

Ealing and District M.C.C.
A pleasant evening was enjoyed by

members and friends on Monday' of last

week at the Town Hall, Ealing, where
was celebrated the third anniversary of
the club. The President, Dr. A. M. Low,
A.C.G.I., D.Sc, at the close of the
dinner, proposed the toast of " The
King," which was followed by a most en-
tertaining speech by Mr. J. A. Masters,
the captain, proposing "The Club."
Major Empson, proposing the toast of
" The President," and Capt. A. Eraser
Nash, of C4.N,. fame, on behalf of -"The
Visitors," were the other speakers. The
President, in reply, quoted, as some of
the achievements of the club, the London-
Holyhead trial, which was an unqualified
success, and the Brooklands race meeting.

Bristol M.C.C.

There was a large attendance at the
annual dinner of the Bristol Motor Cycle
Club, held riscently at the Full Moon
Hotel, North Street, the president, Mr.
W. B. Carter, occupying the chair. The
Chaii-man presented the prizes won during
the past year, quite a creditable propor-
tion of them going to an amateur rider,
F. G. Mann (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).
Mr. E. Featherstone, treasurer of the

Western Centre, A.C.U., in proposing the
toast

_
of "The Bristol Motor Cycle

Club," said it was a sporting club of
which one could be proud. In pre-war
times Bristol was known from one end of
the country to the other, and had leaders
whose names were household words, viz.,
Rankin, Eli Clark, and E. Kickham, and
the last-named they were glad to see back
after his accident in the Grand Pri.\.

Sheffield University M.C.C.

The first annual dinner was held on
Friday, December 16th, and was most suc-
cessful. It was preceded by a lantern
display, which included slides from the
photographs taken by The Mot^r Cycle
photographer on the recent trial at Litton
Slack and Cowdale.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Lieut. -Col. J. A. Cole, the president,
occupied the chair on the occasion of the
club's annual dinner, which was held, on
Tuesday of last week at the Masonic Hall,
Coventry. Amusing, speeches and more
or less impromptu verse-making were the
features of the evening, during which an
imposing array of trophies and awards
was presented to the successful competi-
tors in the past year's competitions.
The Mayor of Coventry promised con-

tinued attention to the question of road
surfaces ; and Mr. J. K. Starley, one of
the speakers, reminded his hearers that
good roads were e.\-pected in view of the
ta.xes contributed by motorists in general.
Mr. V. A. Holroyd extended a hearty

invitation on behalf of the committee to

Col. Cole to act as president for another
year, an invitation which was accepted in

a speech in which Col. Cole recalled his
very earliest motoring experiences when
he visited Coventry to drive away a 6 h.p.

Daimler w'ith tube ignition.

The chief prize winners were S. Wright
and H. MV. Hassall. The latter was
especially congratulated upon his success
in the Belgian Grand Prix.

Bradford M.C. and L.C.C.

On December 16th the Bradford M.C.
and L.C.C. held its second post-war
annual dinner at the County Restaurant,
Bradford, under the chairmanship of the
president, Mr. J. E. Fearnley. - The
gathering was well attended, over a hun-
dred members being present. During the
proposal of "The Club" by Mr. F.
Scriven, it was mentioned that the present
membership of the club was 280, and, in

addition, there were twenty-two honorary
members. During the year fifty-six

members only had been lost, despite the
depression in Bradford's prosperity during
the year. Mr. T. G. BuUus responded
with a racy resume of the club's doings
in trials during 1921, and also paid a
graceful tribute to the Bradford Gipsy
M.C.C, which had assisted in the organi-
sation of many of the events.
Mr. J. Conchar proposed " The A.C.U.

and the Yorkshire Centre (A.C.U.),"
coupling therewith the names of Mr. J.

N. Longfield and Mr. W. A. Dovener,
chairman and secretary respectively ; the
latter names were received with tre-

mendous acclamation. During his re-

marks, Mr. Conchar predicted that the
Yorkshire Centre Open One Day Trial on

June 17th would probably "out-Scott th
Scott trial."

Toasts of "The yisitors," " Th^
Press," and "The President," were pr«
posed by Messrs. S. M. Haigh,
Sidney, and A. R. Naylor respectivelj
and received suitable responses. Tig

prizes were distributed by Mr. J..

Fearnley, and the evening was closed
the ever popular Irish and YorkshiS
ditties of the Dewhirst Bros.
A special feature of the evening

the tastefully printed menu, including
i

complete list of the club's 1921 compet
tion results prepared by Mr. W.
Dovener.

Birmingham M.C.C.

On Friday, January 13th, the club will-j

hold its- annual dinner, smoking concert,'

and prize distribution. Tickets, 12s. 6d,

each, w-ill be available shortly.

Levis Athletic Club.

On Friday and Satm'day last an excel--

lent variety entertainment was provided
by the Levis Athletic CluTo at the Levi^
Works, Stechford.
The programme, which was well varies

and contained many topical allusioq
concluded with a sketch entitled.

Reliability Trial." This sketch, whi|
was a clever skit on the real artie

proved immensely popular. ilr. All
Ross, who worked hard to replenish tH
coffers of the club, made the interestin

announcement that the A.C.U. stock tr|

would start from the Ward End works i

the Wolseley Co., and that, by tH
courtesy of Mr. McCormack, spccii
arrangements had been made which wouf
be of assistance to iMidland competitor
During the evening Mrs. Butterfie"

disti'ibuted prizes to successful compea
tors in club events.

Evesham M.C. and L.C.C.

The' club held its first annual dinner
headquarters, the Crown Hotel, Evesha
on Wednesday night of last week. Abou
fifty members and friends were presen

and the Mayor of Evesham (Mr. W.
Fisher) presided. After the toasts

"The King" and "The Prince
Wales," Mr. J. Howell, of Worcestj
proposed the toast of ""The Club."
said they of the Western Centre regardi^

the club as a rather precocious babj
They had among them that night
Eric Williams, whom he considered tj

greatest rider this generation had seen

Mr. Morrall, their acting trials secreta

was a man of great promise. It was
honour to have the Mayor in the chaji

and Mr. A. 0. Brown, the donor of^
cup, had come from Southampton for tn

event. Mr. G. J. Brotherton, the ho
secretary, responded, and spoke of t^

assistance rendered them by the Worcest*

and Cheltenham Clubs.
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VARIABLE EXHAUST NOTES ON TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—I recently required some new piston rings for my

machine, and had to go some ten miles to get them. How-
ever, I started out, somewhat doubtful as to the running,
as I had no bottom ring, and the others were badly worn.
However, the machine behaved exactly as " Silenced

"

described, but ran very regularly, and did not lose power
until the revs, fell very low. When new rings were fitted it

ran as normally as ever. Now, when running with the
throttle only slightly opened, if I open the air there is a
curious swishing sound like thp sucking of a carburetter,
which continues as long as the air lever is fully opened.
Can any reader explain this? JEGLIDE.
Great Yarmouth. S

Sir,—I have repeatedly found that once the engine of my
machine (an old model Connaught) is thoroughly warmed
up, by putting the gear in neutral, and closing right down
the air lever of the carburetter with the throttle one-quarter
open, I can get the engine to run without a murmur from
the exhaust at about 500 r.p.m., and two-stroking all the

time. Unlike your other correspondents, I have practically

no power when running like this, as the least pressure on
the flywheel will stop tlie engine. However, on closing the

throttle slightly and opening the air lever, the engine will

start the usual four and eight-stroke banging until the

mixture is corrected, when it regains its usual burble.

From the above experience I should be inclined to attri-

bute the other cases of silent running to a super-rich mixture,

which will not explode, but burns. TANTA.
Walton-on-Thames.

FLAKING OF MICA PLUGS.
Sir,—I fiave noticed for some time now letters from

•numbers of motor cyclists who write to you for advice on
the subject of what they term " drying up." What this

"drying up" means I do not uhderetand. and never did,

and" I am perfectly sure that what they complafn about is

caused by self -ignition, which is caused by inefBcient,

defective, and badly manufactured spark plugs.

In addition to their "drying up" troubles, motor cyclists

and motorists generally are sulfering, and have been suffering

for some time, from what they think is "seizing up." They
can drive their motor cycles or cars gently, or, comparatively

speaking, gently, for some distance, but w^hen they arrive

at a hill and open up the throttle, or even if they open up on
the level, the engine, after a short distance at full throttle,

conies to a sudden stop, but the engine is free immediately

the starting handle or kick-starter is operated. This trouble

is not due, of course, to "seizing up" but to self-ignition

through these bad plugs. This self-ignition takes place so

earlv that the piston has to compress the explosion, which,

of course, it cannot do, and stops the engine dead.

I think it would be a good thing if you would use the

inlluence of your widely read paper to warn motor cyclists

and motor car users of these plugs ; and I, on behalf of my
company, wish to protect our productions.

When an engine so behaves, due to its faulty plug, the

opinion of the majority of users is that it is the engine

which is at fault because the symptoms are so like a
" seize up " to most people, but they overlook the fact that

an engine cannot change its mind ! And if a stoppage is

due to a seizure, it still remains, seized when stopped.

The phigs which I have found to be the worst offenders

are of the mica type, and the mica is wrapped. Why a

manufacturer will make a plug in this manner is absolutely

beyond me. The wrapping is first done, apparently, in a

cylindrical manner, and afterwards turned to taper shape,

which turning exposes the underneath layers, and these

layers begin to flake very early in their life, and often burst

or flare open. The edges of these flakes become incandescent

and cause self-ignition, in some cases so eai'ly that it ignites

the gas w-hile the inlet valve is still open, causing blowing,

or popping back into the carburetter. Some of these plugs

are detachable, and if the centres are detached very carefully,

so as not to break or rub off the loose edges, the flaking can
be seen. THE M.A.G. ENGINE CO., LTD.

OsBoiiNE Dii Liss.v, Slanaging Director.

THE HIGHEST METALLED ROAD IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Sir,—Well knowing the district mentioned by your corre-

spondent, I can quite understand him_lifting the machine over
boulders, heather, etc. The road he mentions is nothing
more than a "moss road" (i.e., a road the natives use for

bringing their peats down from the moss, or bog), i<nd I pity

the club that "finds" this "road" for a bill-climb or test.

The query, however, asks for the "highest metalled road,"

and by no stretch of imagination can one call this metalled ;

while the remarks with regard to scenery are soifiewhat

misleading as it is very bleak and treeless after the farms
are passed. The track is never used beyond these larms;
while from Loch Bulig to Inchroary is merely a footpath,

and not a good one at that. No ; it is far better and quite

arduous enough to get from Deeside to Toraintoul by the
regular route via Gairnside, Cock Bridge, etc.

I still think the highest road can be found in Aberdeen-
shire : but this is the well-known Cairnwell- from the
Spittal of Cilenshee to Braemar, with the famous hairpin bend
known as the Devil's
Elbow, and rises to a

Sse:Sever '''' -^^^^'^ A FINE ARRA'f

L.FORBES. \,War/ OF PRIZES

It is not our rule to publish photographs of club prizes, but this

array ol the Newcastle and Dist. M.C. tropliies and medals for the

1921 season is exceptional, and serves to show the enthusiasm o(

Northern motor cycHsts in club life.
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PRONUNCIATION OF "MAGNETO."
Sir,—There is no doubt that this is usually pronounced

" magneeto," but about ten years ago I heard a paper read

before the Institution of Automobile Engineers by ilr. F.

W. Lanchester. This eniineut authority pronounced it^ mag-
neto, slightly emphasising the second syllable, but with a

short "€ " E. SliiPSON, M.I.A.E.

HEAD LIGHT DIMMING ETIQUETTE.
Sir,—While " devom-ing " The Motor Ci/rU recently I

noticed that the head light controversy is still raging.

It may be of interest to know that it is a law here that

all head lights must be dimmed 150ft. from any approaching

vehicle, ilotorists appreciate the danger of glaring lights,

and usually switch off about 300ft. from anything approach-

ing. EX-NB 9477.

Miami, Florida.

Sir,—The thanks of the motoring community are due to

you for the prominence given in your journal to the subject

of light dimming. A wider observance of this simple courtesy

would do much to render night driving safer aiwi more
pleasant for all.

I cannot quite see why nearly all

subject seem

temsE

Fig. 1.

I I SffiE LAMP

Fig. 2.

your writers on this

ranted that gas lamp users

cannot reasonably be
expected to reduce
their lights under
any circumstances.
Any set of gas lamps
can be arranged to

dim quite satisfac-

torily if a little

trouble be taken by
the o\i'ner to spend
the necessary few
pence and few hours
in fitting up a gadget
that will enable them
to reduce their light

at times when it is

a danger and annoy-
ance to other road
users.

That so few " gas
men " seem to have

taken this trouble is the writer's e.xcuse for describing a
dimming device which has performed successfully for some
years past on his own machine.
The lamps fitted on the machine are an F.R.S. ilajor

head lamp with a 21 litre burner, and a Lucas rear lamp with
a -^ litre burner. When the sidecar is attached it carries
another F.R.S. Major with 21 litre burner. All are supplied
from a Low generator of motor cycle size.

To be quite honest, it was not consideration for other road
users Avhich first induced the writer to fit the dimmers, but
rather it was a desire to reduce the 42 litres gas consumption
in town, and when standing outside the house.

Various devices were first fitted which acted by impeding
the flow of gas to the burners ; but, whilst quite good for
momentary dimming, they failed in town work by sooting up
the burners rapidly.

Each head lamp was then fitted with a three-way tap and
a pilot burner taking ^ litre, arranged as shown in fig. 1.

This was successful in town, but. did not solve the difficulty

of momentarily dimming the sidecar lamp from the saddle.
To overcome this defect, the sidecar lamp was fitted with a
double supply pipe, as indicated in fig. 2, both lamps being
now controlled from the one three-way tap.
The extra complication due to the use of the two small

pipes on the sidecar is very little, and is quite 'paid "for by
the saving in gas alone. KB 1112.

Liverpool.

[Car owners and their associations have now more or less

come to a definit* conclusion on this matter, i.e., that
switching off entirely is unsafe, but that the fitting and
using of dimming switches is to be encouraged. The
R.A.C. has lately conducted trials of promising devices of
this nature, and has issued certificates of jjerformance. A
number of these dimming switches are described and illus-

trated in the current issue of The Autocar. It only remains
now for owners of vehicles with powerful lights' to make
the necessary conversions.

—

Ed.]
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'ECONOMICAL MOTORING FOR TWO."
Sir,—I enclose a photograph which may be of interest to

your readers. I think I can claim that it is the only " combi-

nation " of this kind on the road. The gentleman's cycle is

the Waltham Engineering Co.'^s special cycle with their Young
If h.p. attachment.
This is coupled to

the lady's cycle

with a IJnito rigid

coupling.

The power of the

engine is simply
wonderful. I ran

it all last season,

and have been from
London to Brighton
and back comfort-

ably in the day.
With, of course,

pedal assistance, we
can get up all but
freak hills with
ease. On test, w-ith

the engine in best
form, we have run
from Ashtead to

Tooting without
ever turning the
pedals ! I suppose
that is with about
a 20 St. load. It

is very cheap to

run, and the initial

outlay is relatively

small.

CLAPHAM.
London, S.W.12.

BICYCLE OR CAR?
" Clapham," m the accompanying letter,

gives his experiences with these coupled

pedal cycles driven (mainly) by a I4 h.p.

Young motor attachment.

PREVENTION BETTER THAN CURE.
Sir,—If " Humber 1st" will mount his A. A. badge on

his front mudguard, in front of the number plate, he will

no longer get caught up in it. A. BREDT.

IMPROVING AN A.B.C.

Sir,—I was much interested in a letter from F. Mason re
"Improving an A.B.C." Being a well satisfied owner, and
hhving got over the two difficulties he mentions, I should
be very happy to help him out. The carburetter necessary
is a Cox Atnios, but this Avill not tick over unless everything
else is in proper order. The gudgeon pin fixings are dis-

carded, and, a large size (/jin.) copper rivet driven in each
end of the pins. ' It is necessary that the gudgeon pin has
at least ^in. lateral play. E. F. BEWERS.

MAXIMUM SPEEDS OF TWO-STROKES.
Sir,—I note with interest that one of your correspondents

can get 44 m.p.h. with a Villiers engine. I should be very
pleased to hear how it is done. I have a Villiers-engined
Revere, new in December, 1919. and, although this machine
is a paragon of reliability and a marvellous hill-climber, the
highest speed I have ever touched (Johns-Manville speedo-
meter) is 38 m.p.h., and that down a gentle slope with a
following wind. Also, the engine does not like continuous
-driving at more than 25 to 27 m.p.h. AR 8414.

London, S.E.18.

HINTS CONCERNING SCOTTS.
Sir,—In common with '' Southerner," whose letter appeared

in a recent issue, I should like to know how to get 98 m.p.g.
with a Scott. I use a gear of 4^ to 1 on top, Binks carbu-
retter (jets 00, 1, and 8), and a lightweight sidecaj', and
obtain 45 m.p.g. I am fitting " hot air," and shall no doubt
improve on the above. As regards easy starting, I consider
the Scott the easiest of bicycles to start, and I have had
several. My method is this. Stop up every single air leak,

use No. 1 or aviation petrol if possible, half-retard ignition,

open throttle half-way (Binks), cover up the intake with the
hand, lift half-compression, and push the engine round quite
slowly with the kick-starter (slower the better), a few times,
and the machine will then 'start at once. When hot, open
the throttle about one-quarter, give one gentle push, and
then a .smart dig, and off it goes. P. CALLARD.
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EXPECTED DEVELOPMENT IN IRELAND.
Sir,— I should very much like to bring under the notice

of the trade the enormous possibilities of a greater sale of

British machines in Ireland. Now that all the restrictions

are taken off temporarily, and with the prospect of being

removed altogether, there is a \ery large percentage of the

Irish who are only waiting their chance to start the supreme
pastime on a level basis with the Britisher. It is only a

matter of a few months to get the roads in order again, and
during that time I am certam that if manufacturers extended
their agencies in this country they would find that they
would get very many orders. In my opinion, the motor
cyclists we have in this country are only a very small

fraction of what there will be in the near future.

Dublin. WOEEIED.

MOTOR CYCLISTS IN DREAMS.
Sii',—If " Motor Cj'clist in Dreams " would like to see the

fulfilment of his desire, if he possesses patience, perseverance,
and concentration he can, by visualising and holding the

image of his desire strongly in the mental world, find in

time that, according to the clearness of his mental image,
and the persistency with which he holds to it, his desire of

motor cycling will come along.

He should form a clear cut mental image, filling in every
detail of the motor cycle and himself riding, even to the
clothes he is " wearing," and with persistent patience and
keeping the image ever present before him the realisation is

bound to come.
This process is not to be confused with dreaming, which is

only frittering away of the mental energy, and results in

nothing, except loss of mental activity which could be turned
to good account.

These are things which individuals can, if thev desire,

prove themselves. MAUDE STAXSFELD.

SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION RECORDS.
Sir,—ilay I take the liberty of replying to Mr. Tom Ham-

mondvin regard to "Ignoramus's" petrol consumption? I

myself am riding a 1921 Triumph sidecar, an absolutely
standard outfit, as delivered from the Triumph Cycle Co.,
with no alterations in regard to jet or anything else. My
average is 88 ra.p.g.—not a trip average, but week in and
week out, and in the county of Derbyshire, always with a
sidecar and passenger. Last Septem-
ber, after tuning up my machine, I ^- ^

took a trip average with sidecar and
jiassenger, and out of one gallon and
line pint of petrol I got 111^ miles,

thus making a fraction under 100
m.p.g.
The secret of it all is : Treat your

machine as part of yourself. Gear on
the low side, say 51 to 1 top, or not
a fraction over 5^. Decarbonise every

;^ 700 miles. Do not half do it—give

! minute attention to your valves. Do
not allow a speck to remain on the
valve faces ; also, always have good
springs. Give the engine a pumpful

. of oil every six miles, do not run
six, then seven, and then eight ; let

it have it regularly, by speedometer
if possible.

ENTIRELY SATISFIED.
Derby.

WEIGHTS OF SPORTING
MACHINES.

Sir.—With reference to " Triardo's
"

defence for heavy sporting machines
in your issue of December 8th, I can

only agree with the last part of it.

Is he aware that the sidecar has been
responsible for a lot of this weight

—

long wheelbase, large tanks, heavy
frame, etc. If the 4^ h.p. Coulson,

4i h.p. Hawker, Bat, and one or two
other machines can be made within

the 200 lb. limit (and a touring

machine at that), should it be neces-

sary for the sports models to be

240 lb.?
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Again, take the 2| h.p. sports Massey Arran at 173 lb.

and the 5-7 h.p. flat twin Coventry Victor at 225 lb.

Until some line is made between a machine for sidecar

use and a machine for solo work, and manufactured specially

lor one or the other, extra weight will always be burdened
on the solo motor cyclist.

" Ixion " knows what he is talking about.

S. HENDERSON.

Sir,—As another prospective owner of a Ricardo-Triumph,

I write to support " Triardo " in his remarks of the 8th inst.

One of the outstanding points which recommended the

machine to me was its substantial construction.

I have seen so-called " sports " machines led into garages

suffering from the results of quite ordinary skids, with their

frames twisted to an almost incredible degree. One instance

stands out, being that of a 4 h.p. 30s. tax machine (60 m.p.h.

( ?
) sports model), which had the whole steering head twisted

as the result of an ordinary skid ! Now then, " Ixion," what
about it? - RICUMPH.

\yest Somerset.

GOOD BAD ROADS OR BAD GOOD ROADS?
Sir,—When I used to ride in England I was continually

irritated by reading letters from the Colonies boasting of

the bad roads overseas. I found this particularly annoying
in June, 1919, when I broke three spokes and fractured my
down tube on a Hounslow pot-hole, and read soon after that

we were lucky to have the roads we had.

I have now covered 5,000 miles of Rhodesian roadr, mostly

thirty miles from the nearest railway, and although it is

admittedly difficult to average more than 18 m.p.h., it is,

nevertheless, far more pleasant riding than the English roads

provided two yeaxs ago.

With the splendid clutch on my 4 h.p. Triumph, river

drifts on the main roads present little difficulty, and even the

sandiest roads are better than Mendip grease.

To sum up, roads which have not been " made " yet are

far nicer than those whose Tarmac surfaces have been beaten
into potholes and corrugations by lorry traffic ; and, thank
goodness, there are no tramlines.

S. Rhodesia. OVERSEAS TRIUMPH.
[It is generally supposed that English roads have been con-

siderably improved since 1919.

—

Ed.]

.^ snapshot of wild monkeys examining a Big Four Norton. The photograph was taken on

the banks of the Umgeni river, S.A., by Mr. J. L. Norton, who states that the monkeys were

shy to begin with, but soon made up their minds that it was a good machine, and settled

down comfortably, while he from his hiding place exposed the film.

C23
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COMPARATIVE INSURANCE RISKS.
Sir,
—

" Nicky Nicky Bom Bom " will perhaps appreciate
that the only just basis for the assessment of motor cycle

premiums is the individual rider's driving skill, and that
they should be in inverse ratio to his degi'ee of observance
of the principle of "Safety First." Since this is impracti-
cable, and a basis of some sort had to be found on which
to calculate premiums, the present system in vogue with
insurance companies was adopted.

In this connection it is interesting to note that motor
cycling insurance, from the insurance companies' point of

view, still shows a heavy loss at the end of the year, and,
as a result, rates for this class of insurance are likely to be
still further increased.
Mr. Attwood Evans's statement that an 8 h.p. motor

cycle is capable of more speed than the lower-powered
machines argues that he is rather more of an insurance
expert than an experienced motor cyclist. ENFIN.
Bromley, Kent.

Sir,—As one of those who, only by dint of scrupulous care,

contrive to enjoy the freedom of the open road, through the
medium of a motor cycle and sidecar, I am vastly interested

in the subject of insurance as recently raised in your
columns. I must confess to an ignorance on the subject. I

have paid my premiums with much weeping and wailing and
gnashing of teeth, and considered the cash thus disposed of

as having depleted my possible mileage for the season.

There must be many riders who, like myself, use their

machines in a modest way, say, at the week end, and for

only six months of the year. -For this we pay a premium
to cover the whole twelve months. Is it not possible to

insure one's outfit for, say, April to September inclusive, at a

somewhat reduced charge? Now that w'e are to be permitted
to take out our licences quarterly (which will mean a saving
of 30s. to such as I), cannot the insurance companies make
some similar an'angement at a slightly higher rate than for

the annual premium? ECONOMIST. '

Reading.

FAMILY TRANSPORT MEDIA.
Sir,—I would advise "Family Man" (Woking) to give a

Scott Sociable a real good trial before he finally decides on
his next three-wheeler.
Our family consists of father (12 st.), mother (8 st.), son

(eight years), daughter (six years), son (five years), and son
(two years)—six in all—and I have covered over 4,000 miles
to date, about half distance six up and carrying stove,

food, fuel, etc., in proper comfort.

Incidentally, I have yet to see a two-seater sidecar

attached to a motor cycle with a pillion that would give
any comfort at all over 130 miles of average road to-day to

any one of the four passengers.

I have never reached 70 m.p.g., although I get very near;
but the Sociable is far cheaper to run than a first-class sidecar
over, say, 5,000 miles. ANOTHER FAMILY MAN.

Slanchester.

RELATIVITY AND THE PROP STAND.
Sir,^Might I 6ugge.st that prop stands should have a short

spike on the ends? Using one of these on loose soil or
mud with a flat end the machine is liable to fall over.
Naturally, the spike would obviate this. A. BREDT.

Sir,
—

" Humber 1st " has given us a pleasant mixture of
humour and pathos in recounting his experience with a
makeshift prop. To the moral drawn by your correspondent
one might add enother pointing out the folly of using a
makeshift when the reSl article is obtainable.

Unfortunately, a letter such as your correspondent's may
convey to some readers an impression that a prop stand is.

not a sate thing to use ; and, as a consequence, the general
use of a really excellent fitting is thereby quite considerably
retarded.

As the manufacturer of a popular prop stand, and as a,

reader with probably the longest experience of prop stands,
I can assure "Humber 1st" that a correctly fitted and
adjusted prop is not only very reliable, but is also a real
boon to the solo rider. It is so delightfully easy to use
that some riders seem to take a pleasure in using the prop
quite unnecessarily, probably owing to a feeling of relief
that the troublesome rear stand has been rendered obsolete
so far as everyday use is concerned.
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If the prop stand is well made and correctly adjusted to

the angle .and height of the footboard, there is no more
useful fitting for the solo motor cycle, and certainly none
tliat will give the rider such real satisfaction. Some
iiiquirers appear' to think a prop stand is not strong enough
to hold up their machines, but we are repeatedly demon-
strating that our all-steel prop will hold up a machine with
a 14 St. rider in the saddle. A. ALTREE.

THREE POTENTIAL ENTRIES FOR A PRIVATE
OWNERS' T.T.

Sir,—Having recently read the suggestion to hold T.T.
races tor private owners (no " shaijiateurs " wanted), we,j
the undersigned, are wishful to back it up. There areJ

no events of this kind in which a j?uJ:ha private owneri
holds an earthly chance, besides which entrance fees s,i&l

prohibitive. Another point is that the course would be!
too long; ordinary sporting private _ owners are not used to J
250 miles all out, and certainly do not wish to ruin their

-

machines. May we, therefore, suggest that a course of sixty

miles is sufficient, and that such a race would appeal more
widely to the public than one in which non-standard
machines are used and ridden by crack trade men.
We should like to finish up by hoping that the "Blue

'Un " will give the suggestion all the help it can.

H. BEACON.
N. A. LINDLEY.
W. HAVELOCK POTTS.

LEVERS OR TWIST GRIPS?
Sir,—At any discussion of this question I have hitherto been

conservatively partial to the levers with which I have been
familiar for all the fifteen years during which I have been a

motor cyclist. But the other week I had an experience which
led me to re-examine on their merits the two methods of

control.

The experience I refer to was a nasty spill—the first that

has happened to me. (I touch wood as I tell it.)

I do not know whether the two dogs cortcerned were
-deliberately attacking me, or, perhaps in their canine way,
endeavouring to escape from me. At all events, it was not
easy to keep clear of both. Incidit in Sajllam qui viilt

rilare, Charyhdim. In the event one of them just touched my
front wheel, and, simultaneously, coincidence or result I know
not, my rear inner tube burst, and I crashed.

The damage to horn and accessories was no more than was
to be expected, but the personal injury was of a more serious

nature. The needlessly sharp point of the exhaust lift lever

had entered and gashed my left knee for a distance of 3iin.

A twist grip on my machine would not have averted the
spill, but it certainly would have saved the need for the
surgeon's services and the four weeks' absence from office.

In any case, are not these levers needlessly sharp at the
point? Why should they not terminate in a foil, or knob,
or button? LK 369.

Gibraltar.
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g Books & Maps for Motor Cyclists, g
O Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle, Q
S ' MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM." S
P,

The standard handbook on the motor cycle. ^
p Price net, 2/6. Bypos:, s/io S
n 'HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
D New Edition. Just Published. Price net, a/- Bypost, a/3. Q
D "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES." O
|r A system for tracing motor cycle faults and of remedying ^
^ them when found. Fourth Edition. D

g Price net, s/- By post, a /s.
D

Q •' TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." °
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from the lidsr*! point
of view. Price net, 3'- By post, 3/3. q

D •' MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES."
n By " JxjON," of The Motor Cycle.

D Price net, 5- By post, 5/3. D
g "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. D
^ Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland, ^
^ London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net, 5 /6. P
B Book post, 5/10. Set of Two Maps—England and O
B Wales, London. Price net, 4/6. By post, 4/8, D

n " THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK. °
With 32 pages of Road Maps. Prioenet, 5/ , Bypost, 3/4, ^
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A selection of questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH questions shouid be addressed to Itie Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'-

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not musl be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy lor ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

ROUTES.—By special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosing a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt

with by the A.A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing slate of the roads in any

particular locality.

CHOOSINGA COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER'S
MACHINE.

I am taking up travelling for

certain commodities as an occupa-
tion, and it is in connection witlr

this that I e.xpect to find a motor
useful if not indispensable, especi-

ally as I shall have to carry a little

stock vfith me. The district I shall be
canvassing is hilly, and the roads are

rather bad if one has occasion to leave

the main routes. My means are very
limited. What lightweights do you
recommend me to look out for with this

information in front of you? Please
name a few, with their h.p. and prices,

and then be good enough to tell me
which you consider the pick of the lot.

Presumably, one with more than one
gear would be needed, and I should like

one as simple as possible on account of

the fact of being rather an amateur.
In buying a second-hand machine, -what

(xiints do I need to look out for? I

understand that it is very easy to get
" taken in " when purchasing such, and
no one wants to lose more than is really

necessary, especially when one has very-

little to lose 1—S.L.'S.
For your work a machine ot between 300

c.c. and 500 c.c. cylinder capacity would
be advisable. You would do well to

study 'J'he Motor Cycle Olympia Show-

report for the most desirable mount
for your work. Prices and all essential

details were included in that issue.

For obvious reasons, we cannot recom-
mend one machine in preference to all

others ; if you could bring your choice

down to three or four makes we would
endeavour to advise it your selection is a

suitable one. Before choosing a machine,

we think it would be well if you obtained

some better knowledge of the subject, and
would suggest that you study the chapters

on selecting a machine which are embodied
in the latest edition of " filotor Cycles and
How to Manage Them."

NO WONDER!
(1.) I ha-.e a 2-i h.p, two-stroke

^1 (about 1916). and am constantly

^ having trouble with the top
-SJ piston ring, vhich carbons solid

into its groove. I have had the

engine down three times this season,

and have on each occasion put in a new
ring in this position, and always with
the same result. On the last occasion

(quite recently) the ring was carboned
up solid in its groove after running only
100 miles, after taking the nngine dov;-ii

and putting in a new ring ::upplie(f- By

the makers specially. The lower ring

never seems to trouble this way. The
engine quickly gets very hot, and com-
mehces to knock badly when running
on the flat w-ith very little throttle

ojwning. Is the carboned up ring, the

cause of this? (2.) Should the edge
of the top of the piston be on a level

with the bottom of the exhaust port
opening in the cylinder when the piston

is at the bottom of its stroke? At
present it does not get down to this

point by a full -^in. (the steep slope of

the piston top is nearest the port).

—

F.W.S,
(1.) C4umming up of the top piston rings

in two-stroke engines is rather a common
fault, and it is difficult to overcome,
although it should not occur so frequently
as happens in your case. The only thing

, we can suggest is that you fit a ring
having a good deal of up and down play,

and also a fairly wide gap, so allowing
the ring to be quite free in its groove.

(2.) The top edge of the parallel portion
of the piston should come approximately
level with the bottom of the exhaust i)ort.

This can only be taken generally, as in

all cases the ports are not machined and
have slight variations. If the piston is

fitted in your engine as described it is

in the wrong way round, and this will

"important £>a\<i.5.

Men, Dec 26th, Tues., Dec. 27lh—
M C.C. London-Exeter-London TrizJ.

Sat., Dec. 31st—N.-W. London M C.C.
Twelve Hours Open Winter Trial.

Fri, Jan. 27lh, to Sat., Feb 4th—
Scottish Car and IVotor Cyc?e Show.

Sun . Mar 5th — Argenteuil Hill-climb
(France).

Men., Mar. 6lh— La Turble Hill-climb
(Nice).

Wed., Mar IFlh—AC.U. One-day Trial
for Stock Machines.

Thurs., Mar. 23rd—East Midland Centre
AC.U. Open Reliability Trial,

Sat. April Isl—Western Centre A.CU.

—

()pen Hill-climb.

Sal., April 8lh—B.M.C.R.C. Members'
Meeting at Brooklands.

Fri., April t4lh. and Sal., April ISth—
M.C.C., London-Land's End Run.

Sal . April 22nd—N.-Easlem Centre
A C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Sat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.CU. Open Hill-climb.

Man , May 1>1. to Sal.. May 6lh—fcoltish
Six Days Reliability Trials

Sat.. May 1 3lh—Northern Centre A C U
(>pen Reliability Trial

Sat., May 20th—S.-Westem Centre
A.CU Open Reliability Trial.

had

account for all the bad running of the

machine. The stsep'side of th-e deflector

should be next to the transfer port.

TWO-STROKE ADJUSTMENTS.
Having just purchased a 2^ h.p.

two-stroke two-speed Clyno, I

find that, when run on the level,

at about 25 m.p.h., the engine

suddenly pulls up as though it

seized. 'This happened tlrree or

four times in a run of 100 miles, and I

simply took my clutch out and then

started off again in bottom gear, when
the machine seemed to run well. I

have tried various mixtures of petrol

and oil during my run, but this did not

seem to make matters any better. The
machine spits back very badly through

the carburetter if I give it very little

air. (1.) I have a No. 24 jet; do you
recommend trying another size? (2.)

Would this trouble be caused by the

plug points being set too close and
overheated? (3.) Would it be possible

tor the float chamber to empty itself

and again refill in the time of one

minute, in which I had to stop? (4.)

Would the bad spitting at slow speeds

be caused by faulty timing ; if so, will

you kindly '
let me know the correct

method of timing of this particular

machine? (5.) When I operate the

compression valve on the top of th-e

cylinder there are a continuous number
of bangs as long as this is left open.

Can this be remedied? (6.) .What
quantity of oil should be mixed with

a gallon of petrol?—G.C.T.
(1.) Try a No. 26. (2.) The trouble

certainly appears to be due to pre-

ignition, and in all probability the spark-

ing plug is at the root of the matter.

(5.) If there is any restriction in the petrol

supply it is possible that the float chamber
may be empty, aiid so bring the machine
to a standstill. If the obstruction was
something floating in the petrol it is quite

likely that on the machine stopping the

float chamber would refill again before

you restarted. (4.) This is probably due
to incorrect (weak) mixture or unsuitable

sparking plug. The timing should be set

so that the contact breaker points are

just opening when the piston is on top

dead centre with the control lever almost

fully retarded. (5.) This is no doubt due
to the compression valve not opening to

its full extent ; adjust the compression,
release control wire, or renew if necessary.

(6.) About one part to twelve by measure.
If this proportion causes a smoky exhaust,

cut it down to about one part in sixteen.
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EASIEST WAY OF CORRECTING BALANCE
I possess a 3i h.p. Norton.

Upon fitting a new connecting
rod and piston, the flywheels
balance them upwards. What is

the cori'ect method of balancing
speed ? If the piston and con-

necting rod are too light, should I

drill the flywheels or weight the con-
necting rod or piston?—H.L.H.

The new piston and connecting rod
should be exactly the same weight as the
old ones, and we would recommend that
you make certain that this is so rather
than tamper, with the balance weights on
the flywheels.

for

.READER'S REPLY.
EXCESSIVE FOUR-STROKING.

I venture to give another solution of
"E.A.iX.'s" trouble on the above sub-
ject. I have a Connaught, and on one
occasion it took to four-stroking badly,
and I eventually found that the gauze in

the air intake of my Amac carburetter
was quite choked up with dirt. On clean-
ing this, the engine two-stroked again
quite all right, and now I periodically
clean the gauze in petrol, and have not
had a recurrence of the trouble.—N.M.P.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
licacleis' replies to questions published

under this heading should be sent to the
Editor, " The Motor Cycle" Hertford
Street, Coventry, ichen they u-ill be for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.

"Miner" (Somerset).—Most economical
carburetter and most suitable size tyres
for 1913 Williamson.
"D.F.B." (London, N.W.8).—Fle.xekas

fin 4 h.p. Triumph. Low generator, and
Challenger mner tube.

"I'.W.G." (Manchester).—7 h.p. F.N. :

Climbing, consumption (petrol and oil),

passenger work, and general hints.

"D.W.M." (Falkirk).—3 h.p. Raleigh:
Speed, consumption, and capability of
light sidecar work.
"J.E.V." (Hatfield).—Maglita equip-

ment on 3^ h.p. Rudge Multi solo : Reli-
ability and amount of light, and any
other dynamo lighting that can be fitted
to this machine.
"A.C.U." (Devon).—Dnnelt with side-

car : Reliability, climbing, and mainten-
ance of tune.
"M.M." (London, S.W.19).—General

experiences of the Jupp open frame
lightweight.

"G.F.R." (London, W.l).—1921 four-
cylinder A.C.E., solo and with sidecar :

Cooling, climbing, timing, and maximum
speeds.

"E.R." (Lincoln).—Quadrant and Ex-
celsior 44 h.p. single-cylinder outfits :

Power, speed on hills, consumption, and
general reliability.

"F.H." (Hounslow).—Reynolds run-
about : General suitability for middle-
aged professional man.
"A.E.G." (Edinburgh).—4i h.p. spring

frame Beardmore-Precision : Speed, reli-

ability, consumption, and hill-climbing.
" V.E.W." (Eastbourne).—Experiences

of running taxi-sidecars.

"D.F.L." (Oxford).—8 or 10 h.p. 1921
Blackburne, solo and sidecar : Reliability,
consumption, etc.

"A.A.A." (Pontypridd). — 3i h.p.
Rudge Multi, T.T. model : Reliability,
gear efiiciency, climbing, with and with-
out light sidecar ; also similar queries re-

garding 15H Norton.
"C.J." (Wembley Park).—Scott Soci-

able : Suitability for serious touring with
two heavy passengers and luggage in very
hilly county, roadworthiness, stability on
grease, and general leliability.

DECEMBER 22nd, ig2i.

GRIM MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Arrayed as living skeletons, Birmingham University medical students recently paraded the

city en motor cycles during a carnival and street collection in aid of the local hospitals.

On the Track
Dunlop tyres were used by H. H.

Bowen on the occasion of his recent
successes on a MartinsydcL.at Brooklands.

Insvuing the Prince's Cars.

The fourteen Crossley cars used by the
Prince of Wales and his suite during the
present tour in India are insured with
the Autocar -^^'ire and Accident Insurance
Co., Ltd.

An A.C.U. Booklet.

The A.C.U. has issued a booklet en-
titled "Why You Should Carry the
A.C.U. Badge," which extols the advan-
tages of membership to the governing
bodv, the address of which is 83, Pall
Mall, London, S.W.I.

An American Two-stroke. —
Cleveland motor bicycles are handled

in this country by the branch ofiice of .

the Cleveland Co. at 90, Cannon Street,
London, E.C.4, the sales manager being
Mr. J. W. Shillan, of Messrs. Shillan,

Beck, and Co., Inc.

Fuel, Oil and Air.

The growth of the motor movement
generally is perhaps best gauged by
some of its smaller manifestations. Not
many years ago the man who imagined
a successful business from the retail sale

of motor spirit and oil only would have
been deemed ultra-optimistic ; to-day,

however, the first privately owned filling

station exists. It is in Robin Hood Vale.
on the Portsmouth Road, between Putney
and Kingston. Castrol oils are supplied
exclusively, and compressed air for tyre

" filling is gratuitous.

A Brooklands Speed Calculator.

Whether the Castrol Speed Finder is

more of a blessing to the regular Brook-
lands habitue or to harried sub-editors
revising the "copy" of irresponsible

track correspondents, it is difl[icult to

say. It consists of a card with con-

centric circles of times and distances, and
a radial thread from a hole in the centre,

which is used to co-ordinate the required
figures. It gives m.p.h. on the 10ft. and
50ft. Brooklands lines, also m.p.h. over
the mile, half-mile, and kilometre from
known times. The Castrol Speed Finder
was designed by C. G. Pullin, the well-

known racing motor cyclist, and it may
be obtained on application to C. C.

Wakefield and Co., Ltd., 30-32, Cheap-
side, London, E.C.2.

Catalogues Received.

Martinsyde, Ltd., Maybury Hill.

Woking, Surrey : Between covers of

somewhat unusual design, the Martin-
syde catalogue gives valuable informa-
tion concerning the various types of

machines and the parts thereof.

Barimar, Ltd., 10, Poland Street.

London, W.l : A folder dealing with

-their metallurgical process for restoring

badly scored motor cycle cylinders.

Grindlay (Coventry), Ltd., Melbourne
Works, Spon End, Coventry : A cata-

logue of the Grindlay sidecars, giving

particulars and prices of the various

models, -which are made to suit all

types of motor bicycles.
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/
You will never again be stranded with a punctured tyre— never again

dread bits of glass, flint, and nails, if you fit the TUBE PROTECTOR.
The Tube Protector is a flexible layer of thin pieces of hard metal

(arranged as in a coat of mail) enclosed in canvas, and fits between the

outer cover and the inner tube of your tyre. No matter what sharp

matter pierces the outer cover, it cannot penetrate the Tube Protector

—cannot possibly pass through to the inner tube.

The Tube Protector is easy to fit, is light in weight, and causes no

friction. It allows you to wear down the outer cover to almost nothmg

Think of the saving in time, money, labour, and patience.

Ask your dealer to fit TUBE PROTECTORS to your motor cycle tyres.

Mofe the
Flexible
layer of
PRDTECnVE

MAIL

lube Irotector
Liberal terms to factors and retailers.

PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES 17/11 each.

Sole Agents :

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office : 101, Leadenhall St., E.C.3

PRICES Ob BELDAM |

MOTOa CYCLE TYRES

Size.
All Rubber. s'ufS

3-ply. 1 3-ply.

In. L s. d. t - >.

26x2 1 16 6 3 :, 6

26x2t 1 17 3 3 6 (»

26x2} 2 10 3 7 6
26x2i 2 5 9 3 S) 6
26x3 2 10 3 3 13
28x3 2 13 6 4 4 3

Ite Beldam Tyre Co. (1920) Lta,
Brentford, Middlesex.

T^lephotie Ealins 125

See tMs tra.ck:

!

T^HE Beldam V Steel-studded Motor Cycle
•• Tyre is the- best for grip in all weathers
and on all roads because its

indented steel studs, flush

with the rubber tread,assure

the advantages of grip of

both the all-rubber and the

ordinary steel-studded

tyres. The better the grip

the longer the tyre lasts—
and the fewer the skids. aiso 26.,3in. cc..fi.ti„R.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.' C29
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WRITE FOR
SPECIMEN— COPY —

THE

^otor-Cycle
TRADERand

CYCLE
»\F6r /he THADE QNO'^

10,000 Circulation

TO THE TRADE ONLY.

Bona^iide members of the Motor Cycle and Allied Trades
who wish to keep in close touch with the movements
and developments of the Industry, should study

"THE MOTOR CYCLE & CYCLE TRADER"
published every Friday in the interests of the Trade

Subscription : 9/' per annum.

Circulation : 10,000 Copies per Week.

FOR OVER 25 YEARS THE RECOGNISED
AUTHORITY ON ALL TRADE MATTERS.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE & CYCLE TRADER"
139-140 FLEET STREET, LONDON, EC.4.

B«RS»»»S&S«»fl«ffiSKK8KKKJHX»SK}K»H^ -WMMM-.-j..--.-

1-

nHINTS & TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS/'

8th Edition
of this useful little handbook

NOW ON SALE

THE value of this book lies in the fact that

it is informative, practical, and complete.
The numerous "wrinkles" and items of

information it contains are time -savers,
temper-savers, and very often money-savers.

Over 400 separate paragraphs are included, and these

cover every imaginable subject relating to motor cycles,

their management and care. Each paragraph is

numbered, and there is a copious alphabetical index.

The book is really a short cut to experience. It

embodies knowledge that has been acquired by numerous
riders on many different types of machines^—condensed
into the most compact and convenient form. Of handy
size (6in. X 3jin.), it can easily be slipped into the pocket
or valise.

To the beginner, " Hints and Ti-ps for Motor Cyclists" is

an invaluable companion, while to the more advanced rider

it is extremely tiseful for purposes of reference.

Price 2/" net. By post 2/3.

Obtainable irom ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

And leading booksellers.

|».J..J».J».J«.J..J..J«.j4.J..J.,J.,J..J.,J..J..J..J.,J..J«.J.,J..J«.J..J..J««J,»J,.J«,J.,J..J«,J,.J..J..J..J,.J«,J.,J..J..J,«J,,J«,J««J,,J,,J,,J«,»,.»,.J,.J««J«.J^ •;:•::
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Christmas Gifts for Motor Cycle Friends

' Motor Cycles and

How to Manage Them"
This is the most useful book that

has ever been published for motor
cyclists. It covers every conceivable

subject relating to motor cycles, their

care and management, and deals with

everything the motor cyclist wishes to

know. Especially valuable to beginners.

Over 400 illustrations. Twenty-second
edition. Price 2/6 net. By post 2/10.

'Hints & Tips for Motor Cyclists'

The value of this book lies in the
lact that it is informative, practical

and complete. There are over 400
separate paragraphs dealing with every
imaginable motor cycle subject. Eighth
edition. Illustrated Price, 2/- net
Bv post. 2/3

Tracing Motor Cycle Troubles
"

Every rider will appreciate the value
of this book. It gives an ingenious
system for tracing motor cycle faults,

and of reraed^dng the trouble when
found Fourth edition. Illustrated

Price, 2/- net. By post, 2/3

"J Solve the problem ofChristmas ^
J gifts by presenting your motor ^* cycle friends With one or more ^
(1 ofthe motor cycle books or maps ^
J described here. Nothing could j
^ be more appropriate, more use- jt

ll ful or likely to be more highly ^
«£ appreciated by the recipients, ji

"The Motor Cycle" Route Book
This is a welcome departure from the

usual form of road book. In addition

to " the usual routes from London, it

gives radiating main routes from other

large . and populous centres, also
" linking up " routes from all other fair-

sized places, together with thirty-two

pages of maps Price 5/- net Bv
post, 5/6

"The Motor Cycle" Road Maps
Set ot three maps—England and Wales,
Scotland and London (showing roads

into and out of London, and avoiding
London) — complete in case. Price

5/6 net. By post, 5/10. Set 01 two
maps — England and Wales and
London— complete in ~ase Price

4/6 net. E3y post j/S

" Two-stroke Motor Cycles

'

By the staff of The Motor Cycle.

This is the first complete treatise on

the two-stroke motor cycle, dealt with

from the rider's point of view. It

shows the possibilities of the Two-
stroke ; how the engine works ; how
to tune it ; how to secure efficient

running and eliminate troubles. Freely

illustrated. Price, 3/- net. By post.

3/3-

"Motor Cycle Reminiscences"

By " Ixion " of The Motor Cycle. It

gives an amusing record of the author's

own experiences in twenty years' of

rising, and 200,000 miles on the road,

and also contains a geat deal of very

mteresting motor cycle history. Many
unique illustrations, including fourteen

humorous drawings. Price, 5/- net.

Bv post. 5/3

^TT All the above books and maps
wj may be obtained from the^ -Publishers, lliffe& Sons Ltd.,

20, Tudor St., London. E.C.4. If
desired they taill be sent direct to

your friends upon receipt of remit-
tance and addressed label. Kindly
say if you Wish them to be
despatched on any particular date.

tyiiV^ty^cv^tj^?Y^cj^;^|L!ti^JVJCj|f5(r^|L>cj|f^(r^|LJU|f^?Y-''^

NOW READY.

Edited by F. J. Mortimer,
Art Editor ot " The Amateur Photographer and Photos;raphy

A Volume of Beautiful
Pictures made by the Camera

Pnoes -

Stiff paper covet . 6/- net

Cloth Boards 8/- net

Postage 6d. extra

The International

Annual of

Pictorial Photography,

'X'HIS new edition provides a com-
* plete record of the most success

ful pictorial photographic work of the

year, and will -be found invaluable

as an inspiration and guide to all

who follow, or desire to follow, the fascinat

ing path of picture-making by means of the

camera. Upwards of one hundred fine

reproductions of pictures by leading pictorial

workers are included, also literary articles

from authorities in different parts of the

world

Ot all booksellers and photographic dealers, or direct from the proprietors and publishers

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.. 20 Tudor Street. London. E.C.4

An Ideal Xmas Gift for friends who take photographs.
aa>>eooDaao««BBaaaa»
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SECOND-HAND MACHINES
WITH A THREE MONTHS GUARANTEE.

[f you want a strongly built secoH<I-kand bike that stands up to winter riding-
HERE*S A WIDE CHOICE—

-you'll find it at Allen-Bennett's.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1919, 7-9 h. p., re-enamelled and plated, semi-

T.T. bars
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9 h-P- Com., just been thoroughly over-

hauled, re-enamelled, etc

NORTON, 192 1 (late), special racing model, guaranteed 75 m.p.h., all-

chain drive, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S., as used by Mr. Allen this

season, winner of several fii-sts in open speed events, run under

500 miles, £95 ; with A.B. Co. super sports aluminium Sidecar..

ENFIELD 1918 Com., all lamps, horn, etc

ENFIELD, 1920, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and K.S., all lamps, horn,

etc.. as new in every respect

ENFIELD, 1919, 3 h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and K.S., all lamps, splendid

condition
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed, T.T. model, very fast, long exhaust

B.S.A., 1920, 4l h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and K.S., all lamps, horn, etc.,

very carefully used, in new condition, £80 ;
or with new Sidecar

B.S.A. 191 S 4i h.p. Com., fully equipped. Easting screen, alllamps, horn

B.S.A., 1916-7, 3-speed, clutch, and K.S., coachhuilt Sidecar, Easting

screen, all lamps, horn
ZENITH, 1921, 5 h.p., sports, semi-T.T. bars, all lamps, Cowey horn,

knee-grips, unscratched • - •

RUDGE 1921 I.O.M. Multi, 3^ h.p., Lucas horn, etc., run under 500

miles, unscratched • -

RUDGE, 1913, 3V h.p., re-enamclled, in splendid condition

ARIEL, igr9-2o,'4 h.p., and Watsonian Monarch Sidecar, electrically

equipped, Easting screen, etc

ARIEL 1915-16 Comr, coachbuilt Sidecar, all lamps, horn, in splendid

condition throughout
JAMES 1920 4i h.p. Com., de luxe Sidecar, all lamps, D.A. cylinder,

speedo., absolutely unscratched, and indistinguishable from new
JAMES 1915-16 3:i h.p. Com., in splendid condition throughout

DOUGLAS 1920 Com., 4 h.p., all lamps, horn, speedo., as new ......

DOUGLAS^ 1917-18, 4 h.p., solo, clutch, and K.S,, thoroughly over-

hauled, re-enamelled

£90

£105

£115
£95

£50
£42 10

£100
£80

£80

£90

£75
£38

£85

£60

£105

£40

£70

DOUGLAS, 1917-18, 2.1 h.p., re-enamelled Indian red, all lamps, bom,
splendid condition £52 1

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, all lamps, perfect ££0
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, disc wheels, all lamps, horn, etc £42 10
BRADBURY 1914 4 h.p. Com., all lamps, horn, tools, etc., 3-speed,

clutch ; snip £50
CALTHORPE (two), 1915-16, 2^ h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, clutch £35
CALTHORPE, i92r, zjh.p. J.A. P., 2-speed, all lamps, horn, etc., as

new throughout £47 1

WOLF, 1921, 23- h.p. J.A.P., Sturmey 2-speed, j^lutch, and K.S., all

lamps, horn, speedo., aluminium footboards, perfect condition.. £47 10
WOLF, 1917, 2f h.p., 2-str., 2-sp., clutch, and K.S., all lamps, horn, etc. £36
THOR 1919 7-9 h.p. Com., de luxe Sidecar, elec. equipped, Easting scr. £70
ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, clutch, all lamps, horn, splendid condition .. £40
TRIUMPH 1918 4 h.p. Com., all lamps, horn, splendid condition £85
COULSON, 2j h.p., 2-speed, sports, Blackbume engine, spring frame. . £60
NEW HUDSON, 1920, aj h.p., 2-speed, all lamps, horn, alu. footrests £47 10
WOOLER, 1920, variable gear, all lamps, run under 500 miles, as new £60
TRIUMPE-I 1917 4 h.p. Com., splendid condition throughout j bargain £80
PEARSON-SOPWITH, 1921, 2:? h.p., 2-speed, all lamps, horn, tools,

etc., exceptionally good condition £45
ENFIELD 1917 6 h.p. Com., fully equipped, lamps, horn, tools £85
TRIUMPH, 1911, 3A h.p., Philipson pulley, redesigned frame with drop

top tube, perfect mechanical condition £28
MATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, M.A.G. engine, Lucas dynamo lighting,

speed., hood, and screen, disc wheels ; snip
DOUGLAS 1917 4 h. Com., Easting screen, all lamps ; real bargain.

.

TRIUMPH, 1914, rebuilt with new parts, new 3-speed, and clutch,
rc-enamelled and plated makers' colours

TRIUMPH, 1918, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and K.S., alllamps, horn, tools
BROUGH SUPERIOR, 1921, S-iob.p., o.h.v., 90 x 77A, all lamps,

horn, speedo., absolutely as new in every respect, miscratched, snip £135
NEW IMPERIAL, 1917, 2|h.p., 2-speed, all lamps, horn, perfect con-

dition throughout ; , £37 10

£140
£75

£60
£75

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR Co., L^d.. 9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, W. CROYDON
'Phone—Croydon 2450. 'Grams—"Track, Croydon." I

Motor Vehicles for Business Purposes
ANY readers ot "The Motor Cycle"

who are concerned with motor
vehicles for the carrying or de-

ivery of goods, or are interested in

iransport undertakings of any kind,

i-hould study the pages of "MOTOR
IRANSPORT " each week

This journal deals in a practical

manner with all aspects of motor haulage

and delivery. It is equally useful to the

owner of a single van or lorry as to those

who own or control fleets of vehicles.

Reliable and helpful infoiTnation i

i

provided lor users and prospective

users ot motor road transport, tor

operating engineers and for drivers and
mechanics.

Among the subjecti dealt with
are—Costs of Running various types
of motor vehicles for trade and in-

dustrial purposes; Descriptions and
Illustrations of new vehicles, com-
ponents, and accessories. Care and Main-
tenance of business vehicles ; Practical

Notes for drivers and mechanics; Motor
Transport finance, legal matters, etc.

A consulting staff is at the service ol

readers to give advice and information,

free of cost on all transport matters

Proprietors : ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, EC4

EVERY SATURDAY
Price 3d.

ni AM Newcaeentb

WITH V/HICHIS
HSrCXXRPQRATED
un jvoroR czi
en TRAcnoivniiMOTOR

^TRANSPORT

i
If you

are

\
interested

i write to-day

for a

I FREE
j

! SPECIMEN;

I

COPY
j

; mention ng j

I*' The Motor
j

Cycle."

Subscription Rates.
Home . . 19/6
Abroad .. 23/1 U

Canada . . 15/6
rer annum, post free

Bl8 In answering these udvertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijcle.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
B.S.A.

combination. 4h.p.. 3-speed
condition throughou .

little and carefully used;

£76—B.S.A. combination. 4h.p., 3-speea, clutih and

kick start, new condition throngliout. incluainu

SrliinrrN'orw^oS Kci:;-He'rne-HiU, S.E.24,

S A 1920 H2 Combination, delivered from

Miir, 1921, mn 1,200 miles only,B

great.

[2895

works
couditiou

new, tyres unim'nctured, complete -with

and Lueas lauiiis, driviug miiroi and
spares, including new Hutebinson cover

sole; seen Midlands—Box 245, c/o

D.A. liebting
Lorn, insured,
£85 for uuiiU

The Motor C>/cle.

1X4050
3-speed K.S. cliain-cnm-Wlt£90.-1916 (late) 4V4h'.p. ^ ...- --, ^, ,,,

B.S.A., spring pillion, and 1920 Hopley toldms

sidecar, 3 lamps, horn, speedometer, reflector, sp;ne

coveJ', 3 spare inner tubes, various parts, little used

dining war. has been well car^d for. and econonuoiil tu

run: bargain; Harrogate.—Bos 7,877, c/o The Motor
C-ycle. [2907

Spore Parts :

B.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Kuys, 8, Bond
St., Baling. [S632

B.S.A. Siiares can be had by retum, post free, from
Jones' Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0743
ERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge,

All B.S.A. parts in stock; illustrated list post

free. I939t

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. spare p;irt:=

always in stock. Write for free spare part list. [075C

HERI
-A

Calthorpe.

-| Q1.5 Calthorpe, 2i4h.p._, 2-speed:
' dition; 23 gns.—25,

taxed, sound con-
General St., Blackixiol. [2673

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. a^^h.p., Enfield 2-speed, engme
No. 8834, frame No. 2905A, fully equipped; in-

epectiou inYited ; any trial ; £35.—Tribe, Byron Plare.
Leatherhead. Surrey. [2635

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.

—

Burlington Motors. Ltd., Clapham Common, S.W.4.
'Phone; Brixton 2417. [0509

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA 1922 8h.p. Combination in stock;
£147.-Tuck Brcfi., 154, Blackliorse Rd., Waltham

stow. [2820
Clyno

CLYNO Combination, 2-speed, kick start, splendid
condition; £58; take lowest power part.—57,

Kenbury St., Camberwell, London. [2727
"I Q17 5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, just been over-At' hauled, tyres, etc., in good condition; £80, cvi

solo and cash.—Howarth, 39, Church St., Padiham. [1903
CLYNO Combination, 3 speeds. K.S., detachable

wheels, new tyres, lamps, etc.; £45, bargain,
cash needed.— 1, Havelock St., Forest Hill. S.E. [2851

CLTNO 1920 2iX.'h.p., 2-speed, clutch, done undei
3,000 miles, fully eq,uipped, variable jet; £48.

~

Partridge, Blaen-y-Cwm Bungalow, Beaufort, Brec. [2499
8h.p. Jap-Clyno Combination, 1919, never been used,

luxurious, well upholstered, roomy, coachbuilt
sidecar, a real bargain, only wants seeing to convince;
sell at sacrifice price for £130.—For appointment
write Capt. L. V. Allchin, 19, Eve Rd., Isleworth,
Middlesex. [2704

Svare Parts:

"\\ 1 /
A COLDEi^

CLYNO Sparea.-
St., Ealing.

-Immediate delivery.—Kays. 8, Hoik
(B633

Connaught.
£27.~2^;ih.p. Connaught, 3-speed, overhauled new car-

buretter.—181, Newton E<3., Burton-on-Trent.
[2522O20.—2.?4h.p. Connaught, just been overhauled^ splen-

<:'^ did runiiine order; bargain.—Strudwick 24, Lurlloe
Ed., Clapham Park. [2485
CONNAUGHT 1920. new condition; £28/10-

Light Car and Motor Cycle EngineerinB Co.. Ltd
26, Tulse Hrll, Uri.xton ('/; min. from Brixton Skatine
Rink). Tel.: Brixton 1292. [2563

Coulson.
^COULSON 1922 Models for earliest deUveries, with

all latest improvements; write for catalogue and
prices.—London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct E C 1
Tel. : City 4230. (igjO
1Q21 2?ih.p. Coulson-Jap, 2-speed Stnrmcy, brand
-Lt' new; list price 93 gns., our price f65; deferred
payments and exchanges.—Edwards, 50. Harrington Ed
South Kensington. [2372
COtlL.SON 1921 Models.-A few 2J,4h.p. shoi>soiled

machines in stock at gre.ntly reduced prices cash
or deferred terms.—London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-
duct, E.0.1. Tel.: City 4230. 11629

Coventry Eagle.

1Q21 (Aug.) Coventry Eagle, 25!'ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speetl
--«.' Sturmey, clutch, kick start, lamps, etc only
done 2O0 miles; accept £55, or offer.-Station Hotel
Bramley Ed.. Netting Hill (outside Latimer Ed Station
Metropolitan Railway). [2636
COVENTRY EAGLE, 1921, 2»4h.p. J.A.P., Stnraiev

2-speea, clutch, E.S., horns, lamps, trip speed-
ometer, mirror, perfeet mechanical condition through-
out, unscratched, as new; cost £95, bargain, £63—11
AUfaithing Lane, Wandsworth. [2830

?f

EXrSTS AT THIS TIME OF THE YEAR
OF SECURING A MACHINE AT A
BARGAIN PRICE—
Our Bargain List contains a host of

SECOND-HAND and NEW (sliop-soiled)

MACHINES at figures which cannot fail

to interest you.

A copy will be forwarded on request.

NEW 1922 MODELS
for which we are Distributors or Agents.

ALLON 2^ h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick
start, leg shields and all-weather finish £6d C

extra for 3-speed £5
ALLON Combination, as above, 3-speed £85
EDMUND, Model No. 2, 2f h.p., J.A.P.,

2-speed, spring frame, clutch, k-start £75
Ditto Model 3B, 2| h.p.Blackburne

spring frame, clutch and k-starter £85
Ditto Model 4B, sjh.p.. IJlackburne

3-speed, clutch and k-s., all-chain f.SO D
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed, fully-cqupd. £75
DOUGLAS 2|h.p., 3-speed, clutch and

k-start, fully-equipped £90
DOUGLAS 4 h.p., solo, fully equipped £110
DOUGLAS 3I h.p., Sports Model, O.H.V.,

3-speed, fully equipped £130
OOijGLAS 4 h.p. Combination, fully

equipped £135
DOUGLAS 6 h.p., O.H.V. outfit, tully

equipped £165
ENFIELD 2:i h.p., 2-speed, clutch £55

Extra for kick-starter £2
ENFIELD 8 b. p. combination, 2-speed,

clutch, spring seat £14t
KARLEY-DAVlDSON4-5h.p.SportsMdl.S140

Ditto, 7-9 h.p, Magneto Model comb-
ination, with Speedometer £188 10

Ditto, 7-9 h.p. electrically equipped.
speedometer £2r3 10

NORTON No. 9 Model £80
Ditto, No. t6H Model £115
Ditto, No. I Model, Big 4 h.p. ... £120

rtEW HUDSON, 2ita.p. Popular Model £50
Ditto, 2.i h.p. De Luxe Model £60
Ditto, Four- Point-Five Solo £100
Ditto, Four Point-Five Combination £125

MATCHLESS Sports solo Model ' I' ... £130
Ditto, Standard Model H' Comb. £170
Ditto. Standard Model 'J' Sports

Combination £160
Ditto, Standard Model H' 2-Seater

Combination £176 10

F. & M. 4jh.p., 4-speed Model Solo ... £115
Ditto, 4i h.p. 4-speed Model Com-

bination, fully equipped £150
Ditto, 4j h.p. 4-speed Model 'B'Solo £102
Ditto. „ „ „ 'B' Comb. £130

LCOTT 3ih.p. Squirrel' guaranteed
6Qm.p.h. and 7om.p.g £105
Ditto, 3j h.p.. Standard Model solo £110
Ditto , „ „ comb. £145

tUNBEAM, s^h.p. StandardModelSoIo 120 Gna
Ditto 4J h.p. „ , „ 135 Gns.

No. I Sidecar, for above 42 Gns.
Ditto, 3il h.p. Light Solo (k-start)... 130 Gns.
Ditto 3ih.p. T.T. Sporting Model... 130 Gns.
Ditto, 8 h.p. Mode. Solo 160 Gns.

No. z Sidecar for above 47 Gns.
TRIUMPH,4h.p. Model'H'(chain&belt)£105

Ditto 4 h.p. Model S.D. (all-chain)... £115
Ditto 3Jh.p. O.H.V. Model 'R' ... £120
Ditto 2jh.p. Junior £65

PARKER'S
BOLTON. IVIANCHESTER.
Bradshawgate 245, Deansgaie

Tel. 1348 Tel : Cen. 864,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Victor.

COVENTIIY VICTOR. Tlie iierlect flat twin engine.
Before deciding on your new mount, got our lifcl

tor 1922, showing Coventry Vietor motor cycles fitted

with this fauioua 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special offer
of denjoiistrutiou machine. The last word in n.otor
cycle design and construction.—The Coventry Victoi
Motor Co.. Ltd.. Coventry. (0620

De Dion.

DE DION 3h.p., running order; £16; take push
cycle part.—57, Kenbury .St., Camberwell, Lon-

don.
'

[2728

De Dion, new type, 3h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

Klaxon, Tan-Sad, lamps, etc.. for sale;

£35.—Wmterttood, 90, Mlackstock Ed., Finsbury Park,
London. [2464

De Luxe.
1Q21 2'ih.p. De Luxe, all on, taxed; £30, offers.—
-«-«> Box 7,829, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2444

DE LUXE Z^ih.s. 1921 Model, as new, fitted Albion
2-speed, kick starter, handle-bar controlled clutch,

Dunlop heavy tyies, P. and H. lamp set. mirror, large

Klaxon, E.I.C. mag.; bargain, £40, cost £75.—Andiews,
Yoxford, Suffolk. [2453

T|Q21 Diamond, 2J-4h.p. Villiers, 2-speed Sturmey.
^*y clutch and kick staiier, pan seat saddle, eplendid

E AGING
K.S.,

condition : cost £88, sacrifice £48.—Apply. 2.

Ed. South, Bonruemouth, AVest.

Dot.

DOT-J.A.P., 234h.p., 1920,
speedometer: £45.-219,

Suffolk
[2468

3-speed, full equipment,
Belsize Rd., Kilburn.

[2671

Douglas.
Oilh.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-bpeed; iCSO.—81, Dundee
'*4 Rd., South Norwood. [2688

DOUGLAS 1921 New 2i4h.p. All-on Model, shop-
soiled; £72/10.—Below.

OUGLAS 1920 4h.p., lamps, horn, etc., first-class

condition ; a real bargain ; £65.—Elce, Ltd., 15-

16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 6548. [0065

10.—Douglas, 1912; must sell, bargain.—Write.
** Fern. 34, Bancroft Rd., E.l. [2850

OUGLAS. 1911, running order; £15.—Mole, Chuifh
St.. Eopley, near Winchester, Hants.

"TkOUGLAS 2^^t^., 1916, perfect; £30;

D"^

D^
9-12.—116. Tanner St.. Bermondsey,

Countershaft 2-speed,
80a, High St., Bexley.

with

DOUGLAS 2'4h.p
condition; £38

[2832

Saturday
[X3913

splendid
[2960

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p.. complete with mag,
£8/10.—Doyle, 3, Lordbnrn, Arbroath,

baigain,
[X4018

-| Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, in good order;
-Li/ *70.—H. E. Griffin, Hay wards Heath. [2686 ,

DOUGLAS Combination, fully equipped; £75, like

new.-O. Owen, 55, Holland St., Burton. [2546

iih.p. Douglas,
4 series; £45.-2

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p.
perlect order; £75.—

4h.p. Douglas Combination^
£1S, or nearest.—Bert, 32, Barton

1914, 2->spe6cl. clutch, K.S., acres-

-Gould, Stoke Hill, Exeter. [2424

Combiniitiou, fully equimied,
P. J. Evans, Biriuinghmn.

[X4063
O 3.h.p. Douglas, uncrated, 1919, unscratched, 2
-^4 speeds, lamjjs, accessories; £45.-63, Solon Ed.
Brixton. [2753

all on, _sidecar as new

;

Terrace,
[2693

Combination, lavishly
24. Balliol Rd., North

[2719

Combination, new condition,
;
£92.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

[2194

4h.p. Douglas
any trial; £75.

Preston

LATE 1920
equipped,

Kensington.

.OUGLAS 1920 4h.p.
equipped; any trial

Rd., S.W.7.

SPECIAL 2%h.p. 2-speed . Douglas, lovely condition
footboards, extra air; what offers? Must .sell

D°

Richards, Caersw

OUGLAS 23/,liJ)C

[2827

plating, and me-
30, Crystal Palace

[2772

condition

1917, enamel,
chanism as new, equipped; £38.—

L'liiU Ed.. Sydenham.

1 Q21 Douglas 2^^h.p., 3 speeds, condition as new,
it/ lamps, Cowey hom and speedometer; £78.-38,
Cowley Ed., Oxford. Tel.: 870. [2570

33.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1921 (March), insured, fine'

4 condition; nearest ^60; by appointment.—
McOwan, Corner House, Godstone. [2676

1Q14 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed. perfect mechanical
X.*J order, tyres sound: nearest to £30; S.E. London.
-Box 7,871, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2901

OUGLAS* 2"!^ih.p., 1914, just rebuilt with large
amount new parts, new lamp set, licensed, any

trial; £27.—Dowell, Pyrford, Surrey. [2693

DOUGLAS, 1920';4, 25/4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,
licensed, equipped as new; 62 gns.; exchanges.—

12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [2977

rQ19
Douglas 2";4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped,

t? i)ilUon, new tyres, indistinguishable from new;
£48.-5, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [2892

DOUGLAS 1920 41]. p. Combinntions, £85, £90, £95,
Jill t;ii;ir;uiteed.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hfiin-

mersnTith Rd., W.6. 'Ph0n'e : Hammersmith 80.
[2871

D-^

Wandsworth,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are. when desired, marked (P).

B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"PIOUGLAS 41i.p. Combiuiition.^ fiom £55; c.nsli. ex-^ o.iKi.nge. deieried' pnyuieuts.—Newnliaiu Motor
Co.. 223. Hiimmersmitli Ed.. W.6. 'Plione ; Hammer-
smith SO. f2862

.QzL GNS., E.\cliange,—1920 Douglas combination,
\J^X: 4h.p.. Easting screen, lamps, speedometer, smart,
last.—Seabridge, Hansler Rd., East Dulwich. Syden-
liam 2452. [9336

"PJOUGLAS 4h.p. Ccmbinfition, 192i; hardly used, all
J-' on, sporting Canoelet sidee.nr, bine, insured Septem-
ber, 1922, splendid condition; £95.—Lang, Whittlesiord,
Cniubridgeshile. [2601

DOUGLAS 4h.p. and Sidec.nr, 1922 model, brand new,
guaranteed complete with lamps, horn, and licence

holder; £120 nett cash.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Row, Birmingham. [X4020
T\OUGLAS, 1921, 2-speed, Lucas equipment,
^-J' specially built and tuned, spare exhaust fori-,-.
racing; bargain, £55.-30, Sterndale Rd., Shepherd's I

NO
Bush Rd., Hammersmith. [2705

>v

H.A.H.
Complete

\
Electric

Lighting

Sets.

W REGISTERED '^

% ^^'

IVlA?iiUFACTURERS OF
Accessories. Patents. Specialities.
POWERFUL LONG RANGE LAMPS

November 15th, 1921.

1922 PRICE GUARANTEED.
INALTERATION WELL BE MADE

TT^Tr^T.T^r- I

CURRENT LIST PRICESX^LX CLAKK con give you good service botli in neiT _-»_. ^-,_ .,_ ^
.-^. _^'^"'^'^\»^'^ 9"^ spates; .try me. -I moy be useful 'FOR ONE YEAR FROM .THIS DATE. - moy ,,
to you. The pioneer .n^ent for Douglas motors.— 196
Clie|tenham Ed., Bristol. [0016
"1019 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, lamps, Klaxon,
J-t' wind screen, excellent condition; 60 gns, ; de-
ferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harj-ing-
tcn Rd., South Kensington. [2939

T'VOUGLAS 1914 Zy^\.v.. 2-Epeed, Grosvenor .sporting
-S-^ sidecar, fully equipped, go.od condition; JE50; de-
ferred payments.—Piirker's, Bradehawgate, Bolton; also
245, Deansgnte, Manchester. [X4005

]C120 Douglas S^ih.p., 3-speed, new C.A.V. magneto.
t/ Klaxon, Cowey, speedometer, Binks, jiist deonr-

l>onise<l, excellent condition, bongJit combination

;

£63.—Clarke, 80, North St., Ripon. [2151

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p., Mills-Fulford sidecar, excellent
condition, under 2.500 miles: 100 gns. ; seen Satnr-

d;iv afternoon, or offers by lettei.—Nickson, 16, Alex-
iindrn Drive, Sefton I'ark, Liverpool. [2497

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-
2^4h.p. Douglas, 1922 models," prices £75 and.

i:90; also SVah.p. sports model, 4il30; all fullv
equipped; easy term.s no extra charge. . [2996

LATE 1918 4h.p. Douglas Combination, sporting- t*ide
OJir, machine meehnnically perfect as new, every-

thing on; isa, barsnin.—J. "VTelU, jun..
Terrace, Snddlebone. Rd., King's Lynn.

7. Ath
[2439

1 Q 20 Douglas 4h.p, Combination, little used, well
-fl-«J' cared for, Brooks cantilever saddle, Tan-Sad.
speedometer, wind screen, lamps, etc., good tyres;
accept 75 gns.—Hurst. 26, Tulse Hill. Brixton. [2699
DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1920 model, ni new

condition, screen, speedometer, and many extrMs;
orie-inal co't £180; first offer over £100 secure.-^.-"Wey-
biidge Automobiles, Ltd., Weybridge. 'Phone; 236.

12453
i? 18.—Douglas 2^;4h.p., 2-spced, tyres practiciilly un-
^^ soiled, pillion sent, horn, pump, alid nunterniiri
spnres, tax naid; any trial 2 up.—Smith's, 86, Chidk
Farm Rd. [opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station), London

[2657
£17.—Donglas, early model, modernised, overhauled,

vigorous paller, variable Amac, aluminium foot-
boards, copper tail pipe. Palmer tvres, new belt, largs
proiector, toolbag; bargain.—Box 7,872, c/o T/ie Mnior
Cucle. [2902

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1917, 3 speeds, kick starter.
smart, makers' colours, guaranteed perfect, fast,

nearly new Dunlops. etc., all accessories, bargain, £48;
coach sidecar. £9/10; trial any time.—Stepney Garages.
77. Salmon Lane. Commercial Rd., Stepney, London.
'Phone: East 4542. [2681

SPECIAL Competition Red Douglas, 2-speed, adju-^t-
able pulley, dropped bars and footrests, long ex-

haust pipes special pistons, cams, rockers, etc., racing
carburetter, over 40 m.p.h. guaranteed on bottom gear,
many pounds worth nf tspares: £60. cost double.—Letters.
Lloyd, 31, Wellington Sn., Chelsea. [2425
"pVOUGLAS, 2"jih.p., special rings, strong springs,
JL' 5a cam, all new parts, 2in. exhaust, special bars,
heel brake. College shields, belt case, 2 belts, new
chain, knee grips, lamp«, horn, tools, also Donglas
bars, footboards, discs, long exhaust pipes, insured
A.A., a splendid little 'bus, and fast; exchange for
sportmg 6 or 8h.p. Zenith or A.B.C., or sell £45.—
Palmer Bros., Kingston Bridge Garage, Hampton
Wick. j;2674

DOUGLAS Spares; immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,
Bond St., Ealing. [8634

TTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
,-?- """^ Douglas specialists; complete illustrated
list post free. [9398
"pVOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for

tr > S^.^'^^xV J??^*^
free.—Jones* Garage, Broadway,

Muswell Hill, N.IO. ro744
TlToNEILLE and Piatt, Liverpool.—Cheapest Lnu.'^e in
J-Ti KuKland for new unused 2\-h.p. and 4h.p. Douglas
W.D. spares. Send for list*, free.—'Phone : 1902 Royal.

[2621
Enfield.

Em-TELD 2i/.h.p., 1920, as new, all on; £35-33
Conyers Rd.. Streatham. [1816

H.A.H. REAR AND SIDE LAMPS.

Fig. 347. ' Speedolite

'

H,A.H. Patent Speedometer
Lamp, 7/6 each.

H.A.H. Insulatinj Tape.

F'g.455, Jio. small roll, Till.

Fig.456, Jin. large roll, 1 /-

Fig-457. iin- small roll 60.

A. H. HUNT, Ltd.,
H.A.H. WORKS.

Tunstall Road, CROYDON, Eng.

Telephone— Telegrams—
Croydon 2225 Keyage, Croj-don.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

I^iNFIELD 2i^h.p., 1921. as new. all on; £52.-
-J Trott, 65, MayJord Rd., Ealham. [242C

ENFIELD New 1921 8h.p. Combination, redueed t(

£128.— P. J. Evans, Birmingham. [X406;

SHEFFIELD Agent for Royal Eufieldi<; all maleli 1

in stock.—J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd. [057;

"1 Q13 Entield Combination, 8h.p. Colonial mod(.-l ; ;.

Xtf bargain, £85; like new.-Ross, 86, High Rd., L^t^-

S.E. [216:

ENFIELD 2i4h.p., new and unused; £48.-40,
Replingbam Rd., Southfields, S.W.18. PiitTie\

1694.
_

[2955

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1916, hood, screen
perfect eondition ; £85, all on.—Wood, 31, f4iov(

Park, Colwyn Bay. [251C

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.( -
1921 Royal Enfield combination, Vickers enum*-

£110; cash or easy terms. [299c

1 Q20 Enfield Combination, Sh.p., small mile;i [.''-.

-'-*.' complete with lamps, horn, etc.. Easting; £iou
—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury. [274J

1 Q)!'^ 6h7p. Royal Enfield Combination, excellent ^m
J-t^ dition,-and rnnniug ordi^r ; £95, or nearest (.ii»i

-Cattle, Thornton Dale, Yorks. [2587

BEST Bargain This Week.-Enfield 2-strnke, 2-aiM:-L'il

clutch, completely equipped, indistinguishable ip !i:

new; £35.-1, Priory Rd., Kew Green. [279'1

"j Q17 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., fully equii j-L-d

A.t7 with Lucas dynamo lighting set, all in splendid
condition; any trial; £78.—62a, New St., Woodbrid;;*;,
Suffolk. !:26"90

ENFIELD Combination, 1920, 8h.p., Magdyno
speedometer, Easting, insurance, as new, not

used since June; £110.—Boot, 1, Berridge Rd. F.a-t,

Nottingham. - [2379

tj^NFIELD 1912 6i.p. Combination, coaohhnilt side
J car, fully equipped, good condition; £55; deferred

payments.—Parker's, Brad<shawgate, Bolton; also 245.
Deaujigate,

, Manchester. __ [X400i

ENFIELD.—We are official agents, and can gi^e im-
mediate delivery of any model of this foolproof

motor cycle.—Jones* Garage, Muswell Hill, and Wood-
«ide Parade, N. Fiuchley. _ [0380

ENFIELD Combination, November, 1920, 8hj). J.A.P.,
Lucas Magdyno, Cowey speedcmeler, Tan-Sad saddle

and pillion, legshields, Easting wind screen ; £130,—
Bates, 1, Union St.. Bedford. [2800

6h.p. Enfield Combination, 1915, stored 2V2 years,

recently overhauled, excellent condition, si>eedo-

meter, insured; £90, or nearest offer; by appointment.
-McOwan, Corner House, Godstone. [2675

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1915,. 2-speed, kick starter,

lamp, tax paid, £35; also 2?}ih.p. twin Enfield,

1912, 2-speed, £27/10; both in good order.—Butter-
worth Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone :

Streatham 2813. [2818

Syare. Parts

:

I^NFIELD
J Bond St.

Spares.—Immediate delivery.

-

Eating.
-Kays,

19^
Federation.

{June) Federation, J.A.P. 6h.p., Stuimey-

'

Archei, 3 speeds, Canoelet sidecar, bulbous
back, Easting, Stewart horn, -mag., leg shields, new
Lucas King of Road lamps, 7in. mudguards, insured i

.June, cost over £200, not done 400. miles, perfect,

unscratched; £140. ^Metcalfe, Butcher, Skipton, i

Yorks. [2477
i

F.N.

F.N. 1922 7h.p. Combination in stock; £127.—Tuck
Bros, 154, Blaekhorse Ed., WnMbamstoiv. [2819

"1^14 F.N. 7h.p., good condition, mechanical valves,

X«7 3 speeds, Binks; £45.—Philpot, Motors, Canter-

bur.v. [2742

F.N. 1920 7h.p., 4-cyl., with Montgomery double-
seated sidecar (2 wind screens), just been over-

hauled, in perfect order, lamps, horn, speedometer ;

<

trial run; moderate mileage; £82, or very near
offer.—Major Kennaway, Rectory Place, Gujldford.

(P) [2366

Francis. Rarnett.

rQ20
Fiancis-B.irnett. 25'4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, elntell, i

*y K.S., fully equipped, condition as new; £56;
deferred payment and exchanges.—Ed-wards. 50, Har-

rington Ed., South Kensington. [1674

Harley.Davidson.

SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsouji;
£120. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed.

HARLBT-DAVinsON Combination. 1920, as new,

only done 2,500; £140; spares.—341, Station Ed.,

Hiurow-on-the-Hill. [2S32

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, 7-9h.p., excellent con-

dition; 72 gns.; exchanges.—12, Cornwall Mews,
Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [2978

1 019 f-Sh.li. Harley Combination, all nccessorins

it/ as new. any trial; £75.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd.,

Bow, E.3. Tel. : E3155.
_

[2970

HARLEY Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p., " K. engine,

3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, lamps, licence;

bargain, £60.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [2754

from
[0577

P22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

rOST Lu.Nurious Late 1920 Hailey

H'

MOST Lu.Nurious Late 1920 Hailey ae Luxe Com-
bination, equipped every possible accessory;

£105.-24, Bailiol Rd.. Nortli Kensington. [2717

ARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920-21 Combination, elec-

tric model, lavishly equipped, small mileage;
£105.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallinglord Av., North
Kensingtou. [2708

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p., speed model,
discs, lamps, horn, etc.; £60.—Elce, Ltd., 15-16.

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

Avenue 5548. [0068

HAELEY-DAVIDSON' Combination, 1921, 5.000
miles, electric model, discs, condition absohitelj-

a.s new; £140 pns.-Longman Bro^ 17, Bond St.,

E.-iling. Tel.: 689. [2447

-| Q20 Harley Combination, bulbous sidecar, screen.
JL fJ Tan-Sad, same tvres on as when new, first-class

1922 model; £115,condition, any trial; taking
croft, Langford, Beds.

-Holly-
[2862

HARLET Combination, 1920, dynamo, speedometer,
screen, under 3,000 miles, like new; 95 gus.—

Bruton Mews Garage, 8-25, South Bruton Mews, Bond
St., W. 'Phone: Ma.v. 4282. [2603

15 7-9h.p. Harley Solo, 3-spe6d, fully equipped.19
m.p.g. ; £75; esc]l,^nse SV-li.p. Sunbeam: write offers.—
Sherwood Rise, jVIansfield-Woodhouse, Notts. [2419

HARLEl'-DAVIBSON 7-91i.p.. electric model, com-
plete with eler-tric lamps and horn, brand new and

unused, guaranteed ; £145 cash ; magnificent mnphine.
—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X4022

1 Q20 "Harley Davidson Combination, special sports
M-iy model, with airship shape sidecar, dynamo light-

ing, fully equipped; 125 gns. ; exchanges entertained.-
Spee;^hlev. 86, Clmrchfield Rd., Acton, W.3. 'Phone:
Chi.'iwick 1902. {2573

HARLEY-DAYIDSON -Model 20/J. 7-9h.p. Combina-
tion, electrioally equipped, demonstration machine,

electro plate and enamel as new, beautiful condition,
still under guarantee, tax paid, insured till Oct., 1922.
wind screen, child's seat, complete kit; accept £150.—
26. Western Rd., Henley-on-Thames. [2667

Svnre Parts

:

HARLET Spare-^.-
Eoud St.. Ealing

-Immediate delivery.—Kay.^,
[8636

Hazlewood.
Hazlewood Combination. 6h.p., perfect con-

dynamo lighting, electric horn, screen.
£100.—Philpot. Motors, Canterbury. [2743

good
£60; exchange lower power
preferred.—Wileock, 5, Firs

[2502

-|Q20
J-^ dition

5-61i.p. Hazlewood Combination, 1915, 3-speed,
condition

combination,
Lane, Leigh,

will take
p. and M.
Lanes.

Henderson.
1920, 4-cyl., withHENDERSON", 1920, 4-cyl., with 2-seater sidecar,

luxuriously equipped, tax paid; £127/10: ex-
chauges.—Smith's, 86. Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station), London. [2656

HENDERSON Combination." 1921. 4-cyl., side valves.
3 speeds, reverse model, dynamo lighting

licensed, excellent condition; 175 gns.; exchanges.—12.
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [2979

HENDERSON, 1920 (Dec.}, electric lighting, witl:
Henderson Elite sidecar, screen, speedometer, alu-

minium discs, absolutely as new: £130, offer; exchange.
—Clapham Motors, High St., Clapham. 'Phone: 4290
Latchmere. [2749

HumberHUMBER SVoli.p. 2-6peed and sidecar; great bargain.
£15.—Speechley, 86, Clmrchfield Rd., Acton, W.3.

[2576
IQlS 3-speed SV^h.p. Humber, fully equipped, con-
Xft/ dition and appearance as new; £35.-37. Arling
ton Rd., Surbiton. [2779

£19.—Humber 3V2h.p., 2-speed Roc gear, good running
order, lamps, horns, etc.—Brown, Tea Gardens,

Galleywood. Chelmsford. [2597

£19.—Sy^b.p. Humber, 1911-13, exceptional condition.
tyres, belt as new, smart, reliable, licensed,

eiiuipped: photo, stamp.—Bacon, Offlngtou Lane, AVoi-th-
iue- [2735

HUMBER Lightweight, perfect running order,
lamps, horn, etc., new belt, licence, ride away;

£20. or nearest offer.—Waters, Park Rd., Fording-
bridge. [2641

HUMBER, 3"/2li-r.. 1916, 3 speeds, free engine, kick
starter, splendid condition, nearly new tyre-=, etc..

smart turnout, fast, guaranteed perfect. B." and B.
latest, all accessories, and underslung coach sidecar-
bargain, ;e49.—Stepney Garages. 77, Salmon Lane,
Commercial Rd., Stepney, London. 'Phone : Ea?t
4542. [2682

Indian.
TNDIAN 7^9h.p. J>owerplus Combination new 1921

[X4064£153.-P. J. Evans, Birmingham.

"IQ20 Indian 7-9h.p., electrically and fully equipped-
-t.*^ £75.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [2822

1Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, 2-speed, £32;
J-t/ sidecar. £8.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [2825

1 Q14 Indian Combination. 7h.p., overhauled and
J-*^ complete; £45.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury.

[2744

WHICH IS YOURS?

£475
£355
£375
£410
£435

1922 LIGHT CARS
AIREDALE 11.9 h.p. 4-seater . .

CALTHORPE 10 h.p. Z-ssater..

CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4-seater..

CALTHORPE de Luxe 2-seater
CALTHORPE de Luxe 4-seater

COVENTRY PREMIER 4-wheeler £250

L.S.D. 3-wheeler, All on £165
LAGONDA (Coupe or 4-seater) . . £395
STANDARD 8 h.p. (2 or 4-seater) £325
STANDARD 11 h.p. 2-seater .... £515

STANDARD 11 h.p. 4-seater .... £525

1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Chain-Belt £107

B.S.A. 4i h.p. All-Chain £110

B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Comb £164

B.S.A. 8 h.p. Comb £185
BRADBURY 4 h.p.,3-sp., All-Chain £92

BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146

DOUGLAS 2J h.p. 2-speed, All on £75

DOUGLAS 2| h.p. 3-speed, All on £90

I

DOUGLAS 3Vh.p. 3-speed Sporting £130
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE 2| h.p.

2-speed, spring frame £85

ENFIELD 8 h.p Combination £140
ENFIELD 2i h.p. 2-speed £55

LEVIS Popular 2| h.p £48

LEVIS 2i h.p. 2-speed £58
LEVIS 2i h.p. 2-speed, kick-start £60
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination £160

NEW IMPERIAL 2J h.p. 3-speed 60 Gns
NEW IMPERIAL 2J h.p , All-Chain £73

NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb. . . £145

NORTON Big Four Combination £149 10

NORTON 3V h.p. 3-speed £115

NORTON Big Four £120

REX-ACME 21 h.p 2-speed £50
REX-BLACKBURNE 2ih.p £S9 15

REX-ACME 8 h.p Combination . . £150

ROYAL RUBY 2| h.p. 2-speed. ... £70

SCOTT-SQUIRREL 3A h.p. 2-speed £105
SCOTT 3! h.p. 2-speed Comb. . . £145

SUNBEAM 3V h.p. (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM 41 h.p. (New Type) 135 Gns.
SUNBEAM 3i h.p. Combination 162 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination. . £217 7

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt £105

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115

TRIUMPH JUNIOR 2i h.p £65

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED
PAYMENTS QUOTED '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

yNDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model, first-class conflition;
£65: or exchange combination.—80a; High St..

[2961

frame, 3 sueed.^,

f58.-D.nvi8, 26,
[2561

Bexley.

INDIAN I'owerpln.^, 1919. sjiring
rlntch, l;iii]p.5. tiix, little used;

Muswell Hill.

INDIAN 1920 Combination, Burbury 2-seater sidecar

:

£120: exchange.—Fairhurst, behind 68, Standish-
gate. Wigan. [2775

INDIAN 1919 7-9h.p. Powerplus, 3 speeds, K.S., ex-
cellent condition ; £65, or offers.—Morris Motor

Woiks, Monmouth. [2829

5 h.p. Indifln, 3-6pced, clutch, E.S., good running
ortler, Inst; f75.—Goldspink, H.nivkedon Hall.

Uury St. Edmund's.

INDIAN
D.A.

[2461

Combination, 1916. 70x65 twin 3 speed=,
lighting, excellent condition; £65.—Pilgrim,

Castellain Ed., Maida Vale, London, W. [1803

1 021 Indian Scout Comliinntion, dynamo lighting,
•i-iy speedometer, electric liorn, very little used, excel-
lent order.—Baxter, Chobham Rd., Woking. [2073

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, clutch, fully

eQuipp^l. good condition; £35; deferred payment^.
—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton ; also 245, De-ans-
gate, Mancliester. [S4008

SNIP!—1915 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, 3 speeds,
' kick starter, T.T, bars, lamp sets and born, recently

completely overhauled, in sound order; £48.—Walbro
Motor Cycle Co., Safiron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [X4051

JUNE (1920) Powerplus Indian Combination, electric.

Easting screen, 'Tan-Sad pillion, speedometer, total

mileage 2,600, tyres unpunctured, just overhauled, AU-iu

Second-hand Machines in great variety from £25

Send for latest list.

I'olicy till June,
offer.-Owen, 3,

Sun re Partft:

INDIAN Spares.-
St., Ealing.

1922; any trial by appointment; best
Merivale Rd., Harrow. [2533

Immediate delivery.- -Kays, 8, Hond
[8637

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London,
W.I.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts

always in gtock. Write for free spare part list. [0752

INDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Brixton
Rd. Cl'hone Brixton 3129), can supply all 7-91i.p.

parts from stock, new, including all types
They also siieoialise in Indian repairs.

torki.
n-:;9!i

FRANK
mingham, wholesale

Ivy.
WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir

Ivy agents, have all models
in stock, including lady's moflei, price £69 ; get list.

[0710

James.

JAMES 1920 2-stroke, 2 speeds, fully enuipped. inns
perfect; sacrifice, £34.-143, Eavensbury Eti.,

Earlsfield, S.W.18. [2899

JAMES 4',/ih.p., late model, 3 speeds, hand and loot

clutch, kick starter, licence, accessories; £42:
exchanges.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [2755

JAMES Lightweight, December, 1920, engine No.
9099, all on, guaranteed perfect ; trial ; £35 : ex-

changes.—7, Cowdrey Rd., Wimbledon. [2922

20 James 3V.b.p. Twin, 3 speeds, kick starter,

clutch, original tyres, hardly used: cost £140,
accept £75.—Phipot. Motors, Canterbury. [2745

MAGNIFICENT 4h.p. James Coach Combination,
countershaft, chain-cuui-belt drive, a real beauty

;

first 29 gns.—Ramsden's, May Bell Av., Blackpool. [2580

JAMES 1917-18 3i/;;ll.p. Twin, sports mctdel, fully

equipped, indistinguishable from new; £70; de-

terred payments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton : also

246, Deaiisgate, Mancliester. [X4007

JAMES 1920 6h.p. Combination. Lucas dynamo
lighting. Cameo, speedometer, Cowey horu, splen-

did order; £115.—Xewnliam Motor Co.. 223. Hamiuer-
i^mitli Rd.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2875

J.E.S.

T Q20 J.E.S. Motor Cvcle, fully equipped, little

X*y used, £17: also Young's cycle attachment.

19^

The Halifax Motor Exchange,

25, Horton Street, Halifax.

'Phone: 1400. 'Grams; Perfection

£12.-37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [2780

INGSBUET,
In

wanted, £38.-365,

Kingsbury
brand new 1921

J^'dnfc'h.^THrnlops, all-chain drive; cost £65; cafeh
2':-4h.p., 2 speeds,

; cost £65; cafeh

HainmersAiith. [2931

Lea-Francis.
Lea-Francis, 3i/^h.p. twin

Xy absolutely as new,
Arch Motor Exchange,
'Phone : Padd. 789.

Levis.

T>REM1EE Motor Co. for 1922 Levis

M.A.G. engine,
hardly used: £78.—Marble
135, Edgware Rd.. W.2.

[2961

LATEST Improved Models for immediate delivery at

1922 reduced prices.

POPULAR 2i4h.p. Single-gear Levis, £48; Model 3

2Hh.p.. 2-speed, clutch, £58, or -mth kick starter

£60; easy payments only 4% extra; carriage paid I0

any nddrese. Buy .your machine direct from the Levis

specialists.-The jPremier Motor Co.. Aston Ed., Bir.

mingham.
' L07«l

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at ttie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

£30.-1920 single speed Levis, accessories.—Clifford
Wilsou. 177. Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I. [1634

"I
Q2d Levis 2i4h.p., Miller Ijimps, horn, peifect con-

J-*' dition; £40.-146, BriMol St., Bimiinglmm.
[S3980

1 Q22 Levis; immediate delivery of -'ill mndel>^.—
-*-t-' Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Eirmiuglmm.

[S4033
LEVIS 23-.ili.p. 2-stroke, rolendid order throughout;

£24/10.—.Speechley, 86, Churchlield Ed., Acton,
W.3. ' [2575

1 Q18 Levis, perfect, economical and fast; £37, oj
-I-*/ nearest.—45, Fleetwood "Rd., Clarendon Park,
Leicester. [2831

LEVIS 1920 2i:ih.p. 2-stroke, lamps, horn, etc.; £30.
—Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile

St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0069

SPECIAL Offer of a few slightly showroom soiJe<;

250 c.c. T.T. model Levis motor cycles; list price
£65. reduced to £55 : makers' speed Ruarantee of 50
m.p.h. Tvith each machine; eaey payments only 4% extra;
carriage paid to any address.—The Premier Motor Co..
Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0740

A FEW Slightly SoLle<l 1921 Levi^ Models at greatly
-tl. reduced prices: 2i^h. p. Popular, £42; Model S
2i4h.p.,-2-speed, clutch, £52; 247 c.c. T.T.. speed guar-
anteed 50 m.p.h,, £50; write for special end of season
clearance bargain lir^t; eat^y payments 4% extra; oar
riage jiiiid to any address.—The Premier Motor Co.
Aston Ed., Birmingham. [X4034
Synre Porte

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
—Complete illustrated list post free. All Levis

parts in stock. [9399

GODFREYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London.
W.l.—Complete stock of all Levi'? spare part.-;

always in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0753

Martinsyde.

LATE 1920 Martinsyde Combination, 6h.p., beauti
luUy equipped; £75.-24, Ballioi Rd., North Ken

sington. [2720

1 020 Martin^yde 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clntch,
-B-tf K.S., fully equipped, hood and screen; £103;
deferred payment or exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harring-
ton Ed., South Kensington. [1675

MAETINSTDE Sports and Touring 1922 Models for
immediate delivery; cash, exchange, deferred pay

nients.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammrc^mith Ed.,
\V.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2860

Matchless.

C^EOSS, Effingham So., is agent for Matchless motor
, ' lor Eotherham and district. [X40i;

MATCHLESS a-h.p. Combination, H2, new March,
1921;.beit offers?-150. SolterKnte, Chesteifiekl.

[2519
MATCHLESS 1920 Magdyno Combination, splendid

order; £120, bargain.—81, Dundee Rd., South
"Norwood. [2687

MATCHLESS Brand New 1921 Combination., spare
wheel, screen, one only left; £150.-7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7.
- ^

[2197

MATCHLESS 1920 Magdyno Combination, just over-
hauled ; bargain, £ 108.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. [2942

I (Ck21 Matchless Combination, Magdyno lighting,
J. fl ' brand new, unused; £158 owner must sell.—
41, Madrid Ed.. Barnes, S.W. [1676

F.O.C.H. for Matchless; cosh, excliange, or deferred
payments. Sound second-hand machines iu -tock.

—5, Heath St., Hamp.?tend (near Tube). [2611

MATCHLESS Combination. M.A.G., Bosch, hood.
wind screen, single Amac, splendid condition

;

£68; evenings.-67, Fernlea Rd., Balham. [2959

MATCHLESS 1922 Models from stock; exchanges or
easy payments; trial run any time.—Agents, R.

B. Clark and Co., 7,- Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2198

1 Q22 Matchless Models; immediate deliveries at list
J- •-' prices ; deferre^I payment and exchanges.—Ed-
wards 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington. [2376

MATCHLESS Combination, 1921, Sh.p. J.A.P.,
hood, screen, spare wheel, recently overhauled —

Swan Motor Works, 317. Old Kent Rd., S.E. [5899

ONE 8h.p. MatchlesB Combination, lamps, wind
screen, etc; £55 lowest: any trial given.—Geiger,

24. Mansfield Rd., Gospel Oak, London. N.W.3. [2936
V\7AUCH0PE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C-
>' 8h.p. Matchless combination, sports model, new
1921; reduced to £149; easy terms no extra charge

[2984
MATCHLESS, Model H, late 1920, M.A.G., Lucas

lighting, accessories, insured Sept., 1922; £125.
-40, Replingham Rd., Southfields, S.W.18. Putnev
1694. [2954

1Q22 Sports Matdiless, solo, mileage 200, indistin-
J-t/ guishable from new; 108 gns., or with new side-
car 133 gns.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Ed., South
Kensington. [2377

MATCHLESS Sports New 1921 Combination. 3
speeds, clutch, kick, starter; £150.—Elce. Ltd.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av.; Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone-
Avenue 5548. [0066

SIVE HIM
A PAIR OF
THESE

>asiiiiiiiiii
^S ORDER
%S NOW

rhe I

finest
j

Qlove

you can
J

possess,
j

ti
DRIVING GLOVESSi
Originally made for use of vm
American Motor Transport. ™

= SUPERIOR QUALITY =;
IVIa.de in soft leather and ,
fleece lined. A serviceakife —
line and quite new. ^

Per Pair. Extras,

PRICE 5/9 CARRIAGE 6"=:

Motor CycUng aa^
HELMETS Zi

in soft tan ieatlier, lined JJJi
inside witli ctiamois. S.*
Beautifully linislied, J^i
with peak ear pieces and ^%
strap. Better than others i

advertised elsewhere, and ^
cheaper. Stale size when J^J
ordering. ^ s

H 6/6 m £<

Manutactur.d
by I

North driiisi

Rublier Cg.,

Ltd.,
I

Dominion i

Rubber Co.. i

Ltd., etc.
j

Quite new. ,

Sizes :
i

7, 8, 9, 10, I

11, 12. I

RUBBER
H!P BOOTS
"A BOON TO THE
MOTOR CifCLIST"

112/61

sjjj These Special Clearance Lines are sent

\-^ Carriage Pa" ' " '

l^BB remittance,

>ssiiiiiimiiiiiisBiiiiiiiim

Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against i— =" Trade supplied. Write to-day
]

TheName TheFirm

"LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE
264-266,VAUXHALL,BRIDCER'?.VICT0RIA.S.W.l
98, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. 5.W.I. & AT
44.SURBITON ROAD, KINCSTON-ONTHAMES
*I P/eaSf dddress allpost orders to Vioxhall Bridge Road.

TELEPHONi;-.- VICTORIA 6553 6" 655*-

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

"IVTATCHLESs 1922 Models for immediate dpliveij-

X,^ '„ "^'•lange, deferred taymcnts.—NewnhamMotor Co., 223, Hammersmitli Ed., W.6. 'Phone:
ilamiueramith 80. f2858
"RTATCHLESS and Sideixir, 6-8]i.p., 2-spee(i couuter-
J-'-t. ,jh.ntt, kick atniter, speediometer, tami>s, flmt-
ras.5 luniiins older; 30 ens.—LonRman Brm„ 17,bond St., Ealing. Tel.; 689. [2446
1021 (Ang.) MatPhle.ee, mag-dynamo liglting. speedo-
-i-t/ meter, side flaps to vpind screen, the whole outat
indistmguishahle from new; 135 gns.—Edwards, 50,
Hamnston Ed., South Kensington. [2378'

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders with
Boss, 86, High Ed., Lee, S.E., or 'Phone Lee

Green 744 for immediate delivery of 1922 models Ex-
tdianges and gradual payments arranRc<l. [2163

1 Q20 Matchless Model H, Magdyno lighting etc
J-t* spare wheel, etc., luUy equipped; bargain,
£117.—'Phone ; Greenwich 751. Sam E. Clapham
(Motors), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. [2877

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine,
new April this year, dynamo lighting, spare wheel,

2 carburetters, hood. Triplex wind screen, many spares;
owner bought car; accept fair price.—Duftv, 115. Upping-
liaiii Ed., Leicester. [1263

MATCHLESS 1922 Models.—Sam E. Clapham, the
agent. Send your order along now. Secure de-

livery in time for 1922; cash, exchange, or easy terms.
—Write, call, or 'phone Greenwich 751. Sam E.
Clapham. Matchless Service Depot, 27, Stockwell St.,
Greenwich, S.E. 10. r2876

MATCHLESS.—We are the recognised North Lon-
don agents- for the delightfully sprung and prac-

tically designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-
Royce on three wheels; immediate delivery from stock,
(or cash, deferred payments, or exchange; trade sup-
plied ; all spares in stock.—Jones* Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.lo, and at Woodsida Parade, North Finchley.

QHEFFIELD •Agent for Matchless. All models in
*-J -stock. Spotting madels £180. standard models
£185.—A. J. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield. [0674
Svnre Partit:

A UTHOEISED Service Depot.

At LL Matcldeas Models in stock; I>est stock of spates
•'^ iu London.—Knight Traction Co., Ltd., Upper
Tooting Ed., S.W.17. 'Phone: Streatham 2390. Tiada
supplied. [0759
TA.SSELL, la. Bloomfleld Rd., Plumstead. lor anv-

tbing Matchless at the right price. 16144
ATATOHLESS Spars Parts for J.A.P. or Jl.A-G.
-i-rX can be had by return, post free, from Jones'
Garage. Service Depot, Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.lri.

[074.1

Metro
METRO-TYLER.—Few 1921 models at reduced

prices-—The Metro-Tyler Co-, Ltd., Banister
Rd., Kilburn Lane, W.IO. [2846

1 Q 22 Metro-Tyler, S. tipe, 2-speed, show model ; list
-I-t/ £70, unused; niu,st sell before Xduis- sacrifice
£49.-l)riscoll, 58, Woodfleld Ed., Ealing, W.5. [2752'

Minerva.
O 20.—Minerva, perfect, SV^h.p., complete.—Lye 18,o^ Fiert- St., S.W.I. [2489

New Hudson.
NEW HUDSON 1922 Models and 3-wheeler light

car.—Full range on view at London Showrooms,
45. Grays Inn Ed., London, W.C.2. [9980

"I
022 New Hudson 3-wheeler. dynamo lighting, hood,

-*-*-' screen, spare wheel and tyre, all wheels inter-
changeable; £230-—Coppsn, Allan and- Co., London
agents for New Hudson. [X4024

1 Q21 New Hudson 2Kh.p., shop-soiled, £42; also de
-Li/ luxe 2-speed. £50; also 1921 de luxe, £50; in
splendid order.-Goppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Port-
land St. London agents New Hudson. [X420^-

1 Q21 New Hudson 2r/,h.p., special Ace speed mod6I, '

-1 tf winner of two speed events, mileage under 200,
extra sprockets, lamps, horn, tax paid; cost £78/15,
accept £60--136, Uxbridge Ed., W-12. " [2628

New Imperial.

1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap 8h.p. Combination, well
Xt/ equipped; £85.-24, Ballioi Rd., North Ken-
sington. _ [2721

NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed 350 c.c. Super Sports,
J.A-P., scarcely used; £68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.W.7. [2195

"I C|21 2-';4h.p, New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch, kick
-Lt/ starter, lamps, horn, excellent condition; £50.
-40, Wellington Rd., N.W.8. [2707

"I
Q18 New Imperial, Sh.p. J.A.P.. all lamps, speed-

Xt/ ometer, and new M.P. sidecar, £96; splendid
order.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland St..

W.l. [X4023

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.U.—
2^4h.p. New Imperial, 2-apeed only, £63; also

2-speed. clutch, and kick start model, £69; easy terms

arranged. [29SS

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIAL 1922 2»jh.p.. 3-speed model, de-

livery from stock, Show model; £63.—E Ice, Ltd.,

15-16. Bis'hopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.0.3. Phone;

Avenue 6548. I-0U71

1019 N<5^ Imperifll Sli.p., special upholstered sideceii,

XU hood, screen, Lucas lamps and horn, pillur sprung

saddle, Binks, aluminium chain case and number pl^J.
Best automatic oil pump; £115 'Phone: Finehley 206

-Pa.xhill, Friern Lane, Whetstone, N.20. (P) LaB-ii

Norton.

NORTON 1921. Models.—Sole district agents. W'essr

Motors, Ltd., 60, Catherine St., Salislmry

'Phone : 72. lO'l'

-1 Q21 and 1920 Nortons, Model 9, all on, insured ready

XJ/for road; £70 and £55 respectively.—Hughes, 82,

Norwich St., Cambridge. [2765

NORTON B.B.S., purchased Nov., 1920, lamps, horn,

speedometer, etc., insured, perfect order; £65.—
Porter, High St., Whitchurch, Salop. [2881

NORTON 1921 S'ih.p. No. 9 Model, fully e(luipp^^d.

.as new; £75; deferred payments.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate. Bolton: also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[X4003

JUST Lock.- 1921 (June) 17C Norton, soiled only,

Lucas lamps and horn, etc., guaranteed perfect:

approval against cash willingly ; first clreaue £86.—
Jackson, East Parade, Keighley. [2916

1 Q 20 S'Ah.p. S-speed Norton, just lad complete over-

Xt/ haul, with rebushing, lamps, tools, etc., tyrec

good : £83 : with Canoelet sidecar and Triples screen.

£89.—Belmont, Lyme Regis, Dorset. . [2526

NORTON 16H., April, 1921, special engine, Rioardr
piston, special close ratio Sturmey-Archer, mileage

under 1,500, unused since overhauled and tuned at

Svorks, accessories; £105.—Write or call, W. G. Worth-
ington. Maple Hayes, Lichfield. [2923

PPvEMIEB Motor Co. for 1922 Nortous : No. 9 3';.

h.p., i>elt drive. £80; 16H 3-speed T.T., £115:
Big 4 3 speed, £120; e^asy payments 4% extra.—Imme-
diate delivery from the Norton Si)eciaiists : The Premier
Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Binuingham. [0625

-| Q20 (November) Big Four Norton, with Hender-
itl son Elite sidecar, F.R.S. electric lighting and
accumulator, Easting wind screen, just overhauled,
fouditiou perfect; buying car; a bargain, ^£110.—
Laurance, 30, Priestgate, Peterborougti. [2692

-| Q22 SVsh.p. 16H Norton, only done 20 miles, 3
XJ/ engine sprockets for racing, powerful electric

head light, Norton racing sidecar with wind screen, very

comfortable, nearly new, also brand new Binks racing

rat-trap carlntretter extra; all on £125.—Catt, Thanet.
Northampton. [X405','

Syare Parts

:

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge
have every Norton part in stock; complete illus

trated list post free 1940(

N.S.U.

£11.-3h.p. N.S.U., good running order/ Bosch mag,,
overhauled.—Richards, Caersws. [2828

19 20 I\IagdyTio
offers.—Elcock Penywern,

N.U.T
N.U.T. SVjh.p.; genuine bargain,

Neath. [2776

TYRES

1^ SAFETY J.
'T FIRST ! i

1 We lead the way
I

to Tyre Bargains.

Size.

26x2j

£6x2:

x2.'.

x21
x2.'.

28'

650'>

1 700 X SO

Make.

Palmer Rpbbeil

Ciinclier de Luxe Heavy
Engiebert Passenger.

.

Englebert Touring
Bates Special Heavy. . .

.

Palmer Cord
S. Mouiton Extra Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Englebert Touring ....
Woo^ Milne Special ....
Palmer Cord Heavy
Hutchinson T.T. Rub. S.

Clincher dc Luxe Ex. Hy.

\ Clincher Ce Luxe Heav^

Goodrich Safety Tread.

.

Sates Special Heavy . .

.

Clincher de Luxe Heavy
'iWood Milne Ex. Heavy
Wood Milne Special .

.

Goodrich Safciv Tread.
Engleberl Racing
aoodrich SaTet> fre-'d

Goodyear A.W. Tread
Best French R. Non-skid

Wood Milne Special ....

Beldam Bulldog
Firestone R. Non-skid

Our List I

Price Price!

21/-
25 -

19/6
15-
31/-
29,'-

27 9
25/-
23/-
16/6
13 6
3D I

27.6
25;-

32/6

45'-
35'
27 6
16 6
13 6
48 -

39 6
40/-
35/-
25/-
13 6
61/
58/-

34.' I

53/
46/

;

54/ i
53.'61
68/
54 't;

49 /-I
53/91
62 /-I

59/9!
68/6'

51 /.I
5

52 /6S
68/61
58/9!
72/3!
63/91
100/- 1

TOO /9

67/6!

64/9'

87/8'

S Yimce NEW AND FULLY S,
,g lUBClO GUARANTEED. S*

N.U.T. SVL'h.p., 1921, as new, lamps, horn, tools, com.
plete with Tan-Sad saddle; £75, or offer.-Mimosa,

Thames Ditton. [2787
£29/10.—N.U.T. 2=/,h.p. twin, 2 speeds, countershaft,

chain drive, hand clutch, accessories, discs,
sporty lot.—8, High St., Wandsworth. [2645

O.K.
1 (ft 21 O.K., Mark IX., fitted with 2-3peed, brand new,
S-iJf and fully guaranteed; £46; deferred terms
arranged.-38, Cowley Kd., Oxford. 'Phone: 870. [2571

1 (ni9 2%lh.p. O.K,-J.A.P., a-speed, not done 50 miles
-Lt/ since makers' overhaul, new handle-bars, horn,
lamps, tools, insurance Sept., 1922; £40, or nearest.—
Masscy, Bakery, Willenhall, Staffs. [X4048

O.K. 1920, Villiers, splendid condition, new cyL
and piston this year. Klaxon horn, lamps and

spares; owner requires higher h.p. machine; offers —
Gross, 5, Sellons Av., Harlesden. (Dl [2469

Omega.
OMEG.^-J.A.P., 2?Jh.p., October. 1919, excellent con-

dition externally and internally, head lamp, horn,
40 m.p.h., 100 m.p.g., full kit tools ; owner going India

;

£38, quick sale; no offers.—Clarke, 8, Hollycroft Av.,
Hanipf.tead. [2600

OMEGA 1922 Model.—For earliest deliveries write
to London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct London,

E.C.I, sole distributing agents for the following coun-
ties ; Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Northamptonshire, Suf-
folk, Cambridgeshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire, Suss3x,
Huntingdonshire. Norfolk, Rutl.and. Kent, Hertford-
shire, Surrey. Essex, and Buckinghamshire, with the
exception of a 20 mile radius of London. [2417

P. and M.

I Q18 P. and M., blue-gold model, hardly used; £39
itf cash secures.— 61, New Kent Ed., London, S.E.I

[2886

P.
and M., £50, bargain, late model, black, lined green
with electric lamps, etc.— 35, Freegrove Ed., N 7

[2834

Our List
Price. Price

24x2 4/6 9/-
26 .-2 4/9 lo/-

26x2i 7/- IO/3

26x2J 7/9 II/3
700x80 ..

26X2.VI

Our List I
Price. Price!

26v2.i 8/9
28 X 3" 7 /6

10/- .. 15/9

8/9 t3/3

12/9

IN STANDARD !

LENGTHS, i
Bates, Lycett. gin. Jin. I'm. lin. ijin.l

etc. Perfoot. 1/6 1/7 1/10 2/2 2/8

S BELTS

^S These Special Clearance Lines are sent J^r^ Carriage Paid on 7 Days' Approval against ^^B remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day.
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ORDER THE
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WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R° VICTORIA.S.W.I

98, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.I. & AT
44.SURBITON ROAD. KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
*I P/eiSf addresi ellpost orders toViuMI Bridge Rosd.

-

TELEPHONE;-VICTORIA 6533 £,-655*-

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

1 Q21 3'/nh.p. P. and M., 2-.speed, new; reasonable
\.U offer accepted.—Box 7,881, c/o The Motor CycU.

12912

1 Q18 P. and M. Combination, splendid condition, all

J-t/ accesi^ories, tax paid; sacritlce £60.-353, King
St., Hammersmith. [2930

P.M. Combination, 1921, Mills-Fulford sidecar, lamps,
all accessories, tax paid: trial welcomed; £115.—

Howell, West Hanningfleld, Chelmsford. [2507

3ih.p. P. and M. 1920 Solo, complete with all

4 accessories, condition as new; £65.—Gordon
Watney and Co., Ltd., 31, Brook St., London, W.l.

[0748

P.
and M., perfect condition, accessories, pillion

seat, electric lighting, speedometer; £57/10. or

nearest offer.—Mackintosh, 6, Onslow Gardens, S.W.7.
[2957

BAEGAIN.-P. and M. combination, 1918, lamps,
J.uin, taxed, sell complete or separate; solo £32,

sidecar £8; .sacrifice.— 143, Ravensbury Bd., Earlsfield,

S.W.18. [2898

P.
and M. 1916 Combination, sporting, Cancelet
sidecar, tyres very sound, good order; £35.—

Colonial Motors, 104a, Fincbley Ed., N.W. Hamp-
stead 7822. (2946

1 Q21 P. and M. Combination, S'/jh.p., demonstration
J- J/ model, fully equipped, absolutely as new; £112;
deferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards. 50, Har-
rington Kd., South Ken.sington. [1671

P.
and M. Motor Cycles (ex-B.A.F.), rebuilt, fitted" with

new parts, including mag., B. and B. carburetter,

tyres, etc., £40; combination £55; eidecar reuphol-

stcred, painted and new tyre, fully equipped, £60.—
Porter, High St., "Whitchurch, Salop. [8013

Syare Parts:

P. and M.—All spares in stock; stamp requirements;
P. and M. spares specialist.—H. Beardwood, 147,

Burlington St., Liverpool. [9986

Peugeot.
4h.p. Twin Peugeot, ride away, £14; sidecar. £3 —

Warwick, Hinckley Kd., Leicester. [S3991

Premier.

PEEMIEE 31/oh.p., 1912, 3-speed, good condition;

27 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Billing.

Tel.: 689. [2450

Qlh.p. Premier, wicker sidecar, hub gear, perfect
02 Older: nearest ca-sh ofier £50.—James, Eas.=en-

thwi.'ite, Cumberland. [2427

.^TifTre Parts:

PKEMIEE.—Herbert Robinson, Ltd., Green St, Cam-
bridge, ciin supply any part from stock; no waiting.

[1345

PEEMIEE Spares and Repairs.-We are the most
competent advertisers of these, as we served in

the Premier works. Any part quoted per return.—For-

field Motors, Forfleld Place, Leamington Spa. [X40B3

Precision.

14 Precision 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S.,

equipped; £26.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham.
[2823

Quadrant.
CLIFFOETl WILSON Mfg. Co., sole distributers for

Quadrant motor cvcles. All models in stock. Ex-
change or deferred payments.— 177, Westminster Bridge

Ed., S.E.I. Tel.: Hop. 210. [1636

QUADRANT New 1922 Models.—Delivery immedi-
ately from stock; call and inspect; exchanges:

extended terms.—Elca. Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.C.3, 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [0070

Radca
£22.-Eadco 1918 2-stroke, Albion 2-speed, smart ai:-

pearance, excellent eonditiou, licensed, equipped.—
Bacon, Offington Lane, Worthing. [2736

£26/10.—Radco 1921 Sports Model 2V2h.p., disc

wheels, long exhaust, mileage about 200, excel-

lent condition, equipped; offers.—Barnes, 83, Trinity

Ed., Tooting, S.W.17. [2653

A FEW Brand New Radco 1921 Lightweights at

enormous reductions : Single-geared models from

£30; 2-speed models from £44; all carry makers full

guarantee; easy payments only 4% extra; write for

special clearance bargain list.—The Premier Motor

Co., Astou Ed.. Birmingham. [X4036

Raleigh.

"I 022 Ealeigh, all models, at list pricea; deferred pay-
i-iJ ment or exchanges.—Edwards, 50. Harrington

Ed., South Kensington. [1679

RALEIGH 2Jili.p. and 3h.p. Models, earliest d<^

liveries; book your orders now; cash or deferred

payments.-London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.

Tel : City 4230. [1628

NEW 1921 Slightly Showroom Soiled Ealeigh 5-6h.p.

Combination; reduced to £150; write for special

end of season clearance bargain list.—The Premier

Motor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. [X4035

RALEIGH 2'!ih.r. and 5 6h.p. Models for earliest

deliveries: cash, exchange, deferred paymentct—
Raleigh Specialists; Newnham Motor Co., 223. Ham-
mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith 80.^^^

19

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Raleigh.

KALEIGH Late 1921 5-6b.p.. with specinl sidecar,

Lucas dviKinio litrhtiug. very smuU inileiit'e; cheap
t(ir cfir;h.—Newiiliam Motor Co., 223, Hnnimersuiith
K.1, AV.6. 'Plione: Hammersmith 80. [2856

1021-22 Raleigh Combination throughout, 5-6h.p.,

J-t/ 3-speed, clutch, kick start, most elegant
machine, and as brand new, unregistered, accessories,

etc.; exceptional bargain, £130.—Surgery, 769, Rom-
lord Rd., jManor Park, London, E. [2785

PREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Ra leighs.—Immediate
delivery of 5-6h.p., spring frame, det-achable wheels,

JE130; standard sidecar, £35; De Luxe sidecar, £42;
enrly delivery of the new R^ileigh hRhtweipht, £68'; easy
iwvments 4% extra.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd.. Birmingham. 10626

Reading'Standard.
1 Q21 Reading Standard 8-lOh.p.. with M.P. sidecar,
^-^y dynamo lighting, screen, in splendid running
order; £98.—Coppen, Allan and Co., 89, Gt. Portland
St. [X4030

Ready,

1 Q22 Ready, 23''ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, kick
J-t/ starter, Olympia Show model; £61.—Coppen,
Allan and Co., 89. Gt. Portland St. [X4031

Revere.
REVERE-VILLIERS 254i3.p.. new January, 1921,

mileage 300, perfect, acceswries new, owner uniit;

£47, or nearest.—O'Hara, Ailerton Tower Hospital.
\Voo!ton, Liverpool. [S3879

Rex
3.h.p. Rex, variable gear, new mag., perlect; £U.

/W4 —17, Heaton Rd.. Mitcham. [2824

REX, magneto, Senspray, mechanical valves; must
sell; £14/15.-53. She.ti^ld Rd., Wandsworth. [2833

TW^'IN Rex Combination, perfect condition, leliable.

comfortable, fast; £40.—Errington, 18, Stanhope
r;;irdens, Harringay. [2508

5-6h.p. Twin Rex, complete unit, mechanical overhead
inlets, Eoseh, Sen-^prav, little used, perfect; £20.

^i offer.-Webster, Stanford-le-Hope, Essex. [2795

NEW 1921 Rex-Bhickburne 8h.p. Combination, spare
wheel; reduced to £150; easy payments 4% extra:

writ* for special end of teasou clearance bar-gain list.

—The. Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Biriuingham.
[X4038

Rover.

"IQ19 Rover Combination, 6h.p., little used; £100.—
^±U Philpot. iMotors. Canterbury. [2747

"IQIS Rover 3V>h-p., 3 speeds, perfect condition;
M-U solo £70, with new sidecar £95.—Philpot.
Motors, Canterbury.

_
[2746

1 021 Rover Combination, speedometer, lamps, Jiorn.
J-*y Tan-Sad, insured, as new; £100.—Hughes, 82,
N'onvich St., Cambridge. [2766

SPECIAL 1921 T.T. 'Rover 3yob.p.. Philipson, long
' exhaust, accessories, spares, nearly unused, perfect;

best offer.—38, Elmbourne Rd., Balham. [2560

ROVER 1919 5-6h.p. Combination, electric lightinsr.
screen, dash to *;idecar, Cowey horn, perfect condi-

tion : bar-ain, £75.-365, King St.. Hammersniitb. [2932

1 Q 21 Rover 8h.p., dynamo, spare wheel, speedo-
it/ meter, etc., as new; £l65; combination part.

—

C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E3155. [2969

"1 iQ 13 SViih.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
-E-t'kiGk starter, beautiful order, any examination or
trial; £58.-8, Hall Moon Lane. Heme Hill, S.E.24.

[2896
ROVER 1920 SVi'h.p. 3-speed Combination, excellent'

condition; £85; e.xchanges.—Newnham Motor Co.,
223, Hammersmith Rd.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmitli
80 [2870

ROVER 5-6h.p.. 1920. speedometer. Klaxon, hood,
screen, Tan-Sad, luggage grid, new tyres, perfect

order ; £90.—Rueben, 19, Hemberton Rd., Clapham,
S.W. 12638

1 C|21 3'/" Rover, all-chain drive, 3-speed, new; will
X«/ excHange for 1920-21 2-^ih.p. Douglas or
Triumph; cash adjustment.~Bos 7,883, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2914

ROVER SVoh.p., 1912, and light Montgomery sidecar,
3-speed. clutch, recently overhauled, excellent con-

dition, all accessories and tools; £40; would separate.—
Turner, Allestree, Woodcote, Epsom. (D) [2924

1Q21 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p., complete, engine
Xt/ No. 8/81537, mileage inconsiderable, condition
good throughout: owner going abroad: £100.—Capt. ft.
Wellington Hotel, Wellington Coll., Berks. [2793

£
R
W

Rudge.
60.—1920 Eurlge Mnlti. 3i/'h.P.. acoepsories.—Clifford

Wilson. 177. Westminster Bridge Ed., S.K.I. [1635
DDGE S'Ah.p. Clutcli Model; any trial run; £22/10.
-Speechley, 86, Cburchfield Kd.. Acton, W.3.

[2577
AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
S'/ah.p. Rudge Multi, I.O.M. model. 1920; £55.

[2995
"10 21 I.O.M. Rudge, mileage 400. well equipped,
Xi/ last, unscratche^; £54.-24. Balliol Rd., North
Kensington. [2723

RUDGE Multi I.O.M, 1920 Combination, fully
equipped; baigain, £60, or offer.—18, Radnor

Rd., Harrow [2649
,

All letters relating to advertisements s!

g26 Motor Cycles

With every R e c o n "

ditioned Douglas pur-

chased between now
_ and January 31, 1922,

we are giving a Full Insurance Policy

for 12 months—Free.

Send your order now, and get a year's

Insurance for nothing — Bertie's

Xmas present to you,

RECONSTRUCTED DOUGLASES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

Absolutely indistinguishable from
new. We guarantee them to be the

finest reconditioned machines and

we still challenge the Trade to pro-

duce anything better.

Covered with a 3 months' guarantee

similar to that which makers give

with a new macliine. Write for par-

ticulars of our Easy Payments—they
are very liberal and taken entirely

at our own risk

Horn,2i h.p., fully equipped with^amps,
and t icence Holder, fitted

""

with " Vici " Single Lever
Carburetter

4 h.p., Solo,*3-speed, kick
star', all on .

4 h p. Combination, fuUy equipped wi h
Lamps, Horn, Licence Holder, and with

new tiurlington No 2 Tourins; Model
Sidecar Body, complete
with Slorm Apron

55 gns,

75 gns.

93 gns.

To 4 h p. Douglas Owners

No more broken drawboKs

A new form of operating

mechanism for the 4 h.p.

Douglas Motor Cycle, by

which the Drawbolt is

entirely eliminated.

Write for jult particulars.

Trade Supplied.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,
7, South Side, CLAPH<\M COMMON, S.W.4.

Phone: BrLrton2417. Wives: Burlington Motora.Clap'tav

just by Clapham Common Underground Station

F.O.C.H. for Eudges;
wiv:IJiiyments.

Heath St.,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

£52/10.-1920 I.O.M. Rl.dge Multi, Lucas accea-

1

cW sories, tyres as new, perfect in every respect.—8,
High St., Wandsworth. [2643 '

IQIS 3i/;h p. Rudge Multi, fully equipped, Cox-AtmoB
J-t^ carburetter. Bound mecbimical condition; £65, or*
nearest.—Bath, Eulkington, Devizes. [2494 •

BRAND New Soiled 1921 I.O.M. Rudge, electric
lighting, Klaxon horn: cost £97/10; cash wanted,

£67/10.-365, King St., Hajlimersmith. [2933

c.nsh, exchange, or deferred
Sound secoud-haud machines in stock,

—5, Heath St., Hump3te.nd (near Tube). [2610"

WE Can Give Immediate Delivery for 1922 models
Rudge; 3 speeds, all-chain, £100; Multi, £85.—

Percy and Co., 314, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [1020

UDGE Multi, 1920y2, I.O.M. special model,
licensed, excellent conditioa; 62 gns.; exchanges.

12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7. [2980

h.p. Rudge, clutch, 45 m.p.h., 100 lu.p.g., appear-
an..e, overhauled, uiei--hanically peifect, genuine;

£32. or offer.— Serase, 23, A\enue Giirdeus, East Sheen,.
S.W.14. [2640

RUDGE Multi 1920 Si^h.p. T.T. Isle of Man Model,
lamps, horn, speedometer, etc. ; £50.—Elce, Ltd.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C. 3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. [0073

1 Q20 SVoh p. Eudge and 35 gn. sidecar, lamps, horn,XU (Screen, spare tyre aud belt, condition perfect:
£76; deterred payments and eschanges.-
Harrington Rd.. South Kensington.

-Edwards, 50,.
[2373

QNIP 1-1921 31/jh.p. T.T. Eudge Multi, sloping tank,^ been little u.sed, and in quite new condition, very
fast, and complete with lamp seta and horn, tax paid;

£48.—Walbio Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone: '

45. [X4049

RUDGE 3i/2h.p. 'Isle of Man Models.—We have several

of these machiuee, which are slightly shop-soiled

or run small mileage, for sale at attractive prices

ciish, exchange, deterred piiyments.—Newnham Motor
Co.. 223, H:inmiertimith Rd- W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [2861

Syare Part^

:

Cambridg
rate

9401

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd. Green St.. _

—All Rudge parts in stock; complete illustrated

list post free.

Scott.

£28.—Scott combination: tiial: low price. Quick sale.

—49, Idlecomhe Rd., Tooting. [2639

£62.— -

[2196
SCOTT, 1920, excellent condition; any tria

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7

1 Q20 Semi T.T. Scott for Sale, guaranteed perfect,"
-1-tr must be sold; what offers ?—Jackson, 93, Shaw
Lane, Barnsley,

COTT Motor Cycles and Sociables,

[2706

.Scott service

19=

S .„_ ..
George St.. Liverpool. [2848

£69/10.—Scott Combination, 1920, as new, lamps,
horn, speedometer, windscreen, luggage carrier.-

8, High St., Wandsworth, [2644

SCOTT, sports, engine No. 4777, practically unused,

perfect, full eauipment, owner unfi:t; £98, or

best -O'Hara, Allertou Tower Hospital, Woolton,
Liverpool. [X38B0

21 T.T. Scott-Sauiriel, delivered June, 1921, electric

light H.H. head lamp, perfect order, private

owner: price £85.—Slater, Highlields, South Elmsall,

Doncaster. [2529

SCOTT 1920 Combination, excellent condition, tax,

insured, electric lighting. Easting wind screen

(Royal), new tyres, Cowey horn, Bonniksen, and the

foUovring : Levis touring bars (new), Scott T.T. bars,

electric head, rear lamps, Cowey speedometer, Capac
carburetter, 2 accumulators, 4v. 6a., not used, with
case (new). Tan-sad (new), oilskin jacket and 6 sou'-

we«ters; the lot *100, carriage paid; approval againsi;

cash; bargain, first secures,-Chapman, 323, Twomile
Hill, Kingswood, Bristol. [2672

Syare Parts:

C"t
0DFREY3', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London,

3r W.I.—Complete etock of all Scott spare -
'

always in etock. Write for free spare part list.

parts
[0751

SCOTT Riders.—We keep huge stock new and S.H.

Scott parts. Any part on approval against cash.—

Ward Motors. Ltd., The Scott Specialists, 32, Hustler

St., Bradfcid. ["'39
Silver Prince.

CJILVER PRINCE, grand order, Villiers engint single

iO" speed, 1921 ; bargain, £41.-7, Alwen St-, Wordsley,

Stourbridge. [X4045

;921, fitted Villiers engine, Stur-SILVER PRINCE, . ^ , .-,..•
mev 2-speed, kick start, guaranteed perfect in every

wav- £55 or would exchange for Silver Prince with

JAP engine; no other make: cash adjustment.—2-1 13^

Park Lane, Birmingham. [X4046

Singer

1917, 2-speed, kick. excellent condition;
S[,^p,r(,T5 1^1, .JO,. — -. , ,

- .

£35.-^Fairhurst,' behind 68, Standishgate, Wi^gam

Alberton,

3V2h.p.,
)ped, th<

Colchester

T.T., Bosch mag., discs.
[2774
fully

S^^^q^ippedr' thoro'ughiy overhauledT £20.-Hi]ineli,
[2592

i^uld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the

advertised by orivate owners are. .when desired, marked (PI.
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Gniage.
[0731

> MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

K. Stan.

1 30.—Stan motor cycles, 2-stroke, 2Jih.p., new, shop-

5W soiled.—Stan Motor Co., Westwood Heath, nr.

Coventry. [X3777
Stanger.

THE MiKliiiie of the moment is the Stanser V twin,

5h.p. 2-stroke. This machine is really a Srst-class

mount vith wonderful power, aud excellent smooth ruu-

ning, fitted with the neatest rear springins yet^ seen

price £112/10. Send for particulars.-Jones
Jluswell Hill, London, N.IO.

Sun.
SUN-VITESSE 1922 2iih.p., 2 speeds, 2 stroke,

clutch, kick starter, delivery from stock; I" 57/15.

—Elce, Ltd.. 15.16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3 Thone: Avenue 5548. [0072

Sunbeam.
CROSS, Eotherham, is agent for Sunhsams for Eother-

ham. - [X4014

1019 3V'h.r. Sunbeam and Sidecar, complete, lamps.
-L"' etc."; £108.—Cross, Agent. Eotherham. [X4015

^95.—Sunbeam ttfin combination, 1915. ;.paTe wheel,
Lucas accessories.—Jones, il, Howkshead St.

Southport. _ [X4019

1021 3V'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, equal new
J-*-' complete with accessories and extras.—Ison,
Oakfleld, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. - [2726

SUNBE.4M 1914 2'iTa.p., complete with lamps, etc.,

engine overhauled; £35.—Colonial Motors. 104a,
Finchley Rd.. N.W. Hampstead 7822. [2947

"IQ20 Sunbeam Combination, SVsh.p., detachable
XJ/ whee!(^, 700x80 tyres, fully equipped, condition
guaranteed ; f90.—Philpot, Motors, Canterbury. [2748

SUNBEAM 1919 3!-^h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,
clutch, kick starter; £80.—Elce. Ltd., 15-16.

Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phon?

;

Avenue 5548. [0074

SUNBEAM 1918 SVih.p. Model, sidecar, fully

equipped, good condition; £100; deferred pay-
ments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton: also 245,
Deanst;ate, Manchester. [X4004

SUNBEjfrl Combination, 1914. Canoelet coach side-

car, electric lighting, good tyres, accessories

:

£58.—Butterworth Garage, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

•Phone : Streatham 2813. [2817

SUNBEAM Combination, 1919, lamp, horn, tax
paid, chain drive, 3-speed, kick starter; £78.

—

Butterworth Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.
Phone : Streatham 2813. [2816

SUNBEAM 1920 8h.p. Combination, spare wheel.
Lucas dynamo ligliting, excellent order: £119:

exchange solo and cash.—W. Ayers, Garage. Kensington
Palace. W.S. 'Phone: Park 86. [2796

3JLh.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1921. condition as
2 new. mileage under 400. speedometer .and

numerous accessories: £140.—Gordon Watney and
Co.. Ltd.. 31. Brook St., London. W.l. [0749

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1918, 1921 Swan sport-
2 ing sidecar, disc wheels, punctureprnof tyres, lug-

gage grid, electric side aud tail, acetylene head lamp,
horn, tools, new piston and valves: £115.—Bavley. Mel-
rose House, Belvedere St., Hyde, I.O.W. [2523

8h.p. Supbenm and Sidecnr, delivered Dec, 1920,
complete with spare wheel, horn, wind screen,

lamps with Lucas light cnr generator, in splendid con-
dition, not used last 3 months, bought car; £180.—
Daniels, LightpiU Iron Works, Stroud. Glos. [2487

SPORTS Sunbeam, 1922 model, 3V:;h.p., 5-speed clutch
and kick start, large Lucas head lamp set, and tail

lamp, Lucas horn, Bonniksen speedometer, aluminium
number plates, I'edley knee-grips, mileage 900 miles:
best ofler over £130.—Eanun, The Orchard, Godstone,
Surrey. 'Phone: Godstone 10. [2558

Spare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge
—All Sunbeam parts in stock.

are hung up for any part.
Write U3 if you

[9402

SUNBEAM Owners are informed that arrangements
have been made for spare parts to be stocked at

the following Sunbeam Depots:

LONDON. E.C.—Sunbeam Depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct.
Tel. No.: 2180 Holborn.

LONDON. S.W.-Sunbeam Depot, 157-8, Sloans St
Tel. No.: 1106 Victoria.

LIVERPOOL.—Sunbeam Depot, 68, Eenshaw St.

Tel. No.: 729 Royal.

MANCHESTER.-Sunbenm Depot, 20, Peter St.

Tel. No.: 3952 Central.

LEEDS.—Sunbeam Depot, 5. Woodhouse Lane. Tel.
No.: 23277.

LEICESTER.—Sunbeam Depot, 16, London Ed.
No.: 3717.

Tel.

BOURNBMOUTH.-Sunbeam Depot, 8, Holdenhnrst
Ed. Tel. No. 2706.

EDIKBUEGH.-Sunbeam Depot, 37, George St., Edin-
burgh, [9268

Triumph.
CROSS, Rotherham, is agent for the Trusty Triumph.

All models in stock. [X4013

TRIUMPH 2-speed C.B. Combination; £30.—Weston
66, Ascaton St., S.W.8. [2659

u^^vww^i^^JW1i^

HEIGH-HO

THE HOLLY!
—this life is most jolly.

—you can get the very

thing you want if you
haven't all themoney!

Come to the Service Co.

and choose that machine
you want, second-hand
or new. Never mind
about the cash,— the

machine's the thing.

Have it for the New
Year. Only one fifth

the full price need be
put down. The rest,

monthly to suit yotir

convenience.

In the meantime we are

booking orders for i922models

of all makes and should be

pleased to give you fuU in-

formation of new features,

revised prices, etc., on hearing

from you. We will make an

unreasonably good allowance

on your present machine and

the balance can be paid on

the easiest of easy .terms.

Our second-hand stock is

carefully selected. Every

machine overhauled and

guaranteed.

Our service goes with every

transaction and does not end

with the sale.

Have a look through our new lisl.

Ask us to send you a copy—post free

on application.

1

MOTOR CYCLES rO« SALh.
Triumph

3ih.p. Triumph: £15; excellent condition, ride away.
2 -47, Leigh Rd., East Ham. [2764

TRIUMPH, 1914, wicker sidecar, complete, 3-spee<l;

£50.-9, Buruley Ed., Stockwell. [2486

1Q14 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, guaranteed perfect; £38.-
L'J 80. Marlborough Ed., Coventry. [X3967

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph, perfect; £48.-24,
XJ/ Balliol Rd., North Kensington. [2722

LEEDS.—1919 4h.p. countershaft Triumph and side-

car; £68; e.\changes.—89, Spencer Place. [2668

TRIUMPH, countershaft, S.A. 3 speeds, lamps, and
tax; £52.-Hole, 129. Park Lane, Carshalton. [2737

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.-
4h.p. Triumph, countershaft model, 1919; £55.

[2997

TRIUMPHS.—A line assortment oj all models in

stock at prices to suit all.—Roes. 86. High Rd.,

Lee. [4185

1 Q14 3iAh.p. Triumph, single speed, T.T. model, com-
AJ? plete with horn, lamps, etc.; £35.—Hewens,
Maidenhead. [2520

TRIUMPH aud Gloria Model H. Combination, all

accessories, late model; £72/10.-364, King St.,

Hammersmith. ..
[2934

-| Ci21 Triumph 4h.p., unscratched, countershaft, largo

-LI/ Lucas lamp set and horn; £93.-38, Cowley Ed.,

Oxford. Tel.: 870. [2569

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.-
Triumphs, all 1922 models supplied promptly ou

easy terms or exchange. [2989

"IQ20 Triumph. 3-speod countershaft, lami>s. horn,

Xi/ knee grips, etc., good oondition.—Apply, Stephens,

Bricklebaiupton, Pershore. - [2467

22 Triumph, all models, at list prices; deferred

payment or exchanges.—Edwards. 50. Harring-

ton Rd., South Kensington. (1678

TEIUMPH 3y»h p. 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination,

good condition, very reliable, re-enamelled; £55,

or nearest.-Bridge, Wittersliam, Kent. [2430

TEIUMPH, late 1918, condition as new. (ast sport-

ing m.achine, small mileage, guarantees genuine;

£70.—Horrill, Rowena, Forest Row, Sussex. [2433

F.O.CH. the Triumph agents; cosh, exchange, ol

deferred payments. Second-hand machines in

stock.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tubel. [2608

TEIUMPH Junior. 1921, lamps, licensed, .fully in-

sured, like new; £50, near offer ; seen any time

—145 Widmore, Bromley, Kent. Bromley 1727. [2666

19=

fully equipped, reno-

vated by Triumph Cycle Co. 1920; £55.-HilUer

(side bell) 9. Wallinglord Av., North Kensingtom

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph,
±t/ vated bv Triumph Cycle

Shoe Lane,
[2709

London, E.G.—

289-293, High Holborn, London.

Telephone:
Holborn 6430.

Telegrams

:

"Admittedly, London."

!v^^i^"-"v^^^wn^wv^VB''."u-i^,

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, .. , ,,

2V1 II p Triumph Junior, 1921, tax paid, iully

insured, all' accessories; ilSO; easy terms arranged.^^

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.O.4.—

1921 Triumph, Model H, only ridden 500 miles,

countershaft gear, in every respect as new; £87/10^^

TEIUMPH 1919 Combination, fully equipped, lamps.

Easting wind screen, splendid condition; seen and

tried any time; £85.—Snow, 91, Mapledene Ed.. Dalston,

E.8. [2637

TRIUMPH 1921 Combination, chain drive, Lucas

lamps Triplex screen, luggage carrier, as new,

perfect- any trial; £110.-14. Morton St.. Royston,

Herts. f251B

RIUMPH Gloria 1920 Combination, lamps, tools,
- •

— -• ^ '^'^'^ owner
Guilford St..

[2550

rpi

genuine; £115.-871,4

'Phone :

[0067

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked <P).

only, equal new,
W.C.I.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. T.T., countershaft. 1918, 3-speed.

kick start, enamel and platins new. perfect con-

dition • £65 for Quick sale.—'Walker. C.L.O. Hospital.

Judd St., W.O [2'»62

TEIUMPH 1921 Sports Model, condition as new
throughout, mileage under 200; £67.—Elce Ltd .

15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. ov-— -•

AvenlTe 5548.

TEIUMPH 1917 Combination, guaranteed in evciv

respect first-class condition, lamps. Tan-Sad; any

trial- £46. ''Phone: Waltham Cross 299.-44, Sun St.,

Waltham Abbey. [2566

I
WILL Allow very best price for your present Triumph

machine in exchange for any neiT^model. Drop me
a line and see.-Harry Nash. Triumph Agent, 365: King

St., Hammersmith. [2929

TEIUMPH 1922 Models for immediate delivery:

cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham
Motor Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed.. W.6. 'Phone:
iiammersmith 80. [2B59

1 4121 Baby Triumph, as new, done 900 miles, tyres

X.U perfect, best lamp and horn, spare tube and lielt,

tax paid, fully insured to March, 1922.— Gowing, Fin-

cham. King's Lynn. [2504

-| 021 Triumph Combination, wind screen, speed-

X«7 ometer, lamps, long nickel exhaust, polished Ace
discs all wheels, exceptional machine, aud guaranteed

perfect; £100.—Ward, 51, Upper Eirhmcnd Ed., Putney.

B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Triumph.

TKltTMPHS.—We (ire the Nortli London ngentJ, antl

cm deliver from stoc'k I'or cnt^h, deferred p;iy-

iiients, or exelifinge.—Jonea' Garage, MusM'eU Hill, and
Woodsjde Parade, N". Finchley. [0382

TBIUMPH 1922 Models, including the famous
Ricardo 4h.p. o.h. valve model; £120; we can

deliver definitely this month. — Meeten jMotors,
Triumph Agents, Dorking. 'Phone : 163. [2274

THIUMFH-GLOEIA Nov., 1920, combination, fully
equipped, in absolute condition; reason for sale

buying bigger power combination; Best offer over
£105.—Grimmett, 38, Cowgate, Peterborough. [2881

1 Q12 3'/^h.p. Triumph, with Canoelet Minor sidecarXtf N.S.U. 2-speed, Triumph clutch hub. new cylin-
der and many parts fitted, perfect order throughout
only £40.-1, Nonvood Rd.. Heme Hill, S.E.24. [2394

TRIUMPH 1920 Model, countershaft, and Gloria
sidecar, a top-hole 'bus, in splendid condition. East-

ing screen, F.R.S. eleL-tric lamps, footboards, etc. - quick
sale £95.—Holland, 164, Earlsdon Av., Coventry. [X4088
'T'EIUMPH 1920 Combination, perfect nonditioa, lug-
J- gage grid, electric side and tail lamps nnd acety-
lene bead; any trials; £85, or near oHer;~5een by ap-
pointment.—liradley, Wndnee, 8, Marlljorough Rd ,

Richmond.
. , [2628

TRIUJIPH 3i,!,h.p., any trial, really good order,
dropj'ed frame, and all .accessories; £25.—Light

Car and Motor Cycle Engineering Co., 26, Take Hill.
Hiixton IV-! min. from Brixton Skating Rink). Tel
Brixton 1292. [2554

TRIUMPH 1919 Gloria 'Combination, -n-ith dynamo
lighting. £97; 1917 4h.n. solo, £59; Juniors (2),

1920 models, perfect, £40 and £42; exchanges.—Xenn-
h.'im Motor Co.. 223. Hammer^-mith Rd.. Vt'.B. 'Phoce:
Hammersmith 80.

'

[2872
IQIS Triumph, 4h.p., with Watsonian R34 side-
J-*/ car, lamps, horn, wind screen, speedometer,
discs, spares, excellent condition: 60 gns. : deferred
payment and 'exchanges.—Edwards, 50, Harrington
Rd., South Kensington. [2938
"1Q14 Triumph 4h.p. O.B. Combination,- Stnnney-
J-tf Archer 3-speed hub gear, Bwch, recently over-
hauled, lebushed. perfect mechanical order, lamps, horn.
trip speedometer: trial bv appointment; £55.—Innes.
Rydens Farm, 'Walton-on-Thames. [2505

PREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Triumphs.-Immerliate
deliveiy of Type H 4h.n,, 3-speed £105; Type

SD, chain drive. £115; Type LW, lisht-o-eight, £65
sidecars from £20 to £50; easy payments 4% e.\tra.-
Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents; Tlie
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0627

NE'W 1921 Slightly ShowxDom Soiled Triumph Light
weight, £60: Type H 4h.p., 3*peed, £95; Type H

with Watsonian Monarch siicWi-ar, £120: wiite for
spe^'ial end of season clearance bargain list: easy pay-
ments only ^X extra: carriage raid to any address.-
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[S4039
Svarf Pfirtfi:

TRITTMPH Spares;
Bond St., Ealing.

immediate delivery.--Kays, 8,

[8638
HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd.. Green St., Cambridge.

—The Triumph experts; complete illustrated list

post free. [9403

TRIUMPH Spares.—We are official service agents:
full stock of all parts.—Premier Motor Co.. Aston

R<1., Birmingham. [X4042
COMPLETE Stock Triumph Spares, satisfaction

guaranteed.-Ward and Co. (Albert Agg). 51,
Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [2000

TRIUMPH Spare Parts for all models, also Sturmey-
Archer gear parts from stock, post free. Gear

overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage. Broadway.
Muswell Hill, N.IO. [074"6

T^RIUMPH Parts, 1904 to 1921.-rvery part, any
-- year, in stock, new or second-hand, guaranteed
serviceable. Enclose stamp for reply. Why not second-
hand goods in^ place of new while prices are so high?
Half the price: flatisfaction guaranteed.-Forfield Motors.
11, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [X4082

Trump.
TTTAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.-
vv 2^jh.n, Tnimp-Jan. 2-speed model, new T992-
£69; easy terms arranged. [2982
T^AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, EC-
'' New late 1921 3V2h.p. Trump-Jap, fitted with

latt-^t J.A.P. engine, overhead valves, 3-speed model.
roac. racing machine; £76: no extra charge for saov
termo. [29S'3

Unibus.
SNIP !—Unibus, brand new 1922 model, just delivered

2 speeds, hand clutch, shaft drive, spring frame

-

cash £45.—Walbjo Motor Cycle Co., Saffron Walrten
'Phorie: 45. [X4052

Velocefte.
1Q22 Vejocette, clutch and kick starter.—EarlyJ-t? delivery from the Premier Motor Co., Aston
Ka., Birmiugl.\am. [X4040
'1 Q21 2Mh.p. Velocette, 3-speed, lamps, horn, tools
-«-«/ licence, mrleage 200; wanted offer.-Box 7 882'
c/o The Motor Ctidc. [2913

A^^ft^'/.I'^^^O O*' "' I'rai'i New Velocette 1921
Model D2, 2-speed. chain drive £56; easy pay-ments only 4% extra; sent on approval; the best value

ever offered in higl; grade motor cycles.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Hd., Birmingham. rS:4041

r=
WATERPROOF
CLOTHING BARGAINS

MOTOR CYCLE
SUIT

Fig. 1 ). Fawn doubla
texture material,

interlined rubber,
seams cemented and
taped, wind cuffs,

wind gusset in over-
alls, and patent clasp

fasteners.

SUIT COMPLETE
35/-

WATERPROOF
TRENCH COAT
(Fig.2) Fawn material,

rubber lined, guaran-
teed waterproof.

Price 25/-

SEATLESS
TROUSERS.

Fawn double texture
material, rubber
interlined, wind gus-
set, and clasp fasten-

ers. All sizes,

18/- per pair.

// you cannot call, send
mon^withbreast measure-
ment and height.

MOTOR CYCLISTS'

HELMETS.
Double twill water-
proof, rubber inter-

6/-

WATERPROOF
~ CAPS.

Light weight wa.ter-

proof material, with
ear flaps. Suitable
for all-weather rid-

ing, golfing, fishing
farmers, and
all purposes.
State size re-

quired.

7/6

lined. Lined inside

warm fleece, ear
pieces and strap.

Indispensable for

winter riding.

State size of
hat worn.

POST VOUR ORDER TO-DAY.
ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID.

I
Actual Manufacturers;

Our Guarantee

Money Refunded .

in full if notthor-
I

- Company,
oughiy satisfied.

| 208, Oldham Road,
New Cross, Manchester

I Martin Waterproof

IMOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Verus.

1 021 Verus, 4h.p. Blackhurne engine, 3-sii«r.<J, clutch

li K.S., perfect condition throuBhont; £73'
(Jelerrcd payment and exchnngea.—Edwarda SO Hnr-
rrngton Ed., South Kensington '

[1672

Villiers.

1 ti IS ".Sporting Villiers, 2%h.p., recently rcbushed, 2-j 1/ speed, G.H. clei:trio lighting, good tvres, fast, re-
liable machine; £35, or nearest.-Sl, Lennord Hd.,Beckenham. [3001

Wolf.
£18/10.—Wolf-Jap, 2%li.p., accessorieB, new tyres.
<*> perfect order.-8, Higli St., Wandsworth. [2646

1 017 SVnh.p. Wolf Combination, lamps, horn, and
-«-tf wmd screen: *60, or highest offer.—Arery,

[2679
r, •„,,-, ^'^V'^n: *60, or highest offer.—Arery,
Deverill, Warminster .--y}

Wooler
1 020 Wooler, accessories, ride to purchaser. £40;
-«-t» cash wanted.-Bo.\ 7,876, c/o The Motor Cycle.

WroOLEE 1921, the actual machine ridden in the

T, , „? '',*."' *'"*• PSifeet; £60.—Longman, 17,
Boujl St., Ealing. Tel. : 689. [2449
TX/'OOLBE 1920. chain drive, S.speed. 1,000 miles,
»
» enamelling and plating as new, lamps, horn,

speedometer and tools, luejhanically sound throughout,
e.^hiliition model; 85 gns; seen any time.—Pnpplewell
42, Lancaster Rd., Stroud Gieen, N. [2431

X.I..

V.L.—Brighton agents. The Burlington Motor Co,
i^ ,

9, St. George's Rd. Show models in stock.
Deferred . payments or exchanges. [2777

Zenith.
ALLAN GEUZELIEE. specialist in Zenith motor

cycles.

1 021 Zenith-Eradshaw, soiled. 100 gns.

1021 Sli.p. Countershaft, eoiletl; £108.

1021 8h.p. Countershaft, "unused ; £112

TF you want a Zenith, come to the man who speLiaii=&*.
-*- You are sure of the right machine thei.

T CAN Give immediate delivery of any 1922 model.

A ZENITH from Allan Gruzelier has .service behind
it that follows it always. Spares, overhauls,' and

timing at the ^lortest notice.—Allan Gruzelier, Ulster
Chajul>er«, 168, Regent St., W. Regent 205. [2615

1 ([h22 Zenith-Bradshaw, Gradna, horn, speedometer,
A«J' new; £100.—Stntfleld, Grove House, Hampton,
Middlesex. - [2740

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
5V;jh.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, new; price £105; eapv

terms arranged. [2987

1 Q20 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith Combination, elec-
i-if trie lighting, little used; £110.-17, Garden
Av., Mitcham, S.W. [2962

1Q21 Zenith 8h.p. Countershaft Combination, little
-L t/ used, fully equipped, many spares; £110.-72,
I.ongridge Ed., Earl's Court. [2670

617 GNS.-1920Vj Sh.p. Sports Zenith, Fallot lamp and
• generator, knee-grips, etc. ; see exchanges.—28,

Sheen Gate Gardens, S.W. 14. '
, [2535

"tlEANK WHITWOETH, Ltd , 139, New St., Bir-
i. mingham, lor immediate delivery from stock of
Zenith-Bradsllaw; price £118. [0711

F.O.C.H.. -the Zenith agents; cash, exchange, or de-
ferred payments. Second-hand machines in stock.

—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tnbel. [2607.

MAGNIFICENT 6h.p. Zenitli, luxurious coach sidecar,
wind screen, fully equipped, K.S. ; :i modern outfit

for 35 gns.—Ralnsden's, May Bell Av., Blackpool. [2581

ZENITH-GEADUA 1919 SVoh.p., all comjilete, tools,

-

lamps, tax piiid, speedometer, just overhauled;
Ijest offer over £40.—J. Baigent, Cliobham, Woking. ,

[2478
"I Q21 Zenith Sh.p. Combination, Model H, indistin-
JLt' guishable from new, only used a few times, com-
plete with all accessories; a bargain at £135.—Harris,
14, Great Marlborough St., W. [1924

CINIP'—1920 5-6h.p. sports Zenith, long plated ex-
O" haust, been little used, and in really new coiMli-

tion, all lamps and horn, tax paid; £60.—Walbro Motor
Cycle Co., Saffron Walden. 'Phone; 45. [X4050

"I Q22 Zeniths, all models.—Sh.p. J.A.P. , counter-
Xt/ shaft, £118; with sidecar, £147; immediate
delivery; actual Show model in stock. Order early.—
South Eastern Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. [2897

1Q22 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for Immediate de-
-l-i' livery; £118; cash, exchange, or extended pay-
ments.—Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd., 9-10-11, Royal
Parade, London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone; Crovdon
2450. [0734

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sports, speedometer, horn,
lamps, insured, new condition, £72; 1920 Sh.p.

countershaft combination, Lucas electric lighting,

£106.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2200

B2S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each udvertisement, and the date of the iss
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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Fontbiil,

J,3920

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

4-5Ii.li. Zeiiit.il, appearance as new, soiin<J mecljanicnl

.onditiim. new Dunlops and tubes, kick start,

clutdi, cunntershaft Giadua gears; sacriflte £58; iUl

on, laniDs, 'I'an-Sad, spare chain, new belt, new Am ic,

tools.—Coniston, Alfiiston Ed., Sraford. [2492

ZENITH, 1921-22, with 1921 Gloria sideKir, 8h.p.

twin J.A.P.. countershaft model, with clutch and

kick start, complete lighting set, horn, Easting wind

iCieen, licensed, etc., as new; sacrifice, £118.—769
Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.

.
[2782

ZENITH 8h.p. 1920 Countershaft Combination, new

Swan sports sidecnr. Aero wind screen, disc

wlie?ls speedometer, many accessories and spare parts,

suaranteed perfeft condition: £100; seen by appoint-

meut. -Giles, 18. Old Cavendish St., W.l. [2422

ZENITH 1921 Combination, o.h.v. 8h.p. J.A.P. engiiie,

speciaHv built June, mileage 600, aluimnium pis-

tons, Eolls-Eovce tulip valves, roller big end, enormous

luantity valuable spares, touring and racing timing seiir,

perfect condition throughout, speed 70 m.p.h. with

passenger and sidecar; inspection invited at Zemtli

Motors, Hampton Court; £125.-Eidc'" ' i-—"-'

Keigate.
Ladies' Motor Cycle*

LADY'S 1921 2-stroke Sun-Villiers, fully equipped,

only run '1,000 miles; £50.—H. E. GrifBn, Hay-
wards Heath, .

[2685

FEANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming-
ham, for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. The most

suitable ladies' machine. Get list. [0724

NEW 1921 Lady's Open Frame Velocette, 2-sBeed.

chain drive, reduced to £55; easy payments 4%
extra.—To lie obtained only from the Premier Motor
Co., Aston Hd., Birmingham . [S4043

Miscellaneous.

WANDSWORTH Motor E.ichange.—Christmas gifts.

Finest selection motor cycles, combinations, to

choose from.—Below. —
WANDSWORTH.—Easy terms. Easy terms. First

deposit down secures immediate delivery of any

motor cycle.

WANDSWORTH.—Sun lightweight, 2i''2h.p., mag.,

nice little runabout machine; only 19 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH. — Kenilworth 1920 machine,
li^h.p., almost new; cost 50 gns., sacrifice 22

gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex. fine 3V,h.\i., mag., dropped
frame, drive away; chsap, 15 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Vindec with sidecar, Si/ih.p.. 2

speeds, countershaft kick, lamps; 26 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Tor]iedo, with Canoelet sporting
sidecar, S'Ah.p., Grado gear, kick; 29 gns.-

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex, with coachbuilt sidecar,

5h.ii. twin, Grado gear; clear, 29 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Peugeot sporting type machine.
5h.p- twin, wants little attention; 18 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.-MotO'acoche lightweight, genuine.
2i/2h.p., mag., variable gear, runs splendidly;

23 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva 7h.p. twin, mag., 2

speeds, runs well; bargain, 25 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Singer, 2%h.P-. enclosed valves,

3 speeds, clutch, lamps, beauty; 32 gns.—Bslow.

WANDSWORTH.—Rudge, 3y2h.p., clutch modal,
good tyres, drive away; opportunity, 29 gns.—

Below. ~

WANDSWORTH.—Scott, reconstnicted, twin, water-
cooled, smart machine, very fast; sacrifice, 39

gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph, 3lAh.p., 3 speeds,

clutch, dropped frame, nice machine; 46 gns.—
Below.

WANDSWORTH.—F.N. , latest, 7h.p., 4 cyls., 3
speeds, clutch, speedometer, lamps; 68 gns.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Triumph (late) coachbuilt com-
bination, 4h,p., 3 speeds, lamps; special, 49 gns.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Indian, beautiful machine, 71l.p.

twin, 2 speeds, very fast; 49 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1920 B.S.A. magnificent coach-
built combination, 4l,4h.p., 3 speeds; gift, 79

gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—1921 brand new Triumph, 4h.p.,

3 speeds; first cheque, 95 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bradbury, 4h.p., Bosch, 2 speeds,
drive away ; very cheap, 25 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—12 beautiful coachbuilt sidecars
from 8 gns.

Below.

Matchless-Jap, Sh.p. twin, mag.,

some fitted with wind screen.-

WANDSWORTH.-
good tyres ; clear, 23 gns.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Exchances.—Wandsworth Motor
Excliange, Ebiier St., Wardsworth 'Town Station

-Exchanges.—Wandsworth
>r St.,

Latchmere 4686. [2844

OUR MOTOR CYCLE
AGENCIES FOB 1922

ARE
A.J.S.

ARIEL
B.S.A.

HAWKER
INDIAN
LEVIS

MATCHLESS
MARTINSYDE

N.U.T.

NEW IMPERIAL
QUADRANT

ROYAL ENFIELD
RALEIGH
RUDGE
SCOTT

TRIUMPH
ZENITH

LIGHT CARS:
BAYLISS-THOMAS, ROVER.

The tollowing is a selection from our list o!

OVERHAULED anil GUARANTEED

SECOND - HAND MACHINES :

A.J.S., 1921, 2j h.p., 3 speeds, dutch,

and kick-starter, Lucas lamps and i^T^
horn, *"

A.J.S. 192 1 7 h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

clutch, and kick-starter, Lucas Mag- jg-i gA
dyno lighting, electric horn, as new*'"*'^

DOUGLAS W.D. 4 h.p. Combination, 3

speeds, clutch, and kick starter, as JCQQ
new MifV

MARTINSYDE 1921 6 h.p. Combination,

3 speeds, clutch, and kick-starter,

electric lighting, speedometer, ^°'^"> JE"! 1 5
windscreen

METRO-TYLER, 1920, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, JD^R
2 speeds, lamps, horn ««^w

NORTON. 1916, 3^ h-P-, Model BS, Philip- £gQ
son pulley *W

N.U.T., 1920, 3'' h-P- twin, 3 speeds,

clutch, and kick - starter, Lucas
Magdvno lighting, Swan sporting ^-l ^ C
Sidecar * " **

ROVER, 1917, 3^ h.p., T.T. model, Philip- jgj_0
son pulley, lamps, horn, speedometer (Ww

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, £gC
and kick-starter, all-chain mw

TRIUMPH, 1920, 4 h.p., Model H, and
Sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick

starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, g-i AQ
windscreen

TRIUMPH 1920 4 h.p. Combination, 3

speeds, clutch, and kick-starter, all-

chain drive, lamps, horn, speedo- jD*! "1 C
meter, screen * **

MORGAN de Luxe, 1920, Sh.p. M.A.G.
water-cooled engine, lamps, horn, £< QA
speedometer, side door ** ****

EXCHANGES and DEFERRED
PAYMENTS ARRANGED

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A.

and M.U.),

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE E.7

Telephone 49° East Ham.
Telegrams " Egaraco, London."

B^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

BARGAINS.-Ncw O.K.'s, Aiicls, Ilarleys, Omegas,
Quadrants; exchanges enleitaincd. — Booths

Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 IVIatchless combination, detach-

able wheels, £130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combma-
tion, £49/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

ARGAINS.—1917 Allon, S-speed gear, dutch, kicl;

starter, lamps, speedometer, £42/10/6.—Booths'
Motories.

BOOTHS' Bargains. — Free engine Triumph,
£22/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, £29/10/5.

BOOTHS' Bargains.— 1920 Williamson 6h.p. com-
bination, £96/10/5; another, dynamo lighting,

£115/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson combination,

mileage 300, £139/10/5; 3h.p. Humber.
£10/10/6.
BOOTHS' Bargains.—1915 B.S.A. combination,

£55/19/6; 1920 Wooler, £49/19/6; Sh.p. 2-speed

Enfield, £29/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—8h. p. Premier combination,

£49/10/6; 1914 Phelon and Moore, £35/10/5.

OOTHS' Bargains.—1917 4h.p. Douglas, £59/19/6;
1919 4h.p. Douglas combination, £89/10/5;B^

another, electric lighting, £95/10/5.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1916 Douglas, £47/10/6; 1920
Moi-gan de luxe, IVI.A.G. engine, speedometer,

£165/10/6; 1920 3'/*. p. Ariel combination, £85/19/6;
G.W.K. light car, £139/10/6; 1922 new 4J/oh.p. Quad-
rant combination, £100.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

[2311

"D EX 5-6h.p., a.i.v., find frame complete, Eoc 2-speed,

-TV Bosch mag.: also 2%h.p. Minerva engine; whfit

oilers ?-White, Alford, Lines. ,
[2437

VILLIERS 2-stroke, Senspray; brakes, carrier requiie

attention: going order; lamps: £15. or offer.-

Eimington, 5, Eoynl Crescent, Weston-super-M:ue. [2465

BUNTING'S Buv, Sell, or Exchange any mal;e ol

motor cycle. State your requirements, ue under-

tolce to do your business and give you satisfaction. Dis-

tance immaterial.-Bunting's Motor Exchange, "enld-

Jitone. (SS™

WANTED to dispose of a large rumber of combina-

tions and solo machines at clearance prices to

make room for new models ; list on reauest.—Newnhani
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Hd., W.6. 'Phone:

Hammersmith 80. [287i

FO C H. for second-hand cycles, combinations, and

runabouts at bargain prices; exchanges arranged.

-\ny new cycle, combination, or car supplied: cash ol

easy payments.—Fair Offer Car House. 5, Heath St..

H.i'mpstead (near Tubel. 'Plione: Hnmpstead 37M-
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2614

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
H., 34. Belgrave

[2496

th special drip feed, only
- — - 1 R(J..

(29-75

J.E.S., in good order; £12/10
Gate, Leicester.

rQ21
Wall Auto-Wheel, wil -. .. , „ ,-

if done 100 miles; £12.—Bevis, 83, Shirland Rd._.

J.E S. lb. p. Engine, magneto, carljuretter, tank, belt

rim, controlii, perfect order; f 7/10.-Hartley, Coal

Merchant, Biouglitou-in-Furness. (D) . [2538

YOUNG Attachment on gent's special bicycle, 1921
model, never ridden; cost £32, take £27(10.-

Hoi)kin.<, 6. Oalcott Court, llrondesbury, London, N.W.6.
Ijjl

[1439

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.

.P; ASH

-y^AITISG

pOE Motor Cycles.

COMBINATION or Solo, any quantity, any make,

any condition. Exchanges a speciality.—T. and

B Motor Co., Ltd., 372, Euston Ed., N.W.I. Museum
6581. f5564

T. DUNN, Ltd.. always buy.w

w
FULL Market Value given for modern solos, com-

binations, and cycle cars. Call, write, or 'Phone

Museum 6391.-W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Ed^
London. [°332

ANTED, A.B.C. kick start inodel.-Box 7,868. c((.

The Molar Cycle. - 12619

JAMES 4Vih p. Comljinatiou, not earlier than 1919

-151,' Globe Ed., Bethnal Green. [2491

WANTED, lightweight, must be cheap for cash.--

W'rite, 24, Hanoyer St., Islington. [2715

WANTED, late 1921 Enfield Combination; letters.--

Bennett, 49, High St., Wanstead. [2665

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, condition immaterial

for cash.-43, Leavesden Rd., Watlcrd. [2696

combination, belt-driven.WANTED, a Triumph .

1921.—F. Tonar, Veterinary Surgeon, Bath. [1809

wANTED "^ood solo or combination for cash.—

C.S.. 14. Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel.; EplSS.

411 letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P).
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PALMER'S Garage,
for the disposing

Garage,
right.

pALMER'S

You will be sure of n

you sell your machine at Palmer's

_arape, Tooting,—Thousauda of men have
sold their machines here.

Tooling, make a speciality of^

the weekly auction sale every

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
of motor cycles.

Tooting, will malce you a cash
offer at '

'
'

T>ALiIER'S Garage, Tooting,
J- good cJieQue if you sell y
Garage.

"PALMER'S G- sold their

TDALMER'S Garage,
-*- motor cycles in
Thursday at 2.

IDALMER'S Garage, Tooting,—M'o garage ch,iige is
-*• incurred until 7 days' notice is given.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machines
- from any London railway st^ition. The auction
sale is held every Thursday, commencing 2 p.m.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Tf cash offer not
-* accepted, macliine can be included in auction sale,
held every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
ive do the rest.

"DALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Terms : Selling com-
-^ mission 7V2%,'not charge.-ible unless machine is
sold. It no sale a nominal auction fee U charged

:

For motor cars, 20/-; motor cycles under £50 value.
5/-; ditto over £50 value, 10/-. When we effect a
sa.e these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

"pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogues free. Tel.:
-*- 208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage Tooting.

[2843
WANTED. 4-cyl. F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'s. Hender-

sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,
Wandsworth.

Harley-Davidsons.

-

Ebner St.,

-Wands-
Wands-

WANTED. Red Indians,
worth iVLotor Exchange,

worth (Town Statiun).

SPECIAL Cash Buyers—Triumphs, Bradburys, En-
fields. B.S.A.'s. P. and M.'s, Bats. Scotts. Doug-

lases, Matchless, Rex.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
Ebntr St., Wandsworth (Town Station). 'Phone:
Latchmere 4686. [2845-

LATE Combination, also good solo, for cash ; no
fancy prices, please.—Call or write, 89, East

Hill, Wandsworth. [2917

WANTED, modern lightweights and combinations,
cheap for ca?h.—Patterson, 12, The Quadrant.

AVinchmore Hill. N.21, [9502

MOTOR Cycle Wanted, condition immaterini, 191^
upwiirds.—Lowest price, particulars, Elge, 19. Lewis

Grove, Lewisham, S.E. [X5969

F.N. 4-cyl. 5-6h.p., 1910-13, 2-speed, condition im-
material; must be cheap.—Write, .Ross, 2, War-

ham Rd., London, N.4. -

'

[2695

WANTED, 2")4h.p., 31/jh.p.

Coulson preferred; cash,
7,875. c/o The Motor Cycle

REQUIRED, Norton Rig Four, sidecar or solo, cheap
ior ca^h: London di.strict.—Full particulars to Box

7,936, c/o The Motor Cycle. ~ [2475

WANTED, countershaft Triumph, must be cheap foi
casli : one needing a few repairs not objected to.

—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [2739

WANTED, Bh.p. family combination, late model.
Matchless, Ariel, B.S.A.—Lowest cash price and

particulars. Box 7,890, c/o T/ic Motor Cycle. [2956

solo, A.B.C., James, o;

offers.—Particulars, Boy
[2905

CASH Waiting;
given.—Write,

rington Rd,, South

solo and combinations, good prices
phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-
iensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.

[0604
TTTANTED, your motor cycle or combination. We
» V are buyers. We give full market price, and pay

cash on spot.—Write, 'phone, or call. Percy and Co
314 and 316, Euston Rd., N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum
1337. [1018

CASH on Sight for new and second-hand motor cycle
and combinations, any make or condition.—C;iU

write, or 'phone. Short and Glass. Ltd.. 485-493, Uppe,
Richmond Rd , East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone: EichnioDd
2362 and 2363. [037?

to Palmer's Garage and
. --. - .. -, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telegraphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any Londoi:
station. Machine can be included in auction sak
if desired.—Sole address : Palmer's Garage, Tooting,

[2838
TRICYCLES FOR SALE.

STADIUM SIDECAR
LAMPS

Cast Aluminium. Highly poHshecJ.
Manufactured in two sizes.

No. I Size - No. j Size
Carriage
Paid.

SEND Your Motor Cycle
Motor Auction Rooms,

AEGSON Hand
iDvalid iind

9,.

Hill.

KINGSBURY Scooter:? and
.singtou Mews, George St.

and Motor-propelled Tricycles, foj
disabled.—Particulars, Arg'son Eng

Co.. Ltd.. 3. Kendalls Mews. George St.. W.X. [2684

TRICARS FOR SALE.
?. Riley Tricar, 4-speed gear box, hood, screpn

;

no rea.'^onahle offer ^efnsed.-Juffkine, Sliillingford
Wiillingford. [2542

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
Spare Parts.—3, Ken-
W.I. _ [5334

•B.C. Skootamota, excellent condition, horn and
licence; £17/ 10.—King. 4, Short St., Cambridge

r [2911

4/6
IVIETAL
CASED
TOOL
BAGS

Leather front. 2 clips supplied witli eachba;
Best value obtainable.

CARS, aw /^^ PAID

uuraefi

stores

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
A '"^TOPED Scooter, brand new, l>^.p, 4.stroke, com-

?^ pfA'Jn'iJ 6^^"^"!.°, I'^^'-'^e: £16. -Percy and Co.,
314, liiUston Rd., N.W.I. noiQ

B

[1019

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER Hoods, 55/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Brieht_ and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [2805

ENT Hoops, hood fittings, straps, turnbuttooi,
twills, etc. ; hardwood polished wind screens, 27/6

Henry Jones, 778, High Rd., Tottenham, London. '

T> ENI?OC Co.—We are actual manufacturers of hoodsJ-t screens, and aprons. Send for list.—Rennoc
Motors, Ltd., lS5a, Marlborough Rd., Upper HoUoway,
N.19- [2321
TJOBINT Manuliictming Co.—Adjustable wind screfus,
J-l/ made of celluloid and thick twill, all enamel flttiiigs,
complete with coyerall apron, 35/-, carnage paid; moiiov
returned if not satisfied. 'Phone: Briitou 1585-
Eobini Mfg. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W.

[2928
BODIES.

SIDECAR Bodies, 30/- each, Douglas.—Speechley, 86,
Chnrchfield'Ed., Acton, W.3. [2578 '

CAMBER Coach Bodies from £4/17/6.—Bright and
Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell. [2813

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough Ed., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies fit any chassis, first-
class finish : have a few coachbuilt bodies, clear-

ance lines from £5 each : extra good value.^Jhe
Willowbiook Motor Co., Leicester. [033fi

ROBINI Mfg. Co.—End of season's stock of new
liodies. A few left. All these bodies coachbuilt,

of many difllerent types, sports, etc., complete with
Coverall aprons, £6/15 each. Catalogue on request.
Carriage extra. 'Plioup; Brixton 1585.—Rouini Mfg.
Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [2926

OIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
K-* ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original
designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., cstablishefi d&^iguers
to the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St.. London, E.C.4.

[0004
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s

SANDHAM. the smartest sidecar epecialists.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Onr pre-w;ir prices uere the talt
of the show; £14 to £50. Write tor new catalogue.

SANDUM (V-^haped) Wind Screen, a hood, ?.freeri,

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. Write for list.

SANDUM (Y-sliiiped) Wind Screen.-Our South London
agent writet? : " An instantoneous success ; sold-,

out; ^eud further supply." Agents, get in touch with us.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336, Gray's Inn
Rd., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3427. [0019

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for
-

high-powered machines : Zenith, Ilarleys, Indians,
New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackbnrnes, etc.

INDIANS with kick starter on left present no dilB-

culty with Middleton's special model.

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of v'arious makes for sale. Your
old sidecar taken in part exchange,

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more' comfortable, but are faster on-""

bad roads than rigids. They give to the bumps, not'
bash into them,

MIDDLETON'S London's oldest established eiaecar
makers, wholesale, retail, and export, 27, Stroud

Green Rd., Finsbury Park {near Tube). 'Phone ; Horn-
sey 1584. [0522

TRITUBE Sidecars are most unique. Scientifically
designed, made of finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light. Supplied with either
sporting or touring coachbuilt bodies.

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for

booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St., Rickmansworth.

,

'Phone : 5. [1331

CAMBER Sidecars, lightweight models, £16/10.—
Bright and Havles, 78, Church St., Cambervrell.

[2806
CAMBER Utility Models, £25; price lists post free.

—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.
London. [2807

SIDECARS, several cheap ; also several chassis

;

room wanted.—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell;
London. [27:0

E30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date of the JFsue
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS,
SIDECAR, Canoelet chassis, handsome new coach

body: first £7.-657, Seven Sisters Rd.. Totten-

liam, N.15. [2849

SIDECAR, Branson and Kent, 1921, suit SV^li-P-

or 4h.p., condition as nevf-, £12/10.—Mawer,
Chemist. Ruabon. [2642

RUDGE Coachbuilt Sidecar, aluminium front, good

order ; £9/10. — AY. Jones, Marchant House,

Rliosddu. Wrexham. [X4059

INDIAN Canoelet Racing Sidecar, ready to attach,

cnniTilcte with everything ; £10, or near offer—645,
Harrow Rd., N.W.IO. [2593

SIDECAR, coachbuilt, May, 1921, practically new,
perfect condition, 4-point, lamp, mascot, apron;

offers.- 132, Trentham St., Southfields. [2799

RENNOC Sidecnrs, bodies, hoods, screens, largest

.'tock in Loudnn. nctual manufacturers through-

out. Send for our tatalogue, 32 pages, SO illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.-All spare parts in stock by the
RLnmoc Sideciu Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick etarters, and can

deliver.

RENNOC Co. have 50 seeond-hand and clearance

sidecars, bodies, hoods, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Writ© lor special clearance list.

EENNOC Co. have the finest fieleetion of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side-

car; lepaintins aud reupholstering a sneciality.

RENNOC Co. have in stock eidec-ara to fit all makes,
English and American.

RENNOC Co. again aet you to send for their

i-;it;iiugue, the moat comprehensive issued uy :iay

manufacturers.

RENNOC Motors, Ltd.. 155a, Marlboroush Rd.. Upper
Holloway, N.19. Thone : Homsey 1589. [2319

SIDECAR Wheels, 26x2Voin., black enamelled. No. 2

Carhub, complete with axles, 12/- each; 28x3in.,

bright, 3B. Carhub, 10 g. spokes, with spindles, 26/- each.

SIDECAR Mudguards, 28x3in.x4iu., valance, no stays,
' bright, 7/9 each; 28x3in.x5in., ditto, ditto, bright,

7/9 each; 26x2V2in., valance, stays and clip, bright,

10/6 each.

MICHELIN Rims onlv, 650x65, black enamelled.
5/- each.—The Birch Aircraft Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., 169-171, High Rd., Willesden Green, N.W.IO.
[2476

BARGAINS.-Gloria cane sidecar, £6/19/6: Euby
coach sidecar, £9/10/6; Hercules coach, £9/10/6;

large Bowser seat child, £12/10/6.—Booths" Motorics,

Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar, suit

Triumph, B.S.A., £18/15/6.—Bootlifi' Motoiies.

Halifax.

BARGAINS.-New large size coach bodies, lockei

under seat, £6/19/9; featherweight sidecar,

£12/10/6; rane sidecar, £6/10/6.—Booths' Motoriei

Porthind I'lace, Halifax. [2312

MILLS-FULFORD Coaclibuilt Sidecar, black and gold,

newly painted, Cameo screen, apron, good tylre, 4-

poiut, off Sunbeam; £16, bargain.—15, Ranelagh Gar-

dens, Iirord. [2429

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage worry and expence. Attach'ed to motor

will go through passage 28in. Tandem and single

bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in lew seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.

Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St.. Birming-
ham. [0152

WILLOWBROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest
designs, first-class finish

;
prices from 17 gns.

Write for catalogue. Repairs undertaken, hoods, wind
screens, eLc-The Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.

[0335
BASTONES for Sidecars. Tou cannot do better.

—Sidecars, complete, slightly (toiled, from
£13/17/6; bodies from £4; also a few Montgomery
No. 1 and sporting models, slightly soiled, to be
cleared cheap.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
London, N.l. Tel. : 2481 North. [3000

PARAGON (patent) Folding Sidecar saves scoragc,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itself

absolutely reliable. Fits any make of motor cycle,
and, when folded, combination will ^ass through a
30in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.-Win
cycle Co.. Ltd., 236, High Holborn, W.Cl. [0388

ROBINI Mfg. Co.~End of season's bargains. Under-
slung chassis, complete with new tyre find tube,

and body complete with Coverall apron. £12/10; Mill-
ford chassis, complete tyre and tube, etc., new bulbous
back body, complete with adjustable wind screen and
apron, £12/15; wonderful offer. See Body column.
Caniage extra. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.—Robini Mfg.
Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [2927

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
1 Q20 Morgan G.P. ; £120; excellent condition.—4,J-t/ li;irnley St., Shelton, Stoke-on-Trent. [2435

CARDEN-J.A.P. 6-8h.p., splendid condition, just over-
bauled; £40, -or ncare?t.-01d Bank, Hasleiflere.

[2921

PHlLIPsoNi
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAK COMBINED

Philipson's
Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.

The l.igtitest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the market
!or direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to the

weight of a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke

machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines:

2-stroke. 4-stroke .

LEVIS, TRIUMPH,
O.K., NORTON,
CALTHORPE, ROVER,
VILLIERS SINGE;R,

etc. COULSON-
BLACKBURNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Puliey to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to

the machine or "staggering" of

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a

single-speed 2-stroke into a speed model
— lite lightest speed model on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send lay Illustrated Booklei

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wheels or pinions
to cliew up.

What IS your make ? Write as

REDUCED
PRICE £7 7 Carriage

Paid

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
A'-tley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 yeeLTs.)

'Safetv. IJoIton.' 'PhjnP 147 Ea.^lev

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLI: CARS.
BEDELIA.—Tlie new 1922 ivaler-coolwl iiicvlel, 8 10

h.y., wde-by-.sitle seitting.

BEDELIA.—FiLst in 1909, f<rPino=t in 1922; tli':

most L'omfortiiblo 2-seatei' cycle cnr.

BEDELIA.—Tlin ronifortaWc .irtjustalile fliair ieats

Mill pleii£0 you. Detachable wheels.

BEDELIA.—Tlio luxurious cnntilever <;pnn},'iut' will

ileliglit you. TJiiee sjieefU and levei-e.

BEDELIA.—The simple and eftlticnt tnmsmission
will appeal lo you.

BEDELIA.—The low cost of upkeep will surpiise

juu—50 miles per gallon.

BEDELIA.—The Jlaxibility and speed will tempt yi u.

Hood and screen fitted.

BEDELIA.—A trial lun will" deci<le you. r:iira;

Air-cooled ino<lel. £185; water-cooled uiude',

£195; immediate deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Your old car or motor cycle tid;en iu

part payment. Full value allowed.

BEDELIA.—The new Bedelia can be supplied cm

extended payments; £100 down and 12 monthly

payments of £8 Jor aircooled, or £9 for water-cooled

BEDELIA.—Sole concessionnaires for the British

Empire (all the British Isles, Domimons, and

Dependencic.') ; L. N. Palmer (Proprietor). Palmeis

Garage, Tooting
mailed free.

A P. liEY, 378-381, Eiiston Rd., N.W.I, has lor

immediate or eaily delivery:

ORGAXS, all models.

Catalosues and full descriptive matter
[2841

M^
1922, 4-wlieeler model;

Payments arranged.—

J stock.—A. P.

N.W.I. 'Phone;
[1007

COVENTKY PREMIER,
£250.

TJOTER Sh.p. Model: £220.

f^ .N.. all models

EXOHAKQES or Deferred
'Phone: Museum 6436.

MORGANS, second-hand, several

Rey, 378-384, Euston Rd.,

Museum 6436.

HALIFAX.-Morsan Sh.p., £105; another with hood

and screen, £95.-Halifax Motor Exchange, Hoiton

St., Halifax. l'""^^

10 21-22 De Luxe Morgan, W.C, lav-islily equipped;

ly £150.-Hillier (side bell), 9. Wallingtord .\v

North Kensington. L^/'li

1 021 Morgan. M.A.O. engine, water-cooled. a;rn

ly body painted red; £ieo.-Copp3n, Allan and

Co., 89. Gt. Portland St. [X402o

Coventry' premier Suner Runabout (showroom

model, unsoiled), dynamo lighting, spare wheel;

bargain, £195.-West, 42, Cranbrook Ed., Iltord. [2559

T022 Morgan, Peugeot, Rover; all models for imiue-

i-iJ diate delivery; easy payiueuts 4% extra.-riie

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., liirmingham. [X4044

WAUOHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
GN. cj'cle car, new 1922 model, saxe hlne flnish,

all-weather model; price £215; easy terms niranged^^^

NEW and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes; good selectron in "stock: cash, ea<y

payments, or exchange.-Service Co., 292. High Holboni.

w'.C.l. 1"°'^

HUMIJERETTE, water-cooled, used business :iiid le-

li;ibilitv accordingly, all on, tools, spares; f 90
;
ex-

ciianee Triiimph.-Pcarce, Surveyor, Homeflelds Rd^
Hunstanton. ' 1^^="""

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-cyh water-

cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno; 300 gus: iin-

mediate delivery.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. Portand St.,

London. W,l ff736

ROVER New 1922 Sh.p. Model in Stock; l>i-i''=

£220.—Authorised Agents, Elce, Ltd., 15-lb,

Bishopsgatc Av., Camomile St., E.C.-3. ?'}<!"«:

Avenue 5548. [0076

lOiTiGNS. ; exchanges a speciality.-Gemiine 1921

J-Oi/ G.N. de Luxe. 2-seater. dickey, dynamo, 2

si.are wheels, shock absorbers, speedometer; any examina-

tion, trial.—Below.

mrkGNS. ; e.xchanges a speciality.—1921 Caiden 2-

t/i/ scaler De Luxe, lavishly eauipped, detachable

ivheels and spare, only run about 800 miles; cost £155.

-Seabridge, Hansler Ed., East Dulwich. Sydeiihain

2452.
•

!•
^^^

MORGAN, Grand Prix, late model, water-cooled

8-lOh p .1 A P., discs, hood, wind screen, lamps,

licence, splendid condition; £110; exclianges.-63,

Solon Rd., Brixton. 12756

WAUCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane, Ixjndon, E.C.--

New 1922 Morgan Grand I'rix, show model, special

show flnish. fully eauinped; price £180, plus eost ot

extras; cash or easy terms. U9a4

GN 1922, immediate delivery, .dynamo lighting

horn, speedometer, aluminium dash, etc.; £225.

-Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile SU
E.C.3. 'Phone: Avenue 6548. 10U77

1ft21 Bleriot Whippet, hand starter, electric liglit-

-Lt> ins spare wheel, perfect condition throughout;

85 gns.; 'deferred piymerrt and exchangcs.-Edwarrls

50 Harrington Rd., South Kensington. 12940

^11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the nutnber at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. B31
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

A.C. Socinblee, by the A.C. Co., dPi'eiKla)iIe runabouts,
t.tke 2 persons anyw]ie:e, R'ood t'Onditinu and

.nppear.nnce, fully equipped, from £50 ~±Q £85: trinl.

—

29. Allsop St., Upper Baker St.. London, N.W. [1168

£85.-1921 Caideu. complete with Inmps, liorn, liood,

srteeu, spee<loir/;fer, spring c^eat. etc.. guarnnteed
in exi^tlent running order, like neiv: trial; bargain

;

seen Birkenhe.ad.—Bos 7.869, e/o The Motor Cycle.
[2630

GARDEN 1921 He Luxe, djnarao lighting, clock,
speedometer, amp. meter, electric horn, lots of

spaies, condition as new, cost over £200; £105.—
Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Ed., N.VV. Hamp
stead 7822. . ^

CARS FOR SALE.THERE IS NOTHING PERFECT,^^,,,
c 192 h ,,,, ,, jT k . >, . .• I- » » IJOVEE Cars.— 1922 8h.p. mode

; price £220. earlvidmittedly but by concentrat)iig m one direction it is Xi dclivery.-Godfrer's, Ltd., 208, U-t I'Sitlimd Bt
possible to become a specialist and to know more about

i London, W.l. 10350
that particular subject than someone else who tries to -p OVER Cars.-The famous ~1922 8h.p. models '-

M

jearn the lot,

I deal only in Douglas Motor Cycles, Spare Parts, Repairs,
3nd Specialities; therefore 1 know my subject well.

MY LATEST is a new rear spring for the 4 h.p. Side-
car. It gives double the movement of the usual spring,
and is twice as comfortable. Further, it is unbreakable,
and carries 12 months' gnaraatee.- Each spring, and in-

_ voice is numbered- If a spring breaks in this period^
[2948 'return the invoice and the broken spring, and I will

ORGANS.-1922 models can be delivered from .^/P'^^e it free. Isn't this fair ? And the price is only

stock immediately; any specification: exchanges; j*' o—the price ot a standard sprmg.
extended terms; spares for all models.—Elce, Ltd.,
15-16, Bishcpsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone:

j

Avenue 5548 ' [0075 -

1 ft 20 A.V .Monocar, electric light, speedometer, Lucas
At' uiechnniciil horn, etc., in heiiutiful condition

j

fhionglKiut, veiy fast: take £65 cosh («oith more): ex-,
ehnnpe Tiinini)h, Sunlienm, Morgan.—Stone, 280, Glen-

1

f-ester Ed.. Horfield, Bristol. [2588
j

"IQ21 Moigan de Luxe, lOh.p. SI.A.G. engine, natei-

1

JiiJ Woolen, ivith hood and scieen, lamns and gener-

1

ntor, mech.'inieal horn, lif;enre paid, fully eqiiiijr'fd,
'

mileage under 100, condition as new; owing to ill-hp;ilt]i,

must sell; offers; any trial.—Foremnn, 52, Barton SI..

Gloucester. [2680
,

TAXI-COMBINATIONS AND CABS.
EXCELSIOR Sh.p. Blackburne, Burman gear, Lucas

Magdyno, Watfonian cab with roof light, Pyrene
extinguisher, spare wheel, complete with meter and
insurance until May; 200 gns.; only used 6 weeks.—
Watsonian, Conybere St.,- Birmingham. [2887

CARS FOR SAtC.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for purchasing. Auction every Thursday.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—^35 down and 12
"monthly payments £5 secures superb Napier 5-

seater, dynamo lighting.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—^40 down and 12
monthly payments £7 secures splendid Belsize

5-=eater,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£60 down and 12
monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p, Singer 2-

seater, dynamo lighting.

12
axle

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£30 down and
monthly payment-: £5 secures reliable live

Panhard waggonette 12-seater.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-£35 down and 12
monthly payments £6 secures Overland 5-seater.

dynamo lighting,, self-starter.

PALMER'S Garage, ^Tooitng.—£40 down and '

12
monthly payments £8 secures splendid Sheffield-

Simplex landaulet.

TpALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
-- monthly payments £8/10 secures magnificent Oak-
land 7-Eeater, dynamo lighting, self-starter.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
-*- monthly payments £8 secures excellent Renault
12-seater waggonette.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
-"7 ,

™o"thIy payments £7/10 secures reliable Renault
^4 landaulet.

' -

v

T3ALMER'S Gnrage, Tooting.—£20 down and 12
J- monthly payments £4 sseeures reliable Napier

p.A.LMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£36 down and 12
*- monthly payments £5 secures reliable Belsize cab-
landaulet.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£40 down and 12
-t monthly payments £8 secures Studebnker landau-
let, dynnmo lighting. ,=elf-stnrter.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12^ njonthly p?yments £7 secure* smart Minerva tour-
ing c-iir, 16h.p monobloe engine.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
-- monthly pnymeuts £7/10 secures splendid La'

" Euire ?4 InndJiulet.

T>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
-*- monthly payments £5 secures jreliable Darracn
(enclosed valves) chassis.

"pALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£25 down and 12
-l monthly payments £4 secures reliable S.C.A.T.
10-12-se4iter waggonette. - . .

pALMER'S Gnrage, Tooting.—£40 dmra and 12
-•i- monthly payments £7/10 fiecuies Fiat light lan-
d:inlet.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
J- monthly payments £6 secures smart Benz lan-
daulet.

PALMER'S Garage." Tooting.-£25 down and 12
monthly inyments £5 secures excellent 12-1 4h,p

Fiat chassis.

p.^LMER'S Garage, Tooting.—All above cars are in
-B- good running order. For cash don-n price deduct
J 0% from above 'totals.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

- ""
[2842

Co.
stock for immediate delivery; £220.~Eagles and
275, High St., Acton, London. [0761

4-SEATLR Perry 8h.p., 2-cyl., 1916, escelleht con-
dition, usual accessories; 90 gns., or exchan'f-

Please call.—26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. [2700

COVENTRY Premier, 1922, 4-wheel model; £250;
immediate delivery; cash or deferred payments.—

Hiitclifle Bros.. 200. Gt, Portland St., W, " [0730
GTLDEEAKER 5-seater Touring Car, just repaintf-l,
•^ bh-nutilu! appearance and condition; £80 cash, (

r

take a Morgan.—Bunting's Exchange, Wealdistoue. [2878

h.p. Horstman, 4-cyI-. 2-seater, starter, Hghting, ho-
«^ etc.; sell cheap, or take motor cycle and cash; ,.

real beantv.-Ramsden's, May Bell Av., BlackpooL [2582

ZOOVI ! ZOOVF ! !

My wonderful Exhaust Svs^em is

still the biggest seller of the day.
It adds ^10 to any 2J h.p. Douglas,

Sckt>^Mlavi=c^r^Ka^ e.tra.-RatciiHe Bros., 2001 Ot;" Poraand^St;, W.l

ROVER Sh.p. Light Car, 1922 models, dynamo
lighting; £220 cash; deterred payments 1'/,

\

[0729
TX/'EST NORWOOD undoubtedly continues

» eminently conspicuous amongst discerning bar-
gain-hunters' objectives. (Comment absolutely uji-
necessary.)

"\TrEST NORWOOD.-Advertised date-, ' guarantr.td
T* accurate. Many cars really exceotional condi-

tion. Exchanges entertained.

WEST N0RAV00D.-6h.p. Rover 2-Eeater, mag.,
Zenith, taxed, £35; 191£i/4 Warrick Auto-

carrier, £45.

a standard silencer costs to-day
37 /6. Everybody is satisfied with
them. Mr. Charles F. Stagg, New-
port, writes—" I received the pipe
before the Speed Trials and was
successful in gaining the Challenge
Cup for the fastest thne in the 350
c.c." I have made ar;.-angements
to-j^r-oduce 250 sets a week, and can
send by return.

AIR"COOLE^ VA^VE CAPS 117^^'^ NORWOOD.-20-28h.p. Darracq chassis. 4-
were ongmated by me. I have' VV speed gate. Zenith, £50; 12h.p. Alldays van,
sold over 5,000 for 2;^ h.p. and(£60; lOh.p. Adams 4-Eeater, smart, taxed, £65.
4 h.p Douglas Machines.- They

I
ttteST NORWOOD.-lOh.p. Sizaire sporting 2-seater,prevent knockmg, make your en-| VV fast, smart, £75. 19151/4 Indian combination!

gme give full power on loni; hills,
I

£75; 15h.p. Wliite steam tourer, taxed, £85.
and let you drive "all out" without TTTTTQT KcsTfiTrnnrx t^i ta 1 ^ -r ..

drying up. They were used|W — NORWqOD.-12h.p. Duhanot 3-seater.

by many T.T. riders, and the
winners of the Grand Prix used
them. Many have copied my design
but cannot fathom my alloy. My
price is 4 - per cap, and remember
they are guaranteed,

POWER.
Do you appreciate mo e power,
tetter petrol and oil consumption
better compression, and an engine
that does not carbon nor gum
up nor oil the plugs ? If so, vou
should insist on fitting my Twin
Rings, made under a patented pro-
cess. They are the most scientific
rings manufactured, and every one
is guaranteed. 23 h.p. 1-/6, 4 h.p.
1 8 each. Racing men say " Thev
are IT."

A CLEARANCR LINE
of new and guarant ed Saddles
tadjustable springs), whi;h
may be tensioned for any
weight ; beautifully finished
solid leather top on steel pan ;

fi,ts a 2.5 h.p. frame perfectly,
giving a low riding position,
and" does not foul the sidecar
connection on the 4 h.p. Only
a few left. My price, 25 -

;

elsewhere, 35/--

I have lots of other Douglas
Specialities, including Barrel
Valve Springs: Racing, 2;-
per pair ; Touring, 1 ,6 per
pair. Large Metal Armoured
Solid Leather Two-strap Tool
Bags for 4 h.p. Douglas, price
12/6, usual price 20/-; and
for 2j h.p. (smaller), 9/-.
Only a limited supply. Black
Inflators, fit Douglas Clips
6.'-; usually 8/6.

Remember, my service is a

return service. Everytning
you order you get by return,
and, if you are not satisfied,
return the article, and your
money .is returned without
deductions—That's my policy

ALL DOUGLAS MODELS demonstrated and supplied.

TRADE—Send your enquiries.

B32

Official Douglas Agent,

140, Victoria Street, BRISTOL
Telephone 3792.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

dickey, raonobIo.\ £85; 3-ton 1913 worm drive
De Dion, £85-

TX/'EST NOKWOOD.

£100
TTTTEST NORWOOD

12-14h.p. Unix; van,- detacli-
ables, sump, £95; 3-ton L.G.O.C. lorry, good,

£125.

12h.p. 4-cyl. Darracq 2-seater.
dickey, 4-cyl., enclosed valves, gate, repainted;

WEST NOjaWOOD.—1913 coupe light car, 8-.10h.p.,
smart, £125; 30-c\vt. Gobron-Brillie - lorry,

solids. £125.

WEST NORWOOD.—lOh.p. 1915 Whiting-Grant
light car, 4-cyl., monobloe, £125; G.l

>eater, taxed, £135.

WEST NORWOOD.—15-20b.p. Mit_chell semi-sporting
2-seater. smart, £135; '

'

extra large van, £135.

'.K. 2:

1-ton Ford, solids, mag..

WEST NORWOOD.—12-15h.p. Gladiator torpedo 4-

seatfer, smart, £135; 12h.p. 4-cyl. Sizaire-Naudin
torpedo 2-seater,-dickey, smart, £145.

WEST NORWOOD.-3-ton Knight-Daimler-engined
iNlaudslay lorry, £145; 18h.p. 6-cyl. Horblck

streamline tourer, £150; 16h.p. Bell landaulet, en-

closed valves, roomy, £150.

WEST NORWOOD.—lOh.p. 4-cyl. Swift light car,-

enclose^ valves, £165; 16-22h.p. Napier ex-

ambulance chassis, £165.

WEST NORWOOD —Smart 12-14h.p. Fiat landau-
let, 4-speed, monobloe, £175; 1915 Singer light

car, £185.

WEST NORWOOD.— 15.9h. p. Arrol-Jolinston stream-
line 4-seatcr, detachable wheels, enclosed valves,

repainted, taxed; £185.

WEST NORWOOD.— 2--ton 1915 Palladium, worm
drive. £135: 3-ton Kelly-Springfield, exception-

ally good one, £185.

WEST NORWOOD.—Smart lOh.p.' streamline 4-

seater, detachable steel wheels, 4-cyl., monobloe,

smart; £185.

WEST NORWOOD.—Exceptionally fine Iris landau
let. £185; 15-20h.p. Studebaker coupe, starter,

dynamo.' £185.

WEST NORWOOD.—Above list all under _ £200.
Postcard procures complete printed list with

dozens others, £200-£750. all on view here.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the Absolutely Straight Motor
Man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood. Call

9-6 Saturdays 4. No business Sundays. Trams and
buses pass. Please call. (Established 1902.) [2937

HALIFAX.—Jowett 2-seater, Sept., 1920, morleiate

mileage, many extras, f24St 1920 Sh.p. Richard-

son dickey seat, f140.—Halifax Motor Eichang^e, Horton
St., Halifax. [2624

BET^SIZE Coupe, 18h.p., suit traveller, Mulliner
body cost £320 alone, runs beautifully; £140,

or exchange Ford or combination.—51, Maplethorpe
Rd., - Thornton Heath. [2661.

EXCHANGES a Speciality.—Good modern 2 and 4-

seaters always in stock at bargain prices. Your
motor cycle taken in part exchange.—Seabridge Motors,

Hansler Rd., East Dnlwich. Sydenham 2452. [7766

CHASSIS, chain drive, Peugeot, all complete less

engine, mechanically as new, radiator and bonnet,

4-speed gear box; bargain, ,^
£14 lot.—Butterworth

Garage, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone : Streatham
2813. [2815,
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Ir
CARS FOR SALE.

• 1 Q19 Chevrolet Touring Car, dvBamo lighting, self

I'^Xi/ starter, 5 detaehable wlieels, repainted as new.

any trial given; bargain, £160,
cvcle or combination with cash,

Herno Hill, .S.E.14.

exchange motor
-5, Norwood Kd,,

[2331

HUMBER Smart 2-Eeatcr, with dickey seat, 12h.p.,

4-cyl., Bosch, economical, last. Binks carburetter,

nearly new tires, simple, reliable, guaranteed perfect,

lamps, tools; trial any time; bargain, *80.—Stepney
Carages, 77, Salmon Lane, Commercial Rd., Stepney,
l,ondon. 'Phone: East 4542. [2683

I

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
•h.p. Twin Bat-Jap, tradesman's combination
P excellent order, tyres good; £20; sacrifice Wav-

[2738nard, 161, Bowes Rd

FIAT Lorries, 2'/>-ioia, 1

to be (^een and tried at 5, Canning IMns^e, tliove

WAUCHOPE'S,
1922 2''.,h.p.

Bowes Park, N.ll.

918, in very good order: £145 :

" ~ " ig lMn,^e, tlio "

Lane, Cami'erwcll, S.E. (Ne;nest station, Denmark Hill,

from Victoria or Loudon Bridge.) [2480

9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
New Comet, 3-speed Stnrmey.

Archer, with tradesman's carrier attached, roomy,
suitable fishmonger, grocer, bilker etc. : £91/7. [2993

THOEiS'TCEOFT LojrieS, 1918, all in top-hole order,

ruii very nice
;

price £250, or exchange for good
combination.— 5, Canning l*lace, Grove Lnue, Camber-
ivell, S.E, (Ne;irest station Denmark Hill, from Vic-

toria or London Bridge.) . [2481

RENAULT Lorries, 2-ton, 20h.p., undsrslung, back
axle, 1919, verv fast, make ideid ehar-n-banc; price

£225, or exchange good combination.— 5, Canning Place,

(iiove Lane, Cambenvell [nearest station Denmark Hill,

ti-ini Victoria or London Bridge). [2479

COLMO
DEPOT
Why not save

£10
on your new

Douglas,

TRY Wjiucliope's,
eiisy terms.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
Shoe Lane. Loudon. E.C.4. fnr '

[8428
,

SECOND-HAND Models at special rotes. Send
retjuirements.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 11

St., HiililJis,

Tj^Olt Best Troatinent and

[2026

f-ycie rars,
second-hand, wiite
W.C.l

best terms for light rnrs.

motor cycles of any make, new or

Service Co.. 292. Hish Holboru.
IC672

ENGINES.

P. and M. Engine, £7/10; new one. £10; all spare?
in sto^k.— 147, Burlington St.. Liverpool. [172J

81i.p.. J.A.P. Engine, Bosflt mag., new Binks, in good
Older; what ofler-s?—10, Suffolk Sq., Cheltenliam.

[2516

N.S.U. 6h.p. Twin, comiilete; £5/10; als« magneto,
t'iultnretter.— S. Grubb, Fingringhoe, Colchester.

[2426
t^ A / _—A.I.V. Engine, sturdy Imilrl, good condition;
i "/ evening.?.—Numi, 107, London St., Heading.

[2483
3 ill. p. Twin J.A.I'. Engine", adjustable puUev, Bosch.

2 Sen^piav, exhaust; £12.-177, Earlsfiekl Ed..
S.\V.18. [2545

P.
and M. Engines, complete- les.9 mag;., carburetter,
ex-R.A.F.; £6.—Simpson, Engineer, Sunbiirv-on-

Tharaes. [2732

Moore Engine, overhauled, ready for
frame, all .sprockets; 8 gns.—7, Hereford Rd..

Bayswater. [2953

. roraplete with magneto,
-Barker's Motors, 194, Bal-

ham High Ed., S.W.12. ^ [2547

23.h.p. 2-.stroke. 1922, brand new, eminent make,
•4 complete Ic;;^ mag. and carburetter; £8.-1.

Gosta Green, Birmingham. [2763

MOTOR Cyfle Engine Parts, 2'/ih.p. 2-stroke, suffi-

cient to assemble about 50 engines; £100, or
near offer.—M. Supply, 1. Gosta Green, Birmingham.

[2762

J.A.P. Engine. 61i.p.. in new condition ; £18/10.—
Li^ht C^T and Mntor Cycle Engineering, Co., Ltd..

26, Tulse Hill, Brixton ('/- niin. from Brixton Skating
Rink). Tel.: Brixton 1292. •

-'
[2552

BRAND New Precision Engines. SV^h.p., 2-3troke.
complete with mai^neto. large exhaust box and

extension pipe. £15: Clyno 6h.p. engines, fitted new
parts, £8/10: P. and M. engines. £6; B.S.A. 3V'h.p.,

' in new condition, with belt pulleys, £8.—Marble Arch
Motor Exchange. 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone:
Padd. 789.

,
.. '. [2967

J.A.P. Engines. J.A.P. engines.. J.A.P, .engines.

—

I have the largest stock of J.A.P^ engines and
parts in England; over 30 engines always in stock to
Eelect from, and the prices: 5h.p. twin, £17; 8h.p.
fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, ;e20;"and
8h.p., as new, .£18/10; and someSh.p. at £15, and
all parts lor 8h.p. J.A.P. in stock.* For parts look
in Parts and Accespories; .stamp tor reply.—Hawkins.
455. York Rd., Wandsworth. (7723

-pHELON

HENDERSON Engine. 1914,
good" condition ; £25.-

IGNITION. LIGHTING.
lyrAGNETOS 50% Below List.

A PPLY Vale Engineering Syndicate,

Central 877.

ETC.

9 nnd 10,
E.C.3. Tel.:

[0698

IGNITION. LIGHTING, ETC.

In order to ge. a re-
bate on our 1921
business, we took de-
livery of a large
quantity of

DOUGLAS
We oiler these at a

Special Price
until cleared,

30 2!
Two- Speed,

Why b.iy a reco.i-

ditioned E^econd-hand
Doug^las whe:i you
can get a Brand New
Dcugias for

£65
Owin^ to

low price
unable to

exchanges.

the very
we are
consider

COLMORE
DEPOT

BOSCH nnd M-L Sinpleg, varinble ignition, giinran
tued; 30/-.— 84, Greenside Bd., Croydon. [2760

Birmingham :

31, Colmore Row.

Liverpool:
24, Paradise Streat.

M anchester :

200, Deansgae

Leicester:
62, H gh Strea.

JJBI

H.B. Ignition Co. carry Inrge stocks of new and
secoud-Iumd iiintfaetos Thciiufion-Benuett 42, 45,

50, 55, and 180°. uin^lo and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. lor ti.Ning on Triunipli,
' P.M.,

B.S.A., J.A.P., Dou^lHs, etc., £2/10, postage 1/G

C.A.V. clock twin, lor ajili-P- Dongius, etc., £2/15

will lake your old uuignetp in paymentJJB

H.B.Ev
„. sends all magnetos on npprovnl against ra.«li

Every magneto dispatched cany H.B. 12 niuiitljs"

guarantee.

H.B. Ignition Co. I'L'hone: Buxton 6101, 78, New
Talk nd., Bii.\ton Hill, London. [0694

!
(^ OVERNMENT Suvplns Magneto.s (nnnsedl.

HATING Purchased tlie entile stock ol tlie follow-

in; niakeii of masnetos, we are able to offer tlieui

at Imge discounts.—Below.

anti Thomson-Bennett
' 55, a "

clock

BOSCH Single, clock or _-, ^
single or twin, clock or anti, 42, 45, 50, -55, and

180 degrees, £2/15: C.A.V. single or twin,

.luti, £2/10; special long diiving spindle fur Kurtse,

lifted to any ol the above niaguetoi, 10/- extra. Postase

on the above 1/6 extra.

THESE Magnetos are fitttd with vrnial.lc ignition

and leads, and are fitted with lia-<'i>lates leady to

l» immediately fitted on. Please state make of engine

when ordering.

(~( OVEPNMENT Surplus.—New plugs in boxej ;
A.C.

T (Titan), 1/6 each: K.L.O., types FS, VB, V5, and

Its, 1/8 eiH'h; Lodge, types E nnd US, 1/8 e;ich. Post-

:ige on orders of one plug 3d., four or more post tiee.

HIGH-TENSION Wiie, new, unperished; 9mm., Sd.

per yard 25 varrt coil 8/6, postage on coll 1/-;

7 mm., 4d. per yaid, 25 yard coil 6/-, postage on coil

9d. ; 3 mm., 2d. per vard, 25 yard coil 2/6, postage

on coil 6d. All goods on approval per return post on

receipt of cash. Money lefnnded if not satisfied.

COUNTY of London Engineering Woiks, Ltd., 51a,

New Park Bil., Brixton Hill, London, S.U. Icl.:

Strentham 2898. T.A.: Ignitionac, Biixstiet, London.
[2472

ELIANCE Magneto Kepairing Co tor repairs, ami

new magnetos.—See below.

"QELIANCE guarantee to return your magneto with

/V in 3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with- '.

written guarantee for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under

ail running conditicns, and, as we contract "'

many of the largest concerns, you need Jiave no hesi-

tation in placing your repairs and orders wilh u».

ELIANCE manufacture and stock spares for

Thomson-Bennett. E.I.C.. Splitdorf, U.ll., Bosch,

Dixie, etc.; special line genuine platinum screws loi

every make, 12/ per pair.

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice free c(

charge upon any question concerning ignition

troubles, as we place our long-standing experience at

your disposal, and old and new customers may be cer

tain ol getting the usual promptness and courtesy that
— have always endeavoured to give.—Reliance ma .

- — - St. John St., London, E.C.l.

Co., 283, St. John

W

w

the
See our

neto Repairing Co., 283;

RELIANCE Magneto Ilepairi..6 ^^., —, --
,„^

St., E.C.I.. tor new and second.hand magnetos.-

See below. /

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new and unused,

single-cyl., clock or anti, suit any machine, price

55/-; twins, 45, 48, 50. 55, 60, 180 degrees, for J.A.f.,

Clyno, Douglas, etc., price 65/-. See our guarantee-

Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, new. sinele-cyl. and 180° twm=
clock or anti, ideal for Douglas, Levis, Calthoipe.

O.K.. or any lightiveight ; these magnetos are^ol

finest workmanship throughout; price 55/-.

guarantee.—Below.

OSOH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as

new, single-cyl., suitable lor any stationaiy en-

gine or big single, i£3/15; twins, any degree, ready

to drop on Indian, Harley, or any big twin, *4/b, a

powerful spark at low speed, ensuring easy starling.

All the above magnetos are variable ignition and nitea

short-circuiting switch. See our guarantee.— Below.

UARANTEE.—Every magneto that leaves our

works, no matter what the price or make, carries

a written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same

is in good order at lime of sale, but a plainly written

statement Ihat we guarantee every machine against an

defects for a period ol 12 months. This, we maintain,

jnstifle.s us in charging a few shillings more than cci-

tain of our competitors..

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one ol the

largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon lor a straight deal at the right price When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their wrrks

to see any of the ' above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reli.ance

Magneto Repairing Co., 283. St. John St., London

E.0.1. f°°'°

10,000 Apollo Plnss, '2/- dozen, sonlple 1/6; special

price for quantities.—Holland and Day. Chcliiisfuid^
[245c'

B'

G^

All letters relating to ndvertis^ments should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A17
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IGNITION. LIGHTING. ETC.
K.L.G. W.D. epniking Pings, i^onderful value, 4 for

5/-, post free.—Tliompson, 59, Queeu St., Wolver-
]i:inipton. [79^'^

DYNAMOS, 6 Tolt. 8 amp., cut-out, Lucas, fliird
bruth control; £5 each.—Jenner, 165, Cliurch St.,

Miieham. [5703

C.A.V. Magneto, single, nnti-clock, latest type, brand
new: 90/-. 'Phone: Waltham Cross 299.—Stanley

r.i^s., "Walthnm Abbey. [2566

"I A Only, brand new C.A.V. waterproof guaranteed.
J-" magnetos lor Douglas motor cycles; nccept 42/6
I'.icli.—Milliirds. Magneto Specinlists, Chesterfield. [2506

DASH Switchboards, 4-way, with ammeter, 20/-; with
ammeter and Yoltnieter, 35/- each nett.— Leslie

JDixou and Co. [Dept. H.I.), 9, Colonial Av., Miuories,
E.l. [0760

CHELTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, i=elf-starters,

lighting plants, etc. ; London experts employed.—
Norwood M.ifineto Works, 95, Bath Ed., Cheltenham,
'Phone: 1256. [0758

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetosr new. guaranteed
perfect, slightly soiled, single or 180° twin, rari'

fible ignition, switch terminal, clock or anti; £2; post-

age 6d.—Brockbank, 58, Loid St., Soiithport. [0756

DYNAMOS, 6 and 12 volt, £5; switchboards with
ammeter, 3 switches, and fuse, 22/6 ; complete

sets, guaranteed, £7/5; cycle and car torpedo electric
lamps, 10/- each.—Leslie Dixon and Co., 9, Colonial Av.,
Minories, E.l. [2521

MAGNETO and Dynamo Repairs Service, also self-

starters, batteries, and general electrical equip-
ment are speedily and thoroughly repaired by the
Runbaken Repairs and Spares Service, all work re-

turned indistinguishable from new. Spare parts for
every known make.—Connecticut Service Station.

THERE is a Service Depot in every large town. Call
to-day for a quotation. Head Ofifice and Works,

Derby St., Cheetham, Manchester; Manchester town
depot, 288, Dean?gate; London depot. 115, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l ; Leeds depot, 52, Woodhouse Lane;
LiveriK>ol depot, 65. Renshaw St.; Birmingham depot,
192, Corporation St.; Bristol depot, 14, Colston St.;
Paris depot, 40, Rue Brunei. [0258

SURPLUS Magnetos (with written guarantee one vear}.
' —M-L single, 35/-; B.L.LC. ditto, advance-retard,

42/-: Bosch ditto, 4-5/-: Thomson-Bennett and C.A.Y.
singles and twins, 50/-; spares for all makes; nragueto
repairs of every def^cription.—Whitdnle Magneto Service,
Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone: Cioydon 1625. [2585

OA/_ Each.—Not the price of a small repair job.
^f Vf

' Splitdorf magnetos, single, anti, variable
ignition, and guaranteed. These are the real thing,
not converted s'tarter magnetos (the only fault is, we
sell them too cheap); 30/- each.—Marble Arch Motor
Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone : Padd
789. [2965

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. (estab-
lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-
pairs of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return thera wiihin 24 hours. We have several new
and second-hand single and 2-cvl. magnetos in stock
all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repaiving and Winding

78. Hampstead Rd.. Enston, London, N.W 1Co.,
'Phone : Museum 1158.
London.

O

jyipTOTgCLE

Insurance Policy

TTHIS space will be oc-

cupied each week with

copies of letters from
Policy holders who have
made claims. Original

letters maybe inspected.

Dear Sirs,

Whilst I regret the incident

of the fire which damaged my
Motor Cycle Combination, 1 1eel

I must express my satisfaction

for the fair and courteous man-
ner, ill which you have dealt

with this matter.

Yours faithfully.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle
Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating The A itiocar Insurance
Department. Established 1904.)

Head OtSce :

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Telephone: City 9831 and 9832.

Telegrams: " Auloinsure, Cent, London."

T.A. : Kumaguclec, Eusroad,
[2445

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.
Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;

Splitdorf Olid Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-
trical scn'ico station; Tliomson-Bennett repairs and
spares. All repairs are tested on an approved A I.D
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 months. We hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plu"=
cables, V2-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co
329. Euston Rd., London. N.W.L 'Phone; Museulii
5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [0263

TYRES.
"\fOTOR Cycle Tyres on Easy Terms, standard makes;
-i-'-l- list post free.—J. G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield. [0.589
fpHREE E.vtra Heavy Bates. 28x3. with tabes, asJ- new; £5, or separate.—AUdridge. 451, High Rd ,UlisKick. |-2702

fpHE Difference between a good retread nnd a had
iTi 1

°" w' ]*' "''l<;2se. ,Try us. Watch results.-Melton
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636
CjCOTTISH Readers will find it advantageous to pur-iJ chase their tyres from McArthnr, Hill and Co.,
47, Carrick St., Glasgow. Lists post free. [9619
fpEY Our 3,000 Mil« Retread.—Repairs of everyA description. High-elass workmanship guaranteed
Eefiirii carnage paid.-Baxton Vulcanising Co., Buxton'
Berbyslme. [4255
(^EXTRAL Garage.—As a special Christmas offer to
^-^ all readers, we offer a brand new tube with any
rit the following covers: Palmer 26x214 at 25/-- ClincherKH. 26X2%X2W at 27/5; Hutchinson TT 26x2i'oX
214 at 35;-; Dunlcp W.D. E.H. 26x2% at 40V- Rom
combination (second-hand) 26x-5x2i;, at 30;-' Wood
Jlilne E.H. 700x80 (for 650x65) ai 41/-.

RDEE Early; only a limited number.—The Central
iiise. 302, London Ed., Thornton Heath. [2944

A18 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

E

TYRES.
"PCONTOMIC Tyre Co.—Great reduction in covers and
•V* tubes. All good* [-eiit ou 7 days' approval, car-
nage paid, against remittaui-e.

CO^'OMIC.—2414214 -oversize 2in. rims) CliiRl-er de
Lu-\e heavy, 25/-, listed £2.

ECONOMIC—26x21,1 Dunlop heavy, 37/3:' T.at.-^

W.D.. 30/-; Palmer W.D.. 33/-; special h.-;ivv

tubes, 6/-.

ECOXOMIC-—26x2% Bates special lieavv W.I),,
30/-; Hutchinson T.T., 29/-; special heavy tube.',

6/6.

ECONOMIC—26x21/2X214 Goodvear clearan. e, 42,'6:
Avon rubber stud extra heavy. 30/-; Clincher de

Luxe. 30/-.

ECONOMIC.-650X65 Goodyear clearance. 30/-;
700x80 Goodyear clearance, 50/-; tubes. W.U.,

6/-.

ECONOMTO.—Eully guaranteed Dunlop rubber stud,

24x2 22/6. 24x'2l4 24/9, 26x2 24/6, 26x214
25/9.

ECONOMIC Tire Co., 314. New Cross Ed.. S.E.14
inear Town Halll. 'Plioue: New Cross 1393. [1978

BURST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remoulded,
made perfect, tub© vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading ; send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray. [0347

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H.'F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.-The Motor Tyre Co.. 66, High St., West Broni-
wicL. [6068

STARTLING Offer.—New Beldam covers, 26x2 or 214
20/- each, 26x21/2 30/., 28x3 35/-, 650x65 40/-,

700X80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each.—The Homerton Enblier
Works, Brookeby's Walk, Homerton. E.9. [0331

TANKS.
TANKS for B.S.A., new, 42/6: 1910, I921.-Coventrv

Tankers, Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [X8993

TANK for Triumph, new, 42/-; 1910, 1921.-Coventry
Tankers. Ltd., Hearsall Works, Coventry. [X8992

TANKS Re-enamelled from io/6.—Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. London.

[2808
TANKS Eenovated, makers' designs, transfers, 15/6.

—WhitW'Ofth Motor Renovating Co., 7, ^aunu'ca
Row, Biiniingham. [1796

COVENTRY Tankers, Ltd.. makers to the principal '

manufacturers
;

petrol tanks for any style suji-

plied, extra capacity.-Hearsall Works, Coventry. [7464

TANKS Made or Repaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
fered;' handle-bars, etc., plated.- Established 30

rears.-Attwood's, 86, Rosebery Av., Loudon. E.C.I.
(6997

ALL Manner of Repairs, rebuilds, etc., to any pat-
teru. l-'irst-clase eoanielling. Eeasonable charges

:ind quick delivery.—Day, i7, St. Luke's Rd., Biruliiig-

'ham. [9367

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At-

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25
years. - [3601

TRIUMPH Riders.—We are supplying a special large

2',,i gallon tank for this machine: old tank
I taken in ~ part payment ; write for full particulars.—
, Foriield Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa.
I [X4085
BRAND New Clvno Tanks with all fittings, includ-

ing Best and Lloyd lubricator. 50/-: without
fittings, second-hand, in perfect condition. 18/-.

—

Marble Arch l\Iotor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2,
Phone : Padd. 739. . [2966

AVERY'S Stock Tanks for Douglas, Triumph, Ivy,
B.S.A., Omega, Rudge, enamelled makers' colours,

with plated fittings. 40/-, or any design to order;
12 months' guarantee with every tank.—Gordon Street
Tank Works, Coventry. 'Phone ; 1774. [S3014

TANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
re-enamelled at our own works; all kinds cf

fittings stocked; quick aeivice and reasonable charges.
Illustrated list free.—A. Green, Water St., Chapel St.,

Salford, Manchester. Tel.: 2191 Central. [0256

TANKS Made, repaired, re-enamelled, dents removed,
drip feeds fitted, broken fastenings, partition re-

pairs, etc. We test and guarniJtee: makers' latest colours,
designs, and tiansfers for every make.—Park Tank
Works, la. Paradise Rd., Green Lanes, Highbury, Lon-
dou,_N.5. [8955

BELTS.
EW Cbpper Belts.-8ft,x?jiu. 11/6, 8ft. 6iii.x'iiu.

13/-, 8ft. 6in.x%in. 14/-, 8ft. 6in.xlin. 16/9.

W.D. Belt.', 6ft. 6in.v%in., 10/-; uew Pedley lielts,

cleantnre, Bit. ein.x^'jin., 10/-; clearance belts,

6ft. X 1,111., 8/ 6.

H. EMANUEL and Co., Tyre Factors, 27, Belgrade
Rd., Stoke Sewiiigton, N.16. Stores; 37a, Ball.?

Pond Rd,, Dabston, Loudon, N. Tel.: Dalston 3161.
[0726

BALATA-CIIROME Combination V Belts, suitable
for variable pulleys and wet weather conditions;

500 more belts offered for trial on the following terms :

%in. 1/6, lin. 1/9. li.sin. 2/- per foot, plus 1/-
postage; fasteners 9d. each.—PoUiii and Son, Ilolling-
ton, St. Leonards-on-Sea. [1329

N^
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BELTS.

IAEGE Stock of Beltins;. m nw conaition, mostly

J 6ft. lensths. }jin. 4/-. %in. 5/-. Im. SK-MarWe
W.2. (1769

AEGE Stock of Beltins;.

-J 6t't. lensths. Jain. 4/-, ,,.

Anil Motor E.xdmnge. 135, Edgivcire Kil..

CARBIDE.
t'IKEST Cnrbide, cirt. lots Z2IS. f/Ort-. <•;"•%; 'Jwn*r in 111. tins, gross or lii.lf gross lots 5/9 per llo7.tn

-Sports Uepot, Denhj- Hale, HmUersfleld. Utt^
8/6,BEST Quality Carbide, 24/- t... ....-., -- -

dimiis free. Any auautity supplied Jroiir Vj 11

tins to 2 cwt. ilrnuis. Only the best brands *tnr.i,ei

Trads enquiries invited.—Dargne, 57. Grey bt.

cas'ile-on-Tyne.

Htuldersfield.

per CT\-t., 28 lb
'

1 from ,_ --

;tor-ked,

New-
[6900

€ARBIDE. finest Quality, giving 100 jef
Jf|'- I'"[f

gas vield. nil sizes.. c«t. 26/6. Vj-cvvt. 16/3, 28 lb.

9/6 drums frje; support tbe old firm.: establislied over

30 rears : satisfaction guoianteed.-l'oung. Importer^

Historton, Somerset laao;

CAKBIDE. finest unnlity obtainnble, brilliant, last-

ing, 26/- CTvt., arum fiee, r.isli with order, free

on rail Aberdeen, Bristol. Cardiff, EdiuburglJ, GlJl.s-

EOir, Gloucester, Grimsby, Hull, Leeds. London,

Lnweitolt, Liverpool, Lhicoln, Manchester, Nencastle,

Preston, Port Talbot, Enncorn. Sharpness. Swansea.

Yaimouth.—E. C. MaddocOc, Warellnm. Dorset. (1976

c
PATENT AGENTS.

OXSULTING Patent Agency. 253, Gray'

London.—Aer6 and aircraft engines.

LOCETVOOD, 3. New Street, Bi
E. S.

6816 C. I'ntents guide free.

Inn Ed..
[2416

rmingham
[9057

Eegistereil
St., E.O.

[0129

Chartered
Buildings,

[9242

Phone

PATENTS Advice. Imndbook free.—King,

Patent Agent, 146a. Que^ Victoria

35 years' references.

WBRYSON. B.Sc, Assoc. M.Inst.C.E..

Patent Agent. 29, Southampton
London, W.C.2. Phone: IMuseum 3651.

AGENCIES.

THE Mohawk Cycle Co.. Ltd.. require sole agents

for their celebrated motor cycles in districts where

thev are not already represented Trade only.-'n rite fur

li.sts and terms to the Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., 248

Ale.viUUlia Ed., Hornsey, K.S. (5245

INSURANCE.
£5/15 Covers "All Eisks " for Morgans or similar

3-wheelcr.-ErnC3t Bass, 40, Chancery Lane, \yC.2.

I\SFE\NCE with leading comiinnies.—Write Stothei

Brc*., Insurance Agents, 76, New Bond St., Lon-

don. [2442

ROYS, Ltd., Insurance Brokers.—Agents lor all com-
panies and Lloyd's. Insurance of every descrip-

tion effected. Enquiries invited.—170, Gt. Portland

St., London. '
, [0055

£4/5/6 secures Full Policy for Cycle Oars, Morgans
and the like up to £175 value; £3/5/6 covers 4h.p.

combinations: £4 covers 6h.p. combinations. Prompt
settlement. Immediate cover.—John Clements and Co..

Insurance Brokers. 65a. Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. [1355

" nnHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
X authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77. Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

(0007
TUITION.

HOUSJC and Estate Agency, Auctioneering, etc.—
Train by post for this paring profession. Start

a businetis of yoirr own. Prospectus free.—Agricultural
Correspondence College (Dept. Tl. Eipon. . [0389

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPEET on Works Efficiency, production, costs, de-

velopment of inventions and experimental work.
—W. H. Snniner, A-M.I.Mech.E., M.I.A.E., 28 and 30,
Victoria St., Westminster. S.W.I. 'Phone: Victoria
7573 and 1702. [9301

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
FOR Sale, the controlling interest in well-knowr'

motor cycle business
: present holder, who is

manager and chairman, going abroad.—Particirlars on
.'ipiilication to Box 5,047, c/o Clackeons. 119, Fleet St..

E.C-4. [2457

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, iunior salesman, must have at least 6

months Halford experience.—Box 7,880, c/o
The Motor Ciidc. [2910

SALESMAN wanted, outside enquiries, sirpervising
-iub-agen.'-v business: must be keen, enthusiastic;

sound knowledge of motor cycle business : state salary,
or .salary and commission, required; no inflate<l salaries;
permanent and progressive position for riglit man.—
P:irker's. Bradshawgate, Bolton. (X4000

^ SITUATIONS WANTED.
EX-OFFICEE. thorough knowledge motor cycle,

light cars, and accessories, wishes responsible
position, willing to take financial interest, commercial
cxiierience.-Box 7,873. c/o Tht Motor Ct/cle. (2903

iThes

BRAMPTON
Bi-Flex

SPRING FORK

SINCE a spring Fork can only absort vibra-

tion and shocks effectively in the direction

in which it is capable of movement, the

liberal margin of movement in both the

horizontal and vertical planes which the exclu-

sive design of the Brampton Bi-Flex facilitates,

will be readily appreciated. The Brampton
Bi-Flex Spring Fork is instantly responsive to,

and completely absorbs within itseif, all vibra-

tion and shocks from every angle at which

resistance is encountered, rendering the rider

immune from discomforts which are otherwise

impossible to entirely eliminate.

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.,

Oliver Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Me asurement
forms and descrip-

tive booklet illus-

traline models foi*

motor cycles from

2J h p upwc-rds.
free on request.

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

SPACIOUS Premises are iibniit to be erected in the

centre of the City of Birmingham. Large grouurt

floors and basements, particidiuly suitable «oi motor

sales, to be let on long leases -For iiill l«'i™ • '»

apply to Frederick .T. Pepper, Estate Agent. Coliui ae

Eow, Birminghiiui.
^'^''"

STOLEN.
£25 Keward for information leading^ to the

\f"l<'"'
of a 1921 Triumph combination. Beg- AO. u bono,

frame No. 313299, engine No. 75746 Missing 1mm
garage in Queen's Ed., Leeds.-Apply I'mdei and Bee^

croft, 101, Albion St., Leeds. l^^"-

GENERAL TRADE.
Sales.-

solely

theAUCTION Sales.-Palmer's Garage, ^"plmg,

oldest solely motor auction rooms "i Lon»?''_

Terms 7'A%, not chargeable if machine unsoui. Motoi

and N.W.E.
-Sole address

Wimbledon. L.
Palmer's Gar-

[2839

stations. Falcon Lane. L.

and S.W.E. and U.W.B
age. Tooting.

WANTED.
LATE 1920 31 .'.h. p. Touring Sunbeam Sidecar— 43

Carson Ed., 'S.E.I. (2333

WANTED, two 28x2in. inner tubes.-Hardy, rine-

wood Ed., Eaglesclifle.on-Tees. (25bl

1O10 3>,:.h.p. Triumph Cylinder, perfect conditioa.--

i-U Show, 96, Battenlieig St., Belfast. [2^98

DOUGLAS.—Bottom, middle, and top section; cbeap

-Gatstone, -9, Jasmine Glove, Anerley. [2604

PULLEY Gear, for big single .Tames: deposit ss'stenc

—Hodge, Chester Ed., Kiddeiminster. [2531

WANTED, 5 or Sli.p. twin J.A.P. engine, cheap tor

cash.-P. Eiddelsdcll, Boxford, Suffolk. (2880

Pand M. Parts w;inted- chains, magneto, inverted

levers.-S. E. Porter. Whitchurch, SalOp. [2885.

t>-SE-ATEE Body for Huniberette. new or oecond-hand,

V any condition.—Sharps, South St., Yeovil. [2438

WANTED, 1920 Indian sidecar. Mills-Fulford bulbous

back preferred.-Worrell, Grimston, Norfolk. [2557

HAND Controlled Philipson, to suit W.D. coirntei-

shatt Tiiumph.-Dugdale, Eadfoid, Coventrj'.
[X4010

FEAME for 3'..h.p. Ariel, 1912, ninst have dropped

top tube. State price and deliveiy.—Laurie, Grange,

Alloa. [2*'l

A SUNBE.AM Sidecar for 3"'.li.p. machine, 'in good
i\- condition; ctate price.—-Apply. 7.851. c/o llie

Motqr CijcU. r2513

WANTED, second-hand Morgans, in good condition.

—A P. Key, 378-384, Euston Kd., N.W.I. 'Phone

Museum 6436. HOOS

C1YCLE Car CTlias=is Parts, ox complete chassis
' (Huniberette type] ; also Morgan 3-wheeler chassis.

—Smith, Power Station, Bedale. [2501

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand motor cycle

accessories: state particulars and piice.—Service

Co., 292, High Uolborn, W.Cl. (0671

S.A. Gear Bos, sprockets, chains, 2-seatpr sidecar oi

chassis, suit Eegent. Cycle car parts oHeied cx-

chnnge.-lOO, Adelaide Ed., S.E.4. [2713

WANTED, bankrupt stocks, W.D. spares, incomplete

P ana M.'s or ports.—Ilimau, Durham Ea.. Sea-

forth, Liverpool. 'Phone: Waterloo 296. [1249

WANTED Triumph countershaft crank casee, fl.v-

wheels, S.A. gear bo.\cs, parts, or empty cases

any quantity purchased.— Hole. 129,

shalton.

WANTED, 4-cyl. F.N. rc;ir wheel,

and other parts: Amac (I'siii

(sight fred), top bar Klaxon.— Shelley,

Brentwood.

WANTED to Purchase Outright for CBsli, bankrupt
'stocks, AV.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Send

full particulars.-McNeille and Piatt. 57. Gt. George

St.. Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Eoyal. 12489

EXCHANGE.
CJUN-VILLIEES .and c:isL for higher power machine.
»J -I'enny, 146, Huish, Yeovil. [2589 ,

1-TON Lorry, covered, solid- rear; exchange motor
cycle, level.—23, Filmer Ed., Fulham. [2432

NEW Push Cvcle l^enfs) in exchange for coach-

built sideckr.-Cowlishaw, Methwold. ' [2854

"I Q20 Douglas Combination, 41i.p.. for late Sunbeam,
It/ or sell £95.-Bouchier, New Ed., Ascot. [2605

SCHANGE Zenith (see For Sale) for w.n. Morgan.
N., A.C.-2S, Sheen Gate Gardens, S.W.14. (2536

IXTY Cars for Exchange; postcard procures list.

Call.—Doug' ~
" n.

.
-.

Park Lane, Car.
(9767

complete, controls
inlet), oil pump

11, Junction Ed.,
[2525

E

All letters relating to advertisements- should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.

Sj^,^^^
^ ^_,

"call.—Douglas S. CoxT Motors, West Norwood.
(1043

3Jlh.p. Triuniph, clutch, excellent condition, for 2-

2 speed 3i:.h.p., or higher; scU £39.-29, Market St..

Alton.
"

[2463

WANTED, 4-cyl. F.N:, solo or combination: ex-

change countershaft Triumph.—34, Belgrave Gate.

Leicester. [2495

NOETON 1921. 80 m.p.h.. and sidecar, for late

Triumph, A.J.S., etc;, and cash,—Lyons, West St.,

Blackpool. [2052

AI9
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EXCHANGE.
£15 and P. and J\I., late model, for good counter-

shaft Triumph or Norton.~82, Caledonian Rd..
J-ondon, N. [2714

SPECIAL Sporting L.M. Cyole Car; £120; exchange
sports Sunbeam, Scott-Sauirrel.—37. Eldon Ed..

Itlnokbnrn.
Eldon Kd

[X4017

"JQ20 Scott Combination, 1920 Rudge Multi; take
-^^ older lots in part exchange. — 8, High St.,
Wandsworth. [2647

B.S.A. Combination, -perfect condition; £50; exchange
Inte Douglas solo, level.—107a, Thurlow Paik

Ed., Dulinch. [2509

Q3.li. p. Douglas, O.K., Rudge, for w.c, Morgan,
^4: alternative arrangements considered.—63, Solon
Rd., Bri.xton. [2758

13ERRY 4-seater (giee Light Car?) or Citroen 2-seaterA for motor cycle and cash; please call.—26, Tulse
Hill, Brixton. [2701

1Q15 E0T6r Combination, 3i/2b.p., 3-speed, clutch,
A*^ etc., for modern 6h.p. solo mount.—39, Ashford
ltd., Swindon. [X39S9

EXCHANGE Gas Engine, dynamo, voltmeter, lamps,
perfect order, for Douglas or other.—89. East

Hill, Wandsworth. [2919

"I Q20 Triumph and sidecar, or renoTated W.D. wanted
I-*J jcir Hnmberette; cash either w<iy. See Cycle Cars
Icr Sale column. [2591

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft Combination, ex-
change higher power, or sell £85.-20, Queen's

Rd., Basingstoke. - [2739

EXCHANGE 1918 oonntershaft Triumph for T.T.
Rover or similar 'bus.—Alford, Springfield, Albanv

Crescent, Claygate. [2434

"IQ16-17 Grand Prix ]\rorgan, M.A.G., discs, for
-*-«/ powerful combination; sell £100.—Hopkins, 9,
St. John's Park, N.19. [2771

GRAMOPHONE, solid mahogany floor grand, cost
£35; exchange for lightweight, cash adjustment.

—222, Brockley Rd., S.E.4. [2724

EXCHANGE Brand New Skootamota, costing £55,
for reliable motor crcle, cr sell cheap.—i\ Godfrey,

63, Brighton Rd., Surbiton [1351

^HRIUMPH Combination, 1919, not W.D., perfect:
-i for &h.p. Zenith, Moryun, similar.—J. Payne,
West Clialdon, Dorchester. [X3'878

HALIFAX.—50 second-hand machines and combina-
tions; keen exchanges. Get list—Halifax: Motor

]:x<liange-. Horton St., Halifax. [2625

BEARDMOEE, Sept., 1920. spring fiame, electric
liihrs. fcpeedometer, valued £50, for Douglas same

»;dnc.— 8, 3Ianor Rd., Coventry. [X4009

1Q19 Levis, 2-speed, and 1913 B.S.A. coachbuilt
-*-*/ combination for modern combination.—Cotton,
CO. Half Acre Rd., Hanwell, W.7. [2662

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, excellent
condition, for 3>.l.-4V2li.p. solor— 64, Sunmierfield

Ciesceut, Edgbaston, Birmingham. [X3971
h.p. Sports Zenith Combination, Einks, copper ex-

haust, completely overhauled, for Indian Scout or
food solo.— 84, Ilex Ed., Willeaden. [2551

SIDECAR, home-made, coach body, good tvre, 4-point
connection

: £4, or exchange Eastiug or speed-
( nK:'ter.— Grimmett, Heylord, Banbury. [2544

npEIUMPH 1914 41/ih.p., S-speefl, clutch. first-clasR
-*- condition, enamel excellent; £40; escJKinge light-
weight.—112, Clarence Av., Northampton. [2490

ZENITH Sports 5-6h.p., 1919, disc wheels, electric
ligliting, Degory, perfect condition, small mileage;

txchange solo single.-Pollett, Caterham. [2797

Ilh.p. Harwood 2-strok6 Cycle Attachment, just OTer-
4 ]]iiuled ; exchange any junke of niotoi cvcle, 2-

^tlote pieierred.—Sandfield, Headingtou, Oxford. (D)
[2482

B.S.A. 1919 Special 3',l.h.p., T.T. model, with domed
piston, very little used, for 1920 5h.p. Zenith

II A.E.C. or similar; sell £65.-93, Foxley Lane, Purley.
[2616

DUNELT 4V'h.p. Combination, electric, Eonnikven
1,000. £155 June; £115; exchjcce 1921 Zenith

or CQual combination.—Luckett, Mai'ke"'laee, Banbiiry.
[2436

'y-9h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, August, 1920. per-
* feet and complete throughout, tax paid, for light-

(veight and cash, or lOOgns.—136; High St., Bnttersea
[2470

1 Q14 Premier 3Mb-P- Sports Model, mechanicallv
X*/ perfect, fast, reliable, tyres good, any exchange
considered; sell £27.-267, Mortlake Rd., Ilfcrd.

[2654HARLEY 1921 4h.p., dynamo, sports, speedometer,
discs, perfect; exchange 20-2i Triumph. Norton,

Sunbeam, etc;—Parsons, i, Acton Lane, Chiswick.
[2798

SUNBEAM Combination, late model. SV-h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, kick starter. CQuipped, insured £140,

lor solo and cash; sell £85.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton.
[2757

IAGONDA Coupe, 1914. 5 wheels detachable. 4-cvl.;
-J sell cheap, or exchange for combination and

ca=h, Enfield preferred.—19, Valnay St., Tooting.
[26848 h.p, Enfield Combination, late 1918, dynamo liglit-

iaig, in excellent condition. lor a good 2-seater
?ar, cash adjustment.-Box 7,878, c/o The Motor Ci/cle

[2908

8

90, High Street, OXFORD :

and London Road, BICESTER, j

Phones - - 581 &?84 Oxford. 35 Bicester I
Grams - • "Integrity;" Bicester & Oxford J

(••(•••^ei
20 All letters relatini; to advertisements should aimte the niimher at the end ol each

Co our many i

friends-—a \

ereeting I I

JINOTHER Christmastide

^^1 has come round—bringing
with it the close of yet one

more year, its record of things
achieved— and, above all, of new
friends to add to the ever-growing
community of those who have met
us, dealt with us, and found our
friendly ways of doing business to

their liking. To me, this friend-

liness in business is one of the great
prizes of life. I do believe that it

was never intended that there should
be no more in it than the making
of a sale, the gaining of a profit.

To give service for service's sake,
"

letting the reward take care of itself,

is, I am sure, by far the better way.
My reward, our reward, is in the
great fact that our customers are <

our friends— and that there are

literally thousands all over this

country, and in every part of the
world, who have pleasant recollec-

tions of Layton's. As they do not
forget us, so do we always remember them.
To Iceep the lamp of our good name ever w ell-

trimmed and brightly burning — to maintain
undiminished, to develop to greater perfection

in the future, the qualities that have com-
mended us to those who have given us their

trust and patronage in this past—this is the
sincerest way in which v/e can express our
thanks to those friends, old end new, who in

letting us serve them have honoured us,

% WILL YOU THEREFORE, all of you,
wherever you may be, accept our thanks and
our gratitude in this spirit; and may I, on oehalf
of my firm, as well as for myself, wish you,
both for this Christmastide, and the coming
year, the "Best of Everything that matters."

3. ui. Coiiady,

General Manager.

iWifu'^TSl

araees

EXCHANGE.
QCALJS-DALM Sli.p., Innips, horn, lirensPil, in g' 1^ riinmng order; £30, first cash, or eschnnge fci
2'/jh.p. 1916 Douflas.—Robert*-, 9, Ehedyw Ud.. llan-">"" [2530
"p.OX;.H. are notr-d for fair MChnngss—F.Tir OSet
.-t, C.nr House, 5, Heath St., H.impstead (near Tube).
Phone: Hniurjsteod 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-

'lay.s. [2613
T7XCHAXGE 1920 A.V. Monocar with cash for goofl
'-' I'oinblnation or Morgan.—Newnham Motor -Co.,
223. Hammeissmith Kd., W.6. 'Phone: Hommer.smitli
80. [2866

"DEAnDMORE-PEECI.SION, standard, Aug., 1921,
J;-* perfect, 300 miles, for Triumph or Sunbeam com-
bination; cash adjustment.—Kelham, Nassington,
Peterboro'. [2288

EXCHANGE 1921 Eoyal Il\iby 8h p. Combination,
lamps, horn, etc., for Ford ton lorrv or cUassis, or

other light lorry.-A. Kennerley, 232, Hieh St., Wins-
ford, Cheshire. _ [X4058.
Qh.p. Sports Zenith, done 1,400 miles, original tyres,^ condition as new: exchange for lower power, or
Scott SQUirrel or ludian Scout.—21, Monarch Ed.,
Xorthampton. ' [X3979

MASS 15-cwt. Open Van, 4-crL ; expert examination
invited; sell £75, or exchange combination.—

Speechley, 86, Chnrclitield EfL, Acton, W.3. 'Plionr:
Chiswick 1902. [2579

4FT. Darl: Ook Cabinet Gramophone, with lockei
for record-, double siajng niptor. ouantity of

records; exchange motor cycle. £35 valne.—Gilbert. Dun-
clmrch, Rugby. [S3970

VAUXHALL Car, 14.=eater, perfect, sure living, with
contract; £400; owner no time drive; combina-

tion part exchange; appointii.ent.—12. Bushey Pailc

Rd.. Tetldtngton. [2493

IfXCH.ANGE G.N. aii.p.. belt drive, in first-class con-
-^ dition. with cash, for first-class combination. -

Xewnhan.i Motor Co.; 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
'Phone; Hammersmith SO. . [2864

1 Q12 5-6h.p. 2-speed F.N., coachbuilt sidecar', crank
s.*y case damaged, otherwise good order; exchange
6 volt accumulators, gramophcne; sell £15.-58, Hill-

side Crescent, Leigh-on-3ea. [2673

EXCHANGE 2-3-seater New Pick 10-14h.ix, 4cyl..

w.c, 3 speeds, reverse, electric, etc., tor com-
binatfon, piano, and cash, or sell £130.—Holland,
28, Lonsdale St., Bnrnley. [2790

EXCH.ANGE 3i^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, lamps.
all-chain, good appearance, condition, and £10.

lor Douglas or lightweight; sell £25; after 6.-37.
f^amington Ed. Villas, W.ll. [2791

EXCHANGE 1918-19 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed.

countershaft, lamps, speedometer, etc.. and j\lill--

PuHord sidecar for 1916-17 Morgan: sell £85-—
Llangollen, Watton Kd., Knebworth. [2694

"TTiXCHANGE.-We are authori«d agents for Rov. r

-S.J 8 cars, and will accept your motor cycle in rart

payment.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitli
lid., W.e. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2868

EXCH.ANGES.—We specialise in exchanges of all

descriptions; cash either way; list on request; a

call solicited.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitli
Rd., W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith SO. [2869

Ii'XCHAJSrGE Eleriot 'WTiippet 2-seater.' handle
J .starter, late model, for good combination; eosli

either way.—Newnham Motor Co., 323, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2865

-|Q17 12h.p. 4-c-yl. 2-Eeater Trumbull Car. electric'

J-t/ lighting, engine overhauled, tax paid, perfect

order- £85. or exchange good combination,—7, Atbara

Terrace, Saddlebone Ed., King's Lynn. [2440

1

1022 3V'b.p. Norton, 16H model,' 3-speed, fully;

XtJ eauipped, fitted Henderson featherweight side-

car mileage 200; e.Nchange for G.P. water-cooled
|

.Morgan; £120.-14, Estconrt St., Devizes. [2768|

INDLA.N Combination. 1920. 7-9h.p., Swan sporting

sidecar, discs, dynamo lighting, speedometer, very

fast- exchange commercial Ford, must be good, no

junk.—Duke, 44, Edith Rd., Peckham, S.E. [2603 •

KINGSBURY Junior, 1921, 2-seater, S-lOh.p., dynamo
lighting, 5 interchangeable wheels, iibsolutely as

new for motor cycle and cash; sell £150.-3, The Mews,

Victoria Ed., Clopham. 'Phone: Latchmere 4290. [2760

EXCHANGE 100 Volt 32 Ampere Dynamo, 5-6h.p.

water-cooled engine, switchboard, meters, wiring,

and accessories, all new. except engme, for combination

or light car; London.-^Box 7,733, c/o The Molor Cyclr.

E'OSHAIsGE 1914 Arden 2-scater, Sh.p. -J.A.P. en-

gine, 3 speed and reverse, shaft drive, for good

combination; cosh either way.—Newnham Motor Co.. ,

223 Hammer.smith Rd., ^'.6. 'Phone; Hanimei.sniith ;,

80.
' [28'63

J
SIDDELEY-DEASY 15-20h.p. Open Touring, dynamo '-

lighting, wire detachable wheels. exchange ^

Broush Superior, Su-nbeam 1921 model and £176 cash,'

or sell £250.—Austin, 95, Taunton Rd., Bridgwater,

Somerset. ,[2826

EXCHANGE 1919 Lagonda coupe, dynamo lighting,

for combination or mnabont and ca.sh. or with

cash for later model Singer or similar.—Newnham Motor

Co . 223, Hammersmitli Rd., AV.6. 'Phone; Hainraer-

Tmifb 80 [2867

advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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EXCHANGE.

li.o. 3-wh«el Buuabuut, w.c, 3 siieeds niid reverse,

_ electric horn and UbIi*, Biieedonieter, wind .ioreen,

hood, cnr steering, eti-., £95, for Triuulpli coinbunition,

or similar: oflers,-56, Brookville Kd., Fnllmm. [2566

EXCHASreES a Speciality.—Motor cycles taken in

part exchange for small and large 2 and 4-seaters;

I bargain prices.— Seabridge, Haasler Kd., East Duhvich.
! Hours 10-5.30, or appointment (not Sundays). Syden-

ham 2452. ['•804

"1016 G.W.K. De I/uxe JModel 2-3-seater, recently
-i-«7 overhauled and reupholstercd in smart red,

licensed, accessories, etc.; £125; exchange combination
end cash.—Dentistrv, 769, Romtord Rd., Manor Park,
London, B. 'Phone : lliord 500. [2786

; 1 Q20 Omega-Jap 2'ih.p.. 2-speed, clutch, and kick
i JlU start, all on, splendid condition, and cash; ex-

[ change 4 to 5h.p.; also solid oak bureau bookcase; ex-

I change lightweight, ladies or gent's.—Sanderson, Post

OfBce, West Ayton S.O., Yorks. [2648

LATE Bleriot-Whippet 2-seater, outside starter,

special sporting body, hood, screen, dynamo
lighting, perfect order, electric horn, many extras

(value £100), for late combination or solo and cash;
• genuine otfer ; trial invited.—89, East Hill, Wands-

worth. [2918

CAB Eotax Lighting Set, 5 beairtiful braes lanrps,

switchboard, complete "H'ith volt and amp. meters,
i dynamo and cut-out, C.A.V. accumulators, motor electric

r horn, worth £30, offers; furniture required. New and

\
perfect 8h.p. w.c. J.A.I', cylinder, side-by-side, 4-cyl.

I trembler high tension coil, oilers.—T. J. Ranee, 81,
'• Digby St., Crosby, 'Scunthorpe, Lines. [X396S

REPAIRERS.
NY

ARMSTROKr. or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow. [0517

WniTTALL for Welding. Aluminium
prompt delivery.

experts.

WHITTALI,.—Pistons complete for Triumph, Pre-
mier, J.A.P., Bradbury, B.S.A., Douglas, Sun-

beams, etc.; 14/- to 24/-, on approval, exact to pattern.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders reground and new complete
pistons fitted from £2, perfection guaranteed.

T'welve years' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattei'n
or sketch.—Whittall Machinists Co., Whittall St., Bir-
mingham. [0017

C.
K. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, of Leeds, has no
equal. Price, complete with piston, from £2.

01,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
cS' that will grind your cylinder at our works.—
Foster; of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gesar Specialists.
Repairs while you wait.—Tavistock (below).

ARM.STRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears completely
assembled tor 6/- in 2 hours.—Tavistock (below).

ARMSTRONG and Sturme"y-Archer Parts at cut
prices by return of post.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS, shafts, valves, etc., for car or cycle, made
promptly.—Tavistock (below).

GEARS.—Send all gear repairs and replacements to
Tavistock Engineering Co., 254a, Portobello Rd..

North Kensington, London. 'Phone : Park 643. [1759

ENGINE Overhauls, quality work only, cylinders re-
ground, piitons, valves, bushes, etc.—Below.

PISTONS for every standard motor cycle in stock
from 14/- each.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding, our speciality 2%h.p. Douglas
reground, fitted with, new piston, rings, and

gudgeon, 25/- each.—Below.

TRIUMPH, J.A.P., Bradbury, and all Si/^h.p., 4h.p.,
cyhnders reground and fitted new piston, rings,

and gudgeon, 35/-; returned in 48 hours.—Below.
QUALITY and Satisfaction is our motto, entrust

your work to specialists and get a guaranteed
lenair.—C.M.D. Engineering Co.. Leamington Spa.
Plione: 768. '

(96S9
TTUB Gears.—Great reductions in prices of replace-
->--•- ments for Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong gears.

HUB Gears.—Wheels repaired and returned within
the week; send for latest price lists.

HUB Gears.—Why pay an extortionate price for
fitting a few new parts to an old gear ?

TTUB Gears.—We undertake to supply the complete
--. new internal portion of the gear mechanism less
main driver for ;e5.

HUB Gears.—A. F. Lewis, Charlestov,n, Weymouth.
Look out for the Lewis patent 2-speed counter-

shaft gear and clutch. [0*747

WELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes by
experts: immediate attention; reasonable prices.—

—Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, combustion
experts of 11 years' experience.—Below.

/"'jYLINDEE Grinding on latest machinery, Inetalled^—
' since hostilities ceased; accuracy guaranteed;

new nistons fitted.- Sadgrove and Co., 140, Conybere
St., Birmingham. [4769

Sturm cy-Archer and Armstrong; Gears-
Immetliate Repair'. All parts for all tj'pcs in slock.

Quotations desimtclied same day o-s.Rear is ret'eiva.!.

STUKMEY . ARCHER COUNTERSHAFT GEARS. Inll

ranEO ot 2an(i3-spped parts in stock. Any type of EGar re.

placement made to pattern for motor cycles and ears. In.

struction sheets and price lists by return ot post ; send stamps.
iWe do not repair push cyc'eEeari.) Use our Gear Oil, specially
prepared for Hub and Countersliaft Gears in auarttin?. 3/-.

rer tin, po^t free 3/6. Sturmey Countershiift Gear lioxes in

stock, wholesale and retail—2-speod fill, ;(specd £17.

CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, PUTNEY BRIDGE KOAD, S.W.lS,

TQlegrani3 andTelepliono—Putney 1601.

FercJ RepaivR to Putney Station (L. Jj S.W.R.)

For the convenience of customers we have altered

ourbusiness hours as follows ;—Weekdays, including
Saturdays, & a.m. to 7 p.m.

WONDERFUL OFFER OF
SIDECAR BODIES

Many models of which this
is a typical example

:

Shop-soiled HELEN TOURIST
Complete with coverall apron, £6-15-0.

ROBINI MANUFACTURING CO.,
1 & 23, Tulse Hill. Brixton, London, SW.

'Phone ; Brixton 1585.

STURMEY-ARCHER and
ARMSTRONG

Hub or Countershaft Gears
repaired while you v\fait.

Actually in Stock—New Sturmey-Archer
Countershaft Gear and Boxes spare parts.

Send for illustrated list. Trade supplied.

Send wheels, Hounslow L.S.W. Railway.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.,
64 Staines Road, HOUNSLOW.

\Vlre3; ' Three-BpGetl, Hoiinalow." 'Phone : Houns'ow 322

WC O VARIABLE JET ADAPTER for
• v' • *^ • Speed, Powrer, and Economy

Can be 5tted to A.M.A.C . >

B. & B , 8/6. Senspray, : . <« ,, . mavq tdiaiTriumph, Claudel-Hob- \
A.C.U. 6 DAYS TRIAL,

son, 10/6. Fostaceaud pa(;k- : 1919 Ariel machine won silver

ing, Gil. If fitted with BowJen '. msdal, James nucliine won
Control, 11/S extra, as illus- • silv.r medal. JWa, Scott
trated. When orderiuK 3ta"e ! niftc'i eawon team prize. 19 1

lon^thof iot. inch] liuRpUiRand Matchless machines won teim
year of carburetter. Writs for : p y/.e. two t'old and two silver

leaflet.— 0/ ail well -laiown \ medds. F.N. machln's won
Aaentf, or dir ct from— : two Kold and twoailver medtjl^,
RUDGB BRO!>., Mot r : p ns bonus mark^ for p3tro1
Fittings manufacturers, • consumption. _

Fleet St.BIRmiNGHAM •
'

CLIFFORD MOTORIES,
EASTWOOD, NOTTS.

A.J.S., Enfields, B.S.A., Nortons,
Douglas,New Imperial, Matchless.

Tax Paid. Carriage Paid Anywhere.

B
REPAIRERS.

RADBURY Spares and Repairs.—Agents, Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [2811

"r\OUGLAS' Overhauls.—We specialise in overhauling
J-' and repairing Douglas machines.—Tavistock
(below).

T\OUGLAS Overhauls.—Send your Douglas to us for^ reliable, efficient, and cheap repairs.—Tavistock
(below).

T\OUGLAS Overhauls.—Don't have your machine
---' spoilt by amateur mechanics.-Tavistock En-
gineering Co., 254, Portobello Ed., North Kensington,
London. "Phone: Park 643. (1760
A RMSTRONG and Sturmey Gears repaired or parts
-t^ supplied promptly.—Cherry Lane Garage, Lyram.
Cheshire. [9907

FllAME nnd Chassis Repairs and Alterations. We are
specinlists. Rensoualjle charges ; immediate atten-

tion.—Below.

"ENGINES Overhauled, rebushed, singles 35/-, twins
J-J 45/-. Try us for any repair or leplunement.—Hem v
V. Smith, Osmondthorpe Lnne, Leeds. [2230

QTOVE Enamelling, frames 9/-, wheels 8/-; t;inl;s
>^ juakers' oolours; plating.—De La Cour, 298, ICen-
ningtou Rd., S.E. [2770
pOR Expert Engine Overhauls, cylinder grindine.
J- new pistons, nnd spares, Hedley and Co., Foitli
St., Newcastie-on-Tyne. [1333

REPAIRS and General Overhauls a Specialitv.-
Eright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

'Phone: Brixton 2951. [2810

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted com-
plete; £2/ 12 '6.—Blight and Ilayles, 78, Church

St., Camberwell, London. [2809

FRAME, chassis, and tank repairs, enamelling nnd
painting by experts; prompt deliveries.— Langhiim

Co.. Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

INDIAN Owners.—If yon have trouble with your ma
chine, send to Indian repair specialists, Dennis,

89, Brixton Rd., London. [1853

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, com
pression guaranteed; singles 50/-, twins 40/-;

returned 3 day;^—Below.

VALVE Seats, rebuilt from 10/- valves 5/-. valve
guides 4/-, valve cups 4/-, piston rings 1/6.—

Below.

CYLINDERS" Rebored. iltted with new piston, Irom
30/- to 40/-.—Turner Bros., Engineers, Summer-

seat, Manchester.
'

[2C98

J.A.I*, and Blackburne Engine Experts; reasonable
:ind reliable.—Kingsbury Garage, Edgware Rd..

Hendon. 'Phone: Kingsbury 134. [4209

ROC 2-speed Repairs; Huniber, Rex, Campion,
J.A.P., Wall, Roc, and Millenium; all spares in

stock.— Connolly, Carmelite Rd., Coventry, [X4093

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., made
like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Tongr'

Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Manchester. [6502

CYLINDERS Reground,, new piistons complete fittcii,

irom 25/-; work guaranteed; good deliveries.—Slim

t

rid^e, 18. lioughton Rd., Brownsover, Rugby. [X4047

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, etc.; accuinte
ami highly finished work; prompt delivery; i>riro

list on npiilication.—W, nnd F. Wills, Ltd., Engineer.s,
Bridgwotei. [0728

FRAMES.- Repairs and alterations; special frame-;
and tanks built, any design ; enamelling anH

p'ating.-A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd,.
Birmingham. [8466

SPEEDOMETER Experts.—Repairs to nil make-
Stewart repair a speciality. New and second-hand

sets in stock.—London Speedometer -Co., Kramer Mews
Enrl's Court. [7511

FRAME Repair Specialists.—New tntjes, forks, stays
cut-downs, etc. ; ennmelling and plating at lowest

prices; rjuick despatch.—A. E. and F. Biittnin, Eentlev
Lnne, Walsall. [2622

NOW'S the Time to have that frame or fork re-

paired. Work guaranteed. Estimates by return.

This is onr speciality.—Warnes, Ltd., 46, Churcliflehl
Rd., Acton, W.5. . [2602

PISTONS, all sorts and sizes, in stock or to order in

quick time; cylinders rebored from £2; engines
rebuslied.—Ward and Co. (Albert Agg), 51, Upper
Richmond Rd., Putney. [1999

ENAMELLING, Plating. — Tanks ennmelled as
before; handle-bars, etc., plated. — Send 10

Murray's Plating Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers
nnd enamellers to the trade. [0024

CYLINDER Grinding/ new pistons, rings, and
gudgeons. 85 mm. J.A.P.'s, etc., 29/6; other size^

on request. Aluminium pistons if desired. — Vulcan
Engineering Works, Walsden. [9642

WELDING.—Broken flnnges, aluminium crank cases,
cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welded

nnd machined complete; scored bores filled in and
ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complete,
in cast iron or ahiminium.—West London Weld-

ing Co., Essex Place, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chiswick
556. [0415

COULSON Repair Specifili.'fts. Spares for all models
stocked. Trade inqiiiries invitod. Tube bendjng,

welding, brazing, and euMmelling.—H.W.H. Eugineerini;
Co., 40, Old Town, Clapham, S.W.4. [2537

'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A2I
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REPAIRERS.
SEND Your Engine to me to be thoroughly over-

hauled and rcbushed; singles 40/-, twins 60/-;
other repairs quoted for.—Terry, 16. Grove Parade,
K;i-t l^iui-hlej-. 'Phone: FiucLley 2261. [2951

TEIU^Mrn Cylinders Eeproiind and fitted with genuine
Triumph oversize pistons, complete with rinys anu

Rudgeon, 40/-; J.A.P.. EoTer, B.S.A.. etc., some price.
Compression and accuracy giiaianteed.—Below.

WE Specin]i*ae in repoirs, find guarantee same; com-
plete overhauls, machining; any part made to pat-

tern or drmrinjr. No waiting.—Harvev's. 47. Soutli
Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. (Near Vauxliall Station.) [2883

HAELET-DAVIDSON Repairs and Overhauls.-We
are now able to put work in hand without de-'

lay: skilled staff under careful supervision.—Harley-
Davidsou Motor Co.. Ltd., 74. Newman St., London,
W.l. [0043

WE can bring your machine up-t^D-date and make
it into a countershaft model by fitting a new-

bark, with Sturmey-Archer gear box; any machine con-
verted.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Bir-
mingham. [1317

CYLINDER Grinding and new pistons at out prices.
We specialise in high-class wort and quick de-

liveries lor all classes of engines. Discounts to traders.—
Kellett and CoUinson, Ltd., Havelock Works, Great
Hoiton, Bradford. L8629

CYLINDERS Reground. accurate finish, compre9sion
guaranteed ; Triumph, Rover, Premier, etc.,

57/-; all 2%h.p. single, 33/-; twins. 2%h.p. Douglas,
55/-; J.A.P., Indian, James, 60/-; complete with.
pistons and rings.

PISTONS.—Every pattern, standard or oversize, in
stock ; low i^rice.

PLSTON Rings, high grade; none better; thousands
of testimonials; oversize or step cut 2/-, standard

1/6 each; return post.—Patent Rings, 30, Wigan Rd
Atheiton. [5191
T7"-S. Motor Cycle Agency.—Supplying spares and over-
' hauling V.S. 2-epeea gears, which are also fitted

to Matchless machines, etc. New and second-hand V S
2-speed gears in stock.— Geiger, 24^ Mansfield Rd., Gospel
Oak, London, N.W.3. [1037

HUB Gear Machines Converted to Countershaft, or
complete conversion sets supplied to suit all

makes; recommended by the leading motor cycle
manufacturers.— Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Lane,
CoTentry. 'Phone: 634. [2679

TDACK All Your Troubles in a sound box and for-
-- ward immediately to Bishop, Engineer, Gotham
Rd., Bristol. Unobtainable parts for all makes in two
days. Every description of machine work undertaken,
and every job guaranteed. [2767

WELDING, Welding, Welding.—Welding done by
experts; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes,

[listons, cranks, flanges, etc. ; aluminium a speciahty.
No cure no pay, and all work returned in 6 days.—

H

Heap, 105, Bissell St., Birmingham. [0023

N.S.U., N.S.U.. N.S.U. Gears.—Butterworth Garage
undertake the repair of these gears cheaply and

efficiently and promptly ; all spare parts stocked. Send
gear alon£ to us.—Butterworth Garage, 64, l\Iil]

Lane, Brixton Hill. 'Phone; Streatham' 2813. [2814

BEACH Engineering Co.. 42, Earl St., Coventry.-
Engines rebnshed, cylinders reground, aluminium

or C.I. pistons fitted from £2; connecting rods rebushed-
valves 5/-, guides 3/6; pistons complete from 25/-'

rings 21- : valve caps 4/6; other repairs quoted for. [0593
BLACKBURNE Spares.—Send to us the manufac-

turers, for all spare parts; prompt service.
rea.^onable prices. Repairs and complete overhauls
to Blackburne or any make of machine; enamellinfr
(tanks a speciality), nickel plating, etc.—Osborn En*^
gineering Co., Gosport, Hants. [0652

FRAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Cut-downs
new forks, back stays, chain stavs ; fixed and hub

gear machines converted; tube bending and machinery
of every description; obsolete parte made to order-
urgent jobs returned in 12 hours.—The Enfield Enci-
neering Co., 31, Silver St., Enfield. [8049

DOUGLAS Specialists.—We have built over 100
Douglas machines this past season. Send us youi

repairs. All partis in stock. Complete overhauls," in-
cluding euanielling and plating, in ten dnvs. We pay
i-arria^e one way.—The Winstun Hennev Motor Co., 63,
Smith End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [2890

GODFREY'S, Ltd.. 208, Gt. Portland St., London.
W.l, specialists in motor cycle repairs of all

d-fcriptions. Completely equipped workshops at 14
Miller St.. Camden Town, N.W. ("Phone: Museum
2434), which afford exceptional facilities for overhauls
and repairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [0639
A CETYLENE and Electric Welding.—Broken flanges,
ii- cracked water jackets, scored bores, worn bearings
liuilt up; aluminium gear boxes, crank cases, any
hroken motor part welded and machined up and re-
turned in 7 days; 14 years' experience.—Lincoln .Jeffries,
Jnn.. Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse Lane
Rnnnni^'ham. 'Phone: Central 729 [2818

SPEEDOMETER Rerfiira.-Caution !—We beg to ad-
vi-~e owners of

.
Stewart .speedometers that repairs

r.-in only be satisfactorily carried out by the makers
who alone possess the proper fa,:-ilitie*, for repair and
Eubseouent necssary calibration of their instrument
We aci'ept no responsibility for the working of instru-
ments =pnt ekewliere which nuUifies our guarantee —
The Ci-voi>er-Stwnrt Engineering Co., Ltd.. 11, Broad
St., Bloom.^bury. London, W.C.2. [2950

(TD- •m

WHITELEY'S
FOR

MOTOR CYCLES
ON

DEFERRED
PAYMENT

TERMS
A number of Second-hand
Machines and Combinations
at BARGAIN PRICES.

SOLO MACHINES
NEW IMPERIAL, 2f h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,

horn, and licensed, practically new. . £60

O.K. Junior, 1920, Villiers, fully equipped,
and licensed £35

IXION, 1920, si h.p., Villiers, 2-speed,
clutch, and kick-starter, and licensed £39 10

READING STANDARD, 1920, 10 h.p.,

3-speed, clutch, and kick starter,

electric lighting, and licensed^ £100

COMBINATIONS
MARTINSYDE, 1921, 6 h.p., .equipped

with hood, screen, speedometer,
clock, head lamp, rear lamp, sidecar
lamp, horn, luggage carrier, sidecar
step, licensed, a smart outfit, as new £139 10

MARTINSYDE, 1921, 6 h.p., 3-speed,
clutch, and kick starter, coachbuilt
Sidecar, as new, and licensed £110

P. & M., 1921, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, kick
starter, bulb horn, and as uew .... £110

NEW IMPERIAL, 1920, 6 h.p., 3-speed,
clutch, and kick starter, coachbuilt
Sidecar, fully equipped. Tan-Sad
saddle, outiit had four months' use
only, licensed £110

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clufch, and
kick starter, coachbuilt Sidecar,
lamps, horn, apron, and licensed . . £75

NORTON, 1921, sih.p., Model 16H, new
sporting Canoelet Sidecar, equipped
with electric head, rear, and sidecar
lamps, Klaxon horn, knee-grips,
torpedo apron and screen, T.T. bars,

a sporting outfit, as new £120

Any of the above machines

OR

ANY MAKE OF NEW
MOTOR eVOLE

DEFERRED PAYMENT TERMS
at an extra charge of 4% only.

We ask ith of llie purchase price caah down,
and ihe balance is payable in 12 equal
monthly instalments.

The machine is delivered after the first instal.
nient is paid.

REPAIRERS.
I T^ £"'•' ""'.best will satisfy yon, then the Tenmr,
r

I -^ Eneineermg Co., 238, Bristol St., Birrnins!..-..,
alone can please you. Super-critical you may be, bu
their woik Kill pass your inspection down to the ja=
detail, ^o Arm has more expr/rience, no firm has ke=ne
workmen, no firm has greater or better facilities' toturning out perfect work, and no firm will strive mor
to give you satisfaction. Cylinders rebored and BlUinew pistons. Rebushing of every description. Engine
completely overhauled and returned full of vigour am
vim. Frames altered and repaired. Everythini
fully guaranteed and at competitive prices. Offlcia
repairers to A.C.D. and E.A.C.—'Phone: Mid 1928

[004';

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Space can always he cbtcined under this Ticadina 1oi

announcements required by Clubi. Bate. 2d a
word, mtnimum 3I-.

TVr.W LONDON M.C.-London-Glouccster Open 12
il F°^'' ^"^,^' 8 a.m. Saturday, December 31st.
btandard awards, silver cups, silver spoons, special
awards silver cups to best expert, general, lady,
novice, and early date machine. Entrance 30/-.—Par-
ticulars, 23. Clifton Av., Finchley, N.3. (1128

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

• NOTE: In addition to advertisements under
\

tills heading, advertisements of Spare Parts for
: individual mahes of motor cycles tcill be found at
; the end of the advertisements of such makes in
: the classified pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale."-

I
Wm. WHITELEY, LTD.,

\ Queen's Road, W.2.
5 Telegrams: " Whitelsy, London."
i Telephone : Park One.

C^

jD

CLYNO 5-6U.p. Spares, enormous stock; all genuine
spares.

TV/TARELE Arch Motor Exchange.—No ridiculous
-L-»-i- prices. Trade supplied. Liberal discount on
quantities. A stamped envelope will bring you our
lists.

CLYNO 6h.p. Gear Boxes, complete, second-hand,
new parts fitted, £10; new, £14.

r^LYNO 8h.p. Frame, complete, fitted with spring
\^ seat-pillar, Brampton biflex forks, tank complete
with all fittings, including Beet and Llovd lubricator,
2 interchangeable wheels, back driving sprocket fitted
with internal eJtpanding brake, 3-speed gear box,
hand contiol clutch, handle-bsrs, front and rear
stands, front and rear mudguards; £25.

REMEiVlBER, the above are all brand irew and
perfect ClyDo parts, and would be ideal for the

fitting of 8h.p. J.A.P. or similar engines.

CLYNO 8h.p. Gear Boxes, 3-speed, hand-controlled
clutch, brand new; £12 each.

J.A.P. 8h.p. Cylinders, brand new, 35/- each; new
crank cases. 35/- pair; double cam gear wheels,

7/6; crank r-Jns, driving side shafts, timing side
shafts, 3/- each; mainshaft timing wheels, 2/-; piston
rings, lOd. each; valves, 3/6; gudgeon pin bushes, 1/6.

P.
and M. Brand New Cylinders, 1909-1913, 45/-
each; pistons, 12/-; new Renolds gear chains.each

10/- each

COVENTRY Chain, 5/ax\4. 5ft. 2in. lengths, brand
new, limited number; 17/6, a gift.

OXES of 50 Prepared Patches; 3/- each to clear.B
LEATHER Helmets, lined chamois, soft tan leather,

biand new; 5/6 each to clear, a real bargain.

BELT Rims, brand new, 19in. outside diameter,^
2iiin. wide, for % or % belt; the above are

2-;;ih.p. Douglas size. Various other sizes, new and
second-hand.

TRIUMPH Toolbaga.—Leatheries Empire- de Ln5:e,
fitted N.P. lock «nd key; 6/6.

LUCAS Girder Wrenches, genuine; V^/l-iu.; hsted 13/-,
our price 7/-; brand new.

MAGNETOS.—Splitdorf single flati-elook, perfect,^
g-uaifiutpeJ; 30/-. Please note, the^e are not con- -

verted staiter mays.

CONVERT that old 'bus into. the real thing-. We
can supply n complete rear povtiou as lollows;

3-speed hand-controlled clutch gear bos, top tinck .stay.?, i

(.hain stays, rear wheel (rletachable). fcproc'ket with in- -

ternal e:siianding brake, stand, carrier, muJgnaid, etc.,

the finest motor cycle parts made, namely, Clyno, for

£18, worth treble.

LARGE stocks of other interesting parts. Trade sup-
plied. Discouuts on Quantities only. P.O."? and

chenues should be made payable to Marble Arrh Motor
Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. " 'Phone: Padd 789.

T.A. : Archmotex, Edge, London. [2968

iNDIAN Front Forks, gear boxes, and engines, and
all parts for earae.— Below.

INDLAN Intake Domes, carburetters, magnetos,
clutches, kick starters.—Below.

INDIAN CariierB, chains, and guards, springs,

sprockets ; in feet, everything for 7-9h.p.
:

all

ports absolutely new.—Deunifi Accessories Stores. 89,

Brixton Rd , London. Specialists in Indian Repairs.

Thone: Brixton 3129. [1195

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.



FOUR-VALVE "SINGLE" UNDER TEST. ^fc.

m€«rrcLE
Circulation Exceeds 120,000 Weekly. ^^^^^^^ Founded 1903.^^

COVERS EVERV PHASE OF THE MOVEMENT^ ^
03

AND CIRCULATES THROUGHOUT THE WOl
No. 979. Vol. 27. Thursday, December 29th. 1921. Price

'S
are recommenrled by the manufachirers and the press for easy terms ot

oayment and exchange. They deal off their own bat, and not through a

financial house. No unpleasant enquiries. Strictly confidential.

Complete list and terms on application.

NEW 1922 MACHINES.
New Imperial Light Tourist,

No. I £63
Rudge, 3i h.p., I.O.M. model £85
Douglas, 4 h.p., all on £110
Douglas, 2j h.p., clutch and

K.S., all on £90
Douglas, 2j h.D., improved
W.D., 2 speeds, all on . . . £75

Douglas, 3'. h.p., sports mod. £120
Triumpli, 4 h.p., Model H . . £105
Triumph 4 h.p. Com., H.C.. . £145
Triumph, 4 h.p., S.D £115
Triumph 4 h.p. Com., S.D.C. £155
Triumph Junior, 2 J h.p £65
Garden, twin-cyl., srandard,

7-8 h.p £134
Standard Light Car, 2-seater £515
Rover Light Car £220
Singer Light Car, 10 h.p.,

2-seater £395
Miniature Connaught, 25 h.p. £45
Royal Enfield, 2} h.p £55
Royal Enfield Com., 8 h.p.. . £140
B.S.A., 4| h.p., K2 £107
B.S.A. 4bh.p. Com., K2.... £139
Levis Popular, 2} h.p., s/sp.. £48

Big Four Norton, 3 speeds,
clutch, and K.S £120

Norton, 3.'. h.p., 3 speeds, all-

chain .". £115
A.J.S. Com., 7 h.p £175
Trump-Jap, 3V h.p., 3 speeds,

o.h.v ." £105
A.J.S., 2} h.p £85
matchless Com., 8 h.p.,

standard £170
Sunbeam, 3'. h.p., light solo,

sports model £136 10
Velocette, 2} h.p., 2 speeds,

all-chain £65
Quadrant Com., 4'. h.p., all-

choiu £105
Trump-Jap, 2J h.p., 2 speeds £60
Bradbury, 4 hp £92
Bradbury, 2J h.p £80
G.N. Cycle Car, touring mod. £215
Coventry Premier, 4-wheeler,

dynamo £250
New Comet Tradesman Car-

rier Com., 3 speeds, S.A.

gear box, clutch, and K.S. £91 7

Grand Prix Morgan, w.r.

M.A.G., all on, Show model £190 10

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., LONDON, E.C.4
'Phone: Holbovn 5777 'Grams: "Opificer, Fleet, London."

BVAPMllfTHKNr
lOHHIICEKWa

Douglas
sends all MoVorC^cUsls

hearty (^rceiin^s

anSi a wisK for lh(3^

Very Bcsl of Ixick

in Ihc GmiinJjYcar.

DOUGLAS MOTORS, Ltd., KINGSWOOO, BRISTOL.

It doesn't need an
expert to see that
the comfort afforded
by a luxurious

BRCPKS
SADDLE

will outlast, by many
years, that of the
next best.

Read the

Brooks Book

J. B. BROOKS
& CO., LTD..
126, Criterion
Works, B'ham.

STANDS FOR

SPEED, RELIABILITY,
ANO

LOW RUNNING COST.
Automatic Forced Lvbncalior..

NO WORRY. NO TROUBLE
Catalogue Free,

VELOCE Ltd,
Victoria Road,

ASTON,

BIRMINGHAM.

COPYRIGHT— REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER FOR TRANSMISSION IN THE U.K.
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SIDECAR
HEATER.

List No
S18/115.
Price

complete
45/-

THE "CELERIO"
SIDECAR HEATER
& HAND WARMER

is a great boon for long distance
or night riding. It consists of
a foot mulf and a hand warmer.
The mufi is lined with thick,
\varm felt, and heated by pure

hot air from the heater,
which is attached to the
motor cycle exhaust pipe.
All fittings are heavily
plated, and the apparatus
iseasilyand quickly fitted

MOTOR
HELMETS
ensure protection
against cold and
rain, and gieatly
facilitate comfort-
able riding during
the winter months.]

In tan leather lined

Llama wool.
Fitted protective

ear rolls.

List No. C47/16.
8/10 each.

ListNo. C47/17
Lined satin.
7 ;6 each.

CYCLING

THE 'DUCO' GREASE GUN
By reason of tlie special construction of the plunger, can
be used for injecting grease by force—and oil or spirit

(by air pressure)—the latter being sucked uito the syringe

by means of the upper inverted washer. 7;;; in, long x
]im. dia. List No. S75/34, 2/3 each.

*' CELERIO" MOTOR
CYCLE WAT
is most reliable, and as
illustration shows, is

neat in design. Complete
with handle-bar clip fit-

ting, nickel-plate or
black. List No. W2/27,
17/6 each.

I These Accessories are j

: obtainable from rfl :

: Garages and Motor :

Dealers.

MASCOTS.
Thic Indian Head Mascot in

solid bronze is of exquisite
finish, and beautifuUychased
and enamelled. Commemo-
rative of H.R.H. The Prince
of Wales' Canadian and
American Tour, 1919.

List No. Mit/i6i.
Enamelled, 25 /- eacti

THE "CLERO-
MECHANICAL HORN,
A strongly made horn, de-
signed ex pressly for motor
cycles. Simple construction,
nothing to get out of order.
Diameterof bell, 4in. Inblack
finish, complete with bracket
for handle-bar or top tube
fixing. List No. H8/16.

18/- each.

With which is amalgamat(5d Thomson & Brown, Bros.. Ltd
WHOLESALE ONLY.

Head Offices and Warehouses

,

GREAT EASTERN ST., LONDON, E.C.2
118, George Street, EDINBURGH.

Branches—Aberdeen, Birmingham, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchescer,
Newcastle, SouthamEfton, and Paris.

PRICE

17/6
PER PAIR.

LONDON-EXETER

Many well-known

riders fortified them-
selves against this cold

ride by fitting the

"John Bull" Muffs.

You should profit by

their experience.

THE NEAREST WAY TO SECURING COMFORT
whilst motor cycling in wintfy weather is to make certain that the hands are kept warm.

Several unsuccessful attempts have been made to design a real air and weather-proof
muff which will afford complete protection to the hands and wrists, at the same time
allow of thorough lever control, but it has been left to the

"JOHN BULL" Handle-bar MUFFS
to solve the difficulty.

The " JOHN BULL " Muffs were introduced at Olympia, where they met with

immediate approval from the trade and motor cycling public alike.

They are most simple to fit—are beautifully finished with glossy black rubber -are
warm and attractively lined, and are suitable for all types of handle-bars except the

straight T.T. pattern.

Ask your Agent for details, or write to vs.

THE LEICESTER RUBBER CO., LTD. :: :: LEICESTER.
"

In answering these advertisements it- is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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SUI^BE^AMS
(1) The 41 h.p. Sunbeam, Single Cylinder

Sidecar Combination, with detachable

interchangeable wheels, leaf spring fork,

internal band brake and enclosed chain

transmission, is the most perfect single

cylinder sidecar combination yet designed.

(1) 4\ h.p. Sunbeam

the most efficient, the most
reliable and the Best Value for

Money.

(2) The 3| h.p. Sunbeam, with enclosed oil

bath chain transmission, a most delightful
double-purpose mount, equally satisfac-
tory Solo or Sidecar. (2) si h.p. sunbeam.

Preliminary list free on. application to Dept. 11.

JOHN MARSTON, Limited, Sunbeamiand, Wolverhampton.
London: 57, Holborn Viaduct. E.C.I, and 157, Sloane Street, S.W.I.

BOURNEMOUTH. LEEDS. LEICESTER. MANCHESTER. LIVERPOOL. EDINBURGH. BIRMINGHAM.

f/iffht— & /^/iQ 3/ou)MoO/nglOag^on
The slow lumbering cart, with its driver half asleep,

occupying the middle of the road, and looming suddenly

ahead is a common experience in night driving.

The danger is real, but it can be confidently overcome by
fitting Royal " Ediswan" Automobile Lamps, which pick

up all objects hund.''eds of yards before thsy are reached.

Royal "Ediswan" Lamps for brilliance, economy,
efficiency, and durability have a world-wide reputation.

Ridi easy at night by installing

hh

EDIS^VAN 99

BY APPOINTMENT,AUTOMOBIl-E l./:vMPS
Fu^u licensed lui ler Patents :^is. 2i4'}5l(l9. 1Q^1S' 13 and otlien

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Ponders End, Middlesex.

A2 in answerr,t.'i these advertisements it

Policies GDverIng
all the

RISKS INCURRED
by

MOTOR CYCLISTS
are issued by

PROVIDENT ACCIDENT AND
GUARANTEE COMPANY, LTD.

54-55, Coleman St., London, E.C.2

Telegrams

:

' Perpend, Ave, LondoD.'

Telephone

:

London Wall 5306 {4 lines).

is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBeiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

—the outstanding
exhibit at

OLYMPIA

!

Extracts from the Press.

The Popular A.J.S.

"Probably the most difficult Stand in the Show
to approach is that of the A.J.S. The new
model 2J h.p., no less than the 7 h.p. Combina-
tion, attracting such a crowd that only a few
in the immediate neighbourhood, of the machines
can inspect the new designs. The smaller type
is shown both as a solo and sidecar, and in

addition a rakish-looking sporting model. The
7 h.p. is exhibited with single and double seated

passenger attachments,"

—"The Motor World," Dec. 2nd. 1921.

"The A.J.S Stand reigns alone in this year's

Olympia display— and indeed of all Olympia
Shows ever held. The ever-moving masses of

humanity which constantly surround this Stand,

instantly prove that the public at large have
appreciated the significance of tliis achievement.

"

—" The Irish Cychst and Motor Cyclist,"

Nov. $oth, 1021.

"The A.J.S. Stand arouses more than ordinary

interest. The road and track successes of this

make have been phenomenal."

"Daily Express," Dec. isl, 1921.

It can be stated without fear of con-

tradiction that there was no more
popular stand at tlie Olympia Motor
Cycle Show than the "A.J.S." It was
the OUTSTANDING EXHIBIT. All

day long throughout the week, it was
besieged by eager throngs. The reason

for this popularity is not far to seek.

During the past season, no other

make of Motor Cycle performed so

consistently and carried off such

honours as the A.J.S.

The two-fold success of the 2| h.p.

model in the T.T. Races, and the Out-

standing Merit of the 7 h.p. Passenger

Combination in Open Reliability Trials

made the A.J.S. exhibit of more than

Ordinary interest and importance.

The Press Extracts quoted at side will

fully substantiate our statements.

If you were one of those who did not get

a chance to examine the A.J.S. at Olympia,

you can do so now by asking for cata-

logues of the 2j h.p. and 7 h p. models.

Both are fully illustrated and described.

To present A.J.S. Riders.
|

i If you are contemplating having :

i your Machine overhauled for the :

j coming Season, the best time to i

j send it to us is now.
j

A.J.STEVENS&Co.(1914),Ld.
Graiseley HouseWolverhampton
London Agents: H. Taylor & Co.. Ltd;. 52-53, Sussex

Place, South Kensington, S.W.i.

The 7 h.p. Passenger Combination, Price—to slandard

specification (.17^

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

In answerinn this advertisement U is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A3
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'^he '^alk of the Show.

"WHAT IT DOES and WHY IT DOES IT"
IS A BOOK THAT TELLS ALL ABOUT THE COX "ATMOS" SINGLE LEVER
CARBURETTER WHICH MANY MANUFACTURERS ARE FITTING AS STANDARD
FOR 1922 A COPY WILL BE SENT FREE OF CHARGE UPON APPLICATION,
AND EVERY MOTOR CYCLIST SHOULD OBTAIN ONE. WHEN YOU SEE A FIRM
FITTING THE COX "ATMOS "-A £4 10 CARBURETTER-YOU MAY CONCLUDE
THAT THEY ARE PUTTING QUALITY AND EFFICIENCY BEFORE PRICE

Cox Carburetters, Ltd.,
Lower Essex Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

The 3h.p. Motor Cycle.

Bristling with novelties—neat design—strong duplex
frame. Power unit can be taken out rapidly—front

fork can be adequately lubricated without annoyance—
tank fixing novel—T.T . or upturned bar at will—full
of sensible originalities—amazingly cheap.

In addition, it lias a wonderfully efficient engine, and
mud -guarding which makes the Omega essentially
an all-weather utility mount—the Motor Cycle you
have long been looking for.

Write for full details to

—

W. J. GREEN, LIMITED
Omega Works, COVENTRY.
LONDON - Bartletts, 93, Gt. Portland St., W.

BIRiVlINGHAM - - Coughs, 183a, Broad St,

From 66 Guineas.

A4 in answerinri these adi-ertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.'
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" Easily the most popular of the Runabouts."
{The Times.)

Our Output for 1922

booked to the following

CONTRACTING AGENTS
to whom Trade and Private Buyers must apply:

BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM
BRADFORD .

BRISTOL . .

BRIDUNGTON
BRIGHTON .

BROMSGROVE
BOLTON . .

BOURNEMOUTH
BURNLEY
CAMBRIDGE .

CARDIFF. .

CARLISLE .

CHESTER
COVENTRY .

CROYDON .

DERBY . .

DONCASTER .

DARLINGTON
DURHAM
EXETER . .

FOLKESTONE
GLOUCESTER
GARNANT (Carmarthen)
HANLEY (Staffs)

HEREFORD .

HUDDERSFIELD
HULL . .

HALESOWEN .

HAVERFORDWEST
KIDDERMINSTER
IPSWICH . . .

LEEDS . . .

LEICESTER . .

LINCOLN . . .

UVERPOOL . .

LONDON . . .

Crawley's Garage. 4, St. Mary's Street.

Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright Street

Denham & Bottomley, Manningham
Lane.

Cox & Co., Colston Street.

Holtby White, High Street.

Turpin, 29, Preston Road.

Chapman, High Street,

Horrocks, 116, Bradshawgate.

Surphce, Poole Hill.

Hebden & Son.

King & Harper, 7, Bridge Street.

Parsons & Co., 2, Albany Road.

Dias & Co., 53, Lowther Street.

Marston's, 31. Bridge Street. •

Man, 92, Earlsdon Avenue.

Allen^Bennett, II, Royal Parade,

London Road.

H. Palin, Ltd., Bourne St.

Cultriss, Cleveland Road.

Duplex Motor Co., 1 1, Grange Road.

Reed, Nettlesworth, Chester-le-Street.

Maudes' Motor Mart. Paris Street.

Martin Walter, 623, Sandgate Road
Gibb, 100, Northgate Street.

H. Davies, Motor Engineer.

John Pepper, 63, Piccadilly.

Fryer, Ltd., Green Dragon Garage.

Earnshaw, 10, Cloth Hall Street.

Morrell, Jameson Street.

Shaw Bros., Hagley Road.

Green's Transport Co.

Walker, Stourbridge Road.

Hammond, 8, St. Nicholas Street.

Potter, 2 1 . Leicester Grove, Blackman
Lane.

Colmore Depot, 62, High Street.

West's, Ltd., 115, High Street.

Colmore Depot, 24, Paradise Street.

Elce & Co., 16, Bishopsgate Avenue,

Camomile Street.

Maude's Motor Mart, 100, Gt. Port-

land Street.

Homac's, 243, Lower Clapton Road.

LONDON

MANCHESTER . .

NEWPORT (Mon.). .

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE
NORWICH . . .

NORTHAMPTON . .

NOTTINGHAM . .

OXFORD ....
PLYMOUTH . . .

PORTSMOUTH . .

PETERBOROUGH
PRESTON . . .

READING . . .

REDDITCH . . .

ROCHE (Cornwall)
RYDE a. of W.) . .

ST. ALBANS . . .

SHEFFIELD . . .

SHREWSBURY . .

STOURBRIDGE . .

SOUTHAMPTON . .

STEVENAGE . . .

SWINDON . . .

TENBURY WELLS
TORQUAY . . .

WALTHAMSTOW

.

.

WAKEFIELD . . .

WARWICK . . .

WEYMOUTH . . .

WOLVERHAMPTON .

WORCESTER

.

WREXHAM .

WISBECH
WEM (Salop) .

EDINBURGH .

BELFAST
BALLYMENA .

Service Co., 239, High Holborn.

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.

Rev, 384, Euston Road.

Colmore Depot, 200, Deansgate.

Luther J. Davies, 71, Commercial St.

Travers, Ltd., 77, Pilgrim Street.

Maude's Motor Mart.

Grose, Ltd., Marefair.

Bennett's, 28, Shakespeare Street.

Wootten, Ltd., 55, High Street.

Holmes, 17, Higher Street.

Suitall's, 258, Commercial Road.

Turnill North, Broadbridge Street.

Parish, 60, Corporation Street.

Julian, 84, Broad Street.

Pitt's, 54, Evesham Street.

Trethewey, The Roche Garage.

Downing & Donavon, Union Street.

Hall, 91, St. Peters Street.

James & Co., 263, Ecclesall Road.

Strefford's Garage.

Stour Valley Motor Co.

Tebbutt, 54, Commercial Road.

Stevenage Motor Co.

Salvage & Son, Fleet Street.

Tenbury Motor Co., Station Street.

South Devon Garage, The Strand.

Lamb's, 151, High Street.

Manby, 263, Kirkgate.

Warner, Market Placo.

Dan Guy, The Esplanade.

P. H. Jones, Motor Engineer, Lich-

field Street.

. Boddington, Farrier Street.

. North Wales Motor Exchange, Chester

Street.

. Palmer Bros.

. Moss Bros.

SCOTLAND.
. Alexander & Co., 1 15, Lothian Road.

IRELAND.
. Alexander, 42, May Street.

. Cameron. Ballymoney Street.

The MORGAN MOTOR CO., LTD., MALVERN.

/n answering this advertisement it is cicstrable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A5
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"RONUK"
iMOTOH (JAR

POLISH

C.'VR ROLifES

CYCc i-R

There's

nothing

like it

for

SIDECARS,
FRAMES
and
PETROL
TANKS.
In large tins 3/- each.
Send postcard for descriptive

leaflet.

Trial Sample sent on receip"

ot One Shilling in stamps with
oame and address ot usual

dealec

"RONUK" LIMITED (Dept. M.C.),

PORTSLADE, ENGLAND.

By Aviioxnttneni to

H.M. TJie King.

Manufacturers of the famous

RONUK SANITARY POLISHES for

FLOORS, FURNITURE, LINOLEUM, &c.
By Appowfmentto

II.M. Queen
Alfj.a)idra,

NO MORE PERPLEXITY
8,6 each. Post Free.

iViite for leaflet A jE.

2. Deflnitely enables you to see a
spark take place at Plug Points.

3. Whether sparking regular or not.
4. Whether points sooted or insu-

lator cracked.
5 Indicates "shorted" Plug.

SIMPLY A MATTER
OF PRESSING THE

BUTTON^
THE RUNBAKEN
Spark AMPLIFIER
AND TESTER !1

(Patd. 13980)

This highly llBish.

ed accessory is

quicl<ly fitted to

any type of plug,

and with its aid, besides

giving the generally
recognised advantages
of an extra spark gap
in the high tension
current, has also the
following advantages :

t. Confirms Magneto
and High Tension
Wire O.K.

Will cut out cylinder for testing

purposes.

Acts as thief-proof device.

Never necessary to take out
Plugs except when faulty.

THE RUNBAKEN MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
WORKS: DERBY ST., CHEETHAM, MANCHESTER.

'I'hcme: City 8266 (3 lines).

MANCHESTER : 288, Deansgate ... 'Phone: Central 7342
LONDON : 142, Gt Portland St. W.I - - 'Pbone: Museum 3903
LEEDS : 94, Alliion Street —
LIVERPOOL 65, Renshaw Street . . .

BIRMINGHAM : 192, Corporation St.

BRISTOL : 14, Colston Street -

SCOTLAND : F. W. Murray, 34-36, Bath Street,

Glasgow
PARIS : 40, Rue Brunei .....

27219
605 Royal
Central 2059

- 'Phone 3728

'Phone : Douglas 1784
'Phone; Roquettei44 2

There is only one cure lor belts

slipping in wet weather, and
that is "Erusa." This works
wonders with belts of all kinds.

"Slip" disappears, and engines
pull better. You can get a
belt treated with

soaking wet, and it will not slip. " Erusa''
differs radically from sticky dressings. It -
an internal ^vaterproofer and preservative.
Get a tin and prove it.

// your dealer cannot supply, send i /5 plits id.
postage, and we wiU forward a tin by return.

Thomas & Bishop, Ltd.,
37, Tabernacle St., London, E.C.2

Wl

THE REVELATIONS
OF THE TRIALS
The wonderful successes in the recent A.C.U. SIX DAYS

TRIALS of the NEW ROVER and CONNAUGHT. Teams
again brings to the notice the benefits to be derived from the

"BONNlkSEN." All these machines were fitted with this

type of Speedometer, and the general opinion of the riders

emphasises the assistance derived from the use of the

Instrument, as the following extract from a letter will show

:

" All Connaught riders fitted a Bonniksen Speedometer and

found them very satisfactory. My personal views on them

are that they leave nothing to be desired. They helped me
very much in keeping to scheduled times, and I relied wholly

and solely on them for the speed test at Brooklands."

PRICES:

. MOTORCYCLETYPE
Trip.

£5 5

Non-Trip.
£4 15

Rear Drive for American ZZ
machines, 10/- extra. izn

|f/ CAR & CYCLE CAR E
TYPE. E

Trip. Non-Trip. - =
£7 £6 10 =
ienJ lor /lluslmted BooUel. =

I ROTHERHAM & SONS, LTD., COVENTRY, j= Teleptionts: 752and753. Telegrams : "RotlierJiams. Coventry. =

A6 In answerinq ilie.se adverti.^emcnts it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Ci/cle."
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PRICES
1922

No. 8—2i h.p. 2 speeds, 2-stroke
- .. £55

No. 8a—as above, with clutch

and kick-starter . £60

No. 7—31 h.p.

model

No. 6—4i h.p. Big Single £105

No. 10—7 h.p. Big Twin £125

Modele de Luxe sidecar—Screen,

luggage grid, interchange-

able wheels . . . . £35

Twin Sports

.. .. £105

_^^^^ Sports sidecar—ditto .. £35 ^^^^j
fj^l^j Standard sidecar—as_ above, less ^^''t,Ml Stan.- _

_
'^'

extras mentioned . . £30

'i^T^i&t Carrier sidecar—interchangeable

with above £30

KitSEND
f^^c^'<^A^ _ _

'W

mm. FOR
ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE
POST FREE iflpl

AGENTS. Get in touch for full par-
ticulars of our favourable agency terms.

THEJAMES CYCLE Co., Ltd.

Head Office and Works :

GREET. BIRMINGHAM.

—can you Build

—

a Motor Cycle House?
"The Amateur Mechanic" which is indispensable for the

householder, is almost invaluable for the Motor Cyclisl^t

shows him how to clean, repair, and overhaul his machme.
It also presents usef.l directions on how to build a Motor-

Cycle house. Materials (batten covered with matching) are

described ; how to cut the points and to fix them together

—how to make the back frame, the door frame; the closed

end. and how to cover all the frames with the deal match-

boarding : how to make the roof—to board the back, the

closed end, the front, the upper part of door frame—Mow to

get the whole together, to make the window, etc. This lesson

has 12 ' How to do it " pictures and diagrams and speciti-

cation of quantities and prices of materials required. Every-

thing is so plain that, as one buyer writes :

"Achild could understand these

directions."

The

Amateur
Mechanic

Presents 400 Money - Saving
Lessons, including:

—To waterproof cloth, coats, etc;—To make tjird cages, aviaries,

etc—To build poultry houses, cycle sheds, workshops, etc—To

cut glass bottles—About glues and varnishes—To make syphons

To make hearth-rugs from strips of cloth—To make rubber

stamps—Home-made drilling machines—How to make a leather

suit case—How to upholster old chairs, couches, etc.—To tt a

house with electric bells; with speaking tubes—To repair and

clean sewing machines—To put a white enamel finish on furni-

ture-To polish shells and pebbles (for necklaces, etc.)—To make

incandescent mantles—How to make a mattress—To make and

mend boots and shoes—To make a pair of hand-sewn boots—lo

repair broken windows—To cure a smoky chimney—To repair

a plaster ceiling—To make a tiled hearth—To tile walls—To

repair water taps—To make a child's Jolding mailcart—To over-

haul and repair a Cycle, a Motor Cycle, a Motor Car—How to do

ticket and sign writing—To repair barometers--Simple metal-

turning, gilding metals, etc.—To erect a sundial at home-To
make a hot-water towel rail—To mount maps—All about the

various operations in boot repairing; putting on new toe-caps,

heel patches, ankle supports, back lining, etc.—To cure damp
walls—To ebonise oak—To stufi and set up birds, aninials, etc.

—To <^ind razors—To make a wooden harp—To repair faults in

domestic hot-water supply—To protect water pipes from frost--

To paper a room—To make a camera—Wood inlaying, etc., etc

"The Motor Cycle" says:
" In this work we come across special articles which should

interest our readers, such as those on Filing, Screw-cutting, (whether

by lathe or by hand) How to Use Spanners, Metal Turning, Metal

Spinning an article on the Overhauling of the Motor Car, another

on the Motor Cycle, another on the Bicycle and Cycle, Taper Turn-

me Home-made Drilling Machines, Emery Discs, Bobs and Wheels,

Hardening—and one on Fitting up a Workshop for Motor Repass.

The motorist and cyclist will find much to learn from

this well-written and copiously-illustrated work. ... We have

had a copy of 'THE AMATEUR MECHANIC ' in our possession

for some years, and manv useful hints and tips have been gathered

from it. ... It should find a place in the library of every

practical motor cyclist."

To the WAVERLEY BOOK Co., Ltd (M.C.4 Dept.)

96, Farringdon Street, London, E.G.4.

Please send me. without charge or obligation, your Free
Illustrated Booklet, oontaininp .111 particulars as to

"The .iVmateur Meclianic": al.'io information as to

your ofier to send the Coiiii'lete Work at once for a

merely nonuual first payment, the balance to be paid by

a few small monthly ijayments, beginning thirty days

after delivery of Work.

Name..
CSend this Form or a Postcard.)

Address

M.C.4 1921.)

is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A7
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The last ounce
of efficiency
""FHE keen motor cyclist likes to

extract the last ounce of efficiency

fron» his machine. To achieve this,

he must look to it that the lubricants

he uses are above reproach in quality,

and of the right grade.

B.M.T. Oils are made from the finest

crude products obtainable, and are

the result of 26 years' experience

and experiment.

Send for the B.M.T. Booklet and
Price List—it will show you the

right grade of oil to use for your
motor cycle.

SHALER VULCANIZERS
—compare the price—the results are incomparable

A. E. NEWTON, Ltd..
Albert E. Newton, Man. Director.

'

50,PALLMALL, LONDON, S.W. I

Telephone:
Regent 2525.

1 deerams

-

Anew.ovie. Charles, London"

"lam Very pleased indeed

with the BM.T. Motoi

OilHeavy suppliedJor ih:

London-Exeter Ran on ihi

T.D. Cycle Car . . youf

cil suits this tv.c. Black-

hume wonderjully ; then

fi no sticking of rings and

gummy pistons after o

ons.resf.

St. James's i^!

ACKNOWLEDGED

BEST VALUE at

OLYMPIA.
No. 2 9 events only entered during 1921 and were awarded

4 SILVER CUPS. 5 GOLD MEDALS.
3 SILVER MEDALS.

Only one machine entered in each event.

E. A. RADNALL & CO. - - - Dartmontb Street - -

34 Gns.
No. ir

42 Gns.
BIRMINGHAM.

i^j

Model 42 ('IS it/Ms'ra/e'?:—Black finish. Klckel-plated
bezel. Indicates speeds to 60 miles ]>er hour. Tolal
mileace counter to 10,000 aud repeats. Quick y
reset trip-ccunter.

Price £S 5 O (or wltbont trip mot^eUo) £5 15 O
Back wheel drive for
Triumph, 5s. extra.
Biiok wheel drive for
Irdian or Harley-David-
sou. JOs. extra.

Manit/ac urcd by
NORTH & SONS,
Ltd., WATFORD. .S:

1 J, Soho Sa- London ,V>'- 1

l^ii SPEEDOMETERS X'^°er
Jn answering Ihese advertisements it is

t^#
If you are having trouble with your
magneto, send it to us. No matter
how badly damaged, we will put it

right. As manufacturers of Simnvs
Magnetos, we have every facility

for restoring magnetos of all

makes. Spares can be obtained

by return. Charges are strictly

reasonable.

SIMMS
MOTOR. UNITS(l920)i:
PERCY BUILDINOS, OUESSE STOEET
I2ATHBONE PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/de."
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MADE BY BIRMINGHAM'S
SKILLED MECHANICS.

WONDERFUL EFFICIENCY- ASTOUNDING VALUE.

NEW IMPERIAL CYCLES LTD.,

PRINCIP STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

(Est. over 30 years.

ARE YOU WAVERING as to your sidecar family mount? If so, allow

us to put before you theNEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination, which has

many points in its favour and which has a great number of satisfied riders

—

Its Engine is the famous New Imperial J.A.P. with ample power, and fully loaded will

crawl with the safety of a car in traffic, and develops speeds which you do not expect

from a car ; the Gear Box has three speeds with easy chain, the working parts being

m ball bearings, and ihe gear ratios just suitable to the power developed ; a Shock
Absorber is also embodied, giving, wijh its all-chain drive, flexibility and smooth run-
ning at all speeds ; the Back Wheel has Timken Roller Bearings, and these are guar-
anteed for two years ; the New Patent Spring Seat Pillar gives the spring comfort
of a car.

The Sidecar is roomy, with luggage cupboard at tiie back, and well-designed, Uie springing
perfect and the Chassis scientifically designed; it has a cleveily cam spring loaded stand
which is actuated by foot instantaneously. The resultant qualities of this combination are

—

simplicity of control; e.xtreme comfort and its capacity for long and continuous worU
without deteiioration and Perfect Dependability.

3 h.p. Combination S h.p. Combination S h.p. Combination S h.p. Tradesman's S h.p. Sports
complete with Coupe Body with Plus-one Body Combination Solo

£145 £154 £160 £147 £132

I

I

I

I

I

LEst. over 30 years. m^ ' A POSTCARD WILL ENABLE t!S TO TELL YOU MUCH MORE AKOUT ThEm. I

HERE is a motor cycle engine like the human
heart steadily fimctioning under all condi-

tions, almost without one knowing it.
'

A machine fitted with this new mechanically silent

power unit—the Barr & Stroud Single Sleeve Valve
Four-stroke Engine— is capable of a speed of 60
miles an hour, and covers approximately 140 miles

on a gallon of fuel, and 2,500 miles on a gallon of oil!

^ We are at liberty to state that the makers of the following
machines are prepared to fit the 350 c.c. Barr and Stroud

Single Sleeve Valve Engine on request

:

BEARDMORE-PRECISION, DIAMOND, EDMUND
Illustrated Booklet free on request from—

B^irr & Stroud
3 h.p. 4-Stroke.

Sii\gle Sleeve Ve^lve.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy^

BARR & STROUD LIMITED, Anniesland, Glasgow. London Office: 15, Victori=i St., Westminster, S.VV.i

lillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH

In anstcciinr/ these advertisements it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle. A9
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NO DOUBT IP THECAMEO WINDSCREEN HAD BEE.M
(NVENTED IM viUUUS OeSAR^ TIME THEV WOULX) •

HAVE. BEEW USED EXOLUS-IVEIM' OM THBR-WAR- CHARIOTS!

MANUFACTURERS OLLARD.WESTCOMBE £re9ll° 46/47 Gr^atcharles Si Birmjngham.

• Fiamcois I

Exceldor
1 features f

The

"BURMAN"

The "BURMAN"
Three-speed Gear

for All-Chain-Driven \

Machines

Gear Box, Clutch & Kick Starter

is in itself a first-class recommendation for reiia-

biiity — being constructed on car lines throughout,

indestructible under average usage and v^fear, demand-
ing no attention whatever beyond occasiona'ly adding

a little gear grease.

The clutch (handle-bar controlled) is unquestionably one
of the best ever produced.

The " Burman" gear, with many other equally-famous features,

is embodied in the model illustrated
—"EXCELSIOR "6

h.p. Popular Combination, £133 net.

BAYLISS.THOMAS& Co.
(Excelsior Motor Co., Ltd.), King's Rd.

TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone—125, Acock's Green
Telegrams—"Monarch, Ha> Mill- '

London Agents

:

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD
52, Su'sex Place,
Sth. Kensington,
S.W.

The "EXCELSIOR"
6 h.p. Popular Combination

Write now
for 1922
CatalcgUB.
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1922 Catalogue

Just received from the Printers.—New Illustrated Art Catalogue of

1922 Britain's Best Bicycle and Rudge Motor Bicycles and Sidecars.

CALL
at THE BICYCLE SHOP, 230, Tottenham Court Road, W.l.
See our new models. Obtain a Catalogue.
Also sent post free for asking from Dept. 600j Coventry.

AGENTS EVERYWHERE.

Rudge -Whilworth' Ltd.
Makers^bf

Bicycles, Motor Bicycles,
Steel Balls & Ball Bearings,

Detachable Motor Car Wheels,
COVENTRY,BIRMINGHAM,LONDON

In answering this advertisement it ts desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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tTthe ERFECTED IOTORCYCLE

LONDON SHOW^ROOMS
4, BERNERS STREET, W.i

- (Opposite Bourne & Hollingsworth,)

CONVENIENTLY situated in the heart of the West End, in a position

easily accessible to Londoners and visitors to the capital, are some of

the best appointed showrooms m England—those of the P. & M.

Motor Cycles—where present and future P. & M. riders will always

receive that service and attention which they rightly expect and which is

given ungrudgingly.

Trained salesmen and demonstrators are there, eager to give RELIABLE
first-hand information on all past and present models. Sectional gear boxes

and engines enable the novice to see and understand the mechanism of the

motor cycle, whilst demonstration machines are always ready to give actual

proof of the P. & M. claims

An exhibition of a complete range of machines and sidecars is a

permanent feature, and our showrooms provide every facility for the convenience

and comfort of visitors who desire to study the latest improvements in P. & M.

Motor Cycles.

You are invited to favour us with a visit You will find it both

interesting and instructive, and it will place you under no obligation whatsoever.

The P. & M. Repair Depot at 17-19, Edge Street, Notting Hill Gate,

offers complete service and advice on adjustments and repairs, which are

carried out cheaply, effectively, and expeditiously.

4| h.p. 4-speed
machine and sidecar,

i£130.
Send for full details.

-^ PHELON& MOORE
LTD.

4, Berners St., London, W.I

Works:

Cleckheaton, Yorkshire.

Repair Depot:

17-19, Edge Street,

Notting Hill Gate,

W.ll.
Telephones: Museum 647, Park 3185 and Cleckheaton 129.

Spare parts list 1914-1921 now out. Post free 1/-.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

N.B. To insure

delivery for Easter

it is Jiecessary to

order now.
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The Trade View of the T.T.
Dates.

LAST Aveek we discussed the dates selected for

the T.T. Races, viz., Tuesday, May 30th,

and Thursday, June isl, i.e., the week
prior to the Whitsuntide holiday. Since our

comments appeared we have received many
letters from prominent members of the motor cycle

world, and, without exception, the opinions ex-

pres.sed conform with the views advanced in these

columns. There seems little doubt, indeed, but
that strenuous efforts will be made in order to effect

some modification of the proposed programme if

the event is to be thoroughly representative of
the trade.

There are two maui iea.sons why these dates are

unfortunate ; first, the annual London-Edinburgh
Trial is timed for the day following the Senior

Race. The M.C.C. event has for many years

proved one of the most popular holiday trials, and
always attracts a large entry, larger, in fact, than
most open events, and prospective competitors will

have to decide between their visit to the Isle of
Man to see the Tourist Trophy and taking part

in the long-distance trial to the north. These
alternatives will not appeal to the majority. It'

might be just possible for really enthusiastic riders

to hurry away from the Senior race to compete
in the long-distance road trial, but it does not

seem likely that many will do this. It is also

suggested that the Edinburgh run provides excel-

lent training for a strenuous road race. But
the outstanding objection is that the proposed
dates fall in the week preceding the Whitsuntide

holiday—the busiest week of the year for motor
cycle factories.

Retarding Output.
It must be remembered that any firm supporting

the Tourist Trophy races, if they have serious

designs on the coveted prize, must devote con-

siderable time and energy to preparations, and that

for perhaps three weeks before the races their

best riders, testers, tuners, and repairmen will be
absent from the works.

This will make a serious difference to the number
of machines which can be produced before the
holiday, when buyers are usually clamouring for

delivery.

In some cases, of course, the competitions and
commercial staffs are quite distinct, and in such
cases the proposed dates would not cause incon-
venience. At the same time, the fact that such
conditions prevail in some factories rather places
the less fortunate manufacturer at a disadvantage.
The wealthier firms may always make better
arrangements to promote success than those con-
cerns which are only able to spare, their best men
for a limited period. To hold the races during
the pre-holiday week Avould cause many seriously
to consider whether they are justified in sacrificing

their output at this time in what, at the best, is

a gamble for fame. All keen motor cyclists

desire tO' see a fully representative and sporting
event, and it would be deplorable if an unpro-
pitious date were selected which would have the
effect of reducing the entry list.

The R.A.C. and the A.C.U.
If the races could be postponed for a fortnight

the situation would be greatly relieved. There are
difficulties in the way owing to the dates assigned
for the car races, but surely these are not insuper-
able, since the R.A.C. is the parent body of the
A.C.U. If the R.A.C. were approached, and the
matter clearly and reasonably e.xplained, it should
be possible to arrange dates convenient to all.

Alternatively, the races might be held earlier, or
later, after the roads had been repaired subsequent
to the car races. There are difficulties in each
case, but, again, we fancy they are not insuperable.
In any case, the opinions of representative manu-
facturers cannot well be ignored by the Auto-Cycle
Union, and we feel confident that that energetic
body will reconsider the dates proposed with a
view to satisfying the wishes of the majority.

-

. .̂..y. ./.. / / .. y: ...y. „ . .̂.../. ../...,/. , . / . / ^.../.../../ / ^ .y.y ../..../ v.A. .\...\.. \..\. \ \ \.k v ^ y k s v '^ s ^ i. v?^
An Index to the adveptieements in this issue vnill be found on Sup. i .
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W"Z
rnacl at night wlicii

visibility is Ic^-, and to open
the throttle u n \v li i t e

macadam, Avhich gi^es the

liead lamp a chance to do
its best. Always a legular
night rider from necessity

lather than choice, in the
old days before tar was in-

vented I used to love night
work when the white roads
were dry, and to dislike
it when v,-et had dulled their sheen and reflective
powers. Our head lamps are not orthochromatic.
Keen eyesight is required to differentiate between (n)

a cyclist, {(>) a bullock, (c) a hedge, and (d) wet
macadam or any sort of tarred road, for the distinc-
tion must be made hy -for/// rather than cohi/r nt night,
whereas in daylight colour contrasts supplement the
contrasts in outline. Does anybody know any ortho-
chromatic de\ice? I have heard it asserted that the
I'allolite lamps differentiate colour to some extent.

Strafing the Punctate Fiend.

EFIND—so do most riders. I fancv—that punctures
come in fits and starts. During 192 1 I was lucky.

.
To judge by past experience, 1922 would therefore

bring me large crops of flat tyres' just when I least

want them. So. by way of insurance, I am biisilv

testing out everything which offers any promise of
immunity. The Challenger tube taught me last season
that only a fool reganls punctures as inevitable. My
list of specifi<-s for test includes Impervo, Punkho, the
Jefl' tube (rubber flaps, which are blown up against the
hole from the insyrle), a mystic tube by Bramco, of
Coventry, tlie Monie. nailsweeper, and so on. But
I met with a shock when^I went to Rapson's place,
fully prepared to purchase a rear cover complete. The
salesman informed me that Rapson had Ceased the
manufacture of motor cycle tyres. Let us hope it is

only because his car tyres tax the plant, and that later
on he will show tis what he can do for two-wheelers.
In the meantime, the simplest road to tyre joy i's to fit

3in. covers
; they don't often stop you, and they make

some amends for the crimes of our road authorities.

A Real Motor Cyclist.WE quasi-amateurs who buy a new machine at
least annually ; the professionals who seldom
stir abroad without having kept a small army

of mechanics busy on their 'buses for days before-
hand

;
the "pals" of some tradey person who get

delivery of a picked mount^how little w:e deserve the
title of "'Motor cyclist" compared with some of the
unknown stalwarts who blush unseen in the remote

provinces. For instance, on
my desk there lies a letter

from a Midlander who is

running a single-geared
;,

h.p. combination. It is

single-geared because the

Armstrong three-speed hub
wore' out after 25,000
miles, and funds are not as

yet available for a new
gear. Incidentally, he

obtained the machine b\-

buying second-hand bit.^

and building it him-

self. Along s i m i 1 a r

lines he has built no fewer than four monocars.

The first was constructed in 1910 from the w'reck of

a Rover tricar. The second was half built wdien the

army took the designer to its bosom ; and his chassis

was sawn up during a week's leave to mend the garden

gate. The third was a washout, for he incautiously

tried to I'uake a three-wheeled buckboard out of ash

laths, and found that the frame whipped. The fourth

—shudder ye competition magnates !—is to have single-

geared flat helt drive \\\lh a jockey pulley in lieu of

a clutch. One presumes that Howard Davies and

George Dance would have to hide their diminished

heads if this kind of fellow was ever let loose with

tinlimited cash upon the competition .world.

Prop Stands and Deflation.

THE correspondent who signs himself " Humber
ist'' is a sort of junior Einstein. Readers may
remember his point, which is that if a prop

stand supports a motor bicycle at an angle very nearly

vertical, and the back tvre proceeds to deflate slowly

when the owner departs, the machine will gradually

assume a vertical position and presently topple over.

This is obvious, and was covered in my recent article

on the subject by a stipulation that a good prop stand

should be moderatelv splayed out, attached midships,

and well out from the centre line of the track. A
prop stand aflixed at a steep angle to the rear chain

stays would certainly let the bicycle down under the

conditions described by " Humber ist." - A decent
sample will never let the machine down. . I am
encouraged and comforted by this reader's verdict

that if • prop stands become - standardised, 80% of

us -would use them in the garage as well as bv the

roacLside.

Automatic Cut-otits for Dynamo Ligfiting.

SOME of the cheaper dynamo lighting outfits are

normally marketed without any automatic cut-

out, though it is naturally an easy matter to

specify a cut-out, and to wire it into the circuit. The
novice may not appreciate the facts which govern
the adoption or rejection of such an accessory. Where
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;i cut-out is omitted, cheapness is always the nu)ti\c,

and I believe I am right in saying that no car installa-

tion is now sold minus a cut-out. Two risks confront
the motor cyclist who fits an outfit without this

accessory. The first is that when he leaves his machine
in a garage or by the roadsiiJe, some loafer may
throw his charging switch ' on,''' in which case the

accumulator will rapidlv run itself down by discharge

through the dynamo. The other ri.sk is that he him-
self may forget to turn the charging switch off at

the end of a run, when the accumulator will .similarly

empty itself. In other words, an automatic cut-out

is well worth its cost, and is really a necessity for a

man who is not extremely precise in his habits and
who often leaves his machine in any public place.

The *' Stick-cm " Type of Dynamo Outfit.

A FIRM of dynamo manufacturers write- me kindly
~ but plaintively to the effect that too many

riders and writers_ ignore all types of lighting

d\namo except those which are combined with tiie

magneto. There is some excuse for this common
omission. The lighting ignition systems necessitate

no extra drive or brackets; they merge into the clean

outlines of a good design, whereas the attachment of

belts and pulleys and platforms is apt to disfigure a

niachine vvliich has been thought out as a good-looking
whole by a designer with some eye for beauty. On
the other hand, it must never he forgotten that some
of these '' stick-on " dvnamo sets come out at a far

lower price than the dc luxe combinei.l equipments,

e\c)i when the cost of the ignition unit is set off;

iiuite a good " stick-on " outfit may be bought for

about ^11, complete with lamps. Further, we ought
to consider the case of a man who has' a roadworthy
but antique mount, and who yearns for electric light-

ing. He is already provided with a magneto, and
its exchange value may not exceed a couple of pounds.
The purchase ol a sound "stick-on" installation is

easily his cheapest path to the fulfilment of his dreams.

- Head Lamp Bracket Fixings.

YEARS ago we could not temporarily remove our
head lamp sets unless we also unscrewed the

rather complex clips by which lamp, bracked,
and generator were affi-xed to the handle-bar. Then
somebody sensible came along and devised the
more modern type of clip, which enables you to

take off the lamp set by detaching two nuts, whilst

the handle-bar clips '" stay put." Latterly, a number
of firms, comparatively new to the motor cycle industiy,

ha\e revived the bad old type of clip, sometimes
through sheer ignorance, sometimes in the interests

of cheapness. The point is not radical—there are
lot's of riders who carry their lamps all the year round.
On the other hand, there are other riders who wisely

carry lamps only when lamps are likely to be used.
A modern lamp set may cost anything up to ;^io, and
it is pretty sure to be damaged if the machine falls

over, as most machines do sooner or later. So it is

a sensible precaution to leave the lamp set at home,
whenever a daylight return is

,
certain. Hence the

buyer should frame his own policy in this matter.

To remind fair weather riders that spring and summer lie ahead—that the wet roads and leafless trees of to-day are with us'
tor so short a period that it is not worth while to lay up the machine for the winter. To the real enthusiast there is no
motor cycling season

AI5
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How Valve Timing Affects Petrol Consumption,
Some Fads concerning Overlap, Lag, and Tappet Clearances

It HERE are many ways in which the average

rider sets out to effect economies in the running

of his machine, but it is rarely that one ever

hears of a rider taking any particular interest in the

matter of valve timing. Tire carburetter generally

plays the most important part in the experiments,

which often effect a considerable and true economy.

There are two chief causes of petrol loss that may
be debited to the account of the valve timing. First

the ejection of petrol through the carburetter air port,

as a result of blowing back, and secondly inefficient

sca\'enging of the exhaust gase.s.

Overlap and Blow=back
The first of these causes of waste is essentially

dependent upon the inlet valve timing. Now one

often hears a lot about " overlap," but it is generally

spoken of w-ith regard to very high speed work, and
here it is certainly permissible. In the case of pro-

ducing economical running, liowever, care must be

taken that this overlap is not carried to excess, and it

is usual that overlap of only 2° or 3° be given. The
first essential 9, the setting of overlap depends upon
the closing of the exhaust valve. Should the exhaust

valve close 8° or 10° past the top dead centre, then
2'^ or 3° overlap can be given, but in the unusual event

of its closing before top dead centre, then the inlet

valve must be opened rather later down the induction

stroke in order to allow any exhaust gas remaining

in the cylinder head to reach atmcspheric pressure

by further expansion—thus any serious blow-back will

be avoided. ]n other words^ overlap must be caused

by a late closing of the exhaust rather than by an
early opening of the inlet valve. Now tis regards the

closing of the inlet valve. It is natural to imagine
that the end of the induction stroke is the correct

moment' for the inlet valve to close, but, owing to the

high velocity and inertia of the gas in the induction

pipe during this stroke, the inlet valve can be closed

several degrees past bottom centre. This late closing

varies considerably in different types of engines, and
largely depends upon the size and lift of the inlet valve

employed. Care must be taken, however, that the

late closing is ndt carried too far, because if the

cylinder is completely filled before the valve closes,
" blow-back " will certainly be produced by the back-
ward surge of the mixture as the piston reverses -its

movement.

Getting Rid of the Exhaust.
Dealing with the second cause, this depends upon

the exhaust arrangements, the exhaust valve timing,
lift, and size of valve and arrangement of e.xhaust

passages. It is usual to open the exhaust valve from
40° to 50° before bottom dead centre, because when
the piston has reached this point, it has more or less

AlG

completed its effective working movement. There is,

therefore, no objection to an early opening of the

exhaust valve, and there are certainly many advan-
tages. The slight but ' ineffective—so far as u.seful

work is concerned—pressure in the cylinder at this

early opening is utilised to institute a flow of gas along
the exhaust pipe, and the inertia effect of this gas-fiow

assists the emptying of the cylinder when the piston

is rising on the exhaust stroke.

Early Opening Exhaust Valves.
A second reason for this early opening is that the

piston would otherwise encounter a back pressure,

nearly equal to the pressure upon it before it reached
the bottom of the firing stroke, which would not only

cause a considerable loss of power, but would cause
overheating by the retention of the hot gases. 1ft

the same way that the velocity of the fresh gas surging

through the- inlet pipe is utilised by a late inlet valve

closing, so is the momentum of the exhaust gas-

employed to assi.st in - clearing the cylinder head bv
allowing the exbau.st valve to remain open after top
dead centre. Thus, any gas that may remain ill the

combustion head at the top of the exhaust stroke is

given every opjiortunity to be released. It is essentia'

that no obstruction should exist in the exhau.st port

and passages, otherwise any effective exliausl timing

will be nullified. The exhaust pipe and silencer must
be periodically cleansed of any carbon formation, in

order to avoid back pressure. The necessity for

complete scavenging is very important, and it will be
clearly understood that any exhaust gas that does
remain in the cylinder very seriously depreciates the

quality of the incoming mixture. Exliaust gas is

composed of carbon monoxide or dioxide to a great

extent, and as these gases are not combustible they

retard the burning of the petrol mixture.

Tappet Adjustment.
The correct adjustment "of the tappets is very

important. Any error in setting the clearances has
a marked effect both upon power and fuel consumption.
Adjustable tappets are provided for taking uj) any-

wear' in the valve mechanism, such as the rocker and
the tappet rod, and also any shortening of the valve

stem. Excessi\'e adjustment should not on anv
account be used to correct the valve timing, because
by doing so the lift of the valves will be affected. It

is advisable to verify the tappet clearances at frequent

intervals, particularly on small high-speed engines.

The makers' advice should always be follow^ed as to

the clearance necessary, and it is advisable to reset

the adjustment with the help of a feeler gauge.

Perhaps, on the 1922 machines, this gauge will be
part of the standard toolkit—manufacturers, please

note.
'

G.S.P.
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(1) Weather protection on ttie Reynolds -.s ensured by a deep flat steel plate in front. (2j Full size guards on the de luxj
293 c.c. Francis-Barnelt. (3) Nicely curved polished aluminium shields on the Velocette. (4.) Raleigh leg-guards which dj
net hamper cooling. (5) Knee extension, on the Matchless shields. (6) The familiar Scott mudguarding arrange r.e its.

(7) F.nfleld lightweight foot screen.,. (8) Valanced guards on the bij New Imperial. (9) Simple shields on the lady's model (vy
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a spare, is con-

Me;hods of Mourning
an Extra

Wheel and Tyre.

THE spare wheel has come
to stay ; there can be no
doubt about that. Its

usefuhiess—ahnost necessity

—

has been demonstrated to motor

cyclists, and the demand for

sidecar outfits equipped with de-

tachable and interchangeable

wheels, w'ith accommodation for

siderable.

So far as British machines are concerned, it^ is

chiefly in lower-powered, lower-priced, and sporting

machines that its absence is the rule, although there

are certain outfits sold at figures near 100 guineas

which include spare wheel. Those which do not carry

a spare wheel frec]uently carry a spare cover, and

accommodation must be found for this ; a cover-

improperly secured will quickly chafe and be ruined.

A Discarded Location.

Prior to the war a common position for the spare

wheel was on the off side of the back carrier, the wheel

being secured to the rigid part of the .,—;-"

frame at a point where it was subjected

to more vibration than it would have

suffered at any other point of the

machine. In the last Scottish Six Days
Trials the Matchless outfits were so

equipped, but these machines had spring

frames. Nevertheless, when the same
team figured in the A.C.U. Six Days a

month later, the spare wheels were fixed ^-^.^

to the rear part of the sidecar body.

hedge, the driver

until overtaken by

With a Note
on Accommodaling

Spare Covers.

This rigid fixing is unsuitable

for present-day roads ; the weight

of the wheel, its rigid mounting,
and vibration to which it is sub-

jected, may cause fractures in

the mountings, and the wheel is

very liable to come adrift. The
Mriter once saw one roll into a

of the outiit being none the w'iser

a following soloist.

Benefiting from the tpringinf.

A fixing for a spare wheel which is very popular
is on the body between the sidecar and the driver, and
thus receives the full benefit of the body springing.

This position possesses considerable advantages, in

that it leaves entirely free the 'rear sidecar locker and
luggage grid, and does not interfere in any way with

the hood. Some riders object to this position on the

. score of appearance, w'hich, however, can be much
enhanced by fitting a leather-cloth wheel cover.

A position which is daily becoming more popular

is with the wheel acioss the track of

J
the machine. The standaid model
Matchless, the Blackbuine, and
Excelsior sidecars aie familiar In

this position the wheel may be tilted

in Older to peimit access to the locker,

or it may be fixed to the luggage grid,

thus lying horizontally when the grid

is in use. The Rex Co. fit the spare

METHODS OF CARRYING THE SPARE WHEEL.

(1) On the Dunelt the wheel is carried on the underside of the bulbous back ot the sidecar, permitting free access to the locker. (2) A
^

1921 Matchless method—on the outside of the sprung carrier. (3) The 1921 8 h.p. Chater-Lea had the wheel bracket on the front of'-'

the inside longitudinal member of the chassis. (4) On the underside of the folding luggage grid—the 8 h.p. Blackbume.
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(Left) A low position on a tiadebitian s cainer. (Centre) On the top ot the bulbous back ot a sporting Rex outfit. (Right) At the rear

of the boot of the Acme outfit.

wheel in a vertical position at the

rear of a boot.

Two recent patents have produced
a method of carrying a spare whee_[

or tyre which possesses many good
points. The wheel is entirely

enclosed, the bulbous back of the

sidecar containing a compartment
at the side for the reception of the

wheel or tyre ; in the case of the

foiTner, support is given by a cen-

tral spindle.

The wheel or tyre is thus pro-

tected from the elements, cannot be

lost, and yet is instantly accessible.

At the same time a sidecar embody-
ing su.ch a housing is pleasing to

the eye, the bulbous back giving a

graceful effect. The track of the

8 h.p. Sunbeam sidecar illustrated

is l)Ut half an inch greater t h a n

standard, owing to the utilisation of every fraction of

an inch in the chassis and suspension.

The weight is not

increased, owing
to the absence of

a luggage grid

and spare wheel
bracket

;
public de-

mand will demon-
strate whether an

enclosed spare

wheel finds favour^

Another novel
method of accom-
modating the spare

wheel .has been
pate- n ted by a

Betweea the earner

position selected by

Royal Ruby

England's registered sids;ai Lio Iv with side iocker lor spait whee.

Coventry agent who* has produced

a. sidecar with two wheels placed

side by side, and so arranged that

either may be brought in contact

with the ground, the other remain-

ing a few inches clear of the- road

surface. Either of these wheels

may -be used as the spare^ wheel

for the motor cycle, which, of

course, would have to be fitted with

interchangeable wheels to suit.

Carrying a Spare Tyre
Coming now to^ the problem of

carrying a spare outer cover, this

is sometimes nchie\'ed by plac-

ing it over the nose of the side-

car, but it must be admitted that

it leaves something to be desired in

appearance, to say nothing of the

protection of the sidecar enamel.

The same remarks apply when the spare cover is

lied to the rear of the sidecar body, wliere it is

generally an eyesore

owing to the
attempts made to

preserve it by wrap-

ping it in canvas.

Quite a number
of motor cyclists

carry the spare

cover, folded and
strapped,_ in the
no5e of the sidecar,

but when space is

restricted this in-

conveniences the
passenger.

and the sidecar is the

the designer of the

A DIFFICULT

IN
^he Motor Cycle of December 131,-1921, we
described the (alleged) highest hard road in Great

Britain, a deplorable track near Tomintoul, which

we stigmatised as unfit for inclusion in a Scottish Six

Days." An Aberdeen enthusiast states that the road

ought certainly to figure in next year's event, but that

the riders should be allowed three hours as their

SECTION.
minimum time for the eight miles, which they must

not be asked to cover non-stop. On these terms its

inclusion would, he considers, form a highly sporting

and popular feature. It might do. I have a kind of

foreboding that my favourite grandmother will expire

on the Saturday before the trials, if the Edinburgh

Club considers this foolish suggestion. Ixion.
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How a Reader Constructed a
Trailer Caravan. His Holiday
Tour and what it Cosi lor a

Party of Four.

IN
past issues of The Molor Cycle there

have appeared illustrations of col-

lapsible trailer caravans which must
have interested many who can only just afford to run

a sidecar, and who are yearly faced with the cheap
holiday question.

As I could not afford to buy one of these outfits, I

set out to construct one, and my experiences may be

interesting and helpful to others.

Old army bedboards, which I could obtain easily

and cheaply, provided the timber for the framework.
These were sawn into lengths i|-in. wide (after

planing), and the four main girders were made of

these lengths, using half-cut joints and small nails.

These proved to be very rigid even when only one

nail was used • at each joint. (The rear member
had the middle portion cut out later, to permit easy

entrance.) The four girders were then jointed together

at the bottom of the well by two lengths cut 2in. wide,

and along the top in two places by i-]-in. strips.

FrameworK Cbnst.-ucsion.

The whole framework was then strutted as shown
in the diagrams, and extra strengthening pieces were

placed under the seat portions and along the floor of

the well. Three-ply wood was used for the floor and
seats, and the far end of the well was also boarded
in. Small nails were used.

The sides of the well are of canvas—the

same material as the top and sides. For this

I bought two ex-Government waterproof

sheets size 13ft. x loft. each. These proved

large enough for the caravan, and left a

sheet about 9ft. x 8ft., which formed a really

splendid covering for the outfit. Cloth-

CONSTRUCTIONAL
DETAILS OF OUR
CONTRIBUTOR'S

CARAVAN.

covered pins were used to fix the canvas. A shaft

2jin. wide connects the trailer to the sidecar frame,

and a bolt forms the hinge. The axle is a straight

tube with the sidecar axles brazed in, and passes

through the well just above the floor, and is covered

by a box allowing ample movement. Thi wheels were

supplied by a London firm, as were also the Douglas

sidecar springs on which the trailer is slung.

Four folding feet steady the caravan when camping,

but for perfect safety we always placed a petrol tin

under the doorstep, and also left the caravan attached

'to the machine. The framework of the top is built

up entirely of bedboards, the bent strips being |-in

thick, and bent by steaming. This was done by sup-

porting each end and hanging a weight in the middle.

The end top girders were strutted as shown.

Room for a Party of Four.

Four i|in. pillars hold up the roof; these are hinged

on a bolt at the bottom, and slipped on a similar bolt

at the top and secured by a wing-nut. The hems cut

off the canvas sheets formed splendid cross-braces for

the sides and ends. These acted so well that when
erected the top was very firm and tight.

By a study of these :

drawings, any one I

handy with carpen- i

ters' tools should be
j

able to construct the :

body. The complete
j

framework is shown :

minus the upright :

stays. :

'B4
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The Cheapest Form of Touring.—

Four ropes were also attached to the buckles which
secured the top when travelling, and acted as guy-
ropes, which proved very useful onjvindy days.

Tiie centre portion of the caravan is filled bv a

table zft. 6in. xaft. 2in., which stands on folding
feet,- and is a foot higher than the seats. This can
also be used outside, and makes a meal a much more
comfortable affair than the usual camphig arrange-

ment, and when used inside there is ample room for a

party of four to sit round it.

Another piece of three-ply covers in the remaining
portion when required, giving a sleeping ' surface of
over 5ft. ><: 6|ft.

Having two old covers and tutes, I did not trouble

to buy new tyres, but used gaiters over the bad places.

This trailer was only hurriedly finished on the

morning of , August 17th, and at 4 p.m. that day we
set out on a seven-

teen day tour of

Norfolk and -Suf-

folk.

-^.-'m'-^^m

The trailer caravan erected. By comparison mth the group of figures its roominess
win be appreciated. The complete cost was only £11 3s. 6d

The Machine and
i's Equipment.
My machine is a

Scott 191 3 model,
and the sidecar a

W a t s o n i a n. 1

lowered the gear to

4.93 on high and
9.08 on low. My
smallest boy sits on
a seat skmg over

the passenger's
knees, and the other

boy is, of course,

on a Tan-Sad.
We carried a

large ordinary wool
bed, large enough
to cover the full space, and two large bolsters and two
pillows. Sheets, blankets, and other bedclothes enough
for adequate comfort were also taken, and we never'

felt cold, although the doorway was left open all night.

In the well underneath we carried a large bag of

clothes, a full-sized Primus stove with spirit tin and

spare paraffin tin, a large bucket, frying pan, large

pan for boiling, and a soldier's "canteen." Another

box contained the crockery—large and small plates,

cups and saucers, etc.—and cutlery, enough for the

four of us, and in a journey of over 400 miles we
never had a breakage. A third box held bottles and
jars for butter, jam, tea, sugar, etc., and still another

held bread and provisions. Boot brushes and other

personal . equipment were not forgotten, and alsi; a

Thermos, candles, small medicine chest, etc.

Sleeping Arrangements.

The well also held a large enamelled wash-basin,

an axe, a two-gallon petrol tin, a gallon tin of oil, the

sheet for covering the motor cycle and sidecar, a spare

suit of motor overalls for myself, and the lady's spare

raincoat.

As none of us are tall, we found that we could

sleep very comfortably in a row across the width of

the trailer. When travelling, the bed and bedclothes

were spread out flat under tlie collap.sed roof, biit

when camped during the day we rolled the bed to the

far end, and folded the bedclothes on top of it. This

allowed the table to be raised, and left plenty of

sitting room for four.

Rambling Round the Eastern Counties.

Twenty-nine miles was our first day's mileage, our

destination being Woodhall Spa, in Lincolnshire. The
next day we ran to King's Lynn, the third day to

Culford Park, near Bury St. Edmund's, the fourth

through Stowmarket to Stonham Aspal, and the next

to near Orford, where . we stayed three days with

friends. On the ninth day we again set off, and

arrived at Kessingland, near Lowestoft. The follow-

ing day saw us camped half-way between Yarmouth

and Caister-on-Sea, where we stayed two days, when
we ran across the

Broads to Cromer,
and camped for the

week - end on the

cliff tops at East

Runton. The Mon-
day afternoon saw
us at Hunstanton,

and the next day
we toured through

Sandringham to
King's Lynn and
on to Long Sutton.

We had intended

staying near Bos-

ton, but owing to

the terrible shortage

of water we could

not find a suitable

camping place, so

we ha5 to travel

another twelve iniles

until we got to a

Next day was ourplace where water was plentiful.

sliortest run, as we only ran to Woodhall Spa, and
agreed to stay for our last night at the site of our first

night's camp, and an easy run next morning (Sep-
tember 2nd) brought us home once more.

The Machine's Performance
Speed and hill-climbing? Well, on the middle

jet of the Binks, using jets Nos. 00, 2, and 7, we
could easily average 15 m.p.h., and the middle jet

sulficed for all except really hard work.
Only twice was the Scott stopped. The first time

was between Stowmarket and ^Vickham Market. \\&
got into one of the Suffolk "holes," and after

descending a winding little hill and rounding a sharp
bend dead slow, we were suddenly faced by a rather

sharp little rise. I had to shed my passengers and
start up again, and ride the outfit to the top alone.

This route was " arrowed " as though for a trial, and
consisted of winding lanes, with loose surfaces in

places.

Our other failure was at Blakeney, on the run from
Runton to Hunstanton. I was really sorry for the

machine that day, as we were faced the whole way by
a strong head wind. In a run of about forty miles
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1 had to use full throttle nearly the whole time, and
even had to go on low -gear on the level several times

because of the strong breeze. No one will be surprised

to hear that I used nearly two gallons of juice that

day, and I was not surprised when we stopped on this

little pimple.

Many pecple asked, " What about the rain? " One
night we had steady rain until eleven o'clock next

morning, and two heavy thunderstorms the next night

failed to show any impression on the covering, and, as

we slept two feet above the ground, the weather bogey
did not affect us

We used the machine several times without the

trailer for short sight-seeing runs and shopping.

Mileage done was about 430, and the total cost of

our holiday for petrol, oil, and all actual living and
camping expenses was just over ten pounds for the

four of us. Of course, pocket money and amusement

DECEMBER ogtii, ig2i.

expenses are not included, but simply travelling-

expenses, food, and whatever was spent in accom-
modating the party.

What the Caravan Cost.

Lastly (and in this case the least), we come to the

cost. The following table shows the cost of the

trailer :

£ 8. d.

Bedboarda 10
Three-ply wood 2 00
Two sheets of cauvfis 3 15
Wheels 3 2

Springs .. „ .. .. 17
Axle tube and brazing ' 7 6
ClotJi-covered iiins .. .. 4
Blacksmith's work 5
Sundries [bolts, eto.i 5

Total .. £11 5 6

In short, the whole holiday was inexpensive, and
we look forward in confidence to future trips.

Geo. a. Weatherill.

What {o Wear on a Winter's Day, when

A MEMBER of the N.U.T. staff, who is out all

the year round in the bleak northern areas,

recently told me that he has tried the follow-

ing kit during the last three winters :

Feet.—Army wool socks and Canadian field boots.

„ Legs.—Light cotton pants, heavy woollen pants, riding

breeches, and oilskin leggings.

Body.—Light cotton underclothes under heavy woollens,

woollen and cotton shirts with double-breasted
sheepskin vest between them, and D.R. coat and
poncho.

Hands.—Woollen wristlets, Woollen mitts, and leather
gauntlet gloves.

Neck.—Woollen muffler.

He.\d.—Storm helmet.
Eyes.—Airman's goggles.

In addition, he tried a pair of airman's electric

gloves obtained from the Disposal Board, but found

they developed a hot-spot over the backs of the hands.

He finds no defects of comfort with the above kit,

except that the feet get cold, that the outfit is very

heaxy and expensive, and that it is a long job to get

into it or out of it.

Ex W.D. Clothing.

Out contributor " Ixion " stated recently that he
used a Sidcot suit, infantry gum boots, R.A.F, helmet,

and Archangel field force gloves. A Sidcot suit is

lined with teddy bear, and covered with waterproof v

X\\\\\. Its main drawbacks are that it is only made
in stock sizes, and so may not fit the random buyer
too closely round the neck, which is always a vulner-

able point in wet weather ; and that the waterproof
twill is not always a genuine drencherproof in solo

work, though it can always be trusted in the com-
parative seclusion of a sidecar or cycle car.

Both these kits are recommended by practical rough-
riders. Can we add anything to their winter lore?

In the first place, it is obvious that nothing resists

wind like leather, and nothing resists rain as oilskin

does. It is no bad plan to w'arm one's body with
leather, e.g., leather trousers or breeches, and a

sleeved leather waistcoat. Dryness can then be simply
attained by the cheapest and coarsest oilskin suit,

which will not imply fieavy expense when it tears, as

WINTER WEAR.
Cold and Wet have (o be Resisted.

all cilies do sooner or later. But the " teasiest " parts

of the body have yet to be dealt with—the head, the

feet, the neck, and the hands. So far as headgear
goes, only one garment will really keep out heavy
rain. It is the oilskin helmet, made in one piece

with a face hole and a neck curtain. It makes the
wearer look like nothing on earth, and should there-

fore be carried in the pocket or the sidecar till

snow or rain signal that the time has come to don
it. In dry weather, any lined leather T.T. helmet
with sausage ear rolls will be w'arm and sightly.

The neck has already been catered for by the face-

hole type of helmet. Riders wdio dislike making
abject guys- of themselves must make shift with a

muffler ; but it sv'iH always get soppy on a bad day.

Protecting Ihe Extremities.
The foot problem varies according as the rider's

circulation is good or bad. Men with sluggish circu-

lations ought to eschew riding in arctic weather. For
a man with an ordinarily good circulation, snow boots
over ordinary boots, plus two pairs of good socks,

will suffice. For a man with moderate circulation,

gum boots are better. Either gurti boots or snow
boots are waterproof inside and out ; therefore water
will run down the legs and drain into the boots. This
must be stopped by wearing waterproof leggings over
the tops of the boots ; if oilskin trousers are selected

(and very few leggings will fit over big boots), a pair

of cyclist's trouser clips can be used at the ankles.

The hands are an acute difficulty. Apart from the

Archangel mitts, I only know of two waterproof gloves

which are still obtainable. The Asbestol mitt is even
heavier and stiffer than the Archangel type. Dunhills

make a lined glove, of which the outside is water-

proof twill. They made me a pair to measure, but
I have only worn them once, because they were so

stiff that I could not grip bar or levers with any'

comfort. I believe the best solution for the moment
is to rely on one of the patent handle-bar muffs to

keep the hands dry, and to help in keeping them
warm. Inside the muff one can wear any thick non-

waterproof glove. Road Rxd^?
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A forced dismounting in the lane leading to the falls resulted in this pleasing

snapshot.

A Visit to the Highest Waterfall in Great Britain.

WITHOUT holding any particular admiration

for George Borrow, that learned tourist-author

of seventy years ago, I have read and re-read

his " W'ild Wales " with a peculiar delight because

of a fairly intimate knowledge of many of the tracks

he followed.

Many times, however, have I regretted an hiability

for one reason or another to visit what is perhaps the

finest fall in Wales—Pistyll Rhaiadr.

Recently busine.ss took me to Shrewsbury, and left

me with half a day to spare, so I hurried away with

my 2| h.p. Douglas on to the Oswestry road without

any very definite knowledge of the route or the dis-

tance. By a process of following signposts and an

indistinct memory of the map of this district, I turned

away through the quaintly named village of Knockin,

and soon found from the milestones that Llanrhaiadr

was not an hour's run.

"The Full and A-wful Name."

The nearest village to the fall, to give it the full

'and awful name inscribed on the map, is Llanrhaiadr-

ym-MochnaTit ; just what it means I must, leave to a

Welshman to explain.

It must have improved since Sorrow's time, for it

certainly does not merit his reference, to " a dirty little

street." True, there is nothing to entliuse over, for,

were it not for its proximity to the fall, it would be

merely another of the many pleasant Welsh -villages

with fearsome-looking names.

A narrow turn to the right commences the winding

lane to the fall, two miles of very fair surface and

not particularly hilly ; no one should hesitate, fearing

lack of Pistyll Rhaiadr, a graceful curtain of water falling

D O W e r
^"^ ^^^'' '^ curiously shaped hole in the black rock,

r ' ahout half-way down, forms a fantast'c bridge under

which the water pours.
IS quite

an easy ro^id right to the foot of the fall, but there

are two or three gates to open.

U'ith regard to the distance of two miles, this was
given on enquiry in the village, but was qualified with

the reminder " but, look you, they are Welsh miles,

indeed." I expect that it is nearer three miles, to be

correct, and Borrow calls it four. . It terminates at

the fall, which is the most prominent feature in view

for the last half mile.

Laboured description is out of place here, and
anyone who doss not know it might do worse than read

Chapters 65, 69, and 70 of " Wild Wales." A few
snatches from this talkative description will suffice :

" The water comes 'spouting over a crag of perhaps

two himdred feet in altitude between two hills,

groves of pine are on the -lower parts of

lioth. . . . What shall I liken it to? I scarcely

know, imless it be an immense skein of silk agitated

and disturbed l>y tempestuous blasts. I never saw
water falling so gracefully, so much like thin, beauti-

ful threads as here."

A Drop of 210 Feet.

The total height is about 210ft. ; the farmhouse
standing near the bottom of the fall is to all appear-

ances an improvement or rebuilding of the house
mentioned by Borrow. He says: " As I drew near,

two handsome dogs came rushing to welcome the

stranger." Whether they were the descendants of those
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A Hall-day Jaunt into Wales.—

animals I do not know, but the sound of my engine
brought four fine slieep dogs bounding over adjacent
stone walls with a particularly boisterous welcome.

This waterfall, Pistyll Rhaiadr, has none of the

roaring turbulence of the Swallow or the Conway
Falls, when they are in full spate ; it has a graceful

and mysterious grandeur of its own, partly by reason
of its setting in almost fantastic surroundings. I

would recommend any tourist who is visiting North
Wales to spend a few hours deviating from the usual
ways of motorists to see this lesser frequented " lion

"

of the Berw)'ns ; it lies but twenty miles off the Holy-
head road at a point ten miles beyond Shrewsbury,
and it is only another seventeen miles on to Bala ; the

tourist from the west and south may find it from
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Ludlow via Welshpool, and, for easy roads, turn left

at Llynclyst a mile or so before reaching Oswestry.

From the north an easy way is by Chester,,Wrexham,
Chirk, Oswestry, to the same turning "at Llynclyst;

but there are numerous by-way variants of these routes

waiting to be explored.

A striking point of this beauty spot is that as yet

it is unspoiled ; no glaring notice-boards proclaim its

whereabouts, no admission fee is charged to view, and
I hope, fervently, that the land owners will retain it

in its natural beauty for many a long day. Commercial
exploitation with the attendant disturbance of char-a-

banc traffic would shatter the romantic enchantment of

this glen of the Rhaiadr, as it has done in many
another gem hitherto hidden away in some odd corner

of this old land of ours. Westerner.

TOWARDS GREATER COMFORT.

A
Some Notes on Improving the Riding Comfort of a Standard Machine.

NY strange machine necessarily feels uncom-
fortable on first acquaintance. After 100 miles

or so the rider grows accustomed to it, and
is then in a position to judge its absolute comfort.

If he be a youngster and a hard rider, he will

probably consider there is nothing to complain of.

If he is middle-aged, he will probably conceive a

rooted dislike to bumpy roads, suffer from sundry aches

and pains after any really long run, and decide to

study comfort more intelligently in his next purchase.

Motor bicycles are like the fabled bed of Procrustes

—they are built in a fixed standard size for tall and
short occupants: But marked improvements in comfort
can be effected at nO' cost by adjusting the riding

position. The available adjustments which are

possible include :

r. Adjusting the handle-bar (vertically).

Adjusting the saddle (vertically and longitudin-

ally).

4-

Bending the handle-bar.

Adjusting the footrests (in any direction).

I"ra-id!e=bar Positions.

The first adjustment is easily the most important.

If the bar is too low, or too far away from the rider,

undue weight may be thrown on his wrists, and the

backbone may have to take the thi-ust of the head
and shoulders at an unnatural angle, which results

in a "crick" across the small of the back.' The
bars should be adjusted until so much weight isUaken
off the wrists that the rider can sit straight up 'when
he wishes. When this adjustment is made, the saddle
will quite possibly be unsatisfactoiy. It is inadvisable

to set it too far back, as this tends to exaggerate
skitlding. It is inadvisable to raise it appreciably, for

this lofts the centre of gravity, enhances skids, and
gives the rider's legs less power and comfort when he
is straddling a stopped machine. As the saddle is

usually delivered in the foremost and lowest position,

the handle-bar adjustment should be made first, and
the saddle left where it is, if possible; it is often
necessary for a tall man to shift it backwards or buy
a new bar. Riders who exceed 6ft. sometimes have
to fake their saddles or even buy a new saddle, as
the bridge at the rear sometimes prevents the saddle

eS

being set back far enough for their knees to clear

any rational handle-bar. Such radical measures should

be taken promptly , as a , bar or saddle can be

exchanged gratis when brand new, but heavy expense

is involved if once the. useless parts are soiled.

It is for this reason that the possibility of bending the

handle-bar wafe mentioned above. If the ridef does

not discover the defects of his delivery bar until such

a date that the makers may refuse tp exchange it,

it can be bent. Bars of first-class *feel, such as a

Triumph, can be bent cold ; bars of lesser quality

or heavier gauge material require heating.

Position of the Footrests.

When bar and saddle are right, the footrests may
require attention. Two pairs are the ideal, giving

change of position on long runs. If footboards are

used, it is always pleasant to have instep bars on
them—^easily made of wood, and then covered with

rubber.

When the position is perfect, the machine may still

be uncomfortable, as the result of excessive road
shocks or vibration. The surest method of improving
the insulation is to fit the biggest tyres which can be
coaxed inside the frame and mudguards. It is not

a cheap expedient, but it is thoroughly well worth
doing on a machine which it is intended to keep. The
difference between a standard Scott (one of our most
comfortable machines) and the special Scott with 3in.

tyres is incredible ; the latter is fully equal to ajiy

spring frame on the road. A cheaper and easier,

expedient is to fit such a special saddle as the Brooks
cantilever or the Terry or Tan-sad. The immediate
effect of this is to intercept most shocks received

from the back wheel, and by contrast those received

from the front wheel seem all the sharper and more
frequent. Nor must the outlay on big tyres be
regarded as sheer extravagance ; they are actually

cheaper in the long run than standard size tyres, as

they very seldom puncture, and their life is extra-

ordinarily long. The ideal combination is, therefore,

a good machine, perfect adjustment of the riding

position, oversize tyres, and a super-saddle. Nobody
who has sampled such an outfit will ever describe

motor c}'cles as uncomfortable. B.H.D.
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How the Huniing Man regards ihe fvlotor Cyclist Follower.
By J. FAIRFAXBLAKEBOROUGH. M.C,

IN almost every hunting county in England the

ubiquitous motor cyclist is turning up at meeting
places, and not merely enjoying the run to the

tr}'st and the picturesqueness of a meet of hounds',

but endeavouring to see something of the day's sport
from highway and by-way with the aid of his machine.
This has roused the ire of hunting folk, and some
masters of hounds have witnessed the increase in the
number of motor cyclists with such concern that they

are discussing the desirability of making all their

appointments at places away from the main roads in

order to shake oflf the sport-loving motor cyclist. Earl
Fitzwilliam, who is Master of the Grove and the Went-
worth Hounds, publicly called attention a few days
ago to what he considered a menace to fox-hunting.

Here are some of his lordship's words:
"I would like to see more young men participating

in fox-hunting, but I am all against following hounds
on motor cycles. There is a great tendency for motor
cyclists to head foxes, and I recall a case last season

when a number of misguided but enthusiastic' cyclists

spoiled a good run."

An Old Prejudice.

Those who are interested in rural pursuits—and-

the motor cycle has made many townsfolk intimate

with and keen upon country life and sports—will in

many cases recall that there was a tremendous outcry

against the motor car at its inception on the part of

hunting folk. It was to bring the chase to a sudden

end, or, at any rate, be a serious drawback and
handicap.' There were those quaint old squires who
refused to advance witli the times, and who called

motors "devil's carriages" and those who used them
much harder names. They conscientiously believed

that hounds would be killed and foxes headed, that

the whole of rural England would be so petrol-

stained that there it would be impossible for hounds

to follow their fox owing to lack of scent, and so on,

and so on. Most hunts at this early period of the

history of the motor car issued official announcements

as to whether cars were allowed at fixtures. Then

came evolution. Hunting folk began to send on their

horses and themselves start off an hour or so later in

their cars to overtake them. Masters of hounds over-

came their prejudice and bought motor hound vans,

and now every fixture of hounds becomes- something

like the " parks " of motors we used to see in France
during the war. That is what familiarity has done !

A Sport for All.

It will probably be the same with motor cycles,

though It is hardly likely that the horse brigade will

use them as a means of getting to the starting point,

though we have many of us "seen both sportsmen and
sportswomen in full hunting kit brought to fixtures in

sidecars. Fox-hunting has always been pointed to

as the most cosmopolitan sport in the world. The
peasant on an old crock or on foot meets the peer

on a three-hundred guinea hunter on equal terms, .

All and sundry are free to enjoy the sport in their own
way and in accordance with their own means, provided

they do no damage and observe the rules of the

game. Now, apart from the consideration for the

agriculturist (by whose sufferance alone hunting

continues), there is a code of regulations, unwritten

but understood, regarding the conduct of the sport

itself. A man may not shout and "tally-ho!" un-

restrainedly when he sees a fox, insomuch as it may
not be the hunted animal, or may have broken in a

direction which the master for some good reason does

not want to hunt.

The man who heads a fox ; that is to say, turns a

fox from the route he has decided upon and possibly

causes him to run into the pack, or the pack to

over-run the line he has taken, and thus cause a

check, lays himself open to a reprimand from the

master, th'e suppressed anathemas of the huntsman,
and the eloquent scowls of the field. It is in this

connection the motor cyclist is considered a spoil-

sport. Occasionally he may be so just as a passing
ploughman, a postman on a push bicycle, a tramp,
hawker, or farmer on his way to market might be,

though none of these had any intention of taking part

[II
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The odds are

The iMotoi Cycle and Fox Hunting.

—

i! the hunt. Foxes, of course, do cross highroads

—

sometimes three or four times during a run. They
also cross raihvays, and only last .week several hounds
in one pack were killed by a passing train. These
are all incidents and accidents in connection with the

chase which are looked upon as f)art and parcel of the

game. There is no sort of suggestion that trains

should stop, or that those using the King's highway
should become motionless when they hear the horn
in the distance, on the off-chance that a hunted fox
may be coming their wa)'. The odds are against
the likelihood of them in any way interfering with the
sport on foot.

The Adaptable Fox.
Similarly with the motor cyclist,

against the probability of those
who endeavour to see a run from
their machines being in the particular

point in a road at the psychological
moment that a fox endeavours to

cross. The possibility is that, even
were they at that particular point
at the particular moment, a fox

which had mad.e up his mind to

creep through the hedge would -do

so despite the on-coming motor
cyclist. Animals have a wonderful
knack of adapting themselves to

altered conditions, and foxes are

probably now almost as familiar

with the car and motor cycle as are,

horses and other livestock. They
liave adapted themselves to the

times and to evolution. Whilst
one believes that motor cyclists

would not be guilty of willingly

spoiling sport, and would pull up if

they caught sight of a fox coming
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at right angles towards them, it is an anachronism
to expect the ever-increasing number of motor cyclists

to feel themselves excommunicated from the roads of
such parts of the country as hounds may be hunting.
There must be tolerance on both sides. The motor
cycle has come to stay, and a few tactful words of
explanation from the master to the knights of the
wheel who turn up at fixtures would have a more
useful 'influence than derisive speeches.

Appealing to Sportsmanship,
Every motor cyclist is a sportsman. Supposing

a master of hounds rode up to the group of motor
cyclists at one of his meets and said, " Glad to see
you chaps here. We intend to draw such and such
coverts, and I should be awfully obliged if you
would all keep together on the road at such and

such a point, so as to let our fox,
get away. If you follow on after-

wards, it would be kind of you, if

you ^feink hounds are coming to-

wards you, to give the fox a chance
to get across the road."

Why, if masters of hounds took
this line, they would make no end
of friends, and they would have no
trouble whatever. Often the towns-
man motor cyclist, much as he may
love the country and rural sports,

does not know when he is erring,

and only needs to be told kindly
and tactfully to amend his ways.
It is only when folk try and patronise
the motor cyclist, or adopt the
" Get off the earth " attitude, that

he gets his back up and falls back
upon his rights and. privileges to use
the road equally, with the bare-

footed tramp or the occupant of a

Towards the covert. two-thousand guinea car.

THE BIJOU SIDECAR OUTFIT.
Lighlweight Passenger Machines and (heir Development.

BEFORE the war it was regarded as cruelty to

machinery to attach a sidecar to any motor
cycle under 500 c.c. capacity, but so great

has the development been in engine efficiency that

there are now quite a large number of small sidecar

outfits on the road giving excellent service now that

framework and cycle details have been strengthened

to meet the new demands.
Until recently the majority of these machines were

two-strokes, but for 1922 quite a number of small
four-strokes have been introduced having engines of

350 c.c. capacity, so that two and four-stroke sidecars

of the bijou class are about equal.

Low=pr:ced Sidecar Outfits.

The following list conveys some idea of the
machines available for selection, from' which, if will

be seen that it is now possible to secure a sidecar
outfit for less than £,^0, while the majority are
under jQioo.

Owing to their low initial cost and, what is more
important, their extremely economical upkeep charges.

this type of machine promises to be very popular

during the coming year. In our list we embody, in

abbreviations, certain details of specification which

indicate the excellent value offered.

2ih.p. Sirrah (292 c.c), 2-st., c.-b., 2-sp

2|h.p. Sirrah (350 c.c), 4-st., c-b., 2-sp

2^-h.p. Coventry Eagle (269 c.c), 2-st., c-b., 2-sp. ...

2-Lh.p. Radco (247 c.c), 2-st., c-b., 2-sp .-.

3 h.p. Calthorpe (350 c.c), 2-st., c-b., 3-sp.

2Jh.p. Victoria (350 c.c), 4-st., c-b., 3-sp

2| h.p. Allon (292 cc), 2-st., c-b., 3-sp

3^ h.p. Connaught (370 c.c), 2-st.., c, 3-sp

2|h.p. Royal Ruby (350 cc), 4-st., c-b., 2-sp.

2| h.p. Hobart (350 cc), 4-st., c, 2-sp

2^ h.p. O.K. Junior, 2-st., c, 3-sp

2^ h.p. Sun-Vitesse (269 c.c), 2-st., c, 3-sp. ' ...

2|h.p. Verus (350 cc), 4-st., c, 3-sp.

2|h.p. Francis-Barnett (350 c.c), 4-st., c," 3-sp. ...

2|h.p. New Scale (350 ca.), 4-st., c, 3-sp

2|h.p. Armis (350 c.c), 4-st., c, 3-sp.

3|h.p. Beardmore.Precision (350 c.c), 2-st., c, 2-sp.

2|h.p. A.J.S. (350 cc), 4-st., c, 3-sp

3 h.p. Coventry Eagle (350 c.c), 4-st., c, 2-sp. ...

4-st., 4-stroke' 2-st., 2-stroke' c, chain drive ; c-b., chain-cum-belt-
z-sp.. 3-speed; 3-sp., 3-spePd.

£ s.

67
75
75 12
77 13
85
85
85
95
95
95 15
96 12

96 12
98
104
105
105
105
110
110
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MR T. E. C. HIRST is one of those

inventors who consider that the

best use..has not yet been made of

the spring seat -pillar, though his ( impound
''

springing is

quite applicable
-to front forks

and other in-

sulating mem-
bers. He em»
ploys three
coiled spi-ings,

a piston, an oil

chamber, and a

valve. The

Hirst's seat-pillar. No.
159,349. 3/3/21.

mam spring is

at the bottom
in the oil cylin-

der. As the
load compresses
this spring, the
valve is opened,
and oil passes

up a groove in

the valve stem.

This oil raises

the head of the
valve, which in

turn compresses the inner of the two springs

at the top of the device ; the outer of the

two upper springs takes the rebound.

A la Heath Roliinsou!

One occasionally hears of enthusiastic

inventors who pawn their shirts in order

to protect the great idea before holding

a levy of the eager millionaires who
desii-e to finance the patent. Let us hope
that M. P. L. J. Manoury belongs to

the minority who are under no such

compulsion ; otherwise, I fear me his

property would remain at the Mont de

Piete until the .crack of doom. For some
inscrutable reason, he is very anxious that

the rear frame of a motor bicycle should

be supported when the back wheel is oS
the ground. So he adds a tiny third

wheel to trail behind, and prevent the

rear wheel proper from dropping into

potholes. But this e.xtraordinary con-

trivance does not even fulfil the designer's

ideal, for it entirely fails' to cope with a

bump over a hump in the road—in fact,

the trailing wheel might even jerk the

back wheel off the ground again after it

had regained Urra iirma.

Variable Timing Gear.

Two things may safely be predicted
with regard to the Snarry and Bullows
engine, if ever it comes into production.
The first is that its sponsors will be on
the qui vive for some really reliable lathe

hands; the second is that the mgine will

not be cheap. A previous patent has in-

dicated that the chief feature of this two-

Manoury's supplementary wheel. No. 147,

Snarry 's valve mechanism. No. 158,589.

- 17/2/21.

stroke engine is a transfer valve located

in the piston head and operated by a

long tappet mounted inside a tubular con-'

necting rod and actuated by a cam on
the crank pin. These comnlications do
not satisfy our ardent innovators, who
have now adorned their crank 1 in lam

by making its timing
variable. The cam is

driven by spur gears off

the crankshaft. The
shaft of the driving
pinion lies inside the
hollow crankshaft, and
is made in two pieces

with a telescopic joint.

The outer part of this

shaft is provided with
trunnions working in

spiral slots machined in

the wall of the hollow

,066. 24/3/21 crankshaft. Thus the

valve cam can be advanced or retarded

in relation to the crank pin.

An "Advanced" Piston Design.

I should much like to hear Mr. R. H.

Pearsall expound the piston which he has

protected in conjunction with the B.S.A.

people. A glance at the sketch will in-

stantly reveal two of its merits. In the

first place, the skirt follows current

feminine fashions, and is mostly con-

spicuous by its absence, thereby reducing

oil friction. In the second place, the

gudgeon pin bush holders slip into_ very

narrow bearings in the waist of the

piston ; these tiny bearings allow the

holdei-s to rock a trifle, and so align

themselves on the gudgeon pin ; if a

piston is mechanically rigid, friction

losses are quite likely to occur when heat

wrenches gudgeon pin bushes out of

truth. On the other hand, the design

does not give much escape for the intense

heat communicated by the explosions to

the piston head. The top skirt is little

more than a narrow rim. The riveted

joint Ijetween crown and bobbin is not

a good heat conductor; if the heat gets

past that joint, it has to forage about

for a sizeable piece of
_
skirt through

which it cnn dissinate itself into the

B.S.A. and Pearsall's piston

14/4/21.

No. 161,392.

lubricating oil. On the other hand, the

piston is like the Irishman's coat, con-

sisting mostly of holes. Regular fountains

of oil will be spraying about its interior

when the engine is working ; and one

suspects that Mr Pearsall desires to get

rid of excessive heat by injecting streams

of oil into the " innards " of his piston, as

contrasted with the older method of con-

veying the heat into a big skirt rubbing

against a film of oil on the cylinder wall.
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Recent Patents.

—

Improved Lubrication Indicators. .

Mr. S. L. Bailey has px'otected two new
forms of oil indicator. Tiie vertical type,
wiiich is illustrated below, has two
special virtues. In the first place, the
plunger rises when oil is passing tirrough
the connections at its base, and so pro-

K^^(^ttJI

Bailey's lubrication indicator. No. 160,365

.. 24/3/21.

vides an infallible indicator by night as
well as by day. Secondly, by rotating the
plunger, a sleeve is turned so that the
eilective area of the oil passages is varied.
The second sketch shows that the plunger
may be combined with a sight feed
chamber and drip feed if desired, though
the necessity f- two indicators is not
clear.

Sidecar Flexibility at Will, and—
Messrs. Swan and Yeats are Austra-

lians ; and I hate to seem unkind towards
a country which provided the British
Army with some of its very finest shock
troops in the late war. But I cannot
camouflage the fact that they are trying
to add a new terror to sidecaring.
They point out, with some justice, that
the current, or rigid, type of sidecar out-
fit demands a little care on corners, and
has to be strongly built if it is to resist

- the resultant side stresses They propose
to facilitate cornering and to reduce the
stresses thereof by a patent chassis in
which a control lever of the coffee-grinder
pattern is used to tilt the bicycle in or
out on bends.

Their sidecar chassis is attached to the
bicycle frame at three points. The lower
attachments, fore and aft, are
pivoted. The third is shown,
complete with control lever, in
the" accompanying sketch, and is

self-explanatory. This connec-
tion, ordinarily known as the
saddle-pillar attachment, is nor-
mally rigid, an angular hinge
being locked by a worm and
quadrant. But when the control
lever is operated, a pair of bevel
pinions rotate the above-men-
tioned worm, and so cause the
quadrant portion of the locking
device to swing through an arc,
small or great. The angle
between the two arms of the
hmge_ is thereby varied, and
forces the sidecar chassis and
the motor cycle frame ruthlessly
apart or lovingly towards each
other, ;is the case may be.
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Morton's sidecar chassis. No. 160.630. 24/3/21.

—Automatically.

It is so long since I drove a sidecar

attached to a motor bicycle by " flexible

"

joints that I have almost forgotten what
the experience felt like. To the best of

my belief there were two main draw-
backs. One was that my thigh was apt
to be rather painfully nipped between the
tank and the sidecar ; the other was that
much faster cornering became possible,

and that the tyres used to be wrenched
out of their rims. However, Messrs.
Morton consider that we have by no
means heard the last of flexible sidecar
connections, and the sketch shows their
plan for an arrangement by which the
sidecar wheel and the sidecar body cant
over in sympathy with the tilt of the
bicycle in taking a corner.

Steel Liners in Aluminium Cylinders.

Messrs. Bohringer and Digby are inter-

ested in cylinders built up from two or
more metals, and are anxious to avoid
shrinking an aluminium cylinder jacket
on to a steel or cast iron liner. They
are also afraid that the dift'erence in the
respective expansions of such metals
under heat may create stres'ses in the
liner, and perhaps spoil the gastight joint
of the detachable head. Consequently,
their steel liner is held down by the" bolts
which secure the detachable head to the
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crank case, a C.A.
washer being inserted
at the ujjper joint.
The aluminium jacket
is shorter than the
liner, and may be
regarded as a radiat-
ing muff pure and
simple. The wording
of the patent is rather
vague, and I am not
at all sure what sort
of a fit is proposed
between the liner and
muff ; apparently the
muff is to slide quite
loosely over the liner.

If an air space occurs between these two
parts the cooling may not be all that the
designers hope, and as a casual student
of such matters I feel rather doubtful
whether they can easily dispense with
the shrinking-on process.

Bohringer's steel-

lined cylinder. No
160,575 24/3/21.

Another Spring Fork.
Mr. G. F. Shimmin, of 6, Lawson

Street, Maryport, is anxious to find a
manufacturer to take up his patent spring
fork, a sample of which he has been test"
ing for some time. As the sketch implies,
the fork is on quite original lines, and,
though the patent was accepted in 1913,

No. 1,225

11/12/13

I publish it because Mr. Shimmin is an
e.x-Service man. The front wheel spindle
and the fork-ends are coupled by short
links or levers. These links are con-
nected to a pair of compression rods.
Another pair of compression rods are
hinged to the top of the rigid fork. Both
pairs of compression rods join at a crossT

head. The cross-head works on a guide
between springs. The fork may be de-
scribed as a hybrid between the original

Triumph and Quadrant pattern.s.
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5-6 h.p. Flat Twin and
Sidecar de Luxe, £172.

2|h.p. Solo, £68. 5-6h.p. Flat Twin, £130.

It is when you come to Winter Riding
that you really test your machine. Then the Reliability

of the Raleigh proves itself. Steadily through storm

and stress it makes its way, regardless of road or

weather, giving always that silent service and con-

sistent comfort which you want.

The 2ih.p. at £68 and the 5-6 h.p. flat twin at £130
give unequalled value and when the glorious days of

summer come again you will find your Raleigh giving

you the same steady service—^the machine that, with

Duniop tyres and Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear,

always "gets there."

Send for specifications and catalogues.

RALEIGH CYCLE CO., Ltd, NOTTINGHAM.
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CAS
N^60

riOT©R-(S^llORN
IMITATED
BUT
INIMITABLE

When selec;ing a Horn, the tone should
be tested for penetrative power under
the actual condi:;ions in which it has
to be used, viz,, on the road.

Our MOTOR-CYCLORN No. 60 is a patented and
registered mod'l with t'ne ' turns" of the tube
enclosed in the body of tie Horn, making it easy

to clean. It is the result of many yeari' experiencs

in Horn manufii^cture, and is strongly reiommended
for power of tone and durability.

Fitted with our patented canvas reinforced Bulb
which is far more durable than the usual k'nd.

Designed and Manufactured by

JOSEPH LUCAS Limited
HEAD OFFICES & WORKS BIRMINGHAM. h
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible ior the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address*

SUPERLATIVE ELEVATIONS.
Sir,—Your correspondent the Rev. C. D. Fothergill says

that " England can boast the highest road, hotel, and agri-

cultui'aL land iu Great Britain." He is right in the second
matter, though he docs not name the highest, which is the
Tan Hill Inn in Yorkshire 1,727ft. He may be right about
the cultivated dirt which is nearest heaven, but that is un-
interesting.

We are all interested however, in the highest Briti-sh road,
and therein he is wrong, for the Roman "road" above
Haweswater is only a poor track, even if " paved in parts "

;

so is the Roman road over Blackstone Edge, near Little-

borough.
I believe the highest English road to be the Killhope or

Nenthead Pass, Between Weardale and Alston, 2,056ft. The
Caimwell Pass m Scotland (Devil's Elbow) is 2,200ft.

Messrs. Bartholomew, in their touring atlas of the British

Isles, give the road from Braemar to Loch Builg as 2,500ft.,

but I believe this is much overstated. Their ovm half-inch
map shows it as more Like 2,200ft. There is a "road " of

sorts from Ballater over to Glen Clova, which, according to

Gall and Inglis, reaches 2,275ft.

After all, what is a road? Has any Scots rider of the Scott
passed from Glen Muick to Glen Clova?

FITZWATER WRAY.

SIDECAR FUEL CONSUMPTION RECORDS.
Sir,—In reply to Mr. H. S. B. Booth's and Mr. Tom

Hammond's letters, which appeared in your Show and follow-

ing numbers respectively, I herewith supply the following
details as requested.

My machine is a late 1920 chain-cnm-belt Triumph,
standard in every respect. I found my 32 jet was too small

to give good running, so this I slightly enlarged, which I

believe is not a step towards fuel economy. I keep my
tappets adjusted so as to leave just sufficient space to force

a visiting card between them. Have no air or oil leakages,

and drive with ignition and air fully advanced (except, of

course, up hills), and can get a speed of 40 m.p.h. by
speedometer with a 10 st. passenger, which I think is quite

the average. My sidecar is a a touring model—Paragon
make, fitted with a Matchless windscreen.

I may say I weigh 14 st. and my passengers 9 and 9^ st.

respectively. Pratt's petrol and Vacuum B.B. oil were used

—one pumpful every five miles. I can only think Mr. H.

S. B. Booth's and friends' smaller consumption is due to their

method of driving.

I am, on these matters, as I sign mj'self, an
Ealing Common, W.5. IGNORAMUS.

Sir,—I have read with interest Mr. Tom Hammond's letter,

and I can confirm a consumption of 92 m.p.g. with sidecar.

I bought a 1913 Triumph, Binks carburetter, N.S.U. two-

speed, C.B'. Triumph sidecar second-hand in May this year,

with the intention of a trip up North for my holidays in

June.
I left Watford on May 29th at 6.25 a.m., with empty side-

car (except for light suit case) and spare can of petrol-, and
arrived at Nottingham at 1 p.m. Left Nottingham at 4.30

p.m. with passenger and luggage, and arrived at Pontefract

at 8 p.m., where I put up for the night. ' On the Monday we
left Pontefract at 9 a.m. and passed through Wetherby to

Richmond, and found on reaching there I had lost my
sectional map to Kirkby Stephen.
On asking a motorist at Richmond the best way to Kirkby

Stephen, the er-er-misgnided man gave us directions which

lay over the notorious Buttertubs Pass; but the machine

took us through Reeth, and, except for one or two of the

worst parts where gates ran across the road and bouiders lay

in the track half-way up steep hiUs, the fine engme pushed

the machine up, and, assisted by language which blessed

the person who gave us this route, we managed to get to the

top all right, and had a delightful run down into Kirkby

Stephen, where we had a short rest, and then pushed on to

our destination, Orton, through a heavy rain storm, which

caused us to miss a turning and go round by Ravensdale.

and we finally arrived at Ortoh about 6 p.m. My only

trou'ules were one belt and one fastener breaking.

Leaving Orton, Jmie 5th, 9 a.m., I went north to Appleby,

and through Brough, Bowes, and Scots Corner, and down

to Nottingham, with only three stops for punctures, arriving

Nottingham at 7 p.m., where I dropped my passenger. Left

Nottingham next day at 10 a.m., and arrived at Watford

at 2.30. including one stop.

I averaged, with a careful record of consumption, slightly

over 86 m.p.g., and had no mechanical trouble whatever with

the machine YOUNG FORWARD.
Watford.

Sir,—Triumph outfits are not expensive to run, if my
experience is worth anything. I have a 1921 aU-chain

model with heavy Gloria sidecar.

My wife and I weigh about 22 stone, and, with 50 lb. of

luggage, the very first" journey taken after the arrival of the

machine from the works—a two hundred mile riui—worked

out at 72 m.p.g. Later this was materially improved ;
with-

out luggage, in Cheshire, we have done as well as 107luggage,
m.p.g., and regularly do 80 to 90.

Manchester.

NC 301.

Sir,—Referring to " MfJilib," I should like to give my
mileage to the gallon. I also own a 1917 Triumph sidecar

outfit, and find that I can get from 120 to 140 m.p.g. in

rather a hilly district. My passenger and myself are just

over 23 st. together, and always carry the usual spares. I

also wish to add that I have never experimented with

economy stunts. I use a/1921 B. and B. carburetter, pilot

jet, and can safely say I ^n leave any outfit on a freak hill.

I can do 64 m.p.h. any time (Stewart speedometer). I would
not part with my trusty Triumph for a Rolls-Royce, even

if given to me. TOP-HOLE.
'1 rimdon.

Sir,—I have been interested in the discussion referring to

the petrol consumption of the Triumph and sidecar.

I own a 4 h.p. Triumph fitted with a Watsonian sidecar

and an Easting windscreen. I regularly obtain a petrol

consumption of 75 m.p.g. without any deviation from
standard, and carrying a total weight of twenty stone.

I recently obtained 90 m.p.g. simply by fitting a smaller

jet. It is as well to add that one has to be content with

appreciably less power, and personally I was pleased to

revert to the standard' setting. TURNIPS.
Duffield.

Sir,
—"Ignoramus's" 92 m.p.g. on a Triuinph and" sidecar

(two up) is certainly " going some " in economical running.

I own a W.D. Triumph, chain-cum-belt, 1918 engine, and
i-iding since Whitsun over roads in various parts of the

country (Wales, Derbyshire, and Yorkshire Moors included),

1 find I have averaged 65 m.p.g. At first I only got about
SO m.p.g., but for some reason or other it suddenly improved
to 65 m.p.g., and stayed at that for months. On my last few
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rides it has gone up to over 70 m.p.g., and on one trip to

Brighton and back a fortnight ago it was 84 m.p.g., but that,

I thinlc, is due to a gadget I fixed up to use more air. I

always buy B.P.No. 1 and Castrol C.W. oil.

An A. A. scout in Berkshire, who runs round on one of the
repair outfit machines, told me he averaged 68 m.p.g. all the
year through and he humps a very hefty load around.

J. F. C. ANSELL.

Sir,—I have an Ariel No. 1 sidecar fitted to my 1921
Triumph, and on a recent visit to the East Coast, carrying
one passenger, I had no difficulty in covering from 95 to 100
m.p.g. SATISFIED.
Birmingham.

AN IDEAL SPRING FRAME—FROM THE INVENTORS
VIEWPOINT.

Sir,—I have read quite a lot of correspondence lately con-

cerning spring frames, in which everybody seems to be looking
for an id«al.

What is this "ideal"? Is it such a frame as will allow

the rider to delude himself into the idea that his 'bus has
taken unto itself wings, and is floating along about a couple

of inches off the road, or will the best that can be done
with the material at our command, such as springs that

will persist in oscillating a little, etc., suit the seeker?

I have a design for a spring frame (who has not who thinks

about it at all?), which I can confidently state fulfils all

the requirements I have seen mooted up to the present.

It does not let the back wheel wobble.
It does not interfere with lateral stability (sounds like

ail aeroplane).

It does not tighten or slacken the driving chain or belt,

as the case may be.

It does not let the middle of the bicycle float on without

a bump, while the front and Back wheels alternately drop
ill a pot-hole about six inches deep, and there is a lot of

other things it does not do; still, it is a spring frame, which
at least is unique in the respect that there is no alteration

in the tension of the final drive.

No, Mr. Editor, it is no use asking to see it. It is still

in that portion of my anatomy I call my brain (some people,

I know, are not so polite), and it is going to stop there until

.someone gets interested, and, incidentally, interesting.

Birmingham. SPEING FRAME.

MISLEADING HORSE POWER RATINGS.
Sir,—The writer of " Misleading h.p. Ratings " states that

the 996 c.c. Matchless is exactly the same as the 10 h.p.

engine which is supplied for cycle cars. In this he is very
considerably mistaken. The 1,000 c.c. engine has a bore
and stroke of 82x94 mm. respectively, and the 10 h.p, or

1,100 c.c. engine has a bore and stroke of 82x103.5 mm.
THE M.A.G. ENGINE CO., LTD.

Osborne de Lissa, Managing Director.

[This amendment does not alter the point of the article ; an
increase of approximately 100 c.c. does not justify a varia-

tion of 3 h.p. in nominal rating.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—Reading your article, I was much interested to see

the many ideas suggested for deciding the powef. As the
person who has most concern about the motor cycle he is

going to buy is the one whom the i-ating affects most, why
cannot manufacturers give their jjower as " capacity—brake
horse-power all out"—ratio? The racing Norton would then
be 500-25. Many people wishing to buy a light touring
machine would rule out the 260 c.c. J.A.P.-engined machines
as being too low, and buy a 2| h.p. machine (350 c.c.)

simply on the strength of increased capacity, though the
250 c.c. engine, being capable of revving at 10,000 r.p.m.
is undoubtedly more powerful than many 2| h.p. machines.
Warrington.

•.--
-CARROTS.'

SUNDAY COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—I really fail to see "EF1508's" ideas on Sunday

competitions. May I point out to him that not all men
care to watch hill-climbs ? Still fewer would prefer watching
them on a Sunday afternoon to taking the opportunity of
a sleep. Also, though " EF 1508 " does not mention them,
there are the women to consider. Sunday afternoon is to
them a rest period, and the continual bursts of open exhaust
sprints are, to say the least, not conducive to sleep.

Bl6
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Also, may I ask your correspondent what he means by
asking whether the "man in the street "„stays at home to

earn the wherewithal to exist? Not many men work on
Sundays. - IDDY UMPTY IDDY.
Warrington.

Sir,—Allow me to thank you for your continual stand
against Sunday competitions. Being a motor cyclist and
also a worker among the young, I appreciate your great
help very much. S. H. HILL.

kEAD LAMP DIMMING ETIQUETTE.
Sir,—Readers of Tlie Motor Cycle, who are troubled by

the blinding glare of motor car head lights when riding at
night, may be interested to learn how the problem is being
met in the U.S.A. The sudden dimming of a car's powerful
head lights may be as confusing to the driver of a car as

the previous glare was to the approaching motor cyclist.

A new head light lens has been placed on the American
market during the present year, which fulfils the legal

requirements of every State having head light lawSj and is

already supplied as standard on several of the best makes
of American cars.

HORIZOnTAL 3ECT10H
SHOWmff CYUJ1D5R 5YST1

VEKncAL /SECTlOM SHOWIKS
50UD PE.15M

Approved American anti-dazzle lamp referred to by Mr: Ei W.
Troughton in the accompanying letter.

This lens, which is made to fit any make of head lamp,
optically directs the. light rays, giving, without loss of light,

wide dispersion and no glare. Glare is avoided by keeping
the powerful light rays below eye level. - This lens gives a

beam 50ft. wide at a distance of 100ft. from the lamp, and
renders objects plainly visible at a distance of 500ft. When
viewed from in front, from above the level of the lamp,
the light appears quite dim.

I recently read that our Inter-departmental Lights on
Vehicles Committee has decided that ," it is not possible to

eliminate dazzle (in motor car head lamps) and at the same
time leave an adequate driving light." It evidently has
not heard what the Americans are doing to cope with this

matter.

I enclose sketches showing how the American lenses achieve
their good re.sults. It will obviously be cheaper, for motorists
having dazzling head lights, to fit new lenses in their lamps
than to buy new anti-dazzle lamps, such as those patented
by Sir H. Grubb and Sons, Ltd., or the dipping head lamps
fitted on the Prince of Wales's 1922 Rolls-Royce.

I ride solely for pleasure, and have no connection with the
motoring trade. ERNEST WM. TROUGHTON. •

REVIVING AUTOMATIC VALVES.
Sir,—I read with great interest the letters of both Mr.

J. E. Smith and "Reactionary" concerning automatic inlet

valves. I am interested, inasmuch as I have ridden quite a

number of machines having engines on the a.i.v. principle,

and am a satisfied user of such.

My argument is : Given an engine (say present-day Sun
beam design), but fitted with an a.i.v. instead of m.i.v.,

the result of the running would be astounding. To my
mind, it was not the a.i.v. that was responsible for many
failures, but the poor designs of the engines.

Inadequate cooling properties seemed to be a great set-

back with most of the early motor cycle engines, as I

experienced with one of my own (a 3 h.p. Cunard). This
was due to the bad design of the top of the crank case,

which was responsible for under-oiling ; but after drilling a
number of holes in this particular part to enable the oil to

!

splash effectively to the cylinder wall, I experienced no
further trouble in that direction, and I have yet to encounter
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SECURITY

DIVIDEND

£70 for a 2| h.p. Sporting Solo. Speed
£90 for a 3 h.p. Spring Frame. Comfort
£95 for a Featherweight Combination. Sport

£105 for a Light Touring „ Company
£185 for a 8 h.p. Spring Frame „ Luxury

(£12 extra for the new 2-?eater

body, tandem, or side by side.)

Royal Ruby Motor Cycles are built in the most
modern and up-to-date Works in the country.

They are the result of years of experience and
testing. They are not an unknown quantity, but
have proved their capability and reliability m
many public trials.

A constantly accumulating fund of pleasure, health,

and convenience. The owner of a Royal Ruby
has the means always at hand of participating in the

purest pleasure that motoring can yield. We are

constantly m receipt of testimonials spontaneously

expressing the owners supreme satisfaction.

AU Royal Ruby
Models are complete
with Horn and
Lighting Set.

Manuf a cture d

throughout in our

own Works.

A ROYAL RUBY SPECIALITY.
The 3 h p. (375 c.c.) 3-speed Spring Frame Solo.

THE MACHINE FOR COMFORT.

NO MOTOR CYCLIST SHOULD FAIL TO GET THE 1922

Rom nuBY
CATALOGUE.

THE RUBY CYCLE CO., LTD.,
162, Deansgate, Manchester. Works : Altrincham

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THE JaRDINE

FOUR

GEAR
is the one

to specify on your new machine.

Catalogues and particulars

:

John Jardine, Ltd., Deering St., Nottingham. NoShIm
.

3295,3296.

In ansiaering this ad^f-Ttisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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an engine of the same capacity to surmount hills better with
a passenger.

Moreover, I consider the carbnration and ignition ideas
of the a.i.v. period were responsible for the poor rinniing

of engines, and I maintain that, given an up-to-date engine
fitted with an early carburetter and magneto, the result

would indeed be poor.

To further my argument, I advise ajiy mechanic to strip

a 2 h.p. four-stroke M.A.G. engine of its inlet valve
mechanical gear, and thus convert into a simple a.i.v. by
fitting a suitable spring and plugging the crown of the
induction pipe. The result will be found t<j be identical
with its former running, iiud this proves to me that the
power derived from this remarkable little engine is not
altogether due to its m.o.i.v., but to the general modern
construction, and the fact of its. inlet valve being of such a

liberal diameter. H. "LE FE.
Birmingham.

FUEL ECONOMY ON A TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—I have frequently noticed that readers of your

journal complain of the low petrol consumption of the 2i
h.p. two-stroke Villiers engine.
Perhaps some items relative to the performance of a simi-

lar engine fitted to my two-speed O.K. might be of interest.

It is fitted with the standard Amac two-stroke carburetter,

jet No. 24, and
my average m.p.g.
is about 140, and
as much as 160
ra.p.g. has been
attained on flat

roads, no special

timing being done.
The reason for

these high figm'es

is partly due 'to

the fact that I

fitted a long ex-

haust pipe to the

existing small tail

pijje. This pipe

is fitted with air

vents, as shown, such that when the machine is in motion
a partial vacuum is continually set up in the pipe ; thus
the exhaust gases not only leave the cylinder by " expan-

sion," as is usually the case, but flow rapidly into the

exhaust pipe containing gases at a much lower pix'ssure. A
portion of the existing pipe was bent down slightly to prevent

sound escaping. Each vent was riveted to the pipe by -|in.

copper rivets, three vents being used in all.

I might add that the above was not fitted to the engine

because the fuel consumption was poor, but rather to

endeavour to increase the already moderate consumption,

which was about 110 m.p.g. RAYMOND B. PORTER.

SIDECAR OR CYCLE CAR-^CONTRASTING VIEWS.
Sir,—La.st summer T intended buying some sort of a motor

conveyance, but could uot afford anything beyond £300. I

haunted Great Portland Street and its environments and
saw many two-seaters, but as I am a family man Avith two
boys, I wanted something tliat would dran' us all about with
a fair amount of luggage. Tlie cost of upkeep also had to be

largely considered. With the majority of low-priced two-
seaters, I could not ."see how I could fit four people with
luggage, but with a high-powered sidecar I could arrange for

one boy (aged five) with his mother in the sidecar, and the

other (aged ten) on the Tan-Sad. and the luggage grid would
get over the baggage problem. I eventually decided on an
A..J.S. sidecar outfit, and I have never regretted my choice.

We all fit up beautifully, and I liave yet to meet the hill

which it does not take smiling. I liave no connection with
the A.J.S. firm. JOHN T. DAVIES.

Sir,
—"Family Man's" statements recently recall to me

the days when I ran a motor cycle and sidecar, and believed

that I was getting my motoring at the most advantageous
cost. My experiences with three dift'erent makes of sidecar
outfits used over some four and a half years were good
enough to make me feel as this correspondent does. I have
since found that my running costs are only slightlj' increased
during the last two years, and that using a 1920 type O.N.
This car is lighter on tyres, than was any one of my motor

Three vents (as above) were fitted by

Mr. R. B. Porter in the exhaust pipe of his

Vllliers-engined lightweight, with encour,jgin=

results.

887

cycle and sidecar mounts, it garages in the same shed iiito

which my previous machines used to run, and, as for
repairs, beyond plugs and minor adjustments none have
become necessary. I think the extra protection from
weather and general comfort, togetlier with the ability to

arrive at one's destination clean, justify tlie increa.sed cost

'if taxation, while the insurance nnist be proportionately
the same. D. H. VIVIAN.

TAXATION AND THE SERVICE MAN.
Sir,— I quite agree with "Corporal" as regards jjaying-

lull taxation, and I am sure, if it were not for this, there
would be many more of H.M. Forces enjoying the finest

pastime in the world.
1 do no,t agree with " Carrots's " letter at all. A keen

motor cyclist is reallv never happy on a hired 'bus.

Regent's Park, N.W.I. LIFE GUARD.

72 M.P.H. ON A PRE-WAR SINGLE.
Sir,—My pre-war fixed gear Triumph (with W.S.R. jet

tuned to the right jioint) always goes much faster when a

nice breeze is blowing directly against the valves. The
harder this side breeze the faster the pace, and one evening,
on a splendid but not quite level road (very .slightly uphill),

I covered the distance between two milestones in fifty seconds,
after wai'ming up and oiling nicely, with one of the afore-

said breezes cooling the valves. Is this a well-known
phenomenon? OLD '.UN.
Reading. a

[Has our correspondent tried measuring -the distance between
the milestones as a means of explaining the phenomenon?
At the same time a side breeze would undoubtedly assist

in cooling the valve ports.—Eu.]

WHAT APPEALED TO A LADY.
Sir,—I read with much interest your exeellent reports ot

the ilotor Show. In a later issue j^ou have an interesting

contribution concerning the machineswhich are cojisidered

specially suitable for women's use. I was rather surprised
to notice that the little Xtra ear was not mentioned. I

spent a considerable time at the Show myself, and I cer-

tainly think the Xtra was quite the most attractive general-
purpose machine for our .sex. I know that some of us like

to have fast machines, but the great majority prefer to

keep clean and indulge in no excessive speeds. The Xtra
impressed lYle very much on accormt of its exceptional pro-

tection of the driver. I had a trial run, and was surprised
.to find how very suitable the machine was, and that it was
next to impossible to make it skid, even on the greasy roads
which were prevalent during the Show.
As a matter of fact I was much surprised at its speed,

and one would hardly believe that it could go along as well
as it does with such a small engine.

I should add that I have no interest whatever in the
Xtra, except that I hope to own one shortly.

VERA M. STEVENS.
DDDDnnDDDDDnaDaDnDDDDnnDDaoDDDDDDnnDnn
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DBooks & Maps for Motor Cyclists,

D
D
D

Issued in conjunction witb TJi^ MoU-y Cvcle.

° •MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.'
^ The standard handboolc on tlie motor cycle.

^ Price net, 2/6. By pes;, 2/10.

a 'HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
NewEdition. Just Published. Pricenet,2/- Bypost.s'^.

D 'TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
D A system for tracing motor cycle faults and o£ remedying ^
D thetii when found. Fourth Edition.

^ O
D Price net, 2/- Bypos;, 2/3.

TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES."
A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from tllo rider's poia;
of view. Price net, 3 13y post, 3/3.

° TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLES." ' ' °
zz A reliable treatise on Two-strokes, from tllo rider's poia; p.

b^ of view. Price net, 3 13y post, 3/3. f,

^ -MOTOR CYCLE REMINISCENCES." a
Q By " IxjON," of TIte Motor Cycle. q

Price net, 5 . By post, /i. n
-THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS. D

O Set of Three Maps—England and Wales, Scotland,
D London. Set of three, complete in case. Price net 5 /6. D
D Book post, 5 /lo. Set of Two Maps—England ani) D
f^ Wales, London. Price net, 4 /6. By post, 4 /.S. Q ,

° " THE MOTOR CYCLn ROUTE BOOK. ^
P With 32 pages of Road Maps. Pricenet, 5/ , By post, 5/}. p:

n Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SO.N-i c,
D Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C,4, or of leading Booksellers .

D and Railway Bookstalls. a
n DDDDDDDDaaDnDDDDDaaDDDDDDDDDDDDDPaDDaDa
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A CHRISTMAS DIRl
Almost Every Motor Cyclist has his Own Ideas about the Perfect Motor Cycle,

but it is not Everyone who Realises, like our Correspondent, that there is apt to

be a Fly in the Ointment.

FOLLOWING the example of all good motor

cyclists, I decided that my Christmas journey

should be accomplished by road. Accoidmgly,

the wife and family were

duly packed into my 1910

single-geared sidecar outfit,

and we set forth with brown

paper parcels bulging from

every crack. The less said

about that journey the

better. Suffice it that the

heavily loaded sidecar was

beyond the unaided efforts

of my -trusty " 3^'" and

that, though we arrived at

our destination late on
Christmas. Eve, my frame

of mind was not exactly com-

patible . with the seasonal

festivities.

On the following day,

having survived the usual
formalities and rejoicings,!

retired to a dark and in-

credibly draughty shed, and attempted to disgruntle

the " innards " of my ancient and badly-treated

engine, in the- hopes of finding the extra power required

for the return journey.

Working in semi-darkness, I marvelled at the m-

o-enuity of°pre-war manufacturers in placing nuts where

nothino- but universally jointed and case-hardened

fincrers'' could possibly remove them. Visions of the

idetl machine floated before my eyes. What a 'bus

it would be ! Why did not manufacturers consult

their clients?

An air of oil and profanity.

After hours of labour things came apart suddenly

and at this critical juncture there entered the air of

oil and profanity—my wife.

Calmly she informed me
that it was time to clean up

for Christmas dinner. My
expression said more than

any words in our sadly in-

complete vocabulary could

ever infer, and she left

hurriedly. Neverthe-

less, civility demanded that

I should leave the ruins to

the tender mercies of rats

and chickens, and, hoping

for the best, I returned to

the house to repair my
damaged knuckles and gene-

rallymakemyself presentable.

A DREAM MACHINE.
The clean sweep of the sheet steel side members is here

broken away to show the flat twin engine and gear unit and

shaft drive.

That Christmas dinner

was a success, and, mollified

by the good fare, a comfort-

C4

' By merely undoing one wing nut, every part becomes

immediately accessible."

able armchair, and a crack-

ling fire, I slept.
• • • « «

'

'
' Ubique, '

" said a

voice at my elbow, " I have
been appointed by a com-
mittee of motor cycle manu-
facturers to inform you that

they have decided to place

the whole of their manufac-
turing facilities at youf dis-

posal, and to ask you to be
good enough to design a

universal motor cycle—no
other type will be allowed in

this country." Turning, 1

beheld a very august figure

well-known in m a n u f a c-

turing circles.

With the utmost calmness

1 replied that it was about
- time thift my undoubted
talents were recognised,-

since iny ideas on motor
cycles Avere without parallel. In a few moments I

dashed off a sketch of my ideal. The machine had
a flat twin Bradshaw type engine enclosed between

two sheet steel side members, with only the cowled

cylinder heads protruding from the clean sweep of its

polished sides. A three-speed gear was incorporated,

while the engine and final transmission was by shaft

and bevel.

The job yvas perfect.

The driver sat in a comfortable armchair, and was
protected by legshields, footboards, and mudguards of

ample width. Tools were carried in convenient and
rattleproof drawers under the footboards. Grease cups
replaced oil holes, and, in short,' the job was perfect.

With an air of conscious

superiority I handed the

sketch to the envoy, remark-
ing in a lofty voice, ' What
about it? " There ensued a

tense silence, followed by a

string of questions. " How
do you propose to attach a

sidecar ? " " How do you get

at the carburetter ?
'' " What

happens when the magneto
contact breaker sticks?"-
" Where are the controls ?

"

" How do you get at any-

thing? " "And how do you
propose to make it ?

"

Somewhat nettled by these

questions, which seemed to

me to cast doubts on my
ability, I replied, rather

testilv I am afraid. " These
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From an aeroplane photograph of Ariel Works, Bournbrook, Birinfngham.

Your 1922 riding will be

happier on an Ariel. What-

ever your taste—fast road

work or comfortable
sidecar touring—there is

an Ariel to suit you.

£ s. d.

3* h.p. Sports Model . . 87 10

3i h.p. Touring „ .. 95

6-7 h.p. „ „ .. 110

All chain-cum-belt drive.

Sidecars for above . . 30

4i h.p. Touring Model .

.

6-7 h.p. „ ., • •

8 h.p. „ ..,

All chain drive.

£ s.

105

117 10

125

d.

Sidecars for above, with

locker at rear .

.

35

ARIEL WORKS. LTD.,
3, BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR 1 CYCLES
HAVE ALL THE
RESOURCES OF
THE VAST WORKS,
ABOVE ILLUSTRATED,
BEHIND THEM

one of the
reasons for their

unrivalled re-

liability.

In answering this advertisement it U desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' C5
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The Most Popular
AND

BEST
LIGHTWEIGHTS

FOR

1922
are fitted

with

THE -LIGHTWEIGHT" ENGINE.
Bore 70 H.P. 2i
Stroke 76 c.c. 293

Weight 32 lbs.

J, A. PRESTWIGH & GO. LTD.,
Northumberland Park,
Tottenham, London, N.17 ENGINES.

Our exhibit at Olympia proved once again

that the Grindlay is still the superior sidecar,

and represents the best value given m sidecars.

The Grindlay range of models for the coming

season is very complete, including models for

machines from 2| h.p. to 10 h.p., and

prices from £ 1 7 to £38.

If you are in any way interested, write (or Catalogue now.

Sidecars
For the Rider who will have the best.'

Illustration shows "C!ub" Model.

...^ GRINDLAY (Coventry) Ltd.,
,

'

- --:- Melbourne Works, Coventry.

/n anf.ii'ii?!/ l/iese advertiiemcjits it i.s desirable to mention "Tlit Motor Ci/clc.'
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A Christmas Dream—
matters are details, and besides, my dear fellow, you
do not seem to realise that by merely undoing one
wing nut every part becomes immediately accessible."

" Where is the wing nut?"
"That," said I, "is a secret which I sliall reveal

when the first batch of machines is nearing produc-
tion." The envoy retired grumbling, and I resigned

myself to dreams of a perfect mount, to be delivered

in the early spring, free of charge, of course. Fame
would come my way, and the " Ubique " motor cycle

would be hailed as one of the world's greatest engi-

neering feats. Money would pour in, but I would
remain faithful to the motor cycle, and would scorn

Rolls-Royces—what advantages had they over my
wonderful invention, anyway ? There was just one

SSq

thorn amongst the rose leaves, but in my blissful state

it troubled me but little—where -was that wing nut?

' It's nearly tweh-e o'clock, dear, and you must
get up early to-morrow and clean up that mess in the

stable before we start."
" Where is tha— ? ,Wha-a-t— ? Oh !—

"

I never found the correct place for that wing nut.

Perhaps, after all, tliere was something in the insinua-

tions of the envoy. It is just possible, indeed, that

motor cycle design is best left in the hands of those

whom it concerns, while the enthusiastic amateur

contents himself with spoiling the manufacturers'

creattons. Ubiqt'E.

THE F.l.C.M.
Some Notes on its Purpose and its International Competition Rules.

ALTHOUGH not very well known to the average motor
cyclist, the F.l.C.M. is an organisation which docs
a good deal of important work. The initials stand
for the French form of the International Federation

of ilotor Cycle Clubs— a body conipcsed of representatives

of all the principal motor cycle clubs in the various

countries, whose delegates meet together about twice a

year to discuss matters appertaining to motor cycles

throughout tlie world. Though an international organisa-

tion, the F.I.C.il. is run very largely on British lines, and
has taken the rules governing British motor cycle com-
petitions as its model. Its great work has been to compel
the running of all international competitions under the

same rules (rules which were recently drawn up), to enquire

into and pass international records, and generally to look

after the interests of motor cycling internationally.

Befoie it was in proper working order, a British rider

might take part in a competition on the Continent being

absolutely ignoi-ant of the regulations, and suffer inju.stices-

against which he would have no redress. Such a con-

tingency is now impossible, and an English rider who has

competed in the English Six Days and the T.T. can safely

compete in any race or reliability trial of an international

character in any one of the countries belonging to the

Federation, and know for cei-tain that hi.s machine would
have to conform to the same conditions as those drawn up
for the English classic events referred to above.

Each countiy now recognises the. others' competitors'

licence-;, and if a British rider has his licence suspended for

any malpractice he would not be able to compete in France
or any other country belonging to the Federation. The same
remarks apply to an Italian rider who had tran.sgressed and
attempted to enter, say, the T.T. race.

An Annual Register.

Full information is contained in the annual register ol

the F.l.C.M., which can be obtained from its secretary, Mr.
T. W. Loughborough, 83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I. This
booklet gives the nam-js of the various clubs forming the

Federation, their secretaries, an introduction telling th€

reiidev what the F.l.C.M. is and what it does, a list of rules

of the Federation and international competition rules, while-

it tabulates all world's motor cycle records, wliich, of course,

are revised each year.

The last great meeting of the F.l.C.M. was at Milan,

and was briefly referred to in la.st week's issue of TIk Motor
Ciidc. It lasted two days, and the same enthusiasm was
shown by the delegates and the same good work carried out

as has been done since the revival of the F.l.C.M. in 1912.

One interesting matter brought up at the conference was
the question of Spain, where the governing of the sport is

in a somewhat chaotic condition. Nominally the ruling body
is the Royal Spanish Motor Cycling Club, which, lil^e the
A.C.U. of England, is closely associated with the Royal
Spanish A.C., but it was clearly pointed out at tlie meeting
tl-iat this body did not actually control the sport, but the

real active club was the Catalonia Motor Cycle Club, of

Barcelona, which is not recognised by the Spanish R.A.C.,

with the result that tlie Spanish delegates were told that

they should endeavour to form a body truly representative

of Spanish motor cyclists.

The International Trophy.
Another piece of good work was the drawing up of o,

proper set of regulations governing- the International Trophy,
presented by the British Cycle and Motor Cycle Jlanufac-

turers and Traders Union, Ltd., for the annual International

Six Days Reliability Trial. These regulation.s merely deal

with tlie conditions of the trophy, but it is left to the

organising body of the actual competition to draw up its own
rules in "detail, which, of course, conform to the F.I.C.JI.

competition rules.

The American records quoted in last week's issue still await

confirmation, |iending certain information from Ameri<?a

;

and, dealing with the matter of records, it is interesting to

he able to "mention that Delia Ferrerra's flying kilometre in

25.9s., 138.99 k.p.h. (86.37 m.p.h.) in Class C (500 c.c), tie"S

with that of Judd (Norton) in speed, and this was allowed
by the Federation to rank as an international record, the

tiist held by Italy.

Timekeeping.
Another interesting decision was to establish an inter-

uational panel of timekeepers, so as to place the timekeeping
of all iiiternatioiial events upon a satisfactory basis, and
thi^ will mean the upraising of timekeeping on the Continent
to the same excellent standard which has been attained in

this country, and Mr. A. V Ebblewhite (England) and M.
(_!eorges Longuemare (France) were instruct-ed to serve on
a special sub-committee to go into the question in detail.

When claims for international records are made, metrical
distances as well as miles and yards must be claimed.

It was akso agreed that a request be sent to the automobile
clubs in each country represented on the Federation that, in

the event of any dispute or. difference arising- in connection
with the .sport or pastime of motor cycling, the automobile
clubs should recognise the F.l.C.M. as the international body
authorised finally to adjudicate in any such matter.

Kach club's subscription for the International Federation
of Motor Cycle Clubs has now been fixed definitely at £6
sterling, while entry fees for international competitions will

now be reckoned in pre-war rates of exchange; consequently,
as an example, a British entry for the International Six Days
Trial in SAvitzerland will be based on the rate of 25 fr. to
tlie £ instead of 21 fr. to the £1.

In the conr.se of the conference, the question of admitting
ex-enemy countries into the Federation was discussed, and
tliose present were reminded of the decision of the first

F.l.C.M. meeting after the war, held in London, to the effect
that those countries could only be admitted into the Federa-
tion when they were received into the League of Nations.
The meeting was attended for the first time by the Chair-

man of the A.C.LT. (Col. F. S. Brereton), who was very much
impressed by the work carried out by the F.l.C.M., and
foretold a great future for it.

c 7
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Olmds lo TLigl)t TLamps.
Dec. 29th

,, 31st

Jan. 2nd
4th

4.56 p.m.
4.58 ,,

5.0 „
5.2 „

Number plates to be illuminated thirty minutes
earlier, vide Road Vehicles Registration and
Licensing Order (1921).

Reminder.

Have yon renewed your motor cycle
licence yet ?

In America.

Mr. W. H. Wells, the London
manager for the Hendee Manufacturing
Co., is in America on his annual visit to

the Indian works.

From Overseas.

As usual, we are in receipt of a number
of letters containing greetings from over-
seas readers who well timed the de-

parture of their missives to reach the

office at Christmas time.

In 1922.

To all riders : May your m.p.". im-
prove, may your m.p.h. be lawful or

unobserved, may your competitive efforts

be successful, and may punctures and
other troubles be nil.

An Opportune Time.

This time of the year provides favour-
able opportunity thoroughly to overhaul
the machine. Those who can ill spare
their mount for this purpose should "go
over" their cycle bearings, cleaning and
well packing them with grease.

The London-Exeter Trial.

This year's London-Exeter Trial pro-
duced a record entry, no fewer than
two hundred owners of motor cycles and
three-wheelers entering for the popular
Bo.\ing Night event. Last year there
Kere 173 entries in the two and three-
wheel classes. In next week's issue of
Tlic Motor Cycle we shall give a number
of impressions written by competitors.

An Edinburgh Race Track?
Quite a stir has been caused among

Edinburgh enthusiasts by a proposal
which was niade at a meeting of the local

association, the Edinburgh and District

Motor Club. In the course of a discussion
regarding the erection of an exhibition

haU suitable for the Scottish Motor Show,
the hope was expressed that, besides a
"Show" hall, they might have a sports

ground, where they Would be able to have
a track for motgr cycle racing. The pro-

ject has been received in motor cycling
circles with great enthusiasm. The
successful way in which the Edinburgh
Motor Club organises its various trials

signifies that it is wholly capable of

undertaking the responsibility of a'racing
track, and there is no fear of want of
support. "It has long been a decided
blank in the Scottish motor cyclist's exist-

ence; and, now the proposal has been
made, it will in all pi'obability be carried
forward to successful completion.

C8
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THE CHEAPEST FORM OF TOURING
A FOUR VALVE "SINGLE ' UNDER TESt.

CARRYING TH£ SPARE WHEEL.

The T.T. Dates.

We have tested the opinions of manu-
facturers and riders regarding the T.T.
dat^s, and without exception all are in

agTeemeijt with us ; the- dat«s are most
unsuitable. .Some, of these opinions

appear on pages 891-2.

Old Engines Never Die!

Inspired by the recent paragraph
describing how a reader used a motor
cycle engine to drive a circular sa,w, a-

correspondent, who runs a small cabinet-

making business, informs us that an old

3j h.p. Humber engine drives for him :

A circular saw,
A moulding machine,
A boring machine,
A planing machine (with an eight-inch

cutter), and
A grindstone.

But not all at once, we should imagine !

Mr. Einar Host, secristary of the Danish

Motor Cycle Club, which .ecently held a

conference of all Scandinavian clubs at

Nastve.;, '~'.x._ Host, who is considared to
_

be one of tne 'i»cit riders in Denmark, rides

an Invicta, which carries the records of its

success on its front mudguard

Longer Days Ahead.

Christmas over, b nger days lie ahead,

and motor cyclists begin to think of their
;

next new mount.

Petty Offences.

Several readers report police activity

with regard to such items as illumination

of number-plates and the necessity for

two independent brakes.
•

A New A.J.S. Competitions Manager.,

H. R. Davies having joined the

Hutchinson Tyre Co.,"'F. W. Giles (well

known' as a successful competition rider)

is now the A.J.S. ,
competitions manager.

To Visit the Antipodes.

Mr. George Stevens, of the A.J.S. firm,

sails for the Antipodes on Friday of next

week. The object of his trip, which will

- include a visit . to South Africa, is to j

'study overseas conditions. Mr. Stevens j

lias not enjoyed the best of health for

some time past, and it is hoped that the

long sea voyages will prove beneficial in

this respect.

Programme o£ " The Motor Cycle " Film. .

To-night the film will be shown after \

the dinner of the, Truro and, District

,M.C. and L.C.C., which takes place at

the Women's Institute at 7,30 p.m. :

to-morrow it will be included in the

programme of .the Polytechnic Hall, Fal-

mouth, on behalf of the local motor cycle

club. For New Year's Day th.e Barrow
and District M.C. has staged a special

exhibition for members and friends in

the Walney Theatre, Barrow. On
Wednesday "it goes down to Neath, and

on Thursday to Cardiff, where the local

cliibs are arranging for its exhibition.

Saving the Crops—by Sidecar.

Five hundred and ten acres of potatoes,

owned by a Washington state rancher,,

says the Scientific Atnerican, were in

danger of destruction by the potato bug. ..^

The little pests were working so fast

that it" did not seem as though any
means of extermination could -possibly

keep up with theni, let alone catch up -

with them. But the rancher was a

resourceful soul, and he attached an
insecticide-spraying outfit to the sidecar

chassis of ' his ipotor cycle, utilising the

power of the machine for traction and
for spraying. With this outfit he found
it possible to spray one hundred and
niiiety acres per day with Paris green,

whereas a horse-drawn sprayer would by
no expedient have been able to get above
thirty-five acres. With the exceedingly
hot, dry weather that was so general

during the .past Slimmer, a day's delay. .

might .'well have spelleii ruin for the

crop, but the motor cycle saved the '

situation.
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THE T.T. DATES,
Opinions of Riders and Manufacturers agree with that of "The Motor Cycle'

Unsuitability of the Week preceding (he Whitsunlide Holidays.

IN
last week's issue of The Moior Cycle, we drew

attention to the unsuitability of the T.T. dates,
which are in the week preceding the Whitsuntide

holidays, and therefore an inconvenient time for

manufacturers, who are always busiest just before any
spring holiday than at any other period of the year.

Three Alternatives.

We pointed out that an alternative date might be
found by considering the following three suggestions

:

(i.) To fix the date of the motor cycle races a
little earlier.

(2.) To postpone the races a fortnight by arrange-
ment with the parent body—the R.A.C.—whose car
races are at jDresent arranged to take jjlace on June
20th and 22nd.

(3.) To hold the races in September after the Mai x

Highway Board has had time to repair the roads
following the car races.

Quite a large number of riders and manufacturers
have written us on this matter, and almost without
exception agreement with our views is expressed.

Below we give a selection of these opinions from
those whom the matter directly concerns:

Mr. W. J. Hassall, director of Norton Motors,
Ltd., points out that their staff which would be in the

Isle of Man is quite distinct from those engaged on
production, but he adds :

" We should certainly like to have seen the date fixed
later. ... It is very unfortunate that the London-
Edinburgh Trial will clash with the finish of the Senior
race, and if it was absolutely impossible to get a later date
for the I.O.M. I'aces, we would suggest that the London-
Edinburgh run be held a week or so later. . . . We trust
something will be done in the matter."

Mr. VV'illiam Parkes, of the Sun Cycle and Fit-

tings Co., Ltd., suggests that the British Cycle and
-Motor Cycle Manufacturers Union Avill have to con-

.sider the matter. He says :

" I take it that the motor cycle section of the Union
will consider this date, and it will depend upon them
as to whether the Junior T.T. race is held on the date
fixed. It seems to me that the A.C.U. do some very funny
things, and take up the attitude that the manufacturer has
no considei-ation in these matters. The A.C.U. should have
seen the Manufacturers' Union first, to ascertain whether
this would fit in with the demands of the industry. I shall

bring this up at the first opportunity, as it is a most
important matter."

as to the

Another well-known rider, Capt. J. A. Watson-
Bourne, agrees with our views that the dates might

Ije more suitable owing to the proximity of the holiday.

He writes :

"It is a mistake to allow the races and the Edin-
liurgh run to clash, from the point of view of public

interest and entry lists of the latter. Per.sonally, I should

he very sorry to miss the run, as, when held before the

races, it is excellent training for sitting in the saddle for

long periods if one has not been doing any lengthy rides

during the spring."

Veloce, Ltd., write:

"We agree with you that the dates, May 30th and June
1st, are ]iot convenient, as they precede the holiday, and
tliis is the busiest time of the year. We would prefer it

later, so that there would be less likelihood of the roads

being in bad condition for practice, etc.—say in July."

The manufacturers of the Levis motor cycle also

agree with our view in a letter from which the follow-

ing is an extract

:

"We are quite in agreement with you regarding the T.T.
dates, as they are very inisuitable. It will be a most
awkward time for manufacturers to arrange to have a large

percentage of their staff away in the Island, and we think

for this reason alone an effort should be made to get the

date altered. You are also quite right in your suggestion

regarding the London-Edinburgh run, and there is no doubt
whatever that the T.T. races will entirely overshadow this

otherwise important event if the suggestei* dates are

adhered to."

Sacrifice of Home Trade.

Mr. a. H. Haden, manufacturer of New Comet
motor cycles, writes

:

" I am pleased to hear you have taken up the matter of

the T.T. dates for 1922, as it means, both to manufacturers
and ag'ents, a cutting of their interest in the races or the

sacrifice of the two best weeks of the home trade."

Vivian Olsson, the well-known amateur T.T. and
competition rider, deplores, but is resigned to, the

dates selected :

" Seeing that the A.C.U. were foolish enough to allow

the R.A.C. to annex the best date, I cannot see there is

anything else to be done but hold the T.T. at the end of

May. T.T. riders who wish to take part in the great

M.G.C. run to Edinburgh will inst have time to do so."

Middle of June Suggested.

The following is the opinion of Mr. Norman
Downs, of New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., the winners of

T/ie Motor Cycle Cup in last year's races :

" I think that the trade is indebted to you in pointing out

the date when the T.T. race comes. . . . The proposed

date of the race being in the week preceding Whitsuntide
week is a very serious handicap, and I think that every

endeavour should be made to have this date altered. The
most suitable dates, it appears to me, would be June 13th

for the Junior and June 15th for the Senior."

Mr. George Grinton, a well-known Scottish rider,

considers the T.T. dates in conjunction with those

of the Scottish Six Days Trial

:

" From a Scottish rider's point of view, the dates

aranged for the 1922 T.T. races are rather unfavourable,

•.IS we" have the Scottish Six Days Trial in the first week in

May, and the next three weeks would need to be spent in

the' Isle of ^lan practising, etc. This would mean nearly

five weeks away from busuiess at a very busy time."

Messrs. S. A. Newman, Ltd., of Ivy fame, write :

" We consider that it is very unfortunate from a manu
facturer"s point of view, as we ourselves can ill spare our
mechanics and staff away from the works just prior to the

Whitsunlide holidays, and we would very much prefer the

date of the Junior race, in which we are interested, to be

held the first week in May, if at all possible. This date,

we think, would cause manufacturers the least possible

dislocation of labour and the smallest loss of output."

Messrs. W. J. Green, Ltd., makers of Omega
motor cycles, write :

" We quite agree with your remarks that the alteration

would cause unnecessary trouble to manufacturers, because,

as you state, the date proposed comes in the busiest period

of "tlie year, and in even a slacker time there is much
dislocation in the factories, and standard output is retarded.

eg



T.T. Dates.—

In oiir opinion, the date of the T.T. should be placed as far
into the latter part of the season as practicable. We think yoii

merit the thanks of the trade, for bringing this matter up."

Oswald Wade, an A.J.S. rider and an agent in

Li\erpool, saj'S :

"I think it is a bad time to hold this race, as it will

interfere with the holiday trade for the manufacturers and
agents. I quite agree with your opinion.

DECEMBER 29tli, ig2i.

"The A.C.U. ought to consider the trade, and hold the
race about the same time as they did this year."

The Scott Motor Cycle Co. thinks the date
" unfortunate." "

-

" We think," they write, " it unfortunate that the date
comes so near Whitsuntide and clashes with the London-
Edinburgh. We feel sure, however, that the A.G.U., will
have weighed all these matters up and found it impossible to
fix another date."

THE 1922 BEDELIA.
THE Bedelia owes much of its fame to

the fact that it was the machine
which inaugurated the cycle car pro-

po.sition of a decade ago. As our readers
will remember, the verj" simplicity of the
tj'pe tempted many pseudo-designers and
amateur constructors to enter the auto-
mobile industry, with results disastrous

to themselves and the term cycle car

generally. It served one good purpose,
however, and that was to show car

manufacturers the enormous field which
e.xisted for a light four-wheeler on sound
mechanical lines, and the present-day
small car and its larger sister the light

car proper are the outcome.
Very few of the pioneer manufacturers

of belt-driven cycle cars have retained

their original princii^les. The maker of

the Bedelia is one of the exceptions, and

of discs of different diameters carried on
the end of the countershaft. In other
words, line contact friction drive is used
which, theoretically, is more efficient

than the principle adopted
when friction transmission
is applied to automobiles.
For declutching, the

countershaft is pressed
away from the flanges on
the engine shaft by means
of a pedal, and the change
of gear is obtained in the
ordinary manner by a
change-speed lever. An
idler wheel is employed
which pioduces the re-

verse. There are belt
pulleys mounted on both
ends of the countershaft.

The braking is also interesting. Full
movement of the clutch pedal presses the
larger of the disc wheels against a sta-

tionary leather shod brake shoe, while

(Left) The new Bedelia cycle car which has

been much improved in outward appearance.

(Above) Power unit showing the V twin air-

cooled engine and the friction disc gear.

his 1922 model, which we examined at

the Paris Salon, is to be offered to the
British public by Messrs. Palmer's
Garage, Ltd., of Tooting, S.W.
Situated in the forepart of the vehicle

the engine is a "Train " with a bore and
stroke of 85x99 mm. respectively. The
engine-shaft is extended and arranged so

as to drive two different size discs on a

shaft coupled to the main shaft by means
of a universal joint. These discs can be
brought into contact at will with a set

and from these to the rear wheel the

drive is by two 17ft. belts.

The system of steering is particularly

ingenious. There is a j)eg pinion at the

bottom of the steering column which
meshes with holes in two quadrants, each
quadrant being mounted on a separate

cross-shaft, at the end of which are the

coupling rods to the steering arms.

When the wheel is turned one quadrant
is pushed forward and the other is pulled

back, the steering being irreversible.

the braking of the rear wheels is

obtained by pushing forward the brake
lever, which has the effect of advancing
the axle and pressing the telt rims
against stationary shoes. Movement of

this lever in the reverse direction tends
to tighten the belts. Staggej-ed seats are
provided. The vehicle mider review
was driven under its own power from
Paris to the coast, and we are told sur-

mounted Gaillon Hill comfortably on
second gear.

LONDON-GLOUCESTER TWELVE HOURS RUN.
QUITE a good entry has been received

for next Saturday's open trial of

the N.W. London M.C.C., which
consists of . a fairly straightforward
twelve hour run to Gloucester and back.
This will be the seventh anniversary of

the event.

The start and finish will take place
at the Heiidon Aerodrome, instead of
Hampstead Heath as in former years^
this in deference to the restlessness of
the police. The route is over main
roads as far as Tring, w'here is the
first time check. The next twenty-

five miles form the kernel of the whole
trial. It is a non-stop section, and leads

over some moderately difficult hills in the

Chilterns,. finishing near Aston Rowant.
There will, of course, be no difficulty in

'

maintaining a twenty-mile schedule in

dry weather, but if there should be any-
thing like . real winter conditions " some
care will be needed to keep to time.

Thence onward to Gloucester there will

be no trouble.

On the return journey practically the
same route is followed, but the non-stop
section is only about thirteen miles, and

will, of course, be ridden in the dark. Com-
petitors are diverted as compared with the
morning route through Missenden, Amer-
sham, Rickmansworth, to Watford. ,

The approximate time as passing dif-

ferent points will be as follows :

Start Out.
A.M."

8.0 Hendon Aerodrome
8.27 Watford
9.0 Berkhamsted
9.18 Tririg
9.57 l*iinces Rieborough

11.14 Oxford
P.M.
12.5 Faringdon
1.2 Cirencester
1.54 Glouceeter

Restart Honi«.
• P.M. • -

.

2.64 Gloucester
5.31 Oxford
6.46 Princes Risborongli
7.22 "Amersham
7.46 Eic'kmansworth
7.58 Watford
8.25 Hendon Aerodrome
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AFTER you Buy...?

©card mOTQ

" Apart altogether from
their merits as designers and
manufacturers, it ought to
be more widely known that
Bakers' are nice people to

Deal Withr
Exiraci yioin a Letter from
Mr. A. Ramsay, ot Fort William, Nov. 24, I921

There are few manufacturers who give
you as prompt and generous service after you
have bought, wlio show the same personal
interest in you as the makers of the Beaid-
more-Precision.

We have built our business upon a basis
of Service-after-Sale. Frankly, and sentiment
apart, service is a sound business proposition
—as you have so often ui'ged in writing to
"The Motor Cycle."

The same applies to our agents. No agent
is appointed to sell the Beardmore-Precision
unless he is fully prepared to look after
customers as keenly as he follows up enquirers.

It is not enough for you to be convinced
of the wonderful value and service given you
by the machine itself. We want you to know
that you are safe in dealing with" the makers,
too. You are well looked after indeed when
youioin the band of Beardmore-Precision riders.

F. E. BAKER, ltd.
(Associated with William
Beardmore & Co., Ltd.)

Precision Works,
KING'S NORTON.

'Phone : King's Norton, 184-5.

'Grams; "Bachuck, King^;norton."

Loudon Depot: 11::, Great Portland St.,

London, W.i.

Scotland : James Robertson, 48, West
Nile Street, Glasgow.

J
In answerin'j this advertisement it i-t desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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6 h.p. twin, 60x88=497 c.c. overhead

exhaust valve, 3-speeds, hand controlled

clutch, kick-starter, all-chain drive, en-

closed chains, footboards, two brakes,

two stands, two toolbags with tools, with

Martinsyde roomy coachbuilt sidecar.

A combination suitable for

business or pleasure, with

reliability an essential feature.

Makot'^' isil giKuraitta©

.1923 M0<kk

EXCHANGES

-v-i^-%^»------"Vi^^-^-w^^5<

J.E.8. 2h.p. 1920 2-stroke, pedal starter, belt drive,
Druid spring forks, J.E.S. carburetter, Dunlop

tyres and belt, touring bars, tax paid; £35.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 1919, Albion 2-

speed, chain-cum-belt, B. and B. carburetter,
Dunlol) tyres and belt, Saxon spring forks, touring
bars; £38.

VERUS 2M!h.p. 1920 2.Etroke, single-speed, belt
drive, Amac carburetter, Hutchinson tyres, tour-

ing bars, Lucas lamp and horn; £34.

Amac carburetter.
VELOCETTE, 2-j.'ih.p.. 1919, lady's model, 2-speed,

cliain drive, Druid forks,
Clincher tyres, tax iiaid; £40.

\ .B.C. Skootamota.

pvOUGLAS. 2"f4h.p., W.D.

COULSON-B., 2"f4h.p. Blackburne engine, 1920, 2- "•

speed, clutch,. Degory carburetter, semi-T,.T. bars, "g
electric lamps, tax paid; £45. " '

2h.p., Wood-Milne tyres, C.A.V.
splendid condition, tax paid ; £ 17.

model, 2-speed, Amac
carburetter) "Douglas spring Jorks, Dunlop tyres;

£50. -

DOUGLAS, 2^/ih.p., 1920. 3-speed, kick starter.

clutch, Binks' carbiiretter, speedometer, P. and
lamp, horn, tax i^aid; £65.

ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p..- W.D. model, Bosch
mag., schebler carburetter, touring bars, P. and

H. lamp, Lucas horn, tax paid; £90.

A.B.C., 3h.p., 1920, 4-speed, all-chain dri^^e, Claudel-
Hobson carburetter, Lucas dynamo lighting,

tax paid; £95.

H.

,---%--. v-< <i^

?#^

TRADE
SUPPLIED

,f;Vj;-)7<' OR
i* iX^'y ) DEFERRED

MAIITINSYPI

0.

MnaDES/|
WQGREflTKi

LONDON--
PHONES - MUSEUM. S57iJ

loaPftRis;
TELEPHONE -tXElJB

WOLV
TELEPHONE. WALSALL 4<

CaSHEXCHflNGtS

s^^^
'^'^^ In answering this advertisement it is desifable to wp.ntion "The Motor Cycle"
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•^JgjB* n922 MOMQAM

1922 EOUQLAS
Fir©sm ^D5

fo-Sf

1922 MORT0M
Frosra ^fj

ID STREET

—W.l,
ABOlCATtWeSDO

r.EXETER,
(AMSCOMBUSTIOK tXETM

siwflLSfla
|(mS COMBUSTION WAL5«.i

litDPflYMEMTS

.*f^^

J^""
l^*^

2^-

#'^'.*«IS*^

f^^

3 h.p. twin, 69x54 = 398 c.c, overhead
valves, four speeds, quadrant change, all

chain drive, hand controlled clutch, kick-
starter, spring frame and forks, automatic
lubrication, Claudel single lever car-
buretter, two stands, carrier, leg shields,
full equipment, tools, pumps, etc.

A machine suitable for lady
or gentleman, giving comfort,
cleanliness, and perfect
reliability.

i
CosffiiIblias>.tiosas.

1 Makers' fiall gwarai

ZENITH, 6I1 p. J.A.P. twin, 1920, Gradna gear, Amac *j

^ carhnrerter, Wat-oniau sidecar, wind eicieen, all t
lumps; £85. ^

Tf "rjOUGLAS Ih.p., W.D., S-spfed, kick start, clutch,-
-*--' Aniao carburetter, Daalop tyrfc, new coachbuilt -

," yidccflr; £85.
"b CUNHEAM SVyi.p.. 1920, 3-sreed. clutcli, kick start. _
'- ^-5 chaiQ drive, Diukie t^idcfar, speedometer, Lucas
r bmp.5, tax- paid; £120. *1

eUNBEAM 3iAh.p., W.D., S-speetl, kick start, chain g'
^~? drive, Millfnrd sidecar, all lamps, tax paid; £105.
HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1920, 3-,«peea, kick

start, clutch, special sidecar, the mcwt comploplj'
equipped machine on the read, oiiRinnlly co^t about
£300, tax paid: £155
COULSON' B, 4h-p. Blaokburne, 1921,'3-speed, clutch,

kick start, chain-cum-belt drive. Coulson sports
sideMr; £100.
RUDGE 7h.p. Tmn, 1920, Mnlti gear, clutch, pedal

start, Senspray carburetter, brand new, Eudge
sidecar, tax paid; £85.

P.
and M. 3V4h.p., 1918. 2-speed, kick start, Whitley
sidecar, alf lami;;S. tax paid.; £60.

AmEL 6h.p., 1914, 3-specd, clutch, kick start. Uunlop
tvres. Ariel sidecar. Easting screen, all lamps, tax

K paid; £65.
' "DUDGE 5-6h.p., 1919, Multi gefir. clutch, pedal start,

Ji -EV Senspray carburetter, Palmer tyres, Eudge sidecar," all lamps, tax paid; £80.
MATCHLESS 8h.p. JI.A.G., 1921, 3-speed, all lamp.=,

kick start, Lucas dynamo lighting set, 2-seater side-

car, hood, screen, spare wheel, tax paid, speedometer;
£170.

mi

I

laiiJkril Mod©!

TRADE
SUPPLIED ^^•,11S

EXCHANGES
or DEFERRED
PAYMENTS.

-
\

In nnswennr/ this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." CI3
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\m -//,

M^.^

\
'No. I is sold in the New

i Khaki Can.

\
^0. 3 for Commercial Vehicles

: in the Blue Can.

Brii-ish Petroleum Cs.K
22.FENCHURCH ST. L0ND014 E.C..3

Equip your Motor Cycle
with Electric Light

Bother no lonser with odorous aud troublesome acetylene—just switch on
and flood your j-ath with brilliant Electric Light. You can equip your Cycle
with new lamp? nr convert vour existing Lamps to Electric with

^ELECTRICCOMERSIONSETS
Solo Lighting Sets. Conversion set with new tail lamp £2:5:0

Complete set with new head and tail lamp.." £4:0:0
Sidecar Combination Lighting

Sets.

Conversion set with new side and
tail lamp £3 : 15 :

Complete set with 5 inch
head lamp... £5 : 10 :

Complete set with 7 inch
headlamp... £6:5:0

EXCEPTIONAL ACCUMULATOR OFFER ! 1

Hart or Peto and Radford Manufacture.
(In metal case with strap handle.)

'. Ignition. day joy ilhtstraied

Total Ust giving prices 0/
price complete sets ior

14/- Solo and Com-
26/- bination work, con-
38/- version sets for

49/- existing lamps,
72/- accttinidalors, and

.,, - --- --^ - J* '. 35 our motor cycle
Ail above prices include free delivery, electrical fittings.

WAXES BROS.,
RctaU - - 5, High Street, Bloomsbury, W.C"' Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.

12 amps. actuaJ. 24 amps
Quantity Price

each
I 14/-
2 13/-
3 12/8
4 12/3
6 12/-

All '. !,»,>»
Size 5J X 3:} X

OfBces 132,

Why
Universal ?

is universally used because it can be easily
inflated or deflated, can be easily tested with a
Tyre Pressure Gauge, is proof against neglect to
tighten up caps and nuts after or during inflation,

has no joints to leak, and is secure against
ignorance, rough usage, or neglect.
There are 30 million of them in use.

"lusides"—standard for ail types and sizes of \al\es—can
be had of all good dealers, in neat dust-proof boxes
containing live.

A. SCHRADER'S SON, INC.,
British Factory : Victoria Road, London, N.W. 10

Manufacturers of the "Schrader
Universal" Tyre Pressure Gauge.

Be sure it's a " SCHRADER '—Look out for the name.

C14 In answerinij these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/de.
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Silencers for Attachment to

Open Exhaust Pipes.

Auxiliary silencers that rr>ay be fitted

to existing exhaust pipes are becoming

very popular. We illustrate two patented

designs which have given satisfaction.

(Top) Internal drilled cones act as

baffles in the silencer mide by the

manufacturers of the Ready motor cycle.

(D. Read and Co., Orchard Street,

Weston-super-Mare.)

(Bottom) A type thai comes apart

longitudinally for cleaning purposes. (W.

J. Ritchie and Co., Freedom Works,

Sheffield.)

Both are marketed in various sizes

for different engines

Neat Spring-up Stand.

Embodying ?.n enclosed " clock spring,

this fly-up rear stand is marketed by Grado,

Ltd., 26, Cross Street. Hatton Garden,

London, E.C.I. The tension of the spring

is adjustable by means of the cap-nut and

split-pin

Armou;ing the Tube.

Overlapping metal scales

mounted on webbing interposed

between two canvas strips form a

puncture guard in the tube pro-

tector sold by A. Stuart Morris

and Co., 101, Leadenhall Street,

London, E.C..3. A portion of

the shield is shown with the top

cover rolled back.

Dual Clutch Control.

Owners of touring model Sunbeams will be

interested in this foot control marketed by

the Endrick Engineering Co., 26, Water

Lane, Watford, specially for these machines,

although several other makes may also be

fitted.

Conversion to Twist Grip
Control.

Already described in these pages, the

Pidco twist grip control has now reached

the production stage. The grip itself

actuates the throttle and the knob controls

the extra air. Norrish :«d Pidcock,

Lonsdale Chambers, 27, Chancery Lane,

London, W.C.2. are the makers

Dissipating Excessive Heat.
Aluminium valve caps, always popular

and effective, are, nevertheless, liable to

blow out. To overcome this, Eli Clarke,

the well-known competition rider, of

Cheltenham Road, Bristol, is marketing

the auxiliary device shown above, which

holds itself into the recess of a standard

valve cap. It fits many types of engines,

and has almost the cooling properties of the

all-alumini'im ---ip. (4s. 6d.)

Superseding the Tool-bag.

Two neat ideas of carrying tools and small spares. (Left) A box type ot foot-

board made in two sizes by A. J. Woolley Blankney, Flanshaw Lane Wakefield.

(Right) A three tray box in which the articles are held m special y shaped recesses in

rubber. This case (the invention of E. C. Hill, Mengkibor Rubber Estate, !^luang.

johore, Malay States) may, with a padded top be used as a pillion seat.
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THE 3i h.p. FOUR-VALVE TRIUMPH.

ENGINE : 3^ h.p. {SO-94 x 9T mm. = 499 c.c.) with four
overhead valves.

CAHBURETTER .- Triumph, two-lever, semi-automaUc.

GEAR BOX : Triumph three-speed, multi-plate clutch and
kick-starter.

TRANSMISSION: Oil-bath primary chain; protected rear
chain.

TYRES: 26in. x Sin. Dunlop.

BRAKES : Dummy bell rim rear, horse-shoe rim front.

FORKS: Druid.

WEIGHT: Approximately 2401b.

PRICE: £120.

IN
many respects the new four-valve sporting Triumph

is unique.

Before taking it over for a road trial, we confess

that we expectecl to find, excepting the super-efificient

engine, almost a replica of the chain-driven " four
"

fitted with T.T. handle-bars. The writer has had
considerable eminently satisfactory experience with

the latter model, and, since- many of the details

—

gear box, transmission, control, etc.—are common
to both types, the supposition was aii excusable one,

and the revelation was consequently all the greater.

The o.h.v. 3J-2, h.p. machine is as different as an

anti-aircraft gun is from a trench mortar.

In " feel " and in performance alike it is all that

the often loosely-applied phrase " sports mocJel
"

should signify ; and, as those who
have followed tlie descriptions in past

issues (June 2nd and October 27th)

will realise, it is as sturdily built,

ade(]uately lyrcd, and accessible as

the hardest riding and least mechani-

cal motor cvclist could desire.

Riding Position.

On first sitting astride the rhachine,

the excellence of the riding position

is at once apparent. The footrests

are low down and well back, and
just the. right amount of the rider's

Av e i g h t is tlirown on the slightly

dropjDed handle-bars. Knee grips

are now possible, for, since our first

de.scriptir-n erf ihis model, the ^ear

CI 6

Twin inlet and exhaust valves in this

case do not necessitate complicated rocker

(rear : four dust-proof ball bearings ire vsed.

quadrant has been moved to the fore end of the tank

as on the I.O.]M. Triumphs. The rear brake pedal,

however, might with advantage be extended more
towards the foot, although old Triumph riders will

have no difficulty in finding it at any time.

The standard decompressor is fitted, but the printing

tap has been dispensed with ; raw petrol may be

sucked into the cylinder by opening the throttle fully,

shutting the air rigfit off, and kick-starting once or

twice. By this means an easy start is ensured on the

coldest morning. Incidentally, the slipper type of

aluminium piston fitted does not gum up so readily as

:i cast iron one. Ignition should be fully advanced
when starting on the decompressor, but should be
retarded before the lever is dropped. Which brings

us to another point worthy of note.

Full use should be made at all

times of the ignition control. The
engine, as any high-efficiency power
unit should be, is very sensitive to

A'ariations of the firing point, and
slight grades or slow speeds call for

a corre.sponding amount of retard in

the ignition setting. This need for

sensible driving is accentuated by the

high top gear ratio-^^4.23,td i, with

3in. tyres.

Carburaiion and Gear Control.

Since the Triumph carburetter is

to all intents ' aiid purposes s e m i-

aut'omatic, the air lever may be left

open practically all the time, but
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Road Tests of New Models.—

here, again, the o.h.v. engine is slightly more sensitive

than the side-valve pattern.

All plate clutches which run in oil are inclined ta

drag .slightly until the lubricant warms up, and it has
already been remarked in these columns that, in con- '

sequence, gear changing on first acquaintanceship with
this particular gear box is just a little awkward. This,

however, need worry no one, for very shortly one
learns to operate the gears up and down with the utmost
facility and absence of noise. At the same time, if the

weather be at all cold, the beginner is recommended
to place his toe on the brake pedal before engaging
first gear.

"
^

• Once under way, second gear may be engaged early,

but, to enjoy the thrill of real acceleration, top should
not be brought into- action toO' soon. On the 7.02 to i

middle ratio, one is advised tO' grip tightly before

opening out! A momentary closure of the throttle just

previous to pushing the gear lever right down, of

course, ensures a much smoother change.

.. Comfort and steering, attended to by 26 x 3in. tyres

and Druid forks, are all that could be desired from
a rigid frame machine; nor do -the large tyres appear
to affect ma.ximum speed to any serious degree. No
speedometer was fitted to our machine, but on the one
occasion that road conditions permitted full throttle

—

for about twenty seconds—we have no doubt whatever

that we appreciably exceeded the elusive " sixty."

Tliere was no tendency to wobble.

Speed Capabilities.

However, a fairer criterion of the machine's all-out

capabilities is afforded by the well-authenticated fact

that one of the production models to standard speci-

fication has lapped at Brooklands at 68 m.p.h., which,

in effect, means that it has exceeded 70 m.p.h.

It should also be remembered that the racing four-

valve Triumph holds the 500 c.c. hour record at 76.74
m.p.h. ; it is fairly obvious that a racing setting to

the carburetter or a racing carburetter and the appli-

cation of a little tuning, and the production model

might be e\'en further livened up—although this would

certainly not be advisable in the case of nine riders

out of ten.

More remarkable is the petrol consumption of the

machine in its present form. Averaging from 20-25
m.p.h.—a very pleasant, slow " ponk-ponk "—the con-
sumption is nearly 120 m.p.g., which is a notable in-

stancje of theoretical high efficiency design proving
itself in practice.. Four valves in a hemispherical
cylinder head, ultra light reciprocating parts, anrj

thoroughly adequate cooling, are, it will be recollected,

salient features of the Ricardo design.

It is likely that twin tail pipes will be fitted to the

silencer on all future models; with these the exhaust
note may only be called noisy at high speeds. The
valve gear, too, is surprisingly silent.

HilNclimbing and Braking,

There is little need to enlarge on the other qualities

of the machine. Acceleration and hill-climbing on top
gear are better than we expected, w^hich is saying a
good deal; and the brake is known to every Triumph
rider. The horseshoe type front rim brake is retained

for emergency use, and, as the writer has vivid

memories of a lone descent of Alt-y-Bady at its

greasiest with the aid of this fitment, he is not going
to quibble with its

,

I'etention. It is among the best

of its type.

Nothing in this world is above criticism; we leave

our readers to judge the seriousness of such imperfec-
tions as occurred to us. (r.) There is considerable
piston slap, especially when cold ; but few aluminium
pistons are quite free from this. (2.) There is none
too much ground clearance, especially under the foot-

rest bar when cornering ; in the case of a violent upset,

say, in a freak trial, there seems a possibility of the
left foctrest puncturing the oil Ijath chain case. (3.)
Since the float chamber is on the right of the jet, fhe
machine cannot be propped against the left kerb with-
out turning off the petrol. (4.) It was suggested in

our correspondence columns recently that the plug was
very inaccessible. Now, although two special spanners
—box and cranked—are supplied, it is still' none too
easy to remO'Ve.the plug when hot w-ithout burning
one's fingers.

Little more need be said. Triumph finish and
Triumph workmanship are in evidence in every detail.

With the gear lever in the " I.O.M." position—right forward and

permitting knee-grips—and footrests well to the rear, the sporting

Triumph now really fits the speedman.

C17
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AMERICAN FOUR-CYLINDER DESIGN.
Improvements to Power Unit and Detail Finish of the 1922 Henderson.

A FOUR-CYLINDER motor cycle

always arouses interest, but, apart
from this, the latest model Hender-

son, a make of machine which has been
kno^^n in this country for some years, is

a thoroughly attractive mount. The new
model has the 1,301 c.c. engine placed
lower in the frame and mor2 rigidly held,

and the four straight-down exhaust pipes
are led into an expansion chamber. The
carburetter is a Zenith, provided with a
iiot^air muff, and the valves are now of

the side-)iy-side pattern. The radiating
surfaces on the cylinders liave been
greatly increased, and a clear air passage
is left past the poi'ts and along the
longitudinally arranged fins on the cylin-

der heads. While there are numerous fins

around the exhau.st port, these are totally

absent round the inlet, a practice which

The newfiattern four-cylinder Henderson-

Note the exhaust muft round the rear

exhaust pipe for heating the air to the

carburetter.

^^5St^3i>>.';^

•/Vmi^ «S«»to^!'*r?f)S^!!>*%S*(S^«^.a»-^^

Method of driving the magneto and dynamo.

the latter being situated above tlie former,

was cai'ried out on more than one engine

at the recent Olyrapia Show.
The method of mounting the lighting

dynamo immediately above the magneto,

both units being held by the same clamp-

ing arrangement, is particularly neat. A

universal joint is interposed betvfeen the
timing gear, and the magneto spindle, and
on this latter is the Splitdorf dynamo
drive pulley, which is adequately pro-

tected by a guard.

Mechanical Oiling System.

Lubrication is effected by a rotary oil

pump, which forces the oil to the main
healings through a hollow crankshaft to

the big end bearings, following automo-
bile practice throughout; the same system
is employed to lubricate the clutch bear-
ings. Sufficient excess of oil is delivered
into the connecting rod bearings to_pass
through them and be thrown by centri-

fugal force on to the cylinder walls.

Another noteworthy feature of the 1922
Henderson is the greatly improved finislf.

The braking system is particularly well
carried out, and the braking surfaces are
of ample dimensions. The outside band

brake is Ijin. wide, and is controlled by
the right-hand pedal ; the other brake is

of the internal expanding pattern. The
mudguards are exceptionally wide, and
27x3iin. tyres are fitted.

The Henderson is one of- the few
machines which can be fitted w'ith a gear
box giving a reverse, which is un-
doubtedly an advantage when a sidecar
is used. This reverse is an extra, and is

controlled by a separate lever. Other
features are a substantially built kick
starter and a clutch, which is controlled

either by a pedal or by the usual American
practice of a long lever adjacent to the
gear lever and workiiig on the outside of
the gear quadrant. Throttle control is,

of course, by twirt grip.

This machine is handled in this country
by iMelchior, Armstrong, and Dessau,
Ltd., 14. Great Marlborough Street,

London, W.l.

The 1922 International Six Days Trials.
SWrrZ-ERLAXD offers tlie finest

facilities in the world for a motor
cycle test, and the success of the

Swiss team in the 1921 International Six

Days Trials has resulted in the decision to

nm the event again next year in that

beautiful country. This decision was
made at the F.I.C.M. meeting at Geneva,
and was confirmed again at the last

meeting of that body in Jlilan, when the

1922 route was shown and approved.
Though covering a good deal of the

ground traversed last August, there are

several important alterations in the route,

one of the mo.st stjirtling being the pro-

posal to run part of the course through
the Canton of Grisons, which has only

seen motor cars during the war, as the

peasant population has set its face

against any invasion of self-propelled

vehicles.

This year the trial will again start from
Geneva, and will on the first day take,

in the morning, the Col de Marchairuz,
and will pass through the pretty Jura
country, and finish for the day at Chaux-
des-Fonds. The next morning will in-

clude the famous Weissenstein Hill, so

sportingly referred to by Hugh Gibson
(to whom it brought disastrous results

CIS

last year) ars the finest hill he had ever
attempted. Lunch, as before, will be at

Laufen, near the falls of the Rhine, an
exceedingly beautiful spot. Afterwards,
Ba.sle will be skirted on the way to

Zurich.

Into the High Alps.

Xow comes the third day's run, which
marks the entry into the high Alpine
districts. Should the inhabitants of

'

Grisons refuse to welcome the competitors,
the Klausen Pass will again be sur-

mounted—a wonderful piece of engineer-
ing. Lunch will be served at Altdorf,

and the St. Gothard will be again
climbed, following the same route as last

year to Lugano.
The next day, Sunday, will be a day

of rest, but the competitors will have the
opportunity of watching the famous
Monte Bre hill-climb.

Oir the fourth day the St. Gothard will

again be climbed and the same route fol-

lowed to Altdorf, after which the whole
of the northern shores of beautiful Lake
Lucerne will be traversed, and the day's

run will terminate at Berne. This is over
quite new country; and, on the morning of

the fifth dav a start will be made towards

Interlaken along the shores of Lakes Thun
and Brienz to Sleiringen, when the Grim-
sell Pass will be climbed in the reverse
direction to last year. From its summit
there is a magnificent view of the Rhone
Glacier nestling up against the Furka
Pass, which will not be climbed, as this

year the Rhone Valley will be descended,
breaking new ground, and the com'se will

continue right down to Martigny and on
to Aigle, from which a circular trip will

be taken. The night will be passed at

Chateau d'Oex, and the morning of the
sixth day will be marked by a hill-climb

over the Jaun Pass, and the circuit will

be completed by Zweisimmen, over the
Col du Pillon and back to Aigle.

The head of Lake Geneva will then be
traversed, a. slight detour made to Chatel
St. Denis, and the remainder of the
journey will be along the northern shores
of the Lake of Geneva, over the hill

called _ La Donzelle almost into France.
At the end of the day will be the flying

kilometre speed trial at Eaux-Mortes, the
trial finishing at Geneva.
The date of August 3rd to 9th has

been chosen for this so as not to clash

with any other important event either on
the Continent or in England.
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Motor Cycle

Manufacturers

By Appointment'!

H.M. The Kini

Douglas

DOUGLAS MOTORS, LTD.

Kingswood, BRISTOL
and

39, Newman Street,

LONDON, W.l

PASKELL CUP TRIAL
MR. J. A. NEWMAN, RIDING A STANDARD
"SPORTS MODEL" DOUGLAS, MADE THE

BEST SOLO PERFORMANCE
SECURING THE

BATES TROPHY
AND

MEDAL
Out of 95 STARTERS only

5 "CAME THROUGH"
Mr. Newmaris was one of the only

two solo machines of these five.

It is now common knowledge that the wonderful Douglas
"Sports Model" has excelled in the fields of competition, beyond
all expectations, during the past year; every potential competition
rider or sporting Motor Cyclist should not hesitate in making this

Mount his choice for the coming season.

Its features incorporate :

—

DETACHABLE CYLINDER HEADS-OVERHEAD VALVES
-TWIN SHOCK ABSORBED ALL-CHAIN DRIVE-A
DUPLEX CRADLE FRAME-INTERCHANGEABLE AND
QUICK-DETACHABLE LIGHT CAR TYPE WHEELS
AND 650x65 TYRES-A THREE-SPEED BOX, CLUTCH'
AND KICK-STARTER, AND MANY OTHER MODERN

REFINEMENTS.
Its Price, complete with all Lamps, Horn, Licence

Holder, Tools, and a full equipment, is

:

<£130

In answcrinrj this advertisement it is desirable to mention -The Motor Cycle." CI9
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Have you seen the New 3l h.p. Connaught ?
Generates much more power than the old 2| h.p.—two strokes per-

fectly and is fitted with three speed gearbox and all-chain transmission.

Lubrication is effected by automatic drip feed and petrol system.

COHmilGHT
Two-Stroke

nothing is left to chance.

The machme is powerful, foolproof, and remarkably economical to

run and will stand up to heavy work all day.

Price with Sidecar £95
Solo Models from £43.

Send for our Art Book and Agency Terms.

THE BORDESLEY ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.

New Bond Street, BIRMINGHAM.
London Showrooms: 111, Gt. Portland St, LONDON. W.l

^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-

"Ch

4rt h.p. Big Single

Chain-cum-belt Solo ZiOU

Chain-cum-belt Comb. ZilUU

All-chain Solo ZiOD

All-chain Comb. XilUD
SPECIFICATION:—Sturmey-Archer 3-speed with k!ck-starter ; Amac carburetter;

all-straight tube frame; saddle design, oval shape, specially strong tank; front and

rear stands ; strong aluminium chain covers ; Quadrant coach-built sidecar.

DELIVERY AT ONCE.

Catalogues From :

MARCH NEWARK & Co., Ltd., 45, Lawley St., Birmingham.
London Agency : Clifford Wilson Manufacturing Co., 177, Westminster Bridge Rd., S.E.I.

!n anxwerinr/ i/iese oclrertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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A selection ol questions ol general interest received Irom readers and our replies thereto. All questions shouid be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'*
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2il. stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
sre urged to write dearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy tor ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the top left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.
ROUTES.—By .special arrangement with the Automobile Association and Motor Union, readers of "The Motor Cycle" desiring routes may enjoy the benefit

of the Road Service Department of that organisation. Queries should be addressed to the Editor in the ordinary way (enclosmg a 2d. stamp), and will be dealt
with by the A. A. and M.U., who are regularly in receipt of reports from their representatives all over the country as to the existing state of the roads in any
particular locality.

COMPRESSION RATIO.
What is to be understood by

the term "compression ratio"?
—H.J.E.H.

Compression ratio is the relation between
the capacity of the cylinder head when
the piston is at the top of the stroke
and the capacity of the cylinder head
plus the swept volume of the cylinder
when the piston is at the bottom of the
stroke.

PRESSURES IN THE CYLINDER.
Taking the average ijh. p. four-

stro'ke single-cylinder machine :

(1.) To what pressure, by gauge,
is the gas compressed before igni-

tion ? (2.) To w-hat pressure, by
gauge, does the pressure rise by
combustion, e.g., immediately after
ignition? (3.) What is the pressure
when the exhaust valve opens ?—T.D.

(1.) This depends on the compression
ratio, but is probably between 60 and
80 lb. to the square inch. (2.) Approxi-
mately 300 lb. maximum. (3.) This de-

pends very largely 'upon the timing of the
exhaust valve, and might be anything
between 70 and 45 lb. to the square inch.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS REGARDING A
TWO-STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT.

(1.) I have a Sparkbrook-

^1 ViUiers (JIark IV. engine), two-

^ speed gear (engine sprocket,
-SJ fifteen teeth; countershaft

sprocket, thirty teeth), and as I

am wanting the new ViUiers clutch

fitted, and the smallest engine sprocket
which can be fitted with that is sixteen

teeth, would a larger countershaft
sprocket (I suppose thirty-two teeth)

make the gears the same as at present,

viz., 5 to 1 and 9 to 1? (2.) I also

have had trouble with my plugs oiling

up, although no sign of over-oiling,

such as four-stroking or smoking. 1

have been recommended to use a "spark
intensifier" as a cure, but would this

be detrimental to the magneto? (3.)

Can a 2iin. cover be used on a 2in.

rim?—H.E.
(1.) If you wish to keep the gear ratio the
same it would be necessary to fit a thirty-

two-tooth sprocket on the countershaft,

but we do not think it will be necessary
to make this change. (2.) The use of

spark gaps certainly tends to eliminate

trouble from over-oiling on the sparking
plugs, and it is not likely that the
magneto will be damaged, provided that

the gaps are not too wide. (3.) A
26 X 2:^in. cover can be used on a

26 X 2in. rim.

"Slmfiorlant 4Datfts.

Sal.. Dec. 31sl—N.-W. London M C.C.
Twelve Hours Open Winter Trial.

Frl. Jan. 27lh, lo Sat., Feb 4th—
Scottish Car and Wlotor Cycle Show.

Sun, Mar 5lh — Arsenteuil Hili-climb
(France).

Men.. Miir. 6lh— La Turbie HUlcUmb
(Nice).

Wed., Mar. IFth—AC.U. One-day Trial
for Stock Machines.

Thurs., Mar. 23rd—East Midland Centra
AC.U. Open Reliability Trial,

Sat . April Isl—Western Centre A.C U.—
Open Hill-climb.

Sal.. April 8lh—B.M.C.R.C, Members
Meeting at Brooklands.

Fr!., April I4lh. and Sal., April ISlh—
IVl.C.C London-Land's End Run.

Sat, April 22nd—N.-Eastem Centre
A C.U. Open ReUability Trial.

Eat., April 29th—S. Midland Centre
A.C.U. Open Hill-climb.

Mon , May 1=1. to Sal., May 6lh—Scottish
Six Days Reliability Trials

Sat.. May 13lh-;-^Northern Centre A C U
Open Reliability Trial

Sat., May 20lh—S.-Weslern Centre
A.C.U. Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., May 30lh— Junior Tourist Trophy
Race.

Thurs., June Ist—Senior Tourist Tro-h/
R3ce

FITTING LARGER ENGINE IN LIGHT-
WEIGHT FRAME.

My Royal Ruby machine, with
a 2|"h.p. J.A.P. 1916 four-stroke

engine, has just recently been
fitted with a sidecar. The engine

appears to labour under the

weight, so I should be glad if you
would say whether it could be replaced

by a larger one without any altera-

tions being made to the frame, thus

saving expense in buying a more
powerful machine. The frame seems
to be quite strong, and capable of

taking the strain.—H..J.W.
It would not be advisable to fit a single-

cylinder engine of larger capacity than
350 CO. in the frame of your machine, but

there should be no particular danger in

fitting a twin-cylinder engine of up to

500 C.C, fjrovided you did not indulge

in excessive speeds with the sidecar

outfit. Possibly you would obtain better

results from your present engine if you
lowered the top gear ratio, but no doubt
you are aware that the particular engine

fitted is not really suitable for sidecar

work, having been designed specifically

for solo machines.

BALANCING.
Contemplating fitting an alu-

minium piston m my 4 h.p. 1914

Triumph engine, I should be

much obliged if you could give

me the rough rule for balancing.

I understand that it is impossible to

balance a single-cylinder engine accu-

rately for all speeds ; and, as my dealer

will not tackle the job, I have decided,

after carefnl consideration, to do it

myself; am quite aware of risks, etc.,

and prepared for trouble.—A.M.
The rule for dete;>'mining balance weights

is generally given, roughly, as the total

rotating masses plus half the reciprocat-

ing masses ; but in the average motor
cycle engine of the best type, the balance

\veight is, usually, the rotating masses

plus approximately one-third to two-fifths

of the reciprocating masses.

A FORGOTTEN MACHINE.
Owing to a breakdown, a man

left his motor cycle at my house,

to be called for the following

morning. Three' months have
gone . by, but no one has ap-

peared. (1.) Is it advisable to adver-

tise it in som'e paper? (2.) Would I be

able to claim the machine as mine if

the right owner did not come tor it in.

say, seven days?

—

Doubtpul.

(1.) It would be advisable to advertise to

the effect that if the machine is not

claimed within a certain period it will be

ijold to defray the expense of storage,

(2.) You should most certainly take

every step to find the owner before you
dispose of it. The registration number
will enable you to get in touch, of course,

through the agency of the police.

BLACIiING THE CYLINDERS.
Liquid blacklead is advertised

JjTl for "those who like to blacklead

•f their cylinders." Why should
-iJ cylinders be blackened, for black

is supposed to absorb heat ?

May I enquire how it is that cylinders

are not whitened or aluminium painted,

since white radiates heat?—J.H.R.
Ordinarily it is not likely that blacking

the cylinders will result in overheating.

Black certainly absorbs light and heal

just as white reflects light. As the heat

from the cylinder comes from within, the

painting of the surface will not have any
appreciable effect unless the paint is

applied very thickly, or actually contains

a non-conducting material. The majority

of commercial cylinder blacks have no
detrimental effect on the cooling.



MACHINE BURNT IN A PUBLIC GARAGE
Early this year I left a

motor cycle and,- sidecar in a
local garage for some slight
repairs. It was not insured

;

but, as far as I can learn, the
garage and -its .stock were insured by
the owner. Unfortunately, the garage
was burnt, and several machines, in-
cludnig mine, were totally destroyed.
The proprietor says tlie insurance com-
pany disclaims liability for machines
left for repair, and he also disclaims all
liability himself, although I have never
seen an "Owner's risk" notice in any
part of his garage. He promised me
some slight compensation when the
insurance company paid him over the
premises. I have jogged his memory
several times, but he always makes the
excuse that the insurance peoi^le have
not paid up yet ; but I- was informed
recently on very reliable authority "that
Ills claim had been settled long ago.
Now I should like to know my jMsition.
Am I to trust to this man's kindness
of heart for compensation, or have I a
reasonable chance of winning my ease
if I take it to court?—M.J.

Unless you could prove that the damage
to j-our machine was caused by the negli-
gence of the garage proprietor or liis staff,
you have no claim against him. It is not
absolutely necessary for him to exhibit a
notice disclaiming liability for loss or
damage to machines stored on his
IJremises.

OVERHEATING WITH A.I.V. ENGINE.
In the issue of 'J'/ip. Motor

I

Cijcle dated August 25th, page
231, you published a reader's
suggested alteration from auto-
matic to. mechanical" inlet valve

operation for 'old engines. I am still
rnnning a 4 h.p. J.A.P. engine with
automatic inlet, which is satisfactory
in every way up to a certain tempera-
ture, Srhen the power quickly falls to
zero, but will recover after a few
minutes' rest. The proposed alteration
you illustrated still retains the totally
enclosed inlet valve spring, which, to
my mind, is the source of the falling
off in power. The only advantage I
can see in the sketch is that a stronger
inlet valve spring could be used, but
would not this suffer in the same way
through being enclosed ? It is the effi-
cient closing of the valve that is at
fault when the engine is too hot, not
the opening (which is only wHat
the mechanically-operated system over-
comes). Would my engine be more
satisfactory if the valve were lengthened
and the spring placed outside ?—V.M.

We cannot think that
.
the trouble you

experience with your machine is due to
the inlet valve not closing sufficiently
early. What actually happens is that the
incoming gases become unduly heated
before reaching the valve port : 'and, con-
sequently, through expansion, the full
charge is not drawn into the cylinder.
If the spring is sufficiently strong to
close the valve smartlj'—incidentally, it

'

is helped by the compression as the piston
commences to rise again—it. is unlikely
that the fact that it is enclosed has any
tendency to heat it ehough to cause loss
of temper. The valve springs should 'be
kept leasdnably cool by the incoming
charge in a.iy case. There is no objec-

ff^^(^lLII

c

tion, however, to increasing the length
of the valve stem and fitting an external
spring, provided you make quite certain
that there is no air leak in the guide
through which the stem passes.

TOO MUCH ADVANCE.
A 2J h.p. Torpedo two-stroke

which I have will not go
; yet, to

the best of my knowledge, I have
tried every means. The cylinder
was scored, so I had it filled in

by the Barimar process. I have put
new piston rings in, new bushes in the
crank case and the connecting rod big
and little ends, overhauled the magneto
and carburetter, and stopped all pos-
sible air leaks ; still it is the same. It

.. i.s a fixed ignition magneto, and I have
timed the spark to occur -^m. before
top dead centre.' All I can get out of
it is an occasional explosion, but there
is no power, and it stops dead.—A.A.

The only obvious-Jault mentioned in your
letter appears to be the ignition timing,
which is much too far advanced for a
magneto with fixed iii-ing

; point. Time
the spark so that it occurs about ^in.
before top dead centre.

The Norton Cup,
presented b y
Norton Motors,
Ltd., to the
British Motor
Cycle Racing
Club for the best

aggregate per-

formance by a

private member
during 1921. The
winner of the cup
Is Mr. Eric
Longden.

TWO-STROKE CARBURETTER ON FOUR-
STROKE.

[^ Will a two-.stroke carlburetter

^ function .satisfactorily if used "on

_
L*J a four-stroke engine?—F.F.

Yes
; a carburetter from a two-stroke

machine will usually answer quite well
on a four-stroke of the same capacitv.
although variations in jet and choke sizes
may be necessary.

NO TAX REBATE ON OLD MACHINES.
Am I entitled to claim a

rebate of 25^^ of the duty pay-
able on a" pre-1913 motor "cycle '!

I enclose correspondence l" had
from the local licensing officer,

wherein he points out that motor cycles
are not entitled to the rebate, and
also a copy of the original registra-
tion dated 1912," in which the term
"Description of car" is used. j\[y
opinion is that it is quite logical ancJ
commonsense - to expect the rebate to
apply to motor cycle engines as well
as to motor cars.—A.A.B.

The rebate of duty on engines manufac-
tured prior to 191-3 is applicable only to

"

ears which are taxed on h.p. As motor
cycles are ta.xed on w-eight and not oil-

power, we do not agree with you that it -

is quite logical to expect the' rebate to
apply to motor cycles also.
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- GEAR RATIOS AND TIMING.
I have now a 3i h.p. two-speed

?'
I

Alecto with gears 2J- to 1 and
8 to 1. What timing do yon

Li-I advise for lip-top speed? Wlien
on top the engine fires as a slow

four-stroke. Can this be cured?-W.R.
We think that y-ou make some mistake
when you" say that your machine has
gears of.2i to 1 and 8 to 1. We certainly
should not recommend you to use -a higher'
top gear than 4| to 1,'if you wish to get
a maximum tpeed out of your machine.
Time the ignition so that the spark
occurs when the piston is on top " dead
centre with the magneto fully retarded.
Four-stroking is generally caus'ed by over-
rich mixture or too 7nUch oil.

EXPERiENCES WANTED.
Iteaders' rrp/ies to questions pubU'she.d

vnchr this handing should ht sent to the
Kditor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertjord
Ulreet, Coventry, when they u-ill be for-
warded direct to the querists concerned.
"P. and M." (Hawbrth) —Binks car-

buretter and 28x3in.- tyres "on E A F
model P. and M.
" H.K.R." (Maucliester).—Maglita" set

on Triumph : Light at low and high
speeds, ignition and general reliability.
_"F.S." (Oldham).—Ner-a-car : Flexi-

bility, sjieed, consumption -and accetera-
(lon; reliability on lon_g climbs and tour-
ing.

.''S.A.E-." (Southsea).—Pimcture - pre-
\enting materials

. and , devices, i.e.,
Puiikho, Improve, tube protectors, etc.
".T.D.W," :(Micheldown).—Dunelt and

2| h.p. sporting A. J.,S. : Reliability,
hnish, service m.p.g., m.p.h., etc.

L.F.P." (Birmingham).—Edmund and
f'oulson Blackburne-engined machines :

Lateral play of springing devices after
prolonged use.

Technological Students Visit Cycle Works.
Three parties of students from the

-Manchester Institute of Technology, in-
cluding one lady and several members
-from India, Japan, and other overseas
countries, recently visited the works of
the Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd., at Altrincham.
ihich interest was shown in the modern
factory equipment and methods used in
the production of Royal Ruby cycles' and
motor cycles.

Lighting-up Tables.

Referring once more to the ivorine light-
lUg-up tablets given away by H. Taylor
and Co., Ltd., of 52-53, Sussex Place,
South Kensington, London, S.W., several
recipients have pointed out that the times
given are incorrect; this is Wot' quite
accurate, as the times stated are given to
conform with the Road Vehicles Licensing
Order of 1921, which requires the number
lilate to be illuminated half;an-bour before
the driving lights are actually required
by the law. -

Catalogues Received.

E. Showell^ and Sons, Ltd., 14, New
Street, Birmingham ;- A handsome book,
with' large and well-displayed pages, de-
failing the advantages and the, various
forms of the Showell rotary mechahtcal
oil pump.
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I SB^RKING PLUGS f

9^ STANDARD KI/G *G' SERIES

^ Type G 1— for average engines— stiandara metric thread,
,. 12 m/m reach.

Type G 2—for average engines—standard metric" thread,
18 m/m. reach.

• Type G 3—for American Cars taking A.L.A.M. threads,

i in. reach.

Type G 4—for American Cars taking A.L.A.M. threads. -^ '^
;

\ In. reach. Suitable for the latest * Bulck' Cars.

Type G 5—the popular * Ford ' model, and for American
Cars taking \ in. g^s thread.

.. . .. _*n' - .

o
THE DESIGN GF THESE PLUGS INCORPORATES
THE FOLLOWING NEW 6- UNIQUE ADVANTAGES-

--T^^ P^^ The plug body and gland nut, which constitute the
^ ( I

\ J
' permanent portions of the plug, are treated by a

^-^ special process before assembling which renders them
rust -proof and absolutely obviates the not infrequent
trouble caused by the plug "seizing" In the cylinder.

I g_ The central electrode and Insulation can be readily
|

I
' removed from the plug by unscrewing the gland nut f

without the necessity of removing the plug body from the
engine cylinder. This renders possible the inspection and ^

thorough cleansing of the insulation.

(^ Complete "centres" for renewals can be supplied
and carried ns spares. With ordinary care the original

plug body and gland nut should last almost indefinitely.

^* RETAIL PRICE OF ALL G ' TYPES
IS g/- EACH

SPARE INSULATED CENTRES3"EACH
) t

Manufacturers of KL-G PWa ".

The ROBINHOOD ENGINEERING W0R1« LTD
Putney Vale. London 8:^15

E Sole Ex:port A§en\9 : -

S.SMITH Cp SDKS (M-A.)LTD Centml Vorks, Cricklewocd

III (ninircnnj t/ii.-- in/ rertixriiiciif If is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle c.i-i,
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
PAGF

Ale^caudei'-s xxi.
Albion Eugineeriug Co., Ltd viii-
Allen-Bennett Motor Co., Ltd viii

Ariel Works, Ltd 17
Aslatt Co xxvlii.
Astra Dynamo Co x.xiii.

Atkinson's xxsii
Baker. F. E., Ltd 19
B.iniber. R. & Co., Ltd ... yiv.
Barbour. .J., & Sons, Ltd Cover i;i.

Barr & Stroud Ltd 9
Bastones xvi.
Bath T.. & Co.. Ltd x.v:ix.

Bayliss, Thomas & Co 10
Benetfink's vii.

Bentalls iii.

Best & Lloyd, Ltd xxvii.
Booth's Jlotories xxxi.
Bordesley Eng. Co., Ltd., ii
Bowman, H. S xxii.
Bradbury & Co Ti
British Petroleum Co.. Ltd '22

Brooks, J. B., & Co., Ltd Front Cover
Brown & Barlow. Ltd Cover iii.

Brown Bros., Ltd 1
Burlington Motor Cycle Co.. Ltd xv.
Camnbell Parker & Co xxxiii.
Catt. A. E xsiT.
Cornercrolt. Ltd .xxiv.
County Engineering: Co xxi^'.

Cox Carburetters. Ltd 4
Cromwell Enalneeilng Co xxiv.
Deane & Beal, Ltd , ii.

Dennis Accessories Stores ssix.
Dixon. T. A xxxii.
Douglas Motors, Ltd Front Cover, 23
Drew, A., & Co., Ltd xxvii.
Dunhiirs, Ltd v., xxix.
Earnshaw xxviii.
Easting Windscreens, Ltd v.
Eastern Garage Co xx.
Edison Swan Electric Co 2
Efficient Jlotor & Engineering Co. . . x.xviii.

E.I.C. Mag-netos, Ltd. iv.

Eice & Co., Ltd xxiii.. xxix.
Elite Rubber Co., Ltd xU., xiii.

PAGF
Emanuel. H.. & Co xxv
Forfleld Jlotorg xxix.
Godfrey's. Ltd .'.'..'.

ix.'
Graphite Products ' xxv
Green. W. J.. Ltd '" 4
Grindlay (Coventry), Ltd 'l8
Grose, .lames Ltd xxxi.
Halifax Motor Exchange xvii.
ITeoworth & Grandage, Ltd xxvii.
Hill. Ernest H., Ltd xxxi
Hobson. J. T.. & Co xxvili.
Illffe &: Sons. Ltd xxiv.
James Cycle Co., Ltd 7
•Jardine John. Ltd 16
Jones' Garage sxviii.
Julian, H xxv.
Kane. James Ltd xxviii., sxx.
Lamb's xxiv.
Leicester Rubber Co.. Ltd . 1
Livermore & Knight, Ltd xxiv.
Lodge Plugs, Ltd Cover iv.
London irmy Boot -Co Cover iii.
London Motors, Ltd iv.
Lucas, Joseph. Ltd 14
March Newark & Co.. Ltd 24
iMarston. J.. Ltd -^

Maude's Motor Mart ' 20. 21
Melton Rubber Works xxx.
Metalastene Co xxix.
M-L Magneto Syndicate, Ltd xxviii.
Moftart xxir.
Morane-Smith Aviation Co xxx.
.Morgan Motor Co. Ltd 5
Morris A. Stuart & Co iii.

Morris, John S., & Sons (Oils), Ltd iv.
Moss Bros xxix.
Motor Cycle " Insurance xxii.

New Hudson. Ltd Cover ii.

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd 9
Newton. A E.. Ltd 8
Norrisli & Pidcock, iv.
North & Sons, Ltd 8
Ollard, Westeombe & Co., Ltd 10
Parker e xi.
Peldo XXX.
Pennant Mtg. Co., Ltd xxx.

PAOH
Phelon & Moore. Ltd I'P

Phijinaou & Co., Ltd x
Pope, J. Pearce, & Sons xxxiii
Pratten F.. & Co xxj ii,

Presslanrt, Clifford xxiv,
Prestwich, J. A. & Co.. Ltd 1£
Prices Co., Ltd., Cover iii.

Proud-Autobits xxviii,
• Provident Accident& Guarantee Co.. Ld. . . 3

Radnall, E. A., & Co S

Raleigh Cycle Co.. Ltd 13
Robiuhood Engineering Works, Ltd i

Robinson. H. Ltd xxvi,
Ronnk, Ltd (i

Rotherham & Sons, Ltd. 6

Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd . 15
Rudge Bros xxix,
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd 11
Runbaken JMagneto Co., Ltd 6
Samson, Keg. xxx.
Sandham Sidecars xxviii,
Sohrader 22
Service Co., Ltd xviii.
Sheppee Motor Co., Ltd .xxv i.

Sinims Motor Units. Ltd S
Smith, Irvine xxix.
South-Western Aonliance Co vii.

Speedwell Gear Case Co. Ltd xxv.
Stanley Motor Belt & Fastener Co xxii.
Stevens, A. J., & Co., Ltd :!

Sykes & Sngden Ltd. 8
Tan-Sad Works xxxii.
Taylor, H.. & Co.. Ltd xix
Thomas & Bishop, Ltd C
Tnrrell, A.. & Sons iv.
V^eloce, Ltd Front Cover
-Ward & Gotdstone xxxiii:
Wates Bros 22
Wauchope's Front Cover
Waverley Book Co., Ltd 7
'VVaverley Cigarettes xxxii.
Webb, H. C, & Co., Ltd. vii.

Westwood IHlm Sc Patents, Ltd xxi-
Williams & James xxiii.
Wincycle Co., Ltd .x.xiii.

Wiseman, A., Ltd., v i

a TRANSFERS
for MOTOR CYCLES, SIDECARS, & SCOOTERS

Also LINING for above in

various widths and colourings.

Registration Letters &. Numbers in White, etc.

bPEUAL NOTE. "We canttat supply Manulaciurcn' own r uisfsr

to individual motor cyclists^

'Particulars and Prices upon applicatioo

THE BRITISH TRANSFER PRINTING CO., LTD.
(Proprietors : Uiffc & Sons Ltd.)

Works! QUINTON ROAD, COVENTRY.
—] London; 20. Tudor St., E.C.4. Manchester: 199, Deans^at^. pi

Agricultural
E,tohi,..h.d ,.„.,. Gazcttii

A PRACTICAL JOURNAL FOR FARMERS.

TUBALS fully with all technical questions re-

lating to Farming, Stock - Breeding, the
Dairy, Poultry, and gives the latest and most
complete information regarding

FARM MOTOR MACHINERY—
tractors, ploughs, cultivators, etc.

Obtainable of all Newsagents.
EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE.

Specimen copy setit post free on request to the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

COMPRESSION & PETROL COCKS.
BEST QUALITY & FINISH.

COMPRESSION COCKS.
1" or i" Gas - - 24/- doz.

Special Quotations
for

Quantities,

PETROL COCKS.
J" Gas - 27/- doz.

r „ - 30/- doz.

EDWD. DEANE & BEAL, Ltd.,
Brassfoundera & Manufacturers. CROYDON.

In answeilno these adceriisemcnts it /•« desiraljle to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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/
You will never again be stranded with a punctured tyre— never again

dread bits of glass, flint, and nails, if you lit the TUBE PROTECTOR.
The Tube Protector is a flexible layer of thin pieces of hard metal

(arranged as In a coat of mail) enclosed in canvas, and fits between the

outer cover and the inner tube of your tyre. No matter what sharp

matter pierces the outer cover, it cannot penetrate the Tube Protector

—cannot possibly pass through to the inner tube.

The Tube Protector is easy to fit, is light in weight, and causes no

triction. It allows you to wear down the outer cover to almost nothing

Thinlc of the saving in time, money, labour, and patience.

Ask your dealer to fit TUBE PROTECTORS to your motor cyele tyres

Fe irotcctor
Liberal terms to factors and retailers.

PROTECTORS for MOTOR CYCLES 17/11 each.

Solo Agents

A. Stuart Morris & Co.,

Head Office : 101, Leadenhall St., E.C.3

Bargains for the Motor Cyclist

'"^) .we have bought these goods in immense
quantities speciaUy to secure unusually low prices. The

values are unique

MY22. AMERICAN ARMY
GLOVES. Surplus stores, made
in chrome horsehide, soft and
pliable. Excellent for hard
wear. The wrists fasten snugly

. €\ lg\ 1 with easy patent
//tl_±_ fastener.
*^/ •^ 2 Price per pair 2/9i
6 pairs, 16/- 12 pairs, 31/-
Postage 6d. on one pair

; ^d.

extra on each additional pair up
to I /- postage.

MY33. WATERPROOF
OVERALL SUITS in

heavy quality oilskin.

Fully cut for wear over an ordinary
suit. lined throughout, and absolutely
impervious to rain or wet. The coat

-buttons tight to neck, trousers have
bib front. Useful for fishermen,

carters, drivers ; in fact, any man who
works in all weathers.

Price per suit. 10/-
Postage I /- a suit. Sou' Wester Hats
to match, 1 /. Postage 4ci. extra.

10/-

1/61

KINGSTON ON THAMES
'Pbonfr—KINGSTON ONE

LEATHER JERKINS 25% less in price than ever before.

MY55. These have been shipped direct to us from, the Army base in France.
They are made in pliable leather to fasten to the neck, are of good length and
lined with warm woollen material. They are ideal wear for motorists, motor
cyclists, drivers, and all outdoor men.
We have sorted them into two lots as follows— Lot i. In first-class condition,

soft, pliable, and wind and cold proof. Price 7/11
Postage I /- extra.

Lot 2. Slightly discoloured and marked but will wear
every bit as well as No. i. Price 6 /Hi

Postage 1 /- extra. State whether large, medium, or small,

In answering' these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'

MYii. AMERICAN ARMY
GLOVES as sketch, in soft

Eliable chrome horsehide. First

nger and thumb separate easily
adjustable wind strap at wrist.

The ideal motor
cyclists' glove.

Price per pair ...

6 pairs, 8/9 1 2 pairs, 17/.
Postage 6d. on one pair ; Jd.
extra on each additional pair up

to I /- postage.

MY44. MEN'S WATER-
PROOF CAPES These were
made for army issue as capes and

ground sheets combined. They are heavily
rubbered on strong material and have
efficient storm collar. For cyclists,

campers, field workers, and all outdoor
all-weather men.

Price 3 /6 Postage i /- extra.

Plain Ground Shee's, about 55X45 ins
price 3/11 Postage i/- extra.

7/11 6/114 KINGS'TON ON TTIAMEa^

Phone—KINGSTON ONE,

BI7
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Saddle pinion, leaf-sprung,

like the limousine, giving

SUPREP'" COMFORT.
.mmmrtHHIIftHl

"JAcFcunouA
"BCacidmtne"

But not for comtort only, lor the Coulson is zsvehabte and as speedy as
it is comfortable. And as for appearance, what could be handsomer ?

Its streamlined tank and silencer give it just that artistic indivi-
duality which makes so strong an appeal to discriminating tastes.

The Coulson is just the mount if you thirst for a "mad rush" along
a deserted road. In 1920 the Coulson broke 9 World's Records, and
its rock-like durability makes it saje. Its power unit is a Blackbume—the engine with the classic reputation—and the Coulson itself is
constructed by A. W. Wall, Ltd., renowned as the firm with the
^OK^fisi experience in the trade.
If you have not seen a Coulson .lad fell

its extraordinary comtort even on the worst
of roads, you should do so at once.

Send for particulars and name of oeares'
Coulson Agent to

The Sole Concesstotinatres

:

LONDON MOTORS,
61, Holbom Viaduct. London, E.C.2.

'Phone; Citr 42.'J0. '

mEVJKtmtm USE

SPEED
I^OTOB^ OILS
HIGH GRADE AND
UNEXCELLED FOR

CYCLES.

Johns. iyiorris& Son (Ofls), Ltd., Cross Une on Works, Manehestei

THE

fiOKO^niiAf. TwrsT f.RiPf

J*— AtRCOHTWH.

_ CONTROL.
in atjswer to many enquiries:

r. The PIDKO twist gripcontrol

cau be used on ail motor cycles

fit fcedwithanykindof carburetter.
2, The air control
is independent., of

the throttle grip.

3. An allowance
will be made tor

old levers.

In ordering state

diameter handle-
bar, and whether

1^
bar is cutved or
straight at end.

,
or for single control carburetter IS/- posi tree.

Apply to your Agents, or direct to Mamtfacturers:

THROTTtE CONTBOL

A. TURRELL& SONS, '•°"f*or"stTu°l'%^3'""'''

Fee:

7

Feel
'Phone

:

T268 Sydenham

9x7

14 X
r6 X
18 X

Pj-ices Carriage Paid England
and Wales.

Made in sections, with double doors, with Jm. tongned and grooved Tnatch
boards on strong framing. Roof matchbonrded. and covered with good
quality felt, making same thoroughly weatherproof. Doors hung on strong
garnets, and fitted with loclc and key and tower bolts. Windows gfnzed:
2102. glass. Flooring : sirons; jcists one inch tongued and grooved hLards.
Ail bolts supplied for erecting house.

t NORRISH&PIDCOCK,^'S"^ London, W.C.2 ,

, Fulli^ guaranteed.
Ask your agent
for grices

EK MAGNETOS ^.
Sampson- Rd North,
'BIRMINGHAM.

V^- B COKAM

EIC
MAGNKTOS

B18 In answerint} these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle.
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SECURE THESE BARGAIN LINES TO-DAY.
SIDECAR LAMP. Strongly made of aluminium. Exception

ally sturdy bracket fixing. Small size, 3;6 each. Large
size. 5/- each. Postage, 9d. each.

GENERATOR. Aluminiura. Very stroQgJy made. Sturdy
reliable clip to handle-bar. 10/- each. Postage, 9d.

BELT PUNCH. A strong, neat, and compact little tool, 1 /t

each. Postage. 4d. (Stale size of belt when ordering.)
MIRROR. Exceptionally strong and neat model. Finished

black and polished. Easily and quickly adjustable to any
position. 7/ 9 each. Postage, 9d.

WATCH. A neat little timepiece for the handle-bar. Plain
dial. Good timekeeper. Plated finish, 7 ,6 each. Postage, 4d.

REPAIR OUTFITS. Contain all necessary equipment for

garage or roadside repairs. 2 '- each. Postage, 6d.
MECHANICAL HORNS. All black finish. Strong and reh

able. Push-down action. 15 ,6 each. Packing and postage, 1 /-

PUMPS. Strongly made of metal, finished black and plated
with folding stirrup and i2in. connection. In two sizes

—

i5in. long, 3/9 each; i8in long, 4/- each. Postage, 9d.
RED DEVIL MASCOT. Solid brass red enamel finish

17 '6- Postage, 6d.
Send to-day, and make sure of securing one or more o'

these motor cycling bargains.

FOR MOTOR CYCLING EQUIPMENT
359-361, Euston

GLASGOW : 72,

Road, N.W.I
St. Vincent Street

MEW YEAR
RESOLUTIONS
IN ONE WO«D—"ECONOMY"

ECONOMY and "EASTING'
are INSEPARABLE

Fit the Windscreen that cuts
down running expenses, re-
duces petrol consumption,
affords entire protection to the
passenger from wind, rain,

dust and cold, or broken glass,

—prevents chills, colds or
doctors' and tailors' bills.

Royal £5. Sti-.ndakd £3 ISs. Baby £3

PROOF OF ITS tFFICIENCY
Fitted and recoviiMnded by

COVENTRY VICTOR, MATCHLESS.
B.S.A., HARLEY-DAVIDSON, SUNBEAM,
TRIUMPH. METRO-TYLER, ZENITH.

DUNELT, AND IV'Y

Sidecar hlanmacturers recommending

MILLS-FULFORD & WHITLEY Mfj.. Co..

Special Note :—Royal fittings for converting
" Standard " Models to " Royal, " giving
simplified adjustments to any position, and
quick, easy entry or exit. 45/- per set

New Celluloids can be fitted and returned in
three days. Royal and Standard 20/-, Baby 16/-

EASTING WINDSCDEENS L'".

In answerinn these adveTiisements it is desirable

WHOLESALE STOCKISTS : AUSTEALIA-
J. J. Wilkins and Sons. 586. George Street,
Sydney. IBELAJJD-C. E. Jacobs. 184, Great
Brunswick Street, DuWin. SCOTLAND—Of
nil factors.
Sole Manufnctnring Eights in U.S.A. : Messrs.
Shillan, Beck and Co., Inc., 68-72. East 131:
Street. New Tork.

Cycle. BI9
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C^

2^ h.p, single, 2-speed countershaft gear,

chain and belt drive, cork clutch and
kick-starter, 2fin. tyres £80

2f h.p. single, 2-speed countershaft gear,

chain and belt drive, minus cork clutch

and kick-starter, 2iin. tyres . . _ . .£75

2J h.p. single, fitted with countershaft

and large diameter adjustable pulley,

2|in. tyres £65

£92

4 h.p. single, 3-speed countershaft gear, cork

clutch and kick-starter, chain drive,

650 X 65 tyres

6 h.p. twin, 3-speed countershaft gear, cork

clutch and kick-starter, chain drive,

28in. X 3in. interchangeable wheel, front

and rear internal expanding brake . -.£1X7
8 h.p. twin, 3-speed countershaft gear, cork

clutch and kick-starter, chain driiJe.

28in. X 3in. interchangeable wheels, front

and rear internal expanding brake . . . . £ 1 3 S
Tfie machine par excellence for Solo or Combination riding.

SPEED — POWER — RELIABILITY and Comfort in riding is assured to

users of the Famous Bradbury.

A varied range of Combinations from £118 - 10 -

Please write for List to

BRADBURY & Co., Ltd. - OLDHAM

RUS AND SIRRAH
A CHOICE OF MODELS
With either Verus, Blackburne, or J.A.P. Engines.

To Suit Every Requirement.

SOLO OR SIDECAR COMBINATION.

Prices from £38 to £135.
Write for Lists, and Names of nearest Agents.

ALFRED WISEMAN, Ltd., Glover St., Birmingham
Telegrams— '^' Verus, Birmingham.' Telephones'—Victoria 560 and 561.

Jn answennq these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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STOP
at this, and compare our
PRICES and QUALITY.
Invitation to INSPECT
BEFORE PURCHASE.
Bench or corner cupboard given .n

each customer.

This building complete with i" T & G Hoors, J" match-

boards, or weather boards, and 3" framing, at following

low prices, carriage paid in England and Wales.

8ft. X 6ft. £8

10ft. X 8ft. £13

12ft. X 8ft, £17 10

14ft. X 10ft. £23 5

16ft. X 10ft. £27 5

18ft. X 10ft. £33

20ft. X 10ft. £37 10

20ft. X 12ft £40

29, I'oxley Lane, Purley, SURREY.
Deat Sirs,— 1 am very pleased indeed with the building you

bave sent me and think it e.vcellent value for the money.
With thanki, Yours obediently, W. Gordon-Fowler.

lUustrated Catalogue Fre^

SOUTH WESTERN APPLIANCE CO.,
Telephone

—

Putney 2771. High Street, Fulham, S.W.

UBSTO!

rhe scientific accuracy of MAPLE
STONE design guarantees its

practical efficiency in use—greater

comfort in riding and easier steering.

Three futures distinguish the

MAPLESTONE Fork :—

1. Its cantilever principle of design
combined with coinpressio;i

springing.

2. Its beau-ings, which are all

bushed with phosphor-bronze
and fitted with screw-down
grease cups.

3. Its principal lugs, which
are all Pleel forgings

—

not castings. Greater
strength with lightness.

Specially note how the Fork's

life is lengthened by No. 2

feature. In ALL other forks,

wear eventually means finally

scrapping—in the MAPLE
STONE, only new bushes !

Ask your Agent about the

MAPLESTONE—or write to

H. C. WEBB & Ct'., Ltd..

Century Wks. Aston Brook St

BIRMINGHAM.

BENETFINKS
Bargains in Tyres=
Owing to the enormous response to our advertisement
we have been compelled to readjust our list, and the
following only can be supplied. All orders subject to

being unsold. Order at once to avoid disappointment.
Size Make

26 X 2 Englebert Passenger, New

26 X 2i Wood-Milne 3 Ply, 1921 Pattern.

.

26X 2} Wood-Milne Combination, W.D

26 X 2i Beldam Combination, W.D .. ..

fit
2*

I

Clincher Extra Heavy de Luxe, W.D. .

.

26 X 2| Best Make Heavy Rubber Studded, W.D

26 X 2| Best Make Extra Heavy Rubber Stud., W.D.

fit 7^/ E"'"^^ Heavy Rubber Studded, New .

.

26x 2M ^Vood-Milne 3 ply, 1921 Pattern

to fit 2|/ Wood-Milne 4 ply,

650 X 65 Wood-Milne 3 Ply. New .

.

26x 3
I

to fit } Englebert Heavy Touring, New
650x65 J

Carriage Paid.

INNER TUBES.
Endless. Guaranteed fresh and perfect.

Sizes : 26 x 2, 26 x 2i, 26 x 2|, 26 x 2i
26 X 3, 28 x 3, 650 x 65, 700 x 80

Post Free.

Price

20/-

12/9
20/-
16/-

23/9
32/9
39/6
25/-

12/9
16/-

12/9

20/-

6/6

VALUE IN ACCESSORIES
LICENCE CARD HOL.D.^R3.
Is yours satisfactory? If not, change Price

it when fitting a new licence. The f^ ig^
holder illustrated is of Aluminium, Z^ln
with only two nuts and bolts. Fits any / ^'

bar, and is absolutely waterproof. Postfree.

OTHER types:
For Number Plate . . .

.

Price 2 /-

Ditto, in finest nickel

For Handle-bar, Brass, Nickel-plated
All post free. - -

MOTOR
CYCLE
WATER-
PROOF .

COVERS.
Made from —=^ -— —--

Government Proofed Cambric eyeletted at each

corner. Light and compact. Absolutely IK/.
waterproof. Solo size, g' x S' P°^' ^"''' „)!',„
Combination size, 9' X 9', or 12' X 6' „ Z*/

O

Special Offer of Ex - Government LAMPS
and Surplus Stock, ^ Motor Cycle fc-"'»"^ ^

Best _English make. Strong
Celluloid cases. Stout
plates of the best quality.

10/-
13/-
17/-

21/6
28/9
22/9
26/9
33 '6

39/6

4 volt 10 amp.

40
6o
8o

In anawering t/tese advertisements it

With 5

1

fronts,
and large

size gen-
era tor .

Complete
with
stem-fitting brackets. Black
Nickel finish. Price, post OR/^
Small size, ditto. Price, post free, 20/"

CHEAPS 1DeV'LoN O^
desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." Bai

40
60
8o
Postage I /-

NOTE. — Accumulators
cannot be sent charged.
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ALLEN-BENNETT—i5esf for Price and Service
You'll come to Allen-Bennett's in the end

—

because we give you the best in every way.
A wide choice of models—extended payments
only 4% extra (with few exceptions where
makers enforce special rates)—and Service
after the machine is bought—that's what we
give you. Come round now.

DOUGLAS RECONDITIONED MACHINES.

PRICES GREATLY REDtCED.

2j h.p., 2-sp., fully equipped, lamps,

horn, licence holder .

.

. . . . £55

4 h.p., solo, 3-speed, clutch and k-s.,

equipped, as above

4 h.p., comb., equip, as above, A\'ith brand
new bulbous back s-c. finished saxe blue,

upholstered in antique leather.

.

£75

£95

BRAND NEW, but slightly Shop-
soiled 1921 Models, at GREATLY

REDUCED PRICES.

Triumph, 4 h.p., 3-speed

Triumph, 4 h.p., 3-speed, all-chain

Alton, 2| h.p., 2-speed, clutch and k-s

Caithorpe, 3 h.p,, comb., dynamo lighting

Diamond, 2| h.p., J. A. P., 2-speed clutch
Ariel, 4 h.p., combination
Woolter, 2£ h.p., Brooklands model . .

Matchless, Model H, Sports combination

Extended Payments only 4% extra,

except where makers enforce
special rates.

List Our Price

/fl5 £95
/l2'i £105

/7.5 £60
;£lI0 £90
/,84 £60
/,i35 £115
/<36 £70
^i8o £150

CovimercicU Publiciti;

A USEFUL BOOK
for Motof Cyclists

FULL of valuable informatioo
and "wrinkles" relating to
the purchase, driving, ad-

justment, management, equipment,
repair, garaging, etc., of motor
cycles. The present edition ha„
been thoroughly revised and is

right up to date in every respect.

Price 2/- net* By Post, 2/3
Home or Abroad.

From
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tiidor St., London, E.C.4,
aiidftU leading: booksellers and bookstalls.

I ALBION GEARS, i

I BACK TO PRE-WAR PRICES. |
= Lightweight, two-speed gear, with PI A A A =
= clutch and kick-starter .. ..a&lU"U-U =
= Lightweight, two-speed Gear, less O/J A A == clutch and kick-starter .. ., a60"U~U =
= AGENTS, please apply for new terms. —

i ALBION ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 1
P Upper Highgate Street, BIRMINGHAM. =
nillllillllllllllillllllllllliWIIIIIIIIIIllllllillllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

B22 In answerinci these advertisements it

A work which adds greatly
to the enjoyment of touring.

"THE AUTOCAR"
ROAD-BOOK

By Charles G. Harper, ^
TJie Historian oi British Roads.

THESE books are much more than mere route
books. Not only do they give the best routes from
place to place, the distatices between them, and

the character of the roads, but also provide concise
information regarding the lesser-known villages and
hamlets, historical castles, ancient manor houses,
beautiful cathedrals, and interesting rural churches
that are to be found on or near the routes described-
Motorists and other travellers, to whom the beauty,
antiquity, or literary interest of wayside objects
makes an appeal, will find them invaluable com-
panions when on tour.

In Four Volumes :

Vol. 1. South of the Thames.
Price 12/- net. By post la/g

Vol. II. North and South Wales and
WesttVIidlands.

New Edition in Preparation.

Vol. III. East Anglia and East Midlands.
Price 9/- net. By post 9/9

Vol IV, North of England and South
OF Scotland-

Price 9 /--net. By post 9/9

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4, and Leading Booksellers.

is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

advertisements' m these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must
be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymentfor
advertisements should be made payable^,—----qJ7
toIUFPc; & SONS Ltd.

Treasury Notes, being

and crossed

untraceable if lost in

transit, shouli not be sent as remittances.

All aiveruss uinis m tnis section should be

aeco.-npaniel with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of Issue- Adver-
tisements that arrive too late for a particular

,

issue or that are crowded out will automatically

Vi inserted in the following issue unless accom-
panied by instructions to the contrary.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quJte the number which is printed at the end ol

eioh advertisement, ani the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistiiies.

NUMBERED
For tlie convenience of

adLlressed to inimbers at

Wliea tliis is desired, the

ADDRESSES.
ndvertisers, letters mav be
"ilie Motor Cycle" Office.

nil of 6d. to defray Ibe costol
registration and to cover po_.tage 011 replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o" 'Hre Moior Cycle." Only liie number
will app^.ir ill the adverLiseinent. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.C.4. Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are

warned against sending remittance through the post except in

registered envelopes ; in all such cases the use of the Deposit

Svstem is recommended, and the envelope should be clearly

marked "Deposit Dcpaitmeni"

In the ca>e ot motor cycles offered for sale under a box

number, as it is unusual Tor these lo be sold without first

being in>iecte'J by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business bv embodying in their advertisements

soma mention of the district Id which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

jar DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who iie^iit-ite lo send money to nnUnown persons

may deal ii perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit Svstern. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are adviised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
;

goods is three davs, and if a sale is effected ve remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not. we return the amount
to the depositor. Carriage is to be paid by the buyer, but
in the event of no sale each party pays carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of damage in transit. For all

transacHons up to /^lo, a deposit fee of i /- is charged ; on
transactions over £10 and under £50. the fee is 2/6 ; over 1

£so and under i7S- 5/-; over £75 and under £100, 7/6;
|

and on all transactions over £100, i%. All deposit

matters are dealt with at 20. Tudor Street, London. E.C.4,

and cheques and money orders should be made payable to
,

Iliffe & Sons Limited
\

The letter " D *' at the end of an advertisement is an
1

indication that the aivertiser is willing to avail himself of
;

the Deposit System, Other advertisers may be equally
^

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silenc3 as an indication that the ^oods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

A -B.C., 1921, new condition; £75.—Clark, 7
bition Rd.. S.W.7.

GODFREYS'
RESOLUTiOlM

FOR THE NEVtf YEAR
is to go still one better in the matter of

service to customers.

For the last 12, years, service has been the
outstanding feature of Godfreys' business,

and each succeeding year our endeavour
is to Improve on the past.

Place your cr.ier In the New Year with the
firm who delights in attending to the
customers' smallest requirements.

GODFREYS can supply any of the
following 1 322 new models, and immediate
delivery can be given in nearly every case.

A.J.S.
B.S.A.
EXCELSIOR
INDIAN
LEVIS
IVIASSEY-ARRAN
IVIATCHLESS
MORGAN RUNABOUT
NEW IMPERIAL
NORTON
NUT
QUADRANT
RALEIGH
RUDGE
SCOTT
TRIUMPH
ZENITH

LIGHT CARS.
8 H.P. ROVER
10 H.P. BAYLISS-THOMAS
GRADU/IL 4%

EXCHANGES

:

PAYMENTS.

We ate always open
to entertain the ex-

change ot your old machine in part payment

B.9.A. SCARES ,

INDIAN SPARES I Always obta^nalin

LEVIS SPARES
I

at GODFREYS
SCOTT SPARES

GODFREYS LTD.,
208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.I

phoue—Laaghaiu 1300 (2 linesl.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

Qlh.p. o.h.v. A.RC, sports, eler-tiic,

deiv field,

ton Bd.,

o.h.v. A.B.C.,
exchange.—Hirst,

Giado; £35, or
Bromfleld, Lotiffwood, Hud-

[3010

1 tft21 A.B.C., speedometer, Cowey horn, tux paid,

^Y fipeciiilly tuned engine, absohitelv as new; £65;
exclmneee or deferred payment.—Edwards, 50, Hniiing-*-— "-' South KenBington, [3203

Ace.

1 Q21 Aoe, standard or electric, brand new, but shop-
rr^'^soiled. at very low prices.-14, Gt. Marlborough
St.. W.I. [1855

A.J.S.
A .J.S —Quickest deliveries all models.—Merrick's*^ btores. ListerhiUs Ud., Bradford. Tel. : 2139

[1163
1 Q22 A.J.S.-Early delivery of any model from the
-»-»/ Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[X4037
1 Q22 A.J.S.—Early deliveries all models from D. aiiii
J-t/ h. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Golders Green.F[2G88.O.C.H. for A.J.S-: cash, exclinnge. or defened

payments. Sound second-hand macMnes in stock.
—5. Heath St, Harapste^td (near Tube}. [2612

A.J.S. 1921 7h.p, Combination, dynamo lighting,
everything on, cost £275. looks like new; £185.—

Layton, 115, Elthorne Park Kd., Hanwell. W. [3009

iJ- st?rt.

A.J.S. Spares.-Immediate delivery.
St., Ealing.

ih.n., 1916, 3-speed, hand clutch, kick
lamps, speedometer, good tyres, tools,

condition Al; price £50, or offers.—B.P.' Garage.
40, Murray Mews, Murray St.. Camden Town, N.W.

[2261
-| Q22 A.J.S. Lightweights, 2%h.p. All models can be
-L*' supplied from stock. Book vour orders now and
save disappointment. Official agents for this famous
liphtweight.-F. E. Wootten, Ltd.. High St., Oxford.
'Phone: 308. [1967

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combinatios, late 1919, spring- sejit-

pilkir, special liigh Triplex is-ind c^CTeen, side
wind screen, hood, si<:le curt-ains, apron, splendid con-
dition throughout; trial by appointment; £115.—C.
Urquhart, Ingatestone. [3057

Svare Parts

:

- Kays, 8, Bond
[8631

A.J.S. Spares; prompt deliveiy- — Cyril William^*,
Chapel Ash Depot, "Wolverhampton. T.A. ; Parts.

[7901
Alldays.

ALLDAYS Alien 1921 S-speed Combination, kick
(^tarter, clutch, CQuipped, speedometer, mudv^liields,

insured ; £70 ; deferred payments.—Parker's, Bradshaw-
gate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X4293

American X.
1 American X.—One or two brand new but shop-
soiled for sale at bargain pricea.—14, Gt. Marl-

borough St., W. [1854

1021 American X Combination, dvnamo lighting,
JL*/ original Xvie^, Cowey speedometer; cost £240,
necept £95.-24. Bnlliol Kd., North Kensington. [3117

BRAND New 1921 American X. 7-9h.p.. Millford de
Luxe sidecar. 27x31/2 tyres; original list price

£215, reduced to £150; e;isy payments only 4% extra.

19^

Birmingham.
[X4032

magneto, but wants
Oxford. [X4303

—The Premier Motor Co., Aston

Ariel.

£9.—3\Qi.v. Ariel, m.o.r., good
fitting.— King, Egrove Farm,

ARIEL.—All models, cash or gradual payments.
Spares supplied from stock.—West Central

Agency, Wincycle Co., Ltd., 236. High Holborn. W.C.I.
- [0704

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane; London. E.G.—
6-7h.p. Ariel combination, 1921, shop-soiled

only; reduced to £139; no extra charge for easy
terms. [3182

1 Q21 (June) 6-7h.p, Ariel Combination, chain drive,
J-*^ all on, year's tax paid, excellent condition (want
double seater); £120,
Rd., Bournemouth.

no offers. —Kelly, 25, Chatsworth
[X4333

ARIEL Motor Cycles are the last word in reliability.

We have always in stock the reliable motor
cycles; trade supplied.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill,

and Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [0378

Syare Parts :

ARIEL Spares for all models, post free.—Ariel Ser-
vice Depot. Jones' Garage. Broadway, Muswell

Hill. N.IO.
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. 1919 tNov.) 6h.p.

bination, lamps, splendid

[0742

3 speeds K.S. Com-
oondition ; £90; will

deliver lOO miles.-H. Birkett, Hatfield, Don&nster.
[3017

AT-J.A.P. Late 1921 8h.p. Combination, Lucas Mag
dvno lighting, eler-tric horn, spare wheel. mileag«

under 500, as new; £160, or near offer: buyiDg car.—
Cox, Tcinplecombe, Somerset. I30J?

B^

ill letters relating to advertisements sliould quote ttie number at \he end of each advertisement, and the date of tlie issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, wben desired, marked (P).

B2^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Keardmore.

EAEDMOEE-PEECISION 1921 3Vjh-V; sitrin?
irniue, ooinplele ivHJi Inmijs. horn, tools, guainn-

£55 net..—Dawsons' Garage. Ee-
'Phone: 993. [3031

teed perfect; bargain
gent St., CambiidBe.

Blackburne.

1 Q20 Blaokhurne 41i.p. Combination, S-fspeed, clutch

f-y and K.S., Lucas dynamo, fully eQuipped, excel-
lent condition: 4100; deferred payment or exchanges.—
tfinards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington. 11673

Bown.
"DOWN-DALM, 2¥|h.p., 2-speed, 1920, engine justJ-» overhauled; £26. — Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd.,
S.W.7. [2943

Bradbury.
"DRADBURY 1922 Models.-Agents, Bright and
J-» Hayles, 73, Church St.. Camberwell, London.

TIT-AUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-23ih't?
»» Bradbury, new 1921, £70; and 6h.p. Bradbury
combination, new 1921. £135; no extra charge for
easy terms. [3183
Svare Pa rtn

:

DEADBQRy Spare Parts.-See our adverts, underJ-» Parts and Accessories.—Bright and Hayles 78
* Church St., Camberwell, [2804

Brough,
TiEAND New 3i/2h.p. Sports Brough, 3-spced, clutch,JJ K.S., guaranteed 70 m.p.h. : cost £145, accept
£SS: any trml,-24, Bolliol Tid., North Kensingtou.

[3118
Brough Superior.

"DEAND Kew 1921 Brough Superior Combination,
Tr„- ,?•, J-A-P : cost over £200, accept £140.—
Hillier (side bell), 9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington.

"DEOUGH Superior, 1921, 90 mm. hoie, o.h.v , and
-•-» Montgomery sports sidecar, complete with all
lamps, etc., perfect order; bargain, £140 net.—Dawsons,
Brougli Specialists, Regent St.. Oambrtdge. 'Phone-
3S3. [3030
TTJAWSONS, the Brough Superior Specialists.-OrderJ-' your 1922 machine from us Early delivery
Specially tuned to order. 90 mm. l)Ore o.h.v.. or
new side valve, £150: fitted with sporting sidecar, £180
6.5h.p. M.A.G. engine, £125. Send for catalogue —
Dawsons, Regent St.. Cambridge. 'Phone: 993. [3029

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co., Ltd.. Service Depot
and sole London agents for the Brough Superior

the sporting rider's ideal.—Immediate delivery of 1922
models at reduced prices. Mark I., 90x77*/,, ohv 3
epeed, clutch, and kick starter, £150; Mark"!., sportin-
conibination, step, mat, screen, etc., £180, or with
special side valve J.A.P. engine, same price; Marl:
11. 6.5, mag., 72x90, 3-speed. clutch, and kick starter
£125: sporting combination, step, mat, screen, etc
£150. Demonstration models in stock. Catalogues sent
post free on request.—The Allen-Bennett Motor Co
Ltd., 9-10-11. Boyal Parade, London Ed.. West Crov-
doiL 'Phone: Croydon 2450. 10733

B.S.A.
gS.A. 1922 Models in stock; catalogna with pleasuie

B.S.A. Replacements always by return; write for
catalogue.

B.S.A. Specialists—County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad
St., Birmingham. [4420

"p.O.C.H. for B-S.A.'s; ca~h, exchange, or deferred
J- payments. Sound second-hand machines in stock.
—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tube). [2609

B.S.A. 2-speed, clutch, lamps, tools, excellent con-
dition; £35: sidecar £5. Week-ends.-Hazell,

Wolseley Cottage, Cleveland Rd., Barnes. [X4341

B.S.A. Combination, 1921, 6-7h.p., spare wheel and
cover, luggage grid, wiad screen, horn, tools, perfect

order; £145; going abroad.- 9, North -Cliff St., Preston.
[5062

B.S.A.—New 1922 Model H2 in stock for immediate
delivery; £110.—Elce. Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Av., Camomile St., ECS 'Phone ; Avenue 5548.

„ . [0077
1Q20 B.S.A. 4V4h.p., S.a. all chain, Cowey trip, horn,f 3 lamps, 2 generators. Easting, grid, under 2,000
miles, perfect; best offer.—Flat 1, 77, Montpelier Ed.,
Brighton. - [3014

WAUCHOPE'a. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
B.S.A. twin combination, 6-7h-p., 1921, shop-

soiled only; reduced to £140; easy terms without
extra charge. [3184

"D.S.A.—All 1922 models for immediate delivery; cash,
^-> exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223, Hammeremith Ed., W.e. 'Phone- Hammer-
smith SO. (2857

B.S.A.—Being ofircial agents we have them always
in stock, and immediate delivery can always be

given.—Jones^ Garage. Muswell Hill, and Woodside

DECEMBER 29TH, IQ2I.

Parade, N. Pinchley. [0379

O.S.A. 4yh.p.. aU chain, de luxe sidecar, brand new-
-L* £125.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 23-
?4. Wooflstock *.-. (oflf Blenheim St.), New Bond St^'

! 'Phone: Mayfair 6569. [3058

SON^
PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR

PULLET
AND GEAR COMBINED.

Philipson's
Latest

!

GOVERNOR PULLEY AND
VARIABLE GEAR COM-
BINED WITH FLY WHEEL
for all two-stroke engines.
The Lightest, Speediest, and
Simplest Gear on the marlset
for direct belt-driven 2-stroke

and 4-stroke engines.

ONLY adds 2 lb. (approx.) to , the
weight of a 2-stroke machine, and 6 lb.

(approx.) to the weight of a 4-stroke
machine.

During the past week we have
fitted the following machines:

2-stroke. 4-stroke .

LEVIS, TRIUMPH.
O.K., NORTON,
CALTHORPli, ROVER,
VILLIERS. SINGER,

etc. GOULSON-
BLACKBURNE

We are now in a position to supply
the Philipson Pulley to fit J.A.P.
engines without any alteration to
the machine or "staggering" of

the engine.

Our Flywheel Governor converts a
single-speed 2-stroke into aspeed model—the Hghlesi speed morjel on the market!

THE ONLY GEAR WITH
NO END -THRUST.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Send /or Illustrated Booklet

No gear box friction.
No grinding noises.
No wlieels or pinions
to cliew up.

What is your make ? VWr'fe us

KEDUCED i?7 7 f\ Carriage
PRICE *'• ' " Paid

Philipson & Co., Ltd.,
Astley Bridge, BOLTON, Lanes.

(Established over 50 years.)

'(.rams; 'Safety. Bolton.'' 'Phooe ; r47 K.is:le

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.BB.S.A.
.S.A. 4Mli.p. ComViin.itions, 1919, £75; 1920 {i\(^

prices N^Ik^^^^/P' "'*° ^"eral'otlH,™ ot "peJri.l

w 6
TS^^^lKim Motor Co., 223. Hammersmitli E<1..I'.o. l-aone: Hamnicrsnuth 80. [2873

T>.S.A 1920 Henderson Elite Combination, speerto-^ meter, lamps, horn, discs, exceptionally smart,

Si ( .J"??'';''
combination, electric lighting, £82.—

Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [2193

"RSA- 1921 1i/,h.p. AU-chain Drlw Combination,
-^ H2 sidec.nr, wind screen, Cowey, spring seat-
pillar, Luoae Maedyno lamps and horn; £160.—Cox,
Unslade Nurseries, Leigliton Buzzard. [2466

Svare Parts:

.S.A. Spares.—Immediate delivery.—Eaye, 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [8632

G^

B
TJ.S.A. Spares can be had by return, post Iree, from
.•-' Jones Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[0743HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.., Cambridge.
—All B.S..\. parts in stock; illustrated list post

'ee. [9596

ODFEEYS', Md., 208. Great Portland St., London,
W'.l.—Complete stock of all B.S.A. snare pints

always in etock. Write for free spare part list. [0750

Calthorpe. M
/"^ALTHOErs 2?!lh.p., 2-speed, fully efiuipped, sound
v>' bargain; or exchange Norton model 16H, cash ad-
justment.—P. Walton, Winslow, Bucks. (3063

CALTHORPE 1921 Combination, actually in stock
for immediate delivery; cash or deferred terms;

place your orders with the Calthorpe specialists.-
Burlington Motors, Ltd., Clapham Common, S W.4.
'Phone: Brixton 2417. [0509

Chater-Lea.
CHATEE-LBA 1922 8h.p. Combination in stock;

£147.-Tuck Bros., 154, Blackhorse Ed., Walthani-
stow. [2820

Cleveland.
r^LEVELAND 1920 3h.p., 2.spee<l, clutch, kirk
vy .^tarter, eiiuipped, as ne^y; £48; defened payments.
—Parker's, BiadsLiiwgate, Bolton; also 245. Deansgat.^
llanchester. [X4296

Clyno
S|-6h.p. Clyno Combication, 1916, all on, perfect:
'-f £46.-17, Heaton Ed., -Miteham. [3109

CLYNO 1919 2<yih.ji., clutch, lamps, new lyres, over-
hauled, tools, sporting ihodel, long exhaust; £35.

—Thomas, Cryngal Velindre, Herillan, Cardiganshire.
[3046

5-6h.p. 3-speed Clynd Outfit, 1913, good rtmaing
order, new chains and tyres. Easting wind screen,

B.S.A. luggage grid: £55, or near offer- exchange
entertained.—Davies, 45, Denning Rd., Hampstead.
N.W.3. [3052

Spare Parts

:

CLYNO Spares.—Immediate delivery.-Kays. 8, Bond
St., Ealing. [8633

Coulson.

COCLSON 1922 Models for earliest deliveries, with
all latest improvements; write for catalogue and

prices.—London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.
Tel.: City 4230 [1630

1 Q21 25^.p. Coulson-Jap, 2-speed Stnrmey, brand
-tt/ new; list price 93 gns., our price £65; deferred
payments and exdiauges.—Edwards, 50. Harrington Ed..
South Kensington. [2372

COtTLSON 1921 Models.—A lew 2?jh.p. shop-soile'l

njachines in stock at greatly reduced prices; cash
or deferred terms.—London Motors, 61, Holborn Via-
duct, E.0.1 Tek: City 4230. [1629

Coventry Victor. "

COVENTES VICTOR. The perfect fiat twin engine.
Before deciding on your new mount, get our list

for 1922, sliowing Coventry Victor motor cycles fitted

with this famous 5-7h.p. engine. Also our special offer

Of demonstration machine. The last word in motor
cycle design and construction.—The Coventry Victor
Motor Co., Ltd.. Coventry. (0520

£
Diamond.

50.~23-4h.p. Diamond-Jap, Enfield 2^speed, as new.
Carrington, 11, Foster St., Bertfora. [3024

Douglas. -

OUGLAS 1921 New 2%li.p., all-on model, shop-
soiled; £72/10.—Below.

l~\OUGLAS 1920 _4h.p^. lamps, horn, etc., first-class

D
condition; £65.—Below.

iUGLAS 1918 4h.p., fu
condition; £45.—Below.

pjOUGLAS 1918 4hj>., fully equipped excellent

DOUGLAS 1920 2%h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick

starter lamps, horn, etc: £55.—Elce, Ltd., 15-

16 Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5548. I°066

E24 All letters relating to advertisements should <]UOte tile number at tlie end of eacli advertisement, and the date o* the issue

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, raarlied (P).
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1021 3',41i-P- Sports IJonBlos, very last; £85.-24,
-Lt/ BflUiol Ed., North Kensington. [3116

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, new condition,
equipped: any trial; £92.—Clark, 7, Exhibition

Rd., S.\V.7. [2194

LATE 1920 4h.p, Douglas Combination, «3 new. well
equinpedi £75; any trial—24, Balliol Kd., North

Kensington. [3115

little used, per-
-Hurst, 26, Tulse

[3161

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, 4h.p.
J-*' feet, lavishly equipped: 75 gns.
Hill, Bri.\ton.

D.OUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, perfect condition, lamps,
accessories; bargain, £38.-1, New Houses, North-

church, Berkhamsted. [3064

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., late 1916, reploted, footboards;
38 gns., or part exchange higher power or combina-

tion.-348, Wandsworth Rd., S.W. [3121

.£27, sacrifice.—2%h. p. 1915 Douglas, speedometer, new
cV lamps, horn, etc., splendid condition throughout.

—

35, Queen's Ed., Finsbury Park, N.4. [3094

"I
t)19 2'jih.p. Douglas, guaranteed not ridden 1,000

-*-*.' miles, perfect condition; open to expert examina-
tion; £50.-J. G. Durant, North Tawton, Devon. [3069

DOUGLAS 1920 41. p. Combinations, £85, £90, £95,
all guaranteed.—Newnham Motor Co.. 223, Ham-

mersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.
12871

I"r\OUGL.\S 4h.p. Combinations from £55; cash, ex-
---' <;.lja,nge, deferred payments.—Newnham Motor

,

Co.. 223. Hammersmith Ed;; \V.6. 'Phone; Hammer-

1

smith 80. [2862 I

ELI CLAEK ci\n give you good service both in new
machines and spares; try me. I may be useful'

to you. The pioneer agent for Douglas motors.—196,
Cheltenham Ed., Bristol [0016

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, fully equipped;
£7iO.—Vivian Hjirdie and Lao<?, Ltdl., 23-24,

Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.), New Bond St., W.l.
'Phone; Mayfair 6559. [3036

"PiOUGLAS 1914 2?^h.p., 2.«peed, Grosvenor sporting'
-L' sideciir, enuipped, good condition; £50; deferred'
payments.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton: also 245,
Dcansgate, Manchester. [X4298

DOUGLAS 2"!4h ij.. 1920, 3-speed, guaranteed per-
fect; £57/10 Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.,

23-24, Woodstock St. (oS Blenheim St.l,
W.l. 'Phone; Mayfair 6559.

New Bond St,

[3039

DOUGLAS 1922 4h.p. Combination,
licence holder; wonderful value, £1

1O20 2%h.p, Douglas. 3-speed,
-Lfl' new tyres, Cowey, speedome

lamps, horn,
. £135; in stock;

exchanges and payment terms arranged —Herbert Eobin-
son, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [3088

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-
2^h,p. Douglas, 1922 models, prices £75 and

^90: also 3'/2b.p. sports model, Ail30: ail fuUv
equipped; easy terms no extra ^harge. [3185

clutch, K.S., Binkfi,

. . speedometer, leg shields, mag-
nificent condition, overhauled; nearest £70 secnre^.-
Costin, London Ed., Westcliffon-Sea. [3005

1 Q20 4i/'h.p. Douglas and Combination, like new.
At/ £100. or offer; also 1916 2'-iii.V- Douglas Eolo,

faultless, £40, or offer: tax psid on both up to
31/12/21.—Seen at 24, Little Chester St., Belgrave Sq.,
S.W.I. [X4213

DOUGLAS 1922 3i/..h.p. Sports Model, Olympia Show
manhine, special finish and latest improvements;

large toolbox, Amac carburetter, and all accessories;
£130; in stock.—Herbert Eoiiinson. Ltd., Green St..

Cambridge. [3086

"ryOUGLAS 1922 2»,-h.p. 2^recd Model. £75; 3spced
-S-' clutch and kick starter. £90 ; best quality lamps,
hora, licerice holder; in stock; exchanges and payment
terms by arrangement.—Herbert Eobin^on, Ltd., Green
St., Cambridge. [3087

4h.p. Douglas Combination. 1918, 'guaranteed as
new. new tyres, belt, sidecar, mudguards, etc..

fully equipped, trial anywhere; £70; exchange light-
weight and cash.—^R. G. Gamble and Co., -13. Som'ers
Mews, Edgware Rd., W.2. Tel. : Paddington '899.

[3202
Synre Parta :

DOUGLAS Spares; immediate delivery.—Kavs, 8.

Bond St., Ealing. [8634

BAJSnSTEE and Botten for Douglas spares. Write
for list.—341, Upper St., London, N. 2480

North. [3144

1

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St.. Cambridge.
—The Douglas specialists; complete illustrated

list post free. [9398

DOUGLAS Spares.—We hold a complete stock for
all models, post free.—Jones' Garage, Broadway.

Muswell Hill, N.IO. (0744

Dunelt.

DUNELT 4Vjhip., witli coachbuilt sidecar, spare
wheel. 2 spare tyres, spare belt cnxl chain, M-L

Maglita lighting aud ignition, Brooks B60O sad<l]e. in
good condition: £100.—Teage, Whitehouse, Kenilwortli.

[X2270

1922
O ALL OUR FRIENDS
— OLD AND NEW —
THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD WE EXTEND
OUR HEARTIEST
GREETINGS, AND
TRUST THE COMING
YEAR WILL SERVE TO
STRENGTHEN THE
BOND BETWEEN THE
MOTOR CYCLING
PUBLIC AND

PARKERS
\Y7E represent as Authorised

Distributors or Agents, all

the leading manufacturers, and

whose 1922 products we are now
delivering.

Our extensive knowledge and experience

is at your service and will assist you in

choosing your next machine.

ALLON
CEDOS
SCOTT
NORTON
EDMUND
DOUGLAS
TRIUMPH
SUNBEAM
MATCHLESS
NEW HUDSON
ROYAL ENFIELD

PHELON & MOORE
HARLEY- DAVIDSON

BOLTON:
Bradshawgate
Telepliono— IS'lrf.

Write for our list of Shop-soiled
and Second-'hand Machines.

EXCHANGES and
DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

DEPOTS:

MANCHESTER:
2 45. Deansga'e
'J'eh-i lione—Gin. S61.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enaeld.

SHEFPIKLD Agent for Royal Euflelds; all models
in stock.—J. A. Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed. [0673

1 Q18 Enlield Combination, 8h.p. Colonial' model ;
a

-Ltf bargain, £85; like new.—Boss, 86, High Ed., Ijee,

S.E. [2162

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.0.4.-8h.D.
Eoyal Enfleld combination, 1921, luUy eciuii>iied;

£110. [3200

ENPIELO1920 2-stroke, equipped, new condition;

£34.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensing-
ton. [3203

Qjlh.p. 2-speed Enfield 1911 Twin, food order, cheap
'*4 ior cash; £16, or near.—Davies, 45, Denning
Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. ^ [3053

ENFIELD 1920 2y,h.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed, all on,

excellent condition; best ofler secures.—Cavalier,
Eeedens, Newick, Susses. [3003

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., dynamo lighting,

square, screen, speedometer, thoroughly overhauled;
trial anywhere: owner purchasing car.—Robins, Shilling-

stone, Dorset. [3076

ROrAL ENFIELD 2'4h.p. Twin, 1913, 2-spced, chain
drive, Bosch mag., good appearance, reauires slight

overhaul; £15; appointment.—Martin, Hillcrest, F;irn-

borough, Kent. [3128

UNFIELD 1912 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt eide-
-LJ car, iully equipiied, good condition; £65; deferred
payments."Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton: also 245,
Deansgate, Manchester. [X4292

ENFIELD.—We are official agents, and can give im-
mediate delivery of any model of this foolproof

motor cvcle.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, and Wood-
side Parade, N. Finchley. [0380

NEW 1922 Enfteld 8h.p. Combination, electric light-

ing; £158, complete
;
__delivered from works this

-The Premier Motor
[X4314

week; easy payments only 4% e.\tra.

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

Svare Parts:

ENFIELD Spares. — Immediate delivery. — Kays, 8,

Bond St., Ealing. [8635

F.N.
4-CYL. F.N., 2-speed, clutch, running order; £27.—5a,

The Parade, Aldwich Rd., Bognor. [3066

F.N. 1922 71i.p. Combination in stock; £127.—Tuck
Bros, 154, Blsickhorse Kd., Walthamstow. [2819

Francis. Barnett.

rn20 Francis-B.arnett. 2^4li.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed, clutch,
«' K.S., fully equipped, condition as new; £56;

deferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards. 50. Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [1674

(irandex,

GRANDEX Motor Cycle, .^h.p., 2-,speed, clutch,
lighting set, horn, licen^etl, etc., just re-enamelled

and replated, appearance like new; exceptional machine;
price £38'.—Dental, 769, Romford Rd.. Manor Park,
London, E. [3113

Harley-Davidson.
SHEFFIELD Agent for Harley-Davidsons; from

£120. Stacey. 12, Ecclesall Rd. [0577

1 020-21 Harley-Davidson de Luxe Combination, elec-
i-iJ trie model; £110.—Hillier (side bell), 9, Walling-
ford Av., North Kensington. [3104

1 Q20 Harley Davidson 7-9h.p., with sporting side-
-1- *^ car, gcrtxl order, new tyres, acetylene lamps and horn

;

£95 lor quick sale. Glasgow.—Box 7,916, c/o Thfi

Motor Cycle. [3042

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p. Speed Model,
discs, lamps, horn, etc.: £60.—Elce. Ltd., 15-

16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone:
Avenue 6543. [0068

ARLET-DAVIDSON 1916, jn^t completely over-
hauled, new cyl.. piston, und chain, sidecar re-

painted blue, complete spares, lamps, tube: £90, bai^

gain.—Gosnell, Melksham, Wilts. [3018

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Solo, just overhauled,
Xi/ enamel good, discs, Lucas lamps, tyres unpunc-
tured, docile but very fast; £65, or exchange A.B.C.—
P.H.H., 117, Highbury New Park, N.5. [3179

H^

Synre Parts:

HAKLEY Sparas.-
Bond St., Ealing.

-Immediate delivery.—Kays, 8,

[8636

Hobai't.

1 Q20 Hobart-Villiers, 2-speed, equipped, taxed ;_£_3_2_.

—1, Othello St., Liverpool.

Humber.
Combination,

[3133

HUMBER 3V:..h.p. ,

,

condition; £38; exc'^'-jige anything to value.—Mead,
handle start, good
ng to value.—Mead,

14, Nasirieigh Hill, Chesnam, Bucks. [3074

HUMBER 1922 4i/,h.p. Sports Model, specially tuned

engine, fast and reliable, admitted best value ob-

tainable in sporting machines: £100; in stock. Illus-

trated pamphlets, etc., from Cambridge agents.- -Herbert

Robinson. Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [3089

IV letters ri^lriing to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of th« Issue.

Motor Cycles advertised by private ovvners are, ivhen desired, marked IP).
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Xii. ADVERTISEMENTS. ^HE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement.
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE

Indian.
TN111AN 1919 7-9h.p. Poweruhis, 3 speeds, KJ; cellent condition ; i65, or oSers.—Morris
Woiks, Moumoufii.

K.S.. M-
Mcitor
[2829

.almost ue^r,

167, Queen's
[3081

TNDIAN Combination, 1919, 7-9h p.
-- luxurious sidecar.-Write Leonardo.
Oate, ,SoufL Kensington.

1 021 Indiaii Scout Combination, drnanjo lightinB
, r sjieedometer, eleetiio horn, rerv little used, excei-
leut oider.-Baxter, Cbobliam Ed., Woking. [2073
rNDIA27 7-9h.p. Combin.ntiou, 2 speeds, clutch

T,
^liupped, good condition; £55; deferred payments.

—Parker's Bradshawsate, Bolton,- also 245. Deanscate,
Manclietst-er. rs429'?

54Q GNS.— 7-91i.lL Indian coach combination, 3-speed,"y K.S., equipped, ivind screen, a beautiful outfit-
first cash secures. Tel.; 1002.-Ramsden's, llav Bc^I
Ai,-., Blackpool. •

f3i68
TNDIAN 1919 7-91i.p., spring frame, :Powerplu;X lamps, horn, etc., splendid condition; £57/10-
fr9?; W,:' 15-16. Bisbopsgate Av., Camomile St
t..t...3. Phone : Avenue 5548. -

INDIAN, 1919, as above, but with Indian sidecar

aiVE HIM
A PAIR OF
THESE

{SEIIIIIIIIII

throughout as new.

Svare Parts:

.—Immediate delivery.-

[0074

INDIAN Spares
St., Ealing.

-Kays, S, Bond
[8637

(^ODFEETS'. ltd.. 208. Great Portland St., London.
Y" W.I.—Complete stock of all Indian spare parts
always m stock. Write for free spare part list. [0752
TNDIAN.—The Dennis Accessories Stores, 89, Biiitoii
'- Kd. ( Phone Brixton 3129), can supply all 7-9h pparts from etock, new, including all types of forks
rhey also specialise in Indian repairs. • [1594

Ivy.
IQl* _4%h.p. Ivy-Precision _ 4-stroke,

runnin
Gisborough.

8h.p. J.A.P., Oct., , ^„.„.,^„, „„„u,nuu, i-i

nearest f40.—22, Brookfleld Ed., Ohiswick.

X?13.— 3'/^h.p. J.A.P., free engine model, movcV ruiuiiug order.—King, ^^ -^ " -

1-. -.J * .^......wu -.-auiv^ivc, iji first-class
; order; nearest £21.—Knaggs, Westgate

[3156
pEANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, New St Bir.A minghani, wholesale Ivj agents, have all modelsm stock, including lady^s model, price i69: get list

[0710
James.

TAlrES 1917-18 S'/ih.p. Twin, sports model, eQuipped," mdistinguishiible from new; £70; deferred payments
—Parker's, BnadAawgate, Bolton; ako 245, Deansgate
Manchester. [S4296
TAMES 1920 6h.p: Combination. Lucas dynamo
Y lighting. Cameo, speedometer, Cowey horn, spien-
*.id order; £ 1 1 5.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammer-
anitli Ed.. W.6. 'P'ione- Hammersmith 80. [287S

J.A.P.
1919, excellent condition, complete-
" ""—'-=-" "' ~ - [3082

-^— ..—^, .......v., mag.,
Bgrove Farm, Oxford

[S4304
Lea-Francis.

1 ft^'-v,''f'';'^''^''"^'
^'/^h.p. twin, M.A.G. engine

t u 'i',''°}"'-^^l °i
'"''' ^^'^h used; £78.-]M£rbleArch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Ed W 2Phone : Padd. 789. '

[2g6i
Levis.

pEEMIEK Motet Co. for 1922 Levis

L-*'^,^^!,^
Improved Models for immediate deBveij

1922 reduced prices.

P°?,'?J"*-^ n^'-'^''-?-
Single-gear Levis, *48: Model SJL 2yjh.p., 2-speed, clutch, f58, or with kick starter

£60; easy payments only 4^ extra: carriage paid toany address. Buy your machine direct from the Levis
specialists.—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed. Eif
mingham. '[0741

T|Q22 Levis; immediate delivery of nU models —^^ Premier MBtor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingh;iin.
rx4o^^T E'TES 2V2h.p. T.T. Model, brand new, guaranteed

rri ^, n'?-Piv' /52'10.-Vivian Hardie and Lane,
Ltd., 23-24 Woodstock St (off Blenheim St.), NewBond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. 1^040

S'^^H''/^'^ "nfL' "' " *«'^ slightly showroom soiled

fRR I A '''i J^-^H"'^' ^^"'^ ""l"' '"''^les: list price
£65. reduced to £55 ; makers' speed guarantee of 50
m.p.h. with each m.-ichine; easy payments only H% extra
carriage paid to any address.-The Premier Motor Co
Aston Kd.. Birmingham. [0740
A FEW Slightly. Soiled 1921 Levis Models at grentlv^ reduced prices: 2Mh.p. Popular. £42; M^el S
4 ''-,•' =?,"'l"^^', ''•'*'"1'- *52; 247 c.c. T.T., speed guar-

anteed 50 m.p.h,. £50; write for special end of seasou
clearance bargain list; easy payments 4% extra; car-
1^^" "S"? t",'-

''"'* ii'ltlress.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Ed., Birmingham. [X4034
Spare Parts:

December 29TH, 1Q21.

SORDER
^NOW

eS driving glovess
[i Originally made for use o-f —
^ American Motor Transport.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martinsyde.

2922 Sports Model Martinsyde in stock.-D. and
Gr^n

Autocar Co.. 33, The Parade. Golders

-r »

'

[3207

-L d^ii'^*li^5-*i",F<'^ Combination, eli.p., all chain

£75-24 Bnnf,^"U",'"';T^1"'l"«': «"'* *"0. accepti/s.-24. Balliol Ed., North Kensington. [3114

19^°Tr^f?""rS''^ *''•''• Combination, 3-speed. clutch,

deferred rMvn,l„t
"1™!',!*''. i'Ooi and screen; £103;

f^ElL, 'sS''L°Li1i^ti°^"-='>™"^' *°'
"\TJ%

MfL^S^^defi^^rcafhi^S^^'Mel^r-^^V^r
W6 '•~SS''^ ^"'O' Co.,-223; HSmmrimitf ErlU.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [236O

Matcliless.
_^UTHOEISED Service Depot.

A LL Matchless Models in stock •

-^^ in London.—Knight Traction

Extra I

CARRIAGE 6'^'

I

Motor Cycling

HELMETS
in soft tan leather, lined

inside with chamois.
Beautifully fi n i s h e d

,

with peak car pieces ani
strap. Better than others
advertised elsewhere, and
cheaper. State size when
ordering.

best stock of spaic^

TITATCHLESS Brand New 1921 Combination, spare

Ed s"w"7'
'""'"' °°' ""'^ '=" £150-7, ExhibMon

TITATCHLESS 1920 Magdyno Combination, just over-

Ed SW7 ^^'*'""' "ElOS-Clark. 7, ExhibUionKd., b.W.7.
[-2g^2

1 9^^., Matchless Combination, Magdyno lighting

r; \r^"?'^-„?«''i,"°'^«': *1=8: o^ner must sell-
41, Madrid Ed.. Barnes, S.W. [1676
"p.O.C.H. for Matchless; cash, exchange, or deferred

1; £"ii.''"Jt- ^°'"'*^ second-hand machines in stock.—6, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Tube). [2611
T\TATCHLESS 1922 Models from stock; exchan"es orXTX easy payments; trial run any timc.-Agents, E.
B. Clark and Co., 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7. [^2198

1022 Matchless Models; immediate deliveries at list-^" prices; deferred payment and exchanges -Ed-
wards, 50, Harrington Ed., South Kensington

CHEFPIELD Agent for Matchlesi
*-^ stock. Spoiting madels £180
£185.—A. J. Stac-ey, 12, "

TXTACCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane,
** 8h.p. Matchless combination, -

1921; reduced to £149;

PerP.-iir,

>S RUBBER
cShip boots
%S "A BOON TO THE
- — MOTORCYCLIST'

TlKse Special Clearance Lines ate sent
Carriage Paid «n 7 Days' Afiproval against
remittance. Trade supplied. Write to-day

$is iiiBiiaiBieifliiiiiiiimiiii:!

TheName

ORDER THE

EliTl=
fsasmsssm

TheFirm

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE RP.VICTORIA.S.W.I

98, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. S.W.I. & AT
'44.SURBITON ROAD. KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
<1 P/edSe dddreis allpost orders to Vmhll Bridge Rodd^

TELEPHONI -.-VICTORIA 6533 6" e55*
OUR AGENT IS THE PrLL.A.R-BOX

w
TTERBER'T ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., CambridgeJ.X -Complete illustrated list post free. AH Le?i=
parts in stock. [939'^
^OlDFEEyS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., London".
y< w.l.—Complete stock of aU Levis spare part;
slTva-zs in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0753 ^^^m^—^^» ua'oies. Sandhurst.

All letters relatins to advertisements should tjuote tlie number at tlie end of each .^dve^tisement, and the Bate of the issue
""^ Stotor Cycles advertised by private owners are. wlien desired, marked (P).

[2376

All models in
. standard models

Ecclesall Ed.. Sheffield. [0574

London, E.G.-
- , sports model, new

easy terms no extra charse

-STATCHLESS Sports New 1921 Combination's
, speeds, clutch, kick starter; £150.—Elce, lltd

15-16, Bisbopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3 'Phone-'Avenue 5548. [0066
"|Q22 Sports Matchlefs, solo, mileage 200, indistin--L« guishable from new; lOB gns., or with new side-
car 133 BUS.—.Edwards, SO, Harrington Ed., South
Kensington. [2377
TlTATCHLESg 1922 Models for immediate delivery;

:J-'-«-
cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone •

Hammersmith eO. [;2858

'"pHOJJE; Greenwich 751. — Matchless; All 1922
-t models.—Sam E. Claphaiu, the agent Mlth a repu-
tation second to none. Make it a Matchless for 1922
Tlie machine of no regrets.

SEND Tom- Order along now to Sam B. Clapham, and
secure satisfaction. Unlimited Matchless service.

Personal attention to every detail. Cash, exchange, easy
terms. Sam E. Clapharn's compliments to old and new
clients for 1922 season.—Note address; Sam E- Clapham
vMotcrs), 27, Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3149

1 Q21 [A-ug.) Matchless, mag-dynamo lighting, speedo-Xt/ meter, side Baps to wind screen, the whole outfit
indistinguishable from new; 135 gns.—Edwards, 50,
Harrington Ed.. Sonth Kensington. - [2378-

MATCHLESS Combinations".—Book your orders with
Boss, 86, High Ed., Lee, S.E., or 'Phone Lee

Green 744 for immediate delivery of 1922 models. Ex-
changes and gradual payments arranged. [2163

MATCHLESS.—We are tbe recognised North Lon-
don agents for the delightlullv sprung and prac-

tically designed Matchless combination; the Rolls-
Royce on three wheels; immediate delivery Irom stock,
Jor cash, deterred payments, or exchange: trade sup-
plied; all spares in stock.—Jones' Garage, Muswell
Hill, N.IO, and at Woodside Parade, North Finchley

Svnre Parts:

TASSELL, la. Bloomfield Rd., Plnmstead. tor any-
thing Matcirless a* the right price. 16144

MATCHLESS Spare Parts for J.A-P. or M,A.G.
ean be had by return, post- tree, from Jones'

Garage, Service Depot. Broadway, Mnswell Hill, N.lfl.

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, spring forks, mag., B. and B. car-

buretter; f6.-E. Fitt, 21, Windsor Ed., Eonrnc-
mouth. [3148

New Hudson.
EW HUDSON 6h.p. Combination, countershaft, late
1919, excellent order, Diinlop tyres, lamps, etc.

£90, or offer ; owner going abroad.
Ga'bles, Sandhurst

Shakespear, The
[3122

1



December 29TH, 1921. THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. Advertisements, xiii.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

20 New Imreiiiil Conibiniition, I.Tvishly equipped;
.iiiy trial.— 24. Balliol Rd., North Keneington.

[3119

NEW mrERIAL-J.A.P.. 2',4h.p., 2-sreed, 1915. lully

equipped £32, oflfers.— 6, Powis Villas, BriRlitf>n.

[3138

NEW IMPERIAL 3-speed 350 c.c. Super Sports,

J.A.P., scarcely used: £68.—Clark, 7, Exhibition
Rd., S.W.7. [2195

NEW IMPERIAL 1922 2=4h,p., 3-speed, Model No.
1; in stock: £63.—Elce. Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Av., Camomile St., E.0.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.
[0070

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
2l41i.p. New Imperiiil, 2-speed only. £63; (ilso

2-speed, clutch, nnd kick start model, £69; easy terms

arranged. [3187

Norton.
pREMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Nortons:

NO. 9, 3l/,h.p., belt drive, £80; 16H 3-speed T.T.,

£115; Big 4, 3-sp6ed. £120; easy payments 4X
extra.—Immediate delivery from the Norton Specialists;

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0625

1Q21 Norton Model 16H, in first-class order; any
-^«^ examination: £95.—J. G. Durant, North Tawton,
Devon. [3068

NORTON 1921 Models.-Sole district agents, Wess.
Motors, Ltd.. 60. Catherine St.. Salisbury

'Phone: 72. [0717

\rORTON 1921 SMJi.p., No. 9 model, fully equipped,
-^* new; £75; deferred payments.—Parker's, Brad'
ehawgate, Bolton : also 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X4294
3iV2h.p. Norton, 1921 (late August), B.S. engine

2 Lucas acetylene lighting and Lucas horn. Ace
discs, complete set of tools, tyres unpunctured.—E. IT.

Rudge, 1, Dorset Ed., Bexhill, Sussex. [5093

"I Q20 3',yi.p. 3-speed Norton, just had complete over-
J-*^ haul, with rebushing, lamps, tools, etc., tyrc*^

good ; £83 ; with Canoelet sidecar and Triplex screen,

f89.-Behuont, Lyme Regis, Dorset. [2526

NORTON 16H Special Competition Model, exceed-
ingly fast, 80 m.p.h., 3 speeds, clutch and kick

starter; 100 gns.—Vivian Hardie and- Lane, Ltd.. 23-

24, Woodstock St. (off Blenheim St.l, New Bond St.,

W.l. 'Phone; Mayfair 6559 [3037

Snare Parts:

HERBERT ROBINSON. Ltd., Green St., Cambridge
have every Norton part in stock: complete illus

trated list post free f94uf

Omega.
OMEGA 1922 Model.—For earliest deliveries write

to London Motors, 61, Holborn Viaduct London.
E.C.I, sole distributing agents for the following coun-
ties : Bedfordshire, Berkshire. Northamptonshire, Sut
folk, Cambridgeshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire, Sussex,
Hfintingdonshire, Norfolk, Rutland, Kent, Hertford-
shire, Surrey, Essex, and Buckinghamshire, with the
exception of a 20 mile radius of London [2417

Overseas.

OVERSEAS 3'Ah.p., 2-speed, excellent order; £20.—
17. Heaton Rd.. Mitcham. [3106

TYRES

If
SAFETY
FIRST ! n

is ^® lead the way
jls to Tyre Bargains.

SV

.K9

I

5^6

R

Z1X2
24x21
'26x2

26'x2J

i6x2

rooxsc

Palme. Ribbe-j

Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Engiehert Passenger..
Englebert Touring
Bates Special Heavy
Halmer Corii

o. Moulton Extra Heavy
Clincher de Luxe Heavy
Hutchinson T.T
Enplebeh Touring ....
Wood Milne Special
Palmer ooru Heavy ....
t^;utchlnson T.T. Rub. !>.

Cllncner dc Lu):e Ex. Hy.
Goodrich -ateiv Ircad..
8ates Special Heavy .

.

.Ilxher !ie Luxa Heavy
Wood Milne Ex. Heavy
Wood Milne Special .

.

uoodricli jaicfv Tread..
Engleberi Racing
oodrich ..are v frcriu

Goodyear A.W. Tread
Best French R. Non-skid
Wood Milne Special .

.

Beldam Bulldog
Firestone R. Non-skia

Ou:
P'lce

;i/

25/-
19/8
15/-
31/
29/-
27 9
2S -

23
16 6
;3 6
30
27 6
25
45
35
27 6
16 6
13 6

43 -

39 6
40
35/
25
13 6
61
58

List
j

Price
I

"' ™»
<ts/ ra

I

54' S"i
53/6
68/
54 't

56/6
49/
53/9
52/-

59/9

58/9

6s/9Sj
100/ ^J
TOO/o BBI^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALL.
Premier.

S flare Parftt:

T>REMIER.—IIcrf.ert Rol.inson, Ltd., Oreen St., Com-
-*- bridge, cfln supply any part from stock; no waiting.

[1345
1JREMIER Spares and Repairs.-We ore the moBt

competent advertisers of these, as rve served in
flip Premier works. Anv pait quoted per return, ~l''oi

field Motors, X^-orfield Place, Lcjunington Spa [X433n

Radca

A FEW Brand New Radco 1921 Lightweigfits at

enormous reductions ; Single-geared models from
.£30; 2-specd models from £44; all carry makers' full

[guarantee; easy payments only 4% extra; write for

pecial clearance bargain list.—The Premier Motor
Co.. Aston Ed. Birmingham. rX4036

Quadrant.

P LIFFORD WILSON -Mfg. Co., sole distributers for^ Quadrant motor cycles. All models in stock. Ex-
liange or deferred payments.—177, Westminster Bridge

Rd., S.E.I Tel.: Hop. 210. (1636

QUADR.ANT.-New 1922 models; immediate delivery
from stock: exchanges arranged; extended

terms.— Elce, Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St.. E.C.3. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. (0069

Raleigh.
T3REMIER Motor Co. for 1922 Ralcighs.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 5-6h.p., spring frame, de-

tachable wheels, £130; standard sidecar, £35: De
Luxe sidecar, £42; early delivery of the new Raleigh
lightweight, £68 : easv payments 4% extra.-The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0626

at list pricee; deterred lay-
~" " -- " ngton

[1679

2?4Ti.p. and 3h.p. Models, earliest de-

book your orders now; cash or deferred

, .yment.s.—London Motors. 61. Holboin Viaduct, E.C.I.

Tel : City 4230. [1628

TVEW 1921 Slightly Showroom Soiled Raleigh 5-6h.p.

i™ Combination; reduced to £150; wiite tor spe'ial

en-'t of season clearance li;irgain list.—The Prenrer

Jlotor Co.. A^ton Rd.. Birmingham. [X4035

RALEIGH Late 1921 5-6h p.. with special sidecar,

Lucas dvnamo lighting, very small mileage: cheao

for ciish.—Newnham Motor Co., 223. Hammersiuilh
n>l., W.6. 'Phone: Hom-nersmith 80. [2856

and 5.6h.p. Models tor earliest

1 ti22 Raleigh, all models,
-3- ^ ment or excha:
Rd

, South Kensington.

RALEIGH
liveries;

67'fi«

.S TIIRPQ I^EW AND FULLYLg » UtStO GUARANTEED.

v>7t^m»\

70/-;
64/9

1

{•••iH
P. and M

A.P. Reuov.nted P. and M., 2-speed, K,S., oil chain
drive, taxed; £37.-1, Othello St.. Liverpool. f3132

£18— 3V2I1.P. P. and M., 2 speed-s. B. and B., Sinima-
Bosch mag., good tjres.—King, Egrove Fnnit,

Oxford. fX4305

P.
and M. Combination, 1914, wind screen, fipeed-
oiueter, all ancesscriea, very cnrefnlly used; £90

real bargain.—Wynter, BiahoiJswood, Highgate. [3123

P.
and M. 1916 Combination, sporting, Canrelet
sidecar, tyies very good, good goer ; £35.—

Colonial Motors, 104a, Finchley Rd., N.W. Hamp-
stead 7822. ^3172

BARGAIN: under lialf cost price.—P. and M. combina-
tion, perfect order, appearance as new, lighting pet,

Bpares, etc.; £55.— Grafton Honse, Kingswell Rd., Ens-
bury Park, Winton. [3075

1 Q21 P. nnd M. Combination, 3V'h.p.. demonstration
At/ model, fully equipped, absolutely as new; £112;
defeiTed piiyment and exchanges.—Edwarda. 50, Har-
rington Rd., South Kensington. [1671

P.
and M. Motor Cycles fes R.A.F,), rebuilt nnd reno-
vated a.s new, fitted with many new parts, includ-,

jng magneto, B. and B. carburetter, chains, tyres, etc.,1

£40, fully equipped £45, combination £60 ; sidecars
1

reupholatered, painted, and new tyre.— S. E. Porter, ; 1

Whitchurch, Salop. 'I'hone: 74. [3059?
|

Synre Parta

:

P.
and M.—All spares in stock; stamp reqairements;
P. and M. spares specialist.-H. Beardwood, 147,

Burlington St., Liverpool. [9986

Precision.

PRECISION 3'/'h.p., 3-speed, K.S.. all on. perfect;
£26.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [3107

Our
thrice.

2'» X i 4 /6

List

Price

9/f^ 26x2 4/9 10/

^2; 2Gx2i W- 10/3
%"2 26x23 7/9 11/3

\wZ 700x80 .

;S BELTS

Our List

»'ricB. Price

26x2.V 8/8
28x3' 7/6

10/- 15/9

13/3

r2/9

RALEIGH 2;41i.p. and 5.6li.p.

deliveries : c^isli. excliange, delened raytnerite.

Raleigh Specialist!
mersmith Rd., W.5.

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
'Phone ; Hammersmith 80.

[2355

lieadinfiStandard.

READINO-ST.'^.NDARD Combination, 1920, dynamo
lighting, all accessories, sonnd condition; £115,

offers or exchanges considered.—Colonial Motors, Ida,
Finchley Rd., Hampstead 7822. f3i77

Rex
f25.

ingdon, Herts.

03.h.p. Res, Grado gear, excellent running
cW4 £11.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham.

Rex twin combination, I'hilipson pulley,

BEX (19141, clutch, tip-top order;
Bovi; " "

B. Glenister.
[3077

orde;

;

[3108

FOR Sale, / ^ ^ ,-.

running order; £45. or nearest offer.-E. iarra:

Burn, Selby. [3127

Bcsch,

Bates, Lycet.
etc. Per foot 1/6

STANDARD
LENGTHS

^m, lin. rrn ;

1 '7 1/1 2 2 2'

These Jpecla) Clearance Lines are sen'

Carria:^e Paid on 7 Days' Approval agains'

'emitiance Trade supplied. Write to-dav.

I

£14.—5-6h,p. Rex Twin, mechanical valves,

B. and B., low variable gear, running order.

181, Newton Rd., Burton-on-Trent.

N
[3171

EW 1921 Rex-Blackburne 8h.p. Conibinntion, spare.

fni9i3iBBaiaiaiSBaiigBaiiiiasi:>

ORDER THE

TheName TheFirm^

write for special end of season clearance baigain list.

-The Premier Motor Co. Aston Rd.. Birmingham,
[X4038

Rover

r> OVER 1920 3'Ah.p 3-spee<l Combination, exrellert

-LX condition: £85; exchange.3.—Newnham Motor Co,,

223 Haninjcr.«'nith Rd., W 6, 'Phone: Hammeismith
80 (2870

SPECIAL Bargain.—S'Ah. p. Rover, new, shop-soiled,

1920 touring model, 3-speed, kick starter; reserve

price £80- first offer above secures; an opportunity net

to be missed.-Mehes, 166, Gt. Portland St.. W.l.
Phone: Langham 2230. [3058

WAY
LONDON'S LEADING TYRE HOUSE

264-266,VAUXHALL BRIDGE R?,VICT0R1A.S.W.1

96. VICTORIA STREETjLONDON.S.W.I. & AT
44.SURB1TON ROAD, KINCSTON-ON-THAMES
*I P/easr address allpost orders uVauMI Bridge Rosd.

,

TEIEPHONE:- VICTORIA 6553 6-655*

OUR AGENT IS THE PILLAR-BOX

^ U letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end
Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are,

Rudge
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.G.—

3'/.h p, Rudge Multi. I.O.M. model. 1920; £55.

TT'.O.C.H. for Rudges; cash, exchange, or deferred

-T payments. Sound second-hand machines in stock.

—5. Heath St.. H.ampstead (near Tube). [2610

RUDGE Multi S'Ah.p., Sept., 1919, engirio 16914,
clutch, starter, new heavy Dnnlops and belt, good

condition; £48.-Morris, Printer, Worcester. [3004

1 Q20 3V.,h,p. Rudge and 35 gn. sidecar, lamps, horn.

,a-t/ screen, spare tyre and belt, condition perfect;

£76; deferred payments and exchiuiges —Edwards. 50,

Harrington Hd.. South Kensington. [2375

ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

when desired, marked (P).

ail
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MOTOfl CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

pUDGE Multi 1920 3y,,h.p., T.T. Isle of Man
T^n moael, lamps, horn, speedometer, Btc.; bargain;
St'^r,l^' .t;!''-'

l'-'^^' Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile
oi., JL.U..J. Fhone : Avenue 5548. [0072
pUDGE Multi (late 1919) 3.^h.p. Roadster, just
J-*- overhauled and renovated by makers, cost £34',
now as new, not used since 1920, Lucas lamps and
born; £55; bargain. Glasgow.—Box 7,917, c/o Tli.r

I

Motor Cjdc. |-3Q43

TJ UDGE Multi 7-9h.p. Twin Combination^ 1920, vtry^•' little used and in perfect condition, els t trie^mps, 8 volt accumulators, Cowey horn, tyres :ii rew
Palmer combination rear; offers. Glasgow.—Uox 7 915'
c/o The Motor Cycle. [!041
"pUDQE SV^h.p. Isle ol Man Models.—We have several^^ of these machines, which are sliRhtly shop-soiled
or run small uuleaee, for sale at attractive prices-
cash, exchange, deferred payments.—Newnhnm Motor
Lo.. 223, Hammersmith iUl., W.6. 'Phone; Hammer-
smith 80. [2861
Syare Parts

:

XTERBEUT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
;f-^ —All Rudge parts in stock; coinirtete illustrated
list post free. [9401
"DAISriSTEK and Botten lor Budge spare.?. Writ*JJ lor list, stamp.—341, Upper St., N.l. 2480
^oith. [3145-

Scott.

1 Q20 -Scott 3^/ih.D., e.Kcellcnf condition, elctric lialit,--" horn, speedometer, T.T. bars, sp.nre sprocket
very last; £73; alt«r 6.-62, Abbey Ed., N.W.8. [3011

1 020 Scott Combination, electric lighting, speed-
-ILtf ometer, 3 new tyres, excellent condition- ba*--
gain, £98.—Shewell, Chilcompton, Lancing, Sussex.

CiCOTT 1920. appearance, running, as new, eleftrie
>J lamps, spare bars and T.T. sprocket, insurance;
biuirain, £75, offers.—Wilson, 59, Waving St., Leif-ester.

CJCOTT 1914 334h.p. with 1921 sidecar, criuippirf^
>^ speedometer, Blueinel's screen, excellent condi-
tion; £65; deferred payments.—Parker's, Bradsliawgate,
Bolton; also 245, Dean,sgate, Mancl^sster. [X4288
Spare Parta

:

/^l ODITIEYS', Ltd., 208. Great Portland St., LondonV^ W.I.—Complete stock ol all Scott spare parts
always in stock. Write for free spare part list. [0751

SCOTT Riders.-We ke«p huge stock new and S.H.
Scott parts. Any part on approval against cash —

AVard Motors. Ltd., The Scott Specialists, 32, Hustler
Kt.. Bradford. [0739

Sirrah.

1Q22 Sirrah Combination. Hurnian gear box, K S
*J olntch; £67.—Inman, Durham Ed., Senforth,'

Liverpool [3134

Stanger.

THE Machine of the moment is the Stanger V twin
5h.u. 2-9troke. Thi,? machine is really a first-clas.-

mount M-ith wonderful power, and excellent smooth in:;
ning, fitted with the neatest rear springing yet seen -

price £112/10. Send for particniars.-joncs Garage
Muswell Hill. London. N.IO. [0731

Sun.
SUN-VITESSE 1922 2Mh.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, clutch,

kick starter; delivery from stock; £57.-Eloe,
Ltd., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St.. li.C3.
Phone ; Avenue 5548. 10071

Sunbeam.
14)16 3',ili.p. Sunbeam, in splendid condition; £65.-J^y To be seen at Hedley's Garage. 610, High Ed,.
Chrswick. [30j5
^85.-1919 SVoh.p, Sunbeam combination, 3 speeds
o»» K.S., sporting Canoelet sidecar.—King, Egrovc
Farm, Oxlord. [X430€
OUNBEAM 1914 2?ih.p., complete with lamps, etc ,tJ engine overhanled; £35.—Colonial Motors, 104a
Iinchlev Ed., N.W. Hampstead 7822. [3173

CJUNBEAM 1918 3i/,li.p. Combination, evjuiiired. gocd^J condition
; £100; deferral payments.—Piiikcr's

Eradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, Deansgate. Maiiche^tpr
[X4296

OUNBEAM 1919 SVoh-p. Combination, 3 snecds
kJ- oliitch. kick starter, lamps, horn, etc. r £80 —
ElCe, Ltd.. 15-16. Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St
E.C.3. 'Phone ; Avenue 5548. [0073
T>E.\Nn New 1921 SVlh.p. Sunbeam Combination
-•-' spare -n-heel. Easting screen, Cowey speedometer'
used once; cost £210, accept £140.-Hillier (side belli"
9, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [310."

CJUNBEAM Combination. Zlih.v., 1921, practically
*-J n'w, lavishly equipped; £127/10-—Vivian Hanli>
and Sane, Ltd., 23-24, Woodstock St. (off, Blenh»ira
St.), New Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559.

8h p. M.A.G. Simlieam Combination, late mudel
spare wheel, screen, luggage grid, electric li"ht-

mg, speedometer; magnificent outfit; condition eaua'
new; £125: exchange and cash.—Maton, 37 Canter-
bury Ed., Dalston. N.l. '3180

K 29TII, 192

1

Buc^f
Buy your NEW MACHINE
from The Official Agesits.

A.J.S.
2* h.p. STANDARD MODEL . . £S5 O
21 h p. STANDARD SPORTS. . £85 O
7 h.p. COMBINATION filTS O

ROYAL-ENFIELD.
2i h.p. STANDARD MODEL . . £55 O
5 h.p, COMBINATION (Dvn,arao

Li.sjhting £18 extra) '. £140 O

DOUGLAS.
2:] h.p. 2-speed Model £T5 O
31 h.p. SPORTS MODEL £130 O
4 h.p. COMBINATION £135 O
6 h.p COMBINATION ;Price

inclu?tes Accessories) £165 O

MATCHLESS.
8 h.p. SPORTS SOLO £1 30 O
8 h p. COMBINATION £70 O
5 h.p,COMBINATION 2-seatcr £1T5 10

ARIEL.
3.1 tip. SPORTS ., £8T 10
3 V h.p. COMBINATION £iaS O
6"7 h.p. COMBINATION £14-0 O
8 h.p. COMBINATION £160 O

ZENITH-BRADSHAW.
3J h.p. BELT DRIVEN £113 O
3; h p. CHAIN-DRIVEN CI IS O

B.S.A.
ALL .MODELS FROM £10r O

CASH EXCHANGES
DEFERRED PAYMENTS

WRITE NOW!

R.BAMBER&Co.,Li

2, Eastbank St.,

T..07 SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

S"'Tl™^^-i?i^° ^"f- p.' 1;"^^ Combination, Mag-
%llie'd, bi-iS^ "?, ?°'"'','? ^"""' «onnik..e«, mcl-

r!„,i T
' ^*I,J"'10; dejerred payments —Parker'sBradshawgate, Bolton; also 245, DeanSe Maliche^e-;

gUXBEAM 1919 3./,h,p. Combination, leg-fwd.^

horn P '",„% "^^T-^^'-
Cowey speedometer,^ Lucas

?Hd iL, 2^ ^- '"'"P"' ,Comeo wind screen, lusEage

5Y1\,
^''g'a; eneine and gear bo.-; .iust overteiule'l;

brid^i
Bobinson, Ltd.. Green St., Cam:

!;3090

1Q21 3i/2h.p.' Sporting Model Sunbeam Motor CVcle,---" complefo with lamp, generator, horn, and usual
ei.ajes, .n.st aluminium plate.s, new in April Ia.=t, and in
cxceptionallv good condition, tvrca unpnnctiirc-d ; nearest
oiler to £115.-Geoltrey Smith, TIk Motor CmU.
Coventry.

[X428.";

.S'pff re PartK

:

GUNBEAM Owners are informed that arrangemeiiti
vr , .".^^ .^^" -mnAe for spare parts to be stocked at
the following Sunbeam Depots:

LONppjT E.C.-Sunheam Pepot, 57, Holbom Viaduct.
Tel. No.: 2180 Holborn.

LONDON. S.W.-Sunbeam Depot. 157-8, Sloooe St.
Tel. No.: 1106 Victoria.

L'^,??^,9*''^-~®""'^"'''™
Tlepot, 68, Renshaw St.

Tel. No.: 729 Horal,

MANCHESTEE.-Sunbeam Depot, 20. Peter St
Tel. No.; 3952 Central.

LEEDS.—Sunbeam Depot. B. Woodhom^e Lane Tel i

No. : 23277.

LEICESTER.-Sunbeam Depot, 16. London Ed Tel
No.: 5717.

B°'S^'^i'9^J'^'--S""''«"° Depot. S. HoldenhBist'
E4. Tel. No. 2706.

T7DINBUEGH.-Sunbeam Depot, 37. George St., Edin-
t~t burgh [gjeg
fTERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green .^t., Cambridge
-»--*- —All Sunbeam parts in stock. Write us if you
are hung up lor any part. 19402

Tiiumpb
3EEMIEE Motor Co. for 1922 Tiiumphs.

TMMEDIATE Delivery of Type H 4h.p., 3.speed, «105-
-^ Tnie S13, chain drive. £115; Type LW, lightweight^
£55; sidecars from £20 to £50: easy payments A% extra—Buy direct from the leading Triumph agents- The
I'leiuier Motor Co., Airton Rd., Birmingham. [0627

WAUCHOl'E'S, 9, Shoe JLane, London, E.C.-4h c
Trmmiih, countershaft model, W.D. ; £55. [3189

HfEIUMPH 1920 Countershaft, tamiw; b.nrgain, first
,»- £65 se.-uie*—Tliomson, 47, Station Ed., Hitclin£[301918.— SVjh.p. Trinniph, splendid order, lootboardo,

laiupj, lirensed.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.
[X4307

TEIUMPHS.—A fine assortment ol all models in
stock at prices to suit »U.—Ross, 86, High Ed..

!-«=- [4485

£23.—SV^h.p. Triumph combiuation, new B. and B.,
good Tunning order.—King, Coal Merchant, Canal

Wharf, Oxlord. [X4308

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
Triuuiphs, all 1922 models supplied prouiptlv on

easy terms or exchange. [3190

1Q22 Triumph, all models, at list prices: deferred
--«^ payment or exchanges.-Erlwards. 50. Harring-
ton Ed., South Kensington. [1678

F.O.C.H,, the Triumph agents; cash, exchange, or
deferred payments. Secxind-hand machines in

stock.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Tnhel. [2608

"I Q18 Renovated Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed,
-« ^ fully equipped, splendid condition, for quick
sale; details.—Meyer, 3B, Trefoil Rd., S.TV.18. [3012

WAUCHOPE'S. S. Shoe Laue. Loudon, E.C.4.—
1921 Triumph, Model H, only ridden SOO miles,

countershaft gear, in every respect as new; £87710.
[3191

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
21/4 h.p. Triumph Junior, 1921, tax paid, fully

insured, all accessories; £50; easy terms arranged.
[3192-

TRIUMPH 1921 Sports -Model, condition as new
throughout, mileage under 200; £67.—Elce. Ltd..

15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C.3. 'Phone :

.\yeune 5548. [0067

TRIUilPH 1922 Models lor immediate delivery;
cash, exchaiige. deferred payments.—Newnham

Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Ed-. W.6, 'Phone:
Hammer«nith SO. [2859

'pRIUMPH 1913 SVoh.p.. 3 speeds, cltrtch, coachbnilt
A Bidecur, equipped, good conditioe : . £53; delerred
payments.-ParkerV, Bradshawgate, Bolton; also .245,

Deansgate, Manchester. [X4289

TRIUMPHS.—We are the North London agents, and
can deliver from stock for cash, deferred pay-

ments, or excliange.—Jones' Garage, Muswell Hill, "and

Woodside Parade, N. llnchley. [0382 '

B28 AH letters relating to a4\eitiseiiieins slioulj Quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and Qie date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TKIUMPH 1?10 3l,yi.p. T.T., PhilicsMi puHes;,

Snipped fniine, eciuipped, speedometer. Rocd condi-

tion; £30; deferred parri.eiits.—Pilrlier's, lirudaljmvRiite,

Bolton; Jilso 245, Deansgate, Millichaster. fX4287

IQIS Triumrli 41j.p., 3-speed Sturmey, clutcli. K.S..

XiJ Wlitsonian sidecar, speedometer, lamps, horn, wind
screen, discs, excellent condition ; £63 ; exchanges^ or

deterred payments.—Edwarde, 50, Harrington Ud., South
Keu.sington. [3204

1 Q14 Triumph Combination, S-speed, elutdi, etc.,

J-" lighting set, horn, licensed, etc., smart sporting

sidecar, in splendid order and condition throughout;

a bargain. £39.—Blaekmore, 769, Eomford Ed., M;uiur

Park, London, E. [3112

TEITJMPH 1919 Gloria Combination, with dynamo
lighting, £97; 1917 4h.p. solo. £59; Juniors (2),

1920 mcxlels, peilect, £40 and £42; exchanges.—Newn-
ham Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Ed.. \V.6. 'Phone:
Hammersmith SO, [2872

FOE Sale, Triumph combination, late 1918, 4h.p.,

3-sp6ed countershaft, in splendid condition, with
extra new sidecar for best use: seen, or trial run by
appointment; soeiug and trying means buying.—Crook,
Elmhurst Ed., Langley, Bucks. [X4172

"I t|20 Eenoyated Triumph (makers' guarantee). Dun-
-•Li/ hill sidecar with hood, wind screen, and luggage
grid, trip speedometer, lamps, horn, many spares. iUf^nred.

superb condition, yery fast; £85.—Owen Roberts, 2, St.

Mark's Sq., London. N.W.I. 'Phone: Hamp.stead 4108.
[3070

NE'W-1921 Slightly Showroom Soiled Triumph Light-
weight. £60; Type H 4h.p., 3-speed, £95; Type H

with Watsonian Monarch aidecar, £120; write for

special end of season clearance bargain list; easy pay^

ments only 4% extra; carriage paid to any address.-
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed.. Birmingham.

[X4039
ST^rfi Pnrf/i:

TKIUMPH Spares
Bond St., Ealins

immediate deliyery.- Kays,
[863S

HERBERT ROBINSON, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge.
—The Triumph experts; complete illustrated list

post free. [9403

TRIUMPH Spares.—We are official service agents;
full stock of all parts.—Premier Motor Co.. Aston

Ed., Birmingham. [X4042

COMPLETE Stock Triumph Spares, satisfaction
guaranteed.—Ward and Co. (Albert Agg), 51,

Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. [2000

TRIUMPH Spare Parts lor all models, also Sturmey-
Archer gear parts froilr stock, post free. Gear

overhauls by specialist.—Jones' Garage, Broadway,
Muswell Hill. N.IO. [L'746

TRIUMPH Parts, 1904 to 1921.—Every part, any
year, in stock, new or second-hand, guaranteed

serviceable. Enclose stamp for reply. Why not second-
hand goods in place of new while prices are so highp
Half the price: sjitisfnotion guaranteed-— Forfield Motors.
11, Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [X4331

Trump.
WAUCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.-

2-^.'Lh.Ti. Tiump-Jap. 2.speed model, new 1922-
£60; easy terms arranged. [3193

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C.-
New late 1921 S'Ah.p. Trump-Jap, fitted with

latest J.A.P. engine, overhead valves, 3-speed model,
road racing machine; £75: no extra charge tor ea=v

tenne. [3194

Velocette.

"Id 22 Velocette, clutch and kick starter.—Early
^-•y delivery from the Premier Motor Co., Aston
Ed., Birmingham. [X4040

ASTOUNDING Offer of Brand New Velocette 1921
Model D2. 2-speed. chain drive. £55; easy pay-

ments only 4% extra; sent on approval; the best value
ever offered in high grade motor cycles.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [X4041

Verus.
— i?29.—1921 Verus, as new, fully equipped, perfect;
^^ bargain.—181, Newton Ed., Burton-on-Trent.

[3170

"IQ21 Verus, 4h.p. Blackburne engine, 3-speed, clutch.
-»-tf E.S., perfect condition throughout: £78;
deferred payment and exchanges.—Edwards. 50, Har-
rington Ed., South Kensington [1672

1 Q20 Verus 2f4h.p., single speed, good as new, elec-
-*-«/ trie light outfit, good accessories, suit overalls
(5ft. Bin.), tax paid, insurance; lot cost over £75;
best offer over £45 accepted; appointment only.

—

.
Schofleld, 25, Santos Rd.. Wandswortli, S.W.18. 13178

Zenith.

. ts, 70 bo
164, New St., Horsham.

£60.—
[3164

letters only.—
[3021

^ENITH _1917 ^Sports, '70 bore twin J.A.P.

;

ZENITH 4h.p., 1917, new tyres; £39;
Wilkinson. 43, Pnsley Ed., S.E.17.

£32.—4h.p. Zenith combination, Gradua gear, coach-
built sidecar.-King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X4509

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.-
3*/2h.p. Zenith-Bradshaw, new; price £105: easy

terms arranged. [3195

/2 ^hoft^

every
ditioned Douglas pur-
chased between now

_ and January 31, 1922,

we are giving a Full Insurance Policy

for 12 months—Free.
Send your order now, and get a year's

Insurance for nothing — Bertie's

New Year's Gift to you.

RECONSTRUCTED DOUGLASES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

Absolutely indistinguishable from
new. We guarantee them to be the

finest reconditioned machines and

we slill challenge the Trade to pro-

duce anything better.

Covered with a 3 months' guarantee

similar to that which makers give

with a new machine. Write for par-

ticulars of our Easy Payments—they
are very liberal and taken entirely

at our own risk,

2:2 h.p., fully equipped with L,amps, Horn,

and Licence Holder, fitted

with " Vici " Single Lever
Carburetter

4 h.p.. Solo, 3-8peed, kick
start, all on .

.

4 h.p. Combination, fully equipped wi>h

Lamps, Horn, Licence Holder, and with

new Burlinstton No. 2 TourinB Model
Sidecar Body, complete
with Storm Apron

55 gns.

75 gns.

93 gns.

To 4 h p, Douglas Owners

No more broljon drawbolts

A new form of operating

mechanism for the 4. h.p.

Douglas Motor Cycle, by

which the Drawbolt is

entirely eliminated.

Writi tor full particulars.

Trade Supplied.

BURLINGTON
MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.,
7 South Side, CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W.4

'Plione: lirixtoii.2-117. Wires: Ilurlinolon Motors, Claphavi

Just by Clapham Common Underground "tation

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ALLAN GEUZBLIEE, Slieciulist in Zenith moti 1

cycles.

1 lt>21 Sh.i). Clutch Model, BhOD-»oiled, £112.

1 021 8h.p. Sports, shop-soiled, £95.

1 tChZQ Sh.i). Clutch Model, £100

-1 Q20 Sh.iJ. Sijorta, £90.

-| 021 3i/2h.D. Bradsliaw, only ridden once, £106.

1 Q21 6h.p. Special, 750 c.c., as new, £75.

1 lt>20 Sh.p. Clutch Model, as new, £90

1 Q21 Sh.p. Sports, £50.

AN Opportimitv I Don't miss it.-1922 3-spee4 chain

drive Zeuith-I!rad.shaw for immediute delivery, £119

I CAN Give You Immediate Delivery of any 1922
model, and <an supply ivithin 24 hours all spare

p;Q'ts. Complete overhauls and tuning a speciality.—Allan
(iruzelier, Ulster Chambers, 168, Eegeut St., W. Eegent
205. 13085

WAUCHOPE'S.-Sh.p. Zenith and sidecar, 1980, ex-

cellent condition, fully eguipped; £97/10.—9, Shoe

Lalre, London, E.C.4. [3199

IPKANK WHXTWOKTH, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham, for immediate delivery from stocK ot

Zenith-Bradshaw; price £118. [0711

rO.C.H., the Zenith agents ; cash, exchange, or de-

ferred iKiyments. Second-hjmil^ machines m stock.

—5, Heath -St. Hampstead (near Tube).

Zenith-Giadua Ih.p..

[-2607

£'9/10.-1915 Zenith-Giadua Ih.p.. clutch. Klaxon,

T T 2 brakes, uew sa<ldle, lone exhaust, excel-

lent conili'tion: genuine bargain; ride away.—89, East

HiU, Wandsworth. I5i<!9

ZENITH 1920 6h.p. Sports, speedometer, horn,

lamps, insured, new condition, £72; 1920 ^8h.p

countershaft combination, Lucas electric

£106.—Clark, 7, Exhibition Ed., S.W.7.

22 Zenith-Bradshaw in stock for immediate de-

Uvery; £118; cash, exchange, or extended_pay;

lighting,
[2200

Wentworth Bd.,
[3051

1Q2
ments -^ATlen-B''6nn°ett "MSor""'cor,"' Ltd., 9-10-11, Eoyal

P.arade, London Ed., West Croydon. 'Phone: Crovdon

2450. I-""^

8hp. Countershaft Zenith Montgomery Sports Cona-

l^inaiion, brand new 10/10/21, done 300, e ectr.c

lighting, Cowey speedometer, fully insured, sijlendjd

sporting outfit; £135, or near.—105,
Golders Green.

Ladles' Motor Cycles.

T7EANK WHITWOETH, Ltd., 139, N^ St., Birming.

r ham. for ladies' Ivy motor cycles, £64. Tie most

suitable ladies' machine. Get list. LO'^^"

NEW 1921 Lady's Open Frame Velocette, 2-spe6d.

chain drive, reduced to f55; easy paymen^ 4/

«xtra.-To be obtained only from the Premier Moto,

Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham .
|i4u<ia

Miscellaneous.

-i-« AprAINS-New O K.'s, Ariels, Harleys, Omegas,

B^Qua^mnts; exchanges entekained. - Booths'

Motorics, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1920 Matchless combination, detach-

able wheels *130/10/6; 6h.p. Zenith combina-

tion, i£49/10/6.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—1917 Allon, 3-speed gear, clutch, kick

staitcr? lamps, speedometer, *42/10/6.-Booths'

Motorics.

BOOTHS- Bargains - Free engine Triumph,

de22/10/6; 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, ie29/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.-1920 Williamson 6h.p. com-

bination, *95/10/6; another, dynamo lighting,

«116/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Harley-Davidson combination,

mileage loo, i£139/10/6; 3h.p. Humber,

£10/10/6.
OTHS' Bargains.-1915 B.S.A. combination,

— *55/19/6; 1920 Wooler, S49/19/6; Sh.p. 2-speed

Enfield, j;29/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—Sh.p. Premier combination,

^£49/10/6; 1914 Phelon and Moore, ie35/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.-1917 4h.p. Doiiglas, ;fi59/19/6;

1919 4hp Douglas combination, *89/10/6;

another, electric lighting, £95/10/6.

BOOTHS' Bargains.—1916 Douglas, £47/10/6; 1920

Morgan de luxe, M.A G. engine, speedometer,

£165/10/6; 1920 S'Ah.p. Ariel combination, £85/19/6;

GWK li"ht car, £139/10/6; 1922 new .4i/2h^, Ouad-
.^„,',.„mhi„ation. £100.—Booths' Motories, Halifax.

-DOOTHS'_

I rant combination

Sell,

:JJ

£100.—Booths' Motories,
[2311

or Exchange any make of

jLj. iiiuvui ..j^.- . -jur retiuirements. We niider-

tike to do your business and give you satisfaction. Dis-

tance immateriah-Bunting's Motor lixchangs, Weald-

I stone.
"

BUNTING'S Buy, -

motor cycle. State your retiuiremeiits^

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and' the date of the Issue. B29

Motor Cycles advertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P). -
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous. '

WANTED to dispose of a large number ol combina-
tions and solo niacliines at -clearjuit-e luices to

make room for new models; list ou request.—Newuhnm
Motor Co., 223, Htimmersmith 'BA., W.e. 'Pbnne

:

Hammersmith SO. [2874

r'.O.C.H. for fiecond-liand cycles, combinations, anrl

runabouts at bargain prices; eschanses arranged.
Any new cycle, combination, or car supplied; cash or
easy payments.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St..

Hampstead (near Tube). 'Phone: Hampstend 3752
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2614

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
/^ASH

TTTTAITING

"ipOIl Motor Cycles.

COMBINATION or Solo, any quantity, any make,
any condition. Exchanges a epeciality.—T. and

3i. Motor Co., Ltd.. 372. Euatou Tld., N.W.I. Museum
65S1. [5564

yn". T. DUNN. Ltd., always buy.

FULL Market Value given for modem solos, com
binations, and cycle -cers. Gall, write, or 'Phone

Museum 5391.—W. T. Dunn, Ltd.. 326. Euston art
London. 1033?

£45 offered for best countershaft Triumph.—L. Crirp-"?.

67. St. Aldates, Oxford. [i4312

WANTED, Ner-a-car, good nmning oider.—62, Belve-
dere Rd., Upper Norwood. [3073

ANTED, clieap, old motor bike; about £5.—Einfj.
Egrove, Kennington, near Oxford. 1X4311W

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—^The pre-eminent place
for the disposing of motor cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootin?, will make you a cash
offer at sight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting—You will be sure of a

good cheque if you sell youi machine at Palmer's
Garage.

"pALMEE'S Gar.oee, Tooting.—Thousands of men have
•- sold their machines here.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, make a speciality of
motor cvcles in the weekly auction sale every

Thursday at 2.

"pALMEE'S Gamge, Tooting.—No garage charge is
-- incurred nntii 7 days' notice is given.

"pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting, will collect machine-^
- from any Loudon rail-n-ay station. The auction
sale is held every Thursday, conmiencing 2 p.m.

pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—II cash offer not
-• accepted, macliine can be included in auction sale,
held every Thureday.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—You fix the price and
we do the rest.

TJALMER'S Garage, Tootiog.—Terms: Selling coni-
^ mission 7V2X. not chargc-.ble unless maciiiue is
sold. If no sale a nominal auction lee is charged:
>'or motor cars, 207-.; motor cycles under £50 value.
5/-; ditto over £50 value. 10/-. When we effect a
sale these charges are cancelled and commission charged.

pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogues free. Tel.:
J- 208 Streatham. T.A. : Palmer's Garage Tooting.

[2B43
TT7"ANTED, n Triumph combination, belt-oriveu
'» 1921.—F Tonar, "Veterinary Surgeon, Bath. [1809

PRIVATE Purcliaser reauires equipped cycle, about
£25.—Cranleigh, College Slip, Bromley. Kent. [3079

COJIBINATION Wanted, immediately, late model;
must be cheap.—Box 7,930, c/o Thx Motor Cycle.

[3163
MODEEN Combination, good make; full particulars,

including age.—Stowe, 5, Ciyde Ed. Croydon.
[3100

B.S.A. Solo or Combination, late model, cheap ; no
dealers.—Write. 31. Langdon Ed., Upper Hollo-

way. ^ [3125
MATCHLESS Family Model; best bargain offered

for lowest spot caish.-Box 7.914, c.'o The Motor
Cycle, [3028

GOOD 1920 3J,4h.p. Sunbeam wanted; reasonabj,^
price.—Particulars, AJfellenda, Swindon Ed., Chel-

tenham. [5:4269

WANTED, modern lightweights and combinations,
cheap for cash.—Patterson, 12. The Quadrant

Winchmore Hill. N.21. [9502

CASH Waiting; solo and combinations, good prices
given.—Write, 'phone, or call, Edwards, 50, Har-

rington Ed., South Kensington. 'Phone : Ken. 3709.
[0604WANTED, 4h.p. countershaft Triumph combination

will exchange Z^jh-v. Triumph, N.S.U. 2-speed,
and C.B. sidecar, in good mnning order and condition
aud ra>h, or fe!l £55.—Whiskin. 25, Lyme Grove, Ma:e
St., Hackney. [3092

BASTONES
Established 16 Years.

No Better or cheaper House.

NEW CLEARANCE LINES,
APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

CARRIAGE PAID.

WOOD-MILNE Key Grip COVERS
26x2i 3-ply .. .. .. 13/8

26x2!} ^ "P'y -^^"^^ "^^^y • •
16/6

GOODYEAR All-Weather Tread
COVERS. . Extra Heavy.

26 X 2J Diamond Pattern .. 26/-

GOODRICH Safety-TreadCOVERS
Extra Heavy.

26x21^ 28 -

26X2^X2j 3S/-
26x2! .. .. .. ..35/-
650 X 65 . . .

.

.

.

. . 40/-
26 X 3 lor 650 X 65 rim .

.

. . 48/-
28x3 .. .. .. .. 48/-

CLINCHER Rubber Non-Skid
COVERS.

24 X 2i De Luxe Heavy .

.

23/6
26x2 23/6
26X2| .. .. .. .. 25/-
26 X2| Extra Heavy .. .. 27/-

26X2JX2J Heavy .. .. 30/-
650 X 65 Dreadnought 3-ribbed 39 /-

700 X 80

1

to fit 1 De Luxe Extra Heavy 47 /-

650 X 65 I

MISCELLANEOUS COVERS.
26X if Best British Make .

.

14/-
26 X 2 Englebert Passenger .

.

19/6
26 X 2J Hutchinson T.T. .

.

23/-
26X2§ 27/-
28x3 1

to fit [ Best British Make .

.

45/-
28X2jl
26x3 Englebert Rubber Stud . . 25/-
26 x 2i MicheUn Fine Ribbed .. 21/-
26 X 2i- Englebert (-wired edge) . . 25/-

Distribnting Agents for the Famous

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS
New 1922 Models in Stock.

Montgofflery Bo-Peep Sidecar Screen,

easily fitted to any Sidecar . . £3 1 O
Easting Screens.. .. —...£3 ISO
Sidecar Bodies (various models) trom £4 O O

TUBES.
Gosdrich, Clinclier, and Hutchinson. •

26x2^- and 26 X 2^ .. each 6/3
650x65]
700 X 80 / . . , . . , -ach 7/6
28x3 I

Hours of Business—
9 (ill 6 ; Saturdays, 9 til! 1

228, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.I.
PhoDP : 2d8i North. "Grams : 'Bastones. Lonrtin'

MOTOR CYCLES WANTED.
TI/"ANTED, for imme<liat« cash, 1921 EafieM, Hartey.-rr inaian, or llatclrle« C.B. comliiKition, dvnamo
Ijglitmg

; uo dealers; call any time.—I'inoh, 22, Hvtlie
Bd., yi.Vf.lO. [30SO
T IGHTWEIGHT, 2.,![y;ed and foot starter {for lady),
J-J not earlier than 1920, Levis preferred; fnll par-
tioulars and lowest cash price; London district.—Box
7.919, do The Motor Cycle. [3055

CASH on Sight for new and Becond-hand motor cycles
and combiiiQtiona, any make or condition.—Call,

write, or 'phone. Short and Glass, Ltd. 485-493, Upper
Eichmond Btl., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone; Eichmond
2362 and 2363. [0372

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage and
Motor Auction Rooms, High St., Tooting. Cash

offer telef^aphed immediately on receipt. Nearest
station Wimbledon. We will collect from any London

-

station. Machine can be included in auction sale
if desired,—Sole address ; Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

[2838
TRICYCLES FOR SALE.

AEGSON Hand and Motor-propelled Tricycles, for
inyalid and disabied.—Particulars, Argson Eng.

Co.. Ltd., 5. Kendalls Mewa, George St., W.l. [2684

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
KrXGSBtJET Scooters and Snare Parts.—3, Ken-

sington Meirs, Geoiw St., W.l. [5334
^.3h.p. Autoglider Scooter, £35, or exchange for good
'^'4 lightn-eight; Cardifl.—Box 7,925, c/o T1i.e Motor
Cycle. [3091

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS.
£15-—Auto-Wheel and bicycle, fine order, or exdimige

lightweight.—Atei 6. 51. Haverstock HUl, X.W.3.
[3080

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
HOODS, double texture twill, lirnts or iikkel fittingg,

to fit nuy eidsnnr, Irom £2.—Below.
WINIi Screens, adjustable, witi npvon, 30/- and 35/-.

B-onds re-eoveied, new celluloid titted to irlnd
screens.—Collins and Son, xear of 84, High St., Putney,
S.W. [3150

CAMBER Hoods, 55/-; wind screens, 27/6.—Bright
and Hayles, 78. Church St., Cambexwell. [2805

T>ENNOC Co.—We are actual manafacturers of hoods,
-IX screens, and aprons. Send lor list.—Reunoc
Motors, Ltd.. ISSa, Marlborough Rd., Upper Holloway,
N.19 [2321
ROBINI Mi'g'. Co.—The Bower adjustable wind screen,

made ol" celluloid sind thick twiI3, all enamel fittings,

complete with Coverall apron ; 35/-, carriage paid. Money
returned if vot ciatisfled. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.—Robini
Mfg. Co., 1 nnd 5, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [3167

BODIES.
CAMBER Coach Bodies from £4/17/6.—Bright and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [2813

R-ENNOC Sidecar Bodies, actual manufacturers, 35
models, also several clearance, cheap to clear.

RENNOC Co. specialise in repairs, repainting, and
upholstering.—Rennoc Motors, Ltd., 155a, Marl-

borough E^., Upper Holloway, N.19. [2320

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies tit any chassis, first-

clasa finish; have a few ooacbbailt bodies, clear-

ance lines trom £5 each; extra good value.—The
Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester. [033fi

ROBINI Mig. Co.—End of season's stock of new
bodies. A few left. All these bodies ooachbuilt,

tit many different types, sports, etc., complete idtli

Coverall aijrous, £6/15 each. Catalogue on request.

Carrifiifl' extra. 'Phone: Brixton 1585.—Robini Mfg.
Co.. 1 and 3, TuJse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [3165

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
- ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original
designs, alsi working drawings, full-sized or to scale-
Cooper's Vehicle Joumiil, Ltd., established de^^igners

to the coach trade lor over 80 years. Consult us whea
designing new ideas.—20, Tudor St., Ijondon, E.C.4.

10004
1 Q22.—To introduce our ) ew eidecar bodies for the
J- *y coming season, we have decided to issue, until
further notice, with each body purchased a year's free
insurance for it against iire, theft, and accident. We
draw special attention to the following: Bidbous back
model £6. touring de luxe £7/10, and sports model £7/10.
-Light Car and Motor Cs'ele Eng. Co., Ltd., 26, TuiSe -

Hill, Brixton {half minute from Brixton Skating Rinkj.
Tel.: Brixton 1292. [3209

siDECAU Attachments.

S
POR

s
SANDTTM Sidecars.—O'or pre-'wai -prieea were the talk

of the sliow; £14 to £50. AYrite for new catalogue.

SA^^DTT'M fV-sliaped) Wind Screen, a "hood, screen,

and apron; £2/15 and £3/18. "WTite lor list. ,-

SANDOTI (V-shared) 'Wind Screen.—Onr South l/OndOT
agent Tvrites ; " An instyn'taneous sncress ; sold

out; send further stipply." Agents, set in touch .witl ns.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., Ltd., 336. Gray's -"^n

Rd.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Mnseum S427. [0019

ANDHAM, the smartest sidecar specialists.

E30 All letteis relating to advertisements shoul
Motor Cycles adv

d quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

ertised by private owners are, when desired, marked (P). •^'
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
Free.

_, to eiifli

ave giving a wind

p'REE, Free,

AS An Advertisement for one montli only,

purduiser of every sidecar
screen value 30/- free.—Below.

COACHBTJILT Bulbous Baok Models, complete wi1h

wind screen, from £6; polislied fihuninium, from
£7. Bodies can be painted and npliolstered to cus-

tomers' requirements. Bodies in stock to suit all makes.

WE Specialise in Repairs, repainting, and reupliol-

stering.—Below.

:ASSIS. undershing models, from £7/7. Wl-
specialise in frame repairs of all kinds.-

LSO Few Second-hand Chassis for Sale.—Collins and
Sons, lear of 84, High St., Putney, S.TV. [3151

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Sidecars are
guaranteed 3 years.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Unbreakable Chassis for

high-powered machines : Zenith, Harleys, Indians,

A^

INDIANS with, kick starter on left present no diflfi

culty with Middleton's

New Imperials, Sunbeam, Blackburnes, etc.

th, kick starter
special model,

MIDDLETON'S specialise in frame repairs of all

kinds. Twisted motor cycle frames and forks
promptly corrected.

SECOND-HANDS of various makes for sale. Youi
old sidecar taken in part exchange.

MIDDLETON'S Spring Wheel Sidecars are not only
safer and more comfortable, but are faster on

bad roads than rigids.

bash into them.

Green Rd
sey 1584.

T\,OUGLAS Sidecar

They give to the bumps, not

London's oldest est-ablished eidecoi

Finsbury Park (near Tube). 'Phone

MIDDLETON'S.
maker^, wholesale, retail, and export, 27; Stiorid

in new condition

;

Cnmbridge.

Horn
[0522

£12/10.-Cox.
[X4301^

Supplied with eithei
bodies.

43, Eliisley Av
TRITUBE Sidecars are most unjque. Scientifically

designed, made ol finest materials.

TRITUBE Chassis, constructed of steel lugs, straight
steel tubes, with welded joints.

TRITUBE Sidecars are light,
sporting or touring coachbuilt

TRITUBE Sidecars. One price, £15/10. Write for
booklet.—Davis Bros., Church St.. Rickmanswoith.

'Phone; 5. [1331

INDIAN Conchbnilt Sidecar, Hendee, painted red. fine
\ condition; £10.—King, Egrove. Oxford. [X45I0

CAMBER Sidecars, lightweight models. £16/10.-
Bright and Hayles. 78, Church St., Camberwell,

[2806CAMBER Utility Models, £25; price lists post free
—Bright and Ilayles, 78. Church St., Camberwell.

London. [2807

SPORTING Float Sidecar, comulete, unused, sni;iit,
painted royal blue; £15.—Colonial Motors. a04;i,

Finchley Rd., N.W. Hampstead 7822. [3175

ID ENNOC Sidecars, bodies, liood^,

out.

. screens, largest
tcK'k in London, actual manufacturers thronsh-
Send for our catalogue, 32 pages, 80 illustrations.

PHCENIX Sidecars.—All spare parts in stock fay the
Rennoc Sidecar Co.

RENNOC Sidecar Co. specialise in sidecars for Indian
motors, with left-hand kick ftarters, and can

deliver,

RENNOC Co. have 50 second hand and clearance
sidecar?, bodies, hood^, etc., all to clear at knock-

out prices. Note: Write for special clearance list.

RENNOC Co. have the finest selection of complete
sidecars in the trade.

RENNOC Co. undertake repairs to any make of side
car; repainting and reupholsteriue a speciality

RENNOC Co.' have in stock sidecars to fit all makes.
Engli.<h and American.

RENNOC Co. again aek you to send for their
ratalogiie, the most comprehensive issued by .inv

manufarturera.

RENNOC Motors.
Holloway, N.19.

Ltd.. 155a, Marlboroush Rd., Upper
'Phone: Hornsey 1589. [2319

BARGAINS.—Gloria cane sidecar, £6/19/6: Ruby
coach sidecar, £9/10/6; Hercules coach, £9/10/6;

large Bowser seat child. £12/10/6.—Booths' Motories,
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—Shop-soiled £27/10 sidecar. .=uit

Triumph. B.S.A., £18/15/6.-Boothe' Motories,
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—New large size coach bodies, locker
under seat, £6/19/9; featherweight eidecar

large size coach
"i/S

£6/10/6.—Booths'£12/10/6; cane sidecar. £6/10/6.—Booths' Motorie
Portland Place, Halifax. [2312

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. Saves
garage worry pnd expense. Attached to motor

will go through passage 28in. Tandem and single
bodies fitted.—Hopley.

FOLDING Sidecar.—When ordering your motor
specify a Hopley folder. Suits motors up to

lOh.p. Can be changed from pleasure to commercial
in lew seconds. Detachable wheels can be fitted.
Tested 7 years.—Hopley, Upper Highgate St.. Birming-
ham. [0152

WHICH IS YOURS?
1922 LIGHT CARS.

AIREDALE 11.9 h.p. 4.seater .... £475
CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 2-seater. . . . £35-5

CALTHORPE 10 h.p. 4.seater. . . . £375
CALTHORPE de Luxe 2-seater . . £410
CALTHORPE de Luxe 4-seate)r . . £435
COVENTRY PREMIER 4.wheeler £250
L.S.D. 3-wheeler, All on £165
LAGONDA (Coupe or 4-seater) . . £395
STANDARD 8 h.p. (2 or 4-seater) £325
STANDARD 11 h.p. 2.seater .... £515
STANDARD 11 h.p. 4-seater .... £525

1922 MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A. 4i h.p. Chain-Belt £107
B.S.A. 4i h.p. All-Chain £110
B.S.A. 6 h.p. Light Comb £164
B.S.A. 8 h.p. Comb £185
BRADBURY 4 h.p., 3-sp., All-Chain £92
BRADBURY 6 h.p. Comb £146
DOUGLAS 21 h.p. 2-speed, All on £75
DOUGLAS 2f h.p. 3-speed, All on £90
DOUGLAS 3ih.p. 3-speed Sporting £130
EDMUND-BLACKBURNE 2J h.p

2-speed, spring frame £85
ENFIELD 8 h.p Combination £140
ENFIELD 2i h.p. 2-speed £55

LEVIS Popular 21 h,p £48
LEVIS 2i h.p. 2-speed £58
LEVIS 21 h.p. 2-speed, kick-start £60
MARTINSYDE 6 h.p. Combination £160
NEW IMPERIAL 2| h.p. 3-speed 60 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL 2} h.p , All-Chain £73
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p Comb. . . £145
NORTON Big Four Combination £149 10

NORTON 3.V h.p. 3-speed £115
NORTON Big Four £120
REX-ACME 2i h.p 2-speed £50
REX-BLACKBURNE 2|h.p £89 15

REX-ACME 8 h.p Combination. . £150
ROYAL RUBY 2| h.p. 2-speed. ... £70
SCOTT-SQUIRREL 31 h.p. 2-speed £105
SCOTT 31 h.p. 2-speed Comb. . . £145

SUNBEAM 3J h.p. (New Type) 120 Gns.
SUNBEAM 4i h.p. (New Type) 135 Gns.
SUNBEAM 3J h.p. Combination 162 Gns.
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination. . £217 7

TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Chain-Belt .... £105
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. All-Chain £115

TRIUMPH JUNIOR 2} h.p £65

EXCHANGES AND DEFERRED
PAYMENTS QUOTED

Sccona-nan:! Machines in great variety from

Send For latest list.

The Halifax Motor Exchange,

25, Horton Street, Halifax

'Phone ii|00 Grams: Perfection

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
WILLOWliROOK Royal Leicester Sidecars, smartest

dchjif^ns. first-class finish; prices (roin 17 gna.
WiiLc for cataloKue.

^
Rejrairs undertaltcn, Iioods, wind

screens, etc.—Tire Willowbrook Motor Co., Leicester.
(0335

PARAGON (patent) l-'olding Sidecar eaves storage,
has 7 years to its credit, and has proved itsell

absolutely reliable. Fits any make o( motor cycle,
.Tiid, when folded, combination will pass through a
50in. doorway. Call and see it demonstrated.— VVin-
^vcle Co., Ltd., 236, High Ilolborn. W.0.1 ro388

MONTGOMERY, .nil models in stock: De Luxe
£34/10, No. 1 f 28/10, No. 2 £21/10, No. 3

£19/10, Sjiorts model £23, tandem £30, trndc.sraan'.s

delivery £23/10. Sl^ecial club oi' school colours on
yports model to order. Li(.t.s.—Dawsons' Giirygc, Regent
St., Cambridge, 'Phone: 993. [3032

BASTONES for SideciUs. You >imnot do better.

—Sidernrs, complete, slightly soiled, from
£13/17/6; bodies from £4; also a few Montgomery
No. 1 and sporting models, sligtitly soiled, to be
cleared cheap.—223, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
London, N.l. Tel. : 24S1 North. [3000

ROEINI Mfg. Co.—End of season's bargains. Under-
Eliing chassis, complete with new tvre and tube,

and body complete with Coverall apron, £12/10; Mill-
foid chassis, complete tyre and tube, etc., new bulbous
hack body, complete with adjustable wind screen and
apron, £12/15; wonderful offer. See Body column.
Carria:;e c.vtra. 'I'hone: Brixton 1585.—Kobini Mfg.
Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton, S.W. [3166

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
BEDELIA.—The new 1922 water-cooled model, 8 10

,
h.p., tiide-by-side seating.

BEDELIA.—First in 1909, foremast in 1922; the
most comfortable 2-..e;iter cycle car.

BEDELIA.—The comtort:ible ,'idjnstidile chair seats

will please you. Detachable wheels.

BEDELIA.—The luxurious cantilever spriugiug will

delight you. Three spee;ls and reverse.

BEDELIA.—The simple ami efficient tiausmission
will appeal to you.

upkeep will ' suipri-eBEDELIA.—The low cost of
you—50 uiiles per gallon.

BEDELIA.-The flexibility-and speed will tempt you.

Hood and screen titterl.

BlilDELIA.—A trial run will decide you. Prices:

Air-cooled model, £185; water-cooled model,
£195; immediate deliveries.

BEDELIA.—Your old car or motor cycle taken in

I.iart payment. Full value allowed.

BEDELIA.—The new ' Bcdelia can be supplied on

extendoil p.iyments- £100 down and 12 monthly
payments of £8 for air-cooled, or £9 for water-cooled

BEDELIA.—Sole concessionnaires for the British

Empire (all the Briti-sh Isles, Dominions, and
Dependencies^) : L. N. Palmer (Proprietor). Palmer's

C4ajage, Tooting. Catalogues and full descriptive matte?

mailed free. [2841

HALIFAX.-Morgan 8h.p., £105; another, with hoed
and screen ; £95.—Halifax Motor JBxchauge, Horton

St., Hahfax. [3096

MORGANS, 1922 models; delivery from stock; any
specification; £150 upwards; exchanges; ex-

tended terms.—Below.

MORGAN Grand Prix, 1920, special low nero body,

deep scuttle, etc., lamps, horn, etc.; £125.—
Below.

GARDEN Cycle Car, 1921, complete with elect ;c

lighting, etc. ; £72/10.—Below.

ROVER.—New 1922 8h.p. model in stock, dynamo
lighting, etc.; £220.- Authorised agents (below).

G.N. 1922 Standard Touring Model, dynamo light-

ing, horn, speedometer, etc.; £225.—Elce, Ltd.,

1516, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone:
Avenue 5648. [0076

LATE 1920 A'V. Blear, overhauled for £25, lamps,

lioins- £100, bargain, otters; owner going abroad.

—Flower's Garage, York Town, Camberley. [31 r2

1 0|22 Morgan, Peugeot, Rover; all models tor imiue-

-Lt> diate dcliveiy: easy payments 4% extra,—The
Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [X4044

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.-

G.N, cycle car, touring model, saxe blue liulBh,

all-weather model; price £215; easy terms arranged.
[319b

NEVr and Second-hand Light Cars and Cycle Cars,

all makes; good selection in stock; c^ish, easy

payments, or exchange.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn,

W'.C.X. [0671

BAYLISS-THOMAS, 1922 lOh.p. model, 4-eyL water-

cooled engine, 3 speeds, Magdyno: 300 gns; inr-

mediate dehvery.—Godfrey's. Ltd.. 208. Ot. Portand St.,

London, Vf.l [0738

1 Q21 Bleriot-^Vhippet, hand starter, electric liajiting,

-Lt7 spare rvheel, condition iis new: 85 gns. ; exchange.^

or deferred payment.—Edwards, 50, Harrington Rd.,

South Kensington. [3205

WAUGHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.-
New 1922 Morgan Grand Prix, show model, special

I
show finish, fully equipped: price £180, plus cost of

extras; cash or easy terurs. [3197

*ll letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o( each advertisement, and the data o! the issue. f^%i
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
pEACTICALLr New A.V. Mouocar, Bh.p., orieinal
-- tyrea, Kl;ixou, wind screen, larse dickey, ligbting
eet. nisolutely perfect, leliable, fast, sennlne tbrouBli-
out; £72.-88, East Hill, Waadswortli. [3130

A -O. Soeiablee, by the A.O. Co., dependable lanabonts,
*^- take 2 persons anywhere, pood condition and
appearance, fully eauipped, from fSO to £35; trial.—
29, Allsop St., Upper Baker St., London, N.W. [1468

/^•N. light Ctir, 1920, complete with dynamo liEht-

V'' mg-, hood, wind screen, speedometer horn, spare
tletachable wheel, and all tools, in first-class condition;
il40.—H. J. Marston, 60, Argyle St., Birkenhead.

[X4175plAKDEN 1921 De Lnxe, dynamo lighting, clock.
^-^ speedometer, amp. meter, electric horn, lots of
spai-es. condition as new, cost over £200; £105.—
Ooliinial Motors, 104a, Finchley Ed., N.W. Hamp-
stead 7822. [3174

MORGAN de Lnie, 8h.p., 1916, J.A.P., a.c. (3 years
carefully stored), recently overhauled, fitted new

chains, etc., Einks carburetter, lamps, Stewart speed-
ometer, wafch, spares, tools, beautiful model, splendid
condition; £115.-14, Northcott Ay.. Wood Green. N.

[3083

CARS FOR SALE.
pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
-*- lor purchasing. Auction every Thursday.

T>ALMEK'S Garage, Tooting.—i35 down and 12
-'- monthly payments £5 secures superb Napier 5-
seater, dynamo lighting.

TJALMER'S Garage, Tooling.—£40 down and 12
-*- monthly payments ^7 secures splendid Belsize
5-seater.

TP-ALIWER'S Garage, Tooting.—*60 down and 12
-K- monthly payments £8 secures lOh.p. Singer. 2-
scater, dynamo lighting.

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—jE30 down and 12
JL monthly payments £5 secures reliable live axle
Panhard waggonette 12-seater.

pALIHER-S Garage. Tooting.—£35 down and 12
J- monthly payments £6 .secures Overland 5-seater.
dynamo lighting, self-sta-rter.

pALMER'S Garage. Tooitng.—£40 down and 12A monthly p.^yments £8 secures splendid ShcfBeld-
Simplex landaulet.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12A monthly payments £8/10 secures magnificent Oak
land 7-seater, dynamo lighting, self-starter.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£60 down and 12
f-

monthly payments £8 secures excellent Renault
12.seater waggonette. .'

pALMER'S Gar:)ge, Tooting.—£40 down and 12J- monthly payments £7/10 secures i-eliable Renault
;4 landaulet.

December 29TH, 1921.

PALMER'S
monthly

chassis.

Garage, Tooting.—£20 down and 12
payments £4 secures reliable Nopier

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12J- monthly payments £5 secures reliable Belsize cab-
landaulet,

pALMER'S Ganige, Tooting.—£40 down' and 12
:\ monthly payments £8 secntes Stndeliakcr landau.
let, dynamo hghting,_ self-steiiteF

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£35 down and 12—J- nionthh' payments £T secures sm.ait Minerva tour-
ing car, 16h.p. monobloc engine. -

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—£50 down and 12
-«- monthly payments £7/10 secures splendid La
Buire ^[ landaulet.

pALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£30 down and 12
-«- monthly payments £5 secures ireliable- Darracci
(encla-ed valves] chassis. ^.

pALMEE'S Garage. Tooting.—£25 down and 12
-L monthly payments £4 secures leliable SCAT
10-12-seater waggonette.

pALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—£40 down and 12
>- monthly payments £7/10 secures Pi.-il light lan-
daulet.

pALMER'S. Garage, Tooting.—£30 down and 12
f-

monthly payments £6 secures smart Benz lan-
'laulet.

pALMEE'S Garage. Tooting.—̂ 25 down and 12J- monthly payments £5 secures exrellent i2.l4h n
Fiat chassis.

secures es«nent J2-I4h,p.

pALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-All above cars are inJL goofl running order. For cash down price deduct
loj; Irora above totals.—Palmer's Garage. Tooting.

[2842
O-STEOKE Fafnir Chassis, llh.p.; bafgain £35-
-^ Finch, 22, Hythe Ed.. N.W. 10. [3061

pO-^^ER Cars^-1922 Sh.p. model; price £220; earlv
-tl. dehvery.-Godfrey's, Ltd., 208, Gt. l>ortlund St
Lm.dcu. W.I.

f035(j

IJUMnERETTE, perfect order, hood, screen, speedu-

I , "'^*,y,' IJ="'l?'i"i. £90.-Dawsbns' Garage, 0am-
l,ri,l;c. 'Phone: 993. '

[3533
r^OVENTRy Premier. 1922, 4-wheel model; £250-
n 'mmediate delivery; cash or deferred payments

-

Batcliile Rros.. 200. Gt. Portland St., W. 1073C ll

"GOOD SERVICE"
OILSKINS

are made from an en'irelynew material
that is GUARANTEED not to STICK,
CRACK, or LET IN WET.

The "IDEAL" Oilic
Made from finest Cambric
"GOOD SERVICE" Oil

- skin, specially designed
butlonless stormprooi
front, Tie-locken all-round
belt, two roomy " right
through" pockets, smart
roll collar, Raglan shoul
ders, lined smart check
material. It matters noi
how long you ride on a wet
day, you win keep dry
Smart and Diurable.

Colour, Mole.

Post 55/- paij,

State chest and height
measurement.

"SERVICE" No. 2 Belted
and made from best quality " GOOD
SERVICE ' Oilskin, with the famous
smooth non-sticky finish. Jacket
D.B. Belted, s6in. long, two roomy
pockets, storm collar and inner cuffs.

Seatless Trousers and Overalls, strong
patent fasteners.

Tan Black
Jacket 27/6 22/6

Seatless Trousers 18/9 16/9

Overalls 13/9 12/6

We undertake to rep'ace or reproof any
'•GOOD SERVICE" Oilskin whibh fails

to come up to the high standard of
efficiencc, that is GUARANTEED,
under any fair weather t^st.

"SERVICE" No.l Belted.

iVIade in extra Stout Double Twill,
interlined rubber. All seams
stitched, solutioned, and taped, giv-
ing absolute weather protection.

Jackets, D.B. ; 4010. long, £tted
wind cuffs, storm collar, four out
pockets: 3610 4^ in. chest; colour

:

fa.ym 52/6
Seatlpss Trousa-^ Fastening
around waist ^ith beavy chrome
strap, neatly shaped spats, openings
have gussets inserted to exclude all

wet and mud. patent clip lasteners-
28 to 35in. leg measure .. 33/-
Le^d'nK Overal s. Style as Seat-
less Trousers. 31 to 33in. leg, 23 /6

fj~\ B3st Quality Tan "•

/^t^ I
j\ Chrom?! Leather :

^Tm^k
HeJntet. Natural fiir :

i^cel iieak and lining. •

jflSir -jti Adjustable ear-roUs. :

^srs^ m/' /'T' s'mart buJ Buu :. Post :

\—^!><\\ \
free ., .. 1-7/6 :

^?^^"^^~^o^^^ Ditto fbeced linsd. Post ;"^<^ 4d 7'9 :

Best Qualify "ASBESTOL*-
Gauntlet Glovas. Lined wool, Avitb
heavy woolen inner cufE, in mammoth
Eaantlet. Tan or Black. Post free, 32/6
Being of mineral Tannage will resis
HEAT. STEAM and WATER.

ilie^ervice (ornpafflw..

'2^289-293.HichHolborn
LONDON, W.c.

¥

CARS FOR SALE.
TI/'ESI NORWOOD !-CTnisttnns tarBaiua, all leady
' ' lor the Dew tax Quarter. Ojen Mondar 10-1.

TS/'EST NOEWOOD! — Advertised dates guaranteed'T accurate. Many cars really exceptional condi-
tion. Exchanges entertained.

"UT'EST X0EW00DI-6h.r. Eover 2-seater, nrag.,
^'?.'*'' carburetter, X35; 1916Vi Warrick Aiito-

carrier, £45.

TTTEST NOEWOOD !-20-2Slr.p. Dorracti chassis, £50
;»» Alldays yau, £60; lOh.r. Adams 4-Beuter. £65.

W^ST NOEWOODl-lOh.p. Sizaire Sliorting 2-scater,
' ' £75 ; Indian combination, £75 ; White steam, £85.

TTTEST NOEWOOD !-12h.p. Duhanot threc-seatcr,
»» dickey, monobloc, £86; 3-ton 1913 worm drive
De Djon, £85.

WEST NOEWOOD !-12-Mh.p. Unic van, detaili-

£100
sump. £95; 3-tOD L.G.O.C, lorry, good.

WEST NOEWOODl - 13.9h.p. Darracd 2-8eat"r,
dickey, 4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed valves, gate, le-

painted, £125.

WEST NOEWOOD !-1913 coupe ligW car, S-lOh.p.,
smart, £125; 30-cwt. GobroB-Brillie lorry,

sohds,. £125.

WEST NOEWOOD i-lOh.p. 191S Whiting-Grant
light car, 4-cyl., monobloc. £126; G.WJC. 2-

seater, exceptional, £135.

WEST NOEWOOD !-15-20h.p. Mitchell semi-sporting
2-seater, £136; 1-ton Ford, solids, mag., roomy,

£135.

WEST NOI^WOOD !—12-15b.p; Gladiator, torpedo,
£135; 4-cyl. Sizaire-Naudin torpedo 2-seateT,

dickey, smart, £135.

WEST NOEWOOD !—18h.p. 6-cyl. streamline
tourer, £150; 16h.p. Bell landaulet, enclosed

car,
ex-=am-

yalves, £150.

WEST NOEWOOD :-10h.p. 4-OTl Swift ligbt
enclosed valves, £150; 16-22b.p. Napier e:

bulance, £165.

WEST NORWOOD 1-Smart 12-14h.p. Fiat -landau-
let, 4-sp^ed monobloc, £165; lOh.p. Singer

light car, £175.

WEST NOEWOOD 1-I5.9h4). Arrol-Johnston stream-
line 4-Eeater, detachable wheels, enclosed valves,

repainted, nice, £185. '
'

WEST NOEWOOD !-24on 1916 Palladium, worm
drive, £185; 3-ton Kelly-Springfield, exception-

ally good one, £185.

WEST NORWOOD !—Sma.rt lOh.p. Brennabor stream-
line 4-seater, steel wheels, 4-cyl. monobloc,

smart; £185. - -

WEST NOEWOOD !—Exceptionally fine Iris landau-
let, £185; 15-20h.p. StudeMker coupe, starter,

dynamo, £185. : " "

WEST NOEWOOD!—15.9h.p. Gregoire streamline
4-seater, Michelin wheels, 80x160 engine,' en-

closed valves; £245.

WEST NORWOOD !—15.9h.n. Fiat ?i landaulet, en-
closed valves, smart, cloth interior; nice bar-

gain, - £245.
,

• _.

WEST NORWOOD !—3-ton Vinot, £250; 3-ton Bel-
size, £285; 2-fcon Leyland, worm drive, enclosed

valves, £285.

WEST NOEWOOD ! — Minerva, 6-cyl., streamline,
£285; 4-ton Soout, £235; 22.4h.p. Fiat ?4 Ian-

'

daulet, enclosed valves, £285.

WEST NORWOOD !—Exceptional 1918 Calthorpe
coupe, self-starter, dynamo, £325; interior drive

6-cyi. double cabriolet, £350.

tXTESI* NOEWOOD !—20-seater Hallford ^carriersj

VV clKir-a-bano lorry, 4-speed, enclosed, fine condition

;

offers, nearest £350.

WE.'^T NOEWOOD !~Interior drive Darracq ' saloon,

£385; 25h.p. Slieflield-Simplex bilbdns^back 4-

seater, dyj^amo etart, £385.

WEST NOHWOODl-E.xceirtionally smart 1913 Dar-
racq. interior drive saloon, Clegg type radiator,

detachable wheels ;£450.

WESa' NOEWOOD I-'Austro-Daimler - 20-271i.p. - in-
terior drive all-weather saloon,' dynamo, -excep-

tionally smart ; bargain, £450. .

WEST NOEWOOD.;—IS.eii.p. Napier sporting 4-
eeater, barrel-side coachwork, buil-nosed radiator,

cantilevers, worm drive; £550

WESTI^OEWOODl—16-20h.p. Wokclcy interior-iliive

- saloon, ,self-start^ir, dynaiuo lighting Eudge-'Whit
worth detacliflbies, worm drive; £650.

WEST NOEWOOD !—tJniauo Sunbeam l6h.p. siiper-

landaulet-i magnificent coacbwork, inotlier-o'-pearl

fittings, particularly smart; £760.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the Absolutely Straight Motor
Mali, 6, Lansdowne HiU, West Norwood. (Estali-

lished 1902.)
,

[-206

ROVEE Sh.p. Light Oar, 1922 models, dynamo
lightin"; £220 cashj deferred payments 4%

extra.—Ratcliffe Bros., 200, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[0729

£ 32 All letters relating to adveiiisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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CARS FOR SALE.
HALIFAX.-Jowett 2-senter, Sept.. 1920. moderate

mileiige, mnily extras, £245; 1920 Sli.p. Riohnid-

«on, flicker seat, f 140.-Halifax Motor BsolimiBe, Hprton

St., Halifax. 1-3097

VICTOIt. 1916, 8I1.P., water^^oolea, 2-seater, 2 speeds

and reverse, fully eQUippcd. bodr repainted,

ond good hill^'limber, smnrt little car

-Riseleys, 100, North Ed., Brighton.

G^^^*^
fast

' bargain at £90.
[9716

MOTOR TRANSPORT VEHICLES.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-

1922 25ih.p. New Comet, 3-speed Sturmey-

Archer. with tradesman's carrier attached, roomy,

suitable tishmonger, grocer, baker, etc.; £91/7. L-3l9o

SHARD Garage.—Austin 2-tonner, £175; AUdays 3-

tonncr, steel wheels, very strong, smart vehicle,

£160; Star 2-tonner3, 1916. 4 speeds, live axle, won-
derfully fiist, economical vehicles, smart lift, bodies,

coachbuilt driver's cabin, £225 each; Garners 1917 2-

ai:.-tonners, 12ft. bodies, overhead worm drive, £185
each; all overhauled, repainted, fitted lamps, horn,

cushion, etc.; all guaranteed in perfect order and are

ideal lorries for every trade. We fit hoops and sheet

lor £10 extra, and supply a photo of any lorry.

Willv.s-Overlaiid 1-tonuers. new rear tyre, tax paid,

smart, fast, doing 16 miles per gallon, all equipment,
£145 each.—Shard Garage, Shard's Sq., Peckham Park
Ed., Old Kent Kd.. London. [3045

EXTENDED PAYiMENTS.

TEY Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.G. 4. fn'

easy terms. [8428

SECOND-HAND Models at special rates. Send yom
renniiemeuts.—Halifax Motor Exchange. Horton

St., Halifax. ' L3099

FOR Beat Treatment and best terms for light cars
ovcle rars, or motor cycles of any make, n^w or

second-hand, -n^rite Service Co., 292. High Holbora.
W.C.I f067?

ENGINES.
Ariel, m.o.v., detachable head, good condition,

£4: 2";4h.p. a.i.v. Keny, 35/-.— 17, Ashover Rd.,

Leicester. [3022

REX 3V>h.p., complete with magneto, £6; also Brown
3¥^ti.v-, £4.—Jack Ward, 11, Badford Ed., Leam-

ington Spa. [X4286

5 -6b. p. J. A.p. Twin. 1919 Engine, overhauled by
J.-^.P.. railmretter, magneto: £22, offers.— 2, Gros-

venor Terrace, Torpoint, Coniwail. [3105

"1 CfclS Suu-Vitesse Engine, ccmplete, Bosch ZAl, Amac,
it/ and silencer; can be seen running; offers.-Also
P. and H. 125 lamp set.-AV. J. Wilson, Station Kd.,
Aspley Guise, Beds. [3120

J .A. P. Engine, 6h.p., in new condition; £187l0.—
Light Car nnd Motor Cycle Ensiueeiins Co., Ltd.,

26, Tulse Hill, Biixton (V* i"in. from Brixton Skating
Rink). Tel.: Brixton 1292. [2552

BRAND New Precision Engines, 3' Mi. p., 2-stroke.
complete with magneto, large e.vhaust box and

extension pipe, £15; Clyno 6h.p. engines, fitted new
parts, £8/10; P. and M. engines, £6; B.S.A. SVih.p.,

in new condition, with belt pulleys. £8.—Marble Arch
Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone :

Padd. 789. [2967

J .A.P. Engines. J.A.P. engines. J.A.P. engines.

-

I have the largest stock ol J.A.P. engines and
parts in England; over 30 engines always in stork to
select from, and the prices: 5h.p. twin, £17; 8h.p.
fitted with new pistons and 1921 cylinders, £ZQ.; and
eh.p., as new, £18/10; and some 8h.p. at £15, and
all parts for 8b. p. J.A.P. in stock. For parts look
in Parts and Accessories; stamp for reply.—Hawkins.
455, York Rd., Wandsworth. [7723

TAYLORS
Sole London & District Distributing Agen's for

A J.S.. British Excelsior & Dunelt Motor Cycles.

RIDE while youPAY
Any of the following BARGAINS, except those
marked with an X, may be had on our easy pay-
ment system—one-quarter or more down and
balance divided Into 12 equal monthly payments

.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

SHOWROOM SOILED COMBINATIONS

Si"---

1921 7 h.p. A.J.S., spare wheel, etc. . . £170

1921 8 h.p. ZENITH, clutch model ..£160
-1921 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, all-chain dnve £135

1921 4-i h.p. B.S.A., all-chain drive .... £133 10

1921 8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD ....£125
1921 5-6 h.p. RALEIGH £145

1921 3i h.p. P. & M £125

1921 4* h.p. ARIEL £120

1921 2f h.p. WOOLER, Brooklands

model, SOLO £70 C

USED COMBINATIONS & SOLO MOUNTS

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.

JJBI

H.B. Ignition Go. carry Inrge stocks of new nnr
second-hand nir.gnetos Thomson-Bennett 42, 45

50, 55, and 180°, single and twin.

H.B. Specialise in T.B. for fixing on Trinraph, P Al
B.S.A., J.A.P., Douglas, etc., £2/10, postige i/6

C.A.V. clock twin, for 2^4b.p. Dongias, etc., £2/15
TT.B. will take your old magneto in paynieut

H.B. sends all mn^etns on npproval
Every magneto dispatched carry H.B

guarantee.

H.B. Ignition Co. ('Phone: Brist.on 610),
Paik Rd., Bri.\ton Hill, London.

M

agninst onsh
12 moiitlis

78, Ne«
[069£

1920 6 h.p. A,J.S., comb., Lucas acety-

lene Hghting, horn, speedometer . . £135

S1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb., acetylene light.

bulb, horn, Watford trip speedo. £139

1916 4 h.p. A.J.S. comb., acetylene

lamps, horn £80

1919 6 h.p A.J.S. comb, acetylene

lamps, horn £117

1920 3i ARIEL and sidecar, acetylene

lamps, horn £85

1921 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and Sidecar,

acetylene lamps, horn £100 O!

1916 4 h.p. DOUGLAS and sidecar,
|

acetylene lamps, and horn £60 Oi

1920 4i h.p. B.S.A. comb., accumulator

lighting, horn. Easting screen ... . £90 Oi

1920 4 h.p., TRIUMPH and sidecar,

acetylene lamps, horn £95

1918 8 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD comb.
acetylene lamps, and horn £80

xl919 3ih.p. SUNBEAM, and sporting

sidecar, acetylene lamps and horn £80

xl920 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE. and Mill-

ford sidecar, acetylene lamps, horn £100

1920 3-i- h.p. P. & M., SOLO, 2-speed,

fully equipped £69

1920 21 h.p. DIAMOND, 2-stroke, acety-

lene lamps, horn, handle-bar mirror £35

1921 5-6 h.p. ZENITH, sports, showroom
soiled £102

1920 24 h.p. NEAL DALM, 2-slroke,

2-speed, lamps, speedometer .... £40

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb.. Hunt's electric

lighting, speedometer, horn £125
1-920 6 h.p. A.J.S. comb.. Easting screen,

D.A. acetylene lamps, speedometer,

handle-bar mirror and watch .... £135

IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
rjOVERNMENT Sint'lus Magnetos (unu,«<)l.

HAVING Piirrliiiswl the entire stock of tlie follmr-

in? ninlccrt ot uiiitinetoe, we are able to offer tbeui

ot huge discounts.—iJeiow.

BOSCU Sinirle. clook or anti, £3: Thomaon-nennett
single or twin. fl0f:k or anti, 42, 46. 60, 55, noil

180 desrees, £2/15; C.A.V. single or twin, clook or

nnti. £2/10; Bppcinl long driving spindle lor Biiilce.

Rtted to nny of llie above magnetoi, 10/- extra. P0Btai;c

on the al^e 1/6 extrn.

THESlrnilaenetos are fitted with variable ignition

and leads, and aie fitted with baseplates ready to

be immedintely fitted on. Please state moke of engine

when ordering.

GOVEPNMENT Snrplus.—New plugs in boxes: A.C
(Tifcinl. 1/6 each; K.L.H., tyi«s F8. 1''5, r6, and

R3, 1/8 each; Lodge, types B nnd H3, 1/8 each. Post-

age on orders of one plug 3d., four or more post free

HIGH-TENSION Wire, new, unperishcd: 9mm., 6d.

per yard. 25 yard coil 8/6, postage on coil 1/-;

7 mm., 4d. per yard, 25 yard coil 6/-, postage on coil

9d.; 3 mm., 2d. per yard, 25 yard coil 2/6, postage

on coil 6d. All goods on approval per return post on

receipt of cash. Money refunded if not satisfied.

COUNTY of London Engineering Works, Ltd., 51m,

New Park Ed., Brixton Hill, London. S-W. Tel.:

Streatham 2896. T.A-: Ignitionac, Brixstret, London.
[2472

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. for repairs and

new magnetos.—See below.

RELIANCE gunr.antce to return yom magneto within

3 days, and if necessary 24 hours, with a written

guarantee "for 12 months.

RELIANCE test every magneto after repair under

all. running conditions, and, a.5 we contract lot

many of the largest conc.ern,s, you need have no hesita-

tion in placing your repairs and orders with us.

m.annfacture nnd stock
fti^litdorf. Ij.tl.. J50?

platinum screws fcr

B^

AGNETOS 60% Below List.

APPLV Vale Engineering Syndicate,
Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Ase,

Central 877,

9 and lo
E.C.3. Tel :

[069!
-12/- dozen, sample 1/6: specia
-Holland nnd Day, Chelmsford

[2458
K.L.G. W.D. Sparking Pings, wondertnl value, 4 toi

51; post free.—Thompson, 59, Queen St., Wolve:
linmptnn. [794^

cut-out. Lucas, third
—Jenner, 165. Church St

[6703

10,000 Apollo Plugs,
price for nuantities.

DTNAITOS, 6 Tolt. 8 amp,
brush control: £5 each.--J

llllcliam.

RELIANCE m.annfacture and stock spares tor

Tliomson-Eenuett. E.I,C., Splitdorf. U.H.. Bosch.

Dixie, etc. : special line genuine
every make. 12/- per pair..

RELIANCE will be pleased to give advice .free of

charge upon any qestion concerning rgmtion

tioublcs. as we place our long-standing experience r,t

vour disposal, and old and new customers may be cer-

tain of "etting the usual promptness and courtesy that

we have always endeavoured to giTO.—Eeliance Magneto

Hepniring Co., 283. St. John St., London, E.O 1.

T>ELI\NCE Magneto Eepairmg Co., 283, St- John
Jrv St., E.C.I, lor new and second-hand magnetos.—

See below.

THOMSON-BENXETT Magnetos, new and unused,

single-cyl . clock nnd anti, suit any machine, price

55/-. twins, 45 48. 60, 55, 60, 180 degrees, for J.A.P..

Clyno, Doughis. etc., piice 55/-. See our guarantee.-

Below.

CAV Magnetos, new-, sin.gle-cvl. and 180° twiu.;.

clock or anti, ideiil for Douglas, Levis, Calthorpe.

OK or any lightweight; these magnetos are of the

linest workmanship tbi-oughont; price 55/-. See our

guarantee.—Below.

OSCH D.A.L. Magnetos, soiled only, otherwise as

new, single cyl.. suitable for any stationary en-

"ine or big single. £3/15; twins, any degree, readv

to drop on Indian, Hurley, or any big twin, £4/6: a

powerful spark at low .speed, ensuring easy starting.

All the above magnetos are variable ignition and fitted

short<ircuiting switch. See our guarantee.-Below.

GUARANTEE.—Every magneto that leaves our

worls, no matter what the price or make, carries

a written guarantee. Not merely a guarantee that same
is in good order at time of sale, but a plainly written

statement that we guarantee every machine against all

detects for a period ol 12 months. This, we rnaintam,

iustifies us in charging a lew shillings more than cer-

tain of our competitors..

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co. hold one of the

largest stocks in London, and can be depended

upon for a straight deal at the right price. When
buying it pays to deal with a firm of repute.

RELIANCE cordially invite customers to their works
to see any of the above on test. Magneto list

giving full particulars sent upon application.—Reliance
Magneto Repairing Co., 283. St. John St., London.
E.C.I. [6616

MAGNETO Sprocket Mnnnfactiuers ; 7-tooth to 24-

tooth from stock.-Eidington. Southampton St..

Cnmberwell. [3002

Magnetos, new, list £8/11) ; our price £6.—
104a. Fiachlev Rd., N.W. Hamp-

stend 7822. [3175

-| f\ Only, brand new C.A.V. waterproof guaranteed
X" maiiuetas for Dongias motor cycles: accept 42/6
each —MUlards, Magneto Specialists. Chesterfield. [2506

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Sliowrooms

—

Motor Cycles and Cars,
52-53, Sussex Place, Souih Kensln^on.
Accessories, Spare Parts and Repairs,

2la, store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.i.

Wholesale

—

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C-1.
Garage: Tottenham Couit Road, W.l.

Thones: Accessories and Repairs, Museum 1240
Mr-tor Cvclp!! and Cars, Kensington 7260

Telegrams : " Dynametro, Westcent;, London."

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

.M Colonial Motors,

ASH Switchlioards, 4-wnv, inth ammeter, 20/-: with
and v(

(Dept. H.I.), 9, Colonial Av., Mfnoiies,
[0760

Dison and Co.
E.l.

CHEIiTENHAM.—Repairs to magnetos, self-starters,

lighting plants, etc. ; London experts employed.-
Noi-nood Magneto Works, 95, Bath Kd., Cheltenhnni.

'Phone: 1256. [0753

AI7
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IGNITION, LIGHTING, ETC.
JKllIiOJ^, registered 291298, greatly superior to

Ijliitiuuiu, for blnde*?, screws, ete., cures misfiring;
Jebrou screws, fit Bosch mag., 10/6 pair; old screws,
miy Jiju];e, Jebronised, 4/9 eoch, return post.

JEBRON Contnrts, nse4 by Mpssrs. Collier Bros,,
Colver, Mm tin, making wnild's records.—Jebrou,

38, Herbert Kd., AVoohvich, London, S.E.18. [0002

IjiLECTRIC Light Bulbs for motor cycles and cars,
-J one watt and half watt types stocked.—W. T.

Clarke and Co., Ltd., Electrical Engineers, Silver St..

New Oxford St., W.C.I. Price lists free. [2358

THOMSON-BENNETT Magnetos, new, gnnranteed
perlect, slightly soiled, single or 180° twin, vari-

nl-ile ignition, switch terminal, clock or anti : £2: post-
jige l/6.-Brockbnnk, 58, Lord St., Soutliport. [0756

FULLER Block Accnmulntors, guaranteed to with-
stand vibration, 4 volt 40 amp. 15/-, 6 volt 21/-;

Lucas jiowerful searchlights, electiic, make fine head-
lights, £1.—Aiiiill, Gojdon Eise, Mapperley, Nottingham.

[3084
DYNAMOS, 6 and 12 rolt, £5,- switchboards with

ammeter, 3 switches, and fuse, 22/6; complete
sets, guaranteed, £7/5; cycle and car torpedo electric

lamps, 10/- each.—Leslie Dixon and Co., 9, Colonial Av..
Minories, E.l. [2521

SURPLUS Magnetos (M-ith written guarantee one year).
' —M-L single, 35/-; B.L.I.C. ditto, advance-retard,

42/-; Bosch ditto, 45/-: Thomson-Bennett and C.A.V.
singles and tmns, 50/-; spares for all makes; magneto
repairs of every d&?cription.—Whitdale Magneto Service,

Cherry Orchard, Croydon. 'Phone: Croydoo. 1625. [2585

O /I / _ Ea.ch.—Not the price of a sma-11 repair job.O"/ Splitdorf magnetos, single,- anti, variable
ignition, and guaranteed. These are the real thing,
not converted starter magnetos (the only fanlt is, we
sell them too cheap); 30/- each.—Marble Arch Motor
Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2. 'Phone : Padd.
789. [2965

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co. {estab-
lished 1912), contractors to H.M. Government,

and officially appointed by the R.A.C. Magneto re-
pairs -of every description; all repairs at lowest pos-
sible prices, and strictly guaranteed. We can mostly
return them within 24 hours. We have several ivew
and second-hand single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock,
all guaranteed.—The Magneto Repairing and Winding
Co., 78, llampstead Rd.. Euston, London, N.W.I.
'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumaguelec, Eusroad,
London. [2445

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24-hour repair service.
Guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos;

Splitdorf and Dixie specialists; official Indian elec-
trical service station; Tliomson-Bennett repairs and
ppares. All repairs are tested on an approved A.l.D.
test bench before despatch, and therefore carry our
guarantee for 12 mouths. We hold the largest stock
of guaranteed magnetos in London, twins all degrees;
spare parts for all makes in stock; charged accumu-
lators, all voltages, always ready in stock; plugs,
rabies, %-watt and vacuum bulbs, all voltages. We
give you real live service always.—Euston Ignition Co.,
329, Euston Rd., London. N.W.I. 'Phone: Mu.=:eum
5034. T.A. : Magdyno, Eusroad, London. [0263

TYRES.
"CiCONOMIC Tyre Co.—Great re/luction in coTers and
-*-^ tubes. All coods sent on 7 days' approval, car-
riage paid, against remittance.

FTCONOMIC-2414214 (oversize 2in. rims) Clincher de
^ Lnxe heavy, 25/-, listed £2.

ECONOMIC—26x2V[ • Dnnlop heavy, 37/3; Bate.«
W.D.. 30/-; Palmer W.D.. 33/-; special heavy

tubes, 6/-.

CONOMIC.~26;<2% Bates special heavy W.D.,
30/-; Hutchinson T.T., 29/-; special heavy tul^e^.E

E

"PCONOMIO.—26X2V.X214 Goodvellr clearnnre, 42/6
;

J-' Avon rubber stud extra lieni'y. 30/-; Clinclier (le

I.nx-e. 30.'-.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Goodyear clearance 30/-;
700x80 Goodyear clearance, 50/-; tubes, W.U..

3/-.

Ij^CONOMIO.—Fnlly guar.nrteea Dnnlop mbber stml,
-I 24x2 22/6. 24x2'/, 24/9, 26x2 24/6, 26x2'/l

25/9.

,
CONOMIC Tjie Co.. 314. New Cross Ed.. S.E.14

J (iie.'ii Town Halll. 'Plione; Kew Cioss 1393. [197S

THE DiSerence between a soorl retrend find n b.-td

one is its rnilrape. Try us. Watch results.—Mellon
Rubber Works, Melton Mowbray. [0636

TEY Our 3,000 Mils Retread.-Eepairs of every
description. Higli-class workra.inship gnarnnteecl.

Eeturn rarriage paid.—Burton VulcanisinB Co., Buxton.
Derbj-sMre. [4255

BUEST Motor Cycle Tyres, chafed beads, remonlded,
made perfect, tube vulcanising, butt-ends fitted,

retreading ; send for list.—Melton Mowbray Rubber
Works, Meltcn Mowbray. [0347

TYKE Repair Specialists.-H.P. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind of

lepair to
,

tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4
days.-The Motor Tyre Co.. 66, High St., West Brom
wich. [6068

\/0U will gain a big advan-
' tage by ordering your
New Motor Cycle or Light

Car from us, as our many
years of experience enable us

to anticipate your needs,

and afford you a degree of

service that is unequalled.

You are assured of courteous

attention and scrupulously

fair treatment, and your
wishes are carried out to

the letter.

Should you desire to avail yourself

of our

CREDIT SYSTEM
we will deliver any machine upon
payment of one-fourth of the pur-

chase price, and the remainder can

be settled by twelve monthly instal-

ments. The charge for this accom-

modation is

ONLY 4 7o EXTRA,
except in a few cases where the

Manufacturers have fixed the price

for deferred payment sales. We
can supply practically any New
Motor Cycle or Light Car, and our

CONTRACTS FOR THE
1922 SEASON

embrace the following first-class

makes

—

A.J.S., ARIEL, B.S.A., HAWKER,
INDIAN, LEVIS, MATCHLESS.
MARTINSYDE, N.U.T., NEW
IMPERIAL, QUADRANT, ROYAL
ENFIELD, RALEIGH, 'RUDGE,
SCOTT, TRIUMPH, ZENITH.

DaDnnnDDDDDnDDnnanadnnan
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
DDDDDnDDaannDDnDPDDDaDna

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
(Official Repairers to R.A.C, A.C.U., A,A..

and M.U.),

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone 490 East Ham.
Telegrams "Ejaraco, London."

O^

N^

TYRES.
STABTLING Ofler.—New Beldam covers, 26x2 or 211

20/- each, 26x21/2 30/-, 28X3 35/-, 650x65 40/-
700x80 45/- each; new Avon or Michelin steel studded
covers, W.D., 700x65 35/- each.-The Homerton Rubber
Works, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton, E.9. (0331

CENTRAL Garage.—As a special New TeaiVs (i)Ier tu
all reader,?, we ofler a brand new tube with auy

of the following covers: Palmer 26x21^ at 25/-; Clinchor
E.H. 26x2ysx2y at 27/6; Hutchinson T.T. 26x2i/,x
214 at 35/-; Danloi) W.D. E.H. 26x2% at 40/-; Eora
combination (second-hand) 26x3x2'^. at 30/-; Wood-
Milne E.H. 700x80 (lor 650x65) at 41/-.

lEDEE Early; only a limited number.—The Central
Gaiage, 302, London Ed., Thornton Heath. [2944

TANKS.
TANKS Ee-enamcllfd from 10/6.—Bright and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.
[2808

TANKS Made or Eepaired, re-enamelled, lined, trans-
fered; handle-bars, etc., plated. Established 30

years.—Attwood'8, 86, Eosebery Av., London, E.0.1.
[6997

ALL Manner of Eepairs, rebuilds, etc., to any pat-
tern. First-class enamelling. Eeasonalde charges

and quick delivery.—Day, 27, St. Lute's Ed., Birming-
ham. [9367

TANKS Re-enamelled to Pattern. High-class work
only.—D. Jenkins and Sons, 6, Richard St., At^

kinson St., Deansgate, Manchester. Established 25
years. (3601

TANKS Eepaired, re-enamelled, makers' latest colour.^,

designs, and transfers gftTiranteed. Dents oblitei-

ated, seani, I'asteuing, paititioH^rt;epair*j, etc. Quick ser-

vice.—Park Works, la, Paradise Ed., Highbury, London.
N.5. .

- [3131

BEAND New Clvno Tanks with all fittings, includ-

ing Best and Lloyd Inbricator. 50/-; without
fittings, second-hand, in perlect condition, 18/-.

—

Marble Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Rd.. W.2.
'Phone : Padd. 789. [2966

'I'^ANKS of every description replaced, repaired, and
-i- re-enamelled at ottr own works; all kinds

,

of

fittings stocked; quick service and reasonable charges.
lUustriited list free.-A. Green, Water St., Cliapel St,
Sall'ord, Manchester. Tel.,: 2191 Central. [025S

BELTS.
EW Clipper limits.—8ft.x5.,in. 11/6. 8tt. 6in.x'4in.

13/-, 8tt. 6in.xV8in. 14/-, 8ft. 6in.xlin. 16/9.

W.n. Belt-. 61't. 6in.x7sin., 10/-: new P^dley belts,

cleanmce. 61t. 6in.x%in., 10/-; clearance belts,

61t.xl,in., 8/6.

H. EMANUEL and Co., TiTe Factors, 27, Belgrade

Ed., Stoke Newington, N.16. Stores: 37a, Balls

Pond Ed., Dalston, Loudon, N. Tel, ; Dalston 3161.
[0726

IARGE Stock of Belting, in new condition, mostly
J 6ft. lengtlw. ?Jin. At-, %in. 5/-. lin. 6/-.—Marble

Arch Motor Exchange, 135, Edgware Ed., W.2. [1789

BALATA-CHROME Combination V. Belts, fuitabls

for variable pulleys and wet weather conditions;

500 more belts offered for trial on the following terms :

%in. 1/6, lin. 1/9, Hiiin. 21- per foot, plus 1/-

postage; fasteners 9d. each.—Pollin and Son, Holiing-

ton, Sb. Leonards-on-Sea., [1329

CARBIDE.
FINEST Carbide, cwt. lots 22/6, f.n.r.. cw.o. : packed

in lb. tins, gross or half gross lots. 5'9 per dozen.

—Spoits Jlepot, Deuby Dale, Hnddersfield. 12443

BEST Quality Carbide, 24/- per cwt., 28 lb. 8/6,

ilnnns free. Any nnantity supplied from 1/2 lb.

tins to 2 cwt. drums. Only the best lirands stm'ked.

Trade emiuiries invited.—Dorgue, 57. Giey St., New-
castle-ou-Tyne. [6900

CARBIDE, finest quality, giving 100 per cent, pure

gas yield, .-dl sizes, cwt. 26/6, V2-cwt. 16/3, 281b.

9/6, drums free; support the old firm; established over

30 year's; satisfaction guaranteed.—Young, Iii'i'')i.*|p^

Misterton, Somerset. - [9557

PATENT AGENTS.
ONSULTINQ Patent Agency. 253, Gray's Inn Ed.,

London.-Aero and aircraft engines. (2416

JE S LOCKWOOD. 3, New Street, Birmingham.
. 'Phone: 5816 O. -Patents guide free. [9057

PATENTS Advice, handbook free, -King, Eegistered

Patent Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., B.O.

35 years' references. [0129

WBRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.Jt.Inst.C.E., Chartered
Patent Agent, 29, Sonthamptou Buildings,

Loudon, W.C.2. 'Phone : Museum 3651. [9242

HN. & W. S. SKEEEETT (H. N. Skerrett, Fellow
of the Cliartered Institute of Patent Agents,

AIMech.E.. -A.I.A.E., Asooiate I.E.E., etc.; W. S.

Skerrett, A.I.E.E., Eegisteied Patent Agent).—Patents,

designs and trade marks.—24, Temple Eow% Birming-

h.am. Tel.: Central 1038. T.A. ; Skeirett, Biiming-

ham. [1534

AGENCIES,

T'HE Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., reQuire sole agento

for their celebrated motor cycles in distriets where

they are not already represented. Trade ouly.-Write for .

lists and terms to the Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd.. 248,

4,lexandra Ed., Hornsey, N.8. [6245

c

AiS All letters relating to advertisements should Qiiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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ts DAYBEAM
ELECTRIC

INSURANCE.
£5/15 Covers " All Eisks " for Morgnns or

3-ivheeler.— Enitst Bass, 40, Cliaueeiy Lane,
siinil.nr

\V.C.2.
[0005

ROYS, Ltd., Insurance Brokev=:.— Agents for all com-
panies and Lloyd's. lusnrance of every descrip-

I tion effected. Enquiries invited.— 170, Gt. Portland
St., Loudon. [0055

THE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is tlie policy
authorised by "The Motor Cycle." and covers

motor cyules .or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Full particulars and pro-
spectuses on application.—The Autocar Fire and Acci-
dent Insurance Co., Ltd., 77, Cheapsidc, London, E.C.2.

[0007

For Lightweight Machines.

List No. 30/5 complete Outfit £3 3-0
List No 30/G Combination Outfit £3-1 5-0

SITUATIONS VACANT.
M-VX with snmll onpitnl to t.iki

paTtni'ent in motor busii

PiirncW, E. TM'ickenhiim.

fhnr?p
nl^.;s.—35,

^ales (If-

?oiiiliri-<ii;p

[3023

No

FINANCIAL.—PARTNERSHIPS.
EX-OFFICER Eoynl Eughieers. Public Soliool. little

c-npita], desires to join onotlier in motor busiupss,
—Box 7,920, <?/o r/w Motor C/fcJc [3056

sales,

apply
Row,

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

SPACIOUS l''reniises are nVmnt to Ite erected in the
' centre of the Citr of Birmingham. Lnrge ground

floors jind basements, particularly suitable for motor
to be l^t on long' lenses.-Foi full partirnlarp
to Frederii-k J. Pepper. Estate Agent,- Coluinve
Binilinslinm. [2617

GENERAL TRADE.
AUCTIOX Sales.-I'almer's Garage, Tootinp, the

oldest solely motor miction rooms in London
Terms 7V2%. not chargeable if machine unsold. Motor
cycles and cars bought and sold for cash. Nearest gootU
station/:. Falcon Lane. L. and -K.W.E. ; Wimbledon, L
and S.W.R. and G.W.R.—Sole address: Palmer's Gar-
age, Tooting.

'

[2839

WANTED.
ICK Start Complete, for 1920 A.E.C.-
Rd., St. Aiulrews, Bristol.K

WAXTEn. rnrts for Eoc 2-speE(l

Gihleisouie Hi., Wocihvicli.

39. Bi liiiout

[3050

-NaTlei. 34,
[3025

WANTED, pyliucler for 2-'4li.p. Blown motor rvr-]o>.—

Kins, Egrove F.nrm, Oxford. [XaSlS

w WTED, se:^ond-Kand sidecar, to suit 3'i'h.p. bike.

—Robertson, Painter, Forres. [3126

QUXBEAM^ LouMhile,
Sidecar, No. 1.—Rentor,
Carnlorth, North Lanes

\Vhittington-in-
[3026

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Clutch Paris, sidecar chassis, 2-.

h.p. engine parts. — Wilson, Lambert's Yard,

TI/-ANTED.
T» pistnn.

cjiindei, S'/sb.p.

or complete euii

[3156

I'lcmier (19131: also

ine.~53. Maxwell Ril.,

[5159

uit Triumph, polished
Box 7,928. c/.o

[3159

XiIRST-CLASS 1921 Sidecar
X; aluminium prelerred, or IJlorm.

The Motor Cycle.

WANTED, good np-to-dnte eecoud-hand motor cycle

accessories;; slate particulars and price.—Service

Co., 292, High Ilolborn, W.C-l. [0671

incomplete
or parts,—Iniiian, Durham Rd.. Sea
'Phone: Waterloo 296. (1249

TTSTANTED, (»nnknipt -storks. W.D. ^pares,

No- 30/3 complete Ligrht Car Outfit £8 10 0:

'WESTWOOD
DYNAMOS"
MOTOR CYCLE

MARK 1, £6 O
LIGHT CAR

MARK 2, £7
SWITCH BOX

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED
VRftDE (^ y MARK

P. an& ai
lortb, Liverpool.

WANTED, sccond-liand Indian lianille-bars, semi
or T.T., witli lever controls complete, %in. stem.

—Particulars. 294, Uiiper Kewtownards Rd., BeUast.

WANTED Triumph counterslmft crank cases, lly-

wheels,- S.A. gear boxes, parts, or empty cases

any quantity purchased.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Car
shalton. '9767

of overhe;id vahe J.A.P. cylin-

otbcr-

perfeft.—L. Waters, Motor EuRinoer, Pvichea St.

Wolverhampton.

WANTED, one pair __ .

der,s 90x77V'; score<I not objected to
"

tprs. Motor Eneineer, Eiei
[X417:

WANTED to Purchase Outright for cash, bankrupt

stocks. W.D. spares, miscellaneous spares. Bend
-. ^^ .., , ^.... .-„ ^-^ George

12489

W.D. .sp; ---

full particulars.—McNeille and Piatt,

iveviwol. 'Phone; 1092 Royal.Li

LAST WEEK WE PROMISED
SOMETHING REALLY
STARTLING !

Here it is !

The remainder of our BRAND
NEW 1921 MODELS. Never
such value offered. The prices

speak for themselves

!

List Price. Sale Price.

(Jilio o—1921 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination.
Never such value offered £123

Ciiz o—I92r S h.p. ENFIELD Combination,

fitted \\'ith Lucas Magdyno electric

lighting. Ready for the road at a
record value price £140

fi55 o—1921 eh.p. MARTINSYDE Combina-
tion, 3-specd, clutch, and kick-starter.

Compare value with elsewhere £129

/209 12—192T S h.p. REX Combination, Black-

burue engine, all-chain drive, detach-

able wheels and spore wheel. A Rolls-

Royce outfit at the price of a cheap
motor cycle

£165 o— I92r 7-9 h.p. AMERICAN X, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter. An un-

approachable value

£112 o— i92t 3! h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE,
3-spccd, clutch, and kick-starter.

Just the price of a lightweight ....

/;:35 o— I92r 4 h.p. ARMIS, M.A.G. engine.

2-spced, clutch, and Idck-starter.

Speed going cheap. Don't miss this

chance
/"120 o— I92r 4 h.p- B.A.T., twin J..\.P.,

3-specd, clutch, and kick-starter.

go'*o reduction, a chance which won't

occur again

£65 o—I92t 2.; h.p. LEVIS, T.T. model,

guaranteed So m.p.h. This oppor-

tunity should he snapped at once. .

fSo 15—1921 25 h.p. INVICTA-J.A.P., 2-sp.,

clutch, and kick-starter. The last

one left. Grab it !

/"105 o—J92r 2.5 h.p. DOUGLAS, 3 speed,

clutcli. and kick-starter. Only one

left. Startling value-

/r20 o—I92r z", h.p. WILKIN, sports model,

3-speed, all-chain drive. Absohitely

giving away, tliis splendid machine

fqr, 15—1921 2V h.p; MASSEY-ARRAN, 2-sp.,

disc wheels. Compare our prices with

others

Clio o—I92r 4ih.p. B.S.A., Model H2, all-

chain drive, 3-speed, clutch, and Idck-

startcr. Value which you cannot fail

to appreciate

£210 o— i92t loh.p. ACE, 4-cylinder. 3-spced,

clutch, and kick-starter. This mag-
niliccnt 4-cylindcr machine going at

ahuost half-price

HOW IS IT DONE ?

Where is the profit, you will ask.

We can assure you there is no profit, but

a very considerable loss on our own cost

on every one of those machines—but we

sell such large numbers during the season

that we can afford to lose on what are left

over at the end of the year.

OUR LOSS IS YOUR GAIN
IF YOU NOW SEIZE THE

OPPORTUNITY.

£140

£9S

£79 10

£72

£80

£49

£61

£78

£82

£72

£^8

£120

EXCHANGE.

RIM & PATENTS LT?
UAWPEM R° BQR0E5UEV BIRMINCHBM.

WHEEL with controls, for cent'

254, c/o The Motor Cycle.

£30 and 1920 O.K. lor hest

scheart Chalfout St. Peter.

Cars for Exchang

3-speed evclc—Box
LX4300

..B.C. offered.—Ean-
[3140

STvipY Ca V3 foi ijn.'- ""o-'
'
Call.—Douglas S. Cox, Motors, West Norwood.

postcard procures list." "^—odd.
ri04?!

O 3h.P. 2-speed Lightweight and cash for late Tiininpli

-*I combination.-Box 253, tlo -The Motor C^^'^gg

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, Lothian Rd., EDINBURGH.

272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW.

All letters lelatins to advertisements s'nould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. A19
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STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS.

MILLIONS ordered and in nse by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and our ALLIES.

ABOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete
belt equipment outfit—the best and
cheapest hisu ranee you can effect

Bgainst belt trouble on the road. It contains:

The STANLEY FASTENER with the BEND that
NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any prloe!
Hardened &temnered hook and flanged pins

The STANLEY SPARE LINK which Is the best
belt length adjustepyet Invented. Savestlme,
troubled money. Saves the cost of a new belt.

I he sTAriLEY SHIELD, which ppotectsthebelt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Phlllpson Pulley. Od.

7'a" ^-.'r.

STANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, for adjusting the
length ofyour belt in one second. Set of 3, Bd,

"Never be without a box ot Stanley Spares"
Price 3 /6 post iree. Send size ot belt when ordering.

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5,000
miles—lid.

Our Goods are World-renowned lor their Reliability.

A STANLEY FASTENER free with each belt.

BeltPunches
1/10

^-^.—„.».i—~.~——-_-_— Adjustable
'j%1'?°Hll>llllln||^^^^ Punches 2/4
JP^TANLEV'''«JB^^ Per ft.

Stanley Motor Belts & Fasteners
BRITISH THROUGHOUT

(STANLEY WEBBj inventor of the Crieinal Hook
Belt Fastener and other Practical Belt Aids.)

BROMLEY, KENT. J^'^^- ,• 806 Bromley

BLUEBIRD COMPONENTS

s;

ANKS Made to Order, complete with filler
caps and taps, 32/6, unenamejled.

TOVE ENAMELIilNQ. 10/- and 17/6.

TOP TUBE TOOL BOXES, enamelled any
colour (no Bcrewing required), fi.t any frame:

12/6.

AUXILIARX OIL TANKS. The cure for
leaky tanks. Fit on saddle tube, any

colour
J

12/6.6IN. DOMED MUDGUARDS, steel, beauti-
fully enamelled; 19/6; front or back;

made to fit ^my maeliine.

LIST and Measurement Forms free on applica-
tion.

H. S. BOWMAN,
124, Everton Road, LIVERPOOL.

EXCHANGE.
1 Q 16 8h.p, Countershaft Zenith Combination I^r
J-t^ 4h.p. Douglas combination.—Knight, Creech.
Taunton. [3157

"PXCIIANGE beautiful quarter-plote Cameo camera for
J--' good second-hand 2-speed gear bos.—Bos 7,913,
i:/o The Motor Cycle. [3027

T.O.M. Kutlge Multi. 1921, eawipred, as new, cost £90,
J- M'ith little cash, tor late conibinatlon, Moigan, etc,
—5, Victoria Av., Surbiton. [3101

SUNBEAM 8h.p. Combination (see Sunbeam column)
£or late Douglas or C.S. Triumph and cash.—37,

Canterbury Rd., Dalston, W.l. L31S1

HALIFAX.— 50 second-hand machines and combina-
tions; keen exchtinges. Get list.—HaUlas Motor

Exchange, I-Iorton St., Halifas. [3098

10 21 (Aug.) Impeiinl-Jap, S-speed. for 1921 4h.p.
-*-" Triuiiipli. -with or without sidecar.—Deaviu,
AYoodham Ferrers, Chelmsford. [3048

3h.p. Enfield, Dec, 1919. new condition ; £58: details
post; level exchange Zenith. Triumph, Rudge.— 31,

Nelson Rd., Laudpoit, Portsmouth. [3110

"1 Q16 Perry 4-seater, 2-cyl., value £95, or 1920
J-t/ Citroen 2-seater, £230. for combination and
cash; please call.—26, Tulse Hill, Brixton. [3162

EXCHANGE quarter-plate T.P. Reflex, f/4.5 Cooke
lens, and cash difference, for 4-stroke lightweight

motor cycle.—Box 7,927, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3095

"IQ20 8h.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft, clutch,
-**^ K.S., Swan sidecar, lamps, etc., for light ma-
chine and ciish.—2b, Denmark Ed., Camberwell. [3020

EXCHANGE 1920 A.V. Monocar with cash for good
combination or Morgan.—Newnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Rd., ^.6. 'Phone: HBmmer.<;mith
80. [2866

r.O.C.H, are noted for fair exchanges.—Fair Offer
Car House. 5, Heath St., Hami>stead (near' Tube).

'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-
days. _ [2613

"I Q 20 Powerplus Indian, dynamo lighting, electric
J- *^ horn, speedometer ; exchange lighter machine

;

sell £80, or near offer.—Garner. 174. Avenue Rd.,
Acton. [3015

SINGER, l^ih.p., Bosch mag., new B. and B., excel-
lent running order, licensed, value £25; exchange

with cash for Douglas or 2-stroke.—Yea, St. James's
St., Taunton. [3158

1 Q 15 Ford Tourer, new tyres, 5 detachable disc
-Li/ wheels, fully equipped; exchange Morgan, com-
bination, or solo, cash either way.—Ewers, Newton
Rd., Burton-on-Tlrent. [31£D

I^iXCHANGE G.N- 8h.p., belt drive, in first-class cou-
-^ dition, with cash, for first-class combination.—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., "S^.G.

'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2864

EXCHANGE.—We are authorised agents for Rover
8 cars, and will accept your motor cycle in part

payment.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., \V.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2868

EXCHANGES.—We specialise in exchanges of all

descriptions; cash either way; list on request; a
call solicited.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2869

IjiXCHANGE Bleriot Whippet 2-seater, handle
J .starter, late model, for good combination; cash

either way.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitli
Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [2865

WANTED, good motor cycle or combination in part
exchange for a good 1915 Studebaker 4-seater

touring car, electric lighting and starter.-Smith,
Hainault Works, Chadwell Heath, Esses. [3047

DOUGLAS "Wanted, in part payment for 1919 7-9h.p.
Indian, spring frame, 3 speeds, new engine, T.T.

handle-bars, equipped; £75.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm
Rd. (opposfte Chalk Farm Tube Station), London. [3067

EXCHANGE 1914 Arden 2-seater, Sh.p. J.A.P. en-
gine, 3 speed and reverse, shaft drive, for good

combination; cash either way.—Newnham Motor Co.,
223 Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
80.

'

[2863

SIDDELEY-DEASY 15-20h.p. Open Touring, dynamo
lighting, wire detachable wheels, exchange

Brough Superior. Sunbeam 1921 model and £175 cash,
or sell £250.—Austin, 95, Taunton Rd., Bridgwater,
Somerset. [2326

EXCHANGE 1919 Lagonda coupe, dynamo lighting,

for combination or runabout -and cash, or with
cash for later model Singer or similar.—Newnham Motor
Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Pione: Hammer-
smith 80 [2867

REPAIRERS.

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and efficiently.-County Ehigineering Co.,

Hounslow. [0517

]y[OT<Mf@CLE"

Insurance Policy

i^timoiig
"THIS space will be oc-

cupied eachweek with
copies of letters from
Policy holders -who have
made claims. Original

letters may be inspected.

Sir,

. I beg to acknowledge receipt of
yours of the i^th inst., enclosing

cheque in settlement made in regard

of my accident claim of October tSth.

I wish also to express my appreci-
ation of the promptness with which
your Company dealt with claim,

and, zvhere possible, shall always
recommend " The Autocar" as a
first-class Insurance Company.

Again thanking you,
I remain.

Yours sincerely.

The only Safe Test
of Insurance is
Claims. We settle
Claims promptly.

The AUTOCAR FIRE and
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

{Incorporating The Autocar Insurance
Department, Established 1904).

Head 0£ace:

77, Cheapside, London, E.C.2.

Telephone: City 9831 arut 9832.

TeUgratns: " Atttoinsure, Cent, Lojidon.^'

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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LIMI TED
Can offer for CASH, EXCHANGE, or

EASY PAYMENTS, IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY of 1922 MODELS.

MORGAN, G.N,
ROVER, PREMIER.

A.J.S., B.S.A., DOUGLAS, ENFIELD,
MATCHLESS, NEW IMPERIAL,

QUADRANT, SUN VITESSE, TRIUMPH
SECOND HAND BARGSINE.

GARDEN 2-seater, hood, screen, 1921, splendid

order £7 i iLs.
DOUGLAS, 11320 4 h.p., lamps, horn,

etc., first-class condition .. .. £65
DOUGLAS, 1918 4 h.p., fully equipped,
excellent condition £45

DOUGLAS, 1920 2| h.p. 3-speeds, clutch,

kick-starter, lamps, horn, etc £55
MATCHLESS Sports, new 1921 comb.,

3-speeds, clutch, kick-starter . . . . £150
TRIUMPH, 1921 Sports model, condition

as new throughout, mileage under 200 £67
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916 7 9 h p.,

speed model, discs lamps, horn, etc. £60
RUOGE WILTI, 1920 3V h.p. T.T. Isle

of Man model, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, etc., bargain .

.

. . £50
SUNBEAM, 1919 3I h.p. comb., 3-speeds,

clutch, kick-starter, lamps, horn, etc. £80
INDIAN, 1919 7-9 h.p., spring frame,

Powerplus, lamps, born, etc., splendid

condition £57 10
INDIAN, J919 as above, but with Indian

sidecar throughout as new.

lS-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
Camomile St., London, E.C.3

'Phone: 'Grams:
AveuM'^ =,^\^ ' " FAceinocvca. Stock. London "

Dynamos & Lighting Sets

COMPLETE SOLO SETS from

£11 -2-0
Fittings in stock for most makes

of Motor Cycles.

Mr. J. W. WiLDBLooD, 52, Bates Road,
Springvale, Sheffield, writes:

—

" Just a word about the dynamo. 1

would like you to know that it works
splendidly, my iirst dynamo lighting set,

but certainly not my last."

Full particulars of 4 volt sets, 6 volt sets,
and Light Car Sets, from :

—

The ASTRA DYNAMO ^o.
110, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W. 1.

Telephone—Victoria 7545

REPAIRERS.
Aluminium experts.WHITTALL for Welding,

prompt delivery.

WHITTALL.—Pistons complete lor Triumph, Pre-
mier, J.A.P., Bradbury, B.3.A.. Dougfaa, Sun-

heams, etc.; 14/- to 24/-, on approval, exact to pattern.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders reground and new complete
pistons fitted from £.2, perlection guaranteed.

Twelve years' first-class reputation. Pistons to pattern
or sketch.—Whittall Machinists Co., VVhittall St., Bir-
mingham. [0017

C.
R. FOSTER, of Leeds, is the original cylinder
grinding specialist.

CYLINDER Grinding by Foster, ol Leeds, has no
equal. Price, complete with piston, from £.2,

£1,000 is the value of the machine and equipment
that will grind your cylinder at our works.—

Foster, of Leeds, 170, Cardigan Rd. [0003

ENGINE Overhauls, quality work only, cylinders re-

ground, pistons, valves, bushes, etc.—Below,

PISTONS for every standard motor cycle in stock
from 14/- each.—Below.

CYLINDER Grinding, our speciality 2^h.p. Douglas
i

reground, fitted with new piston, rings, and
gudgeon, 25/- each.—Below.

TRIUMPH, J.A.P., Bradbury, and all 3>/;.h.p., 4h.p..
cylinders reground and fitted new piston, rings,

and gudgeon, 55/-; returned in 48 hours.—Below.

QUALITY and Satisfaction is our motto, entrust
your work to specialists and get a guaranteed

repair.—C.M.D. Engineering Co.. Leamington Spa.
Phcge : 768. - [9659

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs.—Agents, Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [2811

W

HUB Gears.—Great reductions in prices of replace-
ments for Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong gears.

HUB Gears.—Wheels repa ired and returned within
the week; send for latest price lists.

HUB Gears.-Why pay an extortionate price for \\

fitting a few new parts to an old gear? i

HUB Gears.—We undertake to supply the complete !

new internal portion of the gear mechanism less
'

I
main driver for £.S. I

HUB Gears.-A. F. Le\\is, Cliarle*?town, Weynioutli. 1

Look out lor the Lewis patent 2-speed counter- >

shaft gear and clutch [0747

ELDING Aluminium Crank Cases, gear boxes by
experts ; immediate nttentiou ; seasonable prices.—

Below.

WELDING Broken Cylinders, flanges, eombustion
experts of 11 years' experience.-Below.

CYLINDER Grinding on latest mnrliinery, installed
since hostilities ceased; Jii-muaoy guaranteed;

new pistons fitted.—Sadgrore and Co., 140, Convben?
St.. Birmingham. [4769

FOR Expert Engine Overhauls, cylinder grindine.
new pistons, and spares, Hedley and Co., Frntii

St.. Newcastle-on-Tyne. [1333

REPAIRS and General Overhauls a Speciality.—
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

'Phone: Brixton 2951. [2810

FRAMT^, chassis, and tnub repairs, enamelling and
painting by experts; prompt deliveries.—Lnnghnm

Co.. Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6097

CYLINDERS Re-ground, new pistons fitted com-
plete; £2/12/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church

St., Camberwell, London. [2809

INDIAN Owners,—If you have trouble with your ma-
chine, send to Indian repair specialists, Dennis,

89, Brixton Rd,. London. [1853

ENGINES Rebushed, overhauled, rings fitted, com-
pression guaranteed; singles 30/-, twins 40/-;

returned 3 days.—Below.

VALVE Seats, rebuilt from 10/- valves 5/-, valve
guides 4/-, valve cups 4/-, piston rings 1/6.—

Below.

CYLINDERS Rebored, fitted with new piston, from
30/- to 40/-.—Turner Bros., Engineers, Summer-

seat, Manchester. [2298

J.A.P. and Elnckburne Engine Experts: reasonable
and reliable.—Kingsbury Ganige. Edgware Rd.,

Hendon. 'Phone: Kingsbury 134. [4209

CYLINDERS Eegrnnud, new pistons fitted complete,
25/-; work guaranteed

;
good deliveries.—Shortridiie,

18, Boughton Rd., Brownsovei, Rugby. [X4284

WELDING.—Broken cylinders, crank cases, etc., made
like new; work guaranteed; quick return.—Tonge

Welding Co., Morton St., Middleton, Manchester. [6302

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, et<;.; accurate

|

and highly finished work; prompt delivery; price;

list on appliciition.—W. and F. Wills, Ltd.. Engineers, 1

BridgTOter. [0728?

FRAMES.—Repairs and alterations; special frames!
and tanks built, any design ; enamelling and

\

plating.-A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd..
\

Birmingham. [8466 '

A FEW OOORS FROM KINGSWAY
Phone : 4676 Holborn.

DEPOT FOR THE

ARIEL
The Motor Cycle that OCIIADIIITV
holds the Record for KbLIADlLl 1 I

We carry a large stock of

ARIEL SPARES
and can give IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

MAKE A MOTE OF OUR ADDRESS

PARAGON Patent

CALL & SEE IT DEMONSTRATED

GRADUAL PAYMENTS
arranged to suit customers' convenience

WINCYCLE COMPANY, LTD.,

236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.
(A few doors from Holbora Tuba Station.)

•piston rings. (^
^'
JuagGonpins, eie.

Gjlindcrs reground

and fitted with new
pistons from 30/-

Pistons only from 15/- ea.

Gudgeon Pins from 2 /- ea.

Piston Rings from 1 /- ea.

Special terms for quantltiei.

Trade enquiries invited.

Two of our many unsoUcitei ^

testimonials received.

Melksham, Oct. 20th, 1931.

"I duly received my Cylinder, which
you despatched in answer to my 'phone

messaue. I have as-embled same, and
put it throuKh a Rood teat during tha

last weelt-end. I am pleased to inform

you it ia at Iea3t2u7° better thanbefore.

I thank you (or the care talien and tha

promptness witii which you executed tha

order."—T.S. Ruabon. Oct 20, 1921.

"l have received new Piston, etc. I am
quite pleased with the job. Tlianking

you for the prompt attention and cool
work' —R M.R.

fiLLiAMse James,
.

' E^4GINEERS AND

r^^""^""""' GLOUCESTER;

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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GET EITHER

£220 or
£55 down and balance in 1 1

instalments of £16-2-6

ENFIELD Comb.,
£140 (Dyno- £18 extra) or
£ 3 5 dowa and balance in 1

1

instalments of £10-5-3
iMost well-known viakes in stock).

AT

LAMB'S LTD,,
587, Euston fid., London, N.W.I.

151, High St. Walthamstow, London, N.E.

50, High Rd.. Wood Green. London, N.

An airtight flexible

spring casing
enclosing the valve
stem and filled

with special heat
proof graphite
oaste.

Flexibility.

Lubrication oir

Valves,

Easy Starting.

X.^i m.p.g,

Excludes Dust,

K»ls Valve Clatter.

t^lT Leaks Prevented.

Slow Running
Ensured.

Price 2/6 per Valve.
Carton of paste, 1/0 each.

State Make and Year oF MachineOVER 50.000 SOUDl
3 will replace any that are not giving satistactioo

no matter where or when purchased.

2f your dealer does not stock, send direct t}

CLIFFORD PRESSLAND, A.M.I.E.E.,
Engineer, HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

REPAIRERS.
SPEEDOMETER Experts.—Repairs to ell makes.

Stewart repair a speciality. New and second-hand
sets in stock.—London Speedometer Co., Kramer Meivs.
Earl's Court. [7511

BOC 2-speeds.—Humber, Rex V.S., Millenium, and
Allday-Onions overhaulea; all spares; sole

licensee lor all Roc 2-speeds.—Connolly, Carmelite
Rd,, Coventry. [X4S39

PISTONS, all sorts and sizes, in stock or to order in
quick time; cylinders lebored from £2 ; engines

rebuslied.—Ward and Co. (Albert Agg), 51, Upper
Richmond Rd., Putney. [1999

ENAMELLING, Plating. — Tanks enamelled as
before; handle-bars, etc.. plnted. — Send to

Murray's Plating Works, Union St., Coventry. Platerj;

and enamellers to the trade. [002^5

CYLINDER Grinding, new pistons, rings, and
gudgeons. 85 mm. J.A.P.'s, etc., 29/6; other sizes

on request. Aluminium pistbns if desired, — Vulcan
Engineering Works, Walsden. [9642

WELDING.—Broken flanges, aluminium crank cases,
cracked water jackets, valve seotings, welded

and machined complete: scored bores filled in and
ground to existing pistons.—Below.

CYLINDERS Reground, new pistons fitted complete,
in cast iron or aluminium.—West London Weld-

ing Co.. Esses Place, Chisuick. 'Phone: Chiswick
536. [0415

CYCLE Engines completely overhauled on flat rate
price; wnni parts replaced, all one price: Singles

35/-, twins 45/-.—Gonvy and Co.. Ltd., 31, Upper
Brook Mewj. Craven Rd., Lanc.ister Gate. [300S

SEND Your Engine to me to be thoroughly over-
hauled and rebushed; singles 40/-, twins 60/-;

other repairs quoted lor.—Terry, 16. Grove Parade
East Finchiey. 'Phone: FinchJey 2261. [2951

TRIUM1*H Cylinders Reground and fitted with genuine
Triumph oversize pistons, complete with rings .inu

gudgeon, 40/-: J.A.P., Rover, E.S.A., etc., same puce
Compression and accuracy guaranteed.—Below.

WE Specialise in repairs, and guarantee same: com
plete overhauls, macbiuing; any part made to p.it

lern or drawins. No waiting.—Harvev's. 47. toont'

Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. {Near Vauxhall-Station.) [2883

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Repairs and Overhauls -We
are now able to put work in hand without de

lay; skilled staff under careful supervision.—Harley
iDavidaon Motor Co.. Ltd., 74, Newman St.. London.
W.l. [004?

WE can bring your machine up-to-date and make
it into a countershait model by fitting a new

back, with Sturmej'-Archer gear box; any machine con-
. verted.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Bir-
mingham. [1317

CYLINDER Grindnig and new pistons at cut prices.
We specialise in high-class work and quick de.-

liveries for all classes of engines. Discounts to traders.—
Kellett and Collinson, Ltd., Havelock Works, Great
Horton, Bradford. (8629

CYLINDERS Reground, accurate finish, compression
guaranteed : Triumph, Rover, Premier, etc.,

37/-.; all 2';^h.p. single, 33/-; twins, 254h.p. Douglas,
55/-; J.A.P., Indian, James, 60/-; complete with
pistons and rings.

PISTONS.—Every pattern, standard or oversize, in
stock; low price.

PISTON Rings, high grade; none better; thousands
of testimonials; oversize or step cut 2/-, standard

1/6 each; return post.—Patent Rings, 30, Wjgan Rd,,
Atherton. [5191

HUB Gear Machines Converted to Countershaft, or
complete conversion , sets supplied to suit ail

makes; recommended by the leading motor cycle
manufacturers.—Sheldon Engineering Co., Bayley Lane,
Coventry. 'Phone: 634. [2679

WELDING, Welding, Welding.—Welding done by
espoits; cylinders, crank cases, gear boxes,

pistons, cranks, flanges, etc. ; aluminium a speciality
No cure no pav, and all work returned in 6 days.—H.
Heap, 105, Bissell St., Birmingham. [0023

BEACH Engineering Co.. 42, Earl St., Coventry.-
Engines rebushed, cylinders reground, aluminium

or C.I. pistons fitted from £2 ; connecting rods rebushed;
valves 5/-, guides 3/6; pistons complete from 25/-.

rings 2/-: valve caps 4/6; other repairs quoted for. [0593

BLACKBURNE Spares.—Send to ns the manufac-
turers, for all spare parts; prompt service,

reasonable prices. Repairs and complete overhauls
to Blackburne or any make of machine; enamelling
(tanks a speciality), nickel plating, etc.—Osborn En-
gineering Co., Gosport, Hants,

'

[0652

FRAME and Chassis Repair Specialists. Cut-downa,
new forks, back stays, chain stays ; fixed and hub

gear machines converted; tube bending and machinery
of every description ; obsolete part^ mode to order

;

urgent jobs returned in 12 hours.—The Enfield Engi-
neering Co., 51, Silver St., Enfield. [8049

DOUGLAS Specialists.—We have built over 100
Douglas machines this past season. Send us your

repairs. All partis in stock. Complete overhaula, in-

cluding enamelling and plating, in ten days. We pay
carriage one ;vay.—The Winstan Henney Motor Co., 63.

South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [2890

Sturmey-Archcr a.nd ArmstrotiMT Gears*
Immediate Repairs, All parti tor all types in stock.

QuotatioDs deapatcb^J same day a3 gear Is received.
STURMEt -ARCHER COtrNTERSHAFT GEAE3, faU
ran^ of 2and^-»l}eeil pafts in stock. Any tj*pe of Rear re-
lilacement ffi'ade to pattem for motor cycles and cars. In-
struction sheets and price lists by return at post ; send atamps.
iWe do not rffn&ir push cycle jk&ts.) Use our Gear Oil, upecially
prepareafor Htibaud Coonter^aft G^ars in riuarttiDs, 3/-.
ler till, po-.t free 3/6. Sturmcy Coontepihatt Gear Boxes in

stock, wholesale and retail—2-si>eed £11, 3-speed 4517.

CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327. PUTNEY BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.15.

Telegrams and Telephone—Putney 1601.

Send liepatrs to Putney Station (L. £ S.W.H.)

For the couvenience of customers we have altered
ourbusinesshonrs as follows :—Weekdays, including
Saturdaj'S, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Start the New Year by«fitling

(PATENT)

SUPER DISCS
Their Central fixing plates make
fitting a simple matter, and, be-
sides the hours of wheel cleaning
they will save you, they will add
a touch of refinement to your
machine or combination.

BLACK. Price 27/6 per wheel. Polished.

Write for otcr New Illustrated List.

C0BNE8CR0FT, LTD., Ace Works, COVEHTRY,

STURMEY-ARCHER and
ARMSTRONG

Hub or Counter-shaft Gears
repaired while you wait.
Actually In Stock—New Sturmey-A rohor

Countershait Gear and Boxes spare parts.

Send for illustrated list. Trade supplied.

Send wbeels, Hounslow L.S.W. Railway.

COUNTY ENGINEERING CO.,
64 Staines Road, HOUNSLOW.

^vires: ' Three-sreed, Hoanslow.' 'Phone; Honns'ow 3M

MOFFAT,
West of England service stockists o(

TRIUMPH, DOUGLAS,
STURMEY - ARCHER SPARE PARTS.

— TRADE SUPPLIED. —

^T.^! YEOVIL. -sr

L. & K. PASTE SOLDER
Combined SoUler ami Flux.

Strength 50s 50, In Tubes, self coutalnecl

TJie simplest form of soldering,

A boon to the motorist—carry tte tuba in your

rocket and make a good ioin on the road. Joins

Bowden wires anil n^ipples. No acids, flux, fire, or

irons reaoired—saoeezeont a little paste—apply

the heat of amatdi or candle, and the repair is

done. As supplied to H.M. GovernnKiit.

Ready for instant us*. Per tube, 2/6 post free.

Livermore & Knight. Ld.. 180, Fleet St.,L6ndon

422 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SiflELD
Speedwell Patent No. 83617

F«r Lightweights ... 30/*
f^or Heavyweights. .35/-

Per set complete.

Exhaustive testi prove that
their usa easnr.'3 complete
protection iacreased iiow*r
and fuel economy, th-ousli
enKine cooling without wind
resistance.

Through your agent o*

direct.
Whfn orderinc plea'^e
epecify whether ont.
ward cur e or d .ubie

curvb ia reauired
aad whether
footbarda or

JCKt-?

BATH IT!
TDEMOVE tliat naked driving chain and

clean with paraffin. When dry. place in

a flat pan in which sufficient Foliac
Graphite Motor Chain Com-
pound to quite cover chain has been

melted. Allow chain to remain in

mixture about 1 5 minutes, during which
time move every link, which ensures

the lubricant reaching all interiorwcaring

surfaces. Then, when cool, replace on
machine Water, mud, or dust will not

now affect it.

2/6 PER BAR.
11 your garage does not. stock it, we will
supply you direct on receipt ol name
of your garage.

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS, Ltd.,
218-220, Queen's Rd., Batterse.!, LONDON, S W.8

REPAIRERS.
rjODFREY-S. Ltd., 208, Gt. Portland St., London,
>-" vv.l. specialists in motor cycle lenairs of all
aesriiiitions. Completely equipped workshops at 14,

Wr^l ht. Camden Toivn, N.W. ( 'Phone: Museum
iHiH), which afford exceptional facilities for overhauls
and repairs at moderate prices. Estimates given. [0639

A OETTLENE and Electric Welding.-Broken ftanges,ia. cracked water jnckete, scored bores, worn bearingsDm t up; aluminium geor boxes, crank cnsas, any
broken motor part welded and machined up and re-
turned m 7 days; 14 years' experience.—Lincoln Jeffries,
Jun., Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhonse Lane
Birmint'ham. 'Phone: Central '729. [2818

CJPEEDOMETER Eepairs.-Caution.'-We beg to ad-fJ vwe owners of Stewnrt speedometers that repairs
can only be satisfactorily carried out by the makers
who .nlone possess the proiier facilities for repair and
subsequent necssary enlibration of their instrumentWe accept no respou,sibility for the working of instru-
ments .=eut elsewhere which nullifies our guarantee —
'riie Cnoper-Sfwart Engineering Co., Ltd.. 11, Brood
St., Eloomebury. London, \V.C.2. [2950

"V\7"E Specialise in repairs to N.S.TJ. engines and
J

» . N.S.U. engine-shaft gears : our enormous stock
of N.S.U, spare parts (having acanired the company's
entire ftock-in-trade and patterns) enable us to supply
to suit practically nil N,S.tJ. models, including the
earlier types, fitted with Eisemann L.T, mag., also for
the 2h.p. N.S.U, engines fitted to 1913-14 O K.
machines. In ordering, it is important to snlnnit old
parts as pattern; trade enquiries invited.—Eagles and
Co., Acton Hill Works, Spares Dept., 275, High St.,
Acton, Loudon, [0355

IP only the best vyill satisfy you, then the Tennant
Engineering Co., 238, Bristol St., Birmingham,

alone can please you. Super-critical you may be, but
their work will pass your inspection down to -the last
detail. No firm has more experience, no firm has keener
workmen, no firm has greater or better facilities for
turning out perfect work, and no firm will strive more
to give you satisfaction. Cylinders rebcred and fitted
new pistons. Rebushing of every description. Engines
completely overhauled and returned full of vigour and
vim. Frames . altered and repaired. Everything
fully guaranteed and at competitive prices. OfBcial
repairers to A.C.U. and R.A.C.—'Phone: Hid. 1928.

[0047

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

NOTE: In addition to advertisements under
this heading, advertisements of Spare Parts lor
tndividval makes of motor cycles will be found at
the end of the advertisements of such makes in
the classified pages of " Motor Cycles for Sale."

,PIOi;NTV of Loudon Engineering Works, Ltd,

A US'TER Wind Soroens. Tiiplex Bl.nsis, {idjustalil*
-ii jilumini;iui fittings, ISxe'wn., 10.'-, post free,

C'LECTRIC Inspection Lamp, to fit over speedo-
-'-' meter, complete with bulb nnd cable, 2/6 each,

"piXIlAUST Bo.Ncs, Douglas 234h.p., 15/-; Douglas
'-' 4h.p. clutch r.nces, 2/6; serewdiivers. Bin., 8in.,
lOin., lOd., 11; and 1/2 each.

TJiriH-TENSION Wire, 9 mm S<1 per yard, 26
J--»- yard coil 8/6; 7 mm., 4d, per yard. 26 yard coil
6/-; 6 luni., 3d- per yard. 25 yard coil 4/-; 3 mm., 2d.
per y.'ird, 25 yard coil 2/-; postage on coils, 5 mm. and
upwar'ls 1/-, 3 mm, 9d.

A LL Goods on approval per return post on receipt
-^^ of cash : money refunded if not Eatisflod.

COUNTY of London Engineering WorlH, Ltd., 51a,
New Park Kd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. Tel.:

StrMlhnin 2893. T.A : Ignitiou.ac, Bri.xstret, London.
[2473

PHIDE and Clarke for lamp sets at bargain prices,—
Below.

^T/fi Tims Largest «'ze P. and H. No. 127 lomp
^•* I ' \9 set: medium size sets, P. and H. No. 125,
25/6; lamps alone, 10/6.—Below.

OK/C Buys medium size Miller 31H lamp set;/^^z "lamps alone. 9/-; ebony finish Lucas 462
lamps, 12/6: P. and H. generators, 14/-; good second-
hand generators, 6/-; brackets, all types. 4/6: re;u'

lamps, 3/7: postage on lamps, 1/6.—Below.

DOUGLAS 2'Jli.p. New Cylinders, 25/-; crankshafts,
2^i and 4h.p., 25/-; conne;tiiig rods, 15/6; pistons,

6/6: rings, 1/-; gudgeon pins, bn<hes, tappet guides,'
1/6 each: chain wheel<^, 5/-: Benolds chain.s, 7/-; genuine
Douglas tool rolls, 16/-.—Below.

PRIDE and Clarke.—All spares for 2?ih.p. Douglas
in stock. Ininiodiate nttention given to all orders

by post; po.stnge extra: stamp replf.—Pride and Clarke,
l'56, Stockwcll Ed., Brixton, S,W.9. Tel.: 898 Brixton
(Garage at rear.) [3143

N,S,C Gear, off Bradbury, perfect; £4/15.-Clegg, 67.
MiUett St., Bury. 3065

ONE Second-hand Fafnir Engine, also two magnetos.—
Morgan, 138, Gower St., W.Cl, Museum 3418.

[0762

6
NEW YEAR'S

-BARGAINSH
1921 SUNBEAW, 3" IrtK ^ .
spd. Spotless condition ' W*! bUineaS

1921 NORTON, 3 Ql^ /, - -.
speed, 16H. Perlcct *»*J GUincaS

1920 DOUGLASComb.
4h.p. Grand value 80 Guineas

1919 A.J.S. Comb'n.-f i n /« „„
Wonderful value I U GuineaS

1919 MATCHLESS Qf) ^ •

and Sidecar ,

*>U GUiiieaS

1920 B.S.A. Gomb'n. QE
Lamps, horn, screen, w*J

Almost as new.

Guineas

JULIAN,
84 Broad Street,

READING, Y.ir

-LOOK-
We still lead the way to Tyre Bargains.

WOOD - MILNE
GUARANTEED

Not Clearance
BRAND NEW.
or Blemished

26x2J
26 X 2i O.S.

659 X 65

26x2J

28x3

28x3 to fit

American
rims

26x21
to fit

2J rims

SPECIAL
1 E£
PLY

EXTRA
HEAVY
FOUR
PLY

EXTRA
HEAVY
FOUR
PLY

PALMER
CORD
FOUR
PLY

Grooved
and Ribbed.
Beat English

13/6
16/6
28/6
37/6
24/9

NEW TUBES (in all sizes), 7/-.

ly- extra carriage paid, passenger train. Other
Tyre bargains. Price List on application.

MOTOR CYCLING HELMETS (1922 Patterns).

Illustrated List on application.

NEW RUBBER THIGH BOOTS. 15 /-, Carriage paid

H. EMANUEL & CO.,
(TYRE FACTORS),

27, Belgrade Road,
STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16

stores : 37a, Balls Pond Road,
DALSTON, LONDON, N.

Telephone: Dalston ^i6l.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, A23
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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
JNI^IAIi Front Forks, gear boxes, and eogines, and

ail parts lor eaLoe.—Below.

INDIAN Intako Domes, carburetters, magnetos-
clutches, kick starters.—Below.

IiCDIA?^ Carriers, chains, and guards, springs,
sprockets; in fact, everytliing for 7-9h.p. i all

parts absolutely netv.—Dennis Accessories Stores, 89,
Eri.xton Ed., Loudon. Specialists in Indian Repairs.
'Phone: Brixton M29. . [1195

TOOL Roils, strong leather, with strap and pockets.
7xl8in.. 3/-; other sizes made.—Below.

LEATHER Knee Grips with oval pads, 6/6 pair,
oarriago paid; caeh refunded not approved.—

Below.

LEATHER Leggings to measure; illustrated list and
instructions free from makers.—County Legging

Co., Franchise St., Perry Barr, Birmingham. [1935

CENTRAL Garage offers a splendid range of new and
second-hand Douglas spares.

4h,p,—Frames, stove enamelled £4/19/6, unenam-
elled £4/5; engines, complete with mag. and car-

buretter, £18/10; gear hoses, complete with K.S.,
£10; overhauled by experts; and all other parts at
cheap prices.

2 ,3 h. p.—Frames with back stays, stove enamelled 90/-,
4 unenamelled 65/-; Iront forks, enamelled 18/6.

unenamelled 16/-; connecting rods. 18/-: new pistons,
10/6; S.H. pistons, 7/-; piston rings, 1/3; cylinders,
17/6; valves, 2/6; crankshafts, 30/-; head clips. 6/6;
mudguards, 12/- pair complete; silencers, 12/6; tap-
pet guides, 1/9; head stems, 9/6.

ENGINES, complete with mag., carburetter. £14;
gear boxes, £4 complete; overhauled by experts.

ANY Goods sent on approval against cash. All
cheques and P.O.'s to be made payable to Central

Oarage, 302, London Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E.. and
must include sufficient for carriage. [2945

BINKS Carburetters.—Large stock ready lor imme-
diate delivery.—Booths JVIotories, Halifax.

TDINKS Carburetters.—We specialise in these; all
-^-^ models supplied-—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.—We take your old carburetter
in exchange.—Booths Motorics; Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters for Douglas, bcotc, Inoians,
Harley-Davidsons, Triumphs.—Bcotbs Motories,

Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters enable your engine to tick
over; try one.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters save petrol and give more
power.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.-Let us take your old carbu-
retter in exchange.-Booths Motories, Halifax.

NEW Sidecar Wheels 19/9, hubs 10/6, rims 5/9, side-
car blades with valance 8/9, with stays and lug

19/9, springs 12/6. 2>4 or 2V2 tyres 17/6.-^Booths
Motories, Halifax.

AGNETOS, Bosch and C.A.V.. weatherproof, cheap;
magneto for Douglas, 45/-.—Booths Motories, Huli-

1 KA CAEBURETTERS.-Nearlj new 1920 carbu-Xl/V rettcrs; B.S.A-, 38/6; Brown and Barlow
pilot jet, 45/.; double lever Amac, 45/-; automatic
Amac, 32/6; Capac for Douglas, 32/6; 1921 models
Capac, 38/6; Fiexi and S.U. for Douglases. 30/-; good
Brown and Barlows and Amacs. 22/6: 1920 Binks
50/-; carriage 1/3 extra.—Booths Motories, Portland
i'laee, Halifax. [2313

|t)UGLAS 254h.p. Unused W.D. Spares; bargaiu
prices; illustrated lists free.—McNeiUe and Piatt.

OUGLAS 3i/.h.p. 1914 Unused W.D. Spares- baig:iin
prices; lists free.—MoNeille and Piatt.

OUGLAS 4h.p. Unused W.D. Spares; bargain
prices; illustrated lists free.—MoNeille and Piatt.

UDGE, Scott, B.S.A., unused W.D spares; bargain
prices; illustrated lists free.—McNeiUe and Piatt.

J^ENITH 3i':,-4h.p. Unused W.D Spares; bargain^ prices; Illustrated lists free.—McNeille and Phitt.

CTUEMEY-ARCHEE 3.speed Gear Boxes, complete-' biand new: £13/10.—McNeille and Piatt.

PJAEEIAGE Extra. Cash returned if not satisfied.

J; ,,''*?,"*' =i'"'* P«' return.—MoNeille and Ilatt,
S7, Great George St., Liverpool. 'Phone: 1092 Royal.

"p. and M.—Incomplete machine.?, £17/10; 1918 ma.
-»- chines, renovated as new, £50, guaranteed.—Below.

p. and M.—Engines, £8/10; gears, £6; forks, £3/10;
-»- tanks, 15/-; wheels, 35/- pair; handle-bars, 15/-—Below.

T). and M.—New goods: Magnetos, 50/-; magneto chainJ- case, 5/6; chain coses, 32/6; saddles, 25/-; valves,
5/-; piston rings, 1/-; bushes, 1/-; drip feeds 19/6'
frames, 25/-; footrest rubbers, 2/- pair.—Below."

p. and M.--New tyres, 17/6. All ports stocked;
.«- prompt delivery. Entiuiries, stamp please.—Below.

~n. .and M.—The specialist and agent: Lewis M. Inman
^ Durham Ed., Seaforth, Liverpool. 'Phone: Water-
loo 296. [1248
OTIIEMBy-ARCHEE Gear Boxes, brand new in>J etock.—County Engineering Co., Hounslow. [051

8

M
fax.

D
D
D
R

MUDGUARDS.
Mew wide pattern, as illustrated, suitable for Triumph
and B.S.A., 25/6; Triumph new -wide back, 16/6;
Triumph pattern complete with sta\'s, 12 /6 ; Douglas
T.T. 10/6; tourina25/-.

Aluminium Valve Caps
IS used in T.T. races, suitable tor

Douglas, Triumph, Sunbeam
Norton, J.A.P.. etc.? 5/- each.

HANDLE-BARS.
suitable for Triumph W.D., Douglas
T.T,, complete with grips, 21/-;
also shop-soiled T.T. and touring,
lio. stem, riu. top, 10/- pair.

LEATHER
HELMETS

The Brooklands leather and
fleece-lined, 7/6 and 10/6.
R.A.F. Pattern, trimmed fur
and fleece, 21 /- ; tur and
chamois lined, 25/-; lined
throughout fur, 30/-, Long
R.A.F. Winter Pattern, half
(ur-lined, 27/6 : fur and
chamois, 32/6..

2f DOUGLAS SPARES.
SOILED.

Ex Government Stock. All guaranteed. Driving
Chains, 8/-: Front Brakes, 12/6; Pulleys, 7/6;
Sprockets, 4 /e ; Chain Wheels, 7 /6 ; Valve Guides, 1 /6 ;

\'alves, 3/-; Amac Caps. 2/-; Rocker Arms, 4/9;
Petrol Pipes with union nuts, 1/6; Hubs, 18/6; Piston
Rings, 1/-; Front Forks only, 30/-; Fork Links, 1/-;
Magneto Studs, Zd. : Frames, £4: Front Stands, 3/6.
Undershields, 7/6.

EXHAUST PIPES.
straight through, direct from engine. No back pressure.
Heavy nickel-plated. Douglas 2j h.p., 21 /- pair.

Triumph, Rudge, Rover, Sunbeam, complete with
removable fish tails, 21 /- : Copper, 27/6. All. in stock.

No waiting. Illustrations post free.

CYLINDERS.
2) h.p. J.A.P., 73/-, 4 h.p.,

6 h.p., and 8 h.p., 82/4;
Enfield 3 h.p., 59/3 front,

58/6 rear; Hiimber, £5 15s.;
Sunbeam, £5 ; Rudge, £4 Is.

;

Triumph pattern, any year,
£4 6s.; Rover, £5 7s. 6(1.;

B.S.A., £4 10s. ; Premier, £6
;

2l h.p. Douglas 50/-, 4 h-p.
60 /- ; Norton 3! h.p. £4 17Sr6ll.,
Big Four £5 ; Levis 2^ h.p.,

62 mm. 50 '- 67 mm. £2 15s., 2J h.p. £2 15s., 2J h.p.
£2 13s. 2i Douglas with chipped fins^ 25/-

Douglas, Triumph, J.A.P., Norton, Levis, B.S.A., Enfield,

Villiers, Rudge, and Sturmey-Archer. All Parts in Stock.
Complete Illustrated Lists, post free.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
d^^?^,^°^' 3-sr»!d and clutch, latest tyiie; price
vJi £12/10.-Sinclair, 32, Charing Cross, London. [2595

p. and M. Gear, 35/- ; touring Inndle-hars, 5/6; seen
-^ evemngs.-Milis, 388, Old Kent Hd., S.E.I. [3054
/^EADO Gear, kick start model, complete, as new, suit
^-" 4h;p.; jES/5.—Orstler, Bridge St., Fromltngham.

[3049>OOPPEE Exhaust Pipe, polished, all sizfs stocked,v^ straight, Jrom 2/3 foot; Tjendine a speciality.—
Evans.

TEIUMPH Pipes, special offer, complete with clip;
long copper 14/6, steel 13/-, plated 18;-.-Evans.

T>OIJGLAS, 2%li.p..; copper 12/6 pair, steel 10/-,
J-* plated 17/6.—Evans.

TJUDGE, Sunbeam, Eover, Noi-ton, copper 20/-, steel
-*-v 16/-; Kew Imperial, Omega, Levis, etc., copper
14/-, steel 10/6; all T.T. bends.-Evans.

TiTUFFLEE Ends (Xoiton pattern), detachable,-fish-
.i-TJ- tailed, to suit above, various sizes stocked, fioiu
2/6.—Evans.

TJ'OOTEOAEDS, solid almninium, upeurved front
-- and heel piece, with adjustable clips, 15/- pair;
with fittings for Douglas, 15/-; for Triumph, 16/-.—
Evans.

WHEELS from 42/- pair; specials built to order;
any parts supplied.—Evans.

TOOL Boxes, armoured, suit Triumpii, etc., 10/9
pair; with locks, 13/- pair.-Evans.

HA1\^DLE-BAES, plated, Trinmph pattern, W.D.
or D.E., %in. 14/-, lin. 15/-.—Evans.

LEGSHIELDS, suit all machines, enamelled and gold
lined, complete, 13/6 pair ; aluminium, 15/- pair.

—Evans.

BELT Rime, any size to order, 16/6; spring forks
from 60/-.—Evans.

TAN-SAD Pillion Seats, brand new, to clear, 29/6
each.

CAEEIAGE Free, cash with order, discount to trade.
—Evans Bros., Brougham St., Hockley, Birmingham.

[X4315
BINKS Carburetters.—Any model supplied; liberal

exchanges. — Write Lockhart, East Markham.
Newark. [2469

SEND for our Helmet and Tyrc Price List.—Emanuel
and Co.. Tyre Factors, 37a. Balls Pond Rd

.

Dalston. N.l. [0733

CLYNO Spares.—For parts 5-6h.p., 8h.p., and 2-stroke,
write Claridge's, Clvno Specialists, 8, Chandos Rd.,

Eedland, Bristol. [3146

PHILIPSON Pulley, fit Triumph, used few times only,
as new, £3; Klaxon horn, 7/6.—Cox, 43, EUisley

Av., Cambridge. [X4302

CASTEOL E, genuine Waiefields, 5 gallon drums;
30/- per drnm (list price 44/7).—Brookbank, 68.

Lord St., Soutlmort. [0757

1 n^A SCEEWS, nnts, washers, set screws, 3/-; 144
1.0\J bright steel bolts, 2/6; 72 bright hexagon
nuts, 2/6.—See below.

170 BEST Spring Washers, 3-16in. to i4in., 1/9: 36
' -^ cas"

'

lAA Coppered Bifurcated Rivets. 8d. ; 12 8in.
X'itrx hacksaw blades. 1/6; any of the above car-

astle nuts, Viin. to ivl.iu., 1/9.—See tielow.

liage p:iid.—Wood, Xithebarn St., Preston. [X4268

SPECIAL Smas Offer.—Orders over 5/- we will present,

the latest Xiuat. game ToTo; over £2 a pair of

gaimtlet gloves.-Below.

AEROPLANE Watches. 8-day, jewelled, compensated.
double dustproof nickel or oxidised cases, £.2, cost

the Air Board £8/8; above watches in guaranteed gold
cases, ^64/ 4.—Below.

AEROPL-A.NE Wheels and Axle, £1/7/6 set, carriage
forward, complete with Palmer cord tyres.—Below.

AUSTER Triplex Screens, 12in., 7/-; semi-circular
celluloid screens, 6/-; postage 1/-.—Below.

BOWDEN Clutch or Exhaust Lever, with cable and
ca-sing; 5/6 each; postage 6d.—Below.

C.A.V. Magnetos, single and 180° twin, with leads,

adjuster, variable ignition, ;ei/17/6; Thomson-
Bennett ditto, £2, not ex-W.D.—Below.

COPPER Exhaust Pipes, polished, Douglas 254h.p.

12/6 pair, 4h.p. £1/10, Triumph countershatt
with clip 15/-, A.B.C. £1/2 pair. Norton 19/-, carriage

1/4. Any make or design to order.—Below.

COPPEE Tubing, 15/8in.X2ft.. 3/6 each; polished

6d. extra, postage 1/-.—Below.

PLUGS.—Thousands to choose from. Shop-soiled or
surplus Government Lodge, K.L.G., and Apollo,

in makers' boxes, 1/9 each; K.L.G. F., new, slightly

soiled, 1/3 each, 12/- doz. ; reconditioned K.L.G. and
Lodge, lOd. each, 9/- doz., postage, one 4d., two 6d., doz.

1/3.—Below.

IMMEDIATE Delivery Horn stock on receipt of re-

mittance. Stamp, reply.—v. W. Derrington, Graf-

ton Rd., New Maiden. [2963

CELLULOID Sheets, 60x20 15/-, 25X20 8/6,

20x12% 4/9.—Henry Jones, 778, High Bo™
Tottenham, London. [9375

\ ;i4 All letters relating to advertisements should nuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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E)rk.iacts

There issomethini^more ttian mere
coincidence behmd tiie fact that

D RU I

D

Forks were demanded by T.T.

Riders — replacing less eOicieiit

types iQ this suprcrae^est —
That at Olympia the DRUID
was predominant, and —
That riders everywhere to-day are

'demanding" DRUID Forks.

There's a reason ;— It is that expert

and tourist alilsfy KNOW that for

perfectly-efficient shock-absorption

the DRUID has no equal.

PROMPT "DRUID"
DELIVERIES.

A, DREW & CO, LTD.
Leopold St..

Bir.r.insham.

The dual springs ol

the Mark II. model
of the DRUID —
'' The Fork the

motorist demands.'

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
tlTAINLESS Steel Vnlves banish all valve trouble;
f3 riny unttern ; 10/- eacli, post free.—Capacity Eng.
Co., Broseley, Shiopsliire. [5036

[X3399

8ft.x6ft. 6in.:
778.

[1785

ALUMINIUM, oast iron, and steel riston manufac.
turer; any pattern.—W. Cole, 53. Sarehole Rd..

Sparkhill, Birmingham.

COMBINATION Sectional Huts,
£4/17/6.—Particulars from Henry Jones.

High Rd., Tottenham, London.

DISCS.—Ace patent seamless discs for all motor cycles.
' sidecars, 3-wheelers, and light cars. Note the new

leduced price of 27/6 per wheel-

ACE Discs are attaclipd by the patent central fixing.

making fitting simple. They are made from heavy
gauge seamless aluminium, and can be supplied in

highly polished or. black tinisli.—Cornercroft, Ltd.._Vec-

queray St., Coventry. [X4325

WATFORD Spepdonieter, tripmeter. cost £6, only

run 240 mi]e<, wants overhauling; offers over £4.

—Lund, Grange Kd., West Hartlepool. [X4174

guaranteed
Speedometer

[3147

The Manufacturers of the

MOTOR POWER UNIT
VOR

PEDAL CYCLES
beg to thank all readers of The Motor
Cycle who have enquired for par-

ticulars of this production, and have
to say that IN ORDER TO ENABLE
THEM TO COMPLETE NECES-
SARY WORKS EXTENSIONS
THEY HAVE DECIDED NOT TO
SUPPLY ANY FURTHER UNITS
FOR THE TIME BEING.

The CYKELAID, although very

successful in its present form, will

then be superseded by a stronger,

simpler, and greatly improved INIodel

at a LOWER PRICE.

All future productions will be guar-
anteed over a considerable period,
and will be well worth waiting for.
Prospective users are requested to

watch for further announcements.

Sole Makers:

THE SHEPPEE MOTOR Co. Ltd.

59, Thomas Street, YORK.
'Phone 496. 'Grams: "JMotors, York.

SPEEDOMETERS complete trom 45/-
repairs executed.—J. W. Robins,

Specialist, 97, Latchmere Ed., Battersea

light, 55/-; kick starter, £5
15; anv gear taken pint pav

ment.—Box 7,929. c/o The Motor Cycle. [3160

less seat stays, 50/
20;-.-

[X4214

Auction, every Thursday, 2

GKADO Gear, 60/ . .-„--, _-..-- .

N.S.U. gear, £5/15; anv gear taken pait pa\*

929.

"1 C|12 Tiinmpli Frame and Tank.
Xi/ 6h.o. Eoral Euflled nrirnary sear case, 20/-.—

Alder House, Duchess St., '\Yhit!er Bay.

PALMER'S Motor
o'clock, selling commission 10%. Hena inose

parts and accessories.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[2840

GLOVES, line warm ganntlet mits at an astonish-

inaly low heme, 2/8, post free; on apiuoval against

cash.—D. and S. Autocar Co., 33, The Parade, Goiders

Green. [2889

LONG Exhoust Pipes, direct from engine, in coppei

or nickel-plated steel, for all make of machine.*;

standard eets, with detachahle muffles, from 21/-.—

Below.

DISCS, in polished aluminium or light steel, from
15/- per wheel; leg shields, in polished aluminium

or light steel, from 17/6 per wheel. ~' ' "
34, Sutton St., Warrington.

-Mersey Disc Co,
[1165

CYLINDERS.—Rex 1906 twin 50/-, 1910 55/-,

£3/5; Triumph. 1912. unused. £3/10,
1912
1914

£3/10, countershalt £3; various old-type cylinders
stocked.—Below. •

ALBION 2-speed, complete; £3/15; perfect. I quote
very keen prices to exchange old gears for

modern kick-starters.—Below.

TRIUMPH Countershaft Tank, complete, as new,
£2/15; Triumph front forks, £3; 4Vih.p. Pre-

cision engine, £10; stamp reply, please.—Syd. Pear-

son, Gate House, Chevlesmore, Coventry. Tel.: 1639.
[X4338

UBBEE Thigh Boots (Waders), brand new; 10/6
ixist free; sent on approval against cash; all

sizes —Harvey's, 47, South Lambeth Rd., S.W.
(nei.r Vauxhall Station). [2882

STURMEY 3-speed Boxes Conversions, £20; also
parts separate platform, 12/6; chain cover, 12/6

w

back" wheel, 35/-; back stays, 55 /-.—Hopiey,

Highgate St., Birmingham.
Upper
[2407

C^

DOUGLAS 23/ih.p. : Pi.rton. 7/6;
bushes, tappet guides, 1/6: lings, 1/-

OMPLETE Sets ol Gears for Bat motor cycles.

1919-20 models, delivery from stock.—The Motor
Gear and Engineering Co.. -Ltd., High Rd., Seven
Kings. 'Phone : lllord 641. [8813

valves, gudgeon
valve Ufter,

4/-; front hrnke stirrup. 4/-; postage extra.—Corner,

3, St. Martin's Ed., Pietton. [X0515

RUBBER Thigh Boots (Wader.s), all sizes, brand

new; sold elselvhere 15/-, our price 8/9, post 1/6;

sent on approval against cash.—Ceutial Garage, 302,

London Ed., Thornton Heath. [2952

CYLINTIEES in Stoc^r for Triumph. Singer. Premier,

J.A.P.. Minerva. Villiers, and other makes; prices

per return on application.—Forfield Motors. 11-13,

Forfield Place. Leamington Spa. [X4329

TRIUMPH Eiders.—We !ire supplying a special large

2',;. gallon tank for this machine: old tank taken

. \out
wcxste
of oil

A Tin of oil will last you
"^ twice as long, and you
will have a more efficient

engine, if you use a BEST
Automatic Oil Pump.
One delighted user says, " 1

have not had the sUghtest
trouble with it, and this,

combined with a big economy
in oil, easier starting, and
smoother running, makes me
more pleased with it every
run I liave."

Why not fit one to your machine?
It costs only 25 /6—plus cost of fittiu;*

Ycu can leant a I about V frn7n a five

Book et ca'led " Tiie ' Best Way." ilail

w^ sewl you a copy ?

BEST & LLOYD, LTD.,
HantJsworth, Bir/ningham.

BEST
AUTOMATIC
OIL PUMP
Less Oil-BetterRunniria

part" payment ; write for full particulars.

Motors, Forfield Place, Leamington Spii

Forfle'd
[X4327

CYLINDERS.—Humber.
Singer; genuine and

Triumph, Rex, Premier,
.„ imitation; old cylinders

made better than new; ground on Heald grmder--
Crown Works, Vecqueray St., Coventry. [.^4340

VALVES unbreakable nickel steel, every standard

make of motor cycle in stock, sent return post,

4/3 post 3d.; special and oversize, 4/9, post 3d.-

Coventry Motor Depot, Eosefleld St., Leamrngton Spa.

ALBION 2-speed Gear Box, complete, new, 90/-;

Sturmey S-speed wheel (J.A.|, just overhauled. £4

(no controls) ; new Lycetts seat, £1 : new Amac, tor light,

weight. 35/-.-Frank Button, 6, ^\olseley Terrace, Edin-

burgh. [3°°'

411 letters .elating to advertisements should quote the numbe.- at the end oS each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A25
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SQUARE Dealing.

No STRAIGHTER FiRM EXISTS THAN

JONES GARAGE,
Muswell Hill, London, N.IO.

'Phone: Horasey 2917,

AND AT

Woodsidc Parade, North Finchley.

'Pbone : Finchley 2334.

North London Agents for

ARIEL, B.S.A., DOUGLAS,
ENFIELD, INDIAN,

MATCHLESS, SUN, TRIUMPH,
etc.

Defetred Payments to suit aU.

SEND FOR OUR LIST OF SHOP-
SOILED & SECOND-HAND MACHINES

SPARES FOR ALL MAKES
from Stock.

STURMEY- ARCHER GEAR
SPECIALIST,

all parts from Stock.

// it's an "M-l" 3

f
— -^^^^^^ you can rely on it,

j
S MAGNETOS Uaktrs: The M-L Magneto \
§ Synd.f Lid.f Coventry, Enquiries to S. Smith 6* I
I Soils (M.4.), Ui., Cetitral Works, London, N.W.2. •

<^. J
Ten years' continuous production account for the

lasting quality of

JUCKES' PATENT
COUNTERSHAFT GEARS.

2, 3. and 4 soeeds, lisht and heavyweiBlits. Also
thi-ee sp3eds and reverse.

EFFICICKT MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO..
BMston Road Wolverhampton

EARNSHAW
Yorkshire service depot for

Douglas, Triumph, Matchless, B.S.A.,
P. & M., Enfield, Rudge, Humber, Norton,
Indian, Morgan, L.S.D., Coventry Premier,

Etc., Etc.

'Phone
1232.

HUDDERSFIELD.

"ASLATT"
TYRE STOPPING (patented).

"is *the gfoods'" (vide a Burnley user).
TEST IT. Will save your L.S.D.
Permanently repairs at small cost, 1/3 &5/-Det
tube (post 1/5 & 5/4). ' ^

THE ASLATT CO., WESTEND, SOUTHAMPTON.
Special Te^-ms to the Trade.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
SCOTT Eiders!—Special line. Highest quality transfer

port packings, Id. each. Huge stock new and S.H.
Scott parts. Any part on approval against cash.—Ward
Motors, Ltd., The ficott Specialists, 32, Hustler St.,
Bradford. [0755

DASHBOARD Lamps, aeroplane steering wheels, engi'
neers' bright steel washers, patent angle tyre

vahes, 65% below cost.—Apply, Vale Engineering Synd.,
9 and 10, Brown's Buildings, St. Mary Ase, E.C.3.
Tel.: Central 877. [0699

UNBREAKABLE Chrome Nickel Valves, any pat-
tern, 7/- each, 12/- pair; stainless steel ditto,

10/- each, guaranteed one year; step cut piston rings,
5/- pair; post free per return.—Capacity Eng. Co.,
Broseley, Shropshire. [5037

T3RAND New Frame, complete with forks, tank, and
-*-' tittings, footrests and bralces, "mudguards, carrier,
stand, etc., suit Villiers, £12; Villiers engine, brand
new, complete with carburetter. £16.—Frank Burton, 6
WolseJey Terrace, Edinburgh. [3008

T EWIS'S.—Genuine bargains, oil post free: Leather
-i-J coats. Leather conts. 500 R.A.F. airman's flying
ooutfi, double-breathted, heavy Heece-linert, slightly soiled,
Grade 1 qntility, 75/- and 80/-. We supply jur collars
at 10/- eitra. Trade supplied.—Below

IEWIS'S.-Leather coats. Leather coats. Brand new,
J special loiig pattern, sizes 36, 38, 40. 42, listed

£7, our price £5/5, with special heavy fieer-e lining
£5/17/6; short pattern, nil sizes, £4/5; these are noted
to be the finest value in leatlier coats in London.—
Below,

LEWIS'S.—Helmets. Helmets. Hein:ets. - Owing to
tlie slight less cost or' jiiodur-tion, we are pleased

to announce to our hundreds of customers we can .supply
hehuets at reduced prices. Xo profiteering here,
Below.

LEWIS'S.—R.A.F. pattern brand new fur-lined
hehuets in tan, nut-brown, black, and mauve*

14/6 and 13/6; lined fleece and faced Xwldy, 9/6

,

leather helmets, lined ileer-6. -7/6. 5/-, 3/6; all wonderful
value, and post free.—Below.

I'
EWIS'S.—500 genuine GoTernraent E.A.F. flying

-J long winter pattern helmets, lined Nutria fur and
chamois leather, cost to make 65/-, our price 23/-
these helmets are new goods.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Royal Air Force Sidcot flying suit:', special
lined. Wallaby fur collars, 50/-; ideal for motor

cycling; kindly state height when ordering.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Goggles, R.A.F. pattern. Mark 11.; these
are new, not v.ai stock, in tinted or niain glass;

listed at 42/-. our price 12/-; take advantage and pur-
chase while the stock lasts. Trade supplied.—Below.

LEWIS'S.-Fur gloves, lur gloves. American gauntlet
fnr gloves 15/-, with special binwn or black fur

18/6, These are wonderful value. Ideal Smas nresent.>.

Take advantage and purchase now. We are the only
firm in London who can supply these gloves at the price.

—Below.

LEWIS'S-—1,000 pairs real horsehide gauntlet gloves,
lined wool, guaranteed to remain soft and pliable,

will last for years, 5/6 per pair, worth 21/-; the last

consignment.—Below.

IEWIS'S.-Wonderful of!er of leather wnistconts, long
J sleeves, sizes 38, 36, 34, li-sted 40/-, our price 14/-.

—Below.

LEWIS'S-—R.A.F. new aeroplane watches in brass
cases, listed £5/5. our price 27/6; 500 new Phelon

and Moore toolbags, all leather, for R.A.F. model frame
fitting, complete with clips, listed 50/-. our price 9/-;

trade supplied.—Below.

LEWIS'S.—Gloves. Suede gauntlets, witli fingers in,

ail sizes, 12/6 post free, listed at 27/6; soft brown
kid gauntlets, lined fleece, sliehtly soiled^ 10/9 and 9/9.

—Below.

LEWIS'S.-New prismatic compasses, Mark VII.,

VIII., as used by army officers, usual price 90/-,

our price 12/6; leather cases and sling for same, 2/€;
watch pattern comoasses. 4/6.—Below.

TO All Purchasers ol goods to the value of 20/- we
present free the Aero inspection lamp, complete

with flex, and bulb. Deal with a firm with a big
reputation. Hundreds of satisfied customers every
week. Try a sample order. Any goods advertised
sent on approval against cash. Money refunded in
full if not approved of.

S.
LEWIS, 19a, Upper Charlton St., Carburton St,
off Gt. Portland St., London, W.l (2 minutes

from Gt. Portland St. Station, Met.). 'Phone:
Museum 1824. -

'

[3141

BRICO.—0\er 200 sizes in stock to fit any motor
cycle engine. State make and date, and send

pattern. 50 to 631/2 mm. ?/- each, 64 to 76 mm. 2/4
each, 76V2 to 85^2 mm. 2/8' each, postage extra.—Daw-
sons' Garage, Regnt St., Cambridge. 'Phone; 993

[3034
TRIUMPH 4h.p. Exhaust Valves, 4/-, poet .4d.;

pistons complete, 18/6; gudgeon pins, 2/3; bush,
2 / 6, all new ; 1914 pulley. 15/6; Douglas 2^h.p.
gudgeon pins, lOd.; bushes. 1/3: all parts in stock.

—

Wards, 51, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney. ' 'Phone:
Putney 2754. [2972

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER
cf our No. 38

SUPERIOR

MOTOR
CYCLE
HOUSE.

Our usual exwilent quality malntainod.
The best value for money in lh« kingdom.

Larser sizes suitable for motor car.

Height Heigbt Floor Aalon-

Size, toeaves, lo ridge, lledacedprioa. ing platform.

8'x6' C 8' £11 £236
9'X7' 6' 8'

3"
12 10 2 12 6

10' X 8' 6' -8' 6"
14 10 300

I2'x8' 6' 8'6' 16 S 3 10 o

I4'x8' 6' 8'6' 18 7 6 316 6

i4,Xlo' / to' 3" 23 5 650
i6'xi2' / jo's" 27 17 826
Carriage paid to stations in England and Wales for

cash with order. PROMPT DESPATCH. Made in

complete sections to bolt together, of SEASONED
BEST QUALITY Swedish Red Deal, planed, tongaed
and grooved from lia. boards on strong framing,
mortised, tenoned, and pinned together. Roof of

matchboards covered with superior waterproof felt.

Tongued and grooved FLOOR AND SLOPING
PLATFORM made from |in. boards. Two larger

sizes lin. floor and platform. Bolts and nuts for

erection supplied. SatisTacfa'on guaranteed. Write for

Free List No. 86 for Bargains ia Portable Buildings,

or No. 6 for Motor Houses.

Estimates free to customers' own requirements.
The principal and best Makers at lowest prices of
portable wood and iron buildings, poults? houses, etc,

J. T. HOBSON & CO., BEDFORD.
Establishei 80 veats. Works g acres.

PROUD
SELF-CLEANING^
VARIABLE JET,
& EASY STARTER.

THE SIZE OF JET ISVARIED WHILE
RIDING by moving lever "D,

allowing you to obtain best possible

results from your engine at all times,

and reduce your Petrol BilL

EASY STARTING is aasnred by pressing

koob "C" smartly, which raises Pltinaer
" B " forcing a spray of fuel tliroueb Jet, " A '

at high pressure,causins instant vaporisation.

CHOKED JBTS are eleared in tbe same
manner while riding.

Fop AMAC. B & B, SENflPEAY add
ZENITH 8/4, Post free by return.

Handie-har Control 11/6 extra.

W}ien ordering stale viake and year of Carbu-

retter and tength of Jet and
Holder, or belter still send old

Jet and Holder as pattern.

Proud-Autobits, 20, Gostorth Rd., Southpori

> SANDUM V-shaped

WINDSCREEN
Instantaneous Success.

The Talk of Olympia Show.

SANDUM SIDECARS,
£2 15 336, Gray's Inn Road. W.C.I

Plioiie: City 6982.

SIDECAR SPRINGS.
FINEST SPRING STEEL,

17/6 per pair
Carriage Palt

JAMES KANELtdT^ t,???;y""

KYRWICKS LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

A26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date oJ the issue.
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AIRMEN'S LEATHER

FLYING COATS
90/ - 65/

-

1st Ouality. 2nd Quality

CASH WITH ORDER.
Money Returned if Dissatisfied.

MOSS BROS. buy. sell, or exchange misfits

and Second-hand Clothing.

Dinner and Dress Suits .

.

60/- to 120/-

Suits (SeconcUhand) •• 40/- to 90/-

„ (New and N4isfit) .. 50/- to 100/-

Overcoats (Second-hand) .. 35/- to 80/-

(New and Misfit) 40/- to 80/-,

Rain and Trench Coats .. 27/- to 65/-

AH Goods sent on Sale or Return.

'Phones-
Park 4817MOSS BROS.

S3- 5, Notting Hill Gate, and
224, High Rd., Kilburn,N.W.6

MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES.
Complete with loldin;^

doors and windows.

7ft. X 5't. {8 2 a

ott. x6ft. . £9 10
lOft. X 7ft. . .. £12 10
I2tt. X 8ft. . ,. £1T 5
15ft. X git. . .. £22 17

MOTOR CAR HOUSES from £13 5s.
Carriage Paid, England and Wales.

FOR NUiMEROUS OTHER DESIGNS, also
Bungalows and Buildings in Wood, Iron, and
Asbestos Rough cast; Poultry Houses and Appli-
ances, Rustic Work, aud Horticultural 15uildiii;;s.

See Illtislraled Calalogus No. 16, post Use.

T. BATH & CO., LTD.,
(The Savoy Stores),

SAVOY STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
Call and inspect our New Showrooms.

TRIUMRH PARTS
We are the promptest firm for these. Prac-
tically every part for every model actually
in stock. . Enclose stamped envelope please

FORFIELD MOTORS,
11-13, Forfield Place,
LEAMINGTON SPA.PREMIER PARTS

Cipaje Parts lor

<mslm
THE DENNIS ACCESSORIES STORES.

69, Brixton Road London, S.W.

Speoiallstsln "Indian" Repalrsand Overhauls.
'Phone; Brixton 312!).

Motor

Cycles

MORGAN
REPLACEMENTS FROM STOCK.

Write, wire or 'phone, MORGAN CITY SERVICE
DEPOT. We have the largest stock of parts foe all

models in the country. NOW IS THE TIME TO
CARRY OUT THE WINTER OVERHAUL.
ELCEACO Ltd 15-16,BishopsgateAv.,t^''tW VU., kill. Camomile Street,

LISTS BY RETURN. LONDON, E.C.3.
Plione: *venuc5>d8. 'Grama: E'cem cy^a. Stock. London.

4/9-

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
THE Eflia Motor Works beff to offer au Jiiioloey um\

to .sttite that, in lespoiise to their iidvcrtir^eniLMit
nf Goverument motor cyrle.s, the uiuil exceeded 1,000
letters, and it is imp03sil)le to nnswer every ouL^ All
the machines have now been disposd ot.

No more acetylene lamp trouble. Concleuisers
for pnrifyinB the gas, resnlates even jneaenre,

iind prevents condensation in tuoinfr: Ii:sted at 15/9;
new ex-W.D. i^tock

;
postti&e 9d.—Helow

EFFEA, the firm for cheap brand new Douglas 2^ih.p.
spares : Cylinders, front and re^r, with guides,

35/-; pistons complete, 11/6; rinfi-'^, 1'3; crankshafts,
25/-; silencers, IC/-; frames. £4/15 (stoved) : forks,
16/6 (shop-5oilctl) ; stiiuds, 10/6; footboards. 10/-, etc.

J7FFRA.—Tanks, genuine 2-jh.p. Dnnt:l;is, biand new,
-J luakeis' coionrr;, 45/-; 1921 p;ttt.nn ditto, 40/-

and exchange for old tank.

ElfFEA.—4h.p. Douglas spares; frames. £5 (stovecl)

:

\i\\\\i9, (genuine Dougla.-;), 60/-; c-iirriers, 22/6;
drawbolts complete, 3/-; f-iutch relea-e wonn, 7/6;
footboards. 10/-; uU engine and -gear box spares; brake
blocks, 2/-.

DOUGLAS Sidei?ar Chassis [stovedV new tyre and
tube and brand new body, complet-e, £15. All

ehe<iues and postal oideis should be made pnvable to
tre Effra Motor Works, 59-63, Higli St,, Chipham,
S.W. 'Phone: Brixton 1115. T.A. : Eflramota, Clap-
com. [3044

GEARS. Gears. Gears.—Look iip those old parts
and old gears, and I will take them in part pay-

ment for new gears. Albion lightweight 2-speed, alfio

2-^Ijeed, clutch, and kick-.starter models in stock; also
second-hand and new Sturmey gears. Let me c\\\oXe

you.—Below.

RENOLDS ';^X%in. Cliains, 52 link*^, 12/6; new
y2x3-16in.. chains. b6 links, 7/6; magneto chains,

3/6; magneto sprockets, suit lightweiglits ,and T.B. and
C.A.V. W.D. mags., 3/6 each; new M-L lightweight
magneto, 65/-: various types of -second-hand magnetos
in etock.- -Below.

TEIUJMPH, Williamson. Premier, "Res, and Singer
parts in ^stof-k. second-hand and new : ^eiid your

enriuirie^.—Alt. Holland, Hearsall Lnne Corner, Cov-
entry. [X4337

4h.p. Douglas Rear Brakes, new, complete. 18/-; less

pedal and rod, 14/6; top 1918 fork spindles, 3/-;

bottom shackles. 5/6: handle-bars, plated, 12/6; bot-

tom gear rods, 4/-; Amac carburetter, complete. 25/-;
all parts for Amac; gear box parts, gears, layshafts,

ball races.—Below.

prompt dependable service.—
- -- - -' cam-

Edgware Rd., W.2. Tel.: Padding-
[3201

t

ANY Parts Supplied. .

R. G. Gamble and Co., 13. Somevs Mews,
bridge Terrace,
ton 899.

A.J.S. Owners.—Put the finishing touch to your com-
bination bv fitting a set of Ace patent seandess

wheel discs. They can be supplied with highly polished

finish or stove enamelled bla<k with gold line to match
machines. Reduced prii^e, 27/6 per wheel.—Cornercroft.
Ltd., Vecqueray St., Coventry. [X4326

TRIUMPH Parts. 1904 to 1921.-Every part, any
year, in stock, new or second-hand, guaranteed

serviceable. Enclos.^ stamp for reply. Why not second-

hand goods in place of new while prices are so high?
ihalf fhe nricp satistnction trnaraTitRed--Forfield Mntnt's.

11, Fortield Place, Leamington Spa, [X4328

GENUINE J.A.P. Engine Parts.— 5li.p. and 8h.p.

crank cases. 50/-; pair new 8h.p. cylinders, 55/-
each or ^5 pair, pistons complete, 17/6 each; con-
necting rods, 50/- pair; valve complete, 4/- each; valve

guide, 3/6 eacli ; exhaust caps. 4/- each; cam lever,

3/- each; eudgeon pin-^. 2/6 each; gudgeon piu bushes,

Hawkins (below).

BURMAN 3-speed Countershaft Gear Box, dE12/10
each; and I have all parts for Burman gear

boxes; Ferodo clutch plates, 7/6 each; layshafts 10/-

each; sliding gears, 5/-; low gear pinions, 5/-; top
gear pinions, 5/-; stamp reply.-Hawkins (below).

8h.p. New Imperial Parts.—Imperial footboards, 10/
pair; new front hubs, 10/-: rear. 15/-; rear

sprockets, 10/-; stamp reply.—Hawkins (below).

ROVER Frames and back stays, 50/-;- footboards,

10/-; pair front wheels. 20/-; rear wheel, com-
plete with sprocket. 30 /- ; stamp reply.—Hawkins
(below).

1,000 .T.A.P. Valves, all complete, 4/- each; 1,000
J.A.P. piston rings, 7/6 dozen.—Hawkins (be-

low).

OAA J-A.P. Engine Sprockets; %x% and 15
/OW teeth, 7/6 each.—Hawkins (below).

1,000 Pairs of heavyweight Druid fork springs, 2/-

pair; postage 9d.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd.
Wandsworth. [7724

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p. Unused Spares.—Pistons complete
10/6, connecting rods complete 18/6, engine

fiprocketfi 3/6, chain wheels 5/6, Renolds chains 7/6,

tappets complet-e 3/-, tappet, valve guides 1/9, good
second-hand orankaliafts 25/-. hteeriag columns 8/6;

stamp for list: postage extra.—A. Knapton. 30, Crystal

Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [3135

: Repairs to
\

i all Chassis I

\\7E carry out
* '^ G m c 1 c II t i y

111(1 anlcUy repuirs
to all inolcGH and
types of sidecar
chassis and rrnmua. ----------_-----_-----«'
Heim rerd to the
T r a de. Firtit class Send us your next renai - job.

workmanship and Unte for List—to llie Trade oiilv—o/
material. all imrts for biilldinn upchasiia

Upto-date plant. —WI.ecls. Springi. Miidjttardt.
Qji'Ck deltvery. Lugs. el<i.

SPECIALISTS IN SIDECAR CHASSl.S

\^ 359-381. Euston Rd, London, N.W.I Jj

A C.U. 6 DAYS TRIAL.
13' 9 A.riel machine won silver medil, J.ime^ machinew .nsilvr
medal. 9-20 Scott m u-hines won leam prixe. 1921 Pilatchlesa
machines won team i rize iwo tod and two silver medals
F N. mahints wi>n two Bold and two silvei- medals p us bonus

marks for petrol Cfm.«nmntion
AUL. FITTED WITH THE
W.S-R, VARIABLE *J ET ADAf=>TER
You cannot help but Savo Petrol this way

A.M.A.C., B.&B.,8/6
Senspray, Triumph,
Claudel Hobson, 10,/6

PoMaue (Old Pai-hinn Gi.

If fitted v\'ith BOWDEN
CONTROL 11 /6 EXTRA.
Wlien order 1 g .state leng h of
jet. including p'uk and yoirof
acburetter. Wiitu for leaflet,

St will incr. st you.

Of alt well-knutcn Agent'!, or diiccl from

DlinOC DDnC Motor Fittings M anuracturerS

nUubC DnUO> FLEET ST.^ BIRMINGHAM.

The Book that describes

Clothing for the Motor

Cyclist, made by a

Motor Cyclist,

YOURS FOR A
CART>

WRITE

IRVINE
SMITH,
BUTTERSHAW,

BRADFO&D.

I SELL NICE LEATHER
in all colours, at 1/3 sq. It.

LADIES SAVE MONEY:
Make your own Gloves,
Hats, Dorothy Bags Table

Centres, etc.

A. c. CATT, Leather Merchant, NORTHAMPTON.

NO MORE AIR LEAKS
MAKE yOUR ENGINE JOINTS WITH

METALASTENE
,Prov. Pat. No. 14944/21)

TUBES 1/- & 31-

From tU .4 sents or Pose Fn
METALASTENE Co.. Poulten-!e-Fylde. LAWCS.

All letters lelatine to advertisements should nuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A27
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MELTON RUBBER
WORKS

Melton Mowbray

Mewe5tupto(
) stretched

CARRIAGE PAiD
." SPECIAL TERMS TO TRADE. ..

RETREADING
BroKen-away Beads Remoulded
Vulcanzing Butt Ends Fitted

SEND FOR LIST

DIRTY W^ORK but

CLEAN HANDS!
If you PELDO YOUR HANDS

FIRS T, you can
work for h ou rs.

handling grease, oil
and dirt, and a wash
in cold water and
ksoap will instantly
reniove all traces of
dirt, leaving the
hands white and smooth

Price

^to^-tV'^^skin ceeam
To be obfaiiied from leacttrtf; Garages,
Stores, Cheinisfs, Ironmongers, Grocers, etc
If any difficulty in ohfaiiung, send 1/6 to
" P^ldo" Works, Devon Wharf, Mile End,
Loi-{foii, E. 1. giving the name and address

of your nearest retailer.

(Wholesale : Brozvn Bros. Ltd.)

THE AERO DISC, in polished aluminium.
Equip your machine for the
winter and add 50% to its

appearance. Sliding doors
to valves, tyres changed and
hubs oiled without remov-
ing the disa Lined to suit
your machine t9/6, hned
two colours £1-1-0 per wheel.
Carriage Paid. (Best trade
terms). Full illustrated par-
Hculars from^

MORANE- SMITH
AVIATION CO.,

per wheel.' 21, MoringRd., Tooting, S.W.17.

17/6

THE NOJA PILLION SEAT.
No Pivotea Parts

to wear and rattle.

PRICE 21/"
Trade Enquiries

eolicited,

JAMES KANE Ltd., ^/»r'S|{i*«igi,

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
LONG Exhaust IMiies, pliited, to suit any make oi

machine, fitted with.Villiers engine, new or old,

complete witli clip, pins and mits, 16'6. It -ttill pay
agents to stock these pipes, as thousands will be wanted.
Can be fitted in five minutes.—Ti-yus Cycles, Johnstone
St., Birchfteld, Birmiugliam. Manufacturers of the
fumous Silver I'rince liehtweight registered motor cycles.

[X4334
BRADBURY Cylinders. £3/10; piston only, 18/-;

rings, 1/9; gudgeon pin, 3/8; valves, 8/4;
springs, 6d.; exhaust cam wheel, 15/-; connecting pin,
6/-; large bush, 3/3; small bush, 2/7; valve caps,
4/-; tappet levers, 4/3: adjustable tappets, 3/6; all

other spare parts- supplied.—Bright and Hayles, 78,
Church St., Camberwell, London. 'Phone: Brixton
2951. [2812

SULINA Garage. The Douglas Specialists.—23'4h.p.
Douglas spares. Connecting rods, 17/6; piston.s,

10/6; crankshaft ball races (large), 8/-; small, 7/-;
front brakes complete, 10/-; flywheels, £1 ; tappet
guides, 1/6; big end-=bushes, 2/- pair; oversize piston
rings, 1/-; fork blades, 12/6; gear box pulleys, 4/6;.
sprockets, 5/-; ball races, 3/6; frames, complete with
rear stays, £4.—Below.

SULINA Garage.—4h. p. Douglas spares. Front
brakes complete, 18/6; chain wheels. 12/6; fork

blades (old type), 10/-; latest type, 35/-; frames,
£4/10; exhaust pipes, 15/- pair.—Below.

SULINA.—To the trade. 2''4h.p. Douglas frames,
one fracture, £1 each, complete with rear stays;

cylinders, front or rear, 12/6; 4h.p. cylinders, 7/6
each; all perfect tone and guaranteed.—Below.

SULINA.—Triumph Spares. Front brakes, less lever

and cable, 12/6; bottom back stays, 45/-; fork
blades, 27/6 pair; cylinders, 1915 to 1921, 30/-.—
Below.

SULINA.—Brooks B170 saddles, 25/- each; satisfac-

tion guaranteed or money refunded in full; Dun-
lop inner tubes, 26x2.'4x?^, 2/6. We hold the largest
stock of Douglas spares in London. All the small
dealers buy from us direct, so why not you. Call,

write, or 'phone your requirements.—^The Sulina Gar-
age Co., New Park Rd., Brixton Hill. S.W.2. 'Phone:
Streatham 40 and 2565. Tel. : Suilgara, Brixstret,
London. Carriage on all goods extra. [3142

ROBINI Mfg. Co.—Triumph, special offer. Bacl:
stands 11/6, silencers 12/6, long exhaust pipes

14/6; Douglas 4h.p. silencers 11/6, valauced mudguards
complete 25/6 pair, frajues as new £^}5; Douglas 2%h.p.
silencers 10/6, frames as new £4, back stands 9/6; car-

iage extra; leather driving gauntlets, fleecy lined, 6/6
pair; wonderful offer; carriage extra. 'Phone: Brixton
1585.-Ilobini Mfg. Co., 1 and 3, Tulse Hill, Brixton
S.W. [3164

TRIUMPH Spares.—Counterslmft tank complete, £2;
piston.', 1905-21. new, 21/6; cylinders, 1905-21,

now, £3/17/6; crank cnse, 1905-6, £2/2; valve caps,

new, 4/4; carburetter, 1915-21, new 58/6; finme centre,

1908-13, 32/-: t^.nk r-omplete, 1908-13. 32/-; saddle.

new, latest type, 19/11; toolljncs, new. 16/- pair; all

above carriage free.—Foifield ifotois, Forfield Place,

Leamington Si>a. [X4352

WHEELS! Wheels 1 Wheels !—Motor cycle wheels
built to order, all sizes in stock; motor cycle

frame repaired, altered, and brought up to date; side-

car chassis repairs ; contracts wanted for frame and
wheel building, customers' own materials; motor cycles

overhauled, enamelling and plating; wanted, all kinds

of motor cycle parts cheap for cash, such as engines,

frames, wheels, etc. — Pendlelou. 28. Lonsdale Sg..

Liverpool Rd., London, N.l. £3137

MAGNETO Handle-bar Controls, complete ,Qad rendy
for fitting, list price 30/-, our price 12/6; a

quantity of new 25^.p. Douglas gear box races at half

list price; ditto Sturmey-Arehev ; single control levers,

all patterns, new, 1/6; generators, large size, brass witb

black finish, complete with brackets, brand new, 9/6
No more lamp trouble,L acetylene gas filters, 5/- each

Come and see us for ' Douglas spares; many to be
cleared this week.—Light Car and Motor Cycle Engi-
neering Co., Ltd.. 26, Tulse Hill, Brixton (V:> min.
from Brixton Sk^iting Rink). Tel.: Brixton 1292. [2556

EAGLES.—N.S.U. type 2-speed engineshaft gears,

with free engine and adjustable pulley, univer-

sally acknowledged the most perfect of its type, speci-

ally made to suit Triumph. B.S.A.. Bradbury. Pre-

cision, Humber, Rover, Norton, Premier, Singer,

Rudge, L.M.C., Abingdon, T.D.C.. New Hudson. Arno,
James, price £9/18; also to suit J.A.P., Ariel, Peu-
geot, Falnir. Minerva, Rex, and other engmes with
large recessed pulleys up to 8h.p., £10/10; easy to

fit no alteration to motor cycle necessary; trade en-

quiries invited.—Eagles and Co., Acton Hill Works,
Showrooms. Spares, and Repair Dept., 275, High St.,

Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick 556. [0161

BANCROFTIAN Co.'s Great Sale : Premises coming
down.—In consequence of our head depot, 64,

Bishopsgate, coming down, and not having sufficient

room at our 78 Depot, we have decided to clear as
much as possible of our stock, the value of which is

about £20,000, regardless of cost. No reasonable offers

will be refused. Motor cycles all makes, tyres, lamps,
horns, sidecar hoods, speedometers, and all replace-

ments; carburetters, magnetos, belting, accumulators,
waterproof clothing, chains, saddles, and everything
for the motor cyclist at extraordinary prices. Call or

write; you will save money; writs ior list of tyres.—

liancroftian Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, London,
T.A : , Cliailkel London. Tel. : London Wall 9897

[061

IVIUD SHIELDS
20/- set, reduced to

16/- post paid.

REa SAMSON,
(.adywood Road, BIRIHINGHAM.

Send for list.

Keep
Yourself
Alive
to the possibilities oi the Trade

by studying week by week the

Authoritative Trade Journal of the

Industry.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE
AND CYCLE TRADER"
wiU keep you in constant touch

with all essential trade matters.

9/-
will bring it to you by post for

one year,

FOR THE TRADE ONLY.

Motor-Cycle
-TI2ADER

-iflcacMBOiga—

:lj.-

139-140, FLEET ST.
LONDON, E.C.4

'J'^m'J\'m'm'J\.'JV,'JVm'JVJVmi

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Patent g
applied n

% The NESTHILL for.

SpeedometerLight

^X|
THIS lo A REALLY VERY USEFUL ACCESSORY a

Combined speedometer, light, temporary g
head light and inspection lamp, complete g
with switch and 42 inches o£ flexible cable, g
nickel plated on biass. g
Price: with 4 voi bulb,7/6 i
\^Tien ordering please state dia. nf speedometer, g

6, S, and 12 volt bulbs, 2/6 extra. S
Manufai^Uired by §

Grams: ERNESTH. HILL. Ltd, l
"inflator, Broomhall street, Vl

"

^
Sheffieid"s H E F F t E L D . ^

^'
g

Petrol-ParaffinEngines
For Farm or other station-
ary work. Hopper
cooled, magneto ignition-
governed, Easy to start.
Sent out complete, ready
to run. Send for list.

Delivery from Stock.

Booth's Motorics, A.C., ""U'llfFAx!^

Are you interested in

LIGHT CARS ?

Readers of " The Motor Cycle'
who are considering the purchase
of a small car will find all the in-

formation they desire In the pages of

Every Friday. fOURPENCE.

"THE AUTOCAR" deals with

every phase of motoring, and

very fully covers the small car

movement.

All the known ^
makes o£ light

cars are advertised in "THE
AUTOCAR.':

Bargains in second-hand light

cars are more likely to be secured

ihrough "THE AUTOCAR".
than any other medium

Because^

More second-hand light cars
are offered for sale in "THE
AUTOCAR" than in any
other motor journaU "^ "

PabUslied b?

Iliffe & Sons Ltd.. 20. Tudor St. London. E.C.4

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
4h.p. Douglas Flywheel, 30,'-; induction pipe. 15/-;

Liankshaft. 50/-; Sunbeam layshatt, 25/-; Scott
tanks, 30/-; 2^4h.p. Douglas flywheel, new, 30/-;
Clyno, Enfield, mudguards. 20/-; Rover rear wheel,
40/-; P. and M. rear wheel, 40/-; pistons, all makes,
10/-; Rover silencer, 15/-; complete Rudge Multi
pulleys, 25/-; carburetters—Binks, Amac. B. and B.,

Senspray, 40 /- ; Claudel. 50 / - ; Rudge front wheel,

40 /- ; B.S.A. rear wheel, 50 /- ; P. and M . sidecar

wheel. 40/-; cylinders; pistons all makes; A.J.S.

clutch sprocket. 12/6; Sturmey-Archer 3-speed wheel
and controls, 90/-; P. and M. gear, 60/-; 2-i J.A.P.
silencer. 12/6. We have a large stock of new and
second-hand parts for Rudge. J.A.P-. Rover, Clyno,

P. and M., Douglas, Zenith, B.S.A.. Triumnh. Indian,

Sturmev-Archer. Write us. Stamped envelope reply.

Close 1 p.m. Thursdays. 'Phon? : Putney 1652.—Bnt-
nell Bros., 43-45, High St.. Fulham. [3124

JACKSON for Norton Parts.—One 3Voh.p. Norton
engine, perfect, 1915, mag., etc., £15; two Norton

exhaust pipes, with mufflers, 10/- each; one pair

Norton T.T. bars. 10/-; one 1916 3V':h.p. Norton en-

gine, perfect, with mag., engine plates, etc., first

£18/10; one T.T. Norton rear wheel, £1/10; one set

ol Norton T.T. engine plates, 17/-; one T.T. Norton
rear brake complete, £1 ; one pair Norton T.T. mud-
guards and plates, £1 ; one pair Norton forks, less

stem, £1/9/6; one Norton rear wheel, cush drive, 26x
21,0, as new, £3 ; one new tool bos for top of Norton
tank, 8/6; one box of assorted B. and B. carburetter

parts, 10/-; 1921 Norton Big 4 frame, as new, £8;
one Norton rear stand, 10/-; one set Norton T.T. foot-

rests, 10/-; one set Norton 16H footrests, new, 15/-;

one M-L magneto, new, £2/3/6; one new large E.I.C.

anti magneto. £3; one new lightweight magneto, clock-

wise. £2/3/6; one T.T. Norton belt pulley, 8/6; two
Norton carrier toolbags, new, the pair £1; two new
lightweight Clyno pistons, with gudgeon pins, new,
12/6 each; one Humberette a.c. cylinder, perfect, £1

;

1920 almost new Albion 2-speed gear box. £3/17/6;
one new 650x65 sidecar wheel, with spindle, £1; one
3-speed Sturmey-Archer gear bos, as new. complete
with new spare parts, £14; twenty motor cycle foot

pumps, soiled only, 3/3 each ; New Imperial light-

weight 3-speed gea"r box, new, £8/15/6; 1921 soiled

only 170 Norton, Lucas lamp, etc., £85; P. and M.
gear chain wheels and box of gear parts. 15/-; T.D.C.
lightweight engine, as new, fitted with mag. platform,
new C.A.V. and Amac. to clear £7/16/6; ten new
rear mudeuards, less stays, to clear, 4/6 each; ten
only lengths of Bowden wire, 100ft., 4/6 each; one
pair new gauntlet gloves, 6 /6 ; one Lucas large
generator, sound, 10/-; ten only sidecar lamps, with
generator, new, 10/6 each; new Norton silencers and
pipes from stock, to fit all models, £1/10; one 1916
3V2h.p. Norton, just overhauled and enamelled, in
perfect order, c/c/belt. 3-speed Sturmey, K.S., tyres
as new, very fa^t and smart; to clear, first cheqne
£54/15; one 1920 SV.'lip- special T.T. B.S.A. . as new
throughout, in beautiful condition, fitted with Philip-
son, any trial, only £49/10; 1921 Big 4 Norton, as
new, little used, very fast, largest head lamp, tax paid,
guaranteed perfect, any trial, first cheque £86; one
pair semi-T.T. Norton bars, soiled only, 17/6 ; one
new B. and B. float chamber, with top, 7/-. Send a
P.O. for £1/15 for a pair of the finest light car elec-
tric lamps made, approval willingly. All goods offered
are as stated, and nothing W.D. Cash with all orders,
carriage extra.—Alec. Jackson, Norton and Sunbeam
Specialist, East Parade, Keighley. [2915

MISCELLANEOUS.

ARMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer Gears repaired
promptly and eflBciently.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow. [0514

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears repaired
while you wait.—County Engineering Co., Houns-

low. [0515

CELLULOID, polished sheets, lists tree.—Athol Engi.
neering Co., Peru St., Higher Broughton, Man-

chester. [8470

RUBBER Thigh Boots, beat mate, all Pizes, 14/9,
carriage paid.—Hawthorn, Ltd., Dept. M., Shrews-

bury. ^ [0754

RE-PLATE Tour Own Hnndle-bars, lamps, and all

worn electro-plate, complete outfits 5/6, com-
prising:

RU8TRIM0VA removes Rust without damage to
plate; tins 9d. and 1/6.

NICKELDEP for Eenovatin? worn plate on cycles,
motors, etc., after usine Euatrimova; tins 1/6.

SILVERDEP for renovating worn fiilver plated goods,
guaranteed pure silver, no mercury; tins 1/6.

SNOFLAKE, wonderful dry cleaner for silver, nickel
(preserves the plate), brass, copper; tins 1/6;

postage single tins 3d. ; outfits, 6d. extra.

SILVER Heplating Powder' Co., la. Northwold Rd.,
Stoke Newington, N.16. [1086

CHAIN Sprockets and Gear Wheels. We make any
pattern immediately.—County Engineering Co..

Hounalow. [0513

OKA Bright Steel Assorted Nuts, studs, bolts, etc.,
/Vtlvf sent, carriage free, 10/-; approval.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [28^7

TRANSFERS, design name, 14/6 gross, cycle linings,
wholesnle samples, 6d.—Transfer Co., 9, Church-

mead Rd., Willesdeu. [1815

James

GROSE
LTD.,

Established 1876.

'Phones: ; 712 Central. 1297 North. City 3684

OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2,

and at 255-257. HoUowaT Road, N. :

8, New Bridge Street. E.C.

1922 MOTOR CYCLES
DOUGLAS 2j h.p. (less

equipmeut) . . . . £71 5

MATCHLESS (Model H or
H2) Combmation .. £170

CHATER-LEA 8 h.p.

Combination . . . . £147

CHATER-LEA 2i h.p.,

with 2-speed gear . . £52 10

SIDECARS.
COMPLETE.

Ready for fitting to machine.

SPUR LA GRANDE.
'Ihe smartest Sidecar on the road. Best coach-
built body with large bulbous baclt giving a large

locker, spring upholstering.and special shapedoor,
chassis heavy undersluug four-point connection,
valanced mudguard, etc., and complete with
Hutchinson tvre

—

£23.

SPUR SPECIAL.
Large comfortable touring body, spring upholster-

ing, detachable seat with locker underneath, strong
undershmg chassis, quick detachable joints, com-
plete with all fittings, and studded tyre

—

£15 :15 :0.

THE SPUR.
Light touring coachbullt body, vpeli upholstered,

with locker under seat, light underslung chassis,

complete with all fittings, and studded tyre—

£14-14-0.

SPUR RACER.
Light sporting coachbuilt body, with small locker
fitted, on light underslung chassis, complete with
all fittings, and studded tyre

—

£13-13-0.

C H ASS IS.
The SPUR, complete with all fittings, mudguards,
wheel, etc £7 7
The SPUR Heavy, underslung. fitted with 4-point
connection, valanced mudguard, etc. £10 10
The SPUR Tandem, specially suitable for Harleys
and heavy twins, will take fan ily body, etc.,

built of heavy gauge tubing. 3-Iecf spring, 5-point
connection, valanced mudguard, with special

fitting, any size wheel £16 16
The SPUR Indian, specially made for spring
frame Indian. 4-point connection, valarced mud-
guard, 28in. wheel, finished in Indian red, com-
plete £15 15

A Special Show of Sidecars are always on
view at our Holloway Road Branch, which
closes at 1 o'clock Thursdays and 9 o'clock
Saturdays.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad\ertisement, and the date of the issue. A29
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PRATTFN'^ Motor & Sidecar Houses
for Quality and Value.

10x7>:8. price £1125. FIco: 53/- Curriafie paid. Order now
for immediate dispatch. Catulo^'ue free sliowiue other sizes at
proportionate rates. Al-o Bungalows, Greeuhousea, Poaltry-
liouses. etc. Oar Agents, H.ssrs. J G. Graves, Ltd., Sheffield,

will arrauge for easy payments,

— F. PRATTEN & OO., —
Midsomer Norton, BAXH =

All sizes in Ladies* and Gent's Russet
Bazil Leather Motor Gauntlet Gloves,
lined Burlap and Llama, 14- /6 a pair.

Russet Bazil Gloves, lined 'Lamb
(very warm), 12/6* Motor Cyclists'

Helmets, tip-top quality, lined Llama,
S/6 Trimmed Fur, 15 /G. Fine

Fur 33/- Postage 6d.

The B,it Leathers for all Weathets.

T. A. DIXON, Glove Mfr.
Butts Works^ WORCESTER.

MOTOR CYCLE
REMINISCENCES

By IXION
of " The Motor Cycle."

A humorous record of early experiences.
The best thing IXION has CT-er ivritten.

5/- net, by post 5/3.

From ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

} "THE MOTOR CYCLE" J

1 ROUTE book;
/\\'ith 3.- pages of Road Maps of England aad J
^ Wales, Scotland, and the London District. f

i 5/- net, by Post 5/4.
J

I From Iliffe & Sons Ltd.. 20. Tudor St.. London.E C 4 f

MISCELLANEOUS.
'T'E>r First Grjide Long Leatlier E.A.P. Coats, lined

^ „ fleece; cost £10/10, accept £4/4 eacli.-MiUards,
Sleffleld Ed., Chesterfield. 1.2651

"VrUTS. Eolfg. Washers, assorted, 50 2/6, 100 4/6,
„ 200 7/6, post tree.—Special Kut and Bolt Co.,
63, Well St., Hackney. [2454

1 ftO ^"^y- Magnet Lnmps ; no batteries required

;

, „ always ready; last a lifetime;- price 15/-, post
free.—Pieldhousc, Kirkgate, Otley. [24741

A RM.STROKG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.—Any gear.
-I^ repaired immediatelv by skilled mechanics.—
County Engineering Co., tlounslow. [0516 ,

r^ELLDLOID Sheets, 50x20in. 19/6, 25x20in. 10/6,1^ ,J°'i,W''i''i; 5/6, 12iAxl0in. 3/-, post Iree.-
Walbro Wmd Screen Co., Ely, Cambs. [4604
piNDEICK Decompressor for Easy Starting and slo-w

1 'tm°i"S. Pits yalve cap or spare plug hole'; 12/6
each. Suit motor cycles, cars, lorries, etc.

"PNDEICK.-5,ixi4 hardened cogs, suit P. and il

,

.
etc., gears, 15T and 171 for engine, 15T for

countershaft; 4/6 " ' " ' " ° - '- -iuvited fot

ENDEICK.-Agents
combinations.

. - each. Enouiries
sprockets for engines, magnetos, etc.

for Chater-Lea lightweights and
„. _ --;_--—. and the Ner-3.Car, 66 gns.-26Water Lane, Watford. 'Phone: 535. [0682
rjOQGLES. fitted with Lenses to Tour Sight by a
>/'. iinalifled optician. Himself a rider and wearer —
JV-nte, a T. Dalton, B.O.A., F.I.O., etc., Northwioh,
Cheshire. [jjjg

Kftft Officers' Trench Coats at 70/- eacli (for this«w mouth onlvl. These coats are brand new andmoutll only).
guaranteed perfect,
fleece.—Below.

Airmen's
Below.

interlined oilskin, gab., or loose

^00 Airmen's Leather Coats, from 65/^ to £5.—

200 S?' ^^y^ Coats, new, lined oilskin and check,'VVfV70/- eaWi.—Below.

A LL Coats sent on approval carriage paid on receipt
-^. of reunttance. Please send chest niMsurcment oyer
ordinary coat. Eemittance returnefl in full' if not satis-
factory.-! 11th, Moodbridge Ed., Mofelev -'

ORTO
HOODS.

Second to none
or quality, de-

ign, and price.

Complete with
i d e curtains
nd all fittings,

£3 3a. to £4.

REDUCED PRICES.
Two-seater Hoods .. £4 to £5.
Coverall Aprons 14/6
Spare Wheel Covers .. .. 20/-

ATKINSON'S, 30e, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherd's Bush.W.IX

"Phone: Hammersmith lio.

TAN-SAD F>ll.klON
SEATS
30/-

To which can bt

atlded :—
Backrest 7 /-

Footrest 5/-

Handles 2/
FREEMAN

ST., B'HAM,

"VrORGAN" Spare Part Depc
-^»-^ in stock; immediate delivery.—Elce,
16, Bishopsgate Av,
Avenue 5548.

Biiniingham,
[X4335

.Spares for all models
- /ery.-Elce, Ltd., 15-

Camomile St., E.C.3. Phone :

10076
QIDECAE Covers and Aprons;—Send old cover, paper•^ pattern, or sketch. We send sample material and
price for new one per return.—Waterproof Co.. Entland
St., Nottingham. [3072
ECONOMISE in Jlotoring.—Send addressed envelope

for list of genuine money-saving specialities to-
day to Mr. Joseph Girnett. Main St., Grange--)ver-
Sands, Lanes. It will pay yon. [3153

PRINTING.-Billheads 5/6 1,000. Cards, memos
duplicate books, postcards, handbills, envelopes'

etc. Splendid value. Samples free.—H. and E Jones
2, Edgbaston St., Birmingham. [4386

CALEfTDAES.-Smart line of monthly tear-ofls
printed with your name, trade blocks, etc. • 50 £1/1

100 £1/12/6. 2S0 £3/3. Prompt delivery. Sampled
free.-Cheverton and Laidler, Dept. A.B.. Dunstable.

WINTER Motor Cycling Kit.—Sheepskin lined gloves,
reinforced leather palms, thumb and finger free

3/6; naval oilskin long coats, free from tackiness, 12/6-
rubber soled overshoes, felt uppers, 6/-.—Street Cove
Hants. [3071
ACETYLENE Welding Plants, comprising generator,

hydraulic valve, oxygen regulator, 2 complete blow-
pipes and rubber hose, ready for work; cost £25 price
£8; 20 sets only'; offler cannot be repeated.—Sun Lane
Works. Blackheath, S.E.3. [1966

MEMO To ensure insertion
letters containing
advertisements in-

^^^^^^^^^^^- tended for these"^"^^^^^^^^^ columns shoald be
in time to reach the offices o( " The
Cycle," Coventry, or London 20,

posted
Motor _

Tudor St.,EC.4), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day oE issue.

---- -v---i^---%J^i

n
This book has been specially

written for the manwho looks

after the car.

THE

MAINTENANCE
AND

I
Running repairs

i

I

i

OF

MOTOR CARS
by EMC W. WALFOBD.

THE author .has for many years

made a practice of driving

and looking after his own
cars, and this book is the out-

come of his experiences. A care-

ful study of its pages will enable
anyone with limited mechanical
knowledge, or even with none at

all, speedily to master the details

of a motor vehicle and to take

entire charge of it with confidence.

Price 5/- net. By Post, 5/4
From

Homo or Abroad

'

I
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.C.4; and Leadin| Booksellers

5

A30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the niunber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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actors
Dalston
[0739

MISCELLANEOUS.

AIB Service.-Surplua eauntlet glomes, all lcntl>Y'

haSds lined wool, very.solt and warm, gauntlet

leather lined, the ideal for driune ond cycle, etc brand

new: 7/6 a pair.-H. Emanuel nnd Lo.. Ijie 1^

37, Balls rond Ed.. IJalston, N.l. 'Phone-

3161.

CYCLE and Motor Transfers.-Complete set pS irnes

lor vedal c.vcle fran.e, including >^»d|'W
t'.

panelled, single and danblo ^i"*? ^ ™^. <=°'°V„.,i tm™?.
{olours 2I-: many varieties. Motor lines head trans

fers, B.D.C. gnality. made only by B.D.Oo.; l>=t 2d

staiir.-Axon, station Buildings, Altnncham. 1X2301

DIRTY -n-eatherrrools, cleaned, tetinted to oriBi"j!'

tawn shade and rei,rooIed 9'6 .tr™<:l'
'fi'^^^J^'f;

Why wear a streaky washed looking ».™«'"l™°».i
1-ranco-Barbe treatment can restore its onsmal sruart

look. Ask for Weatheivioof price l.st.-Address JJept

CM., Castleliauk Dyeworks, Aunieslaud, Glussow. li^^s

rriRANSFER Lining.-Cotnplete set for^pcdal^bicycles

fO!

old, iTd.'g'rein, 'l76,''ordouble colouis 2l-\f-}ff

.„. „.„.„r cycle tanks, sidecars, etc., m various widths

and colourings. Registration letters, numbers, new hack-

n?? caSge^ettenng in white; prices on application;

Etamp.-The British Transler Printing Co.. Ltd. (pro-

prietors Ilifle and Sons Ltd.), Qninton Works, Ooventrj,

London : 20. Tudor St.. E.C.4. Manchester : '
°°

Deajsgate.

199,
[0114

SAVE Money .-Just at the time when everybody Is

anxious lo economise, your postage bill has doubled

itself. Allow Kings to help you to keep down your

postage expenses by drawing on their stock of en-

velopes, size 5?ix3y8, at 3/11 per 1.°™ 1^'''"
.,l%,^?t

1001). Samples can be had free of charge and post

free, and all orders can be despatched per return -
Write at once to J. C. King, Ltd., 42-60, Goswell Ed
London, E.C.I. [2484

TIME Sheets for immediate use, supplied from stock,

1/- per 100; 8/6 lor 1,000. Copyright forms

ruled and printed for daily, weekly, and foremen s

time sheets; also workmen's time sheets and pay

sheets, showing where employed on outdoor work,

travelling, and other expenses, variations of work
forms; material sheets, contractor's record of carting

Specimens free of all charge and post tree.—.J. C. King.

Ltd.. 42, Goswell Ed.. London. B.C. [2483

MOHOR Suits, reduced half the usual price, doiible-

breasted jackets, scatlesa trousers, superior
quality, 42/-. also sold separately, Government surplus,

all new; suits all in one, lace at back, with helmet,
25/-; oilskin jackets, full lined, 16/-; trousers, lined,

11/6; rubber trousers, 14/6; long rubber Poncho
capes, 18/-; cap covers, 1/-; all carriage paid and
approval. We are uneciualled for value.—Hawthorn,
Ltd., Dept. M.. Shrewsbury. Established 34 years.

RAF. Leather Helmets, lur-lined, 15/-; pegamoid
motor cycle suits, 15;-; naval overalls, 6/11;

aviation thigh boots, lamlw-woo] lined. 30/-; U.S.

A

officers' haversacks, 12/6: heavy twill carpenters' aprons

with 2 front pockets. 3/11'; petrol and oilproof aprons,

3/11; khaki wool gloves, 1/3; leather-faced gloves,

1/11: black field boots (chrome), '25/-: gent's and ladies'

oilskins in green, black, yellow, and brown, 10/6. All

new goods. Send for list. Postage extra.—M. C.

Lethbridge, George St., Devonport. [2421

GREAT Sxle ol Government Goods.-5.000 officers'

trench coats, fawn, rubber shell lined, guaran
teed waterproof, 55/-, send chest and height; 1,000

pairs rubber boots, waders. 17/6; 2,000 pairs officers

fielcl boots lace to knee black and tan. solid leather.

35/-; 5,000 pairs South African field boots, solid

leather, double soles, screwed and stitched aloft to

heel, toe cap, m black and tan, 21/-; 5,000 pairs

army boots, solid leather, toe capped, 15/6; 5 000
pairs famous Stormide boot«, solid leather, suit.ible

for farmers: replaced free il not waterproof, toe cap
and plain, 24/6; 5,000 Government pure flannel shirts.

7/6. All gocds post paid. Approval cash with order,

refunded if rot approverl send for price list free.-

Arniv and Navy Stores. Wensum St., Norwich. [1336

AUCTION SALES.

GLOUCESTER MONTHLY MOTOR SALE.
(Held in tlie Cnttle Mnrket on the 1st Thursdav iti

eM-h montli.) THUBSDAT, .TANITAET 5th, 1922,

J pEARCE pOPE ^ S^^^
Will SELL BY AUCTION, commencing with the Accea-
eories at 12 o'clock,

-jt; motor cahs, motor ctcles, lorries,
"^^ AjS'd accessories.
IMrORTANT.—Entries respectfully solicited and Notice

ol eiime 10 Days Prior to Sale will eecure best posi-

tions in Catalogues.—Tel. 1 806. T.A: : "Popedom."

THE BIRMINGHAM MOTOR MART.

WEEKLY MOTOR ATTCTION SALES are held

every TUESDAY. Acceasoriles 11.0 a.m., Vehicles

1.0 p.m. NEXT SALE Tuesday, January 3rd. The
only Weekly Motor Auction Rooms in the Midlands.
An' escellent selection of Motor Cycles, Combinations,
Cars, Lorries, nnd Vans always on view. Private Treaty
Sales and trial runs daily. Expert advice given to
prospective purchasers.—Entry forma and catalogues
from the Auctioneers, CAMPBELL PARKER & CO.,
Motor Auctioneers, 50',-j, Moor Street, Birmingham.

'Phone: O. 1724, 'Grams: "Mobile, Birmingham."

British
made

Dry
Battery

lV'^,illkli LIGHTING OUTFITS.
RECOMMENDED FOR HOME AND EXPORT. ^^

" Volex Dry Dattery T.ik'lit nK Sets nrp the idpal no trouble outfit. N° V
othLT bittt;ry (uilit will ijivc ro,tul[8 ciiual to the " VoleK "

In satisfictory service fur over ]0 yenrs with a constantly increasing

.lemand iliic lo Iheir reliabi'ity cf)iiv,-ni ncp. anH econnmy in use.

These sets give from 9 to 12 months' service. In or-

dinary intermittent use, without renewal batteries.

Spe:ification—6 volt " Volex " Dry Batteries in metal container.

Switchboard; Superba Head Lamp (sjin, front), Side and Tail

L imps. Lora ana BulDs. £8—8—0
No. Mc /490. as illustrated. Price . .

'^^
.'^l5o supplied with "Superba de Luxe" Head £Q_9—
ijuip. 7in. front. No. Mc/450. Price .. «"*' ** "

Ready for Immediate tlse.

(( Volex " Motor Cyde Solo Lighting Sets.

Tlie most efH-

c i en t Dry
nnttcry fc'olo

Sets produced.
_ Blade upon the
same prinrii>le

asonr"Volex"
C om bination
Set. H e ml
Lamp is no-
vicled iviih 6

V ol t bull)
Eiviiie an ex-

cept i o n a 1 1 y
briilatit li«ht,

an d am p le

lisht is pro-

vided in thd
re-ir lamp

THE " RAY - O'NITE" SELF-CON-
TAINED MOTOR CYCLE ELECTRiG HEAD
LAMP. BRITISH MAKE

A Great "VOLEX" Achievement.

Recoramencled for Home nnd. Export.

N'o accnmiilator. oil, or ac'n\ renuiretl ; a briliiaiit Uiiht

ol.tained at will. A siicctissfnl self-contained motorcycle

lump si:ch as the "Hay-o'nite ' ia only rendered possiMe

by the remarkable efficiency of Ibe "Volex" Dry Battery,

wliich is in a class apart from all other primary batteries.

Comprising' " Superba " Head Lamp (uiin. front',

combined with a stronc metal container holdiDK the

Riy-o nite " Dry liattery complete with bulb. Ready
for immediate nae.

No, M9/1 .. £3 10 O
Ditto, -ivith " Superba de Luxe " Head Lamp (7in. front)

£4 4
Spare "Eay-o'nite" Dry Batteries 10/6

Can be frted in n few seooiji's.

ACETYLENE TO ELECTRIC
CONVERSION SET.
,e Adaptor screws into the
cftylene Burner and the T\ir-

in\i can le

carried out in

ill a few FO-

cond3. !~oin.

plete outfit as

i 11 u 9 t r ated
With 4 Volt
"Voles' Aero
Dry Battery in

Leather Sat-

chel "-ith con-

ducting Cord
'Volex Aero

"Superba" Head and Rear Sst,
5V' front Head Lamp, MlOlO ., .. £4 12 6
Head Lamp set only. MlO/7 £4 2

"£uperba de Luxe" Head and Rear Set.
:"fro!U Head Lamp. MlOni .. • ^^ Z ^
Head Lamp aet only. MlO/8 .. .. £4 17 6

"Superba" Head Lamp, S.!" front.
Complete with Holder and Adaptor .. £2 O

"Superba de Luxe" Head Lamp, 7" front.
Complete with Holder and Adaptor .. £2 12 6

"Volex" Dry Batteries ("S")
The most powerlul and l.nsting oi all Dry Batteries

Unsurpassed for ignitio

" -perating electric horn
etc.

li';htin<>

'I'vpc! Volt Size
Gi.inr 3 6^x3x2

4 ej.xsxs
6 JxaJxi

Aerc 4 6iVx5x2.V

6 6.(x6x2.V

Emperal 4 6.\x7!x2.l 25 C

6 61X5X5 30 t

rull particulars en retiiie-t.

] rice

9
10 e

15 r

15
21

THE
"SNAPPER" SWITCH.
Flush Type. Suitable

for Motor Car Dasti-

board, Magnetos, etc.

Nickel & Black bronzed
finish. Price 7 6

and Bulb. Price 31/ .

Bntfcy. Price 37/.
1)0.. Willi G Vo'-t

VOI.T & AMMETERS-
British Made. Best Quality.

Accurately calibrated.

Pocket Type.

o to 6 or 12 volts ... 10/-

o to.^6 10 6

o to 6 .\mps 10/6
o to 30 ,, 12,6

Combliua Pocket Type.

6 Volts, 15 .A.mp5. ... 11/6
8 „ 30 ,, ... 11/6
iG ,, 30 ,. ... 12/6

25 ,, 30 ,. ... 12 ;6

Particulars ot ether types and
.sizes ace I'St.

MAGNETO POCKET TOOL.

Contains all
tools necessary
for the com-
plete adjust-

ment of the

magneto.
Nickel finish.

Price 3 /-

3^^
Sectional

List M202
contains full

II particulars

I:
and

illustrations

'

ot our
I: wide range
:': ot

I: ELECTRICAL
I: ACCESSORIES, ..

II tree on request. ;|

I: Enclose Bus.-

;| ness Card or

Memo, for

Trade Term'!.

TORPEDO SIDECAR LAMP
13/6

All Utters relating to advertisements should quota the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A31
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T^HE most useful book- and by far

the most popular- that has ever

been published for Motor Cyclists.

n-INn- rCroVD EDITION SI'i*'

OTOR^CLES
& how tomanage them..

r~ '

©F(#

Revised Edition
(THE TWENTY-SECOND)

of

]OTaR|YCL£S
& howtomanage them.

The Standard Handbook on
the Motor Cycle, its care and
management.

M'

Price

2/6
net.

By post 2/10

OTOR CYCLES and HOW TO
MANAGE THEM covers every con-

ceivable subject relating to motor
cycles, their care and management, and deals

with every part of the machine and with all

types of machines. It is a complete and
reliable treatise on the multifarious matters
that concern all motor cycle riders—selection

and purchase of a machine, driving, tuning,

upkeep, garaging, etc.

The book is plentifully illustrated from photographs
and specially prepared line drawings.

Invaluable to Ihe beginner who wishes to understand
his machine, and a handy companion to the more
advanced rider.

a

•

•

From ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

JA'/J LEADING '-DOKSELLEKS

Ti

A^2
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CARBURETTERS.
I

For

Heavyweights,

Lightweights,

Two - strokes.

THEY GET
THE BEST
RESULTS
FROMYOUR
ENGINE.

' SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLETS
(Post Free).

1"eIephone—East SOI.

Telegrams: "Carbnret.
Biimlngham. '

BROWN & BARLOW, LTD.
Carburet Works, Witton, Birmingham.

If you have a sidecar machine, consider
the economy of buying a 5-gaIlon drum
of oil for your season's requirements - ths

saving is considerable.

We have ready an interesting, illustrated

leaflet showing how you can pour oil

from a drum without spilling a drop.

The current Lisls give the prices of oils in drums.
Please mention "The Motor Cycle"

PRICES COMPANY LIMITED
BATTERSEA.LONDON .S.Wll

The Ideal BOOT
foi- ALiU-V«fEATHER RIDINC
or -Foi- -ttie Field a.nclGa.r-clen
PerfMtly New, absolutely Waterproof, anil easy to slip on anil off.

These boots are of far superior quality, and will give far more
service than similar articles, of infinitely inferior materials, which
are offered by other stores at slightly lower prices

Officers' FieKl Service

TRENCH BOOTS
Our Price
Postage and packing, i /6. In Brown or Black,

All sizps. Guaranteed to be made of the

finest Government Leather. Sizes from 4 to
12. Smaller sizes suitable for ladies. These
boots reach to the knee, and have full length
fongues and side buckles, which effectively

prevent any water penetrating through the

lace holes or over the tops of the boots. The
uppers are strong and stout, and yet ex-

tremely soft and pliable. The SMARTEST and
MOST COMFORTABLETrenchBoot procurable

BRITISH ARMY BOOTS
20/-

OFFIGERS' Vr*o'J{n" boots

30/-
Send Postal Order or
Cheque, and state size

required

UONDON ARMY BOOT
Government Contractors,

(DepLM.C.) 186, Bishopseate, l-ondon
{Adjoining Bishopsgate Street Police Station)

"Ixion" knows how to keep dry!
" Finally I bought a first-grade suit 0/ grev Oilskins made by Barbour^
"of South Shields, and found I could ride my 200 miles of a trial,
*' stand in a steady downpour Ihrough tivo hill-climbs per diem, sit on
"wet glass banfis when my legs wearied, and get into the hotel at night

'I

bone-dry ; moreover, it the oilics were hung up over night in a wall-
" less stable tor the draughts to play arov.nd them, they were invariably
" bone-dry long before tlie first ^.ompetilor got away next morning."

"Ixion," in his Occasional Comments— 'The Motor Cycle."

SJSK Beacon Oilskins
lailonmypoini DON'T GO STICKY OR LEAK.

The Beacon Motor Cycling Suit will keep yon as
dry as it does "Ixion," and will enable you to
drive all day against wind-driven Rain and Sleet
without letting you get wet or chilled.
Black double lightweight Jackets with Windcuffs,
double fronts, and two roomy pockets, 27/6
semi-buttoned Legging Overalls, 15/-.

SUIT COMPLETE (S) M/6
In Bronze — Jackets 32/8. Semi-

buttoned Legging Overalls, 17/6 Suit
complete, post free, 50/-I with Seated
Trouser Overalls in place of leggings, 55/-
and 62/6 the suit respectively.

Prices given are for Jacket length 33". For
36" & 39" length please add 2/6
and 5/- per jacket respectively.
Overalls

: Prices are for 28" to 33"
inside l.'g, and for Seated Trouser
Overalls up to 40" waist.

1

i'nataa''. Free U.K. : pxtra abroad
\

Allojo also extra time for epectal
•^enaoitiitg of Overseas Orders.

)

To order. Mndlu state colour needed,
're jacket lengtfi, cfiest amt inside ten

''leasnres. and enclose remittance.

LLUSTRATEO LIST POST FREE
Send a postcard to-day for this
Booklet of " Weather Comfort."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

BARBOUR & SONS, Ltd.,.
26, JBeaoon Buildings, /rfx

South Shields, England, (i)
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Dec. 15th, 1921
page 832)

wrote as follows:

"PLUG POPULARITY.

Some painstaking individual counted
all the sparking plugs fitted on the

machines exhibited at Olympia, and his

figures indicate that quite 62% were of

Lodge manufacture, the balance being

divided over fifteen other makes."

kODCE
PLUGS

standard equipment on the world's
leading^ motor cycles.

CAUTION.

There is a nuntber of Government surpltis Lodge plugs being
offered for sale at very low prices. These plugs were niade
during the war for special aeroplane engines. In our opinion,
tliey are unsuitable for motor car or motor cycle engines, because
they will soot up much tnore readily than our standard
patterns. Purchasers at these plugs should note that we do
not hold ourselves responsible in anyway for the goodworking
of these war surplus plu^s, nof doe^ our usual guarantee

apply to them.

LODGE PLUGS LTD. RUGBY

1

s

w^^^^^s^

standard Model (C3)

Price B/- each.

Packed in red metal
box with lead seal,

bearing name Lodge. ., ,,

152B ^
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